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W. h. (Personal)
Abraham Eheograph
Abbott.

Accident on .Toliet, Plainfield and Aurora
Accident on South Side Elevated Railroad, Chicago.

286
492
340
474

(Editorial)
(Editorial)
Accidents, Electric-railway.
Accidents, Lighting Companies Responsible for.
(Editorial)
Accidents, Railroad, in Indiana.
Accidents, Responsibility of Electrical Companies
for
Accidents.
(See also Fire. Flywheel.)
Accountants' Parallel Session of N. E. L. A
Accounting, Uniform, Discussed at N. E. L. A. Convention
(See Storage-battery Cars.)
Accumulator Cars.
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496
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415
414

(Correspondence)
70
315
Acheson. Edward G.. Awarded Rumford Medal.
Acheson. Edward G., Elected President of Ameri*364
can Electrncbemical Society
Adams' "Electricity Book for Boys." (Book Review) 330
Advertising, Central-station, Discussed at N. E. L.
435
A. Convention

Accumulator Locomotive, New.
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Advertising. "What One Cent's Worth of Elec293
Will Do"
tricity
Advertising.
(See also New Business, Selling Electricity.)

(See Farm.)
Agricultural T.'ses of Electricity.
348
Air Brakes, Large Order for, from Chicago
*462
Air-brake Switches, Remote-control
237
Airship, Bell's
By Albert
Airship Maps, Electrical Symbols for.
Scheible
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Ajas Anchored Mast Arm
Method of Synchronizing
Akers'

4fa

Alternators

in
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Parallel

(See Burglar Alarms.)
Alarms, Burglar.
15S
(Editorial)
Alaska. Copper Production of.
Government Purchases Bell Telephone
Alberta.
313
Properties in
y^
Alcohol. Industrial, Congress on
oOd
Alcohol versus Gasoline in Power Production
12o
Algoma, Wis.. Municipal Plant at
3J5
Allen, Henry V.. on Lighting of a Shoe Store
Allis-Chalmers Company to Build Large Machines
180
at West Allis
109
Allis-Chalmers District Officers, Meeting of
Allis-Chalmers' 2o,000-horsepower Rolling-mill Engine
*101
Allis-Chalmers' Steam Turbine and Generator
Alloys, Calcium. Discussed by American Electro365
chemical Society
•
^0
Almert, Harold. Marriage of
Almert, Harold, on Illuminating Engineer in New^" '
business Department
Alternating-current Commutator Motor, C. P. Stein.

.

38^

metz on

Alternating-current Instruments, J. B. Baker on... dbb
143
Alternating Current to Direct, Transformation of
-SAlternating-current Bell
Alternating Currents, New Measuring Instrument
*4o
By .John M. Lea
for.
Alternating Currents Studied by Moans of Oscillo-^^
.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company Loses
Control of Kellogg Company
in Storage-battery Charging Circuit

129
253

Ammeter

Ammeter, Shunt.
(See Shunt Ammeter.)
Ammeters.
(See also Meters.)
Amrine. T. H.
(Comparative Tests of Carbon, Met463
allized Carbon and Tantalum Filament Lamps)
*46
Anchored Mast Arm
Anglo-Japanese Oi-gawa Hydro-electric Power Com146
pany
457, 511
Anthony, William A., Death of
Appalachian Mountains, Waterpower Possibilities of. 147
434
Appliances. Electrical, Methods of Sale of
*422
Arc Lamps, Economic Miniature
*282
Arc-lamp Electrode
*1S1
Arc Lamp, Multiple Luminous
476
Arc Lamps of 2.000 Candlepower
(See also Enclosed Arc, Flaming Arc,
Arc Lamps.
.

Lamp

Illumination,

Lighting.)

Arc Light Electrodes, A. B. Cornwell on

371

Architecture, Relation of Illuminating Engineering
286
to.
By E. L. Elliott
*^^^
Armature Winders. Reel for Use of
Armour Institute Branch of American Institute. 252, 391
Armstrong, Albert H., on Electricity and the Trans250
portation Problem
Arnold, Bion ,T., on Electrification of Steam Rail-

roads
Arnold, Bion

on Increase of Service

J.,

in

New York

256

Subway
Arnold,

250

Bion

J.,

rial)

Arnold, Bion
Arnold, Bion

J..
J..

New York Subways.
Report of. on New Subway
on

Subwav Construction

for

Cities Proposed by
Arresters.
(See Lightning Arresters.)
Art Machine Company's Flatirons

(Edito-

432
Car... liS
Large
*45o

(See Coal Handling.)
(Book Review)
Ashe's "Electric Railways."
Athens, Ga., Power-house Improvements in
^
"Audion" in Wireless Telephony. .'
Auger, Iwan Post
Australia Asks Bids for New Cables
1907
Australia, Electrical Developments in. in
(See Telegraph.)
Automatic Telegraph.
(See Telephone.)
Automatic Telephone.
Automobile Delivery versus Horse Delivery
Automobile, Electric and Gasoline. Dissimilar
Automobile, Electric Bank
Automobiles, Electric versus Gasoline
Automobiles, Storage Batteries and
Automobiles.
(Notes)
.

480
399
*8S
193
19
133, 502

^126
ISO
*281
*389

"Autotherm." Fireless Cooker
Averv's Automatic Scales
Axwell Park Colliery Electric Hoisting Plant
I

Ayvad Manufacturing Company's Single-phase Motor
*2S

Installation
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*3r.

Revolving-field
436
Self-synchronizing of
(See also Generators. Turbo, etc.)
480
Aluminum Cell Lightning Arrester
11
Aluminum, Increasing Use of
(Questions and Answers).. 107
Aluminum, Soldering.
126
America, First Electric Railway in
American Association for the Advancement of Scl18,
39
encf^. Meeting of
American Circular Loom Co. and the Chelsea Fire., 329
364
Amerif-an Electrochemical Society, Meeting of
Am<"ric.'»n Electrochemical Society, Programme of... 326
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Annual
433
Meeting of
American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Growth

Alternators.
Alternators.
Alf^rnators.

of.
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American
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213
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tutions on ForcHt I'reHervatlon
American InKlltuto of Ebfctrlcal Engineers to Dls-

American
cuBH

Public

141

Service

of EU-ctrlcal Engineers to DIk140
(Editorial)
cuHB Puhllr Service.
American InHtltute of Electrical Engineers to .Meet
234,512
In Atlantic City
(See
American Instltnte of Electrical Engineers.

American InKtllnie
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Armour
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Chicago

Section,

Ithaca Section, T'lttshnrg Section,)

American Hallway Englneerlnfr and Maintenance of
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Convr-ntlon of
of Corresponilence,

251

AHKOclfttlon.

Amfrlran School

Administration

199
rinlldlng of
Anif-rlcan School of Oorrcspondcnco, PuhllcntlonH of.
3.10
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f
Ei]!torInl>
Slang.
140
American
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Bonham. W.

287
R.,

on Problems in Illumination.

(Edi-

torial)

286
407

Bonham, W. R., on Tungsten Lamp
Bonham's New Locking Base for Lamps

*461
Bookbinders' Tools. Electric Heat for
*352
Bookkeeping for Electric Railroads
26^
Book Reviews ....43, 147, 197, 235, 288. 330, 371. 499
Books on Electrical Engineering.
(Questions and

Answers)

392

tion of

309

New Method of Collecting Car Fares
218
Boston, Central-station Business iu
475
Boston, Electric Rates in
160, 201, 473
Boston Elevated Railway, Commutating-pole Railway
Generators of
*125
Boston, Few Electrical Fires in
338
Boston, Street-railway Veterans in
371
Boston, Telephone Rates in
92
Boston. Transportation Problem in.
(Editorial).... 492
Boston, Underground Wiring in.
(Editorial)
342
Boyer, Frank N.
(Personal)
373, 483
Boyertown, Pa., Disaster at.
(Editorial)...
60
Boyle, R. W., on Absorption of Radio-active Emana364
144

tions

Brake, Westinghouse, for Rolling-mill Motor
Brakes.
(See Air Brakes.)
Brazil, Electric Service Competition in
Breckenridge, L. P.
(How to Burn Illinois

159
Coal

Without Smoke)
Brescia, Power Transmission Plant of
Brewery, Induction Motors iu a

*123
+207
34M
312
•27

Bridge. Quebec, Failure of

-

graph

447

Bopp's

147
236
*247
*462
233
12

.

(See also Central Station,
Alternating Currents.
Generators, Polyphase. Single-phase, Tbree-pbase,
Turbo, etc.)
'26
Alternators, Electric Machinery Company's
228
By Morgan Brooks
Alternators in I'arallel.
*153
Alternators of Tusciano River Plant
Alternators Operated in Parallel, Synchronizing and
*lp
Equalizing of

Board of Trade. (See Chicago.)
Boardman, W. P., Death of

Boiler Economy of Steam Turbines
395
Boiler Explosions, English Punishment for
119
Boiler Plants, Burning of Coal in
196
Boiler Room of Quarry Street Station
*382
Boiler Room of Salt Lake City Power House
*23
Boiler Tests of U. S. Government.
(Editorial)
38
Boilers for Burning Illinois Coal Without Smoke... 123
Boilers of Kokomo, Marion and Western
,?357
Bonding Overhead Cables
146
Bonding, Track, in Peoria
195
Bonding.
(See also Kails. Welding,)
Bonham, W. R. (Personal)
277
Bonbam, W. R. (Problems in Illumination Made

Boosters in Connection with Storage Batteries, Ac-

*146

Ash Convevors.

Ayer, .Tames

Binding Posts for Snap Switches
274
Black Hills Electric Light Company
274
Blakeney's System for Neutralizing Inductive Disturbances
*227
Blake's Signals for Single-phase and Steam Roads.. 'ISO
Blastfurnace Gas Utilization. Progress of
^97
Blast Furnace, Madeline, at Indiana Harbor
218
Block Signals.
(See Signals.)
Blonck, W. A.
(Personal)
332
Blood, W. H., on Grounding of Secondaries
413
Blood, W. H., Report of, on Insurance
416
Blowers and Pumps, Motor-driven
*351

Baker, Joseph B., on Electric Meters.
(Editorial).. 248
*174
Baker, Walter, & Co.'s Power Station
Baker. Joseph B. (Installation, Lnbaratory Testing
and Repairing of Electric Meters)
*290. 309, 327
2(iS.
348, *366, *392, *418. *443. *459, *477. *495, 513
(Book ReBaker's "Cement Workers' Handbook."
view)
371
508
Balloons, "Wireless" from
3G4
Bancroft, W. D.. on Electrochemistry of Light
*SS
Bank Wagon, Studebaker
Barr. Thomas C. Death of
203
'490
Bases, Lamp. Electrolytlcally Formed
"263
'.
Bath-robe. Electrically Heated
*479
Battery-charging Outfit. Mercury-rectifier
Battery.
(See also Primary, Storage.)
494
Battleship Equipment. Some Features of
Battleships. Electrical Installations In Turrets of.
.

38
294
211
200
*50

(Editorial)
Battleships, Electricity in
aBttleships, Electricity in, Pierce on
Battleships, French, Radio-telegraphy on
Battleships, Wireless Telephones on
Battleships. (See also Fleet.)

Hughes
'"Baudot Telegraphs.
(Book Review)
Crotch.
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By

Arthur
3.30

*120

Raum's Hieh-lenslon Pole Switch

215
Benle, William G., nn Electric Rates In Chicago
185
Bear, William V.
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Becker, Mr., on the Electrical Contractor
Behrend's Armature Construcllon for Illgh-speed Di*454
rect-current Generators
Belgium, Direct Current Selected for Railway OperaIn
I Ion
Bell, Alternating-current
Bell. Louis, on Brilliancy of
Boll's Aerodrome

282
473
237
215

(Sec American Telephone and TeleTelephone, also Names of Countries,

Bell Telephone.
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man on

Brooks,
Brooks,
Brooks.
Brooks'

430

F. W., on Verbal

Train Orders
Morgan.
(Alternators in Parallel)
Morgan, on Synchronoscope

Method

of Synchroulzins Alternators In

421
,

•228
430
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allel

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers to Admit Motormen
43.3
Brown, J. W.. on Dry Cells in Ignillon Circuits.... 365
Brown, Neal. on Public nIMily Piinills in Wisconsin.
85
Brown's Non-raeta|lic FlexlMc rDinlnlt
*321,
.

Bruce, Peebles & Co.. Lirinidntion of
201
Buck. H. W., on Education of Electrical Engineer... 10.3
Buck. H. W.. on Lighmlng Protection
458
Buffalo General Electric Company, New Home for.
512
Burgess, C. F.. on Corrosion of Iron and Steel
364
Burglar Alarms. Telephone Auxiliary for
*305
(Per.sonal)
Burkett. C. W.
333
Burt, Austin, on the Load Factor
344
Bus-bars
*429
Bushing, Rubber, Use 'of
270
Bushnell. S. M., on Electric Elevators
61
Business Notes
31,
53
.

73.

278,

94. 114. 133. 151, 169. 204, 222, 240.
299. 334. 374. 403. 448, 406, 485,
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(See also New Business.)
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Butter-making by Eleclrlclty.
(Editorial)
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-192
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Tungsten Lamps
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Bristol's MMIi-voltmeter and Shunt Ammeter
British Columbia Electric Street Railway Company,
New Construction of
215
Brooklyn Edison Company, Hlgh-efllciency Lamp,
Announcement of
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Brooklyn, Tungsten Lamp versus Gas in, M. S. Seel-
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Belt Tightener. Countershaft
Bells. Steel Bands In Place of
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(Editorial)
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Cables, Creeping of
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for.
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(Editorial). 402

Cables. Large. Use of
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Cables. Telephone
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(See nlso TransmlSBlon. Wiring.)
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Cadmium Ceil. Standard, F. A. WolfT on
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i'lilclum Allovs Discussed
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Chicago Union Loop, Plans for Rellovlng
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408
252
212
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(Editorial)

Chicago Union Traction Company, Propertk-H Sold.. 100
Union Traction Reorganization
28
Chicago WattM- Dopartinent, (Jraft in.
(Editorial),, 280
Chicago, WhoICHulo Marketing of Electric Current
In
G14
(,'hlcago

SollcUlug.)
Capacity of iMctcrs

208

(Chicago,

Carbon

'i»ri

China, Telegraplis In
451
Chlorine Plant, Synchronous Motor-generator Set In. 481

Itlieoatat

Car, Gasollne-oloctrlc. New
Car Tares. New Method of Collocling
Car LlKhtlug. (See Lighting. Car.)
Car, "l*ay-as-you-onter," In New York
Car, 'Tay-ns-yoii-loavo*'

Car Shops

of Indiana

•83

218
50,

237
2li>

Union Traction Co

80

102
(Editorial)
Car, Suburban, llUnols Central.
178
Car, Subway, Arnold's Itcport on
3"»1)
Cars of Kokonin, M:\i-lon imd Western
•211
Cars of Ulcluiinnd mul (_'hcsapcake Bay Itallwuy. .
*172
Cars of South Side lOk'vnted Uallroad
^227
Cars, Railroad, i\Iodern Tilting Tower for
•243
Cars, Storage-batlery, In Germany
(Editorial). 104
Cars, Street, Stop|)lng of. at Crossings.
.

Cars Used In

New York

^302

Tunnels

Carnes, Lew C, Death of
Carothers, J. A., Death of

32!)

185

422
Carpentler's Image Transmission System
Carson, George S., on Public-service Corporations... 341
275
Cattaraugus Cutlery Company Plant
*155
Cazin's Processes for Manufacture of Filaments
Cedar Rapids and Iowa City Compels Chicago and
(Editorial) 306
Northwestern to Interchange Freight.
365
Ceils. Dry. In Ignition Circuits
Cells.
{Sec also Aluminum, Cadmium.)
67
Cement House, Edison's
512
Cement Plant in Alberta, A Modern
Ill
Cement Plants, Electric Drive In
By W. H. Baker.
"Cement WorKers' Handbook."
371
(Book Review)
50
Central American Wireless Stations
Central Electric Companv's Fuse-block Arrangement
328
to Prevent Current Theft
Central Electric Company's New Tree Insulator. .. .*294
39, 101, 264, 457
Central Electric Railway Meeting
85
Central Station and the Contractor
475
Central-station Business In Boston
(Editorial) 390
Central-station Development in Chicago.
Central-station Industry in Chicago, Recent Develop-

ment of
Central-stfttion Opportunities in
Central-station

Policy

Summer.
Toward
Metallic-filament

*378
293

349
Lamps, F. W. Willcos on
325
Central-station Statistics for New Y'ork
Central Stations, Small, Power Developments in.... 413
Central Stations. (See also Electric Drive, Hydroelectric, Lighting, New Business, Power, Sub-stations, etc.)

Chair Factory, Induction Motors Operating

Rex T. Stafford
Charles' Electrically Heated Bath Robe
Chaulin's Insect Exterminator
Chelsea Fire
Chelsea Fire, Electrical Interests in
"Chemistry, Engine Room." By A. H. Gill.

By

a.

*509
*263
^244
320
307

(Book

235
Review)
Chetwood's System for Neutralizing Inductive Dis*227
turbances
Chicago and, Milwaukee Electric Road in Receiver106
ship
Chicago and Northwestern Compelled to Interchange
(EdiFreight with Cedar Rapids and Iowa City.
torial)
306
Chicago and Oak Park Elevated Railroad, Report of. 142
*135
Chicago Board of Trade Building, Elevators in
(Editorial). 300
Chicago, Central-station Development in.
Chicago, Central-station Industry in, Recent Devel*378
opment of
178
Chicago City Railway, Report of
*189
Chicago Daily News, Electrical Equipment of
311
Chicago Drainage Canal, Cost of
Chicago Drainage Canal, Intake of, to Be Increased 406
*1
Chicago Drainage Canal, Power Development on the.
Chicago Drainage Canal Power Used for Street Light*201
ing
Chicago Drainage Canal.
(See also Chicago Sanitary District.)

*378
Chicago Edison Company. Development of
Chicago Electric Club.
(See Electric Club.)
234, 252
Chicago, Electric Rates in
212
(Editorial)
Chicago, Electric Rates in.
Chicago, Electric Rates in, Discussed at City Club.. 214
Chicago Electrical Show
24, *d5, '77, 106
(Editorial)
60
Chicago Electrical Sliow.
38,
124
Chicago Electrical Show, Prize Competition at
Chicago Electrical Show, Some Striking Features of. *75
*40
Chicago Electrical Sliow, What to See at the
*408
Chicago, Electric Signs of
325
Chicago, Electrification of Railroads in
150, 212
Chicago Elevated Railroad Loop Problem
Chicago, Elevated Railroad Merger Proposed in.... 313
Chicago Elevated Railroad to Stock Yards Opened.. 312
Chicago Elevated Railroads and the LTnion Loop.

362

(Editorial)

Chicago Elevated Railroads, Increase of Business of. 12S
Chicago Elevated Railroads, South, Side, Recent Ex*171
tensions and Improvements on
Chicago Elevated Railroads. (See also Northwestern
Elevated.)
Chicago, Federal Building of. Use of Electricity in. .*225
Cbicago, High-tension Underground System, Protect470
ive Features of a
63
Chicago, Increased Use of Electric Light in...
Chicago, Lake Shore and South Bend Railway.
142
Chicago, Lighting Rates in
237
Chicago, Lighting Statistics of
312
Chicago, Mail Carriage in
Chicago, Municipal Street Lighting in. Cost of .339. 365
(EdiChicago. Municipal Street Lighting in. Cost of.
.

torial)

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

Railroads, Electrification

of.

456
362
218
IIS
(Editorial) 176

(Editorial)..

Railway Bonds
Railway Rehabilitation
Railways, City as a Partner in.
Railways Consolidated
Chicago, Railways in, City Revenue from
Chicago, Railways in, Success of Ordinance.
torial)

Chicago Railways, Through Routes on

.

141
310
(Edi-

306
234
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Choke Colls
Circuit-breakers
Circuit-breakers
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429
ot

5D0 Volts,

Rules for Construc-

2G0
•443
214

tion of
Clrcult-broakerH, Oil. 75,000-volt
City Club Discusses Electric Kates
City.
(See Municipal.)
Clark, F. J., on Synchronous Generators
Clay.s, VltrlUcatlon of.
By G. A. Ernest
Clearing House, Telephone, for Indiana

IGO
350
330

Cleveland. Street-railway Settlement In
Cleveland, Three-cent Fare Question In
Cleveland.
(See also Ohio Correspondence.)

371

353

1*94,

H. E,, on Education of Electrical Engineer. 103
Clock, Illumination of a Large
408
Clock, Standard, for Meter Testing
459
Clocks, Electric, Exhibit of
78
^487
Clocks to Show Time at a Distance
Cloth, Varnished, Discussion on
181
•398
Cluster, Tungsten DiCeusing
"27
Clusters, Benjamin Separable Wireless
Coal Burning in Boiler Plants
1 90
*382
Coal Handling of the Quarry Street Station
Coal-handling System of Kokomo, Marion and WestClifford,

*357

ern
Coal, Illinois, How to Burn Without Smoke
Coal, Illinois, Moisture Good for
Coal In the United States, Production of
Coal.
(See also Fuel.)
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Code, National Electrical, S. S. Wheeler on
Code, National Electrical, Recodification of.
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(Book Review^
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,,.....
"Cornell 'J'ubr," (icvHur'n
nOH
Cornwcll, A. il., onArc Light Ek-clrodcH
371
CorroMlon of Iron and Klcol UlKCUHKcd nt American
Kh'ftrocln-nilcal
Hoclely
;j«1
Corrosion of HtoraKe-butlery TcrmlnuiN
328
CoHls.
(See «l«o RnteH.)
CoUon-nilll I'owfT I'lant at NaHhuo, N, II
•-I07
Coupllnc. Nijttair« Flexible InHulated
••121
(-'ow Mlikerx, Electric
•4(J9
CniflH, P. P., Elected Prewldent lowu Ktrcet nod Interurban ABMoclatlon
•341, 345
CrancH, Electric, Wiring of
209
Cravath'H "Electric ItallwayH."
(Book Kevlew)
330
Creamer, on Llghmlng-rod QucKtlon
Creel, Enrique C
CrelghtoD, m, E, F., on Lightning Protection

408
lis
458
CreoHote as a Wood ProHervatlve
343
Crew, Henry, on Monorail Car
508
Crocker, F. B., on Education of Electrical Engineer. J03
Crocker-Wheeler Factory OroundH, TrauMpIantlng a
Tree In
•512
Crocker-Wheeler's Countcreliaft Belt Tightener
'ISO
Crocker-Wheeler's Frequency Converter
•89
Crocker-Wheeler's Motor-driven Pumps and Blowers. ^351
Crompton. R. E., on International Electrical Standardization
142
Crotch's "Hughes and Baudot Telegraphs."
(Book

Review)
,330
Crouse. ,1. Robert, Hlnes.s of
423, 434, 439
Current Theft, Fuse-block Arrangement to Prevent.. 328
Current Control.
(See Control.)
Current. Marketing.
See al.so Advertising, New
1

Business, Selling Electricity.)
Currents.
(See also Alternating, Direct, etc.)
Curriculum for the Electrical Engineer
Curtis Steam Turbine, Statistics of
Curtis Steam Turbines
Cutlery I'lant, Electrical Operation of
Cut-out, Hlgh-potentlttl Automatic

103
311
394
275
'ISO

•480
234, 269

393
(Edi-

230

Choke

Coils.)

"Cold Motor" in Court
Coles, Sherard Cowper,

•209, 230. 231

on

Testing

of

Galvanized

477
369
•281

Iron
Collecting, Tact and System in
Colliery Electric Hoisting Plant, Axwell Park
Collins and Thorn's "Electric Telegraph,"

(Book

Review)
Collins. J. F.

(Personal)

Colorado and Nile Rivers, Comparison of Flow of...
Colorado, Power Extensions in
"Colorado Springs Lighting Controversy." By Henry
Floy.
(Book Review)
Colorado Springs, Meter Readers to Deliver Bills in.
Colored Light, Yellow, Best for Byes.
(Editorial)..
Colors and Iliummation
Colors and Lighting, Discussed by Chicago Engineers.
(See also Light.)
Colors and Lighting.
Commercial and Engineering Departments, Relationship Between

330
297
399
34
197
307
84
287
233

Commercial Day at N. E. L. A. Convention
Commercial Department. (See New Business.)
Commission Control, Dudley Farrand on
411
Commissions, Value of
416
Commonwealth Edison Company, Development of... "378
Commonwealth Edison Company, Fisk Street Station of
*377, 378, *3S0
Commonwealth Edison Company, Quarry Street
Power Station of
IS. *377, *3S1, 3S2
Commonwealth Edison Company's Rate Ordinance.
214, 234, 252
Commonwealth Edison Company's Sale of Current
at Wholesale
514
Commonwealth Edison Company's Show Room in Chicago
363
Commutating-pole Railway Generators in Boston. .*125
Commutator Tool. Lofgren's
•28
"Commutators, Mechanical Design and Construction
of."
By R. Livingstone. (Book Review.)
43
Cmpetition in Brazil, Electric Service
159
Complaints
431
Complaints Solved by Meter Readers Delivering Bills. 307
Compound Motors. (Questions and Answers)
459
Concentrating Plant. Copper
193
Concentrating Plant, Large Electric Motors in a.
340
Condenser Equipment of Quarry Street Station
383
Condensers of Fisk Street Station
379
Condensing Apparatus in New Orleans
195
Conductivity, Metallic. .T. J. Thomson on
34
Conductor, Solid, Current in a
513
Conduit Exhibit at Electrical Show
77
.

.

.

Conduit, Non-metallic Flexible
Conduit of Wood Fiber
Conduits, Telephone

Conkling Company's Mechanical Reversing Device.

.

.

*321
26
145
.*294

"Connecticut," Battleship, Equipment of
494
Connections for Stations Operated from Transmis'428
sion Lines
Conservation of Natural Resources.
(See Forests,
Natural Resources.)
Consolidated Light and Power Company of tlie Black
Hills
274
Construction.
(See also Overhead, Underground.)
*48
Contacts for Automatic Telephones
By
Continent, Electrical Progress of 1907 on the.
*13
A. de Courcy
(Correspondence)
Continental
Europe.
29. 49, 70, 92,
111, 129, 148, 166, 183, 200, 219, 237, 255, 276,
295, 313, 330, 352. 400, 422, 446. 464, 481, 499,
Contract Agent, V. A. Henderson on
Contract Agent.
(See also Soliciting.)
Contractor and Central Stations
Contractor, Electrical, Discussed at N. E. L. A
Control Board of Drainage Canal Power House
Control Svstem, Multiple-unit
*154,
Control, Wireless Electric
320,
Convention Programmes, Crowded.
(Editorial) ....

325
203

Com-

pletes

213
Daniels Boulevard Lighting System
^497
Davenport, Iowa, Consolidation In
282
Davy's Experiments, Account of
61
Dayton, Sewage Pumping Stations at
'SSO
De Courcy, A. (Ducretet Tele-mlcro-phonograph) .*138
De Courcy, A. (Electrical Progress of 1907 on the
Continent)
'la
De Courcy, A. (Interurban Storage-battery Cars In
Germany)
^243
De Courcy, A. (New Paris Subwav)
•192
De Courcy, A. (Tusciano River Hydroelectric Plant
in Italy)
«153
De Forest's Audion, Improvements in
^247
De Forest's Experiments on Wireless Telephony.
(Correspondence)
352
De Kaiser's Reel for Use of Armature Winders
193
Delafield, C. E.
(High-tension Insulators)
•46
r->enatured Alcohol.
(See Alcohol.)
Deuneen, Francis S.
(Insulation of High-tension
Transmission Lines)
"452
Dennis, H. P.
(Applications of Recording Instruments to Light and Power Systems)
*66
Denver. New Pole Design for
^321
Depreciation, Daniel Royse on
345
.

;

430
219

.

Daggett, H. JL. on Lighting of a Shoe Store
Dalton, Charles H.. Death of
Dam. Spokane and Inland Empire Railway

517
434
S5
436
*3

328
360
510

Converters, Synchronous, Some Developments in. By
Charles W. Stone
162
Converter.
(See also Frequency Converter.)
^225
Conveyors, Electric, of the Chicago Postoffice
Cooking.
(Elements of Electrical Engineering).... 143

Depre(*iation Funds Recommended for Electric Railways.
(Editorial)
38
Depreciation, Methods of Accounting for
415
Destructors. Refuse, and Electrical Generating Plants 254
Detroit River Tunnel, Electric Locomotives for
*283

Tungsten "Economy"

Diffuser.

•398

Direct-current Electric Railway
Direct-current Generators, Armature Construction for

High-speed
Direct-current Motor for Mills
Direct Current Selected for Railway

SS

^454
•371
Operation

in

Belgium
141
Direct-current Starting Rheostats
*253
Direct-current System Used by Indianapolis and Louisville Traction Company
264
Direct-current Transmission, L. A. Herdt on.
(Editorial)

158

Directory, Universal Electrical.
(Book Review)
288
Display Room Discussed at N. E. L. Convention.... 434
Distillation of Turpentine by Electricity.
By F. T.

Snyder

'SeO

Distribution, Electric, at Salt Lake City
•24
Distribution in Suburban Districts Discussed at N. E.

Convention
412
Distribution System of Commonwealth Edison Company
»3S4
Distribution System, Underground, at Kenilworth. .*120
Distribution A'oltage for Central Stations
^. 271
Distribution.
(See also Overhead, Transmission,
Underground, Wiring.)
Dison, R. M.
(Car Lighting)
100
Doane, S. E
'SSO
Dock Equipment in Brazil, Electrical
275
Dodd, S. M
•SQl
Domestic Electricity(See also Cooking, Heating,
Household, New Business, Selling Electricity.)
"Don'ts" for Users of Electrical Instruments
142
239
Downs, Edwin E.
(Personal)
Down's "Handy Copper Wire Tables."
(Book Review)
43
Drainage Canal.
(See Chicago Drainage Canal.)
Drainage, Mine.
(See Mine Drainage.)
Dresden Heights Hydro-electric Plant, Excavations
*121
for
498
Drill Holder, Star
L. A.

Drive. Electric.
(See Electric Drive.)
Dry Cells. (See Cells.)
*6.t
Dryer. Hair
183
Ducretet's Experiments on Wireless Telegraphy
Ducretet's Tele-micro-phonograph. By A. de Courcy.*13S
*145
Ducts. Telephone

Durborow, A. C, Death of
Durborow. A. C, Funeral of
Dynamo Laboratorv of Lewis Institute

Dynamo

Polarity, Test of

11

213
239
*157
309

^
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)

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Dynamo

that

Loses

{Questions and An-

Voltage.

swers)

197
126

:

Dynamo

Voltnge. Raising
"Dynamos, ConstJ-uction of."

By

T. Sewell.

('Book

Review)

197

Dynamos.

(See also Alternators. Armatures, Directcurrent, Generators, Motor-generator, Turbo, etc.)

456
325

(Editorial)

Lamps
Economy Light and Power Company's

Tui-n-down

Sgg

,

Plant, Exca-

*121
41S
417
Edison Lamp Improvement Made Public
'SSO
Edison Medal
372
Edison, Thomas A.
(Correspondence)
Edison, Thomas A., Operation on ....... 185, 195, 239
(Editorial) .... 194
Edison, Thomas A., Operation on.
67
Edison's Cement House
G4
Education and Self-help for Electricians
(Editorial).. 102
Education of the Electrical Engineer.
Education of the Electrical Engineer, Discussion on. 103
vations for
Edgar, H. T., Address of

.

Education.
(See also Industrial. Schools, Technical.)
77
Educational Exhibit at Electrical Show
414
Edwards, H. M., on Uniform Accounting
Eglin,
Eglin.
Eglin,
Eiffel
Eiffel
EifEel

•3S8
W. C. L
W. C. L.. Elected President of N. E. L. A. 430, 437
421
W. C. L.. Report of, on Gas Engines
210
Tower Fire

*4S7
Tower Used as Wireless Station. (Editorial) 176
Electric Club Discusses Central-station Heating.... 234
Electric Club of Chicago
177, 26S, 2SS
Electric Club Discusses Duties of Members to Pub493
lic Questions
391
Electric Club. Rise of the
473
Electric Club's Mid-day Lecture
106
Electric Drive in a Hardware Factory
*473
Electric Drive in Railway Supply Plant....
*463
Electric Drive in a Table Factory
Electric Drive in Cement Plants
Ill
*322
Electric Drive in Chicago Stock Yards
Electric Drive in Manufacture of Office t'urniture. .*399
Electric Drive in Knitting Industry
155
Electric Drive in Woodworking
*139
Electric Drive.
(See also Motor Driving.)
Tower, Time-indicating Device on

.

.

Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric

Furnace.
(See Furnace.)
Gun.
(See Gun.)
Heating. (See Heating.)
Law. By John C. Nicholson

105
*5
and Chicago Drainage Canal..

cation

Ellicott, Edward B.,
Elliott, E. L.
(Relation
ing to Architecture)

of Illuminating

Engineer-

236

Emergency Lights for Residences
Emmet, W. L. R.
(Some Characteristics

Eames, Hayden, on Electric and Gasoline Car
399
Earth's Potential, Nodon's Apparatus for Measuring.
East Moline, III., Electric Rates in
Economical Electric Lamp Company's

Elevators in Chicago Board of Trade Building
*135
Eliot, President, on Age Limit for Compulsory Edu-

*321
of

the

14,000-Uilowatt Turbine)
88
Enclosed-arc Lamps Used for Studio Lighting
*368
Engine, 25,000-horsepower Rolling-mill
89
"Engine-room Chemistry."
By A. H. Gill.
(Book

Review)

235

Engine-stop and Signaling System, Safety, A Simple. *515
Engines.
(See also Central Stations, Gas Engines,
Gasoline, Power Plants, Steam Engines, etc.)
Engineering and Commercial Departments, Relationship, between
430
Engineering as a Life Work, H. H. Norris on
106
Engineering Experiment Station Bill.
(Editorial).. 306
"Engineering Honor," S; S. Wheeler on
393
Engineering Students,
Teaching of Mathematics
to
IS, 39
Engineer's Relation to Public Utility Problems, Discussion on
310
Engineers' Society of Milwaukee
141
England.
(See Great Britain.)
Equalizing and Synchronizing of Alternators
175
Eraser, Motor-driven
480
Erner, John A., Death of
399
Ernest, G. A. 1 Vitrification of Clays)
350
Eshleman, C. P.
(Daniels Boulevard Lighting Sys*497
tem)
,
Esty and Franklin's "Elements of Electrical Engineering."
(Book Review)
Europe.
(See Continental.)

Evans, Herbert

S.

43

(High Voltage on Incandescent

Lamps)
Evans, W.

*4SS
A., on Railroad Electrification in Chicago 325
Evanston Extension of the Northwestern Elevated.. 475
64
Evening Schools for Electricians
Evolution. Direction of Light in Relation to Human. 307
(Editorial). 306
Experiment Station Bill. Engineering.
119
Explosions, Boiler, English Punishments for
Exports, Electrical, by Months.. 124, 190, 283, 363, 457
124
Exports, Electrical, for December and for 1007
18
Exports, Electrical, in 1907
(Editorial)
16
Exports, Electrical, In 1907.
(Editorial)
158
Exports, Electrical, to Canada.
59
Express Business, Electrical, in Ohio
Light
Upon
the
159
Eye, Effects of
Eye, Effect of Light upon the. By H. IT. Seabrook.. 100
493
Eye, Illumination and the

110

Lighting.

(See Lighting.)
Locomotives.
( See
Locomotives.
Machinery Company's Alternators

and

iMotor

Equipment

Company's

i

*26
Trans-

parency

146

Electric Power.
(See Power.)
Electric Pumps.
(See Pumps.)
Electric-railway Operators' Association. Proposed
Electric Railways.
(See Railways.)
Electric Rates.
(STee Rates.)
Electric Signs.
(See Signs.)
Electric Smelting.
(See Smelting.)
Electric Waves.
(S'ee Waves.)
Electric Welding.
(See Welding.)
Electric Wiring.
(See Wiring.)
Electrical Companies' Responsibility for Accidents.
Electrical Display for Fleet Week in San Francisco.
Electrical Engineer, Education of. Discussion on....
Electrical Engineer, Education of the.
(Editorial).
Electrical Engineer. Examination for
Electrical Engineering, Books on.
(Questions and
.

.

Answers)
Electrical

SO

Elements

of.

(See

496
391

103
102
498

Ele-

Thomiilen.
(Book Review)
Engineers, Civil Service Examinations for.
Exhibition, Marseilles.
(See Marseilles.)
Exports.
(See Exports.)
Industry and Forest Preservation
Industry, Growth of.
(Editorial)

Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Electrical

Installation. Quick Work in
Manufactures. Statistics of

Manufacturing Company's
Automatic Cut-off

43
*9

235
433
127
410
274
17

High-potential

*180
16

Progress in 1907.
(Editorial)
Progress of United States in 1907.
Henry H. Norris
Electrical Progress on the Continent in 1907.
Electrical
Electrical

By
•!!

Bv

A. De Courcy
"13
Electrical Show at University of Illinois
*2G4
Electrical Show of House Furnishings
127
Electrical Shows.
(Editorial)
60
Electrical
Show.
(See
Chicago,
Grand Rapids,
Marseilles, New York, Omaha, St. Louis, San
Francisco,)
Electrical Trades Exposition Company's Competition
124
Electrical Units, Deflnitions of
143
Electrical Work at Lewis Institute
*157
Electricians,
Self-help for
64
"Electricity Book for Boys."
By J. H. Adams,

(Book Review)

330

Electricity Direct from Fuel. Production of.
torial)
Klectrkliy, Importation of.
(Editorial)
Electricity in Peru.
By Charles M. Pepper
Electricity, State Monopoly of, in Germany.
torial >
Electricity.

(Edi-

248
140
164
(Edi-

84

Use

London
105
IClectricliy, What One Cent's Worth of. Will Do... 293
Electrification of Steam Railroads.
(See Railroads.!
Electrochemistry of Light, W. D. Bancroft on
364
Electrode, Arc-lamp
*282
of.

in

.

.

.

.

Electrodes. Arc-light. A. B. Cornwell on
371
Klectrolyels Case. Peoria
234. 471
Electrob'Bls of Telephone Cables.
(tjuestlons and

AnswtrH)

495

Electrolysis Situation In St. Paul
489
Electrolytes and Elcctrolyjils Discussed by American
Electrochemical Society
3G5
Electrolytic Ltchtnlntj Arrenter, Westln(fhou«e
*2y5
Electrolytic Mr-thods of ADalyslB.
(Editorial »...
286
Electrolytic Method of ManufacturlDg Metal Tubes.
.

(KdltoriaO
Electrolytic

248
212

(Editorial)
HkctroIyHc Ttefinlnff of Iron
36.'>
Electro! J t leal ly Formed Lamp Bases
•4fl0
Electron 'Hieory.
By Edword A. Partridge
516
Elements of Electrical EnKlnecrlng.
l^y GeorKe H.
Metcalfe
10. 43. 04, 87, 107, 120, 143
EleinentH of Elr-ctrlcal Eof^lncerlD);;By George R.
.Metcalfe.
(Editorial)
140
Elevated Railroads. (See CblcaKO.)
Elevators, Electric, for High nnlldlnKi..01
Elevators, Electric, Use of.
(Editorial)
CO
Elovntoni. Electric, vs. .MovlnfC Htalrways In Paris.
(CorresfKiDdence)
330
ProccHttes.

Faraday Society

218
Fares, Car. Naw Method of Collecting
391
Fares in Indiana, Average
(Editorial) .... 324
Fares, Six-cent, in Massachusetts.
Fares, Six-cent, Proposed in Massachusetts
87
Fares. Three-cent, in Cleveland
353

Milkers.)

ments.)
"Electrical Engineering. Elements of."
By Franklin
and Esty.
(Boole Review)
Electrical Engineering in Great Britain in 1907...
"Electrical Engineering, Test-book of."
Ey Adolf

291
7a
61

Fares.
(See also Railway Rates.)
Farm, Electricity and the.
*474
(Editorial)
Farm. Electricity on.
(See also Butter-making. Cow

392
Engineering,

Factory Drive,
(See Drive.)
Factory Regulations in Great Britain
Fairbank. W. H., Death of

Farrand, Dudley
^'SSS
Farrand, Dudley, Address of, at N. E. L. A. Convention
411
Farrand, Dudley, on Specifications for Street Lighting
436
Faults on High-tension Transmission Lines, Loca*262
tion of
Fawcett, Waldon.
(New Printing Telegraph at the
United States Capitol)
*1d6
Feather River. Hydro-electric Development on..... 210
Featherston. Louis M.
(Personal)
423
Federal Building of Chicago, Use of ElectiMcity in..*225
Fee. H. A., on Tungsten Lamps and Gas
320
Feeder, System of South Side Elevated Railroad.... 173
Feldmann's
"Handbuch
der
Elektrischen
Beleuchtung."
(Book Review)
499
Ferguson, J. W.
(Tact and System)
369
Ferguson, Louis A
*3SS
Ferguson, Louis A., Nominated for President of
A. L E. E.
(Editorial)
230
Ferguson, Louis A., on Education of Electrical Engineer
104
Ferguson, Louis A., on Meters
415
Ferguson, Louis A., on Public-utility Commissions.. 310
Ferguson, Louis A., on Relationship between the Engineering and Commercial Departments
430
Ferguson, Louis A.. President of A. I. E. E...*231, 417
Filaments. Cazin's New Processes of Manufacturing. *155
Fire and Bursting Flywheel Wrecks Waukegan Plant. 338
Fire-alarm Telegraph System Investigated in New
Y'ork.
(Correspondence)
372
Fire at Boyertown, Pa.
(Editorial)
/
60
Fire, Chelsea
307, 329
Fire, Eiffel Tower
210
"Fireless" Method, Electric Cooking by the
*126
Fire Underwriters.
(See National Board of Fire
Underwriters.)
Fires and Electricity. (Editorial)
306
Fires, Electrical, in Boston, Few
338
Fires in Electric Tunnels
129
Fisher, Henry W., on Varnished Cloth
181
Fisher, Walter L., on Electric Rates in Chicago
215
Fish's Method for Improvement of Color from Mercury-vapor Lamps
*338
Fisk Street Station, Chicago
•377, 378. *3S0
Fisk Street Station. Chicago.
(Editorial)
390
*311
Fixture, New, lor Tungsten Lamp
2.13
Fixtures, Spread of
•498
Flame-arc Lamp, General Electrlc's
Flaming-arc Lamp, Some Cliaracteristlcs of. By E.
138
O. Schweitzer
146
Flatlron, Economy Electric
38
(Editorial)
Flatlron, Electric, and the Fire Hazard.
•lOS
Flatlron, Westlnghouse Electrically Heated
128
Flatlrons, Electric, and Transformer Capacity
253
Flatlrous. Electric, for 130-volt Circuit
Fleager. C. E,
(Outside Telephone Construction) .. ^145
.321, 391. •451
Fleet Week In San Francisco
By Hugh T. Wreaks.. 109
Flexible Cord for Pendant.s.
417
Floods, Storage Reservoirs (o Prevent
20K
Flower. Elliott, Trolley Trip of
(Personal)
Floy, Henry.
333
FIov. Henry, on the Engineer's Relation to Public
Utility Problems
310
Floy's "Colorado Springs Lighting Controversy."
(Book Review)
197
:

Fire Wrecks Waukegan
Flvwlicel. Bursting, and
Plant
Forest Preservation and the Electrical Industry....
Forest Preserver. Hydroelectric Plant as a
Forest Surveys In Georgia
Forr-sts, Proservotlon of
217.
Forests.
(See also Natural Uesoni-ces.)
Formulas and Test ('onKtiinls for Electric Mofers..
Fort Wayne Polyphase l(e%-olvlng.neld Allernntors.
Electrutechnlk."
"Fortschrltto
der
(Book
Review)
235,
.

338
127
399
461
328
326
•67
499

Franklin and Esty's "Elements of Electrical Engineering."
(Book Review)
43
Franklin Bust Presented to Institution of Electrical
Engineers
391
Franklin Institute, Persifor Frazer on. ...'.'....'.';.' v 348
I'ranklin, W. S"., on Education of Electrical Engineer 103
Frazer, Persifor, on the Franklin Institute
348
Freeman, E. I-L. on the Oscillograph
•471
Freeman, W.
*BSS
Freeman, W. W.
(Status and Commercial Possiblu-

W

ties of High-efficiency

Lamps)

420, 443, 460. 478

Freight Interchange .between Steam and Electric
Railways.
(Editorial)
300
Freight Rates.
(See Railway Rates.)
Freight Tunnels, Chicago.
(See Tunnels. Chicago.)
French, Lester G.
(Personal)
257
Frenchmen at the Telephone
513
Frequency Converter, Crocker-Wheeler
•SO
Frey, Charles P
*389
Fries, J. E,
(Distribution Voltage for Central Stations)
*271
Fritts, T. H., Address of
392
Frozen Water Pipes, Thawing, by Electricity
392
Frye's Method of Butter-making by Electricity
490
Fuel, Conservation of
338
Fuel for Gas Engines
421
Fuel, i'roduction of Electricity Direct from.
(Editorial)
248
Fuel-testing Plant, Government Report on.
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M.Mirku, MknliiM.
(Electric IlKhttiiK Iftwlcir for
lnt( t\w Tliiif III n DlHinrici!)
llnui-H of Laliur for Itnllrofid EmpluycH
IIuuKe, Ci*nient, ICdlHuri'H, .'.

Powor

I'oWLT StnlloiiN)

i:i.'.lil(;
i;i'iHllt',

Electric

(('iilTni-o-IlroiicI(L

I'liiiitJ

AiriTd.

Cijul.iiwitz.

*37

r;iilvi>H(un

liniilinwlt/, AiriTil.

Kahl, Arthur R. (Personal)

Kansas

City,

Mexico and Orient R. R. Company's

Hydro-electric Plant

Kansas. Electric

Law

333
190

in

.'!.'!

no

[

351

Kaolinite

Kaufman,

F. L.
(Recent Developments in'singlfrphase. Variable-speed Motors)
199
Keiley and Ashe's "Electric Railwaj-s."
(Book Re-

view)

147

W. N., Elected Secretary of Iowa Electrical
Association
*34i 345
Keller, E. E. (Personal)
315
Kellogg, C. W.. on Electric Hlnminants
419
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Co.. Transfer of
Stock of. Set Aside
] 09
Kelsch, R. S., on Signaling in Switchboard Practiced 119
Kelman's Oil Circuit-breakers
•445
Kelvin Lecture, First
'.'.[]
391
Kelvin, Lord, as a Scientist, E.
L.
Nichols on.
Keiser,

(Editorial)
122
Kelvin, Lord, as a Teacher
...'.'..!! 459
Kelvin, Lord. Characteristics of
!
35
Kelvin, Lord, Death of
20
Kelvin, Lord. Memorial Meeting in Honor of
! ! !
57
Kelvin, Lord, Memorial to
70, 202
Kelvin. Lord. Predicament of
197
•Kelvin." Proposal to Adopt Word, to Replace Kilowatt-hour.
(Editorial)
140
Kenilworth. Underground Distribution System at. .«120
Kennedy, S. M.. on Electric Heating.
(Editorial).. 194
Kennelly. A. E., on Photometric Precision
414
Kent, William.
(Personal)
353
Kern, E. P., on the Electrolytic Refining of Iron... 365
Kerr. Walter G.. on Ethics of Public Service
177
Kershaw's "Electric Furnace in Iron and Steel Production."
(Book Review)
235
Kilowatt-hcur, Proposal to Adopt Word "Kelvm" for.
( Editorial )
140
Kinetic Molecular Energy. C. P. Steinmetz on
364
Kirkland. J. W., on Low-pressure Steam Turbines. . 41.^
Kirkpatriek, E. F.
(Personal)
•51
.'

.

Klumpp.

Report of. on Gas Engines
421
Knight's Rheostats for Motors
*472
Knitting Industry, Advancement in the
1-55
Knowlton, H. S.
(Switchboard Problems in Hvdro'.
electric Plants
.•118
Knowlton, H. S.
(Value of the Oscillograph in
Transmission Work)
387
Knudsen on Electric-wave Linotype Operation. (Editorial)
362
J.

E..

.

Kokomo,

By

Ind.. Public-service
C. A. Tapper

Utilities

in

.

and Near.
*357

)
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Load Factor of Small Stations
Load of Commonwealth Edison Co
Load, Station, of Kokomo, Marion and Western.

508
Kopf, M. G.. on losulating Materials
Korn's Transmission of Image Over Telephone Wire. 148

267
Kreidler, William A
(Editorial)
266
Kreidler. William A., Death of.
Kreidler, William A., Tributes to the Memory of.
2S0, 310, 395

Ijoad.

.

.

.

(See also Peak.)

Loading Generators
Loading Vessels by Electricity

.

Loads, Inductive, Testing Meters on
Lockport, Power House of Chicago Drainage Canal

.

.

Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp
Lamp

Fixtures.
(See Fixtures.)
*498
Holder. New Nernst
191
Posts, Uniform, in San Francisco
Renewals, Compendium of Practice on. 443, 460, 47S

Renewals. Free

Lamp-testing Meter

Lamps, Distribution Voltage for
Lamps, Electric, and Their Efficiency.

Loom, New.

*67
271

Loop. Union, Chicago, Plans for Relieving
Lord, C. B
Loring, George, on the Tungsten Lamp
Lowd, Mark, on Track Construction

Discussion at

Southwestern Electrical Association's Convention. 419
268
Lamps, High-efficiency, on 25-Cycle Circuits
Lamps. Lighting and Signs, Exhibit of, at Electrical
'79
Show
*399
Lamps, Turn-down
233
Lamps. Wiring, in Series with Motors
Enclosed-arc,
also
Cooper-Hewitt.
Lamps.
(See
Flaming-arc. High-efficiency. Holophane. IlluminaIncandescent.

tion,

Metallic-filament,

Lighting,

Osram, Tantalum, Tungsten.)
(Steam-turbine Power and TransLangton. John.
*2S4
mission Plant of Moctezuma Copper Co.)
Lanphier, R. C, on "Don'ts" for Users of Electrical
142
Instruments
Lansingh, V. R., on Illuminating Engineering as a
435
Commercial Factor
By W. D.
Laredo, Electric Power Business in.
*405
Hornadav
363
La Salle Hotel Isolated Plant
*108
Lathe. Westinghouse Motor-driven Portable
72
Lauritzen. H. M.
(Personal)
110
Law, Electric. By John C. Nicholson
*397
Layman, W. A
(New Measuring Instrument for AlLea, John M.
*45
ternating Currents)
Leather Preserving Company's Wire Leather Gauge. .*236
124
Legal Notes
Legrand, Charles.
(Steam-turbine Plant of Mocte*284
zuma Copper Co.)
*244
Lehigh Canal, Electric Haulage of Boats on
Lettuce. Growth of. Hastened by Electric Light. ... 175
Lewis Institute Branch of A. I. E. E., Meetings of 508
*l'o7
Lewis Institute, Electric Work at
19
Lewis Institute, Evening Work at
287
Light, Amount of, Necessary
Light and Color in Decoration, George L. Hunter on. 164
Light and Colors Discussed by Chicago Engineers.. 233
Light and Color,
(See also Color.)
99
Light, Artificial. Effect of, on Vegetation
Light. Effects of, Upon the Eye
159
Light, Effects of. Upon The Eye. By H. H. Seabi-ook. 100
Light, Electric, as an Aid to Growth of Vegetation.
175
Light, Electric, Increased Use of, in Chicago
63
Light. Electrochemistry of. W. D. Bancroft on.... 364
.

.

.

.

»

.

Light,

Heat and Power Development

Salt Lake

in

City

Light-measurement Method by Selenium Cell
Light, Relation of Direction of, to

By

tion.

J. J.

Human

Sorber

(Book Review)
Lighting, Car.
Lighting, Car,

*23
*491

Construc-

Light. Yellow, Best for Eyes.
( Editorial)
"Lighting and Heating, Electric." By S. F. Walker.

307
84
147
100
213

By R. M. Dixon
Lamar Lyndon on

Lighting Companies and the Public, Charles R. Huntley on
177
"Lighting
Controversy,
Colorado
Springs."
By
Henry Floy. (Book Review)
197
Lighting Device for Showing Time at a Distance.
*487
By Nikolas Hourko
Lighting,
Electric,
"Handbuch der Elektrischen
Beluchtung."
(Book Review)
409
Lighting, Electric. (Notes)
30. 52, 72, 94, 113,
132, 150, 168, 185. 203, 221, 239, 257, 277, 298,
315. 333, 352, 373, 401, 423. 447, 466, 483, 501, 519
Lighting Equipment for the South Park System,

*117
Chicago
Lighting Fixtures.
(See Fixtures.)
Lighting, Municipal Street, in Chicago, Cost of.,.. 339
325
Lighting of a Shoe Store
498
Lighting of a Large Clock
Lighting of Apartments and Small Houses
86
Lighting of Small Residences
44
363
Lighting Plant of La Salle Hotel
Lighting Properties'in Mexico, Consolidation of
08
Lighting Rates in Chicago
142
Lighting Rates In La Fayette, Ind., Low
363
Lighting Rates In Ohio
293
Lighting Rates.
(See also Rates.)
Lighting. Residence and Store, Discussed at Chicago
Section, I. E. S
407
*321
Lighting, Residence, Emergency
Lighting Statistics of Chicago
237
Lighting, Street, Abroad
r*lgbtlng, Street, by Tungsten

433

Lamps,

F.

W. Willeox
350

on
Lighting,
Lighting.
Lighting,
Lighting.
Lighting,

Street, bv Tungsten Lamps
•G5, 416
•407
Street, Daniels' System of
*261
Street, from Chicago Drainage Canal
Street, in 1907. By Albert Schelble
18
Street. Specifications for.
Ey W. D. Ryan. 436

Lighting System at Kokomo. Ind
359
Lighting. Yard, Report of Committee of Maintenance
ot Way Association on
251
Lighting.
(See also Arc. Gas, Illumination. Incandescent,

Lightning
Lightning
Lightning
Lightning

Lamps.

Reflector, etc.)

Arrester, Aluminum Cell
Arrester. Westinghouse Electrolytic

•480
•29.^)

Arresters
'429
Arresters. Value cf. DlscuHxcd In England. 195
Lightning. Artificial, Exhibit of. at Electrical Show. 76
Lightning Protection.
^Editorial)
45C
Lightning Protection Discussed by American Institute
453
Lightning Protection, Robert S. Stewart on
430
Lightning Protective Apparatus. By O, R. Morey.. 457
Lightning-rod Question
49R
Lincoln. P. M.. the Split-pole Rotary
Ifll
LiDdcrmutb, A. C. Address of
.J09
Line Work.
^Seo inHpectlon. Overhead, TransmlHKlon,

-

Underground. Wlrlnc)

"Llnollte" System of LlghtlnR
•128
Linotype Operation, F:b*ctrlc Wave.
(Editorial)
3ft2
Llp«iey, Ralph, Conviction of
343
LlvIntrstone'H '•M'chnnlcnl rj'slgn and Construction
of Commntators."
^Book Review)
43
Lloyd, E. \V',, on the Tongsten Lamp
407
I..oad Factor, Auntln Burt on
344
Load Factor of a Station
208

*244
235
*304
... *283

Locomotives, Electric, Efficiency of.
Discussion before Chicago Section of Institute
Locomotives. (See also Railroads, Electrification of.)
Loeb. William, Jr
Lofgren Specialty Company's Commutator Tool....
Lohr's Variable-speed Polyphase Jlotor
London, W. J. A.
(Personal)
London, Electric-power Problem in
London, Electric Railways in, in 1907
London. Omnibuses in
London, Use of Electricity in
London.
also Great Britain-Correspondence.
( See

218

(See Sockets.)

Sockets.

513
312
495
*1

at

Locomotive System for Haulage of Canal Boats
Locomotive Testing, Electric
Locomotives, Automatic Signaling on;
Locomotives. Electric, for Detroit River Tunnel.

Laboratory for Testing Electric Meters. .348. *366, 392
119
Lachlne Kapids Plant, Switchboard Practi<2e in
121
La Crosse. Wis.. Electrical Conditions at
363
La Fayette, Ind.. Low Lighting Rates in
La Faj'ette, Ind., Municipal Ownership Defeated at. 217
141
Lahmeyer, William, Death of..
Lamb, Richard, on Electric Haulage of Canal Boats. *245
459
Lamp-bank Room for Testing of Meters
*490
Lamp Bases, Electrolytically Formed
163
Lamp Factories of the General Electric Company

414
384
358

93
*28
*36
500
422
*12
295
195

122
37
'397
63
419
185
391

(Editorial)

Lowe. F. E
Lubrication as a Cause of Motor Defects
Lucke, Charles E., on Gas-engine Guarantees.

250

(Edi-

212

torial)

Luft, L. L., Death of
399
Lukes, G. H., on Distribution in Suburban Districts. 412
Luminous Arc, (See Flaming Arc.)
413
LUpke, Paul, on "Red Tape"
Lyford, O. S., on New Havtn System of Single-phase
Distribution
63
.•

Lyndon, Lamar, on Car Lighting

213

IVI
Mabbs, J. W., on Electric Elevators.
Mabbs' Elevators in Chicago Board of Trade Build-

McAdoo

61

*135

ing

Tunnels.

McCormick, Robert
McCormick, Robert

(See New York, Tunnels in.)
on Electric Rates in Chicago. 214
on Electric Rates in Chicago.

R.,
R.,

212

(Editorial)

McCuIlougli, S. A., on Electrical Demonstrations in
Raleigh. N. C
434
McGee. W. J., on Conservation of Water and Wood. 328
87
Machine-tool Driving

165
Machinery, American, in Peru
Mackay Companies, Report of
178
*389
McQuiston. J. C
218
Madeline Blast Furnace at Indiana Harbor
491
Magnets Used for Glass Handling
312
Mail Carriage in Chicago
'225
Mail Conveyors in Chicago
*386
Mail Transportation in Chicago
Mailloux, C. O., on Education of Electrical Engineer. 105
Mails, U. S., Transported by Electrical Service.
(Editorial)
176
154
Maine. Tidal Power Plant to be Built in
Manganese Steel Used in Lifting Magnet
443
Manholes, Telephone
145
Manitoba, Telephone Contracts in
475
Manitoba Telephone System Sold
47
Manufactures, Statistics of Electrical
17
iManufacturing Output. Increasing
64
Maps. Airship.
(See Airship Maps.)
Marble Falls, Texas, Hydro-electric Development at. 142
Marconi, on Transatlantic
Wireless Telegraphy.
(Editorial)
230
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company, Report of.372, 422
Marion, Ind., Central-station Advertising at
44
Market Street Sub-station. Chicago
*384
Marseilles Electrical Exhibition
88
Marseilles International Electrical Congress
252
Marsh, C. D., on Publicity
435
Martin, T. C, on the Technical Press and the Public. 177
Martin. T. C. Report of, at N. B. L. A. Convention. 411
Massachusetts. Consolidation of Electric and Gas
Companies in
427
Massachusetts, Consolidation of Lighting Properties
in
98
Massachusetts Institute Alumni Banquet
190
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Electrical
Engineering at
497
Massachusetts, Six-cent Fares Proposed in
87
Mast Arm, Anchored
*4G
Mathematics, Teaching of, to Engineering Students
18,
39
Mathes, L. D., Elected President Iowa Electrical
Association
*341, 345
Mathes, L. 0., on the Display Room
434
Mayence, Germany. Interurban Lines Centering in.. "243
Mears-Slayton Lumber Company's Electric Drive. *139
Measurement.
(See Instruments, Meters.)
Mercury-arc Rectifiers for Moving-picture Shows.. *329
Mercury-arc Rectifiers in the Portland Lighting PIant.*173
*479
Mercury-rectifier Battery-charging Outfit
Mercury-vapor Lamps. Improved
*Go
Mercui-y-vapor Lamps, Improvement of Color from.*338
Mercury-vapor Lamps. Starting Device for
^409
Mercury-vapor Lamps.
(See also Cooper-Hewitt.)
Merrill. Wis., Hydro-electric Power at
127
Merrltt's Electrolytically Formed Lamp Bases
*490
Mershon. Ralph D., on Zambesi-Johannesburg Transmission
213
Metal Tubes, Electrolytic Method of Manufacturing.
(Editorial)
248
Metallic-filament Lamp Discussion In London
363
Metallic-filament Lamps.
By F. W. Willcos
349
Metallic-filament Lamps Discussed in Great Britain.. 322
Metallic-filament Lamps, F. W. Willcox on.
(Editorial)
342
Metallic-filament Lamps In America and England.
(Editorial)
324
Metallic Filaments.
(See also Filaments, Illgh.

efliclency, Incandescent, Lamps, Lighting.)
Metals. Transmutation of
30
Metamoros and Santa Cruz Street Railway
'lOl
Metcalfe. George R.
(Elements of Electrical Engineering)
19, 43. 64, 87. 107, 120, 143
Metcalfe's
Elements of
Electrical
Engineering.
(Editorial)
140
Meter, New, for Alternating Currents.
By John M.
Lea
^45
Meter Readers to Deliver Bills In Colorado Springs. 307

Meter Supports
^443
Meter Testing In Wiishlngton, Proposed
407
Meter. Victor Lamp-testing
"O"
Motors Discussed at N. E. L. A. Convention
415
Meters.
(Sec also Ammeters. Voltmeters. Wattmeters.)
Meters, Electric. Joseph B. Baker on.
(Editorial).. 248
Meters, Ous, Testing of
410
Meters. Installation. Laboratory Testing and Repairing of.
By .Toseph B. Baker
348.

•360.

•392.

•418.

208. •200. 300. 327.
•443, •459. •477, •405. 513

Mexican Light and Power Company. Report
Mexican Street Railway. TlnUiue
.Mexico.

(CorreHponrtence)

of.

.

.

.

252
•101

220

Mexico, Electric Power in
Mexico, Survey of Electric Power Transmission in.
By W. D. Hornaday
Mexico. Telephone Competition in.
(Editorial)....*
Mexico. Telephone Construction in,
Mexico, Telephone Notes from
Michaelsen, Waldemar, on the Duties of the Electrical Inspector
Michelson, Albert A.
(Personal)
Michigan.
(Correspondence)
50, 71,

457
•99
60
195
313
393
30

112. 1S5, 202, 238, 256, 296, 314, 331, 372, 482, 500
Michigan Interurban Railways, Uniform Rules for.. 499
Michigan Telephone Company, Report of
313
Michigan, Waterpower Development of, F. E. Greenman on
433
Micro-phonograph
138
Milking Cows by Electricity
*469
Millener's Wireless Electric Control
329, 360
Milli-voltmeter, Use of
348
Milli-voltmeter and Shunt Ammeter
•27
Mill Motor, Westinghouse
371
Milwaukee Business Streets, Illumination for
475
Milwaukee Northern Railway's Tests of Gas Engines
In Snowstorm
87
Milwaukee's Lighting Situation.
(Editorial)
510
Mine Drainage in Mexico
312
Mine, Moctezuma Copper, Electric Power at
285
Mine, Power Generated at, in Indiana
231
;

.

,

.

'406
Mines, African, Motors, in
Mining.
(See also Concentrating Plants.)
Minneapolis Electric and Construction Company's
Wire Reel and Meter
*253
Minneapolis, Electric Light and Power Rates in. 28, 119
Minneapolis, Goverumcnt Commission Adverse to
Power Development at
*20S, 212
Minneapolis-Superior Electric Railroad
121
Minneapolis, Telephone Rates in
219
Minnesota (Central Station Men's Association
191
Mint, Ottawa, Electric Power in the
107
Miscellaneous Notes
31, 73, 133, 151, 168, 186, 204, 222. 240, 258,
278, 316, 334, 354, 374, 402, 424, 448, 466, 502, 520
Mississippi River, Government Commission Adverse
208, *212
to Power Development on, at St. Paul
Missouri Electric Light, Gas and Street Railway Association
340
'284
Moctezuma Copper Co., Power Plant of
Molecular Energy, Kinetic, C. P. Steinmetz on
364
Mono-rail Car, Prof. Henry Crew on
508
^244
Mono-rail System for Haulage of Canal Boats
Mono-rail.
(See also Gyroscope.)
Montana Copper Mines, Reopening of. (Editorial).. 194
Montgomery, George H. (Responsibility of Electrical
Companies for Accidents)
496
Montreal Street Railway Company. Development of. 59
Moore. John P., on l,200-vol\; Direct-current Elec-

88
tric Railway
Morey, Clive R., on Lightning Protective Apparatus. 457

Motor Cars.

(See Automobiles.)
"Motor. Cold," in Court

Motor Defects in Service, Reducing
Motor Drive to Shapers, Advantages

209.

230. 231

391
^199
*480
43, 64, 87, 107
(Motor-generator Set in Chlorine Plant
481
Motor, Principles of Wireless Telegraphy Applied to. 329
*275
Motor, Sewing-machine
*136
IMotor Speed Control by Multivoltage System
Motor. Telescope-driving, Synchronizing Device for. "36
Motormen to be Admitted to Brotherhood of Loco433
motive Engineers
(Questions and Answers) ....... 459
Motors, Compound.
Motors for Hoisting Work, Selection of. By R. M.
320
Gaston
(Editorial)
324
"Motors for Women."
^340
Motors in a Concentrating Plant
406
Motors in- African Mines
308
Moters in Roller-mill Work
Motors, Single-phase and Polyphase, Compared
180
Motors, Single-phase vs. Polyphase.
By R. J. Rus216
sell
*I1
Motors, Use of, in Great Britain, in 1907
Motors, Use of, in 1907
of

Motor-driven Eraser
Motor Driving

S

Motors.
rent,

(See also Alternating-current, Direct-curInduction, Polyphase, Single-phase, Variable-

speed.)

Moultrop.

I.

E.,

Report

of.

on Gas Engines

Sloving-picture Films, Litigation Relating to
Moving-picture Machines and Fire Hazard.

421
218
(Edi-

'
torial )
60
Moving-picture Show. Hallberg's Economizer for...*444
Moving-picture Shows, Mercury-arc Rectifier for. .*329
Moving-picture Theaters, Electrical Aspects of. By
•127
George Rice
Mules Replaced by Electric Locomotives at Reno... 347
Mules vs. Electricity as Motive Power for Canal
246
Boats
401
(Personal)
Mullaney, Thomas F.
328
(Multiple-unit Control Systems
Multiple-unit Control System with Single Train Plpe.^154
•ISe
Multivoltage System, Motor Speed Control by
407
Municipal Financing at Ipswich
Municipal Lighting at Westmount
124
*261
Municipal Lighting in Chicago
Municipal Lighting In Chicago. Cost of
339, 365, 456
411
iMunicipal Ownership, Dudley Farrand on
392
Municipal Ownership, T. H. Fritts on
(Editorial)
286
'Municipal Ownership and Graft.
Municipal Ownership Defeated at La Fayette
217
512
Municipal Ownership in Garrett, Ind
11
Municipal Ownership In Great Britain In 1907
Municipal-ownership Troubles in Bellefontalne. Ohio. 215
Municipal Ownership.
(See also Public Ownership.)
125
Municipal Plant at Algoma, Wis
Municipal Plant in New London. Wis
325
Municipal Plant in Paris, III
338
Municipal Street Lighting in Chicago. Cost of
339
Municipal Street Ralhvnys in Sheflleld
343
(Municipal Telephone In Manitoba
47
Municipal Telephony In Great Britain In 1907
12
Munsoll. Eugene. Death of
343
Murray. W. S. (New Haven System of Single-phase
Distribution, with Special Reference to Section•58
allzatlon)
Murray's "Handbook of Wireless Telegraphy." (Book
Review)
197
Music.
(See Telharmonlum.)
Myler, .T. A., on Testing of Gas Meters
419
.

:

•284
Steam-turbine Power Plant at
•407
Nashua, N. H.. Cotton-mill Power Plant at
National Automatic Telephone Association Orgnnl'/ed. 120
National Board of Fire Underwriters' Inspection,
(Editorial)
324
Value of.
National Board of Fire Underwriters. Inspection of
450
(Editorial)
Old Wiring by.
National Conference on Standard Electrical Rules... 234
National Electric Light .\ssoclatlon. Arrangement
150. 233. 2.10. .108. 303
for Convention of
National Electric Light Association, Commercial Day
218. 370
at Convention of/
National Electric Light Association. Convention of.
(Rdltorlnl)
102. 302. 390. 410. 432
National Electric Light Assoclutlon, Convention of,
ProreedlnKH
-HI. 'l^O
Nacozari,

1

.

.
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Nntlonixl Rloctrlc UkIiI
OrKiinizuttoii Adoplcfl

AHKoelutlon,

Nntlonnl

AM:t;icliitkiii,

I'lN'ctiic

OrRiml/iit

Nntlonnl

Now

PInn

of

Ni'w

IMiin

of

437

;

I.iKl't:

LlRlit

I'mHrriiume of

AHHoclntloii,

•ass

a2(i.

Nntlonnl

OHitorno,

413

for

1(111

ICIoctrlo
lOtocfrIc

Rxocutlve

AsHoclntlon'M

LlRlit

177

Comnilttco. Mei'llnff of
Eloctrlc
IJRlit

Nntlonnl

Question

AsHoclatlon'fl

nox

128, 218

NiiMdiinl

lOlcctrlc

IJc'it

AsHOflntlnn's Qnenllon

Box,

414

l)|M<iissl..n of
Niiliiiiml MIcrli'Ic-llKlif

(.'onvoiitloii, AnnomictMnpnt of. 101
NnlUuinl Mloclrk^nl Codo.
{Sco Codo.)
Nntlonnl lOlcctrlcnl Conti-nclorH* AHHOclntlon. Convention of
404, ni2
Nntlonnl FOIoctrlcnl TrndcH' AHHodntlon
475
Nntlonnl Society for the Promotion of Indus trlnl
Educntlon
424
Nntlonnl Society for the Promotion of Industi-lnl
Education. Meetiuf; of
105
Nntlonnl SocU'ly for the Promotion of Industrlnl

lOducntlon,

I'roprnnnne of

01

Nnlurnt UesourcpH, CouHLM-vfttlon
Nntunil Resources, Conaorvntlon
«Ti

of
of,

328, 437
Gld'ord Plnchot

217

;

Nnturnl Itesourcea, Consorvntlon of, Commission to
Consider
470
Nnturnl Resources.
(Sec nlao Forests.)
Nnvnl Equipment, Some Fenturea of
404
Nenll. N. J.
(Studlra In LlKlitnliiK Perf.irmnnce)
454
Nehrnskn Elerfrlcnl Assnelntloii. AnnmiiK-emrnt of.
305
Nchrnskn Eleelrlcal Assoclnllon, Moetliii; of
*392
Nehrnskn Electrical Assnclntion. I'roBrnmme of
320
Nornat Lnmp Holder
•408
.

.

.

380

Ncuniullor, M'allcr
Neutral. Grounding

the,

Plilllp

Torclilo

on.

Optlclnn'H UuHc, Onrnm Llnht \ih nn
Flhnr Conduit
i,. A., on
Kducnlhtii nt I'^leclrlenl I^iikIiX!"!'.
OHcllIut;nipli ns till Aid to Ktudy of AUiu'nntlnff Cur*
ren In
OKclllogrnph, Viitui> of. In TrnnHiiilHNluii WorTf
OHgood, Fnrlcy, on IJiMlrlhutlon In Hubnrbnn DIh-

(EdI-

107

Overhond Telephone f^iuHtructlon
Overhead Trolley. Uae of

140

04

tricity.)

New

England.
(Correspondence) .50, 02. 112, 130,
IGC. 183. 201. 237, 276, 314, 331. 352. 400, 422, 464
New England, Increase of Railway Rates In. (Edi.

176

torial)

New

Haven

Svstem

Single-phase

of

By W. S. Murray
New Lexington Insulators

Distribution.

*5S

;

for Transmission Lines.. *462

New
New

London, Wis., Municipal Plant in
325
Orleans, Condensing Apparatus In
195
INewspaper Press Room, Use of Electricity in a....*lS9
New York. (Correspondence) 20, 50. 70. 92, 111,
130. 148, 166. 1.S4. 201, 220. 23T. 256, 276, 205,
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Power Development on the Chicago
Drainage Canal.
close of
TIIU
ctiuiijmcnt

year 1907 found the iiiilial
kilowatts) of the power-

(lie

(16,000
tia[isinissioii plant

'

on the Chicago Drainage
Canal practically completed. The plant consists of
a liytlro-clectric power house at Loclcport, III., with
four 4,000-kilowatt generating units, a <|4,ooo-volt
aluniinuin transmission line alwut 29,'/^ miles long
and a sub-station at Western Avenue and the
Canal, in Chicago, where the current is transformed duw[i to 12,000 volts for distribution to local
of

points

three-phase' current is
generated at 6,600 volts and raised in the station to
the line potential by large transformers.
The whole
plant

Si.\ty-cycte,

use.

built to

is

kilowatts,

.i-;,ooo

have double the
by ex-

which

tensions

can

readily made.
In every respect

plant

capacity, or

llu-

iKi;2

!uid

I'linipleled

1900.

where it discharges into the Desplaines River,
which in turn is an affluent of the Illinois River,
which empties into the Mississippi River. At Lockport there' is a fall of 12 feet, and the flow of
water is regulated by means of a bear-trap dam.

miles,

the

would give
attention

The canal extends from Robey .Street and the
Chicago River to I^ckport, III., a distance of 29

With

.Vo.

regulation

water per minute

flow of 275,000 cubic feet of
a valuable power was thus

(|uile

incidentally created.

Some agitation was started, as early as 1897, to
make use of this power for lighting the streets of
Chica,go, but the known fact that by extending
the channel to a point i.)4 miles farther down

be

site and developing the maximum power.
While the city of Chicago was trying to secure
the right to develop the power for municipal purposes private Interests offered to pay the Sanitary
District $5 a year per horsepower and make all
necessary improvements to complete the development. A lively discussion of the subject ensued,
and the proposal was rejected.
The city of Chicago could not raise the necessary
money to develop the power, and the Sanitary District did not have the right to do so.
The only
recourse was to join forces and secure the necessary legislation, which was done in 1903. Some
delay ensued pending the collection of the special
tax provided, and actual
work was not started
until 1904, since which

the

time it has progressed
without unrcaiionablc de-

and thoroughly and substantially

built.

It

lay.

is

The original
work was

owned and operated by

to
provide for a ship
canal as far as the power

Chicago, a public body
oreanized
under
stale
law and governed by
nine trustees, elected by

house
made

fords.

plant

at
the

Upstream

Side,

Showing Fender Wail.

the

later

which

old

and Michigan
available

shape, no legitimate ex-

to

Illinois

Canal

is

the Illinois

River.

pense

has been spared
secure apparatus and

to

a

at

from

Joliet,

point

view from

first-class

in

built

Canal locks are
now provided for locking boats 22 feet wide
and 100 feet long from
the channel to the tailrace,
which terminates
in the Desplaines River

has been spent on the
canal and its appurtenances.
Sufficient funds
the

and provision
immense locks

date.

waterway afAbout $53,000,000

being available to build

for

be

to

This board
built the Chicago Drainage Canal and later the
power plant which this
the people.

artificial

scope of
enlarged

the

Sanitary District of

the

a fall of from 34 to 38 feci liirncil the
of those interested toward securinR the

lower

designed

well

is

initial

was commenced
in

1908.

4,

Power House.

methods representing the most recent

Reference to the outline map on next page

advances

will show the location
of the power house, just

install

the

in

The

mission.

art

power

electrical

of

trans-

representing

as

the

most

ideas

in

hydro-

electric

work

in

plants

In the present article
a
general
account of

lock, placed side

by side,
form the dam across the

undertaking will be

the

with numerous

given,

From

illustrations.

time

apthe Western
Electrician, but advantage is I'.ow taken of
the fact that the initial
to

view^

enterprise

in

of the

Four

4,ooo-itiIowatt

Generators of

Initial

Equipment.

en-

its

tirety.

the power.
These
turbines are located in

GEN-

chambers

ERAL Data.
the

1889

creating

itary

District

cago, which

level

Illinois

of

divert

the

flow

The movable-crest dam

the

thereby

water

to

Chicago. The

work

east.

of the

dam

house
This part

is

of

for

the

regulating

the flow of water in the

Ultimately the
present controlling works
canal.

of

of

the

purpose

Lockport
will
be
abandoned.
Joining the controlling
at

purifying

supply

works

controlling
joins the power

sewage from Lake Michigan,

floor

discharge

or

its

purpose the building of
a canal from the Chicago River to a suitable
point on the Desplaines
River, the object being
to

the

tailrace.

Chi-

had for

at

and

through chambers to the

enacted
a
the San-

Legislature

law

near the top of
the building on the receiving side, giving a
fall of about
34 feet to
the turbines, which furnish

AND

HlSTOEICAr.

In

long,

level

Three

complete
important

is

this

385 feet

is

The retaining
walls of the channel are
40 feet high and therefore
bring the water

in

equipment

The

house

high.

work have

the

pearr,-!

power

channel.

70 feet wide and 47 feet

to time progress reports

of

village

busy city of Joliet. The
power house, controlling
w r k s and the ship

class.

its

the

confines of
of Lockport
and within three miles
of the center of the
the

of

modern
of

outside

installation

therefore worthy
careful examination
is

View from

the

Downstream

Side.

HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER PLANT ON THE CHICAGO DRAINAGE CANAL AT LOCKPORT,

dam

to the east

and com-
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4,

dam across the channel is the large lock
for lowering boats to the lower level of the canal
below the power site. The concrete walls of the
pleting the

lock are 52 feet high at the lower end, and, the
lock is said to be the deepest in existence.
Built at an angle across the channel is a concrete
guard or fender protecting the forebay from floating ice. This wall diverts the ice to the controlling

S' ;/r

-t

each, to be direct-connected to horizontal
waterwheel units of 6,000 horsepower each in the
case of the generators and of 600 horsepower each
for the exciters. The present equipment is four
4,000-kilowatt Crocker-Wheeler three-phase, 60-cyalternating-current generators and two 350cle,

^

D»..

watts

}

i

W

kilowatt direct-current exciter units, each driven by
waterwheel units built by the Wellman-SeaverMorgan Company in th e manner shown by the

E

i^

section

A

drawing.

fifth

unit

is

now being

built

and will be installed early in the spring.
Rated at 4,000 kilovolt-amperes (60 cycles, 6,600

SKETCH MAP OP CHICAGO DRAINAGE CANAL, SHOWING
LOCATION OF POWER HOUSE AND SUB-STATION.

dam. Within the forebay and protecting the wheel
chambers from drift wood or other material which
might get past the ice guard are a series of iron
racks extending the length of the power house.
Everything about the plant is built on solid rock,
and the various structures are made of concrete.

TRANSVERSE VIEW OF PORTION OF DRAINAGE CANAL
POWER HOUSE.
solid

a

forging,

are

securely

bolted.

The

rotor

winding consists of flat copper conductor wound
on edge, thus insuring radiating surface to every
turn of the winding. This feature, together with
the ventilated type of stator core and housing, is
believed to insure low and uniform temperatures
throughout.

volts), the generators are operated at i63j'< revolu-

They

are of very rigid construction, having frames of the box type, strong enough
tions per minute.

to prevent distortion due to their own weight and
magnetic pull. The stator laminations are punched
with partly closed slots, permitting the use of solid
pole shoes. The windings of the stator are of the
threaded 'conductor type, the conductors being placed
in

substantial insulating tubes inserti-

i

in

the slots

t"'""':'"-

SECTIONAL VIEW OF WATERWHEEL AND GENERATOR UNIT, SHOWING WATER LEVELS.
All the stone required in the concrete mixing was
obtained on the spot. The power house is fireproof,

no combustible material being used

This winding
of

the

is

excellent

SI^

1,333-KILOWATT TRANSFORMEKS IN DRAINAGE CANAL
POWER HOUSE.

a particularly desirable one, because

insulation

obtainable

and because

The transformer equipment

leaves the rotor windings accessible without shifting the rotor axially. The distance between bearings

phase

Generators and Transformers.
The power house is designed and constructed

short and a rigid shaft is therefore assured.
The rotor consists of a solid casting split in two
parts and firmly bolted together, on the circumference of whch the poles and pole shoes, each

Company, which company

its

tion.

the installation of eight generators of 4,000
kilowatts each, and three exciter units of 350 kilofor

it

is

^

^1

"^1333

oil

consists of 12 single-

and water-cooled stop-up transformers of

construc-

in

kilowatts

by the General Electric

each, built

also furnished the switch-

boards, high-tension switches and lightning-arrester
equipment. The transformers arc arranged in banks
of three. Each is guaranteed to operate safely un-

!
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Traaiformeri on Main Floor, Generator Oil Switches on First Gallery and Outsoine Line Switches and Sectionalizins Switch on Top Gallery.

LONGITUDINAL VIEW OP PORTION OF E^^UIPMENT OF DRAINAGE CANAL POWER HOUSB.
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an overload of 25 per cent. Tlic arranRcment
is snch that damaged ones may he easily

coils

iiplaccd.

GkNKUAI.

The north
hy

3.1

AltUANCICMKNT.

power house— a space 385
devoted to the generators and cx-

half of the

feet— is

the watcrwiicci for each macliine heing located in a cliamhcr adjoining. Traveling over the
generator space is a 40-ton electric crane. The
cilers,

snnlh half of the main building contains the swilchlioards, transformers, Ints-bars, oil switches, circuit

•fi

of

making the generators and trnnsfornicr bankt
interchangeable, and will only be used in case it
is
desired lo operate a generator on a bank of

total

transformers ordinarily used on another generator.
ICacli transfer boaril used with the transfer buses
consists of a slab of marble Qo inches high, 6i
inches wide and two inches thick and provided
with barriers. It is provided with three singlcprile, single-throw, book-lyj)e switches of 45o-aniperc
cap.icily, O.CxJO volts; three single-pole, double throw,
liook-lypt- swil<-)i-'^ -.f -i^o-ampcrc capacity, 6,600

sistances

cut

in

with

resistance rc(|uircd fur each of the alternatingcnrrenl generator field rheostaii in i,fi ohms in 50
(livisions; niaxiirnnn current in lield< with all refields

out,
all

ISO amperes; niininnnn current
resistances cut in, 78 amperes.

The

resistance contained in the rhc.jhlals is proportioned to regulate the current strength between
78 and ISO amperes in SO equal Mips; the total
resistance rccpiircd for each of the direct-current
generator field rheostats being 25 ohms in 100 divisions.
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MAIN CONTROL BOARD IN DRAINAGE CANAL POWER HOUSE.

DETAILS OF MAIN CONTROL SWITCHBOARD.
breakers, lightning-arrester apparatus,

main

floor are

two

galleries as

etc.

shown

Above the

in the trans-

verse sectional drawing.
The general arrangement of the station is such
that the waterwheel, generator and three transformers constitute a unit and is treated as such
to
the high-tension bus-bars, all switching being done on the high-tension side of the transformers.
bus-bars are provided for the purpose
. Transfer

volts; three connecting bars

The

between jaws of single

double-throw switches. Each alternating-current generator armature is connected to its transfer
board by two three-phase stranded-copper cables

lery

and

of 300,000 circular mils

each.

formers are mounted on the
panel, and through these the
board are connected to the
corresponding bank of main

Three

series

is

board

built

in

is
located on the first galuniform panels one for each

—

generator and e.xciter unit. The e.xciter panels are
provided with the usual instruments, and each alternator panel has an ammeter on each phase, a
watt indicator, power-factor indicator, 'ammeter for
fields, s_vnchronizing and voltmeter receptacles.
A
swinging panel contains two 6,600-volt voltmeters,
frequency indicator and voltmeter on exciter busbars.
A synchroscope is placed in the center of
the board.
All indicating instruments are practically deadbeat and are guaranteed to be accurate within onehalf of one per cent, throughout their entire range.
The finish is a dead black w-ith polished brass
trimmings lacquered to prevent tarnishing. The
direct-current instruments are of the shunt type
and conform in size and appearance with the alternating-current instruments. The alternating-current
instruments are used on 6,600-volt current. The
operating panel is provided with push and pull
type of switches for operating all switches, rheoEach switch is
stats and w-aterwheel governors.

trans-

top of each transfer
top switches on the
primary side of the
step-up transformers.

Switching Apparatus and Current Control.

To insure that a combined unit may be disconnected from the bus-bars under extreme conditions
the high-tension leads from the transformers are
carried through two three-pole oil circuit-breaker
switches placed in series. After passing through
these switches, which are placed on the first balcony or gallery, the leads are carried up to the
second or top gallery in enameled brick compartments to the high-tension bus-bars, which are enclosed in compartments similarly constructed. To
these bus-bars, which- extend the entire length of
the four units, the two outgoing circuits are connected through oil circuit-breaker switches provided
with time-limit

control

and

relays.

are carried in enameled brick compartments to the end of the building, where they
are provided with lightning arresters at the point

The

circuits

where they leave the power

station.

exciter units are connected to the bus-liars
through automatic circuit-breakers and remote-con-

The

switches. These bus-bars are placed on a
structure built of white enamel brick, arranged to
carry the switches. From the bus-bars leads are
carried to a similar structure on which are mounted
trolled

switches for the alternators. Provisions
are made on these structures for the installationof future apparatus. The rheostats for the fields
of the alternators and exciter units are placed on
the second gallery and are remote controlled. The
the

This Lock, with Lift

of 5a feet, is

perhaps the Deepest in the World,

NAVIGATION LOCK AT LOCKPORT POWER HOUSE ON
DRAINAGE CANAL.

.

field

TWO 350-KILOWATT EXCITERS

IN

POWBR HOUSE.

DRAINAGE CANAL

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

LOW-TENSION BUSBAR STRUCTURES

IN

shown

as

in

an accompanyin;

one

picture,

circuit

The wires

are spaced
six feet apart.
As stated, the transmission potenground wire is carried on
tial is 44,000 volts.

on each side of the mast.

A

the peaks of the poles.

The

feet.

4,

1938

view showing busbars and CIRCUIT COMPARTMENTS IN TOP GALLERY.

DRAINAGE CANAL POWER HOUSE.

provided with lamps to indicate the movements of
the device it controls. An integrating wattmeter
is also provided for each alternating-current generator.
The board is so condensed that the entire
plant may be opernted in the limited space of eight

January
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poles or masts are of steel, square in plan

The

wires are carried 16 inches above the metal
arms. The Locke insulators used have a diameter
of 14 inches and are 12 inches high. They were
tested assembled ready for use at 120,000 volts.
Each of the four shells or petticoats tested at 60,000
volts before assembly.
This insulator, mounted on

Simple in appearance, the plant has yet apparently

all

the required flexibility.

Protection Against

Ice.

Particular attention has been given to a source
of trouble usually experienced with waterpower

TRANSFER BOARD AND BUSBARS.
plants,

and

during winter months

— that

is,

anchor

ice

A

diagonal fender wall with
arches four feet below the surface has been constructed in front of the wheel pits,
and the
greater part of the troublesome ice will be diverted to a bear-trap dam discharging below
the power house.
Such ice and debris that may
reach the racks in front of the wheel pits may be
raked out and passed over another and smaller dam
which discharges below the power house. These
provisions insure freedom from any actual interference in operation.
floating

ice.

DETAILS OF TRANSFER BOARD AND 6,(:0O-VOLT BUSBARS.

and weigh complete
a side they measure 42 inches
at the base and 20 inches at the top. The two crossarms are similarly of bridge construction, the lower
arm being 18 feet long and weighing 600 pounds,
while the top arm is 12 feet long and weighs 300
section, of bridge construction,

4,000 pounds.

On

K ^ A

M.

Transmission Line.

a suitable metal pin, is guaranteed for a maximum
horizontal strain of 4,000 to 5,000 pounds and is
ordinarily rated for 60,000 volts.
At the top of the pole the four corner posts end
in

a

cap

tightened
wire,

which

with a socketed clamp
one-half-inch iron ground
the whole length of the line. Tills
is

down on

carried

cable will connect

account of
is

With its 60-foot steel masts and two circuits of
three aluminum wires each, the transmission line
running from the Lockport power house along the
Drainage Canal to the sub-station at Western Ave-

e-xpected

fitted

the

all

the poles electrically, and on

position above the transmission wires
to receive any lightning which may

its

/yw^/ /

nue and Thirtj--first Street, Chicago, is a fine piece
of work. The wires of each three-phase circuit
Cone is held in reserve) are arranged in delta shape.

^w^?^^

/
TRANSFER BOARD AND TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS.
pounds. The material used in the diagonal braces
is 2 by 2 by 3-16-inch angle steel.
The size of the
material in the corner posts varies from 3J/2 by
3J4 by J4 inch at the base to 3 by 3 by 3-16 inch
at the top of the pole.
The rivets in the body of
the

pole

arc

all

three-quarters

cross-arms five-eighths inch.
pany made these masts and
for

number

the

inch

and

in

the

The Aermotor Com-

received $130 apiece
furnished, between four and five

1

hundred.

The

poles

are placed 350

feet

apart.

They

are

ground six feet and the hole filled in
with concrete, which is brought up si.\ inches abo\e
the surrounding earth and rounded ofi at the edges
so that no water will lodge about the base. The
accurate alignment is beautiful and praiseworthy.
set

/.Kkh-TEKS IN DBAI.NAGK CANAL< POWER

HOUSE.

The

into the

poles are designed to carry the transmission
wires on the lower arms 47 feet above the ground.

VIEW OF THE DRAINAGE CANAL POWER-TRANSMISSION
LINE FHOM LOCKPORT, ILL., TO CHICAGO.

laiiuarv

\VF.STF.:<N

iw"^

.),

strike the line mid
grounds afTordcd l)y

c.iriy

it

to

olT

excellent

tlic

concrete-imbedded poles.
The construction as described lias proven entirely
satisfactory, and no lino trouble lias appeared in
llic

SUU-STATION.
tlic

sub-station

eacb line tcrniiiiales in a

set

K ILIAN

IIknkv

ItY

marked

spite of the financial stringency whicli

close of the year

tries

In

of bus-bars, to which arc connected, through oil
circuit-breaker switches, two banks of step-down
may be opertransformers. These transformers
ated in parallel by means of an oil switch between

I

ELECTRICAL PROGRESS IN UNITED STATES
INthe

weeks of operation.

five

I'.LI'.L

show

1907,

indusgenerally

the electrical

substantial progress.

As was

expected, the Rrcat rush of business of the last few
years could not last, and now a temporary reaction
is
being experienced. That this can be of long

duration few believe, as the country is prosperous
and the necessity for extensions and new projects
in

all

electrical

fields

is

as

great

as

ever.

The

announcement that some of the Wcstinghouse com[lanics had applied for a receiver was the cause
of general regret. It is expected that the companies
and the receiverships terminated
Except for the reduction in
the number of employes of this and other companies and the consequent diminution of output, the
natural development of the industry has not been

will be reorganized
in

the

near

interrupted.

future.

New

inventions continue

to

be

IN 1907.

N'dhuis.

11.

prcsaurei in the near
papcr«, the convention inanifeslcd interest in such matters a» the
new standardization report, which was approved;
the Code of Engineering lilihics, a most timely compilation of the niceties of business courtesy; and
engineering education.

siderabic

increases

line

in

Aside from the

future.

Icclinical

During the year the United States national romof the International Electrotechnical Commission was appointed. It is organized with Prof.
Elihu Thomson as chairman, and with twenty other
members. These are all men of achievement, and
they have been selected to represent all branches
of electrical science and industry. They will supplement the rather accidental international congresses and give stability to the growth of stand-

mittcc

ardization.

made

Technical Educatiok.

and new applications are found for standard ap-

The
WESTERN .-WENUE SUB-STATION, CHICAGO DRAINAGE
CANAL.

through
circuit

oil

is

switches to points of distribution.

is

the

Institute.

Early in the year the American Institute of ElecEngineers was installed in the new hcad(piarters in the Engineering Societies Building at
33 West Thirty-ninth Street, New York city. The
first
meeting in the auditorium was on January
25th, wdien Messrs. Stillwell and Putnam delivered
a paper on the substitution of the electric motor
trical

the two sets of bus-bars. The secondary current
passes through similar oil switches to a set of lowtension bus-bars arranged exactly the same as the
From the
primary side for parallel operation.
low-tension bus-bars the distributing circuits pass

gratifying

to electrical educators to note
increasing appreciation of their work by the
profession at large. The teachers also show their
desire to improve the methods of instruction to
meet the real demands of the time. An important
factor in this growing spirit of co-operation is the
recognition, by all concerned, of the true functions
of a technical training. The Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education, which has for
its purpose the improvement of methods land ideals
It

paratus.

Each

to be equipped with a total watt indicator,

indicator and integratng wattmeter.
control board in the sub-station is a duplicate
of the panels on the power-station board, and the
motorswitching arrangements are identical.

power-factor

The

A

generator unit has been provided to supply -direct
current for operating switches and lighting the
building, and a i,ooo-ampere-hour storage battery,
to be used in case of emergency, is provided. Motor-driven centrifugal pumps in duplicate are installed for the purpose of supplying cooling water
to 'the transformers.
The sub-station building is an attractive yet digIt is 124 feet long,
nified structure of concrete.
70 feet wide and 42 feet high.
Applic.\tioN3 of the Current.

The
of

the

power
7,000

Chicago will be
current a'.ailable by
development, having

city of

kilow'atts.

For

seme

among
the

the

first

Drainage

users

Canal

contracted to
the city

time

take
elec-

department has been busy installing the dissystem from the sub-station, and City
Electrician Carroll is now preparing the city lighting plants for the Lockport power. One new transformer station has been built by the city, and in
the existing street-lighting plants electric motors
will take the place of the steam engines for driving

trical

tributing

the generators.

are being made by the Sanitary
do the pumping for the proposed North
Channel by screw pumps driven by slow-speed 450horsepower motors installed at Wilmette and taking
current from the Western Avenue sub-station.

Preparations

District to

Others who will use a considerable amount of
Canal power are the West Park Board, the
township of Cicero and the villag.e of Morgan Park.
the

The Sanitary

District will receive $15 a

horsepower

for the current.

Personnel.
R. McCormick is president of the
board of trustees of the Sanitary District of Chir
cago.
Mr. George M. Wisner is chief engineer. The
trustees
have
exJlr.

Robert

pended about $4,000,coo on
the
power
development of the
Drainage Canal since
w'ork was begun in
1904.

The

plant

electrical

has been in-

stalled under the supervision of Mr. Edward B. E 1 1 i c o 1 1,
electrical engineer for
the Sanitary District.

Mr.

Ellicott

has

brought to this task
the comprehensive resource, the unflagging

and the excellent technical
which have
characterized all his work, whether as constructing
engineer for a great electrical company, city electrician of Chicago, or chief electrician and mechanical engineer of the
St. Louis Exposition.
The

zeal

power

ability

station

is

in

charge of Mr.

W.

C.

Robinson.

Power Board.

Busbar Compartments.

Control Board.

VIEWS IN WESTERN AVENUE SUE-STATION OF CHICAGO DRAINAGE CANAL POW'ER TRANSMISSION.

The audience completely
the large hall and thus indicated appreciation
not only of the paper but of the splendid facilities
afforded by the new assembly room. The building
was dedicated on April i6th and 17th with appropriate ceremonies, consisting of addresses and
other exercises. In addition to the facilities provided for meetings, the new building houses the
union library of the three founder societies. Since
November 6th this has been open evenings, and it
is bound to become a factor in the broadening of
engineering intelligence.

hues

of

technological

for the steam locomotive.

in

filled

among the
deavoring to come more
practical engineers.
At

The growth of the Institute during the last year
has been phenomenal. On May ist there were 4,521
associates and members, as compared with 3,460
the year before, an increase of 29.S per cent. By
October 1st there were 5,089 members, indicating
a yearly rate of increase of 30.3 per cent., if the
interest continues unabated.
At the average present
rate of increase there should be 5,877 members on
May I, 1908, an increase for the year of 1.356. This
does not include the enrolled students, of whom
there are more than 1,000.
The growth

is

Institute branches

due largely to the activity of the
and sections. Of the former there

are 19, located at the principal educational institutions.
There are iS sections, w-ith headquarters in a number of large cities scattered from Boston to Seattle.

Two

of the sections, Toledo and Cleveland, have
been organized in the last year, as have also the
branches at Montana University and the Montana

Agricultural College.

The Niagara Falls convention of the
was ;he occasion for the presentation of

Institute

a bewil-

dering array of papers and reports. On account
of the location of the meeting in the center of an
important power-transmission district, special attention was given to this subject. Th? problems of
transmission at very high pressures were carefully
treated and the discussion clearly indicated con-

all

lated

interest

teaching,

teachers ;.nd
closely

into

has
is

stimu-

now

en-

contact with

the convention held at
Cleveland in July, a plan for promoting a careful
study of the status and possible improvement of
technical and industrial education was formulated.
The leading engineering societies were invited to
appoint representatives to serve upon a joint committee for the above purpose, and they have since
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TRANSMISSION LINES ENTERING WESTERN AVENUE
SUB-STATION.

done so. As ihis committee is to report progress
in one year and make a final report in two years,
it will undoubtedly begin work immediately.
As a result of a recent canvass made by Mr.
W. D. Weaver, there appear to be about 9,coo
students of electrical engineering in all grades of
schools. More than 1.350 were graduated in igo/About 42 per cent, of these are from first-class
schools, 47 per cent, are from schools of average
rank, and the remainder are from schools in which
the instruction is elementary in character.

In connection with the discussion of higher eduyoung men who can-

cation, industrial training for

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
not afford the time and money for a college course
receiving consideration. The largest effort in
is
this direction is represented by the Carnegie Technical Schools and Institute in Pittsburg, dedicated
with great ceremony on April nth. In this enterprise $23,000,000 has been invested. The great library and museums are the center for the literature,
science and art of the vicinity. As might be expected, these schools are
lar,

and

their

accumulates on the lower electrode is jarred off
it accumulates and is caught in a small pan.
The magnetite arc has created a new and unexpected field for the mercury arc rectifier, which
lias been
developed to a satisfactory commercial
stage.
Obviously, the magnetite arc, having two
differing electrodes, requires direct current for its
operation. This unfortunate feature renders necesas

already immensely popualone

capacity

January

limits

number

the

principally

one state has during
seriously taken this matter up and
tlie past year
secured expert advice regarding the desirability of
expending public money for the purpose.
Many schools were favored in 1907 by gifts and
improvements. Mrs. Russell Sage's gift of $1,000,000 to Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute of Troy,
N. Y., has resulted in the formation of the Russell
Sage School of Mechanical and Electrical Engiindustrial education.

At

least

During the summer the new electrical
engineering building of Worcester Polytechnic Institute was completed and the faculty was enlarged
This school has aUvays been
at the same time.
noted for the practical nature of its instruction.
The new laboratory and classrooms are admirably
fitted for teaching of the best type, and the building is probably the finest in this country devoted
exclusively to electrical engineering instruction.
From all parts of the country come tidings of
neering.

At Annapolis the electrical course
being reorganized with a view to preparing the
cadets for the proper use and application of elec-

improvement.
is

THE NEW CONCRETE-BLOCK' POWER HOUSE OF THE WASHINGTON RAILWAY AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
AT BENNINGS,' MD.
sary the use of transforming apparatus, as, in most
cases, a direct, constant-current generator would

be very objectionable. The mercury rectifier eliminates the commutator and other evils of the directcurrent arc machine, and, unless a new form of
arc lamp appears in the near future, it will be a
part of the standard arc-lamp equipment.
The magnetite arc should not be confused with
the flaming carbon arc lamp. The former produces
a white light, somewhat less blue, but otherwise
not radically different from that of the older carbon arc lamps. While not as efficient as the carbon

ONE SECTION OF THE NEW TYPE OF SUSPENSION INSULATOR FOR HIGH VOLTAGES.
apparatus.

trical

Washington

at

The government engineer
has

school
usefulness.

demonstrated its
at George Washington

flame arcs, the metallic flame arc has a better color
and is of less intensity. As compared with the
ordinary carbon arcs, the efficiency is at least 50
per cent, better. There are no inner globes, and
the total expense of trimming is probably not far
different in the two cases.
The carbon flame arcs are being introduced in

University has passed a successful third year. The
graduate engineering school at Harvard has proved
popular and timely. All these and many other facts
are encouraging for the future of the electrical
profession. Research also is not being neglected.
On account of the growing pressure upon the funds

added $2,000,000

to

its

month

endowment.

Illumination.
year ago there was a bewildering series of
inventions of new light sources, each outdoing its
predecessor in efficiency. These inventions led to
great activity in the commercialization of the lamps
which has proved to be the important illumination
problem of the year. It was soon evident that
efficiency is but one of a number of important

One

points of merit in light sources.

Color,

illuminat-

trimming, cost of lamps
and electrodes, adaptability to standard circuits,
production of fumes, ami other matters required
During the year the various
minute attention.
forms of lamp have automatically taken possession
of their own fields.
The General Electric magnetite arc lamp with
iron oxide and copper electrodes has demonstrated
its practicability for commercial service, especially
for street lighting. It is now being adapted for locomotive and intcrurban car headlights and will undoubtedly compete with the carbon arc in other
fields.
Fifteen thousand magnetite lamps are now
ing

quality,

expense of

said to be in operation,

and the number

is

lamp on the same genthese lamps the most difficult
problem is the disposition of the products of combustion of the electrodes, slag and fumes. By the
use of skillfully directed air currents the fumes
fected a metallic flame arc

eral

principle.

In

arc carried out of the slobe, which is not clouded
by them. A chimney located .ibove the arc pro-

duces the necessary air circulation.

The

slag which

hence the lamps are used
and on the Edison

plants

systems in the very large cities.
Tungsten lamps are slowly coming into the market.
Naturally the first lamps manufactured were
for series lighting, a larger current and lower electromotive force permitting the use of a comparatively large filament. These lamps are w^ell adapted
to street lighting, as the units are of convenient
size for uniform distribution and the efficiency is
practically the same as that of the enclosed carbon
arc.
As there is no trimming, the expense of maintenance is simply the cost of replacing the lamps,
which are said to have a good life. In one such
installation the lamps are placed in groups of two,
2S0 feet apart. Each lamp requires 14.7 volts at
5.5 amperes, to produce 60 candlepower, or 1. 35
watts per candlepower. Lamps of no volts and
of 40 and 20 candlepower are now being imported
in considerable numbers, but sufficient experience
lias not yet been accumulated to permit of a conclusive statement of the results. The long slender
wire is delicate and requires careful handling when
lieated.
Properly used, the laraB will undoubtedly
have a satisfactory life, and the efficiency is far
higher than that of any other small-unit lamp commercially available. At the present high price of
the imported lamp, not far from $2 retail, the demand will not be greatly in excess of the supply.
A matter of general interest was the recent great

SPECIAL HANGER FOR 1,200-VOLT DIRECT-CURRENT

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION.

demand for standard incandescent
lamps, resulting in an approach to a lamp famine.

increase

in

the

Successful plans for increasing the use of electric

have bee.n exploited, and manufacturers have
been overworked to furnish lamps.
light

Among the novelties in illumination, the lighting
of the Jamestown Exposition and of Niagara Falls
deserve mention. Both of these are notable in the

nected with

the getting and

retaining

of

business

Elf-ctric Tr.\ction.

rapidly

also recently per-

circuits,

isolated

in

for central stations.

A SUSPENSION

Steam-railroad- electrification has been one of the
absorbing topics of the past year. Whenever and
wherever discussed, large and interested audiences
'were present. As mentioned earlier, the opening
meeting of the Institute in the new building was

INSULATOR FOR 100,000 VOLTS,

devoted to this

increasing.

The Westinghouse company has

'

use which has been made of searchlights. Behind
the administration building at the exposition a battery of searchlights was located. This threw upward a radial group of light beams which produced
a magnificent corona about the dome of the building.
When the mayor of Niagara Fails, in his address of welcome to the Institute, mentioned his
plans for illuminating the falls, his audience was
somewhat incredulous. However^ on September 4th
the first exhibition was made. Batteries of 18. ,10
and 60-inch projectors were located at various
points on tlie Canadian side, and beautiful effects
were produced by throwing white and colored light
upon the falls and the spray. This was probably
the most extensive use of searchlights yet made for
scenic purposes.
The convention of the National Electric Light
Association in Washington in June was the most
notable and the largest in the history of the organization. The association placed itself on record
as being willing to accept the principle of public
of public-utility corporations if applied
control
It adopted a new standard for street illumifairly.
nation and devoted one whole day to topics con-

The new engineering course

of the Carnegie Institution, the founder last

igoS

Excellent progress has also been made by the
incandescent lamp in its several forms. Tantalum
lamps are now in general use on direct-current
circuits, and they are apparently giving entire satisfaction.
At the present price of from 50 to 75
cents they are economical as compared with the
ordinary carbon-filament lamp. The manufacturers
advertise them as considerably more efficient than
the metallized carbon-filament lamps. The life on
alternating-current circuits is about one-half that

on direct-current

students registered. This verifies the assertion
made during the last year by prominent educators
regarding the urgent need for more and better

of

4,

spectacular elTects. They are
placed principally in front of stores to attract attention, and brilliantly illuminate the window displays. The efficiency of these lamps is of the highlarge

est,

numbers

for

and for the purpose mentioned ihcy are very

satisfactory.

The yellow

color,

the

necessary

fre-

quency of trimming, the fumes produced and the
great intensity of the

light

limit

plication of the carbon flame arcs.

the

field

of ap-

topic,

and an

exceptionally

large

number of other papers have treated of it.
The subject divides itself naturally into two parts
first,
under what circumstances should steam

—

roads he electrified: second, under what particular
conditions is the. direct-current or the alternatingcurrent

some

motor

criticism

There has been
to be preferred?
on the part of steam-railroad men

that electrical engineers arc forcing this matter too
rapidly.

At

the

same time

substantial progress has

January
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4,

been made butii in dirccl-eiirrcnt and alternatinpcurrent railroad electrification.
After years of experiimntation, late in the spring
the New York Central Railroad IjcRan full electrical operation on the New York terminal with
direct-current

One

locomotives.

of

early

llie

pas-

senger nnis, on February Uitli, was the occasion
of a serious accident, in which a score of persons
were killed and more than one hinidred were injured. The cause of this accident has been variously explained, some exports maintaining that the

hauled between these cities by ,l,300-voll, 25locomotives weighing 62 tons each.
The Pennsylvania Railroad, which is rapidly completing its tunnels between New Jersey, New York
and Long Island, is experimenting with both directcurrent and allernating-eurrent locomotives. Sample
equipments have been constructed and are now
under lest. The requirements are severe, necesA
sitating high speed on grades of two per cent.
decision will be reached in a few weeks regarding
Thi-i rfimpany will use
the type to be employed
be

a«,sured success, having been adopted by

eycle

of roads. The principal ones at present are the
Central California Traction Company, mentioned in
last year's review, the Pillsbiirgh, Harmony, New
Castle and Biillcr, the Indianapolis, Columbus and

Southern and the San Jaii and
ways.

'I'hese

arate

exciter

.i

number

Clar.i

S.-inia

rail-

roads will operate at 1,200 volts, and
in one case at least the secondary current for the
commutating poles will be supplied from a sepIxiuisville

at

volts.

fioo

although

line,

The

and

rndianai)olis

long, will be
operated from a direct-current station located near
the center of the line and without sub-stations
of any kind. This indicates the iiossibilitics of
direct-current transmission at the higher pressures,
the possible range of operation increasing greatly
with the 1,200-volt transmission.
The higher voltages, for alternating current especially, have required better insulator*, and the manufacturers have met the demand with fair success.
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niilei

Undoubtedly the serious problem at present is the
and secure support of the slender overhead
wires, so that danger may be eliminated and in-

safe

creased reliability secured.

The American
sociation

Street

closed

and

Interurban
year with

second

Railway

a great
Atlantic City.
mammoth exhibit
covered the Steel Pier and the sessions were extremely profitable. The most noteworthy achievement was the adoption of a Code of Standards for
electric-railway equipment, prepared by the Engio.jiivention

its

A

at

neering Association.
a

special

On

was added

statistician

effort

will

January

an expert
and
now be made to secure and
i,

1908,

to the secretary's

arrange a most complete collection of

way

center

gravity

of

of

the

would

locomotive

account for the shearing of the rail spikes, others
holding that it was due to excessive speed. The
fact is that the train was derailed through spreading
of the track. The exact speed may never be ascertained, as witnesses

on the

45 to 80 miles an hour.
road was indicted for

train estimate

it

at

The superintendent

from

of the

manslaughter, and after
thorough trial was acquitted early in December. It
was shown that all reasonable precaution had been
taken by those responsible for the condition of the
After more
track and the operation of the road.
than six months of electrical operation the management is convinced that electrification has resulted in marked increase of efficiency and in financial

all-steel

construction

Pullman

cars.

Power Generation.
both

for

and

coaches

day

All of the progress mentioned has been with the
Although abroad the three-phase moseries motor.
tor has been developed for traction work to a
remarkable degree, it has found little favor here.
is
especially noteworthy, therefore, that the
It
Great Northern Railway has selected the induction
motor for a mountain division. Its consulting engi-

neer

states

that

the

electric-rail-

data.

ELECTRIC MOTORS DRIVING CEMENT MILLS.

low

force,

constant-speed characteristics

and the possibilities of power regeneration
been important factors in this selection.

have

As

prime mover for steam-power stations the
steam turbine has demonstrated its superiority and
has proved entirely reliable. For Ihe present the
limit
size
of
appears to have
been
reached,
not because of the impracticability of building
larger turbines, but because there is no advantage in doing so.
The Rateau turbine, of the
a

impulse

has taken its place with the wellParsons, Allis-Chalmers and de Laval engines.
The direct-current generator has been
suscessfully adapted to turbine speeds, and thus a
new field is opened up for the turbine. In a recent

known

type,

Curtis,

saving.

The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, which uses the New York Central electrical
recently

established

terminal,

has

with

alternating-current

its

regular

locomotives.

service

Twelve

miles of track, beginning at the terminal, are supplied with direct current at 600 volts from a third
More than 22 miles of four-track road is
rail.
equipped with double catenary trolley carrying 25-

At present 35 93-ton
locomotives are used, each being capable of drawing a 200-ton train at 45 miles an hour maximum
speed in local service and at 60 miles an hour in
express service. While this road has not been in
operation a sufficient length of time to permit an

cycle current at ii,oco volts.

estimate

of

the

results,

its

electrical

engineer

is

convinced that great economy is sure to follow.
As th^ chief function of electrification appears to
be the increase of capacity, particularly in congested
terminals, the results of this stupendous experiment
Other
at New York will be awaited mth interest.
roads are already planning to utilize this remedy
The Southern Pacific Railfor congested traffic.
road is now contemplating the electrification of the

termed by Mr. Sprague
This proposition .differs
from others, in that it is proposed to handle
freight trains weighing 1,000 tons or more over a
grade of ij^ per cent, and 83 miles long. The
matter has been referred to an advisory board,
which win reach a decision in a few months.
The Erie Railroad put into commission early in
the year an electrical section, the Rochester division.
Apparently this was done to ascertain the
facts regarding electrical operation, and thus secure
Sierra

the

Nevada

division, aptly

"neck of the bottle."

utRS OF 3,750 KILOWATTS CAPACITY EACH.

SINGLE-PH.^:5£

Trolley construction
for 11,000 volts is employed, and, as far as can be
learned, the new motive power has given satisfac-

from locomotive service, the alternating
electric- railway motor has made a satisfactory advance during the year. There has been no wholesale changing over to the new form of motor, but
such roads as the Pittsburg and Butler Street Railw-ay, the Visalia Electric Company, the Chicago,
Lake Shore and South Bend Railway and the
Maryland Electric Railway have selected the series

tory results.

alternating-current motor.

Since the pioneer tunnel locomotives of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad were placed in commission
more than ten years ago, this field has been an attractive one for the electric locomotive.
The Sarnia
tunnel, between Port Huron, Mich., and Sarnia.
Ont., will shortly be fully equipped.
Trains will

first

data for future electrification.

Aside

The

Visalia

employ the low frequency of

line

is

the

In
addition to new construction of 13 miles, there are
10 miles of electrified, steam track. The line pressure is 3,300 \olts.
year ago the interpole railway motor was in
to

15

cycles.

A

process

of

commercial

application.

It

is

now

an

(LARGEST OF THEIR TYPE.)

an exhaust turbine
along the lines suggested by Mr. H. G.

Institute paper a description of
installation,
Stott, is

The plant is that of
Company at South Chicago.

described.

consin Steel

the

Wis-

A

1,000-

horsepower reciprocating engine delivers its exhaust
steam into a regenerator or heat-storage reser\'oir
in which the heat is absorbed by a large volume
of water. The turbine draw-s its steam from this at
slightly above atmospheric pressure and exhausts
into condensers.
As the load on the engine is
variable, the regenerator is necessary- in order to
produce a uniform supply of steam to the turbine.

The

turbine

drives

a

direct-current

generator

of

special construction.

One

of the

most complete power

stations of the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
year is the Bennings (Md.) station of the
Washington Railway and Electric Company of
Washington, D. C, installed by J. G. White & Co.,
and described in the AVestern Electrician of June
Here the engine room presents a particuI, 1907.
larly neat appearance, on account of the absence of
all auxiliaries, which are located on the floor below.
past

of interest as typical of the
present tendency toward compact, neat and simple
construction. On account of its proximity to the
city special attention has been given to the architecture, which is comparable with the buildings at

The new

station

is

incomplete without mention
of the plants at the great waterpower center. All
of the projects have reached a satisfactory stage
and each is supplying its own territory with power.
The beautiful building of the Electrical Development Company fulfills all expectations. This company has been during the year supplying Toronto

The Niagara

with power.

new

is

corresponds

plant

in

Falls

tracted attention

is familiar in principle, as it was described last
It has now been put
year in an Institute paper.
into service and has been applied up to 60,000 volts.
If it proves commercially successful it will mark
a real step in a direction in which progress is

mer

The synchronizer

needed.

which

oscillated

is

consists of a contact

by two magnet

portant

arm

style

with

the

and

it

,

American Steel and Wire Company and to the
Northern Railway. The latter has the
largest gas-engine electric-railway power plant in
the country. It has at present two 2,000-horsepower
each consisting of a four-cylinder gas engine
driving, at 107 revolutions per minute, a

directly

405-volt, 23-cycle alternator.

One

of the novel developments in electrical ma-

combined rotary converter and
booster installed by the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company for the Neiv York Edison
Company. The booster is an alternator mounted
on the same shaft as the converter and forming
mechanically an integral part of it.
The booster
chinery

is

the

At

the plant of the Illinois

South Chicago a 30-inch plate
575-vclt, direct-cur-

by

The Booster Is the Right-hand Part of the Machine.
COMBINED ROTARY CONVERTER AND BOOSTER.
Current flows across the gap from an au.xiland operates the mechanism controlling
the main switch which is thrown in.
arm.

iary circuit

Power Transmission.
Power transmission continues

to develop new
problems, particularly as the tendency to increase
line pressures continues.
While size is of secondary importance, it is interesting to note that the
record has been broken again in transformer con-

struction.

The Grand Rapids and Muskegon Power

Company

has purchased a number of 100,000-volt,
3,750-kilowatt capacity, single-phase transformers,
the largest yet constructed. It will be but a short
time before 100,000 volts will be the standard high
line pressure.

The pin-supported

insulator

is

not

adapted

»
^

•
9_®

to

fp
^m

.

inserted in the secondary
heavy.
At the same plant is a re-rolling mill direct driven
by tw^o induction motors, one with 12, the other
with 24 poles.
When connected in tandem the
capacity is 1,800 horsepower.
Separately the 24pole motor produces 1,200 horsepower.
Heavy flywheels are mounted on the motor shafts.
So important has the steel-mill business become
that special lines of motors are being designed for
it.
During the past year the Crocker-Wheeler
Company has installed a number of motors of a
rugged type, with great commutating ability.
In
addition to the motors described the Westing-

when

iNIiKvaukee

units,

'

Westinghouse motors direct connected to the
rolls and wdth a speed variation from zero to 150
revolutions per minute. These motors are supplied
with current from a motor-generator equalizer set.
A i,3co-horsepower induction motor drives a directcurrent generator. Heavy flywheels, each weighing
50 tons, serve to absorb energy during light load
and restore it when the rolls require extra power.
The speed of the equalizer motor is reduced automatically

and Electric Corporation. These Crocker-Wheeler
machines have kept in step under the most violent
fluctuations of load, and even under back explosions

the

else-

rent

generator design. A tj'pical installation containing
in
the
the largest gas-engine-driven alternators
world is the Martin Station of the California Gas

of the gas engines.
has delivered two 2,coo-kilowatt gas-engine alternators to the Illinois Steel Company, and others to

in

two 2,000-horsepower,

mill has

a prime mover is increasing
imposes special conditions upon

The Allis-Chalmers Company

Company

Steel

gas engine as

in popularit}',

for electric drive.

field

locally.

The

that of the Chi-

"

American power houses. The Ontario Power Company has several units in operation, and is supplying power at Syracuse and at many points en route.
The new power house of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manufacturing Company is the
Sixty thousand horsepower of units
latest project.
was installed during the year. This will all be
used

is

While less spectacular than some other lines of
progress the application of the electric motor to
new uses and in growing quantities is having an
important bearing on industrial development.
Not
only are standard motors being largely bought and
applied to various loads, but special motors, horizontal and vertical, are being designed. The largest
as well as the smallest manufacturing companies
are devoting attention to the small motor, even
down to one-twentieth horsepower.
The steel mills present at present an attractive

When

slow a contact spring bridges
a gap between two contact plates carried by the
sufficiently

Power Company's

general

hydro-electric plant

Power Reproduction.

lations corresponding to the difference in frequency
of the two circuits to be connected together.
is

new

cago Drainage Canal, described and illustrated
where in this issue.

the oscil-

coils,

ic

4,

completed during the past year. One that has atis the system of the Ontario Power
This was fully described by the engiCompan}'.
neer, Mr. R. D. Mershon, at Niagara Falls.
This
line will be an important factor in the industrial
development of Central New York. Another im-

creasing pressures. Two Westinghouse devices that
deserve special notice are the electrolytic lightning
arrester and the automatic synchronizer. The for-

the rate

Niagara Falls.
An annual review

January

the load

resistance
is

house Company has equipped several mills. In the
last year's review the 6.000-horsepower motor designed by the General Electric Company for the
Indiana Steel Company was mentioned.
Wherever
furnace gas is available there is a field for the
electric motor, driven from gas engines as prime
movers.
The direct-current motor is most readily
adaptable to mill conditions, but there is a field

c^ ^^ «a» (!u ff f
r^ "Tt-TitBwffj

iPT

fj*

f^^

yf^
A J,250K1L0WATT TURBO-GENERATOR

armature

A VERTICAL 45O-HORSEPOWER INDUCTION MOTOR TO DRIVE CENTRIFUGAL PUMP.

UNDER TEST.

connected in series with the alternating-current side of the converter between the rotary
collector and the rotary armature winding. It docs
is

not, therefore, require a separate collector and
brush-holder mechanism.
The direct-current voltage of the rotary may be raised or lowered by
reversing the current in the Iwostcr field circuits,
thus giving a regulation twice as great as that
represented by the booster capacity.
The regulation may be cither manual or automatic.
The device seems to represent a marked improvement over
previous methods of converter regulation.
As the gencralinp; units in power stations improve, so also do the detail parts, such as instruments, circuit-breakers, lightning arresters, etc. This
line of work has improved in a marked degree of
latf, pariicuh-irK
in adapting the apparatus to in-

much above

pressure

60,000 volts, as

it

is

too

tall

have the necessary mechanical strength. A radically new type has therefore been developed. This
insulator hangs from the cross-arm with the transto

mission wire at the bottom. It is in sections, each
of which may be large enough to withstand 20,000
volts.
In one form, dcscrilied by Mr. E. M. Hewlett

at

Niagara

Falls,

the

sections consist of sep-

arate porcelain dish-shaped disks heid together with
steel wire loops.
These loops, in passing through
eyes in the porcelain, link together, giving the name
"link" insulator. The Locke Insulator Manufactur-

Company has under

construction a large number of insulators on this general principle, although
ing

differing

radically

in

appearance

from those

de-

scribed by Mr.

Several

Hewlett.
power-transmission

for

the

Transmission of Intelligence.

From

have

been

the commercial standpoint the most

inent fact of the year in telegraphic circles

great operators' strike.
culties

in

several

promwas the

After numerous local

sections

had

led

to

strikes

diflR-

and

concessions, and after strenuous efforts on the part
of Labor Commissioner Neill to effect a compromise, a general strike of the Telegraphers' Union

was declared early

in the summer.
.Ml commeroperators of both companies were affected and
for a short time business was seriously interfered

cial

The companies soon, restored their service
remarkable degree of efticieiicy under the circumstances.
The companies apparently have been
with.
to a

schemes

induction motor, and the two in combina-

tion appear to be ideal.

,-niuar\

.|,

victorious

seem

as

very

lu'i'ii

liiisiiicss

:in<l

sjiiipatliy

I'ublic

usual.

liave

to

slniKnlf,

(lie

ill

Ininsacted

WKSTF.RN

ii)iiS

strong

favor

in

now

is

nol

clocn

uf

(lucncc

is

upon

developiiieiit.

to

its

and

said to liave liad a

automatic

tl)c
!ii

kiiwlanil

New York

.-Xiisust

tile

Hoston-New York

line

in

liigli-speed

in

addeil

CliicaKo-St.

I.ouis

lines,

having had the

successful operation

for

very signilicant situaApparently the Dclaney system is to be tried
upon a largo scale as it is now being exploited
The general plan is to connect the
commercially.
large cities by trunk lines, over which the messages
will be sent at high speed and received on chemFrom the main centers they will be disical tape.
tributed by tlic most convenient and economical

a year or more,

'["his

is

a

tion.

means.
After years of experimentation, commercial transatlantic service by radio-telegraphy lias been estabOn Friday, October i8th, 14,000 words
lished.
were transmitted by the Marconi company between
the

two

cc-ist

stations

— Glace

Bay,

H'roiii l)io

Nova

Scotia,

and Clifden, Ireland. The messages are carried at
nineh lower rales than over the cables, and there
is no reason to believe ^that snflicient business will
not develop to keep the plants busy continually.
Radio-telegraphy on laud is also making subFor example, in Alaska, when
stantial progress.
conditions arc especially adapted to this means of
communication, regular business has been conducted for some time. At present the United States
Signal Corps is extending the equipment to cover
Safety Harbor, St. Michael. Fairbanks, Circle and

IN

GREAT BRITAIN

IN 1907.

Lontlon correspondent uf the Wepleni Rlrclrlclnn.)

combination of circumstances continues to
which was the primary cause of the commencement of the st.agnation which lias been rcllected from year to year during the past three or

only a rough guess to explain away an awkward
hitnalion.
'I'he lack of co-operation between manufacturers anil central stations lias uiidoubtcdly been
a retarding f.ictor in the perfection and standardization of lamps, owing to the many and varying
voltages upon the various supply networks.
So
acute has the latter |>roblciM become in the eyes
of the lamp makers, that it is by no means an

four years

uncommon

Willi,!-;

ilieri-

are, as usual, plenty of technical

.-idvances to be chronicled

teleKiapli

company

Postal
the

eciiiipmeiit
I'liiladelpliia

stimulating

ELECTRICAL ENGINtEKlNG

llic

strikers.

Tlic strike

FJ-F.CTRICIAN

sition

of alTairs

for

the po-

l'J07,

from the industrial point
from 1906, and the

of view has not difTereil nnich

same
exist

cashire and Y'orkshire by the increasing inclination

practice, when an order is received for
lamps, to find out the voltage existing in the particular locality an<l to make the lamps accordingly,
but stamping them for the nominal voltage. Trade

of mill owners

adopt electric driving, but this
by no means a monopoly of
any particular firm or firms, and there is little
likelihood of enhanced prices.
Foreign competition

jealousies

a serious factor, and one which some chairof companies have been endeavoring to bring
to the notice of the government, with disappointing
results.
Most people seem to be agreed that a
national association should be formed for the pur-

the

British

electrical

class

is

in

the accounts of several of the leading

manufacturing
inachinery

firms.

has

A new demand

been

developed

for

Lan-

in

to

of business

would appear

to stand in the

way

of any

close co-operation between the makers, but a strong

is

being made to improve matters by the
is
formation of a Society of Illuminating Engineers,

efTort

still

men

has

moving spirit in which is Mr. Leon Gaster, who
borrowed the idea from the United States

after a visit there last year.

Several other papers follo\ved that of Mr, Swinburne, mostly cinan.-'ting from the National Physical

Valdez.
In automatic telephony some interesting improve-

The perfection of the neware reported.
switch is one. By its use the number of first
selector switches in an exchange is reduced 90
The space occupied by a complete exper cent.
change is less than one-quarter of that formerly
required and the total number of working parts
and consequent cost of maintenance correspondingly
Common battery for transmission has
reduced.
been made a permanent feature of the automatic
system, and all switchboards installed during the
No
year have been of the common-battery type.
extra battery is required, the regular operating battery being used for supplying current to the trans-,
mitters as well as for operating the switches. The
demand for party lines in connection with the automatic system has resulted in the perfection of the
four-party selective ringing system, which employs
the well-known "harmonic" principle of selection.
The four subscribers on a line have different numbers and only the bell of the subscriber called is
Another new feature is the "district starung.
tion," the object of which is to reduce the cost of
construction of a cable plant 50 to 75 per cent, by
employing trunk lines only to serve the different
Switchboard
comprising an exchange.
districts
units, small and compact, and which require pracfrom thesupervised
attention, being
tically no
central e.xchange, are installed in the center of the
different districts or suburbs, these units being connected to the main exchange by the requisite number of trunk lines.
ments
line

Radio-telephony

is

now

an

accomplished

fact

regular use. The 16 battleships of the
Pacific fleet, which recently sailed on its long voyIn
age, are equipped with the De Forest system.
general this diflers only in detail from the radiotelegraph system. The underlying principle consists
in the production and transmission of high-frequency oscillations which form the foundation of
They are of much higher frethe sound waves.
quency than the sound waves and arc produced by
an alcohol flame shunted across the terminals of a
direct-current generator, in series with which are
Variations in the strength
capacity and inductance.
of the oscillations corresponding to the sound waves,
are superimposed upon the oscillations by a microThey are received on the
phone in the circuit.
"audion" receiver described by Mr. De Forest in
The utility of this
an Institute paper last year.
invention is obvious, especially as installed on the

and

is

in

fleet.

Summary and

Conclusions.

As a whole

the year 1907 has been as fruitful in
Essubstantial results as any of its predecessors.
pecially in the commercial application of scientific
discoveries and inventions has the development been
most marked. In spite of financial and industrial
disturbance, real and substantial results have been
secured.

The commercial interests have lost a commanding figure in the death of Colonel Eugene Griffin.
So also has the scientific and teaching fraternity
America
in the death of Prof. C. P. Matthews.
Lord Kelvin, who passed
loses also a firm friend
years.
It
away on December 17th at the age of 83
is a coincidence that at this time the ocean cable
system, to which he devoted some of his best energies, has a rival in the wjreless system, to which,
however, he gave a cordial welcome.

m

This

is

the Lareest "Scissors -' Crossing in any of the Tubes.

GREAT NORTHERN, PICCADILLY ANn BROMPTON "tube" RAILWAY, LONDON.
pose of ventilating the grievances and obstructions
under wdiich the electrical industry here now suffers, but it would appear impossible to set the
thing going.

One

leading firm

writes

me

as

a

fol-

"With regard to the condition of the market
generally, the home trade has been fairly satisfactory in the amount of orders received, though
lows:

are severely depressed.

prices

We

have been

for-

tunate in the development of our export business,

and during the year have done by far the largest
export trade we have ever been able to reach."
Electric Lighting.

In conjunction with these was issued
standard specification for carbon-filament lamps
by the engineering standards commi-itee, which was
the work of the special standards sub-committee
presided over by Mr. R. T. Glazebrook, F. R. S., the
director of the National Physical Laboratory. The
standard candlepowers specified w-ere 8, 12, 16, 25
and 32, the standard pressures no and 220 volts,
and the useful life 400 and Soo hours, which is to
be applied to both pressures. The specification details the tests to be made to batches of lamps in
the proportion of five per cent.,- and generally goes
Laboratory.-

.

into great detail.

Of

a large

the attention

number of matters of technical interest
bestowed upon metallic-filament lamps

and the question of

light standards generally stand

same category, arc lamps
have been much unproved and many new types
have been put upon the market. In January an
able paper by Mr. James Swinburne, F. R. S., before
the Institution of Electrical Engineers, dealt with
the new incandescent lamps from a broad viewpoint
generally.
The interest then aroused seems to have
continued unabated throughout the year. Mr. Swinburne is an ardent advocate of the policy of large
light units, and in this way he believes that the
metallic-filament lamp will not decrease the output
of generating stations, for consumers will prefer
the larger amount of light given out by such lamps
for the same current consumption -to reducing the
quantity of light for economical reasons. Generally
speaking, this may be a quite good prophecy, but
out prominently.

In the

it must be set the fact that several station
engineers have been constrained to earmark the
use of metallic-filament lamps as the source of a
diminished output. Of course, this may have been

against

Coming

to

the

more

practical side of the ques-

mention may be made of the very extended
use of Osram lamps for street-lighting purposes.
One firm also introduced an entirely new metallicfilament lamp which w-as said to give from 50 to
60 candlepower on 100 to 130-volt circuits with an
efficiency of one watt per candle.
These lamps cannot, however, owing to the fragility of the filaments, be used in any other position than the vertical.
It was further declared that the average life
was from 800 to i.oco hours with practically no
depreciation in candlepower. So far as any extended application goes, tantalum and Osram lamps
at present hold the field, and are used in very
large numbers.
Among the features in connection with improvements in flame arc lamps are the use of pure carbons, with a consequent white light, in contradistinction to the yellow light so characteristic of
flame arc lamps generally. This, however, is not
becoming general, but is peculiar to one type of
tion,

lamp.

In connection with

the

experimental

scheme of

WESTERN

10

ELECTRICI-AN

Januarj'

arc lighting in the city of London, in one portion
of which the lamps are suspended in the center of
the roadway from wires attached to the buildings,

ment of the Parsons turbine, have evolved a new
method of shrouding the blades, and this has so
improved the efficiency of working that Messrs.

of magazine arc lamp is used. The
question is the outcome of a persistent
agitation on the part of the two electric-lighting
companies serving the Citj', to be .allowed to dem-

Parsons have also adopted the method. Willans &
Robinson have also introduced a mixed type of
turbine, mainly for use in mines, iron works, etc.,
which uses live steam economically during the night
and exhaust steam during the day. The fact that
a large proportion of the engines at present working in collieries and iron wQrks are working noncondensing, has opened up a field for the steam
turbine which can utilize the exhaust steam without

a

new

type

scheme

in

onstrate what is possible with modern arc lamps.
The history of street lighting in the City of London
dates back to the early Brush days in the '8o's,
when the then engineer to the City Corporation

upon a basket-pattern lantern with frosted
which had the effect of considerably reducing
the effectiveness of the lamps. These lamps are in
existence today, and the price originally charged
was naturally a high one. For a long time one of
the City supply companies, at any rate, has been
anxious to modify the original agreement, both in
the matter of light and of price, but the gas companies two years ago secured the ear of the Corporation and were successful in oustmg the electric
insisted
glass,

from

After further persecertain streets.
however, the electric-lighting companies
early this year were allowed to prepare a scheme
of experimental lighting by means of flame arc
lamps which will continue throughout the winter.
light

verance,

The

i\y los. per lamp, all costs being
borne by the companies.
.
The Blondel enclosed arc lamp, recently patented
in this country, has now been put upon the market.
price

the coal consumption. It is said that
whereas a steam turbine of comparatively small
size, working with 140 pounds steam pressure, a
moderate superheat and a vacuum of 28 inches, will
take about 20 pounds of steam per kilowatt-hour,
an exhaust-steam turbine working with steam at
atmospheric pressure and exhausting into a conincreasing

denser maintaining a similar vacuum of 28 inches,
will give a kilowatt-hour for an expenditure of
40 pounds of exhaust steam. Several 1,000-kilowatt
machines of this type have been erected in South

Wales

It

said to be an

is

improvement upon

that

is

are being
of

poration

erected

at

interest to note

patented in 1900, in that it provides
suitable draft devices for facilitating the circulation
of the gases to such an extent that no deposit of
any importance can be formed on the globe until
after long periods of working.

Another lamp w-ith several distinguishing features
a flame arc lamp by the British Thomson-Houston Company in which the principal parts are gunmetal castings and brass tubing, with phosphoris

bronze

A

ing.

The "economizer"

fittings.

permanent magnet

a metal cast-

is

also used to provide

is

the magnetic field for steadying the arc.

The same

firm has also introduced a long-burning twin-carbon
lamp, the claim being for 100 hours or so without
attention.

lished

An improvement

in

an

already

estab-

lamp, the Magnet Juno, has been the subof an electromagnet for the original hot-

stitution

wire arrangement for striking the arc.
These constitute the leading improvements in arc
lamps, but several other new types and modifications have been patented, although thty are not yet
upon the market.

The Moore vacuum lamp made

its

appearance

in

country during the

year and was exhibited
London. A factory has also been
started up for the manufacture of a new leading-in
wire for incandescent lamps. This conductor consists of a combination of copper and enamel glass,
this

for

some time

which,

in

when melted

gamated, as

it

together,

is

said

to

be amal-

were, and not merely in juxtaposition.

all

but purchased

Glasgow Cor-

a 3,500-kilowatt

ing tests were published of a 1,000-kilowatt machine supplied to the Lancashire United Tramways

Company which gave

the way of future developments, the consulting engineers saw fit to adopt
reciprocating engines.
Special attention may be drawn to the improvelarger

ments

possibilities

in

the blading of the Parsons type of turbine, and the application of these machines to cxliaust-stcam working. Willans & Robinson, who arc

now

in

taking a most prominent part

in

results

well

in

advance

of

the guarantees and entitled the contractors to substantial bonuses.
fine performance by a Parsons

A

turbine installed at the power station of the
castle

Electric

Power Company gave a steam

Newcon-

sumption of slightly over 13 pounds per kilowatthour as the result of a number of tests on a
3,500-kilowatt machine.
In my article last year mention was made of the
introduction of the Peebles-La Cour motor converter, and the very high efficiencies guaranteed by
the makers. This machine consists of an induction
motor and a rotary converter mounted either upon
a common shaft or upon rigidly coupled shafts
having the winding of the rotor of the motor and
the armature of the converter connected up in
parallel.
There have, during the year, been
stalled for the Manchester Corporation three machines, which, to the best of my knowledge, are
the largest converting units yet manufactured in
Great Britain. These machines were originally rated
at 1,500 kilowatts each, but in practice Ihcy have
.

continuously carried a load of 1,900 kilowatts without exceeding the temperature rises ordinarily specified for continuous running.

An

to

the develop-

important detail

received

some

attention

in
is

power supply which has
the regulation of power

and Mr. Feddcn, the chief electrical engineer to 'the Sheffield Corporation, has been prominent ift the study of this problem. The following
extract from a paper read by one of his staff at
factor,

summer meeting of

the

Association
done in this matter:
Electrical

"The machine about

the Incorporated Municipal
explain what is being

will

at

the

of

same manner

the

as

is

to

improvement

installation

it
is
hoped to
of the machine."

effect

by the

The

introduction into this country of the M'oscondenser, which has been designed with the
same object in view, was also made at about the
same time the above paper was read.

cicki

Current Supply from Power Stations.
Several large supply stations have been put into
operation during the year, the three most important

ones

all being in the vicinity of London, viz., the
Kent Electric Power Company, Soutli Metropolitan
Electric Light and Power Company and the Maryle-

bone

Council.

on the Shefrelieve thq plant and

the old generating station at

Sheaf Street, and

The Kent company comes within

the category of bulk-supply companies, and although
it has
has a very promising area
corner of England, and a start has
a couple of 1,500-kiIowatt Parsons

originally sanctioned in iyo2,
up.

It

only just started
in the southeast
been made with
turbo-generating

The South Metropolitan company

is an old
which, like many,
other of the original lighting companies, is rapidly
developing a larger area, and acquiring a power
load of considerable dimensions. In pursuance of
this policy a new power house has been erected at
Greenwich.

sets.

provisional

order

undertaking,

The works erected by the Marylebone Borough
Council are interesting mainly from the antecedent
history.
Anxious to get rid of the company supplying this area, the Borough Council decided to
purchase the undertaking before the company's
.

franchise expired, and after arbitration proceedings
was greatly surprised at the arbitrators' award of
$7,250,000 as the purchase price of an undertaking

upon

less than half this sum represented
expenditure and the remainder compensation for good-will and future profits.
However,
the Council bowed to the inevitable, and has now
erected an up-to-date station. There are five 2,000kilowatt turbo-generator sets of the Parsons type,
and the equipment as a whole is most modern.
Outside London, the progress of electric power
supply in its special application to the "bulk" supply companies has to be viewed with somewhat
mixed feelings. The Newcastle company is pursuing the even tenor of its way, and additions arc
being made both in territory and load with a regularity which testifies to the soundness and wisdom
of the management and engineers. In Lancashire

which

capital

and Yorkshire, the power companies, equipped with
Curtis turbo-generators, although making slow improvement, are not experiencing anything approaching a boom, and no start has yet been made in

power stations. The original
power-company promoters of supplying
many hundreds or thousands of square miles from
one power hou'se placed more or less in the coal
fields, is now being abandoned in favor of a numerecting

to he installed

system is required to
mains of the excessive amount of idle current
which .sometimes occupies them. It will be situated
field

an ordinary generator. A
be provided, so that the
effect which the machine is producing, may be read
at intervals.
The cost of the machine, with the
necessary switch gear and accessories, will be about
iSoo, and it would appear that the cost of running
the machine for a year would not exceed i200.
For this sum, plant and mains to the extent of
420 kilowatts will be liberated. Extra plant to this
amount would cost £5,000, without buildings or
mains, and the capital charges alone would be ijoo.
These approximate figures serve to give some idea
in

power-factor meter

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR METROPOLITAN RAILWAY, LONDON.

an experiment, owing to the fact that no machine
of this size was actually in operation.
The Curtis turbine makes progress, and interest-

Regulation of Power Factor.

power-station work, while all large
extensions have, as a general rule, included steam
turbines as the prime mover, there have been a
few exceptions, notably the installation at the power
house of the Great Western Railway Company in
London, in which, although of large dimensions and
still

Zoelly

had visited the works
in Switzerland, where this type is made, it was
decided not to go in f^^r what was more or less

turbine, but after a deputation

Power-station Design.

Turning

serve to keep the trunk mains from Neepsend
loaded at a power factor approximately equal to
unity.
It will be of 600 kilovolt-amperes capacity,
and, in order to keep the starting current low, it
will be started by a small induction motor, and
switched into parallel on attaining synchronous speed
will

Middleborough.

that the

2,000 KILOWATT TURBO-ALTERNATOR BUILT FOR SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.

of Bremer,

igo8

the

signed,

is

This lamp

and two of 1,350 kilowatts each, the latter
largest machines of the class yet de-

being

4,

additional

intention of

ber of stations doited about the area, e.ich with a

(;ui\i;iry

prescribed

i-iTlaiii

the

willi

liiiiil

ccoiioini>-al

o|jerali<>ii

iif

limits

corres|i(iiiiliii(i

transmission.

i)f

The

Yorkshire company has entered into an arranRCment with a company for the erection of a caJciumcarhitle works next to tl;e jiower statioil, to which
power will lie snpi)Iie(l only at times of HrIU Ioa<I.
If this scheme malnres, tliere will he the twofold
adx'antage in it of fdliny in the valleys of the power
company's load cnrve and of helping to revive a
dying industry, which has, (hiring recent years,
largely transferred itself to the Continent, owing
to the lack of cheap power.
In Soinh Wales an nnfortimate position has brcn
reached in that the Sonth Wales JUectrical Power
Distribution Company, imablc to fight against the
cnmpctilion of private [ilants in the collieries there,
was forced to rcconstrnct, at considerable hnaiicinl

and

whole of
companies

generating stations
to the local authorities.
The main power stations have been purchased really by the consumers, and there will be
co-operatior. with the original company.
In Londo'n the electric-lighting companies, hitherto disnnitctl by petty jealousies and handicapped
by the inconsistency in their methods of opposing
the power schemes, have collected their scattered
forces and will, nest session, petition Parliament
ft)r the establishment of a joint committee, drawn
from the various companies, which shall acquire all
the existing underlakinLis and carry on one comprehensive scbcmc.
loss,

either

to

to sell the

separate
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Position of

its

or

Wales, and the /Muniiniiiu Corporation

more

six

units

a

in

separate

plant

II
intlallinK

is

Ihc

hi

north

of JMighind.

Motor

Ai-i>i.I(;ations.

rights

of

the

Thury high-tension direct-current series system of
power transmission, a long paper upon which was
read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers
in the spring.

plant

rapid extension has taken place in Ihc (Icsign

a power-sii|)ply company.

.and

nianufaclurc of electric cranes, and an illusis given as typical of the work in this di-

Recent statistics go to show that liy the end of
March next year there will lie about 28,000 horsepower of motors running in cotton mills, and gre:it

tration

The great crane shown
made by Stothcrt & Pill.
rection.

Quite

unique

a

installation

in the picture

glaring 'case of municipal

mismanagement

oc-

curred at Woolwich, where the accumulated losses
were found to amount to over $50,000, necessitating
a heavy tax rate to make good, and the condition
of the undertaking geherally was such that Sir
Alexander Kennedy, -when called in to advise, could
see little prospect of a remunerative undertaking
being evolved for many years, owing to the uneconomical manner in which the Avorks and system

Another
had been planned originally.
occurred at Monmouth,
redeeming feature has been the keenness with
which Local Government Board officers have inquired into these matters. It is worthy of record,
however, that a more enlightened attitude is being
acquired by local authorities toward electric power
companies, and several instances have occurred in
which municipalities having their own electric
works have contracted to take an auxiliary supply
from their quondam enemy, the power company.
generally

case

A

Increasing LTse of Aluminum,

The high

a

in

water reached nearly 7.000 gallons per minute,
though the normal dry- weather How only amounted
to

price of copper during the middle

of

was the signal for some activity in placing
aluminum cables upon the market. The Aluminum
Corporation, which has set up works during the
year in Nortli Wales, has installed some interesting
machines for aluminum production, several of which
are driven by induction motors from the mains- of
These are
the
North Wales Power Company,
'1,000-kiIowatt units, consisting of an induction motor and "two direct-current generators, the interest-

which' is the very low voltage.
is
given at 75 volts, so that
enormously heavy currents have to be handled.
Several more units of this size will be driven by
further
hydro-electric development in North
a
ing

The

feature
full

of

output

-

now

activity

pumping
autumn at

of electric

mine was completed in the
the Lindal Moor Mines in the Barrow district. The
mines exist for the extraction of iron ore, and in
several of the pits pumping operations ceased in
December, ujo.l. owing to breakdowns and throuti'*
the pumping plant then existing being insuflicienl
At the time the
to cope with Ihc inrush of water.
pumping operations ceased the maximum inrush of
plant

Great

about 4,000 gallons per minute.

dilliculties

prevails in the

Although

shire districts.

Lancashire anil York-

(he figure given

is small
the conditions in flic United
Stales, yet it must he remembered that it is the
work of the last few years, and that, therefore, our
progress is comparatively rapid.

comparison

in

with

ELEcrmrr Traction.
Ijindon has been most prominent in the matter
of new works, for no less than three new tube
railways have been completed and put into operation, viz., the Great Northern, Piccadilly and Broniplon Railway, which now gives a direct connection
between the north and west of I^mlon the Charing Cross, Euston and Hampstead Railw.iy, which
;

were experienced in designing pumps which could
be efficiently handled in the very small shafts,
which varied from five feet three inches ty three
feet live inches to eight feet four inches by six
feet.
Eventually a special arrangement of highspeed centrifugal pumps, direct-coupled to electric

— NOTE

output of 750 horsepower when working
on a circuit of 3.000 volts, 50 cycles per second,
and the speed of the combined sets is 1.485 revoluIn the two other shafts two vertions per minute.
tical sinking pumps have been- provided, each capable of raising 1,000 gallons per minute against a
head, including suction, delivery and pipe resistance,
of 680 feet. These motors have an output of 315
horsepower at 1,480 revolutions per minute. The
motors are of special design for working under the
abnormal conditions and are constructed with particularly narrow dimensions to admit of their passA
ing down the narrow- pumping ways available.
special

feature of the installation

is

that the high-

tension current of 3,000 volts is taken directly to
the motors without intervening transformers, a spe-

power house having been erected and overhead

cial

.transmission

employed for conveying to the
w^ith.
The whole of the conmotors is from the power house.

lines

four pits being dealt
of the pit
.Another feature
trol

motors

is

that the cable for each of the

wound round

is

pumping

plant-

is

a drum and is paid out as
lowered as the water level is

decreased.

pumping
als

It is anticipated that the cost of this
plant will be repaid by the valuable miner-

which are

in

the pits and which

will

become

available now- in a very- short time,
I have previously mentioned the increasing use
of electricity in cotton and other mills where the
peculiar conditions prevaiHng are now better under-

stood by

engineers than used to be the
installations of this tj-pe
now being carried out are the Thor Spinning Mills
with 90,000 mule spindles, the Arc Ring Spinning
Company with 60,000 ring spindles, and the Falcon
Spinning Company with 82,000 mule spindles. The
aggregate horsepower of three-phase motors required for these mills alone amounts to 3,500 horsecase.

links

up

directly the city

and the pretty Hampstead

suburb; and the extension of the City and South
London Railway from Islington to Euston, which
now fulfills the special function of conveying passengers arriving by the three main line termini

Wtieels and Gears on Gauee of * feet Sli incties.

motors, was devised. In two of the pits which are
inclined at an angle of 40 degrees, two pumping
sets have been installed, each cajjable of delivering
4.000 gallons per minute against a total head, including friction, of 395 feet. Each of the motors
direct-coupled to these pumps is capable of a con-

the

the year

'

was

tinuous

Municipal Ownership.

A

prcsfiiire of the three-phatc supply in
500 vojls and Ihc frer|ucncy 50 cycles.
of these firms is having its own elcctrlcil
installed, although it is within the area of
is

A

EXTENSIBLE-AXLE TRUCK FOR ENGLISH ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF VARYING WIDTH.
the acquisition

The

each case
Kacli

Wheels and Gears on Four-foot Gauge.

Of more than ordinary interest is
by a London firm of the British

|>owcr.

electrical

Three very large

ADJUSTMENT ON PINION.

London over

in the north of

to the

main southern

lines.

The

South London extension is upon
which stands
alone as an example of this system and is unique
in that both from the engineering and financial
points of view this undertaking the first tube railway to be established in London has maintained
an exceptionally uniform success, the only fly in the
ointment being the operation of the London County
Council tramways directly overhead for a considerable portion of the route at fares which a commercial undertaking operating under the special conthe

City and

three-wire

direct-current system,

—

ditions of a tube railway finds

it

—

exceedingly

diffi-

compete with.
The other two lines mentioned have been constructed upon the standard adopted by the Underground Electric Railw-ays Company of London, and
generally are replicas of the Baker Street and
Waterloo Railway, opened last year. The supply
of power is obtained from the Lot's Road generating station which deals w-ith the w-hole of the
Yerkes group of tubes and also the District Railcult to

way.

An economic

question upon which the success of
is that of fares, for since the
late Mr. Yerkes originally formulated his ideas the
conditions of London traffic have changed in a most
remarkable manner. I remember w-ell i^Ir. Yerkes'
the railways depends

scorn and disgust when he w-as seeking parliamentary sanction for taking over the lines five or six
years ago that such a city- as London should still
have horse-drawn omnibuses. Well, we still have
them today, but Mr, Y'erkes naturally was quite
unable to foresee the enormous development of
mechanically driven omnibuses which, although they
have probably not been successful either financially
or from the engineering sense, yet have provided
a means of communication w-hich has sadly militated against the anticipated success of tube railways, and they have come into being at a quicker
rate

than the

that over a

latter.

Consequently, w-hen the new-

working order it was quickly found
good portion of their routes a compe-

tubes got into

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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tition was being carried on which could only be
obviated by arrangement, and due in a large measure to the tact of Sir George Gibb (Mr. Yerkes'
Successor) this has now been brought about with
some hope of success.
Another factor in this problem is the rapid
progress which the London County Council is making in the extension and conversion of its underAfter many years' striving a new line has
taking.
been opened over Westminster Bridge, giving the
first direct tramway connection of this character,
while probably before this article appears a through
route will be inaugurated which will make possible
communication between the northern and all the

southern suburbs.

Another feature of the position in London has
been the appearance at last, upon a commercial
basis, of electrically driven omnibuses which, from
aesthetic reasons, were a success before they actually
The company operating these buses is
appeared.
the much-maligned one which issued a prospectus
early in the year.

The

effect of the criticism

has

been exceedingly beneficial in many ways and there
is now every prospect of the venture being a comThe company is working with
mercial success.
of

consisting

batteries

44

two-volt

cells

of

500

runaway

cars,

and considerable

attention

has

it

No

has not
private

In the meantime the Amalgamated Radiotelegraph
Company, owning the Poulsen patents, is pushing

ahead with its
which

Ireland,

also

on the west coast of

ultimately

intended for a trans-

station,
is

The output of the station is said
The British Poulsen patto be about IS kilowatts.
ents were transferred to the Amalgamated Company early in the year, and the same company also
owns the British De Forest patents. Mr. Maskeatlantic service.

lyne,

who

also

is

the inventor of a wireless system,

the technical director of the company. The assertion of this company, that it is able to prevent in-

is

messages by outsiders, seems to
have been amply supported by numerous tests made
terference with

,the

to

saying that

lines.

equal to 36 miles after allowing for 30 per cent,
reserve. The power house and system of the Great

ther mention here.
The provincial tramway systems have gained notoriety by an exceptionally long series of accidents

in

messages are yet accepted, and it is on but rare
that messages are fo be seen in the
papers transmitted by this method.
The blame
for the present position is placed by the company
upon the shoulders of those in charge of the land
lines,
and from the statements made it would
appear that no effective transatlantic wireless service can be looked for until the Marconi Company
possesses an extensive network of private land

in

Western Railway Company/ with its comparatively
small reciprocating sets, was recently described at
length in the Western Electrician and needs no fur-

justified

is

to the anticipations held out.

occasions

ampere-hours capacity, and it has been ascertained
that the mileage which these batteries can run is
,

one

service,

come up

January

its

the presence of leading wireless experts here.
deliberations of the committee appointed by

The

-government to consider

as

to

the

the effect that private telephone wires come
within the monopoly of the postmaster-general and
to

as

such must be licensed.

as

those

between,

for

This covers such lines
a man's private

instance,

house and his factory, or between two factories of
one firm when these lines are used solely for the
business of one firm.

The

Telegraph.

Telegraph lines to the north of Scotland have
again been the subject of deputations to the postmaster-general, but chambers of commerce and
local authorities throughout the kingdom have yet
to learn the futility of attempting to hurry government departments. At the same time commercial
considerations come into play in the matter which

seem to overVery considerable progress has been made

the advocates of unlimited extension
look.

with the trunk-line system of the country during
recent years and 'the engineers to the Postoffice
are fully alive to the telegraphic requirements of
.

the nation.

The

continues to be Ihe white ele-

Pacific cable

it
would be,
and the loss for the year ended March last
amounted to $275,000. This has to be made good
in varying proportions by Great Britain, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand.

phant which

A

advisability

confirming the Berlin wireless convention of
igo6 were the means of throwing' much light upon
wireless telegraphy generally, and as a history of the
whole subject the proceedings were invaluable. All
the British delegates had returned from Berlin
firmly convinced that adhesion to the convention
was the correct policy on the part of Great Britain,
and it therefore came as no surprise that the
of

1908

4,

was always predicted

it

some importance

telegraphic legal decision of

was the upholding of the

validity

of

the

Brown

submarine relay patent.
Colonial.

Important electrical developments during the year
have taken place in Australia.
In January the
South Australian government approved a proposal
for the purchase of tlie Adelaide tramways from the
six companies owning them, and in March a check

been directed to the evolution of a brake which will
A committee formed by the
obviate skidding.
Tramways and Light Railways Association and
assisted by the Board of Trade has been investigatquestion and inspecting many types of
of the most successful was that devised by the tramways department of the Leeds corporation, and it has withstood some severe tests.

ing

the

brakes.

One

This particular type involves the dispensation of
brake shoes acting on the carwheels. The general
principle of the brake is that the drag of the electromagnets or main track shoes is utilized to press
auxiliary track shoes on the rails instead of on the
The brake can also be operated mechanwheels.
ically.

One of the greatest drawbacks to intercommunication between tramway systems here has been the
number of different gauges adopted. Although the
majority of systems are on the standard gauge of
considerable
4 feet Syi inches, there are quite a
number of 3-feet 6-inch and 4;foot- systems, and
apart from laying two tracks on one of the systems,
the only other way of permitting intercommunication

was by

Mr. John

a truck with movable wheels.

Spencer, the tramway manager to the Bradford
corporation, has had this problem under his particular notice in trying to arrange intercommunication
with Leeds, where the gauge is 4 feet S'A inches

An extensible gauge
against 4 feet at Bradford.
truck designed by him has now been running over
the two sets of lines for several months and a permanent service has been arranged for. This has
involved the use of a fixed axle and extra long
pinions.
Of course the brake shoes had also to be
arranged so that they would slide with the wheels.
In addition to the surface-contact tramway line
construction in London, parliamentary
powers were obtained during the year for the adop-

now under

tion of the Dolter system at Oxford, but the con-

ditions

the

of

the

promoters

money market

at

from

their

carrying

present

prevent

scheme

into

effect.

The

locomotive shown in one of the
illustrations is one of a number supplied to the
Metropolitan Railway Company for hauling freight
trains, but they are also employed for drawing some
of the passenger trains composed of compartment
carriages which the company- does not yet see its
way open to throw out of service. Each locomotive, supplied from a (ioo-volt circuit, can haul a
passenger train weighing 120 tons at a speed of
35 miles an hour on the level. The total length is
30 feet. The electrical equipment of these locomotives and also those of the "tube" train shown in
electric

open was supplied by the
Houston Company.

the

British

Thomson-

Wireless Communication.
Writing more than a month nflcr the official inaiignrntion of the Marconi Compan/s transatlantic

TRAIN AT TERMINUS OF CHARING CROSS AND HAMPSTEAD "TUBE" RAILWAY, LONDON.

Marconi Company as the only opArrangepolicy were unavailmg.
ments were made, however, for compensation to
the company if, under certain conditions, damage
efforts

of the

ponent

to

to

this

could be shown as the
working of the convention.

business

its

three years'

result

of

Telephony.

Two

Portsmouth and Hull now remain as monuments to the inefficiency of the principle of municipal telephones enunciated in the Act of 1899, and
it is safe to assume that even if these undertakings
do not capitulate before, their licenses will not be
The Postofiice telerenewed when they fall in.
phone system is following the lines of development
originally laid out for it and exchanges have been
opened in a number of suburbs. Large e.xtensions
are being carried out at the central exchange, which
deals with the City area, and the erection of a new
plant on the river side at Blackfriars is being
rapidly proceeded with.
The National Company also changed over from
an old to a new exchange in one of its most important districts in the west end.
Co-operation between the Postoffice and the National Telephone
Company, as contemplated by the agreement of
1505, is being strictly carried out, and for this reason opponents of the new measured rate of charging for telephone service have been deprived of the
one-time useful appeal to the government in such
pany.

matters.

An

way

important decision was given during the year

tram-

authority has since been formed to co-ordinate

the different

systems and to manage them as one

undertaking.
Another proposal of the South Australian government is for the conversion of the steam railroads
to

electric traction,

is

of

and for

purpose the serv-

this

Merz were secured. Mr. Merz
famous for his London electric-power scheme
three years ago, and he also was responsible

ices

of municipal telephone undertakings have taken place, viz., Brighton to the Postoffice and Swansea to the National Telephone Comtransfers

A

for about $1,500,000 completed the bargain.

of Mr. C. H.

steam

for the conversion of the first main-line

road

in

Great Britain

to

electric

traction.

now in Australia engaged on this work.
The Sydney corporation has added two

rail-

He

is

2,000-kilo-

watt Willans-Dick-Kerr generating sets to the plant
at the power station, and these machines, one of

which is shown in an illustration, may be said to
constitute the latest practice here in turbo-generator
design

of

their

The

class.

sets

phase current at 5,200 volts and
second at a power factor of 0.85.

generate three50 periods per
'I'he

governor

is

electrically controlled.

The application of electricity to mining has been
very prominent, mainly by reason of the great
prejudice which would seem to exist against it,
and a special commission has been investigating
the matter. In New South Wales, where electricity
has been applied to colliery work to some considerextent, a good deal of opposition has been
met with to the introduction of electric coal cutters
on the ground of danger.
In South Africa, having absorbed the only comlianies likely to compete with it, the Victoria Falls

able

Power Company has
present

there

is

no

a

free

before it, but at
of constructing a

field

inlention

Jaiiii.UN

pow'iT sUilidU

mostly

in

WICSTKRN

li)iiS

-|.

M

fulls.

lliu

Ccnnany,

for ihu

TfiiJcrs
pliiiit

liiivc

been

let,

£or an additional

and there is every indicathe company's line of action
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ELECTRICAL PROGRESS OF

stcani-gcnuraliiiB station,
tion

that

tliis

will

lie

for the present.

Kxlensive ailditions are contemplated to the municipal tramways and lighlinK systems at Uinhan.

The

tramways

electric

into operation

have been

and

at

Johannesburg were put
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ON

L'onlinent oleclrieal matters have

tlie

ent

A.

Ill:

made

lields.

'I'hc

erection

of hydraulic

jdanls

in

the

regions

one of the
noticeable features, antl some of these plants have
an exceptional size. Norw.iy and Sweden are countries where we find a great development in this

where waterpower

In India work is progressing favorably upon the
Mussoorie hydro-electric scheme, wiiich is in the
hands of Urilish contractors. The government of
Bond)ay has sanctioned a power scheme for that
district and electric lighting and power systems are

V

very satisfactory progress during the last year,
and this is to be noted in many of tlic diflcr-

a large ninnber of smaller plants

conipleteil.

13

direction.
is

In

is

Sweden

to he

obtained

is

the electric-railroad question

probably as near solution as

in

ON THE CONTINENT.

1907
t'ouiicv.

advance, egpecially in l*'rancc and Germany. While
llic Kreat po.st nl Nauen is probably the largeat on
llic Continent, the liifTel Tower will no doubt play
an iiiiporlant part in the future, for with the prcKviil temporary
filaiil
of small [>owcr it can send
sifpinls to the African coast.
In order to give an idea of the -general progress
of tile year the writer notes some of the leading
enterprises which liavc been undertaken or pro-

jected.

IN.STAU.ATIONS.

HYDRO-EI.FXrritIC

any other coun-

One of
region

the largest hydraulic plants in the Alpine
soon to be completed at Bnisio, near tlic

is,

frontier.
Connected with llie plant
be an extensive network of pole lines which
cover a part of the I.^mbardy district and will

Swiss-Italian
will
will

current in

the

dilTerent

localities within
considerable proportion of the output will be used for motors. The

distribute
a

A

radius of a hundred miles.

Brusio station will contain six groups of turbines
having a capacity of 3,000 horsepower each, coupled
to three-phase alternators.
Before the plant is finished it will have six other turbine units added, and
this will give it a total of 36,000 horsepower.
The Trezza plant, located on the Adda River, also
in the north of Italy, when completed is to have
10 principal turbine groups containing alternators
of

kilowatts

1,000

making

each,

The

kilowatts for the plant.

&

Monneret

a

of 10,000
firm of Riva,

total

Italian

Co., install six of these turbines, while

remainder are supplied by the Eschcr-Wyss
Company of Zurich, The head of 'water is six

the

Of

meters.
deliver

the

three-phase

type,

and work

13,500 volts

Connected with the plant

is

the

alternators

42 or 50 cycles.
a reserve steam plant
at

There are two main pole lines in
use. and one of these poes as far as Monza, not
far from Milan, 18 miles distant.
The second line

some

of

size.

passes through the province of Milan, covering the
country for about 25 miles.

Sweden

is to have one of the largest hydraulic
Europe, placed at the TroUhattan Falls,
and as now laid out it will utilize about 75.000
horsepower. In this case the turbine groups are to

plants in

be of 10,000 horsepower each, and a power line will
be built from the station to the city of Gothenburg,
lying some 45 miles off.
Current for lighting and

power in the city will thus be secured, and it is
expected to operate a number of electro-metallurgical plants for the treatment of iron ore.

Among

the

plants

largest

erected in Switzerland

which

are

may mention

I

to

be

the turbine

town of Bale, at Angst, on
upper Rhine. Not long since the Cantonal
Council voted a credit of about $2,000,000 for this
purpose.
On the Rhine will be constructed two
separate stations, which lie below the present Rheinstation located near the

the

I5O-TON ELECTRIC CRANE IN A SHIPBUILDING YARD NEAR GLASGOW.
being erected at Delhi, Madras and Cawnpore, most
of the other large towns being already provided for
in this respect.
A most promising feature of the
industrial

future of India

is

the fact that natives

now beginning

to initiate schemes and in adprovide the necessary capital for them, all
of which has hitherto been left to "foreigners."
Not a great deal of trade has been done \Yith
Canada, but mention may be made of the unsuccessful efforts of a British syndicate to secure the

are

dition

contract

for

the

cheaper postal

Winnipeg power

scheme.

The

trade literature has resulted in huge quantities of trade literature being
sent into the country, and the effects of it will no
doubt be seen later.
rates

for

MlSCELLANEOLTS.
Considerable interest has been aroused by the
experiments of Mr. B. H. Thwaite in the application of electricity to plant growth.
Mr. Thwaite
has had a glass house at the Royal Botanical Gardens placed at his disposal, and his method includes
not only the stimulation of plant by the application
of electric currents to the soil, but the use of slowly
moving arc lamps whose rays are focussed upon the
plants through water screens.
It is an attempt, in
fact, to reproduce nature artificially, for the arc
lamps are a representative of the sun.

Among

a

few other matters which may be men-

tioned are the establishment of a professorship of
engineering at Oxford University and the publication of a set; of draft regulations by the Home
Office regarding the use of electricity in factories
which have been so severely criticized that at the
moment of writing the final regulations have not
been issued, although the draft was prepared many
months ago.

try,

and the

ing measures

state,

to

which controls the
operate

all

lines, is tak-

the railroads

in

the

country upon the electric system. The same applies
to Switzerland, another country w'here waterpower
is abundant, and at present the Federal Council is
also very favorably disposed toward using electric
traction upon all the lines in S\vitzerland, having
appointed a commission to look into the matter,
and the rights for a number of falls have now been
purchased as a preliminary measure.
In Germany, Italy and Spain a number of electric railroads and tramway lines have been built
Switzerland is probably one of
during the year.
the most active countries in this direction

on account of its waterpower supply, but we also find
that both hydraulic power and electric traction are
w-ell developed in France, especially in the Mediterranean region.
At Paris the construction of the Metropolitan
subway in its new sections has led to some interesting engineering work, \vhere the lines are taken
under the bed of the Seine. The great St. Denis
plant, w-hich will be the largest steam-turbine station in Europe, has the first portion now operating,
while the remainder is in construction. Steam turbines of the Curtis system are used in a number of
large plants in France, having been introduced by
the

Thomson-Houston Company.

In Germany there are now many plants which
use the Brown-Boveri turbines, and these have also
been installed in other countries. One of the newest types is built by the Augsburg-Nuremberg Machine Company, while the Siemens-Schuckert concern is constructing the Zoelly turbine.
As to radio-telegraphy, we also note a very good

Each of the stations will be laid out
horsepower, and one of them will be
operated along with the Rheinfelden plant in order
to increase its capacit.v.
The second plant will supply lines passing through the Bale canton for various localities. Using a 12 to 24-foot head of water,
there will be 10 turbines erected at present, and
the entire plant will provide about 100,000 horsefelden plant.
for

25,000

power

The

eventually.

first

part of the

work

calls

for 30,000 horsepower.

Geneva is taking measures to erect a new plant
on the Rhone in addition to the already existing
Chevres hydraulic station in order to secure the
needed current for the city and the surrounding
localities.
It is to be situated on the Rhone not far
from where it flows out of Lake Leman, and like
the former plant it \vill use low-pressure wheels
with a head of w-ater var\-ing from 40 feet down,
but having a large capacity.
Some 10 or 12 main
turbine groups \vill be installed with 5.000-volt alter-

One

nators.

peculiarity-

be noticed

to

is

that the

turbines will be built double, and there are
separate wheel chambers.
But one of these

two
will

be used during low^ w'ater. The pole-line is to run
for a long distance and w'ill be operated at 25.000
volts.

The

city of

Berne now has one of the best curtwo separate hy-

rent supplies in Switzerland, and
draulic stations are
is

located on the

now

in operation.

Aar and

is

known

One
as the

of these

Matten

operates on a 20-foot head of water. On
the Kander River is a large station which runs
upon a 190-foot head of water, and at present is
equipped for 6,500 horsepower, containing five prinplant.

cipal

It

groups.

alternators

A

part of these sets have 4,000-volt
remainder use direct-current

and the
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generators.

A

Steam-turbine Plants.

part of the lines near the plant are

operated on 4,000 volts, but the long-distance lines
use step-up transformers which deliver 15,000 volts.
The Kubel plant of Switzerland has been intirnes, and with the newly added
machines it will now reach a capacity of 12,000
horsepower.
At the same time a reserve engine
plant adds about 4,000 horsepower to the above.
But it is proposed to enlarge the plant still further

creased several

January

One

of

800

kilowatts

capacity,

delivering

three-phase

as it will contain
turbine-alternator groups

main
power,

no

ic

than 12
horsemaking a total of 72,000 horsepower, towith rotary-converter, booster and other

Europe,

in

most recent steam-turbine plants in
France is the new station which is erected at Nice
by the Gas and Electric Company. It is equipped
with two Curtis turbine-alternator groups, supplied
by the Thomson-Houston Company and built at the
Paris factories.
The two main groups in the dynamo room are each formed of a turbo-alternator
of the

4,

less

of

6,000

gether
groups, also a large outfit of storage batteries. The
station is arranged so that the main dynamo room,
which is 550 feet long, will be supplied from three
separate boiler plants ranged along the side at the
Behind each of these will be a
proper intervals.
corresponding coal-storage building, provided with
a very complete conveyor system for delivery to
the

furnaces.

One of the well-known German manufacturers,
the Augsburg-Nuremberg Machine Company, is one
of the most recent to enter the steam-turbine
The machine consists of a number of steam

wheels,

each mounted

in

a

field.

separate chamber.

disk

A

of six or more chambers forms one-half the
turbine and is separated from a like half by a
series-

These machines are built in sizes
varying from 500 up to 3,000 horsepower.
In the Pforzheim station of Germany have been
steam-turbine
Brown-Boveri
installed
the
two
The machines in this
groups which are shown.
case are of the direct-current type and are desighed to produce a current of 200 to 260 volts,
with a capacity of 400 kilowatts. The turbines are
of the company's standard type for the 6oo-horsecentral bearing.

power

size.

Electric Railroading.

Among

single-phase

the

electric

railroads

which

or in project is to be noted the
Vienna-Baden interurban line, which is equipped
on the trolley system, using a bow trolley. On the
line are now running 15 motor cars and 20 trailers.
The motor cars have four motors rated at 40 horsepower each and using single-reduction gearing.
The two motors of each truck are always coupled
in series and the two sets are connected either in

are

completed

series

or parallel.

A hew

GENERATING ROOM

IN

OLTEN-AAREURG (SWITZERLAND) HYDRO-ELECTRIC PLANT.

by an extensive piece of hydraulic work which will
invoh'e an outlay of $500,000. For this purpose the
Monasch Mountain stream is to haA-e an ironwork
dam placed upon it, in connection with an artificial
lake which w-ill be formed, and the latter will serve
to keep up the regular flow at the low-water periThe present plant lies near the town of St.
ods.
Gall, in the northeastern region, and is in the center of a populous county.
In the Olteu-Aarburg hydraulic plant, which is

current at io,oco volts and 25 cycles.
The turbines
are of the four-stage Curtis type with verti,cal shaft
and operate at i,5co revolutions per minute.
The new Bergamo plant in Italy -will use West-

inghousc steam turbines, built at the Havre works
of that firm. A 1,500-kilowatt unit will be the first
installed in the plant and it runs at 1,600 revoluThis group contains a threetions per minute.
phase alternator of the company's build, which deLelivers 8,000 volts and operates at 50 cycles.

type of electric locomotive has been built
by the Alioth firm of Switzerland and it is now
on trial in France upon the Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean Railroad.
Current is taken from an
overhead w'ire wdiich is fed from a single-phase
circuit, but a converter set carried on the locomotive is used to give direct current for the motors.

Some

horsepower

is
given by the latter.
prove successful it is proposed to
use the locomotives upon the new Lotschberg railroad section in Switzerland, and in this case there
would also be 20 of this type constructed for the
French railroad for the southern coast section running from Marseilles to the Italian frontier.

2,000

Should the

trials

are installed eight alterThe si.x manators of the Brown-Boveri pattern.
chines which occupy the middle space are of the
illustrated herewith, there

type and deliver 5,000 volts on the
two-phase system. Here the rotating internal field
is mounted on the shaft of the turbine, the latter
being placed in a chamber below the dynamo room.
These machines give 600 horsepower, as also the
two horizontal-shaft alternators at each end of the
liali.
The current from this plant is sent over a
vertical-shaft

widespread area and
tries

is

used

in

many

small

indus-

or private shops, such as are characteristic of

Switzerland.

The French company known

as

".Energie

Elec-

been extending its operations in the
coast Alps region on the Mediterranean and now
l>osscsscs a very extensive network of hydrauli.:
plants and overhead lines which is without doubt
trique"

has

Cuncnt is distribthe most important in Europe.
along the coast at Marseilles. Nice, Monte

uted

One of the most
Carlo and other large centers.
recent of these plants has been erected at Pataras,
on the Loup River, where a head of water of 270
The turbine house contains at
meters is secured.
present four Escher-Wyss turbine units of 1,000
horsepower, using 600-kilowatt alternators of the
Thomson-Houston

build,

which work

at 12,000 volts.

three-phase, and are coupled directly upon the poleline.

In Italy a turbine plant of some size is crectcil
by the Westinghousc Company and it operates on
the three-phase 3O.00O-volt system, using the power
The water is brought to
of the Tusciano stream.
the penstocks by a canal i'/i miles long and a head
of water of 284 meters is secured. In the station
there are mounted five main turbine groups of 1,400
horsepower and two exciter groups. The alternators arc built at the company's Havre works and
deliver .3/x» volts, having an inlemah revolving
held.
Step-up transformers supply the 30.000-voU
pole-line, which at present is about 40 miles in
length.
Along the line arc sub-stations for the
local supply which work at 2,000 to 500 volts

direct-current 6oO.HORSEPOWER turbo-generators
blanc

condensers

steam

is

are

used

in

Babcock

supplied from

this

case

& Wilcox

and

Since the erection of the first part of the new
Denis steam-turbine plant in the suburbs of
Paris it has been in very successful operation, de-

St.

livering

two-phase

and

three-phase

various circuits within the
politan

city,

subway and some of the

.M present the
entirely finished

station
it

will

current

Hjjon

such as the Metrocity lighting mains.

being increased and when
be undoubtedly the largest

is

The

the

boilers.

the

first

entire

taken

in

upon
system of Sweden has been
After
Stockholm-Jarfva section.

step in the use of electric traction

railroad

iipon

a long trial
in

PKORZHBIM, GERMANY.

the
it

was decided

rcgidar service on

this

to p^lt the electric trains
line,

after

which

it

will

Single-phase locomotives or
motor cars are used for the trains in this case.
Parliament voted a credit some time ago for the
purchase of hydraulic rights for the sum of $1,400,000 to begin with, and already the state has pur-

he extended

further.

'

January

huge watcrfalU

iiiiiny

cIkisciI
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4,

in

Sweden,

in

'riie

net

prolil

over the use of coal

Switzerland

In

matter

the

transforming the

of

throHKliont the country

lines

is

also

The governnient has appointed

advanced.

uf the largest and most

way systems

the one which

is

tramoperation

Biiccciaftil city
is

now

in

Milan. A view is given on iiage 25 showing the
general character of the trolley cars. These lines
have been inslidled by the l"reiich Tlioinson-I Ionsat

a

well
coni-

ineliing

lanlalinn

for

be difllcult in ((Cneral.
anode of a Crookcs

vaciuun
rent.

A

It

The
liilic

bombarded

is

it

filaments,

Ijy

as

tnelal

proves to
used at the

this
is

and after making a
the (lassagc of the cur-

soon becomes healed and

finally

fuses.

Company and are operated by the Societe llali.inu ICdison.
The system of lines which radiates

patent relates to the use of a
carbon fdament as the base for inaknig a tungsten

from the ceiUer of town

filament instead of a metal liasg or metallic oxide
as heretofore employed. While this is not good for

ton

fiHnres ahoul $140,000 annually.

railroad

One

secure

to

(irilcr

It is cslimalcU that the
lurrcnt for the ruilruuds.
Hrsl expenses for hydraulic plants and pole lines
woulil be ;f;i 7,000.000 fur operating all the railroads

'5

the city at

many

points,

is

laid out so as to

and a circular

cover

line passes

recent

German

composed of leading railroad oflreial.s. engineers and electrical manufacturers, and this body has been at work drawing up
the financial and technical reports upon the project,
lal<ing into account the successful working of the
Simphm line and also the experiments of the
Oerliknn Company on the Scebach-VVeltingcn secfor this purpose

niission

'J"he proposed leuRlb of railroad to be transformed is about J.ooo miles, and the power needed
would be roo.ooo kilowatts. In the Tessin canton

tion.

alone a h.\'draulic power of 40,000 kilowatts can be
secured and the remainder can be easily obtained

Such

localities.

different

in
lie

lines

would no

donlil

operated on the Ibree-phase system.
On the Simplon line arc now ru.ming two new

Brown-Boveri
which are all
coupled together by driving bars, and two of the
The whole weight of the
axles are driving axles.
locomotive is used for adhesion by this arrangeTwo motors of the three-phase type are
ment.
employed, each of these giving 650 horsepower. By
locomotives,

electric

'I'hey

firm.

changing the
the motors.

.

built

contain

fields

A

four

-by

the

axles

four speeds can be obtained for
or rod trolley is used upon an

bow

wire and there are two transformers
on the locomotive, the secondaries of
which can be varied by the controller. These locomotives weigh about 72 tons each.

overhead

mounted

The work on the new subway lines of
now being carried on very actively. There

Paris is
are two

line which have a special interest,
engineering work which is involved.
One of these is the new part of the Metropolitan
subway which crosses the Seine not far from
Notre Dame. As a bridge could not be built here,
the system of metallic caissons is employed, and the
In the river are
road runs under the river bed.
sunk a number of caissons having the same inside
section as the above tunnel, and the latter is thus
difficult piece of
continued across the river.
work was the sinking of the immense caissons

sections

owing

to

of the

THIRD RAIL ELECTRIC RAILROAD AT THESEUS STATION, NEAR ATHENS,

the

A

which form the above stations on the bank of the
Seine and in the island.

With a elimpse

around the

The

electric

the port of Piraeus

and

I

station

of the "glory that

some distance from the center.
railroad which runs from Athens to

city at

is

now running

very successfully,

give an illustration which shows the Thesens

on

this

line,

just

outside

of Athens,

and

also the type of train which is adopted.
Installed
by the Compagnie Thomson-Houston, the road is
operated on the soo-volt third-rail system, and is
a short one, being about six miles in length.
A
large generating plant has been erected not far
'

was Greece"

in the

background.

an osmium lamp, it is found to answer very well
for the tungsten filament.
It appears that the use of the metallic filament

lamp is leading to the substitution of the 25-candlepower lamp for the i6-candlepower type, but on
the other hand the new lamps must come down in
price considerably before they will have the best
This seems to be only a question of time,
success.
however.
One of the recent arc lamps to appear is the
"Siva," and it will work on either alternating or
direct-current

circuits,

being coupled

in

series

or

According to Professor Wedding's
tests the lamp requires one watt per candlepower.
Recent experiments show that the magnetic oxide
of iron can be used instead of carbon to produce
the arc, and it gives twice the light for the same
power,
ilagnetic oxide is compressed into a thin
iron c.vlinder and is placed opposite a copper electrode.
The light is of good qualitj' and is steady
and takes 0.3 watt per horizontal candlepower.
Mercury-vapor lamps are coming into use for outused

side

singly.

especially

lighting,

and also

parencies,

At

ing.

the

in

electric

some

signs

or

trans-

cases for inside light-

Show

Paris Automobile

I

had occa-

sion to note the tasteful illumination of the portico

Grand Palais and also a part of the interior.
lighting a good example comes from
Vienna, where the lamps are placed upon the ceiling.
The floor space is 650 square meters and
of the

In

factory

are 12 lamps in use with reflectors.
The
mercury-vapor lamps are very economical, as they
take only 7.1 watts per square meter floor space,
while the 24 arc lamps which were formerly used
there

took 24.4 watts.

ERECTING THE STEAM TURBINES

A

IN

THE GREAT

work is being carried on
where the North-South subway crosses the Seine
at Place de la Concorde.
The Berlier tube system
different

piece

of

used here and the tube is run under the bed of
the shield system, using compressed
air to prevent the water from leaking in.
Built of
circular cast-iron sections, the tube is over 500
meters long and carries a single track, and there
are two such tubes placed side by side, coming
together at each end in the usual double-track tun-

ST. DENIS

PLANT

from the

city

nel.

in

THE SUBURBS OF

PARIS.

order to provide the current for

the road as well as for the lighting of the city

and

the surrounding region.

Electric Lighting.

is

the river on

IN

Wireless Communication.
During the year a great advance has been made
in radio-telegraphy, and the most recent achievement is the sending of messages across the Atlantic.
As to the progress of the work upon the
Continent this seems to be most active in Germany, ow'ing to the efforts of the Telefunken Company, which is installing many stations in this and

In electric incandescent-lamp lighting the metallic
filaments seem to be occupying the different manufacturers at present, and the tantalum lamp is gain

ground of late both in France and in Germany.
At Paris the tantalum lamps are to be
ing

frequently seen for inside lighting.

The SiemensSchuckert Company has found a new method of

other countries.
Among these the great station
of Nauen is the best known.
\Vith its ironwork
tower of triangular section and 100 meters height
and a very complete station outfit of high power it

now able to reach long distances such as 1,500
miles to the steamship Bremen on the voyage to
New York, mainly over land, and 800 miles over
land to St. Petersburg. The station equipped by
the same company at Vladivostok can reach about
700 miles. A great number of vessels of the German navy now carry this apparatus.
is

[Continued

on page

.?5.]
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value of elec-
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for the reeord-hre-iking year 1906, when the value
of electrical manufactures iu this country re.nched
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and the result is seen in the figures for
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wires
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extension of electric lighting, but it is
also true, apparently, that fixtures have been cstimated too low in the past.
One fixture man,
indeed, thinks that the total value of fixtures produced in the country in 1907 was J.wooo.ooo, of
which lie does not hcstitatc to ascribe 40 per cent.
iluc

i".

tills

CBli-

electrical

^„j ^^,,1^,
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the
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All oilier

1

be noticed that a substantial increase
electric-lighting fixtures.
Part of this

In

'.'.

new mag-

1111

IiIkIi.

l))ii.inui>

carbon llauie arc lamps it is likely that
the discrepancy would have been more pronounced.
(las engines show over 20 per cent, increase.
although reciprocating steam engines fell back someWaterwhat and steam turbines are stationary.
wheels also show a credit.ible gain.
A number
of very large gas engines for driving generators
were manufactured during the year, which partly
accounts for the increase indicated.
.lud

iielite

rather

in

available:

^^,.^^^

central stations in

a slight falling off,

U

lint

glassware, also,
previous estimates were too low perhaps.
(Jrouping (he figures given below for 11307 and
"9o6 oil broader lines the following comparisons

has borne fruit during the

business

Arc lamps show

year.

lo tki:llic lixlult^.

•'"«

like.
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While there is this decrease iu the aggregate and
, ^,
u
111
most of the items, some pf! .,
the entries show satisfaclory gains.
It is to be remembered that for
three quarters of the year the volume of electrical
business was very large.
It is evident that had it
not been for the check caused by the financial dcprcssion of the last quarter the electrical manufacturcs iu this country for 1907 would have equaled
iu value those of 1906 and perhaps exceeded them.
Prices as well as volume of goods affect the value
exprcsse<l in dollars, and the prices obtained for
electrical apparatus in the year just closed have

li^i^

coiistniciiiMi,

were not

than to per cent.

to UJ07 IS a trille less

ilii-ic

liill

iilioiic

former years, these cstimalcs, made by
the Western Electrician, are based on underlying
estimates furnished by men who have expert knowledge of the various branches of the electrical and
Blank forms are proclosely allied industries.
vidcd for this purpose, and after eliminating all
estimates evidently based on misunderstanding of
the inquiry there remained for this year's report
95 estimate sheets furnished by as many persons
connected with the leading electrical manufacturing
To these gentleenterprises of the United States.
men, whose assistance enabled it to present the

As

in

figures

given,

the

Western Electrician returns

its

very cordial thanks.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF THE ELECTRICAL AND AUXILIARY MANUFACTURES

IN

THE UNITED STATES.

For the YearArticles.

Arc lamps and appurtenances
Auxiliary steam plant for electrical
separators, feed water heaters,

installations, such as pumps, condensers,
injectors, piping, etc
Bells, buzzers, push-buttons, call-boxes, annunciators
Belting used in electrical plants
Boilers for electrical plants (water-tube)
Boilers for electrical plants (other than water-tube)
Cables, underground, aerial and submarine
Carbons for lamps, batteries, brushes or other electrical purposes
Cars and trucks for electric railways ....'.
;

Circuit-breakers

Conduits (underground) and similar material
Conveyors, coal and ash, used in electrical plants
Cranes and hoists, electrically operated
Dynamos and motors, including parts of machines, boosters, balancers,
rotary converters, motor-generators, etc., and all motor applications,
such as in automobiles, not specifically enumerated in this list
Electroplating and other electrolytic apparatus not elsewhere specified
Electrostatic machines, induction coils, medical sets, etc
'

Elevators, electric (mechanism only)
Engines, gas. gasoline or oil, used to drive electrical machinery
Engines, steam (reciprocating), used to drive electrical machinery
Fans, electrically operated and direct-connected
,
Fire-alarm apparatus, also burglar alarms, crossing indicators, etc
Fixtures for electric lighting

Fuses
Glassware, electrical

Heating and cooking apparatus, electrical
Incandescent lamps (carbon or metallic filaments)
Instruments for measurement and meters of all kinds; also ground detectors,
scientific and laboratory apparatus, photometers, Leyden jars, X-ray
outfits, etc

;

Insulating material, fiber, tape, etc
Insulators (glass and porcelain)
Interior wiring supplies, as tubing, interior conduit, molding, junction boxes
rosettes, outlet boxes, etc

Lightning arresters
Mercury-vapor lamps

Nemst lamps
Poles and wire towers, cross-arms, brackets and pins

Primary batteries
Radio-telegraph and radio -tele phone apparatus
Railway supplies, electric, such as trolleys and other contact devices, strain
insulators, cross-overs, rail-bonds, etc

Rheostats, car controllers, motor starters, etc
Shafting, pulleys, clutches, etc., used in electrical generating plants
Sockets, switches, cut-outs
Steam ttu-bines used to drive electrical machinery
Storage batteries, including those used in automobiles

Telegraph instruments and apparatus
Telephones, telephone switchboards and distinctively telephonic apparatus.
Third rail for electric railways

.

Transformers, stationary
_
Waterwheels. used to drive electrical machinery
Welding apparatus, electric
Wire, bare
Wire, rubber covered
Wire, weatherproof
Wire, all other electrical
Miscellaneous, including switchboard frames and panels, signs and flashers,
automatic stokers for electrical plants, wire guards, electrical tools and
toys, projectors, solenoids, igniters for gas engines, waterwheel governors
for hydro -electric plants, voltage regulators, electric drills, commutator

compounds, lamp adjusters, shade holders, etc
Total

-....,

1903.

1904.

1905.

1906.

1907.

S 2,025,000

S 2,200,000

S 2,600,000

S 3,225,000

$ 3,150,000

1,950,000

2.300,000

Socooo

goo, 000

500,000
5,600,000
2,800,000
16,500,000
3,100,000
7,500,000
1,350,000
2,650,000

3,275,000
1,250,000
450,000
7.500,000
2,750,000
22,000,000
3,500,000
11,750,000
1,700,000
2,900,000
900,000
6,750,000

3,100,000
1,300,000

575.000
4,500,000
2,000,000
19,700.000
2,600,000
7,500,000
1,200.000
2,350,000
750,000
4,750,000

2,725,000
1,000,000
550,000
6,750,000
2,850,000
17,750,000
3.000,000
8,000,000
1,450,000
3,300,000
900,000
5,250,000

425,000
6,000,000
2,500,000
18,000,000
3,500,000
8,650,000
1,675,000
1,700,000
775,000
5,850,000

52,000,000
300,000
425,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
16,500,000
1,450,000
950,000
4,250,000
250,000
450,000
325,000
5,400,000

51,000,000
250,000
550,000
2,000,000
1,800,000
14,500,000
1,200,000
1,100,000
4,125,000
300,000
600,000
425,000
5,750,000

60,000, 000
800, 000
575. 000
4,3501 000
2,500, 000
13-350, 000

650 ,000
6,625 ,000

74,000,000
1,000,000
550,000
5,500,000
3,500,000
13,500,000
1.575,000
1,850,000
5,300,000
900,000
900,000
850,000
8,600,000

62,500,000
1,000,000
500,000
4,675,000
4,300,000
12,000,000
1,850,000
1,850,000
7,500,000
1,200,000
1,450,000
1,100,000
10,000,000

3,850,000
1,400,000
1,900,000

3,850,000
1,600,000
1,550,000

4,200,000
1, 800,000
1,700,000

5,000,000
2,300,000
2,100,000

5,000,000
2,850,000
2,000,000

1.950,000

1,975,000

470,000
30,000
450,000
4,700,000
775,000
250,000

450,000
60,000
425,000
4,850,000
800,000
380,000

2,250,000
500,000
125,000
880,000
5,400,000
1,200,000
400,000

3,000,000
525,000
350,000
950,000
7,500,000
1,825,000
475,000

3,500,000
500,000
450,000
950,000
5.125,000
r, 800,000
425,000

2,150,000
3,400,000
400,000
3,675,000
1,200 000
5,000,000
200,000
19,500,000
500,000
4,500,000
1,500,000

1,900,000
2,850,000
285,000
3,800,000
2,500,000
5,000,000
265,000

3,000,000
4,600,000
800.000
5,500,000
8,000,000
6,950,000
375.000
28,500,000
950,000
6,850,000
2,750,000
110,000
33,000,000
14,000,000
15,000,000
4,625,000

4,000,000
4,750,000
725,000
5,500,000
8,000,000
6,200,000
475,000
21,000,000
750,000
5,500,000
3,100,000
120,000
27,000,000
16,500,000
15,000,000
4,150,000

.

800,000
3,875,000

i.375> 000
1,400, 000

4.7501 000
650, 000
700, ,000

.

18,350,000
8,250,000
9,000,000
2,700,000

18,000,000
8,200,000
8,500,000
2,500,000

2,200,000
3,250,000
750,000
4,150,000
4,000,000
6,200,000
300,000
19,200,000
750,000
5,175,000
1,700,000
95,000
20,000,000
11,000,000
9,500,000
3,500,000

2,150,000

3,500,000

4,000,000

6,000,000

4,000,000

$230,510,000

$268,075,000

$351,010,000

$315,920,000

$234,750,

17,200,000"

715,000
4,450.000
1,230,000

—

;

'
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Electrical Exports for
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value of electrical exports from the
United States for the calendar year 1907 is the
greatest on record, exceeding by over $800,000 the
figures for igoS. While a substantial gain is shown,
the proportion of increase as compared with the
Statistics
last two years is not nearly so large.
of electrical exports by months as compiled by the
Bureau of Statistics, Department of Commerce and
Labor, are not yet available for the month of
December. An estimate for December, added to
the official figures for the other II months, brings
the value of electrical exports for the year 1907
In 1906 the total value was $16,to $17,477,263.

The

total

in

655,510;

and

in

190S,

$13,057,67;;

in.

$11,039,758,

1904,

$9,856,047.

1903,

In comparing the 1907 figures (for 11 months)
those for the corresponding period, of 1906
is interesting "to note that the export of goodi

with
it

as .electrical appliances, which includes
telegraph and telephone instruments, fell off from
$7,553,111 in 1906 to $7,209,844 in 1907, while the
classified

exports of electrical machinery increased from $7,638,898 in 1906 to $8,897,419 in 1907.
The following table shows the 1907 electrical exports from the United States by months (December
estimated)
:

Exports by Months for
'

Month.

$674-367
599,855
590,999
583,780
619,393
754,276
694,938
810,301
.....
648,513
690,898
542,524
*620,ooo

March
April

May
June
July

August
September
October

November
December
Total

$7,829,844

1907.

Machinery.

Appliances.

January
February

903,082
561,672
919,825
748,618
800,566

Total.

886,057
930,492
598,855
767,016
700,276
'750,000

$1,577,449
1,161,527
1,510,824
1,332,398
1,419,959
1,835,236
1,580,995
1,740,793
1,247,368
1,457,914
1,242,800
"1,370,000

$9,647,419

$17,4771263

$

1.080.960

.

''Estimated.

The following tables show the destination and
value of electrical appliances and machinery exported from the United States in the ii months
ended with ISTovember, 1906 and 1907:
Electrical Appliances.
II

—

Exported to
United Kingdom

Months Ended November,
1906.

'

1907.

$1,974,139
184,299
France
54,443
Germany
280,777
Other Europe
163,130
British North America
1,0+0,914
Central American States and B. Honduras
156,381
Mexico
911,502
Cuba
533.665
Other West Indies and Bermuda
33.916
Argentina
326,872
Brazil
709,982
Other South America
418.878
Japan
238,110
British Australasia
172.689
Philippine Islands
122,086
British Africa
68,522
Other countries
162,806

S

Belgium

II

months

863,079
139.052
75,1.26

345.156
135.743
1,272,328
227,364

707.106
358.227
52,959
179.207
1,163,206

-.

Total

703,901
467,89s
164.164
103,009
69.342
182.980

S7.553,iir

57.209,844

Electrical Machinery.

months..

,.57.638.898

$1,070,100
763,984
85,062
346.808
1,445.577
89.452
1,472,671
63,991
19,072

164.616
950,808
181,206
59,467
232,982
8.892
1,222.065

479.646
62,136
30,422
90,450
58,012
S8. 897. 4 10

exports for the month of November,
J907, reached a total value of $1,242,800, compared
with $1,373,968 for November. 1906, The decline
Electrical

for the month is due to electrical appliances, the
export of which fell off from $749,3.=;7 in November, 1906, to $542,524 this year.
Electrical machinery increased from $628,830 to $700,276.
The following countries were the principal purchasers of electrical appliances and machinery from
the United States in November, 1907:
Appliances British
North
America. $1 14,803
Nfexico. S68.161; Cuba, $42,879; United Kingdom,

—

$31,452

;

Brazil,

$36.013

;

British

Australasia,

$22.-

Germany. $r8,68i
Central American States
and British Honduras, $18448; Japan, $12,523; Ar746;

gentina, $12,263;

$55,129; Brazil, $49,486; France, $38,696; Argentina,
$30,430; British Australasia, $28,076; Philippine Islands,

$10,239.

American Association for the Advancement of Science.

many

the association and of

of

that held

building.
The eventual capacity of the plant will
be 84,000 kilowatts in six turbo-alternators of 14,000
kilowatts each, supplying 9,000-volt, three-phase current at 25 cycles.
At present the building con-

tractor

for

the

place

under way

Owing

joint session

It

the present intention of the

is

to

built.

Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge are the architects for
new building; the Great Lakes Dredge and
Dock Company did the piling; the Wells Bros.
Company is the building contractor; the General
the

Company

Electric

and

electrical

:

Philippine Islands, $10,488.

is

the one

retain

the abler

men

in

the technical schools.

[Further reference to the meeting of the American* Association will appear in the Western Electrician of next week.]

A New Use
From

for Telephones.

Paris comes the news that the minister of

navy has ordered the equipment of all submarine boats with detachable telephone buoys. In
the last few years a number of submarine disasters
have occurred which have resulted in the loss of
quite a number of lives. These buoys arc to contain
telephones connected by a cable to the craft. They
the

supply
;

the

steam

the

boilers

turbines

will

-

Street Lighting
By Albert

who

matics to use, and possesses the skill to use
mathematics.
Few in research work use deep
mathematics; many use elementary methods, and
a great many do not use mathematics at all. His
opinion was, taking all into consideration, that the
graduate should know where to find and how to
use the mathematics which he is likely to meet in
the engineering field.
President R. S. Woodward, Carnegie Institution,
thought that more time should be given to the
elements of mathematics and' to elementary work
in mathematics.
He suggested the applications of
mathematics to problem.^ of everyday life. He said
that the staffs of technical schools were becoming
filled with inferior men, the best men going to the
more promising field of practical work, and entered
a pica for the increase of salaries sufficient to

will

equipment

be furnished by the Babcock & Wilcox Company; Sargent & Lundy -are the mechanical engineers, while
the engineering staff of the Commonwealth Edison
Company is planning the electrical engineering.

He

valuable to the engineer

Commonwealth

complete the Quarry Street station to
its ultimate capacity before adding to Fisk Street,
which has still room to expand. In round numbers
the present capacity of Fisk Street
is
140,000
horsepower. Ultimately it is to be capable of supplying 250,000 horsepower. But before that limit
is
reached Quarry Street will be -brought to its
full capacity and probably another generating station about equal to Quarry Street in size will be

of Section

the uses of mathematics, the kind of mathe-

Quarry
somewhat from that
The boiler room is

station

company

schools of Germany.

knows

units.

the building differs from
across the river, yet when completed the group of buildings will form a harmonious whole.'

w^th Section A, Mathematics, and with the Chicago Section of the American Mathematical Society,
the topic for discussion b'eing "The Present Status
of the Teaching of Mathematics to Engineering
Students." In considering' the subject as taught in
this country. Prof. E. J. Townsend, University of
Illinois, spoke of the importance of mathematics,
in engineering, and laid stress on the method of
teaching it from an engineering viewpoint. He
presented statistics showing the time given to the
different branches of mathematics in T7 of the leading technical schools of the country. Prof. Alex.
Ziwet, University of Michigan, after comparing the
schools of this country with those of Europe, gave
a survey of mathematical work in the technical

man most

have a capacity for three

Architecturally

Street.

the "great

D

point of view.

will

to its smaller size, the plan of the

of boilers extending at right angles to the turbine
room, for each unit, as is the case in Fisk Street.
There is no separate switch house as at Fisk

of

Mr. C. F. Scott of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company spoke from the manu-

half of the building.

first

parallel with the turbine room,, instead of the lines

The firs.t paper read was by Prof. A. H. Blanchard
of Brown University, on "Experiments with Tar
and Oil on the Highwjiys of Rhode Island." In
was a

the

Street plant has been changed
of the Fisk Street station.

At the adjournment of the general session came
the organization of the several .sections of the association.
Section D, Mechanical Science and Engineering, met at II a. m. on Monday in Cobb Hall.

the afternoon there

work on

of the very large units which will be characteristic of Quarry Street were originally ordered
for delivery in 1908, but recently it was decided
to install only one of these in 1908, the second
coming in 1909. The portion of the building now

educational institutions

suited

at

is

Two

and defended the men who had through this means
done so much for the advancement of science and
of scientific methods.
Professor Nichols, in his
response, paid a tribute to Chicago for the appreciation by her people of the work of the association
and spoke of the high honor recently bestowed
upon one of the members of the university faculty,
Professor Michelson, and of other elements making
eminently
holding the meeting.

demands of its steadily increasing
Commonwealth Edison Company of
building a large new generating station

the

Chicago is
on the South Branch of the Chicago River, directly
across the stream from the large Fisk Street station.
This new station is known as Quarry Street
station, and the piling is now in for the whole

welcomed the association to the University of Chicago, and former Congressman George
E. Adams, on behalf of the local committee, wel^
comed the scientists to the city,
Mr. Adams in his address referred to the recent
criticism of philanthropists who had given freely

university''

Sta-

the

to

business,

cent cordially

the

Street Power
Commonwealth
Edison Company.

Owing

affiliated

their

to the upbuilding of higher

1908

tion of the

meetings at the same
time. The first general session was held in Leon
M'andel Assembly Hall in the forenoon of December 30th. It was opened by the retiring president,
Dr. W. H. Welch, who, in an appropriate address, introduced the new president. Prof, E. L.
Nichols of Cornell University. Dr. George E. Vinassociations

New Quarry

The

The fifty-eighth annual meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science was
held this week at the University of Chicago. There
was present an exceptionally large attendance of
members

4,

will be so arranged that in case a submarine vessel
goes to the bottom and is unable to rise a buoy
will be loosened by the imprisoned crew and sent
to the surface to attract attention and summon
help.
Persons attracted to the buoy can then talk
to the men below, learn their exact predicament
and the best way of overcoming it.

discussed the use of
mathematics as means.- to accomplish the end. The

81,118,765
246.005
Germany
95,728
Other Europe
427,271
British North America
1,761,292
Central American Stales and B. Honduras
36,754
Mexico
Q53,24i
Cuba
456,681
Other West Indies and Bermuda
4.664
Argentina
162.402
Brazil
,.
497,212
Other South America
134,823
Chinese Empire
23.269
British East Indies
201,083
Hong Kong
17.143
927,025
J apan
British Australasia
SSz.SOS
Philippine Islands
64.701
Other Asia and Oceania
30,990
British Africa
161,003
5,55i
All other Africa
II

Machinery Japan, $144,259; Mexico, $134,567;
North America, $92,896; United Kingdom,

British

faclurer's

Exported to
United Kingdom
France

Total

January

In

1

907.

Scheible.

In street lighting the year 1907 was notable for
the special-display features adopted by associations
of

merchants

in

various

cities

making

for

their

and attractive at night.
of lighting used for this purpose varies
from arches spanning the street and studded with
incandescent lamps to clusters of incandescents on
ornamental poles, or to closely spaced arc lamps.
The latter include even the flaming arcs, whose
use for street-lighting purposes is prohibited by the
streets conspicuously bright

The mode

downwardness of the

intense

lighting

distribution,

can be placed much closer together than the usual spacing of street arcs. The
coming year will undoubtedly bring further develunless

the

lamps

opments in this extra-gorgeous lighting of business
streets wherever the merchants can be "enthused,"
and this phase of street lighting promises a considerable addition to the revenues of our central
stations.
Tungsten and allied high -efficiency lamp.^
will

be

tried

for

street

lighting

in

residence

dis-

lamps will be more extensively used, perhaps in connection with reflectors
or refractors for distributing the light over a wider
tricts,

and

flaming-arc

area.

As

the needed materials, the past year has
development of a decidedly higher type
of both insulating and supporting devices than
those formerly us.ed, and during the coming- season these newer standards will undoubtedly replace
the old ones for the betlcr class of construction
work.

seen

for

the

.
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XLIX.— Storage

lo

halleries

use

tlieir

wluTc

llie

lamps.

In

also

which

ii'.isonB

'Ilk'

have been

cinlral-slalion

in

load

such

consists

used

for

proximately nniform load

niaximmn

ing a

energy

during part

oit

and

load,

of

a

in

Ilic

usinf;

Miiri'.M.n

a

Use

.

drop

the

in

is

Incandescent
liattcry can
maintaining an apof

the engines, for carry-

some cases
nigln when

lo

fnrnish

the

gen-

erators are shnt down.

Storage batteries arc also sometimes used in snbwhich arc charged from the main station.
This makes it possible to use smaller feeders, liecause these feeders can be made to carry a practically constant
current and do not have to be
large enough lo carry the maximum current, which
may he several times the average current. It makes
no difference to the generating machinery, of
course, whether the battery is located in the gencrating station or at some local center a consid-

capacity

from the station

it

battery

storage

is

reipiirc

too

niin-h

,ipac"

of cells in multiple and afterward connect them
sets

of

50

each

cells

current,

as

be practically the
or SCO volts.

The

result

is

could

same whether discharged
to

what

at

most

upward of 20 per

to

cases, as the losses

amount

440

voltages for testing purposes where but very
is required.

little

current

Storage batteries have also been used for supplying three-wire or five-wire systems of distribution, using only a single generator.
In a three-wire
system the batteries are connected in series, the

number of

cells being used corresponding to the
voltage of the outside wires of the system. The
battery can be located .-.t a point distant from the
station, if desired, and charged by a generator of
corresponding voltage. The three-wire distributing
system can be taken ofif between the outside terminals of the battery and the middle battery.

similar arrangement

is

shown

in

accompanying

diagram Jor a five-wire system. The battery in
this case would consist of 220 cells connected in
series and charged from a 440-volt generator.
In
this

case the inside wires of the five-wire system
o(T at three points of the battery
so as to include 55 cells between each pair of wires,
thus giving no volts current between each of the
adjacent wires, or 220 volts current between the

would, be taken

outside and the middle wires. If the battery were
located at some distance from the station, this
would effect considerable saving in copper, as only
the two wires from the generator are needed to

connect the generator with the battery at the point
of distribution.

Storage batteries are used in a number of difways in street-railway work. They may be
used in the station for helping out on peak loads,
although in most cases the peak loads on railway
work are not so prbnounced and do not occur with
the same regularity that they do in lighting stations.
Storage batteries are frequently used in
railway sUb-stations, both for the purpose of permitting the rotary converters to be shut down during the hours of light load, and also to assist the
converters in time of very heavy load.
Another use of storage batteries in railway work
is
to connect them across the circuit at a point
in the system where considerable drop in voltage
occurs during heavy loads. When used in this way
ferent

the battery

is said to float upon the line.
During
times of light load the voltage is normal, and the
battery is being charged. When an unusual load

—

Note. Tliis series of articles, intended to survey, bricilj',
whole field of applied elccfrieity for light, power and
was begun in the Western Electrician of February 2,

tile

heat,
190?.

Answkr.
Volf6-

The two machines on

a simple Edison Ihrcc-wirc
system are not run in parallel but in scries. Tile
negative terminal of No. i n),achine is conncctcii
with the positive of No. 2 machine and the neutral
wire is run from the point of connection.
It is
essential that the machines be of the same voltage

Storage Battery

\ II

h-

i

I

and desirable that they be of the same size. The
500-volt motor might be run as a no-volt dynamo
by reducing its speed and field current, but it probably would not rim in a stable manner i. c., load
changes would markedly affect its voltage. Its
capacity, already small, would be also much more
reduced, even if it were rewound for no volts.

—

<r

iiovitiiov.^iiwY.-iiiioy.-^

Z20V.
-tiZOV.

'^zzgv.

—
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BY

USE

latter

smaller

requires

the primary battery, their

cost

first

the expense of maintenance

is

is

less.

Storage batteries are also considerably used for
propulsion of automobiles, although their use
in this service is limited to cities where the grades
are not severe, the roads are good, and charging
stations are' conveniently near by.
The electric automobile is superior to any other
kind for runabout service in cities, because it is
almost entirely noiseless and is entirely free from
the

generally requiring but one control lever
for starting, varying the speed, stopping and applying the brakes. They are not, however, well
adapted for long-distance tours, as the capacity of
erate,

the battery which can be carried is rather limited,
and is generally only suificient to carry the vehicle
from 25 to 40 miles under favorable conditions of

They are

not well adapted to hilly
countries, as in climbing steep hills the battery is
discharged at such a high rate that it depreciates
very rapidly.
Where lead cells are used it is customary for 40
cells to be carried in the vehicle, whicb may be
divided into two groups of 20 cells. These are
connected in parallel, giving about 40 volts for lowroad.

also

speed running, and are then shifted to a series
connection giving So volts for full-speed running.
The greatest objection to storage batteries for
vehicle propulsion is their great weight. In the
average electric automobile the battery comprises
at least one-third of the total weight of the vehicle, and any increase in the battery capacity adds
correspondingly to the total weight of the vehicle.

7r f

=0

L^

the balance.

tain

Answer.

The

inquirer loses sight of the fact that inductance and capacity are not forces but merely passive
properties of circuits due to their geometrical shape
and the media surrounding them. On account of
'

these properties of different circuits the electromotive forces required to send alternating currents
through them do not agree with the electromotive

would be required for this purpose if
were present. The component electromotive force required to overcome inductance is
2 TT f L I
that to overcome the condenser efifect or
force

that

resistance alone

;

I

capacity

is

;

when

these electromotive forces

2^fC
equal

are

they

will

exactly

each other,

neutralize

since one lags by go°

and the other leads by the
Resonance then results.

same amount.
It must be noted that the reason C is in the denominator arises from the fundamental formula of
a

condenser or electrostatic

Q^CE,
in

I=2 7rfQ.

any

book

good

the

that

field

Q
=
E= —

from which

C
current

charge

I
,

2,rf

on

alternating

the

since

C

These points are made

clear

currents.

In

Franklin and Esty's "Elements of Electrical Engineering," Vol. II, pp. 74-79, a good discussion of
resonance with mechanical analogies is given.

Evening Work at Lewis

Mlscellaneous Uses.
Storage batteries are also used v.'ith most all
systems of electric train lighting. In some cases
the batteries are charged from generators mounted
upon the car axles, and in other cases by small
isolated plants located in baggage cars.
The generator is also sometimes connected to the locomotive, but in any case a storage battery for each
of these systems is desirable, as otherwise the
lighting would be interrupted whenever the train
came to a stop or when the locomotive was disconnected from tbe train.
Storage batteries are also very useful in laboratory work, on account of the ease with which different currents and voltages may be obtained by
connecting the storage batteries in various combinations, between full multiple and full series.
VTo be continued^

York, N. Y., questions the acformula for electric reso-

critical

2fff C
He says the formula seems absurd, because, according to it, if L is reduced, C must be increased.
This is contrary to the statement that,
when resonance exists, the inductance (L) just
In other words, this
neutralizes the capacity (C).
is the same as saying that if two opposing forces
other
and
one
o'f
these is reduced,
each
destroy
the other will have to be increased to still main-

Automobiles.

explosive gases and their accompanying odor. Electric automobiles are also extremely simple to op-

the

2

space than
lower, and

very much

of

New

I

phone and telegraph systems, the use 01 primary
has been widely superseded by storage

The

W.,

F.

curacy
nance:

batteries

batteries.

Resonance Formula.

Electric

^>

FIVE-WIKH DISTRIBUTION FROM ONE DVNAMO
OF STORAGE BATTERY.

and the same results
economically obtained by the

A

I
have an jK-kilowalt, no
Edison dynamo and a lo-horscpower, soo-voil
motor.
want
lo
shunt
make an I'VIison tlireero ami 220 volts.
wire system of
Can i use this
motor running in |)arallel with the dynamo?
If
not, wdiat changes will have to l»e made?

^(X

cent.,

can be much nior.;
use of a motor-generator. The method described,
however, has been employed for securing various

Three-wire System.

III.:

volt

tele-

100

is

for

lilgiii,

i

be

number of watts would

the

similar

iinpracticable for

lK)(h

K. M.,

I).

in

obtained with
the use of an altcrnating-currcm transformer, but
this method of transforming with storage
batteries
is

In

Aiistria-

I

For example,

connected in
parallel and charged on a no-volt circuit.
After
being charged the five sets could be connected in
series, and this series would give a discharge current of .SCO volts. The discharge current would,
of course, be but approximately one-fiftb of the
char,ging

Machines
fxphiin.

\l^

,

sufficient

batteries is for transpossible to charge a number

is

series to he discharged, or vice versa.
five

supply

principal

many, Great Britain, France, Canada, Italy,
Ifungary, Switzerland, Mexico and Spain.

Install

Resides the uses of storage batteries already described, there .''re mniierons other uses which would

erable distance awaj-.
.\nolhcr use for storage
It

to

is

it

loads.

to

in

countries that h
li..
,,i.iii..i.l
trolley system may be roughly arrauKed as follows
as to the extent of this use: United St.ttes, Ger-

copper for auxiliary feeders.

stations

forming current.

niaxinunn

sometimes cheaper

than

The

considerable distance

at

Trolloy.

Akswkr.

use of batteries
where the feeder

the

for
is

Overhead

of

C. A, (J., SpriiiKficlil, 111,: In what cuuntrics
the ovcrlic.id -trolley electric railw.iy m^.tly iis<d?

I'liis

locations

in

too small
a location

is

Where such
a

voltage.

line

made

frequently

parlicniarly

storaRC

Questions and answers

occurs, ihc line voltage will dnn) considerably, and
at such time llie battery discliargcs into the line,
Ihus assisting the load and prevenlinK loo gtcxl

e(|iially

a|)|ily

work,

chielly

station

a

for

Riven

planls

isolated

in

elTectively

l>c

Batteries.

(CoNTiNui;[)J

Ai'i'i.ii:ATHiN.s

.slurage

R.

Institute.

Beginning January 6th and lasting 10 weeks, the
winter term of the evening course of instruction
in
electrical
engineering will be a pronounced
feature of the school life of Lewis Institute, Chicago.
There are three courses, each extending over
a

school

principles

year.

of

The

-first

electricity,

the

to engineering
second to direct-cur-

relates

motor and generator testing and the third to
alternating-current transformers and transmission.
Two lectures a week are given in each course, and
the school is open from 6 to 10 p. m. on Monday
to Thursday evenings, inclusive.
rent

Prof. P. B. Woodworth, professor of electrical
engineering at Lewis Institute, is proud of the
evening work, and well he may be, for there are
about 400 practical men, none under 25 years of
age, taking the courses.
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BUSINESS OF THE YEAR
the check due to the financial depres-

Even with
of the

sion

last

quarter, the electrical business

of

the United States for the year 1907 was very large.
The uneasiness that was first manifested on a wide

October has passed away largely in elecand the year 1908 is faced with conHowever, the year brought its own vicisfidence.
situdes, as everybody knows, and for that reason
the subjoined letters reviewing the business situation will be read with more than usual interest.'
scale in

trical

circles,

American Electric Fuse Company, Muskegon,
The best year's
Mich. (Frank G. Jones, president)
business this country has ever enjoyed started the
year 1907. A few stock gamblers in New York
upset the credit fabric of that city and the echo
of the shock was felt in every corner of the United
States.
It is unfortunate that there are so miiny
timid people in the world. These timid people hid
their money, fondly deluding themselves with the
idea that they were safe in doing it
and business
has suffered a depression everywhere in consequence. When the timid, thoughtless depositors
have learned that their money will be safe in the
banks, and when they have learned that keeping
it out
of the banks hurts them as much as anybody'- else, we will experience a resumption of business on a large and profitable scale. What this
country needs is a little nerve and backbone infused into a few hundred thousand of its citizens
who are fortunate enough to have money to deposit in the banks, but who have lacked the courage
or good sense to leave it where it is absolutely
safe.
We are optimists, and don't believe the country is "Going to the dogs."' There is nothing the
matter excepting a lack of confidence, which is
totally unjustified.
We expect that people will get
back to their senses shortly aft.er January ist, if
then look for a business compared
not before.
to which all previous records will seem insignificant.
:

;

We

1907 IN

January

REVIEW.

the better effects that can be had with the lighting
especially where the art-glass domes and
other similar features are used. There never was
a time in the history of the business where such
attractive designs have been placed on the market,
and the .fact that they are eagerly sought and
purchased is proof that they are appreciated. Another item to be taken into consideration is the
matter of decorations of rooms, which last a great
deal longer with the use of electric light than
with any other method of illumination, which is
fixtures,

H.

Whiteside,

Company,

Milwaukee
(W.
daily becoming
is

president)
It
that the general business of the
country has not been so seriously injured by the
recent sudden financial depression as the public has
been inclined to believe. And I am firmly of the
opinion that the thing now most necessary is to
loosen the chains of conservatism and give courage
an opportunity to assert itself and make advances
consistent with the general prosperous conditions
and well-distributed resources of the country. As
the production and use of basic machinery, such as
prime movers for the generation of power, is a
very potent and a leading factor in our commercial
activities, very naturally it is one of the first lines
of business to be affected when the pendulum
swings from optimism to pessimism, and likewise the
first to feel the effect when the change in sentiment
again manifests itself. The number and character
of inquiries which our offices, located in the principal commercial centers of the country, have recently been receiving convincingly demonstrate a
return of confidence, and bear evidence that not
only a diversified but a large volume of business
will be offering ere the middle of the first quarter
of 1908 has been passed. The outlook is distinctly
encouraging.
:

more apparent

The Arnold Company,
Damon, managing engineer)

Chicago

(George A.
In lino with the unparalleled activity in all industrial branches, the
amount of engineering and construction work done
by The Arnold Company during the year 1907 in
electrical, civil and mechanical fields, was far in
excess of that of the previous year. The work
included the design and construction of railroad
shops, hydro-electric plants, transmission lines, irrigation projects, interurban railways and industrial
plants.
Ehiring the latter part of the year, however, the general business depression was felt both
in the decrease in the amount of new business
coming in and very recently in the temporary cessation of some of the work under construction. The
prospects for the year 1908 are good. A fair amount
of w-ork is now under way, the completion of which
by itself will assure a good j'-ear's business. In
addition to this, the completion of projects, which,
while temporarily held up, must soon be completed,
may be counted upon with a fair degree of assurance in the business for the coming year. A reasonable amount of new business is now under advisement, but with the present unsettled conditions
any estimates as to the percentage of this work
that will become active during the coming year
would be mere conjecture.
:

Beardslee Chandelier Majiufacturing' Company,
Chicago ("Frank S, Beardslee, president)
Referring to the lighting-fixture industry and the manufacture of electric and combination fixtures, so far
as we have been able to judge, the year 1907 has
been a banner year for building, and consequently
:

the best year

so far experienced in the lightingfixture line. There have been numerous electriclighting plants installed in many of the smaller
towns, and electricity seems to be more in use
than formerly, in some instances on account of
lower prices, but in most instances on account of

made on

all

feel

confident will

manufacturers, with even normal

conditions, in order to overcome the loss occasioned
by the period of relaxation that has existed for the
last few weeks.
These statements are based on
the fact that of our mquiries, which had been
coming in at a rate equal to three times the number
of last year, and much greater in volume, more
than go per cent, were sidetracked, and orders are
being held up for the present. Summing up the
whole situation in a few words, we expect a
greater prosperity in the future than we have had
in the past, and we propose to discount the future
by equipping to meet our expectations.

in itself a great saving and tends to make electric
lighting more popular.
Owing to the slight financial
stringency, which has rather unsettled the
market for the last two months, the trade will
probably be a little slow in the early part of 1908,
but as there are bountiful crops we think the
coming j^ear will be a good substantial one, and
probably in the end will equal if not surpass the
year I907_:n_the manufacture and sale of electric

Chicago Fuse Wire and Manufacturing Company, Chicago (W. W. Merrill, secretary)
We
have had a prosperous year, but in relation to igoS
we do not feel certain what it may bring forth.
We believe it depends entirely on whether confidence_ is restored and upon the amount of construction which will be done.
We are inclined to
be optimistic, however, and do not think that the

and combination

present

_

'

fixtures.

:

Blake Signal and Manufacturing Company,

We

Boston. Mass. (E. J. Burke, president)
are
pleased to say that, while the size of individual
orders fell off considerably during 1907, as compared with 1906, on the other hand, the increase
in the number of customers, increase of our foreign business, and new lines which we got out during the year, put our gross sales for 1907 above
those of 1906. Also, collections have been just as
good. With regard to the year 1908, we do not
expect to see any great boom in trade, but expect
a steady and healthy increase all along the line,
and business generally on a much sounder basis
than it has been for more than a year.
:

Bristol Company, Waterbury, Conn. (H. P.
Dennis, Chicago)
The Bristol instruments have
sales this year have
increased so rapidly as to render the erection of a
new factory necessary. This structure is now
nearly complete, being 53 by 193 feet and three
stones high. It will enable us to double our output so as to keep pace with the orders that are
flowing in. As for the future, we- have the utmost
confidence that sound business methods and the
ability to give value received will bring prosperity
to our company and any other concern that transacts business on this basis.:

become so popular and our

.

Allis-Chalmers

meet the demands which we

to

be

igoS

4,

Buckeye Electric Company,

Cleveland,

Ohio

During
Sawyer, secretary and treasurer)
the last year the Buckeye company, and, I believe,
all other manufacturers of incandescent lamps, has
been doing a largely increased business over the
year 1906. This increase of business was undoubtedly due to the greater activity of the electrical
companies, co-operating with the electrical trade in
(L.

P.

:

general, for the good' of the entire business.
I believe we have all, in the last year or two, been
working under what may be called abnormal conditions, and that up until the last few months these
conditions were not fully realized.
that they
are realized, however, it is my opinion we will all
benefit from the realization.
would, for a short
time, feel the setback on account of the past financial
conditions; but these conditions have been
largely cleared away, and I think 1908 will find
us on a surer and better basis than ever. I do
not look for what might be called the abnormal
increase of business in the electrical industry, but
I do look for a conservative increase, and an increase that will put us on a sounder basis than
has been the case the last two years. It seems
that conservatism will be the general watchword
for 1908. applying this to the general trade as well
as to the manufacturers; and conservatism, with
the proper amount of enthusiasm and energy, will
mean much better conditions for the entire industry.
The great strides made by the manufacturers of
lamps in the last year will undoubtedly mean much
to the general lighting trade, and in adjusting ourselves to a more conservative basis it will be well
for everyone to adjust himself to the new era in
incandescent lighting created by the lamp manufacturers in the last 12 months. Briefly, I believe
the general outlook for 1908 is good and that a
normal increase will be the result shown at the
end of another twelve months.

Now

We

Case Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio
(Z. D. Allison)
With regard to our business for
:

1907, this has been the best year in the history
of this company, our shipments being more than

50 per cent, greater than last year, which was the
largest year's business up to that time, and while
we realize that just at present the placing of
orders for manufactured material has been practically suspended, wc believe that before the new
year has been fairly launched the railroads and
large corporations, on whom we as manufacturers
depend, will begin to place orders which have been
held up, owing to the present unsettled conditions
conditions which appear to
in the financial world
disappear com1)c rapidly clearing and which will
pletely with proper assurances from Washington.
As for ourselves, wc have made extensive improvements during th6 present year and will continue our policy of expansion for the coming year

—

condition

can

last

Chicago Pneumatic

much

Tool

longer.

CSompany,

Chicago

B. Coates, electrical engineer)
The business
portable electrical tools of this company has
been exceedingly satisfactory during the year 1907.
have added very largely to our line of electrical tools, and the sales have been fully up to
our expectations.
look for a very good business in 1908, and feel that the demand for this
branch of our product is rapidly, increasing.
(C.

:

in

We

We

Clay Products Company, Chicago
sales manager)
In normal

(Frank

W.

seasons, on
account of the proportionately high freight rates,
the conduit market for any manufacturer of clay
conduit is restricted to a radius of a few hundred
miles from the plant. The past year has been a

Darling,

:

notable exception in this

regard and due to very

interesting causes. During the year 1906 the defor clay conduit was greater than the supply.
During the winter of 1906-1907 it seemed that the
demand would be as great in 1907. To meet this

mand

expected

demand the manufacturers

accumulated

large stocks of ware in their yards.
The money
rate of 1907 and the failure of a number of publicservice corporations, working on eastern capital, to
float their paper, put a sudden stop to construction
improvements. This was especially so in the East.
As a consequence the eastern manufacturers felt
forced to find a market, and dumped their supply
of conduit on the less-affected western market.
This not only ran the price down, but resulted
in an over-supply and severe competition.
If the
year had not been prolific with the birth of new
companies demanding a large amount of underground construction work, it would have been a
disastrous season for conduit manufacturers. As
it is, it has been an exceptional season for the sale
of a superior quality of ware. The shortage in
1906, having drawn out a great deal of previously
rejected material which short-sighted manufacturers
sold in the place of first-grade ware, educated the
consumers to the necessity of buying guaranteed
ware. This resulted in greatly increased sales to
the producers who were willing to sell conduit
strictly

on

its

and guarantee every

merits

The Clay Products Company has

increased

piece.

capacity 25 per cent, and has run at full capacity
since March ist to date without being able to place
any reserve stock in the yard.
The outlook for
1908 is exceedingly bright for western manufacturers of conduit, in spite of the prognostications
for tight money. This season's purchasers of eastern conduit have suffered severely from breakage
on the long shipments and will not make the mistake again. The education of the electrical trade
has passed the initial stage, and it is no longer
necessary to demonstrate that the cheapest construction for new lines is underground; it is a
necessity now and not an experiment.
Experience
has taught western consumers that it is economy
to increase the initial expense a little by getting
clay conduit and saving maintenance for years to
come rather than buy a cheaper conduit form and
build the line of concrete with high maintenance
cost.

work

its

Many
until

corporations postponed underground
copper should reach a purchasable price

and clnnot wait much longer, even

if the
price
of cable is not greatly reduced this season. All of
these favorable factors and more are substantiated
by the many inquiries and orders for spring deliveries which are being received now from publiccorporations throughout the West and
service
Southwest.

Columbia Incandescent Lamp Company,

St.

Wc

Louis, Mo. (A. C. Garrison, prcsidt-nt)
arc
able at this time to state that 1907 has been very
much the best year ever enjoyed by this company
in respect to its volume of business.
:

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York,
During the business year
Y. (A. D. Childs)
of 1907 the Cooper TTowilt Electric Company has
N.

:

made a very appreciable advance in the field of
industrial lighting.
By the first of January, 1907,
after having had the Cooper Hewitt mercury-vapor
lamps on the market for over three years and a
half, the field for this lamp has become very care-

J;uiii;iry

fully
llif

4,

ck'ljiu'd.

Mctii.il

Ill

cIlicifiKj

anil

([luilily

WKSTEliN

lyoS
cummcrcial

installations

uf the liK'i'i liolh in cost
inaintcnancu, were very

for current aiul
Commercial installations in mills,
clearly delinecl.
rooms, inacliine shops, fomulries, posloflices,
iilants,
etc., hail
by January, 1007, lieen
liriiiliiiK
C(jstv

for

(IraftiiiK

thoroughly Irietl otit, ami extensive re-s;ile orders
for more lamps from linns who had used the HkIiI,
find new orders from lirms in similar lines of
,

husiness,

showed

concliisi\'ely

the

that

early

esti-

iiialions of llie v.ihie of this lisht were more than
confirmed, 'I'liis last year the sales of these lamps
have increased very considerably along the lines
mciilioiu'd, and at the same time new tields have
been entered. Ainnnjf these new fields may be
mentioned the linhtiiiK of silk mills, where it was
at
first
thoiiKhl that the changes of the colors
caused by the Cooper Hewitt lamps would prechulc
the use of the light.
Actual use found that the
change in the colors was not by any means delriinen'tal.
The performance of the Cooper Hewitt
lamp and the length of the useful life of the tubes
have been shown to have exceeded in both respects
the .expectations and guarantees made in regard
to the life -of the tubes.
The latter part of this
year a new and more improved type of auxiliary
has been made for the lamps, and with the result
that the appearance and performance have been
greatly improved. The new auxiliary is simple in
construction and readily installed. The form of this
new auxiliary is ir.od'eled. generally speaking, on
the form of the standard arc-lamp housings.

Dean Electric Company, Elyria, Ohio (F. A.
Cornell, publicity manager)
entered our third
year during the slight uneasiness that seemed to
affect the electrical trades in the winter of 1906:

We

In accordance with our policy, "The Harder
1907.
Business Comes, the Harder We Go After It,"
our sales forces and advertising appropriations were
then
enlarged.
We corralled those orders the
faint-hearted producers lost in the belief that "Nobody's buying," and we have held the business.
1907 has been remarkable with us October was
our best month. The year shows such a gain
over 1906 that we have been forced to double
our plant, remodernize our equipment and organize another branch house. The factory sales
force alone has been increased by 40 per cent.
The usual winter "lid" on outside construction
work has given us a welcome chance to get out
several important improvements and new patterns.
We confess a slight slump the last six weeks. But
we are glad to run our plant full time and work
up a complete stock for quick deliveries. Hard
times
Not here
We're running a night shift
three evenings a week. And orders
We find them

—

!

—good

!

I

Our

ones.

collections

are

tiptop.

Dickinson Manufacturing Oompany,
field, Mass. (Kurt R. Sternberg, manager)

ELECTRICIAN

ill the year
1907. the results uf which
satisfactory to litis comiiany.

were highly

Wayno

Electric Works, Tort Wayne, Ind.
Hunting, sales manager): The year 1907,
as the eleclric.'il business is concerned,
has been a very gooil one, although the business
will not be as large as it promised lo be during
the early part of the year. The volume of business, however, (he first of the year, was so large,
even with the falling olT during the latter months

Fort

(1'',

so

S.

f:ir

of the year, that the close will
isfactory.

try

has

months

The

be reasonably sat-

which the counexperiencing during the last few
curtailed i)iircli,'ises, particularly in the
enterprises retpiiring the sale of bonds
financial

dilTiciilties

been
li.'ive

line of new
or other securities.

Many customers have doubtless
been harboring their resources in an endeavor to
prepare as much as possible for any unforeseen
emergencies. These and many individual reasons
have contributed very largely to the falling off in
business the last few months. It is difficult to
make a very definite forecast of the business of
1908, but I believe there is little doubt that it will
show a very marked decrease over 1907. Much,
however, depends, I think, upon the general financial
situation, as a considerable amount of new
business is entirely dependent upon the ability to
market bonds.
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y,

(U. !". Sunny, vice-president. Chicago): The business for the first eight months in 11)07 was heavier
than ever before. During the last four months,
however, the sales have fallen off sharply, so that
1907 will show less gross sales than 1906. The
indications are that the sales for 1908 will be
anywhere from 25 to 40 per cent, less than 1907.
At least 50 per cent, of the purchases of electrical
apparatus must be paid for from the proceeds of
the sale of bonds and stocks, or loans, and the
financial situation is such at the moment, and the
condition is likely to remain for a good many
months, that neither bonds nor stocks can be sold,
and there is little or no opportunity to borrow.
Almost the entire volume of business will be missing for a time, perhaps until after the presidential
election.
In the meantime the public-service corporations—railway and lighting continue to do a
satisfactory business, and it is not expected that
there will be anything like the falling ofif in the
business of these companies that there has been in
the manufacturing companies.

—

Gregory Electric Company, Chicago (A. O.
Kuehmsted, manager sales department)
The year
1907 has been an exceptionally good one with the
Gregory Electric Company, our sales being far in
advance of any other previous year, the increase
:

SpringWe are

being fully twenty-five per cent, over the best year
w^e have had previously.
Our business has not been

glad to state that the j-ear 1907 has been a good
year as far as our firm is concerned.
have
increased the sale of our insulation specialties considerably, and are dealing with the largest firms
in this country who are using standard composition goods for electrical purposes in place of hard
rubber and porcelain more and more. W'e believe
that our great country has resources enough to
overcome the present money stringency, and though
in the last month or two deliveries have been slow,
we believe that the year 1908 will be a banner year
for the electrical trade in general.
This is our
honest opinion, and we are glad to send you
these few lines to show your readers that we are
convinced that 1908 will be a prosperous business

by the panic as much as a great many
other lines
in fact, we believe it has rather helped
us.
Collections slowed up for two or three weeks,
and orders fell ofif for about the same length of
time, but we are again getting our usual share of
orders and do not feel that we have any larger
proportion of accounts w-hich need close attention
than at any other time, since our business is conducted very largely on a cash basis, and we sell
\-ery little to small supply dealers and construction
firms.
The outlook for 1908 appears promising to
us also.
have bought heavily during the recent flurry and believe w'e shall be able to satisfactorily dispose of everything in the near future.
This country is a large one, and w-e feel that someissue a
body wants our goods somewhere.
Bargain Sheet, which goes out monthly to every
central station in the country, from which these
people order the machinery we list, and we find
that we are turning our stock practically every si.xty
days, wdiich shows to us that people will buy if they
can get the right article at the right price.
do
not feel any alarm whatever, and are running on
full time as usual.
also believe that if manufacturers in general will go ahead as though nothing
had happened every trace of the panic will have
disappeared within sixty days, and we feel confident that there is a demand for goods and machinery of all kinds, which cannot be filled when
factories are shut down.

:

We

year, especially
dustries.

Duncan

for

the

electrical

Electric Manufactiiring

and

allied

in-

Company, La-

The busifayette, Ind. (Thos. Duncan, manager)
ness enjoyed by the Duncan Electric Manufacturing Company for the year 1907 has exceeded
all past records, having increased 61 per cent, over
the year 1906; and if we accept the prospects for
the ensuing year as represented by the number of
contracts which we now have for meters, we hope
to do still better. Our product is now being exported to every country of note, and the good reports wdiich we receive concerning its dependability
secure us in the belief that the year igoS is going
to be exceedingly prosperous for the Duncan company.
:

Excello Arc

Lamp Company, New York

(O.
In reviewBaerwinkel, secretary and manager)
ing the flaming-arc-lamp business of the year 1907,
we find that use of this novel and much-talked-of
illuminant has been made where efficiency and
power of light is a matter of consideration. Flaming 'arc lamps, which, when introduced, were looked
upon as almost a luxury, rapidly became a necesThe fact that the
sity, owing to their advantages.
:

numerous

lighting

companies and large industrial

concerns have adopted them after trials with other
illuminants, should be a clear proof of their merits.
At the same time the year 1907 has taught that
the flaming arc lamp constructed on "cheap" lines
is

useless

for

unreliability.

all

We

practical purposes, owing to its
are told, and feel, that the Ex-

remains the standard flaming arc as before.
The outlook for the year 1908 seems to us bright
enough to confidently expect even larger sales than
cello

ihC'Conimon-baltery business durinK Ihis period was
ahnost belter. Our salesmen generally report proipects good, .'iiul the number of inquiries on hand is
eiicuuragiiig for an excellent season.
All in all,
Irade coiiditirms look bright for Ih*- new year.

aifected

:

We

We

We

We

International Electric Meter Company, Chicago (J. S. Jackson, sales manager) To our directcurrent line of instruments we have added a new
design of alternating-current instrument which has
given the best of results. We have every reason to
believe that our business will increase many times
As an evidence of what we
that of the last year.
believe to be our increasing prosperity we are preparing to install ourselves in a much larger factory
in the near future.
:

Kellogg" Switchboard and Supply Company,
Chicago
Looking backward over the sales record
of the past year shows that the business of this
company has been characterized by a strong, healthy
tone, w^hich gives assurance of sound conditions for
The volume of trade early in
the months to come.
1907. both in common-battery and magneto apparatus,
was good and continued longer than usual. The
customary quiet months of midsummer were in a
degree more active than in the previous year, while
:

Iiombard and Boploglo £n|;lnaerlDg Company,
Our factory
Akron, Ohio (.Mark A. Rcplogle)
during the year has been filled lo overflowing wilh
work.
We had great difficulty in keeping from
gelling more than three months behind with our
orders,
Uuring the past two months, however, wc
have not received so many orders, although several
iinexpeclcd conlracls were closed and some duplicate
This year being a period of
orders were receivd.
development wilh us, it can hardly he considered a
comparative year.
The indications are that the
coming year will give our company all of the work
Ihat we can do, even though wc doubled our capacity during the last six months. This company is
building water-wheel governors thai are used mainly
in electric jiowcr plants.
Wc have been 'levcloping
a new series of governors consisting of five type*
of machines during the past year. 'These machines
are purely mechanical and are designc<l by I^mbard
and Replogle after their many years' experience in
governing waterpoiver plants.
;

H. M. Loud's Sons Company, An Sable, Mich.
Kimball Loud); The cedar pole market has

(II.

all through the year.
We
do not know what wc can expect for 1908, but
if the demand is anywhere near normal there will

been very quiet with us

certainly be a scarcity of material, as there

is very
put in by the producers this
winter.
Our recent experience would indicate that
business is starling up, and wc expect to enter upon
the year of 1908 with a fair degree of confidence.

little

cedar

being

Mechanical Appliance Company, Milwaukee.
The past year has
Wis. (F. IL Petric, secretary)
been an exceedingly fortunate and prosperous one
for manufacturers of small power units, especially
those who have given attention particularly to the
direct application of same to various forms of ma:

chinery.
The late financial unpleasantness instead
of diminishing business along this line has apparently
had the' effect of stimulating same, which is not an
occasion for surprise in view of the fact that users
generally are coming to the understanding that the
best preparation for hard times is that which prepares them to take the fullest advantage of the increased volume of business which is bound to follow, while at the same time effecting an immediate
saving in operating expense. This feature in itself,
regardless of any other, carries with it the promise
of a greatly increased volume of business w'ith the
improved conditions which are bound to come with
the new year, and we are counting on a much better
business, not only in volume but in point of profit,
during the coming year than we have ever had.

Mica Insulator Company, New York (E. C.
Wood)
We are pleased to say that the volume
:

first 10 months of this
year was very satisfactory. In common with other
concerns in the electrical or allied industries we
have noticed a lessening of the high-pressure conditions which have prevailed for the last two or
three years. We, however, look forward to renewed
activity in the early part of the year 1908, when
financial matters can be restored to their former

of our business during the

condition.

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y. (John W.
While w'e do not
Brooks, general sales manager)
expect that our business for 1908 will increase to
past, yet we
in
the
extent
that
it
has
the same
believe that the business will be healthier and that
electrical industry will experience a
all lines of
steady, conservative increase.
:

Peirce Specialty Company, Elkhart, Ind. (C. L.
In reviewing the various
Peirce, Jr., president)
features of our business for the year just closed,
the most interesting deduction, and the one most
clearly set forth by the development of our business, has been the widespread adoption of better
movement to
outside construction specifications.
this end has, of course, been on foot for many
:

A

We

have all of us preached the doctrine
years.
of better first construction, with a view of a lower
rate of depreciation and a decreased cost of maintenance.
Some of the larger companies were quick
to adopt new methods, but in the field generally
throughout the country all the preaching which has
been done on this subject has borne 'out little fruit
until the last three years, and the year 1907 seems
to have culminated in a very general acceptance
of the principles set forth. This movement, of
course, means much for each company taking part
in it, but for the industry at large it means still
more, as It betokens a generally healthy condition,
which augurs well for the investor, both present
and future, and will do much toward increasing
the. stability of the operating company securities.
The actual growth in our sales of construction
specialties for 1907 over those of 1906 was 42 per
cent., as against a growth of 61 per cent, of 1906
over 1905. In money value, therefore, our percentage of growth in 1907 is not as great as in
1906, but. in the number of new_ accounts or new
companies adopting our steel specialties the 1907

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
growth has been unparalleled, the explanation of the
lessened percentage in money value being that the
adoption during 1906 was very largely among the
larger companies of the countr3\ and ran into large
sales, and the new companies adppting the material
during 1907 were very largely confined to the plants
in the smaller cities.

Bock Island Battery Company, Cincinnati,
Our
Ohio (M. A. Loeb, secretary and treasurer)
:

business during the year 1907 has been very satisit
has been the biggest business
factory, in fact
year we have ever had, and while business just at
the present writing is a little quiet, owing to the unsettled condition of financial affairs, we believe from
the present outlook that the year 1908 will be fully
as good, if not better than the past year.

W. H. Schott, Chicago: During the year of
1907 business continued in volume up until the
Since then, however,
present financial troubles.
there has been a marked decrease, but, in my
opinion, this will clear away, and I feel that during
1908 the volume of business in central-station heating lines will average better than during the season
The money required for the building of
of 1907.
central-station heating plants is generally obtained
The inin the towns in which the plants are built.
dications are that in the future, or for a time at
least, investors will put their money into local enterprises instead of looking to outside investments,
due to the fact that recent experiences in outside
investments have caused people to believe that local
industries that are sound should be taken care of first
and then the surplus put into outside channels. The
central-station heating business is in better condition today than it ever was, due to the fact that a
sufficient amount of time has elapsed since modern
plants have been built to demonstrate that they
satisfy the public, satisfy the consumer and satisfy
the investor, and with the record now back of
them, I feel that the plants to be built in the next
five years will exceed those built during the last
five

years.

Shelby Electric Company,

Shelby, Ohio (J. C.
It looks to us as if, although
president)
there is at present a slight dropping off in the
consumption of incandescent lamps, things will soon
regain their fomie'r condition and that we are
headed toward the highest peak of commercial supremacy. This dropping off is good for the lamp
industry, because it gives us a chance, in all of
Fish,

:

the different factories, to improve our product and
get in better position to meet the demands of the
consumers when these demands are made again.
There is enough manufacturing capacity now to
manufacture 50 per cent, more lamps than can be
used for the next five years, and, consequently,
while we may have a money famine, a repetition
of the recent lamp famine is out of the question.

Standard Underground Cable Company,

Pitts-

W. Marsh,

vice-president and genIn our business, as in practically
eral manager)
all allied industries, the year just closing records
a decrease in volume, although not so large a
decrease as might reasonably have been expected
from the abnormally high prices of all our raw
materials during a considerable portion of the year,
followed and accentuated by the disturbed financial
situation.
In view of the low level of prices now
reached by copper, lead, etc., and the postponement
of much new work during the current year, I
believe there will be a very fair volume of business
in the year 1908, notwithstanding it is a presidential
year, and that it will come as soon as the improved financial conditions become general throughout the country, as seems likely to be the case in
the near future.

burg,

Pa.

(J.

:

Company, La Crosse, Wis. (M.
The impetus given the InBerger, secretary)
dependent telephone companies by the enormous
crops of 1905 and the prosperity of a year ago
Vote-Berger

I.

:

made

its

effect well

shows

experience

was

far better than

tended to
field

all

—interior

Our
into the summer.
to September business
ever before. This activity ex-

known

that

up

of the telephone manufacturing
telephone systems, rural telephone

We

We

Weber Gas Engine Company,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

We enter 1908
(Louis Bendit, saliis manager)
with a brighter outlt/ok than in any of the 24 years
of our previous experience, and the large number
:

received in November and December
from millers, manufacturers and capitalists regarding power plants encourages us in the belief that
1908 will demonstrate that our country, with natural assets of $1,300,000,000,000 and with annual
manufacturing products valued at $15,000,000,000,

of inquiries

farm wealth of $7,500,000,000, can't be kept down,
but must express the "Law of Progress" in growth
and unfoldment. There need be no fear but that
our Congress will give us safe and sane legislation
that will conserve our best
interests.
wellknown writer said, "Progress is the law of the
Infinite," and 1907 expresses a large measure of
growth. The development of producer gas-rnaking
equipment and the internal-combustion motor had
reached the point that enabled reputable builders
of this prime mover to construct and install more
power plants than ever before. It has been demonstrated beyond cavil that, with the economical performance of the gas engine and suction gas producer, electric-lighting and waterworks plants can
be profitably maintained and operated in the smaller
towns and villages, where it has hitherto been
impossible, owing to the expensive fuel cost and
other operating expenses
in
the smaller steam
Small flour and feed mills, likewise, have
plants.

A

been encouraged by this economical method of making power to build new mills and refurnish old
ones, and they are successfully operating in competition with large mills.
Isolated lighting plants
using this twentieth-century marvel in establishments, hitherto purchasers of energy from central
stations, have found that the reduced cost for power
enhanced their profits.

Wesco

Compay, St. Louis:
The
with which we have met has been

extremely gratifying, and the word "Wesco" today
is one of the existing trademarks of quality and
instantly recognized among the various operis
ating telephone companies as such. We anticipate
that the year 1908 will produce the same large
volume of increase in the demand for our manufactured product as the year 1907 and preceding

1908

4,

omy,

is not a machine for reliable service and long
and that the test showings of the steam turbine are not nearly obtainable in commercial practice.
Developments of the last few montlis are
bringing to light more and more facts in regard
life,

to the difficulties experienced with steam turbines.
We hope to see the matter fully and openly discussed from an engineering standpoint. We stand
ready at the present day to guarantee better results
than can be obtained from steam turbines, and have
furnished engines in plants where steam turbines
have been installed. "The steam turbine has been
tiic
subject of an unparalleled campaign of exploitation, and the Corliss engine, we believe, has
lieen unfairly disparaged.
As to the matter of economical power production, it is our belief that the
gas engine, in its present development, is by far
the most economical type of prime mover, except

some

special cases of waterpower installations.
control the Sargent patents on internal-comliustion engines, and are building engines in sizes
from 400 to 5,000 horsepower.
have a large
number of inquiries for these engines, and are confident that orders will be placed in the very near
future, not only with us, but with other concerns,
for a very large horsepower.
in

We

We

The

Supply

marked success

"Solar" Incandescent Lamp.

The

incandescent lamp w-ith the long, anchored
filament herewith illustrated is made by the Solar
Glass Company of 319 Superior Street, Toledo,
Ohio, a new company formed to manufacture incandescent and arc lamps. It is asserted that the

years.

Western Lumber and Pole Company, Denver.
Business for
Colo. (B. F. Vreeland, president)
1907 has been exceptionally good with us all year,
but there has been quite a dropping off in orders
since December 1st. There are also fewer in-,
quiries
but we can't complain if we do have dull
times for a few months. Pole stocks in Idaho of
desirable sizes are low, and prices have hit the
bottom, unless it might be on an occasional car
of some off size that some particular dealer might
look for prices to
have an extra quantity of.
advance at least 10 per cent, by March 1st, and
more by April ist, as Idaho stocks are low, and
any sort of a demand will spring the price. The
consumer who contracts early will, in our opinion,
get the benefit. As to j\lichigan white-cedar poles,
we do not look for any stiffening in prices before
spring, but by that time prices on the staple sizes,
such as traction lines use, should be up. As to
outlook for 1908, that depends considerably on the
money market, but we look for confidence to soon
be restored, as the country in general is in too
prosperous a condition to turn backward. However, we have been going too fast, and this check
will prove a good thing for business interests in
the end.
don't think 1908 will show by 25
per cent, the volume of business done in 1907, but
it will be on a more solid basis.
:

;

We

We

Company,

Western Wire Sales

Chicago

(J.

Haines, president)
The past year has been
one of the banner years in the history of the wire
business, notwithstanding the fact that the copper
market in the last few months reacted, and since
that time has been in a more or less chaotic condition.
Our orders indicate that the buyer and the
electrical engineer are seeking to use high-grade
materials, and we find that specifications are becoming more rigid. Inasmuch as the copper conditions, in a way, led to the present financial depression, it seems to us that the copper industry will
be among the last to recover from it. It looks
as if the next few months would show a gradual
."Mien

:

resumption of business, but, at the same time, we
do not feel that for many months to come the
wire business and the copper market will return
to a normal basis.

Wisconsin Engine Company,

lines

systems, town exchanges and larger common-battery installations.
have not much to say in
regard to the closing weeks of the year, although
up to the middle of November our results were
confidently expect that the year
gratifying.
1908 will not only show the usual gains made by
Independent telephony from year to year, but will.
in addition, bring forth the business which under
normal conditions would have been handled during
the closing weeks of 1907. Judging from our unusually satisfactory two-ball adjuster business, electricians, contractors and electric-light plants have
found 1907 a busy and prosperous year.

January

Corliss,

Wis. (C.

We

are very
A. Hamilton, general manager)
glad to state that during the last year our business
satisfactorily
increased,
and
is
has been very
it
especially gratifying to us to be able to quote as
our customers some of the best concerns in the
:

country.

We

have made

it

a point to deal, as far

appreciate the
possible, with concerns which
engineering features of the apparatus which we
manufacture, and whose trade will be of assistance
During the last
to us in securing other business.
year wc have shipped two large gas compressors
having a capacity of 20,000.000 cubic feet per 24
hours to the Carnegie Natural Gas Company. Our
list of engine sales for 1907 is too long to be given
here, including as it does steam engines of various
types, large and small, for many kinds of service,
shipped to all parts of the country. Business for
the past few months has fallen off considerably,
but is now picking up again, and wc look forward
to very prosperous times in 1908.
sec a very
decided change in the views which the engineering
profession holds in regard to the comparison of
the commercial performance of engines with steam
turbines.
It has long been our contention that the
steam turbine, with its much vaunted steam econas

Wc

THE "SOLAR

INCANDESCENT LAMP.

filament is treated by a secret process which adds
greatly to its brilliancy, efficiency and economy.
The arc lamp which the company is about to introduce is a small one, to burn from 50 to 75 hours

without retrimming, and giving 700 candlcpower
with a consumption of about 2^ amperes.
The organizer of the new company is Mr. W. W.
Jones, a well-known business -man of Toledo. The
president of the company is Mr. George E. Dutton,
also

prominent

in

Toledo

financial

The

circles.

general manager of the company is Mr. E. J. McMullin, who is in active charge of the office and
factory.
The factory is said to be exceptionally
well equipped.

Reliability of Steafn Turbines.
After installing an electric generating unit and
operating a portion of its plant with motor drive,
the Everett Pulp and Paper Company, owner of a
large mill at Everett, Wash., recently decided that
the advantages of this system warranted it in
putting its entire plant on the same basis.
Accordingly the president and general manager
of the company, Mr. W. H. Howarth, on his return from an extensive trip abroad, visited the
leading industrial centers of the East, accompanied
by Mr. T. H. McDonald, his chief engineer, with
a view of deciding upon the best type of prime
mover to use; and, after observing the operation
of various standard machines, particularly in the
light of his European experience, Mr. Howarth
concluded to purchase a steam turbine, having 500
kilowatts capacity, of the improved tyPS built by
Allis-Chalmers Company. During Mr. Howarth's
investigation the question most thoroughly gone
The builders were
into was that of "reliability."
able, however, to point to a large number of turbines installed, not only in electric-railway and
lighting plants, but also in industrial works of
factories, where the
various kinds, ranging from
load is comparalivcly uniform and sleady. to steel
mills, where it fluctuates widcl.v and with great
and
rapidity during continuous 24-hour operation
the results demonstrated were such as to leave no
doubt in Mr. Howarth's inin<l as to the dependence
to be placed on these units, even under the most
severe conditions of service.
;
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Heat and Power Development
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Light,

llie

.(,

room

i«

hiid

23

for nil pipinR

15,000-Kallon water-supply lank is located above
feed-water beaters, into which all rcliini water
from beating mains and other soiirccK is pumped,
.\

the

and

fri>m

which the feed walir

will

gravilalc

^

to

and tlio power is
where it is sold in lar^e or small quantities.
The Salt Lake Pulilie Service Comi)aiiy is erccl-

ized,

tances,

iiif^

at this

four

of

tains,

of

The
steam

developments

some twenty miles

auxiliary
city

time a conihinalioii of plants consisting

hydro-electric
plant,

located

Lake.
purpose of this

distant,

nearly

in

iTi

;ind

the

heart

the

moun-

one steam
of the

Salt

article

is

describe

to

the

plant.

Bum. DING.

The building

being constructed of brick and
steel,
with concrete foundations, all on 30-foot
piling.
The tloors and roof arc of reinforced concrete and the windows and doors .ire of metal and
wire glass. A fire wall separates the turbine and
boiler rooms, also the turbine and high-tension
rooms. The front elevation is shown in Fig. 1.
The plant is designed for a capacity of 6,000
kilowatts in six units
four of 1,250 kilowatts each
is

—

FKUNT ULIiVATloN OF SALT LAKB CITV POWER HOOSB.
This tank will also connect direct to
condenser header for emergency. The condensers
are of the barometric type and ordinarily supplied
by steam pumps placed in basement over cisterns
into which arc connected artesian wells.
City water at
liydrostati? pressure of 135
a
the

heaters.

ILh.

y

be brought to the plant over the comshown in Fig. 2. On account
of a possible coal shortage during the winter
months, large storage facilities have been provided
for.
The bunkers will hold 1,000 tons. These are
.above and between the two rows of boilers, and
will feed direct by gravity into the furnace hoppers.
A switch-back, as shown on Fig. 2, allows
for convenient handling of cars, and this, with
ample bin space, will provide for storage of about
will

Co.il

pany's private track,

12,000 tons.

The

coal

is

dump

delivered from

cars direct into

hopper, from which a short conveyor will carry it
to crusher, or to continuous conveyor, if no crushing

required.

is

The ash
into

From

will

be

direct from stokers
hopper under the furnaces.

delivered

large' concrete

a

hopper it will be delivered into a conconveyor and carried to concrete ash bin
at one end of coal bunkers, from which it will
be spouted direct into cars. Figs. 2 and 5 show
the general scheme.
this

tinuous

Turbine Room.

The

present installation consists of a pair of 500kilowatt, two-stage Curtis turbines, equipped with

one

One

motor-driven

or two
immediately.

and

e.Kciter

of the

larger

one

turbo-exciter.

generators will follow

For the direct-current power load a rotary
be installed which,

with

will

compensator, will supply
the 440-220 direct current.
The generators are
wound for 2,300 volts, three-phase, 60 cycles, and
will operate at a speed of 1,800 revolutions per
minute.
The turbines are specially designed to operate in
connection with central-station heating and will
furnish steam at required pressure from first stage;
the second stage is regularly equipped with eon-

PLAN OF SALT LAKE CITY POWER HOUSE.

and two of 500 kilowatts each. The station layout
as exhibited in Fig. 2 shows the relative location
of

all

the larger appar;itus.

pounds

brought into the building through large
and so connected that in any emergency
an ample supply of water is always at hand.

The
Boiler Room.

The
in

boilers

are of the

two rows of

Wickes

in

vertical type,

eight boilers each, with

two

set

is

service

Fig.

transverse section of boiler room is shown
erected are
5, and the first four boilers

seen in Fig.

3.

boilers

Rated capacity per boiler is 400 horsepower. Each boiler is equipped with a Murphy
automatic furnace, and each battery is separately
driven by stoker engine.
Natural draft is obtained by two reinforced concrete stacks II feet inside diameter and 200 feet
high above grade. Each stack will handle one row
of boilers, although they will be cross-connected
for convenience in cleaning, etc.
Fig. 4 shows one
st.ack just completed.
Each row of boilers is being*
equipped with its own feed-water heater and pumps,
and when complete. the heaters and pumps will be
in a battery.

cross-connected, so as to obtain greatest flexibility.
Space is left in rear of boilers for economizers, to
be installed later.

The boilers are designed for a working pressure
of 175 pounds.
On account of the company doing
a public-heating business, the ratio of boiler horsepower per- kilowatt

is
somewhat large and also
allows for the absence of superheating surface.
A lo-foot basement extends under the entire

Fis-

3.

Arraneement

of Vertical Boilers.

Fig.-

Completed Concrete Stack.

VIEWS OF SALT LAKE PUBLIC-SERVICE PLANT DURING CONSTRUCTION.

^^•"^:sTERN

24
denser and will operate under standard vacuum for
the altitude of Salt Lake.
The pressure from first stage leading to heating-

be controlled with a special reducing
valve which is automatic in its action and which
closes when, on account of light load on turbine,
the pressure in the first stage drops below the
required steam-main pressure. The turbines are
regularly equipped with oil pumps and static accumulators to handle the step bearings.
A 20-ton three-motor overhead traveling crane
will span the turbine room.
mains

will

Steam

Piping.

Simple piping design is permitted by the relative
A high-pressure
location of boilers and turbines.

A

electrician

Jamiary

tunnel will connect the plant with the center.

^

This tunnel

will be of reinforced concrete of special

design and will have a space in the clear of five
wide by five feet high. In this tunnel will be
placed all the electric and heating trunk and feeder
feet

return

lines,

high-pressure

lines,

steam

lines

and

pressure-recording and indicating lines. The electric cables in tunnel will be specially insulated with
asbestos

an

somewhat

covering for protection
temperature reached

high

against

the

during

the

heating season.

The underground

lighting

territory

is

supplied

with single-phase primary and three-wire secondary
circuits.
The city blocks are 660 feet square and
the streets are 132 feet, wide, so that by Fig. 7

Automatic

supply

and

control

of

4,

1908

over

heat

the
low-pressure steam line, one si.x-inch high-pressure steam
line, one two-inch air line and one i^-inch pressure indicating and controlling line, all placed in
the tunnel before referred to.
entire system is obtained by one

When

low-pressure line

the

required

16-inch

fails

which

supply the

10

may

be due to
light loads on turbines, the high-pressure line direct from the boilers opens automatically at the
plant and supplies the deficit.
Either high or lowpressure line may be shut off without interruption
center

pressure,

service.

in

The
so

distributing mains are also thoroughly valved,
repairs

that

and new connections can be made

.^ac^wa^-^^..,.

Transverse Section of Boiler and Turbine Rooms.

Fie.

Fie.

THE NEW POWER HOUSE
Steam

belt

when plant
The steam

will,

is

complete,

encircle

be valved
into quadrants, so that any section can be cut out
for repairs without interference with regular opthe

16

boilers.

belt

will

eration.

The method
for

of installing

the

steam

belt

allows

contraction and expansion of the headers
easy way for 'taking off supply lines to

full

and an

the various machines, as well as perfect drainage
of any condensation. Each boiler delivers steam

through an eight-inch branch, which connects with
long radius bend to the 16-inch header, and in
each branch will be installed an automatic stop
and check valve for protection to boiler or header
in case of a rupture in either.
The second stages of the soo-kilowatt turbines
will be connected to a twin condenser of the
Baragwanath manufacture. The first stages are
connected into a common exhaust header, so arranged that the feed-water heater will float with
the heating mains, and into this same header all

it
will be
operation

seen
is

IN

how economy

obtained

by

in

construction

running

duct

the

and
lines

curb around each block and once across
at or near center of block.
Transformer manholes are located near center
of side of each block, and transformers are put in
multiple on the three-wire secondary loop, so that
the copper must load equally.
Each block has its own pair of pressure wires
leading to station switchboard, thus enabling the
operator to determine at all times the characteristics
and performance on each individual block, also
making perfect balancing and regulation possible.
close

the

to

street

The

alternating-current

power

circuit

will

section

Fig.

in

6.

ruption in

service.

Eleciric DisrRiBi;TiON.

The
of

plant

llic

Iribniion

city,

arc

is

at

located

which

3,800
point

cslalilished.

feet

the

from the heart
centers of dis-

supplying 15-pound pressure direct
will be run with every service for
the control of the automatic heat regulators.
The entire system, known as the "Schott System,"
was designed and is being constructed by W. H.
Schott of Chicago, with J. C. Hornung as resident
engineer in charge.
air

line

Show

at

the

Coliseum,

Chicago.

A

much

later.

.

One

These

ning arresters, disconnecting switches, coils, and
a complete bus-bar arrangement for either one or
two three-phase, 33,000-volt incoming circuits on
either one or both banks of transformers.
One
spare transformer will be in readiness to throw,
into the circuit at any time without undue inter-

An

from the plant

weeks

After leaving the switchboard, the feeder wires
directly to a tunnel for general distribution,
and the lines leading to high-tension apparatus lead
directly through fireproof wall into special comin

obtained.

that nearly all of the enlarged exhibit space has
been contracted for. All of the leading electrical
manufacturers and all important branches of the
electrical industry will be represented at the show,
which will open on January 13th and close two

lead

contain seven 1,000-kilowatt, 33,000-volt transformers, the necessary oil switches for
both the high and low sides of transformers, light-

public.

so favor-

more elaborate decorative and lighting scheme was
also adopted.
That these added responsibilities
were justified is already apparent from the fact

plants.

shown

is

ably located that the condensation from the radiaA
tion will be returned to the plant by gravity.
considerable amount of pure hot water is thus

trical

and feeder panels, together with the panels
from the hydro-electric

will

the

to

large part of the heating business

of the
this year's show the management
Electrical Trades Exposition Company added a
large section to the floor space of the. 1907 Elec-

for receiving the current

as

any time without inconvenience

A

Preparations for Electrical Show.

SWITCHBOAKD AND HiGH-TENSION APPARATUS.

partments,

at

For

Located on the turbine-room floor, the main
switchboard will consist of the regular generator,

compartments

Transverse Section of High-tension Apparatus Room.

dis-

the auxiharies will discharge their exhaust. A
combination back-pressure and relief valve is provided, both in first and second-stage exhaust lines.

exciter

6.

SALT LAKE CITY.

PIG.

DIAGRAM SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OP UNDER7.
GROUND LIGHTING CIRCUITS IN SALT LAKE CITY.

tribute straight three-phase, three-wire, 230-volt current and will cover the entire district. The direct-

current power circuit will distribute
three-wire current and will cover the

Heat
Steam heat
of mains and

will

440-220-volt,
district.

Distbibutio.n.

be distributed .through a system

laterals.

The downtown

district

will

be piped complete ;md will have the unique feature
of having a well-defined center from which all

mains

ran.
These mains arc so designed as to
connect at all intersections, which eliminates dead
ends and secures a coniplele balance in pressure.

feature which has not been present at former
shows will be a large space in which a mamifacturing company will show its large line of electric vehicles.
This company will also give demonstrations with a battery-charging outfit.
Convinced that the technical schools are developing many young engineers, perhaps geniuses who
need only the stimulus of public competition to
attract attention to their efforts, Homer F. Niesz,
the manager of the show, has offered prizes aggregating $100 in gold for a competition among the
students.
The aim is to draw from schools, experimental laboratories and amateur workshops at
Imnie models of any electrical contrivances that
show talent and thus would excite interest on the
part of the professional electrical 'Or mechanical
experts.
This invitation, which is free practically
to all students, has .been sent out to schools and
colleges all over the United .States, and it should
he of particular interest to the stuti'.-nts of public
manual training .schools and strictly technical institutions

in

The terms

Cook County.

of the competition and rules of eligiare simple. There is no expense attacheil ti>
a nomination for tjie competition.
It only will be
necessary for the contestant to send in his name
and address by January nth and. to state under
which of the following headings his tievice shoiilil
bility

January

Wh.Sl

I'joK

4,

(i) Elccliic HkIU, (2) cli'Olric power,
ck'clroclu'mislry and cliTtrollicrapciiof
tr;uisiiiissit)ii
iiili-IliKcncc,
(5)
wirt'k'ss li-IcKr:iplHc. tt'Ii-phtmic or jjowtT apparatus
of any kind, and (6) device ndaling to radio-aclivu
cxiiiliik'il

Iju

(3)

:

(4)

lic-il,

I'k'Otrttvil

tics,

sniislancfs.

Men

conipL'liMit

in

various

llii'

of

pliases

elec-

science will act as jndges for this competition.
In addition to the cash prizes this connnission of experts will present certificates to all cxhihitors.
Inirther information
may be obtained
from Mr, Niesz, 1006 Monadnock Building, Chicago.
trical
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Hamburg by the Deutsche Tclcin
phonwerke. It is intended to replace the four exchanges which are now in use for the city ;ind Is

lo be mentioned.
that

country,

designed for no

Mr,

Iliorlh

con.struction

than 8o,0(X) subscribers, while
scarcely any of the KiM'opean exchanges go above

jio.ooo

new

less

The

subscribers.

plant

are

le.'iiling

of

features

the city telephone boards,

the

the
sub-

urban department and a very complete electric plant
which supplies tho current.
Doth telephone and telegraph matters arc making
progress in Italy. Not long since. Parliament voted

could

be

1

907 on

the

Continent.
[Coiil!iii«'il

In France

made

at

which

is

some

fiiiiii

r.';.]

/'iii.'i'

interesting exiierimcnts have been

the military station of the
in

provisory
horsepower.

plant

a

and

is

in

this

Even

This
with

equipj)ed

case

Tower,

Eiffel

charge of Captain Ferric.

is

12

of the tower, 300 nietcrs, gives it a long range, and
signals arc sent to the French war vessels in tho

the

to

and

at

Bizcrta,

done, in f;ict, and the graphite,
be employed hitherto, can now be turned lo
count, likewise the very iniimre native ore.
impurities remain in

good

Rome and

the

Monte Mario

station,

He

used a Poulsen apparatus in connection with his newly invented microphone and as a receiver a Marconi electromagnetic
detector.
The results were quite promising and
conversation could be heard very well.
No doubt
longer distances can be covered.
distance.

Telephony.

The Milan telephone exchange is now testing a
new conversation register or counter which is
placed in each subscriber's circuit.
By means of
a relay connected in series on the line the counter
is operated automatically upon the use of the tele-

the slag, and

the iron

ac-

The

has a

quality.

The aluminum industry

is nourishing on the Conmost of the leading countries there
are electric-furnace plant.s lo be found for this
purpose. In Germany there .ire no less than
25
plants in operation.
In France two of the Icacling
lirnis are the Frogcs and the Pechiney companies,
which are increasing their plants considerably. 'J'he

in

duction of

artificial fertilizers in the shape of niby separating the nitrogen of the air. The
large plant at Nottoden, equipped on the Birkeland
and Eyde system, is one of the most successful

trates

in this direction.

of calcium,
a

is

syndicate of

A new

also

nitrous product, cyanamide

produced for

German

purpose, and
has been lately

this

capitalists

formed

and Algeria.

ing between

it

horsepower, and the company expects to start operations here with s,coo
horsepower in the electrjc furnaces.
."in industry which is very promising is
the pro-

iterranan between the vessels of the war fleet and
have been quite successful.
Connection is
made also to the different coast stations of France

at three miles

wliellicr

This can be
which could not

a total capacity of I2,oco

these

E.xperiments with wireless telephony are carried
on in Italy and in Germany with some success. I
may mention the e.xperiments which tlie Telefuuken
Company has been making for some time past near
Berlin at a distance of 25 miles.
Sig. Majorana
made some trials of an improved apparatus, work-

see

A

shore stations at Casablanca, MoShould tho
near Tunis.
power of the Eiffel Tower station be increased to
50 horsepower, engineers think there would be no
difficulty in signaling across the Atlantic.
A number of stations have been equipped on the
French coast. One of these is near Dieppe on tlic
channel coast and the others lie at Havre and Wissant.
On the Atlantic the La Rochclle post is one
of the newest.
The French government has recently been carrying out experiments on the Medas

rocco

lo
ore.

iron

hydraulic plant at St. Jean. Another concern, the
Arve Company, has taken up the manufacture of
alumirmm at the Cheddes works.
branch from
this enterprise has also erected a large
plant in
the Pyrenees region of France at Auzal.
It has

Mediterranean at the Toulon arsenal and at Marand also to vessels on the African coast as

seilles

well

cxperiMicnls

reduce

while the latter company expects soon to turn out
4,000 tons of alimiinum a year from its new plant.
At present it is using 12,000 horsepower from the

height

great

the

to

first of these is erecting a hydraulic plant on the
Durance River which gives about 40,000 horsepower,

only

only

made

used

tinent, an<l

Electrical Progress of

Hiorib, a NorHcgiiiu engineer, is
Aii graphite is very abundant in
although it is in an impure flale,

A.

by

inetliud,

ELECTRIC RAILWAV IN ONE OF MILAN'S NARROW STREETS.
credit of $5,000,000 for the postal, telegraph

a

for working the process. The promoter's
are to erect a hydraulic plant in Dalmatia, near
the town of Spalato, which is to furnish
25,000
horsepower, and later on they expect to increase
the capacity to 75.000 horsepower.

and

departments. Of this, $2,400,000 is alfor telegraph extension and $1,600,000 for

telephone
lotted

A

telephones.

According
length

to recent figures, there are 85,228 suband the
in the city of Berlin,

stations

scribers'

telephone

of

wire

is

nearly

i8o,oco

miles.

There are upward of 718,000 conversations per day.
Paris-Berlin double telephone line,
which is 720 miles long, there are 54 conversations
In the whole of Germany the number of
a day.

On

new

the

telephone employes

is

14,527-

Miscellaneous Processes.
In

the field of electro-metallurgy there has been
satisfactory progress during the year. As

a very

Operatinp End of 40-ton Truck,

Storage-battery Auto-truck for Industrial Railways.

Beset by the problem common to all large indusestablishments of transporting material from
one part of the works to another in an economical
trial

manner, the Westinghouse Machine Company found
the most satisfactory solution in storage-battery
auto-trucks of its own design and construction.
Convinced by the results obtained during several
years of continuous service of their fitness for the
purpose, the company has put the trucks on the
market and is now prepared to furnish them in
capacities of from 10 to 40 tons.
When the storage-battery auto-trucks were in-

Ten-ton Tructi with Decli Removed,

STORAGE-BATTERY TRUCKS FOR INDUSTRHL RAILWA

phone by
'

subscriber and

a

cut

is

off

again

by a

reverse action.

Among
may

cite

Berlin,

Among

the

the

new companies formed
Automatic Telephone

which operates
the

new

a

members of

this

in

Germany

Syndicate

I

of

S3;stem of this kind.

syndicate

is

the

Sie-

mens-Schuckert Company.

Among the loud-speaking telephones the Marzi
apparatus, which has appeared in Italy, is attracting attention. The Army Department has been tryand it appeared to work satisfactorily. On
the Rome-Florence line some e.xperiments were also
made with encouraging results.
Probably the largest telephone exchange yet to
ing

it

be built, at

an

example,

may cite the large steel-producing
now in operation near Turin, where
installed five of the new Stassano electric

plant wh:ch

least

in

Europe,

is

now

in

course of

there are

I

is

The present plant is located in the Lanzo
some 25 miles from Turin, and is owned

furnaces.

Valley,

by the Alta Italia Companj'.

operated on the
three-phase system, and at present there are installed two furnaces of i.ooo-horsepower capacity,
one of 200 horsepower and two furnaces of 100
It

is

horsepower. From the largest furnace is obtained
a run of five tons of metal. It uses two arcs for
the fusion. High-tension current coming from a
pole

line

at

22,000 volts

for the furnaces, --vhich

Turning

to iron

reduced to 150 volts
use about 2,500 amperes.
is

processes, a

new

electric-furnace

were practically
with, and since the trucks furnished
their own power the number of laborers required
for moving of material was greatly reduced. More
stalled delays of material in transit

done away

important still, there was a marked improvement
in
crane service, since a crane was no longer
needed for transporting castings below 10 tons in
weight (the first trucks installed being of 10 tons
capacity) from one end of the long shops to the
other, driving several cranes before it and putting

them temporarily out of commission. When larger
switch and voltammeter.
A convenient step and
ther improvement in crane service.

The trucks, though of extremely simple construction, are ver}^ substantially made of the best
materials.
steel frame, thoroughly braced, is

A

carried
in

on four wheels, the journals of which run

roller

bearings.

The

driving axle or axles, as
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tlie case may be, carry the motor or motors, as in
spring-suspended cradle
street-railway practice.
of angle iron carries the battery trays.
At the operating end of the truck are mounted
the controller, brake, charging receptacle, cut-out
convenient step and
switch and volt-ammeter.
draw-bar head are provided at each end. All the
machinery is below the top of the frame and is
covered by a heavy wooden deck for carrying the
This deck is made in sections so that any
load.
part of the mechanism is readily accessible. The
controller gives four speeds and is provided with
operating and reverse levers, which are interlocking to prevent premature reversal, thus protecting
the motor and the batteries.
The battery is contained in two or more trays
of cells and is of ample capacity for the p.articular
service.
It is especially designed to operate at high
rates of charge and discharge. Time available for
charging during the working hours is usually
thrice the period of time that the truck is actually
Charging is made so simple that the
running.
truck can easily be charged during these idle
periods.
During a six months* test of the standard lo-ton
truck illustrated on page 25 the power required to
charge the battery in regular and heavy shop servIt averaged 6^ kiloice was accurately metered.
watt-hours per month. At five cents per kilowatthour the cost for the current would be only $3.15.
The work done was recorded and averaged practically 700 ton-miles per month, the loads running
from a few hundred pounds to 15 tons.
These trucks, used as locomotives on a level track
and without any weight to secure adhesion, can
haul with suitable trail cars from one-half to their
full rated capacity as a truck, depending upon the
condition of the track and kind of bearings on the
cars hauled.
By placing sufficient weight over the
drivers to secure adhesion they are capable of
handling from one to two times their capacity as a
truck for a continuous period of not more than five
minutes.
Standard trucks are made for six different
gauges, namely: 18. 2i><, 24, 30 and 36 inches, and
4 feet 8^2 inches. For track systems provided with
turntables they are made with rigid trucks. Where
tracks are installed with curves the trucks for all
gauges up to 36 inches are provided with swiveled
front axle, permitting free operation on curves as
low as 12 feet in radius.

A

A

Electric

Machinery Company's Alternators.

The chief aim of the Electric Machinery Company of Minneapolis in developing its line of alternating-current generators has been the production
of a machine of simple and effective design, having
in mind also the item of first cost to consumer
and efficient and economical operation. Three styles

shaped

slots,

January

pole faces and properly proportioned

air-gap.

These alternators will operate in multiple with
each other without difficulty or objectionable cross
currents, provided the angular velocity does not
vary more than 2^ electrical degrees from the
normal.
The construction of the pole face tends
to correct variations
in
angular velocity withobjectionable heating.
Particular attention is
called to the system of ventilation.
The revolving
field has vents at intervals in the pole-pieces which

out

admit cool air from near the shaft up through the
pole-piece inside of the field coil.
These vents
register with vents in the armature core, which
are formed by corrugated spacers which obstruct
the air only very slightly.
These cooling air currents easily find their way out of the frame through
the many openings and carry the heat off that is
generated in the windings and core."
The tooth
supports at the ends of the armature core are also
open and afford opportunity for air to sweep by
the ends of the cores and between the armature
coils.
The coils do not lie close to each other, but
are open like a grate, and permit air to pass
through on all sides of each coil.
The stationary armature and revolving field type
of construction is used in all sizes and types of
Electric
Machinery Company alternators.
The
stationary armature carries the high-voltage winding.
The exciting current of low voltage is carried on the revolving field.
This design gives rigid
construction for the high-voltage winding.
The
circular frame is made of cast iron and is of open
rigid construction.
The armature core is built up of thin steel segments (A).
(See cut.)
They are annealed to
soften them, japanned on both sides to prevent
eddy current losses and then assembled, clamped
between rigid clamping rings so that the whole
forms a rigid magnetic circle of sheet steel with
slots on the inside for receiving the armature coils.
Ventilating spaces are maintained at short intervals in the assembled core by an ingenious spacer
(R), which it is impossible to displace.
A tooth support (S) is used at the ends of the
core to support the teeth and prevent humming and
chafing of the coils by the teeth of the laminations.
The armature coils (F) are womid on forms of
double-covered wire without joints and insulated
entirely before being placed in the slots of the
armature core. For any given machine all coils are
the same shape and size, so that one coil will replace any other coil in the machine in case of damage.
The coils lie in position "spoon fashion," so
there is no chance for coils to bear on each other
hard enough to endanger the insulation.
In case

of damage any coil can be removed by lifting the
adjacent coils.
Attention is directed to the type of armature slot
(B) used. The top of slot is open and the coil
(F), with all its insulation, may be placed in the

ELECTRIC MACHINERY COMPANY

S

The brush-holder (Y)
two
there

brushes
is

is

(X) bearing

of simple design with
different angles, so
to turn
The brushes (X) are

at

no tendency for the brush-holder

on its supporting stud (W).
carbon of the highest electrical quality, self-lubricating and of a hard but not scratchy quality.
All fields are so designed that they can be fully
Ordinarily 125-volt
excited with a 125-volt exciter.
exciting current will excite the alternator so as to
give full voltage when the alternator armature is
carrying full-load amperes at zero power factor.
Any of the alternators may be run in either direction without any change in any part of the alternator.
By proper design of armature teeth, pole
tips and air-gaps, as well as mechanical construction,
quiet running under all loads is obtained.

Pelrce Pole Seat.
The accompanying

cut shows a new pole seat
which has been put on the market by the Peirce
Specialty Company of Chicago, and Elkhart, Ind.

PEIRCE POLE SEAT.

made

channel steel, which is
thoroughly galvanized to protect it from the
weather.
The seat proper is made of thoroughly
kiln-dried and seasoned hard maple which has been
soaked in oil to prevent its absorbing moisture and
warping.
From the illustration it will be seen that the two
channel steel feet are bolted close together on the
pole.
This method of adjustment forms a truss
It

is

and

is

of

high-class

especially

strong.

Underground Conduit of Wood

losses in copper

and

iron

curve is
secured, giving nearly uniform efficiency over a
range of load from one-third load to 25 per cent,
vollagc as nearly con.stant as possible
overload.
over wide ranges of load is secured by strong fields
and comparatively weak armature and by proper-

A

a

flat

efficiency

without cutting and spliciny the conductors
Coils are squeezed into the slot tigiU .and a composition wedge (E) driven in the nicks (C) near
the top of slot which holds the coils .absolutely
slot

rigid.
,

.

.

revolving field spider is of cast iron or cast
of high magnetic quality and carries the poles
(O) with the field windings (U). The pole-pieces
are built up of sheet steel punchings (t), insuring
a uniform high magnetic quality in all poles. In
very high-speed machines with few poles, cast-steel
spiders with poles cast on are used with laminated
The field coils arc wound of
pole tips (i) (2).
double-covered square copper wire (U) for the

The

steel

Fiber.

Since the manufacture of Orangeburg fiber conduit began in 1S93, the market for this product has
grown steadily. The character of its material, then
a complete novelty, and the success which has been
attained by the conduit in practical employment,
render it one of the most interesting departures
which, in recent years, have been connected with

DETAILS OF ELECTRIC MACHINERY

ALTERNATOR, \MTri EXCITER.

—

ic

small-size alternators and of ribbon copper (3) (5)
wound edgewise for the larger sizes. Collector
rings (Z) are large and heavy, affording plenty of
surface for carbon brushes and large wearing depth.
They are insulated from each other by large air
spaces and from their shaft support by mica
rings (6).

underground construction.
In making the conduit, wet wood

are made engine type, for direct connection to
engines; belted or waterwhcel type, and the spherical or self-contained design for smail plants.
Sizes
range from 25 to 500 kilowatts.
Standard voltages
arc 250, 500, 1,100, 2,200 and 6,600, and the standard frequencies are 25 and 60 cycles.
The alternators arc built for one, two or- Ihrec-pliasc.
By getting an .iccuratc distribution of the load

4,

pulp,

in

an

CtM

wrapped under pressure,
upon a forming mandrel, the individual fibers becoming insepar.ably united into a solid and pracTaken off the mandrel,
tically homogeneous wall.
the wet pulp structure is subjected to an air-drying
process, after which it is placed in a vat of insulating and preservative liquid, which thoroughly

excessively

thin

film,

is

permeates the entire structure. After treatment, the
walls of the conduit, upon cutting, present a strong
nsemljl.ince to hard rubber.
Orangeburg fiber conduit is manufactured in
socket joint, sleeve joint and screw-thread type.
The interior of the duct is finished as a perfectly
smooth wall, giving a smooth surface for the draw-

January
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Tho duels arc so liRlit that llicy
iiig-in of c.iblcs.
arc usually made in lengths of five feet. A workman can readily carry 30 feet of three-inch socket
joint Orangeburg fiber conduit from curl) to trench,
A like number of feet of clay conduit would weigh
over 200 pounds and would be utterly impracticable
Orangeburg fiber conduit
to handle in this fashion.
shows no deterioration from the action of gas; is
waterproof aiul not attacked by acids or alkalies;
lasts indefinitely
is unallected by moist earth and
undcrgroimd. It is a good non-conductor. It is
now in use in every slate in the Union and in many
foreign countries.

New Recording

Mllll-voltmeter and

Shunt Ammeter.
engineers h;ivc long fell the need for
an accurate and sensitive recording miHi-voltmeter
Electrical

adapted to practical everyday service as
laboratory tests. There has also been
a demand for a recording ammeter of the shunt
t}'pe, which can be connected by load> to the main

which
well

is

as

for

of the clear record the inslrunicnl
in 24 hours and was
vibrated every 10 seconds. The zero position of
the recording arm was the middle of llie scale, so
that tlic record might be independent of the direction of tlic current, as in many cases the direction
of the current changes from neg.itivc to positive
liming the day. Tt is expected that by using a
number of these instruments, operating simultaneously at dilTerent points, stray currents in water
and gas mains or in any underground structure
may be recorded, making it possible to discover the
causes of trouble and how they may be eliminated.
The recording ammeter shown is connected lo a
standard Weston lo.ooo-amperc shunt, lo which is
also connected a Weston indicating station ammeter. This shows that the recorder may be readily
applied to any standard shunt which is already in
service, without disturbing the indicating instrument at the switchboard. As illustrated here, leads
of altnost any desired length may be used to connect the indicating and recording instruments to the
shunt on the main bus-bar. It is even possible to

city,

is

makes.

typical
It

was revolved once

27
Tlic st'ition arrrsler is mounted on a marble
base 1." inches H|uarc, the upper cn<l of which
carries a brass rack, which in turn carries the
upper end of a bank of 12 resistance rods. The
lower end of ihcse rods, which ar'? tipped with
brass terminals, arc carried in a non-conducling
rack. The lower end of the base carries a brass
rack, which in turn carries 12 brass receiving poets,
(tv terminals, adiuste<] so as to form a very small
air gap.
Thus it will be seen that the static discharge is divided inio minute discharges in passing

cuits.

over

this arrester.

Tesia Says He Can Telephone by Wireless

Across the

Pacific.

dated at New
York, December tgth, Nikola Tesla has this lo say:
"I have re.ad with great interest the report in
your issue of loday that the Danish engineer, Vladimir Poulsen, inventor of the interesting device
known as the 'telegraphonc,' has succeeded in transmilting accurately wireless telephonic messages over
a distance of 240 miles.
"I have looked up the description of the apparatus he has employed in the experiment and
find that it comprises;
"(i) My grounded resonant transmitting circuit;
(2) my inductive exciter; C3) the so-called Tcsia
transformer
(4) my inductive coils for raising the
tension on the condenser; f;) my entire apparatu.':
for producing undamped or continuous oscillations;
(6) my concatenated tuned transforming circuits;
(7) Tiy grounded resonant receiving circuit; (8)
my secondary receiving transformer. I note other
improvements of mine, but those mentioned will be
sufficient to show that Denmark is a land of easy
in

.'I

letter to the

Xew York Times

;

invention.

"The claim that transatlantic wireless
service will soon be established by these
a modest one.
To my system, distance
lutely no significance.
own wireless
transmit speech across the Pacific with
precision and accuracy as across a lable."

My

telephone

means

is

has absoplant will
the same

Benjamin Separable Wireless Clusters.
The Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company
new separable wireless cluster for
multiple interior service, illustrated herewith, for
which several advantages are claimed. There are
two principal parts, separably connected, making
it
possible to attach or remove the body portion
or finished part without disturbing the wiring connections. The supporting base and the insulating
base, carrying the binding screws may be installed
without the body portion while a building is being
constructed, and the finished part may then be attached when the building is completed.
In this new wireless cluster the bodv portion is
small and the receptacles mounted thereon form
has produced a

RECORDING AND INDICATING AMMETERS CONNECTED TO THE SAME SHUNT.

The shunt system

bus-bar.

where heavy currents are

is

have the recording ammeter located

to

intendent's

especially economical
be indicated or remay be located at a

corded, as the instruments
considerable distance from the main current, thus
saving great expense in carrying the main conductors to the point where the instrument is located.

Recently recording instruments have been designed, the two most important features of which
are a sensitive electrical movement of special
design, made by the Weston Electrical Instrument
Company, and a new recording system using a
patented smoked chart, so arranged that there is
absolutely no friction between the recording arm
and the chart.
These instruments are so sensitive that the recording arm will move over the whole scale for
five miUi-volts or less, making it possible to accurately record one ten-thousandth of one volt.
The graduations on the chart are evenly proportioned over the entire range, the same as on the
Weston ammeter, so that even though there is
only a small current flowing, the readings may be
as readily taken as if the current Avas the maximum
that the instrument would record. This feature
will be greatly appreciated, as there are many places
where it is desired to install instruments for increasing future demands, and it is important that
the records be perfectly clear, even though the
loads are very light when the outfit is first installed.
The records are made on a novel semi-transparent smoked chart, which is periodically brought
into momentary contact with the end of the recording arm, by means of- a special vibrating device.
In this way a series of white dots are made on
the smoked surface, and these form a continuous
line,

any

The

and

a
friction

record

is

in the superdistance from the
at a great
on the
instrument
located
indicating
shunt and the
switchboard convenient for the observation of the
Such combination outfits could be furoperator.
nished as units, with leads of the proper lengths
to suit the individual cases.
The recording shunt ammeter has been successfully applied for taking continuous records of the
current on a large trolley system, where the fluctuations are very rapid and varied as much as
The
4,000 amperes several times in a minute.
charts for such work as this are made to revolve
once in one hour and the vibrator operates twice
For preliminary tests the recorders are
a second.
provided with special fast vibrators for the smoked
chart and with a clock movement lo revolve the
But for continuous daily
chart once in one hour.
records the standard 24-hour charts are recomoffice

mended.
These instruments are manufactured by William
H. Bristol, '45 Vesey Street, New York city.

Gifford Multiple-discharge Lightning
Arrester.
Gifford Electric Manufacturing Company of
City, Mich., is manufacturing a unique
lightning arrester for electric-light and power cir-

The

Traverse

BENJAMIN SEPARABLE WIRELESS CLUSTERS.

i'*TK'ir*r%'"".=f-M%t'*'W-*''^

:

made without causing
moving arm and the chart.

thus

between the
rate of vibration of the chart is timed to suit
frequency and range of the variation in the

the
current to be recorded. The usual period of vibration of the chart is once in 10 seconds, but to
obtain continuous lines where the fluctuations of
the current are quite rapid, the vibrating attachment is made to operate twice every second. When
the record is completed the chart is dipped in a
simple fixative solution, which makes the record

permanent for

-;i

i

I

II

I

I

I

1

.1

.

i

i..^:

filing.

The recording milli-voltmeter Is in appearance
much like the recording ammeter illustrated here-

A

with.
chart taken from one of these instruments
in connection with electrolysis surveys of underground structures, which are being conducted by
the Electrical Testing Laboratories of New York

short sockets with which any standard shade holder
be used. Glassware may be installed or removed without disturbing the wiring connections.
Only two forms of insulating bases are necessary
The first (type
to cover the entire range of lights
5) will take any number in the circle from two
to six; the other (type 5K) any number \yith
Since
additional center light from three to seven.
only two. forms of bases are required, regardless
proper
the
question,
of the number oi lights in
bases may be installed from among the -clusters in
stock, and the body portions having the required
number of clamp openings may be transferred from
other clusters procured later on.
Clusters with center-lamp openings are furnished
with three binding posts, whereby the center lamp
may be operated independent of the side lights.
This three-wire connection may be changed to twowire by merely extending one of the wires to the
additional binding screw.
The device is light in weight, compact and neat.

may

Ih

liTiiY

GIFFORD MULTIPLE-DISCHARGE LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

finish can be made to conform to any requirements, making it especially adapted as center
for spread-electric or combination fixtures.

The

piece
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A Novel Single-phase Motor
An

interesting- cxr.mple of the

Installation.

application of the

single-phase motor to the operation of textile machinery is found in the factory of the Ayvad Manufacturing Company of Hoboken, N. J., manufacturer of "water wings," used by bathers to assist
Group drive is used throughin floating the body.
out, a number of machines being driven by each

The

motor from countershafts.

electrical

installa-

January

room a lo-horsepower motor drives
was calculated that about y^i horsepower would be required to drive the looms and
This leaves an ample margin in addia "slasher."
In the loom
the looms. It

tional

horsepower should

install

other looms.

it

be found necessary to

A

pony cylinder printing press is driven by a
five-horsepower motor, which also drives a line
shaft from which are driven cutting presses and

very durable, being constructed of solid

is

4,

1908

steel

and

nickel-plated.
blades or cutting members are made from
the best grade of tool steel and highly tempered.
There are three of these blades of varying thicknesses, so that by using one or a combination of
two or more, any thickness of mica which is met
with can be readily taken in.
is

it

The

consisting of nine single-phase induction moof a total capacity of 75^2 horsepower, was
furnished by the General Electric Company. The
type of motor used is one recently developed by
the General Electric Company for operation on

Electric Light and Power Rates in Minneapolis.
The rate controversy between the Minneapolis
Genera] Electric Company and the city authorities

single-phase circuits, and is known as the form
"KG." This motor is said .to be remarkably free
from the defects usually found in single-phase motors and bids fair to become a successful competitor
of the polyphase motor in the field of small motor-

received consideration b'y a special committee of
the City Council a few days ago.
Reports to the
committee were made by a number of consulting
engineers and all the reports were quite favorable
to the company.
Mr. Charles L. Pillsbury, who worked independently of the company, said that the investment, on
which reasonable net earnings -should be allowed,
he figured at $4,500,000.
He allowed 12 per cent,
for net (Earnings.
The total annual expenses he
placed at $543,211.14.
Of this amount the fixed
expenses are placed at 60 per cent., or $325,926.68,
and the variable expense at $217,284.46. The total
output of the plant is 20,676,037 kilowatt-hours,
and the fixed expense per kilowatt-hour is placed
at 1.576 cents, the average variable expense per
kilowatt-hour generated is 1.050 cents, or a total
expense per kilowatt-hour generated of 2.626 cents.
The total amount of all expenses per kilowatt-hour
sold he placed at 3.2S25 cents.
Mr. Pillsbury advocated a differential system of
rates based on Ihe "load factor" of the customers,
which, if correctly calculated, would meet the conditions of equitable and just rates- more than any
other system yet devised.
He stated that the
"ready-to-serve method," by which the customer
pays a certain fixed charge per month plus a low
rate per kilowatt-hour, meets the above conditions
perfectly, and is scientifically correct.
The basic
rates which he calculated are computed on this

tion,

tors

driven machinery.
The conditions influencing the final decision in
favor of the single-phase alternating-current motors
in the Ayvad factor}'- were that the factory was
located in a part of the city supplied with singlephase alternating current for lighting and that the
motors used must operate without affecting the
lights on the same circuiit
also that all sparking
of motors must be entirely eliminated, because in
the early stages of cloth manufacture the cotton
is in a highly inflammable condition.
The factory
when in full operation will furnish employment
for about 60 persons and will require an average
of about 5,oco pounds of cotton weekly.
;

FIG. 3.

SPINNING FRAMES IN TEXTILE PLANT DRIVEN BY
S[^^GLE-PHASE MOTORS ON

THE

CEILING.

other special machines used in shaping and finishing the "wings." The printing press, is used for
printing the design on the cloth and also for printing advertising pamphlets and circulars. On this
same floor a three-horsepower motor drives a group
of special sewing machines.
The entire plant is well equipped, roomy and
modern in every respect. While an excellent example of the methods in which songle-phase motors
may be advantageously apphed to the operation of
textile mills, it also brings forward to centralstation managers the possibilities existing in territories reached by single-phase distribution lines.
•

-

'

principle.

Chicago Union Traction Reorganization
Effected.
Judge Grosscup of the United States Circuit
Court on December 26th ordered a decree of foreclosure and sale of the properties of the Chicago
Union Traction Company and its underlying companies.

This procedure

is

part of the modified re-

which practically all of the
interests have agreed.
The
sale is to take place at noon on January 25, 1908,
at the County Court House, under the direction of
H. W. Bishop, \yho was appointed a special master
commissioner by the court.
An order was also entered instructing the receivers of the property to execute to the Chicago Railways Company, the holding company organized to
take over the franchise voted by the City Council
some months ago, a lease of all the lines of street
railways operated by them.
The lease is to expire
February 2, 1927.
It is taken for granted that the Railways Company will be the only bidder for the property at
the sale, and the order of the court is in effect
merely a form of a plan worked out for the rehabilitation of the Union Traction system by the
Railways Company.
organization

plan

to

bond and stockholding

FIG.

COUNTERSHAFT CONNECTION TO SINGLE-PHASE
MOTOR IN PICKER ROOM OF TEXTILE PLANT.
I.

The view

of the "picker" room, shown in Fig.
gives the method of countershaft connection to
the motor. The power required for running the
picker is about 7^ horsepower. Two lo-horsepower motors, shown in Fig. 2, drive separate lines
of shafting, from which are driven the carding machines, drawing frames, roving machines and fly
frames.
In this same room the lines from the
power circuit enter through the necessary switches,
protective devices, measuring instruments, etc.
r,

expected to settle the long-standing
troubles of the Union Traction Company, and immediately the plan of co-operating wiih the Chicago
City Railway Company of the South Side for
through routes and improved service js to be taken
Much reconstruction has already taken place.
up.
Since June 15th, when reconstruction under the
traction-settlement ordinances was begun, the Chicago City Railway Company has laid 31.24 miles
New cars to
of new track at a cost of $1,500,000.
the number of 131, costing $7,000 each, were put in
service since the date mentioned, and 75 more arcNew car barns and shops on two
ready to run.
One new power house
sites are nearing completion.
has been completed and work on one or two more
may be begun soon. The total improvements may
reach $5,000,000.
The Union Traction Company has nlso been busy
making improvements, principally on the reconstruction of track, and its total expcndilurf on rehabiliThis
tation since June may reach about $3,000,000.
company will put about $25,000,000 into new tracks,
new cars, etc., within the next three years.

This sale

is

'

A New Commutator

Tool.

Lofgren Specialty Company of Chicago has
just irlruduced an ingenious device for the purpnsi:
of culling away defective insulalinn and other
offending matter between commutnlor bars on dynamos and motors. The tool, herewith illustrated,
'i'lic-

FIG. 2.

DRAWING FRAMES

IS TEXTILE I'LANT DRIVEN
SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS,

IJV

3 gives a view of the spinning room^ and
llircc lo-horscijowcr motors driving 12 spinning frames, having a total capacity of
3,000 spindles. A third motor drives a "spooler"
and one warp machine. All motors arc installed
on platforms suspended from the ceiling and
drive the spinning frames through countcrshafting.
Sheet-iron arches over the passagcwa\s protect employes from accidental contact with the belts.
Pig-

shows two of ihc

A

NBW COMMUTATOR TOOL.

This system, however, results in a high minicharge in case of no use of current and in
a high equivalent rate per kilowatt-hour in case
of "short-hour" use.
He therefore advocated that
the City Council protect the "short-hour" consumers by fixing a reasonable limit on the maximum
equivalent rate per kilowatt-hour, even though such
customers be served at a loss to the company. The
maximum demand in the case of residences, he
claimed, should be fixed at 50 per cent, of the connected load. For the year 1908, Mr. Pillsbury contended, the maximum lighting rate should be fixed

mum

at 10 cents net and the maximum power rate at 6^4
cents.
These lighting rates are to include free installation and renewal of the ordinary clear glass

carbon-filament incandescent lamp.
Prof. D. C. Jackson explained that the theory
of the whole "ready-to-serve" proposition is that the
peak load is lessened when inducement is made
for customers to take more power and run longer
hours.
Both Professor Jackson and Mr. Pillsbury
indorsed the "ready-to-serve" system and practically the rates which, have been proposed by the
Minneapolis General Electric Company in its new
schedule.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
Pflug has been made manager of the Salina
Telephone Company at Friend. Neb.
C. C.

The Missouri and Kansas Telephone Company will
put in improvements at Garnett, Kan., to cost $15,000.
William D. Dunsmore, general manager of the
Oskaloosa (Iowa) exchange of the Home Telephone Company, has resigned and will be succeeded
,by George Gordon.
Prof. Dugald C. Jackson of the Massachusetts
Institute of Tcchnicology arrived in Chicago on December 19th and after a conference with Commisf^ioner of Public Works Hanberg and City Comptroller Wilson agreed to act for the next few weeks as
the city's consulting expert in putting into operation
the

new ordinance

of the Chicago Telephone

Com-

pany.

Instead of an aerial cable to connect Natclie/,
Miss., and Vidalia, La., by telephone, across the
Mississippi, the Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph Company has installed two sub-aqueous cables covered with a composition of rubber. These
cables arc in the way of an experiment, and if
ihcy work satisfactorily others will be installed.
There has been no cable service between these two
towns since February of last year.

The

executive conuuittee of the International In-

dependent Telephone Association nu-.l in Chicago
on iJfcemher 29lh :nid made final arrangcmenls for
the annual convention to be held \n the Coliseum
Jamiary 2ist to 23d. The executive committee is
composed of President Theodore Gary, Macon,
Mo., chairman;. W. B. Woodbury, Detroit; O. C.
Snider. Kansas City, Mo.; James B. Hoge. Cleveland; N. Bandy, Des Moines, and Waller Doolittle,
A big gathering and inleresting
Lafayette, Ind.
meeting arc assured.
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new

Rrouiid coiuliiit road has buiMi
scrvlc-c-

user!

ill

in

other

scciion of iimlcrrecfiUly opciiL'd fiir

Paris.
The Tlionisoii-Iloiisloti system is
case, such as is now in use on several
in the city.
The new section starts

this

lines

ELECTRICIAN

.-Mi.m^^'.^ W \\AVM\\\\.WESTERN

CORRESPONDENCE.
Paris,

—
-:jr.u^^.w^,

t

the central part of town at the Place dn
Chalelel, near the Seine, then crosses the river
not far from this point, passing by Notre Danie
and then proceediriK' throUKh the southern part of
the city aloiiR the Avenue d'lvry and ilu- Ivry date.
I'roui here the line passes for some distance into
the sulnirbs.
On the suburban portion of the road
the trolley system is employed, as is usual for all
the electric lines which leave the city.
At Trieste, Austria, the Isonzo company is taking measures to erect a hydraulic i)lant of some
size upon the Isonzo River, and
has chosen a
point lying between Scrpenizza and Karfreit for the
location of the dam. The turbine house is to be
erected at Fernova, and in it will be installed six
alternator units of 3,000 horsepower each.
What is known as the "Tclephon Hirmondo," or
telephone journal, is now in very successful operaThe central office is connected
tion at Budapest.
at present with 15,000 subscribers who can thus
receive the news by telephone at different hours
of the day between 9 a. m, and 9 -.30 p. m. There
are no less than T,ooo miles of telephone wire now
employed for the lines. According to the present
system, the manuscript copy containing the news
received by telegraph or otherwise is turned over
to a special corps of speakers with good voices, who
deliver the news into the transmitters.
The news,
unless of unusual importance, is sent out at different hours of the day, according to the nature of
the items.
Thus the financial news is sent at 10
o'clock, 11:30 and also at 3 o'clock p. m.
For political news the
hours are 11:45, 2:30 and 3:15.
The theatrical sections are at 11:15, 3:15 and 8:30.
At this last hour the subscribers are connected
with the Opera in order to hear the performance.
special electric bell is rung whenever there is
any news of special importance. As regards the
cost of the system, it is quite low, and is said to
be only two cents a day, but no doubt there are
some preliminary expenses for installing the apparatus for the subscribers.
Advertisements are not
neglected, and these are inserted adroitly between
the news items.
For this the rate is 50 cents for
a "ten seconds" ad.
Among other places, the system is in great favor in cafes and restaurants.
At the last meeting of the Societe Internationale
des Electriciens held at Paris there were several
interesting communications brought before the assembly. One of these was the report of the International Photometric Commission, and a paper
read by Mr. Vedovelli on the subject of high-tension apparatus up to 60,000 volts.
Upon some portions of the Paris .Subway tunnel
which is now in construction there has been a

from

A

wliercas in
condition of affairs
hinlier,

United

llic
is

a

Slaleii

to be found.

A

V^V

difTcrcnt

But cvrn

elec-

men, pure and simple, renard Ihc advent of
the illuniinaling c.<cpert with disfavor.
1 be
ccimniittee of the Tramways and Lipflit Railways Associalion, which li.ns, for about 12 inonlliii,
been considering the question of brakes for Iranicars, has now completed
ils
investigations and
inspections, ;inil a final report m.iy be looked for
trical

within a very sborl linie. Our tramway experiences during llie past 12 inoiillis have been sucli
that the report will be awaited with niiicll interest,
especially as it is known llud a very large nunibiT
of new types of brakes h:is been inspected. The
fact that the association has been working with
the Hoard of Trade in the matter is another reason
why valuable results may be auliei|ialed.
The Hoard of Trade has just commenced an
inquiry into the cause of :ni explosion wdiieli tofik
place early in the year at the works of the South
Metropolitan F.lectric Light and Power Company,
London. A thermal storage drum, working in conjunction with Babcock & Wilcox boilers, exploded
and killed, in addition to two employes, an inspector of the boiler insurance company. The case
is
of some interest, but no theory has yet been
advanced for the cracking of the end of the drum.
G.

Dominion

of

Canada.

—

Ottawa, December 28. The management of the
Montreal Light, I[c;it and Power Company has in
view a proposition, which it contemplates placing
before the civic authorities of the city of Montreal,

however,

The workmen claim an

The town

of Listowel, Ont., has not been able
street-lighting contract with the Listowel Electric Light Company. The town desires
to buy out the company.
The City Council of St. Catherines. Ont., has
decided to accept the tender of the Fails Power
Company to light the streets of the city, until the
year 1927, for $39.50 per lamp.
meeting in the interests of cheap electric power
was held in the city of Hamilton. Ont.. a few days
ago.
The meeting was called to consider the Hydro-electric Power Commission by-law, to be voted

renew

to

its

A

on

in

when Hamilton will decide whether
empower the City Council to make a con-

January,

it will
tract with

the

commission

for

electric

power

at

less, per horsepower, and also spend the
of $227,000 for a municipal distribution plant.
Hon. Adam Beck, the chairman of the commission,
stated that the highest voltage transmitted in Canada now was 60,000 over a distance of about 90

$17.50, or

sum

Great

Britain.

;

between New York and Philadelphia, it is
A permit lias been issued by Ihc Building
Department of Philadelphia for Ihc erection of a
wireless-telegraph lower on Chestnnt Hill by the
United .Stales Wind, Engine and Pump Company
of Batavia, III.
A similar lower is to be erected
on some high point in or near this city. It is the
lished
said.

intention of Ihc company to send wireless telegrams
the two points and distribute them by
telephone.
W.

between

Ohio.
Toledo, December 28.— The Council at Defiance
has granted a 2S-year franchise to the Haymaker
electrlc-railw.ay project, which
includes the proposed Detroit, Defiance and Fort Wayne and the
proposed Defiance, Paulding and Fort Wayne railways.

The Columbus

Citizens'

important consolidation is now on foot in
of Quebec. A merger of six companies
has been formed two gas. three electric-light and
power and one traction. The names of the companies are
Quebec Railway, Light and Powder
Company, Jacques Cartier Electric Light and Power
Company, Quebec Gas Company. Frontenac Gas
Company, Canadian Electric Light Company and
Quebec and Charlevoix Electric Railway Company.
The present capital of the companies is $5,000,000
in stock and $5,000,000 in bonds, or $10,000,000 altogether.
The increased capita! will probably be
double the amount of the combined capital of the
companies concerned, making altogether a capita!
of $20,000,000. An expert engineer, representing the
English capitalists, is now on the way to Quebec
city

—

upon the

W.

situation.

New
New York

city,

YorJc.

December

28.

A

passenger

in

one of the subway steel cars was badly burned a
few days ago, it is reported, from a part of the
seat on which he was riding.
The incident has

much comment

created

the possibility of
shocks from accidental contact of the wires beneath the seats witli the steel cars and seats. The
wires are in conduits and Alanager Hedley will
investigate the accident to see if there is any possibility of a short-circuit beating up the seats of the
cars.
It is believed that the burns were caused
by the man sitting on a box of matches in his hip
pocket.
as

to

"

The

Public Service Commission will recommend
in the existing law which will embody its
belief that private ownership of new subways and
the construction of them by private capital is the
only means by which this citv can obtain new
transit lines within the ne.xt few years.
The clauses
in the Elsberg law limiting franchises to 20 years
and providing that no further subways shall be
built except with the city's money are the ones
which the commission, after lon.5 consultation with
Governor Hughes, has decided should be changed.
Twenty-five year terms with the right of the city
to purchase at the expiration is thought to be a
reasonable condition which would induce private

changes

on much-needed subway extensions.
of free lectures for next week is one
on "The Application of Electricity in Mining," by
W. Wallace Ker. at Public School 2 on Friday
night at 8 o'clock, and one on Saturday night at
capital to bid

In the

list

Telephone Company

re-

cently

declared a quarterly dividend of j'/z per
cent, on the preferred stock, payable January ist.
The Central Union Telephone Company will erect
a new $25,000 brick and concrete exchange building
at Lima, Ohio.
Contracts were recently let for the

work.

The Columbus Railway and Lighting Company
repeated a holiday custom begun last year. Each
of the 1,100 employes was given a deposit book on
a bank, the married men receiving $2 and the single
men $1. About 75 per cent, of the accounts started
last year were kept up by employes and additions
made from time to time.
S.
Indiana.

An

the

—

deeply interested in the transmission of electrical
energy at high pressure over long distances, an
interest of which he gave a practical demonstration
in the early summer.
He attended two consecutive
meetings of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
and took part in the discussion upon Mr. Highfeld's paper, which dealt with the Thury directcurrent high-tension series system
and Mr. Highfeld in his reply felt constrained to remark upon
the wonderful tenacity of purpose shown by Lord
Kelvin at his great age in attending the meetings.
It was evidence of his great vitality, a characteristic
of his life to which his grand achievements bear
sufficient testimony.
The effort which is being made to create a class
of engineers to be known as ''illuminating engineers" does not appear to be meeting with unqualified approval here, to judge from recent expressions of opinion. Mr. Caster, who is starting
a society of illuminating engineers, has attempted
too much in endeavoring to enlist the sympathies
of both electrical and gas people. It is another
instance of how local conditions operate against
the adoption in toto of American ideas. Mr. Caster
admittedly desires to follow the American plan,
but appears to have failed to observe a great fundamental difference, viz.. that the feeling between the
gas and electrical industries is acute, to put it no

.Salon, of wliich J. S. Joneplis is president.
President IC. V. Bryan of the liili'iboroMxli Rapid
Transit Company has sent to the Ptildic Service
Commission an answer lo the report of Bion J.
Arnold, the commission's traction expert, in which
Mr. Bryan points out that practically everylliiiiK
sugKesled by Mr. Arnold has already been done,
and that some of liis most imiiorlanl suggestions
had been (akcii up by the comiiany prior to Mr.
Arnold's advent. The answer sent by Mr. Bryan
takes up Mr. Arnold's suggestion under five differenl heads.
The first concerns the rcgiilalion of
the loading of trains at (he Brooklyn Bridge and
Fourteenth Street station in the snbway.
Mr.
Bryan says that Ibis is already being done, as far
as pr.acticablc, by the new special policemen.
A system of wireless telegraphy is lo be estab-

miles.

to report

London, December 21. The death of Lord Kelvin
at the advanced age of S3 years will no doubt
have been dealt with before these notes arrive.
Up to within three weeks of his death Lord Kelvin
may be said to have been on the active list, despite
his advanced age.
As one of the consulting engineers to the Victoria Falls power scheme he was

Museum of Natural History on "Magnclisni,"
by Prof. Enicfit U. Von NardrofT.
Tlic exliiliit of foreign aiilomobiles at .Madison
Sfiuarc Garden will be opined IoimkIii.
There are
iH manufacturers in l-'raiue,
.18 cars represcnling
Italy, Great Britain and Gerinaiiy,
Tlic show is
under the auspices- of llie liii)iorlers' Anlomoliile
llic

offering to light the city streets, free of charge, in
return for an extension of the company's franchise

and exemption from taxation.

:

which,

is at present only partial.
increase of 20 cents a day
according to the contract, whenever the work is
carried out luider unfavorable conditions, such as
wet or unhealthy .ground, working among stones or
cement, etc. At present the work has been stopped
on the tunnel, especially at the Invalides section,
but the strike has not as yet extended to all the
sections of the line, and it is hoped to come to a
satisfactory conclusion before long.
A. de C.

strike,

20

;<,.

—

Indianapolis. December 28.
C. A. Harrington of
the American Engineering Company of Indianapolis,
with a corps of engineers, is surveyi-.ig a route for

an electric road between Paducah and Maysfield,
K}-., a distance of 25 miles.
This line when constructed will reach many inland towns and open
up new avenues of trade between the two cities.
February 1st is the date set for opening through
service by the Terre Haute. Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company between Terre Haute and
Indianapolis.
The entire road has been completed
except a short gap near Eagles, but the work of
completion is near at hand.

The new
Indianapolis,

limited

cars recently received by the
Columbus and Southern Traction Com-

pany have been given a tryout between Indianapolis
and Louisville and the officials report that the preliminary tests were entirely satisfactory.
These
new cars will soon be put in regular commission
between Indianapolis and Louisville. The new cars
are equipped with "trolley wire-finders," which obviates the trouble motornien or conductors experience with the trolleywheel slipping the wire.
There will be no sale of the Richmond municipal
lighting and power plant to the syndicate that owns
the private plant, known as the Light, Heat and

A

Power Company.
committee appointed to investigate the advisability of the sale reported an excess of $2,729.95 in receipts for the month of November and
sell

A

the council decided unanimously
not to
'

plant
large planing mill

the

is

Wayne by George Krudop.

being
to

erected, in
installed

be

Fort
with

modern machinery to be driven by four large electric motors by power which the owner expects to
secure from the local traction company.
When in
operation it will be the first plant to depend upon
the Fort Wayne Traction Company for el ectric
' *'
power.
;<|i'{^
It is reported that the City Council of Columbus
is asking for bids for the furnishing and installation of two horizontal I5o-horsepo\\'er hollers at
the waterworks plant.
The City Council of M'onticello has granted a
25-year franchise to the Tippecanoe Electric Power
Company, recently incorporated, with a capital
stock of $75,000.
The company has purchased the
w-aterpower and dam in the Tippecanoe River near
Monticello and will erect a modern plant for the
manufacture and distribution of electricity.
The

dam

will

be improved and built four feet higher

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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and other improvenienls made so as

modern hydraulic power plant

a

to

constitute
to

addition

In

furnishing tlie city of Monticello with h'glit and
power the company proposes to distribute the same
to adjacent towns and cities in the territory.
The
directors of the new company are Abraham S.
Strauss, Henry Meyers and J. G. Smith, all of
Chicago. Mr. Strauss is at the head of a company
proposing to build a traction line between Frankfort and Chicago by way of Monticello, and it is
proposed to make the Monticello hydraulic-electric
plant furnish a portion of the power.
S. S.

January

Sellers, the distinguished engineer
instrumental in the adoption of the form
of hydraulic equipment used by the earlier power
plants at Niagara Falls, was reported to be seriously ill at his home in Philadelphia on December
26th.
He is in his 8ist j'car, and is sufifering from

breakdown.

general

a

Illinois.

—

28.
The village of East Springagainst the Illinois Traction Company for the sum of $730,000 for damages said to
have been done to the village. The village authorities some time ago passed an ordinance fixing a
penalty of $200 for each car run through the streets,
and it is on this ordinance they expect to recover

December

Peoria,

has

field

filed suit

Work on the line of the Sangamon Valley Interurban Railway Company was commenced this week.
The line will form a direct connection between
Springfield and Hillsboro.
The Interstate Telephone Company has completed the new line between this city and Canton,
and this week the company is giving free use to
encourage the use of it. The line is a full metallic one' and gives the company here access to several
other near-by

cities.

The Mattoon, Shelbyville, Pana and Hillsboro
Traction Company will ask for the granting of a
franchise by the City Council of the city of Shelbyville.

The Wabash Railroad

at

Decatur

is

installing

an

operated turntable at the roundhouse.
is being wired and the current will
be furnished from the new car shops.
Since the passing of the ordinance by the City
Council here requiring the Western Union Telegraph Company to place its wires underground the
Postal Telegraph-cable Company has had a conference with the officials, and its local representatives
have requested an extension of time to allow them
to take the matter up with the officials in New
York city with the understanding that the company will reply by the first of the year.
Work on the new Lincoln-Mackinaw line of the
Illinois Traction Company is being pushed as fast
as possible to get the line in operation by the first
of the year.
Limited cars will be put on between
this city and Springfield in the spring, and it is
expected that the run of 75 miles will be made in
2 hours and 30 minutes.
There has been an ordinance introduced into the
Peoria City Council requiring the street-railway
company to use iron poles in the fire limits and to
place its feed wires underground, Manager Nelson
of the railway company says that the company has
set aside a certain sum of money to be spent in
improvements of the system. Of this a part has
been used to equip the Adams Street line with the
new cars, and if the council requires the company
to place the iron poles and build the underground
work the company will be unable to buy more new
and larger cars for the other lines as was the inelectrically

The roundhouse

Northwestern States.
Minneapolis, December 28. — An ordinance

has
Council

been introduced in the Minneapolis City
granting a franchise to the Minnesota Power and
Trolley Company, which contains a number of important changes from the former ordinance. The
company was granted a franchise three years ago,
but it is thought that a new one is necessary, owing
to the lapse of time having outlawed the old one.
The Hastings Electric Light and Power Company
applied

a

for

15-year

franchise

at

Hastings,

municipal

lished at

returned to Chicago

is the recipient of the Royal SoCopley medal and the Nobel prize for physics.

Mr.

B.

Vreeland,

president of the Western
of Denver, Colo., has
been in Texas looking after the delivery of poles
for the Texas Traction Company, which is building
an interurban road between Dallas and Sherman, a
distance of about 60 miles, requiring some 3,300
poles, all Idaho red cedar.
F.

Mr. Edward B. Pillsbury, for eight years New
England superintendent of the Postal Telegraph
Cable Company, left Boston on January ist to
assume new duties at the executive offices of the
in New York.
He will be succeeded as
superintendent by A. L. Edgecomb of Portland,
Me., who has been superintendent of Maine for a

company
number

electric-light

plant

is

to

be estab-

Kewaunee, Wis.

business men of Red Oak, Iowa, are pushing
a project for building a trolley line to Des Moines.
Additional machinery will have to be purchased
for the municipal light plant at Barron, Wis.
F. P. Hopper and others are talking of building
R.
a new lighting system at Lead, S. D.

The

cago on December 28th. The bride is a daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Henry Tiedeman, while
Mr. Almert is a widely known and well-liked electrical engineer, long a resident of Chicago, but
now engaged in central-station management in
Wichita, Kan., where the newly wedded pair will
be "at home" after February 15th. Mr. Almert is
a former president of the Northwestern Electrical
Association.

He

will

receive

cordial

congratula-

tions.

w"ill install

an

Mr. Fred R. Reamy, manager of the Central
Union Telephone Company at Canton, 111,, died at
the Presbyterian Hospital in Chicago last week
after a three weeks' illness. Mr. Reamy had been
manager for five or six years and was well liked.
Mr. W. H. Owens, who has been assistant superof the Illinois Traction Company, has
Mr. Owens will go to his home in Baltimore for a short time, after which he will return
intendent
resigned.
to

Illinois,

having accepted a position

in

Chicago..

General Manager Fischer of the Illinois Traction
Company of Danville, ill., was presented a gold
walch and chain by the superintendents and heads
of departments on Christmas, as a token of the
many kindnesses shown to them by Mr. Fischer
dtirini/

th(-

vear.

A franchise has been granted the Danville and
Southeastern Railway Company by the City Council
III.
The franchise is to run for 30
company agrees to give a 20-minute
service.
The line will connect with the proposed
Terre Haute and Clinton interurban road.
The

The Fort Smith Light and Traction Company
has been granted a franchise in Van Buren, Ark.

On January 14th the city of M'aysville, Mo., will
vote on a bond issue of $10,000 for an electric-light
plant.

The Mamou Power Company

of New Orleans,
has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$10,000.

The Boonville (Ark.) Ice, Light and Storage
Company has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $50,000.

The Gorman Light and Power Company
been

incorporated

with

a

of Gorcapital

stock of $15,000.

The Johnsonburg

Electric

Company has

filed

at

the state capitol in Harrisburg, Pa., a statement
of increase of capital stock to the extent of $20,000.

The village of Newburgh Heights, near CleveOhio, will receive bids until January 7th for
furnishing the labor and material for a street lighting system. Plans and blank forms can be secured
from P. S. Ruggles, ^ illage clerk, 61 r Garfield
Building, Cleveland.
land,

There

considerable interest in the electric situation in Harrisburg, Pa., owing to the possibility
that the Harrisburg Light, Heat and Power may
reach an agreement or consolidate with the Paxtang.
An ordinance is contemplated, but has not
yet been presented to Councils.
is

The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburg will
new electric power and lighting equipment

install

Mahoningtown, Pa., including three no-kilowatt
AUis-Chalmers 6o-cycle, three-phase, 240-volt alternators and a large number of induction motors of
the same company's build, ranging from 5 to 15
horsepower.

Three

Traction

Illinois

Company remembered

all

the various employes of the system the day before
Christmas by presenting them with a turkey or a
bo-x of cigars.
The company sent one of the express cars from Springfield to St. Louis, and the
distribution was made from that.
On the other
branches the same system was followed.

The Detroit United Railway will close the year
1907 with an increase of about $700,000 in its gross
earnings over the year 1906. The gross earnings
up to December 1st were $6,166,479. Operating expenses and taxes were $3,836,748, an increase of
$440,755 over the 11 months of 1906. This leaves
net earnings of $2,329,731 for 11 months of 1907,
an increase of $175,637 over 1906.
Prospects are bright for the early construction
an electric railway from Veblen, S. D., to
Lidgerwood, N. D. A company with a capital of
$500,000 has been organized for the purpose of
bxiilding a main line to Lidgerwood and branch
lines.
The proposed line will do a passenger and
freight business.
It is proposed to locate the power
house at Lidgerwood and in addition furnish power
for an electric-lighting system for Lidgerwood.

Following the purchase of a 3,250-kilowatt AllisChalmers steam turbo-alternator a few months ago,
the Virginia Passenger and Power Company of
Richmond, Va., has recently made a further addition to its power-plant equipment in the shape of
750-kilowatt

phase,

electi ic-light plant.

John Burke is seeking a franchise for installing
an electric-light system in Columbus, Neb.

man, Tex., has

railway

of Danville,
years. The

waterwheel-type

same make, wound for

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Kewaunee, Wis.,

La.,

electric

1906.

a

at

PERSONAL.

The Aurora, Elgin and Chicago

reports gross earning of $108,653 for the month of
November, compared with $96,722 for November,

of

of years.

Cards are out announcing the marriage of Mr.
Harold Almert and Miss Anita Tiedeman in Chi-

Minn.

A

The Pueblo and Arkansas Valley Electric Railway Company of Pueblo, Colo., has been incorpo-

fessor M'ichelson
ciety's

V. N.

tention.

has

Albert A. Michelson

from London and Stockholm on December 29th.
will resume his regular work at the University
of Chicago at the beginning of next term.
Pro-

He

Lumber and Pole Company

damages.

O. Dowd of Kansas City, Mo., is seeking a
franchise for a street-railway system in Minot, N. D.
P.

rated with a capital stock of $300,000.

Mr. C. M. Hobbs. general manager and one of
the owners of the Nevada-California Power Company, operating at Tonopah and Goldfield, Nev.,
has resigned his position and will be succeeded by
Delps A. Chappell of Denver, Colo., who was recently elected president of the company.
Prof.

igo8

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Coleman

Dr.

who was

4,

companies have been cliartercd to
power to towns in LackaW. G. Robertson being the
treasurer of each. One company is the Olyphant
Light, Heat and Power Company for the borough
of that name; ,-inother, the Archbald for Archbald
borough, and the third, the Jessup of Winton. It
is
understood that they are shortly to be amalgamated with one of the large companies at Scranton.
The Lackawanna Electric Light, Heat and
Power Company of Scranton, on almost the same
day the charters were issued, filed an increase of
electric

alternator of the
2,300 volts, 60 cycles, three-

and designed to operate at 128 revolutions
This unit will be ready for operation*

per minute.
by April I,

1908.

Consul-general A. G. Snyder of Buenos Aires,
Argentine Republic, reports that the city of Buenos
Aires has called f,or tenders for the construction
of two lines of the underground electric railways
which form part of the system proposed and approved by the Municipal Commission, and for the
leasing of the operation of the lines upon their
completion. The requirements of the bids can be
obtained from the office of the secretary of public
works of the municipality, at Buenos Aires. Bids
will be received until May i, 1908.

Resenting the ruling of the judge in the Circuit
Court at Mattoon, 111., by which he distributed an
additional $1,000 to the $40,000 raised by Federal
Judge Grosscup and his associates in the Illinois
Central Traction Company, which was to be paid
equally among the claimants for damages growing
out of the disastrous Charleston wreck, one of the
persons who was severely injured has given notice
President Potthat he will contest the settlement.
ter of the company said that the company would
be able to maintain its solvency should the settlement be made according to the present plan. The
distribution of the $41,000 will be made at once
according to the scale arranged by the various
attorneys representing the claimants.
.

To aid conductors in the avoidance of accidents
the Pittsburg Railways Company, controlling all
the street-car lines of Pittsburg, Pa., on December
24th started to enforce the new rule of collecting
fares from each passenger as he enters the car.
It is believed to be the first time that such a thing
has been attempted in any city, except where speThe company will try the
cial cars are provided.
experiment on the ordinary cars. The object of
enforcing this new rule is to enable the conductor
Beto remain on the rear platform at all times.
cause of the many hills, accidents happen frequently,
and usually the conductor is in the car collecting
fares at the time. The company says that if he
were on the platform, many of the accidents could
be averted.

furnish light, heat and

wanna County,

indebtedness

bond issue

Pa.,

of $2,500,000,
$3,000,000.

making

its

authorized

PUBLICATIONS.
of Technical Literature, a New York
magazine, has been changed to Engineering Digest.
The character of the publication is well indicated

The name

by the new

title.

the January nimibcr the Engineers' Review
of Cleveland will be merged with Power of New
Power will be issued both weekly and
York.
monthly. The monthly issue will be known as

With

Power and Engineers' Review.

January

tlic

New York

mh. A papec by Or. M, H. Se.abrook on "Light
and the Eye" will be presented and discussed. A
general invitation is extended to all interested in
This will also be the
this subject to be present.
annual meeting.

Before the electrical section of the Canadian Soof Civil Engineers on December 19th Mr.
Walter T. Goddard read an interesting ilkistrated
paper on the subject of high-voltage insiilator manConcerning the highest practicable voltufacture.
age, without reference to anything but insulators,
he believed it safe to say that insulators for the
heaviest mechanical strain*! and for the highest
at the present time be looked for in other directions than in insulator design, particularly porcelain
electrical stresses c.->.n be manufactured at moderate
ciety

so that limitations of transmitting voltages
insulator design.
cost,

must

MISCELLANEOUS.
an

install

City, Iowa, the City. Council has
electric tire-alarm system.

voted

A portion of the coffer-dam built by the Economy
Light and. Power Company of Jpliet at Dresden
Heights on the Dcsplaines River at the junction
with the Kankakee River was carried away by
flood water a few days ago.
the Copenhagen correspondent of
Mail, the German war ministry
has purchased the rights of Poulsen's wireless tele-

According

the

to

London Daily

phone, with which,

it

is

established

successfully
Berlin.

communication was
between Copenhagen and
said,

A Paris dispatch says that on December 29th
"Pascal Berjonneau, an inventor, exhibited before
the postmaster-general and a number of persons
interested

in

scientific, investigation,

a

new

tele-

photography apparatus which can be adapted to the
wireless system or to the ordinary telegraph-wire
system. He transmitted the picture of the postmaster-general, without the aid of wires, from one end
of the hall to the other. The inventor claims that
distance does not interfere with the effectiveness
Photographs, he says, can be sent
of his method.
by it between New York and Paris."

The shipyard of the Fore River Ship Building
Company of Quincy, near Boston, Mass., although
'

opened only a few years ago, has already become
one of the most important plants on the Atlantic
Coast for the construction of large ships.

A

recent

AUis-Chalmers bulletin, besides containing illustrations of motor applications used by the Fore
River company, gives a description of the various
features of electrical equipment, one of the most
interesting of which is the system for speed variations.
The generator is operated on the two-wire
plan, supplying the highest voltage, 240 volts, and
on this voltage are operated all the constant-speed
motors, the crane motors and the lighting system
of the yard.
For variations of speed, this voltage
is

divided

three,

into

by

means

of

TRADE NEWS.

Section of

the Illuminating Kngincering Society will be held in
the F.nnineers' Building on the evening of January

to

r'"it':lni!<-'.

AND SCHOOLS.

SOCIETIES

a

balancing

that the infringement did not aflf'cl the sale of the
article because of the small purlion 01 llie patented
I"part, and heiiec the infringcnicni •'"' "<
•

profit.

ilic

;

the

The next meeting of

.?!

transformer, and by proper conibinalionH a number
uf iircSHiircs may lie obtained. The Hymcni is one
in which the impressed eleclroinutivc force upon
the armature of a motor is changed 10 meet the
other
requirements of speed regulaliun
or,
in
words, change of speed Is secured by increasing
or diminishing the pressure, and not by varying

Eltctiic MaiuifacUiriiiK Company of
Louis is tlistribuliiiK ils Hiillcliii No. 78 oil
Iransfornais, which (ills in bctwuiii Ihc regular
hgluing aiij power traiisfonncr biiMclins. It contains much interesting information, inchiiling some
data about the contract for 36 transformers for the
irrigalion project in the Salt Uivcr district, Arizona.

The WaRiicr

St.

At Charles

JiLECTKitlAN

WJiSTJiKN

1908

4,

.

The India Rubber and Guttapercha Insulating
Company of 253 Broadway, New York, has changed
For over
its name to Habirshaw Wire Conip,iny.
twenty years this well-known company has manufactured Habirshaw wires, cables and cores under
the supervision of Dr. W. M. Habirshaw, and now
the name of that gentleman has been made a part
of the legal title of the company. The company
announces, what will be believed readily enough,
grade of insulation will characth.it the highest
terize the output of the concern under the new
under
the old one.
name as well as

A new

departure has been made by the Weston
Instrument Company in the production
of accurate and yet low-priced ammeters and volt'I'hc direct-current
meters for switchboard work.
instruments arc called the Eclipse type. They work
on the "soft-iron" principle, but have been designed after years of investigation to eliminate the
disadvantages ordinarily possessed by such instruments.
The alternating-current instruments work
Electrical

on similar lines. This is the first alternating-current ammeter produced by this company, it having
been found impossible heretofore to construct such
The
an instrument possessing sufficient accuracy.
new instruments are dead-beat, very sensitive and
are practically free from hysteresis error.
They
are made in two sizes, one for large and the other
for small switchboards.
The ammeters arc made
in 16 ranges from one ampere to 500 amperes ca-

The

pacity.

from 75

By

to

voltmeters are made In seven ranges
750 volts full scale deflection.

decision

the

of the

l/nited

States

District

Court of the Eastern District of Missouri on December 24th. the award of $132,433.35 returned last
.August by the special master in favor of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company in
patent-infringement suit against the Wagner
Electric Manufacturing Company, has been set aside
and the amount of damage placed at the nominal
sum of $1. The ^ult has been In court since 1900
and Involved Westinghouse patent No. 366.362, covering detail methods of cooling the working parts
of transfofiners. and Thomson patent No. 430,328,
pertaining to the employment of a water cooling
The Wagner comcoll in the oil of transformers.
pany won on the Utter patent, but was held to
infringe on claim 4 of the Westinghouse patent.
The Wagner company admitted' a slight Infringement on a small part of the entire apparatus and
substituted a modified construction, which construction was later attacked by the Westinghouse company as still Infringing claim 4 of the patent named.
In this proceeding the new construction was held
not to Infringe, but the Injunction was continued
as against the earlier construction, and the court
ordered an accounting as to damages growing out
of the earlier litigation. In this accounting the
master. Judge Dennlson, last August awarded the
its

company

Westinghouse

To

damages

amounting

to

report the Wagner company
took exception, which exception was sustained on
December 24th by Judge Dyer, who held that the
damage sustained w-as nominal only, and assessed
The judge held
$1 against the Wagner company.
$132,433.35.

this

BUSINESS.
The

Solar Glahs fJoiniiany of .^i'/ .Superior Street,
Toledo, Ohio, a new incandrficeni lamp manufacturing Company, will be pleased to make arrangements with reliable persons to handle ilt lamp
products exclusively.

The Chicago Glove and Mitlen Company, 172
North Ilalstcd Street, Chicago, has just issued an
illustrated catalogue showing a complete line of its
various makes of gloves for bridge and sirnelural
ironworkers, heaters, linemen and for railroad work.
The company reports a great demand for ils buckskin gloves, which have become very popular.
alogue will be sent on request.

The
of

Shultz

the

Belting

and

oldest

Cat-

Company of

best-known

.St,
Louis, one
makers of leather

belling, has just received a foreign order for s.wxj
feet of belting running from 14 to 18 inches, double.

be used in an electric-mining
also just shipped i7,0fX)
Russia, half of it being double
The Shultz company did a good domestic
business last year .and anticipates that the year 1908
will be equally as prosperous.

This

belting

feet of
belting.

it

belting to

Aluminum

The
N.

will

The company has

plant.

Solder

Company

of

Syracuse,

Y., is furnishing for the trade an alloy which.
says, is in fact as well as in name a solder, by

means of which aluminum can be

easily, rapidly
soldered to aluminum, brass, copper,
or any of these substarfccs to each
other.
No flux is required. The various substances of which this solder is composed give a
compound which not only has a low melting point,
but which, it is said, readily alloys with the various
metals to be soldered, forming without the use of
a flux a union of great strength and durability.

and

firmly

iron,

tin,

etc.,

Dossert & Co.. New York, have received large
orders from the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company for Dossert soldcrless terminal
lugs for use on the panels and switchboards and
fuse boxes (enclosed type) In the Hudson terminal
buildings.
Orders have been received also from
the M. B. Foster Company for a large number of
Dossert solderless two-way connectors, terminal
lugs and cable taps for the wiring of the Singer
Building and from the L. K. Comstock Company
for Dossert solderless cable taps and terminal lugs
for the City Investing Building, Cortlandt and

Church

streets.

New

York.

George J. Weber, president of the Weber Gas
Engine Company of Kansas City, Mo., has been
informed that the contract has been awarded to
his company for the large gas engines that are to
be installed by the government at the Roosevelt
dam (Y'uma, Ariz.) project by the Reclamation
Service.
Careful investigation was made by the
government consulting engineer, Mr. O. H. Ensign,
of numerous gas engines and suction gas-producer
plants that have been installed by this company
and he recommended the Weber as satisfactorily
complying with strict government requirements. A
careful service and economy 'test of a 250-horsepower W^eber gas engine and suction gas producer
Installed In the large manufacturing plant of the
McClary Manufacturing Company, London, Ontario, demonstrated that it surpassed the guarantee
called for In the contract.
In regular operation less
than 0.95 pound of coal per horsepower-hour Is
used, it Is said.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent Offict) Dece^nber

System of Electrical Transmission and
Propulsion.
Maurice Leblanc, Paris, France,
assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Application filed March

874,411.

1904.
high-frequency alternating-current transmission line
has condensers connected at intervals across the line to
31,

A

increase the ratio of

Ceiling

874,430.

its

capacity to

Fan Motor.

its

self-induction.

Thomas H.

22,

111.,

1907.

The frame has a motor adjustably mounted in it.
The motor is connected by a driving gear to a casing
mounted

so as to rotate about the

igoy.

This system comprises a number of independent circonnected to a common battery and including
audible and lamp signals and an annunciator.
The firealarm circuits arc controlled by thermostats.
(See cut
on next page.)
cuits

ber

for Electric Cars. Moses G. HubAustin, 111. Application filed Novem-

Erake

bard,

Jr.,

18,

Controlling Device for Automatic Weftreplenishing Looms. Albert E. Walker, Arthur
Walker and George Walker^ Norwood Green,
near Halifax, England. Application filed October 16, 1905.
A number of movable feeling points form terminals of
an electric circuit, of which the bobbin is the other

S74..550.

'

i8g6.

A

terminal.
When the circuit is completed by contact of
the terminals, the weft-replenishing mechanism is oper-

generator driven by the motion of the car supplies
current to a motor operating the brakes.
brake controller automatically controls the connections.

A

William Kaisling, Chicago,
Interrupter.
assignor to Milo G. Kellogg, Chicago, 111.
Application filed January 3, 1907.

874,5 1 1-

frame.

switches in a shunt circuit around the starting resistance
the line switch is closed.
Another magnet opens
the other switch whenever the armature current at
starting is excessive.

when

tion filed April 25, 1906.

874,508.

Pither,

assignor to the Western Electric
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed August

Chicago,

24,

MeElectric Fire and Burglar Alarm.
874,483.
lancthon J. Briggs, Philadelphia, Pa.
Applica-

ated.

Wire
Thomas E.

874,552.

111.,

874,445.

Insulator.

Application

Albert L. Shears, Seattle, Wash.

filed

March

5,

1907.

This insulator has a lateral projection with wire-receivThe sides of the projecing slots diverging therefrom.
tion and of the slots are inclined upward and inward.
874,477.

Railway

Signal.

Harry M.

arranged on a mast so as to be independently operated by an electric motor. Track circuits control the action of solenoids that connect each
signal to the motor.
signals

are

Fastener.
Sylvester Wilburn and
Smith, Tunis, Texas.
Application

September

9, 1907.
fastening device for telegraph wires and the like
comprises a head secured to the arm of a telegraph pole.
a clamping member secured to and insulated from the
head and means whereby the wire may be automatically
fastened by the clamp.

A

'

.

Abernethy,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the American Railway Signal Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed April 3, igo6.

Two

interrupter comprises a movable contact member, an actuating member having a primary movement in
the same general direction and a secondary movement
transverse thereto, and means including co-operating engaging parts on these members whereby the contact
member is moved when the actuating member reaches a
definite point in its primary movement.

This

filed

874,531.

Automatic

Motor

Starter.

William

'

C

O'Brien, Baltimore, Md., assignor to the MoniManufacturing Company, Baltimore, Md.
Application filed October 23, 1905.
tor

An

electromagnet

is

arranged

to

close

one

of

two

874,558.

Alternating Direct-current System of ConSystem of Control. Howard
874.559.
Beach, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the

trol,

L.

and

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing ComApplications filed March 3, 1906.
pneumatically operated change-over switch moves a
engagement with the alternating-current
trolley
into
pany.

A

—

;

.

1

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
trolley jine or a contact slioe into engaeement with a
In the second patent the
direct-current tliird rail.
change-over switch arranges the system for operation by
the current source to which the trolley or contact shoe
has been previously connected.

Application

filed

February

June

13,

1903.

874,868.

coherer for wireless telegraphy controls a local circuit.
An unbiased armature is attracted from normal
position to signaling position by the local circuit on the
reception of a signal wave, and a second local circuit,
normally open, is closed on the completion of a signal
and acts to retract the armature to its normal position.

Thermo-electric Element. Albert L. Marsh,
Lake Bluff, 111., assignor to William A. Spinks
& Co., Chicago, 111. Application filed January

874.780.

19,

17,

1907.

1907.

is a thermo-electric couple, one element of which
of an alloy of vanadium and nickel and the
other element of an alloy of nickel and copper.

York,

Switch for High-potential Circuits. Joseph
N. Kelman, Los Angeles, Cal Application filed

874.601.

April

.

is a system for transmitting visible images over
All that is sensitive to light controls the
a circuit.
vacuum tube receives them
transmitting currents.^
at the other end of line.

A

Control System for Electric Vehicles.
874,869.
Olof A. Sandborgh, Swissvale, Pa., assignor to
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company. Application filed March 3, igo6.

Milwaukee,

1907.

8,

1905.

contacts and switch blades are mounted on inThe switch blades are connected
sulators in an oil tank.
to wooden rods and operate in opposite horizontal direc-

for FurC. Shaw,

Application

Wis.

Renewed November

14,

April

filed

John

Telegraph Key.

874.602.

Application

Ida.

tello,

Kinney, Poca-

P.

Leon Chalas, Edouard
Electric Horn.
Requillart and Camille Cental, Levallois-Perret,

side opposite

from which the key lever

tliat

r\

1

_

Application

France.

September

filed

it

is

polarity

from

of

one

^

New

20, 1905.

In this alarm device a horn has a diaphragm
in operative relation thereto, an electromagnet,

projects.

ris

the

rocked

reverse

Automatic Starting-box. Thomas M. MorHaven, Conn., assignor of one-fourth

874,898.

874,792.

lever has an operating member arched to
instrument so that it can be operated from the

tlie

The treadle is aranged to
the armature terminals when
position to the other.

1907.

thermostatic switch closes the circuit of an electromagnet which releases the brake on a gravity motor
that operates the dampers.

The key

a modification of No. 874,559.

Laundry Machinery Company, Norwood, Ohio.
Application filed December 4, 1906.

A

April 23, 1907.

filed

is

874,895. Motor-controlling Treadle. Albert B. Mann,
Ohio, assignor to the American
Cincinnati,

7,

(See cut.)

tions.

This

consists

Temperature-controlling Device
874.781.
naces.
Allan G. Mather and Ernest

The

Sidney Rothschild, New
Telautophote.
Application filed September 6,
N. Y.

1906.
This

This

A spring-controlled contact arm has connected with it
a raclc engaging an electromagnet that holds the arm on
any contact as long as the magnet is energized.

span

South

Delany,

B.
filed

A

Rov W. Brown, Am-

Electric Controller.

sterdam, N. Y.

1908

'

Patrick
Telegraphy.
Orange, N. J. Application

874,745.

S74.564.

874,567.

4,

The crude nickel is treated in solution with a soluble
The liquid with the resulting solids is further
sulphide.
treated with a solution that dissolves the foreign bodies
and the remaining solids are separated and electrolyzed
in the presence of a chloride.

ing the molten material to a high temperature, so as to
electro-depositing characteristics, and finally
its
so depositing the treated mass in a suitable electrolyte.

change

•

Electrolytic Apparatus for the ManufacGaston C. de Briailles,
ture of Nitrocellulose.
Application filed March 10, 1906.
Paris, France.
Two chambers are provided. The upper one contains
The
cellulose, which is compressed by a piston.
tlie
lower chamber is separated from the upper by means of
a perforated diaphragm and is provided with gilded
platinum wire electrodes.

January

arranged
an arma-
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NO. 874,483.

— FIRE

AND BURGLAR

NO. 874,601.

— HIGH-POTENTIAL

— LINE

NO. 874,690.

SWITCH.

Clevia J. Luther, DesSignal.
Mo., assignor of two-fifths to James T.
Mayberry, Desloge, Mo. Application filed August 13, 1907.
A float carries a target which .is exposed when the

874,608.
loge,

float

Danger

This

rises.

electric

also

switch

a

closes

and

lights

an

lamp.

Process of Producing Steel. George O.
Seward, East Orange, N. J., and Franz von
Kugelgen, Holcombs Rock, Va., assignors to
the Virginia Laboratory Company, New York,
N. Y. Application filed July 6, 1907.

874,628.
-

This process of producing steel consists in fusing iron
an electrode in presence of a refining slag, while
blowing air into the furnace in order to oxidize a part
as

of the impurities.

Third-rail Attachment for Electric Cars.
Application
George H. Sohn, Lincoln, Cal.
June 10, 1907.

ture influenced by the electromagnet, a circuit inter-.
ruptcr operated by the armature and a connection between the armature and diaphragm whereby vibrations
of the armature are mechanically transmitted to the
_

diaphragm.

NO. 874,898.

respectively.

filed

A hollow rail with a longitudinal slot supports within
the current conductor.
A dummy car connected with
the electric car runs on this rail and carries a trolley
contacting with the conductor.

it

Ralph Storm, Joseph
Underwood and Robert Jackson, Waterloo,
Registering Device.

Iowa.

Application

A

filed

May

10,

1907.

circuit containing an electromagnet connects
semaphore signal at one of the
railway stations.
tions is connected through a registering device to

A

two
sta-

the

electromagnet.

874,638,

Stull,

Norwood,

Ohio, assignor to the AUis-Chalmers Company
and the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company. Application filed May 3, 1906.
The controller has a drum, a reversing switch, a locking device for the reversing switch and a blow-out magnet which also operates the locking device.

874,641.
Steel.

Apparatus for Use
William
Taylor,

Application filed

March

in

the Hardening of

Leicester,

England.

ir,

1907.
This apparatus for hardening, tempering or annealing
steel comprises a magnet having soft iron polar extensions, one of which is cranked and rolatably connected
with the magnet.

874,665. Brush-holder for Electric Machines. Giorgio
AppliFinzi and Emilio Tallcro, Milan, Italy.

cation filed April

2,

1906.

The holder consists of two independent syHtems of
Bprings, and pressure fingers provided on the side faces
of the bru<>h holder and situated in planes containing the
commutator axis and acting u?on two difTcrent points
of the brush.

Line Tester. Edwin S. Lincoln, Brooklinc,
Mass. Application filed February 11, 1907.

874,690.

A

source of current and telephone receiver are conThe receiver miy be connected lo
tained in the letter.
a line to be tebtcd or it and this line may be short'
circuited,
(Sec cut.)

Elmer A.
Electrolytic Refining of Tin.
Sperry, Brooklyn, N. Y. Apj>licalion filed Sep-

S74.707.

tember

15,

This method

1906.
cnsi'sli

in

mclltns

llic

raw

alloy,

brin([-

The
is described.
The second has an

Safety .Fuse. Joseph Sachs and Frank D.
Reynolds, Hartford, Conn., assignors to the
Application
Sachs Company, Hartford, Conn.
Renewed June 15, I907filed April 18, 1906.

874.797.

This

is

a modification of the previously described fuses.

Joseph Sachs, Hartford,
Safety Fuse.
874.798.
Conn., assignor to the Sachs Company, HartApplication filed April 18, 1906.
ford, Conn.

Renewed September

is

29,

1906.

telegraph system consists of a main circuit, a
Whcatstone balance system having its branches connected in the main circuit, a receiving instrument in the
bridge of the balance, and a condenser connected in a
portion of each branch at each side of the bridge, and
rendering the portions impassable to steady currents.

A

Insulator and Protector for Electric Con874,834.
Thomas C. Copping, Houston, Texas.
ductors.
Application filed January 24, 1906.
This insulator consists of longitudinal sections each
having its respective edges provided with a longitudinal
groove and rib, and a series of notched transverse supports for a conductor, the supports being arranged staggered.

William Gardiner,
Storage-battery Plate.
Chicago, 111., assignor lo the Commercial StorApplicaage Battery Company, Chicago, III.
tion filed April 26, 1906.

874,841.

The plate has a frame, a number of receptacles having
spaced transverse bars cinslituting bottom supports of
the same, a number of dividing members having spaced
transverse ribs, and sheets of absorbent material interposed between the receptacles and rigid plates.
Oliver P. Phillips,
Incubator.
Application filed October 24, 1906.

874,860.

A thcrnioBtat regulates the heat.
plate that closes contacts of a bell
mal conditions.
874,864.

Electrolytic

Amo,

Ind.

niovcsi a swinging
circuit under abnorIt

Process for Refining Nickel.

John N. Pring, New York, N. Y., assignor to
Elmer A. Sperry, Brooklyn, N. V. Application
filed

November

8,

arm from

its

means

dead

to

and one-fourth to EdHaven, Conn. Applica-

automatically moving the
running position are provided,

for

its

means operated by the arm for closing a circuit
through an emergency motor, and a switch operated*
synchronously with the arm for turning to the running

also

machine, whichever it may be, the secondary leads
(See cut.)

to

the

switchboard.

874,908.

Appar.atus or

Means

for

the Production,

Transmission and Distribution of Electric CurCharles E. Fritts, New York, N. Y.
rents.
Josephine H. Fritts, administratrix of said
Charles E. Fritts, deceased, assignor of onethird to Spencer B. Prentiss,. Washington, D. C.
Application filed November 23, 1886.

An electric generator is connected with regulating
apparatus for uniformly varying its potential so as to
charge a number of condensers connected with tliep()les
of the generators.

PATENTS THAT

described.

Nullifying Disturbances in Telegraphic or
Edward Blakeney,
Other SignaHng Circuits.
Ossining, N. Y., and Robert E. Chetwood, Jr.,
to.
the American Telassignors
Elizabeth, N. J.,
Application
ephone and Telegraph Company.

May

New

1907.

11,

another modification

874,826.

filed

Emmett W.

Controller.

1907.

16,

The construction of enclosed fuses
has flat-blade contact terminals.
indicating attachment,

Still

874,635.
F.

Renewed May

first

874,630.

to Frederick P. Lewis
ward H. Everit,
tion filed May 3, 1907.
Self-controlled

Joseph Sachs
Safety Fuse.
and 874-796.
and Frank D. Reynolds, Hartford, Conn., assignors to the Sachs Company, Hartford, Conn.
Applications filed March 19 and April 5, 1906,

874,795

—

AUTOMATIC
STARTING BOX.

TESTER.

AL.-VRM.

1906.

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Ofiicc) that expired

December

30,

1907:

Telephone.
S. Bergmann, New York,
443t493 ana 443.494N. y.
Telephone. E. H. Johnson, New York, N. Y.
443,526.
Apparatus for Automatically (irounding or Cutting
443.527P. W.
Out of Circuit-exposed Electrical Conductors.
Jones, New York, N. Y.
Socket for Electric Lamps." C. A. Lieb, New
443.530.
York, N. Y.
Secondary Battery. H. H. Wardwell, Lake Vil4.13, =556.
lage, N. H.
Arc L.amp. A. W. \\'liitcomb, Worcester, Mass.
443.557E. Heymann and
443,632 and 443,633. Electric Arc Lamp.
F. W. Heymann, Boston, Mass.
Apparatus for Measuring and Registering Electric
443,636.
Currents. C. A. Faurc, New York, N. Y.
Electric Meter.
C. P. Elieson, London, England.
443,642.
W. H. KilMagneto-electric Stop Mechanism.
443,646.
bourn, Greenfield, Mass.
Eickcmeycr, Yonkers,
Locomotive.
R.
Electric
443.671.
N. Y.
P.
Electric Stop Motion for Warping Machine.
443,674.
Goldschmidt, Paterson, N. J.
Electric Switch.
443,693.
J. J. Wood, Brooklyn. N. Y.
O'Mcara, New
Electric
Damper Regulator.
44J,7i6.
J.
York, N. Y.
Fire-alarm and Extinguishing System.
Electrical
443. 7*4C. E. Onglcy, New York, N. Y.
Non-interfering Signaling System. C. E. Onglcy,
443.725New York, N. Y.
Signal System. C. E. Onglcy, New
Electrical
443,726.
York. N, Y.
Safety Device for Dynamo Stations.. C. E. Ong443.7-7lcy,

New

York, N. Y.

443.787 nnd 443,788. Watchman's Electric Time Recorder.
C. E. Onglcy, Yonkers N. Y.
C. E. Onglcy, New
Electric Valve Controller.
443.780.
York, N. Y.
C. E.
Electric Protective and Signaling Syalcm.
443.?90'
Onglcy. Yonkers. N. Y.
Electrical Attachment for Railway Switches. A. W.
443,814Heme, New Orleans, La.
O. A. Smith, Halifax, Canada.
<ialvanic llaltcry.
443.97'>Electric .Motor.
C. J. Van iJcpuele, Lynn, Mass.
443,980.

$3.00 Pen Amum.
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EVERY PRACTICAL PERSON WILL AGREE WITH US
THAT

MACHINERY FOR THE GENERATING AND APPLICATION OF
OUGHT TO
ELECTRIC CURRENT THE
ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE
BE

PURCHASED ON
BASIS OF ITS

ONE OF THE PRINCIPAL POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED IN THIS CONNECTION IS GOOD REGULATION, AND WE,
THEREFORE, INVITE YOUR ATTENTION TO THE FACTS MENTIONED IN THE PARAGRAPHS THAT FOLLOW:

In the
is,

to

make

there

A

not as well constructed, and

motors,

which

machine

but to secure

very careful

is

is

and

no

difficulty in

results

satisfactory

design

good regulation

it

the

best

particularly

and

(in the

poor regulation

because

speed

to secure

and

CLOSE REGULATION
as small

field excitation,

;

that

as practicable.

may

give

fairly

good regulation on a non-inductive

load, such as

application of power, for example), such as are obtainable from our alter-

workmanship and material are

important,

constant

maintaining the voltage, even on loads of low-power factor.

in

costs less to build,

on inductive loads
of

this

been taken

great care has

load to no load, with

full

accomplishing

With our Generators

lighting;
nators,

design ot Allis-Chalmers Alternating-current Generators

the percentage of variation in voltage from

essential.

Where

cause very

will

wide

alternators

are

used

for

fluctuations in voltage

supplying current to

and unsatisfactory per-

formance generally.

Have you
by personal

call

given

this point

the consideration which

it

merits?

If

not,

we

shall

be pleased to go farther into the subject with you, either

or correspondence.

These remarks are intended primarily
qualified electrical engineers the

for the

owners

of

power

advantages mentioned above are,

plants

of course,

and others interested
obvious.

For

in the

application of electric current.

the benefit of such

we would

generators are built on liberal diameters, thus avoiding crowded field poles and reducing the magnetic leakage; that the
(o proportioned as to secure low armature inductance, and that the field windings are

Other features

of

interest

are described

in

made powerful

our bullelint, which will be sent on application.

as

To

say, further, that our

slots

and windings are

compared with those on the armature.
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joints
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electrical

construction are innumer-

We
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manufacture
solderless connections for
all styles
and sizes of
wires and cables. Easily

and

connected

discon-

nected.
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India Rubber Co

Pole Co

Rheostat Co

New York

Ins.

Wire Co

Okonite Co,, The
Ostrander & Co., W.
Pacific Coast Pole

Paiste Co., H. T
Peirce Specialty

Co

.

Miscellaneous Advs
32
MoUne Incand, Lamp Co, ... 22

Morrison Lumber Co., J.- W.,50
Morse, Frank
l
Mott Iron Wks., The J. L. .41
Munsell & Co., Eugene
30

W

.

&

30
8

.^ca.'vei^lilsejtftr^oxxt:^

4
50
32
57

...42

50

Company

6
31
Co.. .31

35

Shelby Electric Co

16

Shultz Belting Co
go
Simplex Electrical Co., The. 1
Simplex Elec. Heating Co
50
Solar Glass Co., The
22
Speer Carbon Co
32
Stackpole Battery Co
32
Standard Underg. Cable Co.
1
Standard Varnish Wks
1
Stanley & Patterson, Inc. ... 1
Star Expansion Bolt Co
11
.

.

& SonCo.,W. C
50
Stewart Heater Co., The
46
Stow Mfg. Company
1
Swedish Elec. Vibrator Co ... 39
Sterling

48
30 Torrey Cedar Company
50 Trumbull Elec. Mfg. Co

Co., Inc

3

Radford, John

A

Rail Joint Co.,

The

57
4
57
27
30

50
41

Plbg. & Htg. Co.46
Vulcanized Fibre Company. . 1

Vandennan

Wagner Electric JIfg. Co
10
Warren Electric Mfg. Co
46
Warren Elec. & Specialty C0.I8
ReUance Elec, Mfg. Co
Wesco Supply Co
Re>-nolds EI. Flasher Mfg, Co. 1 Western Electric Co
5-53
Rickenbaugh & Co., R. E.. ,50 Westinghouse Electric & ManRoebling's Sons Co., J. A... 31
ufacturing Co
58
Ruebel & Wells
57 Westinghouse Lamp Co
52
Randolph, Isham

Hugo

Reisinger,

—

Westinghouse Machine Co.
Safety Electric Co

Samson Cordage Works
Sanborn, Mrs. F. Violet
Sargent & Lundy
Schott,

National Battery Co
National Carbon Co

.

51

F

M

Porter Cedar

.

.1-13
R.-.

Co

Eugene

Pignolet, L.

Queen

.

Metal Molding Co.

La Fayette Elect'l Mfg. Co. .30
Lang Electric Co., The J
38 Phillips Insulated Wire
Leather Preserver Mfg. Co ... 32 Phcenix Glass Co
Lindsley Bros. Co.. The
50 Phosphor-Bronze S. Co

Hapgoods
32
Hart Mfg. Co
12 Machado & Roller
1
Machen & Mayer Elec.Mfg.Co.40
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.. .48 Manhattan Elec. Supply Co .31
Hazard Manufacturing Co
Manross, F. N
1
Highland Park College
32 McLennan & Company, K ... 30
Hoffman, G.

National
National
National
National

Phillips,

.

H

Century Electric Co

PLATINUM

•

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
.—

31
American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co. .1-26
43
American Condmt Co
American Diesel Engine Co.'.4S
47
Amer. District Steam Co
Amer. Electrical Heater Co.
Works.
Electrical
31
American
57
Arnold Co.. The
Atlantic Ins. Wire & Cable Co.31
Automatic Electric Co
60
Avery Scale Co.. The
.

NEWARK,

•i«Qtrtofti oont&otf.

Universal IxposStlon
ST. LOUIS, 8 904

Ttc*-Pres.

1. 1. Av.^

torms of

W.

52
48
30
57

H

57 and colored cover
Co., J. L
38

Schureman

See

F*^g:o O*

Weston

.".

Electrical Inst. Co..

1-14-15

Whitney

Elec. Inst.

Co

1

Willard Storage Battery Co.
WooUey Electric Co
.... 9
Worcester Company, C.
50
.
Worcester Electric Mfg. Co. .40
.

H

.

.
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HEADQUARTERS FOR THE BEST OF EVERYTHING
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ic

IN

Electric Lighting Supplies
Switches
Arc Lamps
Cored and Solid Carbons

Wires

Cords
Cables
Cut-Outs
Brushes
Dynamos
Dynamo Parts
Electric Heating and Cooking Utensils
Motors
Miniature Decorative and all kinds of Incandescent Lamps

Sockets

HYLO Lamps
Electric Portable

Lamps

Globes
Fans

Electric

Use

for Office

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY
ELECTRIC LICHT AND POWER
Edison Building, 139 Adams

Telephone Main 1280

*'

FLEXDUCT
Saves Labor.

Easiest Fished.
Cuts off clean.

No Waste.
SEND FOR SAMPLE

Street,

CHICAGO

The most flexible Non-MetaUic Conduit made.
Tou^h. Strong. Does not stretch. Does not
Crack or Break. Kinking or smashing does
not destroy smooth, uniform interior.
''

National Metal Molding Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
San Francisco
Boston
Chicago
S(. Louis
New York

Branches:

1907

1887
Code Standard
'Wlreis £LrX€l

National

Im«stila.tocl
Chicago,

CHICACO INSULATED WIRE AND MFG. CO.

III.

Write

miles
use

lie

Dflii Inint

On

^1

Gen. Offices

:

\-J

29 W. 34th

MEW YORK

nail JUIIH UU.,

(11^

,,

Catalog

In

I

423 Marine

Inter national Solder

Over

25.000

Tho

0«l3l©«»

CITY

St.

CatalopM«t Agencies:

Cliiriago, ill

littsburg. Pa.; St. Louia.

Mo

:

Syracuse,

New York

PRICE PEK BOX,

Minn.

gl.OO

Quotations by the pound on large quantities.

S H A \A/ IVI Li T-

BELDEN ELECTRICAL ANd|

N. E. Code, Std.

ENCLOSED FUSES AND CUTOUTS

Company

JManufacturcrij of the only solder which will solder aluminum to aluminum or aluminum to
other metals without the use of a flux. Makes a perfect union of great strength and durability.

Denvoi-,Colo.;
St. Piiul,

BIdg.

I

TELEPHONE CORDAGE

Excellent in Appearance and Operation

Our 1907 Catalog contains exact
illustrations

and

prices of

and telephone cordage.
Cat. No. 20735

«'

i

,

\u, 20CI

and Prices in
36 and No. 100

Full Description

Bulletins No.

Ok

S E - S IH A.\AA

NEWBURYPORT,

IN/I
-

LJ

T

MASS.

complete without

P

BELDEN

it.

all

descriptions,

standard battery

Your catalog

files

tinsel

are not

Copies sent free on application.

MANUFACTURING

194 Michigan Street,

'ANY
COMPANY

CHICAGO

I

.nniary

4,

WESTERN

1908

Your opportunities
are

ELF.CTRrriAN

for 1907

gone— your opportunity

for 1908 is Here!!

Start the

new year

right by

using

BLACK

Can we

stantial increase in
earnings?
During the last two years
over 7,300 students have voluntarily reported to us advance-

ENAMELED

WIRE
We

ment

it

in

has a higher insulating

resistance than either silk
or cotton, and is not affected

besides

many

other

advantages.

Send for our ** Black Enamel
Wire Booklet F, "and
let us quote on your
next order.

Write now

— today.

it

This

at once.

International Correspondence Schools
Box 932, SCRAHTON, PA.
Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how I can qualify for a larger salary in
the position before which I have marked X.
Electrical Engineer
Electrical Mach. Des.

Marine Engineer
Mining Engineer

Mechanical Engineer

Machine Designer

Dynamo Foreman
Engineer

Assaver

Electric-Light. Supt.
Electric-Rwy. Supt.
Electrician

Refrigeration Engineer

Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer

FofTTipn Tnnlmalj-pr
Sheet-Metal Draftsman

Namc_

*

salar}'.

increase your salary we can tell 3'ou
the surest, easiest, and quickest way
in the world to do so if you will mark
and mail this coupon NOW. Surely
5'ou won't allow such a trifling
matter as a postage stamp
stand between you and
a high salary. Gip
the coupon and mail

by moisture. You can put
more turns of Black Enamel
Wire in a given winding
space,

and

—

delivery.
It

in position

a very small percentage of the
whole number we have thus helped;
but to this small percentage we have
brought increased salaries amounting to over four million dollars to be
more exact $4,905,600. You can. imagine the enormous amount brought to our
entire student bod}-.
Are you getting your share of these
millions?
Are you willing to make a
slight effort to secure it?
It requires only a slight effort.
The
simple marking and mailing of the coupon below will bring5rou full explanation
of the salary-raising plan of an institution whose sole business for 16 j^ears
has been to raise the salaries of ambitious workers. If you really w^ant to
is

any
quantities in the standard
sizes and guarantee prompt
can furnish

real!}'

brin^ YOU a sub-

City_

Civil

Illustrator

Bookkeeper
Stenographer

_Str£et

andNo._

Service Exam.
Commercial Law
Civil

Architect
Structural Engineer
Contractor & Builder

Ad Writer
Trimmer

Wmdow

,

.
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WHEN you QET
We make 20 styles of
brackets for outside con-

We

struction.
FD LL

(OUT

A

tool like this

will

make

you special designs from
your own suggestions if
you like. Try us.

SIZE.)

you can remove short-circuits from commutators.

AND DO IT RIGHT
Can be adjusted to take any thickness of Mica.
slnt postpaid to any address on receipt of si. 00.

Peirce

Company

Specialty
and Chicago,

Elkliart, ind.,

ill.

LOFCREN SPECIALTY CO.

CHICAGO

638 Alma Street

INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
CLASSIFIED
Dynamos

Vanderman Plbg. & Htg.

W.
Adjusters, Inc. Lamps.
Morse, Frank W,
Morse, Frank

Clamps, Cable.
Cook Frank B.

Everstick Anchor Co.

Cleats.

Annunciators.

Blake Signal

Central Electric Co.

Alanhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ostrander <fc Co., W. R.
Stanley & Patterson.

Climbers.

Wesco Supply

Clusters.

Klein

Co.
Electric Co.

Elec. Mfg. Co.

Clutches.
Minn. Steel

Carbon Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Stackpole Battery Co.

Coils

&

&

Patterson.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Batteries, Storage.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
General Storase Battery Co.
Gould Storage Battery Co,
-Keener Elec. Storage Battery
Co.

National Battery Co.
Willard Storage Battery Co.
Bells, Buzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.

Manhattan

Elec.

Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Stanley &, Patterson.

Schureman

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Minn. Steel & Machy. Co,

Cord, Arc Lamp.
Ajax Line Material Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Cordage, Electrical.
Belden Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Correspondence School.
International Correspondence

Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Brackets.
Peirce Specialty Co.

Break Arms.
Peirce Specialtj' Co.

Schools.

Bridle Rings.
Bis.^n Co.. The F.
Star Expansion Bolt Co.

Cross-Arms,

Uj'namo.

The F.
Central Electric Co.
IJndsley Bros. Co., The.
Manhattan

Elec. Supply Co.'
Peirce Specialty Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company.

Lippincott Glass Co., The.
Cable Dogs.
Star Expansion Bolt Co.
Cable Hangerfi.

Cro^s-Overs.

H. T.
Cut-outs and Switches.
Paidte Co.,

&

Bissell Co.,

Co., J. S.
Bi«^Il Co.. The F.

The

F.

BoBsert Elec. Corwt. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commonwealth Edison Co,

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wk«., Inc.
Gfjncral Electric Co,
IJart Manufacturinp Co.
.Machcri Ac Mayer Eiec.MfK.Co,
Pai.teCo., li.T.
,Manhattan Eitc. Supply Co.

Cables).

Point* and Platen.

Central EI»^clric Co.

ComxDonweulth Eiiinon Co.
National Carbon Co.
Rciai riser, Huko.
Spcer Carbon Co,
Wesco Supply Co.
CastlnsB.
>IiDn. Steel & Machy, f>,
Chalnj.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

and

Bissell Co..

BulbH, Incan. Lannp.

Carbon.*),

Pins

Bracket.s.
Berthold & Jennings.

Central Electric Co.
Holmes Fibre Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.
Wejilcrn Electric Company,

Puree Specialty Co.
Wcjico Supply Co.
Western fifectric Co.
Cable hpUtxs.
Bi)»«;ll Co., The F.
Cable Trolleys.
Bi.'.M.-U Co., The F.
Cable* ^Sec Wirf« and

Co., J. L.

Conveying Devices.

Boxes, Junction.

Barron

Sub-

Controllers.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
National Rheostat Co.

Electric Co., The J.
& Patterson.

Bru*tbe.s,

Co.
Electric

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Stanley

Electric Railways.
Alhs-Chalmers Co,
General Electric Co.

Trumbull P.;iec, Mfg. Co.
WtHCO Supply Co.
Wi-wiern Electric Co.
W.r«iinKhou*e El. & Mfg. Co.
Worcf-Aler Electric Mfg. Co.

DlBKem, Post Hole.
IwftD Bro.'t.
Drills, Htar Pipe and Special.
Peirce fi[M;cialty Co,
Star Expansion Bolt Co.

Drying Machlner>'.
Jjr-vineCo.. J. P.

Heating Appliances, Electric.
American Elect'l Heater Go,
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.

Heating (Exhaust Steam).
American District Steam Co.
Inspection and Insurance.
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection

&

El.

Mfg. Co.

Goodwin

&

Bristol,

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

Employment Agency.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. &. Mfg. Co.

and

Mechanical.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co,
Whitney Elec. Inat. Co.

Co., The.

Brennan Elec. Const. Co.

Insulators and
Materials.

American

OU.
Allis-Chalmers Co.

American Diesel Engine Co.
Minn. Steel & Machy. Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.
Engines, Steam.
Allis-Chalmers Co.

Minn. Steel & Machy. Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.
Exposition, Electrical.
Elect'l Trades Exposition Co.

Fans and Fan Motors.
Central Electric Co.
Century Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Electric Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Fixtures, Gas and Electric.
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.
Flashers.
BisseU Co.. The F,
Elec. Motor & Equip, Co. .The
Haller Machine Co.
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg. Co.
Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
Bissell Co.. The F.
Central Electric Co.
Chase-Shawmut Co,

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co.
D. & W. Fuse Company.

Manhattan Elec, Supply Co,
Wesco Simply Co.
Western Electric Company.
Woolley Electric Co.
Can Producer Power Plant.

&

Mchy.Co.

Gears.
Minn. Steel & Machinery Co.
Glass Tubing.
Lippincott Glass Co., The.
Globes, Inner.
FoHtoria Glass Specialty Co.
Lippincott Glass Co., The.
Phoenix Glaus Co.

Reflectors

and

Shades.
Holophano Co., The.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Rickcnbauffh

&

Co.,

Weeco Supply Co,

Wojtem

Electric Co.

^<ysr .A.li>ln^t30'tlocfcl Inclojic

Insulating

Electrical

Works.

Central Electric Co.

Kohler Bros,
Radford, John A.
Randolph, Isham.
Ruebel & WeUs.
Sargent &. Lundy.
Schott W. H.
Engines. Cas, Gasoline and

filinneapolis Steel

H.

Machado & Roller.
Queen & Co., Inc.
Pignolet, L. M.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesco Sxjpply Co.

.

Hapgoods.
Engineers, Electrical

Wm.

Central Electric Co.
Eldredge Elec. Mfg, Co.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.

Elevators and Conveyors.

Glubes,

Insurance Co.

Bristol Co.

Electro-Plating Machinery.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.

Arnold

&

Instruments, Electrical.
(Recording and Testing.)

Kintz Co.. The.

Badt, F. B.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
^ Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
_ General Electric Co.
j^ Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Wilcox Co.
& Machy. Co.

Heaters.
Stewart Heater Co. The.

Byllesby & Co.. H. M.
Hale. Wm. B.
Hunt &. Co., Robt. W.
Jackson, D. C. & W. B.

M.
Contractors and Electric
Light Plants.
Allis-Chahners Company.

Machy. Co,

Electric Machinery Co,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks,, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co,
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co,
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

McRoy

&

Mitten Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Fibre Conduit Co.. The.
Oest, G. M.

Gest, G.

Bolts, Expansion.
Peirce Specialty Co.
Star Expansion Bolt Co.
Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co,
Boxes, Floor.

Lang

Conduits.
American (^rcular Loom Co.
American Conduit Co.

way.

Boilers.

&

Co., The.

Boiler.

Dearborn Drug & Chem. Wk.s.
Condensers (Steam).
Minn. Steel & Machy. Co.

Dossert

Co., Jos,

Leather Preserver Mfg. Co.
Belting.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.
Belt Tighteners.
Minn. Steel & Machy, Co.
Boiler Fronts and Castings.

Minn. Steel

Commutator

Compounds,

&

Central ElectriCiCo.''j
Century Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Electroliers.

Commutator Compound.
McLennan & Co., K.
Commutator Segments.

Contractor,

Belt Dressing.

Babcock

Western Electric Co.

Gloves.
Chicago Glove

AUis-ChaLmers Company.
BisseU Co., The F.

Westinghouse

Connectors, Solderless.

Bells, Signal.
Stanley & Patterson.

&

Machy. Co.

Couduit Rods.
Bissell Co., The F.

Siipply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Slinn. Steel

&

and Magnets.

Clay Works.
National Metal Molding Co.

Supply Co.

Wesco

Dixon Crucible

Mfg. Co.

Sons, Mathias.

Bissell Co.,

French Battery

&

Dale Co., The.

The F.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

,.

&

Benjamin

Batteries, Primary.

Stanley

Co,

Circuit Breakers.
Cutter Elec. Co.

Anchors (Guy).

Western

and Motors.

Chests, Tool.

Adjusters, Cord.

R, E.

Commonwealth Edison

.

Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Locke Insulator Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,
Massachusetts Clhemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co,

Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Pbilhps Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co,
Wesco Supply Co.

Meters.
Columbia Meter Co.
Duncan Electric Mfg .Co.
Ft.

Central Electric Co.

Manhattan

Wayne Electric V 'ks.,

Inc.

General Electric Co.

Chicago Mica Co.

Mining Apparatus,

Allis-Chalmers Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

&

Westinghouse El.

Motors

Blake Signal
Mfg, Co.

Dynamos

(See

and

&

Kintz Co., The.

Nippers and Pliers.

&

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. Ltd.

Platinum, Wire and Sheet.
Baker & Co. Inc.

Guards.
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co,
Hubbell, Harvey, Inc.

National Pole Co.
Pacific Coast Pole Co.
Porter Cedar Company.

Banner

Electric Co.

Buckeye

Electric

(io.

Central Electric Co.
Colonial Electric Co.
Columbia Incan. Lamp Co.
Commonwealth Edison Co.
Economy Electric Co,
General Electric Co,
Moline Incand. Lamp'Co.
Safety Electric Co,
Shelby Electric Co.
Solar Glass^Co., The.
Warren Elec. & Specialty Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
WesternlE lee trie Co.
Wefltinghouse K\\^ Mfg, Co.
Westinghouse Lamp Co.

Sterling & Son Co., W. C.
Toirey Cedar Co.
Worcester Co;. C. H.

Arc Lamps.
Mott Iron Wks., The

—Re-

Lamps. IncandoHCcnt

placorHfand Cleaners.
Morse. Frank

W.

Lecturer.
Sanborn, Mrs. F. Violet.

Lightning Arresters.
(Jifford Kl.-c.

Mfg, Co.

Woolley Electric Co.
Lino Material.
Ajax Lino Material Co.
Peirce Specialty Co.

Magnet

Wires.
(See Wires and Cables.)

Electric Mfg. Co.

and Switches.)

Tanks.
Minn. Steel

&

Machy. Co.

Telephones, Telephone

Ma-

International Tel, Mfg. Co.
Kello^ Switch. & Sup. Co.
Long Distance Tel, Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Poles,

J. L.

Telephone Service.
Chicago Telephone Co.

W.

Portables, Electric.
Goodwin & Kintz Co., The.
Rickenbaugh, R. E.

chinery.

Elect'l Testing Laboratories.

Time Switches.
Biasell Co.,

The F.

Transformers
Allis-Chalmers

Machy. Co.

Company.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Wayne

Eldc. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
La Fayette Elect'l Mfg. Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg, Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Ft.

Rail Joint Company, The.
Re- Winding Repairs.
Commonwealth Edison Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Rheostats.

—

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
National Rheostat Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.

Schureman

Co.. J. L.
Westinghouse El.
Mfg. Co^

Westinghouse El.

&

Mfg. Co.

Turbines, Steam.
Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Electric Co.

Reliance Elec. Mfg. Co.
Scale, Automatic.
Avery Scale Co., The.

Westinghouse Machine Co.

Vacuum

Schools and Colleges.
Highland Park College.

Drying.

DevineCo..

Second-Uand Machinery.

J. P.

Vibrators.
Swedish Elec. Vibrator Co.
Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Jas, A,
Electric Co.

Gregory
Service Boxes.

Trumbull Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wires and Cables.

Shade Holders.
Hubbell, Harvey, Inc.

Jem Shade Holacr

Testing Laboratory.

Tools.
Klein & Sons, Mathias.
Lofgren Specialty Co.

Allis-Chalmers Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Minn. Steel & Machy. Co.

Graham,

TheF.

Trumbull Electric Mfg. Co.

Automatic Electric Co.
Cook, Frank B.
Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co.

Saws. Elec. Driven.

BisseU Co., The F.
Boston Incan. Lamp Co.

Bissell Co..

Wagner

terial.

&

Lamps, Incandescent.

Switchboards.

(See Cut^outa

Fowler & Co.. John H.
Kellogg Switch. & Sup. Co.
Llndsley Bros, Co., The.
Morrison Lumber Co., J. W.

&

SuppUes, General Electric.
Bissell Co., The F.

Switches.

F.

Brooks. Hall L.

Minn. Steel
Rail Joints.

Stokers.
Westinghouse Machine Co.

Western Electric Co.
Worcester Electric Mfg. Co.

Poles and Ties.
Berthold & Jennings.

Polish (Metal).
Hoffman, Geo.

Mfg. Co.

Machy. Co.

Commonwealth Edison Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

Paints, Insulating.
Standard Varnish Wks.

The

&

Central Electric Co,

Sons, Mathias.

Bissell Co.,

&

Steel Castings.

Minn. Steel

Motors.)

Newels.
Goodwin

Inst. Co.

Staples.

Pumps.

Lamp

W. R.

Springs.
Manross, F. N.

Elec.

Lamps, Arc.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co,
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co,
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Weston Electrical

Mica Insulator Co.
& Co., Eugene.

Munsell

Power Transmission Ma-

Co., F. B.
Bissell Co,, The F.

Elec.
Co.,

&

Siipply Co.

Western Electric Co.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Joints, Wire.
Cook, Frank B,

Badt &

Ostrander

Wesco

Mica.

Klein

Speaking Tubes.

American Electricar Works.

Co.

Sign Letters.
IClec. Motor & Equip.Co.,The.
Haller Sign Wk.s., Inc.
Signs, Electric.
Elec. Motor & Equip.Co.,The.
Haller Sign Wks., Inc.

Sleeving, Braided.
Belden Mfg, Co.
Smoke Stacks, Steel.
Minn. Steel & Muchy. Co.
Solder, Self Fluxing.
B<dd«n Mfg. Co.

Indiana Rub, & Ins, Wire Co,
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co,

Okonite Co., The.
Phillips,

Soldering Paste.
Blake Signal <fe Mfg. Co.
Sockets.
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.

o* A.CL^%rGa^±m&xx^&xx-tm (See ^£kt£&

Eugene

F.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling'H Sons Co,, J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.

International .Solder Co.

General Electric Co.

Atlantic Ins.Wire & Cable Co.
Belden Mfg. Co.
BiH.setl Co.. The F.
Central Electric Co,
Chicago Insul.Wiro & Mfg.Co,
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Ilabirehaw Wire Co.

Standard Underground Cable
Co.

Wesco Supply

3

Co.

Western Electric Company.

January

4,
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THE INDIA RUBBER AND
QUTTA PERCHA INSULATING CO.
For over twenty years
the manufacturer of

*'HabirsKaw Wires, Cables and Cores"
announces to

customers and the trade generally, that

its

under the continued supervision of Dr»

and the management of those

ments who have been
past,

of

^'

it

Telegraph and
well

as

identified

will continue to

Red Core/'

''

all

officers

W. M.

Habirshaw

and heads of depart-

with the

Company

in the

manufacture the highest grade

White Core/'

''

Black Core/' Telephone,

kinds of ''Code" and Special Wires, as

Signal, Submarine, Mine,

ground Cables, under the

legally

Torpedo and Underauthorized

name

of

HABIRSHAW WIRE COMPANY
OFFICES
New York

253 Broadwa>.y,

WORKS
City

Yonkers,

New York

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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JUST OUT!
New Benjamin Separable
Wireless Cluster
FOR MULTIPLE INTERIOR SERVICE
SOME OF

ITS

SALIENT EEATURES:

Consists of two principal parts, separably connected. Supporting base may be installed while construction work is under way.
Body portion can be installed later on; can instantly be attached
or removed without disturbing wiring connections.
Does away with slack wire. Allows the use of any standard
shade holder.
Supporting base so small that glassware may be
installed or removed without disturbing wiring connections.
Light
in weight, compact, and neat in appearance.
All porcelain parts
concealed.
Made in any finish. Only two forms of insulating
base are employed to cover the entire range of lights. Is especially
adapted as centerpiece for spread-electric or combination fixtures.
Write today for Pamphlet giving complete description

Benjamin

Electric Mfg. Co.

New York

CHICAGO

8an Francisco

r

WE
WISH

YOU

\

^.HAPPY

HEW YEAR,^.

We cannot \n5ure\he
wish, but

irom

Providing you use

fulfillweni of our

we CAN insure

i/ou of

{

FREEDOM

LIGHTING TROUBLES

Q Q LUMBIA^^^^^*^^ "^^^^^ lamps"

NATIONAL CARBON CO. CLEVELAND, 0.

1908

J;itiiiary

.).

WESTFRN KLRCTRICIAN
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WOOLLEY ELECTRIC

CO.

B-P
Enclosed Fuses
Excel in
Rating
Are absolutely within the
and Specifications.

limits of the Underwriters'

Ratings

Construction
Every separate part accurately blanked, formed, punched and
by special dies, templates, jigs, etc., to standard dimensions.

set
61-100 and 101-200 Amp..
250-Volt N. E. C. Standard

Quality
Fuse Strips made from the best of composition metals; tubes of
hard vulcanized fiber tubing throughout the line no paper
tubes and metal parts of heavy brass or copper no copper

—
—

;

plated or brass plated shells.

Appearance
The best looking

fuse on the market.

Immediate shipments made from stock
3-30 and 31-60 Amp.
600-VoIt N. E. C. Standard

Catalogue

Reliable,

listing all fuses

Efficient

in all

Old Code and

Coed Inside and Out

New Code Dimensions

and cut-outs, with complete dimension sheets,
be gladly sent upon application

list

and

refilling prices,

and Permanent Lightning Protection
IS

BEST SECURED WITH

G-C NON-GAP ARRESTERS
Reliable
Because they have no moving parts and can be deat any time
to take any number of

pended upon

discharges in any degree of rapidity of succession.

Efficient
Will take care of the lightest static as well as the heaviest
lightning discharges.
Closed circuit the most perfect
path.

Permanent
Because they cannot fuse, shatter or bum up. Eveiy
C-C Non-Gap is absolutely Non-Arcing, and guaranteed for TWO vears.

700 and 1,100 Volt Types

ASK FOR OUR DESORIPTIVE BULLETIN
2.300-Volt Tyije

137 S.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

CLINTON STREET

CHICAGO

S.

H.

FINNEY

will

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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STAR EXPANSION BOLTS
STANDARD OF GENUINE

THF.

1^*^

EI

FICIENCY

^fAi^:^imsimssm
^^>

These represent three
Standard La^' Screw Types.
We can furnish any other
special Head desired.

Wood, La^

Star Expansion Shields Fit All

-'

^ X, ^

->

--r

Machine Screws

or

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Machine

Bolt

PRINCrPAL OFFICC

Types

SCHENECTADY,

Wood Screw Types

N. Y.

(Malleable Iron or Brass)

(Lead Composillon Metalj

Schenectady, N. Y., July 15.

STAR EXPANSION BOLT

CO.,

147 Cedar Street, N. Y.

Dear

Sirs

Replying

3

to

your July 14th

letter

and referring

to

M. 154-HGL, regarding our experience with your expansion
screw anchors,

we beg

to advise that

we have been using

bolts

and

principally

expansion shields or lag screws in connection with our general
construction work, and

we found

that for securing apparatus to brick

or concrete walls they are very satisfactory.

Very truly yours,

t-nci

HER-WEN

Construction Department.

STAR DRILLS-'QUALITY"
(Officially

adopted by the N. Y. and N. Y.

&

N.

J.

Telephone Cos.).

Permits free use of smaller diameters without danger of breaking.

STAR ENAMELED BRIDLE RINGS
Star Rings
may also be had

are

in Bright Steel,

eight

Galvanized, Ja-

sizes, to

panned or

requirements.

Star Rings

Solid

made

in

different

meet all

Brass.

The above

We

also

make

all

represent only certain of our leaders.

kinds of Expansion Bolts, Toggle Bolts, Cable Hangers and

Catalog

(fully descriptive)

Comer Brace

Bridle Rings.

and samples upon request.

STAR EXPANSION BOLT COMPANY
142 Lake Street

CHICAGO,

ILL.

BAYONNE,

N. J.

147 Cedar Street

NEWYORK,N.Y.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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DIAMOND H
SWITCHES,

RECEPTACLES
WALL^ CASES

This

Mark

the

is

Best Guarantee

TheHART MANUFACTURING
HARTFORD, CONN.,

CO.

U. S. A.

BRANCHIOFFICES:
NEW YORK,

203 Broadway

BOSTON, 170 Sununer Street
CHICAGO, 267 South Canal Street

LONDON, ENG.,

DENVER, 1725 Cal. Street
SAN FRANCISCO, 33 Second Street
TORONTO, CAN., 62 Wellington Street, W.
72 Victoria Street

4,

1908

.-iiuiary

4,

WF.STRRN

1908

EI.lRCTRiriAN

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
253

Limited

BROADWAY, NEW YORK
MANUFACTURERS OF

OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

CANDEE PATENTED POTHEADS
OKONITE TAPE
MANSON TAPE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Alternating Current Ammeters and
For Switchboard Service.

Voltmeters.

The Weston

Instrument

Electrical

Company

is

now

jjrepared to furnish the trade and profession a complete
line of Alternating

Current Ammeters and Voltmeters for

use on Switchboards.

These new instruments

of very pro-

are the result

and

longed study, painstaking mathemitical analysis

most thorough and exhaustive

scientific

the

research, and ex-

many very

perimental investigation of each one

of the

complex problems involved

designing and con-

in devising,

structing instruments adapted to give really accurate indications of the value of the forces on alternating-current
circuits
(LAKGE SIZE) MODEL

The instruments
quisitely

made

every

in

important advance

under the very numerous

variable

and most trying

conditions necessarily occurring in practical work.

151

are unique in their Electrical
detail.

in the art,

We

and

and Mechanical

have no hesitation

feel certain that

when

in stating that

their merits

and are ex-

characteristics,

they constitute a real and

become known, they

will

be

accepted as the standards for switchboard service throughout the world.

Both Ammeters and Voltmeters are extremely
minute changes

and

will correctly

show the most

current or voltage.

in

They may be used on
second

sensitive,

any frequency within the

circuits of

limits of practical

work

(\S per

140 per second) without sensible error.

to

They

They

are absolutely dead beat.

are perfectly shielded from the disturbing influences

of external magnetic fields.

They
serviceable

handsome

are

and

in

They

appearance.

will

be found to be the most accurate, durable,

instruments made.

reliable alternating-current

Last, but not least, they are remarkably low-priced instruments.

Two

made, one adapted for

sizes are

small switchboards.
size,

up
1

all

and the other for

Ammeter are'made in each

Sixteen ranges of

adjusted for direct insertion and constant use on circuits

to 2,300 volts.

ampere for

deflection.

ment

large,

The Ammeters vary

full

scale deflection to

in

capacity

from values

500 amperes for

full

of

scale

Current transformers must be used for the measure-

of currents above

SOO amperes, and

we recommend

such transformers have a secondary value of

The Voltmeters are furnished
varying from 7S to 7^0 volts.
Write

in

5

seven

that

amperes.
standard ranges,

for circulars to

(.SMAT.L SIZE)

MODEL

ITjO

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COJewark, N.J
SEW YOBK. 74 Cortlnndl
CHICAGO,

.St.

1S04 Momulnock Block
Mint Arc<i<Ji>

PHILADELPHIA. MO

nOSTO.V. 170 Federal St.
ST. LOUIS, G39 Frisco Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO, -IIS EuKcnm Ave.
CLEVELAND, lOlSCitircmi' Bldg.

DENVER,

LONDO.N, Audrey Homo, Ely

172S CnUfornia'St.

Place, Holborn

BERLIN,

88 lUtUiratrnsso

PARIS, E. H. Codiot &

Co.,

12

Rue

St.

Georges

1908

January

4,
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WASTED POWER

A

QUESTION
•

Are you getting the

INCOME

per

Electric Light,

IF

greatest possible

NET

invested

your

dollar

in

Power or Railway Plant?

NOT

Write today for interesting particulars on
District Steam Heating

American

District

Co,

WESTERN OFFICES: Monadnock

M.4JN OFFICES:

LOCKPORT.

Steam
CHICAGO.

N. Y.
CANADIAN OFFICE:

77 York Street, Toronto-

Bldg.

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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UJRIP'YIIMO

IM

Increase the efficiency and the years^of service of steam boilers, by keeping them in good condition internally.
Gallon sample of the water required for analysisbefore preparing treatment.

DEARBORN DRUG
AA^IWI.

226-234 Postal Telegraph Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

\A/ORKS,
& OMEIIVIIOAlP'ounder.
H. eiC3€a^\H,

Telephone: Harrison 303O and 393

1.

FOR CATALOGUE,
ADDRIBB

HARTFORD STEAM BOILER
liS|»PECTION
;

L. B.
F. B.

INSURANCE COMPANY

e*

C. S. BLAKE, Seoy.
L. F. MIDDLEBROOK, Asst. Secy.

BRAINERD.
ALLEN,

Pres. and Treaa.
Vice-Pres.

f

JANUARY

I

CAPITAL

SURPLUS

f

1,486,467.73
1,092,787.98
3,978,245.7

will do,

is

CO.

of graph,

what graphite has dooe, what

what you can do with

It

Copy 125 FREE

it.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO..JERSEY

1

the only company which makes a specialty
exclusively, a steam boiler inspection and insurance business.

The Hartford

Tells

itc lubricatiog.

BOO.OOO.OO

S

RESERVES
ASSETS

i.

New, fresh iaformatioo on the modern practice

190T

1,

THE JEFFREY MFC
COLUMBUS, 0.

eO PAGES ON LUBRICATION **

ANNUAL STATEMENT

40th

t'

{

JEFFREYs-JAClIMBllY
I

CITY.N.J.

and does

of,

1

The Hartford is the only company whose entire talent and energies are
applied to the study o£ steam, to the scientific construction and installation of
boilers, and to their periodical inspection by expert mechanics.

The Hartford is the only company whose entire assets and resources are
held exclusively for the protection of steam users, and the payment of losses
occasioned by the explosion of steam boilers, and for no other hazard whatsoever.

SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED CORD FOR TROLLEYS AND ARC 1-iMPS.
SEND FOR SAMPLES
SftMSON COBDACE WORKS, Boston. Mass.

nearly nine-tenths of the Inspection and Insurance of Steam Boilers in the New England States, and nearly two-thirds of the
entire amount done throughout the United States.

The Hartford

is

now doing

On receipt of
10 CENTS

The extraordinary economy
of the

we will

Diesel Crude Oil

Western

Engine
is

send you a

Electrician

Moonlight Schedule

a day-after-day, month-after-

month,

for

year-after-year

— as

man

should have

one.

operation prove.

lar

Write for our

list

Electrician Publishing

of

507 Marquette

plants installed and ask

[1

1908.

lighting

Every

the thousands
of horsepower in regufact

Company,
Chicago.

Bldg..

the owners.

Americeui Diesel
Engine Compeuiy
1 1

Broadway, New York City

HIGH TENSION TROUBLES?
AND

ELEPHANT BRAND

IMPREGNATE

lldlllMlllllllillliUMIIIilltflHI
2200 WASHINGTON AVENUE. PHILADELPHIA.

ELEPHANT BRAND

---

^^..^.
S^/X«- ^i^-2^A

INGOTS. CASTINGS, WIRE. RODS. SHEETS,

••
'•

Etc.

U. S.

85

WILCOX COMPANY

«c

Liberty Street,

Babcock & Wilcox,

Stirling,

Y.

428 BRISBANE BLDC.

PAT. OFF.

THE BABCOCK

NOW

J.P.DEVINECO.,BUFFALO,N

DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS
REG.

BY VACUUM

LARGEST ELECTRICAL FACTORIES IN U. S. AND ABROAD
USE OUR-THE PASSBURD-SYSTEM.
INVESTIGATE-YOU MAY BE SURPRISED.

PA.

-

-

&

A.

NEW YORK

-

T. Horizontal,

Cahall Vertical

WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
WORKS: BAYONNE,

J.-BARBERTON, OHIO

N.

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON,

Delta Building

PHILADELPHIA,
O12 North Amer.
SAN FRANCISCO, 63 First Street
PITTSBURCH, Farmers Deposit Nat'l Bk.
NEW ORLEANS, 343 Baronno Street
I

I

I

I

I

Bldg.

WASHINGTON, Colorado
Bldg.

-

DENVER, 4IO Seventeenth Street
SALT LAKE CITY, 313 Atlas Block
Bldg.

CHICAGO, Marquette Bldg.
ATLANTA, CA., 132 Candler Bldg.
I

CLEVELAND, 706 New England

MEXICO

Bldg.

CITY, 7 Avenlda Juarez
HAVANA. CUBA,
6^ Calle de la Habana
LOS ANCELES, 321 Trust Bldg.
CINCINNATI, O., Traction Bldg.
I

I

|.iiiii;n\

|,

WF.STF.RN

ii)i'S

F.I.I'.c

'IKI^IA•
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Wireless Cluster
Litigation
We

Ceases

are pleased to announce that a license agreement

'was concluded and executed on December 21,

1907,

l^hereby lue acquired the right to manufacture and

sell

our Wireless Clusters under Benjamin s numerous patents.
This
freely

means

that our Wireless Clusters

may be purchased

and 'without fear of a claim being made

are infringing upon the rights

of

that they

others,

THE DALE COMPANY,
9th Ave,, 1 3th and

Hudson

New

Sts,,

York City

LABOR SAVERS
Our

Wireless Clusters Cost less to

install

than

any other type made.

National Code Stand-

ard—Electrically and

Mechanically Perfect.

Write for Catalogue

"
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The Lindsley Brothers Company
Producers and Shippers of

and Manufacturers of

WESTERN CEDAR POLES

RED FIR CROSS ARMS

Monadnock

Eastern Sales Office,

BERTHOLD
& JENNINGS,

POLES.

ST. LOUIS,

CHICAGO

TIES.

Lumbermen's BIdg.
8th and PIneSts.

WHITE CEDAR,
RED CEDAR,
CYPRESS

Bldg.,

OAK, CYPRESS and
YELLOW PINE

MO.

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

White Cedar Poles and Ties
FROM STUMP TO
CONSUMER

We produce our POLES and TIES bo we can make aa low prices as anyone.
BUT AT HCADQVAHTJBBS.
Eight Shipping Tarda In Northern MUinosola.
WRITE US FOR DELIVERED PRICES.
J.

W. Morrison Lumber Co.

9i8°'Sr°Exch"rge Minneapolis, Minnesota

:u
C.H.WQRCESTER CQ.
TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

Cedar
hfllCHICAM

Tribune Bldg. Chicago.

r
[

niir Var/ls areBolocatedwceanBhlpitooktoanypAlntlnthennltedStfttei
I dlU* that iscat from tbe choicest tlmberremilnliiff Id Northern Hlota.

UUI

Germany's

Poles
n/^
m TIES
POLES

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Greatest

Large Stock Constantly on Han<

WHITE CEDAR

BEST TO LAST.
*o.ooo Poles in stock,
i^
i. J
"
^^
100,000-150.000 aficr April ist.
We hiVe been in the Cedar Pole and Tie bu?ir.ess ?5 years
W. C. STERLING
CO.,^
SON

—

&

too

1

J

Glass Electric

Trolley Ties ai Bay City yard.

-MONROE, MICH,

Fixture Line
R. E. Rickenbau^h
Co.=

&

REPRESENTATIVES
Grand Rapids,
Michigan

THE EVERSTICK ANCHOR, THE ANCHOR OF MERIT
Your

SIZES OF

money back

money'fl worth or your

Installed with

a tamping bar

in less

ia

the

way we

sell

anchors.
lors.

than half minute after hole

ANCHORS
No. 5, 5x9
Ho. 6, 6x11
No. 8, 8x15
No. 10, 10x19

is

bored

/

NATIONAL POLE COMPANY
Successor to Cedar Department

PITTSBURG &

L. S.

of

IRON CO.

ESCANABA, MICHIGAN

THE BEST
ANCHOR

CEDAR TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE

MADE.

POLES

LOW

IN
PRICE.

Made

of

Malleable
Iron.

—
—

Write for

Fig. 1
Represents Anchor placed at
Fig. 2 Partially expanded.
Fig. 3— Fully expanded.

Prices.

THE EVERSTICK ANCHOR

CO., 17 South

bottom

Main

poijeshesposts

ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

of hole.

St., St.

Louis, Mo.

THE PORTER CEDAR Co
SAGINAW. MICH.

YOUR INOUIRICS ALWAYS

Yards

in principal

cedar producing states

You will confer a favor upon the advertiser
by telling him ~ when you write him that you
saw his adm in the Western Electrician.

ELECTRIC HEATING APPARATUS
the result of ten years of constant
effort to develop the enamel and re-sistance element to
its jjresent etate of perfection
It has gained recognition
as a thoroughly reliable jiroduct.
ia

Idaho Cedar Poles

Catalog Free Upon Request

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.
mohJiSSSckbuk:!

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

PACIFIC

COAST POLE

CO.

SPOKANE, WASH,

—

ny

.'[,

—
WKSTICKN
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CROSS-OVERS
FOR OPEN WIRING
AND MOLDING WIRING
When

one line

of

wiring crosses another at right angles these are the proper
Both styles are "approved."

FOR MOLDING WIRING
Ca«. No.

4095— 2-Wire Crossing 2-Wire

Cat. No.

4096

Cat. No.

4097— 2-Wire
4098— 3-Wire

Cat. No.
C\lt

fittings.

rfHITTV,

3-Wire Crossing 3-Wire

Crossing 3-Wire
Crossing 2-Wire

Cut Shows No. 4096

CLOSED

Shows No. 4095

COVER OFF

FOR OPEN WIRING
Entirely new idea that saves bother, time and money.
The Insulator locks in
place and can be set in after wires are in place. No need of stringing tubes,
or loon\, or using split tubes.

Send for free samples
of any of the above to
us or

to

your jobber.

Order by Catalogue Camber

H. T.

PAISTE CO

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Ne>v York

Boston
Chicago

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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mwincandescent lamps
From

Safety Electric Co.

15c to 17c

35 Michigan

Ave., CIticago,

4,

Refilled

From
lOc to i2c

III.

BLJFRNEID-C

\AAI

Why Do We Succeed?
WE KNOW,

No Business Man

but you don't

INVESTIGATE
Should undertake to get along without a

FOR YOURSELF

TELEPHONE
If

progressive

and economical he

There have been fakes and
fakirs in the battery business.

Therefore,

Any

only for his business outgoing
but for the use of his customers who
to

unsupported

statement.

not

want

our

will

see that he has proper telephone facilities

we do not ask you

accept

to

test

which you

Four Types No. 6

Chicago Telephone Co.

Bell

Type

Cells, 2>4x6.

Ignition

Telephone Type

Main 394

may

make with a "Fleur de Lis"
Dry Cell will support it, and
will make you believe in the
FRENCH STUFF.

reach him the quickest way.

Type

Auto Special

Contract Department

203 Washington

Street

French Battery

&

Carbon

Go.

MADISON, WIS.

NEW

SWITCHBOARD
AND

KELLOGG

Address Dep't

F

^»4l^./KO^.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Keystone Telephone Building
LOS ANGELES. CAL.
31s W. Second Street

BRAKCHES

SUPPLY COMPANY
:

CLEVELAND. OHIO.
Electric Dulldlng

KANSAS CITY. MO.
6«

AlbertStreet

See our exhibit at the Electrical Show, Chicago, Jan 13-25, 1908

YORK, 59 Park Place

TELEPHONES,

SWITCHBOARDS
TELEPHONE APPLIANCES,
POLES, LAMPS, CABLES,

U13 Ualn Street

WINNIPEG MAN.

TELEPHONE LINE SUPPLIES. ETC.
Correspondence Solicited.

Write

lor Bulletins.

WISTIiieHOIISl LUMP!
Metallized Filament

HigK Efficiency Types
2'A

Watts per Candle

westinohouse: lamp co.
NEW YORK
VT«*ndiitn T^t>*-

r^ Watt T\'De

1908
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Apparatus

Quality

This transmitter and
receiver are

telephone

known

Lakes

every

from the At-

user

lantic to the Pacific,

the

to

this

to the

and from

Gulf;

they

are the telephone instruments

which the most impor-

with

tant business of

:^Pfe~~'''^|.,

is

transacted.

country

the

They

are

the

^
"
Standard
B E L L ' Telephones
—
—which means
experience in design and care in manufacture

When we
instruments

:

service

and economy

We

the

in

same

Quality apparatus means reliability in

quality.

maintenance.

are always ready to furnish types of apparatus other than the Bell patterns,

This receiver with concealed bindis an example.
While not
adopted by the Bell companies, it is
Standard Western Electric Company
quality and is made with the same care
as is exercised in the manufacture of
all our equipment.
ing posts

.

CATALOGUE
request.

of generally used apparatus sent on
Special information gladly furnished.

Western Electric Co.
Largest Manufacturers and Suppliers of all Apparatus
and Equipment used in the Construction, Operation
and Maintenance of Telephone Plants.

New York
Philadelphia

AUanta
HarriSburg

quality.

you Standard Bell Telephones we offer you these identical
the same design, the same manufacture, the same inspection and

meet special requirements or preferences of our customers.

to

word,

offer

and consequently

test,

in a

Paul
Des Moines

Pittsburg
Cincinnati

St.

IndianapoUs
Chicago

St.

Louis

Omaha

SeatUe

Denver
Lake City

San Francisco
Los Angeles

Salt

Kansas City

NORTHERN ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING
Montreal

CO., Ltd.

Winnipeg

Use Address Nearest You

See our exhibit at the Chicago Electrical Show.
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THE

of

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
FOR
tne year 1907

was

tne largest

in its nistory or over

20 years

gmi
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Books For Central Station Men

STEVENS

Entirely
8vo,

New and Revised

Cloth, Willi

Edition

8vo, Colh,

DlEL^runs and Illustrations,

PRICE, $3.00

MECHANICALCATECHISM

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Volume

A

Ar
FOR THE USE OF ELECTRICIANS
STUDENTS AND OTHERS.

BY

Fra^ncis B. Crocker, E. M.. Ph. D.
Volume II. "Distributing System and Lamps

Francis B. Crocker £. M.,Ph. D.

Sixth Edlilon, Tlioroughlv Revitied and

Enlarged— 11*06

Professor oC Electrical EnpineerlDg In Columbia Unlvereliy, Past Presldfint oC the

12mo, Clolb. 250 pages. 134 lllustrilloni
'
PRICb Si. 00 net

Electrical Engineers,

All Modera Machinery fully desorlbed and explained
Teobnlcal
Pomti made Clear by Word and Drawing. Quaitlons au^ Answerh

THE MANAGEMENT OF
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

Orlelnal.

(or CItU Serrlce EzamlnatlonB, etc.

Svo.Cloth. 337 PP.Z20 Illustrations. Price neljl. 00

ELECTRICITY HETERS

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER, STEAM, COMBUSTION, SMOKE PREVENTION. BOILERS. BOILBB
CONSTRUCTION, TESTING AND MANAGEMENT. SAFETY VALVES. INJECTORS, PUIIPS AND GOVERNORS. STEAM GAUGES, LUBRICATORS,
ENGINES, COMMON SLIDE VALVE, TANDEM COMPOUND, CROSS COMPOUND. RECEIVER ENGINES. HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR BNGI.N'ES, TRACTION ENGINES. ELECTRIC ENGINES. AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES, CONDENSERS, JET AND SURFACE. ECCENTRIC,
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE. LINK MOTION. HORSE P0VPBH8 IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR, REFRIGERATION, ABSORPTION AND COMPRXSBION METH-J
CDS, BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS. PUMPS. VALVES.
TESTS. TABLES, AMMONIA. AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR, MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE, STANDARD NUMBnKS AND RULES, PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION. SQUARE ROOT. LEVERAGE, ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS,
ACCU.MULATOR, RHEOSTAT. TRANSFORMER. VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND .SERIES WIRING. THREE-WIRE SYSTEM. MANAGEMKNT AND CARE OF ELECTRIC PLANT, REPAIRS, ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS. MOTORS. STATIONARY, TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYSTEMS, CONTROLLER. ELECTEIO LOOOMOTIVE. ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING, HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR. FRIOTION
CLUTCH. COMPOU.ND CYLINDERS, REVERSING GEAR. THE STACKER.
ALSO. THE ELEMENT* OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

'i^l^^^^i

336 Pases.

340 lllustratloos.

91.00.

Seat aoywbert preptid on rectlpt ol prlct.

Their Construction and

Management
A

Practical Manual for Central Station Engineers, DiDtrlbutlon Engineers, and

Students

A Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged Edition
of the Practical Managoment of Dynamos and
Muiors.

BY
Francis B. Crocker, E. M.. Ph. D.
AND
Schuyler S. WKeeler. D. Sc.

President Urooker-Wheeler Company; President oftheAmerlowi Inst.Qt Electrical Bngliiccrci
Member American Society
of Civil Englnoors; Member Amerloau
boclcty Mechanical Engineers.
i

IlY

C. H.

Lighting

Pra.ctical Exposition of the

American Institute of

Naw and

pages, llluatralcd. PRICE, S3. 00

BV

The Generating Plant

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE
FOB.
Stationary and Harlne Bnglneeri, Plremen, Elcctrlclaa«, notormen, lea
Machlae Men and Mechanics In Oeneral.

1

505

Electric

W. GERHARDI
l2mo, Clolb, 345 pp, llluslrsled. Price S3. OO net

Svo, Cloth, 266 Pages, Ulustrated.

Price J4.00 net

Modern Turbine Practice
AND

Water-Power

Plants

Long-Dista.nce Electric Power
TraLnsmission
BEING A TREATISE UN THP;
Hydro-Electric Generation of Energy: its
Translormalion
Transmission and
Dist'ibutlon.
Iiv

ROLLIN W. HUTCHINSON.

JOHN WOLF THUR.SO
Ctvli

and Hydraulic Engineer

Electrician Publishing Co.
507 Marquette BIdg.

Electrician Publishinq Company,
507 Marquette

BIdg., Clilcago.

Jr.

Consulltnf! Electrical Engineer; Associate Member
Amerlc&ii Institute of Electrical Engineers, and
Member ol the Electrochemical Society.

Chicago,

ill.

January

4,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Lighting

and Traction

Batteries

BATTERIES

for Aulumobilo Lit,Miting and Sparking -^200 sizes.
Also for Elcclric Boats
and Launches. Portable and Stationary Batteries in imported glass jars. New improved
Charging Apparatus for recharging batteries on alternating-current circuits.
Price only
Battery Plates and accessories for renewing other makes, etc.
$15.00.
We furnish specifications for contractors to furnish batteries unassembled, with tools and
instructions for building.
Let us know what you need the battery for and we will furnish you

with the best types at the very lowest prices.

Special Attention Given to the Trade
Over 1,000
vicinity.

We

our batteries in operation in Chicago and
give a guarantee and can fumish the best of
of

references from pleased customers.
Wrifu for Pricou, Etc,

Keener Electric Storage
276 Biackhawk

Si,,

Portable GtassICella.

Battery

Go.

CHICAGO

Larger size Lighting and
SparkinE Battenes.

i.StatioDary Battery in Lead-lined Tank.

Begin your campaign for 1908 business by taking advantage of the

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN'S ELECTRICAL
(Issues of

January

11th, 18th

SHOW NUMBERS

and 25th)

DOITNOW
A

numbers will effectively place your
The
product before the possible users in the Central and Western States.
first Show Number goes to press January 9th.
Forward copy TO DAY
good-sized advertisement in

these

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

507 Marquette BIdg., Chicago

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

S6

The
is

January

Show

Electrical
Western

a

TRICIAN,

The

Institution.

therefore,

cent facilities

by

right of

on the ground,

WESTERN ELECits

location

paper

standpoint

—that

ELECTRICIAN
Show

say,

to

will deliver

to the electrical

any other

is

all

Show

WESTERN

the

news

from a news-

of the Electrical

people of the United States before

electrical publication.

Consequently

it

will

pay you best

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

Electrical
I I

and magnifi-

will lead all electrical papers

in the matter of covering the Electrical

January

'

th,

I

to

advertise

in

the

particularly in our

dnow Nlmber^

dth and 25th.

Copy needed immediately

The Telephone Hand Book,

Now Dynamo

Tenders' Hand Book,

BeH Hangers' Hand Book,
Incandescent Wiring Hand

Book,

Electric Transmission

Hand Book

Comprise the famous Western

Hand Book

Price,

Electrician

Series.

by mail, postage prepaid,

$1

A VOLUME.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
507 Marquene Building, Chicago.

4,

1908

Jami.'iry

VVESTRRN

njuS

.(.

HVLI.KSMY,
Tut-

A KN'OM)

f'l

.

I

•tiKri, (lonnlruot iiiid Opornte Uuilway.
Lislit, l*ow«r, llydriiuUo and

Liaa

&

Engineers
Monadnock, Chicago

1

50.1

Uoportii, Kntimntpn. AppniimilK. 'IV'^U und 8up<?rviBion of I'JIcclrical
IiMtnllationa in uny piirt of the Uupublic of

ICxaminutionn,

Mexico.
l'..|,.plinn.-,

Ilnrriann 7ir.

:ui)

ln-iirljnrTi

St

,

engineers

riili-iiK"

High Tension Transmission Linos

IF

1121

The Rookery,

06 Broadwiiy

New York

Cbica[{o

MonoiiKiiliultt Bank Bldff.. PittAburR
Norfolk IIovisc. Cannon St., London

ONLY ONE

TRY

person

or firm or corporation
sliould look in lliis Directory for
your address and fail to find it, you
might fail to make a lump of money.

MvmlHtr
fduri^ra.

this Directory

.Siiiti' riOl

SI'.

where

KOHLER

it ^v^lI

be seen

Ctifrmical Iluil<Jini£,

I.OI'IH, f. S. A.

ENGINEERS,

1804-180e-180S-181O-1812

fUher

RAILWAY EXCHANGE,
Cor. Jackflon and MicLIitaa Boulevards,

CHICAGO.

Bldg.

Fbediibick Saboent.

l.o,„;

A.

]i.

:i.

.

1'.'

Reportfi, Tests.

Crimshaw

Electric Light,
Plants.

Raven White Core

p>i> mtpeciion >bi1 cmrr; the bbotc

NEW YORK
MAIN OPPICBl

114.

!« « lU

Liberty 5t.,

TRADE-MARKS on our tmgi.

Weilao minntacton

W.

Ii^l

'

'

p".

1

1.

1
1'..\

SPECMLTIES-r.
ing Planta, Water

Electrical Installations.

Woi

yiuli
.,1, Ueat,

Gum a

1100-1128 American

ALL OUR WIRES

'

,.

EN(JI.MU:,K. ASt,

Steam and

Marquette Bide., Chicago,

a. D. Londt.

scii'ri'j',

Estimates and Supervision for Complete
i;i2.>-13L'G

ANlJ

SARGENT & LUNDY,

BROS.

Contracting Electrical Engineers,
Lighting, Power, Railways,

Plana, Spedfications,

MFX!»ANICAL

y.uvrvnicM, knoi.nbkiw

"Uirectory" enfiblns engineers to keep before all possible

ENGINEER

possible clients.

Afiierlcttn Hodoty of Civil ICn5I(inib«r WMt«ra Hodcty of

CONSULTING,

in this

RADFORD, JOHN
in

IJNOINKKIC

RUEBEL & WELLS

CUICAGO.

IT

Keep your name and address
by

aJNKUUIVi

Ainfflcan Trust Huildius. Chioaicri.

IIOHTON

kI':presentation

Robert W. Hunt & Co.

lU-avy Klootrk- Cahlo Work-Klfctrlc Kullwrnj
CoiiHlruotlon-lMolftti-d Kloctrlo Light l-laiitwAll KlndNor Kk'ctrtc Wlrlntr.

ISHAM RANDOLPH

Indfpcn'Ifiicitt No. 0, City of M.-xicft,

Ill

BRENNAN ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

EXPERTS.

A WEIiKLY

1:.

CUNSULTINU ELIXTRICAI. KNUINKKIt
Ivxpcrts, Consulting

Jackson

B.

CmCAiWJ

('llK'ACin, IM..

MALI':, \VII.I>IAM

CO.

Wm.

KXOINKKRS.

luid Ut'lrurH

liciiriTniHt IU.Ik.

\

^:

I'inuitiMt^r*.

I'liiritfl,

I''xitniiiiitti<Min

F. B.

D.c.

57

.Mi-ird'irn Amrrlcun Iimlitutfl of lOlcolricnl
Miiuirirtira.
AliiRricaii Hociety of Mcchuriiriiri<;nuiii(rrrK,
Anioricuii Soclaty of Civil

KNGINICKHS

CLtCTRICAL- CIVIL- MECHANICAL

BADT,

Co.

(Incorporntod)

OMI'ANV

ENGINECRS-CONSTnUCTOna

&

M.

11.

Er.ECTRICIAN

id

I'lai.L..

Itailway

bU':-:l

TnutBldK ChicaRO
,

Raven Black Core

Crimshaw *nil Competition Tapes and Splloing CompOUttf*.

INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,

Nnr Vork,

BRANCHB5.J,„g.".'p=>iS?]s,.

BOSTON!
y OtU St

SAN PRANCUCOl
T**

I
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NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR

1908.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
S07

MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.
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Type "C"

II

Integrating Wattmeters
The Only
Wattmeters
with
RoUing-Ball
Bearings
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Characteristics of loo- Volt,' 60 Cycle, Single-Phase

uUL uU

Type "C" Meter.

The curve sheet illustrates the accuracy
with Type "C" Meters under varying

obtainable
conditions

Westinghouse Meters register accurately and freely at
14 psr cent, of full load, within 2 per cent, plus or
minus from 2 per cent, of load to 150 per cent, over-

accuracy under all normal
variations of voltage, wave form, power factor and
temperature.

load,

We

and maintain

this

have an Integrating Wattmeter Folder No. 4065

just off the press; ask for

it.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Co.

JLDDBESa NEABBST .SALES OFFICB

Atlanta
Baltimore

Buffalo

Cleveland

Detroit

Chicago

Dallas

Boston

Cincinnati

Denver

Kansas City
Los Angeles
Minneapolis

New Orleans
New York

St.

Philadelphia

Salt

Pittsburg

For CRnadat Canadian WeetlnKhouee Co., Limited, Hamilton. Ontario.

I
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Louis

Lake City

San Francisco
Seattle

Syracuse
-—^~—3^——-»3=r=^=;
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Direct Current Generators

For Railway or Commercial Service

Type MPL.

.

Wayne Type

Fort

MPL

into the field frame,

300-K. W., 120.R. P. M.. 250-Volt Generator,

Generators

makmg

Variations

mutation.

lO-Pole,

the

load

in

have

magnetic

are

Diredl

laminated
circuit

Conwaed.

pole-pieces

continuous

cast

— welded

and aiding com-

accommodated without sparking

or

shifting

of brushes.

T)^e

MPL

Generators give continuous satisfactory service.

Bulletin

1079

gives details of design.

Main Office and Factory, Fort Wayne,

Ask

for

it.

Ind.

Branch Offices
Grand Rapids, Mich., 3t0 Murray Bldg.
New Orleans. La., 1007 Hennen Bldg.

St.

Ciocioaati, Ohio, 1125 Union Trust Bldg.

New York, N.

San Franckco,

623 Marquette Bldg.
Detroit, Mich , J025 Cfcamber of Commerce Bldg.

Pittsburg, Pa., 812

Atlaata, Ga., 1316 Empire BIdg.

Boston, Mass,,

Chicago,

111.,

1

)0 State St.

.

Y., 40

New St.

Empire Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa., 4 J5 North American Bldg.

St. Louis,

Mo., 325 Lincoln Trust Bldg.

Paul, Minn., 615 Germanla Life Bldg.
Cal.,

403 Atlas Bldg.

N. Y., 717 Dillaye Bldg.
Yokohama, Japa'o, Bagnall & Hiiles.
Syracuse,

^^'ESTERN

60
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KLEIN'S TOOLS
THE BELT FOR SMALL PULLEYS
Sonil for Free Santplo
Did you ever try
small

pulleys

to

run an ordinary belt on short drives and

?

The reason oak-tanned

belting slips and burns under such condiand inelastic. It won't pull and load unless
it is tightened frequently and soaked with "dope," and even then it
soon wears out. It is too brash and short-flbered to stand so much
tions is that

New "Chicago"

Klein's

Crip

it

is

stiff

well-proportioned, thoroughly reliable tool. Made
of steel throughout, and nickel-plated.
Just the right
shape to handle quickly, is light and when placed on the
wire will hold itself in place.
Can be pushed out on the wire so as to take up as
much slack as necessary. Covers all the essential points
required of a grip to do good work on either iron or

bending.

copper wire.

need not be drawn so tight, as its kidlike surface clings without
"dope" and pulls when other belts slip, burn and waste power.
Get a free sample of double-ply Sable Belting, and bend it as
shown. Then try the same trick with oak-tanned belting. Or better,
let us send you a Sable Belt for 60 days' trial, to be returned it it
isn't better than any other belt you have ever used.

A

See Our Exhibit

All

at the Electrical

Show, Chicago, January 13-26, 1908

Prominent Supply Houses Carry
This and Other Klein Products

MATHIA$ KLEIN
81 W. Van Buren Street,

IF

& Ml
CHICAGO, ILL

Shultz Sable Belting
is tough and elastic like catgut.
The long, soft fibers are so Interlaced that they bend around the smallest pulley without breaking
The pliability of rawhide permits Sable Belting
or tearing apart.
to lay. against the pulleys instead of standing away from them. It

SHULTZ BELTING CO.
MO.

ST. LOUIS,

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

PRICE ALONE COUNTS, ANY SINGLEPHASE MOTOR WILL DO

WEIGH m. COAL
AUTOMATICALLY
AVERY SCALE
BY

Know whatyou 're doing. Every rortnlghtorsowo'II f'how you what we're dolnff In thoelectrlcfcl Held

IffQUALITY

is

a governing factor, getja

CENTURY
They

are self-starting

service that in
others.

some

under

respects

full
is

Write for Bulletin No.

9.

load and will render

not duplicated by any
it

will explain

them

in detail.

MANUrACTURED BY

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.
ST. LOUIS. U.

S. A.

ThiH plictoBrupli shows 21 Avery Autoronfii^ Coal
l..lcctric ritrccl

Kiiilwiiyc

I'hip*

corporutioo

GlBngow
.i Tower House of the
since iuaUllcd 10 further acalRs.

8tiik'.j lU

lias

THE AVERY SCALE COMPANY
Head Office and Works: North Milwaukee, Wis.
Branch

Olflcei

;

1

BOO Flihcr

Wilton BIdg.. DallM, Teiat

BIdg., Chicago.

226 Board

307 South 3d
ol Trailt,

Ktnsat

Slr««l,

Cll|f,

Ms.

MInnoipolU, Minn.
Davenporl,

la.
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THIRD ANNUAL

LECTRIGAL
Coliseum, CHICAGO, January 13-25, 1908

LARGER AND BETTER THAN EVER
All the

Leading American Electrical Manufacturers
have Contracted for Space

SOME SPACE LEFT-NOT MUCH-APPLY NOW

ELECTRICAL

TRADES

EXPOSITION

CHICAGO
NIESZ, Manager

1006-1007 Monadnock Block,

HOMER

E.

COMPANY

-

—

:

f.-iiiunry

4,

WF.STFRN

190R

RLF.CTUtriAN

New Weston Eclipse Direct

'5

Current Switchboard

Ammeters and Voltmeters
The instruments

to" consist of two sizes of a new line
Voltmeters for use on Direct - current
Circuits.
They are of the "soft iron" or "electromagnetic" type; but
in their electrical and mechanical characteristics they are so far superior
to, and in advance of all preceding forms of "soft iron" instruments, as to
mark a new epoch in that branch of the art of instrument manufacture.

of

herein referred

Sw ilc-hhoanl Ammeters and

Indeed, these

new Weston Eclipse "soft iron" instruments are so good
many purposes, than most, if not all, of the many

as to be better, for

the well-known Weston permanent magnet moving coil
and they possess the further advantage that they are
much lower in price than the imitations.
imitations of

instruments,

(Large Size)

To avoid

MODEL

Indeed the prices of these Eclipse Ammeters and Voltmeters are
nearly on par with the crudest and most unreliable forms of soft iron
ICO

instruments

now on

the market.

Weston permanent magnet switchboard instruments we deemed it necessary
to give these soft iron instrtmients a distinguishing name.
As they possess a degree of accuracy and general
electrical excellence hitherto wholly unknown, and heretofore deemed impossible of accomplishment in the
confusion with the

iron type of instrument, and a degree of excellence in mechanical design and construction heretofore
unapproached, we have designated them, as "ECLIPSE VOLTMETERS and ECLIPSE AMMMETERS."
In sensitiveness or power to promptly respond to minute changes in potential difference, or to minvite
changes in current strength, they closely approach the Weston permanent magnet instruments.
In their dead-beat qualities they also closely approach the Weston permanent magnet type of instrument.
The voltmeters are really wonderfully accurate instruments, because:
FIRST: They have no discernible working error; that is, they indicate precisely the same whether left in
circuit for a few seconds or permanently.
SECOND: They have practically no chamber error; that is, they indicate practically the same at all
ordinary (or bearable) temperatures of the room or atmosphere in which they are used.
THIRD More remarkable still, for soft iron type of instruments, they have practically no magnetic lag,
soft

:

and relatively to aU preceding
any other point of the scale.
course, the same excellent qualities; but we have referred to the voltmeter more

or hysteresis error at the normal working voltage point of the different ranges,
,

forms, very

little

lag error at

The ammeters have,
particularl3r,because

it is

of

in the soft iron voltmeter that the difficulties

encountered

and have heretofore been insurmountable.
They are handsome in appearance, well finished and exquisitely made.
Every part is made strictly to gauge and each instrument is perfect in every
detail and carefully standardized.
The scales are remarkably good for "soft iron" instruments.
We recommend them to engineers, contractors and users for service on
switchboards for small capacity plants, or for use in all cases where a really good
instrument is needed but low cost is essential.
These instruments are made in two sizes, one adapted for large and the other
for small switchboards. 16 Ranges of Ammeters are made in each size, varying in
(SmaU Size) ^lODEL 159
range from i ampere to 500 amperes. Voltmeters are provided in 7 ranges for each size, varying from 75 volts
up to 750 volts. The voltmeters for ranges above 300 volts in the model 160, and above 150 volts in the model
are the greatest

159 are provided with external resistances.
The prices range between the following high and low limits

Model 160 Ammeters, Minimum, $15.00
"
"
11.50
159 Ammeters,
"
"

160 Voltmeters,
159 Voltmeters,

"

"

16.00
12.00

Write for Circulars

Maximum,

16.00
22.50
18.00

((

to:

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
NEW YORK— 74

Cortlandt, St.

CHICAGO— 1504 Monadnock
PHILADELPHIA— 346 Mint

Block
Arcade

BOSTON— 176
ST.

Federal St.
Frisco Bldg.

LOUIS— 539

DENVER— 1725

California St.

$19.50

SAN FRANCISCO

—41S Encenia

CO., Newark, n.j.

Ave.

CLEVELAND— 1018 Citizens' Bldg.
LONDON— .\udrey House, Ely Place, Holbom

BERLIN— 88
PARIS

12

Ritterstrssse
St. Georges

Rue
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Lamps

Shelby Useful Light

made

to deliver the light

objective

use

paying

of

We
are

it.

for

manufacture

lamps, nothing

on the

our entire

More light
What^s the

plane.

where you need

January

the

attention to

Why

tomers.

wasted?

We devote

else.

have thousands of

that^s

light

1908

incandescent

lamps on

best

4,

making

We

earth.

satisfied cus-

can^t

we have

your order?

Useful

We make

over

Light Type

600

different kinds.

Shelby Type, Oval Anchored Type,

Tantalum, Tungsten,
lized,

Gem

Metal-

Miniature, Street Series,

etc.

SEND US AN ORDERTODAY
EVERY SHIPMENT GUARANTEED

The Shelby

Electric Co.

SHELBY, OHIO
U. S. A.
BRANCHES

BRANCHES
Atlanta,

Ga

Atlantic City, N. J

Baltimore,

Md

Boston, Mass
Buffalo, N.

Chicago,

Detroit,

15-21

Terrace

Ohio.... 615 Commercial-Tribune

Mich

Indianapolis, Ind
Louisville,

Eden Street
620 Atlantic Avenue

1026 North

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett BIdg.

Cleveland, Ohio

Ky

LOOK roR

27 North Stenton Street

Y

III

Cincinnati,

Empire BIdg.

1426

24 South

46 East Congress Street
BIdg.

Belknap BIdg.

York, N.

Y

32-34 Frankfort Street

414 McCague BIdg.

Omaha, Neb
Philadelphia, Pa

1112 Chestnut Street

Pittsburgh, Pa

429 Seventh Avenue
20 Concord BIdg.

Portland, Ore

204 California Street

San Francisco, Cal

BIdg.

Water Street

Van Camp

^

New

INTl

Scranton, Pa
St.

Louis,

Mo

Traverse City, Mich
Washington, D. C

931

North Irving Avenue
227-228 Frisco

BIdg.

525 Fifth Street

2126 Ragler

PI.,

N.

W.

January

4,
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MOST

FOR
LEAST

LIGHT

CURRENT

GIVE

1908

1889

^

k
OEM METALLIZED
60-Watt

COLUMBIA
STANDARD

Lamp

100 to 130 Volts
20 C. P. at 3.5 W. P. C.

YOU MAKE NO MISTAKE

IN

COLUMBIA TANTALUM
100 to 130 Tolls
20 C. P.
40 C. P

-

-

-

40 Walts
SO "Watts

BUYING COLUMBIA LAMPS

We

\

-

can furnish every type of Incandescent Lamp that has been made a commercial success.
Write us direct or to
of the highest quality. Let us figure with you on your needs for 1908.
of our branch offices— each one carries a large stock ready for immediate shipment.

All

any

THE COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP C8.
Main Office and Factory, 21 15-17-19 Locuat
BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK:

Taylor Bldg., 39-41 Cortlandt Street
1221 Beal Estate Tru^t Building

PHILADKLPHIA-

Street, St. Louis,

CHICAGO:

264-270 Fifth

MEMPHIS

26 Randolph Building

i^S^^'»^*»»^^^N»^>^*V»>H

:

i

Avenue

Mo.

DALLAS: 409 Main Street
MEXICO: Monterey — Sanford &

Cla.

^
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What s

Use

the

January

CAPITOL ELECTRIC ENGINEERING
Lansing,

the following places

Lake

CO.,

Butte, Mont.

THE NEW ENGLAND ELECTRIC

CO.,

CO.,

Denver, Colo.

City, Utaii.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS

THOMAS DAY COMPANY,
San Francisco,

at

:

THE MONTANA ELECTRIC

CO.,

Mich.

THE CAPITAL ELECTRIC
Salt

of

igo8

Worrying

of

when you can buy PEERLESS Lamps
any

4,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Cal.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL

DOUBLEDAY-HILL ELECTRIC

CO.,

Nashville, Tenn.

CO.,

Pittsburg, Pa.

THE STANDARD ELECTRIC

THE ERNER ELECTRIC

CO.,

Cincinnati, O.

CO.,

STEWART ELECTRIC

FRANK

Cleveland, O.

H.
Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

CO.,

CO.,

H. S.

Erie, Pa.

SANDS ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING

CO.,

Wheeling, W. Va.

ELECTRIC SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION

CO.,

SEIDLERMINER ELECTRIC

Columbus, O.

Detroit,

FOBES SUPPLY

CO.,
Portland, Ore.

HATFIELD ELECTRIC

HARRY

-^-"^

St.

ILLINOIS ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago,

CO.,
Ky.

'

THE WESCO SUPPLY

CO.,

GEO. W.

CO.,

•

WOOD

Louisville,

Indianapolis, Ind.

THE

I.

Mich.

CO.,

Louis, Mo.

I

WALTHER &

CO.,

Baltimore, Md.

III.

^^^^^^"^

Ml

-'

AND SEE

^

NEW YEAR

HAPPY
COIVIE

..-^^.a.^.

C.

I.

HIGH EFFICIENCY LAMPS

BURNING AT THE

CHICAGO ELECTRICAL SHOW.

We

are lighting the

M.

B. Austin Co.'s booth with

TUNGSTEN LAMPS
1

WATT PER CANDLE

Bring around your wife or sweetheart, we
P. S. (There will also be

will give her a pretty souvenir.

something for the men.)

GENERAL INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.

h

CLEVELAND, OHIO

1811 East 45th Street
San Francisco

Office,

403-406 Atlas Building

s

MIllKirv

.1,

WTSTURN FXFXTRICIAN

H)M

«9

UYW
ilr

AND THE BUCKEYE

"TANTALUM"
is

an

especially good thing to

buy now

if

you

feel

that your current

bill is

too high.

Remember,

And

too, all the different types

don't forget the old line regular

steady, reliable "saving service"

HAPPY

it's

we have

of

"Tantalum."

BUCKEYE CARBON LAMP.

strictly 0. K.

NEW YEAR

For
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COLONIAL" LAMPS
ARE TRUE TO NAME
Made

with the precision and carefulness of
Colonial Times, but by up-to-the-minute
methods and appliances.

COLONIAL

COLON AL

No 20th Century,

hurry-up, so-called inspection, but minute examination at every

stage of their manufacture result.

GAREFOLNESS

CONSISTENCY

''Colonial Lamps
are Made to Wear"
Colonial carefulness is equally characteristic of Colonial Cem, Colonial Tantalum.

CHALLENGES

CONVINCES

Colonial
,

and Lamp Satisfaction are

Synonymous
COMPARISON

CRITICS

WHEN

ALL OTHERS FAIL TRY COLONIAL

The Colonial

Electric

Company

WARREN, OHIO
New

York:

136 Liberty Street

w

January

4,

iqnp.
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BANNER BETTERNESS

4 lamp filament
it's

is

alsmall, simple looking affair, but

a mighty importaat factor inlthe making of lamps.

On the excellence of the filament depends the number of
candle hours— on the number of candle hours, for the

amount of currentjconsumed, depends the success or
failure of a lamp.

/

\

I

BANN&rL4MPS
are a success-ji'theyj always
be,

and the

we have

havie

been— always

will

principal [reason for their ej^cellence is that

put much thought and caife intmthe making of

our filaments/and can guarantee the greatest possible
for the, amount one
of| current
number of canaie
nours lorine
candle hours

con-

sumed.
You've

hifeard

Well, they say

it

satisfaction that

and you

call

people

say—"

Buy Banner Betterness

"—

because they have proven to their own

what we claim for our lamps

prove

it

too\

/

is

true,—

J

Ask about the metal lized^filament of our GEM lamp.

THE BANNER ELECTRIC CO.
YO^JNGSTOW^, OHIO,
We

I. S. A.

guarantee prompt deliveries on
and GEIIVI Filament Lamps.

IVI

"

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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on Standard Package

I

obU

on One Thousand
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MOLINE JEWEL
Metallic Filament

INCANDESCENT
LAMPS WILL BE

2^

Lamp

watts per candlepower

20,40,50,75anili00canijlepower

SAVED IFYDU BUY

Also

New

"BOSTON"

Moline Jewel

Meridian Type

RENEWED

METALLIC FILAMENT

Boston lamps

20 and 40 candlepower

^^nce used must
WRITE FOR PRICES

Sorely prove
l^he truth of the

Moline Incandescent Lamp Go.

^)ft-repeated phrase

1^ one made that are better.
Order at once from

Main Sales Office and Factory:
MOLINE, ILL.
BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK.
99 RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO.
Agencies in Aii Large Cities.
SEE OTIK EXHIBIT AT THE CHICAGO EajECTRICAX SHOW.

136 LIBERTY ST.,

Boston Incandescent Lamp Go.
DANVERS, MASS.

JUST OUT!
THI

"ECONOMY"
what we offer you.
Economy Combined with

Writ large

is

EFFICIENCY.
LAMPS BUILT
SERVICE.

FOR

LAMPS THAT ARE
HONESTLY RATEO.
LAMPS WITH LOW
CURRENT CONSUMPTION.

LAMPS THAT WILL
SAVE YOU 30%.

LAMPS THAT

NEW
LAMP

YOU

CAN HAVE ON TRIAL.

FACT THE LAMP
FOR YOU.
IN

THE ECONOMY ELECTRIC CO.
WARREN, O.

The Solar Glass

Go.

TOLEDO, OHIO.

Agents Wanted— Exclusive TerritoryWrite for Particulars.

:

Janiiary

4,
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DUNCAN
STATION GOSSIP
Genial Tom Conway, Superintendent of the Electric Light and Waterworks Plant of a town in Illinois, had spent a very strenuous day in reading his meters and sending out part of his statements.

When

scanning over the readings, he incidentally noticed that some of

the meters

had not registered anything during the month, while others he

thought were high, yes, too high, but what could he do?
because

many

so he couldn't send a doctored

When

6 o'clock arrived,

bill

Tom

pened

down

in

went home

meters,

;

hurriedly partook of a couple

returned to his office

;

and

an easy-chair belonging to the night trouble-man, he hap-

sound slumber and had
few days afterward, as follows

to doze off into a

his friends a

own

to them.

of cheese sandwiches and a cup of coffee, then
sitting

Nothing, of course,

of his patrons were in the habit of reading their

a

dream, which he told to

that the
"I dreamed that my meter troubles would soon be at an end
Board had voted $1,500 with which to purchase 100 DUNCAN METERS
to replace a similar number of three other makes that kept all of us in the
frying-pan all the time and that my joy and consolation knew no bounds.
Also, that in due time, the DUNCAN METERS arrived, were installed,
and that everybody was jubilant and high in their praise of their accuracy.
Yes, I further dreamed that everybody was so solicitous and satisfied that
the consumers tendered me a banquet, which the Mayor and Aldermen
graced with their presence and. after I had responded to the toast THE
DUNCAN METER and all had their glasses raised to drink to my health
and success the banquet hall was hit by a terrific cyclone, and I suddenly
awoke to find Mike McCauIey, the big blacksmith, stampeding my office like
an enraged lion, his words sounding like peals of thunder: and threatening
to make my office look like the chopping corner in a woodyard, if I didn't
meter and put in one of those DUNCANS that
d
take out that d
he had been promised for months." He got it.
;

;

—

;

—

—

—

MORAL: Never eat a cheese sandwich or rarebit for supper unless
you have your system metered with the DUNCAN.

DUNCAN ELECTRIC

MANUFACTURING
LAFAYETTE,

IND., U. S. A.

CO,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Start the

January

New Year Right
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By Using OKONITE
MARK
PATENT OFFICE.

TRADE

REG.

U.S.

^^konite

Insulated Wires and Cables will stand

Vinking

MATK
PATENT OFFICE.

TRADE

THE STANDARD FOR RUBBER INSULATION

REG.

U.S.

more

and tortion than any

^^ther

wires on the market, and are

Wot only the

best, but

because of their high

Insulating qualities they soon prove a saving over

I he

original cost

and are cheaper

in

Cnd than any other wires on the

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

264-266-268-270

the

market.

Fifth

Avenue,

CHICAGO

"Quotation* on the Spot**
THE

F.

BISSELL

226-228-230 Huron

COMPANY

With our new Switchboard

DirectCiirrent

Bulletin No. 10

Security

ftovembcr. 1907

are at once able to arrive at intelligent

Switchboards
shown and

SwilchlJWinls

UTtunl rij^uircoitfnl!; of
wrrvictf

(or

isolated

you

Bulletin

TOLEDO, OHIO.

SIreel.

Uslcd

herein

c-jvcr

the

us

nnd a.so ^"ll Uirttl iiurront
and centra! itatiun pl^nt^

business

each

getting

different

prices.

We

type of Board.

and

illustrate

We

are

originators of these convenient features.

Bulletin will be mailed

,

<^^*

to <m—i

>w

r*n>rtu

i^tf r»ti. tn*

•

.Wftrt.

>«H>

«>««.&

••

Write today

— tomorrow

you on request.
you'll forget.

M«<Mu-

^es>:

Switchboards of

The Better Kind

I

TiiK

F.

HissKLL Company. T()ij:i>o, O.
^iv*?

^^attfe^

1908

—
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Ten minutes
of
IT

HAS

HI-:i':N

said that the ability Lo use

and a two

Liu-

men to advantage is llusecret of success.
Few men acquire fortunes
by their own unaided efforts. The men who
prosper beyond their fellows are those who have
learned to husband their own time by making use
services

of

other

of others.

housef
it

fully

cent stamp

If you are engaged in
any branch of the electrical industry you will
have before you from,

lime to time, problems
that will require some
effort

many) are

just so

employed

many

out.

figure

The hours you devote
this work (be they few

Machine Tool Controller

other affairs

to

to

hours diverted from your

in securing

new

business.

If at a total

expense of lo minutes of your time and a 2 cent
stamp you can secure the solution of any problem
involving electric control, would it not seem wise to
put these problems up to us? We are glad to do
this work free of charge because in nine cases out of

lems submitted to us, though new to our correspondents, are problems that have been put up to
us time and again and we are frequently able to furnish blue prints showing how the same conditions
were successfully met in former cases

Here are a few abstracts of some typical inquiries
by us from consulting engineers,

one

and we

in

connection

operating

organ

control the

motor operating

supply houses, central station
superintendents of industrial plants,
printing offices, stage electricians, etc:

give us full particulars of what
for our purpose.

I).

<;.

Miitor Slarlf-r

you can supply

suitable

In our theater we have a shimt-wound motor driving

How

can we arrange to start a i$-H.P., iio-l-'.
direct-current motor used in connection with a pump,
ing outfit, the object being to start the pump jrom the
power house luithout going to the pumping plant?

This heats up the house pretty well on
a hot-air fan.
ordinary days witen motor is running at full speed,
but on very cold days the fan does not run fast enough

keep the house warm. Is tliere any way in which
increase tJie speed of the motor above normal,
so as to keep the temperature right in extremely cold
weather?

to

we can
Please advise us best type
controlling

of

apparatus

to

use for controlling a i-H.F.,

220- V".

induction

pump which

a roof tank,

supplies

the

We

We

running

switch.

shaft which

Can you send

the
have specialized along

Print Ing-Press
Controller

lamps

to

start

to

us

lighting

sug-

signal

indicate high

and

low water in tank, the object
being

when

for

or stop a steam

to notify the

vary the speed of one of our printing

to

are using a i-H.P., 2 ^q-voU direct-current motor

motor being too far away
from the tank to use a float

gestion

is

wish

presses from 1,000 to 2,000 impressions per hour.
at 1,275 ?'-P-"i^^-^ motor is driving from
a 2\-inch pttlley belted to a 22-irich pidley on press

—

makes four revolutions per impression
Can you fur2,175 impressions per hour.
nish us with description ajid price on a controller de-

equal

line.

to

signed to provide for about 55% speed reduction below
iwrmal, so that we can obtain the specified minimum

speed of 1,000 impressions per hour?

operator

pump?

In each of the
above cases there was
mailed to the inquirer

Two

—

bel-

Could this same
nwchanism be employed if
a blower were used instead
We want to
of the bellows?
lows.

electrical contractors,

ypJiase,

heads are said to be better than one. Granted
that you are capable of working out your own problems (as most of our correspondents are) is it not
conceivable that the advice of men who for j^ears
have been doing constantly what you are called
upon to do only once in a while, might be helpful
to you?
Or consider the matter from this point of
view: You figure out a problem that is new to you.
Can you guarantee in advance that the plan you
have worked out on paper will give the desired
result?
We can, because if the problem is new to
us we have, at "hand the apparatus and facilities for
testing out our theories.
It is not often, however,
that we are obliged to do this.
Most of the prob-

with

managers,

Our business has been built up in just this way
by being helpful to others. For 16 years we have
been designing and building electric controlling devices and working out problems of every conceivable
The files
kind having to do with electric control.
of our Engineering Department probably contain
more data on the control of electric motors than

this

used

motor

blower auloinatically. Please

motor driving a

largest of its kind

diagram
supyrstrd

recently received

ten these inquiries result in orders.

exists elsewhere in the world, for our business

plan

In your Bulletin No. 49
you show an organ regulator

or

— time which might be more profitably

necessary

all

also wiring

oUl work.

to

of us.

giving

case the

in

is

show you how you
can profit by making use

iV'c would apprttidd
you would write us

if

details,

The purpose

of this advertisement

your time

One

our customers who has a slow speed direct-ynotor on a refrigerating machine reports it
is running rather high and we want to get a starting
panel combined with armature resistance which will
reduce the speed to 11$ r.p.m. not only wJien running
at load of 65 amperes, but to keep speed uniform at
115 r.p.m. when running at full load as well. Can
you send us full, description and price on panel that
of

within 24 hours of
the receipt of his letter a clear and complete explanation of
how the exact result
desired could be accomplished and accompanying each letter was a Bulletin

connected

will

accomplish this result?

A

customer of ours who is in tiie coal mining busihas two of our 35-//. P., 220-F. shunt-wound
motors operating electric fans installed about a half
ness

power house. They wish to operate
them from the power house. Woidd it be
practicable to do this by using a self-starter on the
motor and a main line switch located in the power
mile from

and

titeir

control

illustrating and describing type of controller best suited for
each particular case.
Speed Regulator
If you have any
problem before you toduy involving electric control,
ten minutes spent in dictating a letter to us will put
you in possession of the information you are seeking.

Please bear in mind that we do not make electric
motors, nor generators, nor lamps, but controlling
devices only
crane controllers, dimmers, elevator
controllers, organ regulators, pressure regulators,
field regulators, float su-itches, machine tool controllers, printing press controllers, pump controllers,
resistances, self-starters, solenoid switches, starting
rheostats and speed regulators for all classes of
motor driven machinery for both alternating and
direct current.
Letters addressed to our district
offices will receive the same prompt attention accorded those addressed to our main office at Milwaukee.

—

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg.

Co.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
NEW YOKK OFFICE

3r^
oil-Immersed SeK-Startcr

Elevator Controller

A. C. Motor Starter

CHICAGO OFFICE

136 Liberty St.

Monadnock Block

PITTSBURG OFFICE

BOSTON OFFICE

Farmers'

Bank

Bldg.

176 Federal

St.
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INTERIOR CONDUITS
gM

ma

TRADE
^%m MARK i^OwA!

a
The

CIRCULAR LOOM

IP

Is thoroughly
conduit for electric wires.
flexible.
Allows for the many bendings and turnings necessary
in installation. Is strong and tough, and does not collapse, thus
insuring perfect protection from injury to the wires it contains.
thus
Fishes easily.
Is moisture-proof and does not carry fire
insuring protection to the wire and the building. Wires will
not stick in it.
Is not affected by climatic conditions.

perfect

—

Not only specify "CIRCULAR

LOOM"

but see that you get

it.

i

a

ELECTRODUCT

»

enamel finished conduit for electric wires. It was the
enameled conduit on the market. It is strong, smooth,
from the minutest obstructions on the inside and so pro-

Is a steel,
first

free

No

tected by a proper coating as to prevent rust or corrosion.

other conduit
elasticity of

possesses

the

durability,

life,

protection,

"Electroduct."
"
Electroduct " in ordering, you will

you specify
you have the best.
If

AMERICAN CIRCULAR LOOM

know

CO.

CHELSEA, MASS.
New

York, R. B. Corey Co., 39 Cortlandt 8t.

R. Cole Co., 766 Folsom St.
Chicago, Thos. C. Crier, 128 West Jackson Blvd.

San Francisco, Jno.

or

iliil.civ

|,

W

\'}iiX

I.SI'I'kX

I'.IJ'U
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START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
BY USING

STEADY-

CLEARWHITE
HUGO REISINGER,

BRILLIANT!
•TRADE MARK'

II

Broadway,

NEW YORK
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January

taiUiiaatalkiftlB

General Electric Company

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
Relieve

electrical

voltages

incident

line surges,

to

and other

arresters

Its

systems

are

from

lightning

excessive

discharges,

line disturbances.

the result

of

the

most

thorough, scientific and practical investiga-

phenomena ever tmdertaken, and arresters have been standardized
tion of high-voltage

for all conditions ordinarily arising in the

commercial operation of lighting and power
systems.
If

you will state your conditions the General

Electric

the

Company

assistance

of

stands ready to offer you
its

engineers

who

will

advise you the best type of arrester to be

used on your system.

Large stocks of standard arresters are carried

to

meet

all

ordinary conditions, and

ample manufacturing

facilities

prompt shipment

special

of

meet imusual conditions.

permit the
arresters

to

4,

1908

^

January

4,
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General Electric Company
The modern house should be
Wired for

all

electrical

conveniences

The many conveniences now in use in the household necessitate extra outlets.
Proper suKS^cstions to the architect or owner lead to heating: circuits or at least extra
outlets.
The electrical contractor of today recommends that every house be wired for
Liffht, Heat and Power,

Cat.

In

many

No. 58303.
Cat. No. 34153.

houses already wired

a heating' outlet is now a necessity moulding wiring with this
receptacle is the neatest form

This metal cap attaching plug
presents the best appearance
with metal shell sockets and
A double bushing
receptacles.
permits the use of either standard lamp cord or reinforced

—

of Installation.

cord.

There are

many demands

for all of these in
in the house.

every room

Cat. No.

fit

—made

No. 91S5.

Cat. No. 42456.

Cat. No. 39134.

keyless metal shell recep-

A separable-cover attaching
plug which is strong and remost necessary for
liable
is
heating devices. This plug can
be strongly recommended.

An indicating switch prevents waste.
This single-pole 5-amp.. 250-voit switch is
also made double pole, 10 amperes, 250
volts— Cat. No. 39135.
For moulding work use sub-base Cat.
No. 37?95 for single pole-switch and 37S96
for double pole switch.

Cat.

45395.

A receptacle with a capacity of 25
amperes and specially made for the electric radiator and cooking and baking outalso triple pole

—Cat.

No

45490.

A

tacle for concealed
can be installed in

—

work which
every room

small expense the shell is
secured to the base by the
standard bayonet catch connection strong and secure.
at

—

Receptacle Cat. No.

33441

is

specially

where it is desired to limit the use
a heating device or other electrical

useful
of

convenience to certain parts of the house.
The device equipped with Plug Cat. No.
33442 cannot be used except where the

Receptacle Cat. No. 36S17 and Doublepole Push Button Switch Cat. No. 36079
on the dining-room or sitting-room wall

special receptacles are installed.

are most convenient appliances for use
with all sorts of household devices.
Cat.

m
o

Cat. Nos. 36079

and

Nos. 36817 and 36818.

Flush-plates

Cat.

Nos.

36818

and 36799 finished to match the
room present a most attractive
appearance.

36799.

Receptacle Cat. No. 33441 and Plug Cat. No.

SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT THE ELECTRICAL SHOW, CHSCAQO. JANUARY

Chicago

Office:

Monadnock

Bldg.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE:

Schenectady, N. Y.

13-25, 1908

Sales Offices:
In

all

large cities.
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Roducom iho working capacity of m
motor or dynamo, woarm out tho commtitator, wamfom power and mmycaumm
bo aieoSdod If you uao . • . • > > >-•

MOTOR DRIVEN SPARKING
may
SWING SAW
l//«i«

January

Ali ihtm

The only

Biticle that

SPARKING.

VENT CUTTING.

Absolately Will

BO Cents

$8.00 per Dozen.

pir Stick.
all

Mclennan a. CO.,

K.

Qam The

Roem

4ll.

mier Ocetn Bldg., 130 Dearborn

1908

Illustrated

Lectures

Brashei.

after.

supply houies, or
SoIo UUi.,

Not

It win put that high gloss on the
Commutator you have so long sought

SEND FOR FRBB SAMPLB STICK
For sale hy

willPREVENT
ComPRE-

Will keep the
mutator In ^ood condition and

4,

St.,

on Cooking
BY

Chlcigo

Electricity

JEIVI S
ONE PIECE, RIGID, SCREWLESS
H",

2i",

3i"

}ymTE FOR SAMPLBS

JEM SHADE HOLDER

CO.,

13 E.

30th

St.,

NEW YORK

LET US HAVE YOUR INQUIRIES .WHEN IN
NEED OF MICA OF ANY DESCRIPTIONDriven by WE.CAN CIVE YOU WHAT YOU NEED
QUICK AND AT THE RIGHT PRICES.
Various
VALPARAISO, IND.
Standard CHICAGO MICA CO.,
Can be

Types of
A. C. and THE COMMUTATOR COMPANY. Minneapolis. Minn.
Manufacturers of COLD DRAWN COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS.
D. C.
We duplicate any segment made without cost of dies or special tools
Electric light companies and repair men given special attention.
Motors.

OVEIS

Write for Bulletin
W. E. No. 103

Electrical Workers' Gloves a Specialty, In Buck, Horje.
Pearl Calf, Etc. Strictly Union Made, Bearing Label.
Write for Mall Order Catalogue.

CHICAGO GLOVE AND MITTEN CO.
172 North Halsted
St.,

RELIANCE ELECTRIC
MFG. CO.

and

The most

born.

specialist

successful

on the above subject

in the electrical field today.

For terms and dates, address

III.

U.S. METAL

POLISn
II

St. Louis,

for Bulletin

No.

'ADVANCE" POCKET VOLT-AMMETER

MANUFACTURERS OF

I

JEWELED
STANDARD
RANGE

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

Isolated Plant

GENERAL STORAGE BATTERY CO.
Offices, 42 Broadway,
New York City

Mo.

Geo.W. HOFFMASr

Z95.E.WBf:HiM(;TONST. iHOIflNAPHL

CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.

Ask

the well-known Writer

Lecturer, Mrs. F. Violet San-

983 Jackson. Boul., Chicago,
or 5647 Chamberlain Ave.,

OHIO

CINCINNATI,

Chicago,

By

0-8 VOLTS
0-30 AMPERES

MOTORS AND CEILING FANS

(

Olive

&,

19th Sts., St. Louis, Mo.

It indicates in either

direction of current.

ZERO

VOLTMETERS

MICA

Micanite, Linotape, M.

Cloth and Paper.

I.

For

L.

Years

the

NEW YORK

ELDREDQE ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.

11 P.O. Square

Springfield, Mass.

HORNBERGER

IS.

TRANSFORMERS

Standard.

CO.,

M. PIGNOLET

78^0Cortlandt3t.

C. Compound, Empire

MICA INSULATOR
NEW YORK

That

erate price.

Blve.

and CHICAGO

INSULATION

Morocco leather
HighgradeinEtrument at a modcase.

portable and switchboard
tj'pes; compact, inexpen-

Form, at Lowest Prices
EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NEW YORK

closed in glass.

for charging boards, e'c,

any

of all Qualities, in

adjustment.

Moving parts en-

AMMETERS

Originators

LAFAYETTE ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.

and CHICAGO

LAFAYETTE, IND.
-FOR-

POWER
Katwitaf
''OfiACEBATTO**

and LIGHT

Nattonal Sattrrg (ttnmpang
GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS:

T

A*

BUFFALO.

and acceptance

tests made for the purthe shops of the manufacturer

lUSO^CtlOHS
^^^^
w^^^^^^^^^^^*^ f^(^(\Y\^
'-''^'-'-'-

"

Unit

Central Stations, Isolated Plants, Traction Car
Lighting, Telephone and Automobile Service

-^t

ELECTRICAL AXD PHOTOMETRICAL
TESTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION'

Il^GfTDIP
tVg^
H^OV'

N. Y.

the shipnient of

CIPT IP^TIT*!^
^J^i^l^^
I J^U

How

otherwise can you knmv
know that the goods delivered are reasonably close
your specifications ?
Our facilities arc at your service.

to

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
8(HK

STREET

I&

EAST END AVENUE.

.

NEW YORK

I.iniiarv

nUNI

N.

4,

WFSTKRN

l()'>9,

EUOGNE

PMILLIPS. Prei.

S.

PHILLIPS, V.

C. n.

P.

WAaCNSCIL. Tiui.

C. B.

BCMINUTUN,

F.F.F.rTRICIAN
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Jr., 3«e.

STANDARO

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS, NATIONAL CODE
|tOVII>l'.^<'K,

It

I,

BARE AND INSOLATED ELECTRIC WIRE,

"0. K." Weatherprool Wire.

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

Slow -Burning Weatherprool

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

and

Nvw

Tonic St*ub, F. E. DonohM, 3n Oortlandt St.
CiitcAoo Stohs, K. H. Hammond, ISb Adami St.
MoNTiuiAi. HitAHoii, Kugene P. Pbllllpi* Klootrloal Work!

OFFICES

ano

FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALE,

Atlantic Insulated WiRiJ

WIRES

&

R.

Ideal Wire.

and Samples on Application.

Prices

I.

Caiujo Qj.

J20

FACTORY,
STAMFORD, CONN.

Wire Co.

Phillips Insulated

AND CABLES

FOR SUBMARINE, AERIAL, trNDERGROUND AND INTliRIOK USE

LIBERTY STREET

and Factory: PAWTUCKET.

Office

NKW YORK CITY

INSULATED WIRES

Q

DIRECT

^^

i?*xb^n

AND GABLES
Model "C" Flasher

to produce

any Sashing

THE BEST ONLY

'alter-

nating

Address

JohnA.RoebiJng'sSonsCo,

Columbia

CHICAGO BRANCH:

Meter Co.

for bulletins

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR &
EQUIPMENT CO.
NEWARK,

171-173 Lake

St.

Works:

TRENTON,

N.

J.

INDIANAPOLIS

See Our Eshibit at the Electrical Show, Chicago, January 13-25, igo8.

N.J.

InsuXa.'tecl

AND

effect,

ELECTRIC SIGNS
Write

I.

COLUMBIA METER

For Prices of

F-L-ASM E:RS

R.

Staples
FOP use On

e^^ASTKRINO

^HK^v

4 Sizes
Pat.

Nov. 1900
PAT.JULY (SO*,

BLAKE SIGNAL & MFG. CO.
Not

QUICK DELIVERY.

Catalogued.

246 Summer

WRITE FOR SAMPLES

Greatest Value Yet Offered

ELKHART.

IND. U. S. A.

Cap.K.W.^Hl No.iiH^Cycles

^nnnn
»2U

Also

IT

made

for

GAS.

THE GOODWIN & KINTZ CO.

Standard Special 3-Phase.

Boston, Mass.

SPECIAL OFFER CATALOG
OF
Finished in Brushed Brass and Black or
Naxos Green. Complete as shown with 2-light
Vertical Cluster, supporting shade from the
top (no shade ring required), 2 pull Sockets,
Hol^t lo Nozzle 6 ^^- Code Cord, Detachable Attachment Plug
and No. 6016 Art Glass Shade 19 inches in
13H ins.
Diameter, in Green, Amber, Pink or Sunset
Glass, ready to light without bulbs,
iT'ins
List each

)-Kuhlman Electric Co.(

Stm,

station H.

WINSTED, CONN

Somethiag

D-22
Everybody

Electrical for

FREE— SEND FOR

Manhattan

Electrical

IT.

Supply Co.

NEW YORK:

17 Park Place. 14 Murray Street.
flTth Avenue.
Show,
at the Electrical
Chicago. January 13-25. iqo8.

CHICAGO: 188

See Our Exhibit

)5

'AMERICAN
',KE

THE BEST.

Sen<

STORAGE
CELLS

lor daicrlfillie Circular

|AMERiCAN BATTERY CO.,
•:t-o isa9.

171 S. Cllnttn

St.,

ChlcMO.

WAS STRONG ENOUGH BEFORE
BUT

H-P

NOW THE

For Suspending Teleplione
and Telegraph Cables

HUBBELL
LAMP GUARD
IS

Made entirely of ZINC and of
PIECE. Packs closely (laid

ONE

in small boxes, each holding
500 hangers of a size. Quickly

flat)

DOUBLY SO

—

Every intersection of wire is welded not
simply tinned— but ELECTRO WELDED.
This gives greater strength, greater resistance,

more

protection.

Harvey Hubbell,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Rustless Cable Hanger

Inc.

applied. Holds fast. There are no
loose parts to set up electrolytic
action, rust out and allow cable to
fall, or to get lost. The cable chair
rides over this hanger without injuring either cable or hanger.
Adopted by the W. Un. Tel. Co.
and a number of large Telephone
Cos. A wrap of i ^^ in. tape ajff ords
insulation, protection against 21**
chanical injury and insures a rigid
grip of the cable.

JAMES
H-P Depl..

S.

BARRON & GO.

200-206 West Broadway, N.Y.
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WANTED, FOR
WAST

POSITION WANTED advertiseor less), $1.00 an
scrtion; additional -words sc each.
{Jo zuords

ments

in-

WANTED
An
to

engineer in an electric plant, must be able
handle Corliss engines and condensers, and

Must be sober
his own repairs.
Also state salary exand eive references.
pected! Address Box 774, care of Western Elecbe able to make

until 10 o'clock a. m..
for the installation of

WANTED

—

one
electrical construction man
capable of managing a business. Salary
S200 a month, with percentage of profits. Give
experience and age. Address Richardson Electric Co., Duluth, Minn.

WANTED
incandescent electric lamp company manufacturing only new lamps will give
exclusive territory to result bringing salesmen. Address Box 763, care of Western Electrician, 507 Marquette Building, Cliicago. 111.
licensed

a money maker

Send

CHICAGO

'Vith offices in 12 oities and a force of 350 people,
at your disposal and can be of inestimable
value to both employer and employe.
Do you need a man?
Wo can get him for you,
la your present position unsatisfactory?
We canprovide the opportunityfor a better one.
Call or write today for a copy of either Hapgoods opportunities or Hapgoods men. Mention this paper.

35-45

1

tically
56-70,

1

1

"A T

1

Electric Co., Goshen, Ind

S.

OLD BELTS.

wheels,

ST.

order
180-200 H.P. Mackintosh

15"

&

CcKraspondence steam emd electrical courses. Send
lor eatalogne- Mention course in which interesf^d,

MARTS, PA.

MUHmiD

f ARK COUE£E. OES MOINES. IOWi>

Tie National Rheostat
A new type of controllar giving the closest possible control
of the current. Each instrument
has from three to four hundred

80

Sey-

13"xl9"x

Railway type, wheels 74"xl4^"

steps Instead of the usual ten to

230
200-330 "Westlnghouse, compound,
250
16"x27"xl6", flywheel 84"x2S"
Send for our monthly bargain sheet.

GREGORY ELECTRIC

States Capitol and Congressional buildings, proposals will be received and pubopened at this office at 12 o'clock
noon, Wednesday, January 15, 190S, for
boiler feed pumps, barometric condensers,
centrifugal pumps, motors, cranes and

Chicago,

fifteen, and is designed especially for speed regulators or
close control of either battery or
Our motor
lighting currents.
controllers are equipped with
both the line break and overload

CO.

111.

licly

chimneys.
Bids will be submitted for
each item separately. Each proposal must
be in duplicate and accompanied by a
certified check or approved surety bond in
the sum of five per cent (5%) of the total
amount of the bid. The right js reserved
to reject any or all bids, and to waive
technicalities
or informalities.
Elliott

Woods,

Superintendent United
and Grounds.

States

Capitol Building

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Immediate Returns.

DO YOU NEED ONE
Ilectrlclan Pub.

IN

1
1

10 K.

al'bTs.

YOUR BUSINESS?

Co.,507Marquetl« Bldg.,Chlcigo

Tbe NatioflalMeostatCo,

erator.

W.

Spragaie 125-VoIt 6-Pole Gen-

1

erator.
10 H. P. C.
W. 125-V. 4-Pole Motor.
25 K. W. Edison 125-Vold: 2-Pole Generators.
25 K. W. Card 125-Volt 4-Pole Directconnected Gen. Set.
14 in. by %Vz in. by 10 in. Worthing-

1

5

1
2

Office

&

ton Duplex
in.

1

S'^

1

-50

ft.

(High Pressure).
H. P. Spencer Pressure Damper
Regulator.

JAMES A. GKAHAM,
39 Cortlandt Street, New York

111.

Keep On!

Read!

SPEER HICH-CRADE

CARBON BRUSHES

iiriprove:

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
607

Chicago,

Pump.

5 in. Orr & Serabower VerEngine.
by 4 ft. 30 H. P. Vertical Boiler

OoD't Stop!

and Saluroonu

115 Franklin St.,

by

tical

"Want" and "For Sale"
advertisements In the

release.

K. W. C. & C. 125-V. 4-Pole Generator.
K. W. Glaus 125-V. 2-Pole Generator.
K. W. Sprague 125- Volt 4-Pole Gen-

2
6
6

1

PLACE YOUR

TELEPHONE TROUBLES

FOR SALE CHEAP
1
1

MCbnANICAL,
LECTRICAL,
STEAM,

we

and 76"xl5"

2

this office, and dated November 21, 1906,
calling for equipment for the heating,
lighting' and power plant for the United

cnicAon.

CIVIL.
Complete and short conrses. Thenmshly equipped
sogineering ahops. Shop itrork &ota
be*
glnntn g. Short courses In Steam and Electrical
Bocineering. Expenses low. Acconunodations the
beat. Schod all year. Students may eoter anytime.

BATTERY CO.

10"xl2",

.ST.,

Engineering

STACKPOLE

350

w. MONROB

300
center-crank wheels, 54"13"
100-150 Barnes, comp'nd, tandem,
9'/i"xl6"xl2", automatic, with 2-59"
275
wheels
116-150 Allfree, 14"xl4", self-oiling
275
automatic 56" gov. wheel
150-200 G.
H. Corliss. 16"x42".
girder frame with 14'x24" flywheel,

mour tandem, compound,

C/,

CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
>!

300
75 Williams, comp., vertical, 8"x
12"xl6", automatic
500
72-S6, Chuse, 12"xl2", automatic
center crank wheels, 60"xH"
300
97-121 Erie Ball, automatic 13"xl2"

1

Capitol

In accordance with
the terms of the advertisement issued by
1907.

23,

WE

LEATHER PRESERVER MFR. GO.

prac-

center-cranlc,

BUY OLD BELTS

tflTE

OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZB OR

8"xl0",

self-oiling,

Ideal,

new

fine

INTERIOR,

and Grounds, Washington, D.

Connectors

Battery

4S".xlO%"
1

in fine condition. General

Superintendent, U.

Office,

November

CHICAGO

Principal Cities

Bick & Church,
automatic center-crank

1

Building'

in all

automatic

B" comcy., 2,300 v.,
revolving field type, oelt driven, 600

DEPARTMENT OF THE

International Telephone Mfg. Co.

Speed

1

FOR SALE
The Hawks

a Sample?

Testing Instruments

ILL.

H.P.

1

pensated
R. P. M.

Products

SECOND-HAND ENGINES FOR SALE.

so desires. Address Box 775, care Western
Electrician, 507 Marquette Building, Chicago.

60

Carbon

CONDITION.

HARTFORD BLDC.

Offices

ing age, education, single or married, experience
in detail, the last three positions held, how long
employed in each, what your duties were and
what salary you received. (All this information will be strictly confideotial.) The right
man may take an interest in the business if he.

K.W. Generator

Known and Used the World Over
Have you Tried Them?
If so. you areaReKular Customer.
If not. will you allow u3 to send

HAPGOODS

an annual business of S7o,000 (chiefly interior
construction) in a town in the Northwest of

Electric 3 ph.,

INTERNATIONAL

TELEPHONES

Dry and Wet Cells

is

CHICAGO,

the electrical contractor

for Circular 23

321 S. Clintoa St.

BROKERS

WANTED

for

HALLER SIGN WORKS (Inc.)

THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF BRAIN

lOlO

about 100,000 population. Must be a practical
man, a hard worker and be able to get business;
must understand repairing electrical machinery
and figuring construction work. Salary §2,500
Apply, givto 33,000 a year to the right man.

1908

OUR NEW "LUNA" SIGN

The Board of Trustees reserves the
right to reject any and all proposals.
By order of the Board of Trustees.

Manager wanted for an electrical construction
companywith an investment of S20,000, doing

150

1908.

4,

hospital.

is

A

February

one direct-current
generator, direct-connected to a steam
unit (engine or turbine), foundations,
steam connections, switchboard panel,
with main switch and all necessary connections.
Specifications for above work on file at
the office of the Board of Trustees at said

HAPCOODS

A first-class

who

Sealed proposals will be received by the
of Trustees for the Central Indiana
Hospital for Insane, Indianapolis, Ind.,

Board

507 Marquette Building, Chicago.

trician,

4,

LEGAL NOTICE

SAJjE and

C01.IIMSr advirtisemtnts (jo words or Uss\, $1.30 an
insertion; additional words 3c each,
similar

January

SPEER CARBON

MARQUETTE BLDG.

ST.

Publishers and dealers otelectrlcal book*

CO.

MARYS, PA.

LIGHTING FIXTURES, UP-TO-DATE CATALOGS
By Up-to-Date People, Express Prepaid to Dealers
"S" will be ready J.nn. i, 1908. containing an assortment of Electric, Combination and Qas Fixtures carried by us in stock for immediate shipment. Larger catalogs of exclusive designs are our No. IS containing Electric Fixtures only, Catalog No. 14 contains Combination and Qas Fixtures, Catalog No. 13 contains
Oas Fixtures only. All our latest issues and priced the Beardslee way; that is, liaving a column showing price of
lixtures complete with sockets and glassware, original with Beardslee and known everywhere as the
BEARDSLEE SYSTEM. Write for catalogs.
Catalog

BEARDSLEE CHANDELIER MFG.
Clinton and

Qulncy

Sts..

CO.

CHICAGO

EDISON COMPANY REPAIR SHOPS
COMMONWEALTH
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO. TELEPHONE MAIN
radeMachlne
FIRST CLASS EQUIPMENT
1280

H g h-C
Work
I

of All Kinds
Correspondenoe Solicited.

Dynnmos, Armatures,
Motors, Arc Lamps,
Fans, Instruments.

January

4,

VVl-.STERN

190R

A Bank

ELECTRICIAN
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One

of 12 Arresters in
:«'«

•(

•»

«•

!iljy|!il<l<Lrl*!;'.!^'''

GIFFORD LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
operate

within

method

of

any other arrester

closer limits than

discharge

age to maintain an

is

such that

arc

across

is

it

them

built,

and

their

impossible for the line volt-

damage

or

terminals.

their

They are Positively Non-Arcing

THE GIFFORD ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
TRAVERSE CITY,

Michigan

EVERY CUSTOMER CAN SAY

TRADEMARK]

more

in their

we

favor than

can.

proof enough of their superiority
66

TRADEMARK)

Isn't that
?

UNION" SECTIONAL SWITCH BOXES
Takes all makes of Switches and
following
Receptacles made In
depths
:

single

:

Gang

New

Spacer

^^VTEIMTEO APF3I^
66

f

Reversible Ear Type

2cl.

KnonTi
2«-m.
2-I11.

3-in.
3^;-in.

"CCS"
CC"

"

" "AA**

BR"

"C"

I907

UNION" ENCLOSED FUSES

as

AB"

2%-in.

WRITE FOR BOX CATALOGUE NO.

>•»

21

BLOCKS

excel in their superior mechanical construction and finish; and in the constant
accuracy of operation they afford absolute protection to the apparatus.

^

t:=^
M

#?-|

250 Volt and
600 Volt
entire line approved

$'>

\

Approved by
Underwriters'
Laboratory

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE

$C

MFC. CO.,

Write for

Fuse Catalogue No.

Chicago

and

19

New York
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H. R. A<2«^AC Inner Globes are made of Heat-Resisting Glass of superb

temper and purity

— as a result they will

stand the severest and most sudden

variations of extreme cold and intense heat.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS

1m:mr^^GLXSS SPECIAlTY(i^is»^»

r

1908

1

aiHiarv

4,

WESTERN EI.ECTRinAN

hiciH

3.S

PHOENIX
INNER AND OUTER
GLOBES
c*i'*ivi'oi'*iwiwi'*>r»»>)

^M'*»I*'X*'I'*»X*'I'*'Ir)

If

you want

to eliminate

ALL

chance, uncertainty and worry

Inner Globes

— then

element

when you buy

buy

(*l^^Wl'^l^^'i^ml^^

"Phoenix Quality"
Purchasers
Inner Globes

of

''Phoenix

Quality"

— for years — understand and

real-

from experience that they are a standard
of hi^h merit. Every essential embodied
in approved and scientific construction, choicest

ize

and the most skilled and
workmanship. TRY THEM!
material,

finished

Every Central Station and
Dealer should know what "Phoenix

Ouahty" means.

Send for our Inner

Globe, proposition.

Outer Globes for

T

of

all

Arc Systems

CATALOaUES UPON REQUEST

f\

r\

r
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TAKING TIME BY THE FORELOCK

That is What the
The man who
improvement.
ments.

He

is

Man Does Who Buys Holophane Arcs

buys

HOLOPHANE ARCS

HOLOPHANE

point.

ARCS,

now

as

an 8-candlepower carbon filament
flexibility is fully

shown
and

accommodate everything from

a 40-candlepower tungsten.

to

Arcs Nos.

and

57.

Lamps Available
*2o cp. 50 watt Gem
16 cp. carbon filament
8 cp.

Lamps

offered,

This

in the following table:

Arcs Nos. 54, 55, 56

is

future

He is making his investment safe against new developnot stocking up with lighting units which are in danger of

becoming obsolete.
This is an important

This

discounting

is

recommended.

Lamps

Arcs Nos.

64, 65
66.

74, 75

and 76

Lamps

Available.

Available.

'20 cp. 40 watt tantalum
40 cp. 100 watt Gem
40 cp. 80 watt tantalum 20 cp. 50 watt Gem
40 cp. 50 watt tungsten 16 cp. carbon filament
8 cp.
f32 cp. carbon filament

fSpecial holder required with this lamp.

purely a commercial consideration.

a matter of cold dollars
to the buyer, whether he be merchant, jobber, dealer or

central

station

manager.

PHANE ARCS
Get

the

new

is

Bulletin

It is

An

investment in

HOLO-

a safe investment.

No.

5,

which

tells

the story fully.

HOLOPHANE COMPANY
SALES DEPARTMENT

227-229
BOSTON

Fulton

PHILADELPHIA

St.,

New York
CHICAGO

City
SAN FRANCISCO

I.iniiary

4,
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STEEL DRAWN BOXES
Approved by the Underwriters
and used by those
who know.
Our new pamphlet
gives details.

May we

mail it?

We

also manufacture

Monitor Conduit Bushings,
Flexible Conduit Bushings,

Erickson Conduit Insulators,

Armored Conductor Bushings.

THEBOSSERT
ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.
Chicago

Office,

269

S.

Canal

St.

Utica, Ne Y.

s

—

—
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Electric Elevator Controllers
The controller used on this machine is the "Schureman" Freight Elevator Controller
(Bulletin 38) with switch mounted separate, so that a gear or direct connection can be made
from the operating

shaft.

The reversing switch is absolutely quick-make-andThe movement of the rheostat brush-holder

hreak.

retarded by means of a vacuum dash-pot,
requires little or no attention.
is

which

The entire device is simple, reliable and durable,
and has been satisfactorily used by elevator manufacturers and others for over ten years.

We make other types of controllers for lever,
wheel, crank and car-switch control, and will send
complete catalogue on request.

SCHUREMAN CO.

J. L.

MANUFACTIIREKS OF

ELECTRIC MOTOR CONTROLLING DEVICES
70-86 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago
Eastern (Sales Oflice:
114 liberty ii^treet, STew 'S'ork, M. Y.
European Agents: GEIPEL

&

LANOE:, London

Hausbton Elevator & Machine Co. Dlrect-Coonected Freight Elevator.

Australian Agents:

EDMISTOIV & O'NEILL, Melbourne

Printing with a Bi^

.P.

LANQ

BLAKELY SERVICE

—that's

Stage Plugs

We

—

are a big firm with an enormous following trial
make permanent customers.
Catch the

jobs invariably

and

idea, don't

you?

Your prepared copy with necessary instructions
we use ovr brains, too.

Receptacles

will

get intelligent handling

Good

"NEW CODE"
These plugs are made with two, three
Poles and spaced for 125 and 250 volts.

or four

STEEL WALL AND FLOOR BOXES

inks

— expert

workmen

—no labor troubles— clean-

liness

— enormous

type,

monotype and press work are

— "no

Ad

composition, binding, linoall

done

in

our

own

plant

sub-letting/'

Prompt

delivery at specified time guaranteed by the

responsibility of

The
keen

facilities.

our firm.

excellence

competition,

of
is

BLAKELY SERVICE,

always maintained

at

the

despite

highest

standard.
In a great
Wall

Box

standing

for Single Plug.

is

due

measure the present magnificence of our
to the Spartan reliability that has so long

characterized our firm.
Send

(or Bulletin

No.

It

0606
Floor Bo*.

The

J.

Lang

Electric

CHICAGO,

Capacity, 4 Plugs.

Company

will

pay you

to give

us a

chance

to

submit

esti-

mates on your work.
Just call Main 370, or drop a
men will call on time.

Post-card

one

of our

special

ILL.

THE BLAKELY PRINTING
Tel.

Main 370

CO.,

126-132 Market Street

|aiiM:ir\

),

WI'.S TF.R N

I'l".

I'.I

TU K:| A N

.F.(
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EVERYBODY
can now afford an

Electric

Massage Vibrator

The above
oil

— overcoming the old

Vibrators, "It's

too

production,

artistic

four fifths actual size of the Swedish

is

Massage Vibrator; weight but

Electric

parts to

cut

There

IT IS

cumbersome, cast-iron

number

more

of

second than
fit

a
a thing of beauty,

The

sponsibility

and

in

Electrical

is

120.00 for the complete

Supply Houses.

Write

gives

a

well

greater

penetrating and beneficial vibrations per

ANY

other at

ANY

set of rubber applicators

full

The complete

price.

out-

its

operation,

and

directions for use.

It is

construction and appearance.

Substantial discount to Electric Light and Power

outfit.

agency

for the

vibrators.

and heavy,
equally

an elegant, substantial, portable case, including

an electrical and mechanical marvel, perfect in

regular retail price

Companies and

comes

it

Operates

on Direct or Alternating Current;

either

other

PRACTICALLY NOISE-

no comparison between

is

and no

ALL

It is an
heavy and cumbersome.''
and would be an ornament to any

dresser or toilet table.

LESS.

i8 ounces,

objections to

in

your town.

First come,

first

served.

Re-

ability considered.

SPECIAL 3()=DA¥ INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Which

Positively Expires

February
To

1908

1st,

introduce this Vibrator we will send

OUTFIT ONLY

to

ONE SAMPLE

any Electric Light Company, Supply

House

or person interested in electrical calling,

of Si

50.

2.

rionroe National

Bank

Our References {";
rst National Bank

Swedish

upon receipt

Chicago,

111.

Electric Vibrator Co.

602=636 FarragDt Avenne,

Chicago,

111.,

U. S. A.
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WORCESTER
Standard £lectrical Specialties
Knife SwitcKes
Tablet Boards
Cable Lugs

S^vitcKboards
Fuse Blocks

Copper Bus-Bars
Combination S^vitches

Code Standard

N. H.

QUR
NEW
^-^

CATALOGUE

shows this complete Hne and is the
handiest price list on this material ever published with it you
can obtain the net price of any combination of Isolated Plant
Switchboard in
MINUTES; it is a time saver for those
who have to give quick figures and feel assured that the prices
they are quoting are absolutely correct.
;

THREE

This catalogue
request.

is

Everyone

now ready

and will be mailed on receipt
Trade should have a copy.

for distribution

in the Electrical

of

your

Worcester Electric Mfg. Co.
42 Lagrange

Street.

WORCESTER. MASS..

New York

Office

U. S. A.

120 Liberty Street

:

THE NEW "M. & M." SHALLOWEST FLUSH
PUSH-BUTTON SWITCHES
Approved and

listed

by the Underwriters' National Electric Association embodies

more features of
the other switches on the market put together.

advantage to the Electrical Contractors than all
They are pronounced by some of the leading Consulting Engineers and
best switches on the market today." The shallow bases allow 54;
The mechanism

standard wall box.
all

wearing parts being accurately

They have been

is

made

& M."

"M.

line.

Ask your Jobber

switches
for

is

an inch more space

case-hardened

of

sand times before the driving spring broke.
of the

of

"Unquestionably the
for wiring in the

simpler and stronger than that in any other switch,

make and break

tested to

Contractors as

steel.

10 amperes, 220 volts,

The "Quality"

over two hundred thou-

of every detail

superior to anything yet offered in the switch

them the next time and see

if

we

are not correct in

our statements, or write to us for samples.

We

also

Boxes and "

MACHEN
99 Randolph

Street,

^

make
fl.

&

"M &

fl."

M." Shallow Wall Cases and Conduit
Receptacles and Plugs.

MAYER ELECTRICAL MFC. CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

12th and

Buttonwood

Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ic

January

4,
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MOTT IRON WORKS
1

18-120 FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORK

"ST. LOniS"

(DESIGNS COPYRIGHTED)

ORNAMENTAL IRON
ARC LIGHT POLES
We make

POUE NO.

1

a specialty of high-class Ornamental Arc Light Poles, Brackets,
and Lamp Posts, for Street Lighting, Public Buildings, Hotels,
Apartment Houses, etc. Lighting companies who have used our Poles
for years claim THEY COST LESS than so-called cheap poles where durability is concerned.
Electroliers

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

pole no.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

TRUMBULL PANEL BOARDS
Our Panel Boards have long since been recognized as one of the best types of
standard boards.
Made of N. E. C. Plug and open link fuses.
This Department has tripled in the last year, and occupies more than one-half
of our new factory.
We can make all kinds of special boards promptly and at reasonable prices.
Let us quote you. Write for catalogue.

THE TRUMBULL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
NEW YORK
136 LIBERTY ST.

PLAINVILLE, CONN.

3

BOSTON
66, 67 OLIVER ST

Typf'ES"
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TOOL MAKING AND

Where
for

DIE SINKING
Department we

have one

of the

PRIMARY

which

in

The

the dies and tools for

the

manufacture

high

-

as

BATTERIES

Orangeburg

our

of

for

Fibre

cost of battery energy

any purpose

is

only distant-

Conduit

grade instruments

are pleased to offer a

We ly related to the original cost
porof the batteries.

tion of the service of

this

made.

been

department

to those wish-

and

ing special dies

tools

made under

the

vision of the

most expe-

super-

rienced and careful work-

men, capable

work

concrete

most com-

Tool Shops,

have

no necessity

Ma-

chinery

all

is

of

medium

a protective

In connection with our

plete

there

use

the

igo8

4,

of producing

have a
way of wasting current, growing weak with use and giving
out before their time, which
makes them as costly as they
Inferior

batteries

are unsatisfactory.

quality.

Send as your specHlcatloaa
and secure our prices

types

Edison Primary

vate

grounds,

MaDufactarers and Dealers
in all kinds of

Electrical

ever there

is

no probability of

from exca-

future disturbance
vation.

Very high

and

insulation

extreme lightness (6 pounds
a

to

3-inch

5-foot

lengfth)

make Orangeburg Fibre Con-

Etc.

Factory:

Ave.,

are

joints

Its

water-

tight.

Orangeburg Fibre Conduit
has been used by the Tellu-

Power

ride

Company,

.

at

Provo, Utah, to carry 4o,0CK3-

Ex-

volt transmission cables.

periments at the Engineering

Department of Columbia Unihave shown that

versity

its

breakdown voltage largely exceeds 25,000 volts, alternating.

Orangeburg Fibre Conduit

Bells,

DeKalb

park-

parks,

ways and millyards, or wher-

tion.

Batteries

constant current until the elements are
South Bend, Indiana
entirely exhausted and when
exhausted they can be renewed
W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.
at a very small cost.
Supplies,
Annunciators,
They never give out before
Speaking Tubes,
22 DEY ST.
NEW YORK
their time, never dry up or
H39
explode. Use Edison cells and
SEND FOR
PACE CATALOGUE
you will find them to be not
WAN ^C^^ AUGER only the cheapest, but also the
most reliable batteries to be
BaOOKLTN,

a style particu-

adapted to use in pri-

ease and cheapness of installa-

The Long Distance deliver a steady,
Telephone Mfg. Co.

1431 TO

offers

larly

duit unrivaled for duraSility,

a high order of

of

of the sleeve-joint and screw

will

indefinitely

last

Owing

ground.

to

underits

high

insulating qualities no trouble

N. V.

e.xperienced with stray elec-

is

600

steel
blades,' each
with two cut-

Rapid

ting edges

Efficient

makes this the
fastest and

for

easiest

post

and

Pole

working

hole

ging tool

and
Aachor

dig-

manu-

Order from
your supply

company

you

contemplate buying
batteries for any purpose, tell us
If

what it is and we will tell you
what you need and the cost.

Sizes

or

3 to 14

hardware deal-

Inches

Edison Manufacturing

Brothers

STREATOR

n
ILLINOIS

Park,

field

July 28,

New

Company

London

Office - 10 Fifth Ave.
- 304 Wabash Ave.
Office
- 25
Office
Clerkenwell Road.

at

in as

tion

as the day

no

deterioration

in

Bloom-

Jersey,

The

1904.

of
in-

concrete,

dug up

on

conduit

good condi-

was

it

laid,

whatever

having taken place.

Write /or The Conduit Book.

Main

Office

Chicago

Office,

Company

and Works;
Orangeburg, N. Y.
1760

Monadnock

Building.

& Co. S»n FranLos Angeles. Cal.;

Pierson, Roeding

Chicago
.M a n af act ure

without

1895, were

7 Lakeside Avenue, Orange, N. J.

New York

IWAN

stalled

The Fibre Conduit

Holes

factured.

underground system,

was found

had.

Two

an

Sections

currents.

trical

cisco, Cal.;

:

Seattle. Wasliington.

McClary-Jemison Co.,
ham, Ala.

Birming-

January

4,
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Bituminized Fiber Conduit
I'OR

UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION
5 to 7 FOOT
LENGTHS

example

/\n

of

C-W motor-drive

PROVIDES NOT ONLY A PERMANENT,
INSULATED, WATERPROOF, NONABRASIVE RECEPTACLE FOR UNDERGROUND WIRES AND CABLES, BUT A
MATERIAL SAVING IN THE COST OF
ELECTRICAL SUBWAYS CAN BE EFFECTED BY ITS USE.
DO NOT fail to see our Exhibit at the CHICAGO ELECTRICAL SHOW and WRITE
TO OUR NEAREST OFFICE for particulars
.

and

for

u
Blectrotypers' Black Leading Machine
driven by the celebrated Form L Motor.
(See Balleila 78-T.)

our engineering bulletins.

AMERICAN CONDUIT
NEW YORK CHICAGO
140 Nassau St.

CO.

LOS ANGELES
Calirornia

ftlarquetto Bldg.

GEST'S
Patent Cable Racks

C3^
Used by the
Electric

largest

Light

and

Telephone Companies in the country
PRICES

3

been making motor applications

to

kinds

all

Expert Electrical

Subway

We

should be experts

in motor-drive.

We

are.

V

COMPANY

-'I

Alternating and Direct Current Machinery

AMPERE,
Contractor

N.

J.

CHICAGO, CLEVELAND, PITTSBURG, ETC

NEW YORK

CINCINNATI

277 BROADWAY

UNION TRUST BLDG.

of

machinery.

ON APPLICATION

CEST

c.

we have

Since 1888

44
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WICSTKRN

iQoS

KI.KCTRICIAN

1334 TYLER ST.

ELECTRIC MACHINERY
D. C. and A. C.

45

CO.,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

U. S. A.

MACHINERY
BELT DRIVEN OR DIRECT CONNECTED

1,000 K.

W. and Under
Single,

Two

or Three Phase All Voltages
A6ENTS WANTED

IN

Send for

.

UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY

Bulletin 79

STANDARD ELECTRICAL WORKS
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ORLEANS ENGINEERING CO.

NEW ORLEANS
DEAN, EMERSON & CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

INTERNATIONAL MACHIMERY & END. CO.
MEXICO, D. F.
FRED. W. BOHLER

MANILA,

P.

I.

ANDREWS & GEORGE
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN

you publish a catalogue
or use stationery of any
kind, you should get our
prices before buying.
If

Dwi^ht Bros. Paper Co.
61-63 Plymouth Place

:

CHICAGO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Muenzel Gas Engine and Gas
Producer Power Plants

I
7

January

CUTLET

TUBULAR FEED
WATER HEATER
SEPARATOR

OIL

AND PURIFIER
WITH SEAMLESS
BRASS TUBES
F. E.

Member

the only heater that has a cool
settling chamber and' is guaranteed
not to get foul with scale, and that
is

at

all

A., C. E., M. E.
German Engineers, Belrin

CONSULTING ENGINEER
Design. Construction, Supervision, Estimates, Tests of

continue to heat as hot after
years of constant use as when new.
This is the only feed water heater
will

that has an

JUNGE, M.

of the Society of

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
150 Nassau

St.,

New

and

GAS POWER PLANTS

York, N. Y.

separator that is
times surrounded by the cool
oil

feed water when it first enters the
heater, and is guaranteed to extract

January 19, 1907.
Minneapolis Steel & Machinery Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

more oil from exhaust steam than can
be extracted by any other device
This heater is
in the market.

— Answering

yours of January 16, asking my opinion on
Plant, wish to say that both engine
and producer as designed by one of our beft experts in Germany are entirely in accord with those standards and principles which I am advo-

Dear

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
or the manufacturers will pay all
cost of placing and removing, also
freight both ways.

Sir:

the merits of the

Muenzel Gas Power

more general adoption throughout this country.
regard the Muenzel gas power set as a high-class machine and
one ranking among the very best obtainable in this country, and 1 shall
recommend it to purchasers who require a plant for heavy and continuous service whenever possible.
Yours very truly,
F. E. JUNGE.
cating for

FOR PRICES AND
DISCOUNTS WRITE

I

The STEWART
HEATER GO.

Minneapolis

25 Norfolk Avenue

BEST TOOL CHEST
Made

of

American Sheet

mans' Patented

new catalogue of Tool
Joint Runners and other

The

Vanderman

dealers

and jobbers

Plumbing

&

on the

Steel, Connecticut

Construction.

of the Mississippi River.

all

&

Machinery

St.

and Minnehaha Avenue

Go.

Minneapolis, Minnesota

BUFFALO, N.Y.

The

Steel

Main OfHce and Works, 29th

MARKET

Oak and Vander-

Freight allowed on chests east

TVrite us today on postal card for our

Chests,

Pipe Bending Forms,

specialties.
in

the

Our goods

Vises,

are for sale by

United States and Canada.

Heating

Co.,

Willimantic,

Conn.

The Warren Alternator
MANUFACTURED BY

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
Successors to THE WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING
ma.\ufacti;rf.r.s

CO.

of

INDUCTOR AND REVOLVING FIELD ALTERNATORS

WEMCO
Write for
Revolvine Field Type

A. C.

AND

D. C.

MOTORS

OHIO
SANDUSKY,
Bulletin No. 36— IT WILL PAY YOU TO DO SO

o

Electric

Power

from the

Central Station

—

The Cheapest why?
—Any commodity cheaper when manufactured
m
—you can buy merchandise cheaper wholesale
— same
Power.
is

large quantities

at

than at

retail

the

—Concerns
their

true of Electric

is

total

hke the Crane

need up

to

Power

there
IS

is

the

are buying

2,500 H. P. from

Central Station rather than

—and

Company
make

no denying the

it

the

themselves

fact

that

most satisfactory form

of

Electric

power

known.

—Confer
costs

with our power expert on the subject-

you nothing.

—Call

Mam

1280.

Commonwealth Edison Company
139 Adams

Street,

Chicago

G.SYSTEH^

CENTRAL

y

'V..-

THE EXECUTION OF AN ENTIRE CONTRACT UNDER ONE MANAGEMENT

INSURES

SUCCESS

THE

SCHDTT
SYSTEMS^

4
Origirva.liTy of De^-igiv ©Ln^^SuperMorn^o^Tonjfrucflon.
fs.re Fee^tyreKS irv which
hesve i\o Coiwpetitiorx.

we

W: H.SCHOTT
ENGINEER — CHICAGO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
EVERY SATURDAY
CHICAGO, JANUARY
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Unusual Power Transmission on the Inland Canal of the Rhine Valley.

The

Endeavors lo correct and to rcKulalc llie course
Upper Rliine may be dated back to ancient
limes, but this problem was first taken up by the
governments of the countries concerned about the

taneously for

of the

middle of the last century.
The Inland Canal of the Rhine valley, which is
26.5 kilometers in length, is designed to prevent
floods in the river and to allow the adjoining valbe reclaimed.

ley to

This canal

is

made up

of three

stages or steps, and the head of water thus afforded

Fig.

Fig. 3.

I.

Pow

LI-

House

at

now been

tricity.

erected

utilized

One

small power stations have been
Lienz, Blatten and Montlingen on the

of the three power stations, that at
which
is the main central station,

power

Montis

ex-

This (Fig. l)
comprises three hydro-electric units of 250 horsepower each. The turbines are vertical Francis turbines operating, through bevel wheel gearings, the
clusively used for

machines.

On

the third panel

is

further installed a wattmeter.

The two remaining

busbar pressure, a sinKle-phasc transformer
kilovolt-amperes for 10,000-150 volts for the
lighting of the power station, and a 6-kilovolt-amfor the

of

1,

5

polyphase-current transformer for io,ooo-2(3o
supplying current to the workshop motor, in
addition to the fuses of the primary ends of the
transformers.
In the upper part of this compartment there arc
installed the induction coils for the outgoing and
incoming conductors. In the compartment situated

pere

panels are set apart for the

four transmission circuits, viz., the conductors connecting the Blatten and Monllingen power stations,
the circuit between Montlingen and Oberried, that
between Montlingen and Altslelten and the one between Montlingen and llcerbrugg alongside the
Rhine Valley Inland Canal.
An ammeter is inserted in each transmission cir-

volts,

above there are located lightning conductors with
water resistances fitted in conduits. Each of these

Fig. 2.
Fig. 4.

Power House

at

Blatten.

Interior of Blatten Station.

POWER TRANSMISSION ON THE INLAND CANAL OF THE RHINE VALLEY

for the grodtiction of elec-

three stages respectively.
lingen,

all

controlled cither separately

through a handwhccl or simul-

Montlingen.

Three
at

named can be

1908

Interior of Montlingen Station.

UNUSU.A.L
has

last

for each generator

ii,

distribution.

polyphase-current generators (Fig. 3) which are
direct coupled to them.
The current generated by
the latter is of 10,000 volts tension at so cycles,
and at 250 revolutions per minute. I'o the generator shaft are mounted the exciter machines supplyin.g current at 60 volts and 136 amperes.
The switchboard (Fig. 5), arranged in three
stories, is separated from the engine hall by a marble wall.
The first three panels from the left to
the right carry apparatus and instruments required
in superintending and controlling the machine, viz.,
a lever for operating the switch, a main-current
and exciter-current ammeter and the regulator.

These two panels further comprise a wattmeter for determining the total yielded output, a
polyphase voltmeter with switch for measuring the
voltage of the machines and bus-bars, two pilot
lamps for arranging the generators in parallel and
a switch for each of the four conductors.
The lowest compartment of the switching .plant
behind the switchboard is divided into cells by walls
cuit.

of armored concrete. The cells intended for receiving the apparatus controlling the dynamos contain
on one side of the armored concrete walls three

a measuring transformer and a curand on the other an oil switch
actuated from the switchboard through the intermediary of a lever located in one of the floor channels.
The four circuit compartments contain each
an oil switch operated as above stated.
oil

rent

switches,

converter,

These

switches,

in

contradistinction

the
generator switches, are fitted with automatic shortcircuited disengagement so as to dispense with
fuses.
Two current converters are finally provided
in

oil

to

each conductor cell.
Another cell contains the measuring transformer

(which are situated in cells with iron
can be switched off separately by
switches arranged at the ceiling. Between the three
horn lightning arresters, located in the same cell,
there are fitted cement asbestos plates for the sake
conductors

armor walls)

of additional safety.

The outgoing conductors are carried away from
the upper story through glass openings In the walls.
The power house contains a small workshop, the
machines of which are operated by a 6-horsepower
polyphase motor. The building has been erected on
a concrete foundation like the two other stations
and is designed in its upper part of brick masonry.
The roof consists of iron and is covered with tiles.
A hand-operated traveling crane is installed. Arc
and incandescent lamps supply the illumination of
the central

power

station.

The two

other pow-er stations, situated at Lienz
and Blatten, respectively, are practically identical as
to their design, each of them containing two hydro-

(See Figs.
of 250 horsepower each.
turhines are coupled with- the generators in the same manner as in the power station
electric units

2 and 4.)

The

i
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However,

described.

6rst

asynchronous

the

generators
generators

the

Such

type.

are of
require

lo.ooo-volt current

Tlie

neither

formers.

bines,

to

regulation of the voltage nor of the turnor is there any necessity of obtaining the
synchronism of phase and tension in switching the
These generators are
generator onto the circuit.
operated at 255 revolutions per minute and yield
current at the same pressure, 10.000 volts, with 50

allel

Whenever

of distant central stations.

the load

In the brick trans-

a first story containing the high-tension apparatus and a lower story

former stations (Fig. 7) there

is

in

Denver

of

100

kilovolt -amperes

a ratio of 10.000 volts to 260 volts.
these conductors there is a bus-bar

each

with

For each of
system con-

nected to the transformers by means of a switch.
In order to check the load on the two branches,
measuring instruments are connected to both busbar systems through the intermediary of measuringtransformers.
The plant above described is the first plant of
such dimensions designed on this novel system.

Northern Colorado Power Company's
Extensions.
The Northern Colorado Power Company is preparing to extend its power lines fr^m Greeley to
Lafayette and from Lafayette to Denver.
The
tension of the company through this territory is

on the circuit falls below the output of the asynchronous-generator turbines the synchronous generators in the main central stations will be accelerated, and this acceleration can be compensated by
simply switching the asynchronous generators out
of circuit or closing their turbines.
The voltage of
the circuit as well as the excitation and turbine
speed are controlled only from the main central

Theory

m
Jl^i
MM,

This scheme allows of a considerable saving, ne-

Mil

secondary stations, whose
functions are limited to switching the power sta-

whenever there

into circuit

tion

two

the

is

some power

of Metallic Conductivity.
'

:

cessitating only the presence of an unskilled superin

Electric ComTramway Company.

Denver Gas and

Prof. J. J. Thomson, in a recent paper before
the British Institution of Electrical Engineers, summarizes the "corpuscular" or electron theory of
metallic conduction and indicates a few modifications of it which have become necessary in the
light of recent observations.
The theory may be
stated as follows
"By the action of one atom of
the metal on another, corpuscles are split off from
the atoms, and they remain diffused through the
mass of metal; so that we may picture to ourselves
a metal as somewhat like a porous body, the pores
of which are occupied by a substance with the
properties of a perfect gas. In the older theory
it
was supposed that these corpuscles remained free
for a time sufficiently long to enablQ them to get
in thermal equilibrium with the metal itself, so that,
like all gases, the average kinetic energy of the
corpuscle was a constant merely depending upon
the, temperature."
The modification now required.
says a writer in Science Abstracts in giving the
points of Professor Thomson's paper, is to suppose
that the electric force, instead of acting on the
corpuscles after they have left their atoms, really
acts upon the atoms before the corpuscles leave
them. The atoms probably act on each other like
a system of electric doublets, and the electron flows

station.

intendent

the

to

sub-station receives the conduct-

coming from Altstetten and from the power
This sub-station has been provided for two
station.
ors

transformers

ic

11,

completed the water will be lifted to a height
which will make it possible to irrigate this ground.
The Northern Colorado Power Company is
largely controlled by the Hallgarten company and
the Electric Properties Company of New York,
and their interests are represented by John F. Wallace.
The company will sell power at wholesale

pany and the Denver City

containing the transformer.

The Heerbrugg

two stations is of a
far simpler design than that of the Montlingen
central station, each of the machine panels carrying a switch, a main-current ammeter and a busA switch and an ambar voltmeter with switch.
meter have been provided for each of the outgoing
conductors in addition to a wattmeter serving for
The apparatus compartment proper
all in common.
designed in the same manner as at the Montis
lingen power station, but containing only .two stories
and being of simpler construction.
The Oerlikon Machine Works, which have been
contractors for the whole of this plan, adopted
this combination of a main central station containing synchronous generators with two secondary
central stations containing asynchronous generators
because the system can be simply controlled from a
central point while facilitating the working in parplant of these

reduced to 2.000 volts

four

seven
designed as framework towers.

cycles.

The switching

is

lOO-kilovolt-ampere transThis 2,oco-volt current is then conveyed
transformer stations, most of which are

by

Altstetten

at

January

re-

i

-

1

^
^'

^H>||^;m»i>H

w

1

.
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-
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Fig.

5.

Switchboard

at

Montlingen

Power House.

Tig.

6.

\

P

1
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1

Pole Line, Showing Cutout.

Pig.

..jj^i^

Transformer Station.

UNUSUAL POWER TRANSMISSION' FROM THE INLAND CANAL OF THE RHINE VALLEY.
towns now served are Louisville, Lafayette, Superior, Boulder, Longmont, Berthoud, f-oveland. Fort
Collins, Timnath and Greeley.
The proposed extensions will ser\'e the towns of Windsor, Evans,
Lucerne, Eaton, Ault, Niwot, La Salle, Fort Lupto'ii,
Platteville, Brighton, Erie, Lymis, Johnstown,
Mead, Canfield, Wellington and other places.

it out again as soon as there
Orders for performing this
excess of energy.
«'orl< are given from the main central station. The
starting of a secondary central station, like those

quired, and to switch
is

above described,

is

turbine gate and

effected by

inserting

simply opening the

the corresponding gen-

erator.

Throughout the

A further advantage of this scheme is the saving
in first cost, the exciter machines of the generators
in the secondary stations being done away with,
while the switching plant in the secondary station
greatly simplified.

is

The

distribution of current

from the main cciUral
lines

leading

to

is

statioo,

Oberried,

effected exclusively

from which three
and Heer-

Altstetten

brugg, respectively, arc started, while a fourth line
terminates at the upper secondary power stations.
These circuits are carried nearly exclusively on
'Jhe insupoles fitted into a concrete foundation.
lators are made up of two pieces glued together

by

two

enameled

portions

which

increases

their

The high-ten.sion conductors are
half-hard-drawn copper wires six millimeters in
diameter between the central stations and three
millimeters on the remaining lines.
The whole transmission is interconnected, as the
two branches starting from the main station can be
switched together at the Heerbrugg switching station by connecting the corresponding Inis-liars, which
in the case of a breakdown allows any one of the
In
conductors to supply current from the other.
normal operation the loop connection is not used.
The high-tension conductors arc protected by lightning arresters installed at all transformer stations
and at the entrance to each power station. A view
showing the pole line is given in Fig. 6.
insulating power.

•

of the transmission
lines there will be a 2,400-volt service carried for
local power and irrigation service.
The average
price for pumping an acre foot of water, available
8 to 30 feet below the surface of the ground, is
entire

length

between $4 and $5 per acre per
make an increased production, it

ye.tr.

This

will

is estimated, of
$25 per acre per year. It is estimateti that 12,000
acres of land can be reclaimed by the aid of this

electric

power

addition

ill

project.
to

Ibe

service

and power users, power

will

to

the

above

be furnishetl

towns
for

Ihe

Denver and Interurban Railroad Company, which will operate between Denver
and Boulder.
It is a sub.sidiary of the Colorado
and Southern Railway.
Power is now being fur-

electric service of the

nished for the street-railway line at Boulder.
W. J. Barker of Denver, president of the company, has with the assistance of N. A. Carle, general manager, completed plans for Ihe extensions.
Mr. Barker is said to have been the first man tu

dynamo in Denver, which was also the
dynamo brought into .Colorado. Nearly all of

install
first

;i

his long service has been with the
Electric Comi)any, of which he is

Denver Gas and

now

the general

superintendent.

Mr.

Barker

says thai tliere are thousands of
acres of land adjoining the Union Pacific Railway
running north to Cheyenne. Wyo.. which
are too
high lo be reached by water with a gravity system.
The Platte River runs through the fertile region
nnd there is said lo be enough water to supply
most of the ground. As soon as the proposed extension of the company through this territory is

from the negative end
positive end of another.

of

one

doublet

into

the

This modification is based upon the experiments
of Rubens and Hagen on the conductivity of metals
under very rapidly alternating electric forces of
the order of light waves, which is practically the
as that for steady currents. To give this
conductivity, the number of corpuscles per cubic
10" in the case
centimeter would have to be 1.8
of silver. The author states the difiiculty thus
"We require that number of
arising as follows;
corpuscles per cubic centimeter to give, in the lime
deduced from the experiments of Rubens and Hagen, the proper electrical conductivity of silver.
Now, j'ou have that number, each possessing at
the absolute temperature tS an amount of kinetic
energy n S, and therefore to raise the temperalure
1°
you would have to give to each one of these
or to the whole lot ;in
an amount of encrgj'
10°',
amount of energy represented by n X 1.8
10-'";
.so
that this energy is
living about
i.i X
somewhere
about
is,
to* cr.gs, that
1.9 X 1.5
7
calories is required to raise i cubic centimeter of
silver i° C, if you leave the atoms of silver alone
and merely attend to the corpuscles. The actual
amount required lo raise the temperalure of the
silver is only about 0.6 calorie, so that there is a
serious discrepancy between the results of the theory in this form and the results of experiments
on specific heat." The difiiculty may be got rid
of by supposing that the electron, instead of wandering airant, jumps practically straight frQui one
atom into another.
The outstanding difiiculty of the Hall cflfect is
"Suppose that
dealt with by the author as follows
we have a doublet with negative and positive ends,
then if it is pulled round by an electric force, the

same

X

,

X

X

:

ends start moving, one in one direction and the
other in the opposite, and if there is a magnetic
force acting upon the thing at right angles to the
plane of motion, then there will be forces acting

—
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If liic ciiils nuni- willi
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;itnl opposite* velocities, tlie fori'es nn the Ivvo

equal
forces on
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ill
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lxiu.iI

ends
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the ends iiro dilVerent ntul liierc is
in fact, the doiililel wlieii pinccd
iiiaunelie field behaves exactly like a gyroscope.

couple prodiiceil
,1

—

Suppose we
of

instead

away

ha\'e a peiuhiluiii with a gyroscope bob
the ordinary bob; sii|.ipose il were held

from

corresiJoniliiiK to one of
electric fprce acts; stipposiiiK,

vertical,

llic

unr iloiiblets before an
now, it is let fall; gravity,
straight

down

instead

of

pulling

it

make it swing
gyroscopic pendulum one way or the
the

lo

vertical,

will

round like a
other, according lo the direction of the spin in the
So tliat if this gyroscope property
top in tlie bob.
w-ere attaebeil to a doublet, then wlien there is an
attempt to

[)ull

come

out

.along

it

the

lines of electric
right angles, and

force

there
be ;i current either that way or ilie other w.iy,
according lo the sign corresponding to the spin
So that, in addition
of the top of the gyroscope.
to the movement along tlie direction of the line
of force, the doublets would till up a little bit at
there would be a polarization in
right angles lo it
the direction of right angles lo it, and Ibat polarization would produce a current in that tlireclion, so
that, unless the negati\e ami positive ends move
with cciual and opposite velocities that is, unless
the center of gravity of the doublet is exactly midw.ay between the negative and positive charge
then these doublets when they are placed in a
magnetic field will be acting like gyroscopes, and
force in one
if it is attempted to pull Ihcm by a
direction they tend to squirm off in a direction
at right angles to it; and that, I think, accounts
for the Hall effect in mclals."
In the course of Ibe discussion Prof. S. P.
Thompson asked why the author used the word
"corpuscle" instead of "electron." The author replied that he preferred a word which could not be
•mistaken for the name of any "positive" electron.
The corpuscle was always understood to be a
negative electron.
it
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iransfiiriner secumlury windings are iubtlaiitiiilly in
luadrntnre lo llic induced electromotive (oref6 of
the rotor and stalor windings.
When connected as

the

shown, these iransfornurs have induced in iheir
secondary windings eleclroinolivc force* which produce currents in Ihe inagneliziiig circuit!, and Ihut
excite the machine.
In order that iht machine above described may
also be compounded lliere may bi- provided compounding primaries for the magnetizmg transformers or compounding Iransfonners whose primaries
((/, ()') are in series v.ilh llie work circuits, and
whi.si' .....iii!:iiiis (()
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llierefore
llie

iiro'ierve'i

cireiiils,

and

thus

the required end,

new design

illnslralions.

is

ni.ndc clear

by the acconipnny-

Kig.
i
the coiincclions arc
Modilicil lraii>former conare shown in Kigs. 2 and .1. The rotor
(.A) is connected lo the coiminilalor (U)
In

diagrammatieally shown.
neeiions
winiling

upon which bear brushes (C, I), E and I'). 'I'lic
stalor winding ((1) is imlieated by a circle merely.
The exciting Iransforiner (II J is represented
I'^ig.
I
as a rotary-field tiansformer and its winding
is shown more in detail at the extreme right end.

m

will

;

—
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An interesting form of alternator has been invented and patented by William Stanley of Great
Barrington, Mass. The machine is of the .revolving-field type in which the field windings are energized by alternating currents supplied from the
machine itself. In former macliines of the selfexciting rotary-field type it has been shown to be
necessary that the phase of the electromotive force
induced on the stator windings should not coincide
with the phase of the electromotive force induced
in the rotor windings.
Various means for accomplishing this result have
been
suggested.
Such means consist in placing
windings S3'^m metrical in construction in dissymmetrical position or in placing windings dissymmetrical in construction in symmetrical positions.
^Ir. Stanley has now discovered means whereby
the necessary displacement of
the
electromotive
forces may be obtained by windings which are

.1.

MODIFIED TRANSFORMKR CONNECTION'S FOR SELF-EXCITING ALTERNATOR.

From

transformer laps (I, J, K, L) are taken,
being connected, respectively, to the rotor
brushes (C, D, E, F). Other taps (!', J', K', L')
are also taken from this transformci* winding and
are connected at points (C, D', E', F') upon the
stator winding directly opposite to the points (C,
D, E, F) upon the rotor winding. The taps (I, J,
K, L and T, J', K', L') are displaced by an angle
substantially equal lo 90 degrees less the lag of the
magnetizing current of the stator. In this way two
elect romotive forces are obtained, one upon
the
rotor terminals and one upon the stator terminals,
differing in phase from one another and capable
of urging a magnetizing current through the rotor
and stator windings, and thus to magnetize the
machine. A similar result can be obtained with
an exciting transformer, which has two windings
constituting distinct primary and secondary, as distinguished from the single winding shown in Fig.
I.
When the primary terminals of this transformer
are connected to the rotor brushes and the secondary terminals to the stator taps, the angle of
displacement of the transformer terminals in this
case will also be substantially equal to 90 degrees

with the secondaries o£ the exciting transformers. This arrangement results in causing the
the energizing currents to vary with the load upon
the work circuits, so that the machine may be made
The parto have any desired potential gradient.
ticular work circuit with which a particular corTipounding transformer should be in scries depends
upon whether the machine is to be compounded for
a lagging load or a unity power-factor load. The
arrangement shown in Fig. 3 is the proper one
when the load is of unity power factor. In this case,
since the working currents lag zero degree behind
their electromotive forces, the electromotive forces
introduced into the energizing circuits by the compounding transformers will increase with increase
of load, and will therefore cause an increase of
magnetizing current. The compounding transformer,
so as to introduce an opposing elecif connected
tromotive force into the energizing circuit, will
obviously produce a regulation resulting in a negative potential gradient, while if the two electromotive forces work together, the regulation will
result in a positive potential gradient.

magnetizing currents.
Instead of using a rotating-field transformer other
types of exciting transformers may be used and
may be arranged in various ways so long as the

Characteristics of Lord Kelvin.
From an excellent memoir and a discriminating

this

these

Self-exciting Revolving-field Alternators.

<^^

lively,

less the lag of the

editorial in the London Times relating to the
Lord Kelvin the following extracts are made

"Generally

recognized at the time of his

late

death

the foremost living physicist., he was not less
remarkable for the profundity of his researches
than for the range and variety of his attainments.
as

Not confining himself to a single more
specialized department of learning, he may
to
have taken all phj-sical science to
province for there were few branches of
inquiry that he did not touch, and all
;

touched

FIG.

in

position,

in

the

I.

DI.\GRAM OF COXNECTIOXS OF SELF-EXCITIXG ROTARV-FIELD ALTERN'ATOR.

construction and also symmetrical
difference of phase of the rotor

and stator electromotive forces being brought about
by the introduction of phase-differing electromotive
forces

This

upon the magnetizing circuits of the machine.
arrangement is particularly useful in c^ses

where

it
is desired to dispense with the commutator or to have the windings of a large number
of turns of relatively high resistance. Thus in cases

where dissymmetry of position is relied upon to
produce the dissymmetrical field, a high-resistance
winding would necessitate such a displacement of
the rotor and stator windings as would lessen their
mutual induction and interfere with the inherent
regulation
is
dependent
of the machine, which

transformers induce electromotive forces upon the
energizing circuits of the machine in quadrature to
the electromotive forces induced by the rotation of
its rotor, and therefore capable of sending a current over the resistance of the magnetizing circuit.

Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 2, in which
(M') is the primary winding of an exciting transformer connected across the mains of one phase;
whose secondary (M') is connected to the brush
(C) of the other phase and to a stator tap in line
therewith.
(N') is the primary of a second exciting transformer connected across the mains of
the other phase and having its secondary (N')
connected at one end to the brush (D) of the first
phase and at the other end connected to the stator
tap in line therewith. These transformers are so

wound

that the induced electromotive forces of the

adorned.

Perhaps

physical

he
manysidedness
be connected with
that

this

of his intellectual interests may
the deep conviction he cherished of the unity of
science, and his impatience of conclusions, which,
drawn from a limited field of study, were in opposition to the well-ascertained facts of wider generalizations.
On one occasion, when accused of
being 'hard on the geologists.* he repudiated the
suggestion with the remark that he did not believe
in one science for the mathematician, another for
the chemist, another for the physicist, and another
for the geologist. All science, he said, is one science, and anj^ part .of science that places itself outside the pale of the other sciences ceases for the
time being to be a science."
"To the ordinary man it is interesting to note
Lord Kelvin's own appreciation of his long researches into the ultimate nature of things. Speaking at his jubilee af Glasgow in 1896, he said:
'One word characterizes the most strenuous of the
efforts for the advancement of science that I have
made perseveringly for 55 years; that word is
failure.
I know no more of electric and magnetic
force, or of the relation between ether, electricity
and ponderable matter, or of chemical affinity, than
I
knew and tried to teach my class-students in
my first session as professor.' "
"Great as were Lord Kelvin's achievements in
the domains of scientific speculation, his services
to applied science were even greater. His mathematical powers were undoubtedly high, but as a
pure mathematical thinker he was surpassed by
all

symmetrical

he

or less
be said
be his
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point, so that it can be closed as soon as the
(14) engages the contact (15). The momentary break in the relay circuit at the commu-

several of his contemporaries, for Ills strength lay
rather in the facult}' which he possessed in an
extraordinarily developed degree of applying mathematics to the solution of practical problems."
most in''Say a thing is not delicate enough
ventors proceed to make it a little more delicate,
of
are
rather
proud
doing
so
much.
Lord
and
Kelvin would ascertain by a masterly analysis of
the wliole case wliat was the maximum of possible

tliis

contact

de-energizes the relay, so that the relay
armature is retracted i)y its retracting spring and
the motor circuit is broken. The retraction of the
relay armature also breaks the shunt across the
contacts (14, 15), so that the armature remains in
its retracted position, and the motor circuit remains
open until it is again closed by the cnga.gement of
contacts (14, 15).
Under normal conditions the commutator (x8)
makes one complete revolution during the interval
between successive closures of the motor circuit
and the current impulses transmitted to the motor
are of uniform duration. If the speed of the motor
increases, the duration of the current impulses decreases, and if the speed of the motor decreases,
the duration of the current imaulses increases, so
that the speed of the motor is accelerated or retarded until the commutator (18) rotates at its
normal speed. This mode of operation is obvious
without further description. It will be noted that
the duration of the current impulses may be decreased to zero as a minimum, and that the duration of the current impulses can be increased to
tator

;

delicacy, and would then bring to bear wide and
various knowledge and singular fertility of mechanical resource in order to reach that maximum."

Synchronizing Apparatus for a Telescope-driving Motor.
In

all

astronomical work

make continuous

to

in

which

obser\'ations

it. is

of

any

January

intended
of the

heavenly bodies, it is important that the telescope
be kept accurately pointed to the object of investigation during the latter's movement from east

(18)

substantially the entire interval between successi\ e
closures of the motor circuit as a ma.ximum. Un-

^^

der normal conditions the motor is deprived of
current during much shorter intervals than with
the apparatus heretofore used, so that the fluctuations
in the speed of the motor are d^'creased to
a
FIG.
to

I.

CIRCUITS FOE SYNCHRONIZING APPARATUS.

west across the sky.

To

relieve the

astronomer

making continual adjustments
by hand, automatic mechanism for moving the teleof

necessity

the

scope

is

now

of

almost exclusively used in the larger

For small-sized telescopes clockwork
mechanism answers very well, but for large telescopes more power is required, and for this purpose
the electric motor under proper control is admirably
observatories.

adapted.

A

number

of methods for accurately timing or
synchronizing the operation of such motors have
been invented by Willard P. Gcrrish of Cambridge,
Mass. On one of these improved methods an
American patent was recently granted.
diagram
of the electric circuits is shown in F'g. i and the
application of the device to the driving mechanism
of a telescope is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The battery (3) is shown as supplying current
to the motor (i).
Another battery (7) supplies
current to a circuit including a relay (6) and a
contact maker (iS). This relay circuit also includes contacts (14, 15), one of which is carried

A

.

marked degree, and in actual practice are inappreciable.
In actual practice the wide variation
wdiich can be made in the duration of the electrical
impulses enables the apparatus to restore synchronism until the commutator falls behind from a half
to three-quarters of a revolution.
The possibility
of using a momentarily acting circuit closing and
breaking device to control the closing of the motor
circuit at regular intervals permits this circuit to
be controlled by a momentary signal, such as is

is

closed by the

Chicago Wants Testing
At

Plant.

meeting of civic and industrial organizations
in Chicago on January 4th plans were considered
and a large committee, headed by David R. Forgan, appointed to secure the location of the proposed United States government's testing plant in
or near Chicago.
The conference was under the
auspices of the executive committee of the Chicago
a

Commerce.
Holmes of the Dcparlmcnt of
Washington spoke of the benefils

.'\s.sociation

Dr.

engagement of the armature with the contact (17),
so that the relay remains energized after the separation of contacts (14, 15).
At (18) a circuit opening and closing device is
provided which is driven from the armature of tlic
motor, and which is in the form of a commutator,
consisting of a cyh'nder of conducting material
provided with a narrow strip of insulating material
indicated at (19). Brushes fzo, 21) connected lo
the relay circuit bear respectively upon the' periphery
and the shaft of the commutator. During each
revolution of this commutator, therefore, the relay
circuit Ik broken and imme'lialcly again closed at

and inspect the several sites that have been offered
for the proposed plant.
He spoke of the educational and commercial advantage of the industry,
contending the results would more than repay energies expended in securing its establishment in Chicago.

Lohr's Variable-speed Polyphase Motor.

A

disadvantage

that

rent motors possess

nearly

all

alternating-cur-

to run at variable
of course not true of the singlephase series motor, which has been developed in
the last few years especially for railway work, but

speed.

This

is

inability

is

it is true of synchronous
tent of induction motors.

motors and to a less exThe speed of the latter
has been varied by two means: (i) Arrangement of
the stator windings so that the number of poles
may be changed, say from eight-pole to four-pole,
and (2) extension of the rotor windings through
collector rings to externally adjustable resistances.
The first method has the objection that the stator
windings with their auxiliary switches become quite
complicated if more than two speeds are arranged

The second method has the disadvantage of
poor efficiency at low speeds and that the speeds
then varies considerably with the load.
To overcome these objections a novel form of
polyphase motor has been invented by Carl Alfred
Lohr of Schenectady, N. Y. This motor, which
has been patented in the United States, is in construction not unlike any induction motor having
for.

H-Z>'-

A

APPLICATION OF SYNCHRONIZING APPARATUS
TO TELESCOPE-TURNING MOTOR.

shunt across the contacts (14, 15)

ment of the association, told of securing a promise
from the government commission to visit Chicago

nometer.
Referring to the application of this synchronizing
system, shown in Fig. 2, {K) indicates a telescope
mounted on a declination axis CB), which in turn
is mounted
on a polar axis (C). The axis (C)
is rotated by a worm gear (E) which meshes with
a worm (F) driven through bevel gears from a
vertical shaft fa).
The worm gear (E) is loose
on the. polar axis (C) and is secured to the sleeve
carrying the declination axis (B) by means of a
suitable clamp (G), the object of this construction
being to allow the telescope to be turned about the
polar axis independently of its driving mechanism.
similar clamp (K) connects the telescope with
the axis (B). The shaft ,(a) is driven through a
differential gearing, comprising a spider
(b), to

A

by a pendulum (10). These contacts are arranged
to momentarily engage during the swing of the
pendulum in each direction. The engagement of
these contacts c-nergizcs the relay (6) and causes
its armature
(16) to be attracted, and closes the
power circuit of the motor at the contacts (4, 5).
When the armature of the relay is attracted, a

1908

ordinarily given by an astronomical clock or chro-

which the shaft (a) is secured, and which carries
bevel gears (c). These bevel gears mesh with bevel
gears formed upon the adjacent faces of worm
gears (d and e), loosely mounted upon the shaft
(a). Worms (f and g) mesh with the worm gears
(d and e) and are driven from electric motors
(I and J).
The motor (I) is used to drive the
telescope synchronously with a clock mechanism,
which is indicated at (L), the motor (J) being
normally idle, so that the worm (F) liolds the
worm gear (d) of the differential gearing stationary.
The provision of the differential gearing
and the motor (J) is for the purpose of enabling
the telescope to be adjusted while it is being driven
by the motor (I).
The synchronizing apparatus is indicated diagrammatically in substantially the same, manner as
in Fig. I, and will be readily understood without
further description. The brushes (20, 21) wdiich
arc included in the relay circuit both bear upon
the periphery of the commutator (18), so that the
relay of the circuit is broken whenever the insulating strip in the periphery of the commutator
passes beneath the brushes. The commutator is
mounted upon the shaft of the worm (g), and
this shaft is geared to the armature of the motor.
flywheel (O) is provided, which is driven by the
motor, and by its momentum aids in preventing
fluctuations in the speed of the motor.
PIG. 2.

ii,

J.

terior at

A.

of

the Into

pub-

safety and iniblic saving of a central plant, and
contended that it would bring to the city where
President
located benefit that would prove general.
David R. Forgan of the association said that geoChicago
is
the
place for
graphically and logically
Robert W. Hunt
this plant, as it has the f.acilitics.
of the Chicago Engineers' Club said that such a
plant will test materials, so that no engineer or
architect can find subterfuge for inferior workmanship and leave no excuse for accidents.
VV. II, Manss, manager of the industrial departlic

LOHR

S

VARIABLE-SPEED POLYPHASE MOTOR.

rotor connected through collector rings to an
adjustable resistance. In operation, however, it is
its

radically different from this type in many respects.
fact, the machine can run like a synchronous
motor and also like an asynchronous, or induction,
motor and, moreover, at a number of speeds.
The connections of the Lohr motor are shown
by the accompanying diagram, in which (B) is the
stator and (C) the rotor.
The three-phase mains

In

are connected with the supply leads
(F', F=, F').
The first of these
when connected to the double-throw triple-pole
switch (E) serve lo energize the stator; the others
when connected to the similar switch (F) serve
to energize the rotor.
The other terminals of these
two switches are connected to the auxiliary conductors (G^, G^ G^), to which is joined a regulating rheostat (R).
Interposed in the supply conductors (E', E') is
a reversing switch (K). wdiich serves to change
the direction of rotation of the rotary field generated in the stator when the switch (E) is properly thrown.
Interposed in the supply conductors
(F', F") is a reversing switch (L), which serves
change
the
direction of the rotary field generto
ated in the rotor ivhcn the switch (F) is properly
thrown. To illustrate the application of this motor
in a broader manner, there have been shown two
reversing switches (K, L), which serve to produce
the different motor speeds in both directions, but
one of these may be left out without affecting the
merits of the machine. These switches may also
both be left out when certain methods of operation
are not desired.
The arrangement of this motor differs from the
usual construction of the motors liitherto in use
in that both parts of the motor generate rotary
fields
when supplied from an alternating-current
source. The speed of these rotary fields may be
eiliicr the same or different.
The speed may be
different by the use of a different number of poles
in stator and rotor, as here assumed, or by coiinecling the stator and rotor each with a source
of electricity having a different periodicity. Also
the direction of rotation of the rotary fields in
(D', D", D')
(E', E=, E')

and

laiiiiriiv
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and rotor may be tlic same or (lifTcrciil.
other cases are possible also, either to gciiriptary fielil in the stator and coimecl the
a
crale
rotor with tlie v.irialile resistaiiees (U), as it is
usually done, or coimect the stator with the varia(K) and connect the rotor with
ble resistances
The motor will have a tendllic current supply.
ency in this ease to run with a speed of the rotary
field neneraled in the rotor, anil will in the lirst
ease run with the speed of the rut;iry tielil nen
erateil in the stator.
Having, for instance, a stator of 36 poles aiul
a rotor of 12 poles, then, by conneetiuK both members of the motor with a source of three-phase
altcrnatiuR curn-nt of a, frequency of 60 cycles per
second, tlie speed of the stator field will be 200
rotations per minute and that of the rotor field
600 revolutions per minute.
When only the stator is connected with the line
by means of haviug switch (E) make coimection
with the conductors (K', K', ]•'), and the switch
(F) is thrown so as to make connection with the
conductors (C, G'„G"), and thus with the variable
resist.mces (R), the motor will run asynchronously
with the speed of the stator field, that is, with 200
rotations per minute. When, however, only the rotor
(F)
is connected with the line, that is, the switch
making connection with the conductors (I"', P, F')
and switch (F) tl;rown so as to make coimection
with the conductors (C, G", G'), and thus with

motor from

re»t up lo one of the syiiclironoiit
ihcHc re«i«lnnce8
nerve to
the field slrenKllis in both meiiihers of
the motor duriiiK the rcKiilar work as syiielironoiiii

stator

the

Two

NIicedH.

the
the

resistances

(R), as shown

in

the

drawing by

switches

(E, F),
the motor will run asynchronously with the
s|iced of the rotor field, that is, with 600 rotations
per mimUc. These two speeds of ibc motor are
absolutely asynchronous, that is, by inserting resistance in the member not connected with the line,
the speed may be varied or regulated to any desired speed below that 01 the rotary field.
When both stator and rotor arc simultaneously
connected with the line, that is, the switch (E)

full-drawn

position

of

the

then

37

Adilitiivnally,

eiiii.ilize

motor

anil

lo

avoid crifts-curreiil

llnwiiiK

between

the circnilH of slator iind rotor.
While there have been explained Ihc nicthodii of
iililaining a synchronous speed hy supplyliiK altcrii.'iling currents to both nieiubers t)t a motor, when
the numbers of poles ill the members are difTerenl,

should be understood ilial these mvlliodii may
be eni|}loyed when the niiniberti of jioles in
memhers are the same, thus prodncinK 6nly
one synchronous and one asynchronous speed in
In this case llic synthe ratio of two (o one.
chronous speed may be obtained in the same way
as explained for the hisher syiichror,oiis speed of
800 rotations per minute in 'the citefl example. Or
this synchronous speed may be obtained by connecting siniultanconsly both members with the alit

also
the

ternating-current line, h.-iving resistances inserted
in the supply connections lo one member of the
motor.
In relation to the ratio of numbers of poles in
the two members of the motor (when dilTcrcnt
numbers have to be used) it can be easily demonstrated that a ratio of one to three is feasible
for both principles, viz., the generation of rotary
fields in loth members of the motor as well as
the alternate connection of but one motor member
with an alternating-current source.
The possibilities of this type of machine may
therefore be summarized as follows: The motor
can be run with at least four different speeds,
two being asynchronous when running as an in-

the CliicaKo and Oak
the lightest
of the elevated >yi>lein.
niii:.i'd,
'llic plan
proposed, it is
would increa.-ic the capacity of the loop iu';irly 50 per ccni,
Kxleiision of slatioii platforms lo permit two trains
to loail and nnloail pasnengcrs slimill.ineoiiiily would
further facililale train movrmcnt and thus
still
increase the capacity still more.
The sanction of
Ihc city aniliorilies, now practically assured, makes
Ihc probahilily of carrying llnsi' projects ihrouKli
much more certain. The only doubtful element now
reiiialniiig is the conseiil of abut ting property-owners.
How they feel al;oul these improvenieiUs lo
the system as a whole has not yel been asccrlaiiied.
1'

011
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Grade Raising
One

feature

grade of
little

Ihc

of
city

attention.

In

Galveston.

the gigantic

It

Galveston Electric

task of

Galveston

raising

Ihc

no
method adopted by the
Company, which operates the loof
is

has

altracled

Ihe

its tracks during the
grade-raising work without suspending the regular operation of its cars. When
Ihe fact is considered that in some places Ihe
street level is raised to a height of more than 10
feet, it is noteworthy that the street-railway tracks
have not been put out of commission. More than
IS miles of track is involved in the raising of the
grade of the various streets.
The filling material is pumped into the city by
great steam dredges direct from the sea. The sand
is held in suspension and Hoods the particular area,
embracing two or three blocks, where operations

street

cal

progress

railway, in raising

of

the

making connection with the conductors (E', E",
E°), and switch (F) making connection with the
conductors (F', F", F'), and when the rotary fields
in opposite directions, having propthrown the reversing switches (K, L), then
the motor will run synchronously with a speed

are generated
erly

equal to the sum of the rotary-field speeds, or
800 rotations per minute. When the rotary fields
in stator and rotor are generated so as to rotate
in the same direction, having properly thrown the
reversing switches (K, L), then the motor will
run synchronously with a speed equal to the difference of the rotaiy-fiekl speeds, or 400 rotations
per minute.
Hence, two principles are apparent: First, the
generation of a magnetic rotary field in each of
both members of a motor by simultaneously connecting both the stator and the rotor with a source of
alternating current, the motor acting then as a synchronous motor second, the alternating connection
of but one member of the motor with a source
of alternating current, and the generation of a
rotary field in the first-named member, and the
use of the other member of the motor as a part
in which the currents necessary for producing a
torque are induced. ^The motor acts then as an
asynchronous motor.
In the example of a motor having a stator with
36 poles and a rotor with 12 poles and an alternating-current line of a periodicity of 60 cycles per
second, the two speeds of 400 and 800 rotations
per minute are synchronous, and can frequently
not be attained in a satisfactory way by making
the proper-connections when the motor is at rest.
In order to derive these synchronous speeds by
electrical means the following operations have to
be made
The synchronous speed of 400 rotations
per minute can be readily produced by forming
tlie motor
runs asynfirst a similar case where
chronously with 600 relations per minute, namely,
by connecting only the rotor w-ith the alternatingcurrent source. The synchronous speed of Soo rotations per minute, as well as the one of 400
rotations per minute, can. be attained b)' connecting both members of the motor with the alternatingcurrent Hue, having resistances inserted in the
supply conductors of one of the members. These
resistances can be short-circuited or switched out
of circuit when the motor has attained the desired
;

:

synchronous speed.
Furthermore, the two synchronous speeds of 800
and of 400 rotations per minute can be electrically
derived by producing first one of the asynchronous
speeds, viz., 600 or 200 rotations per minute, having only one member of the motor connected with
the alternating-current source, and then connecting
also the other member of the motor first over
resistances with the alternating-current source and
switching these resistances out of circuit w-hen the
motor has attained the desired synchronous speed.
Such resistances (M) have been shown as being
inserted

in

the

supply

connections

(F',

F,

F')

which connect the rotor with the line when the
switch (F) is properly thrown, but these resistances can also be inserted in the supply connections
(E\ E°, E") which supply the stator \vith alterproperly
switch (E) is
nating currents when
thrown. The purpose of these resistances (M) is
an
asynchronous
from
to
to facilitate the change
a synchronous speed and to secure a starting of

GRADE-RAISING SCENE IN GALVESTON, TE.XAS.
duction motor with either stator or rotor connected to the source and the other member shortcircuited, the other two being synchronous speeds
when both members are connected to the source
so as to have the fields of the stator and rotor
revolving in either the same or opposite direction^.

Plans for Relieving the Union Loop.
The

latest

solution

for

relieving

the

steadily

growing congestion of traffic on the Union Loop
for the four elevated railroads of Chicago is meeting with favor on the part of city officials as well
An extended
as those connected with the roads.
investigation of the problem recently carried on
jointly by these officials show'ed conclusively that
the chief causes of delay were the crossings at the
three corners of the loop Van Buren Street and
Wabash Avenue, Van Buren Street and Fifth AveAt the
nue, and X^ke Street and Fifth Avenue.
first two of these the congestion is greatest, since
the trains of the two roads using the inner track
on entering and leaving the loop here interfere
with the trains of the roads using the outer track.
The schenie now proposed is a modification of the
one suggested by B. J. Arnold some time ago for
elevating one track to cross over the present
According to
structure at two of these crossings.
the new 'project this would be done at only one
crossing, that at Lake Street and Fifth Avenue, the
outer track and curve being raised at this point.
The four roads would run their trains in the same
direction as at present, but change to the other loop
track so as to run right hand instead of left hand,
as at present. Thus the South Side and Metropolitan trains w-ould run on the outer track, take the
upward incline at a point east of Clark Street in
Lake Street, cross over the Northwestern and Oak
Park trains at the Fifth Avenue corner and run
down an incline in Fifth A^enue to the present

—

level near

Oak Park

Madison Street. The Northwestern and
trains, by using the inner track, would

interfere with the other roads at the
Street corners of the loop, though they
would still interfere with each other at Lake Street
and Fifth Avenue, as at present. This latter crossing is not so troublesome, however, since the traffic

no

longer

Van Buren

are being conducted at that particular time. This
liquid filling material frequently floods the tracks

but the water soon drains
bringing up the grade a
few inches. Two or. three laborers attend to the
work of jacking .up the track and permitting the
liquid sand to flow under the ties, making a substantial roadbed until the dredge empties its next
load through the discharge pipe, necessitating a
repetition of the process of again raising the track
while the filling flows in around it.
Where the filling is made the trolley poles have
to be raised and other work done in order to make
the overhead system conform to the new grade.
.At times the cars are run through a sea of water
and sand, but the schedules are maintained with
almost perfect regularity.
Practically the whole city i^ being treated to this
grade-raising process. The work has been in progress for more than a year, and it will take another
year or more to complete the big undertaking.
of

the

off,

street

railway,

and the sand

settles,

Steam

Electric and

Interstate

Roads

Alike Under the Law.

A

from Washington, D. C, dated De"The interstate Commerce Commission today decided that steam and electric interstate lines rank alike under the law, in dismissing
the petition of the Chicago and Milwaukee Electric
dispatch

cember

27th, says

:

Railroad Company against the Illinois Central Railroad Company and others, involving the question
of the establishment of through rates and joint
rates on classes and commodities for movement in
The commission further declared
both directions.
that the proviso in the amended law limiting the
power of the commission to establish through rates
and joint rates to cases where 'no reasonable or
satisfactory route exists' was not intended to afford
a means by which new lines, with the aid of the
commission, may profitably force their w'ay into
shipping districts built up and already well served
by other lines and thus seize and divide with the
latter such traffic as i;iay be offered for movement."
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Chicago Electrical Show, Coliseum, January 13th to 2Sth.
Northweitem Electrical AsM>cialion (annual convention),
Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee, January 15th and 161b.
llluminalinK EnKinccrinK Society (Chicago branch); Coliurum, Chicago, January 17th.
Electrical Salcimcn't Ai*v>ciation (annual meeting), Coli•icum, Chicago, January 18th.
International Independent Telephone Aiaociation (annual
convention). Coliseum, Chicago, January si»t to ijd.

owing

geographical

to its

of

facilities

all

kinds, has ex-

A

demonstration

and there

of

wireless

telephony

is

prom-

nine-room "'electric house"
completely furnished with all the modern household conveniences made possible by the utilization
of electric light, heat and power. A scientific novelty announced is an electrical method of counterised,

will be a

eft'ects on vegetation from sulphurous and other detrimental gases from smelters.
There is to be a model of the Brennan gyroscopic
railroad car, and the ozone process of purifying
water will be shown.
A promised novelty is a

Street-railway and electric internrban-railway
companies are considering the recommendation of
the Interstate Commerce Commission that electric

typewriting machine on which a letter can be written to be reproduced electrically on a receiving machine at a distant point, the reproduction being a
duplicate of the typewritten letter.
This device,

roads establish depreciation funds similar to those
the steam railroads of the country were

called the typograph,

which

ordered to

under the rules promulgated
and into which a certain percentage

establish

1907,

I,

of the earnings shall be placed each year to provide

and renewal of equipment
Managers of some newly constructed
lines say that the physical properties of their companies are not depreciating to any appreciable extent at present and that it is an injustice to require
them to set aside :i considerable part of their earnfor

ings

depreciation

a

allowing

of

justice

accepted

principle

plants, although

Nevertheless

fund.

depreciation

for

among managers

of

the

widely

a

is

electrical

opinions differ as to just

how

this

and as to the exact amount on
However, the Interstate Commission's recommendation must he merely
a recommendation iu the case of most electric-railshould be done

different classes of apparatus.

way companies,
tion,

for

and few

electric

of the educational features will be illustrated lectures and demonstrations of the work of the United
States Reclamation Service.

Constitu-

Unusual attention has been paid
side of the exhibition as a spectacle,

follow the

e-xample of the national body.

The

numerous and varied and of
an epitome of the art in many of its
branches.
The Independent telephone exhibits will
be grouped together and will be an attraction to
exhibits will be

real value as

visitors

at the telephone convention.
The show
be of value and interest both to the technical
and the layman, and no doubt it will attract

will

man

large 'attendance

the

Low

terials

and the

like

the

in

general effort to con-

A

serve the natural resources of the country.

re-

cent example of the high character of this work
was presented in the Western Electrician of December 14th last, page 465, when some valuable
data on increasing the efficiency of steam boilers
were given from the Bulletin entitled "A Study of
Four Hundred Steaming Tests Made at the Fueltesting Plant, St. Louis, Mo., in 1904, 1905 and
This bullelin was issued by the United
IQ06."
States Geological Survey. Dr. J. A. Holmes, of

trical

department,

men

addressing an

auilience

of

elec-

move-

recently, said that the conservation

in

and

to

have been wasting nearly 50 per cent, in the mining of our coal; and of the coal which reaches our
furnaces,

as

of the heat

a

Of

manufacturing.
used

in

converted

rule,

not
the

railroad

the

five

into

more than

five

per cent,

converted into the aclual work of

is

100,000,000

locomotives

tons

each

of

coal

year

not

per cent, of the heat developed
the actual

work of

pulling

is

trains.

But these railroads must each year haul 3,000,000
cars of coal to keep these locomotives moving."
Already the technical branch of the Geological
Survey has shown that the lignite coals occurring
in

y>,ooofXX>

acres

of

land

still

belonging

to

the

government can be used in the modern gas proilucer, developing power equal to that oblained by

gun-fire

during

stress

The

installation
to

of

electrical

introduce a

machinery

new element

in the discussion.

In a recent widely quoted magaon alleged structural defects in American battleships and armored cruisers Mr. Reuterdahl dwells on the alleged difficulty of firing with
accuracy many of the guns of a ship With a low
freeboard in a heavy sea. He says
"The Virginia,
with all her ports closed by steel bucklers, shipped
120 tons of water into her forward turret during a
trip from Cuba to Hampton Roads a few months
ago.
With these ports open for action during bad
weather, each wave would send through them tons
zine article

:

The

of water.

electrical

installations

of

the

ma-

chinery which turns the turret, hoists the ammuni-

down

gas

natural

of

reliability

turret gear seems

burn continuously in the open air; we have been wasteful in
the development of our petroleum supplies; we
our

"allowed

deserves.

FREEBOARDS and high freeboards for warships
among naval designers. But
divergent views relate mainly to the prac-

targets.

tion

said,

it

of weather and to the relative size of the ships as

ment meant the checking of waste and the use
the fuel and other natural resources of the
country in the most efficient way. ''We have," he

of

which

both have advocates
ticability

States government is doing work
of great importance and usefulness in testing fuels,
timber, gas engines, steam boilers, structural ma-

The United

artistic

and the deco-

technical societies, including the convention of the
International Independent Telephone Association.

roads come under the interimportant, perhaps, is

may

the

to

rative lighting and" other decorations have been
planned with great care by architects and engineers
of prominence. During the two weeks of the show
there will be several meetings of technical or semi-

More

qualification.

state

jurisdiction can extend only

its

business under the Federal

interstate

to

is said to be to machine writing what the telautograph is to handwriting.
One

reconstruction

the

for

of the lines.

more than

DATES AHEAD.

and ample

location

acting the injurious

electrical

others having to do with the installation of electric-

that
49r

New England
New York

Great

locate

these

Franklin and Esty's "Electrical Engineering"
Livingstone's "Commutators"

An

Chicago's electrical show, to be begun next
week, gives promise of being in every way a worthy
successor of its two highly successful predecessors.

the fact that the state commissions
43

demonstrated.

to induce the government to
fuel and other testing plants of like char-

show at a glance whether current is on or off.
Furthermore, each device must be protected by an

jMotor.

-^^

Editorial

34
34

34, 35
Illustrated.... 35

been

has

service

this

now making

is

ceptional advantages as such a location.

Jtdy

EEMITTANOES.—All

of

effort

an incandescent lamp of low candlepower be
connected in multiple with irons or heaters so as

approved

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.
C-OPYRIGHT.— Not only the title but the entire contents or

ness

that

to

TelephoDe, 6220 BMlcman.

ic

good eastern steaming coals when used under the
ordinary boilers. In many other ways the useful-

acter in Chicago, which,

Electrical

ii,

and elevates the guns would be short-circuited
and burned out, and the turret and its guns would
be

rendered
inside

motionless.
the turret

lb

The water would pass
the handling room and

from there directly to the magazines." There are
several answers to this.
One is that
naval
actions
are
seldom
fought
during bad
weather.
Another is that the electrical equipment
probably

probably belter protected against moisture and
water than the critic seems to infer. Nevertheless
the subject is deserving of careful altenlion.
So
much has been said about the alleged defective
placing of armor belt, poor location of guns, posis

sibility

of

short-circuiting

of

electrical

apparatus,

and the like, thai Congress should order a careful
and exhaustive invcsligation of the whole subject
r>f warship design.
We arc confident that, whatever
ihe outcome of such an inquiry, the standing of
electric power on shipboard will not be injuriously
afTcclcd,

ment

in

eveii

if

there should

be

machinery and apparatus.

some rearrange-

:

:

Quinary

i
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American Association for the Advancement of Science.
The

rciii)i(

of

lliL-

lirst

of

annual

day's, Sfssiim nf Ihc

American Assoclalion
Ailvanccnienl of Science, which was held
ooiivcnlion

llic

(or

the

at

the

of Chicago llccember .lolh to January
was given in llie Western ICIeclrieian of hisl
week. On Tuesday the syuii)osiuni on the loachinK
of uiallieinatics to enKineerinu students was conlinued in (lie joint meeting of Sections A. Mathematics, and D, Meclianical Science and Kngineering.
Mr, Kalph Modjeski, consuhing civil engineer,
Cliicago, gave a discourse on the melliods of tcocliing matlieinatics in the technical schools of Europe
The nielhod
as compared with those of America,
which he favored was to drop all useless nialliemalics and lake up the useful branches more thorou.nhly and to take up only those which time will
I'niversily

.|tli,

to he thoroughly luastercd.
Prof. Charles S, Slichter, professor of applied
mathematics. University of Wisconsin, suggested
that conclusions be drawn as to the amount of
mathematics which an engineering student needs,
not from wdiat the engineers do but from wdiat they
do not do. He stated that the object of mathemathics is to make the student know more, to permit him to acquire more knowledge, and to enable
him to extend his investigations. He held that
"science is the best technology" and stated that in
his experience witli graduates from schools in both
East and West he found that the students
tlie

permit

remember

the

manual

tilings

ami forget the

intel-

remarkable how quickly
it is
recover what they have lost. In conthey
cluding, he stated that statistics showed that the
money expended per man per hour for instruction
in mathematics is one-fourth to one-sixth that for
lectual parts, but tliat

can

instruction in technical studies.
Prof. G. S. Williams, professor of civil, hyof
sanitary engineering. University
draulic and
Michigan, spoke from the standpoint of the procontrasted
the
technical
He
fessor of engineering.
and the trade schools, stating that the former produce men who make engineers, while the trade
schools produce men useful tomorrow. He said
that engineers had not had mathematics enough
It
to teach or to say how much should be taught.
was his opinion that mathematics should develop

mathematical thinking power and that the engineering student should go as far as he is able to
assimilate in mathematics.
Prof. F. S. Woods, professor of mathematics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, spoke of the
new method of treating mathematics at that institution.
This method consists in the association of
different branches of mathematics relative to their
use in the solution of problems. He laid stress
on a man's being able to interpret a problem, able
to work it, and to understand the relation of the
result with reference to the problem.
Prof. A. N. Talbot, professor of municipal and
sanitary engineering, Universit}' of Illinois, divided
the stud)' of mathematics into theory, practice and
philosophy, with stress on the theory and practice.
He thought that attention should be given the average student and that the objects for which
mathematics is taught should be kept constantly in
niind.

Prof. G. F. Swain, professor of civil engineering,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, said that
mathematics is valuable for the power which it
gives a man to do things. He thought that it was
wrong to teach mathematics as mental gj'm-

develop the
nastics, but to distinguish detail
power of perception. He claimed that students
should be taught to use and understand the use
of mathematics and favored the method of questioning and probing as pertaining to the best results.
Prof. F. W. McNair, president, Michigan School
of Mines, stated that the demand in his class of
work is for men who can use simple mathematics
and use that rightly.
Mr. J. A. L. Waddell, consulting bridge engineer,
Kansas City, Mo., sent a paper in which he condemned the method of teaching mathematics by
means of lectures, and emphasized the value of
geometrical and graphical methods.
On Wednesday, before Section D. Prof. C. il.
Woodward, professor of mathematics and applied
mechanics, Washington University, read two papers
an'^l

"Shearing Stresses in Beams," in which he showed

maximum stress in beams of certain
lie in the neutral axis, and "The
of Power for Airships," in which he
derived formulae for the speed and horsepower of
airships and discussed a paper by Mr. Wellman
on the same subject and compared results therein
with those of his own deduction.
Prof. H. T. Eddy, professor of mathematics and
mechanics. University of Minnesota, delivered a
paper on the "Pressure-temperature Diagram of
that

the

shapes does not

Problem

Properties of Superheated Steam." Professor
Eddy explained the diagrams which he displayed
showing the properties of steam superheated to
different degrees and different pressures.
Mr. Frank C. Wagner, Rose Polytechnic Institute,
showed a diagram and explained the workings of
an instrument for investigating the direction of
water in the tubes of a boiler. This piece of apthe
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consists of n (lifrcrviillal ammeter with a
a conlacl for causing the current to
jiass ihrouKli the ainnieler in one dlrielion or the
iillier, ilepeniling nn Ihe direclion of llir water in
the lube.
In the tnlie .are nioimted two fixed contacts almost diametrically nppi>siie each oilier,
Bclivecii iheni is moiuileil a HkIiI Koldliaf vane connccled llirongh a ballery Id one lerniinal of c.icli
wire of the hot-wire dilTercnlial ainnielcr. The
vane is moved to one or Ihe other contact by the
sliKlilest circulation in the pipe.
The ineelings of Seclioii I), Physics, were held
jointly with llie Aiiiericaii Physical Society.
Sonic
40 papers were presented, a lar({c nmnhcr of
p.iralMS

iialtcry

and

dealing wilh electrical phenomena. Among
be menlioned "Discliarge of Islerlricily
Pointed Conduclois," by Prof. John Zeleny,
University of Minnesota
"Notes on Spark Potentials," by
Prof. R. F. Earhart, Ohio Stale University; ".Stability of Cadmium Cells," by Prof.
H. S. Carhart, University of Michigan; "Capacity

them

may

these

from

;

of Paper Condensers and Telephone Cables," by
Profs. Anthony Zeleny and A. P. Andrews, University of Minnesota; "The Use of Complex Quantities in
Alternating Currents," by Prof. G. W.
Patterson, University of Michigan, These papers
and most of the others excited considerable interest.
The topics considered were treated almost
entirely from the point of view of pure science, and
their immediate application to engineering problems
was not strongly emphasized. Considering their

bearing on such problems, however, a number of
the papers were of nuich value.
A large number of topics were considered by
Section C, Chemistry, and the Ainerican Chemical
Society.
Among the most interesting were addresses on "The Chemical Education of the Engineer," by Mr. W. H. Ellis, chairman of the section
on industrial chemistrj', and on "The Interrelations
of the Elements," by Prof. Herbert N. McCoy,
chainnan of the section on physical chemistry.
paper by Dr. J. E. Siebel of Chicago, on "A New
and Inexpensive Oxidizing Medium," created -considerable cqmment.
Professor McCoy showed that ancient and medie\'al dreams of the transmutation of metals are now
being realized on a modified and enlarged scale.
Chemists are now compelled to admit that a number
of supposedly fixed elements are so no longer.
"Now we have abundant and varied evidence that
between the elements there exist the most intimate
relationships.
The researches of the last few years
of this new century have shown the fundamental
significance of these relationships and lead us to
the conclusion that the elements no longer may
be considered immutable
that matter is probably
of only a single sort, of which our commonest elements represent the more stable forms which have
resulted from a process of natural evolution." In
all over twenty distinct radio-active substances are
now known. These have brought about a revolution in chemical theory and forced a new conception of the atom.
Dr. Siebel announced that he had made further
discoveries proving that in the human body are
numberless miniature electrical batteries comprising
the muscular structure and supplying it with energy.
He has verified his previous statements that
nutritive elements such as alcohol, sugar, fats, etc.,
furnish the active power for these cells.
Alkaline
bicarbonates that exist in solution in the blood are
said to be the transferrers of the oxygen from the
oxyhemoglobin of the blood to the miniature cells.
The electromotive force set up by these cells becomes the muscular force of the system. Dr. Siebel
reproduced the make-up of the human batteries in
regular wet-cell batteries and found that of all
the different nutrient substances he used as positive
elements, diluted alcohol gave the highest electromotive force. Next in line were the solutions of
grape sugar, cane sugar, oleate of potash and peptones in the order mentioned.
For negative elements he got the best results from aerated solutions of sodium and other alkaline bicarbonates.
Cells of this t5-pe, he thought, might be used as
commercial electrical batteries, as the denatured
alcohol and sodium bicarbonate elements are cheap
and yield a valuable bj'-product ascetic acid.
Among other sections whose proceedings attracted
most attention was Section I, Social and Economic
Science, which conducted a symposium on the
number of speakers disfinancial crisis of 1907.
cussed the subject and found as many varying
causes as speakers in general have found.
hopeful outlook was e.xpressed. however.
In connection
with a number of affiliated, bodies, this section'discussed the subject of public health and again advocated the establishment of a national bureau for
this purpose.
letter from President Roosevelt
was' read urging the appointment of representatives
from the association to the national conference to
discuss the conservation of national resources to
be held in Washington on May 13th, 14th and 15th
next.
This movement was given hearty approval
and the president and president-elect of the association were appointed to represent the bod.v.
At the final session of the association the election
of officers to act at the next annual meeting took
place.
Those so honored werej President, Dr.
Thomas C. Chamberlin. professor of geology, University of Chicago; vice-presidents. Profs. K. E.
Guthe, University of Iowa; L. Kahienberg. Uni-

A

;

_

—

A

A

A

;
F. Swain, Mastacliutetts Iiiof Technol.iKy; Bailey Willis, United Slates
(ieiilo|{ical
Survey; C. J. ilerriek. University of
CliicaKo; M. Kieharils, Columbia University; K.
Woo<lworlli, Columbia Univirsily.
Prof. J. Paul
Goode, l.'nivcrsily of Chicago, was chosen perinanenl secretary.
It w,is ilecicleil to hold the next
annual iiieetiiiK at naltlinore directly after next

versity of Wiscoiiiiin
slilule

Chrisliiias.

A very appropriate fealure of the meclint; just
held was a liaiii|iiel given in honor of Prof. A. A.
Miclielson of the University of Chicigo.
About
.too visiling scientists and disllnguislied citizens of
Chic.iRo gathered on the evening of January 3d to
lender him lluir hearty congralnlalions on receiving the .N'oIkI prize for physics.
Many prominent
speakers eulogized him and a larKc number of cordial letters from those uiiahle to he present were
read.
Professor Michclson responded! in a pleasant
speech in which he referred to his recent experiences in London and Slockholm.

Imagination and Common Sense
Science.

In

Imagination is required in oriKinal scientific research, says Prof. Theodore W. Richards of Harvard, the distinguished chemist,' for he who lacks
imagination will see only that which he is told to
see. Continuing, in a recent article, Professor Richards says
"Perhaps Ihe most easily traceable record of this
immediate effect of the scientific im;;gination is to
be found in the life of Faraday, because he commttted his wildest dreams to the pages of existing
notebooks. Faraday's originality ranged at large
over the whole field of chemistry and physics; to
him nothing seemed too strange to be possible, no
relation too unlikely to be unworthy of thought.
But with this extraordinary disposition to dream
things before undreamt, be possessed the steadying
power of judgment which enabled him to dissociate his dreams from the reality.
He .always
sought to test each hypothesis by actual experiment,
and cheerfully recorded every overthrow when he

was convinced of its finality. Experiment served
to keep him scientifically sane, and day-dreams inspired his enthusiastic nature to undertake further
experiment. Thus each helped the other, with a
rare cumulative effect. Without imagination, Faraday could not have made most of his discoveries;
but without profound common sense, he would have

ended

madhouse.

in a

"The example of Faraday serves also to emphasize the indisputable fact that imagination alone
is not a sufficient intellectual outfit for the scientific
man. At least one other attribute is essential,
namely, good judgment, or common sense, to select
between the various possible interpretations of fact
and theory presented by the imagination. So emphatically is this true that Huxley maintained science to be nothing more than systematized common
sense.

"Imagination, then, and good judgment, are necessary,

if

science

is

to

grow."

Central Electric Railway Meeting.
The second annual meeting and banquet of

the

Electric Railway Association will be held
Algonquin Hotel. Dayton, Ohio, on Thursday,
January 23d. The business meeting will take place
at the morning session, convening at 10:30, and

Central

at the

the election of officers will take place at the afternoon session. The following papers are on the

programme
"Promotion of Traffic."' by Charles F.
Price, Western
Ohio Railway Company. Lima.
:

Ohio; "Telegraph Signal System." by Chauncey P.
Button. Rochester, N. Y.
"Can Electric Tnterurban
Railroads Profitably Carr>' Passengers at the Present Rate of Fare?" by F. W. Coen, Lake Shore
Electric Railway Compan\', Norwalk, Ohio. The
report of the standardization committee on "Fundamental Brake Rigging," will be made by R. C.
Taylor, chairman, and the report of committee on
"Traffic Organization," by F. D. Nor\'eiI of Ander;

son, chairman.
cordial invitation

A

is extended to all officers of
the interurban railway companies to bring their
private cars to Da^-ton for this occasion. Arrangements have been made to take care of all private
equipment. Persons intending to bring their private cars should correspond with T. J. Ferneding,
,

superintendent Dayton and Xenia Transit Company,
who w'ill take charge of all such equipment while
in Dayton.
The after-dinner programme will be made a special feature of the entertainment.
Many gentlemen
of prominence in railway, municipal and state affairs have been invitedMr. E. C. Spring, first
president of the association, will be toastmaster at
the dinner, which will be served at 6 :30 p. m.

.

At La Grange. 111. ("a suburb of Chicago), the
ordinance regulating electrical wiring is being overhauled with a view of making it stronger and establishing up-to-date methods of procedure.
Applications and permits will be required before contractors
are allowed to go to work. The otfic-:- of inspector
will probably be placed on a salary basis, the fee?
going into the village treasury.

:

:

—

—

;

;
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ment confidently predicts that it will be the largest
and most elaborate exhibition of its kind ever held.
About 20 per cent, more space has been sold this
year than for the very successful show of IC107,
and there will be many new and interesting feaParticular pains have been taken to make
tures;
the interior of the Coliseum during the show more
beautiful than ever as an artistic spectacle, and the
exhibition itself will be of much interest and value
to the popular mind as well as to the student,
engineer and electrical man of affairs.
This year the Electrical Trades Exposition Company has arranged for a systematic system of decoration, illumination and booth construction. The
plans were prepared, at large expense by one of
of the country, and the
the leading architects
will undoubtedly be most effective.
The doors will _ be opened to the public at 10
Aside from the large variety of
a. m. each day.
electrical industry, the
the
exhibits representing
management has provided for numerous special features, and there will be a number of meetings of

scheme

electrical

organizations.

On the opening night souvenir post-cards showing
the interior of the Coliseum during the show will
be given away. Music will be furnished throughOut the show by John C. Weber's prize band of
Cincinnati, assisted by Miss Blanche Mehaffey, soprano

soloist.

Some of the Special Features.
of unusual interest will be
One
and
furnished
house completely
nine-room
a
equipped with all the electrical devices that can be
used in the modern home. This exhibit will be
of the features

made

by

Commonwealth

the

Edison

Company.

be several other exhibits showing the
use of electrical household devices. In the indus-

There

will

trial line

many

the

lines of

motor applications

including

novel

will

applications

in

be demonstrated,
addition to standard electrical devices, machinery
and apparatus in every line in which electricity is
All the latest developments
illuminants will be shown.
utilized.

The Radio Telephone Company

electrical

in

Horn

De

Forest

to the

will

Golden Gate on the
system

wireless-telegraph

exhibit

a

The

Pacific.

be

also

will

exhibited.

Mr. L. I. Kahn will exhibit an electrical
which is a machine similar to a typewriter,
on which may be written any words or figures, and
by throwing a single switch these arc immediately
produced in letters of light in large sign boxes or
universal letters. During the show 60 of these
boxes will be in use, and announcements will be
made from time to time by means of this sign.
The Ozone Company of America will exhibit its
process of purifying water by means of ozone.
sign

writer,

system

This

adapted

is

for

purifying

water

either large or small quantities.
The Thordarson Electric Manufacturing

pany

will

exhibit

a

number of

electrical

in

Com-

scientific

Among

only increases the amount of healthful elements in
the air but eliminates a large portion of the dust
and impurities.
Demonstration of -high-voltage,
high-frequency current will be made on the outside
of the building over the main entrance.
A model of the Brcnnan gyroscopic car will be
shown and demonstrated by Prof. W. J. Clarke in

on "Wontlerful Things Electrical."
A new device which has just been completed,
called the typograi)li, will lie exhibited.
This is a
typewriter machine on which a letter can be written
and reproduced on a receiving machine at a disiant
his

lectures

point,

the

typewritten

reproduction
letter.

the telautograph

is

being

In

duplicate

of

the

is to machine writing what
hand writing.

This
to

one of the educational feature.; of the show,
visitors will be given r.n lopportunity of studying
the work of the United States Reclamation Service
of the Department of the Interior. Space ,1 in
Section F has been set apart for this purpose. The
.\s

in

lines,

in

the

A

in this

appliances are used extensively.
Mr. E. T. Perkins, engineer in charge, will give
a number of illustrated lectures on the subject of
electrical

reclamation.

Conventions and "Speci.al Days."

Among

the

days

special

at

the

show are

the

following

January 14th

Tuesday,

A

the

visiting-

— Ladies'

Souvenir Day
given to each lady

hat-pin

will

be

show en

this

day.

beautiful

—

—

—

Students' Day Spedemonstration of scientific apparatus and new
developments in electrical devices.
Society Day.
Thursda5', January i6th
Friday, January 17th Joint meeting of the Chicago branch of the Illuminating Engineering Soci-

Wednesday,

January

15th

Bristol Company, Waterbury, Conn. H. P.
Dennis, JM. E., exhibitor for the company, has
arranged to show a complete line of Bristol recording instruments for the steam, electric generating and transmission ends of electric-light and
power systems. In the steam end will be shown
recording thermometers for feed water, flue gases,
superheated steam, and recording pressure gauges
for steam pressure and vacuum^ as well as stack
draft.
For the generating side of the power house
there will be the Bristol recording voltmeter, am-

cial

—

—

and

ety

the

Northwestern

Association.

Electrical

—
—

Saturday, January i8th Annual meeting of the
Electrical Salesmen's Association.
Monday, January 20th Rejuvenation of the Sons
of Jove.

Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursdaj', January 21st,
22d and 23d Annual convention of the International
Independent Telephone Association in the Coliseum
Annex hall. Miniature telephones will be distributed as souvenirs on Tuesday, January 21st.
The annual convention of the International Independent Telephone Association has increased the
interest of telephone manufacturers in this show,
and as a result the telephone exhibits will be perhaps the most comprehensive and interesting ever
shown. The Independent telephone exhibit will be

—

the

in

Annex.

What

Exhiditoks Announce.

Following are brief descriptions of some of the
exhibits whic'h ha\'e been secured in advance

American

Automatic

—

Teleplione

Company,

Rochester. N. Y. A full sized automatic exchange
will be exhibited, and there will be shown also a
complete line of telephones of the company's make,
as well as harmonic bells, and a section of an
automatic switchboard frame of 5,coo liiies with
the

banks

and multiples.

American Clock Company,
its

electric

American Conduit Company,

—

Chicago. It is
the intention to exhibit fuU-len.rth samples of the
conduit,
as used
various sizes of bituminized fiber
In addifor underground electrical construction.
tion to this, the proper methods of installing this
product will be demonstrated. Engineering bulletins which contain data and other information of
interest to users and prospective users of conduit
will be on file.
In addition to underground conduits, other adaptations of bituminized fiber conduit
for use in the electrical arts will be exhibited.

American Electric Fuse Company, Aluskegon.
— In charge of George W. Rodormer, this

company
making a
Small

will exhibit its well-knowif general line,
specialty of the following new apparatus
iron-frame distribution rack adaptable to
:

telephone-exchange work and loll stations
improved junction box; Merico soldering paste;
small

Merico cable compound type L building terminal
box; American gas soldering iron; black enameled
wire; No. 997 subscribers' station protectors; type
A can-top terminal. These articles embody many
new and serviceable features to interest visitors.
Messrs. Frank J. Jones and J. A. Kearny will be
;

present.

Altert and

Company,

J.

M. Anderson Manufacturing

—

Boston. I'his company will be reprea small exhibit of switches and line
electric-railway, light and power
including
material,
sented

meter and wattmeter for direct and alternating-current, single and polyphase.
One of the new shunt
ammeters recently produced will be on exhibition.
For the transmission system a complete line of
portable voltmeters, amineters and wattmeters will
be shown.

Chicago Fuse Wire and Maliufacturing Company, Chicago. There will be five large disp'ay
boards, one covering Union enclosed fuses, one
on Union enclosed fuse blocks, one on Union
switch boxes, one on Union outlet conduit boxes
and covers and one on fuse wire and fuse links.

—

The exhibit will be in charge of A. S. Merrill of
the sales department and Clarence T. McDonald,
engineer.

Oommon-wealth Edison Company, Chicago.
The chief feature of this interesting exhibit will
consist of the various apartments of a modern home.
The different rooms will be furnished with elechousehold appliances as follows: Vestibule
and Reception Hall Foot warmer, French silk-hat
trical

—

Room —

Electric grate, electric piano,
Living
electroliers, electric fan, picture lights, cigar lighter,
iron

;

—

lamp and portables; Dining Room Coffee
electric
percolator,
teakettle,
chafing dish, tray,
chime Butler's Pantry One-half griddle, hot-water
urn, plate warmer, oval
food warmer, electric
Waffle iron,
toaster, refrigerating machine; Kitchen
frying pans, electric range, carpet sweeper, plate
warmer, coffee grinder, polishing machines, dishwashing machine, floor polisher, meat grinder, icecream freezer, ventilating fan; Laundry Clotheswashing machine, irons of different sizes, water
heater, \-acuum cleaner, mangle (electrically heated),

piano

—

;

—

Chicago. This comtime systems,
time stamps, time recorders and self-winding electric
secondary clocks, time stamps
clocks.
Its
and time recorders are all operated from the same
master clock, and the combination can be used in
office buildings and factories.
The following persons will be in attendance at the exhibition: H. O.
Jackson, president, and G. F. Randall, secretary, of
the company, together with other representatives.
exhibit

to

Mich.

other things there will be an electrical method of counteracting the injurious effects
on vegetation of sulphurous and other injurious
gases from smelters. The company will also install
in the building a device for purifying the air by
the introduction of quantities of ozone, which not
devices.

work

pany expects

complete working installation of the wireless telephone similar to the equipment recently installed
in the fleet of battleships which is now on its long
cruise from Hampton Roads on the Atlantic around
the

government has been doing extensive work
arid and semi-arid states of the West, and

igo8

or 400 telephones and trunking switches, as
exchange "B." Twelve telephones will be connected to the exhibit and calls can be made through
the boards precisely the same as in the largest
working exchange.
toll board, wire chief's desk
and private-branch exchange will be connected to
exchange "B" and operated in conjunction with it.
The harmonic converter in exchange "K" supplies
the four- frequency currents for ringing the partyline telephones.
One of the frequencies is also used
for straight line ringing. In addition to ringing,
the harmonic converter also furnishes the busy
In the party-line board, four telephones are
signal.
connected to one line and two to another. The
two-position wire chief's desk to be exhibited is
designed to be used in a 5,oco-line -exchange now
being built.

WHAT TO SEE AT THE ELECTRICAL SHOW.
Beginning on Jlonday, January ijtli, and lasting
two weeks, the third annual Chicago Electrical
Show will be held at the Coliseum. The manage-

11,

by

—

—

copper boiler, suspension arm
Heating pad, curling-iron heater, baby
milk warmer, electric radiator, massage outfit, foot
warmer, electric clock Bath Room Instantaneous
water heater, luminous radiator, hair dryer, shaving

machine,

ironing

Bed Room

—

—

;

Sewing Room and Nursery
mug, curling iron
sewing machine, nursery bottle, hot-water heater,
luminous radiator, electrical toys, sewing-room iron..
;

Crane Company, Chicago.

—

An interesting feaof the exhibit will be the display of a new
of valves and fittings for superheated steam,
made of cast-steel. The valves ha\-e pure nickel
seats and nickel-steel stems. Automatic and emergency valves of several dift'erent t}'pes will be
shown, as well as steam traps, steam and oil separators, expansion joints, a new bracket for large
piping, and many other power-plant accessories.
The purely electrical feature of the exhibit will
be a gate valve operated by a motor attached diThe motor is stopped autorectly to the stem.
matically w-hen the opening or closing movement
is completed, the switch requiring no attention after
it is thrown into the open or closed position.
The
motor seats the valve tightly, making it imneccssary
to use the hand wheel.
The exhibit will be in
charge of J. A. Minwegan.
ture

line

—

Arthur

O. Einstein, Chicago. The following
being goods manufactured by the several
factories represented by Mr. Einstein, will be exhibited
Pratt galvanized conduit outlet boxes and
covers, manufactured by the Pratt Chuck Company
knife switches, from the Trio
of Fr.Tukfort. N. Y.
Manufacturing Company of Rock Island, 111,
punched clip knife switches up to and including
flexible conduit connectors and coup.^00 amperes
lings, from William A. Bonncll of New York city
(galvanized couplings and connectors for sleclarmorcd flexible conductors) rubber ginn and friclines,

:

;

specialties.

—A

Atlas Anchor Company, Cleveland.
full
of anchors will he on exhibition, also tools,
inclndinc a setter .-md auger. Mr. I. L'nger will
be in charge.
set

Automatic Electric Company,

Chicago.

— I'his

exhibit will consist of a "cross-section" of an automatic telephone system, Ihe exhibit comprising a

working sectifin of two interconnecting commonbattery automatic exchanges of the 100.000 system.
The exchanges are designated "B" and "K," respectively.
The "B" exchange section consists of
a standard 100-line unit and a hoard of trunking
switches. The "K" exchange section consists of
a regular party-line unit accommodating 100 party

;

;

tion

tapes,

pany,

Electric
phia.

from the Clifton Manufacturing Com-

Boston, Mass.

— I'his

Storage Battery Company, riiiladilcompany will exhibit a large line of

material, the principal items being
a G-51 Chloride accumulator element in a tank of
that size, having a capacity of 4,000 ampere-hours,
the type of plate used for railway lighting and

sloragc-ballery

telephone work

;

an F-21 Chloride accumulator

clc-

——
—

J;iiui;iry
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1

F. Alexander Manufacturing Company, New York.
Arc lamps. B 4, 5.
American Automatic Telephone Company, Rochester,

Motor, brushes, graphite lubricants, crucibles,
graphite productions. A 4.
& Company, New York. Copper-clad wire,

-

N. Y.

—Telephones,

K

etc.

1.

—

American Clock Company, Clilcago. Electrical selfwinding clocks, time systems, stamps and time

H

recorders.

4.

—

American Conduit Company. New York. Underground
conduits. East half of F 20.
American Electric Fuse Comp.any, Muskegon, Midi.

M

Telephone specialties.

2.

American Electric No^-elty and Manufacturing Company, Chicago. Dry batteries and electrical novel-

—

E

ties.

7.

—

American Steel and W^'ire Company. Chicago. Bare
and covered wire for electrical purposes. D 17, 18.
American Telephone Journal. New York. M 10.
Albert & J. M. Anderson Manufac]turing Company,
Boston. Switches and line material. A 2.
Aijpleton Electric Company. Chicago. Telephone supplies and wirelets.
A 7.
Alias Anchor Company, Cleveland. Anchors and tools.

—

West

—

—

F

half of

&

M. B. Austin

20.

—

Co., Chicago.
Bare and insulated wire,
conduits and electrical supplies. F 4.

—

New

Auto Igniter Company,

York. Igniters and small
lamps, etc. G 7.
Company. Chicago. Automatic

electrical noA-elties'.

Automatic

Electric

—

telephone systems.

L 13, 14.
Barnard & Co.. New Y'ork, Telephone, telegraph
and electric-light conduits. West half of C 8.
Ben.iamin Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago.

—

B. S.

Lighting specialties, wireless clusters.
H 3.
Big "4" Manufacturing Company. Chicago. Automatic
electric advertising signs.
B 10,
Electrotherapeutic apparatus.
C. F. Birtman, Chicago.

—

—

E

13.

14.

New York. — Recording instruments,
A 5.
Camp Company. New York. — Conduits. F 12.
Company,

Bristol
etc.

H. B.
Central Telephone and Electric Company, St. Louis.
Telephones and telephone apparatus. M 5.
Central Electric Companj-, Chicago. General electrical

D

supplies,

—

9.

Century Telephone Construction Company, Buffalo. N,

Y.— Telephones. K 4, 5.
Chicago Lamp and Reflector Company. Chicago. —
Art glass and fixtures. B 8, 9.
Chicago Telephone Supply Company, Elkhart, Ind.
Telephones. M 4.
Chicago Fuse Wire and Manufacturing Company, Chicago. Enclosed fuses and blocks, switches, outlet

—

boxes, etc.

Chicago

D

19..

West

half of

D

Company.

Telephone

electric tools.
E 5, 6.
Commonwealth Edison Company,

service.

—Portable
Chicago. — Central-

service,

1

to

8.

—Telephone protectors and
M
H. Couch Compauv, Boston. —Interior telephones.
East half of J
Crane Company, Chicago. — Electrically controlled
!

Chicago.
7.

6^

8.

S.

6.

steam valves and fittings. C 4,
John F. CuUerton, Chicago.—Electrical advertising machine.

J

1.

Crescent Manufacturing Company. Valparaiso, Ind.
Lamp guards, solder, etc, A 10.
Portables,
Colonial Art Glass Company. Chicago.
domes, fixtures, art glass. G 3, 4.
Dean Electric Company. Elyria. Ohio. Telephones.

—
—

L

11,

hal£ of E 12.
Electric Appliance Company, Chicago.
General electrical supplies.
E 8, 16.
Electrician Publishing Company, Chicago. Eljjctrlcal
publications.
E 20.
Electrical Review, New York. Electrical publication.
East half- of F 22.
Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia.
Storage batteries for all purposes. F 5.
Electrical World, New Y'ork. Electrical publication.
East half of F 23.
Electrocraft Publishing Company, Detroit, Mich.
Electrical publication,
H 8,
Electrical
Record.
Chicago. Electrical publication.
West half of F 22.
Electric City Publishing Company, Chicago. Electrical
publication.
C 2,. 3.
Erwin & Company, Chicago. Electric pumping machinery. D 3.
Excelsior Manufacturing Company, Chicago,
C 8,
Federal Electric Company, Chicago. Electric signs,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

fixtures, sockets

and

specialties,

12.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City, N,

J,

J 3, 4.

Wayne

Electric Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.
motors, generators, etc. C 13.

Fort

— Fans,

General Compressed Air and Vacuum Machinery Company, St. Louis. Mechanical cleaning apparatus.

—

F

17,

18.

19.

F

1,

2, 9,

10, 11.

—

Grothwell. New York. Insulating paints.
East
half of D 4.
Dr. G. W. Haverstick, St. Louis. Ocean breeze fans.
B half of 5.
International Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa.
Students' work, text books, etc. H 7.
A.

—

International Telephone Manufacturing Company. Chicago. Telephones, transmitophones. telephone apparatus, switchboard equipment, electric automo-

—

M

bile whistles, etc.
11.
Illinois Electric Renovator Scales

Company. Chicago.
Electric vacuum cleaning process.
E 4.
Jewell Electrical Instrument Company, Chicago. Electrical

instruments.

G, 8.

W. Johns-Manville Company.

H.

Chicago.

—
—Asbestos

electrical supplies, etc.

in

tank and

an

F-15

Chloride

F

acctiinulator

types are used for
For railway
small lighting and telephone plants.
work there will be a two-compartment 11 -ECS carsmaller batand
a
lighting tank, a 13-EP element
tery of the Exide type for signal service^ also the
special lo-volt battery made up for the Missouri
Pacific, of a portable type, and the 7-S jar used
For electricas a special by the Harriman Lines.
vehicle work there will be exhibited Exide batThe exteries, both for propulsion and sparking.
hibit will be in charge of Godfrey H. Atkin, manager of the Chicago office, assisted by J, M. S.
Waring, district engineer, and Messrs. Bauer, Marshall and Rath,

element in glass

jar.

These

Clay Works. Chicago.
East half of F 21.

Moon

Company, Chicago,

V'lbr.'Uor

1.

lamp."?,

K

21,

23,

7.

6.

— Dry
— Central-sta-

Nungesser Electric Battery Company, Chicago.

B

batteries.

7.

North Shore Electric Company. Chicago,

tion light and power,
E 2, 10.
Oshkosh Electric Manufacturing Company, OshkOBh,

D

Wis.

2,

—

Ozone Company
F,

of America, Chicago. Ozone water
purification system,
A 3.
W. Pardee, Chicago. Electrical manufacturers'

—

agent.

J 5,

Radio Telephone Company,

New

York.

—Wireless

—

—

—
C

19, 20.

—
—
Spalding-Bates Company, Chicago. — Incandescent lamp
removers, A
Sterling Electric Company, La Fayette. Ind. — Telephones. K
Stolz Electrophone Company, Chicago. — Electrophones.
Shelton Electric Company. Chicago. Vibrators.
C 14,
Solar Electric Company, Chicago. Signs and special-

B

ties.

6.

E

2, 3.

A

8.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Company,
Rochester.
N,
Y. Telephones
and apparatus,
switchboards and switchboard equipment, cables,

—

L

cord, etc.

7,

8.

Studebaker Bros. Manufacturing Company. Chicago.
Electric automobiles, etc,
C 10.
Swedish -American Telephone Company, Chicago,

L

Telephones.

9,.

10.

—

Swedish Electric Vibrator Company, Chicago. Electric massage vibrators.
D 12.
Telephony Publishing Company, Chicago. Telephone

—

publication.
M 9.
Electric Manufacturing Company. Chicago, Electrical scientific devices, high-frequency

Thordarson

—

apparatus,
Clock

15.

D

etc.

11.

— Switches, reguLindstrom- Smith Company. Chicago. —Vibrators, vibrator chairs, signs and specialties. East half of F 23.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Company. Chicago. —Batteries and electrical specialties. East half of F 13.
Manufacturers' Record. Baltimore. — Industrial and

United States Conduit and Construction Company,

half of D 1.
Electric

Lang

lators, etc,

W.

—

Company, Chicago.

financial publication.
West half of F 13.
Bro.. St. Louis.— Specialties.
N. Matthews

&

Moline,

F

6.

111.

—

Fort

Wayne

Electric

for

K

single-phase

phase

circuits;

form MAB for multiprepayment wattmeter and its

circuits,
its

Company,

Chicago.

rate controllers for central stations.

Louis.
of

C

—Interlocking

C

clocks,

—Flat-

22.

West

concrete conduits.

St.

half

5.

United-States Reclamation Service. F 3.
Vivax Storage Battery Companj-, Chicago.

—

Storage
batteries for automobiles, etc. West half of F 21.
Vote-Berger Company, La Crosse, Wis. Telephones
and switchboards, guys, anchors and two-ball adjusters,
L 3, 4.
"U'agner Electric Manufacturing Company, St. Louis,

—

D

instruments,

transformers and motors,

10.

—

"U'estern Electric Company. Chicago. Motors, generators, fans, telephones and general electrical supplies.

D

5,

6,

7,

13.

14, .15, 21, 22, 23.

Western Electrician, Chicago.
E 20.

—Electrical

publication.

SHO"U'.

"Works,

Fort Wayne,
Ind.
Included in ihe exhibit will be the -company's
line of type
.wattmeters, forms SAA and SAB

—

Manufacturing

Universal

Electrical

—

Monarch Electric and Wire Company. Chicago. Bare
and insulated wire and general supplies. C 23. ?4.
Monarch Telephone Manufacturing Company, Chicago. Telephones, switchboards, etc. L 1, 2,
McDowell. Stocker & Company, Chicago. — Motor-driven
machinery. E 18.

Chicago.

J 2.

A. 6.

Moiine Incandescent Lamp Company,
Incandescent lamps, B 3.

Companv,

—Electric

L'nited

J.

ap-

paratus.
E 19.
John A. Roebling's Sons Company, Trenton, N. J.—
Bare and insulated wires and cables. C 16.
Rolh Bros. & Company, Chicago. Motors, generators,
grinders, etc. F 7.
Robbins & Myers Company. Springfield, Ohio. Fans,
small dynamos and motors. C 12.
Simplex Electric Heating Company. Cambridge, Mass,
Cooking utensils, irons, insulated wire, etc.

Kellogg Switchboard .and Supply Company. Chicago.
Telephones, switchboards and supplies. F 14, 15.
Mathias Klein & Sons, Chicago. Electrical tools. East

DIAGRAM OF EXHIBIT SPACES AT CHICAGO ELECTRICAL
ment

—Underground conduit.
—Vibrators. "Went
half of D
National Electric Lamp Association, Cleveland. —In24.
candescent
E
22,
North Electric Company, Cleveland. — Telephones.
McRoy

3.

—

General Electric Companj', Schenectady, N, Y. General electrical supplies, machinery and apparatus.

and magnesia products,
Telephone

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company. Chicago.

and power

5.

4.

—

20.

station light
Frank B. Cook,
accessories.

—
joints, connectors, terminals, etc.
C 21.
Duplex Metals Company. New York. — Copper-clad wire,
sheets, etc. East half of C
A. O. Einstein, Chicago. — Manufacturers' agent. West
Dosser t

new type KM-i calibrator for .alternating current.
The compan\^ will also exhibit its standard type

A transformers, its yarious. tj'pes of arc lamps,
both alternating and direct-current, series-multiple
and power-circuit types. ' A complete line of fan
motors, desk t^-pe. tmiversal bracket, revolving type,
dragon bracket type and telephone-booth fan motors will be shown.
It is intended to have a complete line of direct-current and alternating-current
power motors on exhibition, and these will be in

a greater part connected to power circuits, so that
they can be operated. In alternating current both
single-phase and multiphase motors will be shown.

General Compressed Air and Vacuum Machinery Company, St. Louis. Seven different outfits
for cleaning by means of the compressed air
and the vacuum system will be shov.n. The first

—

outfit will be the portable wagon with papier-mache
horse exhibited at Jamestown, representing the class

A twooutfit used in house-to-house cleaning.
wheel portable compressed air ahd vacuum outfit
for steam "and electric-railway car cleaning will be
shown. There will be two other portable outfitfand three stationary outfits. The exhibits, shown
in practical operation, will be in charge of Thoma';
C

——

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
F. ClohescT, sales
district

manager

The exhibit will be in charge of Claude
Matthews, assisted by Victor L. Crawford and
Orville R. Johann.

manager, assisted by A. S. FootC;
of Chicago, and several other

specialties.

L.

gentlemen.

Moline Incandescent

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

the

enclosed

Monarch

;

national

Worth

lighting as well as the illumination of desks, pictures and room interiors. Linolite is a new departure from the ordinary bulb lamp. Another item of
interest in this exhibit is asbestos wood, a fibrous
substitute for wood, marble, slate ancl fiber for
fireproof construction and as an electrical insulacomplete line of Noark fuses and fuse
tion.
devices w-iU also be shown as well as .many other
The company w-ill be represented by
specialties.
H. M. Frantz, manager electrical department of the
Chicago office; F. C. Frumveller and A. j\l. CharaA. M. Erskine, manberlin of the Chicago office

A

;

M. H.

Crosswell, manager electrical department, Milwaukee
office; G. A. Saylor. Milwaukee office, and W. F.
Little, electrical engineer. New- York office.

and Supply Company,

Kellogg- S-w-itchboard
Chicago. The exhibit will contain the various apparatus relating to all branches of telephony, as
also an oscillograph for showing the various wave
forms of pole changers, magneto generators, voice
The pola-changer operation w-iU be
currents, etc.
shown by the oscillograph under the exact operating conditions of four-party selective and eightparty selective signaling. The wave forms of voice
currents w-ill show the essentials of transmitted deThe varied effects of capacity and inductance
sign.
on telephone lines will be brought out in the waves
of magneto generators. The exhibit proper contains
both common and local-battery switchboards, teletelephones for railway
phone and pole changers
disuse, both wall-type and desk-type telephones
play boards showing the high quality of workmanship on small parts such as relays, receivers, jacks,
drops, etc.; samples of all kinds of switchboard
cords, receiver cords, desk-stand cords, etc., samples of magnet wire of all grades— in short all apparatus relating to the telephone industry.

—

;

;

—

Mathias Klein & Sons, Chicago. This firm
will show in its exhibit a full line of lineman's,
wireman's and construction tools.

—

Lindstrom, Smith Company, Chicago. This
company w-ill show electric massage vibrators and
The company intends to demonelectric specialties.

how any

chair

or

rocker

can

be

made

a

ncwlv patented device
which it makes and how the Swedish movement
can be obtained by this means,
chair"

with

a

&

—

Co., Chicago. .'Vn exMcI>o-well, Stocker
hibit of individual motor-driven m.ichines will be
shapcr, two
motor-driven
he
a
will
There
presented.
styles of motor-driven engine lathes, a motor-driven
riveting machine and a motor-driven punch press.
On this punch press aluminum metal souvenirs of
the show will be stamped out and given away.

W. N. Matthews &
Working demonstrations

Cleve-

Company, Chicago.
may be used in the

Electric

which

appliances

household will be shown in this booth, consisting
of a complete cooking outfit and'thc various, appliances wdiich may be attached to a lamp socket.
There will also be exhibited a complete washing
outfit for residence use, an electrically driven pump
for residence use, electric dishw-asher and an elecportion of the
trical vacuum-cleaning system.
booth will be fitted up as a reception room, in
which will be shown very elaborate art glass lamps,
together with an electrically operated piano, w-hich
will be operated at all times during the show.

A

veloped especially for window-, stage and showcase

"vibrating

Shore

Electrical

a complete line of both stationary and portable
types. The added attraction this year is Linolite,
new system of lighting. The company's booth
a'
lighted by means of Linolite, which tends to
is
show off the features of the system to advantage.
Linohte, which means "line-o-light," has been de-

strate

Association,

have ever been showai before.

in

:

Lamp

Electric

—

land.
It is expected to have an exhibition of highefficiency lamps and to devote the eritire time and
energy of the representatives to the demonstration
of the quality of light produced by these lamps.
Many novel features will be shown, none of which

H. W. Jolms-Manville Company, New Y'ork.
The ^ictor combination meters which made their
first appearance at last year's show will be exhibited

office

Company.

Paiste

.

Louis

Chi-

vanized strand, National India Rubber Company's
rubber-covered wires and cables, Siemens and
Nurnberg flaming arc lamps, Radiant arc lamps,
Marquette arc lamps, Bryan-Marsh incandescent
Manufacturing Company, H. T.
Faries
lamps

Intel-national Telephone Manufacturing Company, Chicago.— In addition to its regular telephone exchange apparatus this company will exhibit
new
its International transmitophone, telephograph,
auricurophone and loud-speaking telephone equipment for various purposes, which will be of interest
to the general public as well as to those who are
directly interested in the telephone business. There
will also be exhibited a full line of central-energy
exchange telephones, generator call local-battery
toll hue and rural-line instruments for neighborhood
selective systems and ring-through party-line service,
central-energj' lamp-signal multiple and trunking
switchboards, self-restoring magneto drop boards,
magneto lamp-signal convertible switchboards and
private plant intercommunicating equipment.

St.

and Wire Company,

Electric

—

arc,

Schenectady (N. Y.) factory.

ager electrical department.

Moline,

An exhibit will be made consisting of goods
cago.
for which this company is the manufacturer or
manufacturer's agent, as follows: Monarch special
brand weatherproof wires and cables. Monarch gal-

incandescent,
Nernst and Welsbach. This will he the first actual
been
shown at
has
that
comparison of this nature
a Chicago show and should prove of interest to
managers of clothing and drygoods stores. Of further interest Avill be mutoscope pictures of the

including

Lamp Company,

111.— The company will exhibit a full line of its
lamps, including the new Moline lewel. Meridian
type, the Moline lewel metallic filament and a line
of regular Meridian types, as well as Imperial,
The exhibit will be
candelabra and special lamps.
in charge of F. T. Wright, manager of the Chicago
Mueller.
R.
H. Mills and C. R.
Theodore
branch.
Wood of the home office will also be in attendance.

This exhibit will be devoted principally to cooking
and heating devices, among which will be shown
chafing
percolators,
coffee
radiators,
luminous
dishes, water heaters, complete cooking and bakmg
will
be
articles
these
All
of
irons.
outfits and flat
shown in actual use and visitors will be served
with electrically cooked delicacies in an elaborately
furnished dining-room. An interesting feature of
the exhibit will be the color booth, in which color
values will be compared under various artificial
lights,

January

Brother, St. I-ouis.—
will be presented to show

the use of Kearney cable clamps. Slombaugh guy
anchors, Hargis cable-splicing joints. Callahan cable
rollers or trolleys, Holdfast lamp guards and other

W.

F.

Pardee,

Chicago.

— Mr.

Pardee

will

ex-

the line of goods manufactured by the various firms he represents. Rock Island dry cells
will
be showm in all sizes and there will be
exhibited a full line of wire made by the Wire
and Telephone Company of America. There will
be an exhibit of receiver shells, mouthpieces, switch
handles, knobs and various special molded pieces
made by the Electrose Manufacturing Company of
Brooklyn, N. Y., also a complete line of electrical
porcelains, including knobs, cleats, cartridge fuse
rosettes, attachment
blocks, tie
buttons, fuseless
plugs and weatherproof sockets manufactured by
the Peru Electric Manufacturing Company of Peru.
Ind., and a line of inner arc globes manufactured
b\- the
Lippincott Glass Company of ."Mexandria,
hibit

liul.

Phoenix Gla,ss Company, New York.— This
company will exhibit its lines of glassware for
light, consisting of a variety of designs of
rich cut. etched and decorated glassware, suitable
Inner globes for enclosed arc
for lighting fixtures.
fine display will
systems will also be shown.
be made of decorated devices for electric portables.
The exhibit is in charge of the Chicago office representatives, Messrs. E. H. Fox and C. C. Fricke,
who extend a cordial invitation to visit the booth.

electric

A

Simplex

Heating

Electric

Company,

Cam-

—A

display will be made of represenbridge, Mass.
tative goods of this company's manufacture coverline.
Many of the articles shown
ing the complete
will be new and up-to-date, not having been exrepresenting improvements in
hibited previously,
electric heating, not only in the shape and style of
the articles but in the application of electric heatAbout
ing to domestic, factory and oflice uses.
fifty styles, shapes and sizes of laundry and tailor's
electric chafing dishes, coffee
irons will be shown
percolators and other dining-room accessories of
new and attractive shapes in fact, everything in
curlinga little
electric-heating appliances from
iron heater for the dressing room to a 30-gallon
;

;

A complete electric range will be
kitchen boiler.
in operation showing the convenience of cooking
by electricity, and will demonstrate for the benefit
of visitors the ease and convenience of electric
cooking.

—

Spalding-Bates Company, Chicago. This comwill show a low-piiced machine which washes,
dusts, removes and replaces electric bulbs at any
height and at any angle from the floor without the
pany

use of ladders an<l scaffolding.

United

Company,

States

Conduit

and

Construction

be on exhibition
samples of a new multiple conduit that requires
neither encasing, tile or tubing in connection with
its construction and which is said to insure a perfect alignment and a clean, dry and durable conduit without increasing the present cost of construcSt.

Louis.— There

will

tion.

Vote-Berger Company,
P,

W.

—

Crosse. Wis. DisI. a
be in charge of A. J. Shoephoeslcr and
Goodman, Chief Engineer C. D. Enochs,

play will

ii,

1908

Assistant Chief Enginee'r J. N. Wallace and Secretary M'. I. Berger will be in attendance during the
There will be a complete
telephone convention.
multiple section of the ballast common-battery
switchboard in actual operation, ringing machines,
power board, charging machines and storage batteries, the display being along the lines of a miniacommon-battery telephone exchange office.
ture
One of the company's ballast common-battery PBX
switchboards and one of its magneto express
switchboards w-ill be shown. The exhibit of common-battery and magneto telephones will include
in addition to the company's regular wall instruments and pendent telephone the direct-current
This telephone, built
common-battery telephone.
without induction coil and without impedance coil,
is a companion to the ballast switchboard, the board
complete line of D. & T. anchors
without relays.
for guying poles and two-ball adjusters for incandescent lamps will be displayed.

'

A

Wagner

—

Electric

Manufacturing Company,

St.

Louis. The exhibit will include a five-horsepower
single-phase Wagner motor of the new type BA,
in the new style frame of modern design.
There
will also be on exhibition a lo-hffrsepower threephase induction motor with the new starter. During the last few months the Wagner company
brought out an entirely new type of induction-motor starter for polyphase motors, the switching device being in an entirely separate case from the
auto-transformer part of the starter and the switching device so arranged that the running fuses arc
cut out for starting, or separate starting fuses
may be provided. The company has changed its
complete transformer line, building at the present
time what is termed "high-efficiency'' and "standvery comard-lighting" type of transformers.
plete line of switchboard and portable indicating
instruments w-ill be shown, covering complete lines
alternating-current instruof direct-current and
ments. Those in charge -of th.e exhibit will be
W. A. Layman, general manager F. N. Jewett,
Chicago district manager; C. B. Richardson, engineer, and C. C. Warner, salesman.

A

;

Manufacture of Tungsten Lamps.
Less than two years ago. when the tantalum lamp
with a mean horizontal efficiency of two watts per
candle was first placed upon the market, in this
country, it was considered a wonderful improvement in the art of manufacturing lamps. Now,
however, another illuminant bids fair to outshine
the tantalum in many respects.
As readers of the Western Electrician are aware,
the Tungsten Electric Lamp Company was organized with a capital of ,$ioo,oco under the laws of
Ohio on October 29th last. The incorporators are
the oldest and most reliable lamp manufacturers in the country. Their names are as folMessrs. G. G. Lockwood, A. C. Garrison,
lows
H. B. Vanzwoll, A. S. Terry. L. P. Sawyer, H. H.
Geary, J. C. Fish, H. C. Rice. E. H. Hauglrton,
E W. Gillmer. J. B. Estabrook. W. D. Packard,
William Coale, E. J. Kulas, J. E. Randall and T.
W. Freeh, Jr.
Mr. Freeh is president and manager. Mr. Randall is vice-president and supervising engineer of
the company. These tw-o gentlemen possess experience acquired after years of work confined entirely to the production and study of incandescent
illuminants.
jNIr. Freeh's career has been devoted,
chiefly, to the commercial manufacturing end of
the business. He had previously risen from a small
position to that of superintendent, manager and
supervising manager in the carbon-lamp industry.
Mr. Randall has given his attention to the technical
side.
As far back as 18S6, he w-as a lamp engineer
for the Thomson-Houston Company in Lynn, Mass.
His time has been spent in research work, experimenting, testing, etc., with valuable results.
Messrs. Freeh and Randall took several trips
abroad,, where they studied the laboratory work
taking place on tungsten lamps, and obtained exact
information regarding the manufacturing operations

among
:

employed

in

commercially producing them.

'

After

the final return of these gentlemen to this country,
they, in conjunction with others, finally succeeded
in overcoming certain conditions found in the foreign tungsten which would have made a success
The Tungsten Electric
in this country less certain.
Lamp Company was then formed. The gentlemen
interested were so confident of favorable results
that they took over in Cleveland, for a factory, a
concrete building SS by 112 feet in ground dimensions, with four stories and a basement, the total
floor area being appro.ximatcly .-io.ooo square feet.
The capacity of this most up-to-date plant for the
construction of the latest electric incandescent illuminant is now less than 2.000,000 lamps per year,
but can he increased as time goes on.
The lamp is now- being produced in the following
Forty-watt and 6o-watt units for multiple
sizes:

work, and 4. 5.3, 6.6 and 7.5-ampere selections, with
tot.ai
watlages of 40, .=;o and 75 w-alts for street
series service. The mean horizontal candlepower
'I'hc quality of
efficiency is 1.25 watts per candle.
the light deli^e^"ed by this new tnetal-filamcnt illuminant is while, causing all colors to be shown in
their true values and producing other results simi
lar to those obtained by daylight.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
a.

l:

Industrial Applications.

L.
lip

lo

proscul

llic

llie

sidcrt'cl

iry ami

linii;

llu'ir

arliclcs

li.ivc

and

con-

macliin-

clcctric:il

work

application lo ci'iilral-slatioii

elect ric-liKliling

llic

llicse

principles of

gciKTiil

electric-railway

in

fields.

Wliile these two applications of electric power are
the must extensive ones in point of size and finan-

remain nnmerons indnsirial
applications that present problems (piite as nnpoi
mm and often mnch more intricate tlian ccntralthere

investment,

cial

By

far the

most

ini|)orl;uit

nses of electricity

of the m.-mj' indvistrial

sonrce of power

other agency.
The reasons

the

for

for

superiority

of

the

electric

sometimes very obvious, and in other
cases they are obscure, depending upon the class
of service the motors have to perform, but there
is liardly an industry in which electric motors have
not been tried, and they have been able in every
case to ofler some gain over former drives, either
in the way of increased economy of power, increased production, of increased adaptability and
convenience.
In many motor applications all of
these advantages obtain.
The electric motor possesses characteristics which
vary so broadly as to adapt it to different services
which have diametrically opposed requirements. The
motor may be wound to give a constant speed at
loads, a variable speed, depending upon the
all
load, or it may be adjustable in speed between wide
ranges, obtained by means of a controller. It is
arc

drive

forward or reverse direction, and can be started,
stopped, adjusted or reversed by the simple movement of a handle.
The motor may Le mounted in any location, how•

ever

r:nd controlled from any distant
type of motor can therefore always
be selected wdiich will fulfill any possible conditions
which the driven machine may impose; and it is
apparent that no other method of transmission of

inaccessible,

Some

point.

power can compete with the
matter of

As

the

kinds

motor

electric

in

the

flexibility.

electric

motor has become

a

fi.tture

in

of industrial

establishments, it is imporunderstand first the particular advantages
of the motor over the forms of drive it has superseded, and, second, to study the requirements of
different industries with a view to selecting for
each case that type of motor which best fits the
requirements of the service to which it is to be
tant

to

applied.

Some

of the

more important advantages

of the

motor drive are as follows
Fle.xibility.

One

of the most important features which has
led to a very general adoption of motor driving
is the flexibility of the motor drive.
In many manufacturing establishments different processes re-

power are performed
which may be more or less
electric drive the power plant

quiring

may be

in different buildings
'

scattered.

With

the

for the entire factory

any part of the factory, or, if
desirable, at any iwint remote from the factory.
This power can be utilized in any point of the
factory by simply locating a motor wherever desired and carrying the necessary wires to it.
The
motor can be located in practically inaccessible
places, if necessar}-, and it may be set upon the
located

in

the wall or the. ceiling, if it
tremely large capacity. It may, in
floor,

just

where the power

is

is

not of ex-

be placed
required without reference
fact,

any other conditions.
If the transmission system from the generator
to the motor is not extremely long, the loss of
power will be almost negligible.
The motor drive is also extremely favorable to
the location of machines just where they are needed,
so that the work can pass directly through the
shop from one machine to the next, and thus
to

—

Note. This series of articles, intended to survey, briefly,
whole field of applied electricity for light, power and
was begun in the Western Electrician of February 2,

the

heat,

1907.

boiler

plant

IQ07.
P|).
(sJ/. by H'/i inches),
Price, ^2.25.
illustrations.

central

a

some cases

In

may have

be

to

also a

installed

sibility

is

heavy

always

rope or cable

may

shut

that

The wirk consists of
inalheinatical
de<luclions
supplemented l»y
explanations and discussions. The depractical
signs of a "V" ring and a shrink-ring commutator
arc carried out in detail and the methods of assembling fully explained and illustrated.
Various types
of commutators are described and illustrated an^l
the advantages and disatlvantages of e:ich noted.
There are tables giving the various dimensions of
the segments of different-sized commutators found
in pr.iclicc.
The appendix contains the mathematical
derivation of expressions for Ihe deflection,
stress, bending moment and centrifugal force as
applying to the various styles of commutators. This
volume should he a valuable atldilion lo the library
of students, draftsmen and engineers engaged in
the design of electrical machinery.
chanics lo practical design.

many

each

and the posbreakage of the

down

a

the whole plant for

a considerable time until repairs can be made. The
difiiculty of carrying steam piping to any distance

with efficient results is obvious, as the loss by
condensation, especially in severe weather, is very
great, and has frequently been found so serious
as to suspend the operation of a plant. The expense of establishing separate boiler and engine
plants of comparatively small capacity in a number
of scattered buildings is also apparent. Not only
will these sinall plants

operate

much

the matter of coal consumption

in

plant, but the cost of attendance
tiplied

by the number of plants

is

Handy Copper Wire Tables and Formulae.
piled

less efficiently

The

than one large
practically

[To he continued.}

BOOK TABLE.
The Elements

of Electrical Engineering (Vol.
Direct Currents).
By Wm. S. Franklin and
Wm. Esty. New York The Macmillan Company.
Pp. (s;-2 by 83-8. inches), xiv, 518,
1907.
with 265 illustrations. Price, $4.50.
I.

modeling

tions.

:

Price, $3.50.

In this volume, wdiich has just been published,
the same aims, and methods have been carried out
as characterized Vol. I. The fundamental principles of alternating currents are lucidly explained and
many of the phenomena made more understandable
by considering mechanical analogies. The various
types of alternating-current machinery are discussed
from the theoretical and practical viewpoints. The
principal machines so considered are the alternator,
s^archronous motor, rotary converter, transformer
and induction motor. In each case the single-phase
and polyphase machines are separately considered
and then compared. Transmission lines are briefly

its

in

capacity,

and converted four of the smaller existing

dynamos info motor-generator sets of 400 kilow'atts
output, mounting them two by two on common bedplates with Allis-Chalmers induction

motors of 300
steam-producing plant,
consisting of 1,200 horsepower in Heine boilers, has
been added sufficient capacity in Eric and Stirling
water-tube boilers, operating under a pressure of
150 pounds, to provide for the increase in the
electric generating system.

horsepower

each.

To

the

The first of the new units to be installed was a
Soo-kilowatt machine to deliver two-phase, 60-cycle
current with a pressure of 2,300 volts, running at

;

of Electric.'VL Engineering (Vol.
.Alternating Currents). By Wm. S. Frankand Wm. Esty. New York
The Macmillan
Company. 1907. Pp. viii, 378, with 302 illustra-

with ad-

plant and practically doubhng the caresponse to urgent demands from customers for increased service, recently installed two
Allis-Chalmers steam turbines and generators of
1,500 kilowatts normal rating, w^ith liberal overload
pacity,

;

lin

filled

The Brush Electric Light and Power Company
of Galveston, Te.x., which has been completely re-

.

II.,

is

Galveston Central-station Extensions.

This book, wdrich first appeared in January, 1906,
in
less than tw-o years
reached its fourtli
edition.
This fact is ample proof that the work
has fulfilled satisfactorily its aim to give to stu-

The Elements

Price, $1.

book. Over a third of the book
vertisements.

:

;

I.

and

This book contains useful information and dat.i
on conducting metals and resistance alloys. It includes the wire tables in both Standard and Birmingham gauges with the corresponding weights
and resistances for bare wire and for bare stranded
cable.
There are several pages of tables on magnet
coils and formute for the calculation of length,
w-eight, potential drop and resistance of copper
wires.
The conversion factors from the English
to the metric system of weights and measures are
given, as are also some data on resistance wires and
a table showing the relative values of the Standard
(English),
Birmingham and Brown & Sharpe
gauges.
This book, however, contains little of
value not found in a first-class electrical hand-

production is greatly increased by the motor drive,
as the transmission losses in the latter case ^vould
rarely exceed 10 or 12 per cent., while with any
form of mechanical drive, or by carrying steam
piping to engines at different points, the losses may
be easily as high as 50 per cent, or more.

;

memoranda.

M.

Com-

M. E. London
Publishing Comand New York:
D. Van Nostrand Co.
Pp. (4I4 by O'A inches), 34, with 24 pages

1907.

for

installed.

dents of technical schools and colleges a clear and
concise treatment of the elements of this broad
field.
The authors are the professors of physics
and of electrical engineering, respectively, at Lehigh Llniversity, and their combined experience in
teaching the subject for 13 years has shown them
the necessity for giving in a text book on such a
live subject as electrotechnology more than a mere
demonstration of the fundamental principles.
For
this reason there have been incorporated in the text
a large number of illustrations and practical examples.
There have also been added in the last
appendix some 60 pages of carefully selected problems supplementing the information given in the
body of the book.
An excellent idea of the scope of this treatise
is obtained from a list of the main topics treated,
which are: The dynamo, its operation as a generator and as a motor power losses and efficiencies
of generators and motors
ratings and guarantees
station equipment and practical operation of dynamos storage batteries electrical distribution and
wiring; electric lighting and photometry. In appended chapters are considered in more detail the
following subjects: Magnetism of iron; characteristic curves of dynamo-electric machinery and armaWhile this work has been particuture windings.
larly adapted for students' use, it is also suitable
for anyone seeking a condensed up-to-date technical
treatise on the generation, distribution and utilization of electric power by direct current.

by P. B. Down, A.
Electrician Printing

pany,

mul-

In the case of scattered buildings, therefore, not
only the flexibilit3^ but the actual economy in power

has

with 62

subject is treated from a mechanical rather
an electrical point of view, and the book
throughout is ail example of the application of me-

friction lo.ad,

present

</>,

The

separate
for

vi,

than

losses in case of rope drive arc very large,

lo a constant

capable of operating equally well in either a

also

all

each building.

due

operating practically
every class of machinery Ihe electric motor has
proved its superiority over every kind of mechanical power, and it can safely be asserted that there
is
no industry or operation involving the use of
mechanical power that cannot be more eflicicntly
operated by the use of electric motors than by any
a

from

steam plant to a
group of buildings is cither to employ rope drives,
or else carry the steam piping from the boiler plant
to the various buildings and install a small engine

The

Motor Driving.

As

power

Mkchanical Dksicn and C0!<STIlUcri0N Ol'
Com M UTA Tons.
IJy
Livingstone.
London:
K.
Elfclrlcian I'rinting anrl Publishing Com'I'lie
pany, and New York;
D, Van Nostrand Co.

TiiK

building.

motor driving.

is

diiccd.

avoid ciirryliiK it hack :nd forth lo different parU
of the plant dnriuK the process of niainifacdirinK.
To appreciate llies:; conditions it is only necessary
to conlrast the motor drive with any available
forms of mechanical drive. Take, for example, the
case of scattered biiiltliuKS. The only way of supplying

I

M'l'ly

.\li.i.„\i,n..

for

practice.

-lation

The ijeifral remarks in regard lo Vol.
equally well for this book.
It it to l)c added,
however, that as a text twok on allcriiatinK cut
rents it its iindouhtrdly one of llic best yet pro

ircatvd.

_

3,600 revolutions per minute

had been placed

;

and, soon after this

it was follow^ed by
a unit of 1,000 kilowatts capacity, at 1,800 revolutions per minute, with the same ser\'ice charac-

in

operation,

teristics.

Both turbines operate condensing, water for this
purpose being taken from Galveston Bay and lifted
by an induction-motor-driven centrifugal pump to
two Tomlinson condensers, with discharge directly
to the city sewer system, the condensed steam,
W'hich

is

entirel}- free

from

oil

or other impurities,

going, of course, directly to the feed-water heaters.

of this auxiliac}- apparatus, as w^ell as exciters,
switchboards, etc., was also supplied by the builders
of the new^ turbo-generator units.
The ordering of the turbines was hastened by
an accident to the power house, which occurred dur.All

ing a heavy electrical storm some months ago, at
time lightning entered the station, despite
the usual protective apparatus, and resulted in the
breaking of a large driving belt connecting the
flywheel of one of the principal engines to its generator. As a consequence, the engine "ran away"
and completely wrecked itself. This, of course, is
an occurrence which would not be possible with

which

direct-connected

turbine units.

—
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SELLING ELECTRICITY.
Under

this

heading will appear, from time

to

The more

time, articles, suggestions and examples which will be of assistance in the
demand for electric current and to create new demands.

Short Cuts to More Resident Business.
Bv H. S. E.

money ahead by wiring"
Show him where there are dollars and

that he will be

and you've got him.

for him,

often people quote the old saying, "It's better to be born lucky than rich." But, do you know,
Mr. Central Station Manager, that there is some-

How

Go

at

like this

it

here, Mr. Property Owner, I don't
whether you're going to live in this house
yourself or rent it, but as long as the open flames
are used for lighting, you know you'll have to redecorate this house every two years at least, prob-

"Now, look

care

thing better than either, and that is to be born
with a boundless capacity for and delight in one's
chosen work. Ask any successful man living and
he will frankly acknowledge that he found far
greater joy in the game of amassing money than in

ably every year.
"If j'ou live here, you

want your walls and

home

ceil-

the

ings clean and fresh, and your

pushing the sale of electric current. It's as catching as measles, too this enthusiasm for it leads
a man to evolve schemes and write advertising and
carry on demonstrations that catch right hold of
people, convincing them that for certain purposes

abiding place. If you rent this place, your tenant
will kick for the same things, and you can't have
them as long as kerosene and gas are used for
lighting; the smoke and soot and obnoxious gases
make it impossible. The only remedy is electric
light.
Houses where electric lights are used do not
require redecorating more than once every six years
or so.
"Just take a pencil and a sheet of paper and do

mere possession of it.
You may depend upon it that luck and riches
brimful of
will wait on the manager who is so
energy and enthusiasm over his work that liis
mind is constantly overflowing with new ideas for

—

—

nothing like electricity, and that they must
to enjoy the full benefits and advantages
that this modern life affords them.
Elaborate advertising campaigns for the purpose
of educating the people in the uses and advantages
of electricity for all commercial and domestic purposes are all right in their way, but usually they are

and

figuring,

a good, healthy

irrefutably

prove to you
Sup-

there

is

a

have

it

that wiring this house will save you money.

too

expensive and

detail

work and

necessitate

a

solicitation than

—

—

most attractive and valuable your resident business.
This end of your business can best be worked
up and increased by looking to the wiring of new
homes, flats, barns, etc., and requires only the
services of one or two solicitors, depending upon
the size of your town. Often the manager himself
or one of his assistants is all that is required.
It takes no high-class and expensive educational
literature or follow-up advertising to add such
prospective business to your service. A personal
appeal to the architect or builder or future owner
of the building will accomplish more than all the
advertising the world ever knew or heard about,
and a solicitor or manager who is up in his business will land the prospect nine out of ten times.
If you fail to interest the builder or contractor, go
to the owner or future tenant, but be determined
to wire the building before completed.
So much for one of the "Short Cuts."

Now

wiring of old residences, built
before electricity became an economical commodity
for home lighting, or which, for some reason or
other, wete put up without being wired for electric
to

as

the

light.

method of obtaining the business of such
by offering special wiring inducements
either an attractive price or the offering of an
electric flatiron, sewing-machine motor, heating pad,
electric plate, or chafing dish, as a premium, if the
wiring is done during a certain period. These special offers can be brought to the attention of house
owners by a little newspaper advertising, circular
letters well gotten up, and well-written mailing
cards or folders or by personal solicitation. Let
the householder pay so much a month, if he likes,
and have the price arranged so that a good discount can be offered for cash.

The

best

places

is

In the case of a rented house, a number of ccn-'
Iral stations have found the plan of paying for part
of the cost of wiring ihcmsclves very successful.
to the tenant and sav, "Mr. Tenant, if
you will pay one-third of the cost of wiring your
house, and will get busy and get your landlord to
pay one-third, wc will pay the other one-third."

I'll

it costs
you $ico to repaper and redecorate
house. In twelve years, providing you have
done it every other year, you will have spent $600
for this purpose, whereas if electric lights are used

pose
'

this

amount spent

the

great deal more
the average cen-

inanager cares to expend especially
tral-station
those in small cities or towns.
More economical, more directly resultful, and
easier ways can be employed by electrical companies
shall call them
I
to further their sale of juice.
"Short Cuts to More Business."
Let us, in this article, devote our attention to
that branch of your service that naturally proves

little

will

amount to exactly

"Quite a difference, isn't there ? You can figure
cost of wiring and the interest on your investment, and still be a good deal ahead, besides
reducing your fire risk and gaining all the advantages and added comforts that electricity affords."
Many other arguments can be added to these,
but I simply give these as an example.
Business obtained along these lines can be classified under the head of new-residence connections,
and it naturally comes on peak load. When a

the

tenant

he will be getting a
and the owner that he will
that

better house to live in,
be greatly improving the value of his proptrly.

Naturally enough, some properly owners will not
as if they ought to incur any extra expense
They probably will say,
lo wire their houses.
••Now. look here, you fellows want me to wire
this house so that you can sell current; where do
feel

I

come

in

on

a

deal like this?"

where your
Mr, Manager, should know
Riphi here

is

or your.'clf,
prove to him

solicitors

how

to

Central-station Confidence
The accompanying reproduction

IS
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;mc>
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by

introducing the various
appliances by means of the
ever-attractive free-trial offer, and by educating the
people with practical demonstrations.
Take, for example, the electric flatiron, the sewing-machine and washing-machine motors, the heating pad, the radiator, the baby-food warmer, etc.
These are all articles which can be placed out on

,>

poiitivcly
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and sold to your customers at enough
profit to pay you for the entire cost of your campaign.
The experience of most central stations who
have tried placing the electric flatiron on 30 days'
free

THE KEY TO

PROSPERITY

and the only short-cut method
of obtaining a good paying day load from your
is

full-page

CONFIDENCE

eflicient

customers
household electrical

a

a

In

or load-leveling business.

resident

and Cheer.
of

Marlon (Ind.) daily newspaper shows
that ):he Marion Light and Heating Company has
itself the confidence which It enjoins on others.
"ad"

manager has this part of his business
well developed and coming along in nice shape, he
should look to these same customers for day load

trial
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free trial has been

that nearly 80 per cent of the
accepted and paid for. Of course the
sale of the other devices would not average quite
as well, but at any event it is impossible to lose
arything by their introduction.
To popularize the numerous electrical cooking
utensils there is nothing that can take the place
of good, interesting demonstrations, carried on by
a good demonstrator.
Invitations, gotten up in the
usual manner, should be sent out to the ladies of
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Marion Light &? Heating Co.
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city or town, and notices should be inserted
your local papers.
1
have heard of central stations adopting the
scheme of presenting the ladies of a church with
a complete electrical cooking outfit for use at church
suppers and banquets, and of selling a number of
complete outfits on the strength of tiie gift. The
church workers become accustomed to the new and

Published during the holiday season, this prominent
announcement comes with a message of good cheer.
"Electric Marion has so many advantages over
other cities," says the company, "that we ought to
The company points
be thankful and optimistic."
out, with reason, what its low power rates have
done for the community.

superior methods of cooking, and were not satisfied
homes were equipped in like manner.

Mr. Plaice Organizes the Thornapple
Club.
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Getting 'cm started is half the battle— and before
can enthuse others you must entluisc yourself.
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The most

efficiently electric light-

is

$200.

the
•

'

and

intelligently

planned, the more will it outclass its gas
competitors, so the best interests of our central
stations justify a careful study of house-lighting
problems.
The subject as a whole was discussed to some
extent at last January's meeting of the Northwestern Electrical Association, and at next week's
meeting of this organization in Milwaukee those
present will have an opportunity to consider the
matter more thoroughly. Realizing its importance,
the Commonwealth Edison Company is to have a
model cottage, or rather suite of rooms, at next
week's Chicago Electrical Show, which will be
according
the
recommendations of
lighted
to
prominent illuminating engineers. Then the Chicago section of the Illuminating Engineering Society, which will hold its January meeting at the
exposition, will devote its session to a discussion of
this same theme, thus adding the judgment and
experience of others to the object lesson presented
by the local lighting coinpany. The extent to which
house lighting can be improved by the application
of the simplest prlncipl-;:s of illuminating engineering, will be an eye-opener to many.
Hence the
central-station men, contractors and consulting engineers of the Middle West ought to be glad of this
unusual opportunity to study the matter simultaneously from both its theoretical and practical asing

the house.
cents in it

igoS

use of the electric light than could be
with the invariably vertical gas flames.

cft'ective

possible

constant effort to increase the existing
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of Small Residences.

connected with electric-light pracgreater frequency than those re-

lating to the lighting of residence's; yet after all
these years the average house lighting still follows
the old gas practice, making little allowance for
the different requirements in various rooms, or for

greater flexibility of the electrical means of
Logically the parlor, living room, dining
room, kitchen and bedroom each demand a distinct
arrangement of lights and reflectors, for the ability
the

lighting.

lo place lamps in various positions and to utilize
a large variety of reflectors allows of a much more
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the

whose remarkable record

central-station

business
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New

Bremen, Ohio, is known • to the readers of the
Western Electrician, has transferred his aciivities
to Hastings, Mich., where he is now manager of
the Thornapple Gas and Electric Com|)any. This
comjjany generates electricity by waterpower and
Evidences of Mr. Plaice's energy
also supplies gas.
and versatility are already seen. On the day after
Christmas the company gave a dinner at a local
employes

who

could be possibly
of the press.
^Ir. Plaice made
laid for 24 persons,
a little speech, which w.is reported at length in the
papers, saying that it was the purpose of the gathering to- establish closer bonds of fellowship behotel
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service lo tisers was promised and
lamp renewal;:. But tbe overbaidiniJ: of
Ibc plant meant a large expense, and many new

Belter

atTair.

free

also

customers uuist be secured. The speaker proposed
ibc organization of the "Tliornapple Club," tbe
object of wliicli is to report 365 new customers,
line for eacb day in the year, at the next annual
The idea was received with approval, and
ilinuer.
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about 112
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for

alteriialing-ciirrenl instrmiieiil.

The primary,
indepeuilent

like

electrical

thai of a iraiistoriner, is an
circuit and may be liiulily

insulaled.
The inslrnmeiit will wilhsland several
hundred per cent. t>verload for sonic lime because
of tbe very high value of llie self-indiiclion and the
fact that ihe controlling springs, which are necessarily light, arc not in the circuit and will not burn
olT.
Wlieii this meter is operating on a circuit
within its capacity, all parts will reiuaiii cool indefi-

was ibeu and there eslablisbcd. A number
and suggestions were made, and
annual dimier of the company was a great

tbe club

of otiier speeches
the

first

every way.
plan of Mr. Plaice relates lo bouse
wiring. He makes the people of Hastings, MiddlesLake Odessa and Nashville the following
ville,
The company will wire a five-room house
offer:
ready for service with one two-light fixture for
$10; a seven-room house with two two-light fixlures for $15, and a 12-room bouse with three twoBut not more than 20 houses
light fixtures for $25.
succcs.s

in

Another

this basis in any one month.
wired complcle, including cellar
and porch light in bouses of seven looms and over.
three-light fixture may be substituted for a
.\
two-light one by payment of $1 extra. Extra outlets complete with pendant drop will be installed
will

be

Houses

at

wired

nuist

on

FIG.
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NliW AI.TICRNATIXG -CURREXT .MHASURINO

INSTRUMENT.

$1.50 each.

accuracy is not impaired either by
"current heat" or the aging of the iron core.
Referring to the diagrammatic drawing. Fig. 3, a
clearer idea of the instrument may be obtained.
Essentially this instrument embodies the principle
of a short-circuited transformer, consisting of a
primary or exciting coil (A) adapted to carry the
current or a part of the current to be measured,
and a secondary element or closed coil (B) linked
in inductive relation to the primary by a suitable
laminated iron core (C), constructed to give a
completely closed (no air-gap) magnetic circuit.
The primary and secondary are so mounted as to

and

nitcly

Alternating Currents and Potentials.
By John JI. Lea.

The field of measurement comprises two difTerent
kinds of currents direct or unidirectional and alternating or periodic.
The practical measurement of
the unidirectional currents and potentials is very
satisfactorily accomplished by the type of instrument making use of a powerful permanent magnet
Tbe fundamental
and a very light pivoted coil.
principle of this instrument was invented by Messrs.
Deprez and D'Arsonval and it is exemplified in
varying designs involving the same general principle.
In practical measurement of alternating cur-

—

rents

and

potentials,

however, much more

difficulty

experienced, and here tbe types of measuring
instruments now in use are all deficient in several
respects compared to the best direct-current meters, and as a result the proficiency and accuracy
of alternating-current measurements are much inferior to the direct-current measurements.
The most common of alternating-current measuring instruments are the dynamometer, hot-wire, induction and "magnetic vane" or electromagnetic
The "repulsion" type of induction meter is
types.
as valuable as any of these, and in addition is very
efficient and has a scale which is more even than
any alternating-current ammeter or A-oltmeter.
It is important that scales be evenly divided wdien
accuracy is considered, because the evenly spaced
intermediate "short-line" divisions betv/een calibrated
points mean something, as the}', are located with
a high degree of accuracy when the "large divisions" are evenly spaced throughout. When, however, the distance between the successive calibrated
points is varying greatly it is more likely that the
even intermediate divisions will not be in the right
is

its

directions to eliminate "zero trouble"), so that the
extent of movement will be dependent upon the
strength of the primary current and will indicate
such strength of current. To increase tbe .sensitiveness of the instrument the supplementary or adjustable secondary circuit (D), which has an attractive

—

Inst, of

v..
K., Vol. 4, pane i/x)).
If a closed-ciris held in an altcriialiuK nia|{nclic field and
threaded by the lines of force, a current will b"
set up in the coil which will cause il to expa force ilial will l<n<l to move il and which

porlloual In magnitude an<l direction to the p
of the corresponding inslanlaneous values of current and mngnctisni, and ihc force for one cycle
is equal to the average inslanlaneous iorqucs during
the period.
In Ihc case at hand, a flat dii^k or one-turn coil
enclosing an iron core, the coil will have a considerable self-inductance. The effect of the self-inductance is to cause the induced current to lag
behind the induced pressure, the induced pressure
being ijo" in phase, behind tiic magnetism. In thi.'^
case the instantaneous values of force, when plolteil
in a curve, will give a larger negative than positive
value, and the result will be a repulsive action.
Keferring to Fig. 4, it is seen that the induced
current and magnetism act in opposite directions,
most of the time, when they have a difference of
phase of go° -f- 45°
the distance represented by
(A) is attractive and by (B) repulsive, and Ihc
dotted lines represent power loops, the downward
being negative or repulsive.
Mad there been no self-ind'uclancc to the coil
lb>: induced current would have been only 90' out
of phase with the magnetism, and the resultant
force during the period would have been zero.
An alternating current is also induced in the
supplementary secondary circuit, which is practically in the same pJi.'ise as the current in the
movable secondary, and the magnetic leakage flux
of the first threads the second in the proper way

Scale
FIG. 3.

DIAGRAM SHOWING PRINCIPLE OF NEW METER.

an attractive effect which tends to increase
the movement produced by the repulsive effect of
the primary.
Should a measuring instrument having a dynamic
action be subjected to two currents of different
frequency, there would be a greater impedance drop
at tbe higher frequency, without any change in
e.xciting current.
In the case of a "repulsion" meter this condition is changed.
change in frequency causes a change in exciting current, and
the impedance drop will be greater or less, depending upon the amount of resistance and reactance in the circuit.
The following explanation
to cause

MOVING ELEMENT OF NEW METER.

FIG. 2.

was provided upon the core near the extremThe magnitude of
of the swing of coil (B).

effect,

ity

this

effect

is

proportional to

the distance of this

make

this clear

w.ell-known fact that the hysteresis loss
is
proportional to the frequency
and also to the 1.2 to 1.6 power of the induction.
In the "repulsion" meter, virtually a short-circuited
transformer, the induction is nearly inversely profrequency.
Consequently,
to
the
the
portional
hysteresis loss would vary somewhere between the
The Foucault
0.2 and 0.6 power of the induction.
current loss only remains to be considered, and
the
square
of
both
the
frequency
and
varies
as
it
It

"repulsion" meter, for alternating-currerit
is the one to Avhich the title of this
It was developed, designed and patented by the writer within the last two years (ap-

An idea of the appearance of the movement may
Fig. 2 shows the
be had by reference to Fig. i.
moving element or coil with inde.x and pivots. The
coil stamping, which is composed of aluminum, is
only eight mils in thickness and is made so nearly
balanced that very little counterweight need be
added to the moving parts for poising or balancing,
and therefore tbe whole system is e.^:tremely light.
This is an advantage for electrical measuring instruments.
When complete with pointer, counterweights and pivots the weight is oniy 35 grains, or
about ^Yi grams.
The power required for the operation of tbe
"repulsion" meter does not increase in the same
proportion as in other types because the current
decreases as the voltage capacity of tbe meter increases.
For example a 500-volt voltmeter has a
full-scale current of approximately 0.007 ampere
and consumes less than three watts.
The impe<Jance is abdut 137 ohms per volt, or 68,500 ohms.

was

is

in

The

curate.

principle

cuit coil

should

article refers.

June 4, igo6. allowed November 12,
1907), and has been manufactured and put on the
market by the International Electric Meter Company of Chicago.
jThe principle and design of this instrument are
entirely new.
The instrument responds quickly and
positively to sudden changes in ijotential differences
or current strengths. The moving system has little
inertia and relative!}' high torque, is light, rigid
and durable. The calibration is permanent and ac-

Tliiii

A

measurements

filed

rrpuleion.

have a relative movement under the influence of
their mutual repulsion when the primary is traversed by an alternating current.
Such movement
of the secondary (B) is opposed by two phosphorbronze spiral springs (coiled or acting in opposite

place.

plication

cIcctrnninKiictic

explained by Prof. Illilm Tlioiiisoii ("Novel
I'henonKiia of Allernaling Current," Trans. Amer.

first

;

be

A New Measuring Instrument for

M

is

a

an iron core

secondary from the end of the swing of the coil
(B). This feature is made use of in adjusting tbe
contour of the scale in calibration, and the result
is an even scale tiirough 70 per cent, of deflection.
The movable secondary coil (B) is arranged to
oscillate along the curve of the core (C) between
the fixed primary (A) and the adjustable or fixed
secondary (D), being simultaneously repelled by the
primary and attracted by the secondary.
The
action of the coil (D)
tion in the section of
said to carry part of
This allows the use of

allows a considerable reducthe coil (B), as it may be
the active induced current.
a metal of zero temperature
coefficient and thereby gieatly reduces the temperature coefficient of tbe meter.
The vane (E.), which is a part of the coil stamping, is adjusted to swing freely and with a large
amount of clearance between the poles of a strong
permanent magnet (F) which acts as a dampener
on the oscillations of the moving element but does
not cause any friction or in the least affect the
accuracy of the calibration.
This magnet is not
affected b}' the action of the alternating flux, as it
is mounted in a position where there is very little
leakage, the magnetic density in the core being exceedingly low.

The primary

principle

upon which

this

operates, that which produces the torque,

is

meter

known

FIG. 4.

CURVES OF INDUCED CURRENT AND
MAGNETISM.

the induction, and as these quantities are inversely
proportional, the Foucault current losses would not
change upon change of frequency except a small
ainount caused by the leakage induction. So the
only, change in the current due to core or iron
losses would be a small amount caused by the
hysteresis loss, and as the induction in the iron
decreases there would be a small proportional decrease in exciting current in a change to a higher
frequenc}', the voltage or deflection remaining constant.

current also changes with a
in frequency, and is a variable, because
permeability due to changes
the
in
change
of the
Now both the magnetizing
in magnetic densitj-.

The magnetizing

change
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and hysteresis components of the exciting current
cause a decrease in the primary current at higher
frequency, and vice versa, and this change between
30 and 60 cycles is approximately 2l^2 per cent, of
the total current. This condition would, of course,
cause a relative error in either a current or voltage
measuring instrument, but for the compensating
effect of other features.
Because of the demagnetizing effect of the secondaries, and also because of the extreme narrowness of the coils, along the core, and their position
relative to each other, a considerable m.agnetic leakage field is produced between them. This has the
effect of giving the colls a large self-inductance,
and the greater the deflection of the coil the greater
this effect.
This feature makes possible the compensation of this design of meter. That is, the
compensation is accomplished, in the case of a voltmeter, when the fall of potential across the meter
or the change In current is practically independent
of the current frequency within wide limits.
The compensation of ammeters, like that of voltmeters, is accomplished by proportioning the ratio
of the C
drop lo the self-inductive drop, but in
the case of the ammeter the pressure across the
meter must increase the proper amount at a higher
frequency to cause an increase in the current in a
shunt across the primary coil just sufficient to make
up for the decrease in current in the primary.
Changes in the wave form of the primary current have no appreciable effect on the indication
of this meter, as the greatest possible change,
caused by change in wave form, is only four or
five per cent, of the core loss, while the probable
change is much less, and besides this, the core loss
is only a very small part of the total power required to overcome the C"R loss in the coils and
other losses.
The "repulsion" tj'pe of induction meter, herein
described, has a power factor of 60 to 70 per cent.,
and. as the reactance is not affected by temperature
changes, the meter is inherently less aft'ected by
this cause than others with a higher power factor.

R

An Anchored Mast-arm.
Prominent among New England contributions to
modern outdoor lighting devices is the side mastarm, consisting of a truss extending alongside the
with its rear end held down by a tail-rod.
When this was introduced in the West its reputafor firmness was severely shaken, as the
tion
occasional high winds would rock the whole truss
pole,

ANXHORED MAST-ARM.
sideways, thus swaying the lamp and causing the
moving shadows -which interfere so seriously with
effective street lighting.
Numerous attempts have
been made to overcome this by slipping side-braces
over the piping and fastening these to the pole
by lag-screws, but the small rounded edges of these
screws have rarely proven adequate to withstand
strains caused by the wind acting with so great
a leverage at the end of the fixture.
Now the problem is thought to be solved in the
new Ajax "Rigid" mast-arm, designed by Albert
Scheible, and represented herewith. This follows
the old New England practice as far as the truss
proper is concerned, but adds distinctive western
touches in a reinforced tail-cap at one end and a
safety pulley at the other end of the fixture. The
truss proper is supported at the pole by a plate
havinj? two sleeves, from which heavy bolts run to
a girder-shaped strap at the back of the pole. On
tightening the bolts the bearing surfaces of this
strap arc drawn into the pole, thus giving flat
bearings to withstand any swaying strain of the

The whole mast-arm

easy to erect, and
the anchoring device can readily be tightened if
the pole gradually dries and shrinks, so that the
fixture should always merit the term "rigid."
It
is
made by the Ajax Line Material Company of
Chicago.
fixture.

is

High-tension Insulators.'
By

C. E. DEL.^FIELD.

The science of properl}' and safely insulating line
voltages of high potential has not kept pace with
the demands of transmission engineers, and today
we are face to face with the problem of successfully transmitting potentials in excess of 100,000
volts.
In California power is transmitted at 60,000
volts more than 200 miles, but great line losses
are suffered and the investment in copper is heavy.
An increase in voltage from 60,000 to 150,000 would
make it possible to deliver this power with reasonable losses and in much greater quantity. As an
illustration of the possibilities of delivering power
at 150.COO volts, it would be possible to deliver the
power generated at Niagara Falls economically to
Boston, New York or Philadelphia, and, apparently,
the principal hindrance to this consummation at
the present time is in the fact that there is not
on the market what might be termed a successful
insulator for this enormous voltage, although the
merits of a number of different types of insulators
are at the present time being advocated for this
purpose.

The design of an insulator for high voltages
(quoting the words of Gerry) should involve a
consideration of all of the effects of electrical tension
on the dielectrics in the vicinity of the conductors.
In the case of a line insulator, air Is always a
dielectric in combination with wood, porcelain, glass
or other materials, and, wherever there is a difference of electrical potential, there exists in the
surrounding media a certain state of strain called
an electrostatic field. This state of strain is the
result of electrical stress applied to the insulating
material.
It frequently happens, when several dielectric materials are subjected to the same electrostatic field, that one or more of the materials
will be strained beyond the limit and fail, although
the others will stand the electrical tension. Air adjacent to powerful dielectrics frequently falls in
this manner, thus giving rise to the well-known
brush discharge.
The structural failure of air from an engineering
standpoint has been studied by a number of investigators, including Dr.
P. Steinmetz, Dr. F. A. C.
Perrine, Prof. Harris J. Ryan, Mr. M. H. Gerry
and others, and,- as the result of their published
investigations, it is well known that air at the
ordinary pressures and temperatures has a much
lower dielectric value and strength Ihan the common insulating materials. Air in thin films, ad-

C

jacent to solid bodies, has greater strength than in
bulk, and Is still inferior to such substances as
glass and porcelain.
The dielectric strength of air
is affected by its physical condition and varies directly as the pressure and inversely as the absolute
temperature. Under uniform conditions dielectrics
rupture at definite applied tensions, Professor Ryan
having shown that there exists for each dielectric
material a certain strength of electrostatic field,
which will cause a rupture.
These being the fundamental rules by which designing engineers formulate their plans for the
manufacture of insulators for varying potentials,
it can
well be seen that the various forms of insulators on the market today are the results of
working out these rules by different individuals
looking at the same thing from a different standpoint. That is to say, climatic and geographical
conditions exert considerable influence In the design of an insulator.
Insulators suitable for dry
atmospheric conditions would not be suitable for
a condition where sea fogs and dust exist, and
there is no question that a correct solution will
soon be forthcoming for a standard insulator for
voltages of 75.000 and upward. In fact, as noted
before, the different manufacturers arc now experimenting toward that end.
Looking over the history of high-tension transmission, it is only about 15 years since we looked
with wonder on the Frankfort-LaufFen transmission
line in Germany, of 30.000 volts over 100 miles.
Today there are thousands of miles of long-distance
transmission at voltages ranging from 11,000 to
65,000 volts, and great credit is due the engineers
who have designed and carried out this work in
the face of almost insurmountable obstacles. The
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progress of high-tension transmission has been very
rapid, and in all of the various branches, with the
exception of the line insulators, it Is now possible
to handle voltages In excess of 75,000 volts, there
being no difficulty whatever in the designing and
manufacturing of
successful
transformers
and
switchboard apparatus for these high potentials.
It should be taken into consideration, in the future
designing and laying out of transmission lines, the
possibility of increasing the present voltage to the
voltage that may be possible a year or more from
now, so that large quantities of power may be
economically distributed over long distances.
It has been demonstrated by practice that very
large generating units can be successfully operated
and that both steam-turbine and hydro-electric
plants can be operated successfully, and the one
question to be decided is. how can large powers
that are so successfully generated be distributed
over long distances economically, taking Into consideration the high price of copper and aluminum.
The answer to this question is, by high voltages
only.
Up to the present time the commonly accepted form of Insulator is what is known as the
pin type, meaning by that an Insulator having for
its resting place a pin embedded in, or fastened to.
a cross-arm, this pin being of wood or metal.
Present practice has demonstrated that wood can
be safely accepted for insulator pins up .to 25,000
or 30,600 volts. Beyond that it is advisable, for
mechanical reasons, to use malleable iron, but the
so-called pin type of insulator has reached such
dimensions, in the endeavor to meet the requirements for higher voltages, that it seems to be the
consensus of opinion of the leading high-tension
engineers that this type of insulator has reached
the limit of good line construction, and, when
one stops to think of the dimensions of an insulator used on a 6o,ooo-volt transmission,' one is Inclined to think that the engineers are correct.
Not only is it a difficult matter, from a mechanical viewpoint, to find a pin that will take the
necessary stress Incident to an insulator of this
large size and weight, but the problem of manufacture, from the viewpoint of the pottery, is one
that is exceedingly difficult, so that, apparently, it
is necessary to make a radical departure from the
present practice of pin insulation in order to take
care of the various difficulties that are encountered
in
the construction of insulators for the higher
voltages, and it is the belief of the writer, and
also of other engineers, that a suspended form of
insulator will be the type which will be used, it
being, from a mechanical standpoint, a comparatively simple matter to suspend any desired weight,
and, from an electrical standpoint, it seems possible so to design an Insulator that It will be
mechanically strong, and a good dielectric as well.
The suspended type of insulator would have the
advantage that ample arcing distance could be provided without making the insulator topheavy and
It should be so designed
difficult to manufacture.
that arcing cannot occur until the voltage is sufficient to rupture the air and cause the current to
arc from end to end, this feature being of great
importance where the insulators are mounted on
steel towers, which is conceded to be the best
engineering practice. On high-voltage lines where
steel towers are used, the pin type of insulator
for 100,000 volts or higher would seemingly be
almost an impossibility, owing to the size necessary
to take care of the surges and other line disturbances and owing to the fact that the earth
potential is carried into the head of the insulator
by the steel pin and through the metal towers.
An ideal insulator for all conditions of highvoltage stress should be one that would take care
of climatic conditions, such as fogs, dust deposits,
salt spray, etc.. and should have as few still-air
spaces as posslible. That is to say, it should expose
a large part of its surface to the wind and should
have a long leakage distance of small area. In the
designing of a type of porcelain insulator for this
class of work, It should be borne in mind tjiat
cemented parts, if there are any, should be under
compression and not under tension, owing to the
strains to which it may be subjected to from expansion and contraction. There should be as few stillair spaces as possible, to avoid the accumulation
of dust, insects, etc., and there should be nothing
but porcelain, well vitrified, between the points of
opposite potential. Engineers are now at work
along these lines, and, as the result, a number of
plans have been proposed embodying more or less
of these ideas, and it Is only a question of a short
time before the successful insulator will be evolved
for these higher tensions, if it has not already come
to pass.

Leaving for the time being the open question of
extraordinary potentials, we will take upthe question of high-tension transmission as it exists today.
Continuous operation of a transmission system is
an absolute essential, and depends to a large extent

on the effectiveness of the insulator used.

In

paper the writer only aitns to discuss the
qualities of porcelain insulators, as it is now generally conceded that porcelain is superior to glass
for the manufacture of high-tension insulators, and.
in fact, supersedes glass wherever the question of
cost is not a paramount problem.
this
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(lesigniiiif of an insulntor (or any Riven
and especially for llic liiKlier voUaRcs, there
considerations of primary importance;
design; seeonil, the mechanical
tlei'lrical
h'irst,
sirenRth; and third, tlie quality of the material.
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three

the electrical desiRii consideration nnisl be
taken of the dielectric streiiRth of the adjacent air,
stiflicient tlislance he allowed Ijetween the
that
so
l)L>inls at which the line voltaRc is impressed that
will not arc over to the pin or cross-arm nnder
it
In other words, make
orilinary workinR conditions.
the potential Riadient as gradnal as possible from
These points of impressed
line wire to ground.
vidtage may vary greatly in an insiih'itor of poor
inannfactnre, althongh of the same electrical deKor instance, in two insnlators of the same
sign.
general design and different mannfaelure, the one
having the greatest electrostatic capacity, and, therefore,
the greatest electrostatic lield, will snffcr
In

frnni brnsh discharge and arcing-over sooner than
one having less electrostatic capacity and, therefore,
In another case, two inless electrostatic field.
sulators of the same design bnt of different nianulactm'e, the one possessing a body of greatest
di'nsity and which is the most \-itreous, ^vIIl carry

.>rdinary working voltages anil line distnrhanccs
with less trouble than an insulator that does not
possess these qualifications.
Due care must be exercised in the manufacture
insnlators to secure the necessary
of porcelain
dielectric strength between the tie wire or lop
groove and the point inside the insulator which is
in closest proximity to the head of the pin, providing that pin is made of iron, which is usually
the case in voltages in excess of 30,000, and in
many cases misfortune has come to the engineer
who depended to a large extent on the pin and
cross-arm for additional insulating qualities. Practice dictates the fact that on the insulator alone
should be the reliance of the engineer for his insulation, and all insulators, whether of porcelain or
glass, should be tested with approximately three
times the full line voltage brought to the inside
of the insulator head. The entire burden of correct and sufficient insulation should be placed on
the insulator itself; thus a large number of line
troubles would be prevented.
It has been the unfortunate habit of some engineers to consider the cost of the, insulatxr of paramount importance, and when one takes into consideration the importanci: of the insulators to the
construction of a line, one is always led to wonder
why, by the additional cost of a few cents to each
insulator, a reasonable factor of safety is not obtained.
It is, how'ever, pleasing to note that many
engineers are profiting by the sad experience of
their brothers and are securing their insulators
based on specifications that insure a reasonable
factor of safety, and; in fact, are in some cases
going to the other extreme and not only require
the manufacturer to guarantee their insulators to
stand a rigid test, both before and after erection,
but in one case which the writer recently noticed,
an additional clause was inserted requesting the
manufacturers to guarantee that the railroad would
not break them in transit, which, we will have
to agree, was rather a severe test.
Reverting once more to the electrical design, it
is necessary, in the design of an insulator, that the
factor of safety be sufBciently large so that the
abnormal electrical strains that may be, and are,
occasionaly brought to bear, will not cause a
puncture and consequently a shutdown of the line.
For instance, an insulator designed to carry 50,000
volts should stand a dry test of approximately
150,000 volts, thus giving a fair factor of safety
to enable it to withstand the possible surge voltages caused by short-circuits, etc. This very fact
of requiring a reasonable factor of safety in the
electrical and mechanical design of an insulator
has decided the limiting possibilities of the pin
type of insulator as approximately 6o,oco volts line
voltage, as, to secure a factor of safety of three,
it
would be necessary to build an insulator of
mammoth proportions and uncertain body, having
a weight that is almost prohibitive to pin work.
This brings us again to the conclusion that the
only method of securing a proper factor of safety
on the higher voltages would be to use a suspended
type of insulator.
Having discussed the engineering design of a
high-tension porcelain insulator, the writer thinks
it might be of interest to take up its composition
and the difficulties of manufacture, concluding with
the tests to -which all insulators should be submitted
before being placed on the line.
The porcelain of which a high-tension insulator
is
made is composed of certain proportions of
English ball, China clay, some domestic clay commonly called Tennessee, and some feldspar and
quartz.
The clay forms the body and gives the
proper mechanical strength, w-hile the function of
the feldspar and quartz is to act as a flux and
thoroughly permeate all the parts of the insulator,
.thus making a thoroughly vitreous mass when subjected to a sufficient heat.
This mixture, having
gone through the various steps of grinding, is
forced through a filter of copper or silk cloth of
no mesh to remove all impurities, and is then
formed in the various shapes and designs suitable
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for tile purpose for wliicli it is to be used and
placed in the drying room.
After a snllicieiit amount of inuiKliirc has l/een
removed in this w.ay the iiii>nl,'itors are (lipped in
the Rla>^e solution and arc again placed in the drying room, after which lliey arc j)laced in (he kilns
and subjected to a heat approximalinR 2,700 degrees Fahrenheit. The fimction of the gla/c is to
give the insulator the necessary color and also a
smooth, even surface, in order that dust and rain
may be easily dispelled. Ordinary niiRlazed porcelain would come from the kilns a pure white color
with a comparatively rough surface, which would
hold the dirt and moisture, so that it is necessary
to glaze the insidator in order that a smooth,
glassy surface may be obtained, as well as the desired color.
If, in baking, the insulator is not subjected to the proper amount of heat, the body of
the clay will not be thnronghly vitrified,
If, on
the other hand, the insul.-itor is subjected to too
much heat the body of the clay will be porous.
Therefore, it is necessary that the insulator be subjected to the exact amount of heat necessary to
secure the desired results.
In determining the exact amount of heat to which
these insulators shall be subjected, ordinary thermometers are not used, but a small, carefully prepared cone of predetermined composition is utilized,
which is placed at intervals in the kilns and is
observed through small orifices by the attendant.
These cones assume an erect position nnder any
degree of heat below the desired one. As soon as
the predetermined point has been reached, however, the cones melt and form glaze, and at this
point the heat is turned off and the ovens alloMfed
to slowly cool, so that the ware may be thoroughly
annealed. This process cannot be hastened, but
takes a certain well-defined time for its operation.
W^hen removed from the kiln the insulators are
then subjected to a most rigid electrical and mechanical test to determine their qualifications for
the work which they are desigried to do, and all
those not coming up to the specifications should
be rejected at this time. A certain number of all
insulators coming from the kilns are subjected to
two electrical tests, one a dry test to determine
the dielectric strength of the porcelain body, and
the other a precipitation test to determine as nearly
as possible the action of the insulator under most
severe climatic conditions.
The only objection that has been offered to porcelain as the composition of which the insulator
should be made is the fact that in no other way
than the above described can a porcelain insulator
be properly tested, whereas the defects that might
occur in glass can be detected by the eye. Unless
an insulator is thoroughly vitreous and is practically non-absorbent and shows a fracture similar
to glass, it is unfit for use under high-potential
stress.
An ideal insulator would be one having a
minimum amount of electrostatic capacity with a
maximum amount of mechanical strength, but in
the pin t3'p(^ of insulator a strange phenomenon
exists, inasmuch as it is necessary to sacrifice one
condition to some extent to obtain the other good
points, and an insulator of successful design is one
which exhibits a happy medium.

Magnitude of kWestinghouse Interests.
In an appreciation of the great work accomplished by George Westinghouse the Railroad Gazette notes that there are 21 American and 10 foreign Westinghouse companies, with 210 officers,
$120,000,000 capital, $90,000,000 annual output, 24
factories, with 7,000,000 feet of floor space, and an
army of 38,000 employes. And these huge machines are not simply notable because they make
most of the automatic brakes and a fair share of
the signals, draft gear and electric-light, power
and traction materials for the civilized world.
Their beneficent power and influence is due rather
to the original investigation, invention and design
and development which have been an incentive and
a spur to other engineers and manufacturers.
The principal American companies are
American Brake Companj', Atha Steel Casting Company,
Bryant Electric Company, Canadian Westinghouse

inghouse
scliaft

Melallfaden-Ghihlampeii

ni.

l.iinile<l;

II.;

]>.

(abrilc
GcicllWe.slinglionsc Brake Company,
Ilalianu
Westinghouse Die

Coinpagnia

Ireiii.

.Sonic idea of llic scope of tlie several inanufacciiinpanies can be Rot from a brief list of

luriiiR

their mure iiiiinrlant (iroducts
Electric apparatus
of all kinds, train brakes, locomotive brakes, electric-car brakes, automatic slack adjiisiers, automatic
air and steain couplers, frielion-drafi gear, auloiiialic and niaiinal bhxk siRuals, hand-operated and
power-operated interlrjeking machines, gas producers, gas and water nulers, stcini and gas engines,
turljines, incclianical stokers, air compressors.
For
:

inslallation

and construction work, one of the larger

corporations

occupied

is

exclusively

as

designing

and constructing engineers. For example, the company had charge of the layout and construction of
the Boston .South Terminal, and now has the mechanical and electrical engineering and equipment
of the Pennsylvania's New York terminal, involving an expenditure of $25,000,000.

The Manitoba Telephone System
The

Sold.

Manitoba belonging to the Bell company has been purchased by the
Manitoba government for $3,300,000, and the province will take possession on January isth. This
decision was arrived at on December 31st, after
the valuation made by the experts had been fully
entire telephone system in

considered.

Kegotiations

for the

of the sys-

sale

were opened by C. F. Size, president, who
when he saiy the Manitoba government really meant
to build a government telephone system, came up
from Montreal and offered to sell all holdings of
the company in Manitoba for $4,000,000. This offer
was rejected, and finally the sum mentioned was
tem

accepted.

Alberta

In

and

Saskatchewan

government

the

are encroaching seriously on the Bell company's business, and it is expected these provincial
governments will likewise receive an offer from
lines

the company to sell its lines and exchanges in
those provinces.
In an interview Premier Roblin said that the
telephone system acquired from the Bell company
will

be run by a commission, but as far as possible

the present employes will be retained.

At the

pres-

ent time there are approximately 14,000 subscribers
in Manitoba, with 1,250 "long-distance" lines and

approximately the same mileage of rural lines.
There are about 100 exchanges in the province and
several large toll offices are maintained.

The

rates

charged annually by the Bell company vary according to the number of subscribers at the exchange. In Winnipeg the rates are $50 for business
rates

and $30 for residence telephones, and these
vary down to $24 and $18 respectively. An

effort

will

be made to reduce these

rates.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The annual report of the Northw'estern TeleExchange Company shows gross earnings

phone

for the past year of $1,453,415.48, as compared with
$1,209,711.58 for the year before.
George N. Bandy has sold his interests in the
Hawkeye Telephone Company of Perry, Iowa, to
Brenton Bros., and will retire from active connection with the business. Mr. Bandy was the
originator of the business, and the lines have always been known as the "Bandy lines." The consideration was $350,ocx). Charles R. Brenton succeeds Mr. Bandy as president and D. M. Griswold
will probably be secretary and general manager.
Mr. Bandy expects to take a rest for some weeks.
At Mason City, Iowa, the city, officials are seek-

ing some method of regulating telephone rentals,
there being vigorous complaint upon the matter.
The law is believed to be that the city has no power
over telephone charges, that lying with the Legis-

:

Company, Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, East
Pittsburg Improvement Company, Nernst Lamp
Company, R. D. Nuttall Company, Perkins Electric
Switch Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg Meter
Company, Security Investment Company, Union
Switch and Signal Company, Westinghouse Air
Brake Company, Westinghouse Automatic Air and
Steam Coupler Company, Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr & Co., Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Westinghouse Foundry Company,
Westinghouse Inter- Works Railway Companj', Westinghouse Lamp Company. Westinghouse Machine
Company, Westinghouse Traction Brake Company.
The principal European companies are
The
British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Limited; Societe Anonyme Westinghouse,
:

La Havre, France
Societe Electrique Westinghouse De Russie; Traction and Power Securities
Company, London Westinghouse, Cooper Hewitt
;

;

Company,

Limited, London
Westinghouse ElecAktiengesellschaft
Westinghouse Metal
Filament Lamp Company, Limited, London Westtricitats -

;

:

;

lature.

The Corn Belt Telephone Company of Waterloo,
Iowa, has increased its business since July i, 1905,
R.
from 2,500 instruments to 8,500.
Preparations are being made for the biggest convention ever held by the International Independent
Telephone Association, to be held in connection with
the big exhibit of Independent telephone appliances
at the Chicago Electrical Show' in the Coliseum.
The dates of the meeting are January 21st, 22d
and 23d, with the various committee meetings on
the 20th. Convention headquarters will be maintained and committees will meet at the N'ew Southern Hotel, about a block and a half from the
Coliseum. Besides the business and entertainment
features, and the attractions of the show, the programme contains a long list of good papers and
addresses. The association has now established general headquarters in the Monadnock Building, Chicago,

where Mr.

J.

A. Harney, assistant

secretan,',

charge. Theodore Gary, jMacon, Mo., is president of the association. Good p.rogress in the Independent telephone movement is reported.
is

in
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Automatic Telephony.'
By Franklin
Part

J.

Truey.

I.

probable that no field of electrical work is
destined to be of greater service to mankind in
promoting- social amenities and commercial interThe time is long past
change than telephony.
when an appreciation of the telephone as an ecoIt is

nomic factor resulted in removing it from the class
of so-called luxuries and placing it among the competitive necessities.

The

deficiencies of

of activity

line

any system along a particular

become accentuated in proportion
In manual telephony, for instance,

growth.
system unable lo keep pace with the reWhile
quirements which public service demands.
it c.innot be said that the manual systems are desto

its

we

find a

lOO pairs of lines entering" the exchange. The problem presented is the connection of any one pair of
lines with any other pair, automatically, by an operation performed by the subscriber at his telephone.
Let us assemble loo groups of contacts, so-called

"banks," each bank consisting of lOO pairs of conarranged in a vertical series of lo levels, each
containing lo pairs of contacts.
Let these
contacts be multipled together, that is, let every
pair of contacts in any bank be connected with
every corresponding pair of contacts throughout
the bank series.
Let the lOO pairs of lines thus
obtained end in a terminal strip at one end of the
bank series and connect each pair with a pair of
from the subscriber's station.
lines
It
is
then
evident that we have lOO pairs of lines connected to
10,000 pairs of contacts, and that ail of "these lOo
pairs of lines may be reached from any one of the
lOO banks multipled together.
If we now mount above each bank a mechanism
tacts
level

I
^a»i5^

S
^^

1!^
'*--..*
jTl-^

Ir
-^Vj»:»^'-

SECTION OF
SINGLE BANK.

lA.

FIG.

SECTION OF TEN BANKS OF CONTACTS, WIT?I TERMINAL SWITCH ATTACHED.

I.

become obsolete, it seems evident that they
have reached the limit of their capabilities in many

tined to

respects.

Among

the requisites of an ideal telephone system
ratio between quality and

may be mentioned high

speed and precision in calling, unlimited servprivacy of conversation and simplicity of con struction.
None of these requirements is entirely
satisfied by large manual exchanges.
The advantages offered by the automatic opera-

cost,
ice,

capable of imparting, at the will of the subscriber
at his station, a vertical and rotary motion to a
shaft in such a manner that the lines attached to
a pair of contacts or wipers rigidly fastened to the
shaft may engage the bank contacts, it is seen at
once that the connection of one line with another
may readily be effected. The mechanism or "connector switch" for this purpose is manipulated by
the subscriber operating over his line upon a pair
of electromagnets.
It is evident that each pair of
lines from the telephones must terminate in three
pairs of leads at the exchange, one pair going to
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mounted upon a shelf. A section of a single bank
(Fig. lA) is given also, showing its construction
and the method of insulating the contacts.
In Fig. 2 are shown, graphical^', five stations,
illustrating the manner in which connection is made
from one station to another through the banks.

This arrangement represents the simplest manner
of taking care of 100 subscribers or less.
In practice, however, some degree of simplicity is sacrificed
for economy of space and material and easier manipulation.
Experience has demonstrated the fact
that seldom more than 20 per cent, of exchange
subscribers are conversing at any one time; that is,
only 10 per cent, of the individual switches or
"connectors" are simultaneously employed.
It has
been found possible, therefore, to introduce a simple and compact mechanism, called the "line switch,"
which selects automatically for each subscriber one
of ten connectors, the other 90 now being discarded.
Each line switch operates upon a single row of
The specific nature of these
10 bank contacts only.
banks and the operation of the switch in selecting
a particular one of ten contacts will be given
under a detailed description of the line switch.
It is sufficient to state here that the 100 rows of
hank contacts corresponding to the 100 individual line
switches have the corresponding contacts of each
row multiplied together as in the case of the original connector banks described. These multiples terminate in 10 leads which are connected respectively
to the relays of the 10 connectors.
Normal leads
are carried from the line switch to the connector
bank terminal contacts. The 10 connectors are now
in a position to perform through the aid of the
hue switch all the work hitherto- requiring the
entire hundred.
The operation of the line switch
requires no additional effort of the subscriber.
When the receiver is taken from the hook and the
dial started
downward the line is automatically
connected with a connector and the return of the
dial when the dial is released operates the connector as though the lines were originally connected to it.
The line switch is merely a convenient auxiliary of the system and in no sense a
fundamental part of it.
By now grouping together two exchanges of 100
capacity each it is evident that 200 subscribers may
communicate with one another, provided some
method of intercommunication between the two
groups can be devised.
For this purpose it is
necessary to msert between the line switch and connector another switch similar to the connector and
mounted above banks multipled together in like
manner as the connector banks. These switches are
called selectors, since their sole function is to select
a connector in one of two groups.
Obviously no more selectors are needed than con-'
nectors. Hence the 10 terminals of each 100 line
switch banks are carried respectively to the relays
of 10 first selectors. The banks of these 20 selectors are multipled together and the terminals of the
first level of 10 contacts conducted to the 10 connectors of one group, while the terminals from the
second level are carried to the 10 .connectors of the
other group.

so numerous and attractive
problem is now engaging the attention of
Nor is the probevery manufacturer in the field.
lem any longer speculative. More than a hundred
exchanges of the Strowger type in successful operation are demonstrating the advantages of inanimate mechanism, properly directed and under direct
tion

of exchanges are

that this

control of the subscriber.

TELEPHONtS
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The theory of automatic practice may be readily
understood by the layman, while the circuits and
mechanical operations may be comprehended by
anyone with enough interest to study the subject
moderately.

\Vc will consider in a general w.iy an automatic
exchange of loo capacity. In this case we have
"

of Ihrcc articles is intended to txolain tile
the art of lclel»honinK without the need
and to dcBcrilM: the artplic.ition of
latent forms of automatic apparatus.
tl:
Mr. 'I [Lilly n- connected with the ensinccring dcparlment of
the Automatic Electric Company, Chicago.
'

-'

:

II

'.f

,,/

'rrators
in the

the wipers, another pair to the electromagnets, and
a third pair, called the "normals," lo the bank ter-

minal contacts.
In addition to the line-bank contacts as described another similar series of single-bank contacts multipled together in the same manner is
mounted above the line banks. These are known
as the private banks and are used in effecting the
"trunk release" and protecting a busy line or
The manner in which this is done will be
trunk.
taken up in order.
Fig. I shows a section of lo banks with terminal strip attached and supported by switches

A

LINE SWITCH.

now wishing to call a number in the
second group steps up the shaft of the particular
subscriber

selector to which his line
by the line switch to the

aulomalically attached
second row of contacts

is

and engages the first contact of that row with his
line wipers.
His line is thereby joined directly lo
a connector of that group and he ppjceeds lo make
Any
his call as in the original exchange of loo.
one of the 200 subscribers by eng.aging Ihe first
contact of the second level of his particular brink
will attach 'his line to the .same connector, proShould another
vided it is not already occupied.
subscriber, however, occupy a multiple of the con-
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IcacliiiR to tli;it connector the wipers of the
selector of the second person callitip; will be carried auloniatically to the second pair of hank con-

a

tacts.

malic practice.

tact

contacts arc hnsy the
wipers will contiiuie to. rotate iintil a disennaKed
The method of procednre in
connector is foinid.
this case as well .is the manner in which a suhscrihcr is prevented from enwaKiiiK a liiisy line will
he explained in detail farther on.
Since eifiht rows more of the 10 pairs of contacts in each selector hank remain, it is seen that
the cxchanRc may be incrcaseil to r.ooo ca[)acity by
liie addition of 100 line switches, to first selectors
and 10 connectors for each additional 100 snhscribAs tins means merely the cNlcnsion of the
crs.
ninlliples already in use so as to include those
This
added the operation is exceedingly simple.
method of installation by which .an i.\chanRc may
In

case

two

or

i'l

more

ITo be con

I ill

Spanish Telephone Extensions.
Consnl-general B. II. KidKely of Fiarcelona says
that a royal order was piililislied in the Spanish
Ollieial Gazette on November 12th invilinK tenders
from native firms for the installation of a telephone
system connecting with the I'rench wires at the
frontier towns of Irnn and Portbou, the details
being as follows:
The line will start from Madrid and at Zaragoza branch off in two directions, one passing
through P.amplona, Tolosa and San Sebastian to
Irun, and the other following the line through
I.erida to liarcelona and Tarragona, and thence on
through Gerona to Portbou on the French frontier,
thus establishing communication between Barcelona
St.ations will be placed at all the
and France.
The work will have to he
towns named above.
commenced before July, 1908, and termijiatcd within
The contractors will be required to link
the year.
up several other towns lying near the main route.
Tenders arc also solicited for the construction
and working of telephone systems connecting Madrid with Coruna and Ferrol, with Pontevcdra by
way of Orense and Vigo, on to Gijon, Santander
This will be
and several other smaller towns.
known as the Northwestern system. Another, the
.Southeastern system, will connect Madrid with Cartagena, .Albacete, Alicante and M'urcia, Almcria,
Lorca, Linares, Jaen, Granada, Baza and Motril.
Another system, to be known as the Southern Telephone system, will link up Madrid with Cadiz,
passing through Ciudad Real, .Almadcn, Cordova,
Seville and Jerez; with Malaga, by way of Bobadilla, and with Huelva, Caceres, Badajoz and Zafra.
Inasmuch as only native firms are invited to com-

Indiana Telephone Items.
the beginning of 1908 there are in Indiana 400
Independent telephone exchanges, 40,000 miles of
toll lines and over 40,000 telephones in the homes
Franchises have been granted in every
of farmers.
Twenty millions of
county in the state but one.
by 15,000 individual stockholdrepresented
capital,
ers, is invested in Independent telephone property

At

FIG. 3.

COMMON-BATTERY CONNECTOR.

A

in the state.

William H. Winship has been chosen assistant
superintendent of the Home Telephone Company of
Goshen and will be in personal charge of the ElkW. H. Shoots will give more of his
hart office.
Hugh Harter has retime to the Goshen office.
signed and will go into business for himself.
to the advance in
opposition
There has been
rates

for

telephone

service

in

several

locations.

The Seymour Home Telephone Company advanced
the rate of business telephones from $2.25 to $2.50
a month and residence telephones from $1.25 to
Already more than 150 telephones
$1.50 a month.
have been ordered out, and not a physician in the
Nearly 800
city can be called today by telephone.
patrons of the Bloomington Home Telephone Comsigned
petitions
few
last
days
pany within the
which were presented to the company asking that
the proposed increased rates shall not become
effective, and stating that if they are increased
The
every signer will disconnect his telephone.
Hope Telephone Company, after deciding to increase rates, reconsidered its decision and will allow
the rates to remain the same as heretofore.
The Mutual Telephone Company of Mooresville
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $7,000.
The company proposes to construct a telephone system in Mooresville. The directors are J. W. York,
J W. Miles, Oscar Robbins. Elis Stone and R. D.
Sellers.

S.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
The Montana Independent Telephone Company is
about to start construction work on its new plant
in

Continental Europe.
Paris, Dcciinlier -jy. -.\ new sub-stalion of considerable size lias htin L.lely linishcd in Berlin.
It
is used at present for operating a section of .sub-

mil.]

pete for these contracts, their interest for American
exporters lies in the fact that large orders will
naturally be given by the contractors for wire, posts,
insulators and other material as soon as the contracts are finally signed, which it is expected will
American firms may or may
be in January next.
not think it worth while to send representatives
At present the telephone
here to solicit orders.
companies of Spain buy their wires principally in
Germany and their apparatus in Paris and Stockholm.
It would naturally be difficult to persuade
the companies to change the system now in use.
On the other hand, some of our long-distance apparatus might be profitably introduced here.

be said to consist of a combination of smaller exchanges, connection between which is obtained by
employing a certain percentage of so-called trunk
lines, is called the "trmiking" system, and is the
only system that is practicable for large exchanges.
As an exchange of 1,000 capacity is formed of 10
exchanges of 100 capacity each, so an exchange
of 10,000 capacity is similarly derived by grouping
10 e-xchanges of 1,000 capacity and connecting them
with the regular percentage of trunk lines. In this
case it becomes necessary to interpose between the
first selectors and connectors another switch called
the second selector.
As before, we have one line
switch for each subscriber and 10 per cent, each
of first selectors, second selectors and connectors.
The first selector now picks out a second selector
in a particular thousand group.
second selector
which is not busy having been obtained, a conmanner
nector is selected after the regular
and the
connection completed as in the first instance. Each
group of 100 first selectors has access to 10 second
selectors in each of the thousand groups of which
the exchange is composed, the line switch bank
contacts being multipled together in groups of
1,000 and not throughout the entire 10,000 as might
Similarly the 100 second selectors of
be inferred.
each thousand group have access to 10 connectors
in
each of the hundred groups composing the
thousand.
By combining ten 10,000 groups we may, by the
addition of a third selector, construct an exchange
In pracof 100,000 capacity and so on ad libitum.
tice it is not customary to group, all the participatThus, a
ing smaller exchanges in one building.
10,000 exchange may consist of two sections of
5,000 each several miles apart and connected by the
necessary number of trunk lines.
Figs. 3 and 4 represent respectively a commonThe frame,
battery connector and line switch.
which is the same for all switches except the line
non-magnetic
of
light
metallic
a
switch, is composed
base, while the type of swatch is formed by attaciiing to this the parts required in each instance in
order to attain the desired end. It is not the purpose to enter into a detailed description of mechanical construction further than is required for

CORRESPONDENCE.

clear understanding of the essential fc.itiircs of
the .system.
The conimoii-ballery .system only will
be described, as this represents the latest in anto-

Anaconda, Mont.

The Howell Telephone and Telegraph Company
of Kinder, La., has been incorporated with a capital of $25,000.

The Glenn County Telephone Company has been
incorporated at Willows, Cal., with a capital stock
of $ioo.oco. The directors are J. C. Campbell.
A. F. Lindstrom. C. S. Donohoe^ C. K. Sweet and
Mr. Campbell is president, and Mr.
C. L. Schaad.
Lindstrom, secretary of the company.

way line
subway is
electric

the western part of the city.
Thi;.
operatetl in connection with an overhead
line.
It
receives high-lensioii cnrreiit at
in

10,000 volts, three-phase, which is brought from the
central plant by an underground cable passing alrjng
the subway Inmiel.
At present there are installed
in the plant a set of Sienicns-Schuck'Tl transformers which have a capacity of goo kilowatts, and
there is erected one rotary machine of 7CiO kilowatts.
Besides the above there arc .170 cells of storage
battery and several reserve transformers besides
several smaller groups which serve for the lighting
of the plant, the railroad signals and the different
pumps for the air fans and the water supply.
One of the largest hydraulic systems of Italy
will be the new turbine plant and pole-line network
which the Ligurian company is now undertaking.
It
was originally designed to give current for the
Royal Arsenal at Spezzia, on the west coast, but as
it
will have an excess of current, measures arc
taken to supply private lighting and power from
its lines.
In the future this may give a great increase to the industries which it is hoped to establish at Spezzia, and its position as a seaport will

much favor

The

hydraulic siipply is secured
basins in the Apenninc
region.
In the turbine plant there are already set
up 13,000 horsepower in machines and the plant
works on the three-phase 33.000-volt system. Power
lines go eastward to the cities of Parma and Reggie and the remainder pass to the west and supply
this.

from natural and

artificial

Sargana and Spezzia.
In the Mediterranean region of France the Encrgie Electrique Company is now undertaking an
increase in its system of hydrauhc plants and polchnes, which is now one of the most extensive in
Europe, if not actually the largest. At present the
different hydraulic and steam plants are supplying
nearly 6o,oco horsepower to Nice, Cannes, Monte
Carlo and other coast points. Of this, 40,000 horsepower is furnished by the hydraulic plants. When
all the projected plants and lines are finished the
total capacity will be 150,000 horsepowner and over.
At present the largest plant is the Brillane station,
and it has a capacity of ,15,000 horsepower.
In Norway the movement in favor of changing
over the leading sections of the state railroads to
the electric system is very active.
In view of the
good results which have been obtained in the recent
experimental sections in Sweden, it appears that the
government has about decided to undertake the
change upon a section to begin with, and this will
be upon the line between Chistiania and Drammen.
Current can be secured for this purpose from a
large hydraulic plant in the southern part of the
country.
A. de C.

Great Britain.
London, December

—

27.
The work in connection
with the conversion of a portion of the London,
Brighton and South Coast Railway to the singlephase system of electric traction has at last reached
a practical stage.
The supports for the overhead
wirea are being erected and these are seen to take
the form of lattice-work columns from which are
stretched an arm covering two tracks.
The poles
are about 12 inches square at the base, where they
are deeply embedded in concrete.
The cable ducts
which will carry the feeders are carried alongside
the track close to the poles and are supported off
the ground by short struts.
new generating
plant is being installed in the power house of one
of the London electricity supply companies to furnish the necessary supply of energy.
The reason
for using bracket-arm construction on some portions of the route is that there are other tracks
running parallel with the one being converted, but
where this difficulty does not occur I understand
that- cross-suspension will be used.
Considerable attention is just now being devoted
to the use of peat as a fuel for generating electrical
energj'.
Particularly significant in this connection
is the bill of a new' electric
power company for
the northeast of Ireland, the promoters of which
seek to acquire an area of 500 acres of peat lands
in connection with the undertaking.
The chief difficulty, of course, in the commercial use of peat is
to deprive it of a good portion of its moisture; it
contains about go per cent., and it is estimated that
peat with 45 per cent, of moisture could be used
in gas producers.
So much attention has been
given to the question of securing the raw material
that a new dredger has been perfected by which
it is estimated that ico tons of peat can be secured
and reduced to 50 tons containing 40 per cent, of
moisture at a cost of about $30.
The County of London Electric Supply Company
has just ordered a 2.5co-kilowatt Curtis turbo-generating set from the British Thomson-Houston Company of Rugby. This is the. fifth machine of this
type that has 'been ordered by the County of London company, and the aggregate capacity of all the

A

machines

is

10,000 kilowatts.
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The annual general meeting of the Underground
Railways Company of London held on
Monday was probably the shortest on record for

Electric

for
It lasted about three minutes,
several' years.
presided, prethe reason that Sir George Gibb, who
the
in
early
until
remarks
ferred to resen-e all his
new year, when a scheme ^yill be brought forward
for d'ealing with the company's finances.
\ few months ago I mentioned that experiments
Royal
were being carried out at the gardens of the
the
Botanical Society by Mr. B. H. Thwaite upon
Until now these
effect of electricity on plant life.
the
soexperiments haye been unofficial, although
of
facilitated them by granting the use

has
has
one of their glass houses. A strong committee
now been formed, howeyer, officially to take charge
tabulated
of the experiments, and the day-by-day
G.
results .will be issued as periodical reports.
ciety

New
Boston,

England.

January 4.— During the

last

two years

stolen
500,000 feet of copper wire has been
Two thousand feet
in the state of Massachusetts.
Hmgin
of electric wire was stolen the other day
ham. Three men haye been arrested charged with
o\-er

the theft.

Machine and Lamp Lom.

The Marlboro

Electric

pany, employing 275 operatiyes, has decided to remoye its business from Marlboro to Central Falls,
secure
R. L The reasons giycn are inability to
help and lack of interest on the pan of the citizens of Marlboro. The company, has a capacity of
in
17,000 lamps daily. It has been in business

Marlboro for

fifteen

years.

Massachusetts
Institute of Technology announces its annual meeting for January loth. Among the speakers will be
Goycrnor Guild of Massachusetts, President John
H. Findlay of the College of the City of New
York, Dr. Arthur A. Noyes, 1886, .acting president
of
of the Institute, Joseph P. Gray, 1877, president
the Boston Manufacturers' Fire Insurance Company,
Institute.
of
the
treasurer
Hart,
1889,
and Francis R.
The Boston Eleyated Railway has begun to disAbout 4.0CO
tribute $60,000 of gold to its employes.
men will benefit by this. All employes who haye
who haye
and
months,
six
been employed for oyer
rendered continuous seryice without being reported
for delinquencies and without haying violated any
of the company's rules, are eligible. This is the
fifth distribution of this nature that has been made
by the company.
The New York, New Haven and Hartford has
issued a statement explaining the recent delays and

The Alumni Association

irregularities

of

the

new

of

the

electrical

service

of

the

The
system between Stamford and New York.
statement gives assurance that the defects will be
immediately remedied.
An order has been discussed by the Common
Council of Boston contemplating municipal ownership of gas and electric plants. The order was
B.
defeated at a previous meeting.

New
New York

city,

the

Hudson River

tunnels

4.

—A

make

regular electric
a trial run through

tomorrow from Hoboken,

The
to Christopher Street station, this city.
The cars are of the steel
distance is two miles.
type with side and end doors, pneumatically operThe only thing which now stands in the
ated.
way of the opening of the tunnel lines from Hoboken to Nineteenth Street and Sixth Avenue,
York, is the cross-over or intersection at
Sixth Avenue and Ninth Street. At this point the
Ninth Street line branches off from the Sixth Avenue line. This has been anunusually difficult piece
N.

J.,

New

of work, but is now nearly completed.
The Society of Municipal Engineers of the city
of New York will celebrate its fifth anniversary
The society
with a public dinner next Tuesday.
now has a membership of 550 from the ranks of
chief and assistant engineers of Greater New York.
Its headquarters are in the Engineering Societies'
Building.
As an organization it has been a great
help to the city in the solution of important problems.
Committees of the society have been at work
on standardizing of specifications in various lines.
Stockholders of the Metropolitan Street Railway, representing 15,000 out of the 95,000 shares
of minority stock outstanding, met on Tuesday and
formed a new stockholders' protective committee.
The object of this committee is avowedly to seek
restitution of moneys diverted from the treasury
of the Metropolitan Street Railway and to place
the responsibility for alleged mismanagement of
traction properties through civil and criminal procedure.
The daily papers report that before the Board of
Estimate the New Haven Railroad -yesterday officially admitted it owned control not only of the
New York and Portchcster Railro.ad Company but
also that of the New York, Westchester and Boston
Railway Company. The revelation surprised those
who had been led to believe that, through one or
both of the proposed electric lines, they would
obtain the benefit of competition with the New
President Mellcn of the New Haven not
Haven.
only admitted the ownership but asserted his comp.iny intended to build one of the electric lines

to

Portchester.

He

said

it

Marking the tenth anniversary of Greater New
York, Controller Metz on Tuesday made a forceful
plea for what, in his opinion, the decade had developed as the city's greatest need, namely, freedom
His figures shoxyed
to expand its expenditures.
that in 1908 the city would probably need for improvements $100,000,000 more than would be obIn order to make
tainable by the issuing of bonds.
desired and even imperative improvements, he said,
it
would be necessary to extend the debt limit.
He favors the plan of excluding dock bonds and
subway bonds, which are self-sustaining from earnfrom calculation in figuring the total of
ings,
bonds against the debt limit, and is to urge a constitutional amendment for that purpose before the
Legislature.
The Public Service Commission on Tuesday decided to build an East Side subway to connect with
the tunnels and bridges and also tap remote sections in the Bronx.
It will begin as a four-track
subway at the Battery and parallel the old subway
up as far as Forty-second Street
there it will
swing straight up Lexington Avenue to the Harlem
Dipping under the Harlem, it will extend
River.
to a point near the intersection of East One-hun;

Street, where it W'ill split
One will extend through the Bronx
Park by way of Southern Boulevard

dred-and-thirty-eighth

and Westchester turnpike. The other will extend
up Gerard Avenue and Jerome Avenue to Woodlawn road.
It is the plan to build almost the
entire subway underground and to do away as far
as can be with the unsightly "L" section feature
of the present subway. The engineer;' estimate this
subway will cost $60,000,000. The commission will
ask the Board of Estimate to authorise the subway.
Pay-as-you-enter cars will be in operation on
the Fourth and Madison Avenue line of the New
York City Railway within two months. That seems
sure, for 136 of them already have arrived here
from the Brill shops in Philadelphia.
The cars
have been stored in the barn of the company at
Broadway and Two-hundred-and-tweiity-first Street.
There they are being put in readiness for operation.

W.

.

Michigan.

—

Detroit, January 4.
Linden has received another
ligjiting proposal, and the Council is now considering the offer of the Shiawassee Electric Light Company and the Light and Power Company of FenJon. The Shiawassee company offers 50-caiidlepower lamps at $12 per annum each, and the Fenton company 32-candlepower lamps at the same
price.

The

Shiawassee

people

will

give

24-hour

service.

The

Railway has completed the
Grass Lake on the Detroit, Jackson and
and has reduced the running time of
the limited cars.
When the improvements to the
power house and roadbed are completed further
reduction in running time of both limited and local
cars will be made.
Negotiations are under way
with the Michigan LInitcd Railway to give through
limited service between Detroit and Kalamazoo.
The Detroit United Railway will continue to
carry mail between Detroit and Port Huron, a
compromise having been effected with the Postoffice authorities.
Mail will be carried on regular
passenger cars and distributed at the larger towns
Detroit

LTniled

at

Chicago

line

instead of on mail cars.
The Council of Dundee has granted a 30-year
franchise for a street railway. The franchise provides for a maximum rale of two cents a mile and
a minimum fare of five cents.
Tracks must be
laid in three years.

The Shiawassee Light and Power Company has
applied for a frunchi.so in Owosso.
If this is
granted, the Owosso Light and Power Company,
wdiich was recently incorporated, will not develop
the waterpower on the Shiawassee River, for which
it controls the flowage rights.
The city of Petoskey has received a proposal
from William L. McM'anus for the purchase of the

municipal electric-light plant.
a new engine and generator
plant of the Detroit United
Railway has been completed. This, together with
the new feed wires which are being strung, will
greatly improve the power on the Pontiac division.

The

at

the

installation

1908

is

chester.

into two arms.
to Pelham Bay

11,

with a New York firm to finance the enterprise.
In addition to A, L, Hassler of York, Pa,, who
president, the following-named Indianapolis men

would

two-track line from the Harlem River to
One-hundred-and-seventy-seventh Street; four tracks
from One-hundred-and-seventy-seventh Street to
the city line and two tracks from there to Porta

be

cut-oft'

York.

January

train carrying officials will

from the Bronx

January

of

Birmingham

are directors in the company: W, S, Buell, John
T, Figg and Charles McDermott,
The city authorities of Decatur are contemplating
replacing the present street-lighting system with an
alternating-current system, the work to begin next

May,

The trustees
the Insane are
installation of
connected to a

of the Central Indiana Hospital for

market for the furnishing and
one direct-current generator directsteam unit (engine or turbine), with
steam connection, switchboard panel
in the

foundations,
all necessary connections.

and

The

citizens of Knightstown have voted favoron the question of issuing bonds to secure

ably

money with which to reconstruct the municipal light
plant.
The vote was very light, there being little
interest shown in the matter.
The Council will
now invite bids for the reconstruction and reequipment of the plant.

The

Indianapolis

and- Louisville

Traction

Com-

pany has ordered plans for the construction of iin
east and west line between Scottsburg and Madison,
with the view of ultimately extending the system
to Cincinnati, The Louisville and Northern Railway
and Light Company, in conjunction with the Indianapolis and Louisville line, contemplates constructing a line from Charlestown to Madison.
The interurban lines running into Indianapolis,
of which there are 12, are now handling at the
Union Terminal Station 430 passenger cars a day.
The Union Traction Company of Indiana com-

mon

stock will receive a dividend of two-thirds of
one per cent., payable January loth.
Recently prepared statistics show that during the
last year the electric railways of Indiana increased
their mileage something over 4po miles, making a

of 1,550 miles in the state. The longest line
operation in the state is that of the Terre Haute,
Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company, which
operates 350 miles, the next largest is the Indiana
Union Traction Company, 331 miles; the Fort
Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction ranks third
with 150 miles, and the Indianapolis and Cincinnati
Traction Company operates 108 miles. The remaining 27 companies operate lines less than 100
miles in length.
All of these lines are well constructed and admirably equipped. The prospects are
good for further extension the present year. The
terminal station in Indianapolis ranks first in the
country.

total
in

The Retherford

Bros.' Gas and Manufacturing
capitalized at $60,000, has incorporated
manufacture electrical equipment and supplies

Company,
to

Terre Haute.

at

D. E. Berry & Co. of Evansville, with a capital
of $10,000, have incorporated to establish a plant
for the manufacture of electrical machinery, equipment and fixtures of all kinds. D. Earl Berry is
president.
Cyrus Brousman will soon ask for bids for the
installation of an electric plant in connection with
The plant will be of
his hotel in Saratoga, ind.
sufficient capacity to light the town, business houses
and dwellings. It is proposed to run the dynamos
by a large gasoUne engine.
The disagreement between the officers of the Indiana Union Traction Company and the members of
executive board of the Amalgamated Associaof Street and Electric Railway Employes culminated in a strike of the employes of the company operating the city lines in Muncie and Marion.
the

tion

The importation

of strike breakers precipitated rioting and a destruction of property and injury of
The
attempted
to operate the cars.
those who
State Militia is now patrolling the streets of Muncie
and cars are being operated under the protection
of the local authorities, assisted by the state guards.
Rivalry between the Amalgamated Association and
the Electric Railway Trainmen's LInion is believed
by some to be responsible for the trouble.
The City Council of Crawfordsville is considering very seriously a proposition from a New York
company for the sale of the city cicctric-light plant,
and the further proposition, in case of no sale, to
furnish the city with a new plant to be paid for in
10 annual installments. The offer for the purchase
A majority of the Council
of the plant is $46,000.
favor the repair of the old plant, if it can be paid
for on the installment plan, while the minority
of the Council and the mayor favor the sale of the
plant because it has been a money loser to the
S. S,
city ever since it was constructed.

Illinois.

—

Indiana,
January 4.— The Indianapolis-Cairo
Traction Company has been incorporated for the
and operating an elecconstructing
of
purpose
from Indianapolis to Cairo, III,, to
tric railway
connect the Indiana and Illinois coal fields. The
Indianapolis,

authorized

capital

stock

of

the

new company

is

The company has taken over the Eel
River Railroad Company, ils right-of-way and gr.adc
constructed for a steam road along the same route
a little over two years .igo. The officers of the
new company say that a contract is about closed

$10,000,000,

Peoria, January 4, The Vaughn F.lcctric Company of Decatur has been, incorporated with a capital
of $5,000 to carry on an electric business,
Tlie incorporators arc J, L, Vaughn, L, Cochran

and

B,

The

M, Rhoads,
Utilities

Company

of Springfield

is

planning

some improvements to the plant, including an addition to the power house and two new 500-horsepower boilers, togelher with a new steel stack, A
centrifugal pump will be installed, operated by
175-liorsepowcr motor. In all it calls for an
expenditure of about $35,000,
The money to pay damages of the wreck on the

new
a

<

jainiary

I

i

Ceiitial

llliii.iis
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n/'S

.

Compitny's

Traction

road.

$41,000,

was rxpcctcd t(» hv in Maitomi today; all llic claini:iiils must K'vc llii" company releases before receiving their money.
larne increase is shown in the earnings of the
The
Traction Company for November.
lIHuois
yross earninK'S over ihe corresponcHuH nionlh of last
year amount to |7J,50.^ and the iiei increase is
$-'0.iSo.
An increase of $7U>.jf)K is siiown in the
Kioss earniMijs for the last 11 months, and an increase of $J70.i*'J in the net carninv's.
The I'lilities Company of SpriuKii'-hl is testing
I-'lectric Coinpiuiy's niaRij of the new (Itneral
nelile arc liRlUs, having; installed them in place of

A

51

motor-KCficrator to provide addi
for ihe electric lilrefl-tailway Kysiein.

JSO-hnrsepowcr

power

lional

McTeiiiue is cily clerk.
The Cily Council of St. Calharines, t)nl., has
accepted the ofTcr of llic I*'alls I'ower Conipai»y
to light Ihe cily for iho next 20 years for $.19-5*^
per lamp.
The company accepts all liaiiilities against
the defunct Stark ICIeclric Light anci I'mvcr ComJmIui

pany.
Tile

Nanaimo Electric Light. Power and lU-at
Company will shortly coinijience IIic conslrnclion

of a

large

<lam

from Nanalnio,
for

its

C.

i(»

the old street lights.
At a conference held this week hetween the governor and the Internal Improvement Association in
Springfield it was decided lo have the connnission
measure the llow of the rivers that can he made

Kent, general ^uperinlendenl of ihe BritColumbia Telephone -Conipj-my. resigned iiis
ish
position on January jd.
He has lieen succeedetl
by G. M. liaise, secretary for the company, with

The gelling together of
for coninurce.
testimony to be used by the attorney- general in bis
suit to enjoin the private company from continuing
he work on the dam at Dresden lleiglits was

has instructed the city engineer to cjhlain prices of electric street spriidilers for use <m the electric car
II. N. Rullan. city engineer, may
lines in the city.
be addressed.
R.

suitable

I

A

campaign will be carried on this fail
lo help carry the proposition to authorize the Legislature lo vole a ^jo.ooo.oco bond issue to improve
the Oesplaines and Illinois rivers with a view to
having the deep waterway from the (lulf lo iIk
discnssetl.

Lakes.

Traction Company has accepted the
franchise recently granted by tiie Slreator Common
Council, and. according to ihe agreement between

The

the

Illinois

city

must

councils

be

March of

of

that

city

connnenced

not

later

this

and

Ottawa

than- the

work

first

of

year and the company must spend

An

agreement witli
least $ioo,oco the first year.
the Council of the city of Ottawa is contingent

at

upon the acceptance of the Streator franchise, and
it

new bridge across the
agreeing to pay $35,000
the bridge to bo used for the

calls for the building of a

River, ibc
toward the cost of
Illinois

city
it,

road and for wagon traffic. The Ottawa car line
and both the telephone companies arc to use tho
bridge and will also bear part of the expense.
The Peoria Railway Company is installing a block
svstcm on two of the lines that have a single track.
V. N.

Ohio.

—

Toledo, January 4. The open-winter weather
experienced thus far has proven of considerable
benefit to local electricians.
While there is not the
same activity in building operations as during the
regular season, there is nevertheless considerable
work under way. The prospects now seem to be
good for next season.
The last barrier in the way of the completion
of the Columbus. Alarlon and Bucyrus electric railway was wiped out recenth' by the payment of
$2,700 to the Caldwell heirs for right-of-way. This
completes the route, and the work is well under
way.
The Wilson Electric Company of Canton has
opened a branch store at Massillon. The new firm
will make a specialty of wiring and electrical repair work.
W. C. Johnson will have charge of the
Massillon brancli.
R. R. Hayes of Wapakoneta, trainmaster of the
Western Ohio Electric Railway,, has resigned to
accept the position of superintendent of the Northern Indiana Traction Line, running between ]Michigan City and Goshen. His headquarters will be at
Elkhart, Lid. He started as dispatcher with the
Western Ohio six years ago.
New machinery is being ir.stalled at the power
house of the Mansfield Railway, Light and PoAver
Company at Mansfield. A large rotary transformer
has already been put in position, and three others
will be placed at different points between Mansfield
and Ashland. A new engine and other machinery
wmII be installed soon.
H. L. S.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, January 4. An ambitious scheme in
electric railroading is projected b}- S. A. Phillips,
as reported from Fargo, N. D.
A company to be
known as the St. Paul. Minneapolis & Seattle Electric Railway Company is being promoted to build
an electric road from the Twin Cities to Fargo,
The
.N. D.. thence by degrees to the Pacific coast
plan involves separate exits from the Twin Cities
in order to save time betw-een the cities, instead of

running from one to the other.
The new interurban road at Albia, Towa, has been
put in operation, although some of the work is not
entirely completed.
The new dam in the Mississippi River at Minneapolis, just completed by the Minneapolis Mill
Company and the Pillsbury- Washburn Flour Mills
Company, has been leased to the Minneapolis General
at

Electric

Company.

George Sinn has bought the electric-light plant
Sherburn, Minn., from Peter B. Jensen.

Cameron has sold his interest in the elecplant at Wahpeton. N. D., to LL C.
R.
Schneider and E. M. Davidson.
E.

S.

tric-light

Dominion

of

—

Canada.

Winnipeg, January 4. The city of Port Arthur,
Ontario, will expend $S,ooo on the purchase of a

Vancouver, B. C.
The hoard of control, Winnipeg.

o'fticcs

at

M'an.,

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco. January 4. A lot fronting on
Market Street and extending through to Stevenson
between Sixth and Sevenlh Streets, has been

Street,

purchased as a site
for the use of the

for

a

Home

central

office

building

Telephone Company of

San Francisco. The Home company also has "an
exchange site on Grant Avenue, near Bush Street.
John NichoU has been awarded a franchise for
an electric railway at RichmoncL Cal.
The Board of Supervisors of Kings County, Cal.,
has finally awarded a street-railway franchise in
that county to F. S. Granger of ILtnford.
R. P.' Fairbanks and James Swamson, represent-

Power Company of Telluride, Colo.,
Nevada examining power sites along the
Carson River. They announce ihat they contem-

ing the Telluride
in

plate building several electrical plants along that
river lo furnish power for adjacent mining camps.

The Kings River Power Company, with headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal., has filed notice of
the appropriation of 25,000 inches of water from
Kings River in Fresno County, to be used in the
generation of elecirical power for transmission to
San Francisco, Los Angeles and Fresno.
Carl Shrader of Needles, Cal., has secured an
electric-lighting and power franchise at Needles.
.\. F. Gressler of Bisbee, Ariz., and W. D. West
of Chicago have bought the electric-light and gas
plant of Cottee and James at Phcenix. Ariz.
The
new owners give out that both the electric and gas
plants will be increased in capacity.
A committee recently appointed to report on the
feasibility of establishing a municipal electric-lighting plant at Portland. Ore., has submitted a report
to Mayor Lane favoring the municipal plant.
The Board of Supervisors of San Francisco
passed an ordinance last night requiring all overhead wires, excepting the feed and trolley wires
of the electric railroads, to be buried within three
years within
district bounded
the
by Fulsome.
Twelifth, Franklin. Fell, Van Ness, Bush, Duponl,

Washington, Kearny, Montgomery Avenue. Washington Street and the water front. An additional
ordinance will be passed requiring the immediate
the feed wires of the electric railroads.
Britton of the San Francisco Gas and
Electric Company protested strongly, saying that it
is impossibJe to raise money to carry out the provision of the ordinance.
President Josselyn of the Portland Railroad, Light
and Power Company announces a number of
changes and improvements for the nnmcdiate future.
Electric block signals will be installed on
the Mount Scott line, and a new dispatching system is being arranged for the Cazadero and Oregon
Cit\- divisions of the system.
The company has
secured the Terminal Block at First and Pine
streets, where a union station will be erected and
lo which a number of officials will be moved.
During the last few days 40 new cars have been
received for the Portland railway' 53'stem and 15
for the Oregon waterpower system.
The Nielson-Smith Electric Company has been

burial

of

President

incorporated at Santa Barbara, Cal., with a capital
stock of $2S.oco. The directors are F. M. Nielson.
B. C. Smith. R. \y. Ealand. C. W. Nielson and
H. F. Nielson.
The Nevada-California Power Company has arranged to reduce the electric-lighting rates in Goldfield, Nev., 25 or 30 per cent, from the rates now
ruling.

The Western Pow-er Companj' has
the purchase of an

entire

just completed

block of land at White

Cal., upon which a
sub-station will be built.
The company's hightension line will be run from its power plant at
Big Bend on the Feather River to the new substation.
A steam auxiliar\' plant of 30,000 horsepower is to be erected at Sessions Basin at the
Sixth
Avenue. Oakland.
foot of
The City Council of Pasadena^. Cal.. has altered
its plans for calling a bond election for the completion of the Pasadena municipal electric-lighting
The call will be for an issue of $50,000
plant.
instead of $200,000, as w'as at first intended.

and Prospect

an

^

Crossetl, inaiKigei -n tm <<jMipanv. slales llial a-«
soon as the X'tsalia-Lenioii Cove line is completed
and in nmniiig order, the work of electrically
hegin.
Soullicrn
I'acilic
lin.'
will
e(|iiipping
the
A.
Tills wilt be about lln- tii^l of .Marcli.

PERSONAL.
funeral of L'>rd Kelvin ni \\ ^tnlMl^t<r
Abbey on Deceinliei j.vl Mr. II. I'*. Parsliall represented the American Institute of Electrical Kngi.\1

I

the

leers.

Mr. C. L. Bang, who has been with the Northweslern Telephone Kxchange Company in CrooksIon,
Minn., has been appointed manager of the
company's exchange at Bemidji, Mnni.
Mr.
F-iectric

arc

ICIeclric

ahoiil three miles
increase the water cajKicily

plant.

VV.

II.

plannin({

Wfslwood,

it

H.

electric- light

Kaiiroad Company, winch 1-.
InUrurlian line between Visalia
and Lemon (.(fve, ha^ arranged willi ihe Sonilu-rn
i-,
operate ils car^ »>vcr
Pacific Railroad C'.mi
laiwcrn Vi<>alia and
the Soulhem l':i
and Lenioore, J, !L
Kxeler and betw
Vitialin

1.

I

now

streets,

Oakland,

W. E. Boilcan, formerly with the Union
Company of Unbmine, Iowa, and more re-

cently with the New ^'ork. Westcliesler and Boston
Kailway Coniiiany, is now general manager of the
Chattanooga Electric Company of Chattanooga.

Temi.

Mr. Richard T. Laffin, who recently resigned the
vice-presidency
and general management of the
Manila (P. I.) lilcctric Railroad and Light Company, arrived at San Francisco on the liner Manchuria a few days ago. He reports that Manila
now has about 50 miles of electric railway.
Dr. Coleman Sellers died at his home in Philadelphia on December 28th in his eighty-first year.
Dr. Coleman was a distinguished engineer and was
identified with many, important projects.
In the
earlier power plants at Niagara Falls he was instrumental in the adoption of the form of hydraulic
equipment to be used. He is survived by two sons
and a daughter.

Mr.
trical

J. L. Dunbar, president of the Dunbar ElecSupply Company, Oklahoma City, Okla., aJid

representative of the Commercial Electrical
St. Louis, died on New Years
the latter city, after a short illness. Mr.
day.
Dunbar was well known to southwestern electrical
men, and bis death will be much regretted by
friends in that section.

district

Supply Company of

m

Mr. Charles V. Weston has been elected president and general manager of the South Side Elevated Railroad Company, of Chicago, to fill the
vacancy caused by ihe deatli
of Marcelkis Hopkins on

December

7tli.

Mr.

Wes-

ton is thoroughly familiar
with the road of which he
now becomes the head,
having been chief engineer
of the company from 1903
up to May, 1907, at wdiich
time he resigned to accept
a place on the Board
of Supervising Engineers,
Chicago Traction, as the
As
citj''s
representative.
chief engineer of the South
CHARLE5 V. WESTON.
Side Elcvatcd Mr. Weston
planned the various branches and reconstructed the
main line for the installation of express service.
He has been at various times chief engineer of
the Northwestern and Oak Park elevated road?
and he was active in the building of the Union
Loop. In other respects his engineering experience
has covered a wade range. He is a member of the
American Society of Civil Engineers and the Western Society of Engineers. He will remain on the
Board of Supervising Engineers until his successor
is appointed.

Mr. E. F. Kirkpatrick of Chicago, for the last
twenty years prominently identified with the electrical business, has formed a partnership with Mr.
B. S. Barnard of New York, also widely known,
r^nd the two will manufacture

and
the

underground conduits
clay products under
firm

name

of

B.

S.

Barnard & Co.
In 1887
Mr. Kirkpatrick entered the

employment of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company in
Pittsburg office, later
to ihe Cincinnati
branch, and in 1891 to the
Chicago oflice. From 1896
to 1899 he was in the Chicago office of the Fort

the

going

Wayne

Electric

Works and

then became district
ager of the Siemens

man-

&

KIRKPATRICK.

Halske Electric Company.
When this company was absorbed by the General
Electric Company he was the only salesman retained.
In igoi I\rr. Kirkpatrick went with the
McRoy Clay Works, remaining until January' i.
Mr. Kirkpatrick will be vice-president of
1908.
B. S. Barnard & Co. and will have charge of the
Chicago office at 429 Monadnock Building. Both

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
enjoy a higli social standing in their respective
Mr. Kirkpatrick is a member of the Chicago
Athletic Club and other social organizations. He
has many warm personal friends who will be glad
to see him prosper in his new undertaking.

men

cities.

Mr. Charles

W.

Gennett,

Jr.,

will

be

in

charge

new branch office and chemical laboratory
which Robert W. Hunt & Co., inspecting and conof the

have decided to establish in St.
I.ouis.
He graduated with the degree of mechanical
engineer from Cornell University in 1898, and was
employed in the drafting room of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, and later in the inspecting and
testing department of the Southern Railway Company. During the latter part of his connection with
that organization he was in charge of inspection
work in Pittsburg and the West. Since then and
up to the time of entering the service of Robert
W. Hunt & Co., he was the western sales agent
of the Atha Steel Casting Company, with headsulting engineers,

quarters in

cisco via the Alameda Mole, the Oakland pier being left largely to the overland traffic.

In the year 1907 the Illinois Traction System
e.Kpended $2,738,000 on extensions and improvements. This amount represents only a part of the
total expenditure on some of the projects.
The
plan of the company for the year 1908 is to finish
the work that is now under way. There is enough
of this to call for much money, and it is not likely
that any new extensions will be undertaken.
Secretary of War Taft has decided to create
one of the new regimental posts at Bagulio, in the
Philippines, and asks for an appropriation for the
purpose.
He also urges an enlargement of Fort
McKinley reservation, near Manila, by 6,000 acres
at a cost of $185,000, and the construction of an
electric railway from Camp Overton, on the north
shore of Mindanao, to Camp Keithley, on Lake
Lanao, in the center of the Moro country.

The pay-as-you-enter

Chicago.

plan of collecting fares tried
Pittsburg proved a failure, principally because
the old equipment was used with no special arrangement for the guidance of passengers as provided on the new cars now operated with marked
Patrons did not adapt themsuccess in Chicago.
selves to the plan and became impatient with the
delays at the door. The plan was abandoned when
a woman boarded the car with a child on one arm
and some large bundles under the other. The conductor demanded her fare and the woman mumbled
unintelligibly, but could not make the conductor
understand that her nickel was waiting to be taken
from between her teeth. The car waited and the
entrance was becoming congested, when in the excitement the woman swallowed the nickel.
in

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
F.

Hooper contemplates

P.

tric-light plant in

Lead,

S.

establishing

an elec-

D.

Anadarko, Okla., contemplates issuing $75,000
bonds to improve the plant.

in

electric-light

John T. Burke has applied for a 25-year franchise for an electric-light system in Columbus, Neb.

The Springdale (Ark.) Electric Light and Power
Company has been granted a 25-year electric-light
franchise.

Light and Power Company of
Salisaw^ Okla., has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $20,000.

The

Southern

Consolidated Light and Telephone Company
of Las Vegas, N. M., has been granted a franchise
for an electric-light plant and transmission system
in Las Vegas.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The

The

Graft and gross fraud are charged in indictments
of the grand jury against the city electric streetlighting department of St. Joseph, Mo.
Irregularities are said to have extended over a period of
five years.

Philip M. Sharpless, a wealthy manufacturer of
Chester, Pa., has bought the old Meldrum
tilt-mill
property, consisting of house, mill and
several acres of land, on Valley Creek, and will
use it for an electric plant, to be operated by waterpower, to furnish electricity for the lighting of his
big mansion and extensive property, "The Ridge."

West

near town.

The

estate

occupies

more than

i.ooo

acres.

At Hinsdale, 111. (a suburb of Chicago), an ordinance, modeled after those in force at Toledo.
Ohio, and lola, Kan., for the regulation of electrical
wiring and apparatus, has been adopted by the
Village Board of Trustees and is now in force.
Electricians desiring to do electrical wiring must
register with the superintendent of the municipal
lighting plant and secure a certificate of registration.
The National Electrical Code is the established standard for wiring. The inspector is arranging to ground all transformer secondaries and
will require all old wiring to be overhauled before
ground connections are made.
The development

of small waterpowcrs in Wisbringing with it lower lighting rates in
towns. Recently the city of Owosso
received a proposition from the Shiawassee Light
and Power Company of Corunna to furnish arc
lights at $50 a year.
The current would come from
the company's dam and power house at Shiawasseetown. The company already lights Corunna and
several other towns. It has two other power sites,
one at Newburg with a lo-foot head and one at

consin

power produced by the Sanitary

of Chicago to be used

for industrial pur-

poses was turned into the woodworking factory
of W. M. and G. A. Gardner, Twelfth Street and
Forty-sixth Avenue, Chicago, on January 2d.
One
hundred horsepower was turned into the plant.

The Kings

Hill Irrigation and

Power Company,

was

which

organized at Boise, Idaho, has filed
articles of incorporation at Reno, Nev.
The company, which is capitalized at $1,000,000, plans to
erect a large power plant on the 1 ruckee River
near Reno. The incorporators are Charles Hammett, Benjamin Hammctt, C. B. Hurtt, E. L. Hice

and O. 0. Haga,

all

of Boise, Idaho.

power plant of the
Chippewa Valley Railway, Light and Power Company on the Red Cedar River at Menomonie, Wis.,
has been completed, and 2,500 horsepower is now
available.
The first current from the new plant
was sent over the transmission line to Eau Claire
on December 21st, the switch being thrown by the
young grandson of President 0. H. Ingraham of
the light and power company.
Part

of

Denver

the

hydro-electric

reports

say

the

that

Central

Colorado

Power Company, capital $22,500,000, and the Eastern Colorado Power Company, a subsidiary organization, which practically ceased work on extensive
canals and reservoirs connected with electric power
schemes when the Knickerbocker Trust Company
failed, will resume operations with increased forces
The companies will eventually supply all of
soon.
eastern and central Colorado with electric power, it
is

said.

-the

West Haven, where there is a 15-foot head.
Owosso is now lighted under contract until igoc)
by the Owosso and Corunna Electric Company at
light.

In his annual report City Electrician R, H. Manahan of Los Angeles, Cal., recommends that the
latest edition of the National Electrical Code be
incorporated in the present electric ordinance and
that the use of iron conduit for all concealed work
within fire limits be made mandatory.
Referring
to the petition for the ornamental lighting of Sunset Boulevard he suggests the use of arc lamps,
placed at intervals of 250 feet and mounted on
ornamental brackets on the existing poles. During
the year
the
expenditures
for
street
lighting
amounted to $171,165, made up as follows: Arc
lighting,
$i.39.77> 6.?;
ornamental
post
lighting,
$30,412.47; tunnel lighting, $980.50.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
W.

District

is

many of

$65 a

electric

first

Palmer of the

department of the
Southern Pacific Railro.'id Conipany stales that it
has been decided to extend the proposed Suburban
electric system of ihc company to all other towns
S.

electric

of Alameda County cast of Nilcs. The entire system of electric trains will connect With San Fran-

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

A

special meeting of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers will be held in the auditorium
of the Engineers' Building, No. 33 West ThirtyYork city, January 24, 1908, at
ninth Street,
8 p. m. At this meeting the following papers will
be presented for discussion : "Electrical Engineering Education," by Charles P. Steimnetz, chief electrician of the General Electric Company, Schenec-

New

January

ii,

ic

PUBLICATIONS.
A

serviceable calendar for
by the Hazard Manufacturing
Barre, Pa.
This company is
of wire rope, insulated wire,
bles,

1908 has been issued
Conipany of Wilkesa large manufacturer
various kinds of ca-

etc.

The December

issue of Peerless Drives is devoted
to the application of electric power to machine drive

industrial establishments.
Some interesting data
are given, including a table showing the average
load factors in manufacturing plants. "The magazine is published by the Peerless Electric Company
of Warren, Ohio, manufacturer of dynamos, motors,
in

etc.

The proceedings of the thirtieth convention of the
National Electric Light Association have been published by the executive committee in the usual
attractive and substantial form.
Vol. I contains
the papers, reports and discussions at the Washington convention of June 4 to 7, 1907.
It has about
700 pages.
Voh II contains the commercial pro-

gramme and Question Box

Washington con-

of the

vention and has about 400 pages.

The Germania Electric Lamp Company of NewN. J., has published an excellently illustrated
catalogue of its standard and reflector types of incandescent lamps.
The company claims quality as
the principal feature of its lamps, and in the catalogue illustrates and describes the various styles
and types of lamps it makes.
Several pages are
also devoted to Germania reflectors, together with
a number of interesting light distribution diagrams.
ark,

The Western Electric Company has issued a very
complete catalogue of telephone apparatus and supplies.
The book has 180 pages and goes in .detail
into the necessities of telephone companies and
users.
All the instruments, tools, batteries, charging generators, switchboards, line material, etc., are
well illustrated.
The buildings occupied by the
company in the principal cities of the country are
shown.
The catalogue is conveniently arranged
and will be valuable to purchasers of telephone apparatus and supplies.

The

United

States

Conduit

and

Construction
Louis, has published an interesting booklet on conduits.
It describes a new sectional concrete conduit so designed that it easily can be placed and maintained
in correct position, in relation to the sections, thus
insuring a perfect alignment and a clean, dry and
durable conduit. Cables can be laid as the conduit
is
laid, eliminating manholes between stations, if
desired, since the cables can be exposed at any
point by taking the ducts apart.
The sections lock
both ways and the joints are laid up with mortar.
No casing, tiling or tubing of any kind is required.
There are some good illustrations of two,
three and four-multiple conduits of different numbers of ducts.

Company, Victoria Building,

St.

A very complete switchboard i)ullctin. No. 19, has
just been published by the F. Bissell Company of
Toledo, Ohio.
This bulletin lists direct-current
Security switchboards covering the usual requirements of 125 and 250-volt direct-current service for
Forty-two types
isolated and central-station plants.
of boards are illustrated and described in detail
and considerable space is devoted to instruments,
switched and parts for attachment to the boards.
The bulletin is so arranged that anyone can arrive
at an intelligent cost of a board to meet his requirements without writing to the manufacturer.
This convenience and the large amount of information will be appreciated.
This company also makes
boards for 500-volt direct current and for high and
low-tension alternating current.
Boards to meet
special requirements will be made according to
specifications.
Copies of the new bulletin will be
sent on request.

.

tady, N. Y. ; "The Best Engineering Education," by
Charles F. Scott, consulting engineer of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg.

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION.
The Minneapolis Wireless Telegraph Company
has been formed to install a system of wireless
communication between Minneapolis, St. Paul, DuThe Interlulh, Milwaukee, Chicago and Detroit.
national Vailograph Conipany is said to be interested in the new concern. The Minneapolis station
In
will be on top of the Guaranty Loan Building.
St. Paul the station will be on top of the Ryan
Hotel.
In the case of Marconi versus Shoemaker as to
priority of invention in signaling by electromagnetic

waves, which was an appeal taken by Mr, Shoemaker from a decision of the examiners-in-chief of
the United States Patent Office, in which priority
of invention had been awarded to M'arconi, that
decision

has been

confirmed by the commissioner

of patents. The invention in issue relates to magnetic detectors or receivers for wireless telegraphy.

TRADE NEWS.
A German

writes to the Bureau of
Manufactures (file No. 1797) that he desires the
names of American manufacturers and exporters of

mercliant

apparatus for oiling electrical machinery.

A

member

of a foreign legation

(file

No. 1756,

Bureau of Manufactures) located at Washington
desires to receive American catalogues and price
lists

of hardware, electrical appliances, automobiles,
implements, tools, etc., as his governof goods in these

agricultural

ment makes extensive purchases
classifications.

The Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company
announces that the Dale Conipany has purchased a
license from the Benjamin company to market the
line of wireless clusters which the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
recently held to infringe the Benjamin patents.
The Dale (Tompany has made settlement of all past
infringement not only by the Dale Company but
by those who have purchased, used or sold Dale
wireless clusters. In view of this settlement by the
Dale Company, all those who have sold or u.sed the
infringing Dale clusters are freed from any legal
action that might otherwise have been brough;

January
against
of such

tllcni
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igo8

ii,

liy

iifiijamiii i-oriipany

tin-

on accuunt

Tlic liriijaniin wireless clnssalt- or usi'.
are marketed under the Henjaniiii patents
owned by the Benjamin company, and the Dale
Company is now authorized to market the Dale
wireless clusters under the same patents.
Icrs

the proposed plan whereby

The arrangement under

than $i,ucxi

53

to be

paid in ea%h.
(3n claims exceeding $i,o<x) the creditor will receive
tile six per cent, notes to the amount of the nearest
nniltiplu of $,soo not in excess of the claim, the
further
It
Is agreed
balance to be paid in cash.
(hat the company will not pay <livideild8 to its
provision
stockholders until
has been made for the
payment of all of the notes outstanding.
of

(.ianiis

Westinghouse Machine Company may he dissolved and the business restored

the receivership of the

less

:irc

BUSINESS.

notes for its existing indebtedness. These notes
are to be secured by the company's bonds at 85
per cent, of their face value .as collateral and are
to he in denominations of $500 or multiples thereof.

The American Thread Company, Watuppa, Mass.,
recently purchasetl a duplicate of the 1,500-kilowatl
Allis-Chalmers steam tvirbo-altcrnator ordere<I some
months ago. The second imif was bought through

A

.1
reciprocating mocuHinR blade, whicli is motmted in a housinp
provided with giiideways and guard fingers.

miniature flectric motor imparts

tion to the

Machine and Apparatus for Manufactur-

S74.938.

ing FilaiTicnts for Electric Incandescent Latnps.
Francis M. F. Cazin, Hobokcn, N. J.
Applica-

.lutoniatic lime
iliary field out.
(Sec cut.)

Mo.,

the
Louis,
to

Company, St.
March 13, 1907.

Clock
filed

L. Collins, St.
Collins Electric

Mo.

Application

The armature of an electromagnet is pivoted so as to
wind up a spring.
An arm is pivoted to the magnet
core so as to open and close the circuit.

Art of Electric Smelting.
man, New York, N. Y., assignor

Frank Creel-

874,944.

Works

Carbide
Ltd.,

of

Catherines, Canada.

St.

January

Company

5,

Willson

to the

Catherines,
Application filed
St.

1904.

& Co., New York, have received orders
the American Car and Foundry Company,
lierwick. Pa., for 720 Dossert solderless two-way
connectors for use on the clectricilly lighted steel
cars now being constructed for the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company.

device

later cuts

ji,

the

J907.
There arc in combination, co-operating upper and
lower hcddle bars, a hcddlc cord for the bars, a loop of
conducting material carried by the cord and aurrounding the lower bar. and a contact strip for the lower
bar, the portion of the loop adapted lo engage the strip be-

aux-

Carriage for Conveying Drums of ElecWilliam A. Turner, Glasgow, ScotApplication filed February 11, 1907.
land.
The carriage has a frame built up of channels with
tric Cables.

ing inclined.

at each side, a strap connecting the chanshoes in the channels and means for raising and lowering llie shoes.

Kansas

sliding

nels,

875.017.

Electric Time-switch. John C. Van Slykc.
Application filed July 12.
Collins, Colo.

A
is

clock train controls the operation of a switch which
ordinarily locked.

Train-stop

Woltmann,
February

New

23,

portion.

Short, Lexington, Ky., assignor to the
Continental Signal Company. Application filed

November 25, 1905.
In combination with a signal shaft is a power shaft
arranged in line therewith.
There arc provided also
an electromagnet clutch
for
connecting
the
shafts,

A sectional third-rail or trolley road has circuits provided for cutting out any selected section.

means

for controlling the clutch and
mitting power to the power shaft.

875.029.

875,138.

New

Automatic Leak Indicator for Ships. Charles
Bergstrom. Tammerfors, Russia.
Application

filed July 5, 1907.
A casing has a float suspended in it by means of a
Cardan's suspension, means for opening and shutting ofl
access lo the easing and electric contacts adapted to
be closed by the float.

This process of electric smelting consists in subjecting
material to be smelted to electric energy of substantially uniform amperage notwithstanding variations
in the internal resistance of the furnace, and regulating the furnace by means of the variations in electromotive force occurring at its terminals to restore the
normal internal resistance. (See cut.)

Gas-gun. William S. Franklin, Bethlehem,
Application filed February 19, 1907.

874*952.

Pa.

A

battery

and spark

coil

are

provided

for

igniting

Sparking Mechanism for Explosion EnLouis A. Gianoh, Paris, France. Application filed January 29, 1907.

874,955.
gines.

A

magneto generator has

its

armature connected

rotary gear meshing with two planetary gears that
connection with a number of stationary contacts.

to

a

make

Incandescent Electric Lamp. Charles L. R. E.
Manges, The Hague, Netherlands. Application

874,977.

May

filed

22,

The

filament is formed by producing in the shape of
incandescent conductor a mixture of an oxygen
compound of titanium, carbon and a non-conducting substance and^ heating the mixture by an electric current until
the metallic titanium is reduced from its compounds.
the

Trolley-harp. William J. Murphy, Bridge874-979port, Conn., assignor to Frank B. Kennedy,

New

Haven, Conn.

Application

filed

Renewed October 31, 1907.
1904.
This harp comprises a shank, a fixed
with bearings, a trolley wheel provided
trunnions which engage the bearings and a
arm, the free end of which rests over the

July 20,

arm provided
with unitary
hinged upper
trunnions.

Ventilation of Electric Railway Motors.
George Gibbs, New York, N. Y. Application
filed July 24, 1907,
The car carries a blower connected by piping through

875.061.

ular carbon.

_A

(See cut.)

Electric Motor.

Wis.

.

Dugald

Application

single-phase

filed

Madi-

C. Jackson,

February

20,

1901.

motor has an armature procircuits having different time con-

induction

vided

with electric
stants subjected to the single-phase alternating-current
field, the latter inducing currents out of phase in the
-

phene, Isoborneol. or Other (Tamphor-producing Substances. Charles Glaser, Baltimore, Md.
Application filed January 26, 1^36.
This process of obtaining camphor consists in suspending isoborneol in a solution of sodium chlorid, pass
ing an electric current through the mixture and sep-

armature

circuits.

Alternating-current Motor.
Dugald C.
Jackson, Madison. Wis. Application filed April

875.179.
I,

1901.

Renewed March

17,

1904.

arating the camphor.

Safety Car Signaling Device.
George W.
Goddard, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed
January 15, 1907.

875.063.

In combination with a gong are means for preventing
normal operation, controlling mechanism for the same,
adapted to be actuated by weight upon a selected portion
its

the

gong a

Telephone-dictating System or Apparatus.
W. Kelly, Jr., Camden^ N. J., assignor to
General Acoustic Company.
Application
April 15, 1907.

manager's and several stenographers' desks are connected by three-wire telephone circuits.
The manager's
station has a loud earpiece and several signals.

Electrical

875,091.

New

Alarm

Haven, Conn.

Device. Burnett Menkin,
Application filed July 18,

1905.

The pivoted hammer-carrying armature of an

the voltage across the armature is raised, the auxwinding is cut in to prevent a too abrupt change

pair of

875.178.
son,

Method of Producing Camphor from Cam-

A

iliary

main diaphragms has a pair of supplemental
diaphragms arranged between them.
The inner diaphragms have electrode surfaces between which is gran-

the pivot of the trucks to the motors on them.

filed

When

TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER.

NO. 875,156,

A

a series of vertical diaphragms with
horizontal slits in them placed one in advance of the
other and separated by spaces.
Means are provided for
directing steam to the slits.

the

Multiple-voltage System of Motor Control.
William H. Powell, Norwood, Ohio, assignor
to the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company.
Application filed October 19, 1905.
The motor has a main and an auxiliary field winding.

1905.

6,

T907.

15,

John

874,990.

Application

111.

Telephone Transmitter. Henry P. Clau875,156.
sen, Chicago, 111., assignor to the American
Electric Telephone Company, Chicago, 111.
Application filed August 20, 1902.
Renewed April

Hydro-electric Machine.
Henry E. Fry,
Dorchester, England.
Application filed April

875,081.

MULTIPLE-VOLTAGE MOTOR CONTROL.

Chicago,

875.059-

of the car, and means for substituting for
signal of a different character.

NO. 874,990.

Company,

February '8, 1907.
This transmitter consists of a button provided with a
movable electrode having an angular stud projecting
therefrom, a diaphragm and means for supporting ihe
button and diaphragm in angular relation to each otherThe diaphragm has an opening through which the stud
projects and a ball and socket clamping means for securing the diaphragm to the stud.

Railway Tie. Eli T. Forrester, Washing875.057ton. D. C.
Application filed June 29, 1907.
This tie has_ an angular depressed portion forming
a yoke.
In this rests an insulator carrying a conductor
embedded between the- rails.

875.062.

1899.

trans-

filed

The machine has

the charge.

means for

Telephone Transmitter. Christian Umbach,
York, N. Y., assignor to the Western

Electric

The switch has a pair of contact bridges mounted on
an arm that holds the bridges up to the stationary contacts against the force of a spring.
A cam is arranged
to hold the switch closed.

875,040.

William

A. D.

for Electric Railways.
Ernst
York, N. Y. Application filed

Electric Switch, and 875,030, Switch for
Electric Meters.
James J. Wood, Fort Wayne.
Ind.
Applications filed April 28 and September
19. 1905, respectively.

Automatic Electric Block Signal.

875,120.

1907.

Electrical Igniting Device for Gas Stoves.
C. de Ybarrondo, Los Angeles, Cal,
Application filed May 20, 1907.
A spark plug is mounted contiguous to the burner.

the

Receiver.
Fred C. Pickett.
Application Sled March 12,

1907.

Vincent

ELECTRIC SMELTING.

Mo.

City,

1907.
A receiving point lias a flattened and spHt end portion and an envelope of viscid material enclosing tlic
point so as to form a bridge by extending into the split

875,035.

NO. 874,944.

Electrolytic

875.105.

depending plates

Fort

Ulysses

Clock.
assignor

.19

at 429 Monadnock Building.
Vitrified clay
conduit will be furnished from the laslern or the
western factory.
orticc

875,013.

875.028.

Electric

Louis,

at

is

oflice of the new lirni of li. S.
manufacturers of underground conCorllandl Street and the Chicago

electrical

means

874,941.

An

of speed.

tion filed August 27, 1903.
Tlie
apparatus comprises an

cxliaustiblc
receptacle,
for squirting prospective fillets or glowers into the
receptacle and means for simultaneously forming the fillet
into its final shape.

duits,

Co.,

from

Issued (United States Patent Office) December
Hair-clipping Device.
Isaac N. Brigham,
111., assignor to the Klcctro Automatic Safety Ra;^or Company, Orange, Cal.
Application filed April 23, 1907.

&

ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

ILLUSTRATED
Melrose Park.

The New York
Harnard

Dossert

to the stockholders contemplales that the company
shall issue $7,200,000 of three-year six per cent,

^74,932.

thread agency for the Kerr Mills at Watuppa
and is a 6o-cyclc, three-phase, 550-volt machine.
the

bell

carries

two spring contact

arras.

An

electric

adjustable con-

screw contacts with one of the arms.
An adjustable contact screw for the other arm is turned away
from the pivot point of the armature.
tact

Friedrich Pick,
Stop-motion for Lcoms.
Vienna, Austria-Hungary. Application filed July

875,104.
19.

1905.

,

NO. 875,179.
This
one.

875,198.

patent

ALTERN.\TI.\G-CURRENT MOTOR.
covers

further

details

of

the

preceding

(See cut.)

Electric

Bond

Worcester, Mass.

for Rails.

Application

Frank
filed

M'.

Marcy,

May

3, 1906.

A

plug to be driven into the rail has a pocket for
receiving the conductor.
In driving it in hammer blows
flatten out the pocket and thus wedge the conductor.

Insulated Rail-joint.
Andrew Morrison,
Pittsburg, Pa.
Application filed April 11, 1907.
The splice bars have a rail-bearing at both head and
base of the rails and insulated from them by thin strips

875.204.

of insulating material.

875.205.

New

Electric

York. N.

Regulation.
Morris Moskowitz,
Y., assignor to the United States

;
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Andrew

Light and Heating Company, New York. N. Y.
Application filed January 5, 1906.

A

generator,

storage

and work

battery

are

circuit

filed

December

29,

Secondary or Storage Battery.

1906.

An

alternating-current magnet.

for Rotary Snap Switches. Jo875.376.
hann G. Peterson, Bridgeport. Conn., assignor
to the Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing
Company, Bridgeport, Conn. Application filed

Hugh Rod-

November

point.

Germany.

other end.

Bergmann, AlleN".
Switch. Christian
gheny, Pa. Application filed May 4, 1905.
blades has a recess
several
switch
connecting
The bar

875,410.

Combined Jump-spark and Contact-spark
Device. Charles R. Greater, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
assignor to the Matheson Motor Car Company.
Application filed June 5.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
1906.

sparking devices are arranged for an interna!
Means are provided for actuating
combustion engine.

Two

or separately.

Metallic Ores and
875.259.
Matte. Emil Gunther and Rudolf Franke, EisApplication filed June 18, 1907.
leben, Germany.
of Extracting

Matte containing copper and nickel or concentrated
copper-nickel regulus are subjected as anode to electrolytic action in a bath of copper sulphate and sulphuric
The anode slime is then roasted and subsequently
acid.
The
treated with electrolyte of the previous process.
solution formed is used as electrolyte in another electrolytic process with copper-nickel regulus as anodes.

Time Stamp.

Henry O. Jackson, Norfolk.

Va., and Harry W. Pidgeon. Chicago, 111., asApsignors to the American Clock Company.

November 13, 1906.
time-controlled means actuate a series of ribwheels, that indicate date and time of stamping.

plication filed
Electric

bons and

Junction

875.279.

McCoy,

or

Connecting Box.
John A.
Application filed
Mass.

Somerville,

IMarch 19, 1506.
The end walls of the box have channels into which
project the ends of a series of clips, the other ends of
which project into the box for connecting with the
Bolts holding the clips pass through the walls
wires.
and have outside fuses mounted on them.

Adjustable

875.280,

James

McGavin,

Hanger

for

Springfield,

Lights.
Application

Electric
111.

March 2, 1906.
An
revolving sheave has circumferential teeth.
adjustable screw is adapted to engage these teeth so as
to control the turning of the sheave.
filed

A

Granular Furnace. Henry N. Potter, New
Rochelle. N. Y,, assignor to George Westing-

875.284.

house, Pittsburg, Pa.

Application

filed

May

14,

1904.

An electric furnace consists of a refractory heating
rcsist.incc composed of free granules clamped between*
rcfractor>* electrodes, together with a refractory hollow
body embedded within the granular resistance.
Audible Alarm for Electric Cooking VesJames I. Ayer, Cambridgcport, Mass., assignor to the Simplex Electric Heating ComApplication filed January
pany, Boston, Mass.

875,310.

sels.

4.

1

1907.

The cover

for

the

vessel

has

n

knob containing

87S.3U- Block-signal Apparatus. Alexander Bcvan,
Providence, R. I. Application filed April 18,

entered and

each blade.
A clip passes through each blade and
screwed to the bar.

John Burry,
Printing-telegraph Receiver.
Application filed NoRidgefield Park, N. J.

vember

1904.

19.

Renewed September

16,

1907-

are in combination with a longitudinally adjustable type or die carrier, and mea'ns for adjusting
the same, a plurality of magnets arranged to act upon
the adjusting means, and means for energizing the magnets simultaneously or in different order.

There

Dorabji M. Daboo,
Signaling.
Electric
Bomba3% India. Application filed July 17, 1905.
An electric motor operates the signal. As soon as the
signal is moved, a commutator cuts off the motor circuit
and comolctes two local battery circuits, one containing a station indicator and the other including a

875,413.

locking device.

Air Brake. Edmund
York. N. Y. Application

875,454.

B.
filed

Powers, New
February 26.

1907.

A

portable

casing separately attached

to

the

rear

ter-

minal of the train pipe contains a plunger operated by
changes of pressure in the pipe so as to make and
break electrical connections of a signal to the operator.

is

left.

Furnace for Desulphurizing and AgglomProcess of Desulerating Ores, and 875. .132,
phurizing and Agglomerating Comminuted Ores.

a

cover

number

Trolley-pole Retriever. Luther M. Per875,596.
kins, Tacoma, Wash.
Application filed May 6,
1907.

A pneumatic cylinder at the base of the pole is adapted
lower the pole when the piston is energized.
The
harp turns on a pivot when disengaged from the trolley
wire and operates a valve in the cylinder to which it
is connected,
thus supplying the actuating pressure to
the piston.

Apparatus
875,641.
Antisell,
July 5, 1906.

Frank

for Refining Copper.

York,

N.

Y.

Application

L.

filed

The special feature of the apparatus is a diaphragm
to be suspended in the electrolyte.
It consists
of a frame of non-conducting material, carrying removable panels of wood veneer.
adapted

Induction Coil and Box for Explosion
Engines. Richard Varley, Englewood. N. J.,
assignor to the Varley Duplex Magnet Company, a corporation of New jersey. Application
filed July 24, 1907.

An induction-coil unit comprises a U-shaped sheet-iron
part and a non-magnetic frame assembled therewith^ to
form a casing, and an induction coil within this casing,
to which one primary and one secondary terminal are

Printing Telegraph.

875,643.

John

C. Barclay,

New

York, N. Y., assignor to the Western Union
Telegraph Company, New York, N. Y. Application filed April 22,

1905.

The apparatus comprises means operated by one class
of signals in the line circuit for operating the printing
mechanism in a printer, devices sensitive to another
class of signals for operating the shift mechanism of
the printer and other devices controlled by a third
class of signals for causing repetition of the character
last printed,

Printing Telegraph.
Frederick J. Haig,
875,660.
Hyattsville, Md.
Application filed August 30,
1906.

This telegraph receiver consists of a series of character-actuating magnets governed by a selector, a circuit
controller in the main line of the printing circuit and
a motor driving a power clutch which can be simultaneously engaged with the selector shaft and the circuit
controller.

System of Control.
Henry D. James,
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg,
Pa. Application filed May 6, 1907.

^75,663.

This patent covers further details
scribed in Nos. 875,581 lo 875,584.

of

the

system

de-

Process of Produ,cing an Alloy for Use
875,668.
in
Steel
Casting.
Maurice Meslans, Paris,
France. Original application filed July 7, 1902.
Divided and this application filed May 3, 1904.
The process of preparing an

alloy of aluminium and
consists in electrolytically treating a calcium
the presence of a cathode of fused aluminium
subsequently removing the alloy formed.

calcium
salt

and

875,472.

in

Method of Preparing Silicon-monoxide
Henry N. Potter, New Rochelle, N. Y..

875,676.

Powder.

assignor to George Westinghouse. Pittsburg.
Pa. Application filed June 10, 1905.
This method of producing silicon monoxid powder
consists in highly heating vitreous silicon monoxid in
an electric furnace in the absence of oxidizing gases, under reduced pressure.

grounded.

Corn Popper. George B. Young and Joseph H. Young. EI Paso, Tex. Application filed
July 20, 1907.
The pan is provided with an electrical heating coil and

875.483.

an agitator.

Albln A. Anderson, Mead, Neb.
Application filed July 26, 1907.

875.484.

Propeller.

This propeller has a shaft upon which
of a motor is directly mounted.
875.491.

Alarm

Mo.
An

Circuit.

Application

tfie

Joseph F. Bastel.

filed

June

28,

armature

St.

Louis.

875,5.34.

alarm

circuit

Magneto

for

Igniting

Device

for Explosive
Paris, France.

Henri de la Valettc,
.\pplication filed September 7, 1905.
Engines.

Reissue.
Fluid-pressure System, Walter J. Richards,
Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed October 2.
Original No. 858,470, dated July 2, 1907.
1907.

12,737.

An electric motor drives the pump continuously. An
electromagnetic mechanism is arranged for rendering
the suction valves inoperative when maximum pressure is
attained and for making these valves effective again when
minimum pressure is reached.

PATENTS THAT

HAVE EXPIRED.

1906.

railway rails includes conductors haWng spaced terminals and secured to the
rails, an insulating block disposed between the contacts
and fastened to the rail supporting means, and a clamp
for joining the conductors together beyond the block.

This magneto-electric machine has an armature, a
frame mounted to swing about the axis of the armature,
a magnet carried by the frame, and a distributor of
induced currents also carried by the frame.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Ofiice) that expired
January 6, 1908:
Dynamo-electric Machine.
444,067.
A. G. Holcombc,
Island City. N. Y.
Electric Arc Lamp.
444.104A. E. Hcppy, Oakland

Long
Pier,

Cal.

444,154.
444,169.

K.

Electric

Arc Lamp.

J.

J.

Electric-motor Attachment
Fuller. Brattlcborough, Vt.

444.188.
44.t,-'i7.

444.245-

Skinner,
for

Boston, Mass.
Kccd Organs.
L.

Electric Motor.
C. J. Van Dcpoelc, Lynn,
Electrical Kange Finder.
B. A. I'iskc, U. S.
Electric Annunciator,
A. Hormcl,
New

Mass.
Navy.
York,

N. Y.
Agricultural

M.

Lcdwinka,
Conlrollcr.
Electric
Joscpli
Philadelphia. Pa., assignor lo Russell Thayer,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed August 3,

444,265.

1907.

Ek'ctric-wire Insulating Cleat.
J. S. Poller, Newton, and D, J. Cartwriglit, Boston, Mass.
Support for Electric r.-impfl. J. Chase, Rochester,
444.330.

The
current

a Biftnal box containinR
a normally net clear signal, also safety and danger si({nals and a register for indi'catinK the numlKr of cam
in the block and for counting the number that have

875,331.

for
is

875,536.
a

whistle.

1907.
At each end of the block

Heater. August Voelker, Berlin,
Application filed June 6, 1906.

This heating cartridge consists of a holder containing
partition dividing it into two adjacent compartments
These contain comminuted reconnected at one end.
The terminals connect with this at the
sistance material.

In an electric meter there are an indicating mechanism actuated by a meter-motor, an auxiliary dial mechanism operated by a suitable weight, and an escapement
regulator controlling the auxiliary mechanism.

875.258.

a

a

875.406.

patents

details of a motor-control
supply.
The armature has in
of resistances controlled by independently operated switches.
Other switches connect
the motor to the multi-voltage lines.
All these switches
and the field resistance arc controlled by an operating
motor.
All switching operations take place in a predetermined and protected manner, so as to prevent sudden speed or armature-current changes.
it

Electric

875,394.

Warren E. Boyce,
Computing Meter.
Pierce City, Mo., assignor of three-twelfths to
William F. Gatewood, Pierce City, Mo., and
St.
four-twelfths to Ethelbert P. Lampkin,
Louis, Mo. Apphcation filed October 3, 1906.

four

by multi-voltage

series with

New

1905.

hole with radiating grooves and a
yoke whose legs fit in the grooves, in combination with
a plunger having wings guided in the grooves and a
spring and retaining ring held in position by the bent
ends of the yoke.

875,238.

875,272.

21,

The handle has

These

system

to

Handle

Trolley Pole. Frederick M. Ross, New875.215.
Application filed March 4, 1907.
port. Ky.
A yoke is pivoted upon a post and is pressed upward
The trolley pole is, also pivoted on the
by a spring.
A trigger
post and is coupled to the yoke by a latch.
the _latch_ when the pole is cardisengages
yoke
on the

Method

electric

;

1907.

6,

motor operates the cable drums. These are
connected by clutches and provided with an electric and
One clutch is controlled by an
a mechanical brake.

Active material or material adapted to become active
for the negative plates of storage batteries consists oi
lead or an oxid of lead containing sulphate of barium
precipitated from a cold solution.

the devices substantially at the same time

filed

Clutch Arrangement for Traveling Cranes.
assignor
111.,
to the Whiting Foundry Equipincnt Company,
Harvey, 111. Application filed May 23, 1907.

Howard,. Philadelphia. Pa.,
assignors to the Electric. Storage Battery Company. Application filed December 22, 1905.

upward beyond a certain

R.

Andrew H. McDougall, Harvey,

man and George M.

ried

Socket.
Walter
Application

England.

875,367.

producing low-silicon ferro-vanadium
consists in producing a high-silicon ferro-vanadium by
electrically smelting a charge containing vanadium oxid.
zone
silica, a source of iron and carbon, surrounding the
of reduction and protecting the electrodes by a considhighthe
on
reacting
charge,
and
the
of
body
erable
silicon product with an oxidizing agent.

875.213.

875,581,

to

A

of

process

heated

1907.

Process of Reducing Ferro-vanadium. Edgar F. Price. Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to
the Central Trust Company of New York, trus-

current to either
desired to wind

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Applications filed May

first

non-conducting base contains a screw shell and a
central spring contact.
These are connected to diametrically opposite bolts, separated on one side by a guard rib
and on the other by a half ring. The line wires connect to the bolts.

875.208.

is

Lambert, LonFebruary i,

is

Lamp

don,

machine separately removable
a dynamo-electric
compressible seats are provided between the coils on the
pole pieces and the frame.

tiie
it

System of Electric-motor Control 875,582,
Multivoltage System of Electrlc-m.otor Control
875,583, Method of Control of Electric Motors;
and 875,584, Multiple-voltage System of Control.
Henry D. James, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to

875,357-

In

switch controls

magnet, according to the direction
the ribbon with the street names.

Application

Dull.

.

Field Magnet. William D. Pomeroy, Norwood. Ohio, a?signor to the Bullock Electric
Application filed October 30, 1903Company.

A

electromagnets.

1908

it,

desulphurize the ore and to
It is then exposed to the action
reduce its resistance.
of an electric arc, whereof one of the electrodes can be
moved so as to break off the agglomerated ore mass.

The ore

875.207.

Application

said

filed

cuit are

This

New

Jr.,

Weatherby assignor to
February 4, 1907.

in

Means for varying the voltage of tUe work cirprovided and opposing electro-responsive devices
controlling the voltage varying means, one of the devices being compound wound and each having a coil
in tlie battery circuit, the coils of the compound-wound
device acting cumulatively or differentially, according to
the direction of current in the series coil.
parallel.

tee.

and Joseph
Cumberland, Pa.; said

Harrisburg,

Dull,

J.

Weatherby,

January

New
444,273.
Cliff,

Electric

York, N. Y.
Swinging or Drop
Castlcton, N. Y.

System.

Arm

for

E.

Electric

Bentlcy.

Lamps.

E.

444,317.

controller is designed to be used on a car taking
It is arfrom a trolley or a storage battery.

ranged to include a resistance in connection with the
motors except when it is desired to charge the battery,

and to substitute the battery for the rcBintancc in tlic
motor circuit when it is desired to charge the battery.
Street Indicator for Cars. Daniel W. Dc
875,569.
Application filed SepSylvia. Richmond. Va.
tember 26, 1905.
A ribbon i*. woun<l on rollerii that are operated by

N. Y.
Registering Mechanism or Counter Actuated by
444.358.
U. Jewell, I-ondon, England.
Electric Currents.
Electric Switch.
C. IC. Wilson, Chicago, 111.
444.374.
Molding for Electric Wiring. G. Cutler, Chicago,
444.377.
III.

444.392-

Electrode for Secondary Batleries.

ric, Philadelphia, Pa.
Device for
Currcnl-collrcting
444.397.
R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia. Pa.

S.

Eleflric

C.

C.

Cur-

Railways.
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Third
The

Annual Electrical Show Opened
in Chicago.
tiiiiil

auiuial

Eltcliical

by

Sliow given

lln:

Trades Kxposilioii Company was opened
at tlic Coliscmn, Chicago, on Monday niglit, Jannary I3lh. Events of the first few days point to
complete success, and the exhibition is prob.ibly
the most attractive of its kind ever attempted;
certainly for convenient and systematic setting of
the exhibit booths and for artistic decorations and
Electrical

J.Ai\U.-\RY

and

brilliant

illumination

this

show

has never before been equaled in the United States
by an exhibition of like character. An attempt will
be made to give a general descriptive outline of the
show, reserving technical detail of the varied exhibits for next week's issue.
The illustration on
this
page, reproduced from a photograph taken
hurriedly for the Western Electrician before all
was. in entire readiness, gives a fair idea of the
interior decorations and general effect.

The

especial

feature "which the exposition comthe direction of President Samuel

under
and Managing Director H. E. Niesz, planned
for this year's show, and that which first attracts
the eye, is the ceiling decoration. The booth arrangement and illumination is also a part of the
general decorative scheme, and it represents a
marked advance in point of convenience and symmetry over the rather haphazard arrangement of
former electrical shows in Chicago.
Plans for the general decorative lighting were
worked out by D. H. Burnham & Co.. architects.
The ceiling and top walls are concealed by gracefully draped bunting of white and gold, and folpany,

Insull

1908

.N.>.

lowing the contour of the bunting arc festoons
incandescent lamps. Hung from the center of
the ceiling is a row of eight cleclroiiers, carrying
27s lamps c.ich. These are of papier mache and
of original design.
On each side is a row of
smaller electroliers having some 40 lights each.
The large electroliers, which were designed especially for this occasion, arc pointed at the bottomand four sides with settings of red. The most conspicuous feature i>f the decorative ligl.ling is a great.

ol

THE'cHICAGO electrical show of I90S,
harmonious

18,

KOW OPEN

central space.

the

general

decorative

illumination

there

is

10.000 electric lights, including 319
total of
40-candlepower lamps on the posts and 13 40candlepower one-lamp globes in the center feature.
Of the remainder about one-third are two-candlepower lamps and the others four-candlepower.
This does not include the eight eight-lamp clusters of arc lamps shown in the pictures above the
large electroliers nor the thousands of electric
lamps of different kinds shown by the exhibitors.
In the anne-x, where the Independent telephone

a

-

same general scheme of
booth arrangment, with v.'hite and gold decorations,
exhibits

is

are

located,

carried out.

The

the

building

is

dimensions and the ceiling at
70 feet from the floor.

170 by 300 feet in
highest point is

its

Direct current for the decorative lighting

from the
rent for

installations i> supplied by a tlircc-pliase motorgenerator set in the booth of the Western Electric
Company. Besides, there is the regular directcurrent service of the Coliseum Building, further
details of the distribution will be given next week,

On

the

exterior

the

incandescent lamps, and

building
three

is

large

outlined

with

electric

sign';

the "Electrical Show" to the public.
Passers-by are also attracted by the crackling and
flashing of the high-voltage high-frequency demon-

announce

AT THE COLISEUM.

canopy decorated with white incandescent
lamps and studded with rosettes of red. Suspended
from the canopy and fastened to the posts of adjacent booths are festoons of bunting over a large
central

In

i

is

taken

Commonwealth Edison mains, and cursome of the industrial exhibits and motor

strations

With

made on the roof over the main entrance.
new aisle arrangement and systematic

the

construction of the booths the large throng of the
opening night, perhaps equal in number to that of
a year ago, was able to view the attractions with
comfort. Tiring of inspecting the exhibits, many
of the visitors took seats in the balcon}', where
they could watch the merry throngs below and
listen to the e.xcellent musical programme while

viewing the brilliant decorations. Every afternoon
and evening popular concerts are given by John C.
Weber and his large band. Instrumental and vocal
solos are interspersed. Miss Blanche Mehaffey delights the visitors with her remarkable soprano
voice.

Turning to the exhibits, there is much to attract
the casual visitor seeking pastime and amusement,
and still more to interest the technical observ'er
w-ho is on the lookout for new developments in all
branches of the art.
Probably the most interesting exhibit in popular
estimation is that of the Commonwealth Edison
Company. Extending across the entire north end
of the main floor is a series of nine rooms fittingly

representing a

modern home

and equipped with
are
in

now making
many homes.

tractive

ways

to

the

all

life

easier

This

ladies,

Much

present.

the

beautifully

furnished

hold

that

pany

devices

electrical

and more comfortable

exhibit

is

especially

at-

and. large numbers are alis
due the company

credit

excellent and costly display.
Visitors enter through the reception hall, which
equipped with three-way switches, an electric

for this
is

ELECTRICIAN

'.VESTERN
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The Simplex

de\-ices.

has

a

and

large

Heating Com-

Electric

display,

attractive

Company

as

also

showing electric cooking and heating devices, and demonstrations are given.
At this booth on Tuesday
night a complete, dainty and appetizing meal was
Electric

served

to

as a part of

party

a

of

ten.

exhibit

its

All

of

the

is

food,

in-

foot warmer, Hylo turn-down lamps and a silkhat iron. Next comes the living room with its electric grate, electric piano player, electric fans, cigar
lamp,
lighter, telephone, beautiful fixtures, piano

adjoins the living room and
are found an electric coffee percolator on the
chime, electric teaelectric chafing dish,
table,
kettle, electric corn popper and similar devices.

The dining room

etc.

in

it

The

and the kitchen are especially
the former are installed a refrig-

butler's pantry

In

interesting.

erating machine operated by electricity, an
plate warmer, electric toaster and water

The

kitchen

washer,
fry

an

pans.

is

motor-driven, and among the most useful electric
devices is the nursery milk warmer. There are
Among the
also a large number of electrical toys.
devices in the bedroom are an electric heating
heater,
vibrator
for
curling-iron
electric
pad,
massage, electric clock, turn-down lamps, etc. The
bathroom has a luminous radiator, electric shaving
mug, electric hair dryer, shaving lamps, turn-down
lamp, etc.
.

furnishings,

decorating

draperies,

tableware,
were furnished

tapestries,

paintings,
electric

by

bric-a-brac,

toys

Marshall

and

the

Field

&

the

latest

conduit,

wire,

material,

line

and therapeutic

device's,

insulation,

electrical

batteries,

America exhibits an
water by ozone

of

teresting device

for purifying

tended

in

use

for

stores,

Electric

schools,

churches,

ininetc.

Manufacturing Company

has installed a device for purifying the air by the
introduction of large quantities of ozone.
An exhibit of more than ordinary interest is
the electric sign writer invented by Mr. L. I.
Kahn.
Installed in
the south balcony of the
Coliseum are three rows of universal-letter boxes
with 20 boxes in a row. Each box is composed of
30 incandescent lamps, any of which lamps can
be lighted at will to form an illuminated letter.
By the combination of letters in the three rows
of boxes signs and announcements can be flashed
in big letters.
The novelty of the device is that
the letters are formed in the boxes simply by
pressing the keys of a typewriter arrangement.

tric humidor for moistening the atmosphere in the
house are kept in the laundry. Here are also found
a motor-driven washing machine and wringer, electric flatirons. electric mangle and an electric ironing
machine. The next room in the series is the
nursery and sewing room. The sewing machine is

rugs,

the

The Thordarson

A

The

hibiting

the

The Ozone Company

including coffee grinder, wafHe irons, polishing machines, carpet sweeper, meat grinder, icecream freezer and floor-cleaning machine.
portable vacuum cleaning outfit and an elecdevices,

The "House Electrical," several views of which
are given herewith, was designed for the Commonwealth Edison Company by D. H. Burnham & Co.

of

Here

facturers.

ties,

furnished with an electric dish
range with broilers, griddles,
electric oven and other electrical

food.

Independent telephone manuleading companies are e.xdesigns and new developments,
including the automatic systems, which will be
further considered ne.xt week.
A novelty in Chicago is the De Forest system
of wireless
telephonic communication,
exhibited
by the Radio-Telephone Company of America.
From a booth in the north end of the building
communication is carried on with a station in
the south balcony.
The equipment is the same as
that installed on the ships of Admiral Evans' fleet
which is now making a long cruise to the Pacific.
Electrical supplies and specialties, instruments,
use

clusive

novelautomobiles and charging outfits,
etc, all are well represented at the show, and in
each hue there is something of interest.

heater.

All the rooms in the electric house are handsomely furnished aside from the electrical devices.
Electroliers,
electric
candles, luminous radiators,
picture lights, etc., add to the attractiveness of
the rooms. A large number of demonstrators are
present to explain the use of the devices and cook

However, the principal telephone exhibit is in
which has been turned, over to the ex-

scientific

electric
etc..

190S

the annex,

tools,

electric

i8,

has a large exhibit of switchboards, telephones and
telephone equipment.

The General

North Shore Electric Company.

the

January

This operation and the shifting of a few levers
produces the contact desired and transmits the
current to the boxes

LOOKING DOWN THE CENTER AISLE AT CHICAGO
ELECTRICAL SHOW.
eluding meat and vegetables, biscuits and coffee,
cake and home-made fudges, was cooked electrically
in the booth and served by Miss Potts and Mrs.
Colby, assisted by iNIiss Lyons and Mrs. Abbott.
The most noticeable development since the last
show, probably, is the advance made in new
The National Electric
incandescent illuminants.
Lamp Association in its large booth is making a
of its tungsten-lamp display.
illuminated with these lamps, some
others with glass reflectors, and there
specialty

for

the

of the deinstalling the connections delayed the beginning of the electric sign
writing.
sired

Some

letter.

difficulty

selection

in

Demonstrations of the Brennan type of gyrocar were also delayed a day or two, but
an exceptionally interesting exhibit is promised.
scopic

The booth
bare

and

a

dis-

is

is

Numerous skilabout the exhibit.
methods of comparing the light
and efficiency of incandescent lamps are presented,
and in all points the new tungsten lamp seems
The whiteness of the light is
to take the lead.
tinct

brilliance

fully

designed

noticeable.
Tantalum lamps are also
shown in less quantity.
One of the features of the General Electric ex-

especially

hibit

is

ferent

a demonstration of the effect of the difFour booths are
kinds of light on colors.

placed side by side, so arranged that light from
In each booth large
outside sources is excluded.
pieces of silk of inany different colors are arranged, the samples in each booth being exactlv
The difference in the colors effected
the same.

by

illuminants

different

the

Some

was marked.

are effected more by one kind
of light than others, and vice versa.
Many other exhibitors also are showing new
of

colors

the

silk

developments- in

electric

into the arc-light

field.

the

In

industrial

many

line,

lighting,

also,

there

extending

also

are attractive

motor installations and
some novel equipments being shown. Of interest
exhibits,

practical

line
of alternating-current apparatus exby the Western Electric Company for the
first time.
This company is also making its first
display of telephone apparatus at a show, having
recently decided to place its product on the mar-

the

is

hibited

POSTER roR 1908 CHICAGO ELECTRICAL SHOW.

ket

for

all

buyers.

A

large

boards and telephone equipment
Co. Electric fixtures by Willy H. Lau. Electrical
and lighting effects were executed by the Commonweallh Edison Company.
Electric
heating and
cooking appliances arc from the General Electric
Company, Simplex Electric Heating Company and
Pacific
Electric Heating Company. Mr. E.
W.
Lloyd, contract agent for the Commonwealth company, is in general charge of the house.
There are other large exhibits of electric housc-

The

display
is

of

switch-

made.

company has a booth in
where long-distance communica-

long-distance Bell

the main building

with principal cities is given free for the
purpose of demonstrating the efficiency of apparatus.
The Chicago Telephone Company has installed a large switchboard with complete equipment where eight operators demonstrate the workThe
ing of the company's regular exchanges.
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company also
tion

.

"I wonder

they liavc any electric snow shovels."

if

m'CUTCHEON'S CARTOON IN CHICAGO TRIBUNE.
addition

In
ject

there

are

be lectures on the sub-

to

"Wonderful Things

Electrical."

show a number of elecorganizations are to meet. .Those for this
week are the joint meeting of tlie Chicago Branch
of the Illuminating Engineering Society and the
Northwestern Electrical Association on Friday
and the annual meeting of the Electrical SalesNext week the
men's Association on Saturday.
Sons of Jove will hold a rejuvenation on Monday
and the International Independent Telephone Association will hold its annual convention in the
In connection with the

trical

annex
day.

hall

on

Several

Tuesd.iy, Wednesday and Thursother special attractions are being

arranged for next week.
The attendance at the show has been good,
due partially to the fine attractions offered and
.-Xt
partly to the efficient advertising campaign.
night large electric vans bearing large electrically
illuminated
signs
announcing, "Electrical Show,
Now Open," are sent through the
Coliseum,
principal

ing the

streets

of the city.

Large posters showposted on the

interior of the building are

billboards and smaller ones of the kind illustrated

herewith

arc

also

shown.

The newspapers

also
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Living Room.

GLIMPSKS OF TUB
considerable space

tlcvote

to

the

project.

One

work

McCntchcon, the noted carthe accompanying reproof one of his cartoons in the Chicago

tlie

toonist,

will

duction

ELECTRICAL

IJining Room and
AT THE CHICAGO ELECTRICAL SHOW.

some of wliich. lie had himself laid bare,
devise apparatus for the practical applicaIt was characteristic
of
tion of these principles.
his work, too, that these appliances worked in a

of

Chicago newspaper writers speaks of the exhibition as a "voh carnival."
Everyone familiar
the

with

'IIOUSK
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of

Butler's

I'.-inlry.

principles,

by Prof. E. L. Nichols of Cornell University, pres-

and

ident

to

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, who compared him to Von
Helmholtz. His fir.';t effort was always to express

appi;eciate

Tribune.

Fnrther
be

will

of

details

given

in

show and the exhibits
Western Electrician next

the

the

Avcck.

Memorial Meeting

iir

Honor

fp>:-:

Lord

of

Kelvin.

A

memorial service was held under the
tiie
American Institute of Ele'ctrical

public

auspices

of

Engineers in the Engineers' Building. New Yorkon January 12th, to pay tribute to the work
and memory of the late Lord Kelvin. Prayer was
offered by the Rev. Dr. W. T. Manning of Trinity
Church. A resolution was unanimously adopted
expressing the regret of the Institute at the death
of "the greatest exponent of contemporary science;
city,

a man whose contributions to the advancement of
knowledge and whose inventions for ameliorating
the conditions of iDankind give him place in his-

tory

as

human

one

of

the

greatest

benefactors

of

the

race."

President Henry G. Stott, who presided over the
meeting, referred briefly to the humility of Lord
Kelvin, when requesting Dr. Manning to speak of

him

as

scientist

faith

a

Christian.

in

clinging

The example
steadfastly

was pointed out

religion

do not

as

proof

of

to

his

that

the

great

Christian

science

and

conflict.

Elihu Thomson, past-president of the Inspoke of the decedent as an electrical engineer.
He said that Lord Kelvin did not believe
in
working for pure science only and saw a
worthier motive in making available for the servProf.

KITCHEN IN "HOUSE ELECTRICAL."

stitute,

ice

of

man

the

results

Of

scientific

successful

discoveries.

breadth of conception and inventive genius
enabled him to see the utility of many scientific

His

manner

right

from the

start

and

re-

the exact mathematical relation between things and

quired little perfecting. His services in connection
with the power development of Niagara and the

then

to

infer

tried

to

get at the

laying of the transatlantic cables were appropriate

could be seen and then to conceive it when it
could not be seen. He was a great advocate of
the metric system and regarded the old system as
a barbarous incumbrance in computations.

of his engineering skill.
address on Kelvin as a scientist was

illustrations

An

made

hidden

the

relations

he

secondly,

;

mechanism of things when

it

Mr. George C. Ward, vice-president of the Commercial Cables Company and representing the Institution of Electrical Engineers, spoke of Lord Kelvin's

work on submarine

telegraphy

to

showing how
kept up his

in

cables

general.

and

He was

his

a

services

pioneer

to get results in these directions

interest

in

the

developments

of

in

and
the

art to the last.

Kelvin's services to the naval engineer were
pointed out by Rear-Admiral George W. Melville,

United States

N'a\'y, and his friendly relations to
American Institute of Electrical Engineers were
referred to by Mr. T. C. Martin, past-president

the

of the Institute.

by Prof.

W. M.

A

sonnet, written for the occasion

Stine, w'as

read.

Among

those present at the meeting were Andrew Carnegie Dr. M. I. Pupin, representing the
American Philosophical Society; Dean Van Amringe,
Society;
for the American Mathematical
George H. Guy, the New York Electrical Society;
Dr. E. P. Roeber and Prof. J. W. Richards, for
the American Electrochemical Society.
;

A

Unique Electric Railway.

The new

$3,000,000

Washington,

D.

members of

the

It

is

ofEce

building

erected

in

C, by the government for the
House is practically completed.

connected with the Capitol by a subway, in
electric raihvay ^vil! be operated for

which a small
conveying the

representatives to and from their
offices.
The 397 rooms are free to the Congressmen, who heretofore have had to pay out of their

ANOTHER VIEW

IN

THE KITCHEN.

own

pockets for private

offices.

—
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The New Haven System

Single-phase

January

and distance chosen for sectionhigh-tensi.dn_ wires supplying power for
alternating-cnrrent tfSf^ipn is worthy of careful

together with the fact that for an equal weight
overhead copper the efficiency of the singlephase system is higher than any of the polyphase
arrangements. From the foregoing, I » believe it
will be generally conceded that the single-phase
scheme of distribution is the best.
A modification of arrangement (4), which was
considered, may be mentioned; namely, 11,000-volt,

Local co'ii'ditions play so important
consideration.
a part in the correct conclusion of method and
proper distance to be applied that no precedent or
convention can be foUoAflBd and standardization is
qitite out of the question".
In advance of taking up the concrete subject at

three-phase generation, single-phase distribution for
traction with step-down transformers distributed
along the line, their secondaries furnishing 3,300
or 6,600 volts to the sectionalized trolleys. For
the reason that the life hazard in using 11,000
volts \vas not considered to be greatly increased

of

Distribution with Special Reference to Sectional ization.'
By W. S. Murray.
tlie

i-i-tv,

Ti^ccot.,

4~^
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^

rn

"ft-rccocp

330

T

j£_

^

f'%^VVM'

8,

1908

synchronous motors the general power factor of
the single-phase system will be raised.
An examination of the electrical connections
made in and on the power house, line and locomotives would bring out the strong similaritj of
the New Haven system to the-well-standardized direct-current (not alternating-current-direct-current)
system. Indeed, I think it can be fairly said that
the current in either case has the same path to
follow; the only differences lie in the nature of
the current (alternating and direct) and the voltage. In either case the path Js from one bus-bar
of the station to the feeder and trolley, thence
to the locomotive, and from there to the rail and
return to the other station bus-bar. In the alternating-current system are noted, of course, methods
of installation common to high-tension practice.
Single-phase distribution offers an excellent opportunity for sectionalizing. As may be seen in
Fig. 2, the system consists simply of the track
trolleys,* two auxiliary wires immediately adjacent,
and the necessary switching complement. Although
these auxiliary wires have been called feeder wires

tern,

of

method
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follows, of course, that the phased dieach case could be further individually

subdivided into sections wherever desirable. The
presentation of these three methods of distribution
by no means prescribes the limit of combinations
that may exist, as many others of an interesting
character have been suggested.
4. Three-phase,
11,000-volt generation; transmission along the right-of-way at this voltage, only
one phase being applied to all sectionalized trolley
wires throughout the zone of electrification. The
l^1ree phases are also carried throughout the electrification zone, and are at all points available for
polyphase motors, such as would be used in railway machine shops and for the operation of motordriven generators in local direct-current railway

-^-
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T

nr H—

rri- p r-E
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I

^
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r;-

b-3

±1±

—^»^^^^^—._

(z)

(i),

and

(3),

would seem

to

offer

a better

opportunity to distribute the load in the threephase windings of the generators, and yet this is
open to question on account of the possible unequal
distribution of trains in the individual phased secbut the greatest and deciding dis.idvantagc
tions
to any of the three-phase distribution schemes is
the complication that results in the overhead sys;

AlMlracl of paper pfcupntcd at ihe meelins of the American
I.
lotlilute of Electrical Eneineen. New York, January 10, looji.
Mr. Murray i« electrical engineer of the New York. New ILivon

and Hartford Railroad Company

at

New Haven, Coon
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SINGLE-PHASE DISTRIBUTION,

BR

NO.

NEW HAVEN

the real factors that framed this conclusion. Single-phase or balanced polyphase voltages are undeniably more desirable than unbalanced ones; at
the same time "when proper allowance and arrangement are made for the unbalanced voltages,
and there is a decided market for polyphase power,
it is difficult to escape the conclusion that it is a
desirable and necessary adjunct to the system. In
connection with its application to the New Haven
electrification, it may be said that, .synchronous motors will be shortly substituted for steam engines
in one of our lighting plants.
Such arrangements
will bring about the centralization of power generation, and by proper field adjustment of the

^

Q

Since

BR. MO. 314

--

iCp
:^^H'

«C

g

-

2

NO 7£

service.

There arc advantages to be gained in any one
of the above-mentioned alternatives, but the singlephase distribution as described under (4) carries
with it advantages, the sum of which far outweighs Ihc sum of the advantages in the others.
In a word, the distribution, as described under

TnO i-i.g 'M

NCVU ROCHCLLC

plants owned by the railroad company.
In Fig. 2 (which is diagram 4) there is shown
diagrammatically the actual scheme of single-phase
distribution which has been adopted, and is now
in

—

m—, jt

I

wyvyHl-

Diagrams i, 2 and 3, Fig. i, represent in the
form the three above-described arrangeIt

-

FT

lARV

BR.

simplest

in

and while, as a matter of fact, they do serve to
increase the capacity of the overhead system, this
is
not their principal function, as the amount of
copper included in the trolleys would suffice to
be within the economic figures of copper loss. The
auxiliary wires are installed to serve as by-passes,
in the event of it being desired to cut dead any or
all of the trolley wires in any section.
Thus, by
this system of auxiliary by-passes, any degree of
sectionalizing can be used, and any or all trolley
voltages in sections can be removed without in-

t>

sections.

visions

SECTIONALIZING BRIDGE, OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION.

FIG. 3.

over that of 3,300 or 6,600 volts, and in view of
the higher efficiency, lesser currents to be collected
by locomotive shoe contacts, greater reliability, and
the lower operating costs (no transformer substations), the advantage of the 11,000-volt direct
transmission to the sectionalized trolleys was immediately apparent, and the problem became simply
one of insulation.
As concerns the choice of throe-phase generators in connection with single-phase distribution
for traction purposes, again local conditions were'

by an individual phase.
2. The
same arrangetnent as .(i) with the exception that step-down transformers furnish 6,600
volts to trolley.
11,000-volt generation at power
3. Three-phase,
house; transmission along the right-of-way at this
voltage; track mileage divided into two equal Hnear
parts,
each
part
having its trolley connected
through the transmission line to one of the three
terminals of the power-house bus-bars, the remaining bus-bar being connected to the tracks, thus
making a common connection for the two trolley
^

*3

PROPOSED ARRANGEMENTS FOR SINGLE-PH.ASE DISTRIBUTION.

hand, doubtless it will be of interest to touch upon
several alternative distributing systems that -were
considered by the engineers of the New Haven
road before the iinal adoption of the system of
single-phase distribution and sectionalization now
in service.
Some of tliese were:
1. 1 hree-phase,"
11,009-volt
generation
the
at
power house transmission along the right-of-way
at this voltage; step-doviin transformers furnishing
trolley voltage at 3,300; track mileage divided into
three equal linear parts, each part being supplied

ments.

"+

«ACK

374

RAILROAD,

BR.N0.399.

6CCT10N aNaAN

••

TnuwCR

A

DISCONMCCTINC SWITCH
AUKILIAftv rCCDCR

P

^owcR

rccDCR.

WOODLAWN JUNCTION TO STAMFORD.

terrupting the continuity of the voltages throughout
the zone.
The lengths of sections arc governed entirely by
No two sections of the 14 that
local conditions.
exist in the 21 miles of New Haven electrification
are the same. The average length of sections is
1.68 miles; none of these is over 2.19 miles or
less than 1.07 miles.
The best reason that can be assigned for the
use of sections is in order that line troubles may
be localized. There are many others, and some
of a most important character. Indeed, it may be
said that were the line absolutely immune from

[Conlinued on page

(5^.]
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Wireless Telephones
The

I

wo accompanyiiig

In

Naval Service.

picliiios

show

llic

Dc

I'oiTSt

railio-li'lcphonc ;ipp;ir:ilus as lnst:ilk'<l oii

llie

liriilKO

of

Rhode

Is-

lilt

Slalcs

Uiiili'd

balllesliip

land ami on the hridRe of (he United Stales torpedo-boat destroyer Hull. These two pictures arc
typieal of Ihc installations on each of tile vessels
iif
111

till-

battleship lleet

nmle

to the

and torpedo-l)Ml

Pacific

nolilla

under Admiral Evans.

now
The
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will, while the other ships
had some didiciilly even in Retlinif Norfolk. The
niessaRes of the correspondents were llierefore telephone<l to the Minnesota sonic liir.c during the
afternoon.
"The operator at Ihc telephone would sonnd a
hat had (he
signal with some sort of .1 hnxxer
wail of a lost cat in its voice and (hen he would
mouthpiece
into
of the
meRaphone
the
pnl a little
telephone and would say, sharp and clear:

after dark, apparently at

which were huilt for the II. H, Clanin
t'ompany, diflfered in no respect from the ordinary
commercial vehicle, but the striking part of the
parade was that, instead uf horses drawinR the
three trucks, the horses were Ihc passengers, and,
moreover, they seeiijed to enjoy the ride.
trucks,

I

Central American Wireless Stations.
Reports that a scries of wireless-tclesraph s(ais
to he erected at several ports on the
Caribbean coast appear to hi: confirmed.
The
United Kruit Company has negotiated with the De
borest Wireless Telegraph Company for the establishment of stations at Belize, I'ncrto Barrios,
Puerto Cortez and Ceiba, probably cxtendinK the
system as far south as Port Limon, Costa Rica.
It is assured that wireless communication between
these points and the United Staes will be in operation by the first week in February.
The United Fruit Company will serve the public,
subject to censorship of all mcssaRcs, retaining the
privilege of refusing for transmission such messages as m.ay appear prejudicial to its business
interests.
This exception to public service is due
(ions

the constant competition among the several
steamship lines operating in the fruit trade between (he United States and Central American
ports.
The business men of Ceiba are much elated
and welcome the advent of the "wireless" as a
factor of value to them in their commercial relations with the United .States,
to

Electrical Utilities in Montreal.
The Montreal Street Railway Company has
WIRELESS TELEPHONE OUTFIT ON BRIDGE OF
apparatus for tiic entire 28 installations, heretofore
described in outline in the Western Electrician,
was constructed, installed and tested within six
weeks a remarkable performance considering the
many unforeseen difficulties attendant on a work
of such novelty. During the preliminary trials
messages were exchanged up to a distance of 15

—

"

U.

'Minnesota

RHODE ISLAND.

S.

S.

;

Minnesota

Minnesota!

1

This

is

We

have a press message for you
the Louisiana
have a press message
to send to the beach.
Do you hear us?
for you to send to the beach.
!

We

Do you

hear us? Minnesota! Minnesota.
Go ahead !'
Go ahead
the Louisiana

This

is

!

!

"Sometimes the message would fail. Sometimes
wireless, one kind or the other, would be

the

just

closed the most successful year in its history, during which remarkable progress has been made in
the extension and development of the service. It
is estimated that the gross earnings of the company will show over $3,500,000, while the net
earnings will amount to $1,500,000. Both these
figures show large increases over the year previous.
The management has under consideration elaborate
plans for the extension of the company's lines, not
only throughout the city, but in the suburbs, and

miles.

An interesting and impartial but non-technical
account of the actual performance of the wireless
telephones under service conditions is contained in
an account of the first leg of the cruise of the
liattleship fleet, written by Mr. Franklin Mathews,
special correspondent of the Laffan News Bureau,
and dated on board the U. S. S. Louisiana at
Trinidad, December 24th, eight days after the fleet
sailed from Hampton Roads.
The following extracts are from Mr. Mathews' story:
"All the battleships are equipped wnth the apparatus, and there was no doubt about it, you
could talk to any ship in the fleet from any other,
and at times the sounds of the "^'oices were as
clear as through an ordinary telephone.
At times
they weren't, and there was a division of opinion
among the officers as to the real value of the
invention.

"Only one ship of a fleet can use the telephone
one time. While one ship is talking to another
the other ships must keep out of it, and
even the ship to which the message is being sent
must keep still and not break in. The receiver
must wait until the sender has got all through
with what he has to say. and then he can talk back.
"If an attempt is made to use the wireless teleat

all

HORSES RIDE IN ELECTRIC TRUCKS,

graph while the telephone is in use the telephone
goes out of commission at once, because it is ab-

working ,on
would come

Sometimes

the answer
and the operator would write
down the reply and hand it over to you.
"When the connection would be established fully
the operator instead of leading of¥ your press message would click it off by a telegraph key to the
Minnesota's operator. That was to make sure that
he would get it correctly. Peculiarly spelled words
employed in cabling could not be made out by the
ordinary operator, and it was taking chances to
spell them out with the voice, and hence the\' were

other

ships.

at once,

wi.h the key, the operation really being a
combination of the w ireless telephone and telegraph.
"Every one of the electrical experts with the fleet
is convinced
that the wireless telephone is going
to be of value.
Most of them have talked with
it
clearly for distances of at least 20 miles.
One
difficulty is in keeping it tuned up because the
wireless-telegraph apparatus is also on board.
"Some of the experts seemed to think that one
service dropped in efficiency if the other were kept
keyed up to its best. All were confident that as
soon as certain difficulties were overcome, difl5culties no more serious, they said, than the ordinary
telephone encountered in the first year of its use.
the apparatus
would be workable as readily as
a telephone on land, 'Give it time,' was the way

Operating
to a number of outlying points.
penses have been considerably cut down.

It is understood that the Montreal Light, Heat
and Power Company does not desire to renew the

contract for the lighting of the streets of Montreal.
The newly incorporated company, the Beauharnois
Power Company, has tendered for the lighting
contract and will probably be awarded it.

Electric Express Business in Ohio.
Electric Package Company is about

The Cleveland

sent

WIRELESS TELEPHONE OUTFIT ON BRIDGE OF
T. B. D. HULL.

U.

S.

the situation

drowned out. The telegraph apparatus
uses so much greater power that it is like a loud
voice overwhelming a soft one.
"In dispatching wireless-telegraph messages from
the fleet when it was about 800 miles out it became
advisable to send them to the Minnesota because
its apparatus is the strongest on the ships, and it
could pick up Washington, Fire Island, San Juan,

was summed

up."

sclutely

Horses Ride
Pedestrians

on

in

Electric Trucks.

Broadway,

New

York,

were

treated to an interesting spectacle a short time ago
when three new 3'A-ton Studebaker electric trucks

paraded down Manhattan's chief thoroughfare. The

ex-

to

of

take over all the freight and pa-;kage business
the Bucyrus-M'ansfield electric railway, and a
of handling freight and baggage w-ill

new method

be established. The company named is one which
operates over all the electric roads running out of
Cleveland and is conducted independent of the roads
themselves, except for a general business arrangement. The company has had its express wagons
delivered at the various towns and wdll employ
package depot
agents and drivers at each place,
will be established at each town on the line and
a regular express conducted.
All goods shipped over the Bucyrus-Mansfield and
Mansfield-Shelby lines will be called for and deProbably one exlivered by the express company.
press car w'ill be operated, making two round trips
a day, the packages being delivered in all cases.
The company's rates, it is understood, will be between 30 and 40 cents per 100 pounds. This is not
However, as the minimum
particularly
cheap.
charge has been 25 cents in the past and drayage
has been charged at both ends of the line, in many
cases, the express rate may be cheaper, especially
for small packages.
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Self-help

on the

for

A

perfected that

far

elec-

the

voltage

was, therefore, con-

it

run electric lights and

few years, however, the
so

decided

from the same service wires.

vators

In the

last

elevator has- been

electric

now forms

it

ele-

a highly

de-

no longer causes
violent voltage fluctuations, but more particularly
That
in that it is a fairly steady long-hour load.
sirable

not only because

load,

it

the electric elevator has reached a stage of devel-

opment where it has to be considered in even the
most difficult elevator problems is evident from
adoption in the two highest buildings in
its
America, as was brought out in last week's meeting of the Electrical Section of the Western Society of Engineers, reported in another column of
this

issue.

It

service,

"electrification"

witness

shall

present

in

elevator

for the later hydraulic machines are- doing

satisfactory work,

fairly

we

not likely that

is

wholesale

a

new

but in

construction

re-building

the

building and
elevator

electric

is

destined to play the chief role.
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Patent Record

headquarters

phone systems
country

for

been

has

Boston,

at

the various

in

several

years.

operating

larger

of the

cities

not

did

It

tele-

hold

an

concession from the government, howand when the Ericsson Telephone Company
of Stockholm, Sweden, made application for a
concession to install a local telephone system in
the City of Mexico to compete with that of the
Mexican Telephone and Telegraph Company, the
government readily granted the concession. The
Ericssons are large manufacturers of electrical
supplies and machinery, and their installation of
a telephone system in Mexico was largely in the
natui-e of an experiment.
It is said that they have

more than

invested
stalling

an

establishing

$2,000,000

system

of

a

system

to

The growth

telephone

the

in-

and
accommodate

conduits

of the telephone in Mexico has been

business

in

in

ultimately.

very rapid during the
cans

Mexico

in

underground

15,000 subscribers

last

that

in

of

installation

modern adjunct

this

work, and there are

few years. The Amerihave demanded

country

now few

to

their

without modern

cities

telephone equipment.

Inventions of

cable.

tains,

ELCcnticAL-SHow

spread,

following in the

of

its

regularly continued.

It

hibition, the first

contagion

continues

to

wake of the Chicago exclass to be successful
is

now announced

and

that

St.

The

are not comparatively

years

late

Springheld

the

to

really

are the steam

important things,

engine,

the

(Mass.)
main-

it

power loom, the

fast printing press, gas, coal-oil lamps, the railway,

the

the

steamboat,

devices

introduced

early '90's

and

telegraph

By comparison

the

from

are merely

the

electrical

the

luxuries.

late
If

submarine
and

'70's

the

other
to

the

telephone

had proved impracticable, the telegraph, says the
Republican, would probably have been developed
to perform the same functions, with a keyboard
which anyone could operate.
This selection ignores the dynamo, the electric
motor, the electric light and the telephone. If
Ihcsc are merely luxuries, then what are necessities?
People lived and had their being before the
comparatively recent day of the steam engine, the
The luxuries of one
railroad and the telegraph.
generation

The

former

the

transmit

to

is,

articulate

— even

though provided with a keyboard, as
the newspaper shrewdly suggests.
The Republican's list is too narrow and needs revision with additions.

A

BEAUTIFUL and

spectacle

brilliant

provided

is

now

by the third annual electrical show
swing in Chicago. The management

of

in

full

the

ex-

with taste and enterprise and a disregard

hibition,

of expense which deserve cordial recognition, have

provided

scheme

of decoration, designed by
which ehcits the unbounded
praise of every beholder.
Pre-eminent in the decorations, of course, are electric-lighting effects, and
red and green lights are used sparingly with the
ordinary bulbs to produce just the right contrast
without cheapening the general effect, which is
chaste, brilliant and stately.
Hundreds of tungsten
lamps are used in the lighting of a few of the
exhibits, and from the gallery it is curious to observe how much whiter is the light from the
newer lamps than that from the ordinary carbonfilament bulbs, which is yellowish by comparison.
a

prominent architects,

The

distinction

much more marked when

is

the

two kinds of lamps are massed together than when
two individual units are compared.
Not only is the exhibition beautiful but it is
instructive and interesting, both to the electrician
and to the man in the street. It is particularly
and

branch

made

telephone
the

of

household

appHances,

lighting

in

art

apparatus,
is

de-

electric

any

but

hardly

if

e-xception

neglected,

be

power transmission and

of the street railway,

heavy machinery, which are not well suited to a

The show

popular exhibition of this character.

made by

practical

and

public

men

electrical

educate

to

advancement of the

to set forth the

Very well indeed does

purpose, and most worthy

is

it

answer

it

art

man and

for the benefit of the practical electrical

the student.

is

the

its

of generous support.

may

agonized mother

be the necessities of the next. The
who telephones to the doctor about

her stricken child finds the instrument she employs
a very real necessity. And as the telegraph and the
telephone

arc

The

disaster at Boyertown, Pa., on January
by which 170 persons lost their lives by the
burning of the Rhoades Opera House caused a
I2th,

of dismay to run through the country and
reminded the public of the still greater losses of
life due to the Iroquois Theater fire and the Slocum steamboat horror of a few years ago. One
thrill

account of the
upsetting

the

ascribes the beginning of

fire

kerosene

of

and

lamps,

have been prevented by using

this could

it

to

course

of

electricity,

which, properly installed, affords the safest of

all

Another contention is that the disaster was caused by the explosion of a gas tank
illuminants.

used in connection with the illumination of a
Fire underwriters have
moving-picture machine.
given close attention to the apparatus used in this
popular and widespread means of amusement. In
the "Questions and Answers" department of the

Western Electrician of December 7th last, page
was given an account of the hazard of moving-picture machines, and the information there
given has an added value in view of the Boyertown fire. It was shown that the electrical appa448,

according

important,

72
72
72
72
72, 73
73
73
73
73, 74

16th to 2ISt.

how

see

to

difficult

is

exclusive

ever,

Republican.

DATES AHEAD.

it

telephone-^that

the

rich

A LIVELY COMPETITION has been begun between
American and Swedish investors in the telephone
business in Mexico, which is one of the few countries where American and Swedish capital come
Mexican Telephone and
into
competition. The
Telegraph Company, which is a Bell concern with

70, 71
71
71
71
71
71
71, 72

Chicago Electrical Show, Coliseum, January 13th to 25th.
Electrical Salesmen's Association (annual meeting), ColiKum, CtiiciiKO, January i8th.
International Independent Telephone Association (annual
convcnlion), Coli»cum, Chicago, January 21st to 23d,
St. Ixfuif Electrical Show, First Regiment Armory, March

of
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to
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hazard, which mainly

fire
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But
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the

in

deplorable

recent

fire

is
it

appears that a calcium light was used, which accounts for the gas tank.
therefore,

able

that

if

Boyertown

the

It

is

altogether probable,

lighting had

electric

catastrophe

been avail-

would

not

have

True, in the still more serious case of
the Iroquois Theater iire in Chicago a tiny blaze
was started by a spark from an arc lamp falling
occurred.

But in that case
light stage drapery.
was a most unfortunate combination of circumstances by which all protective devices were
absent or failed to work, and the flame, which a
on a mass of
there

man
a

guarded
favor

a

electric

of

all

halls,

have stamped out

could

great

disaster.
;

it

The

seemed

terrible

lighting,

that

fatality.

at

resulted

first,

in

was uneverything combined to
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lamp,
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too,

beyond
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question,
the best

forms of illumination for theaters and public
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Electric Elevators for
The mcctiiiR of llie
Society of Kiiginccrs,

High Buildings.

liltctiical

on

Western
was set

Sc-ciioTi,

loth

Janiinry

apart for the reailinR and discussion of a paper on
•Klcclric Elevators for lligli Buildings," prepared

consulting engineer for the Otis
On account of the illness of
ICIcvator Company.
tlic author the paper was read by Mr. Smith of the
liy

J.

D.

llilder,

The paper was
the company.
It is briefly
with lantern slides.
:il)str:icted below:
The develiipnicnt of the electric elevator for use
rather slow.
in
the higher buildings has been
L'lUil the present time the hydraulic elevator has
Since 1890
monopolized
lliis
field.
entirely
almost
electric elevators have slowly come to the front.
Diniculties that have had to be overcome were the
complexity and unreliability of controllers, the
high speed of the motors requiring reduction gearing, and the uns.atisfaciory nature of high-speeddrum rope driving. Now that slow-speed motors
and good controllers are available, a return to simplicity in design is attainable with the result that
Chicago
well

office

of

illustrated

the gearless, one-to-one. traction electric elevator is
now the best type of electric elevator and the most
formidable rival of the hydraulic machine.
The gearless principle has been adopted only
recently, when it was found that the direct con-

nection of the motor armature and driving sheave
gave results not only perfectly reliable but highly
in eliminating the objectioTiable features
In the same way the direct traction
of gearing.
The
drive was found superior to the drum drive.
of
one-to-one ratio permits the simplest kind
sheave and rope rigging. All these features are in
line with the general rule that the simplest device
is the best.
In this traction electric elevator, which is particularly
adapted to high-speed service in high
buildings, the motor is usually installed at the top
of tlie hatchway, although in some cases it is
Four to six .5^-inch ropes
placed in the basement.
are generally used. They are run up'from the car,
over the driving sheave, around an idler sheave,
again over the driving sheave and idler and finally
down to the counterweight. Each rope thus makes
two half turns over the driver, which has been
found amply sutficicnt to give the maximum tractive
The idler sheave gives a coneffect required.
venient way for directing the ropes so that the
counterweights may be run in any desired portion
of the hatchway and at the same time affords a
means of bringing the ropes to another portion of
the driver for their second half turn about it.
The motors used are either straight shunt or of
the cumulative compound type, in which the series
field is in action only at starting to give a better
starting torque and is effectively cut out as soon
The motors are
as running speed is attained.
usually about 35 horsepower and run at 60 revolutions per minute with a maximum efficiency of 87

desir.able

and an average efficiency over 80 per
from six to 40 horsepower. The method of
In stopping, the
control is simple and automatic.
armature is short-circuited by a low resistance and
per

cent,

cent,

The operthus acts as an effective electric brake.
ator cannot lose control of his car. Safety switches
of the
at limiting points near top and bottom
hatchway cut off the power and apply an automatic brake.
Other usual safeguards are provided
as well as special oil buffers at the limits of motion of the car and counterweight.
In comparing the electric and hydraulic elevators
is to be noted that the former consumes power
it
This is not true of the
proportional to the load.
hydraulic machine, whose energy consumption is
The
almost constant regardless of its live load.
traction-type electric machine does not vary in
hydraulic.
It
also
the
load
as
does
with
speed
makes a more rapid start and stop and therefore
Furthermore, it is
gives a higher speed service.
If
equally as safe as the best hydraulic elevator.
and
operated,
it is more efficient
properly installed
On the other hand, the startthan the hydraulic.
ing power required in the electric is greater than
in
the hydraulic, and this lowers its ultimate
The best comparative tests
efficiency somewhat.
under like operative conditions showed an efficiency
of 54.7 per cent, for the hydrauHc elevator as
In
compared with 70 per cent, for the electric.
each case the machine was of the type acknowlclass.
its
edged to be the best of
The discussion was opened by Chairman D. W.
Roper, who declared that the design of elevators
for high buildings was undoubtedly the greatest
of elevator problems, and on account of the increasing importance of this class of service it deElectrical men beserved careful consideration.
lieve their elevators are the equal or superior of
^

_

the heavy starling current it required and the
bad cdcct it consequently had on the voltage of
the system.
Now, however, it forms a highly desirable load, since the starling currents are no
longer excessive.
The electric elevator he consid-

of

the chain of service supplied
station.
Direct
comparison of the efficiencies of the electric and
the straight hydraulic elevators is hard to make on
account of the diflicully of measuring the input
of the latter.
However, where hydraulic elevators
are operated by motor-driven pumps, he found
that the latter require about twice the energy that
the straight electric does.
In a two-day lest of an
electric tr.'ietion elevator installation 2.52 kilowatthours per car-mile was the average result.
Results probably run up from this figure to about
three in actual practice.
W. Mabbs, chief engineer of the Board of
J.
Trade, declared that great emphasis had been laid
on the safety of the traction elevator described,
yet it seemed to him a fallacy to surround with
various safeguards a machine that was itself unsafe in principle.
Me therefore wished to present
an elevator that was safe in principle and was, provided with additional safeguards besides.
He then
gave an illustrated talk on the Mabbs electric elevators installed in the Board of Trade.
These
employ the driving motor as counterweight. The
motor travels up and down half the height of the
building, propelling itseif through worm and spurgearing meshing into vertical racks.
The cars
are six by six feel, an unusually large size, and
the service load per car is said to be the heaviest
in any building in the country.
The energy consumption averages 3.44 kilowatt-hours per carmile.
The elevators they displaced took 5.5 kilowatt-hours per car-mile. The machines work with
entire satisfaction, accelerate and stop rapidly and
smoothly and operate efficiently and with exceptionally small maintenance costs.
The use of the
wormgear affords an absolute check on the car
running away.
These gears run smoothly in oil
and give no trouble whatever.
Mr. Smith said the traction-type electric elevator
he had described was adopted at the Springer
Building and the Metropolitan Tower in New York
city, these buildings being from 600 to 700 feet
high.
This was sufficient proof of the safety of
that type of machine.
Hj'draulic elevators could
have been used in fact, they are used in the
Eifel Tower in Paris.
Albert Scheible asked what were the determining elements that brought about the selection of
this elevator in preference to the hydraulic.
The
reasons were then stated to be principally the
high value of space in these buildings
the machinery for the hydraulic elevator takes up much
more room tUan that for the electric.
Furthermore the latter is fully as safe as the former and
doubtless more efficient.
The discussion was concluded with the consideration of the value of tightly closing in the base of
the hatchway so as to form a large air cushion for
any dropping car. This plan devised by Mr. Ellithorpe, was said to be an excellent safeguard when
properly installed.
But if not properly designed
it is a death-trap, as was proved by the fatal conclusion to an experiment by its inventor.
In
order to be effective the cushion must extend to
one-fifth the height of the shaft, which makes the
scheme almost prohibitive in expense.

ered the

last

link

to office buildings

in

from the central
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Faraday Society.

A

Faraday Society was
held on December 17. 1907, in London, England.
Dr. F. Mollow Perkin, treasurerj was in the chair.
Dr. F. G. Donnan, in the absence of the author.
read a paper on "A Physico-chemical Study of the
Com.plex Copper Glycocoll Sulphates," bv J. T.
regular meeting of the

Barker,

B.Sc.
dealt with the constitution of the blue

The paper

solution formed when gh'COCoU is added to copper
sulphate solution. It is probable that the concentration of the cupri-ions has been lowered by the
formation of complex cupri-glycocoU kations, and
experiments are described to investigate this question.
Electrical measurements and the application
of the mass law point to the existence of complex ions of the formula [CuGJ and the corresponding sulphate [CuG,]SOj. Freezing-point measurements on the whole confirm this. Crystallization
experiments show that the first addition of glycocoll
to a solution of CuSOi produces undissociated copper glycocoll with an increase of free HjSOj. This
initial action is soon brought to a stop by the increasing
concentration, and after this further
addition of glycocoll results mainly in the formation of complex copper glycocoll kations.
Conductivity experiments strikingly confirm this supposi-

H

the hydraulic machines.

tion.

Mr. Smith, in answer to a g^uestion about the
energy consumption of the traction type, said the
results obtained under average conditions with a
car travel of some 20 miles a day showed an average consumption of 2.5 kilowatt-hours per car-

Dr. F. M"ollo\v Perkin read a paper on "The Discovery of the Alkali Metals by Davy the Bearing
of the Discovery upon Industry." The lecture was
illustrated with lantern slides.
After a short biographical sketch the author referred to Davy's
early experiments on galvanism, which began in
iSco .and culminated in 1S07 in the electrolytic decomposition of the fused alkalies, caustic soda and
caustic potash, described on November 19th in the
Bakerian lecture before the Royal Society entitled

mile.

M. Bushnell of the Commonwealth Edison
S.
Company stated that some years ago central-station men looked askance at the electric elevator
and

considered

it

undesirable

as

a

load

because

:

61

"On Some New Phenomena

of Clicmicil Changes
Particularly the Decomposition of the Fixed Alkalies, and the Exhibition
of the New Substances which Constitute Their
Bases, and on the General Nature of Alkaline
Bodies." Davy's experiments are described in detail, and it
is
shown that the electromotive force
of his battery must have been about 220 volts and
the current he used something under one ampere.
The subsequent experiments on the decomposition
of the alkaline earths, by which calcium, strontium,
barium and niagnesinm in the form of amalgams
were obtained, are then described.
The second part of this paper considered, among
other matters, the industrial manufacture by Wohlcr
in 1827 of potassium, and by Sle. Clair Deville in
1854 of sodium, Watt's suggestions tSsi) for clcctrolyzing fused sodium chloride, Castner's chemical
sodium process (1886) and his electrolytic process
(i8go), Rathcnau and Suter's sodium process, Becker's
process, and the process of Darling, who
elcclrolyzcd fused sodium nitrate, using porous par-

Produced

by

Electricity,

titions.

Industrial Education to

Be Discussed

In

Chicago.
The annual

ineeliug

i.f

the National

Society for

Promotion of Industrial Education will be
in Chicago on January 2.5d, 24lh and 25th.
The meeting will open with a dinner at the Auditorium Hotel on Thursday evening. The subsequent sessions will be held in ihe Art Institute. On
the
held

—

Friday three public meetings arc scheduled 9:30
m., 2 and 8 p. m.
On Saturday another public
meeting will be held in the morning and the annual
business meeting will take place at 3 p. m.
At the banquet and public meetings a large number of important addresses and discussions are announced.
The principal themes that will be considered arc: "Industrial Education as an Essential
Factor in Our National Prosperity," "The Apprenticeship System as a Means of Promoting Industrial Efficiency." "The Place of the Trade School
in Industrial Education," "The Wage-earner's Benefit
from Industrial Education," "The True Ideal
a.

of

a

System

Public-school

that

Aims

to

Benefit

All."

Among

the speakers are to be Mr. Theodore W.
Robinson, first vice-president Illinois Steel Company; Dr. Henry S. Pritchett, president of the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching: Hon. Carroll D. Wright, president of
Clark College; Dr. V. C. Alderson, president Colorado School of Mines Mr. E. G. Cooley, superintendent of schools. Chicago; Mr. W. R. Warner,
Warner & Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio; Dr.
Charles W. Eliot, president Harvard University.
Dr. Pritchett is president of the society.
:

Societies Elect Officers.
At the annual meeting of the Illuminating Engineering Society in New York city on January loth
the election of officers for the ensuing year was
announced to be as follows

—

President Dr. Louis Bell. Boston.
Vice-presidents Arthur Williams of New York
and C. E. Stephens of Pittsburg.
Directors—W. H. Gart'ey of Philadelphia, JL K.
Eyre of New York and Bassett Jones, Jr., of New

—

York.
General secretary
Treasurer A. H.

—V.

—

R.

Elliott,

Lansingh,
York.

New

York.

New

The Electrical Section of the Western Society
of Engineers, Chicago, elected the following-named
officers

at its

Chairman
Company.

meeting last week:
W. Roper, Commonw-ealth Edison

— D.

Vice-chairman

—Henry

R. King, Western Electric

Company.

—

Member of executive committee Edward N.
Lake. Board of Supervising Engineers, Chicago
Traction.
Institute

Meeting

in

New

York.

meeting of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers held in the Engineers' Building, New York city, on January loth, 117 associates
were elected and several associates were trans-

At

the

ferred to the grade of member.
Mr. W. S. ilurray of New Haven,

Conn., read

paper on "The New Haven System of Singlephase Distribution with Special Reference to SecMr. Ernst Alexanderson of Schetionalization."
nectady read a paper entitled "A Single-phase Railway Motor." Those participating in the discussion
were L. B. Stillwell of New York, O. S. Lyford,
Jr., of New York, B. G. Lamme of Pittsburg (communicated). W. B. Potter of Schenectady (communicated by F. H. Shepard), \V. L. Slichter of
Schenectady (communicated). Dr. C. P. Steinmetz
a

of Schenectady and the authors.
Abstracts of Mr. Murray's paper and the discussion relating to it are given in this issue of the

Western

Electrician.

.

:

:
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The New Haven System

of Single-

ICoiifinKCj from page 5S.I
trouble, such as grounding, mechanical failures, etc.,
there would still be many good reasons for sectionalizing it, and these reasons will develop as

the subject is further studied.
One of the most attractive features of singlephase distribution is the elimination of sub-stations
with their fixed and- operating charges, and, unlike
the alternating-current-direct-current scheme of distribution, where the length of section is settled by
the equation of load and copper to meet it, the
single-phase system is not bound by these limiting
Line loss is forgotten in the
electrical conditions.
establishment of a mechanical construction, the
amount of copper in which is only a fraction of
the amount required for an equivalent loss for the
same amount of power transmitted in the alterconThis
systems.
nating-current-direct-currcnt
venience of transmission, w-ith low loss, permits
sectionalizing ad libitum, and the local conditions
are accorded almost the entire privilege of deThe advantage of such a relation between
cision.
operation and distribution was immediately apparent to Mr. E. H. McHcnry, vice-president of the

York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad
Company, whose suggestion that the electrical and
blocks
be
made co-terminus was
train-signal

New

It will be noted, then, that of the i-|
sections between Woodlawn and Stamford, nine of these are co-terminus with the signal
towers. In each of these towers there is installed
a small panel containing the pilot sw'itches controlling the trolley (and by-pass) circuit-breakers
Aside from the
installed on the anchor bridges.
economical features of this scheme of control, as

adopted.

electrical

oper-

si.gnal

ators are required, the value of placing the distribution in the hands of this class of men is
most important. Their constant attention to matters pertaining to the operation of trains bring
about the attention w^hich should bo accorded to
the distribution of current, their thorough understanding of the conditions of traffic on the various
tracks permitting the most intelligent handling of

and de-electrified trolleys, assuring at
once prompt and reliable service in the matter of
handling a situation when cross-overs have to be
made on electrified tracks, and while repairs are
being made on others from which the voltage 1/as
been removed.
The value of placing the distribution system in
the hands of the signal operators may be again
illustrated by saying that should an electric train
run past a stop-signal set by the operator, or
electrified

should the operator desire to stop a train in his
block, he has only to trip the pilot switch controlling the trolley circuit-breaker, from which the
train is drawing its power, and signal the operator
in the adjacent tow'er to do likewise.
The individual value of this protective perquisite is an illustration of the use of sectionalizing outside of the
question of line troubles.

As before stated, it is impossible to elect some
standard distance for sectionalizing the line and
then apply it to a steam road undergoing electrification.
It is possible to conceive of an entirely
new

electric
line
subjected to this hypothetical
course of procedure, but even in this extreme case
it is
difficult to escape the exceptions that could
be taken to it; for example, what a strange coincidence it would be to find 50 towns just two
miles apart along a railroad's right-of-way. On
the other hand, how important each town would
be whereat to locate a signal tower with its complement of electrical equipment.
In the discussion of sectionalization it would
seem proper, therefore, that, instead of specifying
the length of sections, to specify the number to
be used over a given total distance; their individual length varying in accordance with the local
conditions peculiarly related to them. Upon this
basis it will be interesting to enumerate the following advantages and disadvantages peculiar to a
choice of a "small number" and a "large number"
of sections over a given distance. In this table
it should be remembered that usually the items of
advantage for the "small number" of sections
will be items of disadvantage for the "larger num-

assumed

ber," and vice versa. Also
signal towers along the right-of-way average almut
I'A miles apart, and that electrical sections of this
length, or longer, will be classed as a "small number" and sections shorter than this v.'ill be classed
it

is

that the

as a "large number."
A tabulation of the advantages and disadvantages
of the use of a "small number" against a "large
number" of sections is as follows

Small Number.
Advantases.
Co-icrminuK tower scheme
more ea^ilr arranged.
2 Lest >wilches to maintain.
1

due

3

More

4

rreqnent eroandine of
L«tscost.

reliable:

to leK>
line.

Difiadvantaees.
i

Difficulcy of localinK

erounds

increased.
2 Greater section of track cut
dead incase of sround or
other trouble. Dinadvanta^e. however, related to
cross-overs.
3 Larecr section breakers rc•luired.

It

is

struction

long or

lo assume that convenience of conof the apparatus required for cither the
short sections may be equated. Thai is

fair

January

work-train service, in either case, would
about the same, and the structures to be put
character
of
a
which would require much the
up
same general superintendence and engineering.
In the case of the long sections it would, of
course, be necessar}' to splice the messenger cables,
as they could hardly be manufactured on single
reels greater than two miles in length, but the
splicing process w^ould not be a matter of great
inconvenience, and woidd not detract from the
value of the cables.
On the other hand, in the case of the shorter
sections, a greater number of anchor bridges would
be
required
for
the
supply
of
sectionalizing
switches, but this form of structure would not
to say, the

be

phase Distribution.

no operators other than our present

ELECTRICL'.N

to any extent, the difficulties of erection,
nor would the placing of apparatus upon them interfere with regular traffic.
The last six months of operation have offered
the opportunity for a collection of valuable data,
and the following observations and recommendations are offered in the hope that they may be -of
some value to other engineers interested in the
electrification of steam roads
1. In one, two, three or four-track railroads, the
single-phase distribution should include, besides the
trolley wires, by-passes or feeders.
2. Electrical sections should not average less than
1.5 miles in length: greater averages are entirely
acceptable and individual lengths should be governed by local conditions.

increase,

Twenty-two

feet is a safe general working
of trolley from rail.
de-insulating eft'ect of steam locomotive
stack discharges is a most important consideration
to be kept in mind in the matter of properly insulating high-tension wires from ground.
5- High insulation factors should be used where
high-tension construction, due to low bridges, is
brought nearer the rails than the normal height
of 22 feet. Strong mechanical shields should be
3.

distance
4.

The

used to

deflect

insulators at
cised in the

high-tension

locomotive blasts

low

bridges.

installation

of these

from messenger
should
shields,

be
so

exerthat

conductors

working
should

Care

distance.
be installed

and ground are at safe
Wherever possible, insulators
away from the direct line of

the locomotive blast.
6. Auxiliary wires
in connection with the electrification, if they cannot be carried over highway
bridges as aerial conductors, should not be carried
under, unless they are enclosed in lead-covered
cables, with end bells properly enclosed in suitable
housings at points where the conductors change
from aerial to lead-covered cables.
7- AH circuit-breakers connecting feed wires
(or
by-passes)
to
the
trolley
bus-bars
should
be
equipped with time relays, so that any short-circuit
w-ill
immediately open the trolley breakers, thus
locating the trolley section grounded. Equipping
the feeder breakers with time relays insures continuity of voltage on wires not affected by the
short-circuit.
Each trolley-breaker pilot switch
should be provided with a light to indicate when
it opens, and an announcer bell should ring in the
signal tower at the same time, so that the operator
is promptly notified.
8. On account of deleterious influences of weather
and locomotive-stack discharges, together with general inconvenience
of
getting
at
bus-bars and
switches when installed on anchor bridges, all sec-

oil
switches should be installed in switch
houses, erected at the side of the tracks, with leadcovered cable connections between
trolley
and
switches.

tion

9. Signaling should be arranged so that the operator can prevent the engineer from spanning two
sections by his locomotive shoes in the event of
the ad\'ance section being grounded.
10.- All
signal towers should be interconnected
with a reliable telephone service. Immunity from
electromagnetic and electrostatic disturbance in the
telephone system can be secured by using twistedwire pairs, enclosed in lead-covered sheath, the
sheath being grounded frequently. This suggestion
more particularly applicable to the interrupted
is
or tower-to-tower telephone system. In this case
the distance of exposures of the telephone wires
is not great, and thus ihc summated effect of electromagnetic induction is negligible. In the case of
the through telephone line, where the circuit is
uninterrupted throughout the zone of eleclrification,
again the lead sheath and twisted pair are respectively effective in removing all static charges
and elcctromagnelically balancing the circuit;' but
on account of the cumulative action of the electromagnetic induction, either compensating transformers or a system of impedance coils inst.alled
across the telephone circuits at intervals of two
miles (this distance may be less, depending on the
electromagnetic density'; with their central points
grounded should be used. Either method will satisfactorily remove the impresseil voltage due to
electromagnetic induction. The importance of reliable telephone service between operating towers
cannot be too greally emphasized.
.\fler finishing Ihe reading of his printed paper
Mr. Murray said: "The discussion of double or single-catenary conslructiou en main-line electrification
was intentionally omitted from the paper. A choice
of the one or the other must be a compromise
of a great many considerations, the principal ones

i8,

1908

number of tracks to be electrified and
conditions, but there is one fact that has
conclusively demonstrated to me viz., either
the trolley wire or the trolley shoe must be flexible,
whether the construction be for main or branch
lines.
Of course, in the single-catenary construction a flexible-contact conductor is provided.
In
the triangular construction the contact conductor
is
rigid.
This requires a flexible shoe, which, in
a degree, is secured by the spring pantagraph arrangement. Experience, however, has forced upon
me the conclusion that the pantagraph must be still
further supplemented by a light but strong mechanism, which will insure flexible contact between
the shoe and trolley wire, thus not offering a great
deal of inertia in movement when Ihe shoe meets
the hard spots of the line, which exist at the
being the
local

—

bee'n

catenary-hanger points.

"A form of construction we have adopted in
Port Chester yard, in which the latitudinal catenaries are supported by cross-catenaries
(in some cases spanning as many as 10 tracks)
has about it a great many attractive features, and
I am not too
sure but that experience will not
bring out the possibility of using the cross-catenary
for main-line work.
Such an arrangement, if more
frequently reinforced with cross-bridge anchorages,
such as now used in the New Haven electrification,
will bring a lighter and cheaper construction and
possibly aft'ord a greater opportunity in insulating
the overhead system from ground. I can See no
reason why single-catenary spans need be made
any less than those used in the double-catenary
construction, as the cross rigidity that may be desired can be obtained by tying into adjacent latitudinal catenaries, all of which, of course, are
subject to the pull-off construction at present employed.
Of course, there are a great many pro;
and cons about this, and again wc are forced tc
the conclusion that today is not the time for standardization, as it w-ill pay not to accelerate our
conclusions at a greater rate than the operating
evidence upon which they should be based.
"Still another point that has not been touched
upon in the paper is the great flexibility offered in
the double-switch arrangement of supplying powei
to a trolley wire at the two extremities of it;
section.
It is readily seen that if trouble exists
in one of the circuit-breakers supplying a trolley
wire in any given section, this switch can be immediately cut out and all the power supplied from
the remaining switch at the other end. This flexibility, of course, is secured in virtue of the low
loss due to high-tension transmission and the employment of by-passes or feeders, to wdiich previous
reference has been made."
our East

Discussion (in Part).

New

B. Stillwell,
York: I think that the Institute is to be congratulated up,on the attitude of
the
Haven road and its engineers in frankly
disclosing not only their successes but their difficulties.
The paper is one of a class of which I
L.

New

think we might have more to advantage, namely,
of a class describing actual work.
I think that a
criticism of the layout of feeders and supply circuits in general for these large distributing plants,
and particularly for railway service, is beneficial.
I
say particularly in railway service, because in
industrial power ser\'icc the interruption of a feeder
ordinarily involves a local difficulty, whereas in
railway service if we stop trains on one part of
the line we hold up the entire road.
W. B. Potter, Schenectady, N. Y''. Mr. Murray
has given ns an interesting paper on a most interesting subject.
The ordinary 600-volt trolley has
been little of a criterion for the ii.ooo-volt catenary
under steam-railroad conditions. Considered as an
example of good construction work, I have never
seen the equal of the catenary line to w-hieh he
has referred. As to the relative reliability of such
an overhead high-voltage trolley as compared to
a third rail under conditions necessitating joint
operation with steam, I believe this to be a debatable question.
The experience thus far appears to
me rather in favor of the third rail.
As to the points noted by Mr. Murray: First
I agree with him as to Ihe desirability of a through
feeder in parallel with the different sections. I
do not 'see the need, howe\'er, of two such feeders
on the same phase as the trolley wires. For local
power the combination of the single feeder w-ith
the trolley w-ires would seem sufficient reserve,
while any accident involving all four of the trolley
wires would probably include the feeder as well.
In case it did not the feeder could supply powel
beyond the break.
Second .'\s to the length of the main line sections, I should favor three to five miles rather
than less.
This is a question affecting rcliabilitj
of operation, and it would seem that a reduction
in the number of switching appliances would be
favorable in this respect.
Five-mile sections have
proved sal is factory in third-rail operation, and
there would seem to be no reason for shorter sections with the high-voltage trolley unless by reason
of greater liability to breakdown. It would seem
desir.'ihle, however, that at track cross-overs there
should he a short section controlling the main line
and cross-over tracks to better insure cross-over
movements in the event of interruption on the
:

—

'

—

main line sections.
Third Twenty-two

—

feel

seems

lo

be a generally

—

:

Jamiary
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recognized standard liciKlit for the trolley wire.
Il is nnforllnialc that this height cannot be mainihrcmKhiiiil. as it would llieii he possible to
use a niiicli iintiter fdrin (»f paiil.t^rai-.li. The presence of overhead bridtfis with their limited over;
head clearance often necessitates a vertical movement of seven to eiRht feet, reqnirin« a pantagrapli
l:iined

more

deratiKeinenl.
of the catenary insidation,
would
«hie to smoke from the steam locomotive,
The measure of trouble
naturally be expected.

strnclnre

iMPiirlh

from

liable

to

— Depreciation

this

cause wotdd seem to have a beariuR on

Conditions might
the permissible trolley voltage.
well arise where copper or efficiency wotdd h.nvc
sacrificed
for
reliability.
to be
Si.xtli
So far as it can be avoided, I do not
ihink that overhead wires subject 10 lightning
should be run through lead cables.
As the auxiliary wires couhl be so located as to be less exposed lo the locomotive exhaust and as there
would generally be little need of supporting them
iin insulators undcrnealli the bridge itself, it would
seem to me to be better practice to omit the lead
covering.

—

—

Sevenih and eighth The suggestion with regard
time relays and switch indication arc in line
As to the mctliod
with well-established practice.
of operating the circuit-breakers. I understand they
to

from the main power cirnot some means be provided for
operating these switches in the event of failure of
power? As these circuit-breakers arc in the vicinity of signal towers, where manual operation could
be con\'cnicntly applied, would not this be the more
reliable method?
Lever coimcclions would provide
certainty of operation and would not interfere with
The proposed change from
the automatic tripping.
the bridges to s-witch houses would simplify the
mechanical connections.
Ninth While there is no question as to the desirability of guarding against spanning two sections
in the event of one of tl-.cm being grounded if two
pantagraphs or trolley poles are far enough apart
to span the section insulator it is as sure to happen
The only safe guard
as that grounds will occur.
seems to be a fuse between the two collectors.
York:
Mr. Murray'*
O. S. Lyford, Jr., New
paper has evidently been written from the point
of view of operations of a multiple-track road.
When viewed from the standpoint of single-track
operation this subject has some rather different
Mr. Murray sa}"s: "i. In one, two, three
aspects.
or four-track railroads the single-phase distribution should include, besides the trolley W'ires, bypasses or feeders."
I would not take any exception to that statement relating to two. three or
four-track roads, but in connection with singletrack roads the circumstances are quite different.
The objects of sectionalization are perhaps three:
First, to minimize the interference with the operation of the road In case of line trouble; second, to
locate the fault quickly, and third, to reach the
fault with a work train.
As to the tirst object,
to minimize the interference of operation, I think
it would be quite apparent that that cannot be accomplished with a parallel feeder in a single-track
road.
Mr. Murray speaks of a special track to
test and locate faults quickly,, and if that proves
out, there is little argument left for sectionalizing
single-track roads betw'een important points.
Considering the question of reaching the fault with
a work train with such section as has been discussed here tonight, the work train could not get
within three-quarters of a mile or so of the fault,
and it would be impracticable for the men to have
to go the rest of the way on foot to locate the
fault.
The logical conclusion, therefore, is that
the work train should be operated by an independern unit, either a steam locomotive-6r a gasoline
car, preferably the latter, because it is more easily
put into service.
It may be said that the high-voltage trolley system ought to be put up so as to minimize the
probability of the line getting out of order.
That
at first looks like quite a proposition, but as you
get acquainted with it it does not really appear so.
The solution seems to be the exclusive use of porcelain for insulation.
At first it would look as if
we could not subject the porcelain to the heavy
strains of the catenary construction without shattering the porcelain, but we have found with the
standard forms of spool insulators, when properly
harnessed up, that they can be tested out with
14.000 pounds tension, or compression, as the harness works at 22,000 volts or more electrical strain
at the same time.
These strains in the catenary
circuits thus far used are about 4,000 pounds per
wqre, and we could therefore get a factor of safety
of three or four with a single wire, or half that
if we use one insulator for both wires.
The use
of built-up insulators is not very promising, and
the use of wood (although wood appears to be a
good insulator) has the objection that if there is
leakage across the wood and you burn the wood in
two, down comes the catenary construction
but if
the porcelain should break, the only result is the
insulation is lost, but the line does not come down,
because the porcelain is under compression and
the broken, parts will hold.
Mr. Murray: Mr. Potter spoke of pinning his
flag lo the third rail versus the overhead construcarc at present controlled
cuit.

Should

—

;

In regard lu

tion.
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can simply nay (hat

I

is

a very large problem in itself, Init I have rca«on
lo believe that oji long-distance Iraclion work llic
(piestion of oper.'iling expense will un^n^c^lion.'llJly
be the paramount fealiire and will make the over-

construction and nlternaling-current transmission to the motors a necessity.
In order lo explain the necessity of two feeders,
I
think this can be done (piiekly by .saying that
in the event of trouble, uidocking of the feeding
system as established on the New Haven road
is
such that if trouble occurs on one feeder, by
by-passing around through swilches and on the
anchor bridges we are enabled lo cut out the
feeder section and make the repairs, thereby giving a strong and more reliable continuity of

head

service.

In connection wilh Mr. Poller's suggestion that
the sections be longer, I thoroughly agree wilh
him. I think three to five miles is going to become
standard, but local conditions should govern.
Concerning Mr. Lyford's remarks, I agree with
hiin about the single-track feeder artangemeni, but
would qualify that for a long distance. In its application to long distances, I Ihink a feeder arrangement for single track is quite necessary.
should have such a track as he spoke of in the
middle of the lint; it is not imcommon railway
practice to operate lo that point on both sides. If
the catenary const ruction was grounded itself it
would be impossible to transmit, and we could
by-pass on that feeder.
I certainly agree with him
in regard to porcelain insulation in the place of
moulded material, if it is possible lo get the tension and compression strains in porcelain that is
obtained in using molded material.

We

Illumination Discussed at Pittsburg.
Tile Pittsburg Section of the .\mcrican Institute
of Electrical Engineers met on January 8th, in
the Carnegie Institute Lecture Hall, for the purpose of discussing "Illumination." One of the
principal papers of the evening was given by Arthur J. Sweet of the Westinghouse Lamp Company
of Newark, N. J. Mr. Sw-eet first reviewed the
theoretical factors of good illumination, grouping
them as follow-s: Efliciency of illumination, intrinsic brilliancy of light source, color, intensity,
steadiness and efficiency of light distribution, size
of illuminating source and the temperature to
which it is possible to raise the incandescent solid.
All these subjects have to be studied by the illuminating engineer in order to produce the physiological process of good visual perception.
Visual
perception is the thing to be considered more than
candlepowers. The visual perception of an object
lighted with an illumination of two foot-candles
is very different when the field of vision is surrounded by intense light from what it is when

surrounded by a soft, weak light. In other words,
very light reflecting walls should not be highly
illuminated from a small intense light source, but
from a larger light source of lower intensit\^
Three, four or five units at a light source give
best results.
Different colored papers absorb different amounts
of light, and that which is absorbed is lost. The
amounts of light reflected by different colored papers are:

White paper
Oranee paper

80 per cent.
50 "
"
40 "
"
"

Yellow paper
Light pink paper
Light blue paper
Em*=rald ereen paper
Dark browD paper

35
25

This should be considered

in

18

"
"

"

10

"

"

rooms of

lighting

different colors.

The following

table compares the physical propmost common forms of electric lamps

erties of the

for over an hour without burning out, while a
carbon-filaincnt lamp woiihl only last a few secunder these conijilions.
G. M. Little of the Westiiighouse Electric and
.Manufacliiring Company wave :i very clear description of llic art of niakiiiR arir-lamii carbrjns from Ih'
lime of Ihf JablochkolT cindle ilowii lo the latest

onds

flaming

Lamp

Common 56-watt.
Common 50-watt.

lamp
High - efliciency

Gem.

D. C. 5. l-ampere enclosed arc
on iio-volt circuit, .5-inch
carbons
A, C. enclosed 5.7 ampere arc
taking 388 watts on no-volt
circuit. .5-inch carbons
60-watt. no-volt tungsten

ment lamp, burning

circuit

llie

experiment

was

through a great

perfected

many more

dilTicullies

than are generally known. Many diflfcrenl kinds
of coke and mixtuies of coke and lampblack were
tried, analyzed and refinements made, even down
to extracling small quantities of iron impurities
which made the carbons magnetic and blew the
arc to one side.
George Loring. engineer of the National Electric Lamp Association of Cleveland, Ohio, gave
an impromptu talk on the latest development of
the tungsten lamp, how carefully they were packed
and how they couhl now be shipped without danger of breaking. He also called attention to the
improvement in the quality of light delivered by
a tungsten lamp over the ordinary carbon-filament
lamp. The tungsten lamp gives a light closely
resembling sunlight, while the carbon-filament lamp
light corresponds with that given by the spectrum
from the green down.
A variation in voltage above or below the rated
voltage does not make such a variation in the light
emitted from the tantalum as that emitted from
the carbon-filament lamp. The 32-caiidlepower, 40w-att, 1 10- volt tantalum lamp is now a commercial
article, and appears to be the best suited for gen.

eral

needs.

Mr.

Loring considered

man was mistaken

that

the

central-station

about the use of the tantalum

lamp when he thought that his receipts would be
cut.
"It is the present poor light you get from
carbon-filament lamps that has made a great many
people burn Welsbach light when they would preelectric light."
Then the cheapening of
its use much more general, and
customer would not be watching to turn offhis lights as soon as possible, and more lights
would be used for advertising.
Mr. Skinner called attention to tests made by
the Allegheny County Light Company, who found
that some of its customers were using old lamps
that were originally tested at 16 candlepower, but
had deteriorated so that some of them did not

the

fer

anything makes
the

•

more than six candlepower.
letter was read from Mr. A. J. Wurts. suggesting that all lamps should have two ratings
a photometer rating and an illuminating power
rating.
The latter should be based on the wellknown i6-candlepower lamp as a unit.
Mr. Martin of the Allegheny County Light Company read, a short discussion on lighting, prepared
by Mr. Muller. The principal points brought out
were that the central-station man was now deriving quite an income from electric beating, small
motors, etc.. and that the electric lighting was not
the whole thing any more. He gave a table comparing the renewal cost with the consumption of
all the different styles of incandescent lamps on the
market.

give

A

Use

of Electric Light

and Power

In

Chicago.

Atnount of
Light per
Kilowatt-hour

In an advertisement of January 13. 1908, the
Commonw-ealth Edison Company of Chicago says

236 candlepower-

that electric light equivalent to 2.140,000 i6-candlepower lamps is supplied to over 60,000 homes and
business houses in Chicago. The increase over last

13.2

4.24

hours

candlepowerhours
307 candlepowerhours

13.2

3.78

3i.

3.26

40.7

3.07

326 candlepower-

16.

2.75

364 candlepower-

213.

2.63

38ocandlepowerhours

152.

2.55

392

37.

1.62

617 candlepower-

264

hours
hours

fila-

candlepowerhours

at 1.25

watts per horizontal candle.
Lurainous 8-ampere arc. 440
watts. 2 in series on no-volt

when

However,

trietl it was found tliat an arc could not l)c supported in a vacuum, and there was joy in the
camp of the carbon manufacturers once more. Arc
lamps are now made willi an cflTiciency of 0.2 watt
per candlepower.
The manufacture of carbons li.is been gradually

per

125

power

his

Watts

carbon-tila-

watts, graphitized carbonriilament lamp of 50 horizontal candlepower
44-watt tantalum lamp. 22
rated horizontal candle-

illuiilralinK

Candle

ment incandescent lamp.
rated at3.i watts per candle.
16 horizontal candlepower..
Three.glower,264-watt Nernst

lanips,

power
carbon-fila-

ment incandescent lamp.
rated at 3. 5 watts per candle.
16 horizontal caudlepower.

inagiielite

Candle-

Spherical
of

and

willi

definitely.

Mean
Kind

.ire

lantern slides. He told how the carbon
people were scared when tile cncIo»ied arc came
into vogue for ft,-ir thai the arc-lamp designer
might go a step farther and enclose the carbon
in a vactuim, which would make them
last in-

talk

is 34 per cent.
Such progress is significant
of tw'o interesting facts.
In the first place, standliving
have
improved.
ards of
There is a demand
for comfortable, hygienic homes everyw-here.
In
the second place, electric light has become so inexpensive that everyone can afford it. The number
of electric signs in Chicago is placed at 4.000.
The company also announces the fact that it is
now- supplying 6.0C0 customers w-ith electric power,
delivering 104,000 horsepower to various plants.
Some of these are the largest in Oiicago, consuming as high as 3.C00 horsepower in a single instance.
In addition to this, 6o,oco horsepower is
supplied to the elevated railways and surface traction companies of the city.

year

hours
1020.

.431

2320 candlepower-

hours

Mr. Sweet also described how the filaments of
tungsten lamps are now spring-anchored and can
be burned in any position. Samples of tungsten
lamps were shown, and the point brought out that
a tungsten lamp can be burned at double voltage

The committee on state legislation of the Chicago
Council is considering a resolution directing the
drafting of a bill which w'ould create a publicservice commission for Chicago. The commission
would be similar to ihe one in New- York and
would have power to regulate and control common
carriers, gas and electric companies and other public-service companies.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
By

Geo. R. Metcalfe.

work

of the

mum

Absence of Shafting.

done

is

at

considerably below

its

maxi-

shafting

present

is

represents a constant

it

which absorbs a certain amount of
power, whether all or none of the machines conload

nected to

The use

are being used.

it

of shafting

machinery practically
corresponding to the shafting, and there-

also limits the location of the
to a line

fore prevents, as a rule, the floor space being utilShafting also interto its fullest advantage.

ized

overhead cranes and travelers,
which are almost a necessity in transferring heavy
work from one machine to another.
drive lends itself most readily to the
extension of a plant, as all that is necessary is to
carry the wires to whatever point may be necessary,
and in a new plant it may easily permit of con-

The motor

siderable

reduction in the

cost

of buildings,

as

it

machinery to be located much more
compactly, and therefore requires less floor space
than any form of mechanical drive.
the

Economy.

Under

the head of

economy

motor drive

the

will

value when overtime work is to be
done. If the individual-motor drive for each machine is adopted only the particular machine reor, if
quired for the overtime work need be run
the group drive is adopted, only a comparatively
small group of machines need be run, while in the
often prove

its

;

of a plant operated from
engine, with belts and shafting,

the

case

single

steam

would often be
the whole shop, even
it

necessary to run practically
if only one machine were required for use.

moment.
Under these conditions

so far mentioned

to the

as

whatever

motor drive relate principally to convenience,
and economy in power consumption, and

always important in any
manufacturing concern, they are not always the
governing considerations. A factory may be located, for example, where, on account of waterpower, very cheap coal, or natural gas, the cost
of power is so small that the saving in power alone
would not justify the expense of changing from
mechanical to motor driving, and as the motor
drive has been adopted with advantage even where
the cost of power has been comparatively unimportant, we must look for some further advantages
inherent in the electric motor which justifies its
adoption under conditions which are most favorable
to mechanical driving.
It has been proved in a large number of inwhile

these

factors

machine produces

speeds, the

dustries that the use of the electric

motor increases

product which may be
turned out; that is, with a given equipment of
machinery a greater output will be produced when
it
is
motor driven than when it is mechanically
driven. This condition is particularly true of machine tools which require to be operated at various

amount

speeds, but

'

of

it

is

finished

also the case in

many

operations

which are performed at constant speed. It is this
consideration more than any other which appeals
lo almost every class of manufacturers, as the
ability to turn out an increased product without
any increase of machinery obviously leads to a

where

has been
carefully tested the increase in production following the adoption of motor driving has amounted
lo from 25 to 30 per cent.
The increase in production in the case of variable-speed motors is easily
accounted for in many kinds of machine tools.
Take, for example, a lathe which is turning up
work having a number of different diameters. In
order to operate such a lathe at its maximum output a number of diflcrenl speeds will be required,
according to the diameter and material of the work,
several

cases

this

question

and these different speeds,

if the lathe is mechandriven, will be obtained by shifting the bell
on cone pulleys, or throwing the back gear in and
out.
Kither of these operations requires more or

ically

less

lime and trouble on Ihc part of the operator,
result is almost invariable that considerable

and the

—

maximum

output.

duction can be traced to the use of constant-speed
motors. In the case of printing presses, for example, an increase of approximately 10 per cent.
in the output of a press has been effected, even
when the mechanical and the electrical drive which
substituted it were supposed to run the press at
exactly the same speed. The difference in product,
however, was undoubtedly due to the almost absolutely constant speed of the electric drive, and the
imperceptible losses in speed due to belt slip in
case of the mechanical drive.
The driving of paper-making machinery is another operation which requires a practically absolutely uniform driving speed, to which the electric
motor has been applied with remarkable success.
There is no other method of driving which can
compare with the electric motor in absolute constancy of speed, and the effect of changes in speed

paper-making machinery, which are liable to tear
may be judged from the statement of a
large paper manufacturer that he would rather burn
out any motor in his plant than to interrupt a run
in

Sfyiz.
Thii fcrtcs of articles, intended to turvey, briefly,
the whole field of applied electricity for lisht. power and
heat, was begun in the Western Electrician of February a,
1907.

B. F. T., Champaign, 111.
While operating a
single-phase alternator, with field separately exdriving force was suddenly removed, but
the ammeter in the armature circuit showed full
load current until the machine came nearly to
standstill.
Why did this current remain nearly
constant until the machine had almost stopped?
:

cited, the

The

normal operation and of the particular occurrence are incomplete.
If the machine
was running in parallel with others the machine
may have been motorized at the instant that its
electromotive force began to fall when the driving
power failed and therefore taken current from the
details of

bus-bars until the circuit-breaker opened, the ammeter needle remaining at its limit point till this
happened. If the machine was running alone, the
ammeter needle may have stuck at the limit point
until the current dropped to a low value.
If
there were any storage batteries connected through
rotary converters on the line these may have

momentarily pumped current into the machine to
cause the ammeter needle to be driven to the limit
till
the reverse-current circuit-breakers opened. If
the conditions were made more clear, other causes
may also probably be found.

Telephoning on Horseback.
R. B., Milwaukee
Recent newspaper accounts
are to the effect that Captain Knowles of Fort
Leavenworth, Kan., has perfected a means of carrying on telephone conversations while proceeding
:

on horseback.

me how

Kindly inform

this

is

done.

the paper,

of high-grade paper.

ITo be contimied.l

Answer.
Captain A. 0. Knowles, who is captain in the
Thirtieth Infantry, U. S. A., and instructor in the
Army Signal School, in a recent letter says "I
:

myself unable on account of many duties to
furnish the data desired.
The inaccuracy of accounts in the daily papers on technical matters is
forcibly illustrated in many clippings I have received,
the majority of
which border on the
absurd.
In brief, my experiments have demonfind

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Self-help for Electricians.
Chicago
How can a common electrician,
with some practical experience, advance himself in
electrical lines?
I want to be a better electrician
than I am. How can I succeed?

H.

S.,

;

Answer.
This

broad question and an old question.
The answer to it depends mainly on the man himself in
each case on his aptitude, energy and
a

is

—

The

determination.

way

successful

man hews

his

by the driving power that is within
But every man who seeks to improve himself is entitled to all the outside help he can get,
although he must fully realize that it is upon his
own efforts that his main reliance must be placed.
Chief among the helps is the technical press, which
has, for one of its aims, the dissemination of practical

to the goal

information

among

readers.

its

The

beyond question that telegraphic and telecommunication with moving vehicles and
moving mounted operators is possible.
From a
military point of view this will serve greatly to
facilitate
the movements and operations of an
strated

phonic

army

in

the field."

Steam-turbine Unit

in

Portland

Cement

Plant.

own

him.

The Helderburg Portland Cement Company,
whose offices are at Albany, N. Y., operates a
cement mill of 1,400 barrels capacity daily at
Howe's Cave, a small hamlet some 30 miles south
of Albany, on the Delaware and Hudson Railroad.

technical

planned to meet the varying requirements of many but in its pages (and this remark
has reference both to advertising and "reading"
pages) the practical man will find during the year
journal

is

;

suggestions and the records of the work of others
will repay his subscription price many times
over. Then there are the correspondence schools,
often a great help, and some of these organize

which

clubs

considerable increase in profits.

In

its

There are also many cases where increased pro-

are

•

the

by the operator obtaining these

lost

is

is

it

pertaining

fle.xibility

Operation of Single-phase Alternator.

Answer.

not only possible
but is extremely easy to perform every operation
at the maximum allowable speed, and as no time

Increasing Manuf.\ctueing Output.

The advantages

patience, are needed.

for a

feres with the use of

allows

But working under the stimulus

himself.

teacher and fellow-students, and with the help
of laboratory apparatus, is manifestly much better.
of

speed.

on the other hand, the lathe is driven by a
variable-speed motor the operator has his controller
handle mounted on the tool carriage and he can
adjust his lathe for either its maximum or minimum speed, or at any intermediate speed by the
simple movement of a handle, with hardly any
physical effort, without moving from his position
at the tool carriage and without stopping the work
If,

There are many reasons why the motor drive
is superior to any other, even when steam power
One of the most important
readily accessible.
is
of these is the absence of shafting and the very
large reduction in the amount of belting used.
friction

1908

In any case downright earnestness, with grit and

LI.— Electric Motor Drive.

Where

home by

18,

among

hoods.

their

students

Evening courses

in

in

certain

neighbor-

practical electrical

work

are of decided value. In Chicago these courses,
with laboratory demonstrations, are given at the
Armour Institute of Technology and Lewis Institute.
In each case the required fee is small. At
Lewis Institute, for instance, 400 practical men arc
attending the evening electrical classes. .An elementary evening course is given at the Young
Men's Christian Association. The Chicago Electrical Show, now in session, is a distinct educational
force.
By attending it one may gain a good idea
of the newer electrical applications, particularly in
the household arts; and with this advancement in
domestic electricity the practical electrician should
assuredly be familiar. Then, too, popular but nevertheless very instructive lectures are given at the
exhibition.

These are a

few

of the ways in wjn'ch the
help himself to grasp a higher
rung on the ladder. Of course, he can do a good
deal by procuring books and simply studying at
practical

man

can

STEAM-TURBINE UNIT

IN

PORTLAND CEMENT PLANT.

Following insistent demands for greater output, additional power was provided for in the installation
of a i,5Cio-kiIowatt steam turbo-generator unit.
The old plant was driven by two 20 and 38 by
42-inch cross-compound engines, which arc retained
for emergency use.

The
graph,

turbine
r,s

it

shown
is

in

installed,

known

the accompanying

conforms

to

the
for

photowell-

Allis-Chalmcrs standard design
both
turbine and alternator, the latter being wound for
volts,
60
cycles,
three-phase,
440
and the former
driving it at a speed of 1,800 revolutions per minute under a steam pressure of 150 pounds at 28inch vacuum.
A Tomlinson jet condenser with
auxiliary air pump and accessories have also been
installed, the complete plant being built by Allis-

Chalmcrs Company.

laiiiKiry
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Street Lighting by TuriKston LampH.
Grossc

Shelton Electric Hair Dryer.

Mich., lias recently
installed a scries tinigstcii incandescent strect-lightof this kind of
inp! syslcm where the julvanlagcs
The station equipliKhlinR are well cxenipliru'd.

The

of

city

I'oiiil,

two 8.S-kilowatt, sVi-ampcrc contransformers. One of these is held
in reserve, while the other supplies current to 77
fio-candlcpower General Electric tungsten scries incandescent lamps, suspended from artistic iron
All wiring is laid in condijils to the pole
poles.
includes

nienl

65

slanl-currcnt

dryers have heen fuund very useful,
holh in the home and in hair-dressing establishments for women. The Shelton dryer, ilhislrntcd
herewith, is one that gives a breeze of cither hot
It
Is
essentially an extremely light
or cohl air.
electric motor mounted upon a convenient handle,
combined with a liny rotary blower. It is
.'uid
linely finished in black (jiamel, and, as it consists
largely of aluminum parts, it is very light, weighing only i'A pounds complete. The Shelton hair
dryer consumes very little current and can be used
Ivleclric hair

"1

Fig.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

I.

most pari, relate to the auxiliary and the method
of installation. Tlic new design makes it poailble
to handle each lamp outfit as a unit, and has
greatly simplified Ihe hanging of the lamp. The
new casing of the auxiliary resembles the liousing
of an arc, being cylindrical in form and alxjut
eight inches in diameter and 10 inches high, with
the supply lines entering binding posts at the top.
The auxiliary Is clearly shown in the pictures.
The cover is hinge<l and may be thrown back,
furrnshing rearly access lo the parts of the auxiliary.
The lamp lorl, v/hicli supports the tube, is
attached directly to the auxiliary by a pivot screw.
The hanging and connecting of ihc new lamp
is
extremely simple. A ceiling
plate,
a
short

Bracket I.amp with Radial Reflector.

STREET LIGHTING BY TUNGSTEN LAMPS.
and wires pass up the center of the pole to the
The form of poles used not only gives a
lanips.

and

I

One

of

a

cir-

of no volts. It is understood that with an
ordinary hair dryer about one hour is required to
drv a woman's head of hair. The value of this
cuits

artistic

2.

reflector

of this system
which the lamps are

features

interesting

the

radial

the

is

makes

but

appearance than the usual
These poles and lamps are shown in

much more
wooden pole.
Figs.

construction,

line

substantial

very

on both alternating-current and direct-current

with

This form of reflector is so constructed
is spread and projected very evenly
over a considerable area instead of being nearly all
concentrated in a circle around the lamp. Fig. 4
shows the candlepower distribution of a 40-candlepower series tungsten lamp equipped with a radial
Fig. 3 illustrates one of these reflectors
reflector.
on a lamp. It may be seen from the diagram of
the candlepower distribution that at about 30 deequipped.

that the light

threaded pipe nipple, and an insulating joint arc
furnished with each lamp outfit. These are fastened to the ceiling, and the auxiliary screwed to
the insulating joint. Where it is necessary to hang
the lamp at some distance from the ceiling, a pipe
or ccnduit of the proper length can be u?e^ between the plate and the auxiliary. Where lamps
are hung fi^om outlet boxes the ceiling plate can
be dispensed with. When desired, the lamp may
be hung from a wire rope by screwing a hook to
the insulating joint and properly guying the lamp
so that it will not swing.
The performance of the lamp depends directly
on the au.xiliary. In the new auxiliary the number

grees below horizontal Ihe efifective illumination is
50 candlepower, making the efficiency at this point

about one watt per candlepower.
The series sockets with which these lamps are
provided are so constructed that when a lamp is
removed from the socket two contact plates of
large area close together before the lamp is quite
drawn out of the' socket, leaving no danger of an

open circuit

Tungsten

at

any time.
lamps are made

series

and

7.5

account

of

dryer will be appreciated, as it perin about six minutes.. The simple
turn of a switch is all that is necessary to heat the
air by cutting in the heating coils.
electric

in

32,

40 and

6o-candlepowerjjtsizes, with current ratings of 4, 5.5.
6.6

SHELTON ELECTRIC HAIR DRVER.

amperes, and are exceedingly hardy on
the heavy, short filament. It is said

forms

hair

its

work

Improved Mercury-vapor Lamps.

~~r^=^=^m:^^^-^

The

1908 model of the Cooper Hewitt mercury-

The
a. number of improvements.
general form of the tubes of the several types of
for
the
remains
the
same.
The
changes,
lamps
vapor lamp has

^^z^

fo

so-

FIG.

Jo-

-«,

CANDLEPOWER DISTRIBUTION OF A
CANDLEPOWER SERIES TUNGSTEN LAMP
4.

40-

AUXILIARY (CASING REMOVED) FOR MERCURY-VAPOR

EQUIPPED WITH RADIAL REFLECTOR.

LAMP.

that they will burn for nearly i,ooo hours at
efficiency of from i]/^ to lYz watts per candlepower.
Another installation of series tungsten lamps for
street

lighting

Rapids,

Mich.

has

recently

The lamps

been made in Grand
of 60 candlepower

are

and were placed on one of the principal streets of
the city. Judging from the complimentary remarks
of the press and the City Council, the test installation has proved highly satisfactorj'.
The tungsten lamp with its high efficiency should
greatly increase the use of series incandescent lights
in
suburban and residential districts, where the
thick foliage

distributed

at

makes
short

it

to

produce satisfac-

tory illumination.
city of Fort William in New Ontario, Canhas decided to own its municipal streetrailway system, and application has been made to
the Ontario Legislature for permission to issue
debentures to provide funds to construct such a
system early in the spring.

has

parts

;

necessary to have the units

intervals

been reduced, and the design and
manufacture improved. Different parts may be removed or replaced with ease. The ballast or adjuster is made w-ith a standard plug base, and
screwed into an Edison socket. The inductance
coils are thoroughly insulated, and the resistance
is
entirely embedded in an enamel-coated spool,
w-hich protects the wire against the deterioration
effects
of gases and dampness. The resistance
spool has two binding posts, so that the lamp may
be adjusted to the actual voltage of the supply.
All standard lamps are made for either no or
220 volts the resistance spool, just described, furnishes what little adjustment is necessary in the
particular group for which the lamp is intended.
Close regulation of the supply voltage is not
necessary to the successful performance of the
lamp, as the ballast and the inductance coil compensate for ordinary fluctuations. Standard series
lamps are operating satisfactorily, on power circuits
of 500 to 600 volts. The lamp is manufactured by
the Cooper Hewitt Electric Company of 220 West
Twenty-ninth Street, New York.
of

The

ada,

IMPROVED MERCURY-VAPOR LAMP.
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The New "Standard" Storage
The two most

Battery.
ordinary

serious objections to
lead storage batterj' are its great weight and dewhen subjected to hard service.
terioration
novel construction lias been embodied in the new
tlie

A

"Standard" accumulator which is said to overcome,
both these drawbacks. This new cell is
a perfected form of the Clare battery and is a
radical departure from the regular lead storagebattery construction. Instead of using a heavy lead
grid to hold the active material and ,conduct
largely,

the

current to

the grid

it,

in

this

cell

in

is

the

a light and highly porous earthenware
Fig. i, provided with pockets for hold-

form of
retainer.

I.

Applications of Recording Instruments
to Light and Power Systems.
By H. p. Dennis.
The ultimate economy of a power plant depends
upon a great many factors, but the most potent of
Prime
these will be found in the boiler room.
movers and generators have now been brought to
such a high degree of efficiency that losses in them
are small in comparison with those in the boilerWith mechanical stokers, economizers, feed-

rrrrrrrrrrrr
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rrrrrrrrrrrr
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FIG.

elusive.
It is said that the electrical manufacturers,
supply dealers and central-station men of St. Louis
arc backing the project. The St. Louis office of
the Trades Exposition Association is' at 618 Mermod-Jaccard Building.

room.
water

heaters, superheaters, etc., a thermal efficiency at the bus-bars of 10.3 per cent, has been
attained in probably the most efficient plant in existence.

A fruitful subject for thought is how to approach this efficiency in the average plant. In this
model station 22.7 per cent, of the thermal energy
The feed-water heatin the coal was lost to. stack.
ers and economizers effected a saving of 9.9 per
These figures represent the best practice.
evident that the operating engineer^ has a
greater opportunity to check losses and institute
positive savings in the boiler-room than anywhere
else in the plant.
It is not sufficient that a boiler plant be equipped
with good furnaces, boilers, economizers, etc. This
apparatus will not give good resulls of itself. The
Acplant so equipped is only potentially efficient
tual economy depends upon scientific methods of

cent.
It

IXSIDE OF RETAINER PLATE OF "STAXDARD

ACCUMULATOR.
ing the active material against the conducting plate
and at the same time forming the separator between plates. The conducting plates are thin lead
sheets, on either side of which is a retainer plate,
the set forming a thin, tightly boxed unit. The
outer sides of the earthenware retainer plates are
vertically ribbed, as shown in Fig. 2, to furnish
ducts for the circulation of the liquid. These plates
are so porous and their webs so thin as to permit
unobstructed action of the electrolyte through them
At the same
to the active material in the pockets.
time these plates serve to positively prevent the
loosening and disintegration of the active material
and the buckling of the plates as a whole.
In making up various sizes of ihe "Standard"
accumulator, the unit sj^stem is used. The retainerplate units are 2j^ inches square, and as many as
desired can be assembled on each side of the conducting plate to give any final plate dimensions
desired.
As many boxed plates as needed to give
the desired capacity are assembled in a containing
The cells are made up
cell in the usual manner.

is

In how many plants is it known where
operation.
the losses occur or even that there are losses that
Frequent boiler tests may lead
checked?
might be
to the correction of some defects, but they are
expensive and do not insure the best year-in and
Even in the model plant beyear-out operation.
fore referred to, where the most elaborate tests
covering long periods of time were made by ex-
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SETTLE DISPUTES

DIAGRAM SHOWING APPLICATIONS~OF RECORDING
INSTRUMENTS.

An equipment of aulomaiic recording instruments produces results similar to an uninterrupted
These
boiler test, if such a thing were possible.
instruments may be assembled under the eye of
the operator, showing instantaneously the slightest
deviation from best running conditions of any part
They furthermore make perof the equipment.
manent records of changes that might occur between consecutive readings of indicating instruments.

FIG.

2.

I

i

I

I

OUTSIDE OF RETAINER -PLATE OF "STAND-

ARD" ACCUMULATOR.
sizes and are mour.ted in sealed
rubber jars, glass jars or lead-lined wooden tanks
as the service requires.
The performance of "Standard" accumulators that
have been in continuous service for five years is
said to be practically as good as wlicn they were
installed.
The cells show no signs of buckling or
deterioration and are capable of many more years
of work. They arc free from local action and give
good efficiencies. They sland up well under hard
usage, and even short-circuiting them docs not make
any permanent damage. The weight is low, a loo-

into the

customary

ampcre-hour

cell complete with electrolyte making
than 20 pounds. The Standard Electric .^ccumulator Company of 141 Broadway, New York
city, is the manufacturer of the new cells.

less

St.

Louis to Have an Electrical Show.

Announcement was made at the Chicago ElecShow this week hy Mr, G. Stuart Hill, rep-

trical

resenting

the Trades

Exposition

an electrical show, which it
annual affair hereafter, will

Association,

make an
the new
Grand and

hoped

to

held
Regiment Armory, St. Louis,
Manchester avenues, on March i6th

in

First

is

be

that

to

21st,

in-

is

it

likely

Even the smaller

stations?

to occur in
plants may,

however, be operated in a scientific and economic
manner without expensive experts by the use of
automatic recording instruments, all located near
the

control.

seat of

Passing to the switchboard side of the central
station we find the recording voltmeters to check
the regulation on the storage battery if this latter
forms a part of the equipinent.
Recording ammeters and wattmeters have been
employed considerably on generator and feeder
panels where they supplement the use of indicating
instruments by furnishing a record of the amount
and duration of load on a g.enerator or station; or
the current or wattage output on a particular feeder
circuit.
A very useful application is on arc-light
circuits to show outage, current regulation, grounds,
etc.

On the distributing system, portable recording
make it easy to obtain diagrams of linedrop from any part of the system day or night.
The value of such information as affecting the determination of feeder capacity is evident.
Portable recording ammeters and wattmeters are
used effectively for a great variety of testing work
in connection with ciistomers' light or power circuits.
A few ammeter records will generally show
a "went to bed at 9 o'clock and burnt no lights
all night" type of custoiiier that he is eligible for
voltmeters

the Annanias Club.
In fact the portable recorder as a means of setthng disputes and proving the quality of service
rendered forms a valuable piece of equipment.

Unsolicited But Appreciated.
"We congratulate you upon the success of
New Years number." — W. George Lane,
manager
ren,

of

Economy

Company,

Electric

your
sales

War-

O.

"We

wish to congratulate you on the excellent
appearance and makeup of your New Years
number." R. C. Lanphier, secretary of Sangamo

—

Electric

Company,

Springfield,

111.

"The Western Electrician issues a nota'-ly handsome number in way of its annual review of the
developments in the magical industry.
It
estimates the value of electrical and auxiliary manufactures in the United States in 1907 to be nearly
$316,000,000.
The total output of manufactures
shows a decrease under that of 1906 of 10 per
cent."
Chicago Commerce, the organ of the Chicago Association of Commerce.'
year's

to stack one-half.

I

smaller

BAEK PBESSUBE.
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it was only by aid of an automatic recording
instrument that it was possible to reduce the loss

1

under the very eye of ex-

how much more

—

STFAM PBE.qSURE.

perts,

1

plants

largest

1908

of the Western Electrician is just to hand, and I desire to offer to
you my hearty congratulations upon the very
creditable
appearance
of
the
same." Leland
Huine, general manager of Cumberland Telephone
and Telegraph Company, Nashville, Tenn.

SUPERHFATEO STEAM

atCOBOIKa

I

the

of

perts,

18,

"The New Years number

i

in irriT

January

The diagram shown herewith illustrates some of
the useful applications of automatic recorders to
the different branches of a light or power system.
Recording thermometers for the control of flue or
stack temperatures, superheaters, inlet and outlet to
economizers and condensers, feed-water heaters and
hot wells may all be assembled together with recording steam-pressure, vacuum and draft gauges at
some central point for simultaneous observation.
The sensitive bulbs of these ingenious recording
thermometers and pyrometers are connected to the
recording parts with flexible copper tubes, so that
the continuous temperature records of flue-gas.
feed-water, superheat, etc., arc always before the
If there is any tendency toengineer or fireman.
ward dereliction of duty, recording instruments are
an absolute check.
Those responsible for the performance of plants
will find the daily charts of temperature, pressure,
vacuum or draft a fascinating study, particularly
when observed in relation to those of previous
The continuous log so furdays, months or years.
nished shows graphically not onlv the cycles occurring from hour to hour, hut the general trend
from month to month with the resulting influenci'
on cfiiciency. Operating companies do not hesitate
to spend vast sums to secure the best boiler-room
equipment, hut how often does it happen that a
large pari of this apparatus fails partly or entirely
10 perform the work for which it was intended?
Since this has been found to be the case in some

—

"May we add our congratulations to you on
the fine New Years number as issued last week?
It certainly speaks well for you, as for the industry in general, and what makes it more particularly impressive is that, barring the colored
cover, the unusual attractiveness of the number
is
not due to any departure from your usual
course.
Your average issue covei^ pretty much
the same range, although it may require a special
display number like the last one to impress your
readers with the variety and quality of matter
that you are regularly offering."
Albert Scheible,
president of Aja.x Line Material Company, Chicago.

—

Wrigley Toggle

Two

Bolts.

of toggle lolls made by Thomas
Wrigley & Co., 300 D';arborn Street, Chicago, arc
illustrated.
The patent steel toggle bolt has hood
riveted on and is provided with double-flanged
sides and rigid back.
is
It
used for securing
brackets and fixtures to hollow tiling, marble slabs,
steel ceilings or plastered walls where screws or
nails fail to hold.
The three-sixtccnth-inch size.
types

O^

WRIGLEV TOGGLE BOLTS.

shown herewith, can he pushed through a threeeighlh-inch hole and instanlly securely anchors
itself.
By turning it Imlf w.'iy around it will come
The
out, or by pushing it up it will drop out.
second cut (on the right) shows a trunnion nut
be
readtoggle bolt, Ihe construction of wdiich will
as

ily

underslooti,

J;iiiu;iiT

iS,
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Mr. Edison's

Cement House.

of making cfiiKiU lioiises, Thomas A. lulisoii is rcporlcd
"This winlcr I shall coiislnict Iho
to have said:
iron molds and devise machinery, wherehy a fiiflsizcd house can he cast in
honrs, after the
molds are in position. At the end of si-K days the
molds
removed
are
and
tlic
house will he
iroii
complete, inchulint! stairs, partitions, mantels, bath,
drying six days will probably he
etc., and after
To build this house for
ready for occupancy.
$1,000, it is essential that it be erected on sandy
for the cellar is
soils, as the material excavated
all that is required to build the house, except, of
course, the cement. The cost of the iron molds
will be about $25,000, the cost of the other maFrom this outfit an unlimcliiucry about $15,000.
ited number of hotises can he erected.
T have not
gone into this with the idea of making money
from it, and will be glad to license reputable persons to make molds and erect houses, without any
payments on account of patents. The only restriction is that the designs of the houses be satisfactory to me and that they shall use good
to his

Rt'fi'n'iiif;-

invcnlion of

.1

A Now Polyphase

])roct.'ss

u
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'Ihe Fort

Revolving-field Belted
Alternator.
Wayne ICIeelric Works is hrlnKii<K out

new line of polyphasi^ (lO-eycle. rcvolving-fielil
alternators of the belled type, TKIi (three-phase)
or UKl) (two-phase), styled for convenience Form
H, which is designed to be moderate in price and
lo appeal to every manager of a small alternalingcurrent station who has the d,'iy-load problem to
solve or who is in need of additional generator
capacity. 'J'lie machine is illustrated herewith.
The alternator frame is of cast-iron, in two
parts,
accurately machined and bolted together
through the laminations of the armature core.
The laminations are in sections and of special
shape, having inwardly projecting teeth and i)roa

material."

Ontario

Municipalities Adopt
Power Regulations.

A number

of

Canadian

new by-law which

cities

be

rc"cently

Electric
voted on

for the
supply of electric power from Niagara Falls, to be
furnished the municipalities by the Hydro-electric
Power Commission. In no instance was the bylaw carried by a majority of less than 60 per cent.
In Ingersoll, wdiere the conditions attached to the
by-law required that, in the event of its passage,
a power plant should be erected, the majority in
opposition was 31 per cent.
The towns and cities
w'here the by-law was successful were Toronto.
Hamilton, London. St. Thomas, Brantford, StratGuelph,
Woodstock. Gait, Waterloo, St.
ford,
Marys, Hespelcr and New Hamburg. In these municipalities the next step wall be to ascertain what
amount of power they will require and then submit the figures to the Hydro-electric Commission
to be used as a basis upon wdiich contract may be
drawn for the supply of power to the various municipalities.
Until the provincial government is
informed of the amount of power required no further steps can be taken in the matter.
the

is

to

the basis

Victor Lamp-testing Meter.

A

ncw^ t}'pe of direct-current meter has just been
placed on the market by the H. W. Johns-Manville
Company, 100 William Street, New York, for the
use of the inspector, lamp salesman, lamp manufacturer, etc.
The movements are built on the
familiar d'Arsonval pattern and are so placed with
reference to each other and the scale as to render
the energy consumption directly readable at the

VICTOR LAMP-TESTING METER.
intersection
of the volt
and ampere indicator
needles.
The special feature is the design, which
enables the operator to read at one glance the
pressure, current and w-attage on any lamp which
may be inserted in a socket immediately above
the meter.
The instrument is equipped with three self-contained shunts, one of 15 amperes capacity, having
conveniently arranged binding posts, and a 1.5 and
0.75-ampere shunt, which is so connected within
the base of the meter as to be readily thrown in
circuit

at

will.

In order to test a lamp it is only necessary to
connect the attachment plug and cord to any lamp
circuit, insert the lamp and read volts, amperes
The different
and watts without computation.
shunts may easily be placed in circuit by the adjustment of a small screw-plug at the top and
right of the instrument.
The voltmeter may have either 150 ox 3CO-volt
scale, or both.
The most valuable feature of this
instrument is the fact that accurate wattage measurement may be taken on a fluctuating load, and
it
is
required to observe but a single point for
such readings. The instrument is entirely self-i
contained and weighs less than 15 pounds complete.

motor load

at a Inter dale, for the machines arc
arranged that they will carry 75 per cent, of
their three-phase output within the standard healing
guarantees when ii;;cd to KUpply current 10 singlephase circuits; therefore, the station manager can
increase the capacity of his plant and prepare to
change it by installing thrcc-jihase, revolving-field
machines without making any change in the singlephase distribution system, and .making only incidental changes in his switchboard arrangement.
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Electrical Testing.'
By WiLSOK S. HowRi.L.

The purchaser who is determined to obtain the
best goods for his money, who prefers high quality
to a small saving of first cost, who places higher
value upon the judgment of his engineers than
upon the cost-cutting cITorls of his purchasing agent,
is"our best customer. He secures not only the best
goods, hut a selection from the best. He knows
that the payment must be in standard money;
quality and quantity of money must be agreed upon
and it must pass the test at the banks. Are both
the quality and the quantity of the goods received
up to so high a standard? Are they inspected and
tested by so competent experts?
Is it wise to accept without inspection machinery, apparatus and
supplies and dis|>ute over apparent or real discrepancies through the mails? The time to reject
goods is before shipment, not after delivery. Disputes are avoided by rejection at the manufacturer's
shop; you court controversy by rejection after delivery.

A

good illustration of the value of our inspection
the following: A light and power company on
the Pacific Coast had some second-hand railway
motors offered at a low price by a concern in New
York. The offer was attractive, but the manager
did not propose to buy a "pig in a poke," so -he
ordered the motors subject to our inspection and
test, knowdng that by such a careful method of
purchasing none but acceptable goods would be
shipped.
The experience of the Washington Power Company of Spokane, as stated in a letter to us dated
May 8, 1907, shows that inspection and test at the
manufacturer's shop, before shipment, is good insurance. Since the fall of 1503 it has lost but
one insulator from puncture on its 200 miles of
Mr. Huntington testifies that the
60,000-volt line.
careful and intelli.gent inspections and tests of the
Elecrical Testing Laboratories "are in a very large
degree responsible for protecting us from this very
serious form of interruption."
In all, we have inspected and tested about 70,000
high-tension insulators for 14 different customers,
Of these about 30,000
at three different factories.
have been for the Washington Water Power Company.
have on hand at present time orders
covering about 25.000 high-tension insulators for
four customers, including two new ones. It is interesting to note in this connection that the percentage of rejections is very seldom less than 10
per cent., and occasionally runs as high as 25 or
30 per cent.
The Grand Rapids-Muskegon Water Power Electric Company has been our best single customer
for the inspection and testing of large transformers,
dynamos, rotaries, etc. Some of this apparatus required more powder to drive than was available at
the factor.v, and was therefore tested by us after
For the same company we tested and
installation.
adjusted much of its switchboard and meter outfit.
also took care of the electrical end of a complete test on one of its plants.
have also handled a considerable amount of
machinery for two other power companies one in
Alabama and one in California. The advantages of
making use of the laboratories for this work are
of course greater in case of those companies which
are situated so far from the shops of the principal
is

A

NEW POLYPHASE REVOLVING-FIELD BELTED
ALTERNATOR.

jections

extending out from the usual symmetrical

outside

circumference.

In

these

projections

are

punched the holes through which the bolts pass,
clamping the core and the two halves of the field
frame firmly together. Air spaces are provided at
the ends of the core and between laminations at
regular intervals to take advantage of forced ventilation produced by the fanning effect of the refield when the m.achine is in operation.
The revolving field of the Form B alternator is
made up of a number of poles fitted into a cen-

volving

tral laminated spider with a dovetailed joint and
taper keys to hold them firmly in position. After
the poles are inserted in the spider special end
plates are bolted to each end of the core, closing
up the joints. The field coils, except in the 50
and 75-kilowatt sizes, are of strip copper, wound
edgewise on a special winding machine, and then
carefully insulated between layers and mounted on
the insulated pole before the pole is assembled on
the spider. The 50 and 7S-kilowatt sizes have
wire-wound coils, using double cotton-covered wire,
as this has been found more suitable for these
sizes.
The flange on the pole-piece holds the coil
firmly after the pole is in its position on the spider.
The field coils are intended for 125 volts excitation.
The machines are made with either two-phase
or three-phase windings for the following voltages:
2,3CO, 1,150, 600, 4S0 and 240 volts.
The 2,300volt rating is in more general demand, however,
and the company is prepared to make more prompt
shipment on alternators wound for this voltage.
On two-phase or three-phase load, the maximum
rise in temperature will not exceed 40° C. after
continuous operation with full current output at
normal voltage and at any pow-er factor between
80 and 100 per cent. The manufacturer also says
that these machines will operate for three hours
with 25 per cent, overload in current at any power
factor between 80 and 100 per cent, with a rise
in temperature not to exceed 50°
C. above the

surrounding

air.

exciters are furnished with all Form B
alternator?. These exciters are
known as type
and are belted to a small, pulley mounted on
an extension of the alternator "shaft on the collector end.
Independent rheostats may be used for both
alternator and exciter fields, if desired, but a special combination alternator-exciter field rheostat is
frequently furnished wiih Fort Wayne alternators
and has given satisfactory service. This rheostat
serves the double purpose of regulating both the
alternator and exciter fields with one resistance.
With the use of such a rheostat, control of both
fields is possible from a single point, which is an
advantage, in addition to the reduced cost of rheostat, using one instead of two, and consequently
reducing also the cost of sw-itchboard panel.
In cases wdiere the station is now using singlephase alternators and the generating capacity is
insufficient to care for the rapidly increasing load,
the three-phase alternators offer opportunity to
prepare for the change to a day circuit and a

Belted

ML

We

We

We

—

manufacturers.
The importance of testing wire and cable at the
factory is beginning to be recognized, and during
the last year we have inspected and tested for
several large buyers about 63.000 feet of lead-covered cable and about 125.000 feet of rubber-covered
wire. It is rather surprising that many operating
companies who will go into the question of lamp
and meter testing so thoroughly will neglect the
inspection of wire and cable, although they represent an enormous investment.

A

was made by us for the New
Electric Light and Power Com2,2CO-volt, 2,oco-kilowatt, three-phase alterpany.
nator, directly connected to a steam turbine, ^vas
shipped without the specified temperature test at
were asked to make the tests
the factory.
It was necessary to make two
after installation.
temporary water rheostats to absorb a 25 per cent
overload at full voltage; i. e., 2,500 kilowatts at
2,2CO volts. The advantage of making this test
was knowledge gained as to just what could be
expected of the m.achine in the way of load capacity, and the satisfaction of knowing that the
machine was all that was being paid for.
noteworthy

test

York and Queens

A

We

I.

A

portion of a paper entitled

"The Work

of

the

Electrical

Testine Laboratories." presented at the annttal meetine of the
Association of Edison IlluminatinB Companies at Hot Springs,
Va..

September

10-12. 1907.

~
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For two prominent member companies and for
one large gas company we have made electrolysis
surveys of their undergroimd structures to determine if damage were being done by stray currents,
This
to trace the source and suggest remedies.
class of work must be done by our most skillful
assistants under the personal direction of Dr. Sharp,
and the reports must be free from all sensational
or alarmist features so prominent in some of the
literature on this subject.
For two member companies we have made tests
to determine the candlepower of street lamps, both
gas and electric, and the total illumination produced on the street by each. In one case the test
was instrumental in demonstrating the superiority
of electric lighting over gas lighting; in the other
it provided the electric-lighting company with definite information concerning the value of its competitor's system.

The instruments which were used in the acceptance tests of the generators of the Niagara Falls

January

Automatic Telephony.
By Fkanklin
Pakt

J.

Truby.

it.

represented in more detail a common-battery connector in combination with its electrical circuits.
The two lines from the telephone
are designated "vertical" (V L) and "rotary" (RL).
The switch is operated by ground impulses imparted at the telephone of the subscriber and directed to the two relay electromagnets (VR) and
(RR), called, respectively, vertical and rotary relays, which are
bridged across the line at the
exchange. These relays operate two springs (Si)
and (Sg), which take up the ground impulses and
direct them to different parts of the switch.
The only mechanism which undergoes translation
and rotation is the shaft (A) situated in front of
the switch.
The middle of this shaft contains a
hub (H), the upper half of which is milled to
In Fig. 5

is

i8,

ic

mounted upon a shaft rigidly attached to one end
of the spider arm (SA), which is pivoted at (B)
and operated by a spring (C). The action of the
spider arm is controlled by a linger (F) engaged
by two escapement springs (E S) fastened to an
arm of the private armature (PA). In the normal
position of the switch this finger is in the position
here shown. An impulse through the private magnet (PM) pulls down the private armature and
allows (F) to fall against the upper tooth of
(ES). Upon cessation of the impulse the armature

assumes the normal position and

(F) passes

the second space of the lower escapement
spring, the spider arm carrying the side switch
into the second of the three positions (i), (2)
into

and

(3).

Upon

the next impulse through the private mag(X), and
is carried out against the stop
the side switch takes the third position. Battery
is
thrown upon the vertical line (VL) through
net,

(F)

V,L.—
R.L.

FIG.

5.

COMMON-BATTERY CONNECTOR WITH

Power Company were sent to the Electrical Testing
Laboratories for standardization, as was also the
standardizing outfit for the Georgia Railway and
Electric

Company.

\Vc have tested several new types of storage cells,
both for inventors and prospective investors.
From the beginning of our work in Jay Street
we have been of considerable service to manufacturers. They have relied upon us for tests, not
only of their standard product, but of very many
samples of goods in the experimental or development stages. It has been most interesting to see
the improvement of the product from time to tijne,
as a result of information gained from our tests.
It costs the manufacturer less to experiment intelligently than to work in the dark, and the purchaser is saved the loss and annoyance which
comes from under-developed devices. Some manufacturers imagine it to be economy to save all testing costs, preferring to "try it on the dog," thereby
risking the loss of customers and the reputation
of their goods. They ask for our tests only upon
demand of their customers, and judge us to be
unfair because the percentage of rejection is high.
A few manufacturers, having confidence in their
output, heartily welcome our inspections and tests
and supply us with information concerning their
recent orders that we may secure customers whom

wc might not otherwise know

of.
From which
manufacturer would you prefer to buy? Would
you let a small difference in price Influence you
toward the former?

ITS CIRCUITS.

FIG,

6.

THE PARTS OF A FIRST SELECTOR, WITH CIRCUITS.

form 10 horizontal circular teeth, and the lower
These are engaged, re10 longitudinal teeth.
spectively, by the pawls
(Pi) and (P=) on the
vertical and rotary armatures (_V A) and (RA),
when these are acted upon by the vertical and
half

magnets (V) and (R), enabling the shaft
be raised and rotated. Each impulse energizing
the vertical magnet raises the shaft cnc step, each
step corresponding to a certain level or row of
bank contacts. Each impulse through the rotary
magnets rotates the shaft one step, each step corresponding to one of the 10 contacts in a bank
row. After each vertical impulse, the shaft is retained in position by the upper tooth (Ti) of the
double dog (D D), the lower tooth of which (T:)
performs the same office for the shaft after rotation.
This rotation may occur at any one of the
10 vertical positions, the shaft being supported by
the fixed dog (FD).
The lower part of the shaft
holds the line and private wipers, the top, or private wiper (PW), operating on the private banks,
forming the release trunk, while the lower, or line
wipers (V
and (R W), connect the vertical
and rotary line with the corresponding contacts on
the line banks. These wipers, rigidly attached to
the shaft, form the jaws of a knife switch which
readily engage the bank contacts.
The impulses opciatcd by the vertical and rotary
relays are directed to various parts of the switch
by the action of a side switch. The side switch
in this case consists of four knife switches (a),
(b), (c) and (d), insulated from one another and
rotary
to

W)

the vertical relay (V R) in series with an additional coil (Yi).
Similarly, the rotary line (RL)
receives battery current through the relay (R R)
in series with the coil
(Y^). The two coils (Yi
Yr), one above the other, are wound so that in
response to an impulse over both lines their magnetic forces act in the same direction.
The two relay armatures when attracted by the
relay magnets (V R) and (RR), throw ground,
respectively, on springs (Si) and (S-).
The first
of these, when closed, forms a part of a circuit
passing through the spring contact of the private
relay arm (PA), the side switch
(a) and the
coils of the vertical magnet (V) to battery. Spring
(Ss) closes the circuit through the private magnet
and the spring (Ss) to battery.
By the construction of the telejihone every series
of impulses over the vertical line is followed by
one impulse over the rotary line, without a special
scries of impulses over
act of the subscriber.
the vertical line is transformed into an equal number of vertical steps imparted to the shaft by the
attraction of the vertical armature (V A) to the
The succeeding impulse over
vertical magnet (V).
the rotary line allows the side switch (a) to pass
into position (2).
The next scries of impulses over the vertical
line will be ^transformed into an equal number of
steps imparted to the rotary shaft by the action

(PM)

A

of the rotary armature (RA). Again the impulse
over the rotary line, operating the private magnet,
allows the side switch (a) to occupy position (3).

)
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i8,

now be seen thai the vertical and rotary
are coiniecled tlirouKli the siilc switches (c)

will

It

lines
.Mill

((I)

to

tlie

wipers

(V

VV)

and

(KW),

and

is
coiniecled lo
(!' VV)
the private wiper
Kronnd Ihiongli side switch (b). An iinpnise over
ihc vertical line will now tlirow ground through
npon the ringer
liosilion (3) of side switch (a)
relay (Ci K), which, acting npon a pair of springs,
alternating
current from
them
an
throws through
the generator upon the called line.
When the called subscriber takes his receiver
is
closed through the
fioin the hook a circuit
Iransiiiitter over the vertical line to main liattery
lliniugli coil (Zi), and to ground over the rotary
line through coil (Zj), llnis supplying current for
Coils (Zi) and (Z,)
talking lo the called line.
nionnled in like manner as (Y,) and (Yj), with
their magnetic forces acting in the same direction,
attract armature (ZA), thereby throwing the rotary line of the calling subscriber by the action of
spring (Sj) from battery to ground. Since the
receiver of the calling subscriber is removed from
the hook, a circuit is now completed from ground
at side switch (b) through coils (Y.) and (RR),
over the calling line, back through the coils (V R)
and (Yi), to main battery, thus supplying current
Coils (Yi) and (Y^),
to the other half of the line.
now in scries, have their magnetic forces opposed
Connecso that armature (Y A) is not affected.
tion between the calling and the called line is

that

made through condensers (Ci) and
microfarads

The

capacity each.
over the calling

current:

line,

(Di)

of two

passing through

engage a multiple of the private bank contact already occupied by the private wiper of another
eonncclor, while his side switch is in position (2).
Consequently, the wiper (1' W) receives ground
through the private bank, from the side switch of
the connector occupying the line. The impulse over
the rotary line which follows every series of vertical impulses, as noted before, energizes the private magnet (I'M), which, in attracting armature
(PA), closes springs (S.) and (S,), throwing
main battery on the grounded private wiper through
the release magnet, thus effecting the "busy" reThe subscriber, not yet knowing that his
lease.
connector has been released, grounds the vertical
'1
he connector responds by
line in order to ring.
raising the vertical shaft. The off-normal springs
(ON), which are lield open by the finger (SF)
when the switch is at normal, now close, connecting the rotary side of the line with the generator,
which, by an inductive eflcct, produces the common
"Inisy" signal.
Fig. 2 (see

vertical

and rotary

relays,

may or may

not

their armatures to act, but this is immasince there is now no battery on the impulse
or front release springs.
After completing the conversation the switch is
released and restored to normal upon hanging up
the receiver, an action which grounds the vertical

instead of No. 05, No. 02 attempts to
the release is similarly accomplished.
of switch No. 01 are connected to
the first contact of the tenth bank level, and the
shaft being off-normal, the off-normal springs are
closed, throwing ground over the private normal
upon this contact. No. 02, upon engaging a multiple of the same contact, has his connector released as before.
In Fig. 6 are graphically represented the parts
of a first selector with circuits. The purpose of
a selector being to select a trunk line only, it is
more simple than the connector, and coils (Yi),
(Y=), (Zi), (Z,) and (GR) do not appear.
An
additional coil (B Rel), called the back release re(IS), constitutes
lay, on the interrupter springs
the chief mechanical addition.
The step-by-step rotary movement of the first
selector is automatic and not operated by the subscriber.
After the first series of impulses over
the vertical line has raised the wipers to the desired level, the following impulse over the rotary
line operates, as before, the private magnet (PM).
This magnet, attracting the private armature (PA),
allows the finger of (SA) to pass directly from
position (l) to position (3) in the following manner;
When (F), together with the side switch, passes
into position (2), a circuit from ground at side
switch (a) passes through springs (I S) and the
rotary magnets (R) to battery. The rotary armature (RA) on pulling up breaks the circuit through
(R) by interposing a finger (IF), which separates the two interrupter springs. At the same
time, the rotary armature finger (R
F) presses
down mechanically the private armature, allowing
(F) to fall against the upper tooth of the escapement spring (ES). The circuit being broken,
the rotaiy armature is pulled back by the action
of a spring, and, the private armature rising, allows (F) to pass to position (3).
The wipers are thus left by the one rotary impulse upon the first bank contact of the row to
which the}' were carried by the vertical impulses.
The two lines (VL) and (RL) are thereby connected directly with the first connector of the
If,

The normals

upon being released by (D D) is rotated back by the tension of a coiled spring (C S)
until it is stopped by the fipger (S F) striking the
normal post (NP), when it drops to its original
position.
The same motion which withdraws the
double dog also restores the arm (S A), by means
of the finger (D F) acting through a Hnk (SL)
upon the lever (SAL). When the switch is next

The

shaft

used, the first vertical impulse raises the release
F) on the verlink by means of the finger (V
armature, allowing the double dog to be
tical
acted upon by a spring, which returns it to the
shaft.
The switch can thus be released from any

A

position.

Connection with a busy line is prevented by an
automatic release of the connector. The private
wiper of an operated connector throws ground on
the private contact corresponding to the line contacts of the called subscriber from side switch (b)
The last impulse over the vertical
in position (3).
line of a subscriber who is calling in on a busy
line causes the private wiper of his connector to

group, further operation of the firiit iclcctor being
prevented after the side nwilchcs (c) and (d) have
passed into position (3). The private wiper (P

W

of this selector now throws ground upon Ihc private bank contact through the half-ohm coil (B
Rcl), mentioned before as being coiniecled with Ihc
front release spring (Si) of the connector over the
release trunk (RcIT).
The seleclor of another subscriber now calling
into the same group will avoid this busy trunk and
select one leading 10 another connector.
At the
first impulse over the rotary line the side switch
(b) will pass into position (2) and the privalc
wiper will engage the multiple of the contact previously grounded. The interrupter finger
(IF),
breaking the circuit through rotary magnets, allows
the rotary armature to fall back. The private
armature, however, remains held down, due to the
ground received by the private magnet through the
wiper (PW). The interrupter springs again closing the circuit, the shaft is rotated another step.
The private wiper now resting on a contact not
grounded, the private armature is released and the
finger (F) passing into position (3) leaves the
lines connected with connector (2).
As long as
the private wiper continues to engage a grounded
contact, it will rotate automatically, the side switch
being unable to pass out of position (2) until the
private armature is released.
Owing to the fact that the first selector is
eliminated after the side swich reaches position
(3), its release is effected by the connector over
the release trunk (Rel T). This, as shown in Fig.

DIFFERENT VIEWS OF A GROUP OF 100 LINE SWITCHES.

battery.

call

A

week)

private armature to close two springs, which comthe circuit through the release magnet to

cause

rotary lines simultaneously. The grounding
of the rotary line shunts out coil (Yi), whereupon
(Yi), attracting its armature, deprives the called
line of battery, which is transferred to one side
Coils (Zi) and (Z;), no
of the release magnet.
longer energized, release the armature (Z A), and
calling
line is thereby transthe rotary side of the
ferred from ground to battery. The vertical and
rotary relays immediately re-energizing, close the
Spring (Sj)
front release springs (SO and {Ss)is grounded through a half-ohm coil of a selector
joined to
now
is
trunk,
and
release
over the
(Ssl
main battery through the release magnet (RelM).
This magnet, attracting its armature, causes the
double dog to release its clutch on the shaft.
dropping over a finger of
release link (RelL)
(DD) retains it until the switch i= again used.

last

plete

terial,

and

Western Electrician of

diagrammatically how this release is effected.
No. 01 is here represented as having called
No. 05. whose normal leads are connected with
No. 02
the fifth contact of the tenth bank level.
attempts lo call No. 05 and engages a multiple at
(Z) of the contact still occupied by No. 01 with
his last impulse over the vertical line, while his
side switch (b) is in the second position. The
succeeding impulse over the rotary line causes the

shows

FIG. 7.
the
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No.

01,

A

is
connected with one of the 100 contacts of
the first selector private banks (PB), and from
there with ground through the back release coil (B
Rel), when the private wiper engages the contact.
When the front release springs of the connector
are closed during the release, the coil (B Rel) is
energized, attracts its armature and throws ground
on the release magnet, thereby releasing the first
5,

selector.

Should the subscriber for any reason wish to
release his first selector before obtaining his connector, he accomplishes this by grounding both
the vertical and rotary lines. The rotary line energizing the private magnet causes spring (S=),
connected with the release magnet (Rel i), to make
contact with
(Si), now receiving ground from
(S), which is grounded by the impulse over the
vertical line through coil (VB).
Fig. 7 shows a group of 100 line switches
mounted on two rectangular panels, supported by
hinges attached to the framework of an upright
central post. Directly back of these, on the opposite side, and facing the opposite direction, are

mounted 10 connectors in the usual manner. The
100 line switches with the 10 per cent, of connectors thus mounted constitute what is termed
Each panel holds 50
a "line switchboard unit."
line switches, separated into two groups, one above
the other, by the master switch, which occupies
a central position. Each group of 25 line switches
consists of two parallel vertical contingent rows
containing 12 and 13 switches, respectively.
ITo be conchtded.l

A Temporary

Reduction

in

Voltage.

Writing from San Francisco on January 8th, the
Pacific Slope correspondent of the Western Elecnotes

trician

a

briefly

rather

unusual incident in

"The Northern* California
power transmission
Power Company, operating on the western side of
the Sacramento Valley in California, has reduced
the voltage on its lines from 40,000 to 20,000, owing
to the number of accidents which nave occurred
:

since
will

the wet weather set in. The
restored at the end of the

be

high

voltage

wet season."
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Independent Telephone Convention
Next Week.
The annual convention of the International Independent Telephone Association will be held in
the Coliseum Annex, Chicago, January 21st to 23d.
Delegates are expected from all the state associaStates
and from
tions throughout the United
Canada. In view of the great strides made by the
Independent telephone interests, pains have been
taken to have an unusually complete and interestThe list of papers is the largest
ing program.
ever attempted for any telephone convention, and,
and their solution
in addition, present problems
are to be discussed by prominent telephone men
from

all parts of the country.
Special interest attaches to the convention this
year, as it is to be held in connection with the
The entire annex
third annual Electrical Show.
of the Coliseum has been set apart for the convention sessions and for Independent telephone ex-

The entertainment committee

hibits.

special

social

arranging

is

and entertainment features for

dele-

gates and visitors.

On Monday,

January 20th, a meeting of the executive committee will be held at 1 130 p. m., and
The comthe advisory board will meet at 2 130.
mittee in charge of details will meet at 10:30 a. m.
Convention headquarters will be
on Tuesday.
maintained and committees will meet at the New
Southern Hotel, a block and a half from the
_

.

Coliseum.
The convention

proper will be

on Tuesday, January 21st,
Following

at

liseum Annex.

gramme

is

to order
in the Co-

called

2 p. m.
the preliminary pro-

:

TUESD.^y,
Invocation.
Address of
Chicago.

2

p.

Welcome, by Hon.

M.
F.

A.

Busse,

mayor of

by M. L. Clawson, Indianapolis.
President's annual address, by .Theodore Gary, Macon, Mo.
Officers' reports; appointment of committees; written reports of state, territorial and provincial associations.
Papers and addresses as selected.
Response,

General discussion of practical subjects.
Question box.
Wednesday, 10:30 a. m.
Report of Entertainment Committee.
Report of Committee on Resolutions.
Papers and addresses as^ selected.
Question box.
Wednesday, 8:30 p. m.
Complimentary smoker in convention hall.
Music, refreshments and special programme.

Thursday, 10:30

a.

to

be

:

Rates," L. A. Herrick, Frecport, 111.;
"Business Methods in the Telephone Business," C. B.
Cheadle. Joliet, III.; "The District, State and International
Associations," A. C. Lindemuth, Richmond. Ind. ; "Independent Requirements in Canada," L. Page Wilson, Toronto,
Can.; "Depreciation of Telephone Properties as Compared
with Other Public Utility Corporations," Geo. S. Shanklin,
Lexington, Ky.; "Financing Methods to Meet Modern Requirements," L. W. Stanton, Cleveland,
"Equitable
O.;
Charges for Telephone Service," W. H. Crumb, Chicago, 111.;
"Telephone Investments," Max Koehler, St. Louis, Mo.;,
"Combatting the Sub-license Company," Frank L. Beam,
Columbus, O.; "The Bankers' Opinion of Securities." E. H.
Moulton, Minneapolis, Minn.; "Toll Line Advertising," J. B.
Earle, Waco, Tex.; "Aerial and Underground Construction," C. H. Judson, Seattle, Wash.; "Winning Home Support in New Fields," T. S. Lane, Butte, Mont.; "Telegraphing Over Telephone Wires," C. Y. McVey, Cleveland, O.:
"Joint Occupancy of Pole Lines," C. E. Tarte, Grand
Rapids, Mich.

The Independent Telephone Association has its
general headquarters in the Monadnock Building,
Chicago, where Mr. J. A. Harney, assistant secreMr. Theodore Gary of Macon,
tary, is in charge.
Mo., is president and Mr. Charles West of Allentown, Pa., is secretary.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
wil!

install

a

telephone

The Kerrville (Tex.) Telephone Company has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $30,000.
The Hondo Telephone Company of Picacho,
N. M., has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $5,000 by A. M'. Thomas and others.

The West Beadle County Farmers' Telephone
Company has been incorporated at Washington,
S. D.,

with a capital of $10,000.

For the year 1907 thj Chicago Telephone Company reports an increase in the numt;cr of its telephones in service of 31,849, raising the total at the
end of the year to 202.683. Of this total 156,074
telephones were in the city and 46,609 in the
county and country towns.

There arc strange rumors current

in Manitoba
time regarding the deal between the
Telephone Company and the Manitoba government whereby the province nurcliascd the Bell
system for $3,300,00). Francis Dagger, who was
employed Ijy the ^faniloba government as telephone
expert when that province decided upon government ownership 01 telephones, writes to the Winnipeg Tribune and says that the province has paid
at least $1,000,000 more than the system is worth.
at the present

Bell

city.

A new

type of light r-.ccumulator locomotive has
broitght out not long since in Switzerland.
constructed by the Oerlikon Company of
Switzerland in combination with the Oerlikon Ac-

been
It

is

cumulator Company.
The present locomotive is
designed to give a normal capacity of 30 horsepower, being of a size which is adapted for trains
The motor of the above capacity
of light cars.
is of the series type and is made to drive the axles
by iTieans of reduction gearing. The storage battery consists of 144 cells and is designed to give
240 ampere-hours on a 48-ampere discharge, or 180
The total
ampere-hours on a 90-ampere rate.
weight of the storage battery when in working
order is somewhat over seven tons, and the locomoUsing a current
tive as a whole weighs 20 tons.
of 290 volts and 20 amperes, it will travel at 10
The tractive effort at the standard
miles an hour.
load is stated to be .near 3.500 pounds.
At Sofia, Bulgaria, the minister of commerce and
agriculture has lately advertised for bids concerning an electric plant which the government intends
The estimated
to install at. the Pernik coal mines.
cost of the plant

a

lying on the bank of the Seine. In the
present building the tracks of the line are upon
a lower level than the sidewalk, and accordingly
the station has two stories. The staircase will
be a great convenience in transporting passengers tp the upper story. Tt is operated by an electric motor, using three horsepower when running
at

Paris,

six

so persons.

horsepower when fully loaded
It

and Penne. It is also proposed to adopt the electric system upon a considerable section of the railroad line which runs between Turin and Brusasco,
this being the Turin-Chivasso sectionThe transformation has been already authorized by royal
decree.

Electric Company has lately apthe authorities of the Como district of
the water rights upon Molinera Creek
and propose to erect a hydraulic plant upon this
stream in the near future.
At Budwtis. Germany, a firm knovvn as the International Electric Company intends to erect a
light and power plant of some size and at a later
period it expects to install an electric-railway line.
The operations which are being carried on by
the Salzburg Railroad and Traction Company of
Austria provide for changing over a large part of
the lines of this company to electric traction, and
this will be carried out very soon as far as the
Bavarian frontier.
A. de C.

The Varesina

plied
Italy

to

for

Great
London, January

4.

Britain.

—A

proposal has been

made

that a national mem.orial to Lord Kelvin should be
established in Ireland, liis lordship's native counjtrj',
and as a matter of local sentiment there is
much in favor of the idea. On the other hand,
however, the proposition has set in motion a
recommendation that a much more widely supported memorial should he erected in London or
Glasgow, preferably the former. Thus the proposition becomes a nstional matter and befitting Lord
Kelvin's life work.
At present, however, the mere

suggestion

has been made, but

it

is

bound

to

be

actively taken up.

The signalman implicated in the accident upon
the Metropolitan electric railway in October, which
resulted in the death of three passengers, has after
a long magisterial inquiry been committed to the
Central Criminal Court upon a charge of manslaughter.
There enters into the case prominently the working of the electrically interlocked
signaling system, which the signalman alleges broke
down and showed "line clear" when it should have
been "train on line," but which the telegraph officials declare as in-,po.«.sible. and that any failure
must be on ihc side of safety, viz., to prevent the
lowering of the signal.
Considerable progress has now been made with
the construction of the experimental track upon
the Griffiths-Bedell surface-contact system of electric traction in London, a good portion of the roadwork having been excavated and the studholdcrs
placed in position.
number of improvements
have been introduced into the system as the result
of experience gained at Lincoln.
For instance, at

A

i8,

190S

points and crossings manganese steel rails are used
to prevent danger from short-circuiting when the
skate passes over the rails. Every car is also fitted
with a device in the shape of a steel brush which
indicates by a bell on the car whether the stud
post passed over by the skate remained alive.
The total amount disposed of by Lord Kelvin's
will has not yet been made public, but it contains
a grant of $25,000 to Glasgow University, to be
applied' by the senate in promoting research and
teaching physical science in connection with the
chair of natural philosophy which his lordship occupied for so many years.
One of the consumer companies which acquired
the main generating station of the South Wales
Electrical Power Distribution Company has commenced an extension of the plant and has ordered
from the British Westinghouse Company a 3,000kilowatt turbo-generator.
somewhat unhappy state of aftairs was revealed last week at the meeting of the Sunderland
District
Electric Tramways Company. This
and
concern runs a tramway service outside the city of
Sunderland in a purely mining district where the
traffic may be described as a more or less week-

A

end

traffic.
Despite this drawback, however, it is
that the undertaking has been badly handicapped by errors on the engineering side. A large
number of French cars were purchased, presumably
because they were cheap, but which the present
chairman declares he would scrap tomorrow if he
had the capital, while in order to get the under-

clear

taking at work as early as possible a gas-generating plant was installed which proved so uneconomical that it had to be replaced by a steam plant.
G.

New

$200,000.

is

The Orleans Railroad Company has now installed
moving staircase in its large passenger station

can carry 4,000 persons an
hour.
Application has been made to the Italian government for the rights for a standard-gauge electric
railroad which is to run between Montesilvano

m.

Raise

O. Groves and othc-rs
system in Pollock, La.

Norway

in

with

The following is a partial list of papers and addresses which will be presented at the convention

C.

—

3.
There is a project on foot
for a second electric tramway to run
between Christiania and the suburban locality of
Majorsteuen.
The latter is the starting point of
an electric railroad known as the Holmenkollen
line and it runs to a much-frequented site lying
The new traction road
at an altitude of 1,500 feet.
will be operated as a high-speed line, and it is
expected to cover the distance within 10 minutes.
Some 1.5 miles of tunnel will be required in the

January

empty and only

—

to

Continental Europe.
Paris,

,

Papers and addresses as selected.
Reports of miscellaneous committees.
Report of Nominating Committee.
Election and installation of officers.
Transaction of miscellaneous and new business.
"Our Future Policy'' Discussion regarding work
taken u? during the coming year.

"How

January

New

York,
Brooklyn was

York.

—

January 1 1. The first tunnel to
opened up for traffic on January

and it is estimated that over 140,000 passengers were carried under the East River on the
opening day. This opening was made the occasion
for a celebration in Borough Hall Square, the
present terminus of the Brooklyn subway. Speakers referred to the event as the most important
since the opening of the Brooklyn Bridge.
The
effect of the subway was quite noticeably felt on
the bridge traffic, and the fearful crush at the
bridge terminal during the rush' hours was reduced from 20 to 30 per cent
While it is be9th,

that the new tunnel will at first carry a
considerable number of passengers who want to
try the new route from curiosity, it is evident
that it will continue a distinct source of relief to
the almost inhuman crowding on the bridge trains.
During the rush hours eight-car trains will be run
in the tunnel at a headway of three minutes.
The Public Service Commission has decided to
hold a public hearing to consider the advisability
of
recommending amendments to the Elsberg
law which now limits the term of subway leases
and throws other restrictions about the construction of extensions and new lines that it is believed will hamper the proper growth of the system to keep pace with the demands for continued
improvements in the transportation systems of
the metropolis.
Mayor McClellan admitted the other day that
tentative negotiations had been started between the
city authorities and the Belmont interests looking
to the city's purchase of the Belmont or Steinway
tunnel to Long Island City.
Even if the city
should become the owner of this tunnel, it will
have to look to the Public Service Commission
in regard to operating it, so that this body will
doubtless have the last word in the matter any
way it turns out. This tunnel is almost ready.
On January 6th Judge Lacombe, of the United
States Circuit Court, appointed F. W. Whitridge
receiver for the Third Avenue Railway system on
petition of the bondholders of the company. The
action was caused by the failure of the receivers
of the New York City and Metropolitan Street
Railways to pay the interest on Third Avenue
bonds that became due on. January ist. The immediate effect of this procedure is to take the
Third Avenue lines out of the Metropolitan system and thus to terminate the transfer arrangements between the two original systems.
The
whole move is but another tannic in the already
muddled relations of the Interborough underlying
companies.
The Metropolitan Electric Repair Protective Association has been formed at a mcetiufj;. in Brooklyn.
James 1'. Hughes, of Charles A. Borne Company, New York, was elected temporary chairman, while Leopold F. Luedcckc, of the Thompson-Bonney Company, Brooklyn, was elected temporary secretary.
Mr. Hughes slated the purpose
of the new association, emphasizing the essential
reasons why such an association should be called
into existence.
He touched upon the abuses and
impositions the repair man has become more and
more exposed to by irresponsible persons, and
said that the lime was ripe when the renair men
should unite" in self defense.
This sentiment was
cnlluisiaslically received, and a general debalc ensued in which the most salient points of the
repair business were discussed.
The chairman ap-

lieved

;

J;miiary

iS,
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igoS

poinlwl a conimitlcc, to prepare a constitution and
liy-laws, consisting of Jolin P. Bonncy. as chairman, Kngciie IL lliKgins, of the Graliani Uros.
Coni|)any, New York, and Leopold I". I.nodcckc.

W.
Ohio.
Greene, superintendent
in Toledo, will
open a (iglit against tlie telephone and telegraph
with the
comply
compel
them
to
companies to
ordinances requiring all wires to be placed in vinToledo, Jainiary ii.— J.
of lire and police-alarm

'1'.

leleKraLili

derground conduits.

A

large class of inside wirenien and electricians
took the annual examination held in Toledo last
This examination indicates to the city elecnight.
trician the competency ot the men who arc wiring
buildings and constructing electrical apparatus in
It is also a guide to the workers as to
llie city.
the rei|uirements of the Safely Board.
Kxlensive additions arc being made at the Colundius lighting plant by the installation of a large
quantity of new machinery, which w-ill provide a
complete reserve generating outfit for use in case

of emergency. The work will be completed within
60 days.
P. D. Milloy, acting for the Milloy Electric
Company of Bucyrus, Ohio, of wdiich he is president, has purchased the patents for the single-phase
railway system with third rail invented by H. C.
Reagan of Pittsburg, who was awarded the Edward Longstritt medal by the Franklin Institute
for Reagan's
arc
of Philadelphia. The patents
lamp and electric headlight were also included in
the transfer.
The Fremont Board of Education has issued
orders to teachers and to telephone operators that
no calls are to be sent into the school buildings
during school hours unless in case of sickness or
death.
The action was taken to prevent telephone
"visiting," which was becoming a nuisance.
The Council of the village of Kaiida, Ohio, has
granted to William J. Francis a contract to furnish
a lighting system for the municipalitj*. The lamps
are to be installed w'ithin six months.
Peter Harrison, who recently fell upon several
high-tension wires carrying a total voltage of 18,000, in the Lake Shore Electric pow-er house at
Fremont, Ohio, is slowdy recovering from the extensive burns received.
The Ohio Electric Railway Company has begun,
the work of building a power house near Lewiston
A pleasreservoir, for the Bellefontaine extension.
ure resort will also be equipped at Orchard Island
H. L. S.
by the company this coming summer.

—

The Washtenaw Light and
Detroit, January 11.
Power Company has been granted a 30-year franchise by the township board of Monguagon, Wayne
County, giving the right to run feed wires on any
road.
It is planned to extend lines to Trenton
and Grosse Isle.
On account of an increase in rates by the Citizens' Telephone Company at Holland, subscribers
have petitioned the (iommon Council to test the

company

under w'hich the

operating.

is

work on the line of the
Calumet and Lac la Belle Traction and Power
Company, between Calumet and Mohawk, will begin on January 15th and that poles have been
ordered and wmU be delivered on that date. The
route has been surveyed and includes Calumet, Red
Jacket, North Tamarack, Centennial Heights, Wolverine, Kearsarge and Mohawk, besides a few other
It

is

reported that the

villages.

Arrangements are being made to begin work on
Marquette, Negaunee and Ishpeming Railway
spring, the surveying having been comin the
According to the terms of the franchise,
pleted.
work must be started by June 1st.
Hartford is considering the Question of a municipal electric-lighting plant and it may be sub-

the

mitted to the voters at the next election.
The Northern Ice Company has installed a new
engine in its ice house at Bear Lake and arrangements are being made to supply that village with
electric

1906.

in

Town Council of Roanoke has passed an
ordinance granting the Fort Wayne and Wabash
Valley Traction Company a franchise lo do an
electric-lighting business in Roanoke for a period
'I'he

of 99 years.

The street-lighting franchise of the United Gas
and Electric Company in New Albany will expire
on September ist next. The council has appointed
a committee to prepare a new franchise ordinance,
sell the franchise to the highbidder.
City Council of Rockport has awarded a
lo-year franchise to the Rockport Waterworks and
Electric Light Company, under wdiich the streets
will be lighted and the public served with electricity and water.
valuation of $57,632 has been placed on the
Crawfordsvillc electric-light plant, a municipal concern, on which an appraisement was ordered by
This appraisement was made
the City Council.
with a view to the sale of the property to a New
York corporation, which has made an offer of
Public sentiment relative to
$46,000 for the plant.
the sale of the plant is about equally divided!
Normal conditions have been resumed in M'uncie,
the scene of the street-railway strike, and
nearly all of the state troops have been withdrawn.

with a provision to

est

The

A

S. S.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, January' 11. A committee of the
citizens of Spring Valley, Minn., and vicinity reports the general sentiment favorable toward the
proposed electric railway between Spring Valley
and Cresco, Iowa, and Owatonn.i, Minn.
The
length of the line will be about 73 miles.
At a special meeting of the Livingston (Mont.)
City Council the Livingston Water Power Company was granted a water franchise. At a special
election to be held there on February 4th the
voters will also decide on granting the same company a 30-j'ear electric-light franchise. The corporation is reported to have spent in Livingston
about a quarter of a million dollars, and to have
one of the finest plants in the state, with three
sources of power supply its own ditch out of the
Yellowstone, its Madison River plant and its Big
'

—

Michigan.

validity of the franchise

the Pennsylvania road the Krealcr part of
the distance.
The amnial report ot the Indianapolis Tr.iclion
Terminal Ciinipany as to the nninbcr of interurban
cars entering anri leaving the cily during 11)07 'nis
It
shows a
been fdcd with the city controller.
considerable gain in the traction business over
The total numbir of round trips in
that of 1906.
1007 was 99,24,1, against Ko,i,i7 in i'.iO<). For this
privilege the city received $.3,967.70, against $3,206
parallel

Hole

plant.

The Prescott (Wis.) lighting system is increasing its capacity with a dam on the Kinnickinnic
River at Clifton.
The hearings this week before a special committee of the M'inneapolis Council, which is investigating the electric-light company looking toward
a new contract for cheaper rates, has brought out
the declaration of Judge Robert Jamison, for the
company, that the Minneapolis General Electric
Company has but one rate for all customers. The
Commercial Club advises the acceptance of the
company's

compromise schedule.

to the completion of the electric
street railway for Mankato, Minn., are said to
have been overcome by the Mankato Gas and Electric Light Company, and the installation of the
power plant is being rushed.
At a meeting of the Graceville (Minn.) Commercial Club it was decided to make an efton to
improve the water and electric-light plant.
Oshkosh (Wis.) promoters are planning the organization of a company to build an electric interurban railway to Winneconne, which will pass the
famous fishing and hunting ^grourrds of Butte des

All

obstacles

Morts Lake.

A

$40,000 contract has been awarded a St. Paul
firm for equipping electrically the new Denver
(Colo.) auditorium in which the national demoR.
cratic convention is to be held.

Pacific Slope.

light.

Birmingham has received proposals
from three companies and the

for

citizens

desire for 24-hour service.

lighting

express a
D.

Indiana.
Indianapolis, January

11.

—The

Railway Company, which is allied with the Southern Michigan Railway Company, has entered upon
the construction of lines to connect South Bend,
Niles and Kalamazoo.
The interurban line between Brazil and Greencastle has been completed with the exception of
The completion of
a few days' overhead work.
this line will allow the Terre Haute, Indianapolis
and Eastern Traction Company through service
from Terre Haute to Indianapolis by way of Brazil
and Greencastle.
Work on the new interurban line of the Winona
company between Valparaiso and Fort Wayne was
begun during the week. This line has been under
consideration for nearly

two

years.

The road

will

and thai

d.iy

llic

nroliicrliood

Workers would not be recognized.

of Electrical

General Man-

ager I'oolc of the NVvada-California Power Company, which has its (jeiieraimg pbint at Bishop,
Nev., s.ays that the scale finally decided upon is
$1 a day higher than was at fir^l pioposcd by the
mine operators. It is intderslooil that the union
men arc willing lo .-iccept the reduction in svages,
but that they object 10 llic open-shop proviso, and
that a walkout is probable.
The Garden City Electrical Company, Third
Street, San Francisco, has completed the electric
wiring in the Claus Sprcckcis Building at Thin!
.and

Market

streets,

San Francisco, the reconstruc-

tion of which is now practically completed.
Altogether, 38 miles of cleclric-light and telephone wdrc
were placed in the building. Half as much electric
coiiduit was required.
About 3,000 lights and 350

switches were installed. The clecliic current is
supplied from a steam-turbine pliint in the new
annex on Stevenson Street.
'i'he New Mexico Light, Heat and Power Company is making a number of changes and enlargements in its plant at Silver City, N. M. A 100kilowatt alternator having a capacity of 2,200 volts
has been added. The building is to be enlarged
so as to permit of all the machinery being under

one

roof. The overhead system will be reconstructed.
R. L. Masson of the Arizona Power Company,
which was recently formed to develop hydro-electric power at Fossil Creek, 50 miles from Prescott,
Ariz.,

has arrived at Prescott lo inspect the work

and begin operations.

He

says that

the

company

has

been financed to the extent of $1,500,000 by
Bonright & Co. of New York.
Joseph H. Handlon has been appointed chief
claim .agent for the United Railroads of San Francisco in place of A. K. Stevens, resigned. A number of minor changes in the personnel of the company have been made. Manager Black of the company reports that more than 500 of the striking
employes have applied to be taken back and that
some 350 have been accepted.
The City Council of Pasadena, Cal.. has adopted
a resolution providing for a $106,000 bond election
Fifty thousand dollars' worth of the bond is to be
for the completion of the municipal lighting plant
A.

PERSONAL.
On
as

the day that Mr. Hibbard took up his duties
mayor of Boston, Wire Commissioner Patrick

Kennedy tendered his resignation. The mayor
asked Mr. Kennedy to remain in office a few^ days.
J.

Dr. George
University, is

R. Olshauser, recently of Cornell
now assistant professor of electrical
engineering at the Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
He will give courses on the theory of electricity.

Mr. Frank McMaster. well known and

among

w^ell

liked

electrical men in Chicago, reports that he
has entirely recovered from his recent tedious illness. During the electrical show he is at the exhibit of the- Fort AVayne Electric Works.

Julian E. Smith, chief mechanical and consulting
engineer of the Armour company, Chicago, died
suddenly on January 7th at Magnolia Springs, Ala.
He had been connected with the Armour interests
for 15 years.
He was born in Cincinnati, Ohio,
in

1862.

Among

early out-of-town visitors to the Chicago
Show were Dr. Lee De Forest, F. H.
Gale and A. H. Patterson of New Y'ork; George
H. Stickney of L}-nn, Mass. K. E. Sternberg of
Springfield, Mass.
George Loring and Paul E.
Norris of Cleveland and B. B. Montgomery of
Electrical

;

;

Indianapolis.

Mr. W. R. Garton, formerly president and treasurer of the W. R. Garton Company of Chicago,
has associated himself with the Lord Electric Company and has been appointed general manager of
the manufacturing department.
He will be located
at the general offices, 213 West Fortieth Street,

New York
At

city.

week's meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers in New Y'ork city the
following-named associates were transferred to the
grade of member
Bennet Carroll Shipman, San
Francisco
Winfield A. Haller, New Orleans
William Thomas Taylor, Mexico Greenleaf Whittier Pickard, Boston
Henry Floy, New York.
last

:

—

San Francisco, January 8. The management of
the Great Western Power Company announces that
distance above Oroville in the
its
plant, some
Feather River Canyon, will be furnishing electric
Over 6co men are now
ne.xt October.
employed on the work. The initial capacity of the
plant will be in the neighborhood of 60,000 horsepower, but it is intended to bring the capacity up
A. B.
to loo.oco horsepower as soon as possible.
Bidwell, who is superintendent of the Meadow division of the company's property, is now^ obtaining
rights-of-way for a pole line in his territory.
The retiring Board of Supervisors of San Francisco at its final session passed a resolution revoking the appropriation of $720,000 made by the
preceding board for the acquisition of the Geary
Street railway system and its conversion into an
electrical municipal system.
At a meeting on January 5th. the mine owners
and other employers at Goldfield, Nev., decided
that after January loth electricians would be paid

power by
Northern Indiana

$6 a

;

;

;

Mr. Hayden Fames, the new general manager
of the S'tudebak.;r Automobile Company, is an
enthusiast on the power wagon. Mr. Eames says
that every time he sees a horse struggling with
a heavy load, the thought immediateh^ occurs to
him
"If the ow^ner of that animal only knew
how much better and cheaper his work could be
performed with a power wagon, he wouldn't hesitate another day in making the change."
:

M'r. Russell M. Howard, w^ho for the last seven
years has been manager of the Clinton Street Railway Company of Clinton, Iowa, has accepted the
position of manager of the Green Bay Light and
Traction Company of Green Bay, Wis., w-hich
compan3' owns the lighting and pow'er plant at
Green Baj-, interurban systems to Kaukauna and
to DePere, Wis., and the local street-railway sys-

.
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January

Green Bay. In Clinton Mr. Howard has
up an excellent street-railway system and he
holds the confidence and good will of officials and
employes of the company and of the public.

guaranty bond required by the city for the maintenance of the lights. The board of public works
will advertise for bids on the contract to lay the
conduits and cables.

Wilson Henry Fairbank died at his home in
Mr, Fairbank
Warren, Mass., on January 5th.
was well known for his construction of telegraph
of the
construction
in
the
hand
a
had
He
lines.
Atlantic and Pacific. American Union, Mutual Union
and Postal Telegraph lines. In June, 1SS5, he became general superintendent of construction for
the American Bell Telephone Compan)'. In 1891
he was compelled, because of ill health, to retire
from active business.

of Trade and several interested citizens of Sulphur Springs, Ark., are planning to
organize a company and establish an electric-light
plant, waterworks and ice plant in Sulphur Springs.

Mr. H. M. Lauritzen of the engineering department of the Holophane Company is in the West,
chiefly in the interests of his company, but partly
Mr. Laualso to recuperate from recent illness.
remain probably several months in
ritzen will

mon

tem

in

built

New

York via MexFlagstaff, Ariz., returning to
ico City, where he will assist the Holophane Company's local representatives, Messrs. Victor M.
Co., in handling a number of important
Braschi

&

lighting installations.

Mr. George Weston has been appointed by the
mayor and confirmed by the City Council of Chicago as the representative of the city on the Board
Supervising Engineers,
Traction, to take
the place of Mr. Charles
V. Weston, who left the

of

Chicago

board to become president
South Side Eleof the
Railroad Company.
vated
The two men are brothers.
Mr. George Weston has
been assistant chief engineer of the board since
organization and will
its
serve

in

continue

to

capacity,

Mr. Bion

that

Ar-

J.

nold being chief engineer.
GEORGE WESTON.
He was born in KalamaMich.,
January 30,
zoo,
1S61, and, removing to Chicago in 1887, has had
wide engineering experience, including the construction of steam and electric railways. With his

knowledge, good judgment and extensive
of local street-railway conditions, the
new member of the Board of Supervising Engineers will no doubt play an important part in the

practical

knowledge

street-railway rehabilitation of the city.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

The Grangeville (Idaho)
Power Company is planning

Springdale,

Light

Electric
to

been

have

Martin Bros, of Cleveland, Ohio,
granted an electric-Hght franchise in
Ark.
double

its

The Board

Experiments are being made in the lighting of
the University of Illinois library with the new
tungsten incandescent lamps. About 40 of these
lamps have been installed, greatly improving the
illumination without increase of current.
that has been before the Boston Comconcerning municipal ownership of
lighting
has been finally settled by the Counstreet
cil refusing, by a vote of 35 to 20, to reconsider
its rejection of the order on December 19th.

Council

In the merger of the Chicago Edison Company
and the Commonwealth Electric Company each concern lost its corporate name. As these titles could
be taken by other companies, and thereby cause
confusion, both institutions were reincorporated on
January 8th with a capital of $1,000 each.

The W. G. Smith Light and Power Company,
which owns and operates the electric-light plant
Cottonwood

C. Graves will
electric-light plant in
of $20,000.

The

construct

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
few days ago that 90 per
cent, of the stocks and bonds of the Chicago Union
Traction Company and its various underlying corporations have been deposited so as to take advantage of the trust agreements under which the
lines are to be reorganized as the Chicago Railways
Company and the new franchise accepted.
It

was announced

Power

and

at

made, it is said, wnth the expectation of reducing
maintenance and operating cost.

The Illinois Traction Company has accepted the
franchise passed by the City Council of Streator,
111.
This, it is said, insures the construction of an
interurban
electric
road
between Ottawa
and
Streator, work upon which is to be begun by
March 1st, and $100,000 is to be expended the first
year. The project involves a new bridge at Ottawa
toward the cost of which the city of Ottawa, the
local
street-railway company and the
Bell and
Home telephone companies will contribute.

and

Company

cost

of

Sallisaw, Okla., has been incorporated with a capital of $20,000.

The

electric-light plant at
The loss

Elma, Iowa, has been

destroyed by fire.
ance of $2,000.

is

$6,000,

with insur-

Cashton. Wis., will vote on January 2ist on a
proposed bond issue of $15,000 to construct an
electric-light

plant.

The Town Council

of Kenora, Out., has decided
to spend an additional $75,000 for the development
of municipal power.
ratepayers of Regina, Saskatchewan, have
voted in favor of spending $60,000 for extension
to the electric-lighting system.

The

The
is

Sheffield

about to

Brick and Tile Company
an electric-lighting plant for its

(Iowa)

install

own use, and also to furnish light to others.
The plant of the Tc.xarkana (Ark.) Light and
Storage Company has been destroyed by fire. The
loss.

$100,000,

is

said

to

be fully covered by

in-

surance.

POWER TRANSMISSION.

the plant

A

When

the

Harriman

control
Salt Lake over
that large electric

interests

of the street-railway company
a year ago it w^as announced
power plants would be built in
portions of Idaho. An official

acquired

in

Utah and

in

some

of the Utah Light
as saying
that in accordance with these plans this company
will soon begin the erection of a power plant at
Devil's Gate which will have a generating capacity
of io,coo horsepower.
The site selected is just
above the bridge of the Union Pacific Railroad
Companj', upon property owmed for some time by
the Harriman interests.

and

Railway

The

Company

hydro-electric

is

plant

now quoted

and disposing of

it..

of the City Council of Dodgevillc. Wis., is considering the advisability of purchasing the local electric-light plant or building
a new plant and operating it.

committee

at

Trinity

River,

Cal.,

one of the power-transmission systems which
have been constructed \vith an eye to the future
rather than the present needs of the communities
which they serve. It is located in the central part
of Trinity County, Cal,, two miles below the

where Canon Creek, from
water used for power is obtained, flows

town of junction
which the

City,

into the Trinity River, having a drainage area of
52 square miles. The dam, which is small, serves
merely for diverting the water. Alternating seclions of ditch and open flumes, w-ith a total length
of 5,250 feet and a tunnel 1,821 feet long are
comprised in the system. An effective head of 600

or working pressure of 260 pounds per square
from two penstocks, each 1,165
power house is equipped with
Allis-Chalmcrs electrical machinery, consisting of
two three-phase. 25-cyclo generators, each 750 kilowatts, 500 revolutions per nu'nute, .2,20c volts; seven
step-up transformers, and auxiliary apparatus. A
description of the enlirc plant, quite complete, is
given in Allis-Chalmcrs bulletin No. 2027, and will
be found of interest by engineers and students.
inch, is obtained
feet .long,
Thir

directors of the Boston Edison Company
declared the regular quarterly dividend of
2!4 per cent,, payable on February ist to stockholders of record January 15, 1908.

The Beardslce Chandelier Manufacturing Com-

All arrangements have been completed for the
special illumination of Felix Street in St. Joseph,
Mo, from Third to Sixth streets. The properly
owners have dep^jsited the funds with which lo
pay for installing the lamps and have signed the

pany, 176-180 South Clinton Street, Chicago, has
issued a handy catalogue, showing a varied assortment of nioderatc-pricc'l fixtures which the company manufactures and carries in stock ready for
immediate shipment. The company has larger cata-

The

have

request.

Jeffrey centrifugal fan for mine ventilation
the subject of a recent illustrated circular from
the Jeffrev Manufacturing Company of Columbus,

The

is

Ohio.

The Samson Cordage Works

of Boston, Mass.,
desk calendar made_ unique
by an attached mica-enclosed sample of its spot
cord for arc-lamp suspension and tiolley guidance.

neat

distributing a

is

Insulated Wire Company has
issued a leaflet giving prices and a general
description of its friction and rubber tapes. The
company will be glad to mail a copy, together with
samples, to anyone interested.

The New York

Boiler Company of Pittsburg, Pa., has
a report of tests on the Rust watertube boiler made by William Kent, dean of the
College of Applied Science, Syracuse University.
The booklet contains some good illustrations and
a list of "points of excellence in the Rust boiler,"
which will be of interest to power users.

The Rust
issued

just

Bulletins

to

91

94,

inclusive,

of

the

Crocker-

Wheeler Company, Ampere, N. J., elate, respectively,
to
"Induction Motor Panels." "Combined
Generator and Feeder Panels," "Small EngineDirect-current
Generators" and "Alternatingtype
1

current Switchboard Panels," All' are clearly illustrated and are excellent specimens of technical
trade literature.

The Electric Controller and Supply Company of
Cleveland, Ohio, has just published an attractive
catalogue on lifting magnets. Some excellent pictures are given of the different types of lifting
magnets and of actual installations, showing the
wide range of applications. This company has been
making magnets since 1897, but since 1905 special
attention has been given to magnets capable of handling pig-iron, steel and iron scrap, castings, rails
and miscellaneous material.

Two new

bulletins from the Fort Wayne Electric
are of int;rest to managers of central staBulletin No.
tions arid industrial establishments.
1 102
gives a list of plants operating direct-current
and
direct-connected generators of the type
MLP. Bulletin No. 1103 goes into the details of
this company's series alternating-current arc-lighting system.
new bulletin inde.x has also been
issued which will be found valuable to electrical
men as a reference.

Works

MP

A

The

Company

Electrocraft Publishing

of Detroit

issues a list of approved electrical fittings bound up
with the revised National Electrical Code. The
October, 1907, edition makes a neatly printed and
profusely illustrated book of nearly 400 pages.
One interesting feature is the illustrating of the

showing the
applications of many of the rules. The publisher
says that this work is the only complete, illustrated list of electrical fittings approved by the
Underwriters' association. Certainly the book is
useful for reference,

A recent publication of the underwriters of interest to electrical men is entitled "Rules and Requirements of the National Board of Fire Underwriters for the construction and protection of
standard railway car storage and operating houses
as recommended by the National Fire Protection
Association and American Street and Interurban
Railway Association," Another new booklet gives
general information in .relation to the underwriters'
laboratories in Chicago,
W, H, Merrill, 382 Ohio
Street, Chicago, can give further information in
relation to these publications.

is

feet,

The property of the Wabaska Electric Company
of Wymore, Neb,, has been sold by the receiver
to C. A. Snyder of Auburn. Neb., who is wrecking

logues showing complete lines of its goods. Any
of its catalogues will be sent prepaid to dealers on

Code by photographs and drawings

present

a

a

The Philadelphia Ledger prints a report from
Butler, Pa., to the effect that the northern division
of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad between Butler and Kane, Pa., a distance of 114 miles, is to
The change is
be converted to electric traction.

waterworks and

Harlowton, Mont.,

Light

Southern

a

have a capacity of 10 tons

wnll

day.

of ice a

output.

A.

Falls, Kan., will add to its facilities
The plant is to cost
ice plant.

by putting in an
about $io,coo and

1908

just

The order

in

18,

The various types of meters manufactured by the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
are fully illustrated and described in circular No,
1 137, now being distributed.
This circular is especially well illustrated, having a total of 62 illustra-

of which a large number are devoted to
diagrams showing the connections to be used for
meters in all classes of service.
The writers of
this bulletin have departed from the usual method
of conveying commercial information by entering
into a complete description of the theory of induction meter design, method of compensation cmployed for securing the 90 degrees phase relation.
tions,

mc;hod of compounding

for different frequencies,
detailed description is given of the doublejewel and rolling t>'pc of ball-bearing together with
an explanation of its operation. This circular is a
valuable contribution to meter literature, and the
employment of a complete index greatly facilitates

A

etc,

use.

its

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

A

PUBLICATIONS.

calibration laboratory has recently been established at the University of Illinois under the direction of the department of electrical engineering.
This laboratory is prepared to calibrate electrical
instruments of all types at a small charge intended
lo cover the actual cost of calibration.

of

The Proceedings of

Ihe

Kansas

Water,

the

Gas,

tenth annual meeting
Electric Light anfl

•
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iS,

T:iiui:ny

Railway Association at Topcka on October
Sti'i'i-I
9 and 10, i(X)7, liavc been issued in pamphlet form.
James U. Nicholson of the Electric Light and
Power Company at Newton, Kan., is the secretary.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Clevelanil-t'iiris Ir.iii t'onipany^ is installing
complete electric haulage system in the Maas
.a
complete electric genmine at Marquette. Mich.

The

A

plant

erating

included.

is

Legislature, according to a Cleveland
dispatcli, is to be asked by Mayor Tom L. Johnson to open the way to his realization of his municipal-owner.ship programme by raising the barriers
on bond issues that he may obtain $60,000,000 with
which to finance the electric lighting, gas-making
and piping, and street-railway operations by the city
that the mayor recently announced he would bring
about.

The Ohio

The

Commission

Waterways

International

has

just issued a report, based on further consideration
•of the navigable condition of the Great Lakes, in
which it adheres to its recommendation that no
more than 10,000 cubic feet of water per second
should be diverted from Lake Michigan for the
Chicago Drainage Canal. The commission says that
the preservation of the levels of the Great Lakes
Furthermore, It concludes, that "the
is Imperative.
diversion of 10.000 cubic feet of water per second
tlie Chicago Rh-er, with proper treatment,
will provide for all population which will ever be
tributary to tliat river, and the amount named will
therefore be sufficient for sanitary purposes for
Chicago for all time to come."

through

TRADE NEWS.
Manufactures imported into the United States in
1907 aggregated in value about $650,000,000, against
appro.ximately $770,000,000 value of manufactures

73

thus IndicniInK that the exportation of
mannfaelures now exceeds the im|virlaiiuii of manufactures by about $120,000,000 per annum. Prior
to the fiscal year 1897 manufactures imported always exceeded in value those exported.
e.\ported,

Consul Thomas H. Norton of Chemnitz says that
electrical industries in Germany conllnne to manifest an exceptional degree of activity, and there
arc no Indications of a setback In igoS.

The Crcgier Signal Company of Chicago has
been incorporated with a capital of $50,000.
The
declared object is to manufacture and sell electrical devices.
R. N. Stiles, N. B, Creglcr and
J. A. Brown arc the incorporators.
The plan for reorganization of the finances of
the Westinghouse Electric and Mainifacturing Company has as its principal feature, it Is reported, the
creation of a first mortgage for about $45,000,000
and the issuance under it of bonds which will be
exchanged dollar for dollar for the company's present obligations, and also the raising by President
George Westinghouse and his friends of $7,000,000
cash, in return for which stock of the company will
be transferred to them.

BUSINESS.
The

Lord

Electric

Motor

ator because of the <ui>erior character and the fact
that they effect a Having and thus Increase dividends.

The

Robbins

Mycrj

Ik

Companv,

Springfield,

Ohio, nianuf.aclurcr of dynamos and motors, ceiling and desk f.-ijis, aimounccs that it has recently
opened a store and salesroom at 4li West Jackson
Boulevard, Chicago, where it will carry a large
slock of fans and motors. The company's constantly Increasing business in this territory hail
made these increased facilities necessary.

Allis-Chalmcrs Company, Milwaukee, Wis., is
ofTcring a new line of small electric hoists, which
are made in five si/cs for the single-drum and six
sizes for the double-drum units.
Two types, "K"
for direct current and "ANY" for 25-cyclc and
60-cycle alternating current, all series wound for
hoisting service, arc used exclusively. The 60cycle motors, wound for 440 volts, are kept in
stock, with suitable controllers and resistance boxes,
and complete units for 15, 25, 35 and 50-horsepower single-drum type are ready for immediate
shipment.
Julius Auerbach, president of the Electrical Accessaries Company, New York city, has returned
from his European trip, where he spent six weeks
in Budapest and Augsburg in behalf of the "Just"

lamp, which his company is importing
into the United States.
Mr. Auerbach is enthusiastic over the progress and numerous improvetungsten

Company

New

of

Boston and Chicago has recently made
marked improvement In Its manufacturing department, having greatly broadened the field and scope
by acqiuring some very valuable patents under
which it will manufacture. This company has been
actively engaged in manufacturing and supplying
rail bonds, lightning arresters and kindred devices
and appliances. The success attained through its
eflforts in bringing out and developing its line has
encouraged the company to take on additional valuable specialties, all of which are covered by
strong patents and which will appeal to the operYork,

ments made

the quality of these lamps by the
The Electrical Accessaries Company is now importing a full line of commercial
tungsten lamps in 25, 40 and 100 candlepower for
100 to 120 volts, and 50-candlepowcr lamps for
200 to 250 volts. It Is able to ship promptly any
quantity from New York stock. Mr. Auerbach
says that the 25-candlepower lamps will be a great
step in advance, but perhaps still more important
are the high-voltage lamps which he is bringing
in

different factories.

over.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (Lfnited States Patent
Electric Time Alarm.
875,698.
likon, Zurich,
Switzerland.
August 30, 1906.

Eduard Dubs, OerApplication

'

Around

filed

the dial plate are two concentric sets of holes

adapted to receive pins that form the terminals of different circuits.
A contact lever, connected with a battery
and moving with the clock hand, makes contact with
the several pins.

Interchangeable Electric Display Appa^75,715.
ratus.
Deronda Levy,
York, N. Y., assignor to the Mason Monogram Company,

New

New

N. Y.

York,

Application

April

1905.
In an electric display carriage-call apparatus, employing a monogrammic field of electric lamps to be lighted
in the outline of the numerals to be displayed thereon,
the switch mechanism comprises three sets of numbered
•switch levers carrying contacts for the grouping of lamps
that forms the corresponding numbers.
filed

Carbon Brush for Commutators and the
Method of Preparing Same. Edwin C. Van
Nort,

Mo.

Louis,

St.

Jr.,

Application

filed

19, 1906.

This commutator brush is constructed of a block of
carbon w^hich is permeated throughout with paraffine,

Magnetic Clutch.
Thomas S. Watson,
Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed April i, 1907.

^75>757-

A

magnet

it

can

coil

attract

is

a

clamped

to

and surrounds the shaft
keyed to the driven

disk armat\ire

member.

Apparatus for the Manufacture of Copper
Electrotypes.
Sherard^ O. Cowper-Coles, London, England.
Application filed March 5, 1906.
In tlie vat are concentric cylindrical cathodes and
anodes.
The latter are perforated and mounted on a

S75.784.

cylinder secured to a vertical revolving shaft.
on next page.)

(See cut

'

Pressure Device for Electric-current ColColoman de Kando, Budapest, Austria-Hungary, assignor to the Westinghouse
Machine Company. Application filed May 6,

875,788.

lectors.

1905.

The

trolley of a locomotive driven by induction motors
pressed to the working conductor by pneumatic means
and with a pressure that is small for low speeds and
that increases with higher speeds. (See cut on next page.)

is

Controller Regulator.
John P. Durkin,
Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to the Durkin Controller Handle Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-

875,791.

August

1907.
The controller shaft has a cover fixed to it which has
a depending part with a peripheral way therein.
A
flange overlaps this part and has a corresponding way
therein.
A ball revolves in the ways, which are of
31,

variable depth.

875.796.

Lamp

Cleveland,
•

Base.
Theodore
Application
Ohio.

W." Freeh,
filed

March

Jr.^

27,

Automatic Fire Alarm.
Bruce C. Hall
and Floyd W. Hall, Elmwood, 111. Application
filed January 12, 1907.

A pin connected with one of the circuit wires has a
metal collar surrounding it which is connected with the
fusible member is mounted adjacent to the
other wire.
pin, so that as it melts it connects the collar and pin.

A

Device

875.821.

Insinger,

for Supporting Motors.
Alfred
Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed

July

13, 1905.
This support for an electric motor has a bracket with
a step-like arm secured rigidly to it, a pillar for supporting the free end of the bracket, and a supporting
ring for the motor secured to the bracket and trans-

versely adjustable thereon.

Pressure Device for Electric-current ColColoman de Kando, Budapest, Austria-Hungary, assignor to the Westinghouse
Machine Company.
Application filed November 27, 1903.

875.822.

This

is

a modified

Newark, N.

Application

J.

This lamp base comprises a continuous metallic shell
having a skirt which is coated with an adhesive insulating substance and a layer of absorbent pliable fibrous
material.

of Induction Electric FurApplicaGin, Paris, France.

Max

1906.

the-

Western

Electric

Company,

May

Electrically
Operated Baggage Truck.
Tracy V. Buckwalter, Altoona, Pa.
Applica-

875,893-

tion filed

March

21,

1907.

The truck has a frame with four relatively fixed points
of support, wheels having pivotal connections with the
frame at the respective points of support, mechanism
connecting the wheels so that they are moved together
about their respective pivotal connections, and a lever at
each end of the truck for operating the mechanism.
875.900.

Reversing Switch.

Cleveland,

Ohio.

Arthur

Application

C.

filed

Eastwood,
April

19,

1906.

filed

rotatable shaft carries contact rings which cooperate with four groups of stationary contact fingers.
The latter are carried by two plates of insulating material, parallel with each other and with the shaft.

System of Control for Electric Motors.
Arthur C. Eastwood, Cleveland, Ohio. Appli-

875.901.

May

1906.

22,

A

Loewenthal,

June

6,

1906.

An electric lamp socket has an adjustable clamp
around the body thereof, a portion of the clamp being
in the path of actiort of the key of the socket, to prevent

series-parallel controller consists of a power-operated
switching means for connecting the motor winduigs in
series, a second power-operated switching means for connecting them in parallel, and means for energizing the
closing mechanism of the second switching means Irefore
de-energizing the closing mechanism of the first switching
means.

fully turning the key.

Electric

875,833.

Arc Lamp.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Joseph A. M'eaher,
Application filed October 29,

1906.

The magnet

provided with a tubular core portion
and a tubular armature with a depending head block
carrying an adjustablj'^ mounted head.
This is provided
with an inverted truncated cone-shaped cavity and a
tubular carbon-clutch member provided with a similarly
shaped head mounted in the cavity and having a depending carbon gtiide extending through the central opening.
The last-mentioned head has radially extending openings
carrying bearing balls adapted to bear against the inis

clined walls of the cavity.

A.

Apparatus for Track-circuit Control. James
Peabody, Evanston, III.
Application filed

July 25, 1907.
This apparatus for supplying alternately current to a
railway track for track signal control consists of a battery, a pole changer for alternating the direction of flow
of current from the battery to the track, and a second
battery and vibrator operated thereby for actuating the
pole changer.
Electric Hoist or Draft Apparatus.
Pat875,855.
rick F. Shevlin, South Boston, Mass.
Apphcation filed December 21, 1906.
hollow base has a column extending upwardly from
a hollow drum surrounding the column and lournaled
thereon, a motor located in the base and operatively connected to the drum, an arm rotatably mounted on the
column, a sheave wheel carried by the arm, and means
for preventing rotation of the arm on the column.
it,

Construction

naces.
Gustave
tion filed May 3,

to

111.
Application filed
31, 1907.
designation plug for spring Jacks comprises a
cylindrical body portion having a slotted head upon one
end, the body portion Oeing cut away at its opposite end
upon one side to form a flat surface, and having the opposite side beveled at the end of the plug.

This

cation filed

form of No. 875,788.

Key Clamp.

Socket

875,830.

assignor
Chicago,

A

A

1907.

875,801.

igoS,

875,810.

875,843.

plication, filed

7,

lectors.

carrying finely-powdered graphite.

so

January

hearth is provided with a number of open channels
of greater depth at one end than the other.
These are
connected by laterally closed inclined conduits. Electromagnetic means are adapted to set up an induced electric
current in metal contained in the channels and conduits.

5,

S75.750-

March

Office)

A

875,882.

Plug for Telephone SwitchArthur H. Adams, Antwerp, Belgium,

Designation

boards.

Means for Insulating the Supports of
875.902.
Electric Conduits.
Carl E. Egner, Stockholm,
Sweden. Application filed November 15, 1906.
An interponent for insulators is formed of a number
of superimposed caps, the sides of which are provided
with a series of folds to impart to the caps a relative
amount of fullness. The caps are conical in form, so
that when applied to the supports the skirted portions of
the caps become massed to assist in the retention of the
insulators upon their supports.
875,907-

Sparking Device.

Chicago,

111.

Benjamin G. Gilbough,
filed December 26,

Application

1906.
A tubular spark plug

is

mounted

in

the firing cham-

A vibratory electrode is adapted to enter the spark
plug and contact with the stationarj- electrode therein.
ber.

875.910.

Electric

Chain-welding

Helberger, Munich, Germany.

February

15,

Machine.
Hugo
AppHcation filed

1904.

A pair of pivotally mounted pressing jaws ser\'es to
conduct the current. Means are provided for feeding the
material to be welded to the ja'ws.
A member having
heads is arranged bet\veen the jaws and adapted to loosely
embrace the material at the welding joint to limit the
upsetting.

Safety Signal System for Railways. WilF. Herting and Frank C. Chlan, Baltimore, Md. Application filed April 20, 1907.
In combination with the block stations are means for
signaling the approach of a train therein, main and reserve torpedo- setting mechanisms disposed at inten'als
along the road, means for actuating these from their
respective stations to place a torpedo and means for regis-

875.911.

liam

_

tering such actuation within

the

stations.
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Acetvlene Lamp and Lighting Device for
Svend M.
Automobiles and Other Vehicles.
Meyer, New York, N. Y., assignor to George
AppliClinton Batcheller, New York, N. Y.

875.942.

cation filed December 21, 1905.
The acetylene generator and several dry cells are
mounted side bv side. Conductors lead from the cells to
the several lamps through an incandescing coil and
separate switch, so that any selected lamp may be lighted.

Controlling Mechanism for Automatic Exchanges.
John G. Roberts, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western Electric Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed July 10, 1906.
This automatic telephone s\Yitch consists of a number
of actuating members that can be displaced to different
degrees, variable at will, and that, on their automatic return, actuate the mechanism for operating the switch.

875,951.

This telegraph transmitter ha$ a toothed actuator movable into operative relation to a contact on its downstroke and out of operative relation to the contact on its
upstroke, and a key lever arranged to raise the actuator
to permit its free return.

Lamp

Outdoor

New
New

Stewart,
Stewart,

James

Receptacle.

S.

York, N. Y., assignor to Annie
Application filed
York, N. Y.

Frank G.
Electric Switch.
Application filed
Francisco, Cal.

875,978.

Baum, San
October

24,

1905.
Tiis

high-tension switch consists of a frame with
vertical and horizontal members carrying three rows of
insulators, each row having two fixed insulators and an
Upon the latter are
intermediate swivel insulator.
mounted arms with switch blades at their extremities that
fit into clips adjoining the fixed insulators.

W.

cut

to

as

Va.

Application

when

the current
reached.

off
is

190S

iS,

a.

Frank B. Hall, Wheeling,.
filed December 30, 1905.

The body is of insulating material with an opening
therethrough.
The fuse wire passes through this opening and has its terminals wrapped about the ends of
the body in the form of metallic bands.

filed

Controlled Releasing
Kintner, New York, N. Y.
April 20, 1906.

DeviceAppli-

Electrically

876.274.

Charles
cation

J.
filed

A

railway signal adapted to be held in a definite position by a source of applied energy is provided with a.
control solenoid having its core so connected to the release device that, should the latter fail to operate when,
the coils of the solenoid are disconnected from a controlling source of electrical energy, the core will fall
and by its weight impart to the release device a blow
adapted to effect the operation thereof.

Wireless-telegraph Transmitting System.
876,165.
Lee de Forest, New York, N. Y., assignor to
George K. Woodworth, Boston, Mass. Appli-

May

cation

filed
11, 1904.
In combination with a transmitting loop antenna, con-

stituting a closed oscillating circuit is a closed oscillating
energizing circuit associated
therewith
and attuned
(See cut.)
thereto.

less-telegraph Apparatus.

Angeles,

Receptacle for Incandescent Lamps.
Gilbert W. Goodridge, Bridgeport, Conn., assignor
to the Bryant Electric Company, Bridgeport,
Conn. Application filed June 14, 1907.

Two - aerial capacities are insulated from each other,
one contains the transmitting and the other the receiving apparatus.
The transmitter is arranged so that the
strength of its impulses can be varied.
The receiver is
provided with a local battery circuit and means for Regulating its power.
Ground connections are arranged to
be connected to either circuit.

Junction Box. Harry H. Hornsby, New
York, N. Y. Application filed May 12, 1906.
The box is provided with integral outwardly turned
and

with

brackets

Albert L. New, Los.
N. Hickman, Avalon,

;

876,187.

fitted into the

William

1906.

17,

A

at its upper edge
screwed to the sides and

and

Cal.
said Hickman assignor of one-half of his
right to said New. Application filed September

sign receptacle has a pair of diametrically opposite
lugs at the front and a like pair at the back, but out of
line with those at the front, and ribs connecting the
front with the back lugs.

ears

Combination Sending and Receiving Wire-

876,281.

876,169.

A

so

Fuse Device.

876.273.

light.

lamp socket, and

rod,

predetermined degree of heat

In this pistol an electric lamp is supported in the
barrel and a chamber contains a battery arranged between
the hammer and the barrel.
When the trigger is pulled
an e.x-plosive cartridge makes a noise and at the same
time the lamp circuit is closed and caused to flash a

June

13, 1906.
housing has a central cylindrical portion forming a
legs adjacent to the housing and forming a support therefor and for the circuit wires, the ducts
or passages being wholly enclosed throughout their length.

AppHcation

N. Y.

expansible

Ernst 0. Pfeil, New York,
January 28, 1907.

Electric Pistol.

876,088.

(See cut.)
875-964.

January

876,293.

Time

Electric

Switch.

W.

Frank

Brock,

Chatham, 111. AppHcation filed March 11,
Two levers are provided, one for closing, the
for opening, the switch.
Two alarm clocks are

adjustably

ears.

1907.
other,
set

so>

Motor-controlling Mechanism.
875,981 and 875,982.
Herbert W. Cheney, Norwood, Ohio, assignor
to the AUis-Chalmers Company and the BulApplilock Electric Manufacturing Company.

NO. 875,784--^LECTROTVPING APPARATUS.

—

NO 875,951. AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE
APPARATUS.

NO. S75.7SS.— PRESSURE DEVICE

FOR CURRENT COLLECTORS.
and March

1906,

30,

1907.

In a starter fiS^^^h induction motor are provided a
starting resistance connected to the rotor slip-rings, means
for cutting this starting resistance out of circuit, and
means for connecting the slip-rings internally when the
starting resistsnce has been fully cut out.

Fire Escape.
N. Y. Application

876,004.

Emery
filed

Liberty,

New

York,

April 26, 1906.

A

flexible fire-escape ladder is wound on a reel at the
The reel is connected with a numtop of the building.
ber of alarm circuits which are normally open and

become

when

closc<i

Hie ladder

is

unwound.

Sound-producing
Herbert S. Mills. Chicago, 111. Application filed January 17, 1907.

Phonograph and Other

Oliver B. Kaiser,
Signal Alarm System.
Norwood, Ohio, assignor of one-fourth to Walter S. Ludlow and one-fourth to Walter S.

876,192.

Ludlow,

Application

Jr.

filed

April

30,

1906.

A fire extinguisher signal system comprises poweractuating devices, means whereby these are set into activity by a liquid flow of the extinguisher system, a
signal transmitting device in positive driven connection
with the power device and adapted to move idly for a
predetermined time, and then to positively actuate the
idle
movement has
signal after the
predetermined
elapsed, and means for restoring the actuated parts to
their normal position after the activity of the liquid flow
has ceased. -

Machine.

Edwin S.
Ignition Circuit Connection.
Application filed
Brookline, Mass.
Lincoln.

A

May 13, 1907.
A generator, storage

876,006.

phonograph is driven by an electric motor which is
connected to it through power-transmitting and motionregulating means.
876,019.
Cal.

Bucket

Elevator.

Application

filed

John Ross, Tiburon,
February 20, 1907.

An *;lectric motor is mounted above the upper set of
sheaves on the swinging frame. A trolley connection on
the latter is adapted to connect the motor to the source
of power in every position of the swinging frame.
876,036.

Controlled

Electrically

Releasing

Ralph P. Barnes, Schenectady, N. Y.
tion filed April

and primary batteries arc con-

double-throw switch, so that in
latter the primary battery is connected to the ignition system and the generator connected to charge the storage battery, and in the other
position the two latter sources are connected to the
ignition system in parallel.

nected to a double-pole,

one position of the

Push-button Electric Switch. William G.
^Iann. Bridgeport. Conn., assignor to the Per-

876,207.

kins

Switch Manufacturing Company,
Conn.
Application filed June 20,

Electric

Bridgeport,
1907.

I.

Hand

Mirror.
Harold Burrell, Sheffield,
England. Application filed July 8, 1907.
'A mirror is rotatably mounted on a support and
has a clear space at one point, and arranged at the back
of this clear space

is

an electric lamp.

The

Signaling and Train-conSingle-track
876,064.
Frank E. Kinstrolling System for Railways.
man, Plainfietd, N. J. Application filed Octo-

ber

10,
:-

1905.
•.-ar...

-..:i.

into blocks is provided
Kovcrnini; the power and brake
vehicle movable in cither direccij:'
-.'.;
a pair of electric circuits conlior,
nected reij'CcltvL-l/ Kith opposite Iraflfic rail* nt opposite
endii of ibe block.
,\

»ii:

*

(Jivided

r

switch

The station apparatus comprises a polarized relay, a
neutral relay having an armature and two main energizing coils, one composed of two differential high windings and the other of two differential low windings, one
of the high windings and the low winding of similar direction being connected in series in the main line and
one coil of tlie polarized relay.

PATENTS THAT

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued'
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
January 13, 1908:

W.

Motor.

Electric

444,4 1 6.

Anthony,

has

Electric-light

A. Dawes, Chelsea, Mass.
Sporting Indicator.
S. D.-

Support.

444.452 and 444,453. Electrical
Mott, Passaic. N. J.
Electric-lamp
Bracket.
444,466.
phia.

T.

contacts

for

connection

more

with

Electric

Arc Lamp.

Conduit for Electric \Vires.
ton, Mass.

444.480.

circuit.

444,482.

Smith,

C.

Philadel-

Pa.

444,472 and 444,473.
York, N. y.

444.479.

circuit,

Manchester,

Conn.

actuated circuit-breaking blade, a latch to hold the latter
and a push-button to release the blade to brc.ik tlic

one

Electric-car

P..

A.

P.

Device.

Controlling

Ward,

B.

E.

Xcw

Wright, Bos-

M.

Bcntlcy,.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electric-railway

Car.

E.

M. Bcntlcy, New York,

N. Y.
Hand-setting Mechanism for Clocks.
W.
Packer. Canton. Ohio.
Jlvnamo-electric Machinery.
B.
Entz,
Xcw
J.
York, N. Y.
Electric Locomotive.
M. Waddell and J. E. Entz,
444,512.
Electric

'

W. Bradley and W. N.

Electric

^76,^3^-

Lamp

Herbert E.
Receptacle.
assignor to the Howard

Newark, N. J.,
Lamp Company, Newark, N.
August I, 1907.

Miniature

Ap-

J.

plication filed

Underground System of Laying Electrical
Wilhclm Schreiber, Munich, GerConductors.

876,241.

many.

Application

March

filed

28,

1907.

A junction box for electrical conductors consists of
base having an inlcgral tubular opening, 3 series of
conducting lamellx insulated from each other and arraiiK'eil upon a support extending horizontally above the
opening, and a marginal flange surrounding tlie opening.

a

Electric

876.253J

Sad

Ohio.

Iron.

William

Application

filed

J.

Barr,

May

27,

907.

With
tact

444,486.

Xcw

York, N. Y.
Leading-in Wire for Incandescent Electric Lamps.
Edison, Llewellyn Park N. J.
Electric-railway Car.
L. A.
McCarthy, Brook-144.S.19'
lyn. N. Y.
Electric Indicator.
444.552.
J. Ilopkinson. Tlolmwood. Eng.
Method of Controlling Currents upon Electric
444. 53.
Hopkinson. Holmwood, Eng.
Circuits.
.1,
Device for Electric Railw.iys..
Current-collecting
444,^66.
144.S.10.

This receptacle comprises a cup part containing lamp
terminals with rcarwardly projecting prongs and screw
.ind a co-operating cap witli an insulated nut threaded on
to the screw and adapted to be turned by hand to hold
the cap in place.

Cleveland,

Charles E. Lcc.
Tclegraiih Transmitter,
Chicago. 111., and I-cwis K. Miller, Brooklyn,
X. Y. Application filed May 14, 1906.

876,06^.

Multiplex Telegraphy.
Portland, Ore.
Original

application filed July 2, 1906.
Divided and this
application filed March 29, 1907.

and a push-button and circuit-closing
for each circuit with a spring-

than

876,055.

An oil £witch con^ists of two oil-containing wells, at
The
the bottoms of which arc hubmerged terminals.
movable switch member has circuil-cloring blades mounted
on stem* connected with a cross bar and handle spindle.

or
Jr.,

444.477.

Pla«;s.

Switch. Carl H. Hollcy. Visalia. Cal., assignor of one-half to Fred G. Hamilton, ViApplication filed June 16, 1905.
salia. Cal.

Quadruplex
Lawrence Connell,

876,312.

444,424.

means operated thereby
876,039.

that tlicir alarm keys actuate latches that in each caserelease a weight and cord attached to the respective
switch levers, one being thereby closed and the other
subsequently opened.

876,203.

Device.
Applica-

1907.
An elcclromagnei governs the action of a cam lever in
locking a toggle on .t spring-actuated bolt.

WIRELESS
TRANSMITTI NG SYSTEM.

NO. 876,165

T. A.

.S

R.

M. Hunter.

444,«;87.
Ball,

444,640.

lliat

if.

heating element
opened by the

provided a movable conexpansion of a calorically

is

Pa.

for Dvnanio-cleclric
S'ork, N. Y.
Electric Elevator.
X. P. Otis

Machines.

R.

and R.

Smith,.

E.

New

C,

Yonkcrs, N. Y.
Lightning Arrester.
E. Thompson, Lynn, Mass.
Electric Gas Lighter.
T. W. Lane. Boston, Mass.
444. 70G.
11.
Khcostatic Switch.
T.
Lehm.in, Philadelphia,.
444.707.
Pa.
Telei^lionc Enunciator or .Indicator.
G. R. Law444,780.
rence, ^lantcno. III.
Electrical
Measuring
Instrument..
E.
Weston,.
444.804.
444,678.

Newark, N,
the

Philadelphia.

Regulator

444.805.

J.

Electric

Newark, N,

J.

^Measuring

Inatrumeni..

E..

Wcjiton,.
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of the Striking Features of the
Chicago Electrical Show.

fi-atiiri-

111"

:illr:Rlcil

iloscil

"House

the

Several

fiirnislieil

lOeelriciaii

lierewilh.

L"liic;i^ii

mure

l';iceliie:il"

('nin|i:iny.

in

CHICAGO, JANUARY

of

ilie

:iileiuiiin

just
tlic

lli:iii

Coinmoiiwe.iUli ICdison
of lliis liaiiclsomely

illiislralioiis

nine-room suite appeared in the Western
of last week, and others are presented
.\bout cverythiiip that one eonid imagine

domestic

electrical

Eiectrically Operated

ap|)liealiiin.

in

\A'ireless

the

present

an

this service

to

and

tlic

<lcsir.nl)ilily

materially increase their
i

An exhibit of nnnsual interest was made by
W. .S. ircRcr, Jr.. of Milwaukee, Wis., in the
"House lilectrical," Mr. lIcBcr, who is the son of
W. .S. McRer, assistant to President Whiteside of
,\llis-Chalniers Company, Milwaukee, has developed an electrical tireless cooker which he calls
the "aniotherm."
This appliance is the product of

the

Kitctien

.Vpparatus.

l''lcctrical

Telephone Exhibit.

iip-lo-d:ilc hoiiscliold

pitsliiiiK

No. 4

1908

load.

\'acuum Cleaner.

Central-station E.\hibit of Hoiiseliold

-\

Slmw

ICiectrii-ii!

Rener:il

tion in

of

25,

in

"House

A similar antenna wa^ mI up near the southeast
corner of the building, and Ibis led to a duplicate
ecpn'pmenl, installed near the corner of the balcony.
For purposes of support and insulation the
an(enn:e terminated on top in wooden trapezeshaped bars separated by nearly 200 feet. Telephonic commuiiication was kept up between the
two stations with considefablc success, considerini;
the

large

X-ray and

number of power and
static

An

Electrical."

wires,

Electric Refrigerator.

Bedroom

Electric Sign Writer at Soutli En<l of Coliseum.
Entrance of Coliseum at Night.
L.nrge

lighting

machines, transformers and induc-

in

"House

Electrical.'

Electrical Production of Ozone.

SOME OF THE INTERESTING THINGS S^OWN AT THE CHICAGO ELECTRICAL SHOW
State

of the

art,

was

The illumination

to be

found

in

this

"house."

was referred

by
Mr. Geo. H. Jones and others before the Chicago
Section of the Illuminating Engineering Society, at
the meeting reported on another page of this issue.
of the house

to

the way of heating utensils nearly everything
devised in this line, except a glue pot and soldering
iron, was shown, the varieties of electric radiators
In

and cooking utensils in actual service demonstrating
not only the utility of these devices, but that they
are

here

service.

to

stay

The value

as

active

competitors

of e'ectric

power

in

for
the

this

home

for running such
pianos,

a range of appliances as clocks,
sewing and washing machines, refrigerating

considerable scientific investigation to find the most
efficient heat insulator.
The idea is to place electric cooking within the reach of a man of moderate
ineans.

With

the autotlierm operating

in

tion with an electric heater or stove, food

connecbe

may

cooked at a much less expenditure of electrical
energy than under the ordinary conditions.
The North Shore Electric Company was another
central-station company that made an interesting
exhibit of electrical appliances used in the household.
Here were to be seen a. wide range of devices from elaborate art-glass lamps and an electrically operated piano to severely practical applications like the electric dishwasher and a vacuum

and cleaning outfits, fans, grinders, etc., was cleai-ly
shown.
On the wh'ole, the impression that the
"house" created was most favorable from the view-

cleaning system.
The De Forest wireless telephone system

point of the public

of the company was* located near the northwesc
corner of the main floor. In it was installed a duplicate of the equipments furnished to the United

man.

and that of the central-station

The former were shown

that electric service

now well-nigh indispensable, since it provides not
only electric light but almost every other modern
convenience.
The latter were shown the growing

is

importance of electric heating and power applica-

and

attracted

much

attention.

is new
The main booth

States Navy for the battleships and destro\'ers of
Adihiral Evans' fleet. From this wires were run to
near the roof of the building, forming an antenna.

tion coils,

etc.,

in the building.

On

account of

its

most of the transmission was
from the balcony station, a phonograph there furnishing music to the microphone transmitter. When
conversations were conducted the individuals stepped into telephone booths located at each station to
less

noisy

location

shut out external noises.
The apparatus consists
of two distinct parts, the transmitting and the receiving portions.
Each is connected through a
In the transtransformer to the antenna circuit.
mitter the oscillations are set up by an arc burning in alcohol vapor, the arc being in series with
a condenser and the primary of the transformer.

The sound waves are impressed on the high-frequency circuit through a microphone transmitter
connected between the transformer secondary and
ground. At the receiving apparatus these oscillations are taken up by the "audion" receiver, which
is.
an incandescent lamp into the bulb of which
are sealed a grid and a plate of platinum as well
The conductivity of the
as a tantalum filament.
heated and ionized gas in the bulb is effected by
the oscillations, and this in turn actuates the tele-
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phone receiver
of speech has

in

sliiint

now been

with

it.

January

Tlic transmission

Thordarson.

perfected to a distance of

for marine
January 21st he gave a lecture
before the Independent telephone convention on his
system of wireless telephony.
One of the "drawing cards" of the show was the
striking display of artificial lightning over the main
entrance on the outside of the building by C. H.
Thordarson.
A large glass plate weighing 700
pounds was mounted on a strong wooden rack just
On each
outside of the center balcony windows.
side of this plate were fastened metallic strips
forming the terminals of a 200,000-volt circuit.
When this was energized the flashing and crackling of the discharges over the plate could be heard

work

enlarge this sphere of action

On

at first.

terminals

For

a

high-tension

source

of

electricity.

18,000

was

being 75

kilow^atts,

which was

found

produce

to

much

of the arcing referred to. Unfortunately,
it
was found impracticable to show this artificiallightning discharge in the c-Kterior picture given
on page 75. This \-iew shows three automobile
too

TWO VIEWS OF
was

,

of

purpose the same transformer was used

or 20,000 volts.
About 12 horsepower
used in charging the condenser and thus
ozonizing the current of air blown through it. This
air current was deflected toward the center of the
building, where the ozone could be distinctly detected when the apparatus was in operation.
Another electric ozone-producing outfit formed
one of the attractions on the main floor. It was
e.\hibited by the Ozone Company of America and
is illustrated on page 75.
It is designed for purifying air or water and is ingenious and compact,
being operated from an ordinary lamp socket.
.\ device for electric-light advertising which was
very large and prominent was the electric sign
to

OPER.\TING MEGHANrS.\r OF ELECTRIC SiCX WRITER

then stepped up to
200,000 volts 'by. 'a high-tension transforrner on the
balcony.
An impedance regulator was placed in
the primary circuit 'to keep the energy of the set
do^vr^•;to 40 kilowatts, its capacity without this

this

that supplied the display of artificial lightning outside the building, but the "S'oltage was kept down

'

which

in the cen-

sides of the plates being connected to opposite

site

A

current,

of

up

six rough glass plates three-eighths inch
and 40 by 100 inches in dimensions. These
were placed side by side on tlieir long edges in
a wooden framework.
On each side of each plate
was mounted a metal sheet, the sheets on oppo-

it

nating

up

set

thick

The noise was so great that
scared the horses in the street and therefore
The wires from
could not be run continuously.
the high-tension transformer were run through
small holes in the middle of two of the window
heavy static charge was frequently
panes.
formed on these and from them communicated to
the casingj producing considerable arcing about it.
The en,ergy for this display was obtained from
a 25-cyclp rotary converter on the main floor that
changed 220 jvolts direct current to 166 volts alterfor a long distance.

of the west

igoS

balcony and consisted of a large
plate condenser, between the plates of which a current of air was forced by a blower driven by a
three-horsepower motor.
The condenser was built

35 miles over sea by the apparatus exhibited, and
Dr. De Forest, who had charge of the exhibit, expects to

The apparatus was

ter

25,

rilE

GEXER.tL ELECTRIC COMP.ANv's EXHIBIT.

trucks with large electric signs, operated by storage
.<

perambulated the streets at night
advertise the show.

-batteries, 'vvhich
to

A

feature

production

of

of

much

technical

ozone on

a

interest

large

scale

was the
hy

C.

11.

writer exhibited by the Electric Sign Writer Company of Chicago. It is an apparatus by which letters, numbers, etc., can be instantly formed and
controlled by the operating of a keyboard typewriter attachment. One of the signs written and
flashed onto the frame in about one minute is shown
on page 75.
picture of j)art of the mechanism
is
given on this page, Whi.le' the sigfi flasher at
the show was a very large' one,' it^jfcfin "be made
still
larger, the company plaiining-i^f^ build the
As shown,
tlevice as large as 250 feet in length'
there are 60 bo.xes in three roVvs, each box having
25 four-candlepower lamps placed in white enameled cups. .Each lamp is .directly connected with
the controller mechanism which selects the contacts.
There are J20 contact blocks, 60 on each
Each of the contact
side of the middle division.
blocks has a separate contact for each of the 25
lamps in the corresponding box. To make connection a brass plug is pushed down into a spring
clip located at the bottom of the contact block.
Each lamp connection has its movable contact plug,
and the tops of these extend across the machine
in a straight row in each contact block.
The selective device is mounted much like an
Oliver typewriter and is provided with a keyboard
which moves from left to right above the contact
Ijlocks, a block at a time, whenever a letter is
The selection of contacts
struck on the keyboard.
is secured by making CTcli key arm with protruding striking surfaces located so as to fall on top
of only such contact plugs as are required to light
the lamps that will produce the desired shape.
The corresponding portions of the machine arc
numbered with neat inlaid black and white celluThe double arrangement contact blocks perloid.
mits the operator to prepare 60 letters on one side
of the machine w-liile the throw-over switch is
showing w-b.'it w-as pre\-iously written on the other
Go letters, in this way providing for a continual
changing of the sign. It is equally easy to use four
sections of I.? letters each, allcrnalely, or six sections of ID letters.
The patents are controlled by Mr. Leon I. Kahn
and tile machine was designed liy Mr. A. W. King,
nu-chanit-al engineer.
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THE CHICAGO ELECTRICAL SHOW OF
MaiiitainiiiK

iinmial

lliird

of

record

llii-

previous

Show

years,

llie

Chicago of JanuBoth
a coiiii)lotc success.

]'"lecirical

in

ary 13-25, HK)8, has liecn
visilors and cxhihilors express

The

salisfaction.

show was coiKhicli'd liy tlio JCIeelrical 'I'radcs Exjmsilioii Company, of wliich Mr. Samuel Insull is
presidiiit and Mr. Homer E. Nicsz managing director.

Exliihits
I

at

In

ho industry.

most
was

the

all

lines

exhibitors

and please

instruct

to

show covered many

hranclies of

did their

visitors.

ut-

sits.
Under the bnlconic!) and fur (he annex the
Iwo-wire system installed in the building was used,
hut it was disconnected from that plant, a neutral
wire added, and each set connected to the Edison
mains. The number of sockets installed in the general lighting was approximately 3,.30o in festoons,
5,000 in streamers, 350 on posts and 900 in outside
signs.
The 64 arc lamps in the eight coronas in
the ceiling were left on the bui'ding circuit.
A motor-generator set in°trilled in the booth of

1908.

placards iindoubtcd'y of "Kirk" origin.
One read,
"We know our busincks, or we wouldn't be 'in it;'"
another, "We in.'ide conduit; conrluit made us."
Duct feet were designated by an array of perfectly
webbed duck feet attached to dainty ribbons, E. E.
Kirkpatrick, vice-president of the company, was
present lo enlerlain visilors.

A

new tiling in conduit
concrete conduit exhibited
C'uidnit and Construction
Thi'^

a

is

liuisherl

prodtiet

was the new sectional
by the United Stales

Company of
re^juiring

St.

Louis.

no encasing.

The music

decorations and illumination
l.iautiful, and there was general good-fellowship.
The show was well patronized, and among the
of all
parts of the
\isilors are representatives
few of the special attractions
I'nited States.
plaimed did not materialize, but there were enough
On Tuesday night
special features to satisfy all.
of this week the management of the show cntcrlaincd the exhibitors at a smoker and vaudeville
the

excellent,

A

in the Coliseum Annex, which was greatly enjoyed.
Other features and meetings of electrical organiza-

reported elsewhere.
issue will be found

tions are

In

this

show and

of the

a

detailed

account

nnnicroiis illustrations, in addition

those published last week.

to

Exhibit of Reclamation Service.

An

interesting

exliiljit

of the nature of the

work

done by the United States Reclamation Service
various

irrigation

tracted

considerable
attention.
About
photlographs showed various

mounted
lirogress

many

in

conception

of

the

projects

in

the

arid

West

in

at-

large
25
stages of

of the projects, and gave a good
great extent and dii^culties of

These comprised views of the sites bedams, canals and tunnels
during and after construction, and views showing
the work.

work was begun

fore

the

fertfility

of the

:

land after being irrigated.

A

map showed

the location and size of the various projects.
On the evening of January 20th
Mr. Perkins, of the Reclamation Service, gave an
iTustrated lecture in the Coliseum Annex on this

large

and told of the many cases wherein
power was utilized in connection with
the work while in progress and later for pumping
and other power purposes. In a number of places
electric pumping will be necessary to raise the water

irrigation work,

FOUR VIEWS OF THE LARGE EXHIBIT OF THE WESTER.\ ELECTRIC COMPANY.

hydro-electric

from low

the

Western

Electric

Company

supplied three-phase,

60-cycle, alternating current at 440 volts to exhibi-

tors in the east half of the building.

levels.

This

set con-

of a 50-kilowatt, 125-volt, compound directcurrent generator, operated as a shunt motor from
the Iio-volt plant in the building, two No. 000
sisted

Supply of Current.

The

electrical

use during the

energy for lighting and exhibitors'

show was supplied almost

entirely

feeders being specially run to

it,

power synchronous motor operated

and a 50-horseas a three-phase

generator, the machines being direct connected and
running at 1,200 revolutions per minute. The al-

feeders were three No. 6 wires,
from which the current was either stepped down

ternating-current

The current supor up, as the exhibitors needed.
p'ied to exhibitors was almost entirely on the flatonly about 18 meters being installed.
wiring of the building was under the
direction of its regular electrician, Mr. Forsberg, who
rate

basis,

The

special

had a force numbering 107 assistants for the zV^
days preceding the show.
Automobiles.

The Woods Motor Vehicle Company showed a
electric pleasure vehicle and exhibited
a line of automobile supplies.
simple and convenient battery-charging outfit for use on alternating-current circuits was shown.
high-grade

A

BRISTOL COMPANY

S

EXHIBIT.

from the Commonwealth Edison Company's threeA few circuits were
wire direct-current mains.
supp'ied from the iio-volt direct-current plant in
the building. The Edison iio-220-volt mains entered the building at the northeast corner from the
underground system in the alley. From this point a
set of feeders was run to the ceiling lights, and si-x
sets of feeders north and south through the building for the lighting of booths and exhibitors' use.
These feeders were all No. 0000, over 6,000 feet of

A

separate set of feeders was run
to the Commonwealth Edison's booth in the north
end of the building. The main feeders were suspended from the trusswork so as to 'run almost over
this

being used.

between the booths along the main
and adjacent long aisles. In each case one set of
feeders supplied the north half of the building and
terminated at the center, and another set ran intact
through the north half and supplied the south
half, one continuous neutral being used for both
the

partitions

The Studebaker Automobile Company of South
Bend, Ind., had an exhibit and did much toward
furthering co-operation between central-station men
and automobile manufacturers for mutual benefit
and for the good of electric-vehicle owners. The
company showed three handsome

electric

pleasure

and demonstrated the use of the mercury
outfit for charging batteries from alternating-current circuits. F. S. Chapman, J. D. Gordon and E. Q. Corner took care of visitors.
vehicles
rectifier

Conduit.

It is made in
or tubing in the construction.
sections of concrete, the sections being so formed
that they interlock both ways.
Two or more sections when laid form a complete self-contained conduit with smooth continuous ducts.. The exterior
joints are laid up with mortar.
With this product
cables can be laid in as the conduit is placed, and
for maintenance purposes the cables may be exposed
at any point of fault by simply taking the joints
apart.
The conduit is made at the point of installation, requiring no shipping.
C. D. Budd, presitile

dent of t]ie company, has made a long and thorough
study of underground conduit construction. At
the show he received much encouragement from
practical men who inspected the new
sectional
conduit. A. W. Garrels was also present at the
exhibit.

Educational.

The

had a small section to
enable it to explain its courses in salesmanship and
business methods.
large number of electrical
salesmen, who were graduates of the school and
were representatives of many exhibitors at the show,
proved themselves to be working exhibits of the
success of the school's work. A. F. Sheldon, president, and Francis Raymond, secretary, represented
the school directly.
Sheldon

School

A

The

International Correspondence Schools, with
at Scranton, Pa., had an attractive
exhibit to show the scope and methods of its educa-

headquarters

tional work. Tw^o effective working models showed
a sleeping workman not alive to his opportunities
and a machine whose cogs were faithful employes
making money for the man wdio knows how to
their services.
Samples of
take advantage of
students' work were shown, and a new feature in
the form of a complete phonograph outfit for teachset of the 242 textbooks
ing foreign languages.

A

now

published by the school was arranged for ifiThe total enrollment of the school's students in all parts of the world is now said to be
over 1,037,000.
spection.

A

display of various, kinds of bituminized fiber
.conduit was made in the booth of the American
Conduit Company of New York.

The McRoy Clay Works showed

its line of vitriclay conduit in an attractive exhibit in charge
of C. C. Baird, sales representative.

fied

The exhibit of the H. B. Camp Company, New
York, attracted attention. A p3Tamid of clay conduit was set up with different colored rays of light
thrown into the ducts from the back, making a very
pretty and striking effect and drawing attention to
the company's product.
Barnard & Co. made a display of their conand aside from this there was a display of

B. S.
duit,

In the exhibit of the students' competition were
a number of pieces of apparatus built by
Chicago students of various schools. H. L. Transtrom showed a 22,000-volt transformer for wireless telegraphy and a high-frequency Tesla coil for
electrotherapeutics.
The primary circuits of the
transformer contained a Thordarson regulator and
the secondary was connected to a condenser and
the primary of the Tesla coil in series.
The set
had been tuned and was in successful operation
several times during the show.
Mr. Transtrom
was a student of the International Correspondence

shown

School.

There were

also exhibited a telegraph re-
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7S
lay made by Lynne Waynick of Lewis Institute, an
alternating-'cnrrent electrolytic rectifier by Byron
De Forrest of the Alcott School and an induction
coil by A. R. Perlow of Lewis Institute.

January

a complete line of direct-current and alternating-current power motors, many of them connected
power circuits and shown in operation. In alternating current both single-phase and multiphase

also
to

motors were shown.

Electric Clocks.
Tlie

United Clock Company of Chicago showed

an attractive line of electric chronometers of various kinds.

Represented by H. O. Jackson, president, and
G. F. Randall, secretary, the American Clock Company of Chicago bad an interesting exhibit of selfwinding electric clocks, electric time systems, time
stamps" and time recorders. The combination of
secondary clocks, time stamps and time recorders,
all

operated from Ihe same master clock,

for use in offices

and

exhibit of

its

Glass

adapted

attractive

reflectors, domes
decorative lighting.

of the most artistic exhibits at the sliow
of the Colonial Art Glass Company of
Chicago, which company manufactures art-glass
Aside
shades and domes and bronze portables.
from artistic merit, the shades and domes are of
glazed
account
of
being
exceptional strength on
with copper instead of lead. The handsome designs are original, being brought out in the company's designing department by C. Eugene ParkBesides Mr. Parkhurst, those at the show
hurst.
were E. C. Gmelin, R. F. Warner and B. P. George.

One

was

Electrical Machinery.

The machines,
dish-washing machine.
some \vith vertical shafts, have some new features
and attachments. A two-horsepower equipment that
interesting

attracted attention

was the Economy

electric tiering

machine, a complete portable power elevator of 1,000
pounds capacity made by the Economy Engineering

Company.
The.

Wagner

Electric

had a large

Manufacturing

Company

including a fivehorsepower single-phase Wagner motor of the new
type BA, in the 'new style frame, and a lO-horsepower three-phase induction motor with the new
starter.
The Wagner company has brought out a
new type of induction-motor starter for polyphase
motors, the switching device being in a separate case
from the auto-transformer part of the starter, and
so arranged that the running fuses are cut out for
starting, or separate starting fuses may be provided.
The company has changed its transformer line, buildSt.

Louis,

exhibit,

.

CE.NTRAL ELliCTKIC COMI'AN\

S

ing at the present lime what is termed ''high-efficiency" and "standard-lighting" type of transformers.
Switchboard and portable indicating instruments were shown, including both direct-current
and allcrnating-currcnl instruments. F. N. Jewctt,
Thomas T. Richards and others represented the

company.

The Fort Wayne Electric Works had a very
complete exhibit, in charge of Waller Goll, A. L.
Pond and Frank Mc.Maslcr. F. S. Hunling of the
home office was aho in attendance part of the lime.
Included was the company's line of type K wattmeters, forms S.\.\ and SAB for single-phase circuits, form
for muliiphase circuits; its prepayment wattmeter and its new type KM-i calibrator for aliernaling current. The company also
exhibited its standard type
transformers, its
various types of arc lamps, both alternating and
direct-current,
seriis-niultipic
and
power-circuit
types.
A complete line of fan motors, desk type,
universal bracket, revolving type, dragon bracket
type and telephone-booth fan motors was shown,

MAB

A

and for

a

Electrose

that

Roth Bros. & Co. e.xhibited a line of their motors
and dynamos and motor applications, including an

cuits,

arrangement whereby it becomes
Beck flaming arc lamp, and two
of tiiese lamps were on exhibition.
An interesting
feature of the Western Electric supply exhibition
was the black enamel wire. Superiority is claimed
for this class of insulation over silk and cotton,
owing to the small amount of space required by
the wire, the greater number of feet per pound
and the high insulating quality. A line of supplies
manufactured or bandied by this company was also
on exhibition, including American transformers,
Vulcan heating apparatus, street-railway material,

well-known shades,

and handsome art glass for

a larger regulator. This regulator can
for lighting from ^40-volt power cirthis class of services the company
recommends operating five series alternating-current
lamps in connection with the regulator. An equipment of this kind was on exhibition connected up
so that the operation of the lamp and regulator
could he demonstrated. The new Western Electric
440-volt, multiple alternating-current lamp was on
exhibition, and sample no-volt alternating-current
and direct-current lamps were included in the list
of
display
lamps. This
company has recently
also be used

selling

a distributer of the

Glassware.

Company had an

1908

when using

formed

factories.

Electric.-\l

The Phoenix

is

The largest and most complete exhibit of electrical machinery and apparatus was that of the
Western Electric Company of Chicago. This exhibit was especialli' attractive on account of the
new alternating-current apparatus being placed on
company and because of the
tlie market by tliis

25,

insulated

material,

Thomas

high-tension

Duncan wattmeters, D. & W. fuses and
Deltabeston w-ire The entire Western Electric exhibit was in charge of G. H. Lounsbery, assisted
insulators,

bv the following gentlemen: J. H. Dutton, H. S.
Kurtz, H. F. Boardman, R. C. Kearsley, O. O.
Tucker, C. S. Boggs, H. M. Post and many others.

ROTH BROS. &

CO. S EXHIBIT.

Heating and Cooking.

large display of telephone apparatus exhibited for
the first time for the inspection of all buyers.
The exhibit was divided into two parts, the telephone exhibit and the apparatus and supply exhibit.
description of the former will be found among
the telephone e.xhibits elsewhere in this issue. The
power-apparatus exhibit was very interesting, affording visitors an opportunity to study the rapid
strides taken by the Western Electric Company in
the manufacture of alternating and direct-current
specimen of the fine class of work
apparatus.
turned out by the Western Electric Company at its
Hawthorne works, covering an area of about no
acres, was the 400-kilowatt, 6o-cycle, three-phase,
2,300-volt alternator exhibited. While this enginetype alternator is very small, compared with_ the
larger machines manufactured by the company, it
was the largest one which could be exhibited, due
to the danger of the floor giving way.' High-class
engineering and mechanical skill was apparent in the
15-kilowatt, 250-vO)t, direct-current, engine-type generator exhibited close to the 400-kilowatt alternator. This generator is one of tlie smallest manufactured for direct connection to an engine, and

A

A

EXHIBIT.

HEATINT,

A.S'D

phase-wound,

exhibit of the General Electric Company
was devoted largely to display and demonstration
of electric-heating and cooking appliances and to
electric illuminants, in the deyelopment of which
this company has been very active.
In a space
prepared for the purpose skilled demonstrators
showed the application of the large line of cooking
and heating appliances produced by the company.
At one end a dining room was fitted up, and here
numerous parties were treated to full meals cooked
in the booth entirely by electricity.
Miss Potts,
Mrs. Colby, Miss Lyons and Mrs. Abbott, accomplished in the art, prepared the food and did the
cooking, besides giving demonstrations in the use
of the electric range, electric stove, bake oven,
griddles, fans, chafing dishes, coffee percolators,
corn popper, flatirons and the many other elecluminous electric grate, brought
trical devices.
out by Mr. Jules Panigot of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
was one of the newest and most attractive devices.

A

The Simplex Electric Heating Company, Cambridge, Mass., had perhaps the largest display of
electric-healing and cooking appliances at the show.

cooking APPLIANCES OF SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATI.NO COMPANY.

has a vertical divided frame. Tlie frame is seinisteiSl and the pole-pieces laminated.
It will be difticult to find a piece of apparatus to surpass this
type in construction. The smallest generator exhibited in the booth wa; a i3;/i-volt, ihrce-amperc
ignition and battery-charging generator.
A Western Electric motor-generator set supplied alternating current to its and other exhiliilors' booths.
It is described in the section on the wiring of the
building. There
were in operation also backgear, continuous-service,

The

vertical,

al-

ternating-current motors. Stators and rotors for
squirrel-cage and phase-wound types of machines
of various classes were seen under construction.
The apparatus exhibited was so arranged that the
observer could sec various classes and types of
apparatus under construction. For a number of
years the Western Electric Company has niainifactured a five-light testing regulator that can be

used for testing series alternating-ciirrcnl lamps
during the day, with a maximum voltage of 440,
thus eliminating the danger to lamp-repair men

It covered the complete line manufactured by this
company and showed many new devices and new
applications of electric heating in its application to
domestic, factory and office use. About 50 styles,
shapes and sizes of laundry and tailor's irons were
shown; electric chiding dishes, colTce percolators
and other dining-room accessories of new and atIraclivc shapes; in fact, everything in electric-beating appliances from a little curJing-iron heater for
the dressing room to a 30-galloii kitchen boiler.

A

complete electric range was in operation and
demonstrated for the benefit of visitors the ease
and convenience of electric cooking. A number of
complete meals were served in the booth and different kinds of eatables were served daily from
the electric range, electric oven or some other device.
Two demonstrators were nresent, besides H.
K. Hixson, E. R. Jacobs, E. A. Strauss and W. R.
Hruby.

Instruments.

While the International Electric Meter Company
of Chicago had no special exhibit

at

the show,

il

.

JaniKiry 25,
hail

minibur of

:i

Wl'.sri'KN

ils

new

inslniincnls,

and direct cm-rent,

iialiiiK

and

Iip8

ihL'sc

atlraclcd

Jewell

Tlie

Chicago made

one of

in

bolli
tlic

alter-

booths,

attention.

C'liieago,

displays

Electrical Jnstrnmcnl Company of
first exhibit at a show.
Amme-

ils

voltnu'lers and swilchhoard inslrnnienis were
exhibited. 'I'lie company had an allraclive line of
six-inch b:Un' instrnnuMils an<l six-inch direct-cnrters,

A

practical

candescent lamps

was

fitr
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colored-Rlass
siyns

electric

i-

:..i

1

79
''

-

I

also .shown.

The Federal

Electric Cumpany had as ils prniexhibit a great variety of large and small
signs of all kinds. Aside from llicse, the
company exhibited some very pretty conch br.'ickels,
I'l'deial iln.iir-.. ..nliii-,. shades, etc.
A new Ibreecipal

electric

Kvcryone

alleinliiisr

lliff

show was

iiiKloiiiiledly

cllracled to llic exhibit of the luigincering Depart
meiil of the National ICIeclrie Lamp Association liy
the great display of light over and about the booth.
Three hundred .(o-wait inngsicn lamps, a large niini'
her having Ilolopliane reflectors, were used in furnishing the illmiiinalion which was noticeable be-

cause of

natural while r|ualily as well as great
Diflerent met lioils were employed to show
of timgsten and carbon lamps upon various colors.
J'iclnres having certain shades and
lints hy daylight were not a|>preciahly changed in
appearance when ilhiininated hy the Inngslen lamp.
The coloring, however, was greatly altered wlien
exposed to the rays of the carbon filament. IJisks
containing the colors of the rainbow were revolved
and helil stationary, first under the light furnished
by the metal filament, then beneath that of the
cellulose filament.
The result with the tungsten
lamp in .service showed the disks, when revolving,
to be practically white, and when stationary every
color retained its true value.
The carbon lamp
caused the disks, when in motion, to become an
orange-yellow, bordering upon pink. All the colors
its

(pianlity.
llie

elTcct

were darkened and changed

in

other respects, with

when the disks were quiet.
Gem, tantalum and tungsten lamps were

the exception of the red,

Carbon,

shown side by side and data on their eflTiciency and
economy compared.
The high efficiency of the
tungsten lamp, as well as its good color value, were
strongly emphasized.
P. E. Norris, A. W. Freund
and George Loring were in charge of the exhibit.
assisted by a corps of salesmen representing! the various companies comprising the

They were ab'y
association.

MoTOR-DmvEN Tools.
Four different styles of mas.sage vibrators were
shown by the Moon Vibrator Company. One style
is for alternating current, one for direct current,
one for either and a fourth is a battery outfit.

The Red Cross
tric

wore

'i'ltcrc

300

4o-candlepower

Tungsten

Lamps

in

electric vibrator, a complete elecface, scalp and

massage vibrator suitable for

this E.xhibit.

EXHIBIT OF ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL ELECTRIC LAMP ASSOCIATION.
rent switchboard voltmeters. The instruments have
excellent features which have met the approval of
Edward W. Jewell, Ray Simpson and
electricians.
Oscar Adleman were in attendance.

The
offices

Bristol
in

Company

Chicago,

of Waterbury,

Conn., with

New York

and London, had a
well-known recording-

very attractive exhibit of its
instruments of interest in every branch of electrical
industry. The exhibit was arranged in groups to
show the tj'pes of recorders as used in the steam,
electric generating and transi-nission parts of light
and
power systems. These included recording
gauges for steam, pressure and vacuum, recordingthermometers for feed water, flue gases and superheated steam, switchboard recording voltmeters,
ai-nmeters and wattmeters and a full line of portable
recording wattmeters and ammeters for the transmission system and general testing work. It was
so arranged that visitors could be shown the interior design and construction in a very clear manstriking feature of the Bristol booth was
ner.
a very large model of a recording voltmeter with
The exhibit was in charge of
a facsimile record.

stage, turn-down
attention.

lamp of original design attracted

A

large line of its standard lamps was exhibited
the Moline Incandescent Lainp Coi-npany of
Moline, 111. The new Moline Jewel attracted attention, also the Meridian type, the Moline Jewel
metallic-filament lamp and a line of regular Meridian types. There was also a line of imperial,
candelabra and special lamps. F. T. Wright, man-

by

GENERAL COMPRESSED AIR AND VACUUM MACHINERY
company's EXHIBIT.
body massage, was exhibited by the LindstromSmith Company, manufacturer of the device. A
A-ibrating chair, producing the Swedish movement,
was also exhibited.

'

The Shelton Electric Company presented a large
display of the various vibratory massage devices
for the physician and the home and demonstrated
the different methods employed.
skilled lady
demonstrator was kept busy by the ladies. The
new electric hair-drying outfit attracted attention.
G. Shelton and A. Grimes were present.

A

A

of EXHIBIT OF CHICAGO PNEUMATIC
TOOL COMPANY.
ager Chicago branch, was in charge, assisted by
Theodore Mueller, R. H. Mills and C. R. Wood

A portion

of the

SIGNS

SHOWN BY FEDERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Western Manager H. P. Dennis, M. E., assisted
by H. T. Carpenter, factory sales manager, and
the

Chicago

office

sales

staff.

Lamps, Lighting and Signs.

Some very attractive canteen signs made to
cover incandescent lamps for advertising purposes
were shown by the Solar Electric Company of

home

office.

The booth of the General Electric Company was
illuminated largely with tungsten lamps, and, as
part of the decoration, a series of pictures was
displayed giving night views of Niagara Falls as
it
appears under the powerful electric searchlights
and illuminating device brought out by Mr. W.
D'A. Ryan, illuminating engineer^ -with the General
Electric Company.
On one side there was a display of different colored silk cloth arranged so as
10 show the effect on the colors as produced by
the various kinds of illuminants.
The illuminants
compared were the tantalum, Nernst, enclosed arc,
tungsten. Gem and mercury arc lamps. The idea
was to show which came nearest the daylight effect,
and it was noticeable that all lamps did not have
the same comparative eft'ect on all colors. The
Nernst and the enclosed arc seemed, however, to
do the best as regards daylight effect, with apparently a little more of a yellowish hue in the former.
Among representatives of the company seen at the
booth were B. E. Sunny, F. N. Boyer, J. D. A.
Cross, R. E. Keeler, F. H. Gale, E. L. Callahan,
G. H. Stickney, James Lvman, F. W. Hilliard,
D. Ulke, L. Friedman, H. Benson, W. H. Price,
W. T. Dean, R. D. Fonger, W. H. Coleman, A.
D. Page, S. F. Dibble and James Johnson.

The James Clark, Jr.. Electric Company of LouKy., showed a most interesting line of tools
and machines, of which an electric motor forms a
part.
These consisted of two and three-spindle
isville,

Willey

drills, breast drills, semi-radial drills, screw-portable drills, hand drills, hacksaw-s, grinders for various uses, hand grinder and buffer, floor
grinders, etc.

feed

Those

interested

in

pneumatic

tools

and

elec-

driven machinery derived much valuable
information from the exhibit of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company. There w-ere electric drills,
grinders and blowers, alternating-current and direct-current air tools, rock drills, etc. The company showed a vacuum cleaner with a scrubbing
attachment which attracted attention. The exhibit
was in charge of C. B. Coats, assisted by E. Aplin.
trically

The General Compressed Air and Vacuum Machinery Company of St. Louis exhibited in pracoperation seven different outfits for cleaning
by means of compressed air and the vacuum system. The largest was the type C outfit for houseto-house cleaning. A life-size model of a horse
harnessed to this wagon outfit helped to attract
attention.
Among the other outfits was a twowheel portable outfit for car cleaning and two other
portable outfits and three for stationary installation.
Thomas F. Clohesey, sales manager, and A. S.
Foote were present to take care of visitors.
tical

The Illinois Electric Renovator Sales Company
of Chicago had an interesting exhibit of Invincible
renovators, in charge of M. E. Poffinberger, presi-
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dent, and W. F. Wall and P. E. Allison.
machines shown were for thorough house cleaning
in every department and. can be used on carpets,
rugs, draperies, upholstered furniture, bedding, etc.,
The renovator is opw-ithout raising any dust.
erated by a one-half-horsepower motor with a
double
speed of 3,500 revolutions per minute.
turbine fan 14 inches in diameter is direct-con^

A

nected to the motor shaft, and this fan produces
a powerful suction that will remove all dust.

A

line of individual motor-driven machines was
exhibited by the McDowell-Stocker Company of
Chicago. There were two lathes, one an 18-inch
Hamilton Machine Tool Company lathe with allgeared head, and a 14-inch Ideal lathe of the

Machine Tool Company. A Milwaukee
shaper was driven by a Lincoln variable-speed moSpringfield

interchangeable, open back. No. 3 Walsh
press was run by a 3;/^-horsepower Western
Electric motor. Aluminum souvenirs were stamped
out on a motor-driven punch press. An interesting
machine was a Grant spring riveter driven by a
tor.

An

power

one-half-horsepower vertical motor. -With this machine rivet heads are turned instead of being hammered. W. J. McDowell was in charge of the
exhibit.

Erwin
designing

&

Co., who are making a specialty of
and building up-to-date types of elec-

January 25, 1908

Considerable interest was shown by electrical
in the exhibit of A. Grothwell of San FranThe Mogul brand of insucisco and New York.
lating paints, compounds, etc., was shown, together
with Mogul armature varnish, and the like.

men

The Spalding-Bates Company of Chicago made
a hit at the show with the Bates electric bulb
cleaner and adjuster. With this device incandescent bulbs at any height can be reached from the
floor and at any angle for removal, adjustment or
cleaning, doing away with the inconvenience of a
ladder. Manager F. W. Nind demonstrated the
use of the handy device.

in a room are said to
degrees with the fan.

have been

reduced to 70

The Monarch Electric and Wire Company had an
attractive exhibit in its centrally located space.
striking novelty
was the ''Jupiter" photographic
lamp, designed for flashlights as well as for time
exposures.
reflector is lit up by incandescent
lamps for focusing purposes.
double arc in the
center is provided with highly actinic carbons. The
"flash" is produced by short-circuiting the carbons
for one-thirtieth second.
The current consuihption
of this lamp is said to be ohly one-third that usually

A

A

A

W. N. Matthews & Brc,

St. Louis, exhibited,
other things, guy anchors, cable clamps, cable
and sleeves, jack boxes
and plugs, sleet cutters, lamp guards, etc. Many
new money-saving attachments and devices were
shown. Among the company's representatives present were W. N. Matthews, James R. Kearney, 0. R.
Johann and G. J. Geselschap.

among

rollers, cable-splicing joints

The Electrical Manufacturing Company of Oshkosh. Wis., exhibited a high-potential cut-out which
is very serviceable.
It is simple and uses no current, being constructed so as to open automatically whenever a foreign current of higher voltage
than that intended enters a building, thereby protecting life and preventing fire.
W. F. Meter,

benjamin electric manufacturing company

s

EXHIBIT.
This lamp was
required for time-exposure lamps.
but one of a large collection of imported arc lamps,
Nuremberg
flaming
including not only Siemens and
arcs, but also the dwarf-like "Lilliput" and the
"Radiant" arcs for indoor lighting. The latter is a
very steady burning lamp producing an exceptionally
white light. The company also showed a large line
of wires and cables of its own manufacture, and an
supplies,
including
extensive
line
of
electrical
among others a display of the National India Rubber Company's rubber-covered wires, cables and
chords. The Monarch Company was represented by
Messrs. L. Schwab, president, and H. Schwab, Max
Austrich, E. W. Kearns, H. E. M'ason, A. D. Gillespie and G. Morgan Hall.

Storage Batteries.
exhibit of the Vivax Storage Battery Company consisted principally of a line of storage batteries for electric vehicles.

The

In

the

Philadelphia,

American Steei and Wire Company.
Electric and Wire Company.

Chicago

Monarch

exhibit of storage-battery material
Electric Storage Battery Company,
were a G-51 Chloride accumulator

large

shown by the

Fuse Wire and Manufacturing Company.
Universal Manufacturing Company.

A GROUP OF EXHIBITS AT THE ELECTRICAL SHOW.
driven pumping machinery for all purposes,
had a fine exhibit, consisting of modern methods
of water supply in buildings and homes, operated
and controlled automatically by electricity. Four
types of electric pumps were shown in operation.
unique method shown was that of supplying
water to buildings without the roof tank. This
outfit is controlled by a special switch recently
patented by the company. Another serviceable outis the electric seepage ejector.
fit
Other pumping
outfits controlled by float switches were shown.
The company also showed its method of mounting
and belting a small triplex pump for use in residences to elevate cistern water. The pump is belted
to a direct-current motor.
trically

A

.

Primary Batteries.
The Nungesser Electric Battery Company had
as an attraction

a very large model of the 1900
large line of these popular batteries, for telephone use, was shown, also the No.
6 special Rapid Fire battery for engine ignition.
H. S. Greene and J. G. Gordon were in charge
of the exhibit.

dry battery.

A

The

Excelsior Supply Company of Chicago has
added a line of electrical supplies to its automobile
supply business. Among other things, this company exhibited the line of telephone batteries manufactured by the Slackpole Battery Company of St.
Marys, Pa. Kingston spark coils of Kokomo Electric Company and the Komct magneto of the Dow
Portable Electric Company of Braintrcc, Mass..
were also shown. F. J. Alvin, E. W. Dolliver and
L. L. Halle represented the company.
Specialties, Tools

and Novelties.
Company showed

The J. I-ang Electrical
of switches, regulators, etc.

a

line

Matthias Klein & Sons of Chicago exhibited a
large line of linemen's, wlremcn's and construction
vxjIs of all kinds.

W. L. Rideout
ance.
The

and

W.

Beckley-Ralston

G.

Maxcy were
Company

in

of

attend-

Chicago

showed a line of ignition apparatus and electrical
and motor supplies. This company manufactures
the Maximus timers and is the distributer of
Ffanstichl jump-spark coils and all standard lines
of spark plugs, coils, timers, batteries, cable and
accessories for jump-spark ignition. Batteries, battery connectors, cables, current indicators, etc., were
also shown.

An attraction in the booth of the Joseph Dixon
Crucible Company was the new graphite motor
brush, which is meeting favor on account of
perfect lubrication and freedom of wear on commutator. The company also showed a large line
of graphite lubricants, crucibles, etc. Resistance
rods were also shown, the company furnishing
these in any size and resistance. F. R. Brandon
and B. B. Worley entertained visitors.
Aside from a large display of electrical novelties
American Electrical Novelty and Manufactur-

the
ing

Company showed

a large line
other supplies.

of Ever Ready
large electric

A

dry batteries and
clock, which is said lo run one year without attention, was shown.
Some novel flashlight applications were exhibited. Those in attendance were

O. C. Igney, A. E. Barlow, E. R. Bchrend, Paul
Ranicrs,

Dr.

Edward Weed and

George

R. E.

Bain.

W.

Haverstick of St. Louis exhibited his "ocean breeze" fan by which the air in a
room is washed, cooled and revitalized. An ordinary fan motor operates two fans, one at each
end of a cylinder and connected by a small shaft.
The cylinder is filled with a spray of water from
hydrant, and tubes in the cylinder are partly
with water containing sea salt. Air is forced
through the spray. Temperatures of 100 degrees
a

filled
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element in a tank of that size, having a capacity of
4.000 ampere-hours, the type of plate used for railway lighting and telephone work an F-2I Chloride
accumulator clement in tank and an F-i.S Chloride
accumulator clement in glass jar. These F types are
used for small lighting and telephone plants. For
railway work there was shown a two-compartmeni
ii-ECS car-lighting tank, a 13-EP element and a
:

smaller battery of the Exide type for signal service,
also the special lo-volt battery made up for the

Missouri Pacific, of a portable type, and the 7-S jar
used as a special by the Harriman Lines. For electric-vehicle'

work

there

were exhibited Exide bat-

both for propulsion and sparking. The exin charge of Godfrey H. Atkin. manager
of the Chicago office, assisted by J. M. S. Waring,
lerics,

hibit

was

;

engineer,

district
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Messrs. Haiier, Marshnll and

Supplies.
Tlie
had a

Gcen Electric Supply Company of Cliicago

elties.

Beside-s

large

oxliihit

of

interesting electrical novline of "Superior" dry

showed a

it

and quite a complete

line of general electrical

supplies.

A

supplies and
appliances was shown by the Electric Appliance
Company. Sangamo alternating-current and directcurrent meters of the house and switchboard type
were e.xhibited also a full line of Whitney instruments, including voltmeters, ammeters and wattmeters. There were telephone specialties and Faraday bells for all purposes, from the plain shell
type to the waterproof type for niinc use. The
display also included Packard transformers, Para-

very complete

of

line

electrical

;

and cables, Packard, tungsten and other
etc.
P. (R. Boole and F. J. Aldcrson were
charge of the exhibit.

nitc wires

lamps,
in

rubber

biscuit, showing crude Pnra rubber
coniof which Okonite Insulation is composed.
The display of Okonite submarine cable was a
notable feature, the company showing a piece of
cable that had been caught and twisted in the
screw propeller of a tugboat in New York harbor
without destroying its usefulness. The D. & W.
fuse display included two sample boards of D. &
W. fuses and boxes, also samples of Deltabcston
magnet wire, the Deltabeslon wire being healed
red hot, with a like amount of cotton-covered
magnet wire, to show that the asbestos insulation
would withstand the heat, whereas the cotton insidation was destroyed. The Columbia incandescent-lamp exhibit included two cases of lamps,
showing all the dilTerent types and also the process
of
manufacture.
Considerable
prominence
was
given to the display of tungsten and tantalum
lamps. Flame arcs and other supplies were also

the grand opera at the Internalional Theater about
ulocks distant. Henry Shafer was in charge.

poimd

Kalli.

lells
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Frank W. Pardee, general sales agent, had a
large and varied exhibit, representing a number of
well-known companies. The Rock Island Battery
Company's dry cells for telephones, gas and gasoline engines and automobiles were shown.
There
was a display of wire made by the Wire and
Telephone Company of America, Rome, N. Y., and
a line of standard porcelains of all kinds and

Duplex Metals Company.
SweHisli

Electric

Vibrator

M. Klein & Sons.

\V. N.

Company.

five

The American Aulom.itic 'i'clephonc Company,
Rochester, N. Y., exhibited a full-sized automatic
exchange an<l a complete line of telephones of the
company's make, as well as harmonic bells and a
section of an automatic switchboard
frame of
5,000

telephone

Stolz Electrophone Company had on exhibiits electrophones, which arc miniature
loud-speaking telephone.?, to be carried and used
by those with defective hearing. There is a transmitter and car piece. The transmitter carries the
batteries, the whole weighing 12 ounces, and (its into
the vcsi pocket. The transmitter is of globular
carbon, and by varying the amount of globules in
the electrode, "electrophones" of various tones re-

The

of
acces-

line

The device reflects and transmits sounds on
compensating principle, intensifying the softer
sounds and modulating the louder vibrations. It
is
for ordinary conversation or for church and
sult.

The Monarch Telephone Manufacturing Company
showed a line of telephones, switchboards and ap-

a

pliances.

Electric Telephone

Matthews & Bro.

United States Conduit and Construction

Company.
John A. Roebling's Sons Company.

small telephone-ex-

tion a line of

sories.

The American

to

change work and toll stations; improved junction
boxes, Merico soldering paste and the like. George
W. Rodomicr, Frank J. Jones and J. A. Kearny
were present.

Telephones and Telegraphs.
attractive

racks adaptable

distribution

shown.

Frank B. Cook exhibited an
his
well-known protectors and

lines.

The American Electric Fuse Company of Muskegon, Mich., made a specialty of small iron-frame

Company had

theater

use.

International Correspondence Schools.

McRoy

Clay Works.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Company.

Moline Incandescent Lamp Company.
Lang Electric Company.
American Conduit Company.

J.

A GROUP OF EXHIBITS AT THE CHICAGO ELECTRICAL SHOW.
special pieces

from the Peru Electric Manufactur-

ing Company of Peru, Ind. Special high-tension
insulators of the Electros Manufacturing Company,
Brooklyn, N. Y., were shown in capacities up to
98,000 volts
also receiver shells -and mouthpieces.
;

&

M.
of

B. Austen
Co.
supplies, including a

had an attractive exhibit
line of Safety submarine

and underground cable made by the Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Company; bare and insulated
wire from the Benedict & Burnham Manufacturing
Company Stirling flexible steel conduit and armored conductors, made by the Stirling Conduit
;

Company of Pittsburg; Thomas & Betts' line of
conduit fittings; Gillette- Vibber specialties, and the
tungsten lamps of the General Incandescent Lamp
Company. Among those in attendance were A. H.
Friend. J. P. Gillette, R. J. Thorne. A. Meineman
and Harry C. Rice, the last-named vice-president
of the General Incandescent Lamp Company.
The well-known

Okonite sign of the Central
Company, Chicago, was to be seen from
every part of the Coliseum. In attendance at the
cpmpany's booth were F. R. Brvant, sales manager
Allen S. Pearl. J. M. Lorenz, D. M. Ayers, R. K.
Fast, H. R. Miller and A. L. Hancock.
The company's space was, for the most part, given over
to the display of Okonite wires and cables, D. &
W. enclosed fuses, Deltabeston magnet wire and
Columbia incandescent lamps, for all of which the
company acts as sales agent. The Okonite display
included a pyramid of coils of different styles and
sizes of Olfonite wires, also the famous Okonite
Electric

The exhibition of the Western Electric Company
was divided into two parts, the telephone exhibit
and the supply and apparatus exhibit, the latter
In the telephone exhibit was
described elsewhere.
displayed a full line of magneto and common-bat-

complete exhibit which was a center of interest
for the Independent telephone men.

a

The well-known

line of telephones and appliof the Swedish American Telephone Company occupied a large space in the annex.

ances

tery switchboards as well as all kinds of telephones,
including local and comm.on-battery and intercommunicating sets.
self-restoring dropboard was
In addition
connected up and in full operation.
a full line of standard construction material was
shown, also a full line of cable terminals. Showcases were located in different parts of the exhibit

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company had a large exhibit and a large force of
attendants

was on hand

A

to take care of visitors.

The

S. H. Couch Company, Boston, demonstrated
intercommunicating telephone systems.
Thife
company has installed intercommunicating systems
with as many as 70 stations.

its

filled with all parts which go to make up standard
Western Electric Company switchboards and subscriber sets and which show the high grade of
workmanship and material which is used in the
apparatus.
This exhibit was most complete and

A

receiver holder for attachment to a telephone
transmitter was e.xhibited by the Staats Manufacturing Company.
It holds the receiver to the ear,
allowing the use of both hands.

In the large exhibit of the

Dean

Electric

Com-

pany of Elyria. Ohio, was shown the company's
large line of switchboards, telephones and appliances.
Many new devices recently brought out
•
were exhibited.

A complete multiple section of its ballast common-battery switchboard was shown in operation
by the Vo'te-Berger Company of La Crosse, Wis.,
with ringing machines, power board, charging machines and storage batteries.
In the booth of the International Telephone
M'anufacturing Company the loud-speaking telephone was exhibited in operation, transmitting
music through an International transmitter from

,

demonstrated
manufacture.

the

high

art

attained

in

telephone

A

printing telegraph was shown by F. D. Pearne,
Chicago.
It was arranged to operate simplex or
duplex over a single line. The transmitting mechanism had a typewriter keyboard. A small motor
running continuously was intermittently connected
to a shaft by an electromagnetic clutch.
By means
of this each key transmitted over the line some
combination of three distinct impulses that oper-

ated

rapid electric tj-pewriter at the receiving
station is provided with a transmitting
and receiving printing machine. When operating
simplex the latter makes a duplicate of the message.
The printing machines at each station are operated
end.

a

Each

;
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local storage battery, tlie control impulses
A simple selective
only being sent over the line.
system was shown that enables the operator to
control the stations to which he wishes the message
sent and that also enables him to ascertain positively who sent any to him.

by a

The Automatic Electric Company's exhibit was
e.-ctensively visited and consisted of a "cross-section" of an automatic telephone system, the exhibit
comprising a working section of two interconnecting common-battery automatic exchanges of the
The

system.

100,000

"B" and "K,"

exchanges

respectively.

were

designated

The "B" exchange

sec-

consisted of a standard 100-line unit and a
board of trunking switches. The "K" exchange
section was a regular party-line unit accommodating
100 party lines, or 400 telephones and trunking
tion

January

time switch is proving a reliable device for automatic control of window, sign and street lighting.
A large line of Aetna railway insulators was shown

and also
Anderson

Anderson
third-rail

care of by William

material, including the
line
bracket.
Visitors were taken

W.

Hinchcr^ manager Chicago

office.

of the Benjamin Electric Manufaccontained up-to-date lighting speincluding
the new Benjamin wireless cluscialties,
This device conter for multiple interior s'ervice.
sists of two principal parts, separably connected,
making it possible to attach or remove the body
portion, in other words, the finished part, without
The new Benjamin
disturbing wiring connections.
attachment plug with rotating sleeve has advantages
for use with portable lamps, flat irons, heaters,

The

exhibit

Company

turing

The Crane Company showed a line of cast-steel
valves and fittings for superheated steam Having
pure nickel seats and nickel-steel stems. Automatic
other

.\UT0M.\TIC ELECTRIC

COMPANY

S

exchange "B." Twelve telephones
were connected to the exhibit and calls were made
through the boards precisely the same as in the
exchange.
largest working
A toll, board, wire
chief's
desk and private-branch exchange were
connected to exchange "B" and operated in conjunction w-ifh it. The harmonic converter in exchange "K" supplied the four-frequency currents
as

in

for ringing the partj'-line telephones.
One of the
frequencies was also used for straight line ringing.
In addition to ringing, the harmonic converter also
furnishes the busy signal. In the party-line board

four telephones are connected to one line and two
to another. The two-position wire chief's
desk,
exhibited is designed to be used in a S,ooo-line
exchange now being built.
\\'iRES^

A

modern

Fuses and Wiring, Devices.

of conduit
as "wirelets,"
Appleton Electric Company,
universal "wirelets" was also
tings,

In

line

known

an

attractive

A

fans,

line

o.'

shown.

The

rotating

sleeve

makes

it

A. N. Fox, manager of the publicity department,
and G. Knott and H. Watson were in attendance
at the exhibit.

Miscellaneous.
Birtman exhibited a number of static machines and other electrical devices and gave demonC.

F.

strations for the medical profession,

the Simple.x Electrical
Company exhibited a fine selection from its large
line of insulated wires and cables.
H. R. Hixson,
J. G. Brobeck and J. N. Macalister were present
to receive visitors.

The

line of Monnot copper-clad products exhiliby the Duplex Metals Company attracted the
attention of electrical men.
This product, consisting of sheets and wire, has a mechanically welded
surface of copper on steel.
It is used for tele-

line

of

dials,

metal signs,

name

plates

and metal ornaments was exhibited bv the Haeusermann Metal Alanufacturing Company. Harry A.
Ford, western representative, was in charge.

handsome though small exhibit was that of
W. Shonk Company, in charge of Sales
Manager A. H. Cassidy. This company presented

the Chas.

name-plate designs
ing process.

manufactured by special etch-

The Electric City Publishing Company printed
an excellent daily edition of (he Edison organ in a

ited

graph,

The Chicago Fuse Wire and Manufacturing Comdisplayed Union enclosed fuses, Union enfuse blocks. Union switch boxes. Union
outlet conduit boxes and covers, and fuse wire and
fuse links.
Arthur S. Merrill and Clarence T.
McDonald were in charge. W. W. M'errill made
frequent visits.

A

The new

type

B

knife switch

in

the exhibit

of

Arlvansas,

—

Leonard,

E,

1",

superintendent

and Water Works, Wynne,
Connecticut,—J. P.
London.

—R.

Gillette,

Gillette- Vibbcr

:

Wynne

Light

Company,

New

Morris; A. J. Authenrietli, chief
engineer Mattoon
Light and Power Company and
Central Illinois Traction Company, Mattoon; Frank Bacon.
Chiilicothe,
.Jacob
Bunn.
Sanganio
Electric
Company,
Springfield; Wm. .1, Catlin, superintendent Electric Light
and Water Works, Glen Ellyn; P, E, Cowles, Lee County
Lighting Company, Dixon; Edward Curry, Economy Light
and Power Company, Toliet; Clarence Denman, electrician.
Pa.'cton; F. H, Earl, Piano; D, C. Fleming, International
Harvester Company, Canton: Paul Hollister, West Chicago;
.Tohn
E, Haenig,
Hacnig Electric Company, Springfield
W. PI. James, Harvey: G. F. Kaiser, Oregon; V. V. Kennedy, electrician, Earlville; R, C, Lanphier, Sangaino Electric Company.
Springfield; Then. Mueller. Moline; E. D,
Smith, Gaiesburg; L. S, Snow. St, Charles; Joscpli Steinen,
Pckin Light, Heat and Power Company, Pekin; .Tohn D,
Schwimmer, city electrician, Paxton; .Tohn H. Sliull, city
electrician, Gaiesburg; Hubert Sumpter,' Farmers' Telephone
Exchange. Colchester; N. M, Snyder, electrician. Tvankaliee;
G, i^ Schreiber, electricial engineer, Chicago Heights; L, B,
Sigmart, Gaiesburg; Geo. S. Tinker, electrician. Highland
Park: W. J, Zellar.
Indiana.
W. Bayer. Chicago Mica Company, ValF.
paraiso; W. B. Brown, Bluffton; L. E. Bixcnman, Lowell:
Charles G. Burton, manager Peru Electric Manufacturing
Company, Peru; Arthur E, Case, United Telephone Company. I-iartford City: F, L, Dennis. Indian and Michigan
C.

Allan,
Heat,

—

This type is said to be replacG. .'\. Hartcr was present mucli

and J. M. Anderson Manufacturing Coml>any of Boston attracted attention because of its
flexibility.
The fnsc c-in be placed cither above or
below the switch, as convenient.
The Anderson

.\lberi

booth of the Western Electrician up to January 22d

Company. South Bend; Frank E.
C.
Hawks,
Hawks Electric Company. Goshen; F. E. Hannon, Indiana
Harbor; E. H. Heilstedt, Chicago Mica tympany, Vall^araiso; Fred Leslie, sunerintendent Muncie Electric T^ight
trompany. Muneie; H. D. McVay. sales engineer. Sterling
V.lectric Company, Lafayette: B. B. Montgomery, Western
F.icctric Company, Indianapolis; G. C. Scott, superintendent
Water and T^igllt Department, Garrett; O. L. Slmrc, superintendent Municipal Electric Light and Water Plant, ITohnrt: William
I-I.
Sinks, Duncan Electric Manufacturing
Company. Lafayette: C. M. Poor, suoerintendcnt Clinton
ICIcclric Light and Power Company. Clinton; Fred R. PariLlt. manager Princeton Telephone Company, Princeton.

shade was shown.

.Vmcrican Sltcl and Wirt Comiiany exhibited a large and comp'ctc line of rail bonds and
railway appliances, Icad-covcrcd cables, bare and
covered wire of all kinds, 'round and flat wire,
springs and forms.
A large display board showed
6o-o(]d shapes of drawn copper and steel.
C. R
.Sturdcvant of Worcester, Mass., and B. H. Ryder,
A. F. Mcrriman and R. C. Mouler were in attendance.

Out-of-town Visitors.
The following-named are among the visitors at
the show from out of town, who registered at the

Electric

.\ full line of Hartcr clusters, five kinds. eiliuT
multiple or scries, was displayed by the Marter
Electric Company.
The clusters are made of opal
glass on copper contacts.
cluster with four 40walt 50-candlcpowcr tungsten lamps using an opal

The

feature of the exhibit was a gate valve
operated by a motor attached directly to the stem.
is stopped automatically when the opening or closing movement is completed, the switch
requiring no attention after it is thrown into the
open or closed position. The motor seats the valve
tightly, making it unnecessary to use the hand Wheel.
The exhibit was in charge of J. A. Minwegen.
electrical

'

pany

closed

ing arc lamps.
of the time.

expansion joints and
were shown.
The

traps,

accessories

—

and transmission' purposes.

telephone

steam

The motor

Illinois.

large

A

booth

valves,

power-plant

A VIEW IN THE TELEPHONE ANNEX.
etc.

possible
to attach the plug without turning the device,
and
thus avoiding the twisting of the cord.
.Another
new device was the Benjamin current tap, which
has a rotatmg sleeve which makes it unnecessary
to turn the device in order to attach
to socket.
It can be fixed in any position
and the cord can
be led out at any angle.
Benjamin lamp guards,
hand portables and cluster guards were also shown.

A

outlet boxes and fitwas exhibited by the

Chicago.

EXHIBIT.

1908

onstration apparatus, which has become well known.
A new feature was a line of ignition coils for gas
and gasoline engines. These are entirely encased
in metal, making a rugged construction, impervious
Being built on the transto moisture and dirt.
former principle, they are said to be highly efficient.
The coils shown were of the jump spark
and also make-and-break types. They are built in
single units and in sets for two, four or si.x-cylinder engines. Aside from these exhibits were the
display of artificial lightning and the production
of ozone; the apparatus for these working demonstrations was installed in the west balcony and is
described in another column. All the exhibits were
in direct charge of C. H. Thordarson.

emergency

switches,

25,

Iowa.
11.
Askin, suoerinlendent Barnes Electric Light
Power Company. Maquokcta: Geo. E. Bickley. .supcrinlendent Corn Belt Telephone Company. Waterloo: W. V.
Caughlan, .Acme Electrical
Supply Company, Otluniwo;
W. K. Caughlan, .\cmc Electrical Supply Company. Ottumwa;
J. II. DenkholT, Interstate Telephone Company, Dycrsvillc:
C. L. Emery, manager Mount Vernon Electric Light Company, Mount Vernon: F. L. Fisher, city electrician, Waterloo; A. T. Pentzel, Davenport.
Kentucky.—Waller S. Clark, James Clark, Jr., & Co.,

:\\n]

TELEPHONE APPARATUS OP KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
AND SUPPLY COMPANY.
booth at the show. The cylinder press, paper cutter, folder, binder and
operated by motors.

The

other

machinery were

all

Decorating Company, composed of
Messrs. E. Kracmcr and C. I. Wilson, had an exhibit at the show.
This company made the papiermache electroliers used in the decorative lighting
of the Coliseum for the show and furnished .some
plastic relief forms.
It exhibited display forms and
ornamental work.
.'\nierican

In the booth of the Thordarson Electric Manufacturing Company was laboratory and lecture dcm-

Louisville.

—

E.
Bcane,
M.
electrical
department
Gas Light Company. Waltham; C. B. Osgood,
Electric Welding Company, Boston; Chaunccy L.
Boston; Kurt U. Sternberg, E. E., general manager
Dickinson
Mamifaeturing Company,
Springfield;
IT.
G.
Stiekney, General Electric Company, West Lynn.
Michigan.— John A. Cavanaugh. superinlendent light de[lartmcnt, Benton Harbor-St. Joe Railway and Light Company. Benton IParbor: L. O. Corell. Kalamazoo: If. E.
Holds, manager Balllc Creek
Eleelrie
Company. Baltic
Creek; A. II. Kling. Detroit: J. II, McPhcr.son. Commercial
Supply Company, Detroit; Geo. C. Milliam, superintendent
Municipal Lighting Plant, K-ilamazoo; Jules Panigot, Rath-

Massachusetts,

Wallham

'riicmson
Ifiglil,

:

janiKny
liiiiii-
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Cttinpuiiy,

l'aniK<>(

iV

i;i

Cii'fiud

Rn|HdR;

Tt,

IT.

IJi'cIric Company, Nilcs.
MiniRMiia.— J. W. Ilaila-r, Spring Vnllt-y; K.
,ii|.iMiuk-iulcnt City TJ^lii ami I'owci-, Cliaskn.

Rlci%

CVii-

it;<l

l-".

Stronir,

rmiiiK

—

]iln>nc

Company, Crcclcy.

New York.— Gcorsc W. Arm.stroiiR, Exccllo Arc Lamp
Company, New York; Clmrlt's Blia-nrd, ICIcctric StnrnKc HalCompany. New York; Frank VV. l^aHtman. St.mlfy &
ii ry
S. G, Ivdwardn, prcsidnit (.Jlcn
I'atttTSon, New York;
Tolinatown; IT, W. Fowler, Exccllo
'IVIcpIiouc Company,
Arc Lamp Company, Ninv York; F. A. Frnssc, Brooklyn
.T.

Company, Brooklyn; Geo. F. Parker, mnnnKcr ElecShow, New York: A. IL Patterson, vice-president
rhfcnix Glass Company, New York.
Ohio.— W. S. BeVry, manaRcr Western Electric Company,
(iiicinnati; J. Robert Croiisc, Co-operative Electrical De«
vi'lopiiirnt Association, Cleveland; Arthur W. Freund, Natii.nal I'lleclric Lamp Association, Cleveland; N. C. Cotnbish,
Xalidiial Carbon Company, Clevelanil: (). A. Foote, Footf!U>ward Company, Cleveland; T. C. Fish, president National
Lamp Association, Shelby; Emil Grab, Toledo;
I'Ji'ctric
Milton Hartman, lUickeye Electric Company, Cleveland;
ICdison

trical

Toledo

Kramer,

C.

II.

Jiilcclric

(Ugrccs lo one another, and at an angle uf 4.^ d<'
grccs with the vertical.
[..
There arc two cnrhnrclors of the float-f«. .1
The ignition s^slent is of the hightcnsiuii lyjH-;
>a separate coil is providtd for each cylinder.
These coils are energized hy means of a small
.accnnuilalor. The sparking at the correct instant
in each cylinder is elTccled hy means of a roller
oonnimtator. Considerable diflicntl^ hjis been experienced in starling gasoline engines of this size
hcretofnie, Inl in ihe present instance a special
breech-block mechanism has been provided, which
lires a charge of black powder into one of the
cylinders, and this has i.>rnved an cl'fectual way of
overcoming ihese dilVionUies.
The gasoline is slnn-d lu-nfalh llie ear in a large
1

—

T. !.. Dmiliip, Moniiri:Ii 'i\-Ii'j>lione MmuifncConi|>any, SpriiiKfifUi; ].. U. Miller, KniiwiH City;
Riclianls, W'aKricr Kk-clric MaiiufachirinB ComI'lioiiiHii T,
pany, St. Louis; T. C. While, St. Louis,
Ncbrnska.- D. H. IIulT, miinagcr Groclcy County Tele*
MisMJiiri.
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Company, Toledo;

C.

and

the Icnninal
voltage of the nioiorg being
varied hy nicans of a rheostat in series with tin;
.xeiting circuit.
The simpletit explanation of the
eontrotting system is arrived at hy considering tlie
eircnils separately.
The armatnre circnil of the
main generator comprifies the armature, fnse, two
contactors in scries, rcvcrscr, and the two motors.
The njotors arc connected in series or in parallel,
according lo the position of the controller handle,
and they are gronnded to the Irnck framework,
while the solenoid coils for operating the contactors
are eiiergi/ed by a storage battery iloating across
the field circnil. The reverser is operated as usual
hy a separate reverser hanrlle on Ihe controller.
The current from the exciter passes around the
fiehl of the main generator and through the rheo<

A.

Kucbn, Kuchn Electric Company. Canton; George Loring,
Myer A.
National ICIcctric Lamp Association, Cleveland;
I.ueb, general manager Rock Island Battery Company. Cincinnati; IL L. Meade, Urbana; C. IT. Maher, general manaAlex.
Navarre,
per Toledo Electric Company. Toledo: J.
F. Bisscll Company, Toledo; l^aul E. Norris, National ElecNatric Lamn Association, Cleveland; Adelbcrt V. Ward,
tional
tional

Company,

C.-irbon

IClcclric

Carbon Company,
Company, Toledo.

—
— H.

R.
K.
Pennsylvania.
descent Lamp Company,

Dakota.

South

F.

W.

Cleveland; C.
Cleveland; C.

Mickey,

E.

president

Emporium.
Brown, Menno

Wilkens. NaYost, Toledo

Novelty
Rural

Incan-

Telephone

Menno.

Ci'mp.'iiiv,

—

At.
W. Younkin, smerintendcnt City Water
Tennessee.
Lii-ht Plant, Paris.
W. E. Anderson, Telluride Power Company,
Utah.

;uul

—

A

Niagara Falls and Provo.

Wisconsin.— W. C. Davis, general manager Walworth
Telephone Exchange Company, Walworth C. I. Danielson.
manager Electric and Water Company, Grand Rapids: Edward A. Golden, chief electrician, Menominee and Marinette
Light and Traction Company, Marinette; Daniel \V. Mead,
Madison; Roy Redding, Plattcvillc;
consulting engineer.
;

C. P. Sylvester, electrician, Boscobel; W. IT. Smale. superintendent Ararat hon County Telephone Company, Wausau
Will Van Middlcsworth, manager Citizens' Telephone Company, Racine.
Canada. C. IT. Abbott, James Stuart Electric Company,

—

Winnipeg, Man.

A New

Gasoline-electric Railroad Car.
The new gas-electric car of the General Electric
Company was given fin official test on January 15th,
having on board a party of representative men
from the Delaware and Hudson Railroad and the
American Locomotive and General Electric comThe car left Schenectady on the Delaware
panies.

& Hudson

Railroad at II o'clock, carrying the
party to Delanson. From Delanson the test continued over the Susquehanna branch of the road
to the Albany station, and then to Troy and home
The test was satisfactory. At
via Mechanicville.
times a speed of 60 miles an hour was attained.
This new type of gas-electric car is intended to
take the place of steam engines and trains for
short-line work.
A powerful gas engine drives an
The current obtained in this
electric generator.
way supplies power to the motors which drive the
car.

the General Electric men present on the
were C. A. Coffin, president; E. W. Rice
Lovejoy, vice-presidents ;_ W. B. Potter,
R.
J.
traction engineer; A. H. Armstrong, assistant tracMonroe, manager of
tion engineer, and H. L.
railway department of the Chicago office.. E. H.
Scofleld, chief engineer of the Twin City Rapid
Transit Company of Minneapolis, was also a member of the party.
The car is of the combination type, and comprises
one ordinary passenger compartment, a
smoking room, baggage room, engine room, toilet
and observation compartment. The car is singleended, having the controlHng apparatus situated in
the engine room. The length over all is 50 feet
and the length of engine room nine feet six inches.
The seating capacity is 44, and the total weight of
car and trucks fully equipped is 31 tons.
The shape of the ends is parabolic, in order to
reduce the air resistance to a minimum when traveling at high speed. The general shape of the car
will be seen by reference to the jllustrafion.
The
framework of the roof and sides is made of Tirons bent to the required shape and braced diagonally.
The exterior of the car is of steel plate,
while the interior is finished with selected Mexican
mahogany. The car body was built by the Wason
Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Mass., in accordance with the designs of the General Electric

Among

test trip

and

NEW

GASoLl*\ii-LLbC kiC CAK.
J

lank liaving a capacity of OO gallons, and is
raised to a small auxiliary tank in the cab by
Steel

of a diaphragm pump. The gasoline is
filtered in transit from the tank to (he pump.
The
auxiliary tank is provided with a float to register
the height of the gasoline, and a glass tube somewhat similar lo a sight-feed lubricator is provided, so that the operator can sec if the diaphragm pump is working. The gasoline is fed by
gravity to the carburetor.
The generator is an eight-pole separately excited
unit, which has been
specially designed with a
view to procuring the lightest possible machine
for the necessary output, and at the same time
keeping the temperature rise to within a reasonable

means

is
provided with commutating poles,
conjunction with the potential type of
control, gives a great flexibility of current output.
The advantage of thisarrangement will be readily
appreciated when it is pointed out that at starting
the field excitation is weak, and that large currents are required to give the necessary starting
torque.
The normal pressure when running at 550
revolutions per minute is 250 volts, at which time
the current will amount to 360 amperes, but at
starting a current of Soo amperes can be secured
at a corresponding decrease in voltage.
It would
be impossible to co.mmutate so large a current in
a machine with so great a kilowatt capacity- per
pound without the use of commutating poles.
The total weight of the generator, including exciter, is only 2,740 pounds, while a standard machine of this output weighs 8,800 pounds. As is
only natural in a machine where the weight has
been so materially reduced, the temperature rise
is higher and the efficiency lower than in standard
apparatus of the same output. The higher temperatures are fully provided for by the type ot
insulation employed. There is no paper or muslin
used anywhere in the machine. The armature
coils are insulated with mica, the interpolated pole
coils with asbestos, and the field coils are wound
with enameled wire. The armature leads to the

figure.

It

which,

in

function

this

rlicoslat

A

Canadian Electric Railways.

A

;

and out

The

Company.
gasoline engine is direct-coupled to a 90-kilowatt, direct-current generator, which furnishes current at a variable potential.
This current is fed
to the motors through the medium of the control
system by which the voltage of the generator may
be governed according to the requirements. The
two motors are each rated at 60 horsepower. The
engine was designed and built by the General Electric
Company with special reference to the requirements peculiar to gasoline-electric cars. Very
sp-ecial attention has been paid to the simplification
of the engine
the number of parts and weight
have been reduced to a minimum. When running
at 550 revolutions per minute the engine develops
100 horsepower and has a greater capacity at increased speeds. There are eight cylinders, each of
which is eight inches in diameter and has a stroke
of seven inches. The cylinders are placed at go

The

of the controller is to cut in
as occasion demands.
A storage battery which floats on the exciter
circuit is used for supplying the lighting circuits,
and its charging and discharging is controlled by
means of a reverse-current relay which permits
the lights being supplied directly from the exciting
circuit or from the storage battery, according to
Tlrrill reguthe voltage of the exciter circuit.
lator is employed for regulating the voltage on the
lighting circuit. These arrangements enable the car
lights being used when the engine is at rest.
The master controller, which has some unique
features, is of type C-44, and gives seven steps
with the two motors connected in series and eight
It
steps with the two motors connected in parallel.
is provided with four hp.ndles, three of which are
mounted one above the other on concentric shafts.
The function of the top handle is to advance and
retard the ignition of the engine, the second controls the throttle of the engine, while the third
handle controls the generator field resistances and
the contactors, which establish the circuit for the
motors, besides transposing the motor connectfons
from series to parallel. The fourth handle operates the reversing switch and controls the direction of rotation of the motors.
The car is heated by passing part of the exhaust
gases through pipes suifably located in the car
body.
The car is provided with a straight air-brakp
equipment and the air is supplied by means of a
compressor, which is direct-connected lo the engine.
The working pressure is 60 pounds per
square inch, and this is kept constant in the storage
tank by a mechanical goA'ernor. Hand brakes are
also provided.
The trucks were constructed by the American
Locomoti^'e Company. They are of the swingbolster type, and have wheels z^ inches in diameter.
One motor is mounted on each truck. The_
journals are of the JMCB standard pattern.
Stat.

GASOLINE ENGINE AND GENERATOR UNIT ON
RAILROAD CAR.
commutator are riveted

as

well

as

soldered,

al-

though the precaution has been taken to use pure
tin for soldering, which has a melting point of over
200° Centigrade. Air ducts of ample dimensions
are provided to insure a large volume of air being
circulated through the core. The efficiency is 88
per cent., being only about three per cent, lower
than a standard machine having a temperature rise
three-kilowatt, 70-volt exof 35° Centigrade.
citer is mounted on the shaft of the generator.
The speed of the motors is governed by a potential control, the generator being separately excited

A

report of the coniptroller of railway statistics, just presented
to the Canadian Parliament,
shows that the electric- railway interests of the Dominion made satisfactory progress during the year
igo7.
The paid-up capital was increased by $11,337>505- bringing the total amount up to $75,195,The mileage, however, remained almost sta475.
tionary.
The gross earnings were $12,630,430,
showing a betterment of $1,663,559 over the preceding A'ear.
The operating expenses, which were
larger than last 3-ear, left a favorable balance of
The proportion of operating expenses
$4,971,624.
to gross earnings was 61.25.
The total number of
passengers carried was 273,999,404, a gain of over
36,oco,ooo. as compared with the previous year.
The kilHng of 71 persons and the injuring
of 1,736 others reveal the sacrifice that would
appear to be inseparable from the operation of
electric
railways.
The danger is manifestly in
proportion to the number of cars run and the population sen-ed thereby, since out of the 71 fatal
accidents 22 took place in Montreal and 20 in Toronto.
Singularly enough, however, not one passenger was killed in Montreal, while nine lost their
lives in Toronto.
Thus, while but one passenger
in every 40,311,552 was killed in igor, this propor-

was reduced to one in 6,782,243 in 1905, and
year one in 10.188.126 passengers carried. The
average for seven years is one in every 18,268,306
passengers carried.
The gross total mileage of
these roads in Canada is given as 814 miles. The
mileage, however, has increased since 1902 by 46
per cent.
tion

last

.
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The Chicago

Electrical

Show of
75.

Some of

76,
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Illustrated
78, 79,

77,

80, Si, 82,

Striking Features
Reclamation Service
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Exhibit of

75,

Supply of Current
Automobiles
Conduit
.

77,

demand

is

cultivated.

as

the first

79,

no

less

in

Gasoline-electric Railroad

Car-

81,

16

and

states

Illustrated

some of them very
power possibili-

territories,

will be seen that the

it

MONOPOLY of

ST.-\TE

electricity

made

the

is

curious

Germany.
One
would think that a suggestion to monopolize one of
the causes of the phenomena of nature would not
be taken seriously anywhere. But we are assured
been

has

that

in

was gravely discussed at a meetHowever, not even the

9<f>

Illustrated

Co-operative Telephony on a LarRc Scale

DBPABTMBNT8.
Correspondence
Continental Europe
Great Britain
Dominion of Canada

books

are
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that

affected by the
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of other
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it

missible to reduce the luminous quahty' of the light
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rather
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brightness.

intrinsic

The Northwestern

Electrical Association has

accomplished useful work

and

in the electrical field

But

an honorable history.

has

indisputable

is

it

that within the last few years interest in this once

strong association has perceptibly slackened, while
at

conventions

its

convention

week's

has decreased. At
Milwaukee the attend-

in

neither the president nor

graced

dents

This was

W.

Mr.

Putnam

upon

vailed

meeting

with

attendance.
.

Red Wing, Minn., was

of

and a

to accept the chair,

resulted

his

but one of the directors,

discouraging,

P.

either of the vice-presi-

gathering

the

after

papers

several

all,

pre-

good

fairly

One

being

of the Northwestern Associa-

characteristic

that

is

members are scattered in
some of which have electrical

a dozen states,
ciations

of their own, organized since the

western

Electrical

disadvantages

predict to

vention in Milwaukee, although last year this rule

what extent

influence the whole

life

impossible

is

it

may one day
One thing

electricity

of the nation.

German bureaucracy does

certain, that

not possess

the necessary qualities to develop the use of elecfor

tiative is

all

possible purposes.

If

individual ini-

crushed to enable the bureaucracy to con-

won't get hold of the idea, for then there

may

be

trouble in earnest.

Yellow light
Dr. H. H.

is

best for the eyes, according to

who

Seabrook,

engineers

in

has been giving illumi-

New York

and

Boston the
This means

knowledge as an oculist.
some comfort for the users of the carbon-filament

benefit of his

lamp,

although

relate

principally

the
to

doctor's

the color

appears

purpose
of glass

to

shades to

be employed with too intense light. The following
is an essential paragraph in Dr. Seabrook's paper:

"Many

substances

absorb chemical

rays and

al-

low luminous rays to pass. For practical purposes
there seems no need to consider any of them except glass as a protection for the eyes from the
brightness

of

loo

intense

light.

docs there seem any question that yellow

92,

The

especially injurious, because the

in

only just beginning, and

is

North-

was formed.

and employes,
Germany.
Such a

of state officials

excessive

era of the exploitation of electricity for industrial

purposes

Association

asso-

bulk of the membership has always been found in
Wisconsin, however, and by the by-laws the association is supposed to hold its regular annual con-

number
is

every

as

half

its

other

same

the

Neither
is

the

color to choose to conserve or improve vision and
protect the eyes from Ihe chemical action of light.

New England
.New York

is

it

monopoly, such as the removal of individual initiative, the limitation of economic freedom, an in-

intrinsic
92,

and

is

long-

for

tion

nating

Insurance of Telegrams
88,
Indiana Engineering Society
A 25,000-horscpower Rolling-mill Engine
Proposed Electric-railway Operators' Association
Illustrated
Frequency-converter SetI.arKc Intcrurban-railway Car Shops
Opening of the Telephone Convention
Automatic Telephony. By Franklin J. Truby. Part III.

few

Nevertheless,

use.

On yellow paper,

printed

white

tlian

for

paper

yellow

that

eyes

the

often

prepare man-

Germans, with their paternal government, are likely
As one writer
in Berlin points out, a monopoly of electricity would
to accept such a fantastic proposal.

!

By

continued

experience

to

who

writers

presented which brought out a good discussion.

To which one may respond. Hear, hear But we
hope the amiable Mr. Tom Johnson of Cleveland

Marseilles Electrical Exhibition
Some Characteristics of the 14,000-kilowatt TurbineW. L. R. Eramet
An Electric Bank Wagon. Illustrated

many

ing of the Berlin Boerse.

trol "electricity, disastrous results will ensue.

—

by

find

grateful

recommended

be6n

has

ance was considerably less than a hundred, while

A

Canadian Electric Railways

*

uscripts

more

last

Editorial

Northwestern Electrical Association (Convention in Milwaukee January 15 and 16, 1908)
85,
Sons of Jove Rejuvenation
The Illumination of Apartments and Small Houses. .. .86,
Gas Engines in Railway Power House Put to Severe Test
Berlin Wireless Convention Before United States Senate
An Ambitious Electric-railway Project
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the
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which already
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A New

for the power, as there will be,

Pumping will at once suggest itself
demand for power, and as the popu-

lation increases
ing,

doctor

recommendation of the medical men
to come.
But the point is one to
be borne in mind, especially in view of the consideration which Dr. Seabrook points out, that

nation.

the

crease in the
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than the various irrigation projects undertaken by.
the Reclamation Service. Primarily these projects
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lack

geoeral electrical
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Chicago

show.
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electrical

bring the convention

now proposed

is

to

make

the

to

the

organization

frankly a Wisconsin state affair, consolidating per-

haps

youthful Wisconsin Electric and
Railway Association.
But there is
opposition to this, and very naturally so, fdr some
of the most valuable and faithful members come
from other states.
The whole subject was referred to a committee to confer with the Wisconsin state association, and will come up at the next
annual convention.
The non-Wisconsin members
very magnanimously declare that the men from
that state should decide the matter themselves and
solely in view of the best interests of the association.
But many of the Wisconsin members remem-

with

the

Interurban

ber very distinctly the services of their colleagues
living outside the state.
An Illinois man was president at last year's meeting, while at the convenof last week it was a gentleman from Minne-

tion

who

sota

stepped into the breach and filled the
Such elements of strength are not to be

chair.

passed over

lightly.

Perhaps the interstate idea can
and"

association

the

still

be retained

On

rejuvenated.

the other
hand, as the central-station industry has' been developed in this country, there seems to be little
place for an organization intermediate between the
powerful national organization, with large resources,

association,

slate

under

common to all, and
whose members do business
laws and arc strongly bound

broad problems

dealing with
the

the

same

.Southeastern States

Globes

together by local interests.

Indiana

as

be darkened

Thus the Northwestern Electrical Association is
between the horns of a dilemma. A class of honorary membership could be made for the nonWisconsin members, but that would hardly meet
the situation. It is evident, clearly enough, that
something must be done if the association is to
regain its old-time prestige. But in whatever form

diseased

the association
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used for modifying the light of developing rooms
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llic

sixtccnlli

NbrlliwciilLTii

Electrical

was a slim allcndaiicc

I'Iktc

convcnlion

of

ll;c

at

Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee,
on Wednesday and Thursday, January 15th and
Nevertheless the papers and difcnssions were
Kitli.
Association,

hold

at

of considerahle value.

the

VV. R. Putiiant of

Minn., acted as chairman in
president and vice-presidents.

Opening

the

Red Wing,

absence

of

the

Busini:ss.

report of R. N. Kimball of Kenosha,
secretary and treasurer of the association, was the
Practically all of the old
first business presented.
hills of the association have been paid.
hivitalions to visit the works of the Allis-Chalincrs Company and the Public Service Building of
Ihe Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company were received.
Irving P. Lord of Waupaca, Wis., Ludwig Kemper of Albert Lea, M'inn., and W. B. Jackson of
Chicago were appointed as the nominating com-

The annual

mittee.

decided to appoint a programme comIt was
mittee of five, consisting of the president, the secretary and three men to be appointed by the incoming president. This committee shall prepare
It was
the programme for the next convention.
also decided that M committee be appointed to draft
now by-laws, to report at the next meeting.
.\

Strictly Wisconsin Association Proposed.

a discussion on the advisability of
the Northwestern' Electrical Association
to become simply a state association for WisconIllinois and Michigan central-station men have
sin.
state associations, and Ihcre is talk of forming one
Minnesota. Messrs. Putnam and Kemper of
in
Minnesota, Lord. Kimball and Korst of Wisconsin,
Lukes of Illinois and Harding of Indiana participated in the discussion. Many seemed to think that
the Northw'estern association had outlived its usefulness as an inter-state organization and that it
should be transformed into a Wisconsin association
pure and simple. Mr. Smith, the secretary of the
\\'isconsin Electric .and Interurban Railway Associa-

There was

allowing

attendance and spoke briefly by request.
had about 25 companies
as members, one-third of which are street railways
purely without lighting, one-third combine street
railways and lighting, and one-third are electriction,

He

was

in

said that his association

85

president of the Wisconsin Street Railway
Association, spoke to the same cfTccl, and he was
asked to make arrangements for the joint committee.
Later this connnitlee, consijtinK of H. D.
Smith of Applclon, B. G. Brood of Sheboygan and
P. II. Korst of Jancsvillc, was announced.
Indeterminate franchises or permits of publicWisconsin, and
utility companies arc allowed in
they aroused some discussion. Mr. Parker said it
is a grave question whether they arc a benefit to
the company. They do not permit competition, but
on the other hand perhaps the financial interests
will not provide money for extensions under indeterminate permits.
Later in the day Neal Brown of Wausau, Wis.,
by invitation, gave his idea of the new indeterminate permits, as one who has given some study
to the subject.
Among other things, Mr, Brown
said
"I have been asked a number of limes here what
I thought about the wisdom of public-service corporations which arc operating under a franchise
passed prior to the passage of the public-utility
bill, so-called, relinquishing that prior franchise and
going under the public-utility bill, and getting what
is called an indeterminate permit, and if they got
it,

what

it

I

and

conflicts

that.

all

"If you already have a franchise, while it may
be like the roof over a Northern Wisconsin pioneer's cabin, somewhat leaky, so that the water
drips in on him occasionally, yet, after all, I be-

could be effected.

lieve

discussion was put over until the next day,
when, upon motion, J. S. Allen of Lake Geneva,
Wis., and Mr. Voth of Sheboygan. Wis., were appointed a committee to confer wnth a similar committee from the Wisconsin Electric and Interurban
Railway Association upon the possibility of merging the tw^o associations. A strong sentiment against
legislating the non-Wisconsin members out of the
association was developed at this session, however,
and the outcome of the proposal was left in doubt.

Public-utility Problems in Wisconsin.

The question of the elassi6cation of accounts of
companies was brought up by the proposed forms of the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin, which regulates public-utility companies in
electric-light

that state by a recent law^
In a letter on this
subject to Secretary Kimball of the Northwestern
association, dated January loth. Secretary J. M.
Winterbotham, secretary of the Railroad Commission, said
"We have, as you say, prepared a tentative
schedule. This schedule is perhaps too detailed for
small plants and perhaps not detailed enough for
the larger ones. It was largely gotten up for the
purpose of serving as a basis for discussion when
the matter is taken up between us, and it may be
of some use in this respect.
do not have in
mind any- radical change in your records, but may
desire enough of a uniformity in the same throughout the state so that the reports of the various
companies or classes of plants can be made out on

We

about the same basis. To this end it may often
be found advisable to classify plants according to
size or capacity and to have a separate form of
report for each class. These are matters that will
have to be settled between us, and need not be
discussed here.
are now using a short schedule for the smaller plants for such reports as we
require in connection with complaints and applica-

We

tions to

change rates."

Winterbotham enclosed copies of the tenschedule of accounts and the one now in
and said the commission would be glad to meet
a committee from the association.
Secretary Smith of the Wisconsin Electric and
Interurban Railway Association said he believed
the state commission intended to be fair.
He
thought his association, the Northwestern association and the Wisconsin Gas Association should
appoint a joint committee or co-operating committees to lay the case of the public-utility companies
before the commission. -B. L. Parker of Green
Mr.

tative

use,

would

I

stick

to

You may have some

it.

question of what you ought to do, but I think I
would hang on for a Avhile to that old franchise
until you are driven out from under it. or the roof
gets so leaky that you cannot stand it any longer.
"I do not knov/ that I know what this indeterminate franchise signifies. It is a sort of mumbo

jumbo
terious
are,

that

seems to have

power of some

how

long

it

can

an occult

sort: but

last,

I

what

its

and

mys-

limitations

do not know that any-

body knows.
"But I fancy, and I do not want this opinion
to be brought up against me hereafter, and what
I say here is in the strictest confidence, and I
want you to consider it as privileged, that the main
purpose of

it is to give to cities in the proper cases
the right of municipal ownership, because it provides in substance that the franchise shall be lost
upon the exercise of this right of municipal ownership, or when terminated by law.
Now, that is
pretty indefinite, but I imagine the latter clause
may mean proceedings for forfeiture, such as the
state may in certain cases carry out to forfeit a
franchise, for non-user, or for acts and offenses
which make it forfeitable, and I should think that
would be perhaps as far as that language would go.
"Of course, this bugbear of municipal ownership
of some corporations is quite a serious one, but
not really serious in its practical aspects and application.
In the first place, as to railroads and as
to power-lighting propositions that are interurban
in their character, in the extension of lines, it is
utterly impossible for any municipality to own a
proposition of that kind, and the time has come
when almost every street-railroad oroposition is
an interurban proposition, and in Northern Wisconsin I think a great many street-railway propositions also involve a lighting and power proposition, the power often being produced by w-aterpowcr developed so that If a municipality should
attempt to cut in twain and parcel out a business
of that kind, a lighting and power plant or a street
railroad that was so extensive In Its character, it
would be simply a physical Impossibility to do it.
There are probably few plants In the state where
that would apply, but now and then some plant'
coming under the indeterminate-franchise law would
be open to that danger."
As the committee to take up the question of
accounting with the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin. C. N. Duffv of Milwaukee. B. W. Lyon
of Belolt and R. N. Kimball of Kenosha were
appointed as representing the Northwestern Electrical Association.
;

afternoon session of Wednesday C. N.
Duffy, comptroller of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and LJKht Company, read a paper on "Depreciation."
W. B. Jackson, P. II. Korst of Jancsvillc, J. I(. Harding of Laporte, Ind., R. N. Kimball of Kenosha, and others discussed this able

At

the

paper.
E. L. Callahan of the Chicago office of the General Electric Company read a p.ipcr on the "CcnThe load referred to
tral-sl.ation Load that Pays."
electric heating and cooking devices, of which
is
Mr. Callahan makes a specialty. There was considerable discussion.
The next paper was on the subject of "The PubDebt to the Public-service Corporation," by
lic's
W. R. Putn.am of Red Wing, Minn. Mr. Dufly,
Mr. Urd, P. L. Utley of Watertown, Wis,, Mr.
Parker and others discussed the paper.

New

Members,

the following-named were
admitted to membership, on recommendation of
George. H. Lukes of Chicago, chairman of the
committee on membership: Albert Lea Light and
Power Company, Albert Lea, Minn. Frank Doyle,
superintendent Water and Light Company, Fort
Atkinson, Wis.; C. N. Duffy, comptroller Electric
Railway and Light Company, Milwaukee; George

On Thursday morning

;

meant.

don't know as anybody knows. I think
that the solution or interpretation of the meaning
of the indeterminate permit is very deeply liiddcn
in the womb of the future, and that you may have
to apply to the courts finally to determine just
what it is all about.
"I only know that they had a great battle, and, as
little Pelerkin said in the poem, quite a number
of people were killed, but what it was all for he
did not know, and I do not know. I do not know
what some of the provisions mean.
"Now, I will say this, that if you are about
ready to expire, at your last gasp, wilh your existing franchise, why then I think I would make
a virtue of necessity, and I would drop gracefully
under the public-utility law, and I notice some
public-service corporations in this state have been
doing that, and have done it so cheerfully, so
genially, that I really believe they made themselves
and the public think that is just what they have
been waiting for all along, for a refuge of that
kind to get into; and I guess it has been a sort
of a city of refuge for some public-utility corporations.
It solved a lot of questions and relieved
them from a lot of embarrassment, and a lot of

"Well,

lighting companies alone.
If the Northwestern association should decide to confine itself to Wisconsin, the speaker thought an amalgamation, or
at any rate co-operation, of the two associations

The

Kkauiso Of Paphhs,

Bay,

W.

manager Brodhcad Electric Company,
Wis.; W. A. Russell, superintendent
Railway Company, Kenosha, Wis.
Electric
Kenosha
Whitney E. Smith, Columbus, Wis.; E. F. Strong,
C. L. Vogel, superintendent FenChaska, Minn.
nimore Electric Light Company.
Pierce,

Brodhcad,

;

Other Papers.
The paper on "Steam Notes on Small Turbine
Plants," by J. L. Heeht of the North Shore ElecCompany of Chicago, was read by the author.
Mr. Lukes, Mr. Kimball, Mr. Putnam and others
took part In the discussion.
The next paper on the programme was "ElecSmall Steam-turbine Plants," by
trical Notes on
C. W. Pen Dell, also of the North Shore Electric
Company of Chicago. J. S. Allen of Lake Geneva,
Wis., W. B. Jackson of Chicago and the author
discussed this paper.
At the afternoon session of Thursday Irving P.
Lord of Waupaca, Wis., former president of the
association, read his paper on "Electric Lighting in
Cities and Villages of Three Thousand People and
Under." Mr. Wright, George E. Wheeler of Eau
tric

Claire, 0. M. Rau of Milwaukee, Mr. Lukes and
others discussed the paper.
F. L. Kaufman of Beloit followed with his paper
entitled "Recent Developments in Single-phase Variable-speed Motors." M'r. Pen Dell, F. N. Jewett
of the Chicago office of the Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company. Mr. Vaughn of Milwaukee,
J. R. Dishington of Racine, Mr. Rau, Mr. Voth
of Sheboygan. Mr. Allen and others took part in
the discussion.
W. B. Jackson spoke of a large lifting magnet
made in Milwaukee, which he said the visitors

might

like

to

inspect.

The Central

Station and the Contractor.

.

Chairman Putnam, Red Wing, Minn.
We have
a question here
as to whether central stations
should do construction work in competition with
contractors. This question has. been put up for
answer, and we shall be pleased to hear from
:

men on the subject.
R. N. Kimball, Kenosha: I recently
had a little experience along that line.
had
ahyays at Kenosha done contracting work. Our
original reason for getting Into it was because the
local contractor charged so much that people did
not have the work done. Last summer we had a
strike, and we were unable to do anything.
So the
strikers got out and began doing contracting work
for themselves; and we have found that we have
got quite a number of solicitors that we are not
paying, that are out for getting wiring work, and
getting new business for us; and the position that
I have taken since the strike is over is that we are
not going back into the contract work, although
we_ stand ready to do so if the prices are not
satisfactory to our customers.
Mr. Putnam
In our town, some three years
ago. after consulting with me, a couple of outside
men came in and opened up a contracting office,
and we have found that it has been very satisfactory to us, and we have had the same experience
that Mr. Kimball has had. While we still keep a
line of supplies, and do a certain amount of contract work under special conditions, nevertheless
we aim to have this firm do a greater part of
the work, and we find they are constantly out soliciting business for us.
Once in a while we have
to get after them on certain
lines of business
they have taken on, and have informed them that
when they get off from our lines, or are taking
on special work on our present lines, before they
make any contract they must have our permission
but they have been of much benefit to us. During
the time they have been there our output has increased 30 to 40 per cent, each year over the
previous year, and we have spent practically no
central-station

Secretary

We

:

money

in

new

soliciting

business

for

onr elcclnc

question,
I liiink that is a mooted
Luke-idecided by each
think that it has got to be
In some
manager according to local conditions.
there is not Inisiness
territories that we operate in
we may
and
enough to keep a contractor going,
I find that whether
be obliged to handle that work.
stand a
we are in it, or out of it, we have to we are
are in it
certain amount of blame. If we
high by one set
blamed because our prices are too
by the contractors
of people, and we are damned
So that
business.
because we are cutting into their
both sides, but
there is bound to .be trouble on
entirely on local conditions.
I think it depends

''Mr
and

i

experience
S A.llen Uke Geneva, Wis.: My
to 15,000
been limited to towns of from 5-000
views on the
inhabitants, but I have very decided
contracting
question of a company going into the
to learn it, but
business. It took me a long time
sell curto
ought
company
I firmly believe that a
I have thought
rent and not sockets and switches.
perhaps 40.000 or
that' in larger places, such as
J

has'

only

well-paid

they had
so 000 population, where
business, that
to take charge of the wiring
afford, perhaps, to have
well
the companv could
supply department: but.
a wiring department and
in small towns,
so far as mv experience has gone,
attendo not believe we can afford to give any

men

I

whatever

tion

to

supplies.

selling

The company

in
has absolute control over the wiring contractor
of
every instance. The latter knows that most
station, and
the business comes from the central
my experience has been very satisfactory with
Even where your contractors are of
contractors.
very limited ability, they do get out and get busiit.
ness when the central station would not get
Mr. Lukes: Suppose you want to go into a

campaign for increasing your business, and you
wish to hire men to wire houses on the installment
plan, or wire them at cost, or anything of that
kind, what will you do? Various schemes have
been used by new-business departments, and you
might find it rather difficult under certain circumstances to get vour work done.
Well, I have not gotten that far
Mr. Allen
yet, but I have worked a great many different
things through the contractor, making him our
representative in every way, so far, for instance,
as selling flatirons and disposing of heating apparatus and doing line work, and taking care oi
him. if he is short of business. In that case we

turn over some business to him. He is a very
valuable man to us, and we can afford to let him
have some of the profits; and it has been very
satisfactory to us to take care of him in that way.
Mr. Korst: In reply to Mr. Lukes' question, I
w-ill
say that up to two years ago we did practically all of our wiring contracting business in
janesville, and as long as we were doing that work
but we
the contractor could not get any business
finally decided to give that work up, and our experience since then has been very satisfactory.
This season of the year, January, February ,Mid
March, as you all know, is one when business is
usually very quiet, as far as getting new business
I called our contractors in and
is concerned, and
made this proposition to them: I said: "Now
;

we

want to keep you boys busy during

this

dull

to get some business ourto advertise this proposition,
that we will wire a house with five outlets, or five
rooms, and in two -oi the rooms w-e will have a
two-light fixture, and the other three will either

season,
selves.

and we want
want

Now we

have drop cords or brackets, as the customer may
choose."

Then

I

said

to

the

contractor:

"Now

you must understand this is to tide j'ou over your
We want to make this a special offer,
dull season.
to get business, and you must get down on the
ground floor with your prices." They did so. and
we said, if you do it, we will take care of the
account and we will pay your proportion, and we
will carry the account on the monthly-installment
That proposition was accejitcd, and the plan
plan.
We sell the fixtures
lias proved very successful.
and they do the work, and when the work is fincarry
the ai count. Wc
ished we pay them, and
have advertised the plan quite extensively too.
The proposition is to wire a five-room house coinplcle, ready to connect, for $14. $2 down :nd ?i

month thereafter until
I
would
Mr. Lukes

it

is

paid up.

like to ask Mr. Korst a
question about the matter of customers' rep:.irE.
I have noticed that the companies which Dre in the
wiring business are rather freer in customers'
repairs than the company which is not in the .virinr^
business. That question is rather importaiii. because wc found out that our customers' repairs
had increased with the installation of so many
heating devices. I do not know wlielher any other
companies have noiiced that, Init we have noticed
Tlicrc arc .so many chances for sockets and
it.
cords KCltinR out of order that it really sccnis as
if it were aflecting the cost to us of our free customers' repairs. I do not know what the general
have alw-iys made those repairs
custom is.
for nothing. That is, replacing fuses, fixing lights
that are out of order, where it rc<|iiircs no matc:

Wc

rial,

etc.

Wc

put in fuses free. For replacMr. Korst:
ing sockets and switches wc make a small charge.

jauiiarv 25

Wc do that because contractors do not care to be
troubled with it, and, moreover, our customers cannot get contractors to do that work promptly.
The "contractors will not leave a big job for a
little repair job, and of course the customer cannot wait a minute.
Our experience has teen similar to Mr. Lukes'
about heating devices. It seems to me that on
flatirons about two or three times in a season we
have got to repair cords or terminals. About every
flatiron is constantly in use, and consumers usually
spoil a socket or two before they learn to stop
turning them off at the key socket instead of at
the iron; and that is one of the weak features of
the flatiron at the present time, namely, the constant necessity for repairing it; and I hope that
it will soon be improved so that it will be a little
more reliable. The trouble seems to be more in
the connecting cord than in the iron itself.
What is your practice in regard
replacing units? Do you charge for them?
Does the company maintain the flatiron?
Mr. Korst: If the iron has just been out a
short time, and the healing element gives out for
no apparent cause, we replace it free of charge
but if it comes in showing evidence of having been
dropped on the floor, or something like that, we
charge for the repair, or if it has been used for
quite a while we charge for it; but such items as
repairing the broken portions of a terminal, or
something like that, we generally do free of charge.
Mr. Harding:

to

Engine Economy.
Davidson, chief engineer of the Milwaukee
Electric Railway and Light Company, read a paper,
illustrated by charts, to show the proper consumption of coal of a non-condensing Corliss engine of
Mr.
,SOO horsepower or less, with variable load.
Davidson gave interesting data on the subject,
which was also discussed by Messrs. Kemper and
Kimball.
C. J.

Election of Ofiicers .\nd Closing Business.

On

the recommendation of the nominating com(except in the case of the secretary's posithese officers were elected:
President P. H. Korst, Janesville, Wis.
First vice-president
John Wright, Antigo, Wis.
Second vice-president John S. Allen, Lake Gen-

mittee
tion)

:

.

;
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a

—

; ;;
;

-

—

—
—
Secretary-treasurer — Roger N.
Wis.
Directors — John H. Harding,
Wis.

eva,

E.

Elevier,

Superior, Wis.

;

L.

Kimball, Kenosha,
Laporte,
L.

Ind.

"Tessier,

;

P.

Depere,

Wis.

There was no contest, except for the position of
for which both Thomas R. Mercein of
Milwaukee, former secretary, and Mr. Kimball, the
present incumbent, were nominated. Mr. Kimball
secretary,

was

elected.

Mr. Korst, the new president, was escorted to
the chair and made a few remarks. He is secretary and manager of the Janesville Electric Company, which operates both waterpower and steam
plants, and is an old member of the association.
Messrs. Wright, Allen, Kimball and Putnam also
spoke briefly, and soon after the sixteenth convention was finally adjourned.
The Chicago section of the Illuminating Engineering Society invited the members of the association to attend a meeting held in conjunction
with the Chicago electrical show on the evening
of Friday, January 17th. About 20 gentlemen accepted the invitation. A report of this meeting is
given in another column.
Among those attending the Milwaukee convention whose names have not been mentioned already
were H. P. Andrae. Milwaukee; N. C. Cotabish,
National Carbon Company. Cleveland H. L. Bacon,
New London, Wis. M. C. Ewing, W'ausau. Wis.
;

;

Nenist Lamp Company. Chicago
Ashland, Wis.: B. J. Kacin. Central
Electric Company. Chicago M. W. Knapstein, New
W. D. McDonald, Westinghouse
London, Wis.
Manufacturing Company. Chicago;
Electric and
A. Meineman. M. B. Austin & Co., (Chicago; W.
George M. Pierce,
G. Patterson. Menonionie. Wis.
Brodhead, VVis. W. T. Pomeroy, Edgarton, Wis.;
T. T. Richards, Wagner Electric Manufacturing
Company, St. Louis W. .'\. Russell, Kenosha. Wis.
W. E. Smith, Columbus, Wis.; H. C. Sterling,
New London. Wis. R. H. Strang, Richland Center,
Wis.; Charles N. Thorpe. Franklin Electric Manufacturing Company. Chicago; John E. Tinglcy,
M'adison, Wis.; B. D. Viles. Chippewa Falls, Wis.;
C. W. Wilkins, National Carbon Company. Cleveland
James Wolff, New York Insulated Wire
Company, Chicago.
B.

J.

M'.

H.

Griffith.
Jtihl,

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

igo8

After initiating 28 new members into the mysof Jovianism the annual banquet was held.
A. D. Blocker of Chicago, Jovian Statesman for
Illinois, presided at the banquet, which proved an

teries

enjoyable

The

affair.

Illumination of

Apartments and

Small Houses.
On the evening of January 17th the Chicago
Section, Illuminating Engineerine; Society, held its
meeting in the convention hall of the Coliseum
Annex, to which members of the Northwestern
Electrical Association attending the electrical show
had been invited. The general topic of the evening
was the gas and electric illumination of apartments
and small houses, and special reference was made
to the Commonwealth Edison Company's "House
Electrical" at the show.
George H. Jones of that company led the dis-

He

cussion.

said

that

many

recent

improvements

making the use of electricity in homes very
common. The laying out of a house-wiring system now naturally divides ilself into two sections
first, the planning of outlets for lighting, and secare

ond, the planning of outlets for other electrical
appliances.
In the first service, consideration must
be given for every-day needs and for lighting on
special occasions, such as the reception of guests,
parties, etc.
For the former an efficient illumination is most desirable; for special work the effects
outweigh the economy. The present tendency is
to place lamps near the ceiling to get them out of
the range of vision and to give a better distribution of the light.
For most rooms strong, concentrated lights are not desirable. Many outlets
should be provided for convenience in attaching
fans, heating and other appliances; for this purpose baseboard and wall receptacles are particularly
desirable, as they do away w'ith pendant cords.
The lighting of closets should not be overlooked
automatic door switches are good for this purpose.
Stair lights should have ihree-way switches.
Porch
lights should be provided and the driveways should
be illuminated. Where the house stands apart, underground connections to Ihe pole line will be found
desirable.
M'r. Jones then described in detail the electrical
equipment of the "House Electrical" at the Chicago electrical show. He pointed out in particular
that double ceiling outlets were provided in the
large rooms for moderate or more intense illumination, the use of turn-down lamps, the placing of
wall brackets over and near tables, dressers, mirrors and olher places where a concentrated light

w^as

desirable.
Albert Scheible stated that his impression was
that this house was for e.x-hibit and therefore more
elaborate than the average home.
should the
lighting be changed for an ordinary house? Mr.
Jones said that more lights were provided than
would usually be necessary because the outside
lighting was so intense. 'The general scheme is
the same he would recommend for any modern

How

home.
E.

W. Lloyd

pointed out that the cost of these
specially debuilt of solid metal and of the
best workmanship throughout. They might be 25
per cent, less cosily and produce practically the
same results. As they stood they cost about $500.
The fixtures were not designed for efficiency, primarily, but ralher for artistic effects.
George C. Keech declared that the new feature
to be emphasized was the large number of outlets
provided. While these added to the initial cost,
they were a source of economy in the end, since
they enabled one to turn on lights just where
they were most needed.
W. R. Bonham said he had hoped lo see something new in lighting effects. The dining-room
lighting he criticized as not up to the latest pr;iclice.
A single So-watt lamp with Holophane reflector and a dome shade would have produced as
good if not belter results.
J. R. Cravalh, in discussing some of the details
of the fixtures, found fault with the use of unshaded lamps, and the placing of bracket lighls
All the ceiling lighls should
in the field of vision.
have been provided with reflectors to throw the

was high because they were

fixtures

signed

and were

,

light

down.

H. Slickney, Lynn. Jlass., pointed out that
house lighting there is always to be considered
llie
relative imiiortaiice of economy and beauty.
The home should he as beautiful and altr.nclive as
G.

in

especially for the benefit of the ladies,
the example 01 a prominent illuniiiiating
engineer who designed a highly eflicieiit lighling
York lady of means thai; was
system for a
not approved because she wanted certain artistic
The- recent paper by Mr. Bassett Jones,
effects.
Ihat the a^sthetic side must be conJr., showed
sidered in proportion to the wealth of the client.
In reply lo the criticism that this house was
no model foe *vhat should be done in a modest
possible,

lie cited

Sons
The Sons
Coliseum on

of

of

Jove Rejuvenation.

Jove

Monday

held
night,

a

rejuvenalion

January 20lh,

New

in

ihc

which

was well attended, many out-of-town members being present on account of the electrical show.

W. E. Robertson, Jupilcr, of Buffalo, and C. B.
Roulct, Mercury, of Dallas, Tex., heads of the
the
organization, were, present and assisted in
rejuvenation. J. Robert Crousc, Neptune, q£ Cleveland,

was

also

present.

residence in towns and small cilies, George H.
Jones said that for this class of aparlmcnts the
two-year inslallment plan of p.-iyment for wiring
was found extremely popular by the Conunon-

;

W

n^iS

aiiu.nv

u.mIiIi lulisoii Cuiiipaiiy unci llial ncMily 5,000 lights
for on this iil;iii in llic last
bcL-ii conlr.a-li'd
iKiil

few

install

to

Gko.

liv

LI 1.—

lixliire.

Mr. Schcibic called attention

to tile fact tliat llie
Has-liKliting style of fixture bad been entirely
abandoned in the "Mouse l'?lectrical," wliile in most
houses tliey are still largely in use. The eonibina-
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service cost about ?7.50 I"'''
for a good ordinary roinid-steni

'I'liis

iiionllis.

linlit

ia.liCTKIClAN

I.S ri'-.KN

K

Motor Driving.

.M.NClltNK

looi.;,,

old

lion fixture is not the best practice in modern
houses, as separate outlets are preferable.
Von Hoist declared that the architect must
II.
design to suit bis client and caiuiot always follow
This is paitieidarly true of the
bis own tastes.
He does not neglect good ilbmiicolor scheme.
ualiug principles, 'if there is any \v;iy of applying
,\rchitects v.anl to be infornied on all new
ibeni.
kinds of ligbtnig lixtures, shailes. globes, etc., as
gi\es tbeni a larger range to cliuose from.
it

Machine-tool driving

con.slitiiles

and

most

extensive
tions of

very

the

light

therefore

motor.

electric

machines

most

llic

applica-

the case of sonic

In

group

the

one of

itnporlant

drive

is

in

still

very small machines llic
individual drive is now considered Ihc best pracBy individual drive is meant (he use of a
tice.
single motor upon the driven machine, hut in the
case of some very large machines it is found more
convenient as well as more economical to use a
hut

favor,

except

for

separate motor for each motion of Ihe macliine.

For almost

Railway Power House
Put to Severe Test.

Gas Engines
.\n

interesting

liability

under
ibiring

in

iilnslr.ilion

of

the

api)arent

recent

heavy snow and windstorm

in

Northwest.

rated at

The

full

a few years ago

drill

of the

introduction

marked

various

high-speed

steels

the beginning of the pres-

practice in the line of rapid production, and
today rapid production is recognized as the most
important condition of successful manufacture. By
rapid production is meant turning out the maximum amount of work of which the machine is
capable in a given time, and in order to do this
^ery wide variations of speed are often required.
If a lathe, for example, is being used to turn
down a piece of metal at the maximum allowable
cutting speed of the tool, and there is a change
in the diameter of the work, it requires a corresponding change in the speed of the lathe t(?
maintain the cutting speed of the tool at its maximum value. If it is necessary to shift tlie belt, or
to throw back gearing in or out, this requires

considerable physical effort on the part of the
operator, and also involves considerable loss of
time, so that the result under these conditions is
generally that considerable of the work is done at

much

less than its maxiinum speed.
The A'ariablemotor, together with high-speed tool steels,
have entirely overcome the loss of time incident to
mechanical speed-changing devices and have therefore greatly increased the production wherever they
have been adopted, as by the simple movement of a
controller handle any speed within the range of the
machine is at once available.
There are several different ways of obtaining
variable speeds. These are by weakening the field,
by the use of three-wire system, by the fourwire multi-voltage system, and by double-commutator motors.
Of these systems the method of
speed variation by field weakening only is now
considered the best practice, as it requires only a

sped

is

Electric-railway Project.

lathes,

ent

Berlin

ambitious project has been launched by the
filing of articles of incorporation at Pierre, S. D.,
of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Seattle Electric
Railway Company, with authorized capital of $500,The company proposes an electric line
000,000.
from St. Paul and from Minneapolis, these not
running from one city to the other, but to spur
into the country by the shortest route, the lines
to join at some distance for the purpose of saving time from the necessarily slow speed between
the cities. The route is to go to the Dakotas and
branches are to be run to Fargo^ N. D., and Aberdeen, S. D.

be said that

scries motors.
In nearly all machine-tool operations variable
speeds are required for performing different kinds
of work, and the variable-speed motor has been
a very important factor in machine-shop practice.

United States Senate.

An

may

.'i

is

international radio-telegraph convenup before the United States Senate
for ratification. Great Britain gave its official adherence last year, after a determined fight against
the convention by the Marconi company. It is
.evident that similar opposition is to be made in
this country, for on January 15th John W. Griggs,
counsel for the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company, submitted to the committee on foreign relations of the Senate objections to the confirmation
of the convention. The memorandum says in part
"The arrangement thus proposed represents an enforced partnership to which the Marconi companies
contribute everything and the German manufacturers of wireless apparatus nothing, neither inIn
vention nor capital nor skillful enterprise.
short, the German company proposes to obtain
artificially,
through international legislation, the
advantage of the position obtained by the Marconi
companies in open competition and by private effort
at private expense."

it

with

Berlin Wireless Convention Before

An Ambitious

direct-

tools

and other machines having
rotary motion should be ecjuippetl with slumt-woimd motors,
while planers, slotttrs and similar machines having
a reciprocating motion should always be equipped
Cranes, hoists, bendwith compound-woimd motors.
ing rolls and similar machines should be equipped

through aexposure
Accordingly, precautions had been
to the storm.
taken against snow interfering with traffic by putling up snow fences along the worst places, but
the storm very early in Ihe day destroyed" these
fences and the tracks were soon covered with snow
to the depth of several feet in places.
At this time
the M'ilwaukee Northern had running three large
interurban cars, one large snow-plow, one large
sweeper and four city cars. The interurban cars
when going through the heavy snow would take
as much as 550 horsepower, and the snow-plows,
of course, considerably more than that.
This, together with the city cars, gave the gas engine in
operation at Port Washington a swinging load of
from 280 to 2,400 horsepower. It is reported that
the engine acted extremely well under these trying
conditions, picking up the heavy load with apparent
ease and running so quietly that if it had not been
for the wattmeter it would have been hard to detect an overload by the action of the engine.
The
Milwaukee Northern, although it did not run on
schedule time during the day, kept the cars going,
and by nightfall was back to its regular schedule.

The

In general

rience.

presses

i,cioo-kilowatt capacity.

Most of the railway right-of-way
flat,
open country, where there was

tion of 1906

machine

preferable, perhaps, chiefly

;

of large gas-engine-driven electrical units
severe conditions of service was alTorded
the

still

on account of tiieir inherent cbar.acteristics in regard to speed regulation
and the selection of a
motor having suitable characteristics for the class
of service in which it is to be used is fre(|uenlly
a matter requiring considerable eugmeering exi)e-

re-

Intcrurban lines centering at Milwaukee as well as a large part of the street-railway system of that city were at a standstill for a
period ranging from 24 to 36 hours, with the ex'J'his
ception of the Milwaukee Northern Railway.
line, which has its power bouse at Port Wasliinglon, 20 miles north of Milwaukee, is sui)plied with
current at present from one of two Allis-Chalmers
direct
alternating-current generators
coupled
to
four-cycle double-acting twin-tandem gas engines
each unit being
of the same company's build,
ilie

of

kinds

all

current motors are

single voltage,

which greatly

simplifies the

method

of wiring and also the system of control.
For variations in speed in the ratio of two to
one the ordinary shunt-wound motors may be employed, but for wider variations, such as three to
one, or four to One, a modification of the shuntw^ound motor is required. This modification con-

,

sists in the addition of auxiliary or inter-poles, a
type of machine which will be described later.
The three-wire systems, whether of the balanced
or unbalanced-voltage kind, have been used in
many cases with success. These systems require

the use of several wires, which, in turn, complicate
the controllers to a considerable extent. They also

add

complication

considerable

to

the

generating

system.

The four-wire
for

multi-voltage system

its

distribution

—

requires

one

than the three-wire
the complications it

on account of
not extensively used.
auxiliary-pole motor, which
and,

introduces,

The

armature circuit is always in
winding on Ihc auxiliary poles.
The function of these auxiliary poles is merely to
secure good commutation.
brushes, so that
series with the

When

llic

field is weakened
to a considerable
secure a high speed in the motor, the
armature current lends to produce a considerable
distortion of the magnetic field, which shifts the
point of commutation. The auxiliary poles, whose

extent

Ihe

to

are in scries with the armature, arc located
they just neutralize the field distortion
produced by the armature current. As the strength
coils

so

that

of

this

auxiliary

field

is

always

proportional

to

always
exactly neutralized for any value of the armature
current.
This give? a fixed point of commutation,
so that the current in the coils directly under the
brushes has a zero value, and sparking at the commutator is therefore eliminated. This fixed point
of commutation is very important when the motor
is used
for reversing operations.
Motors of this character are generally used on
a 220-voIt, single-voltage system, which makes the
installation very simple, as only two wires need
be carried from the generator to the motor.
The term "variable speed" in connection with
motors of this type is somewhat a misnomer, as a
variable-speed motor, strictly speaking, is one in
which the speed varies with the load. The term
"adjustable speed" defines these motors more accurately, as while the speed may be varied between
wide limits, the motor has a constant speed for
each position of the controller for any load within
its capacity.
This constant speed is a characteristic
of the shunt-wound motor, and the auxiliary-pole
motor is in reality- a shunt-wound motor, as the
series winding is so placed that its only effect is
to secure good commutation.
The regulation of variable-speed motors is usually
effected by means of drum-type controllers w'hose
function is to insert more or less resistance in the
shunt-field winding of the motor, and in some cases
resistance is inserted in the armature circuit of
the armature current, the field distortion

motor

the

is

on the starting position of the
Armature resistance is not recom-

also,

controller.

mended, however, except for starting purposes, as
use is not only wasteful of power, but it tends
impair the speed regulation.
For motors of large capacity the drum-type controller becomes difficult to operate, on account of
its size, and unit switches, operated by a master
controller, similar to the unit-switch railway control, are used instead of the drum controller.

its

to

[To be continued.!

Six-cent Fares Proposed
chusetts.

In

Massa-

The forthcoming report of the Massachusetts
Railroad Commissioners on the electric railways of
the state will show that more than one-half of
them fail to meet their expenses. Of course such
a system as the Boston Elevated pays handsomely,
meeting its charges with ease, putting back some
of the earnings into betterments and disbursing
There are other systems in
regular dividends.
the state which disburse good dividends to their
stockholders, but out of the 83 trolley lines in the
commonwealth 47

fall

behind.

In consequence there

is

a purpose on the part

some street-railway managements to raise fares
from five cents a ride to six cents. Already the
Blue Hill Street Railway Company, operating south
of Boston, has raised its rates, and Stoughton resi-

of

raised the issue that the new fare of
excessive.
The Railroad Commission"The public, now so
ers are on record as follows
.generally dependent upon interurban roads, should
be ever mindful that while it is essential that service should always be adequate, the ideal conditions
can only be obtained through a fair return upon

dents have

six cents

is

:

What they will do with regard
invested."
the specific cases soon to come before them is
an interesting question, but the railway directorates have been much encouraged by the statement
quoted.
money

is

is

now

largely

Note. Tliis scries of articles, intended to snrvey, briefly.
Ilie whole field of applied electricit\- for liglit. power and
heat, was begun in the Western ElcctciLclark q€ pebruary 2,
1907-

used for variable iiiaehinc drive, consiiii* of an
ordinary shunt-wound motor with small auxiliary
poles placed between Ilie inajn poles. These auxseries wiiulini;, one end of
iliary poles carry a
which is permanently connected to one of the

to

more wire
system,

MirrcAMi;.

President George F. Parker announces that the
second annual Electrical Show will open at Madison Square Garden, New York, October 3, igoS.
It

is

will

said

that a feature of the

be the foreign exhibits.

New York show

—
:;
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Marseilles Electrical Exhibition.
[From the Paris correspondent

of the

Western

Electrician.]

The electrical exposition which is to be held at
Marseilles this j'ear, from April 19th to October
31st, will be one of the largest displays of electrical
machinery and apparatus which has been seen on
the Continent. Its organization has been carried
out on a large scale, and it is backed by the leading societies and electrical concerns of France.
The French government will co-operate in the enterprise, which will have also the aid of the Paris
Chamber of Commerce.
At the present time there is a great activity in
the southern coast region of France in relation
to electrical enterprises. Recently the city of Marseilles has been supplied with large electric-light
and tramway stations, and it also receives current
from a transmission line. The Marseilles tramway
system is the most extensive in Europe for its
which is 500,000 inhabitants. The
population,
southeastern or coast region is now the center of
a large system of power plants erected in the
mountain regions by large companies, which will
have a capacity, counting the reserve steam plants,
of 150,000 horsepower. Four hundred communes,
scattered over eight departments, representing a
population of over 3,000,000 inhabitants, are now
supplied or will be in the near future by means of
this
network of pole lines and stations.
This
means that there is an enormous field opened up
industry.
to the electrical
Owing to these conditions, the projected
exposition is a timely one.
Well arranged in a large space, it will serve to
show the public the numerous applications which
can be made of electrical apparatus.
The city of Marseilles placed at the disposal of
the management of the exposition the Prado Park,
where the Colonial Exposition was held in 1906.
It has an area of 60 acres, and, with. its convenient
arrangements of all kinds, it is well adapted for
the purpose. The Grand Palace covers a surface
of 5,000 square meters. The Energy Palace, newly
built, covers 5,coo square meters.
At the middle
part win be placed cascades and luminous fountains.
The Traction and Mining Palace has an
area of 4,000 square meters.
The Agricultural
Building, of 2,500 square meters area, has large
experimental grounds for agricultural machines
driven by electric motors. There will also be a
modern dwelling which contains the applications
of current for cooking, heating and the like. Besides a large theater, there is a fine arts pavilion
and a music stand.
Exhibits are divided into 17 sections
I. Power
plants and lines. 2. Motor work for industries,
3. Applications
of current for domestic industry.
4. Applications
to household use. 5. Public and
private lighting.
6.
Heating and ventilation. 7.
Cranes, etc. S. Mines, g. Traction. 10. Agriculture.
II. Military and maritime work.
12. Electrochemistry and electro-metallurgy. 13. Telegraphy
and telephony. 14. Medical uses. 15. Instruments.
16. Raw material
and products. 17. Instruction.
Current will not be generated on the spot, but
will be supplied by lines coming from neighboring
plants, as direct current, single-phase or threephase current.

January

centrifugal strains are extreme, and since they are
made up of copper and iron, it is necessary to
devise all sorts of means for holding the copper
and all parts together. The copper, under such
centrifugal strains as here exist, will, if unsupported, flow almost like putty
it has to be bound,
held and confined by strong steel structures in
make
order to
it stay in
place, and all this has
to be taken care of in the rotating element.
Furthermore, the machine, while highly efficient,
as most of the General Electric Company's generators are, involves losses like other electrical
machines possibly 3^ per cent, in a machine like
this 14,000-kilowatt turbine unit I have mentioned.
Three and one-half per cent, of 14,000 kilowatts
is a lot of power and represents a great deal of
heat.
I may roughly say that the heat represented
by the losses in this highly efficient generator
amounts to about the same that we would have
in the furnace of a 6o-horsepower boiler.
If you imagine a generator about 10 feet high
and II feet in diameter, almost solidly filled with
magnetic material an e.Ktremely compact structure,
with certain spaces through it for ventilation
and then imagine this structure having heat delivered into it as fast as a 6o-horsepower furnace
could put it in, you will see that the problern of
keeping that thing cool is quite a serious one.
To keep it cool, we must have 30,000 feet of air
a minute pass through, and keep that air uniformly distributed
so that in no part will it
become very hot; otherwise we will have some
part of the machine burning itself up.
Most of this work on the generators has been
splendidly done, and a vast amount of inventive
ability, skill and foresight have been put into it
but naturally, some mistakes have been made, and
every little difficulty with a generator tends to
hold back the turbine industry as much as if it
were in the turbine. These troubles, however, have
been overcome and corrected. All this has been
very expensive, but the result is, that in fiA^e years,
we have made the largest and by far the most
efficient steam engine ever produced.
;

—

—

;

-

An Electric Bank Wagon.
The National Bank of Commerce of St,

Louis,
Mo., has recently put into commission an electric
bank wagon which was built for it by the Studebaker Automobile Company of South Bend, Ind.
The chassis of the wagon is a regular Studebaker

:

.

Some
The

Characteristics of the
kllowatt Turbine.'
By W. L. R. Emmet.
General

Electric

1

present form
of turbine, in its highest state of development, is
a machine which is now rated at 14,000 kilowatts
maximum, and is, I believe, the largest that has
ever been built, of any kind; it is also the most
efficient machine ever built by a very considerable
margin. This machine in Chicago has delivered
to the switchboard a kilowatt-hour at an expenditure; of
12.8 pounds of steam, and that is the
equivalent of something like 8j4 pounds per indicated horsepower. Its performance represents not
only a very high efficiency of action, but very high
range of action, the machine operating from 175
pounds down to a vacuum of 29 inches. Other
turbines have given ^as large a percentage of the
theoretical possibility, but no machine has ever
Riven so large an output per pound of steam, and
the reason is that this machine is both efficient
and designed for a wide range of usefulness,
whereas other machines, while efficient, are not
suited for so wide a range.
One of the great problems in connection with
the turbine industry has been the building of the
generators, principally because there has been so
much of it to do within a short space of time. An
electrical design is something on which it is particularly desirable to have data and experience.
It
is very hard to
foresee electrical conditions, par-

ELECTRIC BANK WAGON.

The
electric chassis of 1,500 pounds capacity.
was built upon the bank's specifications.
opens on each side in the center. Just in the

A

body
door
rear

of the driver's seat and extending under it, and
wholly inside of the body, is located a strong box
made of wood and lined with heavy sheet steel.
This is divided into five compartments and fitted
with a strong lock. Inside the body in the r«ar
extending across its full width is located a seat for
the person in charge. of the wagon and the officer
or guard. The inside dimensions of the body are
Length, 6 feet 854 inches; width, 40J4 inches;
height, 57 inches.
The wagon is used for carrying money between
the bank and sub-treasury, and also between the
offices of various express companies.
When a customer wishes to pay off in currency, the money
is carried to his place of business in this
wagon
under the protection of a guard. There are times
when the wagon transports over 9,000 pounds of
money between different parts of the city in one
day's time. With a T.ooo-pound load the wagon
has a radius of 40 miles and a speed of 12 miles
an hour. Since its installation it has not been out
of commission for five minutes, and the officers of
the bank are much pleased with the wagon's performance.

Insurance of Telegrams.'

A

—

Indiana Engineering Society.
The Indiana Engineering

Society held its twentyeighth annual convention in the Assembly Room
of the Commercial Club, Indianapolis, January i6th,
17th and iSfh. President W. K. Hatt, professor of
civil engineering at Purdue University, in his annual address, welcomed the members.
He said
that he could not allow the opportunity to pass
without noting the increasing recognition of the
work of the engineers in Indiana. Trained engineers play a part of increasing importance and
responsibility, and the money value of his training and experience becomes increasingly evident
as the problems become larger and the cost of
mistakes become more striking and more prohibitive of the work of the amateur.
The state engineering society occupies a field not covered by the
larger or national society. It gives an opportunity
for discussion and acquaintance which is not to
be obtained in the meetings of the national society.
President Hatt closed his address by calling attention to the unusual amount of attention given*
in the programme to electrical
engineering, and
called for the report of the committee on centralstation light, heat and power, which was presented
by J, B, Nelson of Indianapolis, chairman.
This report was followed by the reading of a
committee report by H, B. Marsh of Indianapolis
on electrical engineering.
Another committee report related to electric railroads and was presented by Robert P. Woods, an
electric-railway engineer of Indianapolis.
John P. Moore gave an account of the 1,200Mr.
volt, direct-current type of electric railway.
Moore said that, in the endeavor to attain economy
in
cui-rent
distribution
for interurban
railways,
various .systems of transmission and feeding have
been within the last few years placed under the'
test of actual operating conditions.
On Interurban
railways the expense of operating rotary-converter
sub-stations fed from a power station by hightension transmission lines is warranted, as this
method is more economical than direct feeding at
only 600 volts but notwithstanding the great improvement in recent years in the design of rotary
converters, transformers, high-tension switches and
accessories, there has always been present the desire to operate Interurban roads successfully as well
as economically without the sub-station.
The first 1,200-volt, direct-current interurban railway' to be placed in operation in this country was

opened on November 6, 1907. between Seymour
and Sellersburg, Ind.. for a distance of 41 miles,
by the Indianapolis and Louisville Traction Com-

ticularly thermal conditions, eddy currents, mechanical strains, effects of vibrations, and other
things. In generators for high-speed machinery,

Thi» is part of a lecture delivered before the .SchenecI.
tady branch of the American Institute of Electrical Entti.
netrr^ on Xovemher (5, 1907.
The machine of which Mr.
Kmmet spcalcs is evidently one of the latent installed at the
Street station in Chicago, and not the still later and
Fijile
probably larger machine of 14.000 kilowatts "maximum
continuou*" capacity to be placed in the new Quarry Street
station in Chicago this year,
Ed.

tried to find a way
insuring against these risks. The department
itself
could not take the responsibility for the
losses, because that would involve raising the tolls
on messages. When the new plan is put into effect
any telegram can be insured for any amount, or
a whole year's telegraphic correspondence can be
insured up to a certain sum, Denmark is perhaps
the first country to adopt telegram insurance.

Department for a long time has

of

;

4,000-

Company's

25, igo8

Copenhagen

dispatch to the Chicago Daily
the Danish State Telegraph Department has established connections with an insurance company in order to put into effect a new
plan for insuring telegrams.
The financial loss
caused to business through the delay and distortion
of telegrams is so cosidcrablc that the Telegraph

Kews

recites that

pany. The general scheme of the 1,200-volt, directcurrent system is indeed simple, as two standard
600-volt railway generators, mounted on same engine shaft, are connected In series, thus furnishing
1,200 volts direct current, which is fed direct to
feeder and trolley, there being no sub-station on
the entire 41 miles of road. The power station
is
a substantial brick building, with a partition
wall between the engine and boiler rooms. Installed therein are two Allls-Chalmers single-cylinder, non-condensing Corliss flywheel-type engines
rated at 7.50 horsepower each. The engines have
extended shafts, two 300-kiIowatt, 600-volt railway
generators being mounted on each shaft. The boilers are four in number, of Babcock & Wilcox
water-tube type, rated at 300 horsepower each at
a steam pressure of 1.50 pounds per square inch.
There has been provided ample space for additional boilers and engines with generators.
The switchboard consists of four plain slanting
panels in a row, and an independent panel located
at each generating unit.
On this latter panel is
a special 1,200-volt laminated type of circuit-breaker
foi^ connecting the two generators, composing one
unit in series, also a knife switch for equalizing
both units when required to run together. The
main switchboard controls the output of the two
i.20O-volt generating units and
consists of two
generator and two feeder panels with two voltmeters mounted on a swinging bracket. Each of
the four panels has mounted thereon a special type
of circuit-breaker at the top of the panel underneath an ammeter, and below this a knife switch.
The generator panel, in addition, has a Thomson
recording wattmeter.
The trolley wire at the power house has a section insulator cut in and is fed for 17 miles in
each direction by a tapering feeder.
The electrical operation of the generating units
is
simple and no different from the operation of
two 600-volt standard railway-enginc-type generators.

Thomas B, M'cMath. engineer of the Indianapolis
Traction Terminal Company, spoke on "Track Construction in Streets for Interurban Service," Mr,
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McMath

said that ilie first car built for heavy, fast
freight was thai of the Union Traction Company.
lie cicscrihfil the manner of constructing the city
tracks, going into detail concerning the concrete

participate

in

the

affiliated association.
ICly

K

and James

organisation of such a fourth
Calvin G. Goodrich, W. Caryl
Shaw conslilulc the committee

on organization.

foundation and

the kind of tics and rails used.
'Ihere were several other interesting and impor-

tant

a

very enjoyable

The

affair.

elected for the ensuing year are:
Prof. VV. K. Hatt, I-afayette; vice-prcsiclenl, C. C. Brown, Indianapolis; secretary, Charles
lirossmann, Indianapolis.
officers

I'resident,

A 25,000-horsepower

RoUlng-mlll

Engine.

A

visitor

to the

West

Allis

Chahners Company one day

Works

of the Allis-

week would have

last

by the sight of two 75-ton cranes
engaged in the apparently easy task of picking up,
piece by piece, a million and a quarter pounds of
been

Frequency-converter Sets.

papers read before this convention on various

subjects relative to the engineering profession. The
meeting closed with a baTUiuet, which proved to be

arrested

A CROCKER- WHEELER

1

Company at Sharon, Pa., where they will be
reassembled into an engine of no less than 25,000horsepower capacity, the largest ever installed.
Two of the castings for this engine weighed, after
machining, 118 tons each. The engine, as a whole,
weighs 550 tons, without foundation plates or flywheel.
It is a horizontal, twin-tandem, rolling-mill
engine, with cylinders 42 inches and 70 inches by
54-inch stroke, designed to operate condensing at
175 pounds steam pressure and a speed of 150 to
200 revolutions per minute. Being used to operate
the rolls in a steel mill, the engine must be quickly
reversed at the end of each run, and the load
varies within a few moments from nothing to the
maximum power exerted. The reversing mechanism used for changing the direction of the engine
is
of the Reynolds-Marshall type and run by a
small independent engine with oil-cylinder lock.
Another small engine is also employed in operating
the steam throttle valve, all of these units being
under the perfect control of the one engineer. No
more than a few seconds' time is needed for the
Steel

act of reversing.

Proposed Electric-railway Operators'
Association.
At
American

recent

Atlantic

City

convention

of the

Street and Interurban Railway Association the executive committee was instructed to
take steps to form another affiliated organization,
to which shall be committed lines of work pertaining to transportation, traffic and general operation.
The committee has given careful considera-

the matter and

of the opinion that the
new association should bring together general managers,
advertising
managers,
passenger
agents,
managers, superintendents and other operating officials, for the consideration of problems of interest
to those engaged in the actual operation of street
and interurban railway properties. The exact name
of the new association will be determined at an
organization meeting. This meeting will be held
at the office of the association,
No. 29 West
Thirty-ninth Street, New York city, on January
tion to

frequencies enqiluycd in alternatingcurrent work, though each adapted to the particular service required, often lead to complications
where it becomes necessary to combine the services from two systems of dilTerent frequencies, as,
for example, when a 2S-cycle isolated power plant
becomes overloaded, and it is necessary to purchase
])owcr from a i)ublic lighting service of 60 cycles.
In changing the frequency of altcrnaling-currcnt
supply it is necessary to have two machines, each
In
of the full capacity of the power transformed.
transfornnng a service of 60 cycles, for instance,
motor
driving
is required,
to 25 cycles, a 6o-cyclc
a 25-cyclc generator.
Frequency converters are also of use in sub-staLow frequency
tions of long transmission lines.

various

,000-KILOVOLT-AMPERE FREQUENCY CONVERTER.

the aggregate constitute one great
metal, which
machine, and loading the various parts on flat cars
for transportation to the mills of the Carnegie
in

the

The

is

30th, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Member companies are urged to have one or more representatives present at this meeting, fully authorized to

is

desirable

for

alternating-current

transmission,

High freboth for regulation and power factor.
quency, however, is more desirable for lighting discan
therefore,
converter,
frequency
tribution.
be conveniently used at the sub-station to change
the low frequency of the current received from
the distant generating station to high frequency
for local lighting.
A number of frequency-converter sets have been built for this purpose by the

A

Crocker-Wheeler Company for the Shawinigan
Falls Water, Light and Power Company's Montreal
station.

shows a frequency
kilovolt-amgeres capacity installed in the plant of the Pennsylvania Steel Company, Steelton, Pa. The 25-cycle power plant of
this company became too small to carry the full
This frequency-converter set
load of the plant.
was therefore installed to utilize the 6o-cycle service of the York Haven Power Company during
the hours of heavy load. The set consists of two
Crocker-Wheeler machines mounted on a heavy
shaft and a starting motor.
The motor unit is a 14-pole 1,150-kilovolt-ampere
machine and the generator unit is a six-pole maThe change in frequency is therefore 60
chine.
The starting motor has great
cycles to 25.7 cycles.
starting torque and is specially designed for short
The starting motor is
runs at very heavy loads.
used only to bring the set to synchronism at 514
The well-known ability
revolutions per minute.
of Crocker-Wheeler alternating-current apparatus
to operate in parallel make's the synchronizing of
the set a simple matter.
The set is usually employed to carry a part of
the load of the plant independently of the comIn emergencies, however, the
pany's power plant.
plant is thrown in synchronism with the 25-cycIe
end of the set.

The accompanying

converter

of

illustration

i.ooo
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open of the doorii and the explanation of the work
of (he several departments by (he traction company
ofTicialg
and superintendent and foremen of the
new plant. Eighteen (racks lead into (he building.
Arthur W. Brady, president, and Henry A. Nicholl,
({cneral manager of the Indiana Union Traction
Company, escorted the inspection party through the
many departments of the plant.

Opening

Car repair shops costing $165,000, said to be the
largest and best equipped in the United States,
were formally opened for public inspection by the
Indiana Union Traction Company at Anderson on
The Anderson Commercial Club,
the 15th inst.
city and county officials, composed the party of
invited guests for the opening, and at two o'clock
they were taken on a special train of city cars
to the shops in North Anderson, a suburb, and
adjacent to the central power house supplying the
electric current for the 300-mile interurban and
city line system.
The opening of the shops was
marked with no ceremony except the swinging

Telephone Convention.

large number of Independent telephone men,
lierhaps 800, attended the annual convention of the
International Independent Telephone Association,
held in conjunction with the Electrical Show, Chicago, on January 21st to 23d.
meeting of the
executive and advisory boards, preceding the opening of the convention, was held on January 20th.
'i"he importance of this meeting of boards was emphasized by the fact that the time of holding the
.'timual
convention of the association has been
changed from June to January to bring the dates
in conformity with the annual Electrical Show in
Chicago, an event of great importance to the majority of the members of the association.
The executive committee met, with President Theodore
Gary of Macon, Mo., in the chair, at the headquarters of the association at the New Southern
flotel.
Other members present were: W. B. Woodbury, Detroit: O. C. Snider, Kansas City; James B.
Hogc, Cleveland, and Waller Doolittle, Lafayette.
l''ollowiug an extensive discussion of important business matters, the executive committee adjourned to
give President Gary an opportunity of presiding at
a meeting of the Advisory Board, comprised of the
presidents of the various state, territorial and
provincial associations.
The opening session of the annual convention was
called to order at 2 p. m. on Tuesday, January 2tst,
by President Gary.
Prayer was offered by Rev.
Z. P. Phillips, rector of Trinity Episcopal Church
of Chicago.
First Assistant Corporation Counsel
George W. Miller, representing Mayor Busse, delivered an extended address of welcome.
To this
address Mr. M. L. Clawson of Indianapolis, Ind.,
responded at some length, and his remarks were
frequently interrupted by tumultuous applause. Especially was this noticeable when he called attention
to the fact that the Independent interests proposed
to come into Chicago, not for a day, not for a
month, but for a long-e.xtended franchise and permanent residence.
Mr. Gary's annual address was a careful treatment of the subject of the benefits of organized cooperation, comment on the widespread interest and
substantial growth of the association during his
administration, and the necessity for a careful and
concerted consideration of any and all legislation
appertaining to compulsory interchange of business.
The president recommended a continuance of the
aggressive and progressive policy of the association
and urged some plan by which the association would
appropriate and authorize the distribution of a substantial sum of money for publicity purposes, particularly in supplying the newspapers and periodicals
with news matter to enlighten the public on the genuineness of the Independent movement and its ad-

A

vantages over monopolistic methods.
The president's report was followed by a report
of Assistant Secretary Harney, containing in detail
the work of the association and the operations at
headquarters prior to and following the removal of
the headquarters from Cleveland to Chicago.
A. C. Lindemuth of Richmond, Ind., offered a
joint resolution providing first, that the assessments
for the National association should be based according to states and on a fundamental calculation of
two mills per unit in the respective states, thus
equalizing the general assessment;
second, that
stamps of various denominations bearing the design
of the association should be copyrighted and sold
to all Independent manufacturers and dealers in Independent supplies, also publications devoted principally to the Independent interests, and said manufacturers, dealers, publishers and others be urged to
use such stamps at all times on invoices, goods, subscriptions, etc., and compelled to use the same to
secure recognition and admission to the state organizations and in the International Association.
Action on these resolutions was deferred and made a
regular order of business at the opening of the con-

Wednesday morning.

vention
E. H.
cellent

Large Interurban-railway Car Shops.

of the

A

Moulton of Minneapolis, Minn., read an expaper on "The Banker's Opinion of Securiwhich he congratulated the Independent in-

ties," in

on the excellent character of these securities
and declared that nothinsr was more
acceptable to the banker and the investor now than
terests

in recent years,

such public-utility securities as those of gas, electricstreet-railway and telephone companies.
Following the report of several state organizations, the convention adjourned until 10 o'clock on
Wednesday morning. The concluding sessions will
be reported in the Western Electrician of next
week.
light,

Someone has figured out that the amount of
printed matter in the diiTerent telephone directories
in the United States would cover about 140,000,000
sheets of paper 24 by 38 inches in size.
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Automatic Telephony.
By Fkanklin
Part

J.

TRUBi'.

III.

S represents (with circuits) two adjacent
line switches in the relative positions which they
occupy when mounted, together with a graphical
representation of the master switch, of which two
Switch
are assigned to each line switchboard unit.
No. I is shown with piunger released from shaft
and engaging trunk No. 6, while the plunger of
switch No. 2 is in position to take trunk No. 7
upon the next call.
These plungers are directed to the proper contacts by the operation of the master switch upon
the two shafts located centrally in front of their
respective panels. The two shafts are operated by
one master switch (the second master switch being a reserve only) sufficiently at each call to
direct all the plungers not released to the next
multiple bank contacts. The shafts are operated
through an arc defined by the limits comprised in
Fig.

3-re:R

January

should they again be used before the shaft has
reached the same position returning, they will reoccupy the same trunk. The shaft, as it passes
from one position to another picks up, as it comes
to them, all the plungers which have been released
from the banks and places them again in position
to engage an unoccupied trunk.
Referring to circuit of Fig. 8, an initial impulse
over the rotary line passes through the springs

and the trip magnet to battery.
energized, attracts its armature
(b) and releases the plunger arm at (c), allowing
the spring (s) to drive it into the bank and close
the spring contacts of the bank, as here shown.
The lines from the telephone are now connected
with a first selector over one of the lo trunk
lines.
circuit to ground through
the cut-off
relay opens the cut-off springs, leaving the rotary
and vertical lines clear to the trunks. Any impulse now sent over the lines in no way affects
any part of the line or master switch.
Immediately following the operation of the trip
of the cut-off coil

The

trip

magnet,

A

swiTCM

25,
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coil is broken at springs (Sa) and (S4), allowing
the armature then to fall back. The springs (Si)
and (S2), however, have been closed by the movement of the fiber wheel, and this retains the conditions at the differential coil unchanged, even
though the wiper arm has passed from its bank
contact.
Consequently the armature of the dif-

ferential

coil

remains

down.

When

the armature of the master-switch magnet
back, therefore, the coil again receives battery through the springs operated by it and again
pulls up and drives forward the shaft wheel.
This
continues until spring (S;) reaches a depression
in the fiber wheel and separates from (Si).
This
point then corresponds to a position of the shaft
which holds the plunger directly over a bank contact and the wiper arm upon a contact free of
battery.
Since the trip magnet receives its battery
through the springs of the master-switch coil, no
switch can trip in while the master switch is opfalls

erating.

The line switch is released from the first selector over the release trunk in a manner similar
to that in which the first selector is released from
the connector. The release armature, in pulling up,
catches the plunger arm at (c) and, as it falls
back after the impulse, withdraws the plunger from
the banks.
It

2^i^Ci-;^^ffi;fr^

now remains

only

to

add

to

the

ordinary

c^^;

Cc-z-ote-^^cC^oz-ir'^yf

TO

TRUNKS TO

TEl,E.F»MONe

EARTH
FIG. S.

f'.Set-

—=i^"'BATTERY

TWO ADJACENT LINE SWITCHES, WITH GRAPHICAL REPRESENTA-

FIG. 9.

DIAGRAM OF PARTS OF AUTOMATIC WALL TELEPHONE.

TION OF MASTER SWITCH.
the bank of 10 contacts. When the plungers have
been directed to either extreme they are reconducted back over the same path in the same manner as they were advanced. The plungers thus
occupy successively at each operation of the master
switch the next adjacent contact.
The wheel of the master switch has a forward
movement only and operates the shaft mechanically
by an arm reaching from the rim of the wheel
to the point where its axis of rotation intersects
at right angles the axis of rotation of the shaft.
The displacement of the projection of this arm
along the diameter of the wheel corresponds to the
translation of the plungers along the bank contacts.
Since the displacement of a projected point
along the diameter corresponding to a constant
displacement along the circumference varies, it is
necessary that the arm should rotate further near
the extremes than when its projection is passing
through the center. This is accomplished by a
fiber wheel having its circumference divided into
segments corresponding to equal displacements
along the diameter.
The general principle of bank wiring remains
the same, but a radical difference exists in the
mechanical construction of the bank.
To each
switch is assigned a single row of line bank contacts corresponding to the 10 first selectors belonging to a particular hundred. Corresponding
contacts in each bank of the hundred line switches
are multipled together and terminate in these 10
first

magnet, the rotation of the shaft is accomplished
by the master switch. When the plunger closes
the bank contacts, main battery through the reupon that contact .of
lease magnets is thrown
the master-switch bank which corresponds to the
and
upon
which is resting the
trunk occupied,
wiper arm of the master switch. This bank conThe upper
sists of 10 pairs of insulated contacts.
row of 10 is multipled with the corresponding rewhile the lower contacts are all
lease trunks,
connected to ground through the relay coil of the

selectors.

Instead of the lines running to wipers as hereihey arc multipled to two spring contacts
occurring in each of the 10 positions of the bank
row. Paralleling these and adjusted so as to connect with them readily are the trunk linos of
the 10 first selectors. Forming the other half of
the contacts belonging to each division of the hank
row are two springs connected with the release
and ciit-ofF coils, in position to engage, respectively, the stationary contacts connected with the
and with ground. The contacts
release trunk
of these banks arc made to come together by
means of the plunger arm finger. This finger has
a small fiber wheel (a) on the end engaging the
bank, the other end terminating in a fan-shaped
metal plate notched at its center, so as to engage
the master switch shaft.
When a call is made, the plunger is released
from the shaft and driven into the bank, all the
remaining plungers being carried to the next poThe switches which have been operated
sition.
previously and released remain with plimgers directed to the contact which they occupied, and
tofore,

FIG. 10.

AUTOMATIC WALL TELEPHONE.

telephone a simple device for grounding the vertical
and rotary lines in order to place the system at
the command of the subscriber. Fig. 9 shows
diagrammatically th-e interior of the wall telephone

shown in perspective in Fig. 10. The dial is the
only feature exterior to the telephone.
The impulse wheel consists of 11 teeth. The
first
10 finger holes in
10, corresponding to the
the dial, operate only the vertical. The eleventh
tooth (T) grounds the rotary line once as the dial
returns to rest. The subscriber concerns himself
only with the vertical impulses. For instance, if
he wishes to call No. 567, he puts his finger in hole
5 and, pulling the dial around until his finger
encounters a stop fixed for that purpose, releases
it.
The dial then returns to its former position,
by means of a coiled spring, at a speed regulated
by a governor. While returning, five impulses are
sent over the vertical line followed by one over
the rotary line as the impulse teeth ground springs
(Si) and (S-). These springs are so constructed
that they are not grounded on the downward pull
of the dial. The same operation is repeated for
6 and 7. After the call is completed the following impulses have been thrown on the line:
Five vertical, one rotarj-, si.x vertical, one rotary,
seven vertical and one rotary. In addition to these
a preliminary impulse which trips in the line switch
is sent over the rotary line at the first downward
movement of the dial after removing the receiver
from the hook.
Upon lifting the receiver from the hook and
pulling the dial, which otherwise is locked, the
ground spring makes contact with (S,i), against
which the impulse springs are forced by the returning impulse wheel. At the same time sprinjis
(SO and (Sr,) close, while (Sn) and (S;) open
After completing the required number of dial
movements, the subscriber presses the ringing hutopening circuit through his receiver and throwing ground on the vertical line which operates the
bell of the called subscriber.
Upon completion of
the conversation, the receiver hook, in dropping,
throws ground on both sides of the line through
the release springs, thus effecting the release of all
switches engaged in the call.
In other respects the telephone docs not differ
from the standard common-battery telephones in
general use.
This completes the description of the general
principle of automatic operation as employed at
the present lime for straight line work. There
are many variations in construction and circuits tn
meet special demands. The adaptability of the
system lo meet any and every demand made upon
has yet reached no recognized limit.
it
ton,

This relay is a double coil of 3,000
resistance, constantly energized, but wound
so that the direction of the magnetic force of one
winding is opposed by the other. '1 lie wiper arm
master switch.

ohms

merely connects

the ground contact with the retrunk.
the plunger of tiie line switch throws
ballcry on this contact, through the release magnet, the circuit is closed through one winding of
the differential relay to ground, wiiilc tlic other
winding is shunted out. 'I'his allows the relay
armature to pull down and throw main battery
upon tlic circuit leading to the master-switch maglease

When

net.

This

magnet,

through

its

armature,

causes

the pawl to engage the shaft wheel.
As this armature pulls down, l!ic circuit through the magnet
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and

coinplicalinii

llie

succossfiil

upon

circuits

only

is

may seem complex,
apparent,

opcnUion of

:in

not

real.

cxclianjjo dc-

nuTlianisni bfiiiK: properly adarc nol so inti-rrclalcd ihal one
iiKiv.'im-nl
is
upon the proper adjustment cif tlic switch as a whole. In general, the
mechanical movements arc successive, not simultaneous, and the result of an impulse over a simple
circuit.
The adjiistmeiUs are readily
electrical
made hy anyunc with ;:hility to handle a pair of
and a screwdriver, and possessing a little
plier";
mechanical ability. It must not be inferred, however, that brains can be dispensed with.
With proper Irealnieut llie life nf the switch is

pftnls

just t-d,

llic

llic

parls

di-pi-tuU-nt

V R

Master Switch
common to

100
l<ne switches
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trunks may be incrcuHcd to any extent desired, at
any time, eitlitT throURhout the entire cxclinnj^c
or between any scetiouM where the demaiid niakcH
an increase neccHsary. 'I'he narration is fitmple
and entails nn inconvenience nr |i»sh nf -iervice tu
the subscribers wltile the ehanffc ii bciuK made.
To double the number of trunk linen, for instance, to a certain 100 section of a particular
1,000 K''""P ill im exelianRe ni 10,000 capacity, it
only necessary to open the nnilliples of the
is
second selector banks of the row corresponding
to the connectors of the particular 100 section lo
be increased. The second selector banks for ibis
particular row of contacts thus form two multipled
groups of 50 instead of one of 100. The to niul-

VERTICAL RELAY
VCRTICAL MAGNET
VERTICAL NOPMAL
ROTARY RCUAV "

P.N,

ROTARVKACNCT
ROTARY NORMAL

Ojr

RELR -PELCASE RELAY
REL.H - RELEASE MAGNET

- PRIVATE OR

3I0C

CO
O.N.

BR

automatic or the itcmi-auloinatic plan, etc.
description of these fc;tturc8 and of other desuch as the difTerenI methodti of groupin((
and nndlipling an exehan^e, is bcyjnd the scope
fitriclly

A

tails,

of this article. IC:<hau>»iive information in regard
to these features may be ublained readily by any,onc disposed to pursue llie subject further.

Co-operative Telephony on a Large
Scale,
greatest co-operative telephone system in the
world is to be established in Texas by the Farmers'
Union organization of that slate. The proposed
system is to be extended to every county in the
,'J'lic

NORMAL
cuT-orr rclay
orr NORMAL SPRINGS
NORMALLY OPEN
PRfVATE

Master Switcm
commo'j to 100
LINE aV/ITCMCB.

-— DirrERCNTlAL RELAY

BACK BRIDGE RELAY
RING.R- RINGING RELAY

SWITCH MAGNET

CIRCUIT OF A COMPLETED CALL IN A IO,000-LINE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEM.
unlimited.

The frame

is

indestructible,

and any of

the switch parts which become worn are readily
replaced.
Fig.
II
represents, in a somewhat condensed
form, the circuit of a completed call in a 10,000
sj'stem from one telephone to another through the
intervening switches. The tracing of the operating
and talking circuits will present no difficulty to
anyone who has perused the preceding circuits. It
should be noted, however, that the switches are
represented in the positions that they occupy after
establishing a connection, and not in their normal
position.
Fig. 12 is a general view of the Omaha auto-

matic telephone exchange.
A word may be added in regard to the trunking
capacity of an exchange. While 10 per cent, of
trunk lines is generally found sufficient for all the
business of the average exchange, the number of

of the new group thus formed are carried
10 additional connectors in the 100 section, increasing its trunking capacity, thereby, to 20 per
cent.
The banks of these 20 connectors are, of
By this process onecourse, multipled throughout.
half of the exchange in calling into this particular
obtains
one
10
section
set of
connectors, the other
set of 10 being employed by the remainder of the
exchange.
The percentage of trunk line in any case is not
limited to multiples of 10.
number of exchanges are employing between 10 and 20 trunk
lines in certain sections of the exchange where the

and,

according to estimates that have been

tiples

state,

to

made by D. J. Neill, president of the Farmers'
who is promoting the project, it will serve
2,000,000 subscribers. The plans for this gigantic

A

demand

for service

is

excessive.

Among

may

the

num-

be mentioned ChicagOj with a trunking
capacity of 19 per cent.
Automatic telephony has been developed so as
to' provide toll service, party-line service, including
selective ringing, private-exchange service on the

ber

Union,

co-operative telephone system have received the approval of the executive committee of the union and
a special department of the organization will be
created to direct the new enterprise. The plans
contemplate the establishment of central exchange.-;
The remaining counties
in 240 farming counties.
will have connection with their nearest exchange.
Long-distance lines will be built to all parts of the
state, and each county will have connection with
these lines.
The co-operative company will have a capital
stock of about $30,000,000. The shares of stock
will be sold to farmers at $15 a share, and each
purchaser of a share will be entitled to one year's
telephone rent free. The money obtained from the
sale of stock will be used to build and equip the
system. It is stated that the monthly rent to be
charged the farmers for their telephones will be
about $2, or just enough to pay the operating and
other expenses of the s\'5tem. The system will be
managed by a board of officers to be elected annually by the Farmers' Union. The $2 per month
rental which the farmer will have to pay will also
give him the privilege, it is said, of using the longdistance lines as much as he may choose.
There are already in operation in Texas more
than 100 county telephone systems which are operated by local branches of the Fa rmers' Union.
There are also a large number of precinct telephone systems which are operated by the same
organization. It is proposed to consolidate all of
these systems which are now estabHshed into the
one general system.
It is stated that the co-operative system will be
established irrespective of existing telephone systems in different parts of the state. While no
attempt wil[ be made to establish e.xchanges in the
larger cities, a central office will be maintained in
each of tfiese places, so that the farmers can be
kept advised daily, if necessary, as to market conditions.
The particular object of the enterprise is
to put the farmers in closer touch with the business
affairs of the world.
They will receive each morning in their homes the quotations for the day on
cotton, wheat, corn and other products.
It is expected that if the scheme works welt in
Texas, the telephone system will be extended to all
of the states in which the Farmers' Union has a
membership sufficiently large to justify the enterprise.

GENERAL VIEW OF AUTOM.\TIC TELEPHONE EXCHANGE

IN

OMAHA.

J. A. Thomas, local manager of the Iowa Telephone Company at Oskaloosa, Iowa, died suddenly
a few days ago, dropping dead on the doorstep
of his office of heart disease.
He was not feeling
well and had started home w-hen the end came.
He was 55 3'ears of age and leaves a widow and

six

daughters.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

— During

the recent Paris Automobile Show there was held a Congress of Industrial Alcohol which was of considerable interest.
Efforts are now being made in France to promote
the alcohol industry, and the congress was patronized by the minister of agriculture. There were
two main groups of sections in the congress first,
the technical sections, and second, the econortiic
part.
The technical sections brought out a number
of papers upon the use of alcohol as a motive
power in explosion motors; also for lighting by
means of incandescent m.antles. It was said that
in the future alcohol may be able to compete with
gas and electric light. In the economic sections
were considered the statistics, legislation, transport
and customs duties. The congress passed a motion
favoring the restriction of administrative formalities connected with industrial alcohol, so that its
development will not be hindered by this reason,
as it is at present.
The Paris Municipal Council, in connection with
the different lighting companies which supply the
city, has been engaged for some time past in making a new arrangement by which it expects that
the light and power system will be better developed
According to the new plans, it is
in the future.
proposed to erect two new generating stations of
large size in the suburbs of town. Both of them
will lie upon the Seine, one to the north and the
second in the southwest suburbs, and will have
side-tracks to the railroad lines. Two-phase current will be supplied at 12,300 volts on the hightension lines. Sub-stations will lower and convert
this to direct current at low voltage.
There will
also be transformer posts which will supply twophase current at low tension. From the directcurrent sub-stations the low-voltage lines for the
subscribers will be run on the three-wire or the
five-wire system, using no volts for the lamps, as
It is expected to lay at least 350 miles
at present.
of wiring, in addition to what is now in use, outside of the wiring from the plants to the substations or posts.
Of this, it is decided to lay 60
miles before December 31, 1909, and the same
amount each j^ear up to 1912. The remainder will
be laid before 1920, at periods which the Municipal
Paris,

January

10.

—

Council

is

to

fix.

The

the quarters of
vided with current.
in

new

electric

mined

as to

Prefect of
controlling

plants,
boilers,

circuits

will

run especially

town which are not yet proAs to the construction of the
the programme will be deter-

engines and dynamos, by the
upon consultation with the
commission and the electric-lighting

the

Seine,

companies interested.
In Berlin is to be seen a trial section of a proposed aerial or hanging electric overhead system
which is to run through the streets. On this sys-

tem there

is a narrow
iron structure erected in
the center of the avenues, and it carries a platform
structure laid across the top. From the ends of
the platform are hung the trains, which are suspended from the rail. The structure takes up much
less room than an ordinary elevated road, at least
as regards the street traffic. It is constructed by
a German firm known as the Schwebebahn Company, and the trial section will give an idea of the
final structure.
Should it be well received by the
public, the Municipal Council will no doubt give
a favorable decision as to granting the concession
for a netw'ork of lines through the main streets.
The present sample section, which is of short
length, is located in the Brunnenstrasse, which has
a considerable width.
At Roslaeu, Norway, it is proposed to build an
electric plant of a somewhat novel kind, for it is
to use peat as a fuel, and, moreover, it will be
placed at the source of supply, so as to avoid
transportation. The peat will be burned in producers, and the gas will supply a number of gas
engines and alternator groups in the station. In
this way a cheap source of current can be had.
Pole lines will run from the plant throughout the
surrounding country for supplying current to towns

and

villages.

regret to record the recent death of Prof. A.
Sella, professor of physics at the Rome University.
His work was better known to scientists than to
engineers, as it related mainly to the propagation
of light in magnetic crystals, the influence of mechanical strain upon magnetism. X-rays, induced
A. de. C.
radio-activity, etc.
I

Great

Britain.

—

London, January 11. The advent of electrically
driven omnibuses upon the streets of London has
enabled a solution of what has always been a
trying problem to omnibus owners and inanagers,

A

conthe efficient lighting of such vehicles.
siderable improvement has been shown in methods
increased
of lighting since motor omnibuses have
in number during recent years, but the sight of
an electrically propelled omnibus at night shows
it
to be far and away superior and equal in all
Not satisfied with
respects to an electric tramcar.
this, the directors of the Electrobus company recently experimented with powerful electric lamps
viz.,

January

These experiments were
for lighting the roof.
carried on for several nights, but have been temporarily discontinued pending the sanction of the
apparatus by the police authorities.
I
have already mentioned that at the FrancoBritish Exhibition, which will be held in London
from May till October this year, the gas coinpanies will stage a collective exhibit testifying to
the use of gas for all purposes lighting, heating
Having got wind of the idea, the
and cooking.
electric supply companies of London wished to
promote a counter attraction in the shape of a
similar electrical exhibit.
It is pleasing to be able
to record that if any indifference to the idea of
a collective exhibit ever existed it has now been
overcome, for a large number of electrical manufacturing and contracting firms have signified their
willingness to co-operate.
new form of ear for trolley-wire suspension
has been developed by the tramway manager at
Burton-on-Trent, which is being used on a large
number of tramway systems here. The apparatus
consists of two ears instead of the one now used.
Two eight-inch ears are employed, the tips of each
being five feet away on either side from the center
of the suspension and the trolley wire is soldered
to them as usual.
The two ears, however, are
joined together by a suspension wire which passes
over a grooved insulator attached to the bracket
pole.
Experiments with the new suspension have
shown that the blow on the wire as the trolley
passes is greatly reduced, while the downward pull
of the trolley wire is transferred from the ear
to the insulator.
The indictment of the consulting engineer to the
Oxford corporation in respect of the efficiency of
the working of the Dolter surface-contact systein

—

A

is

somewhat more sweeping than appeared

sight.

It states

that a system

at

first

which requires upon

a
jier cent, more current than the
average electric railway, besides the services of a
patrol numbering four men to the mile for the
purpose of locating and dealing with live studs,
cannot be deemed satisfactory. The company's side
of the question has yet to be heard.
G.

road 25

level

25,

1908

an increase of $113,637, and the operwere $1,382,183, an increase of
the increase of income over the increase

$2,214,269,

ating

expenses

$75,805,

of operating expenses being $37,832.
The street
railways gave employment to 213 more persons and
paid out increased wages to the amount of $67,601
compared with the preceding year.
The drift of sentiment in favor of making Arthur A. Noyes, now acting president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology^ the actual president was strongly evinced at last week's annua!
dinner of the Tech. Alumni Association in this
city, attended by upward of 300 members of the
organization.
Dr. Noyes devoted his after-dinner
address to the advantages of the elective system,
his topic being "Education in Engineering and Applied Science at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology."
The hearings before the Massachusetts Highway Commission on petitions submitted by subscribers to the service of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company, asking the comiTiission to order a reduction in rates in Boston of
practically 1 1.5 per cent., brought out a rejoinder
from the company relative to the system by which
rates are determined.
Hon. Samuel L. Powers,
counsel for the telephone cornpany, argued that it
would be a short-sighted policy for the company to
restrict its income in a large city to the cost of
maintaining the service in the limited district coinprised therein. If that policy were followed to its
logical conclusion it would nearly cut off. that district from more remote sections.
The rates to such
places would be almost prohibitive and arrest development of the service.
If Boston people wish
communication with other communities in New
England they must help to pay for the system as
a whole which makes such coinmunication possible.
Apropos of comparisons made with conditions in
Chicago, from which it was asserted that rates in
a large city may be lower than they are in Boston, Mr.
Powers rejoined that those rates are
ruinous, no dividend having been paid since they

were established
knowing whether

a

few months ago, and nobody

it

will be possible

to p.iy any.

B.

Dominion

of

Canada.

New

—

Ottawa, January 18. The Shawinigan Water and
Power Company, Montreal, has just closed a year
of remarkable progress.
The gross earnings for
II months of the year amount to $531,362, which
is $174,215 more than the company took in during
the full 12 months of the year previous. The company is now developing 60,000 horsepower.
A new era was marked this week in local railroad circles when the Grand Trunk Railway, for
the first time, turned on the current necessary for
the overhead conducting system in the Sarnia Tunnel.
The action was taken for experimental purposes and the electric system will not be used until
some tiine next month.
training school was
established in the Grand Trunk yards at Sarnia
during the week and one of the new locomotives
will be used for experimental purposes until the
engineers have learned to master electric methods.

A

W.

—

Winnipeg, January 18. By a large majority the
ratepayers of Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, voted
in favor of spending $50,000 on improvements to
the electric-light and waterworks systems.
A. F.
Creighton is the city engineer.
The City Council of Fort William, Ontario, has
offered the twin city of Port Arthur $75,000 for
the electric car lines within the city limits and half
the rolling stock.

If the oft'er

is

accepted,

power

be obtained from the coal docks.
The Alberta government's telephone line between
Nanton and Brant is now in operation. Plans are
being prepared for a number of additional longwill

-

distance lines within the province.
The Van Bergh Electrical and

Manufacturing

Company has been

incorporated at Winnipeg, Manwith a capital of $250,000.
During the coming summer the town of Revelstoke, British Columbia, will install a 400-horsepower gas engine and a suitable gas-producer plant;
also a 150-kilowatt dynamo for supplying electrical
itoba,

energy.

'

C.

H. B. Topp

is

city engineer.

The Winnipeg

Electric Street Railroad Company
annual report of receipts. The city
receives 5 per cent, of the gross earnings, and in
addition the company pays $20 tax on each car.
For the last year the car tax will amount to about
The earnings of the company during 1907
$3,000.

has issued

its

were $861,857, showing a large increase.
The Bell telephone system in Manitoba

has
passed into the control of the provincial governmidnight,
ment, the transfer taking place at
January 15th. The system will be managed by a commission consisting of F. C. Patterson, W. H. Hayes
R.
and 11. J. Horan, three former Bell officials.

New

England.

—

Boston, January 18. The Railroad Commissioners of the state of Maine have submitted their annual report, from which it appears that the gross
income last year from trolley roads in Maine was

New York

city,

York.

January

18.

—

It

is

announced

that all the electric-lighting companies of this city
are to be investigated by the Public Service Commission.
In addition to the investigation into the
franchises, property and operations of the companies, inquiry will be made into the methods employed by the companies with respect to discrimi-

nation in rates, and whether such discrimination
is
unjust.
Other phases of the inquiry will be
whether contracts are required of customers as a
condition to service, and, if so, their nature, and
whether legal and reasonable
emergency service
and auxiliary or supplemental service regulations
governing the introduction of wires upOn the premises of customers and others, including the cost
and charges therefor; regulations governing the
discontinuance of service and also the price charged
for electricity and any regulations governing the
same; the kind, condition and accuracy of meters
used; the condition of the currents, wires, conduits
and services and the methods employed in generating and supplying electricity and in the transaction of their business.
The inquiry will not extend to the organization and capitalization of the
companies or into the cost of the manufacture and
distribution of electricity.
Commissioner Maltbie
was designated to conduct the investigation. He
has not yet fixed the time for the first hearing.
The New York Edison Company has voluntarily
decided to make a new schedule of charges for
"breakdown" or emergency service for those who
have private electric plants for light, heat and
power.
The company has been accused of refusing to supply breakdown service to those who ran
private plants.
Under this voluntary action it will
supply such service at rates stipulated in the schedules filed.
The company reserves the right, however, to charge more for such breakdown current
than it does for current to its regular customers.
The first annual meeting of the Morse Electric
Club was held on January 8th. The officers elected
last year were again chosen.
These are: President.
J. B. Van Every; vice-presidents, J. C. Barclay and
B. Brooks; secretary, F. J. Scherrer; treasurer, R. J.
Murphy; Gardner Irving and M. H. Kerner, whose
initial
term as directors had expired, were reelected for a period of three years.
The directors
constituting the remainder of the board are John
A. Hill and P. J. Casey, whose terms will expire
in 1909, and M. J. O'Leary and A. G. Saylor, who
have each two years longer to serve. It was decided to hold a dinner on the evening of February
;

;

29th.

The appointment of

receivers for the

New York

and Metropolitan Street Railw.ay companies
has been sustained by the Supreme Court of the
All the steps taken by Judge LaUnited States.
combe were fvilly endorsed.
The decision was
handed flown by Justice Peckham. In his opinion
"We can find no evidence
Justice Peckham said
City

:

of collusion.
The objection to the order permitling the Metropolitan Railway Company to inter-

|;iMii,ii'\'

WKSTIvKN

n K iN

III'
jiirisdii'lional
nol
iKilmi; aiul
llu'
is
RninliiiR of iIh' iirdtT w;is widliii llic iliscrclion uf
ll.ivinn juiisdiclicni over the New York
llif cvmrt.
City Kailw:iy C'oniiwny and receivers liaviiiR been
appoinled for il lliere was ever>' reason for iiermilUaihvay
liiiK the intervention of the Metropolitan
Company. 'l"he facts showed that it was so lied
lip with the New ^'ork City- Railway Company that
a receivership for tile latter oiiKhl to he extended

vtiii;

,-i

former."
After he.iriiiK New York lawyers actiiiK for the
new hoard of direclor.s of the Yonker.s Railroad
Company and of ilie Westchester Electric Railway
Company, vvhicli operates in Monnt Vernon, Supreme Court Justice Mills yesterday consented lo
.'Vt
aiiiioint receivers for the two roads.
the same
lime Justice Mills signed an order lo show cause
why a receiver should not he appointed for the
Tarrytown, White Plains and Maniaroncck RailThe order is retiirnrihle on Januroad Company.
It was siiRpested that the s;ime receiver
ary Jist,
he appoinled for this company as for the Westchester Electric Railway Company.
If a receiver
slioidd he named for the Tarrytown, White Plains
and Maniaroncck Railroad Company every line operated by the Ihiion l-iailway Coinp.-uiy in Westchester Comity will lie in the haiuls of receivers.
A public hearing on rapid-transit prohlems was
held by the Public Service Coniniission yesterday.
The mecling was attended by official representatives
from all the boroughs and by delegations from
prominent civic organizations. Chairn'ian Willcox
presidetl.
After the meeting it was asserted by a
mail who knows much of the inside workings of the
plan to liberalize the present law, according to the
New York Press, that the amendment finally proposed and accepted b\' the Legislature would pro\ide for an indeterminalc franchise for future subways with a fi.Kcd niiniiiuim. Thus the law might
fix the mininuim at 20 or 40 years, and after thai
time the city might take over the subway or other

>).i

AccordinK lo a report, A. K, Gon/alc» and William If. LyIcH linvc purchased a watcrpowcr 25
miles from Columbia, S. C, on llr<iad River, anil
are acquiriuK water rlKliU aloiiK llie river lookinK
toward the development of a hydro-eleclric plant
to furnish additional jKiwer lo llie cilv of Columbia.
I..

Indiana.

lo tile

rapid-transit line at a fair price.
The city need
not necessarily avail itself of that right when the
20 or 40 years had expired, but might do so at
any time thereafter when it felt so disposed. The
amendments also would provide for the revalualion
of the franchise at stated periods. This plan to solve
the problem was not announced officially in an\'
sense, but the source whence il was announced
indicated that it practically had been decided In
submit it to the Legislature.
^V.

ELI'XrklcrAN

—

Indianapolis, January 18. The traclioii service
between Indianapolis and Tcrrc Haiitc, by way of
Hiazil and (Irccncastle, a distance of 73 miles, was
li'cKun this week.
By making connection with Ihc
Paris (III.) line at Terre I [ante the traction service of central and eastern Indiana, which has been
connected with Ohio lines for some lime, ni.ade
eoiineclion with Illinois for the first lime.
There
is
a gap belween Paris and Ihe terminal of llic

McKinley line soiilh from Danville which, if filled
would complele ihe roule across Illinois by way

in.

of

Danville, lluis linking
service between Paris and

ihrcc

slates.

Terre

Ilaiile

Freight

been
begun.
Willi a view of guarding more closely Ihc lives
of ihe traveling public Ihe Indiana Railroad Commission has sent out a circular lo Ihc managers,
superintendents and dispatchers of all traction and
interurban railroad companies in the state. The
circular directs the traction and interurban men lo
meel with the commission on February lolh for
the purpose of conferring on the rules now employed by such companits and the methods used
in operating their lines.
The purpose of the conference is to agree on some set of rules which may
be complied with by all the employes of the traclinn and interurban companies.
The Hydro-eleclric Company, wdiich proposes lo
dam Wl'iite River at Decker to furnish power lo
generate electricity, in case it is granted a franchise to bring" electricity inlo Vincenncs. will bury
all its wires in conduils, furnish free lights for all
of the city buildings and public schools, begin work
within si.K months and have all work done on or
before the first day of January. 1910. Eugene Rush
is at the head of the Hydro-electric company.
He
says, he can get 75,000 horsepower with the use
of a <lam at Decker and produce enough electricity
for all of the towns in the surrounding counlry,
Evansvillc and Terre H;uile included.
S. S.
lias

Illinois.

Southeastern States.

—

Charlotte, N. C. January 18. The first lest of
the new power plant at Buckhorn Falls, on the
Cape Fear River, 10 miles from Fayetteville, N. C,

was made on January ist, and showed that the
work had been most successful, and that the plant
was in perfect running order.
The Whitney Company, which is expending several million dollars in developing an electric waterpower on the Yadkin River, near Salisbury, N. C,
build a distributing station in Albemarle,
IS miles distant, and will probably close
contracts for po\ver for the several cotton mills
in the town.
The surveying of the route for transmission lines will be made at once, and the company is expecting lo be ready to turn on the current by July 1st, with a guarantee to have the
current available by September ist.
The Shelby Electric Light and Power Company
has been chartered at Shelby, N. C, with a $50,000
capital, and the privilege of beginning business w-ith
$14,000.
McMurray and others arc the inJ. J.
corporators.
bill has been presented in the Virginia Legislature to permit the town of Manchester, Va., to
enlarge its electric-light plant and sell electricity
lo cilizens at rates agreed upon.
The town of Spartanburg, S. C, has granted a
request of the Electric Manufacturing and Power
Company to use the streets. The company reserves
500 horsepower for the city for three years, while
the city may contract for lights for ro years.
The
power will be brought into the city over wires
running to the new plant on Broad Ri\-er, built by
Pittsburg capitalists, the available horsepower being 3,500.
will

C,

N.

A

It has been given out that the work on
the
hydro-eleclric development near Rockingham, N. C,
on the Pee Dee River, will not be embarrassed in
anywise by the recent financial troubles of the NewYork banking house which was aiding in the
financial end of the development, but that work
will be pushed to completion with as little delay
as possible.
Hugh M'cRae of Wilmington, N. C,
is interested in
the work.
large amount of money is being spent at Hale's
Bar, on the Tennessee River, by the Tennessee

A

River Power Company. W. J. Oliver has had
charge of a large portion of the construction work
at the locks and dam. in
East Tennessee. AnIhony Brady of New York is interested in the
work.
Power from the plant of the Southern Power
Company at Great Falls, S. C, 104 miles distant,
has been turned on in the town of Statesville,
N. C, where contracts have been made for furnishing light and power. The local interests of the
company will be in charge of D. J. Cochrane.

—

Peoria. January iS.
-\ "bug" in a cable belongrlie Postal company in Springfield has been
repaired.
The trouble was caused by a bullet
which was found badly flattened and imbedded in
the cable.
C. L. Bennett of Chicago came down
and located the fault which had been giving the
company trouble for about 60 days.
The work of grading the Sangamon Valley elec-

ing III a (Ivrrick from the roof upon an 18-ineli
sleani header wan nol very heavy, ^llhouKh if Ihe
sicani had mil hecn i>liul o(S promptly there would
have been severe conseipicncen.
The Ocean .Shore Kailw.iy Company, which in
building an ekclric roail from this ciiy lo Sanla
Cruz, has decided to make the exiieriiiiciU of trying lo dispose of its bonds lo the public and to
those who arc more or less interested in the successful completion of the road.
The lionds arc accordingly being issued in $100 denominations and
arc being advertised for public subscription in San

Francisco and in the smaller towns along the line
of the road. 'I'lie sales thus far have been encouraging.
The cily attorney of Alameda, Cal., has been
instructed to prepare for issile municipal bonds to
the amount of $.305,000 recently voted.
These will
be used in part for Ihc construction of a new
building for the municipal electric-light plant and
in part for other purposes.
Proposals are now being received by the commissioner of public works at Tacoma, Wash., for a
6,ooo,coo-gaIloii turbine pump, together with a motor,
switchboard, switchboard appliances, wiring,
clc, for use in the installation.
The owners of the Humboldt Gas and Electric
Company and of the Eureka Lighting Company,
both of which operate in Eureka, Cal., met in this
cily a few days ago and completed the transfer of
llie lallcr company lo Ihe former.
This move consolidales all Ihe electric enterprises on Humboldt
H.iy in the hands of the owners of the North
.Vlounlain Power Company, which is constructing
a
large hydro-electric plant near Eureka.
The
pl;ints operated in luireka under the name of the
Humboldt Gas and Electric Company arc lo be
extensively improved during the present year.
.\n invesligalion of Ihe .San Francisco department of electricity, made this week, showed that,
owing to the sborlage of inspectors, .1,229 buildings
with interior electric installation are using the
iiistallatioiis without Ihe proper examinations h.iviiig been
niade.
In order to remedy the matter
five additional inspectors were authorized.
President .-Xuderson of the Board of Public
Works of Los Angeles has completed a lour of iiispcctioii of the proposed power line which is lo
connect the Edi.son Eleclric Company's transmission
line with the Elizabeth Lake tunnel.
He says that
the machinery is now being installed at the power
plant on Cottonwood Creek, which will furnish
power for dredging Owens Ri\er. It is expected
that this plant will be ready by May rst.
A.
•

ing lo

railway between Hillsboro and Butler has been
It is expected that the line will be
in operation in the early part of the spring.
A party from Decatur consisting of the mayor

tric

commenced.

and several aldermen visited the
last

week

there.
to care

The

city

of Springfield

municipal lighting plant
plant at Decatur is not large enough

to

inspect

the

the increasing load, and the visitors
the new arc lights that the Springfield
company has in operation on a test. The Decatur
men w-ere much pleased with the lighting system
and will recommend that several changes be made
in the plant at Decatur.
The park board of this city has installed an electric pumping plant lo furnish water for sprinkling
the dri\-es and also to serve individuals that the
The well
Peoria Water Company cannot reach.
and the pumping plant are located near the Illinois
River, and the w-ater is pumped up to a tank on
the blufif that is nearly 400 feet above the plant.
The arrangement is automatic and the pump is
controlled by a float in the lo.ooo-gallon tank
which starts and stops the motor driving the pump.
Directors of the Central Traction Company have
been indicted, charged wdth criminal negligence as
the cause of the disaster and manslaughter as the
result of the fatal wreck that occurred on the line
for

inspected

between Mattoon and Charleston last August in
which 18 persons were killed and 52 hurt.
The
company distributed $41,000 among the victims of
the wTCck to satisfy them, but the grand jury has
reindicted the directors and the superintendent and
two motormen.
V. N.

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco, January 15. The Mutual Electric
Company's power station on the corner of Spear
and Folsom streets has been enlarged by the erection of an annex adjoining the main building on
Additional oil-burning Babcock & Wilcox
the east.
water-tube boilers and auxiliaries were installed in

new

building lo take care of the additional
direct-current unit wdiich was replaced in commission.
The Mutual plant
now contains three direct-connected units having a
combined capacity^ of more than 5,000 kilowatts.
The damage to the steam line in the main power
station of the San Francisco Gas and Electric Compain" in Ibe Potrero disfrict last week by the fallthe

i.200-kiIow-att

cently

PERSONAL.
Vice-president E. F. Kirkpalrick of B. S. Barnard & Co. has' recovered from quite a serious
attack of illness.

Colonel R. E. Crompton, well known in the
States, has been elected president of the
British Institution of Electrical Engineers, to succeed the late Lord Kelvin.

United

M'r. W. P. Bailey, assistant auditor of the Terre
Haute. Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company, has resigned lo become superintendent of the
Michigan City and La Porte street and interurban
railway systems.

Mr. Dudley Farrand of Newark. N. J., general
manager of the United Electric Company of NewJersey and president of the National Electric Light
."Vssociation. was one of the visitors at the Chicago
Electrical

Show

last

week.

Mrs. Lydia K. Bradley of Peoria died on January i6th at the advanced age of 92. She was a
very wealthy woman, known for her philanthropy.
Several years ago she endowed the Bradley Polytechnic Institute of Peoria, affiliated with the University of Chicago.

Mr. Arthur Williams of New York has accepted
the chairmanship of the committee on public policy
of the National Electric Light Association. Mr.
W. H. Gardiner, 60 Wall Street, New Y'ork, will
continue to act as secretary of the committee.

The plan to put Mr. William Loeb, Jr., at the
bead of the Washington (D. C.) Railway and Electric Company is said to be assured of realization
as the result of the company's election of January
18th.
Mr. Loeb said a few days ago that he might
remain in his present position as secretary to President Roosevelt until after the fall campaign.
Mr. George Moraine, who has been general superintendent of the Bell Hur Interurban Company
since it w-as first put into operation, with headquarters in Crawfordsville, Ind., has handed in his
resignation, to take effect February 1st.
Mr. Moraine will be succeeded by Mr. A. H. Stocking,
who has been connected with the Electric Installation Company of Chicago, w-hich built the road.
It is understood that Mr. Moraine will leave soon
to engage in the electrical business on the Pacific
Coast.

A
of

dinner was given by the American Museum
Safety Devices and Industrial Hygiene at the

.Mdiiie

Club

in

New York

on January

15th

in
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ilcforations bcstoweil by the French
Charles Kirchhoflf. editor of the
T. Conimerford Martin, editor of the

of

vi'cogiiitioii

gove'ninient

on

iron Age:
Electrical AVorld, and Rev.

Percy Stickney Grant,
All three
rector of the Church of tlic Ascension,
of the gentlemen named are members of the board
Elbert H,
of the "organization giving the dinner.
Garv, chairman of the executive connnittee of the
and
presided,
Corporation,
Steel
United States
among the speakers was Frank -J. Sprague, paslpresident of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers. Mr. Sprague was the eulogist of Mr.
Martin, and among other things he said that the
"the
greatest distinction was
latter gentleman's
knowledge that he stands enshrined in the hearts

and affections of

his

comrades."

electrical

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
have
taxpaj-crs of Pert Hope, Ontario,
adopted a by-law enabling the town to proceed
with the construction of a nnmieipal electric-lighting system.

The

.

By the reported sale of the Pawtucket Electric
Company and the Pawtucket Gas Company to a
s.vndicate

composed of

interests

which recently pur-

chased the Woonsocket Electric Machine and Power
Company and. the Woonsocket Gas Company, the
lighting companies, both gas and electricity, for the
entire northern part of Rhode Island will be under
The new syndicate includes Stone &
one head.
Webster of Boston,

Company,
Scott Gas and Electric
which owns four public utilities in Fort Scott,
for 1907.
business
of
increase
Kan,, reports a large
The extensive improvements begun during the year
During the last year
will be continued in 1908.
the electric department was improved by the ad-

The

Fort

improvement

and

of new cables and
In the
extended.
the heating department was
street-railway department, the track and trolley conDuring the year
struction were greatly improved.
the company moved into its new offices and supply
buildings
for the
best
the
one
of
be
house, said to
line

dition

It is the intention to install
in the West.
modern electric-light system to supply lo.oco

purpose
a
lights

in

the

residence

district.

The Ohio Brass Company of Mansfield, Ohio, is
distributing a new booklet relating to types B and
C Collin pressure-regulating ^'alves for steam. The
pamphlet is effectively illustrated and clearly printed,
The pressure-reguwith a gold-embossed cover.
lating valve reduces the boiler pressure to any
pressure required. The Collin valve is said to be
simple and reliable.

One of the handsomest calendars of the year is
that issued by President Frank W. Boyer of the.
Chicago Mica Company, Valparaiso, Ind. This
souvenir is a very dainty reproduction of a paintThe caling of. a beautiful sunlit seashore scene.
endar portion is interchangeable and covers the
handsome gilt frame in connection
entire year.
with the picture carries the calendar portion of
the souvenir.

A

Electric welding machines are made by the Warren Electric Manufacturing Company of Sandusky,
Ohio, and Bulletin No. 32 illustrates and describes
them. The machines are built in sizes and styles
In writing
to suit the various classes of work.
for prices or information it will assist greatly if
full details of size and shape and kind of material
desired to w^eld are fully specified
also the
it is
quantity it is desired to w-eld per lot or per day.
.A sketch of any irregular shape giving full dimensions will also be helpful. These machines are sold
outright without royalty, rental or restrictions.
;

Company

send to anyone inentitled "Folyphase
Induction Motors." The induction motor is very
simple in construction and without moving contacts
of any kind, insuring freedom from sparking, flashAllis-Chalmers

terested a copy of

its

ing or burning, which
combustible material is

rotating part

is

do not occur,

essential in plants

is

AN

where

The

voltage in the
so low that insulation breakdow-ns
at

hand.

Allis-Chalmers

Company manufac-

two

types, designated as

Type

and .^N(Y),

AN

motors have a rotor
with "squirrel-cage" winding and are suitable for
all

Type AN(Y)
provided with a wound rotor

classes of constant-speed service.

induction motors are
adapted to the insertion of resistance
or for obtaining variable speed.

at

starting

K-36

bulletins of the General Electric ComN. Y., relate to "Series LumiArc Rectifier System" and "K-34, K-35 and
Controllers." The series luminous arc recti-

system permits the operation of direct-current
luminous arc lamps from alternating-current central
stations at high economy and with extreme simplicity.
The General Electric luminous arc lamp
and the au.xiliary apparatus, consisting of oil-cooled
rectifier
tube,
constant-current transformers and
switchboard panels, with the necessary control apparatus, reactance coils, etc., are described and their
fier

The Ohio Electric Light Association will hold its
annual meeiing in August. A preliminary meeting
of the executive committee will soon be held in
Columbus to make arrangements and determine on
the location, F. M, Tait of Dayton is president of
the association.
of the New England Secthe Illuminating Engineering Society was
held on January 14th in the Edison Building in
President,
Boston,' These officers were elected:
John S. Codman; secretary, R, C. Ware; managers, William H. Blood and Theodore H. Piser.

The annual meeting

tion

of

At tlie meeting of the Chicago Section, Illuminating Engineering Society, on January 17th, at the
Coliseum, the following-named were elected officers
for the present year: Chairman, J. R. Cravath;
managers, H.- Von Hoist
secretary, Geo. H. Jones
and Fred. J. Pearson. The retiring chairman, Geo.
C. Kecch, reported the section in a flourishing con-

operation

explained.
In the controller bulletin a
of cylinder controllers, with improved
magnetic blowouts, wdiich can be used on systems
on which the voltage peaks reach 750 volts, is
described.
The K-34 controller is suitable for use
with either two 150-horsepower or four 75-horsepower motors, the K-35 with either two loo-horsepovver or four 50-horsepower, and the K-36 with
two motors only, each of 60 horsepower or less.

new

TRADE NEWS.
Copper is reported slightly higher. On January
Lake was about 14 cents a pound and electrolytic a shade lower.
20th

A meeting of the Chicago branch of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers was held in the
rooms of the Western Society of Engineers on the
Mr. Bernard C. Groh,
evening of January 21st.
formerly conduit engineer with the American Teleread a paper on
Company,
phone and Telegraph
"Electrical Subway Construction," particularly relating to telephone subways. H. R. King presided.

Mr. Edward P. Burch, electric-railway engineer,
is

giving a course of lectures to the senior elecengineering students at the University of

trical

Minnesota on "Electric Traction for Heavy Railway Service;" These lectures supplement the regular'coursc in electric railways by Professor Springc
and include the following subjects: "Introduction,"
"Advantages of Electric Traction," "Characterisof Steam Locomotives," "Characteristics of
tics
Locomotives," "Problems of ElectrificaF.lectric
tion," "I.X)ad Factor," "Cost of Steam and Waterpower," "Power Plants and Transmission Lines,"
"Plans of Complete Electrification," "Data Sheets."

Knightstown, Ind.,
market for condensers, generators and steam turbine for the improvement of the municipal light plant.
Charles

The Weston
Newark, N.

J.,

Electrical Instrument Company of
issues circulars describing its new

alternating-current switchboard inslruments and its
new F^lipse direct-current instruments.' BoUi, as
mentioned previously in the Western ]£lcctriciari,
arc put out as low-priced Instruments.
Tile new storage battery of the Standard Elec.Accumulator Company of 141 Broadway, New
York, recently described in the Western Electrician
and spfjken of by the manufacturer as "the plate
that cannot buckle," is the subject of an attractive
r-,f:,lmir- r'Tf-ntl',- i^^ncd bv ih.- cf.mpnny.

tric

Boxter,

F.

announces that the

clerk

city is

of

in the

G. M. Gcst, the well-known engineer and contractor of New' York and Cincinnati, was rc«presented at the Electrical Show by W. T. Jackson.
Mr. Gest's western business has increased to such
an extent that he finds it necessary to open a

Chicago

office.

The manufacturing zone of Chicago embraces
H.
1,000 square miles, according to W.
Manss, manager of the industrial department of
the Chicago .Association of Commerce, who has
The zone exjust finished a map of the zone.
tends about 45 miles north from Chicago's center,
40 miles west, 33 miles south, and ,30 miles east,
.about

describing a part of a circle.
the zone
rora,

PUBLICATIONS.

[t is said that a little less
$225 in cash,
$3,000,000 of the company's stock was deposited under this off'er.
It is presumed that if

than

within a reasonable time a stockholder still wishes
to accept the offer he may be accommodated.

The Excello Arc Lamp Company has opened a
depot in the Electrical Building, 1 16-132 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, for the convenience of the
western trade. i\'[r. George W. Armstrong, who
has been the western traveling representative of
the company for the last two years, will be in
charge of this branch, and will carry in stock at
all
times, for rush orders, a supply of lamps,
carbons^ globes and all other accessories and parts.
Electric Company of New York has
rights in patents granted (or pendCosper, covering controller regulaCosper has been gi\'en the agency for

The Lord
taken over
ing)

to

tors.

W.

Mr.

all

P.

the central western territory, making his headquarters at Chicago instead of being located at New
York as originally announced. Mr. Gosper's controller regulators are said to cover all the desirable features of a regulator designed to control
positively the acceleration of motors.
The Lord
company has also concluded arrangements with
Charles I. Earll for the manufacture and sale of
his trolley retriever and catcher.
This article is an
ingenious contrivance, strong and durable, easy of
access and free from complications.

Users

know

of insulated

that the

wire

will

be

interested

Diamond Rubber Company

to

of Akron,

Ohio, has organized an insulated wire and cable
department and is now energetically preparing to
enter the rubber-covered-wire market.
George H.
Porter has been appointed general sales agent for
this new branch of the Diamond Rubber Company's
business.
The importance of this move to the
trade will be appreciated when it is understood that
the Diamond Rubber Company is the second largest
rubber manufacturer in the world.
Mr. Porter is
well known in the electrical business, particularly
in the West through his ten and one-half years'
connection with the Electric Appliance Company,
Chicago.
Mr. Porter had charge of the Appliance
company's Columbus ofifice.
While the Diamond
Rubber Company is as yet purposely withholding
details relative to its proposed energetic campaign
for the introduction of its new^ rubber-covered wire
on an extensive scale, it may be said that the new
product will be sold under the name "Diamond
Grey."
It is understood further that the company
will establish branch offices from which this wire
will be handled first, and these will be in connection with the Diamond company's regular offices.
W. B. Miller, secretary of ,the Diamond compan}',
is devoting much of his attention to 'the development of this new branch of the Diamond company's business. Mr. Miller's headquarters are at
the Akron works.

line

;

dition.
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25,

oft'ercd

will

bulletin,

tures induction motors of

nous

SOCIETIES

January

is

Joliet,

The outer curve

of

Liberlyville, Elgin, Authence east to a point five miles

drawn through
and

south of South Chicago, from which place
tends one mile cast of .Gary, Ind.

it

ex-

The time for dcposiling stock of the Western
Electric Company under the recent offer made by
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
and recently set forth in the Western Electrician,
The American company
expired on J.anuary 20lh.
:it
present owns ;?9,ooo,ooo of the $15,000,000 of
Western Electric stoc(i. The other $6,000,000 has
been largely held in and around Chicago. It was
this $6,000,000 that the..American Telephone Company desired to acquire^ and offered in exchange
$250 in its 4 per cent, convertible bonds for every
Sioo sh:trc r,f W'esitrn Electric, fir as an alternative

BUSINESS.
One

of the most energetic publicity men at the
Electrical Show was George Loring of the engineering department of the National Electric Lamp
Association.
Mr. Loring was indefatigable in his
efforts in behalf of his company.

The Weber Gas Engine Company of Kansas City
says that it is the only concern in America which
concentrates its entire energy, ability and talent to
building complete gas power plants.
It issues a
brochure giving much interesting information.
The Benjamin

Elec;ric Manufacturing Company
received notice from the National
Underwriters' Laboratory, in a letter dated January
'20th, that the new Benjamin separable wireless
cluster exhibited at the electrical show and recently illustrated and described in the Western
Electrician, has been approved.
It is therefore National Electrical Code standard.

of Chicago has

During the last year the International Electric
Meter Company's business has grown to an extent
that it has forced President William W. Cheney
to commence negotiations for larger and more satisfactory quarters, to be located on the West Side
Chicago. The new International catalogue, illustrated with 50 or more illustrations, was distributed
at the Electrical Show, and is now being mailed by
the company.
in

Taking advantage of the Electrical Show, President F. W. Boyer of the Chicago Mica Company
of Valparaiso, Ind., issued a call to his department
managers for their yearly meeting.
Mr. Boyer
made his headquarters at the Auditorium Annex,
Chicago, and the mornings were spent in business
conferences and the aftcri'.oons and evenings in entertainment and visiting the Electrical Show.
On
January i6th Mr. Boyer entertained at luncheon
Heilsledt,
K. H.
treasurer and works manager at
Valparaiso; the company's Cleveland agent, O. A.
Foole of the Foole-IIoward Company, and T. C.
White, mannfaclurer of railway supplies and the
company's St. I^uis .agent. After the luncheon at
the Annex tli.e parly was taken for a spin through
the parks to the South .Shore Country Club, where
furlher entertainment was provided.
Later in (he
aflernoon the parlv was i.ikiii by Mr. Boyer to the

I
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A

Oswt'gn,

Huriis.
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March
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Aii-

Appliciilion

-Y.-

motur slarlcr

provitkd' with

knife

cnniiisls

hliiilcs

iinil

of

iio-voltngi- release.
The latler iicts when
poitition and the power fails, and
return the swilcli to slartiii^; position.

si>rinu><

pound.

Company.

at

ilH

Making

111'

nicnis.

WaUcr

I'arker.

New

I'Zicclric-lamp

cember

passed tUrougli ttie filament in an atniosnlicrc containing a silicon compound, marsh gas, defiant gas and
carbon dioxide.
.

29,

ni.idification

a

of Xo.

3,

r.old and silver are nreci.iitatcd from iheir soluliuns
hy passing llic solutions around and atnonn Tiu-talHc surfaces which are slightly solnhle therein and ennstituling
the cathode element of an electrolytic cell, and aipiying
an electric current to precipitate the gold and silver and
simultaneously reprecipitate the cathode element
also
which has passed into solution,

Trolley-pole Controller.
Oscar A, Ross,
Chicago, [II. Application filed January 12, 1906,

A pivolally Hupporled trolley pole with :i I>cll-cr.'(iilc
extension i«t provided with a wral for cnigaKcment with a
spring connecting member, .iiul a movable rcfrilient connecting member co-operating with the wal,
Adiu-it-jblc
means force Ihc memlxrr from im- scat when the pole
is disengaged from the wire, tliiiA permitting the pole to
drop below the wire. Mcan.n for normally refit/>ring ihc
connecting member to its scat arc also provided.

Time Indicator for Telephones.
John
Rounsevill and August Bilms, Cuxhaven, GerApplication filed July 9, 1906.

876.493.

many.

This indicator and alarm device comprises a minulc
hand driven around a graduated dial plate, a wheel
keyed to the shaft of this hand and having i'^-cth at its
periphery in accordance with Ihc time intervals allowed
as a unit for telephone conversations, an alarm device
and means for actuating it by the toothed wheel at the
end of every time unit.

Safety Device for Electric Cranes. Man'us
R. Suliot. Salem. Ohio, assignor of one-half to

^/6.503.

876,416.

ner

a combing machine there is in combination witli
sliver pan movahly movmted in electrical connection
with the machine frame, a sliver apron, an insulated
contact finger carried thereby and a stop-motion circuit

and

filed

poles

connected

respectively

with

the

Waves.

Joseph

Application

November

filed

26,

January

4,

1905.

and Robert
Application

filed

February

12,

Application

for

Loom.

lever

'

Wheeler.

T.

April

filed

1907.

i.

The breech block of

gun

a

is

provided with means

fir oercussion and electric firing either together or electric firing only.
The firing mechanism is locked out of"

operation except

when

ilic

breech block

is

properly locked

position.

in

Push-button Snap-switch. John A. York,
Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Arrow Electric Company, Hartford, Conn. Application filed
July 29, 1907.
Tlie movement of tlie push-huttons is transmitted to a
cam plate and from this to a tumbler and lock plate

876.511.

merthen
Clos-

,

Horace Wyman.
filed

Firing JNIcchanism for Ordnance.
Harry
Washington, D. C.
Application

876,5:0.

1907.

Worcester. Mass.. assignor to the Crompton

Knowles Loom Works. Application

1907.

i

York, N. Y.

limiting button and the fail block a
actuating a trip contact that closes a circuit
across the line, which contains an energizing
coil of a circuit-breaker.
Thus, if the block is raised too
high or lowered too far, the circuit-breaker is epencd,

Switch. Robert F. S. VenC. Griesbach, London, Eng-

^Veft-replenIshing

S76.4TS.

Renewed
1

New

1907,

The cable has a

lever

Time

The clockwork is connected by meclianism to a
having a pair of contact rods adapted to dip into
cury cups.
A spring is slowly wound up and
rapidly lifts the lever so as to break the circuit.
ing the circuit is performed in the reverse manner.

frame

Producino- Electromagnetic
Miirgas. Wilkes-Barrc,
Pa.

for

Electric

land.

finger.

Means

July 24,

shunted

a working member.
.\
polarized armature, also
actuated by the electromagnet, operates to control the
direction of action of the M'orking member.

In

876,383.

Frank Klepetko,

.\n adding mechanism is provided and electric circuits
operatively connect the writing mechanism to the adding mechanism, these circuits being controlled by the
case-shifting means, so as to be rendered inoperative
when the figure types are inoperative,

ries

the

its

liy-

littiiuin

876.492.

of

Polarized Relay.
Chester H. Thordarson,
Chicago, 111.
Application filed March 31, 1904.
An electromagnet has a moving armature which car-

Stop-motion. Dallas B. I-Iathaway, Moosup,
Conn., assignor to Ihc Whitin Machine Works,
Whitinsvillc. Mass.
Application filed Jannarv

having

of

876,413.

876.349.

31, 1907.

|*ol3Ktiiuiii

cciil,

hlrijis thai arc bolted lo the wcl> of ihc rail.
It i« held hy a pair of clampH fanlcncd into flic lop of
ihc insulating hiripH. which al»o serve lo protect the
conductor.
(Sec cut on next page)

mechanism includes a series of figure and
character types, and also case-shifting means for
rendering the figure types cither operative or inoperative.

1905.

or

Iter

sulatiiig

'the writing

Process of Precipitating Metals. John E.
Greenaw"alt; Denver. Colo.
Application filed

'II

.iion

ndd>-'l

Electric-railway System.
Sanmcl IJ. Rapplcye and John J. Dcviiie, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application fih*d November 22, jfjo6.
The working conductor "itt iiupporlcd from arched in

Applica-

1903.

S76..?,io,

1907
c(m>i

in

876,489.

Comijined Typewriting and Adding Ma876,409.
chine.
Burnhani C. Stickney. Elizabeth, N. J.,
assignor to the Union Typewriting Company.
Jersey City. N. J.
Application filed April 13.

S76.346.

April

hi/({iiis.

liydroxiiJc.

1906.

Company. Rochester, N. Y.

10,

electrolyte

draic. In which

S76.332.

is

work

ic-li.,i)

I.h-w.jj^n J*ark, Orangf,
ihr JCdison Storage Hattcry
Oi.na'.
\"
Ap|>li»'*itioii
J,

West

May

Tliitt

from

tion filed February 17, 1903.
Tile rack comprises a frame liaving vertically disjioscd
supporting strips and horizontally disposeil cross strips extending between the vertical strips, the latter being formed
ill
sections, which are arranged end to end and extend
respectively between adjacent cross strips.
Tlic sections
on the front side of the rack arc for protectors and on
the rear side for terminals, the terminal sections being
provided with forwardly and rearwardly extending apertures for cross-connecting wires and btmg provided with
connecting clips in the rear of the apertures.

.

York.

is

1907.
This

ruiiiiiiiu

J-.diNon.

.A,

assijfnor to

J.,

filed

876.400.
nieclrical Distributing Rack.
Charles A.
Rolfc.^ Adrian, Mich., assignor to the Rolfe

Kila-

Process of Making Incandescent-lamp Filaments.
Walter G. Clark, New York, N. Y..
assignor to the Parker-Clark Electric Company,
New York, X". Y. Application filed January i),

conwilli

'i'hi.s in»trninei)t
lias a daHli key adapted to make .-iml
break the circuit, a vertically actinR dot key. a t>ar duilacted thereby wlien dcpreSTicd and a vibrulinR bar
rcsilienlly
supported hy it, and
adapted,
wlicn
the
vertically movable dot key lA contacting the firat-naincd
bar. to vibrate one or more times.

Clark and Hcrschcl C.
N. Y.^ assignors to the
Parker-Clark Electric Company. N.cw York,
X. Y. Application filed November 30. 1906.
Ill
this process of making lilmi^nts .tu electric current
(i.

end

I

]'"Iectric

]^rocc>s

N.

n)oG.

eoiiihiiiiitioti

Telegraphic Kty.
Roy K. Patterson,
Chicago.
il..
assignor of one-half lo Martha
I^afterson. Chicago, III.
Application filed De-

aincnts.

S/O.^^i.

jiow

in

14^ jQoS.

^7^\?S)J-^

^76,^0..

This itroccss consists in licilinK .1 rilani-.ul l>y p;iSsinK
current through it in the prcsenco i>t' a vnhitile cmn,T
jiound containing carhuu, a volatile compound containing.'
silicon and cldortne,
and also in the presence ol a
iiealed mercury vapor, wlierehy the latter ahsorhs the
chlorine freed hy the decomposition of the silicon com-

January

uary 24,
tactH

iIk-d

Process of Making Tncaiulcsccnl-lnnii) i-'ilWalter C. Clark. Nt-w York. N. Y..
assignor to the Parkcr-CIark Kleetric Company,
New York. X. ^'. Apphcaiimi (ik-d October 4.
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feels that there are many latent orders which will
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ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

/ssitcd (likileJ Stairs I'alenl Ojjicf)
.S7()..u'f'.
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and

&

March

1906.
.A number of electromagnets are carried on a frame
and have a pivotal movement in a vertical plane. Each
magnet has a movable core for a feeler and means for
moving the core into its forward operative positioii,
preparatory lo its entering a shuttle and engaging the
filling carrier thereon on the forward beat of the lay.
28,

movable contacts.

to the

Fire-alarm System.

876.512.
son.

Copenhagen.
February i, 1905.

A

circuit

tures

Kach

contains

which

of

have

local circuit has

Abraham-

^Martin A.

Denmark.

Application

filed

thermostats and relays, the armavarious degrees of sensitiveness.
two branches, having each a relay.

The one of lesser sensitiveness closes a circuit that includes a trouble call.
The one of greater sensitiveness
closes an alarm circuit.
.

System of Automatic Block Signaling for
Railways. Samuel M. Young. New York, N. Y.

876,419.

Barnes, Providence, R.

is provided
with a single conductor for supplying the signaling cur-

to the sections, reactive cross bonds between the
rails at each end of each section, track circuits controlling the operation of the signal relays, branch conductors connected to the supply conductors and to the
middle of the cross bonds, and transformers in the
branch conductors whose secondary coils supply current
respectively to the signals and to the track circuits.

cember

MEANS FOR PRODUCING ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES.

for Indicating the Position of
Sluice-gate
Valves.
Francis
E.
or
Adams, Boston, Mass., and Christian W. KraglL
^ladison, WMs., assignors lo the Coffin Valve
Company. Application filed September 7, 1905.

An

adjustable condenser and an adjustable inductance
are connected in series with the primary of a transformer
across a spark gap.
The secondary of the transformer is
connected across a second spark gap with which is associated an antenna.
direct-current generator, adjustable
inductance and' a key are connected across the first
spark gap.
(See cut.)

A

Automatic Fire Alarm. Samuel Murray.
Application filed
Dublin, Ontario,
Canada.

876,384.

April 20, 1907.

A

compound metal band is fixed at one end and connected to a lever at the other, which extends to a cam.
When the band bends under heat the cam is brought
into contact with an adjustable contact piece and thus
closes an alarm circuit.
B'/b^^Sj.

John

Apparatus for Railways.
McN^amec, Norwood, Ohio. ApplicaAugust 5, 1907.

Brake-setting
J.

tion filed

The locomotive carries a battery and an electromagnet
The
can release tlic air-brake valve.
circuit of the battery and magnet terminates in a contact on the fender and one on the wheels.
contact
adjoining the track is connected to the latter through a
switch, which, when closed, completes the circuit and
whose annature

A

thus applies the brakes.

Hcrschcl C.
Incandescent EIcc:ric Lamp.
Parker Jind Walter G, Clark, New York, N. Y.,

876,390.

ary

A

18, 1907.
generator is provided at each sub-station wherewitli

the parties on the line may selectively sigrial either cenThe position
tral office or the other parties on the line.
of the switch hook changes the selective apparatus from
one condition to another.

Motor-controlling Device.
W'illiam
E.
Date. Westfield, N. J., assignor to the Cutler-

876.441.

Hammer
Wis.

Manufacturing Company, jNIilwaukee,

Application

filed

March

14,

1907.

controller has a number of switches governing the
The controller drum
direction of running of a motor.
is continuously revolved and thus causes the switches to
operate alternately and the motor to alternately change
The motor can be stopped at a predeterits direction.

The

mined
876,445.

point.

Klcctrolytc for All^aHne Storage Ba.ttcncs,

L.

De-

Hubbell,

March

5,

Bridge1907.

The shell consists of two members having inlerlocking
one of the members being provided with a
guide collar lying exteriorly lo the thread and .separated
therefrom by an annular space receiving the :>ther member.

876,555.

Flash

A

Non-interfering Party-line Telephone System. William R. Brown, La Fayette, Ind., assignor to the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed Janu-

filed

threads,

pair of solenoids has its cores connected with pawls
The motor that operates
that actuate a gear and dial.
the gates is electrically connected to the solenoids so as
lo separately and alternately excite them.

876,434.

Bradbury

1906.

Socket Shell.
Harvcv
876,552.
port, Conn.
Application filed

Water
'

Clip.

Application

A

Device

876,423.

876,383.

17,

I.

conduit has a guide bushing attached to its end and
a pliable binding finger connected to the bushing, the
finger having a free end adapted to be bent around the
conductor to make a ready connection thereto.

rent

.\0.

Binding

Electrical

^7^,5'i^S-

Application filed November i, 1907.
The trackway is divided into sections and

Hill.

Automatic- Sw^itching Device for Use in
Advertising.
Leonard K. Job, Notting
London. England. Application filed De-

cember

-

27, 1905.
A pivoted arm carries a switch contact and a sprinc
on each side of it, and has its free end caught by a
spring-held roller.
An electromagnet causes a pressure
against either of the springs on the arm, so that the
latter is caused to move suddenly past the roMer.

876,568.

Dynamo-electric Machine.

Charles E.Lord,

Norwood. Ohio, assignor to the Bullock
Manufacturing Compan}-.
7.

Application

Electric

filed

June

1905-

The

armature

core has /its laminations
grouped with ventilating passages between groups that
are closed at the inner end.
The frame of the machine
is shaped so that air is drawn in at the ends, circulates
through the ventilating passages and is discharg-d at the
base of the machine without having passed thr.-ugh the
air gap between the armature and rotating field.
(Sec
cut on next page.)
stationaj-y

Control System. George B. Schley, NorOhio, assignor to the Allis-Chalmers
Company and the Bullock Electric Mani'facturing Company.
Application filed December o^j

876,594.

wood,

1906.

:
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A

unit railway systt-ni has a single pipe rxthe train that carries air pressure
the master controller to pneumatically operated
individual controllers on each car. \"ariations of pressure
bring about the various operating movements of the car

ntuhiple

ending throughout

through the socket and spring ont\\ardly
gagement with the shoulders.

slip

from

Register and System Therefor.
Application
Schmidt, Chicago, III.

Electrical

876.595.

Louis
filed

A.

November

2,

1903.
arranged

for transmitting tactual
This aoparatus is
rcadinqs and consists of an electromagnetically operated
register and transpiitting mechanism at the sending station and n repeater, relay and interrupter at the receiving station.

Trolley Gi:ard. Charles W. Sheehan, LuApplication filed October n, 1907.
Side arms are pivoted at each side of the trolley wlicci
axis.
Lach arm at its upper end has a pivoted
its
below

S76.600.
bec,

Mc.

1907.
The switch

is arranged for closing any desired
branch
of a circuit which has a large number of branches.
It
consists of a set of individual switches connected by a
set of branch conductors in groups.
set of polarized
cells is inserted in each brancJi conductor.

A

Trolley. Joseph H. Kroen, Monaca,
Application filed July 23. 1906.
The trolley harp has side arms pivoted on each

876,722.

Willoughby E.

An

Snyder, Nazareth, Pa.

Application

filed

March

1907.

II,

is opcratively disposed wi:hin
the hearth, the members of the set being
staggered so that the series of arcs produced covers tlie
entire width of the hearth.

A

the

set of arc electrodes

hoodabove

Louis
Junction Box for Electric Wires.
576,619.
P. Bliemeister. Buffalo, N. Y., assignor of oneharf to William R, Joseph, Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed July 20, 1906.

XO. 876,489.

— ELECTRIC-R.\1LWAY

SYSTEM.

The box has a telescoping body portion and
ing cover, the body portion having openings

for the

in-

troduction of circuit wires.

Means for
876,630.
Canisters, Etc.

Locking Caps to Socket Shells,
Arthur C. Gaynor, Bridgeport,
Conn.
Application filed February 25, 1907.
One member is provided with a series of outwardly

A

projecting ribs struck up from the metal.
corresponding member has a series of inwardly projecting ribs
struck up from the metal, and also means for preventing
backward movement of the members relatively to each
other.

side.

Annunciator. Lafayette S. Scott, RochesN. Y.
Application filed December 3, 1906.

ter,

Electric Sad-iron.
Willard M. Harwood,
Ontario, Cal. Application filed May 27, 1907.
The heaters are loosely supported in and disconnected
from the body and extend substantially to the toe. They
radiate the heat directly to the toe and heel of the body.
Means independent of the cover and detachably secured
to the bottom hold the heaters in place,

Voltameter,
Henry S. Hatfield, Hove,
England. Application filed October 14, 1907.

876,641.

An electric gas voltameter comprises a sealed and
calibrated tube containing an electrolyte and an electrode
from which gas is given off, and a self-emptying, threelimbed calibrated tube which collects the gas and whicii
is
contained within the' sealed
tube
into
which it
periodically empties.

190S

876.886.
Cable Telegraphy. Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia. Pa., assignor of one-half to AViiliam J.
Latta, Philadelphia. Pa. Application filed March
3. 1906.
In a system of telegraphy by true reversals there arc
.included two local circuits normally of equal resistance,
means for increasing the resistance of one of the circuits
through an impulse of one polarity, and for increasing
the resistance of the other of the circuits through an
impulse of opposite polarity, and an electromagnetic device
responsive to the changes of resistance of the local
circuits.

876,910. Electric Switch. Charles G. Perkins, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Perkins Corpora-

Flartford, Conn.

tion,

Application

filed

Febru-

ary

19. 1906.
This switch carries a pair of enclosed fuses in place

of knife blades.

Au-

has connected with it an inverted U-siiaped
stem.
Both bulb and stem are almost entirely filled wiih
mercury except for a slight portion of rarifie'd air at the
Ilcat causes the mercury to expand and tlius close
topa circuit between the two arms of the stem.

circuit-breaker is connected in slunit to the main
switch, the circuit-breaker including a suitable container
having mercury electrodes connected initially by a thin
body of mercury, this being so proportioned as to be
vaporized by the passage of current upon the opening of
the switch.

operated

or station indicator is brouglit into action by a projecting member
striking a bar along the track wherever a new indication
is to be shown,

S76.773. Mercurial

Thermostatic Circuit-closer. Frank

Cossor, London, England.
gust 15, 1907-

A

street

Application

filed

— DVNAMO.

MO. 876,862.

clair,

N.

J.,

assignor

METHOD FOR CEMENTATION OF STEEL.

Polk M. HigApgins and Lee D. Harmes, Houston, Tex.
plication filed October I, 1906.
The tape carrying the names is wound from a spool

876.803.

Circuit-breaker.

876,918.

A

bulb

Street or Station Indicator.

a drum, the latter being moved by a pawl actuated
through an electromagnet.
to

Homer A. Hill,
Electric Safety Systein.
876.804.
Delafield, Wis. . Application filed February 18,

NO. 876,922.

LAMP.

Electric Lamp. Joseph de Martino, Brecs876,922.
port, N. Y., assignor of three-tenths to Charles
B. Davis- and three-tenths to Charles H. Kinley, Breesport, N. Y., and one-tenth to James
Francis Burke, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

January 12, 1907.
An electric lamp consists

of

a

top.

filament-lioldii]|?

means mounted

therein, a base ring connected with the
and. having formed in its lower face a V-shaped
groove and provided with holes, one of whicli connects
the groove with the interior of the top and the other of
which connects the groove with the external atmosplierc;
a carrier ring shaped to fit into the groove and formed
with a hole adapted to register with the holes in the
base ring; a globe mounted in the carrier ring, and
means for detachably securing the base ring and carrier
ring together.
(See cut.)

top

1907.

A

trip comprises a casing provided with a tubular
lever
loosely
a
a plunger mounted within,
pivoted to the plunger for the purpose of raising it and a
solenoid provided witli a movable core having a pin
When
disposed upon one side of a projecting arm.
«
the solenoid is energized the plunger falls.

portion,

876,639.

25,

Percy H. Tliomas, Montto the Cooper Hewitt
Electric Company. New York, N. Y.
Original
application filed December 10, 1903.
Divided
application
and this
filed January 6, 1905.
Renewed February 19, 1907.

electromagnetically

NO. 876,568.
a telescop-

Pa.

These extend above the trolley wheel and" terminate in
Uvo adjoining rollers over the trolley wire.
At each
lower end is a lateral arm to which the rope is attached.
376,735-

Cement-burning Furnace.

en-

9.

gate normally e.-ctending inward over the trolley wire and
readily passing by the cars.

876,602.

into

Heinrich Drewcll, CharApplication filed Marc-h

Electric Switch.
lottenburg, Germany.

876,701.

controllers.

January

Isidor Kitsee..
Electric Switch or Cut-out.
Application filed October 14,
Philadelphia, Pa.

876,809.

1905.
recep table that can be tilted
The switch
from side to side. It contains a movable carriage carryThe other is mounted on the
ing one of the contacts.
receptacle.
consists of a

876,828.

Ross

Insulator.

C.

McNutt, Mendola,

III.

Application filed March 21, 1907.
A molded body of cement contains

internally
an
metal thimble having transversely and longitudinally extending flanges serving to anchor the thimble
in the body.
metal cap is fitted on the bottom and
has an opening in its bottom registering with the thimble and rods anchoring the cap into the body.

Reissue.

Telegraph System. John J. Gliegan, Newark, N. J.
Application filed December 7, 1907.
Original No. 872,228, dated November 26, 1907.

12,739.

A

quadruples telegraph system has a neutral relay and
a polarized relay and their local sounder circuits in combination with means controlled by the hr mature of the
neutral relay to momentarily open the local sounder circuit of this relay 10 prevent false signals.

threaded

Railway. Orlando
York, N. Y.
Application

Electric

876,659.

New

1906.
A supporting
rail

is

D.
filed

Prescolt,

ifay

frame for the contact shoe on

a

25,
third

described,

Telegraphic Transmitter. Dana S. Troth,
876,66g.
Fruitvale, Cal.
Application filed April 6, 1906.

A

5ct of circuit making and breaking levers is controlled by a series of independent cam disks, one for
each lever.
The projections and dpprcssions on each
disk, when the latter is rotated, produce a definite set of
vibrations of its lever.
clutch connects any desired
disk to a rotating shaft for one revolution only.

A

Block-signal Apparatus. Alexander Bevan,
Providence, R. 1.
Application filed March 8,

876,684.

1907.

A

normally held in safety
position by gravity.
A plunger magnet has a tubular
coil for moving the target to danger position.
counterbalanced

target

in

Means for Operating Alternating-current
Machines in Parallel.
Morgan Brooks and
Milton K. Akcrs, Urbana, III. Application filed
January 18, 1907.

876,686.

coiU of a set of transformers arc ineluded
with the respective macliincii, and the
"^condary coiU of a given ylanc of the transformers :trr
ronncctcd in a cloM:d scries circuit with one another.
.^lf-*ynchromzin« reactance coiN arc placed in circuit
'ilie

i.riniar/
in bcrics

with the respective machinc!<i.

Trolley H^rp.
Benjamin L, Dresser, Uxbridgt, Ma^s. Application filed March 19, 1907.
Thi» liarp in provided with a Mockct extending thereihrougb and with outwardly facing slMuldcrs communi

576,700.

with the v>ckct.
The pole is adapted to be in« r(rd wilbtn ihc WKkct and outwardly facing spring
liv ka arc secured to Ihc end of the pole and arranged to
calitig

A

Method for the Cementation of Steel
Cleland Davis, U. S. Na\x- assignor to the
Carnegie Steel Company. Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed April 10, 1901.
The method of treating iron or steel plates consists

876,862.

one face of the plate, screening
siich face from the air, and tlicn applying an electric
current to such face to. raise it to an approximately
(See cut.)
molten condition.
in applying carbon

876,877.

to

Wall-box for Electric Switches.

phus

W.

HoUis, Atlanta, Gu.

June

18,

1906.

Rodol-

Application

filed

flanges on the front, a plate pcrforattd
and countersunk to receive screw heads and means fur
holding the counter-sunk sides of tlic plates against their
respective flange, consisting of lips formed upon the
flanges by turning backwardly and inwardly iheir cxlendcd ends.

Circuit

Controller

for

Electric

Motors.

John M. Joy. New York, N. Y., assignor to
ihe Page Machine Company. New York, N. Y.
.Application filed March i, 1906.
An electric motor <lrives a worm. An arm ir* adriplerl
to engage the worm and operates to control the circuit
of the motor, and an electromagnetic device conlrols ihe
:'rm and its engagement with Ihc worm.

and

Lighter.
Apollinarius
Mass., assignor of onclialf to .Addis K. Bolsford, Saranac Lake. N. V.
Applicaticm filed December 14, igo6.

876.883.

Cigar

von Kaspis,

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents ( issuer!
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
January 20, 1908
Combined ICleclric Motor and Lamp Socket. R. IT.
4.14.807.
Reach, St. Paul. Minn.
Portable Electric Welding Apparatus.
VL.
E. Rics,
444,855.
Baltimore, Md.
Klectrieal Exercising Jlachinc.
E.
Gardiner,
444,881.
T.

Nyack. N. Y.
Trolley for Electric Railways.

444.893.
troit,

]-.

IT.

IT.

Blades, De-

Mich.

Thomson. I-ynn, Mass.
Method of Electric Welding.

I'llectric Arc I-amp.
444.925.
444.926, 444,927 and 444.928.

K.

Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

Incandescent Electric Lamp. E. Thomson, SwampMass.
System of IJistributing and Metering Electric EnE. Thomson, Swami>scott. Mass.
ergy.
Electric Meter.
E. Thomson, .Swampscott, Mass.
444.931Alternating-current Dynamo.
11. Ix-mp and L. M.
444.939Schmidt, Lynn, Mass.
Method of Electric Welding. E. Thomson, Lynn,
444,946.
Mass.
Electric Indicator.
C. Wirt, Orange, N. J.
444,966.
E. Bain, ChiElectrode for Secondary Batteries.
444,969.
444,929.

The box has

876.882.

PATENTS THAT

Cutter

Pittsficid,

.-\n electric cigar lighter has Rpring contnclii c'.'Ulrolling
the lighting of a lamp.

scotl.

444.9.10.

cago, 111.
Electric Arc
444.977-

Lamp.

N. V.
Independent
445."-.l'
trcal, Canada.

Electric

W.

^

^

.

Elkins,

11.

E.

Clock.

IIorncNsvillc,

Lcfcbvrc,

IMou-

Motor Truck. R. P. Fories. .WichiLi, Kan.
Electric Motor Reciprocating Engine.
C. J. Van
445,102.
Dcpocic, Lynn. Ma.ss.

.145,051.

lOlcctric

445,106.

Electric
Tc-hn.

tol,

445.136.

Signal

for

Railroads.

Multiplex Arc I-anip.

W.

11.

E. C, Wiley, BrisElkiiis,

Cambridge,

Masii.

445.144Pa.
445,1)6.

Electric-railway Car.
Electric Switch.

R.

M. Hunter,

Philadelphia,

B. B. Kcycs, Chelsea, Mnsi.
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Gas

The Progress

of Blast-furnace
Utilization.

.sent

bocu occiipictl wiliiin tlic last
ivw years witli llic problem of iilili/inK the gases
from blast furnaces directly in engmes of high
power, and this question has become one of considerable importance* in the iron industry, especially

Knropc,

in

Owing
a

wliere

to the

low

close

economics

arc

cfTeclcd.

and engines,
used in blast

efliciency of boilers

amount of combustible

large

is

way

No. 5

1908
as from a

central station for local lighting or tlifTerent indus-

Imvc

I'jiginccrs

outside the plant in the same

i,

furnaces at a great loss. In the case of a blast
furnace the greater part of the work which
to be (lone consists in producing the air blast.
is

tries.
The advantage o( the use of blast-furnace
gas engines will In- recognized froni the fact that
at the International Congress of Mines, Professor
Hubert, a recognized authority and professor at
the Liege University, showed that the economy
given by the direct ntili/ation of blast-furnace
gas is no less than $1.60 per ton of pig iron produced.
One of the types of low-carbon gas engines is
one illustrated h'>rewith.
Kngines of this
the
description arc designed on what is known as the
(X'clKlb;\nsi.r system and arc brought out by a

mounted

each,
is

air is

drawn from

the exterior into large cyl-

inders and thence

it is sent in great volume, but at
a pressure scarcely exceeding one atmosphere, into

the

main part of the

facilitate the

erable

blast

furnace

in

order to

A

oxidation of the material.
considis
needed, therefore, to

amount of power

operate the blast pumps.

Before the use of the low-carbon gas engine the
boilers which furnished the steam to the blast
pumps were heated by a certain part of the gases
coming from the blast furnace, for these gases

A

still
contain a certain amount of combustible.
great advance over this method consisted in sending the gas directly into the air-pumping engine
itself.
In this way the ironmaster is able to econo-

mize the greater part of the gas which was formerly
used only to work the air-pumping apparatus and
to
tric

utilize

the excess of supply for operating elecso as to give a source of current

^jenerators

applicable to useful work.

In this way by using the gas from the blast
furnace the ironworks not only drive wdiat machinery is needed for the operation of the plant,
such as producing the blast and heating the air,
pumping water, ore-crushing and roasting, but also
secure quite a large surplus of £p\ver in the shape
of current.
Such current can be used to good
advantage within the works itself for operating
motors for carrying on the smaller operations, such
as charging the

or operation

of

furnace, drawing cars of material,
Current can be also
iron rolls.

new company

in France.

What

is

to be

remarked

about the present form of engine is that it is of
the two-cycle type. In the case of the more usual
four-cycle gas engine with one cylinder there is a
single impulse from the explosion of the gas for
every two revolutions, so that in order to obtain a
sufficient degree of regularity the maker is obliged
to use a ver\' heav}' flywheel or else couple together two, three and even four cylinders. There
thus a great interest in increasing the number of
useful strokes in a gas engine while still keeping
a simplicity for the mechanical garts in movement,
is

this quality is recognized to be necessary for
high-speed engines.
The new Oechelhauscr engine works upon two
cycles and therefore gives an impulse at each
Moreover, the explosive force acts at
revolution.
the same time upon tw^o pistons working in the
opposite direction, and this has a good effect in
eliminating heads whicli close the ends of the
cylinder and which form one of the parts which
Besides this, each pisit is difficult to keep cool.
ton, when it is displaced, uncovers and covers the
inlet of air and combustible mixture and the ex-

as

haust,

respectively,

so that the distribution

is

car-

ried out without the use of valves.

In the illustration is show'n a double engine of
600 horsepower which has been installed in the
mines of the Horde Mining and Smelting Com-

This group is company at Horde, Germany.
posed of two similar engines of 300 horsepower

Un

inches.

the

phase alternator.

itliafi,

with gas cylin

common shaft
The clcclric

is

mounted

a ihrce-

ignition takes place

the dcarl point of the two pistons at a compresDuring' the compresof eight atmospheres.
sion stroke and the motive stroke the two auxiliary puiups send the mixture of air and gas to

at

sion

the cylinders.

In the Occbclhauscr gas engine the transverse
dimensions of the cylinder arc said to be about
one-half what they arc for a four-cycle engine
of the same power. Thus wiih blast-furnace gas

A 600-HORSEPOWER BLAST-FURXACE GAS ENGINE DRIVING ALTERNATOR IN MINING

The

n|M«n the Aauie

The standard working speed
of 20 inehe>».
IJ5 revolutions per nu'nutc with a stroke of 32

dcrs

POWER PLANT.

the 500-horsepower t>'pe uses a diameter of biit
26 inches and the 1,000-horsepower engine only ^y

The cooling action in the engine is
affirmed to be thorough and reliable, as the volume
of gas to be cooled, being proportional to the
square of the diameter, diminishes greatly with the
inches.

and, on the other hand, the blowing of the
cold air into the interior adds its effect to that of
the w^ater jacket.
latter,

As

work

is
accomplished by two opposite
cylinder of the engine is of simple
construction, "being a tube which is easily cared
for.
By taking out the rear piston the cylinder .is

the

pistons,

easily

the

Valve mechanism

cleaned.

is

suppressed to

a great degree,, thus avoiding accidents due to this

The use of opposed

pistons gives a very
the engine, and when it is running the absence of jarring is noticed.

cause."

good balance

to

The above-mentioned ironworks has now mounted
three twin engines of 600 horsepower of the type
illustrated here.
With a blast-furnace gas of 950
on an average, these engines, it is reported,
do not consume more than three cubic meters per
horsepower-hour and require only 40 liters of water
per horsepower-hour for the cooling.
A gas engine of different design but also used
calories

for blast-furnace

A

work

is

the Cockerill type,

made

Belgium.
number of these are now installed
in blast furnaces and mining plants, especially in
Germany and Russia. In this engine two gasexplosion c\'linders are coupled in compound upon
in
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ccjmnion

a

cooling

is

piston.

employed

An

efficient

for

the

system

of

water

main cylinders and

Upon leaving Ih:'
for the valve chambers.
engine the temperature of the water is not above
50° C, and about 40 liters of water per horsepowerhour is needed in the usual cases. Ignition is carried out by electric spark by means of high-tenThis type of engine is well
sion
magnetos.
adapted for running generators, and it is used for
also

this purpose in

many

of the plants

where

it

is

in-

stalled.

A

G'raphic Recording Wattmeter.

The importance
put as

well

as

of graphically recording the outvoltage of central stations is

the

becoming better appreciated by managers and engineers of such plants. The value of these records,
which are practically load curves, has stimulated
the invention of a number of recordir.g instruments
capable of making reliable charts. A typical one

February

of rotatmg only, and the nut (19) being capable
of a.xial movement only as the shaft (17) is rotated,
the car (10) will move in one direction, or the
other on the guides, according to the direction of
rotation of the shaft.
The means for rotating the threaded shaft (17)
in one direction or the other, as may be required,
consists of two iron friction disks (20 20'), mounted
fi.xedly upon a driving shaft
(21), so that both
friction disks may be turned in the same direction
as the driving shaft.
This driving shaft has axial
movement to bring the side of either one of the
friction disks into action with the periphery of the
driven friction disk (18). The driving shaft (21)
is
driven at a constant speed by any desirable
means as, for example, a, driving belt (22"), working on the pulley {22), connected with a suitable

—

motor.

The friction disks are brought into action as
follows: Around the driving shaft (21), but separate from it, upon a block (23), which is fastened
10 the base of the apparatus, are two stationary
electromagnets (24 24'). One of the terminals of
each
to
to

The
is

electromagnet

is

connected

a common conductor
leading
one pole of the battery (25).

opposite

pole

of

the

battery

connected by a conductor

(.34)

contact arm (13) on the
to
oscillated
shaft
The other
(4).
two terminals of the electromagnets (24 24') are connected, respectivelj', by conductors
(35, 36)
The
to
the contacts
(14 14')magnetic circuits of the electromagnet., (24 24') are through the
cast-iron block (23), the portion
of the drivmg shaft (21) between
the disks (20 20'), the disfe themselves, and cast-iron driven friction disk (18).
The chart (26) consists of a
long length of paper ribbon or
record sheet having longitudinal
lines or rulings, which are calibrated to the spring (12). The
ribbon or record sheet is wound

the

i,

1908

periphery of the driven friction disk (18). The
driving shaft (21) being in constant rotation, the
threaded shaft (17) will be rotated and the nut
will

(19)

move

the

car

(10)

in

the direction

to

swing the arm (9) in the opposite direction from
that in which the secondary element (3) has been
rotated.
This will cause the secondary element to
swing slightly in the direction to break electrical
connection between the contact arm (13) and contact (14).
As soon as the circuit just described is
broken the car (10) comes to rest, as the electromagnet (24) is no longer energized, and the inner
disk (20) is entirely out of frictional contact with
the driven friction disk (18) or has so Httle friction
that it will not drive it.
The carriage will remain at rest so long as the
current is constant; but suppose the flow of current changes so as to rotate the secondary element
(3) to bring the contact arm (13) into' electrical
connection with the contact (14'). This will close
a circuit including the battery, so that current will
flow from battery through wire (34). contact arm
(13), contact (14'), wire (36), electromagnet (24'),
and thence by common return back to the battery.
This will energize the electromagnet (24') and
cause if to attract the outer disk (20') and bring
its side into frictional contact with the periphery
of the driven friction disk (18). This will move
the car in the opposite direction of travel from
that when the secondary element v/as moved to

make

electrical connection between the contact arm
(13) and the contact (14). In like manner, as
above described, the movement of the car will presently break the connection between the contact arm
(13) and the contact (14), and the car will remain
at rest so long as the flow of current is constant.
An equilibrium is thus maintained between the tension of the spring and the torque of the meter

elements.

When

the

amount of power flowing

through the meter elements changes, then the car
must take up a new position in order to restore
equilibrium.
It will be evident that during the time of action
just described the chart has been movmg at a slow
but regular speed and that with the variation of
load the pencil (33) has made a mark on the chart
at an angle to the length of the chart, and that
while the current was regular and equilibrium was
maintained the pencil has made a mark or line
parallel with the length of the record blank.
As
above stated, the chart is calibrated to the particular
spring of the wattmeter to which it is applied, the
divisions being longitudinal lines the distances be-

tween

which

correspond

to

definite

amounts

of

power passing through the meter.

Consolidation of Lighting Properties

in

Massachusetts.
In the annual report
chusetts Legislature last
FIG.

I.

PLAN

OF, GR.\rHIC

RECORDING WATTMETER.

DETAIL OF ELEVATION OF
GRAPHIC RECORDING WATTMETER

FIG. 2.

.

of this class will be described here. It was devised
and patented by Lorin E. Imlay of Niagara Falls,

N. Y.
This

wattmeter is graphic, self-recording, and
capable of measuring power delivered by single or
polyphase alternating currents.
The instrument is illustrated by the drawings
given herewith. Fig. i is a plan view, partially
diagrammatic, and Fig. 2 is a detail view in elevation_on the line (x x) of Fig. r looking in the
direction of the arrow.

The current coils (i i) and potential coils (2 2)
form two single-phase wattmeters. The aluminum
or copper disk (3) constitutes the movable secondary element. This movable element is mounted
rigidly upon an oscillated shaft (4), which is suppurted in jewel bearings (5 6). These bearings are
supported by a frame (7), which is secured to the
of the apparatus. The upjier jewel bearing
adjustable in the usual manner. Around the
lower jewel bearing (6) is a collet or ring (9'),
which rests upon the frame and which is free to
Serotate about this lower bearing as an axis.

ba.se
(.1;)

is

cured to this collet is an arm (9^. Secured to this
arm is a post (8). .The free end of the arm enters
a lug

which

pivoted

a transverse hole
to the car (lo). The arm is free to move axially
in the hole in the pivoted lug.
;\n involute spring (12) has one end attached
to the oscillated shaft (4), and the other end
adjustably attached, to the post (8). The shaft
carries rigidly secured to it a contact arm (13).
SiTCUrcd to the frame (7), but insulated from it,
arc two contacts C14 14'), with which the contact
in

arm (13)

is

the shaft
the other.
a.s

fii).,

is

capable of making electrical connection
(4) is oscillated in one direction or

The (ncchanism for making the record consists
of a frame (15) attached to the base of the apparatus. Secured to the frame are guides (16 16').
Thi.s frame also carries a threaded shaft (17), upon
which is rigidly mounted an iron driven friction
disk C18). The car (10) travels on the guides
(16 16'), and to it is ,'ccurcd a nut do), which
is threaded to the shaft (r7).
This fhaft is capable

upon an inner

and held in tension by a
holds the brake disk (28')

roller (27)

spring (28), which
driven outer
against the end of the inner roller.
roller (29) draws the chart or ribbon forward and
holds the same wound upon it after it has been
ntade into a record. Impressions are made upon
the chart by a pencil or stylus C33), carried by an
arm {32}, attached to and moving with the car
(10). The longitudinal movement of the ribbon
and the transverse movements of the car (10) will
determine the curvatures of the record impression
made by the stylus.
The chart is given continuous and regular movement in the following manner: Upon the end of
the driving shaft (21) is rigidly mounted a spur
gear (30), which meshes with the gear (31). The
spur gear (30) has sufficient width of face to remain in mesh with the gear (31), whichever of
the two disks (20) or (20') is in action. The gear
(31) rotates a worm (30'), which in turn rotates
a gear (31'), that rotates a worm (32') in mesh
with the gear (32"). The latter gear is mounted
upon the shaft of the outer roller (.29), and consequently motion in rotation is imparted to the
outer roller through the reducing gear just de-

A

scribed.

The several parts of the instrument and their
relations having been made clear, it will now be
desirable to describe its operation.
It will be assumed that a small electric motor
t22"),, that passes over
is connected with the belt
the pulley (22) and drives the shaft (21), and
therefore imparts continuous movement to the record blank by the mechanism just described. It will
be assumed also that the series and shunt coils
arc energized. The interaction of these coils, when
energized, upon the secondary element will cause
the oscillated shaft (4) 10 rotate slightly, thus
bringing the contact arm (13) in touch with one
of the adjustable contacts {14) or (14')- Suppose
that it is the contact (14).
The circuit thus closed
will include the battery ("25), wire (34), contact
arm C13), contact (14), wire (35), electromagnet
(24), and thence back to battery through the common return. This will energize the elcclromagnet
(24) and cause it to attract the inner disk (20)
and bring its side into friclional action with the

tric

Light

Commission,

submitted

to

the

Massa-

week by the Gas and Elec-

considerable attention is
given to the matter of the purchase of electric-light
and gas companies for consolidation purposes,
which has been taking place in ilassachusetts during the last year or two.
resolution directing the commission to inquire
into the subject was adopted last year, and in
effect the
commission reports that, while some
of the consolidations recently effected have been
advisable and in the public interest, for reasons
of economy, and because efficiency of operation is
promoted thereby, there are undoubtedly cases
where such consolidations are not advisable. The
commission concludes ihe report by suggesting that
the terms and conditions of all mergers hereafter
be made the subject of supervision on the part
of the Legislature itself or the Gas and Electric
Light Commission, and, furthermore, that the purchase of gas companies by electric companies, or
the revers.e transaction, shall be prohibited by law.
Undoubtedly the Edison Electric Illuminating
Company of Boston is chiefly concerned in this
finding of the stale commission. This corporation
has expanded with remarkable progressiveness in
recent years. It has acquired the properties of a
number of suburban plants and is supplying electricity now in the territories formerly served by
the Blue Hill, Natick, Framingham, Woburn. Somerville, Greendalc, jMedfield, iMedway, Church Green,
D. S. McDonald and o.her companies.
The commission says that consolidations have
been increasing in number, citing the fact also
that a semi-consolidation has taken place to such
an extent that 10 of the 76 gas companies making
returns during the last year have been purchasing
their gas from other companies, and 17 of the 69
electric companies are purchasing their electricity
to supply their customcns.
bill is submitted to the Legislature with the
report, which aims to regulate the merging of
provides, among
lighting corporations. The bill
other features, that consolidations shall take place
only after approval by a vote of two-thirds in interest of the stockholders concerned, and that the
Massachusetts Gas and Electric Light Commission's
approval must be obtained. It also provides for
hearings to enable the commission to determine
that' facilities will not be diminished and that sale
or consolidation and the terms thereof will not
be inconsistent with the public interest.
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Electric Power Transmission In Mexico.

Hv W.
F.lcclricily

is

(U-vi-IopiiU'iU

of

llnuN.Ml.W.

II.

pl.-iyiiiK

Tiu' application of electric
operation.s

parts

ililTerent

in

mines,

of

impiirlaiit

.'in

miiural

Ihc

of

power

reduction
the

piirt

rcsmirces

of

in

in conilnclinK

mills

country

the

smeltcr.s

an<l

lieen

h.is

the

iVIcxico.

the

means of greatly ipcreasinK the ontpnt of the precious mclals (luring the last few years.
Notwithslanilint!

the several large hydro-electric enterprises

have already heeu installed the era of electrical development is helieved to be only well beof IVI'exico are known to he
'I'lie mountains
Kun.
rich in minerals, and within convenient dist.ance to
these ores are waterfalls and bold streams of
water which only ;iw;tit the "harnessing" to alTord
wliicli

an .ample supply of electric power for

all

industrial

purposes.
greatest mining districts in

The

Mexico today are

99

mission lines of ihc enterprising American eompuny.
With the inrush of Americans the ailojilion
of electricity to operate hoists, iinnips, drills, ma
chinery of the mills aiiil the ore railways was carried

on

rapidly.

addition to causing the reopening of tlie
anciein niiiies which hail been idle for many years,
the inlrodnclion of electric iniwer made it possible
to operate low-grade mines which would not stand
the

of

ordinary fuel being used.
It
enabled the workings of the old mines to he deepened, and as a direct residt of this development
ore bodies of great richness have been uncovered
e.vpense

several

in

and

and the output of the camp

properties,

district

What

the

attracting worldwi<lc

is

attention.

been

accomplished at Guanajuato is
being done also at Kl Oro and other mining camps
of the re|)ublic.
The Mexican Light and I'ower
company, which is composed of Can.'ulian capitalists, extended its transmission line to ICI Oro from
its
hydro-electric plant, situated at Necaxa, near
li.is

in

Nc-

nitnalcd at Ihc

waterfalls.

have been taken

.Steps

of (inadalajara,

power

for

slate

llie

to

establish

for

Ihc

mines and milk
at

a ureal

hy-

on the Santiago Kivcr, near the

plant

ilro-elcclric

city

In

Company

Light and I'ower
cax,'i

The

Jalisco.

purpose of alTording
remote districts of
pro|>ose<l transmission

in

from 100 lo 175 miles long.
ninnber of mines of the Snilcpec

lines will he

A

now being

stale of .Mexico, are

from the Siillepec

company

recently

flight

dislricl,

power
and I'ower Company. Tliis

installed

a

snjiplied with

hydro-electric

plant

Tamascallcpec and built a 23,000-voll transmission line from there lo Sultepec, where a suH-slalion was bnill for the purpose of supplying the
mines with power.
In addition to the mines already being supplied a number of other properties
are being equipped with motors and other machinery i>reparatory to being operated by tlic new
power.
at

There are individual
the mines

electric

the principal

in

plants

at

camps of the

many

of
of
Zacatecas
slates

Chihuahua, Sonora, Sinaloa, Coahuila,
and San Luis Potosi, but in most instances these
plants are operated by steam.
Where sicani is
used the cost of Ihe power is much greater than
where the initial energy is generated by waterpower.
For this reason scores of walerpower
projects

are

The main

under consideration

object

all

over Mexico.

these

various projects is
supply mines and smelters with cheap power.
.•\n

American company

stallation of a

River
erate

in

in

soon begin the

plant on the

in-

Concbos

of Chihuahua, which will gento supply the mining camps
Santa Eulalia and other remote places.

the

state

sufficient

of Parral,

will

hydro-electric

to

power

planned by this company to build several hunmiles of transmission lines, the longest of
which will be about 150 miles. A similar project
of magnitude is on foot in the states of Oaxaca
It

is

dred

and Coahuila.
of

The establishment of a dozen plants of the size
that at El Duro and the one at Necaxa, if

properly

distributed throughout the country, will
afford sufficient power to operate all of the mines
and industries now in existence in Mexico.

In -addition to the equipment that is necessary for
these hydro-electric plants, transmission lines and
sub-stations, the users of the power must also
a considerable amount of equipment, such
motors, controllers, etc.
All these mean an
increase of the market for American-made elecinstall

as

trical

large

ELECTRIC TR.^MWAY IN A MEXICAN MINE.

machinery and supplies.
customer of American

and the demand
those

in

stalled.

which cheap electric power has been inGuanajuato, which is now^ producing its mil-

lions of dollars"

worth of ores yearly, was dormant

more because the surface richness of the mines had been exhausted by the
Spaniards and the cost of fuel was too great to
continue operations.
It was well known to the
a century and

for

mining men of the early days that rich deposits

Mexico City. The mine operators of El Oro were
quick to take advantage of the opportunity for
cheap powder, and many thousand horsepower were
contracted for and are being installed at the different

mines as

One

of

the

its

It

a great saving

workings clear of water or hoist the ore to
The mines had to be
abandoned wdth the wealth within easy reach.
The same situation was true in many other mining districts of Mexico.
With the discovery that
low-er

the surface at low expense.

electric

power could be transmitted long distances

came a

solution of the problem.

the direction

of aw^akening the

The

first

dormant

step

in

industrial

Guanajuato was taken by a syndicate of
Americans, which organized the Guanajuato Light
and Power Company and installed a great hydroelectric plant at El Duro, where a waterfall was
Transmisutilized to furnish the initial power.
sion lines were built to Guanajuato, a distance of
no miles, Irapuato and other points in the states
of Guanajuato and Michoacan.
Sub-stations were
built and the electrical energy was placed at the
disposal of the owners of mines and other indusof

life

trial

concerns.

was soon demonstrated that this cheap pow-er
meant the reaping of fortunes out of abandoned
mines and in opening new properties.
American
capital began pouring into the district, and it is
estimated that more than $40,000,000 in gold has
been invested by Americans in what is known as the
It

Guanajuato

district

the electric

power and transmission plant has been

in

during the

last

five

years that

operation.

is a long way from the source of fuel supply
Guanajuato, and the cheap powder meant a revolution in e.xisting methods of conducting the mining industry at every point reached by the trans-

It

to

oper-

during the past two years. In order
to reap a still further benefit from the use of electricity the company has taken steps to convert its
mine railway from steam to electric drive.
To
accomplish this it is having built a 450-horsepower
motor-generator set, wth alternating-current motor,
which will be located centrally with regard to the
part of the road to be electrified, this set taking
its power from the circuits of the Mexican Light

The motor

and Power Compam-.
kilowatt

direct-current

ply the trolley feeders.

generator,

will drive a 300-

which

will

sup-

This company already has
locomotives in and about

operation six electric
mines.
It is said that since the installation of
this electric-railway system the cost of handling has
in

this

line

is

is

already a
appliances,

constantly growing.

Government Conservation of Waterpower Proposed.
A Washington dispatch, dated January 27th. gives

possible.

Oro camp to adopt electricity for
uses was the Compania Mineralas dos Estrellas.
found that the new power g;ave the company

was impracticable to go deeper. In
those days no power existed which could keep the
it

as

of the larger companies

ating in the El

of ores existed in the Guanajuato mines at greater
depths, but

rapidly

first

in

Mexico
electrical

forecast of what may possibly be action of much
importance in connection with hydro-electric power
development in the United States. It is as follows
"Within a week the Inland Waterways Commission appointed by President Roosevelt may report
to him in advocacy of government conservation of
waterpower. Such a report is now being prepared,
and early action on this subject will be urged on
the ground that the big electric and railroad companies of the country are attempting to forestall
action by the government. The commission will
hold that the government can control the waterpower on all public lands and also in all navigable rivers of the country.
It was on this theory
that the waterpower rights at Niagara Falls were
apportioned by the secretary of war last year."
a

:

its

been reduced one-half.
The use of electric tramways in the tunnels of
the mines is a big improvement over the ancient
method of hauling the ore out in little carts pulled
by burros or carrying it out upon the backs of
Mexican miners. The new' method is swift and
One locomotive Avill haul a number of cars
safe.
if necessary.
It makes no dirt and requires little
attention in the

way

of repairs.

In the Cananea copper district, wdiere the mines
and smelter of the Greene Consolidated Copper
Company are located, has been built one of the most
extensive systems of surface electric mining roads
in Mexico.
The system covers all parts of the
mining camp and extends into the mines. At Cananea, however, the cost of electric power is higher
than in other parts of Mexico, for the reason that
steam instead of waterpower is used to generate
The Necaxa plant of the Mexican
the current.

Effect of Artificial Light on Vegetation.

A dispatch from Paris says that Camille Fiammarion, the scientist, has just published the results
of the experiments that he has been conducting
for the last two years to discover the effect of
various lights on the growth of \'egetation. He
has a number of plants which he subjected to red,
green, blue and white light, the conditions otherwise being similar.
Under the effects of red light certain vegetables,
such as lettuce, grew 15 times as fast as under
blue light. On the other hand, blue light has
remarkable preservative powers.
An oak tree
planted two years ago has kept its first leaves,
which are now as fresh and vigorous as when
they first appeared. In the same way ripe fruit,
it is declared, can be kept fresh under a blue screen
for 20 days without decay.
The strawberry plant
can be retarded for a similar period and then allowed to fructify. The experiments are expected
to have a wide application to market gardening.

;
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Unique Double-pole Switch.
large

number

installations

trical

difficult

for

the

which
city

of

large
exist

electrical

and small
Chicago
in

inspection

cheaper to operate under one company than under
two or more and a merging of all the interests
considered a logical outcome.
That the eleis
^ated lines will be put under one management is
considered another proLiability, it is said.

elecit

is

depart-

ment to keep them all free from defective wiring
Temporary installaand dangerous contrivances.
tions are the sources of the most danger from
fire,
owing to the carelessness or ignorance of
But even in some
those who install the work.
of the large modern isolated plants can be found
wiring and makeshift contrivances of a hazardous
An instance of this kind which show's
nature.
what •the inspection department has to contend with
is offered by one of the large hotels of the city.
other dangerous apparatus found in this
hotel was a unique switch, which, although dangerous as a fire hazard, showed considerable inThe switch
genuity' on the part of the designer.

Among

was taken out by Mr. D. Battle, district electrical
inspector, and loaned to the Western Electrician.
A reduced reproduction from a photograph is
shown herewith.
This switch is a double-pole affair and was in
Wires were
service in a regular lighting circuit.
attached as shown in the picture, and two pieces
of spring steel and two nails formed the points
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Effects of Light Upon the Eye.'
By Dr. H. H. Seabrook.
The image of the brilliant iilament of the incandescent lamp, with its concentration of light, must
the retina more than the more diffuse images
of flames the benefit from ground glass globes for
this light, when the eyes are exposed to its direct
rays, must be partly due to diffusion of the light.

harm

;

Without ground glass

this

light

is

more

steadily

kerosene, gas or the gas mantle
burner, and there is less chance for retinal recuperGround glass reduces all the rays of the
ation.
light about 25 per cent.
In searching for other
causes of trouble we note that the movable kerosene lamp may be, and is usually, placed in a good
position to illuminate the object, while the incandescent electric lam.p is usually not well placed,
often in offices being rigidly fixed so that either the
eyes must be subject to direct light" or the head
must be bent forward for work, congesting the
No amount of green on a tin shade will
eyes.
correct this improper permanent position of the
."Vgain, we notice how very thin the glass
lamps.
brilliant

than

i,

ic

produced by mixing; or the fundamental spectral
red, green and violet.

colors,

Illuminating engineers are not entirely satisfied
with standards of measurement of light
they
would be still more confused if the visual standards which oculists have used for many years
should be presented to them.
Vision for distance
only has been considered, and the apparent contradictions in facts, the long descriptions of investigations by Germans, often followed by conclusions apparently at variance with the premises
the
conclusions of others, especially Americans,
upon no premises at all, make "laws," as they
were formerly called in these studies, rather difficult (o formulate.
In the present instance you are
asked to believe, what many of you already know,
that the desire for intensity of light has been
already overdone as regards the good of the eyes.
The small but increasing portion of the consumers
who wish a light that is soft to the eyes ought to
be encouraged.
As regards deductions to be drawn from this
paper, they are not difficult. Lights weak in chemical rays are better suited to the eyes than others.
Present lights may be improved by attention to
position, including the distance of the source of
light from the eyes as measured by the course of
the rays and protection of eyes by glass properly
;

colored.

Discussion.
In the discussion the logic of the speaker's deductions was quite generally admitted, although
both Prof. .A. E. Kennelly of Harvard and Dr.

Louis Bell,

who were among

the speakers on the

issues raised in the paper, were inclined to lay
stress upon the intensity of modern light and to
believe that some of the good effects observed in

the tests were attributable to this phase as well
as to the eliminating of violet rays accomphshed
by the use of the amber glass as set forth by Dr.

Seabrook.

Most of the speakers acknowledged that a valuable hint had been given to them by the paper,
and that the eflfect of various lights upon the eye
as well as the illuminating qualities involved required just the sort of scientific research which the
author of the paper is giving to the subject.

Car
Bv

Lighting.'

R.

M. Dixon.

Electric

A UNIyUE DOUBLE-POLE SWITCH.

An

of the incandescent is compared with the
lamp chimney, and since glass of five millimeters

block of wood pivotally
mounted between the strips of steel served to control the circuit.
To break the circuit it was only
necessary to turn the block sufficiently to force the
This device and others
steel strips from the nails.
perhaps equally hazardous were removed and the
contact.

of

bulb

oblong

thickness absorbs 29 per cent, of the chemical rays
of sunlight at an angle of 60 degrees (Hankel),
we conclude we have another element of trouble,
as chemical rays are absorbed by glass in proportion to its thickness.
The Welsbach mantle changes the ordinary gas
flame, with its marked excess of red, to a cold
It is less irritating
light, deficient in that color.
to some eyes than other lights, but more irritating

plant has been thoroughh* overhauled.

Union Traction Properties Sold.
The North and West Side

street-railway properconstituting the Chicago Union Traction Company were sold on January 25th at auction in the
county building, Chicago, by Federal Master in
Chancery Bishop. The Chicago Railways Company,
the corporation of reorganized Union Traction and
underlying interests authorized to accept the trac-,
tion settlement ordinances from the city, was the
only bidder.
It offered $2,000,000 for the properties as a whole, which amount, however, has no
significance, as the new company assumes all the
obligations of the old one, according to the plan of
reorganization under which the railways company
ties

assume control.
was planned to report the sale to Judge
Grosscup this week, and upon his approval a day
is to be set upon which to hear objections, if any.
is

to

It

This is to be followed by a deed of sale, which,
if no unforeseen obstacles arise, will put a welcome end to the tangled affairs of the properties.
Last week in Washington, D. C. the Supreme
Court of the United States refused the appeal of
certain interests to interfere with the reorganization plan to which 95 per cent, of the security
holders have agreed, and it is thought no further
obstruction will be put in the way of turning the
properties over to the new company, which is to
Immediate results
take care of all the interests.
in the way of reconstruction of tracks, through
routing of cars, universal transfers, etc., are expected.
It is understood that the local transportation committee of the City Council is to take up,
soon, plans for a comprehensive subway in the
Loop district for all ihz surface lines. The plan,
it is said, may ultimately lead to the abandonment
01 the elevated structure downtown.
The Board
of Supervising Engineers has plans in shape for
prrjcecding with the rehabilitation work as soon
as the deeds are turned over to the new company.
Officers of the new company may l)C chosen this

week,

A

rumor has been current

in

financial

circles

that it is considered to be a matter of only a
short time before all the local surface lines will
I« consolidated. The Morgan interest that controls
the City Railway is also the dominating influence
the other local traction properties.
It
would be

m

to
.

others.

Many

substances absorb chemical rays and allow
luminous rays to pass. For practical purposes there
seems no need to consider any of them except
glass as a protection for the eyes from the intrinNeither does
sic brightness of too intense light.
there seem any question that yellow is the color
to choose to conser\'e or improve vision and protect
Globes
the eyes from* the chemical action of light.
may b? used of pink, orange, red or green, as desired, when the light may be diminished in luminous qualities. It is best to choose for protective
purposes that shade of yellow which appears in
the best ray filters or is shown in the glass used
for modifying the light of developing rooms for

lighting for steam-railroad cars is accomplished by either one of three methods:
1. The
system of electric train lighting in which
the dynamo is carried in the baggage car, and

driven by an engine supplied with steam from
the locomotive.
By this method it is necessary to
have storage batteries carried on each car or in the
forward car, 10 maintain the lights in case of the
detachment of the locomotive and consequent lack
of steam supply. It is customary to use a 25kilowatt machine, and expert attendance is a practical necessity.
All cars are dependent for electric
light upon the car which has the dynamo and require some other means of lighting when detached
from the electrical supply.

Another method of lighting cars by electricity
by means of storage batteries, these being
charged at terminal plants.
When greater improvements are made in storage batteries, this will
be found to be the ideal system, as no special
light-producing mechanism is required on the cars,
but with the present commercial batteries, which
require from six 10 eight hours for charging for
8 or 10 hours' light, the expense, weight and
depreciation of the batteries all inake the system
costly, and as
a
lighting means, comparatively
2.

is

feeble.
3.

The

vides

a

axle-driven dynamo system, which prodynamo mounted upon a car truck and

A

This amber yellow may be
photographic plates.
darkened by a brown admixture for weak or disIt is diffieased eyes, or unusual light exposure.
cult to manufacture without imperfections and the
supply slowly follows the demand.
That the study of illumination for practical purThe difficulty
poses is difficult no one will deny.
of conveying knowledge about light, even if one
possesses it, must be great, for there is no definite
language, as of medicine, for instance.
Newton
light into primary colors, and he
first separated
also advocated the corpuscular theory of Descartes;
and after more than two centuries we use Newton's language and speak of chemical rays in order
to be understandable, and compound such sentences
as "Since the wave lengths at the violet end of the
spectrum are but half the length of those at the
red, twice as many chemical rays as heat rays,
from white light enter the eye during the same
When we speak of light in genperiod of time."
eral we usually mean light with infra-red, spectral
and ultra-violet effects. Light rays may mean the
visible spectrum, or the luminous yellow.
The expression primary colors has just been used. It
meant then the seven colors to be distinguished in
the spectrum by many eyes, or the six that can be
recognized by the others.
It is frequently applied
to the fundamental pigment colors, red, yellow and
blue, from which all other pigment colors may be

when the latter is still or revolving at a
speed below that at which it will generate current
of sufficient voltage. A regulator maintains the
proper charging current for the batteries regardless
of the increased or decreased speed of the dynamo.
.\ switch prevents the discharge of the batteries
through the dynamo when the latter is not generating, and a lamp regulator compensates for the
voltage difference of the charging current and discharge current from the batteries to the lamps.
Consideration has also to be given to maintain the
proper polarity of the charging current to the
battery, regardless of the direction of revolution
of the dynamo.
The earliest use of this system in America, the
idea of which is to make each car independent of
a stationary plant or train for lighting, was made
on the Central Railroad of New Jersey in the year
of 1890. and U'ltwithslanding the comparatively
large amovnU of mechanism involved in the axledriven electric-lighting systems, some satisfaction
has been obtained.
The distribution of light is a subject sometimes
ignored. The source of light, if intense, should
not radiate directly into the faces of people, for
the result is a contraction of the pupils of the
eyes and a -decreased general illumination cfTecl.

I.
Part of a paper read before ttie Qoston Section of the lllumlnaliae Eneipeerlne Society, January 14. jgo8.

Part of a paper presented before the American Society of
I.
Mecbaolcal EngioeerH. New York, January 14. 1908.
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of «oursc, an approach lo
source ot liglit slinnid,
inlcnsily and should not
K'rcatly exceed four' or five candles per si|nare inch.
Increased illumination should he obtained by increasing the area hut not the intensity of the source
of light.
Kor the general illumination of passenger cars
the most satisfactory results arc obtained by suspcuding lamps from the ceiling with the linht cena\'oid considerable
ters as liiKh as jiossiblc and
deep shadows on the lower deck. Lights s<) placed
are high enough to be somewhat out of the direct
Center lamps of considerable
of vision.
raugi.'
power are more satisfactory than a great nund)er
iif small
ligbls. for the many shadows caused by
Lights i)laced on the sides
the latter are .'unioyiug.
such
as reading lights, berth lights, etc.,
of cars,
should always be shaded, or they will detract from
the general illnniination.
The use of rcHcctors for interior illumination
requires much care. The light nuist not be projected so as to brightly light some parts at great
expense to other parts. Cars especially nnist not
be lighted for reading only, but require a general
The interiors arc handsomely finillumination.
ished and should not be left darlc, anfl cheerfulness
deuiinuls brightness overhead.
desirable

riic

I

cITcct

ilayliglit,

iiuliroct

a

Largest Generating Unit
Allis-Chahncrs steam

of 3,250 kilowatts
the

stituting
far
I

installed

he Virginia

capacity,
electric

largest

in Virginia.

turbine and

generator

on normal load, congenerating

unit

thus

now being placed by
Passenger and Power Company in its
in

the

state,

Twelfth Street station

at

is

Richmond, Va.

Here

it

lOI

Central Electric Railway Association.

is,

iiiul

here fore, not he less in

.^n

;,

The

.second

annual nn.eling

i.f

ilie

Central

Klcc-

Kaihvay Association was held at
House, Daylun, Ohio, on January .'.id.
tric

to

the Pliilll|is
In ad<lilion
the members, a

representation o(
traction men
from other
present. The meetiiiK was called lo
order by H. A. Nicholl, president of the association.
After disposing of miscellaneous business. President
Nicholl delivered his annual address.
In it he reviewed the progress of the association during the
last year.
As lo the matter of mileage, construction and imi>rovements in the methods of nianagemeut and transportation, he said it hail been
the most successful year in the history of the
association.
The annual report of the secretary and treasurer,
William 1". Milliolland, showed a membership of
The secretary said that many of the papers
225,
and addresses which had been presented at the bimonthly meetings of the association have been in
a

suhslanlial

mnnber
states

of

prominent

were

great (lemand.

The

and others.

National Electric-light Convention to be
Held In Chicago May 19th to 22d.
The thirty-first convention of ihc National ElecLight Association will be held in Chicago,
with headquarters at Ihc Auditorium Hotel, on
M.ay iQth, 20lh, 21st .and 22d. The meetings of the
tric

association

paper on "the progranime was read by
Price, general passenger agent of the
Western Ohio Railway Company of Lima, on "The
first

Charles

lrea»urtr Indianaiwlii Traction Terminal Company.
The nircliiiij^ closed with a kanqiiet presided over
by Colonel E, C. Spring of Piqim, the first president III ihc association.
After a seven-course dinner, speeches were made by II. A. Nicholl, F. D.
Carpenter, W. T. IJurhin, ex-governor of Indiana;
Joseph A. McOowan, vice-president of the Indianapolis Street Railw.iy Company; K. B. Grimes,
Dayton, Ohio; A, W. lirady, Anilerson, Iml.; H.
V. Swenson of New York, secretary of the Ameri
can Street and Inlerurban Railway Association,

olis,

F.

Promotion of Traf^c."
One of the points brought out by the discussion
of this paper, as well as by President Nicholl in
his annual address, was in regard to electric railroads carrying United States mail. It was alleged
that the electric roads in many instances were not
permitted to carry mail to points that are much
more readily reached by them than by the steam
roads. It was decided that the attention of the
Postofficc Deparlcmnt be called to this matter.
The afternoon session was opened by the reading
of a paper by Chaunccy P. Button, general nian-

will be held in ihe assembly room of
Fine Arts Building, adjoining the hotel on
Michigan Avenue.
Exhibits 'will be displayed in
the old dining room of Ihe hotel, which is on the
same floor as the meeting room and connected with
it.
The arrangement, therefore, will be similar to
that at Washington last year.
The banquet room
of the hotel, on the sixth floor, will be used for

the

auxiliary meetings.

The

date of the meeting

is a little earlier than
order to avoid conflict with important
conventions, including the national Republican convention, which will be held in Chicago in June.
Final arrangements will be made at a meeting of
the executive committee of the association in Chicago about the middle of February. The members
of this committee are Dudley Farrand, Newark,
N. J. (president of the association)
Ale.x Dow,

year

last

in

;

Detroit

(first

vice-president)

;

W.

C.

Eglin.

L.

(second vice-president)
Arthur Williams, New York
Charles L. Edgar, Boston John
Martin, San Francisco; Frank W. Frueaulf, Denver and New York Charles R. Huntley, Buffalo
Louis A. Ferguson, Chicago Frank- M. Tait, Dayton, Ohio; A. J. De Camp. Philadelphia; George
H. Harries, Washington, D. C.
Five conventions of the association have been
held in Chicago, the latest in 1903.
Philadelphia

;

;

;

;

;

A New

Hydro-electric Plant

The General

Company

in

Japan.

furnishing complete electrical equipment for a hydro-electric plant
in
Nagoya, Japan, a city with a population of
about 250,000, situated some 300 miles from YokoElectric

The main generating station will be
Yawozo on the Naiko River, where powder

hama.
at

LARGEST GENERATIN G UNIT IN VIRGINIA.
provide the additional power needed in the
operation of the company's street and internrban
railway system, which includes the Richmond Passenger and Power Company. Richmond Traction
Company and Petersburg Electric Railway Com-

ager of the Telegraph Signal System Company,
Rochester, N. Y., on "Telegraph Signal Systems."
Mr. Button concluded his paper by describing a
method of operating the signal apparatus which
he thinks would minimize, if not entirely remove,

pany.

upon single tracks.
The committee on standardization made a partial
report, which brought out a discussion on one or
two suggestions. The committee will be continued
and will report later.

will

This

which

is

given, will oper-

ate at a speed of 1,800 revolutions per minute

and

designed to deliver three-phase, 6o-cycle current
at a pressure of 2,300 volts.
From the generator
bus-bars the current, after passing through the
switchboard, will be stepped up to the transmission
voltage and transformed through 1,000-kiIowatt motor-generator sets located in a sub-station erected
on Broad Street, between Shaffer and Harrison,
is

whence
at the

it

will be distributed

over the trolley lines

operating voltage.

Under

the

management of the

receivers,

Messrs.

William Northrup and Henry F. Wickham, represented by the present cfiicers of the company, of
which Mr. S. W. Huff is general manager, the
Virginia Passenger and Pow-er Company has had
the most prosperous period in its history, and with
the authority
recently granted by the
Federal
Court, liberal expenditures for improvements are
now being made, with the object of still further
increasing the earning power of the system.
Thus
far the principal dependence of the company has
been upon hydro-electric power derived from the
river, supplemented by current from steam plants,
but rapidly growing traffic has necessitated the purchase of the new steam-turbine unit, which, with
large overload capacity, is expected to provide
ample power for some time to come.

its

all

danger of collision between

electric cars in their

operation

unit, a picture of

Preceding the meeting of the association, trafiic
connected with the electric interurban-railway
lines of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Kentucky met. and, after considerable difficulty, agreed
upon articles of association for the formation of

men

the Central Electric Traffic Association. It is the
intention to make this traffic association an auxiliary to the Central Electric Railway Association
and to be conducted along the general lines of a
similar association of the steam railroads. John
H. Crall of Indianapolis, who presided over this
meeting, appointed the following committee to
perfect the organization and start it on an active
career:
W. S. Whitney, Columbus, Ohio; Charles
F. Price, Lima, Ohio; C. G. Lohman, South Bend,
Ind.

The following-named officers were elected for the
ensuing year
President F. D. Carpenter, Lima, Ohio, general

—

manager of the Western Ohio Railway Company.

—

First vice-president A. A. Anderson, Columbus,
general manager of the Indianapolis and
Southern Traction Company.
Second vice-president F. J. Sloat, Dayton, Ohio,
division manager of the Ohio Electric Railway
Ind.,

—

Company.
Secretary-treasurer

—W.

F.

MilhoUand, Indianap-

generated

built
will

by

four three-phase.
2,500-kilowatt, 6o-cycle. 360-revolution, waterwheeldriven generators. The generator voltage will be
stepped up to the line voltage of 60,000 volts by
12 w-ater-cooled transformers of i.ooo kilowatts
capacity each, and transmitted 30 miles to the main
sub-station just outside of the city of Nagoya.
Here the line voltage is to be stepped down to
11,000 volts by nine water-cooled transformers of
1,350 kilowatts capacity each, and transmitted underground to the distributing station through tripleconductor, lead-armored cables, the city ordinances
prohibiting an overhead transmission of over 3,500
volts.
In the central distributing station the voltage will be stepped down to 3^400 volts by nine
water-cooled transformers of 1.350 kilowatts cabe

.

is

at

6.600

volts

pacity each, at which potential it is to be distributed throughout the city by both overhead and

underground

cables.

It is interesting to note that from the nearest
railway station the entire power apparatus for the
Yawozo station will have to be transported on
specially constructed wagons, drawn by oxen.
The Naiko River is normally 40 feet in depth,
but in the rainy season the river rises to 40 and
70 feet above low-w-ater mark. This rising characteristic of the river will necessitate the building of
a specially designed dam to take care of the high
water.
•

How

Wireless Messages are "Tapped"
in Paris.

According to the experiments made by Mr. Ducretet. the well-known constructor of radio-telegraph
instruments at Paris, all the 'Svireless'' messages
which pass anyw-here near town can be tapped very
easily, even without erecting a mast for the purpose.
Mr. Ducretet simply attaches the w'ires of
the instruments to the gas pipin.g within the house,
and, without any further effort, he says that he
receives the messages upon the paper strip of the
receiver.
This matter has given rise to considerable discussion, as it has a great practical bearing.
Messages which were sent from the Eifel Tower
could be easily recorded in this way. and also the
messa.gcs w-hich w'ere sent to the Tower station
from the outside.
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of

in
Chicago for
and the Times of that city expresses its wonder
that the "hustHng" American "has not long ago
found out the economical disadvantage of the
typical saloon car in journeys requiring frequent
stoppages, with an inflow and outflow of passengers at short intervals." These Illinois Central
cars, it may be remarked, wefe designed for a
particular service where there is a heavy suburban
passenger traffic. The same railroad, and probably

others

for

are quickly

as

fort
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may

use
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The Progress
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will

a

convention
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Car Lighting.
By R. M. Dixon
100,
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Power

industry.

by- men--

discussed

The

types

questions as these-"and.-many others

the

to

-exhibits

keen intelligence

of-

advantage- of the

great

displayed

'

at

the

con-

late

been timely and .instructive- and

'also

.

''the

Within the

and improved

care.

in

present help to

Formed

in

every way, and

all

its

Chicago

it-

;

,,l
,

Stales

,

Canada

u
,_j

,12

.Slope

,

,2,

Lighting
Railway*

is*

five

now

or

six

very

a'

National Electric
of

five

its

conventions

this cit\'. and that of igoS will- be the sixth.
Recent meetings have attracted members and visitors in large numbers.
The registered attendance
B"t Chicago
at Washington last year was 1,675.
in

no stranger to big conventions the electrical men
and their wives may come in their thousands, and
there will be comfortable accommodations and a
cordial greeting for all.
In such necessary convention au.xiliaries as railroad and hotel facilities,
Chicago is, of course, all that could be asked. It
lias, moreover, one of the largest and most interesting central stations in the country in the Fisk
Street plant, besides electrical and other attractions
numerous in number and varied in kind. A great
convention is assured beyond a doubt, and Ciiicagq
will be honored in being the place where it is held..
:

neutr.-xl of ingh-tension altern;it-

one of the open questions in
engineering, and as considerable has been

ing-current systems

is

i

ji

,

,\

,

,,

it

is

of interest to

record an opinion on the other side, put forth as
the result of practical experience.
stitute discussion

!n a recent

Mr. Phi'ip I'orchio of

In-

New York

mentioned the experience of the New York Edison
Company's system, which is operated at moderate
high voltage, but without grounded neutral. As the
result of their experience the engineers of that

com-

, ,

,",

Tran'imiission

An

routes.

there

Of

kinds.

all

have been

these

analysis

of 'these

troubles shows
might have been dutto surges or similar causes— a figure which is
said
to compare favorably with systems of like
'extent
where grounded neutrals are used.
that

operating

iS

troubles

"Furthermore," says Mr. Torchio, "in every inwhen we had a burnout or disturbance of
any kind, we fully investigated all attendant cir-

stance,

cumstances and tried to figure out how the results
might have been modified by having the neutral
grounded, and in no case of cable burnouts did we
find tliat the results would have
beeii' sensibly
improved by the presence of the grounded neutral."

are not so "electrical" as we were in other
With the broadening of the arts of electrical
application, electrical men have broadened
also; they are steadied by large responsibilities.
It
days.

an

important thing to prepare the future elecengineer for the tasks that will be his, and
hence few subjects arouse more earnest discussion
is

trical

among

electrical

education.

engineers

Such

than

that

of

technical

was held at the New
York meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers

of

is

it

given

a discussion

week, and a condensed report

last

issue

this

in

of

Western Elec-

the

trician.

A

broad,

done much, but

with

deficiencies

A

sorrow.

implication' that

fifty

it

large

young men graduated from the
ing departments of American
bold

is

be noted

to

The American,

contributions.

school has

nical

sober outlook

sensible,

the various

in

tech-

recognizes

its

employer

of

electrical

engineer-

made

colleges

per cent, of these

the

men

A

should not have been allowed to graduate.
number of college professors were present, but no attempt was made to controvert this declaration.
Instead, the professors asked the men of electrical
'.

what they would have

affairs

-The answer to this question
> .difficult

to

criticize

was

sponse

more

that

fundamental

the

Mathematics

number of

studies

quality

of

technical

as

mechanics.

is

less

is

it.

school

Ihan

to

In general, the re-

must be paid

physics,

to

chemistry

and

valuable as a tool.

The

must be lessened so that the

instruction

More

be better.

not easy;

attention

principles,

students taught.

~the

is.

improvement.

practicable

in

those

that

remain

shall

attention should be paid to broad

cuUural studies. Students should come better prepared
entrance requirements should be higher.
:

The

last

recommendation touches

a grave defect
system of the United
States.
Instruction in the primary and secondary
schools is not as thorough and careful as it should
be.
Here, too, quality is sacrificed to quantity;

the

in

educational

entire

the children are given a smattering of

know few things
among us can write

but

well.

As

many things,
how few

a nation,

a clear, legible liand
can
read aloud to the delight of our hearers; can express ourselves with force and precision, not to

Hccurd

114,

115,

;

(annual

i^lh lo 22(1,

elegance, in the. English language; can spell
ordinary words with confidence; can face un_

dismayed a problem

cube root or even a long
sum in addition; can tell offhand whether Bagdad
is
in Arabia or Turkey or name the capital of
Oklahoma; can give a brief outline of the history
of our own country, much less of any other, or
lo

the

sun.

or

is

true that not

as citizens to

leaching of

grannnar

paper-insulated

the high school.

io-32-incli

insulation

between

fact

the earth

of

science

all

must go through the grammar schools. The foundations on which technical education rests require
strengthening, and electrical engineers who desire

The New York Edison system operates at 6.600
vol; 5, tlircc-phase, 25 cycles.
The cables arc mostly
with

any other simple

grannnar-school children are
to become engineers, but all engineers, practically,
It
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can state the approximate distance from
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32 developed during operation and 34 were found either
by the periodic insulation test or by inspection of
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Schools

I'atciii

operation

years'

troublas

pany have not found as yet enough evidence lo
convince them either of the necessity or the tlesirabilily of grounding the neutral of 6,Coo-voll or
Il.ooo-volt high-tensirju
systems operated mider-
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a

discussion

valiwbk'

WestiiiK-

engineer,

and Manufacturing Company. Pitlsliefore discnssin;; how to do somelliiiiK. it
liurn
would lie well to decide what it is we desire to do.
What <lo those who use enniueerinR gradnates want
them to he ahle to' do? Ideas have varied. Some
Ihiiise

rClectric

:

expect trained artisans: others, trained engineers
who are ready at once to do any kind iif engiueerSome expect technical speci.alisls while
iug work.
others call for men of ahility who have a gener;d
preparedness for doing any kind of work. Some
Immediately
:ire disapiiointed if graduates arc not
productive, while others provide courses of prachoys
not
alike,
and as
all
are
As
tical tr.iining.
:

their future eniijloyers have different ideas, and
as their johs will not he the same, it rcasonahly
follows that there is room for more than one kind
of training in college. The prohlciu is not wholly

ahstract

The

vitally

is

it

;

narrow

and

a rigid
policies.

concrete,
one. biU

lis
it

engineering education

hesl

sidution is not
involves general

is

which

that

fits

individual student for his largest development
usefulness in the long run. not necessarily immediately after graduation. The |)rohlein. therefore,
four years spent in school among
is to divide the
the three classes of studies in such proportion as
will Iirins about the best results.
The problem is largely one of elimination, as. if
the studies were included which have been
all
suggested as being essential or desirable in the
training of an engineering student, the college i>eriod of four years would have to he increased to
possibly twciny or thirty years.
venture the prediction that the solution which
I
will fimi most general acceptance will be that wdiich
gives to each student the training which fits hiin
that for
foihis largest individual development
those who are qualified to take an active rather
than a passive attitude toward their work the
broader education, which emphasizes training rather
that a fairly intiilian knowledge, will be chosen
mate intermin.gling of college work with practical
work will be found to conduce to the efficiency of
each, and that the field in which the greatest difference of opinion will be present will be with
regard to the proposed concentric method. This
system clashes with time-honored educational ideals,
but it presents arguments Avhich are so rational
that the existing method must assume the defensive.
the

;tnd

;

;

Charles P.
eral Electric

following

I

Stciiinict:. consulting engineer. GenCompany. Schenectady: When in the
dwell more on those features of our

which appear to me
not that I overlook the nianv
good points, but rather that_a criticism of the few
defects appears to me more important, for the
purpose of urging their elimination.
The great defect of the engineering college is
the insufficient remuneration of the teaching staff;
the salaries paid are far below those which the
electrical engineering education

unsatisfactory,

is

it

same class of men command in industrial work,
and as a result the college cannot compete with the
industry for its men. hut most of the very best
It appears
be made in
large
part of
if
a
education
electrical engineering
the sums which are now devoted to marble engineering buildings and fancy laboratory equipments
could lie devoted to offer such salaries as to make
available to the colleges the undivided time and
interest of the best men in the field.
To the subjects taught and the methods of teaching very gra^e objections may.be made. The glaring fault of the college curriculum is that quantity
and not quality seems to be the object sou.ght
the amount of instruction crowded into a four
years' course is far beyond that which even the
better kind of student can possibly digest. Memorizing details largely takes the place of understanding principles, with the result that a year
after graduation much of the matter which had
been taught has passed out of the memory of the
student, and even examinations given to the senior
class on subjects taught during the freshman and
sophomore years, reveal conditions which are startling and rather condemnatory to the present meth-

men are out of reach for the colleges.
to me that a vast improvement could

ods of teaching.
It stands to reason

that with the limited time
inadvisable for a student to
waste time on anything which he forgets in a year
onlv that which it is necessary to know
or two
should be taught, and then it should be taught
so that at least the better student understands it
so thoroughlv as never to foreet it. That is to
sav. far better results would be obtained if half
or more of the mass of details which the college
now attempts to teach, were dropped: if there were
taught only the most important subjects— the fundadisposal,

his

at

it

is

:

and their applications— in short,
necessary to an intelligent understanding of engineering, but this taught thoroughly,
so as not to be forgotten.

mental
all

principles

that
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Educating the Electrical Engineer.
A

:

vitallv

better technical colleges realize that the

first

of an eleclrlcal engineer

Kciu'ral' ediicalion,

purpose

and

iii

ii

10.5

thorouKti

lo rciilizc lliiil for
siilTicienI lo rc<|iiire |{<'iicral
he|{in

is not
college entrance anil relegate iliclr
study lo llie lii)(li school; (or even if the averaitc
what
IiIkIi scliiiiil were what ii hhoiild he, ami mil
it
actually is, much of the general knowledije reqnired by an eilncaled man cannot lie laiiKhl ill
the high school, since during the higli-seliool years
the inlelligciice of the hoy is not siiliiclently ripciieil
for ils grnsp, ami a review in tlie college is neceslitis

sulijecis

it

of Uie iiiHliliilion of which lie liai> not heard,
or which will seem new lo him.
We inunt eliiniiiak

iiiiuiile

lliat

feeling.

for

'

sary.

Ilmvever. even if :in alteinpt is made to leach
or to review general subjecis. the ivork is not
Mechanical
engineering,
carried siilliciently
far.
physics, chemistry, and some civil-eiigineering sulijecis are recognized as legitimate subjects of teaching in the electrical-engineering course in many
colleges, together .with lilerature, some liisiory, etc.
but physiography, physical geography, meteorology,
mineraiogy, astronomy, etc., are also of importance
in a general en,gineeriiig education.
To illustrate in the case of chemistry: The electrical engineer should
Iia\'e
knowdedge of the
a
laws of chemistry, a familiarity with the elements
and their compounds, and a general knowledge of
the methods of analysis and synthesis.
Such :t
course must, therefore, necessarily be largely descriptive, and the experimental work largely illustrative.

Astronomy is one of the most interesting and
fascinating of subjects. But wdicrc taught as a
part of the general educational nrogrammc, it frequently is all mathematics, and so hopelessly dry
and repellent. It sh.ould he given descriptively, for
in a short course on astronomy it is just as ridiculous to delve deeply into mathematics as it would
be to start the teaching of geography with a course
in spherical trigonometry.
In conclusion, the main defects in the present electrical-engineering training in some of our colleges
appear to irfc as follows
insufficient remuneration of the teachers,
1. The
wdiich makes most of the best men unavailable for
educational purposes, and is, therefore, largely responsible for the ether defects.
2. The competition between colleges, which leads
lo a curriculum marked more by the quantity of
the subjects taught than by the thoroughness of
the teaching. The graduates are sent out with a
mass of half-understood and undigested subjects,
quickly forgotten, and deficient in understanding
of the fundamental principles and in the ability

/•'.

I'ri)l.

York:

I

Ii.

niiiiit

Crocker, Coliinibin Univemily, New
lake exce|iiinn lo one slatenieiil Mr.
in regard lo the synlein

makes In hi« paper
which wan di^eiinsei! at
SeotI

the

h'alls,

.says.

"This

the iiieelliig at .N'iagara
conceiilric method, where he
sysleiii clashes with liiiie-hoiiored edu-

so-called

ide.'is, bill il presents argiiiiieiits which are
so rational Ihal the exisling melhod inu«t assume
Ihe defensive." The paper of .Mr. fjshonie tells
us lhal .so per cent, of those who graduate should
never have entered the instiliilioii. Mow many do
enter the inslilulion and fail lo graduate?
If 50
per cent, of the graduates should never have lieen
apprentices in a mannfacturing eslahlishmenl, it is
fair to s:iy that y$ per cent, of those wdio enter
the institution should iKver have entered.
What
shall we do with this 75 per cent.?
let 50

calioiial

We

per cent, go through and go lo inaniifacliiring c^nicerns, and we are criticized accordingly, and, I am
sorry lo believe, very justly criticized. My idea is
in the first and second years Ihcre should he at
least some subjects so severe and so analytical and
so eliminating as not to allow men lo get into the
fourth year who should not get there, and il is
slill more important not to allow men lo graduate
to the extent of 50 per cent., or even
10 per
cent., who should not do so.
If. W, Buck, electrical engineer. Xew \'ork city:
It is frequently argued that a student should he
carefully grounded in the theory before he undertakes any practical ojieration or handling of apparatus involving tli;it theory. I believe that this is
not in accordance with the workings of the majority of human minds.
The stud.v of thermodynamics, for instance, takes little hold of the mind
of a man who lias never personally handled a
steam engine. The mathematical theory of an
alternating-current transformer is merely a symbolic puzzle to one who has never had personal
association with the current and voltage reactions
in
a transformer under practical working condi-

tions.

This sequence is not usually followed in technical
education.
It
is
considered orthodox lo give a
student a thorough theoretical ground-work before
allowing him to handle machinery in which the
theory is applied, and I am inclined to think that
this sequence should be reversed.

think.

to

The tendency of some colleges to teach the
trade of electrical engineering rather than educate
intelligent and resourceful electrical engineers.
unsatisfactory state of the teaching of
4. The
allied sciences, which gives instead of general vieu^
and understanding of the science, a fragmentary
knowledge of some details.
3.

L. A. Osborne, manager of w-orks, Westinghouse
Electric and I\Ianufacturing Company. Pittsburg:
Fifty per cent, of the technical graduates that present themselves to be employed might belter never
have undertaken their profession: at least that 'proportion of those with whom I have come in contact have apparently chosen an engineering profession more in the hope of the emoluments and
not from any real interest or love for the work.
Of all those that remain and who may be termed
good promising limber, the chief fault that I have
to find with them is that they are generally unable
that they are unable to
abstractions
to grasp
.generalize.
There is a question, therefore, of injecting into the courses something which will stimulate the pow-ers of generalization, which, broadly
:

speaking, is more general cuhure.
The engineer's training should g:ive him that fine
degree of discrimination which enables him to
know wdiat is good and bad in engineering, and
inasmuch as engineering has become so important
an adjunct to our everyday lives, the engineer
should likewise have that discrimination as to
enable him to judge between the good and bad in

mankind

itself.

Prof. H. E. Clifford, Massachusetts Institute of
A poor system may be made
Technology. Boston
effective with a good teacher, and a good system
can be ruined by a poor teacher. After all. education has for its primary obiect the training of
:

think straight, to think logically, and the
type of education, whether it is civil
engineering or electrical en.gineering or chemical
engineering, is merely a medium for bringing that
thing about. This teaching of men to think straight,
to think from cause to effect, must be carried out
both in the classroom and in the laboratory-. No
amount of training will help some men. The spark
of genius is not developed in a technical school
unless there be some smoldering spark, at least, to
begin with, and men without capacity. I believe,
should be eliminated early.
After all. the most important thing is to reduce
the number of subjects taught in the curriculum.
Each institution fears if it reduces its curriculumit will be thought to ^be narrowing its traininsr: instead of w-hich it is broadening its training. There
of a fear that we will turn out a
is too much
student who will meet something in his career

men

to

particular

•

IV. S. Franklin. Lehigh University. Bcthought in all of our technical
Pa.:
schools to plan a curriculum in which the student
is carried over the elementary subjects of physics
and chemistry in a comparatively brief course, with
the idea of accentuating the really- fundamental
things, and then this course should be followed by
more elaborate courses in technology.
The idea of numbers is the most strongly embedded in the human mind of any of the impersonal ideas.
One result of that is that it is
extremely easy to cheat a young man into the
belief that he is studying something real, if only
it
involves arithmetic, and one of the most dreadful comments on our modern scientific education
is
that it is so tremendously overweighted with
an enormous mass of numerical problems, the data
of which are either entirely beyond the student's
experience or with respect to the determination of
which he has absolutely no idea or understanding.
is
.\ problem of that kind
to my mind utterly
and absolutely useless. You are simply cheating
your young men. and, of course, cheating yourself,
with the idea that you are accomplishing something, when, as a matter of fact, you are accomplishing nothing at all.
For many years I have felt in the case of my
own students that the man who had been in a
shop and had had experience with belts and wheels
and rods and hammers and saws, was very much
better prepared in physics than the man wdio had
been to a high school. I have always been impressed with that fact and never saw one exception
I agree with iSIr. Buck entirely.to it.

Prof,

.lehem.

We

New

L. B. Stillivell, consulting electrical engineer.
The answer to the question, "To what
extent should the technical school devote attention
lo purely professional subjecis?" depends upon- the

York;

value to the graduate of professional information as contrasted with education. Undoubtedly professional information may be imparted in
such a manner as to educate. J)ut for the purpose
of expressing an opinion in reply- to the question
w-hich has been formulated 'by the educational committee as the topic for this evening's meeting, it
is perhaps sufficiently exact lo speak of "education"
and "information" not as they are inter-related, but
as they are contrasted.
And before the question can be answered it is
necessary, as Mr. Scott has suggested, lo define
one's idea of the part which the engineer should
be prepared to take in modern life.
As regards this, the conception which apparentlv
is
w-idely accepted, not only by preparatory- and
undergraduate technical students, but also by many
relative

narrow and shortis
"over-practical"
parents,
sighted, The enormous advances in physical sci-

—

;
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ence and in the application of physical science to
life are glibly asserted and reiterated and
the effects of utilization of natural laws and forces
upon the economic and social structure of society'
But when we come
are more or less appreciated.
to educate a boy for the special purpose of taking
an active part in this gigantic movement, the tendency too often is to start him at the earliest possible moment in a narrow channel of thought, to
narrow his intellectual horizon and make him a
mere mental mechanic. This, in my opinion, .is

modern

all

wrong.
graduates

in engineering courses are to begenerals, or even colonels, in the army of
engineers, it is obvious that the breadth of their
training should bear some relation to the fundamental possibilities and demands of the field in
which they are to labor. The engineer who desires
to rise, therefore, should start, if possible, with
Truth is truth, fallacy is
a broad education.
fallacy, and logic is logic, in any field of thought.
In nine cases out of ten mere professional information acquired in the technical school is of comparaThis is partively little value to the graduate.
ticularly true in the case of a rapidly advancing
art, such as electrical engineering, for the reason
that a considerable part of the professional information acquired in school is out of date by the
time the graduate attains a position where he has
opportunity to utilize it. Practical
information
which he can readily utilize is acquired rapidly in
factory or office, in mine, mill or laboratory. Following graduation, the work, which young engineers
in almost all cases are called upon to do for a
number of years is highly specialized, and professional iiiformation comes, to him in the most
effective
manner. During these years, if he is
working earnesth'- for advancement, his field of
observation and thought, so far as his professional
work is concerned, is necessarily limited and comparatively narrow. The
opportunity for fundamental education rarely presents itself after completion of the course in the technical school, and
unless prior to that time a broad foundation has

If

come

never can be laid.
education of the engineer who hopes
to be more than a private in the ranks is a broad
ojie.
In my
It cannot very well be too broad.
judgment, whenever possible a technical course
leading to a degree in engineering should follow
a four years' course leading to the degree of bachelor of arts or bachelor of science.
In other words,
engineering courses should be regarded as professional courses and should nerform the same
function in the education of the engineer that the
law school fulfills in equipping a graduate in the
course of arts for the practice of law.
In those cases where this is not possible, and
been laid

The

it

ideal

the student finds liimself necessarily limited to a
course of four years in a technical school, the aim
should be decidedly to educate him rather than
inform him.
In my experience the following facts of obser\'ation have impressed themselves upon me:
(i) American engineers today do not hold positions of leadership in the community to an extent
commensurate with the part which engineering
plays in modern life.
(2) The graduates of our technical schools, while
averaging well in respect of mental ability and
earnestness, often lack mental perspective and are
rarely capable of expressing themselves with ac-

February

well; we are to cut out some subjects and have
less quantit}-, but yet keep up every subject throughout the whole college course. I expect Dr. Steinmetz does not. mean that: will be taken literally.
For instance, I do not suppose he would intend
that the subject of chemistry should be taiight to
the end of the college course.
I- do.
Dr. Steinmetz
Then I would very much like
Professor Ganz
know
how
we
could
cut down our course and
to
yet keep every subject throughout the four years.
I want to indorse what Professor Crocker said in
regard to the concentric method of teaching.
I
have read that paper very carefully, and while it
has many good points, I do feel very strongly that
the college is the place where theory must primarily be taught and that this theory must be

from

practice.

White. New York: There seems to be a
/. G.
practical unanimity of opinion that the aim of the
college education for engineers should be to build
up a theory foundation, a groundwork as to the

fundamental subjects on which the engineer should
have knowledge rather than to give him specific
information, and I fully agree as to the thorough
wisdom of this. The specific information can be
readily acquired after leaving college, whether it
be with one of the large electrical companies, or
'

Prof. .'Ubcrt F. Cans. Stevens Institute of Technology. HolKiken. N. J.
number of speakers.
including Dr. Steinmctz, have said that we should
cut out of our curricuh:m some of the subjects
reduce the quanlily and increrise the quality. Dr.
Stcinmctz in his paper also shows that the least
that can \h: expected from a college is that at the
time of }<raduation ihc student still knows all he
has been taught during the college years, and to
accomplish this it is necessary to keep up the study
of every subject to the end of the college course.
It seems to me the two do not go together very
:

A

interest in its work.
the management of industrial corpothat the best results are obtained by following this principle in the employment of engineers.
The very college patriotism which exists
in the heart of every true American will prompt
him to try to equal in efficiency his fellow engi-

faculty

We

a consulting engineer's office or out in the field
in erecting machinery or other construction.
The
fundamental, such as n good general knowledge
of mathematics, and a thorough knowledge of
physics and chemistry, both of which I consider
extremelv important, cannot readily be acquired in
the field.'
In addition to English, which I am glad to see
is
being followed up consistently and persistently.
one of the subjects which I perhaps am inclined
to unduly estimate is the study of Spanish as
in

result,

Spanish.

Prof. W. E-. S. Temple, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia:
One of the most important
features in the education of the engineering student, it seems to me, is that he first get the
principles and general applications of certain of
the important types of machinesj he does not need
to take up every type of rotary converter which
is built, nor every particular kind of switchboard
he must generalize; and the most important part
is
the method followed in taking up that work.
One of the vital features in his training should be
requiring of promptness and accuracy. He
the
should be penalized for absence from classes. In
the carrying out of his laboratory work, it seems
to me, there should be a sifting process: that is.
in the laboratory in groups
if the students work
of two or three or more men each, if they are
not carefully grouped together, good men with
good men, the chances are that the inferior man, in
greater or less degree, will absorb some of the
work of the other man and not necessarily learn
from him. By individual instruction this sort of

thing

is

prevented.

Louis A. Ferguson, vice-president Commonwealth
Edison Company, Chicago: The great value of an
engineering education to a young man about to
start in his life's work lies not so much in the
actual knowledge he may bring with him, but in
the training which he has received.
The accumulation of a mass of data is not the important thing,
hut the reasoning power which he has ac(|uired
is what will serve hiur in good stead
in after life.
technical training of our engineering schools
develops the analytical mind and teaches the young

The

man

to
differentiate
l>e!ween right and wrong,
promotes sound judgment, winch, after all, is. with
initiative and optimism, one of the great factors
in producing the successful man in anv walk of

life.

bound

to

make

Professors and teachers are not as a rule sufficiently encouraged by their college management to
come in contact with the practical side of engineering, or the work accomplished in other similar
institutions, as they might be were they given the
opportunity to mingle more with practicing engineers and industrial managers and by travel in this
and other countries.
They are as a rule forced
to gather their information by reading and study,
which is less satisfactory than actual contact and

We

is
that ordinarilv T believe
professor is too much inclined to go
and too little inclined to depend on
to
well-worked out, well-planned text-books which
some other professor, or group of professors, has
written.
It seems to me that the lecture room is
of great value in physics and chemistry and in
engineering
electrical
as
illustrating the fundamental principles, but that the fundamental principles should be put before the student in such shape
that he has something to study, can study, in his
room, and his time is not wasted by making a lot
of notes and going through the mechanical operation of copying them and by the time he has
them copied has no particular understanding of the
sub j ect.

is

and this rivalry,
to accomplish the desired
finally for the Interest of

institution,

the corporation.

m

college
lectures

another

which must be friendly

to other language studies.
It seems to
that Spanish has practically as much educational
value, and almost as much value as a culture subject, though perhaps not quite so much, as French
or German, and so much likely to be of use
practical Hfe after graduation, that I strongly favor
the average engineering student studying Spanish
if
he possibly has the opportunity of doing so.
especially if he can study one other language.
As
a second language. Spanish is distinctly desirable.
have had applications for engineers knowing
Spanish, continuously for the last six or seven
years, and frequently a man can earn $2,000 or
$3,000 more per annum if he has a knowledge of

Another suggestion

in

from

neer

compared

the

real

itself

find

rations

me

curacy and force.
(3) The men who rise highest in the engineering profession, generally speaking, are the men of
broader education.
(4) Chief engineers and managers have .little
trouble in finding draftsmen and less in finding
competent calculators, but the demand for "allaround men" always exceeds the supply.
(5) The higher executive positions in administration of our great railway and industrial corporations are held rarely by engineers.
In recent years
undoubtedly the engineer has been making substantial progress in this direction, but in general
he fails to occupy his share of the higher places
in administration.
I
would particularly indorse what Mr. Steinmetz has so ably said in regard to that fault of
teaching which^ aims at quantity and not quality.
The result in a great majority of cases is mental
indigestion, from which the student sometimes, but
not always, recovers after graduation. The cause
underlying this unfortunate and very serious state
of affairs is to be found probably in the ill-advised
compelition of schools and colleges. The school
of the future is the school which will have the
courage to cut oul^of its curriculum 25 per cent.
of the studies now required for graduation, and
will emphasize quality and not quantity.

•
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It is a mistake, as Dr. Steinmetz has clearly
pointed out, to try to jam the maximum amount
of information into the student's mind in a given
year, only to be forgotten the next.
Premium should be placed upon the development
of reasoning power rather than the mere memory
of the student, and any subjects that he must
know in his practice after graduation should be
kept constantly before him throughout the entire
course, so that he may carry his knowledge, once
acquired, with him into the world.
There is a tendency in some educational institutions to a practice which I think is not conducive to the best results. I refer to what might
be called "inbreeding;" that is, the general employment of graduates of a given technical college
as teachers and professors in that college. This
promotes narrowness in view among the sttidents,
mental fatigue among the teachers, resulting in
the decline of the educative abilitj' of the institution.
The faculty of an engineering college should
be made up of men graduated from as wide a
range of colleges as possible.
Eastern colleges
should have some professors who have been trained
in the West and South, and western colleges should
have professors who have been trained in eastern
institutions, so as to give as broad a character to
the education as possible and to keep alive in the

:

accompanied by

i,

,

observation.
Why, if the industrial corporations find it profitable to send their engineers and managers to other
parts of this country and Europe to study conditions and make comparisons, should not the technical colleges and institutions find it equally so
to do the same with their teaching staff?
The scope of the course of electrical engineering
in some institutions, it seems to me, is too narrow.
The graduate electrical engineer for some
reason is considered by some employers to be devoid of ability to discuss anything but electricity,
and his opinion on other matters is discounted,
and oftentimes very unfairly to him. This is unfortunate, as there is probably no branch of engineering which requires so general a knowledge to
be successful as that of electrical engineering.

The course in electrical engineering should include the fundamental principles of mechanical engineering and civil engineering,
chemistry and
hydraulics, building construction and general business law as well as theoretical and applied electricity.
The student should be impressed with the
fact that a general fundamental knowledge of the
branches of engineering other than pure electrical
is paramount to ultimate success in electrical engineering, if by that we mean obtaining a position
whereby one is given the responsibility of conducting large engineering undertakings, or the management of large industrial operations.
Dr. Samuel Sheldon. Polvtechnic Institute, Brooklyn
In reference to Mr. Scott's paper, the extract
of the Institute papers is on the whole so general
as to be of little value to one engaged in laying
out a curriculum.
One, however, and that is the
:

paper presented

by Professor Karapetoff, is very
accompanied by a specific schedNow, the advantages which are
claimed for this concentric method sliould be obtained, I believe, if possible, but I do not consider
that it is necessary to make use of such radical
definite,

and

it

is

ule for each year.

method as is outlined in that schedule.
If that
schedule be followed it has two marked disadvantages: First, the hiatus in the pursuit of mathematical studies must inevitably result in educational
inefficiency, and second, a knowledge of physics is
absolutely essential for any serious engineering
study.

P.

If.

Company,

Thomas, manager Cooper Hewitt Electric
New York: The factofvS of greatest im-

portance underlying successful engineering are pcrliaps the following:
1. A
thorough api)reciative knowledge of the
laws of nature and of the properties of materials.
These laws and prouerlies. as used in engineering,
arc simple and rclativelv few.
with the mathematical and other
2. Familiarity
logical processes by which the fundamental laws
are to he applied to snecial cases and results numerically computed.
Here self-confidence and the
power of applying knowledge arc of the greatest

—
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h/jS

is
here tluit many graduates arc
section must he construed
very
inchide \\\v pritu'iplfs of all types of

jtnportance.
It
This
lacking.

hroadly

to

iiiachiiK'S.

Kaniiiiarity

coniinunily, partly in hooks ami periodicals and
partly in the records of individuals of exptriencc.
Here should he indudetl. at least for the more
ainhiiious engineers, a i^nowledgc of the more imexperimental work done and the now
lioriant
methods and apparatus proposed hy inventors.
the actual methods, stand4. Acc|uainlance with
ards, practices and engineering terms in vogue in
comnumity.
particular
These may he dilTerent
;iny
places, hut an engineer cannot work witii another
without this ac(|uaintance.
Over and above those, our conditions, the cfTectiveness of an engineer of course depends on his
personality; hut this is not properly a matter of
education.
Jr. L. Robb. Rensselaer Polytechnic InstiUnder the present condition of
culture subjects have a place in a technical
school, but I believe tliey only have a transient

Prof.

tute,

105

iialurally attractive, deve|op«i in .1 natural way and
is lo he connnendfd rather than objected to, no thni
while I am not in a position at all to Kland aK an

adviicale of it, because
am not familiar with it
and do not know what my views would be if I
made a study of it; yet f feel thai in the concentric
nietbod as such there is nnicli to connnend itself.
I

with the residls of rxpt-rience
what lias actually hecn acconiplislied in the past
and jnst how. This is of the urealest irnporlanee.
and is fnitluT the basis of the grc-al mass of actual
The rrsidls of past work
I'nfiinii'rin^ work done.
are found partly in the general practices of the
.1,

;

Troy. N. Y.

:

things,

Ur, Sti'inmi'ts: Drop out a sufficiently large part
of the quantity which the colli*(jr now attempts to
teach so as to get ibe time to nnitmve the (|ualily
of the rest by tlioroughly teaching it
tliat is. k'»>"K
over the subject over and over again, preaching it
from different viewpoints, because after all a clear
and thorough understanding of :i subject is gained
only hy looking at it from every possible viewpoint.
I'or instance, ;ni induction motor is not understood
properly by considering it as a sliort-circuite<l armature revolving in a rotated field; it is not understood l)y considering it as an armature acted upon
ihrough the medium of magnetic fields, or by the
derivilation of the direct-current shunt motor combined wilii the transformer action, tnmsferring
power to the rotor instead of leading it in by commutator or l)rushes. nor is it understood hy considering it as an electric circuit revolving in a magnetic
;

field;

you have

to

approach

it

looking

at

it

from

these viewpoints before you can thoroughly understand it. There is no time for this in the present college course when you attempt to teach all

all

place, because T do not tliink a course in English
or history or political economy has any more place
in a technical school than in a medical school or
I
think wo should sec that the enlaw school.
requirements
of
trance
technical
schools
arc
hroui^ht up to the entrance requirements of col-

you do now.
T do not bcliev- in text books.
I
agree that a
good text book is better than a poor instructor.
You may carry that still further and say that a
good corresponding school is better than ,a poor
college.
A good text book appears to me merely

leges.

a

MailloHx, consulting electrical engineer.
I
agree with Mr. Stillwell " almost
verbatim.
I have seldom heard a brief discussion
which put the facts from the standpoint of the
I
noted with
engineer so well as he put them.
C.

O.

New York

:

interest as the discussion went along, in trying to check the points covered, that on reference
to some, of the formulated statements regarding the
technical education requirements, that these had
been mostly covered in previous discussions before
the Institute, particularly by the papers of Proown view
fessor Esty and Professor Sheldon.

some

My

about engineering education is we should attempt
much less and we should attempt much more.
We should attempt Jess in so far that we should
not try to cover so many subjects, but we should
try to cover them more thoroughly.
Two of the greatest achievements in electrical
engineering, in my opinion, have resulted from the
That may seem
solution of differential equations.
The first was when that
like a strange statement.
memory we
over
whose
great electrical engineer
held a meeting a few Sundays ago. Lord Kelvin,
solved the differential known as the telegrapher's
equation, and predicted all it was necessary for us
to know, and told us the facts in relation to transIn doing that he had generatlantic telegraphy.
Later on we had another
alized the method.
solution, a far more complete solution of that same
differential equation by our own member. Dr. Pupin,
which, as you know, has done as much for telephony as the solution of Sir William Thomson
did previously for telegraphy.
'

Prof. D. C. Jackson. Massachusetts Institute of
Technolog>', Boston
Jn regard to Mr. Stillwell's
proposition that the solution of the engineers education is going to be brought about through the
plan which is now becoming a shibboleth, the arts
course first and engineering course afterward, I
am inclined to agree with the proposition, but not
If we have tw^o horses,
as it is carried out today.
it
is better
to drive them parallel instead of in
better to carry general studies
tandem.
It
is
throughout the man's college career than to carry
them to a certain point and chop them off and
start a new line of education.
:

way

of ameliorating a little the objectionable
effects of a poor instructor, but a good instructor
or professor is vastly superior to the best text
book.

•The Promotion of Industrial Education.
The first annual convention of the recently organized

National Society for the Promotion of
Education was held in Chicago on January 23d to 25th. It was attended by a large number of educators, manufacturers, sociologists and
labor representatives.
The meetings were preceded by a luncheon given to the officers of the
society by the Chicago Association of Commerce
at the Great Northern Hotel on January 22d.
At
this gathering addresses were made by the secretary, Prof. C. R. Richards of Columbia University,
New York; Vice-president M. W. Alexander of
the General Electric Company at Lynn, Mass.
Prof. George N. Carman, Lewis Institute, Chicago
Prof. Louis C. Monin. Armour Institute of Technology, Chicago, and others, who outlined the objects of the society, and these were heartily approved by the association.
At the dinner given on the evening of January
23d at the Auditorium Hotel some 500 persons
were present. This was the opening session of the
convention and was presided over by Mr. Theodore
W. Robinson, first vice-president of the Illinois
Steel
Company.
The principal addresses were
made by Dr. Charles W. Eliot, president of Harvard University
Mr. James W. Van Cleave, St.
Louis, Mo., president of the National Association
of Manufacturers, and Dr. Henry S. Pritchett,
Industrial

;

New York

city,

president of this society and of the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching.
A letter from President Theodore
Roosevelt was read, in which he expressed his
heart}' sympathy- with the movement for gi^ing the
American boy an opportunity to acquire a useful
trade or other fruitful occupation.
Dr. EHot advised raising the age limit for compulsory education from 14 years to 17 or iS years for those not
attending the present high schools, and the provision of combined school and shop instruction
during these years. He believed that the teachers
the elementary schools should sort out the
in
children according to their aptitudes and aid them
in choosing a vocation.
Mr. Van Cleave called attention to two striking
statements that had attracted much comment. The
first in regard to industrial education in Germany
was "The little kingdom of Bavaria, with a population not much greater than that of New York
city, has now 290 trade schools, giving instruction,
night and day, in 28 trades and crafts to pupils

motive power, InTransit Company, New York:
The discussion tonight might be summed up by
saying that there is a lack of general education
What is
of the freshman who starts in college.
The hodge-podg:e and smattering
that caused by?
he gets in primary schools a little of this and
The cure for that
that and nothing of anything.
to raise the standard
is for our technical schools
If that is done the
of entrance examinations.
other schools, will be forced to raise their standard
The discussion seems to lean distinctly
to meet it.
toward the point that engineering schools should
principles and not engineerfundamental
teacli the
ing practice.
When a student graduates with a deI do not believe degree he is not an engineer.
grees should be granted until a man has been out

country of 85.000,000 people there are fewer trade
schools than are in that little German kingdom."
The other expression, which is taken from a magazine article hy I\Ir, Speed Mosby, Missouri state
pardon attorney, was this:
"'Two-thirds of the
convicts in America's greatest prisons are men
without a trade or profession."
He therefore
called attention to the industrial and moral importance to this country of establishing good trade

of college for at least five years.

schools.

H. G.

Stott, superintendent of

terborough

Rapid

—

We

must recognize there are two
some who are good for the ranks
classes of men
and some who are good as leaders, and men are
Mr. Scott:

—

adapted by their inherent characteristics for one or
The concentric method of the
the other position.
psychological- development appealed to me as being attractive; it seems to me a thing which is

:

from the

first

to

the

fifth

grade.

In

this

whole

President Pritchett. in concluding the* speeches,
referred to the problem the society was organized to grapple w-ith as one for industrial peace
for war with the laboring interests.
and not
He said that advanced labor leaders realized that
the old apprenticeship system was practically dead
and that the trade school will be a help to all
workmen, since it is to provide systematic training

for the i^rcat mass of Iwys leavinR the grammar
schrM>U that now drift al>ont Hevernl yc;irK before

down to any special line of work.
public meeting on Krirlay niornitif; was preover by Won. Carroll I). Wrifclit, pretiident
of Clark College, Worcester, Mass.
In introducing
fteltlinfc

The

sided

the Rcneral topic, "The Ajiprcnlicesliip System a>
a Means of I'ronioting Industrial KfTiciency," lie
Haid that apprenliecsliip did nol answer the whole
demand f'lr industrial education; neither does the
industrial school furnish everything in the way of
vocational c(|uipinint that can be gained by a gfXKl
appreiilict'sliip system.
What is needed is an cnlighleiu-d co-ordinati'd system that would perfect
the appnnticc in the theory and to a large extent
in the practice of his trade in the shortest possible time commensurate with efficiency and skill,
Mr. J. I'. Deems, gener.il superintendenl of molivj
power. New York Central Lines, read a paper on
"Trade Instruction in I-'irge Est;d>lishmcnts," He
outlined the apprentice system in use in the railroad shops in New York city which about 500 apprentices follow.
Instruction in educational subjects allied to their trades is given in classes from
ni.
to
a,
twice
each week.
The apprentices
7
9
are alrca<ly doing more and better work, can read
drawings better and take a great deal more interest in
their occupation.
Mr. Leslie \V. Miller.
principal of the Pennsylvania School of Industrial
Art of Philadelbia, staled that more trade schools
of the kind that teach the elements or rudiments
of most any calling are not wanted.
What is
needed is a system of schools that will supplement
the work of the shop by that of the school, teaching those points that an apprentice at the bench
wants to know about.
number of other speakers brought out similar views.
.At the afternoon session a paper was submitted
by Dr. V. C. Alderson, president of the Colorado
School of Mines, on *'Thc Effect of the German
Trade School System Upon the Development of
German Industries." He showed that through the
attention paid to industrial education Germany in
recent years has been transformed into a manufacturing nation and its exports of finished products
have placed it practically in the lead in that line.
During the last 30 years the number of industrial
schools has increased fivefold in that country.
Director Charles F. Perry of the Mihvaukee Public
School of Trades, speaking on ' "The Trade
School as a Part of the Public School System."
outlined in detail a type of trade school which
would be practically a series of shops with shop
hours, to which the 4iecessary classroom work
would be added.
Mechanical drawing, workshop
mathematics, shop talks, lectures and inspection
trips must be provided for.
Privately endowed
schools cannot hope to do much in this line, since
they can reach only a small number of pupils.
Mr. Milton P. Higgins. president of the Norton
Companies, Worcester, Mass., emphasized that the
proper trade school should be a shop with a school
attachment instead of the reverse, as is true of
many schools now.
Prof.
Graham Taylor of
Chicago advocated introducing trade instruction in
the elementary grades instead of at the close of the
grammar school work. This would keep up the
interest of a large number of pupils that now- drop
out before completing the grammar school work.
The sociological importance of industrial education
should be considered and proper consideration given
to its effect on the interests of the skilled workman in laying out a somprehensive system.
At the evening meeting "The Attitude of the
Wage-earner Toward Industrial Education" was
the theme of Mr. Luke Grant.
The worker has
been cautious of his approval of the trade school
agitation, because there are now several that profess to turn
out finished journe^'men in short
order.
These are operated for private gain, of
course, but unless the system of schools proposed
shall be under proper supervision and maintained
for the benefit of .the youth of the land, no encouragement need be hoped for from the working classes. Dr. Emil G. Hirsch of Chicago spoke
of the moral aspect of industrial education.
He
declared that the principal appeal of educators has
been to the head of the pupil, and only recently
have they considered his hand. By industrial training, how*ever, they will reach his heart as well as
hand, for the pride in what he produces wdl take
hold of the pupil and inspire him to do and do
well what he undertakes.
Other speakers considered this feature also of the general topic, '"The
Wage-earners Benefit from Industrial Education,"
and a number discussed the industrial training of

A

girls.

The Saturday morning session was presided over
by Mr. E. G. Cooley, superintendent of schools of
Chicago, and president of the National Educational Association.
A number of prominent educators and other speakers discussed the subject,
"The True Ideal of a Public School System that
Aims to Benefit All." The consensus of opinions
advanced was that manual training should be extended to the lower grades and that the high
school should no longer be used as a stepping
stone to a college course alone, and also that the
function of the public school is to educate its
pupils so that at whatever point the}' leave school
their earning capacity will have been increased.
One speaker emphatically declared that culture had

:

:

;
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been given too prominent a place in present schools.
The convention closed with the annual business
The appointment
meeting on Saturday afternoon.
of a committee of ten was authorized to report to
the society on the relations of industrial training
to the public school system of the United States.
PresiOfficers for 1908 were chosen as follows:
dent. Carroll D. Wright of Worcester, Mass.; vicepresident, Magnus W. Alexander of Lynn, Mass.
treasurer. Frederick O. Pratt of Brooklyn. N. Y.
A number of vacancies on the board of managers
were filed by the election of the following-named
persons
Dr. Henrv S. Pritchett. V. Everit Macy. Samuel B. Donnellv and Frederick A. Halsey of New
Mrs.
Frederick P. Fish of Boston
York citv
G. Gunby JorB. B. Mimford of Richmond. Va.
Deemer
Horace
E.
Hon.
dan of Columbus. Ga.
of Red Oak, Iowa, and George N. Carman of Chi:

the

papers

"The Mechanical

on

February

Engineering

of

Stations," delivered in New York in December.
The discussion was especially interesting
to local members, as all of the students in Sibley
College go through a series of elaborate mechanical engineering tests, covering many of the principles laid down in these papers.
It was decided to hold an informal dinner preceding the next meeting.
Mr. Charles F. Scott,
consulting engineer of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company, will be the speaker
There are 127 members, associates
at this meeting.
and enrolled students in the Ithaca branch at pres-

Power

ent.

the rules of the society the secretary
of managers.
is chosen by the board
very instructive exposition of the work and
product of the industrial schools and institutes of
technology of the United States, organized at the
Chicago Art Institute under the direction of Secretary Charles H. Morse of the Massachusetts
Commission on Industrial Education, was visited
by many thousands of citizens of Chicago and by
the delegates to the convention during the days
occupied by the sessions.

Under

A

Engineering as a Life Work.
An informal address was delivered before the students of Purdue University, January 27th, by Mr.
Henry H. Norris, professor of electrical engineering at Cornell University. Following is a syllabus:
Engineering consists in the industrial application
of physical princples by (a) designing and constructing machines and other devices for specific
purposes; (b) selecting and arranging such apparatus to produce definite commercial results with
maximum

efficiency.

the individual may mean (a)
It
a business, (b) a profession, or (c) a trade.
may be one or more of these. It should be all of
them.
technically trained engineer owes the community more than does the average citizen, as he
represents a "greater investment.
The community has a right to expect qualities
of leadership from technical graduates. The first
of these is the ability and desire to accept responsibility.
An embryo leader is one who lightens
He is doing
the load of the people above him.
second element of
this with muscle, not wind.
third
leadership perparation is thoroughness.
perspective, seeing the relations of things and
is
thoughts to each other.
The purpose of technical training is not that its
recipients may make a better living or make a
living more easily.
At ihe same time, as a general
rule, a high-salaried position carries with it splendid opportunities.
On the other hand, many lowsalaried positions afford excellent opportunities for

Engineering

to

A

A

A

efficient

service.

graduates (and others) divide themor less automatically into two classes
wage earners and salaried employes.

Technical
selves

—

The
his

first

puts his

skill,

the second, himself, into

work.

The
his

more

first

is

paid

for

his

labor,

the

second

for

interest.

The

first is paid for overtime; there is no overfor the .c.econd.
The pa\' of the first is regulated by the unions.
The second is (theoretically) paid a reasonable
living salary, consistent with the expenses to which
his position subjects him.
Good work on the part of wage earners is usually recognized, as the results arc evident.
It is
not always so in the other case, as the true leader
loses himself in his work,
Osborne's maxims for leaders:
1. Allow nothing to be everybody's business.
everything somebody's business.
2. Make
responsi3. Let no one interfere with another's

time

bility.

Put in force a clear and simple system, but
Avoid red tape.
Things some technical graduates cannot do
Answer a business letter by return mail.
Write 2 clear, brief report or letter.

4.
5.

Defend their own opinions.
Reason from premises to a conclusion.
Realize the obligation involved in a contract.
Inspire others to their best efforts.

Ithaca Section of the Institute.
Before and after the Cliristmas vacation two special meetings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers were held by the Ithaca (N, Y,)
branch.
At the first Prof. \V. D, Bancroft, head
of the Department of Physical Chemistry, Cornell
University, delivered an illustrated talk on "The
Electro-metallurgy of Stccl."
The speaker described the latest types of furnace used in the
manufacture of stccl and gave comparisons of the
cost of producing steel in this way, and by means
of the converter and open-hearth processes.
.\t the second meeting local members abstracted
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Wm. J. Bryan, Grant Works; H. H. Kellogg, Antioch ElecCompany, Antioch; Charles G. Kester, Downers Grove;
James E. Keelyn, Evanslon; J. P. Murphy, Pontiac; Loren
V. Means, Saybrook Telephone Company. Saybrook; G. T.
Moore, Joliet; G. M. Painter, Milwaukee Telephone and
Manufacturing Company, Harvey; J. M. Porman, Decatur;
Robert Swearingen, Seaton J. S. Stephens, May wood; Henry
Roselle, Woodhull; W. v. d. Werf, electrical and power
department, Zion City; J. W. Webb, Mt. Carroll Electric
Light Company, Mt. Carroll; Harry A. Wright, LaGrange;
J. E. Carron, Kankakee; R. I. Davis, Dalton; J. J. Feely,
tric

;

Brookfield; Roy N. l^rith, Watseka.
Indiana. Fred S. Carr, Rochester; C. W. Galloway, Shawnee Telephone Company, Stone Bluff; L. J. Johnson, Terre
Haute; J. E. Teaford, Home Telephone Company. Union

—

City; John M. Stanley, Ladoga Telephone Company. Ladoga;
Leo. H. Sicffert, Evansville; Clarence Sieffert, Evansville;
A. L. Swanson. Evansville; Karl O. E. Swanson, LaPorte;
Mrs, J, B. Rogers, Franklin
J. E. Reed. Indiana Harbor;
Water and Light Company, Franklin.
Iowa.
E,
C.
Starks,
Spencer
Telephone
Company,
Spencer; H. A. Zinn, Anamosa Electric Light and Power

—

;

Close of the Electrical Show.

;

Company, Anamosa.

;

cago.

.

The Electrical Show in the Coliseum, Chicago,
the third annual exhibition of the Electrical Trades
Exposition Company, closed on Saturday night,
January 25th, with an impromptu jollification, in
which everybody caught the carnival spirit for a
few minutes, and celebrated with the ringing of
bells or the blowing of whistles or other noises.
The show was an entire success. For its added
effort and expense in arranging for the exhibition
the management was rewarded by the good will
of exhibitors and a large attendance.
Mr. H. E.
Niesz, the managing director, says that as near
as he can estimate it, the total attendance for the
two weeks was 125,000. Exhibitors are generally
well satisfied with the business returns of the show.
Mr. Niesz worked hard for the success of the
show, and deserves the praise he won. He was
ably assisted by Mr. W. H. Butler, who won the
confidence of all through his courteous and business-like methods.
y
Two exhibits which v,'ere not mentioned b}' inadvertence in the detailed report last week were
those of the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company and the Universal Manufacturing Company.
The Kellogg company exhibited its full line of
standard apparatus. In addition, it showed for the
first time the oscillograph, an instrument for photographing all wave forms of alternating current.
The company says that it is the first telephone
manufacturer to use this instrument for scientific
development of telephone apparatus. By the use
of the oscillograph the exact line conditions for
four-party selective signaling, pole-changer development, magneto-generator design, transmitter opExact
erations, etc., are most accurately studied.
operating conditions must be known as well as
the nature of the material entering into the makeup of the apparatus. The Kellogg company has
numerous other scientific instruments with which
W. P. Booth was in direct
to study its product.
charge of the exhibit.
Central-station visitors yere greatly interested in
the exhibit of the Universal Manufacturing Company of Chicago, maker of the Universal flat-rate
controller. This device controls the supply of current
to customers by switching current off and on at intervals of several seconds whenever the customer
exceeds his contracted load by as much as one
eight-candlepower lamp. It will restore uninter-

the moment the load is norma).
controller is used by many electriclight companies all over the country, and is said
number of
to be giving the utmost satisfaction.
new customers were added at the show. President

rupted

service

The Universal

A

Frank Kraemer,
Manager E. Roesch and H. W. Eves looked after
the interests of the company.
Among the electrical men who visited the show the
latter part of the week were: L. P. Sawyer, manA. C.
ager Buckeye Electric Company. Cleveland
Garrison, president Columbia Incandescent Lamp
Louis:
B.
Olson,
general
sales
James
Company. St.
manager Habirshaw Wire Company, New York
F. M. Duspnbery, Western Electric Comcity;
pany, Kew York; E. J. Kulas, manager Brilliant
Electric Company. Cleveland; J. C. Fish, president
Louis

Schmetzer,

Vice-president

—H.
—

Kentucky.
Michigan.
Rapids.

Minnesota.
Missouri.

Theodore

J.

— O.

—E.

Gary

Laclede

Irvine,

B,
R.

Wilkinson,

Louisville.
Electric

Erdman, Lewis

Company, Grand

A. Knell, Faribault.
M. Bosley, St. Louis;

Hunter L. Gary,
Investment Company, Macon; George A.
Power Com;)any, Si. Louis; T. C. White,

Louis.

St.

New York.— P.
York.

—W.

A. Price, Western Electric Company,

New

Canton; George B. Quatman, Sidney Guy IT. Watkins, American Automatic Telephone Company, Urbana; Ike Wilkoff, Wilkoflf Bros. Company, YoungsOhio.

S.

Carner,

;

town,
Pennsylvania.
Charles Frenzel, Pittsburg; Miss Nan R.
Martin. American Gas and Electric Company, Philadelphia.
Soutli Dakota.
George E. Brown, Municipal Light Plant,

—
—

Redfield.

—

Wisconsin. W.
pany, La Crosse;

La Crosse Water Power ComFrogner, lola; Edwin S. Cary,

Ferris,

J.

A.

G.

Evansville.

The fonrth annual Chicago electrical show will
be held at the Coliseum, Chicago, under the management of the Electrical Trades Exposition Company on January 1 1-2.3. 1909. Already a number
of contracts for space have been closed.

Milwaukee Electric Road

Chicago and

Receivership.

in

were appointed on January 27th for
the Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railroad Company, also for the firm of A. C. Frost & Co., bankers, the head of which firm is president of the
railway company.
It is said that the receiverships
are entirely friendl3'^ and are intended to facilitate
Receivers

the construction of an eight-mile extension to bring
the line into Milwaukee.
In explaining the situation Mr. Frost is quoted
as follows
"The direct cause of the receivership is the fact
that the credit of the company and the market
for its securities v.^ere injured by the receivership
[this receivership
instituted on New Year's eve
was dissolved a few days later], and as a result
it
became impossible to consummate the sales of
bonds which had been substantially completed.
After conferences between the principal holders of
the "company's obligations it was decided that a
receivership would be the best means of conserving the property and the interests of the bondholdThere is only
creditors and stockholders.
ers,
about eight miles of the road to be completed and
more than 50 per cent, of this work has been
done. The total cost to complete the road will not
exceed $250,000."
The Chicago and Milwaukee is one of the important electric railroads of the country. It does
not actually enter Chicago but runs north from
Evanston, 111., along Lake Michigan to a point near

Milwaukee, Wis.
suburban towns,

it

Connecting many North Shore
has done an important busi-

ness.

;

National Electrize Lamp Association, Sheli)y, Ohio;
A. H. Kling, Detroit Fuse and Manufacturing

Company; Edwin

Zeidlcr,

manager

of

the

Zeidlci

Lamp and Brass Company. Lomira, Wis.
Among those who registered at the booth
Western Electrician during the
the show are the following:
.Alabama. — William li. Bryant, Home

last

few

of the
of

days

Tcleplione Company,

Mobile.

California.~H. P. Palmer, San Francisco,
Canada. Jens Fox. Toronto, Out.
Chi cage— Henry Alilf, A. I. Appleton. Havid S. .\rili-<k.
Raymond Hurley, L. L. Itrowne. Harold K. Itrown, I'. T..
Barton, Henry A. Ilowinan. P. K.
iJoIianan. Francis M.
Caley, W. P. Cospcr, Fred G. W. Cooper, W. A. Cliandler.
I'rank A, Chapman, G. M, Cox, H.nrry S. Conover, Guy
Crai)p!c, O. S, Dawson. F. W, Derby. W. A. R. Dukes,
Aaron Dean, Jr., Kdwin L. Ksgers, C. ICbnborn, IT. W.
Kvcs. AuKust I'oKelberK. Charles C. Fricke, .A. N. Fox,
I..
Kr I'rancis. G, F. Gcl)hardt, C. A. Griner. ,'\, I-'. Greenawait, C. A. Hansen. Karl W. HaniHn, W. F. Hruhy, Guy
Kent, L. J. Kennedy,
W. Jdnes, H. Jones. Charles
Charles W. Kallas, M. S. Kendall, Walter C. Klok. C. A.
Mor-ie.
M.
Latham. .M. L. Lane, P. K. Matttson. A.
l-rcdcrie Marx, T. K. Martin, H. R. Miller. K. H. XaRelstock, W. W. Xcwton, C. C. Paver. Charles A. I'etersnn,
[•rank W. Pardee. D. S. Pentecost. J, L. PillinR, U. G.
KoRors, J. F, Richardfi. Myron Kuhman, H. T, Ross. .\, li.
Stafford. Kobcrt H. .Soelke. Marshall L. Scobey, W, K.
.Sniitzer,
ScrviH, John Schupp, Albert Scheible, Cum W.
G. M. Stuart, A. J. Schmitt. It. A. Thomas, C. H. I'ntlerwood, K. M, Van VIcet. Karl Wcndrieh. Wallace K. Williams, JamcH R. Wiley, II. W. Webber, I-V.tnk S. Wiemeycr,

—

1-'.

Gcortcc

I.

ItlinoJK.

VounK.

— Uotiert

J.

llcll,

Harvey; C. Kryan, Grant Works;

Electric

Drive

in

a Hardware Factory.

A

notable example of the ap|)lication nf the induction-motor drive in a modern manufacturing
establishment is found in the factory of the O. M.
Edwards Company of Syracuse, N. Y. This company makes hardware specialties of various sorts,
Formerly the company purchased power froni the
Syracuse Lighting Company, using 500-volt. directcurrent motors for driving the wood and metalworking machinery. It was so well satisfied with
electric-motor drive that when the factory was enlarged an isolated altirrnating-currcnt plant was
installed, together with a complete induction-motor

equipment.
The generating equipment consists of a steam
engine dircct-connecte<l to a 220- volt, 70-kilowatt,

A

6o-cycle. three-phase, revolving-field generator.
tap is brought out from the neutral point of the
generator winding for incandescent-lighting purThe motors are of the standard squirrelposes.
cage type, the total capacity installed being a litllc
.

over 100 horsepower. Group drive is used, the
motors being suspended on iilatforms from the
In each n;achine room the machines are
ceiling.
assembled in four groups, a ipotor in each corner
of room driving separate line shafting, from which
machines arc bell -driven. 'Starting compensators
are placed conveniently near to the motors. Generator and motors are of the General Electric
Company's make.
The entire electrical equipment has been in operation continuously 11 hours a day for over a
year without any operating trouble whatever.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
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I

and

roil

yd

Milijccli'd,

Ikrii

to

Both

etc.

arc

nsetl

mill

alternating:
in

intcrmitlcnt

Iieavy

can

ycnrs (.'Icctric drive
introduced into mills

cranes,

ladle

Iieavy

opi-ratinfi

rcccnl

ill

tliis

speed even with no load upon it.
In
order to vary tlic speed of this type of machine,
resistances nnist be inserted in the secoiulary or
rotary winding, and this is done l>y ineaiiH of a

most

ilio

service,

lias

direcl-cnrrenl

The

To

installed

for

mill

service,

the

being
massive
strength, special Insniation capable of withstanding
characlerislics

required

By

compound-wound
motor from racing when

mittent .service they are

prevent

to
is

thrown

The

the

suddenly.
insulation of mill

in

the

inter-

order
load

off

motors

full

similar

direct-current,

The use of
has a number

machinery

tionary hoists there

is

As

start

light

load,

they

-

'

ply in the case of cotton .and silk .mills

industries

other

using constant-speed

[To be

and many

machinery.

conti)nicd.^

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Transformers.
.

A. H., Bismarck, Pa. - What is the .difference
between a .step-up transformer and a step-down
transformer?
J.

:

AXSWER.

:

its
own answer. In .1
transformer current of comparatively low
electromotive force is converted into current of
comparatively high electromotive force.
In the
step-down transformer this process is reversed.
See Metcalfe's "Elements of Electrical Engineering," subhead "Transformers," Western Electrician
of June I, 1907, page 481.

This

question

carries

step-up

Gasoline-engine Ignition.
M.

B.

how one
ice

for

10

,iicrivs

he

to

I»
it

or

nufli-

keep

IiK-aiiileiicenl

llic

lainpii

|iiir|>oiie.

The

lo heciire spark colls dial
volls on (he primary.
Any

were
Rood

nerve for this

can

furnish ihein.

frctiueney

as

well

allernatin;;

as

In

order-

The

voltage.

away

with the
the primary.

in

!•'.,

Owalonna, Minn.:

formula or rnlr

is

u.sed

in

Please
sobhriTii'

lell

me

what

nlinninnm.

Answeh.
larne nuniljer of processes fur solikriiiK alumi-

.\

num

with itself and other metals have been
with
more or less successful results.
Dr. Ed. W. Self says; "The great difficulty in
uniting two |)ieces of aluminum is due to the fact
that at the phice of soldering an extremely Ihin
fdm of alumina is formed which resists the union
of the metal with the solder in question."
The
use of a solder gives the best results, the auto-

<levised,

genous or soldcrlcss process not being so reliable.
Some 40 different solders arc knowtj. Many authorities rcconuncnd that the article he first tinned
with an alloy of one p.'irt aluminum to five parts
tin,
and some advocate that the same alloy be
then used as a solder.

Among

the solders that are

most highly recommended are the following alloys:
Five parts zinc, 2 parts

part lead.
165 parts lead.
Forty-six parts zinc, 2 parts tin, 52 parts copper.
Ten parts zinc, 100 parts tin, 20 parts silver, i to
6 parts aluminum.
Seventy parts aluminum, 20 parts tin, 10 parts
copper or silver.
Thirty parts aluminum, 20 parts copper, 50 parts
tin,

i

zinc, 100 parts tin.

zinc.

Twelve parts aluminum, 8 parts copper, 80 parts
zinc.

Six parts aluminum. 4 parts copper, 90 parts
Five parts zinc, 95 parts tin.
the

zinc.

surfaces should be first
use of a good flux, such as borax, is
generally desirable. Quite a number of solders and
processes .that are trade secrets are now being
exploited in the market, some of these being quite
tinned.

last

five

the

The

satisfactory.

Three-phase Railroad Operation.
Concluding an

article on the Valtellina electric
railroad in Italy, in the Electric Trunk Line Age,
M.
Graham,
vice-president
of the Erie Railroad,
J.
says
"Technically,
the
electrical
equipment of
the Valtellina line demonstrates beyond the shadow
of a doubt that the three-phase system is admirably
adapted to the longest distances and the most
severe traffic conditions that can be found in prac:

under very
.

For hoisting service both direct-current and altermotors are used.
In the former
case motors should be similar to street-railway
When altermotors and have a series winding.
nating-current motors are used they should be of
the polyphase induction type and should have a
high starting torque.
For both classes of motors
a regulating and re-versing controller should be

—

this cause.

the motors

can be started by means of an auto-starter, which
applies a reduced voltage to the motor until it
acquires nearly full speed, and then throws on the
full
to
full-line voltage, bringing the motor up
speed.
These motors are also able to op^erate successfully under conditions of dust and dirt that
would rapidly dciStroy mo.tors of, any^ other type.
The same reasons which make,, these motors
especially applicable, to woodworking inachinery ap-

nating-current

NoTE. This series of articles, intended to survey, briefly,
the whole field of applied electricity for light, power and
heat, was begun in the Western Electrician of February z,

from

risk of fire

for

Soldering Aluminum.
A.

Induction motors are, more-

of brushes and commutator or of any sliding- contacts makes sparking impossible, and there is no

licensed engineer.

This is done merely by moving the
controller handle over one or more notches until
the desired speed is attained, and in this way a
practically uniform speed of hoisting may be maintained for any weight of load less than maximum.
If the hoist is running light with a direct-current
motor and the controller is on its full-speed notch,
the motor will run considerably above the fuHload speed, as it will, be doing no work except
overcoming- the friction of the hoist.
This increase of speed will not occur if an alternatingcurrent polyphase motor is used, as this is a constant-speed machine and will not exceed its syn-

the

squirrel-cage winding.

weather, due to condensation of steam in the pipes,
and the freezing of the pipes is not uncommon.
Ail of these difficulties are avoided with electrically
driven hoists, and moreover the latter may be operated by almost any laborer without experience,
former requires the services of a
while the

circuit.

which

over, very advantageous in this case, as the absence

considerable trouble in cold

used with sufficient resistance to give the desired
speed regulation of the motor.
The series-wound direct-current motor will have
a definite speed for each weight of load, and
therefore if the load is reduced the speed of the
motor will increase. If it is desired that the hoisting be done at a practically uniform speed it will
be necessary in such case to insert resistance in

to

represents a class of
constant-speed polyphase

These mainduction motor is especially adapted.
chines are not generally started under load, and
they run at a constant speed, both of w^hich conditions are favorable to the polyphase motor with

motors for operating hoists
of advantages over the steam engine
and boiler and has largely superseded steam in
The steam-driven hoists are
this class of work.
heavy, and therefore, if intended to be portable, are
The
difficult
to transport from place to place.
noisy and have
engines used on these hoists are
a very large steam consumption a:ud require the
In the case of stahandling of coal and ashes.
electric

in

out,

current does
for a niakc-and-hreak rievice

of

With

Wood-working machinery
Electric Hoists.

hiiriied

niaki-r

the

Nine parts

Wood-working Machinery.

terial.

1907.

when

shunt-wound motor with resistance in the armature circuit.
Its speed may be
varied within fairly wide limits, but it does not
have as good speed regulation as the variablespeed shunt-wound motor, because the speed tends
For hoists,
to vary with every change of load.
cranes and for similar service this variation of
speed with change of load is not very important.
a

to

should consist
largely of mica, as this is better able to withstand
high temperatures than any other insulating ma-

the

the resistance in the rotor circuit

or less of the resistance in circuit.
Such a motor has speed characteristics

end.

motors are used for

all

may be
speed is attained, and if
the resistance is proportioned for continuous running the motor may be operated at any speed between its maximum and minimum by leaving more

•

the opposite

inserting

short-circuited

use for this purpose, and it is usual to have the
armature shaft extended on both- sides of the motor
so that the pinion may be applied to one end and
.to

he inserteil for varying the speed.
these resistances the ends of the sec-

ting out the resistance, the rotor windings

in

direct-current

may

motor will exert a very high starting torciue.
which may be two or three times the full-load
torque of the motor.
As the load is gradually
brought up to speed, by means of gradually cut-

.

brake

insert

no

for

iiidnclitm-coil

ing ({ive

iiilroiliiccd

may

voIi.-ikc

he wotiml

would he

winding on

s(|uirrel-cage

the

of which the
countershaft and gear, by mca'
speed of the motor is .adapted to uic- speed of the
machine to be driven. It'is also necessary in many
;il>plications of mill motors that, a brake be supplied
There are a
where sudden stops are rcquined.
number of both mechanical and electrical brakes

When

woiinil

liiuliiT

ii

iniiKt

of

rings.

very liigh "temperatures, and facilities for making
easy and rapid renewals and repairs.
Cleared connections are almost invariably used in
this class of service, so that these motors are genforsupporting a
snpplicd with brackets
erally

the

lieliiK

ililiiK

need

instead

ondary windings may he bronghl out to slip rings
mounted upon the shaft. If the rotor winding is
three-phase, tbe three inside ends of llie winding
will be connected together, and the three outer
The
ends will he connected to three slip rings.
resistances are inserted in each phase of- the winding through brushes which bear upon the slip

places

generally

are

tors

motor,

induction

short-circuited

resistances

where ihc heal is so great thai
iirdinary insniation would soon become badly deFor these reasons special types of moleriorated.
principal

Inihttion Motoks.

rc-iiirtlancr

the rotor, has a wire-woimd secondary, into which

and reversing operations.

Aside from severe conditions of load, rollinp-niill
imposes nnnsually severe temperalure conditions npon tbe motors, • as they are freqnenlly
in

willi

hesl

If

iiiic'il.

iirini.iry

projierly Kroii|)c'd

use

variable-S|>ee(|

having a

involves

nscd

Ihal

to

nKtlors,

Vakiaiii.k-si'kkh

service

located

similar

for

direcl-currcnt
wliicli

somewhat
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screw-

tables,

and

be

llif

from

coll

nuitnrs

electric

uhcd,
ciciit

iVlKTrALKK.

chronoiis

prnbuhly

ri-prt'St'iil

wliicli

extensively

(iiiile

downs,
motors

mills

sIi-l"!

service

I(.

MliniUS.

l\n|.l.lN)i-Mll.I.

soviTL"

(iKO.

Motor Driving.

LIU.

ixiciiiiivcly

Marshalltown, Iowa; Please tell me
can use iio-volt, alternating-current servsparking gasoline engines?

tice.

Indeed,

it

possesses

advantages which

seem

make it better suited for real heavy trunk-line
work than any other system. Commercially and
I consider commercial practicability the more imto

—

—

portant consideration for the railroad man my inspection of the three-phase system here briefly
described leads me to the conviction that, wherever
the traffic is dense enough, electric traction will
not only materially decrease the operating cost per
ton-mile, but it will accomplish this end, either
with a material decrease in the motive-power equipment, or it will handle as much as 50 per cent,
more traffic than could be handled. under the most
favorable conditions of steam operation."

Electric

Power

in

the Ottawa Mint.

A

branch of the Royal Mint has been established
in Ottawa, Ont, and all the machinery in it is
driven by electric motors.
Power is supplied by
the Ottawa Electric Company and enters the building as an alternating current at 2,200 volts.
It
then passes through the transformers, of which
there are three for power and three for lighting.
For power purposes the current is reduced to 500
volts,
at which
tension the motor-generator is
operated; while for lighting it is reduced to 100
volts so as to make this circuit uniform with the
lighting current of the cit\'.
The motor-generator
supplies direct current at a pressure of 220 volts
to the motors which drive the machinery" throughout the buildings. The fuel used for all the furnaces for melting and annea^ng purposes as w-ell
as that for die-hardening is crude oil.

A..

Answer.
for gas and gasoline engines is done with very low voltage on the primary
of the spark coils., because battery power is so
Practically

all

ignition

Electrical supply dealers of San Diego, Cal.. are
for the appointment of an electrical inspector by the Common Council.
At a meeting
held in the office of the San Diego Consolidated
Gas and Electric Company an ordinance to be

anxious

introduced in the City Council was recommended
by a majority of those present.

:
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International Independent
Association.

Telephone

importance attached to the annual convention of the International Independent Telephone
Association held at the Coliseum, Chicago, on January 2ist, 22d and 23d. The convention was not
so much of a technical gathering as a sort of general clearing-house of ideas, in which everybody

Much

the discussion.
starts out with full support of the active and representative interests in
standing together in
operators
the association, the
assuming the responsibilities, moral and financial,
Special attention is to be
of the Independent work.
paid to the legislative battles that are to be fought
for and against compulsory interchange of busiIn some states the statutes have already
ness.
been prepared, and it has resolved itself largely
into a question of preserving the rights of the Independent interests. Where any semblance of confiscation or deprivation of Independent rights is
attempted the measures will be fought to the last
contributed

freely

to

The new administration

ditch.

the opening of the second day's session
day's business was reported in the Western Electrician of last week] H. D. Critchfield of
ililwaukee. Wis., scored any attempt to modify
the strength and purpose of the association or anyone connected with it. insisting that the Independent telephone interests in this country had become
so powerful that there was nothing to evade or
conceal in going after competitive business and
"The
defending any business that may be held.
fact is that we are weak i" our very strength,"
said Air. Critchfield, and as the speaker proceeded
to advise aggressive measures he received tumult-

With

[the

first

uous endorsement.
resolution, introduced on the first
providing "for an assessment of two mills
per unit in each state, with a maximum graduated

The Lindemuth

day,

fee for association

state

membership and the com-

pulsory usage of the association trade-mark by
manufacturers, dealers and publishers of journals
devoted to the Independent telephone industry, was
adopted.
In addition to the subscription and assurance of
the state assessments under the new rating it was
decided by resolution to raise a guaranty fund of
$15,000 for the maintenance of the association during the ensuing year, and there was no difficulty
in obtaining pledges to this amount.
When the convention adjourned on Wednesday,
the second day, the delegates and visitors accepted
an invitation to attend a complimentary smoker in
This proved
the convention hall in the evening.
an enjoyable entertainment.

Much ground was

covered on the last day of
Following the invocation by Rev.
Jones of Chicago. President Gary
The comcalled for the reports of committees.
mittee on changes, in the constitution recommended
a few minor changes, which were adopted.
The scope and power of the legislation committee were enlarged and the committee increased
the convention.

Jenkin

from
to

Lloyd

five

admit

to
to

nine members.

It

membership

the

in

was

also decided
association em-

ployes of operating companies,
W. H. Denlinger of Patton, Pa., read a paper
on the subject of "The Independence of the Independents." in which he urged all Independent operators to guard against the natural inclination to
reach out and endeavor to handle all the business
offered where early provision had not been made
for such business, with the result of an overload
and unsatisfactory service.
"Better two thousand
satisfied
subscribers and a clean dividend than
four thousand subscribers, service all gone to the
Ix^w-wows and nothing to show for it all." The
speaker also elaborated on the wisdom of considering the "man behind the gun," the operator,
lineman, toll clerk, and the necessity .for keeping
after the local manager of the smaller exchanges
in a system to maintain at all limes an individual
and perfectly friendly acquaintance with customers
and prospective customers.
Several addresses were made on subjects of
general interest, and President Gary called for the
report of the committee on nominations. The committee reported the following ticket, which was
adopted l>y unanimous vote;
President, A. C. Lindemuth, Richmond. Ind.,
president of the Indiana Independent Telephone
Association; first vice-president, P. C. Ploldoegel,
Rockwell City, Iowa, president Iowa Independent
Telephone Association; second vice-president, E. B.
Fisher, Grand Rapids, Mich,, president Michigan
Independent
Telephone
Association
third vifcepresidcnt, Dr. K. J. F. Demcrs, Quebec, Ont,,
manager
general
National Telephone Company;
fourth vice-president, Arthur Wright, Los Angeles,
Cal,
secretary, Joseph B. Ware, Grand Rapids,
Mich., Citizens' Telephone Company;
treasurer,
;

;

Manford Savage. Champaign, 111.^
Company. With the report came

Home

Telephone

the practical

as-

surance of the retention of Assistant Secretary J. A,
Harney, in charge of the executive headquarters in
Chicago,
Before the new officers were installed a
vote of thanks of the association, suggested by James
B. Hogc of Cleveland, Ohio, was tendered to the
retiring president, Theodore Gary, for his untiring
services in ofBce. Mr. Gary responded with the
assurance that he would continue to serve the in-

of the association wherever possible or
whenever called upon.
On assuming the chair President Lindemuth pre-

terests

sented his associates in the new administration to
the convention, and in a few words gave assurance
of recognition of the responsibilities of his ofiice.
He dwelt on the growth and development of the
association and the Independent movement, now
represented by 25 state organizations and many
minor bodies, and expressed the belief that it
would not be long before efforts to obtain entrance
in Chicago. New York. Cincinnati and other important points would be successful. The convention then adjourned.
Later in the day President Lindemuth announced
the following executive committee;
C. E. Wilson,
Philadelphia, Pa., Keystone Telephone and Telegraph Company
H. D. Critchfield, Milwaukee,
Wis., president Milwaukee Independent Telephone
Company: F. H. Woods, Lincoln, Neb., president
Lincoln Telephone Company; James S. Brailey, Jr.,
Toledo. Ohio, president United States Telephone
Company; A. .C. Davis, Parkersburg, W. Va.,
president West Virginia Western Telephone Company; W. H. Bassett, St. Louis, Mo., Kinloch
;

February

x,

1908

The double machine,

illustrated herewith, is very
and has an additional
and clamp to facilitate holding stock for
double welding or T welding.
The economy and utility of these machines are
said to be very great, effecting a great saving in
labor, time and material.
The Warren company,
aside from its large line of motors and generators,

similar to the single welder
slide

has

-

developed an inductor-type belted
adapted for electric welding.

alternator

specialty

Westinghouse Wlotor-drlven Portable
Lathe.
The

of electric-motor drive has brought
into use many types of convenient and labor-saving
portable machines. A notable example is the portable bolt-turning lathe designed for use in locomotive repair shops. The illustration shows a
lathe made for this purpose by the WiUiaras and
Wilson Company of Montreal, Canada, equipped
with a Westinghouse motor. The unit is compact
in design and is mounted on wheels.
It can be
lifted by a crane and placed beside an erecting
flexibility

Telephone Company.

Wemco
A new

Electric

Welding Machines.

machine is announced
by the Warren Electric Manufacturing Company
of Sandusky, Ohio. The machine and process are
adapted to all classes of wagon and carriage work,
t6ol work, wire work, hoop and tire work, pipe
and flue welding, etc.
In these machines a very large quantity of current at a very low voltage is passed through the
abutting ends of the pieces which are to be welded.
The action of the current is to generate heat imelectric

welding

mediately at the point of contact, quickly raising
the temperature to the welding point. The parts be-

come hottest at the center, so that when the exterior reaches the^proper heat, and the softening of the
metal is followed up b.v forcing the parts together,union or weld is assured. As the heat
generated in the metal itself at the joint, and
practically confined there, there is little or no waste
or radiation, but the current is all used to the
greatest advantage.
The weld is made in the open and can be
watched with ease. The parts are held rigidly,
insuring accuracy in the joint location. Absolute
control of the heat as to intensity and duration is
provided. The machines can be furnished to operate or. regular alternating-current lighting circuits, so that incandescent lamps can be thrown
in when the current is not in use for welding.
a perfect
is

and styles are made to suit the particular
of work, and machines for special application
can be built.
For welding round pieces of iron or steel the
power required at the generator and the time
necessary for welding are two horsepower and 10
seconds, respectively, for one-quarter-inch material,
increasing with increased size of material up to
Sizes

class

WESTINGHOUSE

MOTOR-DRIVEN PORTABLE LATHE.

and then shifted as desired by hand. When
in working position the machine rests on the two
rear wheels and the front legs. To move it, the
legs are lifted from the floor, and the front wheel
is brought in contact with it by simply lowering
the handle, which acts as a lever.
The motor which operates the machine in' the
illustration is of the induction type of two horsepower, and turning at 1,700 revolutions per minute.
pit,

It is

connected through a friction clutch, providing

for either 200 or 400 revolutions per minute of
Direct-current motor applications are
the .spindle.
equally successful.
The current supply is afforded by flexible cable
connection to plugs located at convenient intervals.

A

simple and convenient connecting plug is made
for the purpose. The advantage of using a machine of this type in work requiring the turning
of each individual bolt to the proper size is readily
apparent. It both obviates the necessity of innumerable trips to and from the machine shop and
the consequent loss of time, and permits the mechanic to carry on his work without interruption.
When not in use the machine can be moved to
a point in the shop where it will be out of the
way of the workmen. When not in use for the
purpose designed h becomes a valuable and convenient auxiliary to the machine-shop equipment.

The Westinghouse Readjustment.

time.

In a letter to creditors bearing the date January
20, 1908, the committee having the matter in charge
has presented to the creditors of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company a plan, approved by the receivers and the directors of the
company, for the readjustment of its debt.
statement of the amount of the debt shows
Of this sum $35,000,000
a total of $43,750,000.
represents the unsecured indebtedness, consisting
cent,
gold bonds, $1,969,000
per
of $18,500,000 five
debentures, bills payable of
five per cent, gold
$9,209,766, accounts payable of $3,952,843. and indebtedness of subsidiary companies $1,368,390.
To provide for this it is proposed to create an
issue of $35,000,000 first-mortgage and collateral
trust five per cent. 25-year gold bonds secured

seven

by

A

WEMCO DOUBLE ELECTRIC WELDING MACHINE.
68 horsepower and 8r seconds for two-inch pieces.

Square material requires a little more power and
Copper welding lakes five horsepower and
seconds for onc-quartcr-inch stuff and 65
horsepower and 21 seconds for one-inch pieces.
In standard equipment single and double electric
welding machines are built. The single machine
constructed

great ilexibilily in adjustso as to make it adaptable to a very large range of work. The clamps
can be set in three different positions and the
clamping levers in 12 different positions, thereby
making it possible to adjust the machine to almost
any irregular shape. Adjustable gauges and stop
arc provided, willi a sufficiently' wide range of
adjustment to meet all requirements. The machine
is
entirely self-contained and portable, and the
operating movements permit of very high speed, so
that very little time is lost in operation.
is

to

ment of clampng

give

devices,

a first mortgage iqjon the company's principal
manufacturing plants and by the pledge of the
greater part of the company's unpledged holdings
of the stocks and bonds of subsidiary and other

companies.
Of such issue

of'

bonds an amount not exceednig

$20,469,000 face value arc to be convertible at the
option of the holder after January r, 1910. upon
such terms and conditions as shall he provided in
the deed of trust. The proposed distributions of
first-mortgage collateral trust bonds at par arc as
follows
For existing convertible bonds, $18,500,000.
For existing debenture certificates. $1,969,000.

For

floating debt, $14,531,000.

Total, $35,000,000.
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collateral and aniouiithiK to $M,75o.ooo.
of these notes, it is proposeil, shall exehaiiKe theiu for a modified issue secnred, as to
any delii'ieney remaining after the eollateral spcthereunder is sold, hy pro rata
lilieally pleilKeil
parlieipation with the holders of the bonds in the
lien on the property covered hy the new uiortKaRe.
Unless otherwise determined hy the conunittee,
Ihe consun\mation of the plan is tcj he conditioneci
upon subscriptions for the payment of $7,000,000
new capital into the treasury of the company for

hy

.ured
1

lolders

slock.

believed by the conunittee that the acceptits plan by the creditors of the company
resnllin(.j concentration of the company's
debts will bring diout an early termination of the
receivership an<l the restoration of the properties
to ihe stockholders.
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Cord for Pendants.'

Officers.
The photograiih reproduced herewith, which was
taken last month in front of the Allis-Chalmers
Club at West Allis, Wis., represents a gatheriny:
ot^cc managers of the
industrial center of the country.
Duriufi; the entire meeting,
which lasted four days, beginning with a tour of
inspection of the works at West .'\llis .'ind ending
with a banquet at the Hotel Pfister in Milwaukee,
the iirevailing note was that of decided optimism.
Willi the possible e.xceiition of a single district,
which depends for its prosperity upon one particuof department

and

.Mlis-Clialnicrs

Company from every

district

In <liscnssing the qnesiion of llexiblc cord for
pen<lants it might be well lo start off with an
of the Code specifications, taking the first
clause of rule 45a
"Must be made of standard cop|)er conductors,
strand to be not larger than iNo. 2'j nor smaller

.analysis

than No. ,30 U. & S. gauge, and each stranded conductor must be covered by an apjiroved insulation
and protected mechanically by a braided outer covering."

of the size of these conductors
obvious as being, on the one hand, lo insure flexand on the other not to have the individual
conductors so small as to be liable to break rcidily
with consetjuent danger of puncturing insulation.
The covering of same b,' an approved insulation is
so complete in what it does not express that comment can be left on this point to a later part of
is

ibility

address.

this

"Protected from mechanical injury by a tough
braided outer covering" is so plain that it would
need no comments were it not for the fact that,
with almost no exceptions, the braided outer covering fails .vitally to perform the function specified
in

the rule.
is true

It

that

nde 45d of

the

and, iiicidenlally, of braiil wonM iirolccl the cord
against llicir connlant clTorl» liellcr than a mechanically weak iuHulaion and an inferior braid.
.So nuich for a brief huiinnary of comlilioiis,

upon lo make suggestions as
the fire hazard ..f flexible cord
due lo above conditions, ami if I had only to consult the ideal <|ueslii(ii of what would antiwcr this
If

how

were called

I

bicsl

purpose

10

Code prescribes

remedy

would

inniiedialely

prescribe a cord
in the insidavulcanized so as lo produce considerable strength
and elasticity in the insulation, covered by a good,
substantial braid, preferably attached lo the insulation with glue or other adhesive material.
I
should
inil :i prenn'inn on the use of an a|jproved device
for taking the sirain off the binding posts in the
socket and rosette other than the knots at present
I

made with

ilucil T. WllKAKS.

The determination

Meeting of Allis-Chalmers District

UXJ

a large

amount of rubber

lion,

used.
I
would also make up the cord so as to discourage the knotting process, either by the use of larger
individual conductors in the strand or by running
the wires parallel instead of twisted, jiossibly by
advocating the use of solid wire, which latter is
done by the United States Navy in its specifications
under the head of "bell wire."
I
am afraid, however, that after having made up
S|>ecificalions of this kind the unfortunate situation
would exist that notiody would pay any attenion
to them, as the cost would be excessive and it wouM
be so inconvenient for requirements of ordinary
cord that pressure of public opinion would present
a very serious obstacle to their adoption.
This, then, woulil bring us back to our limitations, which are that whatever changes arc made
in pendant cord specifications must be such as not
to increase the price too greatly or limit the use
of the cord for purpose for wdiich it was intended.
With this end in view we are, thc'cfore, striving
along the following lines from the point of cord

manufacture

H^^^^HHB HE ^IK^F^^^^V^^^^^H^^i r ^^B^^T^i^^^

^

mi

First
To get an insulation which
mechanically and has a fair amount of
;

—

is

tougher

elasticity.

Second To get a braid which is strong and
properly sealed to the insulation, and along these
lines we are getting the co-operation of the manufacturers, who say that they are satisfied that this
condition can be obtained in the near future without so increasing the price of the product as to
limit the use and the sale.
.And these steps are being taken without sacrificing the insulation value of the cord itself, as may
be readily understood when we advise you that all
coils stand 1,500 volts between the conductors, and
samples are subjected at factory to 4.000-volt breakdown test on one foot of cord for one minute after
one hour's immersion in water.
In regard to the braid, we are meeting with a
peculiar situation and would appear to be overcoming a popular fallacy which has heretofore obtained
among many of the manufacturers, and that is in
regard to the method of sealing the braid to the
insulation.

a^^

SflBBp^

'_.y

.'\s you may all know, the usual method of sealing
the braid to the insulation is partly to vulcanize the
insulation, then put on the braid, then put the
braided wire into the vulcanizer a second time.

tJ^^^B^B/j ^^v^^R^^^^B^

ALLIS-CHALMERS DISTRICT OFFICERS AND DEPARTMENT MANAGERS.
lar product, reports indicate that a general resumption of business activity is being brought about
at the present

of

material

time,

of

all

and the outlook for purchases
kinds, particularly power and

electrical machinery, is most encouraging.
Many
of the district managers stated, in fact, that, during the past two weeks inquiries have been very
heavy and customers are only waiting until a little more complete restoration of normal conditions
to place large orders for apparatus.
One of the facts emphasized at the meeting was
the advantage of taking contracts for the complete
equipment of power and lighting plants, electricrailway installations, industrial works, etc., which
the company's varied line of machinery enables it
to

do.

Following

shown
F.

in the

is

a

list

of the

photograph

names of

the

managers

:

Cohvell. manager Cincinnati office; J. U.
manager Dallas office: E. T. Pardee, manoffice; M. W. Thomas, manager .'Vtoffice:
F. Harrison, manager flourmill
J.

C.

Jones,

ager Boston
lanta

machinery department; B. A. Behrend, chief electrical engineer; J. W. Gardner, manager Chicago
Weidman Murray, manager Pittsburg
J.
office
W. L. Loveland, manager mining machinery
department
St. J.
Chilton, manager Philadelphia
office
F. L. Bunton, manager St. Louis office
office;
;

;

;

Randall, manager New York office; Roscoe
Cornell, manager El Paso office; George A. Williams, manager Cleveland office; P. H. Carey, manager Detroit office: C. R. Tatem. manager Buffalo
office
H. D. Scribner. manager San Francisco
office
A. E, Hosier, manager Kansas Cit}' office
A. H. Whiteside, mairager electrical department
R. B. M'cConney, manager Denver office
L. M.
Harvey, manager iUilwaukee branch office
E. T.
Adams, manager gas-engine department
H.
J.
Denton, manager air-brake
department;
I.
L.
Skeith, manager sawmill machinery- department
M. C. Miller, assistant to the president W. J.
F.

C.

;

;

;

;

further tests for the insulation resistance and dielectric strength, but', considering that flexible cord
for pendants is limited to use in dry places, the

\alue of a high insulation resistance is not apparent.
On the other hand, the fact that flexible cord is
almost always subjected to more or less rough
handling tying in knots and otherwise straining
the same mechanicall}' a better mechanical value
with greater strength specified in the insulation
would seem to be of advantage. Or it might be
possible to so limit the usage of flexible cord that
so much necessity for rough handling or flexibility
would not be apparent.
Turning, to the rules for use of flexible cord we
find, first, that this cord is only intended for use
in dry places, except it is made up as a reinforced
portable cord.
(See rule 45f.)
Further, we find that cord must be suspended
so that the entire weight of the socket and lamp
shall be borne by an approved device under the
bushings in the socket and above the point where
the cord comes through the ceiling block or rosette in order that the strain may be taken from
the joints and the binding screws.
This approved device usually takes the form of
knots in the cord.
In addition to this we find
flexible cord subjected frequently to considerable
dry heat and to the action of flies and other insects, which can be frequently noticed gathered in

—

—

groups on pendant cord.
cially

tion

These conditions, espetwo former, seem to call for an insulawhich is tough mechanically and somewhat
the

rather than possessed of high insulating
strength.
The action of flies and other insects in hot
weatiier. and their well-known persistence, would
also lead to the belief that strength of insulation
elastic

'

;

:

Part of a paper read before ttie Western Afisociation of
1.
Electrical Inspectors at the third annual meetine at St. Paul
Minn.. October 23. iqo7. The author ii secretary of the Wire Inspection Bureau in

New

York.

The vulcanizing being done by steam heat, two
conditions occur.
The first is to shrink the braid
into the insulation and the second is further to
harden the insulation so that the braid and the
insulation take a firm hold on each other.
This process would, unquestionably, avail and
make a good article were a high-grade compound
used, or were the vulcanizing process carried on to
its completion, but, as a matter of fact, in
a good
many cases the compound is neither high-grade nor
the vulcanizing process completed, so while theoretically this process seals the braid, practically it
conies far from accomplishing this object.
In further connection with this process we have
been told by some that a complete vulcanization of
the insulation would lessen its ability to stand ordinary handling, tying in knots, etc, and that if more
completely vulcanized before braiding no means
would exist to seal the braid to the insulation, even
as is now the case.
Also, if they A-ulcanize too
much after braiding the action of the steam in the
vulcanizer on the braid would be such as to injure
the braid.
are glad to state, however, that three different companies have shown us, practically, that they
can vulcanize their compound before braiding and
then sea! the braid with glue or other adhesive
substance, which would appear to be the solution
to this part of the problem.
This sticking of the braid with adhesive substance is equally possible with cotton or with silk
braid.
Even with improvements on both insulation
and braid, however, so that the cord is stronger
mechanically, the best condition of affairs could
hardly obtain if the cord were used, or rather
abused, in the future as in the past, and it would
seem to the writer as if some "efforts should be
taken to prevent the knotting of cord in sockets or
rosettes and that some form of approved holder
should be encouraged which would prevent the
necessity for such knots.
This would, apparently, leave it possible to stiffen
the cord in other ways without increasing its expense, removing danger from improper handling.

We

—

:

—

:
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do not suppose

it

would be possible to discuss
body of men who are better

this subject before a
quahfied to pass on the last suggestion than the
members of your association, and T would like
very much to sec this point settled in some way,
if necessary, by change in
the Code, so that, by
taking care of abuses in the field, the manufacturer
could be encouraged to use his efforts toward
proper improvement of the pendant cord.
There is one thought on which I have not
touched, and that is the question of the use of
swivel attachment plugs, and although the value
of these plugs would hardly be apparent on pendant cords, something of this kind would seem to
be necessary, especially so if a stiffer cord were
found practical, for if the stiffness were removed
from the cord, some flexibility would have to be
obtained with, say, a swivel-attachment plug, or
else the cord would be useless for portable-heater

use.

As soon

as we get a better enforcement of rules
regard to sealing and flame-proofing of braid, it
probably be in order for us to take up the
quality of the yam used, in regard to weight,
fineness and weave.
And the importance of specifying weight and fitness will be readily appreciated
by anyone who takes the trouble, through perusal
of some authority like Draper Standard, to see
the enormous range of quality of textile yarns.
in

will

Electric Law.'

By John
topic

C.

Nicholson.

law, not the laws of elecof an electric-light plant or
of a street railway ought to be as familiar with
electric law as he is with the laws of electricity.
'1 he
duties of officers and managers of public
utilities are quasi-public.
They occupy a ditterent
relationship to the public than the ordinary business man.
xA.
slight neglect or oversight, perhaps, and the
plant is shut down and all business suspended, or
perhaps it is a live wire, and. not only many lives
are put in jeopardy, but fire breaks out and sweeps
the city off the map.
An accident, a judgment
for damages, and there may be a bankrupt company.
It requires but a short step to carry imagination to a reality.
It is very important that owners and managers of all public-utility corporations
know their rights and liabilities under the law,
and this is especially true with electric-light and
street-railway companies.
Take the law of negligence, the law of damages.
AVill you not study them in so far as they
relate to your own business?
Every man is supposed to know the la\v. You can at least familiarize yourself with the general principles and the
current decisions of Nthe Supreme Court relating
to the hazardous business in which you are enj\[y

gaged.

electric

is

The manager

tricity.

I

will

not attempt more than to call your

attention to a few general princioles and some
recent decisions of our Supreme
Court under
three heads, viz.
The relation of the company to the city.
TIic relation of the company to third persons.
The relation of the company to its employes.
Electric companies furnishing current to the public generally
and using the street for such purpose are quasi-public in their nature, and the
public has certain rights which it does not have
in
the
strictly
private
company.
Public-utility
companies have no right to discriminate in charges
for the same service.
The legislatures and the
courts are giving the people enlarged ^pwers over
ail
public-utility
companies, and the extent to

which this movement wW] go no one can tell. The
only bar remaining, so far as I know, is the stand
the courts have held that the Legislature, or commissions created by it. cannot confiscate private
property.
In other words, that the owner is entitled to a reasonable return, but on what he is
entitled to a reasonable return is still in doubt.
Is he entitled to interest on his investment or
interest on the present val»;i:' of the plant, and
if so.
what rate of interest is a reasonable re-

turn? These arc still mooted questions. It is admitted that the farmer may double his money each
year or the miner make i.ooo per cent, each year
or the speculator even do better, hut it is quite
that the owner of public utilities
only entitled to interest on the money invested,
least not to more than a reasonable rctulrn on
the physical value of the plant.
Tlic laws of Kansas arc as fair and reasonable
toward our properties as they arc in the majority
of the states.
The Populist law of 1807 was repealed four years ago, and the wave has passed
eastward and now overspreads the Atlantic states.

the :hinK to say
is

at

The police power is the most comnrchensive anrl
far-rcachinjj law in this country of onrs.
Tt is
only to the ri;;hls reserved by the United
States constitution.
This undefinable law controls
the location of poles or removal of them, the
5trinKing of wires or removal, lifihting the streets
by city or by contract, gradinj? of streets and ob•;t ructions
therein, fire protection, nuisances, etc.
Ordinances of this nature, however, must not cx.

«;ubjcct

I,

KaaH beforn

ch«!

Kaiuai

C». Water

aod Eledrlc AiNocla-

iloo at ToDffka. O'-tohnr jn. loor. The anihor
Newton, K>rua«. Elecirie LEsht Company.

h

president of the

February

beyond a just regulation of rights for the*
public good, and when they unreasonably abridge
or burden the privileges which the police power is
tend

conserve they are invalid. Whether such ordinances are reasonable is for the court to decide.
The police power cannot be delegated or given
away by franchise, contract or otherwise.
For
example, a franchise does not permit the maintenance of a nuisance or the operation of a plant
in a dangerous manner to life or property.
Cities of the first class [in Kansas] may under
certain conditions grant franchises for not exceeding 30 years, while cities of the second and third
classes may grant franchises for not exceeding 20
years.
Cities of either class may buy, construct and
operate light and water plants, but no city is
authorized to grant an exclusive franchise, and
whether it can build its own plant during the life
of a franchise to a private company is to be seen.
Under the police power the city has a right to fix
a maximum rate to consumers, but once fixed in
to

the form of a contract it is binding.
Chapter 105 of the Kansas laws of 1905 provides
that the lot owner may recover damages for injury to trees planted within the curb line of -the
street the same as if the same were planted on bis
lot.
In Ohio, where the fee to the center of street
is
in the lot owner, the court held that the lot
owner "had the right to have the trees remain and
grow there without injury, whether such injury
was necessary or' not to the use of the lines of
such telegraph company." Our Supreme Court has
not passed on the question.
An electric company
has no power to enter upon private property for
the purpose of cutting off branches of trees overhanging the sidewalk or street.
If it desires to
enter upon private property it must obtain permission; if not, it will be liable for .trespass" and dimages.

The duty is imposed on the company of erecting its poles in such a manner as not to interfere
with the abutting owners' right to ingress and
egress, and of so constructing its lines as not to
interfere with or impede the public in its* use of
the streets or render them dangerous to public
travel, and maintaining them in a safe condition.
In New York the court enjoined a company froiii
erecting a pole in front of plaintiff's .place, of busip
ness, which created a hindrance to free access to
the store.
The company is bound to use the utmost care
in the maintenance of its wires; and if a wire
falls or breaks, the company is^ liable for any injury caused thereby, unless it be >ome latent defect which by the exercise of reasonable care it
could not detect.
If a storm of unusual and extraordinary severity causes a wire to fall and it
is
permitted to remain an unreasonable time, the
company is liable for injury caused thereby, otherwise not.
If the company permits a live wire to
remain exposed for a long time it is liable, or permits it to remain after notice given it is liable.
Most of the cases coming under this rule are
where telephone wires have broken and fallen
across high-tension electric wires.
In Railway Co. vs. Gilbert, 70 Kas., 261, our
Supreme Court held that "A street-railway company that employs

electricity

as

a

motive

power

required to exercise the highest care to protect
persons using the streets from the danger of being
injured by the electric current, and is liable for
any damages occasioned by its failure to do so."
It is suggested that electric companies ought perhaps to be regarded as quasi-insurcrs as toward
any third persons.
The relation of the company to employes for
personal injuries is largely one of fact, but the
general principles are better defined.
It is the duty
of an electric company to use reasonable care, to
furnish its employes with safe appliances and to
keep the same in reasonable repair, and this duty
cannot be delegated so as to relieve the company.
Reasonable care and prudence is a relative term
and depends on the facts in each case.
One who chooses to enter the employment of an
electric company assumes the risks incident to the
employment and which he has no reason to expect to be counteracted or removed.
The company is not compelled to furnish printed rules. If
the employe choscs the more hazardous of two
methods he does so at his own risk.
If the company employs knowingly or retains an
inifit employe
it
will be liable for injuries due to
liiat cause.
No absolute rule can be laid down for
linemen. The degree of care required of tlio company and the extent of the risk assumed by the
linemen are to be measured and determined on the
facts in each case.
Tlie company is not liable for
latent defects in the poles which It could not discover with rea.sonablc care.
In City of EmpoHa vs. Kowalski our Supreme
Court held:
"The ordinary risks incident to the
business assumed by the employe are those only
which occur after the due nerformance by the
master of these duties which the law imposed
on him," and cave iudgmcnt against the city. In
Buoy vs. Milling Co. our Supreme Court held
that the servant may rest upon the assnmplioti
that the company has performed its duty In respect to a safe place tu work and safe appliances,
is

and

was
pole
In

i,

'
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Hoffmeier vs. K. L. R. Co. the company
liable where its conductor was struck by a
and knocked from its car.

in

Crist vs. Light Co., in 72 Kas., 135. our
Supreme Court held that the question of contributary negligence is for the jury and' not the
court, and that where a lineman on being told by
the foreman, "All right, go ahead," applied his
pliers to a live 'wire and was severely burfied, the
foreman was vice-principal and the company liable.
The courts are not in harmony as to the liability for accidents due to electricity, and different
rules govern for high-tension currents and for
low-tension currents.
The true rule seems to be
that the degree of care changes with changing
cii^cumstanccs and must be in proportion to the

danger.
also find a large number of the cases growing
cut of the falling of a telephone wire across a
light wire, in which case the courts hold the light
company liable for injury rc:udting from touching
the telephone .wire.
contract exempting the electric company from
liability for damages does not exonerate it in cases
where the injury is caused liy its own negligence.
All such contracts are void as against public policy
in
the case of employes as well as with con-

4

I

A

sumers.
Watchfulness, inspection and great care are required at your hands, and in closing I would admonish you, under and by virtue of the law, first,
second, never
not to violate municipal regulations
expose the public to the least unnecessary danger,
and, third, be as careful as you possibly can of
your employes.
;

Regulation of Electric Signs.
Answering a question relating to electric-sign
ordinances and basing its response on information
furnished by S. M. Sheridan of Detroit, Federal
Electric
Company of Chicago, United Electric
Light and Power Company. J. O. Beck, Jr., E. A.
A. Bulletin
Mills and E. S. Mansfield, the N. E.
furnishes the following information.

L

Unfortunately, it is impossible to give the various
ordinances submitted in full, and even impossible
to take the space necessary for a satisfactory suminary:
Nevertheless, the following remarks and
outline of an ordinance will probably furnish some
useful suggestions
Some sort of an ordinance specifically covering
On accouiit of the
electric signs is an advantage.
illumination they furnish they are in many places
favored by special legislation permitting them privileges in the matter of size aiid location iiot acThis, seems emicorded non-illuminated signs.
Furthermore, soriie legislation; even
nently fair.
An ordinance, the inrestrictive, is an advantage.
spection required, and a fee, if exacted, insure good
workmanship, some uniformity, and give the signs
If no restrictions are imposed
a legal standing.
the privileges and opportunities are often abused,
thus leading to complaint against illuminated signs
and in the end doing the business much harm.
Assuming an ordinance already in force, decidedly restrictive in character as applied to signs
in general, the following is an outline of an ordinance with comments that might apply to electric

signs:

Section
Section

I

—DcHnU'wH
—Materials

an Electric Sign.

of

and Manner of Construction.
This insures good workmanship.
"Shall be
rendered thoroughly waterproof." Chicago. "Entirely of metal."
New York. "To be most safe,
secure and durable." Beaumont.
Section 3 Size and Location. This section is to
prevent signs from overstepping reasonable limits
in the matter of size and location.
They should
not project beyond the curb in any event, and less

—

2

—

—

than this
"Shall not

is

—

—

considered

project

— Detroit.

from

—

better in many places.
the building more than

—

12
"Six feet." New York.
"Beyond the curb-line." Chicago. "Shall be not less
than T5 feet from the sidewalk." Detroit.
"Ten
feet."
New York. "Nine feet." Chicago. "Shall
not have a greater height or depth than six feet."
feet."

—

—
—

—

"A sign exceeding six feet in length shall
not exceed half its length in width. "^Chicago.
Section 4 Certificates and Permits. A plan of
ihc proposed sign should lie submitted to the
proper autliorilies and a permit for its construction
obtained.
After it Is erected it should be inspected
by the proper authorities (a) as to its mechanical
construction and (b) as to its electrical features.
If all these arc found satisfactory and to conform
lo rules and regidations. the necessary permits for
the operation of the sign are to be issued.
For
these a fee may or may not be exacted.
Most of
the ordinances provide that ail these permits arc
mere licenses, revocable at any time by the City
Council.
This does not seem entirely right.
Section 5 License Pee. This is an atmual fee
and, if nominal, stems advantageous.
These fee.'
arc "ro cents for each square foot of sign space,
the square feet on one side only being considered
the lotah square feet of the sign."
New York.
"For projecting signs. 15 cents per square foot
of sign space." Chicago.
Section 6 The llluinination Required.
Since an
Detroit.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

itii

—
|'\l)rii;ir\

I.

cli-ctric siRii

oi

finint

k-c

hci'iisi-

;
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HjdS
to he givi-ii spi'ciiil

is

till-

—

iUuininiilioii

oil

that

ii

hasis,

it

fniiiicntly

is

CORRESPONDENCE.

on acand pays a

priviloKi-s

furiiislics

that

fair

ainount of illiiiniiuition shouhl lie re"Tlic numhiT of incaiuh-sivnl lamps for
(|iiitv(l.
K'ss than mu- lamp to each
shall
hu- not
silkcull

Continental Europe.

niiiiiimini

;i

sipiaro

I', I

fi|ually

\k'

dusk

until

siRii

p.

snifaix-.

each aiul

inumiiiatcd

g^o

during

ii.iied

of

fi'cl

m."— ChicaKo.

business

hours

sides

lioth

every iiinht fnun
"Shall he illiiiniafter

sundown."

lieanninnt.

7— -Vf'.r/

St\lii>it

l<>

imisl

Pfivittc Rcsltlciici's.

—This sec-

prohihits the use of an electric sign' "next to
Imildiufi used exclusively as a private residence
uuhout the consent of the owner." New York.
This seems a good provision.
This section is to defme violah'iiii's.
St'ttiou a
tions of the ordinance and provide suitable fines.
To
State
When the Oniimiiiee BeSection
linii

ii

—

—
—

comes

Of

—

liifeetire.

ordinances submitted, the Chicago ordiwhile complete^ seems unnccessaj'ily compliThe New York ordinance is shorter and

the

nance,
caled

more comprehensive.

Electric Drive in

Cement

Plants.

The manufacture of Portland cement has several
features wliich differentiate it commercially from
alnmst any industry and which make it a particularly suitable lield for the introduction of the elecTile General l-Tcctric Company, Schentric motor.
ectady. N. v., in Bulletin No. 4555, describes the
application of electricity to cement plants, and gives
regarding- the difa large amount of information
cement
ferent processes and the apparatus used.
plant is kept in practically continuous production,
and the shutting down of any one machine must
The dirccnot affect the operation of the others.
linn and distance of the power transmission should
which
interfere
with
the
most
efKcient
layout,
not
should be determined solely by the relative location
of the quarries, the storage bins, the best available
place for the machinery, and the space available
future growth. The raw material being a
for
very small part of the production cost, a continuous and accurate record should be kept, showing
the amount of power used in each of the departments, in order that the manufacturing cost may
be maintained at a minimum. It is necessary to
start the machines under overload and provide for
short overloads during operation, so that the driving
power must give the best efficiency at normal loads
with a large margin of overload capacity. To the
above is added the most severe service conditions,
on account of the unskilled labor employed and
the character of the material manufactured.

A

'

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
L. C. Bowman of Kansas City. jNIo., has purchased the telephone exchange at Alliance, Neb.

Jamison of Alvo, Neb., has purehased from
O. M. Tharp the telephone exchanges in Malmo.
Weston, Prague and Morse Bluff, Neb.
t.

J.

J. H. May, formerly of Fremont, Neb., is now
manager of the Chadron (Neb.) Telephone Com-

pany.

T. L. Benedict and others have organized a company to establish a telephone exchange in Clarendon, Tex.
About $20,000 will be spent.

The La Crosse (Wis.) Interurban Telephone
Company has bought the lines and property of the
Vernon

County Telephone Company, which has
connections at Viroqua, La Farge. Viola, Readstown, Soldiers' Grove, De Soto and Victory, Wis.
In celebrating the completion of the toll-line
connections with Grand Rapids. ISIich., opening .the
state of Michigan to the Indiana Independent service,
Independent telephone managers from northern Indiana and southern Michigan met at dinner
in

South

Bend on January

15th.

The

first

talk

system was through a telephone installed at the banquet board.
Theodore
Thorward, president of the South Bend Home
Telephone ompany, presided.
over

The

the

completed

Galesburg Union Telephone Company of
has appropriated $30,000 for the

Galesburg, 111.,
construction of

new

till

pany now has a good

The comand the new

lines in Illinois.

business
lines will give connection with all the larger cities
in the
state except Chicago.
Entrance w^ill be
made to Peoria, Rock Island, Streator, Elgin,
Joliet, Aurora and other cities.
Contracts will be
entered into with the Interstate Telegraph and Telephone Company and work on the lines will be
commenced as soon as possible.
toll

A dispatch from Spokane. Wash., says that A. H.
Kelly has returned to Spokane from Nelson. B. C.
with the information that the Nelson Electric
Smelting Company's plant, designed to handle zinc,
silver and lead ores by an electrical process, will
begin operation early in April.
The plant is for
experimental purposes only, and if it is successful
a larger plant will be elected next fall, wdien it is
expected to treat from 150 to 200 tons a day.

in London ..|ii(l a f(w oilier places which in cnllcil
a iioii-parallcl-nxlv truck, tlic nliject of whicli if> In
reduce llie cnornKniK wear :tnd tear of wheeU and
The two axles
rails on electric tramway sysleiiis.
flexibly so llial
r>f
;i
stiiKle Iriick •avu arrani^ed

P;iris,
lit

January

NaiK'H,

17,

(iiTiiiany,

—
'I

lu'

has

railici-IclcKraiili
bci'ii

making

hlatiiMi

sciiiu'

ini-

apiiaraliis <if laic, in iiriliT In
ItiiiKcfHinnciiot.
(tf
scries
cxiicrimcnls npini
a
ilislancc work.
Icsls arc now alrcaily licumi.
'I'lu
and arc vcr>' promising. .SiKiials were scni overland
pidvi'iiK'nIs

ill

its

to Auslri;i aiul were received liy .a small port;il»lc
military outfit wdiich had lieen set up in the iieiKliborliood of Vienna, al Kakeneiilinrn. Not Ioiik since
the Nauen station succeeded in covcriiiK an exlon^;
distance at se;i. 'I'lie steamship
ceiilion.ally
Cape Ulancc) sailed from llamhin'K for Buenos
.\yres, and even when far out at sea it continued
The last
to receive the messages from Nauen.
telegram it received at Santa Crnz. in the island of
'renerifre, which lies at einht days' sailing from
ilie clistance to 'renerilTe is ahout .2,300
llanihnrK.
miles, and this is one of the longest distances
which has been covered as yet.
Severe winter weather, accompanied by heavy
gales, caused a great disturbance in the telegraph
and telephone service between P.iris .and London
and also between Paris ;nid Helgiimi. Molland and
Germany. At one time, although there are 18 or
20 wires connecting the French and English capitals, there was not a single line in working order,
.and at the French postofiices a great accumulation
h'or London alone
of telegrams was the result,
there were about 1,500 dispatches waiting to be

somcwdiat
been
have
However, matters
straightened out since that time.
The French. English and Swiss administrations
have concluded an arrangement which will give
an increase in the number of telegrams sent bctw'ccn these countries. At the same time and over
the same wire can now be sent two telegrams
from 'Zurich to Paris and two telegrams from
Zurich to London, or vice versa. This is carried
out by the use of a Baudot cpiadruplex telegraph
apparatus working on the synchronous system,
which allows of sending nearly 6.000 words an hour.
Instruments in the physical laboratories in different parts of Germany have been considerably
affected of late by disturbances coming from elecOne
tric plants and pole lines in the neighborhood.
of the principal laboratories in Berlin had mucb
the
some
time
and
for
this
cause
trouble from
reason was undiscovered. At last it was found to
come from the trolley wires of a neighboring tramway line. After some experimenting, in order to
overcome the difficulty, the traction company was
obliged to run a double trolley wire in order to
suppress the disturbances. At Teltow the electric
plant, wdiich is used for running the canal system,
wdiich is located at the locks of the canal, caused
so much disturbance at the seismatic observatory
that the latter had to be removed to a greater distance and placed behind a hill, as the current from
the plant, as well as the vibration of the machines, was found to cause a marked effect upon
the earthquake-registering instruments.
A lawsuit which was recently commenced at
Paris brought out some disclosures of a sensational
character. Mr. Lemoine, supposed to be an engineer, said that he had discovered a new method
for m.aking artificial diamonds in the electric furnace, but instead of the microscopic crystals obtained by Moissan. he proposed to obtain large
ones.
He presented the affair to the De Beers
company, wdiich is the largest one concerned in
working the South African fields. Its president,
Mr. Werner, was impressed wdth the supposed discovery and made a contract with the inventor. At
his laboratory at Paris Lemoine operated with an
electric furnace in the presence of witnesses, and
appeared to extract large diamonds from the cruciOn the strength of this Mr. Werner is said
ble.
to have advanced him sums to the amount of $330.Lemoine proceeded to erect a hydraulic plant
coo.
at Argeliers; in the Pyrenees region, for making
operations on a large scale. After waiting in vain
for a further outcome, Mr. Werner seems to have
concluded that the affair was fraudulent, hence
the lawsuit, which is filling columns in the Paris
A. de C.
journals.
sent.

Great Britain.

—

London, January- 18. The announcement that the
American Westinghouse Company has been permitted to accept shares in the Traction and Power
Compan\' in liquidation of the debt
Securities
owing by the British Westinghouse Company has

come simultaneously with the

issue of a circular
the shareholders of the latter company setting
forth the financial position of the undertaking.
The striking feature^ of this circular is the statement that for the 11 months to November, 1907,
there has been a trading profit of $380,000. and a
net profit of about $90,000 after providing for interThe directest on loans and debenture interest.
ors utter the belief that if there be no- unfavorable
development in industrial conditions the position
of the company will continue to improve. For the
year 1906 the trading profits only amounted to
$85,000, and after meeting debenture interest there
was a deficit of $220,000.
truck is being experimented with
.A. new' tramcar

to

when

a curve is laken
auloiiialically ileflecl the

the lirsl iiair of wliceln
second pair lo Ihe exact
degree required by the amouiil of ihc curve, while
Ihe body of ilie car follows a eomparalivcly even
The same principle ajiplies in Ihc case
course.
of what may be lerined nalnral irreKiilarilies on
Ihe track.
In oilier words, the two axles in conforming lo Ihc condilions of ihc track, so far as
gauge and curves are concerned, may be said lo he
never p.'irallel.
In a short article last year I described Ihc
Stevens |)atrol electric system of power IraiisniisThis
sion for application lo heavy road vehicles.
system, with sfjine modificilions, has now been
omnibus
Loiulon
firm,
which
pill into service by a
is Ihe first lo u.se such a method of power transmission under commercial running conditions.
Liverpof^l corporation has just .added lo ils fire
brig.ade e^nnplement an electrically driven exleiidladder, which is hoisted to a vertical position
by a small electric motor. 'I'he total height of the
ladder is Hj'/i feet and the carriage is driven by
separate motors on each of the front wheels.
The electrification of the Lancaster-IIeyshaniMorecambe section of the Midland Kailway. upon
the single-phase system, is being r.'ipiilly proceeded
with, y/2 miles being now absolutely completed. It
is given out thai on Sunday the first trials of the
new rolling stock will he made over this portion
of the line.
The whole of the section wdiich is
being electrified comprises about nine miles of
dfjuble track, there being four miles between LanMorecambe and five miles between
caster and
M'orecanibe and Heysham.
There has just been ended in London a pretty
little
squabble between a lociil authority and an
electric-lighting company wdiich serves to illustrate
the unreasonableness of municipalities on the one
hand and the anomalies of law on the other. The
South London Electric Supply Company some years
ago contracted lo erect a refuse destructor next
to ils generating station and lo dispose of the local
refuse,
.\fter awhile the local authority said the
destructor was a nuisance and asked that it be
From the nature of the machinery it was
abated.
clearly shown that the nuisance complained of was
unavoidable, but after carrying the matter through
the courts the case went against the electric supply
company. In other words, while it was bound by
agreement to continue the destructor, it was
its
ordered to abate a nuisance wdiich it was admitted
could not be remedied in the nature of things.
Having got to this position, the ne.xt move was
and it could have been done much sooner and at
iiig

—

less expense
to come to an agreement to
dismantle the destructor at a loss to the shareholders of $330,000.
G.

much

New
New York

York.

—

January 25. In the Court of
Appeals a few days ago the authority of the Legislature to delegate esser.tial powers to an appointcommission, more especially Ihe old State
ive
Commission of Gas and Electricity, but by inference also the newly created Public Service ComCity,

missions, was questioned.
The case was the appeal
of the Saratoga Gas. Electric Light and Power
from
judgment
of the .A.ppellate DiCompany
a
\'ision, wdiich upheld an order of the Commission
of Gas and Electricity purporting to fix for the
village of Saratoga Springs the price of gas at
$1.45 a thousand cubic feet and of electricity at
The company argued
eight cents a kilowatt-hour.
that by depriving individuals and corporations engaged in the gas or electric business of the right
to apply for an alteration of a rate once fixed by
the commission, wdiile conceding this important
privilege to their opponents, denies to them the
equal protection of the laws.
Several recent short-circuits in the subway which
have cut oiT the power and delayed trains have
caused the authorities to look about for a newmethod of lighting the cars when the power is
The lighting of the cars at present is
cut off.
by current from the third rail and any trouble on
Some
the circuit leaves the cars in darkness.
emergency plan of lighting is to be installed.
The first report of the Public Service CommisAs one of
sion has been sent to the Legislature.
its chief features is the assertion that as a result
of the first si.x months of its w-ork 15,000,000 seats
a year had been added to the subway, elevated and
surface street railways of the city.
It is announced that about 60 per cent, of the
exhibit space has already been taken for the NewYork electrical show to be held at Madison Square
Garden. October 3d to 14th. The directors of the
show are Dudley Farrand. president National ElecArthur Williams. New York
tric Light Association
Edison Company W. W. Freeman. Brooklyn Edison Company
James R. Strong, president NaJames
tional Electrical Contractors' .Association
Young. Madison Square Garden Company
C.
ilr.
George F. Parker and Walter Neumuller.
Parker is the manager.
The New- York World in the issue of Sunday.
:

:

:

;

January

19th.

devotes a page to an article by Co'o-

,
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nel Franclyn Elbert Davis, Ph. D.,

M.

small

which would run your automobile

machine,

and. reinstated in your house, would
power and even heat." The inventor
furnish
of this wonderful battery is a young Philadelphian,
This battery is
Frank -\. Decker by name.
mounlcd in a box two feet long, one foot deep
contains
12 jars of hard
and
and i8 inches wide
rubber, each of which in turn holds four separate
In each cell is a light framework of hard
cells.
rubber with a thin plate of corrugated graphite on
each side and a plate of zinc in the middle, sepThe
arated bv a flat cup of porous porcelain.
To charge it the
batterv is normally discharged.
from
a
energizing fluid is pumped into the cells
The fluid is
tank below the containing box.
sodium,
diluted sulphuric acid and bichromate of

home

again,

light,

are assured, "can be bought at any drug
The inventor of this new
store in the world."
form of the old "bichromate" battery claims to have
had favorable tests made by Prof F. B. Crocker
of Columbia University and by Prof Carl Hermg
In the absence of authentic reof Philadelphia.
advisable
ports by these gentlemen it is probably
in better control than
enthusiasm
to keep one's
W.
does Colonel Davis, quoted above.

which,

Michigan.

D., exploit-

ing the merits of a 7S-pound primary battery that
"would light your house, work your electric fans
and run your wife's sewing machine; a battery- so
small and light that you could pick it up and carry
it
out and place it in an automobile, which it
would run down to your office or factory, there
to furnish light and power for a lathe or other

—

Detroit, January 25.
Current was turned on the
trolley wire of the Grand Trunk Tunnel at Port

Huron
The

wxek.

this

Berrien Springs Pow-er and Electric Company has secured rights for a dam in the St. Jo-

Boston, January

important
Leg-

electric-railwav bills before the Massachusetts
for the
islature this year is the one just filed
purchase of the West End Street Railway Company by the Boston, Elevated Company, to which
the' former is now leased. The plan contemplates
an increase of the capital stock of the Elevated
bv an amount equal to the par value of the West
End stock outstanding. It is also proposed 10 give
business.
the Elevated the right to do a freight
The question of increased fares on the street
section
in
this
railwavs that fail 10 pay expenses

under consideration by many boards of diThe Medfield and Medway line, which
rectors.
has run at a loss ever since it started, and now
is

still

has a deficit of about $50,000, proposes a sevencent fare, an increase of two cents per ride, and
the Dedham and Franklin will reduce its five-cent
fare limits so as to collect one more fare for its

through

ser\-ice.

The Boston Elevated

Street

Railway Company,

adverse money conditions of the
past " few months, has succeeded in marketing all
of its issue of $5,800,000 in bonds authorized last
June.
The Bar Harbor and Union River Power Company at Ellsworth, Me., is completing its dam for
its waterpower service, and the power house will
be ready for operation next month. Work is progressing on the electrical equipment for 2,500 horsepower.
The attorney-general of Massachusetts, it is understood, in view of a recent decision of the Supreme Court of the state, will institute proceedings
against the New York, New Haven and Hartford
to determine the validity of the railroad company's
acquisition of trolley lines within the state.
The meeting of the New En.gland Street Railway Club, scheduled to be held January 23d in
the Electrical Engineering Building at the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, has been postponed till
in

spite

of

the

the spring.

Stockholders of the Pawtucket Gas Company of
Pawtucket, R. I., have voted to authorize the
consolidation of that corporation with the Paw-

A

New York and Philatucket Electric Company.
delphia syndicate engineered the deal. The gas
company owns one-half of the electric company's
Bstock.
Ohio.

—

Toledo, January 25. The Columbus Edison Company has called a meeting for March 2d for the
purpose of increasing the capital stock from $1,000,000 to $1,500,000.
The connecting link between the Marion and Bucyrus and the Cleveland Southwestern electric roads
has been completed, thus making a through line
from Cleveland to Cincinnati, most of which is
already in operation.
.•\.
J. Coover, an electrician, has patented a device to prevent the spreading of rails. It is made
of steel and malleable iron, to set between the
tracks, and adjusts itself to expansion and contraction.

The

electric

line

between

Dayton

and

Springfield is being equipped with a view to giving
the invention a thorough test.
The Delphos Elcctrc Light and Power Company
has given notice that on .Vl'arch 1st it will abandon
its present system of arc lighting and will install
in its stead tungsten incandescent lamps.
The city of Bucyrus, Ohio, is considering the
advLsabilily of building its own electric-light plant.
Negotiations are pending looking to a sale of
the electric-light plant at Hicksvillc, Ohio. The
plant is saiil lo be a paying investment.
H. L. S.

The water and light commission of Fairmont,
Minn., has been authorized by the council to enter
into a contract for the sale and handling of electric motors, heating de^•ices and other electric appliances.

Negotiations are under way at Wausau, Wis.,
for the purchase of the Wausau Electric Company's
plant by the Wausau Street Railroad Company.
The street-railway company is also negotiating for
the purchase of the Joseph Dessert waterpower at
Mosinee, Wis. It is the intention of the company
to erect a pr»wer house and transmit power to
Wausau manufacturers and for the operation of
the street railroad.
It is said that the municipal-light plant at Washburn. Wis., is a failure and that the business is

rights.

running behind steadily.

Arrangements

being

made

'

R,

securing
powder for Manistee in the spring from the Hamlin dam.
The dam is completed, and it is thought
that there is sufficient powder available for the operation of street cars, lighting and factory power.
The head is 18 feet and Hamlin Lake makes an

Winnipeg, Man., January 25. The ratepayers of
Kenora, Ontario, voted in favor of that town
building a municipal street-railway system.
D. H.

immense

Currie

are

for

reservoir.

The Southern Michigan Railway Company, operating an electric line between St. Joseph and South
Bend, through Niles and Berrien Springs, has decided to establish a park at Berrien Springs, where
the building of a dam will make a large lake.

D.
Illinois.

—

January 25. The Red Bud and Belleville Interurban Railway Company has been incorporated to build an electric road from Red Bud
to
Smithton.
The incorporators include Conrad
Becker, Red Bud, and Ben A. Gundlach of BellePeoria,

England.
25.—Among the more

ic

i,

seph River at Bertrand, four miles south of Niles.
Work will be started as soon as the dam at Berrien Springs is completed.
The plants at these
points will be operated in parallel with those at
Buchanan, Twin Branch, Elkhart and South Bend.
Work will be resumed in the spring on the
Tyler dam on the M'anistee River, which is owned
by the Electric Land and Development Company
of Traverse City. This is the first of a series of
four dams for which the company controls fiowage

we

New

February

ville.

The Golconda Light and Water Company has
been incorporated with a capital of $12,000 to operate a combined electric-light and water plant at
Golconda.
Incorporators are J. O. Williamson,
R. H. Williamson and R. Gilbert.
The People's Gas and Electric Light Company
of Canton has certified to a change of name to
Canton Gas and Electric Company and increased
the capital stock from $50,000 to $100,000, with an
increase of the number of directors from four to
five.

The first through car on the Indianapolis, Terre
Haute and St. Louis Elec;ric Railway from Indianapolis, Ind.. to Paris, 111., was run this week. Regular service is expected to be in operation today,
with a connection at Terre Haute every hour for
Indianapolis.
B. W. Arnold, who has been terminal superinCompany at
tendent for the Illinois Traction
Springfield, has been transferred to Decatur, where
he will be acting superintendent of the roads there.
Papers transferring the Peoria. Streator and
Ottawa Railway Company to the Chicago, Ottawa
and Peoria Railway Company have been filed for
Included in the assets of the comrecord here.
pany are franchises in the cities of Ottawa and
Streator.
The papers bear the signatures ofW. B.
McKinley as president and George M. Mattis, secThe old company, was formed to build a
retary.
line between this city and Ottawa and Streator
and the new company will take in the Illinois ValThis
ley road and the line from Senaca to Joliet.
is to be a part of the Illinois Traction Company's
property and will ^rm a part of the proposed
through line from Chicago to St. Louis. The line
from this city south to St. Louis is now built and

operating.

The Chicago, Joliet and Central Illinois Railwaj',
which is planning to build an electric railway from
Chicago tlirough Joliet to this city, has representatives at

work

in

the vicinity of Joliet securing the

V.

right-of-way.

N.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, January 25. The Minnesota Power
and Trolley Company is said to contemplate entering the field to compete for electric-light and power
business in Minneapolis and will soon ask for a

Dominion of Canada.

—

is

town

clerk.

The

conduit system being installed in Winnipeg
for the government telephone system consists of
fiber pipe.
The conduit runs have been laid out
after a most careful survey, the aim being to bring
each subscriber's telephone circuit into the subway
with the shortest possible aerial route.
A company of local business men of Creston,
British Columbia, has been formed for the purpose
of building a telephone and electric-lighting system in that town. While the company has only
been in operation a few months there are already
20 miles of pole line and 100 telephones in operation.
Several long-distance lines are in operation,
including one to Spokane.
The latest in connection with the civic power
question in Winnipeg is the proposition made by
Alderman Adams that the city purchase tlie power
plant on the Winnipeg River owned by the Winni-

peg Electric Company.
The council of Port Arthur, Ontario, has just
completed arrangements with the Kaministiquia
Power Company for the supply of 700 horsepower
to be used for lighting and the operation of the
municipal street-railway system.
The town's increased requirements for power and the failure of
water supply from its resources in connection with
its power plant have made it necessary to obtain
outside power.
For seme time past the Kaministiquia Power Company has been supplying the sister town of Fort William, the Canadian Pacific
Railroad, the Ogilvie flour mills, Canada Iron
Foundry and several other concerns.
The directors of the Montreal Street Railroad
Company have decided to issue $1,000,000 in stock
to wipe out the floating debt of the companv.
'

R.

Pacific Slope.

—

22.
E. M. Downer of
Pinole, Cal., representing the Great Western Power
Company, has been granted a franchise for the
company's transmission lines over the highways
of Alameda County. This franchise is to enable
the company to bring its power line into Oakland.
The company has a private right-of-way covering
most of the distance through Alameda County.
The company has also asked for a franchise in
Butte County giving it the right to erect and operate a power line to carry lOOjOOO volts through
that county.
The petition states that the line will
be carried on steel towers 1.30 feet in height.
The annual banquet of the Electrical Contract-

San Francisco, January

ors' Association was held in
San Francisco on
the evening of Januarj' 20th at the Fairmont Hotel.
The announcement is made at the United States
Navy Yard at Mare Island, Cal., that the federal
government will establish a wireless-telegraph station at Valdez, Alaska, to be under the control of
the station at Sitka, Alaska.

The Northwestern Interurban Railway Company
made formal application to the city of MoorThe
head, Minn., for a franchise through the city.
company has secured a portion of the right-of-way
being the distance from Cormorant to Lake Me-

The property owners along Pacific Avenue, San
Francisco, have raised $100,000 toward the bonus
offered to the United Railroads of San
to be
Francisco in consideration of tlie company's reconstructing the railroad on that street as an
underground cable system rather than as an overhead-trolley line, as now contemplated by the company. The line was a cable line before the great
fire,
and has not been operated since. The company says that the reconstruction of the cable line

lissa.

would cost about

franchise.

has

Plans are being drawn for a new electric-light
The estimated cost is
plant for Edgeley, N. D.
$6,650.

Livingston, Mont., will vote on February 4th
granting a franchise to the Madison River
Power Company for an electric-lighting system.

on

The Oconto Falls Manufacturing Company of
Oconto Falls, Wis., proposes to build a power dam
below the present dam ;uid transmit the power to
the mill by electricity.
During 1907 there were but 2,j4i poles for carrying electric wires set
for 1906.
C. A. Snyder,

Light

and

in

Minneaoolis, against 5,441

manager of
Power Company,

the

has

Auburn

Electric
the

purchased

plant of the Blue Springs Electric Light
of Blue Springs, Neb.

Company

$300,000.
the savings banks of this city which
had been fighting the proposition of raising by
taxation $750,000 for the construction of a municipal street railroad on Geary Street, have decided to pay the extra tax without protest. The
action of the supervisors recently indicates that the
money raised will be used for other purposes than
for that originally proposed.
F. X. Waldron & Co. of Seallle, Wash., have
petitioned the Board of County Coininissioners for
the privilege of operating an electric railway along
certain of the county roads and for the construction of its proposed power plant on Vashon Island.
The Chehalis and Centralia Railway Company,
which plans to construct and operate an electric
railway between Chehalis and Centralia, Wash.,
has bought from !•'. M. Boync and others of Los
.A

number of

I'rl)iii;ii\

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

ii^if^

I,

line and equipnearly lo miles of fio-ponnd sleel
passenRcr cars and -'o frei^-ht cars, lorails, six
'I'lie entire plant
Kellier willi a sleani-imwer plant,
will lie shipped to VVasliingtun for use in llie new

an electric-railway

C;il.,

Aiitfi'lt's,

inchidinK

nienl,

and jilant.
rile Hoard of Supervisors of San iJieKo County,
F. Schaniel and E. W.
Cal., has Rranted to P.
io:id

the riyhl to use the waters of False B.ay
ftir the purpose of developiuR eleL'lricity.
['.
VV. I'eterson of San Oie^o, Cal., lias secured
electric-railw.-iy franchise in that city.
:iii
rile Vallejo Irrigation and Power Company has
articles of incorporation at Napa, Cal.
The
lileil
capital .stock of the company is $500,000, the incorporators beiuR Joseph A. Migliavacca, E. \V.
DouRhty and others.
The Quincy Electric Light Company of Quincy,
Cal., is preparing to install a plant at that place
with a cai)acity of 2,500 i6-candlepower lights.

Junes

Mount Hood Railway Company has

I'he

way and Power Company has asked f.or an electric-light and power franchise in the same town.
received at Stockton, Cal., until
February lotli for an electric-railway franchise
recently applied for by the Central California Tracwill

Nasli

Iowa, has accepted a

iituiue,

Topcka

the

The Home Telephone Com;)any of Alameda
County has applied to the Board of Supervisors
eounty for a franchise to operate its lines
Ihroughout the county.
A.
of that

similar

position

Company. Topeka,

Ivdisoii

with
:ind

K:ni.,

will have full charxe of that company's adverlisinic
sales deparlnunt.
Mr. Miner will be remembered as one of the hosts during the splendid Denver n.'itional electric-liKlil convention of i(>os. Swiu
.after the Denver convention lie hecaine one of the

of the Curtis .\<lverlisiiig Company and did
excellent pioneer work in the fertilization of the
eeiilral-stalion field relative to modern adverlisiuK.
Later he occnpieil ;i position on the staff of the
Charles .Austin Bates Company of New York. He
staff

company

this

left

go

to

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Wiimfield.

La.,

is

about

enlarge

lo

The

may

Okla.,

of Perkins,

city

its

electric-

vole bonds

to

purchase the electric-light plant.
1".

an

Hooper

is

an electric-light plant

for the establishment

of

Edgeley, N. D.

in

&

Frost will begin installing an electriclight plant in Central City, Neb., in March.

Jenkins

Howard

B.

S.

is

applying

and waterworks franchise

The Florence

The
for

an

of

city

for an electric-light
Quasquaton, Iowa.

Water, Light and Ice Com-

(Ariz.)

pany has applied for an

PERSONAL.

at

electric-light

franchise.

La., will expend $10,000
plant and plans are wanted.

Le Compte,

electric-light

Sunny, vice-president of the General
Electric Company, has been elected chairman of the
committee on political action of the Union League

Z. S. Jenkins and others have been granted a
franchise for an electric light plant at Central City,

Club. Chicago, after a spirited but friendly contest.

Neb.

Mr. B.

E.

Texas.

William S. Love, general sales manager of the
Wheeler Condenser and Engineering Company of
New York and formerly in charge of the Chicago
office of the company, died in New York a few
weeks ago.

W.

Mr. A.

Paine of Kansas City, Mo., has been

named

as general manager for the Escanaba Electric Street Railway Company of Escanaba, Mich.,
to succeed A. R. Moore, who retired at the annual
meeting of that company. Mr. Paine has had several years' experience as a street-railway operator

Kansas City and
man.

at

in

other cities and

is

regarded

as a capable

Mr. William "W. Power has been appointed manager of the electrical department of the Boston
branch of the H. W. Johns-Manville Company.
Mr. Power was formerly district manager of the
AUis-Chalmers Company's Philadelphia office, and
previous to that he was connected with the Christensen Engineering Company.
Mr. Power is well
known in the New England States, and his wide
experience in the electrical iieldi combined with a
pleasing

personality,

will

assist

him

in

his

new

position.

Mr.

Samuel

Insull,

president

of

the

Common-

Company

of Chicago, has accepted
appointment as a member of the American
honorary committee to represent the United States
at the International Exhibition of the Applications
of Electricity, to be held in Marseilles, France, beginning April 19th and continuing to October 31st,
this year.
Mr. Insull will be the representative of
the National Business League of America.
The
appointment was made by Paul Dieny, general
United States commissioner of the French governthe

ment.

Mr. H.

Potter, superintendent of transportaEl Paso Electric and Railway Company, El Paso, Tex., for several years, has been
promoted to the position of general superintendent
in charge of both
railway and lighting departments, while Mr. George G. Morse of Jacksonville,
Fla., becomes superintendent of transportation.
Mr. George' D. Hittrick has assumed the
duties of chief engineer and Mr. S. D. Rowan,
who formerly did erecting throughout the Southern states and Mexico, becomes assistant chief.
The plant will be improved.
_

of

granted
Ark.

an

have

Cleveland, Ohio,
franchise in
electric-light

Bros,

of

been

Springdale,

M. A. Holzmark and others

are applying for a
franchise for an electric-light plant at Kansas City,

Kan.

The Queen

City

Electric

Company

of

Sedalia.

Mo., has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$2,000.

The Las Cruces (N. M.) Electric Light and Ice
Company is about to remodel its plant and put in
new machinery.
The Gorman (Tex.) Light and Power Company
has

been

incorporated

with

a

S.

the

Mr. Enrique C. Creel of Chihuahua, Mexican ambassador to the United States and governor of the
state of Chihuahua, has been elected president of the
Compania Electrica y de Ferrocarriles of Chihuahua.
This company recently took over the entire holdings of the Mineral Railroad Company and the
street-railway system and
electric-light
plant
in
the city of Chihuahua.
The Mineral Railroad is
at present a steam line, and the plan is to install
electric power upon this road and all the city lines.
A large electric-power plant will be built. The

VV,

Leiioii

IC.

KichiiMiiid

(liifl.)

for

a camayor.

in

elie-

inniiicipal

The Port.iBc Electric Li»(hl Company li.n« made
application to the slate railroad commission for
permission lo lower ils schedule of rates in PorlWis. The present rale is 15 cents down lo
10 cents a kilowall-hour.
On Imsiness houses the
new rale asked for is 10 cciils down lo 6 cents a

aije.

With a view of considcrinR the underlaking of
mnniciiial eleclric-IiKlit plant the Board of Public
of La I'ayelte, Ind., has eii«,'igeil i'rof.
J.
Walter Eslerline of Purdue University lo prepare
plans and specifications and an cslimate of the
cost of such an enterprise.
The time has come

Works

lish

capital

stock

of

a

another lo-year contract or lo estabmunicipal plant.

to let

rile city of Missoula. Mont.,
electricity generated at the new

now

is

lighted with

power plant of the
Clark-Montana Realty Ccmpany, near Bonner. The
installing of the new m.ichinery was completed on
January 15th. Electrician S. R. Inch and Engineer
George Slack say that the- new turbines and dynamos arc running smoothly and that the tests
made have been entirely .satisfactory.

The report of the special committee of the Collinwood Board of Trade on the Collinwood (Ohio)
municipal electric-light plant is a favorable one.
Politics, it seems, has been kept out of the management of the Collinwood plant, and depreciation
is figured at only five per cent., with no allowance
for insurance, water or taxes.
C. G. Beckwilh is
superintendent and the management of the plant
praised.

The

and Power Company,

Citizens' Light, Heat
Pa.,
which has

Johnstown,

been

operating

tw'o

horizontal Parsons turbines, recently installed a
third unit of the type built by the .\llis-Chalmers

Company. This runs at 1,800 revolutions per minute and delivers 1,000 kilowatts cotHinuously under
normal conditions, with large overload capacity.
Distribution of current is made in the neighborhood of the power house at 2,300 volts, but
through an additional feeder brought out from suitable connections in the armature winding, current
generated at 4,000 volts is also transmitted to a
sub-station three miles distant, where it is stepped
down in the usual manner and used for operating
motors in the vici'nity.

$15,000.

The Melen (Wis.) Water and Light Company
proposes extensive changes, including the establishment of a day service.
L. A. Pearson expects to install an electric-light
plant in West Milton, Ohio, this .summer.
Water-

power

will be utilized.

New

boilers, engine and
stalled in the plant of the

and Power Company
Creighton is manager.

generator are to be inStanberry Electric Light
of 'Stanberry, Mo.
R.
J.

The

City Council of Crawfordsville, Ind., has rean offer of $57,632.33 for the electric-light
plant which for the last 17 years has been operated under municipal ownership.

fused

wealth Edison

tion

Martin

llie

ligliu
li.is

iriclinlil and power plaiil for Ihc year I'W ^ivis
the receipts for liKliI aii'l power an $72,013 and the
operaliiiK expenses $,(.),i;2H.
The total disbiiriieineiils for the year ainounled lo $70,7^)1, of which
$3'l.Kt2 wa.s expended for improveinelils.

is

Judge Laueh McLaurin of Dallas. Tex., has
withdrawn from the ofticial family of the Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Company to accept a professorship at law in the University of

report of

either

reported to be about to establish
electric-light plant at Lead, S. D.
P.

Mr.

pncily of 350 arcs.

A

to supply 750 are
Tlic i)rei.eiit plant

a

plant.

light

MilTicicnt

illuiiiliialion.

kilowalt-liour.

Duhuque.

to

Bonds have been voted
will

U|i|illunce«

street

and

tion

soon build a trolley line across the Gila River at
Winklcman. to he used in traiKsporting ore.

A. C.

Mr. N. Miller, niaiiaxiT of Ihc new-lm«inc»» ilco( the ruion Fleclric Company i>( Dn-

he

Company.
The Phcenix and Eastern Railroad Company

is one of llic strongest in Mexico,
Kcncral manuKcr.

is

parlineiil

peti-

tiiined the City Council of ilreshain. Ore., for an
electric-railway franchise, and (he Portland Rail-

Bids

company

A modern electric-light plant is proposed for
Columbus, Miss., for which David L. Parsons of
to be preparing plans.
A machine

Columbus is said
and repair shop

is

included in the project.

The electric-light plant at California, Mo., has
passed under the management of J. M. Boyd of
Tipton and others, and it is planned to run a line
to Tipton and furnish lights from the California
plant.

The Anadarka (Okla.) Ice, Light and Power
Company contemplates extensions and improvements
A new engine
to its plant to cost about $50,000.
and generator are among the additions contemplated.

The village of Osceola, Wis., has granted C. C.
Ladd- of the Osceola Mill and Elevator Company
franchise to
power for the village.
a

20-year

electric light and
Ladd will organize a

furnish

Mr.

company.
C. C. Bird and associates of Earle, Ark., have
incorporated as the Earle Light and Power ComThe company is capitalized at $10,000 and
pany.
proposed to furnish electric light and power
it is
in the city of Earle.

Plans have been perfected for the incorporation
of the Andrews Light and Power Company with
a paid-up capital stock of $50,000 at Boise, Idaho.
The company will build a power plant on the
Lemhi River, near Salmon City, Idaho.

The city of Little Rock, Ark., plans to erect a
new building and install electrical machinery and

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The

Rockford

and Interurban Railway Comit
inaugurated the freight service on its
road from Rockford, 111., to Beloit and Janesville. Wis., has m'et with such an increase in business that a new freight depot will have to be built
at Beloit.
Officials say that ihe company is doing
a large freight business and that it will probably

pany since
electric

increase

still

more

as

the

summer months

draw-

on.

The proposed electric railway to connect New
Orleans with Grand Isle, an amusement resort on
the Gulf, is to be constructed soon by the NewOrleans and Seashore- Air Line Railway Company.
The main line will be 50 miles long, w-ith branches.
Extensive improvement of Grand Isle and of the
land along the route of the raihvay is included in
the

project.
Directors of the
influential
men, among
Stephens, chief engineer, of

some

company incindi;
them J. W. T.

New

Orleans.

An American

consul in Europe forwards a list
of specifications for the construction of a new electric raihvay. work upon which, it is expected, will
commence during the coming summer. The equipping of this raihvay will offer an opportunity to
American manufacturers to supply steel rails, iron
sleepers, double-truck motor cars, turbines, generators and other necessary items.
Reference may
be made to File No. 1864, Bureau of Manufactures, Washington, D. C.

The new Salem

electric

road out of Portland,
and freight business.

Ore., will conduct an express

General Manager Talbot has signed a contract
with the Wells--Fargo Express Company by virtue
of which that company u-ill handle all express business on the new line. E-xpress matter will be carried in separate compartments in passenger cars
for a time and the sen-ice will be as frequent as
the business w-arrants.
It is likely that separate
express cars will be put on during the coming
summer and that at least three cars will be operated over the line in each direction dailv.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The North Yuba
pany has
Nev. The

Electric Light and Pow-er

articles of incorporation
capital stock of the company

filed

Com-

at

Reno.

is

placed

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

TI4
the

$1,000,000,

at

incorporators

being

A c).700-horsepower Francis type hydraulic turMilbine, built by the Allis-Chalmers Company,
waukee, has just been placed in commercial operation at the Centerville plant of the Valley Counties Power Company, owned by the California Gas
and Electric Corporation of San Francisco. This
among

hydro-electric plants
before has a Francis
wheel been designed for the extremely high head
of 550 feet
installation

from the

is

unique

fact

that

never

Engineer R. S. Masson. formerly connected with
Huntington electric-railway lines in Southern
California, is in Prescotl, Ariz., arranging for the
settlement of water-right and right-of-way questions
connected with the proposed development of electric waterpower on Fossil Creek, 50 miles from
the

project involves the building of two
power plants, and a total of 10,000 horsepower will
This will be transmitted to Presdeveloped.
be
Steel towers 45 feet high and
cott and elsewhere.
500 feet apart will support two circuits of three
wires each, which will carry current at a voltage
Prescott.

of

PUBLICATIONS.

Samuel B.

William B. Barstow and E. Talbot. The
annomiced purposes of the company are to erect
\uba
a power plant near the waters of the North
power to
in California and to supply light and
various towns in Nevada and California.
Crane,

for

Polytechnic Institute
Institut-^ of Electrical

meetings

Branch

matter 6J4 by

:

;

;

The Hamilton Anchor Company

9^

Canada,
"

inches.

Bristol of 45 Vesey Street, New
York city, has issued as catalogue No. 20 "Electric Pyrometers for Blast Furnaces."
This catalogue is the result of a great deal of study of the
problem of equipping blast furnaces with these new
pyrometers, and Prof. Bristol and his associates
have visited nearly all the large steel works of
the country for this purpose.
The catalogue is one
of unusual interest.

William

of the
of the

a

H.

The Western Electric Company is about to
new bulletin covering "Beck Flaming

Lamps,"

Engineers is as
follows: January 31. W. E. Foster, illustrated lecture on "Railway Signaling," both steam and electric-railroad practice; February 14, Dr. George -R.

American

At the annual meeting of the board of directors
of the Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company,
held on January 21st, the following-named officers
were chosen for the ensuing 3'ear
President,
S. M. Dodd
vice-president and general manager,
W. A. Layman second Ance-president, James W.
Bell; treasurer, W. S. Thomas; secretary, Albert
Blair; assistant secretarj^ M. S. Alcorn.

Illinois

has

AND SCHOOLS,

Announcement of speakers

manufacturer of insulating tapes, varis about to open an office in Chicago,
located at 464 Monadnock Building.
Mr.
Arthur E. Duclos, well known to the electric trade
in the Middle West, will be in charge.

descriptive

fully

of

the

issue

Arc
most recent and

important developments and with full data covering performance.
These lamps as now manufactured are suitable for use on either alternating or
direct currents and have been so simplified in construction that but little skill is required in operThis line of arc lamps will supplement the
ating.
already well-known line of enclosed arc lamps manufactured by the Western Electric Company.

Olshausen. "German Educational Methods;" February 28th. L. S. Storrs. "A Consideration of the
Fuel Supply of the United States;" March 13th,
T. H. Parish, "Submarine Cables for Telegraphic
Purposes from Factory to Operation ;" March 27th.
Dr. C. P. Steinmetz, subject to be announced later;
April nth, Mr. K. C. Randall, subject to be announced later.
The meetings of May ist and
May I5lh will be devoted to abstracts of thesis
investigation by students in the Electrical Engineering Department.

The

anniversary number of the Manila
Daily bulletin gives an exhaustive review of Philippine commerce and industry.
It
contains 74
pages and cover, well printed and profusely illustrated.
The islands offer exceptional inducements
in many lines for energetic young men.
One of
the leading commercial organizations is the Manila
Merchants' Association. The Manila Electric Railway and Light Company in a full-page advertisement points out the advantages of electricity for
power and lighting in tobacco factories, rice mills,

Among

the courses of study available in the
year 1908-9 for graduate students at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Boston, are
college

a number of particular interest to electrical engineers.
Prof. H, E. Clifford will continue his lectures on high-tension phenomena and the characteristics
of alternating-current circuits. The advanced course which Professor Clifford addresses
to graduate students is intended to be accompanied
by a considerable amount of original investigation
and research, carried on by each student. Each
student
in
the electrical-engineering department
who becomes a candidate for a higher degree is
expected to follow a major course of theoretical
lectures and one or two minor courses of lectures.
Other courses of an advanced nature which are
particularly planned to meet the requirements of
the graduate students are given by Professor Laws
on electrical testing, by Professor Shaad on the
design of electric generating stations and systems
of distribution, and by Professor Derr on the design of electrical machinery. Courses are also offered in subjects relating to mill engineering, the
design of stationary structures, mathematical electricity,
electrochemistry, etc., for those students
who do not elect to take both their major and
their minor subjects in the department of electrical
engineering.
seminar is provided for studying
the trend of contemporary advance in the electrical arts and its relations to historical development.
course of instruction in the organization
and management of public-service companies is also
provided for the benefit of graduate students. This
course will include lectures by Professor Jackson

printing

fifth

offices,

sawmills,

etc.

A

neat T2-page booklet has just been issued by
the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company entitled "DixAll those who have ever
on's Graphite Brushes."
used graphite brushes will be especially interested
in

this

new

publication.

Those who have never
on the subject
Even those who

tried them but desire information
will also find this book of value.

are

not especially interested in the subject of
brushes but are connected with electrical industry
may be glad to read up on this phase of the subject.
The booklet begins with a description of the
electrical installation of the Dixon company, explaining how Dixon's graphite brushes were first
Under headings of "Conditions of Service"
tried.
and "Variables in Commutation," conditions are
pointed out under which graphite brushes are best.
while the requirements that must be met in their
use are given. There are a few useful hints in the
book of a generaj nature concerning brush tension

and how to measure it, care of the commutator,
etc.
A copy of this booklet may be obtained upon
request by writing to the Joseph Dixon Crucible

A

Company, Jersey

City, N. J.

A

TRADE NEWS.
The Houston Armature Works

of Houston, Tex.,
has been incorporated with a capital of $10,000.

and others.

ILLUSTRATED

OlTice)

January

Starting Motor-converter.
Ernest F. W.
Alcxanderson, Schenectady, N, Y., assignor to
the General
Electric
Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed May 31, 1907.
motor

converter

comprises

an

induction

Compensated Motor. Ernest F. W. AlSchenectady. X, Y,, assignor to
(ieneral
Electric Company,
Schenectady,
.V. Y.
Application filed July uj, 1906.
A numlxrr of motors of the commutator type, each
liavinK u compcnMtinK windinK with a smaller numlwr of
cxanderson,

turni llian the effective turns of the armature, are connected with their armature!* in parallel and their comIMrnutinK windinK* "> wric-i wiili each other and with

of

Hamilton,

Atlas

Anchor

Company

of Cleveland, Ohio, through C. E. Frost,
manager, the entire rights to the Atlas anchor and
setters in the Dominion of Canada.
The Hamilton
Anchor Company has been in existence two years
and has had good results with its own anchor. But
it expf^rienced a demand for an
anchor that would
resist a greater strain than its present product.
After looking into the matter carefully it decided
upon the Atlas anchor.

BUSINESS.
W.

Reade, vice-president and treasurer of
the National Pole Company, Escanaba, Mich., was
in attendance during the recent telephone convention in Chicago and made many new friends for

H.

company.

his

The

International Electric Meter Company of
Chicago reports that it has secured an order for
alternating-current portable instruments frOm the
Sanitary District of Chicago.
These instruments
are to be used by inspectors connected with the

Drainage Canal power

plant.

The interests of the Standard Underground Cable
Company at the Chicago Electrical Show were
R. Wiley, manager western sales
M. Rogers and J, E. O'Neill of
and A. B. Saurman of the San

looked after by
department. W.
the Chicago

Francisco

W.

J.

office,

office.

secretary and treasurer of the
Woolley Electric Company, St. Louis, maker of
the Woolley lightning arresters and B-P fuses,
spent a few days at the Chicago show and interested a great many possible users in Woolley products.
The Woolley company 'showed a very handsome board of B-P fuses, which attracted wide

Woolley,

D.

attention.

Thoriias F Clohesey, sales manager of the GenCompressed Air and Vacuum Machinery Company of St. Louis, an old electrical man, by the
way, was indefatigable in his efforts to impress
upon the throngs at the Electrical Show the merits
of the company's portable and stationary housecleaning appliances. Mr. Clohesey feels that the
central station could greatly increase its day load
by helping the systematic exploitation of such apparatus which requires in every instance almost the
employment of electrical power.
eral

The C. H, Worcester Company, Tribune Building. Chicago, the large and well-known producer
of Michigan cedar poles, announces that it has its
usual large stock of seasoned poles of all sizes
and is well prepared to meet any demand. The
company carried over from last year a sufficient
quantity of poles to supply the ordinary demands,
and in addition it is now cutting a large supply.
The company says that the conditions for cutting
poles on its lands this winter have been better
than for a number of years past, and consequently
it
will be well prepared to supply the needs of
pole consumers. The Worcester Company supplies
many of the largest operating companies in the
electrical field, and is one of the oldest concerns
in

the business.

21,

jgoS.

man,

motor

the

the

876,930.

riitnr

.\

and
and

876.924.

from

Dynamo-olcclric Machine. Svcn R. BergLynn, Mass., assignor to the General
Electric Company. Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed May 8, 1907.

876.923,

rotary_ converter with armatures mechanically couplei!
electrically connected, a KtartinK resistance in scries
with (he armatureti, a Khori-circuitinR switch therefor, and
mcana for reducing the effective numlK-r of turns of the
field winding of the rotary converter at starling.

purchased

has

ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

Issued (United States Patent

This

be

to

Traction System issues a useful wall
calendar provided with an interesting map of the
company's extensive electric-railway system, which
extends from Peoria on the north to Danville on
the east and St. Louis on the south.

40,000.

Worcester

The Massachusetts Chemical Company of Wal-

recent circular (No. 132) of the United States
Forest Service gives useful information relating
to "The Seasoning and Preservative Treatment of
Hemlock and Tamarack Cross-ties." It is written
by VV. F, Sherfesee, forest assistant.

The first number of the Illuminating Engineer
made its appearance in London. It is edited
by Leon Gaster and will be published monthly by
the Illuminating Enbineering Publishing Company.
The January number has 90 pages of reading

igoS

pole, Mass.,
nishes, etc.,

A

The

T,

The Electric Manufacturing Company of New
Orleans, La., has been incorporated by A. C.
Schreiner and others with a capital of $30,000.

D. A. Britten of the Britten & Haines Electric
Company, 177 Grand River Avenue, Detroit, Mich.,
has compiled a set of standard specifications for
the installation of electrical work.

The

SOCIETIES

February

motor has a laminated core
windinR carried in the slots
formed of a slotted cylinder of sheet
pernieahilily curried in the lop of. and

an

for

provided with open

?1

iiidiiclion
slots, a

s(|uirrcl c.ige

;ind a
nielal

of iiish
closing, the slots.

IlaroUl
Application

Insulator.

876.939.
Falls.

N. Y.

W.
filed

Buck,
Niagara
July 29, 1902.

The hody of the insulator is a horizontal spindle with
TIic conductor is supexternal corruaations.
The insulator is held- by
ported hy the miiliUe groove.
tiupparts euteriuft recesses in the opposite ends., (.See
transver.se

cut.)

.

876.943.
field.

Charles F.. CanDynamo-electric Machine.
Norwood. Ohio, assignor to the Stanley

l-rlirnarN

i

WKSTERN ELECTRICIAN

I'joS

,

Company,

M;iimf:icluriiipr

Kk'ctric

Applioalioii

Mass.

lik-il

June

tS,

IMltsficUI,

A

balancffl

a

<li:iKt"m'

,|iccilic

Kaitway

S/rt.O^.l-

SiKnal.

l'\\\\

Corey,

11.

Sclu'ii-

N. Y., assigimr in tlic CieiKTal Electric
Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed
October 6, 1905.

ectatly,

A

semaphore

siRnnl

aihiptt-d

to

kivc

thrcr

different

an opcralinK incthanisin Ihcrcfor nnd a
easing whicli comprises a Iciih, a hiniii enclosed in the
oiisiiiK, three trnnHhiccnt disks of differriii cohtrn movnhle
Iictwi'i-n llie lamp and lens, a niiniber of cdfclromaKHets
lonlrolliiiK the tlisks. and Hwitch contacts coiitroIlinK the
tleclroinagncts and eontndled by the semaphore siKnal.
iiHlicntions

has

George W. Cravens, SchcnN. Y., assignor to the General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

Arc Lamp.

S;().945.

fctady,

September

1904.

16,

Armature Banding. Malcolm Dlckcrson,
Newark, N. J., assignor of one-half to FredApplication filed
erick L. Lnz, Newark, N. J.

X;f>.y40.

1905.

10,

A

least

two

wire wrap

around the contacting ends and
around the joint.

placed

is

a layer of solder

Release Mechanism for Morse Telegraphs.
Ducretet, Paris, France, Application

^76.052.

Eugene

June

filed

15,

1905.

The receiving instrument is arranged so that its armature can tlirow a pawl out of engagement with a ratchet
wheel which is provided with a balance and stop arm that
can arrest a governor.

EnderSystem. Carl
Application filed March

Railway-signaling

S76.953.
lein,

22,

Cassel,
1906.

Germany.

Block signals are operated by a number of cams that
are driven on cam drums and controlled by electromagnets included in track circuits.

Dynamo-electric
876.955.
Feicht, Pittsburg, Pa.,

Machine.

Russell
S.
to the West-

assignor
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
October 3,
Pittsburg,
Pa. Application filed
1905.

The end connections of a rotor are rings of conducting
set of airmaterial separated by circumferential slots.
propelling vanes is attached to the rotor inside the inner
diameter of the rings.

A

Gas Cap. Richard Fleming, Lynn, Mass.,
assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed May 4,

876.956.

1905.
A gas cap for an enclosed arc lamp has a double
spiral passage therethrough for the arc gases which communicates at one end with the arc enclosure and at the
other with the atmosphere.

Semaphore

876,962.

Crafton,

Pa.,

Signal.

assignor to

Herman.
Reinhold
General Electric

the

Company. Schenectady, N. Y.

November

27,

Application

filed

1903.

A

pivoted semaphore casting has two series of openings
arranged on arcs of different radii concentric with the
axis of the casting, two lamps mounted to coact with
the openings, and a blade carried by the castings, the
openings in the casting being so disposed as to show two
lights in each position of the signal.

Electric Switch.

876,970.

Walter

Eccles,

F. Jones,

England, assignor to the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Comnear

Manchester,

pany, Pittsburg, Pa.

Application

filed

July

13,

1907.
This switch comprises a ring of conducting magnetic
material having projecting teeth around its periphery between which are arranged insulated contacts connected
to the elements of the circuit to be controlled, and a
relatively movable ring or frame provided with contact
brushes and blow-out magnet pole tips adjacent thereto.

Motor-cooling Device. Arthur F. Knight.
876,973.
Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y,
Appli-

Ihrrr

cui-ottl

pruvlilrd

in

n

ihut

Operation of Siorajjc Ilatlcrics in Connection wiili AluTriaiinK-cnfrcnt Systems. Joseph 11. Tracy, Pliiladclphia, Pa. Application

:nr-lit;hl ehninbrr, a lubiilhr fiier rxIrndlnK thrrr*
iind hnvina il« innrr iia«»ngc cunnrctrd with
alinoNpliirr, tind ti cunnrcliutt from the ch;unl>rr to a

tiiiUy

'rransforincT

Vchiclps. * WalN. Y., assignor to

Electric

for

S.

ihe

Schenectady,

motor h provided with a flywheel and
the motor ttpccd for varyinR the rcthe .secondary circuit of the motor, aliu)
means controlled by the motor current for varying ihc
reHihtance in this circuit.
induction

1907.

Motor Control. Carl E. Zix, Berlin, Germany, assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application
filed

877,030.

Harry

Supporting

Brush

Holders.
N. Y., assignor
to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed December 18, 1905.
for

Priest. Schenectady,

An electric locomotive has four driving axles, a frame
supported upon them, four motors, each having its armature and commutator mounted upon an axle, brushliolders supported on the frame, a wedge between each
brush-holder and frame for adjusting the brush-holder
laterally,
and means for adjusting each brush-holder
longitudinally.

wich,

Application

111.

Harry O. Rugh. SandDecember 26, 1906.

filed

This system includes a number of telegraph stations
having signal-sending apparatus and operating batteries
for connection with the line, and means at one sending
station, governed at another sending station, for preventing the connection of its battery with the line.

Locomotive. Richard
Schwarz,
N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed October 18, 1906.
Electric

877,005.

Schenectady,

an electric locomotive there is a set of driving
spoked driving-wheels thereon, a motor armature
surrounding each axle, a supporting spider for each
armature, and compression springs between the spokes of
the wheels and spiders, one set of spokes being hollow
and partly surrounding a portion of the spokes of the
In

axles,

other

set.

Machine for Making Incandescent Lamps.
Alfred Swan, New York, N. Y., assignor to
General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application tiled May 25, 1906.
The machine provides a blowing-oflf device and a num-

877,013.

the

be within reach
The several devices are connected
of a single operator.
so as to operate in a predetermined order.
ber of scaling-in devices,

all

arranged

to

Friction Gear.
Leonard A. Tirrill, Lynn,
Mass., assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed No-

877.015.

vember

1904.
A motor is provided with field ring, an end bt-aring, an
intermediate ring arranged between the field ring and end
bearing, and a friction-drive mechanism including an
open-ended track ring supported within the intermediate
ring, the two latter rings having eompleicentary inclined
engaging surfaces.
28,

Electric Motor. Leonard A. Tirrill, Lynn,
Mass., assignor to the General Electric ComApplication filed
pany, Schenectady, K, Y.

877.016.

June

7,

July 25, 1906.
.

The motor is provided with a divided-field winding
and controlling means adapted to connect one portion of
the field winding in scries with Ihc motor armature and
the second portion in shunt for one direction of rotation
and to connect the second portion in scries and the first
shunt for the opposite direction of rotation,

in

1906.

cation filed August 25, 1902.
In combination with an electric motor provided with a
belt pulley whose inner end overhangs the shaft bearing
is a fan attached to the inner end of the pulley and

Switching Mechanism for Telephone Cir-

^77>033-

Albert K. Andriano, San Francisco, Cal.,
assignor to the Direct Line General Telephone
Company, San Francisco, Cal. Application filed

cuits.

March

15, 1905.
desk telephone has a line-selecting switch mounted
base.
The contacts are arranged in two parallel
superposed circles, between which the rotatable switch
piece can be swung,

A

in

Telegraph System.

877,002.

1906.

25,

matically dc-encrgizing a portion of the windings when
the load on the motor exceeds a jtrcdctcrmin'-d amount.

876.997.

Means
Edward D.

July

filed

An electric motor with a flywheel ha* a Ktartinx resistance, n number of miKnettcally-actuaicd contact! for
Khort-circuilinf{ iiorttoiik of the rcHixtancc, a manuallyoperated Ht-irtrng Hwitch for Kcrially cncrKizinf,' the actuatinff windings of the conlactii, and
means for auto-

This "wireless" receiving apparatus consists of a large
closed circuit, including a condenser of variable capacity
and a current-operated detector in shunt therewith.

876.998.

July 23,

filed

1907.

Company, Schenectady, N, Y.

tric

Intercommunication by MagComponents.
Greenleaf W. PickAmesbury, Mass. Application filed June

Electrical Dental and Surgical Appliance.
F. Prcsscy, Bridgeport, Conn., assignor
of one-third to Willis F. Chamberlain, BridgeApplication filed April 24, 1907.
port, Conn.
A flexible metallic holder for an incandescent lamp
contains a resistance coil between the lamp and source,

13,

Control.
Harold E. White, ScheY,, assi^mor to the General ElecApplication

N.

nectady,

netic-wave
ard,

Motor

877,028.

in

Intelligence

876.996.

Application

A

meanH controlled by
aiatance

|i«

air
cir-

mercury-vapor convcrlcr thai in provided with dectroiiiUK'telic nicanfi for ihiflinK itn c;ithoih: npol convert*
direct current to altcrnalinK curfnl.
The UitUir itt then
chariKed in voltUKc by a lr.-in»fortni:r and reconverted to
direct current I>y a mercury rectifier.

1907.

18,

N. Y.

Renewed July

rQ03.

Motor Control.

Karl A. Pauly, SchenecN. Y., assignor to ihc General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed
All

direct*
.r..|

Transformini? the iMiertfy of Kleciric Cur877,026.
rents,
Ezecliici Weintraul), Schenectady, S. V.,
assignor to the General Electric Company,

'i'hin iraiiHfurtner Imfi a core, n winding and a coiiiiK
HtirroundinK the witidin^ formed of alteniiiiinK core par*
and covrr ineniheri, the cover nicmhcrit belriK iirovidcd with hi-at-radlalitifc ritift,

tionii

876,993.
tady,

1907.

21,

cuit ntul udaptrij to chiir.,'
mt;
aino n field for the rotary <.„r.-i-ti'-r, th'- tti'UK'h "' wJijrh
j» iiidt-pciiderit uf Ihc direct current vuluifc of the rotary.

Moody, Schenectady,
General IClectric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application liU-d AuRiist lo, 1904.
ler

June

filed

A roiory converter i* inlrrpotrd l>etween Ihc
^u,,:.^.-,(..nrrv
current circuit, iiicludinf
liWJBtrr, niif] Ihc sllmciii
provided rei|ioiitive to

source nf Kafwoud prrsnurc.

876,988.

bard

877,018.

Mtiliilait*

IhrouKli

10,

series of wire convolutions are made from
Insulating material is placed
a continuous piece of wire.
between the series. The bceiniiiug and end of the wire
are arranged in close connecting contact with each other.

At

rlrclric

thin

May

A

pair of i-leclrodes inclined to the horizontal arc horiThe arc between them is deflected
zontally fed lonellier.
by a maRnct aTid the latter is gradually moved upward
by llie feedinR nieclianism to compensate for tlic chanRC
.if position of the arc.

October

,

In

circtifl, anil cotidiiciura uj ronructins lite
ihc dralrcd coriiiKrnbalfnK dfcct in ubiainedL

niHKiirtii-

Mackintosh,
Klectric
Frederick
Fuse.
ScheiK'ciady, N. Y., assiRnor to thp General
AppliElectric Company, Hchcncctady, N. Y.
cation file*! September 20, lyo.*.

«76,y8Lj.

1904.

rotor coiihIhU of iron poIvH lictwccii which
portion of aUuiiininn bronze of tlic name
gravity ii» tlit- nmKiK-tic niiitciial, hut \nisym«
iiu-trically placed witli rt-Hpvct to the nxiw of revolution.
1-4

115

its

Gyroscope.
877,034,
Kiel, Germany.

Hermann Anschiitz-Kaempfe,
Application

June

filed

6,

1906.

A

gyroscope wheel is arranged so it can turn about
horizontal and about a vertical axis, each of the axes
being transverse to the axis of rotation of the wheel.
Means are arranged for exerting a torque tending to turn
the wheel on the horizontal axis, and means rendered
a

effective by this movement for exerting a torque tending
to turn the wheel on its vertical axis,

877-057-

Insulated Rail Joint. Philip J. Dalton,
assignor to the Rail Joint Company,
York, N. Y. Application filed December

Joliet, III,

New
7,

1906.

This joint comprises the rails, side angle bars, a flanged
base plate, a wooden block confined between the flanges
of the base plate and interposed between the latter and
the rail bases, and insulating means.
877.058-

William W. Dean,
Kellogg Switch-

Telephone

Chicago,

III,

System.
assignor to

the

board and Supply Company, Chicago,
plication

A

filed

November

111.

Ap-

1903.

11,

cut-off relay is arranged for each line.
This is operated in one direction when connection is
made with the calling line, thus cutting out the line signal, and in the reverse direction when connection is
made with the called line.

877,065.

polarized

Waiter's Cabinet. Burt H. Farrell DeadApplication filed September 24,
S. D.

wood,

1906.
cabinet has several drawers, one of them a heater
drawer.
An electric heater is mounted in this drawer
and a circuit-closer operated by movement of the drawer
to close the heater circuit.

A

Automatic Transmitter for Fire-alarm and
James Fiddes and John F.
Watt, Aberdeen, Scotland, assignors to the
Expansion Sprinkler Syndicate, Limited, Aberdeen, Scotland. Application filed October 26,

877,067.

Sprinkler Systems.

1906.
Normally separated contact levers are brought together
by the descent of a float.'

Magnetic Detector. Lee De Forest. New
York. N. Y., assignor to George K. Woodworth, Boston, Mass. Application filed No-

extending outwardly therefrom.

877;069.

Edwin Lehr, WilPotential Regulator.
kinsburg. Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed November 13, 1905.

876,979.

vember

2,

1903.

A

thiee^phase alternating-current feeder system is provided with two series transformers and two regulating
switches for simultaneously regulating the voltage between the lines.
(See cut.)

NO. 877,016.

MOTOR.

In this motor the field ring has a portion at one end
internally threaded and a bonnet is threaded exteriorly
to engage the threaded portion of the field ring and
formed with an interior tapered surface. The armature
shaft and a second shaft are joined by a coupling including a split ring having an outer tapered surface
engaging said inner tapered surface, and means for moving this split ring axially comprising an annular member
threaded exteriorly to engage the threaded portion of the
field ring.

(See cut.)

Dynamo-electric Machine with CompenLudwig Torda, Chiswick,
sating Windings.
England. Application filed March 8, 1907.

877,017.

A

NO. 876,979.

POTENTIAL REGUL.\TOR.

compensating

device

the field-distorting effect of the armature and assisting the commutation consists of bars of iron forming part of the main
for

neutralizing

NO. 877,069.

MAGNETIC.OSCILLATIOX DETECTOR.

A

magnetic oscillation detector comprises a number of
cores disposed about a common axis, separate coils for the
cores connected in series, and a magnet mounted to turn
upon a coincident axis. (See cut.)

Method of Making
Frank S. Koch, Chicago,

877,089.

Kellogg
Chicago,

Switchboard
111.

III,

and

Application

Condensers.
assignor to the

Electric

Supply

filed

August

Company,
15,

igoi.

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

110
consists in nsscmbling llie conductors and
forcing ths assembled parts into an enclosing
the case and parts ni molten parafhne,
submerging
case
removing the case and contents and subjectnig the whole
pressure, and allowing the paraffine to harden under
IL.

The process

Jiclectric,

pressure.

for Fixing Condiicting Wires to InJohann Macek, Vienna, Austria-HunApplication filed' January 29, 1907.

Clip
3;7,ioi.
sulators.
gary.

This clamp consists of an adjnstabie ring for surroundportion, a
ing an insulator neck and has a bent-over
screw for drawing the ring to clamp it to an insulator, a
the bentplate fitted upon the ring and resting agamst
over portion, and a second plate linked to the bent-over
plates.
the
between
line-wire
clamping
a
for
portion,
S77.121.
cago.

Howard

Telephone System.

M. Post, Chl-

Switchboard
II!.. assignor to the Kellogg
and Supply Company. Chicago, 111. Application

'

November

filed

11,

1903.

This patent covers some other features of the system
described in No. 877^058.

Oscar A. Ross,
Trolley-pole Controller.
Chicago, 111. Application filed August 6, 1906.
The pole is provided with a supporting member having
[WO scats for holding the pole in an inclined and in a
If the trolley jumps the wire the
horizontal position.

%jy,\26.

February

which the difference between the forces of the two

coils

will just support the armature.

Percy H.
Automatic Regulating Device.
Thomas, Montclair, N. J., assignor to the Cooper
Hewitt Electric Company, New York, N. ¥.

877,258.

Original application filed February 17, 1903. Divided and this application filed June 16, 1905.
In a system of electrical distribution in which a receiving circuit is fed from an alternating supply there
in combination a mercury-vapor tube requiring a reinforced potential, and a starting band for applying this
reinforced potential, with means for varying the time of
application thereof, together with means responsive to
the delivered energy for controlling the varying means.
is

ot
Ignition
Electric Apparatus for the
877,284.
Alines.
Otto R. .P. Berglund. Walter A. W. E.

Hjorth and Carl E. Ljungman, Stockholm, Sweden. Application filed October 25, 1905.

A

magneto and transformer are connected to the blastigniting circuit by a set of contact posts and switch levers.

Wall Switch.

877,301.

Application

N. Y.

John H.
filed

May

Dale,,

New

York.

18, 1906.

.

pole

is

automatically lowered to the horizontal position.

New

York,
George J. SchulU,
Igniter.
N. Y., assignor to Benjamin Briscoe, Tarrytown,
January
1907.
filed
24,
Application
y!
N.
A sparking point is carried on a shaft and' insulated
by disks of mica. Several of these disks at* one portion
are of larger radius than the normal radius of the disks
plate.
at the outer portions, thus forming a translucent

877,130.

Synchronizing Apparatus for Alternators.
877,144.
Max Vogelsang, Frankfort-on-the-Main. Bockenheim. Germany, assignor to the firm of Voigt &
Haeffner. Atkiengesdlschaft, Frankfort-on-theApplication filed February 2,
JMain, Germany.
1905.

The connections for parallel operation consist of a
switch controlled by relays that are in turn operated
only when the potential, phase and frequency are the
sanie on the machine to be connected as on the machines already in service.
Electrical

877.154.

Wood,

Jr.,

Hiram D.

Abdominal Heater.

Minneapolis. Minn.

Application

filed

July 3, 1907.
This is a heating pad made of non-absorbent material
The
with an inner and- outer shell fitting the body.
heating coil is mounted between the shells and insulated
from them.
Electrical Face-steamer.

877.155.
Jr.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Hiram D. Wood,

Application

filed

July

3,

1907.
This heating appliance is made up like the previous
one, e.xcept that it is bowl-shaped and has an air hole
in the middle.

Method

877,171.

of Manufacturing Metallized Elec-

Incandescent-lamp Filaments, and 877,172,
Method of Producing Filaments for Electric
Incandescent Lamps and the Product of Such
Method. Francis M. F. Cazin, Hoboken. N. J.

tric

Applications

filed

respectively,

I904-

August

15

and September

21,

carbon filament :s first made to the right shape and
placed in an electrolytic cell and covered with a
deposit of metallic alloys by electrolysis with a number
of different solutions successively.

A

A gear having teeth at diametrically opposite points
separated by plain or untoothed portions is moved by
racks connected with the pnsh-buttons. A' switch blade is
connected by a detent and a spring to the gear.
Sydney
Electric-signaling
Apparatus.
Evershed, London, England, assignor to himself
and Evershed and Vignoles Limited, London.
England. Application filea December 23, 1905.

877.311.

There are in combination a transmitter, a current ratio
indicator, two double coils, each having its component
coils at an angle of 90 degrees to one another, two
ellipsoid needles, one of which is snugly enclosed in each
of the double coils, an arm. fixed to each of the needles,
a crank fixed at the end of each arm. and connecting
Jinks pivoted on the cranks and connected to the rear end
Electrical Transmission Apparatus. Sydney
Evershed, Chiswick, England, assignor to himself and Evershed and Vignoles Limited, LonApplication filed February 28,
don. England.

877.312.

1906.

Speed-indicating Apparatus, and 877.176,
Speed-indicating Device. Sylvester C. De Fore.
Kansas City, Mo., assignor to the Standard
Speedometer Companj'. Applications filed No-

vember 30, 1906, and May 11, 1907, respectively.
A fly-ball governor is connected with a speed-indicating,
scale and with contacts that close an alarm circuit at a
limiting speed.

Electric Heater. Henry D'Olier, Jr., Phila877,177.
delphia, Pa., assignor of one-half to George W.
Elkins, Elkins Park, Pa. Application filed January 13, 1906.
This electric water heater has a passage therethrough,
a thermostat in fluid connection with the passage and an
electric circuit feeding the healing element and having
points of

contact

within control

of the thermostat.

Electric Heater. George W. Elkins, Elkins
Park, Pa., assignor of one-half to Henry D'Olier,
App'ication filed January
Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

877,183.

13.

1906.

form of water licater there is a removable heat
clement and a casing therefor, contacting spirally thereinlet
and
affording
with throughout its length and
A
outlet passages to the spiral path formed between.
faucet valve when turned in one direction closes the
In this

circuit

through the heat clement.

1906.
hy

electric

tion filed June 21, 1907.
The pin ha« a flaring base which is intcrn.illy threaded
to Krcw over a bolt passing: through the cross arm.
The bolt has wings adjacent its head to prevent its turn*
ing.

Electrical

J. Still,
2.^.

Measuring Instrument.

Ealing, England.

device

for

oscillation

Cap.
John H. Goss,
assignor to the Scoville

Electric-light-socket

Waterbury, Conn.,
Manufacturing Company, Waterbury, Conn.

Ap-

plication fi'ed JNlay 29, 1907.
The cap has an opening surrounded by a double flange
and a hub arranged in the opening and embracing the
double flange on tlic outside of the opening and 'on the
inside as well.

Sign-illuminating Device. William H. NicoYork, N. Y. Application filed May

877,362.

New

lay,

igo/.

6,

A hood having top and side reflectors has a series of
lamps extending centrally of the hood, and a sign arranged below the lamps and in line therewith.
Electropneumatic Machine.
William K.
Rankin, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to John E.
Reyburn. Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed
February 15, 1906.

877,369.

The

pump

motor

is

mounted

pistons through a

in

a

casing

and

drives

the

worm and worm wheel mounted

on the crank-shaft.
S77.379.

New

Trolley

Replacer.
George Q. Seaman,
Application filed March 23,

York, N. Y.

1907.
Automatic

means are arranged depressing the pole
displaced from the wire and a cradle is adapted
receive tlie trolley 'pole when depressed, and affords
means for raising the same to its normal position.

when
to

Means for Securing Cords to Lamp
Frederick
Swan,
Cliftondale,
Sockets.
t\.
Mass. Application filed March 15, 1907.

^77}Z^Z-

Means are arranged within the socket to frictionally
hold the cords and thereby to relieve the terminals from
any

strain.

Frederick A. Swan,
Electrical Fitting.
^777384.
Cliftondale, Mass.
Application filed April 22,
Tliis is a modification
ceiling receptacle.

of

the

above

adapted

to

a

Electric
Manufacture
of
Incandescent
877,408.
Lamps. Francis M. F. Cazin, Hoboken, N. J.
Application filed March 17, 1904.
In this patent the process referred to in No?. 877,171

Insulator Pin. Delos V. Snapp, Holdrcge,
and Charles ^\^ Frabcr, Lincoln, Neb. Applica-

877,242.

877.251.

High-frequency-

1907.

Hydraulic Electric Ice Machine. Daniel L.
Holden, New York, N. Y.. assignor to the FedApplication filed June 28,
eral Ice Company.

877-193-

The cylindctR and presses arc operated
motors that arc automatically controlled.

in

Georges

Paris,
E.
Gaiffe,
Application filed Noveiriber 8, 1904.

Circuits.

protecting high potential transformers 'against
of high frequency comprises
a secondary winding, resistances connected with the ends
thereof and electric capacities joined intermediate the
resistances and secondary winding.
safety

then

877,175,

Transformer Employed

current
France.

877,326.

William

Application filed June

1905.

.\n armature and two coils arc adapted when traversed
hy a current to act in opposition to each other upon the
armature in varying ratio, according to ttie position
thereof, and lUi to raijsc the arnulure into a position
which is intlicattve of the value of the current and In

and 877,172 is specified as using metals of the ruthenium-osmium group,
F. Howard,
877,427.
Edgcwood Park. Pa., assignor to the Union
Switch and Signal Company. Swissvale, Pa.
Application filed August 3, 1906.

Circuit

Controller.

Lemuel

Several pairs of contact springs arc oppositely arranged
A twowith a contact piece for each pair of springs.
toothed pinion ih connected with the contact pieces, and
a reversely reciprocating part operates it at the extremes
of its movement so as to have the contact pieces engage
the pairs of contact f^prings, and to hold the contact
pieces discnfun^cd when in any position other than an

extreme position.
877r439-

Appli-

1906.

Lightning Rod. Lavake L. Mast, West
Milton, Ohio. Application filed July 27, 1906.
The rod is in cross section shaped like a trough, the
edges of which are bent outwardly, downwardly and inwardly across the flat bottom and abutting to form three

877,442.

thicknesses at the base.

Apparatus for Manufacturing Nitric Acid
or Oxide from Air. 877,447.
Process for the
Production of Pure Nitric Acid. Harry Pauling, Gelsenkirchen, Germany, assignor to the
firm of Salpetersaurc-Industrie-Gesellschaft. G.
M. B. H., Gelsenkirchen, Germany. Applications filed December 18, 1905, and April 6,

877,446.

1906, respectively.
Electrodes for the production of electrical discharges
are arranged end to end.
At right angles to them are
mounted a number of parallel plates insulated from each
other and from the .=haft with which they can revolve.
Air is subjected to the action of the discharges in the
closed chamber and the nitrogenous gases formed are
mixed with aqueous vapor while at a minimum temperature of 200 degrees CThe gaseous nitric acid formed
is then passed into cooling apparatus for condensation.

Process for the Production of Voltaic
Strong-current Arcs. Harry Pauling, Gelsenkirchen, Germany, assignor to the firm of Sal-

877,448.

petersaure-Industrie-Gesellschaft, G. M. B. H.,
Gelsenkirchen, German}'. Ap_plication filed June
1906,

30,

The process

consists in passing a gas to be acted upon
discharges, in two currents between a pair
tlie latter diverging in two different directions, one of the currents passing in one of these directions, tiie second current in the other direction.
eleetrickl

of electrodes,

Means

877)451-

for Receiving Intelligence ComElectric Waves.
Greenleaf W.
Original application
1906.
Divided and this ap30,

by

municated

Pickard, Amesbury, Mass.

The receiving apparatus for repeating the movements
of the transmitter consists of a bridge motor in a balancing circuit, a repeating device, a subdivided resistance, a
multiple point switch connected thereto, a gear connecting the repeating device and the switch to the bridge
motor and means for securing exact correspondence of
the receiver with the transmitter.

A

Wash.

Seattle,
19,

Ill a magnetic separator for treating material in a wet
state there arc in combination with a magnet, a water
receptacle, means for feeding the mate-rial into the water
toward the magnet and a reciprocating separator interposed between the discharge end of the feed and the
magnet and in the direct path of the materiaL

by

of a pivoted indicating pointer.

877.319-

Ores. Henry Leighton,
cation filed September

1908"-

i,

Apparatus for Magnetically Concentrating

filed

August

plication

November

filed

vided and this

1906.

8,

application

filed

Again

di-

November

12,

1907.
This receiver for "wireless" waves comprises two substantially massive individual conducting solids, one of
which has low resistivity and the other high resistivity
and also thermo-electromotive power, the conductors being operatively connected together in substantially perfect
contact.

electrical

Electric 'Track

877,458.

Switch. RoUin A. Baldassignor to the Baldand Signal Company,

New Haven, Conn.,
win & Rowland Switch
win,

Application filed
-\ box is embedded

December

5,

1906.

at riglit angles to the switch.
It
hermetically closed and contains a water-tight cylinder
surrounding two solenoids and filled with oil.
The
plunger of the solenoids connects with a shaft passing
through a stuffing box and through it moves the switch
is

point.

Railway Signal.
John C. Link, High877,464.
bridge, Wis. Application filed March 25, 1907.
A swinging signal arm is mounted on the signal board.
It carries a mercury cup provided with contacts that
keen tlie main circuit closed when the arm is stationary.
A number of spaced set contacts arc connected when the
arm is moved.
for Electric- railway ApMoody, Schenectady, N. Y.,
General Electric Company,

Cooling System

^77A^7-

paratus.

Walter

assignor to
Schenectady,

the

N.

S.

Y.

Original

August 10, 1904. Divided and
filed June 16, 1906.

application filed
this application

Tlie transformer on the car furnishing low voltage to
the motors from a high-tension trolley is mounted in a
is cooled
casing beneath the car.
It
by forcing air
through it by the movement of the car at high speed.
The intake pipe of the air compressor for the brake systhrough
the
transformer
tem also draws air
casing, thus
cnoling it at low speeds after the brakes have been ap])lied and the compressor starts up.

PATENTS THAT

HAVE EXPIRED.

Follow^ing is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that e-vpired
January 27, 1908:
F.lcctric

445,176.

Arc Lamp.

T.

A,

Hayes,

Carson

City,.,

'

Ncv.
Electromagnetic
N. Y.

445,207.

Motor.

N.

Tesia,

New

York,

Thermal Cut-out. A. Barrett. ICaneas City, Mo.
Coin-controlled Electric Coil.
E. J. Colby, Chicago, 111.
Electric Cable.
445,234.
J. C. Reilly, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electric Cut-out.
445.2=53.
J. S. Potter. Newton, Mass.
Electric Hell.
443,295.
J. K. Wollensak, Chicago, III.
Electric Switch.
G. Cutter and C. "G. Armstrong,
445.310.
445,217.

445,;;:;o.

Chicago, III.
Electric
445.341.

Minn.

Guest

Call.

A.

Sricmer,

Sleepy

Eye,

Bcrgmann. New Yoi'k, N. Y.
S. Bcrgmann. New York, N. Y.
Electric Cut-out.
S. Bergmann, Xew
Kcv for Electric Cut-outs.
Ciit-out.

445,362.
445.303445i364-

S.

York, N; \.

Bcrgmann, Xcw
Electric Cable Connector.
S.
York, N. Y.
Turn-out for Electric Railways.
R. M. Hunter,
445,409.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Secondary Battery. C. F. Brusii, Cleveland, O.
445,422.
Galvanic Battery. \V. A. Crowdus, Memphis. Tenn.
445.435.
Telegraph Key. jf. Doggett. Plain City, O.
445,442.
H.
Regulator for Dynamo-electric Machines.
J.
41St448'
445.1*65.

HolmcH. 'Newcastlc-on-Tync, England.
Telephone.
E. Noriega, Mexico, Mexico.
S.
H.
Electric Connection for Track Wiring.
445,470.
Short. Cleveland, O.
Electric Motor.
W. M. DrcR>ikclI, Braincrd, Minn.
445.499F. J.
Conductor Switch for Electric Railways.
445. 5»5Sprague and J. F. S. Brnntli. New York. N. V.
Commutator Brush-holder for Electric Motors.
445,531.
G. IT. Condict, Philadelphia. Pa.
445.-175-

'
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New Power House and
ment

Lighting Equip-

an electricIn October, 1892,
light plant was completed in Washington Park, Chicago, located at Fifty-seventh Street and Cottage
Grove Avenue, to supply light for two large parks.
These parks arc now, as then, a part of the South
Park system, to light which requires a considerable
amount of current and no inconsequential equipment. With the development of the park system by
years

ago,

No. 6

1908

for lending steam from an intermediate stage to
In the various
supply low-pressure steam heating.
buildings within Washington Park, such as the
greenhouse, propagating house, lily ponds and other
buildings, the design is such that a maximum of
7,500 pounds of steam per hour can be taken from
the turbine in this manner while operating conTliis is a very desirable feature.
densing.

for the South Park System of Chicago.
16

8,

formers and regiilalort kciiig located

in

each tmall

park.

A feature of the power-houie lighting is the
bracket arc 'amp shown in the illuslrationB. It is a
modified structure of the regular 7j4-ampcre alternaling-curreni series lamp, ihe entire mechanism and
service wires being enclosed in a 20-inch opal globe.
This bracket arc lamp was designed by Mr. Daniels,

the addition of many smaller parks came the decision
some time .igo by the South Park Connnissioncrs to
generate all their own current, to be supplied from
a central point, and the fine, new plant here de-

modern in every particular, is the result.
Before taking up the new equipment a word of
a good one in its
historj' concerning the old plant
day may perhaps be timely. The old plant (abandoned last month) is equipped with six 50-arc-light
Brush machines, three cross-compound engines and
Current was transmitted
three water-tube boilers.
over 25 miles of underground lead-covered cable to
This system has
supply 300 9.6-ampere arc lamps.
been operated every night in the year since October,
1892, without a complete shutdown, without an accident of any consequence to machinery, and withoul
The plant was shut down
a man being injured.
apparently in as good shape as it was when started
for durability, constant
16 years ago, a record
scribed,

—

—

new and modern
The cable, which

regtilar service which the
apparatus will do well to equal.

and

was

installed

carrying

2,500-volt direct

for

9,000-volt

':urrent,

is

now

current
without
same operating crew

alternating

Practically the
breakdown.
which was connected with the oM plant through its
long career had the honor of starting the new one.
The new plant is modern and convenient and con-

In its design and
tains many interesting features.
construction Mr. John A. Radford of Chicago was
the engineer
Mr. W. E. Daniels is the chief oper-

engineer

ating

of

the

South

Park

INTERIOR OF GENERATOR ROOM IN THE

Commission-

NEW POWER HOUSE

OF THE SOUTH PARK SYSTEM, CHICAGO.

now manufacturd by
Company of Cleveland.

and

is

the Jandus

Electric

The switchboard is located at an elevation in the
north end of the generator room, as shown in one
of the illustrations. It carries the usual instruments
and switches, besides providing ample room for
future extensions of the p'ant. All the high-tension
apparatus is located in a separate room in the basement and is controlled from the generator-room
floor.
One of the pictures shows the equipment in
the high-tension room.
Office

room

for the chief engineer

is

provided at

one end of the switchboard gallery-. A convenient
arrangement in connection with the switchboard gallery is the provision for having the driveway directly
beneath.

made

The

floor in front of the switchboard is

form of four large cement trap-doors
which can be lifted easily, and any heavy machinery
for the power house can thus conveniently be
hoisted by the crane direct from wagons into the
in the

building.

The power house
is

TRANSFORMERS AND REGULATORS

The system is designed to furnish current for
parks and five boulevards in the South Park
system, requiring 130 miles of uiiderground cable,
most of which is now installed.
On this and following pages will be found reproductions of photographs and drawings of the plant.
The portion of the pow-er house now built provides
ers.

19

for 1,500 kilowatts in turbo-generator capacity.

The

such that the station can be extended on
the unit plan so as ultimately to contain a rated
capacity of 3,500 kilowatts, consisting of three 1,000kilowatt and one 500-kilowatt turbo-generator units.
The present installation consists of a J,ooo-kilowatt Westinghouse-Parsons turbine and generator
unit, which supplies three-phase current at 60 cycles,
2,300-4,150 volts.
This unit is shown in the general
view of the generator room. The generator is normally rated at 1,333 kilovolt-amperes on a basis of
75 per cent, power factor, and is designed to carry,
on the same basis, 50 per cent, overload.
design

A

is

special feature

of the turbine

is

an arrangement

IX

NEW SOUTH

P.\RK

POWER HOUSE.

Excitation is furnished by a 35-kiIowatt turbinedriven direct-current generator built oy the General
Electric Company. This machine, show-n in the picture with the main generator, also furnishes power
for operating the coal and ash-handling apparatus
and supplies current for the incandescent lighting
throughout the power house. Future extension provides for the installation of one motor-driven exciter.
For lighting the main parks and boulevards there
are nearly 1,600 alternating-current 7l^-ampere enclosed arc lamps, operated on series circuits directly
from the power house. This equipment includes
static transformers, regulators and arc lamps made
by the Fort Wayne Electric Works. The transformers and regulators, located along the east wall of
the generator room, are clearly shown in the picThere are also about 5,000 16tures and drawings.
candlepower incandescent lamps in the system. The
arc and incandescent lighting in what is known as
the smalt parks is provided for by three 2.300-4,150volt four-wire underground transmission lines, trans-

large

and

airy.

is built of brick and steel and
Floors, foundations, etc., are of

Within, the walls are of white enameled
brick and everything is neatly finished.
The white

concrete.

walls, together with the large windows, provide an
unusual amount of daylight. The generator room is
provided with an overhead traveling electric crane.

The relative positions of the different machines
and apparatus are clearly shown in the different
drawings of the plant.
There are at present installed in the new plant
three Heine boilers of 350 horsepower each, of the
They are equipped with
Foster super-heaters and Green chain-grate stokers.
Draft is supplied by one 200 by ii-foot brick chimney.
The boilers and furnaces operate entirely smokeless,
with loads ranging up to 50 per cent, overload.
Coal supply for the station is obtained in wagons,
the wagons being of special design for the purpose,
with removable dump-bottom bodies.
Coal as it
arrives is hauled through the driveway provided for
the purpose, shown in the drawing, and stopped
on a wagon platform scale, the scale beam being
located on the boiler-room floor.
The fireman records the weight and hoists the load, dumping the
horizontal, water-tube type.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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coal into bunkers over the boilers, without leaving
the boiler room. The empty wagon body is returned
to the truck standing on the scale, and the weight,
empty, is recorded. Coal is therefore handled without shoveling, and with the team driving in a direction straight

ahead

fine coal

Hydro-elec-

in

By H.
The importance

S.

plan is to allow the wheel attendant to
the turbines and open the governor valves,
bringing the generator without load to approxi-

Knowlton.
large hydro-electric

Designing engi-

plant cannot easily be exaggerated.

neers sometimes

fail to realize

1908

start

of the switchboard from the oper-

modern

8,

better

tric Plants.

ating viewpoint in the

at all times.

are taken from the pits and
hoppers beneath the boilers in the boiler-room basement by a four-ton motor-driven car. The car is
arranged to run out on the scale directly beneath the

Ashes and

Switchboard Problems

February

the

way

a given lay-

mately the right speed and giving the switchboard
operator only such control as is necessary to get
the machines in synchronism and throw them upon
bus-bars.

the

In

general

a

designed

station

for

a very

low

ash and coal hoist. The net weight of each load is
determined and recorded. The ashes are hoisted and
dumped into an overhead bunker arranged with a
chute for loading into wagons, and are used for filling in different places around the park system. The
fine coal is hoisted and dumped into the coal bunkers

over the boilers. The coal crane is of special design
and entirely automatic in its operation. The crane
was built by the Case Manufacturing Company of
Columbus, Ohio, according to drawings and designs
furnished by the consulting engineer.
Of considerable interest is the condensing equip:
ment of the plant. The turbine is fitted with a surface-condenser equipment built and furnished by
the C. H. Wheeler Manufacturing Company of
Philadelphia. The condenser has 4,000 square feet
of cooling surface,
tubes 16 feet long.
the condenser by

made up from one-inch brass
Condensed steam is taken from
a

vertical-pattern

direct-acting

steam pump, the steam end being located on the turbine-room floor with the water end several feet
below the condenser in the basement, so that water
of condensation flows by gravity to the pump. This
pump discharges into an open feed-water heater,
from which the boiler feed pump takes feed-water
supply.

rotary dry-vacuum pump operated in connecwith the condensing apparatus was formerly
used in the old power house in connection with a
Circulating
counter-current barometric condenser.
water is pumped by one Yoeman's 5,000-gallons-per-

The

tion

minute centrifugal, double-suction, horizontal pump,
located in the basement directly beneath a verticalpattern single-cylinder

Buffalo

Forge reciprocating

engine, a vertical rope-drive transmission being used

to drive the pump.

Condensing water

is

taken from the Washington

GENERAL PLAN OF NEW
out will

work

S OUTH

however, for nothing is
easier than to draw the switchboard to scale in a
in practice,

central location on the general plan of the station
and to assume that the details can be left to the
manufacturers. It is safe to say that a close com-

prehension of the relations of the switchboard design to the actual handling of the plant in routine
service is quite as important as the ability to plan
an economical pipe line and forebay construction,
to select turbines adapted to the available head and
flowage, and to purchase electric generating units
of high average efficiency and suitable overload
capacity

for

the

special

conditions

anticipated.

Section in Front of Boilers.

Park lagoons, where a storage capacity
gallons

is

available,

of

Cross-section,

THE NEW POWER HOUSE FOR THE SOUTH PARK SYSTEM IN CHICAGO.
28,000,000
made in
The operating effectiveness of a hydro-electric

having a surface of slightly more

than 22 acres.

The plant is a credit to the South Park CommisIn its consioners and to the designing engineer.
struction convenience and efficiency were the first
considerations.
Under the careful direction of the
chief operating engineer, every economy in keeping
with good service is practiced.

Chicago Street-railway Rehabilitation.
Now that the Chicago Railways Company has
accepted

the

traction

settlement

PARK POWER HOUSE.

head requires for the same capacity a much larger
floor area and more machines of smaller individual
rating than is the case with the higher heads, say
from 50 to 100 feet upward. In such plants concentration of the switchboard control is of great importance, for in cases of long and narrow stations
provided with scattered or elongated switchboard
facilities,
experience has shown a high cost of
switchboard attendance per unit of output, sometimes three men per shift being needed. Unless the
main controlling panels, or better yet, the benchboard panels, are grouped close together, it is
difficult for prompt and accurate adjustments to be

ordinance,

the

Board of Supervising Engineers, Chicago Traction
and representatives of the Chicago City Railway
Company and the Chicago Railways Company have
been discussing the type of car to be used on all
the surface lines. The idea is to adopt a standard
for all future purchases of cars, and the purpose
is to get as near a model car as possible.
The
type designed for collecting the fare as the passenger enters is well liked. The new company is
to put on 400 new cars this year and 1,200 in
the next three years. The two companies will expend about $8,000,000 on rehabilitation this year.

depends directly upon the location of the
switchboard with respect to the rest of the machinery and upon the measure of control provided.
plant

A

central

commanding

location

is

essential

to

the

promptest service, but with modern methods of remote control it is not to be expected that the operation of the machines shall proceed exclusively on
the strength of what can be seen from the gallery.
A certain amount of attendance is always necessary
at the machines to take care of lubrication, cleaning, abnormal sounds in the wheels, irregularities
in speed control, inspection of the governor and

For this reason and also because routine work should be kept out of the mind
of the switchboard man if the men on the floor
can handle it as well, it is generally undesirable to
give the switchboard operator too much control
over the governor wheels, especially in cases where
he cannot see the immediate effect of speed adjustments. There is a tendency to open gates too far
or too rapidly when this is done from a distance,
v/ith the possibility of considerable damage.
The
operation of valves.

times

of emergency.

Good

regulation

is

also difficult to secure without close,

compact-conconnection the

panel arrangement.
In this
of driving exciters from their respective
generator shafts is open to criticism, for under
such conditions the speed of the exciters changes
with fluctuations of a momentary character in the
load
this is reflected in decreased efficiency of
voltage regulation and valuable time is lost in overtrol

practice

;

coming the

effect of sudden drops in speed.
secure the necessary co-operation between the
attendants on the floor and the switchboard operator a positive system of signals is absolutely essential.
There are still plants in service where the
waterwheels drive the generators through gearing
of some sort, and the inevitable noise which accompanies this operation precludes the use of audible

To

the most accurate and positive work.
conditions are found in some of the
latest high-speed steam-turbine installations.
It is not a matter of designing a new plant in
signals

for

The same

many
the

of

these

cases,

but of making the best of
It is often impossible to

available equipment.

;
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S,

use

or spcnkiiiK tnl)c in such instances,
conversation with niegaplioncs lias its
Lamp siitnais of llic transparency or

.1

1908

tclcplioiic

even

and

(lifticnlties.

arc

type

lllnniinateil-sien

best

tile

solnlion

of

the

np tlicse signals
for any scries of orders desired, ami any effort
made to avoid the need of nienKnizinK dilTerent
i-nlnrs and tlieir signifieanee is well worth the little
One of the best
lliat it costs in lime and mtmcy.
installations of this kind thus far prodnced is in
service at the Lachine Rapids plant near Montreal,
Canada, which was designed hy Mr. R. S. Kelsch,
consulting engineer of the Montreal Light. Heat
and Power Company.
At Lacliinc annunciators are mounted on the
generator and exeiler panels, each annunciator liaving six compartments with ground-glass covers,
back of which are two livc-candlepowcr -5-volt
lamps connected in multiple, and on each piece of
"Stand-by"
ground glass arc printed the signals
"Load Off Quick"; "Stop"; "Start"; "Assistance
These lamps are operated
\\'a[ited," and "O. K."
from single-pole double-throw switches mounted on
the bench-board operating table in the station, and
similar set of annunciators and switches is
a
mounted at each turbine governor on the floor, the
lamps here being in- series with those on the main
jirnlilein.

:

costs

It

little

to

nial<c

:

system can be (luickly separated from llie rest, and
probably with less delay than oblaimi in the case
of a switchboard Layout which proviiles close Rrouping of all feeders at one end and the generators
at the other end of the gallery.
It
is
a great advantage to be able to cut any
portion of the plant dead throughout during the
periods of very light load for cleaning or repairs
without danger of injuring the operating force. In
plants where remote control is used on the tic,
generator and feeder switches the use of pilot
lamps of red and green colors should never be
omitted in the secondary switch circuits at the
bench-board. The arrangement of such switches in
diagrammatic form with flat strips of copper between them representing dummy bus-bars is most
helpful

the

in

ojieration

of

a

board.

Electrlc-llght Rates Adjusted In Minneapolis.

An

ha« been reached between the
Minneapolis General KIcctric Company and llie
City Council of that city in relation lo the ditpiilc
about rates for electric light and power, which
lasted several months, an readers of the Western
Electrician arc aware, from previous rcfcrcnccj to

Following arc the r.-ies finally fixed
Residence lighting Flat nulcr rate of 10 cents
per kilowntl-hour for the first 52 hours' use per
month of 40 per cent, of the installation; 6'/t
cents per kilowatt-hour for all current in excess.
Lamps or maintenance of lamps arc not included
in rates, but are subject 10 cash discount of 10
per cent, for prompt payment.
it.

—

—

Commercial lighting Same as above.
Retail power
Seven and one-half cents per

Too much

emphasis cannot be laid upon the Importance of
freeing the switchboard operator's mind from the

.agrccnuiu

—

kilo-

watt-hour for the f.rst .152 hours' use per month of
the customer's maximum demand
2'/^ cents per
kilowatt-hour for all current used in excess, less
10 per cent, discount for prompt p.ayment
Minimum rates The company to receive not less
;

of puzzling out connections in times of
emergency. Even the chances of making mistakes
should be automatically guarded against, particu-

necessity

—

larly in synchronizing.

In

plants

where two or more

sets

of bus-bars

switchboard.

Thus

possible for the wheel

is

it

attendant and

the switchboard operator to interchange with each
other six different kinds of signals lettered on the

ground
to

The lamps and
when they light up.

glass.

except

ble

signals are not visi-

Attention

The

the signals by electric bells.

are

run two

;ind

this

series

in

from

olT

insures very long

life

a

is

called

75-volt lamps

125-volt circuit

as well as sufficient

Li''aiHllllBK^i:.J
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Bracket Arc Lamp.

High-tension Room.

bwitchboard Gallery.

VIEWS IN THE NEW POWER HOUSE FOR THE SOUTH PARK SYSTEM IN CHICAGO.
illumination for the purpose.

two lamps

There are

at all times

In a paper be.forc the Canadian Society of Civil
Engineers on the Lachine Rapids plant Mr. Kelsch
described the method of signaling as follows: "The
switches at both ends are on the same, say the posi-

The switchboard
tive pole, and the lamps are out.
attendant wishing to signal switches over the cam
switch corresponding to the signal to be given to
the negative pole, and the lamps at both ends are
on both ends ring; the wheelman sees the signal, and to answer it, throws his
switch also to the negative pole and the lamps at
The bell ceases to
both ends are extinguished.
ring and the switchboard attendant is therefore
notified that the signal has been seen and attended
The switches are designed so that they cannot
to."
be left open, and hence the signals are always in
lighted.

The

bells

operative condition.

One of the most important problems in the design of a switchboard for service in a hydro-electric
is to provide sufficient flexibility without introducing undue complications and chances of error
on the part of the station attendants. It is not the
purpose of these notes to consider detailed wiring
schemes, for these depend so much on purely local
conditions that they must be solved for specific
cases.
At the same time the general relations of
generators, bus-bars and switching apparatus are
worth considering, particularly in the light of ex-

plant

perience

at

the

rangement of

Lachine

this

station

Rapids plant. The arthat there are
is such

practically four different stations in

one, each sec-

tion being capable of entirely independent operation.

This

method

work

at the

is widely acceptable in power-plant
present time, and in both steam and

no difficulty in arranging
by splitting up the bus-bars
By tying
sections connected by the switches.

electric

plants

there

is

with

only one synchronizer, the usual
switch the synchronizer upon the
bus-bar it is intended to synchronize with.
This
opens the way toward throw'ing a generator upon
a wrong bus unless the plugging arrangements
clearly indicate just what bus-bars are going together.
point of importance is to insure that a
bus switch cannot be closed until the operator has
looked at the voltmeter and synchronizer.
With
remote control this can be readily effected by including synchronizing plug contacts in the circuit
of the auxiliary motors which close the oil switches,
so that the oil sw-itch cannot be closed until the
plug is in place for the readings of the instruments.
Separate feeder and generator bus-bars in a secare

used,

practice

in multiple.

is

to

A

tionalized

station

make

it

possible

to

connect in

instruments for measuring the total output, and the
separation of feeder and generator panels avoid?
putting an entire section out of operation in case
anything goes wrong with a single panel. In any
plan separating the feeder and generator panels the
generators of a section can still be operated if a
feeder panel gets into trouble, and w-ith bus junction switches if a generator goes out of service the
feeder it was carrying can be operated from another section of the plant.
While the cables and
bus-bars may be so designed that a short-circuit
on them is almost impossible, it is a wise precaution to include current transformers and overload
the circuits of the bus-junction oil
relays
in
swdtches. These can be adjusted to operate only in
case of extraordinary overloads, and when such
occur will cut off the section which is in trouble,
often preventing a complete shut-down of the station.
In large stations it is an advantage to sectionalize the exciter bus-bars also.

for multiple operation
into

«ach set of generator bus-bars to a corresponding
set of feeder bus-bars, in a station where there
are a large number of feeders, any portion of the

than $1 per month per meter from lighting customers and $2 for horsepower demand, except for
freight and passenger-elevator business, w-here the
minimum charge will be $1.

—

^lunicipal lighting Sixty-five dollars per lamp
per year; settlement of unpaid bills at the rate of
$70 per lamp per year from June i, 1907, the ?65
rate to apply from January i, 1908.
Quantity discount for monthly bills for commercial lighting or retail pow-er will be applied the

same as under the old

English

Universal and

Exposition is to
be held at Brussels, Belgium, during the year 1910.
remaining
beginning in April and
open for at least
six months.
International

Punishment for Boiler Explosion.

Two
issued

Board of Trade reports have been

British

recently

in

connection

with

inquiries

into

London.
The first one was at the works of the Poplar
Borough Council and occurred to a water-tube
boiler containing 630 tubes and took place in
August last year. The fact w-as brought to light
that one of the tubes, which in this particular
class of boiler are curved somewhat, had become
choked with scale and subsequent overheating
caused the explosion. It is assumed in the report
that the tube was missed in the cleaning by an
oversight, and it is further put on record that the
water softener had failed to do its duty.
In striking contrast to this is the judgment delivered at the end of the inquiry into the explosion
of a thermal storage drum at the Greenwich works
of the South Metropolitan Electric Light and
Powder Company a year ago.
The commissioners
in this case lay the blame upon the makers, whom
they accuse of supplying a faulty end plate to the
storage drum.
The boilermakers are ordered to
pay a substantial sum toward the costs of the
boiler explosions at generating stations

inquiry, their

smaller

manager

proportions

in

to likewise contribute, while

chief engineer to the
also the resident engineer have been ordered to pay sums for negligence
in not attending to the drum whtn the fatal crack
in

A

sched^^le.

central-station

was

first

the

company and

observed.

x
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Details of a High-tension Pole Switch.
of

electrical

power

Tiie recent great extension
problems
transmission lias brought with it many
meet
requiring the design of special apparatus to
initial cost withm
the new conditions. To keep the
moderate limits, outdoor switches are quite genlines of high-tension
crallj' installed on the pole
switches.
systems in place of the more expensive oil
They are used for small sub-stations, for discon-

necting

lines

from

and

bus-bars,

especially

for

A

switch of
scctionalizing lines at branch points.
patented
this type has been designed and recently
by Frank G. Baum of San Francisco, Cal.
This switch is intended to be inserted directly
in the line wires at any point on a pole line and
top of the pole
is ordinarily to be located at the
and operated by means of a rod or other device
extending downward within reach from the. ground.

insulators

b").

(b',

The

oscillating

insulator

February

may

evident that a switch of this nature can be
heavy and of such a size as may be
necessary to withstand the elements and other local
conditions. As the insulators are of standard vaIt

When

piv-

(h).

An

workmen may
The details of

subject

it

village of Kenilworth, 111., has recently put
comparatively low cost an ingenious under-

A.

I

^1

t!

'

ft

cl

w^^
•T

to.

V

These draw-

K
at

the construction
is quite similar to this.
Upon the two upright poles

thrust rod

bell

crank

takes hold of the connecting bar
and leads to one arm of a
suitably supported and pivoted on

(j)

some point
(k)

(j'),

To the other end of the bell crank is
connected an operating rod (1) leading downward
the frame.

switch

is

mounted

a

sup-

J

PLAN AND CROSS-SECTION. OF MANHOLE USED IN UNDERGROUND DISTRIBUTION IN KENILWORTH.

switch for a three-phase
of a double or single-pole

triple-pole

line;

at

the .switch

ting the auxiliary supporting insulator.

a

omitted and

'

—

show

is

r

are made clear by
the accompanying dfaw'ings, of w'hich Fig. i is a
plan of the structure at the top of the poles supporting three high-voltage conductors. Fig. 2 is
a section of this structure taken along line x
of Fig. I, and Fig. 3 is an end view thereof, omitings

arm

substituted therefor.

rW)

mally forms a part of the line circuit Such an
element must always be insulated to the same extent as the conductors and the switch must be
strong and durable to withstand the action of the
weather and any rough handling that operatives
or

is

Inexpensive Underground Distributing System.

The
in

desirable

very

desired, one-half the switch

is

high-voltage systems it is
that the switches be constructed to open each line
at two or more points, preferably by means of a
horizontal swinging swfitch element which nor-

In the

a certain economy in construction is derived.
only a single break in the conducting path

a flexible conductor

means for actuating them all simultaneously. The
drawings illustrate a mechanism for operating the
three switch units in this manner. This mechanism
of a connecting member or bar (i)
attached to each of the crank arms

as

riety,

or in any other place.
When a number of the switch units are mounled
upon a single structure, it is desirable to provide

otally

is

made

be moved in any desired way. Any suilable connections may be made with the crank arm (h)
whereby the switch may be operated with perfect
safety, whether it be located at the top of the pole

consists

1908

8,

ground distribuiing system for electric-light and
power supply to its residents. Kenilworth is one
of the pretty North Shore suburbs of Chicago
and is situated about 15;/ miles north of the busiBeing an exclusive resiness district of the citj'.
dence village, with no alleys, it was deemed unde-

mar the beauty of its streets with a pole
This kept the village
for electric-light wires.
from enjoying the benefits of electric light until last
sirable to

line

summer, when an underground system was decided
Kenilworth

on.

living in

population of about 70Q
in an area a little less
consequently the expense of

has. a

,

some 115 houses

than a square mile;
the system had to be kept down to a minimum.
The system designed starts from the pole line

the North Shore Electric Company at the
southeast corner of Kenilworth, where it borders
the adjoining village of Wilmette. From this point
all wires run underground right up to the houses
of

The current is taken from
the consumers.
these single-phase lines at 2,200 volts through two

of

No. 8 main feeders running along Sheridan Road
Woodstock and Melrose avenues, respectively,
that run southwesterly 10 the limits of the village.
Along these feeders arc located 14 manholes con-

to

where the voltage is stepped
220 volts for secondary three-wire disThe secondary feeders are No. 6 wire,
tribution.
running along one block each way on the streets
at right angles to those carrying the main feeders.

taining transformers,

down

FIG.

I.

DETAILS OF A HI GH-TENSION POLEj_SWITCH.

porting framework for holding the insulators for
conductors. Each row of inthe high-voltage
sulaiors comprises three insulators forming part
of the switch, and a fourth, which is an ordinary
insulator used for supporting the conductor before
reaches the first switch insulator. The three
it
insulators comprised in the switch are indicated
by (b), (b') and (b'). The terminal insulators

and

(b')

(b=)

have metallic clamps
.

(c)

At

within reach of the operator. By pulling or pushing this operating rod all three of the middle
insulators of the switches will be rotated or oscillated at the same time, and thus the three lines

simultaneously opened or closed.

to

points

where the load

is

large enough the sec-

ondary feeders are interconnected.
Specially designed armored cable

is used throughout the installation to permit laying wires directly
in the ground instead of using conduit construction.
All the wire is Simplex, rubber covered, and pro-

suitably

secured to their upper surfaces and sustaining a
pair of diverging clips (c') arranged with their
openings directed, in the one case, to the right.
The middle
and in the other case, to the left.
insulator (b) also carries a metallic clamp (e), to
which is secured a conducting switch arm (f)
extending in opposite directions to each of the
terminal insulators, and there fitted with blades
or plates (f) adapted to engage with the clips
The insulators (b', b') arc rigidly supported
(c')on the framework, but the insulator (b) is mounted

with its pin Cg), and for this purpo.sc
provided with a crank arm (h), by moving
which it will be seen that the arm (f) will be swung
in a horizontal plane either to bring the blades
(f) into engagement with the clips (c'), or 10
sever this engagement.
By constructing the switch in this manner the
space between the terminal insulators may be as
great as desired, and although the current passes
through the switch arm (f) when the switch is
closed, it is as effectually insulated by the middle
to
it

rotate

is

insulator upon which it is supported, as arc the
metal parts of the circuit attached to the terminal

fpICS. 2 (Ul'PER

drawing) ANU

3.

DETAILS OF A IIICH-TENSIO.N' POII.E SWITCH.
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I'diniary S,

by a kad slicatli, a wrapping of
two layers of steel lapc wouikI spirally in opposile (lirt'clions and finally anollier layer of jule uii
the outside. It is laid in the parkway between the
sidewalk and curb line and as close to the sideii'otfd siiccessivfly

jiilc,

It is end)edded in sand ahont
below ground level and has no further
beyond the adjoining concrete sidewalk

walks as possible.
Mile

foot

priileclion

In

foundation.
likewise

edge on
'I'lK'Se

laid

in

each

crossing

sand
side

streets

will)

anil

a

a

the

layer

of

brick

bricks are not ceniented, however.

arc

cables

row of bricks

on

set

on

The

top.

serv-

run in the same wav
These
close to the path from sidewalk to house.
service leads consist of No. lo wire, some being

ice

leads

to

the houses are

iwo-wirc, others three-wire, taps.
The manholes, as illustrated by the plan and
cross-section shown herewith, arc of concrete with

Owing to the fact
walls and boltom.
sewers lie so near to the surface of the streets,
drainage to tliem from the manholes is practically
Therefore the manholes are
cult of the quoslion.
made as shallow as possible and built two feet
below ground and allowed to extend si.x inches
Shrubs were planted around them
above ground.
to make them less conspicuous.
Since no drainage was provided for, the manholes are scaled in a practically, hermetic manner.
li)Ur-inch

lliat

holes in the sides where the high-tension and
low-tension cables pass ihrough arc 2J4 inches in
I'hc

The

were stripped to the lead
The
sheath and passed through from the outside.
space around each cable was then calked up with
diameter.

cables

Excavation for DreBden HelKhts Hydroelectric Plant on Desplalnes River.
In

and

the

Weslirn

I

leelriciaii

wool, which welds itself to the sheath and
forms a water-tight joint.
The inner walls and
bottom were painted with "Ironite" waterproof
compound. The cover was made of treated wood
with 2 by 4-inch border fitting over a rubber gasket.

Over the cover was fastened a galvanized-

iron sheet provided with a drip flange.

Further

to

guard against dampness, a dish of deliquescent salt
that readily absorbs moisture was placed in each
manhole.
Besides the transformer each manhole contains
two disconnecting pot-heads on the high-tension
cables and distributing panel on the low-tension
side.
The transformers are of the regular General Electric pole type, with
capacities ranging
from one to five kilowatts. The total transformer
capacity installed was 40 kilowatts.
The system was installed last September at a
total cost of $i2,cco. . The lengths of cable used
are about 10,000 feet No. 8 primary two-w'ire cable,
20,oco feet No. 6 secondary three-wire cable and
3,000 feet No. 10 service cable, some of which is
two-wire and some three-wire. The capacity of the
system is 6,000 lights, about half of which are nowwired to some 40 to 50 customers.
The system
tested out perfectly at the start and has given no
trouble whatever. To aid in the location of any
possible trouble, each block can be isolated on
both the high-tension and low-tension cables. The
system was put in by the Kenilworth Company un,der the direction of Mr. William D, Ball, electrical
engineer. In view of the success of the installation
the

village

is

now

considering

phone wires underground
only poles on the streets.

placing

the

tele-

and thus removing the

of iN'nveinber ylh last

other issues the general facts in rclnljoii
lo the building of the Kcononiy Light and Power
Company's projected hydro-electric plant at Dresden
Heights, near Morris, 111., were set forth. Thin
plant is being constructed on the Desplainen Kiver
in

the point where it unites with the Kankakee
River to form ihe Illinois River. The volume of
water in the Despl.iines is furnished largely by the
Chicago Drainage Canal, which
connects
Lake
Michigan with the Dcsplaines River, and hence by
the Illinois with Ihe Mississippi River, as everybody knows.
Controversy has arisen over the
plant, some Sanitary District and state officials
contending that it will interfere with the deep
waterway for navigation to connect Lake Michigan
and the Mississippi River as a part of the Drainage
Canal project. The Kconomy company (which has
its main plant farther up on the Desplaincs River
at Jolict) declare.?, however, that ils plans have
been prepared to liarmonizc wiih any future federal deep-water work.
The plant is intended to
develop about 10,000 horsepower with a 17-foot
head. Some details about the work of excavation
will be of interest.
In the month of August, 1907, J. 0. Heyworth,
the general contractor, began to move his constiTiction plant by 5,0-ton barges down the Illinois
and Michigan Canal, hauled by a gasoline launch.
In a period of three months' time the following
work was done; A camp was liin'lt for the acat

commodation of about 200 meUj a 7,coo-yard, Ushaped levee, which may be called cofferdam No.
was thrown up, and 5,000 yards of rock was
I,
the
power-plant site and
also excavated from
placed in the cribs of the cofferdam No. 2 beyond
the levee in the river.
An industrial railway

enters the site of the
excavation at the northeast corner in the form of
a single track. It is fanned out into eight tracks
on which dump cars carry out the excavated material,
which is silt, glacial drift and sandstone
underlying about nine feet. At the top of a 10
per cent, grade the single track runs level for
about 30 feet, at w-hich point a double-drum, doublecylinder hoisting engine is located, with the drums
facing down the track. Two cables extend down

excavation, and thus one hoisting engine,
with one engineer, attends to the removal of the
material and is capable of moving two trains of
six cars up or dow^n the grade at the same time.
.\fter the cars get on the level track, teams of
into the

One

of the most interesting features of the
the way the scraper excavating bucket

work
was

used both to run the levee around cofferdam No.
I
and also to assist in, filling cribs in cofferdam
No. 2. Seven thousand yards of dirt and 5.000
yards of rock were excavated in a little less than

two months and placed either in the spoil bank
or in the cofferdam. Thus excavated material from
cofferdam No.
ferdam No. 2
cofferdam No.In
used,

the -rock

and after the end of llic day. In that
which was beyond Ihe reach
of Ihe drag bucket teams and scrapers were used
and some pick and shovel work was done.
The pumping problem is a serious one. As yet
cofferdam No. 2 has not been drained, since it is
hardly completed. The U-shaped levee, however,
which encloses cofferdam No. i, an area of about
50,(X)o
fi'cl

s(|Hare

feet,

is

below the present

tractor has

now
level

a level of about i.)
of the river. The con4 limcr-

at

hung one No, 3 and one No,

son steam pump from A-frame's, which have kepi
the excavation dry. During the drilling for blast
ing it frequently happemd that subterranean springs

were tapped, and upon the withdrawal of the drill
i!4-incli geysers would spurt out,
further
complicating the jaimjiing problem. The accom])anying pholograph shows one of the pumps operating, with pari of a strainer exposed above the
surface of the water and taking air at every gulp.
It is said that there is to bt considerable storage
of water above th? power plant, owing to Ihc fact
that the neck of land between the Desplaincs and
Ihe Kankakee rivers will be turned into a reservoir
by means of continuing the concrete dam now
under process of construction, or in the form of
500,000-cubic-yard lc\ee, reaching over toward the
little

Kankakee River.

Electrical Conditions In

La Crosse.

At La Crosse, Wis., the ordinance regulating the
installation and maintenance of electrical wiring is
being rigidly enforced, as far as the inspection of

w-as

i

as

used

well

as

in

construction of cof-

making levee around

i.

four steam drills were
were employed during the

excavation

and hea^^y

lilasts

new

concerned. Material and devices used
work are approved, but it is said that
some inexperienced men are employed by local contractors.
However, the standard for wiring generalh- has been greatly improved since a year ago,
when the ordinance was adopted.
All of the isolated plants in town have been in.spected and changes in the wiring ordered.
Some of
the work is now' under way.
The inspector plans to
make the annual inspection of risks in the mercantile district soon, so that defective and pcssiblj' dangerous conditions in this locality may be abolished.
As readers of the Western Electrician are aware,
the Rai'road Commission of the state of Wisconsin
has permitted the lighting company to advance its
rates, in order that the plant may be placed upon a
paying basis, and a few customers have resorted to
the use of gasoline for illuminating purposes. Local
electrical contractors are agents for these lighting
systems. It is believed that this tendency to employ
a dangerous substitute for electric light is temporary,
as the service rates quoted are low in comparison
with those prevailing in other cities.
w-iring

is

in construction

Minneapolis-Superior Electric Railroad.

horses haul them lo the spoil bank.

was

hour

iioon

part of the excavation

STEAM PUMPS HUNG IN SU.MP IN A DIFFICULT PLACE IN DRESDEN HEIGHTS
POWER-PLANT CONSTRUCTION.

OUTLINE PLAN OF DRESDEN* HEIGHTS POWER PLANT,
lead
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The electric interurban raihvay know^n as the
.Arrow Line, building between Minneapolis, Minn.,
and Superior, Wis., is said to possess some unique
features

in

interurban

practice.

The

maximum

grade is 0.6 per cent., adapting it to heavy traffic
and speed. The Farnham protected third-rail, the
invention of the president of the road, is being
used. There is a marked absence of curv-es, the
route surveyed marking almost a straight line from
the Twin Cities to the head of the lakes. The
distance is 130' miles, and the great waterpowers
at Duluth are thought to give assurance of abundant
and cheap electric power.
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of the Grand Trunk Railroad, between Port
Huron, Mich., and Sarnia, Ont., connecting the
United States and Canada under the St. Clair River.
Here the electrical service is about to be put into
it has not been already.
The Sarnia tunnel is
an old one, trains having been pulled through it previously by powerful steam locomotives specially provided for the purpose.
Great improvement is ex-

use, if

pected to result from electrical operation, owing to
greater facility in handling trains,

Trunk hopes
west
still

hitherto carried by

traffic

.

»
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Scientist."
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Prof.
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r
Occurred One passage of especial
1

interest:

will

asphy.xiation of

American

Of

routes.

the fact that the use of

is

remove the ever-present danger of
men working on the trains. Since

number of employes have
been killed there by the noxious fumes of the locothe opening of the tunnel a

common form

of accident result-

running the train hands back into the sulphurous
gases.
These fumes will all be done away with by
the electric system.

Another important tunnel now building for elecoperation is that of the Michigan Central
under the Detroit River. This new tunnel does not
supersede aii old one or a bridge, but will do away
with the ferry crossing between Detroit and Windsor, which, in winter, when the ice is coming down
tric train

the river,

often a cause of tedious delay.
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some
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as well as

the spinning-wheel.
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home weaving
Germany by the

possibility that the practice of

some parts of
new loom designed to be used
the home, although power-driven.
Mr. Norton,
be revived in

recent invention of a
in

the United

Chemnitz, writes that

States consul at

some attention
The new loom can bc

the machine has attracted

in textile

set up in
any ordinary room, and is built of wood, except thedriving shaft.
It weighs about 4,500 pounds and
about one-half horsepower is required to drive it.
circles in that city.

It costs

The

only $50.

consul continues:

"This invention is of far-reaching importance for
the household textile industries of this region. Formerlj',

especially

in

nearby mountain villages,
Nearly every house had

the

they were widely extended.

loom or stocking frame or lace-pillow. Now, as
most countries, the work is concentrated in factories.
It is hoped thit the new loom, on account of
its
cheapness and the minimum of motive power
its

my mind

most Striking characteristic was
an unostentatious simplicity; the simplicity which
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Burn

Coal Without

Illinois

government

Smoke.'
It

tvMs at St, Louis.' In tliii (Cthowever, wc have a stoker furnace, while the
boilers were set with hand-fired fur-

ting,

By I.. P. Bheckenkiuce.
may perhaps lie profitable to picture an

123

fuel

government
ideal

cumbirslion, and llien inr|ulre in what ways
eoinhustioii falls short of the ideal. The
aetn.tl
fuel,
ctmiposed of carbon, v.-irioiis vo'alile
j-iveii
hydrocarbon gases, and perhaps sulphur, is to be
burned in air. Theoretically, each atom of the fuel
I'uids and seizes upon the number of oxygen alom.s
wiih which it will coinbinc. Each atom will meet
with two oxygen atoms at a temperature sufliignition.
They will combine, and
ciently liigh for
the resulting CO: will pass out of the furnace,
carrying with it the heat arising from the combustion; likewise with the bydrogcti and stdphur atoms.
Xo more air will be delivered than is jnst sufl'icient
fnrm'sh the exact number of oxygen at<jms,
to
and no carbon or hydrogen atoms will pass out
pcrfic-t

naces, evidently necessary where coals from many
sections of the country were to be tested. The
setting shown in the cut is provided with an economizer and a large induced-draft fan, making high
rates of
combustion possible.
is
This
totting

under llie many and varied conditions
of operation which have thus far been applied to
it.
Over 100 trials of about 10 hours' duration of
various kinils of Illinois coal have been in.ide in
this setting.
In all of these trials the smoke rccor<!
has been, "No smoke all day." This is the setting
to which the writer has referred in several recent
talks by saying that in this setting it has been
impossible to make smoke.
Those who desire to (;rasp the simple yet fundamental princii>lcs of smokeless combustion for Illinois coals should thoughtfully consider just how
smokeless

any uniokc be seen coming from the

liUick, and in
of these six smoke did not exceed No. J
on the smoke chart. Where the most smoke was
nu^de. it was only Nos. I'/j and 2Vi.
There is a rale of ilriving a txiiler furnace which,
If exceeded, will result In proilncing smoke.
This
rale varies for different types of furnaces and for
the various methods of hafiling or kinds of mixing

llirec

piers
coal.i.

used.

A

possible,

It

also

varies

strong draft will

for

make

and allow thicker

he used.
a furnace

The

fires

different kinds of
a large air supply

or

finer

coal

to

of sufficient air makes
smokeless wlien an insufficient supply
caused by a weak draft might cause the production
of smoke. There is an alw.ays increasing tendency
to drive boilers and furnaces a little harder,
toilpossibility

that were purchased for 1,000 horsepower a
few years ago are now being forced to 1,400 and
l.Coo horsepower.
This means, of course, larger
grate areas and a much higher rale of combustion
ers

per unit of grate area.
The method of introducing the coal into the
furnace will in all cases have much to do with
the type of furnace which must be used 10 slop
smoke. When the coal is fed into the furnace
mechanically, as it is when stokers are used, one
of the most essential elements of successful smoke
prevention has been met, namely, slow and uniform
gas evolution. When coal is fed by hand into a
hot furnace, six shovelfuls more or less at one
time, this same element has been ruthlessly neglected.
The gas evolution can neither be slow nor
uniform. It is also very doubtful if the proper
amount of air at the right temperature will be
supplied.
It is to assist in correcting such known
violations of correct methods of coal supply to
furnaces that certain devices have ben introduced
which are intended to correct these initial mistakes.
steam jet is such a mixing device. When
properly applied it does not let the volatile gases
.and air supply escape from the furnace until very
intimately mi.xed. It has, however, two very serious objections, noise and large steam consumption.

A

Smoke Prevention with the Horizontal

Fire-

tube Boiler.
BOILER UNIT WITH WHICH

IT IS S.\ID

TO BE ALMOST^IMPOSSIBLE TO MAKE SMOKE.

furnace without finding o.xygen atoms with
which they can combine.
Actual combustion deviates from ideal conditions
in many respects.
If only the theoretical ainount
of air is supplied, on account of the difficulty of
properly mingling the fuel and air, some of the
fuel atoms will not find o.xygen atoms, and will
escape uncombined. Or some of the carbon may
burn to carbon monoxide instead of to carbon
dioxide, and the CO will escape without further
combustion. It is found in practice that, to insure
complete combustion, an excess of air rnust be
furnished. This excess is usually 50 per cent., and
may reach 100 per cent.; i. e., while only ir.3
pounds of air are required for the complete combustion of one pound of carbon, it is usually necessary to furnish 18 to 24 pounds. Since the heat
of combustion is distributed throughout the excess
of air introduced into the furnace, as well as the
products of combustion, the furnace temperature
is lowered by the presence of the extra air.
In another important particular, the actual state
of affairs is likely to be quite different from the
ideal combustion outlined above.
Carbon and oxygen atoms will not unite unless a certain temperature, the ignition temperature, is reached.
In
parts of the furnace the temperature may fall below the ignition point because of the inrush of an
excess of air or because of cold bounding surfaces.
As a result, carbon particles, even in the presence
of plenty of oxj-gen. will refuse to burn.
The opinion of the writer, doubtless held by
most engineers, is that the boiler has very little
to do with the smoke problem, except, perhaps, that
some types of boilers lend themseh^es more easily
to the necessary furnace construction, which is of
of the

.

the utmost importance
desired.

When
nace

it

is

when

perfect combustion

coal is being burned
essential that the volatile

Illinois

in

is

any fur-

products

of

combustion should be uniformly distilled from the
coal and mixed with sufficient air at a high temperature. To accomplish this, particularly to maintain
a high temperature, the mingling air and
products of combustion must be kept away from
the tubes or plates of the boiler, which are comparatively cool, and which would therefpre cool
the gases before complete combustion had taken
place.
It is for the reason just mentioned that
such forms of furnaces as shown in the cut are
planned. Special forms of fire-clay tile are designed to be hung on the water tubes of boilers
that are directly over the fire.
The tiles form the
roof of the furnace and prevent the hot gases,
w'hich are still not properly mixed, from coming
in contact with the cooler tubes which are surrounded by the tiles.
The boiler set over a chain grate shown in the
drawing is the boiler installed by the Engineerin,g
Experiment Station for fuel tests with Illinois coals.
This boiler is exactly like the one used in the
I.
Extracts from a bulletin issued from the Eneineerine Experiment Station of the University of Illinois. Urbana. 111. The
author is professor of mechanical engineering in the university.

this

furnace

bustion.
The fresh

the conditions of perfect com-

fulfills

coal,

fairly

uniform

in

size,

advances

slowly from the hopper along on the grate toward
the furnace, where the temperature is very high.
The combustible volatile matter is continually being distilled from the coal more and more rapidly,
but w-ith much uniformit}-, while it is passing under
the combustion arch. Some of the necessary air
flows in through the coal in the hopper, more
through the grate under the arch, but by far the
most flows through the red-hot coals on that part
of the grate beyond the arch. This air is thus
heated and made ready for combining with the
volatile products flowing from beneath the arch,
and all together mix and roll along on the bottom
of the tiles forming the roof of the furnace.
The bottom row of boiler tubes is covered witi^.
suitably
formed tiles, which prevent the still
actively mingling gases from being cooled by coming in contact with the tubes, and so the combustion processes go on until completed before
reaching (C), a point before the gases pass in
among the cooling tubes. The tiles in the adjoining rows touch each other, so that no gases pass
between them. In such :i furnace as this the smoke

problem

is

When

(C).

settled somewhere between (B)
the total volume of combustible

and
ma-

terial distilled from the coal is quite large in a
given interval of time, the flame length may reach
to (C), while for smaller volumes the flame may
end at (B). Thus it is that the flame length indicates the end of the combustion processes, and
gives us valuable information concerning the proportions of smokeless furnaces.
It is important in the operation of this or any
form of mechanical stoker that abundant opportunity be afltorded for inspecting the condition of
the fires and the progress of combustion. Appliances for continually indicating the composition of
the escaping gases should be considered a neces-

large and well-managed plants.
character of the draft apparatus available

sity in all

The

setting made it possible to make sudden
the rate of combustion. The rate of
travel of the chain grate was easily adjusted by
a throttle governor on the independent steam engine in driving the grate. The rate of combustion
could be calculated very closely from the thickness
of the fuel bed and the rate of grate feed, by
reference to the large number of tests already

with
changes

this

in

made with

this unit.

These

special

smoke

tests

were

run on four different days, and on each day eight
changes in condition of operation were made. The
thicknesses of fire used were four, five, six and
seven inches. The capacities varied from 60 to
150 per cent, of the rated capacity (210 horse-

power) of the boiler. The results of these tests
amply justify the conclusion that this type of furnace may be depended upon to operate even under
adverse conditions without objectionable smoke, for
out of a total of 32 tests in only six cases could
Ttie characteristic feature of these two settings is a tile roof
i.
furnace, originatine in igoi with W. L. Abbott, at the Harrison
Street station of the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago.

The horizontal fire-tube boiler is still much in
use in the smaller units of from 50 to 150 horsepow-er.
It was
brought into prominence in the
early days of American steam-boiler practice as the
natural successor of the plain cylinder and flue
boilers, all of which were e.xternaliy fired.
It soon
became the standard t\pe of boiler throughout
manufacturing New England, where in many places
it still retains its position on account of its cheapness and its economical operation with all grades
of anthracite and many grades of bituminous coals,
especially those containing a high fixed carbon content.

With the coals just mentioned the combustion
takes place mostly on the grate or at a short
distance above it. Many plants have been 'installed
with this type of boiler, in which the grate has
been placed not more than 14 to 16 inches beneath
the boiler. These plants have burned anthracite
coal successfully.
With the introduction of the
West Virginia bituminous coals containing small
amounts of volatile combustible matter the grates
were lowered under this type of boiler to 24 and
30 inches, with good effect. Still, with either coal,
much the greater part of the heat was generated
on or near the grate and the heat made available
for transmission was largely radiant heat. The
plates directly over the fire itself transmitted a
correspondingly large part of the heat of the coal
to the water in the boiler.
The satisfactory performance of the fire-tube boiler with eastern coals,
together with its availability', made it naturally the
boiler to be adopted by manufacturers moving westward with the center of population. It is easily
seen, however, that with Illinois coals carrying 30
to 40 per cent, of volatile combustible matter and
burned at rates which produce flame, lengths of
from 5 to 20 feet, this type of boiler as usually
set is by no 'means adapted for the smokeless consumption of this kind of fuel. There is, in fact,
no better method of producing dense, black smoke
with Illinois coal than to install a horizontal firetube boiler with the usual furnace, and hand-fire
such a plant with run-of-mine coal. In such an
all
the fundamental principles laid down
outfit
The
elsewhere in this paper are disregarded.
method of introducing the coal directly into the
hot furnace, in fine dust and large lumps, prevents
slow or uniform distillation of the gases ; the air
supply through open doors, through holes in the
fire, or through a fuel bed of varying thicknesses
is
neither correct in quantity nor is mucb of it
properly heated; the mingling products of combustion come in contact with the cool surface of
the plates of the boiler, reducing the temperature
of the gases below the ignition temperature before
combustion is completed.
Having in view these defects of the usual plan
of operating the fire-tube boiler with Ilhnois coal,
many ways suggest themselves bv which these faults
may be corrected. It is possible to burn Illinois
coal -without smoke with fire-tuhe boilers, but the
furnace requires special treatment, and such settings are not common. The plans usually proposed
are either low-set stokers or extended Dutch-oven
furnaces. When hand-firing is adopted the wing-
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furnace or other iorm of mixing; baffies or
of great assistance. With any of these
is
devices careful firing is very necessary for satisfactory results. The twin brick-arch furnace, which
keeps the gases away from the boiler plates alioCareful
gether, is an effective smoke preventive.
with low rates- of combustion (12 to 16
firing,
assisted
by
of
grate,
pounds) per square foot
automatically controlled air supply', will often enable these settings to be run so as to escape the
fines of city smoke inspectors, but they can hardly
be compared as to smokelessness with such settings
Horizontal tubular
as are illustrated in this paper.
are often adopted on account of their
boilers
cheapness, and when such is the case the addition
of any special furnace constructions or any special
devices to aid in smoke prevention, is seldom given
any consideration. From what has been said it is
doubtless evident why this type of boiler is so
frequently found to be one of our worst smoke
wal!

piers

offenders.

How

TO Hand-fiee Illinois Coals so as to Reduce THE Production of Smoke.

There are many small power-plant units that are
hand-fired which smoke badly. The construction
of many of these furnaces is such that it is almost
impossible to operate the plant without smoke.
Still,

something might be done

to

reduce smoke

the fireman exercised more care in firing. Whatever can be done by the fireman in the way of
properly introducing the fuel into the furnace is
just so much gained, and it relieves the auxiliary
mixing devices or baffle^, if such exist, from just
if

so

much work

The

later on.

best method of handalso the best method

for smokelessness is
There are three generally
for attaining economy.
(a) the spreadrecognized methods of hand-firing
The
ing, (b) the coking, and (c) the alternate.
first is satisfactory and generally used for anthracite; the second for coking coals, and the last
It is the alternate method
for non-coking coals.
This method
that is best suited to Illinois coals.
described as follows
The fuel-bed area is diis
vided into equal parts, two. four, or six. depending
on the size of the entire surface. The fresh coal
is
fired alternately on one-half of these areas at
a lime, at such intervals as may be necessary to
hold the steam pressure. Depending on the rate
of driving, these intervals will vary from one to
five minutes.
For small areas first one-half the
surface of the fuel bed is covered, and then perThis
haps three minutes later the other half.
method allows much of the air supply to come
through the bright fuel bed, and thus become
heated and suitable for mixing^ with the highly
volatile content which is being rapidly driven from
ihe freshly fired coal on the other side.
Just because fresh fuel has been spread over one part
of" the fuel bed. Ihe air most needed at that moment cannot as easily flow tbrough it, and another
part of the fuel bed should be left free for its
passage at that time. W^hen the fuel-bed area is
very large, some checker-board system of firing
may be adopted, which, when alternately fired and
left free for air passage, will
result in a large
reduction in the amount of smoke produced by
the too common method of spreading the coal over
the entire surface at each firinp;.
It must not be
forgotten that a large supply of warm air is
needed immediately after fresh fuel is spread over
a part or all of the fu =1 bed this is best supplied
as just explained, but it may be advantageous to
provide for still more air by leaving the fire doors
open slightly just after each firing. There are
several devices on the market which provide for
an air supply over the fire, which are turned on
with the opening or closing of the fire door, and
which can be arranged to close at the end of any
desired time, depciiding upon the rate of driving
and freauency of firing found desirable. The firing
of small amounts of coal at frequent interval.'?
produces less smoke ihan firing large amounts at
longer intervals. The latter method, however, usually proves less tiresome to the fireman, and is
for that reason more frequently adopted.
firing

—

:

'

tube

Boiler and the

Grates.

Having in mind the horizontal fire-tube boiler,
the distance from (he botlom of the boiler to the
prates should be from 30 to 34 inches.
At this
distance the flame from Illinois coals will swecj)
along the bottom of the boiler, and much smok*.Still it must be borne in mind that a
will result.
large part of the heat to be obtained from the
burring of the fixed-carbon part of these coals is
transferred to the: shell in the form of radiant
heat, and for this purpose the grate shouW be
near the l>oilcr. While it is necessary in preventing smoke that the flames be kept from the cooling surfaces of boiltrs. this cannot be accomplished
by simply lowering the grates under a horizontal
firc-tubc boiler, as the writer has unfortunately been
incorrcc.ly quoted as having stated.
For V>oilers
of this type some form of furnace extending partly
or entirely in front of the boilers, and cither
hand-fired or fed by stokers of the Murphy type,
would undoubtedly furnish a satisfactory solution
to the smoke probkui.
As else where pointed out,
the smoke problem is not usually satisfactorily
solved with Illinois coals and the horizontal fire-

The small

unit hardly warrants an
for a cheap plant prevents any
form of furnace, and so it is
that this kind of a setting frequently proves to be
a troublesome smoker.
boiler.

automatic

When

the coal fed into a furnace

is

fairly

uni-

form in size it is much easier to burn it without
smoke than- when it is of different sizes. In all
the settings described in this article as smokeless
the coal burned has been of such uniformity as to

requirement. The standard commercial
sizes are all that are required, such as Nos. i, 2,
or 5. Take, for instance^ the chain-grate
4,
3,
stoker; the very principle of its operation complete
consumption of the coal while it travels the length
of the furnace makes it very evident that if small
pieces of coal are just consumed, the very large
pieces will not be consumed.
The washing of coal, which removes a considerable part of the ash and sulphur, has proved
very advantageous to many plants, especially where
capacity has been an important consideration.
The
washing itself, however, does not make coal burn

meet

Electrical Exports for
for the Year

Desire

stoker.
special

Tjie Preparation of Coal for Smokeless Burning.

this

—

Electrical exports

without smoke.

Powdered fuel has been used with much success
in places where the coal has not -been too high in
volalile-combustible content, and where the cost
the coal ordinarily used exceeded five or six
Powdered fuel can be burned withdollars a ton.
out smoke, and .it can be burned with excellent
It
cannot,
however, be cheaply reduced
economy.

of

powder.

to a

substantial gain.

lows

Show.
Si.K prizes were awarded by the Electrical Trades
Exposition Company for electrical devices Invented
by students and amateurs and entered in the prize
contest at the recent Chicago Electrical Show.

(2)

five divisions

could

electric

mission

of

701

December,

;

in the

A

comparison of the figures folDecember. 1907, $515,1906, $827,646.
Electrical machin$837.81 1
December, 1906.
1907,

ery—December,

—

;

$635,855-

Exports for the Ye.\r

The

1907.

value of electrical exports from the
United States for the calendar year 1907 was
$17,460,775, the greatest on record.
In a review
of electrical exports from the United States for
the year 1907 printed in the New Years issue of
the Western Electrician, the value of such exports,
total

with figures for the month of December estimated,
was given as $17,477,263. Official figures for De-

cember now
but

$16,488

For the
was

ports

655.510;

hand show

at

that

the

estimate was

too high.

last five

years the value of electrical ex-

as follows:

1905,

be

entered,

power; (3)
intelligence;

The

electrotherapeutic.

School),' $12

;

value

of

1007, $17,460,775;

$13,057,677;

viz.

(i)

electric

electric

heat;

(4)

light;

trans-

elec:rochemical and
judges were Messrs. C. H.
(5)

alternating-c-U'rent

electrolytic

rectifier.

Lynn Waynick.

335 Park Avenue (Lewis Insti$6: telegraph relay.
A. Boetter, 2521 Indiana Avenue (American Correspondence School), $4; burglar alarm.
Walter I.Wilcox, 4244 Langley Avenue. $4; orig-

tables

electrical

1904,

igo6, $16,-

$11,039,758;

show

the

1903,

and

destination

and machinery

appliances

exported from the United States in the calendar years
and
1906
It will be noted that in electrical
1907.
appliances (which includes telegraph and telephone
instruments) there was a decrease, while electrical

machinery shows an increase.

under which devices and

Thordarson, F. L. Perry and W. H. Butler.
Following are the names of the prize winners:
H. L. Transtrom, 75 McLean Avenue (International
Correspondence Schools), $20; 2,2CO-volt
transformer for wireless telegraphy, and a highfrequency Tesla coil.
Byron De Forrest, 1115 North Clark Street, (Alcott

907.

$9,856,047-

Students' Competition at the Electrical

designs

December and
1

from the United States

Electrical appliances

:

The following

There were

1908

8,

month of December, 1907, reached a total value of
$1,353,512, compared with $1463,501 for December,
1906.
Goods classified as electrical appliances show
a marked falling off in the amount exported in
December as compared with the corresponding
month of 1906, but electrical machinery shows a

—

Electrical Appliances.
Exported to
1906.
United Kingdom
$ 2,194,085
Belgium
195.288
France
58,910
,.
'jermany
310,073
Other Europe
178,425
British North America
1,158,824
Central American States and British

Honduras

890,676
145,759
78,205
352,79'
138,078
1,380,926

246,458
753.936
398,769
60,137
202.637

178,226
999,141
557,217
39,170
347.949
774,217
487,000
259,836
188,207
201,084
69,369
183,736

1,237,691
729,645

$ 8,380,757

$7,725,545

Mexico

Cuba
Other West Indies and Bermuda...
Argentina
lirazil

Other South America
Japan
British Australasia
Philipoine Islands
British Africa

Other

1907-

S

countries

S58.8S8
173.803
115,820
71,881
189.445

tute).

primary

inal

coil.

A. R. Perlow. 587 West Congress Street (Lewis
Institute). $4: induction coil.
It is intended to make the student competition
one of the most interesting features of next year's

Nine-hour Law for Railway Teleg aphers.
On March

4th the nine-hour law for railway telegraph operators will go into effect. Besides serving as a measure of relief to the ooerators, the
new law is expected to benefit the public and make
travel safer.
In day and night offices operators
will be required to work more not more than nine
hours out of any 24. Where offices are open only
during the day the companies cannot require the
men to work more than 13 hours in succession,
except in case of wrecks or other emergencies.
Experienced operators say Ihat the new law will
not work hardship to the railroads, inasmuch as
in some states a straight eight-hour law is complied with for all operators.
It is said that there
are plenty of operators lo fill what extra positions
create.
the new law may

LEGAL NOTES.
Holland, in the United States Circuit
for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania,
entered a decree for a perpetual injunction
restraining Eugene A. and George A. Rumscy from
"further infringing" various claims of certain ShalIcnbergcr patents relating to induciion wattmeters.

Judge

Court

has

The

Westinghouse

Company

is

Ek'ctric
the complainant.

and

Manufacturing

In the case of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company against the Condit ElecManufacturing Company, in ihe United States
Circuit Court for the Southern District of New
York, Judge Ray has decided that the defendant
infringed claims 2 and 5 of patent No. 633772.
issued on September 26. 1899. to Gilbert Wright
and Christian Aalborg for an "Automatic Circuitbreaker."
This patent has been the subject of
previous litigation, and the case is spoken of as
the "edgewise circuit-breaker case."
trical

Total

Electrical Machinery.
Exported to
United Kingdom
France

$

Germany
Other Europe
British North America
Central American States and

_

Argentina
Brazil

Other South America
Chinese Empire
British East Indies

Hongkong
Japan
British Australasia
Islands
Philippine

Other Asia and Oceania
British Africa
All other Africa

Total,
Total,

Grand

machinery

1907.
$ 1.131.711

276,750
101,192
463,332
1,943.983

848,350
08,389
369.430

47,6o3
1,049,097
437.327
7.167
168,256
530,494
147,881
24,071
22T.662
18,985
960,146
369. 5So
65,064
.15, 300
181,950

1,543.45'-'

97>365
1,551.562
74.625
19.493
210,657
979. 730
187.729
59,64?
254,160
10,095
1,411,229
527.561
88,212
117,492
9<;.66r

5.55'

58,682

$ 8,274,753

8,380,757

$ 9,735.230
7. 725.545

$16,655,510

?i7,46o.775

appliances
total

1906.
1.219.392

Brit-

Honduras
Mexico
Cuba
Other West Indies and Bermuda...
ish

show.

;

The Distance Between the

February

Municipal Bookkeeping inWestmount,

Canada.
The

i\Iontrcal (Canada) Gazette in its issue of
January 17th prints an excellent editorial bearin.cj

on the methods of accounting as employed in ihe
conduct of the municipal electric-light plant and
destructor at Wcstmouut. Tn a pamphlet containing "the facis about the plant" a profit of $174.55
is
figured over operating and fixed charges for
Basing its arguthe year ended Dccemlicr .list.
ment on figures taken from the pamphlet and on
seemingly indisputable evidence, ihc Gazette clearly

shows that instead of

a profit of $174. =^5 there was
of several thousand dollars.
Looking into the future ihc pamphlet predicts a
Here again
profit of $20,000 for the plant in 1908.
the Mon'real paper points out a probable serious
deficit.
"The contention in these columns has always been," says the Gazette, "that an electricmeager field represented by
licht
plant
in
the
WcstmounI could not be made self-sustaining at
Ihc rates charged. The town today is paying its
ricctric-light department $1,500 more per year for
street lighting than the value of the service
its
and a fair commercial price warrants, and there
was a deficit last year of about $3,000."
in

reality a

deficit

rcbniary
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Large Commutating-pole Railway Generators in Boston
recent improvcmoius
dinet-ciirrent K'-'H'mtors,
prolialily none li:is done more to mark a ilistinC.
advance in the art llian tile employment of com-

AmoiiK

niaile

inntalitiK

compar.'itivcly

lliu

the

in

(leslgn

poles.

of

While connnnlating-pole machines

been in snccessfnl opit
is only recently that
featnre has been applied to larRC direct-connected, engine-driven generators operating imder
the severe service conditions generally met with
in street-railway work.
The two 2,700-kilowait comnnitating-polc railway
generators recently installed in the Charlestown
and Harvard power slalions of the Bosion ICIcvated Railway Company hy the General filectric
Company present some nUeresling featnres in connection willi the design, installation .and operation
of this type of raiKv.ay generator.
The first of these generators was pnt in comniercial service on October lolh last, e.>iactly eight
nionlhs from receipt of order and 2i d.ays in adThis is
\ance of tiie date specified for delivery.
said to be the quickest delivery on record for an
cngine-dri\'en unit of ibis she. The second machine, althongh completely installed and ready for
operation before the middle of November, was not
placed in service until several days later, owing
iiioderalc capacity have
for sonte time past,

of

i-rallon
lliis

to

non-coniplction

erection

in

the

()f

titiier

work

in

progress

Ihis

type of generator with other m.ichinci o£

•25
llic

non-coiiiiniilaling-polc type on so large and comlilicntrd a system as the Koslon iCIcvateil Railway,
bill thai this fear was nngroiiiKled is proven liy the
fact that no trouble whalever was experienced in
paralleling these inaehiius with others in the tlalions where they were installed.
The magnet frame is of cast-iron, reclaiigular in
shape, made in six sections, securely bolted togeihcr, and of the bo.\-seelion type, forming a rigid
slriictiirc for siippor.ing the numerous poles with
their heavy field colls.
I'he main poles arc rectangular cast-steel, with laminated pole faces, and the
comnnitating poles are laminated throughout. Field

compound-wound.
The armalure core, formed of

coils

;ire

steel punchings,
is
rigidly held to a casl-iron spider of substantial
proportions by means of numerous dovetails. Effective cooling of the armature is procured by
numerous ventilating duels throughout the core
and also by a novel construction of the end flanges,
which allows the end conductors 10 be well separated, and permits a free and natural flow of
air between them.
The armature winding is of

the multiple-drum type, composed of formed coils
bar copper, effectively insulated, and interchangeable on the same armature. The coils arc
held in the slofs by tough wooden wedges, and

of

conservative

neighborhood
not

citizens

and

persona esiiinatc
will
cost in
Ihe
of $,1,000. An appeal it made to
to "kick" ai the IiikIi cost of water

light.

Government Ownership

of

Telegraphs

a Failure.
Government owiur»hip of
has proved

a

failure,

if

tclegrapiij

Ihe

Dominion Kovcrnmenl

line

taken

as

The fJominion

public

works slated a few days ago

cri>crion.

a

Commons

of

1907,

in-

of the
be
minister of

Yukon tan

Ihe

in

that the telegraph system

the House
question

in

March 31 lo December
same period Ihe expenses
and there has been no expenditure

had earned
II,

Oiimda

in

recent reiiort

$5-',72S

from

but iluring the

were $136,188,
on capital account.

According to reijorts received
bad condition, and a number of
complaints have been received from business men
at Fort Essington, Prince Rupert and Port Simpson. The main line of this system extends from
.'Vshcroft, a station on the Canadian Pacific Railroad, about 200 miles east of Vancouver, to Dawson
The towns of Fort Essington, Prince Rupert
City.
the

line

in

is

a

of

station.

These generators

arc tlircc; -connected to M'cTnlosh S: Seymour ^,ioo-liorscpowcr vertical crossi'. impound
engines and are designed for 575 volts
at a speed of 90 revoli'tions per minute, but arc
capable of wide voltage range at all lo.ads. AItliough the largest commutaling-pnle railway gcn-

TWO VIEWS OF 2,700-KILOWATT COMMUT.VTING-POLE GENERATOR
erators ever built, at the same time they are of
smaller dimensions and occupy less floor space than
any machines of same output and speed previously
constructed. It is interesting to note that the armature diameter of these machines is appro.ximately
4^2 feet less than the armature diameter of the
non-commutating-pole generators of the same output just installed in the Lincoln Wharf station of
the Boston Elevated Company.
The generators are guaranteed to deliver 2,700
kilowatts (4,700 amperes at 57s volts) continuously
with a temperature rise not to exceed 35° C. in
any part above the surrounding air, also 50 per
cent, overload, or -(,050 kilowatts
(7,050 amperes
at 575 volts) for tw-o hours following the normal
run, temperature rise not to exceed 55° C, and to
withstand a momentary overload of ico per cent.,
or 5,400 kilowatts (9,400 amperes at 575 volts)
without injury.
That these guarantees have been fully met has
been clearly demonstrated since the machines were
Their operation under the severe
put in service.
conditions imposed by a fluctuating railway load
has been entirely satisfactory, and tests taken show
a temperature rise that is w^ithin the guarantee by
a very large margin.
The practically sparkless commutation secured
under all conditions of load by .conserv'ative design
and use of commutating poles reduces wear of
commutator and brushes to a minimum, which is
an additional source of economy obtained with this
type of generator.
No change whatever in the brush setting has
to be made from no load to momentary overload
condition of 100 per cent., and the circuit-breaker
can be tripped under any condition of load between
these limits without appreciable disturbance at the
brushes.
In fact, the provision for shifting brushes
is almost superfluous on this type of machine, as
with the brushes once adjusted for best commutation it is never necessary to alter their position.
This desirable feature can be best appreciated
by station attendants, more or less accustomed, in
times of excessive load or trouble, to the exercise
of constant vigilance with respect to the brushsetting on the ordinary type of generator, to prevent flashing.
Considerable doubt was expressed as to the possibility of obtaining successful parallel operation of

IN CHARLESTOW.X POWDER STATION OF

the end windings are kept in position by patented
sectional binding bands, easily removed or replaced.

The commutator

bars are of hard-drawn copper
such dimensions as to provide ample wearing
depth and liberal creepage distances. The spider,
made of cast-iron, is rigidly bolted to the armature
spider, and the clamping rings are of the best
of

An interesting feature of the commutator construction is the precaution taken to prevent a possible short-circuit from studs or bars
Where the clamping rings exto clamping rings.
tend beyond the commutator bars, they are thoroughly insulated with mica, and, in addition, extra
insulation is molded over the extreme edge of
ring and carried well dow-n nncFerneath, where it
is securely fastened, thus making it almost impossible for grounding at this point.
The brush rigging is of the latest type, employing
cast brackets of substantial dimensions, to which
individual brush holders of excellent design are
bolted.
The resulting construction is strong, rigid
and entirely free from movement or vibration, thus
cast-steel.

obviating the necessity of employing supporting tierings passing from stud to stud. Alternate sets
of brushes are so placed on the stud brackets
that they are staggered around the comrnutator.
By this means the brushes do not track, thus promoting even and uniform wear of the commutator
without the use of auxiliary means.
The present normal capacity of the Boston Elevated system is a little over 52,000 kilowatts, all
of wdiich is furnished by direct-current machines.

Another Municipal Plant Running
Behind.
Sheboygan (Wis.) newspaper says that the
city of Algoma, Wis., now finds that the muand water plant there is running
nicipal
light
behind, and is appealing to its citizens to come to
the aid of the institution. For the year igo" the
city paid for water and light the sum of $3,658,
while private persons and corporations paid S4.763.-A.

approximately. The cost of running the plant,
fuel, minor repairs and incidentals, is about
$20 per day. or S7.300 a 3'ear. Thus, it is shown
that there is but Si. 121. 63 to paj' the $1,500 interest
on the bonded indebtedness of $30,000. Besides,
the intake pipe must be taken up and relaid, which

63.

labor,

BOSTON ELEVATED RAILWAY.

and Port Simpson are served by a branch which
leaves the main line at Hazelton, and it is of this
branch that complaint is made. It is stated that
the line between Hazelton and Prince Rupert was
down from October 21st to November 30th except
for a few periods of one or two hours each. Complaints go to show that the men engaged on repair
work are too few and inefficient.

Mr. Tesla

Makes Further Disclosures.

Nikola Tesla, who has been making some rather
remarkable assertions of late in letters printed in
the New York Times, publishes another communication under .date of January 26th. This is a part
of

it:

read in your issue of today that, according
Lieutenant-Colonel Chales, director of military
telegraphs of France, a wireless message "should
"I

to

theoretically

go

around the world.'

If

j'ou

will

my French patent,
that this has long since
ceased to be a theory, for that document, while
bearing the date of April, 1905.. describes experiments which I made in the fall of iSgg, and one
of which was to pass currents of 100 amperes
around the globe, a mere breadth in view of its
immensit}', but more than necessary to affect a
sensitive receiver.
You will also notice that in
those tests I used 'undamped' oscillations, one of
my earliest improvements, which you seem to find
pleasure in attributing to other electricians.
These
facts are mentioned incidentally, merely with the
desire of informing you correctly.
take

trouble

the

^O- 354.791. you

"What
to

I

certain

wish

of perusing

will

find

to bring to

provisions

of

your attention

the last

w-ireless

relates

confer-

ence ^vhich are now- being considered by the United
States SenateSome of the rules w-ere undoubtedly proper and applicable to *radio-teIegraphy' by
electromasnetic or Hertzian rays, in view of the
impossibility^
of preventing interference and because many different forms of apparatus were employed.
But since that time the Hertz waves have
been abandoned b}- the more advanced experts and
a uniform system adopted which permits the simultaneous transmission of any desired number of
wireless messages without interference and with a
precision and accuracy eoual to, if not greater than,
that practicable with cables."
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
By

Geo.

R

Metcalfe.

.

LIV.— Electric Welding.
It

iron

known

are lieated

come
will

well

is

so

soft,

to

that

together.

sticiv

advantages for locally

if

when placed in contact they
Welding consists of joining

two pieces of metal which have been thus heated
by means of placing them together and either
hammering them or putting them under special
pressure until they form one single piece. When
welding metals by heating them in a fire, great
care must be taken in heating the parts to the
exact welding temperature. If they are not sufficiently heated there will be a scale of oxide on
the surface of the metal whidi will prevent their
union.

If

they

welds depends upon the location of the part to
heated and the character of the metal. The
electrical resistance of these parts when carrying
a large current tends to heat them up in the same
way as an ordinary copper conductor is heated
when carrying more than its normal capacity.
The most advantageous features of the electrical
w-eld are the rapidity and accuracy with which it
can be made, the uniformity of the work and the
localization of the heat to the parts to be united.
Electric welding has become a very important part
of many industries, and new applications of it are
steadily being made. The simplest electric welders
consist essentially of transformers whose priinaries
are wound for the ordinary alternating-current
voltages furnished from central stations. The secondaries are W'Ound with very heavy copper, having
usually only one or two turns, so that the secondary current is a very heavy current at low
voltage, usually three or four volts.
The pieces to be welded are held in clamps, which
are connected to the terminals of the secondary
winding.
One important application of electric welding
which has already been briefly mentioned consists
of track welding, or uniting the ends of railwaytrack rails to form a continuous length of rail
and thus avoiding bonding and joint troubles.
Track welding is done after the overhead construction is completed, so that the 500-volt trolley
be

is available.
The actual welding current is
always alternating current, on account of the ease
with w^hich it can be transformed to a very low
voltage desirable for this work, and a track welding outfit therefore contains a rotary converter for
changing the 5co-volt direct current into alternating

current

current.

This

alternating

current

then carried
to a special transformer, such as described above,
where it is reduced to a working potential of three
or four volts. The low-tension terminals of this
transformer are connected to massive clamping
is

between which the parts to be welded are
These clamps are cooled by water, which
is
circulated through them, so that there is no
danger of the clamps becoming welded to the part
of the joint which comes into contact with ihem.
The joint is made by butting the two ends of
the rails together and welding a block on both

as

fast

means of which the surface of the track at
the
joint is ground true with the balance
of the track.
Track welding is one of the most simple
appli-

'

'^^''

electric

1.11
J"'*'
^'''
""
'""

tlJ'\il,

!.„.

.^;

welding machine,

and

its

f* >',.='"'':'"• injcndcd to nurvey, Ijricny.
"' "PPl"'! clcclricily for IikIiI, power an.i
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varied
electric

for

and the
examples

welder,

of

it

machine will probably run warmer than usual
and
commutator especially should be watched for
heating and sparking.
The voltage should be increased slowly and its effect on the system
as well
as on the machine observed.

The

First Electric

will

be

work
seen

material to be welded is fed
machines of this character may

While butt-welding of pipe is most common, lapwelding, in which the i^-elded edges overlap, is
coming largely into use.
The manufacture of wire fencing is now done
to a considerable extent by means of welding machines.
Parallel rows of wire are fed through the
machine from a number of reels, depending in
number upon the mesh of the fencing. Short pieces
of wire corresponding to the height of the fence
are placed across the continuous wires at intervals
and are almost instantly welded at each crossing
point of the wires. The -operation is continuous,
a machine turning out many thousand feet of fence
wire per day.
The operation of the various welding machines
is more or less automatic, depending on the class
of work they are performing, A track welding
machine requires all the operations to be done by
hand. In other machines the operation of clamping
the work is manually performed, whi'e the heat is
turned on and og automatically. In still other ma-

Railways

In

America.

H. H„ Kayford, W. Va,
Kindly advise me
when and where the first electric railway was operated m America.
Also whether San Francisco did
not have an electric car line some time
before the
one m Richmond, Va,, was installed.
E.

:

Answer,

sizes of

the

1908

Its

welding umfinest

into them. Among
be mentioned those for producing pipes and tubes
of various diameters. The material is fed into the
welding machine in a continuous strip and is bent
between rolls, and the edges which come together
are butt-welded. The heat is so localized that only
a small beading of metal appears along the joint.

The

first

electric

railway

in America that can
be said to have been operated along
lines now
standard and that required comparatively little
experimental work and alteration to make
it

cessful as a railway system

m

was opened

suc-

for traffic

Richmond, Va,,

in the early part of February,
Quite a number of electric cars had
been
operated before this in this country, but
they were
more or less experimental in nature and did not
have the ultimate success that the Richmond
road
achieved.
Probably the first experimental car was
one built in the winter of 1880-81 in Stockbridge,
Mass.
Others followed at expositions in Chicago

1S88,

and Toronto
years a

in

1883 and

number of

electric

In the following
car lines were started,

1884.

most successful being in Appleton, Wis. (1886)
Scranton, Pa,; Los Angeles, Cal. Lima, Ohio, and
others in 1887,
None of these early lines, however,
the

;

;

got out of the experimental stage so as to resemble the modern electric railway as quickly and
completely as the Richmond road.
San Francisco
not have electric cars earlier than this.
For
information on this matter see in the
Western Electrician of September 28th last the
articles by B, J, Arnold, p, 232, and A. A.
Stiles,
did

further

p.

250.

Electric

Cooking by the "Fireless"
Method.

In the
attention

Western Electrician of December 14th last
was called in an editorial to the appar-

chines the entire operation is automatic, as in the
fence-wire and chain-welding machines, and these
only require an operator to feed in the necessary
amount of matrial to be worked.
There are a large number of other applications

welding which would make too long
enough have been described
to indicate the very important part electric welding
plays in numerous lines of manufacture,
of

a

electric

list

to mention, but

[To he continued.^

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Running

of Cables to a Telephone Distributing Frame.

E. N. C, Honolulu, Hawaii
What is the standard or proper way to form out cables on the horizontal side of distributing frames used by the
Bell telephone companies?
The racks here are 13
strips high and
13 blocks long; the cables are
woolen with 200 pairs each.
Should they feed in
from the end of rack or should they come up between the uprights ?
:

Answer.

The standard method is to bring up a cable at
each vertical and to tape it against the corner of
The method of bringing
the angle iron support.
the

cables

in

from one end may be used where

necessary, but the standard method is to be preferred because it is simpler, gives better support
to the cable and leaves more room on the frame.

the joint

ends intimately, producing a true weld. As
the
surface of the joint is liable to be somewhat
distorted during the process of welding,
a grinding
attachment is carried upon the welding outfit
by

parts

its

as the

blocks,

is
raised to a welding heat. The pressure on the clamp then unites ihe blocks and
rail

make

used extensively

these

clamped.

sides of the rail across Ihe joint. The low-tension
current is then passed between the clamps through
the two blocks and rail ends until the metal
about

etc.,

that there is practically no limit to the delicacy
with which the finest work may be produced. A
number of electric welders are used for performing welding operation continuously and automatically

it
became possible to weld nearly all kinds of
metals and alloys on account of the heating being
Electric
welding conunder perfect control.
sists of passing a large current through the portion of the metal to be mende4 until it attains a
w-elding heat, and then bringing the heated portions
together under pressure until they are firmly united.
The amount of current required for making the

is

performed by an

fire.

Until recent years iron and steel were practically

it

From

wire.

overheated the metal will be
indicated by showers of sparks

the only metals to which welding was commercially
applied, but with the advent of electric welding

_

plications,

annealing,

brella rods, typewriter bars

are

burned, which is
coming from the

heating

for bending,
use very broad.
In one or the other of these functions, the welding
machine is used in making nearly all of the metal
parts in bicycle manufacture.
It is also very largely
used in carriage factories for welding tires, fifth
wheels, steps, dash frames, etc. It is also used for
fastening the ends of the central wire in making
solid rubber tires.
Aside from these larger ap-

shaping,

two pieces of steel or
a creamy-white heat they bethat

8,

Raising
A.

Dynamo

Antrim, La,

Voltage.

\Vc have
dynamo that is marked 167 amperes
Our circuits take only no amperes
L.

J„

:

a 20-kilowatt
at 115 volts.
at this volt-

age.
Can we carry 125 volts with perfect safety?
The machine is a new compound-wound dynamo.

Answer.

The machine

probably safely stand ihc added
10 volts, but it is a little douhlfnl whether the field
strength can be increased enough to give 125 volls
at nearly full load, for the load current will very
will

likely increase- with higher voltage.
If the engine
can keep up the speed with the increased load, the

ELECTRIC COOKING BY THE " FIRELESS " METHOU.
ent possibility of combining the advantages of electric cooking and the 'Tireless cooker."
To quote
the language of that editorial:
"As is well known, these 'fireless stoves' are appliances insulated to retain the initial heat of the
cooking utensil and its contenls. After the operation of cooking is fairly begun on an ordinary
stove or range the kettle or what not can be removed to the 'fireless stove' and there enclosed in
such a manner that the cooking process is finished
in the course of lime by the heat already imparted,
without the addition of further heat.
Now why
could not these 'fireless stoves' be used with great
advantage in electric cooking, resulting in a great
saving of current?
Only enough electric heat
would be required to get the boiling or baking
well started.
The current could then be shut off,
allowing the retained heat to do Ihe rest,"
It is inlcrestiiig to note that this is exactly
what
is
done in the "Aulotherm," illuslratcd herewith,
a device exhibited at Ihe Chicago Electrical Show
of last month by W. S. Heger, Jr., of Milwaukee,
but of which the writer of Ihe editorial had no

knowledge

a

month

before.

The

idea,

of course,

is to combine the conceded excellences
of electric
cooking with the economy of the "fireless cooker."
The operation of the cooker is as follows: The
food to he cooked is merely healed Ihoroughly on
the eleclric slovc, which is then cut out of circiiil.
Then the food is put into Ihc "Aulolherm" and left
for a mnuber of hours, dining which il is deliciously cooked without further application of heat
or attention.
For example: Soup prepared electrically is a highly nulritious and acceplabic article

i

:

I'l'lii

iLirv H,
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icjiiS

of food, of very liltlc cost if it were not for the
In the old way of cooking the
cooking expense.
necessity of long boiling re(|nires quite an amount
If llie "Aulotherni" is used it is only
of current.
nicessary to i)oil the soup for .-iljout lo to 15 minutes, then to i)iit it into tlu- ".Xutolherai," and furOatmeal
liier' expense for current and labor ceases.
should cook at least an lunir, while far longer
For cooking in the
cooking greatly improves it.
".\utoiherm" it is just brought lu a boil on the
"Autolberm" over
into
the
put
electric stove and
In the morning it is steaming hot and well
nigll.

store, but her iiifurinallon in reKiird to liouiic lurnishing from drawiuK room to kitchen cannot be
kept up 10 the ininnic by nn irregular viait lo
such .stores on barR.-iiii days. The opportunity i«
given by the Home .Show lo s.iy the last word on
Mich subjects. Applications for space should be
made lo tlie Home Kxhibits Company, 52 liroailWi'iy,

New

largest current

consumer among the

electric-

cooking appiu'tcnanccs is the oven, which, it has
been computed, takes 25 per cent, of the total
amount of current used. This is due largely to
the fact that to roast meats the oven must be run
If
at a high heat for from two to three hours.
after the moat has been well browned, which takes
".'\utotberni"
into
the
il
is
put
minutes,
_'o
to
30
from
it were finished in the
it cooks nuich better than if
oven, and the item of greatest expense in electric
cooking is cut down about 70 per cent. One might
go on showing the saving in each case, but it is
suflicient to say a saving of 50 to 90 per cent, is
effected in the case of every article cooked in this
way.
The following tabic of comparative cost which
has just been compiled by E. W. Lloyd, general
contract agent of the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago, serves well to illustrate the saving.
The cost of current is figured at 5 cents per kilowatt-hour
:
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Article.

fa's
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of MovlnK-plcture
Theaters.

Aspect

Electrical

E

(Jkohck

liv

6

Most

Ijrs.

S

Time

to

App.

2

min.

4H0

5

,.

Stewed chicken

2

M
4

•

2

Roast beef,

lamb

or

jK

Weight

30c

45

IOC

30
\\

"

iMc

15

5

curtain

often

is

built

the entrance
projected

at

be

views can

the

front

in

of

required

10

the people,
plan and ar-

..

::
__

is

a

few theaters for vaudeville programmes.
were sonic scattering machines here and
and it was seldom that the electrician was
upon to do anything in connection with them.

a

in

There
there,

called

There are now about

5,000 five-cent theaters listed

running with moving-picture
machines, and all making money^ apparently.
The five-cent moving-picture theater craze began
four years ago. Two, three, four and oftentimes
a dozen different five-cent moving-picturc-machinc
houses were opened in cities and towns of fair
size.
In the large cities the number was proportionately larger. All seem to have flourished.
With the beginning of the opening of the first
country,

this

in

the

all

theaters

five-cent

with

pictures,

new

the

.

FIG.

INTERIOR OP BOOTH FOR MOVING-PICTURB

2.

MACIII.N'E.

addition

In
the

fuse

required

the

middle bench for supporting

there ought

machine,

tools,

to

wires,

for

immediate

a

be

to

carbons

and

service

The electrician has to remind
of many things. There ought

for

sland

during

the
to

new

the

devices

electrical

a

show.

proprietor

be pigeon-holes

for various parts of the electrical outfit, so that, in

case

something breaks or burns out,
hands upon a new

it

will

part.

be

The

should be kept secured in a film box.
is the worst foe.
wet blanket in a pail
of water can be used to smother out almost any
fire at the beginning, and such a pail should be
handy with the blanket in it.
The electrician will find that it is necessary to
give the operator lessons in the arc lamp, even
though the operator may be experienced. This will
be due to the fact that the electrical current and
conditions vary in different towns. Direct current
usually preferred, but many of the towns arc
is
equipped with an electrical plant producing only
alternating current. Some of the arc-lamp carbons
are arranged at 90 degrees, as at (A), Fig. 3.
Others are placed as shown at (B), and still
film

17c

IC

7«c

10
'5

the

to

electrician

usually

is

that

so

hall

Rice.

J

I'Ac
2C
l/sc
50
3C

8c
i-iMc
2C

the

lining.

the

2qt.

6Hc
loj^c

2
2
4

%c

I

i7!^c

8

"

4KC
20c

of Meat.

Foods which may be cooked in this way include
boiled and steamed articles, all roasts and foods
which are baked long and slowly (the browning
of which may be done before or after the cooking
With, the exception of bread
in the "Autotherm'').
or cakes the articles which cannot be cooked in this
way are of a class which take but a few minutes
to cook, so no particular saving would result from
cooking in the "Autotherm" if it were possible.
all

Forest Preservation and the Electrical
Industry.
loth the board of directors of the
.American Institute of Electrical Engineers adopted
the following self-explanatory resolutions
Whereas, The American Institute of Electrical
Engineers recognizes that waterpowers are of great
and rapidly increasing importance to the community at large, and particularly to the engineering
interests of the country; and,
Whereas, The value of waterpowers is determined in great measure by regularity of flow of
streams, which regularity is seriously impaired by
the removal of forest cover at the headwaters,
with the resulting diminution in the natural storage
capacity of the watersheds, this impairment frequently being permanent because of the impossibility
of reforestation, owing to the destruction of essential elements of the soil by tire and its loss
by erosion
therefore.
Resolved, That it is the opinion of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers that the attention
of the national and state governments should be
called to the importance of taking such immediate
action as may be necessary to protect the headwaters of important streams from deforestation,
and to secure, through the introduction of scientific forestry and the elimination of forest fires, the
perpetuation of a timber supply
and further
Resolved, That the committee on forest preservation be instructed to communicate these resolutions
to all members of Congress, and to the governors
of all the states.

On January

,

;

;

^

FIG.

BOOTH FOR MOVING-PICTURE MACHI.ME.

I.

And it has been
developing ever since, until now it is worthy of
notice, for the reason that most of the machines
are operated by electric current, and there is more
or less electrical work to be done every day in
connection therewith.
Furthermore, the business promises to expand
lo greater limits.
It is discovered that the movingpicture theaters have developed a new set of audiences.
People who never attended theaters before
go now. And these people never tire of going.
They go alone and with their families.
work

A

of the electrician developed.

man

rents

a

store,

little

Space is being taken for the Home Show which
will be held at the Grand Central Palace,, New
York, from May 2d to gth. inclusive.
Containing
"everything for the home," the exhibition w-ill
appeal as directly, if not more directly, to women
as to men.
From real-estate men, architects, builders, inventors of heating and ventilating apparatus,
to the furnisher and decorator of the completed
home, the list of possible exhibitors is necessarily
a long one.
Occasionally the housewife finds something at pnce useful and novel in the department

room or

He

hall.

goes to the local central-station company and simply mentions the words, "Electrical current wanted
for a moving-picture outfit." The superintendent
of the plant realizes that a profitable customer is

going to use some current,
made.
A machine is bought or
ranged for. An operator is
or benches are put in, and

Watch

night.

the

creases

the

man

and arrangements are
Films are ar-

rented.
hired,

the

and some chairs

show begins
months he

In two
oftentimes

I

and
makes money.

seats

that
in-

a larger
building. He
Sometimes he decorates his establishment elaborately. And the electrical people get a part of it.
It is worth while
for the electrical fraternity to study the movingrents

and their demand for current.
a man ought to be something of an

picture machines

In

fact,

to be able to handle the electric-light
moving-picture machine. Some of the electrical
companies own moving-picture theaters. The profits should be good.
Ordinarily the rental of the
room or hall on the public street is about $40 a
week wages of manager, about $25 w'ages of
operator, $20
doorman, $15 general utility man,
$12; rent of film, $40; printing, etc., $20. There
are no expensive actors and actresses to pay every
week no orchestra or scenery. Aljout $200 a week
will cover a modest outfit, including rental of the
projecting machine. Several shows are given daily.
On a holiday enough money is often received to
pay the entire week's expenses.

electrician

;

;

;

The Home Show.

A

Fire

fibrous vegetaI

The booth

tern.

a9besl(.is

exterior of convenient pat-

8I10W.1 a lioolli

I

possible to place the

in

i8c

Fig.

average clectricil man was
inclined to ridicule the moving-picture business, so
far as it concerned Ibe electrical business. Today
assumed
has
the moving-picture show business
large proportions in the electrical fiehl, and there
are men who are devoting their entire lime to the
electrical departments of it.
Formerly the moving-picture machines were run

Ten years ago

A

Co
para

OD

ill

Ihc

for

should be protect'il with

tlicsv

lit

Uh lown, Booths liavc lo
machine and accessories, and

rcKiiJutions

erected

range the interior of the booth, and Fig. 2
sketch of such a place with the fillings.

Cook

Time

be

llie

of

"5

writer*'

forward

York.

cooW'd.

The

ii>7

The

electrician

is

getting

wise.

He

is

called

systems. He is consulted at other times. It is usually an electrician
who is called upon to install the machine. He
must be sure to he familiar with the fire underfrequently

ADJUSTMENT OF ARC -LAMP CARBON'S FOR

3.

MOVING-PICTURE MACHINE.
necessary to get the crater
done, there will be no
I usually hold the tips about a quarter
trouble.
of an inch apart. If too much space is permitted
the arc will be too long, and the light may go out.
But all of these little things become easy after

Others as at (C).
right,

and when

It is

this

to

install

is

experimenting.

Hydro-electric Power for Merrill, Wis.,
Mills.

;

—

upon

FIG.

Wis., is now being
generated at Grandfather
Falls on the Prairie River. Development of the
falls was begun in August, 1906, after it became
apparent that the flow at the Dells of the Prairie
River was not sufficient to generate enough power
The Grandfather
to meet the needs of the mill.
Falls company was then formed and later bought
paper-manufacturing
plant.
out the lilerrill
The dam is built of solid masonry and is 70 feet
high, 700 feet long, with a base 35 feet in thickThe power house
ness, and five feet at the top.
at the falls is 44 by 44 feet and 23 feet high.
It

The paper

operated

by

mill

in

Merrill,

electricity

;

1
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has one generator of 1,400 kilowatts, with the
necessary auxiliary apparatus. Other flumes have
built, ready to receive additional power to the

been

amount of

3,700 kilowatts.
Electricity is transmitted to the Merrill paper
mill, a distance of 12 mileSj over heavy transmission wires. The electrical power runs the three
grinders, the wood room, the tail end of the pulp
mill and the beater line at the mill.
At the new village of Grandfather there are

about 15 men employed. Dwelling houses are being built and the little town is being lighted by

A New

,

added

receive

to

the

screw

from

tripod

a

for

work.

street

instrument is a ico,oco-ohm coil wound
with a wire having a negligible temperature coefficient mounted in a neat case with suitable terminals.
There is also an Ayrion shunt, with all
necessary binding posts and two battery-reversing
These instruments all fit in the box very
keys.
compactly, and the entire dimensions over all are
6H inches high, S^ inches long and 3^ inches
wide, weighing 5JX pounds. This universal gal-

With

the

vanometer

is

manufactured by Queen

"Linolite,"

Universal Galvanometer.
advantages

sensibility

of

of

the

form the

pivoted

suspended

instrument is
universal galvanometer,

a

obtained
by the Queen
produced. The permanent magnets

just

are

made

Electric Flatirons and

&

a

New System

The marked improvements
brought

of Lighting.
lamps

from, time to time have none 01
much of a change in the shape of
The new system of lighting recently

about

them made

fFrom

the lamps.
devised, and previously mentioned in the Western
Electrician as the "Linolite" system, employs a
long tubular lamp in which the filament reaches
from end to end, as shown in Fig. i. As the

Transformer

the Question

Box

of the National Electric Light AssociatioD.]

Have

central-station men who have used a transformer of one-quarter the capacity of the connected load for lighting in residence districts found
it
necessary to install larger transformers, due to
the use of electric irons?

Answers.

Co., Phila-

in incandescent

igo8

8,

Capacity.

this

delphia.

electricity.

With

tapped

February

Peninsular Electric Light Company, Detroit: We
do not expect that electric irons will increase the
peak load. The peak load in any residence district
comes just before supper time. It would be exceptional to have the family ironing in progress at
that

hour.

We

find

there

is

a

difference

in

demand to connected load in districts
up with new residences in comparison with
ratio of

the
built
dis-

residences were wired 10 or 15
years ago. In the older districts the rule that the
demand is about one-fourth of the connected numtricts

where the

SYSTEM OF LIGHTING.
lamps are connected end to end, they form a continuous line of light, hence the name "Linolite."

The source of light being continuous, the illumination is uniformly distributed, and alternate bright
and dark spots are eliminated.
The lamps arc arranged in a sem.icircular reflector, which is made up in any lengths required
up to and including 10 feet. The position of the

ber of lights seems to hold good. In the new districts the demand is only about one-fifth of the
believe that this is due te
connected lights.
the common installaiion of lights in closets, basements and other places of intermittent use in new

We

residences, and also to the much more free installation of wall s\vitches, so that customers do not
hesi.ate to wire extra lights to be used only occasionally.
If the inquirer has a new residence district and has transformers of one-fourth the con-

nected load, we do not think he need worry about
the effect of flatirons. Vv'e assume, of course, that
his secondaries are tied together.
Does not
L. L Elden, Boston Edison Company
apply to this company, as our smallest transfonner
allow five to ten lamps for
is one kilowatt.
the maximum demand for each residence on networks, and proportion the transformer capacity accordingly, so that the use of a number of flatirons
causes
no trouble from transformer capacity.
Where individual residences are connected to separate transformers there is always sufficient cahave never changed a
pacity for flatirons.
transformer on account of the use of flatirons.
Centralia (Til.) Gas and Electric Company: Has
But your question sugnot been our experience.
gests the advisability br your following our pracdemand
meters
on the primary side
tice: viz., use
of your transformers once in a while to arrive at
The results will bring you
the maximum demand.
:

We

We

FIG. 2.

A
from the

finest

quality

of magnet

steel,

aged to insure permanency.
The
swings in a uniform magnetic field
flections

lamp
ment

NEW UNIVERSAL GALVAXOMETER.

are

proportional

to

the

flow

carefully

moving

coil

and the deof curreiit.

With proper shunts this instrument can be used
as an ammeter or a milli-ammeter, and with a
resistance can be -used as a voltmeter or a
milli-voltmeter. In view of its many uses and of
the fact that it is available as a table, wall or
tripod galvanometer, it may be called a universal
series

type.

As

galvanometer proper, it has a variety of
uses, having ordinarily a sensibility of 150 to 500
megohms, and is made up to i,coo megohms sensibility.
The coils are rectangular in form and swing
over a soft-iron core having radial faces. The
moving system is suspended by phosphor-bronze
strips secured to abutments terminating at the ends
a

of two steel rods that also hold the soft-iron core
over which slides the clamping device for transportation.
A three-eighths-irch plain mirror is
mounted just above the coil. The upper abutment
is provided with two milled heads, one for locking
the system and the other to adjust zero.
The
whole is enclosed in a brass tube provided with a
tlirec-fourlhs-inch circular window.
The entire system can be lifted from the tube
by the removal of two small screws. The tubes
with system are interchangeable.. This will enable
the user to have tubes of different sensibilities.

The

containing c<iscs are made of hardwood and
provided with a Icraher carryine strap. The permanent magnet is securely bolted in the case,
thereby insuring extra stability.
A telescope and a scale are also attached to the
magnet, as well as curs'cd sofi-iron pole pieces
that form a receptacle for the tube and system.
On either side of the telescope is provided a millhead screw for leveling when used as a table galvanometer. There is also provided a brass plate
secured to the lid of the Instrument, so that it can
be used as a wall galvanometer. This instrument
has also a brass plate on the bottom with a hole

DISTRIBUTION OF LUMINOUS INTENSITY OF
LINOLITE AND ORDINARY BULB LAMP.

reflector is such that the filalocated uniformly throughout its length in
the^ focus of the reflector, and thus a maximum of
reflecting efficiency is obtained.
Tests are said to
have shown that the illumination secured from
Linolite is much greater than that from an ordinary bulb lamp.
The Linolite system requires but small space.
The entire reflector is only 2J4 inches wide by one
inch deep over all, so that it can be placed in
show windows, showcases, etc., back of the window
frames or fillets, in such manner that the fixture
will be invisible, or practically so, and the source
of light screened entirely from the eye of the

relative to the
is

spectator.
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of luminous intensity of Linolite as compared with the ordinary
i6-candlepower lamp in its end-on position, botii
having the same size and length of filament and
consuming the same current. This curve, says the

manufacturer of the new system,

is

the

result

of

a certified test made by the City and Guilds of
London Institute, London, England. The block
curve shows the candlepower in any direction of

the bulb lamp, while the dotted curve shows the
corresponding values of the candlepower of Linolite.
The illumination given by the bulb lamp immediately in front is sliown to l;c seven to eight
candlepower, while that of Linolite is -over 40 candlepower, and the illumination from Linolite is in
every direction in front of the fixture considerably
greater.
Linolite

is

windows,

showcases,

particularly adapted for lighting show
pictures, signs, desks, etc.
also for theatrical stage lighting, and the outlining
of buildings for display purposes. An important
application of it is in the illumination of room interiors by reflected light, in which case Linolite is
placed above the cornices near the ceiling, from
which the light is reflected. Linolite is manufactured by the H. \V. Johns-Manville Company of

New

York.

Denmark

has passed a

law making the use of
and measures obliga-

the metric system of weights
tory after May 4, 1912,

more than one surprise, and you will be satisfied
that the instrument has paid for itself in the first
month's use.
H. A. Holdrege: We have found it entirely impossible to get along wiih transformers, of onequarter the capacity of the connected load, and
find it necessary in all cases to install transformers
of at least one-third
This
cases one-ha.lf.

that
is

capacity,

and

in

regardless of the

many
use of

flatirons.

Elevated Roads

Show

Gains.

The South Side and the Metropolitan Elevated
railroads in Chica,co shew gains in their annual
The South Side company reports gross
reports.
earnings of $2,105,103 for the year 1907, compared
The total operating exwith $1,788,97.5 in 1906.
penses were $1,450,745. leaving net earnings of
T'l"^ f^t earnings were equal to 4.25 per
$645,447.
Besides
cent, on the outstanding capital stock.
normal increase in operating expense there were
some extraordinary outlays for the improvement
of the structure and operating conditions.
These
unusual expenditures were chargeable to the operating accoimt.
The increased gross receipts were
due partly to the enhanced population in the territory traversed by the road, partly to the opening
of .five new stations on the Englcwood extension
an<l 10 the opening to traffic of the new Kenwood
branch, on which there arc seven stations.
There
was carried a total of 40,438,620 passengers, or an
average of 110,791 daily.
The Metropolitan Company reports gross earnings for the year 1907 of $2,878,000, an increase of
Net earnings
$240,000 over flic i)reccding year.
were $1,435,000. an increase of $87,500. After deducting all interest and rental charges the balance
of earnings amounted lo 4.5 per cent, on the pre.
ferred stock outstanding.
During the year 2j4 per
cent, in dividends was paid on the preferred issue

and the year's surplus was $195,857. making a total
surplus of $i.3;o.29i.
The proportion of total operating expenses to gross earnings was SO.II per
cent.
During the year the road carried 54.280.888
passengers, an average of 148,715 a day, and an increase of 12,354, '" O.0I per cent, over the traffic
of the 'preceding year. The daily average number
of passengers in 1906 was 136,361.
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I'cljiiiary 8,

Wins Victory

Mr. KellogK

Company
An

CORRESPONDENCE.

In Kello|j;g

Litigation.

in the telephone industry
I'ebrn.nry ist by JiidRe VVindes of tlic
Court,
in
ChicaRo,
when he directed that the
Circuit
control of the KelloRs SwitchboartI and Supply
Company by the American 'I'elephone and TelcRraph
Company, known .is the liell company, be set aside.
The decision decrees the return of 4,400 shares of
stock in tlie KclioRg concern to its orlRinai owners.
The monetary vahic of the stock is said to be about
of more importance is
'I'he (luestion
$1,200,000.
the control of the company, which was formerly a
the
manufacture
of apparatus for indeleader in
The litigsitiou is of
pendent telephone companies.
several years' standing. Judge Windes' decision
closely follows the opinion of the Supreme Court,
which remanded the suit to the Circuit Court.
In the year i<)OJ Milo G. Kellogg, the organizer of
(he Kellogg Company, went to California because of
ill
health, but before leaving Chicago gave ,1 power
of attorney to his brother-in-law, Wallace De Wolf.
In the fore part of lyo.i he returned and, it is declared, learned that in the meantime De Wolf had
transferred 3,^:^4 .shares of Kcllogg's stock to the

American Te'ephone and Telegraph Company. At
the same time, it was averred, Mr, De Wolf trans-

own

sliarcs

to

the

control

of the

Bell

company.
Mr Kellogg disapproved of his representative's
action and .sought to have the transfer set aside. At
the same time the minority stockholders, owning 485
shares, bronglit suit -to compel the return of the
Kellogg stock held by the .'\merican company, alleging that it was against public policy to allow one
corporation to lio'd slock in another that was a com-

The

transfer of the stock, it was charged,
amounted to a violation of the Sherman anti-trust
petitor.

law.

I'ans,

During the recent Independent telephone convenChicago the National Automatic Telephone
was organized by representati\'es from
the 60 automatic telephone exchanges in the counThe meniber.s are managers, superintendents,
try.
wire chiefs and others actively in charge of automatic s.vstems, and the organization is to enable
the discussion of automatic problems and topics of
mutual interest.
The first officers elected were:
President, J. H. .Ainsworth. general manager of
the Home Telephone Company of Dayton. Ohio,
and secretary-treasurer, F. J. Hanna. superintendent
of the same company.
tion in

TELEPHONE NEWS

CerderviHe Telephone Company has been
incorporated by H. Z. Owen and others of Hinton.

The

Okla.

The Decatur County Mutual Telephone Company has purchased the Leon Telephone Company
for $3,500 and will make iinprovements on plant
at Leon, Iowa.

Hawkcye Telephone
a new building at

Company

proposes

Perry. Iowa, for its
ExtensiA-e improvements in the entire local system Avill also be made.

erecting
headquarters.

The

Telephone Company has finally
completed arrangements for entrance to Rochester,
Minn., having contracted with the Rochester Telephone Company to handle the business.
Tri-state

The La Crosse Tnterurban Telephone Comoany
La Crosse, Wis., has purchased the telephone
lines and all the other property of the Vernon

of

County Telephone Company for about $13,000.

The

Tri-state Telephone

Twin

the

as

City,

Company,

according to

locally

known

annual report
Paul, shows gross
its

with the state auditor at St.
earnings of $936,236. and on this the company paid
the state a three per cent, tax of $27,087 for the

filed

year

1907.

The farmers
Falls.

Minn.,

Farmers'

the

south and west of
have organized what

Mutual

Telephone

Thief
is

River

known

Company.

:."i.—

The new

electric plant

wliieli

has been erected at Brussels will make the fourlli
station which the city contains.
I^iid out

upon modeni principles, it cuinprlseii a boiler room
of good size and a machine liall of some 300 by
100 feet.
In order to supply the water for the
condensers there is a large conduit laid to the
Willebroeck Canal, which lies in the vicinity of
the station.
The maximum capacity of the steam
plant is nearly 20,000 kilowatts.
At present there
arc four of the main alternator groups erected.
These are 3,000-kilowalt direct-cou|)lcd sets of the

three-phase type .and they deliver 5,000 volts.
sides the principal machines the plant contains

Be-

rotary converters and an engine group which gives
the exciting current as well as the current for the
pump motors and for charging the storage batteries.
The latter are run in parallel upon the
bars of the exciter and are used to supply the
lanips and motors in the plant. The outfit also includes a booster set which is used with the storage
batteries

as

The

line will cover an rrea of considerable extent
and will be connected with the local telephone exchange of Thief River Falls. Minn.

The monthly statement of the Chicago Telephone
Company shows that the net' gain in the number of
instruments installed in January was 3.075. of
which 2,830 were in the city and 245 were in the
countrj'.
On January 31st the company had in
service 205.756 telephones, of w^hich 158.909 were
city and 46,847 were country lines.

The citizens of Bloomington. Ind,, are making
a determined fight against an order to increase
rates 25 per cent, by the
Telephone Company

Home

in

that

city.

A

mass meeting was held by the

to consider the order, resulting in a defor an examination of the company's books
for convincing evidence that such increase of rates
is
justified.
In case the reauest is denied. 3C0
resident subscribers and 70 business subscribers have

mand

pledged themselves to discontinue the service.

will

voltage.

Specimens of high-grade

steel for construction
to be seen at the recent Paris Autoinothese being manufactured by the Girod
electro-metallurgical process in the works which

work were
l>ile Show,

company

Great Britain.

—

last

responsible for the draft regulations
the Home Office to be ob-

summer by

by all using electric power have at last
arranged for a conference of all concerned with
a view to arriving at the opinions of the opposition and of endeavoring to assimilate their views.
The inquiry will be begun early in March and will
undoubtedly continue for some time.
A report by a special commissioner to the Board
of Trade dealing with trade in Canada has just
been issued and serves to emphasize what remarkably small dimensions British trade with this home
colony amounts to, so far as the electrical industry
is
concerned. The last available statistics show
that the electrical apparatus imported from Great
Britain amounted only to $81^000, whereas the
United States sent in goods to the value of $3,These figures are for the year 1906. The
460,000.
report goes into detail as to the causes for this
state of affairs, and, apart from the great advantage which the United States has in its geographical
position, it is pointed out that no effort is
made to cater for the real needs of the market by
British firms, and that to a large extent the blame
is their own.
A short time ago I mentioned the circumstances
surrounding the prosecution of the Underground
Electric
Railways Company of London by the
Chelsea Borough
Council
for
permitting black
served

concession was obtained not long since for an
railway running from Budapest through
a iuimber of suburban localities and ending at G6diiller, a distance of 30 miles
The city terminus
of the road will be erected not far from the station of the Hungarian state railway.
It is proposed to use both locomotives and motor cars on
the new line, which will probably be run at a high

London. January 25. When "tube" and underground electric railways w-ere first contemplated in
London and schemes were before Parliament, one

oflicials

issued

A

is operating in
the Loire region of
.Another plant operated by the Girod firni
at Ugine is running very successfully at present,
and will have a capacity of 30,000 horsepower soon.
.\ part of this current will be used
for the production of steel, and it is expected to turn out
from ,30 to 40 tons a day.
The metal will be
rolled, forged or cast within the works, and there
is a very complete set of machines erected for the
purpose.
A number of new plants for producing
steel on the Kjellin system are also being constructed
in different parts of Europe.
The "Electro-steel"
company, which controls the rights for the process,
has now built three electric-furnace plants. One
of these is located near Liege, in Belgium, while
the second is erecting in Germany and the third
in Italy.
The Belgian plant has one electric furnace of 200 kilow^atts for a one-ton flow of metal,
the second has 500 kilowatts for a five-ton flow,
and the third plant 330 kilowatts for 1.6 tons.
It is expected that a liydraulic plant will be built
in the Baden region of Germany which will rank
among the largest in Europe. Power is to obtained
from the Murg River, which is an affiuent of the
Rhine, and the turbine house will be erected at
Forbach. According to the present plans, the outfit which is to be installed in the plant will include
five single and eight double turbines, or 13 groups
in all. and these will have a total capacity of
The plant will be operated on
50,000 horsepower.
the three-phase, 5,oco-volt system, using step-up
transformers to give 50,000 volts on the line.
Among the new enterprises which have been
recently undertaken in .Austria I may note a new
narrow'-gauge electric railroad opened for traffic
not long ago betw^een Untervirgl and Virghvarte.
In addition the minister of railroads has given the
concession for a standard-gauge electric railway
to a Vienna syndicate.
It w-ill run from the city
at a point near the railroad station and will proceed through the suburban region as far as the
Raxalpe plateau.
Another concession has. been
granted to one of the leading companies for a line
w^hich will lie in the region of Vienna.
It will
have some high grades over a part of the route,
and in the latter case the rack-rail system will
be used, otherwise the road wWl be of the usual
The line starts from the town of Baden
kind.
and runs through the Priessnitz valley, ending at
A. de C.
Modling.

w.-is

be from panic.

The

electric

new

citizens

.

two

France.

.Association

The

Jaimary

central

this

Automatic Telephone Men Organize.

OENERA"..

all that had happened above
the blieicring of the woodwork
the blackening of two panes of glass.
Below floor level, the metal pipe carrying the electric. lighting wires and a metal junction l>ox were
fused.
The tmder »idc of the timber flooring immediately above the pipe and junction box was
charred in places, but the charring nowhere exceeded one-fourth inch in depth. The cause of the
burning is attributed to the failure of the insulation of the eleclrlc-lighling wires, owing to damp,
the heating of the wires resulting in the liquefaction of a small plug of bitumen.
An explosion of
bitumen gas followed, causing smoke and fumes.
The communication from the Board of Trade,
which is signed by the fleclrical arlviscr, concludes
with the expression of opinion that the apprehension of danger
which has been expressed by
writers in the dally papers is not justified by the
facts.
The main danger in any such cases of fire

level
varniiih nnU

Continental Europe.

imporlant ilccision

his

been carried out, and
lloor

was given nn

ferred

129

'

smoke

to issue from thv chimneys of its generating
station.
Briefly, the
Borough Council was
driven to the prosecution in question by the County
Council, under a threat that it would be treated
as a defaulting authority under the Public Health
Act. Being unsuccessful, the Borough Council was
mulcted in heavy costs, and feeling naturally somewhat hurt, it applied to the County Council for
financial assistance in the matter of the costs.
After some delay, the County Council blandly answers that it has no power to make the contribution suggested.
G.

Eastern Canada.

—

Ottawa, Februar,' i. The Independent telephone
movement, launched in the Niagara district of the
province of Ontario a year ago. has proved a decided success. The annual meetmg of the Niagara

Company was held
shown by the statement of
District
ceipts
tures.

were about twice

as"

recently,
finances

much

when

it

was

that the reas the expendi-

At the annual meeting of the Sherbrooke Power,
Light and Heat Company it was decided to sell the
stock of the company to the city of Sherbrooke at
any time before July 2d at $85 for every $100
share, the city to assume the bonded debentures.
The deal amounts to about $240,000. This will
end the agitation which has been in progress for
the last six years for municipal ownership. .A bylaw will be submitted to the ratepayers to authorize the purchase and issue debentures, which, if
carried, will put an end to the city developing the

Westbury power.
In the w^aterpow-ers of Ontario and Quebec, Canada possesses an asset at least equal to any other
natural asset of the two provinces.
Owing to lack
of coalfields, thes^ provinces have to go far to
the east and west for coal to be used in lighting,
heat or power production.
This portion of the
Dominion has a substitute in the waterpow'er of
the country by which electricity could be generated at one-quarter the cost at which it is generated by coal.
It is also a perpetual power and a
permanent asset, which in Ontario amount to
7.500,000 of an estimated horsenow'er, with probably as much more in the province of Quebec.
Niagara alone furnishes 430.0C0 horsepower, which,
it has been calculated, j.ooo.coo tons of coal would

of the first results of the ingenuity of opposing
counsel was to dilate uDon the horrors of the posThis was promptly
sibility of a fire in a tunnel.
met by the assurance that all the rolling stock
would be rendered fireproof and that nothing more
than a charring of the wood could take place. A

be required to produce.

few weeks ago something happened to the motor
of a District Railway train in a station, which resulted in the comoartment next to it being filled
with pungent smoke. Nobody seems to be aware
of the true facts, but a lively correspondence took
place in the Times, and it was assuming such serious proportions that the Board of Trade deemed
it
wise to enter the lists with an announcement.
This was to the effect that the car in question
had been examined before any repair work had

It is understood that in the course of a few days
the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of Canada W'ill announce that it is prepared to accept
messages in Montreal for transmission to Great
Britain at the rate of 15 cents a word, and that
then correspondents in London will accept messages to Canada at the same rate.
The town of Port Arthur, Ont.. has completed
arrangements with the Kaministiquia Power Company of Montreal for the supply of power to be

'

'

,
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used for lighting and the operation of the streetThe Kaministiquia company is
railway service.
meeting with considerable success in connection
development, situated
hydro-electric
with its new
at Kakabeka Falls, about 20 miles from Fort WilThis company's plant has been in operation
liam.
a little over one year and is now a financial sucThis is considered rather remarkable in view
cess.
of the fact that when the plant was started there
was not very much business in sight. The town
of Port Arthur owns and operates its water and
electric power plant, but the civic authorities have
found it advisable to purchase some power from
the Kaministiquia company, as the dernand for
power has e.xceeded the capacity of the civic water-

power

W.

plant.

Among

quet.

E. A.

A.

J.

New

—

Boston, February i. The National jNIotor Boat
and Engine Show at INIechanics Building this week,
under the management of Chester I. Campbell, was
the center of attraction for experts and laymen

The e-xhibit
are interested in aquatic sport.
has been a display of a most varied character,
number
of builders
being
a
among the exhibitors
of electric launches and jnore powerful boats as
well as electric devices for use on board pleasure

who

craft.
It is stated that prospects are good for an appropriation by Congress at this session of $300,000
approximately to complete the work undertaken
in 1905 of consolidating the power plants at the
Boston Navy Yard into one great plant. Already
$175,000 has been spent on new machinery and a
suitable building has been erected at a cost of
Installed in the big power house to date
$167,000.
are one 500-kilowatt, one 7S0-kilowatt and one
i,cioo-kilowatt turbines and a set of boilers of 2.000horsepower capacity. The new funds will be utilized w'hen available for another set of boilers of
equal capacity and air compressors with a capacity
for 6,000 cubic feet per minute.

New

Telephone and Telegraph
today a new night toll-rate
Heretofore the night toll from 6
arrangement.
Now
p. m. to 6 a. m. has been half the day rate.
the half rate is in effect only from 10 p. m. to
4 a. m.
Post-graduate students in electrical engineernig
at Worcester have organized the Worcester Polytechnic Institute Graduate Engineering Company,
doing a general consulting engineering business in
practice, with the members of the electrical engineering department as clients, and passing upon
problems such as they would be called upon to
solve in an actual consulting engineering office.
The electrical engineering department has just
received from W. T. Goddard, graduate of 1903,
eight 200,000-volt porcelain insulating bushings for
use in the engineering department's equipment.

The

company puts

England
in

effect

B.

New
city,

York.

February

—

.

out of business.
A plan presented by the Civic Federation to
President Roosevelt would, if carried out, create
a national or international reservation bordering
the Niagara River from the rapids to the end of
the gorge below the Falls as a means of preserving the scenic beauty of Niagara. With the plan
carried out, the river would be lined on cither side
by a grove of trees and all power plants and facThe plan contories moved to the background.
templates the renewal of the Burton act for a
period of 10 years. This act limits the amount of
electricity which may be generated by a diversion
of the waters of the river.
Students of the School of Automobile Engineers
arc running an automobile in West Fifty-sixth
Few
using denatured alcohol as fuel.
Street,
changes in standard equipment have been made.
One change is that the carburetor is placed on
top of the engine instead of near the bottom of the
This is said to facilitate the flow of
cylinders.
alcohol.
No determination of the relative values
of alcohol and gasoline as a fuel has yet been
attempted.
It
has been
found, however,
that
slightly higher power is obtained from alcohol,
but to secure the best results it is admitted by the
school instructors that a higher compression is
needed.
The engine is started, even when cold,
direct from alcohol without the injection of gasoline.

\

meeting of the Electrical

AssoRochester
on January 2.vl, concluding with a banquet at the
Rochester Club.
Officials of the Rochester Fire
Underwriters' Associ.ition and the Rochester Railway and Light Company were guests at the banciation of

New York

state

Contractors*

was held

in

city

Eustis.

of

the

floating

debt of the

Inter-

borough Rapid Transit Company, which operates
the Subway and the Manhattan Elevated system,
be the first step in the reorganization of the
The prospects are
traction properties of the city.
for an issue of about $30,000,000 bonds to take up
the $25,000,000 Interborough notes outstanding and
certain other indebtedness of the companies in that
Next the Interborough-Metropolisystem proper.
tan company, the holding corporation for all the
tratcion properties, will have its financial readjustwill

ment

W.

to do.

:

;

Indiana.
i.
The Cincinnati, Madison and Western Traction Company has been inIndianapolis, February

—

corporated by J. E. Greeley, Samuel D. Miller and
other capitalists of Indianapolis to build a number
of short electric-railway lines from Scottsburg,
Ind., to surrounding towns and cities, the longest
to include Cincinnati.

A

corps of surveyors is doing preliminary work
for the construction of a dam and power plant in
White River, near Decker. It is understood that
the Murdock-Marshall traction syndicate is back of
the enterprise, since the plans for the concrete dam
call for the construction of a bridge in connection
with the abutments thereof, to be used by the
Evansville and Terre Haute electric line when constructed.

Southeastern States.
C.

The Grand

—The

revival of
business is attested to in Atlanta by the fact that
local capitalists have purchased during the past 30
days over $100,000 worth of the stock of the
Georgia Railway and Electric Company.
The town of Spartanburg has granted to the

Charlotte,

N.

February

i.

Power and Manufacturing Company

pracstringing
as to
privileges requested,
transmission wires into the town, and the company
rapid progress on the work, expecting
is making
to have power ready for delivery within less than
80 days. The power house is located on Broad
.Some of the towers for the
River, 16 miles away.
copper wares are being placed 1,000 feet apart, some
distance
being regulated by various
500 feet, the
conditions.
The Southern Power Company. Charlotte, N. C,
has just completed its transmission lines to Newton, N. C, where a sub-station has been built, and
power will be supplied the Newton Hosiery Mills,
the Catawba Cotton Mills and other mantrfactories.
The Ridgeway mills, being completed, will also
utilize the electric power afforded.
The Agricultural and Mechanical College, Raleigh, N. C, is installing a modern electric plant
for light, heat and power to the various college
buildings. The plant will also be used to demonstrate applied electricity to the classes in the inElectric

tically

all

stitution.
J. L. Vaughan, president of the
company, has purchased the electric
power plant of J. H. Grayson, with other property,
amounting to $30,000. The plant furnishes light
for Radford and Christiansburg. An electric line
will be built from Christiansburg to Cambria.
The Whitney Reduction Company is extending
Salisits transmission lines in all directions from
bury, N. C, and will carry power to High Point,
building
one
direct
40 miles distant, by July 1st,
line, and one via Salisbury (the home office of the
company), Lexington and Thomasville, in order to

At Radford, Va.,

local

One of the notable
i.
points in connection' with the beginning of elecnew subway from
the
service
in
tric-railway
Borough Hall, Brooklyn, into Manhattan is the
The proposed new ferry
decline in ferry traffic.
houses for the Thirty-fourth Street ferry probably
The
two new steel ferry
never will be built.
boats have been taken out of service as a result
It is probable that the Pennsylof the falling off.
vania Tunnel, the Blackwells Island Bridge and
the Belmont Subway will practically put the ferry

New York

The Mogadore Stoneware Company of Mogadore, Oliio, which was recently incorporated with
a capital stock of $15,000, will install an electriclight plant and furnish iight for the town.
At a meeting of the Wooster and Mansfield
Electric Railway Company, held recently, the following-named officers were chosen President, B. L.
Chase; vice-president, David Collier; secretary,
treasurer, J. C. Chesrown. AnD. H. Graven
nouncement was made that there is now a good
prospect of financing the road by a London bond
house.
S.

this

Electrical Society will hold its
next meeting on board the steamship Lusitania of
the Cunard line on February 5th at 8 p. m.
Men representing the steel and iron-ore interests
of the country met in this city on Thursday, the
purpose being, it is said, to reach some decision in
the trade in regard to the advisability of reducing
the prices of steel products.
The Public Service Commission has ordered the
Interborough Company to begin the operation of
22 additional trains on the Third Avenue Elevated
The order was
Railroad before February loth.
based on a number of hearings held by Commis-

The funding

England.

igoS

were

from

The New York

sioner

8,

Nimms, James R. Strong and

delegates

the

Keefer, A. A.
Martin.

February

insure

water

current

at

all

times.

Recent heavy rains completely destroyed the cofferdam at the electric-power development at Bluitt's
Falls, on the Great Peedee River, near Rockingham. N. C. The damage is estimated at approxiL.
mately $25,000.

Ohio.

—

February i. The annual report of the
Columbus Railway and Lighting Company for the
year i(;o7 shows that after charging off operating
expenses, taxes, rentals, interests and dividends,
renewals and depreciation the surplus is only a
Toledo,

fraction less than four per cent, of the capital
stock of $5,000,000. This is an increase over 1906.
when the earnings were 2.47 per cent, on capital
Preliminary work is under way at Findlay,
slock.
which will result in the construction of an interurban depot for the electric roads entering the
The station will occupy the corner room
town.
in the Niles Building on Main and East Sandusky
streets.
The Toledo Urban and Interurban, the
Western Ohio and the Toledo. Fosloria and Findlay
lines will share the expense.
The nreviously mentioned scheme to double track

the

Lake Shore

Electric

Railway from Toledo

survey

County during the past week and

A

year.

Encouraged by the recent adverse decision in
Pennsylvania relative to two-cent fate law the LouNew Albany and Corydon Railroad Company has brought suit in the Federal Court, Indianapolis, to test the constitutionality of the Indiana
two-cent rate law.
The Retail Merchants' .Association of Indiana,
in annual convention at Terre Haute, adopted a
resolution providing for the control of interurban
railroad lines by the State Railroad Commission
isville,

relative to freight regulation from the inception
The present law does not give the
commission any jurisdiction over interurban lines

of such roads.

relative to freight regulation until after the freight
business equals 33^/3 per cent, of their receipts.
The Terre Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company has been awarded a contract to light
the city of 'Vermillion, taking current from ihe
feeders of the new branch line between Terre

Haute and Paris.
The property, both

mont and Tolcflo 13 miles.
The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing'
Company in Columbus has chanjied its oflice from
the ninth floor to the fifth floor of the Columbus

real

and personal, including

wiring system and franchise, of the Spencer
Electric Light Company of Spencer, Ind., will be
sold by E. R. Braden, receiver of the company.
The bids for the plant will be opened on February
poles,

2ISt.

The Town Board of

Miller has granted a franto construct and
operate an electric and gas plant for a period of
S. S.
25 years.
chise to T. E. Bell of

Hammond

Illinois.

to

Cleveland was resurrected last week, wdicn it was
learned that two rcpresenlativcs of the Lake Shore
Electric were securing renewals of options for private right-of-way between Frecmont and Genoa.
This right-of-way i.^ for the purpose of an air line
track that will shorten Ihc distance between Frec-

Savings and Trust Building.

Central Traction Company completed
of its right-of-way through Warwick
set the grade
stakes for the roadbed.
This road will extend
from Evansville through Millersburg, Holland,
French Lick and thence to Indianapolis by the way
of Bloomington.
H. Hutchinson, constructing
J.
engineer, says that work will begin on the road
February r5th at several localities along the route
and pushed to rapid completion. Mr. Hutchinson
is an English engineer and was called from a construction work in South America to take charge
of the construction of this road.
The Chicago, South Bend and Northern Indiana
Railway, known as the Murdock system, which
connects South Bend, Elkhart, Mishawaka and
Goshen, is now being operated by electric power
secured from the Hen Island plant owned and controlled by the Indiana and Michigan Electric Company. The Hen Island dam and power plant, representing an expenditure of $1,500,000, has been
the source of extensive litigation for a number of
years, but now promises to be of great value in
the matter of electric generation for large territory in Northern Indiana.
'The directors of the Vincennes Traction and
Light Company have decided to issue $100,000 six
per cent, preferred stock in order to secure money
for improvements. The company proposes to build
an extension to the new factory district in South
'Vincennes and to double all the electric-railway
tracks in the city.
New rolling stock will be purchased and the power plant enlarged and equipped
short interurlian
with some modern machinery.
line will be constructed by the company from Vincennes to Bicknell during the early part of the
the

—

The new ice pl.ant of the
Peoria. February i.
The
Taylorville Utilities Company is completed.
plant will have a capacity of 25 tons a day and
The company
will be operated 24 hours a d.ay.
expects soon to add an elcclric-Iight plant.
Michael Beyer, adminislralor of the estate of
Henry Beyer, has fded .suit ajiainst the Peoria,
Bloomington

and

Champaign

Traction

Company

The
for $10,000 for the death of Henry Beyer.
.iccidcnt which caused the death of Mr. Beyer hapMr. Beyer was president of
pened last summer.

Morion

the

LIkIu

ICkclric

ami aticr sluuthig
started to
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S,

1h'1)iii;u7

rei),iir

I'owcr

:uk1

Company

fniiii his wires
so doiiiK he rewire that caused

off tlii; cinri.-nt
lines, anil in

liis

ceived a shock from the trolley
death.
Ills
At a conference between a City Council committee and the n|]rescntatives of ihe Peoria Railway Company Lleiural Manager Nelson told the
coniniitlee that to put the feed wires of the railway
company undergroinid would cost the railway comThe company asked for permission
pany $60,000,
to run the wires up a street not traveled by its
tracks but which makes the feeder line shorter.

The Troy and Suburban Railway Company has
notice with the secretary of stale that the
dissolved, as has also the Edwardsvillc and Granite City Compjiny of Edwards-

filed

company has been
ville.

Traction Company, bcgimiing Monday, will carry the mail from this city to the city
of Morton.
The citizens of Taylorville held an enthusiastic
meeting in the interests of the St. Louis, Terrc
Haute and Quiiicy Traction Company that proposes to build an electric line from East St. Louis
The company will probably be
to Tcrre Haute.
able to secure through the help of the Chamber
of Connucrce the entire right-of-way through Chris-

The

tian

Illinois

County

free of cost.
Eudclic Electric

Company of Chicago has
The
been incorporated with a capital of $12,000 to conduct an electric-supply business. The incorporators
are J. H. Thompson, E. McLiernan and C. Lindenbcrger.
The Madison County Light and Power Company
has been granted an amendment
and operate street railways

of Edwardsville
allownig it own

V. N.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis. February i. The Public Service
Company of Fond du Lac, Wis., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000. It will
ilii
general electric work outside of that city.
.Minneapolis is using its garbage-incinerating plant
for. the generation of electricity to liglit the workhouse and crematory, and also for the operation
of machinery.

The new hydro-electric plant on Hennepin Island,
Minneapolis, has been leased to the Twin City
Rapid Transit Company. It will generate 20,000
horsepower to assist the present power system of
the conipan}', on the east side, in driving its street
cars.

Fargo committee held conference with ManPennington of the "Soo" Railroad to consider the co-operation of the Northwestern Interurban Railway Company w-ith the Soo company
for a line from Fargo, N. D., and Moorhead, Minn.,
The railroad expressed entire
to Detroit, Minn.

A

ager

willingness
tric

work

to

in

conjunction with the elec-

line.

An electric railroad will be built from Dickinson,
N. D., to Scranton, or Bowman, N. D., to connect
with the Milwaukee and the Northern Pacific steam
roads.
The line will be known as the Dickinson
R.

and Southern Railway.

Western Canada.
Winnipeg,

February

i.—That the

City

Council

has shelved the civic power scheme at Winnipeg
is evident by the actions of that body during the
Practically all the engineers have
last few weeks.
been discharged with the exception of Cecil B.
Smith, the power expert, and W. M. Scott, but the

Board of Control has decided that Mr. Smith
must go. Under the terms of his contract he must
receive either six months' notice or six months'
Citizens of Winnipeg
salary, amounting to $2,500.
generally look

upon

power.
.A. proposition

is

this as the

death knell of civic

en foot to build an

electric rail-

way between Arkona and Sarnia, Ontario, a distance
Power will be obtained from the
of 35 miles.
Rock Glen Power Company, which has a plant
near Arkona, on the Ausable River.
Alberta, following the example set by Manitoba,
is
alive with an agitation to purchase the Bell
Telephone Company's lines in that province. However, the government will profit by the experience
of Manitoba, and unless the Bell people are willing
to accept a reasonable price the province will go

ahead

and complete

its

system

to

compete with

the Bell people.
L. Bruce Hodge, manager of the British Columbia Telephone
Company's office at Greenwood,
B. C, has been transferred to the office at North

Vancouver.

There

is

now pending

in

the.

Exchequer Court

Canada an action entitled "The King, on the
information of the Attorney General of Canada, vs.
the Burrard Power Company of Vancouver. B. C,"
wherein the validity of the defendant's large water
privilege of 25,000 inches out of Lillooet River and
lake and tributaries is called in question on the
ground that the rights of the federal government
in the railway belt have been infringed.
A movement is on foot at Edmonton, Alberta,
to have the price of electric light supplied by the
mimicipal plant again reduced. During 1907 the
of

city

derived

$86,5()8.si

from

(his

source,

$(4,338.07 for Ihc previous year.

>3t
againit
R.

merly at Ihc head of the San FranciKO Gas
KUclric Conip;iny's alternalingcurrcnt motor

aiicl

de-

partment.

According

Pacific Slope.
San Francisco, January

street

roporU,

llicrc

is

probabil-

a

lliat llic new ii-»loiy I'lielan Uuilding ami llic
Mumbuldt Uaiik IJuilding will cvenlually obtain
their electric current for liKhling and power from
the new power plant which in being iniitallcd in
llic new annex lo the Clans Spreckels building on
Stevenson Street in the rear of Ihe main Imildiiig,
650-kilowatt Weslinghouse- Parsons liirbo-gcn
eralor sets arc ready for inslallalion lliere and a
foundation has been finislieil for a third.
Underground mains of less than 200 yrtrds in I'-nt^tli would
reach the new buildings.
A.

ily

Califurnia Gas
an<l
ICieclric
Corporation of San I'Vancisco litis
filed a eertilicate of increase of capital slock from
$15,000,000 lo $50,000,000 and a cerlificalc of increase
of bonded iiidebledncsi from $10,000,000 to $45,liie

jij.

lo

000,000.

Patrick Calhoun, president of the United Railroads
San I'Vanciseo, 'has returnc<I from New York,
where he completed the arrangements for securing
$5,000,000 which the company needed for Ihc contemplated restoring and improving of its lines ill
this
city.
.Miout $2,000,000 of this amount has
already been received in San Francisco. Following
the return of Mr. Calhoun, the company paid (axes
to the amount of $325,000 into the eily treasury.
The funds sccnreilin the East will be sufficient
lo lake up the company's floating debt here and
10 build a power plant for the operation of the
company's entire system as well as the reconstruction of tracks and the general betterment of
the system.
of

Two

PERSONAL.
C. Ilubinger of Keokuk, Iowa, the founder
of Ihe Twin City Independent telephone system, is
dead. He was 55 years of age.
J.

Mr. William A. Bultrick, formerly superintendent
of the Columbus Railroad Company of Columbus,
Ga., is now connected with ihc Pawluckct .Electric
Company of Pawluckct, R. I.

Electric and financial interests arc considerably
interested in the outcome of the efforts of John
J.
Eagan and others, wdio are at the head of a movement to secure a charter amendment which will
permit an individual or corporation
to
operate
street cars over 31 consecutive blocks of a rival
corporation's tracks instead of 10 blocks, as at
present.
Mr. Eagan filed a petition this week asking the election commissioners to place the desired
amendment on the ballots at the next general election.
This petition contained the necessary 12,000
signatures and, unless legal obstacles are interposed, the question will be voted on next Novem-

Mr. Marsden J. Perry, for 20 years president and
general manager of Ihc Xarragansett Electric Lighting Company of Providence, K. I., resigned at the
annual meeting held on January 27lh.

ber.

Mr. Eagan slates that he expects to operate
cars on 247 miles of the city's streets.
The Soiithern Pacific Railroad Company is proceeding with its plans for power development in

pany properties, has been chosen president of the
Chicago Railways Company, which takes over the
Union Traction and its underlying companies.
Henry A. Blair was made chairman of the execu-

Southern Oregon. The company now has an engineering party at work on the upper Mackenzie
River some distance from Foley Springs. Cabins
are being built for the use of the force, which
will, begin work in the spring on the canal for

tive committee.

one of the power sites recently filed on by the
company.
The Pacific Coast Power Company (Stone &
Webster syndicate), which owns the Tacoma and
Seattle (Wash.) street-railway systems, as well as
the interurban line connecting the two cities, has
bought the properties of the Seattle-Tacoma Power
Company, including the Snoqualmie Falls power
plant, water rights at Lake Tapps and along White
River and the lands along the latter stream. The
Pacific Coast Power Company W'ill now build a
loo.ooo-horsepower hydro-electric plant on the shore
of Lake Tapps, 10 miles from Tacoma. The waters
of White River will be diverted at Buckley, 30
miles from the power-plant site, and carried into
Lake • Tapps. Another canal will carry a large
head of water to the edge of a bluff, where a
1,100-foot fall can be secured. The power developed will be used commercially in Seattle and
Tacoma and in the operation of the electric-railway
enterprises controlled by the Stone & Webster
syndicate.
An election to determine the question of voting
bonds to the amount of $7,000 for the purchase
of the electric-light plant in Elsinore, Cal., will be
held on March 23d.
An election has been called at Pasadena, Cal.,
for February 20th to vote on the question of issuing bonds to the amount of $50,000, a portion of
the proceeds of which wall be used in the construction of an electric-light distributing system and a
portion for street purposes.
James A. Coke of Maui," Hawaii, is now in
Washington, D. C, endeavoring to secure congressional approval of a franchise for an electric-power
plant on the Island of Maui, which is designed to
furnish current to the towns of Lahaina and Kahului and to a number of plantations.

The Mount Hood Railway

Corfipany has begun
the operation of its first generator at its plant at
Bull run, near Gresham, Ore. This will furnish
power for the operation of saw mills, planers, mixers, drills and lights for the construction w-ork of
the remainder of the power plant and of the proposed railroad. The company has a fall of 680
feet in the waters of Deer Creek for the generating
of power.
The Hanford and Lemoore Interurban Raihvay
Company has been incorporated at Hanford, Cal.,
modern elecwith a capital stock of $1,000,000.
tric road about 17 miles in length is to be confor
Inquiries have been made
securing a
structed.
supply of electric power from one of the existing
hydro-electric plants, but it is more than possible
that the company will install its own electric generating plant at some point near the line of the
road.
An electric-lighting plant has been installed in
the new- 17-story Humboldt Savings Bank Building
General Elecon Market Street. San Francisco.
tric generator with a c.ipacity of ICO kilowatts is
direct-connected to a Curtis steam turbine. The
plant is in charge of Mr. Lindsay, who was for-

A

A

_

General Manager J. S. Specr of the Speer Carbon Company passed through Chicago last week,
homeward bound to St. Marys, Pa. Mr. Specr
had been west on a two-week trip inspecting a
large gold-mining property in which he is interested.

Mr. John M. Roach, long identified with the
management of the Chicago Union Traction Com-

Mr. A. V. Shaver, for five years connected with
the electrical inspection department of the Underwriters' Inspection Bureau at Cleveland, has been
chosen as general inspector of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Company. He will look after the fire-protection end of the business from the viewpoint of
electrical inspection.

To fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of
Mr. Thomas J. Bechtel of the Grand Rapids-Muskegon Power Companj-, Mr. B. H. Vandermaas,
who has been in the employment of the Grand
Rapids (Mich.) Edison Company for a number of
years,

is

now

looking

after

the

duties

formerly

performed by Mr. Bechtel.

Mr. C. S. Knight, Jr., manager of the electrical
department of the American Steel and Wire Company, Chicago, has been confined to his home for
two weeks by an attack of grip. Mr. Knight left
for California on February 5th for a month's rest
and recuperation, and his many friends earnestly
hope that the trip will fully restore his health.

At the annual meeting of the Southern New
England Telephone Company in New Haven, Conn.,
on January 28th, John W. Ailing was elected presito succeed the late ilorris F. Tyler, who
was for nearly 25 years at the head of the company. James T. Moran succeeds James English as
vice-president, the latter declining a re-election.

dent,

Emerson H. Brush, vice-president of the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company, died at a hosin Chicago on February 2d, after an illness
of several weeks from heart trouble. Mr. Brush
was born in Brooklyn, N. Y., in 1852. He came to
Chicago in 1888 and for a time w-as engaged in mercantile pursuits. Aside from his connection with
the Kellogg company, he was engaged in the realpital

estate business.

Mr. James J. Lambrecht, president of the Northwestern Interurban Railwa}' Company, who had
been suffering from appendicitis for six weeks, successfully underwent an operation at St. John's hospital in Fargo, N. D.. on Januar}^ 25th, and is said
to be doing well.
Mr. Lambrecht has been connected with the promotion and construction of the
interurban electric railwa}' between Fargo, N. D.,
and Detroit, Minn.
Mr. W'. J. Barker, general superintendent of the
Gas and Electric Company, returned to
recently from a trip to New York. He is
quoted in the Denver Times as having heard many
flattering remarks about Denver from New York
people who have large investments in electrical and

Denver
Denver

other enterprises in the western
the East, Mr. Barker says, is
normal proportions.

cit}^

Business in

rapidly

assuming

An influential meeting was held in Belfast, Ireland, under the presidency of the lord mayor on
January 21st to inaugurate a movement to establish a fitting memorial to Lord Kelvin.
M'r. Balfour, Mr. Chamberlain and other prominent men
expressing
their
sympathy
with
sent letters
the object of
statue,

the

meeting.

It

was decided

to

erect

a

and over $4,000 was subscribed as the be-

;
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ginning of a fund for that purgose.
was born in Belfast.

Mr. Frank McMaster,

The town of Johnson,

of the Electrical

forriierly

him

the best of success in his

new

connection.

Brigadier-General Anthony Heger, U. S. A., retired, died

January 24th,

at his

home

in

General Heger was born in Austria 80 years
took his degree as a physician at the
University of Pennsylvania. He entered the regular army as an assistant surgeon in 1856, and at

He

the close of the Civil War was brevetted lieutenantcolonel.
He was made assistant surgeon-general in
1891, and retired from the service the following
year. General Heger gave much of his time to the
study of mathematics, and was the author of several te.xt-books.
He leaves a widow and two sons
William S. Heger of the Allis-Ciialmers Compan3% Milwaukee, Wis., and Dr. Anthony Heger, of

—

New York

city.

Daniel Shafer, for many years one of the bestknown salesmen and engineers in the South, succumbed to a sudden attack of pneumonia at the
Nashville Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.. on January 24th.
Mr. Shafer, who was 47 years of age, had been
associated for the last three years with AllisChalmers Company, being sales engineer of the
steam-turbine department at the time of his death.
Formerly' he was associated with the Hooven,
Owens & Rentschler Company of Hamilton, Ohio,
and he was well known throughout the South as
an expert on the power equipment of cotton mills.
Mr. Shafer was possessed of a striking personality.
He was gifted to a remarkable degree with the
faculty

of

Wheeling,
mother.

making

W.

Va.,

friends.

where he

His
is

advisability

home

was

sur\ived by

The Board
an

$60,000.

Mr. Bernard C. Groh has been appointed manager of the Chicago office of the American Conduit Company. Mr. Groh has earned for himself
a well-deserved reputation as an authority on scientific conduit
construction. He began his telephone experience with the Michigan Telephone
Company at Detroit, and was connected with the
equipment department of the Erie system under
C. L. Boyce, when that company was at its best.
Mr. Groh entered the Independent telephone field
as superintendent of equipment of the Interstate
Telephone and Telegraph- Company of Trenton.
N. J., in 1901, and later became chief engineer of
that company. He remained with the Interstate
company during its heavy construction period of
1902-1904, when Trenton, Atlantic City and other
cities of the state were rebuilt and the connecting
lines constructed.
Mr. Groh went with the
toll
American Telephone and Telegraph Company in
1904 and became conduit engineer under Dr. Hammond V. Hayes at Boston.
Mr. Charles C. Baird has been appointed western
rcpreseniative of liic McRoy Clay Works, to
take the position recently vacated by Mr. E. F.
sales

Kirkpatrick.

Commencing

life

in

the business

de-

partment of the B. F. Goodrich Company of Akron,
Ohio, Mr. Baird soon went to the Akron works
of the H. B. Camp Company; he has been with
About two
this latter company about nine years.
years wfC spent at the Akron factory, and then
for about three years thereafter Mr. Baird was
employed in general conduit-construction work
throughout the eastern states and principally around
New York city. For aljonl one year and a half
he was specially engaged on the Metropolitan Traction Company's conduit work In New York, and
the ensuing year was spent In New York and
Brooklyn on conduit work of the Public Service
Company of New Jersey. He was also occupied
quite extensively on the underground service of
the Brooklyn Heights tailway. For several years
Mr. Baird has been engaged almost exclusively on
the commercial side of the conduit business as an
associate of Mr. Stephen A. Douglas at the New
York office of the H. B. Camp Company.

of

electric-light

Supervisors has decided to install
plant in the County Building at

Mich.

Flint,

A. C. Randolph of the Randolph Ice and Packing Company of Palacios, Tex., is figuring on
erecting an electric-light plant, in that place.

igo8

Central Indiana Lighting Company, formed
year to take over the light plants in a number
Indiana cities, intends to connect a chain of
cities with high-tension transmission lines.
Among
the cities which it expects to light are -Alexandria,
Columbus, Fairmount and Jonesboro. A large central generating plant will be located probably at
Anderson and the current transmitted over highlast

of

tension lines to sub-stations in the different cities.
Existing direct-current plants will be abandoned
for the alternating-current service.
Superintendent
Jeffries of the company has quoted a price of $20
a year for 32-candlepower incandescent lights in

Fairmount.

The Railroad Commission

has dismissed the comSheboygan against the She-

plaint

of the city of
Light, Power and Railway Company,
leging inadequate service and facilities.

boygan

a vote of 45 to 35, voters o'f the village of
Cashton, Wis., carried the proposition to bond the
village for $15,000 for the construction of a municipal lighting plant.
An old mill property will
be purchased and fitted up as a power plant.

Maus

Bros., of Lafayette, Ohio, are installing an
plant in that town. They will also
supply the village of Harrod, nine miles distant,
and have made a rate for residences at $12.50 a
year for four lights and 25 cents per month for
each additional light.
electric-light

The State. Board of Agriculture of Indiana proposes to install an electric-light plant on the State
Fair grounds. Charles Downing of the board says
that such a plant would offer many advantages,
among them the possibility of many forms of
amusement

The
chise

at

night.

village of Utica, Mich., has granted a franfor an electric-light plant and waterworks

to Charles A. Ward, and has contracted for 15 arc
lights for street lighting at $60. each per annum.
.Additional lamps are to be $50 per annum.
The
arcs are to burn from dusk until midnight.

The new

electric-light plant

installed

by the

city

of Bloomington, under the supervision of A. T.
Maltby, engineer, of Chicago, lias been completed
and the plant is now in operation and furnishing
light for the city.
The contract for the erection
of this plant was let in .August, 1907, and has been
completed in five months at a cost of $40,000. Mr.
Maltby is highly praised by Bloomington citizens
for his rapid and good work.

The

city

of

Fairview,

.

Okla.,

has a

commercial

The Waterloo, Cedar Falls and Northern Railway Company has just completed its modern car
barns in Waterloo, Iowa. The building is 70 by
200 feet in dimensions, 35 feet high, and built of
brick and reinforced concrete. Eight tracks enter
the building.

It

is

A movement is on foot among business men of
Ogden occupying quarters along Washin'gton Avenue, in the principal business block in the city, to
install an independent htating and lighting plant
to supply their places of business in this block.
The merchants say that the rate of the Utah Light
and Railway Company is too high and they expect
to effect a reduction in the cost of heating and
lighting of their places. Each merchant will subscribe for stock in the concern.

A

dispatch from Fairmount, Ind., in the Indianapolis Star says that the people of Fairmount
are hoping that a contract can be made between
the Central Indiana Lighting Company and the
Council for the street lighting, as the town has
been in darkness for the last six years owing to
an imfortunatc deal entered into by a former
Council and later repudiated by the town on the
plea of being above the constitutional two per cent,
limit of indebtedness at the time the contract was

made.

said- that universal

transfers on

all

surface

of Chicago is to be one of the early results
of the reorganization of the Union Traction interlines

into the Oiicago Railways Company.
Funds
for the rehabilitation of the North and West Side
lines to the amount of $12,000,000 are to be furnished, it is said, by N. W. Harris & Co. and the
National City Bank.
Additional funds necessary
for further reconstruction will be forthcoming.
ests

Receivers of the Chicago and Milwaukee Electric
Railroad Company have been making an inspection
of the properties rnd affairs of the company and
are planning to complete the line into Milwaukee.
For this purpose probably $300,000 will be expended, for which receivers' certificates will be
issued.
The receivers as finally determined upon
are W. L Osborne of Chicago, D. B. Hanna of
Toronto and H. A. Haugan of the Slate Bank
of Chicago.
Charles G. Dawes has withdrawn as
trustee of the properties, and the trusteeship has

merged
Seward is the

been
ers.

is

prise that will benefit the city.
It is said that the
league offers a very attractive inducement for the
location
of an electric-light plant. Persons desiring a new location, a good farm or a location
for a new business in a thriving city and healthy
location, are invited by the league to visit Fairview.

1

S
*

The Detroit and Adrian Traction Company has
asked for renewals of options on the right-of-way
from Detroit to Adrian. All franchises have been
secured and arrangements made to proceed with
the letting of contracts as soon as financial conditions improve.

composed of citizens and business men
open to any proposition for any enter-

league

which

}

B<-ECTRIC RAILWAYS.

al-

By

;

and

is

erator.

in
his

Mr. A. L. Searles, manager of the Grand Rapids
(Mich.) office of the Fort Wayne Electric Works,
was tendered an informal dinner on Tuesday, January 28th. by some of his Grand Rapids friends.
Among those present were JNiayor Ellis, State Senator Fyfe, S. A. Freshney, manager of the Board of
Public Works, and George Judd, all of Grand Rapids
F. S. Hunting of Fort Wayne. George Westover of Cadillac, Mich., A. L. Pond and W. S. Goll
of Chicago. The dinner was given in honor of Mr.
Searles' birthday, and proved a very enjoyable
affair.
An extraordinary feature of the occasion is
the well-authenticated report that, in order to attend
this dinner, Mr. Searles cut a very important business engagement, which lost hiin a contract for
electrical apparatus amounting to between $50,000

an

of putting in

8,

The

considering the
electric-light system.

Neb.,

The Stanberry (Mo.) Electric Light Company
will install some new machinery, including a- gen-

New York

city.

ago.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Lord Kelvin

Appliance Company of Chicago and the Chicago
office of the Fort Wayne Electric Works, has accepted the position of sales manager of the supply
department at Duluth of the Northern ElectricalCompany of Duluth and Minneapolis. Mr. McMasfer is an electrical nian of wide practical experience
and of extensive acquaintance.
He is highly esteemed by a large number of friends, who will wish

February

Mr

Frost

into the receivership.
George M.
receiver for A. C Frost & Co., bankis president of the railway company.

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

The annual dinner

of the .Anicrican Institute of
Electrica' Engineers will he given at the Waldorf.Astoria Hotel, New York city, on February 19th.
It
will be known as the Public Service Dinner,
and the speakers, yet .o be announced, will treat
of the relations of the community and the publicutility corporations.

The first meeting of the Gas Power Section of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers will
be held Tuesday evening, February iith, in the
Engineers Building at 29 West Thirty-ninth Street,
York. The subjects under discussion will be
"E.xperimental Gas Turbines in France" (with lantern slides). "A Simple Continuous Gas Calorimeter"
and "A Gas Engine and Producer Guarantee."
Other subjects relating to the question of gas

New

power

will also be

discussed.

The

twelfth annual meeting of the Northwestern
Cedarmen's Association was held at the Grand
Pacific Hotel in Chicago last month.
Resolutions
were adopted favoring the establishment of a timber-testing laboratory at the Minnesota Agricultural College and also asking Congress to have
a stumpage census of the country taken.
These
officers were elected
President, A. T. Nauglc
vice-president. L. R. Martin;
treasurer, W.
B.
Thomas; directors, P. W.. Raber for one year.
Gerich
E.
for
two
years,
and
W. T. Watkins for
J.
two years. The Chicago members entertained the
out-of-town members at a banquet.
:

Sealed proposals, in triplicate^ will be received
Fort Des Moines, Iowa, until February 24, 1908,
furnishing and instalhng electric wiring, electric-light fixtures, etc.. complete, in one double set
captain's quarters, and two double sets lieutenant's
quarters, to be constructed at Fort Des Moines,
Iowa. Information will be furnished on applicaEnvelopes containing proposals should be intion.
dorsed, "Proposals for Electric Wiring Officers'
Quarlers." and addressed Captain John J. Boniface,
constructing quartermaster.
at

for

Notices have been

by E. Kcisewettcr,
(Ohio) Edison Comspecial stockholders' meeting to be
pany,
held on March 2d, for the purpose of voting on
the proposed increase of the capital stock to $500,000 preferred antl $.300,000 common. Enclosed with
the notices is a letter of explanation, which conof
for a

secre'.ary

the

sent

out

Columbus

"The portion of the increase
the following:
the capital slock which is not needed at this
time to liquidate the claim held by the Columbus
Railway and Lighting Company against this company, will be placed In the treasury and devoted
exclusively to extensions, bcltermenis and permanent Improvements."

.At its regular meeting in Colorado Springs on
January 25th about 75 members of the Colorado
Polytechnic Society enjoyed an instructive leclunl)y Mr R. McF. Doble on the subject of hydroelectric power transmission and its development.
With the aid of lantern slides Mr. Doble described
the work accomplished by various power companies
in California and Washington,, and went at length
into a description of the works of the Central
Colorado Power Company. He also discussed the
power plant at Guanajuato. Mexico. At the next
meeling of the society on February 22d Mr. T. E.
Countryman will talk on 'The Drainage Tunnel
.•md Its Influence ori the Cripple Creek District."

tains
In

of the New York Section
the Jlluminating Engineering .Society will be
held Thursday evening, February 13th, at the
Engineers' Building, .B West Thirty-ninth Street.
Mr. George Lcl.and Hunter will present a paper

The February meeling

of

on "Light and Color

in

Decoration," accompanying

iJ:

|\'l)niary 8,
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with hiiiU'in (Iciiionstrntions in
paper marks tlic- first attempt in tlic
liislory of llic society to lay proper empliasis upon
the importance of considering room decorations
upon the character of a lighting
in determining
installation and the distrihntion of the light.
Mr.
llnnter is recognized as an authority on tapestries
approaches
and
the
discussion from
and decoration
the viewpoint of ihc (lecorator.
Ihc

prcsciilalion
Tliis

colors.

AUTOMOBILES.
The Stndehaker
Henil,

Ind,,

AnlnniMliiU- (.'unipany of South
recently delivered to the Honrne-Fn'ler

t'oinpany of Cleveland, Ohio, two electric trncks of
three and one-half anil five-ton capacity, respectively,
These trncks
for transportation of iron and steel.
arc interesting, in that they were prohahly the first
electric trucks hnilt with -special reference to tlic
convenient handling of steel and iron hars, sheets
and strips. The driver's seat is moved' to the extreme left of the vehicle, and in this way e.xtra provision is made for the overlianeimr in front of extra
lengths of iron or stce', and this constrnction allows
for the convenient handling of much longer pieces
than can ordinarily he handled by horse-drawn
Another interesting feature of these trucks
vehicles.
is that they are equipped with tires of wood, instead
The trucks are equipped with broad
of rubber.
platforms of ample dimensions and the bed is par
tially lined with sheet steel to prevent wear.

PUBLICATIONS.
The D. Van Nostrand Company

of 23 Murray
New York, publisher of electrical books,
useful
calendar
giving
presenting
its
friends
is
to
a
metric conversion tables in shape ready for convenient reference.
Street,

The Weber Gas Engine Company of Kansas

City
just published its brochure No. 55, which is
general distribution to those interested.
The
brochure contains some interesting information and
illustrations of this well-developed prime mover.
has
for

The Robert Instrument Company of 56 Shelby
Detroit, has issued a ne\v and attractive
catalogue of its electrical measuring instruments.
Pocket meters, batlcrj'-testing instruments and electroplaters'
voltmeters are among the types de-

treated with a special compouiul which forinn 3
coating both inside and out, making ,1 strong and
solid constrtiction, and is thoroughly baked before
being placed in the rheostat.
Rlieosi.ils with novoltage release and those with l)Oth no-voltage and
overload release arc illustrated and described, as
well as rheostats for starling reversible Hliiint or
coinpunnd-wound conslanl-spec<l motors. In order
to facilitate the Installation of motor-starting devices the General Electric Company has perfected
a line of motor-starting panels.
The bulletin shows
a variety of these panels in wliicli different types
of starting rheostats arc used.

The Murray Iron Works Company of BurlingIowa, has issued an interesting and unique
pamphlet entitled "Nomenclature of Murray Corliss Engines."
In it the different tj'pes of engines
The
and some of their parts are well illustrated.
feature of the pamphlet is a series of detail drawings of the engines and parts, in which every part
is clearly designated by its proper name.
ton,

wiring supplies
T. Paiste Company of
Philadelphia contains 208 pages, listing a large and
practical line of the most modern and serviceable
wiring supplies. All wlio have to do with electric
wiring will appreciate this new catalogue.
Price
list No. 9, just issued, applies to catalogue No. 14.
This company's product is well known and covers
a large variety of sockets, receptacles, switches,
cut-outs, panel boards, bushings, rosettes and many
other Paiste specialties.
Catalogue No. i.; of
manufactured by the IT.

"Lifting

electric

Magnets and Recent Improvements

in

Them" is the title of a little booklet just issued
by the Cutler-Hammer Clutch Company, maker of
lifting magnets and magnetic clutches.
This little
booklet, which is printed in the form of a miniature magazine, traces briefly the development of
the lifting magnet, illustrates the different kinds
of magnets used for handling pig-iron, metal plates
and other classes of material and explains by an
easily understood analogy how the magnetic "lines
of force" support weights ranging from and to 10
tons.
Copies may be had free by addressing the
Cutler-Hammer Clutch Company, Milwaukee.

A map just issued by the Bureau of Statistics,
Department of Commerce and Labor, Washington,
D. C, entitled "Principal Transportation Routes
of the World," shows the chief railway lines and
water

TELEGRAPH.
Senator I.a Follette has introduced a bill in
Congress at Washington placing all telegraph companies under control of the Interstate Commerce
Commission to regulate the interstate transmission
of messages and make the tolls equitable.
The
bill also
prohibits all government employes from
accepting and using telegraph franks.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Eugene

a i-'ronch inginecr, has, according to newspaper report, established an electric
furnace with which he says he will be able to
manufacture several pounds of sapphires daily.
These artificial stones will be harder than the natural gems, it is said, and can be graded to any
shade desired. The raw material used is said to
be Roman alum and chromic acid.

M'aret,

The Great Falls coal field, situated along the
base of the Rocky Mountain front range in northcentral Montana, has provided a part of the coal
product of the state since 1876, when a small mine
was opened at Belt and coal shipped overland to
Fort Benton, a tow'n near the head of navigation
on the Missouri.
Since 1880, when the first systematic record of coal production in 'Montana was
kept, the field has produced 12,702,465 short tons,
or approximately 56 per cent, of the total output
of the state.
Part of the overhead tramway extending a mile
and a half over Lake Michigan at Seventy-third
Street, Chicago, was wrecked a few days ago by
a tremendous crush of ice.
Some of the 30-foot
steel towers which carry the tramway cables to a
temporary crib were forced down by the ice. The
tramway is an interesting piece of engineering,
designed to facilitate the building of the new lake
and land tunnel. It was designed by George W.
JacksOn and was described and illustrated in a
previous issue of the Western Electrician.

cities of the country to determine the exact
distance from his door or railway station to the
docks of any of the principal commercial ports of
the world.

cipal

Reliable and efficient starting devices are necessary for the satisfactory operation of all motor
installations.
In bulletin No. 4559 the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., describes
lines of motor-starting rheostats' and panels for
direct current.
The rheostats contain an improved
enclosed-type resistance unit consisting of a lowtemperature co-efficient resistance wnre wound on
a strong tube that is not brittle.
The unit is

K

The Electrical Supply and Constrnction Company
Columbus, Ohio, which, since its organizritioii
seven years ago, has occupied ciuarters at 80 East
Gay Street, is now preparing 10 remove to the
Schumacher Building, corner of Gay and Third

The new

streets.

location

is

two full-width

store-

rooms, with entrances on both streets. A large
basement gives good facilities for workmen. Mark
Sinionton, the president and general manager, was
the organizer of the company.
In the new rooms
a full and complete line of fixtures will be carried.
learned that the Westlnghousc Lamp Commanufacturer of incandescent electric lamps,
.and one of the constituent companies of the Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, has
obtained the signatures of 99 per cent, in amount
of the creditors to the readjustment plan permitis

ting a discharge of the receivership. The receivers
have found the company's financial condition to be
entirely sound, the assets being approximately five
times as great as the liabilities. The formalities
connected with the application to the court for a
discharge of the receivers are now under way, and
it
is expected that the company will be returned
to

Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition will be
held at Seattle, Wash., opening on June 1st and
closing on October 15, 1909. Work on the grounds
and buildings of the exposition is well under way,
is
said, and the management is determined to
it
have everything in readiness by opening day. The
Auditorium, Palace of Fine Arts and Machinery
Hall will be permanent structures, built of buff
brick with terra-cotta trimmings. The grounds are
located on the property of the Washington Univera state institution, and after the exposition is
the permanent buildings and those substantially built will be taken over by the college to be
for
educational purposes. The purpose of the
used
exposition is to exploit Alaska and "Yukon and the
countries bordering on the Pacific Ocean.
sity,

over

M'ore lumber was cut in the United States last
year than in any other year in its history. It is
safe to say that the present annual lumber cut of
the LTnited States approximates 40.000.000,000 feet,
and that the total mill value of the lumber, lath
and shingles each year produced is not less than
Since 1899 the cut of white pine has
$700,000,000.
fallen off more than 40 per cent, while that of
white oak has fallen off more than 36 per cent.
Today yellow pine leads all other woods in amount
cut, while Douglas fir comes second.
Washington
is
now the leading lumber-producing state. The
highest priced native woods are walnut, hickorv'
and ash, and the cheapest are larch and white fir.

TRADE NEWS.
The

annual meeting of the Western Electric
Company, Chicago, is scheduled to be held on
February 6th.

Marvin AIcLain

engaging in the electric-construction business in Lake City. Minn., under the
firm name of Lake City Plumbing, Heating and
Lighting Company.
is

During the six -months from July to December.
1907, inclusive, the electrical exports of the United
States to Germany amounted in value to $187,884.
For the corresponding period of 1906 the amount
was $230,866.
Sealed proposals will be received at the office
of the supervising architect. Treasury Department,
Washington, D. C, until February 24th, for lamp
brackets for the Federal Building in Chicago, in
accordance with drawing and specification, copies

shareholders

its

by

March

The

ist.

business

company has continued without interruption
during the receivership. The officials of the company are expecting to have the new plant at Bloomfield, N. J., in
operation before the end of the
summer. It will have a capacity of over 15,000,000
lamps yearly.

of the

BUSINESS.
The Arnold Company,

181 La Salle Street, Chibuilding general repair shops and a reinforced concrete storehouse for the New Orleans
Great Northern Railroad Company at Bogalusa, La.

cago,

is

"Use Holophane in your home," says the Holophane Company, 227-229 Fulton Street, New York,
"and you will be just as enthusiastic about it as
we are." Central-station men should practice what
they preach.

The American

Electrical Heater Company of Deputting out the new American electric toaster, designed and particularly adapted for
use on the breakfast table or for use in connection
with an afternoon tea, an evening rarebit or for
making toast for the invalid. It toasts bread in
two or three minutes, taking current from any lamp
troit,

The

of the entire world, the distances
to port across all oceans and seas, and
with it a marginal table showing the dis-

from New York, New Orleans, San Francisco and Port Townsend to each of the principal
ports of the world, and from many of the other
cities of the United States to those four initial coast
ports, thus enabling the citizen of all th« prin-

of incoriKiraliun of the Public Service
of Koiid du I.ac, Wis., have been filed,
the capital slock being ?25,000. The new conip-fjiv
will carry on a general electrical hiisiness oui id
of I'Vind rlu I..ic, in cooperation with the 1,. A &
W.
Biggs Company, which will do the work in
the city. The incorporators of Ihc new coinpanv
are W. F. Biggs, L. A. Biggs and Swaync Smitli.
Articles

Company

It

routes

tances

architect.

pany,

from port
carries

»f which may be had at llic office of Ihc custodian
al Chicago, III., or at the office of the iupcrvising

of

Street,

scribed.

133

Mich.,

is

socket.

The new type "OB" governor, recently brought
out by Allis-Chalmers Compan}', which attracted
attention at the 1907 street-railway convention in
Atlantic Citj-, is being installed on many of the
principal traction lines of the country, including
the ^Manhattan Elevated Railway Milwaukee Northern
Crawfordsville
and
Railway;
Indianapolis,
AVestern Railway; Connecticut Companies; ilassachusetts Electric Company and others. This governor is of the pneumatic type, light, compact,
substantial and positive in its action. It can be
placed in any position, either inside or under the
car,
and it will operate equally well on either
alternating or direct current.
;

The Chicago Glove and Mitten Company, 170
North Halsted Street, Qiicago. has recently issued
Among
a new' catalogue describing its product.
the full line of gloves which this company makes
is
one particularly adapted to the needs of linemen and other electrical workers. Mr. Wiltshire,
proprietor of the company, says that he has supplied the needs of electrical men for many years
and that his product has given entire satisfaction.
The glove which this company makes for electrical
workers is tanned by a special process which is
it will not shrink nor
said to make it fireproof
harden by the effects of water and heat. The company does a large business with electrical men.
'

;

Mill-type motors manufactured by the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., to meet the
demand of the constantly increasing business done
in electric-driven lolh'ng mills, etc., are described
in bulletin No. 4562, recently issued by the companj'.
These motors are manufactured for direct
and also for alternating-current circuits and are

MD

and MI motors, respectively. They
designated
are built in sizes from. 30 to 150 horsepower, and
the direct-current motors, while generally rated at
220 volts, can be supplied for 500 volts with a
The MI alslight variation from standard speed.
ternating-current motors are. wound for either 220
The motors
or 440 volls. 25 cycles, three-phase.
are totally inclosed, dustproof and are intended for
use on heavy and interm.ittent loads.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent
8/7,490.

Samuel

Egg-candling Machine.

Elgin,

Application

III.

November

filed

Davis,

E.
8,

1907.

Incandescent lamps are placed below a transparent
conveyor
horizontal
which an opaque
over
This has apertures just fitting the eggs. As the
conveyor moves over the light screen the eggs are
rolled over the latter so as to expose them entirely to

screen
moves.

the

light.

Electric-current

877,705.

Dion and Charles W.
Canada.

Application

Office)

January

28,

igoS,

Albert E.
Ottawa, Ontario,

Controller.
Ball,

filed

November

19,

1906.

A

solenoid in the main circuit has a hollow armature
which a plunger contact rod is raised so as to break
the main circuit when the current becomes excessive.
When this happens, a shunt circuit with resistance is
thrown across the line. (See cut.)

in

Instrument for Indicating Speeds, Distances Covered and the Like.
Eugene V.
Gratze, Leytonstone, England.
Application filed

877,711,

JK

October

1906.

16,

An annular stationary magnet is provided with a revolving core positioned between its poles, a metallic
casing adapted to embrace the core and extending beyond both sides thereof, spring means for controlling
the rotation of the casing, indicating means operated by
the casing, and means for rotating the core.
Nils E. Norstrom,
Chicago, 111., assignor of one-third to John
one-third to M. E.
Anderson, Salina, Kan.
Richardson, Sterling, Kan., and one-third to
John H. Martin and H. Keating. Application

Telephone Exchange.

877,727.

;

filed October 4, 1901.
A continuous party line wire is provided with
A
branches extending to the different local stations.
discontinuous line is made up of sections extending from
Means are provided for connectstation to station.
ing the sections into a continuous line, also additional
means for connecting the telephone sets of selected stations to the two continuous lines, and a selecting device
located at the central station and arranged to be set so
that upon its operation it will cause a desired combi-

of operations

nation

Means

NO. 877,705.

CURRENT CONTROLLER.

Electric Alarm Attachment for Clocks.
Charles Goldsmith, Denver, Colo., assignor of
Apone-fifth to Cesare Pinelli, Denver, Colo.

877,501.

plication filed

A

January

15,

1907.

rotating cylinder has electrical contacts adjacent to
pointer is mounted so as to be movable circumit.
ferentially upon the periphery of the cylinder, and capable of engaging the contacts, which have alarm signals

A

connected to them.

Trolley-ear Clencher. Ernest O. Marsh,
877,510.
Application filed September 27,
Seattle, Wash.
1906.
A casing has the sides of its upper edges formed as
clamps to engage the sides of the ear astride of the
A movable clencher
wire and hold the same rigidly.
supported and guided by the casing has a concave
Toggle-levers are pivoted on the casing
upper edge.
These are operated so as to move the
and clencher.
clencher upward against the edges of the ear held by
the clamp and to close or crimp the same closely around
the wire.

Method

Jasper
Electrolyzing Salts.
Whiting, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Application filed
April 24, 1906. Renewed June 21, 1907.

877,537.

of

Current is passed through the electrolyte to a body of
molten metal underneath, which acts as the cathode.
This metal is withdrawn to be purified, and then again
used as cathode in a practically continuous process.

Patrick
Telegraphy.
Orange, N. J. AppHcation

877,555.

B.

Delany,

at

the

different

local

stations.

Obtaining Thin Liquid Dross
Electric Furnaces for Metallurgical Purin
Hermann Rochling and Wilhelm Roposes.
Germany.
V61klingen-on-the-Saar,
denhauser,
Application filed September 7, 1906.

^77>739-

for

smelting
channels
This furnace has
ridges arranged in the hearth, so that the
rent heating the metal bath is forced to
the layer of dross floating above the metal

Shade for Incandescent
B. Lewis, Pacific Grove, Cal.

877,784,

August

27,

and

Edward

Application

111.

filed

shell

with a number

of

at-

Application

filed

Mike Mintz,

May

15, 1906.

Variations of fluid pressure on a diaphragm cause a
rod connected with it' to move a bell-crank that engages
the forked end of a pivoted arm weighted at its upper
end.
This arm in its movement strikes against one of
two stops on an oscillating contact member so as to cause
the latter to suddenly drop into or be withdrawn from a

mercury cup.

Louis
Insulator for Heavy Conductors.
Application
Steinberger, New York, N. Y.
April 17, 1907.

877,804.

filed

S.

Lincoln,

automatically revolving the object boxes.

Spark-coil.
August R. Luschka, Chicago,
assignor to the Motor Specialty Manufacturing Company, Chicago, III. Application filed
III,

Renewed June

22, 1907.
is formed with high and low Icnsion sections, and a condenser of an annular shape en(Sec cut.)
circles the low-tension section,

Electric Installation Outlet Box. Whcclcr
New London, Conn., assignor to
Gillcttc-Vitbcr Company,
New London,
Conn, Application filed June 11, 1907.
The cover of the box is adapted to have a lamp fixture secured directly 10 it.
The edge of the box has a
•crew that filft into a radial groove )>c(wcen two Itigfi on

877,684.

H. Vibbcr,

the

ihe cover, to as to permit
tically (luring wiring.

the

An

electric

motor

is

cover to be swung ver-

geared

an air compressor.

to

Both

are mounted on the same base and housed in as a compact set that can be carried by hand.

Wire-retrieving Attachment for Trolleywheels.
William C. Althen, Columbus, Ohio,
assignor of one-sixth to William F. Miesse,
one-sixth to William N, Gearhart, one-sixth
to Benjamin F. Hirt, and one-fourth to John
T. Dunnick, Columbus, Ohio.
Application filed

877,877.

March

22,

1907.

The retrieving yoke is pivoted close to the wheel, so
that its arms are normally below the wire.
The trolley
rope is so attached that when it is pulled the retriever
arms are swung above the wire.

Harry Becker, Baltimore,
Outlet Box.
Application filed February i, 1907.
The box consists of a cylindrical casing, an annular
flange extending from the inner walls thereof, a ring
screwed into the end of the casing, and an insulating
bushing held between the flange and ring so as to swivel

Cyrus P. Ebersole,
Controller Regulator.
Keokuk, Iowa, assignor to the Electric Service
ApplicaSupplies Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
tion filed September i, 1904.

877,887.

A

stop-pins are mounted in the
A pawl moving with the conthe controller.
A
handle engages these pins one after another.
manually operated device releases the pins so as to
permit the handle to advance.
top

number of movable

of

troller

William Gardiner, Chiassignor to the Commercial Storage
Application
Chicago, 111.

Storage Battery.

877,889.

cago,

111.,

filed

Company,

May

2,

1905.

The grid for this storage battery plate has triangular
horizontal ribs set with apex outward and a series of
oppositely disposed vertical strengthening bars with inwardly flaring lugs or teeth.

Electric

HAVE EXPIRED.

H. T. Cheswright, Carcassonne,

Secondary Battery.

France.
Electric
445,546.

Arc

Lamp.

W.

J.

Easton,

New York

City.

NO. 877,804.

INSULATOR FOR THIRD RAIL.

insulator for an inverted and protected third
rail consists of a saddle-shaped portion engaging the rail,
and in which is embedded a metallic strengthening memThe latter has two flanges
ber of the same contour.
the
head of the supporting
extending upward into
(See cut.)
bracket.

This

Mast Arm for Electric Lights. G. Fitch. Sharps445.549.
burg, Pa.
Automatic Circuit Closing- Device for Railroad Sig445,564.
nals.
I. W. Loy and R. O'Toole, Mechanicstown, Md.
445,623 and 445,624. Electric Motor. F. J. Batten, New
York, N. Y.
„ ,,
Device for Electric Railways. E. M.
Contact
445,634.

Bentley, New York, N. Y.
Regulator for Electrically Propelled Vehicles. S. IT.
445,654.
Short, Cleveland, O.
„
,
R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric Railway.
445,674.
Automatic Switch for Autographic Telegraphs. H.
445,716.
Etheridgc, Pittsburg, Pa.
H. H. Cutler,
Electric Gas-lighting Apparatus.
445.727.
.

877,817.

Insulated

Compromise

min Wolhaupter,

New

Rail-joint.
BenjaY., assignor

York, N.

to the Rail Jfoint Company, New York, N. Y.
Application filed March 22, 1907.
The joint has separate disconnected base sections re-

Printing
Perforating Machine; 877,822,
John C.
Telegraph, and 877,823, Perforator.
Applications filed
Barclay, New York, N. Y.May 2, 1906; January 11, 1907, and July 22,

877,821.

COIL,

is

Portable Tire Inflater.
John W. Radu,
Rochester, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Paul
C. Wild, Rochester, N. Y.
Application filed
July 13, 1907.

877,861.

445,542.

spectively for the dissimilar rails, these sections having
a stepped relation and each "afl'ording one rail end a support on both sides of the meeting point of the rail ends.
The rail ends arc insulated from each other hy wooden
blocks.

— SI'ARK

that

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
February 3, 1908;

877,645.

877,656.

so

contact with the strips as the switch

PATENTS THAT

A

NO. 877,656.

from each other and arranged

plates insulated
their edges will
rotated.

nal No, 810,240 dated January 16, 1906.
The controller has a revolving cover. A pawl within
this is deflected by a scries of studs so as to engage a
number of ratchet teeth in succession and thus to permit
an intermittent movement of the handle only.

Polarity-changing Switch.
Brookline, Mass.
Applica-

Kaleidoscope.
John R. Hare, Baltimore,
Md. Application filed February 15, 1907.
In combination with the mirror-holder are a number
of object boxes having electric lights swung therein,
means for conducting current to the lights, and means for

number of

REISSUE,

tion filed February 11, 1907.
triple-pole double-throw switch is intended to connect t^vo sources to a line; in one position the two
sources being in parallel, and in the other in series.

October 29, 1906.
The secondary coil

A

circuits.
resonator sounder circuit is
to the switch, which has two semi-circular

Motor Controller Regulator. Paul
A. Weyand, Maywood, 111., assignor to the
Electric Service Supplies Company, Camden,
N. J. Application filed March 18, 1907. Origi-

station.

Series-parallel

sounder
connected

12,744.

filed December 24, 1906.
The wheel has a lubricating chamber communicating
with its bore.
A bushing fits the bore and has radial
openings connecting with its inner wall and the supporting pin.
Felt or similar absorbent material is placed
in the openings and depressions.

Edwin

1907.

5,

series of contact strips is connected to a

South

Hiram G.
Self-lubricating Trolley-wheel.
877,558.
Farr, Melrose Highlands, Mass. Application

877,576.

A

Battery

filed March 25, 1905.
This method of transmission consists in locally producing at a transmitting station short code dot signals,
simultaneously transmitting to a receiving station a long
signal whose length is determined by the number of
dots and locally converting at the receiver the long signal
into the same number of dots locally produced at the

transmitting

giast
local
also

freely.

a

Automatic Electric Switch.
Island,

Telegraph Switch. -Lewis H. Parcels,
Hiawatha, Kan., assignor of one-half to John
H. Koger, Willis, Kan. Application filed Au-

877>857-

Md.

parts.

Rock

On

its

877,880.

taching parts extending outwardly from one edge. The
shade has a number of independent sections attached to
these

May 25, 1907.
each side of the wheel is a T-shaped arm having
upper end outwardly curved and provided with a
roller overhanging the trolley-wheel.
Application filed

111.

damlike

Lamps.

August W. Huhsman, Staunton,

Trolley.

877,844.

electric curpass through
bath.

1906.

The shade holder has

877,790.

An electric soldering iron has a coiled insulated resistance wire on a stem and a metal heat-transmitting
head cast about the stem and wire in intimate contact
with the insulation thereon.

1907, respectively.
A printing telegraph system and two forms of paperperforating machines used in connection thercwitli are
Both the transmitting and receiving madescribed.
chines have a sunflower selecting mechanism.

Edmund F. Hoskin,
Electric Heater.
Evanston, 111., assignor to the Iloskins ComApplication filed September
pany, Chicago, 111.

877,843.

19,

1907.

Newton, Mass.
445.728.

Electric

Gas

Electric

Motor

Electric

Wire

Lighter.

H.

II.

.

Newton,

Cutler,

Mass.
44Si74i.

Switch.

F.

Mass.
445.751.

man
445.752.
445,773caizo.

4.15,796.
ton,
4-15. 797-

Connector.

J.

A.

Wellcr,

Boston,

W. HofTman,

Pull*

111.

Electric Switch.
J. W. Hoffman,
"^
Indicator.
Station
Electrical

Chicago, IK
S,

lily.

111.

Electrical

Visual

Indicator.

F.

W.

Cole.

Chi-

New-

Mass.

F. W. Cole, Ncwlon, Mass.
Repeater.
F. W.
Successive Non-interference Signal Hox.
445.798.
Cole, Newton, Mass.
Successive Non-interfcrence
445,800, 445.801 and 44S.802.
F. W. Cole, Newton, Mass.
Signal Box.
G. A. Scott, New York, N.
FJeclric Cutout.
Electrode for Secondary Batteries. S. H, Barrett,
445I872!

Springfield, Mass.

44S,Qo6.

Dynamo-electric Machine.

C. J.

Schwarzc, Brook-

Starting Device for Electric Motorn.
Boston, Masfl.

445.907,'

E.

P, Sharp,
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Electric Elevators In the Chicago
of Trade Building.
The popularity of the modern electric

Board

passeiiRcr

service

noteworthy

especially

the

shared by

owners of the

high

in

this

in

the

passengers,

The

biilding.

office

case,

in

that

is

it

operatives and
reasons for this

No, 7

1908

hatchway, then down and nrouiid a sheave
of the A-franie just over the driving
motor ami are fastened to an I-beam about midway

of

liver the

at

elevator
bnildings is
well illiistratod by the installation in the Board of
Trade BniUling in Chicago. This popularity is
for

15,

the

of the height of the building. The driving machine
runs between and is geared to two cast-iron columns which form the sides of a separate hatchway
This may or may not adjoin the
for the machine.

the
are

service in this building arc very severe, in that
traffic is not only heavy throughout business

set;

face,

;

noteworthy one and well deserving consideration.

the building was constructed in 18S3-4
four hydraulic elevators, operating at 500 feet per
minute, were installed. The service these gave was
insufficient, so these machines were replaced in the
early part of 1897 by electric elevators of the

the
the

Exchange
service

W. Mabbs,

chief engineer of the building. This
machine. No. 6, has been in continuous service over
five years and has gi\'en such good results that early
in 1905 a petition was signed by all the tenants

Fig.

View Showing Four Machines

in the

they are shown at (0) In Fig. 5. Each
has rivci' one square inch of contact surand after more than five years of service

-the shunt field alone excited the inaximum
speed of the armature is attained, which is between
goo and 1,600 revolutions per minute. The commutator is made of extra length to give large
contact surface and sparkless commutation.
The motor is efTectively enclosed and the gearing below it is entirely encased. This gear case
(W) is filled with oil tc nearly the center of the
horizontal shafts. The oil does not have to be
replaced oftener than once in 2}4 years. It aiifords
not only efficient lubrication but insures noiseless
running of the gears. The pinions and racks are

Even with
floor only.
was inadequate, and in
the sunmier of 1902 another elevator was decided.
For this purpose a Mabbs ele\'ator was chosen.
This was the first installation of the electric ele\'ator invented and patented in igoo, by Mr. John
to

addition

conductors

With

screw-type, and an additional electric elevator, No.
of the drum type, was installed to run from
5,

main

trolley

no burned spots show on the trolley.
The motors for these machines were specially
designed and built by the Northern Electric Manufacturing' Company of Madison, Wis. In ^le first
machine the motor was armature-controlled; the
entirely controlled through
last four are almost
the field circuits. The fields have four poles on
which are three distinct windings, a light series
field
used only in starting, the main shunt field
which is always connected while the motor is running, and an auxiliary shunt winding which is
gradually cut out in accelerating the machine.

When

this

and the

the inside of the columns that supply current
the armatures. These trolleys are mounted on

brush

a comtheir respective offices
floor to
petent elevator authority has pronounced the service to be the most severe of any in this country.
Added to these features is the novel construction
of the elevator mechanism, making the installation

the

upper limit

the

the controller panels

a

but exceptionally so while the Exchange is
in session, for large numbers of brokers have to
be carried with the utmost speed from the Ex-

a

to

to

hours,

change

corrosjiondiiig

porcelain blocks on the inner face of one column
of each set. The trolley brushes arc mounted in
Eight of them constitute
a self-adjusting holder.

,

tlie

travel,

on
to

excellent .service rendered and the low cost of
The requirements of
oiicration and maintenance.
the

tlic

their

of movement of the cars. The view In Fig. 3 is
taken from the other side and shows two of the
machines at or near the bottom. In this view arc
also shown the cables connecting the circuits of
the fields, brake solenoids and slack-cable devices

top

l--ig.

Two

of the Controller Panels.

Basement.

Fig. 3.

View from Other

Side,

With Two Machines

Raised.

ELECTRIC ELEVATORS IN THE CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING.
in

the

building-

Board of Trade
those

of the

parative

requesting the directors of the
replace the older elevators by

to

Mabbs
the

tests

Two

change desirea.

type.

After prolonged comvoted to make the

directors

of these

Mabbs

elevators were
1906 and the

put in service at the beginning of
other two about three months later. All the elevators are operated from the direct-current, iiovolt generating plant installed in ihe basement of
the building.
The general arrangement of the Mabbs elevator
machinery is shown in Fig. 4, which is a perspective

prepared

from

the

drawings.

working

The

machine constitutes the counterbalance of the car and is the
only counterweight. The cable and sheave rigging
is arranged so that the machine is' geared two to
one;
e.,
when the driving machine runs up half
the height of the building the car is lowered from
the top to bottom, and vice versa.
The cables attached to the car run over a sheave in the attic
principle of this

elevator

is

that the
.

i.

shaft

in

which

installation the
in

the

car

runs;

in

this

p_articular

two shafts are separated by 35

feet

one instance.

The

driving mo.tor (A) has a vertical shaft, as
in the detailed drawing of the machine, Fig. 5.
Upon this shaft are mounted, in
order, the brake pulley (K), upper bearing (N),
commutator (C), armature (B), coupling (T),
worm (D), and roller thrust bearing (Q). The

can be seen

armature is rigidly keyed to the shaft and connected by means of the coupling to the worm,
which is really a sleeve on the shaft; this arrangement permits smoothing up the commutator without operating the gearing. The worm drives two
worm wheels (E) keyed to the horizontal shafts
(F). On each end of each of these shafts is a
pinion.
These engage the four racks mounted on
the face of the vertical cast-iron columns, as shown
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the four eleyator machines
last installed.
In Fig. 2 these are at the bottom

lubricated

wiih grease.

These make

less

noise in

operation than the humming of the commutator.
All the gearing is machine cut. All gears are steel
except the w-orm wheels, which have phosphorbronze rims. The wear on the gears has been
Insignificant.

Over the motor are mounted the A-shaped truss
(H) carrying the sheave (I), on the shaft

frames

In the oil pan below this sheave is an effec(J).
tive slack-cable device, shown in Fig. 5.
The roller
(p)

is

mounted

clear

of

the

sheave,

so

that

if

any cable* is loosened it w'ill strike the roller, and
through it move the arm (q) so as to close a
the main
on top of
the armature shaft is the automatic brake,' comprising a pulley (K), which is engaged by brake
shoes applied by the spring (M). While the macircuit

at

(r)

circuit-breaker.

that

Below

immediately
this

trips

device and

is running, these shoes are held out of conwith the brake pulley by the solenoid (L).
Whenever the current is cut off by the operator

chine
tact

WF.STERN

136
or by
brake

tlie

shaft

(J)

sudden opening of the circuit-breaker, the

automatically applied.
At the top and bottom of the motor hatchway
are placed powerful buffers to limit the motion of
the machine and thereby positively to prevent pulling the car too high or dropping it too low. The
upper buffers are two in number and engage the
is

shown

therefore

on either side of the sheave

(I).

As

forced over
the piston (c), thus forming a pneumatic cushion
or dash-pot which will stop the motion of the
in

Fig.

the cylinder

S.

machine when moving
full

power,

fail.

inder

should

The spring
relurns

all

at its

(a)

is

maximum

other automatic

speed, with

safeguards

on the outside of the cyllatter to normal position and

(b)

the

also adds to the buffer action. The lower buffers,
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, are built on similar line's.

ELECTRICIAN
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lower limits of travel of the machine, which slow
the motor, cut off its armature current and
set the brake in case of negligence of the operator.
If the machine should go beyond this point, a limit
switch would trip the main circuit-breaker, cutting
off all current from the controller and machine.
If even this safeguard should fail, the buffers already referred to would form a final positive mechanical stop. The worm gearing is a preventive
against the car starting to move without the application of motive power.
push-button placed
in each car enables the operator to trip the main
circuit-breaker instant]}^ in case of derangement
of his control switch or other abnormal action of
the machinery.
The cars are six feet square inside, an unusually

down

15,

1908

than with the machines formerly used. The
of one electrician engaged principally on
elevator repair .work have been dispensed with.
Aside from this, the repair bills for the four old
machines used to run about $2,500 a year: Repairs
on the new machines for the last year amounted
'o $333. of which 38 per cent, was on controllers,
less than 27 per cent, on the machines proper and
the remaining 35 per cent, on gates, signals, cars,
less

services

etc.

A

The primary aim
elevators

was

attained

to

elevator

built.

in

a

the

This,

safety.

design of
it

is

the

Mabbs

asserted, has been

greater degree than with any other
Incidentally, economy of operation

and of maintenance have been realized as well as
smoothness and rapidity of service. These machines have a running speed of 540 to 600 feet a
minute. For very high buildings, for which these
are said to be particularly adapted, this
speed could be readily increased 30 per cent, or
even more.
elevators

Motor

Speed Control by Multivoltage
System.

'Where a very wide range of speeds
full

motor capacity

the

set.

at practically

necessary in machine driving
by direct-current motors, the multi-voltage system
is doubtless the best suited for the service.
In a
number of these systems, however, the strain upon
the motor and the gearing connecting the motor
and machine is severe when different voltages are
applied at the armature terminals. To bring about
more gradual speed changes has usually been done
by either increasing tha number of voltages or by
inserting resistances in the armature as well as
field
circuits.
Both of these expedients increase
the complexity of the system, and the insertion of
armature resistance cuts down the efficiency of
is

To overcome

both these objectionable features, a
multi-voltage system has been invented by 'William
H. Powell of Norwood, Ohio. It was recently
patented

and assigned

to

the

The system

Allis-Chalmers-Bul-

quite simple, and
embodies the principle of speed control by variation of the field strength in the steps between the
different voltages. This principle, briefly stated, is
that the greater the field strength the slower the
speed, and vice versa. This is true whether the
field excitation be supplied by a shunt or series
field winding, and in this particular system both

lock

interests.

is

are used.
In this system automatic means are provided for
controlling the insertion and cutting out of an
auxiliary field winding. On each increase in potential at the terminals of the motor, which is
normally a shunt motor, the auxiliary field w.inci^
ing is inserted in the circuit, so that the motor
will not suddenly come up to the speed corre-

sponding to that voltage. In the form herein illusand described, the au.xiliary field winding
is
inserted in series with the armature winding.
This series winding is afterward automatically
short-circuited or removed from the armature circuit, and a predetermined interval of time is caused
to elapse before this winding is cut out, this being

trated

Pig. 4.

General Arrangement of the Mabbs Elevator.

A
,

modified form of these buffers has been introduced on No. 6 machine. It uses oil instead of
air and has been found still more effective and
entirely free from recoil.
Each elevator is provided with a controller panel
such as the two shown in Fig. I. A view of the
main panel is shown through the open hatchway
for No. 2 machine in Fig. 3. These controllers

were made by the

J.

L.

Schureman Company of

Chicago. Operating connections arc made entirely
by electromagnetic switches that are interconnected
to give a definite sctjuencc of action, producing
rapid and smooth acceleration and similar stopping
of the machine. .Speed control is through adjustment of the auxiliary shunt field. In stopping the
machine current is cut off from the armature and
the latter is short-circuited through a bank of
resistances,
which action itself has considerable
braking effect. The brake is then applied, as already described, and the machine quickly stopped
without appreciable jar.
Automatic stops arc placed at the upper and

Half-section and Elevation of the

N'ertical

I'ig.

Elevator

Machine.

ELECTRIC ELEVATORS IN THE BOARD
large

TRADE BUILDING

Ol-'

for office-biiilding

size

elevators.

The char-

alluded to, is made
more clear by a test made on the first Mabbs
elevator when doing regular business and 'running
express with stops at five floors out of the nine
in the building, the height of car travel being 130

acter

of

service,

the

already

trips in 540 minyears of operation this elevator
has had over 25,000 miles of car travel. Careful
records of current consumption extended over four
years showed an average of 3.44 kilowatt-hours per
feet.

The

utes.

In

car-mile.

car

its

made 547 round

five

The

four machines

shown

in

Fig.

2,

op-

under still, more severe conditions,
showed an average of 3.5 kilowatt-hours per carmile during a period of 76 weeks. These figures
show excellent efficiencies under the conditions prevailing.
The average corresponding figure of the
older type of elevators, as formerly installed, was
5.35 kilowatt-houri per car-mile at slower speed.
It is fair to say, however, that the older elevators
were of an obsolete type, not now installed.
Maintenance expense of these elevators is also
crating

locally

of sufficient duration to allow the motor to speed
up to some e.xtent. Upon cutting out the series field
winding a further increase of speed occurs, which
brings the armature to the speed of the next running step.
In the accompanying diagram a portion of a
multi-voltage distributing system is shown at (i),
(2) and (3). which is connected by a switch (A)
to the three-wire mains (4), (5) and (6) for supplying the motor with current at voltages which
differ from each other.
For example, between the
mains (4) and (5) there may be 90 volts, between

mains (s) and (6), 160 volts, and between mains
(4) and (6), 250 volts.
The armature of the motor, the speed of which
is to be varied,
is indicated at
(7) and its main
field
winding (8) is connected in scries with a
variable field resistance (0). This main field winding and its resistance are connected across the
mains (4) and (6) by conductors (10) and (11)
as to receive the full voltajge of the system.
auxiliary field winding is shown at (12). This
winding is connected to contact fingers by confingers
are
ductors (13) and (14), and
these
adapted to be engaged by suitable contact segments
on the controller drum in such a manner that the
winding will be connected in series with the motor
armature for a short space of time on a change
of voltage at the armature terminals.
switch (15) having contacts connected respectively to conductors
and (14) short(13)
circuits the auxiliary winding when the switch is
The bridging member of this switch is
closed.
attached to the soft-iron core of the solenoid (19).
To the lower extension of the bridging member
so

The

A

.

l''cbni;iry

iif

the switch
in the

is

The plunger
(2.')

connected a

is

pUniRer

(20)

wliich

forming ii d.-ish-pot.
provided with one or more open-

cyhnder

works
inns
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(21),

filling disk

:nid c.-irries a loosely

or ring

The cyl(2,1) which normally closes the openings.
inder is provided with one or more, openings (24)
located at suitable distances from its closed top
and bottom.
When current passes through the coil the switch
with a comparatively slow movement, as
is raised
the air passes to the holioni of the plunger oidy
by leakage aroynd the same. Just before the swilcli
is closed, however, the plunger passes beyond the
holes (24), permitlmg a free flow of air below it,
and the switch is then closed with a sudden movement. When no current passes in the coil, the
switch quickly falls, due either lo ihe force of
gravity or spring pressure against Ihe movable
p.irl, as preferred. Ihe air from ihe pliniger passing

137

changes that take place arc the weakening of t)ic
field by culling in sections of the resistance aa in posilions (2'' and 2>').
l'"or position
(2") connections for the armature
are from main (h), finger d''), conlacis (41) and
(42), finger (i"), switch (15), finger (i''), contads (43 and (44), liingcr (1'), motor armature,
finger (i»), contacts (45) and (46), finger (1'').
lo main
The molor armature is therefore
(4).
subjected to the greatest voltage of the system.
The field connections and those of .coil arc the
same for position (2") as for positions (2") and
(2'l), the resistance being cut out, and increased
speed is obtained by the increase in the voltage
applied to the terminals of the motor armature.
Kor positions (2'', 2I, 2J, 2'' and 2') the connections remain the same, except that sections of resistance are successively cut into the circuit of the
field

winding

until

it

is

all

in

circuit,

in

this

man-

ri

for

forward

tlic

riinnini; poiilioni

(2") to (a')

ex-

that Ihc armature terminals arc reversed by
using Ihe finger (i«) instead of (i°). The armature current being reversed, Ihc direction of rotation is reversed.
In passing between positions (y')

cept

and

(3'') and between (3') and (i'), the auxiliary
winding is cut into circuit with tile armature,
lo relieve the strain on the motor, as already explained, with reference to passing between iKuhiom
(2*) and (2*') and between (2') and (2'), and
The
is cut out again after a predetermined time.
auxiliary winding also remains in circuit for a predetermined time after the controller is moved from
position (o) to position (3*).
It is seen, therefore, that this is really a compound-wound motor, the shunt-field winding only
of which is normally in circuit, and the scries field
winding of which is automatically cut into circuit
on a change of volt.ige, and again cut out of circuit after a prcdclcrminc<i interval of time has
elapsed.
It is also evident from the above description that 12 speeds forward and nine speeds in the
reverse direction arc obtainable.
field

Portable Outfit for

Pumping Out Man-

holes.

A

MOTOR SPEED CONTROL BY MULTIVOLTAGE SYSTEM.
freely

through

the holes (22), the disk or ring
being then raised from its seat.
The parts above described are interconnected and
also connected to the controller fingers (i", I^ 1=
... 1°) as shown. The controller cylinder or
drum is provided with a large number of contacts
(25), which control the connections to the armature.
The controller cylinder is also provided with
a metallic drum (26) suitably notched and recessed, forming contacts which control the resistance in circuit with the main field winding. As
the cylinder is revolved from the off position
designated (o), the controller fingers take the successive positions indicated by the dot and dash
2'^,
(2'^,
lines
2^,
2')
for forward rotation
and the positions (3°, 3", 3'=,
3')
for backward rotation of the motor. In tracing the circuits, switch (15) will be considered to be closed,
as such is its ultimate position.
Should the switch
open,
be
the
current
will
flow
through the
leads (13) and (14) and the series field winding
instead of going through the switch.
For position (2") the path of the current is as
follows:
From main (5), contact finger (l'^),
contacts (27) and (28), finger (i"), switch (15),
finger (ii^), contacts (2g) and (30), finger (i'),
motor armature, finger (1 = ), contacts (31) and
(32), finger (i<i), to main (4), thus subjecting the
armature to the lowest voltage of the system across
the mains (4), (5). For this position, the field
connections are from main (6) to main field,
conductor (-10), finger (i"), drum (26), finger
(iJ). conductor (11), to main (4), thus subjecting
the field to the full voltage of the system, with all
the resistance cut out. Connection is also made
through the solenoid coil as follows: Main (5),
conductor (33), solenoid coil, conductor (34), contact finger (i'), drum (26), contact finger (lO.
conductor (11), main (4). The coil is therefore
subjected to the voltage across the mains (5) and
(4), and the switch is caused to close.
For the position (2**), finger (1°) is cut out of
contact with the lower drum and one section of
the variable resistance is inserted in the main field
circuit of the motor, the field current passing from
the main field winding through a section of the
resistance to contact finger (i^) and then to the
drum. No other changes take glace, and by thus
w'eakening the main field of the motor an increased
speed is obtained. In the same way for position
(2^) a still further weakening of the field takes
place by 'inserting another section of the resistance
in the field circuit, and in this position current
passes from the field through two sections of the
resistance to finger (i™) and to drum (26).
For position (2^) the armature connections are
from main (6), to contact finger (i*"), contacts
(35) and (36), finger (i»), switch (15), finger
(i''), contacts
(37) and (38), finger (i'), motor
armature, finger (i^), contacts {39) and (40),
.

.

.

.

finger

(i=), to

main

(5).

.

.

The motor armature

is

therefore subjected to the voltage across the mains
(6) and (s), which is greater than the voltage
across the mains (5) and (4), across which the
motor armature was connected in previous positions.
The field connections and those of the
solenoid coil are the same for this position as for
position (2"), and the speed of the motor is increased by the increase in voltage applied to the
armature. For positions (2^) and (2') the only

ner successively weakening the field for increases
speed from positions (2S) to maximum at (2^).
It will be noted that in passing froin position
(2<^) to (2"l) and from (2') to (26), at w-hich times
the change in voltage applied to the motor armature takes place, finger
(i')
connected to the
solenoid coil, is momentarily cut out of contact with
the drum and circuit through this coil is broken.
At the instant the finger breaks contact with the
drum, the switch drops and the auxiliary field
winding is inserted in series with the armature of
the motor, so that by the time that the increased
voltage is applied to the armature, there is an increased field, which increases the counter- electromotive force and prevents a too sudden rush of
consequent
current through the armature, with
strains on the motor. The ohmic resistance of the
auxiliary coil is not relied upon in choking back
the current when the voltage at the armature terminals is increased, as this resistance is practically
negligible in its effect upon the current flow, but, as
stated above, an increased field strength produces
the desired result. As the solenoid coil is again
placed in circuit at positions (2^) and (2s), the
switch will be closed and the auxiliary field winding will be short-circuited, but on account of the
slow upward movement of the switch, the motor
will have had sufficient time to increase in speed
before the switch is closed. When the controller
is moved from "off" position
(o) to the "starting*'
position (2^), the switch is closed in the same slow
in

somewhat novel and

interesting portable elec-

Yeomans Brothers of
Chicago for the Omaha Electric Light and Power
Company, and is used by the latter for pumping
out the manholes of its conduit systems. A side
view of the outfit is shown in the illustration.
The centrifugal pump is mounted on a bracket
which forms one end of a long cast-iron bedplate
designed lo carry the motor and the inboard bearings of ^hc pump.
The power is supplied by a direct-current, 10horsepowcr, 835-revolution, 500-volt General Electric
motor. The pump has a capacity of from 450 to
500 gallons per minute against a maximum head
of about 25 feet.
Below the flexible coupling which connects the
motor shaft to the pump shaft will be seen a small
secondary pump driven by a belt from the main
shaft.
The function of this secondary pump is to
prime the casing of the main pump.

pump

tric

When

has been built by

is

it

eration, the

motor

desired to put the apparatus in opis closed and the
centrifugal
the small
started up,
air
from
the casing of
exhausts the

main discharge valve

being

vacuum pump

main pump, causing sufficient water to rise
out of the sump or manhole to prime the casing
of the

of the latter. As soon as this is accomplished the
discharge valve of the main pump may be opened,
and the speed regulated to suit existing conditions
of head and flow.
The priming pump is fitted with a fast-aod-Ioose'
pulley, so that as soon as the main pump has begun

-W§..'m

''^''"'™

manner.

There is as great or a greater danger of injury
to the gear teeth when the speed of the motor is
decreased as when the speed is increased, for two
reasons : First, because the operator usually throws
the controller handle to the "off" position quickly,
thus bringing the motor to a sudden stop ; and
second, on account of the generator action of the
motor when the potential at the armature terminals
is decreased, which tends to suddenly reduce the
speed of the motor. The result is that the motor
tends to stop more quickly than the machine or
tool to which the motor is geared, causing a hammer blow, which is liable to strip the teeth off the
gears. The insertion of the series winding into
the armature circuit tends to reduce the generator
action on a decrease in the potential at the armature terminals, as will now be explained.
Assume that the motor is operated at the speed
corresponding to the position (25), with the armature terminals connected across the 250-volt mains.
The counter-electromotive force is less than 250
volts, say, 240 volts.
If the voltage at the armature terminals is decreased to 160 volts, i. e., the
voltage of the mains (6) and (5), the counterelectromotive force will be greater for a short
space of time than the impressed electromotive
force, and the current in the armature and series
field win for this space of time be reversed.
The
result is that there will be a differential field
action.
The currents in the shunt and series field
w'indings will be in opposite directions, causing
for the moment a very weak field, which reduces
the generator action to a minimum.
For reverse rotation of the motor the fingers
are in positions (3" to 3') successively For these
several positions the connections can be readily
traced out and will be found to be the same as

PORTABLE MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP.
to deliver water, its belt can be shifted onto the
loose pulley, thereby permitting the smaller pump
to

come

to

rest.

is
accomplished by means of a
regulating resistance box, which is shown on the
left-hand side of the wagon. On the right is a
reel carrying a flexible connecting cord 200 feet
long, one terminal of which is permanently connected through the axle to the starting box, the
other to be connected to a convenient source of

Speed control

which is to be found either in a manmaking connection with the_ underground system, or at a feeder or main junction
electricity,

hole, in case of

box, in the case of a pole

The wagon-top
case of necessity

is
it

line.

made removable,
can be taken

so

that

in

off.

Provision is made for carrying the suction hose
on the side of the wagon body, in a mjnner very
similar to that employed in connection with fire
engines. General Electric Review.

—

consul at Chemnitz, reports
by the Slaby-Arco system of wireless telegraphy over 1,000 words were recently telegraphed
from the trial station of the company at Nauen,
near Berlin, to the .'Vustrian military station for
wireless telegraphy at Korneuberg, near Vienna, a
distance of about 372 miles. He adds that this is
the record result thus far in the use of the system
for overland transmission.

Thomas H. Norton,

that
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Ducretet Tele-micro-phonograph.
BV A.

DE COURCY.

The combination of the phonograph with a telephone apparatus, by which the sounds given out
by the phonograph can be transmitted to a distance, is one which has occupied the attention of
some time past, for such an arrangement would he useful for various purposes. But
inventors for

the advantages of the combination will be still
greater if a loud-speaking telephone is employed

which
the

is

used

in its circuit

receiver at

the

distant

(Co), in connection with
end.

The microphone

of the

Gaillard-Ducretet type, such as is now
employed in the French navy on board the war
vessels for the transmission of orders.
One great advantage which is found in the present case lies in the use of the new form of loudspeaking telephone, which has been improved lately.
Some time ago the writer had occasion to observe
the working of the loud-speaking telephone in Mr.
Ducretct's laboratory, and the sounds can be heard
very distinctly and at quite a distance from the
mouthpice.
The system was devised in the first
place
for use on shipboard,
where the men
are not obliged to place the receiver against the
ear in order to receive instructions for the maneuvers, but can hear the orders at a considerable
distance.
In the 1908 type of loud-speaking telephone there is employed a micrometric adjustment
is

amount of

I.

TELE-Miri.Li )-l'lln>

kAlMI

(

(

;K.\MOPHONE

FORM).
music,
mitted from the phonograph.
to

receive

the

voice,

etc.,

which

is

and therefore the volume of
Mr. Ducretet
has devised, in addition, a practical device, by
which the direct current from a lamp circuit can
sound

current,

loud-speaking receiver.

in the

TELE-MICRO-PHONOGRAPH RECEIVER.

FIG. 4.

upon the nervous system, which he described before the Academic des Sciences.
The apparatus
is
also employed by Mr. Dussaud in his experiments upon persons with defective hearing.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the instrument in the home
for temporary service.

trans-

In order to

secure
the best effect from the device, which consists of
the phonograph in connection with the microphone
transmitter, it is undoubtedly the best plan to have
the latter placed independent of the diaphragm of
the phonograph.
No doubt the latest advance in
this class of apparatus is found in the new "telemicro-phonograph" which has been brought out
not long since at Paris by Mr. E. Ducretet, a prominent worker in the field of radio-telegraphy, Xrays and telephones, who has constructed a number
of very practical instruments in all these fields,
some of these being used at present on the war
vessels of the French navy.
Mr. Ducretet kindly furnished the writer with
the follow'ing account of his device, which is illustrated herewith.
The apparatus consists of two
principal parts, first, the phonograph carrying the
specially designed microphone, and second, at the
distant end, the loud-speaking telephone. By such
arrangement the sounds given out by the phonograph disk are received by the diaphragm of the
microphone, which is placed at some distance from
the former.
As will be noticed, the point of the
phonograph and its diaphragm are mounted in the
usual way at (R), Figs. I and 2, and any of the
well-known forms of gramophone or phonograph
can be employed for this purpose. The mouthpiece

Some

By
The

1

iKinifii'

""iiiini

Schweitzer.

is

sources

may

light rays of

as temperature rays, or the temperature
be only secondary in importance, and the high
efficiency of the illuminant is due to a property
classed

may

called luminescence by E. Wiedeman and
by Warburg.

of

allactine

of artificial illuminants
of their high temperature.
Examples of these illuminants are the wax candle,
petroleum, illuminating gas, acetylene gas, etc., all
of which illuminate by virtue of the glowing carAll

the

illuminate

by

older

types

virtue

bon.

Examples of illuminants which illuminate by
tue

of

their

luminescence

are

the

Geissler

vir-

tubes,

mercury-vapor lamp, etc.
flaming arc illuminates by virtue of a combination of luminescence and high-temperature rays.
The carbons are impregnated with strontium, barium, calcium or similar chemicals, which are vaporized in the arc.
While in the ordinary direct-current arc lamp the light due to the arc is approximately 5 per cent., that of the crater 85 per cent,
and that of the negative carbon 10 per cent, of
the total light, the ligiht of the flaming arc lamp
is
due primarily to the luminescence of the arc
proper.
Also the light of the flaming arc is due
to the fact tbat the energy of the rays of light is
confined to but a small part of the spectrum.
The specific consumption or efficiency of a directcurrent flaming arc lamp, according to Laporte
(Bulletin Soc. Intern. Electr.), at a current strength
of nine amperes varies with the electromotive force
of the arc a variation of from 24 volts to 45
volts
and results in a variation of specific conTesla

light,

The

FIG. 3.

be used.
the lamp

TELE-MICRO-PHONOGRAPH TRANSMITTER.

To

this

socket,

end a plug is fitted as usual into
and in the circuit is placed a

'

on a disk gramophone (Fig. i) and on the cylIt can also be conder phonograph (Fig. 2).
nected by the line wire with several different receivers, which may be cither grouped or scattered

efficient and rapid regulation of the distance between these two parts, so as to secure the best
working point. In practice this can only be found
by adjustment, and in the present case wc have

E. O.

be divided into two classes.
any source are either due -to its
high temperature, in which case the light rays are

speaking telephone receiver with trumpet mouthcan be concealed or else placed visibly in
various parts of houses, gardens, halls, etc.
The microphone system is shown mounted both

This arrangement was found by Mr. Ducretet to
Rive excellent results in practice and is much more
desirable than the combination in a direct way of
the needle and the microphone, as it permits a very

Flaming

exceptionally high efficiency of the flaming
due primarily to the phenomenon of lumi-

Light

piece

(Mi). The microphone is held within the mouth
of the funnel by means of a support (T) at the
upper part. By this means, as the support is adjustable, the distance between the microphone and
the phonograph diaphragm can be adjusted to the
proper point.

arc

The

A

of the phonograph may be replaced by a double
curved tube (L) CM), Fig. I, in order to carry
the microphone.
An enlarged or funnel-shaped
part is fitted upon the curbed tube, and at its outer
end is fi.\cd the disk-shaped microphone apparatus

of the

nescence.

regulating resistance brings the
instruments.
current to the best voltage for use in any particular case which can be found on trial.
The loud-

tele-micro-phoxograi']! (phonograph
form).

Characteristics

Arc Lamp.

newly devised apparatus for reducing the voltage,
which contains also a choke-coil for protecting the

fig. 2.

1908

15,

a very good reception of the sound of the phonograph.
The power of the microphone depends
within certain limits upon the amount of current

screw between the diaphragm and the pole surface
of the magnetic system, which is found to give a
remarkably good regulation.
Current for the combination apparatus is given
by a primary battery or a small storage battery,
and a revolving switch is used to regulate the

FIG.

February

over the premises at will. Two of the loud-speaking telephones placed in a large hall are found to
be enough to give a good diffusion of the sound.
One point which is to be noticed is that the present apparatus suppresses the objectionable noises
of the phonograph to a great extent, and the sound

from the receiver is more natur,il and
agreeable than that obtained by the direct use of
coming

It is also possible for the person
having the apparatus in charge to speak to the
audience placed at a distance for announcing the
In this case he can be heard
titles of pieces, etc.
from the receivers either by speaking before the
microphone (Mi), or, better still, by speaking into
separate microphone mounted on a support,
a
which can be thrown into the circuit by a switch.
The usual phonographs, etc., are not rendered useless for ordinary work, but, on the contrary, the
device can be readily removed and replaced by the
trumpet mouthpiece for direct hearing.
There are some special applications of Mr, DuNot long
cretct's apparatus in scientific work.
since Dr. Dupont used it in his researches upon
the physiological effects caused by rhythmic currents

the phonograph.

—

—

sumption or efficiency from 0.74 to 0.38 watt.
According to the Physicallische Technische Reichsanstalt the specific consumption for direct current is 0.36 watt at 46 volts arc pressure to 0.48
watt at 36 volts. For alternating current the efficiency varies from 0.34 watt at 44 volts arc
Generally speaking,
pressure to 0.59 at 48 volts.

alternating-current
and direct-current lamp
approximately equal.
The
is considered
above figures do not, of course, include the loss in
the

efficiency

the series resistance.

Underwriters' Electrical Rules.
general meeting of the electrical committee
of the Underwriters' National Electric Association
will he held on March 25lh and 26th at the rooms
of the New York .Board of Fire Underwriters, 32
Nassau Street, New York city. The sessions will
open at 10 a. m. Mr. C. M. Goddard is secretary,

The

The meetat 55 Kilby Street, Boston.
an important one to electrical interests, as
some revision of the rules of the National Electrical Code will be considered.
with
iitg

offices

is

I'Vbruarv
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Woodworking.

Electric Drive In
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drive in
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liy

of

the

elTecled

by

llie

tlic

same system

tile

Ibc

tliroiiKboiit

The

will

cone pulley to a lower shaft and then lo the
top feed works.
The feed, Ihercforf, is controlled

portion of
induction motors,

be

gr.adnally

made upon

a

enter-

W

."D^

is

at

has been

saw

rippeil.

in Iheir

feeils

for

In

away

the stock

a

dani|icr,

carried

sold

unit

if

the

away.

kindling lo
tool

lioiiseliolders

bv simply
openings
collected and

llial,

sweepings iiilo
Refuse wood is
in

ilie

Ibc

vicinity.

room two automatic saw grinders

are niolor-driven, as arc also an aiiloinalic band
rip-saw grinder, emery wheel and oilier tools. As

shifting llie liousiiiRS
or 180" so Ihal the oil

Ily

of the motors through 90°

cups are jilaced

;ire

into the

rear of the

the

it

The

ivi....

arc also led directly lo the floor, so

opening

fed

roll

front

shaviiiKT

Ioiik

at

each of these

proper relation to the shaft.

the

only,

is

used for occasional short periods

pdwer required here

is

practically
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\wbm

fILJ
IlKlucliull
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M

^
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material

this

after

ing the new shop, where electric drive has been
inlrodneed, is that of light, cleanliness, order, clear
head-room and the dispatch with which the work

The

forward feeding spur and
spur feeds the stock IhroiiKli the saw, and a
the

fi'oni

extended

visitor

from the saw arbor.

directly

n

K50 revoliilions per iniinite, giving three
ounces pressure and delivering approximately 14,000 cubic feci of air per iniiiule. fCxhausI pipes
run

Ibis

of

with

filled

from

pulley directly beneath the lable; the belt runs

establishment.

impression

first

o(

liitrodtielinn

The newer

etc.

plant lias liecn equipped with

and

driven by a belt fniin the motor piilify lo the sawpulley.
This is the only external belting,
and tile saw arbor i.s filled with .1 lliree-step cone

arbor

and

manufaclnrer

CliicaRO,

of

doors,

sasiies,

liim!)er,

economies

woodworking plant is adorded
works of tlie M'cars-Slaylon

a

Company

Lumber
llie

to

visit

example

Driving Slickers and

Surf;iccrs.

I*'i[r.

2.

.Motors

I'ivc

llial

Operate

Slickers and

Rip,

compared

with

Band and

Cut-ofT Sawsi,

ELECTRIC DRIVE IN WOODWORKING.

"impression"

And that the last-named is no mere
may be seen from the statement of

Mr. Robert

Slayton

is

conducted.

put

that,

since

daily

the

operation,

in

the

capacity

has increased fully 23 per cent.
The machine to be first seen,

motors

were

of

plant

the

entering,

is

is

also giving much addithe piling and handling of
This is not the
the rough and finished material.
least valuable consideration in a plant where the

the

excellent lighting, but

tional

floor

for

space

ligible

One

feattire which gives particular satisfaction
the owners of the plant is the saving in power
effected by means of electric drive, which they find

own design takes its power from a fivehorsepower motor and is found very useful for
;ertain classes of work.
In the center of the plant is a short line of shaftii g,
driven by a 50-horsepower motor, from whicli
Te belted ij-inch and g-inch stickers, S-inch stickers and a 6-inch sticker.
The 14-inch and g-inch stickers, shown in Fig.
exhibit a number of important improvements.
2,

be very considerable When machines arc not
use they, of course, take no current frorp the
wires, and the load is thus distributed only where
it is absolutely needed at the time, thereby
enabling
the entire system to be operated on only a fraction
of the power that would be required for shafting
continuously run. While the power necessary for
operating this portion of the plant, with all machines running, is 150 horsepower, the average
to
in

pull

care

are used,

the

minute.
is

While
power is greater
machine. Four speeds

pulling

than on the ordinary six-roll

A

tight

—

44, 49, 53 and 70 feet per
and loose pulley 16 by 8 inches

of feed are furnished
used.

right of the surfacer is a combination
band rip (Fig. 2) and resaw, belted directly from
a 20-horsepower motor.
This machine, which lends
itself
particularly to the advantages of electric
drive, can be quickly changed from a resaw to
a rip saw, or vice versa. It is used for all kinds of
resawing within its capacity of "14 inches in width
and 16 inches in thickness, for which purpose it has
practically all the advantages of a vertical band

At the

In addition, the construction of the feed
such that a thick cant or plank may be resawed into thin lumber without any adjustment.
A variable friction feed is used, having a range of
24 to <So feet per minute for resawing and 40 to
200 feet per minute for ripping. The driving pulley is 20 inches in diameter by 6^2-inch face.
Placed in various corners of the room are seven
swinging cut-off saws, each belted to a threehorsepower motor, and near one end are two 12inch rip saws, each driven by belting from a 10horsepower motor.
For cutting off all lengths and kinds of rough
lumber or timber, motor-driven swing saws are
rapidly coming into favor.
The frame of each of
the saws above mentioned is cast in one piece, of
the best design to insure rigidity and strength,
cored for lightness and counterbalanced by a weight
for easy operating.
It swings on turned extensions
of the hanger bearings.
Saws up to 30 inches in
diameter are used.
resaw.
roll

is

The motor-driven self-feeding rip-saw tables are
of particular value, because of the variety of work
to

which

they

can

be

applied.

Each

machine

is

GENERATING PLANT IN CHICAGO W^OOD-

FIG. 3.

WORKING EST.ABLISHMENT.
by electric drive,
"wide-open" feaThis consists of throwing the shaving hood
ture.
and chip breaker back across the machine
the
hinged pressure bars turning upward and the rear
table beyond the lower head dropping, thus allowthe

use

of which
being

among them

is

facilitated

tlie

so-called

;

ing

access

free

to

whenever desirable, and a "double-quick" adjustment of the side-heads by which much time is
saved.

All sawdust and shavings are effectually removed
from the machines, freed from dirt, and carried
to the furnace by a system which includes an 80inch blower driven by a 40-horsepower motor.

This

is

a

right-hand,

grooved for
alternator

cutter

heads, for setting,
sharpening or adjusting the knives. In front of
the two top feed rolls there is a lever, which allows the operator to raise his rolls off the work
all

top

discharge

fan

17 ropes, from which an Allis-Chalmers
(Fig. 3)
(with belted exciter of the
build, which also runs the lights)
From the generator electric current "en-

same company's

driven.
erated at 440 volts, three-phase. 60 cvcles, is carried over well-insulated wires run through
iron
conduits (grounded by wires leading to the nearest
water pipe), to a distributing switchboard in the
new shop, whence the motor circuits branch off
to the various departments.
With each motor is
installed an Albs-Chalmers potential starter,
which
IS
prac.ically "fool-proof." inasmuch as it
is
arranged that it is impossible to throw it from
the
off
to the "running" position without first
pass
ing through the starting position.
IS

_

vertical

of.

In addition to the motors mentioned above, others
are reserved for use in the yards, where they may
be located at any point convenient to the work,
which is principally the operation of rip saws!
conveyors, etc. This illustrates one of the advantages of the electric system, viz., its great flexibility and the ease with which power
generated
at a central plant, frequently located some
distance
frorn the work, can be applied to any
purpose
required.
Induction motors, such as those furnished by Allis-Chalmers Company for the
MearsSlayton Lumber Company, are adapted to remote
control and can be installed and operated
even in
places not readily accessible.
.A-mong the machines on the ground floor of the
old shop are a 60-inch sander, belt-driven (which
takes 25-horsepower), a panel planer, panel
Sanders, panel raisers, a turning lathe
and a 50-inch
blower, the last named being direct-connected
to
a 25-horsepower motor.
About 150 horsepower is
used here and on the three floors above
which are
filled with
lighter tools.
The 16-foot elevator is
run by a motor of 10 horsepower.
Among the electrically driven machines not already mentioned are tenoners, spindle shapers
additional rip saws, a 24-inch pony
planer, emery
grinder, large band saw and various
accessory apparatus, operated by motors ranging
in size from
2 to 35 horsepower.
Steam is generated in three Erie boilers placed
over furnaces of a special design built bv George
Guhckson of Chicago The prime mover is an iS
by 42-inch Allis engine, with
14-foot
flywheel

A

only four

from the generator does not exceed 70 horseand occasional overloads are easily taken

power,

the arrangement of the feed rolls.

is

what would be needed

to

products are inevitably bulky and cumbersome.
Near this is a 30 by 12-inch double surfacer
(Fig. i), which is also driven by belting from a,
special feature of this
20-horsepower motor.
surfacer

as

for shafting.

pany's

upon

operated by a 20-horsepower motor. The details of this arrangement are
shown in Fig. i. It will be obser\'ed that the
spaces above and around the machine are open, not
only allowing the operatives to take advantage of
a 16-inch sticker, which

are easily adapted to side wall or ceiling
mounting, which is ordinarily the most convenient
arrangeemnt in a woodworking shop.
A hand-feed rip-saw of the Mears-Slaylon Comtliey

,.
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a

to

close

in

this

issue

running in weekly installments in the Western
Electrician for a little over a year. We know that
many readers will regret the ending of this series
of practical, elementary articles, which has been
very popular, but of course the end had to be
reached in due course. No one who has read the
installments carefully can fail to have" increased in
some particular his knowledge of electric light and
electric power in principle and practice.
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which
Apparently the meaning is

anything."

we

'slangism'

are assured that

no slamgoozling about this particular proposition.
No doubt this alarming word was the invention of an "ad" writer, merely striving to
there

is

according to his lights

attention

deliberately impute
sins

it

American

to

enough of

own

its

but

;

why

which has
answer for?

slang,
to

Electricity generated in Canada

is imported into
Niagara Falls, as is well
the
known. The question whether this importation
should be subject to customs duty has been dis-

United

States

at

and now it bids fair to come before the
Board of United States General Appraisers and the
federal courts. There is no provision in the present tariff law for electricity, and while the schedule
cussed,

contains a so-called "similitude" clause, as well as
section

a

and manufactured

of

ers

It

articles,

were

rently do not, or
tricity.

unenumerated

covering

appears

electricity

these provisions appar-

not, intended to

that various
in

unmanufactured
cover elec-

American produc-

neighborhood of Buffalo

the

taken exception to the competition of the
current generated on the Canadian side of the Falls.
It is contended by the complaining electric-power

have

companies that the foreign product should be held
dutiable under some paragraph of the tariff.
Evidently a fine point

power

is

intangible

is

and

is

the

apparently comes into competition

can-made product of

like character

other hand,

the

an Ameriwhich demands

As a matter of fact, nearly
Canadian-generated current sent

if

not

into

all

this

country comes from a power plant built and owned
by American capital and planned by American engineers.
But that fact does not affect the principle
involved, which is a novel one. Our recollection
the Treasury Department has held previis that
ously that imported electricity is not dutiable, but
probably the question has never been decided by
the courts.

A

SUGGESTION of much interest comes from England. It is that the name "kelvin" be adopted for
the kilowatt-hour or (in England) Board of Trade
unit.
The kilowatt-hour, being a measure of practical electrical work, is one of the most frequently
used of all the electrical units and one with which
the general public is perhaps as familiar as any

The proposal that the memory of Lord
Kelvin be honored by applying his name to this

other.

unit

is

now

revived, for

number of years

it

was

originally

made

Mirch srth and

New

aCth.

Li^ht As»ocialion (annual
Hotel, Chicago, May 19th to sad.
Electric

convention),

to

with

"k"

the

letter

"kn"

or

k,

may

it

for

when

cause

con-

with "kw" (kilowatt) or "kva" (kilovoltampere). But perhaps one of the duties of the

commission

will be to find a simpler expression
"kilovolt-ampere" and so abolish it. Again,
"Kelvin" is part of a title of distinction; "Thomson" was the man's patronymic. Volta, Ampere,

for

Ohm,

Watt,

names

so

units,

far

men

the

Henry and

Faraday,

perpetuated
as

we

thus

the

in

the

all

international

other

electrical

are aware, are the surnames

There may be some

honored.

doubt which should be chosen in this case.
The subject is one of considerable importance,
for the word "kelvin," if it should be finally sanctioned by international agreement, will be in daily

among

use

practical

men.

electrical

Such objec-

may

be to the word should therefore
be carefully considered at the present time, before
tions as there

the recommendation

is finally adopted by the comNowhere, we are sure, will there be any
lack of disposition to do ungrudging honor to_ Lord
Kelvin
the only question will be whether the

mission.

;

adoption of the
view, be in

line

new name
with

in

will,

points

all

of

nomenclature, not
language, but in German,
scientific

only

in the
English
French, Italian and all others which have electrical
significance.

In

selecting

"Public

Service"

subject to be discussed at

York next week the American
Engineers

trical

are of

to

general

the

Institute

be commended.

more importance

One

try.

is

as

annual dinner

its

in

New

of

Elec-

Few

topics

to the people of this coun-

of the speakers,

it

be observed,

will

is

Frank W. Stevens, chairman of the Public
Service Commission of the State of New York
for the Second District.
Mr. Stevens will speak
Mr.

on "State Control of the Public-service CorporaPast and Present," and as he may naturally
be expected to refer to the new public-service law
in New York state, which he and the other commissioners are charged to execute, he will no doubt
have something of interest to say. Mr. Stevens
made a favorable impression when he spoke at the
joint meeting of the Street Railway Association
of the State of New York and the Empire State
Gas and Electric Association in New York city
last October.
His f airmindedness may be j udged
by the following quotation from his speech on that
tions,

occasion

it

with'"

protection.

of

Electric

not covered, probably,

On

the tariff classification.

in

involved here.

a

ago, during the great man's life-

"The object of the law

is
to promote justice
and no man can conscientiously observe the oath of office which he took,
if, in order to correct one
injustice, he perpetrates
another. Corporations have their legal rights, and
they should be protected in them. I wish to state
with the utmost emphasis that I do not believe that
any commission or commissioners who will ever
be appointed in the state of New York, under the
law which is now upon the statute books, will upon
any occasion attempt to right one wrong by doing
another. I have no hesitation in making a statement of that character, and I have no fear that
any person will for a moment say that I am in
sympathy with corporations and am not in sym-

and to prevent

injustice,

pathy with the people, because I believe that a true
sympathy with 'the people requires that the ideal
which the commission should have before it should
be to promote the efficiency of the corporations
to the utmost; and when corporations are- efficient,
when they perform the duties with which they are
charged and which they ought to perform, I do
not believe that they need fear for a moment that
the American people will not always be wilHng to
grant them a just and reasonable and a generous
reward for the service which they render."

Mr

Stevens realizes that the public-service cor-

porations

may have abused

these abuses

their

should be corrected

rights,
;

and that

but nevertheless

Writing to the London Times Engineering
Supplement of January 29th, Col. R. E. Crompton,

these rights exist, and, as he says,

president of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
announces that "proposals will shortly be made to
perpetuate his connection with the electrical in-

perhaps he does, he reflects the spirit of the publicservice commissions of the two districts (and under the statute the men who administer the law

time.

dustry by giving the

name

of 'kelvin' to the com-

mercial unit of electrical energy hitherto

known

in

',
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recently
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electrical

was explained, was "an American

attract
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it
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country as the Board of Trade unit and abroad
chiefly as the kilowatt-hour." These proposals will
this

no doubt be

laid

before

International

the

Stand-

Commission in due form.
American electrical engineers will be sure to give
this proposal a cordial welcome and careful consideration.
Aside from honoring a man whom all
delight to honor, the word "kelvin," with two
syllables, is shorter
and more euphonious than
ardization

"kilowatt-hour,"

with

four.

It

is

rather

unfortu-

to

commit one wrong

to

correct

it

will not

another.

If,

do
as

arc given a wide latitude for the exercise of their

judgment), the attitude of the corpoand the commissions toward each other
should be, and no doubt will be, one of mutual
respect and of friendliness. Well managed, the
commission plan will make for good for the good
of the public not only, but that of the companies
individual

rations

—

well.
It should not be forgotten that, in the'
language of Everett W. Burdctt of Boston, "the
public is best served where the corporations arc
most prosperous, and the corporations are most

as

prosperous

where the public

is

best

served."
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Pacific Gas and Electric Company Completes Its Control In 25 Counties.

On Jnmiary
Conipariy
Inist

of

the
file

completes

wliich

counties

,"5

aii<l

ElccUic

San Francisco a deed
transaction

the

electric

California,

in

tins

Pacilic
in

company the control of

Ihit
in

301I1

placed on

givinR

and Ras plants

inchidinj;

San

I'ran-

Alameda, Santa Clara, Sacramento, Alpine,
Amador, lUitte, Calaveras, Colusa, Contra Costa,
Porado, Marin, Napa, Nevada, Placer, Plnmas,
]:!
S.in Joaipiin, San Maico, Solano, Sonoma, Sntter,
Tuolunme, Volo and Vuba counties. This action

cisco,

was

a step in carrying cnt the

ing,

which

is

being put

new

plan of financinto operation as rapidly

bond issue of this system was tlie CaliGas and Electric general mortgage and collateral trust issue, made in March, 1903, for $10,IXX3.000. substantially all of those bonds being issued
last

fornia

acquisition of various propCentral California. Since that
date the growth of the consolidated property has
been very great. The gross earnings of the California corporation for the year 1907 amounted to
more than $8,000,000, as compared with $2,888,000
gross for the year ending February 29, 1904, the
lirst full year of operation of the consolidated company. This gain in earning power represents a
Iren^cndous increase in the property owned, power
generated, etc., on account of the great development
of the territory served, extension of the system
into new territory, building of electric railroads,
cement works and other large users of power.
A permanent financing of these expenditures has
been postponed from time to time, resulting in
the creation of considerable floating indebtedness,
notwithstanding large investments by stockholders.
The investments in the property by stockholders
since the great lire have amounted to no less than
$4,000,000, including appropriations out of earnings

time

that

at

for

the

throughout

erties

new construction and the proceeds on assessment of the stock of the Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, the holding company.
The present plan of permanent financing involves
the authorization of a new unifying and refunding
for

30-year mortgage, with an authorized issue of $45,-

Of this total authorized issue, $30,282,000
reserved with the trustee for the retirement of
an equal amount of bonds now outstanding, representing 18 dififerent issues of five and six per cent,
bonds.
Of the remainder, $3,055,000 has been sold to an

000,000.
is

eastern syndicate and the proceeds will be used to
refund the floating obligations of the corporation.
The balance of $11,663,000 is reserved, and can be
sold, according to the terms of the new mortgage,
at not less than 90 to provide for 85 per cent, of
the actual cost of future construction and new

property acquired.
The numerous plants of this system have an aggregate capacity of 90,000 horsepower in hydroelectric
development and 33.000 horsepower in
steam-driven and gas-engine-driven plants in San
Francisco and Oakland. Many hundred miles of
high-tension electric transmission lines cover a large
portion of California.

Death of William Lahmeyer.
Germany has

lost one of the pioneers of its
flourishing electrical industry. At the comparatively
early age of 49 years Wilhelm Lahmeyer died in

Bonn on December
ment to

this

effect

9th
has

German contemporaries,

last.

A. belated announce-

appeared

in

one

of

our

London Electrical
Lahmeyer was the son

says the

Engineer of January 24th.
of a mining official in Clausthal. His initial experience in engineering work was obtained in connection with the mine plant. After his early schooling in Clausthal he studied mathematics in Gottingen and Gieszen, then devoted his attention to
electrotechnics
in
Hanover and Aix-Ia-Chapelle.
The invention of an arc lamp by him resulted in
the establishment of the firm of Garbe, Lahmeyer
& Co. at Aix-la-Chapelle. This firm soon took up
the manufacture of dynamo-machinery, and proved
very successful.
"The chief service which Lahmeyer rendered the
electrical industry," says the English journal, "was
in designing and introducing with splendid tenacity
the Lahmeyer dynamo.
This machine differed confor instance,
siderably from any of its prototypes
and must be rethe flat-ring and horseshoe types
garded as the standard design for all modern continuous-current machines. In the autumn of iSgo
Lahmeyer founded the firm of W. Lahmeyer & Co. at
Frankfort-on-the-Main, now the Felten-GuilleaumeLahmeyer Works, which, unlike the Aix-la-Chapelle
establishment, is laid out for the manufacture of
the largest machines.
Lahmeyer attempted to solve
the problem of electrical power distribution with
the help of high-tension continuous-current and ro-

—

tary

transformers,

and

obtained

—

a

considerable

We

need but recall here Ihc
continuoiiK-currcnt transmission line from
DiTenbaeli to the electrical exiiibilioii at Frankfort
in
iKtji.
When iiolypliase currents begtin to he
talked of in i8*;i L:ilniicyer at once recoKni/cd their
im|)or(ance, and by securing the liaselwandcj' patents established a right to manufacture polyphase
machines. Ills labors in this lield were also rewarded with complete success. The great firm at
b'rankfort and its miinerons branches remain to
perpetuate liis fame."

2,(xx)-voll,

Economy

In

Hotel Wiring.

The conditions which apply
modern high-class hotel arc

to

the

wiring of a

peculiarly

favor.able

design of an economical circuit Layout.
The duplication of room arrangements on different
floors allows a symmetrical layout of risers, feeders and distributing circuits; and if the conduits
are located so that the runs to the various groups
of lights are of the minimum length consistent
with flexible control, a well-rounded and efficient
wiring scheme is practically certain. The opportunity exists in installations of this character to
save money on the first cost of wiring, including
controlling switches and conduits, without increasing
the maximum voltage drop beyond the two or three
per cent, acceptable in good practice.
the

to

as possible.

The

measure of success.
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"Public Service" Dinner of the Institute.
As mentioned last week, Ihc animal dinner of
American Iniililute of Electrical F-uginccrs will
be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
city, on the evening of Wednesday, February KjlU,
htginning at seven o'clock. The occasion will he
designated as the "Piihlic Service Dinner," anil
among the speakers who have promised responses
to toasts arc many men prominently idenlifieil with
pnhllc-scrvicc utilities either as members of commissions or operating heads of large utilities organizations.
The price of the dinner will he $s,
not including wine or cigars. As usual, ladies will
be present.
Guests will he sealed at small tables
accommodating eight persons.
The dinner committee is composed of Robert T. Lozier, chairman;
A. A. Gray, Frederick C. Bates and George H.
Guy.
Mr. H. G. Slott, the president of the Inslilulc,
will be toastmaster, and toasts will be responded
to as follows:
Walter C. Kerr, New York, "The
Ethics of Public Service;" Theodore P. Shonts,
the

.

New
lic;"

York, "The Electric Railways and the PubFrank W. Stevens, "Stale Control of the Pub-

point of economical illumination of sullicient quan-

and Present ;" Charles
R. Huntley, Buffalo. "The Electric-lighting Companies and the Public;" B. A. Behrcnd, Cincinnati,
".Altruism versus Egoism in Publfc Service;" T. C.
Martin. New York, "The Technical Press and the
Public;" Charles P. Steinmelz, Schenectady, "The

A"
to meet the requirements of good service.
single drop light of 16 candlepower, with no shade,

be present

In many of the older hotel installations the location of chamber lights is inferior from the viewtity

hung in the middle of a hotel room, represents
about the extreme of poor illumination, regardless
of the size of the room. Installations of this kind
are seldom provided with wall switches, and the
wiring is
necessarily
simple
inexpensive,
and
whether the distribution is effected by branches
from a single corridor line feeding to the right
and lef: from the main circuit or by connections
through the walls of adjoining rooins.
The best modern installations provide for a central cluster of lamps in each room with diffusing
shades, one or more wall-bracket outlets at the
dressing table or mirrors, automatic closet lighting,
one or two lamps in private bathrooms and possibly a drop
light with
flexible connection
for
table use. The wiring reqdirements call for the
installation of a wall switch at the inside of the
door of each room, to obviate moving about in the
dark, and the provision of separate keys or switches
for the various auxiliary lamps.
If the mains are run down the corridors, the
wall switches can be included in the feed of each
room without extra complication, provided that
accessible keys are located in the sockets of the
lamps in the central overhead cluster. In case the
latter are too high above the floor for easy reach,
and it is desired to operate one or more of the
side lights independently, a separate branch must
be run from the main to the auxiliary outlets
without connecting with the main switch at the

lic-service Corporations, Past

Engineer and the Public."

will

Direct Current Selected for Railway Operation in Belgium.
Mr. Frank J. Spraguc, the well-known consulting engineer of New York, has just received confirmation by cable from Mr. Bertrand, administrator of traction and material for the Belgian
State Railways, that after long investigation it has
been decided to adopt direct current and the third
rail for the initial electric-railway equipment at the
Pare de Laeken, near Brussels.
This decision was made in accordance with the
recommendations of a report by Mr. Em. Uytborck, electrical engineer of the government railways, who some months ago visited the United
States and spent considerable time investigating
the operation of the New York Central, New Haven
and other installations, visiting the various manufacturing companies and fully acquainting himself
with the state of direct-current and single-phase

development

this country.

in

License has been taken on behalf of the Belgian government to use the Wilgus-Sprague type
of protected third rail, and orders for much of the
necessary material have already been placed in this
country.
•

This decision, made

and

in

opposition to the strong
near-by German engineers,
of the claim made for single-phase
regarded as of more than ordinary

influence

technical

face

operation,

door.

Governor Hughes

possible.

if

is

in

of

importance.

very desirable to be
able to light any combination of the lamps in each
room, and the additional cost of a circuit subdivision is small if the minimum wiring is sketched on
paper with care before it is installed. Distribution
for corridor mains enables the room circuits to be
laid out with the least copper and conduit material
for a given flexibility of operation, no doubling
back to the door switch being necessary in connection with the central cluster. The use of corridor mains renders each room independent of any
other in regard to interruptions, which is an im-

Organized three years ago for the advancement
of the science of engineering by bringing together
those interested and by the reading and discussion
of papers, the Engineers' Society of Milwaukee has
now 107 members and is in a flourishing condition.
For the season of 1908 it has arranged for discussions of various subjects, as "Electric Motor Controlling Devices," "Steam Shovels and Dredges,"
"The Recent International Balloon Race" and

portant point in hotel service.

others.

a high-class

In

The use of a
ridor and room
case

in

repairs

hotel

it

is

single size
distribution

are

of wire in hotel
is

necessary.

cor-

a great convenience
It

is

desirable,

so

is practicable, to use the same size in mains
and risers. It pays to figure the cost and voltage
drop of several schemes of local circuit arrangement from the bus-bars of each distribution and
cut-out cabinet. If a fuse blows, on account of a
short-circuit in the wiring of any single room, it
ought 'not to cut out adjoining rooms on the same

far as

•

main.
not,

The

cost of fusing each

room

separately

is

some

Subdivision of circuits is desirable in the wiring
of dining rooms, assembly halls, lobbies and public
corridors, and the saving in current made possible
by a flexible switch installation may easily pay
for the extra wiring necessary in the case of a
large
cuit

A number of the electrical engineers of
Milwaukee belong to the society, which is a mem-

ber

of

the

Following

is

President,

Burkett;

Association of Engineering Societies.
a list of the names of the officers

S.

L.

public room. Symmetry of distribution-cirarrangement is on the whole the most eco-

nomical.

G.

treasurer,

Knox
E.

P.

:

vice-president,

Worden;

C.

secretary,

W.
W.
W.

directors, W. G. Starkweather, F.
A. E. Manchester, Thomas W. Capen, R. E.
Newton, C. A. Cahill, M. A. Beck, George P.
Dravo, James De Voy.

Fay Martin

;

Ells,

Chicago Suburban Railways Consoli-

as a rule, prohibitive in first-class houses, but

cases the chance of such short-circuits is
so remote that it may be as well to fuse a group
of rooms together.
in

Engineers' Society of Milwaukee

dated.
of the Calumet Electric RailwayCompany and the South Chicago City Railway Company is said to have been ettected. Improvements
are intended and the new company, to be known as
the Calumet and South Chicago Electric Railway
Company, Avill seek a new ordinance covering the
consolidation. The two companies operate south of
Sixty-third Street and the properties are said to
represent a value of about $5,000,000.
]Mr. H. M.
Sloan of the Calumet company, well known to
electrical men, will no doubt remain as general
manager of the Consolidated company.

Consolidation

:

;
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International Electrical Standardization.
In an article in tlie London Times Engineering

Supplement of January agtli Col. R. E, Crompton,
president of the Britisli Institution of Electrical
Engineers, gives some interesting information on
of
the" subject of the international standardization
the nomenclature and ratings of electrical appaMuch that he says is faratus and machinery.
miliar to readers of the AVestern Electrician, but
interest:
of
the following will be
the
jMr. A. P. Trotter, the electrical adviser to
Board of Trade, is now engaged in drawing up a
indusglossary of the terms, in general use in the
as
try, with full explanations attached to each', so
The commission will
to avoid future ambiguity.
eventually publish the glossary of electrical technical terms in English and in French, and it is
believed that the other national committees will,
under the authority of the International Commission, draft and publish authorized translations of
these terms into the language of their own country
as well as in the official languages of the commission.

In order that work of this kind should meet with
success it is necessary that complications should be
eliminated wherever possible, and the fact that the
official international languages have been restricted
French and English— is a great s;ep toto two
ward simplification and augurs well for the ultimate success of this great undertaking.
It must not be forgotten that the work in each
country will be carried out nationally. Each national
committee will itself prepare its own translation
of the suggestions circulated by any of the national
committees through the central office which thinks
fit
to take initiative in any portion of the work
The duty of the International
of standardization.
Commission will be to see that no errors creep in
during the process of translation. As soon as this
glossary of terms and definitions has been prepared
and translated, then and then only will the more
difficult matter of the standardization of electrical
machinery be entered upon.
It is acknowledged that the international agreement with regard to the electrical machinery itself
will be a much more difficult matter to deal with,
but if it be approached in the friendly spirit wdiich
has characterized the whole course of the discussions, verbal and by correspondence, which have
hiiherto taken place on this question of international standardization, we have good reason to believe that a useful result wmII be arrived at by a
The Interreasonable amount of give and take.
national Commission, being a permanent body, any
rules internationally adopted will be open to revision from time to time.
Lord Kelvin's position was so pre-eminent in the
international world of science that his election as
It is
the first president was a matter of course.
pleasing to be able to "add that proposals will
shortly be made to perpetuate his connection with
the electrical industry by giving the name of "kelvin" 10 the commercial unit of electrical energy
hitherto known in this country as the Board of
Trade unit and abroad chiefly as the kilowatt-hour.

—

Annual Report of Western Electric
Company.
All

of the

old

directors

were re-elected

at

the

annual meeting of the Western Electric Company
Secretary H. A. Halin Chicago on February 6th.
•iigan presented the following annual report to the
stockholders

"The company's .sales for the fiscal year ended
November 30, 1907, were $52,724,168, as compared
with $69,245,332, for the previous 3'ear, a decrease
of 23.9 per cent.
"This reduction in the volume of business was
due chiefly to the decrease in the sales to the Bell
telephone companies, which made very large expenditures for new construction in 1906. A single
statement will illustrate the great decline in this
business. The sales to the telephone companies for
the last six months of 1907 were about one-third
the sales for the same period of 1906.
"The reduction in the volume of this business
has left us wiih large stocks of merchandise and
a large amount of idle plant. The merchandise
inventories have been taken according to the same
policy which has been followed for many years,
and the work of taking the inventory has been
carried on by employes who have done this work
for a number of years.
"The inventory valuations of the merchandise
represent conservative and fair values for (he merchandise on hand at the end of the year (November 30, 1907), and they do not cover any reserve
for a further reduction in the volume of business
or fall in prices of material during the coming
year.

"Our other business in this country and our
business was of a greater volume and
made about the same rale of profit as in previous
years. Taking the business of the company for
foreign

the year as a whole, no profits have been earned,
and the dividends to the amount of $1,200,000 have
iwcn paid from the surplus. This result is due to
the combination of general con<litions, chief am-mg
which are the increased proportion of expense to
sales, due to the sudden falling off of sales, the
reduction in the price of merchandise slocks, due
to overstocks, and falling off in prices of labor

and material entering' into these stocks, and to
high rates of interest on our large indebtedness
a year ago.
"The indebtedness of tlie company has beer,
duced during the year by $io,6qo,oco, while
cash and receivables are more than sufficient
"

pay

February
the
of
re-

the
to

liabilities.

all

''In December, 1907, there were in the company's
employment 16,259 people, as compared with 26,in December, 1906, a decrease of 40 per cent.
"It is expected that our volume of business for
1908 will be smaller than for 1907, owing to the

03S

prevailing financial conditions."

"Don'ts" for Users of Electrical Instruments.
[From Electricity

of London, rearranged, with additions, by Mr.
R. C. Lanphier of Springlield. 111.]

Don't stand a moving- coil instrument on top
of an excited dynamo unless you have no further
use for it.
2. Don't connect up an ammeter without its shunt,
or a voltmeter without its external resistance. It
will only "cost you more."
an ammeter onto its
3. Don't forget to connect
shunt.
A moving-coil instrument does riot want
much current, but it can do with just a little.
an ammeter across the mains
4. Don't connect
as you would a voltmeter You won't hurt the generator much, but the instrument.
connect a voltmeter onto an ammeter
5. Don't
shunt.
Nothing will happen if you do; that's just
1.

—

the trouble.
6.

file
up a shunt because it won't fit.
increase the djop; and a "drop" too much

Don't

You'll

good for anybody.

isn't
7.

Don't bolt a shunt onto the back stem of a

fuse and blame

it

for getting hot.
or add to the length

1908

15,

27. Don't, when sending particulars of your requirements to the manufacturer, give as few, but
as many, as possible.
He is pretty good at conundrums, but might guess wrong.
28. Don't be
afraid to consult the instrument
maker when you are in a hole. He does not know
everything, but he earns his bread and butter by
knowing all about instruments.
29. Don't forget that you deal in amperes and
volts just as a grocer deals in tea and sugar. He
cannot afford to be without a good pair of scales,
neither can you without accurate testing instruments.
trouble about these "don'ts" if you
30. Don't
think you know all about measuring instruments
but if you do, don't, because you don't.

Hydro-electric Development at Marble
Falls, Tex.
What is said to be the largest hydro-electric
in the Southwest is being installed on the
Colorado River at Marble Falls, 40 miles northwest of Austin, Tex.
There are natural falls in
the river at the point and a natural dam of granite
is to be raised to a height of 36 feet by the con-

plant

The

struction of a cap of reinforced concrete.
tric

power generated

elec-

will be transmitted to Austin,

San Antonio and many smaller towns throughout
Large
granite quarries are being worked near Marble
Falls and the power from the hydro-electric plant
will also be used to operate the machinery of these
quarries. The lake formed by the construction of
the dam will be the largest body of fresh water

the central and southwestern parts of Texas.

in the

Southwest.

It is

planned to make

a great

it

pleasure resort.

of leads
8. Don't reduce
furnished with a shunted ammeter or wattmeter
for connecting to shunt. If j'ou do, you will make
your meter record high or low.
9. Don't abuse the maker because your ammeter
is off zero.
He has given you a simple means to
rectify this.
You might just as well send for a
clockmaker because your watch was five minutes

The concern which

is

ereciing this plant

the Granite Manufacturing

Company.

G.

is

called

W. Voires

manager.
is
It
stated that the company has
planned to establish a number of manufacturing
is

plants in the vicinity of the

power

include cotton and woolen mills,

oil

These
and flour

station.

mills

mills.

fast.

that a watoh won't go until
up, nor will a voltmeter until connected in

Don't

10.

wound

forget

Don't

11.

expect

a

voltmeter

to

work with

a

blown or absent fuse in series. The resistance of
a fuse which is not there is sufficiently great to
interfere with the satisfactory working of the instrument.
12. Don't be surprised if a permanent-magnet instrument won't measure alternating current; it begins to hesitate and cannot make up its mind which

way

to go.

connect an alternating-current volt13. Don't
meter, or the pressure coil
of
an alternatingcurrent wattmeter, on a high-potential line without a potential transformer.
put an alternating-current wattmeter
14. Don't
with its series winding directly in a high-tensioy
line on account of danger of grounding.
integrating meter without
15. Don't connect an
putting load on at the start to see if it is in operating condition.
16. Don't forget to release the moving element
by bringing jewel screw to proper position in those
types of integrating meters requiring this.
17. Don't expect integrating meters to run correctly without systematic inspection and test. They
do the best they can, but every machine on earth
requires attention, and a meter is a mighty delicate
machine.
forget that there is a difference be18. Don't
tween a recording wattmeter and an integrating
wattmeter.
The manufacturer can supply you with
either, but would like to know which yon want.
Don't
expect an instrument to read if it has
19.
a pointer catch holding the pointer to zero. Some
instruments are so provided, and it is considered
good practice to release it.
20. Don't send away a switchboard with the instruments bolted on to it. If you have ever traveled by freight train, sitting on a marble scat, yoq

understand why.
Don't open up an instrument just to "see
It probably won't do so any longer.
it works."
Instruments are apt to resent the intrusion, hence

will

21.

how

the seals.
22. Don't suppose that an instrument is scaled
because the manufacturer is ashamed of the inside.
It is because he is proud of it. The seals arc really
provided for the prolcction of the user, if he only

knew

a

in

coal

mine.

—

It

makes the coal look so
first week; after ihal. it's

for the
dirty beside it
the other way round,
ihink that workiup- instructions are
25. Don't
You may know all
sent out merely to worry you.

reading rliem. or you may think
not always cjuile the same thing.
26. Don't drop a meter and then tell the maker
He may not know as much as you,
yon didn't.
but he docs know a little, and he keeps a tame
Sherlock Holmes who is a perfect marvel.

about

you

Light Rates Suggested
ordinance

In

Chicago.

before the committee on gas, oil
and electric light of the Chicago Council running
to the Commonwealth Edison Company.
It fixes
is

the rates for current for a period of five years and
also the compensation to the city.
As drawn, the
rate 'per- kilowatt-hour for the first 30 hours' use

month of the maximum demand is 15 cents
and not more than 13 cents for
the next four.
For consumption in excess of 30
hours per month the charge is fixed at nine cents
per

for the first year

for the first year, eight cents for the second and
seven for the last three.

Rates for occasional or emergency use are not
be governed by the schedule in the ordinance,
but the company can fix them arbitrarily.
The
to

company agrees

to put its wires

underground when

so ordered by the city and lo pay three per cent,

compensation on

all of its business.
Consideration of the terms of the ordinance was
to have been taken up by the committee this week.
It
was drawn by Assistant Corporation Counsel
Miller and William G. Eeale, counsel for the Edison company.

Oak Park Elevated

Railroad.

report of the Chicago and Oak Park
Railroad Company for the year ended
1907, was issued to the stockholders last

The annual
Elevated

June
week.

30,

After

meeting

all

expenses

and

charges

there was a deficit in earnings of $63,945. Gross
earnings for the year were $892,569, compared with
$890,554 for the previous year. Operating expenses
were $527,180, against $505,538 th_e year before.
Maintenance and equipment charges increased on
account of an increase of 58,031 miles in train
mileage and 100,660 miles car mileage.
The small increase in passenger earnings is attributed by President Knight to the electrification
of the paralleling Madison Street surface line and
the placing of modern equipment on this and the
Lake Street snrface lines. It is hoped during the
coming year lo bring about an extension of the
company's lines through the territory lying west
of Oak' Park.

it.

Don't lay an oil-damped instrument on its
Il
may bo the
back without emptying out the oil.
very best oil, but it will disagree with the inside.
instrument for
24. Don't specify a brass-cased
23.

use

New
An

circuit.

it

without

— which

do^

is

Western

Pacific Railroad

May Use

Electricity.

A San Francisco dispatch dated February 8lh
says that the Western Pacific Railroad plans to be
the pioneer long-distance railroad in the West to
The dispatch
use electricity as a motive power.
follows:
"The statement was made today upon
the authority of Guy C. Farle. vice-president of tlic
built

from

for motive
perfecting

system."

Power Company

at Big Bend on the
Pacific, now; being
the cast to this city, will use electricity
power. The Western Pacific is now

Great Western
Feather Itiver,

its

tiial

plans

ihe

Western

for

the

electrification

of

its

lu'lini.'irv

WFSTi'RN

loS
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Electric Heating.

LV.
(irawiiifi

Ill

considiTalidii

lirief

(Icscrvi's

ing

SL-rics

of

ol'

tlic

artielus

lo

clusc

a

subject of clcclrlc heat-

Electric-railway

allciilion.

;i

car

lical-

have alrcaily been described under the general

i-rs

of

bead

railways,

electric

and

ibis

ajiplicalion

of

heating was about the earliest form
bea.ing to be extensively adopted in a

lo

electricity

of

lliis

electric

Tbe

When

simple.
kjiul

eUelrie

the

current

a

of resistance inserted

amount of energy
Ibrougli

passing

manner

is

this

of
in

electricity

extremely
has any

circuit

a' certain

luater
its

is

expended by tbe current in
resistance, and this loss of

An electric beater may
energy appears as heat.
therefore be considered merely as a resistance inserted in an electric circuit.
lis
Take, for example, the incandescent lamp.
lilamenl, which has a very liigh resistance, is inserted in an electric circuit and the current passing through this resistance heats it to a temperaThe electric
ture at which it becomes incandescent.
arc, which attains an enormously high temperature,
also anolber example of healing by means of
is
resistance in an electric circuit.
introducing
apparent, however, that neither of tbe
is
It
above examples would be of any commercial value
as heaters, because the temper.ature of the material

that

posed of

in

,1

considerable
small

lengths of

arc

These healing

Ihe rest.

made up
laid

small compact

in

suitably

in

from

elenicnls are frequently
uiiils,

insulated

dis-

convolution or

E:ich

sp.'icc.

it

fold of the wire must, of course, be insiilaleil
all

way.
theory of

eonmicrcial

ChanglriK Alternating to DIroct Current.

\i 11

The lualiiiK clenicnt for ijiesc Irons, iia well aa
for most all of llic lioiischold ulcnuiJB and Hm.ill
tools which are cicclriciilly healed, consists either
of iron wire or of very narrow lliin iron ribbon
which can be wound in coils or folded up in siicli
a

wliicli

pockets

or

are simply
openings in

Ihe apparatus lo be healed.

Cooking

of

ulcnsils

now made

nearly

electrically heated,

all

descriptions

so that

is

it

arc

possible

lo perforin almost

every kind of cooking operation
without the aid of stoves or fire.
Fryslew-pans, baking ovens, broilers,
wallle-

entirely

pans,
irons,

arc

griddles,

wilh

built

and

toasters

double

walls,

many

other

between

utensils

which

must be made of some
capable of attaining a moderately
high temperature without deterioration, and it must
be proporlioned so that the temperature attained
in service will not exceed that which tbe resistance
material can safely carry.
Iron is the metal most commonly used for beater
resistances for the reason that it is cheap and
strong, offers a comparatively high resistance and
may be heated to fairly high temperatures without
In certain applications of
affecting its structure.
electric heating it is necessary to raise the resistance material to such a temperature ibat it would
soon become oxidized and thus gradually be deWhere such high
stroyed it exposed to the air.
temperatures are required it is usual to cover the
resistance with some material which prevents it
coming in contact with the air. This may be done
in various ways, one of the most convenient being
to cover tbe whole resistance with some kind of
enamel, which is baked on at very high temperature, so that all of the material composing tbe resistance is embedded in a solid mass of enamel.
In most cases, however, it is preferable to operelectric heater the resistance

material which

is

lower temperature and to
If' the
use a greater number of heating elements.
heaters are used, for example, to warm the air in
a room, more satisfactory results will be obtained
by using two heaters at a moderate temperature
than by using one heater at a very high temperature, and Ihe heaters which are worked at the
lower temperature will not depreciate nearly so fast
as those worked at the higher temperature.
Electric heaters have -the advantage of being perfectly clean and instantly available.
They do not
vitiate the air and the amount of heat may be regulated at will.
However, unless current can be
obtained at a low price the cost of heating houses
or large buildings will be prohibitive.
Small healers, however, are used to considerable extent for
ate

resistance

the

heating

small

time.

a

bathrooms and other places
only required for short periods

offices,

where the heat
of

at

is

/

The most
is

in

extensive application of electric heating
connection with various household utensils

and small machines requiring heat, and for many
applications the cost is so small in comparison with the advantages offered that its use is
becoming quite widely extended.
of these

Among

domestic utensils the sadiron or flatiron
w^as one of the earliest to be adapted for electric
heating, and at the present time these electric irons
are very widely used. As these irons can be heated
to their proper working temperature in two or
three minutes, and will maintain a uniform temperature as long as the current is turned on. thej' can
be used continuously, or as long as needed, without
further attention.
All of the heat generated is
localized at the particular spot where it is needed
for use, so that there is no heating of the room
or pollution of the atmosphere.
The cost of operating these irons is very trifling and probably
amounts to but little, if any, more than the cost of
running a stove or gas heater for heating several
irons.

G.

K„

\V,

compaims

N

lloiic,

I).:
iJo
allermiiinK

Iraiisfnrin

c»rrent>

li

|,ow

,,,

is

it

not

eleclric-liKht

.'ii.r...i

i

1

i|one

A.VSWBK.

This

(lone

is

very commonly,

e.spccially in Oncenters of Ihe larRcr cilien where allern.iliiiB cnrreni
IS Kcneraled al ji favorably
lociled cenlral slalion

and

iransniiltecl to the suh-slalions lo be
convened
for local (jislrlbiilion.
In almost

direel ciirreni

to

cases Ihu cliange from allcrnaliiig to
direct curis made by machines called rotary
converters
fsee the Western Electrician of March
2.3, 1907, p.
25f).
tn some cases niolor-geiierator scls are
used.
These consist of an allernating-cnrrenl motor driving a direct-current generator.
The mercury-arc
all

rent

(sec the Western KIcetrieian of September
182) is used in special cases. For very

rectifier

1907, p.

7.

small

installations

answer

to L. S.

method

the

S.,

the

given below,

outlined

may

in

the

be used.

heating clcmcnls are enclosed.

The
ing

perfect cleanliness of this

appeal

will

many

to

cnlire absence of coal,

method of cook-

people,

ashes, gas

as

there

is

In many cases tbe work of cooking can be done
much more rapidly by means' of electric heating,
often partially or fully ofTset the extra
cost of this method of beating.
In a broiler, for

both sides of a steak arc presented to
the heating surface at the same time, so that it
may be cooked much more rapidly than if placed
over a fire, and boiling and baking operations are
performed very rapidly because the licat is all confined

in

the

regulated

to

utensil

tbe

suit

and

can

be

almost

instantly

work being performed.

On

the

hand, the economical slow cooking of
"fireless cooker" can be used very w^ell with

tbe

electric

tbe

other

method where

desired.

all cooking utensils provision is made
obtaining different degrees of beat, the usual
arrangement being to permit either a low, a medium or a high heat. This is done by cutting in

In almost

for

or out different sections of resistance, or sometimes
by changing the sections of resistance from series
to parallel connections, or vice versa.

A

number

of electrically heated utensils are exr

tensively used in the manufacture of confectionery,

being very similar to the domestic cooking
utensils previously mentioned.
Among these utensils may be mentioned peanut roasters, candy cookers, chocolate kettles, dipping tables, vacuum ketthese

tles,

L.

S.

Si.

S.,

Charles,

III.:

Is

there

a

contriv-

ance by which one can charge a storage battery
from a drop light that uses an alternating current?

Answeh.

will

instance,

nating Lighting Circuit.

!

flame or dirt or

odor of any kind.

which

Charging Storage Batteries from Alter-

an

.'\

composing the resistance is so high that it would
In order to produce a practical
(piickly burn up.

c^uestions and answers.

The
light

simplest device for ^such a circuit as a drop

an electrolytic

is

rectifier,

otherwise

known

"aluminum cell." This contains as electrodes a
plate of aluminum and one of iron or carbon in
a

as

ammonium

solution of

borate, bicarbonate, or phosbest results are obtained with a solution of ammonium borate made as follows:
Dissolve one pound of crystallized boric acid in
10
phate.

The

quarts

of water and

(specific gravity o.gi).

add one quart of ammonia
This cell acts to check one-

half of the alternating-current wave.
Current can
flow from the iron to the aluminum but not in the

reverse way. A cell of this kind connected in series
with the storage baltery and a lamp or other resistance for adjusting the current and ihis set properly connected across the alternating-current light
circuit
first

A

will

be found to answer the purpose.
efficiency are both low.

Its

and

cost

more

would be a small motor-genwhich would be much more expensive

efficient set

erator unit,

first cost, however.
Owing to the limited current-carrying capacity of a drop-light circuit, all
storage-battery charging from it is very slow unless
the battery Is very small.

in

Definitions of Electrical Units.

etc.

Electric heaters are also used in the printing and'

publishing industry. Tbe meltivg pots in which
tbe type metal for linotype and monotype machines
is
melted can be heated by electricity with more
satisfactory results than by anv other method because Ihe molten metal should be maintained at
a very uniform temperature to produce the best
results.
This uniformity of temperature cannot
be so readily obtained by an3^ other method of
heatin.g because tlie. temperature of tbe electric
heater can be exactly regulated by the operator.
Press heads for stamping and embossing presses
are lar,gely heated by electric heaters, and thev are
difficult to heat satisfactorily by any other method.
Glue pots and dry glue cookers arransred for electric heating are largely used in bookbindin,g work
both separately and in combination with other machines, sucTi as box covering and pamphlet-covering machines where the temperature of the .glue
must be kept verj' constant in order to work properly.

Electrically heated wax trimming knives and ease
warmers are extensively used in the electrot\'Ding
and stereotyping trades, and branding machines,

F.

K.,

Chicago

:

Please define ampere,

volt,

watt.

Answer.

The ampere is the unit of electric current. In
value it is equal to the unvarying current, which,
if passed
through a solution of silver-nitrate in
water, will deposit 0.001118 gram of silver per second.
Roughly, it Is about the current that two

common

l6-candIepower carbon incandescent lamps
on a iio-volt circuit take.

parallel

In

The

volt

tromotive

the unit of electric pressure or elecIt is that pressure which when

is

for.ce.

applied to

a conductor having a resistance of one
(such as a uniform column of mercury 106.3
centimeters long at 0° C. and weighing 144521
grams) will pass through it one ampere of cur1000
rent.
It Is also defined as
of the electromolive
1434
force of a Clark standard cell at 15° C.
Roughly,
It
Is about equal
to the electromotive force of a
Daniell cell.

ohm

The w-att is
work done

the unit of

electric

power.

It

is

sin.geing

one second by a current of one
ampere in a circuit having a difference of pressure
of one volt.
The number of watts expended in a

for electric heating.

at its terminals

machines, calender and drjdng rolls, soldering irons, curling Irons, and In fact nearly all
kinds of apparatus requiring heat have been adapted
In

direct-current

many

cases convenience and cleanliness have
the use of electric heat, wdiile in other
cases the very accurate control of temperature
which It permits has been the chief reason for its
adoption, as it permits of a nicety of regulation
not obtainable by anv other method of heating
dictated

[The

end.l

In the annual appropriation the finance committee
of the Chicago Council will probably provide for
S.500

tbe

additional

electric

street

lights.

These

will

be supplied with current from the Lock-port plant
of the Sanitary District, and some of them will
replace gas lights.

in

circuit

is the product of the volts
by the amperes passing through it.

I

The

of a horsepower.

w'att is

746

The Chilean government

is studying the possibilof changing the first and second sections of
the state raihvays for the use of electrical instead
of steam power.
The first section connects Valparaiso with Santiago and is about 100 miles long,
and the second section extends from Santiago to
Conception and Is about 350 miles in length. Double
track Is being laid on Ihe first section.
At present
the coal bills for the state raihvays are heavy, since
a large proportion of the coal used Is imported at
a high cost.

ity

.
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of Poles in

Consumption

1

906.^

concerning the
consumption of poles during 1906 is based upon
than the
rather
purchased
of
poles
the number
It seems
actual number produced during the year.
safe to assume, however, that the two were pracInquiries were sent out to more
tically identical.
than '6.000 companies operating telegraph and tele-

The information

this

in

circular

Westinghouse Post Brake

The

which

shown by
1,700,000.

the

merly used.

The

Successful preservatives make possible the use
for poles of a great number of otherwise unsuitable timbers, many of them among the cheaper and

more abundant woods.

from which the supply of chestnut
drawn are even narrower. A small terri-

regions
is

mill

;

from California.

With the regions of supply so restricted, transThe cost
portation becomes an important factor.
of the pole is sometimes doubled by freight charges.
This difficulty is obviated in a measure by the use
of local woods, cypress and pine in the Southern
states, for instance, and chestnut and juniper in
On the Pacific Coast cedar is
the Atlantic states.
supplemented to a considerable extent by pine and
But such local supplies are insufficient
redwood.
and cedar and pine are found everywhere.
There are no data available which show even approximately the quantity of cedar still standing in
this country or Canada to ineet the enormous demand of 2,000,000 poles each year. It is certain,
however, that whi^n the present supply is exhausted
will be gone forever, since the cedar, though it
it
reproduces fairly well, grows so slowly that other
kinds of trees, chestnut, for instance, will be more
profitable to produce by systematic management.

In an average value per pole at the point of purThis is due not to
chase, pine stands highest.
greater intrinsic value of the wood, but to the
poles as compared
pine
of
large
greater proportion
Oak shows the lowest average
with other kinds.
value.
The average price per pole for all kinds of
timber in the United States was $2.65. Round poles
brought an average of $2.63 and sawed poles $4.22
each.

Cedar and chestnut are the principal trees cut
round poles pine and redwood the chief ones
Redwood is seldom found small enough
sawed.
The sapwood of pine deto use for round poles.
cays rapidly consequently a sawed pine pole from
which the sapwood has been removed will last
longer than a round one.
;

for Rolling-

Motor.

The latest addition to the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company's list of apparatus for
rolling mills is an improved brake especially designed to meet the severe requirements of motor
work in iron and steel-mill service. It is of the
solenoid post type, designated as Westinghouse post
brake type SP.
A brake wheel and two friction shoes are mounted
within a structural frame supported by a steel base,
being controlled by a heavy steel spring and a
solenoid in a cast-steel frame, which completely

embracing parts of Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Virginia and West Virginia, furnishes nearly all of
Cypress poles necessarily come from
these poles.
the South, probably the greater part from the Gulf
from Virginia, the Carolinas and
states
j uniper,
other South Atlantic states. Redwood comes wholly
tory,

fourth.

for

Union.
poles

these statistics, was 3,574,666, valued at $9,471,171
These figures do not
at the point of purchase."
Shorter poles
include pales less than 20 feet long.
are used for local lines and for temporary work, but
they constitute only a small percentage of the total.
In both round and sawed poles cedar ranks first
These two together furnish
and chestnut second.
nearly nine-tenths of all the poles used, cedar supplying about three-fifths and chestnut over one-

1908

simpler and more inexpensive method than was for-

Association,

as

—

phone lines, electric-light and power systems, trolley and street-railway lines, and to railroad companies which operate their own telegraph or teleThe number
Practically all replied.
phone lines.
of poles purchased during the year, as shown by

15,

operates in the Lake
association statistics, was
greater part of the production outside the Lake states can be credited to
two sources Maine and the adjoining states, including the Adirondacks in New York, and the
Idaho cedar territory. From these districts cedar
poles are shipped to practically every state in the

men's

states,

more than

.

February

encloses

the

The brake

coil.

is

built

entirely

of

;

The

class of poles takes
redwood poles, three-fifths

shortest" or 25-foot

.

of
three-fourths of the
the cedar, one-half of the chestnut, and two-fifths
cypress
the
quantities
are
juniper.
With
of the
more evenly distributed among the 25, 30 and 35foot sizes.
The accompanying table sbows the kind, quantity
and value of the poles bought by the four printelegraph and telephone
cipal classes of consumers
companies, steam-railroad companies, street-railway

—

companies' and electric-light and power companies.
The street railways are grouped with the electriclight
and power companies, because not infrequently one company serves in a double capacity
and separation was impossible.

.

Suitability of Various Woods.

several qualities which timber must
possess to adapt it to use for poles. The most Important of these are: Durability in contact with
the soil, minimum weight, straightness coupled with
The wood
relatively small size and little taper.
must be soft, so that the spikes of a climber may
enter readily, and at the same time it must have
These
strength to support considerable weight.
qualities are admirably combined in cedar and in
No other
juniper, which commercially is a cedar.
woods possess so many.
Chestnut and cypress are both durable chestnut
is
not so straight as cedar an)d is liable to be
knotty.
The wood, though soft, is not as soft as
cedar.
It ha? greater strength, but this advantage

There

in

are

Telephone and Telegraph
Companies.

Value

No.
Cedar....
Chestnut.
Cypress..
Juniper
Pine

57,064
177,

Oak
All other.

9.924
9,601
24.760
21,488

Total

3.574,666

Fir

Redwood

No.

87,

35.745
9,471,171

2.66
2.30

2.25
3.56
1.68

1.532,906
661.898
21,395
33.331
121.609
2,980
9
7,140
9.454

is

.50

10.44
3.42
1.25

1,284
9.871
3.6do

5,234,949

2.19

254.268

585,827

—

interesting

to

compare the figure of $9,471,171
value of "poles, crossthe United StatCH for

given in the Western
year before thin circular vea» i<>9ucd.
The Western Electrician's estimate in seen
to be too conKrvative, but waft nevertheless an intelligent
aoproximation of the actual amount.
In 1907 the consumption of polci in the United Statca was much let* than in
1^6. Editor Western Electrician.

—

Dollars.

478,427
1.500
94
24.390
11.789

Service.
It

No,

371.246
139.579
20,271
638
22.866
2.549
2,533
21.920
4,225

II'arts of a circular (No. 137) issued by the Forest
Service of the United States Department of Agriculture, and
dated January 13, 1908.
The Bureau of the Census and
the Forest Service co-operated in the preparation of the' report.
The collection and compilation of the .statistics were
under the direct supervision of W. M. Stcuart, chief
statistician
for raanuiaclurcs, and J. E. Whelchel, expert
chief of division, on the part of the Bureau of Census, and
R. S. KeUontf, chief of the office of Wood Utilization, and
H. JL Hale, forest assistant, on the part of the Forest

3.

2.01
2.28

144,359
63,151
11,976
465
16.826
2,736

3,079.852
1. 510. 484
36,559
91.854

Supply.

with the estimate of $7, 500,000 as the
arm*. braclcets and pins" produced in
electrical use during the year 190G, as
Electrician of January s, 1907, over a

Dol.

Dollars,

1. 71

2.40
3-93

Street Railroads, Electric
Light and Power Cos,

Value

at

Point of

Purchase

regions of supply of the two principal pole
timbers cedar and chestnut are fairly well defined
The
and are, unfortunately, extremely limited.
present source of supply of cedar poles in the
United States is confined almost entirely to the
Lake states. The total purchase of cedar poles
reported for the United States in 1906 was 2,174,The production of the Northwestern Cedar279.

—

Value

at

Point of

Purchase

The telegraph and telephone companies purchased
about two-thirds of the total number reported and
the street-railwaj', light and power companies about
one-fourth.
The remainder is credited to railroad
companies which own and operate their own telegraph or telephone lines.

The

panies.

Point of

5. 579.85
2,625.568
256.950
163,437
686.803
13.951
21,637
"

1 1 1. 657

Steam Railroad Com-

Purchase

Dollars.

2.174.279
988.084

.

Value

at

wheel; B, shoe; C, beam; D, compression member; E,
member; F, casing-enclosed solenoid; G, motor
frame supporting the brake; H, connecting rod; I, screw
for adjusting clearance; J, screw to take up wear of shoe;
K, nut for adjusting travel to beam; O, pressure spring;
P, fulcrum of lever.
tension

.

FRONT VIEW OF WESTINGHOUSE ROLLINGMILL MOTOR BRAKE.

;

Poles Purchased by Various Classes of Consumers in igo6.

Quantity.

A,

at

Point of

Quantity,

Purchase

Dol.
2.57

No.

Dollars.

1. 17

263,035
78,286
18.268
39,374
4,208
8.308
7.749
8.434

2,128,793
975,505
200.120
70.945
185,510
9,902
19.010
40,879
19,73

2.30

924,676

3,650,395

2.21
1.69
1.37
1.36
.92

1.97
2.22

497,

cast-iron and steel.
Cast-iron is used in the wheel
and shoes, where its better wearing qualities and
The
cheapness of renewal make it preferable.
shoes and wheel are operated perfectly dry, and
cast-iron is found also to be the best for metallic
surfaces unlubricated. The wear on the wheel is
about one-sixteenth of that of the shoe. The open
construction permits easy inspection of all parts.
The shoes are clamped to the wheel during the
brake period by means of a steel spring, and are
released by the solenoid. The full force of the
brake is applied at the moment of contact between
the shoes and the wheel, and as soon as contact
is made' the spring ceases to contract.
It follows
that the braking force never gets beyond its normal value, and the stress on the brake parts and

Dol.
4.28
3.71

2.56
3.88
4.71
2.35
2.29
5.28
2.34
3.95

more than counterbalanced by its greater weight,
which prohibits long shipments. Cypress frequently
is too large for use as a pole and has greater value
is

Imnber.
Even when its general diameter is
small enough the butt will often be so big that it
adds too much weight. Pine, besides being heavier
than cedar, is so much less durable that it cannot
compete as a pole wood without preservative treatment. Redwood possesses durability, lightness and
softness, but its size necessitates sawing, which adds
to the cost.
for

Preservative Treatment.

One

of the results of the increased cost of poles
difficulty of obtaining a sufficient quantity
of satisfactory stock has been an effort to increase
the period of service of poles by preservatives, generally by applying a liquid to the whole of the pole
or, more generally, to the butt, which is most liable
to decay.
Poles which have not been treated with
preservatives may be expected to give from 10 to
years
of
service, roughly speaking.
15
Creosote is probably more extensively used than
any other preservative, though ordinary paint is a
common agent. For the butt tar is oflcn employed,

and the

and charring by fire is found useful. The American Telephone and Telegraph Company is carrying
on extensive experiments in co-operation with the
Forest Service to determine the best methods and
materials.
Several experimental lines of variously
treated poles have been erected, and careful record
of the behavior of each pole is being kept. By the
comparatively new open-tank treatment the preservative IS forced into the wood of the butt by a much

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE ATTACHED^TO MILL
MOTOR,

much

less than is the case with
Likewise, the load is stopped in
To do away with the hama much shorter time.
mer-blow effect experienced in other types of
brakes, the plunger is provided with lost motion
No lubrication of either
lo permit of ovcrtravel.
shoes or wheel is required.
In the design of the brake special attention has
been paid to heating tendencies, and ample provision made to counteract their effect. The rim of
the wheel is corrugated on the under side for the
double purpose of increasing its strength and giving the maximum radiating surface. The arms are
numerous and curved lo permit an expansion of
the rim, due to heating, without producing undue
On each side of the
stresses in the arm or rim.
arms and extending from the hub are vanes which
produce a current of air directed against the corrugations inside the rim while the wheel is running. This increases tlio radiation of heat generated and keeps the heat away from the motor

motor shaft

is

ordinary brakes.

_

bearing.
In operation
pivot and find

the

a

shoe
true

is

seat

free

on

to

the

turn on a
wheel. The

VVKSTERN

I'mS

is.

|''clini;ir\

wlu-rl is thus iiiiiiurinly iliswear In any one part of Ilic
llic
iiiaKtu'l is of cast-stccl, tliLshut' is picvcnli'il.
frame conii)Icloly enclosing Ilic coil. It is pivoted
ai the base, whieii prevents any letuleiicy to bind
as it follows the wear of llic shoe.
The coil may he either scries or shunt wound
aK^iin'^t

prrssiiri'

iiiliuU'd

ami

llu-

iiniisn.il

direel-cui-ront eireiiit of no, 2Jo or 500 volts.
The series winding is preferable in the shunt, duo
is considered as standard.
III its quicker action, and
series coils will rekase the brake at o.() of
riiLthe full-load current of the motor, aiul will hold
for a

at 0.1 fulMoad current.
brake is secured to the motor by means
l)rackets, wbicli may be made integral
suilablo
of
with the motor frame when so specilied. This arrauKemeut is rcconunended, as it precludes all
possibility of the brake getting out of aligmnent.
ii

(ipcn

'llu-

brakes are at present made in five sizes,
75, 100 and 150-horsepower motors, anil
may be applied to any type of motor used in mill
or crane service.
I'heso

for 25,

50,
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in posilioii din
is tamped
firmly alonK boili siiU-s
he conduil, beiiiii careful not lo dcraUKC tlie
a'ignmenl,
top
of creosoled plank !o
cuveriuK
A
prevent foreign picks from causiuK injury is then
laid and the trench backlilJcd. Wlien the number of
ducts laid arc small (two or tliree) it may be necessary lo tack battens on the sides to kivc Rreater
strength to the complctcti conduit. Joints should be
staggered to give greater strength.
Tlu: round ducts are laid in similar manner, being,
of course, piled in a different shape than the srpiare
duct.
If greater strength and protection is required,
concrete may be used to surround the wooden ducts.
The fibrous duets are laid in a similar manner to
the round, wooden ducts, concrete being used to sur-

of

placed in manliolcs, an it i-^ r,i-,ily «"-ii t.* ur tmncccfisary.
Where the soil is of clay, or water is plentiful,
bodoni sloping toward a central point h built of
concrete.
A sump shoidd be provided in each fh;mliolc, and if water enters fast cnoUKh to be liable to
interfere with cable work, a sewer c^>nncclion, fitted
with an "S," should be provided, if practicable.

I

a

Latkhai- Conduit,
Uiteral conduits arc often of sin^'c ducts; hence
the use of iron pipe has come into general use. Iron
pipe, with a proper coating, has a good life, and is
proof against injury from ordinary street excavations, thus requiring no protection.
It is also easily
bent into curves of small radius, to allow of entry
into buildings and to turning around obstacles.
When laterals are run into bnlhlings the end should
be fitted with a water-light cap or plug, in order to
prevent any possibility of water entering the building and causing damage.

round

antl protect the ducts.
Special forms of wooden ducts arc made. An example is the Valentine wooden ducts, made in the
shape shown in tlie sketch. These ducts arc laid very
simply, the only radical difference from laying pmnp
With the Vallogs being in the making of curves.
entine ducts it is necessary to mitre the joints, while
with the pump logs a curve of reasonable radius

Undkkghound Cable,
Underground cable

Outside Telephone Construction.'
Bv

C.

subdivisions,

E. Fli;.\gi;k.

Main

is that portion extending from the centhrough the main conduit, from manhole
to manhole, while the lateral cable is that portion
extending from the manhole to the various distrib-

tral

—

aerial.

Underground construction is subdivided into underground conduit and underground cable.

valentine wooden ducts.

Underground Conduit.
As

tbe

name

suggests,

underground conduit

is

that portion of the p'ant placed underground, consisting of conduit or pipe for the receiving of wires,
usually in the form of cable. In addition to the conduit proper, manholes must he placed at intervals

allow of branch conduit (termed laterals) being
taken ta buildings or poles and to allow of the cable being hauled and spliced.
Conduit is made of various substances, but may
be divided into three general classes:
to

(A) Wooden and fibrous
(B) Cement ducts.
(C) Vitrified clay ducts.

ducts.

To the first class belong several types of specially
constructed wooden ducts, a few of which are round
duct, square duct, Valentine built-up duct. etc. The
round duct is manufactured from solid logs by
means of special machinery, the tool for cutting the
inner circle being made up of a pipe with a cutting
knife fastened to the forward end and a square or
rectangular band riveted spirally around the outer
surface of the pipe, for removing shavings.
It is
usual'y the case that the ducts used in telephone
work, being smaller, are taken from the core of
some longer pipe. At Olympia, Wash., there is a
concern engaged in making round wooden pipe, the
larger portion of its output being used as water pipe.
The ends of the round ducts are fitted with male
and female joints for joining to make continuous
pipe.

The square ducts

are

made from square

timbers

cut to the proper dimensions and the inside circle
removed in an identical manner to that for round
ducts.
The advantage of square ducts over round
ducts is in their better adaptability in piling up when
One
several ducts are grouped in the same run.
disadvantage is in the tost being' slightly higher,
due to more material being involved.
This will not be the case, however, w-here the

round ducts are made separately from any other
product, as the saving results from using the byproduct from some other operation.
Wooden ducts have the great advantage of being
low in cost per foot laid.
They should be thoroughly saturated with dead oil of tar, etc., if a
reasonable life is to be expected.
As examples of fibrous ducts may be mentioned,
two the writer has had experience with a molded
fiber duct and a built-up tube of asphalted paper.
These two forms of ducts have the advantage of
being made of very light material and belne easily
laid.
Claim is also made, and seems to stand on
good grounds, that the great trouble with underground cable (electrolysis) is eliminated with this
form of duct. The molded fiber duct is found to
be very brittle after lying a time underground, and
therefore becomes easily thrown out of shape

—

should excavations be made near it and not properly
or should street improvements require the
moving of the conduit.
filled,

Laying Conduit Ducts.
In laying the square wooden ducts a trench is
excavated the proper width and depth, and if
deemed necessary a creosoted plank Is laid in the
bottom of the ditch. The individual ducts, usually
delivered in lengths of from 2 to 10 feet, are laid
in_ place and joined together by dipping th^ male
joint of one piece into hot pitch or asphalt and then
driving this firmly into the female joint of a piece
already laid. After the proper number of ducts are
I.
A lecture delivered at the College of EnBineerinB. UniverThe author is
WashinEton, Seattle, December 18. IQ07.
superinteudent of construction for the Washincton. Idaho and

sity of

Oregon Pacific Telephone Company.

namely,

cable.

In talking tonight on the subject of outside construction I WMsh to cover the portion of the telephone plant outside of Ibe central office, but not inehidiiip the subscriber's station.
This portion may
he divided into two general divisions underground

and

naturally divided into two
underground conduit
(a) main cable, (b) lateral

is

divisions, closely following the

may be made by using
s'ightly at

each

the shorter length and bending

joint.

Cement ducts have not been used

to a large extent,
but as knowledge of how to handle cement increases,
It may be possible to overcome some earlier objections, and also to bring down the cost to allow them
to compete with other forms of ducts.
The first
form of cement duct was made by coating an iron
pipe of the proper diameter with cement. This had
the disadvantage of the pipe rusting and leaving
sharp pieces to injure the cable when drawn or
withdrawn. In a later form the coating of cement
was placed inside the pipe, thus doing away with
the previous trouble, but still not bringing the cost
low enough to compete successfully with other styles
of conduit.
still
more recent form does away
entirely with the iron pipe, being manufactured by
pressing a hydraulic cement into a proper mold. This
form did not have a socket for making joints, and
hence had an objection In that the joints frequently
were imperfectly aligned.
Probab'y the best form of permanent ducts so
far invented is the multiple vitrified clay ducts. This
form of duct has been worked out by previous attempts to make a satisfactory duct of vitrified clay.
It consists of a partitioned square pipe having pins
and holes at either end for preserving the alignment
after laying.
It is also made In numerous other
shapes, for which various manufacturers claim advantageous points, but they are not absolutely essential, nor are they general.
This form of duct is laid In similar manner to
wood or fiber ducts with a concrete protection, and
it is in this regard that the cost remains higher than
wood or fiber. Properly to lay the ducts, a mason
is required with his attendants, and, as you weU
know, the price of such labor makes a large proportion of the total cost of the completed ducts.

A

Manholes.
Manholes have been constructed in various ways,
ranging from the first wooden one through to the
concrete one.
Before the advent of cona reliable construction material, the best
The sides
manholes were constructed of brick.
were built in a manner familiar to all (that used in
constructing houses), and in order to give as large
a space as possible, the top was constructed with
brick arches between rails laid at proper distances
across from side v/all to side wall.
The concrete manhole is built by the use of forms,
which are usually made in removable sections. The
side walls are made by tamping the mixed confavorite top for telephone
crete into the forms.
companies is the reinforced top, the reinforcement
being scrap pieces of guy strand, of which there are
usually a large quantity junked from aerial line
construction on hand.
The size of the manhole depends upon the number
of cables passing through and the depth of the conIt should be of ample
duit below the street level.
size to allow of each cable being spliced and assigned
a place on the wall, as, should several cables have to
be moved to get at one located behind them, the
labor of doing that soon more than offsets the extra
cost of the larger manhole, leaving you nothing for
inconvenience and danger of injury to the cab'es
present
crete

as

A

moved.
Manholes are

fitted w'ith a cast-iron top, mounted
flush with the street paving and having ventilating
holes to allow the escape of dangerous gases. Other
equipments are pulling-in irons and posts. The first
to assist in hauling cable, the second to hang the

cables on.
If the nature of the soil permits, bottoms are not

'

cable

office

uting points (building or pole).
The underground cable of today has been developed through effort after effort from a source of
trouble and expense to one of the reliable parts of
the plant. The form it now takes is that of a num,ber of wires, each with its proper insulation, arranged in pairs, twisted at least once in every three
inches, the pairs being arranged in layers wound
spirally, successive layers winding in opposite directions.
The whole is then protected against moisture
by applying a tight coating of lead about one-eighth
of an inch thick. This lead coverin"' must be carefully made, as it must be free from even the
minutest of holes to prevent the entrance of water,
which would almost instantly destroy the insulating
qualities of the paper.
The lead has about 3 per
cent, of tin in alloy with the lead, as pure lead gave
trouble owing to rapid corroding.
Paper has been selected as the Insulating material,
owing to Its having a lower specific capacitv than any
other materia] so far available. Air has the lowest
specific capacity of any substance, and were it possible to separate the wires to afford insulation, would
produce the best cable, as the capacity would be
greatly reduced.
The capacity of a paper-Insulated cable with 22gauge wire is about 0.07 microfarad per mile, while
with a 19-gauge wire it is about 0.08 microfarad per
mile.
As telephonic transmission varies in accordance with the
law, which is the product of
the capacity and the resistance, this is a great improvement over earlier cables, where the wire was
insulated with rubber, the capacity being about 0.030
microfarad per mile for a 22-gauge wire, and .040
microfarad per mile for a 19-gauge wire.

KR

Installing the Cable.
In installing underground cables, the cable is delivered on reels to the manhole at which the pulling is
to start, where the reel is mounted on a pair of
wheels or on standards, to allow of its revolving.
The duct is then rodded or fished with a steel wire,
in order to pull in a steel hauling-rope.
Rodding
consists of pushing a short length of special rod into
the duct, then joining another rod and pushing the
two further in, continuing until the rods appear at
the further manhole.
The hauling rope is fastened
to this and the whole pulled through, rod after rod
being disconnected until the rope appears.
After the rope appears, a snatch-block is connected to the pulling-in iron, which has been built in
the wall. The rope is passed through it and up to
connect with a winch, capstan, engine drum or other
means of furnishing the power for hauling. The
cable Is then lashed to the other end of the rope by
means of iron wire or by some patented device, of
which there are several, and, after lubricating the
cable, it is slowly pulled through the duct.
Care
must be exercised not to al'ow the cable to kink
while entering the hole, as the kink may easily be-

come

a crack.
Lateral cables are hauled in a similar manner.

Splicing,

After sufficient cable has been hauled, splicing is
started.
A piece of lead pipe, after being properly
prepared, and somewhat larger than the cable, is
slipped over one end, and the two ends to be spliced
have the lead sheath removed, allowing a space of
from 15 to 24 inches between the ends, overlapping
at least that much.
The wires are then taken, pair
by pair, and the insulation removed from the wires,
so that w^hen pulled tight it will just overlap.
A
small paper sleeve about two inches long is placed
over each wire of one pair, the wires in one cable
are twisted together several times with their proper
mates in the other, and the surplus wire is cut off.
The joint is then bent flat and the paper sleeve
slipped over it.
Otner pairs are handled in a similar manner, the splices being staggered as much as

"
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Hot
possible, to prevent a bad bunch in one spot.
paraffine is then poured over the plice to expel all
moisture that may have collected, the whole being
bound with cloth tape and hot wax again applied.
The lead sleeve is now slipped into place, the ends

factor, taking into account the
of the variation in temperature.
After the messenger wire is in place, cable pulleys
are placed at frequent intervals on it and upon a
suitable approach and threaded with a pulling rope.
The cab'e is tied to this rope and pulled into place.
man then rides the messenger wire in a suitable
car and places clips at intervals of from 15 to 20
inches, depending upon the size of the cable.
There are several forms of patented clips, almost
all depending upon a hook over the messenger wire,
and a metal band around the cable, the fastening
being where they dil¥er. There is also the marlin
clip, which consists of a simple hook and a tied loop
of mar'in twine. This twine is wrapped around the
cable and the hook slipped through the loops and
then over the messenger wire. It is easy to place,
cheap, and has a good life.

A

number.

be taken out,
splicing is done in- a similar manner, three wires
instead
of
two.
together
twisted
being
Where cable is to be withdrawn, this splice is cut
off with a saw, and the ends of the cable beaten in
and filled with solder to prevent moisture entering
and damaging the cable. The winch and rope are
then connected to one end and cable pulled out and
laterals are to

reeled.

Overhead Terminals.

Connecting the Terminals.

At the terminals of a cable it is necessary to connect a different class of cable, as the paper is so
hydroscopic that it would be practically impossible to
protect wires so insulated from water without
destroying the mechanical strength of the paper. At
the central office end it is now common practice to
splice several lead-covered switchboard cables direct
to the underground cable, in the same manner as 1
have just described. These switchboard cables have
the ^vires insulated with wool, silk or cotton, which
when beesw-axed are waterproof and easily handled.
At the pole or building end of the cable a different
arrangement must be made. There are two general
methods to do this, one called a pot-head and the
pot-head consists of a short
other a cable-head.
piece of cable having the wires insulated with a nonhydroscopic material, such as rubber, and minus the
lead covering, connected to a short piece of the usual
cable, the joint being filled with an insulating com-

A

After the cable has been strung, the next step is
This is done in an entirely similar manto splice it.
ner to splicing of underground cables, it being neces,sary to swing platforms or other suitable means of
support for the splicer.
In distributing from aerial cables it is necessary to
have terminals located at frequent intervals. The
location of these, and the wire numbers to which
they are to be connected, are usually laid out by the
engineering department, after a careful engineering
As these terminals usually come at points,
study.
where cable is not cut, it is necessary for the splicer
'to open the cable, locate the wire numbers, to whicii
he desires to connect the terminal, by a suitable test,
^splice the terminal to these wires, and wipe the joint
in the usual manner.
The terminals used in this work are usually of the
i
cable-head type, as it is only necessary to bring out
''the small number of wires in each block, and it is
not considered necessary to place protection between
ft;
the aerial wire, either in the form of wire on cross|

absolutely

The Fond du Lac (Wis.) Commonwealth
ruary 4th says that

mary

a'

of Feb-

demonstration of a new

electric battery that evidently

fulfills

pri-

some

of

the expectations of the Curtis electric battery tested
in Fond du Lac a year ago is being made in that
city.
Eight incandescent lamps are being used for
the demonstration, which is in charge of J. A. Rob-

inson of Milwaukee,
Lac by F. R. Tabor,

who was brought
who is interested

to
in

Fond du
the new

Mr. Robinson is a graduate of the engineering department of the University of Wisconsin.
A company is said to. have been incorporated for
the promotion and manufacture of the battery, its
headquarters being in Milwaukee.
J. H. Gugler of Minneapolis, says the Commonwealth, is the inventor of the solution Jhat is used
in the new battery.
A correct solution that can be
nianufactured cheaply has now been worked out,
it is said, and the mechanical parts of the jar have
been perfected. Patents have been applied for.
"In the demonstration being made 18 cells, 4 by
4 inches in size, are being used.
They produce
a brilliant light with the eight incandescent lamps
and with carbons make an arc that is apparently
as bright as a street lamp."
A test with an automobile was recently made in Milwaukee and is said
battery.

to

have been successful.

Interchangeable Face Transparency.

A

clear

transparency

and

now

attractive

being

illuminated
the Electric Mo-

electrically

made by

tor and Equipment Company of
is illustrated herewith.
The faces

Newark, N. J.,
shown are inter-

changeable and may be furnished with any reading
matter whatsoever, to be used by the cigar store.

[j,

such as Chatterton's Compound, which is
Such a pot-head has the
waterproof.
advantage that the individual pairs can be turned in,"
any direction from the end of the cable, thus allow
ing of a large variety of wire terminals to be used.
The cable-head consists of a watertight box having!
binding posts arranged in some symmetrical methodi
around the outside, a short piece of the usual cable
extending through a hole and the wires fastened to
This
their proper binding posts inside the box.
makes a fine arrangement for pole work, where the
small,
but
it
is
not
desirable
for
are
number of pairs
connection between aerial and underground cable.

pound,

1908

eft'ect

familiar manner.
The cable is then bent into its place on the side
of the manhole, fastened in place and tagged with

At manholes where

15,

Fond du Lac Has Another Battery.

and the proper safety

beaten in and wiped with metal in the plumber's

its

Eebruary

arms or insulated twisted pair stub wire, w-here

Fuses.
the electrical protection of underground cablesl
a fuse should be placed at all cable terminals, wherel
there is any chance of exposure to a dangerous vo't f
Where braided rubber-covered wires lead oull
age.
from the end of an underground cable and there isS

For

it

is

connected to these terminals.

'

Bonding Overhead Cables.
In order to protect against accidental crosses with
light wires or other sources of foreign current, the
aerial cable should be bonded to its messeneer at
jntervals not to exceed i.ooo feet, and at intervals
not to exceed a mile both messenger and cable
In bonding
sliould be connected to a good earth.
the cable to the messenger, a convenient way is to
use the standard messenger bolt clamp (used for
uy purposes), to connect a short piece of scrap
messenger wire to the messenger strand, the other
end of the short piece of wire being frayed out and
wiped to the aerial cable.
As an illustration of the necessity of this bonding
and grounding, I have in mind a recent case that was
called to my attention, in which neither cable nor
,

wire was bonded, and which became
crossed with a light circuit carrying 2,200 volts. The
messenger wire reached ground at either end through
'the guys and anchors, and as there was a rainstorm
tinue in aerial cable.
progress at the time the accidental cross ocThese fuses can be conveniently mounted in strips'f curred, the current rushed from the cable to the
and connected to the cable by means of a pot-head. P/'messenger wire at each one of the marlin clips,
(resulting in almost 2,000 feet of cable being so badly
Pole Lines.
fburnt and pitted that it was impossible to do other
than take down the whole length and replace it with
Aerial construction is properly divided into three
new.
Had the cable and messenger been bonded
sub-divisions pole line, aerial wire, aerial cable.
together it is my opinion that, while the cable might
Pole lines carrying aerial wire were the early
have been burnt in two where the cross occurred, the
methods of reaching the outside subscribers, and
damage could have been repaired, oossiblv, by rewere early developed, so that you are no doubt all
placing 100 feet of cab'e instead of the 2,000 feet.
In later years,
familiar with construction methods.
however, the aerial wire has proved itself not only
to be undesirable from a maintenance standpoint, but
Anglo-Japanese Enterprise In Hydroto be more costly than aerial cable.
electric Development.
Let us, then, go over a few construction methods
with a cable plant in mind.
A Japanese newspaper states that on December
The poles in exchanges will not always be set at
6,
1907, the minister of home affairs of Japan
granted a license to the Anglo-Japanese Oi-gawa
the proper intervals, on account of property rights
Hydro-electric Power Company, which has for its
and intersecting streets, but as far as possible the
object the supplying of electricity to Shizuoka and
proper distance between poles should not be deviated
from
distance
will
vary
to
120
feet,
from. This
other cities on the Tokaido and neighborhood by
90
utilizing the cataracts of the great Oi River.
The
depending on the weight of cable and wire to be carcompany intends to develop waterpower of about
Where the line terminates or turns, end spans
ried.
Corners
should be strengthened by shortening.
should be firmly guyed and anchored, and in long
stretches carrying heavy cable, side guys should be
placed at frequent intervals.
Poles should be stepped and painted to improve
their looks and lengthen their lives.

chance of their becoming crossed with other braidedl
rubber-covered wires carrying electric-light or other!
dangerous current, protection should be placed. Pro-|
tection should also be placed where the wires con-|

messenger

i'/.',''

interchangeable face transparency.
restaurant, cafe or
any retail store. With the
proper arrangement of incandescent lamps on the
inside of the frame, these sign faces show up bril-

and attract the transient public.
The sign frame is made entirely of metal and is
suitably painted a flat black. The wiring for the
liantly

incandescent lamps is done in an approved manner,
brought out at the end of the frame and not exposed to view, but ingeniously concealed in the
iron pipe hanger. The painted faces are of heavy
glass and are easily removed and replaced, but the
general appearance of the sign does not portray
Every detail in regard
its interchangeable feature.
to the whole outfit has been carefully studied, and
the workmanship is of a high order.

—

Economy

Electric Flatlron.

Electric flatirons have come into favor because
of the saving in time effected and because of cleanThe
liness, convenience, durability and economy.
Economy iron, put out by the electrical department
Fulton
of the Art Machine Company, 217-221
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., is constructed on the company's new patented principle, which is said to
economize current by producing the heal at the bottom of the iron. From the scientific or mechanical
x'iewpoint the Economy iron is said to be correct,
the internal electric heater covering the entire bottom of the iron.

Stringing Aerial Cable.
In stringing aerial cable two methods of supporting
arc followed. One is to attach the messenger wire
directly to the pole by means of suitable messenger
clamps; the other is to attach the messenger wire to
a suitable cable arm. The first method is usually
followed where a small number of cables are to
,
'

ultimately attached to the pole, and the latter where
With either method the
the cables exceed two.
attachments arc placed in position, the messenger
wire then strung and stretched to the proper tension,
properly clamped at each pole and dead-ended at
each end.
The amount of tension is one of importance, and
should be determined for the different-sized cables
and messenger wires by a careful calculation of
weight carried, tensile strength of the messenger,

02

ECONOMY electric FLATIRON.

capital of $s,2.=;o.ooo. half of which will
equally subscribed by the British and Japanese
promoters.
further reported that the comIt
is
pany will issue $2,500,000 worth of its shares for

illustrated herewith, is made in a
shapes and sizes suitable for traveling,
sewing room, family and Laundry use. The handle
does not
is removable and consumes no current and
Each iron is furnished
require a protecting pad.
with eight feet of flexible fireproof approved cord,
with a separable plug at each end, one to screw
into the standard Edison lamp socket and the other
on the flatiron, which serves as an indicating
switch, and it is easily seen whether the iron is
This makes it very convenient to di-.
connected.
A strong asbestos stand is
connect at the iron.

subscription.

furnished.

horsepower at Tamochimura, about 27,000
more horsepower at a point between Ikama-mura
and Hambaraumcchi, and about 8.000 horsepower
at Uchinakubi, in Yamanashi prefecture, respectively.
The first, being the largest among the three
works, will have to be postponed for some time.
The second and third will be started in 1908 at an
estimated cost of $5,000,000. The company is said
66,000

to

have a

be

This

flatiron,

variety of

.

;

1^.

ini,ir-\'

Waterpowor
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Possibilities of

Appalachian

Moiiiiiains.

Mountains.'
aniuuiU uf wiilcri>iiwcr in llic Soiiiliem ApTlic
frcc|nenlly lias been KnfSSt:(l al.
Survey lias bftn measnrinR' the stvcanis
fur seven years, and lis report on llie "Relation
riie

palachiansGeological

the Sonlhern Appalachian

Moinilaiiis to llie l)eof \Valer[)ower" presents facts concernnation
asset
the
has in the water
ing the remarkahle
Based on the lowest two
resources of this region.
weeks of the year an average for seven years shows
This
that the streams alTord j, 700.000 horsepower.
much power would lie available the j'ear round.
In common practice it is found profitable 10 develop a watorpower to the mininnnn of the four
high-water months of the year, depending upon
III'

velupineiit

steam power during low-water season to make up
In order to be conservative in this
the deficiency.
estimate, the time limit has been ni.ade si.K months.
No streams or portions ot streams were considered
that did not flow out of the Southern Appalachians.
No streams with less than 500 horsepower were
considered. In all calculations only 90 per cent.
of the observed fall and 80 per cent, of the energy
Moreover, three imof the falling water is used.
portant streams the Big Sandy, the Cumberland
and the Kentucky are not included. With these
allowances and omissions the minimimi power for
the year and for the six high-water months fs as

—

—

follows:

Minimum Horsepower

of

Southern

.Vi'I'.alaciiian

Streams.
Horsepower.

Minimum

Stream.

Minimum

for Six

for the Year.

Hich-Water
Months.

131,800
IS5.O0O
131,000
167,800
319.590
209,000
I45-000
104.580
58,900
335,000
973.600

235,715
853.420
1.589.474

2,740.700

4.929,573

'

Santee

Chattahoochee-

Total

The above

349.556
236,474
215.709
256.945
47Z.OOO
3ii.6oo
2iS,8oo

shows the power available under
present conditions. Development of the storage facilities of the various streams would increase the
minimum from 3 to 30 times, depending upon the
table

stream.
It is estimated by the Geological Survey that at
least 50 per cent, of the indicated minimum horsepower, and probably much more, is available for
economic development. On this basis the rental of
1,350,000 horsepower at $20 per annum is worth
$27,000,000 per year.
If we take in the same way
SO per cent, of the power which is present for
half the year we increase this sum by $ii,oco,ooo,
bringing the total to $38,000,000.
Until a few years ago scarcely any of this power

was

utilized.

Coincidental with this industrial
advance has
come about a strong demand for electricity generated by waterpower. Electric development plants
have sprung up on nearly all streams, and in great
numbers on those flowing through the Piedmont
Plateau. While relatively little of the nearly 5,000,000 horsepower is as yet utilized, its ulilization is
increasing at a marvelous rate.
Ready power to the value of $38,000,000 \vill give
the country tremendous advantage, not alone in
manufacturing, but in transportation, in lighting
and in every kind of development. W^aterpower
is especially valuable to those sections which have
no deposits of coal, and its advantages will steadily
enhance in the future, as the supply of coal grows
scarcer and the price correspondingly higher.
On the great watersheds forming the White
Mountain region the four most important streams
of New England have their rise.
Upon them are
located the great cotton, woolen, and paper mills
of

New

England.

They abound

in fine

waterpower,

only a part of which is now utilized. It has been
estimated that the capital invested in the manufacturing enterprises which utilize the power of
these streams amounts to $250,000,000. Important
and flourishing cities have grown up in consequence
of these industries.
Bellows Falls, in Vermont

Manchester and Berlin, in New Hampshire
Holyoke, Lowell and Lawrence, in Massachusetts, and
Biddeford, Brunswick and Lewiston, in Maine, are
representatives of such cities, ranging in population
from 10,000 to 150,000.
;

River, the largest of New England streams, rises in the Connecticut Lakes of
Northern New Hampshire. It forms the boundary
between Vermont and New Hampshire for iSo
miles and flows across Massachusetts and Connecticut for 120 miles.
Its drainage basin includes
10,924 square miles, of which nearly one-fourth
lies in New Hampshire and one-tenth in the White

The Connecticut

I.
From the report of the Secretary of Aericullure on "The
Southern Appalachian and White Mountain Watershed.." transmitted to the United States Senate on December li, 1907, and referred to committee on agriculture and forestry.

•

The White Moiinlnins

portion

'47
of

Its

walershed averages nearly ii,ooo feet in clcvalioii,
including portions of the great I'rcsidenlial ami
iManconia
ranges.
Their slopes arc stwi) and
rocky, without large lakes or swamps, ami with
only the forest to retard tile rini-o(T. Waleriiowcr
in the upper stream is dcvclo|ie(l chiefly al Fifteen
Mile Falls anil Mclndoc Falls on the niiiin river
and al l.illleton .and Lisbon on (lie Aniinonoosuc.
lielow Mclniloe I'alls are long reaches of smooth
water broken ;it Delloivs Falls, Turners Falls,
Ilolyoke, Windsor Locku, and llirec other points
by falls having an average aggregate during lo
months of the year of 120,000 horsepower. Less
than half is utilized.
In very low water the [wwer is reduced nearly
one-half, so that but a small margin remains over
the amtnnit required for daily use.
.'\t
Kolyoke,
Mass., the margin is frequently so small as lo require the most careful use of water to make the
supply meet the needs. The census of 1880 reported for the Connecticut and all of its tributaries
2,298 mills, using 118,026 horsepower developed from
the streams.
It is estimated that these figures have
since been increased by about 20 per cent, making
the present total over 140,000 horsepower.
The Merrimac River is undoubtedly Ihe most
notable waterpower stream for ils length in the

United

States.

Between- Franklin

and

Newbury-

distance of no miles, it has a fall of 269
feet, of which 185 feet is develoi)ed, representing
approximately 50,000 net horsepower. Of the remaining 84 feet, it is believed that less than half
can be utilized. Probably the total development in
the main stream will not exceed 60,000 horsepower.
Ils great waterpowcrs arc at Manchester, N. H.,
and Lowell and Lawrence, Mass. On the tributaries of the Merrimac valuable powers also exist.
Those at Franklin on the Winnepesaukee arc equal
in value to some on the main stream.
The Merrimac is formed by the Pemigewasset and Winnepesaukee rivers. The latter has its source in
the lake of the same naine, while the former rises
in the Franconia Notch of the White Mountains
and drains a large area of high, mountainous country.
Since
the Pemigewasset has no lakes or
swamps to conserve its waters, it depends upon
the forest cover alone for its regularity of flow.
The Saco River rises in Crawford Notch, in the
heart of the White Mountains, and drains a larger
proportion of the principal ranges than any other
stream. None of its tributary streams from the
mountains have lakes to restrain their waters,
though, like the Merrimac at its lower levels, it
is the outlet of important lakes.
Toward its headwaters the Saco is variable in its flow and has no
important waterpowers, but on its lower reaches
in Maine its flow is broken at six places by falls,
affording waterpower of a high value. At Saco and
port,

a

Biddeford, at Union and Salmon Falls, and at Bar
Mills fine waterpower exists, a large part of which
is
utilized.
At Hiram, 45 miles from the sea, is
found the most extensive power on the river. The
Saco. Avhile its possibilities are great, is more dependent upon the forest cover for the evenness of
its flow than any other river having its source in
the While Mountains.
The Androscoggin River has a drainage basin
with a higher general elevation and a larger lake
sj'stem than any other New England stream.
It
is formed by the union of Magalloway River and
Umbagog
the outlet of
Lake, at Errol. N. H. At
its headwaters is the magnificent system of Rangeley Lakes, the outlet of which is controlled by
dams. The flow of the upper river i's therefore
very uniform.
Further down its course the Androscoggin receives the drainage of the northern part of the
principal ranges of the White Mountains throu.gh

Peabody and Moose rivers. On this part of its
there are no lakes of importance. The
waterpowers of the Androscoggin are centered at
Berlin, N. H., and Rumford Falls. Livermore Falls,
Lewiston, and Brunswick. ]Me. In the 167 miles
between tidewater and Umbagog Lake there is a
fall of 1,235 feet, of which 610 feet is used, cordrainage

responding to about 120,000 net horsepower. Of
the remaining 625 feet, possibly two-thirds can be
corresponding to 60,000 net horsepower,
utilized,
and bringing the total to about iSo.coo horsepow-er,
or approximately three times that of the Merrimac
without its tributaries.
The streams of the White Mountains, therefore,
furnish power for great industries, and are the
basis of development for many prosperous cities in
all the New England States but one. These streams
are all influenced vitally in flow by the forest which
covers the slopes of the White Mountains.

steam trains

The

Intermountain Railway,
Denver and Golden, Colo., is
according to reports from Denver,
and will be completed by April 1st. This will give
iwo electric railways from Denver to. Golden.
The Intermountain road w-ill in all probability be
extended to Morrison, w-ith a branch to Fort Logan.
Thomas B. Doan, assistant manager of the Denver Union Water Company, organized the Intermountain Railway Company. Electric cars will be
operated for passenger service exclusively. The
electrification of the

operating

between

now under way,

llic

freight,

llie [ntermounllie Platte

BOOK TABLE.
By Nor-

man H.

Schneider. With new cliaplcrd on "Testing Wires and Cables" and "Locating Fanll!i,"by
Jesse Uargravc.
'I bird
edition, revised and en-

New York Spoil &
7% inches), xvi.,

larKfil.
I'p.

;

(S'A by

Chamlicrlaiii.

1907.

239, with los illus-

Price, $1.

trations.

I'his book consists of 13 chapters, each of which
pertains either to the apparatus employed or to
the nielliods Involved in practical line or factory
tests.
The first part of the book is devoted to the
description of some of the commercial types of gal-

vanometers, resistances, voltmeters and ammeters.
This is followed by chapters on the Wheatslonc
Bridge and portable testing sets, wherein the theory and operation of each is distinctly explained.
.Several methods of measuring resistance arc given
including which arc the fall of potential, direct deflection, bridge and series voltmeter methods and

methods

measuring galvanometer and
A chapter is devoted to the
manipulation of the potentiometer as
applied to the measurement of electromotive force
and the calibration of voltmeters.
This is followed by a brief treatment of the condenser and
the galvanometer methods of measuring capacity.
The tests with a voltmeter include those of insulation of cables, of apparatus and of distributing circuits, the measurement of temperature and Ihe tests
for open and closed circuits.
The latter part of the
book is given entirely to the testing of telegraph
and telephone systems and is well illustrated by
diagrams. The Varley and the Murray tests for
locating grounds, crosses and other troubles are
discussed in full, and a detailed description is
given of the Leeds and Northrup fault finder and
its
manipulation for the different kinds of tests.
This book, although of an elementary character,
is an example of clearness and simplicity and should
appeal to the beginner or the practical engineer.
several
battery

theory

for
resistances.

and

RjMlways. Vol. II. (Engineering Preand Direct-current Sub-stations). Bv
Sidney W. Ashe. New York: D. Van Nostrand
Company. Pp. (554 by 7^), vi., 282, with 145

Electric

liminaries

illustrations.

Price, $2.50, net.

The second volume of Ashe and
volume work on electric railways

Keiley's threeis
a valuable

contribution to electrical literature. It maintains
the same high standard of excellence of Vol. I. in
the manner of dealing with the subject-matter,
though as a separate work it surpasses the former
through the presence of the practical daia and
operating statistics which are incorporated into it.
The 25 tables of such data and the illustrations,
which include more than 50 diagrams, giving trainresistance, speed and energy, motor performances,
motor losses, speed-time, power, acceleration, load
and starting curves, etc., render the volume especially valuable to the railway engineer or student.
The subjects dealt with are; Preliminary considerations, determination of required motor capacity,
schedules and load diagrams, power-house and substation location, rotary-converter sub-stations, the
rotUry converter, the transformer, insulating oils
and auxiliary sub-station apparatus. This A'olume
was written by Professor Ashe alone.

PoCKET-BoOK OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND HeATING.
By S. F. Walker. New York
The Norman W.
Henley Publishing Company. 1907. Pp. (4 by
:

inches),
Price, $3.

63/s

xxviii.,

438,

with 272 illustrations.

This book might well have been given a more
accurate title. From the name one is warranted
in expecting the volume to be a compendium of
data, tables, etc... relating to and facilitating the
design of distributing circuits for lighting and
heating service. This is not the case, however, for
such information is wanting, and instead there is
given a large and reasonably complete collection
of the makers' data of dynamos, lamps, recording
and indicating meters, switches, rheostats, etc. To
the extent of supplying dimensions, capacities, sizes,
etc.,
of stock electrical apparatus of well-known
English and American manufacture, the volume is
of no small value to the engineer or designer who
has frequent demands for constructional data of
standard machines and apparatus. Praise can be
bestowed on the mechanical execution of the book,

which

is

excellent.

The

Road from

liaiil

Instiiumknts anu TKhTiso,

EtKCTitiCAi.

date of the proposed electrical show in St.
been changed, and is now announced
as April i8th to 25th, giving prospective visitors
more time for preparation. The show will be held
in the First Regiment Armory, Grand and Manchester avenues. It is said that the Union Electric
Light and Power Company will make a fine display,
including a six-room "electric house." G.
Stuart Hill and W. H. Y. Tiernan. with office in
the Mermod-Jaccard Building, St. Louis, are promoting the show. They say that they have received promises that the Missouri and Illinois Independent telephone associations, Missouri Electrical Contractors' and the Missouri Electric Light,
Street Railway and Gas associations will hold conventions during the "electrical week."

Louis has

Electricity for Intermountain
Denver to Golden.

will

is alrearly ckeiricallv equipped from
Kivcr into the cenfcr of IJiiiver.

tain
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.

A

project of considerable inParis, January 28.—
terest in Paris is that of providing a wide avenue
to run from the city for a considerable distance
into the suburbs, ending at the St. Germain forest.

Thi$ would be carried out by beginning a new
section at the suburb of Courbevoie, to which there
is now a straight avenue running from the center
of town, including the Champs Elysees as the first
portion. The present avenue is only three miles
long, however, while the new project calls for 10
miles length at least. One feature of the project
is a double-track electric tramway or light electric
railroad, which would run on each side of the
avenue, and this would be well patronized by the
inhabitants of the suburbs. An idea of this kind
was brought up in 1902, but for some reason it
was allowed to drop. This time a capitalist, Mr.
Francq. one of the leading financiers of the city,
proposes to carry out the scheme, provided he
shall have the exclusi-ve rights for operating the
Under these conditions there seems
electric road.
some likelihood that the project will be favored.
One of the large hydraulic plants in the north
region is the one which is erecting in the
region of Spezzia, and. according to the present
hydraulic work, it will furnish somewhere near
head
of
20,000 horsepower, using a 360-meter
water. In order to secure a re^lar supply, there
contain
a
are provided four reserve basins, which
The plant operates
total of 6,000,000 cubic meters.
on the three-phase system, using 30,000 volts on
the pole line. Among the cities and towns which
will use current from the lines are Spezzia, Parma
and Modena. At Spezzia the government arsenal
will use a large amount of current for lighting and
motors.
Professor Korn, whose work in image transmission is already familiar, finds that he can transmit an image over a telephone wire at the same
time as the conversation, and the image is scarcely
One of the leadaffected by the telephone current.
ing journals of Copenhagen has lately taken advantage of this principle, and intends to run a
combined system of telephone and image transmission in connection with Berlin.
three-phase electric road which presents some
new features is located in the southern part of
Switzerland, near the Italian frontier, and runs between Locarno and Bignasco. The trolley line is
operated at high tension, and transformers mounted
on the car serve to run the motors at low voltage.
voltage of S.ooo (20 cycles) is adopted for the
trolley, and each car contains two transformers of
100 kilowatts each. They reduce the voltage by
means of a variable secondary coil to 2G0 to 400
volts.
On each axle of the car are mounted two
motors of the Oerlikon type, rated at 40 horsepower, making four motors per car, or a total of
160 horsepower. Current is furnished from a hydraulic plant which is located at Pontebrolla, one
of the stations on the electric line.
The Italian government has lately decided to
allow a credit of $14,000,000 in order to carry out
some improvements on the leading electric raijroads of the country, especially those which have
heavy grades and long tunnels. The amounts allotted to each road will be used in track construction and for the purchase or improvement of rolling
Italian

A

A

has to all intents and purposes died out. An interesting case that has been occupying the attention
of the High Court for over a week is that of the
vicar of a Brighton church, who seeks to restrain
the Brighton Corporation from committing an alleged nuisance at a motor-generator station in the
center of the town, a humming from the working
of the machinery, it is claimed, interfering with the
conduct of the services. It is certainly high time
that statutory undertakings of this character should
be given some degree of legal protection in these
matters.
the
Although
period for depositing petitions
against bills in Parliament is still a long way off,
great activity is being evinced by the London local
authorities in putting their house into order regarding their attitude toward the electric power
bills.
All the signs point to no abatement of the
complete hostility to these measures, and it is not
be\^ond the hounds of possibility that the political
influences of these authorities will again prevent
a definite conclusion being arrived at. Every authority which is at all touched by the bills has
decided to petition against them.
All arrangements are now completed for the
holding of an electrical exhibition at Manchester
in the autumn, and designs for buildings are being
prepared. The consulting engineers to the undertaking are the electrical engineers to the Manchester and Salford corporations, Messrs. Pearce
and McCowen. Hitherto the arrangements have
been in the hands of two gentlemen who organized
the preliminary matters, but the control has now
been taken over by the recently appointed executive
committee, which is composed of representatives
of manufacturing firms.
The publication of the half-yearly accounts of
some of the electric traction companies in London
shows little signs of a substantial improvement in
the economic conditions which have been the cause
of so much anxiety during the last two years.
Thus the Central London tube railway has to report a decrease during the second half of the year
1007 of nearly $85,000, against which has to be set
a decrease of only $25,000 in the working expenses.
factor in this latter increase has been the employment of only one man on the cab of the locomotive instead of two as hitherto. The Metropolitan Railway Company reports a decrease in the
number of passengers carried, but this has been
more than neutralized by the increase in certain
of the fares. The Great Northern and City Railway Company gives notice that no dividend will be
paid upon the preferred "A" shares for the December half year.
An interesting and novel scheme for obtaining
condensing water for the electric supply station at
Edinburgh is now in course of construction. It
consists in utilizing sewage water.
It appears that
a large sewer runs close to' one of the generating
stations of the corporation, and it was decided to
tap this as the least objectionable and expensive
of several schemes for obtaining the condensing
water in question.
shaft has been sunk down
to the sewer, and water is pumped up, conper-wire

A

A

gauze being employed to prevent any solid matter
being drawn up by the centrifugal pumps. After
use the water is returned to the sewer. Precautions have been taken to prevent the escape of any
gases from the outlet shaft.
G.

stock.

According to recent reports, it appears that the
project of a high-speed electric railroad from Rt>me
to Naples, which has been discussed for some time,
is taking a more definite shape, for the state has
now granted a concession for such a railroad to a
syndicate of French and Belgian .capitalists. The
distance in a straight line is but 120 miles, and the
electric trains would cover this in two hours.
The
steam railroad which runs between the two cities
is 150 miles long, and the trip requires five hours.
A. DE

Great

C

Britain.

—

London, February i. During recent years there
have been several attempts to obtain injunctions
against the working of electric generating stations
by the owners of adjoinuig property, on the ground
that the working of the machinery, with its consequent
"noise
and
vibration,"
constituted
a
nuisance.
The actions in question have been nomfor a cessation of the nuisance, so called,
impossible, so that it would virtually mean
the shutting down of the station. In the earlier
instances of this character, at any rate, there was
a distinct ulterior motive on the part of the applicants, viz., to sell their property at an enhanced
value to the owners of the electric generating station.
In at least two cases this object was gained.
But the plea is now being set up that provided the
clcctric-suppIy authority, which is working under
inally

which

is

parliamentary sanction and is bound to perform its
functions, carries out its duties in what is admitted
to_ be a reasonable manner, with up-to-date machinery, it should be exempt from any injunction
of the character referred to. Since the earlier attempts of this character a considerable number of
supply authorities have taken th# precaution to secure a special clause in an Act of Parliament ex-

empting them from
this

reason

liability

what promised

from nuisance, and for
to become a practice

New

York.

—A

New York City, February 8.
case before the
LTnited States Board of General Appraisers against
the Midvale Steel Company on Tuesday attracted
much attention. At the trial tests and experiments
were made to assist in determining the duties
which should be
imposed on certain imported
metalliferous ores, among which ferro tungsten was
the main source of discussion. This metal is valued at $r,ooo a ton, and the Treasury Department
has recently contended that it should be classed
as "metallic mineral not specifically provided for
in the tariff law," and so dutiable at 20 ner cent.
ad valorem, or $200 instead of $4 a ton, the duty
charged at present. The defense asserted that by
itself ferro tungsten is not capable of being wrought"
into commercial form.
To disprove this assertion
J. Allen Heany, an expert metallurgist, well known
to electrical men, with an apparatus of his own
attached to an electric-light socket, produced a light
of 75 candlepower by the use of ferro tungsten,
using, he said, no more current than needed for
an ordinary i6-candlepower lamp.
The north lube of the Hudson and Manhattan
Railroad Company, commonly known as the Mc.Adoo tunnels, running under the North River from
Hobokcn to Morton Street. Manhattan, will be
opened to the public on February 25lh. On that
day the regular schedule of trains between the
Hobokcn terminal, just north of the Lackawanna
station, and Nineteenth Street and Sixth Avenue
will be started.
The opening of the tunnel and
the completion of the first section of the $60,000,000
system will be fittingly celebrated. The McAdoo
system, which has been frequently adjudged lo be
the greatest and most costly engineering feat of
the century, as well as the most comprehensive
traffic arrangement ever devised, was first started
in iR7<i.
D_c Witt Clinton Haskin, a civil engineer,
of California, who had been active in the construction of the

Union

Pacific Railroad,

drew

the plans

February

1908

15,

and made the surveys at his own expense. Work
since has been stopped several times by failures
and other causes, and its successful completion is
now being carried out by the company organized
by William G. McAdoo.
During 1907 in Brooklyn 102 persons were killed
by street railways, 26 were killed on the elevated
roads, six were killed by live wires and 83 were
accidentally suffocated by gas. The victims of the
.

trolley cars
streets.

were largely children playing

the

in

O. F. Nichols, civil engineer, long identified with
the engineering departments of many of the city's
public works and who had engaged in many private enterprises, died on February 4th at his home

Gates Avenue, Brooklyn, in his sixty-third year.
born in Newport, L. I., and was a graduate of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
In 1888
he was made chief engineer of the Brooklyn Elevated Railroad Company and in 1892 general manager.
He was prominent in the engineering work
of the large bridges, and in 1904 was appointed
chief engineer of the Department of Bridges. Mr.
Nichols was a member of the American Society
of Civil Engineers, the Engineers' Club, and other
scientific organizations.
His wife and two daughin

He was

ters

survive.

In the receivership cases of the

New York

City

and the Metropolitan Street railways. Judge Lacombe, in the United States Circuit Court, has
given an opinion dismissing the petition which had
been presented

in behalf of the state receivers to
enable them to take the assets of the two railway
companies from the hands of the Federal receivers,

Douglas Robinson and Adrian H. Joline.
A notable tribute was paid to H. H. Vreeland,
president of the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, who was the guest of honor of the New
York Railroad Club at the Hoffman House, Twentyfifth Street and Broadway, last night.
He received
a handsome silver water pitcher as a testimonial
of the high esteem in which he is held by the
members of the club, of which he has been a
member for iS years. He has been president of
the club for a

number

of j'cars.

There was much

applause when the toastmaster, William G. Besler,
paid a tribute to Mr. Vreeland and spoke of his
usefulness not alone as a member and ofiicer of
the club, but to the community at large. THere
was a large attendance of prominent men, including

some well-known electrical engineers.
Harry V. Osborne, leader of the dissenting

stock-

holders of the Newark (N. J.) Telephone Company, attacked the management of the company at
the annual meeting of stockholders on Monday in
that city, charging that the concern was being
maintained by the New York and New Jersey
Telephone Company to stifle competition, and that
a receiver should be appointed, as recent reports
showed a deficit, and that no dividends had been
paid in the 10 years of its existence.
The properties of the LTnited States Independent
Telephone Company were bid in by the reorganization committee of the bondholders at the public
foreclosure sale in Rochester on Tuesday by Chairman Walter P. Duffy of the committee for $250,000.
Later the reorganization committee of the United
States Independent bondholders bought in the prop-

Independent Telephone Securities Comcomprising the Rome, Syracuse and Utica
companies, at the foreclosure sale, for $150,000.

erties of the

pany,

Application for the right to issue $10,000,000 of
preferred stock and $50,000,000 of bonds was made
by the Long Acre Electric Light and Power Company yesterday to the Public Service Commission.
was referred lo Commissioner Maltbie. The
It
company was started by theatrical men and others
who resented what they termed "the arbitrary and
unreasonable attitude of the Edison company." It
informed the commission yesterday it had a city
franchise to place wires for electric light, heat and
power in Manhattan and the Bronx. It has a small
plant in operation and is supplving customers.

W.
Ohio.

— At

the regular meeting of
the Toledo Section of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, held in the Builders' Exchange last night, H. W. Fisher of Pittsburg gave
a talk on "Electric Cables," which was very inMr. Fisher is chief cngistructive and interesting.
glnccr of the Standard Underground Cable Company, and an authority on matters of electric transmission.
The financial report of the Lake Shore Electric
for the month of December shows total earnings
of $68,475.92, being a gain of $1,800.66 over the
corresponding month of the previous year.
decision handed down by the Supreme Court
of Ohio this week holds that municipalities have
not the power lo furnisli electric light to private
consumers. The question arose in the case of RobThe
ert H. Jackson vs. the City of Nclsonvillc.
city was installing a plant to supply its citizens
with electric light and power, as well as to light
the public streets. The old law giving this power
was inadvertently omitted when the new municipal

Toledo, February

8.

A

code of- Ohio was enacted in 1002.
Contracts have been closed for the
station at
The apparatus will be installed by
on February T4th.

a

wireless- telegraph

iiislallatlon

Upper

of

Sandusky.
William B. Patty

February
R. E.
rciuovcd

15,

formerly of Naslivillc, Tcnii,, lias
his family lo Massillon, Ohio, where he

Clio.-itc,

assumed

lias
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his duties as ihc

Electric

iVIassillon

new manager

of the

and Gas Company.

rians have been coniiileled for the proposed new
hiiilding of the Central Union Teleiihone Company
The structure will be two stories
at Youngstown.
hish, 37 by 121 feet, and fireproof, and will cost
approximately $30,000.
Peter Harrison, the yoiniK electrician who received a shock from the 20,000-volt circuits at the

Fremont power house a few weeks ago, is on llie
road to recovery.
The Uuckcye Traction Ditcher Company of Findlay will soon be operating at full capacity again.
'I'hc concern lias closed a very successful year.
At
annual ineelinK the ollicers were selected,

the recent

N.

with

The

iMacl.ai'hlau

I..

l'"arnKrs'

as

prcsiilent.

Telephone Company, incorporated

for $50,000 and operating in Sandusky^ Seneca, Huron, Crawford and Richland counties, is offering

a limited

amount of

slock for sale.

its

H. L.

S.

winter

moiiths,

but

made next, June.
Business men of

that

Ihc

a

complete

test
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will

Red River Valley arc

be

plaii-

niiig a large cicelric phinl lo supply Crooksloii,
h'argo and Grand iMirk",.
It
is lluir inlciilion to
erect a dam on llie Red River near llalslad, Miliii.
The Sioux City and Spirit Lake Railway Com-

pany, with headquarters at Hartley, Iowa, has been
incorporated with a capital slock of $50,000. The
incorporators are Frank Patch, J. T. Conn, D. A.
h'letcher and others.
R.

Illlnola.
Peoria, February 8.— The Illinois Traction Company is now liandling a mail service from this oily
and from Blooniiiiglon, cars leaving both cities at
seven in the morning with mail and picking up mail
for the intermediate towns.
All the towns between
here and Bloomington will be served.
An interurban road from Springfield to Quincy,
vvitli branches, is pro|x)sed lo be built by the Mis-

Valley Interurban Railway Company, which
capital of $1,000,000.
The
built, will pass through about 20 cities.
The incorporators and first board of directors are
James H. Ward of Butler, III., George E. Watson
of Hillsboro, III., H. R. Lakin of Rochester, III.,
sissippi

was incorporated with a

Indiana.

road,

—

Indianapolis, February 8,
At a meeting of the
Indiana State Board of Agriculture, held February
Rubush & Hunter, architects, were ordered lo
prepare plans for the construction and equipment
of an independent electric-light plant on the State
Fair grounds, to cost about $28,000. Bids will be
in order as soon as plans are completed.
The Noblesville Gas and Independent Improvement Company has ordered an issue of $100,000
in bonds, secured by mortgage on its natural-gas
plant, consisting of 51 wells, 160 miles of pipe line
and a pumping station. Tlie money secured from
tlie bond sale will be
used to extend the system
,111(1
for the construction of an artificial-gas plant
to cost about $60,000.
The officials of this company
state that their gas wells are growing stronger instead of weaker.
The Indianapolis and South Bend Traction Company has filed articles of incorporation. The compa,ny is to construct electric railways for passenger
and freight service, connecting Indianapolis and
Noblesville and passing through about 20 towns.
Robert H. Keller and associates are the directors.
6th,

The Kokomo, Frankfort and Terre Haute Trac-

Company

has been organized at Frankfort to
construct an interurban line from Kokomo to Terre
Haute by the way of Frankfort, Lebanon and other
intermediate towns. Oliver Gard of Frankfort is
tion

president.

Arrangements "have been made to begin the work
of constructing an electric railway between Sullivan,
Ind., and Decatur, III., by way of M'attoon, connecting the interurban systems of Indiana, Ohio
and

Illinois.

report of the Fort Wayne and Wabash ValCompany for the year ended December
31st, shows gross earnings of $1,283,781, against
in
igo6.
The net receipts were $537,745,
$1,092,806
against $432,246 in 1906.
The Indiana railroad commissioners announce
that they are ready to recommend to the next Legislature a stringent law to keep trespassers off of
railroad tracks, with a view to reducing the number of accidents and deaths occasioned thereby.
The commission also lias notified the railroads of
the state that they must place warning signs at
the 10,000 unprotected railroad crossings of public

The

ley

Traction

highways in the- state.
The Indiana Appellate Court has decided that a
street-raibvay company has a right to extend its
tracks across a steam-railroad track at grade without constructing an interlocking crossing, and the
fact that such company also operates interurban
cars to distant points does not affect this right.
The Commercial Club of Warsaw has passed a
resolution in favor of municipal ownership and requested the City Council to buy the

and Light Company's

plant,

which

Winona Water
now being
is
S.

offered for sale.

S.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, February 8. The Wausau Street
Railroad Company of Wausau, Wis., has purchased
the Wausau Electric Company -and also the M'osinee
waterpower for the use of the company.
The Minneapolis, St. Paul, Rochester and Dubuque Traction Company will build five power
houses along its line between the Twin Cities and
Dubuque, Iowa. It is estimated that the buildings
cost

will

$250,000.

Professors in the electrical college at the University of Minnesota propose the establishment of
a trades school and will endeavor to train students
for practical electricians.

The

City

Council at Brainerd, Minn.,

ering the purchase of a

is

consid-

second-hand arc-light ma-

chine.

A. Anderson, a Lake City (Iowa) engineer, outplans for an interurban railroad to be built
Moines and Lake City and beyond
the latter point into Northwestern Iowa.
There
has been $100,000 pledged toward the contract.
Electrolysis was the chief subject discussed by
_

lines

between Des

The board
at St. Paul recently.
local railway company has made
great improvements in the electrical return system.
It is probable that nothing more will be done with
respect to further testing of the system during the
the

Water Board

feels

that

the

if

and John E. Melik and F. E. iMelik of Springfield.

The

service inspectors of the Central

Company

phone

met

at

Union Teleheadquarters in

local

Springfield this week and discussed matters of interest.
At the conclusion of the meeting a banquet
was served at the St. Nicholas. The district superintendents also held a meeting at the same place
this week and
the visiting superintendents were
entertained at a dinner given by the local superintendent.

A

change will probably be made in the system
of charging for baggage now practiced by the Illinois Traction Company. The new method will be
the same as used on the steam roads, to charge
excess on all pieces weighing over 150 pounds.
V. N.

Western Canada.

—

Winnipeg, Man., February 8. Serious trouble has
arisen in Winnipeg over the dismissal of Cecil B.
Smith, civic expert for the municipal power plant
to be constructed on the Winnipeg River. The
Board of Control voted his dismissal unanimously,
but the City Council referred the dismissal back
to the board by a vote of 9 to 7. In the interim
several meetings of the ratepayers had been held
and it was decided to petition the City Council to
proceed with the work of constructing the civic
plant, and petitions, extensively signed, are being
collected by a committee of ratepayers in favor of

l.'H.iiily III the company's Kearny SWrri biiildinK,
and as yet the exchange has facilities for only
79
Mibscribers, as compared with 1,000, before the fire.
There arc, however, about 150 ajiplicanU for the
service, and a larger ci|uipmcnt has been ordered.
The Police and Fire commissions of San Francisco, acting logetlier, have suspended the manufacture of /ire-alarni boxes in llie dcparlmcnl shop,
as it was made eviilent llial the maintenance of the
department was decidedly more expensive than the
occasional buying of boxes as they arc needed.
The city authorities of Sacramento, Cal., have
decided not lo take up the mailer of the city constructing its own electric-lighting plant at lliis lime.
The Pacific Gas and Electric Company, which has
heretofore been doing the street lighting al a cost
to the city of $7 per month per arc light, odcred lo
reduce the cost to $6.30 during the ensuing year,
and, as Professor Cory, who made the estimates
on the city plant, figured that with its own lighting
works the are lights for street purposes would cost
$6.70, the City Council decided to accept the coin[lany's offer and lo award the contract accordingly.
John Turrell of Creswell, Ore., has secured a
franchise for the conslruciion and operation of an
electric-lighting plant at that place.
He will also
supply power to the surrounding territory.
Proposals are being received by the commissioner
of public works at Taconia, Wash,, for a 75-arcliglit, air-cooled, constant-current
regulating transformer and for an arc-lamp panel,
F, X. Waldron of Vashon Island, Wash., has
applied for an electric-light and railway franchise
on the island. His petition is signed by 260 residents of the island.
The management of Ihe Ocean Shore Railway

Company, which is building a third-rail line from
San Francisco to Santa Cruz, Cal., announces that
the electric trains will be running lo Green Valley
from San Francisco by April ist, and that it is
expected to have the entire line in operation by
January

i,

1909.

W.

E. Pierce, president of the Boise and Interurban Railroad Company of Boise, Ida., has gone
to Pittsburg to confer with the other stockholders
of the company relative to the proposed extensions
of the system.
The Board of Supervisors of San Bernardino
County have granted to the Corona Gas and Electric Company of Corona, Cal., the right to run an
electric transmission line along certain of the public
roads of the county.
The Board of Supervisors of Alameda County,
Cal., has granted the application of E, M. Downer
of Pinole, Cal., representing the Great Western
Power Company, for the right to erect a transmission line along the roads of the county.
A.

immediate construction.

The new Grand Trunk
Company has connected

Pacific

PERSONAL.

Railway Telegraph

its
lines with Winnipeg,
has been opened in the Somerset
Block. This line is now in operation for a distance
of 280 miles west of Winnipeg, but so far the steel
for the railroad has not been laid over this portion
of the line.

where an

office

The British Canadian Wood, Pulp and Paper
Company of Vancouver is now in a position to
the first unit of its plant. The governmenf
has granted the company the water rights on Rainy
River sufficient to develop 5,000 horsepower. The
head office of the company is at 313 Cordova Street.
build

Messrs.

0, H.

Caldwell and M. B. Bogart, two
Purdue University, were in Chicago last
week making an efficiency test of a West Side
seniors in

plant

They

the electrical production of nitric acid.
will prepare a thesis on the results of this
for

test.

Mr. S. B. Livermore, for several years local
manager of the Winona Railway and Light Company of Winona, Minn., who is to retire from the
position, will be succeeded by Mr. George H. Shaw,
for 18 years superintendent of the Madison Street

Vancouver, B. C. W. H. H. Collister is one of
the chief shareholders.
The work of surveying the Dog Lake Falls and
the plans for developing power there for the town
of Port Arthur, Ontario, have been completed by
Cecil B. Smith, C. E.
The transmission line will
be 23% miles long.
After having been operated by steam for the last
two years, the Winnipeg, Selkirk and Lake Selkirk

Dr. Louise G. Robinovitch of New York, the
physician whose researches into the subject
of electric sleep have been mentioned in the Western Electrician, will soon, it is said, receive a grant
from the municipal authorities of Paris which will
permit her to apply the system on a large scale in
hospitals for the insane in that city.

running between Winnipeg and
Man., a distance of 18 miles, will be operated by electricity from March 1st.
C. Holden, formerly a member of the Winnipeg
civic power staff, has been appointed superintendent
of the municipal plant at Moosejaw, Sask.
The civic authorities at Edmonton, Alberta, have
canceled the contract awarded the Lorimer Automatic Telephone Company for the installation of
a telephone system, alleging delay, and the Automatic Electric Company of Chicago is applying for

Union Telegraph Company for Council Bluffs,
Iowa, has been promoted to the position of chief
clerk in the otiice of J. C. Nelson, superintendent
of the Third District, in Omaha, taking the place
of H. M. Goulding, who- has retired to. engage in
business.
Succeeding Mr. Nicoll in the Council
Bluffs office will be O. T. Welch, who has been
employed in the Omaha office. Mr. Nicoll has been
in the employment of the Western Union Telegraph
Company nearly 30 years.

railroad,

electric

Selkirk,

a

franchise to install

its

system.

Pacific Slope.
San Francisco, February 5. The

—

public-service

of the city are still very, far apart in the
matter of regulations. Various ordinances are now
before the Board of Supervisors, but none of these
has received even the partial apjiroval of the corporation. The management of the street-railway
company asserts that the ordinance proposed for
the improvement of the street-car service has not
a single clause that is not objectionable, and that
many of them are impossible of enforcement. All
the corporations concerned object to the proposed
ordinance concerning the removal of overhead wires.
thorities

Company

week reestablished the Chinatown Exchange, which was a
feature of the San Francisco system before the
great fire. The exchange has been established ternPacific

Telephone

woman

Mr. George H.

Nicoll,

manager of the Western

R.

companies of San Francisco and the municipal au-

The

Railway Company of Madison, Wis.

this

Mr. C. F. Harding, B. S., has been appointed head
of the school of electrical engineering of Purdue
University, Lafayette, Ind., filling the place made
vacant by the death of Prof. C. P. Matthews.
Professor Harding is a young man, but his careful
training and wide practical experience have equipped
him well for the place, both in the theory an^ application of electrical science. He is a native of
Fitchburg, Mass., a graduate of Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and an electrical engineer of high
standing. Professor Harding was successively electrical engineer for the first high-potential high-speed
electric railway in

for the D.

& W,

New

England, electrical engineer

Fuse Company, publicity manager

for the Fort Wayne Electric Works and' engineering expert with Stone & Webster. He also made
a marked success as associate professor of elecProfessor Harding
trical engineering at Cornell.
has a pleasing personality. He is married, and is
expected to join the university about March 1st.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
C. H. Hoback has sold the lighting plant at Bertrand, Neb., to George Hendrickson.

R.

P.

Runckle and others are applying for an
franchise in Hinckley, Minn.

electric-light

The city of Rogers. Ark., is figuring on the
establishment of a municipal electric-light plant.
The Billings (Mo.) Light, Power and Water
Company has been incorporated with a capital of
Buffalo (N. Y.) General Electric Company
said to have purchased the Gruener Hotel propto be used as the company's headquarters.

The
erty,

The

gets on a train to go home after five o'clock," said
the speaker, "he finds half of the seats occupied
by women who should have been at home two
hours before."

the pamphlet report of the North American
for 1907 President Wetmore says: ''During the year the company has sold to the Milwaukee Light, Heat and Traction Company the
entire common capital stock of the Milwaukee Elec-

In

Company

Railway and Light Company ($9,000,000, par
and has received in payment therefor the
capital stock and refunding and exitension mortgage bonds of' the traction company, the sale or
exchange having been made in the belief that the
future development of these properties can be
more effectively provided for through the instrutric

value),

$35,000.

is

Interstate

Hydro-electric Light

and

Power

Company, of which W. D. Chesney, Rosedale StaKansas City, Kan., is secretary, is developing
5,000 horsepower from the White River, near Eution,

reka Springs, Ark.
Citizens of Ferguson, Mo., a suburb of St. Louis,
raised $15,000 at a meeting called to consider the
co-operative
building of an electric-light plant.
company, to be known as the Ferguson Electric
and Supply Company, may carry out the project,
and the city will be asked for a franchise.

A

The

president and trustees of the village of SheFalls, Wis., are advertising for bids for a
franchise to be granted for ihe term of 25 years,
commencing March 8, igoS, for the use of streets,
lanes and alleys of the village, in the establishment
and operation of an electric-light plant and system,
according to the specifications on file in the office
of the clerk. The proposals are to state what percentage of the gross receipts from the operation
of the plant the bidder will pay annually into Ihe
treasury of the village. All bids are to be filed
with the village clerk on or before March i6th.

boygan

mentality of the traction

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
R. B. Hutchinson, R. G. Smith and associates
of Checotah, I, T., interested with eastern men,
have organized a company at Checotah and are
preparing preliminary plans and estimates for the
construction of an electric railway 100 miles long
to connect Fort Smith, Ark., and Shawnee, Okla.
Officials of the Woodstock, Marengo, Genoa and
Sycamore Railway Company are securing rightsof-way for the proposed electric railway to connect
the Illinois towns named. It is said that the road
may be built this summer, as the active co-operation of prominent business men in the towns bene-

Wilford A. Bailey, a few years ago considered
"Napoleon of finance'* in Worcester, Mass., the
man who built the Worcester and Southbridge
a

electric

railway

in

fairly

luxurious

but at
purchased at a barstyle,

such cost that the road was
gain by the New Haven steam-road interests, was
recently arrested in Worcester on two charges of
uttering forged instruments of $5,000 each.

Moderate gains

and net earnings, despite
increased expenses, are reported in the annual report of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light
Company for the j'ear 1907. Gross earnings were
in gross

$3-823,383, compared with $3,523,438 for the preceding year. Expenses and taxes were $2,204,124
for 1907 and $1,945,993 for 1906. Net earnings for
1907 were $1,619,250, compared with $1,577,445 ior
1906.

The Texas Union Traction Company

of ClarksTex., has been incorporated and proposes to
build some important interurban lines in Texas. It
is planned, it is said, to build from Texarkana to
Sherman, 154 miles; from Paris to Ennis, 124
miles; from Texarkana to Fort Worth, 215 miles;
Paris to Cleburne, 15 miles, and numerous branch
lines.
The incorporators are J. P. Moore and J. T.
Upchurch of Longfellow, Tex., and A. A. St. John
of El Paso.
ville,

as

The Chambersburg, Greencastle and Waynesboro
Railway Company of Waynesboro, Pa., is
extending its road 11^ miles from the present terStreet

Greencastle to Chambersburg,
Tracks,
poles and trolley wire are up for one-half the distance.
To provide increased generating capacity at
the power house sealed bids are being asked for
the following machinery and appliances installed
complete
500-kilowatt, 2,300-volt, 6o-cycle, threephase steam turbine or engine-driven generator set;
jet condenser and cooling tower; 30-kilowatt steamdriven exciter set;
switchboard panel;
14-mile
transmission line, 23,oco-volt, three-phase, to be
erecied on existing poles; transformer and substation equipment complete
lo^-mile No. 0000
direcL-current feeder erected.
The road is to be
in operation in 112 days.
J. F. Geiser is electrical
engineer and superintendent of the company.
at

:

;

POWER TRANSMISSION^
Company

The

Northern California Power
Redding, Cal., is figuring the cost

of

of supplying
current to some of the large farms. Oakland men
owning a large tract of land near Willows are
desirous of getting electric light and power to the
farm.

Cold weather is said to have diminished the flow
of water from (he mountains, and as a result steam
plants at Tacoma and Seattle, Wash., have been
put in operation to help out the Puget Sound Electric Company's power plant at Electron.
Service on
the local street-car sj's: em or the interurban road has
not been interfered with.

The

Berkshire
Power Company of Canaan,
has been indicted in connection with the
overflowing of the Housatonic River, caused by the
company's erection of a dam at Canaan.
This
aciion is the result of a complaint made by a
number of farmers at Sheffield. It is alleged that
the waters of the Housatonic River were dammed
in such a way by this company that the water was
Conn.,

back, obstructing

two highways

in

Sheffield.

A

speaker

meeting of

the Real Estate
Board in Chicago where the question of relieving
the elevated Loop congestion was being discussed,
sujsigcsted a method which evoked applause.
He
said that if the women who arc downtown shopping could be induced to jjo home before five
o'clock, and thus make room for people who arc
compelled to stay down later, the knotty problem
of congestion would be solved.
"Whenever one
at

the

has six 3,000-kilowatt, 50-cycle, 6,600-volt,
waterwheel-driven alternators.
The' line voltage
is 60,000 volts, raised through three banks of three
each single-phase, water-cooled, 2,000-kilowatt transformers.
Current is transmitted 25 miles to the
Waseda sub-station just outside the city of Tokio,
where water-cooled transformers step down to
11,000 volts for transmission underground through
Itad-armored cables to 11 distributing sub-stations.
In the smaller sub-stations oil-cooled transformers
step the voltage down to 2.000 volts, the line potential of the city circuits.
The transformer, regulating and controlling equipment was furnished by
ihe General Electric Company.

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

The new Nova

A course of 26 lectures on electricity and telephony was started in the Y, M. C. A. building.
Salt Lake City, Utah, on February 3d.
The lectures are given in the evening, several days apart,
and the course will* end on April 30th.
Prof.
L. W. Hartman, instructor in electricity in the
Association Institute, is in general charge.
The
course was opened by Mr. D. M'cNicol, manager
in Salt Lake City of the Postal Telegraph-Cable
Company, on the subject, "Wireless Telephony
Demonstrated."
Mr. C. W. Wright of the Utah
Light and Railway Company lectured on the commercial and domestic uses of electricity, and Mr.
T. Bergelin of the same company has as his subject
"City Distribution Systems for Light and
Power."
Messrs. H. W. Kline, R. J. Ardii¥ and
C. S. McDonald of the Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone Company, and Mr. 'A. L. Dennis of the Utah

Independent Telephone Company and K. A. Scheid
of the Under writei's will cover the telephone subjects.
Such subjecls as electric traction, motor

power transmission, lamps, subbe taken up by Messrs. F. D.
D. B. McBride of the
Utah Light and Railway Company, M'r. Leonard
Wilson of the General Electric Company, and Mr.
D. M. Grosh of Gray & Grosh.
meters,

troubles,
stations,

will

etc.,

Winegar,

W.

L.

Emory and

PUBLICATIONS.
The

on "Rubber Insulation for Conductors," by Mr. Fred J. Hall, has been reprinted in
booklet form by the Habirshaw Wire Company of
Yonkers, N. Y. The article is limited to the conarticle

rubber

sideration of
conductors.

as

for

insulation

electrical

The Electric Journal. Pittsburg, has ready for
distribution a topical index of all the important
engineering articles that appeared during its four
years of publication (1904- 1907, inclusive).
By
printing on one side only the references are conveniently arranged for pasting on cards in a card
index.
Each article is briefly abstracted and the
number of tables, curves, illustrations and words
given.
Westinghouse portable and precision meters are
the subject of circular No. 1104 from the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. The
circular has 54 pages and the devices described,
illustrated and listed represent the latest develop-

ment

in meter manufacture, being designed and
constructed with a view of not only securing high
accuracy but also permanency.
Permanency
of calibration is an essential in the successful commercial meter, and this essential is said to have
been fully met in the Westinghouse product. The
catalogue contains some valuable data with illustrations and drawings.
initial

Revised Circular No. 1104 from the Westinghouse Companies Publishing Department contains
an exceptionally well-written treatise on the various portable meters manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
The

The Sanitary District of Chicago has just entered into a contract to supply three manufacturing
concerns with electrical power and light from* the
Lockport plant for five j'ears. The Sanitary District will receive 214 to 9 cents per kilowatt for the
power.
The companies contracted with are the
Winthrop Asphalt Shingle Company, 4641 Twentysixth Street; the Shavings and Sawdust Company,
Western Avenue and Twenty-third Street, and the
McDonnell & Brennan Company, Tliirty-fifth Street

of these meters to the measurement of singlephase and polyphase circuits should prove of much
assistance to engineers and others called upon to
make such measurements. The thorough system
of indexing employed permits a ready reference
to any desired subject, a feature of much impor-

and Kedzie Avenue.

tance in a

With

the advent of the Chicago Railways Company, which takes over the Union Traction properties, arc indications of improved service.
With
prospects of an early spring the Board of Supervising Engineers is making preparations for extensive track reconstruction and other rehabilitation.
The board is now considering plans for a standard
type of car to be used on all the surface lines.
President Roach of the Chicago Railways Company has issued new rules which call for efficiency,
care and politeness on the part of employes.

1908

Scotia Technical College in Halifax will contain an electrical research laboratorj'.

making the loop, is the only solution. Some members of the committee 'favor the ultimate abandonment of the Loop structure, which could be brought
about by the contemplated subway and elevated
terminals.

set

15,

tion

the control-

The local transportation committee of the Chicago Council is hard at work trying to solve the
Plans submitted
elevated railway Loop problem.
by the four companies which use the Loop have
been considered and the committee has its own experts and engineers at work.
The Loop is extremely congested during rush hours and is entirely
inadequate for handling the traffic.
Property owners along the route have always opposed the structure and object to any extension of platforms or
additions for cross-overs.
is
the opinion of
It
many that the through routing of trains, instead of

being secured.

The Milwaukee City Council a few nights ago by
unanimous vote adopted resolutions expressing confidence in A. C. Frost, president of the Chicago and
Milwaukee Electric Railroad Company. The good
will of the city toward the enterprise was also
carried by the resolutions. The enterprise is looked
upon as a distinct benefit to Milwaukee.

company

company."

ling

minus

fited is

February

Mines in the eastern part of Okanogan County,
the Chekapa mines on the west, the territory reaching from the British Columbia boundary on the
north to Brewster at the mouth of the Okanogan
River on the south, with boundaries to Chesaw
and Molson, in north central Washington, will be
supplied with electricity for lighting and power
purposes
by the Similkamccn Power Company,
which has just received a 50-ycar franchise from
the commissioners of Olcanogan County, northwest
of Spokane, The company has a 1.500-horsepowcr
plant at the falls of the Similkameen River, where
it
is proposed
ultimately to generate 10,000 horsepower. Monroe Ilarman, Nighthawk. Wash., is
president of the company, and H. W. Johnson,
Oroville, Wash., is general manager.

A
put

large

number

by impounding the Ugigawa River.

has just been
being obtained

The main

sta-

work

cuts

illustrating

of this

the

application

size.

In the monthly bulletin of the Ohio Brass Company for February is an interesting article on porcelain
insulator testing, it being an exposition of
the company's own methods.
The value of the article

is

enhanced

by

drawings

and

tables.

The

bulletin also shows, among other things, the type
third-rail insulator for industrial railways.
The
insulating medium used in the Ohio Brass Company's insulator is a semi-porcelain, a material developed by this company for the class of service
mentioned.
The material is said to embrace the
insulating jjroperlies of pure porcelain together
with the ability to withstand severe shocks and
vibration.

D

The Sprague
issued

'four

illustrated,

_6o,ooo-voli hydro-electric plant
into service in Japan, power

of

Electric
I'.andsomc

Company of New York has
new bulletins, beautifully

which contain much

valuable

informa-

tion and interesting data.
Bulletin No. 107 goes
into the merits of the company's coiUinuous-current
diri'Ct-drivcn type S generators for light and power.

ii

I
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HjoS

15.

of working installations are shown,
Bulletin No. 224 is the
also parts uf ihc macliinc.
I'cliliini
on type
direct-current motors.
siriiiid
'Ilicse macliines liave many desirable fe;itnrcs, and
liullelin gives some inlerestiuK diaKranis and
llie
In bulleiin No. jio, which is devoted
dluslralions.
fans and blowers driven by directvciililatiuK
Id
current motors, are pictures of some of the large
liuildiuKS of the country which have been equipped
Jtulletin No. 507 treats
by the .Spr.'igue conii)any.
llcxihie steel-armored hose for steam :uul com(il
pressed .-lir, and the numerous apijlicalious are
irr.iled in an interesting mauuer.

A

iiiiiiilK-r

l.irKi'

to locale their chemical
laboratory in the same building.

cement

D

MISCELLANEOUS.
\'i"Kl Sanbnrn
on domestic science

Mrs.

!•".

lectures

is

at

yiviug
ihe

a series of
free industrial

exposition of the VVm. Barr Dry Goods Company
The lectures arc given daily at 10
in St. Louis.
m., and the ftnirth week includes a different
Mrs. Sanborn is a well-known
recipe each day.
writer and lecturer, her specialty being illustrated
a.

on cooking by

lectures

electricity.

Trustees of the Sanitary District of Chicago arc
authorized
issue
of
olTering
of an
$1,917,500
$j,ooo.coo of serial, coupon four per cent, bonds,

December 1, 1007, and maturing from DeBids will be
cember I, i(X)9. to December 1, 19J6.
opened February 19th. A large part of the proceeds
will be devoted to widening the Chicago River_and
completing the purchase of right-of-way for the
new North Shore channel from Wilnicttc to the
North Branch at Lawrence Avenue.
datetl

Heat, Power and Refrigeration
to build conduits through
furnish the service its title indicates, has
laid ils plans before a connnittec of the Chicago
City Council and asks for a franchise.
John C.
Fetzcr, Henry A. Allen, Fred W. Blocki and assoThe company
ciates are interested in the company.
proposes to establish a central power plant and, by
means of underground pipes and wires, furnish
steam ^nd electricity for heat and power and refrigeration.
It promises to enter a competitive field
and materially reduce the cost of fuel and ice. It
is
said that sufficient capital is available for the

The

Chicago

Company, which proposes

which

to

project.

Proposals will be received

Robert \V. Hunt &
Louis office, which

St.

Gennet,

at

Jr.,

have established their
charge of Mr. C. W.
Syndicate Trust Building.

1445

in

of 32 sizes .ind

line

to

Bureau of Nnv-

meet

of wrenches calculated
and requirements.

types

eoiidilions

all

Notice has been received that V'e new Benjamin
all.ichmeiu jiliiK (catalogue No. 903;, which atIracleil attention and provoked favorable eoinmcnt
by the trade at the recent Chicago lileclrical Show,
has been approved by the National Board of Underwriters. This fact secures a permanent place
among the list of stainlanl eleelrical fittings for
this device.
I-Jirge orders have been received and
;ire now being filled by ihe inainifacturcr, the Bcnjaiiiin
Kleclric Mamifacluring Company, Chicago,

power house at the Naval TraininK Station, Lake
Michigan, near North Chicago, III. Blank forms of
and specilicalions will he furnished iind
plans in.iy be procured upon application to the command.int. Naval Training S.alion, Great Lakes,
North Chicago, III.
in

in-oposals

The Southwestern M.ichincry and Supply Company of Los Angeles, Cal., recently organized for
ihe purpose of represeiiliiig manufacturers of machinery and supplies excJiisively in Ihe f:isl-growing
Southwest, is under the management of Mr. Charles
L. Michod, who has been in this business at St.
Louis and Havana, Cuba, for the past five years.
The president of the company is Mr. J. Wallace of
New York, while Mr. Tluo. G. Finley of Los Angeles is vic-e-presideiit and treasurer.
Considerable
business with Mexico is antici|iated, but Southern
Nevada, Arizona and Southern California will be

The F. Bissell Company of Toledo, Ohio, says
that for iyo8 it will have an unusually large stock
of cedar jioles. Being a producer of both Idaho
and Michigan cedar poles, the company is in position 10 lake care of the largest orders, whether
they be confined to large or small sizes, 01; a combin.-itioii
of both.
Yard stocks arc ample to care
for iimnediate deinand.
The company handles much
of the larger pole business of the .country and has
good reputation for the expeditious manner
which it is taken care of.

a

in

the principal territory covered.

The Holmes Fibre-Graphite Manufacturing Com-

On

February jth one of the rope shops of the
A. Rocbliiig's Sons Conjpany at Trenton,
N. J., was destroyed by fire. Tlie slioj) destroyed
was one of the several wire-rope shops at the
works and was, compared with the other shops, 01
minor importance. Owing to the fact that business
in general has been somewhat depressed and that
at this season of the year the demand for wire
rope is always less than during the spring and
summer months, the facilities of the company's
rope shops ha\'e not been overtaxed, and the productive capacity of the remaining shops will enable
the company to continue prompt shipments of wire
rope to its customers. Rebuilding of the shop
which was destroyed will be begun at once, and no
trouble whatever is anticipated in fully meeting the
present trade demand for wire rope and in being
in a position, through additional facilities, to meet
the increase which will naturally come within a

John

short time.

BUSINESS.
Frank

Mossberg

Company

Attleboro,

of

manufacturing a new display stand wdiich
is meeting with favor.
It is designed to make an
efficient display of wrenches.
Besides its line of
special machinery and tools, punching dies and
Mass.,

Co.

is

at tile

anJ

igalion, N.-ivy Departmenl, WashiiiKlon, D. C, until uoiin, March 191I1, for the power-plant equipment

The

TRADE NEWS.

'SI

They have nrrnngcd

is

metal stampings,

the

Mossberg company makes a

.

paiiy of 5135 Wakefield Street. Germantown, Philadelphia, manufacturer of the Holmes fiber-graphite

commutator brushes, dynamo brushes and kindred
manufactures, is again ready to meet business demands. Considerable loss by fire was sustained in
October, 1907, by this company, but it is now in
readiness to attend to all customers with promptness and care.
The stock is in prime condition to
supply all demands with dispatch, and the excellence of the product is well known.

Dossert & Co. of New York have recently received large orders from the Western Electric Company and the Central Electric Company of Chicago
for Dossert solderless two-way and cable-tap connectors for use on the reconstruction of the Chicago
Cily Railway Company's lines. The same firm has
likewise sold a large order of solderless cable taps
to W. L. Barstow & Co. for use in the installation
of the cement plant of the Fordwick Company at
Longue Pointe, Montreal. The Shawinigan Water
and Power Company will supply the power 10 the
extent of 44,000 volts, stepping down to 440. It is
also to be noted that Dossert solderless terminal
lugs are used throughout on all Ihe lighting and
power panels as well as the switchboards installed
in the new ii-story fireproof Joseph
J. Little printing building, Twenty-second Street, near First Avenue, New York, by E. C. Tibbals & Co.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent
877,959.

Each subscriber's station has a relay that can be
bridged across the line.
A shunt around the relay
includes the talking instruments and a circuit-closer
actuated by the relay.
Another shunt is connected
around the talking instruments.
The resistance of the
relay and of this second shunt, when connected, is such
as to prevent the operation of any other relay on the

877,968.

line.

Bruce;

Jr.,

American

Automatic Telephone Company, Rochester, N. Y.
Application filed February 18, 1907.

A

hook switch arm engages a switch lever near
through it opens and closes a number

pivot, and
contacts,

its

of

Telegraphic Transmitter. Patrick B. De877.914.
Application filed
lany, South Orange, N. J.

March
The

31*

local

1906.
battery

one then
magnets thus
this

circuit

when one

so arranged that
closes the circuit

contains two electromagnets
energized its armature
is

the second and the armature of
The local
opens the circuit of the first.
send a succession of impulses over the

of

line.

./,

igo8.

Combined Telephone Drop and Jack.
Henry C. Thomson, Boston, Mass., assignor to
Electric Goods Manufacturing Company,

the

Boston, Mass.

A

grooved

sleeve

for

and

Application
perforated

the jack plug

in

a

filed

June

insulating

7,

block

1907.
has a

and a transparent guard

plate
groove in front of, but not touching, the

signal drop.

Automatic Electric Supervisory and Signaling System. James G. Nolen, Chicago, III,
assignor of one-half to Frank B. Cook, Chicago, 111. Application filed December 23, 1902.

878,012.

A fire-alarm system is connected with a telephone
exchange through a master box. From the latter branch
circuits run to switches and heat responsive
devices
located throughout the building.
If any of these is
opened an alarm is sounded in the building and in the
exchange.
Signaling System. James G. NoChicago, III, assignor of one-half to
Frank B. Cook, Chicago, 111., and one-half to
the Automatic Fire Protection Company. ApElectric

878,013:

len,

March 11, 1904.
Modifications of the previous system are

De-

Telegraphic Transmitter. Patrick B.
South Orange, N. J. Application

April 26,

Friedrich Fink.
filed
Application

Electrical Contact Device.

Recklinghausen,

Germany.

February 25, 1907.
Two levers are pivoted

in slots of an insulating block
as to have their lower ends engage a multiple layer
conducting spring in one position and thus form a soring

so

switch.

877,921.

Telephone-exchange

Fowler. Lafayette, Ind.

System.
Application

Samuel
filed

B.

May

1906.
The supervisory relay is arranged to short-circuit part
of its winding and thus to allow enough current to pass
to light the supervisory lamp.
This is extinguished
when the short-circuit is removed.
22,

877-953bec,

A
is

A

Trolley.

Canada.

Jean E. Saucier, Montreal, QueApplication filed October 6, 1905.

trolley pole has a yoke provided with integral lugs.
second yoke is pivotally secured to the first one and
provided with curved outwardly expanded arms, a
and an adjustable spring.

roller

The cover

Tlri

box

the

Vibrator.

878.083.
eric

W.

has

a contact piece which
so as to produce an electric

Walter N. Nicholls and FredToronto, Ontario, Canada.

Nicholls,

Application

A

1907.

for

^ contact within

vibrator

filed

for

April

induction

17,
coils

1907.
has a

vibrating

reed
mounted m, but insulated from, a bracket on the magnet core
The end of the reed is a cup fitting loosely
over a ball.
The bracket arm has an adjusting contact
,

Electric Alarm Operated by Alarm Clocks.
Edward Ploudre, St. Louis, Mo. Application
filed March 20, 1907.

878,087.

The

alarm

stem

closes the circuit of

Electrical

878,106.

F.

Woodmg,

the clock moves a rod which
an incandescent lamp and bell.

of

Signaling Apparatus. Benjamin
Denver, Colo. Application filed

February

23, 1906.
In this block system a spring-held contact

mounted on the train for closing
trains when on the same signaling
contact

is pivotally
the circuit between
section or block the

having an inclined member having sufficient
movernent to maintain it in operative relation with the
signaling

conductors,

regardless

of

the

swa^'ing

move-

train.

Electromechanical
Switchboard
Signal.
Ernest W. Brackett, Elyria, Ohio, assignor to

878,112.

Party-line Telephone System. Arthur F.
Poole,
Wheeling. W. Va. Application filed

878.017.

counterbalanced circular oscillator is set in motion
by the key lever and in turn governs contacts so as to
send a series of dots over the line automatically.
877,919.

described.

filed

1906.

A

nled July 20,

ment of the

plication filed
877.915.
lany.

Combined Cigar Tip Cutter and Lighter.
Ihomas P. Moody, Chicago, 111. Application

878.082.

trolled.

mounted

Telephone Switch. William M.
877.902.
Springfield, Ohio, assignor to the

Fi'hrwtry

Fluid-pressure Brake System. George M.
Spencer, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed August 3, 1907.
The compressor is motor driven and electrically con-

Telefor
Party-line
Lock-out
Device
phones. William M. Bruce, Jr., Springfield,
Ohio, assignor to the American Automatic
Telephone Company, Rochester, N. Y. Application filed February 15, 1906.

877.901.

Office)

February

20, 1905.
The telephone apparatus at each subscriber's station
is inoperative as long as a relay there is not energized.
Each relay has a high and low resistance winding. The
first is short-circuited when the second is acfuated and
the current then cannot energize any other relays on
the line.

Lock-out Telephone System. Arthur F.
Poole, Wheeling. W. Va. Application filed December 30, 1905. Renewed September 27, 1907.

878.018.

This is a modified form of the above, in which both
windings of the relay aid each other after the higliresistance winding has been energized.

Trolley Brush.
George Heineman, San
Francisco, Cal. Application filed September 13

878,062.

the Dean Electric Company, Elyria, Ohio. Application filed May 29, 1907.
An electromagnet has an arc-shaped tongue at one end
of Its core and a U-shaped return bar at the other
end.
The bar has forwardly extending arms holding
a shaft between them, on one side of which is a target
and on the other an armature adapted to swing toward
the core

when

the magnet

is

energized.

Reel for Coil Windings. Isaac de Kaiser,
Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing^ Company.
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed March 3, 1906.

878,125.

A

reel
for winding coils in the slots of dynamoelectric machines consists of a base, a rod supoorted
thereon, a substantially horizontal shaft adjustably attached to the upper end of the rod, a pulley mounted

upon

the shaft and
position of the rod.

means

for

adjusting

the

angular

1907.

Ah
each

electric

car

has

a

trolley-brush

pole

secured

to

end thereof and extended above the roof of the

Cross heads are connected to each of the poles, a
series of longitudinally disposed wires are secured to the
cross heads and a series of transverse wires are connected to the longitudinal wires, the whole set constituting the field of the trolley brush.
car.

and 878,139. Alternating-current Signaling
Apparatus for Electric Railways. John S. Holliday, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Union
Switch and Signal Company. Swissvale, Pa.
Applications filed June 3 and June 28, respec-

878,138

tively,

1907.
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A

relay for a single-phase railway has two windings
connected in series across the track rails. One terminal of each winding is connected to outside wires of a
In the second
three-wire two-phase signaling circuit.
patent single-phase is used for tlie signaling circuit and
one winding of the relay has an inductance in series
with it to split the phase

February

Telephone Transmitter. William W. Dean,
878,192.
Elyria, Ohio, assignor to the Dean Electric
Company, Elyria, Ohio. Application filed August 9, 1905.
This transmitter consists of a cup containing granular
carbon, a diaphragm having a, stiffening rib or flange
and an electrode carried by the cup, resting intraperipherally
and directly against the edges of the
flange so as to receive motion therefrom.
(See cut.)

Application

111,

Means for Mounting and Driving Dynamos for Electric Car Lighting. Alexander
and John W. Jej)son, New York,

McGary

N. Y.. assignors to the Bliss Electric Car LightCompany, Milwaukee, Wis.
Application

ing

filed

filed

November

3,

of differently colored panes of glass.

Magnet for Alternating Currents. Chrisr
Kramer, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany,
assignor to the Felton & Guilleaume Lahmeyerwerke Actien-Gesellschaft,
Frankfort-on-theMain, Germany.
Application filed March 12,

878,402.
tian

1906.

An

electromagnet has a core consisting of three paraland a yoke connecting them. The windone pole piece is connected in series with a
motor across the single-phase source and the windings
upon the other two pole pieces are connected in series
lel

filed

"

across the source.

September

Gas Engines.
R. Moffitt, San Francisco, Cal., assignor to the Imperial Gas Engine Company,
San Francisco, Cal. Application filed March 13,

Edward

1906.

22,

878,165.

transmitter

1907.

The spark plug contains a stationary electrode and
a stem free to oscillate on its axis and to move longitudinally in the ping.
This stem has a contact piece
on its end inside the explosion chamber of the engine.

Egbert M. Ting-

Dynamo-electric Machine.

NO. 878,247.

Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the WestingElectric and Manufacturing Company,
Application filed April 4, 1906.
Pittsburg, Pa.
ley,

house

OVERHEAD ELECTRIC CONTACT.

seph F. Raynes,

trolley hanger is provided with a contact device
including a depending member and a series of flexible
metallic plates arranged side by side with their broad
sides transverse to the direction of travel of the trolley.
The trolley harp has a contact boss on its side
(See cut.)
adapted to engage such contacts successively.

Appli-

In combination with a laminated core structure having slots for the reception of coils are spacing members
which are located in the ventilating spaces at intervals
between the laminse and which encircle the slots and
make their walls continuous. (See cut.)

Commutator

Cover.
John
assignor to the

878,167.

Pittsburg, Pa.,
Electric and Manufacturing

E.

Webster,

Westinghouse
Company, Pitts-

automatically cut

others,

provided for fastening a cover to the frame over this
opening and resilient means are interposed between
cover and frame that serve to hold the cover at a short
distance from the frame to allow ventilation of the interior and to prevent chattering.

Automatic Cashier and Discount Machine.
Charles E. Yale, Burlington, Vt., assignor to
the Yale Wonder Clock Company, Burlington,
Vt. Application filed October 9, 1906.
The machine comprises a coin-controlled mechanism
and_ means for electrically indicating in advance the

878,173.

variable value of the check to be ejected after a
is deposited into the coin chute or receiver.

R.

Darwin Almy, Providence,

Spark Timer.

878,176,
I.

Application

coin

filed

May

16,

1906.

In a combined telephone system with automatic and
manual subscribers' lines terminating in their respective
a trunk circuit for connecting the lines of the
two systems for conversation extending between the
offices and terminating in the manual exchange in a cord
and plug, and means to make and maintain a restoring
connection with the trunk line for a short duration of
time when the conversation has been terminated.
offices,

is

Conductor for Discharging High-voltage
878.272.
William H. Chapman, PortElectric Charges.
Application filed May 18, 1906.
land, Me.
for
discharging
electricity into the air
conductor
A
has one or more_ discharging points, each of which has
inserted between it and the source of supply a section of
material having relatively high resistance, which will
limit the quantity of electricity of high voltage which
will pass in an instantaneous discharge.
878.273.

Method of Neutralizing

Static Electricity.

William H. Chapman, Portland,

M'c.

Applica-

May

NO. 878,176,

A

collar with
to as to form a

SPARK. TIMER.
roll is mounted on

an attached

cam

that

a

shaft

makes contact with a number

of adjustable spring contacts.

(Sec cut.)

Strcet-car-motor Mounting.
Edward A.
Barber, Watcrtown, N. Y. Application filed
July 18, 1907.
A ilrcct car with rl;:!! iruci; lias the motors mounted

878,179.

between the axles
ajclcA.

ban

parallel

with the

tion filed
25, 1906.
This process of neutralizing static electricity in yarn
or other like moving material consists in subjecting the
material to the action of a charge of high voltage electricity radiated from discharging points, the electricity
being of a polarity opposite to that of the electricity in
the material.

878,302.

Ohio.

An

Insulator.

Harlcy

Application

filed

R. Markcl, Dayton,
July 10, 1907.

insulator having a twO'part Ijody consists of a
pair of duplicate matching members provided with similarly arranged wire openings, and each having a cenguard tenon presenting a shoulder next to the
tral
adjacent wire opening, and a keeper mortise for the
tenon of the other member.

for

controlling the primary

ting inspection

of the contacts.

Induction-coil System.
Israel C. Orswell,
Amesbury, Mass., assignor to the Orswell Igniter Company. Boston, Mass.
Original application filed January 25, 1906. Divided and this
application filed April 20, 1907.
A casing contains two compartments, the upper one
containing a vibrator and the lower one a number of

878,467.

the clearing-out signal in the cord circuit at the outgoing
end of the trunk.

Automatic Triinklng System. Charles S.
Winston, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company, Chicago, 111.
Application filed January 2, 1907.

single switch
the coils.

29, 1907.
A telephone spring jack comprises side plates connected by transverse bridges or yokes and contact
springs mounted upon one of the bridges and lying between the side plates, one of the side plates being
provided with a sight opening opposite to and permit-

Telephone Central Office Apparatus. Charles
Winston, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company, Chi-

878.265.

all

Signaling and Switching ApH. Manson, Elyria, Ohio, assignor to the Dean Electric Company, Elyria,
Ohio.
Original application filed September 10,
Divided and this appHcation filed May
1906.

S.

'

and a

Electrical
878,465.
paratus.
Ray

off.

Application filed December 21, 1904.
cago, 111.
In combination with a trunk circuit extending between
a magneto telephone exchange and a common battery
exchange is a cord circuit at the outgoing end of the
trunk provided with a bridged clearing-out signal, and
means whereby when the connection is taken down at
the incoming end of the trunk a current is sent through

Apparatus for Electrolysis of
William H. Rines, ,Rumford
filed June 17, 1907.

Application

Induction Coil.
Richard Varley, Englewood, N. J., assignor to the Autocoil Company.
Application filed February 8^ 1905.
A bo,x has a number of induction coils mounted
therein and individual mechanical and electrical connections for each coil whereby any one of them may
be removed without disturbing the connections of the

878.264.

Application filed February 6, 1906.
The field magnet frame constitutes an enclosing casing
and has an opening over the commutator.
Means are
burg, Pa.

JoApplication

878,435-

current to

Electric Air Compressor. Nelson M. Wat878,260.
Application filed April 23,
son, Detroit, Mich.
1906.
Two solenoids are arranged in tandem so that air
cylinders form their cores.
The pistons are connected
The solenoids are alternately energized so
together.
the
pistons.
as to produce a reciprocating motion of
When the pressure reaches a certain limit the current is

Circuit-closer.

Park, Mass.

The apparatus consists of a receptacle, a cathode plate
having deep V-shaped corrugations in cross section arranged horizontally therein, and a diaphragm of asbestos,
substantially conforming with the plate and arranged
over the same.

vice versa.

DYNAMO CORE CONSTRUCTION.

Salts.

Me.

Falls,

Railway Signaling.
York, N. Y., assignor

H. Ketcham, Yonkers, N. Y.

Electrolytic

Metallic

Electric Apparatus for

Henry W. Spang. New

Hyde

1907.

contact to open the switch.

878,425.

motor-driven arbor connected with the swtich lias
an escapement wheel with shoulders engaging two
pivoted levers that are coiitrolled by a clock,

cation filed January 12, 1903.
The rails of an insulated section of track have a
A resistance,
generator connected with the farther end.
normally in circuit, and a signal-controlling relay, normally out of circuit, are located ahead of the near end
A circuit controller having contacts
of the section.
with immersion points and bodies of mercury is adapted
for excluding the resistance and including the relay and

21,

A gage with a dial and a hand is combined with an
automatic switch which comprises a relatively stationary
segmental contact disposed over the dial, a movable contact adapted to bear on the first and actuated by the
hand, and a magnet arranged to operate on the movable

A

to Charles

May

filed

Automatic Time-switch. Harry B. Snell,
Toledo, Ohio, assignor to the Snell-Judd ComApplication filed December 10, 1907.
pany.

878.249.

Combined Gage and

878,423.

A

878.248.

NO. 878,165.

Electric Sparking Device for

878,412.

circuit comprises branch circuits
arranged in multiple, each having a. primary winding
with a separate core, and only one having therein a microphone.
The receiver circuit has a secondary winding
common to the primary windings and cores.
local

pole pieces

ing upon

Albert L.
Parcelle,
Walter A. Parcelle adminisApplitrator of Albert L. Parcelle, deceased.

A

July

System.

Telephone
Boston, Mass.;

878,151.

cation

Del Gaufiled

the body of the user.

Electric

Sign. Daniel F. Miller, Lowell,
Mass. Application filed March 14, 1906.
This sign consists of a box with opaque sides, in
which are transparent letters illuminated by electric
lights mounted on a revolving framework which also

number

Pierino
Application

Irrigator.

York, N. Y.

1907.
This electrotherapeutic device consists of a fountain
with outlet and a battery having a terminal contained in
the fountain clear of the outlet, and out of contact with

Electric

carries a

New

dio,

Contact.
Thomas W.
Small, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Acme
Automatic Street Indicating Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Application filed December 5, 1906.

TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER.

NO. 878,192.
878,146.

1905.

8,

enclosed fuse with metal caps has a fuse plate, a
fuse wire having its ends wrapped around the plate, and
indicating means connected with the fuse wire and
exerting tension on it.

Overhead

18,

Electrolytic

878,361.

1906.

An

878,247.

November

The mounting for a dynamo on a car comprises a
supporting frame or plate mounted upon the end sill of
the car truck and a driving connection from the car
wheel or axle to the dynamo.

Rock

Company,

Machinery

and

Construction

1908

878,305.

Electric Fuse.
Swan J. Leveen, Rock
878,212.
Island, 111., assignor of one-half to the Electric
Island,

15,

induction coils connected thereto.

PATENTS THAT

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued by
the United States Patent Office) that expired February

10,

1908:

Electric Insulator.
445.969J. R. Branch, Richmond, Va,
Electromechanical Indicator for Fire-alarm Tele445.991graphs.
T. F. Gaynor, Louisville, Ky.
System of Electrical Distribution for Mines. E. A.
446.030.
.Sperry. Chicago, 111.
Electric Switch.
446.031.
E. A. Sperry. Chicago, III.
Extensible Bracket for Electric Lamps.
446,037.
E.
J.
Titus, Orange, Mass.
4.\6,og2.
Dynamo-electric Machine and Electric Motor. E. K.
Brown, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electrode for Secondary Batteries.
446.104.
M. M. M.
Slattery, Fort Wayne, Intl.
Electric Arc Lamo.
R. H. Mather,

446.108.
446.109.
446,142.

'

Windsor, Conn.

Arc

Liglit.^
R. IT. Mather, Windsor, Conn.
Electric Signal and Searchlight Lantern.
G. W.
Martin, Somcrville, Mass.
Switch and Signal Apparatus. G. Westinghouse, Jr.,
446,159.
and J. G. Schreuder, Pittsburg, Pa.
Telephone Transmission. J. W. McDonough, New
446,188.

]

]

,

York, N. Y.

...

I

I

and Extinguishing System.
S.J
Broicligans, Milwaukee. Wis.
I
Method of Laying Electric Cables. C. H. Wilson,
4.(6,314.
446,:?oo.

Fire

Indicator

Chicago, III.
Regulator for Electric Motors.
446,229.
troit,

]

L.

S.

Harris, De-

Mich.

Electric Locomotive.
G. R. Baldwin, Montreal,
Canada.
Automatic Potential Regulator for Electric Cur*
rents.
A. L. Ellis, Kansas City, Mo.
Electric Arc Lamp.
C. J. Schwarze, Brooklyn,
446.207.
N. Y.
Schwarze, Brooklyn,
Arc Light System.
C. J.
446.208.
N. Y.
E. C. Wiley,
Electric Signal System for Railroads.
446,313.
Bristol. Tcnn.
Electric Railway and Contact Device Therefor.
446.376,
E. M. Bcntlcy, New York. N, V.

446,2.15.

446,284.

i
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Tusclano River Hydro-electric Plant

In

Italy.

By

of the recent power-transmission plants to
itc
erected in the southern part of Italy is the
I'nsciano station, which is controlled by the Sovith-

The power house is situElectric Company.
ated near the village of Olevano. about four miles
from the railroad station of Battipaglia, and it
utilizes the power of the Tusciano River in order
t.i
operate a power line on the high-tension, altercrn

system

industrial

and

centers

Torre Annunziata.
tance

57

miles

outfit

of

of

electric

to

The

current to the
Nocera, Scafati and

distribute

Salerno,

of

last

named

lies

present

plant

at

a

dis-

station.

The

has been

fur-

from the central
the

nished by the Socicte .^nonyme Westinghouse and
constructed at its works at Havre.
Tusciano River rises- on the southern slope of
the range formed by the Accellica, Cervialto and
other mountains and flows into the sea near Batti-

Generator

(he turbine

Room

of

shafts,

of this

1908

At present there

single penstock constructed,

position

A. DE COURCY.

One

u.iting

iipon
a

22,

part of the

iNo.

is

and the general
plant

will

but
dis-

be noticed

one of the accompanying pictures.
The penstock ends at the station in a general distributing
pipe which supplies the different turbines.
The power house contains a generator room
which is 44 meters in length and 12.50 in width,
and also a wing in the front part in which are
located the transformer room, a repair shop and
other annexes. The stories above these rooms are
used for offices and also to contain the main hightension switchboard. Five turbine waterwheels have
a capacity of 1,400 horsepower each and are coupled
upon a horizontal shaft to the main alternators,
while two small 150-horscpowcr wheels are used
in

The

turbines operate at a standard speed of 500 revolutions per minute.
Each is
provided with a motor governor for operating the
for the exciters.

Power House.

»

used with these ni.ichines for connecting in parallel,
drop in voltage between 110 load and full load
for the usual voltage and constant speed is O'/i
per cent, for cos
1
and 20 per cent, for cos
0.8.
'I'he weight of the armature portion of
each alternator is very nearly eight tons, while
ihc revolving field and its shaft weigh 6.3 tons,
and the bed-plate and bearings figure for 6.1 tons.
.'\lthough the peripheral speed in this case is relatively high, being 45 meters per second at the standard speed of 500 revolutions per minute, there is
no difliculty from this cause, and they have been
run on test at as high a speed as 800 revolutions
per minute, which corresponds to the racing of the
'llic

=

=

turbines.

The

exciters are

rated

chines,

compound-wound, four-pole ma-

no

at

and furnishing no
normal speed of 700

kilowatts,

when

running at
revolutions per minute.
volts

the

Lighting current for the

Generating Station near Village of Olerano.
Switchboard Controlling the 3,000-volt Generators.

TUSCIANO RIVER HYDRO-ELECTRIC PLANT IN ITALY
paglia.
ent,

Its basin, as well as that

of

its

main

afflu-

the Isca della Cava, lies in an open region with

little forest, and on this account the freshets
are sudden and large.
On account of the nature
of the ground to be traversed, as well as the great
length of the intake canal, the Franco-Swiss company, Avhich carried out the construction work, de-

but

cided to build the canal entirely underground.

dam

The

lies at a height of 431 meters above sea level,
and the water is led ofif on the right bank of the
river at 20 meters above the dam.
Near this point
is
the first basin, placed below the dam.
Connected with it by a gate is a second basin, from
which starts the ofl'take canal. This canal is 3.6
miles long.
At the end of it is a settling basin
which is connected in turn with two main reservoirs.
From each of the reservoirs there will be
a penstock leading to the power house.
The head
of water is 283.9 meters and the total amount of
power which can be utilized is 13,247 horsepower.
But as the whole amount is not used by the Southern Electric Company, this company has only 7,190
horsepow^er, which corresponds to 5,400 horsepower

water feed.

This type of governor is entirely mechanical in its action and has some advantages over
the
usual hydraulic piston governor,
especially
when the water contains sediment.
hand-operating device is also used in connection with the governor, wdiich serves for starting and stopping the

A

wheels, and by a proper arrangement the attendant
cannot close off the water too quickly, thus avoiding any shocks to the water column in the pen-

These wheels have an efficiency at full load
of y6 per cent., varying down to 62 per cent, at
one-quarter load. About 10 tons is the weight of
each turbine, and it is connected to the alternator
by an electric disk coupler.
Turning to the alternating-current generators of
the plant, which will be observed in one of the
stock.

pictures,

it

will

be noted that these machines are

of the revolving-field, horizontal-shaft pattern, and
furnish current of 3,000 volts and 50 cycles on
the three-phase system. The field winding is made
up of copper strips and the poles have air circulation gaps which correspond to similar openings in
the armature. Apparatus of the Leblanc system is

station
eral

is

also

given

motors are run

from these

circuits

and sev-

in the repair shops.

The 3,000-volt current
raised to 30,000 volts by

from the alternators is
means of three groups of

transformers.
Each group comprises three singlephase static transformers, these being placed in an
adjoining room.
These transformers are of the
oil-insulated pattern without artificial cooling, and
their weight, together with the oil. is six tons.
They are connected in delta upon the bars of the
alternators and in star upon the terminals of the
pole-line, which transmits current at 30,000 volts.
B}^ connecting them in delta for the latter case the
operating voltage can be limited to 17,500 volts if
desired.

There are three main switchboard frames

in the
of these contains the 3,000-volt panels
for the machine current, while the second receives
the 30,000-volt current from th» transformers.
third switchboard carries the low-tension apparatus.

station.

One

A

The overhead line is formed of electrolytic copper wire of seven-millimeter gauge. At present there
are two lines of three wires each. Where the lines
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the station

leave

tliey

placed parallel

are

to

each

same horizontal plane upon a
long iron beam held upon two latticework poles,
at the extremities of which are placed two lightand

other

ning

the

in

of

arresters

The

are

latter

all

to

From

this

main poles of the

line.

horn

the

go

point the wires

the

pattern.

of metallic latticework construc-

cross-arms upon which the
insulators are fixed so as to have one line on the
About
right and the other on the left of the pole.

have

and

tion

three

February

Electro-pneumatic Multiple-unit Control
System with a Single Train Pipe.
The
tages

momarked advan-

multiple-unit system for controlling the

tors of a train of cars has" certain

have led to

that

Among

train.

of

utilization

traffic

number

the

of

cars

in

a

may

be mentioned
entire weight of the

these advantages
practically

adoption on
heavy enough to

extensive

its

railways carrying a
warrant the running of a

electric

rapid acceleration and the

train for tractive effort,

that the track construction does not have to
be as heavy as would be required if all the motive
power is concentrated in a single motor car or locomotive. An objection to the system is that it is
fact

complicated,

usually

especially

where purely

To overcome

elec-

combined electric and pneumatic control systems have
been devised in which the controllers on each car
arc pneumatically operated from any one of a
number of master controllers, which can regulate
control

trical

is

utilized.

this,

the air pressure in a system of train pipes.

In these systems

INSULATOR FOR TUSCI.\N0 RIVER TR.\NSMISSION
ITALY.

PL.\NT IN

centimeters

60

has been necessary to provide

least

is
operated by variations in air pressure
through connection by a single air pipe with the
master controller of the leading or any other car.
For forward running the pressures are above atmospheric
for backward running they are below
atmospheric, i. e., the operation is by means of a

thereof

allowed between the
spaced 60 meters apart

distance

it

two pipes extending throughout the length
of the train. To simplify this still further, George
B. Schley of Norwood, Ohio, has invented a system in which only one train pij)e is required for
this purpose.
The invention was recently patented
and assigned to the Allis-Qialmers and Bullock
companies. The main features of this system are
that the controller on each car for the motors
at

is

wires and the poles are
on the average.
distance of 38 miles is covered by the present
Starting from Olevano, on the Tusciano
line.
River, it runs to the villages of Salerno and Vietri.
passing thence to Cava Dei Tirreni and crossing
the railroad, then following the north slope of the
Mount Albino and descending to the plain near

A

:

22,

1908

open its associated switch. On one side of the
piston each cylinder is connected to the pipe (24)
and on the other side of the piston to the atmosphere. These switches are arranged to be all open
when the air in the train pipes is at atmospheric
pressure.
The switches (26) to (29) close as the
air in the train pipe reaches successively higher
pressures above atmospheric, while the switches
(30) to (33) close as the air reaches successively
lower pressures below atmospheric. Any desired
method of obtaining this successive action may be
used, such as varying the distances which the
switches must travel in order to close. The switches
(26) and (30), respectively, close the motor circuit
for rotation in opposite directions.
The difference
between the connections of the two switches is
merely that the current in one element, as the field,
of the motor or motors to be controlled is reversed.
In Fig. I only one motor is shown, but obviously
any desired number of motors may be used.
The master controller (12) consists of a disk
(37) fitting within a ring (38) so as to rotate therein.
The disk has a central opening (39) connecting
the pipe (25) and a radial opening (40). In the
ring are a number of radial openings (41) to (49)
inclusive. "The opening (45) is connected to the
atmosphere. The openings (41) to (44) are connected through pressure-reducing valves (52) to
the reservoir (18), the different valves being adjusted so that these openings have successively
higher pressures, all lower than atmospheric pressure.
The openings (46) to (49) are connected
through pressure-reducing valves (53) to the reservoir (14), these valves being adjusted so that
the latter openings "have successively higher pressures, all higher than atmospheric.
Normally the
opening (40) connects with the opening (45) as
shown. The disk can be rotated, as by means of
a removable handle (51), to bring the opening (40)
opposite any of the openings (41) to (49) inclusive.
valve (50) is located in opening (40),
this valve being open when that particular master
controller is being used and closed at other times.
If desired this valve may be arranged to be opened
and closed respectively by putting on and taking
off the handle.
The operation of the system is as follows
The
valve (50) on the master controller to be used to
control the train is opened, the valves on other
cars being closed.
"When the disk of this controller is in its normal position and the openings
(40) and (45) are connected, the train pipe is
connected to atmosphere, and the switches (26)
to (33) inclusive throughout the train are all open
as shown.
When movement in one direction is
desired, the disk of the master controller is moved
to bring opening (40) opposite the opening (46),
thus supplying to the train pipe a pressure slightly
higher than that of the atmosphere. This increased
pressure causes all of the switches (28) to (33)
inclusive to move downward, and is sufficient to
close the switch (26) on all the cars of the train
while bringing the other three switches nearer to
closed position. The closing of switch (26) completes the circuit of the rnotor through the resistance sections (55), (56) and (57) and causes the
train to start.
When the disk is moved further
in the same direction to bring openings (40) and
opposite
each
other, a still higher pressure
(47)
is
let into the train pipe
(22) and the switches
(27) on all the cars operate to cut out the first
resistance section (55), and increase the speed of
the train. As the opening (40) in the disk is suc-

A

:

It then passes along the railroad until it
Scafati.
reaches the sub-station, which is situated near the
In the acrailroad station of Torre Annunziata.
companying diagram is represented tbe type of

insulator

which

is

used

for

the pole-line,

and

it

recently adopted as an improvement over
the insulator formerly used, which was found to
The present insulator
be of insufficient strength.
is
made up of two pieces of porcelain cemented

has been

together by a litharge and glycerine cement, while
the insulator is fixed to the metallic rod support by
a threaded brass cap. Referring to the drawing
(A) is the porcelain, (B) cement, (C) the threaded
series of tests were made with these insucap.
For the perforation the two parts seplators.

A

arately stood 50,000 volts, and the two pieces assemFor the exterior arc, under
bled ioo,coo volts.
rain

falling

45

at

degrees

at

I.o

millimeter

per

produced at a tension of 45,000
As to mechanical resistance, under a tractive
volts.
effort of 800 kilogrammes, neither the porcelain
The
nor the metal parts was found to suffer.
joints of the wires are made by means of Hoffmann
joints with melted tin run into them.
hour,

no arc

is

In the portion of the transmission line lying be-

tween the main station and the town of Pontecagnano the poles carry a third line working at 3,000
volts which is used to supply several industrial
establishments, among which maybe mentioned the

Campione

agricultural plant of the

The

firm.

on the line are divided into
two stories, the lower story containing the transformers and the upper the switches, lightning arThe windings
resters, fuses and other apparatus.
of the transformers allow of reducing the line
voltage of 30,000 volts to 2,000, 1,000 and 500 volts,
according to circumstances, by a simple change in
the secondary winding, while if need be the primaries can be modified so as to take 17,000 volts
as a standard line voltage.
sub-stations

FIG.
partial

I.

MULTIPLE-UNIT CONTROL SYSTEM.

vacuum.

The two diagrams herewith

trate only the general application

illus-

of the system in

two modified forms.
Referring to these drawings,

motor or motors

(10)

to be controlled

represents the

on a

car,

(11) a

pneumatically operated car controller therefor, and
(12) a master controller for the car controllers.
Operating current is supplied through a trolley or
contact shoe (13). A reservoir (14) is supplied
with compressed air by a pump (15) driven by a
motor (16). This motor is controlled by a pressure-operated switch (17), responsive to the pressure in the reservoir to keep it approximately constant.
A reservoir (18) has air exhausted therefrom by means of a pump (19) driven by motor
This motor is controlled by a pressure-op(20).
erated switch (21), responsive to the degree of
exhaustion in the reservoir (18) so as to maintain
it

to

approximately constant.
start

sure

in

the motor
the

reservoir

upon an increase

in

The

switch

(17)

closes

upon a decrease in pres(14) and opens to stop it

(i5)

such pressure, while the switch

(21) closes to start motor (20). upon an increase
and opens
in the pressure in the reservoir (18)
The
to stop it upon a decrease in such pressure.

values at which the switches (17) and (21) operate respectively may be set at anything desired.

Power Plants

Tidal

to be Built In Maine.

being preferably snap switches.
is a single pipe (22) extending throughout
the length of the train to be controlled. The pipes
on adjacent cars arc connected by the usual flexible
connections (23). On each car the train pipe is
connected to the controller by a pipe (24) and to
So far the
the master controller by a pipe (25).
description has related equally well to both the
drawings.
In the form shown in Fig. i the car controller
(11) comprises a number of separate pneumatically
switches (26)
inclusive.
As
actuated
to
(33)
shown, the operating means for each of these
switches includes a cylinder (34) in which is a
piston (35) connected to the switch. Within each
of the cylinders is a spring (36) which tends to
form,

Plans

under

are

way

for

the

construction

of

power plants, based upon the invention of
William 0. Webber of Boston, at Thomaston and
Portland, Me. Alfred S. Black, E. B. McAllister
and F. E Holman of Rockland, witli Mr. Webber
and certain New York capitalists, arc the men
chiefly interested in the enterprise.
Sites have been
secured at Thomaston and Portland. Mr. Black
tidal

the

states

that

power

for light

plant

turing plants at
similar service
at

Thomaston

is

at

Thomaston

will

furnish

and railway service and manufacRockland, a few miles distant, and
contemplated for Portland.
begin in the spring.

will

Work

FIG.

2.

MULTIPLlv-UNIT CONTROL SYSTEM.

These pressure switched may be of any well-known

There

opposite the openings (48) and
(49), the switches (28) and (29) are successively
operated to cut out the remaining resistance sections, thus further increasing the speed of the train.
When it is desired to slop, the disk is returned
pipe thus
to its normal position, and the train
being connected to the atmosphere through ojiening
(45), all of the switches which have been closed
arc opened. When movement of the train in the
other direction is desired the disk is moved to
bring the opening (40) successively opposite openings (44) to (41) inclusive, thus successively diminishing, step-by-slcp. the pressure in the train
pipe and causing the operation of the switches
(.^o),
(31), (32) and (33), in the order named.
The closing of the switches controls the motors in
ccssively brought

l''cbriiary

WF.STKRN

1908

22,

As before,
a similar manner to that just dcscribicl.
the train may be sliipped liy brinKinR tlic ilisk
back U) its norni;il ]>osition and cunneoliiii; llie
Thi; control system
train pipe' to the atmosphere.

Advancement

described has been purposely made simple
The car controllers (11)
fur the sake of clearness.
may hi' modilied in many ways.
.Shonlil the train happen to break and the connections between the pipes (22) on the didfercnt
cars be interrupted, these pipes will be coimccted
(it) lirouKlit
I.) ilie atinos|)liere, and the controllers
|o tlu-ir "olt" posiliiin, causin^^ the tr:iin to stop.'
Throughout the operation as described above, the
pressures in the reservoirs (14) and (18) arc kept
constant by the motor-driven pumps (15) and (19),
controlled by the pressure switches
respectively,
This method of keep(17) and {-'i), respectively.
iuR constant the pressure in a reservoir is old and
needs
no
further
cxplanatioh here.
well known and
Referring to Fig. 2, the reference characters (11)
to
(25) denote the same elements as in Fig. i.

the processes by

here

uf

I*"ew

stores

the
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the Knitting Industry.
public

K'lleral

wlm

\isil

New Prooeases for MakInK

Motalllc and
Metallized Fllamont Incandes-

dry-Kood'.

knit garments ever think of
which the cloth is made, nor do

cent Lamps.

search of

in

understand the operation of the machines.
They can readily discern (|ualily in the finished
product, but seldom impiirc into the causes wliicli
from time to time cfTcct improvement in the various garments. In the textile industry in general
the Introduction of electric drive has brought about
probably the principal advance of recent years.
The machines illustrated herewith arc three
Tompkins two-head knitters driven by gearing,
through a common shaft, from an Allis-Clialmers
type K motor. These are nscd for knitting almost
any kind of yarn into a tube of clotb, which is
afterward cut and seamed into garments or sold
in
the roll under tbe name of "Stockinet," the
ihcy

One

of the most pcr6l'>tent

velopment of

metallic

or

workers for the de-

metallized

filaments

for

incandescent lamps has b''cn Mr. Francis M, F.
Cazin of Hoboken, N. J., who has for over IS
years been cxperimcnlinK with dilTercnt processes
for making rjlaments more satisfactory than the
common carbon type. During this jieriod Mr. Cazin
has tried most every conceivable combination of the
common and rarer metals alone and with carbon
as a core. There have been granted to him over
a dozen American patents, covering diflercnt methods and materials. Within a few weeks he received
six more patents, of which what seems to be the
principal one will be briefly described below.
These patents arc all very broad and cover the
use of quite a variety of metals and alloys. In
c.-ich

case,

however,

the

metals

are

coated

singly

or in combination on a filament core, by an
process.

trolytic

provided

A

number of

distinct

layers

elec-

are

tlic.

Before placing the filament core into
electrolyte, its surface may be prepared for

the

deposit

for.

of

the

preferred

metals,

osmium and

iridium, by a primary deposit of zinc, which

is

then

amalgamated with mercury. The zinc and mercury
so used are subsequently removed by dissolving or
evaporating them off.
rhc diagram of the preferred form of the apparatus used
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TOMPKINS KNITTING MACHINES DRIVEN BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.
In Fig. 2, however, the main controller (11) is
not composed of a number of separately actuated
contacts, but is of the drum or other similar type,
and is arranged to have a neutral or "off" position and to move in opposite directions from such
position for forward and backward movements of
the car or train, respectively.
This controller is
operated through a pinion (65) and a gear segment (66) by a piston in a cylinder (68). The
space to the left of the piston (67) is connected
to the pipe (24) and through it to the train pipe
(22), while the space at the right of the piston
is
connected to the atmosphere through openings
spring or springs (70) maintains the pis(69).
ton and the controller (11) in their. central or neutral positions when the pressure" in the train pipe
is
equal to that of the atmosphere. The master
controller in F.ig. 2 consists of a movable disk
(37") fitting rotatably within a ring (38^1). This
disk has openings (39") and (40") similar to openings (39) and (40) in Fig. i. The opening (40")
may be brought opposite any one of the openings
(41") to (49"), inclusive, the opening (45'") being
connected to the atmosphere, the openings (41")
to (44") to the reservoir (iS) through pressurereducing valves (52'!), and the openings (46") to
(49°) to the reservoir (14) through pressure-reducing valves (53"). In Fig. 2, however, the pressure-reducing valves are shown built into the master controller instead of being separate therefrom,
as in Fig. i.
In the opening (40=) is a shut-off
valve (50^).
As the disk is moved clockwise or counter-clockwise, the pressure in the train pipe is successively
raised or lowered and the piston (67) is moved
either to the right or to the left accordingly.
Movement to the right from the neutral or middle position causes the pinion to be moved counter-clockwise to connect the motors for movement in one
direction.
Continued movement of the piston with
its
connec.ed controller drum or drums causes
higher speeds of the motors to be obtained, these
motors being connected in any desired manner to
accomplish this end. When the piston is moved
to the left from its middle position, the direction
of running is reversed.

A

Speed
The

fact

of
is

Submarine Telegraphy.

that the great submarine cable sys-

tems are far more
comparatively
short

efficient

than telegraphy over

Thus,
land.
distances
by
though New York is some 4,000 miles from London, cablegrams are transmitted there, and an answer secured, in far less time than it usually takes
to get a telegram between London and Liverpool.
Transatlantic cablegrams are, indeed, transmitted
direct into stockbrokers' offices at London and New
York quite ordinarily within a minute and about
five minutes
is,
as a rule, sufficient to cover a
complete buying and selling operation between the
;

and Wall Street, New
pitch of perfection we have, in the
place, to thank healthy rivalry between four
competing companies. Charles Bright, F. R. S. E.,

London

York.

Stock

For

Exchange

this

first

—

in

London Times Engineering Supplement.

name being derived from the fact that years ago
stockings as well as underwear were cut and seamed
from

it.

The machines shown

are technically "cir-

cular, spring-needle, loop-wheel, knitting machines."

They
a

in

are called "circular" because the needles are
spring-needle" because the needle has

circle,

for the

electrolytic

deposition

of the

osmium-iridium shows that the two ends of the
filament core, as one electrode, are attached to
the same pole. The other ijlectrode may be dispensed with in its complicated form, as long as
this second pole is immersed into the electrolyte.
This electrolyte is prepared by dissolving osmiate
of potash with a small admixture of chloride of
iridium.
It is assumed that tbe deposition of tbe
two metals is brought about in a secondary reaction, hydrogen being set free and reabsorbed in a
double reaction.

One

of the features of the invention

rangement of

a

carbon filament

to

is

the ar-

form the nega-

a spring beard instead of a latch, and "loop-wheel"
because the yarn is looped into the needles by a

toothed wheel or bur.

This type of machine is to knitting what the
steam turbine is to steam engineering; namely, the
consequently it has many
purely rotary machine
of the qualities of the steam turbine. For instance:
High peripheral velocity, durability, simplicity and
freedom from noise and jar. This type of machine
is supposed to have been invented in France, but
was first exploited in England, and has reached
its highest development in the United States, where
high production and applicabihty to a wide
iis
range of work makes it more appreciated than in
the older countries where labor is cheaper and
where changes in style and kind of work are not
;

frequent.

so

The production

of one of the heads or cylinders
depends, of course, on the number of
The speed of
feeds and the speed of the machine.
the body-size machine about iS inches in diameter
100 revolutions a
is not infrequently as nigh as
minute, although 60 revolutions a minute is average
illustrated

—

—

practice.

The number

of

feeds

varies

from four

even more, according to the kind of work.
The production per cylinder ranges from five dozen
garments per day to 33 dozen garments per day
to 10, or

in actual practice.

Among these products of the machine are ordinary flat cotton underwear, flat balbriggan underwear, flat fleeces, such as Wright's health underwear, wool goods, such as the Glastonbury underwear, fine mercerized linings for gloves, cotton,
wool and worsted linings for rubbers and rubber
boots, astrachan cloth for the backs of gloves,
coarser astrachan for ladies' jackets and men's
overcoats, and

still

coarser furcloth for sleigh robes

and rugs, and motormen's coats.
The motor shown in the illustration
rect

is

for

textile-mill

FOR ELECTROLYTIC DEPOSITION OF
OSMIUM-IRIDIUM IX LAMP MANUFACTURE.

APPARATUS

alternating current

are ordinarily used by the
Allis-Chalmers Company, the method of application
being the same.
for

+

di-

of the Allis-Chalmers type, but for
service the so-called induction motors

current,

Recent bulletins of the LTniversity of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis., are "A Comparison of the Effects
of Frequency on the Light of Incandescent and
Nernst Lamps," by F. W. Huels. B. S., instructor
in experimental engineering; "Investigation of Centrifugal Pumps," by C. B. Stewart, C. E., and
"Tests on Plain and Reinforced Concrete," by M.
0. Withey, C. E., instructor in mechanics.

.

pole in an electrolylic bath in a loop-shape,
similar to the shape in which it is to be used in
the lamp, without direct connection with the posilive

such as used in the common flashing
Importance is attached to the form of the
metal used as the positive pole in the bath, by
which form the carbon loop (B), (B') is in close
opposition or proximity and at mainly uniform
distance to and from the plate of metal (g), that
acts as the positive electrode or anode, and which
tive

pole,

process.

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
plate

continuous

is

and to the positive pole

in itself

marks the part

(g').

(B')

posit

which

faces

the

plate

of

the electrolytic de-

extreme

the

directly,

lighter deposits not being marked spebut being limited only by the line of immer(C) is the connecting plug and (P)
sion (e").
wires (e') and the
is the metallic receiver for the
The coating so produced is said to be amorplug.

of

parts

cially,

phous, tenacious and ductile.

When this osmium-iridinm filament is set into
on at
an exhausted bulb, and the current turned
the exthe proper moment, even while completing
been efhaustion, or when a xWtitaX vacuum has
present, aside
fected, and wdien there is carbon
from eventual evaporation of such carbon, a caron
hurization of metal takes place, and it depends
proportionate thickness of metal and of carbon

their

in

February

private offices, one-third of a mile distant
At the outset the
activities.

from the scene of

new

scope of this
is

"intelligence transmission system"

limited to the Capitol and the

House

of the

new

of Representatives, but

office
if

building

the device

all that is expected of it the sphere of usefulness will be extended to include the Senate office
building, now under construction, and all the principal government departments, some of thefii oc-

does

cupying buildings
from the Capitol.

situated

several

miles

distant

The provision of the new $3,000,000 building
south of the Capitol, said to be the largest office
building in the world, with offices for the 400
representatives in Congress, was directly responsible for the introduction of this new time-saving

the

whether the carburization takes
bon part, or all of the metal

cover,

some carbon, or some metal, yet

car-

entire

the

in

intact.

or

to

produce

this

carburization

The

best

metallic cover, and he selects for this purpose
metal or me;als of the "rare-metal" class, of
which he names 31 members without disclosing the
preferred one. The compound filament is entered
into the partially exhausted bulb and is then subcarefully controlled current which
a
to
jected
.causes partial or complete oxidation of the outer
this

a

on

'the

outside,

those

all

Congress of the

the

of

Oflicials

and

the Capitol at

holding

United

States
at

Washington have become enthusias-

advocates of recent years of the advantages of
power.
The current, generated in an upto-date plant in the basement of the big building,
tic

electric

employed for every purpose to which it is
adapted and its use will be still further extended
upon the completion of a new plant designed to
provide light and power for the Capitol and its two
annex structures the new office buildings for the
use. respectively, of the members of the Senate and
is

—

House

of Representatives.

The

first

of these

an-

a complete skeletonized rec-

that has transpired at the Capitol during

Thus,- a- member arriving at the legislaheadquarters late in the afternoon of a day
on which Congress is in session can, by glancing
through the cumulative bulletins at any receiving
the day.

tive

station of the telegraph, quickly familiarize himself

with

all

that has occurred

up to the minute of

his

arrival.

The primary purpose
Hill

tol

of the

new system on

Capi-

to link the historic building with its

is

large

"additions," but ultimately the

tions

of the printing telegraph will,

two

receiving sta-

approved,

a

vote

exiended

be

is

to

taken.

The

exhibition committee of the National ElecLight Association, which is composed of Class
D members of the association, held a meeting in
the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on February nth
for the purpose of inspecting the facilities and general arrangements for the convention, with a view
to outlining plans and other details in connection
with the manufacturers' exhibits in order that ideas
might be formulated and presented to the executive

Copyright,

190S,

by Waldon" Fawcett.

committee

KEYBOARD OF PRINTING TELEGRAPH AT
WASHINGTON.
For years past there has been growing
need of some communicative sys-,
tern that would more closely link the various parts
of the legislative headquarters, and onc'e provision
was made for outside oflice quarters for the memers of the Senate and House of Representatives
Most of the lawmakthis need became imperative.
realization of the

ers will henceforth.

meeting on Thursday of this week,
comprehensive working arrangement
could be agreed upon at that time.
It is probable

so

device.

positions

administrative

is

file

tric

by a coating of rare

Printing Telegraph at the United
States Capitol.
Bv W.^LDON Fawcett.

all

a

in

for the Chicago Electriclight Convention.

meiallic o-xides.

New

ord of

a section

Arrangement

The bulb is then sealed.
The compound filament then consists of a carbon
core covered in turn by a compound of carbon with
osmium and iridium, a layer of these two metals,
finally,

bound sheets constitute

when

metallic coat.

and

cut off and
near at hand.
This phase of the operation is of importance in the
congressional work, it being designed to have the

is

to

is

The paper unwinds

letter paper.

if the system
embrace- the White
House and the various' government department
buildings in Washington so that senators and representatives visiting the departments or the executive offices while Congress is in session can keep
in touch with developments at the Capitol.
With
such facilities e\'ery member can follow closely the
measures in which he is interested and be on hand

leaves

slowly increase the current passed through the lamp.
To still further improve this filament, Mr. Cazin
proposes to place another electrolytic deposit on

way

width of ordinary

from a roll and at intervals
bound with its predecessors

1908

22,

spend a considerable portion of
Committee rooms

that

at its

a

unusually attractive features will be incorporated in the manufacturers' exhibit this year.
The
exhibition space adjoins the convention hall, similar
that

to

the arrangement at Washington, and a separate

room

is provided for parallel sessions.
Mr. Frank
H. Gale is chairman of the exhibition committee.
In view of the present size of the association

their time in the private offices or

new

of the

office

buildings,

and

it

is

essential that

they have means at hand to keep momentarily in
touch with all that transpires on the floor of the
legislative chamber to which they are accredited.
Mr. Ellio'.t Woods,- superintendent of the United
States Capitol, gave much study to the subject
and finally decided to make a trial of the printing
telegraph as the communicative system most likely
The system
to meet the demands at the Capitol.
as

of

installed consists of a sending, station, in charge
an operator, and three receiving stations wdiich

are,

of

course,

entirely

automatic in their

opera-

One of the receiving slations is located in
the new House of Representatives office building
The
and the others are in the Capitol proper.
tion.

system has been purposely restricted in scope until
its
fitness for the work in hand has been fully
demonstra'.ed.

Cojtyriglu,

1908, by

Waldon

Fav, CLtl,

SENDING STATJON OF PKl.NTI.SG TEI.EOR.M'II AT
UNITED STATES CAPITOL.
nexcs

— the

Ifousc

of

new

$3,000,000

Representatives

office

— has

building

been

of

the

completed

within the last few weeks and, as the readers of
Western Electrician know, is being linked to

the

various electrically operated comtile Capitol by
municative systems.
Of especial imcresi are the operations of a printing telegraph, with which experiments are being
conducted with a view to providing a system for
recording the doings of Congress and transmitting
tlic chronicle to points more or less distant.
Tliree
views of the present installation are given herewith.
By the aid of the new installation a brief
record of all thai transpires in the legislative halls
c.-in he transmitietl
instantaneously to congressmen
'iigagwl in remote rommi.tec rooms or dclaiiied

Then

the

number of receiving

sta-

be multiplied to any extent desired.
Upon the formal adoption of the apparatus the base
of operations, or sending station, which is now in
the basement of the Capilol, will be removed to a
room adjacent to the office of the Speaker so that
the operator can receive bulletins for transmission
with the' utmost promptness. The statements to be
transmitted by the printing telegraph will be prepared by the journal clerks of the Senate and
llousc of Representatives and nothing will he
transmitted by the machine save an official transcript of the proceedings of the two Houses of
Congress.
The printing telegraph which has been selected
tions

can

for use at the Capitol

is

the Burry system, and

it

has the keyboard arranged with letters and numerals in a double circle. In accordance with the latest
approved practice a "dummy" receiving instrument
installed adjacent to the sending apparatus so
is
that the ojierator has visible evidence at hand of
the result of his work and can correct any mistakes
or supply any omissions before the error has had
'J'his facility for checking
time to make trouble.
up the work as it progresses is of the highest im-

portance in serving Congressmen who must have
information of absolute accuracy.
The messages, which are transmitted simultaneously to any number of receiving stations, arc
printed in lypcwrilcr characters on paper of the

Copyright, 1908,

tjy

Waltimi

F:i\vcL-tt.

RECEIVING STATION OF PRINTING TliLEGRAPII AT
UNITED STATES CAPITOL.
and

its diversity of intcrcsls requiring a wide range
of subjects, and in order to permit of the fullest
discussion under each topic presented. President
Farrand announces numerous requests have been

hold simultaneous meetings on widely
and it seems wise to try the exl)erinient. he says.
This arrangement will permit of
specializing by the committee to any degree desired
avoids
necessity
for separate organizations,
and
the
to which the present administration is opposed.
.'\s
already announced in the Western
Elcetrician, the
next annual meeting on M.Ty igth,
20th. 21st. aiid J2d, will have headquarters at the
Auditorium if()tel. Chicago, wdicre ample facilities
for reception, meetings and exhibition purposes, together with accommodalions for a large number of
delegates, all practically under one roof, arc availreceived

to

difTerent subjects,

able.

l'Vl)iii;ir\

1

1

Work

Electrical
\n

was opened

insliliilc-

made

its

ilie

111

llu

thai

Institute.

li;is

Influence

in
felt

in

the

in

eilncational

circles

West Side. Since its eslablishnienl the scope
work has been considerably broadened so
now a coeducational polytechnic school
is

ii

inovides courses of instruction in eiiKineering,
arts, domestic economy and the lliieral

lliat

iiK-ehanic

Instruction

arts.

and

classes

is

Riven

is

in

tenu 20 cxpcriuifnls nrc

third

been makiiiK

located at iMadison

stitiiti',

III

lh:il

CliiciiKo is Lewis Inand KohL-y Streets. Tlic
Septeiiilier, 1896, and early

pnigress

sU-;i(Iy

I)iil

Lewis

at

iiislilulUin

L-(liK-:ui(in;il

((uu-l

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

)S

(I

Hclicdulcd

for

tlic

mechanwork takcK

physical laboratory coverinK the siihjecis of
ics,
heat and liKlit.
This laboraiury
two evenings per week, and the tliird

to

a

Ireaiment

niatiicinatical

volved.

In

all

the

of

Icnns

suhscqticiil

h

dcvoicd

principlo

(he

tlic

in-

work

is

divided in the same manner.

The second year

lakcit up with
and machinery.
In the
autumn term the con.<truclion and use of the volthieter, Wheat slonc bridRO, galvanometer, millivolt-

direct-current

principally

is

inslrumen'ts

nrc inchiiled uiie .ykilowalt dirccl-current motor*.
16 direct-current motoru in sizes U|i lo five horse
power; one .15-Ii«bt arc dynamo; one 30-kilowalt
Ihrec-phaHc alternator
one fivc-kilowall two-pliadc
alU-rnalor; one 7.5-kilowaU, one six-kiluwatt, and
Ihrcc five-kilowatt rotary converters, provided with
Kwilchboardfi ko arraiiKcl that the machines can be
;

operated as plain allernalinff current or diri-ct-enrrent Reiieralors or motors, or as crmverlcr%; tw*

two-horsepower single-phase induction molort; oii-j
thrcc-horsepower and (wo one-horficpowcr tlircc-

both day and eveniny

of academic and collegiate

fi;rade.

The college work in ennineerinj; is all 'day work
.Hid has lieen restricted to a broad training in the
liuulamentals of all engineering work, with pi-rliap.s
more stress on the principles of mechanical engi\t has been thought undesirhowever, to specialize along separate branches
The course is of four
iif engineering in this work.
years' duration and includes, in conjunction with
college mathematics, chemistry, physics, mechanic
arts. Knglisb. history and economics the subjects

neering in particular.

able,

applied

matluniatics,

applied

uf

electricity,

lest inn

machinery and of materials, machine design and
This course is said lo he so thorough a-^
a tlu-sis.
In justify the granting of the degree mechanical
iiigineer on its completion.
Hrobably the most important and of late years
undoubtedly one of the most popular activities of
Lewis Institute has been the instruction in evenDuring the three terms of the school
ing classes.

i.f

vear

number of students enrolled in
was 1,299: during the same three
number of day studcn'.s was 1,122. The
the

1906-07

evening work
terms the

the evening classes are especially armeet the needs of those who are employed in the day and represent the results of a
careful study of the requirements of journeymen,
mechanics, electricians, power plant and locomotive
engineers, foremen, shop superintendents, salesmen,
bookkeepers, stenographers and others who are
eagerly in search of specific knowledge for which
they have immediate use.
The steady grow-th of

courses

in

ranged to

shows how well this
work is being done.
Of the various courses taught in the evening
classes probably the most interesting is the series
These have
of courses in electrical engineering.
been mapped out to cover the fundamental principles of applied electricity and consist of lecture
demonstrations and laboratory work. The complete
the attendance at these classes

course of study in this branch requii"es three years,
each of three terms autumn, winter and spring.

—

Each term consists of 10 weeks, with instruction
on two or three evenings a week and two hours
an evening. In the first and second term the class
meets twice a week and in the remaining seven

DVNAMO LABORATORY
discount meter and
iron tester are studied. The winter term is entirely
given to direct-current dynamos and motors, their
characteristics and operation.
This is continued in

recording

meter,

w-attmeter,

the spring term and the alternator and rotary con-

In the
currents and alternating-current machinery.
first term a more extended treatment of the prin-

tions for

and calculations of alternalhig-current cirgiven. This is followed in the second term
bj' studies of transformers and transmission lines,
The concluding
both single-phase and polyphase.
term is devoted to single and polyphase induction
motors, alternating-current generators and methods
of synchronizing and operating them in parallel,
synchronous motors and rotary converters.
Throughout the course in electrical engineering,
and particularly in the treatment of alternating curciples
cuits

is

the

subject

is

and .observations to make a complete reeach test, the aim being to teach the students to record all necessary facts that would be
required in the preparation of a comprehensive and
yet very concise commercial report.
These forms
have been a great aid to both students and instructors in permi'iting more time to be devoted to the
successful performance of each experiment.
The Institute has a number of lecture rooms especially equipped for demonstration work.
This is
particularly true of those for the departments of
the data
port'. on

LEAVIS

terms
class

on

work

for

each week. The actual
entire course amounts lo 500

evenings

three

the

hours.

The work given

in these nine terms is steadily
and each student should complete all
regular work.
However, when a man of

progressive
of

this

some

experience

presents

himself

he

may

be

allowed to enter an advanced class to suit the slate
of his previous electrical training.

The

first year's work is devoted to the study of
phenomena and law? of physics that form the
fouftdation of most of the important engineering-

those

principles

and those of

electrical engineering in par-

In each of the first two terms 20 lectures
given on applied phjsics and 20 mathematical
demonstrations of the underlying laws.
In the
ticular.

are

:

horsepower variable-speed three-phase induction mo-

presented in a clear manner
without the use of advanced mathematics. In the
laboratory the work has been systemized and facilitated by the preparation of a complete series of
forms giving the instructions for the various experiments and affording means for recording all

INSTITUTE.

squirrel-cage motors
one five-horsepower
three-phase variable-speed induction motor mounted
on a cradle dynamometer, and available as an induction motor,, generator or regulator, as a thr,ee-phase
transformer and as a frequency changer; one one-

phase

verter are then looked into.
The third year is spent in the study of alternating

rents,

ONE OF THE PHYSICAL LABOR-\TORIES IN

IX LEWIS INSTITUTE.

physics

and

lighted,

airy

The

laboratories

are w-ell
seen by the two
accompanying pictures.
The physical laboratory
shown is one of those connected with the physics
department, where the elementary work in elecchemistry-.

rooms,

can be

as

masurements is given. Separate photometric
rooms are provided. The equipment of electrical
instruments is quite extensive and consists of a
variety of types commonly met with as .well as a
number of instruments of precision. Here are also
trical

found an
form the

assortment
material

of

for

electrical

a

large

appliances

number

of

ihat
tests.

These laboratories are

also provided with distributing circuits, bringing the different currents used in
testing to the working tables.

The dynamo laboratory
est.

Its fioor

area

is

is a room of great inter50 by 60 feet. 'In its equipment

2.5-kilow'alt transformers with connectwo-phase three-phase transformation; six
five-kilowatt transformers with a wide range of
voltages; one 30,000-volt testing transformer; one
constant-current series arc transformer with lamps;
one constant-current arc regulator; a large number
of indicating instruments, potential and current trans-

tor;

four

transmission lines, motor compenchoke coils, condensers, etc. The
rotary converters have been found valuable for a
formers,

great

artificial

rheoslats,

sators,

many

experiments, as thej^ permit of operaThe work on them has
found peculiarly suitable as a stepping stone

tion in a variety of ways.

been

from

direct-current

to

alternating-current

ma-

chinery.

The dynamo laboratory is provided with a number of switchboards to facilitate connecting up machines for different methods of operating.
Direct
current is obtained from ihe generating-plant in the
basement which supplies the entire Institute. Alternating current is obtained from the alternators or
rotary converters in the laboratory or from outside
sources.

The
G.

for the success of this evening elec-

credit

work

Lewis Institute is due to Directoi
N. Carman, whose untiring zeal in behalf of the

trical

at

accounis largeK' for its present high
standing; to Prof. P. B. Woodworth, professor of
physics and electrical engineering, who has taken
the most lively interest in the planning and execution of the course; to Prof. H. E. Cobb, and to
Assistant Professors F. A. Rogers and J. D. Nies,
institution

who have

ably carried out and perfected this work
of so much material benefit to a
large number of electrical workers of Chicago in
that

has been

making

clear

to

ihem the why and wherefore of

electrical practice.

The California Gas and Electric Company, on
account of the urgent demand for more current, is
expending large sums of nionej'- to hasten the completion of the power plant on Deer Creek, near
Nevada City. The roads are so bad that it requires 14 horses to haul one joint of the pipe for
the large pipe line.
Three gangs of men and horses
are at work trying to make a solid roadbed. There
are nearly one hundred jq^ints of the pipe line
still to be laid, and the haul is 15 miles.
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of the products of that vast region are

South

In the exports to our neighbors

per cent.

year averaged seven to eight per cent,

Therefore, the article on "Electricity in Peru," prepared by Mr. Charles M. Pepper, special agent for
the United States government, and reprinted in this

over three

little

The second important copper district of
Alaska embraces the country around Prince William Sound.
Most of ihe ore sent out during the
copper.

in

copper region of the territory

third

along

is

received considerable attention in 1906.

this district

Not only the title but the entiTe contents of
each number of the Western Electrician are copyrighted.
This paper is entered at the Chicago postoflQce as mail matter
Df the second class.

many

machinery and appliances form
a respectable proportion, particularly to Mexico and
Brazil, but this irade is capable of great extension,

only a

"is

Copper River, in the vicinity of Mount Wrangell.
and especially near Chitina River.
The ores of

T^ade Supplied by Western News Co.

22, 1908

the South and Central American countries,

in

of Southeastern Alaska, where the only

The

Terepbone. 6220 Btekmao.

needed
while

of the ore of this district

CHICAGO.

•

TELEPHONE, MAIN

from

chiefly

Prince of Wales Island, in the Ketchikan district
ters of the territory are located.

PUBLICATION offices:
507 Marquette Building,

The product came

production in 1905.

February

to the

issue,

electrical

and

timely

is

Mr.

important.

part in the industrial development on which
Peru has. entered, and concludes with these signifi-

cant sentences

Seward and

at

where they can be carried forward

soon, and

the deposits of the district develop as

if

favorably as

probably be completed

will

at present expected, the

is

duction of Alaska will

be so greatly increased as

become an important part of

to

copper pro-

the total output of

the United States.

pre-

ing

Railroads connecting this district with the coast at

Valdez

Pepper

that electricity will play a continually grow-

dicts

enterprises arc at the stage

impulse

industrial

It

manufacturers

loss.

Peru is in reality too
is "up to" the American

in

strong to be checked."
electrical

profitably by the

while to stop means

of electricity,

utilization

The

"Many

:

to

cultivate

market

this

with intelligence and energy.

OORKESPONDENOE

relating to electricity or any of its
practical applications is cordially invited, and the co-operation
of all electrical thinkers and workers earnestly desiredj Clear,
concise, well written articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or
any information likely to interest electricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.
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Advertising rates are moderate,
ippiication.

medium
and

in

special field.

its

on

will he furnished

InterurB.An electric railways flourish in compewith steam railroads not so much because
of

rates

service

fare

are

more

is

for short trips

lower but because

slightly

great advantage

up

is,

traveling

100 miles.

One

transmission

smoke and

cin-

ance

making the journey pleasanter;

ders,

more

frequent

tending

trains,
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Light

Association

May

(annual

solution

electrification

is

traffic.

of

who
The

also

ap-

steam

existing

convention),

19th to zad.

Canada and.

the United States are so

favorably

situated for trading with each other that in spite of
a differential tariff in favor of British products

the

great bulk of the imports of the Dominion are fur-

The subject has been
the home government,

nished by the United States.
investigated by an agent of

who

finds,

among

other things, that in 1906 the im-

ports of electrical apparatus

from the United King-

dom were

valued at $81,412 and from the United
States at $3,461,000. This is in spite of the fact that
apparatus pays

only 15 per cent, duty ad
valorem and the United States productions 127^/2 per

British

cent.

The

States

is

the

for

apathy

advantage of the United

geographical

of course great, and this largely accounts
discrepancy,

of

indiflference

the

although

which

with

it

is

suspected that

manufacturers

British

our

own

— the

same

exporters

are

—

world has someBut the great competitor to both American and British electrical
goods in this market is the product of the Canadians themselves. Between 1900 and 1906 the value
of Canadian-made electrical apparatus more than
doubled, and there is no doubt that electrical goods
made in Canada will keep on improving in quality
and increasing in quantity. This supplying of the
home market by apparatus made at home seems to
be inevitable to a' very considerable degree in Canada, but there is some consolation to Americans in
charged

in.

other parts

of

the

thing to do with the result.

ments
this
to

ihat

reflection

larger

Canadian
is

the

represented by the
manufacturing establish-

capital

electrical

largely American, so that

country

in

exports of goods

what

may

be

is

lost

to

made up

some extent by returns from investments.

are

prac-

by direci current greatly counterbalto be derived, comparing that

benefits

system with the familiar alternating-current system.
the

nevertheless

worthy

subject

of great

is

and

in.erest

study from varying viewpoints.
late contribution to the subject was made by

A

careful

o-f

Prof. L. A. Herdt of McGill University, Montreal,
who, after a recent visit to France, read a paper
on the subject before the Electrical Section of the

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Professor Herdt was considerably impressed with
the direct-current system.
In Europe high-tension,
direct-current

systems are

series

longest

the

of

distance

use

in

some
some

for

and

transmissions

schemes, in which the distances of transmission are
150 miles and over, are considered feasible only
by means of direct-current transmission. The high-

tension

direct-current series

Thury

system, or the

an enlargement of the old Brush series
system, with motor-generators substituted for the arc
system,

is

lamps.

The generators are connected

receiving end of the line

The

are connected in series.

kept

constant

At

in series.

series-wound motors
current in the system

times, variation of load
being met by a change in the electromotive force
is

at

all

When

of the system.

.

the plant

not running

is

all

the machines, generators and motors are short-cir-

To

cuited.

switch in a generator, the machine

run up to speed until
current

;

The motors

are

line

in

started

switch

then opened,

is

having

line.

The

same way.

the

in

were placed,

which

is

generates the proper line

being then in series with the

short-circuiting

brushes,

it

the short-circuiting switch

generators

the

been

opened,

when standing

the
still,

with the axis of the poles, so that one-half

of the armature conductors are acting- against ihe
other half, a position corresponding to no torque on

armature,

the

of

directioii

and speed

causing

When

up.

rocked

slowly

are

rotation,

at

tlie

,

forward in the
motor to start
an

speed

full

automatic

regulator working on the brush position maintains

through

speed, constant,

the

regulation

a

are placed

tors

stant

speed

In

a

at

is

potential

the

drive

con-

at

supplying current for local

generators

distribution.

horsepower

stib-stations 'and

in

of

The mo-

counter-electromotive force of the- motor.

Moutiers-Lyon

the

plant

6,300

transmitted a distance of 112 miles

of 57,600 volts, direct current.

The advantages claimed

for

this

direct-current

system arc the possible use of much higher voltages
than those considered possible with the alternatingcurrent system and doing away with ihc inductance

and capacity effect of long transmission lines. Professor Herdt says that an insulator that' will withstand 60,000 volts, working voltage, across the wires
of a three-phase line should be able to carry 84,000
volts
for

Despite awekse conditions, for supplies and
wages arc costly anrl the ore not of high grade.
Alaska produces a respectable amount of copper
to add to the worlfl's supply. The amount of blister copper turned out in 190G was 8^5,646 pounds,
over 3.500,000 jiounds more ihan the corresponding

the

the

the

Electrical Committee. Underwriters' National Electric Association (general meeting), rooms of llic New York Board of
Fire Underwriters, March 25lh and 36th.

Auditorium Hotel, Chicago,

business taken by aggressive competitors,

hues for passenger service.

Works

.

older railroad must be content to see the

else the

56

Communication

Correspondence

The

immediate problem of the steam road, as is pointed
out by an officer of one of the trunk-line steam
railroads, is to provide such service at low cost,

parent

Service Competition in
1 59
Production of Coal in the United States
159
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Discussion of Papers.
j6o, 161, 162
Some Developments in Synchronous Converters.
By
C. W. Stone
162, 163
Mr. Scott at Ithaca
163
Reorganization of the Dearborn Drug and Chemical
Electric

de-

of the day are for frequent, rapid service

contemplate attracting the freight

156
157
15S
159
159
159

Illustrated

destination than in

their

56

Light* Conven-

tion
Electrical

their

very fast trains and a sparse, slow service.
154
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Tidal Power Plants to be Built in Maine
154
Electro-pneumatic Multiple-unit Control System with a
Single Train Pipe.
Illustrated
i 55
1 54.
Speed of Submarine Telegraphy
155
Advancement in the Knitting Industry. Illustrated.... 155
New Process of Making Metallic and Metallized Filament

New

nearer

car

rapid at frequent intervals rather than one or two

Illus-

trated

is

of

favor of the electric

the

the case of steam railroads.

mand

another

convenience

to

that usual city terminals are so arranged

passengers

that

tages

the
say,

public

engineers

electrical

unanimous in the opinion that the disadvanand complications of long-distance power

tically

to

the absence of

is

the

to,

attractive

— that

passengers; a third element

All checks, drafts and other remitcances should be made payable to the order of the publishers,
the Electrician Publishing Company, and addressed to the
offices of publication, Suite 607, Marquette Building (204
Dearborn Street]. Chicago. Illinois. U. S. A.

While American

tition

direct
air

is

current

as

the

determined by

Admihal Evans' voyage is affording an opportunity for demonstrating anew the mutual respect

the dielectric stress.

But,

mission engineers

this

and friendliness that exist between the republics of
North America and South America. Closer relations in trade interchanges may happily be one result.
The manufactures of the United States arc

to

discard

iho

in

breaking-down voltage
the

maximum

when

all

is

value

said,

of

trans-

country will not be apt

revolving-field

generator,

the

static

transformer and the comparative simplicity of the
alternating-current system for the complications of

Mr. Thury's ingenious

installation.
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lyo8

22,

iH'hiiiarv

Upon

Effects of LiKht
The
iri

Dr.

in

II.

of

I'.lTi'Cts

locciil

Upon

Liijlil

in

Fi'liniary

i.^lli

"Thr

nil

was

ICyc," wliii'li

llic

Western

llie

I'jiKiiiciTini;

iiaiier

prlntoii

of February

F.leolrician

After llie reacliiiK of llie paper by Secretary
Jones tlie discussion was tlirown open b>'
li.
(i,
K. Cravalli,- wdio pointed out ibal
C'liairinan J.
illnniinatiiiR engineers bad aimed at results favor-

liRhl on the work.
If only
a siiiKle MkIiI is useil ill the room, IrniiHliiccnt milk
rellectors are lueilrd to throw some IjkIiI for Kc"eral dilTuseii illtiniiiialion.
In rra<linK rouinii ami
in our houses the iiffhls slioulil be placed hiRli up

out of the raiiKc of vision. All artificial lights pro-'
duce heal rays more or Icsn, which arc more injuri-

ous

even

i-l.

pood vision, wbicb was tbe primary considMere was an
in any system of ligbting.

able to

eration

tipporiunity to discuss tbc question witb tlic oculists,

number

Ibcre were a

of wboin

present.

Gardiner said tbat from the practical
Natural
viewpoint we sbonid always go to nature.
light is always the best, since dayligbl is tbc normal
There are no ill effects from
slimul.int of the eyes.
Dr.

\i.

normal

J.

out of a too
the value of a monodayligbl is of a com-

instinctively, get

\vc

as

light,

fTc doubted
strong light.
chromatic light, as normal
The kerosene lamp was a good and
posite color.
sufHcicnt light so far as its effects on the eye were
concerned. As far as color is concerned, tbc incan-

lamp

<lesce;it

very near to

is

Why,

almost identical.

is

it,

since

spectrum

its

then, has the incandescent

been so injurious to the eyes?
It is more a question of quantity than of quality
.Americans in general are inclined to
of the light.
exaggerate in quantily. For ligbting of large interiors tbe problem has already been largely solved
by illuminating engineers through the adoption of
light

Successful illumi-

cove and other indirect ligbting.

work

however, and perThe bare incandescent lamp exhaps unsolvable.
posed to direct vision is most harmful and disintegrating to tbe eye. especially for desk work,
This is due to the
around sewing machines, etc.
nation for close

brilliancy

intrinsic

high

is

of

the

filament.

If

this

off

George F. Suker declared that school chilwere most in need of attention to correct
He would not permit children to
visual troubles.
Dr.

dren

study by the ordinary incandescent lamp.
Therefore he
light surface is necessary.
the use of

enough

frosted or

ground glass

to cut off tbe beat

A

was

that

large

favored
thick

rays as well as lo dif-

These heat rays are not immediately injurious, but their effects show up in the
He has a student lamp with an
course of time.
amber shade and the source of light so high up
the

fuse

that

light.

cannot be seen; this gives excellent results.

it

diffused

Reflected
tin

light

is

most

desirable,

ed glass, regardless of the color,

is

also

better than

clear glass.

Usually we have too much light and exhaust the
Tbe great prevalence of
by overstimulation.
cataract in India is due to the large number of sun
eye

Steady observation of arc lamps may
produce the same results. Tbe use of lenses of en
neutralizes troubles from overstimulation of the
eye.
The younger folks suffer most from poor
worshipers.

I

hghts.

best in our

It is

homes

to

have large areas

illuminated so as to have a uniform lighting of each
room, as it is desirable lo avoid the strain of looking

from bright

illumination

should

strive

to

Uniformity of

dark portions.

desirable everywhere and

is

engineers

it
about by removing the
some distance above and dif-

bring

to

source of light
fusing it.

to

H. Gradle stated that while daylight (not
was tbe most perfect light, it nevertheless varied according to (be time of day and
year from one to perhaps ten times that intenThe
sity that was needed for good observation.
normal eye rapidly adjusts itself to this wide range
of illumination, however.
Wi h artificial ligbting
we cannot hope to get the same uniformity and
intensity as with daylight.
We nearly always have
small sources of high brilliancy which should be
Dr.

direct sunlight")

secondary to sufficiency of illufrom lo to 50 candlemeters
are required, according (o the character of the
work to be done. The normal eye does not feel tbe
need of sufficiency as much as the abnormal eye.
Probably the best lighting would be by powerful
sources tbat were entirely screened from view. In
rooms where little close work is done, diffused soft
avoided.

mination.

light

have
the

is

Color

near

desirable.

lights

dom

In

rooms

sources

should

in

pl.aced

the

ultra-violet

the direct

in

line

r.iys

so
sel-

of vision.

Dr. G.'irdiner spoke of a school in Indiana where
a large study
room had formerly been equipped

with bare incandescent drop lights without shades
or other protection near the students' eyes. The result was that nearly every pupil suffered from eye
troubles that were quite a source of revenue lo the
oculists until these lights were replaced at his sug-

gestion by a system of indirect cove lighting

sup-

plemented by about
ground-glass globes.
have disaiipeared.

with

six

ceiling

Since

then

hemispheres
the

eye

troubles

Dr. Suker cited a case where a stenographer,
using an ordinary desk lamp giving, as she said,
ample light, was greatly troubled from fatigue of
the eyes and headaches that were entirely relieved
by placing the lamp behind and above her so as
to cut

off all

failure

in

one noted

case.

Indirect

lighting needs

not more carefully, planned
direct lighting
The general low efficiency of this system is probably its
most serious drawback.
be as carefully,

to

the

as

if

more common

Evolution of the Electric Railway.
The

Electrical Seclion of tbe Western Society
of Engineers held a meeting on February 14th in
Chicago, at which James N. Htitch presented an
illustrated paper on "The Evolution of the Electric
Railway."
He traced the development from tbe
first
experimental cars run by primary batteries

some 70 years ago

for

for

close

general

have opaque

\vork tbat
illumination

reflectors

to

the high

state of perfection
railway of today is really
the product of the last 20 5'ears.
It has been estimated that the total mileage of electric bnes in

of

today.

The

to

electric

United States today would form a lo-track
trunk line from New York to San Francisco.
The early experiments of Daft, Edison, Field,
Bentley, Knight, Vandepoele. Short and Sprague
from 1880 to 1887 were described. No single individual, it was asserted, can be said to have invented
the

the electric railway.

jMost of these

men

helped to

some feature or other. All tbe equipments
used prior to 1887 were experimental and were
superseded.
In December of that year 12 more or
less successful roads were in operation' in this country.
The troubles most experienced were from the
use of copper brushes, open motors and improper
rheostats.
These were very severe. The first road
to
surmount these troubles was that built by.
Sprague in Richmond, which was opened in FebThis road bad its track bonded and
ruary, 1888.
used 450 volts on the line.
The motors were
mounted by flexible suspension on an independent
truck and geared to the axles. Fixed brushes were
perfect

used.

After a year or so of overhauling,

this

line

became quite successful and attracted such favorable attention tbat from that time the building of
electric railways became ver}- extensive, and from
1S88 to 1894 the expansion of electric lines was
phenomenal.
The Intramural Railway at the World's Fair in
Chicago in 1893 demonstrated the adaptability of
electric service for more heavy railwaj' service,
especially on the elevated-raihvay systems in the
largest cities.
The elevated roads of Chicago were
the first to use the new power.
The South Side
Elevated Railway was the first to use the multipleunit system devised for it by Sprague. The use of
electric locomotives in the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad tunnel under Baltimore demonstrated the value
of electricity for tunnel service, and from this it was
but another step further to its use on other sections
of hea\T railroad work.

Tbe

first

interurban line was probably that of the

Akron, Bedford and Cleveland road, running some
35 miles out of Geveland, Ohio, in 1894. This was

The tise of the rotarj' conpermitted the generation of power and its
transmission as alternating current to a number of
a

llint

the

in

amount of

the

electric

larger cities

power used

practically

is

used for lighlin«.

In

monwealth

Company

ICdison

for traction

three

limes that

however, the

(JliicaKo,
i«

ftiriiishinK

Comlo

the

various traction companies practically all the power
needed lo supply their increased load in the last

few years,
Nisslcy spoke in a reminiscent way of the
troubles met with in the early ilrvclopmenl
of Ihc electric railways, particularly in the 8o's.
The early cars could not be run more than half a
.Mr, L,

many

or

trip

without

50

stupping lo

.idjiisi

or

fix

the

The first motors were not waterproof and
had many burnouts on this account.
The early
rail-bonds were galvanized iron and gave much
trouble.
The imforlunate paleni litigation between
brushes.

leading manufacturing companies caused the
waste of millions of dollars. lis termination w.-is a
great step toward standardization of equipment.
The success of electric railroading in all lines undertaken shows that Ihc electric locomotive is here
lo sl.ay and that the clcclrificalion of many sections
of steam roads is hut a question of a few years.
the

Rule

3A— Grounding

1

Low-potential

Circuits.

the direct light,

Mr. Cravath referred to the success of several
instances of indirect cove lighting and to the utter

is

Irtensities of

additional

largely

produced
the arc lamp, since these lamim arc
than

difficult,

by ground glass or otherwise so as
to diffuse the light and if the impingement of direct
rays is prevented tbe incandescent lamp becomes
the equal of the kerosene and Arga.nd burners,
wliich have a large surface of low intensity.
were cut

159

throw most of their

of the fiiicstions cdnsidtTcd

Si'.iliniiik's

II.

ali.slracl

in

nu'diiiK mi

l;isl

(lisi'iissiiin

Rt'iuTal

.'i

is

(Irviitcil

Siicicly,

lllnnini.ilMiK

Si'Ciliin,

(.hic^iK'i

Eyo.

llio

direct-current line.

verter

sub-stations on the line, and this

meant the expan-

sion of the interurban lines to their present great
extent.
The latest development in this field is the

adoption of standard steam-railway practice.

Chairman Roper

in

opening the discussion stated

The committee on standard
Light

Electric

Association

a circular letter to

all

the

rules of the National

early last

sent out
the associa-

fall

members of

on the above subject.
Over
were received, and, taking these as a
working basis, tbe committee formulated a rule
which it is hoped will suit all interests.
.As this was a matter of great importance, and 35
it was seen that the enforcement of the rule would
have far-reaching effects, a conference to consider
the subject was called, and on January 7th a meet
ing was held in the offices of Messrs. Stone and
Webster, Boston, Mass. Representatives were present from the .American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the Association of Edison Illuminating Comtion .for

100

sug.gestions

replies

panies,

tbe

National Electrical Inspectors' Associa-

and the National Electric Light .Association.
The conference approved of the rule as a whole,
although a number of slight modifications were
tion

made

in it.
The final draft has been presented to
Underwriters, and it is tbe hope of
H.
Blood, Jr., chairman of the committee, that the
Underwriters' committee will have time to consider and report upon it at the March meeting.

W

the

Electric Service Competition In Brazil.
J. J. Slechta, deputy consul-general of the United
States at Rio de Janeiro, says that the latest phase
of the competition between the Brazilian company
and the Canadian-.American interests supplving
electric power in all of the larger Brazilian cities
has resulted in the decision of the former company
to construct a rival power plant in the citj- of Sao
Paulo, with the hope of in some way finding a
loophole in the monopoly of the street-railway system held by the foreign company. In the meantirne the Brazilians propose to construct an electric
railway between Sao Paulo and Santos, thus competing with the existing steam railroad and menacing the success of the proposed extension of the
Sorocabana Railway, which is controlled by the
same group of capitalists interested in the tramway system. The Brazilian company is also making a hard fight to invade the territor\* of the foreign rival by securing such a legal decision as to
their respective rights in the matter as will permit
the former to compete wdth the foreign concern
in supplying electric power to the government consumers in the federal capital.
Both companies
have large waterpower plants adequate in capacity
to supply all the electricity needed by the city at
the present time.

Production of Coal

A

In

the United States.

of between 4.^0,000.000 and 460,000,000 short tons of coal in the United States in
1907 is indicated by the returns received thus far
by the United States Geological Survey, or an increase of about 10 per cent, over the recoTdbreaking output of 1906, according to Mr. E. W.
Parker, coal e.xpert and chief statistician of the
Sur\-ey.
The most notable increase was made in
the production of Pennsylvania anthracite, in which
a gain of over 20 per cent, was recorded, the
shipments reported by the Bureau of Anthracite
Coal Statistics indicating 'a total production for
the 3^ear of approximately 76.366.cco long tons, or
about 85,840,000 short tons. The business depression of a few months ago had no effect on the
coal industry.
The closing month of the year was
one of the darkest in the history of the coalmining industr}-, for it witnessed the occurrence
of four "separate disasters, each in the Appalachian
bituminous-coal field. Between 600 and Soo lives
were lost in these explosions, all of which occurred
within a neriod of three weeks.
production

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

i6o

Institute

Meeting

in

New

York.

The two-lnnidred-and-twenty-lifih meeting of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers was held
Engineering Societies Building, New York
Friday evening. February 14th, with President

the

at

city.

The secretary announced that 154
members had been elected at the meeting

Stolt presiding.
associate

of the board of directors.

The papers
authors

the

Generator

in

of the evening were then read by
follows; "The Non-synchronous

as

Central-station and

Other Work," by

L. Waters; "Some Developments in Synchronous Converters." by Charles W. Stone; "Some

W.

Features of Railway-converter Design and Operation," by J. E. Woodbridge.
.Announcements were made bv the president regardijig the annual dinner of the Institute, to be
held on February igth, and the special meeting to
be held on March 5th, at which the subject of
"Forest Preservation" will be considered.
The papers of the evening were discussed colThey deal with alternating-current aplectively.
,

paratus and go into the subject of wide variations
methods which are practicable with alternating
current and which are not found with direct cur-

in

rent.

An

Mr. Stone's paper is given in this
Following are extracts from the discussion

abstract of

issue.

on the three papers
F. J. Clark,

Long

Island City, N. Y.

:

The paper

presented by Mr. Waters advances the conclu'sion
that certain advantages possessed by non-synchronous generators are sufficient to warrant their inin r.ew plants in place of synchronous
generators, in present plants wdiere new units are
required, in 25-cycIe gas-engine installations and
for use with synchronous converters in place of
This
large
slow-speed direct-current generators.
proposition is sufficiently radical to call for careful
consideration by anyone interested in power-plant
work. Speaking from the standpoint of an operating engineer, I must confess to the belief that the
author, in his enthusiasm over advantages, some
of which must be admitted as important, has failed
to realize the weight of certain disadvantages which
preclude the use of the non-synchronous generator
in large power stations where synchronous genet;
ators are now installed. The claim that the ex-

stallation

of a non-synchronous generator can be
controlled from a distant sub-station does not apThere are a few possible
to
me
as practical.
peal
happenings between a sub-station and a power
station which would cause either voltage rises or
interruptions chargeable to such operation. I believe it is safe to' say that the synchronous converter, with its direct-current, engine-driven starting
generator, must be located at the powder station, and
citation

that no advantage obtains. The unequal distribution of load between synchronous turbo-generators
produces a flow of magnetizing current where there
is a difference in excitation, and a division of current where there is a common neutral bus. There

no bunting and no undue heating therefore no
advantage obtains. Under certain favorable conditions on a large system the total power
for excitation will be considerablj^ less for nons\'nchronous generators. When, however, the difference in economy due to the compensating requirements, and the operation of very large units
on very light loads is taken account of, the advantage of the non-synchronous generator will not he
great or will disappear. The author admits that
there must be high speed, low frequency, and low
voltage, or the non-synchronous will not conipare
favorably with the synchronous generator. This
limits the comparison and eliminates the advantage
is

;

practical

of efficiency e.xcept in certain particular cases.
It is claimed that the non-synchronous generator
possesses the proper characteristics to prevent, or
rather lacks those characteristics of the synchronous
generator which promote high power surges, resonance, and other electrostatic phenomena. The author assumes that resonance and other electrostatic
effects arc produced cither by short-circuits or faulty
sine waves, and that the non-synchronous generator avoids these effects by depriving short-circuits
of their high power, and l)y giving forth only sine'
waves. While admitting that these arc decided advantages when compared with a majority of large
installations, I do not believe that generators are
ever the primary cause of electrostatic troubles
outside of the station. Goo<l line and cable construction, effective lightning protection, the grounded
neutral and automatic rel;iys have tciule<l to lessen
the primary causes and curtail the disastrous effects
rif

High-power short-circuits
to produce disaAlrous recapacity of five limes normal
advantage, if we have (first) the

insulation breakdowns.

rc-f(uirc

sults.

a time clement

The overload

load is an
turbine to carry this load, and (second) sufticient
SI cam to drive the turbine at the higher loail and
hJKher water rate. The average synchronous turbogenerator is good for 2Y1 to .1 limes full load
on swings. The narallcl operation of synchronous
turbo-altcrnalors is iufficii-iitly satisfactory for any
full

advantages- to be of little value. The damping action
has a tendency to correct any irregularities of the
sine waves of the system, thus preventing hargenerators
direct-current
monics. Turbine-driven
have not proved vei-y satisfactory, and it is doubtful if they will ever be used to any great extent
The slow-speed engine-driven sets are efficient for
one point of load and very uneconomical when the
load varies through wide ranges. The non-synchronous generator and synchronous-converter combination may show sufficient economy to displace
some stations, and
engine-driven generators
in
should generally be able to merit adoption when
additional power is required.
In systems having long aerial transmission lines,
and rather high induction, the synchronous converter would have to be considerably over-excited
10 produce the necessary lagging current for the
generator. If an overload should occur the supply
of lagging current w-ould increase, and if the overload caused several circuits to open automatically
the hiduction would instantly fall to a very low
value, and unless the power-factor control of the
exciting converter were not equally active, there
would be a rise in potential in the system. This
rise would be aggravated if the exciting xonverter
were situated at a sub-station. In systems having
large capacity in underground cables, either artificial induction would ba\-e to be provided or the
generators and turbines be very large.
^Ir. Stone's paper describes the vertical synchronous converter, which appears to possess a number
of improvements over the older types. The use of
a step bearing requiring oil-pressure lubrication, has
been so thoroughly proven practical that we cannot
consider it an objection. It appears to me that the
greatest objection to this type of machine is the possibility of mechanical damage, due to the magnetic
pull of heavy armature' short-circuits.
The paper

presented by Mr. Woodbridge seems to show that
the synchronous converters designed by one maimfacturer are all right and that those designed by
another manufacturer are not. The points are;
Six versus three-phase converters, high versus low-

armature reaction and compounding. If the efficiency and maintenance of the two types of con-,
verters are equal, or nearly so, the operating engineer cares but little about the fine points of phase
relations.
The value of compounding is generally a
hard matter to decide, and I believe we are greatly
indebted to Mr. Woodbridge for the clearness with
which he has discussed this point.
C. F. Scott, Pittsburg;
When a new machine
or method is proposed it frequently happens that
it may accomplish the specific purpose
for \vhich it
is
intended, but it may involve some incidental
feature, as a sort ,of by-product, which renders the
whole inoperative or inadmissible. Mr. Waters not
only describes the generator itself, but points out
the various advantages over .synchronous generators in its construction and also its marked advantages in operation.
Instead of introducing ob
jectionable characteristics, it presents many points
of advantage on such matters as reduced current
on short-circuit, a smooth wave form and a damping action due to short-circuited e'ement, which
exerts a steadying and soothing effect throughout
the whole system, which tends to prevent hunting
and surges. The paper indicates that there should
be a considerable commercial field in which this
type of generator, will have an important application.
Mr. Stone presents six methods of v'olta^e
regulation of synchronous converters.
If may be
noted that the alternating-current booster may be
provided with either a shunt-field winding or a
series-field
winding, or both.
If
a
series-field
winding carries the current from the svnchronons
converter, then the compounding may be effected
automatically by a practical'y straight line law
over a considerable range.
A comparison of the
relative characteristics of the several methods of
voltage regulation is of interest.
In several a
mechanical adjustment of the apparatus, is necessary.
In the case of the transformer with loops
the connection must be shifted from one loop to
anotlier.
In the induction regulator mechanical
rotation must take place.
The reactance involves
no such adjustment.
In the methods in which
field current i^ adjusted, the windings may he either
shunt windings for hand control or series windings for automatic control.
Auxiliary automatic
apparatus may, of course, be applied for operating
rheostats,
regulators and the like.
The power
factor (i. e.. the ratio between true and apparent watts) varies when reactance is used or the
methods in which the field poles are divided into
The power
narts which are imequally excited.
factor is practica'ly unaffected when transformer
loops, induction regulators or boosters are eniployed.
The wave form is not affected except in
those c:ises where the field poles are di\'idcd into
two or more parts. The range of voltage vari:itiou
is re'atively small
with reactance.
It
is probahl>
small with the methods in wdn'ch the field pole.i
arc divided into parts, unless considerable variations in power factor or wave form are admissible.
The ranae may be very large when other methods
are cmidoyed.
P. M. Lincoln,
Pittsburg;
Mr. .Stone in his
paper ha.s described briefly the so-called split-polc
rotary, which was first proposed by Mr. J. L.
'

February
Woodbridge.

He

still

more

briefly

22,

refers

1908
to

its

particularly that of power factor.
question that arises when contemplating
the use of this split-pole rotary is its effect upon
wave form. These questions might naturally be
W^ill the wave forin of the splitput as follows
pole rotary depart materially from a sine wave?
If so, how much will be the departure? Will such,
deformation, if it occurs, have any bad effect upon
the rotary itself or upon any part of the system
well
It
is
to
which the rotary is connected?
known that with a given field form the distributed
winding of a rotary converter gives rise to an
electromotive-force wave form, which is subject
The division of the
to quite ex.act determination.
rotary field into sections and the provision of
means to excite these sections independently of
each other gives, control over the field form and
therefore over the alternating-current-direct-current
As the field form changes, howvoltage ratio.
electromotive-force wave form, of the
ever, the
The user ,of a sp'it-polc
rotary also changes.
rotary may expect very considerable departures
The
from
wave
the generator wave.
rotary
of the
percentage deviation from sine will be considerably
greater than the percentage variation in direct-current voltage each way from mid direct-current
position when considering a two-part pole rotary,
and this form is the only feasible one. Commercial consideration usually calls for a direct-current
variation of 10 to IS per cent, each way from
With such a direct-current range a
normal.
third harmonic under maximum deviation condicharacteristics,

The

first

;

Mr. Woodtions of 15 per cent, is quite possible.
bridge in his paper has assigned five per cent, as
the value of; the reactance of the armature of a
For third barinonic frequency this va'ue
rotary.
Assuming such a rotary
will become 15 per cent.
to be directly connected to a very large alternatingcurrent system, a triple harmonic current will result of a volume equal to the full-load current of
higher harmonic currents will
Still
the rotary.
flow and the maximum deviation of the current
wave will be still greater than that represented
by the full-load third harmonic. Mr. Stone states
in his paper that the power factor of these splitpole rotaries can be held at unity throughout the
Before we
entire range of direct-current voltage.
can accept Mr. Stone's statement as par vahic a
further explanation of exactly wdiat he means is
Stone intends to convey, the'
necessary.
If Mr.
idea that the fie'd of the rotary can he so adjusted
the
for the current of fundamental frequency,
statement can be accepted. If, however, he means
kdoof
ratio
to convey the .impression that the
watts input to kilovolt-ampere input can be held
truth.
at unity, then the statement is far from the
A power-factor meter indicates the phase relation
of the current of fundamental frequency to the
If currents of
voltage of fundamental frequency.
higher frequencies and large volume are flowmg
powera power factor of unity, as indicated by a
voltfactor meter, does not at all mean that the
considenng
amperes are equal to the watts. When
given
a
from
the capacity that can be obtained
amount of material made up into one of these
for equal
split-pole rotary converters, we find that
pole
outputs the amount of material for the .split
be
would
very largely increased over what it
is
at
rotaries
Tlie field strengths in these
ordinarily.
per
the maximum point vary all the way from 10
to
to 15 per cent, at the minnnum point
cent
more than double that at the minimum point.
is
Since the iron of the armature of the rotary
maxicapable of being worked only to a certain
mum limit it follows that the amount of iron
split-polc
the armature must be increased with a
mininuim
rotary in approximately the ratio of the

m

field

to

the

maximum

field.

The

original

Wood-

bridge scheme of using three parts makes so great
an increase in size and cost of resulting machine
When
as to put it practically out of the question.
come to considering the relative efficiencies of
we
the split-polc rotarv and the ordinary type,
confind that the split-pole rotary increases very
siderably every item of loss that enters into effiThe field 'oss evidently must be very conciency.
The iron loss is also very
.siderably increased.

we

materially increased, particularly at the lower direct-current limits when considering the two-part
On account of circulating currents
pole rotary.
of higher frequencies the armature copper loss is
also increased above what it would be with a
rotary of normal type.
The operation of the twopart pole rotary at the lower range of direct-current voltages gives a result somewhat similar to
shifting the brushes backward or forw.'ird into the
active field.
The main difference is th.at a notch
of any desired width can he made in the pole opposite the point where th'e brush rests uprui the
coniinutator.
When the smaller pole horn is excited in the s;iine direction as the main pole, the
field at the point where the brush rests upon the

commutator

will be very close to zero.
When,
the small pole horn is excited in a direction the reverse of the m:iin pole horn, the excitation of the small horn is then in tlie same direction as the pole immediatelv the other side of the
.'idjaccnt direct-current brush.
Necessarily the field
at the point where the brush rests upon the com
mutator will change very materially, dcpendiiiij

however,

.
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siliilily Dl
The alternative whicii
resonance will take place.
Mr. SlDiie has deserihed, namely, a rotary upon
which a separate niaeliine is moniited, having the
same miinher of poles as the rotary, has, in niv
linrliDii

(ipiniDii,

(if

the

very

decided

rolarv.
r. .Steinmetz.

pole
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iiiK

Mr.

iiiiii

e.Ncept

current

total

Scliencctady,

VVoodhridne's
that

not

advantages

paper

won'd

1

I

r.-ither

this

ovlm-

split

N. Y.
Renardfully agree with
consider as nood
:

nnily
put the
power-f.-ielor
|ioint al half load, hnl at the higher load, somewhere helivecn three-quarters and full load. This
tlives yon a condition of operation where the wattless lagging current at no load and light load is
somewhat greater, hnl the power factor at no load
heller and the overload capacity, stability ami
is
Mr. Stone's paper I do not
reliability is greater.
c.'ire
to discuss, because when this type of splitiiliasc eonverler was fir,st brought lo my attention
was not fa\-orab'y impressed with it, but rather
1
expected and anticiiiatcd that under preliminary
iii\esiif>ation this machine would give wave-shape
ilislortions, w-oiild give a poor power factor and
poor commutation for the same reason as "was so
ably explained to you by Mr. Lincoln.
When the
machine was built and tested T was somewhat surliriscd that the wave-shape distortion did not materialize and that the power factor was high and
rniiinceriiiK

the

conmintation

to

was good.

My

final

conclusion

was that even nowadays it is occasionally desirable
to check- up theoretical reasoning by experimental
test, because these two do not always agree: not
that the tbeoretical reasoning is wrong, but because in the premises on wdiich the thcoretica'
reasoning is based some elements which are essenmay not have been gh-en the proper weight.
tial
I
was very much pleased with Mr. Waters' paper,
and this type of generator I also believe is In
some instances a \'ery desirable type and which I
Tt has found its entrance
hope to sec introduced.
into technical literature, and you will find performance curves of rotary converters operated from
induction motors in the literature, and in the
standardization rules of our Institute this machine
is
referred to and the testing methods have been
There it comes under the
described for ten years.
name of induction generator, which in this particular case appears to me far better.
This Induction generator has not been used to any great
extent in engineering practice, due to the limitations imposed by Its character.
It cannot operate
on any kind of load, but requires a load of leading current or consumes wattless lagging current.
The proper field for Its use is, then, to supplv
power to synchronous apparatus, motors as well
"

converters.
The excitation of the Induction generator, then,
is
supplied by the wattless current delivered bv
If
the synchronous apparatus or by the cables.
VOM eliminate the disadvantages due to the possibility of unlimited power, you also eliminate the
advantages resulting from an unlimited power supply that means in the voltage regu'ation of the
system the induction generator cannot be as good
You
as that of a synchronous generator system.
see, in the last resort, the voltage regulation of
the system' depends on the excitation of the sy'Stem, on the direct-current supply to feeders.
In
the synchronous generator, synchronous-converter
system, you have as fixed voltage points the genIn
erators as well as the receiving converters.
the
induction-generator
system the only fixed
voltage points are the receiving converters, not the
generators.
They cut dowm the voltage regulation
to one end.
You eliminate the trouble of excessive
currents, but also you defer to some extent to
the regulation.
The use of the wattless charging
current of underground cables to help out excitation is an assistance, but at the same time is connected w'itb some serious danger since the voltage
depends on the amount of leading current fed into
the system,
any connecting or disconnecting of
synchronous or induction generators changes the
voltage of the system bv eliminating the require
ment for so much exciting current, and any converter change, disconnected or connected, chan.ges
the voltage of the system.
The voltage operation
of the system is taken away from the generating
station and located In the converter sub-station.
The latter may be, as pointed out by Mr. Waters.
a rather serious feature wdth the generating station designed for complete voltage control.
Sucii
difficulties would be natural wdierc induction generators are used together with synchronous generators in the generating station.
The use of Induction generators to supply synchronous apparatus,
when you come to its use in a general system for
as

—

—

must consider
erally

is

(hat

ELECTRICIAN
Ilie

indiiclioii

gciierillor

ir,i

gen-

synchroiiuiiH

iiiachinr as exciter.
uf an iiidiKliDn gcner.ilor wliieli I hellcve have not been iiieiilioneil in
Mr. VV.ilers' paper, and one feature is that the
inilnelitin Kciicr.'ilDr does n<it require necessarily a
syiichroiious machine for cxcilalion, but the indue
lion Ki^neralor can also he excileil by capacity, as
the capacity of a cable, or. if we go into the low
fre(|ueiicy principle, requiriiiK low VDli-ampcrc excil,ilion,
an declrolylic cell. The iiidiicti^iii generator assumes a characlcrislic very closely similar
lo that of the direct-current shunt gciieralor; thai
is, as the anipcrcs consumed by a eonslanl capacity
are proportional to the vollage and the voltage
of the indiiclion genei.alor is propnrlioned lo llie
amperes excitation, cither, if the cap.acily is loo
low the induction generator does not excite, does
not energize, or if the capacity is stifficieiilly
high it energizes and the voltage builds up uiilil
It
passes beyond the bend of the s.aluralion. and
there the machine becomes stable and is a selfexciting, alternating-curreiU generator, having the
same characteristics as the direct-current shunt
Keiieralor, h.iving indeed a close analogy tbcrelo
that Is, the farther you gel beyond the bend of
the saturation the more stable the machine becomes.
Naturally, in heavy overloads, especially
in lagging currcnl. it is always liable to cause the
indnction generator lo lo.se its excitation; that is.
i'e(|iiires

11

There are some

fcaliirts

_

lose its voltage, wdillc the synchronous machine
wl'l hold up.
Tliat may be an advantage, or it may
be a disadvantage.
There is, however, one field
to which I believe the induction generator is preId

emiiiciuly suited and that Is for the parallel operation of water powers with steam power.
There

however, still another field, far broader than
anything touched' so far, whicli is a field suited
lo the induction generator, a field in which only
the induclion generator can be used and the synchronous gcneralor Is out of competition, and that
is the collection of small water powers.
I thought
over that subject for some years, and it is an interesting subject, although nothing has been done
.so
far and wl'l not be done for some time bec,-iuse we are not yet ready for it.
After all. If
3'Ou think of it, at the present time the development of the water power of the country- has proceeded only to a very limited extent.
We have
just touched the supply of power given by the
water power of the country. We have just started
developing some of the largest powers where the
water power Is available in the most concentrated
form, but there Is an enormous amount of power
in the country in small creeks and
rivers and
brooks which is going to w-aste. There will come
a time when the large water powers are taken up
and we will have to approach the prob'em-of
gathering all these small streams and creeks, and
there it is where the induction generator only can
solve the problem.
The way to solve it, I think, is
by building a small stone dam across the creek.
just enough to get a head, to feed into a pipe of
a few- hundred feet long; and you can with a pipe
of that length gather a head of some 50 or 100
feet, and the w-ater runs against some cheap form
of hydratilic turbine, and the induction generator is
directly connected mechanically lo the turbine, directly connected to the low^-tension side of the
step-up transformer, while the high-tension side of
the step-up transformer Is joined Into a line leading
along the creek. So you see a number of such
stations which would be very simple and cost very
little, could be strung along the creeks and rivers,
all
feeding into the same transmission line, requiring very little attention, water lubricating step
of the turbine would take care of that.
We could
gather all these dozens of hundreds of small induclion generator plants, the general p'ower of all
of these streams and creeks, into one central colleciion station by synchronous motors with automatic feed control, and you could supply the
pow-er thus generated at whatever points It w^as
is,

required.
Prof. C. A. Adams. Cambridge. Mass.
In regard to the exciter for the induction generator. In
the case Of the synchronous alternator, the synchronous alternator must carry 44 per cent, of
wattless current equally, so that the total capacity
of the exciter and that of the Induction generator
is greater than that of the synchronous alternator
by the amount of the exciting current of the Induction p-enerator. namely, 10 per cent.
Mr. Waters has gone
J. R. Bibblns, Pittsburg:
into two developments which present a number
of interesting phases.
It is true, of course, that
the flexible characteristics of the induction type
of generator are adapted particularly lo prime
mo\ers in which the cyclic \-ariaticn or angular
variations Is permissible within wide ranges.
I
think, how-ever. his enthusiasm on the subject has
led him to give you perhaps an erroneous impression in regard to wdiat the modern well-de:

distribution of light and power, probably 60 cycles,
the case stands very much less favorable for the

signed gas engine can do. The matter of fl}-wdicels does not seem to be such a serious one.
particularly In regard to cost, as the cost factor
of the iron that goes into the flywdieel is figured
on a different basis from the cost of the iron
which goes Into tlie construction of the remainder
of the machine.

you

In a Co-cycle plant of 3.000 horsepow'er, in which

induction

generator,

because

after

all

wdiat

III

Ihe presi'iil

linic

nv<.

Iiorizoiilal

niudern design are opcraliiig

were
an

origin,illy ei|ni|ipeil

a

inaller
solid

blocked

springs.

experinnni
by pipe CDiineclions,

of

'Ihe

first

this

of

was carried further

iliininaling

covered

experiineril

running in parallel with Ihe
solid,
which was iiceoinplishcd
I.ilcr

liirbiiieii

llie

parallel, llie units
spring couplings, ami
these couplings were
in

willi

coii|iliiigs

wiihoul

llie

simple,
li'ockeil

surging

the culling run
of iwo igniUTs, lluis leaving one nnil riinning with
four legs, and llie oilier on llinc- leg-..
F.ven in
Uiis case no perceptible surging occurred, and it
was then carried further with both igniiers cut
c*iil
of service, so we had the four coiiseenlive impulses from one tiiiil and Iwo impulses with Iwo
blanks from ihe oilier iinil
so lliat if fV)-cyclc ma
chines can operate under these eoiidilions in jiarallel and stay logclher, it would seem ihal lliere is
consider.-ible room for ex|>ecliiig fully as good service from the inodeni gas engine as yon could olilain
from llie luodern slciiii engine.
There is an inleresling line of thought in coniieclion with the Inrbine-driven direcl-current unit
liy

;

wilh a synchronous converter, and, of course, the
comparison conies down lo the question of a twrj-

syslem wilh iis double electrical losses; Ihal is,
generator aijd Ihe synchronous converter
versus the single-unit engine-driven system, .niid
uiiil

of

Ihe

finally

the

comes down

analysis

lo

the

qncslion

of

relative
steam consumption.
The Ihonglit 1
have in miiitl is the different characleristics of a
steam turbine and an engine Ihal governs by cul-

We

ling off as a Corliss.
come to the conclusion
that in the comparison of these Iwo type of units.
if
they do reach Ihe steam consumption al
the [loiut of best economy of the steam engine, there
is still a considerable margin on either load, higher
and low'er, and Ihe wilh the steam engine, the divergence is considerably more marked in the case of
the turbine for. the reason that even with the opening of Ihe secondary valve in the steam turbine, of
whatever type you may choose, the steam consumption docs not come up in an arbitrary curve.
but .lends to establish itself along the secondary
water line, which is again practically straight.
Philip Torchio, New York: I endorse what has
been said regarding the use of non-synchronous
machines in large power stations where the field

even

does

not

seem

to

be very

promising.

Regarding

the surges and the point Mr. Waters makes about
the non-synch.ronous generator reducing the surges.
T
differ from his conclusions.
When Ihe surges oil
an underground system arc due to the rupture of
course, there are surges whenever the load suddenly changes, because the electromagnetic energy
pulsates between the electrostatic capacitv and the
electromagnetic,
and surges back and forth
wdiile the circuit is closed these surges are not as
large as when the circuit is abruptly opened. If the
circuit is open, then all the power that cannot circulate in Ihe circuit must oscillate between electrostatic capacity and electromagnetic capacity, and
that is only a question of figuring out, if there
were no damping effect due to the resistance of the
copper, at infinite vo'tages.
As a matter of fact,
we do not get that fortunately, the circuit-breakers open the current at zero or near zero current.
If the circuit-breaker should fail to open the current at zero current I think something
would
happen.
I want to pay a personal tribute lo Mr.
Stone for the successful effort he has made in developing a rotary converter that has all the good
characteristics of the vertical converter presented
tonight.
Concerning Mr.
J. B. Taylor, Scliem,'ctady, N. Y.
Waters' paper on the induction generator, I concede to two advantages, better mechanical construction and less destructive effects on short-circuits.
The other points mentioned seem to be more in
the nature of disadvantages rather than advantages.
The matter of excitation has been already well
taken up, and the on'y other point I want to dwell
on is the fact that the claimed simplicity in the
generating station has been obtained nearly at the
expense of the sub-station.
The sub-station must
be called on to start up the converters and excite
the generators wdienever necessary. Just how they
know when it was necessary, I do not know. It
would probably be a matter of establishing telephone communication and getting the converters

—

;

:

underw-ay from storage batteries, which storage
batteries are usually installed in order lo carry the
load in 'times of emergency and would, therefore,
not be in the best condition for carrying the extra
load of inverted converters.
Then the generating
station would have to .determine what speed the
converter shall run
at.
If
the converters are
thrown on on the lagging load, everything would
speed up to a dangerous point, as the lagging load
on the converter, as we know, results in an increase of speed.
W. L. Waters. Milwaukee: Mr. Stone apparently advocates the use of vertical-shaft rotaries
for a number of reasons, but taking the data on
these machines as given by him, the reasons do
not appear to be sufficiently important for engineers lo change their standard type.
Taking the
2.ooo-kllo\vatt, 250-volt rotary, the speed has been
Increased about 45 per cent., while the weight ha.^
come down about 30 per cent. Then again this
Increase in speed has only resulted in a reduction

.

'

;

;
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I would
of about IS per cent, in the floor space.
point out that these reductions are obtained just
as easily in a more recently designed horizontal
This vertical type of machine inshaft machine.
troduces new uncertainties into the design and
operation, this uncertainty being specially the case
Roller
in regard to the vertical footstep bearing.
and ball bearings have been tried for a number of
j'cars. but. as yet. have never been successful for
heavy work; and the alternative of an oil-pressure

revolutions.
total

The diameter

weight about

Vertical

I30,(X)0

is

182

inches

Februarv
and the

pounds.

Synchronous

Converters.

'

converter is so new
that it seems advisable to point out some of its
essential characteristics.
The most novel features
are in the shaft and bearings. The shaft, unlike
in
that of the horizontal machine, is stationary
fact, it is nothing but a pedestal supported and
fastened solidly to the foundations. There is only
one bearing, which carries the entire weight of
the revolving structure.
This bearing in the first
machine built consisted simply of two cast-iron
plates, one of which was fastened to the top of
the pedestal, the other being bolted to the spider
Oil is pumped up through a
of the armature.
central hole in the pedestal and forced out between the cast-iron plates, forming an oil film on

The

Woodbridge's

Mr.

Taking

paper,

the

six-phase vs. three-phase is almost
entirely a manufacturer's rather than an operating
It is to be decided by which
engineer's question.
individual case. The
is "the cheaper machine in any
great advantage of a six-phase rotary is, as iUr.
Woodbridge has pointed out, that it saves armature
At the present time it has been shown
copper.
that the only way to design rotaries for heavy
service is to allow amp'e copper on the arniature,
and that it is advisable to design the machine irrespective of whether it is to operate three-phase
Further, the question of using the
or six-phase.
extra three collector rings as balancing rings for
the armature is again a manufacturer's question.
If we want more balancing rings on a rotary they
can be put on without regard to the collector rings.
Taking the question of starting rotary converters,
the rotary
if we are willing to endure hunting of
on light loads or on certain conditions of the cirand start
dampers
light
with
cuit, then we can run
up in this way. In any case, however, this method
a good one from the operating engineer's
is not
of

which the machine revolves, making practically a
frictionless bearing.
[The first large machine of
this type to be put in operation was illustrated and
described in the Western Electrician of December
14, 1907, page 462.]
In addition to the main bearing,' use is made of
the entire length of the interior of the spider for
a guide bearing.
cast-iron sleeve lined with
babbitt is fitted into the spider to form the bearing
surface. As the only weight on this bearing is
that due to the unbalancing of the rotating structure, the bearing should last indefinitely.
The oil
after leaving the top or supporting bearing, passes
along (he pedestal (thus oiling the guide bearing),
down to the pocket at the base of the machine,
where it is drained off and used over again. Since
the first machine was built, a new type of bearing
has been tried, which gives promise of success,
although only a few inonths' experience has been
obtained as yet.
cup-shaped cast-iron piece is fastened to the
top of the pedestal and forms a seat for the hardened steel bearing plate and carrier, the steel plate
being simply doweled in place. Both sides of this
plate are accurately ground, so that it can be reversed in case of any damage to one surface. It
can readily be seen that this construction of th«
two lower members of the bearing makes it selfaligning.
The top part of the bearing is bolted to the
armature spider and is similar to the top of the
oil-pressure bearing, except that another hardened
steel plate is doweled in place on the under part
of this casting to form the wearing surface. Between these steel plates is a bronze carrier with
a number of hardened steel rollers placed radially,
thus forming the roller bearing. Oil is ptimped
by a small low-pressure pump to this roller bearing
and is drained off after passing through the guide
bearing in exactly the same manner as with the oil

A

A

The two most reliable methods of
point of view.
starting rotary converters are:
An induction motor wound for slightly
(i)
higher synchronous speed than the rotary and with
The induction motor
a high-resistance secondary.
thrown directly on the full alternating-current
is
voltage, and as the machine comes up to speed, the
closed
are
switches
alternating-current
main
This resistance limits the
through a resistance.
synchronizing current and enables the machines to
The resistance is then shortget in step quietly.
circuited and the induction motor circuit opened.
small induction-motor-generator starting
{2)
set installed in the sub-station, this being used to
start the rotaries from the direct-current side.

A

Some Developments

in

Synchronous

Converters.'

By Charles W.

step.

Stone.

stationary part carries the field spools and
vertically so that the two halves can be
drawn apart, making the .armature accessible for
inspection or repairs. This, frame is supported on
a number of cast-iron pedestals.
By the above construction it will be noted that
the field frame is entirely independent of the rotating structure, making it easier to assemble the

The

converter has
become practically an indispensable piece of apparatus, some of the largest lighting and railroad
In

country

this

synchronous

the

is

companies being entirely dependent upon it. Abroad
the conditions are different, as the motor-generator
has been used- almost exclusively until within the
last
few years, when the motor converter \yas
introduced; as is well known, this machine being
a compromise between the synchronous converter
and the motor-generator.
It may be of interest to give at this time some
idea of the increase in capacily of these machines
in the last 10 years on one of the large lighting
systems,

as

this

will

give

some

idea

of

the

tre-

machines of this type. In
'1897, on the particular system in question, there
was installed less than 1,000 kilowatts total capacity, and the largest machine was 500 kilowatts
on the same system in 1907 considerably over 100,000 kilowatts capacity was in operation, the largest

mendous development

in

units being 2.000 kilowatts.
Most of the larger systems using synchronous
converters operate at 25 cycles, but during the last
four or five years many systems using 60 cycles

have adopted synchronous converters and have
found them very reliable.
I think it can be safely said that 6o-cycle synchronous converters, e^'cn when used for 600-volt
railway work, where the demands of the service
are most severe, can be considered thoroughly reliable and successful, machines, as large as 1,000
kilowatts being in successful operation.
The general tendency in the design of synchronous converters has been toward higher speeds,
which would naturally mean reduction in the space
occupied by them, lower first cost, less weight, etc.
All these changes result in smaller buildings, cheaper
foundations, and consequently lower fitted charges.
As an illustration of the changes that have been
made, I shall cite one example the 2,000-kilowatt,
25-cyclc, 250-volt synchronous converter as originally
designed, operated at 115 revolutions and having 26
It occupied a floor space 190 inches by 204
poles.
inches and the total weight was approximately 186.000 pounds, whereas the newer vertical machine is
circular in form, has 18 poles, and operates at 167

—

I.

AbMract of

a D^pfrr prctrintd at the two hundred and iwenthe American fnttitute of Elcctriral Eneineers
on February 14. The author i*. electrical eneineer

tr-firih fo*-clin2 of

in

Nevr York

with the General Electric Company.

synchronous

;

bearing depends on maintaining a high-pressure oil
The standard horizontal-shaft machine
circulation.
with oil ring bearings has been in service now
for a number of years and there is no doubt about
By the adoption of the vertical type
its operation.
of rotary, we are merely introducing extra comand are gaining practically
risks
plication' and
nothing.
question

vertical

'

split

machine.
The armature being revolved around the pedestal,
it
is not possible to obtain any end play, as in a
Som.e means must be provided
horizontal machine.
to piake the wear on the collector rings equal
this is accomplished by designing the brushes in
such a manner as to make it possible to stagger
them, and thus cover the entire width of the colIn addition there are placed on each
lector rings.
ring some graphite brushes, which act as lubricants.
It is possible to walk around the machine and
see and adjust all the brushes on both the commutator and the collector rings without climbing
up on a bearing pedestal or going down into a
pit,
as would be necessary in a large horizontalThe bearings in the 2.000-kilowatt
shaft machine.
vertical machine can be taken out. inspected and
replaced in a little over two hours, which would
hardly be possible in a horizontal machine of the

same
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I. On
the step-down transformers used with the
converter, taps can be placed either on the primary
or the secondary side and switches used to transfer
from one tap to another. This scheme has many
objections, and is seldom used now.
If the taps
are on the primarj', oil switches would have to be
used if the voltage were at all high. Such switches
would be practically out of the question. If the
taps are on the secondary, a dial switch can be used,
but only with the smaller size machines, as it is
difficult to build a dial switch to handle large currents satisfactorily, except at prohibitive expense.
This method .is also objectionable, as it means
fluctuation in the lights whenever the switch is
moved to a different tap.
2. The common way of obtaining control of the
voltage in raihvay work is to insert in the leads
from the secondary of the transformer a reactance,
thus furnishing a means of changing the impressed
alternating voltage. This method, while simple and
effective with the limited ranges in voltage required for such work, would not be applicaljle for
large ranges in voltage. Too much reactance may
cause pulsation troubles, and it also has a bad
effect on the entire systein.
arrangement in most general use today
3. The
is
to connect between the secondary leads of the
transformer and the synchronous converter an induction regulator, by which it is possible to obtain
almost any range of voltage within the capacity
of the machine. This scheme of operation is in
such general use that it will not be necessary to
describe it in detail. The principal objection- to
this arrangement is that another piece of operating
machinery is used with each synchronous-converter
outfit, increasing the cost, requiring valuable floor
space, and making it necessary to open the secondary leads from the transformer, a serious complication with large low-voltage machines.
4. The next developrrient in this line took place
abroad, where an entirely different scheme was
few machines of this type have also been
used.
built by one of the large manufacturing companies
in this country.
This method makes use of an alternating-current
booster or bucker, mounted on the same base with
The field has the same
the synchronous converter.
number of poles as the converter, an^ the armature
is mounted on the saine shaft as the synchronousconverter armature. Alternating current is generated in this armature, and can be made to add its
voltage to or be subtracted from the impressed
voltage, according to the direction of the excitation.
This booster is usually placed between the collector rings and the main armature of the converter, and the taps from the collector rings are
connected to equidistant points of the booster armasimilar points on the booster armature are
ture
connected to the S}Tichronous-converter armature,
thus placing the two in series, separate and distinct
windings for each phase being used.
The principal objections to such an arrangement
are that here again we have an additional operating
machine, as in the case of an induction regulator.
Extra weight is added to the shaft between its
points of support. The ventilation of the converter
armature and its accessibility are impaired. Any
serious trouble with this smaller machine results
in the dismantling of the main synchronous converter in order to repair the small booster.
.Another way to construct such a machine is to
make it a revolving-field machine, mounting the
field on an extension of the shaft beyond the -bearing of the colleclor-ring end of the synchronous
converter.
As the armature is stationary, the leads from the
secondary of the transformer are led directly to
this winding, and from this winding to the collector
rin.gs of the synchronous converter.
this arrangement has the twofold advantage of
being accessible, and not interfering with the ventilation or accessibility of the synchronous conThis booster can be applied to any standverter.
ard converter, and. being overhung, it is possible
to carry a spare machine, wbich can be placed in
position quickly and without interfering with the
body of the main synchronous converter.

A

;

5.

size.

The next development

is

and is
was first

very radical

unlike any of the other schemes used.

construction above outlined makes it possible to build machines occupying minimum floor
space in fact, it has been found possible in stations
which have been laid out for i.ooo-kilowatt machines, horizontal shaft of the old type, to place a
similar number of vertical machines of double the

proposed by J. L. Woodbridge some time ago. It
has been known for some time that the ratio of
conversion between the alternaling-currcnt and direct-current sides of a synchronous converter could
be changed by varying the width of the pole face.

capacity.

The Woodbridge method makes

Tlie

;

a

Voltage Regulation.

With

well known,
it
is not possible [o regulate the direct voltage of
the machine by means of the field rheostat, as is
done with a direct-current generator, without changing the power factor, for the ratio between the
impressed alternating voltage and the direct voltage
fixed by the design of the machine.
Hence,
is
where voltage regulation is necessary, as for lighting work, charging storage batteries, etc., some
means of changing the impressed alternating voltage
is necessary.
A number of different methods have been used
to accomplish this result, which
will describe
I
briefly:

a

synchronous converter, as

is

It

use of this idea in

very simple and yet effective way.

Each field pole is divided into three sections, on
each side of which are Iwo windings. One of the
windings on each section is the main shunt winding,
and the other is the regulating winding. All the
main windings are coimected in series and excited
The regulating windings,
in the ordinary manner.
however, are connected differently. The windings
on the two outer sections of all poles are connected
in series with one another, and the windings of
all the central sections arc connected in series with
one another, and these Iwo groups arc connected
in

series.

•

The

voltage of the direct-current side of the
converter is increased by exciting all the outer
sections in a direction to assist the main shunt

f

itriKiry

field,

22.
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lyoS

and the niiddlf section an equal arnonnl in
main field. If both these windings

oppi'sition 10 the

arc excited in the opposite
voItaRe will lie lowcrc-d.

direction,

the

direct

All that is needed in this arranRcnicnt is a field
rheostat in the remdating-ficld circuit in addition
the main field rheostat ordinarily used.
The first question that comes up widi tliis scheme

to

A ntnuis what efTcct il has (MI the power factor.
bcr of machines arranged this way have been deoperation.
With
these
maplaced
in
and
signed
chines the power factor can be held constant at
loads, yet all the range in' voIlaKO desired can
.-ill
be obtained.
was proposed; another and
6. Since this mclhod
simpler niethod has been brought out. This
still
scheme was proposed by Mr. J. L. Burnham. Instead of making each pole with three sections and
with two windings on eacli, only two sections are
On each section only one winding is used.
used.
The large section corresponds to ihe main shunt
winding on an ordinary synchronous converter,
while the regulation is obtained entirely by changing the excitation of the smaller suction, exciting
in one direction to boost the voltage, and in the
it
other to lower the voltage.
Anti-lnmting devices of many types have been
designed and put in operation, most of which have
heen reasonably successful. The latest, and in many
ways the most eflkient, form of bridge is formed
by placing some copper rods directly through the
face of the pole tips, although completely suri
rounded by the magnetic material.
These rods being placed directly through the pole
in
main
flux,
and
consenaturally
the
face, are
quently form very efficient dampers.
Nothing has been said as yet about transformer
connections to be used with synchronous converters.
There arc many conditions existing in different
parts of the country which have made it advisable
to use some special form of connection for the
transformers, but the general practice is to use the
diametrical connection with all six-phase machines.
This connection is particularly useful in lighting
work, as it provides a ready means for obtaining
With three-phase converters ihe transa neutral.
formers are usually connected in delta. In many
to obtain a neutral,
cases they are connected in
which can be done if special provision is made in
distributing the windings in the transformers.

Y

Mr. Scott at Ithaca.
On February 7th Mr. Charles F. Scott

of Pittsburg, past-president of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, was the guest of honor at the
Approximately
first dinner of the Ithaca section.
100 local members sat down to the tables.
One
of the large laboratories was furnished with extra
light and proved well adapted for the purpose.
During the meal college songs were sung and a
general spirit of goodfellowship prevailed.
Chairman E. L. Nichols presided and introduced Mr.
Scott, who in an informal manner told of his relations with the early and present faculties of electrical engineering at Cornell.
He said that it was
largely due to the encouragement given by a letter
from Prof. H. J. Ryan that he was impelled to
On
urge the formation of university branches.
motion of Prof. F. Bedell telegrams of appreciation were sent lo Prof. Ryan, who founded the
local section, and to Prof.
A. Anthony who
offered the first electrical engineering instruction
in this country.
After the dinner Mr. Scott addressed an audience of 225 local members and visitors on the

Wm.

"Limitations in High Tension TransmisIn view of the large number of students
Mr. Scott took the occasion to
on the recognition of limitations in general, particularh^ as applied to conduct.
He described in detail the experience of a
Cornell graduate of the class of 1904 with whom
he had come in contact.
Mr. Scott emphasized
the general relation of technical education to engineering practice, pointing out that such subjects
as mathematics must be taught with a view to
their application.
Mathematics, he said, is a useful tool or it is nothing.
Many engineers do not
use mathematics in their work because they do
not know how.
They have studied the subject,
but are unfamiliar with the applicationsMr. Scott showed clearly how development has
from time to time depended upon limitations in
some part of electrical equipment.
For example,
the voltage which could be economically developed
or the speed at which generators could be operated or the sizes in which transformers could be
topic
sion."

his audience
give his views
in

constructed.
Special emphasis was laid upon the improvement
in the transformer by which the range of operation
of electric transmission has been enormously extended.
One of the most interesting features of the lecture was the general explanation of how limitations affect design.
For example, if a stronger
steel could be found, say three times as strong:
as that now in use, the whole nature of bridge
design would be affected.
Bridges are now designed primarily to support their own weight; with
stronger material they could be designed to carry

^K-avicr

in

Now Lamp

When

londK.

made of stone
espcciatty

iGt,

the walK of butldinfcs were
the wall (ootiuK^ were very thick,
hnildinK^, in one c.ifie the thick-

ness beiuK 20 feit.
When sterl came into use for
the framing of large buildiuK^ the ihicknciis of the
wall became t:*ntircly a secondary mnitcr. In a
similar manner tlic use of elevators has afTcctcd
the deSiKn of buildinRS which can now be made as
high as may be desirable from other considerations.
The elevator lias therefore revolutionized
the entire design of buildings.
The lecture itself and the Rencral goodfellowship
of the meeting throuRliout will tend to make th«
meeting one long lo be rcmcinbered in the history
of the Ithaca section.

Reorganization of the Dearborn

Drug

and Chemical Works.
Robert F. Carr and stvi-ral nf his associates- in
the Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works have purchased the holdings of the estate of the late William If. Edgar, who died two years ago, and at a
meeting of the stockholders, followed by a meeting
of the directors of the company, the following officers were elected
President and general manager,
Robert F. Carr.; vice-presidents, William B. McVickcr (eastern manager). Grant W. Spear, George
R. Carr; assistant general manaj;er, J. D. Purcell;
assistant secretary and chemical director. W. A.
Converse; assistant treasurer, R. R. Browning; superintendent, A. E. Carpenter.
M'r. C. M. Eddy's
holdings were also taken over, he desiring to devote all of his time to his personal business inter:

.

velopments ill Gem, tantalum and tungsten lamps
the General Klectric Company has in the tasi year
built
four new factories at Fast Boston. Toledo,
Ohio; Korl Wayne, lnd„ and Newark, N. J. The
factory :\i Toledo is confined to the production of
Gem filament lampH only, the Newark factory to
tungsten lamps only, am! the fnctorie<i at Eaftt BosIon and Fort Wayne to the regular carbon filament
addition ilie General Electric Company
lamps.
Ill
has erccied a new factory building at llarrihon,
N. J,, adjoining the present lamp factory, which in
devoted |o the production of tungsten lamps.
In addition to these new factories the main factory at Harrison, N. J., continues its large output
of carbon and Gem filament lamps. The total productive facilities of the company now aggregate
60,000,000 lamps per year, so that it is in excellent
position to supply all demands from customers.

Westlnghouse

the

in

iron

that

Manufacturing

COMMUNICATION.
Mr. Tesla's Work.
the Editor of the

Western

Electrician.

note with interest the article in the issue of
the Western Electrician of Februarj^ 8th, entitled
"Mr. Tesla Makes Further Disclosures." I have
reason to believe that Mr. Nikola Tesla has already
transmitted electrical energy* without conducting
wires to greater distances than any other inventor
of "wireless" that the world has produced. In an
interview with Daniel Drawbaugh, inventor of the
telephone, some time ago he said that the Hertzian
ray. or radio-telegraphy, is old.
Mr. Drawbaugh
said that the best transmission is through the earth.
I have reason to believe that he is right.
It seems
very clear to me that some inventors are making
use of some of Mr. Tesla's apparatus in modified
forms.
J. Holmes Wilson.
I

Pa.,

February

ii,

1908.

Heated Sad-

There is perhaps no form of electrical apparatus
that appeals to the housekeeper more strongly than
docs the electrically heated sadiron. Its universal
adop:iori depends only upon the efficiency and durability of the iron.
These two points arc prominent

market.

engineering of the University of Illinois, entered
the business in 1895. He has been one of the vicepresidents of the company for five years, in charge
of the branch offices in the central district of the
United States, having his headquarters at the general offices in Chicago.
George R. Carr has been connected with the company since he graduated from the University of
He has occupied the
Illinois, in chemistry, in 190T.
position of assistant general manager of the company for the last four years, devoting his time
largely to the railroad department of the business.
W. A. Converse, who was elected lo the position
of assistant secretary' in addition to the office of
chemical director, which he has previously held, has
been in charge of the laboratories for the last 12
years.
Mr. Converse's ability as a chemist is well
known. He has been secretary of the Chicago section of the American Chemical Society for a long
period.
J. D. Purcell, the new assistant general
manager, has represented the company in the railroad department for five years.
R. R. Browning,
assistant treasurer, has held a similar position for
some years, having been with the company since
A. E. Carpenter, superintendent, has had
1896.
charge of the manufacturing department for many
years and is the oldest employe in the service of
the Dearborn company.
The preparations manufactured by the Dearborn
company for the treatment of boiler waters, both in
stationary and railroad ser\'ice, are most generally
used.
The scientific methods originated by their
laboratories of treating each water individually as
requirements
after analysis has made it possible
per
preparations to give the highest
for Dearborn
efficiency with all classes of boiler-feed supplies.

Electrically
iron.

Robert F. Carr became connected with the Dearborn company very soon after it was organized,
entering the bi;sincss shortly following his graduation in chemistry from the University of Illinois
in 1893.
For the last 10 years he has been vicepresident and general manager of the company, and
during most of that time, especially the last few
years, has been actively in charge of the business
and organization.
William B. McVicker has been connected with
the company for 13 years, having' during most of
that time been at the head of the eastern department, and for several years he has been second
vice-president and eastern manager, having charge
of the general eastern offices at 299 Broadway, New
York, and the eastern branches reporting to New
York, including Havana, Cuba.
G. W. Spear, w-ho is a graduate in mechanicai

Carlisle,

Company,

In order lo provide for the very heavy demainl
for Rdison lamps and to take can* of the new de-

ests.

To

Factories of the General

Electric

tall

In

form

the

the

Wcstinghousc

Company

is

Westinghouse

now

Electric

and

on

the

placing

electric

iron,

shown

the illustration, differs only from an ordinary
iron in its more symmetrical and attractive appearance, and in being provided with terminals and a
flexible cord through which the current is transmi. ted.
In operation it elevates ironing from hot
drudgery to a comfortable and pleasant task. Its
heating mechanism, which is entirely concealed,
keeps the iron at the proper temperature at a
minimum consumption of current. It ^consists of
a flat insulated resistance strip clamped by hydraulic pressure between two flat iron plates, forming a solid heating clement of high thermal conductivity, and having a large heat-storage capacity.
The design of the element is such that the heat
is evenly distributed over the entire bottom of the
iron,
the edges and point being practically the
same temperature as the middle of the bottom,
non-conducting element is used between the top
of the iron and the heating unit. This construction results in the top of the iron being cooler
than its face. The heating unit is hermetically
sealed in its insulation, and cannot, therefore, deteriorate any faster than the iron, as it is not subject to the oxidizing effects caused by contact with
in

A

air.

The

extremely simple and there is said
nothing to get out of order or to
require renewal.
Irons which have been in use
continually for the last six years, without cost for
repairs, are in as good condition today as ever.
iron

is

to be absolutely

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRICALLY HEATED SADIRON.
The

electrical construction is so simple "and durable
that there is no reason why it should not last as
long as the iron itself.
The terminals are protected by a solid metal
guard, and the cord leading from them is securely anchored by a clamp on the handle of the
iron.
wire spring which surrounds the cord
sepat this point prevents any sharp bends.
arable plug is provided by which the iron can be
connected to any convenient lamp socket without
twisting.
small spring attached to the cord takes
up all slack and so keeps it from dragging on the
clothes or getting in the way of Ihe operator.
The polishing surface of the iron is of highly
polished cast-iron, which e.xperience is said to have
shown to be the most satisfactory surface for the
purpose.
The upper portions of the iron have a
The handle is of
burnished nickel-plate surface.
heatebonized wood, heatproof and unbreakable.
proof stand, upon which the iron should be set

A

A

A

A

when
irons

not in use, is provided with ever\' iron. The
are made to suit all commercial lighting cirand can be used on either alternating op

cuits
direct current with

equally satisfactorj- results.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Light and Color

Decoration.

in

At the meeting of the New York Section of iluIlluminating Engineering Society on February I3tb
Mr. George L. Hunter read an instructive paper
entitled 'Xight and Color in Decoration." in which
his conclusions, which he characterized as qnalitalive, and not quantitative, bore on the production
of illumination that is aesthetically satisfactory.
fn the start Mr. Hunter exnressed admiration
for the work that has been done by the members
of the Illuminating Engineering Society, saying
that a mass of facts is being assembled that will
ultimately substitute science for guesswork and experiment" in the art of illumination. To no one
will these facts be more important than to the
decorator and architect. But, Mr. Hunter suggested, without decorative co-operation the full value
of this science cannot be realized in practice, as
there will be a tendency to accomplish economy
and calculate efficiency without achieving beauty

and comfort and real efficiency.
Generally. Mr. Hunter said, the word "decorative"
misunderstood, and decorative lighting is too
is
often taken as meaning the employment of highlv
wrought chandeliers and fixtures, when, in fact, it
simply illumination that is aesthetically satisfactory the light being so distributed as to avoid
violent contrasts of light and shadow, while displaying objects in a manner agreeable to the eye.
Lighting to be decorative must be efficient; but it
must be more than that. It must be in goo'd taste.
In the last quarter of the nineteenth century the
electric light was developed to a point where it
is possible to light interiors brilliantly, conveniently,
In actual practice, howsafely and decoratively.
ever, the possible has seldom been accomplished.
is

—

The

art

is

still

too

new and

the tools are

still

too

unfamiliar. And progress has been hindered by
adages that merely through repetition have come
Especially is this true in color.
to have authority.
For north rooms blue and green are exceedingly
The opposite
agreeable, while reds are disagreeable.
true in south rooms. Yellow is cheerful in
is
North light coming from the sky is bluish,
both.
while south light ranges on a bright day from red
through yellow to white and back again as the sun
sinks in the heavens. In north light, reds look
muddy; in south light, blues are apt to be cold.
Color charts are abhorred by Mr. Hunter, and
systems of color that deduce quantitative results
from qualitative analysis are ridiculous, he said.
But the formerly wide acceptance of the famous
color or chromatic circle of Chevreul renders it
imperative to explain why Mr. Guiffrey, the present director of the Gobelins, where Chevreul had
charge of the dyeing for a considerable part
of the nineteenth century, speaks of the chromatic
circle as "based on empiricism, guesswork and a
different visual aptitude in every individual." Chevreul started with red, yellow and blue as primary
colors, and by intermixing, and by mixing with
black, arrived at no less than 14,400 tones, not to
speak of 20 grays, that he called normals.
In his circle red is 120 degrees from yellow, on
the left, and the same distance from blue on the
right.
need go no further. Such an arrangement is not only not based on the facts it contraRed as a form of visible motion is the
dicts them.
The wave length of red is long,
antithesis of blue.
of blue is short. The two colors have nothing
common except nearness to black. Beyond red the
wave lengths are too long for he eye to apprehend beyond blue they are too short. Hence darkness beyond both. Darkness alone brings red and
blue together; light separates them.
The solar spectrum arranges the colors in order
of wave length and tells us that all of ihem united
look white, the absence of color being black. The
speaker suggested the accompanying diagram as.
presenting the facts clearly and truthfully.
The color nearest white is yellow. It is the color
of medium wave leng.h, while white is the union
of all the visible wave lengths. It contains only

We

;

I

;

BLACf<

COLOR DIAGRAM SUGCKSTKIJ BY MR. MUNTIiR.
wave lengths easiest for the eye to apprehend,
while white contains also reds and blues, to which
some eyes are less sensitive.
Whether colors advance or recede depends on
tlic

*

the situation in which ihey find themselves. Against
a dark background, as at night, lights and light
colors advance. Against a light background, flark
colors advance. Tints and shades push each otlicr
violently apart.
Black tyi>e stands out against a
while page; and so docs white type against a
background of black paper, which, in turn, would
stand out from a while wall.
The «Iiffcrenl hiit-s also re|iel one another. Keil
pnshcs away green, and yellow pushes away blue,
while red and blue are still more active against
each oilier. Bui ibcy can be easily reconciled, and

February

22,

1908

room be

there are no hues that by the use of a dominant
color cannot be coaxed into propinquity. Hues all
look alike on dark nights. Taking the light out
of them or mixing them with black if they are

light, or dark, the material of the lamp
standards and fixtures should never be dark enough
to contrast strongly with the lights.
A chandelier
in hammered iron in a classic Colonial room is an

distinctions.
Mixing white with
same. Red and green when pure,
as in the spectrum, or when nearly pure, as in
some pigments, are bitter enemies. But pinks and
gray-green -dwell together in peace and harmony.
Yellow is a most satisfactory dominant on account
of its cheerfulness. The most wintry landscape
seen through yellow glasses grows warm'. Blue
Even autumn
glasses produce the opposite effect.
foliage loses its warmth when viewed through them.
It is the task of the decorator to confirm what

atrocity.

paints

—
—obliterates

them does

the

good and correct what is bad in the work of
the architect.
If the ceiling is the right height for
the large rooms on a floor, it is too lofty for the
small rooms.
shall we lower it?
Light walls
recede and dark walls advance. Keep the ceiling
and floor dark and the side walls bright. The
ceiling and floor will at once approach each other,
while the side walls will open out. If a room is
too wide and low. give it the opposite treatment.
Light the ceiling brightly, and the side walls dimly,
and the floor less than usual. But do not overdo
the contrasts, and remember that the floor should
always be comparatively dark in order that it may
seem solid beneath the foot. People slip on parquet
floors because the surface looks insecure, rather
than because of its slippcriness. The darker its
colors and the more intricate the pattern, the more

is

How

solid

will

it

seem.

The

light that reaches the eye directly is. not
of the slightest use. You don't want to see the
flame, you want to see the room and the people
Besides, the light hurts the eye, even when
in it.
reflected from a mirror, and is agreifable only when

intensity has been lessened by reflection from
surface, or refraction through some material
The reflected light is less
that eats up part of it.
in quantity, having lost some of its colors, but the
colors that remain are those that identify the thing
seen, and make it visible.
its

some

In looking over a recently published book on
illumination problems, Mr. Hunter said he was surprised not only at the ugliness of the interiors and
lighting fixtures illustrated in the chapter on residence lighting, but also at the illustrations appearing in the chapter on demonstration room tests.
Of the 26 cases illustrated, the only one that
showed an effective light distribution was the one
with the bare lamp. In most of the other cases
reflectors and refractors of various types have succeeded in taking the light from ceiling and upper
walls that can distribute effectively, and in concenti-ating it on the floor, where it is objectionable.
Not that he would deny the value of prismatic
shades and globes in many instances especially
where a room is too high and the plane of illumination really needs to be lowered. But often ignorance of the importance of walls and ceiling in
Hght distribution leads to serious and expensive

—

•

error.

Here comes up

the question of the color of walls
they were iii black velvet, they
could not assist us in the illumination of the room.
But if they are in ivory not while, that is disagreeable to the eye even in the weaker form that
we get in reflection from plaster they will not
only distribute the light agreeably and economically,
but will themselves be cheerfully visible which
would seem to be desirable.
A small room of good proportions with light
walls and ceiling is beautifully illuminated by two
i6-candlepower bulbs suspended from the center of
the ceiling about six feet six inches from the floor.
In large rooms the light of lamps as low as that
would strike the eye unpleasantly, especially as their
power would of course be greater. Only in rooms
with high ceiling where the lamps can be hung
higli.is the use of powerful units permissible.
The candlepower of the light source is directly
regulated by the height of the ceiling. The light
that blinds the eye at three feet is harmless at
nine, having lost eight-ninths of its intensity.
In
a huge auditorium, lamps of enormous power can
be effectively used. In interiors with low ceiling
the units must be kept small.
Another way suggested by the speaker of preparing light for the eye is to refract it through frosted
or opal or mosaic glas.s, or through crystal beads
or prisms. This turns the lamp from somclhing
to be avoided into .something that the eye likes to
look at, and at the same time it transforms glare
The rcfraclors play the same
into diffused light.
l»art as ceiling and walls, and would help to illumiroom
The use-effinate even a
in black velvet.
ciency of a lamp that distributes light cannot be
compared on the basis of photometric tests. The
light that counts is the light that is actually employed in the revealing of objects to human vision.
Mr. Hunter suggested that, for general illumination, three feel, so often employed in photometric
tests, is lower than the plane (if grealesl usefidncss
f'»r general illumination.
The color (A lamp shades and refractiirs is highly
important, 'i'hosc in golden yellows, ambers and
'ight browns are safe almost anywhere.
In a red
room, blue or green .shades shou!<l never be used,
nor red shades in a green room. Whether the

and

ceiling.

If

—

—

—

In an interior where green and blues abound, as
a palm garden, the hue of the mercury lamp is
not unpleasantly noticeable. This emphasized the
speakers contention that strong contrasts in hue
or light and shade should be avoided. There does
not appear to be anything intrinsically disagreeable
about ultra-blue light for the eye that is used to it.
Only when accentuated by contrast does it offend.
The development of color by contrast can easily
be illustrated in an interior that has dark mahogany furniture with green upholstery and draperies.
Put a red shade on the lamp, and the
mahogany becomes lighter in tone and less prominent, while the green fabrics become darker iji
tone and advance toward the eye. Put a green
shade on the lamp, the reverse happens, and you
have to be careful not to stumble into the furniture.
Let who will cry aloud for darkness in decoration,
the illuminating engineer should demand light colin

ors,

Mr. Hunter.

said

best that can be done in a room with dark
walls and ceiling is to use small units, generously
distributed and enclosed in globes or crystals that
are competent to break up the light and distribute
it without mural assistance.
To direct all the light
alihough this does produce high photo the floor
tometric tests in the plane of illumination is to
apply to general illumination principles that are
properly applicable to local illumination only. And
even in local illumination, the light reflected from

The

—

—

book or embroidery is much more agreeable if it
has been subdued before reaching the object illuminated.
The printed page that shines beneath the
light reflected down from the white polished surface of a tin desk shade is not lighted efficiently,
though invariably lighted too much.
A smaller
amount of light from an opal globe or frosted bulb
infinitely

is

preferable.

Illuminating surfaces are a necessity in artificial
lighting.
They may glow by refracted light or
shine by reflected light, but you cannot get along
without them. And the light eaten up by these
surfaces is not wasted, unless they are opaque or
dark in color and exact too hiE^h -a toll. If they
reflected and refracted perfectly, walls and ceiling
and floor would be solid mirrors, reflecting and
re-reflecting unshaded flames
this would be the
extreme of economy, but it would not be decorative
;

illumination.

Electricity in Peru.'

By Charles M.

Pepper.

Electrical development in Peru is likely to call
for increased purchases of material, notwithstanding the fairly large installations that have been
made during the last two years. Hydraulic and
electrical engineers the world over are familiar
with the power that the Andes waters hold in reserve, but not all of them have kept pace with the
recent application of this power and with the prosSome of the
pects for its further utilization.
grander projecis will have to' wait a further period of industrial growth on the part of the west

coast before they can become commercially feasible.
Such is the proposed tapping of Lake Titicaca by
means of a tunnel through the crest of the Cordilthe
leras, bringing 500.000 horsepower down to
Pacific.
This vast volume of power cannot he
utilized profitably for
will be done.
it

many

years, though

Other large projects, particularlv

in

some day
relation

to

railway traction, manufacturing and mining, are not
The waters of the Peruvian Andes preso remote.
sent ideal conditions for transformation into electrical
energy in their freedom from ice, brushwood, leaves, etc., and these advantages are fully
recognized in all the plans that are formulated.
Peru now imporls coal to the value of $r,oco.ooo
annually, and it is estimated that 50 per cent, of
this amount could be saved in fuel by the use of
water through electrical energy. When the Peruvian coal mines arc opened up by getting railways
to ihem there will still be economy in watcrpowcr.

Electricity for a Road Over the Andes.
or Oroya Railway, running from
Callao, and piercing the wall of the Andes in the
Galera tunnel at an elevation of 15.665 feet, with
four per cent, grades and numerous zigzags and
switchbacks, offers the best opportunity for the
application of electrical power for traction on a
This railway, the main sections of
large scale.
which were built by Henry Meiggs in the early
70s, is still both in its engineering features and in
its
scenic grandeur the most remarkable railroad

The Central

Naturally its transformation into an
appeals' to the ambition of electrical
engineers, some of whom liavc tnadc careful studies at their own expense and prepared elaboralr
plans.
The amplcticss of the waterpower in tli<
in

the world.

electric

T.

line
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When

I

lie

gniu|i

of

American

capitalists

who

Pasco mines olTered to lease
Railway from the I'enivian corpfiralion
llie Central
the immediate elect rificacontemplated
iheiv plans
lion of the system and estimates had been made
The olTer was not accepted and
for that pnrposc.
Ilu- line will eonlinuc to be operated by the Pernam informed that the project;
T
corporation.
vi;iii
iif chanKinK the motive power to electricity has not
lurn rejected nor yet lias it been <lefinitely dctcris
under consideration in the expert
It
niiiu'd,
Icehnical examination of the property that is now
being carried (tn with a view to obtaining the funds
for the physical rehabilitation of the system that
C'erni

the

loiitrnl

ile

necessary in order to provide for the increased
Financial reasons may prevent an early
irartic.
cliange to electricity, yet it is the opinion of those
who have given carefnl attention to the subject
within a few years the change will be made
ihiit
and that the economy cf electrical power will be
demonstrated.
is

Ki.i-XTKKAi.

S^tI:LTINc;

PKo.ii-:cTi:n.

before the Central Railway is operated
by electrical fraction the mining industry will unElectrical smelting
dergo a radical moditication
by many experts thought to be on the eve of
is
Possil>ly

The waterpower

is as abundant
for
introduction.
The Ccrro de Pasco
it
as for railway purposes.
Company recently has completed extensive investigations of the power which may be obtained in
ibe regions tributary to its properties, and the reWithin 36
sults arc reported to be satisfactory.
miles of the smelter an available 15,000 horsepower

has been located, while at a distance of 55 miles
and an elevation of 10.000 feet there is 25.000 horsepower. The transmission is said to- present no seriinis difficulties, and wdien detailed estimates of cost
are completed it is possible that definite steps will
be taken for the instalh';tion of a great electrical

power plant.
At Rio Blanco, 80 miles from Lima, on the Central Railway, the Boston capitalists who are erecting a big smelting plant, in order to take care of
the ore in the neighboring districts, have about
3.000 horsepower available and are installing ma-

for utilizing ^00 horsepower when the
The most sucsmelter begins operations in April.
installation up to the present time
mining
cessful
the
is reported to be that of the Inca Company, in
Santo Domingo gold fields of Southern Peru. An
electric plant of 400 horsepower, which was brought
out and set up at some distance from the mine,
where there was suiificient waterpower, is said to
be giving good results in working the ores on a
larger and cheaper scale.
In the department of
Ancachs, which is the chief mining province of the
country, some installations of small electric-power
prospect, and this is regarded as a
plants are
promising field.
The lack of raihvay and other
means of transportation renders freights expensive,
but this is no more burdensome for electrical machinery than for other kinds of mining machinery,
and the saving to be effected in working the mines
justifies the expense.
ciiinery

m

Trolley Roads and Electric Lighting.
future of the trolley tramways has definite
since Peru has only a small number of
street-car systems are required, and
most of these are already provided with trolleys
Lima and Callao
or have contracted with them.
made the change from horse cars some years ago,
and their local systems and the lines joining them
are electric lines.
One steam railway between
Lima and Callao, which is controlled by the local
trust or Associated Electrical Companies, will have

The

bounds,

its

where

motive power changed from steam to electricity

and be used for freight.
The largest extension is
of the lines between Lima and the residence suburbs and bathing beaches on the seashore, the most
parallel and
important of which is Chorrillos.
competing line between Lima and Chorrillos. which
for its
waterpow-er
depends on steam instead of on

A

motive force, was built and

is

operated with very un-

satisfactory results to the stockholders, though recent
extensions are said to impro\'e the outlook for reducing the deficit. Ancon, a seaside resort 30 miles
from Lima, which has also the facilities of a commercial port, may have the steam railway replaced

In the towns of Trujillo and Chiclayo in Northern Peru existing electric systems are
being extended, wdiile the trolley may also be introduced in Paita and Piura, but for many other
towns the single mule tramway supplies all the
necessary facilities for passenger traffic.
At Arequipa in Southern Peru an extension of the use

by the trolley.

of electric

power

is

under way.

A few municipalities are not yet provided with
electric lighting, hut most of those have made provision

>^'5

other large Iowmr

arcH

Ka^ed

fitreets

is noted, and the companies cnsiipplyinR iheni find an incrcnHiuKly profit-

for

its

Growth in the use of
introduction.
purposes' in Lima and the

electric lights for private

and

Some of the Inrftcr suRar plantatioim have tlieir
own dynamos and small cdeclric plants for liKliiinR

1,200 scries incandescent lanipu for the
of Lima.
The private lighting service for
Lima, Callao and other town* h all snpplicd from
the principal distribnling Klation at Santa Rosa,
Lima,
Over 60,000 ineandeiicent lanipH arc con-

and other

iiecled.

able

in

Intsiiicss.

pnrpo.ses, hut llusc are not universal

tile

representatives

still

an open

field.

of the

various eonipaitii-s

l^lTorls

have been

UKult:

and
have

the introduction of elect rieily oil the InrRcr
plantations to replace steam plifwiiig. and convincing arguments have been niadi- of the greater
economy, hut so far without nmcli success.
Even
the most progressive of the planters are conservative on this point and stay by the English steam
plow, which has been in use for a generation,
i'J.l-CTRICITV

The minor

I'OU

DOMI-STIC Pl'lU'OSHS.

applications of electricity, such as to

uses in cooking, etc., have been introin Lima wit'ii passably encouraging results.
electric cooking stove has had sonu- sales at the

dontcstic

duced

An

The high price of
renders its use economical.
Telegraphic and
telephone apparatus have a good market, since
these systems are regtdarly- being extended. The
hands of a persistent dealer.

coal

government follows

a detinite plan' in extending the
telegraph lines.
The local Italian hospital obtained
its electrical appliances in the United States.
The leading electrical enterprise in Peru at the
present tinie is that known as the trust or the
Associated Electrical Compaiiies.
This association
supplies the power for v.W but one of the tramway
systems of Lima and Callao, the electric lighting,
and a variety of industrial purposes.
The total
available energy is to be about 17,000 horsepower,
consisting of a central installation at Yanacoto of
S.oco horsepower, 5.000 at Chosica, 800 at Santa
Rosa, 400 at Picdra Liza, and 2,500 steam power
in
reserve.
The consumption in igo7 was 7.400
horsepower for power antl 3. .300 for lighting. The
Rimac River and its affluents arc the source of
these combined installations. Two miles from Chosica,. which is 30 miles from Lima, a cement dam,
headgates and canal were built to divert the waters
of a stream called the Santa Eulalia to the Kimac
at a point about two-thirds of a mile higher.
At
this point a concrete dam and gates are located
which divert the waters of both rivers into a
canal a mile and a quarter long.
The canal has
a grade of !'/> per cent.
From the reservoir two
steel pipes of i^ meters diameter each and 670
meters long lead to the ctalion. The effective head
is
Here five double-nozzle, double47 meters.
wheel Peltons, direct connected to General Electric revolving-field, three-phase generators produce
4.C00 horsepower.
The velocity of the w-ater as it
strikes the wheel is 1,800 meters per minute. From
the switchboard the voltage is raised to 35,000
volts and transmitted to Lima over a double set
of transmission lines. At the chief station in Lima
this high voltage is reduced to 2,300 for distribution.

Hydro-electric Plant.

The Lima recei^'ing and generating station has
two 750-horsepo\ver waterwdieels that operate under
A reservoir and steel pipe
a head of 24 meters.
line, the same size as the Chosica No. i station,
has an automatic relief pipe 70 feet high and 5
feet in diameter that takes care of any sudden
closing of the turbines, thus relieving the pipe line
strains.

The steam

sec-

of seven engines and. boilers with
an aggregate capacity of 3.000 horsepower.
>
From the general station at Lima all public and
private circuits, power circuits and railroad circuits
are controlled by a switchboard with automatic
switches.
For the public street lighting 10 circuits
supply current to 400 of the latest type enclosed
tion

consists

Tlic Trust or Associated Companies is controlled
by Lima rapilal, but the mnehinery is from the
United Stales and the installation whs made under
the direction of American engineers.
All the leading electrical companies of the United Stales have
supplied machinery for the various installations in
Pern and their representatives have supervised
most of the work.
The chief Cernian company,
whose head ofllces are in Herlin, is an active comthrough
hical
petitor
its
representatives.
The prospective application of electricity on a
large scale, such as for the Central Railway and
for the Cerro tie Pasco mines and smelter 1 have
described, but there seems to be a more innnediate
application for liglit manufacturing.
About 2,000

horsepower on five power circuits is now furnished
by the Trust to the cotton mills, f|onrmills, biscuit,
chocolate and cigar factories of Lima and vicinity.
Coal is expensive fuel for the local industries and
it
has been demonstrate I that with the waterpower
which is available electric force can be ftirnishcd
cheaper.
Most of the electric companies have their own
agents and representatives in Peru and no suggestions therefore arc necessary as to the means for
reaching this market.
The point on which I

would lay

stress

is

that

electricity in

all

its

forms

play a continually growing part in the industrial development on which Peru has entered, and
the local conditions arc such as to assure that the
present world-wide monetary stringency will not
seriously interrupt this development.
Many enterprises arc at the stage where they can be carried
forward profitably by the utilization of electricity,
while to stop means loss. The industrial impulse in
Peru is in reality too strong to be checked.
will

"Aurlcura-phone" for Defective Hearing.

A

new

use for the telephone made possible by the great development in the telephone art
is
its
adaptation as a means for overcoming defective hearing.
An efticient device for this purpose is that: recently evolved by the International
Telephone Manufacturino; Company, and known as
the "auricura-pbone." The instrument was one of
the attractions at the Chicago Electrical Show during the convention of the International Independent
Telephone Association.
It may be
said that, the auricura-phone is to
the hearing what spectacles or opera glasses are
to the sight, and it is one of the most scientifically
designed devices for overcoming impaired hearing
ever produced. The instrument is made in three
parts the transmitter or "sound-receiver," the receiver or "reproducer" and the battery. The battery is a four-volt midget cell of the same type
as used w-ith pocket flashlights.
neat case is
provided, containing the necessary cord-connecting
terminals, all arranged so that the battery may
be readily changed.
regular stock battery is
employed, which ma\'" be secured from any electrical
supply store, the only renewals required.
The reproducer is a neatly designed, compactly
constructed watch-case receiver. It contains a substantially made switch for disconnecting the circuit
at will to avoid all unnecessary use of the battery.
The case of the reproducer is provided with a lug
to which a lorgnette handle may be attached, if
desired, or a head band ma}'- be used, if preferred.
The proper cord-connecting terminals are provided
so that the reproducer maj- be readily disconnected
and conveniently carried.
The sound-receiver is a very accurately and sub
stantialiy constructed International telephone transmitter enclosed within a small hard-rubber case.
The case is provided with a neat catch that it
may be fastened to the w-earer's clothing. There
is a
lug which forms a block for the connecting
terminal, and a base by which the sound receiver
may be permanently attached to the battery case.
The sound receiver is built of the very best grade
of material obtainable for the purpose and with
the highest class of workmanship throughout. All
parts are made with the most modernly designed
tools and machinery to insure absolute uniformity
and permanency of proper adjustment.
It is adjusted to such a degree of sensitiveness
practical

.

—

Just below the bridge at Chosica a third dam
has been built, and the river is again taken for
the third station at Chacra Sana farther down the
river.
At the side of the dam three gates having their tops level "with the crest of the dam lead
In the dam, just below
the water to the canal.
the entrance gates lo the canal, is located an allsteel gate, having its bottom two feet below the
canal gates. This is to remove the immense quantities of sand and rocks that the river carries during high water.
In three other places along the
canal are located settling chambers and waste
gates to remove automatically the sand and gravel.
This canal is three miles long, i^^ miles being in
earth and the remainder having cement walls and
floors.
The gradient is three feet per thousand.
From the reservoir a steel pipe line six feet in
diameter and 400 meters long carries the water to
the station.
The effective fall is 79 meters. At
this station larger units are located, each of 2,500
horsepower, two of which are in operation, the
third of 3.OCO horsepower, which will be installed,
giving a total capacity for the station of 8,000
horsepower and 12,000 horsepower for the two
hydro-electric stations.
These two stations operate
in parallel, or in synchronism with the Lima generating stations.
The Chacra Sana station is constructed of solid concrete with concrete block trimmings for the doors and windows and steel roof,
entirely fireproof.
It is 10 by 48 meters.
From
the transformer room 50-foot steel towers carry
the transmission lines.

and wheels of dangerous

AfACllINKHY H(OM TIIK UniTKU StATES.

to so-

enrc

(lieity.

cities
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A

A

is
said to act upon its diaphragm as
upon the drum of a healthy ear. This
enables it being carried by a gentleman in the coat
or vest pocket and by a lady under the waist.
Concealing the instrument in this manner in no
way affects its efficiency any more than the draw-

that sound
readily as

ing of a cap over a healthy ear. The reproducer
being accurately balanced in adjustment with the
sound-receiver, any distant sound acts upon the
diaphragm of the latter as readily as upon the
drum of a healthy ear, and greatly magnifies the
volume of the sound and directs it close into the
ear. making the auricur.i-phone a most scientifically
correct aid to defective hearing.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.
February 4.— A large hydro-electric plant,
recently been placed in operation in the Auvergne region of France, at Sauviat. Power is
obtained from the Dore River and its affluent, the
Miodex. The head of water is 29 meters. The
turbines and alternators, placed on horizontal shafts,
Paris,

has

are of the Francis type and are made in SwitzerThe alternators have rotating fields and are
land.
1,000-horsepower machines, three-phase, 11,000 volts
and 50 cycles. They also were made in SwitzerThe arrangement is such that steam engines
land.
may be coupled to the generators in time of low
Power is transmitted on three pole lines
water.
at

11,000 volts.

In Sweden the government has ordered for the
plant at Trohattan two hydraulic turbines, each of
12,500 horsepower. These large machines are of
Swedish make. They will develop the power at
a head of water of 30 meters.
The electric-railway line from Naples through
the Pompeiian Valley will be 42 miles long. The
Two
line is finished for a distance of 15 miles.
trolley wires are used, and the car motors are
operated at 750 volts direct current. Each car has
two trolleys and is provided with two Westing-

house motors of 75 horsepower each.
From Russia it is reported that greater

shown in
1907 was

The Danish "wireless" inventor Valdemar Poulsen is said to be engaged in the construction of a
wireless-telephone station at Lyngby, five miles from
Copenhagen. This is to be connected with a similar station at
Esbjerg. Ultimately Mr. Poulsen
hopes to establish wireless-telephone service between England and Denmark. The inventor devotes his attention to both telegraphing and telephoning by wireless, and says that by the former
he is enabled to transmit at least seven times as
many words in a given length of time as can be
done by the Marconi system.
The Swedish government has introduced a bill
in the parliamentary body providing for a loan of
5,000.000 kroner ($1,350,000) for the development
of the telephone service.
In their attempts to formulate a theory of magnetism in accordance with modern views of electricity, both Thompson and Voigt encountered the
difficulty that there must be a resistance to the
translation of electrons in orbital rotation.
By considering the effect of elec'.romagnetic induction upon
revolving electrons. Langevin overcame this difficulty, and arrived at a theory which agreed with
all
the phenomena observed in diamagnetic and
paramagnetic bodies. Weiss has recently extended
this theory to ferro-magnetic bodies.
An 'important
contribution to a fuller theory has now been made
by Z. Thullie, who bases his calculations upon the
general assumptions of Voigt, but supposes that
the magnetic field impressed upon the substance
is generated within a time which is of the order
of magnitude of a single revolution of an electron
round its positive atom. This allows of a much
more accurate investigation, and closely touches
magne o-optic phenomena. The final result of the
somewhat elaborate mathematical investigation seems
to be a complete vindication of Langevin's theory.
Diamagnetism is thought to be a fundamental property of all ma:ter, and Weber's and Ampere's
molecular currents are best represented by electrons
A. de C.
in orbital motion.

Great

companies as one concern, a number of other companies have promoted another bill with somewhat
similar objects, although the general tenor of this
Without
bill is not on quite such ambitious lines.
going into too much detail on the general question,
here would appear to be every possibility of the
discord between' the companies once again defeating the object in view; in fact, quite a new complexion is now placed upon the whole controversy
in the face of which some government action may
be anticipated. The split between the existing companies certainly makes the position of the proposed
I

,

new company for giving
much stronger one.
The dispute as to the

the

same

facilities

a

very

suitability of the Dolter
surface-contact system of electric traction for the
city of Oxford is continued this week by the reply
of the engineer of the contracting company to the
somewhat scathing report of the city's consulting
electrical engineer.
This reply produces figures to
show that the current consumption upon the
Dolter sys cm at. Hastings is as low as upon any
overhead trolley system, and he also lays stress
upon the fact that after having laid this system
down at Hastings at its own expense the contrac ing company has had it taken off its hands by the
operating company with a clean certificate granted
The company's engineer
by the Board of Trade.
further fiatly denies many of the statements made
to the corporation, with whom the next step now
.

rests.

activity

the production of copper. The output
in
the greatest on record in that country.
It is said that a group of copper producers will
establish large electrolytic copper works, probably
at Moscow.
It seems likely that in the future the
quantity of copper available for export from Russia
will be greater than in the past.
is

February

Britain.

—

London, February 7. An agitation is being set
on foot in London to suppress the use of sky signs,
or advertising signs, and as the majority of these
arc now electric signs, considerable attention is
bdng drawn 10 ihc agitation on the pan of electric

supply authorities and the electrical industry generIn the minds of many people the numerous
ally.
electric signs which are to be seen throughout London after dark are a relief from the general melancholy appearance which would otherwise prevail.
and this movement at ihc hands of certain gentlemen of apparently most esthetic tastes can only
be attributed to faddism. Representations are to
be made to -he I^^ndon Courty Council as the authority administering the sky signs act, hut the
other parties to the (jucstion will not, by the time
that stage is reached, continue to play the pari <>i
the passive rcsistcr,
! There
stronj; evidence for the belief that a
is
certain amount of disnrion exists among llic London clectric-lightint; companies rcgardinR the manner in which the fjuestion of unifying the present
supply power*; in the metropolis sliall be dealt with.
In opposition to the l)ill. which T lia\'e already referred to a?i heinpt promoted by certain of tlic companies with the object of creating a joint committee which shall control the undertakings of these

The various opponents to the draft regulations
issued by the Home Office concerning the use and
application of electricily are now busy putting their
houses in order for the inquiry which commences
in March.
Already the Municipal Electrical Association and the Association of Municipal Corporations have decided to appear by counsel, so that it
may be stated that the whole of the corporations
of the country at all interested in the electric-supply business are opposing.
The companies take a
common stand with the municipalities on the matter, and as the various associations of Chambers
of Commerce have also joined in the fray, the
commissioner, Mr. James Swinburne, will have
plenty to do to reconcile the various interests and
preserve at the same time the dignity of the government department "concerned.
The London County Council has let the contract
for the conversion to electric traction on the conduit system of the most important lines now running by horse traction in the north of London.
The contract has gone to the well-known firm of
Among the
Dick, Kerr & Co. at about $270,000.
other firms tendering was J. G. White & Co., but
iheir- tender was about $20,000 higher.
'

The

report ^of the inspector of the Board of
inquired into the circumstances sur-

Trade who

rounding the collision upon the Metropolitan Railway last year, for which a signalman was indicted
for manslaughter and acquitted, has issued a very
strong report.
His conclusion is that the collision
was caused by forgetfulness on the paj't of the signalma^i in the first place, and later by some illegal
tampering with the electrical interlocking of the signaling apparatus. It is well for the signalman that
report was withheld until after the criminal
proceedings were completed.
After a continual warfare since the opening of
the municipal telephone exchange at Hull the National Telephone Company and the corporation have
agreed to intercommunication between the two systhis

tems.

A

very promising report has been issued by the
directors of the. Yorkshire Electric Power Company
for the half year ended December 31, 1907.
This
shows that, compared with a deficit of nearly
there
is
profit
a
of
$6,000 for the last half year,
over $4,000, which all but suffices to pay the mortFrom the figures
gage debt on the undertaking.
of total connections and the various authorities
which are coming on to the mains there is every
indica'.ion that the Yorkshire power -scheme will be
the first, after Newcastle, to get upon its feet.
The spirit of co-operation is about. Following
upon the action of the London electric supply companies to promote a joint electrical exhibit at the
Franco-British Exhibition as a counterblast to a
similar proposal by the gas companies, an endeavor
is being made to bring the London municipal electric supply authorities together in a similar manner.
The Marconi company announces the acceptance
of private messages for transmission by wireless
G.
telegraphy at last.

New

England.

contract between the
Edison Electric Illuminating Company and the city
by the Finance Comscrutinized
of Boston has been

Boston.

February 8.— The

mission appointed last July lo institute an inquiry
into departmental economics, and as a result this
commission has recommended its cancellation and
the substitution of a new contract more up-to-date
in

its

provisions.

The

old

contract

was made

in

appears lliat mercanlilc concerns arc
now obtaining more advantageous terms, on account of the progress made since that time in
reducing the cost.
The Edison comp-iny has cxp,ressed its willingness to agree to i\ pew arrangement at regular
1904.

and

it

22,
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contract rates, and it is calculated that the saving
the municipality on this basis will be nearly
$50,000 per year.
The electric lighting and power companies of
the state are opposing a measure introduced this
year in the state Legislature, providing that they
shall make a
flat
rate to all customers.
The
Edison company of Boston is prominent in this
opposition, because of the effect that such a reguto

'

would have upon its immense wholesale
business in the city of Boston. It is urged, on
behalf of this and other companies similarly circumstanced, that they should be permitted to differentiate in the matter of rates between large and
small customers, because of the difference in cost
to them of supplying the electric current under
such conditions. It is claimed that the present system is as near perfection and, as just to all concerned as any that can be devised at the present
time.
The Edison Company has issued a statement
describing its plan of adjusting charges to cost of
supply, which is a very logical reply to the contention of the promoters of the bill.
Other electric-light producing companies are in
accord with the Boston company in maintaining
that there should be a difference between the rates
charged what may be termed wholesale and retail
consumers. The controversy is attracting much attention among consumers of electricity throughout
the state, many of the consumers classed as "retail"'
being conspicuous advocates of the flat rate. A
number of Boston storekeepers have joined the
ranks of the petitioners for the proposed legislation.
E.
Moody Boynton. inventor of what is familiarly known as the "bicycle-railway system," has
encountered a serious setback at the hands of the
Massachusetts Railroad Commission. In order to
raise funds for his proposed railway, to be known
as the Boston, Quincy and Fall
River Bicycle
Railway. Mr. Boynton desired to issue stock to
the amount of $500,000 and bonds to an equal
amount, to be used for the sale of the patent
rights, by which means the amount necessary to
equip the projected road would be provided. This
proposition, however, was negatived by the commissioners.
Mr. Bovnton .contends that the legislation

.

•

under which he is proceeding makes it
obligatory upon the commission to grant his request, and it is understood that he will carry the
lative

act

matter to the Supreme Court.
N. Fletcher Cur. is & Co. of Providence. R. I.,
bankers and brokers, and promoters of a number
of electric-lighting companies in New England and
New York state, suspended payment February 3d.
The annual dinner of the Massachusetts Street
Railway Association, held at Young's Hotel in Boston, February 12th, was addressed by P. F. Sullivan, his subject being "The Necessity of Increasing
,

Fares."

A

bill

increase

from

is

Pending

in

the

penalty

for

the

State Legislature to
of wire or power

theft

companies to $1,000 fine
imprisonment, or both fine and im-

electric public-service

or four years',
prisonment.

B.

New
New York

York.

—

February 15. The new throughtrain service on the Brooklyn Bridge is considered
a failure in the report of Cbief Engineer Seaman
He recommends
to the Public Service Commission.
city.

restoration of the old shuttle-car system. He
impossible to carry as many passengers
it is
over the bridge in the through elevated trains as
on the old shuttle trains. This is due to the fact
that the elevated cars can at most accommodate
only 100 passengers, wliile 150 pa'ssengers can easily
be accommodated on the old cars.
The Public Service Commission of the Second
;he

says

District gave hearings this week in Albany, Watertown. Niagara Falls and Rochester on many complaints and applications having to do with railroads.
Commissioners Stevens. Keap and Sague will devole three days in Niagara Falls to hearings in the
Common Council chamber on the petition of the

Niagara Falls Lighting Company for authority to
mortgage for
to
capital
stock,
$100,000
$500,000 and to issue $300,000 bonds under the
mortgage, and also for permission to construe; an
electric-light, heat and power plant in the city of
Niagara Falls.
At the recent meeting of the Technical Publicity
issue

Association in this ci'.y the speakers held to the
of "Mail Order Avertising." and there was
Addresses were made by Mr.
a general discussion.
R. F. Biebcr and Mr. W. H. Ingersoll. The members present represented the following: A. Allan
Son. John A. Roebling's Sons Company, Yale
Sz
topic

Townc Manufacturing Company. Lidgerwood
Manufacturing Company. Spraguc Electric Company. R. R. Almond Manufacturing Compa^iy. General Electric Company, Crocker-Wheeler Company,
American locomotive Company. A. S. Cameron
Steam Pump Works. American Brake. Shoe and
Foundry Company, New York Telephone Company,
Wostinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. New York Edison Company. J. 0. White &
Co., Chas: A. Schieren & Co.. M. TI. Trcadwcll
Company. Jos. Dixon Crucible Company-, American
Goctze Gasket and Packing Company.
Electric companies in this city have been re-

Si
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Service' Commission to report
luiniber of meters they
have in use and also to lell of their iiictliods of
liirnislieil l)y the enmiiiission :ire iiiU'iuk'il to l>rinj<
nut i-vety lU'tnil as lo melers, lliuir (ipuratioii aiuj

quested by ihc
I

Ik-

types,

tesliiiK

I'lililic

capaci.ii-s

nu'tiTS.

'I

"he

aiul

<|iiestions

in

tliu

hlank

forms

W.

tcsliiiK,

Eastern Canada.
I'Vhniary 15. -TIk- 'rumnlr) street railway reports net earnings for last year of 11 per
cent, on the conmion slock.
The Toronto r.leclrie Ij^ht Company's report for
year u;o7 shows larger earniiiKs, larger net
\\\c
pmlils and larijer lialanee carried furvvard to profit
The income for 1907 was
and loss than in igty).
$t,03g7i6 and llie net profits were $.l87.7(;o.
'I'he
increase in earnings dnring the last year is said
In he partly due to Niagara power and partly to
the increased bnslness done.
At last year's session of the Legislatnre the government of Nova Scotia assumed control of the
for
furnishing
electric
chargeable
energy
rales
The law in that province
lliiinigliout the province.
now reqnires that all schedules of rates shall be
in the office of the provincial secretary and
Tiled
that no changes can be made to the same without
The right of hearihe sanction of the government.
ing is given lo any city, town, firm or individual
affected, and thus the pnhlic is protected, in a large
measure, from any excessive or improper charge.
It
is
stated on reliable authority that William
.Mackenzie of the Toronto s.rcet railway is negotiating for the Electrical Development Company of
Toronto, and that there is a decided probability 01
passing to his control at an early day.
ft Is
its
said to be the intention to electrify the Canadian
Northern line in the province of Ontario and to
supply power to municipalities through the Ontario
government's bydro-cicclric commission.
It is also
understood that the Ontario government could get
this concern, including the Development company's
plant and the transmission line, on reasonable terms
if the government conclnded to purchase.
The latest announcemenl in the shipping world
in Canada is that the Canadian Pacific Steamship
Company's vessels in the Atlantic service will be
equipped with Marconi wireless apparatus.
The
Marconi wireless commercial service is now in
operation from Montreal to Britain.
It is the intention of the company to extend the service to
other commercial centers in Canada, where offices
will be opened within the next two or three months.

Ot.awa,

Shawinigan Water and Power Company
owns one of the finest waterpowers in the Dominion at Shawinigan Falls on the 5t. Maurice River.
The present development
90 miles from Montreal.
has a capacity of about 60,000 horsepower, of which
30,000 horsepower is furnished in the form of waterpower to mills situated in close proximity, the
remainder being distributed in the form of electrical
cnerg>'.
As 80 per cent, of the revenue is derived
from the sale of electricity the policy of the company in future will be to make no more contracts
for the sale of waterpower,
At the present time
a further electrical installation of ir.ooo horsepower
is nearing
completion.
As the development work
The

provides for a total production of 100,000 horsepower the electrical capacity can be increased at
any time to that amount at much less proportional

The company has two main transmission

cost.

and a very wide market for

its

electrical

lines

product.

W.

iG;

vestigate

mill
fornuiJatc a plan of "trnining of
transportation employes."
The appoinltnnit is hy
\. Allen of ihe new Transportation and Traflic

C.

Men's

A.HSocirition.

The Marion Trust Company

of

IiMlianapolis

hurt

appointed receiver for llie Sullivan (Ind.J
Light Company,
The company recently
cNpended a large sinn of money in remodelipK and
equipping the plant, and (his is believed lo be tiic
cause of the preseni emh:trrassment.
Congressman I-'indis of the Nhith Indiana disIricl has introduced a hill in Congress lo authorize
the Hydro-electric Company to eonslrnel a power
dam in White River, near the city of Decker, lo
genvrale eleclricity.
Kngene Rush of Vincennes is
president of the company proposing io develop this
power.
.•\
company has been organized in Kvansvillo.
'Tekoppel, Henry -Drier and
headed by John
i.
.Aaron Willis, to construct a waterworks and eleciric-ligiit system in Ihe territory west of Barker
.\veime and norih of Decker Road in Evansville.
'The Electric Const ruction Company of Muncie
has filed articles of incorporation.
'The company
projjoses to do a general electrical construction
Tusiness as well as carry a large supply of electric
goods.
C. C. Radahaugh. who was with the General Electric Company for many years, is to be
general manager of the company.S. S.
I)een

.

I'.lecirie

I

Power Company, is quoted as saying^ the WestPacific Railroad Company, now biiiMiiig from
Salt
Lake l«> Saii i•>anei^co, will he operated
tliroMKliout by elcctrieily, ihe work to he compleUd
within 'iwt: years.
It
is
alho dellnilely announced
ern
ern

that the Western
Pacific is hackiiig the Vallcjo
and Norlhcrn (electric Railway, which W to he completed from ValKjo on San Francisco Bay lo Siu*ramenlo, where holli railroads will have
union
;i

depot.
slated thai a part of the $50,000,000
It
is
loan recently negotiated by the GoiihN will be used
for the completion of the Vallejo and N'ortlurn.
Uy a decision in the Circuit Conrl the Shasta

Power Company, which has a larj^e power plant
near Redding, Cal., gels the right tr) tundenu) a
right-of-way through the expensive timber holdings
of Thomas B. Walker in Shasta County. Th*- company has practically completed its plant and transmission line with the exception of llie part lying
the Walker property.
Pacific Light and I^nver Company reports
earnings for the year 1907 of $t.2Hi.o55; total

ihr.ingh

The
total

expenrlitures. $867,912,
total actual invcslmenl
at

and
of

profits.

Ihc

$41.^.14^,

company

is

The
placed

$7,23.1.274,

The Home Telephone Company

of San Franci.=ico
an application for a building permit for
the construction of a six-story office building on the
corner of Grant Avenue and Harlan Place, to co.sl

has

filed

$175,000.

The board

Illinois.

February

Peoria.

Device
rated

and

Company

of

with a capi al
sell gas and electrical

rators

T.

are

W.

Pitcher,

devices.
C.

The

Carson

incorpoR. F.

and

Locke.

The Mississippi Valley Railroad Company, witii
principal office in Monmouth, has been incorporated with a capital of $5,000 to construct an electric line from Monmouth to Oquawka.
The directors are headed by George M. Jamison of Oquawka.
H. H. Matlock of the Centf-al Union Telephone
Company of Springfield, with his wife, has left for
San

Antonio,

May

about

Tex.,

where

they

will

remain

till

ist.

The United Electric Light Company of Gillespie
will install a day circuit in that city and Benld on
the Tst of March, for a motor load.
Capitalists from Evansville. Mount Carmel, Lancaster and OIney met at Graysville this week and
decided to incorporate the Evansville. Mount Carmel and OIney Interurban Company under the laws
of Indiana. Eden Knopp of OIney is president and
The
C. W. Courter of Mount Carmel, secretary.
company will build an interurban line from Evansville, Ind., to OIney. 111.
The Business Men's Association of OIney has guaranteed to secure the
right-of-way through Richmond County.
Besides carrying the mail on the Peorla-Bloomington line the Illinois Traction Company is carrying pouches' from East St. Louis to Springfield,
Spr-ingfield to Decatur, Decatur to Danville, and

from

this

city

to

of trustees of Redding, Cal., has
the Northern California Power Company a contract to furnish 33 arc lights for the
City Hall on its bid of $208,05 per monlh.
The
bid of the Shasta Power Company was $43.95 per
month higher.
Secretary A. W. Smith of the Northern California Power Company stales that the electric generating and hydraulic machinery for a 2.000-horscpower plant lo constitute the company's initial installation at Cow Creek has been ordered for June
or July shipment.
The Simmen Automatic Railway Signal Company, maker of electrical devices, wdll remove its
shops from Los Angeles to Perris. where extensive
tests are to be made on the line of the Santa Fe
Railroad.
The Nevada-California Power Company is pre-

awarded

— The

Gas and Electrical
Rockford has been incorpoof $100,000 to manufacture

15.

Springfield.

Directors of the St Louis. Terre Haute and
Quincy Traction Company held a meeting in
Quincy this week and negotiations for purchasing
the two interurban lines between Roodhouse and
Virden and from Virden to Taylorville were consummated, and the line will be operated by the new
company. The company has secured the best part
of the right-of-way between Quincy and Taylorville
and expects to commence the construction early this

to

paring to extend its transmission line from Tonopah to Manhattan in the state of Nevada, and a
branch line to the mining camps at Round Mountain will also probably be added.
P. E. Hall, Jr.. of Everett. Wash., has been made
manager of the Montesano Light and Water Company of Montesano. Wash.
The Entiat Power Company has been incorporated at Wenatches, Wash., by A. B. Gray, L.
Barash and J. H. Allen, w-ith a capital stock of
$200,000. for the purpose of developing power on
the Entiat River.
The power developed will be
used largeli' for pumping water from the Columbia River for irrigation purposes.
The City Council of Wallowa. Wash., has granted
a franchise to the Wallowa Mercantile Company to
erect an electrlc-lIght and power plant in that place.
H. V. Gates of Hillsboro, Ore., president of the
Prineville Light and Water Company, states that
a power plant to cost $150,000 will be commenced

D

at

Lava Falls
The owners

spring.
of the El Salto

this

100-ton mill at EI
Salto, near Chihuahua, Mexico, are preparing to
put in a 600-horsepower hydro-electric plant to furnish power and light at various mines and at the

A.

mill.

spring.

Indiana.

—

Construction w'ork on
Indianapolis, February 15.
the Gary and Western Traction Company's street
railway has been suspended.
The franchise reqnires that the line be completed by March Sth.
The United States Steel Corporation is said to have
obtained the controlling interest in the company,
and it is said that it will complete the line.
Victor R. Coon, representing Louisville men, is
promoting an electric railroad from Greensburg to
Madison by the way of Napoleon, Osgood and Versailles.
If this liile is constructed it will afford
Indianapolis direct connection with Madison and
the Ohio River.
The Fort Wayne and Wabash .Valley Traction

Company has found
additional

through

it

necessary

limited

cars

Wayne, Indianapolis and Lafayette.

put on four
between Fort

no

electric

road

It

is

claimed

in

Indianapolis and Eastern Traction
Company leased the Terre Haute Light and Traction Company's property it carried with it the franchise right to operate cily cars, but the interurban
company has no franchise separately which will
permit the running of Indianapolis cars on the city

Terre

and

is

asking for a franchise.

The

first

pany's

new

caisson
bridge

of the Illinois Traction Comacross the Mississippi at St.

Louis has reached bedrock.
The Illinois Traction Company is preparing to
open the new shops at Decatur the first of the
week.
These are the new central shops and are
They are arranged
the largest the company has.
to handle the work with the least possible cost.
company
has a large
the
addition
to
the
shops
In
yard that w^ill be of material advantage in handling
V. N.
the work.

to

the country is giving better service than this line at present.
Injunction proceedings have been filed against the
Terre Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern Traction
Company by the ci.y attorney of Terre Haute to
prevent the company from operating cars from InWhen the
dianapolis over Terre Haute streets.
that

The Brinkerhoff ordinance which has been before
the Springfield City Council was up again this week
and was laid over for a week. The company proposes to erect a modern heating and lighting plant

Haute,

tracks.

C. D. Emmons, general manager of the Fort
Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction Company, has
been appointed a member of the committee to in-

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco, February 12. The incorporation
of the San Francisco and Bay Counties Railway
Company this week by leading stockholders in the
San Francisco, Oakland and San Francisco Rail-

way Company is the preliminary move in the extension of the Key Route interurban system from the
present terminus in Oakland and to various other
points on the eastern side of San Francisco Bay.
the construction of about 60 miles of electric road
being involved.
Another electric railway between San Francisco
and San Jose will be constructed about the same
The
time ihat the Key Route extension is built.
Peninsular Railroad Company, controlled by the
Harriman interests, has just completed its plans
and will begin construction at once.
Guy C. Earle, vice-president of the Great West-

PERSONAL.
Mr. John

Murphy, chief engineer of the Chicago Railways Company, has been appointed b}'- the
directors of the company as its representative on
the Board of Supervising Engineers, Chicago TracZ.

tion.

George

ilr.

has

circles,

Weston,

been

chosen

prominent in engineering
by the Chicago Council

committee on local transportation to prepare a report on elevated-railway Loop problems and to act
as engineering adviser to the committee.

W. Storer, wife of the division engineer
the railway department of the Westlnghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company at Pittsburg,
died recenth'. The bereaved husband and four
young children will receive the sympathy of many
friends In the electrical industry.
Mrs. N.

of

P. Grace, chief engineer of the Bell Teleof Pittsburg, has been elected a
of the Engineers' Society of Western
Pennsylvania.
This society now^ numbers nearl\- a
thousand members and is a very important factor

Mr.
phone

S.

Company

dIrec:or

in

the industrial development of Pittsburg.

The

resignation of Mr. R. A. Hunter, as superintendent of the Merchants' Mutual Light and
Power Company of Santa Barbara. Cal.. took eftect
February ist. when William R. Vick of Los Angeles, formerly with the Los Angeles Gas and Electric Company, took charge of ihe company's affairs.
Mr. Hunter during his Incumbency of nearly two
years has made many friends and has steadily advanced the Interests and influence of the company
and greatly widened its scope of business. His

.
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i68
from that position will be regretted by
many. He will remain in Santa Barbara for severalmonths, and may later take a position with one
of Uic lighting companies of San Francisco.
passing

Mr. Charles H. Davis has resigned his position
as district sales manager of the Chicago office,
Nernst Lamp Company, and after March ist
he will be located with the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburg, Pa.,
as manager of the Electric Railway Details Department.
dispatch from New York says that Mr. John
F Randolph, private secretary of Mr. Thomas A.
Edison and treasurer of the Edison Manufacturnig
Company, committed suicide in Orange, N. J., on
February 17th by shooting himself in the head.

A

cause is known for the deed and
that he was temporarily insane.

No

it

is

thought

Institute of Technology
engaged by the Massachusetts Highway
supervision over the
exercises
Commission, which
telephone business in that state, to report upon
with
the telephone situation in the commonwealth,

ment of the Massachusetts
has been

reference to the practicability of obtaining
reduction in rates and a higher efficiency in
Professor Jackson was a member of the
service.
committee which recently investigated the telephone
situation in Chicago.
special

a

Announcement is made of the engagement of
Nora Stanton Blatch, granddaughter of
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, to Dr. Lee De Forest,
take
will
the "wireless'' inventor. The wedding
Miss

Blatch graduated
from the civil-engineering course at Cornell in
the first woman
1905, when 21 years old, being
Soon after her graduto enter that department.
ation she was engaged to design structural-iron

on

place

February

25th.

Miss

American Bridge Company. She was
member of the American Society of
Last year she took the examCivil Engineers.
ination for engineer of the Board of Water Supply in New York city and received the appoint-

work

for
elected a

tliie

ment.

The

Light

Aguilar

and

of

Aguilar, Colo., has been incorporated with a capital
of $25,000.

The Cohasset (Minn.) Hardwood Manufacturing
Company has been granted a franchise for an electric-light

plant.

The Auburn Mutual Electric Light, Power and
Heat Company will soon begin the erection of concrete poles for

wires.

its

of the Chicago Daily News
suggests that a bill for electricity may well be
known as "the Charge of the Light Brigade."

correspondent

plant.

George Boosier is installing an electric-light plant
on his factorv grounds in Corning. Ark. He has
purchased the' light plant of E. V. Sheeks and will
install a new generator and other machinery.
Street Railway Company
has been granted a franchise for the establishment
The machinery, inplant.
of a light and power
cluding engine and dynamo, will be installed soon.

The Amarillo

(Tex.)

The city of Baltimore, Md., has some $5,000 to
be used in securing more brilliant lighting for Baltimore streets, the Central Business Men's Association being especially interested in the movement.
determining rates, the physical
(Wis.) Gas and Electric
Company's system has been estimated by Professor
Pence and his statistical assistants and is placed at
$693,964, according to a report filed by the engineer
with the secretary, of the Railroad Commission.

As

value

a basis
of the

of

Madison

would cost

This figure represents not what
build a new plant equally as good as that now in
existence, and a separate set of estimates is reported to show what a new plant would probably
cost, the conclusion being about $100,000 more than
the estimate for tlie "present condition" value.
it

to

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Thermopolis and Hot Springs

Street Railway
A, Broadwcll is president,
is contemplating the building of lYi miles of electric railway at Thermopolis, Wyo.

Company, of which

S.

The Winnipeg Electric Street Railroad Company
made a proposition lo supply electric light to
the town of Selkirk, Man, The price offered is 10
cents per kilowait-hoiir with discounts according to
the amount ustd.
has

The Bow River

Company

of Lethhridge. Alb., is seeking a charier to build a railway from the company's mines to the main line
of the Canadian Pacific Railroad, The charter proCollieries

B.

C.

system

in

Moore, Leth-

peculiar accident happened on the Metropolitan
in Chicago on the evening of February
14th.
One of the main feeder cables supplying the
main section of the road east of Marshfield Avenue became grounded during a storm through a
cracked insulator, which therefore formed a "dead"
short on the line, and it was impossible to keep
a circuit-breaker closed
on the panel supplying
this
section.
After persistent search the faulty
spot
was discovered and the trouble removed
within a few minutes.
This trifling defect had,
however, tied up the traffic of some i^ miles of
four-track road for nearly two hours.

The

General

Electric
Comp.any, Schenectady,
Bulletin No. 4544 describes the present
design of switchboards for railway use. Although
each panel is an independent unit and may be ordered separately, the panels are especially designed
to be used together to form switchboards.
The
bulletin covers several classes of panels, all of which
are for 600-volt, continuous-current railway service
with the negative bus grounded. The following
types are described
Generator panels, including
circuit-breakers and equalizer switch panels, rotaryconverter panels, feeder panels for one circuit,
feeder panels for two circuits with one ammeter
per panel, and feeder panels for two circuits with
two anmieters per panel.
in

:

The Pueblo (Colo.) Chieftain says that Mr. N.
Douthitt, who has been making arrangements for
the construction of an electric interurban railway
from

Pueblo

Fowler, Colo.^ is planning for
the extension of the road west to Canon City and
south to Trinidad. Eastern capital is said to have
been interested in this important project in the
development of the Arkansas Valley. The Pueblo
and Arkansas Valley Electric Railway Company,

owned

to

plans.

largely by Kansas City men, is said to have
Mr. Douthiit authority to proceed with the
Rights-of-way have been secured and every-

thing

is

given

ready

for

the

to

construction of the road
and the survey has been

The principal feature of the new power house
of the Mobile Light and Railroad Company, Mobile,
Ala., which is rapidly nearing completion, will be
an electric generating unit of 1,200 kilowatts output
on normal load, delivering direct current at 550600 volts. This company, under the efficient control of Mr. J. H. Wilson, president and manager,
has had a very prosperous period and is now making a large number of improvements to the system,
including eight miles of new track recently laid
with heavy rails, and the addition of a line of large
double-truck cars. The new power plant is a modern one in every respect, having an overhead system of coal handling, and boiler equipment of the

most improved design.

PUBLICATIONS.
An attractive calendar with a pretty picture on a
background representing the bark of a tree has been
issued by the Duncan Electric Manufacturing Company of Lafayette, Ind., manufacturer of alternating-current and direct-current wattmeters, lightning arresters, ammeters and voltmeters.

An interesting article on the manufacture of clay
conduits in the January issue of Brick has been
reprinted by the Clay Product Company. It treats
of he essentils of a perfect conduit, its application,
and gives an excellent illustrated description of the
plant of the Clay Product Company at Brazil, Ind.
The General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y., has perfected an improved type of switch
known as the SI-104, which is described
and illustrated in Bulletin No. 4563. Among the
improvements to be found in this switch indicator
is mentioned a resistance amounting to double that
of the operating coils that is thrown in scries with
indicator

from 10 to 240-kilowatt capacity, and are made
for controlling from two to six-feeder circuits.

SOCIETIES

them when the indicator

is

in

the "clear" position.

The

first

tive pull in the "clear" position, introduces

The

in

department of the Art Machinery
Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.,
has issued a booklet illustrating and describing the
Economy electric soldering and branding irons. All
irons arc constructed to meet the necessary requirements of the Board of Fire Underwriters and fire
department, beiiig made of the best-approved material.

fn many isolated plants the conditions make it
desirable to use a circuit-breaker on the switchhoard in place of the combined lever switch and
fuse which has been generally used on this type of
Thi-i demand has caused tlie
pane! in the past.
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., to
standardize a line of panels for small plant work
of this character, and these panels are de.-;cribfd
The panels
in bulletin No. 4558, rvcentiy issued.
provide for controlling i2S-volt generators of from
5 to i20-kilo\valt capacity, and 250-volt generators

of

engineering de-

the

L

On February 18th the Chicago Section, A. I.
E. E., held a meeting to consider a paper on "Some
Recent Improvements in the Mechanical and Electrical Equipment of the South Side Elevated Railway," prepared by Garrett T. Scely, engineer maintenance

of

way.

The New York

offices of the Underwriters' LabInc.,
have been moved from 29 West
Thirty-ninth Street to the twelfth floor at 135 William Street, where the offices of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters are also located. Mr.
George E. Bruen, employed in an engineering capacity by the National Board, will take up the
laboratory work in connection with his other duties,
and has been appointed engineer for the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., to have charge of the
business of that corporation in and around New-

oratories,

York

city.

the meeting of the Armour Institute of Technology Branch of the American Institute of ElecFebruary 6lh an interesting
trical Engineers on

At

paper on "Train Lighting Systems" was read by
M. Gilmore, in which he pointed out the relative
advantages and disadvantages of the head end,
straight storage and axle car-lighting systems. A
special meeting on February 13th was held for the
discussion of the recent Institute paper on engineering education.
The regular meeting of February 20th was set apart for a paper by T. W.
Simpson on "Heavy Electric Railway Practice."

MISCELLANEOUS.
report of Stone & Webster for the year 3907
covers 30 public-service properties under their management. Gross earnings of all the properties is
reported to be $14,996,712. Operating expenses were
Interest charges of $2,317,752, and divi$9,793,314.
dends amounting to $1,304,406 left a surplus for
the year of $1,581,240. During the year 1907 185,694,152 passengers w-ere carried on the lines of
the companies, which comprise an equivalent total
of 861 miles of single track.

The

The Electric Operating Construction Company of
49 Wall Street, New York, has completed the
financing of the Arizona Power Company, a 7,500horsepower waterpowcr development near Prescott,
Ariz.
William P. Bonbright & Co. of 24 Broad
Street, act as fiscal agents, and Viele, Blackwell &

Buck

consulting

the

are

engineers.

Operating Construction Company

The

Electric

will itself

manage

the construction, and its chief engineer, R. S. Masson, has located at Prescott to direct the work.

Low-pressure air compressors, rated from 0.88
pound to four pounds per square inch and from
capacities of 750 to 10.000 cubic feet of free air
per minute, are included in the line of centrifugal
air compressors which have been developed by the
General Electric Company. Schenectady, N. Y.. and
are described in bulletin No. 4564. These machines
are similar to the well-known centrifugal pump in
both appearance and operation and consist essen
tially of a rotating impeller surrounded by a suitable casing with an intake opening at the center
and a discharge opening at the circumference.
Compressor sets are furnished, driven by Curtis
steam turbines, direct-current motors and induction
motors.

TRADE NEWS.

a great

electrical

AND SCHOOLS,

dinner

A meeting of the New England Section of the
Illuminating Engineering Society was held in the
Edison Building. 39 Bovlston Street, Boston, February 18th. Mr.
W. Marsh of the American
Luxfer Prism Company read a paper on "Daylight
Illumination."

current consumption.

Company, 217-221 Fulton

annual

partment of the Llniversity of Vermont was held
February nth, with upward of 100 students, alumni,
faculty and special guests present.

This arrangement, while securing a strong and posi-

economy

190S

of

A

The Kentuck-y Heating and Lighting Company
of Louisville has awarded a contract to F. A. Clegg
& Co. for the erection of its proposed electric power

telephone

22,

interested.

Blende,
completed to Fowler.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Power Company

is

"L" road

from Pueblo

John T. Burke has been granted a franchise for
an electric-light plant in Columbus, Neb.

A

bridge. Alberta,

N. Y.,

D. C. Jackson of the engineering depart-

Prof.

for the building of a
connection with the railway.

vides

February

The Cady-Fi'azer Company has engaged

in

the

electric-wiring business in Fremont, Neb.

The Herald Electric Company of St. Louis has
been incorporated by C. G. Harrington and others.
Electric Machinery Company
City, Mo., has been incorporated with
stock of $10,000.

The Second Hand
Kansas

of
a

capital

Crcspo y Ilermano & Bro., Truxillo, Honduras,
America, want power equipment for a
sugar mill. They have facilities for a waterwhecl
16 feet in diameter and 12 inches long. The company has only wood and petroleum of
[o" and
115°, and wants to know the best power equipment
Central

i

to use.

An American

consul in the East Indies reports
a firm in that locality is in a position to do
business in electrical supplies, and would like to
correspond with manufacturers of electroliers, elecThe current used is alternating, 110
tric fans, etc.
that

iM-hnKiry

veils
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pc-ricicls.
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Nci.

I'iK'

iKK.i,

lUi-

may

plan

till'

lime

i\l;imif;K'liiri'S.

and

elTecled.

Tlu'

Ciiiislnu-liiiii

ICIfCtric

lic.-ivi'i'

uf

('niiip.-iny

1 .

(

lias

liii-:i((o

iiicDrpuraU'il, cMpil.ilizi'il

hccii

:il

piirpiisc; is

lit-

MisM-s.

and

A.

11.

Ihc

(1,

nanu'

linn

nl

R. Joliann nf IVkiii, 111.,
Jciliaini & Joliann, cable

arc prepared lo do aerial, nndergronnd,
and fnrnisli
Miliniarine and condiiil constrncliiiii
They can conw
plans. siK-ciliealions antl csliinates.
pKte U'leplmiu' cable conslrnetion friini exchange
ixpi'i-ls,

pule teniiinals
roubles.

In
to

.'ind

apparalns and atlelid

install

I

Sealed proposals will be recei\ed

at

the olliee ni

Treasnry .Department,
.•ireliileet.
supervising
the
WasliiiiKton, 1), C, tnilil .! p. m. on Mardi 17th
for the installation of .a condnit and electric-wiriiiK
system for ibe Federal HuildiiiK al l,os Angeles,
Cal.. in aeeordanee with drawings and specifications,
copies of which m.ay be htid at the olliee mentioned or at the olliee of the superintendent of conLos Angeles, Cal., at the discretion of
st ruction,

supervising architect.

the

Al the request of a number of creditors a .synopsis of the plan of readjustment of the debt of Ibe
Westingbonse IClectric and Manufacturing Company, an outline of which was presented in the
Western Electrician of February 1st, has been sent
out by the conunittec having the nialterin charge.
.\cconipanying it is a letter in which the attention
nf creditors is called to the importance of an imineiliate deposit of their obligations to the end that

BUSINESS.
report of Uossert & Co. for 1907
showed an increase in gross business of 27'/i per
cent., notwilbsl.'tndinK :i f.alling olT in the last (tii.'irowing to the slowmg down of conslriiclion
ter,
work.
There has been a marked increase of orders, however, since llie first of the year, the finures for Jami.iry showing a large increase over the
corresponding month last year.

The General Isleclric Company is furnishing the
entire electrical e(iuipment for (he T.ajo mines in
the Rosario district of Mexico.
The order includes
a
three-phase, f)0-cycle, J,.300-volt,
revolving-field
generator of 150 kilowatts capacity, nine oi!-coole<l
type
Ir.ansformers. three 440-volt, form K, induction motors of 15, 35 and 75-borsepower capacity with
starling compensators, two-circuit feeder
panel, complete lightning-arrester ec|uipment and
the necessary supplies of wire, insulators, etc.

H

Allis-Cbalmers Coiup.any declares that purchases
of motors for uses in varied lines of industry have
continued pr:ictically without ab:ttement throughout
the recent period of tlepression.
Motor drive is
now being adopted everywhere, and the conip:niy
has. within a week, sold machines ranging in ca-^
pacity from one to 200 borscpower, to a long list
of users, including the Procter & (janible Company,
Cincinnati; Fenlon Dry Cleaning and Oy'^S Company, Cincinnati: Chicago Belling Company; Standard Chair Company, Union City, Pa. Buffalo Cop;

filed

July

This joint

1907,

The device consists of a special track section prov'ided
means for testing the vertical wear and thickness

with

wheel flanges.
Electrical connections are arranged
between the testing means and' a means for recording the
results.
The second patent covers a modified form

test

of the device,

Yielding Matrix Tor Sound Records. Vic878,513.
tor H. Emerson, New York, N. Y., assignor
to the American GrSphophone Company, Bridgeport, Conn.
Application filed June 29, 1905.

A thin and comparatively flexible electro-deposited matrix for a sound-record has a backing of yielding material
therefor.

Means

Lewis

Tying

for

Wires

Insulators.

to

W.

Gerdon. Meadville, Pa., assignor of
one-half to Edwin P. Barnes, Cleveland, Ohio.
Application filed October 14, 1907.

A

binding the line wire to the insulator ctfnsists of two loops each of which completely encircles the
insulator, the loops crossing each other and the line
wire where the line wire is in contact with the insutie

for

Working with Turbodynamos and Accumulators. Max Grob, WinElectric Installation

terthur,
22,

An

Switzerland.

Application

filed

August

1906.
automatic electromagnetic device having a solenoid

a

controlling

circuit,

and a spring-actuated movable

'core is connected mechanically to a turbine-controlling
device and to a connecting switch, so that when the electromagnetic device is energized or de-energized, the opening and closing of the turbine-controlling device is effected simultaneously with the operation of the switch
for the closing or breaking the connection between the
dynamo and the battery.

Protecting Hood for
878,551B. Mills, East Orange, N.

February
This

Spark Plugs,
J.

David

Application

filed

1906.

2,

hood

for

receive
a

])latc.

Benjamin Wolhaup-

assignor to the Rail
York, N. Y. Application

Y.,

1906.

made by

first

setting up in spaced relation

and rail joint members to form a mold having
molding space between the rails and members, and then
plastic insulating material in the molding space
to form an integrated body of insulation therein.
(See
cut on next page.)

Switch Device. Karl Abel and Friedricb
Pervesler, Vienna, Austria-Hungary. Application filed January 25, 1907.

878,591.

-

A switch or pole" changer comprises opposite pairs
of spring contacts mounted on the base, spring contact
strips secured intermediate of the opposite pairs of contacts, the opposite ends of each spring strip extending
over contacts of opposite pairs, and push buttons mounted
over the strips, each button extending over two spring
strips, whereby two spring strips arc brought into contact with a pair of contacts I5y depressing a single button.
Apparatus for Applying Insulation to ElecLouis W. Dow^nes, Provitrical Conductors.
dence, R. I. Application filed June 15, 1905.

A

means for rotating the same about the
and means mounted upon and movable on the car-

carrier has

wire,

rier for applying fiber to the svirface of the
rotation of the carrier.

Electric-mercury-motor

878.629.

Meter.

wire during

Jacob

H.

Hodde.

Springfield, 111., assignor to the Sangamo Electric Company, Springfield, 111. Application filed March 16, 1907.
There is in combination with a body, of mercury and a
spindle rotating therein a washer of non-amalgam able
material loosely surrounding the spindle at the point'
where it enters the body of the mercury, the washer being provided with an amalgamated under surface.
(See
cut on next page.)

Key

878.633.

Socket.
Application

Conn.

.

Harvey Hubbell, Bridgeport,
filed March 5, 1907.

The socket comprises an

insulating block having a recess with inclines at its base, a plate in the circuit covering one of the inclines, a shaft and a contact plate carried forward by the shaft and having contact springs
engaging opposite inclines, so that each quarter turn of
the shaft will alternately open and close the circuit.
The
connections between the shaft and contact plate have
operative engaging means which coact to permit advance
of the contact plate only when the shaft is in one of
two diametrically opposite positions relatively
to
the
'

lator,

878,525.

in

New

pawl

878,617.

of

878.520.

2y,
is

N.

the

the rails

8,

respectively.

a

the terminal
conductor, and a

terminal has an open end to
and a passage through its wall for
bushing-like projection surrounding
with a hollow recess, near one end
opens.
The iiood can be removed

plug

the passage provided
of which the passage
from the plug by a direct pull.

plate.

17,

Push-button Switch., Herbert C. WilliamYork, N. Y. Application filed May

New
1906.

The switch

is

mounted

in

a

receptacle

containing

a

tandem coin|iound engine

lo

an electric generalor of
This machine is now being

works

of

Allis-Chalniers

be direel-conncclcd to
kilowatts capacity.
built at the West Allis

.300

Comjiany.

M

President H.

HIrschbcrg of the Exccllo Arc
l-anip Company, New York, visited Chicago last
week, primarily on a wedding trip and incidentally
to establish his western beadiiuarlers in Chicago,
which are now in charge of George W. Armstrong.
The Excello Arc Lamp Company during the last
six months has so rapidly increased its western
business, and Ihe pros|)ecls for a still further introduction of Ibe j''xeello lamp in the West are such,
that Ihe eslablislnneul of a western department,
with beadquarlcrs at Chicago, became almost imperative.
Mr. Armstroni^'s co-operation in President Ilirscbberg's aggressive and businesslike policy
throughout the Hast had not a little to do with
the company's marked success with New York as
center.
As a consecptence President Ilir.sthbcrg
appointed Mr. Armslrong to have full charge of
the western business.
The Excello company has
taken offices and a commodious storeroom in the
Electrical Building on Jackson Boulevard, where a
large stock of lamps will be kept always on hand

a

bell,

Socket-shell-cap Fastening.
Harvey
Bridgeport, Conn. Apglication filed

tember

A

shell

projecting

HubSep-

1907.
has in one side a key recess, an outwardly
locking lug contiguous to the upper edge

5,

and a number of circumferential ribs.
The cap has at its lower end an internal circumferential
groove, the lower wall of which is provided with recesses
to receive the ribs freely, and a hole above the groove
which receives the locking lug with a snap engagement.
and

to

the recess,

High-potential Insulator.
Fred M, Locke,
Victor, N. Y. Application filed April 18, 1904.

878,646.

This is a wall insulator comprising concentric tubes
unequal lengths, each of the tubes being provided
Spacing rings of less length
with an abutting offset.
than the tubes are placed between the intermediate porof

878,653.

T

Trolley Pulley.

Emanuel

J.

Matthews and

Robert C. Gruwell, Stockton, Cal.
filed September 26, 1906.

Application

his_

is

a

A

combined

over-

and under-running

trolley,

scries of arms is mounted on a shaft on each side
of the lower pulley,
A small roller is journaled on the
outer end of each of the arms. Two metal plates, joined
together by cross-bars, have small flanges on their lower
edges, on which the rollers bear.

Trolley Wheel. Joseph T. Mishler, Johnstown, Pa. Application filed August 10, 1907.

878,656.

Three grooves are formed on the wheel surface, the
central one being the deepest,
Al diametrically opposite
points the outer grooves are spirallv joined to the central
one.
878,661.
S.

System of Electrical Distribution. Robert
McLeod, Manchester, England. Application

filed

July

II,

1904.

A booster, the armature of which is connected in series
with a storage battery across the mains, and an exciter
are driven by a motor.
The exciter field is energized
by a magnetizing force proportional to the main current
and to the main voltage, and the booster field is energized
by a magnetizing force proportional to the exciter voltage
and to the difference of voltage between the mains and
the

battery.

Support for Insulators.
Yonkers, N. Y. Application

878,679-

AVilliam N. Smith,

filed April 28, 1906.
Tlie insulator pin has a transverse base with a perforation
receiving a U-bolt that straddles the cross-arm
to which It IS held by a bottom cross-plate clamped bv
the nuts,

Electric-heated Hand Molder for Filling
Shoes. Andrew Thoma, Cambridge, Mass., assignor to the North American Chemical Company. New York, N. Y. Original application

878,688.

filed

March

tion

filed

1906.

5,

June

Divided and

this applica-

1907,
provided with a
11,

A handle is
flat, hollow blade of heatconductive material, liaving a curved underside for
smoothing purposes and a flat spoon-like top side for
applying purposes, and electrical heating means between
the two sides.
878,708.

New

Heated

Steering Wheel,
Application

York, N. Y.

Charles
filed

Berg,

March

25.

1907.

The wheel has

a hollow rim, an insulating core therein,
a heating coil on the core, another heating coil enveloping
the first coil, and means whereby current may be supplied to one or both coils.

878,710.

Electrical

Vapor

Apgaratus.

Hugh

L.

Campbell and James L. Walts, Nashville, Tenn.
Application filed February 18, 1907.
The apparatus
to

878.634.

tions thereof.

878,586.
son,

In phasing contrast lo the [Kilicy of rctrcnchbeing pursued by many of the railroailti of
the eoiinlry is aclion taken by the Chicago, St.
Paul, Minne.-ipolis and (Jni:dia l<ailway to improve
Ihe ei|nipmenl of its car building anil repair shops
Paul, Minn.
al St.
To provide additional power
now needed there the company has purchased a

igoS.

casting

878,499

15.

ii,

a

rings.

and March

July

filed

The stationary part of the joint has two contentric conducting rings forming terminals of the connecting wires.
The swinging arm lias two fingers contracting with these

1906,

York,

Company,

Joint

1907.

and 878,500. Device for the Inspection of
Car Wheels. Charles Browning, Jr., Sacramento. Cal. Applications filed December 18.

New

ter,

with variation in the currents transmitted to
variations in the branches being in accordante with
the angular movement, variations in the main current
being in accordance with the torque required of controller-mover armature.
F.

February

release

to

Insulated Rail Joint.

878,588.

it;

John

releasing plate arranged

tory

cordance

Swinging
Electric
Bracket.
Brown, Toledo, Oliio. Application

Office)

supporting plate with a ratchet, an oscillatory pawl i)late,
a contact bar and co-operating contacts, and an oscilla-

for

87S.498.

;

ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

Issued (United States Patent

Motion of
Controlling the
878,496.
Electrically Operated Elevators by Means of
William Baxter, -Jr., Jersey City,
a Switch.
N. J. Application filed Maj' 21, 1902.
A car switch has means constructed to divide a current
into branches and to vary the strength of the branch and
A controller mover is
main currents independently.
adapted to vary its torque and angular position in con-

Brass Kollinif Mills; Berwind White Coal
Mining Company, VVindberg, P.i.
Iritcrlakc Pulp
anil
Paper Coinpaiiy, Applelon, Wis., and many

ineiil

The annual

ILLUSTRATED
System

per and

others, literally "loo niinierouii to mention."

'/iS.

1(1

raliirs.

iniiki-

be declared opcr.'ilive willioul loss of
tvrniinalioii
the
receivership
of
the
The lime lo make depfxil expiren M.-ireh

$5.<»i(i.

cnnstnu'l and iiislall i-Ioclric lu-al
\V. K. Lowri'v,
iiiK, liKli''"K and walir apparatns.
M, I. Uiisi'iibauni and !„ iVI. Calm are tlic iiicorpo[

I

'V

consists of a vessel, metallic electrodes
create an electric arc therein, a reservoir communicat-

ing w'ith the vessel and having discharge means including a respirator, and a pump contained in the
reservoir and connected with the vessel for forcing air
into it and from the latter to the reservoir.
(See cut

next page.)

Controller. Walter J. Warder, Jr., ChiIII.,
assignor to Roth Bros., Chicago,
Application filed May Ij, 1907.
The controller arm is actuated from a distance through
pedal and connecting rod operating a ratchet-like

878,756.

cago,
111.

a
device.

Apparatus for Massaging the Hearing
Organs. Adolphe Ziind, Paris, France, Appli-

878,760,

cation filed JMarch

4,

1907.

This apparatus consists of an electric vibrator comprising an electromagnet and sonorous blades in combination with contact-breaking means, an adjustable carrying device for the contact points, by which device the
length of the vibrating portion of the blades may be
regulated, and a diaphragm in proximity to the blades
for reinforcing the sound produced thereby.

.
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v^
Party-line Telephone System. William W.
Dean, Chicago, 111., assignor to the KelloggSwitchboard and Supply Company, Chicago, 111.
Application filed January 22^^ 1904.

external

S7S.779.

the

to

TJie

alternately,

stator

on a definite

itself

commutator and collector rings
winding is short-circuited upon

line.

Magneto-electric Igniter Device for Explosive Engines.
Otto Carlborg, Providence,
R. I. Application filed March 11, 1907.

878,935.

A

harmonic ringing system is described in which each
sub-station has a shunt around its bell, and this shunt is
kept open by a harmonic device actuated by current of
proper frequency only.

Konrad FriedSupervisory Apparatus.
878,791.
Application filed
Germany.
Berlin,
laender,
1906.
January 31,
In an alarm system there is in combination with an
alarm an emergency index, a glow-lamp in proximity
at
a dull red
for keeping the lamp
thereto, means
heat, means for causing the lamp to light up when the
alarm device is operated, and contact mechanism in an
independent circuit for controlling the alarm device.
Under normal conditions the lamp indicates that the
alarm circuit is intact and when the alarm is operated
the lamp illuminates the emergency index.

source

February

A

continuously revolving driving disk has a number
spaced divisions adapted to be operatively engaged by a crank in a successive manner and so arranged that the armature of the magneto generator will
be vibrated quickly and intermittingly a short angular
distance a corresponding number of times during each
revolution of the disk, the armature remaining in stationary position immediately succeeding each vibratory
of evenly

movement.
Electric-wire Insulator. John H. Hanson,
Chicago, 111. Application filed January 12, 1907.
The body of this cross-over insulator has a central

878,949.

1908

22,

Electrically Heated Sadiron.
Harry HertzJ. Wohl, New York, N. Y.
Application filed April 5, 1907.
A chambered metallic body has a bottom member, a
number of electrically operating heating elements in the
body, and means within the body for clamping the heat-

879,046.

berg and Maurice

ing elements into close contact with the bottom member.

Rectifier for Alternating Currents. George
Pierce, Cambridge, Mass^, assignor to the

879,061.

W.

Massachusetts Wireless Equipment Company,
Boston, Mass. Application filed January 11,
1907.

.

A

rectifier and measuring instrument consists of a mass
of carborundum, calibrated measuring devices operated by
small direct currents in circuit therewith and means for
connecting an alternating-current source to the circuit.

-vmwum—

separating portion provided on opposite faces with overhanging heads, covering only diagonally opposite areas
of the respective faces, the pair of heads protruding from
one face being locnted at substantially right angles to the
pair of heads of the other face.
The heads of each face
are separated along an intervening line by an entrance
groove and along a line at an angle to such entrance
groove, providing complementary portions of a wire receptacle,

Electrically Heated Soldering and BrandIron.
Harry Hertzberg and Maurice J.
Wohl, New York, N, Y., assignors to Abbot
Augustus Low, Horseshoe, N. Y. Application

87S.952.

ing

INSULATED RAIL JOINT.

NO. 878,588.

Telpher.
Henry M. Harding, New York,
N. Y., and Charles M. Clark, South Orange,
N. J. Application filed April 13, 1905.

878,797.

In this telpherage system the telpher has a motor and
the hoist has a separate motor.
Each motor is controlled
by a switch operated by a stop in the travel of the other
motor.

Francis
Sleeve for Joining Wire Ends.
Maxstadt, Los Angeles. Cal., assignor to
Frank B. Cook, Chicago, III. Application filed

'

7, 1904.
connector consists of a piece of sheet metal
having its side edges bent toward each other and turned
inwardly toward the longitudinal axis of the connector,
the edges being brazed together and forming a longitudinal rib for holding separate the contained wires.

wire

1907.

12,

Telegraphy. Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia,
878,963.
Pa., assignor of one-half to William J. Latta,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed February 3,
1906.
telegraphing

In

with

true

reversals

transmission

the

line has a main battery and each station is equipped with
a local battery, a transmitting key, a polarized receiving
instrument and ineans to connect the line either directly
or with the interposition of the local battery to the

key.

N.

In this clock

there

is

an

electric

motor with a large

armature shaft and a pinion mounted thereon, the shaft
being larger in diameter than the pinion for preventing
backward rotation of it by power applied to the pinion.
A winding shaft has gearing connecting it to the pinion.

Signal
System for Electric Railways.
Charles F. Pike, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to
Charles F. Van Horn, Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-

878,894.

plication filed

October

19,

1901.

Insulated contact portions separate the railway into
blocks and are connected to adjacent track blocks through
low resistances. Translating devices are adapted to work
on the drop in potential around the resistances, and
have partial circuit connections with the contact portions together with means for completing the circuits
upon the passage of a car.

—^ELECTRICAL

NO. 878,710.879.032.
,

VAPOR APPARATUS.

Automatic Brake-seti*ing Mechanism. Wil-

liam P. Byrd, Baltimore, Md.

Application

filed

I,
1907.
Electromagnets are arranged to release a latch and
deliver a blow on the operating lever for the air valve
and thus apply the brakes.

Insulator for Electric Wires. John Cald879.033.
well, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed August
7,

1907.

The

insulator has a groove at right angles to its length,
bottom of the groove forming the three faces of a
A line wire is held against one of the straight
faces of the bottom of the groove, and a tie wire engages the other two faces and is fastened about the line
the

triangle.

wire.

Trolley-pole
Controller.
John J. Coit,
Venice, Cal. Application filed October 17, 1906.
The trolley base contains two air cylinders, with their

depressing action sets

in.

Cable Terminal.
Application filed

Frank B. Cook, Chicago,

May

28,

1906.

nel portions, and protective apparatus suitably mounted
around the sheet metal rinRS.

879,039.

William R. Whitchornc,
Electric Heater.
Brooklyn, N. V., assignor to Edward F. Clem-

ents and M. Brook Jacobs, trustees, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed April 22, 1907.
This heater conniftts of
winding connected to a
source of altcrnatinK current, a core for the winding and
3 liquid tJKhi c.-iiinK completely cncloning the winding
and forming the ^ho^l-circuitcf] Bccondary of a tranv
former of which the winding is the primary.

Pressure-indicating Device and

nal,

John H. Dixon, Pittsburg,

tion

filed

April

7.

Alarm

Pa.

SigApplica-

1906.

A

pressure gauge and alarm signal has a bellows and a
member controlled thereby with an indicator coacting
therewith.
An adjustable contact is extensible within the
reach of the member and has a normally inactive electrical
circuit connected between the contact and the

member.

:i

878,923,

Single-phase Motor. James J. Wood, Fort
Ind. Application filed April 26, 1906.

Wayne,
The
and

rotor winding

collector rJng».

provided with both commutator
Connections lupply current from an
it

1907.
apparatus consists of movable con-

by

key and

the

stationary

contact

being connected to the wires of the

Applications

filed

November

30,

1903,

Rectifier and Detector.
George W. Pierce,
Cambridge, Mass., assignor to the MassachuWireless Fiquipment Company, Boston,
Mass. Application filed April 5, 1907.

Massage Apparatus.
Charles E. Egan,
Petersburg, II!., assignor to the Egan Electric
Massage Vibrator Company. Application filed

879,041.

January

26,

igo6.

The armature of an cleclromagnet

oscillates against
the force of a spring and Ihun opens and closes the cir*
cuil.
An appltcnlor is attached to the vibrating aima-

turc.

This is a modification of No. 879,062, in
line telluride of silver is used,

PATENTS THAT

which

crystal-

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
February 17, 1908:
Conduit

446.417.

Electric

Railway.

E.

M.

Bentley,

New

Vork, N. Y.

M. Bentley, Boston, Mass.
Conduit.
E, M. Bentley, Boston,

Electric-line Switch.

446.418.
446.419.

Electric-railway

E.

Mass.
Contact Device for Electric Railways.
E. M.
446.420.
Bentley, Boston, Mass.
Telegraphy.
R. G. Brown, Brooklyn.
446,424 and 446,425.

N. Y.
Contact

Trolley for
Electric
Railways.
B.
J.
T. F. Baker, Lynn, Mass,
Electric Arc Lamp.
J. A. Moslier, Abilene, Kan.
Electric Railway.
Seibert,
Maiden,
N.
Mass.
Electric-railway Conductor.
E. Thomson, Lynn,

Gaboon and
446,459.
446,475.
446,483.

Mass.
146,489,

Electrical
446,493 and 446,494.
E. Weston, Newark, N. J.
E. J. Colby. Chicago, 111.
Lock.
Electromagnetic Cut-out.
L. Gutmann, Pittsburg,

446.491,

446,492,

Measuring Instrument.
446,509.
446,515.
Pa.
446,527.

Electric

Secondary Battery.
A. M. F. Laurent-Ccly, Paris,
Erance, and I. A. Timmis, London, England.
Pipe Wrench.
W. E. Goodnow and H. R. Marga-

446,547,

This cable terminal comprises a sheet metal distributing
plate, sheet metal channel portions secured thereto in a
vertical position, sheet metal rings mounted to the chan-

878,919.

30,

station contact

J.

446,428.

879.034.

879.035.
lU.

MOTOR METER.

The

setts

connected with a stem carrying a rack which
engages a gear sector at the bottom of the pole.
The
valves are arranged to keep the elevating pressure on
except when the wheel leaves the trolley, then the

— MERCURY

December

tact parts operable
parts, the last named

879,117.

pistons

NO. 878.629.

he threaded.

31, 1904, and June 2, 1904, respectively.
filaments consist of a metallized carbon-fillet,
the metallization consisting in an electrolytic deposit of
different metals, of which those in contact primarily with
the carbon are party inter-impregnated with the carbon,
and those on the surface coated with oxide, all of which
metals have a high point of fusion, the inner ones having
more and the outer ones less affinity for oxygen.

August

1906.

may

Telephone and Station Apparatus. Nuchim
879,073.
L. Weingott, Warsaw, Russia.
Application filed

These

ig, 1902.
This metal insulator support comprises a stem provided with longitudinal strengthening ribs and a transverse web to which the ribs extend, a thimble of soft
metal or other material molded about the web and portions of the ribs, whereby the thimble is secured against
rotary movement and vertical displacement, and means for
securing the stem to a cross-arm.

York,

1907.

May

Creaghead,

Nathan Friedman, New
Clock.
Y. Application filed November 2,

.

and provided with apertures through which a conductor

N.

May

Electric

12,

Lamps, Process and Product; and 879,085, Filament in Electric Incandescent Lamps and Its
Manufacture. Francis M. F. Cazin, Hoboken,

Company, M'ilwaukee, Wis. Application filed July 10, 1905.
The motor is started from a distance through an electromagnetic switch. The controller has an overload release,
which cannot operate in starting, however.
(See cut.)

878,877.

August

This insulator comprises a body, a plate mounted
thereo'n and provided with a tubular portion for receiving a conductor, and clamps fitted into the tubular portion

Electric Incandescent-lamp Luminant and
the Process of Manufacturing It; 879,084, Manufacture of, Filaments in Electric Incandescent

ufacturing

J.

Insulator for High-tension Currenls. Louis
Steinberger, New York, N. Y. Application filed

879,083.

System for Controlling the Operation of
878,855.
Electric Motors.
Thomas E. Barnum, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the Cutler-Hammer Man-

Insulator Support. Thomas
Application filed

oscillatory currents and receiver for
consist of a conductive oxide of

telegraphy

between two electrodes.

telephone system.

1907.
A frame has bearings in which are mounted two shafts
provided with horizontally disposed arms, at their upper
ends, which arms normally extend over the trolley.
17,

Covington, Ky.

for

rectifier

wireless

titanium

879,068.

Two current regulating drums have their shafts geared
together through an idler, so as to permit joint or independent operation of the drums.

Securing Device for Trolleys, Eberle D.
Trickey, Blanchester, Ohio. Application filed

878,870.

George W. Pierce,
Cambridge, Mass., assignor to the Massachusetts
Wireless Equipment Company, Boston,
Mass. Application filed April 5, 1907.
and Detector.

Rectifier

A

878,836.

April

A chambered mass of metal has a number of electrical
heating elements therein and a wedging means for clamping the individual heating elements into contact with
opposite walls of the chamber.

MOTOR-CONTROL SYSTEM.

NO. 878,855.
879,062.

1907.

Controller for Electric Motors.
Pearl N.
Jones, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed August

W.
A

5,

878,961..

878,816.

November

April

filed

ijon,

Columbus, Ind.

Controlling Switch for Electric Railways.
F. B.
Rae, Detroit. Mich.
Telephone Call. D. H. Rice, Lowell, Mass.
446.614.
Electric Switch.
G. R. Lean, Boston, Mass.
446,623.
Electric Conductor Connection.
H. Arid, Nurem446,655.
446.613.

berg, Germany.
Carbon for
446.660.

Electric I-«imps.
W. H. Burns, Los
Angeles, Cal.
New
Magneto-electric Machine.
G.
P.
Clarke,
York, N. Y.
System of Electric Lighting. T. A. Edison, Menlo
446.666.
Park, N. J.
Locomotive for Electric Railways.
T. A. Edison,
446.667.
Menlo Park. N. J.
Electric Arc Light.
T. A. Edison, Menlo Park,
4.16,668.
N. J.
Manufacture of Filamonts for Incandescent Elec446,669.
T. A. Edison, Mcnio Park^ N. J.
tric Lamps.
Electric Fire Engine.
M. W. Dewey, Syracuse,
446,703,
N. Y. *
Electric Call Bell.
D. H. Rice. Lowell, Mass.
446,713.
I'.
Induction Coil.
II, Brown. Chicago, 111,
446,730.
System of Electric Can't. J, B. Currier and D. II.
446,732.
Rice, Lowell. Mass.
Electric Regulating Clock,
D. Van De Pbncke and
446,801.
G. Van Dc Plnnckc, Courtrai, Belgium.

446.661.
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Recent Extensions and Improvements
on the South Side Elevated Railroad.
DiiriiiK the last live

years cxlcnsivc improvcmcnls

have been in prftgrcss on the South Side Elevated
Uailroad in ChicaRo which will be completed early
Yards
this spring by the opening of the Stock
branch. The new work consisted, briefly, of the
Extensions to Englcwood and Normal
fiillowing;
Park,

Kenwood and

to

Stock Yards

to the

;

con-

express service;
i-onstrnetion of additional yards for the storage of
cars; addition of 150 new cars; and increased facilities for the generation and distribution of power
When fully completed the system will consist of
of

siruction

third

a

track

for

No. y

29, 1908

Lake Avenue, near Forly-firsl Street.
The track construction of this branch follows steamrailway standards. The runninK rails are 3Q-poiin(l
A. S. C. E. standard, laid on six by cighl-inch oak
tics, spaced 22 inches center to center.
The ballast consists of 18 inches of crushed stone.
Conpniut east to

tinuous

joints

rail

the Chicago Junction tracks pass beneath the Fori
Wayne Railroad, while the elevated-railroad tracks

arc above them, making a thrcc-lcvcl crosiing.

Express Track,

were used.

The. third track for express service extends along
the main line from Forty-third Street to Twclflh

The stations are interesting in that they arc built
the tracks, both of the elevated railroad
and of the third track used by the Chicago Junction
heneatli

Street.

Iraflic.
The interior of the
with white plaster. A large
skylight located over the center of the station
lielwcin the tracks furnishes suflicicnt light to make

middle track from about 7 lo 9:30 a. m., and southbound express trains from about 4:50 lo 6:30 p. m.
The trains attain a maximum speed of 35 miles
per hour and make the run between Congress Street
and Forty-third Street in about 10 minutes, which
is at the average speed

for

Railro.ad

station

is

freight

•

finished

miles of single
including yards

46.13
track,

Piltsl>urg,

llic

right-of-way. At tlie crossing of
Fori Wayne and Chicago Railroad

side of the

c.ich

Northbound express

original

the

mileage.

New

work was very
and expensive.

Branches.

—

The
Englcwood.
branch
Englcwood
line
leaves the main
Fifty-ninth

at

runs

south

to

Street

and

Boulevard.

volved shifting

curves,
every

west

and
i

in-

all

the

rebuilding

station,

moving

platforms, and at
several places shifting
the entire structure to

Sixty-third

Loom

slow
It

the

Street

Avenue

Prairie

and
and

utilize the

of 26,3 miles per hour.
T h e construction of
this part of the new

and sidings, more than

double

now

trains

suit

local

It

was

s

make

At Stew-

conditions.

decided

to

widened

the

art

right-of-way an unob-

'Hamilton Park Boule-

structed
public
thoroughfare, which meant
the removal of the old

Avenue a branch
runs from this line to
Sixty-ninth Street and

station

vard.

The
of

structure

steel

this

branch

Interlocking

has

Signal

Tower

at

Typical Platform on
Junction of Englewood and Normal Park Lines.

the

track

rail.

All junctions and terminals have been equipped
with interlocking plants to control the switches and
signals.
At Si-Kty-ninlh Street is located a mechanical interlocking plant, all the rest being electropneumatic installations built by the Union Switch
and Signal Company. With the completion of the

Stock Yards branch, there will be in all a total
electro-pneumatic interlocking plants in service and five mechanical plants.
Kenwood. The Kenwood branch extends east
from Fortieth Street and Indiana Avenue to Fortysecond Street and Oakenwald Avenue. Just east
of Prairie Avenue the two tracks leave the steel
structure and pass on to the right-of-way of the
Chicago Junction Railroad Company, which is elevated between concrete retaining walls from this
of II

—

these stations

Xew

foot

headroom

requisite

14-

below

Storage Yards at SLxtj'-third Street, Showing Trolley Construction.

very light and attractive.

The

sta-

platforms are built entirelj' of concrete, the
canopy being supported by steel posts and frameW'ork.
Exterior and interior view-s of one of these
stations are shown herewith.
tion

.\t

the

Kenwood Branch.

RECENT EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS ON THE SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED RAILROAD
been built according to the standard adopted for all
the new construction work.
The rights-of-way of
three steam railroads are crossed by double track
through truss spans with riveted connections. The
track construction follows in general the standard
adopted on all the elevated lines in the city, except
that screw spikes have been used to secure the

To

buildings.

gain

Lake Avenue the tracks leave the Chicago

IN CHICAGO.

it was necessary not
only to introduce through girders but to raise the
structure at each station an amount varj'ing from
3/^ to 5 feet. This is the cause of the summit in
the track at each station from ThirtA'-ninth Street
north to Eighteenth Street. More rapid acceleration

the track for a station building

was not primarily considered
structure was elevated the

Junction right-of-way and continue on a steel structure east and south to the terminal at Forty-second

and stopping of

Street.

full length of the station platform to the full height
of the raise, the grade of the approaches being Ij4
per cent.

—

Stock Yards. The Stock Y'ards branch is being
rapidly pushed toward completion. At Indiana Avenue and Fortieth Street connection is made with

and from that point a double-track
steel structure runs w^est to Exchange and Centre
avenues in the Y'ards, where it terminates in a
single-track loop, one mile long, built on Exchange
-\venue, Packers Avenue, Forty-fourth Street and
Centre Avenue.
The structure is of the same general design as
that in Englewood.
From Wentworth Avenue west
to Wallace Street the two elevated tracks are built
the

main

line,

directly over the Chicago Junction tracks, beingsupported on cross-girders that span the right-of- -

way

of the railroad, the columns being located at

in

trains

this connection.

The

Electro-pxeumatic Block Signals.

To
press

give protection to the large
trains

number of

ex-

running at a high rate of speed on

the middle track, a sj-stem of
block signals has been installed by
and Signal Company. The blocks
lengih of 1,400 feet, with shorter

electro-pneumatic
the

Union Switch

have a

maximum

blocks

where the

speed is reduced at cur\-es and near terminals.
These signals consist of dwarf signal-stands of the
same design as those at the interlocking plants.

The

signal arm is held in a clear position, when
the block is not occupied, by the action of compressed air, and when the air is released the arm

:
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moves to the horizontal or danger position by the
action of a heavy coiled spring.
The signals are governed by track circuits. One
track rail is insulated both from the structure and

H

the opposite track
tions by insulated

rail,

and

it

is

divided into sec-

The other track rail
rail joints.
a common- ground for the return propulsion current and for the signal circuit. The insulated rail
is connected to a six-cell storage battery through
proper resistances, and ihrough a relay to the sigis

nals governing the section.
tential

between

the

two

The

rails

is

difference

about

in

five

po-

volts,

and when a train passes an insulated joint and
enters a block, it short-circuits the two rails, and
the signal goes to danger. As long as any pair

February
The

from the cars by a revolving locomotive crane operated by steam. It will operate a 10-ton load at
12-foot radius and a 354-ton load at 30-foot radius.

type.

The

clam-shell bucket has a capacity of 1% yards
and will handle one ton of coal at each operation.
The tracks are so arranged that the crane can un-

that all these cables

from the railroad car and either dump the
coal on the ground or load it into the elevated
railroad's coal cars.
During the elevation of the

was decided upon, the

load

Chicago Junction Railroad tracks at Fortieth Street
all the coal for the power house was delivered in
this manner for a period of several months.
Cars.

The

present

passenger

400

equipment of the road consists of
cars and 14 work and coal cars.

29, 1908

switchboard was of the double-polarity
the switchboard were located the positive,
and equalizer switches, thus necessitating

old

On

negative

from each generator be brought

to the switchboard as well as the feeders be taken

When

away.
units

made

extension

the

it

of

power house
two new

the

installation of the

necessary, with the old switchboard,

to run 20 1,500,000-circular-mil cables to the board,

new feeders required to
The distance from these

besides the

distribute their

generators to
switchboard, and the changes necessary to install
them, made it very expensive. After making a
careful estimate of the cost to connect the new

output.

generators with the old switchboard and of installing a new switchboard of the single-polarity type,
it
was found that there was very little difference
in cost, while the advantages were all in favor of
single

polarity

latter

type.

;

so

it

With the

was decided
old

to

were equalized on the positive

chines

install

arrangement

the

new

the

positive leads being taken

the

side

;

the

mawith

or single-polarity type of switchboard, the
generators are equalized on the negative side, only

Only one polarity

(positive)

the

to

switchboard.

found on the
The frame of the
is

back of the new ^switchboard.
switchboard being insulated from ground, a man
can work upon the back of the board with maxi-

mum

safety.

The

\

positive cables run from the switchboard
through the cable gallery beneath to a duct line
built along the north wall of the old building.
This duct line consists of vitrified-clay conduit, laid
in concrete, and runs through the east wall of the
station building to a positive-cable house built directly under the west elevated track.
The cables
are lead-covered, with paper insulation from a point
four feet below the switchboard floor. These leadcovered cables are attached to equalizing bus-bars
in the cable house
one bar for each of the four

WKHIlKt^^^^^^^

—

To these bus-bars are attached I,ooo,ooo-circular-mil, triple-braided, weatherproof cables, which run up and pass out through
the sides of the cable house through bituminizedfiber conduit, and thence up to the cable box on
the structure. There are no negative conductors
sections

REVOLVING' ELECTRIC CRANE TRANSFERRING COAL FROM STEAM CARS TO THE ELEVATED CARS.
wheels is in the block the signal remains at
danger, and as soon as the rear end of the train
passes the insulated joint at the end of the block,
the relay picks up and the signal at the entrance
The signals are so connected
to the block clears.
up that failure of either .the storage-battery curof

rent, or the air pressure, will throw the signals to
danger.

Storage Yards.
Until the construction of the new extensions, the
only storage yard for cars was at Sixty-first Street.

This yard was a wooden structure and had trackage for only about 180 cars. It has been replaced
by a yard of steel construction on concrete founda-

On

tions.

the

Englewood branch,

a steel yard, five

extending from Centre Avenue to
Loomis Boulevard, has been built with a capacity
tracks

wide,

For the protection of cars from fire
fire cars have been built and

for 100 cars.

the yards

in

three

the Sixty-first Street yard a fourmain, with frequent standpipes, extends ihe length of the yard. This is connected to

equipped.

an

In

water

inch

electric fire

pump, located

in the shop, that

may

be started at a moment's notice and a pressure of
60 poimds per square inch afforded.
A steel yard with a capacity of 42 cars has been
built at the end of the Kenwood branch at Fortysecond Street. The yard for the Stock Yards
branch, also of steel construction, will be located
at Union Avenue, south of Fortieth Street, and will

allow the storage of 60 cars.
To provide additional facilities for the storage
of cars on the main line, a large tract of land
south of Sixty-third Street, between Calumet and
Prairie avenues, was purchased. On this track
room for over 280 cars has been provided. All the
traces
the

and

are

laid

elevated
steel

on the

connection with
made by a concrete

surface,

structure being
across Sixty-third

incline

Street.

The

tracks for storing cars are
incline

track.

To

avoid

all located east of the
the expense of third-rail

construction along the numerous swiichcs, an overhead trolley is installed over part of the yard, as

shown

in the picture. Just south of Sixty-third
Street a large area has been reserved for the con-

struction of

new

shops.
space west of the incline track is used for
the storage of track material and coaL A connection has been made with the Lake Shore and
Michigan Southern Railroad, over which all material and coal can be switched into the yard and
then transferred to any point by an electric locomotive. Room is afforded for the storage of from
io/xx> to 15,000 tons of coal. This coal is unloaded

The

Originally 180 trailer cars were hauled by steam
locomotives, but in 1898 the road was electrified
and 150 of the old trailer cars were converted into

motor

cars.
These cars were equipped with two
GE-57 motors, placed on one, new motor truck, one

Baldwin trailer trucks being retained.
The Sprague multiple-unit system of control was
of

the

old

adopted, this being the first time that the multiple-unit
system had received a practical test. From 1900
to 1903 70 additional cars were purchased, equipped
with GE-73 motors of 75-horsepower capacity each

and with the Sprague system

of

control.

In 1905 the last lot of 150 cars was ordered, and
these have all been put in service. The electrical

equipment

in close

ble

is

of

the

road.

proximity to the positive cables. Each cafor any leakage of current once each

tested

day.

A

negative bus-bar for the generators, composed
of copper bars five inches wide and one-fourth inch
thick, extends the full length of the power house,,
insulated and supported on the same racks as support the equalizing bus-bar for the generators. At
a point near the division between the old and
new buildings, the main negative bus-bar branches

of two Westinghouse-121 mohorsepower at 550 volts. The
control system is the Westinghouse multiple-unit
system. The trucks were manufactured by the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, one motor being installed on each truck of the car.
Although these two systems differ so radically
in their method of operation, the new equipment
has been so designed that the two classes of cars
work together perfectly, and it makes no difference
how many cars of any one system are in the same
consists

rated

tors,

at

90

train with cars equipped with the other system.

Power House.
All the power necessary for the operation of the
road is generated at the power plani at Fortieth
and State streets, being aided by two storage-battery installations, one at Fifteenth and State streets

and the other at Sixty-first Street and Calumet
Avenue.
The power plant is located very nearly
at the center of distribution of the

road as a whole,

Loop and
from the end of the Englewood branch.
In 1905, to obtain the room necessary
being

four

miles

from

the

five

company now owns

elevated

the

to

entire

from Thirty-ninth to Fortieth streets between
Street and the elevated structure. Two new
tical 2,000-kilowatt generating units and eight
tional
soo-horscpower boilers were added.

block
Stale
ver-

addi-

The

power, plant at present is
11,700 kilowatts rated capacity,' or 17,550 kilowatts

total

capacity

on a two-hour

A

of

the

rating.

all the mechanand electrical features of the entire plant may
be found in the Western Electrician of December
I,
There are a few features in connection
1906.
with the switchboard and feeder installation and

detailed illustrated description of

ical

the

manner

of

equalizing the generators that

of special interest:

to run to the structure.
This bus-bar consists
of 16 copper bars, five inches wide and one-fourth

off

extend
the plant, the Chicago City Railway car barn at
Thirty-ninth and Slate streets, was purchased, and
the

INTERIOrJoF a KENWOOD-BRANCH STATION.

miles

arc

inch thick, clamped togL-ther so as to form a continuous electrical conductor throughout. It is supported on racks suitably insulated and passes out

through the east wall of the basement in a tunnel
negative cable house located 24 feet north of
the positive cable house.
This bar then rises up,
passes through the cast wall of the terminal house
and thence up and extends along the under side
of the track stringers.
Severn cen 1,500,000-circularmil cables are there att.ached to the bar by lugs
clamped securely. These cables extend in both
directions a disiance of about 300 feet and are
connected to the structure by a total of 136 4/0
compressed terminal bonds.
to a

Storage Batteries.

A new
State

building was constructed at Fifteenth and
streets, with concrete and steel floors and

1

'
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linproof

roof,

larged

to

the addition of

liy

old Twelfth Street

iippir

the

new

and en-

floor

plates to a capacity

and on the lower floor was

I,2C» kilowatts

of

The

ilirouglioiit.

was removed

battery

in-

capacity, in tanks

slalled a battery of 1,000-kilowatt

of sutTicient size to admit of increasing it to 2.000
kilowatts for one hour. These batteries, as well as

were purchased from

Battery

Stor.age

Electric

the

Strict,

Sixty-first

the one at

Company

of

Phila-

specially

wound

connected lo the feeder cable by a
tiiil

cable.

way

In this

the third

J73

1,000,000-circuliirrail

i.H

Meroury Arc Rectifiers

a feeder, and yet any section ni.iy he cut dead by
opening one switch at each end.
At the crossover between Vincennes Avenue and
Ciranil Boulevard there is an outrider In the third
rail
located between the Chicago Junction track
and the elevated tracks. To lessen the danger to
iraiiinien from this source, an automatic cut-out

In

the Portland

Lighting Plant.

utilized as

An

inMallation

of

series

mercury

arc

rectifiers

of 750 lights capacity at tlid power plant of 'he
Portland General Electric Company in Oregon is
of

considerable

iiiiereit.

The accompanying

illut-

reproduced from a photograph of the
lo-panel switchboard of the installation, ami the
iiagrain herewith shows the connections of a rcctiI

ration

is

delphia.

The Imoster

is

motor-driven,

'a

machine, built by the Western Electric Company.
Us output is guaranteed to be 3,000 amperes continuously at 125 volts, with an overload capacity

one hour and SyK' per cent,
h.ave a normal
discharge rate for one hour of 4,000 amperes anil a
momentary capacity on swings of over 5.000 amEach battery has 275 cells; the voltage of
peres.
each cell is not to exceed 2.5 volts, nor to fall
below 1.6 on discharge.
of

for

per cent,

25

The

nioiuentarily.

batteries

The operation of
power station.

battery is a great aid to
has a capacity sufficient to
[iractically supply the peak load of the north end.
from a discharge of
In its operation it varies
5,500 amperes to a charge of 2,000 amperes, making
the station load for the north end practically unithe

this

It

form.

The storage

battery

ground

cated on the

shops.

car-repair

It

Sixty-first

at

Street

was

originally

is

lo-

end of the

floor of the south

installed

in

year was rebuilt and is
now practically a new battery. This battery is used
in connection with a mo.or-driven booster, manufactured by the Western Electric Company. The
booster has a guaranteed output continuously of
1,600 amperes at 70 volts, and a momentary load
of 3,000 amperes at 60 to no volts.

and during the

1898,

last

Feeder System and Bonding.

The

positive feeder cables are carried in a cable

box between the tracks. The feeder systein
vided at the power-house switchboard into

is

di-

four
sections
First, the main line north of Thirtyninth Street; second, the main line south of Thirtyninth Street, including Englewood
third, the Ken:

MERCURV ARC RECTIFIER SWITCHBOARD

;

wood
third

line,

rail

and fourth, the Stock Yards line. The
is fed at each station
through quick-

break switches, in such a manner that the thirdrail carrying capacity is utilized for the purpose of
conducting the power. On the main line the third
rail

is

40 pounds per yard.

The feeders running north from the power house
are eight in number, with a total carrying capacity

of 9,000,000 circular mils,

all of copper, partly bare
and partly with weatherproof covering. By reason
of the installation of the enlarged storage battery
at Fifteenth Street, it was not necessary to increase
the feeder capacity on the north end.
The feeders running south are nine in number,
with a total carrying capacity of 11,500,000 circular
mils.
All of these are copper e-Kcept two, which
were installed the last year. These are aluminum,

has been

through which this outrider

installed,

is

The

supported by a vitrified-clay
designed by Mr. Charles V.
These insulators have been used on the
W'eston.
road several years with excellent results.
The structure, track and stations were designed
and constructed under the direction of Mr. C. V.
Weston, then chief engineer of the company. The
third

third-rail

rail

is

insulator

mils in copper.

Englewood branch the feeder cables are
aluminum. The joints in the cables are
made by slipping aluminum sleeves over the two
the

entirely of

ends to be joined and compressing the sleeve with
a hydraulic press of 25 tons capacity.
is

sufficient

to

make

a perfect

This pressure
union between the

metal of the cable and of the sleeve.
The steel structure is used in connection with
the four running rails, as a conductor for the return current.
Each track rail is connected to the
structure every 400 feet by one 4/0 capacity compressed terminal bond. It is necessary to bond the
steel structure at each expansion joint.
On the Kenwood branch the cables are run in a

DCf^Boct^nce

wooden box built on top of the south retaining wall.
At the street crossings each cable is drawn through
bituminized-fiber

conduit
clamps.

that

girders by iron
The
number, -both of copper, i,ooo,ooo-circular-mil capacity, one ending at Vincennes Avenue and
the
other extending to the yard at Forty-second Street.
A heavy third rail, 80 pounds per yard of ordinary commercial steel, was installed to reduce
the

feeder

capacity

required as much as possible.
The manner of connecting the feeders to the
third rail is as follows:
At each station is located
a switch box mounted on a concrete
base, through
which enter five conduits. The third rail is broken
opposite each

CONNECTIONS OF MERCURY ARC RECTIFIERS
ARC LAMPS IN PORTLAND.

attached to the
cables are two in

is

box on each track, and each end is
connected to a bus-bar in the switch box through
a quick-break 1,000-ampere switch.
The bus-bar is

.\ND

to the power house, feeder system and
storage-battery installations were planned and constructed under the supenision of Sargent & Lundy,

additions

as

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC PLANT.
the arrangement of the constanttransformer, the primary connecting with
the current supply and the secondary with the load
and rectifiers. This rectifier is constructed for
fier,

indicating

current

fed.

with triple-braided weatherproof covering, each with
a carrying capacity equivalent to 1,500,000 circular

On

IN

consulting engineers.

The foregoing

facts

in

regard to the recent im-

provements on the South Side Elevated Railroad
are abstracted from a paper read before the Chicago Section of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers on the evening of February i8th by
Garrett T. Seely. Mr. Seely is engineer of maintenance of w^ay of the elevated railroad company
and has had much to do with the successful execution of these improvements.

transforming the single-phase, constant-potential al-.
ternating current into constant direct current for
the operation of continuous-current series arc lamps.
As is well known, these simple devices replace
the motor-generator set, usually consisting of a
Brush arc dynamo driven by an alternating-current
synchronous motor. At the Portland plant in Oregon the switchboard, equipped with series arc
mercury rectifiers, controls 750 out of 1,200 fourampere luminous arc lamps. It will be noted that
each of the 10 panels is equipped with a rectifier
tube at the top, an exciting transformer, an ammeter and transfer buses. All but the first tube
are shown in operation and therefore do not show
clearly on account of the bright light. There is
an air duct communicating with the blower for
cooling the rectifier tube, and an oil switch is provided on the primary side of the transformer.
The rectifier' proper consists of an exhaust glass
vessel or tube having five electrode branches and
a large condensing chamber radiating from a common cathode chamber at the center. The three
bottom branches contain mercury in contact with
wires sealed into the ends of these branches, and
wires terminating in graphite electrodes are sealed
into ends of the two upper branches on either side
of the condensing chamber.
As seen in the drawing of connections of the
rectifier tube to the alternating-current source and
direct-current load, the cathode is coimected to the
middle of the constant-current transformer secondary through a reactance and the load in series,
while the working anodes are connected to the other
terminals of the secondary through other reactances.

By

this

arrangement the alternating current

impressed upon the tube results in unidirectional
current impulses through the tube to the directcurrent load, the tube allowing current to pass
through it in the positive direction only, the cathode, connected to the center of the secondary winding of the transformer (through the load), being
always the negative terminal of the tube, and the
two ends of the transformer secondar>' functioning
alternately as the positive terminal of the tube in

accordance with the alternating polarity of the secondary. The two lower electrodes oii either side

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

1/4
of the cathode are starting anodes and are connected to the alternating-current supply through a
small low-potential exciting transformer, not shown.
shaking
It may be stated that the set is started by
the tube slightlj', causing the mercury in the lower
electrodes to make and break contact and start an
arc. which is maintained from the exciting transformer. The switch in the primary of the main
transformer may then be closed, thereby applying

high potential to the main anodes, and the rectification of current immediately commences.
It is said that these General Electric series rectifiers each has a capacity for 75 four-ampere lumi-

nous arc lamps. These lamps require between 75
and 80 volts each, the starting voltage, however,
running up to nearly 90, and the lamps feeding at
1

10 volts.
It

,

to

is

maintained that the apparatus

from one-half load

regulate

to

designed

is

full

load,

the

current on short-circuit rising to between 50 to 60
per cent, above normal, which will not injure the
It is
outfit if not kept on for too long a period.
asserted that the efiiciency of the 75-light rectifiers

90 per cent at full load, whereas the
of a motor-generator set of similar capacity at full load is approximately 80 per cent.
is

about

efiiciency

Central Power Station for Large Chocolate

and Cocoa

The establishment

of

Walter

Mills.

Baker

&

Co.

at

suburb of Boston, embraces
a number of mills engaged in the manufacture of
chocolate and cocoa products. They are located at
the crossing of Washington Street and the Ncponsct
Mass.,

Dorchester,

a

The

February

is
laid out on the cross-boiler-room
with a 60 by 80-foot main engine room
and a 57 by 96-foot boiler house, extending at right
angles from one end. It is constructed of brick
on concrete foundations throughout, and has a
wooden roof. supported on steel trusses. The architectural treatment of the exterior is simple, yet
productive of pleasing results, a feature of which
is
the liberal provision of windows for interior
lighting.
For the handling of machinery a lo-ton
hand-operated traveling crane of 59-foot span covers the engine room.
The plant has been designed for an ultimate

firing

plant

side

principle,

capacity of 2,Soo horsepower in boilers,

which, together with a motor-generator set of equal
for excitation purposes.
The large engine units are supplied with steam
by eight-inch connections from the boiler-room
mam, while the small horizontal units have fiveinch connections, and the turbines three-inch connections from the basement steam main. The larger
units exhaust to the condensing units in the basecapacity, are utilized

end

these,

are

five

the

of

boiler

installed

on

each

room nearest

the

from the compound engines, .and flue-gas econo-,
mizers. The main engine room, which is 60 by
80 feet in size, has a headroom under the roof
trusses

of 40

feet

provide for vertical engines

to

and the traveling crane above, and a basement with
10 feet minimum headroom, accommodating condensing equipment and piping.
The boiler-feeding equipment consists of two duplex outside end-packed feed pumps, a Cochrane
feed-water heater and purifier and a Sturtevant
economizer, all of which have been installed of

and i,7S0

both direct-connected to 7SO-kilowatt alternatingcurrent Allis-Chalmers generators, which are mounted
alongside of the 15-foot flywheels on the engine
The smaller generating units consist of
shafts.
simple horizontal iS by 26-inch engines, direct-connected to Allis-Chalmers 125-kilowatt alternators.
There are, in addition to the above, two steamturbine generator sets of 50 kilowatts capacity each,

Of

the

engine room. Special features of the steam plant
are the use of the vertical fire-tube boilers, hot-gas
reheaters for reheating the intermediate-stage steam

kilowatts in electrical generating machinery. The
two large units, shown in the accompanying illustration, are vertical cross-compound engines, built

by the AUis-Chalraers Company, which have 22 and
48-inch cylinders with 48-inch stroke. They are

floor.

at

29, 1908

provide for the total projected
feature of the water
connections to the boilers is a cold-water main
paralleling the ring feed main, from which a connection is made to each boiler for purposes of
washing out and for filling up after washing, consisting of a two-inch branch with stop and check

sufficient capacity to

boiler plant of 14 boilers.
'

valves

it

;

supplied

is

A

directly

from the

city

water

main.

The high-pressure steam-piping system consists of
an eight-inch ring main in the boiler room, with
four-inch supply connections from each boiler, and
has delivery connections to the main engines in
the engine room, to the auxiliary machinery in the
basement and to high-pressure delivery

The exhaust

mills.

lines to the

piping of the plant

is

simple.

For the large engines there are direct 22-inch connections from the low-pressure cylinders through
the floor to independent surface condenser units in

each of which connections there
an automatic relief valve, delivering to 12-inch
lines to a common atmospheric riser and exhaust
head above the boiler-room roof.
The Allis-Chalmers generators deliver threephase, alternating current at a potential of 600 volts,
at which voltage current is transmitted directly to
the baseemnt, in
is

mills for power and lighting purposes. The
power feeders and the machines are controlled from
a blue Vermont marble switchboard 60 feet in

the

which contains panels for the generators
and feeders, and totalizing-instrument panels. All
circuits to the different mills have recording meters
length,

for

measurement of the power supply

to

each de-

parimert separately.

The

mills are operated entirely

by induction mo-

of which there are about 100 installed, rang-

tors,

ing from I to 75 horsepower, and arranged for
both individual and group driving. The lighting is
done on the two-wire system at no volts, the
voltage being reduced from the power feeder lines
by transformers at each mill. The power feeders
are carried to tlie mills through a steel bridge to
the Baker mill, from which hey pass over a bridge
I

across the river to the

subway some 200
Street,

to

feet in

Webb

mill

and through a

length under Washington

the Pierce and other mills.

plant and the new power and lighling
equipment of the various mills were designed and
the construction superintended by Mr. F. W. Dean,
mill engineer and architect, of Boston, Mass., formerly of the firm of Dean & Main.

The power

CENTRAL POWER STATION OF THE WALTER BAKER MILLS.
from the center of Boston,
and eifibrace plants on opposite corners of the
street and the stream, known as the Baker mill,
the Webb mill, the Pierce mill,' and others. These
mills arc large plants in themselves; which have,
until recently, been operated by independent steam
plants.
In each case the engines were pairs of
River, about six miles

condensing and non-condensing
engines, supplied with steam by horizontal return
tubular boilers, hut it was some three years ago
decided to have an economical central plant. For
this purpose an extensive new power station has
been built for the operation of all of the mills as
a single unit, by means of which a maximum of
economy and reliability might be attained.
The new power plant has been located apart from
ihc mills, situated on the north bank of the
Neponset River, upstream from the mills, where the
stream is several hundred feet in width and an
ample supply of circulating water is available. The
river water is of such a quality that it is used for
simple

horizontal

feed

for

the

Convenient
this

point

machinery.

for

as well as for condensing.
connections were also available at
receipt of fuel and for handling

boilers

rail

ment and the small engines to the low-pressure
main in the basement. A noteworthy feature of
is the use of reheaters for
engines, which are supplied with heat by
the hot gases passing from the boilers to the stack.
The condensing equipment consists' of two surface

the

engine installation

compound

condensers, one serving for each of the compoundengine units, to which circulating water is supplied
from the Neponset River by two electrically driven
The condensers have separate
centrifugal pumps.
5J4 by 4J'4 by 5-i"ch duplex condensation pumps,

The St. Louis Electrical Show.
The Trades Exposition Company, 618 MermodSt. Louis, Mo., announces that
enthusiasm and good will is manifested by all interests of the great Southwest in
the first annual electrical .show to be given in this
The show will be held in the New First
territory.
Regiment .Armory, St. Louis, April 18th to 25th.
Many buyers from Missouri, 'Kansas, Arkansas,
Oklahoma and Texas will be present.
The designing architect, Mr. F. C. Bonsock, is

Jaccard
the

Building,

greatest

preparing plans for elaborate decorations and illumination.
The large armory affords ample and convenient exhibit facilities and the management has

located in a pit under the hot wells, which deliver
Each
to the feed-water heater in the pump room.

fixed

condenser is operated with a dry-vacuum pump,
which draws from the top of the condenser casing
through four-inch lines and discharges through a
common four-inch line ending in the circulationwater overflow outlets.
The generating machinery is now all in place,
but, owing to the present requirements of the mill,
only a part of the steam generating capacily has

ing.

been installed. The latter consists of vertical firetube boilers in 200-horsepowcr imits, for which
space has been provided in the boiler room for
two rows of seven on cither side, facing a central

will join

the

figure of $1.50 a square foot for
including the booth work and lightaccompanying diagram shows the floor

low

exhibit space,

The

plan.
]>roniinent exhibitors have
assuring an attractive show.
The Union Electric Light and Power Company of
St. Louis will make a comprehensive and beautiful
display of all kinds of electrical devices and lights
and the United Railways Company of St. Louis

A

large

contracted

number

for

of

space,

with the Si. Louis Car Company in makan exceptionally atlr.active display. The Bell
Telephone Company of Missouri will also make
a complete display of its various departments and
ing
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AnotlicT proiiii-

Louis comp.'iiiy which will have a large
exhibit is the WaRiu-r l^.leclric MamifacliirinK Company. The Meier Dental ManufacluriiiR Company
of St. Louis will have a largo room fitted up and
a mmiber of electrical devices.
will demonstrate
AnioiiR others are Dr. llaverstick, the St. Louis
Si.

iH'Ml

Rrass

Company, Frank Adams

C.

Hirtnian,

F.

and many

large

Company

Sign Writer

Kleclric

tlie

ullier

Company,

Eleclric

e.Nliil)ilors

from out of

St.

i.ouis.

Ilernian

J.

Kitfel,

of

etiKineer,

ek-etrie.al

Cleve-
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The tecondnry colli (S')i
(S') arc of a given phase, and arc in
normally cloned scric" circuit with each illn r

maining
(S'),

a
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gencratom.

(S'),'

Switches are arranged for short-circuiting

ondary

coils

1'

individually.

circuits

are designed to carry in their
cnrrenis in direct proportion to

current of each machine, or group
of niaeliines, as the case may be, and in (heir secondary circuits a single current alike in all transformers. When proportional currents are naturally
ili..
flowing through each maehlii.transformers
the

full

load
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may he cut out of circuit. The traiiiformers may
he cut out of circuit liy opening the switches (g).
A malhemalical accuracy of control of the current loads ii not obl.iincd by this ".ysteni ; hut such
There is secured, howis not necessary in practice.
cvtr, a balancing of the currents conformable to the
rigid requirements in large or small plants.
In the operation of the system as above dethe alternating-current generators are apt
out of step with one another, unless connected together rigidly. To maintain them in step
while independently driven there arc provided reactance coils (K"), (FJ), (E"), (E') and (E'),
preferably without iron cores, and connected in
with the respective machines between the
.scries
extra or synchronizing bus-bar (Q) and line busbar (B). The reactance coils also serve to synchronize the generators during the process of
coupling them in parallel. These coils should be
so designed as never to allow excessive current to
flow between the generators, even at opposition of
phase, and yet to permit enough current to synchronize a generator to be connected, and to mainAn impedance for these
tain it in synchronism.
coils which will allow about half the full-load current to flow on applying the full generator voltage,
scribed,
to

^,

llie

no apprrcialtle lernilnal voltage, which it
a measure of core lon's
By opening the main switches (Q'), (C), (C),
''•')
and (C), the gcneralom (3), C)) (s) and
the groMp cornpoHcd of generators (1) and (i)
in

•

The transformers
primary

lont nl

fall

has been found satisfactory.
In normal operation, the cross currents are conto these self-synchronizing reactances, since
the impedance of the balancing transformers is

^/"T^ScE&SJSki^SS^^P^ .^Vf^^TTn]

fined

entirely too great to allow sufficient cross currents
to flow for maintaining synchronism under ordinary conditions. The current required in these
synchronzing coils may be determined by an am-

T-'air

FLOOR PLAN OP FIRST REGIMENT ARMORY,

rr

ST. LOUIS.

been engaged to conduct a series of
experiments and show electrical novelties.
The famous Missouri First Regiment Band,
with Charles Legman as director, will furnish music
during the show. Miss Lucile D'Alberti will be

are non-inductive, since in their primary coils arc
thiC proportional
currents for which they are designed, and the secondary coils, being all designed
for the same current, are not only connected in

the soloist.

circuit.

has

land,

interesting

Synchronizing and Equalizing of Alternators Operated in Parallel.

A rather simple method of ensuring the proper
operation of alternators in parallel has been inby Prof. Morgan Brooks and Milton K.
Akers of the department of electrical engineering,
University of Illinois. This method is of service
in connection
with the parallel operation of any
kind and type of alternating-current machines.
For the sake of sim.plicity of explanation the main
features of the invention will be described here
vented

only as applied to single-phase generators.
The several objects aimed at in this methoa of
connecting generators (which is covered by patent)
are to obtain approximately

and automatically any

desired distribution of load currents among a number of coupled allternating-current machines, without the employment of centrifugal and other mech-

anisms

;

to provide

for self-synchronizing such maand during operation while

chines, both on coupling

coupled; to permit the transfer of surplus energy
from a machine of high excitation to a machine
of low excitation automatically, thereby improving
the power factor of the system, and correspondingly
to
capacity for the load current
diminish hunting and racing; to eliminate difficulto be able to
ties from differences of wave form
include and exclude from the circuit one or more
machines, and cause those in use to properly and
automatically divide the load among themselves,

increasing

the

;

;

and

to

distant

the

operate

successfully

stations in

machines

parallel with

load currents automatically.
essential feature of the system

The

at

different

proper division of
is

the

in-

a current transformer in each phase of
each machine, the secondaries of the several corresponding transformers .being connected in series.
These compel a proper division of the load. Reactance coils are also provided in each machine
circuit for self-synchronizing purposes.
The diagram shows five alternators connected
sertion of

bus-bars (B) and (C) in parallel circuits.
be ol diefferent sizes, as indicated.
(D'), (D=), (D'), (D') are transformers, whose
respective primary coils are (P'), (P°), (P'). (P'),
the first of which is in series with a group composed of the generators (i) and (2), and the
others of which are in series circuit with the reto

tjie

They

may

a

meter. Under favorable conditions, the synchronizing currents in these coils may be reduced to a
negligible quantity, insuring the highest efficiency.

corresponding

direction, but are in a closed
these circumstances practically no
force exists a,t the terminals of the

Under

electromotive
transformers. Any change of the current from a
single machine, as, for example, the generator (3),
without a corresponding change in the other generators, is opposed by the reaction of the primary
coil of its
transformer (D"). If. however, the
current through this last-named primary coil does
change, it causes, through the connected secondaries of the transformei^s, a corresponding change
in the current from all the other generators, approximately restoring the proper proportion of load
currents.
Similarly, any change of excitation or
of driving force in one generator thus affects all
generators. The useful result is the securing of
an average electromotive force and an equalization
The transformers are therefore so conof power.
nected as to be approximately non-inductiA^e so
long as the desired division of load current exists,
but aulomatically inductive when the proper division is disturbed, whereby a satisfactory approximation of balance of the load current is restored.
The non-inductive connection for balanced circuits is intended to apply specifically to the fundamental frequency of the current in any apparatus
controlled, but will also apply to higher harmonic
frequencies, provided these higher harmonics are
similar in the several machines. Different higher
harmonics, and harmonics in different phase relation to the fundamental, producing that difference
in wave form w-hich is often a source of trouble

become opposed by the relatively high
inductance of the transformers for such unbalanced
harmonics, and are checked thereb\\
At (Di=^) is an auto-transformer, one portion of
the coil of which is in series with generator (i),
while the other portion is in series with generator
This auto-transformer is for action between
(2).
the tw^o generators (i) and (2), w-hile the transformer (D^) is for action betw-een these two generators (i) and (2). considered as a group of
generators, and the other generators individually.
By simply closing the short-circuiting switches
d"), (2"), (3") and (4"). the alternating-current
generators {3), (4), (5) and the group (l, 2)
may be placed in the ordinary parallel circuit connection without securing any balance of the load.
The primary coils are all thereby rendered comfor any value of current
pletely non-inductive
whatever, and their circuits have merely the almost negligible resistance of the coils. The core
in operating,

SYNCHRONIZING AND EQUALIZING OF ALTERNATORS
OPERATED IN PARALLEL.
They should not be cut out of circuit after the
machines are coupled, for they not only synchronize
on coupling, but during operation after coupling.

Growth
From

of Lettuce Hastened by Electric
Light.
Minneapolis.

^linn.,

comes

made by H.
Minneapolis, who is said

some

interesting tests

a

report

of

Hughart, a
to have show-n

F.

gardener of
remarkable results from the effect of electric light
on vegetation. Recently Mr. Hughart planted a
At one end
b.ed of lettuce plants two inches high.
of the bed he placed an arc light w-hich was turned
on each day at sunset, one-half the bed being
shielded from the light by a curtain.
A few days ago an investigation w-as made and
it was found that in the dark bed the lettuce was
7^-2 inches liigh. while that under the electric light
was S}<i inches. The heads under the influence
of the electric light weighed 40 per cent, niore
than those grown w-ith only the sun's rays for
light.. Classes in botany at the Minnesota State
University are interested in the experiment, and
tests will be made with other plants.
.
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Interurban Railway Association (anSavery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa, April

and

Street

convention),

nual

and

February 29, 1908

24th.

Missouri Electric Light, Gas and Street Railway AssociaMarquette Hotel, St. Louis, April 33d, 24th and 25th.
National Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, May 19th to 22d.

EVERY SATURDAY.

North and West Sides, has only just accepted the
if the South Side results may be

ordinances, but

taken as a basis

reasonable to expect that the

is

it

tion,

PUBLICATION offices:
•

Eastern Office, 150 Nassau Street,
Terepoone, 5220

Tt'ade

The recent meeting of street railway officials of
New England clearly foreshadowed a general move-

New York.

BMkman.

SuppHed by Western News Co.

OOPYRIQ-HT.—Not only the title but the enti7'e contents of
each number of the Western Electrician are copyrighted.
This paper is entered at the Chicago postoffice as mail matter
of the second class.

Growing

the tower.

Power

To Provide Greater Safety on Interurbans
Annual Report of the Patent
Mackay Companies' Report

Office

Selling Electricity:
Practical Talk on the Securing of More Power Business
Business-getting Pointers on Electric Signs and Cooking Appliances.
Illustrated
Automatic Scales in Boiler Houses
New Signal for Single-phase and Steam Roads. Illustrated
High-potential Automatic Cut-out. Illustrated
Large Machines Built at West Allis
Single-phase and Polyphase Motors Compared
Countershaft Belt Tightener.
Illustrated
Multiple Luminous Arc Lamps.
Illustrated
Convenient Electrically Heated Glue Pots. Illustrated..
Varnished Cloth in the Electrical Industry
181,

Paris

a

as

most far-flung
use in

its

radio-telegraphic

for

ago
city

trans-

war

French

the

of Paris authority

an experimental wireless station on
Experiments have been carried on ever

For several
mostly by army engineers.
months past Paris has been in constant communication with all frontier posts and also with ships
various

in

of

parts

the

Mediterranean,

those off the coast of Morocco.

from

dispatches

daily

ordinary

course

of

which,

Casablanca,

events,

receives

would

the

in

have

required

s',

179
179
180

180
180
180
180
180
181

greater distances, perhaps across the Atlantic.

181
182

Conductor Cable
Use of Storage Battery in Three-wire Distribution...
Australian Capital Wants Telephone Supplies
Annual Report of the Chicago Telephone Company. 182,
A Busy Telephone Pay-station
Bell Company Prosperous in 1907
Indiana Telephone Items
Telephone News from the Northwest
General Telephone News
.Single

.

.'

The

182
182
182

partnership plan of street-railway operation
as provided in the Chicago traction settlement ordi-

183
183
183
183
183
183

nances

183,

Western Canada
States

Illinois

Michigan
NorthwcBtcrn States
Slope

Personal

Li^htinK
Railways
Power Transmission
Publications
Societies and School*
Miscellaneous
Electric
Electric

Uluslralrd

El(-ctrical

Record

Klectrical Committrf:, Un'icrwrilrrs' N'atinnal Electric Association (ctencral mcotinK). roomH nf ihr New York Tto.-ird of
Fire Undcrwritcrfl, M»rch aflh an<J 26th.
Kebrafllca

Electrical
A^w>ciation
Omaha, Neb,, April tsth and i6th.
Omaha Electrical Show, .Auditorium,
Ulh to iSth.
St.

Elcctric-il
Show f first
Armory, St. Loui^, Mo.,' April

ment
Iowa

Louis

^annual

meeting),

Omaha, Neb., April
annual).

Electrical
.\]i.wciatton
(annual
Hotel. Des Moines. April ;rad and 33d,

18th

to

First
jsth.

meeting),

Regi-

Savcry

consideration in

The settlement

been in force on

ordi-

annual

of

means

electrical

for

the

States mails

is

the statement that at the end of the last

of

travel

The annual

miles.

11,302,554.95

in

an

rate of expenditure, exclusive of the item of $172,600

Chicago underground electric service, was
This is said to be an increase in the

,

South Side
over a year and the first

ef-

and those planned, is satisfactory to citizens
and city officials alike, and more than gratifying to
the men responsible for the settlement plan.
That
the

company

is

pleased with the results

from a statement
is

in

number
per

of routes of 5.87 per cent., in length of 5.47
and in the annual travel of i.6g per cent.

cent.,

The readjustments

of compensation under the provil^w authorizing increases where the
quantity of mai) is large and the number of exchange points numerous, and upon routes where
sions

of

is

evident

President Mitten's report,

viz.,

a source of gratification that as the provisions

the

weighings have been ordered have proceeded, resulting in a net increase of compensation of $55,861.15.

The

clause in the post-office appropriation act pro-

viding for this service contains the provision that

sum

$172,600 of the

appropriated be

made

available

for the purpose of covering the cost of mail service

by underground

electric cars in the city of Chicago.

This service was contracted for under authority of
the act of March 3, 1905, and will expire June 30,
in

suggested by the postmaster-general that

It is

1908.

connection with the appropriation that authority

be given to contract for
for a term of four years.

The

underground service

this

report of the United States Patent

abstracted

was the most bounteous year ever experienced
inventors.
The number of patents
on inventions issued was more than 15 per cent,
larger last year than in 1906, which had been the
largest year till now.
Commissioner Edward B.
1907

Moore

attention

calls

Patent

to

the fact that

"the

densed by a great
the

There

Office.

so

indicate,

far

Office

falling

of the business of

off

nothing

is

as

has

the affairs

past year

the

in

of

this

Office

disquietude has existed."

financial

This

recent financial flurry and shows the
our industrial conditions.

increase

of

business

in spite of the fact that the

in

arrears,

as

much

has been

it

difficulty

offered

salaries

for

due

to

solidity

the, Patent

in

is

been

work

is

much

There has

for years.

the coniparatively low

examiners.

'

In the

years over one-third of the force has

last

five

resigned to

One large electrical manucompany alon^ has in its patent departor more men who were formerly examiners

accept better positions.

facturing

ment

12

in the

Patent Office.

Eligible -men that have passed
examinations have not ben numerous

civil-service

enough to fill the vacancies. An increase in the force
and increase in compensation to keep the men afler
they have become valuable are evidently needed to
bring the work up to date.
The Patent Office is
supported by the fees of inventors and, with the
exception of eight years since 1837, there has been
an annual surplus of receipts over expenditure.s,
which has accumulated to a total surplus of $6,706,181.64

the

first

therefore,

a

right

treatment by the

of

this

year.

Inventors

Official

have,

more expeditious
expenditure of some of this net
to

expect

of the size of this surplus,

Gazette

to

the recent
the

In view

curtailment
of

publication

nm

more than five claims, as was announced in the
Western Electrician of November 30, 1907, seems
also unjustifiable.
Even with the increased expenflitures
involved, a sufficient surplus would still
remain

the

of

Office

very

of the

covering

but an-

is

evidence of the temporary influence of the

other

more generally understood, the public, as well as the
city authorities, are showing an increasing willingness to co-operate with the management in removing

improvement of the service."
The Chicago Railways Company,

to

are

concerned, that any real depression in business or

balance for an enlarged and better force.

in such of its other
undertakings as have clearly for their purpose tile

busi-

always been very
sensitive to any disruption or embarrassment in
the commercial world, as has always been eviof the

ness

of the settlement ordinance, by which the city participates in the net earnings of the company, become

obstructions to rapid transit and

Office,

another column, shows that the year

in

by American

the

fected

"It

DATES AHEAD.

main

gether with the extensive improvements already

.'

P.itcnt

its

Chicago a little
liquidation comes with the report of the City Railways Company covering 11 months of 1907, beginning
February 1st. For this period the city's share of net
earning, being the 55 per cent, provided by the ordinance, is $633,831.33.
This substantial figure, to-

,

Trade News

now

in

lines

84

184
184
184
184
184, 185
185
185
18s
185
185
185, 186
186
186
186
186
jgg
rS6. 187, 188

_

Pacific

nance has

183
183. 184
1

and

other cities where franchise negotiations are in progress, especially where the subjects of municipal own-

184, 185

Continental Europe

Ohio

excellent one,

ership enters into the situation.

New England
New York
Southeastern
Indiana

may prove an

features might well be taken into

DBPARTMBNTS.
Correspondence

use

year there were 487 electric and cable routes

The

Questions and Answers:

Large

increasing

transportation of the United

shown by

including

The tower

two or three days for transmission, but which are
now received instantly. The arrangements for the
wireless station have been of a rather temporary
character hitherto, but it is now proposed to place
all sending and receiving instruments in an underground chamber a hundred yards or so from the
foot of the tower.
This chamber will be conructed about a little courtyard open above. From
the middle of it will rise an aerial connected 50
yards above ground with the four antenna running
to the top of the tower.
The Hertzian waves will
be propagated from a special mast rising from the
top of the tower a thousand feet from the ground.
When these improvements are completed it is expected that messages will be transmitted for still

178
178
178
178
17S
178
178
17S

Circuits

Iowa Street and Interurban Railway Meeting.

built

the

since,

175
175
176
177
177
177
177, 178

Chicago CitA' Railway Report
Railroads Ask Delay in Nine-hour Demand
Rubber-covered Wires and Cords for Electric-light and

vfas

1889

in

About

establish

to

174

Electrical Show
;
New Electric Club in Chicago
Meeting of the N. E. L. A. Executive Committee. ..
B. J. Arnold's Report on New York Subway Cars

Tower

two years
minister obtained from the

174, 175

Omaha

Eiffel

attraction

transmission of wireless-telegraph messages over

mission.

Operated

Public Service Dinner of the Institute

the

supporting the aerials

and Cocoa

Editorial

The
rapid

for the

roads.

For a number of years there was talk of tearing
this
famous monument. Art lovers denounced it as a blotch on the municipal landscape.
Now, however, every effort will be made to render
the tower permanent.
It wall be painted at regular
intervals and reinforced whenever need be. This
is
due to the fact of its unrivaled advantages for

173, 174

Illustrated
Lettuce by Electric Light

electric

down

Recent Extensions "and Improveraents on the South Side
lyi, 172, 173
Elevated Railroad. Illustrated
Mercury Arc Rectifiers in Portland Lighting plant. Il-

Parallel.

1

who

distances of hundreds, perhaps thousands, of miles.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

in

the

five-cent

the

is

the customs of the people

imagination could not have conceived of
tlie

checks, drafts and other remittances should be made payable to the order of the publishers,
the Electrician PuUisblng Company, and addressed to the
offices of publication. Suite 507. Marquette Building (204
Dearborn Strati, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

Synchronizing and Equalizing of Alternators

on

When

SBMITTANCES.-All

Station for Large Chocolate
Illustrated
Illustrated
Louis Electrical Show.

be hotly contested, so firmly

exposition

SDDlication.

Power

by the ordinance. So far the Board of Supervising
Engineers has done excellent work.

$614,007.39.

general electrical paper published In the West— thoroughly
covers a territory exclusively its own. This is a claim which
CAN BE MADE BT NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JOURNAL IN THE
Electrical merchants and manufacturers
United Stateb.
desiHng wester'n trade will appreciate the unequaled valub
of this journa.1 as an advertising medium in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will he furnished on

St.

way

to co-operate in the

of through routes and other improvements provided

operation, with a. length of 6,343.89 miles, and

iravel

ADVERTISING-.— The Western Electrician— the only

Mills.

only remains

fiscal

,

practical applications is cordially Invited, and the co-operation
of all electrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired. Clear,
concise, well written articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or
any information likely to interest electricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.

Central

two companies

for the

It

share

year's

first

its

of the earnings of both companies.

dications are that every instance of a raise in rates

fare idea fixed in

OOKRESPONCENOE relating to electricity or any of Its

The

realize $1,500,000 as

ment on the part of such trolley lines in the New
England states as find it impossible to make both
ends meet with a five-cent fare, to raise the -limit
one cent for long hauls m sparsely settled communities.
The advances already made have been
appealed to the Railroad Commission, and the inwill

StrBSCRIPTION, In advance, postage prepaid $3.00 for
a full year of 62 numbers in the United States, Alaska, Porto
Rico. "Cuba, Meslco, Hawaii and the Philippines; in clubs
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change of address is requested, the old address as well as the
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will

now
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city

to

provide

for

an

for the Office, as has been

adequate

new

building

repeatedly urged.

;
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Public Service Dinner of the Institute.

absolutely

aiimiiil

of .pnblic service in

topic

llie

an<l

its

liroad

their

at

toast.;

President Henry
the dinner was

an

sense

The
ihe

It

Institute.

the

to

He

thought

the

knowing

how

fads.

the

sincere

Ignorant

may

il

is

the

be,

is

art

should

what they pay

tions to give the people

for,

full

they pay for, and nothing that thev don't pay for.
"The ethics of this whole subject," said Mr.
Ethics is a thing
Kerr, "is merely to be right.
may talk about
you cannot get away from.

it

are,

that

all

please,

but

a

be found that the
rule, greater than

however, be noted that

the

in

evils

will

as

we

of

their

last

compebenefits.

competition,

as

can

point

out

.Ml this

facts,

—will

—

come to mutually understand the
and when that is done it is probable- that

most of the troubles that now harass any electric
company will be at an end.
The next toast was "The Technical Press and
the Public," responded to by T. Commerford Martin of New Y'ork city.
"The technical journal,"
Mr. Martin said, "has but one aim, but one commission in life, and that is to cultivate the truth
and to give the facts, and it serves the interests
of both its public and the public by telling its
public how to improve its service to the other

We

competition

It

and reinforced by years of experience.

the citizen

that

all

facts.

from any wrongful criticism, misguided clamor or
gross injustice on the part of Ihe people.
With
this knowledge at hand, gradually Ihe manufacturer and the consumer the electric company and

corpora-

serving

can

mind and correct mistaken notions in the
popular viewpoint. It can work exact justice, protecting the people from any injustice on the part
of the companies, and protecting the companies

Such commissions must seek the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth, and then
public

a

means of controlling the ethics of public service,
who
is the argument largely used by the theorist,
by
when properly restrained
who is helpful when not taken too
seriously; by the grafter, who is innocuous only
when in jail; by the kicker, who is suggestive but
ineffective, and by the ignoramus who is the really

He

and

deplored the existence of the type of
as the yellow press, and regards it as a great misfortune that the technical
press cannot reach a larger proportion of the
greater public in order to correct the injury that
is thus done to the public-utility corporations, and

theoretical relate to the exact
measures of right and wrong; the practical relate
to the possible and the impossible."

more particularly to the technical staffs which serve
them and which underlie their every operation.
Discontent is fostered with our methods, our mo-

Shonts was next on the programme,
having the toast "The Electric Railways and the
Public." but he was unable to be present and
Frank W. Stevens, chairman of the Second District
Public Service Commission of New York,
took up "State Control .of the Public Service CorMr. Stevens went
porations. Past and Present."

tives

useful

is

only

public."

;

daily

the reformer,

We

dangerous man.
practical ethics.

Theodore

have theoretical

ethics

The

an

historical

not organized to invesIt meets for the purtigate individual questions.
pose of passing general acts and must trust to some
other power to enforce these acts, while the regula-

that— the Legislature

lic,"

is

corporations demands that
someone should pay attention to the business every
minute and investigate and remedy specific troubles
tion

of

public-service

wherever they may require correction. Everything
relating to governmental matters should be supported
on just principles; and what is the principle which
justifies a commission, which justifies this public
regulation? It is just the same principle which
by the
passed
is
which
justifies
law
every

which is in. any manner enacted
Everything that an
for our guidance and control.
individual has, from his pocketbook to his life, is

Legislature,

known

devoted sacrificing service of the electrical men
during the other twenty-three hours and fifty-five
minutes. A turning point has come, and, probably
under the new regime with public-service commissions, we shall enjoy a better appreciation and a
more cordial treatment; at least, the public has
ceased to be alarmed.
As stated, Mr. Steinmetz was unable to be present and his toast, "The Engineer and the Pub-

porations.

to

press

and our apparatus, and discontent is focused
in every possible manner upon the accidental poor
working of five minutes in the twenty-four hours
and the utter disregard of the loyal, faithful, self-

P.

review of ihe control of cor;
Granting, he said, that the public servshould b.e controlled and reguice corporations
lated,
in
one particular or many, the- question
arises at once, Can it be done effectually by the
Legislature? It cannot be done— everybody agrees
into

planned

is

Omaha,

Show.

Electrical
hold

to

an

show

electrical

in

under the
auspices of ihe Nebraska Electrical Trades Association.
The show will be held in Ihe Auditorium,
a building, of about lai by 350 feel dimensions and
Neb.,

April

about

.-ilTording

be

will

13th

30,000
sold,

to

square

iRtli,

exhibit

feel

booth

including

space.

conslruclion

was passed.

Before adjourning, Mr. Stott thanked the dinner
committee for the very complete arrangements,
and also thanked the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago, the Edison Electric Illuminating
Company of Boston, the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn, the Philadelphia Electrie Company, the New York Edison Company and
Messrs. Sibley & Pitman, who were responsible
,

.

for

the

decorations.

low figure of 50 cents

lighting, at ihc

.-irid

Nash,

A.

F.

president

of

the

Electric

;

Howard

Fifteenth and

Ian,

ager.

igo in

streets,

Omaha,

There are 70 central stations
Iowa and quite a large number

man-

is

in

Nebraska,

in

the

Dako-

convenient to Omaha. These, with 3 large
popular patronage, should make the show a success.
all

tas,

New Electric Club In Chicago.
new Chicago organization having as its

A

advancement of the

ject the

intercsls of

Hotel.

Pacific

It

to

is

the Electric Club and has been

recently at

known

be

as

incorporated under

Men engaged

the laws of the slate of Illinois.

any branch of Ihe

ob-

and commercial

members was organized

its

Grand

the

social

in

industry or any of its
more closely allied industries are eligible to membership.
Many of the representative electrical men
of Chicago are identified with the club, as indicated
by the following list of officers
President

— C.

A,

Company.

Electric

electrical

Howlett

S.

of

the

Western

'

—

Vice-president A. L. Millard of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
Secretary S. M'. McFedries of A. L. Schure-

—

man &

Co.

Treasurer— W.

&

P.

Crockett

of

W,

P.

Crockett

Co.
Directors

— P.

R. Boole. Electric Appliance

Com-

Pomeroy, Adams Bagnall Company
Skeel, Crouse-Hinds Company; George Cutter,

pany
F.

;

G.

J.

Company F. P. Vose, attorney.
Weekly meetings will be held at 12:30 promptly
on Wednesday of each week. At present the meetings are held in the German Room at the Grand
Pacific Hotel.At these meetings speakers will
be provided to give 15-minute talks on some topic
of general interest to members
At the next meeting there will be a discussion
of the question, "Which is the most important in
Cutter

;

the sale of goods: the salesman or the house?"
P. R. Boole, salesman of the Electric Appliance

Company,
Francis

manship

will

take the side of "the house" while
of the Sheldon School of Salestake the side of "the salesman."

Raymond
will

At near future meetings talks
F. N. Jewett, F. P. Vose and G.
entertainment

committee

will

will

be given by

P. Nichols.

provide

The

entertaining

features occasionally.

There

is

at

present

no

initiation

fee

and

the

yearly dues are nominal.

Meeting of the N. E. L. A. Executive
Committee.

A

meeting of the e:':ecutive committee of the
National Electric Light Association was held at the
ofHce of the association in New York city on February 20th, when details of the Chicago convention.
10 be held in the Auditorium Hotel, May 19th to
22d, were decided upon. The various committees
presented their plans, which were approved, and
they give assurance of an enthusiastic and wellattended convention. The following members of
Dudley Farrand (presthe committee were present
ident), W. C. L. Eglin (first vice-president), Messrs.
Arthur Williams, Charles L. Edgar, Charles R.
Huntley, Louis A. Ferguson, Frank M. Tait, A. J.
:

DeCamp and W. W.^ Freeman

(secretary).

Frank H. Gale and Walter NeumuUer, chairman
and secretary, respectively, of the exhibition committee, presented their plans, which were approved.

The

large hall in the Fine Arts Building, adjoining

the

Auditorium

and

on

the

same

floor

as

the

convention quarters, will be used for exhibits. This
hall is to be systematically arranged and beautifully
decorated according to plans prepared by D. H.
Burnham & Co., and will be a feature of the
convention.
is now at work comprogramme.
Entertainment features
were left in the hands of the local committee.
Much satisfaction was expressed by the executive
committee regarding progress made in various ways
since the last meeting, and a number of important

The programme committee

The Washington, Baltimore and Annapolis Electric Railway Company has opened its new 14-mile
interurban line from Annapolis to Washington. The
line from Academy Junction on to Baltimore will
be completed within a few weeks.

a foot.

Omaha

Light and Power Company, is president of the
Trades Association I. B. Zimman of the same company is contract agent for the show, and J. M'. Gil-

public

power.

the

It

can do on the electric companies' part.
On the
other hand it can tell the people just w-hat the
facts are; it can dispel erroneous ideas in the

is

command

sus-

here

it

unreasonable or impossible is as
necessary as to insist upon the pntlic serving cortheir
porations giving the best service within

effectively

of

Right

f.nce

tion.
It can see at first hand the items of plant,
maintenance, distrii>ution, operation, depreciation,
obsolescence and taxation.
It can invoke the aid
of those who are well equipped technically in the

public

what they ask

the

any conditions requiring remedy or improvement and require
It can ascertain for itself the
such to be made.
cost of manufacluring the energy which the companies market in the business of electric distribu-

not merely
sentiment
throng and echo
the
follow
through its mire and into its errors, but should be
correcting and
in creating and
a strong factor
guiding it arighl. The firmness to tell people that
press,

in

of the business of electric companies.
absolule

get

must be supported To be supported
A public comthey must be right— the real thing.
public

business

where the Public Service Commission steps into
On the one hand it can learn the de-

tails

effective they

the

their

the breach.

no doubt that the public service
commissions have power to do much good. To be

like

of

details

picious or hostile, malicious criticism.

pos-

that

that there can be

will,

of

malter

no

The public, not knowing the full essential
may have come to look askance at many
The companies in turn
public service companies.
may have been more reticent and reluctant to discuss

one meeting for the discussion of the pubquestion, and such a meeting may be
arranged in the near future.
The first speaker was Waller G. Kerr, who responded to the toast, "The Ethics of Public ServIn the course of his excellent talk he said
ice."

It

lack

Ihe

in

details,

service

tition

its

Mr.

Budalo.

of

lies

least

analysis

irndcr

futile.

we have reached

mission,

mankind

"The Electric UghliuR Companies and
was responded to by Charles R. Hunt-

toast,

criticism,

extreme where the liberty of the individual i.s being- changed to a stale
control of almost everything, and he considered it
within the province of the Institute to have at
lic

all

Huntley believes the people
are fair, and when they understand the facts lliey
do not willingly work h.-irsh injustice. The danger

table.

relates

to

It

Space

Public,"

ley

Having completed the social part of the programme, Mr. Stott called (he company to order
"Pnblic
at 9:30 to take up the topic of the evening,
Service." Mr. Stolt himself gave a pleasing and
instructive talk on the subject of the evening as
sibly

is

,

ing arrangement

each

rights

equal

Omaha

the public whenever
not designed by pub-

of

supervision.

amid beautiful surroundinpis. The scalwas in groups of eight persons to

one, served

and

deal

and substantial

elaborate

It

il.

laws to make the nieiubcrs of the commission a board of directors to nianiiRC the business of a corporation.
All it can do is to be
eminently fair to everybody anil to secure a fair

considerable .length.
G. Slott acted as toastniastcr

,uid

control

177

lic-service

was discussed. Two of the speakers, Mr. Theodore
P. Shonts and Dr. C. P. Sleinnietz, were unable
to bo present, but the subject was very thorouKbly
covered by the other able speakers, who responded
10

the

nt

demands

public

llie

banquet of the American tnstitiilc
of Electrical Engineers was held at the WaldorfAstoria in New York city on Fehniary 19th. The
the "Public Service Dinner"
Ijaiiquet was called

The

;

pleting

the

:
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iiiatters bearing upon the work of the association
were discussed and will find expression at the
Chicago convention.'
For the annual banquet the new ballroom of the
Annex will probably be used. Aside from the com-

modious convention quarters proper the sixth-floor
banquet hall and other convenient rooms have been
engaged for auxiliary meetings.
for membership to the number of
and 24 Class B were approved.

Applications
30 Class

B. J.

A

Arnold's Report on
Subway Cars.

New York

report of seventy-one printed pages on "The Subway Car." He finds that the delays that most limit

the capacity of the subway are due largely to the
extensive use of the privilege of transfer from local
This results in
to express trains and vice versa.
considerable crowding during rush hours at the

express stations and necessitates average stops of
55 seconds for the express trains at these stations,
which disarranges their schedule time. A curtailment of these transfer privileges would probably
not be tolerated by the passengers, so an improvement of the exit and entrance facilities of the cars

The

present cars have

one

door

at

each end on each side of the car.
The merits of five types of cars were considered
(i) Cars with a central side door and end doors;
(2) cars with tw^o quarter side doors; (3) cars
with three doors near center; (4) cars with multi
side doors, and (j) cars with double doors near
ends.
The adoption of side doors was not recommended because of the numerous curved platforms

which leave a gap between their edge and the car
sides; this would be a source of danger and tause
taking extra precautions to see that all
are safe before the train starts. Mr. Arnold theredelay

in

recommended

fore

the use of the last type of car.

which provides separate
exit and necessitates the
the

present

doors

for

least radical

and
change from

entrance

construction.

Chicago City Railway Report.
The annual report
Company for the year

Chicago City Railway
1907 shows increased earnings
and a higher value of p'ant.
separate report is
made for the 11 months of the year beginning February ist. This covers the period of operation under
of the

A

new franchise ordinances.
The income account showed

the

that the gross receipts

January excluded, were $7,562,The total expenses were $6,410,272.66, leav694.16.
ing the net earnings for 11 months $1,152,421.50
on a property valuation fixed by the board of supervising engineers of $28,168,980.58.
Of this income
the city's 55 per cent share is $633,831.33, and the
45 per cent, share to the company, $518,589.67, or a
percentage of income on the property valuation ol
for the year

1,907,

6.33-

Extensive iinprovements are shown in President
Mitten's report, including the reconstruction of about
32 miles of track, the purchase of 300 new pay-asyou-enter cars and the construction of three modern

new

sub-stations.

It is

After extended conferences with the representaof manufacturers of rubber-covered wires
and cords and following notices sent all manufacturers utilizing the services of Wire Inspection Bureau,
the Underwriters' Laboratories of Chicago gives
notice that it has withdrawn from its affiliation with
that Bureau.
Mr. W. H. Merrill, manager of the
liN'CS

Laboratories, gives notice that reports of Wire Inspection Bureau will not be accepted by the LaboraStamps or
tories after Saturday, February 29th.

Wire Inspection Bureau and attached

rubber-covered wires, or cords, after that date,
will not be endorsed and. should not be recognized
as having been affixed under the supervision of the
Laboratories, representing insurance interests.
During the progress of negotiations resulting in
the action reported, inspection departments, users
and manufacturers have requested the inauguration
to

After exhaustive investigation of the congestion
the New York subways, Bion J. Arnold, consulting engineer for the Public Service Commission of the First District, New York, has made a

required.

Rubber-covered Wires and Cords for
Electric Light and Power Circuits.

labels issued b}^

in

is

February

of a system of testing, inspecting and labeling
sulated wires and cords at factories which would receive the Laboratories' endorsement. The conduct of
in-

such a service, along the lines established by the
Laboratories for a number of other industries, is

under consideration.

Iowa Street and Interurban Railway

be expended in rehabilitation under the direction of the Board of Supervising Engineers this year.
The city's share of the income and the general progress toward improved service under the new franchise

members of the Council.
Now that the North and West Side companies,
under the new Chicago Railways Company, have
are considered satisfactory by

accepted the settlement ordinance, through routes
and other improvements all over the city are possible.

Railroads Ask Delay

in

Nine-hour De-

mand.
It is said that many of the steam railroads have
Commerce Commission
petitioned
the
Interstate
asking an extension of the lime of the going into
effect of the nine-hour law, which applies to railway employes who have the direction of the movements of trains. It is declared that unless the extension is made, the only alternative will be the
One road
closing of a large number of stations.
says in the petition that in order to comply with
the provisions of the law the company would have
to employ an additional telegraph operator at each
of 245 stations on its line. Thus far the company
is said to have been unable to secure the services
of efficient and competent operators in such numbers as will enable it to comply with the act.

discussion,

ex-Governor

by

led

men

that the Indiana interurban

Durbin,
are ready

to co-operate with the

commission to bring out the
they more than any other
class are interested in bringing about a safer method
of operating interurban cars. Governor Durbin said
that if the interurban men did not improve the
service along that line the people would take the
matter into their hands and drastic legislation
might reasonably be expected. C. D. Emmons, gendesired

results,

since

manager of the Ft. Wayne and Wabash "ValTraction Company, suggested the appointment
of committees to take up the work of formulating
rules to be adopted by tlie Indiana traction men
eral

ley

and to be

ratified by the commission, two inspectors
serve on the committees to assist the members
thereof in the work before them.

to

President Hunt appointed the following commitRules for train men C. D. Emmons, Ft.
Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction Company;
H. A. Nicholl, Indiana Lhiion Traction Company;
C. H. Lohman, C. C. Reynolds, F. M. Durbin.
Coinmittee on the maintenance-of-way rule A. A.
tees

—

:

—

Anderson, Indianapolis and Louisville Traction Company; T. B. McMath, Terre Haute, Indianapolis
and Eastern; W. J. Brennen, Ft. Wayne and
Wabash "Valley Traction Company; J. W. Moore,
W. C. Sparks, Indiana Union Traction Company.

Meeting.
igo8 convention of the Iowa Street and Interurban Railway Association will be held in Des
Moines on April 23d and 24th. An excellent pro-

Annual Report of the Patent Office.

The

has been prepared and the convention is
to be a very interesting one.
Ample space will be provided free for those in

gramme

the trade

who

desire to

make

exhibits.

The

asso-

ciation, in conjunction with the Iowa Electrical
Association, has rented the ballroom of the hotel,
which will provide ample accoitimodaion for exhibitors.

Allotment of space will be secured through

W. G. Owen, general superintendent
Des Moines City Railway.
Eniertainment features will be taken care of by
officials of the Des Moines City Railway Company,
the Interurban Railway Company and the Des
Moines Edison Light Coiupany.
It
has been decided to drop one paper from
the usual number on the programme in order to
get more value from the discussion rather than
There will be a
crowd in too many numbers.
paper on "Reinforced Concrete in Electric Railway
Construction" by N. M. Starke of Des Moines,
Iowa. Mr. Starke is a concrete specialist and has
application to

of the

to his credit much notable construction in this line.
D.
."Depreciation" will be handled as a paper by
paper will be read by
Mathes of Dubuque.

L

The annual

report of the commissioner of patents
for the year 1907 shows that there were filed in the
United States Patent Office 57,679 applications for

on inventions and there were issued a
of 36,469 patents including those on -designs.
This is the largest number ever issued in one
year.
In 1906, the next largest year, 32,806 patents
patents
total

were

—

The subject is not
be a general discussion.
assigned to an individual, but a number of members
P. P. Crafts
will be prepared to discuss the same.
of Clinton, Iowa, will read a paper on "Handling
Fares on Interurban Railways."
President,
The officers of the association are
vice-president, P. P.
F. J. Hanlon, Mason City
Crafts, Clinton; secretary and treasurer, L. D.
will

:

;

Mathes, Dubuque.

Of

issued.

this

total

3,866

patents

were

granted to citizens of foreign countries, Germany
leading with 1,182, England and Canada following
next with 868 and 536, respectively. Of the patents
granted to citizens of the United States New York
leads with 5,231, and then come Pennsylvania and
Illinois
with 3,47: and 3.4/0.
In proportion to
population the most inventive citizens must be in
the District of Columbia for one patent was issued
to every 941 inhabitants, Connecticut coming next

with one to every 987 inhabitants and South Carolina last with one to every 26,302.
The total receipts of the Patent Office for the year were

and the expenditures $1,631,458.36,
leaving a surplus of $279,159.78.
The steadily ac-

$1,910,618.14

cumulating

balance

the

to

Fund amounted on January

A

Arthur W. Gross, general claim agent of the Omaha
and Council Bluffs Street Railway Company, entiMethods of Handling Saine by Electled "Claims
"Advertising by Electric Railways"
tric Railways."

stated that about $6,ooo,coo

will

The
showed

29, ic

credit
i,

Mackay Companies'
The annual

report of the

of

the

"Patent

1908. to $6,706,181.64.

Report.

Mackay Coinpanies

for
the year ended February 1st shows dividends received from sub-companies amounting to $3,830,390,
compared with $3,310,327 the previous year. Investment in other companies amounts to nearly $93,ooo,coo.
The trustees say that the Mackay Companies still owns the whole or part of the capital
stock of 102 prosperous cable, telegraph and telephone coinpanies in the United States, Canada imd
Europe, including the entire capital stock of the
Commercial Cable Company and the various companies constituting the land-line system known as
the Postal telegraph.

The Mackay Companies has no debts. In 1907
a submarine cable was laid from
York city
direct to Havana, Cuba, and is being operated in
connection with the Commercial Cable Company,
and is giving a one-minute service. The earnings

New

To Provide Greater Safety on

inter-

urbans.

A

conference of about too officials, general managers, superintendents and train dispatchers of the
interurban railways with the Indiana Railroad Commission in Indianapolis, February i8th to draft operating train rules with a view of bringing about
greater safety in travel, resulted in the appointment
of committees to carry out the work designed by
the commission.
President Hunt of the commission

from reports made by the inspectors there
seemed to be quite a variety of methods and systems in practice on the various electric roads and
that there seems also to be a deplorable lack of uniformity, and in some cases no rules at all.
President Hunt urged Ihc tracfion men present to call
to their assistance the best talent at their com-

said that

mand

so as to bring about Ihc desired results.
.Mexander Shame, chief inspector, pointed out
briefly the observations made which, in his judgment, require correction in order to bring about
safer operation.
He suggested (he adoption of a
code lo be used and enforced on all the lines of
the stale.
Ninety per cent, of the accidents on the
traction lines arc due entirely to carelessness, he
said.

from the operation of
Its

entire

cost

cable are satisfactory.
paid out of the current

this

has been

profits.

The recent completion of certain underground
construction in England has enabled the Commercial Calile Company to dispense with aerial wires
from Bristol to London. That company's submarine
and underground cables between New York and
London are now free from all the dangers of disturljance incident to overhead construction.
The chief improvement on the land-line system is
the increasing of the wire facilities on one of the
transcontinental routes to make the service to the
Pacific Coast as efficient as that given by the Postal
Telegraph Company in other parts of the country.

The

Postal Telegraph-cable

Companv

in

October,

1907. organized the Postal Telegraph Employes' Association, to be open to all its employes who would

abjure all unions: to be conducted without dues
and without debts; and to entitle its members to
aid from the company during sickness or disability.

This association was enthusiastically received and
joined by the em|>loyes.
It is now thoroughly established and renders impossible another strike,
and further, it slrengtlieiis the bond of loyalty and
sympalh\' which always existed helwcen the Postal
Telegraph Company and iis employes.

—
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SELLING ELECTRICITY.
Under

will

ticiuliiiK

tliis

cotiHtiiiit

More

Power Business.
iiKiiKiycr

cinliiil-sl.UiiMi

Ilic

fronted with

conclusion

lla-

llie

is

no

longer

con-

old dillicnlty of wondering at what
electrical engineers will arrive at

regard

in

ihal

Krcater

convenience

handling
cipacity?
in

ing allcniion to tbc important proposition.

"How

more business from your community."
The old idea of tbc central-station man

new

'Hu'
the

idea

is

business yon

demand

to

subslitnted for the old, unreliable
With a niolur allaelu'd to each machine yiiu can save floor sp.ace, dispense with the
services of an engineer, are not annoyed with ciinibersome lines of shafting and belling and have no
coal bills to meet.
These are broad statements, but we stand ready
and anxious to put the irrefutable proof back of
ei|iiipinent

is

for his current.

to hustle for business, getting all

can and insisting on your engi-

The man who has gotten along for years with
old, dirty, cumbcr.some power units, for instance, does not realize how much more convenient,
clean, efficient and economical electric power really
the

until

he has

it

forcibly presented to him.

him

Until you get after

— advertise,

solicit,

argue

extra expense of new installation will
enough to keep him from using your curHe will not of his own
rent for power purposes.
accord exert himself in an effort which may result
in his spending consitlerable money for your electhe

little

look big

trical

energy.

Nearly everyone has the impression that electric

up to you to overcome
And once^ you overcome this
that impression.
view, educate and encourage consumers in their inpower

is

stinctive

expensive, so

it

is

desire for convenience,

cleanliness,

speed,

and economy, and you will have no trouble
If you set forth
to get them to use your power.
the advantages of the electric motor over the old
methods in a plain, forceful way, anyone using
power and of a conservative and economical disposition, would find it a very difficult matter to convince himself that he should not install electric
safety

motors.

The question is. "What methods are best adapted
to convince power users of the advantages of motor
equipment?"

It

might be well to have a personal

power user in town every
week or 10 days, or two weeks, were it not for the
probability that you would grow old before you
made the rounds many times. Besides, you might
grow boresome.

talk with each prospective

By a systematic
is
a much better way.
of direct-by-mail advertising in the form of
ads,
mailing cards,
personal letters, newspaper
There

series

booklets, folders, etc.,

you could reach these people

and lay before them such regular, sensible arguments as they must heed. Going before your people, say every other Monday iTiorning. with a bright.
attractive, common-sense argument for the user of
power, you would be apt to strike your man sooner
or later at just the time when he is in the mood to
listen and when
he feels like considering j'our
after

few power users should happen in on you or
send you a postal card saying that they would like
to know how much it would cost to equip and run
a

or shop with electric power you could

their factory

afford to spend a little time with them.

them interested and

it

You have

will not be a difficult matter

them up.
As an aid to trying this method of increasing
your power business, several follow-up letters are
given below which have been used to advantage
on prospective power users in other towns and
to line

cities

Gentlemen
No matter how much or how little
power you may require, experience has time and
again demonstrated that the substitution of an
electrical system of driving machinery will not only
increase the output and furnish more convenient,
safe and reliable power, but will permit of economies before undreained of. Discerning power users
in nearly every part of the country have rendered
their verdict in favor of electric motor drive for
all power purposes.
Would it interest you to get just what you pay
for. to break away from the old, troublesome, dirty
methods with their expense and annoyances and
get a cheaper, handier and better power?
Would
you care to eliminate the noise, oil and dust occasioned by belting and .shafting, and to enjoy more
room, greater accessibihty, increased light and

it?

GeiUlemen
Wc would like to Icll you .about a
power e(|uipment that far exceeds all others in
steadiness,
convenience and cBicicncy.
:

First of

we

all,

back of every statement

will stand

we make.

A
the

motor
power

electrically

driven

with om* current

is

—

that can be depended upon
the itiost
It practically never breaks down and rdarc infrequent and easy to make.
It
is

reli.'iblc.

pairs

—

always ready daytime, nighttime, overtime, all the
lime.
If your engine stops, your whole plant stops.
If a direct-connected motor stops, only one machine stops.
A twist of the switch is all that's needed to start
or stop an electric motor.
There are no fires to
feed, no gauges to watch, no engineer is required,
little space is occupied; the electric motor is clean,
speedy, precise and efficient.
can produce an army of witnesses who will
tell you as one man. "Equip your factory or shop
with individual electric motors and enjoy the best
and most economical of all working energies." If
you are interested we would be pleased to go into

Wc

details.

Very

truly yours,

—

Gentlemen
You are done with worry done enwhen you have installed an electric motor
on each of your machines. For you have eliminated entirely all those petty, aggravating annoyances so often met with in the old, expensive and
unreliable single-engine power.
Individual motor
drive is the quintessence of power economy, and
:

—

tirely

many who

are using

it

now

are actually saving in
for

some cases one-half what they previously paid
power.

With individual motors you pay for
amount of power you use no more, no

—

the

just
less.

If

only half your machines are running you pay
just half power.
If you are operating five
chines, you pay for the power for just those
machines and no more. Can you say that of
other power?

for

ma-

—

w^ell

as

derived

a

great

deal

of

anil

siKiiii,

benefit

from

source.

S. Blccckcr
Two yearn ago, in this city
about 30,000 inhabilanli, there were but llirce
electric signs which were in such a condition that
the insurance companies would not allow tlicm to
be operated. Today wc have 31 signs and 10 flaming-arc lamps on a flat-rale basis which give us a
connected lo.ad of 2,078 two-candlepower lamps and
igO four-candlepower lamps, or about 25 kilowatts,
and consume approximately 37,500 kilowatt-liours
per year.
From these signs we receive a revenue
of $4,100 per year, about 20 per cent, of which is
charged as a rental on the signs, the remainder
being charged for the current consumed.
Wc
therefore receive about $125 per kilowatt connected
per year, which is good business.
Wc make twoThe company owns all the
year contracts only.
signs, turns them on and off and keeps the lamps
renewed.
This wc advertise as our "free-sign
proposition." While the customer docs not get the
sign absolutely free, he is not put to any expense
for the sign, its' installation or its maintenance.
He is required only to pay a stipulated sum per
month.
Our total expenditure for signs to date
is as
follows: Cost of 29 signs, $2,joo; cost of
installation, $650; cost of lamps, $.120; making a

John

:

of

of $3,170.

total

Hale: The best way to get sign lighting
Wc have a special man who
go after it.
pushes for sign business, and in addition all the
agents promote it.
We charge exactly the same
R.

is

S.

to

rate that we charge for equally long-hour use of
other installations.
find it pays to inspect the
signs frequently and see that the lamps arc kept
up, but give no other service, the customer buying
and repairing his own sign.
Undoubtedly more
business can be obtained by giving free signs, but
the supply and maintenance of the signs involve a

We

expense in proportion to the
and are therefore equivalent to a
cut in price; and, in our opinion, cuts in price
should be made, so far as possible, in the price of
electricity itself, and should not be disguised by
giving free signs, which is equivalent to making

very

considerable

price of current,

a

rate

special

for

signs.

Of

course,

a

company

attempting to do business without long-hour
discounts or their equivalent may have to do all

that

is

sorts of special things to get a satisfactory

any

which would be avoided by a proper rate system.
D. Thomson
Offer your customers signs on 12
monthly payments.
You can make arrangements
with the manufacturers (or some of them) on this

result,

:

100 per cent, better.
want to place before you some facts and figures about power. Will you let us ? If you do and
should act on the suggestions we give you, believe
us, you will think of us ever after with gratitude.
Very truly yours.

economical as

wc

five

Where motor equipment is found you find better
and faster workmen and a cleaner place. There
is also less noise and more light.
Electric power
is
reliable, always ready, convenient, and is more
"

We

basis.

Placing Heating and Cooking Appar.\tus.
Hale:

We

maintain an exhibition room
current-using apparatus is kept on exhibition and shown in operation.
Our agents sell
cooking and heating apparatus to customers.
have given free trials of flatirons to a large extent with considerable success.
give free trials
of other apparatus to a very small extent.
Our
R.

where

S.

all

We

We

Business-getting Pointers on Electric
Signs and Heating and Cooking
Appliances.
Information

receiving your advertising for a while,

do

truly yours,

economy,

proposition.
If,

When may we

we make.

every claim

Very

was

You h.ave an opporneer taking care of the load.
tunity to get nearly every user of power to spend
a considerable amount per year for electric current.

is

all-

iiiid

prime movers.

get

merely to take care of the

goods

company of whom wc buy our

siKii

believe

ruimd increase in
Such things arc possible where individual motor

Generating plants
to ecinipincnt.
have come to be, in a measure, standardized, and
llu' existing means possessed or obtainable are snftiticntly reliable and satisfactory to permit of turnnext

the

appear, from time to time, urtlclei, DUKKemlonn and examplea which will be o( AMiltanM In tb«
demand for electric current and to create new demanda.

rlTort to increuse the exiatinu

Practical Talk on the Securing of

Wc

III
securing other contraclii.
aKo used a
(ollow-ui) syskin of mailliiK cards furniiiheil us by

laK-e

their
in

effort

of

value

to

increase

to

central-station

their

output

is

men

in

contained

the answers to questions directed to the QuesBox of the National Electric Light Associa-

tion

tion.
in

Below are given a few suggestions, printed
men of wide experi-

the February Bulletin, by

ence in their respective

lines.

Securing a Profitable Sign Business.
Edward Curry: Joliet is a city of about 35,000
inhabitants, and until April, 1907, we had no freeSince that time we have consign proposition.
tracted for 30 signs, having 2,889 two-candlepower
lamps, all burning on our patrol from dusk to midnight daily, and giving us a gross annual income

:

of $4,649.64.
Street,

enclose a night picture of Chicago
In the block
11 of the 30 signs.

I

showing

just north of those

shown

in the picture there are

two large electric signs that are owned by the consumer.
These signs were burning only one night
a week previous to our patrol system, but are now
allowed to burn from dusk to ii o'clock nightly.
In getting this business there were no unusual
features used.

We

advertise in three daily papers,

We

devoting about half the space to sign talks.
took particular pains and plenty of time in hanging
is No. 3 in the picture
one), thereby creating a lot
of interest and a certain amount of jealousy among
the other storekeepers, which worked to our advan-

the large fiat sign, which

(that being our

first

electric signs in joliet,

ill.

policy is that when we can give a short free trial
without making the apparatus into second-hand
apparatus we shall be quite liberal with free trials,
but not otherwise.
Flatirons are placed on 15
E. R. Davenport:
days' trial, except from November ist to March
1st.
From previous experience we have found
that the majority of irons placed on trial during
winter months were returned.
Water heaters and
other appliances that are not made secondhand
by a few days' use are placed on a week's trial
where there are good prospects of a sale, with satisfactory results.
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Automatic Scales

in

Boiler Houses.

devices which have, come to
Of the
the front in recent years in connection with boilerhouse plant, one of the most useful is the automatic
There is scarcely any industrial undertakscale.
ing which demands such close attention to econom-

many new

ical

working as

a

power

station.

The

initial

capital

outlay compared with the annual receipts is proportionately much higher than with most manufacturing plants, and the charges on account of interest and depreciation are so large in consequence
that it is essential to keep a very careful watch on
running expenses if the plant is to be successfully
operated.
The object of the automatic coal scale is to keep
a constant check on the efficiency of the boilers and
It
at the same time to prevent any waste of coal.
installed immediately beneath the coal bunkers
is
and weighs all the coal as it is delivered to the
complete record is at the same time
stokers.
preserved showing the exact amounts weighed.
This brings about very considerable economies in
the operation of the plant. All is done without any
additional running expense, as the scale is entirely
automatic in its action, requires no supervision,
and so long as it is kept reasonably clean works
with the utmost accuracy and regularity.
The scale is built on the principle of the equal
arm beam, its action being identical with that of
the familiar counter scale, or any other kind of
weighing machine operated on the even-balance
The special feature of the machine, howprinciple.
ever, is that it is so arranged as to automatically
cut off the supply for a few seconds as soon as a
balance is reached, discharge the contents and start
a fresh weighing without any external assistance.
It keeps an unfailing record of every weighing on
a specially constructed register.
This type of machine was first manufactured by
W. & T. Averj', Ltd.. well-known English scale makFull selling rights for automatic scales were
ers.
obtained from them some time ago by the Avery
Scale Company of North Milwaukee. Wis., who
have established an up-to-date plant at North Milwaukee, admirably fitted up in every Wav for the
This comconstruction of this class of machinery.
pany also manufactures many other types of automatic weighing machinery' of considerable interest
One of
to everyone who has much weighing to do.
these is an automatic track scale which will weigh
truck loads, indicate the net weight of the load on
a dial, print the weight on a ticket, keep the total
of the net weights of all loads nassed over the
scale and also count the number of trucks.

A

New

Signal for Single-phase and

February

drops to the horizontal position the lamp
lamp are given a quarter turn, so that
lamp shows a white or green light up
the track when the semaphore is in the
vertical or "clear" position it will show a red light
up and down the track when the semaphore is set

semaphore
shaft and
where the
and down

The weight
to the horizontal or "stop" position.
of the hanger and lamp is supported on a spiral
so that not only does the weight of the lamp assist
rather than retard the dropping of the semaphore
to the horizontal position, but should the rod or
pin connecting the lamp shaft with the semaphore
shaft be broken the lamp would of its own weight
make a quarter turn and show a red light. This
is on the side of safety and makes it impossible for
the lamp to show anything but red when the semaphore

set at danger.

is

As with
type,

it

is

ing the
with the

all switch lamps, whether fork or socket
impossible for a lamp to be put up showlight, that is, a light at variance
All of the
position of the semaphore.

wrong

working parts of this lamp hanger are under the
signal cover, where they are thoroughly protected
It is this type of signal which
against the weather.
has been furnished for the Annapolis branch of the
Washington, Baltimore and Annapolis Railroad.

High-potential Automatic Cut-out.
Electrical Manufacturing Company of Oshkosh, Wis., which was incorporated several months
ago, is now equipping its plant with machinery to
manufacture the M. & R. high-potential automatic
cut-out. This device is used for the purpose of
preventing any foreign current of higher voltage

The

A

Single-phase and Polyphase Motors

Compared.
the rather alarming title, "A Phase of
the Panic," the Wagner Electric Manufacturing
Company of St. Louis sends out an interesting
pamphlet to argue that now is the time for the
central-station man to consider more carefully than
ever before the single-phase motor as his "hardtimes" friend.
The central-station man is said to
be investing money needlessly if he runs three
wires and uses two transformers to supply a motor
customer whom he can handle with two wires and
one transformer. "The cost of the motor doesn't
hold off a customer when you have convinced him
that his monthly power bill will be within his
purse." Moreover, the "Wagner single-phase motor
takes less current from one phase of a polyphase
circuit in starting than a polyphase motor from
each of the three phases." Interesting curves, said
to he based on actual performance, are given to
substantiate this statement.
The Wagner company
says that it believes in polyphase distribution in
big units, in large isolated plants and in many special
applications.
The "line of demarcation between the two types is clear and logical," and this

Under

Single-phase

and

moderate

plants.

is

made:

— All

sizes.

central-station power in small
All small power in isolated

—

Polyphase All large central-station power.
AH
concentrated large isolated installations (with the
small motors single-phase).
Large cranes, hoists,
etc.

Countershaft Belt Tightener.
An

Steam

These signals are
type of signal shown herewith.
similar in every detail to the well-known Blake
dispatcher's signals for telephone train dispatching,
now in use on many 500-volt interurban electric
roads, excepting the signal light for use after dark.
On 500-volt trolley lines the most effective as well
as simplest and cheapest method of getting the
light for night use was to connect the 500-volt trolley or feeder to an incandescent-lamp circuit through
a certain amount of resistance, the circuit being

42 by 54-inch Allis-Chalmers twin tandem gas
engines, also products of the West Allis Works.
third alternator was recently shipped to the
central furnaces of the American Steel and Wire
Company. This machine was a i.ooo-kilowatt threephase unit designed for direct connection to a gas
engine.
These three generators were the first to
be completed gnd shipped from the new shops, and
others, including a 6,500-kilowatt unit, will follow
in rapid succession during the next few weeks.
to

apnortionment

Roads.
In order to meet the requirements of single-phase
electric railways and steam railroads the Blake Signal and Manufacturing Company has developed the

29, 1908,

HIGH-POTENTIAL AUTOMATIC CUT-OUT.
than

which

that
it

is

intended
installed.

from entering the building

The

in

may

be operated
device, and, being

cut-out

independently of the automatic
equipped with fuses, it takes the place of a service
entrahce switch and cut-out, protecting the building
from excessive current or voltage.
The automatic device operates entirely upon excessive voltage, and after operating it will not remain closed until the trouble which tripped it has
been removed. The accompanying illustration shows

ingenious and simple de\'icc for tightening
the driving belt of an electric motor has just been
oerfectcd by the Crocker- Wheeler Company and
is shown by the accompanying illustration.
It consists of a countershaft and a simple and effectual
belt tightener.
Though designed for the peculiar
requirements of linotype machines, it can be used
to advantage with any machinery requiring slowspeed drive.
The device consists of a cast-iron base on which
are mounted the motor and countershaft. The base
is pivoted at one end to a sub-base, and belt tension is produced bv means of an adiustable nut
at the other end.
A spring is provided to support
the movable base in case of breaking of the belt.
The belt between motor and countershaft is tightened in the usual way. bv shifting the motor on
the movable base with the aid of an adjusting
screw.
It will be readily seen that this device is much
more effective than a simple idler. Not only does
it
keep tension on the belt, but by the use of the
countershaft a great difference between si^^es of

It is said to
the cut-out in the tripped position.
be the only device of its kind on the market using
absolutely no current. The interest shown
in the exhibit of this cut-out during the
recent Chicago show is being followed by

uumercus

inquiries

from

electrical

men.

Large Machines Bulltat West

Allls.

Several months ago steps were taken to
stock and equip Iwo of the great machineshop units at the West Allis Works of
Allis-Chalmers Company, known as shops
5 and 6, for the building of large electrical
machines, particularly those intended for
direct connection to the various forms of
prime movers which constitute a large part
of the product of this company.
Heretofore the large electric generators
for driving by gas engine, steam turbine,
waterwheel or Corliss engine have been
built exclusively .at the company's works in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
The construction of a
part of these large machines in Milwaukee
gives much-needed room for the manufacSloi. PMilion.
Clear Posilion.
ture of motors, transformers and small
NEW SIGNAL FOR SINGLE-PHASE AND STEAM ROADS.
generators at Cincinnati, and does away
with the former necessity of shipping heavy
closed by a substantial knifcblade switch when the
engine shafts to the electrical works to be fitted
semaphore was set in thi horizontal position. With
and keyed to the rotors of engine-type generators.
single-phase lines or steam railroads this comparaOn the other hand, the West Allis Works are
tively low-voltage electric current was not availbetter equipped, through large experience in the
able at the line signal and it became necessary to
iiuilding of big equipments, to handle the heavy
devise some other means for getting the necessary
parts.
signal light for night use.
To indicate the type of work which has already
This has been accomplished by supporting a standbeen turned out at West Allis, shipment was reard four-lens railway switch lamp on a substantial
cently made of two 2.000-kilowatt, 6.600-voIt, 25hanger, the shaft of which goes up through the base
cyclc, three-phase alternators which were sent to
of the signal.
The end of this shaft is so conthe Homestead Works of the Carnegie Steel Comnected with the semaphore shaft that when the
These alternators are for direct connection
pany.

COUNTERSHAFT BELT TIGHTENER.
driving and driven pulleys is avoided, and the belt
therefore makes contact with a greater arc of the
driving pulley, with consequent absence of slip.
The motor is of the well-known Crocker- Wheeler
L type, made in sizes from one-twentieth to five
horsepower. Of neat appearance and compact design,

it

is

specially suited

for

application

to

small

printing presses, pumps, and all kinds of light
machinery. By rneans of simple covers for the
openings in the frame, the motor is easily rendered
dust and moisture-proof, in cases where an open
type of motor would be out of the question.
tools,_

The

Postal Telegraph-cable Company has leased
wires of the New Long-distance Telephone
Company of Indianapolis, between Indianapolis and
."VTuncie and Indianapolis and Logansport, and will
open offices in the various cities touched, and conduct a telegraph service over the telephone company's wires.
This territory has thus far been
served only by the Western Union Telegraph Company.

two
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Luminous Arc Lamp.

Multiple

from rain and
interfere in any

now

recognized as
one of llic most ellicient and best all-around street
iUuminants in connnercial use. This system of
si eel liRhtint;, havinp; passed the experimental stage,
w)w in (|niU-' general use. For low-voltage, dii^

The luminous

niel.illic

;irc

is

181

snow in such a manner ns not lo
way with llie natural and uniform

for the proper action of the arc.
or positive electrode consiiits of a
drop fnrglnR of copper. With a large volume of
copper and a large radiating surface, it Is posHiblc
l<»
keep this electrode at a low temperature. This
eoiidilion, together with the peculiar chnr.ncleridtics
of ilu- luminous arc results in a slow wearing
away of the copper. The copper electrode in a
four-ampere lamp, it is said, will require renewal
after about i,Soo hours' operation, or with an average burning of live hours per day will last about
one year.
The lower electrode, which is responsible for the
llaming characteristic of this lamp, is an iron lube
about three-fourths of an inch in diameter filled
with a prepared compo.iition. One electrode only
is used nt each trimming, with a life of about 150

required

dr;il1

upper

Tin*

I

hours.

There arc two single magnets, with two armatures

mechanically connected.

The

action

is

posi-

and at the same time remarkably sensitive,
responding quickly to any variations of the line or
arc. and thus maintaining a close regulation of the
tive

current.
Fig. 3

a 7.5-ampere alternaling-current enclosed arc
Even with the
a four-ampere magnetite arc.
decreased wattage, the increased candlcpowcr, as
shown by the outer curve, is noticeable. The characteristic distribution of the luminous arc, with
its maximum intensity near the horizontal, is well
known. This natural distribution can be changed
10 meet other street-lighting requirements by the
use of coruectly designed concentric wave reflectors.
In general the lamp needs little attention, less,
it
is said, than the enclosed lamp, as there are no
enclosing globes and gas caps lo require careful
handling, cleaning and renewing. The luminpus arc

arc.

and
I.

GENKRAL PORM OF MULTIPLE LUMINOUS
ARC LAMP.

multiple circuits, however, there has
been but little use made of the luminous arc lamp.
Electric Company has now on the
General
The
market a luminous arc lamp for operation in multiple on dircct-cnrrei-ii cn-cuits of from ico to 125
rcct-curreiit

is specially recommended for the lighting of
foundries,
machine shops, train sheds, freight
houses, drill balls and riding academies.

lamp

Convenient Electrically Heated Glue
Pots.

A

FIG.

2.

of improved electrically heated glue pots
that represents the application of electricity in the
simplest and most convenient form is being put on
the market by the Westinghouse Electric and ^lanufacturing Company. The pots are made in twoquart and four-quart sizes, in both portable and
bench types. They are made of the best materials
for the purpose, and the application of electricity
There is nothing to
is as simple as it is efficient.
get out of order or to require any more attention
than is given the ordinary glue pot. They are
especially desirable for use in those crafts where
cleanliness is an important factor, where drip from
steam pipes means damage to ^aluable materials,
and where the fire risk from a gas-heated glue
pot is hazardous. At the same time their convenience and reliability recommend them to all users
of glue.
The pots themselves are of seamless drawn copper with brass bail and wiper rod. The water bath
is
made of seamless copper, and the heating element, which is wrapped around the lower portion,
is
enclosed in a water-tight tin envelope. The
water bath is provided .with a patent circulating
dcWce, which gives it the maximum heating effiThis device consists of a hollow ring, the
ciency.
lower end of which is closed by a diaphragm
ha\ing a central opening. This confines the heat-

VIEW OF MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION OF MULTIPLE LUMINOUS ARC LAMP.

volts.
The general form of this lamp can be seen
by referring to Fig. i. The casing is of solid copper with a black o.xidized finish and of sufficient
thickness to form a durable housing for the lamp
mechanism, as well as a substantial support for the
outer globe and its supporting ring.
Fig. 2 is an interior view showing the mechan-

line

I.

COMPARISON OF PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS.

the lamp. The main frame
iron pipe connecting the top
bottom casings. This method gives a rigid
construction and at the same time provides a suitable center draft or chimney for disposal of the
arc fumes.
At the top this chimney is protected
ical

construction

consists of a

and

of

i!'2-inch

of

In the Electrical Industry.

At the recent meeting of the Pillsburg Section
the American Insliliitt of IJIcctrical Engineers

in the

Carnegie Institute Ix'clure Hall several orig-

papers were read and discussed, a short summary of which is given.
Henry W. Fisher of the Standard Underground
inal

Cable

Company

read a paper on "Varnished-cloth
Cables," which was very interesting and

Insulated

instructive.
Most of the processes of manufacture
arc still secret, but Mr. Fisher gave some good
data.
The samples of cloth are made in thicknesses varying from 5 to 16 mils, The specific
gravity of varnished cloth is very close to i, and
while the electrical properties of different makes

vary widely, some average tests made on samples
Insua circular foot in area showed as follows
from a few megohms to 955
lation
resistance,
;

alternating electrostatic capacity, from
to 0.26 microfarad; breakdown electromotive
force, from 120 volts to 860 volts. One sample when
tested with 20,000 volts lor two hours became very
;

O.II

while a similar sample of another kind was
Mr. Fisher experfectly cool after a similar test.
hibited a number of samples of varnished-cloth
cables, some lead-covered and others covered with
an asbestos braid for switchboard work.
A. B. Reynders of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company explained the great
variety of uses varnished cloth is put to in modern
electrical machinery.
As an insulation for curved
surfaces it stands alone. He also explained the
different processes of its manufacture, and said
that when finished it v.-ould stand a voltage of
from 800 to 1,200 volts per mil of thickness. The
methods of inspection and testing are important
to see that the cloth will stand bending and creasing without breaking down. The tcsiing surfaces
should be flat disks. The cloth should stand baking
at high temperatures for a number of hours without being injured.
temperature of 300* F. or
over will injure the mechanical strength of the
hot,

A

cloth.

G. A. Jacobs of the Sherwin-Williams Company
the technical requirements of varnish
varnished cloth. He called attention to the fact
that it w-as impossible to have a quick-drying varnish that will remain permanently elastic.
varnish should never lose its life and elasticity when
used at temperatures below 180° F. He said that

expounded
in

A

most oxidizing or drying agents keep on working
and drying out after the process was supposed to
be stopped, and for that reason alone the varnish
lost its elasticity with age.
Hot air is one of the
most reliable oxidizing agents. Varnished cloth

ELECTRICALLV HEATED GLUE POT AND WATERCIRCULATING DEVICE.

ing acion to the thin film of water outside of the
device, and sets up a rapid circulation in the water,
which brings the glue up" to the working temperature in a short time.
To further promote economical heating, the pots
are provided with heat-regulating switches by means
of w-hich the glue can be rapidly brought to the
desired temperature and then maintained there by
a lower amount of current.
Fig. I of the accompanying illustrations shows
the par;s of the four-quart portable pot, including
shows the
Fig. 2
the water-circulating device.
bench pot with the cover in place, giving an unobstructed working surface on the bench. The glue
pot and water bath are hung underneath, so as to
,

3.

Varnished Cloth

.

FIG.

FIG.

i

undesirable.

megohms

shows a comparison of photometric measurements of a fivc-amnerc direct-current enclosed

FIG.

be out of the way. When the pot is in use the
cover is hung on the hook underneath the table,
Electrically healed dry glue pots are made for
vater-bath glue pot is
those industries wli'i'

FIG.

2.

GLUE POT FOR BENCH

should also possess a tackiness, which
it adhere to itself.
Dr. Riddle read a paper for James

USE.

is

useful in

making

Todd of the
Sterling Varnish Company. Mr. Todd believes that
the mechanical properties of vamish-insulated cloth
are just as important as the electrical properties.
cloth should be given an endurance test as well
as a quick-puncture test. Varnished cloth is best
when made up of a succession of layers dried one
on -top of the other. Some kinds of oil tend to
Linseed oil should be purified berot the cloth.

A

being used.
In a general discussion of the subject S. F.
Grace, chief engineer of the Bell Telephone Company, called attention to a varnished-cloth insulated
fore

.
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several miles long, used by the Pittsburg
Railways Company, for carrying a three-phase current of 13.000 volts from Brunots Island to Bellevue. This cable is hung aerially, without lead
sheathing, and has been working for several_ years
without giving any trouble with the exception of
He considone, splice that was improperly made.
ered this an important stride onward in the art
also spoke
He
of high-tension power transmission.

desired to install a direct-current three-wire
at the end of an alternating-current transmission line. In the latter case the battery could
be connected directly across the direct-current side

trying varnished-cloth distributing wires for
telephone service.
Paul Lincoln called attention to the use of varnished-cloth insulated cables as a protection against

upon the
upon the number

cable

iof

breakdowns caused by electrolysis.
Mr Rowe, who has charge of switchboard design
for tiie Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, called attention to the advantages of
using varnished-cloth insulated cables with asbestos
covel-ing for power switchboard work and shortduct runs. He noted the great permanency of
everything about a switchboard except the reliaon cables. He thought this
bility of insulation
should be made as permanent as the barriers they
build for protection. He spoke of the advantage
of doing away with bells on cables without lead
covering.
C. E. Skinner of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company thought that the varnishedcloth insulated cable with an asbestos covering was
,a great point when considering the fireproofing of
-wires. He also spoke on the subject of the manufacture of varnish, calling attention to the three
principal methods of oxidizing linseed oil. These
agents consist of. first, heated air; second, borate
of manganese, and third, oxide of lead.
Messrs. DeWolfe and Sandborn of the Westing•

house Electric and Manufacturing Company gave
some data regarding power factors and weakness
of varnished cloth with rise of temperature. Some
linseed oils under test show a power factor of 50
per cent, and other oils show as low as i per cent.
Mr. Wilson of the Union Switch and Signal
Company spoke highly of varnished-cloth insulated
signal cables, which he has been using for some
These cables are unaffected by oil.
•time.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Large Single-conductor Cable.
F. J. T..

Is there a lighting or railroad
cables larger than 2.000.000 circular
the largest cable in circular mils
is

Chicago:

company using

What

mils?

made?
Answer.

Company of HartConn., in 189S installed an 80-foot piece of
3,000,000 circular-mil rubber-insulated lead-encased
cable made by the Safety Insulated Wire and Cable
Company of Bayonne. N. J. This is probably the
The Hartford

.

Electric Light

it

is

system

of a rotary converter, and the three-wire
tion taken from the battery.
With this system of distribution the
would probably never be fully charged,
the charge in the battery would depend,

distribu-

although

load and also
of cells connected in the series. The effect of the
batteries would be to make the load on the engine
very nearly uniform, as the batteries would be
charging in times of light load, and would assist
conditions of the

the engine in carrying the peak load.

The

battery

able, in case of a breakdown of the generating plant, to carry the load for a certain time,
which would depend on the condition of the charge

would be

when the breakdown occurred.
The proper ampere-hour capacity

of the battery

installed cannot be determined until the con-

to be

known. If there is a heavy
peak load, requiring a high rate of discharge for
ditions of the load are
a

short

time,

the

capacity

of

have to be considerably larger
nearly uniform. The capacity
also depend upon the balance
the system. A 50-horsepower
ably have ample capacity for

the

battery

would

than if the load was
of the battery would
on the two sides of
engine would probthe conditions speci-

fied.

Australian Capital Wants Telephone
Supplies.
Bids will be received by the deputy postmastergeneral, Melbourne, Australia, up to May 26th for
supplying the following telephone material required
by the postmaster-general's department at Melbourne: (i) Apparatus for exchange, one commonbattery switchboard of 30 sections in all, together
with all associated frames, racks, power plant and
parts; (2) apparatus for subscribers' premises, 3,000
telephone wall sets. 1,000 telephone table sets, 150
extension switches complete. 70 switchboards for
.two and six lines. 50 switchboards for three and
10 lines, 10 switchboards for six and 20 lines, 10
switchboards for eight and 50 lines, 200 telephone
wall seJs and 100 telephone table sets for party
lines.
Interested persons may obtain specifications
and tender forms from the office of the deputy postmaster-general at Melbourne, or the Commonwealth
offices, 72 Victoria Street, London, S. W.. England.

ford,

largest

single

largest

regular

The
cable ever made.
made by most manufacturers

conductor
size

2,000,000 circular mils, and even this is very
unwieldy and difficult to transport and install on
account of its great stiffness, making it almost impossibl,e to place on a. reel.
is

Use

of Storage Battery in
Distribution.

Three-wire

In your New Years NumA. C. C. Chicago
ber you published a system for three-wire and fivewire distribution by storage battery. With this
system, using a 220-volt generator and three-wire
distribution from the batteries, would the latter
always be charged fully? What effect would this
charging have upon the load of the engine ? In
case for a short time the plant was overloaded,
would the batteries carry the overload ? In case
of a breakdown on the engine or generator would
the batteries carry the load for a short time?
What size batteries in ampere-hours -would you use
for three-wire distribution in a 30-kilowatt. 220voU system? Would ihe engine have to be any
larger than 50 horsepower?

Annual Report of the Chicago Telephone Company.
Directors of the Chicago Telephone Company, in
the annual report to the stockholders, dated February I2th. make the following statements of the
results of the busines? of 1907:

Revenue and Expenditure.
Gross revenue
Gross expenses

Net earnings

Answers.
of the

foregoing questions cannot be an-

swered definitely, owing to lack of "sufficient information in relation to the character of the load.
But Mr. Metcalfe, the author of the statement to
which the inquirer refers, furnishes the following:
The three-wire system of distribution by means
of a 220-volt generator, with three-wire distribution
from the batteries, comprises a very convenient
method under certain conditions, but it is not recommended for use where the transmission covers
'only a short distance. For this condition a 220coils,
or
an
volt generator used with balance
equalizer set, would be considerably cheaper to
iii.stall
and maintain, and would operate more efficiently, with considerably less attendance.
The conditions where the thrcc-wirc distribution
from a battery would be recommended arc where
.the load is situated at a considerable distance from
the generator, so that considerable saving in coppci: would be effected by transmitting the current
af 220 vohs to the point of distribution, or where

S 1,742,082.97
1,472,712.50

Dividends
Surplus for year

S

269,370.47

Balance Sheet as of December 31ST:

:

Some

S 8.718,950.85
6,976,867.88

,

.

Resources.
* Invested in plant
Invested in real estate and buildings

824,324.112.03
2,320,034.53
92,819.93
751.836.15
397. 738. 41
369,059.49
157,837.03

_

Other investments
Bills and accounts receivable
Material on hand
Furniture and Fixtures, and tools and teams
Cash

328,413,437.57

Liabilities.
816,908.500.00
Capital stock
Capital stock subscriptions (stock not issued)
655,624 .28
Reserve for deferred maintenance (to provide for re-

newal of switchboards and apparatus and for accruine depreciation of cables and plant)
Reserve for depreciation on buildings
Reserve for taxes
Reserve for insurance fund
Reserve for uncollectible accounts
Reserve for directory expense
Reserve for outstandrng toll tickets and car tickets..
Bills and accounts payable
*Surplus

1,836.714-26
62.899.20
228,726.64
200.000.00
50.793-35
24,395-20
4,599-96
3.331.241.99
S. 109.942. 69

S28.413. 437-57

*To show actual investment to date, the balance sheet includes
aEBreeated tentative deductions during past years.

Following arc extracts from the statements of
Arthur D. Wheeler, president of the company:
Incidental Statistics for 1907.
employes for services amounted to
being 54.2S per cent, of the gross
The number of employes at he end of

Payments

to

$4.73.3.244.0.!;.

revenue.

I

year was 7,681. the highest number, 9,563,
having been upon the payroll at the end of July.
The maintenance items during the year were $2,The property has been carefully in610,481.47.
spected and maintained.
Damages from slocl. wind
an! electrical storms have been promptly and suitthe

.ably repaired.

The

net increase in telephones in service at the
the year is 31,847. In reports for other
years your attention has been called to the fact that

end

of

a telephone system is in a constant condition of
change. To secure a net increase of one telephone
station during this past year two telephones have
been put in and one taken out. In service De-

cember

31,

1907:

Chicago exchange system
Neighborhood exchanges in Chicago
batteries

29, 1908

,

Suburban

Grand

total

December
under
1889.

145,480
10,599
46,602
202,681

i,

1907, the

company ceased

to operate
in January,

Chicago ordinance passed
that ordinance the city has demanded
received by way of percentage on gross rethe

Under

and
from the telephone business $1,621,184.88.
Such payments to the city operate in effect as a
The
special tax on telephone users as a class.
city continues this plan under the ordinance in
referred
later.
to
force December 2, 1907,
ceipts

,

Real-estate Operations.

The

real-estate additions during the year have
included the erection of a large toll building.' con-

taining about 42,000 square feet, fronting on Franklin Street and adjoining our Main office building
in Chicago.
The building will be occupied in due
course with the new toll switchboard and apparatus.
It will also provide space for our school for operators and additional quarters needed in the growth
of our Main exchange.
New exchange buildings have been erected by
the company for Lincoln exchange on Larrabee
Street, Chicago, and for our exchange at Glencoc.
111.
Enlargements of our Oakland and Wentworth
exchange buildings, in Chicago,, and of our Oak
Park exchange, have been practically completed.

Land has been secured in Lawndale (Chicago) and
in Berwyn for exchange buildings to be hereafter
erected.

Chicago Ordinance.

The

negotiations opened at the end of 1905, at
the suggestion of the mayor of Chicago, were completed by the acceptance by the company on December 2, 1907, of an ordinance tendered by the
Our comcity for a term ending January 8, 1929.
pany surrendered to the city the unexpired term
under its ordinance of 1889 and also its rights
under other ordinances covering areas within the
limits of the city of Chicago.
The ordinance provides for a separate set of
books for the city of Chicago, and for the inspection and direction, by the city, of the company's
accounting, construction, apparatus and methods of
operation and collection in the city of Chicago.
Rate scales and classes of service are prescribed
which the city may reasonably revise June i, 1910,
and at five-year intervals thereafter.
right of purchase by the city arises in January,
1919 and 1924, and in favor of the city or its
designated licensee on January 8, 1929.
As stated in our report last year, the proposals
submitted by our company to the Council "involved
material alterations of the company's plant, large
additional investment and a material reduction in
revenue from the existing body of subscribers."
In each particular the ordinance now in force imposes more than was proposed. The city, by the
extensive powers acquired by it under the ordinance
in addition to those conferred under the statutes,
is now peculiarly empowered to provide and permit reasonable results for all users of the company's service and all investors in its property.
The city may be looked upon as a managing partner jointly interested in the welfare of the company
All questions arising as to
in all of its relations.
the correct application of the ordinance are being
submitted (o the city officials.
The city has dismissed the litigation, described in
last year's report, over the alleged obligation of
the company to pay the city three per cent, upon
gross receipts from telephone business done in terThe
ritory not covered by the ordinance of 1889.
company paid an amount as one of the conditions
total of $414,imposed by the new ordinance.
724.55 paid to the city under agreement that the
company should have its day in court upon the
question of its liability has, therefore, been permanently abandoned to the city without^ such hearing.
The company is now applying itself to meeting
promptly and fully its obligations to bring the
equipment and service of its present subscribers
The
into compliance with the ordinance provisions.
ordinance allows 18 months for completing this

A

A

task.

Some

intricate

problems

in

electrical

and

telephone engineering have been created by it.
These are in the way of successful solution and
when the construction season opens the final plans
will have been developed, llic new cables and apparatus now being ordered will be ready for use
and the changes can proceed with reasonable rapidity.

Capital Stock.
In July 40,000 shares of stock were ofTered to
the stockholders for subscription. The last precedthe
.All
ing offer had been made in Jnnc. 1903.
Final payments
shares offered have been taken.
were due Fehrnnry 10, 1908. With the issue of
these shares the outstanding capital stock of the
company will be $18,000,000. the aulhorized capital
being $20,000,000. The directors recommend that

29,
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aiilliori/c'd capital stock of the company hi* now
increased to $30,000,000, If this rcconimciulation is
approved, sli.ires would 1)C oPfercd from lime to
time as reiiiiircd for cNleiisions of the company's
l*'nrly-li\<' tlioiisand sh;ires may l>e offered
system.
The
for sale, payalile in installments, dnriiiK 1908.
directors lielicve that the business and resources of
the company will warrant the continuation of quarterly dividends reasonable under the circumstances.
tlif
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Taiii.k

Tnii

Kjoj.

iH<,8.

Company.
igo7.
*i(ij

iqofi,

N,>. oxcliimBiiH

h»

in

Toll slulioilH

»('

13

lOa
51

ai.iSS

70,043

170,834

aoj,68l

(n

107

380

431

ifi%

Uiulctirroiiml
duit miloH

con-

I'niloruToviiid
inilps

duct
267

1.

192

1.

The City Council of Krankliii, considering the
admitting of another telv|ihonc company lo the city
for the eslablishmeni of a dual systein, by luiiini-

mous

vote rejeeletl the |iro|iose(l franchise aHkcil
for by the Central Union Telepiione Ciinipany. The
service of the local etjinp.'iny has been materially
improved and other iinproveinents, including the
installation of modern equlpniein, will be added

during the summer.

S.

45

164

a,3og

Miloa of wire underBiouiid

Milos of wire aerial
ciblo
Mtlu» of wiru on

3o,aS9

ia3,7o8

348,030

35a,oo8

",aa5

3a, 570

53,031

5(i,49a

15.629

38,742

57,0l(i

62,578

57,113
Toinl miles of wire
$4,336,500
Capital stock

t95.oao
Sri,003,4oo

358,086
J14. 000.000

471.168
816.908,500

Iiolos

*Tho cxchnnees (now seventeen)

in

Chicago exchance system

nre counted as one.

A Busy Telephone Pay
The telephone pay
Times Building

in

station in the

New York

Station.
basement of the

city

has more calls

than any other single position station of the New
York Telephone Company. Its business is brisk
from 8 a. m. to i a. m. of the following morning.
There is an average of 92 calls an hour from
he station, that is, a call and a half each minute
Often during
during tlic busy times of the day.
the other hours there is an average of a call every
The total exceeds a quarter of a million
minute.
This surprising showing is the
calls per annum.
I

outcome of only 18 months' growth.
business

The

statioii's

restricted only by the limitations of

is

its

space.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

Company Prosperous

in

1

907-

Iowa, and vicinity have entered into reciprocal
switching by which the Greene County company
gets free connection for its patrons with all the
Churdan Citizens' Mutual telephones and vice versa.
The building of a trunk line connecting both
towns by the Mutiutl Telephone Coitipany of Red
Oak, Iowa, and the Mutual Telephone Company of
Emerson, Jowa, in.ay be carried through.
The Rock Island Railroad has installed In its
freighthouse at Davenport, Iowa, a new automatic
telephone exchange.
The Martin Telephone Company of Williams,
Iowa, is stringing a new copper circuit from Webster City, Iowa, to Waterloo, low.a.
Three new
circuits will also be constructed from Webster City
10 Des Moines.
The District Court has enjoined the city of Anoka,
Minn., from attempting to enforce an ordinance to
regulate the charges for telephone service by the

Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company, ruling
that under the law the city does not possess the
right lo regulate such charges. The court holds
that the state possesses this right, however, which
may be delegated to the city councils by acts of the
Legislature.

Advancc figures given out by tlie American Telephone and Telegraph Company show that the year
iqo7 was one of physical expansion and increased
For the year the company shows net
earnings.
earnings
for

1906.

of

$23,479,290,

The balance

31 per cent,
for dividends

greater than

was

387.

$16,269,-

—

four of the main sources of revenue dividends from subsidiary companies' stocks, net earnings of the long-distance lines, instrument rental,
and interest on loans show substantial gains over
Not only do the actual figures
the previous year.
outstrip any previous record achieved by the company, hut the share earnings, in spite of the issuance during the last six months of the year of
nearly $2i.oco,oco additional stock, are the largest
in the recent history of the company
The annual meeting will be held in March, when
more detailed figures will probably be given out.
All

—

Minn.

Gas'.on Home Telephone Company has filed
articles of incorporation with a capital stock of
Charles W. Rector is president.
$i0.ooo.

The

The American Long-distance Telephone Company has procured a site on Fulton Street, Evansville. upon which to build a modern long-distance
toll-line

station.

The company secured

a franchise

some lime ago.
It is the intention of the Home Telephone Company of Elkhart to install a new switchboard and
to make material improvements in its plant.
The citizens' committee of Bloomington having
in charge the fight being made against the Home
Telephone Company's advance in rates announces
that $35,000 has been subscribed toward a new
Articles of incorporation have been filed
plant.
and the call bas been made for the first meeting
of the stockholders for February 27th.
Dore Ogden of Columbus is experimenting with
a wireless telegraphic outfit, using a box-shaped
kite to carry the antenna instead of erecting towers to get the proper height for sending messages.
By using kites he says he can obtain any height
he desires, and there will be no limit as to the
distance he can send and receive wireless messages.
General Albert L. New of Greenfield, Ind., has
secured a patent on wireless telegraphic apparatus
which will be put into practical use at once. General New was an officer of the company which
established the stations along the Pacific Coast.
At a recent meeting in the second Indiana district of the Bell Telephone Company in Anderson
the statement was made by J. W. Stickney, superintendent, that the Bell company is out to serve the
public, and in order to better the service the Central Union Company is now ready to meet and cooperate with anv Independent line on any equitable
basis.
The toll-line business is the patronage most
sought by the Bell company, and whenever a rural
or independent line desires to connect it will be met
half way.
Rural lines are only feeders for the toll
lines, and when properly connected afford a greater

at

been inEygland,
'

Capital, $50,000.

R.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS,
Orelia Telephone Company of Pearsall, Tex.,
has been incorporated with a capital of $50,000.

The

The Alnsworth (Iowa) Telephone Company has
been Incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000.
The Alden Telephone Company has been incorporated In Alden, Okla., with a capital of $10,000.
at

Axtell,

of the Nebraska Telephone ComNeb., has been destroyed by fire.

Tliirly thousand dollars worth of bonds have been
by the Farmers' Telephone Company of
Wenatchee, Wash., west of Spokane, for the purpose of extending the line to Leavenworth.

sold

Preliminary plans already prepared indicate that
Interstate

Company

Telephone

modcvn telephone system

will

Install

a

Lewision and ClaiksThe Interton, south of Spokane, ne.xt summer.
state has been delayed because of the difficulty in
selling bonds, but resumption of work Is expected
in

a

in

short time.

Official

announcement

Is

made

that

the

Pacific

States Telephone Company has 12,440 telephone Instruments In operation in Spokane at this time, a
As soon as
gain- of nine per cent, over last year.
the Home Telephone Company completes Its plant
in April this number will be increased to 20,000,
or one instrument for every five inhabitants, a
showing equaled by few cities in the world.

Fifteen per cent, dividend on a capital stock of
w^as declared by the Inland Co-operative
"Telephone Association at its annual meeting at
Pullman, Wash., south of Spokane. J. C. Farr Is
president.
The company owns a system extending
through the rural districts, with connections at
Pullman, Albion and Colfax, and switching arrangements with the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company. The company is composed largely
of farmers, who built the line, beginning with a
barbed-wire-fence system with four instruments.
This has been changed to overhead lines and 300
instruments, distributed in various parts of the
$I5,(XX>

Palouse wheat

February

in the
radio-lclegrapliy which are of considerable
have been carried out not long since at
Paris by .\l. K. Diicrelct, one of the prominent
workers in this field and the constructor of different types of apparatus.
Me finds that "wireless"
messages when )ia»slnf( over the city can be easily
intercepted without the use of a mast wire on the
exterior of the building. Me had established two
posts within the city at a considerable distance
apart, and was In the h,abit of exchanging messages

way of

iiilerest

belt.

This could be easily done,

in

spite

the fact that the waves had to pass through the
of the city as well as through the hill
of Montniartre, a high eminence lying inside of town.
Me now finds that he can intercept such messages
by placing apparatus entirely within an intervening
building. The wire of the receiver is connected
111
the gas or water piping, and the antenna Is replaced by a wire stretched within the room and
also connected to the receiver. The messages were
received by M. Ducretet's receiver with relay and
automatic Morse register, or, on the other hand, by
a sound receiver provided with Captain Fcrrle's
electrolytic detector.
The negotiations relating to the railroads leading
lo the SImplon Tunnel, which have been carried on
fur the last four years between the French and
Swiss governments, appear at the present time to
end at a positive result, a partial one at least.
During the first part of the year the negotiations
had been resumed by means of diplomatic action.
The last Swiss note showed that there were divergences as to the programme of the conference which
had been projected by the delegates of the two
governments, and for this reason there were frequent exchanges of views during the last few
weeks with the object of smoothing out the last
differences of opinion and of allowing the French
government to draw up a note wblch would establish a definite accord between the two countries.
III

hiiililings

The French and Swiss
probably in the month

delegates will meet at Berne
of March. The programme
of the conference will be an extensive one, and It
will be occupied with the FauviUe route, which
requires the construction of a new tunnel, as well
as the railroad connections for the two depots of
Geneva, and also the consideration of the Frasne-

Vallorbe route.
The Municipal Council of Paris has been occupied with the question of the reorganization of the

tramway
decided

which

The exchange
pany

the

Indiana Telephone Items.

has

corporated by John Logan and others

Paris,

between them.

The Greene County Telephone Company and the
Citizens' Mutual Telephone Company of Churdan,

The Eygland Telephone Company
Bell

Continental Europe.
11, — Some
experlnieiili>

pe.'tce.

of iixclmiiBo tole-

No.
phonoH

CORRESPONDENCE.

pi'olll than that derived from the rural line aervicc;
hence the Central Union Company Is open to negotiations for joint service in orilvr lo liriiiK about

During a recent meeting it was
adopt the duration of the concession,
extend to the end of 1945. Another

lines.

to
will

question was the project of reorganization of the
lines of tramway known as the East Parisian, West
Parisian and those of the Left Bank, as well as
the North Parisian. Each of these systems includes from six to ten different lines. At present
the Council Is considering the modifications which
are 10 be made In these different cases, as well as
new lines which are to be constructed within the
city.

Near the city of Marseilles has lately been erected
a transformer post which is no doubt the largest
of the kind on the Continent.
It Is intended to
receive the high-tension lines .coming from distant
hydraulic plants in the coast Alps region and to
transform the current so as to afford a supply for
the city. The current brought by the pole lines
is at 50,000 volts and 25 cycles and Is produced by
the hi'draullc plants
(either In operation or In
project) on the Siagne, the Durance and the Verdon streams. In the Allauch post, the current I3
transformed to 13,000 volts. The station consists.
of a building 42 by 15 meters and of two stories
height.
The single-phase transformers, of the oil
type, have a capacity of 1,000 kilowatts each, and
"when fully completed the plant will have 36 of
them. The oil tanks are cooled by w-ater, and for
this purpose there are installed two turbine pumps
worked by three-phase motors fed at 220 volts.
In the plant is a very complete switchboard for
handling the different circuits. Oil switches are
used throughout for the 50,000-volt and the 13,000volt circuits.
The Allauch post is operated by the
Energie Eleetrique Company and is equipped with
Thomson-Houston apparatus.
A. de C.

New

England.

—

phone charges contributed $1,481^,160; long-distance.
$39,724; real estate, $70,330; interest, $5,386, and
miscellaneous, $6,143. The expenses of the company aggregated $1,446,472, of which $389,626 was
charged to operating expenses, $51,813 to taxes on
real property, $5,808 to taxes on personal property,
$114,779 to Interest, and $286,903 to salaries and
wag.js.
The company gives its net revenue as

Boston, February 22. Following close upon the
publication of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company's excellent showing for the year
1907 comes the exhibit for January, 1908. In the
first month of the year the general gross earnings
w^ere $3,402,000, compared with $2,819,000 In the
corresponding month last year, an increase of upward of 20 per cent. This is exclusive of the longdistance toll-line earnings, which were about $790,000, against $703,800 a year ago, a gain of more
than 12 per cent.
The mayor of Medford, Mass., on behalf of
residents of that suburban city, was before the
Legislature in advocacy of an extension of the
Boston Elevated Raihvay Company's overhead sys-

$15(1 27:-.

tem

According to a statement just filed with the
Board of Supervisors of San Francisco by the
and Telegraph Company, the
Pacific Telephone
value of the company's San Francisco property is
The total revenue of the company for
$6,496,596.
trhe last year was $1,602,745, of which local tele-

to

Medford

via

Somervllle.

The

company
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takes

neutral

a

neither

attitude,

posing the project.
Boston's municipal

favoring nor op-

departments have undergone

considerable payroll revision since the new administration was inaugurated in January, This week the
mayor ordered the chief inspector, James E. Cole,
who has been acting wire commissioner since Commissioner Kennedy resigned a short time ago, to
drop six deputy inspectors from the force as a

measure of economy.
The New England Telephone Company has

noti-

stockholders officially of their right to subscribe
until April 17th for $3,962,200 of new stock, in the
ratio of one new share to eight shares held of
B.
old stock.
fied

New
New

York.

—A

report has been submitted to the stockholders of the InterboroughMetropolitan Company by its president. Theodore
This company is a holding concern and
P. Shonts.
However, it condoes not operate any railways.
trols the Interborough system of 72.48 miles of
subway, 118.05 miles of elevated railway and 145.03
miles of surface railway, besides the Metropolitan
The assystem of 519.46 miles of surface lines.
sets of the company were stated to be $212,944,509.51 on December 31. 1907, the receipts for the

York, February

22.

According to a decision of the law amendments
committee of the Manitoba Legislature the city of
Winnipeg cannot engage in domestic lighting. It
is understood the city will fight the matter before
H. N.
the Legislature which is now in session.
Ruttan is city engineer.

As

a result of several fatal accidents recently the

board of control of Winnipeg has instructed
the Winnipeg Electric Railway Company to at once
place wheelguards on all its cars running in the
civic

city.

The Dominion government wireless telegraph station at Pachena, B. C, has been completed and the
stations at Cape Lazo and Estevan are being
The Empress steamers
equipped with apparatus.
operated by the Canadian Pacific between Canada
and the Orient and several other steamers on the
Pacific Coast have been equipped with this apparatus.
report is being circulated around Winnipeg to
the effect that a strenuous effort will be made to
rush through the necessary preliminaries for the immediate completion of the civic power plant on the

A

Winnipeg River which was commenced and then
abandoned on account of the tightness of the money
market.
Cecil B. Smith is slill the civic power
expert despite the efforts of Mayor Ashdown and
several of the aldermen to have him discharged.
R.

year being $5,278,485.63 and disbursements $4,511,569.13, leaving a surplus

income of $766,916.50.

The Public Service Commission will begin on
Wednesday afternoon, February 26th, a general iiivestigalion
light

of

the

companies that furnish

electric

and power.

The

ninety-fourth meeting of the American

stitute of

Mining Engineers was begun on

Inthe iSth

United Engineering Building, in West ThirAmong the papers read was one
ty-ninth street.
on "Electric Power in Steel Mills," by David B.
James Gayley was
Rushmore of Schenectady.
elected president.
Investigation of the affairs of John F. Randolph,
treasurer of most of the Edison companies in West
Orange, N, J,, who committed suicide on February 17th, shows all his accounts to be correct. The
opinion is now held that he was temporarily inThe funeral was held on the 19th and was
sane.
marked by the shutting down of all the Edison
Many prominent men who
plants in West Orange,
had enjoyed the friendship of Mr, Randolph for
years were present.
At a public hearing on the various applications
that have been made for telephone franchises, held
on the i8th in the City Hall, the New York Electrical Lines Company again asked for a franchise.
Officials of the company said they could furnish
residence service unlimited at $T a month. They
had a device, they said, whereby they could put
as many persons as they liked on a line, keeping
Neither the New
each free from interruptions.
York Telephone Company nor the Atlantic Telephone Company had anything to say at the hearin the

Southeastern States.

K

new electricCharlotte, N. C, February 22.—
light
plant is being completed at Thomasville,
N. C, by the Th6masville Light and Power Company. Lights will be turned on by March 1st.
Superintendent P. T. Tillery of the Washington
(N. C.) municipal electric-light company will make
a canvass of the town, offering day and night current for manufacturing and other purposes, and if
a sufficient demand exists the plant will be made
adequate to the increased demand.
Henry H. Dalton, auditor of the Raleigh (N. C.)
Electric Company, has resigned to accept a position
with the Electric Bond and Share Company of 62
Cedar Street,
York.
E. P. Summerson of

New

Decatur, Ala., succeeds Mr. Dalton.
The plant of the Southern Car Company at High
Point, N. C, builders of electric cars, etc., was destroyed by fire on the night of February 8th, the
This was the only
loss being estimated at $80,000.
electric car manufacturing plant south of Delaware.
Mr. J. Elwood Cox of
It will be rebuilt at once.
High Point is president of the company. The insurance was $28,000.
Col. John S. Henderson, recently appointed receiver for the Whitnet company, near Salisbury,
N. C, is making active preparations to continue the
work of completing the $5,000,000 hydro-electric development on the Yadkin River. Five hundred men
are engaged at present on the work and the receiver believes that power will be available July i.
L.

ing.

During January the number of persons injured
on the railroads and street railways in New York
city was 2,500 and the number killed, 44,
This
improvement over last December when the
is an
number of injured was 3,993 and the number
killed,
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51.

To

expedite the handling of passengers in the
subway the Public Service Commission has issued
a formal order calling upon the Interborough Company to show cause why it should not put side
doors in all cars in the subway. There are indications
that
the
company will fight vigorously
against such a change, because it would cost thousands of dollars for the alteration of the cars and
many new station men would have to be hired to
guard the additional doors.
On February 15th about roo persons, officials of
the Hudson and Manhattan Railroad Company and
representatives of the press, made the first public
trip of inspection through the new system of tunnels,
commonly known as the McAdoo system,
under the Hudson River. An eight-car train was
run from Sixth Avenue and Christopher Street 10
Hoboken in eight minutes. The official opening is
expected to take place en February 25th.
Governor Hughes of New York and Governor Fort of
New Jersey are expected to be present at this important event.
W.

Western Canada.

—

Winnipeg, Man., February 22. A citizens' league
has been formed at Ladysmith, B. C, and is now
agitating strongly for an electric-light system there.
Cecil B. Smith, C. E., Toronto, has been retained
by the City Council of Nelson, B, C, to look into
the question of establishing a civic power plant
there.

During the coming summer the British Columbia
Street Railroad
proximately $200,000 at
Electric

Company

New

will spend apWestminster in ihe

construction of new cars for its system.
J. Harding of Winnipeg has invented a street-car
ffnder which is worked by compressed air used on
In from of the fender is hung a
the brakes.
scrtOT which immediately drops upon coming in
contact with any obstacle and so arranged that it
drops, whenever the motorman applies the brakes.

and then prepare plans and specifications for the
work.
Purdue students in the schools of civil, electrical
and mechanical engineering to the number of about

make an inspection trip during
The civil engineers will have

300 are preparing to

March and April.
one schedule, the
George
original

C. Pyle of Indianapolis claims to be the
inventor of the headlight now being used

on many of the locomotives and interurban cars of
this country.
Mr. Pyle says that he spent fully
12 years in perfecting and completing his invention.
The headlight, though now made in Chicago, was
at first manufactured in Indianapolis,
S. S.

Ohio.
Toledo, February

and Toledo
will be
I

in

22.

—

Evansville has filed articles of incorporation.
object declared is to promote, construct, operate and finance interurban roads and lighting and
heating plants. The promoters, composed of Indiana and Illinois men, arc headed by C. J. Seibert
and E. Q Lochyear.
The city attorney of Terre Haute has filed a
petition in the Circuit Court for an injunction to
prevent the Terre Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern
Traction Company from operating interurban passenger and freight cars and maintaining its wires
in the streets and alleys for commercial lighting
This action is calculated to bring about
purposes.
a settlement of the differences between the company
and the city that have existed ever since the McGowan syndicate obtained control of the local lines.
test case is being made, in the city of Elkhart
to decide whether, in the absence of a provision in
the franchise requiring it, the local street-railway
company can be compelled to remove from the
street the banks of snow thrown on either side of
the tracks.
The Hancock Milling Companv of Greenfield has
contracted for $20,000 worth of improvements and
machinery to be made inmicdialely to th(f mills
of the company. The modern machinery to be installed will be such as to operate the mills by electricity, being the first grist mills in the state to be
so operated.
Following the failure of the City Council of
Crawfordsville to take any definite steps toward
bettering conditions relative to cheaper lighting
facilities, the Commercial Club has become interFor 17 years the city has
ested in the project.
been operating a municipal electric-light plant,
which, at the present tinie, has not the capacity to
supply the city with light and power that is really
needed. The rates arc also regarded as too high.
The City Council has been asked to provide by
ordinance that a competent and expert electrical
engineering firm be employed lo go over the plant,
'

A

needed and what

J.

Cable of the Lima

announces that the system
operation through to Cincinnati by June'

St.

A

deal is said to be pending for Ihe lease and
possible sale of the Dayton, Covington & Piqua
electric line to the Western Ohio and Toledo,
Bowling Green and Southern, owned by the old
Everett-Moore syndicate of Cleveland.

An

railway is being projected between
and WeUington.
New York capiiahsts
are said to look withtavor upon the proposed line
and have sent a representative to make further
electric

Mansfield

investigation.
The plant of the

Camden

Electric Light Company
has been sold to Charles S.
Houston.
He will' ask the village council for a
franchise to light the municipahty.
R. H. Mathews, manager of the Bucyrus Telephone Company, has announced that an effort wil^
be made to put in at least 300 new telephones by
July 1st.
The present number is one to every 25
at

Camden,

Ohio,

inhabitants.

Preliminary steps looking toward the organization
the Ohio Electric Railway Benefit Association
were recently taken at Lima. Ihe association will
provide sick benefits, allotments for accidents disabling employes, and provisions for the widows and
orphans of employes killed in the service of the
company.
The meinbership will virtually include
every employe of the Schoepf system in Ohio.
Chapters will be established at Toledo, Hamilton,
Columbus, Dayton, Newark and Lima, When the
permanent organization has been effected President
VV, Kelsey Schoepf has promised his personal checK
for $5,000 to put the organization on its feet.
The eight corporations constituting the Schoepf
Traction properties held their annual meetings las;
Monday, re-electing the old directors in each instance with the exception of F. A, Healy, who

of

was made a director in the Southern Ohio Express
Company. Mr. Healy will displace Walter Draper
as secretary of that corporation.
special meeting ot the Central Electric Ac-

A

counting Association was held at Lima last week to
consider the demand for uniform systems of ac-

Illinois.

of

The

is

—D.

electric line

Indianapolis, February 22. The Evansville,' M't.
Carmel and OIney Interurban Railroad Company

what

and the me-

chanicals a third.

counting.
The association is a part of the general
organization of electric roads in Ohio, Indiana and
Michigan.
H. L. S.

Indiana.

ascertain just

another,

electrical

it

will cost,

—

Peoria, February 22. The llHnois Traction Company has closed a contr.ict with the United Siates
E.xpress Company whereby the former will handle
all the express business of the Express company
to and from points reached uy the lines of the
system. The contract goes niio effect April 1st, and
it
will
necessitate increasing
the rolling stock.
Ihe Chicago and Alton contract with the express
company will terminate ihe first of April, when
the electric road will handle the business.
.An overhead crossing has been ordeitd for the
Lincoln, Peoria and Springfield electric road where
it
crosses the tracks of the Illinois Central and
the Chicago and Alton railways in tiie ciiy of
Lincoln,
ihis is the decision of the state board
of warehouse and railway commissioners.
The
traction company is to pay two-thirds of the cost
and the other third is to be paid jointly by the
steam roads. At the present time the JUinois Traction Company transfers at the crossing, but with
the improvement will be able 10 run through cars
from tliis city to Springfield and St. Louis.

The Economy Light and Power Company ol
Joliet will furnish the power for the new motor
10 pump water at the pumping station on Ottawa
Street in that city. The company will furnish the
power at $40 per month. The contract goes into

May and will be in force till the
of January.
Wrightsville, a small village four miles from
Greenfield, will have electric lights.
The Greenfield
and Whitehall Electric Light and Power Company
is placing the poles and wires, which will be part
of the high-tension transmission line from GreenWinchcsier is also bidding for
field to Whitehall.
lights for this system.
The Peoria County supervisors are securing an
csiimatc oh the cost of equipping the County Farm
with an electric-light system.
At a mceting'in Morrisonville in the interest of
ihe proposed Litchfteld-Decatur inlerurban electric
effect the first of

first

'

I
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the sum of $3,000 was pledged toward the preMeilin({3 will
liminary work of siirveyiiiK the line.
be held in all the towns llirongh which the line
tlie object of raising $15,is proposed to run with
000 for the work.
line,

proposed to run from IlliopCounty, to Taylorville, going
through Mt. Auburn and Grove City. A meeting
was held in Mt. Auburn to promote the interests,
and the promoters of the Litchfield-Decatur line
were to be asked to take hold of the project.
V. N.

An

electric

in

olis,

road

is

SanRanion

Michigan.
Detroit, February 2J.— The village of Brighton
has refused to grant an increase of $250, per annum
for street ligluing, and the Conrad Electric Company, which lighted the streets, has refused to
maintain the service. The village will probably be
without the light until the March election.
A new waterwheel will be placed in the plant
at La Barge to lake care of tlie increased power
demand at Charlotte and Bellcview.
The South Range Street Railway Company is beginning a line belwcen South Range and Houghton
and has asked the village of Houghton for a franIt is probable that the tracks of the Houghchise.
ton County street railway will be used if an entrance to Houghton is secured.
The Common Council of Niles has granted a
franchise to the Indiana and Michigan Electric
Company for the transmission and distribution of
The franall electric energy for light and power.
chise provides that a service charge of $i per horsepower per month may be made, and a charge for
energy actually used at a rate of not to exceed si.x
or a net rate of not
cents per kilowatt-hour
more than six cents may be made if the customer
agrees to use a sufficient amount of power to net
$2 per horsepower per month for each horsepower
installed.
For light the gross rate is 1214 cents
per kilowatt-hour, with a discount of 20 per cent,
payment is made.
Light can be furif prompt
nished to only such customers as the Common
Council permits to prevent competition with the
municipal plant.
The company is not required to
extend its lines unless a revenue of 10 cents per
Work must be
foot of extension is guaranteed.
started within six months and the service given
in one year.
The new dam which is in construction at Berrien
Springs will be ready this year.
D.
;

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, February 22. The Northern ElecManufacturing Company of JN'Iadison, Wis.,
was awarded the contract for installing electrical
machines, fixtures and wiring in the Capitol Buildtrical

ing at $42,000.

New Hampton,

The

Iowa, will
be in
The equipment consists of a new steel water tower and tank with a
capacity of 75,000 gallons and a new brick twostory building containing the pumping and lighting
electrical plant of
full operation shortly.

plant.

W. Gerhardt becomes

P.

superintendent

of

the

Twin City Rapid Transit Company of Minneapolis,
Gustavus Brigger resigning.
The installing of 24-hour electric service in Benson, Minn., is proposed.
Electrican Taylor has
been interviewing different persons relative to motors,

irons, fans, etc.

Building Trades Council and the Unbor Council met
and disbanded .sine <lic. Of ihi- $400,000 contributed
lal)()r uninn c.'inse during the course of the
remains on hand.
hntcrprisc lilectric Works has been incorporated In San Francisco with a capital slock of $12,000 by Frank Jones, G. K, Roe, Bcriha Roc and
Mary E. Jones.
The Norllurn I'ower and Water Company has been
organized at North San Juan, Nevada County, Cal.,
to operate in Nev.'ula County, lixtensive development
of water rights, etc., already controlled is planned.
The Northern California Mining Company, of
which H. II. Yard is the chief owner, is perfecting
plans for two power plants to lUilize the waters of
Fall River at Mooretown, near Oroville, Cal.
The Great Western Power Company has secured
a franchise permitting it to cross the public roada
of Butte County, Cal., with its power-transmission
line.
Except where it crosses the public highways,
the line will follow a private right-of-way,
recent development of the long-distance transmission of electric power is the passing of ordinances
regulating the construction, maintenance and operation of the transnn'ssion lines by the counties and
municipalities of the state.
The ostensible purpose
of these laws is the protection of the public from
accidents, but the Pacific Power Company, which has
so far been the principal sufferer from these laws,
claims that the laws have in several cases been
made needlessly obnoxious and expensive to the com-

and adding 1,500 horsepower.
George B. Hippee
was elected president of the company and A. G.
Walsh general manager at ihe annual meeting held

fortune, and al the time of his death had just completed a magnificent residence at a cost of $100,000,

the

lo

strike, $|,.)oo still

The

A

James Dun. consulting engineer of the Santa Fe
Railw.ay system, and a prominent figure in railway
engineering since iHC/i, died suddenly in .St. Augustine,
Fla,,
on February 2.id,
Mr. Din was a
member of the American .Society of Civil Engineers,
the Western Society of Engineers, the American
Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Assoand the St, I-ouis Society of Engineers, He
was 64 years of age.

ciation

Mr, William
Chicago,

Balfour, Guthrie & Co, of London and San Francisco are preparing to spend about $100,000 in putting in e'ectric lighting, sewer and water systems
at the new town of Strathmore, near Visalia, Cal.
The property* of the Calistoga Electric Light and
Power Company of Calistoga, Cal., has been placed
in the hands of a receiver to satisfy $18,462 alleged
to be due on promissory notes.
W. T. Van Brunt, manager of the North Buttt
E.xtension mine at Butte, Mont., states that he will
in April or May place orders for a complete electrical
equipment for the mine.
The MollaMa Electric Company of Canby, Ore., has
issued bonds to the amount of $15,000, the proceeds
to be used in the taking over of the .property of
the Aurora Electric Company and the locating of the
latter company's plant on the Mollalla River about
three miles from Canby.
The Seattle Electric Company estimates that the
expenditures to be made this year in extensions, improvements and equipment, including the enlarging of
the plant at Georgetown and the special arrangements
to be made for the Alaska-Yukon Exposition, will
cost approximately $1,500,000.
The Coos Bay Gas and Electric Company of
Marshfield, Ore., will put in a central electric plant
at Porter to supply the electric-lighting and power
systems of Both Marshfield and North Bend.

The Allis-Chalmers Company, through its San
Francisco district agency, has just taken a contract
at a figure approximating $200,000, for a complete
motive power and mining machinery plant for the
Goldfield Consolidated Mining Company. The plant
will be installed at Goldfield and electric power will
be taken from the Nevada-California Power Company's transmission lines.
The Nevada-California Power Company, which
was formerly called the Nevada Power, Mining and
Milling Company, has closed a contract with the
Allis-Chalmers Company for a 1,500-kilowatt waterwheel type three-phase generator. This will be the
fourth machine of the same size and make to be in-

Creek,

by this power company
Cal.,

whence

electric

on Bishop

at its plant

power

is

transmitted

The growth
ico miles to Goldfield.
of this system is keeping pace with the developnient
extensions
and
districts,
mining
Nevada
of the new
A.
of its pole lines are in progress.
more than

Bear,

now

Kohlcr

with

Bros,
alwut March
1st, to assume managerial duties with the Northern Electrical Company of Duluth and Minneapolis.
Mr. Bear has been in Ihe electrical business since
boyhood, serving in various capacities with W. T.
Osborne & Co. of Kansas City, Chicago Edison
Company, Illinois .Steel Company, Fort W.iyne Electric Works, and in his last position with Kohler
Bros. He was a stuflent at Armour Institute. With
Kohler Brothers, where he has been for the last
three years, he has had full control of all switchboard work, doing the engineering and directing
all
switchboard installations, as well as handling
the commercial end of the switchboard department.
Mr. Bear leaves many friends in Chicago who wish
him success in his new field.
of

panies.

stalled

The Des Moines City Railway Company of Des
Moines, Iowa, proposes enlarging the power house

i8s

P.

remove

will

to

Duluth

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
D. F. Shaddock and others will
tric-light plant at Odessa, Tex.

install

an

elec-

Farmington, Mo., has voted $25,000 for the construction of an electric-light plant.

M. M. Neumann

is

seeking a franchise

electric-light plant in Stanton,

for

an

Neb.

Afton, Okla., is 10 vote on the question o£ issuing bonds to build an electric-light plant.

Bonds for $17,000 have been voted in Loyal, Wis.,
for an electric-light plant and waterworks,
to

Columbus, Neb,, has granted a 20-year franchise
John 1. Burke for a light and water plant.

The Clarendon (Te.x,; Waier, Light and Power
Company will expend $10,000 in improving plant.
The
in

city of Fort Worth, Tex,, will expend $50,000
improving and enlarging its electric-ught plant.

Stein-Hirsh & Co., operating a starch and gum
factory at the corner of /\shland Avenue and
thirtieth Street, Chicago, are preparing to install an
electric generator ol 250-kilowatt capacity direct
connected to a horizontal Keynolds-Lorliss engine,
the complete uniL to be built Dy the Allis-Chalmers
Company. Three-phase, Oo-cycle current, generated
at a pressure of 240 volts, will be distributed over
the uuilding for power and lighting.
With this
aUernator there will be installed a 15-lolowatt
belted exciter ot the same company's make, Adams
& Schwab are consulting engineers and Nimmons &
Fellows, architects ot tfle building.

The Koreans, having discovered the service and
comfort atforded' by electrical power and lighting,
are rapidly installing small motors in their shops
and lights in the homes at Seoul. The modern
Korean palace has been lighted for some time by
electricity, and ot late commercial plants have been
established at Chemulpo and Fusan, while two
plants, under one management, supply light and
power lo Seoul, the capital. The ieoui plant,
which furnishes light for commercial purposes and
power for electric tram lines, has' recently been
enlarged until iiS capacity is almost doubled, and
furtner improvements are contemplated.

recently.

The construction of an electric railway from
Thief River Falls, Minn., to Roosevelt is the topic
of much discussion. It is estimated that the road
could be built for approximately $10,000 per mile.
The voters of Livingston, Mont, voted against
granting a franchise to the Madison River Power
Company,
Parties from Fergus Falls, Minn., contemplate
the Pillsbury waterpower near Swanville,
Minn., and installing an electric-lighting plant. R.

buying

PERSONAL.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

announced at Providence, R, I., of
Charles A. Potter of the American Electrical Company of that city. He was a Civil War veteran.

The death

is

Mr. Thomas A. Edison is reported to have undergone an operation early this week to relieve

him of trouble in the left ear. The operation,
which was not considered serious, is said to have
been wholly successful, and everyone will be glad
to hear of his complete recovery.

Pacific Slope.

—

Francisco, February 19.
Daniel O'Connell,
a few days ago filed a petition with the Board
Supervisors of this city asking that the streetrailway and telephone franchises alleged to have
been obtained from the former board of supervisors
by briber}' be rescinded, has now filed a petition
signed by 14,616 voters of the city asking that the
question of buying the street-railway and telephone
systems be submitted to a popular' vote. He estimates
that not over $io,ooo.cco will be needed for this purpose.
Unless some legal flaw in the matter can be
found, the question must be submitted at the next

Mr. F. E. Lowe, superintendent of the Twin City
Rapid Transit Company at St. Paul, has resigned.
has been in the service of the Twin City company for three years, having resigned from the Pullman Car Company, Minneapolis, to become clerk
Two years ago he be10 the general manager.
came superintendent of the St. Paul branch. J. S.
Peaver of Chicago succeeds Mr. Lowe.

general election.
L, E. Hanchett.

aged 45 years. Mr. Carothers was well known and
Until recently he
liked by Illinois electrical men.
had been president of the Bloomington, Pontiac
and Joliet Electric Railway. At the Decatur meet-

San

who
of

.

president of the San Jose and
Santa C!ara Railway of San Jose, Cal., has estaban office in this city.

lished

The

last

act in

the street-car strike of last

May,

which has been really dead for a number of months,
was taken this week when the joint committee 0^ the-

He

J;

A. Carothers, president of the Pontiac Light,

Heat and Power Company, died on February 19th
at

ing

his

of

home

the

in

Pontiac,

Illinois

State

111.,

of

Electric

Bright's

disease,

Association,

of

which he was a member, he was elected vice-president. Mr. Carothers had amassed a considerable

The Indiana correspondent
trician writes that

it

is

of the Western Elecreported that the Murdock

which controls the Chicago, South Bend
and Northern Indiana electric railway and other
traction lines, will soon close a deal tor the assets
and franchises owned by the Chicago-New York
Electric Air Line Company.
This acquisition will
syndicate,

Murdock syndicate possession of the franchises in Gary, which will hasten^ the completion
of street-railway facilities in that city and afiord
the syndicate an opportunity to build a line from
La Porte to Chicago.
give the

The Chicago

City

Railway Company,

this

year,

with a view of taking advantage of the decreased
prices on materials and labor, anticipates doing
about one-half of the work which the new ordinance requires of it. This work will include very
largely the laying of the new-style grooved rails, reconstruction of track bed, paving, and the laying of
about 300 miles of clay conduit Nearly all of the
materials for this construcaon w'ork have already
been contracted for. The conduit contract is probably for the largest amount ever let in a single
contract.
This contract for conduit was let to the
Clay Product Company. All of the conduit to be
laid will be 3j<2-inch single-duct ware and will
eventually form the bed for all electrical transmission wires except the trolley wire.

:
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Jay P. Graves, president of the Spokane and
Inland Empire Railroad Company, has issued a

February

rials, chemical materials.
In 1906 the total value
of our mineral production was $1,902,517,565, com-

report stating that the grading and bridgework on
the Moscow extension from Palouse is completed
and the road will be opened as soon as weather
Wheat and
conditions will permit in the spring.
lumber shipments will add much to the freight tonnage of the road. During the six months following April 30th the net earnings of this line have
been $617,732.67, and the expense has been less
than 60 per cent, of the gross earnings. The report shows that the power plant is nearing completion and this will mean a saving in the expenses
of the road, as it will then furnish its own power,
while the completion of the Moscow extension will
mean an increase in the gross receipts.

pared with $1,623,923,720

Smith

is

in

Mr. George Otis

1905.

director of the survey.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works and

the West-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company have
just issued a comprehensive catalogue of the electric
locomotives for mine and industrial service manufactured jointly by these two concerns. The electric
features of the locomotives are the work of the
Westinghouse company and the mechanical features
that of the Baldwin works.
The numerous illustrations

Among

this

the illustrations

one of the testing plant

is

Baldwin Locomotive Works, which enables

the

in

show the extent to
make have been adopted.

of typical installations

which locomotives of

complete record to be made of the performance
of every locomotive before it leaves the works.
Considerable space in the catalogue is devoted to
the rating and performance of locomotives.
It is
said that the Baldwin-Westinghouse locomotives are
designed with particular reference to their "continuous capacity," experience having demonstrated
that equipment thus rated is the least expensive
for maintenance.
The last two chapters are devoted to gathering locomotives and traction reel
a

POWER TRANSMISSION.
A

delegation of Canadians which met in Ottawa,
Ont., on February 21st and there interviewed Lord
Grey, Sir Wilfrid Laurier and Ambassador Bryce,
is said to have expressed the opinion that the proposed treaty with the United Slates in connection
with the beautifying of Niagara Falls will shut
out any further power plant at Niagara Falls, which
they contend would be injurious to industrial inThe delegaterests throughout Western Ontario.
Col. Hention was composed of J. J. Foy, K. C.
drie, Adam Beck, W. K. McNaughton, M. P. P.,
Niagara
Park.
the
Wilson
of
and Superintendent

locomotives.

;

Gerrick

work

&

SOCIETIES
The March meeting

Gerrick,

contractors for the electrical

Northern

of the

Pacific

Railroad in

Mechanical

Wash-

American Society of
held on Tuesday

of the

be

will

evening, March loth, at 8:15 o'clock, in the Engineering Societies Building.
The meeting will be
addressed by Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz, member
A. S. M. E., past president A. I. E. E,, and professor of electrical engineering Union University,
the subject being "The Steam Path of the Steam
Turbine."

ington, will begin work about March ist, it is said,
on the power plant which will furnish electric
power to carry the company's trains over the mounThe water
tains from Leavenworth to Skykomish.
for the operation of the plant will be conveyed
across the Wenatchee River through 1,000 feet of
steel pipe 9J/2 feet in diameter to a steel penstock
ig6 feet high and holding 1,000,000 gallons, from
which the turbines will be fed. Four 1,300-horsepower General Electric generators will be installed

The next meeting of the Missouri Electric Light,
Gas and Street Railways Association will be held
at the Marquette Hotel in St. Louis, Mo., on April
23d, 24th and 25th.
Secretary C. Z. Pierson writes

in the plant.

very interesting programme is being preThe St. Louis Electrical Show will be in
progress during the convention, which will be an
added inducement for members and guests to visit
St. Louis at this time.
Mr. J. D. Porterfield of
Cape Girardeau is president of the association.
that a
pared.

PUBLICATIONS.

'

"The Export Electric Accumulator" is the name
of a new monthly that made its first appearance in
London, England, last month. It is published by
the Electric Accumulator Printing and Publishing
Company, which for two years has successfully pubThis has been
lished "The Electric Accumulator."

At a n)eeting of the executive committee of the
Nebraska Electrical Association on February 19th
was decided to hold the ne.xt annual meeting of
the association in Omaha on April 15th and i6th.
This change was made in order to have the meetit

now

the only English journal devoted to storage-battery interests. The new monthly will be the
export edition and will have many articles of particular interest to readers outside of Great Britain.
till

Engineers

AND SCHOOLS.

ing take place during the

which

show,

trical

week of April

Bulletin No. 1503, entitled "Allis-Chalmers DirectReynolds Corliss Engines," contains a
amount of information on the building of
Corliss engines, in which that company has had
almost 50 years' experience. This publication deals
particularly with direct-connected units, a comparison with the belt-driven, however, being offered.
Every user of steam power undoubtedly is interested in the most advantageous method of operation.
What these conditions are and the service
to which each type of engine is best adapted are
described in this bulletin, issued by a company
manufacturing both direct-connected and belted

Neb.,

13th.

is

week

to

be

of the

held

Mr. T. H. Fritts of Grand
of the association and

Island,

liberal

Mr. William Bradford, Linciln,

eighth annual convention of the Iowa Electrical Association will be held April 22d and 23d

Des Moines.

at

The Savery Hotel

be head-

now being arranged and Secretary
is
N. Keiser, Des Moines, says that all indications
are for the largest and best convention ever held
by the association. George N. Carson of Iowa
programme

W.

City

president of the association.

is

At Ihe

last meeting of the Chicago Section, A. I.
E. E., held on February i8th in the rooms of the
Western Society of Engineers, Mr. Garrett T.
Seely read a paper on "Recent Improvements in the
Mechanical and Electrical Equipment of the South
Side Elevated Railroad," which is abstracted in
this issue.
The discussion of the paper consisted
principally in a series of questions on various features brought out in the paper, which were elucidated by Messrs. Seely, Woodmansee, Junkersfeld,
Wray, Powell, Chairman King and others. The
next meeting was announced for March 19th, when
Mr. A. H. Armstrong of Schenectady, N. Y., is
expected to read a paper on "Relation of Electricity
to the Problem of Transportation."

-

statistics have been collected and compiled by
technical experts in the several branches and have
been found to be of great value to the mining
The principal divisions of the work are
interests.
Metals, fuels, structural materials, abrasive mate-

ILLUSTRATED

MISCELLANEOUS.
reported that the wireless-telegraph plant
erected at the Eiffel Tower in Paris has been destroyed by fire. The tower itself was not much
damaged. The Municipal Council of Paris had
only recently decided to equip the plant with highpower apparatus to be used in long-distance wireIt

less

AriMrrmlly open

circuit conlsins siKn-iling devices.
the circuit is adapted to close it
when the train passes o%'cr the same, and mechanical
means arc opcralivcly connected to the switch and
ndapled tft_ open the same from a distant point, when
the train is passing over this point.
sinftlc

switch

in

Transformer. Charles Lc G. Fortescuc,
Wilkinsburg, Pa, assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company. Applica-

879,158.

tion filed

June

8,

1907.

and secondary windings arc each made of
numlK-r of xruonn intrnsolatcJ in a nymmetrical arrangement.
Portions of the sections of one winding
TIjc rriinary

a

is

communication.

The Wolf

Mill and Elevator Company, whose
plant at EUinwood, Kan., is being equipped with
.A.llis-Chalmers flourmill machinery on the wellknown universal bolter system, has purchased from
the same builders power equipment driven by belting from a 12 and '24 by 36-inch cross-compound

Reynolds-Corliss engine.
Steam at 150 pounds
pressure will be supplied from a Chandler & Taylor
tubular boiler operated in connection with an open
Stilwell heater and duplex hot-water boiler-feed

pump.

TRADE NEWS.
The Gross Gas and

Electric Fixture Company of
St. Louis, Mo., has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $13,500.

The Kuhlman

Ele'ctric

Company

of Elkhart, Ind.,

through the Central Electrc Company of Chicago^
has been recently awarded the contract by the Sanitary District of Chicago for its year's requirements
in transformers.
Bending, Bicknell & Brightman, engineering and
construction, 408-9-10 Murray Building, Grand Rapids, Mich., have secured the contract for equipping
the Eclipse Box Company's new factory and will
be in the market for 220-volt direct-current motors;
galvanizing plant; printing presses for wood, multicolor; woodworking machinery and ventilating apparatus.
Charles B. Harris, United States consul at Reichenberg, Bohemia, reports that large orders for electric goods for that district are placed with German
manufacturers or jobbers, whose traveling salesmen,
speaking the language and knowing the wants of
the purchasers, have no trouble in making sales.
Anierican manufacturers to secure orders in Austria must also employ German-speaking salesmen.
Cargo for points in the Reichenberg district is
transported by rail from seaports, or by boats on
the Elbe to Tetschen.

The American-Korean

Electric

Company

of Seoul,

Korea, intends to introduce fans extensively during
next summer, and electric flatirons, w'arming pads
and other novelties will probably follow in due
The steady market demand at present,
course.
however, is limited to motors and fixtures. On
account of the power companies' method of installing
fixtures and then renting them to the consumers,
there are no stores in Korea carrying exclusive
stocks of electrical fi.xtures and furnishings. The
power companies import the bulk of these supplies
direct.

Mr. H.

P. Copeland announces the opening of
quarters" at 203 West Broadway, New York.
Agencies for Glitterene, two-hole telegraph blocks,
wood battens, wood wiring cleats, ebonite and specialties in wood and sheet metal for telephone and
telegraph construction and maintenance, also the
manufacture of the H-P rustless cable hanger, will
hereafter be carried on in Mr. Copeland's name
and under his personal supervision. Mr. Copeland
has had 12 years' experience as manager of the
electrical department of James S. Barron & Co.

new

At the office of the supervising architect, Washington, D. C, sealed proposals will be received
(including
until
April 7th for the construction
plumbing, gas piping, heating apparatus, electric conduits and wiring) of the postoffice at Nevada, Mo.
Drawings and specifications can be seen at the office of the custodian of site at Nevada or at the
above office. Proposals will also be received until
March 30th for an elevator plant in the postoffice
and courthouse at Los Angeles, Cal.

Drawings and

are at the supervising architect's ofor at the office of the superintendent of conS
struction, Los Angeles.
specifications
fice,

Office)

February

iS,

igoS,

arc symmetrically located with respect to the other
winding can be cut out of circuit to adjust the voltage ratio of the transformer, (Sec cut on next papc.1
tliat

Electric

879,168.

Railway Signal.

and William

Frederic M. Hill
Appli-

C. Davis. Columbus, Ohio.
cation filed April 6, 1907.

An
disk

arm.

overbalanced semaphore arm is provided with a
upon which a chain is wound so as to move the
Electrical means accomplish tins when the car

enters

879,180.

and leaves a

block.

Arc Lamp.

Oskar Konitzer, Munich, Ger-

many. Application filed January 19, 1906.
An arc-lamp electrode in provided with an eccentric
close to one side thereof, and a
upon which the thin wall of the
formed by the channel rests.

longitudinal

supporting
electrode

passage

piece

Cystoscopc.
Reinhold H. Wappler, New
Application filed August 28, 1906.

879,224.

York, N. Y.

A

1907.

A

igo8

ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

Issued (United States Patent
Railway Signaling Device. Frederick Bauer,
New York, N. Y. Application filed October i8,

Avill

quarters. Arrangements have been made for a very
creditable exhibit of electrical apparatus in the
large banquet hall of the hotel.
Space will be
furnished at the expense of the association. The

The

*^79.^38.

secretary.

is

The

units.

The United States Geological Survey, Department
of the Interior, has just published its comprehen"Mineral Resources of the
sive report on the
This
L'nited States" for the calendar year 1906.
volume of 1,307 pages is the twenty-third annual
compilation of the production of mineral substances.
In addition it shows the chief features of
mining progress during the year.
It also shows,
where possible, the conditions in the various mining
industries in foreign countries as compared with
those of the corresponding domestic industries.

Omaha elecOmaha the

president

connected

is

in

29,

terior

bore
end.

tubular surgical instrument adapted to permit inportions of the body to be viewed through its
h.is
an incandescent electric lamp at its further-'

Christian AalWilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Application filed April 4, 1906.
movable contact members are af'
Stationary and
rangtd so that movement of an operating lever movei
certain of the movable members into engagement with
Electric Circuit Controller.

879.234,

borg.

•

tlicir

of

the

;()mplcmcnlarv
lever

in

the

slnlicnary contacts, and movement
other directions moves the other
comwith
their

movable members into engagement
plementary stationary contacts.
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limituil
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rcHJlici.t

1,

llic

<jI

i-iul

Application

commulatur

|-|ii:

unitary
lliorcfor

tiliil

coiimi"s<mI

liavinu

scsnifnt.s

l«:vi'li-il

liy

liook.

tlic

inloiiral
sleeve wliicli

»mg\c

a

..f

""lir

a

cnil»,

ruiB,

an

«i-l

(See

segments.

vci-

Brodie,

M'.

West

Orange, N. J., assignor to the Rdison ManiiApfactiirinR Company, West Orange, N. J.

of

mipport

plication

ailjusta-

filed

['""ebrnary

1905.

15,

cut.)

fitroHKly

opposite

the

colieK-nt,

other

of the

dcprcftsions

HCt.

Adrian
Penacook, N, H., assignor to the
Whitney Electrical Instrument Company. ApElectrical

^79,385.

Measuring Instrument.

Hoyt,

.1-1.

plication filed July 9, 1904The instrument consists of a

permanent niaKnct, a
inclined shaft carrying a jiolarized movable clcincnl. sprinRs In ojipose rotation and means for dampentliis
element, and a stationary coil through which
iiitl
the current flows that provides the moving torque.

pivoted

John D.
Ammunition Hoist Control.
879,387.
York, N. Y., assignor to the Otis
Milder,
Elevator Company, Jersey City, N. J. Applica-.

New

NO. 879,158.

lion filed August 30, 1907.
In an ammunition hoist, there are in combination a
carrier, a motor and driving coiineelions therebetween,

TRANSFORMER.

and

Arthur

879,247. Drop-light Fixture and the
Application filed
III.
C. Davidson, Chicago,
March 13, 1907.
secured
A number ot chandelier engaging hooks are the
drop
tn the upper cud of a supporting member for
Lil<c.

Means

distribute its weight.
so as to equally
provided for conducting gas or electricity
lower end of tjie supporting nieinber.

light

to

are

the

Multiple-ratio Transformer. Charles Le G.
Fortcscue, Wilkinsburg. Pa., assignor to the

S79.252.
'

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing ComApplication filed June 8, 1907.
pany.
This

is

a

modilication

of

patent

No.

for stopping the carrier automatically
positions varying with the gun elevation.

means

different

at

Air-brake, Lighting and Signaling System
William C. Mayo and
Railway Trains.
John Houlchan, El Paso, Texas, assignors of
one-third to George Edwin Briggs, Barstow,
Texas. Application filed January 31, 1907.
Kach car has a reservoir and an air pump driven

879,397for

A

generator on the
from the running gear of the car.
operating
electrical
current
for
locomotive
supplies
valve mechanism on each car that controls its air
brakes.

Wireless Telegraphy. George W. Pierce,
Cambridge, Mass., assignor to the MassachuApplicasetts Wireless Equipment Company.
tion filed

March

16,

1906.

In a receiving system for wireless telegraphy are
comprised an inductive connection having a variable
primary and variable secondary, a detector and a eondenser connected with the secondary, and connections
for sending the currents set up in the primary of the
inductive connection through the detector.

NO. 879,246.
879,257
J.

COMMUT.4T0R.

879.410.

Franklin
Application filed

TroUev Catcher and Retriever.
Gustine,

July

5,

New

Orleans, La.

1906.

in combination with a trolley pole, a pair
oscillating arms, a spring intersposed between the
link connection
trolley pole and one of the arms, a
between the arras, a trip bar cooperating with the
arms to lock them against movement, and means for
automatically tripping the trip bar.

There are

of

Pneumatically Oper879 267. Controlling Means for
Ray P. Jackson, Wilkinsburg,
ated Devices.
Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company. Application filed March
1906.
pantagraph trolley that is normally raised can be
A catch retains
depressed by means of compressed air.
in its depressed position and air pressure
trolley
the
A pipe having branch passages is proreleases it.
vided whereby air pressure may be applied to the
former means
the passage to the
respective means,
being provided with a constricted portion.
3,

A

Automatic Multiple Fuse-block. William
879,285.
C. Mayo and John Houlelian, El Paso, Texas,
assignors of one-third to George E. Briggs,
Barstow, Texas. Application filed May 2, 1907.
interseries of fuses is arranged so these can be
shuntin succession into the power circuit.
around the fuse in service maintains the power
intact when the fuse is blown and during the
Means are operated by
introduction of a fresh fuse.
the current diverted into the shunt-circuit by the blowing of a fuse to automatically cut in a fresh fuse.

A

A

posed

circuit
circuit

Telegraph Switchboard. Albert T. Newman, Greeley, Kan. Application filed March 6,

879,300.

1907.
Contacts

tiss,

Electric Signaling Clock.
Henry S. PrenElizabeth, N. J.
Application filed August

A

_

the

several

signaling

circuit

controllers.

Process of and .Apparatus for Preparing
Leopold Sarason, HirschEffervescing Baths.
-Application filed
garten, near Berlin, Germany.

1907.
The process of preparing effervescing gas-water baths
consists in renttering water electrically conducting, and
12,

truiii

circuit
,ilnniicr
pa«»lni{ in citbr-r

la
Aulomttiically
direction.

879,498. Electrical Water Heater. Milton H. ShocnbcrK, San Francisco, C;il, Application filed June
»*/>7-

5.

A

chamber

Arrester.

LiKlitning

fJrand

licalinif cniU in connected with
wtlcl) cannot be cIokiJ while the

conloliiiiiij

a faucet %o that the
faucet in Hhul.

Mich,

Kapi<Is,

W.

George

as^i^nor

Clark,

one-fourth

of

to James H. Uoyle. (irand Kapids, Mich.
Application filed April 26, 1907.
One of :i pair of tcrininaln which arc «;>ace(l apart
in in
circuit with the cxponcd conductor and the other
connected to ;i grounded conductor.
A %t^r\i:% of
iK
coilft iH contained
in the circuit and conneclrd in parallel, and altio a blow-out magnet excited by the coiU
and having itil polen embracing (lie terminal,

Space Telegraphy. Lee dc Forest, New
York, N. Y,, assignor 10 the iJc Forest Radio
Telephone Company. Application filed January

**79»532.

1907.

29,

An
scl

oscillation detector comprising, an cvacuatcil vcktv.n "ilectrodci cnclot^ed within' the vessel; also
for beating one of the cleclrodcs. and a grid-

ha:-!

means

member

shaped
the
is

of

conducting material

and interposed between the
Forest "Audion" receiver.

vessel
the dc

Signaling Apparatus.
Scranton, Pa. Application

879,548.

inclosed within
electrodes.
This

Jewel G. Hornet,
October 8,1907.

filed

whereby

means operative

and

parallel,

in

the

lami)S

from a

momentarily

arc

moving

extinguished

car
con-

secutively.

Incandescent

879.'555ball.

Fruitvale,

Lamp

Control.
Application

Cal.

Roy

KimMarch

E.

filed

1906.

30,

A lamp socket has a switch including a turnable
disk with arms, fixed independently connected
conducting surfaces with which the arms arc caused
to
successively contact when turned, and connections
between the main circuit through the lamp, and the
conducting surfaces.

ratchet

Turbo-alternator.
Charles E. Lord, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Bullock Electric
Manufacturing Company. Application filed June

879,564.

7. 1905.
A cooling system for an alternator consists of a
blower forcing air through the ventilating ducts of the
stator, which ducts are closed at their inner ends so
that the air passes out at the top of the machine. The
rotor has fan blades to force a separate blasf axially
through the air gap.
(See cut.)

A

weight actuated clock mechanism is provided with
an electromagnet with an armature carrying an arm
having a crosspiece at its extremity.
A second arm
Means carried
is adapted to oscillate with the weight.
by this arm close the circuit in conjunction with the
crosspiece when the weight has descended a predetermined distance.
,

879,425.'

Generator

Electric

for

Telephone Lines.

XO. 879,564.

TURBO-ALTERXATOR.

Henry Tideman, Menominee, Mich. Application
filed

January

16,

1905.

The commutator for this magneto generator consists
two
semicircular
segments of which the joint
periphery forms a circle about a shaft, two conducting
circular segments having a reduced diameter through
half of the circumference, and an insulating circular
segment of similarly reduced diameter through the
half circumference embraced- between the two conducting circular segments.
of

Burglar Alarm. James E. Murray, Wash879.568.
Application filed February i, 1907.
ington, Pa.
The

circuit

between

closed

is

turning of a pin
separates them,

with

a

flattened

two contacts by the
end which normally

879,582. Trolley Retriever. Richard
Application filed
ington, D. C.

Phillips,

Wash-

June

1906.

'8,

are mounted in sockets on a swinging frame
contacting with the feed wire when the trolley is
upwardly.
Other means engage the wire to
direct the trolley wheel back again to the wire.

Means

Telephony.
Application filed

879,438.

Morgan Brooks, Urbana,

May

31,

111.

1906.

The sub-station telephone set consists of local battery,
receiver and two
induction coils.
The
transmitter,
transmitter
and receiver are each connected to a
winding of each induction coil so that their effects on
The line is connected to
each other are neutralized.
a third winding of one of the induction coils.
(See

for

thrown

De Elbert A. Reynolds,
Cable Hanger.
York, N. Y. Application filed September

879,586.

New

1906.

7,

A

member arranged

supporting

resilient

to

embrace

with a yielding pressure has two oppositely
hook-like portions normally out of alignment
and arranged to indi\-idually hook over a supporting
The hanger has a
wire from opposite sides thereof.
protective lining against the cable.
the

cut.)

cable

disposed

879,593.

and are governed by

»

igo6.

14,

wego,

System of Electrical Distribution. RoderM. Palmer. Cambridge, Mass., assignor to
Palmer
Electrical Company, Bangor, Me.,
the
Bangor, Me. Application filed March 17, 1906.

August

by

circuits.

circuits.

879,326.

A

dJrcciioiiri.

<i[»crulcd

Self-winding Clock.
Henry S. Prentiss,
Elizabeth, N. J.
Application filed September

879,307.
ick

vices

ilc

879.411.

m

A circuit of relatively high voltage contains an
.'\
electromagnet and a circuit controller governing it.
second circuit connected in shunt with the high voltage
governed by a circuit controller operated
circuit
is
A number of branch circuits
by the electromagnet
connected with the shunt-circuit contain translating de-

Benton

Railways.

4, 1905.
A disk turning with the clock mechanism is provided
with flexible circumferential contact teeth which are arranged for definite intervals of time and which close

for a number of circuits are arranged
shaft passing
form of an arc on the board.
through the board carries a bundle on one end and a
The latter connects the different
disk on the other.

the

for

Pr<*:ccii<ni

C. Uowcll, Chic'iKO, III., assipfnor to the Rowell
Potter Safely Stop Company, Portland, Me,
Applicatinn filed I'elirtiary 13, tfit/j
A bluck-»iK»iil at'l'liuncr i* uuvrrtitd by two ttafcty
from 'liitnarf ''> uifely, auli>cireuils for ubifliiiK
i'
from op|Xfmutically oprrnlrd by IriiJnk xipiiroiicbing

This railway signaling system has a numl)cr of electric
lamps disposed at spaced intervals and connected

879.409.

S79.158.

Train

879,494.

879,522.

oxld plalc it
jircuscd copi)cr
formed with corruKalionti in both it« face* of hucIi
depth an to materially iiicrcaHC the Hupcrficlnl area.
The cIcvalionH of one set of corruKntionn arc directly

A

enitases notclics near llie
clampinB
lilc
rniK adjustably
miilille of the segments, and a clanipinn
the beveled ends ot
to
enRaue
sleeve
on
the
mounted

the

William

Battery Plate.

879,361.

1006.

.April 4,

clnmpniK

an

liaviiiK

bnlli

A HcricM (if Himcril cnntnct briiHticH tmK mvnint forn
witn
rcloiion
oiicrnHvc
inl"
bruitliei*
Il>«
nioviiiK
Hcric* uf conlncis rcprcrttrnliiiK irlcHranhlc code ctmracMciinn iirc nrranRcd for ailjuBthiB llic i.pace 1mUth.
twfPii Huccciiitivc active hriiHlie-. to correitpond to llic
lime M»ncc of a telcKnipliic code character \Au» llic
KciinrnlinR time nimce between two chttraclcr*.

mem-

cinliiclliOdKcil

Comnuilator fur F.lcdvic Apparatus. Frcil'eriok W. Oix, Wilkinslnirg, Pa., assignor to
Ihc Wcslinglioiisi' KleCric anil Manufacturmg
is

oi

mcnnii

ttatticr.

Clarence Brain,
Telegraphic 'rransmiltcr.
Applicalion filed May 1$, 1907.
Parsons, Kan.

""

871) Mf)

Company.

by
llic

879,357.
l»

a

lliiTffor
liouk al i.iic

mi-mbi-r

carrying

Company.

conlncl-cnrryiiiK 'In'"'
llinl coiiiprl«i-» n rcmllciil

with

fiiiuiT

liiivi„8

liei-

KlccApplication

njofi.

21,

ccmiWnnlUiii

Ill

Mine
ilic
ticclrolyllciilly .|ptuiiiiK.«iiiK
cIcclroilcB ilUtril)Ulc<l uvcr tlif IxitUmi of
ncl and (irolcclcd from llic hoily f>f itic
III

Pitts-

the Wcsliiiglioiisc

Maiiiifacluring

anil

iric

Cooper,

William

Cnnlricl Fmirit.
Inn-R. I'a,. asslKiinr lo

S7y243.

187

Trolley Wheel.
Jacob M. Siegrist, OsApplication filed September 4,
N. Y.

1907.

The shaft passing through the harp and trolley-wheel
formed at one of its ends with a rigid head provided with a shoulder to bear on the outer side of
the harp and with a transverse groove in the outer
face of the head, and a spring tongue attached at one
end to the harp and having its free end passing
through the aforesaid groove and pressing the head
of the shaft onto the outer side of the harp.
is

NO- 879,438.

TELEPHONE

SUB-ST.\TION.

Telephone Exchange Apparatus. William
879,454.
A. Fricke, Chicago. Ill, assignor to the Monarch Telephone Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed March 8, 1907.
A common-battery exchange system includes a number
of line and cut-off relay circuits, condensers for separating the circuits, and connecting means at the exchange
permanently associated with the condensers and adapted
to connect them in talking sides of the telephone line
and iietween the relays in the circuits.
'

Reclaiming Tin Scrap. Elmer A. Sperry,
Application filed October 8,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

879,596.

1906.
tin scrap consists in conmaterial by electrolysis in an alkaline
the black scrap and treating the tin

This method of reclaiming
centrating
bath,

the

removing

concentrate

gard to

the

to

render

air.

it

comparatively

inert

with

re-

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Thomas A.
Alkaline Storage Battery.
Edison, Llewellyn Park, Orange, N. J., assignor
West
Company,
Battery
Edison
Storage
to the
Orange, N. J. Application filed June 29, 1904.

879,612.

A

for
a
storage battery is obtained by filtration of an alkaline
solution through bone-black previously subjected to the
purifying effect of a hot caustic solution followed by

non-foaming

practically

alkaline

electrolyte

washing with water.

Augustus C. Gruhlke,
Cigar Lighter.
Waterloo, Ind. Application filed June 13, 1906.

879.632.

An

electrically ignited fluid-burning iipliter com;irises
fluid receptacle, a casing leading therefrom for the

a
reception of the wick, an electrode secured adjacent to
the casing tip, an extinguisher normally held over the
casing tip, which extinguisher is provided with an opand means connected with the exposite electrode,
tinguisher and having sliding contact with the casing
whereby the direction of its movement and the extinguisher is controlled.

Process of Treating Metallic Ores or
Emil Gunther and Rudolf Franke,
Mattes.
Application filed June 18,
Eisleben, Germany.

879.633.

extracting metallic ores the method of producing
nickel salt solution for electrolytic deposition of nickel
consists in subjecting copper and nickel concentrated
regulus to electrolytic action as anode in a bath of
chloride of copper with addition of a chloride of alkali in presence of free hydrochloric acid, introducing
copper salt into the bath during the electrolytic proc
ess, separating the solution when rich ia nickel from
the solid residue of the anode and eliminating the
contents in copper from the solution.

In

Trolley-wheel. Edward J. Harrison, South
Application filed July 18, 1907.
The wheel has a flanged periphery and hub with a
A lubricant cup is mounted
recess formed therein.
upon the hub and communicates with the recess, and
ducts communicate with the recess and lead to the

879,636.

Bend, Ind.

periphery

the

of

wheel.

Campaign-cane.
George C. Hockenberry,
Ravenna, Ohio. Application filed April 11, 1907.

879,640.

Near the top of the cane is a hollow sleeve conThe handle
taining a storage battery and push button.
of the cane is a glass head containing an incandescent
lamp connected with the battery through the push
button.

Charles M. Jacobs,
Telephone Circuit,
Reading, and William J. Thorrowgood. Wimbledon Park, England. Application filed October

879,643.

12,

A

number of protecting memblocks in this recess.
bers are supported exteriorly upon the head and cooperate to form an inverted trough-

earth.

Means for Automatically Closing Electric
879,648.
Circuits.
Fayette W- Keeler, Temple. Tex.,
assignor of one-half to W. Morants. Temple,
Tex. Application filed August 18. 1906.
An alarm circuit has a local circuit including an
electromagnet and co-operating lever provided with an
cirfor
the
alarm
Circuit-closing
nicims
armature.
cuit are adapted to be controlled by means of the
lever and comprise a rotary member and a complemental member adapted to be brought into contact
therewith by the action of the lever.
Electric Transmission of Intelligence, Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of onehalf to William J. Latta. Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed May 14, 1906.

879,650.

to

shield

receiving

devices

in

a

telegraph

cir-

from impulses induced through neighboring wires,
comprise a direct shunt with practically no impedance

but capacity for each of the electromagnetic devices, a
in combination witli a
along the line,
series of inductance coils distributed
part of the coils provided with a direct shunt having
practically no impedance but capacity.

ground for each of the shunts,

7^
^:

^\

There are provided a swingingly mounted weighted
lever for each of the wheel trains, an electromagnet,
an oscillatory armature having a lifting arm extending
into the path of travel of the weighted levers to be
depressed thereby on the descent of the levers, and
means operated by the armature for making contact
when the armature descends to cause the electromagnet
the

oscillate

to

i

March

28,

September

filed

21,

1907.

A pressure governor comprises a controlling device
and an actuating piston, a lew-tension regulating means
causing the movement of the piston to cut in the
a high-tension regulating means for causing
of the piston to cut out the pump.-

for

pump, and

filed

December

13,

Harry T.
filed

28, 1903.

-

Gilbert W. GoodElectric Lamp Socket.
879,819.
ridge, Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to the BryOrigant Electric Company. Bridgeport, Conn.
Divided and
inal application filed July 18, 1907.
this application

October

filed

26,

1907.

A

socket has the end of the shell provided with
projections and the cap flange provided with a greater
number of symmetrically arranged openings with any
of which the projections in the shell can latch.

Pressure Governor for Pumps. Henry H.
Westinghouse, New York, N. Y., assignor to
Air Brake Company, PittsWestinghouse
the
Application

W. Don-

Application

J.

series of electrical terminals is arranged adjacent
the keys so as to be operated by them to close the
through a number of electromagnets which
actuate the typebars.

879>709-

1902.

In combination with a number of motor-driven pumps
are controlling devices for the motors, and cylinders
with pistons for operating the controlling' devices, a
main reservoir pipe line connecting the reservoirs, and
means operated by the main reservoir pressure for
supplying compressed air simultaneously to all of the

N.

A

movement

burg, Pa.

Orange,

to

circuit

Renewed Jvme

1505.

Lighting Attachment for Gas and AcetyBurners.
Clifford
Larkin. Everett.
J.
Mass., assignor of one-half to John R. Learned,
Application filed August 10,
Newton, Mass.

879,824.

lene

1907.

pistons.

A body is shaped to present two arms and a foot
embrace the burner.
A main electrode is pivoted
on one of the 3rm=.
A secondary electrode is pivoted
on a fulcrum block.
Springs arc mounted between
each electrode and the body.
to

Telegraphic Transmitter. Clyde Williams,
Porter B. Mitchell and Sharpe Hathaway, BarApplication filed May 6, 1907.
ton. Ohio.
The transmitter consists of an electromagnet, arma-

879.711.

ture-carrying means, a contact point, keys and contact
posts fcr the keys, and a pivoted plate coacting with
ttie contact point to make and break the circuit through
having adjustable parts disthe armature,
the plate
posed on opoosite sides of and operated by the arniature-carrying ' means, whereby the period of duration
of the break may be varied.

879.723.

Reuben

Attachment Plug.

B.

Benjamin,

assignor to the Benjamin Electric
Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.
Application filed January 29, 1904.

Chicago,

III.

plug for screw-threaded lamp sockets comprises
insulating base, a center contact carried thereby,
outer contact, means for expanding and contracting it, and means for locking this movable contact at
both limits of its movement,
an
an

Lamp

Socket.
Reuben B. Benjamin, Chicago. 111., assignor to the Benjamin
Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.
Application filed February 29, 1904.

879.724.

Electric

This pendant lamp socket has a one-piece insulating
base with a bole in its top for the leading-in -wires
and a transverse opening and side recesses connecting
with the top hole.
A threaded shell and central contact are carried by the under side of the base and connecfd to binding posts in the two side recesses.
A
metallic casing is connected to the base and insulated
from the live parts by a fiber lining,

.

'

Coin-controlled Apoaratus. Hermann Meyer,
New York. N. Y. Original aopHcation filed
Divided and this application
August 3, 1905.
filed December 23, 1905.

879.827.

The apparatus consists of two electric circuits having a part in common, a motor in both circuits, a
coin-controlled switch for closing and opening one of
the circuits, a pneumitically controlled switch for opening and closing the other circuit, and pneumatic means
for actuating the coin-controlled switch to release the
coin and break the coin-controlled circuit immediately
previous to closing the other circuit by the pneumatically controlled switch.

879.725.

Reuben

Attachment Plug,

B.

Beniamin,

assignor to the Benjamin Electric
AppliManufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.

Chicago,

111.,

cation filed
This

is

a

March

25,

modification

1907.
of

Trolley-pole Head.
Dubois, Pa. Application

No.

George G. Buchanan,

879,729.

filed

April 21,

ic;o6.

pole has fitted to its top a triangular frame
com-iosed of two di versing "rms with ncckets, suiting
sprites that engage the trnllev licad. and a guiding
member connecting the outT ends i^f the arms. Tho
trolley head is pivoted inside "of a flange at the meeting ooint of the arms and hfs a stud projecting through
a slot in the guiding member.
Tlie

August

12,

1903.

switch-plug has a lo"citudinally movable can witli
A terminal plate is also
a post secured to the bndv,
secured to the body, and has cars and a shank comprising sections pivotally secured to the ears and a
pair of contact strin.'! secured to the sections, the sections beinc
snread bv tlm post wlien it is shifted
longitudinally in one direction.

i

Supnort for Electric Service Wires and
S79.765.
Cables.
Edward H. Grcenlcaf and Theodora'
Application filed
A. Disscl, Ncwburgb, N. Y.

NEUTRALIZING DISTURBANCES IN

TELEGRAPH LINES.
Electric Transmission of Intelligence. Isidor Kitsct, Philadelphia, Pa, Application filed

supnort for electric service wires or c'lhlcs coma span wii-c and a hanger havinrt coils and a
tlie
loon
for
th"
reception
of the cable,
coils hcine nda^'^d to b'r snrung in niacc on the si)'>n
"ire to hold the hanger in placr- thereon, and the
fVpcnding loon bein<r nrr.inoed to nerniit of nlncinc a
drawing rone in position therein for drawing the cable
into the loon.

A

prises

dcocnding

879.651.

plication filed April
This

Third

Rails.

Application

Frank D.
January

filed

1907.

third-rail
ftupporiintt
bracket
or
hanger has a
laterally
offset
head provided with a recess in it*
under side.
The rail is held inverted in insulalinfi;

is

a

still

1903.

16.

further

modification

of

No.

879.723.

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
bv the Uni:ed States Patent Ofiice) that expired
February 24, icoS:
Thermostat.

^ 46,846.
446,017,

M.

A.

Electric-railway

Signal.

Earrou. Kansas City, M:i,
E. T. ITarvey, Chicago,

111.

Trolley
for
Electric
446,9^1.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Flpctric
Time Lock.
.;46,p67.

Railways.
^^.

I,

H.

S.

Flowers,

Short,

Spring-

Mo.
Method

of and Ainaratus for Electric Welding.
Schmidt. Lynn, Mass.
L. M.
Socket for Incandescent Electric Lamps.
M.
J.
Orford. Bridgeport, Conn.
Galvanic Battery.
M. W. Robinson, Medford,
447,016.
Mass.
Electro-henting
Carpenter,
Apparatus.
C.
E.
447,02.1.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Magnctn-elertric-signal Device.
N. 13. Ginochio,
447,045.
New York, N. Y.
7'.
Police-signaling
Apparatus.
Noyes, Bos447,058.
J.
ton, Mass.
B.
Noycs, BosPolice-signaling .^nparatus.'
447t05().
J.
ton, Mass.
Municipal-signal Apparatus.
B, J,
Noycs, Bos447.060.
ton, Mass.
Municipal-signal Apparatus.
B. J.
Noyes, Bos447,06 r.
ton, Mass.
Signal Box.
B, T. Noycs, Boston, Mass.
447,062.
Elect r'c- welding
Apparatus.
Dewey,
M.
W.
447.104.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Independent
Electric
Clock.
W. J. Dudley,
447.105.
Everett. Mass.
Healer.
I.
Ashbaugh, Chattanooga,
14". '^.IElectric
T.

446,074.
IT.

Lemp and

446,905.

Tonn.

N<w
\V.
Smith.
Telcprnph .Transmitter.
S.
York, N. Y.
Regulator for Electric Circuits.
T. M, Edwards,
New Tendon, Conn.
Telephone.
E. T. P. Mcrcndier, Paris, France.
447.104.
Ann unci'' tor and Indicitor System.
E.
A.
447,10?.
J.
Miller. San Francisco. Cal.
.U7,iofi,
Telcgrapli Apnaratus.
,\.
Parkt-r. St,
Ix>ui«,
T.

447.1(5(5.

417. ''7-

879.77.^-

Extension PUicr for Electric

Lififhts.

Bry-

son D. Horton. Detroit. Mich., assignor to the

1907.

meiliod of making immune devices inserted in
telegraph linen from ncij(lil>orinK power wires consists
in cauninK to flow in the telegraph lines a prime current of _ the [tower wire of a force about c<|ual to the
induced 'current, but of opposite dircclion.
fSec cut.)

This

Protector for
Sharp. Altoona, Pa.

David L. Webb, New
Attachment Plug.
York. N. Y., assignor to the Benjamin ElecManufacturing Company. Chicago, 111. Ap-

879,8.^0.

field,

Switch-plug. Henry C. Froelich. Chicago,
assignor to the Beniamin Elecric ManuApplication
facturing Company. Chicago, 111.
111.,

1

26,

A

roek-drilling machine has in combination an actuaair
cylinder provided
with springating motor,
an
pressure valves, to automatically regulate the density
of the air in the cylinder, a by-pass or port, communicating with each end of the air chamber of the cylinder, a plunger and a piston adapted to reciprocate in
the cylinder independently of each other, the latter
constituting a hammer to strike the tool, means for
transmitting the motion of the motor to the plunger,
'n,
chuck nr drill support held in the casing against
longitudinal motion, and mechanism
for
rotating the
chuck.

PATENTS THAT

879,723.

July 23, 1907.

NO. 879,651.

Electro-pneumatic Drill.
Olin Proctor.
Denver, Colo. Application filed August 26, 1905.

879.828.

tric

879,760.

i

A

Ambrose,

Electric Pump Governor. Walter V. Turner,
Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse
ApplicaAir Brake Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
tion

1907.

7,

Electrical Tj'pewriter.
George
879,814.
ning, East Orange, N. J., assignor to

armature.

A

19.

Renewed August

This controller consists of a rheostat actuated by
solenoids having windings with opposite influences, the
windings being controlled by the car switch so that
acceleration of the motor may be suspended at any
speed by the operation of the switch.

879,699.

filed

879,68.3.

Regulating Magnet Controller for Electric
Elevators.
Henry P. McColl, Hawthorn, VicAustralia.
Application filed May 29, 1906,

879.789.

Electric Clock-winding Mechanism. Adolf
879,697.
Trilke, Eimsbiittel, near Hamburg, Germany.
Application filed December 21, 1905.

cuit

January

1908

A

1906.

In a system for eliminating or reducing the influence
of disturbing currents on telephone circuits, there are
in combination a telephone transformer, a phonoporically wound receiver and a condenser, the two latter
being connected in series with each other across the
terminals of the secondary winding of the transformer
and having their intermediate point connected with

Means

29,

toria.

the

1907.

February

Benjamin
Chicago.

Electric
Til.

This

is

a

Manufacturing Company.
filed October 2, 1903.

Application

Renewed January
further

12.

1906.

ni'idification

Electromedical
Annliancc.
Samuel
Application
Lackland. St. Louis. Mo.

April 22, 1907.
A collar band has a pair of jicmicircular
connected lo a battery and arranged bo as
tl>c

neck pf the wearer.

Lynn.

fi7i),733.

S79.777.

entirely encircle

Mo.
447.- 'S.

of No.

H.
filed

Electric-railway

Haven. Conn.
Secondary

447.270.
clcctrodt-K
to almost

System.

C.

J.

V.nn

Dcpoclc,

Mass.

Device
Electric-railway
Currcnt-contrnllinR
for
447,210.
Cars.
J. C. CImmbrrlain. New York. N. Y.
Mower. New
Elcctric-nmtor Mechanism.
S.
E.
447,7=5.

phia,
447..'Ri.

Pa.

B.iltcry.

S.

C.

C.

Curric,

Philadel-

Pa.
Elcciric

Railw.iy.

R.

M.

Hunter,

Philadelphia,
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The Use
TluTi'

a Large Newspaper Pressroom.

of Electricity In

Ihc

tVw

Ijut

ail.'

iininslrics

in

which the

is

piiblicalion

puhhc. as well as keen competilion,
require that the niinimuni possible time shall elapse
between the occiirroncc of any public event and
its being- brougbt before the public eye.
The most important factors contributing to the
(Icniantls of Ihc

([uick

the telegraph

municating the events
use

of

news of the day are the
and telephone in com-

of ibc

publication

perfection of

linotype

to

the

machiius

rooms, the
up the type.

editorial

in

settini^i-

Sunday

The

cle-

of such f^reat inijiorlnncc as in
of a large city newspaper.
The

ment of speed

of the

growth
paper,

Daily

News and

editions of the
plant

of

has
the

until

now

been

;.

iyo8

every niKhl the daily and
ChicaRo Rccord-IIcralcl.
steadily

circul:tli()n
it

I!

consists

and
oi

increased
the

size

wilh
of

four press

shown
the

in one of the accompanying picinrc:!, are ol
"Autoplalc" type, nianiifactun-d hy (he Camp-

Company.

the

bell

the

almost

rooms,

two of them on Fifth Avenue, each containing two
presses, one on Madison Struut, with four presses,
and the main room back of these and containing
six presses.
Adjoining the last room arc the boiler
and engine rooms and two stereotyi)ing rooms containing three stereotyping machines tliat mold the
plates for all the 14 presses.
There arc also a
nnml)er of stock rooms for storing the large rolls
of i)aper, Ink and other necessary suj)plies.

As

ilieir

name

implies,

they

are

automatic casting machines that make Ih'.*
semi-cylindrical plates used on the cylinders of the
presses. The outer surface of each plate liaK the
type impressions for one page of the paper. The
plates are made by casting type metal into a mold,
the outer surface of
which is a papier-macht
matrix bearing Ihc impressions made from the flar

type-form for each page. The metal is molten in
the large iK>ts shown, which have a capacity 01
seven tons each. These pots arc kept at a uniform
leni[)erature of aliont ?<^x/' T. by means of a hard-

PART OF THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN THE PRESS ROOM OF THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS.
of

stereotyping machines

and

making the printing

for

development of the large
printing presses that transform the paper from
large rolls to completely printed and folded newspapers ready for sale. It is of interest to note
plates

finally

that electricity

the

made

the

first

of these factors

pos-

sible and is becoming more and more a valuable
adjunct to the other factors, so that it is becoming
more apparent every day that the modern newspaper is the product of electrical methods applied
to the highest type of machinery.

One of the lai^gest and busiest newspaper printing
establishments in the country is that of the Chicago
Daily News. It is of particular interest -in that it
makes
driving

very

and

time-saving

extensive

use

contains

many

of electrical machine
ingenious labor and

most of which are elecand were developed on the prem-

appliances,

trically operated,

by Mr. Irving Stone, mechanical superintendent
News. The electrical equipment was
described in an article- in the Western Electrician
ten years ago, but since then the installation has
been greatly enlarged and entirely changed. The
plant works day and night, running off on weekises

of the Daily

days the three regular editions,

12, 3

and

5 o'clock,

All the

14

presses are of the sextuple

web

per-

type and were built by R. Hoe & Co.
Each requires 56 plates for a "full dress" and turns
out two 28-page papers at each revolution of the
fecting

C3'linders.

When

maximum

speed,

running without interruptions at
each press can print 24,000 28page papers an hour. The normal capacity of all
the presses is 500,000 2S-page papers each afternoon.
Each press is driven by the Kohler two-motor
drive, one motor being 50 horsepow-er and the other
The large machine is used for nor7 horsepower.
mal running of the press through a w^ide range of
speeds and the small one for the extremely slo\v
speeds from dead slow to 10 revolutions per minnecessary to permit rotation of but a fraction
revolution for adjusting the cylinders in
placing and removing the plates. This auxihary
inotor is connected with the main motor shaft
through a worm gear fitted with a ratchet-wheel
device.
The motors are 220-voIt, direct-current,
compound-w'ound machines. Their control is entirely by the Kohler system of electrical push-button
control for printing presses and will be described
below.
The stereotyping machines, two of which are
ute,

of

one

The casting and cooling
done w-ith great facility by means
of electrical motor-driven machinery, a lO-horsepower motor being used on each machine. The
plates that have been used are melted again and
recast; a pile of them is show'u near one of the
coal fire beneath each one.

of the plates

is

pots.

The plates are taken to and from the south press
room by means of an endless-belt conveyor with
wooden slats on its surface. This conveyor is
motor-driven and crosses the main press room on
a slight incline.

Its

use saves a great deal of time

and hard work in handling the plates. The printed
and folded papers are taken from each press to
the main mailing and distributing room by a system of paper carriers and belt conveyors. One of
the former is shown at the delivery end of the
press illustrated. A bundle of papers is put into
a cage and hauled up over an inclined runway by
means of a motor-driven hoist and the papers are
deposited onto a belt conveyor, carrying them to
Each of the 10 presses in
the distributing room.
the main and west rooms is provided with one
these carrier outfits. The four presses in the
south room have their papers carried off bj' means

of

:

I
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go
short

of

belt

conveyors

that

run

east

and west

and discharge their papers to another conveyor
running south. These conveyors are all motordriven and save a great deal of time, labor and
confusion.
Eight of the presses

on the main
and paper reels in the
floor, with their
basement. To enable the pressmen to get from
one floor to the other with speed and little effort
a number of lifts and drops are installed conare installed

motors

the presses.

veniently near to
the

type

commonly used

in

The drops
the

are

of

stations

of
fire

departments and consist merely of a brass pole
passing through a hole in the floor to the basement. The lifts are cylinders running from the
basement floor to the ceiling; they have a portion
of one side removed to permit a man to enter,
step on a platform and press his foot on a spring
floor push, which operates a valve in a compressedair cylinder, and forces the platform up.
A great deal of time was formerly lost in changing from one roll of paper to another. It was
necessary

the

stop

to

press,

remove the spindle

of the exhausted roll, substitute a new. roll, paste
it to the loose end of the sheet and then start up
again. To overcome this delay a system of maga-

cony.

1
>^m

PS^Pt

™'

~4

%M^^-^^A
t

f

installed

are

shown

Power

Electric

for a

road

in

1908

7,

Mountainous

Rail-

Mexico.

The Kansas City, Mexico and Orient Railroad
Company is preparing to utilize its concession
which

obtained from the federal government for

it

the construction of a large hydro-electric plant on
El Fuerte River, in the state of Sinaloa, Mexico.

An

energy of 10,000-horsepower can be genof the proposed plant is in the
and difficult part of tbe Sierra

initial

erated.
The site
most inaccessible

Madres.
planned to use the electric power for operof the railroad through the mountains.
The power will also be used in the construe-.
tion of tunnels and other difficult work in building the road through that section. There are several large mining camps within convenient distance
It

is

ating

sections

of the
lines

of the power station and transmission
be built to the larger mines and power

site

will

furnished for running the
chinery of the properties.
It

and

mills

other

ma-

figured that the cost of the proposed plant

is

more than made up in the saving of expense that will result from the application of the
power in the construction of the railroad through
the heart of the Sierra Madres.
There is an
will

be

W^p^f^.

i|^n

^
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last

one view and two others adjacent to one of the
presses in another view. These panels are governed
entirely from eight different stations on each press.
Each of these stations comprises a tablet board
with five push-buttons. These buttons are "On,"
"Stop" and ''Off" on the upper row, and "Run" and
"Safe" on the lower row. The "Safe" button locks
the controller so as to prevent starting up, if the
press is at a standstill, or to prevent speeding up
beyond a certain point when running. No change
of speed, except to stop, can be made while any
''Safe" button is depressed.
This provision insures
the pressman that the press will not start up while
he is removing or fastening plates to the cylinders
or making other adjustments. When he is through
he pushes the "Run" button, which enables any of
the pressmen to start up, if desired.
By pushing the "On" button the press starts
up and accelerates very gradually to any point
desired by keeping the button depressed till the
desired speed is attained. In slowing down the
"Off" button is depressed in a similar way. The
"Stop" button is used only for an emergency or
dead stop.
The motor-control panels consist of a main
in

1

SSBI ^^R>Bi9i

The four panels
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Stone Magazine Reels.

Koliler

Panels

MuLur-coiUrolling

for

Four Presses.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN THE PRESS ROOM OF THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS.
zine reels has been invented by

Mr. Stone and was

Daily News plant. It provides for continuously feeding the paper to a press
without stopping for changing rolls. Two of these
first

installed

reels are

carries

in

shown

three

the

in

rolls

one of the pictures. Each reel
of paper on separate arms.

While one roll is feeding the paper to the press,
an exhausted roll can be removed and replaced
without interruption by running a new one into
place on a truck. This can be done indefinitely.
In connecting the end of the paper to the new
latter has paste apslowed down somewhat
and the reel is slowly turned by means of a motor
so that the pasted end engages the end of the sheet
that has been quickly slit along the old roll. Thus
roll,

plied

the
to

beginning

it,

the

of

press

the

is

a "flying paster" is made and the new roll immediately begins to feed in the paper.
To aid in the feeding, two belts bear against
roll and frictionally keep its peripheral speed
equal to the feeding rate of the paper through the
The driving pullev for these belts is geared
press.
prevents
to the press train. This almost entirely

the

tearing of the sheet, even when there are flaws in
the paper. The reel is turned slowly in either direction by means of a one-horsepower motor operating through a worm and worm wheel. The
motor is controlled by a double-throw, double-pole

switch suspended from the ceiling. Adjacent to it
the press.
is one of the controlling stations for
The main driving motor for the press is shown in
the background. In these particular presses paper
simulis taken from three rolls on separate reels
taneously.

Sixteen of these reels are installed in-

the plant. They can handle any width of roll up
to 72 inches. The rolls most commonly used are

52 and 35 inches wide, depending on the makeup and number of pages to be printed. The 70inch rolls weigh about 1,500 pounds; the others in

70,

proportion.
,

of the presses
most interesting thing about the
is probably the
plant.
Each press has an automatic motor-controlling panel mounted out of the way on a bal-

The system

of electrical

control

solenoid
tacts,

control

trically controlled

press.

The

with vertical

switch

a circuit-breaker

sliding

and relay switches,

all

con-

abundance

elec-

electric

from the several

control

is

stations on the
arranged so that the speed

automatically accelerated at a rapid but safe
The push-button stations are connected to
the main controller and the latter to the motors
through iron conduits. The entire electrical equipment was installed by Kohler Bros, of Chicago.
Mr. Stone estimates that since the installation of
the Kohler system of control and the use of the
magazine-reel system that his plant has approximately 50 per cent, more capacity than formerly.
The" system was adopted, however, not only because
it
enables him to do with his 14 presses what
would otherwise require 21, but because it enables
his pressmen to handle the big machines more
easily and with greater safety to themselves and
to the machinery.
By merely touching a button a
press can be run so as to move the cylinders only
is

rate.

waterpower

of

plants

in

for operating hydrostreams which flow down
of the Sierra Madres and a

the

from the summits
number of electric-power projects are on foot in
that region. In most instances the electrical energy
is
to be transmitted to mining camps and industrial

centers.

Electrical Exports for January.
from the United States for the
month of January show a marked falling off compared with January, 1907. There was also a decrease as compared with December, 1907. The total
value of all electrical exports for the month of
January, 1908, was $999,606, while for January,
1907, the value for such exports was $1,577,449.
Electrical exports

Considering the two classifications of electrical exappliances and machinery both show a deFollowing arc
cline as compared with last year.
Electrical appliances January,
1908,
the figures
ports

—

—

—

:

one-eighth inch as easily as at any speed from this
very low rate to full speed. The press can always
be stopped and guarded by any of the pressmen
from their several stations, thus giving the men
a feeling of personal security, which enables them
The threading of
to do quicker and better work.
the paper through the press, adjustment of the
plates and regular running are all facilitated, so
that the time required to print an edition is decidedly reduced.

Massachusetts

Institute

Alumni

Ban-

quet.
Sixty meml)ers of the Northwestern Association
the Alumni of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology held their annual banquet at the UniEverett
versity Club, Chicago, on February 29th.
Morss, president of the Boston Alumni Association,
spoke of present conditions at the institute of technology, and Isham Randolph gave an illustrated
lecture upon the building of the Panama Canal.
John Tyrcll Cheney, president of the Northwestern
Alumni Association, was toastmastcr. After dinner
the following officers were elected: President, J. L.
vice-president, Samuel D. Flood; secreShorten
of

;

tary-treasurer,

Andrew W. Woodman,

$454,748; January, 1907, $674,367.
chinery January, 1908, $544,858;

—

Electrical

January,

ma1907,

$903,082.

the item of electrical appliances, the exports
the United Kingdom alone fell off from $114,887 in January, 1907, to $39,564 in January, 1908.

In

to

The

Brazil

figures

also

show

falling

a

off

from

$110,295 to $61,170. This is partially made up by
an increase in the appliances exported to British
North America of from $89,563 for January, 1907.

$104,989 for January, 1908. The electrical machinery exports for January also show some large
single declines compared with last year, the United
Kingdom figures showing a falling off of nearly
to

$80,000;

North America
Mexico about $90,000.

British

$100,000 and

largest importer of our electrical

fell

off

nearly

Japan was the
machinery for the

month of January, the amount being $I50,3I3> on'y
about $3,000 less than January, 1907.
The following paragraphs show the principal desexports from the United
electrical
linntions of
Slates in .January, 190S, the value of each being
given
Appliances

—British

North

America,

$104,989;

March
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United Kingdom, $39,504; Mexico,
Cuba, $31,438; Central
$33,44'
States and llrilish Honduras, $13,146;

?6i,i7o;

Brazil,

Japan,

$38,441;

American

;

Australasia, $10,689;
British
$12,438;
Cierniany, $8,373; Belginni, $7,178;
I'rance, $8,o;4

Argentina,

;

Isl.inds, $4,437-

riiilipjiine

Machinery— Japan, $150,313;
Kiii''.I<.in,

Unitcil

Brilish

North Amer-

Mexico.

$54.55";

ica,

Brazil,
$51,501;
$.18,857;
Ji^ri.!; British Australasia, $29,-

hccn considered.

lamp

in

.South
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This pole, surmounted by an arc

n 20-inch enclosing globe, as in use in the
Park system, Chicago, could he (urnishcd,

permit of installing probably twice as many poles for the s.imc first cost
and have more ilhnninalion in consequence. It is
almost ccrlnin that arc lights will be adopted,
although one of the designs submitted was intended
to carry a cluster of five incandescent lamps.
is

it

said, at a figure to

and towns of California are moving quite
in the matter of putting in ornamental
ikclric street lamps.
In Los Angeles the Board
Cities

fjouerally

uf Tublic

Works

is

for ornamental

etc.,

receiving bids
lights

for poles,

on Fourth

wire,

Street.

In

Diego ornamental lights have been ordered
placed on Sixth Street, and in Ocean Park similar
lights have been ordered placed on the water front,
lu
Oakland, Berkeley, Los Angeles and other
i.iwns ornamental lights have already been placed
on a number of streets.

planned

is

it

It will

Cruz

convert

to

the

American

Central

962;

and

Slates

British

Hon-

duras, $13,958; Argentina, $g,376; Chinese Empire,
$8,900; .France, $7,491; British East Indies, $7,504;
British .\trica, $3,870; Cuba, $3,162; Philippine Islands,

$3,062

Germany,

;

$2,189.

arc

railway

the

principal

Louis, Brownsville and

to

Have Uniform Lamp

Posts and Lamps.
The question of deciding upon a uniform system,
of poles

and lamps for the

principal

downtown

electric lighting of the

of

streets

San Francisco

is

to

General Manager Black of the
United Railroads has notified the artificial lights
committee of the Board of Supervisors that a contract is to be closed at once for the ornamental

power and lighting poles which his company promised to erect on Market Street when granted permission to operate overhead trolley cars on that
The city will pay for the current
thoroughfare.
and the San Francisco Gas and Electric Company,
which has the city lighting contract, will furnish
the arc lamps.

The

city

downtown.
been

luave

has never had adequate electric lighting-

While many arc
use

in

in

lights

on wooden poles

outlying

the

districts,

gas

street

railway

Brownsville,
The city of Matamoros is nearly
three miles from the ferry landing on the Mexican

The passenger

station

of the

A

meeting of the central-station managers of
Minnesota, called by E. E. Rincs of the Northern
Electrical

Company of Minneapolis, who

The

cars, one of .which is
such miniature size as to
toys.
A man of ordinary
head in order to enter the
cars are operated on the
commodate, when crowded,

Minneapolis a few days ago.
purpose of bringing about mutual helpfulness in solving the various common
problems which now h.ive to be puzzled out indiin

to organize for the

vidually.

About 35

for

demonstration

purposes

the best type will be

While

there

has

and

a

decision

made

soon.

been

considerable

upon

enthusiasm

over the esthetic side of the pole designs, the practical questions of adequate lighting according to
the best modern practice and keeping the first cost
to a reasonable figure seem to have been
overlooked thus far.
One of the ornamental poles
It
proposed costs $150 and the other $200 each.
is understood
that the Daniels concrete pole has

down

central-station

men from

vari-

some of

shown herewith, are

of

have the appearance of
height must lower his
door of the car. Four
line, and each will acas

many

as 15 persons.

A UNIQUE .ME.MCAN STREET RAILWAY.

passengers must stand
upon the platforms. Eight persons fill the car very
comfortably. The track is narrow gauge.
It is said that this miniature railway and cars

electrical societies of

were built to fit the little mules which pull the
wheeled vehicles over the line. One mule is hitched

title

this

the

each

car

build

a

with

of

line

to
is

peculiar checking system of passenger fares
has been in operation on this line. The fare between the two terminal points is six cents Mexican
money, equivalent to three cents United States coin.
When the passenger enters the car to make the
entire trip the conductor collects the fare and hands
the passenger a small brass check, resembling in
appearance the one-cent coin of Mexico. At a
point midway on the line is a little shanty, which
is occupied by the auditor.
When the car reaches
that point the auditor enters and collects the brass
checks which the passengers were given in receipt
for their fares. In this manner a count is kept

of

all

fares that are paid to the conductors.

The antique and unique features of the little
railway are to be done away with by its new
owners.

power

It

is

planned

and to
by electricity.

It

is

connection with
passenger station,
a

to

erect

a

large

electric

upon the bank of the Rio Grande
completely rebuild the line and operate it

station

also

the

proposed to extend it to
National Railroad at its

Tlie most important of the proposed improvements, however, is that of extending the line into
Brownsville, and to make it a part of the Rio
Grande Railroad, which runs between Brownsville
and Point Isabel, a distance of 22 miles. The Rio
Grande Railroad is now operated by steam, but

America

into a general organ-

ization,

A

-permanent organization w as effected under the
of the Minnesota Central Station Men's As-

sociation,

and

President,

W,

'

A

recently the main dependence
business centers.
Several of the local improvement clubs have interested themselves in the subject and designs have
The
been secured from architects and engineers.
Board of Supervisors insists up.on a uniform design.
Poles of several designs have been erected

also

of Mexico is situated about two miles from the
main plaza in Matamoros. It is a trip of five miles
from Brownsville to the station of the National
Railroad, and the trip can be made only a part
of the way by street cars.
The Matamoros and Santa Cruz Railway never
fails to attract the attention of American visitors.

two mules, so it was planned
one-mule capacity. Each car
pro^-ided with a driver and conductor,

until

is

was held
The object was

interested in several central-station plants,

National Railroad

of larger size were to be had in this part of Mexico.
It was decided by the projectors of the enterprise that it would be too expensive to operate

was

is

the

that

predicted the ultimate amalgamation of the various

the

each car. The animals are almost as small as
average-size burro. In the days when the
railway was built, it is said, no mules or horses

lighting

St.
it

proposed bridge across the Rio
Grande will be used also by that line to gain
entrance to Mexico.
reported

to

in the principal

Mexico Railroad, and

the limits of the city are reached.

street-railway

line

the

PRESS.

street

the

runs from the ferry landing on the bank of
Rio Grande in Mexico to the main plaza of
Matamoros, Returning from the plaza, the line
makes a loop through the main business streets
of the town and returns to the main line before

The

just opposite Brownsville,

To do

DOUBLE MOTOR EQUIPMENT OF A DAILY NEWS

this
in

ous parts of Minnesota were in attendance.
A. H. Lane of Glencoe, Minn., as temporary
chairman, pointed out that all lines were finding
great profit by organization, and the central-station
men were losing much valuable knowledge by their
failure to grasp the opportunity open to them. He

soon.

settled

be

purcliascd

stockholders

ciation.
Cruz

which has been purchased by W. K, Bixby, Thomas
West and associates of St, Loin's, M'o,, is one of
the most unique lines of transportation in Mexico,
It has
no counterpart in the United States, It
was built by Mexicans nearly a half century ago,
soon after the establishment of the town of

side,

San Francisco

traction.

Mexican Eovcrnmcnt.

The same men who have

Railway.

STEREOTYPING MACHINES OF THE CHICAGO DAILY
NEWS.

electric

Minnesota Central Station Men's Asso-

Passing of a Uniqtie Mexican Street
.Santa

into

a part of the Mat.-imoroH and Santa
cleelric-railway system.
Point Is.ibel is sit-

uated upon the Gulf coast and is rapidly becoming
a popular summer and winter resort.
In order to extend this road to Brownsville an
international bridge across llic Rio Grande will
have to he built. A conccfsion from the Mexican
government and a permit from the United Slates
government must first be obtained before the internal ional boundary stream can be spanned by the
pr<jposed bridge.
Application for the concession
is already pending before the proper authorities of

San

The Matamoros and

it

made

be

first

officers

R,

vice-president.

w'ere

elected

as

follows:

Murray of Red Wing, Minn,;
A, H, Lane of Glencoe; second

Leonard Peterson of Thief River
secretary and treasurer, Ludwig Kemper of
.\lbert Lea,
The returns from the members, present and prospective, indicate a list of about 80.

vice-president,
Falls;

there being that

many

applications received.

Annual

meetings are to be held the third week of March
each year, the location of the meetings being left
to
the executive committee, which consists of
Adolph Wagner of New Ulm, R. E, Brown of
Mankato and D. C. Gordon of Little Falls.
A committee will be named to work with the
Legislature

The

for

of

regulation

the

electric

rates.

forw-ard to securing legislation covering maximum and minimum charges for
service upon a scale based upon the size of the
association looks

comanswer questions
raised by the members on the Y'arious problems and
troubles which they encounter,
A banquet was tendered by the electrical manufacturing and jobbing concerns at which E, E, Rines
was toastmaster. Among the speakers were Adolph
Wagner, W, R. Putnam of Red Wing, Mr, Boyd
of the Columbia Lamp Company, Joseph Barnard
E. H, Brown of the Minneand Samuel Furst,
apolis Steel and Machinery Company spoke upon
poAver gas plants and machinery, accompanying it
by illustrations. A theater party followed the ban-

town served.
mittee

There

of electrical

is

also to be a standing

engineers

to

quet.
It is said that electricity will

be soon transmitted

across Green Bay by cable, and it has been estimated that 7.500 horsepower can be developed on
the Peshtigo River and transmitted to Sturgeon
Bay, Wis., for the new cement plant.
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The New
Bv
At

Paris Subway.

time a number of

this

which are used for carrying on the work upon the
From
steel tube as it is run under the river bed.
this station the two steel tubes run for ,a short
distance under the pavement and the quays of the
Seine, then pass under the river at a grade of
0.040 per I,oco. Under the middle of the river the
grade is 0.0015 per 10,000, ai]d when proceeding to
the other bank it rises to 0.0351 per 10,000. The
figures for both tubes are very nearly the same.
After crossing the Seine the tube passes under
the Place de la Concorde and ends at the second
large underground station mentioned above. At
the opposite end of this station commences the
standard double-track tunnel, and immediately after
leaving the station the tunnel passes under the

A. DE COUKCV.

world are deeply interested

llie

in

of

large cities

tlie

the subject of sub-

way construction for street railways, and in view
of this fact, a consideration of the construction features of the new north-and-south subway in Paris,
France, will be of interest on account of the novel
character of the work.
In general, the new

subway runs in a doubleabout the same section as the
standard subway. It runs from the Versailles Gate
in the southern part of the city to the Place Jules
Tnffrin in the northern part. There is also a
tunnel

track

March

of

of

viz.,

ing

masonry and cement construction, hav-

a

the

1908

7,

walls of a considerable thickness.
In several places the North-South line was obliged
side

along under very narrow streets, and as it
near the surface the foundations of the houses
give a very narrow limit for the width. This diffito pass
lies

was overcome in the present instance by using
rcinforced-concrete construction for the stations.

culty
a

A

sectional

Rue

view of one of these, located

at

the

given herewith. Here the distance between the foundation walls of the houses
is only 14.80 meters.
Nevertheless, the station has
the same inside width.' as the standard station,
namely, 13.50 meters.
In order to support the side walls of the station
Falguiere,

is

work was commenced by digging a trench of
the size of the station and then sinking 64 shafts
in the ground to the required depth, having 2.40
the

meters diameter. These shafts were filled up with
beton, and thus afforded a solid foundation for the

Upon this were built the side walls, lying
the foundations of the houses, and afterthe elliptical vaulting of the station. The

station.

against

ward

side walls

are in this case only 0.60 meter thick,
while the vaulting is only 0.18 meter in thickness.
It is, however, reinforced at short intervals by
series of webs, which give it 0.60 meter thickness
at these points, the webs being spaced 1.60 meters
apart.
The top of the vaulting lies within 1.40
meters of the street level.
In the construction, in many cases electric elevators are used in the shafts. At the south end
of the line, near the "Versailles Gate, has been
.1

an electric plant
locomotives or tractors.
installed

NEW

PARIS SUBW".AY,

SHOWING TUBE UNDER THE SEINE.

branch line which runs from the St. Lazare railroad depot to the St. Ouen Gate, the total length
of the line being about Syi miles. The present line
is
operated quite independent of the Metropolitan
subw-ay and is in charge of a company formed for
the purpose at Paris under the name of NorthSouth Subway Company. The original concession
for this line was granted by the Municipal Council
to
Messrs. Berber and Janicot, who afterward
assigned the concession to the present company.
It

is

present at $6,000,000.
difficulties in building the
to get across the Seine.
The point for

capitalized

One
tunnel

the

of

was

Metropolitan subway No.

at

decided to use a system of steel tubes, having
one tube for each track. Such a system had already proved a success in England, and it was
afterward introduced into France by J. Berber, who
applied it to the construction of several large sewers
which were laid across the Seine in the river bed.
.A general idea of the steel tube which passes
under the Seine may be gained by referring to one

which

after

The

part of the city.

principal

crossing the river being near the Concorde Bridge,
quite in the center of the city, a bridge could not
be allowed for esthetic reasons. It was accordingl}-

west,

to

'

it

i,

which runs from

proceeds

to

the

total length of the

east

northern

two

steel

tubes lying between the two river stations is S38
and 548 meters, respectively.
The steel tube has a diameter of five meters inside measurement and 5.24 meters outside, being
sufficient to carry a single track and the standard
subway car. The center of the tube is 1.40 meters
above the rail level of the track.
The steel tube is built up of a series of rings
measuring 0.595 meter long. It is run under the
river by means of the compressed-air shield system, and as the work advances other rings are
added to the end of the tube. Each of the steel
rings of the tubes is formed in turn of 12 curved

of

plates

cluding
shorter

cast-steel

the

final

in

or

the

key

By means

length.

form

of

voussoir,

of

voussoirs,

which

flanges

is

these

operate two electric
latter are used in
the galleries to bring out the earth and are then
run along a special track for several miles around
the fortifications, taking the earth to the Seine.
where it is unloaded upon barges. In the northern
part of town, near the St. Ouen Gate, there are
several
purpose.
also

electric

to

The

tractors

Moisture Good for
There

in

use

for

the

same

Illinois Coal.

no advanta.ge in storing soft coal from
Illinois mines under cqver.
In fact, as indicated
by experiments by Prof. S. W. Parr of the Uniis

versity of Illinois, Illinois coal keeps best when
stored under water.
The loss in heating value of coal kept in exposed
places varies from 2 to 10 per cent., according to

in-

of

are

bolted

to each other.
In order to make a tight'
there is placed a fiye-millimeter strip of
treated wood between the plates, but this lies only
at the outside of the joint, and the rest of the
space at the inside is filled up with Portland cement.

joint

-Vfter

certain

length of tube has been put in
given a protecting covering. To carry
this out Portland cement is injected into the space
which has been left between the outside of the
a

place

tube

run

it

and the surrounding earth. The cement is
by means of holes which have been made

in

the

in

is

ratus

a

at

tube for this purpose. By hydraulic appathe cement is injected into the outer space
pressure of three atmospheres, after which

Ihe holes are stopped up by means of screw plugs.
In order to run the shield which cuts through

ground in advance of the tube it is necessary
provide an extensive compressed-air plant so
as to operate the hydraulic jacks which push the
shield forward.
At the same time compressed air
is needed to keep the tube filled
up and thus prevent water from leaking in from the river bed.
the

to

CONbTRLCTlO.V

CREW

I.\'

NEW

of Ihc accompanying illustrations. There arc two
tubes of similar construction laid under the river,
each tube carrying a single track. At each bank
of Ihe Seine the two lubes, which run nearly
parallel to each other and at distances between
centers varying from 7 to 13 meters, come together
in a common station.
At the other end of the
station begins the standard form of double-track

and in this way is cfTccled the junction of
Ihc tubes with the main tunnel.
tunnel,

Underground stations arc located near the bank
of the Seine, on each side, and here the two steel
lubes are of large size. One of the stations is
located under the
slalion

is

Rue de

For the compressed-air supply there has been

PARIS SUBWAY.

I'Univcrsite,

and

in this

placed the machinery and air compressors

in-

stalled a plant of large capacity in the underground
station lying under the Rue dc I'Universite, which
is

the starting point of the two tubes.

High-tension
have been brought here from one of the large
city mains, and these are connected to several large
transformers which lower- the voltage for the eleclines

motors. Each of the latter is coupled to an
fngcrsoll air compressor of large capacity. At the
end of the station Ihe starting points of the two

STATION AT KUE I'ALGUIEKIi IN PARIS SUBWAY.

tric

tubes are well embedded in masonry and cement,
and leading to each tube is an air-lock.
The underground plant and the interior of the
lubes are lighted by mcrcury-v.ipor lamps, and these
have been found very satisfactory for the purpose.

In

same

general,
lines

as

the

stations

those of

are built on about the
the Metropolitan subway,

the

Coal

report.

completely

and kept submerged until
showed practically no loss

it

submerged in water
was about to be used

in heat value.
The deterioration of coal kept dry and under cover was
practically the same as in the samples kept in the
open air, or in some cases slightly greater.
Deterioration in the samples was found to be
practically completed in five months.
Between five

and seven months
the

seventh to

tically

no

loss.

it

the

went on very slowly and from
month there was prac-

ninth

Mairli

Use

Reel for the

of

Armature Winders.

often Inxii fuuiiil clesirahli', particularly

lias

it

WF.STI'IRN
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in

which arc
employ
siilistaiitiaily closod core slots and to wind the coils
hy threadinR the conductors of which they arc
composed hack and fiH'th thront^i the proper slots.
Windinus formed in this way are preferable lo
those formed hy forcing previously formed coils
llic

winding of (lyiiamo-olcclric
for

ilosiKnctl

rclativi'ly

high

iiiacliliifS

voltages,

to

KI.KCTRICIAN

Willi this .-irrangcinrnl, Ihc .ingle between
and the vertical may be varied by tiiriiinK
(he crank handle, which causes llic nut lo travel
backward or forward along Ihc Bcrcw-llircadcrl

side o( Ihc niachim-, by another isiinllar reel
which is properly .ndjnsleij for Ihe sjol from which
Ihe conduclor Issues, ar.d llic giiiiles (.50) serve
lo keep the coiled condneli.r from kinking or loosening back as Ihe conduclor is taken oflf. The conductor may he more readily removed from Ihc

liedeslal.

Oilier

the rod

bearing being nrranKC<I to anlolo the position occupied by

guide

the

shaft,

matically adjust
the rod.

Itself

of

A

from one end, since such coils
nnmber of joints or connections

large

a

(|uire

RliEL I'OR Cull, WINDINGS.

I.

rcin

the conductors in order to connect the proper turns

winding together.
The winding of coils of the threaded construction,
which are commonly known as hand-wound coils,

of the

has involved the use of a relatively large amount
of lloor space, since the conductors wdiich are
pulled

through

considerable

length.

drawn along the

floor in

moved without

may be

injury, so that the

readily

materially

struction

and

panying drawings.
tion

of

the

reel

Fig.

and a

of

first

is

pulled through

core

device

ing device consists of an eccentric cam C27) having a handle lever (28) to clamp the conductor
against a plane surface, which is provided on the
inside of the rim, a suitable opening (29) being
provided in the rim, through which the end of the

conductor

may

be

thrust

be

to

engaged by

the

clamp.

The

pulley

so adjusted vertically that

is

its

high-

point

carry

more than

;

the

of trommels, of which
two for each of the Gates crushers.
to

on substantially the same level as the
core slot from which the conductor is received, and
it Is then revolved on the rod until the center
line
of the core slot is substantially tangent to its outer
est

is

set

first

there

are

Elevated to the milltop, the dry, coarse crushed
ore is screened wet through No. 10 mesh screen.

Pulp passing- the screen

is classified and then sent
concentrator floors are occupied
by 72 jigs. 1,104 six-foot vanners and 48 concentrating- tables.
Each of the 12 'mill sections may
be operated entirely independently from the others.
The power for operating the coarse crushing machinery is supplied from four 150-horsepower, threephase induction motors, 440 volts.
Each motor is

to

The

the jigs.

belted

to a line shaft which drives ' a gyratory
crusher, a set of roughing rolls, two trommels and
elevators.

A

power

capacity

re-

mill

is

station

having nearly 7,000-horsepower

.

required

for the operation of the

and a small 700-ton

originally built as

main

Bingham Canon,
an experimental plant. The power
mill

at

house, built of reinforced concrete, brick and steel, i;o
feet by 228 feet, stands a short distance below the mill.

Twenty water-tube boilers furnish a boiler capacity
of 600 horsepower each for reciprocating engines
direct connected to three-phase alternating-current
generators. J. G. White & Co. acted as consulting
engineers for the plant.
Power is generated at
4.000 volts, which is stepped down to 440 volts for
use in the mill.
Power for Bingham Canon mines
and mill is transmitted over a 15-mile line at
40,000 volts.

for

The reel is mounted on a pedestal or base which
shown in the form of a tripod and which is
made relatively heavy, so that the reel may not

Electric

is

Versus Gasoline Commercial
Vehicles.

A

threaded shaft (9) that is mounted in a pair of
similar bearings
(10) and may be rotated by a
crank handle (11). These bearings are separated
by a considerable distance, and are supported by
projecting arms (12) which are attached to the

resulting concentrates

K

the

rod (2) is pivotally supported in a horizontal bearing (3) at the top of
the pedestal (i) by means of a swivel (4) in the
form of T-pipe connection, one portion of which
surrounds the rod and is rigidly attached thereto.
The rod may be held in either a vertical or an
inclined position .by means of a guide bearing (5)
which is similar to the swivel except that the sleeve
portion which surrounds the rod is fitted loosely
thereon, in order to allow the rod to slide through
it.
A horizontal projection (6) of the bearing (5)
is
engaged by a sleeve projection (7) which is
integral with a traveling nut (8) and perpendicular
to its axis.
The guide bearing and the traveling
nut are both supported by a horizontal screw-

miles

is
taken from the bins in collecting cars,
discharged through centrally placed bottom
gates directly onto the grizzlies over the hoppers
of four No. 7'/2 type
Gates gyratory breakers,
built by Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, each
having a capacity of 100 tons an hour.
These
crushers are fed from the hoppers through discharge pockets with vertical gates operated by compressed air. Only the oversize from the grizzlies
goes to the crushers the under size passes along

;

be overturned.

16

City,

Ore

clamping the end of the conductor to it. Fig. 2
is
an elevation at right angles to that of Fig. i,
a detail of part
the pulley being shown in section
of the rim is also shown.

easily

buildings are located

Lake

then

winding process

the

The

Salt

gloups, each a complete unit in itself and having
a capacity of 500 tons, the machinery of which is
driven by means of induction motors.

the end of a conductor

Company. The conshown by the two accomshows a general elevai
detail

from

upon the conductor.

Manufacturing
is

said that there stands

Ore is received in a bin building with a holding
capacity of 36,000 tons, or six days' supply. The
concentrator proper is divided into 12 separate

facilitated

of the reel

is

150,000 pounds of copper.

conductor kept clean.
Electric

it

mines beloni^ng

cent.

and the insulation of the
This reel was recently patented and the patent assigned to the Westinghouse
is

the

'

is
employed for rotating it while drawing
conductor through the core slot and winding
it
about the pulley surface, the ratchet and pawl
being employed for preventing the backward turning of the pulley by reason of the strain exerted

impregnation of its fiber with dirt.
A reel has been invented by Isaac De Kaiser of
Wilkinsburg, Pa., upon which the conductor may
it

in

on a slope facing the
lake.
The plant is supplied by means of the Bingham branch of the Rio Grande Western Railroad
from the company's mines in Bingham Canon, It
is
designed to treat 6,000 tons of porphyry daily,
with a copper content varying- from 1.5 to 2.5 per

the

and from which

out

The concentrator
cast

hand-winding process, and considerable difficulty is
therefore sometimes experienced in the use of machines so wound by reason of the rapid deterioration of the conductor insulation, which is largely
due to the worn condition of the insulation and

be coiled

lh<

lo the Utah
Copper Comiiany more than 100,000,000 tons of ore,
the milling of which will probably be begun at the
new Garfield concentrator plant just brought to
completion. This is estimated to have cost $3,000,000, including a $750,000 power plant.

slots

arc continually being

the present time

blocked

by hand are usually of
Furthermore, the conductors

the

upon

revolved

Great Copper Concentrating Plant.

At

slot, it is clamped to the surface of the
by any convenient means, such, for example,
as that illustrated in detail in Fig. i.
This clamp-

slots

is

the

a

riG.

pulley

of rotation.

f)ulley

ihc

the

if

through an angle of siibslanlially 90 degrcis
so that Ihe conductor is perpcmlicular to its plane
rod

split

eiicc,

As

into

surface

pulley

bushings (i,0 and (14) m:iy he
clamped to the upper portion of ihc rod by means
of handle clamps (15) and (iC)), in order to support the pulley (17) in any desired position. The
vertical position of Ihc pulley on the rod m.iy he
determined hy fixing Ihe split hushing (14) by
means of clamp (16). The bushing (13) rests
upon hushing (14), so that the pulley is free lo
revolve around the rod when the clamp (15) is
loose, or it may he held at any convenient angle
hy setting this clamp. The pulley itself is rotatahly
mounted upon a horizontal shaft (18), which is
attached to and supported by the bushing (13).
The outer surface of the pulley is conical and
is provided with flanges (20)
which serve to keep
the wire or similar con.-luclor in place.
A ratchet
wheel (21) is rigidly fixed to the hub of the pulley
and may be engaged by a iiawl (22), which is
supported from the pulley shaft. A handle (23)
that is attached to the pulley near its curcumfcrp.'iir

.'\

REEL FOR COIL WINDINGS.

FIG. 2.

surface in a plane perpendicular

When

the reel

is

pulley, the latter

-to

properly adjusted

and the end of the conductor
is

is

the pulley axis.
in

manner

this

clamped

to

the

means of the handle

rotated by

the total length

until

Answering
wagon users
and gasoline
wagons, Mr.

of free conductor

is

wound

upon its surface. The conductor is held in place
on the pulley by means of a number of guides (30)
which are tangent to its surface and near one side
while the conductor is being coiled, but which may
be swung through an angle of 90 degrees to extend
across the surface of the pulley after the conductor

has

all

been wound thereon.

The end of

the con-

ductor is released from the clamp after the conductor
has all been coiled and is threaded back through

another predetermined

slot

lo

be

received,

at

the

.

frequent inquiries of large scale
concerning the choice between electric
machines in the selection of power
Hayden Eames, general manager of
the Studebaker Automobile Company, says:
"Confining our consideration to large cities, in
the great majority of cases either one power or the
other is distinctly the most economical available
In general, to accomplish a
for any given service.
given amount of work, fewer drivers are required
for a gasoline installation than electric, while, on
the other hand, the maintenance and station charges
are in favor of the electric. This is, of course, a
rule of the most general character, from which
there are infinite departures to meet the multitude
of varying conditions.
'Tn the majority of cases, the limitations of
traffic in cities throw ihe ad^antage in economy
to the electric on all installations of any considerable size. In some cities of peculiar topography,
use both types in the same init is expedient to
stallation."

the
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Electrical Committee, Underwriters' National Electric Association (general meeting), rooms of the New York Board of
Fire Underwriters, March Z5th and 26th.

Nebraska

Omaha,

CHICAGO.
1746.

March

Neb.,

Omaha
13 th

to

1

meeting),

Show

Electrical

American Street and Interurban Railway Associaperhaps in co-operation with the League of
American Municipalities, addressed a circular letter
to the authorities of all important American cities,
tion,

Regi-

First

annual).

(first

ment Armory, St. Louis, Mo., April i8th to zsth.
Iowa Electrical Association (annual meeting). Savery
Hotel, Des Moines, April 22d and 23d.
Iowa Street and Interurban Railway Association (annual convention), Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa, April
23d and 24th.
Missouri Electric Light, Gas and Street Railway Association, Marquette Hotel, St. Louis, April 23d, 24th and 25th.
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Southwestern Electrical and Gas Association (annual meeting), El Paso, Tex., May 7th, 8th and 9th.

possible that concerted action could be taken.

is

it

Show, Auditorium, Omaha, Neb., April

8th.

Louis

St.

(annual

Electrical
Association
April 15th and i6th.

Electrical
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standard practice could be established in this
simple matter, the day of the visitor in a strange
city standing on the wrong crossing and watching
If a

.
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Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, May 19th to 22d.

An

encoueaging sign of improving business conis the reopening of some of the Montana
copper mines. As a result of the heavy purchases
ditions

of
this

copper by Europe, the stoclcs of the metal in
country are said to be low. The* price con-

tinues in the neighborhood of J2'A cents a pound,
and the demand is sufficient to cause the augmenta-

work.

demand comes

this

from the

extent

considerable
it

As

supply.

the

of

a

to

electrical

The Use

of Electricity
Illustrated

in

a

Large Newspaper Press-

The New

Paris Subway. By A. de Courcy.
Illustrated.
Moisture Good for Illinois Coal
Reel for tbe Use of Armature Winders. Illustrated...
A Great Copper Concentrating Plant
Electric Versus Gasoline Commercial Vehicles
Editorial

Dine

operations

reported

to

excellent

condition

be

New York

a

in

severe

hospital,

is

comfortably and to be in

resting

writing.

this

at

two

to

It

believed

is

This news
for a few days ago the newsis a great relief,
papers contained very alarming reports in reference to the great inventor's chance of recovery.
However, by comparison, all's well that ends well.
he

out

practically

is

danger.

of

of his extraordinary powers of practical invention. That this may be the case is the earnest

Technical Graduates Prove Successful
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By
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By Henry
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•

Illinois

Pacific

The performance

•

•

Record

gave

of the tungsten

lamp

com-

is

should be hung in a vertical position
and are always to be "handled with care;" nevergood quality and
efficiency,
their high
theless,
steadiness of illuinination outweigh these considercost,

number of

ations in an increasing

of this

result

demand

for

installations.

The

has been such a rapidly increasing
tungsten lamps that manufacturers

be unable to provide a sufficient supply. In
many instances it has been impossible of late to
get as few as a dozen lamps in one batch. While
this does not mean a wholesale revolution of the

seem

to

incandescent lamp industry, yet

men

to

even

if

to get

adopt a "good
it

at

of

2054 knots.

of

the

it

is

a significant

among
when they

thing

electrical

see

in the

matter of stopping street

American

cities

might be standard practice to stop uniformly at
case of wide

poorly

whereas

conditions,

140 revolutions

at

was calculated

paved

crossing

is

crossing

is

of

streets

the

affect

or

matter

badly

course

62

per

with

efficiency

under

cent,

electric-driving,

per

admitted that

author

and the

minute,

efficiency

The

not less than 70 per cent.

at

was not

it

possible to

base

any generally conclusive argument upon these data,
but there is sufficient encouragement to give destudy to the subject.

tailed

has been pointed out

central

With
by

heating

should,

kinds

all

advantage to

of
the

and some, even, may be of great

station,

disadvantage.
for

that not

heating are of material

the great increase

electricity,

the

demand

in

electric

companies

not overlook this

therefore,

suggestion in
new-business campaigns. IVTr.
M. Kennedy has given it as his experience that

carrying
S.

out

their

the installation of a large

or

boulevards.

somewhat,

cleaned

streets

objectionable.

number of small electric
number of large

appliances, rather than by a small

current-consuming devices. The heating of rooms,
instantaneous water heaters and similar devices
using a large amount of current are among the
latter

and

class,

number

as

they

require

of amperes the electric

a

considerable

company supplying

them with current must go to considerable expense
for additional transformer and meter capacity, and,
frequently, heavier service connections.
In addi-

many

tion,

of these large-sized current-consuming

devices are used for only a short period at a time,
and they are liable to be used at any time over
the peak, and thus tend to load up a plant without

commensurate

The

returns.

smaller

toasters,

devices

— flatirons,

coffee pots,

broilers,

etc.

chafing

— can

dishes,

be used by

consumers through the lighting service. They reno increase in investment and at the same

for

Local
With

the

near

The

apparently the favored one, and

farther
if

the

Most of

these smaller devices, also, are required daily, and
the aggregate

tlieir

use amounts to an incrcas<;d

income for the supply

conditions

at

propellers of the diameter of 14 feet could be used

in

the farther crossing and perhaps at both crossings
the

was put

time bring the highest rate per kilowatt.

would be deAt present, in some
sirable if it could be effected.
cities the cars stop at the farther crossing; in some
they stop at the near crossing, and in some at both
crossings. With the consent of the municipalities

in

and a speed

it,"

it.

Standardization

inches in diameter, run-

per minute

quire

means a considerable outlay of money

cars at crossings in

The author

The probable maximum

propeller

present

connection

in

17,000-horsepower ship hav-

I^

revolutions

377

ances that

it

details of a

ing propellers 8 feet

for

by far the most profitable source of income to be
derived from electric heating is that produced by

by even those who scoffed at it when it first apThe new lamps have
peared about a year ago.
some limitations in that they have a high
still

201
201
201
201

Eastern Canada

Michigan
Northwestern

sincerity.

indication of the strong tendency

DEPARTMENTS.
Correspondence
Continental Europe
Great Britain

Indiana

friends

all

ing so near to a realization of what was predicted
for it that its merits are now being appreciated

initial

Book Table:
The Construction of Dynamos.
Colorado
Floy

of

In this wish the Western Electrician

joins with deep

195

in Boiler Plants.

Lord Kelvin's Predicament
Questions and Answers

Compound Dynamo

men — indeed,

electrical

all

of progress.

195

Interesting Condensing Apparatus in

By D.

fruits

195

Scarce in Canada

Poles

motors, the problem of speed control,
with which he now regards as solved.

It

19s
195

British Company Plans
tion in Mexico

the use of direct-current motors

but recommends three-phase induction

electric

195

variable-speed

to

this purpose,

has been no worse. At Mr. Edison's age, and
with his family history of longevity, he should be
spared for many years to give the world the ripened

193

taken

practicability

ness, they will rejoice with deep thanksgiving that
it

speeds of the

all

motors
Naturally the author placed as outside the range of

192

193

for

generator from which electric

a

coupled direct to the shafts of the propellers.

193
193

High-tension Protective Devices Discussed in England..
Modem Track-bonding Methods in Peoria

Thomas A. Edison Improving
Use of Electricity in London

and driving
power would be

Although Mr. Edison's friends will greatly regret
the discomfort and pain and anxiety of this ill-

194

Men

Rockford Electrical

surgical

that

room.
1S9, 190, 191
Electric Power for a Mountainous Railroad in Mexico.. 190
Electrical Exports for January
190, 191
San Francisco to Have Uniform Larap Posts and Lamps. 191
Passing of a Unique Mexican Street Railway.
Illustrated
191
Minnesota Central Station Men's Association
191

subjected

recently

Edison,

was the use of a high-speed turbine run-

ship

ning

Me.

some detail.
made by

in

of the proposal

principle

a uniform velocity

at

later

SIEMITTAITOES.— All

and a paper has

liners,

which went into the question

industries,

indicates a hopeful state of affairs in construction

ocean-going

to

read before a Scottish engineering soci-

The underlying
ning

£3Dlicatlon.
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application
just been

the author

tion
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the Electrician PuMlsblng; Company, and addressed to the
offices of publication. Suite 507, Marquette Building (204
Dearborn Strati. Chicaeo. Illinois, U. S. A.

For some time past a good deal of attention has
been paid to the electric propulsion of ships in its

ety
(annual meet-

National Electrical Contractors' Association
Chicago, July 15th, i6th and 17th.

ing),

CAN BB MADE BY NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JOURNAL IN THE
Electrical merchants and manufacturers
United States.
desiring western trade will appreciate the unequaled valde
of this journal as an adiyertising medium in its special tield.
Advertising rates aro moderate, and will be furnished on
,>

convention),

National

the unstopping car with wrath in his heart would
be over.

may

companj'..

Electrical

appli-

be installed on the lighting meter,

according to the experience of Mr. Kennedy, noted
in

tile

N. E. L. A. Bulletin, should not exceed a
of five amperes. The contract de-

consinnption

partment of an
direct

so

that

electric

tlie

company may guide and

desirable class

of heating

may

be put on the lines and the others diverted in an-

Again, the great majority of resielectric service have no circuits

other direction.

dences

wired

for

for heating purposes,

pants

of

these

heating circuits
the larger
tric

and if the owners or occuwere compelled to install

houses
in

order to use electric appliances,

number of them would not use

appliances at

all.

the elec-
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Men

Rockford Electrical
One of
men Ibis
by

was

wiiilcr

Kockfonl

the

electrical

Dine.

way saves taking

the most plcns.iiit K.illieriiiKS of electrical

interests

The
movement

lulison

20th.

Ihv

first

of

amuial dinner Kivcii

Company

ICilison

allied

tl»;

on l''ebrnary
foremost in the

Rockford,

company

to

111,,

is

"Boost for a hrighler, liiRSi-T, busier
Rockford," and the dinner, an cNcellcnt one, served
purpose of gettinR
well to further the company's
working in harmony.
all the electrical interests
Rockford Edison
F. II. Golding, manager of tlic
Company, and the speakers of the evening were
seated at the table at the west end of the hall, and
two other tables extending cast were occupied by
the other guests of the company, including, besides
and
the electrical men, the architects of the city
to

members of the

press.

Mr. J. Stanley Browne presided as toastmastcr
and by his eloquent and practical remarks started
prevailed
goodfellowship which
of
feeling
the
Manager Golding had protliroughout the evening.
vided as the principal speaker of the evening, Mr.
Crouse of Cleveland. M'r. Crouse spoke
J. Robert
along the lines of co-operative commercialism in
the electrical field, and bis remarks were well received, his carefully thought-out suggestions intended
to create a unity of interests for the good of all
being enthusiastically supported.
Other speakers were George
facturer;

resenting

E.
the

and

Bartlett

E.

local

D.

F.

E.

Edward

press;

Roper,

manurep-

Sterling,

F.

Pcndergast,

contractor,

by thanking those present for their assurances of
support in the movement toward co-operation.
The Rockford Edison Company, by progressive

and enterprising methods, holds a prominent place
among the commercial and industrial interests of
Rockford. It is always before the public through

columns of the local
methods are appreciated.
the

press,

lo

and

its

service

and

be removed to make

by

calling

to

attention

most highly of the

thinks
trolytic

lightning arrester,

one of this class which

this

Peck

Mr.

fact.

possibilities

of the elec-

and described

in

detail

being developed by the
Westinghouse company. This consists of a series
of dishes connected to a central insulated rod and
containing a certain electrolyte, the exact composition of which he did not disclose, saying that three
years has been spent in developing it and a large
is

amount of money spent upon the apparatus.

There

process for treating the individual
plates, and the voltages w-hich each plate will withstand varies from 100 to 400, according to the stage
of treatment.
More than one speaker in the discussion expressed the view that with the extra high pressures that were becoming common it would be quite
safe to dispense with lightning protectors altogether,
is

a

The

be bonded lo secure a belter return.

in the city will

Technical Graduates Prove Successful.
In answer to some statements recently made by
prominent men in the engineering world (piestioniug the final
schools. Prof.

of

cfliciency

training

technical

in

John R. Allen of the University of
Michigan has compiled some very suggestive statistics

concerning Michigan's graduates

from the years 1883

to

engineering

in

special

1897.

President W. W. Brigdcn of the Michigan Engineering Society is reported to have said at the
meeting of the society held January 7th at Battle
Creek that it was the custom of university presidents and others to overrate the value of a' technical education
"that not more than half the graduates of engineering schools ever put their education
*
* * Modern technical
to any considerable use.
graduates who achieve fame could almost be
counted on one's fingers."
In reply to this Professor Allen offers the following analysis of the record of the 85 men who were
graduated between the years mentioned

No. Men.

Postilion.

Pel.

tions

Vice-presidents or secretaries

(9)

10.6

4)

4.7

(

General managers
(12)
14.0
Superintendents
( 4)
4.7
Chief engineers
{22)
26.0
Consulting engineers
(11)
13.0
Patent attorneys
(3)
3.5
Professors
(3)
3.5
Leaving 24 per cent, as chief draftsmen and in
similar positions.
Of the entire 85, only
gone into. other pursuits.

five,

or six per cent., have

Company Plans Important

phone Construction

In

TeleMexico.

date of February 25th, from

Mexico City,
Western Electrician correspondent
writes that a British company, which will have its
headquarters in London, is being formed for the
Mexico,

the

purpose of installing an extensive system of longdistance telephones and many local telephone exchanges in Southern Mexico. Francisco Alfaro, a
well-known attorney of Mexico City, is the representative of the company in Mexico during the
preliminary work.
It is stated that the company will operate under
a concession which Manuel S. de Corbrera and J.
Sitzenstatter of Mexico City obtained from the
Federal government for the construction of a longdistance telephone line between Mexico City and
Vera Cruz, including the building of various lines
in the state of Vera Cruz and the establishment
of exchanges in the cities of Vera Cruz, Cordova,
The concession also
Orizaba and other places.

gives

Corbrera and

Messrs.

company

they

that

may

establish wireless-telephone

which they are

territory in

or

Sitzenstatter,

the

organize,
stations

right

any
to

throughout the

to operate.

It is

stated

now

isfactory

enterprise his support.

ton, the president, stated that in India,

A

where most

results.

that a study

is

Peoria.
The Peoria Railway Company

is

in

using a specially

equipped bonding car for rebonding the tracks in
Peoria, 111. The bonds are placed on the outside
of the rail, just below the tread, and are electrically
welded to the rails. The car takes current from

and a motor-generator set gives alteris transformed to four volts
and about 2,000 amperes. Placing the bonds this

the trolley,

nating current, which

the

London.

total

heating, 82,995,205 for private lighting, and
for public lighting, charging for such

4,377,-

875

supply
38.33d., and
i.62d.
per kilowatt-hour, respectively, altogether 125,379,278 units supplied at
an aver.-ige cost of 3.034d. per kilowall-hour. Tlie
average cost per kilowatt-hour for the total supply
was 2.839d. per kilowatt-hour.
i'45'I.,

Poles Scarce
The

in

Canada.

Winnipeg

correspondent of the Western
Electrician writes that a scarcity of telephone poles
is
liable to hinder construction planned for West-

Canada

ern

this

summer.

The" British

Columbia

Lumber Company, the Yale Lumber Company and
the Shuswap Lumber Company, all of which suppoles to the Alberta' government last year,
say they have been obliged to refuse orders for
over half a million poles and arc of the opinion that
considerable difficulty will be experienced in filling
these orders.
Representatives of the Manitoba,
Saskatchewan .and Alberta governments, as well as
the representatives of several American companies,
are said to be in British Columbia seeking poles.
It is expected that fully three times as manv poles
will be required in Western Canada this year than
ever before, and to add to the scarcity the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railroad Telegraphs plans an active
construction campaign, which includes the installation of a telegraph line between Fort William and
Edmonton, a distance of approximately 1,300 miles.
In addition the other railroad companies will string
a large amount of new wire this summer.
The two varieties of wood in chief demand in
Western Canada are tamarack and British Columbia
cedar, but conditions are now such that those requiring poles are not over particular about the kind
of wood, provided the measurements come up or
close to the required standards.
Miller & Robertson of Lloj'dminster. Alberta, have received a contract from the Alberta government for supplying
6,920 poles for telephone work.
The majority of
these poles will be 25 feet long, but a few are
ordered 35 feet long, and all will have a diameter
at the smaller end of six or seven inches.
These
poles are for the long-distance line between Edmonton and Lloydminster.

Interesting Condensing Apparatus in
New Orleans.
The new Claiborne station of the New Orleans
Railway and Light Company recently extended and
rebuilt into

one of the best-equipped power houses
has among its many fnteresting
features one which relates to the condensing apparatus and the means taken to prevent the sediment from the Mississippi River being drawn into
the condenser intakes.
in

the

country,

Four 72-inch pipes
the condenser intake

have been provided to sen-e
and discharge. They are all

extended through the levee, three being installed
under the boiler room and one placed under the
railway tracks between the boiler room and the
levee.
Pipes are made in 30-foot lengths of onehalf-inch riveted steel, protected by a coating onesixteenth of an inch thick applied by dipping the

sections

into

a

provision

hot compound.

made

from the water pipes

for removing sand and

silt

rapidly recovering

comprised of water jets
installed at lo-foot intervals in the bottom of the
pipes, and, by a system of valves, the intake and
discharge may be connected at the station end
with an Allis-Chalmers iriotor-driven screw pump,

from the effects of the operation at the Manhattan
Eye, Ear and Throat Hospital for abscesses in the
Following the operation mentioned last week
ear.
a second one was performed, from which it was
feared for a time he might not rally.
His condition was temporarily so serious as to cause alarm.
Dr. Arthur B. Duel, who performed the operation,
does not look for further complications and gives

as to secure a flow of from eight to
per second through the pipes. When the
cleaning is to be done the jets are first operated
to loosen the deposit, which is then worked out
by the flow from the pump.
The pump is driven by means of a 700-horsepower, 550-volt induction motor directly coupled
to it, and in the construction of its hub, guide vanes

assurance

and bearing above the propeller w-heel, is identical
with that used on the large Allis-Chalmers screwpumps built for the New Orleans Drainage Board.
Messrs. Sanderson & Porter, engineers. New York
city, were in charge of the design and construction
of the power station.

of horn arrester was described by
Kapp, which has been devised by Mr.

Modern Track-bonding Methods

u/)7

supply of >Uclricily
generated in London, England, w.as abonl 2t.), 174,270
kilow.itl-liiiurs.
'Ilnsc (igiirc :ire .KTordiiig lo a
reporl of ihc Hoard of Tr.ide showing llie amount
of clcctricily used in the inelropolitan [lolicc area
of London for i)ul)lic ;md private lighting, power
anil healing during Ihe year.
'I he
report says that the municipal authorities
su|iplied 28,281,3^0 kilowatt-hours for power and
htaling, 42,9.34,065 kilowall-honrs for private lighling, anil 16,578,71!) for public lighling, the cost per
kilowatt-hour, resiieclively, being i.'joid,, 3.677d.,
and i.8so<l,, a total of 87,795,001 units supplied al
an average cost of 2.563d. 'llic various companies
supplied 38,006,198 kilowatl-hours for power and

The

new form

Professor
Zapf of the Land und See Kabelwerke, in which
the distance between the horns was adjustable,
owing to the use of a high resistance, and the
accuracy with which this worked w^as testified to
by a subsequent speaker.

of Electricity In

year

plied

Presidents of manufacturing corpora-

extraordinary atmospheric conditions had to be
contended wnth, circumstances forced the companies
to do without lightning protectors, with quite sat-

on the theory that the safety factor upon such lines
would be ample protection in itself. Colonel Cromp-

the

Ill

;

being made of the practicability
of the wireless system, and that when the method
is further perfected it may be installed.
Messrs. Corbrera and Sitzenstatter are already at
work constructing underground telephone systems
More than five kilometers of conin Vera Cruz.
duits have already been laid for the proposed system. The telephone cables in the other towns will
Governor Teodoro A.
also be placed underground.
Dehesa of the state of Vera Cruz is giving the new

'

Use

the

as

only a few brick
the bond, (bus saving

arc first cleaned with a portable emery
grinder, which is equipped with a hook conneclion
for taking current from the trolley. All the tracks

Under

discussion

paid to this subject in Great Britain for fairly obvious reasons, and the author of the paper started
ofif

and

fisliplnto,

brick,

rails

Dis-

has been taking place
both in London and at Manchester upon a paper
read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers
by Mr. J. S. Peck, who is well known in the United
States, dealing with protective devices for highcircuits.
Not much attention has been
tension
interesting

the

with

a large labor cost in removing the pavement.

British

High-tension Protective Devices
cussed In England.
An

ofF

:

and D. Schureman, architect.
Manager Golding closed the speaking and concluded
electrical

have

paved

arc

streets
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Thomas
The

latest

effect that

A. Edison Improving.

reports

from

New York

Thomas A. Edison

that

the

great

is

inventor

are

will

to

the

recover.

"However, Dr. Duel does not believe, it is said, that
the operation will entirely relieve Mr. Edison from
the defective hearing with which he has been
afflicted for a number of years.
Mr. Edison celebrated his sixty-first birthday a few weeks ago.

is

so located
10

feet

:
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Smoke

of Coal Without
Boiler Plants/

The Burning

By D.

in

T. Randall.

of the United States Geological Survey has been conducting investigations
of utilizing ihe coals
method
determine
the
best
to

The technologic branch

of

the United

States.

The law under which

this

carried on aims to increase the efficiency and prevent the waste of these fuels, especially such as are used by the United States government.
It is a recognized fact that the more
nearly perfect the combustion of any fuel the
With perfect combustion
greater is its efficiency.
In view of the need for more
there is no smoke.
complete information on the conditions favorable
to the burning of coal with ecQiiomy and without
objectionable smoke in boiler furnaces, extended
tests have been made at the fuel-testing plants at
The results of
St. Louis, Mo., and Norfolk, Va.
the St. Louis tests are summarized in the present
paper, which has been prepared by the author as
engineer in charge of smoke abatement investiga-

work has been

tions.

The term smoke as used in this paper refers to
chimney gases that contain small particles of unconsumed carbon, which give the gases a dark
color. Smoke may be of any degree of blackness,
but what some persons would call smoke is not
considered smoke by others.
Smoke is due to a lack of air at the proper temperature at the point where the volatile gases
should be burned, the result being that these gases
are only partly burned and the carbon is set free.'
The following are reasons why furnaces sometimes

smoke

1. The
furnaces and the grates are not properly
There is aldesigned to burn the coal available.
most no equipment on the market that will handle

equally

well

all

the

fuels

found

the

in

LTnited

States.
2.

There

3.

The

4.

There

5.

6.

lack of sufficient
firemen are unskilled.
is

a

is

not

draft.

enough combustion

Wood, paper and other refuse
The load is changed, quickly.

space.

are burned.

are maintained.
7. Excessive overloads
Within the last few years there has been a' remarkable development in the utilization of coal
under the steam boiler. Today many steam power
plants in the United States are burning bituminous
This has been
coal practically without smoke.
brought about by improving the design of the furnaces and by careful attention on the part of the
fireman.
It is now possible to design and operate boiler
plants burning a high-volatile coal which will be
practically smokeless under usual operating conditions, giving off no black or dense .gray smoke except when a fresh fire is being built. Banking the
fire,
shutting dampers, etc., causes smoke of a
light or gray shade only.
Coal can be burned smokelessly, the same as gas,
gasoline, or kerosene oil, if the equipment is properly designed and adjusted.
Each of these fuels
will give off smoke if conditions are not favorable.
All the authorities on the subject of combustion
and smoke prevention agree upon the following
conditions as requirements for a smokeless furnace:
1. The coal should be supplied to the furnace in
small quantities at frequent intervals.
The more
nearly the feed approaches a continuous and uniform supply the better the results.
2. The air supply
should be slightly in excess
of the theoretical amount required and be admitted
principally through the fuel bed. with an auxiliary
supply admitted at the front or rear of the furnace
to burn gases from the coal.
3. The temperature in the furnace should be sufficiently high to ignite the gases given off from
the fuel bed.
4. There should be a fire-brick combustion chamber of sufficient dimensions and so designed as to
cause the thorough mixture of the gases and air,
permitting complete combustion before the mixture
reaches the boiler surfaces.
Numerous inventions for preventing smoke have
been made, based, according to the inventors, on
the recognized principles discussed in the foregoing_ section.
Most of them have not been properly
designed (o meet the severe service to which a
Ixjiler furnace is subjected.
The proper design of the furnace and settings.
including the breeching and stacks, is a subject of
much dispute. All authorities, however, agree that
sufficient air must be admitted to allow complete
combustion. This means that ample draft must be
provided.
Stacks less than 125 feet high arc usually unsatisfactory, but steam or electrically driven
fans arc now very commonly used to produce cither
forced or induced draft in connection with stacks
'shorter than would otherwise be required.
Provision should be made for the admission of
air above the fuel bed.
It is also now generally
conceded that there should be a fire-brick chamber
of sufficient length to allow time for the gases and
air to mix and burn.
Numerous observations made
on power plants show that it takes an average of
r2 seconds for the gasci to pass from the furnace
10 the top of a stack 125 feet high.
This allows
hut one second for combustion to take place before
_

t.

Exiraet.%

from a preliminary rcpori lo the United Slates

Geoloctcal Survey.

March

gases leave the combustion chamber.
These
conditions have been so successfully met in some
plants as to permit the use of low-grade coal without the production of objectionable smoke.
These
plants are few when compared to the total number
in operation, but they indicate the possibilities of
securing practically perfect combustion.
The efficiency of the furnace and the degree of
success attained by any equipment in the prevention of smoke depend on the following factors:
Skill of the fireman, proper design of the furnace
and boiler setting, character of the coal, capacity
of the boilers and furnaces and load carried.
The skill of the fireman is the most important
element in connection with the ordinary equipment.
As a matter of fact, the personal element is the
greatest hindrance to progress in the abatement of
smoke. Both the owner and the fireman must be
interested to obtain the best results.
Intelligent
supervision in the boiler room to secure proper
air admission and care in firing will result in the
saving of the losses due to smoke or unconsumed
gases and to heating an. excessive amount of air.
At many plants such supervision has reduced the
coal bills by 5 to 20 per cent, depending on the
coal and the methods formerly in use.
It is' a generally conceded fact that intelligent
men trained in boiler-room practice could save 10
per cent, of the fuel used in 50 per cent, of the
another 25
plants of the United States, and that
per cent, of the plants such men could save 5 per
It is the practice of nearly all
cent, of the fuel.
large power plants to employ a boiler-room expert,
and many of them have chemis.ts who make frequent tests and investigations to determine the
conditions favorable to the best economy.
The
saving of only a small percentage of the coal consumed will make a handsome return for the cost
of the experimental work. There are now in a few
of our larger cities competent engineers who are
making a specialty of supervising boiler plants for
a number of firms.
A few examples of carelessness and indifference
on the part of firemen will in a measure explain
why many persons are skeptical regarding the value
of mechanical stokers and other smoke-preventing
the

m

devices.
At a plant

__

which had a smoke-preventing device,
but which was -smoking, the fireman said a connecting chain had been broken for several days
and he "didn't have time to bother with it." It
would not have required more than 10 minutes to
join the two ends with wire for a temporary repair.
"The thing
In another plant the fireman said:
Many
takes too much steam, and I shut it off."
other cases of willful neglect have been observed.
Very few firemen can be induced to- fire regularly and frequently, because it is easier to put in
enough coal to last 20 or 30 minutes at one time
and have little or nothing to do in the interval
between firings. In one instance the engineer took
occasion to measure the draft between the grates
before and after firing on a down-draft furnace
which had a good draft. The draft before firing
was 0.35 inch of water, but after the fireman had
thrown on 63 shovelfuls of coal the flow of air
was so seriously retarded that the draft increased
Great volumes of smoke were given
to 0.62 inch.
indicating this lack of air.
are also encountered \Vith stokers.
One of the greatest troubles is the tendency of
the fireman to poke the fires unnecessarily instead
of using or adjusting the attachments provided for
In many plants
feeding and handling the coal.
where it is possible they will shovel green coal
into the stokers instead of feeding it through the
hopper, and then take a bar and stir up the fresh
coal with the coke and ashes, causing smoke and
wasting the coal.
It is not an uncommon experience that on inspection the boiler tubes are found to be covered
with scale on one side and soot on the other. One
plant with nearly 4,000 horsepower had soot hanging from the surfaces of the tubes, and on inquiry
it developed that these lubes had not been cleaned
for a period of four months, no cleaning having
been done since the new master mechanic had
taken charge.
The foregoing examples emphasize the facts that
the management of the boiler room is a problem
for properly trained men and that as the coal
burned is a considerable item' of expense, averaging about 50 per cent, of the cost of producing
power, there is more opportunity to save in the
boiler room than in the engine room with any
The average boiler room is a
given equipment.
For
hot. dirty and otherwise unattractive place.
these reasons but little attention has been paid
off,

Difficulties

.

to

it

by superintendents and

operating

engineers

The boiler rooms are
moderate-sized plants.
managed for the most part by men hired not so
much for what they know as for their ability to do
in

hard work, and they get comparatively small wages.
There arc, however, some mechanical appliances,
such as the chain grate, which leave but little to
skill of ihe fireman.
Afany furnaces may be classed as smokeless when
.'ittcndcd by careful men, but unsatisfactory when
In some power plants
fired by ordinary firemen.
it
is
difficult
for even a trained man to secure
reasonable economy and prevent smoke. This may
be due to the fact that the plant is poorly designed.
It docs not follow that a plant liaving a
the

7,

ic

chimney will have a sufficient draft. The
chimney may be too small, or there may be many
elbows in the flues leading from the boiler to the
high

or there may be serious leakage of air
through holes in the flue, boiler setting and breeching.
A. poor draft is responsible for a great deal
of trouble in the boiler room.
Difficulty in burning
coal in some one furnace in a plant has been restack,

ported where investigation showed that the damper had turned on its shaft and instead of being
open, as the fireman supposed, was nearly closed.
Such difficulties can be avoided only by systematic
supervision.
In many plants the grate surface is not properly proportioned to the load carried.
This can be
remedied in hand-fired furnaces^ but not without
considerable expense in stoker plants. Some plants
maintain fires under too many boilers for good
economy; on the other hand, there are probably
more in which the furnaces are overloaded.
The hand-firing of plain furnaces violates all the
principles laid down for securing good combustion.
The coal is usually supplied in large quantities at
long intervals, and the result is that at the times
of firing the temperature of the furnace is lowered.
the resistance to the flow of air through the fuel
bed is increased, and consequently great quantities
of combustible gas are generated which cannot be
burned for lack of air and the necessary amount
of heat.

Hand-fired furnaces with steam and air jets
save enough by better combustion to make up
for the cost of- the steam used in the jets.
They
are looked upon as makeshifts by experienced
smoke inspectors and others competent to judge
of them.
Hand-fired furnaces with ample combustion chambers and adjustable openings for air admission are
suitable for some kinds of coal., if tended by ex-

may

perienced and careful firemen.
Down-draft furnaces have

shown decided econin many plants and have been fairly successful
The principle is a
the prevention of smoke.
good one, but few installations of these furnaces
Whether they can be run
are properly fired.
smokelessly depends on the required capacity, the
kind and size of coal and the attention.
Mechanical apparatus for burning powdered coal
in boiler furnaces has been tried in many pla.nts
and with but few exceptions has been found unsatisfactory on account of the cost and difficulty of
It has, however, proved
maintaining the furnace.
a decided success in firing cement kilns.
Sprinkling stokers have as yet made little headway in this country. Records given in the Manchester (England) smoke-prevention report show
that these stokers are not as successful in preventing smoke as those of the coking type.
Furnaces with mechanical stokers of the overfeed
types, including chain grates, which feed the coal
gradually and coke it under a firebrick arch, are
used more widely than any others except the plain
hand-fired furnaces. When these stokers are properly installed, in connection with ample combustion chambers, and carefully operated, they give
good results and prevent smoke. Many of these
furnaces are not properly installed, and a still
greater number are badly operated. The inclinedgrate stokers will burn either high-volatile coals
or coals high in fixed carbon. The chain-grate
stokers are successful in burning high-volatile coals
such as are found in Indiana and Illinois. They
require less attention from the fireman than other
types of stokers, and they can be operated smokeThis stoker has not
lessly when properly installed.
been adapted to burning low-volatile coals, such
used
in
the
East.
largely
are
as
Underfeed stokers that automatically feed ihe
coal are usually successful with either high or
low-volatile fuels when properly installed and operated at a reasonable rate of combustion.
Many furnaces are burning coal unsuited to them,
and under Ihe load conditions it is impossible to
prevent smoke. A change to another kind, or in
some cases to another size of the same kind of

omy
in

would prove satisfactory.
There is at present a general tendency to cenIn the beattralize power, heating and gas plants.

coal,

of buildings it is customary, under existing
generate steam in the building.
to
conditions.

ing

,

this is done, it is in general considered more
economical to install engines for generating current
light
and power also. However, many buildfor

Where

own

but purchase current.
be located
mines, beelectric
which
with
economy
and
ease
of
the
cause
current can be transmitted; but heating plants,
whether for residence or for busim-Js districts, must
be within a comparatively short distance from the
section to be heated, on account of the cost of
ings

furnish their

Large power or
at any convenient

heat,

light plants can now
place, say at the coal

and Ihe losses from radiation. There
are now more than 150 central healing plants in
the United Slates, furnishing steam or hot waltr
lo residences or business buildings, or to bolh
The greater number of these plants arc located in
Some of thcni have been
the coal-producing slates.
built especially for the nurpose of heating; others
arc additions "to electric-lighting or industrial pl.-mt^.
and utilize the exhaust steam from Uie cngiiK v
These central plants can be operated without smoke
under favorable conditions, and they relieve ihq
smoke situation in a measure. The plan of purchasing bolh heat and light, not only for residences,
installation

:

March

business

for

I'llso

bill

VVRSTIvRN
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7,

liouscs,

is

po|Hil;ir

because

relieves the coiisnmor of the clel.-iils of opcratiiiR
of coal and aslies,
a plant, does away with the dust
and iTiakcs available fur storage purposes space
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

it

would olberuise be occuj)ied by ibc

wllicli

sUKHested tbat in eert.ain types uf
wbieli perfect combustion caniiol be
furnaees
wasbed
niaintair\ed, the resulting smoke may be
from the cbinniey gases, in tbc same way as dust
from
tbc
air
tbat is
and soot are now removed
used in venlilaliuK large office bniUliuRS, scboolbouses and hospitals.
The increasing use of storage batteries by street
railw.tys and other interests lias aided ii) the prevention of smoke. These batteries fnniisb the exit

lias

Fusing Point of Porcelain.

plant,

been

I..

Uaiivillc,

G.,

\S.

power needed wnen traffic is heavy duriuR rush
hours on the street railways and make unnecessary
any sudden heavy demands on the power plants.
'The load on the etiKincs being more nearly uni-

At

III.:

what

point

doei

fuse?

pnreelaill

Answer.

in

The fusing

of porcelain depends on the
lelalivc proportions of its constituent clays.
Thus
it
varies from 2,400" V. to .i.ooo" F., or even
point

What arc known as hard porcelains fuse
higher leniper.'itures. For electrical purposes
the porcelains with the lower fusing points are
mostly used.
higher.

at the

tra

form, there is less change in the rate of combustion in the furnaces and less smoke, for change
of load and crowding of boilers constitute a most
prolific source of smoke.

Summary.
of gas and coke f<ir domestic,
nianufacturing and power purposes and the centralization of power and beating plants tend to

Tbc increasing use

relieve

cities

A Compound Dynamo

Ohio: I have a dynamo which
amperes at 250 volts. It is a
compound machine and now runs a little above
normal speed. When I have only a small load on
and all the rheostat resistance cut out the voltage
begins to drop; with 200 amperes the voltage is
T.,

J.

should

down

Tiffin,

give

600

What

220 volts.

to

of a large percentage of tbc smoke

off by small and inefficient heating and
power plants. Notwithstanding the fact that other
ways of utilizing coal are growing in favor, it will
evidently be necessary to burn coal in small boiler
These coal-burning
plants for some time to come.

continue to keep the problem of smoke
abatement before the residents of large cities.
It is recommended that in order to improve the
conditions in any city a record of all equipment
and furnaces in the power plants be made, and
iiiiprovements, methods of operation, and tbc
kinds of coal used be made a special study. It is
only hy such systematic methods that the local
problem can be solved, as conditions in any one
city are generally different from those in others,
depending on the amount and kind of manufacturing and the character of the coal available.
The personal element is the most difficult obsmoke.
stacle to overcome in the fight against
Study of the requirements, and a desire to obtain
good results on the part of the firemen will do
more to clear the air in cities than any other one

is

the trouble?

In
,so

all

that,

probability the series field

Iralizcs

its

greater

tbc

is

of aiding the shunt

instead

magnetizing

power.

connected up
field,

it

rieu-

Therefore

the
greater the loss of voltage.
To remedy this, reverse the terminals of the series
field.
If this does not cure the trouble, it is due

load

the

to some other cause, which cannot be pointed out
without further particulars.

tbat

j

i

I

Operating an Electrical Piano from
r Primary Batteries.
E. B., Marylown, W. ^'a
We have an electrical
:

piano with a 24-volt motor. As there are no electric pow'er lines of any kind in the vicinity, we
have decided to use primary batteries. The' motor
takes about five amperes at 24 volts. What kind
of batteries are best for this purpose and bow

many

cells

will

it

require:

Answer.

influence.

Being principally the result of an imperfect air
supply, smoke can be prevented by providing for
sufficient air and for its mixture with the gases
in

the

furnace.

Well-designed furnaces may smoke to a greater
nr less degree, depending on the methods of the
firemen, the kind or size of the coal, and the rate
They may be exat which the coal is burned.
pected to give smokeless combustion when burning
a suitable coal, except under the following unfavorable operating conditions
The furnace not being
fires are built.
1. When
heated to the required temperature, the .gases coo!
below their ignition point and escape unburned.
2. When
so much coal is burned on the grate
that it is impossible to supply sufficient air without
frequent poking. This condition usually results in
so large a volume of gas from the coal that it cannot be properly mixed with air and burned in the
combustion chamber. On reaching the boiler surfaces it is cooled, combustion is arrested, and soot
and smoke result.
When the' rale of combustion is suddenly in,1.
creased, as wdien more coal is added, and fires are
poked to get up pressure in short time.
4. When the fires are checked by closing doors
nr dampers, thus cutting off the air supply. Banked
fires are difiicult to maintain and start up without
smoke. Automatic dampers are frequently the cause
of smoke w'hen not properly adjusted or designed.
There is need of further study of coals, furnaces
and combustion, but enough is now known to enable an engineer to design and operate a steam
plant without objectionable smoke.

Lord Kelvin's Predicament.
the former students of Prof. William
Thomson, afterward Lord Kelvin, at the University
of Glasgow, was Sir William Ramsay of London,

One of

now

the celebrated chemist.

In the Youth's

Com-

panion of February 6lh he gives interesting reminiscences of Lord Kelvin, Avith several anecdotes,
including the follow'ing, which is rather amusing:
professor always prescient. On
turned the handle of a large elecwhile he held a two-gallon Leyden
jar by its outside coating, and cliarged it by the
knob.
It was not until it was fully charged tbat
it
occurred to one of lis that while the jar was
quite safe as long as it was in his bands, it was
impossible to deposit it on the table without his
running the risk of an inconveniently heavy shock.
Finally, after rapid deliberation, tw'o of us held a
towel hy its corners, and Sir WiUiani dropped the
It was then possible
jar safely into the middle.
to touch the outside without mishap."

"Nor was

one occasion
trical

(he

I

machine

City Council of Salt Lake, Iltah, has granted
the Ernigrant Caiicm Railway Company a franchise for an electric street railway in that city.

The

to

WHiat are known as opcn-and-closed-circuit primary cells should be used. These can be operated
intermittently or steadily to supply the motor with
current. The most common ty_pes of such cells
use caustic soda as electrolyte and zinc and copper
o.xide as the electrodes.
These batteries give only
about 0.7 volt as average electromotive force, so
that about 34 cells would be required in series.
If the cells were of such a size that they could
supply one-half ampere continuously, 10 sets of
these would have to be. connected in parallel, making 340 cells in the battery. Figuring a couple of
dollars per cell, this would make an expensive installation.
small gasoline engine driving a 24volt dynamo would be found cheaper and to give
less trouble than the maintenance of such a battery.

A

BOOK TABLE.
The Construction of Dynamos. By T. Seweli.
New York: D. Van Nostrand Company. 1907.
Pp. (5?'^ by 7% inches), xii., 316, with 233 illustrations.

This

Price, $3.

book

C01.0RADO Springs Liohtino Controversy, By Heiii-y
Floy, M. A., M. E,
New York: Illuminating
Engineering Publishing Company.
1908,
Pp.
(6 by 9 inches), 327, with numerous diagrams

and

illustrations.

case" is well known to
men. It related to the arbitration of last
year between the city of Colorado Springs, Colo.,
and the Pike's Peak Hydro-electric Company, based
on certain differences relating to street lighting.
The author of this book was one of the arbitrators.
In his preface he says that the case was memorable because it decided for the first time in a
judicial way three questions of importance to those
cngagcfl in the business of electric lighting: First,
ihc meaning of the phrase "An arc light of standard 2,000 candlepower; second, the monetary damage accruing by the substitution of a 6.6-amperc
scries
alternating-current arc lamp for "an arc
light of standard 2,000 candlepower;"
third, the

The ."Colorado Springs

electrical

Answer.

now given

plants will

that Loses

Voltage.

hi operation, and Itic dcsiKn of a typical macliine,
with the cilculnlions for compounding, for llie
various losses and ihr efficiency, conclude the study
of direcl-currcnl niacliiius.
The author then lakes up Ihc Iheory of the
siiiKle-phase alleriialor, discussiuK in pan the diffcrenlial action, regulation, the cdcci of armalitrc
iiiduclnnce, methods of winding armalurcs, calcula(ion of the cleclroniolive force, effect of low power
factor on the line, and the healing of Ihc arniaInres.
This is followed by a chapter on the construction of alternators, showing the different methods of building up the armatures and field cores
in machines of differeni types.
'Ihc last two chapters are devoted to |Kjlyphase alternators, covering
the subject in all departinciils, including Iheory,
design, construction, parallel operation and synchronizing. The book as a whole is a valuable
addition to the literature on the subject.

deals with the theory, design and
construction of both direct-current and alternatingcurrent dynamos. The subject is treated in a clear,
concise manner, involving only elementary mathematics, and is presented in such a w-ay as to appeal
to the practical engineer and to the student pursuing the elementary branches of electrical engineering. The volume is divided into 15 chapters,
each devoted to a different phase of the subject.
First, the fundamentals of direct currents are
taken up. Ohm. volt, ampere, watt, power and
energy. Ohm's law, temperature coefficient
and
specific resistance are clearly defined, and the methods of measuring these discussed. Next in order
of treatment is the magnetic field, its production,
direction, densit}', calculation, measurement and purpose. The generation of electromotive force and
the principles of commutation are considered, and
then the principles of alternating currents, Avith the
wave form, root-mean-square values, frequenc3^
power-factor, self-induction, impedance, reactance
and vector diagrams. The effect of iron, in an
alternating field as pertaining to a dynamo, hysteresis and eddy-current losses and methods of minimizing them are discussed. The efifect of capacity
in an alternating-current circuit and circuits having
inductance and capacitv". with the characteristic
vector diagrams and mathematical calculations follow in order. Three chapters give a detailed description of the methods of constructing bipolar
dynamos, a very clear discourse on the theory- of
operation, including armature reactions and dynamo
characteristics of machines, and the design -of a
bipolar machine with the necessary calculations.
'The construction of multipolar machines, methods,
diagrams and rules for winding the armature, paral-

damage resulting from the failure to mainsubstituted lamps at their normal operating conditions. The controversy is furthermore of
unusual interest and value, because there was put
on record, under oath, the opinions of many of the
leading experts of this country on questions of
lighting, arc lamps and illumination.
iVIr.
Floy has compiled the records of the case,
with an introduction and epitome, and thus a mass
of valuable data is collected for all who have to do
with the problems of street lighting.
Among the
experts who testified at the hearing were Dr. Louis
Bell of Boston, E. P. Dillon of Colorado Springs,
C. W. Humphrey of Chicago, Prof. J. R. Armstrong of Colorado Springs, L. B, Marks of New
York, Prof. C. P. Matthews of Lafayette, Ind..
W. D'A. Ryan of Lynn, Mass., R. F, Schuchardt
of Chicago and George B. Tripp
of
Colorado
Springs.
financial
tain the

Handbook of Wireless Telegraphy. By James
Erskine-Murray. New York: D. Van Nostrand
Company.
322,

with

Pp. (s'A
1907.
illustrations.

131

by 8;^ inches),
Price,

xiv.,

$3.50 net.

In this treatise the autl'.or first describes the discoveries in electrical science which made possible
the systems of wiresless telegraphy as they exist
today. He explains the methods of producing highfrequency currents and of detecting them in various ways, illustrating with diagrams the apparatus
involved. The author deals almost exclusively with
the open-circuit systems and the types of apparatus
based on the inventions of Hertz, Lodge, Jackson,
Marconi and Tesla. There are then described, in
a concise and practical manner, the leading systems
of wireless telegraphy and references cited to more
complete discussions. Among the number so treated
are the systems of Marconi, Lodge-Muirhead, Fessenden, Hozier-Brown, Dc Forest, Poulsen, and of
the Telefunken Company, and systems transmitting
only in a desired direction. This is followed by
the theory of alternating currents of high frequency as pertaining to this branch of applied electricity, and the theory of transmission, with curves
showing the effect of atmospheric conditions and
distances on the operation of s\'stems.
Among other phases of the subject touched upon
Jlr. Tesla's system of
in the book are:
wave telegraphy; the measurements of insulation,
the
leakage, current, frequency, and wave length
characteristics and adjustments of transmitters, receivers, interrupters and condensers, and the tests
and location of faults. A chapter is devoted to
the calculations necessary for the design of a modern wireless-telegraph station, with numerical examples illustrating the use of the mathematical deductions.
The book is concluded -with a set of
tables which deal with inductances, capacities, insulations sparking distances, and similar numerical,
required by those engaged in this kind
quantities
of work. The clear, straightforward manner in
which the author presents his discussions of the
various topics and the completeness with which
they are illustrated should make this book popular
with students, electrical engineers, and operators
interested in wireless telegraphy.

woM;

"

The Wausau Street Railroad Company of Wausau. Wis., has purchased the waterpower at M'osinee at $60,000.
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Non-synchronous Generator in Centralstation and Other Work.'
Bv W.

L.

Waters.

question as to the advisabihty of adopting
non-sjTichronous generator for power-station
work, was decided adversely by engineers at the
time when steam engines and water turbines were
But today we
the only practical prime movers.
have to deal with steam turbines and gas engines,
and the coming of these two new types of prime
movers has altogether changed the situation in regard to the use of this generator for power-station
work. It often happens in such cases that the real
meaning and possibilities of the introduction of
t\^pes of machinery with such fundamentally new
characteristics as the steam turbine and gas engine
are not recognized until they are accidentally forced
upon us. This has been the case in the present
the question of the use of non-synchroinstance
nous generator with steam turbines was not seriously considered until it was brought up indirectly.
As a fundamental, characteristic of the non-synchronous generator, for a given load it runs at
a certain definite speed above that of synchronism,
and (a) it supplies a watt current which represents
the power delivered by the generator to the circuit, and (b) it takes a wattless magnetizing current from the system, the magnitude of which
depends on the voltage and on the watt component of the current. Hence this type of generator cannot supply a lagging current to the outside circuit, and can only deliver power to a circuit
which can provide the lagging magnetizing current
for any
required by a non-synchronous generator
given speed, the magnitude and phase of the current which the generator will supply is definitely

The

the

;

;

Also, as the wattless component of the curvaries in magnitude when the load of the
machine changes, we must have in circuit some
apparatus which can supply a variable amount of
lagging current, and which will keep the voltage
of the circuit constant.
Usually the load on a power station is either
non-inductive or has a lagging power factor, so
that if this type of generator is used, the lagging
current required by the generator, and perhaps also
by the outside circuit, must be artificially supplied.
There are two ways of obtaining the lagging current required by the non-synchronous generator:
(i) from a condenser; (2) from a synchronous
generator or an over-excited synchronous motor.
It w'ould not be desirable, commercially, to Install
a condenser specially to supply the required lagging
but a
current, as the cost would be prohibitive
large cable system has quite a considerable electrostatic capacity, and the lagging current supplied
by this system will usually help greatly in reducing
the size of the necessary synchronous machine. In
any case, however, it is necessary to have a synchronous machine, either a motor or a generator.
in the circuit, in order to set the frequency and
the voltage. If we have the non-synchronous generator running, together with a synchronous generator, the latter machine supplies all the lagging
wattless current required by the non-synchronous
generator and the outside circuit, while the voltage
of the circuit is decided by the excitation of the
synchronous generator.
Obviously, the disadvantage of the non-synchronous generator for power-station work is, that it
cannot carry a lagging wattless current, that it
requires an additional lagging wattless current to
excite it.
The power factor of the current supplied by such a generator is a direct measure of
the amount of wattless current required to excite
it
under that particular load. The power factor
which can be obtained in designing any non-synchronous generator depends on the size, speed,
voltage and frequency of the machine. Low speed,
high voltage and high frequency, all tend to lower
the power factor which can be obtained.
It has been shown that on high-speed 2,200-volt
generators, the power factor rises as high as 98.25
per cent., and that we can obtain on such machines a power factor which averages 97 per cent.
to 9S per cent, from one-half to il4 load, w^hilc
the no-load magnetizing current is less than 10
per cent, of the full-load current of the machine.
Another advantage of this type of generator is the
extremely high efficiency at all loads that is obtained in high-speed machines. This means that
these generators have a very low temperature rise
at norma! rated load, and that they have a very
fixed.

rent

;

lartrc

The

overload capacity.

commercial field for the non-svngenerator is undoubtedly in connection
with turbine-driven i/enerators. This tvpe of generator is more <;uitablf both mechanically pnd. electrically for high-snced work than any other tvpc
of electrical machine. The squirrcl-cacc secondary
with heavy cooper bars, each bar held in a separate closed slot, and practically rcouiring no insulation, is fln ideal construction mechanically, and
is one which can be operated at verv high temperature without damage. Comparing this with the
greatest

chronous

f.
AVxirsct of a narK:r r«ajd at (hft me^Mnc of lb» American Intttoi* of RUcinVal Rn?ln«er» in V*w Yo'k on February i«th.
aaibor is 9hi^t cpeinc'sr of ch** National Electric Company of

Tb*

MilwaqKef,

March

rotating magnets of the standard synchronous turboalternator, the difference is very great.
synchronous generator requires direct-current
excitation, while a non-synchronous generator requires alternating excitation. The non-synchronous
generator is excited by a lagging current taken
usually from a synchronous machine, and as this
synchronous machine requires direct-current excitation to produce this lagging current, it can be said
that indirectly the non-synchronous generator does
require a direct-current exciter. But on account
of the small air gap of this type of generator, It
requires much less excitation than a synchronous
generator. The actual capacity of the exciters which
are required by a power station consisting of non-

A

synchronous generators, depends on the power factor of the load on the system. The capacity required will usually vary from one-quarter to
one-half of that which would be required for the
corresponding synchronous generators.
In a system consisting of non-synchronous generators supplying power to synchronous converters
it
is unnecessary to have any exciters or synchronous machines In the power station. The first
converter put in circuit must be run up to speed
from the direct-current side, and then thrown on
the generator circuit, when it will excite the latter,
and the voltage will be decided by the excitation
of the converter. In a large system the capacity
current of the cables cannot be neglected, so the
w^attless current to be supplied by the converters
will not be directly proportional to the load.
Such
a system usually requires constant voltage at the
direct-current terminals, and in such cases it may
be found advantageous to install compound-wound
converters with automatic voltage regulators to control the shunt excitation.
The voltage regulators
would then serve to control the voltage of the
generators, and to keep that constant, while the
series winding would serve to compound each individual feeder in order to compensate for the
voltage drop in that feeder.
Synchronous generators and motors will give a
greater sudden rush of current, or surge, in the
case of short-circuit than almost any other class
of machine. And though they have wave forms
which approximate closely to sine waves on no
load, these wave forms become so distorted by
armature reaction on load, and change so with the
magnitude and phase of the current, that there Is
an excellent chance of introducing such harmonics
as will produce resonance.
If we were deliberately
to try to choose conditions which would be most
liable to give trouble from high-power surges and
resonance, we could not well choose anything that
would be worse than synchronous generators feeding synchronous motors through a cable system of
high capacity. The non-synchronous generator is
a great contrast to the synchronous generator in
this

respect,

as

it

tends

rather

to

eliminate

dis-

from the line than to originate them.
A short-circuit on a system means that the voltage
falls to zero, consequently any non-synchronous generator, on the circuit becomes dead, and does not
turbances

tend to supply either power, current or voltage to
the short-circuit.
The sudden surge which takes place when any
synchronous machine, whether generator, motor or
converter, is short-circuited is equal to

Electromotive force of synchronous machine
self-induction in circuit

After the current has flowed for an appreciable
time, so that the magnetism of the synchronous
machine has had time to change, the armature reaction cuts down the electromotive force generated,
and the current falls to the value commonly known
as the short-circuited value, this being the value of
the current on a continuous short-circuit.
There is one point, however, that must be considered when operating non-synchronous generators
on the system containing considerable electrostatic
capacity, and that is that the individual generator
A non-synchronous genunits are not too small.
erator can be excited by the lagginc current from
a condenser, and the voltage to which it will be
excited depends on the size of the condenser. In
a system consisting of non-synchronous generators
and synchronous machines we mitrht, as the result
of opening circuit-breakers by line disturbances,
have iust one generator and one small synchronous
unit left running on the line. The capacity current
of the cable system would then tend to build un
the voltage of the machines until the saturation of
the magnetic circuit prevented any further rise.
Distortion of the wave form introduces higher
harmonics, and may cause resonance or cross-currents.
In a synchronous generator or motor, the
wave form of the magnetism is usually badly distorted as the load comes on the machine, this
distortion hcinc greater the higher the power facThis distortion of
tor, and the greater the load.
the magnetic wave introduces higher harmonics
into the wave form of the eclctromotivc force generated in the armature conductors.
Non-synchronous generators have no distortion
of field due to armature reaction, and so long a"?
the iron in the magnetic circuit is not saturated
the cleclromotive-forcc wave form of these generators is virtually a sine wave for all conditions of

7,

1908

This means that there can be no cross-curnon-synchronous generators, due to
wave form, and that they have no
tendency to produce resonance in the circuit.
that the non-synI have endeavored to show
chronous generator is very much superior to the
synchronous generator from almost every point of
view, for the purpose of supplying power to motorgenerators and synchronous converters through an
underground-cable system
and that synchronous
load.

rent between
difference in

;

converters are less liable to introduce line disturbances than synchronous motors. In some cases
might be considered advisable to Install both
it
synchronous and non-synchronous generators, or
the station might be one in which the units first
Installed were synchronous generators, and the later
extensions were non-synchronous generators. In
such cases It Is readily seen that the advantages
are obtained to a degree which depends on the
ratio of the number of non-synchronous to the
synchronous generators. It should be remembered
that the non-synchronous generator aiid synchronous
converter give the best combination to insure free-

dom from line disturbances, and that the synchronous generator and synchronous motor give the
worst; combinations of the two systems lie between
these two.
With smaller

power stations which supply power
motor and Hghting circuits, the conditions
are not so favora'ble to the non-synchronous gen-

direct

-to

erator, as this generator is primarily one for high
power-factor loads, and it is at a distinct disadvantage in a station in which the load is of low
power factor. The advantages of the non-syn-

chronous generator as outlined above are, however,
so great that each particular case should be considered to see whether It will allow of its use. Usually the load on such a station having low power
factor consists mainly of motors during the daytime, whereas the heavy peak load is the lighting
load at night.
can therefore Install synchronous
generators sufficient to carry the day motor load,
and non-synchronous generators to assist in carrying the lighting load at night.
It Is nearly always more economical to supply
wattless current In a power station from unloaded
high-speed synchronous motors, than from the main
synchronous generators. This is more especially
the case with steam-turbine or very slow-speed
units, as such machines cannot be economically
designed with the good regulation and the margin
on the fields necessary to handle properly a low
power-factor load. Such a machine to carry satisfactorily a certain kilowatt load at power factor
70 per cent, will be> about double the size of a
unit to carry the same kilowatt rating at unity

We

,

power

factor;

In the above remarks the non-synchronous generator has been dealt with more especially as a
steam-turbine-driven unit for generating alternating
current. This type of generator, however, often
presents important advantages for other and more
especial conditions.
Two of the most important of
such cases are gas-engine-driven alternators and
steam-turbine-driven direct-current units. The advantage of the non-synchronous generator for gasengine-driven units is, of course, that it does not
require the extreme uniformity of speed required
by a synchronous generator, and the advantage of
its application for direct-current generation by turbine units is, that by the use of a non-synchronous
generator and synchronous converter, we can avoid
the use of a direct-current turbo-generator.
Non-synchronous generators are not put forward
as the only possible solution of the gas-engincdrlven alternator question, but as the most practical, and that which will recommend Itself most
highly to the conservative power-station engineer
and manufacturer. It is by no means settled that
extremely heavy flywheels and powerful dampers
are a practical and advisable solution of the parallel-

running

difficulties.

The other

special

case for the use of the non-

—

synchronous generator above referred to the use
of such a generator, together with a synchronous
converter for the production of direct current is
to meet the special case in which a steam turbine
Reasons which might
is desired as a prime mover.
compel the choice of the steam turbine are numerous
Small overhead space, small floor space, poor

—

:

foundations, objection to the vibration of reciprocating engines, high steam economy required over
a wide range of loads, reduced maintenance and
supervision all these might influence the choice of
prime mover. And as the direct-current turbo-generator, particularly for 250 and 125 volts, has as
yet hardly established its position as a conservative
and reliable machine, some kind of alternatingcurrent generator would be used in combination
with a motor generator or svnchrnnous converter.
In comparing a lurhinc-driven non -synchronous
generator and synchronous converter, with a steamengine-driven direct-current generator, the former
is found to be a more flexible enuipment, one which
win carry heavier overloads, and is usually cheaper.
There are many indications that the day of the
brge cuginc-lvnc direct-current gen<^rntors is past.
The inaccessibility of the brushes, the difficulty of
building and maintaining a commutator of largo
diameter, and the numerous other drawbacks of

—
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lypc of machine, liavc caused it to be regarded
It
as an undesirahlc artdilion to a power station.
wlutlicr tlic non-synchronons generis a question
tliis

ator anil

llic

sjnclironous converter are not superior

enfiiiie-type dircclciirrenl Rcneralor in almost every ease, and it should always be carefully
considered when a new direct-current station is laid
tlie

to

when any extensions arc added

out or

existing

to
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plants.

can School of Correspondence.

an

building.

some extent of the

partakes to
building as well

office

as

a

school.

use of the motor, a clutch and brake device
furnished for instantly slopping the machine
without stopping the motor. This feature not only
saves lime in selling, adjusting and inspecting the
work, but also saves wear and tear on the motor
from frequent stopping and starting, the latter
running continuously wliih- Ihc job is in the ma-

the
is

chine.

Recent Develo|,r

Westinghouse

Lamp

Company

the

Bv

announces

Jersey and New York circuit courts
have ordered the discbarge of the company's receivers and the return of ihe properly to Ibe stockholders. These orders became effective March ist,
and beginning on that date Ihe management of th<company will be conducted by the executive olTiccrs
The business of the
as prior to the receivership.
company has been carried on at a considerable
profit during the receivership, and there has been
no cessation in the development and factory operaIhat

New

In

Varlahi-

A Westlnghouse Receivership Dissolved
The

building recently crccti<l ft.r llie American
School of Correspondence, Chicago, is of interest
from both the arcliilectural and the educational
It is llic headquarters of the largest
point of view.
institution in the world exclusively devoted to correspondence instruction along technical lines, and
its enlisted workers are to be found in all quarters

The

nature of

the building with incandescent lamps.
of
Lavatories with hot and cold water arc located on
each floor.
Pond & Pond of Chicago were the architects of
parts

llic

Administration Building for tho Ameri-

of the globe.
The structure

an abundant supply of fresh air being llius proKIcclrieity is used throughout
at all limes.
for lighting purposes, all the eorridnrs and larger
ninins being equipped with Nernst lamps, the other

videil

1-.

1

L.

Slni^le-phase

Motorw.'

K.\UCMAN.

modern motor installations the central-station
manager is frequently confronted by applicitions
In

which require variable-speed motor.
of

direct

current

has

for

many

The advocate

years

claimed

as

distinctive advantages the possibility of
obtaining and providing saiisfactory variable-speed

one of

its

direct-current motors. On the other hand the alternating-current system of distribution .has been very
considerably handicapped by the difficulty of obtaining satisfactory variablc-spccd alternating-current

motors.

While

it is not yet true that the alternating-curvariable-speed motors are as satisfactory in
way as direct-current moiors, yet in the
writer's opinion the time is not far distant when
some up-to-date and progressive manufacturer will
provide and offet to the public alternating-current
motors with satisfactory variable-speed characteris-

rent,

every

tics.

So far as alternating-current distribution is concerned, I think it is fair to state that the tendency
at the present time seems to be for quite a general
distribution of alternating current by means of the
three-phase system.
There has been and is yet a very decided difference of opinion as to the relative merits of single-phase, two-phase and three-phase system of distribution, and while it 3S not in my province in
this necessarily short paper to discuss the merits
or demerits of the different systems of distribution,
I will mention some of the advantages of singlephase distribution.

The

central-station

manager furnishes the

line

and the transformer as well as the
meter for measuring the customer's current con-

connection

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING FOR THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE.
design was therefore a complex problem, dicby several different considerations. In the
immediate vicinity of Washington Park and the
Midway Plaisance, an essential link in Chicago's
great boulevard system, it has the advantages of
surroundings of great natural beauty, and, owing
to its proximity to the University of Chicago, it
occupies a place in what has been termed the educational center of the city.
This location for the school dictated a treatment
in design that would in no wise conflict with the
architectural scheme of the other educational structures which, in increasing numbers, are arising in
The materials of the exterior are
the vicinity.
paving brick of two shades, with Bedford stone
for enrichment, and moss-green tile in the roof.
The building contains four stories and basement.
The general interior plan is that of the letter E,
the return of the east and west wings enclosing
on two sides an open court walled in at the rear
and entered through an arched driveway.
The general interior color scheme is seen to best
advantage in the vestibule. The high oaken wainscoting, the ceiling beams, and the furnishings are
tinted a soft green; the walls and ceiling panels
a warm buff, relieved with unique, conventional
flowered designs in red, green and purple the
whole blending harmoniously and in pleasing contrast with the general darker tinting of the tiled

The new factoo' of the company at Bloomnow in operation, and arrangements are being made to concentrate all of the manufacturing
at that plant. The output of this admirably adapted

Its

tions.

tated

field is

plant will be about 15,000.000 lamps annually.

Advantages

of

Motor Drive to Shapers.

application of electric motors to its shapers
has been an important factor in making the plant

The

of Gould & Eberhardt of Newark, N. J., one of
the most up-to-date of its kind in the country. This
company has kept abreast of rising requirements and
has been a pioneer in advancing changes to meet
modern necessities. Its line of shapers has been
recently redesigned, each machine being made larger

and

heavier in the working parts, and power,
speed and rigidity added to obtain the

strength,

—

In

all

its

interior

arrangements and appointments

the building is most admirably adapted to the uses
The facilities possessed
for which it was designed.
by the institution for the imparting of thorough
instruction in practical courses and the systematic
methods that have been evolved as the result of

years of experience in meeting the educational needs
of those whom circumstances have denied the privileges of technical training at resident schools, are
typical of American ingenuity and enterprise.
The offices of administration are on the second
floor, the remainder of the building being used for
the accommodation of the large staff of instructors,
editors and other employes in charge of the various
most complete
details of the work of the school.
and modern interior telephone system has been put in,
the
facilitating
connecting all the departments. For
work of the business ofSce and mailing room, several of the latest electrical appliances have been
installed, including an adding machine, a folding
machine and an envelope sealer all operated by
basement are the stock
electric power.
the
In
room, the shipping room, and also the steam-heating plant. The system of heating is known as the
"direct-indirect," the larger radiators on the several
floors being located in juxtaposition to cold-air
ducts leading from the outside through the walls.

A

—

the field terminals.
These motors are designed to operate at full load
and at their rated full speed at the normal voltage
for which they are wound. In order to obtain
the lower speed it is only necessary- to reduce the
voltage applied to the field circuit. This may be
accomplished by inserting an ordinary "resistancetype'' speed controller in the circuit -supplying current to the motor.
Preferably, how-ever, the reduction of voltage to the motor terminals can be

accomplished by using an auto-transformer connected to the line of supply and having a number
of taps brought out to a switching head and controller arm.
By means of this auto-transformer
any desired voltage from the rated voltage down
zero
may
to
be obtained in steps of a few volts

"

floor.

sumption. Isn't the central-station manager investing money needlessly if he runs three wires and
uses two transformers, or a polyphase transformer
and two meters or a polyphase meter, to supply a
motor customer which he could handle with two
wires, one transformer and one single-phase meter?
The single-phase motor with starting rheostat
takes less current from one phase of a polyphase
circuit in starting than a polyphase motor would
from each of the three phases.
My attention has recently been attracted to a
variable-speed motor placed on the market by the
Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company of St.
Louis, manufacturer of the well-known Wagner
single-phase motor.
This motor is a modification
of its well-known motors and may be furnished
in sizes running from one-quarter to 15 horsepower
for 60-cycle circuit for either no or 220 volts.
This motor is built to operate as a repulsion motor
and may be wound for reversible or non-reversible
operation.
With a given load the speed of the
motor depends entirely on the voltage supplied to

each.

of control is much
use of current than the
straight resistance method of control.
For example
A three-horsepower, variable-speed, singlephase motor operating a ventilating fan and provided with a resistance method of control, a iiovolt motor operating on 50 volts at approximately
one-half its normal speed, w-ould consume from
the line 20 amperes of current. With the autotransformer regulator, however, the current taken
from the line w-ould be reduced sufficiently to
effect a saving of 10 cents per hour at a lo-cent

The auto-transformer method

more economical

in

the

:

;_^^HIGH-DUTY SHAPER WITH- INDUCTION MOTOR.
fullest possible
cutting steels.

benefits

from the new high-speed

The motor-driven shaper
most economical

;

for

the

is,

long

by

all

lines

means, the
of shafting,

countershafting, belting, pulleys, etc., with their incidental losses and waste of power, have been eliminated. Another point in favor of motor drive is
the convenient and rapid method it affords for
quickly adjusting the machine to suit the work.
Gould & Eberhardt have used for the shaper illustrated herewith an Allis-Chalmers induction motor
which is connected by means of a silent chain
In connection with the
drive, enclosed in a guard.

advantages of quick speed change enjoyed through

rate.

writer's recommendation, then, would be that
i^se of single-phase, variable-speed motors,
auto-transformer method of control be used
in every case, on account of its econoraj-, as this
amount of current consumed is practically in proportion to the speed and load of the motor. A
speed reduction of at least 50 per cent., and in

The

in

the

the

Abstract of a paper read at the Milwankee convention of the
I.
Northwestern Electrical Association on lanuarr i6. laoS. The
is superintendent of the Beloit <Wis.) Water. Gas and

author

Electric

Company.
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many cases more, can easily be obtained, and the
motors operate in an entirely satisfactory manner.
However, as any alternating-current motor tends
to go to synchronism, these variable-speed motors
are not particularly suited to conditions where
there are wide variations in the load or work
performed by the motor. They are, however, quite
suitable to and may be satisfactorily employed in
all load conditions which are somewhat constant,
such as the operation of printing presses, blowers,
pumps, conveyors, refrigerating plants and other
applications.

everyone that such was contemplated, and that was
what they might e.xpect, and in that way we staved
off, of course, any immediate installation, and took
care of them either by loaning motors or something of that kind. When the time came to make
the change wc simply announced that we would
give the present market price for their apparatus;
that is, we would allow the present market price
of the sId apparatus on the apparatus they purchased from us. I might say that it took up to
only about two months ago before we finally made
the last change
and you can see from that how
accommodating we were in our policy. We did not
;

Discussion (in part).
F. N. Jewett, Chicago (answering questions of
The curMessrs. Pendell. Kaufman and Jackson)
rent required for the single-phase motor, starting
under full load, with a resistance starter, is never
more than the full-load current, whereas, with the
polyphase motors with starters, they are doing
pretty well if they hold the starting current down
to three times the full current for starting under
The starting torque of the single-phase
full load.
motor, with full-load current, will be about i^
Of course, the starting
torque.
full-load
times
torque of the single-phase motor, with resistance
starter, will not be as great as in the case of
starter and motor thrown directly on the current.
But I am comparing it with the squirrel-cage
motor. With the wound motor it will be different.
I
do not think I can answer the question with
reference to the effect on the power factor for
the variable-speed motors. They are comparatively
new. and that is not a province that I have been
particularly posted on.
Two years ago
J. R. Dishington, Racine, Wis.
:

cut a man off at a minute's notice or anything
of that kind.
were very careful to meet his
pleasure in the matter. But we were absolute in
our statements that we would cut them off. That
is
to say, the time would come when we would
not furnish the service. The last installations that
were changed were naturally the churches, and
they had, of course, the organs and blowers, etc..
connected, and it was very difficult to get them
to change over.
So we ran a small circuit on the
direct current to take care of them.
The last
church was finally settled and turned over here
a few months ago.
In winding up, this entire
change was handled on a work order.
esti-

We

We

mated what

was going to cost us, and had a
work order made out on which all the credits and
charges pertaining to this matter were made. It
is only a few months since it was wound up. and
we find that the work order had a credit of something

:

we changed from

the direct to the alternating current and adopted the Wagner motor, and at that
time the biggest proposition we were up against
was the variable speed required for printing presses
but we overcame that by a simple method. When
we install printing presses we also furnish sufficient sizes of pulleys to enable variable speed to
be used. Generally printers run on one speed until
did away entirely with autothe job is done.
starters or things of that kind, and our plan has
given very great satisfaction. Printing-press men
did not like it very well at first they wanted a
controller the same as in the case of the direct
current but it takes only a minute to change a
pulley, and the printers are well satisfied now.
L. L. Tessier, Depere, Wis.
Supposing a plant
was running along on a direct current, and the
printing office is using four or five small motors,
with speed regulation all right, and file plant
wanted to change from direct to alternating current, that is. single-phase, how would that affect
that man's bill in dollars and cents ?
O. M. Rau, M'ilwaukee
I
cannot tell much

We

—

—

:

:

We

about this new motor.
made a change such
as you suggest some three years ago in the city
of Racine, and we were confronted with all these
questions. Where we had to handle the matter
from the point of view of satisfaction with present
equipment we simply put a motor-generator in
and I do not believe in that case the customer's
bill has been changed to any extent.
He was on
our books, for instance, as a direct-current customer, and he is now on as an alternating-current
customer. He is operating his direct-current motoi'
from a generator driven by a single-phase. 20horsepower alternating motor. That was one way
of .taking care of a customer who was absolutely
satisfied and would not want to put up with any
experiment.
There were quite a few printing
presses in which we installed the pulley-changing
equipment: and the results have been quite satisfactory.
hope as soon as these new-type motors are fully developed and we can feel sure that
the installation is a success that we may be able
to abandon such installation as the motor-generator
set will furnish current for.
W. B. Voth, Sheboygan, Wis.
have only
put in two or three installations, and the latest
one is the new type of the Wagner with the autostarter and a two-horsepower motor connected with
Miehlc printing press.
give them about six
speeds, and the printers arc entirely satisfied.
It
is
simply an auto-startcr. with a variable, twohorscpowcr motor.
had direct current, 500
volts, and it is gradually being abandoned, and
of course that reduced the man's bill. The alternating-current rate was lower than the directcurrent rate, and the customer, at least, is happier.

We

:

We

We

We

The

load is on the lighting circuit. It is in a
business district, and the transformer capacity is
ample; so you notice no dips.
have as iiigli
as lo-horsepowcr motors, with regular resistance
and constant speed. -Five horsepower ought to bs
right with the variable-speed type.
John S. .Mien, Lake Geneva, Wis.: In changing
a circuit where you have a large number of motors
and translating devices, is it up to the central
station to furnish the motor or translating device,
or should the customer be rcq,uired to do that?
In changing, for inslanci-, from 500 direct current
to an alternating current, where the customer has

We

bought
^Ir.

time

motor, what is to be done?
In Racine, for a year previous to the
anticipated making the change, wc notified

his

Rau:

wc

March

a

like

it

$2,000.

Alleged Conspiracy In Patent Office
Records.
The New York Times of February 2Sth publishes
Washington dispatch to the effect that Ned W.

Burton, a Patent Office e.Kaminer Henry E. Everding.
and John A. Heany. an inventor
of York, Pa., have been arrested on an indictment
charging them with conspiracy to destroy government records and to defraud. The indictment alleges, in substance, that they were engaged in a
plan to steal the work of inventors of electriclighting devices. They were caught practically in
the act, it is said, of gathering in for Heany's
benefit the ideas of a score or more of electrical
experts, some of whom have been working for the
General Electric Company. It was at the instance
of this company that detectives were put on the
track of the three men some time ago, supplementing the work of the Pinkertons employed by the
:

a Philadelphia lawyer,

company.
plan of operations alleged was that Heany
application for a patent on filaments and
Nuelectrodes for incandescent and arc lamps.
merous other men filed similar applications. Burton, it is charged, held up these other applications,
and furnished details of what they contained to
Heany. Then he notified the defrauded applicants
that their claims were already covered in the application filed by Heany.

The

filed

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
Missouri Independent Telephone Associahold its annual meeting in Kansas City
on May 6th and 7th. It is announced that the most
interesting programme ever prepared by the assoA half day will be
ciation will be carried out.
devoted to farm mutuals. Houck McHenry of

The

tion

will

Jefferson

Windsor
dull

of.

The

City is president, G. W. Schweer
secretary-treasurer, and W. R. Barktraveling secretary.
is

of

is

Windsor

Connecticut

Home

Telephone Company

filed

a certificate of incorporation in Hartford on February 24th. The statutes provide that a telephone
company may incorporate under the general laws
of the state, hut that before it can begin business
it must procure from a judge of the Superior Court
a certificate that public necessity and convenience

The new company,
proposed service.
an Independent concern, proposes to offer
competition with the Southern New England Telephone Company, which for years has had an approximate monopoly in Connecticut. The incorporators are cx-Congressman Lewis Sperry of South
Windsor, J. H. Hale of Glastonbury, R. P. Lyon
of Hartford and ex-Senator Alembcrt O. Crosby
of Glastonbury.
require

which

the

is

Negotiations are now being made, it is said, for
the sale of the Bell telephone systems in Saskatchewan and Alberta provinces, Canada, to the provinSuch was the announcement
governments.
cial
made at the annual meeting of the Bell company in
Montreal by President Size. He slated that the company was not anxious to sell, as it had already
done in Manitoba, but thought it better to do this
than enter into competition with the two governments, which had decided upon an actjve conAt
struction campaign for the coming summer.
(he present time the lines and exchanges arc being
valued by government engineers. There is said to
he a probability of a move being made for the purchase of the Bell system in (Ontario, where it is
exceptionally strong.

7,
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.
Paris,

February

—

18.
In view of the great success
which was obtained with the radio-telegraphic apparatus placed on board the French battleships
Republique and Jules Ferry, the minister of war

has now decided to equip the torpedo destroyers
with the 1908 type of wireless apparatus. To this
effect a series of trials was undertaken not long
since on board the destroyers Arbalete and M'ous"
queton, and they will last until the end of February.
These trials will be directed by a special
commission sent from Paris, headed by Lieutenants
Colin and Jeance. At the same time the battleship
Republique will take part in the tests. The vessels
will be located in the region of Toulon and neighboring points in the Mediterranean.
Of considerable interest is the new electric railway which is to pass up the slope of Mont Blanc,
and the work is nearing completion. It will run
from Chamonix to Montanvert, and will be the
first French railway to attain
the region of the
glaciers.
It is expected that the line will be opened
for service by next July.
Some difficult engineering work had to be carried out in connection with
the road, and it is operated on the rack-rail system on account of the heavy grades which are met
with on the slope of the mountain. The line will
connect with the existing Fayet-St. Gervais-Chamoni.x electric railroad, which has been in operation
for some years. There is a magnificent view to be
had at the Montanvert station, which lies at an
altitude of 1.921 meters, as one has an outlook
over the great glacier known as the Mer de Glace,
which descends the Chamonix Valley in a mass of
ice over four miles long and from 2,000 to 6,000
feet in width, with some of the great mountain
peaks in the distance. The ne\v line will no doubt
be well patronized by tourists for this reason.
The new method of transmitting photographic
images to a distance which has been recently invented in France by Edouarcl Belin. has proved
quite successful, and a considerable distance can
now be covered. The n:ethod depends on the use
of the slight differences in relief of certain photographic points, and over the surface runs a
stylus which follows the relief and brings about a
varying resistance in the line corresponding to the
elevations and depressions. In an experiment which
was recently carried out at Paris, the state telephone lines were utilized, passing in a circuit from
Paris to Lyons and thence to Bordeaux and returning by way of Tours to Paris. The total length
of the line was about 1.040 miles. The photograph
of a landscape was very well transmitted over
this distance, and the operation lasted for 22 minutes 17 seconds.
Work on the different lines of the Metropolitan
subway is making good progress of late. At present, of the nine lines of the first network, there
are five in actual operation. Line No. 4, which
passes north and south from the Clignancourt to
the Orleans Gates, has the standard tunnel portion
nearly finished, and what is holding back the completion of the line is the extensive work with
metallic caissons which is needed in crossing under
At present all the caissons have been
the Seine.
sunk in place, and it will not be long before they
are made to communicate. This part of the work
is necessarily slow, and the whole of the line will
not be finished before the end of the year. But
in order
it is not intended to wait until that time
to utilize the part of the tunnel which runs from
the Clignancourt Gate to the Central Market, lying
near the Seine, and in this section it is proposed
to have the trains running by the middle of .April.
It will connect with several of the already existing
lines, and will give connection between the markets
and one-half the city. As regards the additional
lines which are to be added to the present project,
the concession for these lines was voted last December by the Municipal Council. The date of
commencing the work will depend upon the agreement which is made between the State Council and
Parliament. It has now been decided to .adopt
elevators or moving platforms in some of the staHeretofore pastions which lie at a great depth.
sengers were obliged to mount by staircases. This
work will connncncc by jilacing an elevator in the
Republique station and Ihe construction of a moving
platform at the Perc Lachaise station. The two
systems will be tried during a month in order to
It is
see how they work under these conditions.
expected after that to use the system in about 20
stations.
A. de C.

Great Britain.
London, February 21. -.Ml the British self-K'ncrning colonies have signified their intention nf
adhering to the terms of the Tadio-telegraphic eon
venlion of IQ06 with the exception of Newfoundland (which has not yet conummicatcd its decision
lo the home governnu-nl). and the Orange River
Colony, South Africa, which, as an irdand country,
sees no advantage in aflhering at the present moThere appears to have been some unment.
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between certain of the great powers
each of llioni sliall adhere to the convention
No list
otliers iloinp; so.
,,iily in (lie event of llie
liave come to (his aKreenient
lif the eonnlries which
information has lieeii
lias been made pnblic, bnt the
^,.lul1safed tliat tlie United States is not included.
\ new surface-contact system of electric traction
licing exploited in I.orulon just now, and capital
limited-liability company is being asked
i,,r a new
Not a great deal of
fur by public subscription.
information concerning the system is available, but
is that the line wire
of
it
points
one of the chief
and the stud box arc only a few inches from the
surface of the roadway, thus reducing excavation
work to a minimum. An endeavor is being made
in
to arrange for an experimental track to be laid
London. Meanwhile the system has been reported
upon very favorably by Mr. IT. M. Saycrs.
The affairs of the Metropolitan District Railway
onipany have just abo\it reached a crisis, and at
meeting recently the chairman confessed that
possibility of raising further capital, which is
1,11
lU'cessary unless the undertaking be put into the
h.uuls of the ollicial receiver, has gone, with the
exception of the issue of prior-lien debenture stock,

Now

(U-isl:iiiilint!
lliiil

1

I

:i

which

will

niulcrtaking.

practically

be

The

loss

a

charge upon

first

upon

the

last

the
half-year's

working was no less than $225,000, but there seems
1.1
be a very general feeling that the end of the
recent cutthroat competition between' the transport
companies of London has now been seen and that
a rather more prosperous future lies before them
by reason of the greater co-operation which has
heen insured l.y the formation of the London traf-

conference.
types of metallic-filament lamps are making
their appearance on the market every week, and
there is little doubt that the general expectation
that this lamp is to do for the electrical industry
here what the incandescent mantle has done for
ihe gas industry is about to be fulfilled.
Early last year a committee was appointed by
the Treasury to inquire into the nature of the work
carried on at the National Physical Laboratory
with a view to ascertaining whether there was any
truth in the complaints that testing work was being
undertaken of a character that seriously competed
with private testing laboratories and Avhich Avas not
fic

New

the time the Laboratory was inaugureport has now been presented to
Parliament, but has not yet been made public.
Swing bridges traversed by electric tramways
worked upon the overhead-trolley system are not

intended

at

This

rated.

in this country, two examples being at
and Dumbarton, Partly in connection
with
the
Glasgow Corporation electric-tramway
s\stem, a swing bridge of some description is re-

inicommon
Lowestoft

quired over the river Clyde. Two engineers, however, have submitted a design for a lift bridge in
whicli nine-tenths of the total weight of the bridge
will be counterbalanced by weights, 32 in number,
placed eight in each tower of the bridge on guides,
and attached to girders by wire ropes working
over pulleys. The actual lifting will be done by
wire ropes placed at the four extremities of the
girders, which form the superstructure, these ropes
being connected to a double-barreled drum operated
by electric motors. When low^ered there would be
a clearance between the river and the bridge of
about 12 feet, and when the bridge is raised to
its
full height the clearance would be about 100
feet.

One

serious consequences of the inbeen so prevalent in
circles for the last
few years is the announcement that Messrs. Bruce,
f^eebles & Co., the well-known firm of electrical
of the

first

dustrial depression which has
British electrical engineering

manufacturers in Edinburgh, has been forced to
go into voluntary liquidation in consequence of their
inability to raise further capital.
A meeting is to
be held February 24th, when the wdiole position
will be explained to the shareholders.
A curious
fact in connection with this aftair is that the works
at East Pilton are practically full of work, and
that the difficulty of realizing advantageously on
the securities in w-hich much of the company's capital is locked up is the primary cause of the present unfortunate position in which the business now
finds itself.
The firm has at present in hand large
contracts for the Athens
terested in the scheme
'Moscow tramways to

tramways and
for

the

electric

is

also

in-

conversion of the
traction,

in

which

involved to the extent of $10,000,000. In
the taking of part payment in shares is probably the weak spot, for I believe the company dealt
in this manner with the North Wales electric power
scheme, which was the first waterpower electrical
installation of its kind to be put into operation in
this country.
With the payment of a dividend of
6 per cent, last year Bruce, Peebles & Co. were
probably the last firm in the minds of many here
who would first succumb to the difficulties which
now beset the electrical industry in Great Britain.
The first train to be w^orked upon the singlecapital is
fact,

phase electric-traction system
last

the

in England was run
week upon the Morecambe-Heysham branch of
Midland Railway. The run was only for ex-

perimental purposes.

G.

New

Vi>rk

Western Canada.

York.

l-clMu.ny

lily,

2C)I

.'./

I

iw.plmndud
New York Klcch.

and-sevenly- fourth meeling of the
Iricd .Society was held in the ICnginccring Societies
HuildiuR last night. Mr. Augustus Post, vice-president of the society and secretary of llic Aero
Club of America, lectured on "Navigating the Air."
Mr. Post described the latest developments in the
field
of aeronautics, and gave illustrations with
lantern slides and with moving pictures of some
of the most noteworthy Ratherings and performances in recent days. Models, apparatus and mstruments used in air navigation were cxhibiteil,
and the method of inflating a balloon demonstrated.
At conferences between Chairman William U.
Willcox of the Public Service Commission, August
Belmont and Theodore P. Shouts, a definite otTer
was made by the Belmont interesis to sell to the
the Stcinway tunnel under the East River
city
for a sum approximating $7,234,476.50, this being
based upon the cost of construction, real estate
necessary for rights-of-way, interest charges, etc.
The offer was placed before the Public Service
Commission and Board of Estimate this morning.
Burglars entered the home of Henry S. Pritchett,
director of the Carnegie Foundation, early Monday
morning and stole more than $1,500 worth of silver-

ware.

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Dc Forest, who were marrie<l
on Monday in Greenwich, Conn., sailed on Wednesday on the Cunarder Carmania on their honeymoon
tour.
They will be abroad about two months.
.

An intimation that if the Public Service Commission attempts to fix rates for the supplying of
electricity furnished by companies doing business
will be opposed in the
in this city, the board
courts, was the first development on Wednesday,
at the inquiry the commission has instituted into
When Commissioner Maltbie called
the question.
the first hearing on Wednesday, Charles F. Mat-

thewson, for the United Electric Light and Power

Company, and Henry J. Hemmens, for the Edison
company, made a protest against it on the ground
that the commission had no jurisdiction and was
not empowered to fix service rates.
At 3 "40 o'clock on Tuesday afternoon the official
train that marked the openinj of the McAdoo

under the Hudson River, connecting New
and New Jersey, was started. Governor
Charles E. Hughes met Governor J. Franklin Fort
of New Jersey in the Manhattan station of the
and with thei'r miHtary staffs the two
tunnel,
governors made the trip under the river in the
first car of the eight-car train that was made up

tunnel

York

The regular service beespecially for the purpose.
gan at midnight with a great rush of people both
The
ways. The trains are now run on schedule.
opening of this tunnel not only marks the completion of one of the greatest engineering undertakings ever attempted in any city, but it also solves
one of the city's greatest transportation problems.

W.

Eastern Canada.

—

February 29. Hon. Adam Beck, chairman 9f the Ontario Hydro-electric Commission, in
a letter to the premier of Ontario, says that if the
.proposed treaty between Britain and the United
States, recently discussed at Ottawa by Ambassador
Bryce, places any restriction on the further development of electrical energy at Niagara, it would be
a fatal blow to the industrial interests of Western
Ottawa,

Ontario.
special committee of the Toronto City Counon electrical power has recommended the appointment of an engineer to make an estimate on
the cost of installing an elctrical plant. The Hydroelectric Commission will be asked if it can supply^
power in seven months, and the Cataract Power
Company will also be asked to explain its figures.
The_ annual statement of the Bell Telephone Company of Canada shows gross earnings of $4,829,000:

The

cil

$1,043,000; paid in dividends, $871.At the close of 1907 the
$172,000.
company had iii,iiS stations, an increase of 15,973
over the year previous. Plant constructions cost
during the year $2,647,000, while the investment in
The company
plant now stands at $16,385,000.
earned 8.3 per cent, for dividend purposes.
Without a dissenting voice of the $4,800,000 of
the $6,000,000 common stock voting, the control of
the Electrical Development Company' of Toronto
has passed into the hands of William MacKenzie
and his associates in the Toronto Street Railway
special meeting of shareholders was
Company.
presided over by Sir Henry Pellatt. In addressing
meeting
he
said that the company had been so
the
harassed by the government and the Hydro-electric Commission, as well as the municipalities, that
it
had been found impossible to sell $2,000,000 of
bonds. In this state of affairs the shareholders
were fortunate in having such an offer submitted

net earnings,
000; balance.

A

from Mr. MacKenzie,
At the annual meeting of the Mexican Light and
Power Company, held in Montreal, C. H. Cahan,
resident superintendent of the company In Mexico,
explained

that,

at

present,

the operating' expenses

were high and uncertain, but he saw no reason
why the company would not be earning eight per
cent, on the stock and pay six per cent, in a very
short time.

W.

WninipiK, Mail.,
KiiveriiiiU'iit

I'-ebriiary

29.— All the Dominion
Ktnlionfi
on Van-

wireless-telegraph

couver IsianrI arc now in operation.
At the rcfiucst of the Bell Teli-plione Company,
engineers of the provincial d'liarliiieiu of public
works arc now exainiiiing and valuing the Bell
system in Alberta, and if a price can be agreed
upon it will be purchased by the governincnl. This
will leave the Bell lines in Saskalchew.in completely
cut ofT from the company's other lines on the
east by Manitoba and on the west by Alberta.
W. H. Gushing, minister of pnblic works, Calgary,
.Mb., has charge of ncgoti.ilions.
The City Council of Edmonton, Alb., is said to
have awarded a contract for the .Strowgcr system
instruments,
the
to
with
1,200
telephones,
of
Automatic Electric Company of Chicago.
The earnings of the Winnipeg Electric Company
of Winnipeg show a large gain for the last year,
netting a profit of $946,675, which i* the largest in
Putting bond interest
the history of the company.
at $270,000, an increase of $20,000 for the year,
this would leave a surplus of $676,675, equal to nj^
per cent, on an average paid-up capital of $S,ooo,-

—

000.

The Manitoba government has now been in possession of the Bell telephone system for nearly six
weeks, and the promised reductions in rates have
not been made and seem as far aw.ay as ever.
During the last week a circular has been issued
by the telephone commission and mailed to all
doctors and nurses in Winnipeg stating that in
the future the rates for their telephones will be
$50 a year instead of $40, as previously charged.
This action recalls the recent statement of Francis
Dagger that, owing to the enormous price paid
for the system, the government would not be aide
to operate it on a paying basis with the present
rates.
Doubtless Premier Roblin and his associates
realized this, for no sooner was the deal completed
than the announcement was made that all free
telephones would be taken from the list unless paid
for.
It is understood that the Mantoba government
now revising the long-distance charges. The
is
time is being cut from three to tw'o minutes, while
the' charge is being very slightly reduced.
Under
the new tariff conversations will cost as much as
before, as very few conversations can be completed
in
two minutes. F. C. Patterson, Winnipeg, is
chairman of the telephone commission.
R.

New

England.

—

Boston. February 29. The attempt to secure a
law in Massachusetts compelling electric-lighting

companies to make a

flat

rate to

all

consumers

is

attracting attention.
It has many advocates, but
Counis also encountering determined opposition.
Service League, which is
sel for the Municipal
usually active in all efforts to curb the privileges
of public-service corporations, surprised the advocates of the measure a fcw^ days ago by appearing
The league representative
in
opposition thereto.
stated that investigation had developed the fact
state
that every public-ownership plant in this
charges differential rates according to the ainount
of consumption, and gives discounts. This brought
the further statement from Everett W. Burdett.
counsel for the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston, that the only two localities he
.'knew of where a flat rate is charged are Upper

Sandusky, Ohio, and Newmarket. N. H.
The long legal controversy in Massachusetts over
the right of the New Haven road to acquire streetrailway lines located within the state, directly or
indirectly, is apparently nearing a final decision.
On Thursday the report of W. S. Slocum, special
master in the suit of the attorney-general against
the New Haven, was filed in the Supreme Court.
The master finds that the evidence does not show
On
direct acquisition of stock in the roads cited.
the question of wdiether the roads were held indirectly in such a manner as to make the New
Haven's connection wath the deals, through holdingcompanies, illegal, the master does not undertake
to pass judgment, but submits the evidence which
he has obtained regarding such holdings and the
indirect control of them by the New Haven oflScials, Avho are the chief officials also in the holding
companies, to the Supreme Court for final judgment. The outcome of the court's deliberations is
awaited with much interest, especially by those who
are opposed to what is termed "foreign" control of
Massachusetts trolley lines, the Newr Haven being
a Connetcicut corporation.
The bill for the consolidation of the Boston
Elevated and its leased company, the West End.
has been reported upon favorably by the street-railwav committee of the Massachusetts Legislature.
B.

Ohio.

—

Toledo, February 29. The Dayton Lighting Company has entered into a contract to furnish power
for the Dayton Street Railway Company for a

term of 10 years.

The work onthe new

line will

be commenced early in the coining autumn.
The New-ark Telephone Company reports an

m-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
crease in its net earnings last year of 26 per cent,
over the previous year. Rentals increased from
$37,667 to $44,755; toll receipts from $8,199 to
$9,336, and the gross income was increased 17.9
per cent. The company invested $25,789 in new
construction, redeemed $5,000 in bonds, paid six per
cent, interest on outstanding bonds, si.x per cent,
dividends on preferred stock, eight per cent, on
common, and closed the year with a balance of
$80,829.

The Lake Shore Electric will remove the offices
of the operating department from Norwalk to Sandusky, where it is believed its subsidiary properties
can be operated to better advantage.
The Cleveland and Southwestern recently began
running excursion cars from Mansfield through to
Cleveland.
It is said that the Lake Shore Electric may equip
its
entire svstem with the safety device of the
Telegraph Signal Company of Rochester, N. Y.
Tests are now being conducted with this idea in
H. L. S.
view.

will

build

a

The Corn

Indiana.

—

29.
According to reports
from Goshen, the officials of the Goshen-Battle
Creek steam railroad are preparing to electrify the
When this is done it will give the traction
line.
lines of Southern Michigan an outlet and connec-

tion with the great interurban systems of Indiana.

A

company

is

being organized in Terre Haute

for the construction of an interurban railway from
Terre Haute, Ind., to Olney, 111. It is the purpose
to connect with the Evansville, Mt. Carmel and

Traction Company's line when completed,
thus affording traction service from Evansville to
Terre Haute and IndianapoHs.
Work has been begun by the Terre Haute, Indianapolis and Western Traction Company to finish
the seven miles of road necessary to connect Amo
and Danville. When completed the company's cars
will be run into Indianapolis over the Danville line

Company

Belt Traction

will

probably

build the line from Bloomington to Champaign this
This company has resumed work on the proyear.
posed line from this city to Streator.
The Illinois Traction Company is conducting a
series of schools of instruction for the men at the
principal points on the lines of the company. The
meetings are under the charge of C. F. Handshy,
superintendent of transportation.

The Chicago and Alton Railway

preparing to
observe the nine-hour law for telegraphers and the
16-hour law for the men on the road. Men are
being placed now so that they will be prepared to
handle the Avork when the law goes into effect.
A few stations will be closed and the block system
between Murrayville and Roodhouse will be abandoned. Operators at the block stations will be
transferred to the other stations to make the de-

number of men.
Monroe Siberling, the man who

is

sired

home

February

twenty-mile extension toward

or

Bloomington,

Heights car

Indianapolis,

ten

March

built the Prospect

line in this city, died this

Oak

Park,

He

week

the
time to give access to his bicycle and rubber plant
at the village of Peoria Heights.
The line was
later sold to the Central Railway Company, which
in turn disposed of it to the Peoria Railway Company.
Mr. Hendershot of Montreal, Canada, has been
selected as comptroller for the Illinois Traction
in

Company and

will

111.

make

built

the

at his

line

his headquarters at

at

Cham-

paign. He comes as the personal representative of
the Canadian men interested in the company.

V. N.

Olney

instead of the Plainfield line.
Officials of the local street-railway company of
Evansville have caused the arrest of William Berger, conductor, and Edward Schelhasse, formerly
emplo3'ed in the office of the company, on the
charge of having stolen nearly 200.000 tickets from
short
the company, valued at nearly $10,000.
time ago it was noticed that conductors were turning in more tickets than they received from the
search of Schelhasse's room disclosed the
office.
hiding place of 50,000 tickets and the rubber stamp
used in stamping the tickets. Schelhasse is said to
have made a confession, stating that he had purchased a farm with his portion of the proceeds
of the sale of the tickets, and that Berger, his
accomplice, had received as much.
The rules committee and the maintenance of
ways committee appointed by the Indiana Railroad
Commission at the recent conference between the
commission 'and the Indiana Traction men held a
meeting in the State House, February 28th. The
committees reported that they were making important changes in even the best rules that are
now in vogue upon the lines in the state.
The Noblesville Light and Heat Company has
been granted a franchise to light the town of
Cicero. The company will erect a pole line along
the public highway the entire distance of nine
miles. The town is already wired, and the contracting company will install incandescent lamps.
The Terre Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company is planning to enlarge its power house
install therein a new
in Terre Haute and will
500-kilowatt generator.
At a recent meeting of the e.xecutive committee
and trustees of the Hanover College, at Hanover, it
was decided to install a general water and lighting
system in the college buildings and grounds. Plans
and specifications were ordered prepared, and as
soon as completed bids will be received for the

A

A

work.

S.

S.

Illinois.

—

Peoria, February 29. The United Light and
Power Company of Moline has been incorporated

with a capital of $60,000 to build and operate a
heating and lighting plant. The incorporators are
W. H. and David Downing and E. Burke.
new electric pump has been placed in the
power house at Divcrnon and the new tank is
ready, giving the town one of the best equipments
along the lines of the Illinois Central.
The Western Insulation Company of Chicago has
been incorporated with a capital of $10,000 to manufacture and deal in electrical apparatus and supplies.
Incorporators are Francis T. Finney, Edward
M. King and Charles W. Lamborn.
The City Council of Springfield has passed the
Brinkcrhoff ordinance, but the company will not
accept it as passed.
Seventeen amendments were
added to the ordinance, and John H. Brinkcrhoff
says that the amendments defeat its purpose.
The Bloomington-Pontiac electric interurban railway will probably be built this summer if the
financial conditions remain in condition so the company can sell bonds. At any rate the company

A

Michigan.

—

29.
The Council committee on
has rejected the low-fare francTiise orsubmitted by William Baubie, acting for
outside capitalists.
It was thought that the bond
of $50,000 was inadequate
that the tenn of the
franchise, 30 years, was too long, and that the city
should not pay half of the cost of paving.
The
basis of the proposed franchise was eight tickets

Detroit,
franchises

February

dinance

;

for 25 cents, universal transfers and five cents for
a single fare.
It is reported that work on the Mohawk extension of the Houghton Street Railway Company
will be started this spring, the equipment having
already been ordered. The road will be eight miles
in length.
The system may also be extended from

Houghton to South Range.
The village of L'Anse will purchase a waterpower on Fall River and build a dam to give a
head of 25 feet.
The present lighting plant will
be moved to the new location.
With the waterpower plant it is thought that the system will be
self-supporting.
The Detroit, Jackson and Chicago branch of the
Detroit United Railway has been granted a franchise for a side track at Wayne and will erect a
freight house this year.
Permission has also been
granted to connect with the line running to
Plymouth and Northville.
D.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, February 29. The new dynamo for
the city electric plant at Sleepy Eye, Minn., has
been installed, furnishing current for the day serv-

7,

1908

secure a right-of-way for the extension of the Eau
Claire and Menominee electric railway hne to these

two

places.

R.

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco, February 26. The Great Northern
Railway Company has just closed a contract with
the Pacific Coast Pipe Company of Tacoma, Wash.,
for two miles of stave pipe eight feet six inches
diameter. This is preliminary' to the construcof the company's power plant in Tumwater
Canyon, which will develop electric power to operate its trains over the mountains. The water
will be carried sl.x miles to the site of the power
plant, where 12,000 horsepower will be developed.
The City Council of Oakland, Cal., has appointed
a committee to confer with a similar committee
from the City Council of Berkeley, Cal., with a
view to the establishing of a municipal lighting
plant to be owned and operated jointly by the two
in

tion

cities.

The City Council of Los Angeles, Cal., has authorized the Board of Public Works to enter into
a contract with the Westinghouse company for
electric locomotives, which are to be furnished in
75 days, for $3,500 each. They are to be used in
connection with Uie construction of the Owens
River water project.

Company of San
preparing to put in an electric substation at Petaluma, Cal.
The Board of Supervisors of Butte County, Cal.,
has passed to print an ordinance granting to the
Great; Western Power Company a franchise for a
transmission line through the county.
The Pacific Electrical Construction Company has
been incorporated at San Francisco with a capital
stock of $50,000. The incorporators are T. V.
Morriss, A. St. John, C. E. Nestor, H. S. Johnson
and T. L. Wright.
The

California Gas and Electric

Francisco

is

The San Diego Electric Railway Company has
amended articles of incorporation increasing

filed

stock to $5,000,000, in order to allow
construction of the La Jolla and Point
Loma line and other extensions.
Lange & Eergstrom of this city have been
awarded the contract for a central fire-alarm station by the Board of Public Works on their bid
of $14,248. This was the lowest of 10 bids rethe
for

capital

the

ceived.

The

station will be built

on Fulton Street

near Polk.

&

The new packing

plant of Swift
Co., near
Portland, Ore., is to be operated and lighted by
electricity furnished by the Portland Railway, Light

and Power Company.
Leon Bly of Red Bluff, Cal., has filed a notice
of appropriation of water to be taken from. South
Battle Creek and to be used for the generation of
electricity.

The Del Mar

Light,

Water and Power Company

has been incorporated at San Diego, Cal., with a
stock of $100,000 by H. W. Kelley, H. E.
Huntington, W. G. Kerckhoff and Ed. Fletcher. The
company will develop power from the waters of
San Luis Rey Creek at Warner's Ranch. The
incorporation is the first official recognition of the
fact that H. E. Huntington, the Los Angeles electric-railway owner, is connected with the operations
of H. W. Kelley and W. G. Kerckhoff in San
Diego County.
The Bryant Electric Company of Bridgeport,
Conn., has taken a five-year lease on offices in this
capital

ice.

cit3'.

James J. Lambrecht, president of the NorthwestRailway Company of Detroit, Minn., recently
addressed the Fargo Commercial Club, and the
financial situation of the company was discussed.
An electric-railway company has been incorpo-

The United States Forest Service has issued to
the Forest Power Company of Silver City, N. M'.,
a permit to construct and maintain an electric
power house and transmission line in the Gila
National Forest. The company will occupy a site
A.
10 acres in extent.

ern

rated at Thief River Falls, Mipn., with a capital
stock of $50,000. D. N. Winton is president of the

company.

The

City Electric Power Company of Hill
has been formed to install an electriclight plant.
The waters of Spring Creek will be
utilized and a minimum of 175 horsepower can be
secured.
The developing of a waterpower system about
eight miles south of Aitkin, Minn., which the Aitkin Power and Light Company has had under consideration, may be submitted to the voters at the
City,

next election.
T. W. Alexander has bought the interests of J. C.
Demick of the Stewartville electric-light plant at
Stewartville, Minn., and has taken possession.
It is rumored that a project is under way to run
a high-tension electric line from Hampton, Iowa,
to Chapin and Geneva, giving those towns light and
power from the Hampton plant. Union, Iowa, is
also considering such a movement,
A. R. Wiswell, village recorder at Wadena,
Minn., will introduce a resolution to the council
for the purpose of keeping light and water accounts separate from other village business.
An electric line for the Northwestern Interurban
Railway Company of Moorhead iias been surveyed

from Moorhead

to the junction with the

Soo

line.

The
is

PERSONAL.

Hill

S. D.,

municipal lighting plant at Altoona, Wis.,
Mismanagement is charged.
said to be a failure.

The Business Men's Associations of Glenwood,
Wis., and Downing, Wis., are m.iking an effort to

Dr. S. D. Cushman, one of the claimants of the
invention of the telephone, died in Minneapolis on
March 2d at the age of 89.

Mr. Arthur West, formerly chief engineer of the
Westinghouse Machine Company, severed his connection

with that company recently.

Sir John Gavey, C. B., of London, who recently
retired from the position of engineer-in-chief to
the general postoffice, has-been appointed consulting engineer to the postmaster-general.

Hon. James F. Shaw has resigned the presidency
the Boston and Worcester Electric Companies
and of the Boston and Worcester Street Railway
Company. William M. Butler has been chosen as
of

his

successor

in

office.

Brett of Lake Park, Iowa,
president of Hie Southern Independent Telephone
and Telegraph Company and president and manager
of the Brett Construction, Telephone and Telegraph
companies, representing a capital of $500,000.
M'rs.

Anney McElroy

is

TIic Institution of Electrical Engineers has had
under consideration a memorial to the late Lord
Kelvin, .and it is proposed to establish a Kelvin
lectureship and that an annual lecture should be
It is further proposed that steps be at
delivered.
once taken to raise the necessary funds for erect-

March

London and

in

ijlacc

l.urd

of

statue

a

iiig
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igo8

7,

Kelvin

in

some prominent

fiirllier

to

estalilisli

Kelvin

scholarships.

Mr. Alfred Collyer of the Wagner Electric ManiitaclurinR Company of St. Louis, Mo., has been
:ippiiinliil district inanaRcr of Canada sales for the
VVaKnti' company, with oHices in the Bell TeleMr Collycr's
phone BnildinR, Montreal, Quebec.
Canada,"
title will he "sales manager for
'

been prominent in
street-railway circles in New Jersey for 20 years
and who rebuilt the surface roads in Newark for
electrical operation, died at bis home in Orange,
lie gave
N. J., a few days ago at the age of 50.
up the practice of law in 1887 to take up the management and development of street railways in
Philadelphia, and two years later went to Newark
and soon became president of the street-railway

Thomas

company

who

Barr,

C.

Company was granted

also a
a jo year franchist
contract (or street lighting and pumping
The Council also created an
water for the city.
ordinance protecting the company's property. This
fpiestion has been before the people for the last
four years and woidd come up at every s^)rinR
By the action of the
election as a political issue.
Council the question has been settled to the satMr. V. X. Lyon is
isfaction of alt concerned.
superintendent of the plant.

there.

Avenue. He was
When the Boston Subway Commission was appointed in 1894 he was
made a member and chairman of the board, serving
He was a man of means,
12 years in that capacity.
and was identitied during his long and eventful
career with many business and public enterprises
close to the heart of the city's mercantile and social
The Boston subw.ays, free from all taint of
life.
graft, arc a moinmicnt to bis public-spirited service
to the community.
his home on Commonwealth
in his eighty-second year.

The Chicago-New York Electric Air Line
road Company says that the statement of the

Bonds of $12,000 are proposed for
It

electric

rumored that Aitkin, Minn.,
and power plant.

is

will

The Downs Electric Light and Power
has been incorporated in Downs, Kan.
The Blair (Neb.)
pany
It

lights

dispose

light

its

Electric Light and

about to install

is

reported

is

Power Com-

new machinery.
an

that

Company

Chicago-New York company's assets and franchises
are to be acquired by the Murdock syndicate, is

The .acquisition of the Air Line by
Murdock people has never been considered.

in a wreck on their line some months ago as unjustified and unwarranted.
One of the directors

who had been

and power

electric-light

may be located in New London, Wis.
The Harwood Electric Heating Company

has
been incorporated, with headquarters in Hutchinson,
Kan.
ganized to
ville,

interested in a company being orestablish an electric-light plant in Danis

Ark.

The

Hill City

Electric

indicted

is

Power and Mining Com-

pany will install a light and power plant in Hill
City, N. D.

A

municipal electric-lighting plant may be established in Eveleth, Minn., to cost in the neighborhood of $50,000.

The

city of Aberdeen, S. D., according to report,
erect an electric-light and power plant at a
cost of $200,000.
will

Federal Judge Grosscup

Three hundred "pay-as-you-enter" cars, which, it
said, will be more artistic in exterior appearance

than those of the South Side, have been ordered
North Side lines of the Chicago Railways
Company by the Board of Supervising Engineers.
The cars are to be six inches narrower than those
on the South Side lines, but this, the engineers say,
will
be an improvement, and combined with a
lengthening of the car body will give them much
more graceful outlines.

The substance of
Omaha, Neb.,

a decision of the Supreme Court
resulting from a damage suit
injured in getting
off a street car is to the effect that a woman may
get off a street car backward, sideways or any other
way she may choose and yet not lose her right
to recover damages from the traction company if
she is injured.
The company maintained that the
woman got off the car backward in direct violation
of the plainly printed rules.
in

woman who was

The Chicago City Railway Company has been
new fender which has proved so satisfaca number will be put in service.
The
new device resembles the wing of a snowplow. It
testing a
tory that

is a board suspended from the car at an angle of
45 degrees from the rail and hangs about one inch
above the pavement.
The idea was taken from
the fenders in use in Liverpool, England, and they
now are being manufactured in the shops of the
Chicago City Railway Company.

sold its muplant to the Edison Electric
of Boston for $11,000, and
enters into a contract with the company for public
lighting service.

without impeding

North

The
to

amount

the

(Neb.)

Platte

Company

Light and
on improvements

Electric

will call for bids

of $15,000 in July.

H. O. Woodruff, manager of the Electrical Supply Company of Sioux City, Iowa, has purchased
the electric plant at Pender, Neb.

The town of Needham, Mass., has

nicipal

electric-light

Illuminating

Company

The Minneapolis General

Company

of
Minneapolis, Minn., will, it is said, issue a ninecent minimum rate for electricity, decreasing from
a rate of 14 cents per kilowatt-hour for the first
52 hours' use per month.

The Citizens' Electric
franchise in Macon, Ga.,

Electric

Company was granted a
and a contract'
furnish light.
The comrecently

has now been made to
pany, headed by W. A. Burney, is to begin construction work this year.
The proposed plant will
cost,

it

is

said,

$100,000.

Superintendent of Motive Power J. F. Dunn of
the Southern Pacific Railroad Company announces
that the company will expend about $30,000 in the
equipping of an electric power plant at Sparks,
Nev., for the operation and lighting of the company's shops at that place.
A total of 540 horsepower will be developed.

A

lO-year franchise has been granted to C. A.
and associates of South Pittsburg, Tenn.,
for operating an electric-light and power system
in
Bridgeport, Ala.
also to construct a streetrailway system. It is the intention of this company
to construct an interurban system to connect the
towns of Bridgeport, Ala., and Copenhagen, Richards City and South Pittsburg, Tenn.
The company will be in the market for machinery in the
near future.
Sutliff

;

Common

At^ a recent meeting of the
Council of
M'anistique, Mich., the Manistique Light and Power

The Malarl I'owcr Company li:n> been incorporated at Reno, Nev., by J. II. Richards, R. E. Cavcncy and E. L. Hicc, all of Boise, Idaho. It is given
out that the company has secured control of excellent water riijhls near Reno and will enter the
local

f\M.

Odicials of
pany, which

the Ulali Light and Railway Comcontrolled by the Union Pacific
announce that the plans for the

is

interests,

power plant at Devil's Gate in Weber
Canyon, near Ogdcn, Ui.-ih, have been completed
and that work will begin In the spring. The power
<leveloped will be transmitted to Ogdcn and Salt
Lake. The entire system will cost in the neighborhood of $350,000.

PUBLICATIONS.
The American Conduit Comparjy has

issued a set

bulletins showing detailed plans (or the construction of brick and concrete manholes. These
bulletins show not only the details of construction,

of

but contain data by which the quantities of materials required for their construction can be readily
ascertained. These as well as other engineering
bulletins issued by this company can be had upon
application to its office, 502 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

of Chicago.

The Chase-Shawmut Company of Newburyport,
Mass., has placed upon the market the Shawmut
rail-bond protector, a device designed to protect
both the soldered and plug type of bond from being sheared off by wagon wheels, damaged by paving stones or ballast, injured by track crews, and
to discourage theft.
This protector is made of
hea\'y steel, securely fastened to the rail by means
of bolts w'hich hold the fishplate in place, thus
making application of the simplest nature. It is
of such shape as to allow inspection of the bond
without removal of the fishplates, and can be applied to either new or old rails at a minimum cost

Powder

new hydraulic power

Cazadcro, Ore.

at

the

Judge Thompson of the Coles County Court at
Charleston, III., on February 28tli quashed all the
indictments against the ofTicers and directors of the
Mattoon City Railway, and the judge denounced
the action of the Coles County grand jury in holding these men liable for the deaths of 18 persons

brought by a

plant

A. Pace

issue of

the

for the

Iowa.

plant

erection of a
RailIndi-

correspondent of the Western F.leclrician in
February 2ylh, to the cfTect that the

ana

is

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

builders, not long since, mi the

Railroad

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

incorrect.

at

of

;

lo-year

h.td

Charles H. Dalton, one of the best-known men
in Boston, Mass., died suddenly on February 24tli

in Hartley,

20_5

traffic.

&

Davis, engineers, of New York,
have issued a report on the through-routing plan
for the Chicago elevated railways suggested by the
transportation committee of the City Council. President Starring did not think the plan feasible and
employed the engineers to prove his assertions.
The report says that through-routing of the Northwestern and South Side lines, thus sending each
train only half way round the Loop, would double
the capacity of that structure.
Likewise, throughrouting of the cars of the two West Side companies would be a benefit.
There should also be
a single management of the different companies and
a combination of the West Side companies.

Ford, Bacon

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Northern Colorado Power Company has
gun the

construction

of

an

electric

railroad

be-

up

Middle Boulder Cation.

An

indication of increasing business activity on
Pacific Coast may be found in the
order recently placed for the account of the Seattle-Tacoma Power Company, covering an alternating-current generator of i.ooo kilowatts capacity.
This machine, which is of AUis-Chalmers Company's standard engine-type, designed to deliver
two-phase current at 60 cycles, 2,300 volts, will be
put in service at the earliest possible date, and is
expected to prove fully as efficient as the three
large waterwheel generators installed by the same

the

North

A

handsome catalogue of

original design
the printer's and
engraver's art has just been issued by the Murray
Iron Works Company of Burlington, Iowa, builder
of engines, boilers and complete power plants.
The catalogue is No. 60 and is devoted to safety
water-tube boilers. There are some excellent illustrations of complete boilers, sectional views and
of parts; also a large number of reproductions
from photographs of large plants in various parts
of the country wdiere these boilers are in use.
The catalogue contains valuable information for
anyone interested in the subject of water-tube boilThe company's shops are equipped with the
ers.
heaviest and latest patterns of tools and laborsaving devices, and its knowledge of boilers comes
from practical experience in their manufacture for
a period of 38 years.

very

and revealing the highest

skill

in

Notice of a publication entitled "The HydroElectric Plant at Trinity River, California," printed
recently, has brought forth numerous inquiries for
information on this installation, which shows that
a project of this nature is of very general interest.

The Allis-Chalmers Company

will

send to anyone

interested a copy of its Bulletin No. 1050 on alternating-current generators, waterwheel type.
The
publication mentioned contains a complete description of machines adapted to meet continuous service
in the largest waterpower plants, illustrations of
some of which are shown in the bulletin.

Several new bulletins have recently been issued
by the Allis-Chalmers Company. The growing demand for direct-current electric motors that can be
applied to the individual drive of machinery of
various kinds has led to a number of important
changes in both the mechanical and electrical design of the motors heretofore used. Bulletin No.
1057 gives a complete description and also contains
21 illustrations showing motor-driven machine tools.
A copy can be had upon application. The lighting
transformers described in Bulletin No. 1061 are of
recent design and include all the features that
have proved most advantageous for lighting work.
The bulletin not only contains a minute description
of the transformers, that have established a notable
record in economy, but information on insulating
oil and insulation tests can be secured by consulting
this publication.
A complete description of Milw^aukee's flushing system, with diagrams showing
plan of pumping station, is given in Bulletin No.
1610, a copy of which w^ill be sent to anyone
interested.

A

new semi-monthly German publication has appeared since October, 1907, under the name "Elektron."
The journal is devoted to illustrated abstracts of the principal electrical patents granted
by the leading countries. About 200 of these appear
in each issue, and of this number about one-seventh
are German patents and the remainder those issued
by the L^nited States, England^ France, Austria.
"Hungary, Itah% Switzerland, Belgium, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Russia, Spain, Australia and Portugal.
It is said that only about five per cent, of
the patents issued by foreign countries are also
protected by domestic patent grants.
The remaining 95 per cent, of foreign patented inventions can
therefore be utilized with perfect freedom.
The
carefully prepared and well-illustrated abstracts in
"Elektron" make these available.
This valuable
paper is edited by Dipl.-Ing. P. Wangemann, patent
attorney. Berlin, and published by Carl Heymanns
Verlag, Berlin.

SOCIETIES
The National
will hold its

AND SCHOOLS.

Electrical

Contractors' Association

next meeting in Chicago, on July

15th,
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i6th and 17th. Mr. W. H. Morton of Utica, N. Y.,
secretary of the association.

is

The next

regular

March meeting

of the

Armour

Institute Branch (Chicago) of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers will be held on March
Mr. E. W. Adams will p.resent a paper on
igth.
"An Electrically Controlled Interlocking System."
special meeting will be held on March I2th, when

A

give

Mr. R. H. Rice will
Traction Problems."

paper on

a

"Chicago

special

As a result of a recent revision of its constitution the Illinois Society of Engineers and Survej'ors now admits to membership students in the ColEngineering of the University of Illinois.
was taken primarily for the good
of the students, the society will no doubt be beneof

lege

While
fited

this action

in the end.

The

electrical students are already

allowed to become affiliated with
stitute of Electrical Engineers.

The Southwestern

Electrical

the,

American

In-

its

ring

and Gas Association

annual convention

in

tion.

The University of Michigan has authorized architects to draw up detailed plans and specifications
The structure, which
for a new chemistry building.
be three stories and a basement in height, is
be 270 feet long and 150 feet wide. It will include two large laboratories for general chemistry,
two large laboratories for qualitative analysis, one
for advanced general chemistry, one for beginning
will

partially

located

in

circumferential

a

groove in the armature spider being used to hold
the clamping plate in position.
^

Canadian statistics show a rapid growth in the
exportation of mica from the Dominion. In the
year 1896 the shipments were 558,419 pounds,
valued at $55,627; in igo6, 1,329,634 pounds, worth
$335,591, and in 1907, 1,732,903 pounds, valued at
The United States is the best customer,
$632,560.
taking last year nearly 90 per cent., most of the
balance going to Great Britain.
fiscal

installed

there.

The

was

engine

guaranteed

to

cubic feet of clear Lake Michigan
water into the black waters of the Kinnickinnic
River every 60 seconds, and, although the oflncial
figures of the test are not yet available, it is known
that this volume of water was exceeded by at
least a thousand cubic feet per minute.
During
each day of 24 hours this pump forces 323,000,000
gallons of water into the river channel. The engine
is of the vertical tandem-compound condensing type
with Reynolds-Corliss liberating valve gear. The
intake at the lake, from which the tunnel starts,
consists of two parallel, rock-filled piers, which are
60 feet apart and extend 385 feet into the lake
from the shore line, the channel between the piers
having been dredged to a depth of 16 feet. The
tunnel was built under city streets for almost its
entire length.
The invert of the tunnel is 16 feet
30,000

below Milwaukee city datum, which is approximately
the average water level in Lake Michigan, at the
inlet end. and 20 feet below that level at the outlet
end in the river.

to

quantitative analysis, one for advanced quantitative
analysis, one for beginning organic chemistry, and
one for pharmaceutical chemistry, with smaller
laboratories for advanced and special work, as well
as offices and private laboratories for the instructing
Besides the numerous laboratories, there will
staff.
'

be one large lecture amphitheater, which will^ seat
.ISO. and three to seat 220, 160 and 100, respectively.
Seven small rooms will be used for recitation.

Interstate

Commerce Commission has

de-

cided not to extend the time within which to comply with the nine-hour law for telegraphers which
went into effect on March 4th. Many of the railroads have announced their intention to comply with
the law.
Many of the smaller oflices of the railroads where operators are employed will be closed.
but it is expected that thousands of extra telegraphers will be required to comply with the law.

The government of India, acting upon the recommendation of the telegraph committee, has authorized the employment of women operators. The
candidates must be between 18 and 30 years of
They
:ige and they must be unmarried or widows.
must undergo a training of 12 months in the telegraph training

classes,

Shellenberger of

C.

during which time Ihey will

receive $6.6s a month. On appointment they will
receive from $10 a month to $30, according to the
term of service and location. The period of work
will not e-xceed seven hours in the 24, and there
will be exemption from duty on Sundays.

MISCELLANEOUS.
An

opinion filed in the United Slates Circuit
Court of Appeals for the District of New Jersey
sustains the lower court in favor of the Westing-

Portland.

Ore.,

has

chased a half interest in the Bellingham
Electric Supply Company.

pur-

(Wash.)

An American
forwards a
selling

consular officer in the Far East
report touching on the possibility of

American

supplies in that territory.

electric

Further particulars may be obtained from the Bureau of Manufactures by referring to file No. 1979.

The Western Wire

Sales Company, 356 Dearborn
the retirement of J.

announces
Allen Haines and A. Conro
will succeed Mr. Haines as
Keller succeeds Mr. Fiero as
Pagel is sales manager.
Street,

TELEGRAPH.
The

TRADE NEWS.
J.

The

Chicago,

supervising

Fiero.
Richard Wick
president, and F. B.
vice-president.
F. W.

Washington,

architect,

D.

C,

will receive sealed proposals until April 9th

for the
construction (including plumbing, gas piping, heating apparatus, electric conduits and wiring) of a
postoffice at Dixon, 111., in accordance with the
drawings and specifications, copies of which may
be had at the office of the custodian of the site at

Dixon, or at the above

office.

An American consul reports that the proprietor
of a large store in the European city in which he
is located is about to open a general store in Egypt
and would like to receive catalogues and price
lists from American manufacturers of chandeliers
for electric light, gas and oil, and also of general
Details are on fil(^. No. 2003, at the
merchandise.
Bureau of Manufactures.
At the oflice of the supervising architect, Washington, D. C. sealed proposals will be received
until April Sth and April nth, respectively, for
the construction (including plumbing, gas piping,
heating apparatus, electric conduits and wiring)
of the postoffices at Portsmouth, Va., and Bessemer.
Ala.,

in

accordance

with

drawings

and

specifica-

7,

igoS

copies of which may be had at the office of
the custodian of site at the two cities named, or
the above office.
tion,

at

The Wisconsin Engine Company, Corliss, Wis.,
manufacturer of Corliss steam engines, gas engines,
engines, air and gas compressors, has established a branch office in Atlanta, Ga,, with offices
and rooms in the Candler Building. Mr. Julius
M. Dashiell has been appointed sales manager.
pumping

Mr. Arthur B. Shepard has been engaged to
represent the Electric Machinery Company of Minneapolis in Northern Ohio. Mr. Shepard has been
with the General Electric Company for many years,
for the last seven years as manager at the Cleveland office, and before that as designing engineer
at Schenectady,
N. Y. I-Ie has just opened an
office in Cleveland at 1207 New England Building.
The Electric Machinery Company will build alternating-current generators, synchronous motors, motor-generator sets, direct-current generators and dirent-current motors of all types and voltages.

An inspection by Milwaukee city officials of the
recently completed Kinnickinnic flushing tunnel was
made on January 23d, on the occasion of the ofiicial
24-hour test of the big Allis-Chalmers screw pump
force

El Paso, Tex.,
on May 7th, Sth and gth. There has already been
space by supfor
floor
a large number of inquiries
ply and manufacturing companies, and a fine exIndications are for a large athibit is assured.
tendance from the East and arrangements have
been made for a special train to meet all visitors
at Dallas on May Sth and take them through to
El Paso. Special arrangements are being made to
take care of the ladies. The programme will include a trip into Old Mexico to witness a real
Mr. R. B. Stichter, Juanita
Mexican bullfight.
Building, Dallas, Tex., is secretary of the associahold

will

house Electric and Manufacturing Company against
the Prudential Insurance Company of Newark, N. J.
This suit was to restrain the Prudential company from
further infringement of Nolan patent No. 582,481,
in the use of a direct-current generator of Bullock
manufacture.
The feature of the direct-current
generator to which this patent relates is the means
used for clamping the armature laminae in place,
and the particular feature is the means for holding
the movable clamping ring or flang.e in position, a
split

meeting of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers was scheduled to be held in
the auditorium of the Engineers' Building, Thursday evening, March 5th, when Mr. Gifford Pinchot,
forester of the United States Department of Agriculture, was to deliver an illustrated lecture on
This lecture was open to the
forest preservation.
public and tickets were not required.

A

March

BUSINESS.
As

a
pin

means of increasing the efficiency of plug
bonds, the Chase-Shawmut Company of

and
Newhuryport, Mass., presents the Shawmut aux-

bond, a copper cap with rail-engaging flange
with solder, heated and applied to the end
of the bond, and thus by giving additional contact
surface reduces to a minimum the resistance at the
recent test made with au.xiliary bonds
rail joint.
applied on new plug bonds just installed showed
that an improvement of over 15 per cent, in conductivity resulted. The company believes that all
railroad men wdll appreciate this means toward cost
reduction.
iliary

filled

A

Dossert

&

Co.

are

making further large

ship-

ments of their soldcrless two-way connectors, to
be used in the wiring of the 85 steel passenger
cars now being completed by the Pressed Steel Car
at McKees Rocks, Pa., for the PennsylRailroad. These cars will be used on the
main line betw^een New York and Chicago. They
will be electrically lighted, and no solder will be
used in the splicing. The Dossert joints are installed in junction boxes, underneath the car floors,
where the No. 0000 feeder cables are connected up.
Dossert solderless terminal lugs will be furnished
on the switchboards now being manufactured by
E. C. Tibbals & Co. for the new building of the
Brooklyn Academy of Music.

Company

vania

Dossert & Co. of New York have received what
probably the largest order for terminal lugs ever
used on a single installation in this country. The
material is for use in the wiring of the immense
terminal buildings at Cortlandt, Church and Fulton
streets, New York, of the Hudson and Manhattan
Railway Company, operating the tunnels under the
Hudson River which have just been opened to the
public.
These terminals are all of the Dossert solderless type, comprising front connection, back connection, angle and swivel lugs, and range in size
from 2,000,000 circular mils down to No. 4 cable.
Part of tlie order comes from the Westinghousc
is

Electric and Manufacturing Company and is for
lugs to be used on its fuse blocks, enclosed type.
61 to 600 amperes. Approximately 1,000 Dossert
solderless lugs are required for the switchboards
and panel boards of these great twin buildings.

TTTc business of the Westinghouse Machine Company during the month of February has continued
to show the most encouraging signs of improvement. Quite a number of excellent orders have
been received during the last week in the various
departments. There is as a result much greater
Unusually
activity in the shops at East Pittsburg.
large shipments were sent from the works a few
days ago on export delivery, including several large
steam engines. One shipment, consisting of five
125-horsepower compound engines, was consigned
to Takata & Co., the Japanese agents of the Westinghouse Companies in Tokio, for delivery to a
manufacturing plant in Canton, China. The receivers of the company are reporting very encouraging progress with the plan of rehabilitating
the company, and it is now expected that its affairs

again be in the control
within a very few days.
will

of the

stockholders

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent
Safety Controlling Mechanism. Thaddcus
879.847.
R. Bell, New York, N. Y.
Application filed
April II, 1907.
A \'cliiclc haviriK nn axle mounted for pivolal movemerit in a lK>rizontal plane Iia<i an electrically actuated
propcliiiifc mechanism and a controller opcratcil Ijy mcclianism aeluatcd from tTic pivouil movement of tlie axle.

Warp Stop-motion for Looms. Joseph
879.853.
Corzilius, South Mnnchcster, Conn., assignor
to Ellsworth
York, N. Y. AppliCo.,
cation filed August 10, 1906;
In a pile-fabric loom there arc in combination a lfK)m»MpI>rnK nirchanrum and jl<i Onlr^llinK circuit, drop dc*

&

New

Office)

February

2S^

iQoS.

vices .idnptod to close the circuit when a pile warp
hreaks, the drops being carried by tile unbroken pile
warps as they rise ar.d fall with the casing rods, a stop
plate extending transversely of the loom, and means for
moving this plate into position to receive the drops on
tbeir downward movement to temporarily release tlicni
from the supporting warps.

879,859.

Apparatus for Producing Very Thin Sheet

Thomas

A. Edison. Llewellyn Park,
assignor to the Edison Storage
OrigiBattery Company, West Orange, N. J.

M'etal.

Orange, N.

J.,

nal application filed
this application filed

June

29, 1904,
r,
1905.

March

Divided and

An

elcclrolylic

b.llh

coiitnliis

a

cathode,

from which

metal may he readily striiipccl.
cathode is formed of a copper-aluminum alloy in
the percentage of copper largely predominates.
cleclro-dcposited

Tbi*
whicli

Wnrp Stop-motion for Looms. Herbcii
Horsfal. Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to tinSalts Tcxlilc .Manufacluritig Company, Bridgeport, Conn.
Application filed August 10, 1906.

879.873.

like that in No. 879,853, cxct;il
is mucli
plates extend Iraiisvensuly of the locmi
the path of travel of the drops for inter
niitteiitly raising llicin from the supporting warp thrcad^
(luring the normal running of tlie loom.

This device

that

Stationary

below and

in

J

;

March
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7,

Koby
Insulated Joint for Railwriy Rails.
Kohii, New York, N. Y., assignor to tlic Rail
filed
1906.
Application
June
14,
Company.
Joint
A clinimcl.-il hasi- MUiipurl i« iir.iviilnl wUh ati upwnrdly

Joslin, WcbstcFi Masfl.
J^, 1907.

K7(>,878.

miil

iIiiunI

(XtfiuliilK lintcc piirlioii
iirul
vertical cliannci bt-twi'i-n tlictii
tween tlic mil ciuU imtl tbu supjiDriH.

Irollcypota

'I'lir

run)

witli

n

filed

August

mid
ciri

n

irnHJun

fixed

(ul*
Incliiclinu n

Wesley B.
ElectroniaKnetic Piano Player.
Application filed June 19.
Kraft, Milan, Kan.

H70,87i).

I

1906.

Tbis piano pbiycr conipnues clcctromaRnclH, lever bamnuTH cnrryiiiB armatures, a contact bar over wMcb n pernnle sbcci trnvclB, pivoted finKcm adapted to
foratetl
project tlirouRb the note-slicet perforations and cnKiiRe
the bar, means for operating tbc feed rollers moving tbc
music sbevt and an annular rock bar arrauRcd adjacent
to and biarinn directly aRaiiist tbc contact fmRcrs for
movinp and holding the finBcrs out of contact with the

Coil Retainer for Dynainti-clcctric Ma879.949.
Gano Dunn, iCasl Orange, N. J., aschines.
signor to the Crockcr-Whecler Company, AmApplication fik-d June 3» 1907.
pere. N. J.
retainer i» conHtrueitd to admit of paawiKC into
.\ eoil
the hIoI from Ilie f:ice of llic core .ind i>f luckinK into the

(l|r

rcei

•

loniircUd

in >x-ri<
(.oiiiircud in >l>i

ec-ll

Gcorfte MoilKdon, WiJkinsburK,
Application (lied Jninr 8, 1907

880,070.
Pa.

U:idiat<»r.

A

llfjt-wHler

iiiuitipi.ir

eoil

ul

Icillprrilliur

lllr

r^ointana-

|Mf)jiri/iitiiiii

II

hoilwiitiil

device.

wciKhlcd ynkr plvnlrd imi the fixed pole fiilerinn, cumbinnl with iiiranti lo luck tin- pule mid yoke titKcllicr (»<j ni
lu nick hi utiiKoii Mil the fulcrum, whereby the pole i>
A device indrinainlained rlrvated by the iriiHinn dryicr.
priidrnt of Ilie yoke mid pole uiiUtcki. tlirm atitoMmlically
ivlnii Ihc iiole in elevated abnorniiilly and thrrehy prrmitu
|io|e
HwiiiK down about lln fixnl fiilcnnn and
heto
hiwer the trolley-wlieel li» iiiu;»cralivr pwHilioii.

foriniiiK a
liDttilatiiiK nicimit be|)i)rti<in

lioiU r.(
iron

;iii

numnltd

\m

|M't>vidrd

Htiil

Application
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in

tower

tile

[iittiiihtii

iithi-

|iiirl

the

III

i*f

tiljirr

riidintoi
<Mie <if

nid

'^liuu

liu^

iiK
ilir

i,t

i.

>

<->

.

Speed

**^.<y).V

nited

New

tiniiliiiK Device for Klectric;*lly IgExplosive I'jiKiticK.
Frederic S, Pcrrin,
York, N. V. Application filed January 9,

1907,
.McatiH for nhiiniinK ihe priiiinry eiirrMit from iu circuit coiixiHl of a ttpt-i'd liidicriior, a movnhh- iiid<*x, a c/ntncl point iidajitrd tct he wt nt nny point upon tlu- »calf
in the palh of the index and a circuit, in nuilttplr witlt the
primary circuit, includiriK llic contact point and the

index.

wiilN of the slut by roliilion.

contact bar.

Maii-pouch Receiving and Delivery Appa880,008.
ratus for Railway Cars. Cluaincey W. Broufthlon. Carlton,

Application

111.

filed

December

1907.

provided with an iirmalurc and iit
so mounted that an elcctromaRnct on the car can Rrnsp it
The magnet is then swunR into the
as the car kocs by.
car and the pouch dropped.
mail ponch

I'^aeh

is

Henry Chilly.
Dynamo-electric Machine.
Application filed
l^ndon, England.

880,011.

Strand,

June

1904.

2,

poic-piecc is pierced with a hole in a
tranhverst to that of rotation of the rotor of the
and a bridge-piece of magnetic material extends
the tips of adjacent pole-pieces so as to form
path for the magnetic flux.
I'^ach

Tonawanda, N, Y.

direction

machine
between
a shunt

I-x.>oiiard

Application

Smith, North
filed

December

1905.

9,
6,

Trolley,

Electric

880,107.

There are in euinbinalioii a frame in which tlic wheel ih
journnlcd, a head to the front of which the front ot the
frame in pivoted, ii Rpring between the rearwardly rxIcnding- portions ctf tlic Iie.'id and frame within the confiiie« of the head for prehhiiiB the frame toward the trolley wire and spring" rtpiwiHiiiK the movement of the frame
toward the trolley wire.
Electrical

880,121.

Camden, N,

Insulator.

Daniel

Application

filed

G.

Bolton,

November

23,
1906.
This insulator com|)rise« a headed pin, wire-clamping
disks lucme on the \nn, and :t flexible elastic elecvc or
bushing around the pin between the disks.
J.

Alarm-signal Mechanism.
Ellsworth E.
Flora and Robert J. Zorge, Chicago, 111., assignors to the Zorge Safely Railway Equipment
Company. Application filed June 19, 1907,

880,134.

Jacob L. Grass. Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to the American Bank ProApplicatection Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

880.020.

tion

NO. 879,927.

DYNAMO POLE-SHOE.

the

Highway-crossing Signal for Electric Roads.
Edward McClintock, St. Paul, Minn. Applicamodified

tures

Petersson,

Alby,
1904.

Harry O.

Application filed November 26, 1906.
The apparatus comprises a discharge circuit,

1906.

H.
filed

Frank
Railway Signal Apparatus.
880,072.
Orleans, La. Apj)lication filed
ziano.

1905.

New

15.

Splice or Coupling.
Ira M. Botkin,
Ind.
Application filed September 16,

1907.

The coupling

consists of a body substantially round in
having perforations extending from its ends
in diagonal directions through its opposite sides and diagonal peripheral grooves passing the perforations at substantially right angles.

Trolley-pole Support.
James L. Chase,
Ayer, Mass., assignor of one-half to Ralph J.

879,943-

GraJune

1907.

A casing adapted to be arranged crosswise in the bed of
a railway has a cover, movable terminals arranged therein
and adapted to .form part of individual electric circuits,
and vertical shafts extending through the cover and provided with triggers disposed ab&ve the cover and arms
arranged in the casing in position to engage and move
the terminals.

Wire

cross-section

Electrode

This electrode is made by covering a core with a reticulated metal tube, impregnating the same with core material and inserting the core rod thus obtained into a
carbon casing containing core material and drying the
same.

end.

Carlos,

Arc-light

Metal

Containing

Hermann Viertel, Charlotassignor to Gebriider Siemens & Co.. Charlottenburg, Germany. Application filed April 16, 1907-

clamp for making connection between a ground wire
and a pipe consists of two co-operating semicircular jaws
hinged together at one end, then passing around the pipe
and bolted together and to a cable terminal lug al: the
879.941.

March

Los

Angeles,

Cal.

Charles E.
Application filed

1906.
This signaling system comprises a number of sets of
electrically operated chromatic signal devices, each set
comprising signal devices of different colors arranged to
display their distinctive colors when operated separately
and to display a blended color when operated jointly, anil
corresponding sets of circuit-controlling devices at differ7,

ent landings.

charg-

Within the Same.
Germany,

A

other

a

tenburg,

This pole-shoe is provided with pole- tips, each having
elongated perforation inclined to the face of the poleshoe at the tip.
(See cut.)

Jr.,

Electric Signal for Elevators.

Moore,

filed

ing circuit, a supply circuit, an induction apparatus having
a number of windings, means for connecting one of the
windings in the supply circuit and the other winding in
the charging circuit, and means for connecting both of
(See cut.)
the windings in the charging circuit.

aTi

23,

880,152.

E.

880.055.

March

1907.
A line having a number of signals selectively operated
by different strengths of current has means for transmitting currents of varying strength to the line and means
for automatically sending back a current of varying
strength to send a repeat or checking signal back to tht
transmitting station.

8S0.046.

Pole-shoe for Dynamo-electric Machines.
Robert B. Treat, Newark. N. J., assignor to
the Crocker- Wheeler Company, Ampere, N. J.

William
Clamp,
Wellesley, Mass.
Application

Signal System.
Julien A. Gehrung, New
Application filed February 2,
N. Y.

High-frequency Discharge Apparatus. James
Seeley. Los Angeles. Cal., assignor to the.
Synchronous Static Company, Los Angeles, Cal.

111.

filed

Ground-connected

York,

In a telegraph transmitter there are in combination with
pair of percussive contact points a rotatable cam or
telegraph wheel for actuating one of the points, a rotary
driver having its axis of motion outside of the camwheel and a key-operated mechanism for connecting and
disconnecting the cam-wheel to and from the driver.

879,927.

Blood,

and breaker.

a

October 11. 1906.
In combination with a pair of spaced disks is an annular series of contacts carried by each disk and arranged in opposing pairs, a clock-actuated arbor passing
through the axis of the disks, a circuit-closing arm carried by the art>or and arranged to bridge the contacts, a
switchboard having a number of rows of jacks equal to
the number of contacts in each annular series and connected thereto, a battery in each of the connections and
a series of alarms and alarm circuits, each including a
separate plug insertible in any one of the jacks.

879.940.

Application

means

Transmitter.
Samuel W. Rothermel. New
York, N. Y.. assignor to Richard W. Barkley,
Application filed Jantrustee, Montclair, N. J.
uary 5, 1906.

1905.
escapement wheel in the path of the coins inserted
the meter carries a contact member on its shaft
which closes the meter circuit when a coin is in contact
The shaft is geared to the moving elewith the wheel.
ment and therefore keeps the circuit closed till a certain
expenditure of energy has taken place.

9,

Sweden.

controlled locking

rent for displacing the arcs.

An

Application filed April

23,

breaker,, electrically

normally restraining the motor from action, and a winding motor having a circuit controlled by the circuit-maker

880,044.

December

Rossville,

Method of Treating Gases and Gas MixAlbert J.
by Means of Voltaic Arcs.

August

4.

Application

mechanism
maker and

The method consists in leading gases through a furnace
chamber, creating drcs between electrodes in this chamber
and creating electrodynamic forces by means of electric
currents of greater intensity than that of the current
creating the arcs and induced by the last-mentioned cur-

into

Appliance for Clocks.

of

880,037.

879,9i3.~Prepayment Arrangement for Meters. Henry
W. Sayles. Peoria, 111., assignor to George M.

Electrical

journaled on the ring.

Method

compound of

respectively, in the field circuits of the exciter and of
the alternator; a third coil is controlled by the potential of the alternator so as to increase the resistance for
an increase of potential.

Swedberg and Amos T. Durbin,

filed

nickel

state

Method of Regulating Electric Gener879,887.
ators.
George S. Neeley, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed May 9, 1907.
Th',- exciter for an alternator has a variable resistance
in its field circuit which is controlled by a differential
The two opposing coils of this regulator are,
regulator.

Application filed

George H. Gross, Binghamton,

hydrate, converting this hydrate to a higher
oxidation, treating the mass with a dissolved
nickel and finally subjecting the resulting
mass to electrolysis in an alkaline solution.

of

as to serve for ringing the signal for a certain time
a train approaches the crossing.

when

879,924.

combination with a torpedo-carrying and projecting
is a gravity motor crjuippcd with a circuit-

In

Ernst W.
of Making Electrodes.
Jungner, Kneippbaden, Sweden, assignor to the
Nya Ackumulator Aktiebolaget Jungner, Stockholm, Sweden. Application filed April 4, 1907.
The active material for a storage battery is made by
binding small particles £>i nickel and graphite by means

879.886.

is

trolley

880.027,

signal.

Willis. Chicago, III

1907.

April 26, 1906.
A harp is journaled on the pole and has a limited rocking movement. A non-rotatable ring composed of annular
sections has one of its sections attached to the harp and

side of each track is divided into a scries of insublock sections, with each of which is connected a
These relays are shortnormally closed relay circuit.
cuited upon the entrance of a train to a block in one
A train
direction and a signal circuit is closed thereby.
moving in the opposite direction has no effect on the

I

13,

Application

N. Y.

One

tion filed April 30, 1907.
The system described in the previous patent

Trolley.

8So,02i.

lated

I

July

filed

S80.136.

Edward McClintock,
Interlocking Relay.
St. Paul, Minn. Application filed April 30, 1907.

1!

Lining;.

Tiiis vault lining comprises inner and outer plates insulated from each other and a normally open alarm circuit having its terminals connected with the plates respectively.
Means are so arranged in relation to the
plates that when pressure is applied to bend or buckle
the vault-lining plates the alarm circuit will be closed.

879.885.

so

Vault

'

Electrical System of Measuring Tempera880,074.
Ernst Haagn. Hanau, Germany, assignor
tures.
to W. C. Heraeus, Hanau,
tion filed May 27, 1907.

A

Germany.

NO. 880,046.

ATUS.

Milton L.
Automatic Telephone Alarm.
Murdock and John C. Gallagher, Elmira, N. Y.
Murdock.
Apsaid Gallagher assignor to said

880,155.

plication filed

March

25, 1907.

A

cabinet contains a telephone instrument, a clockwork,
an audible signaling device, means actuated by the clockwork at the end of a determinate period of time to connect the instrument with the circuit and means for manually setting the clockwork back before the end of tht
period.

Burglar-alarm System and Apparatus ThereMilton R. Ney and Samuel S. Ullman,
Washington, D. C. Application filed September

880,160.

for.

25.

1907.

This signaling apparatus has in combination a telephone
transmitter and hook switch, a spring-actuated hook-raising device adapted to engage the hook, a detent for the
hook-raising device, a magnet for operating the detent,
an electric bell in transmitting proximity to the transmitter, and means for operating the detent magnet and
bell comprising a protective circuit.
(See cut on next
page.)

Combined Lock and Electric
880,167 3"d 880,168.
William M. Shannon and George K.
Switch.
Taylor, Columbia, S. C. Applications filed July

Applica-

Wheatstone bridge has a resistance thermometer included in one of its arms, a galvanometer included in its
central branch and having a scale indicating the varia-

HIGH-FREQUENCY DISCHARGE APPAR-

I

and August

22.

1907.

In a door-lock switch for electric-lighting circuits there
a lock controlling push button which projects beyond
the lock face when in advanced position and a sv/itch
located in the door jamb and having a movable memis

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

206
ber

in

push button;
path of movement of the
switch is operated by the closing of the
The second patent covers a modified form.
the

whereby
door.

Application

Company, Wilmington, Del.

turing
filed

March

1904.

21,

has a cell provided with a conduit, a
shoulder socket intersecting the conduit, a tube connecting the cell and socket, a gasket surrounding the tube,
and a hollow nut engaging the tube and jamming the
gasket against the shoulder.

The batterv

John D. E. Duncan, Brooklyn,
Application filed September 9, 1907.
This insulator has a number of separate petticoats,, one
These are held together
within the dome of the other.
by a fastening means and locked by means of cement.
Insulator.

8S0.203.

Wilmer W.
Railway Signaling System.
Salmon, Rochester, N. Y., assignor to the General Railway Signal Company, Gates, N. Y.
AppHcation filed July 3, 1907.

880,329.

tlie

Frank A. Decker, Philadelphia,
Battery.
SSo,i9D.
Pa., assignor to the Decker Electrical Manufac-

N. Y.

March

In

signaling

system
track
which one rail
propulsion current there
a

m

electric

for

railways having a

is the return conductor for the
is a signaling circuit which includes a portion of the propulsion rail and contains signaling devices adapted to be energized by an alternating
current and means for preventing the operation of the
signaling devices while a break exists in the portion of
the propulsion rail.

Sidney D. Spence,
Electric-arc Furnace.
Chattanooga, Tenn., assignor of one-fourth to
Lewis Shepherd and one-fourth to David L.
Snodgrass. Application filed December 17, 1906.
The furnace has vertically adjustable inner electrodes,
side electrodes, pivotally mounted longitudinally adjustable arms carrying these side electrodes and means to

880,338.

raise

and lower these arms,

Governor for Turbines. Charles W. Dake,
Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to the DakeAmerican Steam Turbine Company, Grand Rap-

880.366.

ids,

Mich.

March

Application filed

22,

1906.

In combination with a suitable chamber is a receptacle
containing mercury within the same, supported on a
vertical axis, an electrical circuit with contact points
within the chamber, a governing valve within the electrical circuit, the current through the circuit being controlled by the variations of the level of the mercury
due to the rotation.
.

.

BURGLAR-ALARM SYSTEM.

0,160.

Electrically Operated Clock.

S80.209.

Chicago,

lette,

Frank A. Decker, Philadelphia,
assignor to the Decker Electrical Manttfacturing Company, Wilmington, Del. Applica-

880.367.
Pa.,

Application

111.

Harleigh Gil-

filed

March

27,

1907.
A master clock controls a secondary clock through a
secondary
the
synchronizing circuit and a motor at
clock which receives periodic impulses from another circuit connecting with the master clock,

Mechanism

Block-signal

Sys-

Harry L. Johnson, Topeka, Kan.

Ap-

Signal

880,218.

tems.

for

plication filed April 2, 1907.
A pair of electromagnets has in each case an armature

When

main

circuit energizes its electromagnet the pin on the latter contacts
with the pin on the local magnet and thus completes a
local circuit.

carrying

contact

a

pin.

the

Hiram SnodElectromagnetic Brake.
880,249.
Application filed June
grass, Oklahoma, Okla.
1907.

I,

A spring is mounted between the brake beams and a
rod so as to normally act upon the beams and apply the
A solenoid is arranged to compress the
brake shoes.
spring and so release the brakes.

Edward Van AntAdvertising Device.
werp, Dent, Minn. Application filed March 27,
1907. _

880,254.

A metallic track has an artificial elephant at each end
Each elephant has a pivoted trunk, a metallic
thereof.
rolling body on the track, an electromagnet operatively
related with the trunk to cause it to swing and impart
motion to the rolling body, means for passing current to
the magnet when the rolling body closes a circuit by
tcuchine the track and the trunk of either one of the
elephants.
Ignatz Young, San Francisco, Cal.
Application filed November 7, 1903.
In connection with a revolving shaft are a number of
drums normally revolving with the shaft, electrically
operated mechanism for unlocking one or more of the
drums from the shaft, and a locking device for each

880,263.

Electric

Sign.

drum.

Electromagnetic Clutch.
Heinrich Ast,
Vienna. Austria-Hungary, assignor to Vulkan
Maschinenfabrik Actien Gesellschaft, Vienna,
Austria-Hungary.
Application filed Jtine 15,

880,266.

IQ06.
provided with a friction member;
provided with a friction surface adapted to

The clutch part
a

carrier

is

is

engage the friction member; a magnet member is secured to the carrier, and means are arranged to promote
ventilation and to assist in dissipating the heat generated between the friction member and friction surface.
880.271.

Method

of

Forming Railbonds,

Etc.

gene M. Bournonville. Jersey City, N.
plication filed September 20, 1907.
This method of connecting bonds
in heating the metal of the

to

bond and

J.

EuAp-

rails consists first
the rail to a point

short of the melting point and then increasing the temperature of the bond until a portion of the metal at the
'edge thereof melts and becomes unified with the adjacent metal of the rail to form a homogeneous connection.

Thermo-dcctrical System.
William H.
880.272.
Bristol.
York. N. Y.
Application filed

New

November

11,

1907,

A thermo-electric couple has both ends adapted to be
?imult.incou3ly exposed to an appreciable and sudden
change of temperature, but one of which is adapted
assume the temperature more rapidly than the other.

to

Recording System.
WilH. Bristol, New York, N, Y. Application filed September i, 1906.
The system comoriscs a substantially constant source

880.273.

Indicating and

liam

of electromotive force, a resistance and elect rical apparatus in scries therewith, and a shunt across the electrical apparatus including means whereby the resistance
of the shunt is appreciably varied by temperature, the
whole IwinjT so arranged that the tcmoeraturc changes
arc automatically indicated by the cleclrical apparatus.

Chester W.
SiRht-li^hling Means.
Gctchcll. Watcrviilc. Me., assignor of one-half
Watervillc.
Me. Applito Frank B. Webber.
cation filed January 21, 1907.
An electric lamp h mounted over the >ight on a rifle

R80.204.

barrel.

Rifle

Battery.

tion filed May 9, 1905.
This is a modification of No.

.

turing Company, Wilmington, Del.

March

21,

Albert Ball, Claremont,
Brush-holder.
N. H., assignor to the Sullivan Machinery ComApplication filed Nopany, Claremont, N. H.

880,437.

vember 30,, 1906.
A brush mechanism for electric motors comprises a
motor frame, a base ring secured thereto, means to secure
the base ring in any desired position of rotative adjustment to secure non-sparking, a rotatable brush -supporting
ring sustained by the base ring with capacity for rotative
adjustment and brushes supported thereby.
Apparatus for Treating Gases and Gas
Albert
Mixtures by Means of Voltaic Arcs.
Original applicaPetersson,
Alby, Sweden.
J.
Divided and this aption filed August 23, 1904.
plication filed September 6, 1905.

880,464.

This

is a

Application

1904.

In this battery is a diaphragm, having
flange and a honeycombed body.

modification of No. 880,037.

Conducting Conduit for Vehicles. Francis
M. Brinckerhoff, New York, N. Y. Apphcation

880,477.

March 12, 1907.
In an electric car the chamber containirig the motor is
by causing a current of air at substantially atmospheric pressure to flow through the chamber. A conduit, consisting of flanged members having a universal
movement in relation to the vehicle body and the motor,
conveys the air to and from the chamber.
filed

cooled

Process

880.484.

of

Producing Very Thin Sheet

Thomas A.

Edison, Llewellyn Park,
J., assignor to the Edison Storage
AppliBattery Company, West Orange, N. J.

Metal.

Orange^ N.

cation filed June 29, 1904.
is a

modification of No. 879,859,

Magneto-electric Inductor, Martin Fischer,
Zurich, Switzerland, assignor to Actiengesellschaft "Magneta," Zurich, Switzerland. Original application filed July 5, 1900.
Divided and

880.485.

Frank A. Decker, Philadelphia,
Battery.
880,368.
Pa., assignor to the Decker Electrical Manufacfiled

to form uninterrupted passages connecting the
superposed compartments, the guide having an openiny
for the passage of the carbon.

chamber

This
196.-

1908

7,

a

bordering

Process of Accelerating the Separation of
Nitroglycerin from Acids. Richard Escales and
Milano Novak, Munich, Germany. Application

880,373..

this application filed January 10, 1905.
The machine consists of a permanent magnet having
two pairs of pole pieces, a coil arranged between them
and a soft iron bar passing through the coil to close the
magnetic circuit first between one pair of diagonally
opposite pole pieces and then between the other pair of
diagonally opposite po!e pieces.

filed September s, 1907.
The process consists in passing an electric current
between electrodes through a liquid mixture of acids and
nitroglycerin, thereby causing the evolution, of gas bubbles from the electrodes wliich carry the nitroglycerin
particles upward.
The nitroglycerin Is then removed
from the surface of the liquid.
.

Ralph E. Noble,
TroIley-wheel Spring.
Chicago, III, assignor to the Morgan-Gardner
Original apElectric Compaily, Chicago, 111.
phcation filed January 13, 1905.
Divrded and
this application filed July 3, 1907.

880,395.

In combination with a trolley harp and wheel are
folded springs between the wheel- and harp, the springs
being provided with projections engaging with the harp
but not attached thereto.

Electromechanical Slot for Signals. George
880,308.
Application filed
S- Pflasterer, Nashville, Tenn.

August 29, 1907.
Two operating rods for the signals are mounted over
each other.
The lower one has a sleeve on top for receiving the upper rod.
A slot in this rod engages a
pin in the sleeve.
Electromagnets interlock the rods.
Process for Producing Poreless and WellHarry Schmidt, Coadhering Electrodeposits.
logne, Germany.
Application filed August 7,

880,405.

1907.
in

first

High-tension Conductors.
Samuel H. Summerscales, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada. Application filed November 23, 1906.
The insulator has a body adapted to be mounted upon
Insulator

for

a support and shields attached to the body in the path
of lines of leakage which might pass to the support, the
shields having projecting portions adaoted to prevent
the formation of a continuous coating of water on them.

Storage-battery Plate.
Alfred
880,420 to 880.425.
O. Tate, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, assignor fo
the Tate Electrolytic Company of America. Applications filed December i, 1905; July 3, 1907,

and October

1907.
These six patents comprise a total of 50 claims on a
pasted plate made of narrow strips containing alternately
positive and negative active material and separated by
intermediate porous insulatinc strips.
The positive strips
are conn<cted on one edge of the plate and the negatives
nn the other edge. CSce cut.)
29.

Coil Retainer for Dynamo-electric Ma880,429.
chines.
Robert B. Treat. Newark, N. J., as-

signor to the Crocker- Wheeler Company. AmApplication filed November 12, 1907.
pere. N. J.
In a slotted core, the walls of each slot near its mouth
are notched and one of the walls cut away above its
notch, thereby uncovering a shoulder.
Coil-rctaincrs are
used caoabi'' of passing through the mouth of a slot
into line with the notches and of being expanded into
engngrmcnt with the notches,

880,43!;.

STORAGE-BATTERY PLATE.

Process of Producing Magnesium. Franz
Kiigelgen and George O. Seward, Holcombs Rock, Va., assignors to the Virginia
Laboratory Company, New York, N. Y. Ap-

880,489.

von

plication filed

June

1905.'

9,

This process of producing magnesium consists in

providing the metal to
This. Drocess
be electroplated with a coating of a metal or alloy which
melts at a lower temnerature than the final electrodeposit.
in then electrolytically depositing the final coating and
in melting the intermediate coating.
consists

880,418.

0,420.

Elcclric-arc .Lamp.

Tliomas

K,

Adams,'

PATENTS THAT
March

August

2,

447,321.

1908:

Electric Matfix-making Machine.

Minneapolis. Minn.
Electric Railway,
N. Y.

W.

447,312.

4-17. 3.10.

Electrical Subway.
J. C.
Electric Heater.
C. C.

447.383.

Electric

Arc Lamp.

T, C. Hargrave,

New

Knight,

H.

447 '3,S3N. Y.

York,

Reilly,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Rich,

Mount

Vernon.

Thomson, New

E.

Britain,

Conn.
Dynamo-electric Motor or
447.384.
son, Swampscott, Mass.
Electric Time Lock.
447,409.
J.
T-edwith. Brownsville, Pa.
Telephone Switch System.
447,426.
N. Y.
System.
Electric-lighting
447.482.

Generator.

Ji.

and

Kaiser

li.

C

C.

B,

Gould, Bataviw,

B.

B.

ThomA.

Ward,

New

York. N. y.

Telephone-exchange Apparatus.
F. G. Beach, Chi447,485.
cago, 111,
Rheostat.
447,494.
J. O'Mcara, New York, N. Y.
G. Taintor, Worcester,
Electromagnetic Cut-out.
447, S29.
Mass.
447. SSS.

Electrical

W.

Annunciator.

C.

Cram, Cambridge,

Mass.

Kennedy, Glasgow,
Transformer.
R.
Electrical
447.569Scotland,
Gammon, Pawtuckct,
G. C.
Electric Cut-out.
447,676.
R, L
A. C. Seibold,
Electrode for Electric Arc I^nmps.
447,702.

Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Mo.

filed

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired

1005.
A cover for an arc-entjosing globe has a chamber provided in its top and bottom with carbon passages, a carbon guide supported within the gas chamber above the
bottom thereof and dividing it into superpo.tcd compartmentB, a carbon guide provided in its peripheral portion
with notches co-operating with the wall of the gas

Application

in a

posed.

447,704.
447. 72S.

Ohio.

dis-

fused bath of mixed fluorides
whose decomposition voltage is higher than that of magnesium oxid, subjecting the same to electrolysis and
feeding magnesium oxid to replace that which is decom-

11,

Cleveland,

magnesium oxid

solving

447.7.14-

R. W. Taylor, Richmond, Va
Electric Motor.
G. W. Harl, Kansas City.
Electric Snap Switch.
Electric

N. J.
EJcctric
447.746,
Electrical
447.748.
land, Mc.

Motor.

E.

Arc Lamp.
Dnor-bell

B.
L.

Pull.

Meyrowitz,

H.
L.

Buchanan,

W.

Ridgcficld,

Pasadena,

Cleveland, Port-
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Caffaro-Brescia Electric Power Transmission Plant.
lis-

I)e(,

power

station aiul liiKli-ti'iision

power transmission plant of CalTaro-Hrcscia, wliioli
has bi'iMi recently put into operation, is one of tlie
most extensive and interesting plants of this kind
intended for supplying the
current required for llie operation of tlic soda
works in Brescia and also for transmitting cleciiieal energy
to the cities of Brescia. Manerbio,
leniona and Ponte Viggo.
The river 'CalTaro, the lower course of which
Nortliern Italy.

in

It

is

kilograms

rotating

pounds),

(81,400

being

part

No.

Each gcncr.ilor weighs

revolutions per minute.

.17,000

the

Ai.KUEn Gkadenwitz.

liy<lro-i'ii'c.-lric

Tlic

.115

iyo8

14,

(lie

weight

kilogr.ims

1.1,300

of

(29,700

pounds).
ICach of the exciters is capable of exciting four
generators at full load and is coupled to a I'elton

wheel of 150 horsepower running

.'it

600 revolutions

per minute.

A

special

hydro-electric

set

horsepower
3,600 volls and 42
of

Oo

supplying polyphase current at
cycles per second is used for the lighting of the
power station and the surroundings, as, well as of

carries

the 40,000-volt

oil

swilchci,

r

1

with 'two tig-

lamps for each of the transfoniicri). The
last two panels to the right are used as ijistribuling
panels for the outgoing lines. This switchboard is
to be provided also with the levers serving to
operate another power station, which is to be constructed later on for working in parallel with the
naling

existing station, the last two panels to the left
band being reserved for this purpose. The vertical
levers arranged in front of the switchboard serve
to actuate switches by means of which each transformer can be connected cither directly to the

1

the

town of Caffaro.

'rile

corresponding generator or to

current generated by the alternators

10 a tension of 46,000 volls

transformers

are

fitted

is

raised

These
and are movable

in

cells

on rollers to a truck running alongside the transformer set, in order to be conveyed by the latter
to the repair shop, which forms an extension of
the Iransformer room.

Power House,

Fig.

forms a portion of the boundary between Italy and
Austria, and which terminates near Caffaro in Lake
Idro, affords a suitable waterpower, both as to

This river
been dammed in the neighborhood of Bagelino
a masonry sluice fitted with four iron gates,
water beino' conveyed to a reservoir situated
meters above the power station, partly in an

available

has

by
the

250

head

volume of water.

and

open channel, but for the greater part in conduits.
From this reservoir two parallel penstocks lead
to the power station, which is situated immediately
on the bank of the river in the neighborhood of
.As shown in Fig', i, the power station covers
an area of about 500 square meters, and in its
lower part contains a generator room 40,6 meters
in length and 11 meters in width, above which
there is arranged at a height of 3.25 meters above
the floor the operating platform of the switching

which

is

several stories in

Ultimately, the plant
sets

and two exciter

electric

lighting

set,

is

sets,

height.

to contain five generating
in addition

which has been

to

a hydro-

installed

in

Four generating sets are at present
The
in place, three of which are shown in Fig, 2,
prime movers of these sets are Pelton wheels, able
a

side

room.

under a head of 250 meters to yield 2,500 horsepower each. They are connected to the generators
by elastic leather clutches of the Oerlikon system.

The

the

three-phase machines and
have a normal output of 150 amperes at 9,000 to
10,500 volts, designed for 42 cycles per second and

generators

are

oil

and water

for oil

casings comprising three

cast-iron

boxes placed on top of one another, and the top
one of which has two walls with ribs projecting
inward. The hollow space between the two walls
of the topmost box is divided by partition walls
into chambers communicating with one another and
which are uniformly rinsed by a water jet, (Sec
Fig, 3, next page,)
The active part of the transformers consists of
three iroiv cores of rectangular cross-section placed

with coils wound from bare
intermediary pasteboard strips.
The high-tension coils are situated outside and
consist of 35 elementary coils.
The normal output of the transformers is 9,00040,cco volts to 10,500-46,000 volts, 150 amperes, 42
cycles per second, 2,720 kilovolt-amperes. The total
weight of each transformer wnthout its oil reservoir
is
10,000 kilograms (22,000 pounds) and that of
the oil vessel, inclusive of the oil, 12,000 kilograms.
Fig, 4 shows one of the transformers.
On the operating platform of the switching plant
there are arranged for each generator a special
column, in addition to an exciter column and a
general column. The generator columns carry on
the top a wattmeter, to the right an ammeter
for measuring the generator current, to the left an
beside

one

copper, tape

Caffaro,

plant,

The transformers are designed
cooling,

ano'ther,

with

ammeter for the exciter current, and in front the
two automatic signaling lamps for the generator
switch.

The

switchboard,

situated

behind

the

columns.

auxiliary

Each of the two distributing panels above
ferred to carries

busre-

for the three phases of each line

three ammeters and a blue as well as a red signaling lamp, the former burning in the event of the
main switches of the starting conductor being

thrown out of

Fig. 2.
Generator Room
CAFFARO-BRESCIA ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION- PLANT.

Stiowiiig Penstocks.

the

bars.

by transformers.

in

and the

circuit,

latter

in

the event

Power House,

its being
inserted.
On ihe front side of the
operating platform there is further arranged a small
switchboard, comprising the apparatus necessary for

of

operating, an

accumulator

battery

150 ampere-hours, in addition
lighting the central station.

The whole switching
the

system,

cellular

to

of 67 cells of
the switches for

plant has been designed on

the

lines

starting

from the

generators

being taken to the lowermost room
of the switching plant in the shape of copper bars
laid out on rib insulators.
In that compartment
are arranged in the row of cells facing the generator room, the current converters, of which four
have been provided for each machine. Two of
these are set apart for the relays of the generator
switches, one for the ammeter and one for the

generator w-attmeter.

The

cells
situated above the current-converter
comprise the generator switches, which are
disengaged magnetically, and in the next row of
cells the two switches for the exciter machines.
The high-tension switches of the Oerlikon system
used in this station are of different kinds, viz.,
automatic pulling switches and oil switches. An
oil
switch wi,h automatic release is shown by
cells

Fig-

3-

The upper
ning

story of ihe tower contains the lightTwo types of lightning arresters

arresters.

are used,

the continuous grounding type (contwo sheet-metal boxes filled with water
placed on top of one another and connected through
two glass tubes), and another type w-ith non-consisting of

viz,,
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grounding, which will worlc only when'
by lightning, while the former apparatus
ser\'es to compensate any smaller atmospheric discharges and excesses in tension.
Each of the transmission lines leading to Brescia
tinuous
struck

of three 6.5-millimeter copper wires fixed
on insulators, which are carried either by latticework poles or double wooden poles or iron-pipe
consists

supports.

The

terminates

line

at

Brescia in

and transformer station,
and
the current is transformed
tributing

transformer station

this

a

dis-

which part of

part

strength, but its compressive strength when confined or in large masses is great.
The flow of the Mississippi is practically the
same at each of the two dams, ranging from less
than 2,000 to more than 55,000 cubic feet per second.
At a cost exceeding $1,500,000 the United States
has constructed and now operates upon the upper
Mississippi River a system of five reservoirs of a
combined capacity of 93,237,100,000 cubic feet. The
watersheds of these reservoirs constitute 21.5 per
cent,
of the total waiershed above Minneapolis.
These reservoirs are operated with a view to main-

distributed

In the upper story

to the cities before mentioned.

of

in

large

March

,

(in

which the power-

transmission line enters) there are arranged the
same two kinds of lightning arresters as in the
power station, while the switching plant is designed

In this sub-station is installed a centrifugal pump
driven by a 2.5-horsepower three-phase motor supplying the circulation water for the lightning ar-

derived from a tank installed beis connected to the water
buildings. The cooling water for

resters.

This

pump and which

mains

of

is

the

is derived from this reservoir, and
water escaping from the lightning
carried back to it.

the transformers
circulation

the

arresters

is

required for operating the soda
of Brescia is derived ffonr a
converter station situated near the transformer
station, and to which current at 3,600 volts is

The

current

works of the

supplied

city

from the

latter.

Government Commission Adverse to
Power Development at Twin Cities.
Some

rather

interesting

facts

arc

contained

in

the report of the commission appointed by Congress
to ascertain whether any surplus water flowing over

dams

the

in

the

Mississippi

River,

between

St.

navigation,

Paul and Minneapolis, not needed for
be utilized for the production of electric power
to be used in the buildings and property of the
United States in the cities named and at Fort
This commission consisted of two army
Snelling.
officers— Major W. V. Judson and Major A. W.
Kimball, the former of the Corps of Engineers—

may

Woodwell, inspector of electric-lighting plants for the Treasury Department, well known
The commission conto the electrical fraternity.
ducted its investigation last year and drew up its
report last autumn. This report was presented to
the House of Representatives last December, the
commissioners recommending that no power deand Mr.

J.

E.

TRANSFORMER OF CAFFARO-BRESCIA TRANS-

FIG. 4.

MISSION PLANT.
taining

three-foot stage

a

at

St.

Paul

during the

season of navigation.

The

reservoirs have never, until within the last
two years, been in a state of complete efficiency
and amply provided with storage water.
There is every reason to believe that the United
"States will continue to maintain the reservoirs in
a state of efficiency, and, as an incident to maintaining three feet on the gauge at St. Paul, will
insure a minimum flow at dams Nos. i and 2 of
5,000 cubic feet per second from March 20th to
December 20th. This is a conservative estimate,
as the flow during the period mentioned will very
rarely fall below 6,000 cubic feet per second.
During the ice period the minimum flow may be
expected to descend to 1,200 cubic feet per second.
This low record, however, has not been reached
during the last seven years.
If Lock and Dam No. i be built as planned, with
a guard of 11.9 feet and no sluices, the gross head
will vary from 10.2 feet at 5,000 discharge to about
fovw feet at high stages; and the duration of the
low heads will be prolonged, due to backwater
from the Minnesota River.
Consideration of the low heads that will be available at Dam No. r, and of the disadvantages perlaining to its site, makes it readily apparent to
the commission that no power can be economically
developed at Dam No. i
certainly not for many
years after its completion, nor until the value of
power in its vicinity has increased very largely
beyond that. now obtaining. The real problem before the commission, therefore, is to determine what
power, if any, can be economically developed at

—The

feet per

lock

is

—

tures.

—

The capacity of ihe sluices and dam crest
discharge water in time of flood must not be
without due compensation, lest the lock

Fifth
to

restricted

be drowned out.
Careful consideration of the conditions above
stated convinces the commission that if a power
development at Dam No. 2 is practicable at all, the
requisite space for the same must be found between
the sluices and the right bank of the river. Atteninvited to accompanying sketch, upon which
location of the sluices with reference

is

is

shown the

to

the bluff.

If attempt were made to utilize the entire 5.000
cubic feet per second that will be available during
the season of navigation, a canal 250 feet wide
and seven feet deep would be required to allow of
the proper setting of the turbines and to reduce
the velocity of approach thereto to permissible
limits.
The tailrace would require an equal sectional area.
Inspection of the sketch readily indicates the enormous excavation from the bluff that
would be required to prepare the necessary waterways.
In the case of the tailrace, the excavation would
have to be carried to a depth of from 19 to 20
feet below the crest of the dam, and an excavation
of this character in the soft and seamy sand rock
would be a hazardous imdertaking. in view of the
head maintained so short a distance above.
In view of the great amount of excavation that
would be required, the probable necessity of an
enormous retaining wall, and the hazardous nature
of the whole undertaking, the commission is of
the opinion that no development of the kind is
practicable or advisable at the present time or until
the value of power in the locality of the dam has
considerably increased.
An alternative plan for a development that would
utilize the flow of 5,000 cubic feet per second has
also received
attention.
According to this plan
an additional sluice would be constructed on the
river side of the present sluices, and the power
house would be located on the site of the present
dam, adjoining the proposed new sluice, and extending to within about 250 feet of the river wall of
the lock.
long trailing dam would be required
to separate sluice and tail-water.
Such development
could probably be made within reasonable limits
of cost, with good luck and if no unforeseen accidents occurred.
But the commission hesitates to
recommend this plan by reason of the risks that
would be run in excavating and maintaining the
tailrace in the soft sand rock along the lower side
of the power house for a width of more than 200
feet, measured perpendicularly to the current.
There remains for consideration a small develop-

A

»-«

^^^.

^

;

Dam
At

C^FFARO-BRESCIA PLANT. PART OF TRANSFORilER CASING, SHOWING WATER-CIRCULATING ARRANGEMENT.

PIG. 3.

velopmcnt whatever be imdertaken by the governat the site named at the present time.
following data are taken from the report.

ment

The

With a view to improving the Mississippi River
of navigation between St. Paul and
Minneapolis, Minn., the United States has completed a lock and dam, known as Lock and Dam
No. 2, at a point 2.18 miles below the Washington
Avenue Bridge in the city of Minneapolis. A second lock and dam, known as Lock and Dam No.
I, arc under construction at a point 2.88 miles farther downstream. It is the dams above mentioned
which arc referred to in the act creating this comlor purposes

mission.
The river at both

dam sites flows between bluffs
from 80 to no feet high and extends practically from
bluff to bluft.
The bed of the stream consists of
a soft sand rock, occasionally overlaid by clay,
sand, gravel and bowlders. The sand rock is of
a peculiar formation soft, friable, porous, readily
eroded, and seamy. It is practically without tensile

—

No.

190S

second for this purpose.
situated on the left bank of
the river, adjacent to the shore.
There must be
no currents created near either end of the lock
which would be detrimental to navigation.
Fourth There must be no work done that wiil
endanger the stability of any of the existing struc-

Third

tion

on exactly the same lines as in the power station
but for the altered arrangement.

side the

more than 50 cubic

14,

^r^sp*jB

2.

discharge of 5,coo cubic feet per second
the gross head at Dam No. 2, after Dam No. 1
has been constructed, will be 12.2 feet. While the
discharge curve increases to 34,000 cubic feet per
second, the gross head decreases to 10.6 feet. At
36,000 discharge the gross head is 9.1 feet, it
becoming necessary to sluice water to avoid drowning out the lock walls. At 46,000 discharge both
sluices must be opened, thus reducing the gross
head to 7.8 feet, from which it decreases to about
7.4 feet by the time the maximum discharge is
reached.
The guard of the lock (i. e,, the distance measured vertically between ihe crest of the dam and
the top of the lock walls) is 8.25 feet. Flashboards
may, therefore, be used at low stages to increase
the head and to obtain a very limited storage above
the crest of the dam. At higher stages, when the
head is reduced, flashboard^ could not be used,
lest the lock walls be drowned out.
Conditions adverse to power development, but
a

necessarily imposed to guard the permanent interest
of navigation, arc as follows:
First The water must never be drawn below
the crest of the dam during the season of naviga-

—

lion.

—

Second Water must be reserved during
gation season for the operation of the
the privileges of small pleasure launches
ably restricted, there will probably not be

the navilock.

If

be suitrequired

—

CAFFARO-BRESCIA PLANT. OIL SWITri! WITH
AUTOMATIC RELEASE,

FIG. 5.

ment,

horsepower, corresponding to
of the river in winter.
Such development could best-be made al the side

the

say,

of

minimum

1,300

flow

of the river opposite the lock.
For such a power a canal and
.

70

feet

wide and

seven

feet

deep

a

tailrace

would

each

snflice.

The excavation

into the bluff would not be excessand the cost of the retaining wall would be
much reduced, as would also any risk due to excavation of tailrace, such as was alluded to when
discussing the larger development in this same
ive,

location.

Thirteen

hundred horsepower

developed

at

the

dynamos would much more than provide

for lightSt. Paul. Minneapolis and Fort Snelling, and for supplying the
limited number of small motors that will probably
be installed therein, even if large allowance be
nuidc for future increases. The surplus of power
developed might be so disposed of as to offset line
charges and maintenance of service from other
plants during the breakdowns that must be anticipated.
The cost of the development of 1,300 electric

ing the government buildings at

I

NIarcli

14,
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BIdwell "Cold Motor" In Court.
inisiial

t

itiirrcsl

Chtllajn

Jmljcc

Cliic.'tgo,

of

Charles

V.

till-

in

lakcn

is

Uic

in

Criminal

ihc

case in

Bidwoll of the

Bidwcll

before

trial

Court

Building,

Uidwcll and

liciison

wliicli

Klcctric

Com-

pany are involved. Tlie Hidwcll company, which is
now in the hands of a receiver, in Ihe manufacturer
a device wliieli it calls a "cold motor."
By a
refriserating atlaehment usinff carI>onic acid it proposf.s lo keep a moior, Kcnerator or molor-Kencrator set cool by sending the refrigeratinR fluid
»jf

around

machines

the

enclosed

within

ihe

tliroufili

iron

a

system
of

casing,'

ihc

of coils
machines.

At the Chicago Kleclrical Show of 1907, it will
le remcmhered, the company exhibited this device,
and attention was attracted by the frost and ice
which covered the motor casinjf. The outfit exhibited at the show, constituting a motor-generator

has been brought from the company's factory
Chicago Heights and placed in the courtroom as

set,

al

The accompanying
Judge Chetlain's court,
has transformed the scene into one of a

a "witness" for the prosecution.

shows the unit

pic.ure

where

it

in

repair shop.

The

trial is based on an indictment secured on
complaint of certain stockholders, and charges
the obtaining of money by false pretenses through
llie sale of stock for tlic promotion of the manufacture and sale of the "cold motor." A practical
device which would keep a motor or generator cold
at all times would, of course, be a very valuable

the

'

The frost and ice which the
was capable of producing on
the machine was the strong point
complainants allege, investors were

company's de-

asset.

vice

vest

LOCK AND DAM NO.

IN

2

MISSISSIPPI

RIVER BETWEEN MINNEAPOLIS AND

horsepower in the manner above described is estimated by the commission at $160,000.
The cost of maintenance and operation, not counting beyond the dynamos, would be about $4,000 per
annum. The fixed charges would include $4,800
for in:erest and $9,600 for deterioration, making a
total annual operating cost of $18,400.
The consumption of electric power at United
States buildings in St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.,
and vicinity for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1907,

is

shown

in

the following table:

Biuldinc
Courthouse and postoffice, St, Paul
Custom house, St. Paul
Courthouse and postoffice, Minneapolis

Kilowatts.

Fort bnelling

Total

Allowing for

114,072
8,599
70,715
309,300
502. 6S6

S20.041.23

tion.

at

destroyed if the comprehensive development were
Thus, any small development made at ihe
present time would be obstructive and stand in the
way of what the commission believes may be the
final solution of the problem.
The act creating this commission did not provide
funds with which to obtain data or prepare extensive plans relating to the comprehensive development above alluded to. It is probable that by the
time such a development becomes economically advisable, private individuals or corporations will ap-

made.

'

But,

as

the

induced to inwill attempt

state

to prove, Ihe device was known
when investments were accepted.

to be

impractical

The

defendants,

however, maintain that the device will do all that
Is claimed for it, even to the freezing of ice cream
within the casing of the motor.
The trial has been in progress about two weeks
and attracts a variety of interests. Casual spectators who look upon any electrical device as a
mystery are present daily, expecting to see some
wonderful revelations. Then there are a large number of persons directly interested in the case and

many

witnesses.

Electrical

men

are

also

seen

to

and other losses

probably 35 feet at lower stages, and it would be
practicable to develop from 15,000 to 20,000 horsepower.
Such a dam would drown out locks and dams
Nos. I and 2 and any works appurtenant thereto.
In connection with such a dam there would be
required a single high-lift lock to care for naviga-

Any

PAUL.

money.

of

on which, the

Cost.
S 5.135-23
3B6.95
3.889-33
10,631.72

incident to
the generation and transformation of electric current, the above consumption corresponds to an average of 175 io 200 horsepower, with a maximum
demand of about 600 horsepower at the waterwheel.
From the foregoing figures it is evident that a
probable saving of less than $2,000 would result
from the 1,300-horsepowcr development.
To offset this probable saving are the risks to the
present works, necessarily incident to new work
in the soft and seamy rock that constitutes the
bed and banks of the river.
If it should assume that no radical steps will
be taken in the future to develop, in a comprehensive and economical way, the entire power
available in the Mississippi River between Minneapolis and St. Paul, this commission might give
further consideration to a development of 1,300
horsepower at Dam No. 2; but in view of all the
circumstances, and having in mind what the future
may bring forth, the commission is constrained to
recommend that no power development whatever
be attempted at the present time, "either at Dam
No. 2 or Dam No. i.
The value of waterpow'er converted into electric
units and disposed of in any community such as
that comprised in and about St. Paul and Minneapolis is rapidly increasing, due to the increase of
population and of industry and the increased cost
of coal. Many projects that are not now feasible
may be expected to become so with the lapse of
time. It appears reasonable to the commission to
believe that within 20 or 25 years, and perhaps
within a much shorter period, it will be economically desirable that there be erected a high dam
at the lowest suitable point between St. Paul and
the site of Dam No. i, the backwater from which
would extend to the lower tailrace at Minneapolis.
In this way there could be obtained a head of
line

ST.

their

the outside

small power development
either of the existing dam

now undertaken
sites

would

be

BIDWELL "COLD MOTOR
proach the United States, submitting plans and requesting the permission of Congress for their
execution. At that time consideration should be
given to the conditions under wliich the work
should be permitted to be done. Such conditions
might well embrace the furnishing of such power
as is needed for the lighting of government buildings and reservations in the neighborhood, including
the furnishing of power for motors thereat.

The Oconee River

Mills of Millcdgeville, Ga., will

expend about $60,000 to develop
Oconee River and establish an

the

waterpower on
and

electric-light

power plant. The company has secured a franchise
from the city and will also bid on a contract for
lighting

Milledgeville.

drop

IN COURT.
in

frequently to see or hear

"cold motor"

is

what the alleged

like.

and others have been on the
of these, including former
employes of the company, have testified that the
refrigerating device never could keep the motors
from burning out on overload. The "cold motors"
are simply ordinary motors surrounded by iron pipes
and a shell of cast-iron. The large quantities of
frost congealed on the shell, the witnesses testified, is melted by the heat within and the moisture
thus produced is very injurious to any motor.
As the trial progressed the jurymen, rather amazedl}', examined the machine and tried to grasp the
meaning of the technical terms of the witnesses.
Electrical

witness

experts

stand.

Some

:
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One of the jurymen discovered two holes in the
bottom of the cast-iron shell, and his questions
brought out the statement from a witness that these
were for the purpose of draining off the water produced by the melting frost. H, A. Madsen, who
was employed by the Bidwells and had to do with

candidate in whose interests the cane is being carried.
In a parade the use of this cane bids fair to

Richmond and Chesapeake Bay Singlephase Railway.

be a striking feature.

Recently completed so far as the first section is
concerned, the Richmond and Chesapeake Bay Railway brings to notice several novel features in con-

familiar wiih the refrigerating device, said that even if the motor could
do what was claimed for it it would never be more
than a novelty because the cost of refrigeraticm

cently

designing,

being

especially

would
was extravagant. It was declared that
require an input of over eight horsepower of
it

energy to deliver five horsepower. One witness, a
former employe, said thiit to his knowledge castings
for six or eight machines had been made, but, so
far as he knew, no completed machines had been
sold.

The main contention of the state is that a device
purporting to prevent the burning out of a motor
when subjected to an overload by the application
of external refrigeration is an absurdity and a
scientific impossibility, as no degree of cold can
prevent the destruction of the insulation when the
wire is subjected to greater current than it can

A

fire

trial

is

and

progress,

in

s.ill

technical e-vperts are to testify.
The daily papers are devoting

disinterested

columns

to

the

case; one of them, in summing up the proceedings
of a day in court, says
"."Attorney Brady still asserts that if he can get

Eiffel

Tower

Fire.

which caused some damage occurred

at the radio-telegraph post located
Eiffel Tow'er, Paris.
The sheds which are

at

re-

the

used to
one corner of

house the apparatus are situated in
the Champ de Mars and not far from the base of
tower.

Here are located two

large sheds of
frame and plaster construction, besides two sntaller
sheds built entirely of wood.
In the latter are installed the more delicate apparatus for the system.
One of the two others serves as a storehouse and
the second is used for experiments.
On the day
of tile fire three officers were occupied in the latter building in experimenting with a new set of
apparatus, which was recently constructed in order to be sent to Dakar, in Africa, where the government decided to place a radio-telegraph post
so as to make connection with the Eiffel Tower.
This apparatus consisted mainly of a motor, a
transformer and a condenser. The insulation was
carried out by means of receptacles filled with
tlie

In

making the experiments. Captains Vivet and

finding
by the

and Engineer Teisser were occupied in
what would be the ma.ximum voltage given

apparatus.
Suddenly, about three o'clock,
spark set fire to the oil in one of the vessels,
and soon all the petroleum of the condenser was
burning and could not be put out, so that the men
a

were

obliged

nection with the equipment and construction of an
up-to-date single-phase road. At present it extends
only from Richmond, Va., to Ashland, in the same
state, a distance of 14.8 miles,'

but

it

is

highly prob-

extended to serve the territory lying between Richmond and Washington, or
able that

it

will later be

a considerable portion of

it.

The Richmond and Chesapeake Bay Railway
single-track road with turnouts.' The use of a

is

a

trol-

is an indication of the
which higher trolley jiotentials is being
used. The employment of the pantagraph trolley
with a steel pan is also worthy of special attention.
There are no sub-stations for operating the railway,
but a lighting sub-station is situated at the Ashland

ley

potential of 6,600 volts

extent

to

terminus.

At present

the railway has no power station of
own, but the generating apparatus is installed
in the Twelfth Street power house of the Virginia
Passenger and Power Company of Richmond. This
equipment is of special interest, owing to the manner in which provision is made for securing operation under varying conditions at the power house.
The generating apparatus consists of two 750-kilowatt, 25-cycle, three-phase generators running at
its

petroleum.

Fraque

carry.

The

The

to

abandon

the

slied,

which

was

power from the Edison company he will make
cream in the motors and produce such a drop
in the temperature of th;; courtroom that court and
jury will wear overcoats and fur hats like Benson
the
ice

Bidwell.
''Attorney

Popham

declares

that

if

the

motors

make them

he will show that he can
hot that he can fry eggs on them."

run at

all

Power Development on Feather

so

River.

The Great Western Power Company, which has
been making rapid progress on
at

its

its

hydraulic

Bend

hydro-electric plant at the Big

work
of the

Feather River in California, will probably be reail.v
to turn over the generators of its initial installaAccording to the plans
tion some time next fall.
of the company a steam reserve plant of modera;e
capacity, equipped with turbo-generators, is to be
installed in Oakland, Cal., on a site already seFrom this station
cured near the water front.
current could be transmitted north into the territory now covered by the Bay Counties transmission system of the California Gas and Electric
Corporation.
The construction of this station has
not yet been commenced.

At Big Bend a tunnel three miles long and i8,"2
by 20 feet in the clear has been completed through
rock.
This greatest waterpower conduit in the
world conducts a large portion of the river's flow
under a mountain that extends 3,021 feet above the

The

tunnel.

intake

of

this

Bar on the north fork of the

Whisky
Feather River. The

tunnel

is

at

of the tunnel saves 19 miles over the
There is to be a
natural curve of the Big Bend.
drop of about 540 feet between the upper end of
the tunnel and the water wheels in the power
house.
The ultimate development at this site will
direct

line

be 120,000 horsepower, according to estimates. The
transmission line is to run in a direct course from
the plant to Oroville, to Marysville, to Sacramento, to Antioch, and thence to Oakland.
The
main transmission wires will be carried entirely
on steel towers, 75 feet high, erected 750 feef apart.

REINFORCED CONCRETE VIADUCT ON RICHMOND AND CHESAPEAKE BAY SINGLE-PHASE RAILWAY.
then

closed to prevent the fire from spreading.
firemen arrived in time to prevent the fire
from extending to the other sheds, and thus prevented a disaster.
Most of the material in the
shed was destroyed, and the damage is estimated
at $10,000.
However, the main part of the Eift'el
Tower post did not receive the least damage and
messages are being sent and received as usual.
The post is in permanent communication with
Admiral Philibert, who has command of the French
war fleet, which is now lying before Casablanca in
Morocco, in view of the recent military operations which are being carried out by the French
troops in that country.
,

The

Gas-engine and Gas-producer Guarantees.

Electric

An

Campaign Cane.

electric novelty that

may

be used during the

coming presidential campaign is an electric campaign cane patented on February 18th by George
C. Hockenbcrry of Ravenna, O.
This cane has a
sleeve secured to the upper end of the stick so as
10 extend beyond it.
A hollow transparent handle
is removably fitted into the outer end of the sleeve.
An incandescent lamp bulb extends into the hollow
handle and has its plug engaging internal threads

A

the handle.
storage battery is placed within
the sleeve between the lamp ani outer end of the
stick.
stationary contact is carried by the battery and nominally engages the lamp plug.
Upon the sleeve is an apertured boss containing
a push-button which serves to connect the other
battery terminal to the lamp.
When this button
is pressed the lamp lights up the glass handle of
the cane in a very effective manner.
This handle
is molded to a shape representing the head of the
in

A

Before the new Gas Power Section of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Dr. Charles
E. Lucke of Columbia University, the president of
the section, presented a paper last month on "Gas-

engine and Producer Guarantees." In this paper
Dr. Lucke called attention to the obscure and indefinite nature of existing specifications and guarantees given in connection with the eflicicncy and
performance of gas producers and engines, quoting
from a number of actual guarantees now used by
various makers. He urged the importance of framing such documents so that there need be no opportunity for difference of opinion, or, if such
differences arise, the guarantee should be so framed
as to render the points described to be of easy
and positive determination. After considerable discussion, in which the importance of greater definiteness in such guarantees was generally admitted
and urged, it was moved by Mr. H. L. Doherly
that the chair be directed to appoint a committee,
of which he (Dr. Lucke) should be a member, to

examine the subject and report

to the Section.

128.5

revolutions per minute

6,600 and

One

and designed to give

13,200 volts.

of tliese generators

i.450-horsepo\ver

is direct-connected to a
hydraulic turbine at one end of

the shaft and to a 750-kilowatt, 60-cycIe, 2,300-volt,

three-phase generator at the other end, both of the
units being mounted on a common base.
Should
there be insufiicient water to operate the turbine
the 60-cycle generator will be run as a motor.
The
other 25-cycle machine is coupled to a hydraulic
turbine and also to a 750-kilowatt direct-current
generator, the latter machine being used as a motor

event of low water.

in the

From

when watergenerator and the
direct-current generator can be used for city lighting.
The switchboard panels for controlling the
OLitput of these machines are of blue Vermont marble and are provided ^vith the necessary indicating
power

the above

is

it

plentiful

will be seen that

the

60-cycle

and measuring instruments.
Lender the preseni operating conditions only one
phase of the generators is used to supply the line
voltage of 6,600 volts.
The transmission cable is
laid underground in a vitrified earthenware conduit
a distance of approximately 1.6 miles to the terminal depot.
It is a three-core lead-covered cable,
each core having a capacity of No. 0. One core is
used for the line feeder and the others are connected to the rails and serve as a return circuit.
At the Richmond terminal depot the cable enters
a high-tension cabinet before being connected to the
trolley.

The

electrical

motor cars which
stock

and a

consists
full

of

equipment
at

four

of each of the four
present comprise the rolling

GEA-603-A

railway motors

complement of control apparatus.

1
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special interest in the elcctrie:il etiuipnient are
These are of the latest pattern devel-

Of

the motors.
oped hy the

General Electric Coni|)any and arc of

what is known as the series-repiilsi<jn type. These
motors have excellent coinnnitatinK' (|nalities, which
have heen secured hy (he fractional |)iteh winding
'I'his windiiiK performs the same
of the armat'nres.
function as do connnutatinK poles in direct-current

Each motor has a capacity of 125 horsepower. The power and hi^h starting torque of
these motors were well illustrated on one of the
On this occasion one car was coupled
trial trips.
to a train of five Norfolk and Western standard
motors.

211

Company and resemble very

closely the standard
I'ulhnan car as used in sicam-road service.
Each
car has separate nccommodations for while and col-

ored people. The combination passenger and smoking car has a sealing capacity of 64 persons. The
seating capacity of the combination passenger and
baggage car is slightly less.
The trucks are of the inside-suspension type and
were tnamifaetnred by the R:ildwin Loi'.ti

m

passes through a reactance or phasedevice to the induction-motor end of a
motor-generator set con^i^lillg of a iso-horsepowcr,
2S-cyclc, 440-volt, single-phase induction motor di-

current

the

splitting

rect

connected to a loo-lcilowatt,

single-phase
exciter

Is

2,.?oo-voll, 60-cyclc,

four-kilowatt,

mounted on the common

The

erator end.
'

A

generator.

il-station

i2S-volt

shaft at the gen-

z,300-volt, fio-cyclc current

through

'

leaves
pliase

I>

railroad passenger coaches carrying 300 passengers

I^^^
1^^ P » ^
»1

'

n**

7

J..

1

r.

1

J

i^^^^^hdA^h^pi^c^
A

Typical

Turn.. tit,

Iiilurior

.

..

JL.

Ashland Sub-station

of

for

Lighting

Town.

THE RICHMOND AND CHESAPEAKE BAY SINGLE-PHASE RAILWAY.
and hauled the load with ease. To test their catwo of the motors were cut out and
the remaining two started this same train on a

Company. The air brakes possess the feature of
graduated release which is found in the straight
air type and can also be operated as an aulomatic

feeder panel

pacity further

one per cent, grade.

system.

are enclosed in cells constructed of brick and fiber
All the machinery, switchboards, indicating
floors.

The control

is

the features that

of special interest on account of

make

it

a duplicate control.

Each

with their compensator and contactors,' forms a practically independent equipment.
This feature has the advantage that should one
motor or any part of one-half of the equipment
become damaged the car can then be operated as
a two-motor equipment by throwing one blade of
The actual
a double knife disconnecting switch.
control apparatus is practically standard throughout.
pair

of motors,

The overhead construction is of the catenary suspended type, the trolley itself being of No. oooo
grooved copper wire.
The messenger cable is of
steel and has seven strands.
On the first section
of the road between the Richmond depot and the
car barns the track is laid on a reinforced concrete
viaduct, the trolley being supported by a system of
steel spans.
Bracket supports are used on the other
sections of the road.

The

sub-station at the Ashland terminus

is

unique,

for

general

lighting

purposes

in

the

town of Ashlarid.
All oil switches are designed for 6,6co volts and

and measuring instruments are of General Electric
manufacture.

Exceptional Performance of an Induction Motor.
The general sturdiness and endurcuicc of the
induction motor under adverse conditions are well
known, and the following incident serves t/y illustrate these traits.

A

squirrel-cage Genmotor was belt-connected to
a centrifugal pump in the quarry of the G. H.
Perry Company, Sioux Falls, S. D., the capacity
of the pump being 158 gallons per minute and the
lift about 45
feet.
The motor was operated continuously during the rainy season, and was often

five-horsepower,

.140-volt,

eral Electric induction

allowed to run without attention during the night.
One Sunday morning an operative noticed that the
quarry pit was full of water, the motor being partly
submerged.
The necessity of clearing the pit of
water being evident, the current was turned on.
To the surprise of all, the motor came up to speed
and carried the load until the pit was clear, apparently none the worse for its prolonged bath.
On examining the motor the next day, that portion
of the paper pulley which had been under water
was found to be softened and considerably warped
out of shape.
This motor gave excellent service
until two months later, at which time it was completely destro\*ed in a fire which
of the company's buildings.

Electricity

COMBINATION PASSENGER AND BAGGAGE CAR ON RICHMOND AND CHESAPEAKE BAY RAILWAY.
The master

controller

is

type C-40-A and the con-

inasmuch as

tactors are of the ordinary alternating-current type.

ing of the

These are the first equipments of this make put
operation with two compensators. The compensators are oil-cooled and are provided with taps to
give 600, 450, 400, 340, 280 and 113 volts. The 600volt taps are used only on the auxiliary circuits.

trolley.

in

All

the

high-tension

apparatus

is

enclosed

in

a

constructed asbestos-lined cabinet.
Each
equipped with two trolleys of the pantagraph
type.
The trolleys are constructed with steel pans,
this material having been found to give greater satisfaction than either copper or aluminum.
The car bodies were built by the St. Louis Car
specially

car

is

its

function

is

to provide for the light-

town from the high-tension, single-phase

This

is

attempt has been

probably

made

to

the first time that an
supply a lighting system

from a high-tension single-phase trolley subjected
and the satisfactory re-

to severe load fluctuations^

sults that have been attained speak well for the
design of the regulating apparatus in. both the substation and main station.
The Tirrill regulators in
both the sub-station and the power house give close
voltage regulation.
The 6,600-volt single-phase current is transformed

to 440 volts

of

by two 25-cycle oil-cooled transformers

150 kilowatts each.

From

the low-tension side

consumed several

on Modern Warships.

In an article in The World Today on "The
Fighting Ships of the Future," Mr. Daniel T.
Pierce notes that the progress of the. use of electricity aboard war vessels continues without interruption.
On the Vermont t\fpe of battleship only
the steering, windlass and ash-hoist engines, the
force-draft blowers, ice-plant, distilling and heating
system are run by steam. All the other auxiliaries
are operated by electricity. Lighting, ventilation,
ammunition hoists, fire-room indicators, the laundries, the power bulkhead doors, and the thousandand-one au.xiliaries of the battleship of the future
will depend upon the ship's generators for power.
Further, Mr. Pierce speaks of an inventor who
says that he has perfected a device which may be
moved from one part of the ship to another at
need and placed in contact with conductprs running to the electrical steering apparatus. If this
invention proves practicable, it will be possible to
steer the vessel from any one of a dozen locations.

.
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working hours will bring about
it
would have taken ten years
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A SENSIBLE CONCLUSION was reached by the government commission appointed to ascertain whether
the surplus water flowing over the dams in the
Mississippi River between St. Paul and Minneapolis, and not needed for navigation, could be utilized for light and power for nearby government
buildings and government property. The commission's recommendation was in the negative, and it
was shown that the comparatively small amount of
current needed, or apt to be needed, would cost
nearly as much from the hydro-electric development as from ^existing sources. The saving would
be small, while there would be the added risk of
injury to the existing dams, owing to the character
of the rock constituting tlie bed and banlcs of the
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That

the nine-hour law for railroad telegraphers

hastening ihc use of the telephone in the op-

eration
practical

of railroad

economical,
sidered as

Mr. Albert
i=

and

with

safe as
S.

trains

the

is

proper

many

the opinion of

The

men.

railroad

telephone

more

is

precautions

telegraph

for train

is

con-

orders.

Engals of the Lake Shore Railroad

reported to have said that the

-

new law

regulating

by

studied

the

fuel,

every pro-

pointed out,

itself

in.

of

-view

demand

the

all

for power, the cost

development

character" of

local

necessary,

length of transmission, the stage of water

the

round, and the

the year

will

It

like.

assume, because the cost of fuel

is

every waterfall affords a profitable
electric

Many

development.

enter inio the calculation,

not

all

do to

eliminated, that
site

other

for hydro-

considerations

and the whole situation

should be studied carefully.

Gas-engine guarantees are said by Prof. Charles
Lucke of Columbia University to be rather indefinite.
This is not surprising, in view of the
rapid development of the art of gas-engine design
within the last few years. The. same remark apThe subject is one well
plies to gas producers.
worthy of the atiention of a body of disinterested
engineers, such as one may suppose the new Gas
Power Section of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers to be, and the section is to be
commended for its action in appointing a committee to examine the subject. This action was
taken on the motion of Mr. H. L. Doherty as
the result of a recent paper by Dr. Lucke, president of the section, on the subject. It is important
that the specifications and guai'antees of gas engines
and gas producers be exact, so that purchasers
may know just what to expect in service and reliE.

the

in

It

to

is

be borne in mind, however, that

case of gas

engines

the performance

that

it

is

particularly

Edison

From

Company.

formed of

waterpower plant on

its

trustees

is

due

in

a

This point will no doubt be covered in
the report of the committee, which will be awaited
altcndant.

with interest, for the use of the gas engine

is

business

the

to

of

of

class

the

who

Mr. McCorrriick,
public

company.

central-station

a fine example of the best

is

has

servants,

evidently

made

a

study of the question of electric power rates, and
entitled

is

for

credit

to

thoroughness

his

and

broad-mindedness.

Mr.

remarks were of particular

Insull's

Among

interest.

men the president of the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago has the reputaelectrical

tion of being one of the most enterprising, liberal
and sagacious men in the business, and what he says is
listened to with attention and respect.
Mr. Insul!
gave a clear exposition of the relation of the centralstation company and the public, and showed the
broad, simple lines on which (he business of his
company, at any rate, is conducted. He was frank
and direct and did not hesitate to disclose freely
the very low rate made to the street railways and
io tell how it was possible to make this rate.

The address made an excellent impression, and
electrical men generally, we are sure, will read it
with attention.

In large cities the provision of adequate
portation

trans-

the congested districts

in

facilities

was

It

an

is

realized

ago that the removal of surface cars from

long

main

the

streets in the business centers

desirable,

creasing

was

highly

order to provide, for the rapidly

in

Out of

s'lreet traffic.

in-

grew

this conviction

the construction of elevated and underground transin
New York, Boston.
and other. American cities.
These facilities above and below street level were
constructed at great expense and were believed to
have solved the problem permanently.
Now New York finds its subway cars as crowded
as were its surface and elevated cars before construction of the subway was completed but a few
years ago. Chicago has for some time found its

portation

as ""seen

lines,

Chicago

Philadelphia,

Union Loop, constructed about a decade

elevated

inadequate for the great traffic upon
during the rush hours. These conditions have
brought forth ideas from many sources as to furago,

entirely

it

many

ther plans for relief,

shortsighted as

or

radical

warning,

of which are either so
to

for

call

a

word

of

the public clamor on the subject,

in

lest,

The

they be hastily adopted.

fact should be borne

mind that this is mainly an engineering problem,
whose solution should be left to broad-minded, exin

perienced
with

engineers

the

provision

the future.

in

competent to devise

are

that

immediate

for

plans

that

relief

greatly

for

In Chicago

it

brought

or through

to

Now

ways.

it

not

will

increased

conflict
facilities

has been urged

Loop be torn down, and

the

the

elevated

that

trains

the business center in sub-

evident that a steadily growing

is

metropolitan city will always have a traction prob-

lem to contend with, even when
elevated

and subway

it

lines.

makes use of
It would evi-

dently be an ill-advised policy for Chicago to dis-

card

a

good but inadequate elevated system and

jam most of
subways fhat would
try

not

only widespread but steadily increasing.

I

rent,

surface,

of the machine

(a public

by the people)

elected

supplying a considerable amount of electric curalthough small, of course, when compared

is

true

large degree on the intelligence and fidelity of the

to

A
the

its

traffic

into

a

system of

soon prove inadequate.
wiser course to pursue would be lo improve

facilities

itself

of the Union

Loop and make

it

less

objectionable to the eye and car, and later to con*

Tn no branch of the
ing

electricity

is

there

art

of generating and sell-

greater need

for

the

dis-

dependable information among the
general public than on the subject of rates of
charging for electric light and power. Electrical
semination

men,
is

frequently

conditions, such as the
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preparation
indigo.
Over 1,000,000
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pOLmds of this product are manufacttired annually
in France, and it is thought that the electric method
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of

also, are

subject.

We

eager

to obtain

reliable data

on the

take pleasure, therefore, in presenting

condensed report of the discussion
before the City Club of Chicago on March 7tli.
This discussion related lo the ordinance pending
in the Chicago City Council which is designed lo
in

fix

this

for

issue a

five

years the rales to be charged by the

The two prinwere Mr, Robert R.

Commonwealth Edison Company.
cipal

figures in the discussion

struct a

number

for the principal

•gradually
as

of subways in the business district

surface car lines, which could be

extended

into

conditions required

present
a great

it.

a

comprehensive

On

system

the other liand, the

could be made lo accommodate
many more passengers comfortably during
facilities

if the peak traffic could be diminand extended over two or three times
This would require concerted
its present duration.
action by the larger business houses to so adjust
their
opening and closing hours that employes |l
would come and leave it in small groups at short !'1
intervals for, say, an hour and a half, instead of
in swarms during half an hour.

the rush hours,

ished a

little
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rci'fiil

isl.
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l)iisiiicss

I'enimylvania

cspiTiiMicc

Com-

Railroad

one nf ils larsesl freinlil ofliees jn New
where he had several years' experience
In 1880 he resiKncd to en(,'eneral offiee work.

pany

in

eily,

N'lir'k
III

I'ornell

ter

Uiiiversily

in

(lie

eleclrical-eni;i"eerinR

Inunedialely after gradnalion in 189,! lie
entered the eniployincnt of the \Veslin>;honse I'^lec-

course.

MannfaclnrinR

anil

trie

Company.

After

a

few

years' experience in the factory, tcstiii}^, rlraftini^
sales departments, he w.as transferred to tin:
iiiul
linhlication department, where for sevt-r.al years he

of the prep.'iration of the technical pnhIn IQOI he resigned to
of the company.
nianaRcr of the publication department of
The
Hunt Company, Statcn Island.
die C. W.
following year he went with the National Electric
advertising
manager,
t'oinpany of Milwaukee, :is
and a year later was m.adc manager of electrical
Since 1904 Mr.
for the same company.
sales
Hutchinson has been connected with the Institute
ofHces under Secretary Ralph W. Pope.
This action of the hoard of directors marks another step in the development of the Institute, the
The
activities of which arc constantly increasing.
incinbership of the organization has increased more
during
per
cent,
the
last
year,
and
now
than 25
There arc now 37 active secexceeds
5,400.
lions or branches located in the principal electrical
centers of the country.
The diversity and amount of work that is being carried on by various committees of the InstiThe work of man\'
tute is also steadily increasing.
of these committees is of great and lasting benefit,
not only to the electrical profession. Ifut also in
directly to the general public; and without doubt
the influence of the Institute is greater now than
liad eharjje

lications

hccoinc

ever before.

Death of A.

C.

Durborow.

Durborow of Chicago, well known to
electrical men in the period from 1888 to 1891, at
which time he was business manager of the WestAllan

cm

Electrician,

Chicago

in

been

ill

for

friends

his

and

tion,
a

C.

to

died at the Robert Burns Hospital

March lOth. Mr. Durborow had
some time, but there were many of

on

who

did not realize his

them the news of

his

condi-

shock.

family shortly after the Civil War to Warren
Ind. He graduated from the University

County,

in 1877.
His first business experience
was with a publishing firm in "Indianapolis. Seeking a larger field, he came to Chicago, where his
first
employment was with Field, Leiter & Co.
.'Vfter his service in
Congress Mr. Dui-borow was

of Indiana

with the

Illinois

Steel

Company

unlil

1898.

when

he entered the insurance field, in

which business he
by the illness that proved
fatal.
He was unmarried, and of late years he
spent much of his spare time at the Chicago Ath-

continued until

letic

stricken

Club.

Mr. Durborow bad a wide acquaintance and was
well liked for his cbeeriness, generosity and even
temper. His untimely death is sincerely regretted.

Spokane and Inland Empire Railway
Completes Power Dam.
A new lake within the limits of Spokane, Wash.,
formed of waters from the Bitter Root Mountains,
has peacefully taken its place among the topographical features of the great Northwest, and so clear
IS its water that the slender pines and moss-grown
boulders on the steep slopes find their reflections on
the quiet surface.

1

a cost of $i,oof),ooo, and
The jjowcr
construclion.
will be nsed by the company in riperatinK its railway system in VVashiiiKlon and Iclaho. The company has a conlr.aci with the W'.'ishiiiKlon Water
Power Company, but it needs the addilion.il power.
The dam is 225 feet in wiilth and varies in thickness from 40 feel at the base to eiKhl feet at Ihc
(ip.
It
contains 42,000 cubic yards of concrete.
The power house proper, reslinx on concrete fotmd.ations in the bed of llie river, is 100 feel above the
surface of the w,ater.
Two of the four turbines,
each' with a capacity of 5,000 horsepower, arc now
being installed
When .ill the turbines are in pl.ace
the full current of the river din'ing the minimum
I'rogress is being made in
llow will be utilized.
the installing of the generators, and the power lionsc
will be ready for operation before the transmission
line is eonipleled.

horsepower, was
reipiired

iH

built

nionilis

at

in

The new lake, wdiich gives promise of being developed as the chief suinmer resort contiguous to
Spokane, is forined by the backwater in the Spokane River, held by a lar.ge dam at Nine Mile by
the Spokane and Inland Einpire Electric Railway
Company for the development of electric power.
In rising to-its new level the river has spread over
a large area, covering shoals and bars projecting
into the water, and these will be ideal bathing
places the coming summer
The dam is a concrete wall 60 feet high, causing
backwater for three miles up the stream.
It required less than 24 hours after the floodgates of

NiuKara, and ilic spray rises lo a lieJKlit of 2,000
feet.
It lias been calculated ihai at least 300,000
lior.sepower is developed by llie falls at low water.
The amoiiiil of water pafsliig over llie (alls varies
Kreally

at

a

is

so

On March 4th the Pitisbur;; Section of the
.\inerican Institute of F.iectrieai Engineers held the
largest and most interesting meeting of Ihc season
The meetin the Carnegie Institute Lecture Hall.
ing was unusually successful from a social point
of view, there being a large number of prominent
engineers and other professional men present, making an audience of o\'er 400.
Just preceding the
meeting an enjoyable informal dinner was held at
the University Club, 65 members being present, who
represented some of the largest industries in the
Pittsburg district.
Among them were Mr. Davis
of the .Muminum company, Mr. Keller of the Westinghouse Machine Company, Mr. Uhlenbaut of
the Pittsburg Railways Company, Mr. Orr of ihe
.Allegheny County Light Company, Mr. Longbranch
of the Western Electric Company^ Mr. Paul Lincoln
of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Mr. Grace of the Bell Telephone Company, and Mr. Gibbs of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company,
Mr. C. E. Skinner, chairman of the section, introduced Mr. Ralph D. Mershon of New York, the
speaker of the evening, and called attention to the
fact that Mr. Mershon is an old Pittsburger and
that he used to surprise bis colleagues with his
mathematical ability, one of his specialties being
the binomial theorem, upon which he had written
an essay.
Mr. Mershon said that he and the audience were
brought together under false pretenses.
First, he
bad been asked to give an inforinal talk before a
few members of the society, while, secondly, there
was no Zambesi-Johannesburg transmission, and
not likely to be any for several years.
However,
he had collected some pictures upon which he

would talk.
While Mr. Mershon gave very little data in figures, he show-ed that he had considered thoroughly
the business and labor conditions which often count
more in engineering than figures. Merely a beginning has been made in tapping the mineral wealth
of the country and nobody knows how great it is.
The Victoria Falls Power Company is a company
formed of British capitalists for the purpose of
transmitting power from Victoria Falls (the African Niagara) on the Zambesi River to Johannesburg, a distance of 700 miles, for use in mining
gold.
Mr. JMershon was retained by this company,
with several European engineers, to make a report
on the feasibility of such transmission. The European engineers reported favorably on the directcurrent (Thury) system, while Mr. Mershon favors
an alternating-current system, w'hich will eventually be installed.
For the present. M'r. Mershon has advised installing generating stations operated by steam on
the Rand, near Johannesburg, and by that means
build
up a market for electrical energy. At present the actual power used along the Rand is
S5.000 horsepow-er. with prospects that it will be
largely increased before long.
The idea is that
after the mine owners become accustomed to the
use of electric 'power and the market is assured the
transmission power plant and line can be built for
conveying the power from the falls, and it will
not be necessary to carry a heavy investment for
a long time with only a partial earning capacity.
Kaffir labor is quite good, but very peculiar.
Laborers get two shillings and bosses £1 a day.
Even at this, it is said that white labor is equally
as cheap.
General Botha, who employs a great
deal of Kaffir labor, gave Mr. Mershon full details
of all troubles he would have to contend with.
Victoria Falls are on the Zambesi River at a
point where the river is a mile wide, and there is
an ideal location for a pow'er house and raceway
where the river makes a sharp bend. The Rhodesia
Railway (forming a portion of the so-called Cape
lo Cairo Route") at present extends 4C0 miles north
of the falls and crosses the Zambesi River at the
falls by a magnificent bridge 600 feet long and
The height of the falls
400 feet above the river.
is 400 feet, or two and one-half times as high as

seasons

iliffereiil

dec|i K"rt{e

is

deep

falls

so

has

far

Omaha and

St.

not

animal electrical show lo

lirsl

Omaha

the

been sounded.
a story in

lold

Louis Electrical Shows.

The dales of the
in

ll

(lie
year. There
and a pool which

Mr. Mcrslioii showed

picnires
.liemselves.

be held

of

below the

lliat

The

Omaha,

Aiidiloriitm,

Neb.,

have been clianueil from April lo May, l:e(;>>i>i>i<K
May 4 h and closing on May gtli.
The Nebraska Electricii Trades Association, conducting the show, announces thai ihorough preparations arc now r.nder way, and promises, perliajis, the
best

ever

exhibition

electrical

The Anditorinm

cago.

and

portions

Zambesi- Johannesburg Transmission.

.

serious

death came as

For a number of years Mr. Durborow- was active
in Democratic political circles in Chicago.
He was
elected to Congress from a West Side district in
1890 while connected with the Western Electrician,
and in 1892 he was re-elected. He served his
constituents faithfully in Congi'ess, and was popular with bis fellow-menibers. for he was a man
who easily made and retained friends. Born in
Pennsylvania in 1S57, Mr. Durborow moved with
his

the powLM' house were closed for the water to rite
hiKh enonxli to (low over the dam.
The plant, which is desiRned to develop iH.ooo
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admirably

held west of Chibuilding of large pro-

a

is

adajited

for

purpose

the

The 'decorative lighting will be superb, and among
tile
more attractive features of Ihc show will be
an

have

equipped

cottage

electric

nature.

electrical

Demands

with

devices

for space at this

of

an

show

encouraging, and the association
of a large number of exhibits.
Considerable choice sp.ace is still lo be had, however, and exhibitors should apply at once to J. M,
Gillan, manager of the show, at Omaha.
All booths will be enclosed with posts and railings and furnished wiih sufficient light for ordinary
purposes. Exhibitors will be required to pay a
reasonable charge for extra light or power. Booths
8 by 10 feet in size will cost $40, and larger ones,
is

10

been

very

already assured

by 12

$60.

feet,

In addition to the exhibits of cleclrical appliances

and machinery, good music and other entertaining
features will

From

St.

be furnished.

Louis the

latest

news

in

relation to the

projected electrical show is that it is to be transferred from the First Regiment .Armory to the New
that it was found that
armory would hardly sustain the
weight of heavy machinery exhibits. The Western
Electrician is not advised whether any further

Coliseum,

on the ground

the floors of the

change has been made
show.

in

Electricity for

the date of holding the

Car Lighting.

discussion before the

.A.merican SoMechanical Engineers, Mr. Lamar Lyndon
of New York said that for some years he had
been engaged in this class of work, and he believed
that the present systems of lighting are in a transition stage and that eventually electricity will supnlant all other methods of lighting railway trains.
Furthermore, trains will be lighted by individual
but no system which carries a
units, axle driven
commutator, brushes, pole changer and a driving
mechanism underneath ihe truck can ever be successful.
A S3'stem can and will be designed in
which all of these elements and disadvantageous
factors will be. eliminated, and when such a system

In

a

recent

ciety of

;

is

produced, that

is

absolutely

reliable,

possessing

none

of the troubles of the present axle-lighting
systems, no other system will be used, and the
question as to w-hether Pintsch or acetylene gas is
the better, will be a discussion of the past.
It may be of interest to know that the Railway

Mail Association has petitioned Congress lo light
all
mail cars by electricity, because it considers
any form of gas illumination dangerous. This bill,
bow-ever, never passed.

Electrical

Committee

of

Underwriters'

Association.
The

sixteenth

annual

meeting of the

Electrical

Committee of the Underwriters' National Electric
Association will be held on March 25tb and 26th.
beginning at 10 a. m., at the rooms of the New
York Board of Fire Underw-riters, 32 Nassau Street.

New York

This is an important meeting, for
city.
suggested changes in the National Electrical
Code will be considered. Mr. C. M. Goddard of
55 Kilby Street. Boston, secretary of Ihe committee, lias issued a bulletin of committee reports
and suggested changes relating lo the Code which
he will no doubt send to responsible persons on
request.
It is strongly urged that all persons suggesting changes or opposed to suggested changes be
present at the general meeting to supoort their recommendations. Mr. Goddard says: "It has ahvays
been the endeavor of our Electrical Committee to
make only such chan.ges in the Code as are made
necessary by progress in the art or such as have been
shown by some field experience to be necessary to
safeguard against hazard."

many

;
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Discussed at the City
Club of Chicago.

Electricity Rates

The City Club of Chicago devoted its meeting
of Saturday afternoon, March 7th, to a discussion
of the new contract ordinance for the Commonwealth

Edison

Company now pending

before

the

City Council, the ordinance having been favorably
reported from the committee on gas, oil and electric
Mr. Victor Elting presided at Ihe meeting,
light.
which was one of common-sense reasoning. There
was an apparent disposition on the part of all interests represented to be fair, and the discussion was
along the lines of good business principles, such as
should be productive of a satisfactory agreement
on the basis of a fair return for good service. _
The principal speakers at the meeting were Mr.
Robert R. McCormick, president of the Sanitary
District of Chicago, and Mr. Samuel Insull, president of the Commonwealth Edison Company.
That the situation may be clearly understood it
may be well to recall the salient features of the
pending contract ordinance. The measure legalizes
the consolidation of the Commonwealth Electr-ic

Company and

the

Chicago

Edison

Company and

provides three per cent, of gross receipts as compensation to the cit}'. The rates named arc for a
term of five years, and the maximum authorized is
For the first 30 hours' use per month
as follows
of the maximum demand, 15 cents a kilowalt-hour
first
year of the ordinance; after the
during the
For consumpfirst year, 13 cents a kilowatt-hour.
tion in excess of 30 hours per month of the maximum demand, 9 cents during the first year, 8 cents
during the second year, and 7 cents during the last
:

three.

Mr. McCormick's Remarks.
Mr. Robert R. McCormick was the first speaker,
and his remarks, in part, are as follows
The cost of the production of any commodity is
dependent, of course, upon fixed charges and operating expenses and material. The cost of electricity
as a commodity, as far as fixed charges go, is fixed
upon the cost of the power house and the equip:

-ment needed, cost of the transmission lines, storage
batteries, transformers when used, and other minor
matters which need not be mentioned.
The cost
of administration includes salaries, repairs, advercoal, water, taxes, etc.
When we get the
original cost of the investment, when we get the
cost of the operating expenses, we can say, now
we have the cost of production of electricity, but
tiiere we are in error.
If it were true that all the current generated by
the plant of an electrical company was sold during
the whole 24 hours of each day, then we could take
the amount of electricity produced during those 24
hours, take the cost, and by comparing the' two we
would get the actual co'it of producing current. But.
excepting in very rare instances, no power is sold
from the producer to any consumer upon a 24-hour
basis.
No power is sold, we will say, to the extent of 100 horsepower to one consumer for 24
hours, except in very rare instances.
On the contrary, power is sold in many different ways from
that.
I will run over in a few words the different
tising,

methods

Take

which power

in

is

sold.

street-railway companies, which are big
consumers of power.
Beginning about half-past
6 or 7 o'clock in the morning, when people are
going to work, there is a big demand for electricity
on the street railways, which lasts through the
rush hours, and. we will say, until about 9 o'clock.
Then from 9 until about 5 o'clock nowhere near so
large a use of electricity as during the rush hours
is
needed; and then again from 5 o'clock on to
about 7 we have rush hours: from 7 o'clock until
midnight we have considerable use, and then from
midnight until 5 or 6 in the morning very small
use.
Therefore the producer, in order lo pay his
expenses, has to charge a rate which will cover
his interest charge and his depreciation, which run
24 hours a day.
Information as to the amount charged the electric railroads has come to me unsolicited and not
in confidence; therefore I can see no objection to
stating the information I have received;
I
am
informed that the street railways are furnished
power on this basis
For the maximum amount
used at any time during the peak load a charge of
$15 per kilowatt-ycar is made, and on top of that
this
g half cent for each kilowatt-hour used.
works out as to the cost per kilowatt-year the
engineers of the Sanitary. District are figuring
closely, with the idea that the Sanitary District
could supply some of this power.
They have not
yet checked over the figures lo such a point, they
report lo me, but to the best of my knowledge and
belief this cost is approximately $30 per kilowattycar.
I may not be correct in that statement.
Take again the big s'orcs downtown. They use
a fixed amount, or nearly a fixed amount, of horsepower during a given number of hours T suppose
load for advertising
7 or 8 a, m. to 5 p. m,
first

:

How

A

—

show windows keeps on until a
the night.
For stores of this kind it
10 fix a flat rate of two or three or
four, possibly more, possibly less, cents per kilowatt-hour, and the store on its part guarantees to
use a certain amount
purposes
late

:

hour

in

in

U customary

their

which

expect to run 10
or perhaps eight hours a
day, which have a certain amount of machinery
and understand their business, will also guarantee a
certain use of power during the day uporv which
the producing company can base its charge to be
It is customary
sure of covering its expenses.
also to charge these people upon the flat-rate basis.
Going from them to smaller manufacturers or
smaller stores we find people who are not prePerpared to guarantee a certain use per day.
haps they do not know themselves what the use
will be, or perhaps they are afraid to make a guaranty.
In this case the company has to protect itself
for its investment and puts in what is called a maximum-demand charge. If the customer uses but
little power he pays for it at a bigh rate, and in
that way in a measure protects the producer.
If
he finds after this contract has expired that he
docs not use it for a longer number of hours, then
he gives up the use of the company's current to
the mutual satisfaction of both parties.
Proceeding from the small manufacturer and the
storekeeper to the small consumer for light in
his home, we come to a still more disorganized
situation for the producer.
house may be wired

Good-sized
hours a day

factories

or more,

A

and lamped for anywhere from five to 5,000 lamps.
These lights, it is perfectly evident, are not used
all the lime.
The hours of use are indeterminate
and variable and it becomes far more difficult for
the producer, whether it be the Commonwealth
Edison Company or whether it be the Sanitary District of Chicago, to know how they are coming out
at the end of the year with such consumers than
with the other people I have mentioned.
Therefore, it has been customary to charge a higher rate
for house lighting than for other uses of power.
However, I am inclined to think that the producer
is inclined to be very timorous on the subject of
house lighting.
Now, these people are charged on the maximum-

The first charge, 15 cents per kilobased upon the maximum amount of
electricity
used during any part of the month,
although that may be for but one hour in 30 days,
or perhaps for four or five hours, we will say, in
the case of an entertainment being given in the
house. Now, it is stated, with what degree of accuracy I am not sure, that the producing company
must hold itself ready to supply this full amount
of power for entertainment in people's houses
but I wish to call this to your attention as a fact
beyond dispute, that when Mr. Jones is giving a
party and has the house all hghted up, Mr. Smith
and Mr. Brown and Mr. Johnson and 10 or 11
other 'gentlemen are dining with Mr. Jones, and
demand

basis.

watt-hour,

is

there is practically no light in their houses, so there
is not a peak load, as it might seem, because the
o;her people are not using power at that time.
Students of the use of electricity find that to
a certain extent power and lighting loads cross
each other.
I mean by that that the lighting load
in the evening is turned on before the power load
of- the day is turned off, and so during a certain
time in the day, about 5 or 6 o'clock, we find the
power load and the lighting load being used to a
That is
considerable extent at the same time.
called the peak load and it is made the worst
when you have the street-railway load on top of

because every power producer, whether it be
the Chicago Edison Company or any other, of
course, has to have power enough to take care of
the peak load.
But what this peak load is I am
not prepared to say until I have had a great deal
more experience than I have to this date, because
of the reason that the power load is being cut
down before the lighting load reaches its maximum.
However, there is a peak which is the controlling
item in the output of electricity and which must
be guarded against in a power house in taking
care of these fixed charges of the company.
Again, this peak load is not so serious as it
might seem lo us, for the reason that manufacturers of electrical apparatus have learned so to
construct their machinery that for a period of two
or three or more hours the plant can run at an
overload.
Again, we find other mitigating circumstances.
We find there are consumers the nature
of whose business or whose industry is such that
they do not take power at all during the peak
hours.
I am informed by our engineers that tbe
I)est illustration of these people is the newspapers.
On matinee days a the'i"akc again a theater.
ater turns on its ligiil about i :^0 and runs until
evening;
turns
on its light about 7:30
about 5 in the
and runs until toward midnight. Then there are
undoubtedly a great many other consumers who
take power in many different ways, and many customers wliosc business I do not know of and whose
use I know nothing about, and t have an idea
which comes to me very strongly that we will find
in the electrical business as it has been found in
If every depositor in
banking and in insurance.
every bank in this country went for his money at
But
the same time the banks would "go broke."
we know by the law of averages that people do
it,

not all draw their money at the same time. There
is a law of averages on the consumption of power,
which law I do not know, which varies with cities

March
and probably varies from, year to year.

14,

1908

This law

of averages can only be known to some one who
is very close to the production and sale of power.
Three years ago, during Mayor Dunne's administration, in my second year in the Council, I was
a member of the committee on local transportation.

The mayor had brought

before our committee an
ordinance for the municipal ownership and operation of street railways.
I remember as one of the
committee saying that as an alderman of Chicago
and a member of the City Council I would consider that I was making myself ridiculous if I
presumed to recommend the ordinance or to act

upon it in legislating for the whole city unless I
had before me such information as President M'itten
of the South Side street-railway company would
demand before he would propose the installation
of a street railway for n private corporation.
it

seems

to

me

today that

if

were

I

And

sitting in the

City Council again, legislating again for the whole
city of Chicago, I would feel that I was not doing
myself or my constituents justice if I proposed to
legislate to fix rates to the consumers of the whole
city
unless I had before me information upon
which I knew that all rates were fair, and not because I had information upon rates in other cities.
or because one or ten or one hundred men who had
studied similar questions gave expert opinions upon
the merits or demerits of the proposition

Mr. Insull's Argument.
Mr. Samuel Insull. president of
Elting
the City Club has no opinion and has
reached no decision whatsoever in the matter being
discussed.
The club ;ind its members are only
desirous that the City Council act understandingly
on the subject and act only with such delay as is
necessary to acquire that knowledge of the subject
which the council should have in all its official
actions.
Whatever may have appeared in the public
prints concerning the City Club, Mr. Elting
said, was wilhout authority of the club as a club.
Mr. Insull said
I had some hesitation
in appearing before this
club because I do not want to be placed in the
position of being a special pleader for the ordinance
which is now before the City Council. The ordinance is not of our seeking. Our one object in life
is to keep out of contact with the legislative body
governing this city, and all that we want is to be
With relation to the speech of
left quietly alone.
my friend, Mr. McCormick, except on one or two
minor details, all I can say to you, gentlemen, is
that I endorse all that he had to say.
I do not
think the question of rates is quite as intricate as
he seems to think it is, and when he has been in
the business as long as I have I think he will agree
with me; and I will try to explain to you as I go
introducing

In

the
said

Commonwealth Edison Company, Mr.
that

along what I have to say.
Before, however, coming to what I assume is the
real kernel of the matter, namely, rates, I would
like to say a few words not in any sense in defense
of the committee on gas, oil and electric light, but
in defense of the corporation that I have the honor
This subject, instead of being dealt
to represent.
with in a summary way, has occupied the attention
of the legislative department of the city govern-

With the excepfor upward of two years.
tion of a very short period that attention has been

ment

The matter came up
almost continuopsly
Mayor Dunne's administration, and an ordinance
was proposed and passed by the City Council and
vetoed by the mayor, which ordinance was adopted
after months of discussion and months of investigation and met with the general approval, I think,
It did not happen to meet with
of the community.
That veto was renthe approval of Mayor Dunne.
given
in

think, in June, 1906.
the autumn of 1906 Mayor Dunne asked
Marwick, Mitchell & Co., chartered accountants of
this city and New York, their opinion as to what
should be done in relation to an investigation of the

dered,

I

Late

in

rates of the then Commonwealth Electric Company
and the Oiicago Edison Company. I believe their
report is in the hands of the committee on gas, oil

Mitchell & Co. in
correctly informed, after reviewing the rates of the Chicago Edison Company
and the Commonwealth Electric Company, pro

and

their

electric

report,

nounced

Dunne

Marwick,

light.

if

them

I

as

am

reasonable

and

advised

Mayor

make an

investigation into the affair-^
of the two companies, even if he had the right tn
make it. would be expensive and entirely unnecesAnd this report was rendered, gentlemen,
sary.
that to

by a firm of accountants who would have been cm
ployed and would have made money out of that
I do not suppose that Mayor Dunne,
investigation.
after his veto, would have cared to publish that
as a reason for not taking any further action, so
nothing further was done until the present administration came into oflncc. and the mayor drew
attention lo the consolidation of the Edison and
Commonwealth companies and advised the gas. oil
and electric-light committee of the council to take
It was referred to the gas, oil and
the matter up.
electric-light committee and they have been at work
on it more or less ever since so that instead of
this affair being a matter of a few months and hav:
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Practically nothing at that time was
the cost or about the principle governing the cost of electric current.
started in,
.MlatUic.

.about

while

we have not

that reputation here, judgof the newspapers, outside of

compelled

ing from one or two
Chicago wc have the reputation of being the pioneers in low prices for electric current.
I
have
just this last week come back from a hurried trip
to London, and it is probably very good discipline
for me to come back here and see all these adverse
comments that have been made with reference to
our rates, because while I was on the other side,
as is usually the case, I was introduced to everybody as the man wdio was furnishing electric current cheaper than anyone anywhere in the world.
Our reduction in rates down to the present time
show a reduction of between 40 and 50 per cent,
since 1896. extending over a period of about 10
years, when every class of material we use, every
class of labor we use, has gone up so much in
price that I would scarcely dare to quote the difference between now and 10 years ago. Under this
new ordinance they would go down in 1908 to
about 55 per cent, of what they were in 1896. In
igog they would go down 60 per cent., or down
to about 40 per cent, of what they were in 1896.
What will happen after this, gentlemen, I haven't
any idea. I do know this, that under no circunislances can wc expect nor do we expect to get
more than a fair return 6n the absolute cash invested, a return, as I have stated before, which
would be less than any of you gentlemen would expect to get on 3'our own capital invesied in your

The Commonwealth Edison Company

storage batteries
in this downtown district.
do not carry that
investment to insure us a continuity of service.
cannot afiford to use the batteries unless it is
absolutely
essential
for our existence
that
we
should.
do not use them every day.
In the small office building the relation of the
maximum to the average load is only 10 per cent.,
or the use of our service would be equal to say
2j^ hours a day.
In order to .get even we would
have to get about 21 JX cents. You see. the greater
part of our expense is the metering, bookkeeping
and collecting, the other expenses following in the
same relation. With the small flat, -where the consumption of current is very small, we come out a
little better.
would not come out quite so well
under the new rate as under the rate that is in
existence now.
Our maximum would be about 15
geiits, and w§ are getting now about 14 cents, and
invested

in

We

We

We

We

pay more for his

light.

The same

MeCormick

time it has ever been made public, but I have
never objected to its being made public.
is
It
far better for us and far more satisfactory for us
than supplying private houses, because it can be
done without coming in contact with any branch of
the city government, and, as I say, any man wdio
has to deal with public affairs, I do not care
whether it is the mayor or the council, or the
officials of the city hall, or the public service corporation man, will tell you the one absolutely desirable thing to do is to be able to conduct your
affairs without coming iii contact with the government.
There is another phase of our business.
The
general assumption is that we enjoy a monopoly.
[Mr. Insull here produced a plat showing a portion
of the city of Chicago.]
There is the territory
from Twelfth Street to the Chicago River and

from the

river to the lake.
There are 190 separate plants in that territory.
That is the best
evidence as lo whether we have a monopoly or not.
I don't think I need make any comment on that.
There are a large number of people who sell
their extra current who are not in any way controlled by the city, and there are a great many concerns down! own, a few of which are owned by people interested with us. who have a right to sell
electric current, quite a number.
I want you to understand that I am very much
in accord with the regulation of such utilities
as
I
run by the proper authorities.
I
think I was
one of the first men in this community to advocate
their proper regulation, but there is one great mistake that is being made at the present time. You
are trying tq preserve competition and at the same
time you are trying to regulate on a monopoly
basis.

Now,

run there is no justibuilding up of a separate distribution system, for instance, by the Sanitary District, is a financial absurdity.
Either they
ought to own us or we ought to buy their power
one of the two. I say exactly the same to them
as I say when I am dealing with the street-railway
property in the city of Chicago either we ought
to produce all the power necessary for the whole
community, or somebod}' else ought to owm us,
and they ought to produce all the power necessary
for the wdiole communily.
There cannot be two
ways about it. It is the 'only economical way to
do the thing. It has got to come finally. It has
either got to come by private ONvnership, a monopoly thoroughly protected, with regulation of the
most minute character and publication of all the
figures of the operating property, or else it has to
come by municipal ownership. 'The latter, I think,
but it has got to come one
w-ould be a calamity
way or the other. As believers in proper regulation
w^e have done all w^e could to co-operate with the
authorities to look into our alTairs and study them
thoroughly and to come to a wqse conclusion. The
only error, I think, that has been made in the
matter has been that the maximum rate is prett}'
low. as it is possible to do quite a large amount of
business and a growing amount of our business at
a loss.
in the business that I

fication for competition.

The

—

trouble in electric-lighting rates.

about $1,500,000

to

first

;

has

inxl

Miiall

man a big discount.
slated that he had heard, without its being in any way confidential, that our. rates
for railway power are $15 a kilowatt per year and
a half-cent a kilowatt-hour.
That is so, with a
certain guaranty as to consumption.
That is the
iVIr.

private business.
In summer our average load bears the relation
of say 35,000 to the maximum of 48.000. kilowatts.
In winter the average bears the relation of 4S.0C0
to 95.000.
Now, gentlemen, that is the governing
point of our interest account
That is the governing point of all charges that are not absolutely dependent upon the amount of our load.
For instance, probably two-thirds of the amount of coal
is dependent upon exactly how much load we have
on as a maxinnim. The other third we figure in
with what we might call a fixed expense, or part of
our fixed charges, just as much as interest is part
of our fixed charges.
Just take this load [indicating a chart] and it
will give you some interesting information on one
point that Mr. MeCormick referred to.
The greatest peak is when the railroads combine with the
lighting and power on a working day.
That dip
is
when everybody goes out to lunch, whether it
be a lighting customer or a power customer.
The
dip comes every day of the year
you will find
every day the dip is about the same.
That is the
controlling thing, gentlemen, as to whether we
make money or whether we lose money. The question of maximum load is the main cause of all the

possibility.

of

operation would give Ihe big

own

The gas company would be subject to precisely
the same condition if it was not for the cheapness
of storage.
Storage with us is practically an im-

out

—

We

anil,

;i

We

I

known

12 cents as

make much money
ll.ils.
The average

(itii'slioii

I

maximum

fall, so we don't
odices and sm;dl
Hat, tli.il is, the larger Hal, we
can almost (jet out at cost on (he new rates. Voii
can take it as a certainly that all that class of Inisiness is a loss, that is, lignriiiK (>'/j per cent, on
money, 6 per cent, depreciation, i per cent, (or
taxes and a half per ceni. for insurance.
come next to the average store. That man
uses light about 20 per cein. of the time, or about
(our, nearly live hours a d.iy, and we begin lo get
a liitle profit oul of him.
.As a in.itler of fact, our
money is really made out of our long-hour users,
people who use it 40 per cent, of the time, g'/j
hours a d.ay and do a wholesale business. Let me
tell you that the .avowed policy of the company is
to do its small business at :i loss :tnd mrd<e ils
profits out of ils big customers.
An investigation
of our rates, let it he ever .so extensive, can only
give you that information finally.
It will show you
that we are discriminating against the large concerns on State Street in favor of the small dais
and small people in the suburban territory. I don't
know that wc have a right lo do that, but that is
the avowed policy of our company, and if it does
not suil the community, all they have to do is to
put up onr maximum rate to about 20 cents and
the secondary would of course come the big man
would be protected and the small man would he

that

practically

years.

of rates is simply a question of gctliiipr a fair return upon a Kiveii investment.
Tliat is
there is lo it.
.'ill
We do not waiU anything niortf.
The eomp.'uiy li;is been in this eonnnnnily louKer th:ni
have, i>ul
have heen in it lonn iiniUKh to look
around me and see at least 50 men here who know
full well that all wc are looking for, and all wc
get, is such a return on our investment as no man
in this room would ;ieeepl on his private business.
Kelail niles.
am speaking of now, ami
will deal
mainly with them.
Tlie wholesale rales
have
never heard anyone object to, and [ will deal with
Mr. Insull here produced a chart,
retail rates.
previously published in the Western Electrician,
showing the decrease in the cost of eleclric light
and the increase in the price of other commodities.]
.Some of you gentlemen have seen this chart in the
Mewspa|)crs and in the street cars. That was put
out for the purpose of getting business. I presume
f
have spent from first to last $20,000 on that
curve in advertising.
Our rales in iSq5 were on about an average with
Ihe rates of all the companies on both sides of the

The

proposed under the new ordiiinnce to make

is

,

;

Discussion.

Speakers

who

took part in the discussion agreed
that the company furnishing li^^ht and power in
Chicago should be a monopoly and should be regulated as such. Walter L. Fisher was pleased to
have Mr. InsvtH add his voice to this idea. He

2'S
thoiiKhl that the only Icgislalion necessary to bring
ahoiil this condition would be that in the power of
the Cily Council.
He- knew of no reason why the

Sanitary

iJistriel eonhj not sell to the lililison Oiiniiower at a luniji sum, provided the power
sold lo citizens at a fair price.
The cily
lias granleil lo a large number of imlividiials rightu
to sell current and siring wires under Ihc streets,
which he considered a mistake.

pany

its

was again

Mr. Insull added that during this year the ComKdison Comjiany would expend proh$.3,ooo,<xx)
in
extensions, and the agitation
on the ordinance question was cosling the company perhaps i per cent, additional for the money
it had 10 raise.
Therefore, he was anxious to have
nioiiweallh

"I'ly

the entire question settled.
He said that all Ihe
eoni|)any asked was a fair return on the money
invested, and in his judgment no public-service
comiiany wisely adnnnislercd would in the future

m.ike more than 6 per cent, on ils investment.
William (1. Beale, counsel for the Kdison company, spoke of the work done by the Cily Council
conmiitlee in preparing the ordinance.
He showed
about a thousand pages of transcript of the stenographic notes of the connniltec sessions on the ordinance.
About 25 meetings were held, and Mr.
Heale fjfFered the comnn'ttec Ihe freedom of the
company's books and aided it with data compiled
by him from the company's rccor<ls.
Besides this
the commillee had the Arnold-Carroll report and
a report from M'arwick, Mitchell & Co. of New
York on which to base its conclusions. Mr. Bealc
said that he had proved to the committee that the
company had an actual cash investment of over
$.30,000,000, and the earnings of last year, allowing
nothing for dividends, interest on bonds and depreciation, were less than 9 per cent.
He also said
that on its highest rates, 14 cents a kilowatt-hour,
the coinpany was actually losing $100,000 a year.
Therefore, if the committee had persisted in adversely reducing the maximum rate lie would have
resorted to legal proceedings. The result was that
negotiations were taken up resulting in the ordinance now pending.
Secretary Hooker of the City Club was one of
the speakers. He did not express an opinion as to
the merits of the ordinance, but thought that the
council committee, in the interest of the city and
the consumers of electricity, should have had more
advice and assistance from technical experts enSeveral other
tirely disinterested in the subject.

gentlemen participated

the discussion.

in

Important Electric Railway for British
Columbia.
The British Columbia Electric Street Railroad
Company, of which R. H. Sperling of Vancouver
general superintendent, has planned an extensive
construction campaign for igo8. One of the most
important of the works to be undertaken by the
company during the present year is the line from
New Westminster to Cloverdale. This line will be
63 miles long and will tap some of the most important towns in Southern British Columbia, which
are now without transportation facilities of any
kind.
The first section to be completed will be 12
miles long.
Plans for this section are ready, and
the contracts will be let at an early date. The
roadbed, gradients, curvature and bridges will follow standard railway practice and will carry 70pound rails. It is proposed to operate passenger
trains on the multiple-unit system hourly, making
the run of 63 miles in an hour and a quarter.
Express and freight trains will be run as the service demands.
In addition to the railway, the company proposes to supply electric light and power
in every towm and district through which the line
will run, departing, wherever circumstances warrant, for a considerable distance on each side of
the track.
Current at .40,000 volts will be supplied
from the company's generating station at Lake
Buntzen to sub-stations at convenient places along
the line. The transmission line will be erected on
50-foot poles and will be in duplicate throughout.
The total length of the power transmission line
from the generating station to the end of the line
It has not yet been
at Chilliwac will be 75 miles.
decided whether the road will be a single-phase
or operated on the 500-volt, direct-current system.
is

Bellefontalne
The

Has

Its

Troubles.

Ohio, said to be the
only one in the United States owning all its public-service
plants and therefore being the only
strictly
municipal-owmership town, is having its
difficulties.
Hundreds are delinquent in paying
of

city

Bellefontaine.

light and water
board made a ruling
that all delinquents must pay up ucfore ^larch 1st,
but the date has been deferred, and a storm of
protest has arisen from those who have paid

their

bills

pert.

It

electric

gas,

city

service

Under orders from

promptly.
electric

for

The new

service.

is

works

the

mayor

the

new

by an exasserted that the plant, which recently

light

has

cost

$40,000.

were

led to believe

be

will

not

capacity the
the borid issue

the

when

inspected

taxpayers

was voted.
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Single-phase Motors

vs.

Multiphase

Motors.'

By

R.

J.

Russell.

The

central station, with its auxiliai'3' distribution
system, is a manufacturing- plant to which the same
general principles of inA'estment in equipment and
operation apply as to any other form of factory.
Hence there must be the greatest possible simplification of output, the production must be on as nearly
a uniform basis as possible, apd the full productive
capacity must be sold to insure the best returns on
the investment.
The prevailing tendency of central-station engineers has been to follow the practice of others, and,
after a slight investigation discloses the fact that
multiphase generators are cheaper than single-phase
generators, and that the saving in copper on a multiphase transmission line is about 25 per cent., they
install multiphase generators and feeders irrespective of the size of the plant, the territory to be covered or the probable maximum size of motor that
might be installed on their circuits, with the result
that many have come to realize that their investment
has greatly exceeded what was actually necessary
to enable them to render satisfactory service to

should require that his customers use single-phase
motors are, that unless the load is of such magnitude as seriously to disturb the regulation on the
different phases of the generator^ it is an unnecessary investment and an unnecessary expense to the
central station to prepare to furnish current to an
individual multiphase motor installation.
If proper
attention is given to making installations on differ-

no serious

ent phases,
balancing.

The

effect

will

result

from un-

one transformer to operate a singlephase motor is less than the two or three smaller
cost of

transformers required to operate a multiphase motor.
You will note by Fig. i that this excess first
transformer cost averages about 25 per cent, for
two-phase motors and about 50 per cent for threephase motors operating on two transformers.

You

will readily appreciate that this will

amount
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their customers.
I advocate the following arrangement of centralstation service
(A) For large plants polyphase generators With:
First Polyphase feeders for all large motors and

rotary converters.
Second Single-phase feeders for all general lighting and small motors, the switchboard being arranged to permit a feeder being switched on to
any phase of the generator.
Third Feeder regulators for all polyphase and
single-phase feeders.
(B) For small stations:
First Either polyphase generators, with singlephase feeders, which may be switched on to any
phase of the generator, and each feeder provided
with an independent pressure 'regulator, or
Second Single-phase generators and each feeder
provided with an independent pressure regulator.
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The above

is

advocated

because

it

is

an

ac-

knowledged fact that the single-phase motor has
been proved satisfactory and affords an alternatingcurrent central station, single-phase or polyphase,
the ideal means of distributing power.
The principal advantages of single-phase distribution are simplicity, flexibihty and saving in the cost
of supplying current to the consumer. The chances
of breakdowns are reduced in direct proportion to
the number of wires used to transmit the current.
If polyphase motors are used exclusively the flexSinibility of the system is reduced to a minimum.
gle-phase motors on existing lighting lines mean
maximum flexibility. Usually the lines that are run
First, lighting
to new territory are single-phase.
business is taken on
then these customers want
power, which should be furnished single-phase, as
power cannot be
3'ou wnll agree that scattered
profitably connected if one or two more primary
wires have to be run to the customer.
By distributing current single-phase there is a
saving in the cost of the line. The fact that power
can be transmitted w-ith the same loss, with 25 per
cent less copper by using three-phase rather than
single-phase must not be the deciding factor. The
cost of insulation must be paid for, which brings
Then the
the saving to about i.S per cent, actual.
extra labor installing the third wire, brackets, insulation, etc., must receive consideration.
On a polyphase system the problem of balancing
simplified, because of the even loading of the
is
phases, but single-phase distribution from polyphase
generators is not a serious objection if properly
carried out.
It is a fact that single-phase motors cost more
than multiphase motors, but not so much more as
to make it probable that the usual customer having
to use power cannot afford to pay it, and if the
solicitor is any kind of a salesman he should not
have any trouble in convincing the customer of the
advantage and advisability of paying this extra price
rather than purchase a gasoline or steam engine
It
is
not always advantageous for the central
station to supply multiphase current to its customers, even though it may have its multiphase line
in the immediate vicinity of the prospective cusMany central stations have found this to
tomer.
be true, and some of the strongest advocates of
single-phase motors are central-station managers
having multiphase generators only, who concede the
great advantage of installing single-phase motors in
many places, the only difference of opinion between
them being as to the limit in size they will permit
to be installed on their multiphase circuits.
The
size of motor that the various central stations permit to be installed on their circuits is usually governed by the local conditions, such as the amount
of lo.^d on the various phases of cither or both the
generator and secondary network of distribution in
concentrated districts, the location of the motor
with respect to the station and the load in that vicinity. and the peculiar notions of the individual.
Other rcaiions why the central-station manager
:

A pap«r (condcoBcd) read b'rfore llie Missouri Rleclric
0»* and Street Railvray Associationnt St. Louis on October
2t. IVJ7.
The attthor is connected with the Century Electric
Company of St. t^ah.
I.

I-iahf,

FIG.

CURVES SHOWING EXCESS OF COST OF POLYPHASE MOTORS.

I.

unnecessary investment where a large
installations are made.
A much less
transformer core loss will naturally result where
only one transformer is used, and consequently a
much higher transformer efficiency. A comparison
of transformer losses is given in Fig. 2, and is based
on standard transformers of a prominent make.
When only two transformers are used to furnish
current to a three-phase motor, considerable care
must be used not to overload the transformers, as
a full-energy load on the transformers gives a current overload of approximately 15 per cent, with a
consequent copper loss of approximately 30 per
cent, in excess of full-load copper losses.
You will note by Fig. 2 that the average transformer losses for two transformers for a threephase motor exceed those of one transformer for
a single-phase motor by an average of about 30 per
to

large

a

number of

their

installation prohibitive in
will note that the

ZOO

multiphase installation, which is usually
made up of both motors and lights or other single-phase apparatus, either two single-phase meters
or an expensive polyphase meter is needed.
The
installation of a single-phase meter on a straight
polyphase motor lead using a constant to arrive
at the total power consumption is in use in only
in

In making a single-phase motor installation only
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has a hard time to make a creditable financial showing, and the stockholder is not so much interested
in seeing the value of his holdings increase, due to
an increased amount of equipment (the value of
which is constantly decreasing), as he is in getting
regular and good-sized dividends.
Many central-station managers are particularly
impressed with the ease with which the starting
current of the repulsion induction form of singlephase inotor can be controlled liy means of a noninductive starting box, which differs only slightly
from the familiar direct-current motor starting bo.x.
The judicious use of this non-inductive starter enables the use of large-size motors without injurious
unbalancing effects on a polyphase system, as it
permits this type of motor to start under full load,
with a current consumption of not to exceed 25
per cent, in excess of full-load current and with a
power factor from 70 per cent, to 80 per cent, depending on the size of the motor.
On the other hand, a polyphase motor requires a
more complicated form of starter, which, if in the
form of resistance, owing to having two or three
circuits to control instead of one, is of a rather
complicated character, and if not in the form of
resistance, is not nearly so effective.
If this repulsion induction type of single-phase
motor is started without a starter in circuit it will
not take more than 250 per cent, of its full-load
current from the line when the switch is first closed,
and during acceleration will develop at certain periods
a torque of approximately 500 per cent, of full-load
torque, while some makes of multiphase motors
of three horsepower and smaller started without
any auxiliary starting device, will take 500 per cent
of full-load current and only develop at starting a
maximum of 125 per cent of full-load torque.
Larger sizes are invariably provided with some
form of starter, either external or internal, as without they would take so much current as to make

cent.

further saving of considerable amount is usually effected in a single-phase installation by the
need for only one single-phase recording wattmeter,

14,

CURVES SHOWING -EXCESS OF TRANSFORMER
LOSSES OF POLYPHASE MOTORS.

two

wires, a less number of fixtures, such as insulators and fuse blocks, a two-pole switch and less

labor will be required to install not only the transformers but the motor as well.
The excess cost to the central station for cquipTnent necessary to furnish current to a five-horsepower. 208-voIt, three-phase motor installation, where
the transformers arc located only .so feet from the
meter is about $48. If the central station furnishes
the wiring inside the building to the motor located
only 30 feet from the meter the total excess cost
is
about $S4.
Other sizes are in similar proportion.

As the average power bill for a five-horsepower
motor is only $15 a month, and assuming that of
this amount 25 per cent, is net, profit, it will take
the central station about 14 months to pay for this
increased investment from such an inslallation.
In addition to this, as cited before, there are the
excess transformer losses going on all the lime.
This increased investment is all right in a way,
but as a usual thing the central-station manager

type of single-phase motor has a distinct advantage in the amount of starting current when used
without a starter and in static torque under all
conditions.
Some central stations have a three-phase secondary system of distribution fed from several banks
of transformers and all tied together in the congested district, and they limit the single-phase motors to five-horsepower sizes in that district.
In
other cities they allow larger motors on such circuits, using of course some care in connecting the
load to different phases so as to have each phase
carrying as near an equal a load as possible, but
even in such places there are many installations
where it is undesirable to use a multiphase motor
for some classes of service, even though the multiphase secondary circuits are at hand, such as automatic pumping outfits for sprinkler systems used
for fire protection, house pumps, pumps used for
automatically handling seepage and sewerage in
basements, etc. I will admit that automatic starters
arc on the market for use with multiphase motors,
but the results have been far from satisfactory in
many cases that I have investigated. On the other
hand the repulsion induction type of single-phase
motors has the advantage of being able to develop
an enormous starting torque without an excessive
starting current, consequently do not require any
such complicated apparatus to insure their starting.
Placed in the hands of the usually inexperienced
operator, the repulsion' induction type of singlephase motor will not cause any more line disturbance even when installed without a starter than the
usual multiphase motor with an auto starter, because the operator is :inxious to pet the motor
under way, and if the fuses hold he will throw
the lever on the starter over to running position
in the shortest possible time.
The single-phase motor is now, to some extent,
entering the direct-current motor field for variablespeed work, such as the driving of A'cntilating fans,
printing presses, machine tools, laundry machinery
and other machinery requiring vari.able speed. This
variable speed is accomplished by using a repulsion
or series single-phase motor and a resistance box
or auto transformer. Single-phase motors have even
entered into competition for traveling cranes, hoists,
freight and .passenger elevator service, and I am
told they are quite a success.
The single-phase interurban railway systems a-e
entering the field very rapidly on account of the
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saving in

many

ways

oilier

.-iinl

aUciul.iiiec',

The Conservallon

of Our Natural Rosourcee.'

thai arc I'lTiclcil

llie old ilirccl-ourri'iil syslem would lead me
believe that as they net these lines distrilmled
iiround the connlry ihy will he able to distribute
lowns, fanners, etc.
I'A'cn
10 the small
nirreiil
ihouKh this cnrreni will be of low fre<iuency, it
for
most kinds
will (jive fairly salisfaelory results
of liKlils exeept arc liRbts, and is enlirely satisfac-

iivcr

By

GirpoRD 1'inciiot,

10

tory for single-pbase motors.^
f eoiihdeiitly believe that inside of 10 years the
sinnle-phase niolin- will have reached sucb a degree
of perleelion, and ways will have been found to

when taken

together with the
simple single-pliase transmission syslem. make it
much more popular than the mnltipbase motor.
build

it

thai

will,

lure are cerliiiii renewable resources and certain
resum'ces which are not renewable ;il all. The nonrenewable re.sources are the mineralH. What may
happen in the case of thousands of cciiliirics hereafter does not interest us at all.
know that
when the coal is gone, so far as we arc concerned,
it
is
gone for goorl. .-.nd we have a supply of
anthr.'ieite for :d)ont mily fifty years.
Not only that, but in eeriain knids of coal mining,
and some men say that the average will bear out
the statement
am alio-.t to make, only about half
the coal in the ground is .acln;illy mined before the
1

We

1

what remains is
time to come. In
'tther words, our methods of mining are such as to
eliminate from consider.'ition at the start one-half
rniif

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Approved Wiring

In

Chicago.

Kindly inform me
what is the approved and standard wiring in Chicago, conduit or "knob and tube" work?
"knob and tube" work be approved by
2. Will
the Kirc Underwriters in a house that was not
wired when built some time ago?
possible for me to get a generator of
it
3. Is
If so, which will
from 200 to 250-ligbt capacity?
run wi.h the least expense in fuel?
R.

1).

I.oekporl,

I..,

HI.:

t.

is

.-dlowed

IH'rnianenlly

to

fall

in,

in.accessible

for

Conduit wiring

1.

practice

in

is

mined, on an average about 90 per cent, is wasted
to put it in another way
and this is a fact
will know far better than I
I
am told that
only about 10 per cent., and in many cases only
five per cent., of the energy of the coal is actually
transformed into work.
The sum total remains that under our present
methods an excessively small quantity of the value
of the coal to all our people is ever put to use,
and there is in such a statement as this, it seems
to me, a very serious indictment of our whole people; and with all due allowance for the necessities
of the case, for the rapidity with which we have
reached this stage, there is a definite indictment of
the intelligence of our people as a whole for that,
judging from the point of view of the single individual.
I do not know that w-e have the right to,
but I do know that any man who knew that one
of the first necessities of his existence was about
to disappear in, say, five years, or two years, and
went on using it as if tliere was all he could ever
want, would speedily earn a very unenviable reputa-

—

you

the approved

and standard

Chicago.

"Knob and tube" work

will be approved by 'the
Underwriters if done in strict accordance with
However,
rule 24 of the National Electrical Code.
"knob and tube" work is not approved under any
circumstances by the Department of Electricity of
As no current can be used
the city of Chicago.
in Chicago without the approval of the installation
by the city electrician, it is evident that the consent
of the Fire Underwriters will be of no avail.
generator desired is probably of about
3. The
This is a common size made
12.5-kilowatt capacity.
T-he latter half of the
by most manufacturers.
The Western Electrician
question is not clear.
does not undertake to say which manufacturer makes
The fact is that generthe most eificient machine.
ators of the same size and type made by all reliable makers do not diflfer much in efificiencv.
2.

Fire

Single

and Polyphase Alternating Currents.

H. C. C, Chicago; What is the difference between single-phase, two-phase, three-phase and polyphase alternating-current systems ?

Answer.

When

two alternating-current cirsame number of complete reversals
or cycles per second they are said to have the same
frequency.
If these currents have the same frequency but do not increase, decrease and reverse
at the same instant, they are said to be out of
cuits

the currents in

make

the

phase or to have a difference in phase. This means,
in other words, that they do not change in strict
unison and that there is a difference in aspect between them. When the difference in phase between

two currents coming from the same generator in
separate circuits is one-fourth of a complete cycle,
then the

two

two-phase sys'.em.
When the difference in phase between three 'urrents coming from the same generator in separate
circuits is one-third of a complete cycle, then these
three

circuits constitute a

circuits

constitute

three-phase

a

a single-phase system there

is

sys:em. In
but one main circuit

carrying one alternating current.
phase is used only to distinguish

The term

single-

from the twophase or three-phase systems, which are commonly called polyphase or multi-phase, meaning
more than one phase. The two-phase system was
also defined in question 3 for "G. H." in the Western Electrician of

October

12,

it

1907,

page

292.

Not for Lafayette, Thank You.
The City Council of Lafayette, Ind., has voted
down the municipal electric-light project, the vote
standing 5 to

lacking one of being a majority.
5,
The meeting was interesting and was attended by
a large number of citizens, who are divided in their

views of' municipal

electric

men who voted against

lighting.

The

the project say

council-

that

they

were induced to do so after visiting the municipal
plants^ in Logansport, Peru, Marion, Bluffton and

where they said they received indisputable
evidences that the municipal plants have been failures.
The one exception, they said, was at Richmond, and that is too expensive a plant to be copied
M'uncie,

in

Lafayette.

all

of that wdiicli is absoluiely inilispensabic as a
necessity for our present kind, of civilization.
What may happen in the future it is difficult to
jiredict, but we know, so long as present methods
cominue, that coal is a necessity, and we know
that the supply of coal is limited, and we are acting
as if it made no dilTerence whatever that that
supply should be exhausted.
More than that, of the 50 p'cr cent, which is
or,

Answers.

and

tion

among

his

;

—

members.

What should any of us say of a man adrift at
sea in an open boat wdth a little barrel of water, or
W'ith a keg of water, enough water to last him
with ordinary use for five days, and he knew that
the chances of his being picked up at sea were
infinitesimal, he was out of the track of ships,
and he knew with the best time he could make it
would take twenty days to reach land, what should
we think of that kind of a man if, under these
circumstances, he not only drank all the water
he wanted, but used the rest of it to wash his
hands with? And yet we are not only using all
the coal we want, but we are throwing a lot of it
away.

Take natural gas. W'e have handled it in prethe same way.
Many of you know better

cisely

I
how the great flambeaux have been kept
burning day and night, year in and year out, in
certain gas fields, until wdiat had been foreseen as
an inexhaustible supply, and so described until

than

people

really

How many

oil

came
fields

believe it.
of the LTnited

to

was

all
gone.
States are al-

ready exhausted, and with the utmost hopefulness
in forecasting the discovery of new fields, is it
not fairly reasonable to suppose that within a
comparatively short time, the oil, too, will have
gone the way of much of the gas ?
suppose that in no other case except that of
I
the forests have we as a people so distinctly emphasized our lack of foresight as we have in the
case of the mineral fuels, and the result is especially important, because, as I have said, in our
present state of civilization we must have them
to go on with our work.
I make the indictment
definite,
because it seems to me the facts are
absolutely incontrovertible and the conclusion inevitable.
We ought to have known better, and the
time is easily come, when, instead of the limitations
which are imposed upon us by commercial conditions, we ought ourselves, as a nation, to grasp
this question of mineral fuels definitely and attempt
definite and foresighted regulation.
its
It is one
of the great problems wdiich we must meet, one
of the most difficult ones, and one of the most
essemial ones; for, when our mineral fuels are
gone, so far as we can see now^, the only practicable source of power w^ill be waterpower, and
will be difficult to use
for many of the purposes for wdiich coal is now employed. We have
done, to some extent, this thing with our melal
ores, but I will not dwell on that aspect of the
subject tonight.
There are a good

many other

types of conserva-

tion which we must keep in mind
the land.
For example, it has been

in relation to
said over and

I.
From an address to the American Institute of Electricat
Engineers in New Yorlt on Marcli 5. 1908. Mr. Pinctiot is the
forester of the United States Eovernment.

over MKaiii> and corrcclly, thai the gre.ilcHt tax a
farmer liiis to pay Ik the lax levied on Ills land
by the rain. In other words, it costs him inorcycar by year for the lanil carried liy erosion from
than it docs to pay
llic surface into ilie hireams
any oilier lax which falls upon him; and a singitlar
heanly of our inelhodK of ciiltivalion which allow
Iliis are well ilhislralcd by Ihe fad tli.ni
after the
farmer has lost ihis soil frmn the field where it
belongs, it gocH down iiilo the channels of llie
rivers, wlurc ll
does not belong, and cosis the
nation millions of dollars to lake it out. If there
ever was a loss that cut both ways il is this lots
of soil from the farmer. 'Ihere arc fin many anpects of iliis (juestion that I hate lo leave each
one go, as I have lo leave il.
If we have been shortsighted in ihc niatler of
mineral fuel, we have been vastly more shorlsighled
in the matter of the fores: s.
Wood, I conceive, is
not less necessary lo our present civilization than
coal, and the best figures which the Forest Service
has been able lo o!:lain (doubtless they arc not
correct) is that at our present rate of consumption
we have standing timber for only about twenty
years, anil in this connec.ion il is well to add, just
as in the case of the man floatitig in Ihe open
hoal. that there is no other supply from which we
can expect to meet our demands. The Canadians
are coming to need all the wood they have; so
with the Mexicatis. South America is a wonderfully rich continent in forests, but lo import timber
from that country means that it would be at an
expense to our people vastly greater than that of
timber grown at home.
have permitted ourselves to get into a condition where a timber famine is not only likely, but
cer.ain. aiul where the best we can expect to do
is to somewhat mitigate the famine; but how much
we can mitigate it I do not yet know. How much
the use of reinforced concrete and the use of steel
and J'he employment of other constructions will
help cannot be said, but that these wU] help to a
great extent there can be no doubt; but the curiou?
fact remains that" Ihere never has been a large

We

substitute for wood that I know, and it is a
peculiar fact with the employment of these other
methods of construction that there is vastly more
wood used for construction in the United States
today than wdien all the construction w-as of wood;
in other words, we have gotten ourselves into a
place where we must suffer, and in this case we
must pay the bill.

Fortunately, it is not altogether too late, because
the forest is a renewable resource, and so we
have a chance to correct the faults of Ihe past.
That we are trying to do so. I am very glad to
have about 165.ooo.coo of acres of
tell you.
national forests established in the West, and shall
in
the East, and naturally these foro'hers
have
ests will be brought to the point where they will
produce the most timber possible from their physical situation, but we cannot expect to meet from
one-fifth of the forests of the LTnited States a

We

demand which

is

exceeding

five-fifths,

which

and

times faster than
being produced. In other words, there is
is
it
I said a little while ago
distinct Iv trouble ahead.
that a change in public sentiment was the essential
and indispensable factor in this movement of consprA'ation.
It is nowhere truer tlian in the case
of Ihe forests. Four-fifths of the forests are in
private bands, and unless the owners of these fourfifths will ioin in the movement to minimize the

is

consuming that

timber

famine,

five-fifOis three

use

their

forests

have vastiv more trouble than

rightly,

we

shall

we

shall

have

if

Ihev will help us.

our forests are deIt certainly
stroyed at the headwaters of our streams, our
waterpowers suffer, the navigability of our streams
and the domestic and
suffers,
irrigation
suffer,
manufacturing water suppiv suffers. Wherever our
streams flow, and they flow from wherever the
stream rises in the mountains or in the forests, and
they do so pretty much all over the countn,-. there
forest preservation is just as important because of
the streams as it is because of the other services
which the forest renders to the communitv.
We have been equally shor: sighted, as I thinksome of you, perhaps, will not agree with me in
this
allowing great monopolies to be formed
in
for the use of waterpower from these streams
without the possihilitv of government control. I
speak, perhaps feelingly, about this, because I am
fresh from a contest in Washington with a number
of lawyers reoresenting great electrical concerns
who were anxious to obtain rights from the government which would give their concerns a virtual
monopoly of waterpower throughout the public land
We have been having a very lively
of the states.
time of it. I "believe the conservation point of viewis going to win, and I think the idea is growing
that it is a fair thing which should win. that the
inerest of the people at large is greater than the
interest of any single man or single body of men
less than all the people, and that when Uncle Sam
gives us his natural resources it is no more than
fair that he should acquire the use of them in a
way to do as much good on the one side and as
is

true

that as

—

little

harm on

the other as possible.

—

:
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Madeline Blast Furnace at Indiana
Harbor.

New

Since blowing in the new Madeline blast furnace
Indiana Harbor, Ind., last August, the Inland
Steel Company has produced its own pig-iron for
use in steel making, instead of buying the iron
from outside, as was formerly the custom. The
new furnace has a nominal capacity of 400 tons of
pig-iron per day, and the equipment of the plant
auxiliary to the furnace, as well as the facilities
for handling, the blowing engines, power equipment,
etc., are all of the most approved standard design
at

and

latest construction.

The new

plant

is

located alongside of the comand a portion of the power

pany's steel plant,
generated in the newly installed power station is
transmitted to it for use in operating various machinery. The works have a protected harbor 300
feet wide for receiving raw material, a good dock
1,000 feet long and plenty of Lake Michigan water
for cooling purposes.
Ore is taken directly from lake, boats by means
of electrically driven hoists and carriers and deScale cars on moposited in storage piles or bins.
tor-driven trucks handle ore between the bins and
feet high,
is 85
proper
the furnace. The furnace
with a diameter below- the hearth top of 201-2 feet.
As far as possible the furnace filling and distribution are done automatically.
The open-hearth plant is located across the tracks
of the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway,
and a concrete-lined hot-metal tunnel, built under
the railroad tracks, communicates with it.
Coke is stored in a 60-foot bin. and six bins 91

The
feet 9 inches long hold limestone and ore.
cast-house is 108 feet lon^, with an additional
ladle-drying
mixing
and
claw
feet
for
length of 104
purposes.
,

The boiler plant, situated directly back of the
furnace, comprises eight soo-horsepower Stirling
There are two
boilers, each with individual stacks.
furnace blowing
pairs of
engines installed, whose steam cylinders are 44 and
84 inches in diameter and air cylinders 84 and 84
inches in diameter, with 60-inch stroke. These engines are designed to operate either singly or in
compound condensing pairs. The steam may pass
through a reducing valve when the low-pressure

AUis-Chalmers

side

vertical

run singly.

is

plant is further equipped \vith three
.Mlis-Chalmers cross-compound Corliss engines, each
direct-connected to a 550-kilowatt direct-current
generator of the same build. Power is transmitted
from the power house to a distributing station at
the steel mills, a distance of about 1,200 feet, by
conducting cables supported on steel towers, to the
property line of the blast-furnace plant, and from
this point by underground conduit beneath the intervening tracks.
In addition to the engines already enumerated,

The power

plant a horizontal crosscompound Reynolds-Corliss pumping engine, used
transmission
in the mills, operating
hydraulic
for
stands and other handling apparatus. The
lifts,
water end of this unit has a capacity of 800 gallons
of water per minute against a working pressure of
500 pounds per square inch under severe continu-

there

is

installed

in

this

ous service.

Mr. Arthur G. McKec, engineer, of Cleveland,
designed and superintended the erection of the
plant.

Litigation Relating to Moving-picture
Films.

A

suit

which may

thousands of moving-

affect

was filed in the Federal Court in
Chicago on March 7th by the Edison Manufacturpicture theaters

ing Company of West Orange, N. J., against the
The suit
Kleine Optical Company of Chicago.
asks for an injunction against the handling of moving-picture films on the grounds that the Edison
company has the exclusive right, based on a patent issued several years ago to Thomas A. Edison.
Recently a suit was filed in New York against
the Edison company by the Biograph company.
alleging that the Edison company is infringing on
The two
a patcni held by the Biograph company.
Each asks
interests represent the entire industry.
out
of
the
moving-picture
pnt
that the other be
business by injunction.
There are some 10,000 moving picture machines
in the country, and the film business alone represents an annual investment of .-ibout $10,000,000.

March

reactions which take place in it he classes, for
First, reactions
convenience, under three heads
between the essential constituents of the crust itself; second, reactions due to the aqueous envelope;
and third, reactions produced by the atmosphere.
:

Tliat the three classes are not sharply defined but
grade into one another is admitted, but the distinction betwen them is valid enough to serve a
good purpose in the arrangement and discussion of
the data.

[From

Lamp Renewals.

Question Box of the

the

National

Light

Electric

Association.]

With companies that furnish free-lamp renewals,
what do member companies think is the best policy
in reference to the varieties of candlepower that
shall be furnished free
do any member companies
;

think there should be a charge for

and what should

this

certain lamps,

charge be?

Answers.
H. Clyde Parrish

We

:

lar carbon-filament type,

renew lamps of the regui6-candlepower and larger,

We charge 10 cents extra for 8 and lo-candlepower and 15 cents extra for 4 and 6-candlefree.

Report on Geological Chemistry.
notable

work

is

now

in

press

for

publication

—

by the United States Geological Survey a bulletin
entitled "The Data of Geochemistry." No. 330 of
the Su^^•cy'5 scries, by Mr. F. W. Clarke, the chief
chemist.
The various chemical changes taking place in the
crust of the earth, with its liquid and gaseous envelopes, the ocean and the atmosphere, are the
field
of investigation of the geological chemist.
From a geological point of view the solid crust of
the earth i? the chief object of his study, and the

who operates a push button with his foot, which
the door open and lets down a step. The
rear door works the same way, but is controlled
by the conductor from his post at the exit door.
The middle door is the only opening through which
a person can leave the car, and no one can pass
through without paying his nickel and operating a
turnstile, which works the register.
at

Chicago Convention.

Thursday, May 21st, has been set aside by President Farrand as "Commercial Day" at the National Electric Light Association's convention in
Chicago.

The committee in charge, composed of C. W.
Lee (1408 West Street Building, New York city),
J. Robert Crouse, John F. Gilchrist, George Williams, Howard K. Mohr and Frank B. Rae, Jr.,
has been busily engaged in preparing the programme for the day. It is the purpose of the committee to have the papers which will be presented
consume the least possible time the major portion of the two sessions being devoted to discus;

The following

sion.

is

by the committee
Special

(i)

Feature.

programme

the

—"Relationship

as outlined

Between

the

power for the following reasons Lamps of 4, 6, 8
and lO-candlepower cost the same as those of 16
candlepower. They consume practically only a proportionate amount of current and the life is about
the same and often much shorter.
For .example, a
i6-candlepo\ver 3.5-watt lamp has a life, we will
sa)-, of 800 hours, and consumes 44 kilowatt-hours.
An 8-candlepower 4-watt lamp we assume has the
same life and consumes 25.6 kilowatt-hours, or a
little more than half the amount consumed by the

Engineering and Commercial Departments." By a
prominent electrical engineer.
for
Campaign. (a)
Field
a
(2) Preparation
Analysis of
(b)
Work and Other Essentials.
(c)
Proportion of Lamp
Customers' Accounts.
Equivalents Lost to Lamps Connected, Showing
Percentage in Cities of Varied Population.
(d;
(e)
Policy of
Policy of Handling Complaints.

16
candlepower.
Therefore, unless we make a
charge for the smaller sizes we shall have to furnish two 8-candlepower lamps, four 4-candlepower

Possibilities,
(b) The District
i. The Sign Ex(c)* The Special Representative:
pert; 2. The Power Expert; 3, The
Representative,
(d) Solicitors' Meetings; Their Ob-

:

lamps,

etc.,

watt-hours sold.
special types

cost of

same number of kiloFor frosted lamps. Gem and other

for practically the

we charge

the difference between the

same and the regular carbon-type lamp of

equal wattage.
D. Thomson

We

renew i6-candlepower, 32-candlepower, 100, 125 and 187-watt lamps free, but
charge half price on 6 and 8-candlepower renewals,
and full price on 2 or 4-candlepower renewals.
;

Any specials, such as Meridian, reflector or colored-glass lamps, are charged for at cost price.
W. R. Putnam
Our company furnishes free:

lamp renewals for

candlepowers from 8 to 32
in plain carbon-filament
lamps.
We charge the
extra cost for frosted and colored lamps in the
above candlepowers, and list price for all other
all

lamps.

We

Port Deposit Electric Company:
furnish
free-lamp renewals for S-candlepower and i6-candlepower lamps.
have very little call for
4-candlepower.

We

Chicago Street-railway Bonds.
The

syndicate of banks which oft'ered the $5,oco,Chicago Railways Company 5 per cent, first
mortgage bonds, $2,500,000 of which were disposed of at 93;'3 in less than an hour some 10
days ago, and which on March 5th offered the
interim certificates for the remaining $2,500,000 at
95K, reported Monday that all of the bonds had
been disposed of.
The traciion bonds have gone with remarkable
rapidity.
In addition to the $5,000,000 Chicago
Railways first mortgage the company has also sold
$5,000,000 collateral notes, which, as near as can
be learned, have nearly all been placed among

000

investors.

Besides

bonds the Chicago City Railway
disposed of virtually $5,000,000 first

these

Company has

mortgage bonds, in addition to about $7,000,000 of
the same class of securities sold last year.
This
condition
proving.

indicates

that

the

local

situation

is

im-

—

Handling Collections.

The

(3)
tive.

— (a)

Agent

Contract

and

the

—His
Representative — His

The Contract Agent

RepresentaPossibilities.

Woman

jects.

—

(a) Appointments and
(4) The Display Room.
Methods.
(b) Value of Special Demonstration-..
(c) Value of Electrical and Food Show Exhibits.
What Is Being Done,
(a)
(5) Advertising.

—

(c) Results.
(b) Why.
Methods to Create Proper
(6) Publicity.— (a)
Public Sentiment,
(b) Dormant Publicity Oppor.
tunities of Lighting Companies.
(a) The
(7) Creating Demands, for Electricity.
Creati\-e Principle.
(b) Notable Examples,
(c)
Stereopticon Talk LTpon Outline and Sign Lifrht-

—

ing.

Showing Progress

in

Large and Small

Cities.

Evolution of New Business Building.
(8)
fa) Examples of Central Stations That Have Continued Methods During Depression.
(b) Strong
Plea for LTp-keep of Commercial Departments and
.Advertising,
(el Opportunities for Creating Business Along Existing Lines.
(a) What He Is
(g) The Electrical Contractor.

—

Doing

to

.'Assist

in

Creating Greater

Demands

for

(b) Specific Examples.
(to) "Coroperati\-e Commercialism." Bv J. Robert Crouse.
Cii") "Ilhiminaling
Engineerin.^ as a Commercial Factor."
Illustrated.
By V. R. Lansingh.
(12) Report of Committee on Solicitors' Handbook. Aw-ird of prizes offered by Co-operative
Electricity,

—

Electrical

Development

Electric

Power

By means

of

.Association.

for Polishing Stoves.

an electrically operated polishing
appara:us manufacturers of stoves are now enabled
to carry the polishing machine from point to point
and thus avoid a great deal of heavy handling in
taking the stoves to the polishing apparatus, which
is not only expensive but frequently results in more
or less damage to the goods handled.
Several
manufacturers of gas and coal stoves have adopted
these equipmenis and find them of great utility.
In the General Electric Review for March is shown
a one-half-horsepower single-phase motor and starling box, mounted on a special truck provided with
swi\'eling

castors.

Connected

to

the

motor

is

a

mechanic of East Orange, N. J., George Bopp,
is
said to have invented a street car which he
thinks will solve the problem of congestion, savp
much time and insure the collection of every fare.
The car is designed with the idea of collecting

Coates flexible shaft, leather-covered, carrying an
angle head to which various polishing brushes,
suitable to the work in hand, may be immediately
attached or removed. The motor is fed from Ihc
electric supply through a long, heavily insulated,
flexible cord, adapted to the rough handling incident
Outfits of this
to its usage in a stove works.
character not only serve a useful purpose in connection with the manufacture of stoves, but may
also be used to advantage in stove stores for keeping the slock free from dust and dirt and for
renewing the polish of the black portion of the
stove, as well as thai of the nickel trimmings.

as the passengers leave the car, Ihc diopposite of the pay-as-you-cnter plan.
The car, it is said, will be of the regular dimensions, but its seating capacity will be greater on
account of utilizing the waste platform space.
There is a door in the middle of the car, which
forms the exit. The cnl ranee for men is by the
front door, and for women by the rear. The doors
arc operatctl by the motorman, on the front end,

Seiialor Smith of Michigan, in a speech at Washington opposing the Aldrich financial bill, said that
the acceptance of railroad bonds as security for
national bank circulation is a long step in the
direclion' of government ownership, becau,se the
government might have to take over the railroads
on foreclosure.

The bonds and notes have not been

sold

Chicago, but blocks of them have been
all over the United Slates and in Europe.
could be sold if the companies should choose
to offer them.
entirely in

placed

More

A New

Plan of Collecting Car Fares.

.\

.\

1908
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Commercial Day
Free

14,

the

fares

rect
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Motor-tlrivon Vibratory TostliiK
chine.
shows

Olson's

Ma-

llhislralloii

irulnrancc

leslin«

ninchinc

in:w

driven

use.

Staybolts

as

used

in

locomotives

arc

subjected

severe strains dne to vibrations and teinpcratnre
thus a simple tensile lest does not
ilTocls, and
to

Early tests of thi>
all the requirements.
vibrated the specimen in a to-and-fro
motion only, and the results thus obtained were
not comprehensive enough to he reliable.
The
Olscn m.-uiiine makes the test complete by sid)jecting the specimen to an oscillating vibratory
motion while imdcr a tensile load.
This macliinc will test staybolts up to ij<i inches
in diameter, and it grips the threaded bar so that
no preparation of lest piece is necessary.
The
specimen is held iirnily in the frame of the ma.inswcT

material

.American Telephone Comp.any.
.Miout 60 telephone men from cities and towns
in the .Second Dislricl of the Indiana Telephone
Association held a meeting in I'orl Wayne recently and laid pl:ms for the establishment of a
telephone clearing house. The purpose is to expedite the settlement for interchange of long-distance
business between the companies. The district inProminent telephone men
cludes nine connlies.
from Ohio and Indiana were present.
According to press reports, the Delaware and
Madison Counties Telephone Company has purchased the Central Bell company's plant, including
exchange, poles, wires, etc., at Elwood. The Bell

is valued at $100,000, and if taken over by
the Delaware and Madison company it will have
Independent plant in Indiana.
largest
the
The Home Telephone Company of Goshen, which
has just expended $50,000 in improvements in the

volved

city, has
system.

over the Central

taken

The

Bell

company

retains

Union telephone
its

long-distance

which will be handled by the Independent
company. The Home company at once raised its
The Bell company had
rates from $1 to $1.25.
plagued to expend $75,000 in improvements, but
and
shipped its material to
abandoned the idea
service,

Indianapolis.

The Lake Shore Railroad Company has begun
work at Elkhart, on the building of a simultelephone and telegraph system along its
The system
line from Buffalo to Chicago.
one whereby a telephone and telegraph message
may be sent over the same wire at the same time.
It is the intention to use these lines only for longdistance communication, and consequently only the
S.
larger cities will be connected.

taneous
entire
is

Telephone News from the Northwest.
A local telephone exchange has been formed at
E. Wentzel as secretary.
Telephone Company has been
Winifred, S. D.
company has been formed at Glyndon,

Fisher, Minn.,

MOTOR-DRIVEN VIBRATORY TESTING MACHINE.

The
formed

chine at one end and the other end is clamped in
rotated eca ball, around which a bearing is
centrically to produce the desired strain.
A total
eccentricity of ^A inch mjy be placed on specimen
(as is indicated on a scale) while under a tensile
load reaching 4,000 pounds as a maximum.
The
revolutions or number of vibrations necessary to
Specimens
cause rupture are shown by a counter.
of from five to eight inches in length, from poinc
of application of eccentricity to fixed support, may
be tested.
In addition to this test for staybolt, the illustration shows an attachment by which the ordinary pendulum motion may be transmitted to specimen wlien required. An attachment may also be
obtained with this machine by which an initial
fiber stress may be placed on specimen and thus
vibrated, if preferable to subjecting specimen to a

known

eccentricity.
The machine is exceedingly
Its direct connection to a Westinghouse
''R" motor afifords a form of drive that is

compact.
type
exactly

requirements.
The motor may be attached to a convenient
lighting circuit and run day and night throughout
the test w^ithout special attention.
comp/irison
between power from a line shaft and individual
electric motor drive demonstrates at once the superiority of the latter in every point.
The simplicity and reliability of the type "R" motor, and
its
uniform performance, adapt it especially for
this class of work.
The economy and convenience
of using electric power from the lighting circuit,
suited

to

its

A

instead of keeping a line shaft running
can be readily appreciated.

all

night,

The annual balance sheet of the Postoffice telephone
and telegraph departments of Great Britain again
shows a considerable deficit, viz,, $3,250,000, although
this is nearly $500,000 less than in the previous
year.
The total deficiency on this account since
the state took over the telegraphs in 1870 is $75,oco.coo.
Curiously enough, for no less than 13
years after the acquisition there was a small profit
shown annually, but since then the deficit has been
very heavy. During the year under review^ viz.,
to March 31. 1907. the National Telephone Company paid t(5 the Postoffice as royalties nearly
$1,250,000.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Indiana Tolephono lloms.
Clarksvillc IVIeiihone Company, recently incorporated, capilali;!cd al $i,!;oo. wishes to correspond with construction companies with a view of
constructing a plant at Clarksvillc. B. 0. Brattin
is president.
The Marion .-md D.'tbney Ilolton Telephone Company, incorporated with a capital stock of $12,000,
telephone system in New
I)roposcs to erect
a
Marion and the siirroimding country. Jos. M.
Iless and Lawrence Miller are directors.
Injunction proceedings liave been fdcd ng.^inst
the Cumberland Telephone Company at Oakland
City to enjoiii the company from further (iperations
in the town, it being alKged that the company is
operating under .'ui old charier granted to the

company made the announcement recently that
The Bell property init was ready to buy or sell.

•

2VJ

The

vibratory
by a type
This mnciiinu is clc"K" WcsliiiKlioiisc niolor.
for IfStiiiR slayboll material under condisiniu'il
lions exactly duplicating those met with in actnal
Tlic

^111(1

F.F.F.rrRICIAN

A

with A.

Winifred
at

local

Minn.

The Clara City Telephone Company of Clara
City, Minn., has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $20,000.
The Sisseton Telephone Company of Sisseton,
S. D.. has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $10,000, by Ingelman Sverre and others.
The Union Electric Telephone Company of Davenport, Iowa, has increased the telephone rates,
business telephones being increased from $^6 to
$52 per vear and residence telephones from .$18 to
Telephone taxes amounting to $30,000, it is said,
were not paid in Cedar Rapids during the years
1902, 1903 and 1904.
An ordinance is before the Council of Minneapolis to restrict the telephone companies from charging more than the rate prescribed
nance for service. This is aimed
Telephone Company, whose rate

in the city ordi-

the Tri-State
limited by its
franchise to $4 for business service and $2.50 for
residence connection. The company now adds an
extra 25 cents for collection if the bill is not paid
by the 15th of any month.
The Northwestern
at

is

,

Telephone Exchange Company has no such limitations in its franchise, and can therefore make such
charges as it will. It makes a total charge with a
discount if paid by the 15th,
The Dakota Central Telephone Company has
brought an action in the Federal court to restrain
the city of Huron, S. D., from attempting to remove its poles and wires from the streets.
The Council of Willmar, Minn., has voted to
proceed against the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company, and will order the company to
vacate the streets by April 25th.
The city of Anoka, Minn., will drop the litigation
following its attempt at regulating the rates of the

Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company, in
which the city was worsted, and is now considering
granting a franchise to a competing company, with
the right to purchase the exchange.
The Mutual Telephone Company of Des Moines,
Iowa, opened bids for the sale of $475,000 telephone
stock recently, bearing six per cent., i to 10 years,
$250,000 of the issue being purchased by old stockholders.
R.

Continental Europe.
Pans, February

—

26.
There is a project on foot
a hydraulic plant in Italy which will he
one of the largest which has yet been insiallcd in
that country, for it is expected to yield 70,000
horsepower. It is proposed to use the water of
ihe Kiver IV», ami the station will be located in
the I'laisancc region.
Amiodk: the mining plants which are being equipped
with electric phinls, I niay mention the Mouricrc

to

erect

niiiies,

which

One

liavc lately

ordered two steam-turbine

made up of a 2,500-horsecoupled on the same base with
a 1,000-kilowatt alternator of the three-phase type.
It delivers current at 3,000 volts.
The second turbine set uses a direct-current generator of 650 kilowatts, which works at 500 volts.
This latter group
furnishes current for op»Tating ihc motors in the
mine, which are used for elevating the ore in the
groups.

power sleam

of these

is

itirbine

shafts.

A

large syndicate has been formed in Italy which
has its headquarters at Rome, and intends to carry
out eleclric-light and power projects in the district
of Puglia. The company is capitalized at $4,000,000.
A great development in electric matters is expected
in that province, and among these electric traction
occupies a large place. One of the first operations
of tiic company will be to erect a large hydraulic
plant at Trani, which it is estimated will give near
25.000 horsepower.
Electrical afTairs are very active in Spain at the
present time, and I note several projects which are
soon to be carried out. One of these is the erection of a large turbine plant in order to secure a
supply of current for the city of Seville. The station will be located at a distance of 75 miles from
the city, and it will contain a number of turbine
units of 1,500 horsepower. The current of the
machines, which is furnished at 500 volts, ihrecphase, will be transformed to 50,000 volts for the
power line. Madrid is also to use current coming
from a hydraulic plant located at some distance.
The power is to be taken from the Isabel Canal,
and the plans provide for a 450-foot head of water.
An outlay of about $1,000,000 will be needed for the
work on the canal and the erection of the hydraulic
plant.
The Administraiion of Public Works at
Madrid has recently authorized the local railroads
company to transform the tramways of Alicante

On the traction line from Las
Cuatro Caminos the steam system will
be replaced by an electric system, and it is expected
to carry this out by the end of June.
A new idea which is being tried at Paris is that
electric traction.

to

Ventas

to

mailing telegrams at the postoffice or in the
boxes without having to present them at the,
office.
This will be a great convenience
The telegrams on reaching the
in many cases.
postoffice will be sent in the usual way to their
destination.
Stamps to the right amount are placed
on the telegram. Any deficit (within certain limits) is collected at the other end.
A. de C.
of

letter

telegraph

Great Britain.

—

London, February 29. Before the Institution of
Civil Engineers on Tuesday Mr. W. Barclay Par-

New York

read a paper descriptive of the
in that city.
At the end
of the paper the opinion was expressed that the
cost of shallow-subway construction does not exceed deep-tunnel construction, unless the former is
burdened by heavy charges for vault easements, and
that the success of the New York subway is due
to the high-speed service and the convenient arrangement of the stations, with their short, direct
means of access.
A new type of electric capstan has been adopted
at the Rothesay Dock in Scotland, the design of
which is due to the consulting engineers for the
Clyde Navigation Trust. The principal feature is
A wire rope is pera fixed rope and loose liead.
manently fixed to the capstan head, -which is made
to run loose on the spindle, but when required is
connected to the spindle by a clutch sliding upon
the upper end of the spindle inside the capstan
head. The starting switch and clutch are controlled by a long lever, which in the backward
position releases the head by throwing out the
clutch, and in the other direction puts in the clutch
and operates the starting switch. The man is thus
free to work his starting switch in an upright
sons of

Rapid Transit subwaj's

position and see all that is going on, as against
ordinarily having one foot and two hands engaged.
In places where a number of wagons have to be
drawn up and used one at. a time, as in a coal
Iioist, this is a very good arrangement, as there is
great saving in ropes and no wear on the capstan
head.
motion will be put before the House of Lords
next week to send all the bills relating to electric
power supply in London to a joint committee of
the House of Lords and the House of Commons.
Unless the deliberations of this committee are expedited in an unusual manner, this course of action

A
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certainly mean ibat r.one of ihc bills will
session.
Tantalum lamps for alternating curren.s are nowbeing* put upon the market here.
The high price of coal during the last 3'ear has
had a very marked effect upon the accounts of
electric supply undertakings, and par.icularly upon

charming residential towns and districts of that
state within easy and convenient touch of the busiMoreover, the obviYork.
ness sections of

Santiago River. According to the terms of the
concession which the government has granted it for
the purpose, the power will be transmitted lo a

ous advantages of having direct communication with
New York without change of car will prove a stim-

stations situated in the South of England.
For instance, at Brighton, the cx.ra coal cost, due
to the higher price compared with the previous year,

through the tunnels to the New York ternunus.
The order requiring the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company to show cause why all the Subway cars should not have side doors came up for
hearing before Public Service Commissioner Eustis
on Wednesday, but was postponed until April Sth,
owing to the inability of Bion J. Arnold, the commission's expert, to be present.
The first installment of the recent purchase of new steel cars for
ihe Subway has been received and put in operation
on the Subway expresses.
The cars have doors
nearly twice as wide as the doors of the older
type of car. and the platforms are correspondingly
larger.
It is said that the new cars cost about
$5.coo less each than did the first steel Subway
The ceiling instead of being aluminum is
cars.

number of mining camps in the state of Jalisco
and used for the operation of mines and mills.
The Pinos Altos Mines Company, which is composed of Pittsburg (Pa.) men, has placed an order
for machinery for an electric power plant and
equipment for its mines and mill, situated at Temosachic, state of Chihuahua.
The transmission line
will be about six miles long to a sub-station, where
a motor-generator will be installed to change the

slioLild

pass this

those

amounted to $15,000.
The Birmingham Corporation

Jias experimentally
Iramcars which dispenses"
with the use of blocks upon the wheels. This particular type of brake is the invention of a member
of the Leeds Corporation tramway staff, and was

adopted

a

brake for

i

s

less described in these no.es last year.
carries out a principle advocated by some tramw'ay engineers and managers for a long time, and
if
successful at Birmingham, the corporation will
ask the Board of Trade to sanction its use upon
30 new cars just being ordered.
The total liabilities of Bruce, Peebles & Co.. the
well-known Scotch firm ol electrical engineers, who,

more or
It

announced

as I
into

weekj have been forced to go

last

amount to $460,000.
scheme of reconstruction
be devised by the liquidators in view of the
voluntary

liquidation,

There are hopes ihat
will

New

railroads

ulus

to

lines

and equip them

the

electrify
with electric
to

pass

The cars rattle a good deal and some
the train guards have dubbed them "tin cans.''

of contracts on hand.
the other hand, it is pleasant to record the
fact that one British firm in the electrical industry,
Mather & Piatt of Salford, is doing well. In addition to a dividend of 15 per cent., and the transfer
of $200,000 to the resen'e fund, the firm has paid
in $25,000 lo the employes' benefit fund and has
handed over $5,000 to the local hospital. It is also
worthy of notice that during the last year j\'lessrs.

On

Henley's Cable Works have declared a dividend
of 15 per cent., following equally substantial disG.
irib.itions by ether cable companies.

Eastern Canada.
7.

—The

town

of

S.ratford,

Out.,

will enter into a contract with the Ontario HydroNiagara
electric Commission for the supply of
power. Debentures will be issued by ihe town for
$35.oco for the erection of a distribution plant.
The town of Gait, Ont., decided recently lo take

600

horsepower from ihc Hydro-electric Commis-

sion, but a canvass of the town showed a possible
Accordingly a vote of
sale of double that amount.

$66,000 for a distributing plant has been passed, and
now- power to the eXient of 1,200 horsepower will
be applied for.
The newly constructed transmission line of the
Cape Breton Electric Company of Sydney. Nova
Scotia, to the town of Norih Sydney, was used
recenily for the first time, and from now on this
town will be supplied with electrical energy gencrated in the city of Sydney, across the harbor.
The management of -ihe Montreal Street Railway
Company is considering the question of large extensions to its system, not only wiihin the city
It is underlimits, but on the Island of Montreal.
stood that the company has in view the expenditure
of
money
during
the coming
amount
of a large
season. This expenditure will include the construction of several new lines of road, to be built in
A new cirthe suburbs and along the lake shore.
cuit will connect the Back River and the CartiersW.
ville systems.

of

steel.

W.

a

Ohio.

number

Ottawa, March

suburban
trains that can
their

—

Toledo, March 7. The City Council of Lima
has voted to issue bonds for $8o,coo for the building of an electric-light plant.
E. R. Young of
Toledo has agreed to construct the plant at the
price named, ready for operation, and w^ith sufficapacity for resident and private consump
His proposition will be accepted by tjie city.
ordinance is being prepared for the Village
Council of Delphos. Ohio, which- if passed will
compel the electric-light company of that town to
furnish meters to all of its patrons free of charge.
Tlie ordinance also provides for the appointment
of an inspector to examine the meters.

cient
tion.

An

The Fremont Home Telephone Company has increased the price of telephones to business men 50
cents a month, and a storm of protest has gone
up.
The local medical society, has agreed to take
out the telephones, and other business men are
contemplating doing the same.
The City Council
has directed the solicitor to look up the franchise
to determine the rights of patrons.
Electric street-car traffic was shut off in Toledo from the east side when the high water and
wrecked the Cherry Street bridge, making
A temporary span will be erected within
two weeks and traffic resumed.
S.

ice

i*-

impassable.

Indiana.

—

Indianapolis, March 7. The annual meeting of
the Fort Wayne and Wabash Traction Company
was' held in Fort Wayne on the 5th instant. According to the annual report, the company enjoyed
a' large
increase of business in all departments
during the year. Colonel Jones, however, is by no
means optimistic concerning the outlook for igoS.
The stockholders of the Indiana Union Traction
Company held iheir annlial meeting on March 3d
in Anderson.
The boycott placed upon the company's lines, both interurban and city, since January 1st. when the striking employes left thelTpost, cut a large hole in the company's revenue.
For the year 1907 the gross earnings were $2,089.and the operahng expenses $1,111,198.48,
232.50.
leaving net earnings of $978,034,02.
reorganization agreement for the Indianapolis
and Cincinnati Traction Company (Charles R.
Henry, president) is being sent to the stockholders
and bondholders, for their signatures.
The Grand Central Traction Company, \vhich
proposes to build an electric line from Indianapolis
10 Evansville, with a branch from Bloomlngton to
Tcrre Haute, has filed a petition with the Board
of Public Works of Terre Haute for a franchise to
enter the cily by a private right-of-way.
It
is
said that the head offices pf the several
.

New

York.

A

—

Xcw York

City. March 7.
By an order of the
Service Commission the New York and
Long Island Traction Company must limit its rate
to 10 cents for a continuous ride in either direction over its entire line and five cen:s for a single
rifle
not cxceedinij five miles in either direction

Public

its
road. The company has been charging
cents between Hempstead and Frceport, where
the distance is less than five miles.
The report of the Inlcrborough Rapid Transit
Company for the year ended December 31st shows,
after the payment of charges, a balance available
for dividends of $3,832,422, equal to 10.95 per cent,
on the company's $35,000,000 of capital stock. The
dividends paid during the year amounted to 9 per
-nt.
Tt has been rumored for some days that the
directors have in contemplation an increase in the
road's dividend from 9 per cent, to 10 per cent, a
This would be considerably below the amount
year.
now bcin^ earned. Gross earnings for ihc year
amounted to $23,513,172.
The value of the new McAdoo tunnels under the
Hudson as forming a link in ihc chain of continu-

along
10

'•

communication between New Jersey and New
York city is evidenced by ihc fact that already a
contract between the Erie Railroad and the Hudson
River Tunnel Company has been si]?ncd. and the
president of the railroad has announced that con-

oiis

nection with
:i

ihc

few months'

new

tihic.

tunnels will he

made

within

Although the new route

will

to be of great convenience to long-distance
pnsscngers arriving over the transconiinental lines
that have their termini in Jersey City, its most
marked cfTcct will undoubtedly be felt in promoting suburban travel in New Jersey by placing the
(irove

utility companies operating
and Jeffersonville will he removed

allied

The Town Board
over

the

in

New

Albany

to Jeffersonville.

Paoli has voted to take
plant of the PaoH Milling

of

electric-light

Company. The hoard
and when ins' ailed

will
will

electricity sufficient for

purchase new machinery,
increase the supply of

commercial

lighting, as well

as for the lighting of the streets.

S.

S.

Mexico.
M'cxico

Mexico. March
City.
electrical machinery in

dullness in
supplies in

the

sale

of

%.

Mexico

electrical

Manuel Sanchez Navarro

is constructing a great
across the Lerma River in the state of Michoacan for the purpose of forming a storage reservoir
which will have a capacity of 100,000,000 cubic
meters of water. The water will be used to operate a hydro-electric plant which he will install.
Mines and other industrial concerns will be supplied with power from the plant.
There is a conflict of two concessions which were
granted some time ago by the Federal government
for the establishment of hydro-electric plants at the
juncture of the streams known as La Joya and
San Jose, in the stqte of Chihuahua. An American
syndicate, headed by B. J. Burke, former United
States consul at Chihuahua, obtained the first concession for the proposed plant and had arrangements made for beginning work on the installation
of the plant, when the government granted a concession to the firm of Messrs. Schondube & Naugcbauer of this city for the establishment of a hydroelectric plant at the syme point.
Both concerns
have planned to build transmission lines to the
cities of Chihuahua, Parral, Santa Rosalia and other
places in the state. The conflict that has arisen has
tied up both projects.
C. H. Brooks, vice-president of the Santo Domingo Mining Company of Hostotipaquillo, state of
Jalisco, is at the head of a syndicate of American
and British capitalists, which has taken steps to
erect a hydro-electric plant on the San Diego River
in the slate of Jalisco.
The proposed plant will
cost about $500,000 gold, and the power thus generated will he used to supply the mines of that
district as well as those of adjacent districts.
It
is
stated that the work of constructing the plant

dam

will

soon begin.

The

waterfalls of two branches of the Ayoloco
River, near Amecameca, are to be utilized to generate electricity for a hydro-electric plant which
Juan Falera and associates are preparing to install
there.
The power will be used for industrial pur-

H.

poses.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, March 7. The Wagner, Lake Shore
and Armour Traction Company of Wagner, S. D.,
proposes the construction of a 125-mile electric interurban railroad, from Wagner to Sioux Falls.
Acker & Schiffeneder of Sheboygan, Wis., were
awarded the contract for the installing of an electric power in the Ross-Sellinger plant at Sheboj'an.
Plans have been prepared by Roy F. Smith of
Lake City, Iowa, for the construction of the proposed interurban line between Lake City and Lanes-.
horo. The estimated cost is $68,500. Mr. Smith
is
surveying a line from Lake City to Sac City
and Storm Lake.
The Twin City Rapid Transit Company of. Minneapolis will construct an underground conduit system on the east side for carrying feed wires to
the north and northeast trolley lines.
F. M. Hubbell Sons Company of Des ^loincs,
Iowa, purchased a block of the Creston, Wintcrset
and Des Moines interurban railway stock recently,
for building the proposed interurban line from Des
Moines to Creston, Iowa, to cost about $1,800,000.
A lighting system for buildings and also street
lighting may be installed at Maynard, Iowa, by

Frank

The

Talcolt.
city

on

of

machinery

and

preparing to erect a large hydro-cleclric plant
near the town of Tequila, state of Jalisco. The
company will obtain its initial power from Ihc

Fergus

Falls,

Minn.,

may

call

for

completing

of the city electric-light
dam shortly. The contract had been let to Contractor Ames, who recently filed a petition in

bids

the

.

bankruptcy.
The contract for the installing of arc lights in
Eau Claire, Wis., was awarded to the Chippewa
Valley Railway, Light and Power Company.
R.

Western Canada.

is

Mexico during the last few years.
The Lcrma Mines Development and Power Company, which is composed of Philadelphia fPa.) men.
is

ery.

—The

use of
having
a wonderful growth.
The fact that many of the
mines and industrial plants of the country arc
owned by Americans serves to turn the trade for
electrical and other machinery of various kinds to
the United States. There has been no period nf

American

alternating current to a direct current for the operation of a 10- ton mining locomotive. Two 50horsepower motors will be installed to operate the
stamp mill, ore crushers, pumps and other machin-

Winnipeg, Man., March 7.— After several months
of controversy the Winnipeg City Council has decided lo drop the matter regarding ihe dismissal
of Cecil B. Smith, civic power expert.
It is probable that arrangements will be made soon for the
construction of the $3,500,000 municipal power plant
on tlic Winnipeg River.
The ratepayers of Edmonton, Alberta, voted a

few days

apfo

on a number of mone^ by-laws and

each one was carried,
$60,006 for extensions
municipal lighting and

among them

the following:

and improvements to the
power system; $40,000 by
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njuS

debentures for nilditiaiuil expenses in
Ilic Mill! of
connection willi the nnniicigxil teleplionc system,
.ind $20,000 for tlic installation of a lire-alarm sysMayor MacdmiRall may be addressed.
tem.
The l^ake Snperior and Hudson Day Development Company, seekinR incorpi)ration from I'ort
William, Ontario, i.s asking permission to bnild and
operate telephone and telegraph lines along the
route of its proposed canal to connect Lake SnpeAlbert
and llndson liay.
Honeywell.
rior
E.
Dtlawa, Ont., is interested.

The Saskatchewan Power Company

is

ap[)lying

with a capital of $1,000,000 for
developing electric power on the
River, near Saskatoon, Sask. An
fnlly 400,000 horseelectrical e.spcrt stated that
powiT conid be developed. The incorporators include .1. I". Cairns, h'red Kngeii and others of
for

incorporation

the

purpose

of

Saskatchewan

.Saskatoon.

The ratepayers of Mooscjaw, Sask., have voted
favorably on a by-law calling for the expenditure
of $1)0,000 for extensions to the electric-lighting
system. J. D. Simpson is city clerk.
The plant of the Okotoks Electric Light Company at Okotoks, Alberta, which was closed down
I)ecanse it w-as not a financial success, has been
purchased by C. O. Sanders and A. Alworth of that
town and put in operation on March 2d.
on

Construction
line

The Eburne-New Westminster
Com-

of the British Columbia Electric Railroad

pany has been resumed, and it
will be completed by April 1st.

is

expected grading
R.

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco. March 4. The Clear Lake Power
and Irrigation Company has been incorporated in San
Francisco with a capital stock of $io.oco,ooo for
the purpose of developing power and using for irrigation purposes the waters tributary to Clear Lake
in Lake County, Cal.
Attorney Charles S. Wheeler
of San Francisco is nominally at the head of the
company, although he admits that he is acting for
others.
He states that the company will erect a
hydro-electric plant capable of developing 45,000
horsepower. The plans involve a transmission line

San Francisco and Oakland.
H. W. Esden, president of the Wadsworth Light
and Water Company, operating at Wadsworth, Nev.,
and others have incorporated the Sierra Power
to

street

what

railway, ice planl. park
rather nniisiial, the city

i.s

and

theater,

anil,

lion. J, II. Mowilcn has been Hcleclcd a> ininltof Iclcphones and leleKraplis for llic Mniiiroba

ler

Kovernmcnt.
Mr. W. W. Whiteside, preKJdcnl
Chalmers Company, with liis family,
Chicago from .Milwaukee last week
I'lorida.
Mr. Whiteside is lakinu
vaeaiion.
Oucslioned relative to the
tion, he said
that conditions had

of llie Allin
jjassid llirnU({li

on his way to
three-week
a
business situa-

improved

mki-

terh'dly.

recognition.

Mr. Henry L. Doherty will address the members
(III.) Manufacturers and Shippers'
.'\ssociation at their amuial business meeting to be
held on March 21st.
Mr. Doherty is at the head
of the large gas and electric corporation which has
among its properties the Rockford fidison Company. He is a man of wide business experience.
of the Rockford

Mr. H. W. Young, who has been special representative of the Detail and Supply Department of
the Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company at Pittsburg, has resigned that posiiion to
become sales manager of the Central Electric Company of Chicago. Mr. Young has been especially
active in the design and sale of electric meters.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Pace

A.

will

establish

an

electric-light

plant

in

Danville, Ark.

Dublin, Ga., has voted $65,000 in bonds for the
'

enlargement of

its

electric-light plant.

A

50-year electric-light franchise has been granted
;o Ira L. Hewitt at Long Pine, Neb.

The city of Galena, Kan., will vote on the subject
of issuing bonds for an electric-light plant.

Company, The new company will put in a power
plant on the Truckee River, near Derby, Nev., to
furnish light and power to the towns of Fallon,
Fairview, Wonder and Rawdiide. The company has

Linneus, Mb., has voted bonds to rebuild the electric-light plant recently destroyed by fire.

an authorized capital stock of $100,000.
Ground has been broken for the new electric
power house and gas plant of the Huntington Park
Gas and Electric Company at Huntington Park,
Cal.
Contracts have been let for the construction
work and for the electrical machinery.
The San Bernardino Valley Traction Company,
operating at San Bernardino, Cal., has closed a contract with the Pacific Light and Power Company
of Los Angeles for current to be taken from the
Santa Ana Canyon plant of the Pacific Light and
Power Company. Heretofore the San Bernardino
company has secured its current from the Edison
Electric Company of Los Angeles.
The city of Pasadena, Cal., has voted for a bond
issue which will make $30,000 available for improvements in the electric-lighting system.
Merrill H. Fisher is preparing to build an electric
power house at Alamogordo, N. M., which will cost,
exclusive of equipment, $5,000.
James Sword of Salt Lake, Utah, announces that
he will build an electric railroad from the town of

$7,500.

the new mining camp of Rawhide,

in

Schurz to
Nevada. The necessary power will be developed on

Walker River.
E. W. Peterson has applied for a franchise for
an electric railway in South San Diego. The proposed franchise will connect with one secured by
A.
Mr. Peterson about a month ago.

The Yorktown (Tex.) Light and
has

been

The R.
franchise

incorporated

.

A.

at

Horlock
Navasota,

with

a

Company
Tex.,

Company

Ice

stock

capital

and

has

secured

will

install

of

The city of Genoa,
amount of $6,000

Neb., has voted bonds to
lor the establishment of an

plant.

with a capital stock of $10,000,
Albert Rives of Bellingham, Wash., has purchased a half interest in the Sumas Light Company of Sumas, Wash., and has taken charge of
the plant.

The Hutchinson (Kan.) News says that in Hutchinson there are a number of street blocks where
porch lights are used in front of every house, and
when they are all lighted these are the brightest
blocks in town.
The taxpayers of Battleford, Sask., Canada., have
voted in favor of raising sufficient money, by the
sale of debentures, for the installation of an elecplant.

B.

Prince,

Battleford,

Sask.,

addressed.

Committees of the Hamilton and City clubs of
Chicago, acting jointly, are among the most active
investigating the provisions of the proposed ordinance of the Commonwealth Edison Company.
The committees are hearing the company's side and
also the arguments of objectors in order to arrive
at a decision as to the merits of the ordinance.
in

PERSONAL.
Mr. Henry

of the Ohio Brass ComOhio, was a Chicago visitor this

W. Young

pany, Mansfield,

Mr. George A. Campbell has resigned as manager
Reno Power, Light and Water Company, at
Reno, Nev., to become superintendent of the Truckee
River General Electric Company, operating plants
at

Carson, Virginia, Yerington, Gardnerville,

and other points

in

Reno

Nevada.

Mr. E. B. Kirk of Dixon, III, has resigned as
manager of the lighting and railway properties of
the Dixon, Sterling and Eastern Electric Railway
Company. He has been appointed general manager
of the Atlantic Shore Line, which operates in
ilaine and New Hampshire.

By

the 1st of December next the Citizens' Electric Company of Macon, Ga., must have broken
ground for the installation of a $100,000 lighting
plant in the city of Macon.
This must be done to
bind a contract that has just been entered into between the city and the company and to make good
a franchise of 50 years' duration that has just been
granted to the company by the .City Council. Recently the Macon Raihvay and Light Company reduced its rate from 15 to I2j'^ cents per kilowatthour on electrical energy for lights and allowed its
rate of discount to remain at 10 per cent.

Mr. A. M. Barron, general manager and treasof the Consolidated Light, Power and Ice

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

urer

Company

Mo., for a number of years,
has been appointed general manager of the Citizens*

The

of Joplin,

Electric
Citizens'

ber of

utilities,

Company

of Eureka Springs, Ark.
Company operates a numincluding electric light and power.

Electric

An

eerlifieales

to
lie

coiiiplcle
in

lli.-

operation

m.

M. Lambkin of Kansas City, Mo„ and assohave organized ili,- Kansas City, 'I'opcka and
Kansas .Sonlliwcslern l-.lectric Kailway Company

K.
ciates

fiirllicr

a $10,000,000 electric-railway

connect

Kansas Ci.y,
'Ihc new company, it

Topeka

and
announced,

project

to

Independence

is
is a consolidaof all the ekelric-railway projects for connecting Kansas City and Topeka that have been
made in the past. It is, however, ihe direct descendant of the Kansas City, Stranger Valley and
Western Railroad Company, a corporation which
was organized two years ago and which made a
survey of a line between Kansas City and Topeka.

lion

A conference was recently held at Ponliac, III.,
between officials of the Joliel and Southern Traction Company and those of the Bloomington, Pontiac and Jolict F.lectric Railway Company, which
are under affiliated control.
It was definitely decided 10 extend the line of the latter company
.south from Pontiac toward Bloomington this spring.
he line will be pushed at least 10 miles to Chenoa
this year.
Extension of the Joliet and Southern
from New Lenox to Frankfort, about seven miles,
will also be started as soon as weather permits.
I'he cost of these extensions is estimated to be
about $250,000.
This does not include .additional
power or rolling s;ock.
I

The ordinance for the Calumet and South Chicago Railway Company has been practically completed.
All that remains is to insert the figures
.showing the present value of the property.
Bion
J. Arnold and George Weston are now working on
the valuations and it is expected their figures will
be accepted by the company.
This company is to
be a consolidation of the Calumet Electric and
Sou.h Chicago City railway companies, and the purpose is to give the territory south of the Chicago
City lines better street-car service.
The ordinance
binds the

company

to rehabilitate its entire system,

ordered by the boanl of supervising engineers,
within three and a half years: to provide fifteen
new cars within the first year and as jnany more
afterward as the board may order; to rebuild at
once 40 miles of its track and to make extensions.
as

POWER TRANSMISSION.
pany

Chattanooga, Tenn., has selected the site
large plant and construction work will be
begun at once. Quarries will be operated in connection wiih the concrete work.
E. H. Bailie of
the Wilson & Bailie Manufacturing Company, James
Building, Chattanooga, will be in charge of the
construction work.
for

of.

its

The Twin City Power Company of Augusta, Ga.,
has been authorized by Congress to construct three
large dams across Savannah River above Augusta
for developing electricity to be transmitted for
manufacturing and lighting.
The company has
taken options on lands and secured provisional contracts
for furnishing electricity in Augusta and
other cities.
Hugh C. Middleton is one of the
company's managers.

The state railroad commission at Madison, Wis.,
has granted the Ashland (Wis.) Power Company
the right to issue stock for $100,000 and bonds to
the extent of $300,000 for the purpose of developing the properiies of the Ashland Light, Power
and Street Raihvay Company and for the purchase
and development of waterpower and extension of
the present raihvay system.
The moving spirit
of the new power company is A. E. .Appleyard, now
of Boston.

PUBLICATIONS.

week.
of the

in

expected ihc line will

The street- railway prornoiiiiK firm of James I''
Shaw & Co. of Buiion has hnn placed in the lianiK
of a receiver. The liabilities are .leknowleilKed iij
the company to be $700,970, while its assets, which
are not readily ricKotial.le, are said to be $KHo,coo

a

The Bloomfield (Mo.) Eleciric Light, Heat,
Power and Water Company has been incorporated

tric-lighting

in

The Chattanooga-Tennessee River Power Com-

the

electric-light

It

Milwaukee by July

an

electric-light plant.

may be

into

to

Mr. U. R. McCormick, president of the Sanitary
District of Chicago, has recomnieniled to the finance
committee of that body that the salary of Mr.
K. B. F.llicoll. the electrical engineer of the district,
be raised from $5,000 to $fi.ooo a year.
Mr. Ellieotfs .ability and zeal ar-: worthy of this substantial

$1,000,000

i««iiin({

ro.id.

poslinii,

bill

order has been issued by Judge Grosscup on
the motion of receivers of the Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railroad Company permitting the
deposit of the corporation's bonds. When the bonds
have been deposited the receivers will advocate

The Engineering Department

of tJie National
Association has issued a handsome
brochure, entitled "The Quality of Light, Then and
Now-."
It briefly follows the developments in the
mode of artificial illumination from the time of the
aborigine, who was content with the glow- of the
carhpfire, to the greatest achievement in the electricUghting industry, the tungsten lamp; and then it
gives some data about this lamp.
Electric

Lamp

The 190S catalogue of the American Steam
Gauge and Valve Manufacturing Company, 208-220

Camden Street, Boston, is a well-illustrated, substantially bound book of 246 pages.
With threescore 5"ears of business experience, operating probably the largest plant of its kind in the w-orld, this
company has made its products well known. The
company manufactures gauges, valves, indicators
and kindred appliances for governing, indicating,
measuring, recording and controlling steam, w-ater.
air, gas, oil, ammonia and all other pressures.
All

;
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these are described in the catalogue
useful general information.

and there

is

much

Building contractors' hoists, electrically driven,
are the subject of a booklet published by the Patten Manufacturing Company of Chattanooga, Tenn.
The company's hoists are said to be essentially different and greatly superior to machines used hereThe principles of
tofore by building contractors.
operation and construction are well described and
illustrated.

In

new

its

bulletin,

No.

pS,

on

price of the machines.

The De Laval Steam Turbine Company
ton,

N.

J.,

of Tren-

has Issued bulletin 501, In which are given

illustrations and brief descriptions of the different
types of high-grade turbine and motor-driven machinery manufactured by the De Laval company.
This company's product consists of turbine engines,
either separate or driving dynamos or blowers, and
turbine or motor-driven centrifugal pumps.

Circular 139 of the Forest Service, "A Primer
Wood Preservation," tells in simple terms what
decay is and how it can be retarded, describes
briefly certain preservatives and processes, gives
examples of the saving in dollars and cents, and
tells what wood preservation can do in the future.
The circular can be had free upon application to
the forester, Forest Service, Washington, D. C.
of

"Defunct Municipal Lighting Plants" is the title
of a pamphlet compiled by Arthur Hastings Grant
and published by the M. 0. Publishing Bureau of
New York city. Its title explains the contents.
The list Is conveniently arranged, in alphabetical
order, and Is valuable for the use of central-station
companies combatting municipal ownership. The
book is bound in a red cover with a picture on it
of a railroad signal set at "Danger."

The Haller Sign Works

of Chicago has just
issued a very complete catalogue of electric signs
and displays. Electric signs of many varieties, letters and accessories are listed, described and illustrated.
There is also much valuable general in-

formation

about

some of the

signs.

This

company has made

most attractive signs in
the country. The new catalogue will be found of
value to anyone interested in the subject.

The

largest and

Manufacturing Company of Columbus, Ohio, has issued a new catalogue of Century
Jeffrey

rubber-belt conveyors. The numerous Illustrations
show the application of rubber-belt conveyors for
handling materials of various kinds. This company
also makes chain elevating and conveying machinery
screening, crushing and mining machinery; pulverizers, tipples, coal and rock drills; electric locomotives for mines and industrial plants, etc.

Recognizing the advantages

to

be derived

electrical

trade.

The National

Electrical
Contractors' Association h^s long felt the need of
standard wiring symbols to be used in all wiring
specifications.
After careful consideration, 51 symbols were produced as best suited to the purpose.
copy of AUis-Chalmcrs miniature bulletin No.
4010 will be sent to anyone interested upon receipt
of a request

A

In

a

handsome booklet known

as Bulletin No.
General Electric Company illustrates
typical examples of direct and alternating-current
motors installed on a variety of lathes, drills, grinders, punchers, shears, boring mills and similar tools
which are suggestive of their almost limitless

4543

tiic

adaptability to this character of service.
Among
the advantages gained, as pointed out in the bulletin, are general economy of power and increased
production, case of control and convenience of
handling, better arrangement of tools, independence
of environment and greater cleanliness and decreased cost of maintenance, with increased safety
10 employes.

The

1908 fan-motor catalogue.

Vol. I., No. I. of the Recorder has just been
issued from the Chicago office of the Bristol Company, 753 Monadnock Building.
The first issue, a
booklet of 16 pages and cover, is a creditable one,
devoted largely to Bristol recording instruments, with
a sprinkling of "fables, froth, figures and facts."
The company expects to publish this house organ
monthly as a means of keeping in close touch with
its many customers so that they can become familiar with the new lines, types and ranges of
instruments continually being produced, and can
have the benefit of experiences of Qthers which will
be recorded.
The booklet will be sent out very
generally free of charge.

One

of the artistic electric-fan catalogues of ihe
season is bulletin No. 4560, just issued by the General Electric Company.
The 1908 fan motors are
plainer and handsomer, if possible, than those, of
previous design, possessing as well the qualities of
efficiency, speed control and reliability that were
found In last year's product.
The direct-current
fans are equipped with i. universal joint by means
which
desk
motor
may
be
instantly transof
a
formed into one of a wall-bracket type without the
aid of tools. The catalogue is conveniently arranged
for reference, two or three fan motors being shown
on each page with a brief description in tabulated
form and data as to voltage, catalogue numbers and
prices.
Descriptions are included of ceiling
list
fans, exhaust fans and some miscellaneous small
motors for blower drills, buffing and polishing machines, sewing machines and the like.

The Hazard Manufacturing Company

of Wilkes-

has just issued a very complete and
attractive catalogue of wire rope and insulated wire.
The catalogue Is in two sections, the first coveringwire rope and kindred products, and the second
the various kinds of insulated copper wires and
cables.
Both sections are profusely illustrated.
showing the different kinds and sizes of Hazard
products, and there are many interesting pictures
representing the wide variety of uses of wire rope
The electrical conductors
and insulated wires.
manufactured by this company are for use on
Barre.

Pa.,

street-railway, electric-light and power circuits, telephone, telegraph and signal systems. The wirerope line is for general hoisting purposes, riggings,

for use on tramway and power-transmission lines,
street-railway cables, etc. Appliances that go with
the rope atid wire line are also shown. The catalogue is conveniently compiled and contains much
valuable information and data.

from

the_ widespread use of standard wiring symbols, the
AUis-Chalmers Company has prepared, with the
permission of the National Electrical Contractors'
Association, a reprint of the symbols adopted by
that association for distribution among its friends

and the

The F. Bissell Company. Toledo, Ohio, wholesale
dealer in electrical supplies and machinery, has
just issued the first of a series of calendar cards
which will be sent out monthly to anyone who
The
will write to the company and request them.
first
one. for March, is of original and clever
design.

direct-current

generators, the Electric Machinery
Company of Minneapohs publishes useful information and' data which it has never before given out.
The illustrations show some of the features of the
company's machinery and a number of interesting
tables which go into the construction, operation and

and

motors

electric motors to ventilating fans, and several outare shown. Accessories and parts are thoroughly covered, and there are code wo^ds and list
numbers for the convenience of customers.
fits

Bulletin 5.352,
is
attractive

of

the Western Electric Company,
in
design, and lists every fan that is standard to the
trade.
The Hawthorne Universal fan embodies all
the desirable features of the old desk and bracket
fans and many new features. This fan is so designed that it can be converted with case into a
desk or bracket type without the use of an adapter.
The motors have the best material, and in construction they have received special care.
Besides
the Hawthorne Universal for direct current, there
arc other equally attractive types for desk and
bracket use, some for alternating current; also, the
Victor oscillating fan motor and W, E. standard
ceiling fan motors of different types and designs.
The catalogue also goes into the application of

SOCIETIES
An

AND SCHOOLS.

been formed at Brandon,
Man., with P. McGregor president and R. Young,
electrical

club has

secretary.

The semi-annual meeting of the American Society
Mechanical Engineers will be held in Detroit
on June 23d to 26th. A symposium on the conveying of materials will be a feature.
of

At a special meeting of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers in New York on March
5th Mr. Gifford Pinchot. chief forester' of the
United States, delivered an address on "The Conservation of Our Natural Resources." Dr. F. A. C.
Perrine also spoke on the same subject and showed
some lantern slides.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Copies of the programme, plans and application
forms for exhibits in connection with the International Exposition of Electrical Appliances to be
held at Marseilles, France, from April 19 to October 31. 1908, may be obtained from the Bureau of
Manufactures, Washington, D. C, by intending exhibitors

March

14,

1908

of the debt of the Machine company
therein set forth are declared to be operative.

extension

The

Electric
Vibrator Company of
been incorporated with a capital of
$10,000 to manufacture electric vibrators.
The incorporators are Force Bain, George T. May, Jr.,
and C. A. Criswell.

Swedish

Chicago

has

The Watson Electric Company of Chicago has
been incorporated with a capital of $2,500 to manufacture electrical apparatus and supplies.
The Incorporators are Robert H. Watson, Frank Q. Watson and Milton O. Naramore.
The

Electric Cable Company of 17 Battery Place,
York, whose plant at Bridgeport, Conn., was
partially destroyed by fire, announces that it has
made arrangements which will permit of filling all

New

orders received for its various products, including
Voltax, the transparent protective compound; rubber-covered wires, weatherproof wires and cables,
magnet wire, annunciator and office wire, etc.
Pending adjustment of insurance details, the company will make no announcement of Its plans for
rebuilding.

In advance of the annual report of the General
Electric Company, it is asserted that gross earnings
of the company for the year ended January 31, 1908,
will show a substantial increase compared with the
previous year. It is stated that in spite of the business depression during the last months of 1907,
sales
during the fiscal period aggregated about
$70,000,000. which is $10,000,000 more than for the
preceding year.
It is calculated that the amount
available for dividends Is about $9,800,000, compared with $S,z|27.842 in the previous year. It appears that the company is selling very close and
that its profits are being reduced gradually as the
business volume gains.
In 1903, when the gross
sales were $36,685,000. the profits were $10,232,839.
'

BUSINESS.
The new" commutator
the

Lofgren

Specially

tool

recently introduced by
of Chicago
has

Company

become popular among electricians and repairmen
in general, and the company is put on its mettlesupplying the demand.
This tool, especially
in
adapted for commutator troubles, does its work
quickly and with precision.

The Gergory Electric Company's bargain sheet
March is out and is an interesting and valuable

for
list

of used electrical apparatus available at reduced
The company lists only apparatus actually

prices.

in stock at its works and guarantees to refund purchase price if the customer is not satisfied. The
list, although of convenient pocket size, well indicates the extent and diversity of the business, and
it is provided with an index.
The company is addressed at Sixteenth and Lincoln streets, Chicago.

Among the encouraging signs of the times, from
an industrial viewpoint, have been repeated purchases of electric generators, motors, transformers,
etc., particularly motors, by the leading coal comFrom the electrical works of AUis-Chalpanies.
mers Company sales of apparatus have been made
to 16 large coal companies, besides various subsidiary companies of the United States Steel Corporation and other Iron and steel plants, and
numerous smaller operators. Aside from the operation of electric haulage locomotives, which arc
now very generally used throughout the country,
one of the principal uses to which motors have
been put in collieries Is for connection to ventilating fans.
Electric hoists are rapidly coming
into favor; motor-driven centrifugal pumps have
proven both economical and convenient, and elevators, conveyors, dumps, etc.. can be most effectually operated and controlled when subject to the
simple turning of a rheostat handle or switch.
Then there are the small self-discharging steel
cars
known as "larrles,'* cranes, grab-buckets,
crushing rolls, scrapers, carpuUers, brakes and various auxiliary devices which have reduced coal and
coke operations to an almost automatic basis.

DATES AHEAD.
Electrical ComniitlL-f, I'lidL-rwrilc-rs' National Electric Association (general, meeting), 32 Nassau Street, New York city,
March 25tli and 26th.

Nebraska KIcclrical Association (annual meeting), Omalia,
istli and i6tli.
Towa Klcclrical Association (annual meeting), Savcry Hotel,
Dcs Moines, April isd and 23d.
Iowa Street and Intcrurban Railway Association (annual
convention), Savcry Hotel, Dea Moines, Iowa, Apri! 23d
and 24th.
Missouri Electric Eiglit, Gas and Street Railway Association, Marquette Hotel, St. Louis, April 23d, 24th and 25tli.
Omaha Electrical Show, Auditorium, Omaha, Neb., May

Neb.. April

At Gilroy, Cal., electric power is generated at a
plant at Sixth Street and the railroad track. The
equipment consists of a 75-kilowatt, three-phase,
2.300-volt generator, belt-connected to a steam engine.
The switchboard is made of marble, and
switches for 2,200-volt circuits arc of the 20-ampcre
oil-break type. The entire plant is well installed.
Most of the wiring along streets and in buildings
is in good shape.

TRADE NEWS.
Under date of February 28lh the creditors' committee of the Wcstinghousc Machine Company gives
notice that, in accordance with the provisions of
the agreement, dated December 24, 1907, between
the Wcstinghousc Machine Com_pany and the creditors' committee, the agreement and the plan of

Ith to pth.

Missouri Independent Telephone Association, Kansas City.

May

6tli

and

7th.

Southwestern Electrical and Gas Association
ing), El Paso. Tex.. May 7th, 8th and pth.
Electric Light Association
Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, May loth

'National

American

Society

of

Meclianical

(annual meet-

(annual
to

convention)

22d.

Engineers

(semi-annual

meeting), Detroit, June 23d to 26th.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education (anminl meeting), Detroit, June 23d to 26th.
National Electrical Contractors* Association (annua! meeting), Cliicago, July 15th, 16th and 17th.

March
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ILLUSTRATED

LLECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

issued (United States ratent
VVilli:iiu
Fire Alarm.
Application filed June
"N. J.

Glcnck.

KH(),3JI.

IQ07.

14,

A

Newark,

firc-a)nrni device coinpiiscH ;i rod of
IcrJnl willi a celluloid cup cnclusiiiK itH

coiiducling nin*
end portion, a
hprinit cncircIinK

piato Hccuicd io lliia cap, a
rod and secured at one end lo llic conliict pliilc lo
draw it into cnKaKenient witll the rod, inid a circuit iniludinK tl"-' '>^'(i ""' contact pintc.

cnntact
lljc

Telephone Diclaling
John W. Kelly,
assignor to the General

System or App:iCamden, N. J.,
Acoustic Company.

SH<),537.

rains.

A

April 27,

fded

Ajiplication

Jr.,

number of nuuiascrs'

1907.

stations,

eacli

IiavItiK

a

I)at-

slemiKra|ilier's slalioii are
in^ivided willi
tery, and a
means for eslidilisliinn talliinn circuits lnl\veen tliem,
and means for estaljlisliinR a talliiiiK circuit ln-uveen two

manascrs' stations, Ilie
one sucli station only.

Ground Detector.

880,544.

Springs,

rado
ary

17,

Colo.

includiiiK

lialtery

ilic

tit

Justus C. Lawler, ColoApplication filed Febru-

iyo6.

A KTound
llal

circuit

emnmon

to Ilie three i)latesj,
opiHJsitc sectors free to rotate

Transformer
and Otto
hlad
filed

which has two equal
with the vane.

Axel

Furnace.

880,547.

Stalliane,

November

Sweden.

1906.

j, igo8,

1907.
A pruccHH

iilunii ctuck conipriM-t n Tixcd dial, huvint{
tiiilidiviHiortH each provided vsith iiiranii for rcccJvjnK
n
contact pin, a dial concentric with the fixed one
niiuiritrd for rotnlicn with the clock train, n contact riiiKT
carried by tlie rolntinK dial, which dlill \% ({rnduatcd
conitiicncinK nt the location of the TinKcr to corrcnpond

with (lie HuhdiviHioiiK of the fixed dlnl, and diitinKnii^lialily
tniirked contact piiiH adaptt-d to he iipplicd nt will to any
nuhdiviM'oii uf the fixed dial.

880,089.
Primary
Battery.
J)ougall, Hast OraiiKe, N.

New

Robinson,

March

William
J.,

Mc-

M.

and Stanley R. V.

York, N. V.

Application

filed

1907.
Tliis battery has n carbon rod projecting upward into
the cell from a central perfor.'ilion in the base.
A metallic
support al.so projects ui» about inic-fifth of the
norm.'il fluid height and this is eomj.l.'lidy surrounded by
a layer of cement and .separated Iroiii the carbon by a
porous tube.
The xinc rchts on IhiH support and in
thereby protected from the concentrated part of the dec*
9,

Alarm.

Electric

Tlieodor

Norpotb,

St.

Mo, Application filed April 10, 1907,
normally open electric circuit containing an annunciator or hell has a rotatable disk, an oscillating bar
having one end in frictional engagement with the diak,
and actuated hy the disk, and intermediate circuit-closing
devices interposed between the bar and circuit for closing
Louis,

Fault-locating Apparatus. Lloyd C. NichApplication tiled March
olson, Buffalo, N. Y.
1907.

upon rotation of the

The

Explosive EnRiiic.
Joliii
N. Y,
Application

I-'rankiinvillc,

February

1906,

13,

cNKiiir has an r-xpaiision chtinilKr
and a hiiiKcd valve Jocaird

cliamher

and

art

hdwcen

explosion
llicrn,

a

Mirroundln« Ihc walU of the rxplo»i»n ehamlKrr, thr
wall* of which form the corr of a maRnrt, and eirclrical

coil

conncctionB for cncrjfizinK the ina((nci to hold Ihc valve
cloiird and dccncrffizing the magnet lo permit Ihc valve
lo open.

Elcctric-furnacc
Process.
Franz
von
KiiKclRcn and Gcorwc O. Seward, Molcombs
Kock, Va., assiRnors to the Virginia I>a!)oratory Company, New York, N. V.
Applic-itioii
filed April 10, 1905.
The incihod conKiniH in treating in an electric furnace a

880,743,

pyro-eonductivc charge hy passini; through it from a
carbon electrode in contact with it a current •uflicicnl
to niaiiilain Hie charge molten, and cooling the electrode
suflicienlly to protect it from attack by (he portion of the
ehrirgc in contact with i(.

Producing Metals by Electrolysis. George
Seward and Franz von Kiigelgcn, Holcombs Rock, Va., assignors to ihc Virginia
Laboratory Company, New York, N. Y. Ap-

880,760.

II,

plication

filed

Ai)ril

24,

1906.

disk.

George M. Wheeler and Hetiry

Battery.

Wilhelm,
July

Other

or

(;as

K/des.

VV.

O.

880,691.

880703.

8Ko,7.jt.
filed

itH

the hitter

880,565.

.\

March

A

Lind-

R.

Ludvika,
5,

.ind

'J'liis
fiirnaco ia praclically a transformer liaving a
cure fiirnicd nf an endless annular member composed
of superpitscd (>lales or Uimina;, tlic plates being arranged
around tlie axis of the aiuiular member to intersect all
lines of force radiating from the axis of the core.

7,

Office)

Process Alarm Clock. William J, Uitchford, Chicago, III.
Application filed Marci» 11,

88o,r.75.

trolytc.

threo-pliase circuits has three
plates in a single plane and a single (lat parallel vane

for

iletector

.Application

223

N.

Brooklyn,

Y.

Application

filed

1907.

A

pocket battery of a number of cells is provided with
a readily removable wrapper of flexible material comj^risinc a central portion having a pair of side extensions
folded Eround the cells to enclose them and also having
a top and bottom extension folded over the ends of the
cells.

nieais for locating faults comprises a source of elec-

loop connected through an impedance to one
terminal thereof and containing a faulty conductor, a
current-operated circuit-opener shunting the impedance,
and means acted upon by the currents in the loop for
determining the relative impedances of the two brandies
tricity,

to the

a.

fault.

Carbon Electrode for Electrical Bleaching
Apparatus.
Paul Schoop, Nuremberg, GerApplication filed November 26, igoC).
many.

880,579.

In a contact for carbon electrodes of electrolytic apparatus there is in combination with the electrode having
a threaded hole formed therein a perforated precious
metal lead and a hard carbon screw (lassed through the
perforation in the lead and screwed into the electrode.

Long-distance
Recording Indicator for
Reciprocating Devices.
Richard H. Sterling,
Watsonville, Cal. Application filed September

880,592.

29,

1905.

The apparatus consists of means operated by the reciprocating device for generating an electric impulse in
a circuit, positive or negative, depending upon the direction of movement of the device, means for continuously
advancing a recording sheet, an instrument for markin^c;
the sheet, and means for moving the instrument actuated
by the passage of the current, the direction of movement
of the instrument depending upon the direction of the

System of Electrical Distribution. Joseph
880.705.
Application
L. Woodbridgc, Philadelphia, Pa.
filed August 30, 1905.
An apparatus is used in this system to rectify alternatIt consists of a relatively fixed magnetic
ing current.
circuit with inductive windings, one of which is conUpon this two sets
nected to a stationary commutator.
One
of brushes arc revolved by a synchronous motor.
set. is short-circuited and the other is connected to the
direct-circuited

mains.

Electrical Distribution.
880.706.
Philadelphia,
Pa.
bridge,
January 12, 1906.

Wood-

Joseph L.

Applicatron

The system comprises an alternating-current

filed

circuit,

a

storage battery and- its direct-current circuit, transforming apparatus operatively connected between the two circuits and means responsive to fluctuations on the alternating-current circuit, for compelling the transfer of
energy in either direction, tlie means including an armature connected in series between the terminals of the
transforming apparatus and the alternating-current cir_

cuit.

Apparatus.
Baird, Evanston, 111., assignor to
Manufacturing Company, Chicago,

880,708.

Telephone

cation filed

Toll

March

25,

Edward

Baird
Appli-

the
111.

1901.

Electric

Bach,

Jr.,

December

Circuit

13,

Christopher
Application filed

Controller.

Milwaukee, Wis.

ton,

Application

A

main

November

filed

Signaling
N. Y.

880.762.

York,

1906.

1907.

5,

a suction pump
it lead to the botFloat-controlled valves govern the
inlets to the different branches.
suction

pipe

throughout the system.
tom of each manhole.

current.

880,617.

Means for Draining Manholes of ElecConduit Systems. Angus J. Smith, Bosand Daniel Livingston, Cambridge, Mass.

880.761.
tric

P.

ELECTROLYTIC FURNACE.

880,760.

NO.

In the electrolysis of fused electrolytes the metal is
caused to separate in a molten state at a submerged
cathode, to rise through the electrolyte, and collect and
solidify under a movable protective cover in contact with
the electrolyte.
(See cut.)

extends from
Branches from

System.
Bernard Staub, New
Application filed November 5,

1906.

The sending station has a number of rotatable disks
from distant points through cords and a corresponding number of make-and-break wheels.
The receiving station has a circuit containing a recorder and
any of the make-and-break wheels referred to.
contact
device on each disk closes the circuit through one of the
wheels and the receiver.

This automatic circuit controller has a vertical cylinder
open at the bottom and provided with a series of upper
apertures at suitable intervals apart in a vertical direction, removable stoppers closing all but a predetermined
one of the apertures, a piston having retarded descent
in the cylinder until such time as it uncovers the open
aperture of the same, and circuit make-and-break mechanism controlled by the movement of the piston.

operated

A

Signaling Circuit for Railways.
Joseph
A. Wilson, Westfield, N. J., assignor to the
Hall Signal Company, New York, N. Y. Application filed February 10, 1902.
Two signals are provided, one controlled by a neutral

880,770.

Paul Gaeth, Cleveland,

Sparking Igniter.

880,650.

Application

Ohio.

filed

April

9,

1907.

A number of sparkers having rocking electrodes are arranged in a row.
A shaft at the middle of the row,
having a crank, and push rods connected to the crank
and extending at various angles toward the sparkers, is
arranged to operate the electrodes.
Guide rollers are
provided, over which the push rods work, and means to
hold the rods thereto.
Trolley-wire
Finder.
Ferdinand
dorph, Portland, Ore.
Application filed

880,655.
29,

Automatic
Electric
Fire-alarm
E. Hayden, Washington, D.

plication filed
1907.

May

11,

1906.

Signal.

ApRenewed July 2.
C.

The signal consists of a casing carrying a push button,
a contact member consisting of strips of brass and steel
fastened together and curved into the form of a spiral,
and a resilient contact member adapted to be pushed in
by the push button, or to be struck by the first-named
contact member as it e.xpands under the influence of
heat.
S8o,668.

Burglar Alarm.

William E. Jones. Min-

neapolis, Minn., assignor to the Electric Protection Company, Minneapolis,
Minn.
Application filed June 8, 1907.

An

actuated bell is located outside of the
apartment.
A sectional housing encloses the
and one of a pair of normally separated controlling
contacts is perforated and applied to one section of
the housing and the other contact is applied to the other
section so as to project with clearness through the perforation of the perforated contact.
electrically

protected
bell,

special

SS0.780.
Means for Electrically Operating
Engines._ Gustave A.
Drake, Denver,

Fire
Colo.

An

filed

June

17,

1907.

motor is operatively connected with a pump.
are adapted to simultaneously connect the motor
with the terminals of the conductors in a broken electric
circuit and a suction nozzle with a water conduit.

May

electric

Means

1907.

Edward

and a

Application

Gun-

A recessed trolley head has a guiding slot therein, an
actuating lever pivotally mounted therein, and a finder
arm pivoted to the lever and extending uoward through
the slot.
880,662.

relay and the other by the neutral relay
relay with two windings.

0,708.

TELEPHONE TOLL APPAR.\TUS.

880,716.

this

Electrothermal

Charles, Portland,
tober 15, 1907.

Means of Forming Electricallv Bonded
Rail Jomts; also 880,789, Means of Forming
Joints in Electrical Conductors,
Horatio G.
Gillmor, Bath, Me.
Applications filed March

880,788.

prepayment device there are coin-distributing
means controlled by the exchange operator for either retaining or refunding a deposited coin.
(See cut.)
In

Garment.
Ore.

Burton

R.

Application filed Oc-

This thermal garment has heating wires in the body porWires for connection outside the body are fastened
thereto inside a pocket.
A contact plug and the wires
connecting the same with the garment are adapted to be
concealed in the pocket when the garment is used as an
ordinary robe.
tion.

Recording Device. Edward S. Cole. Upper Montclair, N. J.
Application filed February 17, 1904.
The apparatus comprises a conduit for a flowing

880,720.

stream, two tubes connected therewith, a U-tube containing a float, a series of electromagnetic devices provided
with connections by which they are operated by the
float, a series of pencils operated by the electromagnetic
devices, a rotary drum associated with the pencils, and
a pressure gauge connecttd with one of the tubes and
having an arm provided with a pencil adapted for use
in connection with the rotary drum.
"

27,

An
tion

and February 4, 1907, respectively.
electrically bonded rail joint includes, in combinathe rails, a chair having upwardly extending

1506,
with

arms, a bonding plate overlapping the ends of the rails,
and a wedge whereby pressure is exerted upon parts of
the joint.

Implement for Removing Insulating Covering from Electric-circuit Wires.
John H.
Goehst, Chicago, III.
Application filed February 25, 1907.

880,790.

This cutting plier has a pair of swinging jaws, coacting blades at the side of jaws, one carried by each jaw,
for transversely cutting the covering, and a blade Setween
the jaws for longitudinally splitting the covering and
arranged to split it past the center of the wire.

Advertising Device. Joseph T. Moncrief,
Montgomery, Ala.
Application filed September 30, 1907.
A number of electric lamps are arranged to form let-

880,809.

ters

that

are

removably

supported

on

wire

netting

so

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
the
A supporting structure is built ineach
as to form a unit.
form of a tower frame divided into sections adapted
to receive one or more of the units.

Chester II.
High-potential Transformer.
880,838.
Application filevi
Thordarson, Chicago, 111.
April 17, 1905.
The magnetic circuit comprises
The transformer
pieces.

and end
aiid

are

respectively

a laminated core, base
coils encircle sard core

distant

equally

from the base ana

880,963.

Tex.
The

Joseph A.
System.
Wilson. Westfield, N. J., assignor to the Hall
ApplicaSignal Company, New York, N. Y.

August

1906.
independent electromagnets are
cirprovided with means whereby one of them actuates a
another
cuit-controller in one direction, means whereby
dielectromagnet actuates the controller in the reverse
held ot
rection, and means for neutralizing the magnetic
the
one magnet and increasing the magnetic field of

tion

filed

number

-\

10,

cation

filed

February

23,

1907.

May

Ijert

Count}',

Original

111.

application

Bluff,

William

Mechanism.

Trolley

Pine

Ark.

Application

filed

J.

A

Electrode Element for Storage Batteries,
and 880,979, Method of Making Storage-battery

Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn
Park, Orange, N. J., assignor to the Edison
Storage Battery Company, West Orange, N. J.
Applications filed November 2, 1905.
This storage-battery plate is made by introducing within

Electrodes.

non-deformable enclosing pocket in_ successive small increments a mixture of particles of nickel hydrate and
flakelike conducting material, and in applying to each
increment after its introduction sufficient pressure to
deform or crush the active particles and cause them to
substantially follow the contour of the conducting flakes.
a

Weighing ApparatusElectro-automatic
ApplicaCharles L. Bond, Los Angeles, Cal.

880,858.

tion filed January 28, 1907.
A conveyor-chute for conducting material to a weighing
?cale has a gate with an orifice, means for holding the
pate open, electromagnetic means for releasing the gate,
means for controlling the speed of its -movement when
released, a cut-off operable beneath the orifice of the gate,

and means

for controlling the cut-off.

EvCoin-controlled Brushing. Machine.
880,876.
Apphcation
Goldthwait, Elkhart, Ind.
erett
filed January 15, igo6.
The insertion of a proper coin closes the circuit for an
electric motor that sets the brush in operation for a
definite time.

Electromagnet. Winthrop K. Howe, BufN. Y., assignor to the General Railway
Application filed April 36.
Signal Company.

880.888.

falo,

1906.
This traction magnet has a core with
witli magnetizing coils and an auxiliary
armature co-operating with the magnetic
for displacing the phase of tlie currents
for providing a shunt-circuit for one of

880.889.

-

KleinEdvi^ard
E.
Signaling
System.
881,005.
York, N. Y., assignor to George
scinnidt.
Application
York, N. Y.
M. Seeley,

New
New

December 29, 1905.
signaling station consists of a track instrument
wherein an induced current is set up by the passage of a
car or train over the instrument, a call box. and means
controlled t)y the induced current from the track instrument to set in operation the call box to thereby actuate
a signal.
filed

A

Make-and-break Igniter for Explosive En881,009.
Robert H. Koenig, Camden, N. J., asgines.
signor to Nicholas A. Petry, Philadelphia, Py.
Application filed January 29, 1907.
The cvlinder of the engine carries one of the electrodes
A sliding plunger carries the other
of the igniter.
electrode and is ?cted upon in one direction by a spring
and in the other direction by the pressure in the cylinder.
A pressure-actuated circuit cpencr and closer is likewise
carried by the plunger.
Process for Producing Electric Resistance
Johann Krannichfeldt, Cologne, GerApplication filed November i, 1907.

88r,0T0.

Bodies.
two legs wound
unwound leg, an
core, and means
in

the

the

co'ils

and

coils.

Automatic Sprinkling and Fire-alarm Sys-

tem.
Charles A. Jacoby, Chicago. III., assignor
of one-third to Michael Farrell and one-third
Applito John L. Fruin, New York, N. Y.
cation filed March 11, 1907.

many,

The process consists in mixing good and bad electric
conductors, subjecting the mixture to an electric influence,
while in a condition of mobility of particles to establish
a definite position of the conducting particles, and then
causing the mixture to solidify.
Electric

8S1.015.

Arc Lamp.

England.

Rugby.
9,

Louis C. H. Mensing.
filed
February

Application

1905.

Grain,
Electrical
Purification of Flour,
Ec. John L. Lawson. Leith, Edinburgh. Scotland.
Application filed June 22, 1906.
This method o£ ourifyinp flour, grain, rice and like
CTreals consists in feeding the same in comminuted condition in a series of shallow streams, slightly separated
from one another, below a suTcrposcd conductor charged
vitli
high-tension electricity whereby the impurities in
the cereals are lifted from the streams, brought into conI.1CI with the conductor and repelled so as to fall between

Process for Producing Chlorides of Carbon.
James MacKayc. Cambridge. Mass., assignor to Stone & Webster, Boston, Mass. Application filed April 13, 1905.
The process consists in mixing gas and chlorine in

cago,

Charles J. Wagner, ChiApplication filed August 15, 1907.

111.

An elcelromagnct has a U-shaped permanent niagnet
pivoted adjacent thereto, i>rinK< between the amis of the
prrniancnl m^ifntt and the electromagnet, a centrally disjKfScd lumincr on the |>crmancnt magnet and bclU aNa;>ted
to be engaged by ihe hammer.
Electrode.
Storage-battery
Jonas
W.
East Orange, N. J., assignor *o
the Edison Storage Battery Company. We^t
Orange, N, J. Application filed April 28. 1905.

S?0,957.

Ayhworth,

Thtft ftloraKe-battcry electrode co'isit^t* of twor opnoivcd
perforated plates and clectrolytically deponited liydratcd
j-eroxide of nickel between ihem.

Ap-

generated,

Slotting Machine.
Walter Favreau, New
N. Y.
Application filed December 2;,

881,064.

York,
1906;

This machine is driven by an electric motor under tlie
table.
The motor is connected with the cutters so as
to allow it to be moved vertically and thus to perrpit adjusting

the

cutters

horizontally.

Robert A. Stevensoii
T. Story, New York, N, Y., assignors of one-half to the John T. Story &
Co., New York, N. Y.
Application filed DeElectric

881,087.

Insole.

and John

cember

14, 1905.
shoe is provided with an insole cai-rying two galvanic
each of which is composed of a number of positive
and negative elements, and means connecting the elements
in circuit one with the other.

A

piles,

Reissues.

Telephone System.
Edward J. Burke.
Brooklyn, N, Y, Application filed October 25,
Original No, 853,002, dated May 7, 1907.
1907.

12.756.

Each
give

subscriber's line has a signal lamp arranged
of different character when a connection

lo

lights

wanted and when the conversation

Incandescent-lamp

12.757.

Seeley,

Bridgeport,

Bryant

Electric

is

completed.

is

Socket.
Frank
T
Conn.,
assignor to tin'
Bridgeport, Conn

Company,

Application

filed January 22,
No. 839,655, dated December

Original
1908.
igo6.

25,

Tlic socket has a cap provided with oppositely faced
angled projections on the inner face 'of the rim ami
tongue provided on its inner face with a beleved caleli
The shell is provided with holes suitably placed to receive
the angled projections and the beveled catch when llic
cap and sliell are fitted together.
.1

PATENTS THAT

HAVE

EXPIRED.

9,

1908:

Mass.

streams.

Bell.

Classon,
111.

Coupling for Electric Wires.
C. M. ICniglit and
447.833.
T. Hawken, Salem, Mass.
Induction-preventive for Telephones,
T. F. Wriglit
447,858.
and E. G. Wilson, Chicago, 111.
Conduit for Elertric Wiring in Buildings. S, Berg
447,861.
niann. New York, N. Y.
Electric Switch.
H. T. Clark, Bridgeport, Conn.
447,867.
Electric-light Signal.
'447,804.
\V. R, McCann and S. SCreider, Sterling, III.
Insulation of Electric Conductors.
F. J. Na^l'.
447.896.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electric Conductor.
F. J. Nash, Brooklyn, N. Y.
447.897.
Electric-railway Signal.
W. W. Kosenficid, Nc
447,906,
York, N. Y.
Automatic Telephone Exchange.
A. B. Struwger,
447,918.

S80.900.

Electric

,

March

circuit.

880,940.

Gas-engine Igniter.
Albert N.
Rutland Township, LaSalle County,

plication filed April 20, 1906.
An ignition apparatus for internal combustion engines
comprises a magneto, a vibrator electrically connected to
the magneto and mechanically operated by the rotaliun
of the armature thereof, binding posts oppositely disposed
in the path of the vibrator, and a condenser in parallel
with the vibrator and binding posts, whereby the vibrator
may be positively operated and an alternating current

Electric Arc Lamp.
447.767.
H. C. Forganson, Oaklan'l
Cal.
Combined Annunciator and Telephone System, j
447.768.
C. Francis, New York, N. Y.
Electric Switch.
447,788.
J. M. Orford, Bridgeporl, and J
C. English, New Haven, Conn.
Electric Starting Switch.
447,827.
W. Hochhausen, Bror!lyn, N. Y.
Electric-light
Fixture.
Kintz,
Ballard VaK
447.832.
J.

880,891.

the presence of a porous media. subjectinK the mixture to
a predetermined temperature by electrical means, mainlaininjc the mixing zone scpar-itc from the rcactinR zone
and separating the products of reaction.

A

Following is a list of electrical patents (issiKil
by the United States Patent Office) that expirtl

Sprinkler heads carried by the water supply pipes have
eirctrically operated valves adapted to control the flow
There are a number of inof water through the pipes.
dependent valve circuits and a number of thermostats and
lliermcstat circuits having relays therein for closing the
valve circuits, also an independent test circuit for each
ri thf valve circuits, and an indicating device in the test

the

S.

881,058.

880,978.

tree protector consists of a main metallic conductor
Epirallv embracing the trunk of the tree -and in electrical
connection with the ground and coacting metallic conductors clamped to the main conductor and embracing
the branches of the tree. (See cut.)

Liberating

collapsible electrocutor for insects consists of two
electrical
conducting rings, conducting chains uniting
them, a link of insulating material in each of the chains,
in combination with means for connecting the rings to
the positive and negative poles respectively of a source
of electricity.

plate

top to the pole;

A

Aluminum and Other
Blackmore, Mount Vernon,
Application filed October 29, 1904.
of

Henry

Electrical '
Appliance
for
Protection
Against Insects. Alphonse L. M. Chaulin, Paris,
France.
Application filed June 26, 1906.

Craig,

with a C-shaped slot in it fits over a hole in
the roof of the car. ,The pole is pivoted to a rotating
A rod with a spring
plate with a corresponding slot.
about it passes through the slot and' is pivoted at its

Ap-

1906.

23,

881,055.

September

1907.

6,

Herring-Hall-

York, N. Y.

The process consists in inducing a reaction between
an aluminum methide (Al^Cn) electrode and aluminum
oxide and fluoride, by passing a current through the electrode in communication with the oxide and fluoride,
whereby the metal content of the latter is reduced by the
concurrent combination of their electro-negative constituents with the anode.

opposite direction.

880,976.

NO. 880,854.

Metals,
N. Y.

prise a friction pulley normally operated by engagement
with the flywheel of the engine, and a spacing roller
adapted for insertion between the pulley and the rotating
part for transmitting motion when the engine is rotated

the

Art

881,049.

April

filed

igo5.
Divided and this application filed
20,
October 7, 1907.
for
Means
driving the magneto from tlie engine com-

November

filed

the

vertical columns, the columns of one layer being staggered
with relation to those of the other and the axes of the
disks being at substantially right angles to the face of
the wall.

1907.

8,

to

New

14, 1908

The vault walls have a backing of insulating material
and two independent layers of electrically insulated disks
mounted therein, each layer being composed of separated

operating Mechanism for Magnetos. AlN. Classon, Rutland Township, LaSalie

S8o;974.

in

LIGHTNING PROTECTION FOR TREES.

plications

Canyon-

Carter,

filed

assignor

Ohio,

Marvin Safe Company,

A

other.

Lightning-protector Attachment for Trees.
AppliJohn P. A. Anderson, Madrid, Iowa.

Application

Ore.

Tlie insulator body is grooved in its upper end to form
a seat for a tie wire.
peg receiving the body has below
the same a transverse opening for the tie wire which
engages with the groove in the upper end of the insulator body and passes through the opening in the peg.

of separate,

880,854.

W.

George

Insulator.

880,971.
ville,

Signaling

Railway

cinnati,

filed

retaining the pole in alinement with
the bracket, means whereby the extending of the sections
will release the retaining means, a spring acting normally
to extend the sections, and a rest on the bracket for supporting the pole when out of alignment with the bracket.

adjacent end portions.

880,851.

Henry Bouchard,

Austin.
April 16, 1907.
comprises a number of telescoping

Trolley Pole.
Application

trolley pole
sections, means for

March

NO.

88l,Ol5.-»-ARC LAMP.

Kansas

A

pair of inclined carbon tubes is arranged to cbr^tain
the carbon points which are engaged by clutches mounted'
on a bridge that is connected with the core of a central
solenoid.
(Sec cut.)

W.

Heating Device.

881,017.

E.

H.

Morse,

Al-

Iowa.
Application filed April 25, 190"hemispherical shell contains an incandescent lamp
axis projecting inward and parallel with the open
face of Ilie shell.
gona,

A

with

its

88r,020.

Weighing

Phftnix,
1906.
f)nc

Ariz.

Clarence W. McKcc,
Application filed February 28,

Scale.

Renewed October
of the scale

arms

1907,

s,

crirries

a

contact which

closes

when a balance is ol)lained,
Safe and Vault, and 881,032, Safe and
William F. Schultz, CinVault Construction.

a belt :;ircuit
SSr.o.-ii.

City,

Mo,

Alternating Electric-current Generator:
N. Tcsl^.
York, N. Y.
Electric Motor.
W. II, Chapman, Portland. Me.
447.939.
Kailway-cnr Telegraphy.
W. S. Cook ana M.
447.943Cook, Omaha, Neb.
Electric Alarm.
G. W. Adams, Boston, Maso.
447,998.
Telephone-toll Apparatus.
\V.
Gray, Hartfofl,
448,024.

447,921.

New

'

Conn.

I

Elcctric-railwny Signaling Apparatus.
E. I.. Han
448.031.
son, Crookston, Minn.
Electrode for Arc Lamps.
A. C. Seibold, Mom'
448,084.
Vernon. N. Y.
_
Electric Arc
Lamp.
LaMotte C. Atwood, St
448,107.
I^uis, Mo.
Eleclric Door Opener.
L. Bates, Jersey City.
448.110.
Apparatus for Intensifying Electrical Undulalio'i
448,153.
J. C. T-udwig. San Francisco, Cal.
Autcimalie Swilehlward and Safety Cut-out for EIci
448,166.
E. A. Sweet. Mitford, Mass.
trie Circuits,
Trolley for Electric Railwaya.
M. J. Wightmon,
448.1^3.

"
.

Scranlnn,

T'.i.

'
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Operated Labor-saving Ap-

Electrically

pliances

in

the Federal Bulldinp:
in

Chicago.

visitor

casual

the

to

single

Federal

the floor space of the building is not office room
at all, but is taken up with large workrooms, in

for

Delivering

First-class

is,

of course,

sarily

poslnfiice

railroad
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day when a machine will be able to decipher
and classify a multitude of addresses is not yet at
hand.
Almost all the other work in connection with the
handling of the mail in the postofficc is done by
the

includes its carriage from its
the building to various groups of clerks
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Building in
Cliicago wlio has seen only the rotunda and corridors of its interior is apt to carry away the impression lliat the building as a whole is only a
hixurious liousing for the various government oflkcs
A more complete inspection of the
in the city.
interior reveals, however, that nearly one-half of
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These arc

built something like the bucket conveyors
used for lifting coal in power houses, but the buckets arc larger, so that they can easily handle a
well-fdlcd sack or pouch. Three of ihcse conveyors
arc used each is driven by a 7 J/j -horsepower motor.
The sacks arc automatically thrown from the rubber
belt conveyors into the buckets and lifted to the
second floor, which is devoted entirely to the mailing division that handles the mail going out of the
;
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ELECTRICALLY OPERATED LABOR-SAVING APPLIANCES IN FEDERAL BUILDING, CHICAGO.
which so much machinery

is used that a person behas strayed into the factory of a large
commercial concern. This machinery is almost all
electrically driven, there being about 180 electric
motors ranging from 1-16 horsepower to 35 horse-

lieves

he

power

in

daily use throughout the building.

No department

of the national government represented in Chicago comes into such frequent and

important contact with the citizens and commercial
interests of Chicago and the central West as that
of the

postofficc.

partment
postoffice,

is

done

The

work of this deworkrooms of the Chicago

principal

in the

all the first floor and
second floor in the new
an average day about 270

taking up almost

basement and

all

of the

Federal Building.
On
toris of mail are received at the building; on the
heaviest day during the year 2.640,000 letters alone
were received. The most work in connection with
the handling of these vast amounts of mail through

and from them to, and in some cases subsequent to,
its removal from the building; this alone represents
a great saving of labor in trucking and hauling
sacks, pouches and bundles of mail.
All the counting, stamp canceling and dating of ordinary sizes
of mail matter is done by machines in one operaThroughout, the aim is to avoid the handling
tion.
of individual pieces by any but the distributing
clerks, and thus much time and labor are saved
and a greater reliability of service attained.
About 75 per cent, of the mail collected each
working day in the downtown district comes in
between the hours of 4 to 9 p. m. Collecting wagons traveling on the east and west streets deposit
their pouches at the receiving chutes along Dearborn Street, down which they drop to weighing
platforms, and are then transferred to motor-driven
rubber belt conveyors running under the sidewalk
that carry the pouches to vertical bucket conveyors.

Mail from the
classified by them.
depots and from outlying stations of the
postoffice is received by pneumatic tubes, electric
The tube
tunnel cars and street-railway mail cars.
and tunnel methods were described in articles in
the Western Electrician of July i, 1905, and March

already

partly

railroad

1906.

3,

The

mail, composed of such letters
by wagon that have not yet been faced
and canceled, is handled by the vertical convej-^or
in the southeast corner, from which the sacks are
dumped to an overhead platform. From this platform a light trestlework is carried over two long
first-class

collected

rows of sorting and facing tables. Below
trestlework and directly above the tables are
long bins, or hoppers, that are used for storing letCarried
ters until the tables below are cleared.
by the trestlework are rails, upon which small steel
hopper cars run. Into such a car the contents of
parallel

the
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are emptied and the car run
any of which it automatically
These cars, as shown in one of
contents.
trations, have either a single or three
ments, each having a capacity of three
They are run by a cable
letter mail.

the sacks
bins,

into

The

motor-driven.

over the
drops its
the illus-

compartof

sacks

which

is

three-section car can discharge

compartments into the same or separate bins as
When the load is dropped the car autodesired.
matically returns and closes its bottom.
In this main facing, and stamping section there
its

March

passes under each shelf, brushing whatever
be thereon into the basket. When the basket
reaches its desired destination the bottom opens
automatically, dropping its load into a receptacle,
after which it closes again and continues on its
course.
In this way special delivery letters receive
cable

may

immediate attention.
The faced and canceled letters in the mailing
division are handled by a series of tray conveyors
of three endless belts traversing three
sides of a square, or nearly 1,000 feet in distance.
consisting

21,

190$

thrown over the hook.
The carrier is then
automatically set on any desired number and is
released only when its finger comes in contact with
the release finger at the corresponding station.
is

This release is somewhat similar to the deflecting
system described for the tray conveyor.
The driving mechanism for this conveyor is in
duplicate,

as

shown

one of the

in

illustrations.

A

752-horsepower motor drives a sprocket, over
which runs a link belt carrying about 150 steel
grips which are so constructed that they grasp the
cable at a certain point, and after dragging it along
about 25 feet they release the cable and return
over two idler sprocket wheels.
No bags are carried along the south side of the room; at the
southwest corner there is placed an automatic device which would cut off power from the driving
motor should any bag be carried beyond this point.
A conveyor of novel type has been installed
recently to lift boxes of first-class mail from theletter drops in the rotunda to the second floor.
This is a vertical lift device called a finger-tray
conveyor.
The boxes are much langer than those
in the tray conveyor already described.
An endless
link belt has fingers normally extending at right
angles upon which the boxes are placed. They are
removed by coming in contact with a set of
inclined stationary fingers spaced between the moving

The

ones.

pedestal

adjacent

motor

driving
the

top

of

is

the

conveyor was installed by the Weir
facturing

Company

of

Chicago.

mounted on
conveyor.

&

a

This

Craig Manu-

Almost

all
the
other conveyors were made specially for this service
in accordance with the ideas of the postofhce officials by the Lamson Consolidated Store Service

Company.

Among the special tools devised by men in the
government service in Chicago is a portable motordriven blowing machine used for blowing dust out
of the cancelling machines and a portable automatic starter used in connection with 7J^ or 10horsepower motor pumping outfits. A special ma-

DRIVING MECHANISM FOR OVERHEAD TRACK CONVEYOR FUR SECU.N'D-CLASb MAIL, CHICAGO POSTUFFICE.
In the
are seven steel tables, each 17 by 5 feet.
front of each table are spaces for eight men side
by side. In front of each man is a pocket into
which he faces the letters, i. e., turns the face of
the letters toward him with the stamps in the
lower left-hand corners. This is necessary to pass
the letters through the canceling machines properly
and also saves subsequent turning of each letter
These men also separate the larger
in classifying.
sizes of letters into a separate pocket and pick out

These belts run over a lo-inch pulley at each end
and are supported on wooden idler pulleys at inter-

bulky letters and such as
would damage either their contents or the machine
in being cancelled in the regular way; all these
The pockets into which
receive special treatment.
the letters are faced connect into two channels
which run along the front edge of the table. The
bottom of the pockets and channels is formed of
a continuous rubber belt four inches wide, running
along the edge of the table and carrying the letters on edge toward the table end, where they are
forced through a stacking device consisting of a
series of rubber-faced rollers and separators.
This

another this is done by a
series of rollers placed at the angle formed by
two belts, each tray being deflected from the belt
to the rollers, which discharge the tray to the
next belt.
The trays are pan-shaped, 30 by 7J4
inches and 5 inches deep at the head end, tapering
they are of tin and hold
to three inches at the tail
from 500 to 700 ordinary letters. To the front of
each tray is attached an adjustable finger extending about ij^ inches above the top of the tray.
This finger is placed in one of a series of notches.
At each station is a deflecting rod placed over the
These
belt so that loaded trays can pass beneath.
rods are mounted at various distances from the
side of the belt to correspond with the numbered
Thus a tray
notches on the front of the trays.
destined for station No. 4 will pass No. 3 because
deflecting rod No. 4 projects one-half incli farther
over the belt than that of No. 3. The loaded trays
are carried on the lower belt and empties are reThese conveyors, as
turned on the upper one.

special-delivery

belt

is

From

letters,

electrically driven.

the slacking device the letters are passed

through the cancelling machine adjoining. Each of
these machines can handle 400 to 500 letters per
hour. Nineteen of them are in use in the Chicago
postofiice, 17 on the second floor and two on the
main floor. A group of five machines is shown at
a table used for handhng circular mail. Each machine has a small electric motor mounted in its
base. The machines are mounted on casters so
they can be moved to any place desired. The machines cancel the stamp, afiRx the date and time
and count the letters as they pass through. Some
were built by the International Postal Supply Company of New York and others by the B. F. Cummins Company of Chicago. A description of their
details would itself make an interesting article.
A basket pick-up conveyor is used extensively in
the postofficc, especially in the city delivery division
cable is stretched wherever
on the first floor.

A

desired, over

wherever

and near

may be

tables,

desks, sorting cases,

necessary to send certain letters
or small parcels. To this cable is fastened by gripping devices a series of wire baskets, each having
an overhanging brush attached to its side.
Small
station shelves arc placed wherever desired directly
iindcr the cable, and on these the letters or parThe basket traveling under the
cels arc placed.
it

giving a very even surface

vals of 30 inches, thus

chine is being built for cleaning the large number
of Holophane lamp shades, globes and reflectors
used in the building.
Some 12,000 of these are
installed, the cleaning of which required the labor
of one man for seven months to make the rounds.
By means of the new machine, which is built on the
principle of dishwashing machines, it is expected
to make the rounds once a month.
machine of special interest to wiremen is a

A

These pulleys are suspended by a
framework from the ceiling.
A four-inch wood
curb is placed on each side of the belts, and in this
curbing are cut openings for the loading and discharge stations, of which there are nine. The belts
run at right angles to each other, which makes it
for

the

belt.

necessary

means

provide

to

from one

trays

for

belt to

transferring

the

;

;

shown

in

one of the illustrations of a corner, are

They carry

motor-driven.

the

letters

the

to

dis-

tributing tables.

Another conveyor that is of interest is the sack
or bag conveyor which is used for carrying sacks
of mail from the point where they arrive on the
second floor to any desired section thereof, where
classification,

their

may be

carried

already

further.

A

completed
steel

by

states,

framework

sus-

pended from the ceiling surrounds the edge of the
entire
this

floor,

runs a

a

distance of nearly

steel

cable to which

1,300

feet.

are attached

On
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hag carriers about 10 feet apart. Each carrier is a
small cast-iron trolley running on four wheels in
a double channel connected with the steel frame-

work referred
of

these

little

10 above.

cars

is

From

the center of each

suspended a collapsible hook

Each sack
held in place by a vertical sliding rod.
is placed in a rope sling with a looped end which

DELIVERY STATION FOR SECOND-CLASS MAIL IN
CHICAGO POSTOFFICE.
machine perfected by William A.
Richardson, chief electrician of the building. It is
used to run floor connections to desks and tables
in
the various offices.
These have had to be
shifted occasionally
to avoid considerable overhead conduit work in making these changes this
machine was devised to cut the necessary channels
in the floor.
A two-horsepower, 220-volt motor running at 310 revolutions per minute drives a milling
This cutter
cutter at 2,400 revolutions per minute.
makes a smooth uniform groove through any kind
of wood and cuts through nails and screws as well.
Lead-covered cable is laid in the groove connecting
the floor boxes with the condidet outlets under the
desks.
The groove is then covered with an oak
The
strip which is glued and toenailed into place.
surface is dressed with a planing cutter, replacing
Linoleum carpet is then
the one used in grooving.
One of the illustrations
laid over the whole floor.
on page 225 shows the machine and one of the
floor-grooving

;

new

outlets.
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Neutralizing Inductive Disturbances
Telegraph Lines.
I

introcluction of siiiglc-plias« electric railways

lie

lias

In

caused

joinliiK

in

troulilc

lelenr.ipli

tlie

lines,

opcralioii

due

of

many

iiiduelivc

Id

ail-

disturb-

ances set up ill llie latter interfering with the normal operation of the relays or other receiving in-

To overcome

these elTects an interesting
been invented by Edward Blakency of
Ossining, N. Y., and Robert E. Chelwood, Jr., of
Elizabeth, N. J., and the patent on this method
has been assigned to the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company.
,
To understand the conditions it is necessary to
consider that the ordinary tclegrapli system is one
he presence or
in which the relays are operated by
In other words, it is
absence of direct current.

struments.

system

iias

I
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conductor (12) connecting the points (x) and (y)
in the branch conductors, and in this bridge conductor of each station is connected its relay (r).
It will be seen that each of the station circuits
just de.scribeil is arranged in the manner of a
VVIieatslune bridge,

ilie

piirlions

(c),

fil),

(e), (f)

of Ihe eiindnetors (10) anil (11) fiirnishiiiK the
four sides, while the coniluelor (la) provides the
cross-wire or bridge. As is well known, when the
fall of poleiUial in, say, Ihe side (c) of the balance
is 10 that in the side
(e) as the fall in the side
(d) is to that in the side (f), Ihe iHjints (x) and
(y) will be of eipial ixitcinial ami therefore no
current will flow Ihrnuiih liie bridge path,
Therefore, 10 nullify the disturbing effect of the energy
existing in the conductor (L'), while still permitting telegraphic ojieration, it is only necessary to
secure equality of potential for alternating currents,
while for direct currents the bridge is unbalanced.
This result ni;iy be all.'iined li\' so .-uljusting the

not properly balancid, Koinc of the altcrcurrent may pass throuijh the bridge, and
the operating current therein becomes more or less
uiidiilntory.
This being the case, the action of the
relay i.s liable to be irregular, as the key may be
closed, considering ihe extniius, at either Ihe period of maximiini or niiiiiiiMim cnrrcni. The most
advantageous location for the key is in one of the
sides (d) or (e), since when the key is open the
condenser in Ihe other branch conductor is charged
by Ihe line batlerics, and upon closure is discharged, giving a Hiroiig current impulse, which
is
siiiricient to overcome any lagging tendency of
Ihe line current.
In connection with c.ich of Ihe
keys is shown the usual circuit closer or switch
(k*), by which the continuity of Ihe circuil may be
preserved when the operators are not transmitting.
The switch at the station (B) appears as open, or
in the position for transmission.

circuit
11:11

it

iiig

Modern

Tilting

Tower

By Georc
It is

human

for Railroad Cars.

Jacody.

modern times to lessen
other directions in Ihe loading

a useful endeavor of
labor,

among

and unloading of vehicles, particularly railroad cars.
Apparatus for this service has been built in Ihe
shape of cranes, conveyors, elc, and recently huge
structures have been invented to tilt whole railroad
cars.

The

picture

accompanying

this article

shows such

a tilter which presents several novel features.
The
tower was erected recently at CoscI, a German in-

and executed by a large firm in Germain feature is that the platform
with the cars to be unloaded can be moved up
and down to adapt itself to the water level. The
latter
varies considerably 5.45
meters— and the
buyer made the condition that brittle material, such
as coal, should be unloaded without being crushed.
land

NEUTRALIZING INDUCTIVE DISTURBANCES IN TELEGRAPH LINES.
organized for operation by tlic normal slowly recurring current impulses of standard Morse signals
manually transmitted.
If the line has near it a
conductor through which passes an alternating current, a similar current will be induced in the telegraph line which will be superposed upon the operating current. A class of alternating current which
is at the present time often encountered is that of
single-phase and of comparatively low frequency,
yet high relatively to Morse transmission, say 25
cycles per second, which, is employed for power
transmission and some railway work. The electromotive forces producing such currents are usually
extremely high, and of course change abruptly
from their maximum value to zero, giving powerful
inductive effects, yet the frequency

is not so great
but that the armatures of the relays can follow the
alternations induced in the line.
As a result the

operating current assumes such an undulatory character that the signals are distorted and confused
by the vibration of the armatures. To exclude the
current from the telegraphic receiving
elements and thus prevent this disturbance and to
provide a system by which signals may be effectively transmitted and received without interference
or confusion are the principal objects of the invenalternating

tion.

It

consists

in

a

means

furnishing

for

separate

paths for and confining thereto currents of diverse
characteristics.
The system herein described is
in the form of a Wheatstone bridge circuit, with
which the receiving element is associated and which
excludes alternating current from the receiving element by virtue of the establishment of a condition

of equipotential

the extremities

of a bridge

or
while the
bridge is thrown out of equilibrium for operating
currents and made a portion of their exclusive
path by the presence of inductive devices in a portion of the branches of the balance circuit to which
telegraph currents are relatively impassable.
Referring to the accompanying diagram, telegraph stations (A) and (B) are provided with
sending and receiving elements (k) and (r), respectively, and betw'een which extends the line conductor (L). This conductor is shown as grounded
at its
extremities to complete the main circuit,
though obviously a complete metallic circuit could
be substituted if desired. The circuit contains batteries
(b) or other suitable sources of operating
current
Situated in such proximity to the line as to act
inductively upon it is shown a conductor (L*),
constituting, for example, a portion of a railway
circuit that carries an alternating current flowing
from a generator (G), which is of such periodicity
that a disturbance will be produced in the telegraph
cross

line

To

conductor

at

in

which

it

is

prejudicial to its operation.
nullify the effect of these

placed,

parasitic or disturbing currents and to prevent the receiving instruments (r), which are shown in the drawing
as relays, from being affected thereby, the line
(L) is divided at each station, there being two
conductors (10) and (11) connected in parallel to
form a section or extension of the main circuit.
These parallel branches of the line are separated
into portions (c), (d), (e) and (f) by a bridge

impedance of each side that with reference thereto
the equation

c

e

d

f

—=—

will

be

satisfied,

and by em-

in the conductors
(10) and (11) at opposite sides of the bridge reactive devices such as
direct curimpassible
to
which
are
condensers
rents while permissive to alternating currents, and
including in the companion sides impedance devices
allowing currents of both characteristics to pass.
In each of the sides (c) and .(f) of the balance
possessing both re(I)
circuit are shown coils
sistance and inductance, this being preferably adjustable, and in series with the coils (I) in diagonally opposite portions of the parallel branches
are condensers (C) which are shown as being of
In each of tlie arms (d) and
variable capacity.
(e) is a suitable resistance (R), also preferably
adjustable.
When the impedance in the various sides is balanced in the manner previously stated, the bridge
(12) will be neutral to the induced alternating currents, which will flow through both the parallel
branch conductors, passing inductively through the
condensers, and to ground through the battery, thus
leaving the relays unaffected. But upon making
and breaking the main circuit by means of one
of the keys the impulses will pass through the
line, and since the condensers are conductively discontinuous for, or are impassable to, direct, slowchanging currents, the circuit is unbalanced as far
as these are concerned, and they flow exclusively
through the sides (d) and (e) and the bridge connection, these constituting the sole conducting path
through the bridge circuit, and operate the relays
in the usual manner.
In balancing the circuit the frequency of the
disturbing current should be considered, and, as
this is liable to vary, such values of resistance,
inductance and capacity should be chosen as will
not greatly disturb its equilibrium if slight changes
This may be determined exin frequency occur.
perimentally, or mathematically, until such values
are found that the impedance will vary but little
for the expected fluctuation in the frequency. In
any event, the resistance in the sides (d) and (e)
should be kept as low as possible to avoid cutting
down the operating currents they carry. Also, if
such devices for any specific case are not unduly
large, air-core coils preferably should be used in the
sides (c) and (f), as is illustrated at station (A),
since their inductance is reasonably constant within
a wide range of practical conditions, and with noninductive resistance in the arms (d) and (e) the
circuit would remain substantially balanced for any
particular frequency, regardless of the magnitude
of the induced current. It may be found, how-ever,
that to secure the necessary inductance air-core
coils are too cumbersome, and in such case those
having iron cores may be emploved, as is shown at
station (B).
There are four portions of the circuit in which
each of the keys (k) may be placed to effect the
transmission of signals in the bridge (12), in the
line outside the balance circuit, or in either one of
the sides (d) or (e) which the operating currents
traverse.
If located in the first-named position, the
key is shunted by two circuits of large capacity
furnished by the arms (c d) and (ef), respectively,
so that, although the relay of the sending operator
may respond properly, that of the distant station
will be sluggish.
With the key in the line, if the

ploying

—

port,

many.

The

—

The movement

by lowering that part
above the water, or by
elevating the opposite part, or by doing both. This
is all done electrically in an ingenious way.
If, for

of the platform

is

effected

which

is

ELECTRIC RAILRO.A.D-CAR TILTER.
low level coal is to be emptied into
an electric mechanism is started which
lowers the waterside portion of the platform to
bring it near the boat, while at high level an electric hoist elevates the landside portion.
At any
intermediate level both motors are at work, so
that the distance from the ships to the chute is
always the same. At the same time the platform
is in an inclined position of 45 degrees.
The dead
loads of the latter and the guides are counterbalanced by w^eights, as shown in the picture.
instance,

the

at

ship,

Another interesting feature

is

that the tiresome,

slow method of pushing the cars to and from the
platform is avoided.
This is here done also electrically.
When a car arrives loaded it is first
drawn by an electric motor upon a turntable, then
turned 90 degrees and pulled upon the platform.
The car is then locked by clamps automatically
fastening the front axle.
Kext the platform is
tilted and the coal falls into a big funnel-shaped
tank.
This is closed by a door which is also operated electrically from the engineer's seat
The

.
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operator
of

coal

may

let

pass a greater or smaller quantity
width of the opening.

by changing the

When

platform

the car is emptied
back and the car pushed upon the turntable and
the

is

tilled

then upon a side track.
Several of the details are patented in various
The apparatus has only been in use a
countries.
It
few weeks and has worked very satisfactorily.
the extensive use
is particularly useful, owing to

of

Thus

electricity.

ment and by

its

it

use

can be started at any motime and labor are

much

saved.

synchroscope.

is

AB.

indicate

in Parallel.'

(Ia)

at

Bv MoRG.\N Brooks.
The successful operation of alternators in parallel
depends upon a combination of favoring circumconsiderastances more or less under control.
tion of the influence and relative importance of
object
of this
the
some of these circumstances is
Synchronous motors or converters operated
paper.
by generators from a distance are, in fact, in
parallel with these generators, and conditions of
such motor operation will be included.
When two similar shunt-wound direct-current
machines are running in parallel, and the driving
power of one machine fails, that machine tends to
slow down, as would be expected. As soon, however, as its induced electromotive force is thereby
decreased enough to permit current to flow back
through it from the other generator it becomes a

A

we

represent the vectors
text-books, how
can three or four machines in parallel be represented?
If now we assunie
that a parallehng
switch is closed when the vectors are nearly in
phase as represented in Fig. 4, the vector-difference
N'oltage AB, properly E, the electromotive force of
the local circuit, acts lo drive current through the
impedance of the local circuit.
Whether this vector-difference E should be indicated with its direction toward (B) or toward (A) depends on the point
of view. With regard to (A), its positive direction
is BA; while with reference to (B), its positive direcopposition,

in

tion

Alternators

Indeed,

March

in

some

4 shows arrows

Fig.

this.

if

shown

as

Now BA

drives

at

a

both ends to

current,

lagging by a definite angle

©

shown

dependent
Cosine @

on the impedance of the local circuit.
is the proper power factor of the local circuit of
the two machines.
This current is nearly in phase
with OA, the electromotive force of machine (A).
This indicates generator action, and there is a load
upon machine (A), due to this circulating current.
Viewed from the machine (B), the active electromotive force AB furnishes the same current,

represented this time as (Ie) lagging
degrees behind AB, which current is nearly in opposition to
vector OB, showing that machine (B) is momentarily a motor whose speed will be accelerated.
That is, the generator action on (A) and the motor action on (B) both conspire to bring the machines together in vector position.
In passing
through identical phase position at equal excitation
the action passes through zero, meaning that no
synchronizing action holds the machines together.

A

Fig

F19

I

2'

Fig, 5

Fig.

Fig.

current

vectors

to

OA

and

OB),

21,
the

1908
chart,

Fig. S, has been drawn by a method explained in
detail in a paper, "Interaction of Synchronous Machines," proceedings A. I. E. E., June 25, 1907.
The heavy circle (OAV) is the locus of (B) of

vector

OB when

there is no transfer of power to
(B).
For any position of (B) in this
circle a current lagging
degrees behind AB will
necessarily be at go degrees from OB, and hence
cosine b' will equal zero.
The current sent out
by the generator (A) is all consumed in FR
losses.
For positions of (B) within the circle,
such as (B), power is received by machine (B) in
proportion to its distances from the circumference,
the maximum power occurring when the vector
falls at (C), the center, at an efficiency of 50 per
cent.
Positions within the upper part of the circle
above diameter (OCV) are stable running positions, below that diameter unstable, since here the
slightest increase in load tending to make the machine (B) fall behind drives it into a position of

machine

less

power

intake.

Positions
circle

show

of

vector

OB

without

although

the

reference

which then
(A) as motor,

a reversed function of (B),

becomes a generator with respect
there

is

the

restricted

to

space

lying

be-

tween the reference circle and its tangent at (A),
where both machines are generators, machine (A)
not changing from generator to motor until (B)
takes a position to the left of the tangent through
point (A).
Where it is desired to consider two
or more machines as motors, points within the circle are required for vectors, vector
representing the single generator or the combined result
of all generators.
Where it is desired to consider
two or more generators in parallel, points without

OA

,

3

Fiq7

6

ALTERNATORS IN PARALLEL.
motor, and continues to run without much apparent
change. In a somewhat similar way in the case
of two alternators in parallel, if the driving power
of one machine fails, it tends to slow down, but
as soon as its vector position with reference to the
generator falls behind a mere fraction of a cycle,
current can flow backward, making it a motor, even
without any reduction whatever of its induced electromotive force. It then continues to run as a
motor and at synchronous speed. The tendency to
slow down in this case results immediately in a
lagging position, but the machine is held in step,
dragged along by the current it receives. The actual
change in vector position is often very slight, a
matter, say, of two degrees electrical, that is, only
one-half degree actual in an eight-pole machine.
The change is so slight it is hard to realize that
such change marks the difference between generator
and motor action of the same machine.
For the interpretation of these facts, as well as
the presentation of other interesting features, the
chart shown in Fig. 8 has been prepared. This
chart is derived as follows
Fig. i represents two
direct-current machines (A) and (B). the vectors
representing induced electromotive forces. If (A)
is generator and
(B) is motor, current will flow
,wlth vector A and against vector B in the closed
circuit shown.
Fig. 3 shows two altcrnaling-current
machines (A) and (B) not connected in circuit.
:

may have any possible relation, as
clearly in Fig. 2, which represents the
positions of any two allcrnalors (A) and
(B> not connected together.
Both vectors arc assumed to rotate counterclockwise at approximately synchronous speed, vector E gaining (or losing) with respect to A.
If
wc can only catch a glimpse of the vectors at the
moment when A is in the vertical position shown,
we then have just the condition shown by the
synchroscope with its revolving hand, and the form
of diagram is justified by the appearance of llie
The

vectors

shown more
relative

I.

A

prc/rnted before the Elcclrical Section of Ilic
ot Enztnrcft. Chicaso, .March it, ir>o8. Tlio
profckitr of electrical engineerinn at the L'niveriity of

p:it>«r

Western Society
author

ii

Illinoii.

but that such action operates as soon as the machines separate to prevent their falling apart. Il
is a sort of elastic coupling whose force increases
with angular separation. The force action becomes
enormous at small vector angles, and synchronous
machines cannot be pulled out of step v^rithout very
great strain.
It will be noticed that since the current vector
always lags by angle © degrees behind the resultant electromotive force E, the terminal (B) of
machine vector OB must lie along a line (AC),
Fig. 6, making angle
with
to produce a
In syncirculating current in phase with OA.
chronous motor operation, prdpcr excitation lo pro-

AO

duce

this

result

is

known
known

as
as

"normal" excitation,

is
unity power factor.
greater excitation will produce a current which
leads vector OA, Fig. 5, any less excitation a curWhen the current which lags behind OA, Fig. 7.
rent leads or lags, the power factor is properly
denoted as cosine a, and should not be confused
with cosine 0, the legitimate power factor of the
local circuit, which tells the current relation to
and
resultant E, the vector-difference between
OB. The difficulty in lecognizing this cosine (^
has no vispower factor lies in the fact that
ible existence immediately the switch is closed between the machines in parallel operation, and as
belwccn generator and its motor in a distant station the electromotive force is difficult to measure.
Nevertheless, a vector difference may exist, even
if not accompanied by a voltage difference that can
he measured. That this vector difference is a fact
is
evident from a consideration of the oscillatmg
vector positions, due to hunting, causing surges of
current to flow forward and back between the
machines, rapidly changing their function from
generator to motor and back again. The diagram,
Fig. 4, is thus a representation of the relation between voltages as would exist at the moment of
switch cloE'ng, or of switch opening if that were
done.
From the power equations of the machines (A)
I X cosine a and
and (B),
I X cosine
b (where angles a and b indicate the relation of

and gives what

Any

OA

AB

OA X

OB X

reference circle show such generators, where
represents the entire load.
The circle within and without the reference circle marked "full load" is estimated and is to be
taken as illustrative rather than as absolute. Tht;
angle
taken at 74 degrees in Fig. 8 Is intended
to illustrate normal condition of parallel operation
proper. This angle is often given as 90 degrees in
popular texts, but cannot greatly exceed 75 degrees
in actual practice, and comes down to 60 degrees
probably on ordinary transmission lines.
The chart is calculated for assumed values of resistance and reactance as follows:
R, resistance of alternator or motor,
0.7 ohm.
X, reactance of alternator or motor,
2.4 ohms.
Z, impedance of alternator or motor,
2.5 ohms.
When power transmission is considered, the constants
r
and x of the circuit arc included.
R and x are not precise constants, but are
assumed at such values as give reasonably simple
calculations.
Since the lag angle of the current
I,
behind the resultant electromotive force E, is
determined by these constants, we find that tangent
-f3.43, showing
74 degrees.
Similar charts could be readily made for any
given conditions, either measured or assumed. The
results do not include all the conditions of the
problem, which is exceedingly complex, and yet they
will serve to indicate what may be expected under
operating conditions with some certainty.
Vector
is taken as fixed, meaning that the terminal voltage of this machine is constant at 1,000
volts.
Vector B is viewed, however, as the induced
Any variation of voltage
voltage of that machine.
is
considered as existing entirely in the B vec(B*)
wiihin
tors.
Positions of
the reference circle
are motor positions, and loci for definite loads arc
circles concentric with the reference circle, whose
circumference is the locus for zero power delivered.
The locus marked full load is based on
100 amperes of current at maximum efficiency;
with ovei: or undcr-cxcilaiion of the motor, full
With
load will require more than 100 amperes.
transmission line included, full load again means
current
at
maximum
100 amperes of
efficiency for
the

OA

=

==

X

R

=

A

=
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necessarily less than under local

is

lights giving approximately i',ooo,ooo candlepower,
or practically double th,- amount of light used in
the experiment, will be nccrmary properly to illuniinate the American and Horseshoe Falls simulta-

conditions.
The use of Ihc diagram lies in observing what
change as to power intake of one machine or ol
ihe other is caused by .1 given change of excitation,
uf vector position or of load.
circuit

Fig.

circles,

ri>e

marked 60 per

8,

cent.,

neously.

Mr.

70 per

cent.,

When, howbut at dillerent excitations.
ever, the e.\ciialion for a given load is "normal,"
as previously defined, the efficiency is a maximum
It is observed that the use of a
for that load.
converter "over excited" to balance other inductive
loads is necessarily al a lower efficiency, and since
the power and efficiency loci separate .it a rapidly
increasing rate with departure from the line (AC)
of normal excitation, great departure from thai
Taking all
line is at considerable loss of efficiency.
conditions into consideration it is probably best not
to al tempt to raise the power factor to complete
unity where induction motors are used on the same
The highest combined efficiency
transmission line.
will generally be obtained by raising the power
factor to perhaps 95 per cent., retaining a fairly
good efficiency for the synchronous motor not too
nmch over-excited.

During ihe month of September, igo", the cataand surroundings at Niagara Falls were most
impressively illuminated by searchlights. Reference

Copyright,

the

spectacle

trician

at

the

in

Later

a

the

Western Elec-

series

of

excellent

photdgraphs of the illumination and of the apparatus used was made, and when these pictures were
exhibited at the Chicago Electrical Show of last
January they attracted much attention. Four of
these photographs are reproduced herewith.

sides

CpirlKht. 1W7. by

11,

U. Noril*.

THE "aurora" (diverged)

I-ROM

TME MAID OF THE

at a point

midway

American

properly

to

Falls.

It

ilUmiinate

was not
both

possible,

Falls

however,

simultaneously.

Under normal conditions, approximately 50 per cent,
of the light was scattered or absorbed by the mist,
and it was rarely that any, discomfort was' expe-

of

on what

rienced in looking directly into a 30-inch projector
Prospect Point, which was not over 2,500

1907,

is

known

by

B.

On one occasion, for a period of IS
feet distant.
minutes, the hght was completely shut out by the
mist and rain, so that neither the Falls nor the
beams were visible. With this element to
contend with, in conjunction with the large area
over which it is necessary to distribute the light,
one can readily appreciate why a battery of searchlight

be-

effects were controlled from Batwhich was connected by telephone to
ihe generator car and smaller batteries.
The subdiv:sion into three batteries was for the purpose
of securing a wide sweep over both the cataracts,
with a rising and a plunging light.
Very good results were obtained, particularly on

An

additional

The sunset effects thereby produced
water were beautiful beyond description.

in

So pleasing were the results, as well as sucfrom a purely commercial point of view,

that arrangements arc being made to complete a
permanent and larger installation, which is expected
to be in operation early next summer.
A writer in the New York Evening Post gives
this

description of the spectacle:

"Perhaps the most complimentary thing that can

be

said

of the spectacle

is

that

it

was witnessed

dead silence. From all those thousands there
was no acclaim, no suggestion of a cheer. They
simply gazed and wondered and admired, speechin

less.
The roar of the Falls was the only accompaniment for the show.
"In the beginning all the power of the 36 searchlights was concentrated upon the American Falls
and the Bridal Veil. No color showed at first,
and nothing could be a purer white than that huge
wall of foam plunging 137 feet down the face of
rock.
Between the Big Falls and the smaller cascade to the right, known as the Bridal Veil, the
naked rock stood out gray and grim, with every

"Then a broad band of the white foam suddenly
turned to red, with a rose-tinted cloud of mist
above it, mingling with the white vapor. Gradually

as the "spillway"

Power

the

red rays suffused the whirlpool below, and
then their light made ils way up the river, against
the rush of water, and climbed into the smo.her

of the Horseshoe.

"Somebody said 'a river of blood,' but the remark wasn't as obvious as it might seem to have
been.
The effect was too beautiful to suggest anything horrible.

"Green, orange, blue and violet tints followed,
and then all were blended. A score of rainbows
spanned the river at the same time, shifting their
arcs and changing their combinations of color as
the rays were turned from one cloud of mist to

trolley circuit.

lighting

No.

evening.

crevice revealed by the fearful glare to the watchers
across the river.

Battery No. 3 was made up of 11 18-inch projectors located in Victoria Park, about 1,500 feet
from the center of the American Falls. The projeclors at this point were arranged for series operation, and obtained current directly from the

The

every

H. XorIl3.

tor-generator set installed on a steel car stationed
near battery No. i. The generator delivered no
volts, and was driven by a 500-volt motor, taking
current from the trolley circuit.

tery

river

THE AMERICAN AND BRIDAL VEIL FALLS ILLUMINATED.

Company, approximately
3,500 feet from the American Falls.
These two
batteries received current from a 300-kilowatt moOntario

the

the

cessful

from

tween the American and Horseshoe Falls, 20 feet
above the water's edge, and approximately 1,200
feet from the center of Goat Island.
Battery" No. 2 consisted of four 30-inch projectors placed

of

troduced.
the

MIST LANDING.

installed on the Canadian
and located in three batteries.
Battery No. I comprised It 30-inch and 10 iSinch projectors installed on a platform 250 feet

Gorge

screens

was introduced by noiselessly exploding
loose giant powder in front of the main battery.
This formed a blanket of pure white smoke, ap
pearing as a cloud into which the colors were in-

The projectors were

located in the

suilabic

variation

side,

long,

llirough

from the beauty of the Falls, but
variety of effects which appeared
lo be greatly adnn'red and appreciated by the thousands of people who thronged Ihc parks on both
not detract
lent a pleasing
ilid

Copyright,

was made
time.

beautiful

of soft clear colors

lion

THE "aurora" from PROSPECT POINT, NIAGARA FALLS.
to

for

to be considerable difference of opinion.
There appears to be no f|ueslion that the introduc-

by B. H. Norris.

1907,

engineer

.ippeared

the

racts

illuminating

Company, who planned ihe

on behalf of his company, thinks that
cITecls were obtained by the
use of white light. On this point, however, there

most

Ihc

IConliiiucit oil t'ogc -'jV.]

Falls.

Klectric

inslallalioii

ciency

Searchlight Illumination at Niagara

Ryan,

D'A.

VV.

Gener.d

Ihc

go per cent, efticiency are interesting loci of (B), showing that in general a motor
same power at the same effithe
give
out
may
80 per

cent.,

I,

another.

"And,
the
Copyright,

1907,

by

B.

H. Norris.

THE GORGE BATTERY OF SEARCHLIGHTS AT NIAGARA
FALLS.

finally,

American

when
to

the batteres were turned from
the Canadian Falls, huge vertical

prisms of light stalked along the heights, illuminating a dense growth of woodland, and appearing
as 50 many ghosts among the trees."
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widely advertised "cold motor" of the Bidwells made a sorry showing in court when subjected to the criticism of competent electrical engineers. It was shown that even if practicable, which
is doubtful, such a motor would not be economical.
The defendants were found guilty of working a
"confidence game," and the elder Bidwell made a
vigorous and dramatic statement of his case to a
reporter which is quoted elsewhere. The money
secured from the misguided investors in the "cold
motor" was obtained as a result of sensational

COHBESFONDENOB relating to electricity or any of its
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In a kecent London lecture Mr. Marconi made
an interesting statement in relation to continuity
of "wireless" service

—a

statement valuable as the

of practical experience, but which

result

will

nol

be surprising to those familiar with the phenomena
of Hertzian waves. He said that there are certain
periods, fortunately of short duration, when transmission

and
ergy

at

across

the

times ineffective,

greater

employed.

than

somewhat difficult,
unless an amount of en-

Atlantic

that

is

used at normal

These periods come

in the

times

is

morning and

'

required in the installa-

regulations

DR-VSTIC

own

of electrical apparatus defeat their

tion

,227

227,228
By ilorgan Brooks. Illustrated.
With demonstration and discussion. .... .228, 229, 232, 233

Meeting

simplify the

to

welcomed.

to be

is

RAILWAY RIDE of twenty miles for
cheap enough for the most

ends.

Everyone desires to see all reasonable safeguards
thrown about the employment of electric power,
but there is a common-sense limit appealing to fairminded men beyond which owners and contractors
should not be
In

safe.

expected

should

tricity

the

to

The use

go.

not be penalized,
case of the

new

of elec-

but simply

made

regulations of the

Factory Acts in England the limit of good judgment seems to have been passed, and the whole
subject is now under inquiry by Mr. James Swinburne, acting for the Home Office. In an account
printed this week our London correspondent shows
that a storm of protest from electrical men in

England has arisen over rathei; extreme requirements relating to switchboards and motors. The
remonstrants seem to have justice on their side,
and we trust that their representations will have
the effect of modifying the law.

the subjects which

of

will

undoubtedly be

brought up at the annual meeting of the Electrical
Committee of the Underwriters' National Electric
Association in

New York

next week will be the

recodification of the National Electrical Code.

The

was referred to a committee at the meeting
in March, 1907, and the recommendation of the
committee, now made public, is that it be continued with authority to revise the Code in certain
subject

respects as to arrangement, but not to change the

Code requirements, and

present

that

the meeting of March, 1909, so that

plan

is

acceptable,

the

report

it

if

its

at

detailed

new arrangement may go
The

into effect with the 1909 edition of the Code.

plan
the

Code by printing separately

to simplify the

is

"Class

fittings,

D"

relating

specifications

for

materials and details of construction;

the

rules,

to

where feasible by
repeating the requirement to which reference is
made; eliminating both bold-face and fine-print rules
as far as possible, and printing all mandatory rules
in
the body type, using the fine type only for

elimination

of

cross-references

suggestions.

These recommendations art; based on good sense,
and the electrical committee may well adopt them.

The

National

growth,
shape

(edition

pages

of rules,

type and

some

Code

Electrical

revisions

of

and

1907)

some
in

in

it

the

is

accretions.

In

consists

body

result
its

of

of

present

over

140

some in fine
with a somewhat

type,

bold-face type,

coniplicaled typographical arrangement.

The whole

exacting.

That is at the rate of one-quarter of a cent a mile,
and if applied to the railroad fare between Chicago
and New York would make a ticket cost $2.50.
Such a ride is now possible in Chicago by reason
of the through routing of cars, which is a phase
street-railway

the

may

take a

A

rehabilitation.

Wentworth Avenue car

passenger

at the Seventy-

ninth Street terminus on the South Side, and ride
north without change through the downtown business

district

Howard Avenue

to

the

of

limits

for

city

is

hours

consumed

is

aboiit

few persons

single

a

twenty

distance

in

making the

have

will

miles,

need

to

the

at

northern

nickel

fare.

The

and

nearly

two

trip.

Of

make

the

length of the journey, which must be a

course,

whole

trifle

tedi-

ous, but the through cars will be a convenience in

many

respects, besides

consuming loops

doing away with the time-

downtown

in the central

and

area,

they illustrate the cheapness of urban transportation

made

possible by the use of electric power.

Mr. Ferguson's nomination for the presidency of
American Institute of Electrical Engineers by

the

the board of directors of that organization will be

pleasing
to

those

to

western

interested

in

men

electrical

the

in

central-station

industry and to the candidate's personal friends, of

whom

there are a large number, East and West.

Including the

man who

goes into office this year,

have had 21 presidents in its
history of 24 years. Ralher curiously, if elected,
Mr. Ferguson will be the second western man and
the second central-station man to be so honored.
His predecessor in the first distinction was Mr.
the

Institute

will

Bion J. Arnold of Chicago and in the second Mr.
John W. Lieb, Jr., of New York. It is apparent
that neither the West nor the electric-lighting and
power industry has been unduly favored in the
distribution of the highest office in the gift of the

This fact, coupled with Mr. Ferguson's
standing in the profession and his personal

Institute.

high

popularity, should

make

the choice of the directors,

which is based on the nominations of meinbers, one
in which all interested in the Institute will concur
w'Mh pleasure and satisfaction.

Dr.

One

cents

five

certainly

general,

Labor-saving Appliances in the
Federal Building, Chicago.
Illustrated
225, 22G
Neutralizing Inductive Disturbance in Telegraph .Lines.
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especially
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for
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meteorological

never been interrupted for more than
a few hours at a time since the beginning of commercial work on October 17th last. In a few

Telephone, 5220 Beekman.

Illustrated
Modern Tilting Tower
Jacoby. Illustrated
.Alternators in Parallel.

who

son

Mr. Marconi asserted that, despite all difficulties
and delays, wireless communication across the At-

York.

lantic

Electrically

dismay the uninitiated per-

ance, well calculated to

transmission of wireless messages.

1746.

Eastern Office, 150 Nassau Street,

a difference in the efficiency of radio-telegraphy

not

CHICAGO.
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TELEPHONE, MAIN

presents

daylight' or

tude,

21, igo8

a rather coinplex and forbidding appear-

when, owing* to differences of longidarkness extends only part way
across the Atlantic. Just why darkness should make
the evening,
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Coleman

noticed,

is

Sellers, whose death was recently
subject of a- tribute

the

the

in

March

Proceedings of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers which does credit both to him and to
the writer of the memoir, Mr. L. B. Stillwell, who

was associated with him in the Niagara Falls work
for a number of years.
Dr. Sellers was a distinguished engineer, and did not, perhaps, receive
the general credit for his work to which he was
entitled,
Mr. Stillwell goes so far as to say that
his death is a loss to American engineering and
invention in the field of mechanic arts fairly comparable to that which science has sustained in the
death of Lord Kelvin. This is perhaps saying too
much; nevertheless Dr. Sellers was eniitled to great
praise for his very important work in connection
with the utilization of the waterpower at Niagara
He was chief engineer of the Niagara Falls
Falls.
Power Company during the crucial period from
1889 to 1S93. As Mr. Stillwell says truly, "the
extent to which the judgment and painstaking investigation

of

Dr.

Sellers

in

connection

with

the

Niagara work influenced electric development in
America along lines no'.v well established has not
"His pabeen generally recognized." And again
tience, unfailing ingenuity, broad view and courage
in assuming great responsibilities were in every
:

way

adiTiirable."

It is

a pleasure to witness and applaud

interested testimony to the value of the

eminent engineer from one
sociate.

who was

tliis

dis-

work of an

a worthy as-

;
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Regulations Relating to the Use of Electric Power in English Factories.
Il-'min tlir

Loiidun

;

rc.ntsiHiii<lciil

—

of

llic

Wisiciii

I-llccIriciiiii.I

Miirch 7. 'I'lu- proposal Ity llic llonie
OJlici' lo bring into foroc a set of rcKiiliilions applicable to all pbu'ts (•niiiiiig wit bill tbc Factory
Acts ill wliich cicclrical ciuTKy is used lias led to
liavc already
siicb a storm oi protest that, as
pointed onl, it was deemed advisable to conduct a
jmblic iiit[niry. 'J'bc inqniry was begnii tbis week.
Kepresenlatioiis are beiii^ made on belialf of all
mnnicipalities
owning clectric-siipply works
by
l.ijiuloii,

I

231

ment, on (lie part of
tie
Iloine Office, is tliat
bitherlo liuri- liavi- lieeii no provisions for tin*
safety of tbr cniploycH and that the rcf{iilationH
only more clearly dofiiic tin; powers of Uic Home
Oflice, which already exist iindtT the Factory Acts.
0.
I

laving

iniminalion

tbc

caiivass(.-d

ball<ii>

ilu-

board of diredurs of

American

Institute of

ICledrical

luiKineers lias

tile

tbc jurisdiction of Ibose adniinisteriiif^ tlic b'actory
obvious tliat Mr. Jainos Swinburne,
is
It
Acts.
Iv R. S., wbo is conducting tbe Inquiry as a special
ciiMiitiissioner on behalf of tbe Home Office, bas

president
Louis A. iH-rguson, Chicago,
For vice-presidents Ctnnniings C. Chesiu-y, Fittsfield, Mass.; Calvert Townley, New Haven, Conn.;
Bancroft Ghcrardi, New ^'ork.
For managers D. H. Rusliniore, Schenectady
;il. E. ClilTord. Boston;
VV. G. Carlton, Kcw York;
C. A. Stone, Schenectady.
For treasurer G. A. Hamilton, New York.
For secretary Ralph W. Pope, New York.
These nominations were announced at the Institute meeting of March 13th.
If the usual procedure is followed, the directors' nominations will
be followed by elcciion in due course.
Mr. Ferguson, wbo is second vice-president of
the Conmionwealtb Fdison Company, will have the
distinction of being tbe
second western man to

ligbt

110

task before bim.

Tiic preliminary discussion lias taken place upon
two rules wbicb relate to switcbboards and tbc

placing of no-load releases upon all motors, as
considered to be tbe most important,
tliese arc
opposition to the remaining 31 regulations being
mainly questions of detail and drafting. Witb regard to switcbboards, it is stipulated Ibat for lowpressure and medium-pressure boards there shall
lie a clear bcigbt
of seven feel; and a clear width
of three feet, while for high-pressure and extrapressure boards the figures are eight feel and four
While no very serious objection
feet, respectively.
taken to these figures as regards future work,
is
tbc proposal to make tbe regulation retrospective
for tbe reason that hardly one of the
is opposed,
switchboards erected in the earlier days of the
electrical industry comply wilb the strict letter of
this regulation.
Tbc obvious inference is that they
will have to be reconstructed in order to do so, and
if

tbis

were insisted upon undoubtedly

it

would

in

the majority of cases be physically impossible, on
account of tbe environment, to say nothing of the
expense. The only conclusion, therefore, that the
owners of such stations have come to is that they
will be forced to give up the business.
While no
reasonable man could think even the Home Ofiice
would be capable of prescribing such a drastic
means, there is nothing in the regulations to set
one's mind at rest beyond an exemption which is
said to be applicable to all stations which are shown
to be not less adequately protected than if the regulation in question were complied witb.
This exemption lays it down that the factory inspector,
admittedly not an electrical engineer, is to give a
decision on this point.
This might not be so alarming, for there would always be the electrical inspector himself to appeal to, hut. unfortunately,

under the Factory Acts themselves a way would
be opened whereb}'. say. the rej)resentatives of a
workmen's trade union could institute a prosecution
for failure to comply with the strict letter of the
regulation, a very unsatisfactory position to put an
owner in. Consequently, there is a general demand
for complete exemption of all existing work from
this

regulation.

The second regulation referred to stipulates that
on every motor, whether alternating or continuouscurrent, there shall be fitted a no-voltage release
to come into operation when the current is broken
for any cause.
Tbe justification put forward by
tbc Home Office for wishing to enforce such a rule
as this is that there is a great possibility of current
being- cut off, either through tbe fuse going or due
to failure at the generating station, and that the
operator, not having turned off bis switch, would
be injured when the current came on again suddenly and be was not warned of it or prepared for
it.
A specific case was mentioned of a printing
machine on which tbe operator began to work wlien
the fuses were being replaced, and tbe current
coming on without his knowledge, be was caught
at

work
There

in the

machine and

killed.

strenuous conflict of opinion on the
need for such devices between the opponents and
the Home Office technical advisers, both on the
is

a

question of principle and upon the point of whether
such no-voltage releasing devices for alternatingcurrent motors are to be purchased as a commercial
article today.
It is argued by the opposition that
the introduction of such devices would add to the
danger, and would certainly not diminish it, in
that another man might replace tbe device without
the operator being aware of it, just as he might
replace fuses.
Cranes, capstans and the such like
are quoted as instances in which there is no need
for adding these apparatus, as the man must always be at the motor ruid -would always be cognizant of what was going on.
The opposition case
also rests largely on the question of the expense
of fitting no-voltage releases to all motors.
Some time must elapse before the inquiry, which
is now adjourned for a week, is completed.
As I
have already pointed out. there are unmistakable
signs that the general consensus of opinion in the
industry is that tbe regulations, at any rate in their
present form, will hinder progress and that the
existing regulations of the Board of Trade are
quite sufficient both for the protection of the public
and of the workpeople. The answer to this argu-

made

following

the

nominations

for

the

coming

annual elcciion

—

I'or

—

—

—
—

serve as the president of
American Institute of

Engineers

Electrical

in its

history of 24 years, during
which time, including the

incoming president of this
it will have had 21

year,

presidents.

Tbe first westwas Mr.

president

ern

Arnold

Bion

J.

cago,

wbo

and

Chi-

of

served

in

1903

1904.

Mr

FERGUSON

Ferguson

is

pre-

eminently a central-station man, and his whole professional and business career has been connected with
the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago and
He
its predecessor, the Chicago Edison Company.
was born in Dorchester, Mass., in 1867, and graduated
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology of
Boston in 1888 with the degree of bachelor of science
electrical engineering.

in

It is

interesting to

dent.

for the presidency of the Institute

possesses ability, originality, enthusiasm and cordiAmong electrical
ahty in a happy combination.

men he

is widely known and heartily liked.
This
statement is attested by the fact that he has
alread}"^ served as president of the Association of
Edison Illuminating Companies and of tbe National Electric Ligbt Association.
He was vice-

president of tbe Institute

higher

when nominated for the
has made valuable
literature, many of which

Ferguson

Mr.

office.

contributions lo electrical
have been published in the

He

is

a

member

many
home is

of

ganizations and his

Western

technical and
in

Electrician.
social

or-

Evanston.

Pit's

Mouth Generating Plant
Indiana.

The

plan

for

a

large

generating plant
of Vigo County, Tnd.,

electric

be built in the coal fields
transmitting electric power to Indianapolis, seems
Tbe Indianapolis
to be taking more tangible shape.
Power Plant Company has been organized, and it
to

proposes to erect a generating plant of about 3.000
horsepower. The present plan seems to be to make
gas from the coal in producers, and to drive the
generators by gas engines. In order to have a
ready market for the product of the new plant as
soon as completed the company is reported to have
taken over the People's Light and Heat Company
in Indianapolis.
This company has a 25-year fran-

court,

been

has

route

Guilty.

Chcllain's

month

a

the

aloiiK

bound

II

JiuIk!:

about

for

March

on

finding

I4lh

operating

Chicago,

listening

to

a

the

defendants

The

game,"

"confidence

of

Kuilly

fully

suit,

in the Western Electrician last week, was
remarkable one and was I>ased on indictments for
operating a confidence game and obtaining money
under false pretenses,
DifTering from the average confidence game, the
Bidwells when arrested bad apparently a flourishing
business.
Their plant represented an investment

slated

a

of

more than

proI)ably

corps of

large

and they had a
busy office force.
plentifully and many consid$100,000,

workmen and

Money was coming

in

a

Company

ered the Bidwell Electric
facturing concern.

manu-

a great

The company was capitalized at $2,000,000, represented by 2,000,000 shares of the par value of $1
each.
Although none of the witnesses at the trial
knew

of any of the

motors being sold, the comadvertisements in the daily papers made
extravagant claims for the "cold motor," It was
represented that the motors were being manufactured in large quantities and the future orders
would mean millions in dividends. Then, it seems,
disputes arose as to the dividing of the money received as investments, and Miss Ida Palmer, confidential
secretary, who said that she had been
tricked out of $2,000, instituted the proceedings
resulting in tbe indictments and conviction.
During the trial electrical and mechanical experts
testified as to the merits of the "cold motor," which
was generally declared to be impracticable. Prof.
P. B. Woodworth, of Lewis Institute, and Mr.
James Lyman, electrical' engineer, with the General
in its

Electric

Company, were among the witnesses.

Lyman was

Mr.

called to dispute the testimony that the

General Electric Company had considered the purchasing of a "cold motor."

Benson Bidwell. the inventor, came

He

1905.

to

Chicago

in

lays claim to the invention of the trolley

car, the electric fan, the

generator,

and

finally

railway telephone, a water
"cold motor." which is

the

the basis of the present

suit.

Following the reading of the verdict Benson Bidwell is quoted witb the following interesting remarks in an interview with a reporter:
"You ask me if I have anything to say to the
public. Yes. I have. Tell them for me that Benson
Bidwell will be building and selling cold motors
in a mighty short time.
Tf anyone thinks that T
can be knocked out by n little thing like this lie
is
mighty mistaken. The devil and all his fiends
can't stop me until I have demonstrated to the
W'orld that I am what I claim to he or am planted
under six feet of earth. I am 12 years older than
Thomas Edison. I began the study of electricity
in 1847. and there is no man on earth who has
done more or knows more in that field than T.
I have been fighting,
fighting, fighting, an uphill
battle all my life: and by now I know how to
fight.
I am only 72 years old and I will have
those cold motors running ever}' car and train
the

in

LTnited

States

between here and

in

spite

of

all

the

courts

hell.

"Personally I don't care what the}' do with W"
old body. I have come to a stage where most
things that are precious to men mean nothing tiI

for

Bi'l.v.
in

(Mistonierrt

testimony in the suit a^ainsl Benson Hidwell and
Charles Bidwcll, father and son, retnrncd a verdict

There

me.

A

jury

which

recall

was on the practical subject. ''The Law of Relation Between Candlepower
and Current, Voltage and Energy Consumed in Incandescent Lamps." At that time tbc plans of the
Chicago Edison Company were in the formative
stage, and Mr. Ferguson, whose work at "Tech"
had attracted attention, was offered and accepted a
Shortly afterward
position with the new company.
the young man became electrician of tbe underground department, and thereafter his advancement
was steady and rapid. He became, in succession,
electrical engineer, electrical engineer and contract
agent, general superintendent and second vice-presithat his graduating thesis

The nominee

be

pany

the

uflset

power

iibtaiii

i«i

Tho
1

ceivcd from the members,

partially

of electric power, altitoiiKh the leiif{tli
of lrai>Miii!isioii will he 100 niile^.,
lliii
the line
will pass ihrouKb a wellst*ttlcd district, and it is

1.-

and ]jo\ver companies; by many
owners and by a larj^e number of railway
coniiianies and otliers wliosc premises come wilbin
electric-supply

factory

be only

will

It is figured that
carriaKC of ihc coal
by the losscH in the

city.

fn-iKlit

tile

Iransiiiishioii

li'>|Md

1

whole

llie

the larjfc saviiiK in

Louis A. Ferguson Nominatet! for I'rosident of the Institute.

;

all

covrriiiK

clii^c

My
or

one thing, and one thing only, that
That is my fame as an inventor.
is much more dear to me than life
and T mean to vindicate it and beat
is

care about.
reputation
liberty,

them

all

j-et."

Aside from technical features tbe case attracted
much interest. Following the verdict charges were
made by the defense of flirtation between certain
jurymen and Miss Palmer. The accused, however,
have made affidavits of denial. The jury on its
first
appearance returnod four separate verdicts,
two against each of the defendants. One document
found guilt on the charge of operating a confidence
game and the other on the obtaining of money
under false pretense. The judge_. however, ordered
the jury to correct its verdict, with the result
stated above.
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Alternators

in

Parallel.

[Continued from page

ssg."]

In order to operate alternators in parallel it is
This
necessary to synchronize the machines.
process, once difficult, has been rendered quite simple by the use of the synchroscope wilh its clear
indication of vector relations, showing the attendant
the proper moment for switch closing.
As in direct-current parallel operation, approximately equal terminal voltage must be secured, but
first

the problem includes the much more critical
conditions of approximate speed equality, of same
phase rotation and of sensibly identical vector position before the paralleling switch can be safely
thrown. It is even possible by a device now on the
market to have the switches closed automatically
when vecLor relations are correct, relieving the
This might
attendant of the strain of his work.
be likened to the actual dropping of a time ball
at high noon automatically, although the preliminary
arrangements are manually made in advance. The
condition of vector or phase equality must be closely
realized, but this can be done after experience even
with a relatively large speed difference by causing
the switch to close as the indicator passes across
the zero mark, just as a bullseye can best be
secured with the gunsight passing across the target.
Also, as in shooting, the time lag of the
switch or gun mechanism requires experienced
There is no great difficulty in making
allowance.
a good record under normal operating conditions,
but in an emergency when quickness of action is
most necessary, undue haste may cause an imperfect switch closing, or possibly as in railway substations an irregular load may make the conditions
as indicated by the synchroscope so erratic as to
confuse the operator.
me'ihod of self-synchronizing has been devised
in which the reactions commonly the result of imperfect switching are so reduced as to permit the
switch to be closed at any time regardless of phase
Purposely bad
relation of the incoming machine.
synchronizing produces a mere flicker of the lighting
load, and ordinary synchronizing is absolutely deThe scheme is
void of disturbance of any kind.
merely the temporary insertion between machines
(using but one phase in two or three-phase machines) of an inductive coil without an iron core.
The action of this coil limits greatly the possible
current rush on imperfect switch closing without
limiting to the same degree the synchronizing
power of the machines to pull into step, necessary
to complete the process.
It is known that in transformers the initial primary current on switch closing may be abnormal,
especially in case of unfavorable residual magnetWhen two alternators are connected toge.her
ism.
while differing in phase the magnetism of the two
machines cannot be precisely in the relation required for least cross-current, and an abnormal rush
In case of opposition of
of current may result.
phase (iSo degrees) the case is equal to a sudden
short-circuit, resulting in a current rush of perhaps
20 times full-load current, although a gradual but
complete short-circuit may not develop more than
This current rush
three times full-load current.
or surge is sufficiently reduced by a rather small
coil of wire, whose reactance does not depend upon
seems instantly
iron, and which, like resistance,
coil costing about one per cent,
ready for duty.
is
often
found suffias much as the machine served
The small size of the coil
cient for the purpose.
required for self-synchronizing has been a surprise.
With such coil it has been found possible to close
the switch connecting the bus-bars and a machine
to be synchronized before it is even started, when
easily fall into step upon attaining proper
it will
This is not to be recommended, as it will
speed.
cause an undesirable reaction upon, the existing
load unless an unduly large coil be provided.
Experiments have shown that best results are
obtained in synchronizing an incoming generator
when it is running a trifle "fast," as switching in
puts a load upon it, slowing it down. Similarly an
incoming converter should he running "slow," as
the current flowing into the motor will normally

now

A

A

produce motor action, tending momentarily to

in-

Attention to thi,s difference will
crease speed.
often prevent an oscillation of machines.
By introducing a large condenser between two
machines to be synchronized it has been found possible to hold them at opposition of phase, proving
that inductance is necessary in the impedance used
for self-synchronizing.
Resistance alone is neutral, merely tending to limit the current rush.
Too
much inductance limits the necessary circulating
current too much.
The required coil is small, but
50 pounds of copper in a coil without core serving
to permit a 75-kilowatt, two-phase. 60-cyclc alternator to be synchronized without reference to phase
position.

The use of the self-synchronizing method will not
alternators improperly driven to operate
successfully together. The stringent requirements
of the synchronous machines for uniform driving
torque has scri'cd to greatly improve the regulation
of all prime movers, although the problem of engine
governing is not yet fully solved. When it is realized that two engines driving alternators in parallel mutt not vary so much as one mechanical depermit

gree in position from uniform rotation, due to
cyclic variation, and must change speed simultaneously and equally in case of a change of load, it is
certain speed
seen how difficult the problem is.
difference is required to operate even an isochgovernor.
governing
may
ronous
Too sensitive
easily lead to hunting; too sluggish to unequal load
division, preventing the use of many units in paralconsidlel, or of units differing greatly in size.
erable fall of speed from no load to full load in
ihe engines usually increase the ease of operating
a generating station, since there is less relative
Since all envariation among the several engines.
gines must run at synchronous snedd precisely, they
carry
loads
determined
by
their
governors
will
the
at that speed, and no change of excitation avails
to vary the load, as may be done in direct-current
operation, where a slight speed difference is of no
consequence. As may be seen from the chart at a
given load capacity, the vector position of generator is fixed by its excitation, and any change in
excitation will alter its vector position and power

A

A

21,
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even a seemingly slight unbalanced condition of
phases may cause serious overloading of one phase
or of the machine.
A five per cent, inequality of
voltage as received by a rotary converter might
easily cause one phase to produce Iwo-thirds the
motor output, while the second phase produced but
one-third.
The synchronous motor, which produces
lagging or lead-ing currents at will with a relatively
slight change in excitation, might produce a lagging current in one phase and at the same moment
a leading current in another, accentuating a potential difference of an unbalanced line by altering the
standard phase angle of current. The action of the
induction motor, on the other hand, serves to
greatly reduce any unbalanced condition.
Synchronous generators and motors require almost

for satisfactory operation, and the
success of so many transmission lines using rotary
converters is proof of the high ability of the engineers installing and operating these plants.
ideal conditions

Demonstration.

To

factor.

A recent circuit arrangement by which two alternators are connected through the outside connections of a balancing autotransformer whose neutral connection goes to line serves to 4naintain equal
or proportional current outputs from the two machines and permits .a considerable excitation difference while maintaining unity power factor, provided the engine powers are arranged to carry the
load difference. This method has its special advantage in regiilating the outputs of two direct-connected units by means of voltage instead of by curThis permits a considerable
rents as heretofore.
load adjustment with equal currents, something
An interesting feature of the
hitherto impossible.
balancing transformer connection for alternators is
found in the separation of circulating current from
load current, so that any tendency for machines to
hunt, even slightlj'-, is noticed, and any exchange
of current between machines, no matter how small,
may be detected. When the driving power or the
voltage is adjusted to give good operating conditions, little or no circulating current is found.
automatic alarm
It is even possible to have an
arranged to notify the attendant of any circulating
current above a predetermined minimum, the alarm
to be entirely independent of amount of load curOperating is made more certain,
rent delivered.
the machines will run at unity power factor and
armatures and circuits are not encumbered with
an unknown wattless current. It becomes safe to
operate the plant at higher load factor and a small
unit is protected from overloads, due to hunting.
Cyclic variation of speed, especially in gas engines, and variations due to the engine response
often falling many electric cycles behind the command of the governor are frequent causes of serious hunting. The recent attempts to improve gasengine regulation by so radical a step as "bleeding"
shows how important the question has become. It
would seem that a flexible mechanical or electrical
coupling is demanded to make gas engines successThe steam turbine has
ful in parallel operation.
such unrivaled advantages in respect to constantspeed rotation as to have largely superseded reciprocating engines.
The proposed use of asynchronous generators with gas engines will perhaps
become the solution of the gas-engine problem of
.

regulation.

The

March

use of heavy flywheels helps materially in
uniformity of rotation, but in the case of parallel
operation it is a question if the instant dropping
of load from a generator which gets so little as
one degree in space behind its prescribed position.
if it has 30 poles, has not fully as much to do wilh
regulation of speed.
If so small a position change
removes the load from a generator, the load must
be carried by another, and the shifting of load
due to hunting or to variations of speed not properly termed hunting must overheat the generator
rapidly, even when its average load is normal. The
slight hunting that will cause at one instant no load
and at the next thrice* full load, due not only to
carrying its own and its neighbor's load, but also
to driving its mate momentarily as a motor, will
cause a heat loss somewhat more than twice normal.
Moderate hunting will cause surprisingly large momentary loads and will reduce the apparent rating
of the alternator.
All the preceding discussion assumes a pure sine
curve of alternating current. The presence of the
higher harmonics can add no power for transmission, yet may increase the heat losses in line and
in machines.
The fact that the triple harmonic is
not recorded, even on an oscillograph when connected to the terminals of a three-phase generator,
has been the cause of ils presence remaining often
undiscovered. >\ vector difference of 30 degrees in
the fundamcntftl fe (jo degree* in the third harmonic, hence »ynchronizing at a very moderate
phase difference as tn the fundamental may give
unexpected prominence to the harmonic. In case of
different wave forms, even having the same equivalent value, dangerous
circulating currents may
flow.
The balancing transformer, previously mentioned, will
largely reduce any circulating harmonics.
The .sensitiveness of alternators in parallel to
slight vector or excitation differences shows that

aid in the presentation of the foregoing paper.
Professor Brooks used a number of wall charts
that were enlargements and particular applications
of Fig. 8.
These were provided with conveniently
adjustable strips representing the vectors
and
in various relative positions.
still
more
effective demonstration was made by means of two
independent bicycle wheels that were mounted back
of each other in parallel planes with concentric

A

OB

OA

The wheels were enameled black and one
carried a white radial arrow, representing, say, the
vector OA, while the other carried a similar red
arrow, representing the vector OB.
On placing a
rubber band between two pins on the neighboringrims and then starting the wheels with an angular
distance between the revolving vectors a very
clear ocular demonstration of hunting was pronumber of oiher conditions in synchroduced.
nizing were also shown by the same device.
practical demonstration of the value of Professor Brooks' self-synchronizing coils was made
by the Commonwealth Edison Company.
Private
telephone connection was established between, the
meeting room in the Monadnock Block and the
200Plarrison Street station of the company.
kilowatt, 2S-cycle rotary converter at that station
was set apart for the experiments and connected
through special circuits to a panel board on which
were mounted three synchroscopes and two ammeters. Two independent parts of the system were
first
synchronized to illustrate the method.
The
200-kilowatt machine was then started up by driving it as an alternator by means of its companion
machine running as a direct-current motor. It was
put in parallel with the bus-bars in the ordinary
way, a large instantaneous current resulting at the
moment of switching it in. It was then synchronized with the self-synchronizing coil in at a vectordifference of about 30 degrees with a comparatively small instantaneous current of about 50 amperes.
When repeated with the switch closed a
trifle after the proper time the current was nearly
Synchronizing at 180 degrees vector100 amperes.
difference produced an instantaneous current of
a,\le3.

A

A

A

about 250 amperes. The synchronizing coil, which
had consisted of 470 feet of No. o wire wound on
a reel merely removed from the storeroom, was
then shortened by 100 feet and the last test rein this case the current rose to some 350
peated
amperes, but settled down a little more quickly.
Still another test was made while the machine was
quite markedly out of synchronous speed and the
switch was thrown in indiscriminately; in this case
the current was about 500 amperes. The first trial
of synchronizing without the coil was repeated and
found to result in an instantaneous current of approximately 1,200 amperes.
;

Discussion.

Chairman D. W. Roper opened the discussion by
showing a lantern slide picture of the 200-kilowatt
machine used in the tests. It was one of a number
of machines installed as double-current
direct-connected to vertical cross-comFor some time, the engines at the
Harrison Street station have been idle. The engine
connecting rods have been disconnected and the
two generators in each unit have been operated as
rotary converters. In speaking of parallel operation, Mr. Roper said that the subject had received
nnich attention, but was deserving of the closest
He traced the changes in synchronizing
study.
methods which had been made in recent years. Referring to the synchronizing of 1.500-kilowatt rotaries in New York, he said that as a measure of
precaution, since such large machines had not been
run in parallel before, ihc machines were brought
up on the direct-current side to practical synchronism and the direct-current switches opened for
an instant while the alternating-current switches
of

pairs

generators

pound engines.

Later
induction-motor
were being closed.
the
method of bringing the machines up to step was
developed.

In

practice

the

conditions

arc

much

worse than those prevailing during the tests made
that evening, since here there were used steam-turbine and motor-driven imiis which run very much

more

uniformly

than

the

ordinary

reciprocating

engine.

James Lyman

said that the

diagrams developed by

'
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I'lufussor Jlroolcs were strikingly clL';ir in sliowing
up the coiulilions of parallel operation. Tlic elTccls
i>f
leadinR and laRgin^j currents were particularly
lie recalled some of his early exwell shown,
periments in llie laboratory lo see the elTccts of
inductance and capacity on the synn-sistance,
to

parallel ope.uation.
He wished
the synchronizing power was reinductive coil after having the ma-

power
know whether

i-hnMiizing

duced by the
ciiines

In

in

parallel.

Professor Hrooks slated that it was not, since
the synchronizing coil is used only in bringiiifjf the
machines into step and is then cut out.
In fact,
il
is used like a starting- resistance for motors and
t-unld be arranged in a similar way.

Jnnkersfeld dwelt on the rapid advance
art has experienced during recent years.
The very machine used that evening was the first
j.vcycle double-current generator used in Chicago,
lie recalled its installation and synchronizing with
Subsequently it
a similar later unit 10 years ago.
was synchr(inized willi an inverted rotary cbnvertcr.
It was certainly a great step from those
early attempts, wdien there was frequenlly no telling what^would happen on closing the switch to the
cool and quiet demonstration of synchronizing at
a distance of about three-quarters of a mile from
the machine.
This was the first demonstration of
ihe use of a self-synchronizing coil with a machine
as large as 200 kilowatts.
Nearly all devices got
up as an aid in this line have been automatic synchronizers that attempt to close the switch at the
proper instant. The trouble that would result from
the derangement of these devices has limited the
confidence imposed in them.
He had kept in close
touch with Professor Brooks' work on parallel
operation at the University of Illinois during the
last two years and felt that the profession' in general was much indebted to him.
W. L. Abbott called attention to the fact that
the last tests were made wiib only about 125
pounds of copper in the synchronizing coil, making
a little over half a pound per kilowatt of machine
capacity.
He believed this could be cut down to
one-quarter of a pound per kilowatt and put in
the form of a compact coil conveniently disposed.
E. F. Smith declared that all large systems have
skillful operators nowadays and comparatively little
Peter

llial

the

trouble in synchronizing; results.
For instance, in
the extensive system of the Commonw^ealth Edison
Company, of whose sub-stations he has charge, synchronizing is <lone regularly about 3,000 times per
month, and there have been over 100,000 such operations since the last trouble from this cause, which
was a trifling one. He suggested that the Brooks
coil would be serviceable on each side of frequency
changers that are sometimes troublesome to synchronize properly.
It may also be used on rotary
converters, in which case Professor Brooks has
found it desirable also to put an impedance coil
on the direct-current side of compound rotaries, as
without this the machines have a tendencj' to speed
up on coming into step. Practically ail the rotaries
used in his stations are started from the direct-current side except for railway work. He gave a number of figrures showing the rapidity with which
machines are brought up to speed and syn-

chronized.
G. H. Lukes said the use of these synchronizing
coils presented very many attractive possibilities.
For one thing, they are simple and cheap.
He
thought they would be serviceable not only in
special cases where poor engine regulation had to
be contended with, but even in large, well-ordered
plants as an insurance against trouble.
He believed there was only one thing Professor Brooks
deserved severe censure for in this connection, and
that was that he did not bring out his synchronizing
methods years ago.
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ments and packages may be checked. At the other
end of ti)c liall, near the passn^^'way leadinK to
convention hall, will
which convcnlinti papers

located a counter at
may be left.
Judging from in(|uiries already received, the dcm;md fur space will he even greater than in former
years,
Mr. Waller Ncunudler, 55 Duanc Street,
New York, is secretary of Ihc exhibition committee.
The convention coniniitlee of the National Uiccfric
Light Association is made up as follows:
L, A. Ferguson, 139 Adams Street, Chicago, chairman; Alex Dow, Detroit; Charles L. Edgar, Boston; VV. C. L. F.glin. Philadelphia; W. W. Freeman,
Ikooklyn
Frank II. Gale, Schenectady John F,
Gilchrist, Chicago; George II. Harries, Washington, D. C.
Charles R. Huntley, BufTalo
Fraidc
M. Tait, Dayton, Ohio; Arthur Williams, Newthe

;

;

;

;

York.

The

hotel committee for the convention is II. K,
139 Adams Street, Chicago. Accommoda-

Niesz,
tions

may

be engaged

at

any time by addressing

Mr. Niesz.
Special features of cnlcrlainment for the ladies
attending the meeting arc now being arranged and
win be announced later.
The date of the convention, which will be held
at the Auditorium, is May 19th to 22d.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Wiring Lamps

in

Series with Motors.

We

C. F. C. H., San Jose, Cal. :
have a 550volt direct-current system here to which wc had
to wire some small motors.
found the best
results from the following combinations:
(i)

Wc

A

220-volt fan motor, amperes

unknown, required

five

i6-candlepower incandescent lamps in series. (2)
A no-volt motor for driving a small air compressor took 2.34 amperes and required in series
with it a group of 12 32-candIepower lamps arranged in three parallel rows each having four
lamps in series. Are these results consistent? Is
there a general rule for wiring lamps in this manner?

Answer.

The assumption js here made that all the lamps
used were common no-volt carbon-filament lamps.
In case (i) the motor probably took less than oneampere

fourth

of the 330 volts across the five
each one received 66 volts, at which
point its resistance is about 2S0 ohms, and it takes
a little less than one-fourth ampere. In case (2)
of the 440 volts across each row of lamps, each
lamp received about its normal no volts and took
something less than an ampere. These results are
fairly consistent with actual practice.
A general
rule for wiring lamps in series with small motors
to take up excess voltage of the circuit may be
expressed as follows
Connect in series such a
number of lamps that the voltage across each lamp
not above normal and the current each lamp
is
takes at this voltage is equal to. or a simple fraction of, the total current required; after the number
of lamps in series is determined and the current
is found insufficient, connect a number of parallel
rows together to give the current-carrying capacity
desired.
No more specific rule can be given, because of the large variety of lamps differing in
voltage and candlepower that can be used.

lamps

;

in series

:

Spread of Fixtures.
How

E. L. J.. Fort Baker. Cal.
and where is
the spread of electric light and gas fixtures measured? Also the extension 'of brackets?
:

Preparations for the Chicago Convention.

Answer.

Final plans for the exhibition in connection with
the Chicago convention of the National Electric
Light Association have, been adopted. The display
will be shown in the large hall on the top floor
of the Auditorium Hotel, and the well-known architects. D. H. Burnham & Co., have been engaged to
plan the booths and decorations.
Through the
courtesy of the Electrical Trades Exposition Company the railings, posts, cables and other material
used at the recent Chicago Electrical Show will be
utilized, but the general
effect will
be entirely

fixture house establishes its own
prominent fixture designers consulted, four measure the diametrical distance across
chandeliers between the centers of opposite sockets
or gas burners and call it the spread
one measures the distance between the tips of opposite
lamps, and one measures the extreme distance over

original.

the outside globes or other glassware.

The

plans provide for 6s booths, ranging in size
from 44 square feet to 123 square feet, and as
heretofore two or more sections may be combined
into larger ones.
Upon the whole the area of
exhibition space is about the same as that of last
year at Washington.
Perhaps the 'most interesting feature in the decorations will be the color scheme, to which much
attention has been given.
Appropriate to the times
the tungsten lamp will play an important part in
the illumination of the hall. The object sought will
be a uniform distribution of soft white light rather
than extreme brilliancy.
The convenience of members and their guests has
not been overlooked.
Convenient to the elevators,
a large coatroom will be provided, at which gar-

There seems
matter,

as

each

rules.

Of

six

to

lamps are not opposite, as

in

fixtures, the general rule
arm, or the radius, and call
of the fixture.

light

Where

three-light
is
it

to

the
or five-

measure one

half

spread

the

In the same way in brackets, four measure the
extension as the perpendicular distance from wall
to center of socket or burner, one lo tip of lamp
and one the extreme distance that the bracket
extends from wall. What partly accounts for these

although

in

is

custom, still quite common,
poor practice, of placing
angle of 45 degrees instead of

the

rr^any

cases

lamps at an
down.
In view of this lack of uniformity,

the

lo specify the dislatice from center lo
or tlic ovcr-all dislaiico, whichever is the
more important, instead of using the worrls spread
or extension undefined.

best

Chlcagfo Illuminating Engineers' Meeting.
,

The

Marcli meeting of the Cllicago Scclion o(
the Illuminating Jutginccring Society, held on Marcli

was

devoted

a discussion of light and
Mr, George L, Hunter's paper
on tliis subject, which was abstracted in ihc Western Electrician of February 22d, formed the basis
of the discussion. The members had dinner in the
I)reakfast room of the Grand Pacific Hotel at six
o'clock, and Mr. J. R. Cravathj chairman of the
Chicago Section, called the meeting to order at
1

2th,

to

color in decoration.

about half-past seven.
Those who took part in the
that the paper of Mr. Hunter
excellent points for thought and
the proper blending of colors
and arrangement of lights from

discussion agreed
brought out some
development as to

and the

selection

a decorative view-

point.

Mr. F. J. Pearson, of Marshall Field & Co., who
opened the discussion, said that the paper covered
a field heretofore neglected by illuminating engineers.
He welcomed a tendency to revert to nature
for color and light in decoration.
The beautiful
and harmonious colors in nature effected hy the
rising and setting sun arc largely lost by the more
direct rays at noontime. This has its lesson in
the study of indirect lighting and teaches the
illuminating engineer that by observation in the
morning and evening he can lean: from nature
nnich about artistic decorative and lighting effect.
Mr. Pearson cited the case of a lending milliner
who attributed her success to the ability to absorb
and reflect natural color effects in her work. Complementary colors and tiic location of light in decoration should follow natural suggestions. In nature blue, probably, predominates.
It was shown that some of the suggestions in
Mr. Hunter's paper would bear modification. Mr.
Cravath called attention to the necessity of a clear
understanding of the wasting of light. Ceilings
and walls need not be robbed of illumination, but
frequently they are given too much light at the
expense of interior points whore light is 'needed.
An example of improved practice in this direction
is the new system of lighting at the Marshall Field
retail store
here 65 to 7S per cent, of the light
is directed to the counters instead of to the ceiling, as under the old arrangement.
Still the walls
and ceilings are as well, if not more pleasingly,
illuminated than formerly when the light was wasted
on the walls and ceilings and the sales places and
display counters suffered. The object is not to
light the floor but the plane between the source
and the floor. Artificial lighting tends too inuch
toward the walls and ceilings, while natural light
is
more in the plane. Indirect lighting, that is,
light properly diffused from the walls and ceilings,
is an aid to the direct source, but indirect lighting,
to an extent, is a sacrifice of efficiency to the comfort of the eye.
The problem is to get the right
proportion. Dark floors, suggested by the Hunter
paper as lending an air of solidity, can be carried
extreme, because, added to low efficiency of
to
lighting in some" places on account of economy,
there would be created a feeling of insecurity and
uncertainty.
Mr. H. Von Hoist, from the architect's viewpoint, spoke of harmony of colors, and said that
contrast in colors in decoration as well as in lighting should be avoided. Even daylight entering a
room with numerous and large windows is more
pleasing in its effect on the decorations if subdued
by lace curtains or the like. Messrs. G. H. Jones,
John J. Sorber and others spoke briefly.
;

be no standard practice in this

;

discrepancies

ably

center

be

straight

it

is

prob-

Australia

Asks Bids

The postmaster-general

for

New

Cables.

of Australia is inviting bids
for the construction and laying of two new cables between the Island of Tasmania and the mainland.
The bids close at noon on April 14, 1908. The bid
forms provide for the manufacture and laying of
350 nautical miles of main cable, 20 miles of intermediate cable, and 20 miles of shore-end cable.
The conductor of the cable is to be composed of a
strand of seven copper wires of equal diameter.
weighing 107 pounds per nautical mile. It is to be
insulated by three coatings of purest guttapercha,
weighing 150 pounds per nautical mile. The coil
is to be taped with an approved tape, overlaid with
brass tape about three-fourths inch wide. The
brass-taped coil must be served with yarn or Russian long-dressed hemp, and sheathed with galvanized-iron wire of prescribed diameters. All the
work of laying and completing is to be done by
the contractors, so that the cables may be handed
over ready for use. the first not later than March
I,
1909: the second not later than 31 days thereafter.
Mr. John P. Bray is I^^nited. States consul-

general

at

Melbourne.
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National Conference on Standard Electrical Rules.
The annual meeting of the National Conference
on Standard Electrical Rules will be held at the
Edison Auditorium. 44 West Twenty-seventh Street,
New York city, on March 27th at i p. ni., to act
upon any business which may be brought before
the meeting. This meeting will follow that of the
electrical committee of the Underwriters' National
the

representing

Association,

Electric

National

Board of Fire Underwriters. All persons interested
are invited to be present. Mr. C. J. H. Woodbury,
Mr. W.
501, 45 Milk Street, Boston, is secretary.
H. Blood, Jr., is president.
the Underwriters' National Elecon March 25th and 26th, at 32
Nassau Street. New York. Reporls of committees
and suggested changes in rules will be considered.
Mr. Blood, as insurance expert of the National
Electric Light Association, says that for the last
year or two he has had very little support at
these meetings from members of the National Electric Light Association, and he asks for an attendance of members which will fairly represent the
The Underwriters' inspectors, municipal
association.
inspectors and contractors are always out in full
force, and to meet them it is essential that the elecThe
tric-lighting men appear in great nulnbers.
passage of burdensome rules that tend to restrict
the use of electricity is felt more seriously by the
electric-lighting companies than by any other interests; it is therefore advisable that members of
the fraternity assist in the passage of rules that
shall make electric lighting safe but which will not
retard the growth of the industry. Where it is
impossible for members lo send representatives to
the annual meeting, it is hoped that suggestions
with reference to the proposed changes will be sent
to Mr. Blood, 147 Milk Street. Boston, in order
that he may bring them up at the conference.

The meeting of

tric

Association

in

Western Canada.

A. Lindsley. secretary and treasurer of
the Lindsley Bros. Company of Spokane, Wash.,
writes to the Western Electrician to say that the
article in the Western Electrician of March 7th,
headed "Poles Scarce in Canada," from the Winnipeg correspondent, is erroneous in several reHe says that there are more poles in Britspects.
ish Columbia than ever before, and that the dealers
be
would
glad to sell them if there was any demand. His company is interested in the pole business in British Columbia, having on hand about
40.000 poles, but there is no immediate prospect of
The pole market in that section is oversales.
produced, it seems, as other companies than Mr.
Lindsley's report the same condition.
Mr. Lindsley is undoubtedly well advised of the
situation in Western Canada, and the Western
Electrician is glad to make the necessary correction which he points out.
E.

Institute

Convention to be

Atlantic

in

At the meeting of the board of directors of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers on February 14th. a committee of four was appointed and
empowered to select a location for the next annual
convention. Among the places considered
were
Detroit. Montreal, Boston. Washington and Atlantic
Cit}'.
President Stott and Secretary Pope visited
Atlantic City on March 9th, and after thorough
examination of all available halls and hotels reported to. tfie committee in favor of holding the
convention at Atlantic City, with headquarters at
the Hotel Traymore. The convention will be begun on June 29th and is expected to close on July
2d. The action of the committee, in selecting Atlantic City, was reported at the meeting of the
board of directors on March i.^th and approved.

Institute

Meeting

A regular meeting
of Electrical Engineers
March 13th. President
among other business

of

In

the

New

York.

.'Vmcrican

Institute

in

New York

Stott

in

the chair, and

Secretary

Pope announced

was held
was

on

that earlier in the day the directors had elected
95 associates to membership. The paper of the
evening, presented bv L. B. Stillwcll and written

by Mr.

Stillwcll

entitled

"Notes

and H. St.
on Electric

Putnam; was
Haulage of Canal
Clair

Boats." It related to tests on a section of the
Lehigh Canal near Manch Chunk. Pa. Those taking part in the discussion were St. John Clarke of
Nt;w York. Pcrcv Thompson, Richard T-anib. Joseph Sachs, Dr. C. P. Steinmetz and Mr. SlilKvell.

The

Louis Electrical
late<;t

advices

in

Show Postponed.

relation

to

the

propo'^cd

Louis Electrical Show are that it has been
postponed until next November, when, it is said,
the new Coliseum will be finished. Among the
substantial electrical interests of Si, Louis there
was considerable opposition to the holding of an
St.

electrical

show

in

that city this spring.

New

The

regular weekly meeting of the Electric Club

of Chicago at the

nth

was an

Grand

interesting

Hotel on March
The speaker was

Pacific

one.

Chicago manager of the Wagner
Electric Manufacturing Company, and the subject
was "Central-station Heating," Mr. Jewett gave
a historical sketch of the development of the art,
starting with the heating and refrigerating cornpan}' that came to such a disastrous ending in Bos.F.

N.

ton

a

Jewett,

number

The conclusion was reached that technically the
method of heating was perfectly

sound, but from a financial viewpoint it was not
in every case feasible.
The subject was discussed
by Homer E. Niesz of the Commonwealth Edison
Company,' H. Oti? and E.' Switzer.At the next meeting it is expected E. O.
Sessions will address the club.
Other speakers on

programme

Frantzen,

for

George

future

Cutter,

meetings

F.

Arthur

are

Vose and

P.

J.

G.

Pomeroy.

On April 3d the club will give
At the present rate of growth it

its

may

smoker.
not be long

first

before permanent and larger quarlers will have to
be secured.

Through Routes

A new rate ordinance has been drawn for the
Commonwealth Edison Company and it may be
to the
Chicago Council next Monday
night.
As a result of the discussions and agitation
of various organizations and individuals so many
amendments were attached to the original measure
recommended by the committee on gas, oil and
electric light that an entirely new draft was made.
The rates are not changed, but numerous changes
presented

intended

in

Operation

in

There

to

The

first result of the through routing of street
provided for in the traction settlement ordinances of Chicago was apparent on March i7tli,
when the first connecting link In street-car service
between the North and South sides was put in
operation. The route is No. 22 in the list provided by the Board of Supervising Engineers. At
4:20 In the morning cars were started by both the
Chicago City Railway Company and Chicago Rail-

ways Company. The route is 20 miles long. Sixteen cars were started, eight minutes apart, by
each company, all the cars running through to the
opposite
terminals.
Thus passengers can now
board a car at Howard Avenue and Clark Street,
at the north limits of the city, and ride downtown
through the central business district and on to
Seventj'-ninth and Halsted streets on the south,
or vice versa, without changing cars and for a
Transfers

be

issued

cross
lines outside the district between Twelfth
Street
and the river. The North and South Side cars as
they passed through opposite ends of the city attracted much attention, and many people for the
is
a movement on
first time realized that there
Plans are
for improved transportation facilities.
now b'eing worked out for other through routes,
the next one to be opened being a North and West
will

to

line.

Western Union Quarterly Report.
Net revenue of the Western LTnion Telegraph
Company for the quarter ended December 31, 1907,
was $803,942.97. which, added to the previous
surplus, amounted to $15,727,143.38.
Deducting dividends of 1% per cent, amounting to $1,217,000,
and interest on bonded debt, $433,062.50. left a
surplus at the end of the quarter of $14,077,080,88.
is
estimated that the earnings for the present
quarter will be $1,100,000.
President Clowry says that commercial depression
continues and the revenues of the company show
n
large decrease over the corresponding periods
last year.
The executive committee therefore recommended the payment of the iT4 P^r cent, dividend for last quarter in stock. Tt is ;*lso recommended that in lieu of the usual cash dividend for
the present quarter stockholders be issued out of
$1,413,000 unused stock an amount equal I0 ^y^
per cent, of the stock held by each.
It

Westinghouse Business Improving.
For the first time since the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company went into the
hands of receivers announcement is made that the
low-water mark in business has been passed, and
that the month of February showed marked ini
proyement. with the first two weeks of March
business showing every indication that February's
business would be exceeded. E. I... Hcrr, one of
the receivers, and general manager for the receivers,
formerly vice-president of (he company,
states that no more men will be laid off. and the
indications point to more men being employed. He
says: "At this time we have about 8,500 men working regularly, which is 75 per cent, of the number
employed under normal conditions. The small work
has not been afTcctcd. Our repair department has
been rushed.
have done more repair work in
the last two months than for a year.
Our foreign
business is splendid."

We

and

city

consumers

are

More Evidence

the Peoria Electrol-

in

ysis Case.

cars

fare.

the

protect

said to be little objection to the ordinance as it now stands, although some persons are
still of the opinion that a more thorough investigation into the subject of rates should be made
before the ordinance is adopted. Alderman Young,
chairman of the committee on gas, oil and electric
light, has a letter from Bion J. Arnold, in answer
to an inquiry as to his opinion of the ordinance.
Mr. Arnold, while he does not say that the rates
are the lowest that could be given, thinks the
city is being dealt with justly, as the rates in the
new measure are lower than those estimated in
the Arnold-Carroll report of two years ago. The
rates are also lower than those in New York and
Boston, or probably any other large city. The average rate for the last three years of the five-year
term will be eight cents a kilowatt-hour.
is

Chicago.

five-cent

1908

made.

of years ago.

central-station

the

21,

Rate Ordinance for Commonwealth
Edison Company.

Heating.

Side

City.

St.

Electric Club Discusses Central-station

is

Pole Supply
Mr.

March

Judge
Chicago

C

I,

acting

Pinkney
for

the

before Special Master
who is hearing the

in

of

Peoria

has

been

in

Peoria Railway Company
Chancery Frank L. Ween,

additional

evidence

in

the,

famous electrolysis case. The railway company has
had an expert electrical engineer working in Peoria
for several months past, making notes and calculations, and he will give the data he has collected to
the- court in the form of evidence.
This suit was started about 10 years ago and
has been referred from judge to judge in the
United States court until it reached Judge Sanborn.
He then referred it to Frank L. Ween, who, as
master in chancery, heard the first trial During
the month of January permission was obtained to
introduce evidence, as the conditions governing
street railways have changed much since the case

was

started.

first

The suit was brought originally by the Peoria
Water Works Company, which claimed that tJie
method of running

street cars in Peoria hurt its
of piping, nnd that the electrical current
grounded from passing street cars caused the pipes
to chip, and this chipping would ultimately result

system

in their bursting.

Cheap Power

In

Omaha.

the course of an interesting letter in the
Omaha Bee, dated M'arch 5th, Waldemar Michaelsen, the city electrician of Omaha, says that the
large Omaha and Council Bluffs elevators are being
furnished power at a less rate than corresponding
elevators are being charged by the waterpowcr
plant at Buffalo.
"I have often thought," says
Mr. Michaelsen, "that the Real Estate Exchange
Commercial
Club are overlooking a splenand the
did opportunity by not advertising this fact.
Instead of this, the general cry is that manufacturers
arC' kept away from Omaha from the lack of cheap
power.
As to securing cheaper power from the
projected waterpower plant at Columbus, such will
never materialize
it
could not under the most
favorable conditions compete with a local coal plant,
owing to the extensive line construction and consequent 'abnormal' investment on which the plant

In

;

must pay

interest."

A Large

Catalogue.

The new

general catalogue of supplies issued by
the Western Electric Company of Chicago is one
of the most complete of its kind ever published.
In it are included all such electrical apparatus and
supplies as arc constantly in demand.
The book
has over 800 pages, 7li by 10 inches, with hundreds
of illustrations, and weighs nearly five pounds.
Nearly everything listed is illustrated, and good
descriptions, with sizes and prices, are given. There
are also manv useful tables and much general information. Three indexes make reference easy.

Atomic Weight

of

Radium.

recent mceling of Ihc Royal Society in
London Dr. Thorpe, director of the Government
Laboratory, annoimccd tin- resull df investigations
regarding the atomic weight of radium, a subject
of special interest in connecticMi with the true position of radium in ihc system of chemical elements.
Dr. Thorpt's researches showed that the atomic
weight of radium was aboul 227 times greater than
hydrogen, which is the unit of weight commonly
adopted by chemists. This value is in good agreement with that suggested by Mmc. Curie.

At

a

:

:

Maali

VVESTKKN
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Testing Electric Locomotives.
In order to (U'lcrmiiic

;

llic

acliinl

low,

pcrforiu.-incc of

BaUlwin-Wcslinxliousc mine .mil iiulustrial locomoimdcr scrvici.' conditions before lliey le.ivc tlio
works, ilie H.ddwin I-oeomotivc Works li;is erected
a testing plant similar to the loenmotive testing
plant tli.'it was used at Ilie St. Louis I'"..\position,
This plant, as shown in the accompanying illuslivcs

consists of a pair of .'idjnstahle rolls upon
are placed wheels thai may be moved to
acconnuodiite locomotives built for any gauge. Provision for varying wheel base is made by movement of the rolls toward or away from each other.
The locomotive to be tested is anchored in poSuitable
sition by chains attached to the ends.
tration,

which

so

that

in

lamps
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for
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to

iJ5-volt
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cireiiils

considerable length of lilanieiil is re(|iiircd.
The tmigsten larii]), as shown in the cut, is similar
in appearance to other forms of incandescent lamps.
The lamp is made with a skirled base. Tlie base
The skirl is so insulated
Ills the ordinary socket.

a

from

the base, that,

when

the

lamp

is

in

no

place,

metal carrying current is exposed. The filament is
composed of live simple loop or hairpin filaments
.•irranged in series.
'I'lie filauu-nts are supported in
such a w.ay by small wires, sealed into a central
glass supporting member, that the lamp can bu
satisfactorily operated in any position without the
filaments sagging, so as to short-circuit one another,
Unlike inulalum lamps, the tung.sten lamp operalcs

Elektbotechnik. a quarterly
bibliography and digest of the world's electrical
literature.
Kditcd by Dr. Karl Strcckcr. Berlin
Julius Springer.
1907.

I'ViHTStiiiiirrK

I'jirt III., |rio6;

DP.H

pp. (q!^ by 6 incliek), 20t:

price (in Gerumnr).

markn.
I'url IV., tot/i: pp. 443; price, ij inork^.
t'art I., ivT. pp. 2H2'. price, fi mnrltt..

In the two concluding parts for i(jo6 there arc
references to S,8oo leclinical articles, and in Ihc

complete volume for that year there are mentioned
no less than 11,200. Lisis of fJermaii, ICnglisli and
American patents, together with title anrl technical
journal review, or mention of the same, are also
given.
Ill
addition to the usual subject index of
some Co pages, there is given, according 10 the
usual German custom, a name index. This includes authors, inventors, engineers and firms contributing to electrical literature during Ihc year.
The subject matter is arranged under difTcrcnt
headings and subdivisions, which, in combination
wiih the wide range and completeness of the work,
render each volume of the greatest utility for reference purposes. These three parts arc in keeping
with the usual high grade of German thoroughness
which has been .adhered to in the former issues of
this

valuable and

commendable

publication.

The

Electric Furn.\ce in Iron and Steel PbonucTiON.
By John B. C. Kershaw. London:
Electrician Printing and Publishing Company;
New York: D. Van Nostrand Company. 1907.
Pp. (S'A by 5.}^ inches), vi., 68, with 24 illusPrice, $1.50.

trations.

This book

is tlie compilation of a series of papers written by the author for an iron-trade journal, and deals entirely with the problem of the
electric furnace as used in the production of iron
and steel.
brief description of the early devices
for obtaining high temperature by means of electricity is followed by discussions concerning the
advantages of the electric furnace over those of
the combustion type. Twelve commercial types of
electric furnaces are described and illustrated by
drawings, and the process of reducing and refining
is carefully explained for each furnace.
chapter
on the comparative yields and costs of the different furnaces furnishes valuable data concerning
the power required and the relative cost for reducing and refining by the different processes. The
subject is exhaustively treated in a clear, concise
manner, and the book should be valuable to anybody interested in this line of work.

A

TESTING ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.
pruny brakes are used to measure the power developed by the motors, and a switchboard provided
with the necessary electrical instruments enables a
complete record to be made of the performance of

with equal satisfaction on direct current and alternating current of any periodicity.
It is advisable to handle tungsten lamps with
care, since wdien cold the filaments are somewhat

every locomotive.
.Although a thorough test of the electrical equipment is always made before it leaves the Westinghouse works at East Pittsburg, this test of the assembled locomotive is found to be of great advantage in that it insures the ability of the locomotive
to operate continuously under service conditions.

brittle.

Tungsten Multiple Lamp.
From

Engineering DeLamp Association
the following information is taken
Tungsten is a metal found in combination with
various elements in several ores. Metallic tungsten
is exceedingly hard and brittle.
Therefore, it cannot be cokLdrawn into wire, as is the case with
tantalum.
Its melting point is high, being about
recent bulletin of the
partment of the National Electric

,^,000°

a

C.

The

specific

resistance

of

tungsten

is

A

Tungsten lamps for multiple service are made
two sizes and are rated by total wattage, as 40
and 60 watts. The 40 -watt lamp includes lamps
ranging from 35 to 45 watts. The (3o-watt lamp
includes lamps ranging from 50 to 70 watts.
The high melting point makes it possible to operate tungsten filaments at a temperature at which
most other filaments vaporize; i. e., at a higher efficiency. The efficiency attained by the tungsten
lamp is about 1.25 watts per mean horizontal candle,
which is remarkable when it is considered that
carbon lamps operate, at best, at 3.1 watts per
in

,

Chemistry.

By Augustus H.

Gill,

associate professor of technical analysis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
New York:
Hill Publishing Company.
Pp: (41/ by 7
1907.
inches), x., 198, with 47 illustrations.
Price, $1.

candle.

The resistance of the tungsten lamp increases
with a rise of temperature. Therefore, the candlepower, current and life are less affected by a
fluctuation of voltage than is the case with the
carbon lamp, whose resistance decreases as the
temperature increases.
The life of a tungsten multiple lamp is about Soo
hours when operated at an efficiency of 1.25 watts
per candle. Burnouts generally occur before the
initial candlepowcr has dropped 20 per cent., thus

This book, the subst-ance of which has appeared
in Power, deals with the everyday chemistry of the engine room.
It presupposes only an
elementary knowledge of chemistry. It begins by
explaining the meaning and use of chemical symbols, and describes the more common forms of
apparatus used, also the reagents required. The
analysis of fuels to determine their heating value
is covered in a very thorough manner.
The standard forms of calorimeters and other apparatus are

lamp out-

described. The analysis of flue gases is similarly
covered. The formation of boiler scale, together
with pitting and corrosion, is taken up, with methods of testing and remedies. Lender oils, the author
takes up the various kinds of mineral, animal, and
vegetable oils, their preparation, relative advantages
and the various tests by which they are identified
and their purity tested. The practical engineer will
find this book of much service in becoming better
acquainted with many features of his work.

practically eliminating the possibility of a
lasting its useful life. As is the case

with

the
tantalum lamp, the filaments often come in contact
.with one another after rupture, establish a circuit
and weld together. This renewal is usually accompanied by an increase in candlepowcr.

The tungsten lamp, owing to its high operating
temperature, emits a light of pure wdiite color, much
resembling clear daylight. This fact alone has brought
the tungsten lamp to the attention of people who
are desirous of matching and distinguishing colors
or shades of colors.
The list price of a 40-watt tungsten lamp with
Of the operclear bulb and Edison base is $1.50.
ating cost of the lamp the Engineering Department
has this to say
"At costs of po'wer greater than two cents per
kilowatt-hour the tungsten lamp is the cheapest,
considering both the first cost of the lamp and
the cost of power, excepting only the higher candlepower tantalum lainp. The latter is cheaper than
the tungsten at costs of power below 214 cents per
kilow-att-hour on 6o-cycle alternating and four cents
per kilowatt-hour on direct current. This warrants
us in saj'ing that for all practical purposes the
tungsten lamp may be regarded as the cheapest
source of light, considering all forms and types
of incandescent electric lamps, so that the question
of the cost of lighting with the tungsten lamp drops
entirely out of consideration, and we may devote
our full attention to the w^onderful quality of the

new

light

it

gives."

serially

A

Text-book of Electrical Engineering. By Dr.
Adolf Thomalen
translated from the German
by G. W. O. Howe. New York
Longmans,
Green & Co. 1907. Pp. (g^i by 6 inches), viii.,
:

:

456, with 454 illustrations.

This book

Price, $4.20.

a suitable text on
engineering for technical schools and colleges.
Both for the student following a prescribed
course of study and the one desirous of obtaining
a clearly written reference work, the present volume
has much to recommend it. Of the 20 chapters wdiich
comprise the book, the first five are devoted to
the exposition of elementary principles and notions,
and this is given with a clearness that will be
immediately appreciated by the ordinary reader.
The succeeding four chapters deal w-ith direct-current machines, the various types of both generators
and motors. The remaining chapters are allotted
to the detailed consideration of alternating-current
principles and machines.
Throughout the volume there is a continuity of
subject-matter, a gradual and well-planned advance

aims

to

provide

electrical

from fundamental ideas to dependent and complex
relations, and an evidence of the writer's pains-

Telephone and Telegraph Comlocal and rural business at
Calistoga, Cal., to the Northwestern Electric Company, which recently leased from the same company
the local lines in several other small towns in that
vicinity.
The Pacific States company has ordered
a new $"^0,000 switchboard for its system at Napa,

and which speaks well for the present work and
its
author. The book is devoted exclusively to
the principles of electrical engineering, and as such
it must be considered one of the most acceptable

Cal.

contributions

The

Pacific States

pany has

TUNGSTEN MULTIPLE LAMP.

Engine-room

leased

its

taking

effort

that

to

is

the

unusual even

literature

in

of the

te.xt-books,

subject.
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Relation of Illuminating Engineering to
Architecture.'

By

E. L. Elliott.

business of tlie illuminating engineer is to
produce a given or required result of illumination
at the minimum outlay for the original installation

The

and subsequent maintenance cost. But who
determine what the required illumination shall be?

shall

Evidentlj' this question must be decided jointly or
separately by the three parties to the contract;
namely, the owner or client, the architect and the
illuminating engineer. It may be stated wi.hout
fear of serious contradiction that the owner has
fully met his responsibility in the premises when
he has clearly set forth the exact uses for which
the various parts of the structure are to be put.
It then lies between the architect and the illuminating engineer to determine Avhat the best illumi-

nation for each and every particular case may be.
As between these two parties, the greater economy
of thought and labor will be secured by placing
the responsibility upon the illuminating engineer.
To determine just what manner of illumination is
best for all the numerous and ^yidely varying conditions of modern life requires an extent of technical knowledge and a breadth of experience which
the architect may very appropriately and wisely
avoid, providing the results can be obtained from
other sources.
The advent of the illuminating engineer as a
specialist should be hailed with greater delight and
relief by the architect than by any other member
of the community. Having satisfied himself of the
competency of the illuminating engineer, just as he
would satisfy himself of the competency of the
electrical or construction engineer, the architect can
turn over the plans of the building, with the specifications of the use or uses to which it is to be put,
and probably also a statement of the illuminant to
be used, and leave the entire technical problem
On the other hand,
to the illuminating engineer.
the illuminating engineer must have authority com-

mensurate

with

his

would not think of

responsibility.
The architect
arbitrarily changing the specifi-

cations of a structural engineer without his full
consent, and for the same reason the plans of the
illuminating engineer should be equally respected.
There is one difiference, however, between these
two branches of engineering as connected with building the skeleton of a building, which is the work
of the structural engineer, is hidden when the work
is completed; but the apparatus especially connected
with the illumination is not only in plain view, but
so conspicuously in sight as to form one of the
necessary elements in the artistic whole. This phase
of the problem of illumination therefore falls
within the
legitimate province of the architect.
There is clearly but one solution of this apparent
clash of authority, and that is co-operation between
the architect and the engineer.
The engineer demands a certain physical result; the architect demands certain structural features or conditions in
order to produce the general harmony of result
shall these
which it is his business to secure.
two demands be reconciled? Evidently there will
be a large number of cases in which no reconciliation will be necessary
all that is required will be
such a versatility on the part of the engineer that
he can design the physical part of the installation
so that it will produce both the physical and artistic results demanded.
It is conceivable, however,
that cases may arise in which the artistic conditions
required by the architect can be secured only at
a greater or less sacrifice in economy; the decision
then very clearly resis with the client. The possibility also still remains of the architect specifying
certain conditions which he considers essential from
the artistic standpoint, but which Ihe engineer
deems not only uneconomical, but positively detrimental in point of the resulting illumination.
then shall decide? In this, as in all other cases,
the client is the court of last resort, on the generally accepted theory that he who. buys an article
has a right to dictate as to its character. If a
man chooses to work by light which is dangerous
to his eyes, or is ill-suited to the purpose for
which the illumination is required, for the sake
of the supposed artistic effect, he can hardly be
denied his right to such a course, however foolish
it may seem to the engineer.
Such cases, however,
are hardly likely to occur under proper conditions.
There arc few persons who would willingly subject
their eyes to a dangerous strain, or handicap the
efforts of themselves or their employes by bad
light after having been duly warned.
Since the larger proportion of buildincs at the
present time are predominantly utilitarian, there
is extremely little opporli'.nitv for any disagreement
between the illuminating engineer and the architect.
In all this large majority of buildings the general
artistic talent of the illuminating engineer should
be sufficient to avoid fuch breaches of taste as
would be objectionable.
This class of building
includes factories of every description, office buildings, school houses, and the larger portions of
hotels and public buildings. In the case of a large
;

How

;
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the

number

of residences the illuminating engineer
should also be competent to lay out, or pass upon
every feature of the installation. There remain
then only the more pretentious class of dwelling
houses, churches, theaters, and, to a partial exlibraries and public buildings, in which cooperation of engineer and architect is essential. In
these cases the artistic features of the lighting
installation are of such importance as properly and
justly to demand the attention of the architect.
However, while the architect is properly the arbiter
in such cases as to the artistic side of the problem,
the services of the illuminating engineer are no
Let it be
less valuable than in the other cases.
clearly understood that art as applied to archibut
is only
tecture does not exist for its own sake,
directed to the embellishment of the necessary and
Good
essential physical features of the building.
decorative art is not only compatible with an efficient physical result, but can be considered of the
highest order only when it conforms to good mechanics in fact, decorative arts rests upon a purely
tent,

—

scientific basis.

A

careful analysis of the respective provinces of
the illuminating engineer and the architect, therefore, discloses no more ground for mutual disagreement and distrust than between the architect
and any other engineering specialist. The passive
or active antipathy which has thus far existed to
a greater or less extent on the part of the architect
toward illuminating engineering appears to be

March

21, 1908

for the architect not acquiring the general principles of structural engineering.
Whatever his incompetency may be in regard to

the purely artistic side of the question, there is
one invaluable result that is sure to follow the
agitation that has been set up, and that is a
greater amount of attention on the part of both
professional and l-iyman to the subject of illumination. The results in this regard are already apparent. The very first essential to reform is to
discover the need of it, and until this discovery
is made and accepted by a sufficient number of the
people it is useless to look for improvement. The
fact that the former prevailing practice in lighting
had numerous and grievous faults is becoming
pretty generally known, and as a direct result of
this knowledge a demand for better methods is

making

itself

felt.

Pullen Wire Lacing Gauge.
The Pullen wire

lacing gauge, herewith illusprevents the pulling out of lacing in belts
due to uneven strain on the lace caused by inaccurate punching or spacing of the holes. This device will insure perfect spacing of the belt holes,
resulting in strong joints and smooth running belts!
trated,

wholly unjustifiable.
In most cases the sins of the architect have been
rather of omission than commission. Wiih the in-

demands upon his attention from the
growing complexity of building, he has given less
and less attention to details, and seemingly the
creasing

least attention of all to the extremely important
matter of artificial illumination. Lighting systems
have been put in either without the slightest regard to the scientific principles involved, or at best
with the aid of a few rule-of-thumb formulas,
which were as apt to produce faults as anything
else.
Only the greater ignorance of the client has
prevented an earlier upheaval. Were proportionately
serious mistakes made in other points of construction, there is scarcely one building out of ten that
would be accepted by the owner when completed.
What would one say, for example, on learning
that the heating apparatus in his building was
w^asting 25 per cent, or even 50 per cent, of the
fuel? And yet such losses in light are by no

means uncommon.

The sins of omission committed by the architect
were even surpassed by the sins of commission
committed by the fixture maker. Where the archinumber of light sources, figuring
in a vague way on the illumination which they
w^ould produce if unobstructed, the fixture manutect

specified

a

facturer has perhaps reduced the illumination to
one-half by the accessories and construction used.
It is quite to be expected, therefore, that the fixture
manufacturer should not welcome the illuminating
engineer with open arms. It is bad enough to have
one's faults baldly pointed out; but when such
faults have been an important source of revenue,
the sting is so much the keener. There is no deny.ing the fact that a very considerable part of the
faults of lightino- fixtures is directly traceable to
a desire for profit.

Look
yourself

at

any fixture you please, and judge for

how much

and how much

is

of the metal
a

work

is

essential,

mere excrescence hanging on

the name of art, but having its true motive in
pocketbook. It is the existence of this condition of affairs that has made it necessary for the
illuminating engineer to give a greater consideration of the artistic side of his subject than ideal
conditions would require or justify, and so long
as the condition prevails his efforts must continue.
The architect has bad the reins from the beginning of history to the present time. and must be
held wholly responsible for the results. If these
are faulty, there need be no hedging on nice distinctions as to exactly whose duty it may be to
institute the reform.
The reformer is justified by
in

the

'•' •'•'•,
PULLEN WIRE LACING G-\UGE.

The gauge can be

instantly adjusted to any size
on either side or edge, and the holes punched
through rapidly, insuring a good joint in much less
time than it is possible to do without the gauge.
The Pullen wire lacing gauge may be obtained
from the Leather Preserver Manufacturing Coni-

belt,

panj',

31

West Monroe

Street,

Chicago.

Power-house Improvements

in

Athens,

Ga.

Among the progressive railway, power and lighting companies in the South is the Athens Electric
Railway Company of Athens, Ga., which began
operations in 1894, and whose progressive methods
have resulted in the rapid growth of the business.
Care has been taken to secure operating current
at the lowest possible
For
cost of production.
earlier
requirements two hydro-electric developments, one about 65-^ miles and the other 2^
miles from the city of Athens, furnished as much
power as the system required, but with the extension of the street-railway lines and the rapidly
increasing power and lighting load, it was found
necessary to build a new power house in the town
itself, where for some time past a steam turbine of
the horizontal type has been in operation. Recently
the requirements of the service have increased to
such an extent as to call for the installation of a
second steam turbine of 1,000 kilowatts capacity,
and this, with the generator designed for direct
connection to it, is now being built by .Allis-Chalmers Company. The unit will deliver tjiree-phase,
60-cycle current at a terminal pressure of 2,300
volts, and excitation is to be obtained from a 40kilowatt induction motor-generator set. Mr. C. D.
Flanigan is manager of the system.

'

his works.

The

principal point in dispute thus far between
illuminating engineer and the architect seems
The architect has
to be a question of jurisdiction.
been comparati\'ely ready to admit the authority of
illuminating
engineer
in
regard
to the purely
the
physical and economical aspects of the question, but
has denied his authority in matters pertaining to
the esthetic or decorative features involved. The
engineer, on the other hand, has contended that
under this ruling the architect can practically overthrow the results of his labor by setting up the
claim of esthetic requirements.
Since illuminating engineering involves questions
of decorative art, there is no reason whv the illuminating engineer should not make a stifficient study
of this side of his profession to become an adept.
The principles of art as applied to architecture are
within the grasp of any intelligent person having
a reasonable amount of native appreciation, and
there is no more reason why the illuminating engineer should not iriasler these principles, at least
so far as they affect his profession, than there is

the

New Tantalum
Some new

Incandescent Lamps.

tantalum lamps have been
put on the market by the General Electric Company. The lamps are rated for 40, s^ and 80
watts. The 40 and 50-walt types replace the former
44-watt lamp. The 50-watt lamp, it is stated, will
enable stations to maintain their output per lamp
the same as with the present i6-candlepower lamp,
and give the customer 50 per cent, increase in the
candlcpower. In Bulletin No. 4566 an interesting
t.ible is given showing the saving secured for 750
hours of service at various loads per kilowatt-hour,
which indicates that with the average cost of current to the consumer now in force the tantalum
lamp saves more than twice its cost. I'nder the
heading, "Solution of Illuminating Problems," an
interesting outline is given of the best methods of
selecting proper units for various conditions.
An
illumination table in foot-candles for various types
of reneclora and distances is given, as well as many
illustralionj of the different lamps fitted with Holophanes antl accompanfcd by candlepower-distribution curven.
The front page of the bulletin has
an illustration of the Meridian type tantalum lamp
which is made in 40 and Ro-watt sizes, and provides
an ornamcnlal and attraclivc form of the new lamp.
types

of

:
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Lighting Statistics of Chicago.
The

total cost

of Chicago

caiicllcpower

was

$1,031,542.39,

bciiiK

18,233,000.

Continental Europe.

tiie

Tiic

CiindlttiHHvor.

CoHt.
*

Estiiiinlutl.

.161,681..II

'jis.a'M
<o3,7'to

R(M)(n(l uloctric liBlits

181.150.01
68,033. 6<j

1,600,000

Miinicipril electric liehtH

404,7t<o.S7

15. 204.000

Gftsoliiii!

Gas

H,995.?i4

(ollico)

Tolnl. igo?
Total. 1006

Si.oji. 512.30

18.233.000

057.335.5+

16.184,080

of Operating each street arc liglit in
The
the nuniicipal system is given hy the Deparlmcnt
cost

of I-'Iectricity as $52.93 for the year, distributed as
replacement and betOperation, $49.93
follows
;

:

terment, $2.61

per cent, of

;

The rented electric
The total number
the city

lights

of

oflice

cost

expense. 39 cents.
each.

$(.x>

electric-lighting

in

under the jurisdiction of the Department of

Electricity at the close of the year 1907

30

stations

more than

in

was

1,422,

(From the combined plants

1906.

of 44,656 arc lights were operated, being
the equivalent of 2,851,401 i6-candlcpo\vcr lamps.
Tlie 1,422 lighting stations are classified as fola

total

lows

:

No. Arc
No. of Stations. Lamps Operated.

Commercial companies, central
stations
Isolated plants
City plants, street licbtine
City plants, isolated

The department made
permits

if>.544

tiian

for

The

motors

1907
20,614
16,295
7,647
100

19.781
15.787
6,602
83

Inspections,

issued

1,348

4

4

13

12

47,979

1906

and issued more
for wiring and Incandescent

installations,

20.000 certificates

lamps.

1906
28

1907
25
1.380

aggregated

inspected

60,501

luMsepower.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
The
G.

pany

Township Telephone Company of
Iowa, has been incorporated,

Jefferson

Jefferson,

M. Simmons and others have organized
to install a

a

telephone system in Winfred,

comS.

D.

The Fayette County Mutual Telephone Company
of

Randalia. Iowa, has
stock of $10,000.

been incorporated with

a

capital

is

making
lines

Silver Lake,
the market to purchase material for
extensive improvements and extending its
in

throughout Kosciusko County.

The Albert Lea and Norrhwesuern Telephone
Company at Albert Lea. Minn., was burned out,
with a loss of $10,000. The exchange \vas well insured.
Temporary quarters have been secured.
Tt is reported that the Indianapolis Independent
Telephone; Company has contracted with the United
Automatic Telephone Company of LTrbana. Ohio,
for the purchase and installation of a new automatic switchboard to cost $150,000.

The Central Iowa Telephone Company has reorganized under the name of the Central Telephone
Company of Iowa Fall^. W. V. Shipley is president and H. G. Conger secretary and treasurer.
Nearly $io,oco will be expended on Improvemen!s.
The Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sanlt Ste. Marie
Railway Company, known as the Soo Line, will
telephone service over Its line, as extensively
as possible, in order to comply with the nine-hour

install

law.

.

'

4.

in

successful

The

operation.

plant

is

The Manitoba government has divided the province into two sections for the purpose of better
looking after the telenhone system recently acauired from the Bell Telephone Companv.
J. F.
Mclnnls. formerlv district manager at WlnniDes^.
has been given charge of the northern h^lf. while
formerlv manager for the Bell comJ. Galllford.
pany at Lethbrid.Gre, Alb., has been given control of
the southern portion of the province.
The following-named telephone companies are
among those recently incorporatpd
Farmers and
:

Merchants' Telenhone Comnany, Ragan. Neb. Sisseton Telephone Company. SIsseton. S. D.
LeSauk
Telephone Companv, St. Cloud, INTInn. Lunde Telephone Comnany, Vienna, S. D. Warren Telephone
Companv. Woonsocket. S. D.
Clara City Telephone Company, Clara CItV; Minn.
Alonzo Telephone Company. Alonzo, Ark.; Gracemnnt-Binsrer
Rural Telephone Company, Gracemont, Okla. Alden
Telephone Company, Alden, Okla.
:

;

:

;

:

;

;

The town of Ava. Mo., has made up a bonus of
$35,000 to promote the building of an electric railway between Ava and Cedar Gap. It is reported
that the same companv is to build a line between
Gainsville and West Plains.
B. Quigley. who
J.
constructed the St. Louis waterworks,
moter of the enterprises.

is

the

pro-

New

—Bion

of a heavier-than-air flying machine in Amer195 pounds,
the engine and apparatus about 200 pound.s, and the
operator 175 pounds, thus giving the entire machine
and opera'.or a weight of 570 pounds. The total
supporting surface, including tail and rudder, was
453 square feet.
What will constitute one of the most important
changes in the street-car service in this city, from
an operating point of view, will be made within
the next few weeks, when the receivers for the
New York City Railway Company will place on
the Madison and Fourth Avenue surface line 155
of the new pay-as-you-cnter cars, similar to the
ones in use in Chicago. At the same time they
will establish a set of destination signal lights to
be carried on the cars at night. The cars are
larger and heavier than those to which New YorkThey are 11 feet longer
ers have been accustomed.
and considerably wider. The main feature, however, Is the very wide platform, which Is seven
They are
feet six Inches long and six feet wide.
built to accommodate 20 persons.
The conductor
stands behind- a railing, between the two compartments, and collects the fares as the passengers
flight

located

New

lature.

Street Railway Company desires
the Bennington and North Adams
The former company is controlled by the
New Haven road, and the much-discussed merger

The Berkshire

question relative to the ownership of trolley roads
by steam roads comes up for consideration once
more.
There is opposition to the project in consequence.
One of the biggest automobile shows ever held in
Boston is in progress this week at the Mechanics
Building.
Most of the leading manufacturers of
electric vehicles are represented in the great exhibit, which Is attracting visitors from all parts of

New

England and more remote points.
Nearly 200 members of the New England Railroad Club, which embraces both steam and electricroad officials In its membership, were present at the
annual banquet of the organization held at Hotel
Brunswick on March loth.
The Exeter, Hampton and Amesbury Street Railway Company was sold at auction on March loth
$250,000 to Charles H. Penney of Hartford.
Conn., representing a committee of bondholders.
merger bill has been Introduced this week in
the Rhode Island Legislature for a charter of the
Blackstone Valley Gas and Electric Company,
granting it permission to acquire light and power
companies in Providence County,' R. I. The capital
is to be $3,000,000.
Power projects on the Connecticut River of a
large nature are under consideration and one is
in process of construction.
The latter is at Brattleboro, Vt., where a dam costing $1,000,000 is now
under wa}', with 450' men working da^"^ and night.
The electric power developed will be upward of

has submitted a report recthe express stations. He
second deck shall be used for
local trains, thereby leaving the present platforms
for the sole use of express trains.
The steamer Providence, carrying 350 passengers,
took fare a few nights ago when all the passengers
were asleep. The steamer is equipped with wireless
telegraphy, which fact averted a panic and probable
the

loss

The French-King Rapids Comi6,coo horsepower.
authorit\^ of the Massachusetts Legislature to build a dam near Turner's Falls in this
state, and residents of SDringfield, Mass.. contemplate erecting a dam at Windsor Locks, Conn.
The total registration at the Massachusetts Institute of Technologj' this 3'ear is 1,410 students.
pany asks

A

Assemblyman Hamoignd of Onondaga,

.

A

ommending double-decking

duced by

purchase

to

company.

Arnold, inves-

of life. The captain sent a wireless call to
the steamer Richard Peck and did not awake the
passengers until the steamers were side by side
ready to transfer the passengers.
series of bills pending before the Legislature
with a view to regulating and cheapening telephone
rates in New York city, are still In the Assembly
committee on gas. electricity and water supply.
The most important of these bills Is the one intro-

England.

—

Boston. March 14. In view of the opposition
encountered by the Boston Elevated Railway Company to its bill to permit the acquisition of connecring lines. President William A. Bancroft has issued
a statement withdrawing the bill from the Legis-

Commission into posimprovements which would increase the ca-

that

W.

enter.

pacity of the subway,

proposes

The aerodrome proper weighed

ica.

tigating for the Public Service
sible

to

for

J.

is

for a short distance, at the rat(i of
30 miles an hour. After having covered
about 400 feet, a portion of the "tail" gave way,
and the aerodrome was brought down for repairs.
This is declared to be the first successful public

from 25

York.
14.

It

elevation

that

of a certain number of metallic trusses, the longest
of which is 38 meters and the average length 22.5
meters.
There are 10 underground or overhead
stations on the line.
A. de C.

March

work may begin

any congestion in Queens.
Prof. Alexander Graham Bell's new aerodrome,
the "Red Wing." had its test flight over Like
Kcuka on M'arch 12th. The aerodrome rose gently
lo the height of about 10 feet, and then sailed at

of the new sections of the Paris Metropolinearlng completion.
The present line joins
with the No. 2 section, which has been In operation for some time at the Place d'ltalie.
At this
point it lies in a subway tunnel of the standard
type, but after 600 feet or more It runs upon an
overhead structure which It follows until reaching
the Seine.
A special bridge has not been built for
this line, but it crosses upon a stone-arched viaduct which Is laid upon the already existing stone
bridge at this point. On reaching the other side It
passes at once into the tunnel portion, and thus
continues as far as the terminus In ihe eastern
part of town at the Place de la Nation.
Passengers can thus pass from the extreme western part
of town, making a semicircle through the southern
district and finally reach the eastern part.
From
there they are able to make a similar circuit over
the northern district by means of a transfer from
this line to the northern semicircular section.
This
will afford a convenient means of transit.
The
present line is a comparatively short one, having
about 3.3 miles length. The overhead portion Is a
metallic structure which has about the same general lines as the overhead parts on the other sections, using iron pillars or masonry columns to
hold the superstructure, and the latter is made up

City,

this cjly wiihin

at ihc earliest possible
possible that contracts for the first
sections of both tlie I'ourlh Avcmie line in Brooklyn and the Broadway- Lexington Avcmie line in
Manliatian may be let before the end of summer.
Corporation Counsel Pendlcloii .says that under
the law as it stands at present llic city cannot
purchase the Sttinway Tunnel from Ihe \^elmont
interests.
Mr, Pendleton refers to bills lo be introduced in the legislature authorizing the Board
of Estimate and the Public Service Commission
together to purchase such tunnels.
The Public
Service Commission is opposed to ihe purchase, as
it thinks the Blackwell's Island Bridge will relieve

is

New York

push

will

fttriiclion

upon the Isar River and upon the middle part of
an offtake canal which is 2^2 miles In length. The
head of water which is utilized in this case is 8.5
meters, and the plant has a capacity of 5.000 kilowaits at a maximum.
In the turbine house are
mounted three groups of four turbines each, using
three-phase alternators which operate at 5.000 volts.
lan

in

At the oflicrs of the I'ublic Service
was learned that ihe connnission
forward its plans so iliat actual con-

moment.

motor-driven rolls installed, and this number will
no doubt be increased.
Seven of these arc constructed by the Allgemeine Company of Berlin
and the remaining five by the Siemens-Schuckcrt
firm.
Some of the motors use three-phase current
and the others direct current.
One of the most important of the mountainclimbing roads in Switzerland, the Zermatt Gornergrat line, is soon to be extended so as to reach
the summit of the Gornergrat Mountain, as formerly it stopped short somewhat below this point.
Excepting the Jungfrau line, this is the highest
mountain railway in Europe, for the summit of
the mountain lies at 10,290 feet above Gornergrat.
It is expected to have the new part of the line
ready to start by next summer. From the summit
of the mountain, which lies opposite the Cervin,
IS to be had a view of no less than 50 glaciers.
Munich receives an additional supply of current
from the new Moosburg hydraulic plant, and It is

now

h- stnrted

a few months,
Conunisfilon it

One

The Mutual Telephone Company of
Ind..

A new subway may

— One

of the most recent projects
on the Coiilinciit relates lo the construction of a
liydraulic plant of considerable size
Kenibs,
at
Alsace.
There will proha!)Iy he two dilTerenl turbine stations located at different levels in order lo
lake up the head of water. Tiie plant will supply
the region of Mnlhousc. A couimissioii lias already
been formed lo examine the project and lo find
out what iudustrii's in the region are likely to use
current from the plant.
As lo the estimated cost
of the whole project, this is somewhere near $8,000,000, of which one-half will he in sliares and the
otiicr half in l)ouds.
The government is favorable
to the execution of the project.
It is tlionglit that
it will
[like about five years to carry out the whole
of the work. A large amount of power can be disposed of in this region, and it is proposed to build
the first of the turbine plants for a capacity of
22.000 horsepower.
A number of rolling mills in Germany are now
using motor-driven rolling machinery, and the new
type of reversible roll is preferred In the newer
plants.
At present there are 12 sets of reversible

follows

Gas

March

Paris,

the cost

lights,

which provides for aincndincnt to the Public Service Commissions Act lo place lelcRrapIi and telephone companies under its supervision.

the streets

liKliliiij^

done by rhs, gasoline and electric
and cnndlepower nf each lieiiig as

was

lighlinR

the cily of

for the year 1907

total

estimated

to

237

'

The Harvard University Engineering Society will
its tenth annual dinner on March 2rst. Among

have
the

speakers will be

Frederick P.

Fish,

ex-presi-

'
;
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American Telephone and Telegrapli
George A. Kimball, chief engineer of the
Boston Elevated, and E. A. Clarke of the Lackawanna Steel Company. Professor HoUis, head_ of
the department of civil, electrical and mechanical
An organiengineering at Harvard, will preside.
dent

of

Company

the

;

b*e allied with the
be formed, to be called
the Association of Harvard Engineers.
The amount of new construction by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company in the past
year was approximately $50,000,000, against upward
In 1905
of $79,000,000 in the record year of 1906.
and 1906 fhe company had a big expansion, expending about $130,000,000 in the two years. The
high cost of material last year was conducive to a
halt in the size of expenditures of this nature.
The Massachusetts Electric Companies, through
the subsidiary companies known as the Boston and

zation of graduate engineers, to

Engineering

societ;',

will

Northern and the Old Colony, will put out $2,000.000 additional preferred stock, $750,000 for the Old
Colony and $1,250,000 for the Boston & Northern.
B.

Michigan.

—

March 14. A
Load's Sons Company
Power Company will be
Detroit.

consolidation of the H. M.
and the Commonwealth
effected

and

will result in

the development of the Au Sable River and the
building of a transmission line to Bay City. About
10,000 horsepower will be available with an
mate development of twice that.

The
St.

Armada has contracted with the
Edison Company for street lighting and

village

Clair

ulti-

of

pumping.

The

M'ichigan

begun work on

power
.

L.

Power Company of Lansing has
new 2,500-horsepower steam and

Green, of the Harvard City electric-light
for a lo-year contract

Manufacturing Company.

General Traffic Manager Stephens of the Illinois
Traction Company was in the city this week to
sec about the awarding of the contracts for the
overhead crossing of the Chicago and Alton tracks
Lincoln.
According to the report of the state board of
railroad and warehouse commissioners, which was
issued this week for the year ended June 30, 1907.
there were in the state 1,456 miles of surface and
elevated roads operated with electricity, an increase
of 269 miles. The total income of the electric
roads was $13,956,210 for the year, an increase of
The net-income increase over the former
$1,676,018.
year is given as $385,299. The number of employes
is 6,607 and they received $4,479^.742 in wages during the year, which is an increase of $513,980. The
commission recommends that a law be passed giving
it the authority to separate the grade crossings now
existing, to prescribe the manner in which telephone and telegraph wires should be protected at
crossings and tracks, and providing for the approval of the commission of all proposed issues of
stocks and bonds before being issued
V. N.
at

an addition to its car barns. This is necessitated
by the Mohawk extension.
The Manistique Light and Power Company has
been granted a 30-year franchise at the present rate
of 10 cents per kilowatt-hour -and a lO-year pumping contract at $1,200 per annum. The rate for arc
lamps for street lighting will be $70 per annum.
committee of Mt. Clemens aldermen met a

A

Business Men's committee and recommended to
the Council that no action be taken on the franchise for the Home Telephone Company now before the Council. The M'ichigan State Telephone
Company's representative stated that no concessions
in the way of cheaper rates could be allowed, as
the exchange was paying only five per cent, on the
investment, but that they would turn the exchange over to the city if the city would guarantee a return on the investment of six per cent.

The Council

of Greenville has granted a 30-year
lighting franchise to R. J. Towar and has contracted for street lights at $50 per lamp per year,
moonlight schedule, 'and $5 extra for light from 5
a. m.
The service will be given from the water-

North Greenville.
Michigan State Telephone Company will
extend its Bay City system and increase the capacity of the plant about 300 ner cent.
A large
force is already at work and will be increased.
Several hundred new poles and 25 miles of cable
will be erected and the switchboard enlarged.
D.
plant at

The

Illinois.

—A

Peoria, March 14.
new time-card is in course
of preparation for the limited cars of the Illinois
Traction Company, running between the city of
Springfield and Danville, whereby the time will be
shortened 45 minutes, making it four hours even.
The schedule will go into effect on the first of
April or the first of May.
The City Council of Taylorville has granted the
St, Louis, Terrc Haute and Quincy Railway Company a franchise through the city of Taylorville.
The ordinance gives the company the right to carry
passengers, mail, express and freight of any kind
at all hours.
Work on the line from Quincy to
Taylorville will be commenced within 60 days.
Six million dollars will be required to carry the
road through to completion, and backers of the
road arc ready to place ihe money, it is said, as
soon as 60 per cent, of the right-of-way has been
secured.
By a unanimous vote the City Council of this
city passed the ordinance requiring the Peoria Railway Company to place its feed wires underground
in the central portion of the city.
The ordinance
requires the work to be completed by March i,
The
cost
is
1909.
estimated at $50,000. Following
this, came the ordinance requiring the company to
place iron poles for the overhead work. This was
objected to. on the ground that cement poles might
be belter, and was laid over.
Illinois

Traction

Company

is

now changing

the system 01 telephone dispatching in use on the
line between the cities of Springfield and Decatur.

The company

formerly

had

Northwestern States.
Minneapolis, Minn.,

March

14.

—The

Jefferson In-

terurban Railway Company of Jefferson, Iowa, has

The Houghton County Street Railway Company
w'ill erect a new sub-station at Larium and build

The

Electric

its

plant, has asked the council
for street lighting.

power

tem, where the instrument was carried on the car
and plugged into the jack box at the sidings. This
was the cause of much trouble, for the boxes were
distributed so that tliere was a box on every twentyfourth pole. The new way contemplates the erecThe
tion of booths that will contain the telephone".
telephone is not connected to the line till the door
of the booth is opened. This is the invention of
the company's men, and if the scheme works
as well as expected the remainder of the lines will
be equipped with the same apparatus.
The Perry Time Stamp Company of Chicago ha^certified to a change of name to the Stromberg

plant.

W.

March

the

"jack-box"

sys-

been incorporated with a capital stock of $3,000,000
by Albert Head and associates. They contemplate
securing a right-of-way for an interurban road to
Perry, Iowa. Other propositions arc being considered.

Alfred F. Pratt has been named receiver for the
Electric Light and Waterworks Company
of Anoka, Minn. The holders of bonds propose to

Anoka

improve the present

plant.

The new interurban

cars for the Pljanoiith line
of the Sheboygan Light, Power and Street Railway
Company of Sheboygan, Wis., will be in operation
shortly.
Citizens of Lake City, Iowa, are endeavoring to
secure a right-of-way for the proposed interurban
line.

United States mail will be carried between Fort
and Des Moines, Iowa, over the Fort
Dodge. Des Moines and Southern interurban road

Dodge

J. S. N. Smith, consulting engineer.
Notwithstanding the fact that the San Francisco
Gas and Electric Company has slightly increased
the capacity of its electric generating stations and
the City Electric Company is generating 6,000 kilowatts and will have an additional 6,000-kilowatt

steam-turbine unit installed in April, there is still
a large unsatisfied demand for electric power. It
is reported that an additional central-station electric
plant is to be installed by new interests in this
city.
Some of the isolated electric plants, which
have been started in the basements of buildings since
the fire, are costing their owners more than purchasing current would.
The San Francisco office of the Westinghouse
Electric
and Manufacturing Company has been
moved into the six-story Electrical Building at 165
Second Street, after a long period of temporary
W. W. Briggs, the district
locations since the, fire.
manager, has been visiting in East Pittsburg.
Sand'erson & Porter of New York city have
opened a Pacific Coast branch office at 907 Union
Trust Building, San Francisco^^ which has been
placed in charge of Wynn Meredith. During the
last ten years Mr. Meredith has been prominent in
the engineering of a number of the large electric
power-transmission projects from Southern California to British Columbia. A number of radical

improvements
the

West

in electrical-engineering
originated with him.

Mr. George R. Carr, vice-president of the Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works of Chicago, has
left for a business and pleasure trip to the City
of Mexico.
Mr. H. W. Hanna of Chicago has been appointed
manager of the Chicago, Lake Shore and South
Bend Traction Company, with headquarters at
Michigan

City, Ind.

William H. Heiss, who was assistant manager
of the United States military telegraph during the
Civil War, died at his home at Sioux iFalls, S. D.,
a few days ago. He was 81 years old.

John Burry, electrical engineer and inventor
of the Burry printing-telegraph system, died suddenly on March 12th at his home in New York.
He was 47 "years old and a native of Switzerland.

Mr.

president of the Simplex
of Boston, has been elected a
member of the corporation of the M'assachusetts
He is a graduate of the
Institute of Technology.
class of 'S^.

Everett

Electrical

Morss.

Company

water

and

power-house com-

mission has been established at Winnebago City,
Minn., to have control of the power house.
The Mitchell Illuminating and Power Company,
established
organization of Mitchell,
a recently
D., has taken possession of the electric-light
S.
plant formerly owned by the Mitchell Gas Company. D. B. Miller is president.
The Winnebago Traction Company of Oshkosh,
Wis., has ordered six new open cars for the White
City line.
R.

Pacific Slope.

mental electric-lighting posis along Sixth Street

in

that city at a cost of $5,490.
The city authorities of Placerville. Cal., have ordered plans drawn for the putting in of an electriclighting plant.
The Coquille Valley Power Company of Coquillc,
Ore., has announced plans for its power plant at
the head of Brewster Valley. Water will be piped
5.000 feet to the power house, where a fall of 300
three-acre site has been
feet will be secured.
secured for the power house and about 120 acres
Duplicate waterwhecls and
for a reservoir site.
electrical units, each with a capacity of 4.000 horse-

A

power, will be put in. Power will be transmitted
to the towns of Myrtle Point. Coquillc. Marshficld.
North Bend and Bandon. The work is under the

Edison

to represent the

Na-

Electric Light Association on the executive
committee of the Empire State Gas and Electric
'

Association.

become connected with the
American Transformer Company of Newark, N. J.
A.

M'r,

He

Press

has

will act in the

neer.

capacity of chief electrical engiin the employ-

At one time Mr, Press was

ment of the Siemens & Halske
Mrs. Clarence
elected to

FT.

interests.

Mackay has been

membership

in

the Roslyn

unanimou'^ly

(L. I.)

Board

of Trade. The action of the board is considered
a complimentary acknowledgment of her work in
bettering the schools and other public institutions.

On March 13th the directors of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers transferred these
Henry James Shedassociates to full membership:
lock

—

San Francisco, March ti. Another move looking
toward extensive electric-railway construction by
the interests controlling the Key Route system on
the cast side of San Francisco Bay was made this
week. The San Francisco. Oakland and San Jose
Railway Company was incorporated with a capital
stock of $7,750,000 to take over the San Francisco.
Oakland and San Jose Railway and the recently
incorporated San Francisco and Bay Counties Railway. The incorporators of the consolidated company are the same as those of the two companies previously incorporated. The company will operate a
total of 81.66 miles by the overhead-trolley system
already in use on the Key Route.
The municipality of San Diego will erect orna-

New York

Mr. Arthur Williams of the
tional

Street.
electric-light,

in

A.

PERSONAL.

City Rapid Transit Company of Minneapolis has purchased a site for a North Side
transforming station at Third Street and Thirtysecond Avenue, N., to be similar to the one on

An

practice

Mr. Frank F. Fovvlc has opened an office in the
Marquette Building, Chicago, as consulting electrical
and telephone engineer.

Company has been appointed

Lake

1908

direction of

hereafter.

The Twin

21,

Heather.

Johannesburg.

Transvaal.

Howard Saunders Warren. New York

city;

Africa;

Walter

Farrington Wells, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mr. John W. Brashears, who for many years
has been first assistant to Mr. W. A. Converse.
chemical director of the Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works. Chicago, in charge of the analytical
laboratories, has been appointed assistant superintendent of the manufacturing department.

Mr. R. S. Stangland has been placed in charge
of Muralt & Co.'s construction office at New Fort
Lyon. Colo., and will superintend the erection of
the complete lighting, heating and power plant
which his firm is building for the United States
government at the New Fort Lyon Naval Hospital.
Mr. A.
Traction

W.

Brady, president of the Indiana Union
of Anderson. Ind.. has gone to

Company

to meet a number of clcclric-railway
confer with the Interstate Commerce Commission relative lo the preparation of a system nf
accounting for electric railways throughout the
country.

Washington

men

to

Dr. R. V. Wagner, inventor of a number of
X-ray appliances, died of cancer at the Passavant
Memorial Hosnital in Chicago on March 12th. Dr.
Wagner was head of the firm of R. V. Wagner
Sc Co.. Chicago, and some of- the appliances which
he invented were the means of prolonging his life
for several years. I-Tc was born in Logansport,
Ind., in 1869, and was graduated from the Central

'

1

i

'

Manli
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21,

lie

jirai.--

CiliicaK'n,

where

he eiifjaKed in llic manufaetnre of eleelrical
ances for physicians.

appli-

Miilii-.il

hicli^inapiilis,

CollfKi',

iiK'difinc

lici'tl

111U*

Thomas

in

year anil came

1881).
l<i

Manhattan
Eye, Ear and Throat Inlirinary, where ho was operati'il on for aural ahscesses alwut two weeks ago,
Mr.

A.

Julison

has

and returned to his home in
He is .said to he practically

lefl

the

West Orange, N.

J.

recovered.
Mr. and
Mrs. I'Mison had planneil to leave last Saturday in
They will remain in the
a private car for IHorida.
South for several weeks.

The funeral of the late Allan C. Durborow was
held from the Church of the F.pijihany. Chicago, on
March i^tli. .'Vmong those in attendance were

.'i

The llor;il tributes were
of electrical men.
profuse and beautiful. As a tribute of respect the
the house of the Illinois Club, of which
llai; on
Mr. Durborow was a member, was disi)layed .at
half-mast on the d.ay of the funeral.
niunlier

Downs, who lias been appointed
manager of the Sterling, Dixon and Eastern
Railway Company and the Lcc County Lighting
Company, to succeed Edward B. Kirk, resigned,
arrived in Dixon, HI., a few days ago and assumed
properties.
Mr. Downs
the luauagcmcnt of the
took up electrical work in the cniployTneut of the
Thomson-Houston Electric Company 18 years ago.
Mr. Edwin E.

general

Since then he has held responsible positions in
managing and operating electrical
constructing,
properties in Michigan, Indiana, Oshkosb (where be
was president and general manager of the Win-

nebago

Company),

Traction

San

and

Francisco

Chicago.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Louis Miller contemplates Installing an
light plant at Arcadia, Mo.

Neal H.

Nye

electric-

has been granted a franchise
plant in Pender, Neb.

an electric-light

for

The Columbus (Neb.) Light. Heat and Power
Company has been incorporatetl with a capita!
stock of $150,000.

The Yorktown (Tex.) Light and
incorporated,
Koenig & Sons.

recently
F.

has purchased

Ice
the

Company,
plant

going

of

.iiid

sust.'iiiieil

value
thereby

used this figure

La., has
electric-light plant,

in

local

|ilant

the

theii'

aJMiit

is

ciiinpaiiy

csiiin.'tte

rjf

who

$1,500,000 for
docs not sccni

General Electric Company has issued BulNo. 4571, especially devoted to tuiiKSleii lamps
for series incandescent street lighting.
Data and
jirlces. candlepower distribution
curves and illusrations of the lamp and nrnamental brackets used
in street lighting are given.
The lamps arc rated
,il
an efliciency of \'/i watts per candleiiowcr, with
.111 estim.ited
life of approximately 1,000 hours.
On
'I'he

and
discussing the subject of an
$6,000 has been. set aside as a fund for a plant.
Migh water In the Kalamazoo River has been
threatening the destruction of the $50,000 municipal
dam which furnishes the power for the city lighting plant at Marshall.
Dams above that at Marshall went out, raising the water rapidly.
Three different interests .are asking a franchise
furnish commercial lighting in Galena, III., among
them the Galena Iron Works, the Tri-state Light
;nid Power Company and Mr. L. J. Highland, the
hitter offering to take over the city light plant.

The Buena Vista Smelting and Refining Company has been granted a 20-year franchise for a
s reet-lighting,
heat and power plant by the town
board of Buena Vista, Colo. The company will get
power from a plant on the Arkansas River.

its

The Town Council

of Ladysmith, British Columhas decided in favor of installing an electriclighting plant for municipal and domestic purposes.
Specifications and prices are now being obtained
lor the work.
Address the mayor or town clerk.
bia,

G. I. flame arc lamps are described in a four-page
folder distributed by the General Electric Company.
This lamp is a simple American development of the
ffame-arc principle, using gravity feed without clock

nicchanism, and is suitable for any standard
of flame-lamp carbons.

make

The Board of Public Works of Marion,

Ind.,

has instructed the superintendent of the municipal
lighting plant to ascertain the cost of a direct-connected engine and generator of 500 kilowatts capacity and a 250-horsepower water-tube boiler to
increase the capacity of the plant.

By

a decree of the Federal Court, in the Interests of the Knickerbocker Trust Company of New
York, the sale of the Crawfordsville (Ind.) Water
and Light Company will be conducted by Edward
Daniels, master in chancery, in a short time.
No
bid is to be accepted for less than $75,000.

The plant and franchise of the Mangum Electric
Light and Power Company at Mangum, Okla., has
been sold by W. T. Funderburk for $60,000 to
Interests represented by C. J. Patterson and J, W.
Chambers. These two men have been operating a
plant in Ada, Okla., and will now move to Mangum, where the plant will be enlarged and the extensive field developed.

Company
Mr.

to

give

Humphrey

better

testified

service
that in

at
hi.s

lower

rates.

opinion

the

Trank N. Gay and associates of Denver, Colo.,
have Incorporated the KocUy Mountain Hydroelectric Company, with a capital of $2,000,000, to
con.siruct a power dam, etc.

1

Chicago, represent* the oily in the negotiations.

basis a comiiarison with the carbon-lilament
lamp, taking 3.5 watts per candlepower, shows that
the tungsten lamp gives a saving of go kilowatthours per lamp, and at two cents per kilowatt-hour
this makes the actual value of the tungsten lamp
$1.80 greater than the carbon-filament lamp.
It is
s:iid
to be possible to substltnle 40-cantlIepowcr
tungsten lamps for 25-caiidlepowcr carbon-filament
lamps and yet secure considerably greater profits.
The ampere range of the various types of lamps
is from 3.7 to 8 and the candlepower from 32 to 60.
this

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Mayor Henry H. Lombard

of

North

Yakima,

Wash., has been elected president of the Yakima
Inlcr-valley Electric Railway Company, which proposes

to

build

a

line

from

North

Yakima

Chicago men have been in Blue Rapids, Kan.,
endeavoring to secure options from the owners of
walerpower rights furnished by the dam across the
Bine Kiver at that point. It is their intention to
raise the dam and generate alxjul 1,500 horsepower
be distributed to factories.

to

the condemnation

In

proceedings of the

North-

Power Company against the Pacific
Power Company, the jury returned a verdict granting the plaintiff the land sought lo be condemned
by it and granting to the defendant the sum of

ern California

$32,500 in remuneration for the land, which consists
of but 12 acres. The suit hinged on which company started first to make use of its water rights.
The Northern company had already spent $93,000
on a dam across Battle Creek, and the reservoir
thus created would submerge the proposed plants
of the Pacific company. It is said neither company
is
pleased with the verdict, and the Northern
company has given notice of appeal.

to

Granger, Wash.

The Fidelity Trust Company has been appointed
receiver in Wisconsin for the l^hicago and Milwaukee Electric Railway Company.
This course
was taken to enable the defendant company to pay
its creditors and save the system to the public.
The Virginia and Truckee Railway Company,
operating a steam road between Reno and Virginia
City, Nev., is planning to change to electric operation.
Chief Engineer Kirk of the road Is figuring
on running two electric trains each way daily. The
plan is to use the overhead trolley in the city
limits and the third rail the remainder of the
distance.
total traffic

Chicago

for

of the four elevated railways of

Eebruary

was

11,781,297

passengers,

compared with 10,865,262 in February, 1507. The
Metropolitan and Oak Park lines show a decrease,
while the South Side and Northwestern roads had
an Increase. There are periodical rumors of a
consolidation of the four roads, but nothing authoritative has developed.
City Electrician Caffrey of Reno, Nev., is quoted
saying that the Virginia and Truckee Railroad
Company is contemplating the plan of running all
trains by electricity.
The company is said to have
asked Mr. Caffrey for estimates In regard to the
cost of operating two trains each way between
Reno and Virginia City each day and several trains

between Reno, Carsdn, Steamboat and other points.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Lord

Electric Company. 213 W. Fortieth Street,
New York, has issued a bulletin illustrating the
Earll trolley catchers. This is the first description
of the Earll trolley catchers, although the device
has been in service long enough to demonstrate
excellent qualities. The trolley catchers are interchangeable with the Earll trolley retrievers.

Portland-cement mortars and their constituent
materials have been under Investigation at the structural materials testing laboratories of the United
States Geological Survey at Forest Park, St. Louis,
Mo., for more than a year, and a report on the
work the joint product of Messrs. Richard L.
Humphrey, the engineer in charge, and Wilnam
Jordan, Jr., his assistant has just been issued by
the Survey as Bulletin No. 331.

—

—

A

special publication. No. 9009, just issued by
the Westlnghouse Traction Brake Company, Pittsburg, is entitled "Magnetic Brakes." It is a reprint of a paper presented by Mr. A. L. C. Fell
before the Tramways and Light Railways Association in London, with notes by the Westlnghouse

company. Mr. Fell's paper is an exhaustive one
on the subject of brakes and is supplemented with
curves, tables and detail drawings. The Westinghouse Traction Brake Company will send its experts to investigate any local situation and make
recommendations as to the adaptability of the magnetic-brake equipment.

The Greater Des Moines committee has been
cresting Des Moines citizens in the
proposed building of the Des Moines, Winterset and
Creston Electric Railway.
Creston and Winterset
citizens are said to have subscribed liberally to the
stock of the company, and Des Moines men are
now urged to the support of the project. At a
recent meeting 50 prominent citizens were guests
of the committee.
active

In

inl

The Cheyenne (Wyo.) Tribune
of

Sheridan will

have the

first

says that the city
street-car system

Wyoming, if present plans mature. S. A. Broadis
negotiating with the City Council for a
franchise and promises to have a part of the line
in operation next fall, if granted a franchise. The
plan contemplates connecting the large coal camps
with the city.
These camps employ more than
Coal can be obtained at less than 75
5,000 men.
cents a ton. and while It is probable the Big Goose
Falls will be used to furnish power during the summer, an auxiliary steam plant will be put in at one
of the mines, it is said.
in

w^ell

With the adoption of electricity as a motive
power on the Oakland (Cal.) side of the bay by
the Southern Pacific Company the routes of several of the trains are to be changed.
The change
to electric power on the East Bay lines will be
completed in a year, according to the statement

made by

Assistant Superintendent Roberts.
Engineers of the company are now preparing for the
change, and orders have been placed for the rolling
stock.
Alameda and Berkeley will be given the
electric service as well as Oakland, and it is possible
that if the Hayward and San Leandro line is
started at the same time the trains to these points
will also

be electrically driven.

New

Prof. A. C. Humphrey of
York and London, an authority on gas service and the valuation
and accounting of public-utility plants, testified before the railroad commission of Wisconsin in the
case brought to force the Madison Gas and Electric

$1,000,000.

:it

The city of Escanaba, Mich., has arranged lo
purchase power from the iiscanaba Electric Pulp
and Power Company. C. W. Humphrey, E. E., of

as
to

horsepower

100,000

letin

of

been

and the cost of developing

$300,000 that city, at $350,000,

oflrcialfl,

the total valualion of the plant.
It
likely that lower rales will be ordered.

The

The Board of Aldermen of Plouma,

the

239

Bulletin No. 4561 from the General Electric
Company is an interesting 16-page pamphlet on
illumination, giving solutions of many of the problems Involved and containing a large number of
cuts of the Gem lamp and fixtures especially suited
for its installation, etc.
Illumination tables give
the foot-candle values on different horizontal planes
when the lamp is used with various types of Holophanes. The Gem unit Is easily renewed, fits the

standard socket and burns on any standard circuit.
It gives a
downward efficiency, of from i54 to
nearly one watt per candle, and is especially useful
for all interior lighting. The Gem units give low
investment charge and cheap renewals.

telegraph superintendents will hold
their next annual convention at the W'indsor Hotel,
Montreal, Que, June 24th, 25th and 26th.
railroad

The success of last year's electrical show at the
University of Illinois has led to its repetition. This
year's show will be held on March 26th, 27th and
2Sth.
Outside exhibitors are asking for space.

On

JIarch nth was held a meeting of Lewis
Branch, American Institute of Electrical
Engineers. Prof. John D. NIes of Lewis Institute
gave an illustrated popular lecture on "Niagara's
Institute

Power"

to a large audience.

Owing
the

annual convention
Association has been

first

trical

i5-i6th

to

May

6-7th,

Bradford of Lincoln

new

is

at

changed

Omaha.

from .A.pril
Mr. William

secretary.

physics

laboratory, to .cost $250,000, is
the University of Illinois.
in height, with a frontage
It will be three
There are
of 178 feet and a depth of 125 feet.
to be two lecture rooms, both on the ground floor,
one seating 300 and the other 125 persons.
The
east wing will be used largely for smaller laborato be built at

Urbana by
stories

C. E. Mitchell, C. E., Tororito, Out., who has
been retained by the Cit}^ Council of Prince Albert,
Saskatchewan, estimates the cost of developing
10.000 electrical horsepower on Steep Creek, near

date of the Omaha
i3-i8th to May 4-9th,
of the Nebraska Elec-

change of

the

to

show from April

electrical

A

POWER TRANSMISSION.

AND SCHOOLS.

SOCIETIES
The

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

24d
which are needed for special research work.
The west wing will be used for ihe larger laboratories for electrical measurements and for the soph-

agent in that place. Copy of the notice may
obtained from the Bureau of Manufactures

tories

omore courses

Armour

in

general physics.

Walter Wellman, commander of the

Club,

composed

con-

manufacturers and supply men from all
parts of the state, has been organized in Oklahoma City to promote the building interests of
Oklahoma. Over 60 members have been enrolled,
and quarters have been secured in the Martin BuildF. E. Harkness is
ing, Harvey and Main streets.

The committee appointed by

Prof. Morgan Brooks, head of the
of electrical engineering at the University of Illinois, presented a paper on "Alternators in Parallel," which was illustrated by a
number of tests demonstrating the ease of syn-

March nth.
department

chronizing by Professor Brooks' method. A machine at the Harrison Street station of the Commonwealth Edison Company was used for this work.
Among those engaging in the discussion were
Slessrs. D. W. Roper, James Lyman, Peter Junkersfeld, E. F. Smith, W. L. Abbott and G. H.
Lukes.
A report of the meeting appears elsewhere

MISCELLANEOUS.
under the new electric-wiring
Colorado Springs, Colo., was issued

license

from the office of the city clerk to the Central
Electric Company. The ordinance provides that
any firm contracting to do electric wiring must
pay $50 a year for a license. The effect of the
ordinance, it is expected, will result in reduced
danger from fires, as wiring by inexperienced workmen is prohibited.

The stockholders must become merely preferred
creditors and as such must content themselves with
decreasing dividends in proportion to the diminishing risks and the increasing security of the business."

treasurer of the state of Amazonas, Manaos, on
or before April i, 1908. The consul suggests that
interested persons will save time by writing direct
to the official named above or the American consular

has been incorporated to take over the
EvansviUe Battery and Electrical Company, of
which the late Henry Porter w^s the founder and
president. The new company has a capital stock

TRADE NEWS.
The Hoosier Storage Battery Company

Issued (United States Patent
Electrolysis
of
for
Apparatus
Courtland F. Carrier, Jr., Elmira, N. Y., assignor to the Elmira Electrochemical Company,
Elmira, N. Y. Application filed April 25, 1907.
An electrolytic ctll has ticcomposing and oxidizing
compartments and means for circulating mercury therethrough, the passage for mercury through the decomposing compartment diminishing in superficial area in the di-

881,108.

rection of flow.

88r,ii4. Electric Vibrator. John M. Dinkins, Indianapolis, Ind,, assignor to the Hercules Electric
and Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Application filed July 21, 1906.
The vibrating arm for an electric bell

is

pivoted so

Electrically Operated Fender for StrectNathan Fallck, Denver, Colo.
r-'iilway
Cars,
Application filed June 17, 1907.
it
can be dropped to the
The fender i» pivoted
track,
A chain for lifting it winds around a mechanically
A dog engages the end
of-crated *hafl on the platform.
of thji shaft to normally keep the fender raised.
A
[.u'.hhTjtion controlled clcclromagnet in arranged to rcIcaie the dog and thus drop the fender.

88r,ii5.

w

Office}

March

10,

already been installed in every section of the
coun
try.

The Westinghouse Machine Company, builder of
Roney mechanical stoker, reports for the first
two months of this year a good demand for stoker
the

equipment.

Perhaps the most interesting orders
have come from cold-storage companies, three
of
which have engaged seven equipments. A municipal lighting station at Troy, Ohio, has
adopted
Roney sokers, and the Pennsylvania Light, Heat
and Power Company of Allegheny, Pa., operating
a large central station at that place,
increases its
present equipment with two stokers of large
caSeveral other orders are reported.

pacity.

of

The Dyno and Chemical Manufacturing Company
Aurora,

•Dyno

now

is

111.,

commutator

prepared

rebuilder.

furnish

to

The company

the
says

that Its product
tested
and has

has been thoroughly tried and
given entire satisfaction.
The
Dyno" commutator rebuilder is a composition that
can be used on all dynamos and motors, and
is
said to clean the commutator perfectly and
leave
a non-heating surface.
It is used to prevent sparking, cutting, blowing of fuses, short-circuiting,
and
to increase the life of coinmutators.
It

leaves

a

high glossy finish and prevents the dust
and dirt
from adhering to the commutator. The manufacturer will gladly mail sample of the "rebuilder"
to

anyone

interested-

DATES AHEAD.
Eleclrical Committee, Undenvriters' National
Electric Association (general meeting), 32 Nassau Street,
New York city,
iMarcfi 2sth and 26th.
.

"

mS'^I?!',, 2;ur and

"^SS"""

"'

'""""'=

^''^"'-

'"

Del°Moi^nlt Apdl''2"d";rn'r2/l""""' """"«'' ^"">' """='
Iowa Street and Inlerurban Railway Association
(annual
""'^

tion,

Moines,

•

anT'^tii""
Missouri

Iowa.

April

23d

Electric Liglit,
Marquette Hotel, St.

Omaha

Electrical

Gas and Street Railway AssociaLouis. April 23d, 24th and 2Stli.
Show, Auditorium, Omaha, Neb
Mav'
.

4th to 9th.

Nebraska Electrical Association (annual meeting), Omaha,
Neb., May 6th and 7tti.
Missouri Independent Telephone Association, Kansas City,
May 6th and 7th.
Southwestern Electrical and Gas Association (annual meeting),
Paso, Tex.. May 7th, 8th and 9th.

U

Electric

Light

-Association

(annual

convention)

Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, May 19th to 22d.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (semi-annual
meeting), Detroit, June 23d to 26th.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education (annual meeting), Detroit, June 23d to 26th.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (annual convention). Hotel Trsymore, Atlantic City. N.
Tune 2glh
J.
to

July 2d.
National Electrical Contractors' Association
Clucago, July 15th, i6th and 17th.

(annual meet-

ing),

igoS,

for Regulating the Depth of
Floating Bodies. Karl O. Leon, Stock-

Apparatus

881,136.

Moored

holm, Sweden.

Application

November

filed

S8i,iSi.

submarine mine has a moored floating body enclosing the detonator and a floating contact buoy connected
by a cable to it. An electric motor in one of the floating bodies winds or unwinds tlie cable as the variation
of tile water pressure in a giiugc on the contact buoy
closes the motor switch one way or the other.
Electric Block Signal.

Alexandria, Va.

A

means for coupling electric battery cells comprises
terminal plugs of conical shape adapted to he
secured to the terminals of the cells, and a coupling conductor having its ends formed into conical spirals to re*

Application

short piece of rail

Edward
tlie

Italy.

13,

ing

is

occupied.

Apparatus

for

Examining

Submerged

881,247.

other section.

n frusto-conical
carried by the

Brackets arc attached to the inner face
of the former and a horiKontallv mounted mirror is
carried by the brackets and adapted to reflect light downwardly.
Electric lights arc carried by the brackets and
mounted directly beneath the mirror.

Electric

Chicago,

Desire Pepin, Sr., Montreal, Quebec,
Canada. Application filed May 24, 1907.
Bodies.

One of two tcleiicoping tube sections ha.s
drum seciired to it and an eye-piece is

Igniter.

Application
i,

Carlo
filed

T.

Giorgi,

October

5,

Florence,
1904.

Re-

190S.

The burner is provided with a main valve and with
a side passage and by-pass.
A hollow member is slidably
mounted within this passage and is provided with a constriction -and with an opening adjacent thereto.
Electromagnetic mechanism controllable from a distance governs this member for actuating the main valve.

1907.

block circuit

arranged

881,148.

Gas

newed February

P. Matter,

May

filed

associated witli

ceive the conical plugs.

881,235.

to engage a contact shoe carried by the train
and thus to close tlie circuit of an electrically operated
signal on the train, when the block immediately precedis

Holder. Emory S. Egge, MontApplication filed August 14, 1907.

battery

A

881,138.

Battery

gomery, Ala.

16,

1906.

A

that the armature of the electromagnet is on one side
and the hammer on the other. The contact in made and
broken through the relative movement of the hammer
and armature,

Evans-

alter-

ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

ILLUSTRATED
Brine.

of

Ind.,

ville,

for

alternators of the new
especially suited for rewhere a belted generator
not exceeding 150 kilowatts output is needed,
and
although put on the market only recently they
have

National

Consul George H. Pickerell of Para, Brazil, forwards an official notice inviting tenders for the
leasing of the electric street-raihvay and lightiiig
system belonging to the state of Amazonas, Brazil.
Bids for this proposition must be deposited with the

demand

Allis-Chalmcrs Com-

AB

states

that its
"self-contained" type are
quirements of this kind

the British Treasury

Speaking on the subject of "Intermunicipal Competition" in Chicago a few days ago, Charles Ferguson, president of the Municipal University of Kansas City, said that the most important political work
of th^2 next decade in "America is to be the emancipation of the cities from the control of political machines.
"It is questionable," he said, "whether what
is called 'public ownership' will have any considerable career in this country.
In general the service
corporations are not going to be put into politics.
Their managers must come to think of themselves
as quasi-public officers and agents of the public.

issue.

ordinance in

pany

Washburn-Crosby Company of Minneapolis, operating by hydraulic power at the Falls of St. Anthony a group of flour mills which are among the
largest in the world, has found it necessary, of
late years, to depend more and more upon steam
and electric power for the large amount of energy
required to turn the long lines of machinery involved in the "continuous" process of flour-making
and the most recent development in this respect
is
the purchase of an AUis-Chalmers steam turbine and generator of 1,500-kilowatt capacity. This
will generate three-phase, 6o-cycle alternating-current, at 480 volts, for operating induction motors
to drive the new "C" mill.

At the meeting of the Electrical Section of the
Western Society of Engineers on the evening of

first

nators of moderate capacity.

what is called "contractual testing" and "investigation testing," the former being defined as testing materials to ascertain whether they comply with
the conditions laid down in specified contracts.

Louisville.

The

For lighting and power plants in small towns,
and private insti-

factories, office buildings, public
tutions, etc., there is a steady

year to investigate the charges made that the
National Physical Laboratory was developing into
a commercial institution and in this way competing
with private testing laboratories, has been issued.
The essence of the repori is that the complaints in
question are more fancied than real, but that in
order to allay the suspicions which evidently exist
a clear line should be drawn in the future between

"

this

subject.

last

The first meeting of the Central Electric Railway
Association for the year will be held at the Claypool Hotel, Indianapols, Ind., on March 26th. A
large attendance is expected at this meeting, as the
Central Electric Traffic Committee will make its
report, and it is believed that some definite action
will be taken to make it a permanent organization.
Through the courtesy of A. A. Anderson, general
manager of the Indianapolis and Louisville Traction
Company, all members are invited to take a trip
over the 1,200-voit direct-current traction line to

in

502 Marquette Building, Chicago^ has compiled fig.
ures showing the proper quantities of material in
concrete and will gladly furnish information on the

operate the works, formerly driven by steam. The
equipment will consist of a 400-horsepower
(.maximum^ Westinghouse gas engine of the threecylinder vertical enclosed type, direct-connected to
a
240-kilowatt generator, which will serve the
various motors in the plant. The plant will opcrate on natural gas, which is available in large
quantities in the Pittsburg district at such low
rates as to render gas power the cheapest form
of power available in this section of the country.

There was a good attendance at the last meeting
of the Toledo Section of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers. The meeting was addressed
by C. F. Sloctemyer, who spoke on "Steam Turbines."
The address was interesting in the comparison of the steam turbine of today with early
The present-day advantages were
discoveries.
pointed out, and particularly in electrical work the
uniform angular velocity of steam turbines was
held out by the speaker as a salient feature.

incorporators and directors are
Willis Copeland, A. F. Karges and

BUSINESS.

initial

secretary.

The

The American Conduit Company, New York, and

During January the Duquesne Steel Foundry,
which operates a large plant in the Pittsburg district,
decided to adopt the gas-power system to

tractors,

21, ic

Wellman-

:

abstract of this lecture will appear in a subsequent
issue of the Western Electrician.

Builders'

of $25,000.
C. Zutt,
J.
others.

in

Chicago Record-Herald polar expedition, lectured
in Chicago on March l6th on Arctic exploration
and his efiforis to reach the North Pole by aerial
flight.
During his closing remarks he said
"The
trial
we made of the airship demonstrated the
rationality and simplicity of the method, and with
the valuable experience already gained the future
promises fruition of our desires."

Branch American Institute of
Electrical Engineers held a meeting on March I2th
at which Ralph H. Rice of the Board of Supervising Engineers, Chicago Traction, gave an interestProblems." An
ing talk on "Chicago Traction

The

be

Washington.

Institute

of architects,

March

111.

Pump

Regulator. Andrew Koeschc,
Application filed September 13,

1907.

Combined

.

with a movable tripper is
electric
an
comprising stationary and movable contacts, a
carrying
llie
movable
contact.
a
two-arm
angle lever having one arm engaged with the trrppcr
and a spring connected to the other arm and to the
contact lever, a lug on the latter and a projection on
the angle lever to engage tins lug.
switch
lever

March

21,

Amsterdam, N.

lioni,

William

to

A

t'liHiiiK
till!

filed

li:i«

otluT

Device. Klias SchcniiorY., assignor of onc-lialf

liiK

Amslcrdam, N, Y.

the

^1cKcoiigIi»

i*.

Application
mid

SiKiial

].''.lfL-tric

881,264.

WESTERN

1908

t\^''"

September
cuinimrhiUMitH.

jmrpiiHcs in m(miili:il in
for
luts a imsli-tmllon

IiRlit
nltto

one

uiii*
{lit*

fur

,

Charles F.

i\\is\\-

.

Henry J.
Draft
Regulator.
York, N. Y. Application tiled

Aulom.'ilii-

New

VVesloviT,
Jiuuiary 8,

Hidcti

thi*

Incaiidrncnii

tiiiii|)ii

u chniinri
of which con*
lire

licciirctl

lo

March

'J'inic

Movcmenls,

Watcrhiiry, Conn.

25,

lluldiT for Kk-cliic
E. Wiliioii, Ffrri.s,

ICli:i;liuiJc

I'liiiiMcs.

Clunks

lik'd Scptciiilicr

W.

V:i.

pencil

dec-

i(X>6.

15,

a form of icniiiiiut tiri(«l for the
Irodc. rffcrrrd Ui In llic [irt-trfJiKu [cilrnt,
in

'I'lii*

Siiii:lliiiti

Appli-

1907.

of nn clcctrotniittnrt hna itn nrni with n
imir
periodically
the
rntciKinK » pin "n
cNcapement wheel.
iiriiuiiure
of linKerti

Valve Stem and Tirc-deflalion Alarm.
Abbott H. Kay, Chicago, III. Application filed
August 3, 1906.

881,410.

1907.

8Ki,.siij.

Aj>|ilic.'itiuii

The

iiiaKni-t.

881,272.

from,

JiH

chiinibrr,

Ilollisler,

cation filed

end of the tJiHink'. wliicli
lamp iiiul one fui" (lie

ihe

Electric ICscapenK'nl for

881,404.

for

within

biiL-k
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funnit wltli the buck

wliieh

on
ver^r from the back.
01-

iKittrry

tlu:

A lump

an fU-firomfiKuel,

for

igo6.

i,

tu Ihc (Outline,
cliitnihrr ui»cii

1;.1,KCTRICIAN

The valve

Htein of a pneunmtic lire conlniiiB an inlube and a lube projcctinK into t^c lire and
to telescope the insulated lube.
.Spring contiiel*
are carried by the movable tube lo close an alarm circuit.
Tile Hlem and tcIescopiiiK tube arc adapted to assume a
l)osition approximately fhirih with the tire when it in rn-

milated

adapted

lirely dcllatcd.

Si'clioil.Tl lOi-cliijiJc for Kkctric Furnaces,
881, .?J0.
Ch.irk's \i. Wilson, Ftrris, W. Va.
Applicalion

Si'iilcnilicr

filed

Process

881,527.

Ores

15,

iqoO.

u iModiricnlioi) of

in

'I'tiiH

for

liir

aliovr,

Treating

Complex

Cobalt

and

fof KefininR Cokall
from Nickel,
and SilverbeariiiK Ores, Hlrncst 1',.
ArnistroiiK, Niagara Falls, N, Y, Application

Arsenical

May

filed
Tills

I,

igo6.

[jrocfKH coniiiiitH

cobiilt an
ckctrolyhiB in
tile

in

clcclrochcmic'illy

uxiMc liy IrculinK ft Mjliilion of
tile presence of .1 cliloridc.

r>r«cipitatiiiK
lite

»amc

to

Current Collector for llic Third Rail of
KIcctric
Railways. John
G.
Baukal, While
Plains,
N. Y. Application filed August 24,

88i,53r.

Apparatus for Registering Telephonic

881,447.

W.

Carl

Sharer,

Keystone

tht;

Philadclpliia,

Telephone

Calls.
Pa., assignor to

Company,

Philadel-

phia, Pa. Application filed April 26, 1907.
A numerical registering device .it the Bubscriher's station IS provided willi means for operating it and at the
same timt: iiroducing a pair of signals, one electrical and
one mechanical, to indicate that it has been operated.
_

Apparatus for Prelecting Grain Stacks.
P. A. Anderson, Madrid, Iowa. Application filed February 25, 1907.

881,453.

John

This protection for grain stacks from lightning and
ranis comprises a flexible waterproof cover, an insulator
lop of the cover, a metal disk, a lightning rod
point on the lop and center of the disk, insulator and
cover, ligiitning rods connected with the point and extended over the insulator, and means for electrically conneetnig the ends of the rods with the ground.

on

NO. 881,272.

— AUTOMATIC DRAFT REGULATOR.

core connected witii Uic draft regulator
The circuit of one of
cmiliollcil by two solenoids.
That
these is K.iverni.-d by varicilions of steam pressure.
of tlie other coil is governed by variations in percentaRe
of CO2 in tlie flue gases as determined by an automatic

A

iiKiKiU'lic

Dynamo-electric
Machine. Plenry Berg,
Orange, N. J. Application filed August 8, 1905.

881,456.

is

gas-analyzing apparatus.

In combination with the field magnets and a solid
ring armature are fans or wings upon each end of the
armature adjacent to its periphery and adapted to create
a current of air away from each end of the armature
during Its rotation.

(See cut.)

Wall Bracket for Electric Lights. William
Atkinson, New York, N. Y. Application
April 23, 1907.
This bratket is intended to be mounted on molding

881,284.

R.

Magneto for Sparking Mechanisms. Harold H. Brown, Boston, Mass. Application filed

881,460.

filed

work.
It has an insulating base, secured between the
grooves and provided with side plates connecting with the
wires in the molding.

Socket for Electric Lamps. Charles
Burton, Peru, Ind. Application filed March

881,297.

G.
14,

1907.
Tiie socket has a key switch, one contact of which
does not complete the circuit, even when the switch is
"on," unless the lamp has been inserted.

Everett M. Coffin, OakElectric Switch.
Application filed March 7, 1906.
land, Cal.
A push-button wall-pocket switch has a pivoted rocking contact with a spring-controlled shifter.

881,300.

Electric

881,306.

Bend, Ind.

Switch.
George Cutter, South
Application filed June 13, 1906.

This rotary snap switch has a switch blade provided
with a pair of contacts insulated from each other and
movable to connect the line-wire contacts or to connect
each line-wire contact wfth a lamp contact.

New

sell,
5,

Frank

Electrical Sign Receptacle.

881,344.

York, N. Y.

Application

J.

filed

RusApril

1907.

The receptacle comprises a pair of cup members
nested one within the other and clamped upon opposite
sides of the supporting element, one of the cup members carrying both plug contacts and one of the wire
connections.
Trolley-pole Controller. Cisco R. Traxler
and Edward E. Lineback, Winston Salem, N. C.

881.359.

Application filed April

16,

1907.

weight

to move in a
slot connected

Charles W. Underwood,
Application filed July 6, 1907.

Telephone Relay.

881.360.

Crowley, La.

the telephone
receiver magnet and mechanically connected to the transThe wire support for the armature has
mitter element.
a localized central connection thereto and means for
putting the wire under longitudinal strain or stress and
for centering the armature to the polar extremities of
the receiver magnet.

An

881,371.

C.
to

armature

is

in operative

February

14,

1907.

The movement of
until the

the armature shaft
machine reaches a certain speed.

obstructed

is

Expression Device for Keyboard Musical

^881,464.

Instruments. John W. Darley, Jr., Baltimore,
M'd.
Application filed Dcceinber 13, 1905. Re-

newed August

2,

1907.

An electrically controlled wind musical instrument is
provided with sound-producing means and means for
causing the loudness of the sound produced to vary
from a pre-determined degree with the speed of the
operating mechanism without changing the pitch.
Charles Harkness,
Providence,
assignor to the United Traction Improvement' Company. Application filed November 28, 1906.
The trolley pole carries two independent vertical stems,
Trolley.

881,470.

R.

I.,

each of which an independent gravitating trolley
wheel is supported and mounted for vertical movement
under torsional strain tending to preserve the wheels
in alingment.
in

Chronograph. Ezra B. Merriam, SchenecN. Y., assignor to the General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

881,479.
tady,

July 22, 1904.
Means for recording

the frequency of an alternating
current comprise an electromagnet connected to be energized by rhe current, a table above the same, a
bridge over the table, a guide depending from the bridge
in line with the electromagnet, and a loose weight in
the guide carrying a marking point.

Automatic Street Indicator. Thomas Tighe
and Charles S. Cross, New York, N. Y. Ap-

relation

to

Pennell
Electrical Plug and Receptacle.
Brown, Boston, Mass., assignor of one-half
Frank J. Russell, New York, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed October 20, 1906.
This attachment plug has a base carrying external plug
contacts and internal receptacle contacts operatively connected.
A connection piece has interior conducting elements having a snapping engagement with the receptacle
contacts, and separate release buttons supported by the'
connection piece and movable against the conducting elements,

plication

May

31, 1906.
An electric motor drives the device carrying the street
names through a clutch acting intermittently.
filed

Charles E. Wilson, FerApplication filed September 15,

Electric Furnace.

881,517.

W.

ris,

Va.

The melting

receptacle is provided with main electrodes
exciting electrode movable between the main
other.
The
prevent the
accumulation of molten metal from contacting with one
electrode.

an

electrodes, toward one atid away from the
melting receptacle can be tilted so as to

Electric Furnace.

S8r,5i8.

W.

ris,

Va.

Charles E. Wilson, FerApplication filed September 15,

1906.
In

collector

consiHtu of a hracket, n p.irt .tltachcd
with iin intcKral part at riKlit anKleH to it for
with the rail, the portion at tlie iiilerKcetion of
Ihc parlH liciiiK aperlured to leave connceliiiK wchn which
are lireakahle when the shoe conies in accidental contact
with an nnyiuldiiiK obHtrnction,

Sterilizing,
881,533Edward P. Bcckwith, Cazcnovia, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company, .Schenectady, N. Y.

Application

filed

November

g, 1905.
This water-purifyinB anparatus connisla of a number of
concentric insnlalinc tulicu provided with a conductive
coating, means for cstablishinK an electric stress
between the coatings to produce ozone, and means for supplying water to the innermost tube, the tube having openings through which the ozone is entrained
to

purify the water.

Electric

881,539.

York, N. Y.

Bell.

Donald

Application

M. Bliss,
March i,

New

filed

1906.
waterproof casing surrounds the mechanism, which
electromagnet with vibrating armature
electromagnet to act as circuit inter-

A

consists or an
and a separate
rupter,

Production of Electrotypes, Sherrard 0,
Cowper-Colcs, London, England, Application
February 25, 1907.

881,554,

A matrix comprises a lead sheet, an intermediate layer
of elastic material and a backing of another sheet of
lead.

Safety-limit Switch. Henrv A. Everett,
Harrington, N. J., and Arthur Parker, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed July 23, 1907.

881,565.

single pole, double-throw switch has a pin in its
that normally engages a linger pivoted on the base.
the hnger is moved by clockwork a spring
operates the switch,
-A

Wade

When

Method of Recovering Copper from Ore
or Matte by Electrolysis. Henry K. Hess, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Application filed January 31,

881,580.

1907.

The process consists in immersing porous briquets conparticles of comminuted ore and clay in an
electrolyte together with a lead electrode in
permanent
contact with the briquets and subjecting the same
to the
action of a current for the liberation of the "copper.
taining

Electric Motor. Edward Hopkinson and
Juhus Frith. Manchester, England, assignors to
Mather & Piatt, Limited, Manchester, England.

881,585.

Application filed December 29, 1905.
This induction motor has a stator with two oppositely
disposed parts provided with polyphase windings
pro'-

ducmg oppositely moving magnetic fields therein, and
a number of independent rotors revolving
about separate axes and arranged between the parts
of the stator.

Trolley-wheel-placing Device. Hubert G.
Husted, Oberlin, Ohio. Application filed July

881.587.

1907.

29,

An

auxiliary device for placing the trolley wheel
it into alinement with the wire comprises a pivoted idler provided with a central annular
'groove, au-xiliary reverse SDiral grooves on each side
thereof, and terminal flanges and a pivoted support for
the idler upon the pole.

and for drawing

Method of E.xhausting Vapor Conductors.
M. Jackson, Schenectady, N. Y.,
assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed August

881.588.

Alexander

1906.

and

The

coiilnct

filed

881,503.

attached to tlie trolley rope is arranged
tubular i-uide, which has a longitudinal
with a lateral seat that engages a projecIf the trolley leaves the wire the
tion on the weight.
weight is released and lowers the pole.

A

•

1907.
IIiL-relo

4,

1903.

The vacuum in a mercury-arc rectifier with a number
of chambers is established by connecting each chamber
to the exhaust pump and, while the exhaustion is proceeding, maintaining an arc in the rectifier.
881.596.

Ti

rr

"®

System of Control for Electric Motors.
Arthur C. Eastwood, Qeveland, Ohio. Appli-

Carrier.
Sara H. Libby, East
J., assignor to the Sprague Electric
Application filed May 18, 1906.

Electric

Orange, N.
furnace

two suspended terminal heads carry
a number of pencil electrodes.
While one set is in use
the other can be renewed.
(See cut.)
this

Company.

In an automatic carrier system there is an electrically
operated carrier, a switch for controlling the circuit of
carrier motor, a switch-operating arm projecting

the

laterall.v from the carrier, and a member mounted on
the carrier in the plane of the arm and projecting beyond the end of the carrier for engagement with the
switch-operating arm of a following carrier.

881,387.

Projector. Charles E. Lord, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed October

881.597.

cation filed March 6, 1907.
In an electric-railway system there is in combination
with a train of cars an electric generator driven on the
traui and electric-driving motors on certain i^ the cars.
A stationary power-conductor is mounted along the railway through which and the rails of the railway the generator may deliver a varisble voltage to the motors, and
there are means on the train for varying the voltage
delivered by the generator.

Illuminated Sign. James
881,390.
Colo.,
assignor of one-half

Thompson, Denver, Colo.

W.
to

Ellis,

filed

Means for Transmitting Power from the
Axles of Railway Cars. Lawrence C. Maher,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed June 29,

881,599.

P.

Oc-

tober 2, 1907.
A letter for an illuminated sign consists of a back
having the desired outline and a projecting rim conform-

1904.
connection

with an arc lamp is a reflector built
a number of rotatably mounted slats, each having
a surface of high reflecting quality and a surface of low
reflecting quality.
Means for rotating the slats permit
the projection of a beam of light of high intensity or of
low intensity as desired.
In

Denver,

Andrew

Application

19,

up of

a
NO. SSl,5lS.

ELECTRIC FURNACE.

1907.
A generator carried by the body of a car is connected
with a driven wheel by a flexible shaft. A driving wheel

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
secured upon the axle of the car has a spring for forcAn armature
ing the driven wheel into contact with it.
upon which the driven wheel is journaled and an electromagnet are so arranged as to draw the armature upward and thereby lift the driven wheel out of contact
with the driving wheel when the magnet is energized.

Elsworth

Machine.
Advertising
Ore. Application

881,616.

Pickel,

filed

November

by

iiotor

Portland,

8,

1906.
advertising strip is driven
trolled by an electromagnet.

New

System. David P. Thomson,
Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-

Cab Signal
Schenectady, N.

881.635.

August

1907.
A railway having both rails conductively continuous
and having sources of alternating current conne^ed at
intervals across the rails is equipped with a sign'al system that has a coil carried by a vehicle in front of the
front wheels and in inductive relation to the alternating
current in the rails, and electro-responsive signal means
on the vehicle connected to the coil.
2,

Balancer Set. Louis E. Underwood and
Richard W. Douglass, Lynn, Mass., assignors
to the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed October i, 1904.

881.636.

Two compensator machines are connected between the
neutral and the opposite sides of the line.
Each machine has a shunt-field regulator.
881,638 and 881,639. Floor-dressing Machine. Cyra
B. Wattles, Providence, R. L, assignor to the
Electric Floor Surfacer Conipan}',
Gardiner,
Me. Applications filed June 12, 1905.
This is a portable motor-driven planing and finishing
machine.

New

1904.
In combination

with a casing divided to form front
rear compartments is an armature in one compartment, a diaphragm in the other compartment, _h
magnet having an enclosing shell screwed into the dividing wall of the casing and a connection passed
through the magnet between the armature and the
diaphragm,

and

Support. Philip N. TheveApplication filed February 26,

Electric-light

1,742.

Tex.

net, Dallas,

1907.

A

horizontal

member,

rail

which

to

carries

is

an

attached a

extensible

supporting

lamp cord and means

for vertically adjusting the same.

to

put

tension

solder.

Change Maker. Edwin R.
N. Y., assignor to the Electric

tion

filed

Gill, Yonkers,
Cash Carrier
Original applicaPatented April 26,

on the

belt

connecting

it

July

1895.

26,

Divided and

No. 758,060.

this application
Renewed July 2, 1907.
1903.
In combination with a change maker and a motor
mechanism therefor is a change recorder and order set-

1904,

August

14,

ting device.

Electric Ignition Apparatus. Russell Huff,
Detroit, Mich., assignor to the Packard Motor
Car Company, Detroit, Mich. Original application filed December 22, 1906, Divided and
this application filed May 31, 1907.
This ignition apparatus for multiple cylinder engines
has a distributor comprising a traveling brush and a
series of separated contacts over which the brush travels
in succession, the brush being provided with means for
transmitting current through each contact in turn while
the forward part of the brush is traveling over a portion of the succeeding interval between contacts,

?i,862.

Means

Power

Transmitting

for

Elec-

Gregor Lewin, Schoneberg, near BerGermany, assignor to Siemens-Schuckert
Werke, G. M. B. H., Berlin, Germany. Appli-

trically.
lin,

cation filed July

2,

1907.

to

the axle.

Car-axle Driving-gear for Dynamos. William T. Thomson, Newark, N. J., assignor to
the Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company.
Application filed November 6, 1905.

1,745.

A

belt consists of a number of independently operative
sections, each of which is adapted to transmit power
from the car axle to the shaft of the dynamo.

Starting Device for Mercury-vapor Electric
Louis A. Audibert, Lodeve, France.

S81, 765.

Lamps.

filed September 14, 1906.
annular chamber above the cathode, formed by two
concentric tubes and containing a quantity of mercury
independent of the electrodes of the latpp. is permaA connently connected to one of the lamp terminals.
tact member, connected to the anode and movable therewith, extends permanently into the mercury in the annular chamber so that the latter forms a liquid-conductinft
slide maintaining a perfect and permanent rontact of
the anode with its lamp terminal.

Application

Electric Relay.

881,642.

Edward Weston, Newark,

N. J. Application filed June 21, 1904.
A pair of electromagnets has an armature pivoted at
one end of the poles.
A pair of contacts on this armature corresponds with a pair of stationary contacts supported on a bar secured to the base.
Self-excited
Alternator. Ernst
F.
W.
Alexanderson> Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to
General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Application filed February 19, 1906.

881,647.

the

An

881 ,766. Railway Block System. Oliver Barnish,
Springfield, Mass., assignor of one-half to John
M. Newell, Springfield, Mass. Application filed

July

8,

1907.

NO.

A

i

51,864.-

-TRANSMITTING POWER.

controlling generator lias means
varying its field excitation.
A number of motors
have their armatures connected in series with each other
armature
of the controlling
generator.
with
the
and
Means are provided for exciting the fields of the motors
independently of the tension in the armature circuit and
reversible means for varying the field excitation of each
of the motors independently of the other. (See cul.)

excited

separately

for

A

movable abutment adjacent to the track is arranged to contact with a contact arm on the locomotive
and thus to actuate the brake mechanism on the latter.

Terminal for Electric Cables. Charles W.
Davis, Edgeworth, Pa., assignor to the Standard Underground Cable Company, Pittsburg,
Pa. Application filed March 31, 1906.

:,777.

Andy N. Wright,

Telephone Switch.

881,878.

son

Ohio,

Center,

Harney L. Plill,
cation filed July
Two

pairs

of

assignor of
Jackson Center,

Jackone-third to
Ohio. Appli-

1907.

8,

metallic

remote terminals

their

carry binding posts at
have plug sockets at their

strips

and

adjacent ends.

NO.

Galvanometer. Sidney G. Brown, London,
England. Original application filed June .16,
Divided and this application filed April
1902.

SSi,S8o.

SELF-EXCITED ALTERNATOR.

1,647.

There is a main armature winding, an auxiliary, winda field winding provided with a rectifying commutator, brushes bearing on the commutator and connected to the au.xiliary winding, and a short-circuited
winding carried by the field magnet in inductive relation to the auxiliary winding.
(See cut.)
ing,

7.

reaction galvanometer comprises an alternating or
fluctuating current-exciting electromagnet, a coil delicately suspended between the poles thereof, a cable or
artificial line, wires connecting this to the binding screws
and leading-in wires containing capacity connecting the
binding screws with the delicately suspended coil.
The
coil is mounted to move rotatively in a horizontal plane
and carries a reflecting mirror.

Coin-controlled Mechanism for Telephone
Boxes and the Like. Francis X. Bee, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed September 12,
1906.

The casing has

for the passage of coin, a chute
a permanent magnet located beneath the chute, an operating shaft, a series of kick-off
fingers carried by the shaft and a retaining bar for holding the coin in the slot until the kick-off fingers have
been brought into operative position.

from the

leading

a

Fire Alarm.
Application

881,663.
Cal.

George H.

Carroll, Vacaville,

filed November 9, 1907.
This apparatus consists of a circuit closer, a tension
device and a fusible cord connecting the two, the circuit
closer comprising a_ slide and a contact piece -in the path
thereof, each forming portions of an alarm circuit. The
tension device is a spring-wound drum, to which one
end of the fusible cord is connected and upon which

wound.

is

it

NO. 887, 777.

slot

slot,

CABLE TERMINAL.

central conducting core has formed on it a plug
of insulating material which is provided with an outwardly and downwardly flaring petticoat and with .1
groove for the reception of a line wire arranged above
Tlie plug is inserted in an
the plane of the petticoat.
orifice in the case or shell and forms part of a terminal
for an electric cable.
(See cut.)
Tiie

881,807.

nora,

An

Music-leaf Turner. Robert Langstaff, DoPa. Application filed August 16, 1907.
arm is mounted on a support and adapted to

swing from side to side t])crcof. An electromagnet carried by the arm has means for energizing it, in connection with a button designed to be secured to a leaf jind
adapted to be attracted to the magnet and carried by the
in its traverse.

latter

Shield for the Use of Linemen. George
E. Harrison and George Burns, Detroit, Mich.
Application filed August i, 1907.
A lineman's guard against high-tension electric currents consists of .1 shield of non-conducting flexible ma-

881.682.

adapted

be rolled into tubular terminals
the ends and to form a housing
larger diameter at the central part.
terial

smaW diameter

at

of
of

Electrical Socket Seal.

581.683.
field,
3,

to

Sacramento, Cal.

Llewellyn T. HatApplication filed August

1906.

A

scalinK device is held in the socket to prevent
jo the socket cont.icts and provided with means
the removal of the device except upon dc-

accchti

preventing

Mroying

it.

Spark Plug. William B. Haydcn. New
York, N. v. Application filed June 7, 1907.

881.684.

A

pair of terminals ha< an insulating medium between
the IcrTDinalfs, and a shield having an clastic
portion contacttnK with the in^uLiliftn, the clantic
portion adjusting Itself 10 different diameter* of insulators
and beiiiK
"
water-tight.

1903.

A

881,652.

Electroplating Apparatus. George A. Lutz,
York, N. Y., assignor to the American
Circular Loom Company, Portland, Me. Application filed April 8, 1907.

881.810.

New
The

comprises a t.ink provided with a
metal rim. hooks on the rim depending into tlic tank,
anodes suspended on tlic hooks, a post within the tank
and anodes suspended from it, a conductor connecting
the anodes with the rim and a cathode plate provided
with means to suspend articles to be plalcd within ilic
space hounded by the two .sets of anodes.
apparatus

Electroplating

881.811.

Apparatus.

George

A.

New York, N. Y., assignor to the AmeriCircular Loom Company, Portland, M'e.
Original application filed April 8, it>07. Divided
and this application filed August 8, 1907.
This patent covcr.s some details i.f the previous one.
Lutz,

can

PATENTS THAT

York, N. Y.
Support
York, N. V.

Motor Trnck.
for

F.

Wires.

Electric

O.
C,

Blackwcll,

A.

Uieb.

New
New

Silkman,
Electric Typewriting Machine.
E.
448.271.
J,
Baltimore, Md.
V.
.Slout.
Electrically
Controlled
Valve.
448.273.
J.
Easton, Pa.
\*.
.Stout.
Electric
Temperature
Regulator.
448.274.
J.
Easton, Pa.
Lynn,
Electric-lighting
Thomson,
System.
E.
448.279.

Mass.
Electric Meter.
E. Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.
L. Digcon, Parts, France.
Call System.
Electric Alarm Clock.
E. M. Edgerton, Chicago,

448.280.
448,322.
448. 325.
III.

Method of and Apparatus for Developing Me448.326,
chanical Motion from Electrical Energy.
H. Eickcmeycr,
Yonkers, N. Y.
Electric Railway.
448.328.
J. H. Entz. New York. N. Y.
Telephone.
S. D. Field, Stockbridge, Mass,
448.329.
Electric Switch.
R. D. Pratt, Marlborough, Mass.
448,365.
Electrical Street and Station
Indicatjjr.
F. H.
448,178.
.Soden. Chicago, III.
Electric Switch.
E. 11. Johnson, New York, N. Y.
448,431.
Electric Railway.
R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
448,523.
Electric-railway Motor.
448.561.
C. J. Van Depocle, J-ynii,
Mass.
Electric

448.562.

Locomotive.

C.

J.

Van

Depoclc.

I-ynn,

Mass.
Elcctric-raihvay System.

448.563.

C. J.

Van

Depot-le,

Lynn,

Mass.
448.598-

and

Ilii-* thermosiat
for iournal be.iriiign a pair of conterminals for an alarm circuit project through an

448.604.
448,618.

In

1908:

Electric

448,346.

448.603.

tact

17,

448,199-

Thermostat. Fred P. Butman, Plolbrook,
Mass. Application filed March 27, 1903.

881,847.

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United Stales Patent Oflice) that expired

March

I

i

and Change Maker Company.

31,864.

Car-axle Driving-gear for Dynamos. William I. Thomson, Newark, N. J., assignor to
the Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company.
Application filed November 6, 1905.
The dynamo for an axle car-lighting equipment is
mounted upon a cross bar secured to the truck.
A
spring tends to swing the dynamo away from the axle

881 ,744.

and thus

fusible

filed

thrown.

Hermann G. Pape,
Telephone Receiver.
York, N. Y. Application filed June 16,
Renewed January 25, 1908.

1,712.

1907.
In combination with a number of party lines -vid a
main line is an armature normally in circuit with the
lines, and a number of magnets, one for each party line,
connected to the main line and adapted to move the
armature to cut out the party line not in use.

cation filed

is

21, 1908

insulating disk into a cup in which a conducting disk is
held out of contact with the other disk by means of

81,854.

elastic contact fingers or clips.

Kissack,
D.
Governor. Lewin
S8r ,697. Marine
Cloverdale, Cal. Application filed May 10, 1907.
A solenoid and plunger are arranged so as to move the
engine throttle in one or the other direction when a

and gon-

W. Smith,
Cut-out. Edwin
Y. Application filed July 12,

Telephone
York, N.

881,628.

Electric Switch.
Silvester Hoadley, Gosport, 'Ind. Application filed August 12, 1907.
A double-pole, double-throw switch has a series of

,686.

switch

An

March

Electric Transportation System.
S.
S. Wheeler
C. S. IJradlcy, New York. N. Y.
Electromagnetic Motor.
E. D. Chaplin, IToIHston,

Mass.
Electric C.ihlc.
W. A. Conner, Pittsburg Pa.
Electric R.iilway.
U. M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

I
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Interurban Storage-battery Cars

in

lar,

Germany.
By

which,

as

is

well

known, controls all the railroad lines in the kingdom, has recently installed an electric-traction system which uses a new type of accunuilalor car.

Maycnce is the central point of the railroad lines,
from here there are three different lines of
road which run to three suburhan lowns of considerable size. These latter are LiKclheim, lying
and

at a distance of 10.8 miles; Riissclheim, at 7.5 miles

and Oppenhcim, at il miles distance.
One of the new accumulator cars which are used
on the Maycnce line is represented in the accompanying picture. The comparimcnts are opened,
distance,

The

owe

their success largely to the iicw bat-

company.
It
consists of 180 large cells in all, which arc
placed in containing cases, and thus stowed undor
Ihe seats of each compartment,
The cells are not
removed for charging, but arc intended to be
eharged by flexible cable connected to a socket
upon llie car, so that the cells remain permanently
tery

a. de Courcy.

poviTiimcnt,

Prussian

Tlic

and'

No.

28, 1908

in

which has been brought out by

this

place.

As

be observed, it is quite easy to have accells in order to inspect them, by simply raising up the hinged cover of the seat.
The
large boxes are given a coating of acid-prool varnish.
Besides, the joint of the top cover of the
scat has a rubber gasket, so as to make it tight.
There are two main cases under each seat, containing seven and eight cells, respectively, so that
cess

will

to the

and

13

able to furnish 68 to 70 kilowattyield of 8.75 watt-hours
per kilogramme weight. Each of the cells weighs
tons,

II

a

specific

50 kilogrammes. The total capacity of the
2.10 ampcrc-honrs, but, owing to the iiard

about
cell

is

it

giving

hours,

is

usage which

undergoes when mounted upon the
due to the heavy current needed for

it

car, especially

starting the motors, it does not furnish more Ihaii
200 ampere-hours. The positive plate has an : vcragc life. of 100,000 car-kilometers, while the negative plate has a lower duration, which is c-stimated

60,000 car-kilometers.

at

On

the experiments show that
nearly 40 miles distance, when
running at a speed of 25 miles an hour. In this
way it can make twice the trip fr.^ni Maycnce to
a

single

car can

the

charge,

make

Riisselheim and return, or one trip from Ingclhcim

Batteries are Underneatli the Seats in the Side-door Compartments.

THE NEW INTERURBAN STORAGE-BATTERY CAR USED IN GERMANY.
with the top parts of the seats lifted up, so as to
exhibit the arrangement of the accumulators, which
are placed under the
cars

measure

12.20

seats

special

in

is

meters

between

somewhat the same

At each end of the car
usual

is

is

moved by unscrewing

buffers,

and

they are then taken out at the front.

as

is

in

the motorman's cabin.
differently from the

mounted somewhat

compartment, which

the level of the car floor.

is

placed on
mounted near

generally

Here

it

is

the roof of the car, and this has an advantage in
giving the motorman a good outlook over the road.

The cabins are provided with three windows and
are reached by steps placed upon one side.
In the present type of car there are three axles
and the motors are mounted

used, without trucks,

and rear axles. The motors and
were furnished by the SiemensSchuckert Company of Berlin. The accumulacor
outfit, the part which is of the principal interest
at
present, was installed by the AccumulatorenFabrik Company of Berlin, whose works are located at Hagen.
upon the

front

controlling devices

The
as the

located there.

The

the car.
but this

to

boxes.

use
on the Berlin subway, using six compartments with
side-opening doors, such as is usual on the European railroads. These compartments are all of the
third class, and will hold 10 persons seated, or a
total of 60 persons, which is the limit allowed upon
their design

cars of the Mayence Hues may be regarded
most recent development of the accumulator

Oppenheim and return. The
Mayence in this case from

there are 15 cells under each seat and 30 per compartment. When necessary, the boxes can be re-

needed when

it

the front board of the seat;

comes

to

making

This

repairs

is

There are nine

plates

m

each

cell,

of which four

They are
given a large surface; the cell measures 33S millimeters in length and 448 millimeters in height, by
T25 millimeters width in the direction of the length
of the plates.
Positive and negative plates measure
310 by 300 millimeters, with a thickness of eight
and six millimeters, respectively. The plates are
kept apart by insulating strips. The main cases
have gas-tight covers, and there is a pipe which
passes to the outside of the box, so as to allow
of taking off all the fumes; the latter can escape
through a series of openings which are provided

connected uy mean» of a
lead
screw clamp to copper strips which run
through the box.
This strip is protected by a
lead covering, so that it will not be affected by
the acid. In the present type of battery^ the positive plates are ''formed" by the current, so as to
give them a thin layer of oxide at the surface, while
the negative plates are made of lead grids filled
as usual with the active material.
The total v^eight
of the entire battery carried upon each car is about
cells

is

are charged

plant

which

is

25-horsepower motors drive the car by sini

to 4.3.

The

have 84 per cent, efficiency, and
its total weight, along with the gearing and case, is
r.32 tons.
The distribution of weight upon the
axles of the car is 14 tons on each of the end
a.xles and lO tons on the middle axle, or 38 tons
in all.
For this reason the driving axles are conis

said

to

structed of nickel steel.
view in the inside

A

of the motorman's cabin
given on page 244. Most of tha apparatus, including the controller, is placed on the left-hand
side of the cabin.
The controller has nine principal contact points, besides foui points for the
electric-braking system, by means of short-circuiting
the motors.
On one end of the car is mounted a
is

socket

the side of the car.

cars
a

gle-reduction gearing with a ratio. of

motor

are positive and five are negative plates.

Each of the

Two

only

upon the

cells.

in

at

which

flexible cable

is

used

I0

coming from

receive

the

plug of

the charging plant.

a

The

can be charged either in one or in two
and to this end there is a change-over switch
placed on the car above the charging socket.
The compartments are lighted and heated by electricity.
Two ceiling lamps are placed in each compartment. For the heating, there is an electric
heater placed under the floor, between the seats.
and the .heat enters the compartment through a set
However, the part of the car which
of openings.
battery
series,
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over the motor can be heated by the latter
without needing any other heater. In this
case the partition between two'-of the compartments
above the motor does not reacli to the ceiling, so
same
that both compartments are heated at the
lies

alone,

Each chain
with a link

is

composed of connected metallic

made of insulating material
chain.
The chains are fastened

of the

links

at

one end

to

the ter-

minal rings with a regular link end and an insulated link

end alternating.

the "electrocutor" is suspended and made
"alive" by connecting the terminal rings to opposite
poles of a source of electricity, no current flows

When

time.

Considering the cost of the present outfit, the
the
battery is estimated at $3,250. The motor and
the
rest of the electric oufit figure for $2,750, and
car itself for $3,300. As to the weights, the car
and its load come to 23 tons; the two motors, 2.6
tons; the battery. 10. 1 tons, making a total of 35.7
tons in all. The present system of lines started

with the use of

five

of the above type, but

cars

flies between
which act causes it to terminate its investigations and its career of activity
without much ado. The "electrocuted" insects do
not carry any insect poison about the house and
are saved from the slow torture of sticky insect
The new device is protected by fuses from
paper.
damage due to short-circuits that may be caused
by accidentally getting two adjacent chains in contact.
It was recently patented in this country.

until

an inquisitive insect crawls or

two neighboring

chains,

Notes on Electric Haulage

of

Canal

Boats.'

By Lewis

B.

Stillwell and H.

Clair Put-

St.

are based upon the results
conducted by the authors during the autumn months of 1907 on a section of the Lehigh
Canal near Mauch Chunk, Pa. The object of the
tests was to determine;

The following notes

of

tests

a. Pull required to propel canal boats at various
speeds and with varying numbers of boats in tow.

relative merits, for the purpose contemof locomotives supplied by trolley and operating upon a track of 42-inch gauge and a monorail system.
c. The best speed and length of tow as fi.xed by
physical conditions.
d. The power required to operate the canal between Coalport and Bristol.
for such operation.
e. The equipment required
The data presented in this paper are included
under the headings (a), (b) and (c) of the foreb.

The

plated,

INTERIOR OF MOTORMAN'S CAB IN GERMAN

STORAGE-BATTERY CAR.
these were given a trial in the actual conditions of service they gave such good results that
the minister of railroads decided not long since to
after

have 57 new cars of the same pattern constructed.
Later on this number may be still further increased.
It is to be remarked that the Accuraulatoren-Fabrik
have also equipped the cars which are now running

upon another successful

line

GermDny,

in

this

be-

ing the Pfalz traction system in Ludwigshafen.
[Storage-battery cars were abandoned in the
United States several years ago, owing to 'lack
of economy in operating cost when compared with
the overhead-trolley system. But the batteries were
generally removed for charging. It is interesting
to note the present

revival of the

system

in

Ger-

many on

Whether

the

present

in

many

re-

spects,

a rather elaborate scale.
system, evidently admirable

will

extended

prove

trial still

economical and durable after
remains to be seen. Ed. W. E.]

—

A

Trap

for Insects.

Frenchman, Alphonsc L. M. Chaulin of Paris,
invented

exterminator that
This "electrocutor for
insects," as Mr. Chaulin terms it, is a very simple
contrivance consisting of two metallic rings joined
by a large number of chains so as to form a hollow collapsible cylinder. The chains are spaced a
small distance from eacli other so as not to touch.

has
is

an

electric

insect

said to be very effective.

made.

Compared
rate

with electric-railway operation, the
acceleration practicable of attainment in

of

,

Fig.

I.

locomotives were operated on a track of 42inch gauge and ballasted on the river section with

The

Forty-pound
broken stone, elsewhere with gravel.
The track was uneven and comrails were used.
paratively rough.
On this section two levels of the canal, aggregating 5,600 feet in length, were in the open river
exposed to the river currents. The voltage of the
trolley circuits was varied to obtain various towage

speeds; an experimental generating plant, connected
as shown in Fig. 2, being used as a source of power

The section of the canal from lock No. 3 to
lock No. 7, a distance of 10,555 feet, was equipped
On this section
with the "mono-rail system."
These mathree traction machines were used.
chines are hereinafter designated "tractors." Two
of these tractors (Nos. i and 2) were manufacThe electric equipment of
tured in this country.
each comprised one direct-current 40-horsepower
motor.
wheels,

The gear
12

ratio

and

inches,

was

5.78 to

length

of

diameter of
wheel-base 42

i

;

inches.
The construction is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The ratio of leverage on lever wheels was 4.7 to
I
that is to say, the lower wheels are pressed upward against the lower face of the rail with a force
The adhesion
4.7 times the drag on the tow line.
of the machine, therefore, is a function not only
pull
which
it
exerts.
of its weight but also of the
Each tractor weighs 6,450 pounds, and under test
conditions with instruments and crew 7,3SO pounds.
;

Tractor No. 3 was manufactured in Paris and
equipped with one 25-horsepower mining motor.
Its wheels are 11.25 inches in diameter, gear ratio
The general
is 3.4 to I, and wheel-base 42 inches.
design is the same as that of tractor No. i.

Owing to the fact that the frame of this tractor
to receive a motor of the
with which it was
exact dimensions of that
equipped, it was impossible to locate the motor in
to
it was necessary, therefore,
its proper position
use 500-pound counterweight to secure equilibrium
tractor
weight
of
the
commachine.
The
of the
plete was 5.093 pounds: including counterweight,
tcFt apparatus and crew, 6,493 pounds.
The mechanical construction and workmanship
of tractor 3 made it superior to tractors Nos. 'i and
not only by inspection but also
2, as was shown

had not been designed

;

Abslr.ict of n paper presented at tlic
Americin Institute of Klcctricnl KnBinecrs
Marcll 13, 1908.
I.

ELECTRIC DEATH TRAP POR INSECTS.

tests

going summary.
The upper section of the canal from lock No. 2
to Coalport, a distance of 10,095 feet, is equipped
with the "locomotive system." On this section an
ordinary mining locomotive is used. Two locomotives were tested, each weighing under test conwithout testing-instrument
ditions
16,000 poimds
equipment and crew. Each locomotive is equipped
with two direct-current motors of 28 horsepower,
operating on 500-volt trolley circuits. The locomotive wheels are 28 inches in diameter and gear
The wheel-base is 44 inches. The
ratio of 69/15.
outline drawing of this locomotive is shown in

supply.

Electric Death

In our
very conclusively by the results of tests.
comparative calculations of power required respectively by the locomotive arid mono-rail systems,
therefore, we have used the results obtained in
using tractor No. 3.
The tractors were operated upon a mono-rail supported at a height of four feet above the ground
by steel posts placed at intervals of 18 feet. The
rail, as used in the installation at Mauch Chunk,
is an ordinary lo-inch I-beam weighing 75 pounds
to the yard.
The mono-rail, with supports and
braces complete, weighs 120 pounds per yard and is
erected along the canal outside the towpath.
The
construction is illustrated in Fig. 4.
A fourth tractor. No. 4, built in Paris, was also
subjected to certain tests. This machine, without
testing crew and instruments, weighed 3,465 pounds.
It was
equipped with one direct-current 500-volt
motor of 15 horsepower. The diameter of wheels
was 12.75 inches and the wheel-base 24 inches.
This machine is illustrated in Fig. 5 (page 246).
For this smaller machine a section of mono-rail
tract 1,200 feet long was erected on wooden posts
between locks Nos. 2 and 3. The rail in this case
was a 7-inch I-beam, weighing 45 pounds per yard,
and was erected at a height of four feet from the
ground.
It was not deemed necessary to undertake complete tests of tractor 4. as certain preliminary tests showed that the machine was not adequate in mechanical strength and power equipment
for the service.
Volt and ampere readings were
made, however, in connection with dynamometer
readings, and from these the approximate performance of the machine was determined.
In the tests
the low-line was approximately 200 feet long. Four
canal boats were loaded and used in all comparative

mecIinR of the
in

New

Yorl:.

FIG.

I.

EIGHT-TON MINING LOCOMOTIVE USED FOR

TOWING CANAL BOATS.
towing canal boats

low.

is

Acceleration, however,

relatively unimportant, as the time of run is long
in acceleration.
The greatest pull is exerted when the last control

is

compared with the time consumed

point is reached, but this does not greatly exceed
the pull required at full running speeds.
In running without load the tractor machines
preserve approximately the same relationship as
they do when operating under load conditions,
though the relative magnitude of the valves is
changed.
When developing large draw-bar pulls
the mechanical losses in tractor 3 are 50 per cent,
in excess of those of the mining locomotive.
Mechanical losses in tractor I e-xceed those of the
mining locomotive by from 70 to 80 per cent.
Under light running conditions these excess losses
are reduced to about 7 per cent, in the case of
tractor 3, though the excess remains approximately
70 per cent, for tractor i.
The running light losses are. in themselves, relati\'ely unimportant,
as the amount of power required is small and the amount of idle running
relatively very small
but, as showing errors in
design and workmanship, which are corroborated
by the results of the heavy load tests, they are
important.
shall not here enter into a theoretical discussion of the design of these tractor
machines.
It is apparent that their mechanical design can be improved materially.
When running
light it would be reasonable to expect that these
machines, if properly designed, should effect a saving in power consumed almost proportional to their
less weight as compared with the mining focomo:

We

tive.

Under

load conditions, especially as the draw-bar
approaches the maximum of which the locomotive is capable, the latter machine, theoretically,
should show the higher mechanical efficiency. This
due to the fact that the mining locomotive
is
utilizes its entire weight for tr.action
to obtain
a similar draw-bar pull with the tractor, the two
driving wheels on top must have a pressure upon
them equal to the weight of the mining locomotive.
pull

;

it

it

II'

3

:

M.-irc-h 2ft,
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iif llu' Ir.-ictor is
10,000 poiimls less
uf llic' niiiiiiiK locomotive-, a pi-L'Ssuri; of .-il
Icasl 10,000 piiiimls must bi- cxcrtcil 011 the lower
Il is evident, tlicretore, that the
or pressure wlieels.
tr.icU iiiul rolliiiR friction of tile tnictoi| must be
greater tb;m that of the mining locomotive by the
amomit of this excess pressure 01) the track. Contrack friction only, this excess shoiilil
siilerinn

liic

\

wcikIii

lliat

(li;in

60 per cent, at maximum pull.
tr.ictor 3 show an excess of about 50
rope pull, tliougb the test
3,000-pouml
p,r cent, at
results are not exactly comparable, as motor and
gear frictions are iuelufled and are dilTerent in the
two machines.
.Assuming that the tractor m,-iy he so designed
aggregate mechanical friction per ton of
its
tli.il
weight doe.s not exceed that of the mining locomotive, it is oI)vinus that wluti running liglit less power
should be re(iuired to move the former at a given
Assuming
speed than is required by the latter.
good mechanical. design, it follows that the tractor
under light loads should be more cllieient than the

amount

to

,-il>oul

tests of

riie

mining loconiolive. and that at some Inail between
the limits of very light load and full load the elliciency curves of the two machines should cross.
So far as comparative etikicncy is concerned, therefore, great eare must be taken in designing the
tractor to minimize friction losses if it is expected
to make a good showing as compared with the mining locomotive.
In order to assist in dctcrmiTiing the cause of

\m

:

24S
which wc have selected as most suitable for their

tors as well as of locomotives sliould follow railroad
practice.
Om- conclusions in regard to limits of speed, as
lixed liy conditions of practicable steering, arc:

operation.

niscussioN

Single boats, loaded or empty, can be operated satisfactorily on tangents at speeds exceeding live miles an hour, but on the canal for satisfactory working hve miles ,111 hour is probably
about the limit of :iverage speed for such tows.
tows are liandle<l satisfactorily at
b. Two-boat
speeds of from 3.5 to 4 miles an hour.
tows loaded can be operated with
e. l"our-boat
a f.air degree of success at speeds \i\) to three miles
an hour except on very sharp convex curves.
d. Four-boat tows, light, were found impracticIt is possible that improved steering
able as tested.
gear might remedy the difficulties encountered, excel)! that no conceivable steering gear would make
it
possible to handle four-boat tows, light, in a
heavy wind.
a.

The average

efliciency rif the mining locomotive
per cent, higher than that of the
tr.'ictor,
both with alternatiug-curreut and directcurrent ccinipment and the average efliciency at
the trolley is about 2.8 per cent, higher with direct
current than with altci-nating current.
In this case, as in the case of direct-current
eciuipmcnt, it is evident that the difTercncc in elViciency of the mining locomotive and the tractor,
and of altcruating-ctirrcut and direct-current equipment, are relatively unimportant as compared with
is

alwut

r..i;

Kichard

(l^f

rAiiT).

The

question of cfViciency it one
is so
important that unless the minutest deIh.'it
tails of efliciency :ire c.'irried out we will never see
the eonnnercial lowing of canal Ijoats.
When the
state expert made a test of my system on the Krie
Canal he made the statement that the ratio of cost
was as 64 for propellers, 21 for mules and 17 for
my electric low. The mule is still on the towpath
and the jiroiiellcrs are going Iwckward, and well
they may; they are expensive, and few have paiil.
Therefore, it becomes absolutely necessary that if
this subject is ever to be pushed to a completion
successfully the .question of electrical efficiency, the
miuiinum amount of electricity to be used, shall
be paramounl.
I
have been very nnich interested in this discussion tonight, because I have had opportunity
to make the same tests, and I have come to the
same conclusions. When the canals of Europe were
bought up by the railroads, before legislation prevented their doing so, some of the railroads attempted to use tlieir locomotives for their line
ujiou the towpath, and it was found that where
you have a very heavy motor, where the power is
to be applied so slowly, the efliciency is exceedingly small, the amount of fuel consumed is out
of all proportion to the contents carried, and it

Fig. 3

I.,-unb;

Tractor? Nos.

i.

2

and

3.

QiD

0000

Fig.

Switchboard Diagram.

Fig.

4.

Assembly of Monorail System.

ELECTRIC HAUL.\GE OF CANAL BOATS.
the

apparently excessive

friction

of

these

tractors

low rope-pulls and when running tight, tests
were made on a wet rail to determine the relative
amount of reduction in friction due to a bad rail,
and other tests made pulling the tractors with the
gears and motor disconnected. The results of these
tests show that at a speed of six miles an hour
the wet rail effects a saving of about 16 per cent.
in total friction, running light, and at the same
speed the gear and motor friction amounted to 28
per cent, of the total It is apparent from the
at

.

that frictions at light loads are relatively
small and at large pulls the difference is to a large
extent lost as the mechanical friction approximates
the theoretical amount to be expected from the pull
tests

exerted.

other factors upon which the choice of one or the
other as a system of electrical haulage must depend.
For the conditions existing on the Lehigh and
Delaware canals, it is estimated that the efificiency
of a system of electric power transmission and
conversion supplying direct current to motors will
approximate 70 per cent, from bus-bars at power
house to motor terminals. If alternating-current
motors be used, the calculated corresponding efficiency is 75 per cent. Based upon these efficiencies,
and the traffic conditions as existing on the Lehigh
and Delaware canals, the watt-hours required at
the power house per total ton-mile and per ton-mile
of freight handled are given in the following table

Watt-hours

It would seem that the mechanical ef^ciency of
tractors of this type might be improved by giving
attention to the following facts
1. An increase in the size of wheels would tend

per Ton-mile at

(Average Freight Haul,

Power House.

55.6

-

Direct Current.

to decrease losses.
2.

The wheel base should be long and the "flange

Ton— 2,000

Mining
Minine
Loco- Tractor Loco- Tractor

The mechanical

construction must be such that
of all bearings is preserved under all
conditions of operation.
4. The point ^of rope attachment should be carefully selected in order to reduce flange friction to

Alternating
Current.

Pounds.

clearance" small.
3.

Miles.)

motive.

motive.

a

minimum.

rail surface
should be as good as on
5. The
ordinary railway tracks, and the construction should
be such as to minimize vibration.
6. The
use of guides for the pressure wheels
should be avoided if practicable. If used, the vertical motion in the guides for the pressure wheels
should be free.
7. The pressure wheels should have no flange.
8. Arrangements for oiling the bearings of trac-

total ton-mile..

One-boat tows

33.9
4 + .S

24.8
32.5
45.3

22.6
32.5

23.0
33.8

43.

502

61.5

37.2
49.7
69.0

32.5
46.7
69.5

33-1
48.6
72.2

should be noted that the calculated power for
canal transportation, as set forth in the above table,
applies only to the especial conditions imposed by
the physical limitations of, these particular canals
and by the speeds for loaded and for light boats
It

be short.

There is another cpnsideration which is a serious
That is, as they pull the boat and get any
speed, the wash on the bank is very

one.

reasonable

damaging.
Joseph Sachs
It seems to me that if you have
gotten rid of your adhesion proposition, you might
also get rid of your man on your tractor entrely,.
and run a small cable or wire to your boat, and
let the fellow who does the steering do the regulating and starting and stopping of the motor.
It seems to me that that will prove the ultimate
development in such a tractive system. I firmly
:

believe that sucli a structure and method of obtaining traction is ideal, and with all due deference
to my friend, Mr. Lamb, I believe it has more

advantages than perhaps any
from having the advantages put forth

mechanical

other, aside
24.6
30.9
42.8

Watt-hours per freicht ton-mile
One-boat tows

is
the very essence of
whole subject. Canal transportation is essenand always will be, a means of transportation
the very slowest that can be, and it never can be
changed. The speed of the canal boat must always
be slow, because the distance between the bottom
of the boat and the canal bottom necessarily must

tially,

rugged

alignment

Watt hours per

was abandoned, and there

the

'

by Mr. Stillwell.
Dr. C. P. Steinmetz

I am very much interested
since the topic appears one which
is very proper to be presented.
Through the rapid
expansion of our railway system, the canals have
taken a very secondary position, but it is gratifying

in

this

to

see

:

paper,

how

the general interest in

canal boats in

water transportation is revived at present, and we
are talking now of the Mississippi waterway, and
our state of New York is spending, or intends to
spend, $100,000,000 in rehabilitating the Erie Canal,
and perhaps before they are done it will be a good
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the traffic which exists now on these canals,
the Erie Canal, but a new volume of traffic
to be created, just ^is the trolley lines
have not taken the traffic of the steam railroads,
but a new traffic has been built up; and I can well
see that it might be possible for _a profitable system
of electric haulage on the numerous waterways of
the country to be established.
It would be of extreme importance.
further careful investigation
of the whole situation, I believe, would be of verv
great benefit to all of us, and of considerable interest to the engineering profession.
Mr. Stillwell: In presenting these notes
we have carefully avoided as far as "possible
anything that might be interpreted as special
pleading in favor of any given system. The
comparison of the two traction engines which
we have made resulted in certain determinations of comparative energy involved, and
of actual energy involved, which will have
an application wider than we have here at-

be

deal more. In short, the general interest in tliis
subject is greatly revived.
I should, however, like to have seen the paper

like

would have

2nd perhaps some time
comprehensive,
Messrs. Stilhvell and Putnam may give us a paper

more

March

'

going into the whole situation, not merely a comparative test of two rival systems, but covering the
subject of canal haulage and in some similar manner as these gentlemen have discussed the question
of electric railroading; that is, comparing the relative advantages, efficiencies, financial economies, etc.,

A

tempted to give

it.

With reference

1)

to Dr. Steinmetz's remarks
regard to a broader treatment of the subject than is attempted in this paper, I would
say in connection with the same investigation,
which was conducted by Mr. Putnam perin

I
I

and under his immediate direction,
went into the subject of the .econof the system as compared with mules

sonlly
FIG. 5.

TRACTOR NO.

4 AS

he

USED ON LEHIGH CANAL,

of the different systems of electric haulage proposed, of steam propulsion, and of other methods
which have not been mentioned, for instance, the
rope drive, where rope is laid down at the bottom
of canal 'or river and raised up to propel a boat,
carried over a drum, and dropped again, which
system, I understand, gives good service abroad;
also the mule.
When we look at the mule propulsion of a canal
boat (and having lived for a number of years on
the shores of the Erie Canal I have seen a number
of canal boats glide past pulled along by the combination of three mules and a man and profanity)
we must admit that the method is rather antiquated. I am sure, however, when looking into
the subj ect we may find that mule power, after
all, under these conditions is the most economical
form of power, and that it would be extremely
difficult to compete with the nuile in point of econ-

omy

very thoroughly. I am glad to say that the results
were agreeably surprising to us, because we had
not undertaken the investigation with any great
feeling of optimism as to results, but we did
establish, to our own .satisfaction at least, that if
a canal is working at anything approximating to
its full capacity, electrification of the canal in general would pay handsomely.
In the case of this
particular canal, with some improvements in the
locks and with an increase of traffic to a point
approximating its full capacity, we estimated that
including all the capital charges the cost of op-
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that it will be manufactured in sizes of,
candlepower, a tremendous field in residence
will be opened up that we cannot now
We wnll then be able to replace the kerosene
lamp in many homes where nothing else has ever
been used."

degree

say, 20

lighting
reach.

Military

Use

Wire Fences

of

for Tele-

phoning.
By W.

D. Hornaday.

In the West and Southwest, where there are
long stretches of unbroken wire fences, these wires
are frequently used to convey telephone messages
from one point to another. In some localities the
fence wires are converted into regular telephone
lines with permanent equipment for practical use.
These lines are often from 10 to 30 miles long, and
are a great convenience to the people of the ranches.
The United States Army Signal Corps is well
trained in the use of wire fences for telephone
purposes. In the military maneuvers that take
place in the ranch region the Signal Corps plays
an important part in directing the movement of
the troops by improvised telephones. In some localities,
where the country is rough or heavily
wooded, it is impossible to convey the signals from
one point to another by the usual method of flags
or other visual signals. It is then that the tele-

brought into play. Each detachment of
men is equipped with a field telephone
attachment. It requires the work of but a minute
or two to connect this attachment with a fence
wire and to get in direct communication with

phone

is

Signal Corps

headquarters.

The use of the fence wires for telephone communication obviates the necessity of constructing
temporary field telephone lines by the Signal Corps.

omy.

Now, first as regards interest on investment and
depreciation.
Mule power has a very low first
cost, and the mule is very long-lived, I understand.
Then here are given some figures on the cost per
ton-mile.
I think it is something like 40 watts per
ton-mile. Assume a tow of, say, a thousand tons
on the Erie Canal, which is the only canal I am
a little familiar with, at 40 watts per ton-mile;
that would give 40 kilowatts per mile, or at two
miles an hour, about 80 kilowatts consumption.
80 kilowatts at one cent per kilowatt-hour
gives you 80 cents an hour, and for 16 hours a
day that would give you about $15 a day for the
power alone. For a set of three or four mules,
with a duplicate set of mules, and perhaps some
reserve mule power, I do not think the feeding
of them would come anywhere near like that cost.
I have not looked into the subject, but I believe
it is worth looking into and seeing how the efficiency compares. In addition thereto the depreciation of the motors nafurally is higher than it is
on the mules, and this would be higher with the
remainder of the electric plant.
One other essential feature which we have to
consider in canal towage, which is a condition
essentially different from the railroads, is that most
of the canals are public highways, that is, any boat
has a right on it just as much as on a public street.
It is not like the railroad, where the operating
company can decide on the motive power to be used
on the road and exclude everything else. If you
install electric propulsion, you interfere with the
mule or steam propulsion, or any other established
method of propulsion of the state or national canal.
Then there is one more feature. If you watch
the canal traffic, in very many cases, as, for instance, on the Erie Canal, it is extremely light and
intermittent In the first place, it is only for part
of the year, and in some years the traffic is much
lighter than in other years.
Any equipments established to take care of the maximum traffic, you see,
would lie idle a part of the year and would be
very uncconomically used in every year. You see,
to take care of the present canal traffic, in many
instances an electric system would be rather uneconomical, due to the very uncontinuous service.
It appears to me that in the case of many of
our canals the way in which they arc of value to
the nation is about the same as the value of a
country road on which 1 trolley line has been built
There is not much traffic on the country road, because the traffic goes over the trolley line, but it
is useful
to maintain the country road, because
you might want to use it, but in retaining it. you
do not necessarily use it; you make use of the
trolley line as a general thing. The reverse is the
case with the railroad*!.
It appears to me, therefore, that if electric haulage on canals shows a superior efficiency to other
forms of haulage, the field which it would cover,
the traffic which it would take care of, would not

Now

SIGNAL CORPS -MEN UTILIZING WIRE FENCE FOR FIELD TELEPHONE WORK.
eration could be reduced below one-half a cent a
ton-mile, very close to four mills a ton mile. The
grand average of cost of freight transportation in
the United States by the railroads is very close to
four mills per Ion-mile without any capital charges.
Locomotive repairs are paid for out of operation.
Therefore, we may say if the canal did work to
its capacity, even with these small barges, it will
show a result which, expressed in the ultimate
unit of cost per ton-mile, is superior to the average
steam-railroad pra,ctice today.
result attained in
With larger barges and larger locks, I should expect that the result would be further improved,
but everything depends, as Dr. Stcinmetz suggests,
upon the amount of the traffic. The occasional
mule is a proper engine when the traffic is very
light, but if the traffic can be worked up, it will

pay

to

electrify.

The Tungsten Lamp
The Topeka Edison Company

In

Topeka.

about lo try the
lOO-watt tungsten lamps
is

experiment of furnishing
While this
at a rental charge of two cents a day.
is
only an cxpcrinu-nt, and may not work satisthis
is
figure
a reasonfactorily, it is thought that
ably safe one for long-hour burners with an average lighting of five hours per day. Manager John
T. Huntington says: "We think that the tungsten

lamp

will

affect

the

use

of

the

present

enclosed

lamp for inside lighting, but do not believe
'Hie tungsten lamp is
it
will wholly replace it.
going to be very valuable indeed both lo the central
At present we are
station and to its customers.
most interested in the larger units, with which to
compete with the mantle gas lamp, and to replace
our own electric arc lamps where their use produces bills beyond the means of the customer.
When the tungsten lamp is perfected to such a
arc

sometimes happens that a

It

difficulty

little

tained in using the wires on account of

is

ob-

some poor

connection or break, but it usually does not take
long to discover and remove the cause of the
trouble.
On some of the big ranches straight lines
of wire fences 50 to 75 miles long are frequently
found, and these afford excellent opportunity for
good military field-telephone service. As a matter
of necessity,

all

To do

repair.

ranch fences must be kept
this

fence

riders

are

in

good

constantly

employed.

The good

condition of the fences makes the use
army Signal Corps men all the

of the wires by the

more

practical

and

satisfactory.

It

is

stated

that

of any great military movement in the
ranch region of the Southwest the wire fences
would be found of great service as improvised field
telephone lines.
The attachment consists of a
grounding piece and a transmitter and receiver.
The equipment is light of weight and has little
in the event

It is easily carried from place to place, and
mounted on horses the Signal Corps is able to rush
from place lo place, changing the telephone attachment from one fence lo another as the necessity
It is said that the
of communication demanded.
army tests which have been made of the fence

bulk.

for telephone purposes have proved highly
successful. At the military maneuvers of the troops
held near Fort Sam Houston, Tex., last year, the
work of the Signal Corps in the use of the field telephone was a most interesting feature of the programme. It is planned to give another elaborate
demonstration of field telephoning at the maneuvers
of the troops of the dep.trtnients of Texas and Colorado, which are to be held at the same place dur-

wires

ing

tlie

coming summer.
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High-potential Insulator ol Novel Construction.
iiisiil.ilor

All

for

liiKli-U'nsioii

liiu's

wliicli

fin-

Imdics ni;iny iKu-i'l fi'atiircs has hceri invfuU'd hy
Louis SU'iiiluTffcr of New York city, who luis bct-ii
^;r:ultc^l a i)alcnl on llie iiivi'iUioii,
The: principal
feature of the insulator is the provision of two
the line wire is clampctl,
iioods between which
i-acli of these Iioods hoinR of special construction,
as

also

is

tile

clainpinpf de\'ieo.

diagrams show the
Kig.

I

is

'I"he

accompanying

design of the insulator.
a central longitudinal section, above which
gener.'il

square head (31') and with a slot (s.'j) extending
entirely through the el.inip.
The clamp is preferably made with .t t.'tperetl body, ;is indicated.
A screw cap (3.O. Jirovided with :inchorages (35)
and (36), is imbedded within the nppcr or sheltering hood (37), in such a manner that by turning
this hood tlie screw cap ni:iy he connected with
or disconnected from the divided stem (27). Hy
aid of this screw cap the sheltering hood m.ay be
removed or replaced at will. This hood covers the
entire insulator and largely shielils it from the
elements.
In setting np this insulator the body portion is
screwed upon the upper end of the insulator pin
and turned to such an extent that the plate (23)
and its tubular portion arc parallel with the general direction in which the wire or cable (39) is
to lie.
The wire ni:ty now be lifted into position
or threaded through the tubular member.
The
cored guard clamps (31) may nc^t be screwed
into the ends of the tubular member.
Preferably,
however, these cored plugs are placed approximately in their respective positions before the wire
is placed in position.
The plugs arc turned so tliat
their slots (33) are uppermost and register with
the slot (26), and the wire is raised and simply
dropped into the slots. The guards arc then turned
half a revolution (see lower part of Fig. i) so
that slots (33) are now downward, whereby the
wire is firmly and securely locked within the tubular slotted member and cannot be dislodged or
removed except by unscrewing the slotted clamping
members. The sheltering hood is next screwed
into position. This squeezes together the semicylindrical portions (27), thereby still further augmenting the locking action of the clamps and
effectually preventing any movement whatever of
the locked parts.
The invention is not confined to any particular
material.

Hatfield

Power

Tiic hydro-electric
FIG.

I.

power development

Crosse Water Power
progressing rapidly,

HIGH-POTENTIAL INSULATOR.

is

Be Made a Park.

Site to

Company
and

at
is

it

of the La
Hatfieldj Wis.,
said the entire

shown a plan view of the lower hood. Fig. 2
a transverse central section taken at right angles
to the one shown in the lower part of Fig. I.
The supporting pin (9) fitting into the crossarm has a number of petticoats (10) and a threaded
is

is

1

A

them in position.
wide channel extends

across

the

center

VIEW OF A PART OF THE HATFIELD

DAJI

DURING

CONSTRUCTION.

of

may be put in operation about July 15th.
M'achinery is now being installed in the large power
house, and poles and other material for the transmission lines from Hatfield to La Crosse and Winona are being distributed along the right-of-way.
The large concrete dam which creates the waterpower has formed a large artificial lake, the shores
of which ofifer a good opportunity for the development of a beautiful park and summer resort. Mr.
E. G. Boynton, vice-president of the company, says
that the length of waterfront following the various
indentations, bays and coves, measures over 20
miles, all high shore, with many beautiful groves
of pine and oak. A fine continuous driveway is
planned around the lake, crossing the river at
Hatfield and again below Dells Dam. Brush and
scrubby timber will be removed, and the entire tract,
comprising about 1,000 acres, further beautified under the direction of a competent landscape artist.
Building lots and acreage properties, with shore
rights will then be offered to the public, subject
only to regulations regarding the care and preservation of the standing timber and park features.
plant

FIG. 2.

HIGH-POTENTIAL INSULATOR.

A

is
prometal
hood.
plate
of
(23)
upon its under surface with hooks (24)
directed toward each other and imbedded within
the body of the insulator hood, thus constituting
anchorages which prevent the removal of the plate.

the

vided

This plate is provided with a superposed tubular
portion having a slot extending throughout its
length.
Lugs (27), each of substantially semicylindrical form, are mounted integrally upon opsides of the slot and together constitute a
divided stem, the two parts of which are separated
by a slot (28). The inner ends of the tubular
member are provided with threads, and the core
(30) extends entirely through the latter and may
be closed by tubular clamps (31), threaded externally.
Each of these clamps is provided with a
posite

The accompanying picture is a view looking*
toward Hatfield, show'ing the end of one section
of the

dam

during construction.

The Conning Tower

in

Smoke Inspec-

tion.
Paul P. Bird, chief smoke inspector of Chicago,
has planned several conning towers equipped with
telephones and located on a number of high buildings in the Loop as an aid to the abatement of
smoke. If a chimney is seen smoking, the lookout
calls up the engineer of the building and tells him
to remedy the fault at once.
Formerly offenders
were notified by mail, but this was not so effective
as the telephone plan.

In

the Audlon.

receiving in/>lrnincnt in llic wlrcless-leleph<ine
system devised by Dr. Lcc dc rorcst is cillcd by
him the "audion." It has been protected by .1 num-

ber of patents, of which the l:ilcsl, issued on February iKth, covers several improvcinenls. The general iirineipic of the "andion" was described in the
Western Electrician of November 3, 1906, ^iges
.155

and

Some

3.56.

also described

November

9,

in

fe.itnres of this

the

apparatus were

issues of July 27,

1907,

and

1907.

Some of the late improvements are shown in the
two accompanying diagrams, which represent the
circuits of receiving stations using difTercnt forms
of the oscillation detector. By (V Ii E) is represented an elevated conductor system

FIG.

I.

IMPROVEMENTS

IN

including the

THE

AUIJION.

antenna

(V), earth connection (E) and primary
(Ii) of the transformer (M), the secondary (I-)
of which forms part of the tuned receiving circuit
(I5C).
(D) represents an evacuated vessel, preferably of glass, having sealed therein three conducting members, (F), (a) and (b;. The electrode (F) is shown as consisting of a filament,
preferably of metal, which is connected in series
with the battery (A) or other source of current
sufficient

erably

series

ing

Improvements
The

of

stem (12), all in one piece. Upon this stem is
screwed the main insulator body (13), which is
shown with a triple petticoated base. The upper
portion of this insulator body is spread out into
the hood (16). which has on its upper surface a
of longitudinal ribs (17) of substantially
arcuate form, each rib being parallel with the
general direction of the wire and extending from
edge to edge of the hood. Each rib terminates in
beads (iS) protruding slightly beyond the edge of
Between these beads are conthe insulating hood.
cave recesses (19). It is said that this arrangement facilitates the dripping of moisture which
gathers in streams and flows through longitudinal
channels (20) parallel with the wire, being discharged upon opposite sides of the wire so as to
miss the cross-arm. Auxiliary wires (21) may be
placed in these channels in cases of emergency or
whenever desired, the weight of the wires retain-

247

to

strength

to

incandescence.

heat

the

filament,

•

pref-

The conducting member

(b), which may be a plate of platinum, has one
end brought out to the terminal (3). Interposed
between these members is a grid-shaped member
(a), which may be formed, of platinum wire, and
'which has one end brought out to the terminal d).
The local receiving circuit, which includes the battery (B;, and the signal-indicating device (T).
which may be a telephone receiver, has its terminals connected to the plate (b) and filament (F)
at points (3) and (4).
The oscillations to be detected are conveyed to the oscillation detector by
the conductors which connect the filament and grid
to the tuned receiving circuit.
It has been determined, experimentally, that the

presence of the grid increases the sensitiveness of
the oscillation detector. In associating such a detector, or audion, with a closed tuned circuit, it
will be noted, by reference to Fig. 2, that the secondary (1=) closes a circuit containing a battery
(B) through the electrode (b), conducting member (a') and the conducting gaseous medium intervening between them. Also, by reference to Fig.
I,
it will be
seen that a similar closed circuit e.x-

FIG. 2.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE AUDION.

betw^een the battery and the electrode (b)
and grid or conducting member (a).
In order to close each of the circuits to the
passage of direct current from this battery therethrough, or to prevent the development of a difference of potential between the members (a) and
(b), or between (a') and (b), and to prevent the
members (a) or (a') from receiving an electrical
charge from the battery, there is inserted the condenser (C) in the otherwise mechanically closed
circuit.
The presence of the condenser produces a
great increase in the sensitiveness of the oscillation
detector, as determined by the very marked increase
in the sound produced in the telephone (T) when
the condenser is present, over the sounds produced
therein under the same conditions when the condenser is not employed.
ists
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The latter is given a rotary movement and is made to rub against infusorial earth
The electrolytic
to remove the bubbles of oxygen.
hath is formed of a 22-degree (Baume) solution
of copper sulphate, to which is added five kilogrammes of sulphuric acid and 20 kilogrammes
cathode tube.
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Steam locomotives south of thc Jlar|c„, Rjyjr liavc been abolished, and that a greatly
increased capacity of the terminal has been made
possible.
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most surprising. Thc
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electric and steam operation was made, and then
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Potentials.
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Meters.

Training of Meter Inspectors.
be seen that this dissertation on electric
(meaning, as may be judged from the
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which he Sets forth the results of electrification.
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on the subject of "The Installation, Laboratory
Testing and Repairing of Electric Meters" from
the pen of Mr. Joseph B. Baker.
This serial will
be published weekly for a period of about three
months, and it will be freely illustrated with
diagrams and half-tone illustrations.
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suburban /one.
do
the observalions made Ibus far disclose?
What
Tbe lirsl two expectations have been completely

realized.

—

atmospberic

conditions in tbe T'arU .•\venue Tunnel show marked imremainof
the
provement, even with tbc presence

New Haven

'runnel.

'l"be

company's steam service.

Increased Terminal Capacity.— 'V\\q effect on tlic
operating efficiency of tbc terminal has been very
gratifying, the increased capacity being estimated
There has also been a large reduction
at onc-tliird.
and
in tbc number of shop or "dead" trains to

from Mott Haven.
Reduced Cost of Olreralion.— Tbe results, as regards tbe third expectation, have been most sur-
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(4) 'I'he i.>utlook of a large future growth of reninnerative traffic and other sources of revenue attendant on Ihe use of electricity, much more than
stifl'tcienl to itrovitle for tbe increased capital charges
for the other improvements.
.Several years will be consumed in llie gradual
rounding out of the work as a whole; but it is
gratifying to h.avc this early indication of the success of tbe undertaking from both tbe engineering

and

financial

g
.a
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Steam and

and volume of traffic.
(d) Mechanical and electrical design of motive
power as affecting repairs, and hours available for
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Switching Service

power and

st;tnflpoints.

Oilier O/'craling Conclusions.
Apart from these
results, it is interesting to note the conclusions,
suited to this paritcnlar problem, that may be
drawn from a study of the various observations.
F.tpiipment designed for tbe electric system over
wdiicli it is to operate offers economics so superior
as to overshadow any other advantages that may be
claimed for a kind of equipment that can be operated over several systems.
In switching service tbe economy of electric traction lies in savings for supplies, and in lower unit

1

(c) iFrequcncv

1
E-

''

E'S

II

lit

Central Terminal. f
28.06 S5.34
6.89

6.25,

S21.01
10.6?

1

79

Advantages

in favor of
electric locomotives

Hauling to and from Mott Haven.!

active service.

Fixed charges, depreciation and maintenance
on all items of both kinds of service that have a
bearing on comparative results, including land,
structures and equipment.
fn other words, to obtain a true comparison, observations must be made under like conditions in a
(c)

steam

.

.

Electric

.

40.0
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+ 3.36

t5.18

tO.58
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640 11720 0.71

3 490

?8.4
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t6.41

1 10.42

tO.30

30370 23 310 0.77

3640

38.4

50

+ 3.(B

t5.34

+ 0.2»

13 830 11 ^00

view, a typical steam switching locomotive, engaged in terminal service, and a
steam passenger locomotive, assigned to road service, were each selected for observation in tbe same
The terclass of traffic with electric locomotives.
minal service embraced switching at the Grand
Central yard and hauling dead cars to and from
Mott Haven storage yard, a distance of six miles.
Tbe road service comprised the hauling of schedule
trains by tbe electric locomotive between tbe Grand
Central Terminal and Wakefield, I2^< miles; and

74.04

28

3.72 1 11.11

*0.54

25 620 12660 0.49

3400

126.22 43

5.84 J18.70

tO.43

33S10

510 0.65

40SO

(2.59

t0.09

7590

8850 0.16

630

steam

,

52.18

'

the

in

accompanying

constantly rode the locomotives for
the period of the tests, namely, September 12 to
27, 1907. in terminal service, and October 4 to 18,

2s5&

iSlf-

lb..

Steam locomotive

in terminal servii^e (antliraciteV
.Steam locomotive in road service (bituminous)
Port Morris power station .bituminous)

.

-Ss.oa per ton

1.50 per ton
3.05 per ton

Water, per 1,000 gallons, cost as follows
anti at

power

station

13 'j
5

cents
cents

I, This is
the concluding portion (somewhat abrideedl of a
paper read before the American Society of Civil Entrineers on
March 18, iqo8. The full paper bears the title "The Electrification of the Suburban Zone of the New York Central and Hudson
River Railroad in the vicinity of New York City." It is published
on patte 68 and fallowing nacres of the February (1908) Proceedinfts of the Society.
Mr. Wilgus was formerly vice-president o£
the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company.

They show

that,

under

its

steam

rival

in locomotive repairs and tixed charges.
saving in dead time for repairs and inspectiongreater daily ton-mileaee.
savin? in locomotive ton-raileacre in hauling service.
saving in locomotive ton-mileage in switching service.
saving in locomotive ton-mileage in road service.
net saving in cost in hauling service.
net saving in cost in switching service.
net saving in cost in road service.

iz'k

21%
27iS

better results may be expected during winmonths, when steam locomotives are subjected
conditions that cause additional expenses

Even
ter

to

many

not incident to the electric locomotive.
Reduced Cost of Grand Central Terminal Operation.
Owing to the partial use of steam switching
locomotives and the presence of the New Haven
company's steam road locomotives at the terminal,
the full benefits of change of motive power have not
yet been secured.
However, on the same wage
basis for 1907 as for 1906, the month of August,
1907, showed a decrease in cost of terminal locomotive and yard ope-ration of nearly $3,000. although
the number of cars in and out increased from
64.984 to 68,519. In other words, the cost of operation decreased nine per cent., while the work done
increased 5J^ per cent, which is equivalent to a
net saving of izVi per cent.
Increased Revenue. As to the fourth expectation
increased revenue from a larger volume of
business no definite conclusions can be reached
until the extension of electrical service and the
completion of the various other improvements
afford an opportunity for increase in frequency and

—

'

Tbe cost of electric current, wdien tbe power station designed load is attained.' is taken at 2.6 cents
per kilowatt-honr, delivered at the contact shoes of
the equipment, and includes all operating and main-

1,62

/

6%
11^
16^

wattmeand cur-

:

table.

following- advantages over

Observers

Tbe coal used contained 14,000 B. T. U. per
and the cost per ton of 2,240 pounds was

16

21

the stated conditions, the electric locomotive has the
19^ savlDB

pairs.

11.9

48

0.9

1.12

0.35

0.52

43.2

12.3

45

2.0

1M6

0.31

028

0.06

150

1.75

8.4

0.4
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1.1

0.24
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1.22 lb.

.

52.3
watt hr.

128.0

19.9

60

8.6

2.03

0.28

0.46

2.77

100.0

23.6

55

2.9

1.37

0.81

0.34

2.02

3 7

5

0.12

0.75

26

0.66

Portion of time of locomotives engaged In other service not shown in this table.
+ Switching and hauling done
X Total time of locohiotives in all classes of service.

same trains by steam between Wakefield and
North White Plains, iij^ miles.

Record was also kept of tbe
rent consumption.
of cars switched and hauled, and the proportion of time each day engaged in actual service,
awaiting duty, and laid up for inspection and re-

51.6

1.99

coal.

Electric.

tbe

number

44.3

Road Service.*

this object in

Cyclometers and
1907, in road service.
ters registered actual distances, speeds

0.-16 lb.

watt-br.

service.

Road service

capital charges for eleclrificalit>n.

u

S

Kind of locomotive.

cars.

Terminal service

Abolition of nuisances incident lo the steam
( 1 )
locomotive.
(2) Increased capacity of Ihe Grand Central Terminal, a full year in ailvance of the date fixed by
hiw.
(3) The promise, with the completion of the
changes, of a saving in cost of operation of from
12 to 27 per cent., afler prtjviding for increased

for

iilentical

tlitiH

X

of this character are:
(a) Cost and quantity of coal and water at the
power station, and on the steam locomotive tender.
(b) Relation of ton-mileage of the motive power

known
Wftb

ti.Oo

,r

of Comparative Tests of

opportunity

including motive

1.24

0.01

practically

alysis

ton-mileage,

St.

are the simplicity of construction and tbe rninimmn
number of mechanical parts. It is also worthy of
comment that tbe eleclric locomotive costs very
much less per day for repttirs and maiiUenaiice, due
lo lower expenses for land and structures and fewer
days out of service. For instance, tbe fixed charges
and cost of niaintenance and operation of the extensive steam engine plant on costly land arc comparable witb the simple inspection shed charges of
tbe electric locomotive.
The Schenectady c.xperimeiits indicated that tbc
cost of repairs of tbe electric locoinotive of this
type is about two-fifths of that of tbc steam locomotive of a corresponding age and capacity.
The results of these observations arc summarized

on costs. For
ation that have such a weighty
instance, among tbe variables entering into an an-

total

*l .O-J

0.1 J

charges and depreciation of
ibe electric locomotives are liiRber than those of
tbe steam, owing to tbe greater first cost, tbe net
result is in favor of the electric locomotive, due to
These
lower costs for repairs ami maintenance.
results are based on actual tjhservations of the
steam locomotive covering a' period of several
years, and of the electric locomotive for two years
on the experimental track near Scbenect.'idy and
one year in the New \'ork /one. 'file re.'tsons for
Ibe lower cost of repairs on tbe electric machine

effect

to

fo.44

of service.
tile
fixed

equipment side by side has

unexampled

«o.5H
O.IU
0.12

fl.O]
0,34

.Mlhongh

period

considerable

«tib<RtatlonR...

TotoU

for a true
comparison of costs of operation. Until now, data
on this subject have been based on theory, ignoring
many of the indeterminate features of actual oper-

afforded

—

far inatle demonstrate that Ibis pioneer
electric
inslallalion
heavy Iraclion Irnnk-lini'
in
work in tbe Lbiiled .Sliles has fully accomplished
the purposes Ibat prompted its adoption, namely:
x'ations

the
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explained Ibat tbe principal
It has already been
reasons for nnderlaltiiiK; Ibe worU were Iwiifold
(O Deiiiaiiil of Ibe piibbc for Ibe abolition of
Ihe iiuisaiK'es iiieidenl In llie use of steam loeomulives soiilli of Ibe Harlem River.
(2) Need for increased capacity of tile terminal
eliniinalioii of a lar(?e proportion of tlic
liy tbc
swilebiiiK movements reipiired witb steam-locomolive praeliee; and relief lo ibe main line enlrance
of
10 Ibe terminal by redncinR its nse for liaiilaKc
dead locomotives and cars to Molt Haven.
.As secondary considerations tbere were
pos'sibility of snflicient economy in op(,l1 Tbe
eration at least to oflfset largely the additional fixed
cbarRcs on tbc cost of tbe electrical installation.
(4) Opportmiities for an ultimate laryc increase
to
in traflic and corresponding growth of rcvenne

Park

nue from various

losses.
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of train service, for the jirorlnclion of revelioiirces at the terminal and for
the expaiiiion of liusiiicsH that is liiirc lo follow the
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Ibe
facilities
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llic
company
Ibnitighoiit III.' stiburban zone, not only as reijards
Ibe local service bill in ;,n even larger degree from
long haul freigbl ttii'l passenger IrafTic,
.VioiiiHurv (if Kesulls.
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corns, Intcrciit on the electrical 'investment
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by same locomotives.

fixed charges and repairs due to less lost time for
repairs and care.
In slow-speed hauling, the advantage lies in the
lower unit fixed charges and repairs of the electric locomotive, due to its ability to do more work
while busy and to less lost time for repairs and
care.
High-speed road service shows advantages for
electric traction in all three items
supplies, wages
and fixed charges and repairs. The small 18 per
cent.
increase in current consumption
for the
greater speed of road service, as compared with
hauling service, is in marked contrast to the 165
per cent, increase in coal consumption for steam
traction.

—

-

Opportunities for large economies lie in the
thorough training of motormen in the manipulation
of their controllers, a very simple problem as compared with the difficulties of teaching both the enginemen and firemen on steam locomotives to perform their duties so as to result in fuel economy.
Maintenance of Track and Structures. It is yet
too early to express in dollars the comparative
effect of steam and electric traction on the cost of
maintaining and renewing tracks and structures.
Repeated systematic inquiries of all foremen in
charge of Electric Zone track maintenance, and of
the motormen operating electrical equipment have
brought out the practicalh' unanimous opinion that
the effect of electric locomotives, apart from slightly
greater wear on switches, does not differ from
steam motive power on either line or surface of
tracks, but that the former has better riding qualities.
The superiority of electric traction is mani-

—

;;
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fest, of course, in the cessation of costly corrosive
action of locomotive gas on metallic structures, and
the freedom from cinders which, with the steam
for
locomotive, cause heavj' maintenance costs
cleaning, rock ballast and pointing brick tunnel
arches.
Personnel of Engineering Department. This paper would be incomplete without an expression by
the writer, first as Chief engineer and later as vicepresident of the company, of his deep appreciation
of the enthusiastic co-operation and the able and
earnest assistance of those associated with him in
bringing this work to a successful issue.
The general principles and policies on electrical
matters were determined by an electric traction
commission, the members of which, in addition to
the writer as chairman, were Bion J. Arnold, M.
Am. Soc. C. E., M. Am. Inst. E. E. Frank J.
Sprague, M. Am. Soc. C. E.., M. Am. Inst. E. E.-;
George Gibbs, M. Am. Soc. C. E. and the general superintendent of motive powei, rolling stock
and machinery, New York Central Lines, at first
Arthur U. Waitt, M. Am. Soc. C. E., M. Am. Soc.

—

minimum charge (above 300 pounds and up to 750
pounds), 75 cents.
The color scheme is receiving a great deal of
attention,

and

committee

to

the desire of the exhibition
the exhibition attractive not
only commercially, but also from the artistic viewpoint.
The secretary of the committee has prepared
application blanks to be signed in duplicate by intending exhibitors. Frank H. Gale, Schenectady,
N. y.. is chaitman of the committee, and Walter
NeumuUer, 55 Duane Street, New York, is secretary.
The Chicago members are H. M. Post, Western Electric Company, and Homer E. Niesz, Comit

monwealth Edison Company.

and the Transportation

Electricity

Problem.

:

;

M.

E.,

later

succeeded bv John F. Deems.

Edwin

E. E., M. Am. Soc. M. E.,
B. Katte,
electrical engineer of the company, acted as secre-

M. Am.

Inst.

tary.

The

other improvements, including

and

tion of plans
of all w^ork,

the prepara-

specifications, and the execution
electrification, by contract
forces, were under several corps,

including

and by company

the heads of which, for the purpose of co-ordinating their efforts, formed the construction commitAmong the' members of this committee, intee.
cluding the writer as chairman, were Charles A.
Reed, executive of the associated architects for the
Electric Zone, Messrs. Reed and Stem, and Warren

W. H. Knowlton.

and Wetmore;

principal assistant

engineer; George
engineer; E.
A, Harwood, M. Am. Soc. C. E.. terminal engineer; Azel Ames, signal engineer; George A. Berry,
engineer of company forces: Henry A. Stahl, office
engineer; Victor Spangberg. designing engineer,
and J. L. Hoist, bridge engineer. Associated with
this committee were also Ira A. McCormick, general' superintendent of the Electric Zone, and A. T.
Hardin, Assoc. M'. Am. Soc. C. E.. assistant general manager, as representatives of the operating
Katte,

B.

electrical

department

To the many contractors, who with few exceptions performed their work with skill and fidelity,
appreciative acknowledgments are also extended..
Exhibition

Arrangements for the Chicago Convention.

The accompanying diagram shows the booth arrangement for the exhibition of products of assomembers

be held in connection with the
National Electric Light Association at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, May iQth, 20th, 21st and
22d. In addition to details printed in the Western
Electrician last week, it may be said that the price
of the booths, ranging from $7^ to $150, includes
the erection of a platform, posts, railings, painting,
a sign bearing name of the exhibiting member,
furniture, consisting of a table or desk and two
chairs, and current and lamps for the lighting of
the booth. This will do away with the annoyance
incidental to contracting separately for each item.
Direct current at no volts (two-wire system) for
operating exhibits and other special purposes will
be available at five cents a kilowatt-hour.
For the convenience of exhibitors, arrangements
have been made with the Joseph Stockton Company
of Chicago for the handling of exhibits. All packages should be addressed to the exhibitor, in care
of the Joseph Stockton Company, sending bill of
lading direct to that company, so that it may send
its wagons
to the freight depots at the proper
time. The boxes will be stored in this company's
freight barns and delivered into the Auditorium on
Saturday, May 16th, and Monday, May i8th. In
order to avoid delays, it is suggested that all shipments be made so that they will reach Chicago a
few days before Saturday, May i6th. The rates
for cartage applying to each individual shipment
arc as follows
Rate per hundredweight, 10 cents
minimum charge (up to 300 pounds), 50 cents
ciate

to

:

is

make

A

successful meeting of the Chicago Section of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers was
held on the evening of March 19th. It was preceded by an informal dinner and smoker at a
Madison Street restaurant, attended by about 80
members. The speaker of the evening, Mr. Albert
H. Armstrong of Schenectady, electrical engineer
for the General Electric Company, was present, and
after cigars had been lighted Mr. H. R. King, chairof the section, introduced Mr. Armstrong, who
nomination of Mr. Ferguson for
president of the Institute, and also gave the names
of the other gentlemen on the directors' ticket. Mr.

man

announced the

Ferguson was detained at home by a slight illness,
but the announcement of his nomination was reMr. Armstrong also
ceived with hearty applause.
complimented the section on the large attendance
at the dinner.

The meeting itself was held in Kimball Hall on
Wabash Avenue. The attendance was over 200.
Mr. King called the assemblage to order and then
called Mr. Bion J. Arnold, past president, to the
chair.
Mr. Arnold introduced Mr. Armstrong,
whose subject was "The Relation of Electricity to
the Problem of Transportation.'"
The speaker did
not read a paper but delivered a talk, illustrated
number
lantern-slide
pictures.
by a
of excellent
Beginning with the electric motor, he outlined
briefly the development of the electric railway, showing features of the West Jersey and Seashore, New
York Central. New York, New Haven and Hartford, Baltimore and Ohio, and other equipments.
The gasoline-electric car was described, and several
curves were given to show the performance of various types of electric motors and of steam locomotives.
Several designs of electric locomotives were
illustrated, including one planned, but not yet built,
for freight service, having eight motors on eight
driving

a.xles,

with rated capacity of 6,400 horse-

power and
Looking
Armstrong

a speed of about 24 miles an hour.
into the future of this problem, Mr.
called attention to the care with which
electrical engineers are considering all its details;
characteristically, the slide rule and cross-section

sheet are being used in the study of nearly every
phase of the subject. There is no doubt that steam
engineers have not considered the merits of the
electric locomotive as carefully as electrical engineers have considered the demerits of the steam
locomotive.
In regard to electrical trunk-line operation, one
of the immediate possibilities lies in the mountain
divisions, where the movement of heavy freight
trains is now a serious problem.
Considering the
most severe conditions met with, i. e., on a 2.2 per
cent, grade, the highest up-grade speeds now attained are froni 10 to 12 miles an hour, although
eight miles is now common.
On down grade speeds
of 25 miles an hour arc readily attained.
There
is no doubt that electric locomotives can
be built
with sufficient horsepower capacity to run any
freigiit train up such a grade at 25 miles an hour,
and that, moreover, without breaking the train into
two or more sections.
In fact, in such service
there should be no limitations to the speed, except
those required for safe operation by the aligmnent
of the track.
If the speed on mountain divisions
were materially increased by electrical operation,
$10,000,000 spent in the electrification would produce
as much increase in the capacity of the division as
$20,000,000 spent in double-tracking.
,
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Another feature worth considering is the subject
of braking.
It is well known that the present air
brakes have certain limitations.
In releasing the
brakes on a long train those nearest the locomotive
are released first, and so on, thus gradually progressing through the train, so that there is quite
an interval before the brakes at the remote end
of a long train are released. This is liable to snap
the train in two, and often is the cause of such
accidents.
With some types of electric locomotives
that can readily be designed the locomotive holds
the train back on down grades by running as a
generator and returning power to the line. In this
case the air brakes are used only as an auxiliary.
and great saving in the wear of brake shoes results.
The experience of the last few years with installations actually in operation and experiments carried
out under service conditions has placed manufacturers in a position fully to guarantee electric locomotives for any performance required.
Electrification of steam railroads is going to be very expensive as to capital investment, but will doubtless be
undertaken

at first in

particularly suitable sections.

Nevertheless, the equipment of these isolated divisions will be designed of such a character as to
be readily extended over long lines.
This latter
work is bound to come as railroad officials closely
watch the performance of the electric locomotive
and become convinced that it is making good.

Discussion.
In opening the discussion, Mr. B. J. Arnold, as
chairman, declared that Mr. Armstrong has probably had more to do with the calculations determining the feasibility of various electric-railway
projects, from the manufacturers' view point, unless it be the engineers connected with the Westinghouse company, than any other man in the
country. He had clearly pointed out the advantages of the electric locomotive, and would no
doubt be glad to bring out further points to convince any steam engineers that were present.
In answer to the question, what load factor

would make

electrification pay. Mr. Armstrong said
that a study of mounfain-division electric projects
has shown that, if there were 10 trains each way
per day on a section of some 150 miles operated
by hydro-electric power, there would be a return
of 10 to IS per cent, on the investment.
As far
as load factor on the generating station is concerned, this would be 40 to 55 per cent, for such
a service, which is a better load factor than many
city stations have.
The saving in fuel and in operation, though certain to result, is not the main
feature to be considered.
The most imoortant advantage of electrifj'ing the mountain divisions is
that this would increase the capacity of the entire
trunk line to handle more traffic and more quickly;
in other words, it would enlarge the neck of the
bottle.

Mr. Storey, of the Santa Fe Railroad, admitted
that the electric locomotive had manv d'stinct advantages, as Mr. Armstrong had clearly shown.
On his road, however, they have no problems coming within the requirements that were declared to
be necessary to jnstifv electrification.
Mr. Thompson, of the Chicago and Northwestern
Railroad, believed that there was little question
but that at some .time in the future the electric
locomotive would almost entirely replace its steam
competitor.
The latter will be relegated to the
place now held by the stage coach.
Electric operation is particularly suitable for tunnel service and
While
there was no immeheavy suburban traffic.
diate
electrification
project contemplated by the
road he was connected with, there might be some
future development in this line in connection w'ith
the extensive new terminal facilities to be constructed soon in Chicago.
Mr. Arnold said, smilingly, that for about 20 years
he had been working to put the steam locomotive
out of business, but he had not quite succeeded.
In connection with the New York Central work
it should be noted that only a portion of the entire
He was convinced
project had been carried out.
that the operating expenses of the completed section were decidedly in favor of the electric service
The electrification of the Sarnia Tunnel, which had
been planned by him. had been carried out as a
high-tension single-phase road at a saving of 20
per cent, over what it would have cost if the thirdrail,
600-volt,
direct-current
system
had
been
adopted.
In mountain-division work the increase
in ca|>acity of the present trackairc was nndmilitHo frit
ediy the chief advantage of electrification.
confident that as soon as the relative merits of the
direct-current against the single-phase system arc
better understood and as soon as the financial conditions improve there would be nuitc a number of
very extensive electrification projects carried out,
There are two or three roads in Chicago that could
electrify their suburban and terminal facilities with
a
sufficient saving nf the operating expenses as
Tti this connection there
to warrant the investment,
were a number of politic obligations on the part
of the steam-railroad officials, such as the smoke
problem, that might outweigh questions of econ'omv alone
Mr. Woodmanscc, of Sargent & Lundy, asked
What have the results of electric operation in the

:

:;

Ahinli

J.S,

New York
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zone shown spccitieally ;is to
expenses of ste.ini aiiil

operating

tive

tlic

rela-

electric

service?

Mr, Armstrong said the results there have been
very gralifyinKly in favor of cleelrie operatioEi. It
exael eoinj>arative
is ahnost inipossilile lo yive the
sti-ain
service tlie tigtires for a
figures, since in
hardly
division
can
he
analyzed
so as to seplong
In this
arate those of a small part of the division.
particular project it should he borne in mind that
the interest charges on capital account are now
higher proportionately than they will be when the
project is conipkled, since everything has been
planned on a nmch larger scale than has yet been
recent paper by Mr. W. J.
put in operation.
Wilgus, former vice-president of the New York
Central Railroad, before the .'\mcrican Society of
Civil Kngineers. goes into this subject exhaustively
[.'\ portion of this paper is given elsewhere in this
issue of the Western b'lectrician.]

A

Maintenance of

Way

Association.

The ninth annual convention of the .^merican
Railway Engineering and Maintenance of

Way

.As-

was held in the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, March 17th. 18th and iijtb. The meeting was
the most successful anri best attended of any yet
and in all the proceedings concerning the
varied and important subjects considered there was
a concerted effort in the interest of safer and more
held,

intelligent

operation of railroads.

All the principal railroads of the country arc rep-

resented in this association, whose members are
doing effective and intelligent work in formulating
plans and originating ideas for safeguarding the
interests of employers, employees and the public in
;i

manner

The members of
some of the leading railway

as equitable as possible.

the association include

and engineers in the country, and the meetshowed a commendable system which was pro-

officials

ings

ductive of results without the waste of time.

various

The

considered at the meeting found
their discussion in the reports of

subjects

the basis for
committees, which made recommendations on the
matters
submitted to them in plain language.
Where the present practice of operation, signaling,
construction or maintenance seemed wrong the committees submitted changes without regard to who

was hurt.
Details of all the reports
be given here, but mention

cation

Mexico.

for

;

Rails.

The association look ini|)orlant action toward
the securing of safer steel rails. The rail committee in its report i>ointed out the desirability and the
necessity of nil the railro:ids in the country uniting
on a single-rail section. The conmiiltee is to prcp;trc specific:itions for a stand.arri rail section with
which the organization may insist that manufacturers comply.
It
is
said that the committee may
favor adopting specifications which will require
that the manufacturers shear off 25 per cent, from
the toj) of the ingot in order to remove all flaws
and impurities which would cause rail failures and
consequent wrecks.
A form was sidjiuitted for
adoption tipon which it is hoped all the railroads
will keep a correct record of all rail failures from
which to compile complete data regarding the loss
of life and property caused by breaking rails.
.'\mong the inlUiential men on the rail connnittce
Julius

is

Kruttschnitt of the

;

;

;

;

;

ROADW.^Y.

The committee on roadway, among other conclusions, recommended that there should be a superintendent of construction in complete charge of the
work. To him should report the following officers
in charge of the various branches of the work
The engineers, having charge of the contract work
and giving lines , and grades
the roadmaster, in
charge of earthwork and track work
engineer, in
charge of masonrj" and bridges
the yardmaster,
in charge of engines and switching; the trainmaster with a dispatcher, in charge of the operation of
traffic over the territory- covered by the work in
hand.
If the proportions of the work allow, every
person connected with this organization should be
relieved from all other duties relating to the operation of the road.
The railroad company should handle with its own
force all work which may interfere with the operation of the -road, such as track raising or lowering,
filling and excavating, handling and laying tracks,
moving switches and putting in bridges under traffic.
All other work which can be done without any
interference w-ith the operation of the railroad
should be let by contract, both for economical and
political reasons;
this consisting of street work
and concrete work where practicable.
As far as practicable, all earthwork should be
handled by machiner3% that is, loaded by steam
shovels and unloaded by plow^s, handled by cable
unloaders and moved by spreaders.
The best material to use for filling is sand.
Water, sewer and gas pipes, electrical conduits
and wires should be taken care of and the work of
moving them should be done by the companies owning them, whether or not the work is -paid for by
the railroad company.
;

;

The

report on

main

Ties.
report on ties contains a compilation of
answers received in reply to a circular of inquiry
as to causes of cross-tie failure, whether due to
decay, rail cutting or spike cutting
a suggested
method for analyzing coal-tar creosote, and deter;

lines.

track

recommends

split

switches,

with distant switch signal interlocked with switchstand and pipe-connected derail.
The bolted type of frog is rcconuuendcd, the length
to he such that the standard angle bars can be
applied; flangcway to be ij-s inches; rails to be of
open-hearth steel, fillers to be made of rolled steeland to fit snug; bolts of fine B. B. iron, round and
true to size, with U. S. standard ends and threads
bolt holes to be accurately drilled, holes to be made
1/16 inch less in diameter than bolts to be used
parts of frogs to be then assembled and holes
reamed in order to be straight and of such size
Bottom plates
as to give the bolts a driving fit.
for

track,

;

made of rolled steel.
The guard rail recommended

to be

is

15 feet in length,

inches where track is
gauge.
If turnouts are

maintained
on
curve, it is recommended that flangeway be widened
inches
from
maintain
distance
of
feet
to
a
4
65^
the gauge of frog to the gauge of the guard rail.
The committee recommends to the American
Railway Master Mechanics' Association that the
present clearance between wheels and driving boxes
for new and repair work be increased from oneeighth inch to one-quarter inch.
flangeway.
to

xjs

standard

located

reKulaliiiK the approach to another siRnal
and ilie indication perniiiiinu a train (o cuter a
manual block that is not clear.
(6) Ade(|iiatc ap|iroaeli indications arc provided

Reinforced

concrete

should

be

below the
concrete.
interruption to
of a roundhouse
used

when it is cheaper than plain
The additional security against
warrants the construction

traffic

concrete roof.
of leinforced concrete the columns should be of the same material.
Reinforced concrete should be used for the walls
only where special conditions reduce its cost below
that of brick or plain concrete and where plaster
is
not considered satisfactory.
Jib cranes attached to the posts alongside of a
number of pits in roundhouses, or, in the case of
large roundhouses, a small traveler working around
the outer circle, capable of handling two tons,
should be installed in such roundhouses as may be
designated by the motive powder department as requiring such appliances for light locomotive repairs.

with

a

reinforced

W1ien the roof

is

SlGN-\LING .\ND INTERLOCKING.

On signaling and interlocking the report contains
an historical review of the efforts made by various
railroad companies toward formulating an ideal
system of signaling, and the committee briefly summarizes the requirements thus far adopted by the
association and published in the Manual of Recommended Practice.
The committee has developed
and presents the indications dee^med requisite, with
their application, shown by means of a diagram,
and from w*hich it has deduced the necessary
requisites of installation and adjuncts.
The requisites of installation recommended depart from the
Standard Code of the American Railway Association in six important features

A

distinctive position is recommended for
(i)
the caution indication of the distant signal in lieu
of a special form of arm displayed in stop position of other signals.
(2) Two lights are recommended on every signal
in lieu of one, two. three, four, or even five lights

under present

practice.

(3) The requisite use of two lights is taken advantage of in distinguishing between the different

types of signals.
(4) A differentiation is made betw-een signals
requiring stop until authorized to proceed, stop and
proceed, and stop and investigate, because the first
two have been provided properly and necessarily
by the Standard Code, and the third one is recognized in universal practice and should be embodied
in the rules laid down for the proper conduct of
transportation.
differentiation is made between the indi(5)

A

signals.

at present if the signal practices of the parlies
the joint use of tracks are at variance, 35 frequently occurs, tlic same crews may have lo run
under rlilTercnt systems of signaling on a single
run.
Under a uniform system these crews would
have but one system of indications to learn.
0>) Men leaving the employment of one road
will not have to unlearn one system of signaling
and learn another in order to i|ualify to work upon
another road.
<c) Uniformity of indications will tend to uniformity in a considerable portion of the apparatus
used, resulting in a decrease in various manufacturing expenses, and amount of stock lo be carried
by manufacturers and railroads, especially at jointly
operated plants, and will result in quicker delivery
of material.
fd) The expense for damage claims should be reduced and a better legal status secured to the railroad companies on account of less liability to confusion of indications, and on account of the system
of signaling proposed having the endorsement of
general adoption.
(i) The advantage resulting from uniformity of
signaling on the different sy.stems of the country
are:
(2) Quicker and more accurate interpretation of
signals by enginemen.
(3) Indication of diverse functions by the signals
themselves instead of by general orders, special orders, etc., thus relieving the enginemen's minds of
a burden of detail.
(4) Classification of indications of the same general meaning, thus avoiding misunderstanding.
(5) Information by the aspect of the signal of
the improper display of an indication.
.111(1

to

Yard Lighting.
For yard lighting the use of arc lamps of 2,000
candlepower is recommended.
For lighting hump
and ladder tracks the lamps. should be spaced 140
to 150 feet apart and hung 28 feet (or more) above
the tracks.
For lighting body tracks the spacing
should be such that cars will be clearly

Roundhouses.
the conclusions of the committee on
buildings relating to roundhouses are the following
floor

liiKh-speed

all

The followiuK arKunients arc advanced (or the
adoption o( the committee's plan:
(a) A considerable mileage of tr.ick in
Ihc
country is operated jointly by two or more roads,

visible.

Officers and Exhibits.

Among

;

The

Harriman

Tr.\ck.

and suggestions cannot
of some of the more

important recommendations may be made. The subjects reported on by the various committees were
the following: Uniform rates; signaling and interlocking; water service: buildings; ballasting; iron
and steel structures, including report on impact
tests; open
vs.
ballast deck structures; wooden
bridges and trestles
track
yards and terminals
roadway; rail; masonry; records, reports and accounts
ties
signs, fences, crossings and cattle
guards economics of raihvay location.

2SI

iiiiiiinR llic nmoiint of zinc in wood trcilcd with
thai ninlerini
a discussion of the fnliire policy
of railroads with reference 10 tic supply, and a list
of wood-preserving plants in the United Slates and

sociation

—

:

::

W. Johnson

.A.

of Cleveland, general manager of

New

Y'ork, Chicago and St. Louis Railway.
retiring president of the association.
presided at all the sessions.
Officers elected for the ensuing year are
President. Walter G. Berg, chief engineer. Lehigh Valley Railroad.
Y'ork
vice-president,
L. C. Fritch. assistant to president of the Illinois
Central Railroad, Chicago; treasurer. W. S. Dawley, chief engineer. Missouri and North .Arkansas
secretary. E. H. Fritch, 962
Railroad, St. Louis
Monadnock Building. Chicago
new'
directors
Charles S. Churchill, chief engineer. Norfolk and
Western Railroad, Roanoke, Va. Edwin F. Wendt,
assistant engineer, Pittsburg and Lake Erie Railroad, Pittsburg.
There was a large exhibit of railway appliances
and material. The convention will be held in Chicago next year.

the

He

was the

New

;

;

;

:

A

1

The

5-cycle Single-phase Railway.

Company's 23-mile
extending
from
Lemon Cove, was
Visalia. Cal., to Exeter and
placed in regular operation about two weeks ago.
James H. Crossett is superintendent and engineer
and Benjamin Maddux is vice-president of the
company. The plant was installed by the Westinghouse Electric and ^lanufacturing Company. This
Visalia Electric Railroad

standard-gauge

electric

road,

has the distinction of being the first 15-cycIe single-phase electric railway in tlie L^nited States.
Cars have been operated at the rate of 62 miles
an hour on a test run. Regular interurban cars
equipped with 75-horsepower motors have a caAll
cars
are
each.
pacity
of
70 passengers
equipped with multiple control so that they can be
45-ton electric locomotive,
operated in trains.
equipped with four 125-horsepow'er motors, is used

A

haul freight trains. This picked up 12 loaded
cars on a i per cent, grade and a lo-degree
curve.- It also hauled 12 flat cars and two standard
passenger cars up a i per cent, grade.
Current is taken from the Mt. W^hitney Power
to

flat

Company's

15.000-volt.

three-phase.

6o-cycle

trans-

company's concrete sub-statfon at Exeter, where two 375-kilowatt frequency-changer sets give an output of 15cycle current which is used at 3,300 volts on
the overhead trolley- wire. All of the cars are
mission

sy^stem

at

the

railroad

equipped with automatic air brakes.
set in

concrete.

.All

poles are
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Chicago Council Passes

Common-

tlie

A

wealth Edison Rate Ordinance.

on March 23d by a vote of 50
rates are to be in force up

City

Council

16.

The new

The

to
to

recognizes the right of
the Chicago Edison Company and the Commonwealth Electric Company to consolidate and the
city is to receive three per cent, of the gross receipts of all the business of the consolidated com-

August

1912.

I,

city

panies.
,

The gross maximum
rying

rate

for current

upon an interior distributing

or

ing,

electricity

for

lighting,

heating

for

circuit

and

lightcar-

power

through the same meter, is to be 15 cents a kilowatt-hour for a supply not exceeding the equivof 3c hours' use per month of the consumer's maximum requirement. This rate is to be
in force until July 31, 190S, and from that date
For
to July 31, 1912, 13 'Cents is the maximum.
current supplied as above stated in excess of the
equivalent of 30 hours' use per month of the conrate
requirement, the gross
sumer's maximum
(commonly called the "secondary" rate as applied
to such longer use of the electricity, to distinguish
it
from the "'primary" rate, applied to shorter
use) is limited to nine cents a kilowatt-hour for
the period up to July 31, 1898: eight cents during
the following year, and seven cents during the last
three years of the period.
These rates include the free installation and
renewal of incandescent latnps of the company's
Consumers furnishstandard carbon-filament type.
ing their own lamps are entitled to a reduction of
from
kilowatt-hour
the rates named.
cent
per
half a
The gross maximum rate and the gross "low"
or "secondary" rate for supplying electricity for
heating, or upon an interior distributing circuit
carrying electricity for heating and also for lighting or power through the same meter, are not to
exceed those above prescribed for lighting.
The gross maximum power rate upon a power
circuit to an extent not exceeding the equivalent
of thirty hours' use per month of the consumer's
maximum requirement is fixed at not to exceed
II cents a kilowatt-hour, except that the company
may continue to make, as it does at present, a
minimum charge of not e.xceedin.g 50 cents per
month for each horsepower, or fraction thereof,
in rated capacity of motors
connected, for anv'
amount of electricity consumed either for general
power purposes or for operating elevators, hoists
For power supply (other
or similar machinery.
than for operating elevators, hoists or similar machinery) in excess of the equivalent of 30 hours'
use per month of the consumer's maximum requirement, the gross secondary rate is limited to
alent

six cents.
If the

consumer so

quirement

desires,

his

maximum

re-

be determined by meter, where
practicable, otherwise it may be fixed by agreement or by estimated average maximum load as
shown by experience. The fixin.g of the rates is
not to be understood as compelling the adoption
by the company of only the "Wright maximumdemand meter for measuring the maximum supply
of electricity, or as preventing the company from
agreeing upon different methods of charging in
cases where the ma.ximum-demand meter system
is not practicable, or where electricity is
supplied
in specially large quantity, or upon a guaranty of
some specified consumption, or under some other
special
circumstances or conditions
but no rate
is to be in
excess of the maximum prescribed in
will

:

the

several classes.

The company

is to publish regular schedules of
established rates, to be open to public inspection.
All rates are subject to a discount equal
to one cent a kilowatt-hour when bills are paid
within 10 days from date of actual mailing.
Current for arc street lighting is to be furnished to the city at the rate of $75 a year for
each 450-watt lamp burning from dusk to daylight.
Section 2 of the ordinance provides for the
termination at the will of the city of certain
former ordinances in which the consolidated company is interested and specifies the relation of
others to the present measure.
Provision is made in the ordinance for examination of the company's books and records by
the city as a means of determining the company's
compliance with the requirements and for obtaining data to be used in future rale regulation.
Other sections contain amendments to former
ordinances and certain provisions as to the physical construction.

all

its

One amendment imposes upon
obligation
tively

to

maintain

its

the

voltage

at

company an
a

compara-

normal

stage, the
fluctuation
not to be
than five per cent.: the company is procase accident causes a large fluctuation
and is ^iven .^o days in which to make repairs.
There is a clause making it incumbent on (he
company to extend its lines in case reasonable returns in patronage arc promised by such extension,

greater
tected

in

and the
whether
ment.

city

a

electrician

is

made

Great Mexican Electric Povi^er Plant.
The annual

An ordinance fixing the rates which the Commonwealth Edison Company may charge for electricity for light, heat and power in Chicago, and
specifying other requirements, was passed by the

ihc arbiter as

to

consumer should have meter measure-

March

the Mexican Light and
which has just been made public,

report

Power' Company,
shows that concern
dition and also that

of

in a prosperous conone of the greatest foreign industries operating in Mexico.
The value
of the company's investments in Mexico is placed
at more than $40,000,000.
The work of adding to
the great plant is still in progress and preliminary
steps have been taken to extend the business of the

to

it

be

The sum of $350,000
and the Federal District.
was spent during the year on the installation of
the second hydro-electric plant, wdiich has cost
$658,000 gold up to December 31, 1907.
The company has expended a considerable sum
in constructing a provisional dam at Los Reyes
and in driving a tunnel to connect the Laguna
The Laguna
reservoir with that of Los Reyes.
dam has been raised to a height that will provide
a storage capacity of 30,000,000 cubic meters of
water.
Satisfactory progress is being made in the conThe material
struction of a great dam at Necaxa.
to be used in the construction of this dam will
amount to 1,634,000 cubic meters. The lower part
of this dam is now raised to a height of about 60
This storage reservoir
feet above the fiver bed.
will be used to supply the large hydro-electric
The reservo-rs which
plant that was first erected.
the company now has under construction will have
capacities
Necaxa, 44,852.the following ultimate
Laguna, 44,013,000; Los Reyes, 26,179,200
600:
cubic meters.
In addition to the large amount of electric power
which the company is now supplying in the City
of Mexico and the other towns of the Federal District, in the city of Puebla and to many mining
concerns of El Oro, the demand for more power
greater than it can now supply.- It has
is much
tentative contracts for supplying additional installarepresenting
3,000 horsepower capacity in
tions
motors.
This is exclusive of the contract which
the company has already made with the federal
:

^

government by which 3,000 horsepower

is

to

he

furnished for the purpose of operating the pumps
of the big waterworks and drainage systems of the
City of M'exico. The supplying of this power will
probably begin the latter part of this year.
The company has many transmission lines reachout in all directions from its Necaxa plant.
longest of these is 175 miles. The demand for
which to operate the maelectric power with
chinery of mines and industrial plants as well as
the street-railway lines is great, and it is planned
by the company to supply this demand to all within
a radius of 200 miles and more from its Necaxa
ing

The

plants.

Marseilles International Electrical Congress.
International Electrical Congress which -.s
be held at the time of the electrical exposition
France, this year, will no doubt be
Marseilles,
at
an event of considerable interest, and will bring
out a number of papers npoii all questions relating

The

to

According to the programme
electrical affairs.
the Congress, which has just been published
by the committee, the subjects of the papers will
be divided into nine dift'erent sections. These are
Rules and legislation for electrical
as follows:
work, both home and foreign construction and proelectric
lines; technical and commercial
tection of
operation
electric lighting and domestic: applica
tions
use of current for different industries, minto

of

;

;

;

etc.; clectrochemisiry and cIi:ctrotelegraphs .md telephones: education
and measurements; hygiene and medicine. Each of

agricultiire,

metallurgy;

sections will include a
subjects, and there will be 53

these

number

of

papers in

different
all.

Prof. Elihu Thomson and Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz of the General Electric Company and Mr.
William J. Wilgus of New York have been addcil
to the American honorary committee fjr the Marseilles

electrical

a

book not

exposition oi

this

the

cash

my

loss

and

of
a

previous

Some Chicago
A

special

Traction Problems.

meeting of

Armour

Institute

Branch

American Institute of Electrical Engineers
was held on March 12th to hear an informal talk
of the

the students on "Chicago Traction Problems,"
by Mr. R. H. Rice of the engineering department.
Board of Supervising Engineers, Chicago Traction.
The meeting, which, was presided over by Chairman
T. C. Oehne, was exceptionally well attended on
account of the general interest in the subject and
because the speaker was formerly associate professor of electrical engineering at the institution.
In prefacing his remarks, Mr. Rice referred to
the tendencies of the times in regard to the economics of public utilities, especially in relation to
municipal ownership and municipal control, showing that the tendency is now strongly for private
ownership under competent public control.
This
policy was probably best illustrated by the new
Chicago traction ordinances.
These ordinances,
approved by popular vote last April, have become
models in the treatment of this problem for other
cities in this country and abroad.
The main proto

visions of the ordinances, well known to the readers
of the Western Electrician, were analyzed, and the
organization of the Board of Supervising Engineers,
thereby created, was explained in detail.

In considering the work that has been done on
the rehabilitation -of the Chicago street railways
particular mention was made of the three types of
track construction used, electric track welding and
conduit laying in the old cable slots.
[These were
described and illustrated in the Western Electrician

November

of

2,

1907.]
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600.000 duct-feet was laid during the last year.
peculiar phenomenon has been observed in these conduits along Cottage Grove Avenue, particularly in
the half-mile stretch from Forty-third to Fortyseventh streets. The cables laid in the ducts underneath the track were observed to shift their position
longitudinally and creep bodily as much as 18
inches in the direction of traffic.
To what this
was due has not yet been ascertained at any rate,
it
necessitated anchoring the cables securely.
The
connection of the underground feeders through laterals to the overhead work presented some interesting problems, not the least of which was the
installation of suitable lightning arresters tb protect the different parts of the system.
On the assumption of a relative conductivity of
the rails to pure copper of i to 11, each rail represents a conductivity equivalent to about 1,500,000
circular mils of copper.
The four rails in a double
track are therefore equivalent to about 6,000.000
circular mils copper, which makes an excellent
return circuit. Further to guard against electrolysis
a i,oo,ooo-circular-mil copper cable is laid
between the tracks.
This is cross-connected to
each rail at distances not over 3.^0 feet apart. The
joints produced by the electric welding process have
proved very good, only a small percentage showing
defects
most of them have a higher conductivity
than the straight rail. All special work, such as
crossings, crossovers, etc., has not been welded,
extra heavy bonding being here used.
During the
last year nearly 50 miles of single track has bticn
relaid. about three-fifths of it on the South Side.
The calculation of feeders was described in a
general way.
This problem is quite intricate and
requires a close estimate of future loads as well
as a thorough study of the present trafiic.
Still
another complication is that it has not been positively decided whether new power houses shall be
built or whether the additional power required will
be purchased from the Commonwealth Edison Company as has been so extensively done of late.
In a large portion of the work the calculations have
allow^ed a maximiun drop of ICO volts on branch
;

;

and only 50 volts on heavy trunk lines. These
however, have not been definitely decided
on for the system as a whole. To aid. in the determination of what figures may be relied on for
the materials used a number of tests of conduclines

figures,

1

livil\'.
chemical composition, etc., are now being
conducted in the laboratories of .Armour Institute
of Technology.

.summer.

Author's Mishaps.

In announcing the api)earance of Vol. VII. of
the annual "Copper Handbook" Horace J. Stevens
of I-Ioughton, Mich., says, with becoming frankness
"I deem it hut f.'iir to .-Kivisc you that the
revision of the book from Vol. VI. has not been
complete. Owing to an luiforlunale tr;Mn of mishaps, including fire. Pasteur Ircalnient on account
of the bile of a rabid cat, blood-poison, llicee surgical operations and a number of minor mishaps,
not helped by a panic and sever.al printers' strikes,
so nnicli time was lost (hat it was impossible for me
to revise the detailed mine descriptions in Chapter
XV. of Vol. VI. Everything else, however, has
been
revised most thoroughly." Concluding his
circular, Mr. Stevens says:
"I am sorry to send
:

but

revised,

plans."

The New

An

entirely

months' time, about $20,000 in
square foot of skin interfered with

five

is

company to other portions of the republic.
The report shows that during the last year there
was expended on capital account a total of $2,475,331 gold, of which more than $1,000,000 was laid
out in the work of completing the hydro-electric
Applant at Necaxa, near the City of Mexico.
proximately $i,ooo,oco was expended on distributing lines and equipment in the City of Mexico

ing,

out
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Shawneetown,

electric-light

plant

for

Shawneetown.
111.,

has been willuiut

several

years, the old
central station and equipment having b(;en sold out.
The present plant is up-to-date and was privately
financed, to be lurned over to Ihc city for operation
as a municipal station, but before this could be
accomplished injunction proceedings were instituted
to prevent the consuninialion of tlic plan. The
plant will now be operated by private interests.
Street lights :ire now in service on
he mofinlieht
schedule, and a few luiildings .'ire being ligliled.
I

The

presijnt inanagemen; of the lighting company
proceed carefully with the work of connecting
old
up
wiring installations, none of which will be
supplied with current except when a rigid inspection discloses the fact that the wiring is safe.
will

•
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Company

has (levelo|)ed a line of face-plate

which are satisfactory and fully meet the
specifications and conditions laid down by the National Board of Fire Underwriters and Ihe AmeriEngineers.
All sfartiiiR rheostats are intended for use only
when bringinK the motor up to speed, and are not
designed for regulaliuK tlie speed, .Speed-rcgiilating
rheostats may be (il)taiiicd, but they are intended
either

to

vary

IClectrical

the

current of

field

motor, or

tbe

Uie
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starters

can Institute of

:

must he able to regulate the much larger
armature current. The rheostat which regulates
tile armature current must be capable of carrying
the full line current continuously. Therefore this
else they

series circuit

passes

Ihrough

other.

A
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has multiple paths.

that

several

sets

parallel,

of these

to supply the city with 10.000 horsepower at a rate
This action of the City
not to exceed $18.50.
Council in applying for cheap power will bring the
question of cheap power to an acute stage.
After
years of agitation the power question has now
reached the point wdiere important action must be

promptly taken by the Ontario government.
As
the matter now stands, the government has a contract with the Ontario Pow-er Company for the supply of power at Niagara Falls at $1040 per horsepower, or $10 per horsepower for all after 25.000
horsepower has been ordered. That is. the Ontario
Pow-er Company will generate and sell to the government at this low rate at the place of generation.
After this it must be transmitted and distributed.
The various municipalities which have sent in
applications for this power have already passed
by-laws authorizing their councils to spend the
money necessary for a distributing plant. It is said
that the city of Toronto will have to spend from
$3.ooo.oco to $5,000,000 for that purpose.

With

the

and the distribution thus provided for
the transmission from one plant to the other is the
missing link.
That is the matter which the government must now settle, and there is good reason
to believe that it will settle it by undertaking the
construction of transmission lines from the Falls
to London and Toronto.
This would involve a
liability of over $3,000,000 to be financed by the
generation

government, but really paid for
ties, as the cost of transmission
estimated

cost

boundaries.

of

power

the municipaliis included in the
delivered at the cities'
b}'

.series

in series and
rows are connected in

or a number of elements are connected

in

and several sets of these are then placed
series.
The former is the more common
in
.arrangement
it
is illustrated by the lamp
wiring
in street cars, where sets of five are in series and
several of such groups are in par.allel across Ihe
parallel

;

550-volt
called

Common

line.

series-|)arallel

For ihe lower

street-car

controllers

are

for a slightly diflercnt reason.

sj)eeds

Ihey connect the Iwo motors
and for the higher speeds

series across the line

Storage-battery Charging

in

Circuit.
:

A

.Answer.
.An

—

By a unanimous- vote the Toronto City Council
has decided to ask the Hydro-electric Commission

In a series-parallel circuit

number of elements are conneclvd

a

Please inform me how
G. VV. K., Hope, N. D.
large an ammeter is required to charge a storage
having
three
cells,
each
battery of
50 ampere-hours
Iiocapacity and six amperes charging rate.
volt circuit will be used,

of tlie turbine business of this company up to the
gratifying figure of 864,300 kilowatts or 1,253,000

Niagara Power for Toronto.

Ihe citrreiil

parallel

Ammeter
But in addition to this output listed above, there
were at that time under construction at East Pittshurg 148 machines. These bring the grand total

capacity.

;dt

various eleiiienls one

lis

they connect the motors in parallel, i. c., each one
directly across the line.
Each motor, however, has
series with the armature and an adits field in
justable resistance, which finally is connected in
parallel or shunt with Ihc field.

15,000
7,250
21.050
12.250

A

An.swkk.
one in which

is

after anor miilliple circuit is one in
which Ihe current divides aniiiMK a numlier of
parallel branches, or, in oilier words, a circnil

in

brake horsepower.
Referring to the above table, it is particularly
gratifying to note the rapid advancement in steam
and mining. Although
railroading, textile mills
there are comparatively few railroad electrification
11,670
plants yet installed, their capacity is large
In paper and te.xtiles, there
kilowatts per plant.
are 27 plants, aggregating 20,700 kilowatts or y6y
Nineteen mining properties
kilowatts per pl.ant.
have adopted turbo-electric drive. Thus, while the
n)ost fruitful field for the turbine in the early
days of its development was in electric traction
and electric-lighting work, its field has greatly
liroadened out into the general industries, until today nearly 15 per cent, of the total represents manufactures, as against 34 per cent, electric lighting
and 51 per cent, in traction. That this result has
been achieved with practically one type of turbine
is a creditable reflection upon
its fundamental design.
An idea of the size to which modern central stations have grow^n is furnished by the fact
that nearly 35 per cent, of the total capacitv tested
is
contained in stations of over lo.oco kilow^atts
capacity.
decade ago, at the beginning of the
turbine business, stations of this size were few"
and far between. Today, most large cities can
boast of at least one if not several stations of this

of "Series-parallel."

I'lease explain
O., I'Vencli Gulch, C.'il.
lerms "series-parallel" and "Beries-iimlliple."
II.

J.

The

devices

tberefore as great as to have the motor itself rclialde.
Tbe VVestinKbonse ICIeclric and Mannfactiiriniir

Distribution op Westinohousb Steam iTuRniNBS.

of

necessity

tlie

of startiiiR device, to keep
safe limits and also lo prevent

sort

ammeter reading

amperes

to 10

will

be best.

charging the battery at the normal
rate of six amperes (which will take from nine to
10 hours), or at a more rapid rate, say 10 amperes
If a still more rapid charge is
for sVs hours.
necessary occasionally, an ammeter reading to 15
This would permit
amperes will be required.
charging at, say, 15 amperes for nearly four hours.
This rapid charging is not recommended as a regu-

This will

Bar-type

Open

Starting Resistance
for Inspection,

Starter, 240
peres' Capacity.

Grid-type

Am-

Face Plate of So-Ampere

allov,"

lar practice, since

J.

irons

type of rheostat is considerably more expensive than
the starting rheostats, which are in service for only
the short and infrequent periods of starting. The

lower cost of the starting rheostat does not interfere with its satisfactory operation for the intermittent service of starting, for which it is designed.
The starters for motors on no volts up to 22
horsepower, or 220 volts up to 3.t horsepower, use the

bar type of resistance, which consists of a resistance wire wound on iron bars, wdiich are first
covered w-ith a fireproof material. The ends of the
bars are held in place by porcelain pieces, as clearly
shown in one of the illustrations. The construction
is strong and rigid, so that adjacent turns on the
same bar cannot short-circuit, nor can turns on
one bar come in contact with turns on another bar.
The whole construction resistance, iron frame,
is fireproof.
slate front, contact arm, etc.
Another feature embodied in these starters is the
low-voltage release. The contact arm will fly back
to the off position if the current is shut off from
the line, or if the voltage falls below a fi.xed limit.
This prevents damage to the motor should the
current again be thrown on or the voltage rise
suddenly to its full value. The method of connecting the magnet of the release coil will be found
of special benefit where the field of the motor is
The magnet is connected across
to be regulated.
the line independently of the shunt field, and is
unaffected by variations in the field current.
The small button-t^^pe of rheostat shown in one
of the illustrations is used on the smaller types
of motors and is capable of carrying 80 amperes.
For the larger motors larger contacts are required.
This requirement is met by furnishing renew^able
contacts.
In this larger type of starter a special
short-circuiting brush is provided which cuts out
the last contact, insuring the lowest resistance pos-

—

—

H.

1

30-volt Circuit.

made

:

Are

electric

flat-

for 130-volt, direct-current circuits?

Answer.
an unusual line-voltage, for which irons
are specially made to order by most manufacturer.^
The price does not greatly exof such appliances.
ceed that of the standard no-volt irons. One large
This

is

company keeps

in stock a line

of irons suitable for

voltages from 116 to 125: this tyjje is said to work
If the line-voltage is liable
as well for 130 volts.
to fluctuate much over 130 volts, an iron specially
built for this voltage would doubtless be less liable
to

burn out.

Wire Reel and Meter.
The wire

reel

and meter shown herewith

is

a

desirable machine for measuring the various sizes
of wire, cordage, etc.. and is for the use of dealers
In the
and contractors handling electric wire.
meter the wire passes between two self-adjusting
rollers, which admit of wide range, and will measThe pointers
ure accurately large or small sizes.
are movable and readily adjusted to the zero point.

wire reel and METER.

For starting motors on no volts of 25 horsepower or 220 volts, 45 horsepower and larger, the
grid type of resistance

is

used, which

fully venrequired in

is

w-ill stand the heavy duty
.All
contacts, brushes, finlarge motors.
gers and springs may be removed from the front

and

starting

with ease.

As

cells.

French Gulch, Cal.

0..

sible.

these rheostats are used only in starting, th-;
will not remain on any point except the
last, unless held.
They are intended to bring the
motor up to speed in 15 to 30 seconds, according
to size, and are made for full-load conditions.

handle

injures the

Electric Flatirons for

RECENT DIRECT-CURRENT STARTING RHEOSTATS.

tilated

it

Starter.
Grid-tj'pe Starter. 240 Amperes' Capacity, Rear View-

provided with removable cross-bars
and the drum w-ith grooves so the coil can be
bound with tie wires and removed in a compact

The

reel

is

form.
This device is
and Construction

made by the Minneapolis Electric
Company of Minneapolis, Minn.

also makes a meter intended to be
fastened to a counter and for use where the reel
and frame are not desired: also a cable meter,
which will measure small sizes Of wire as well as
large cables, flexible conduit rope, etc.

The company
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Refuse Destructors and Electrical Generating Plants.
[From the London correspondent of the Western

Electrician.]

worthy of note that with one or two important exceptions, combined electricity works and
It

is

destructors have only been erected in Great Britain
Generally speakin towns of quite moderate size.
ing, electrical engineers here, as a collective body,
are not enamored of the combination, first, because
the beneficial result to the electricity undertaking

regarded as somewhat infinitesimal, and again
account of the detrimental effect which the
necessarily more or less polluted atmosphere of the
neighborhood of a destructor has upon the electrical
machinery. The makers of destructor plants refuse
to admit either contention, yet, in fact, their energies have been devoted, during the last few years,
to so improving their methods of operations as to
be in a position to refute both arguments.
is

on

The

of combined destructor and eleca result
tricity works are curiously inconsistent
due probably to the varying nature of the locality
and consequently to the quality of the refuse to
be cremated, so that, from the economic point of
view of the electrical engineer, it is difficult to
lay down general principles to be applied in all

records

—

cases.

A

feature to be specially noted is that in very
rare cases does one find an electric-lighting com-

pany

running

combined

works

under

agreement

with the local authority', practically sufficient evidence of the views of electrical engineers. One
notable case where a company did run a combined
in the local interest was at Lambeth, but
after a few' years the local authority sued the company for creating a nuisance in doing a thing put
upon it by an agreement, and after legal proceedings, the destructor works were dismantled at a
At the same time,
loss to the company of $300,000.
the system of cremation by fire has, of course, been
generally recognized as the most satisfactory.
Improvement has been made in the design of

works

destructors since their combination with electricity
works was first advocated, and the following notes
of a new plant just opened at Greenock are specially directed to showin.g the manner in which the
objections to the polluted atmosphere and its effect
upon the electrical machinery have been met. It
will be observed that the refuse is not touched by
hand and that a considerable degree of automatic
working has been introduced.
The question of combining electricity generation
with the destruction of the town's refuse was first
raised at Greenock by a member of the corporation
as far back as 1S96, but having regard to the
meager information then available, and the difference of opinion as to the utility of existing installations, it is not surprising that the proposal was
not seriously considered. The old method of dumping the refuse went on, and it was not until 1905
when complaints from residents in the vicinity of
the dump had again brought the question of a
destructor before the corporation in a manner which
could not be ignored that a special committee was
appointed to deal with the subject. The position
of the Electricity Department, which had been increasing its output, principally for power purposes,
at a rate beyond all anticipation, was also under
consideration, and it was agreed that the possibility
of utilizing the destructor for steam-raising purposes
should be specially considered by the committee.
The members of the committee visited a large
number of combined installations, including Liverpool. Hackney. Fulham and Partick, and issued
their report in November. 1905, in w-hich the various
systems then in operation were fully discussed. As
a result of their investigations, the committee recommended (a) that a combined destructor and
(b) that a
electricity works should be installed
"top-feed" tj'pe of destructor should be adopted.
The corporation adopted the report, and the electrical engineer was instructed to prepare plans and
issue specifications for a combined scheme. The
tenders for the destructor were submitted to the
Council in April, 1906, and, after full consideration,
it
was unanimously agreed to place the contract
for this section of the work with the Horsfall
Destructor Company of Leeds.
The buildings are laid out in four bays, the
destructor fum.aces occupying (he hay nearest the
entrance. This bay is i ro feet long by 40 feet wide
and 41 feet high. The two center bays accommadatc two sets of boilers for destructor and coal
firing, respectively, while the east bay (the largest
pump
of the four) is the electric power station.
room, which serves both sets of boilers, adjoins the
power station, and the economizers, of which there
are two, arc housed outside the main building.
The chimney. 150 feet in height by 10 feet internal
diameter, is situated at the end of the boiler house.
concrete retaining wall and water reservoir have
been built at the south end of the site, and water
is conveyed by an 18-inch pipe from the reservoir
into the power station for condensing purposes.
The destructor, which marks a noteworthy departure in the design of these installations, consists
of six large cells and combustion chambers, with
three water-tube boilers, arranged so that each pair
:

A

A

of cells with its boiler can be worked independently.
This arrangement of independent "units" permits
of any section of the plant being shut down for
repairs or cleaning without interfering with the
working of any other unit. By firing the two cells
of each unit alternately a steady steam pressure is
maintained in the boiler, while the combustion chamber is also kept at a svfiiciently high temperature
to cremate thoroughly the noxious gases which
escape from the newly charged refuse; The furnace
grates, which slope from back to front, have each
an area of 25 square feet, and are constructed to
efliciently burn a full cartload of refuse at one
charge. The grate bars are perforated with a large
number of small holes, and a high-pressure blast
is forced through these
by means of electrically

driven fans.
It is generally

recognized that to insure comcombustion in destructor furnaces an air-blast
system is the best, but hitherto the blast has been
delivered at comparatively low pressure. The grates
and fans are constructed for a specially high pressure, and are fully expected to show a distinct
plete

gain in efl^ciency over the older system. The fans,
of which there is one to each furnace, are coupled
direct to
Phcenix variable-speed motors of the
totally enclosed type.
The starting and regulating
switches are conveniently near the furnace doors,
and a throw-off switch is actuated in such a way
that the opening of the door automatically stops
the fan.
Incidentally, an attempt has been inade to improve
the unfavorable atmospheric conditions existing in
most destructor installations, and ventilation is
provided for by carrying the fan inlets to the under
side of the storage platform and turrring them
inward, so that all dust and furnes emitted during
the process of "clinkering" are drawn in and deli\'ered back to the fires. Auxiliary steam-jet fittings
for steam blast have also been provided, but these
are only intended to be used in the event of a
breakdown to the fans.
The method of storing and charging the refuse
into the cells has been specially designed to reduce
manual labor to the lowest possible minimum, and
forms a striking comparison to some types of
destructor still in use, in which the refuse is stored
in loose heaps and fed into the furnaces by hand
labor.
In the system at Greenock the refuse is
delivered from the carls to the furnaces without
handling of any kind, and. while effecting a saving
in the cost of labor, insures a degree of cleapliness
which is really remarkable, having regard to the
.

nature of the materials dealt with.
The tipping pit is situated at the north end of
the destructor house, and the refuse, which is delivered by carts, is discharged through a specially
shaped hopper into a storage tub placed ready in
the pit. The pit has accommodation for four tubs
with two hoppers, the latter being arranged to
mo^e on rails across the pit. When the tub has
been loaded, the hopper is moved clear froin above
it.
and electrically operated overhead cranes lift
the tub and deposit it on the storage platform,
where it is kept till required. The storage platform
extends the full length of the furnace blocks, and
has accommodation for So tubs. Thus the storage
of refuse takes place in closed boxes, away from
the heat of the destructor.
When ready to charge, a tubful of refuse is
lif.ed from the storage platform and placed on a
movable cradle on the top of the cell. The weight
of the tub causes the cradle to descend, and by a
system of levers and balance weights the watersealed door is lifted from its seat, and drawn on
rails to one side, permitting the lower edge of the
movable cradle to descend into the mouth of the
charging doorway. The storage tub is provided
wiih hinged lids at the bottom, which are held
shut when the tub is suspended by the crane, but
when released these lids open outward, and the
whole of the refuse thus falls directly into the
furnace and spreads itself over the grate. The
empty tub is then lifted by the crane, and the
water-sealed door, actuated by the balance weights,
The whole
is mechanically drawn .back to its seat.
operation of charging the cell and withdrawing the
tub occupies less than a minute, and as the furnace
door is open for only a few seconds, the inrush of
cold air, with consequent rcduciion of furnace temperature, is reduced to the smallest possible amount.
The crane has a lifting capacity of three tons at
30 feet per minute.
The time required to cremate a charge varies from
one to one and a half hours, and the fire is then
cleaned through a large clinkering door at the front
of the cell.
This door is of specially strong construction and is provided with two small doors attached to it so that the fires can be adjusted and
managed without opening the main door.
The
clinker is withdrawn from the furnace into btickets
stispcnded from an overhead clinker railway, and
may either he delivered directly to the clinker crushing and screening mill or deposited in heaps until
required.

A

main

provided for each
pair of cells, from which the hot gases are carried
through the combustion chamber of a water-tube
boiler, and a dust catcher is built in between the
fltie

of large area

is
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combustion chamber and the boilers. All the flues
are lined throughout with fire brick, and in the
furnaces specially
clay

Of

made

fireclay blocks set

cement have been employed.
the Babeock & Wilcox marine

in

fire-

water-tube

type, the boilers are constructed for a working
pressure of 200 pounds per square inch and fitted
with superheaters to raise the temperature of the
steam to 500° F. To meet any special demand for
steam, au.xiliary grates have been fitted for coal
firing and a by-pass is provided direct from the destructor combustion chamber to the main overhead
flue, so that in the event of a breakdown to a
boiler or an excess of steam being generated the
whole or a portion of the hot gases may be taken
by this route instead of through the boilers. After
leaving the boilers the gases pass by way of the
overhead main* flue to an economizer, thence to the
chimney.
The economizer is built in two sections
of 120 tubes each.
by-pass is also provided so
that the gases may be passed direct to the chimney.
From each boiler steam is led from the superheater to a lO-inch main and carried direct to the
main header, which supplies the electric-generator
engines.
The feed piping is connected by a branch
pipe to the system supplying the coal-fired boilers,
the arrangement being designed so that the destructor boilers can be fed either through their own
economizer or from the hot-feed main to the coal-

A

fired

boilers.

In the engine-room there are two Bellis-Westinghouse direct-coupled generating sets, each capable
of a normal output of 750 kilowatts when supplied
The engines
\vilh steam at 200 pounds pressure.
are of the triple-expansion type of 1,140 horsepower each and are fitted w^ith expansion valves to
The exhaust
take overloads up to 50 per cent.
steam is taken through an oil separator into a surface condenser, which serves both sets of engines.
With the exception of a steam feed pump the whole
of the auxiliary plant, including pumps, stokers and
An ample supfans, is driven by electric motors.
ply of water for condensing purposes is available
from the town's aqueducts.
The electric generators are of a substantial design and capable of withstanding heavy overloads
without injury. No. i unit generates current at 500
volts, but No. 2, which comprises two machines,
is arranged to deli%-er current at 250 volts or 500
motor generator having its
volts as required.
parts interchangeable with the steam generators is
installed to transform current from 500 volts to 250
volts, or vice versa.
The main supply from the station is for power
and lighting purposes at 500 volts and 250 volts,
but two rotary converters with transformers have
also been installed to deliver alternating current at
3,300 volts to an outlying district. The inain directcurrent switchboard stands on a platform raised
about two feet above the floor and consists of 12
Each panel is provided with circuit-breakpanels.
ers, ainineter, change-over switches and energy meThe bus-bars are in duplicate and are raised
ter.
on brackets above the switchboard, so that all back
connections on the board are accessible.

A

,

Indiana Telephone Items.
telephone managers from Northern Indiana, including representatives from 10 counties,
The
held a meeting in Warsaw on March 17th.
action of the Indianapolis and Fort Wayne companies in reducing the time limit on toll calls from
The manfive to three minutes was objected to.
agers of the smaller Independent companies prowhen
consulted
been
not
tested also that they had
night rates were discontinued by the larger companies in this district and other localities in the
state.
The telephone men present took action to
establish a toll-line clearing house for the district.
It is proposed to bring the matter to the attention

Forty

of the state convention

on

May

to

be held in Indianapolis

20th and 2ist.
the policy of

eliinination of local exUnder
and thereupon giving entire attention to
long-distance business under agreement with Independent coiupanies the Central Union Telephone
Company is preparing to abandon service in a numThe
ber of cities throughout Northern Indiana,
first Central Union exchanges to be closed on April
Word
also
Garrett.
Goshen
and
those
at
are
1st
comes from South Bend that the company will turn
over the South Bend exchange to the Home company. This will also include the business at Mishawaka and several other rural points.
In the Indianapolis telephone controversy George
M. Brill and W. H. Crumb of Chicago have been
engaged for the cx.'iminatioii of the electrical and
mech.anical equipment, and the Audit Company of
New York for the examination of the books and
These experts are to make a report to
finances.
the committee appointed from the Board of Trade
and Commercial Club, which in turn will make a
report to the mayor and board of public works
as to the necessity of granting relief to the In-

changes

dianapolis Telephone Company. The clamor among
the telephone subscribers in the city for consolidation is not so great as a week ago, and it is believed that sufficient relief will ultimately be given
to the Indianapolis Telephone Company so as to

:

-'8,
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preserve llie present competition.
A new leR.il
phase lias been raised in the controversy to the
effect that a consolidation of the two companies in
Indianapolis would not only be in violation of the
Sherman anti-trust law, but would be the first step
toward the destruction of the system of Independent lines thronsboiit the country.
S.

American Telephone and Telegraph
Company's Annual Report.
The annual report of the directors of the Ameri'I'elephonc
and Telegraph Company, dated
March ID, KjoS, gives the results of the business
can

Profits, $23,479,for the year i()07. as follows:
interest,
balance,
290.10;
$7,209,902.16;
$16,269,dividends
paid,
$10,943,644; carried to re387.94;
serve, $3,500,000; carried to surplus, $1,825,743.94.

The following were the corresponding figures
for the year 1906: Profits, $i7.85",687-37; interest,
$4,886,750.61; balance, $12,970,936.76; dividends paid,
$10,195,233-50; carried to reserve,' $1,773,736.62; carried to surplus. $1,001,966.64.
The number of subscribers' stations at the end of
the year operated directly by the associated companies which constitute the system in the United
Slates
dition

was 3.035.533, an increase of 308,244. In adto this number there were 755,316 exchange

and toll stations connected to the system by toll
and long-distance lines, but operated by local, cooperative and rural independent companies or associations having sub-license or connection contracts.
Adding also the company's telephones employed for
private-line purposes there was a total of 3,839.000
stations connected to the Bell system as against
3,070,660 stations at the close of the previous year,
an increase of 768.340 stations.
The total mileage of wire in use for exchange
and toll service was 8,610.592 miles, of which 1.141.These figures do
687 were added during the year.
not include the mileage of wire operated by sublicensees.

Including the

traffic

over the long-distance

lines,

but excluding sub-licensees, the daily average of toll
connections was about 494,000, and of exchange
connections about iS.i.wooo, as against corresponding figures in T906 of 462.000 and 16.478.000: the
total daily average for 1907 reaching iS.624.000, or
at the rate of about 5,997.000.000 per year.
In the report President Theodore N. Vail says in
part: In the early part of the past year there were
signs of a coming change in general business conditions, and steps were taken to stop all construction
not necessary either for immediate demand or to
put the plant in condition to economically meet
future demand.
The result of this .action has been
satisfactor5^

The

construction expenditures during

the latter part of the year w'ere largely reduced.
The amount added to construction and real estate
by all the companies, excluding sub-licensees, constituting our
the year 1907

system

in the United States during
$52,921,400. distributed as follows:
For exchanges, $44,184,800; for toll lines. $4,426.400; for land and buildings. $4,310,200.
The amount
added in 1900 was $31,619,100; in igor. $31,005,400;
in 1902. $37,336-500; in 1903. $35,368,700; in "1904,
$33,436,700: in 1905. $50,780,906. and in 1906. $79.-

366,949,

was

making the grand

total

of expenditure upon

these properties during the eight years $351,835,655.
During the year $36,626,666 was applied out of
revenue to maintenance and reconstruction purposes.
The total amount of maintenance and
reconstruction charged against revenue for the last

years was over $147,000,000.
This expenditure
reflected in the superior condition of the plant,
the theorj' and practice being that the plant must
be kept in standard condition at the expense of
revenue.

"universality."

Electric Company desired to exrelations with our companv and the associated companies, and to cover with its operations
the entire telephonic field, whether connected with
the Bell system or not.
At the same time it was
thought that the management, which would remain
the same, if brought into closer touch with the general organization of the Bell system, could avoid
duplication of effort in electrical and mechanical
development and in this way and by the concentration of the purchase and distribution of supplies
effect

its

greater efficiency and economy.

To

this

end

have been made with most of the Bell
companies, and the contract between our company
and the Western Electric Company has been modified in respect to the sale of telephones and telephonic apparatus.
A proposition was made by our company to purchase the outstanding share capital of the Western
Electric Company at a price agreed upon with some
representative shareholders as fair and equitable.
Over 30.000 shares have accepted the offer, making
the total holdings of our company over 120,000 out
contracts

of 150.000 shares.

Much of the agitation against legitimate telephone business is founded on false and exaggerated statements of the profits originally made by
the early Bell companies.
These statements have
been used by the promoters of both good and bad
enterprises.
As a matter of fact, the shareholders
of the American Bell Telephone Company and its
predecessors paid into the treasuries of those com-

affords

It

to

f.acilities

beyond those possible on any

Continental Europe.
Paris, March 10.— According to the most
figures, the number of electric tr.iction lines

othe.r

the

lines.

Continent which arc using the single-phase system
divided among the different countries as follows
Italy, 5; Austria, 2; Belgium, i; Holland,
1; Sweden, 1
France, 3, These lines arc all operated
on the overhead-trolley system, and a type of locomotive is used which carries transformers in some
cases in which the voltage is lowered for the motors, or in other cases the current is sent directly
;

motors from the line. The French Westinghouse Company is now quite active in this field
and has installed several single-phase lines in France
and Italy, among these being the Tergnicr-Anizy
line in France and the Vallc Brcnibena and RomeCivita Castellana systems in Italy.
The central electric plant of Breslau, Germany,
will soon install a steam-turbine-alternator group
of the Zoelly type, containing a three-phase machine coupled on the same base with the turbine
and rated at 2,000 kilowatts. The present alternator
has been constructed in the works of the FeltonGuillcaume-Lahmeyer firm, while the Gorlitz works
furnished the steam turbine. Of the four-j)ole type,
the alternator is designed to give 5,000 volts.
In France there is a project of considerable importance on foot for hydraulic and electric work
which is to be carried out upon the Orleans Canal.
The plans call for a hydraulic generating station
located on the canal, and a system of imwcr lines
which will furnish current for the different locks
of the canal in order to operate the pumps for
elevating the water. Eleven different sub-stations
will be placed at the locks so as to give low-tension
current for the motors which drive the pumps.
into the

public
car-

It

with it also the obligation to occupy and develop the whole field. The urban field was the first
to receive attention and
the development keeps
pace with the demand.
The semi-urban and rural

demand came
Tables

January

later.

appended

to

the

1908.

the

show

report

that

on

company had

163.218 miles
of toll-line poles and I.664.081 miles of toll wire.
The total miles of wire was 6,946,511; exchanges
and branch offices, 5,108: miles of underground
wire. 3,883,051; miles of submarine wire, 6.322; total
employes at exchanges, 8S.274; total stations,
The number of daily calls per station
3.035.533i,

averages about

six.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
An ordinance has been offered in the Minneapolis
City Council which seeks to limit the charge which
a telephone company may make for service to $48
a year for business service and $30 a year for
residence service. The ordinance would affect only
the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company,
as the Tri-State Telephone Company already has
those rates in effect, they being a part of the
franchise under which the company is working.
A. W. Decker was elected secretary of the local
telephone association at Janesville, Iowa, and D. G.
Bloomer, president. F. R. Decker is manager.
W. E. McKee, for several years manager of the
Interior Telephone Company, at Montezuma, Iowa,
has resigned.
The Iowa Telephone Company is now located in
exchange at Burlington, low.a,
its new telephone
which represents an expenditure of $150,000. It is
a two-story building, fireproof, and of concrete
construction.
The Independent Telephone Company of Council
Bluffs, Iowa, has established means of connecting
75-pair cable, which wnll
the city with Omaha.
be encased in waterproof cement, will span the
river.
R.

A

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
Among

recently incorporated telephone companies
Marsland Telephone Company,
are the following

There will also be a sub-station located at the foot
of the Vallee reservoir, so as to operate the pumps
which are used for the water-storage supply.
At Bcraun, in Bohemia, has been constructed a
central plant, which is now in operation for the
town lighting. It supplies the lines on the threewire direct-current system. The company is now
using the new Kolben metallic-filament lamps, which
work upon 120 volts. For the street lighting it
employs the Regina arc lamps or the Wolfram
incandescent lamp of 50 candlepower,
concession for a hydraulic system of large capacity has been lately awarded by the Austrian
government to the firm of Romberg & Rusch of
Dornbrin, The present project relates to the building of turbine stations supplied from the Millstatter
Lake, and there will be erected three different stations, one of these being located in the valley of
the Drau, on the river of the same name, and it
The other
will use a head of water of 85 meters.
two hydraulic plants will be supplied from the
Leisser River, and will take a head of water of
17 and 100 meters, respectively.. The first-mentioned
plant on the Drau River is to contain 12 main
turbine groups of 5,000 horsepower each, of which
two groups will be used as a standby. This will
give a total of 50,000 horsepower supplied by the
plant.
In the second station there will be installed
three groups of 2.000 horsepow^er each, while the
third plant is to use machines to the extent of
18,000 horsepower. For the three plants there will
be installed machines having a total output of 84,000
contract has been made by the
horsepower.
above firm with the Austrian government for the
supply of current in order to use electric traction
upon a section of the state railroad lying between
the Vorarlberg district and Switzerland,

A

A

A, DE C,

:

Sod Town Telephone Company. St.
Harlan County Mutual Telephone
Company, Alma, Neb. Purd}- Telephone Conipanj',
Marsland, Neb.
Michael, Neb.

recent

on the

IS

ries

is

The Western
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dependent and intercommunicating, an aggregation
or union impossible to destroy in detail, and impossible to reproduce as a whole.
The strength of tlie Bell system lies in this

five

tend

255

panics more actual cash than was represented by
the capitalization at par value.
Ill
connection with the improvement shown in
the year's business, It iii.-iy not he amis? to call
attention to the fact that each year in the past Una
shown an improvement over the previous year,
whatever may have been the Keneral business conditions.
Everything indicates that the current year
will be 110 exception to this.
The past year completes what may he called the
thirtieth year of corporate organized work in the
development of the Bell telephone system. In the
mind of Mr. Hell the invention and its application
had simultaneous growth. Dnriux the first year
such of the many "imaginations" and ideas as to
development as were demonstrably practical were
.assimilated and the business was established on the
lines now followed which m.-ikc our company with
its associated companies a national system with millions of subscribers connected by millions of miles
of circuit with local exchange systems, all bound
into one large comprehensive system liy the toll
and long-distance lines with their 163,000 miles of
poles and 1,664,000 miles of wire, the whole inter-

;

Great

;

Britain.

;

Purdy, AIo.

The Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Company has bought the property of the Texas Telephone Company, headquarters at Wichita Falls.
Tex., and this propert>' will hereafter be operated
as the Wichita Falls division of the Southwestern
company. C. B. Felder. formerly general manager of the Texas company, has accepted the position of superintendent of this new division, and
under his direction will be placed also the exchanges of Wichita Falls. Henrietta and Bowie, and
the territory to Ringgold, Jacksboro and Graham.
Stockholders

of

the

Central

Union

Company held their annual meeting
March i8th. A financial report of

in

Telephone
Chicago on

the year's opread by President L. G. Richardson
and showed a fair increase in earnings over the
previous year. It w^as showm that the company had
nearly 400.000 stations in operation in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio at the close of the fiscal year, Deerations

w.as

From developments at the meeting
cember 31, 1907.
the Central Union company
it was reported that
would be willing to absorb the Independent telephone company which operates in Indianapolis if
property could be purchased at a fair figure.
There is some opposition in Indianapolis to two
systems. The Independent company is seeking a
new franchise w'ith increased rates, and is said not
to be for sale.
the

—A

paper just read before
of Electrical Engineers, both in
London and at the local section in Manchester,
makes a proposition in regard to the standardization of fuses, but to judge from the remarks during the respective discussions, the idea does not
Incidentally, it may
appear to be well taken up.
be stated that the sub-committee of the engineering standards committee, which has this matter in
hand, realizing the tremendous difficulties surrounding the knowledge of fuses generally, has split the
subject up into subdivisions, and various members
have agreed to attack the problem from different
The paper referred to is the repoints of view.
sult of some of these researches, and it dealt with
the suitability of various metals for fuses on lowOne interesting fact was made
tension networks.
known during the discussion in London, viz,, that
Mr, W, M, Mordey. who is well known for his
experiments upon enclosed fuses, found the most
satisfactory filling to be the dust scraped out of
the inside of boiler flues. This was passed through

London,

the

a
it

March

14.

Institution

sieve, and gave very satisfactory results when
was not rammed too tightly^ Mr, Mordey also

referred, in the discussion, to the transverse cracks

which appear on copper wires when used as fuses,
a phenomenon which, he said, induced Edison to
give up his experiments w^ith platinum for lamp
filaments,

A

decree has

just

been

issued

stating

that

all

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
wireless

installations

on

British

ships

must

be

licensed.

Following the custom so

common

here and else-

among engineering and other societies, the
Tramways and Light Railways Association has
where,

hold annual conventions in various
This year it will
parts of the United Kingdom.
be held in London in conjunction with the Francoiust decided

to

British Exhibition.
Two applications have been made to the Brighton
Corporation for permission to run electric omTo judge by the success of
nibuses in the town.
the electric buses in London their introduction into
the provinces, where the conditions are at all
favorable, must come in a very short space of
,

tiiTie.

The London County

Council is seriously conpurchase the old cable
tramway in London which runs to the top of
-Cdighgate Hill. At present the commissioner of
police refuses to issilie permits for the cable cars
to run on the track, as they are in too dilapidated
sidering

proposition

a

to

The directors of the company, therehave taken the bull by the horns, and have
deposited a bill in Parliament asking for powers

a condition.
fore,

the line to trolley traction and, incifor running powers over certain of the
lines.
Whether it is the
latter that has given the Council a fright, I do not
know, but the highways committee recommends
that an offer for the sale of the undertaking to
believe that
I
the Council should be accepted.
the Highgate Hill line is the oldest cable tramway now in existence.
The Newcastle-on-Tyne Electric Supply Company, w'hich has achieved fame as the only power
company in Great Britain which can be called
financially successful, continues to make undoubted
Following upon its control of other
strides.
power companies in the neighborhood, comes the
announcement of the issue of a further $2,500,000
Such a good investment is this comof capital.
pany's stock thought to be. that a group of bankers has purchased the whole issue and is now
offering it to the public at par as regards the
preference shares and at a premium as regards the
ordinary shares.
The action taken by the vicar of a church in
BriThton for an injunction restraining the cor-

promptly on the leaving of the outgoing train without sacrificing any of the standards of safety now
maintained between stations.
The span of the Blackwell's Island Bridge over
the east channel was connected on Wednesday,
completing
the
steel
superstructure
from the

Queens side of Long Island to the Manhattan side,
making it possible to cross the East River at
this point by means of the bridge.
The west channel span was joined last week.
The Blackwell's
Island Bridge was commenced in IQOI.
It is extints

pected to be finished before the end of this year.
It will then have cost more than $20,000,000. The
total length of the bridge is 8,231 feet.
The span
connected Wednesday, the river span, is 3,724^
feet.
The roadway on this span will be 143 feet 3
inches above high w^ater.
The New York Central Railroad has closed contracts with the American Locomotive Works for
Tile orders include 20 Pa143 new locomotives.
cific type passenger, 45 consolidation freight, and
engines,
in
addition to 12 electric
switching
29
locomotives for the main line, and 12 passenger and
20 freight engines for the Boston and Maine. W.

London County Council

from working its
on the ground that the

motor-generator

poration

sta-

hum

of the inachinery
created a nuisance, has failed.
/^n expert sent
down by the court stated that no noise whatever
could be heard when any movement of the congregation was in progress and that nothing more
than a faint hum was discernible when complete
silence was observed.
The counsel representing
the vicar suggested that a reversion to horsedrawn tramcars should be made by the corporation in order to avert the alleged nuisance!
The Board of Education has made a grant of
$250 toward experiments with high-tension currents for horticultural purposes at a college at
Bristol.
G.
tion,

plant.

The

City Council of St. Catherines. Ont., has
the lighting question by granting an extension of time to tlie Falls Power Company to
sign the contract to light the city at $39.50 per arc
light, beginning August 1st next.
The city of Sherbrooke. Que., has voted in favor
of the by-law for taking over the Sherbrooke
Power, Light and Heat Company. The object of
this by-law was to authorize the City Council to
municipal debentures to the amount of
issue
$170,000, the proceeds of which are to pay for the
In addition to the
assets of the light company.
above amount the city also assumes the outstanding
bonds of the company, amounting to $80,000.
Application has been made to the Ontario government for a charter incorporating the Lome Power
Company, which desires to establish its base of
settled

operations at Wabageshik Falls. Authority is sought
also for a railway operated by steam or electricity
from the falls to the township of Denison.
An announcement of important developments in
connection with the Ontario go\-ernment's powder
Of the municipalities
policy is looked for shortly.
which last January voted on power by-laws, all but
two have made definite aoplication to the Hydroelectric Commission for the supply of power, the
applications aggregating nearly 30. coo horsepower.
The city of Brantford. Ont.. has become a power
The promised supply of electrical energy
center.
from De Cevv Falls reached the city recently, when
the Western Counties' Company^ which will serve
as the local distributing agency of the big HamiUon

power merger, turned on

New York

City,

New

York.

March

21.

—The

New York

Cen-

is preparing to extend its electric train service
Yonkers. beginning March 2gth.
Engines will
be changed at Yonkers for the Croton, Peekskill
and Poughkeepsie trains, from electricity to steam,
as is now done at Highbridge.
.\ bill has been introduced at Albany which, if
passed, will extend the jurisdiction of the Public

tral

the

current.

The

rates

proposed are all limited by a civic by-law for the
next 25 years. Power for industrial purposes will
be sold at $19.50 per horsepower for average use.
A. V. W.

to

Service Commission to telegraph and telephone
companies. If the measure becomes a law all corporations engaged in the business of electrical communication will come under the same restrictions
and broad powers of supervision which under the
public utilities act the state now exercises in the
case of receivers, common carriers and lighting

companies.
Reporting on the signal system in the Subway,
Bion J, Arnold, the Public Service Commission's
electrical

traction expert, makes the assertion that
be possible to increase the capacity of that

it would
line a full 50 per cent., and perhaps more, by
changing the tracks at the express stations so that
both the present tracks could be used for express

He

make a more

detailed report later,
the express stations
the beginning by being
otherwise, so that trains could
be alternated, first on one .side of the platform and
then on the other, the capacity of the Subway
could have been increased at least 50 per cent, with
the signal system as originally installed, but as
this was not done it seems necessary, tmder present
conditions, to revise the present
signal
system
to the greatest extent practicable, consistent with
safety, in order to secure capacity.
In the report
on the signal system Mr. Arnold's most import.ant
recommendation is that the local tracks in the Subway be equipped with safety devices and block signals such as arc in use on the express tracks. His
chief recommendation to the commission is that the
necessary steps be t.-ikcn to develop and install an
automai'c speed-control signal system to be used as
an auxiliary at station blocks, which will allow the
incoming train to approach safely the rear of the
train at the platform and to enter the platform
trains.

Mr.

Arnold

will

says

been constructed
double-decked or

that

from

had

solidated Railways, Light and Power Company of
Wilmington, N. C, the change being made so that
the larger company may finance all of the undertakings and plans of the old Consolidated with

added improvements.
recent report from Salisbury, N. C, is to
.\
the effect that the Whitney Reduction Company,
recently placed in the hands of a receiver, will be
reorganized, with E. F. Buchanan as director of
the reorganization.
It is estimated that $2,000,000
will complete the large plant being constructed on
the Yadkin, some miles distant from Salisbury.
By combining the water and electric plants at
Goldsboro, N. C, the price of light has been reduced about 331^ per cent, by the board of public

works.
Charles L. Vannoppen has secured a franchise for
a three-mile electric line, with lateral connections
on West Market Street, Greensboro, N. C.
The Cape Fear Power Company of Fayetteville,
N. C, has changed its name to the Carolina Power
Company, capital $350,000, with M. C. Humstone.
president.

L.

March

Detroit.

—

Ottawa. March 21. The special power committee
of the City Council of Plamilton, Ont., has appointed T. W. Sothman to draw up the specifications for the proposed municipal street-lighting and

power

Southeastern States.
Charlotte, N. C, March 21.— On April 1st it is
given out that a reduction in rates will go into
effect for lights furnished by the Georgia Railway
and Electric Company in Atlanta. The reduction is
20 per cent, for the city and 15 per cent, to private
consumers of electricity, estimated. The reduction,
The
is for a period of five years.
it is understood,
company is at present putting into service 25 new
cars to take care of increased service on suburban
and other lines, the cars being made at the Atlanta

The Holt-Morgan
C..

cotton

mills

at

five

mo-

the electrical operation of the mills. 3.50
horsepower being taken from the Buckhorn Falls
plant some miles away.
The Electric Manufacturing Company at Gaston
Shoals has begun to supply power to luanufacturing plants. Four cotton mills in Galifney, S. C, are
to make use of this power.
It has been reported that the organization of a
$5,000,000 electrical development company has been
undertaken to supply hydro-electric power for the
numerous cotton mills of Greenville, S. C.
The Southern Electric Construction Company is
the result of a consolidation of the Southern Construction Company and the Gilham-Clayton Electric Company.
Joe W. Little is named as presiThe merged concerns
dent of the new concern,
have conducted a general electrical equipment busitors

for

ness.

The Southern Power Company has

closed a consupply electric lightinfj to the town of
n.avidson. N. C. and also to Davidson College.
The same company is extending its prospective field
of operations north from Charlotte and will probably take in Salisbury and High Point, 80 miles
tract

from

to

this

city.

The Tidewater Power Company
all

of the properties, franchises,

has taken over
of the Cort-

etc.,

—John

E.

Moore

of

Grand

Menominee.

The St. Clair municioal plant has been out of
service for several weeks, but it is expected that
service will he resumed in two weeks as the new
condenser will be installed by that time.
The Council of the Village of Wayne granted
p
franchise to the Washtenaw Lieht and Power
Comnany and entered into 3 contract for street
lighting, but the ne*v Council has been questioning the validity of the franchise and the company
has requested the return of the bond wdiich was
filed when the franchise was accepted, stating tlint
it does not want to enter into any contract which
the citizens do not annrove. The streets are lighted
iiow bv acetylene gas made in a plant owned by
the village.
The new turbine at the Wyandott*^ municioal
nlant is now in nlacc and the street lights which
have been so badly needed for the past two years
D.

can be added.

Indiana.

Fayetteville,

have installed a plant consisting of

21.

was granted a franchise for an electric
railway by the Council of Hastings, with permission to transfer it to the Grand Rapids, Hastings
and Battle Creek Interurban Railway Company.
The rate of fare is five cents for cities and not to
exceed one and one-half cents per mile to any
Permission is granted to hanpoint on the line.
dle
freight.
The franchise will be forfeited if
the road is not in operation by Deceinber 31. 1909.
The effort to oust the Detroit, Monroe and
Toledo Short Line Railway from operating under
the franchise of the Toledo and Monroe Traction
Company on account of carrying freight without
authority has failed, the Supreme Court of Michigan holding that this does not constitute cause for
forfeiture of franchise, but for a regulation of
the business done by the company.
The dam at Buchanan, owned by C. H. Chapin
of Chicago, was carried away today on account of
having been weakened by recent floods. It was
erected 14 years ago at a cost of $250,000 and
furnished 3.0C0 horsepower to Niles and Buchanan
and South Bend. It was 500 feet long with a he.nd
of II feet. Only 20 feet remains on each side.
The dam will be rebuilt immediately of concrete
and in the meantime power will be generated by
an auxiliary steam nlant.
The Menominee Light and Power Company will
build a $400,000 power plant at Chappee Rapids,
four miles "from Menominee, and transmit power
to Marinette. Wis., and Menominee for light and
pow'er.
Ten thousand horsepower can be developed bv Chanpee Ranids and fM^.ooo horsepower
is
available within a distance of 60 miles from
Rapids

plant of the company.

N.

)0^

28, 190I

Michigan.

Eastern Canada.

convert

to

dentally,

March

Indianapolis. March
manager of the Fort

-•'i.— C.

D,

Emmons,

general

Wayne and Wabash

Valley
has reTraction
fused to issue passbooks to city officials for use on
the city street lines on the fround that, while he
believes city officials are entitled to such favors, it
is in violation of the new st.ite law to issue free
transportation to public officials.
The Indiana stale railroad commission at Brazil
on March 26th will hear charges against the Terrc
Haute. Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company,
in which the Merchants' Association alleges disrrimination in passenger and freight rates aeainst
Brazil in favor of the commercial interests of Terre

Company and the

local

svstcm.

Haute.
A run from South Bend to Chicago by interurban cars by July 1st is promised bv the officials
of the Chicago, Lake Shore and South Bend Railway Company. Eleven miles of actual construction
work are all that remain to be comnleted. The
new line runs from South Bend to Michigan City
?nd thence to Hammond, a distance of 70 miles.

From Hammond

to Ranflrd[)h Street. Chicaeo. the
operate over the tracks of the Illinois Central Railroad, thus avoiding the transfer
Thirty
of passengers in the outskirts of the city.
new cars costing $.360,000, to be used on the new
H. W.
road, arc in the paint shops in Pnllman.

company

will

March

28,
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njoS

Walbicc of Cliic:iKO lias bi'Cii appoinUil ni.innRiT of
the compaii)', with headquarters in Michigan City.
A lart^L' olTiec hiiihliiiRf will be erected wliicii will
ierve a'^ a terniiiial station and general olTices for
the company.
A meeting of traction managers will be held in
Indianapolis on March 2Slli to establish a trnflic
The
burean in the interest of the Irolley lines.
nicclinK will I'e beld the day prevlons to the bimonthly meeting of the Central Electric Railway

Association.
Thomas 0.

Ballard has been granted a franchise
for a period of 25 years for an electric-light plant
in Franklin.
Mr. Ball.ard is ligiiring
operated
to b-.'
on installing two gas-prodncer iniits of 150 kiloS. S.
watts each, alternating current.

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, March 21. M. D. Stoncr and C. VV.
Jcwelt O'f Beniidji, Minn., have Ijccn granted a
an
electric-light
franchise for the o|)eralion of
plant al Bandettc, Minn.
The llarlowlon Electric Light and Water Company of Harlowton, Monl., will begin the constrncNew mation of an electric-light plant shortly.
chinery has been ordered and the plant will light
the entire city.

.\shland Street Railway Company of Ashland. Wis., is authorized to issue common stock
at
$50,000 and preferred stock for the same
valued
amount for the proposed extensions to the streetrailway and lighting system.
The construction of an electric railway is pro|)0Sed to run 45 miles northwest of Thief River
The Commercial
Falls. Minn., toward Roosevelt.
Club of Thief River Falls has secured a right-ofDr. H. Grundy is also interested.
w.ay part way.
The Chicago. Ottunnva and Western Railway
Cotnpan;' of Bussey. Iowa, has incorporated with
.'Xn interurban line is
a capital stock of $3,000,000.
proposed from Ottumwa to Des Moines.
The Wausau Electric Company's property at
Wausau. Wis., has been transferred to the Wausau
Street Railroad Company, including water power
and plant, wires, etc. The railroad company has
at
Bull
Falls,
the
Little
two water powers
Mosincss, was purchased by it some time ago.
The new light and water ordinance, which is
being considered at Ortinville. Minn., makes the
light rate 13 cents maximum and eight cents minR.
iuuuii per kilowatt-hour.
'I'he

:

Western Canada.
Winnipeg, Man., March

—

estimated that
wires in
it will cost $30,000 to place the fire-alarm
the conduits built by the- Manitoba government in
This includes the cost of
the city of Winnipeg.
the cables and ornamental posts to support the firealarm boxes as well as the expense of connecting
The question of
the boxes with the manholes.
ordering all overhead wires underground is being
F. E. Cambridge
considered by the City Council.
is city electrician of Winnipeg.
An agreement has been reached between Port
Arthur and Fort William for the purchase of the
municipal street-railway system operating in the
two towns. Fort William gets that portion of the
system running in that city at a price to be agreed
upon by arbitration. Port Arthur is to furnish the
power for the present system for five years, providing a power cannot be purchased elsewhere
If one city doubles the tracks the other
cheaper.
must do the same.
The following figures have been prepared by
City Engineer Keeley of Edmonton, .\lb.. in connection with the proposed electric-light plant for
that city:
One 7CO-kilowatt gas engine and producer generating unit, $92,350; one exciter unit,
$6,500: switchboard and wiring, piping, oiling system, erecting machinery and cost of foundation,
$16,970; building, 75 by 112 feet, of brick and con.

21.

It is

crete, $16,970; incidentals. $7,210; total cost of plant,

$140,000.

The City Council of New Westminster, B. C, has
decided not to reduce the price of electric light
By
one cent per kilowatt-hour as was proposed.
this proposed reduction the" city \vould lose $4,000.
The wireless-telegraph station at North Vancouver, B. C, was opened on March 13th by Mayor
Kealv, who sent greetings to Mavor Hall of Victoria; B. C.
Managing Director Buntzen of the British Columbia Electric Street Railroad Company states no
time will be lost in construction on the electric line
between Vancouver and Chilliwac. and it is expected work will be finished and the line in operation before 1910.
Architect W. W. Hilton of Regina. Sask., has a
proposal for supplying that city with electric power
from the overflow of the government dam.
R.

Pacific Slope.

—

18.
San Francisco, March
The high-tension
power wires of the Bay Counties Power Company
supplying the company's sub-stations in Oakland,
Cal., are to
be removed from Grove and Rose
streets. Berkeley, and will be brought into Oakland from the south. A new right-of-way has
been secured on the east side of the Berkeley

llirouKh

hills

a

section

that

only

is

sparsely

stt-

Proposals arc now being received by the Board
of 'IViislecs of Santa CUir.i, Cal, for the recotislniciion and extension of the mnnicipa) electric
power house.

The Glendora Uisht and

Power Company has

been orKanized
\l.

IJaker

(J.

n( pnltin^ in

at Glendora, Cal, by J. A. Jones,
and C. S. Whitconib for the purpose
an electric plant at that place, The

company has a capital slock of $jo,ooo.
The Board of Public Works of Seattle, Washhas

opened bids for copper wire for the munici-

liKhHng plant. The specifications called for
on two grades of wire, one ajfRregatinK
-*50,ooo pounds and the other 398,000, but il has
been decided to use the heavier prade. For tliis
seven bids were submitted, each being $64,078.
The Kastorn Nevada Power Company has filed
articles of incorporation at Reno, Nev.
The announced purposes of the company arc to divert
water from the Colorado River and operate a
power plant in Lincoln County. Nevada.

pal

bids

M. S. Browning and others interested in the
Ogden and North western electric railroad have
acquired about all the available water rights in
Willard Canyon near Ogdcn and will develop electric power for the operation of electric railroads.
The entire system of the Ogdcn and Norlbwcstern
will be operated by electricity and several extensions are being considered.
H. V. Hart of Salt Lake. Utah, is planning the
construction of a power plant on Raft River to
generate electricity for use on the property of the
Century Gold Mining and Milling Company.
The directors of the Petaluma and Santa Rosa
Railroad Company, operating an electric railroad
in
Sonoma County. California, have decided to
spend about $25,000 for new equipment:
The Board of Public W^orks of Los .\ngclcs.
Cal.. will award the contract for electric locomotives recently advertised for to the Westinghousc

companv

W. H.
Company

for $35,000.
Carlson of
is

biiildinir

Ocean Beach

nect his
at

the

Los

Angeles

Securities

electric railroad to conVilla tract with his properties

an

Hcrmosa Beach.
The San Diego

Electric Railway Company has
been awarded a franchise for an electric railway
on Hawk and Lewis streets. San Diego. The proposed line will be an extension of the company's
Third Street line.
The annual report of the Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph Company shows that during the year
IQ07 the amount spent in betterments was $7,386.total of 44.801 new stations was shown.
644.

A

A.

PERSONAL.
F,

i\Tr.

RIedhcad.

E.

Electric Company,
with the Stone &

Prof. J.

J.

is

in

llic

publisliing

of

texlbiioks

Webster

interests.

Thomson.

F. R. S.. of the University
been elected president of the
for 1909. when the meeting

Mr. James J. Lambrecht has resigned as president of the Northwestern Interurban Railway Company of Fargo. N. D.. and is succeeded by Mayor
].

Wheeler.

Mr. H. E.

Chubbuck.

secretary of the Illinois
Association, and one of the best
men in the state, has been appointed general manager of the Wichita Railroad
and Light Company of Wichita, Kan.
State

Electric

known

electrical

Mr. P. E. Hurson, for many years employed by
Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Company of Dallas, Tex., as superintendent of equipment and in other capacities, has been appointed
superintendent of construction of the Michigan
State Telephone Company, with headquarters at
the

Detroit.

Albert

Anderson,

president

of

Mr. Hinsdill ParRons, vicc-prct>idcnt and general
counsel of (he General F.lectric Company, and .Mr.
Herbert L. Satterlce, president of the Habirshaw
Wire Company, are among the directors of ilic reorganized Knickerbocker Trust Company of New
York.
This company has financed a inmiber of
plants.

electrical

W.

T. Goddard, electrical engineer of the
Insulator Manufacturing Company, Victor,
N. y,, is making an extensive trip through the
Western and Pacific Coast Stales investigating highvoltage
insulator
applications
and transmissionline
and power-house design.
Mr. Goddard is
makitig a special study of the influence of various climatic conditions upon the design of in'iulators for various localities, especially in view
of designs for 100,000 volts and higher.

Mr.

i-ocke

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The

James (Mo.)

St.

Ice

and Power Company

has been incorporated with a capital slock of $25,000.

R.

S.

Howard

granted an
Iowa.

Work

Wateiloo.

of

electric-light

franchise

Iowa, has been
in Quasqucton,

be begun immediately on the new
Pine Bluff (Ark.) Light and Water

to

is

plant of the

Company.

The Columbus (Neb.) Light, Heat and Power
Company has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $150,000.

The Shelx)ygan Falls (Wis,) L'ght and Power
Company has been incorpo.'-ated with n capital of
Otto

$25,000.

B.

Weisse.

Emil Weisse and John

Van Ouwerkirk arc named as the incorporators.
The light plant of the city of Spirit Lake. Iowa,
is to be sold or leased, and for this purpose scaled
bids will be received until April 15, 1908. Mayor
G. G. Fritz, Spirit Lake, Iowa, may be addressed.

City Electrician John W. Bleidt of Little Rock,
Ark., has it figured out that the municipal plant
of that city supplies 330 street arc lamps of
2.000 nominal candlepowcr each at a yearly cost
But no allowance for depreciation
of $3904 each.
or taxes seems to be included.
"

An effort is being made to compel the Peterson
Heat, Light and Water Company to furnish electric
lights to farmers along its transmission line between
Iowa Falls and Alden, Iowa. The company is a
Des Moines concern, doing business in Iowa Falls
and Alden.
At

of the General
located in Paducah, Ky..

formerly

now

of Cambridge, has
British Association
will be held in Winnipeg.

E.

re-engage*!

I'rcnch

on mathematics and mechanics,

Mcd.

the

Albert

&

M. Anderson Manufacturing Company of Boston, died on March nth.
He was a Norwegian

J.

birth, but started a small machine shop in Boston in 1S77 and later built up a successful business
in the manufacture of switches, switchboards, line

by

material and other electrical appliances.

The American

Society of Mechanical Engineers
engaged Mr. Lester G. French to direct its
editorial department.
Among the immediate improvements to be undertaken is the establishing of
departments in the monthly Proceedings, thus pro-

has

viding a greater variety of technical articles of interest.
Mr. French was born in Keene, N. H., in
1869. and very early commenced his training in
editorial work and printing- at Brattleboro, Vt..
where his father was a well-known printer and
publisher. In 1891 Mr. French received his degree
in mechanical engineering from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
After four years' shop
experience and spending a year and a half as a
textbook writer. Mr. French was engaged on the
editorial staff of Machinery, and assisted greatly
in the development of that paper, of which, for
nine years, he was editor-in-chief. Recentl}- Mr.

a recent meeting the City Council of Galena.
passed an ordinance providing for the sale of
municipal electric-light plant. A second ordinance was then passed granting to L. J. Highland
111.,

the

franchise to do commercial lighting upon his
to place a bid of $r8,C(X> for the city
plant and entering into a contract to furnish the
city arc lights at $50 a year each.
a

agreeing

The

electric-light

plant

in

Taylor,

Tex.,

owned

by Williams Brothers bis passed into the possession
of a new company, which takes over all the rights
franchise.
The new companv. composed of
T. W^ Morse, C. H. Booth. E. H. Robertson. Howard Bland and others, had planned to construct a
new lighting system, but will now enlarge the
purchased plant and improve and extend the service

and

Bids will be received by John D. Simpson, secretary-treasurer, Moosejaw. Sask., until 8 p. m.,
April 6th, for certain works to be carried out in
connection with the municipal electrical works.
Tenders are required as follows: (a), turbo-alternator and exciters
(b), condensers and pipework
main switchboard and connections.
(c)
Plans may be obtained upon deposit of $25, which
will be refunded upon return of plans or bona-fide
tender.
;

;

.

.A new method of suspending arc lamps has been
adopted in the suburbs of Paris, by which neither
ladders nor pulleys are needed. The lamp is carried at the extremit\- of a hing^ed arm which is
kept in equilibrium by means of a counterbalance
weight within the lamp column. On shifting a ring
round the column the arm descends to the required
level for trimming the lamp, and on raising the
counterpoise the bracket ascends to its former position.
B}' the use of this system one man is
enabled to attend to 50 lamps, whereas formerly
he could only care for 30 lamps.

.After a preliminary inspection of the municipal
street-lighting plant and pole lines at Topeka, Kan.,
C. "W. Stewart of St. Joseph, who was engaged
by the mayor and Council to prepare plans and
specifications for the remodeling and enlargement

of the plant and make an approximate estimate of
the cost of the same, submitted a report showing
that the cost of the improvements would amount
to $61,275. The committee thereupon decided to
recommend to the Council that the bond-issue question be submitted to a vote of the people.
L'nles-^
the bonds are voted the plant probably will be aban-
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2S8
doned and the Edison company

furnish

will

arc

the capacity of

its

lighting plant increased

by the addition of a new tnrbine-generator unit,
the Board of Public Works of the city of WyanM'ich.,

dotte,

is

planning a large extension of the

lighting system.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
plans of M. H. Miller of Fort Dodge, Iowa,
promoter of the Spirit Lake, Emmetsburg and Fort
Dodge electric railwaj', contemplate the ultimate
connection by electric railway of the cities of
Omaha, Des Moines, Sioux City and St. Paul.

The

The daily average
Oak Park Elevated in

of the Chicago and
February, inclusive of trans-

traffic

reported as 46,716 passengers, against 49,073
The defor the corresponding month last year.
crease a day was 2,367 passengers, or 4.81 per cent.
fers, is

of Des Moines, Iowa, held a meeting
recently to discuss interurban electric-railway development. Special attention was paid to several
of the lines now projected, which will open a vast
now practically foreign soil. Repreterritory
sentatives of the roads were present to furnish

Jobbers

The

and Electric Company of
issued a bulletin. No. 384, on
type of air compressor.
In* the
development of the National type 3VS compressor
the aim was to produce a machine the utility of
which would be unlimited and which could be depended upon under most unfavorable conditions.
The motors furnished as a part of these compressors are for alternating or direct current, according to the purchaser's requirements. The new
bulletin gives details of compressors, motors, startjust

the

new National

ers,

etc.

In bulletin No. 1104 the Fort Wayne Electric
gives
an illustrated description of its
multiphase belted alternators, form B.
These machines are built with a special view to convenience

and economy for the station manager who is in
need of additional generating capacity.
Bulletin
No, 1 105 tells of the Fort Wayne electric fan
motors. The company shows a very desirable line
of fans for both direct current and alternating current.
All details have been given careful attention and perfected to a nicety, resulting in fans
of pleasing and satisfactory operation.

The Quincy-Terre Haute Traction Cornpany has
completed arrangements with the Virden and
Company and the Virden and
Roodhouse Traction Company (all Illinois electric
roads) whereby the latter two lines have consolidated with the former, which will complete the
company through Adams
this
for
right-of-way
County.
Taylorville Railway

The City Council of Mattoon, 111., has refused to
grant the Mattoon, Shelbyville, Pana and Hillsboro
Traction Company a franchise unless it agrees to
The comlocate the principal shops in Mattoon.
pletion of this road will connect Mattoon with
from
Indithrough
route
and
make
a
fHillsboro,
anapolis to St. Louis. Practically all the right-ofway has been secured, and the capital is ready to
build the line.
.

PUBLICATIONS.

SOCIETIES

anything not

listed.

booklet published by the Trumbull ElecManufacturing Company. Plainville, Conn.,
tric
contains an interesting article entitled, ''Where
Many Knife Switches Fail." This company makes
a well-known line of switches and panel boards,
and in the booklet it presents briefly a few points
which can easily be examined and which will he]p
in judging concerning the efficiency of a switch.
little

The Fibre
Y.,

duit

is

Conduit

issuing

is

Company

made

which

is

volts.

The

of

Orangeburg,

of

series of interesting folders
This confiber conduit.^
extremely compact wood pulp,

rendered

non-conductive

folders are attractive
the conduit and some

up

to

25,000

and contain

full

interesting picLightness and economy are two strong
points of the Orangeburg product.
laborer can
easily carry 30 feet of the conduit in his arms.
details
tures.

of

AND SCHOOLS.

Zimmerman

Michigan
of
the
Power Company and Alex Dow were speakers at
two recent meetings of the Engineering Society of
the Michigan Agricultural College at Lansing.
Mr.
Zimmerman spoke of hydro-electric power plants
and gave a description of the distinctive features
of the Piatt dam of his company and explained the
features of the generator setting. Mr. Dow's subject was "The Trend of Modern Central-station
Practice."

Students of Purdue University will produce, durApril, "The Fair Co-ed," a college musical
play, which has been written especially for the
Harlequin Club, the student dramatic organization,
by George Ade, the famous humorist and playwright, who was graduated from Purdue with a
degree in science in '87. The scene of the play
ing

laid on the Purdue campus of the future,
front of the "aerial engineering building."

The next monthly meeting

of the

in

American So-

of Mechanical Engineers will be held in the
auditorium of the Engineering Societies Building,
New York, on the evening of April 14th. The
general subject of the meeting is "The Conservation of Our Natural Resources," which is now
receiving unusual attention, because of the invitation of the President of the United States to the
governors of the several states, and to the presidents of the national engineering societies, to confer
with him in Washington on this important problem.
Dr. Henry S. Pritchett, president of the Carnegie
Foundation for the advancement of teaching, will
be one of the speakers and will discuss the "Relation of the Engineer to the Body Politic."
ciety

a

Orangeburg

bearing on

Superintendent

is

Electrical Company of Kewanee. III., has published a convenient catalogue
All goods orof electrical novelties and supplies.
dinarily desired by the average patron are listed,
and the company is prepared to quote prices on

The John Nelson

A

A comprehensive catalogue of locomotive grabbucket cranes has just been issued by the Brown
Hoisting Machinery Company of Cleveland, Ohio.
The cranes are operated on any standard-gauge
railroad track and many are used on trestles. The
catalogue has numerous illustrations of the Brown
hoist with grab bucket in operation.
There are
also several detail drawings and much valuable
information for anyone interested in the economical
handling of coal, ore, sand, ashes, etc.

Mr. C. L. de Muralt, consulting engineer, and
professor of electrical engineering at the University
of Michigan, is giving a course of lectures to the
senior electrical engineering students at Ann Arbor
on the "Electrification of Steam Railroads." Professor de Muralt, who has been lecturing during the
last
semester on the underlying phases of this
subject, such as the power-station equipment, transmission and working conductors, motor characteristics, etc., intends to supplement these by a discussion of the technical and commercial features.
Special attention will be directed to such problems
as the design of locomotives, the calculation of run
sheets, the choice of speeds, study of the peak load,
the location of sub-stations, the economics of transmission and other collateral topics.

MISCELLANEOUS.

it

will publish quarterly hereafter.
In its 24 wellillustrated pages are many interesting articles on

and the following day the smelting of copper commenced. The smelters are said to be the largest

recent applications and improvements in the Thermit welding process and on the use of Thermit
for purifying molten iron and for other purposes.
The company offers to place the name of anyone
interested on its mailing list.

world, reducing about 10,000 tons of ore
daily.
The limestone quarries of the .Amalgamated
Copper Company west of Anaconda resumed opera-

interested in power e^iuipmcnt will find
in three new bulletins just issued
by the Western Electric Company, Chicago. They
arc numbered 5910-1, S9'0-2 and .i9>o-3, and treat,
respectively, of power equipment in railroad shops,
boot and shoe factories and cement mills.
Thus,
it
will be seen, a wide range of applications of

cicctric-power apparatus is covered. Each bulletin goes into its subject cxh.iustivcly, giving conditions, operating methods and advantages obtained
through electric drive.
The merits of Western
Electric apparatus of this class and the great
facilities of this company for producing all kinds
of machinery which will meet the extreme necessity of rcllnbilily and cflficiency arc set forth.
The

difficulty

number

in

that

securing

real-estate firms are
for a large

houses

move from Cincinnati to Milwaukee about April 1st.
These are
families of employes of the Allis-Chalmers Company who are moving as a result of the company
liaving recently equipped two large factories in
West Allis for the manufacture of parts of large
generators which were formerly built at the Bullock
works in Cincinnati.
of

families

which

will

The Ad-Klub

of Terre Haute, Ind., held its
banquet on March 19th. The club is com-

posed of members of the leading business houses
and industrial establishments of Terre Haute, including the electrical and telephone companies. The
various methods of advertising were discussed.
Mr. L. E. Holderman, advertising manager of the
Terre Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern Traction
Company, as toastmastar, kept the gathering in a
merry mood. The plans he advocated made a hit
with the members.
^

TRADE NEWS.
Copper is firmer and more active. Within the
last few days there has been an increasing degree
of strength manifest, and quotations for electrolytic
wire bars have advanced from 125^ and I2j^ to
cents.

13

Charles L. Pillsbury, consulting engineer, formerly
of Claussen, Burch & Pillsbury, announces that he
has removed his Minneapolis offices from 1212
Guaranty Building to suite 206 Metropolitan Life
Building.

A. L. Haase, well known through his connection
with the Peirce Specialty Company of Chicago has
engaged in business for himself and will act as sales
agent and manufacturers' representative, with offices
at 46 East Van Buren Street, Chicago.
Mr. Haase
will act as agent for the Peirce specialties, and in
addition will carry a select line of other specialties used in construction work.
Mr. Haase's wide
acquaintance and experience in the construction
line should fit him admirably for his new work.

The Locke Insulator Manufacturing Company of
Victor, N. Y., has appointed as its agent for Eastern Canada the Engineering Equipment and Supply
Company, Lindsay Building, Montreal, Canada,
which company will place in the hands of engineers
interested information concerning the Locke products.
Mr. S. W. Smith of the Engineering Equipment and Supply Company has long been

associ-

ated with the lighting interests of Montreal, and
for a considerable time was connected with the

Canadian Wcstinghouse Company as

sales engineer.

BUSINESS.
Dossert & Co., 242 West Forty-first Street, NewYork, have received an order for 400 solderless
cable connectors from llie San Francisco Gas and
Electric Company. F. A. Lawson & Co., Pacific
Coast agents, write that Dossert solderless connectors have been specified in the plans for the
wiring of the new Palace Hotel in San Francisco.

The Kuhlman Electric Company of Elkhart, Ind.,
reports business as excellent at this time. It also
announces that recently, through the Central Electric

Company of Chicago, it secured a contract for
transformers required during the coming year by
the Sanitary District of Chicago. This contract
will likely cover apparatus to the amount of several
thousand horsepower.

DATES AHEAD.
Electrical Association

(annual meeting), Savcry Ho-

Des Moines, April 22d and 23d.
Iowa Street- and Interurban Railway Association (aiiniinl
convention), Savcry Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa, April r.ul
and 24th.
tel,

The reverberatory furnaces were started on
March 13th in the Washoe copper smelters of the
Amalgamated Copper Company at Anaconda, Mont.,

value

Milwaukee papers say
Iiaving

Iowa

The Goldschmidt Thermit Company of go West
Street, New York city, has just issued the first
number of a publication called "Reactions," which

Anyone
much of

located near each motor. This installation is considered the most modern and economical plant of its kind in the Republic of Mexico.

initial

Works

28, iq

board panels

Brake

National

Milwaukee has

just

N.

profusely illustrated with pictures of

and estimates.

facts

A

are

types of power machinery and there are
some excellent views of electrically equipped plants.

various

light at $55-

With

bulletins

March

in

the

tions the

same

day.

The Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company has recently completed the installation of
a large number of motors for the San Rafael
Paper Manufacturing Company of M'exico. These
motors vary in capacity from 10 to 150 horsepower.
They will be used in the operation of several machines and tools in the factory of the San Rafael
company, which is located about 36 miles from the
City of Mexico. The company obtains its electric
current for driving the motors from the Mexico
Light and Power Company at a potential of 20,000
Six i20-kilo\vatt, oil-insulated tr:insformers
volts.
reduce this current to a working pressure of 440
volts.
A switchboard to control the various transformers and motor circuits is furnished with the
contract, as well as a

number of

individual switch-

Missouri Electric

Gas and Street Railway AssociaI-ouis, April 23d, 24111 ami 2Slli.
Auditorium, Omaha, Neb., May

Liglit,

Marquette Hotel, St.
Omalia Electrical Sliow,

tion,

4th to

9tli.

Nebraska Electrical Association (annual meeting), Omalia,
May 6th and 7th.
Missouri Independent Telephone Association, Kansas Ciiy,
May 6th and 7th.
Southwestern Electrical and Gas Association (annual meeting), El Paso, Tex., May 7th, 8th and 9th.
Neb.,

Electric I-iRht Association (annual
Hotel, Chicago. May 19th to 22d.

National
.\uditoriuni

Independent Telephone Association
May 20II1 and 21st.

Indiana
vention),

Society

Detroit,

of

June

Mechanical ^Engineers
i-jd

to

con-

American

Inslitnlc

Motel
July 2d.

vention),

of

Electrical

Traymorc. Atlantic

Electrical

Show

Square Garden, October 3d
Chtcigo -Electrical Show
uary 11 to 23, 1900.

lo

Education (an-

Engineers
City, N.

National Electrical Contractors' Association
ing), Chicago, July istli, 16th and 17th.

New York

(semi-annu:il

26th.

Society for the Promotion of Engineering
nual meeting), Detroit, /\:ne 23d to 26th.

to

(annual

Indianapolis.

American
meeting),

convention).

(second

(annual
J.,

June

(annual

annual),

con291I1

tm-ei-

Madison

14th.

(fourth

annual),

rnlisenm. Jan

Nhirdi
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LLECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

ILLUSTRATED

fssueti (United States Patent Office) Afarth ty, tgo8,

Pruccss

HSi.Q.^.

of

i'unliKiiiK

Aliimiiiiuii-ni;iK»ic-

sium Alloys. Kran/ Von KiiRclRcii iiiul George
O. Seward, jlolcombs Knck, Va., assignors to
V'ork,
llic VirKiiiia Laboratory Company, New
N. Y. Application lilcd April 27, 1905.
The proccHK

coiisJHtH

in

innRiicsiuin

L-Ii-i'ti'oly/.inK

oxidi:

dissolved in fnst'd maRiicsiinn llnoridf and n lUioridc of u
iiiore ficclro-posilive mclal in tin-- iircsfnCL- (if jv catliodiof molten alnniinvini-maKiifwiuni ;illiiy willi \\liit.-li llif

Don

Blocic Singal.

Application

111.

for Transniitliiig

with Increased
luu-rgy.
Chicago, 1)1. Application

\ mnu'cr of
conneclrd with

linvinK

ctirrcnl

•livfrttr

primary

of

nutiilier

11

Currents

l-Uet-lric

Slratton,
Julian A,
I'llud July
13, 1906.
frfiiiK'tielrii

circtiiU,

cuit hclnff rrtwnmnl to a \iWvi\

fmnirncy from

A niovahle tccondtiry clement
the primary cfrcHitM.

1h

inducttVQ

in

each

]
cir-

the Hourcc.
reltitinii

lo

D. Miles,

November

filed

Jr.,

10,

York.

N.

assignor

Y.,

Carriage Call Company, New York,
Application filed August 21, IQ06.

Gas Engines.
N.

Applications

J.

filed

June

i

N.

Device for
Bordentown,
and June 22,

1906.

Distribution Fixture. William D. Scott,
Y. Application filed May 11, 1906.

Buffalo, N.

Renewed October

1907.

7,

Two series of insulators arc arranged radially around a
center and in dilTcrent vertical planes, and a circular
conduit is arranged around the same center, but in a
plane intermediate of the two series of insulators.

Fuse and Fuse Box. Frank L. Sessions,
Colunibus, Ohio, assignor to the Jeffrey Ma'nufacturing Company. Application filed October

881,965.

20, 1905.
In the fuse box are mounted a pair of adjustable
forked terminal jaws for receiving the knife-edge end
terminals of an enclosed fuse.

Charles
Application

Insulator.

Electric

881.967.

Idaho.

Montpelier,

R.

Slusser,

filed

January

with a straight, approximately
diametrical perforation of the size of the wire to hi\
carried and with an upwardly extending bent or distorted slot comnmnicating witii the entire length of the
perforation and extending to tlie outer surface, whereby
the wire when in place lies free in the middle of the
body, but can be inserted or removed only when bent.

The body

881.968.

provided

is

Kettle.
David C. Smith. KalAppliAustrlia, Australia.

Electric

goorlie,

Western

cation filed July 8, 1907.
The kettle has a shallow rectangular chamber therein
having one end open and extending outside the kettle,
the chamber being inclined in relation to the kettle and
containing a frame on which are placed the electric heating coils.

Wells.
Plug-seat
Switch. Bernard
881,985.
O.
Charleston, III., assignor to the Sterling ElecApplication filed
tric Company, Lafayette, Ind.

December

In combination with a plug seat and a plug adapted to
work therein are contact springs mounted on an extension of the plug seat and a plug control circuit changing
device carried by the extension and operating in substantial

alinement with the plug.

Automatic Gas Analyzer. Henry J. WestOriginal application
over, New York, N. Y.
filed January 8, 1907.
Divided and this appli-

881.9S6.

cation filed

March

1907.

21^

This device, which controls circuits in correspondence
with the proportion of a given gas in a mixture, comprises an outer float, a circuit-closing member carried
thereby and insulated therefrom, an inner float, a circuitclosing member carried by the inner float and electrically
connected to the outor float, and a circuit including these

two

m

t

CROSS CO.NNECTION FOR DYNAMOS.

2,242.

Benjamin Wol882,041.
Insulating
Rail
Joint.
Iiauptcr,
York, N. Y., assignor to the Rail

New

Company.

Joint

Application

filed

September

21,

1906.
insulating layer is applied between the rails and
A.\\
the base-plate and means are provided for holding the
insulating layer in place embracing an aperture in this
layer, an upwardly facing closed socket in thc_ baseplate and a key of insulating material inserted in the

aperture and socket.

Induction Coil. Melville S. Brigham, DeMich., assignor of one-half to A. R. Bliss,
Lowell,
Mass. Application filed August 19,
troit,

1907.

A number of open magnetic circuit coils are grouped
one another. The coils have indeijendent
primary and secondary circuits.
An open magnetic circuit shield is arranged intermediate each pair of adjoining
in proximity to

coils.

Gas-lighting Device. William K. Elliott,
Payson, 111. Application filed August 16, 1907.
This gas lighter comprises means operable from a distance to turn on the gas, an electric jump spark device
arranged adjacent the burner to ignite the gas and a
push-button for operating the jump spark device arranged adjacent to and encircling the means for turn-

882,055.

ing on the gas.

Process for Separating the Metals Contained in Copper-nickel Matte. James M. Neil,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, assignor to Frederic
Application
C. Norris, trustee, Detroit, Mich.

June

filed

1907.

3,

Edward S.
Electrical Igniting Apparatus.
Huff, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Henry Ford,
Detroit, Mich. Application filed July i, 1905.

An induction coil has a condenser connected across the
ends of the primary, one of the connections being
formed through two branches, of which one includes a
source of electricity and forms part of a charging circuit and the other forms part of a discharging circuit,
each including the primary.
Means are included in each
branch that are adapted to periodically open and close
the charging and discharging circuits, one circuit being
open while the other is closed.
William N.

McComb,

plication filed

October

Illuminating Device.
New York, N. Y. Ap-

or

5,

1904.

A unit block is composed of a number of sockets,
means for adjusting the same in groups in a vertical
direction and means for adjusting them individually in
a

horizontal direction.

pattfiinK

December

1907.

23,

this

882,089.
F.

first

is

Electrical

Wooding,

January

sujijmri for Ihc active material of an alk.-dirie Iiat.\
tcey coiisisis of a multitude of conducting meulhc parliclcH welded togcthcrto form a cellular integral nlructurc
composed wholly or in part of metallic cobalt. <See cut.)

Trolley Head. James Lennox, Bracken882,153,
ridge. Pa.
Application filed July 24, 1907.
A yoke with spaced arms has disks with central
I)caring openings therein
secured in parallel relation
against tlic inner faces- of the arms, with the arms in
position to close the outer portions of the openings. The
trolley wheel has trunnions engaged in the bearing openings.

882.157.

Signaling Ap^paratus. Benjamin
Colo. Application filed

Denver,

1907.
Signaling apparatus on the train is connected to line
conductors adjoining the track by a special contact device
carried on the train.
4,

Wire Tie for Insulators.
882.095.
lane, Flora, Ind.
Application
19, 1906.

Waldo E. CalNovember

Appliance

Safety

Robley

Millard,

C.

July

17,

A

for Railway Trains.
Atlanta, Ga. Application

1907.
venting

valve for
the main pipe line controlling
the brake mechanism is governed by electric controllers,
Ihe one for opening the valve to vent the main pipe
line to effect a setting of the brakes and the other to
close the valve to release the brakes.

882.158.

Ore Separator. Richard R.
York, N. Y., assignor to the
Ore Separator Company. Application

Magnetic

Moffatt.
Imperial

New

filed May 6, 1905.
A feed conveyer passes between pairs of upper and
lower poles.
Means are provided for removing the material attracted by the upper pole and also means extending through the lower poles for agitating the feed
conveyer.

Electrode. Marcus Ruthenburg, Philadel882,169.
phia, Pa. Application filed September 20, 1901.
The electrode consists of a solid mass of uniform
non-ferruginous composition, comprising silicon and carbon, capable of resisting the action of free chlorine,
chlorous acid and nitric acid; the electrode is characterized by its capacity to conduct electricity through
its mass.

Secondary Electric Clock.
George B.
Westminster, London, England. Ap-

882,186.

process of reducing nickel from matte, the
treated with sulphuric acid to form sulphates of the metals, the solution formed is electrolyzed
with a copper-nickel anode and copper cathode to deposit the copper in the metallic form, and the resultant
nickel sulphate solution is treated with a solution of
a chloride of an alkaline earth, resulting in the formation
of a solution of nickel chloride and a precipitate of an
insoluble sulphate of the -itkaline earth.

In

latter

Bowell,

plication filed December 14, 1905.
^V
rotary step-by-step operating device comprises an
electromagnet, a double cam-shaped disk mounted to
rotate in the field of the magnet and actuated by the
magnet when' energized, means for locking the disk against
actuation, means for unlocking the locking means and
adapted to bring the disk into starting position.
882,198.

Induction Coil.

John 0. Heinze,

Jr.,

Low-

Mass. Application filed September 13, 1907,
This spark coil has an electromagnet and one or more
members of magnetic material, independent of the electromagnet, but mounted adjacent to its core. An iron mass
forms part of a magnetic circuit upon the pole adjacent
to the member, through it and through the iron mass,
ell,

to

the

opposite pole of the core of the electromagnet.

filed

The tie consists of an insulator-engaging element, a
wire-engaging element located at one side of the same,
and a spring connection between these elements disposed
transversely of the former one for urging the elements
toward each other.

Lightning Arrester. Franklin P.
N. C. Application filed

882.096.

Lincolnton,

Cauble,

May

3,

.1906.

This arrester comprises an insulating spool having an
axial bore and slots extending radially from the bore
bore

a grounded core in the
extending into the slots with

and

from the outside of the spool,
the line and wound on the

outside

the

to

of

the

having radial ribs
their outer edges spaced

spool;

a

coil

ribs.

Albert M.
Hill,
New Haven,
assignor to C. Upham Ely, Brooklyn,
Application filed April 15, 1907.

Anode.

N. Y.
The anode

head with a wedge-shaped
locking socket that engages a supporting hook.
plate has a

inter-

12,003.

Sign

air

filed

882,048.

Conn.,

STORAGE-BATTERY ELECTRODE.

Electric

n

|)iim|ie<l

Storage-battery
Electrode.
Thomas A.
Edison, Llewellyn Park, Orange, N. J., assignor
ihc Edison Stor.ige Battery Company, West
Orange, N. J. Application filed March 30, 1905.

882,110.

'2,013.

nyiticm for locjitiiiK leak* in dry core catilck, air
into (hem mid mclrm indicate llie f|uflnllly
into each of Uic csxhWn.
\\y-\m%* lul><r«
the joini« of llic ciihlcH have indcpriiderit meant for
fit
iniroduciiiK hiKlier [ircpi^urc jrilo any one cable,

In

to

connected to
spool out of contact with the

NO. 882,144.

Cable
fnstilating
and Testing S/slcm.
Troy Cope, New Waurford, Ohio. Application
fdcd June 30, 1906.

882,144.

1904.

8,

the wire
Ihe car

A

882,075.

1907.

30,

warriM

882,141,

filed

Y.

The first patent relates to a governor for controlling
the time of sparking; tlie second to the construction of
a frame for a yielding electrode, and the third to the
use of a mercury electrode and a special receptacle
therefor.
881,963.

leavc->»

which

HiKnal tcvtr h.iH ji luck, a imignct for acluating tlie
lock, und mcjiim aHiKJcintcd with ihc lock for completinK
a iiifiint.-iininR circuit for llic niURncl.

Electric

Igniting
881,954.
John V. Rice, Jr.,

and

88r,953

881,952,

wlirel

clowd,

lilock
Signal
System.
William Daves,
liloominglon, 111., assiRnor to Ihe Intcrslatc
Signal Company, Camden, N, J, Application

Norden,

plate.

tlie

U

88j,i^3,

There is a cond)ination of interchanRcable plates liavinK
openings in tlie form of a letter and a wall surroiindinn
tlie openings and forming tUc contour of the letter, attached to and projecting forward from the plate, .Tnd
lamps attachalilc to the socket terminals through the openings in

the

WIicii

circiitt

Aurora,

1906.

Mortitiicr
to the

Sign.

Electric-light

New

iiuniliiji).

uiinunciaior

crew.

in

This sysU-in fimipriscs twn st-ts of apiianiliis located al
difffiTiil points, two sets of UkIiIs associated with each
apiHiratiiH, a single line or conductor between the two
sets of liKJils, and with which the lijihts are connected,
a controllinR switch associated with each set of liKhts
and circuit connections arrnngcd so tluit cither set of
liRiits of each api)aratus can he connected with the line.
881,043.

iitupci

iiilu
(III

i>r

iilloys.

rnaKn(-"si»"ii

sopnrnti'd

881,038.

Means

H82,026,

Annunciator. John T. Needhamj Bayonne,
assignor of one-half to the Postal Telegraph-cable Company, New York, N. Y. Ap-

882,118.

N.

LAMP BASE.

1903.

.

This device consists of a block or plate having comparatively high resistance particles so disposed as to
provide discharge paths between them and having a
large face area presented to the discharge as compared
with its thickness.

J.,

plication filed

May

27,

1907.

In this annunciator there is a semaphore, a rotatablc
support therefor, an electromagnet controlling the support, a pair of spring jacks opening upon different sides,
and means whereby the insertion of a jack plug in eitlier
opening restores the semaphore,

Restoring Attachment to Trolley Wheels
and Electric Signal for the Same. George H.
Brooks, Louisville, Ky., assignor to Grauman,
Beckman & Brooks. Louisville, Ky. Application
filed June 17, 1907.

882,139.

A

2,2 s8.

Electric-discharge
Apparatus. Percy H.
Thomas, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application, filed February 6,

882,218.

trolley finder and replacer has a replacer roller
mounted in the upper part of a bell crank. This roller
first contacts with the wire and guides the trolley wheel

Ice-making Apparatus. Edward T. Wil882.224.
York, N". Y, Application filed July
liams,
28, 1906.
In this apparatus there is a freezing member including means for the circulation of a refrigerant and means
for passing an electrical current through a portion of the
member to thereby heat the same and detach the ice
without stopping the flow of the refrigerant.

New

Receptacle.
Frank T. Wheeler,
Flush
882.225.
Plainville,
Conn., assizor to the Trumbull
Manufacturing Company, Plainville,
Electric

Conn.
The

Application

filed

January

29,

1907.

body, which is of insulating material, carries
The face
central stud and threaded sleeve contacts.
plate rests upon and is secured to raised bosses.

m
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Cross Connection for Dynamo-electric Ma882,242.
chines. William H. Foot, Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application
filed April 28, 1906.
In combination with a cylindrical core and tlie winding are concentrically mounted cross-connecting rings foi
winding, insulating strips between the cross-con
the
necting rings, insulating rings and plates surrounding
these rings and means for clamping the parts together
and to the core. (See cut on page 259.)

March

signor to the American Telegraphone Company.
Application filed March 25, 1907.

28. ic

around the lower part of the threaded portion.
ing wire

is

into these

fitted

A

lock-

slots.

for magnetically recording and reproducing sound there are provided a recording and an
obliterating magnet and a switch for throwing in either
the recording or the obliterating circuit.

Trolley-car-pole Attachment.
882,495.
George R.
Dunn, San Diego, Cal., assignor of one-half
to Solan Bryan, San Diego, Cal.
Application

Amplifying-magnet System for Telegraphones. John A. Lieb, New York, N. Y., assignor to the American Telegraphone Company.
Application filed March 25, 1907.
The method of recording and reproducing sounds by

consists of a bifurcated frame, the
journaled tiierein and adapted to swing laterally,
the trolley wheel arranged in the harp in a plane
parallel to the frame, and a spring chain connecting the
shank uf tlie harp with the frame and arranged between

In

apparatus

this

August

filed

882.328.

system consists in transforming the sound into telephonic currents, dividing the energy thereof among sevsejiarate magnets, moving a single steel medium
past all the magnets so that different paths are traced
thereon by the poles of the magnets, the medium moving at a comparatively slow speed and finally reproducing
the sound by repeating the operation with the magnets
in a single receiver circuit.
(See cut.)

1906.

30,

The attachment

harp

'

forks.

its

this

eral

John A. Lieb, New York,
assignor to the American Telegraphone
Company. Application filed March 25, 1907.
Telegraphone.

882.329.

N.

Y.,

In

apparatus

this

a

hollow

drum

has

a

steel

sprung into the drimi and retained therein by

its

plate

own

resiliency.

Conduits.
New York, N. Y., assignor
AppliBetts, New York, N. Y.

Thomas &

to

cation filed

August

for

29,

Electrical

for

this

882,250.

Electrically Controlled Switch Mechanism.
Granville E. Palmer, Boston, Mass., assignor
of one-fourth to Charles B. Price and onefourth to Frank S. Price, Salem, Mass. Ap-

882,340.

ing a signal over the main circuit,

plication

Coil-winding Machine. Fred R. Kunkel,
Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse

882,253.

and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg,
Application filed June 12, 1905.

Electric

Pa.

A

rotatablc member comprises two bearings, the axes
of which are in alinement and are perpendicular to the
axis of rotation of the member, and two segmental guide
plates, one of which is a part of the member, while the
other is rotatably mounted upon a separate base.

Incandescent Lamp. Matthew M. Merritt, Middleton, Mass., assignor to the National
Electric Lamp Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Ap-

882.257.

plication filed

February

11,

1907.

The

base of the lamp has a thin metallic shell terminal
deposited on a coating cemented to tlie
neck of the bulb. To the bottom of the shell and coating is secured an insulating body carrying the central
stud terminal.
elect rolytically

Process for the Manufacture of Incandescent-lamp Bases. Matthew M. Merritt, Middleton, Mass., assignor to the National Electric
Lamp Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Original application filed February 11, 1907.
Divided and

882.258.

application

this

filed

May

27,

both,

The process of making the base referred to in the previous patent is described in detail. (See cut on page 259.)

and

core with the
core rise and

5,

1906.

toggle lever mechanism connecting the
switch frame, whereby the latter and t>te

a

fall

together.

Composite Signaling and Telephone System. Harry O. Rugh, Sandwich, III. Application filed June 14, 1906.

882,347.

A

combined telegraph and telephone system has a
quadrilateral
of
connections
at
each
station,
the
telephone receiver circuit being connected to opposite
points of the bridge so formed, and the telegraph apparatus being connected in series with the line,

Machine for the Manufacture of Coiled
Springs. Noah S. Harter, Waukegan, 111., assignor to the American Steel and Wire Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed December

882,385.

2, 1907.
A machine for forming coil springs has coiling means,
an electrically controlled clutch for operating the same,
a cutting mechanism, an electrically controlled clutch for
operating this and means actuated by the movement of
the coil for the purpose of stopping the coiling mechanism
and tripping the cutting mechanism.

Oil
Switch. John D. Hilliard,
Jr., and Charles E. Parsons, Glens Falls, N. Y.
Application filed January 29, 1906.
Electric

Spark-plug Clip. Charles A. Mezger, New
York, N. Y., assignor to C. A. Mezger, Inc.,
New York, N. Y. Application filed September

882,260.

6,

19,

1901.

enclosed fuse has an indicating device to show
when the fuse l.as blown, which consists of a spring
plunger that protrudes beyond the end of the sheath
when released by the fuse wire.

Static-influence

882,5()8.

Electric

Wommelsdorf,

rich

Application

filed

Machine. HeinGermany.

Charlottenburg,
April 27, 1906.

is a disk consisting of a numinsulating plates arranged one above the other,
and conducting sectors following one upon the other in
a circle, two successive sectors being situated between
different insulating plates.

ber

of

Apparatus for Producing Ozone.

882.509.
C.

Wood,

October

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Albert

Apj)lication

filed

1904,

18,

A

tubular electrode has a rod extending through it.
insulators secured to the rod and movable in the electrode for alineing the rod and electrically separating it
from the electrode, means for passing oxygen througli
the electrode and means for effecting an electrical discharge between the rod and electrode.

882.510.
Apparatus for Producing Ozone. Albert
C. Wood, Philadelphia, Pa.
Original application

October 18, 1904. Divided
plication filed May 12, 1906.
This is a modified form of the above.

and

filed

ap-

this

Connection for Electric Conductors. Fred882,514.
erick O. Ball, Plainficld, N. J., assignor of onehalf to F. H. Ball, Plainfield, N. J. Application

January

31, 1906.
plate has an opening therein, the edge of
adapted to form electrical contact.
A contact
l)iece opposes the thin plates.
A spring is arranged to
exert pressure on the thin plate and contact pieces to
press the contact surfaces thereon toward each other.
filed

A

thin

which

is

Block-signal System. Frank E. Kinsman,
882,523.
Plainfield, N. J.
Original application filed December 8, 1903. Divided and this application
filed November 29, 1904.
This system for electric railways has a normally closed
signal-controlling circuit fed by current from the power
circuit.

Rotary Converter.
John
Boundbrook, N. J. Application

882,531.

Murdock,

L.
filed

March

28,

three-phase rotary converter there are in combination a stationary field, an armature provided witii
three windings, two sectors connected with each winding, each of tlie sectors representing approximately 120
degrees of a circle, and two brushes, each having a contact length representing approximately 60 degrees of a
circle and being adapted to rest throughout the contact
length up''n one or more of the sectors.

In

a

1906.

The clip has two separate opposing members spaced
from each other and adapted to receive part of the plug
between them, each of the members being slotted and
adapted to receive a part of the plug in the slot.
Pliable fingers on one member engage the other member.

PATENTS THAT

A discharge block has conducting plates secured to its
faces and an apertured sheet of insulating material secured to one" of the conducting plates. A terminal piece
has a boss located directly opposite the aperture in the
sheet.
Insulating blocks are arranged for supporting the
discharge block and for securing the terminal plate in
position.

Railway

Signaling

Apj)aratus. John
D.
Pa., assignor to the
Union Switch and Signal Company, Swissvale,
Pa. Application filed January 4, 1908.

882.275,

Taylor,

In a signaling system for a single-phase railway there
used a transformer having a primary coil connected
shunt with the return rail for the propulsion current
and having its secondary in the signaling circuit.
in

Electric Signaling System.

John D. Taylor, Edgewood Park, Pa., assignor to the Union
Switch and Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.
Application filed January 30, 1908.

882.276.

a continuous) rail block signaling system there .".re
provided means for increasing the impedance of the
track rails adjacent to tJic ends of the blocks, and signal
conlrolIinK relays connected to the track rails at opposite sides of the j»orlion» thereof thai have inerensed
Ill

impedance.

Flexible Conduit. William S. Brown, New
York, N. Y. Application filed August 21, 1907.

882,292.

A flexible electrical conduit consihts of a tubular body
of flexible material and indcfiendent corrugated strips ni
mcmbcm cmf«:ddcd therein and extendiiiK lunKitudinally
Ibercof,

Flashlight Electrical
Clock. Augusta Y.
Application fikd March

882,320.
Call

Alarm and Bank and
Janscn,

Chicago,

III.

1907.
connected with a punh-bulton that
cloKs a iicW and a lamp circuit.
Tlic latter can be
(4>cratc(I independently to IikIii up the dial of the clock.

An

March

alarm clock

9,

i»

Circuit-controlling
phoncs. John A. Licb,

Device
for
TclegraNew York, N. Y., as-

24,

1908:

Electric Railway.
R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
448,653.
Dynamo-electric Machine.
E. Nutting, ChiS.
448,666.
cago, III.
Electric-contact Device.
F. A. Perret, Brooklyn,
448,660.

NO. 882,388.

Contact Apparatus for Electric Ignitet-s.
Johann Krannichfeldt, Cologne, Germany. Application filed December 16, 1905.

882,394.

Magnetic induction apparatus for electric blasting comprises a rotary disk, a centrifugal piece pivoted thereto,
a contact disposed in proximity to this piece and adapted
to close
the circuit when the piece has attained ri certain speed and a rack adapted to drive the disk.

Process of Producing Ferrosilicon. Edgar
882.417.
F. Price, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to the

Company of New York.
November 14, 1905.

Central Trust
filed

Appli-

This continutus process consists in smelting a charge
containing a silicon compound, carbon and a source of
iron
by sending a current through the charge wiiich
acts as an electrically healed resistance conductor, withdrawing the molten j)roduct from the furnace and supplying fresh ciiarge mixture as required.
882.418.
Proctss of Producing Silicospiegcl. Edgar
F. Price, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to the

Central Trust

Company

of

New

York.

.

Applica-

tion filed November 14, 1905,
This i)rocess is similar lo the previous one except that
a charge containing comnoundit of manganese and silicon,
carbon and a source of iron is used,

Insulator
Payelte, Idaho,

882,424.

lator Pin
-Application

The
has a

Pin.
William
Scharfhauscn,
assignor to the Payette InsuCompany, limited, Payette, Idaho.
filed

June

10,

IQ07.

f>orlion of the pin fitlinR into llic cross-annlongttufliiial slot connecting with n tranHVcrsc slot
b:\sL-

and 448,677. Meter for Alternating Electric CurO. B. Schallenberger, Rochester. N. Y.
Waterproof Combined Coupling and Cut-out for
448.679.
F. Shlaudeman, Decatur, III.
Electric Circuits.
I".
Sehlaudeman,
Connector for Electric Wires.
448.680.
448,676

cut.)

cation

Y.

N.'

OIL SWITCH.

This oil switch consists of a fixed contact and a cooperating movable contact, oil surrounding the contacts,
and insulating means carried by the movable contact
adapted to confine the arc and to direct a jet of oil
into the path of the same so as to extinguish it.
(See

Edgewood Park,

is

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired

Arrester.
Newitt J.
Neall,
882,265. Lightning
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg,
Pa. Application filed January 24, 1906.

882,327-

December

An

1906.

882,388.

1907.

May

filed

The mechanism comprises a base with fixed contacts,
vertically moving frame carrying switch contacts, two
electromagnets, a vertically moving solenoid core common

a

to

filed

1901.

box has a cylindrical member of
sheet metal turned outwardly at one mouth to form an
exterior plaster-retaining lip and curved at the inner
mouth to form a non-abrasive shoulder.

The curb

Fire-alarm Bok. Maynard W. Hamblin,
Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the American District Telegraph Company, New York, N. Y.
Application filed February 27, 1902.
The box contains a make-and-break device for send-

Protective Appliance for Electric Circuits
Apparatus. Harry H. Hornsby and EdVV. Anger, Jr., Chicago, 111.
Application

and

In this machine there

Junction Box
Adnah M'cMurtrie,

882,337.

NO. 882,328. AMPLIFYING MAGNETS FOR
TELEGRAPHONES.

ward

S82.498.

rents.

Decatur,

111.

Speed Regulator for Electric Motors. S. H. Short,
448.681.
Cleveland, Ohio.
H. Short, Cleveland,
Adjustable Rheostat.
S.
448.682.
Ohio.
\V. F. Smger, Carthage,
Fire-alarm Signal Box.
448,684.
N. Y.
D. B. Turner, Chicago, 111.
Electric Switch.
448,6()8.
H. C. Wirt,
Support for Electric Line' Wires.
448,703.
Boston, Mass.
for
Appliance
Electric
RailOverhead-crossing
ways.
I.
H. Farnham, Wcllcsley. Mass.
Electric Time Alarm.
448.712.
J. J. Gallagher, St. Louis,
448.711.

Electric

448.778.

N.

T. A.
Lighting.

Telegraph.
Electric

T.

Railway.

J.

445.779.
448,782.
Pa.
448,796.

Calendar.

Perpetual

A.

Edison,

Alenlo

Park,

Edison, Menio Park, N. J.
R. M. Hunter, rhiladclpltia.

A.

Hadlock,

Kalamazoo,

Mich.
Trolley

448,831.

for

Electric

Railways.

R.

Eickcmeyer,

Yonkers, N. Y.
Insulator for Electrical Conductors for Mines.
F. A. Pocock, Scranton, Pa.
Clamp for Electric Battery Zincs. J. II. Lcakin.
448,847.
Baltimore, Md.
E. P.
Electric Signaling Apparatus'for Railways.
448,8^6.
(..raff, New York. N. Y.
E. Thompson, Swampscotl Mass.
Electric Meter.
448,89.1.
driving Gear.
M. ConC.
Electric Street-ear
448,910.
radson, Madison. Wis,
Filaments for Incandescent
448,914. 448,915 and 448.916.
G. Erhvein. Berlin, Germany.
Electric Lam;)s.
V. *'•
Filament for Incandescent Electric LnmpH.
448,920.
A. Heller, Berlin, Germany.
W. S. Scales, Even r,,
448.999. 'Secondary Electric Clock.

448,838.

Mass.
rents.

440.002
rents,

of Measuring Altcrnaling Electric
O. B. Schallenberger, Rochester. N. Y.
.Meier for AIlcrnnlinK I'^leclric
O. B. Schallcnberiter, Rochester, N. Y.

Method

449.001.

and 449.003.

(

Cur-

ii
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Chicago Municipality Begins the Use of
Drainage Canal Power.
Siri't'l
till.'

till'

arc

linlit.

first

small

Chicasi) ix'ccivcd cinri'm fnnii

in

DraiiKigc C:mi:i1
of

service are as yet

arc

on

liie

Only a

I'oniparalivcly
^trcci-liKliling

.Avenue direci-cinrent plant on the South .Side are
now heing filled np. Besides, the city is hnilding

new

.ill

Rice and Lincoln .streets and the plant at Ilalsted
Harrison, have hec-n eqnipjied to utilize the
canal power.
The new Horatio N. May alternating-

and

in

power

tlic

plant

circuits. l)ut

enough

has already been accomplished to warrant the present outline aecointt t)f tlic pl:ins, which contemplate
the lighting of pr.ictically

the streets of the city

with current generated ;'t the new Lockporl plant
of the Sanitary District of Chicago.
The Drainage Canal, as readers of the Westerrt
Klcetrician Kn-uv. wa^; l>uilt ;it ereal expense as a

numerous sm.all transfonvier stations in v;irioiis lofrom which lighting circuits will be run.
To utilize the canal power required a considerable outlay by the city and much work by the
Department of Electricity. Transmission lines from
the Western Avenue sub-station to the several
power houses were built by the city. These arc

calities,

for

ihe

most

|)arl

undergrounil

Chicago.

which has

relief

to

the

OF DR.\IN.\GE CANAL POWER FOR CHICAGO STREET LIGHTING.
outlay, including conduit, three tunnels and cable,
of $2io,coo. The new apparatus and alterations
necessary in the power houses will require $114,464.
Thus $324,464 has been expended, not including the

had

was the result. This plant, with its hightransmission line and sub-station in Chicago, has been fully described in the Western Electrician.
The plant is modern in design and well
built,
generating three-phase, 6o-cycle, alternating
current at 6,600 volts, from which it is stepped up
present,

tension

transmission to the Chicago subWestern Avenue and the canal.
At the Western Avenue sub-station the current

to 44,000 volts for

station at

transformed to 12,000

volts.
The present article
with the plans of the Department of Elecof the City of Chicago for distributing this
12,000-volt current to various points of use throughwill deal
tricity

lighting system there are four
steam generating plants, three direct current and
one ahernating current. Two of these, the one at

transformer sub-stations which are to be built along
the

distribution

lines

until

the

of

capacity

the

about 4,000 kilowatts, is exhausted.
The only alternating-current city plant is the
new Horatio N. May station on the North Side.
From this plant, which is the largest of the*four

cables,

owned by
The plant

the

city,

2,821

arc

lights

are

operated.

has three 750-kilowatt engine units,
soon be used only for emergency. A
standard outfit of step-down transformers, with the
necessary switchboard and apparatus, is being installed to reduce the 12,000-volt current received

which

will

from the sub-station

to 6,600 volt\ for the arc-light

circuits.

One
is

the

feature of interest in the H. N. May plant
use to be made of the 750-kilowatt engine

Two of these will be kept in readiness to
operate the lights in that territory in case of accident to the canal power. The third unit, when
needed, will deliver its 6,600-volt current to transformers which will raise it to the line voltage of
12,000 volts. This arrangement has been planned
to help out any of the other three plants whenever
necessary.
In the three direct-current plants the new equipunits.

ment

is

identical in character.

plant and the

one

at

utilizing

The Halsted

Street

Rice and Lincoln streets are

the

canal

The

ijower

direct-current

many

arc-light

Three

steam engines, one for reserve,
drive a shaft extending the full length of the building to which the generators are belt-connected.
For tile new power two syncbror.ous motors have
circuits.

LTSE

the close of the year 1907 the project,
satisfactorily accomplished the purpose

for

current stations. The plant has 17
arc dynamos supplying current to as

of

At

out the city.
In the municipal

an

installed

-•onsisls of I, zoo-horsepower General ICIeclric syn.
chronons mollis, switchboards and high-tension apparatus, and exciters.
The accompanying illu-lrations give a front and
side view of the new switchboard in the Ilalsted
Street plant, which is the largest of the direct-

THE

The fine hydro-electric power plant at Lockport,
designed for an ultimate capacity of 40,000 horsepower and with 20,000 horsepower available at

is

represent

ecpiipnient

city

reached a cost of $56,616,014. As
the work neared completion the trustees of the
Sanitary District of Chicago, which is the official
body which built and controls the canal and its
property, began to see tiie possibility of power development afforded by the large flow of wateithrough the channel, and they at once began to
carr)- out the work.
intended,

and

nearly completed and are already in operation.

Oil Switches, Lightning Arresters, Rear of Switchtxiard
Halsted Street Power House,

Switchboard in Halsted Street Power House, witii E.xciter Sets for Synchronous
Motors in Foreground.

means of affording sanitary

•4

current plant on the North Side and the VVentworlli

.'.id.

lights

icjo8

for

livilrD-fU'Clrlc

time on Marcli

niinilKM-

4,

been installed

and Transformers in

Halsted Street plant, arranged
by friction clutches. -An accom-

in the

to drive the shaft

panying illustration shows the motor and clutch arrangement. This picture was taken in the Rice and
Lincoln Street plant, and is typical of all the others.
The motors take the full 12,000-volt current,
starting compensators giving one-half the impressed
voltage being used in starting. The starting compensators are

equipment

shown

to the left of the high-tension

view^ of the switchboard.
experienced at first in starting
and bringing the apparatus up to speed, but this
is
now accomplished satisfactorily by a unique
method wdiich has been termed by the city engineers "kicking up." The current is turned on and
the motors are got up to speed with no load. Then
the clutch is thrown on and allowed to remain for
This is rea few seconds, and again thrown off.
peated three or four times, when the shaft is also
np to full speed. The generators are then thrown
on one at a time.
The Rice and Lincoln plant contains eight generators belt-connected to a shaft. There are two
steam engines which are replaced by the 1,200-

Some

difficulty

horsepower
arc

in

lights

the

front

w-as

operated.

From this plant 1,2^
The R. A. Waller plant

now

being re-equipped, supplies

motor show-n.
arc

on the South Side,

current for 1.373 arc lights.
The switchboards, of w'hich

The

the

one

shown

is

are of the standard General Electric type.
exciters for the motors are show^n in front

typical,

;

'
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the switchboard. The back of the board and
exciter tiansformers are shown in the side
view. The high-tension apparatus, oil switches and
lightning arresters are located above.
Of considerable interest in the new canal power
of

the

lighting
stations

service

is

series

a

transformer

of

which are planned and being

sub-

built in vari-

ous parts of the city. One of these is completed
and the apparatus is being installed. It is located
in the rear of a city building on Emerald Avenue,

April

Transmission Lines.
High-tension transmission lines of great length
frequently develop faults of such a nature, as, for
e.xamplc, the development of a defective insulator,

current for 213. It is planned to add many thousands of arc lamps during the next few years and
do away with all gas and gasoline lamps. The
new work has been done in a thorough manner
and has been under the supervision of William
city

as

tile

Day

exercises

at

Thomas

ducing destructive

S.

effects.

At

the

same time

these

which usually take the form of the partial
grounding of one of the conductors at an insulator
faults,

are
full

may

frequently of such a nature as to require the
normal voltage of the line in order that they
be developed.
When such a fault has been

developed by this high potential a large current will
flow through an arc to ground.
Considerable study of the subject has led to the
invention of a simple method of locating such faults
by Lloyd C. Nicholson of Buffalo, N. Y., and the
means employed by him were recently patented in
this country.
This method, which has been employed by him extensively, will be illustrated and
described in connection with a three-phase transmission line in which tlje secondaries of the stepup transformers used at the generating station are
star-connected, the neutral point being connected
to ground.
The method, however, is applicable to

;

turing purposes.
of the developments which have been

put the Si'Stem out of commission until the
repaired.
It is of the utmost importance

is

ness in as short a time as possible and that any
test made for the purpose of locating the fault
should be conducted with rapidity and without pro-

Clarkson Memorial School of Technology, Potsdam,
N. Y., on March 14th, Cecil B. Smith of Toronto,
an engineer who has given much attention to
hydro-electric development, delivered the address.
He pointed out that the tTnited States has more
fully developed its watcrpowers than any other
country, largely through the diversity of its climate.
Canada's waterpowers come next in order, where
and next
400,000 horsepow^er has been developed
Mr. Smith had the pleasure
to that stands Italy.
of examining the waterpowers of Italy a few years
ago, and brought back the highest regard for the
He said that he came back to
Italian engineers.
Canada very much humbled, as it were, after seeing the wonderful progress that foreign engineers
had made in developing waterpowers for manufac-

Some

,

that the fault shall be located with reasonable close-

electrician.

Ciiarter

to

fault

Canadian Waterpower Development.
.\t

1908

Location of Faults on High-tension

a horsepower a year on a basis of an average use
of II hours a day. It operates 7,935 arc lights
from the four plants, rents 625 lamps and buys

Carroll,

4,

made

USE OF DRAINAGE CANAL POWER FOR CHICAGO
STREET LIGHTING. A TRANSFORMER SUB-STATION.
near Thirty- fourth Street, and

is

shown

in

an ac-

are now
being built, but for the future ones lots will be purchased and more pretentious buildings constructed.
The transformer sub-stations \yill each be

companying

picture.

Three of

type

this

11,500/
three 250-krlovolt-ampere,
single-phase transformers, together with
switchboard, regulators, etc. The primary will be

equipped

.with

4,250-volt,

connected in delta and the secondary
50-light

eight

in

circuits

the Y. The buildings are
forced concrete throughout.

of

The

city is

now prepared

from the Sanitary

District,

I

of

in

from

multiple

and

brick

to use 2,700

Bpr which

nsoqy usoo-y

Y, with
each leg
rein-

horsepower
it

pays $15

I

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORDEIVING LINE SHAFT

IN CHICAGO STREET-LIGHTING

POWER HOUSE, SHOWING FRICTION

CLUTCH.
arrangements and connections with some
changes.
This method involves the provision of apparatus by which the fault can be
rapidly located without a continued flow of a destructive current and without requiring adjustment
of the testing apparatus during the continuance of

Canada were described in an interesting manner.
Canada is a country stretching from ocean to ocean,
and to the North Pole. On the two seaboards
there is an abundance of coal. Nova Scotia and
Cape Breton supply the New England States, and

Other

in

minor

turn Pennsylvania supplies Ottawa. In the far
West, British Columbia supplies San Francisco
and all through the Canadian mountain ranges coal
Geologists
is to be found in enormous quantities.
have scarcely formed as yet any conception of the
natural resources of Canada. Unfortunately, however, between these two extremes and in the most
populous parts of Canada no coal is to be found.
Therefore, dependence must be placed upon shipments by rail of coal from distant points, whether
in the United States or Canada, for fuel, and for
heating and power purposes. It will easily be seen
that in the lower central and lake provinces every
effort should be put forth to make the most of
the natural resources there abounding, namely, the
almost unlimited waterpowers.
At the Long Sault, for instance, near Massena,
N. Y., there are developments projected something
Although Mr. Smith would
like 700,000 horsepower.
in

to say that a dam would ever be built
across the St. Lawrence River, nevertheless, to do
so would result in untold benefits to both Canada
and the United States. If it should be the case
that the International Conference gives permission
to place a dam across the Long Sault, thereby making it necessary for all the lake shipping vessels
on their way to the sea to go through canals, there
would be one of the greatest hydro-electric developments in the world at our doors, as great, in
fact, as Niagara Falls, because the respective governments have already limited the amount of water
to be taken out for power purposes at Niagara.

the test.

hesitate

Trinjiformcr ConnecItonA for so-liRhl Arc Circuits.
•

,v

I.CAIS'ACE

CANAL POWER

STREET LIGHTING,

FOR

CHICAGO

,

The conductors of the transmission system are
connected in a loop which contains the faulty conductor, and this loop is connected to one terminal
of a suitable source of power, which is indicated in
the diagram herewith as the usual power transformer of the generating station. The location of
the fault is determined by comparing the measurements of two measuring instruments so connected
as to indicate by their relative readings the relative impedances of the two branches of the loop
from the source of power to the fault. These two
instruments are in the present instance connected
respectively to the secondaries of two scries transformers whose primaries arc placed in the two
branches of the loop. By determining the fault in
accordance with the indications of these two instruments the fault may be located without the necessity of adjusting any apparatus during the progress
of the test, and the results can be arrived at almost
instantaneously, thus obviating the necessity of injuring the conductor by a continued arc at the
fault.

feature of this method involves the
of a sufficiently high voltage applied to
the fault to insure the development of the same
for the purpose of the test, and Ilic i)rovision of
.\

furt.her

(irovision

April 4,
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i</Jf<

advnnlaiie of requiring that the two rcadingi, hereafter referred lo, must he sinuiltaneously made.

reduce or limit the ciiitlmU in llic
reduce the destructive cfTecls of
the arc .and keep the power cousuuied duriuR the
lost within the capacity of the generalor and within
tliat

so

will

rnc.iiis

circuit

Ihe

as

lo

range of the measuring

iuslrunienls.

It

When

that

good

results

an impedance

the

station

olxerves

allendant

that

there

a faidt such as indicated on Ihe conductor (C)
and desires to locate that faull, he nives telephonic
instructions lo an attendant at the oilier end of- the
is

was

may

he ohiaiued hy providwith the source of power
and the loop and shunting this impedance with an
This enables one to raise the vollenclosed fuse.
avje of the circuit to a point at which the arc to
jiTonnd will develop while the enclosed fuse will
Iciunil

ing

263

transmission line lo disconnect the receiving npparalns from the line and connect the faulty conductor with one of the other conductors as by
switch (C).
The station allendant at the gencratiiiK eiid then mnnipulales such nf Ihe switches

in series

C?

I//"

alwayd

Ihiti

bciiiK i)roiKjrtion;il

the impedances of the
(hicior to the fault

of
it

(o (he ratio

far end

of the

between

faulty

con-

and the iinpedaiicc of the whole

L'pon this information
faulty conductor.
possible to employ a »>lniple chart which can

the
is

be used to readily locate the Ke^^Kraphical position
of any fault upon any lransmi«tfiion line whose electrical constants are known.
It is evident that the apparatus, as showu, is such
as

apply

to

same

the

principle

of

locating

faults

any one of ihc three conductors, and that cither or lx>tli of the conductors
may be combined with it to form a loop. Occasionally faults may develop between two of the
conductors. It is obvious that the metliod is equally
to a

fault

developed

in

applicable to locate a fault of this character.
It is possible to place an inductive impedance in

same position

the

r^

in

the circuit as the impedance

(inductive or non-inductive), but which shall
not be shunted by the fuse, and therefore he per-

(G)

'C

manently in the testing circuit. If this inductance
is of such value as to substantially ofifsct the condensance of the transmission line so that a sufhigh voltage may be applied to the fault
while the inductance is in circuit to develop that
fault, then it will not be necessary to employ a fuse
This is true, beor an equivalent for the fuse.
cause under these conditions, despite the presence
of the impedance, the fault will develop while such
impedance will limit the flow of current after the
It is, of course, well known
fault has developed.
that an inductance and a condensance in series
neutralize each other's effects partially or wholly
according to the relative values of the two.
ficiently

t'

An

Electrically

Heated Bath-robe.

A

novelty in the electric heating line is the invention of Burton R. Charles of Portland, Ore.,
wdio has just been granted a patent on what he calls
This garment is in
an electrothermal garment.

CIRCUITS FOR FAULT-LOCATING APPARATUS.
be burned by the current flowing after the arc has

been developed, thus throwing the impedance into
and permitting but a, relativelj^ small curThe same general
rent to pass through the circuit.
result may also be attained by employing, as the
impedance, an inductance of proper value to '.offset

circuit

condensance or capacity of th'e'; line, as herein-"
in which a*fu5e,-_'or its equivalent,
need not necessarily be employed.
In the diagram (A), indicates a three-phase generator which may be considered ,as representing one
the

or

more main generators of

ating"

station.

pririiaries

and

a.

high-tension gener-

(B)

(B') indicate, respectively, the
secondaries of step-up transformers

through, which the high-tension current is f ed ^^to
the .Irahsmission line comprising the conductors

(C)v

CG').. (C").

The

particular transforrriers illus-

while
their secondaries are star connected, the neutral
point (b) being normally connected to ground, as
indicated.
These transmission lines may be of
great length, the particular line upon which many
of these tests have been made being over lOO miles
trated^ liaVe>tKejr_prirn.?-ries_ delta connec^^^^

length.
At (c) is indicated a fault upon the
conductor (C) by a connection from that conductor to ground.
During the normal operation
of the system after such a fault develops it will
readily be noted at the power house, and the particular conductor in which it is, is known by the inin

measuring instruments. These are
not illustrated here nor their connections described,
as they are well known.
Switches (D), (D'), (D") are connected to the
conductors from the secondaries and are arranged
dications of the

as

indicated to connect the secondaries either with

main

with the conductor (d), or to
open the circuit from its secondary.
Switches
(E), (E'), (E") are arranged to connect, or disconnect any of the main conductors with the conductor (e) as indicated.
Between the conductors
(d) and (e) is an enclosed fuse (F) shunting an
impedance (G), which may be either a non-inductive or an inductive impedance, it being not
essential what character of impedance is emploj'ed.
(H), (H'), (H") indicate series transformers
whose primaries are connected in the main conductors. The secondaries of these transformers are
connected to electrical measuring instruments which
give a registration determinative of the currents
flowing in the respective conductors.
These instruments may be indicatii'ig, integrating or recording
instruments.
Except where the fault is of such a
character as to cause extremely rapid fluctuations
of the currents flowing, indicating instruments are
the

lines

or

sufficiently satisfactory-, althougli

they have the dis-

form of a bath-robe and

The outer

surface

is

made

is

lined

throughout.

of heat-retaining material

.

,

after explained,

the

(D), (D'), (E), (E'), as may be necessary to connect the faulty conductor to the- conductor which
has been connected at the other end, this being
effected by connecting these conductors to the conSwitch
ductor (e) by the switches (E). (E').
(D) is opened to disconnect conductor (C) from
the secondary of the power transformers, while
switch (D') is thrown to connect a secondary of
.

-

.

power "transformers with the conductors (d).
These' connections, in, this manner cause a circuit
to be established from. one of the secondaries of the
power 'transformers through the impedance (G)
and '.fuse (iF) in shunt therewith, then through the
conductor (e), and thence to the* fault through
parallel branches of the loop formed by the conductors (C), (C), switches (C^ and (C*) and
the

.

switches (E) and (E'), the circuit from the fault
being completed through the ground to the point
(b) of the power transformers.
The fuse is provided to enable a sufficient voltage to be applied at the fault to enable the arc to
develop thereat, even though the fault be only a
partial one, otherwise a substantial amount of current will be required in the conductors at the voltage necessary to cause the arc to develop because
of, the electrostatic capacity of the conductors, which
would require an increased voltage at the generating station, due to the fact that the impedance
(unless designed to have a suitably proportioned
high inductance) will, at the current required by
the conductors, absorb a great proportion of the
voltage.
On the other hand, the impedance has
been provided in order to redute or limit the current after the fault has developed to a safe and
desirable value.
sufficiently high voltage, therefore, is applied to the fault to develop an arc.
If
this is followed by a rush of current of a greater
value than that for which the fuse is designed, the
fuse will burn out and place the impedance in
This reduces the current to
series with the loop.
a desirable value and one that can be readily measured by the instruments (J), (J'), the transformer
(H") and instrument (J") not being in use at the
particular test assumed.
The currents indicated by these instruments are
inversely proportional to the impedance of the respective branches of the loop to the fault.
From

A

the

relative

the

and the lining is a mesh of elecThese wires are securely
fastened at their ends in one pocket, where they
connect with a cord and plug, by means of which
connection is made with a lamp socket or other
electrical outlet, or with a battery.
The attachment
plug and cord can be conveniently carried i^i the
and between
trically

pocket

this

heated

when

wires.

the electric heat

is

not desired;

when

these are so concealed the garment looks just like

an ordinary lounging robe or bath-robe. The other
pocket holds a snapswitch in circuit with the heating wires to enable the current to be conveniently
turned on or off. The material of the garment is
practically

fireproof to

case any of the W'ires

eliminate danger o£

fire

in

should be broken and the

ends come together again.

measurements the impedances of the

two branches of the loop may be readily calculated
since

ELECTRICALLY HEATED EATH-ROBE.

constants

of

the

are
know^n. It has been found in practice that the simplest and most accurate method of determining the
exact location is to divide the difference between
the readings of the two instruments in the two
electrical

branches of the loop by the

sum

circuit

of the

readings,

Under date of March 17th the Paris correspondent of the Western Electrician writes:
"The former prohibition of importing electric material into
Turkey has now been abolished, and there will be
an excellent

field for introducing^ apparatus in that
country, as in the large cities, such as Damascus,
Smy-rna, Mecca and others, the inhabitants are
quite in favor of using current.''
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Central Electric Railway Association.
The second bi-monthly meeting

of the Central
held in the Clay

Electric Railway Association was
pool Hotel. Indianapolis, on March 26th. The attendance was very g;ood over onc.htindred members
present represented 164 electric lines in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Kentucky.
W. S. Whitney, chairman of the committee on
traffic association, presented a report to the effect
that a permanent traffic association had been formed
and that A. L. Neeramer of Delaware, Ohio, had
been selected as permanent chairman for the Central
Electric Traffic Association, also to act as permanent secretary of the Central Electric Railway Association. The amount of $7,000 was determined
necessary to defray the expenses of salary, traveling, office expenses,, etc., for the year 1908, and
this amount is to be raised by a monthly tax on
each road according to the mileage. This report
was adopted.
The Interstate Commerce Commission at Washington is considering a method of bookkeeping
upon the electric railroads which is believed to be
impractical and impossible of carrying out. For
this reason every official of the electric lines in
Indiana and Ohio was requested to wire the Interstate Commerce Commission for more time to suggest revision and modification of the system proposed so as more nearly to coniply with the needs
of the electric lines.
In discussing this matter, A.
W. Brady, president of the Indiana Union Traction
Company, said one item of the commission's plan
would be sufficient to show its impracticability. The
plan requires the companies to show how much
current is. used for lighting cars, how much for
lighting stations, how much for turning the car
wheels, etc. This could only be guessed at, .said
;

-Mr.

of telephone subscribers all over the country has
of course increased the number and the character
of the questions of policy and practice, and the
American company is increasing its executive staff
by the addition of myself better to meet this de-

mand.
"I was superintendent of the Chicago Telephone
Company for about 10 years, up to 1888, and am
therefore familiar with the telephone work."
The change will be made on May 1st. .'\s vicepresident of the .'-Vmeric-'in Telephone and Telegraph

Company Mr. Sunny

will succeed

Thomas- Sherwin,

retired.

Sunny. Mr. James W. Johnson
Chicago office of the GenFor several years Mr. Johnson has been assistant manager of the office, and he
is exceptionally
well qualified in ability and experience to discharge the new responsibilities which
are about to be bestowed upon him.
It is a great gratification to Mr. Sunny's western
friends that he will probably continue to reside in
Chicago
Succeeding' Mr.

will be manager of the
eral Electric Company.

Promotion

of Safety

on Railroads.

An

administrative ruling and opinion on the act
intended to promote the safety of employes and
travelers on railroads by limiting the hours of
service thereon has been issued by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, which has power to enforce the provisions.
It is noted that the act does
not specify the classes of employes that are sub
All employes engaged in or conject to its terms.
r.ected with the movement of any brain are within

April

Show

Electrical

4,

igo8

at the University of

Illinois.

The

.second electrical .-liow gi\-en

the students

1)\-

and railway engineering in
the University of Illinois, at Urbana, 111., was held
on March 26th to 28th. The show was successful
to a degree, and the management and faculty are
electrical engineering

in

well

with

pleased

of attendance,

the
the

in

achieved.

results

In

and

interest aroused,

point
in

the

opportunities

afforded the students to try their
hand at doing something, practical, the show proved
its

value.

compared

.''ls

with last year's exhibition, the
year was both larger and more elabmore floor space was covered, more
and the schemes of decoration and

affair of this

Much

orate.

power used,
lighting were more extensive.

The

entire electrical

enginereing laboratory of the university was given
over to the exhibition, and the power plant was
taxed to its capacity to supply the necessary "juice."
An attractive scheme of booth construction was
followed out, and the lighting was so planned as
to
illuminate tbe exhibits without glare or unpleasant intensity at any one point. The main floor
of the laboratory was taken up by booths housing
the smaller exhibits, while the basement and the
upper floor were used for special features requiring

much room for the booths. The electric and
d\namometer test cars belonging to the university
W'Cre placed on a siding at the rear of the building.
too

Brady.

The

first paper on the programme was read by
.'\dam Cole of Davton. Ohio, on "Standardization
of Trolley Wheel. Harp and Pole." H. D. Murdock of the Indianapolis and Louisville Traction
Company described the 1.200-volt. direct-current
system used on that road. jNIr. Murdock said that
up to date the alternating-current motor has "refused" to be as good a motor as the direct-current,
and for that reason the latter is still a favorite.
.\
remarkable development in the direct-current
railway motor has recently taken place: the application of the commutin,^' pole principle has alread\'
doubled the usual voltage, and the end is not yet
This improvement in voltage capacity is a gi-eat
advance in the art, when the fact is considered that
the voltage of railway motors has been raised onlv
150 volts in 20 years. The speaker concluded by
saying that the application 'of 1.200 volts direct current to electric traction has placed in the hands
of the electrical engineer another system to select
from, which should enable him to solve some of
the perplexing problems in electric traction more
economically than heretofore.
he next paper on the programme was read by
.\. C. Vau Clain of Philadelphia, on "Electric Motor and Trailer Trucks.
Mr. Vau Clain illustrated
his paper with lantern slides, showing and describing the development that has been brought
about
the last few years in order to secure a
satisfactory motor truck for electric cars.
President F. D. Carpenter said that it was particularly fortunate that W. D. Deppe of Nova
Scotia was present and would read a paper 011
electric-railway development.
Mr. Dcppe "said the
real needs were more liberal rather than drastic
legislation in the interest of electric railways.
The convention adjourned to take a car at five
o'clock for a trip over the Indianapolis and Louisville Traction Company's line, on the invitation of
A. A. Anderson, general superintendent. The next
meeting will be held on the fourth Thursday in
May. probably at Toledo. Ohio.
_

1

'

m

B.

E.

Sunny Becomes Vice-president
Telephone Interests.

of the Bell
Bernard

E.

Sunny

vice-president of the

r,;
Chicago has
General Electric

resigned

as

Company

to

become vice-president of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company. Mr. Sunny is one of the
best known and best iiked electrical men of the
West, and the announcement of this change will be
rtccived with the greatest interest.
Here is Mr.
Sunny's own statement, dated March 31st:
"I have resigned my position with the General
Electric Company as one of its vice-presidents, but
will continue for an indefinite period to be con-

nected with its afifairs, although not actively.
"I have accepted the appointment as one of the
vice-presidents of the ."Vmerican Telephone and
Telegraph Company of Mew York.
The American company has a large owncrsiiip
in Bell telephone plants in the United States, a
considerable portion of which is in the West. These
companies have all had a rapid and continuous
Krowth, and llic sure indications arc that they will

continue to grow indefinitely.
"In three years the number of telephone stations
of the Bell system in the United Sl;^tes has increased from 2,000,000 10 3,900,000, and there is
now a Bell telephone station to every 22 of population.

"I he rapid and continuous growth

in

the

number

GENERAL VIEW OF MAIN EXHIBIT AT UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS ELECTRICAL SHOW.
scope.
Train dispatchers, conductors, engineers,
telegraphers,
firemen,
brakemen, train b:iggagemen, who, by rules of carriers, are required to
perform any duty in connection with the movement
of trains, yardmen, switch tenders, tower men.
lilock-signal operators, etc., come within the pro-

and

visions of the statute.
The proviso in section 2 covers every employe
who, by the use of the telegraph or telephone,
handles orders pertaining to or affecting train
movements.
In order to preserve the obvious inlent of the law this provision must be construed
to include all employes who, by the use of an
electrical current, handle train orders, or signals
which control movements of trains.
The prime purpose of this law is to secure additional safety by preventing employes from working longer hours than those specified in the act.
Therefore a telegraph or telephone operator who
is employed in_^a night and day office may not be
required to pe'rform duty in any capacity or of
any kind beyond nine hours of tot.'d service in
any 24-hour period.
The commission interprets the phrase "continuously operated night and day" as applying to all
offices, places and stations operated during a portion of the day and a portion of the night, a total
The phrase "operated
of more than 13 hours.
only during the daytime" refers to stations which
are operated not to exceed 13 hours in a 24-liour
I>eriod, and is not considered as meaning that the
^iperator thereat may be employed only during the

nical

its

daytime.

The act provides that operators employed at
night and day stations or at daytime stations may.
in case of emergency, be required to work four
additional hours on not exceeding three days in
any week.
Manifestly. Ihe emergency must be
real
and one ag.'iinst which the carrier cannot
Kuard.

were

visitors

conducted

through

these

after

leaving the laboratory.

Situated at a distance from any large center, as
the

show was,

to plan

training

affairs,

interest.

the

management found

the exhibits so that not only

and

those

interested

necessary

it

men

of tech-

in

electrical

but also laymen, should find features of
Accordingly two distinct classes of ex-

hibits were arranged for, those enibo<lying recent
advances in the applications of electricity, and those
for the entertainment and amusement of non-technical visitors.
Among the more noteworthy of those
belonging to the first class, were the wireless telegraph, the high-frequency demonstration, the Thordarson transformer, the singing arc, electric welding, the recording apparatus on the two test cars,
the electric safe drilling, and the static and hightension phenomena, shown by the physics depart-

ment of the

university.

.'\mong the exhibits designed to instruct as well
as amuse may be mentioned the miniature electric
railway, the sub-station
c(iuipment, ihe artificial
lightning, the
tric

comparison of various forms of

illuminating

appliances,

the

nnxlel

elec-

gasoline-

electric isolated plant, Bell and automatic telephone
exchanges, the military telegraph conducted by members of the Signal Corps of the LIniversily. the
museum of old forms of electrical machinery, and
the demonstration of electric cooking carried on
by imivrsity girls in the Household Science De-

partment.

Those pxhibils which may
ing

(jr

lie called purely amuspurely entertaining were the electric fountain,

tbe electric telescope,
^i-riwth

by

electricity,

I

hi.'

the

electric
fre.'ik

incubators,
rrMun,

plant

known

as

)

April
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'IliuiisniKl

;i

"pcTiKtual-inolion" niacliinc,
ck'partnunt moved
lirltillni:

and

Sctis:iliciiis,"

Tlic university's

llir

bliie-

cnmpU'le arc-liglit
into llii; lalioratorv and niarle souliiiiilinK outfit
venir liluf-prints, and "sliadnwuiaph" postals were
niaik' "while yon wait" in anollur boolli.

work of

riie

as

little

as

way

with rcftard
sorts,
A constant
cial (letarhmcnt of

only

lions

A

part, of

the

to

p:ilrol

wan

inaintaincil

int-n .issiKUc'l

of each

li^btinK

of

nicuureii

inierftcncy

all

by a spealone

to ihat duty

room and

and stairway HkIus were carried

itn

hall

all

a sturaKe bat-

of preparation was done outside,

laying out of the circuits and the care with which

possible

room and laboratory work
plished in the

chargcd before the swilcliinK on of the bnipm, am!

accom-

all

In order that

iheir charge.

fere

show was done cnexhihits were also in
the show should inter-

tlic

Extinguishers were liberally supi>licd, and all thoic
taking part in llu* show were j{ivcn careful instruc-

so that in case of an accident on any circuit
power could be cut olT inunediately and still
there would be no cau.se for panic.
As a result of the good judgment shown in the

and

students,

by

tiioly

installiii'^

a

^5

with
all

the

regular

that could be

class-

tery,

the

wiring

:^ll

was

done,

rather

when

remarkable

reported

inspectors

(he

crosses of any kind and

no blown

fuses.

no

This

is

considered that the
•ictual
work was tlom nio.stly hy underclassmen
with no training in handling of electric circuits,
and that the time was so short as U> require the
it

is

utmost haste.
success of the show may be attributed largely
the plan of organization adopted.
By the creation of distinct departments with clearly defined

The

',0

the managenicnl was able to distribute the
work among several responsible heads. The active
management of the exhibition was in the hands of
a com m it tec of
h ree. com posed o f F. L. Cook.
general manager; G. E. Jaquet, installing engineer,
and B. M. Beach, trea.surer. Of course, the general supervision was in the hands of the faculty
and more particularly lodged in Mr. Morgan Brooks,
duties,

I

KI.KCTKirAL BL'n-DlXO, UNIN-ERSITV OF ILLINOIS,

WHERE SHOW WAS
and

HELD.

Governing Device for a Turbo-generator and Storage-battery

work of installation begun.
The booths u^ere built up and assembled from

actual

>,ctions

convenient

to

handle,

while

lights

the time

when

the floor should be free.

From

men were then put at work setting up
and assembling machinery, and in the four
days' time during which the men attended classes
as usual, the show was made ready for the opening

The governing
a

ors

line

.^11

circuits

were

carefull}-

members

inspected by

and

wiring
according to the Underwriters'
rules.
Lack of time was a great handicap, and
the fact that men could work only between classes
made the sup-^rvision much more difficult. As soon
as the show was closed on Saturday night the work
of dismantling was begun, and before midnight the
natural order of things had been restored' to such
an e.\tent that regular laboratory work was resumed Monday afternoon without the necessity of
Sunday work.
Besides the regular paid advertisements and daily
news "stories" in the local papers, several novei

was

done

all

strictly

Ik
1^

^^^^im

w-

,'S'-^i^^K

^ f^rj^i^^^

1

mm,
'

J*.-.

RADIO-TELEGRAPH EXHIBIT AND ONE OF THE
SWITCHBOARDS AT UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
ELECTRICAL SHOW.
schemes were adopted to draw public attention to
Men were sent out along the interurban
roads with advertising matter, and people were

the show.

management and the progress being made. A sjpecial paper
was published and sold in town and on the university campus, which undertook to set forth, in
an attractive manner, the full particulars of each
exhibit.
A powerful searchlight operated from the
top of University Hall attracted a good deal of
thus kept informed as to the plans of the

attention, while the lighting of the stately librarj'
tower drew favorable comment from evening pedesDuring- the show a huge
trians on the campus.

30 feet in length, mounted on the
seemed to be making ineffectual
attempts to cHmb skyward.
Every precaution was taken to, insure the safety
electric serpentine

military

flagstaff,

the visiting public.
Special fire-escapes were
erected at convenient points to minimize the danger
of crowded stairwavs in case of an alarm of fire.
of

(I) an<l which acts in
he bame
This core carries also a
the first.
catch-head (p) arranged to operate in conjunction
with two opposite catcli-pawls (q) (q'), made in
one piece after the manner of an escapement catch
and arranged to turn on a pivot, a spring (x) acting npfm this double catch. The latter is also under
releasing electromagnet
(r),
the influence of a
which has its coil arranged in the lamp circuity in
series with the solenoid (t>.
This arrangement operates in the following manner: Assuming that the cut-off valve is opened,
the switch (h) is closed and the lamp circuit is
opened, the battery will be charged preferably, as
fnot
is
usual,
with a compensating resistance
shown) connected in circuit therewith. By this
means the controlling solenoid (o) is inlluenced in
such a way that at a certain potential which corresponds to that of the full load of the batter}', the
core (n) is drawn in and the cut-out or secondary switch (i) is opened. The shunt circuit (j) is
thus broken so that the valve is closed under the
action of the spring (k) and the main switch (h)
is
opened, the battery In ing thus charged and the
iurbine thrown out of action.
If now the separate lamps arc switched on after
the charging of the battery and the throwing out of
ligliting

direction

circuit

I

as

of a lurbo-gcnerator

set

presents

more or less success. .-V device in this
has been recently devised by Max Grob of
Winterthur, Switzerland, and it was patented in
this country a few weelis ago.
This governing device is said to be applicable' to either a hydraulic,
steam or gas turbinu mechanically comicctcd with

40 to 80

uf the faculty as soon as completed,

all

problem thai has been attacked by many invent-

e.xhibits

night.

liotli

when

Installation.

were

-Irung on wires, and exhibits prepared in readiness
lur

professor of electrical engineering.

the

few days before the opening was the

a

onl\'

cases the turbine is set in action again
the lamps have been cut out.
'I'u
this end the automatic controlling device for tli-'
secondary switch (i> h related with the eleciricligltting circuit, the lamps of which arc provided
separate switches.
The movable contactwith
maker of the swiich (i) is nieehanically connected
with the movable core (u) of a solenoid (o) ar
ranged in a shunt circuit upon the battery and surrounded by an auxiliary solenoid (t> located in the
that in

a

with

generator

used

for

charging a

storage

battery

from which the lighting or other circuits run.
According to this invention a movable part of
an electromagnetic device, for instance of a solenoid arranged in an electric circuit, is connected
mechanically on the one hand with a throitlc or
cut-off for controlling the flow of the driving fluid
to

the

swiich

and

turbine

serving

to

the storage battery

the electromagnet

on

the

other

hand

with

a

make the connection between
and dynamo: consequently when

energized the controlling mean-;
for the turbine is simultaneously opened or closed
while the switch for closing and breaking the connection between the dynamo and battery is operated.
The accompanying diagram illustrates the
general principles of the arrangement.
In this diagram (a) indicates a dynamo mechanically couplea with a turbine (b) and arranged In
circuit with a storage battery (c)
(d) is a solenoid,- the movable core
(e) of which is mechanically connected on \he one hand with the cut-off
valve (f) in the supply nozzle (g) for the turbine,
and on the other hand with the bridge piece (h)
of a main switch for breaking and closing the elecThe winding of this
tric circuit above mentioned.
electromagnet is arranged in a shunt circuit (j)
across the terminals of the battery (c), this shunt
containing a cuit-out or secondary swiich (i)
(k)
is
a spring which, when no current is flowing
through the solenoid, causes the switch (h) to be
opened and at the same time closes the cut-oft'
valve (f) of the turbine.
With the parts in the position shown, if the cutout switch (i) in the shunt circuit (j) is automatically closed by means of a device hereinafter
referred to. current flows from the charged battery
through the winding of the electromagnet (d)
whereby this latter is energized and the valve (f
opened while simultaneously the switch (h) is
is
closed.
The consequence of this is that the turbine
is set in action by the driving fluid allowed to pass
through the open nozzle and at the same time, in
consequence of the closing of the switch fh), the
electric connection between the dynamo and the batThe dynamo is then in a position
tery is closed.
to supplj' current to the battery to an extent
corresponding to the power of the turbine, and as
long as the switch (i) is closed. When this switch
is
opened the spring (k) opens the switch (h).
thus cutting off ihe battery from the dynamo and
simultaneously closing the valve, thereby cutting off
the supply of working fluid from the turbine.
The plant as represented in the diagram serves
for supplying an electric-lighting circuit (1). and
the arrangement hereby is such that, when single
lamps are switched on, the turbine is stopped even
fully charged, or that
if the battery has not been
the turbine remains out of action if it was already
idle, owing to the battery having been completely
is

;

;

OOVERA'IXO DEVICE FOR A TURBO-r.ENF,RAT<iR AND
STORAGE BATTERY.
of the iurbine, the compensating resistance
above referred to being cut off, the lighting current
flows through the releasing solenoid (r). the consequence of which is that the pawl (q) is released
from the catch-head (p^ and the core (n) is released so that it can fall under its own weight
until it is stopped by the pawl
(qO, which is
brought into position to engage its catch-head.
When all the lamps are switched off the current
ceases to flow through the solenoid (r) so that the
pawls can move back nnder the tension of the
spring (x) into the position shown, whereby the
catch^head and the core are completely freed, allowing the cut-out switch (i) to close. Thus the
electromagnet (d) is energized, the cut-off valve
for the turbine is opened and simultaneously the
switch (h) is closed for connecting the battery to
action

dynamo.
lamps are switched in while the battery is
being loaded the magnetic actions of the two solenoids (o) and (t) are added together so that the
the

If

(n) is drawn up, the circuit
magnet coil (d) is broken and
thrown out of action. The core is
by means of the pawl (q^) engaging

core

of the electrothe turbine is

then held fast
with the catchenergized), and
in this position until all the
the
lamps are switched off. whereupon the core is released in consequence of the de-energizing of solenoid (r), and the switch (i) is closed so that the
valve for the turbine is opened and the swdtch
(h) is closed to connect the baitery with the dy-

head

(the solenoid
parts continue

(r)

being

still

namo.
separate lamp circuits are simultaneand if the batter\' charged by the
dynamo has reached its full-load potential the core
may be raised again by the action of the solenoid
(o) so that its head may be engaged by the pawl
(q), which is then hanging free.
The inventor has worked out a number of modifications of this control system which differ only
in details, the main principle being as here deIf

ously

all

the

opened

scribed.

With

the

proceeds

from

the.

sale

of

$300,000

bonds the Hattiesburg Traction Company of Hattiesburg, Miss., will build a power plant to provide
for the operation of the street-railway system. The
plant,

have

for

which

sufficient

plans

capacity'

have
to

been prepared, will
the entire city.

light
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comprehensive
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Moreover, he had the admirable

reposing complete trust in his subordinates, once they

He seldom made

changes in the

up an organization, with various departments,
in hand,

task.

Electrician Publishing

He

rarely interfered in the details of their work.

staff,

to

built

do the work

and then looked to that organization to produce the

paper and to attend to

the various ramifications of

all

its

busi-

ness.
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,

,
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in

with no liking for
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of

liiiotor
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Ga., at 3 p.

m.

oil

priiicipiil

Coinpany of

Piiblisliing

piipcr,

pro-

for

prcsidtnl

:m(l

IClcclrici.'cn,

owner of the
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Dealli

of

skill

physicians

could

suggest,

he

passed

away on the following day. The body was brought
to Chicago on March 29th.
The funeral took place froni Mr. Kreidler's Lake
BhifT residence at 2:30 p. m. on Monday, March
Lake Bluff is 30 miles from the center of
30th.
Chicago, and the large attendance of electrical

men

and other friends, which taxed the capacity of the
to the utmost,

lionse

was

a

tine tribute to the

es-

which Mr. Kreidler was held. The floral
remembrances were numerous and very beautiful. A
short but impressive service was conducted by Rev.
J. H. Edwards, rector of the Church of Our Sateem

in

assisted by Rev. A. G. Richards, rector of
Church of the Holy Spirit in Lake Forest.
There was singing of the hymns "Lead, Kindly
Light" and "Angels Ever Bright and Fair" by a
boy singer from a North Side church. The burial
was in Lake Forest Cemetery, and a long line of
viour,

the

wound through the picturesque scenery
between the two North Shore suburbs.
The list of honorary bearers includes the names
carriages

of

many men prbminent

in

Chicago.

Bion

It is

in business

Arnold.

J.

A:

Francis B. Badt.
Foree Bain.
Enos M. Barton.
B.

F.

and

social life

as follows
S.

enterprising

without

L.

Cushing.
A. Ferguson.

A. H. Rcece.
H. A. Ritter.
Louis Spohn.
B. E. Sunny.
A. Vanderkloot.
F. A. Waidner.

C.

A. Flanders.

Prof. F.

M.

W.
F.
F.

P.
F.

W.
W.

Carroll.

Cochran.
Cornish.

i

MR.

KREIDLER

.\T

THE ACE OF THIRTY-EIGHT.

died in 1905 at the age of 76, was himself a
native of New York state and lived all his life prac-

Steuben County, where he was a prosperraiser, well known and highly
respected.
His mother, equally esteemed, survives.
The oldest son of these parents, William, was edutically

in

ous farmer and stock

cated at Rogersville LInion Seni:nary, South Dansville

;

Dansville Seminary. Dansville, and at the Uni-

where he was a member of
and also of the Delta Kappa Ep-

versity of Rochester,

the class of

'84,

silon fraternity.

be at the work of making his way in
young Kreidler did not finish h's college
course, but in 1882 removed to Chicago and entered
the employment of the Western Electric Company
in the office of Mr. Enos M. Barton, then as now

Eager

to

the world,

He remained here over
president of the company.
two years, but even in college he was interested in
journalistic pursuits, and he left his first employment to establish the Chicago office of an eastern
This was congenial work, for
electrical journal.
which he was well adapted, and he was successful
it.

editor and

re-

—

Twenty Years in Retrospect," in the TwenAnniversary Number of September 28, 1907,
and on the present sad occasion, so near that one
of triumph, the story need not be retold.
The
readers of the Western Electrician, never .so numerous as at present, are themselves the best
judges of what Mr. Kreidler brought to pass.
While Mr. Kreidler always gave the greater part
of his time to the

came

Western Electrician, he also beinterested in outside business ventures, as has

been stated,

and

in

these

he

was generally suc-

He erected the apartment building known
as The Belden, and here, at 255 Belden Avenue,
he made his home for a number of years. He had
a country house in Lake Bluff and spent much of
his time there.
He was a home man and a cleancessful.

minded man. He was a true, devoted husband, a
good son, a good brother. He was fond of hi.?
friends and his books and fond of animals.
But
he was also a member of several clubs and societies.
He was one of the organizers of the old
Chicago Electric Club and was for several years its
secretary.
He was a member of the Union League
Club, Exmoor Country Club, Northwestern Alumni
Association of the D. K. E., National Geographic.
Society. Chicago Academy of Sciences and an associate of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
His business ability was of a high order,
but he was also a student of literature and of the
natural sciences. He possessed some inventive abil-

years.

lately taken, this

In lieu of a
pleasing,

if

—

it

William

Ainsley Kreidler was born in South
N. Y., August 20, 1858. He was the son
of Peter and Ellen (Allen) Kreidler.
His father,

more ripened

portrait,

somew^hat unconventional, picture is given.
A man of generous impulses, loyal to his friends,
vigorous in intellect, sound in counsel, leading a
clean, upright, honorable life, with a large measure
of honestly won success such a man has passed
away in William A. Kreidler.
Every man and
woman employed on the Western Electrician feels

did last year.

Dansville,

paper

tieth

more formal

in

and was

twentieth anniversary, as

the

The

—

domestic in his tastes), was the paper he
founded and conducted until it became one of the
its

of

size.

associated with him.
The career
of the paper has been honorable and successful. It
was detailed in the article "The Western Elec-

the benignity of

very

enabled to celebrate

The work

—

family and friends (for he was

leading technical journals of the country,

assistance.

though the subject of the picture was a man of
forceful personality.
The lower picture an easy,
informal "snapshot," taken near his Lake Bluff
home last year is an excellent likeness and shows

doing so he was successful also in a
business sense, and as time passed on he became
interested in outside commercial ventures of a nonhis heart, after his

was

intro-

he was a man who did not court publicity.
The
upper one on this page was taken in 1896, and the
expression is perhaps a trifle too aggressive, al-

In

place

it

and one or more patents have been taken out
name.
Mr. Kreidler was married in 1893 to Miss Netta
Ophelia Preston, who survives him. Mrs. Kreidler
was a true helpmate to her husband, who found in
her not only a tender companion but one whose
judgment he valued in the larger affairs of life.
The other surviving relatives are Mrs. Ellen R.
Kreidler (mother), Allen S. and Woolsey Lynn
Kreidler (brothers), and iMrs. Grace B. Carney
(sister), all of Olean, N. Y.
Few portraits were taken of Mr. Kreidler, for

M. Woodruff.

first

news;

ity,

—

always the

electrical

intelit

in his

Mr. Kreidler's life W'ork was the establishment
and direction oi the Western Electrician a work
which will live after him and be his greatest monu-

but

eolleclin);

in

pros-

to

trician

who

:

character,

It

and

men who were

The active bearers Were eight members of the
Western Electrician staff
C. W. Forbrich, Frank
L. Perry, William E. Keily, E. R. Ford, J. D.
Downer, W. F. Forbrich and N. F. Obright of
Chicago and Elmer E. Wood of New York.

electrical

alert

of the Western Electrician was not a
spend his time on routine work, and he
surrounded himself with capable men in the various
departments and trusted them. But through it all
W. A, Kreidler was the guiding spirit, the master
mind. He made the paper what it is, and no one
can recognize that fact more unerringly than the

man

T. P. Gaylord.

ment.

was

It

first.

publisher

Francis W. Parker.
Thomas Rankin.

Bremner,

Charles A, Brown.
T. R, Butman.

'Ihc paper

life,

as a weekly.

quired a staff of considerable

Mr. Kreidler saw that there was an opportunity

Hood.
J.
Samuel Insull.
James McCrae.

start

tiis

duced new features in technical journalism; it was
handsomely printed and illustrated; it rose to important occasions when such occasions presented
themselves.
Subscribers and advertisers soon came
to have confidence in it and gave it their support.
All this was not accomplished by Mr. Kreidler

at

Hibbard.

D.

issued

and chief owner

the conductor

ligent in chronicling (he progress of llic art;

!

the

He remained

from the
pered almost from the
v(ns

lass

West, and in J887
ex.icl— he luunded the Western Elec-

l)c

of this journal (or the rest of

illness.

was due to an attack of apoplexy, and the
stricken man was unconscious for 32 hours precedMr. Krcidler, with Mrs. Kreidler,
ing dissolution.
had been spending some time in the South, wliere
In
he went last January for rest and recreation.
.Vugust-i he played golf almost daily and sought a
But the climate proved
release from Inisiness cares.
enervating to him, and he did not enjoy his holiday
His death was, however, entirely
as he had hoped.
muxpected and a great shock. On the very clay
of the receipt of the telegram announcing his dangerous illness a note was received in the Western
Electrician office, dated March 23d, and written in
own hand, announcing his return the next
his
in a different
week. This was propheiic, but alas
On March
sense than the writer had intended.
25th on arising from bed Mr. Kreidler was stricken
with the fatal seizure, and although everything was
done for him that the love of a devoted wife and

It,

electrical journal In the

July 2d, to

died at Augusta,

Marcli 26th, after a brief

an

rriiirch

a

MR. KREIDLER AT FORTY-NI.NE. (PICTURE TAKEN
NEAR HIS HOME IN LAKE BLUFF, ILL.)

sense of sadness, of personal loss at his

death,

and wishes to extend to the immediate family such
poor comfort as w'ords can give.

:
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THE INSTALLATION, LABORATORY TESTING AND

The Meter
Capacity of the Mclcr.

I.

Installation.

—The

motors, except that the meters installed should have
a capacity 25 to 50 per cent, greater than the
nominal horsepower of the motors. In some of
the larger installations of this character the maximum and minimum load used is determined, and
the meter most suitable to the requirements is
then installed on polyphase light and power circuits.
Many companies install a single polyphase meter,
rather than two single-phase meters.

appropriate capacity

of meter to install on any given load is determined
by the character as well as the size of the load:
and the life of the jewel bearing-, and of the com-

mutator and brushes

in

direct-current meters,' and

accuracy of registration that may
be maintained bj'- the meter, depend upon the care
with which these factors art estimated. If poor
judgment is shown in estimating the actual and
general

in

the

prospective conditions under which the meter is to
operate, the loss of revenue from inaccuracy, and

expense of repeated special
aggregate a considerable amount.
the

It

is

the general practice to consider

each

large

separately.

The

requirements
installation

be

a

inspections,

of

and

variable;

the

or special

may

the meter
consumer's

size of the load may
character of the load is

affected by the nature of the customer's business
and the hours during which it is conducted, summer and winter, or, if the installation is at a
residence, the scale on which the customer Jives;
by the probable frequency and amount of a maxi-

mum

demand

greatly

exceeding

his

average

de-

mand, and by the size and nature of his light load.
These things are all factors in the proposition. In
some companies, data of this kind are collected by
connecting
certain

to

period,

the
a

consumer's

installation,

maximum-demand

indicator

for

a

or a

recording wattmeter of the Bristol type.
The greater part of the lighting load of a city
central-station S3'stem is distributed among consumers' loads of a few general types, and these
are usually metered in accordance with the character of each, as follows

In very large installations, such as factories and
department stores, it is considered advisable by
many companies to install a number of small meeach controlling the supply of a separate decosts and
partment
for
while the investment
potential losses of several small meters are greater
than for one or two large meters, the liability of
losses due to under-registration on light load, or
to the meters becoming inoperative by reason of
defects that may develop, is very largely reduced.
Furthermore, the small meters can be tested more
easily; and the cause of any abnormal fluctuations
in the bills can more readilv be located, and remeters,

;

died.

In theaters, churches and halls it m sometimes
impossible to install a meter that will accurately
measure the maximum load, consisting of the entire installation of lamps, and yet start on
the
low minimum load consisting of the small percentage of lamps that are in use during the day
and while the building is being cleaned. To endeavor to measure a light load so out of proportion to the full load with a meter of large enough
capacity to register accurately the full load would
be inadvisable: so here again losses may be reduced
by using two or more meters on separate circuits.
In those small stores, saloons, etc., where all of
the lamps connected arc usually burned at one time,
a meter may be installed having a capacity about
equal to the connected load.
However, in a 40-light
installation of this character, where all the lamps
arc burned for only an hour or two each evening.
and during the remainder of the time only a very
few lamps ("night lights") are used, it would be
considered preferable to install a 15-ampcrc, twowire meter rather than a 25-amperc. two-wire
meter. For such installations the liability of loss
due to overload in the one case must be balanced
against the liability of loss on light load in the
other, and the capacity of the meter selected accordingly.
In residences the experience of many companies
has shown that seldom more than 50 per cent, of
the lamps installed arc U5cd at any one time, and
usually only 25 to 33^ per cent, 'it is. therefore,
the practice to install meters of capacities of 50
per cent, or less of the connected load. The fact
that occasionally, during social gatherings, etc.. the
meter must withstand a large overload, with corresponding los^i of accuracy during the overload.
more than compcnsalcd for by the greater aci<;
curacy obtained on the light loads, especially as
the overloads arc generally infrcfjucnt. and of short
duration.
For electric signs and other constant loads a
meter of capacity equal lo the load, or preferably
about 20 per cent, greater, may he installed. This
practice should also be followed for motor circuits,
and particularly for alternating-current and elevator

NoTR.— TTjift lerial article in an advanc*- publication of a por(ion of a fonbcominz book by Mr. Baker on tbe aeneral nubjoci
of "Eleciric Meiers."
Il
will be iinderilood tbat (he present
%erial refers to watt-hour meter* uied on cu^tomeri' premiftflfi.

Baker.

B.

Part

All contacts should be firm and
good, to avoid
future trouble or error from local
resistance
The importance of setting up meter binding
post.
sufficiently tight is perhaps
not realized by manv
meter men. Vibration and corrosion
have often developed a high resistance at poor

binding-post contacts, resulting in local
heating which chars the
bushings and' support of the binding
posts and may
even set fire to the insulation
of the wire.

This discussion of the different types of variable
loads usually found in city central-station systems
may be summarized in the following recommendations

:

Separate meters for light and power circuits.
2. Separate meters for incandescent and incandescent arc lighting, where the combined load requires
a meter larger than one that will start safely on
a single i6-candlepower lamp.
3. Separate meters for signs,
photographic arcs,
battery-charging sets, or other constant or definite
loads which are large enough to warrant the investment in an additional meter.
4. It is advisable to under-meter connected variable loads by 3 margin greater or smaller, according
to local conditions
a conclusion which is confirmed
by the practice of most lighting companies.
1.

—

An intelligent study of each installation will generally indicate a way of metering that will insure
registration of the minimum load, without risk of
overloads dangerous to the meters on the one hand,
and. on the other hand, without installing so many
separate meters as to entail an unduly large in-

vestment of capital.
Experience has unquestionably shown th.^.t 't i
never advisable to install a meter of greater capacity than is necessary to register accurately and
economically the average full load.
^

[To be continued.^

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Load Factor

ments of the metering service.
As the meter registers the income of the company, and the meter board is in many cases a distributing point where fuses and switches are loit

and the consumer
which is entirely

The

common

to the

is

company

to secure a location for the

meter

suitable.

location

ideal

interest of the

is

one that

is

perfectly

free

from vibration, perfectly dry. and well lighted by
daylight, away from proximity to gas, water and
steam pipes, which are liable to cause trouble by
variations of temperature, leaks and precipitation
of moisture; reasonably free from opportunities for
grounds when testing and readily accessible, with
plenty of room for inspection, reading or testing.
It is not usually possible to find a place that fills
to
all these conditions, but it is usually possible
obtain a substantial vertical support, such as an
outside wall of the building, allowing the meter
to be placed five or six feet from the floor and
with sufficient free space all around. Freedom from
vibration is very important, and meters should not
be mounted on any light structures, which readily
take up any vibrations of heavy machinery in the
building
passing
trucks
or
trains
nearby.
or
Wooden partitions which have doors that are liable
to be closed violently are especially to be avoided.
Pieces or washers of soft rubber may be employed
In residence installations meto absorb vibration.
ters should not be installed in places where the
meter reader or tester would be interfered with
or the customer disturbed by his presence such
as bedrooms, bathrooms, small closets, etc.

—

It

is

important to be guided by favorable condi-

tions of installation rather than arbitrarily to place

the

meter

at

the

point

where the service wires

enter the building. The meter is. however, usually
placed at the entrance to the building so that the

—

customer pays for about one per
than

is

actually

consumed

cent,

more energy

Olney, III.: Please tell me
whether
"1 figuring the load factor
of a station, it is the
custom to figure the average
output per hour
agamst the highest peak during a
peHod or agah
he average peak durmg the

meter is carried lo Its place of installation
packing box, it should be cleaned off carcftdly
to remove all excelsior and din l>efore taking off
If the

in its

the cover, especially bits of excelsior that

here to the
in

felt

strip that projects

some meters.
The meter should

be securely

support or backboard
together and secured

may

ad-

around the base

mounted on

a

firm

of well-seasoned wood, put
to the wall or other main

period.
Also whethe
customary to figure on the actual
hours ru,i

IS

It

per day or on 24 hours.

Answer.

The term

"load factor"

is used in a
distmct ways, depending on what
ratio
he
value
most
1
commonly referred

number
is

to is

of
desired
the ratio

of the average load for a
full day or year, as
desired, to the maximum
peak load in that period
Sometimes the average load is figured
against the

average

peak;

this is meant, it should
be so
Very frequently the ratio of the
average
load to the total capacity of the
station is referred
to
in this case the term
"station factor" is sometimes used.
if

defined.

:

High-efficiency

Lamps on 25-cycle

Circuits.
A. L. R.. Leetonia. Ohio: Will any ordinary
no
or 125-volt high-efficiency incandescent
lamp operate
satisfactorily on a frequency of 25
cycles?

What

Answer.
commonly known

arc

filament, or high-efficiency
tically

as

lamps

Gem, metallized

will

operate prac-

on a 2S-cycle alternating current as
on 60 cycles. This type of lamp is affected
less
by voltage fluctuations than the old carbon-filament
lamps because they have a positive temperature
as well

coefficient,

as

the temperature increases so
Therefore these lamps are less
subject to flickering or "winking" than the
old-style
lamps. Tantalum and tungsten lamps are even less
subject to this effect on low frequencies than
the
i.

e..

does the resistance.

metallized filament lamps.

Use

of

Large Cables.

H. Noye.s, Chicago: I have just noticed \n
your paper of February 29th, under "Questions
and .A.nswers," the question of "F. J. T.," asking
if anyone is using cables larger
(han 2,000,000 cirE.

cular mils.

It

may

learn that the South

be of interest to F. J'. T. lo
Side Elevated Railroad Com-

pany of Chicago has several hundred thousand
pounds of 2,385.000-circnlar-miI aluminum cable on
its new extensions to tbe Stock Yards
and Englewood.

The

Electric Ciub.

On

account of the fire at the Gr^nd Pacific Hotel
Ihe Electric Club of Chicago held its weekly meeting on Wednesday of last week at Ihe -Automobile
Club.
The speaker for the day was George P.
Nichols of G. P. Nichols & Bro.. who spoke about
the early days of the electric business and how rliffcrcnt things were at the present time.
The first smoker given by the club is scheduled
for Friday evening of this week in the main dining-

room of the Grand Pacific Hotel,
The growth of the club has been remarkable,
starting as it did a few weeks ago with a very
few members. The rapid growth indicates the need
of
is

in his translating devices.

of a Station.

W. N. G

.

—

InstalUng. The meter should be carefully transported so as to avoid injury, and should be installed
in a place that is readily accessible for reading and
testing, and free from vibration, dust, moisture,
all of which
tend to cause inaccurate regetc..
istration and shorten the life of the meter, and
cause sparking at the brushes in a commutator
meter. The location for the meter should be carefully selected with a view to meeting the require-

cated,

1908

support, and should be cut in on the consumer's,
wiring in a neat and workmanlike manner. Great
care should be taken to follow the diagram
of
connections proper to the meter, and particularly
to get the positive service main
into the positive
binding post of the meter, to insure sensitive
and
accurate operation on light loads.

REPAIRING OF ELECTRIC METERS.
By Joseph

4,

permanenl
in

(|uartcrs.

search for quarters

and

the

more

in

house conmiittcc
keeping with the

club's needs.

The
as the

yearly dues were nominal until such a lime

membership reached
reached

200.

.As this figure

\\7\-

the dues are to be immediately in
creased. As the membership is composed of sfuiie
of the most representative men in the electrical
business, .and Ihe objects comprise a happy coinliinalion of educalional, entcrlaininK and social features wiih three-fourths of the lime devoted In
educational features, the success of the club is apjiarcntly assured.

bccn

:

.\lplil

Moetlng of the Underwriters' National
Electric Association.

renins

llic
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Now

I'liiJiTwrikTs,

and

II''*

-''illi.

iVtw

llic

iif

Ynrk

ini't'lii'K

Ihc

Assooialiini

l-'lt'Clrii-

N'alif'iiiil

uf

nu'clinj!

.iniuial

'.ixli'inlh

wiili-rs*

\'iirk

is

ll'i'

l''iri'

llic

being presented at the general nieetacceptance or rejection after fnll discussion.
inneb to the credit of tlic Undcrwritcr.s'
It
is
coimnillee thai its recommendations so generally
find acceptance by the meeting, althongh it is of
course true that there will always be those who
complain of the results attained either on
will
account of too great stringency or too great
the eoniinittre
for

iiij;

laxity.

sessions

1'lie

itid

any

from

frte

amount

fair

always characterized by spirthe meetings this year were
acrimonious spirit, and a very

are

iliseussions.

but

of

useful

There wore, however,
to

lie

work

no very

was

accomplished.

radical

new

rides

debated.

Grounding

Low-totential

Unle,

.Slartinsr

that

the

or

certain specified cases and in a manner partially
--\t
the meeting a year ago the matprescribed.
ter was referred to a joint committee represent-

the Underwriters, the National Electric Light
the .\nierican Institute of Electrical
Engineers and the National Electrical Inspectors'
ing

.\ssociation.

Goddard

Secretary

.Association.

explained

that

advance bulletin represented the suggestions of only a portion of these
societies and had not been received by the Underwriters' committee in time to receive full considrules

tlic

set

forth

in

tlie

eration.

Inasmuch as it was now- proposed to make it
mandatory to ground low-potential circuits instead of merely permitting it. it was necessary
that the greatest opportunity be allowed for full
consideration and a careful w-orking out of all
details.
The discussion in the meeting further
showed that there was not fnll unanimity as to
the limiting voltage for which grounding was to
be required, and as to the most reliable means of
securing good and permanent earth connections
nr"
It was pointed out that the Underwriters
not very directly concerned
in
this
matter of
grounding, which is of importance from the point
of view of the protection to life.
Therefore, it
was desired that there be as complete agreement
possible

as

the

among

other

interests

Code should make compulsory

affected before
a practice not

immediately a matter of fire hazard inasmuch
wlien such a rule is actually passed the insurance interests through inspection departments
will be the ones upon whom will fall the burden
of enforcing the rule.
The whole matter, together
with other kindred matters, such as the grounding of fixtures, was finally referred back to the subcommittee for further consideration and report.
that

Re.\rrangement of the Code.

The committee appointed last year to consider
the necessity, feasibility and desirability of rearranging and recodifying the National Electrical
Code presented a report which was welcomed as
leading to a very desirable improvement.
Users
of the National Electrical Code have very often
found fault w'ith it as ambiguous and as so arranged that it was difficult to find readily all the
nilings on any given topic.
While such criticism
is in
part deserved, it is still true that no such
sw-eeping

re\'i5ion

or rearrangement as some have

advocated is either possible or to be desired. The
report of the
committee has been summarized
in
a previous issue of the Western Electrician
(issue of j\Iarcb 21st. page 230).
It was adopted
and the committee was continued. wMth instructions to report at the meeting in March,
igoy
The revision will not change Code requirements,
but simply the arrangement.

Transformers.

The report of

committee on transformers
form which now permits oil-

the

was adopted in a
cooled transformers to be installed inside buildings other than central stations and sub-stations
only by special permission of the inspection department
having jurisdiction, but permits aircooled transformers having neither primary nor
secondary voltage over 550 to be installed with-

nioiiiitcd

prcjcribnl

a

in

for

niiiniu-r

rlieofilats.

KlIKO.STATS.
for

lesling

rlieoslals

ii«

resislances shall ellluT lie so conthe leiivlancc conductor lie fused

if

they

any

shall

;

shall

(lro|)pings.

Coniimions duty resistances shall either be so
constructed
tb.at
if
the
resistive
conductor he
fused the arc or any attendant flame or molten
droppings shall he eonlined within the rhcostal
or they shall be constructt-d with such capacity
that if subjected to a current flow throughout the
entire rheostat. 25 per cent, in excess of that at
which they arc rated, for a period of two hours,
there shall be no resultant flaming or molten
droppings.
Special rides iieeiled to cover conslruction and
installation of automatic apparatus were referred
back for further investigation by a sub-committee.
A sub-coininittce will also be appointed to draw
up rules for the construction and installation of
antostarters for alternating-current motors.

Wiring of Electric

wiring,

special

—

Distance between

Si^c wire
required.
n. &S.
6

rigid supports.

Feet.
o to 30
31 to 60

—

designed that sparking
occur between them and collector w*ircs.

will

not

—

and Cut-outs.
1.
The main collector wires must be protected by a cut-out and the circuit controlled by
a switch, cut-out and switch to be so located as to
be easy of access from the floor.
2.
Cranes operated from cabs must have a cutout and switch connected into the leads from the
main collector wires and so located in the cab as
be readih- accessible to the operator.
Where there is more than one motor on a
single crane, each motor lead must be protected
by a cut-out located in the cab if there is one.
(d) Controllers.
Must be installed according to No. 4. except
that if the crane is located out doors the wires
between resistances and contact plates of rheostats
must be rubber-covered.
If
the crane operates
3.

—

—

Rules

were

adopteil

mercury-vapor

for

lamps

of the Cooper-Hewitt type and for the Moore lube.
These treat chiefly of iletails of construction and
niethoils of inslalliiiK the necessary cilt-ouls, resistances and cabinets.

Conduit Work.

No

radical changes

were m.-ide for coiidnii work,
recommendations favoring galvanized armored
cable, switch boxes, outlet boxes and similar fitings were voted.
No action was taken regarding
enameled conduit, except one to require Ihc
thorough cleaning olif of the non-conducting enamel
at all coupling and box joints.
but

The new

requirements

for

circuit-breakers

for

550 volts or less elicit-.'d a long debate, but rules
in the following form were adopted for use by
the
laboratories pending further investigation, which
shall determine more exactly the proper conditions
for conducting tests on these devices.
Rt.-i.ES

for

the Construction of Circuit-rkf.akers
FOR 550 Volts or Less.

Circuit-breakers must be made to comply with
the following specificalicns, except in those fewcases where peculiar design allows the breaker
to
fulfill the general requirements in some other
way,
and where it can successfully withstand the test
of section d. In such cases the breakers should
be submitted for special examination before being
used.
a. Base.
Mt!st be mounted on non-combustible,
non-absorptive, insulating bases, such as slate or
rnarble.
Bases with an area of over 25 square
inches must have at least four supporting
screws.
Holes for the supporting screw-s must be so located
or countersunk that there will be at least onehalf of an inch space measured over the surface
betw-een the head of liie screw or washer and
the nearest live metal part, and in all cases when
between parts of opposite polarity must be countersunk.

—

—

b. Mounting.
Pieces
carrying
must be screwed to the base by at

contact

parts

least two screws
with a square shoulder, dowel pin'
device, to prevent possible turnin"
or screw heads on the under side of
front connected breakers must be
countersunk not less than one-eighth inch,
and
covered w'th a waterproof compound
which will
not melt below 150 degrees Fahrenheit
C63 degrees Centigrade).
Metal work of circuit-break-

or else made
or equivalent
and the nuts
the base of

must be substantial in construction and must
have ample metal for stiffness, and to prevent rise
in temperature of anv part of over
30 degrees
Centigrade at full load.
The contact parts shall
be arranged so that thoroughly good bearings
are
obtained.
The whole device must be well made
mechanically throughout.
c. Connections.— Circuit-breakers
for currents of
ov.er
30 amperes must be equipped with lugs,
firmly screwed or bolted to the terminals
and
into which the conducting wires shall be
soldered.
For the smaller size circuit-breakers simple clamps
may be emplo.ved. provided they are heavv enough
to stand considerable hard usage.
Bearings and
catches must be made of such material or of materials so treated as to insure the breaker working
freely and positively at all times under ordinarj'
conditions met with in "-ractice
ers

Test.—
Breaking

—

Capacity.
Alust success fullv operten times its normal capacity in amperes
at rated voltage
Tests on multi-pole breakers to
be made both on all poles at once, and also on
each pole singly.
2.
Voltage Test. Must
successfullywithstand
2,000 volts .A. C. for one minute between live
metal and ground, between poles in multi-polar
breaker and between terminals with breaker open.
Carrying Capacity. Maximum rise in tem3.
perature of any part must not exceed 30 degrees
Centigrade w-hen carrying its rated current.
Calibrat'-on.
4.
Must not have a plus or minus
error greater than 10 per cent, at any point of its
ate

Collectors.
so

IVorh.

The motor frames, llie entire frame of Ihc crane
and the Iracks must be peniianenlly and efferlivcly
grounded.
Mercuhv-v.m-ok Lamps.

1.

Must be

to

resistances,
(e) Criiuiidinii of'/roii

d.

Over 60

fc) Szuitchcs

lie

Circuit-breakers,

apparatus, etc., not specifically covrules herein given, must conform
to the Standard Rules and Rcciuiremeuts of the
National Electrical Code, except that the switch
required by Rule 8-c may be omitted,
(a)
Wiring.
1.
.All
wires except bare collector wires, those
between resistances and contact plates of rheostats
and those subjected to severe external heat, must
be approved, rubber-covered and not smaller in
size than No. 12 B. & S.
Wires between resistances and contact plates of rheostats must conform to No. 4-c. unless the wires arc exposed to
moisture, in which case the. insulation must also
be rubber.
Wires su'DJected to severe external
heat must have approved slow-burning insulation.
2.
All
wires excepting
collector
wires
and
those run in metal conduit or approved armored
cable must be supported by knobs or cleats which
separate them at least one inch from the surface
wired over, but in dry places where space is
limited and the distance between wires as required
by Rule 24-h cannot be obtained, each wdre must
be separately encased in approved flexible tubing
securely fastened in place.
Collector wires must be supported by approved
insulators so mounted that even with the extre>ie
movement permitted the wires will be separated
at all times at least JV2 inches from the surface
wired over.
Collector wires must be held at the
ends by approved strain insulators.
iMain collector wires carried along the run3.
ways must be rigidly and securely attached to
their insulating supports at least every 20 feet.
Where the wires are arranged ui a horizontal
plane above the crane, tiiey must be supported at
least every 20 feet if practicable and separated at
least si.x inches, but if longer spans are necessary
the distance between wires must be increased proportionately, the span in no case to exceed 40 feet.
If arranged
in
a vertical plane wires must be
separated at least eight inches.
Where bridge collector wires are over So feet
4.
long, insulating supports on w'hich the wires may
loosely lie must be pro^-idcd at least every 50 feet.
Bridge collector wires must be kept at least 214
inches apart, but a greater spacing should be
used whenever it may be obtained.
Collector wires must not be smaller in size
5.
than specified in the fo]lo\eiiig table for the various
spans

(b)

cniiilMintible nialcrial, the resinlaneeii
placed in an enclosure made of noiimalrrial ihoronghly venijlalcd and 10
conslriicird thai ii will noi permll any flame' or
molten metal escaping in llie cvenl of biiriiing onl
of the resinlancr.
If ilie resislancev are located
In the call this result
may lie nblainnl. by conslrnclinR the cab of non-coinbiislible material and
providing sideii ivliicli enclose llic call from lis
floor In a lieiiilil of at least nix inches nbove the
rcailily

Crani,:s.

Rules for wiring of electric cranes were adopted
upon recommendation of a
special
committee.
These rules, entirel\' new, are as follows:

by

over
must

coinlinstililr

attend.'inl fl;inic or iimlleii ilropbe eonlined within llic rlieoslal
or
be ciiiislriic',Ml with such capacity llial
when the rated fnll-loail current is pas.sed lliroiinh
the entire resistance for a period of five iiiitiMles
there shall be no resultant llnining, or inollen
.'ire.

pings,

ered

Terliaps the one matter of most general interest
and importance to the electric-light fraternity was
the discussion of the qnestion of grounding lowsystems.
It
is
potential
now permitted under
Code Ride 13A to ground such circuits under

ailnpled

'Inly

struelecl

.All

Cikci'its,

were

if

269

follows:

Jjlli

rnlis

Ihi'

KSTINIi

I

lirltl

nf
Mairli
ncfasinn fur
lioanl

mi

I'lly,

out spi'cini periiiisKiriii
similar to iliat already

I'litUT

w;is

and rwinirenu'iils
Nalioiial Kli'iirical Gidi' and allraclcd lliis
iif iIkMar, a-i alwa\s, a large atttndancc of inspectors,
cnnlractor!. and reprcscnlalivcs of
iii.iiiiifaclnrcrs,
efforts the
the associations by whoso allied
iill
Code is devised and revised. As before, the proposed elianges in rnles were consi<lercd by tlie
eUrlrical coininillee of the Underwriters' .\ssoeiation
pri-liininary meetings, the rcconnnendations of
at
of

ilisonssion

iinnMal

.

WESTERN Er.ECTRICIAN

11^'^

l.

IJK'

;

at

—

—

—

calibration.
e.

Mechanism.— Multiple

-

pole circuit

-

breakers

must be so arranged that the action of the trip
coil or coils will open all poles of the circuitbreaker, and the breaker must have such necessary trip-coils so arranged as to afford complete
protection against overloads and short-circuits under all conditions met with in practice.
All cir-

—
:

:

:

:

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

2/0
cuit-breakers must be provided with an easily
accessible means for tripping them by hand without danger to the operator.
f. Marking.
Must be plainly marked where it
will be visible when installed with the name of the
maker and the current and the voltage for which
the device is designed.
The conditions under which circuit-breakers
should be us'ed in general practice aside from

—

switchboards under expert supervision were discussed at length and finally referred back to a
committee for special consideration of proper arrangements for protection to be secured by fuses
and breakers on both direct and alternating motor

committee.
soft rubber bushings about lead and
supply wires in frames of motors or dynamos is
permitted except in cases of machines installed
where oils, grease, oily vapors or other substances
known to have rapid deleterious effect on rubbei
are present in such quantities and in such proximity with motor or dynamo as may cause such
bushings to be liable to rapid destruction.
In
such cases the use of hardwood properly filled, or
preferably porcelain or micanite bushings may be

Motors.

electrical

The use of

for

called

.

Other Changes.
The following note was added

the

rules

The committee on variable-speed motors presented a brief report Avhich was ordered printed
in the Supplement of the Code as suggestive of
a more complete presentation of this difficult question to "be hoped for at some future time.
The
report was as follows
All varying (or variable) speed alternating-current motors except those used for railway service
must be marked with the maximum current which
they can safely carry for 30 minutes, starting cold.
Fine print note:
Varying-speed motors are motors in which the
speed varies automatically with the load, decreasing when the load increases, and vice versa.
It
does not mean motors in which the speed is varied
by the use of different windings or groupings of
windings, or motors in which the speed is varied
by external means, and in which after adjusting
to a certain speed, the speed remains practically
constant.

The

current used in determining the size of the
circuits must be the perof the 30-minute current rating of the
motor as given for the several class'fications of
service in the following table

In

controllers and apparatus of like nature
is
entirely ena substantial tight metal case or comhardwood or other suitable material may
for bases for mounting current-carrying
for other parts which cannot readily be
non-combustible material, provided such

closed

in

partment,
be used
parts or

made

of

combustible material is present only in such amount
and so disposed that, even if it be totally destroyed
by fire or excessive heat, the eflfect shall be confined to the interior of the case.
or other suitable material may be used
for parts of the casings or covers of drum controllers, providing these parts are properly lined
or treated with fire-resisting materials, and so arranged that should the combustible parts within

Wood

casing be ignited the fire would be confined
within the casing or cover.
Rules for factory tests of transformers already in igo7 edition of the Code were formally
ratified.
They correspond to those of the In-

the

The rule (24a) forbidding having any bare live
metal parts of over .300 volts' difference of potential
was revoked for the reason as explained that it
was originally enacted to prevent the use of 440volt,
three-wire, lighting-circuit panels and cabinets.
As it stood, the rule prevented the enclosing
of cut-outs and switches for 440-volt motor work
m cabinets which it was not the intent of the

rolls,

200

Hoists, rolls, ore and coal-handling machines

180
160
140
120

Freight elevators, shop cranes
Passenger elevators

Rolling tables, pumps

Outline Wiring.
detailed requirements were adopted for
outline wiring limiting this to either open or conDetails were given calling for rubberduit work.
covered wire for all outline work, for separate
switch and cut-out for the outside circuits, for

Somewhat

supporting of wires in open
work and limiting the energy per cut-out to 1,320
watts with not more than 66 lamps per circuit.
spacing

proper

and

P.VNEL-BO.^RD

CONSTRUCTION.

The

following are new rules on panel-board construction, and cabinet construction rules were referred to a committee for later report.
The following specifications are intended to apply to all panel and distributing boards used for
the control of light and power circuits, but not to
such switchboards in central stations, sub-stations
or isolated plants as directly control energy derived from generators or transforming devices.
Add new section as follows
The specifications for construction
a. Design.
of switches and cut-outs (see Rules 51 and 52)
must be followed as far as they apply.
In the relative arrangement of fuses and switches,
the fuses may be placed between the bus-bars and
the switches, or between the switches and the circuits, except in the case of ser\'ice switches, when
Rule 2ia must be complied with. When the branch
switches arc between the fuses and bus-bars, the
connections must be so arranged that the blades
will be dead when the switches arc open.
When there are exposed live metal parts on the
back of board, a space of at least one inch must be
provided between such Mvc melal parts and cabi-

—

net in which board
b. Spacings.
Tlic

—

is

mounted.

foilcwfng minimum distance
bare live metal parts (bus-bars, etc.)
must be maintained
Between parw of opposite polarity, except at
Between parts of

between

switches and iinlc fuse*.
the
When held free
surface
in air.

When mounted on

Mme

0-123 volts,
"
126-230
"
251-600

H
I'A
2

inch.

"

Vi

"

iJi

»

ineli.

"
"

same

poIarit>'.

At link
'/j

fuses.
inch.

y*

in which the
and separation between bus-bars and

Panel boards of special design,
sulation

rule to do.

Although considerable time was devoted to discussion of requiring instead of recommending the
use of boxes at all outlets, the committee refused
to
recommend or the .general meeting to vote
such a rule. The same fate befell the proposition
to reqiiire porcelain sockets "in all places where
they will be installed in close proximity to metal
water pipes, water faucets, radiators and the
and in basements, and in any location where
there is a liability of a person coming in contact
with the ground while turning on the light."
The present theater rules were amended in a
few details of minor importance.
It was voted that all self-fastening knobs, cleats
and suoports must be secured with screws. Also
that all wires in molding must be in continuous
lengths from outlet to outlet, or from fitting to
fitting, no joints or taps to be made in molding,
and that where branch taps are necessary in
molding approved fittings for this purpose must
\york,
like,

be used.

The

"

for the Southwestern
Convention.

The

ing in Ihe oflice of Secretary R. B. Stichter, Juni-

promised.

Marking.— Must be marked where the niarkcan be plainly seen when installed, with the
name or trade-mark of the manufacturer and the

maximum

capacity in amperes and the voltage for
the board is dcsisncd.

v/hich

RfBBER

The
ing?

Bl,SIII.VCS.

following opinion as to n.sc of rubber bushabout Ic-id and supply wires in frames of

The

.An

in

El

Paso, Tex.,

May

good meeting

especially

is

St.

interest in

the exhibit at the meeting. .Ample fafor exhibits are afforded in the hotel.
The
Paso Electric Railway Comnany will furnish

cilities

104

or

nating

c-

gth.

and made arrangements

Regis Hotel will be the headquarters. A special committee of St. Louis men
headed by "Sam" Hobson will meet visitors from
eastern points at St. Louis and take them to El
Paso. St. Louis supply men have also taken an

cents a

inR

and

8th

means of

used.

connnittee of the Southwestern
and Gas -\ssociation held a recent meet-

ata Building, Dallas, Tex.,
for the annual convention

twccn olhcr current-carryin.f parts

is
secured by
or insulating materials instead
of by the spacings piven above, must be submitted
for special examination and approval before being

executive

Electrical

El

barriers

number of miscellaneous suggestions

Arrangements

inIje-

large

for changes in the rules were rejected, and most of
them were not discussed.
A large number of special committees are to be
appointed and Chairman Cabot will announce their
membership at an earlv date.

7th,

north

of
460

Saratoga)

X

1,000

208-volt,

single-phase

current

or 500-volt
kilowatt-hour.

or

two-nhase

direct

current

al

five

his there will

"What

Thurman

= 52,000

level,

4(50

horsepower

550
for two months, winch is equivalent to 9,000 horsepower for 12 months. This has a value of $10 per
horsepower, making $go.coo per year as a
gross
revenue. This amount of money, capitalized at°
five
per cent., equals $i,8oo,cco. In other words,
this
sum could be spent harnessing this power without
exceeding commercial conservatism.
-According to the above calculation, it therefore
costs about $90,000 to drive the logs each
year
from North Creek to the Thurman level, this
amount of power should be conserved, so that it
can all be utilized, instead, of running away in
two months, with, say, only about one-third being
used.
In other words,
by keeping back this

water (and it would seem as though this could
be done without additional injury to the forests) and letting it down with an equalized flow,
\ye can have practically a continuous 6,000
additional horsepower from North Creek to Thurman.
There would, of course, be a correspondingly large
increase of useful energy to the mill owners
farther down the river. Why should not
a more
efiicient method of log driving be adopted?
No doubt some day this wdl be brought about,
but in the meantime think of the vast amount
of
wealth
Allowing one horsepower per man in
manufacturing, this amount of lost power would
keep an army of 9,000 men busy day and night,
continuously from now to eternity-. If this power
were turned into electricity at 60 per cent, efficiency, we could have 5,000 electric horsepower,
which equals 60,000 incandescent lamps (i6-candlelost

!

power)
selling

burning

and

day

night.

With

electricity

per horsepower, this monetary loss
would he something like $175,000 per year. Certainly not a small sum.
Assuming that the run-off of the Upper Hudson
IS
the same per square mile as the Warrensburg
water shed (immediately adjacent), even in a low
year, it seems that 6co cubic feet per second
of
water can be depended upon the whole year and
800 additional cubic feet for about five months.
The average run-off is somewhat over two secondfeet per sqiiare mile.
(See the state engineer's reports.)
This gives an average of 1,600 to 1,700
cubic feet of water per second per square mile.
How is it that no one has taken advantage of
this fine power? it being only 30 miles (or
less)
from a large manufacturing center, where there
certainly must be a demand for additional cheap
power. This can be transmitted by electricity, at,
say. $2 per horsepower (actual line
transmission
cost), making a selling price at a center of distribution .30 miles away of about $38 per horsepower per year, netting a handsome profit' to the
supply company. This price is approximate, and is
based on the delivery of about 10.000 horsepower.
Certainly steam users could afford to utilize a large
amount of this power at such an attractive price.
With trolley roads in the immediate vicinity, arc
and incandescent lighting and a large number of
at

$35

steam plants,

it

certainly

must

be, that at

no distant

date the power will all be used, and the river from
tidewater to the State Park will be a continuous
producing property, with pr.actically no lost power,
supplying factories, employing an army of men.
resulting in a very much increased state and railway revenue.
Who will further a project to utilize this power,
and when will this furthering come about? The
writer has every reason to believe that when the
fast-approaching business revival appears, this project will be among the first to take tangible shape.
The writer is indebted to the reports of the state
engineer for much of the above information.
George F. .Archer.

New

York, March

19,

igo8.

St.

Louis Electrical Business

Men Or-

ganize.

be a discussion
Should be
Pursued by Public-service Corporations in Making
Extensions?" Messrs. E. T. Moore, J. A. Myler,
Jr.. H. S. Cooper and J. E. Farnsworth, representing, respectively, the cicctric-lighling. gas, strcc:railway and telephone companies, will lead in the
discussion. H. T. Edgar of Fort Worth. Tcx„ is
president of the as,soclat:on.
I

of the general question,

to

6214

alter-

The programme committee has arranged for a
number of papers by leading men of the Southwest, and aside from

X

equals

drum

where the controlling mechanism

stitute.

of motor.

the Editor of the Western Electrician:
to the state engineer's report
(1895)
there has been developed on the upper
Hudson
4.000,000,000 cubic feet of water storage for log
driving. This amount- of water is equivalent
to
about i,oco cubic feet flowing continually day and
night for two months, and the amount of power
It
represents in falling from North Creek
(58

According

feet,

motor leads or branch

Percentage of
current rating

To

on

centage

Classification of Services.
Operating valves, raising ir lowering
healis,
etc
tool

Power Development on the
Upper Hudson.

Possible

miles
to

rheostats

4,

COMMUNICATION.

motors and dynamos was reported as^ adopted by
the

circuits.

Vaei.^ble-speed

April

Policy

organization of llic electrical manufacturers
supply dealers ni St. Louis was recently
effected.
The committee on organization embraces
W. \, Layman, vice-president of the
.An

and

Manufacturing

Company, chairWesco Supply Company,
Fr;mk .Adam Electric Company. The society will probably have no regular
time of, meeting but will exist for the purpose
W.'igncr

Electric

man; R. y.
and Fred R.

.Scudiler.

.Adam,

of bringing the fraternity together to discuss mailers of common interest at the call of four or five

companies.

—
April
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Edison
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been declared time and
solution of tbis problem in de-

mated discussions.

It

lias

aKain 'bat (be final
lined cases bas been Kiven, but tbe aclnal eniploynieiit even today nf ililTercnt voltanes in coininunilies wlierc conditions are practically identical seems
tbe assertion,
111 contradict
Very illustrative in tbis respect arc tbe two
curves bcrc sliown (Fit;. l), representing tbe in110
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INCREASE IN NUMBER OF EDISON STATIONS
IN GERMANY.

in number of Edison stations in Germany
volts and 220 volts between the years 1891
and 1906. It will be seen that up to iSg8 iio-volt
plants were ahiiost exclusively built, but with the
arrival of the 220-volt incandescent lamp the number of plants built for this latter voltage increases
On this continent we know that the
very rapidly.

crease

no

for

iio-volt plants by far outnumber the 220-volt inIt
stallations
where direct-current is employed.
seems that the, efficiency of the incandescent lamp
the
voltage
on
deciding
has had most to say in
Curiously enough, howthis side of the Atlantic.
ever, I have been told that since the construction
of the high-efficiency lamps, plants for twice 50

have been put in operation in England.
be the purpose of this paper, then, briefly
whether the importance ascribed to the inIn
candescent lamps in this respect is warranted.
these days of advocacy of municipal ownership it
point
of
might be advisable to remember that the
view is necessarily somewhat different for a municipal plant and for a plant owned and operated

v0:lt;s

It will

see

to

Kjually suilalile for liKltlinK and niutor drive.
the nniiticipal plant, of course, must pay
attention to economy, otherwise Ihc taxpayers
will be (lissatislied
and the relative inijiorlance in
this respect of eoniniereial liKhtin^, residence li^ht*
inn and motor drive will now be considered in connection with private. Mdison plants.
I'!ven

some

;

PitivATE Plants.

The income of

by a private concern.
The chief interest for the
municipality in deciding upon distribution voltage
rnost
is to,.deliver the
suitable form of energy to
the consumer, whereas the private company must
choose the voltage that earns the largest interest
on the capital outlay.
It would seem that these
two considerations should lead to the same result,
but as this assumption is by no means axiomatic,
it has to be proved before we may treat both propositions in the same way.

modern community

electric

is

that

no

volts

is

it

Motor
The first

drive.
class of lighting I shall, in the following, for the sake of brevity, term "commercial lighting" and the second "residence lighting."
Generally, of course, it might be said that the
voltage that is most suitable for the most important consumers in a community should be chosen.
city with predominant manufacturing interests
must select the current most suitable for motor
drive, whereas a residential suburb will pay most
attention to residence lighting.
In these extreme
cases the problem is easily solved, but in general
practice the question is more complicated.
The first point to be taken into consideration is
that the motor load, broadly speaking, is increasing
at a higher rate than the lighting load.
From Germany, where the Department of Statistics is doing
some excellent work, the curves shown in Fig. 2,
illustrating this fact, are obtained.
L'"nfortunately
they only go up to the year of 1505, The two upper
curves show the total lighting and motor load of
all Edison stations in Germany from year to year.
The two lower curves give the corresponding rate
of growth.
It is seen that the motor load always

although these
wound also for 220 volts. The medium sizes are
equally well adapted to either voltage, but for the
larger sizes 220 volts is decidedly preferable.
This
voltage requires less collector copper and makes
therefore cheaper motors, causes smaller brush
losses and thus gives better efficiency.
Controllers,
switches, etc. .""are cheaper for this voltage on account of the lower current density.
sizes,

be

Carbon-filament.. X.AMPS.

Somewhat

of course, is the result when
incandescent lamps^ The carbonof five candlepower are not made

different,

considering the

filament lamps
for 220 volts, and the difference in economy between
no-volt and a 220-volt lamp is according to some
sources as high as 20 per cent, in favor of the lower
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For a 32-cand]epo\ver lamp the difference
frequently given as low as two per cent.
While on this subject I cannot help but say that
in my opinion tests of samples from odd lots can
only give very unreliable results. I even know of
one occasion when such a test of lamps from the
same factory showed the 220-volt lamps three per
cent, better than the no-volt ones.
better insight into the relative efficiency is. in
.'V
voltage.
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RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF IIO-VOLT AND
220-VOLT LAMPS.

the tantalum, tungsten, wolfram, etc., lamps,
and each dawn almost sees a new patent for a new
are

filament.
To this class may perhaps also be
counted the metallized carbon-filament lamp, the
remarkable feature of which seems to' be, in addition to comparati\'ely low-energy consumption, that
the carbon at a temperature of about 3,000° C.
changes its inner structure and obtains a positive
temperature coefficient, so that the resistance should

increase with rising temperature.
Few of these
lamps are as yet constructed for 220 volts, and difficulties are said to be encountered in making the
small sizes even for no volts. But to change pur
voltage policy for this reason only seems, to say
the least, a doubtful measure.
The wolfram lamp has successfully been made
for 32 candlepower and 220 volts, and the only
reason why it is not put in the market is that the
factories have not as yet the capacity to fill all
orders for no-volt lamps.
And I sec no reason
why the development of these lamps should not follow the same course as that of the carbon lamp.
Surely the electrical engineers have no good ground
for entertaining pessimistic views in regard to their
own technical ability. The small metallic lamps
may or may not be constructed for 220 volts. But
this is of slight importance.
They are generally
installed in closets and such places where high'
efficiency is of little value, because of the exceed-'
ingly short time thej' are in use. And even if the
lower limit should be 32 or even 50 candlepower,
this would be no serious objection when we consider that the gas mantle won the field at once,
:

although its lower limit is 50 to 60 candlepower.
In regard to the energj- consumption of the metallic lamps I have secured the following data as to
the

wolfram lamp
Candlepower.

Watt5 per
Candlepower
1.24
1.06
1.03
0-92

probable that the 220-volt lamps of this class
have the same relative efficiency as the 220volt carbon lamps to the no- volt lamps.
It is also
said that they might he 12 to 25 per cent, more expensive to buy. Assuming this and a life of 1,000
hours for both and the above-mentioned consumption per candlepower. the price per hour for a 32candlepower 220-volt lamp at 12 cents per kilow^atthour W'Ould be 0.59 cent, and for no- volt 0.49 cent.
Such a comparison, however, is hardly fair to the
higher voltage. The current sold over a 220-volt
distribution network could be sold cheaper, say at
I01-2 cents, and the respective costs per hour would
then be 0.52 and 0.49 cent.
That we are justified
in making such an assumption will presently be
It is

-^-:
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as the old chroniclers used to say,
burning question of today, the incandescent
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must be admitted

suitable for the smallest
may safely and successfully

used
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Come we now,

:

more

for the present
many different purposes,
purpose it is sufficient to distinguish between
1. Lighting of stores, public halls and streets.
2. Lighting of residences.

A paoer read before

is

Motors.

but

for

made.

:

In .regard to motors, then,

_,
energy

opinion, obtained in the way \''\%. 3 illustrates.
given the average wall consumption of
lio-volt lanipi) calculated from 700 lamp tetits in one
factory.
If wc now wish to make a i6-cafidlcpower
iifi'siiW lamp wc lake, of conrur, the fdament of an
ciglit candlepower iiu-voU lamp, but make it twice
as long.
In thiri way we may construct a second
curve for 220 volts, as sliown by the dotted line,
which, I believe, wilt represent ilic relative efliciency better than arty sel of comparative tests

One curve

:

3-fQ'

I.

where the energy

a rule,
is ap|)roximateIy prrjporlional to the number of sold
kilowatts.
The expenses on the other hand, as
well known, are composed of two items, one constant and one variable, the former proportional to
Ihc maximum yearly load and the latter again to
the number of sold kilowatts.
The investment.
therefore, earns a better dividend the higher the
load factor or the ratio between total kilowatts sold
in a year and the maxinunn loa<l in an hour multiplied by 365 times 24,
For motors running with
constant load 3,000 hours a year this factor is 0.34.
while the average factor for residence lighting is
only about 0.14.
Principally for this reason the
motor energy is sold cheaper than the lighting
energy, the ratio varyiiig between i 1.33 and i 2.25,
and is on an everage
2, but in spite of this the
motor load is generally more profitable, because
the constant expenses or fixed charges by far outweigh the variable.
I
have figured out that the
ratio 1 2 is justified in a plant where the fixed
charges are about 70 per cent, of the total expenditure for a certain amount of encrg>'.
But in
a plant driven by waterpower the fixed charges
amount to 85 to go per cent, of the total expenses
in gas-driven and even in steam-driven plants the
percentage often is 75. Similarly, commercial lighting has generally a belter load' factor than residence lighting, although in odd cases the reverse
is observed.
These figures should be sufficient to
prove that from the central-station point of view
attention ought to be given to motor drive in the
first place,
commercial lighting in the next, and
residence lighting in the last, if one voltage is not
equally suitable for all these classes.
Let us now look into this latter question.

Municipal Plants.
In our

a central .station

throuKh meters, which nowaday.>i

sold

my

to

:

a 20

Z „

mu

i

/

u

ha^ been a done second and that it from the bcof 1904 (lihtinctly lakes the lead.
I'lulhtrniorc, it cannot be tleiiiud that clcclric
liKhlinK even yet imisl be cla^isificd aH a luxury,
this word behifi laken In iu broadest sense, and that
it
therefore oukIh to Mifter if the same volianc is

is
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WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

ii/i(^

Distribution VoltaKe for Central Sta-

ICvcr

;

1

will

seen when we come to deal with the relative cost of
the distribution feeders for the two different voltages.
In any case wc must remember that lighting
considerations cannot he allowed to dictate our
final

judgment.
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WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Arc Lamps.
For outside lighting and for illiimination of pubexlic halls, offices, etc., the arc lamps are as j'et
tensively used. The former objections to the higher
voltage for this class of apparatus are now largely
invalidated, as we novv possess good arc lamps for

And where two lamps in
per lamp.
not called for. a couple of high candlepower metallic lamps will do the same if not better

no

The heating losses in
center district are

now

X

left

— the

L" watts.

are

the facility and efficiency with which one voltage
It is therefore possible
is transformed into another.
with this kind of current to derive the benefit of
and yet select
voltage
distribution
high primary
the lower secondary voltage that is most suitThe increased number
able for lighting purposes.
of transformer stations is no serious objection
where no transformer-station attendants are necesWhenever a more important consumer of
sary.
energy for motor drive is located it is a simple
matter to install special transformers to deliver,
This, then, would be the ideal solusay, 550 volts.
tion if only economical speed control, long life of
the lamps and adaptability for battery charging
were obtainable with alternating current in the same
degree as with direct current.
is

Direct Current.
In direct-current systems, whether the current

T
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and the equation may be transcribed:
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contains three variables,

equation

s

e,

and

L, and for each chosen value of e we may now
calculate the current density, s, which will make L,
the side in our district, a maximum.

D

A

first

derivation of the denominator gives
14.8 (p
P')N
1- 0.67jJ T u
o.

+

=

s"

the second derivative is positive, the valuc^ of
solved from this equation, corresponds to a minimum of the denominator, or a maximum of L.
These ^alues of s and L are:
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DISTRIBUTION IX A CITY DISTRICT.

FIG. 4.

1

0.67 p

nine equal squares and run one feeder wnth return
conductor to the center of each. Let us use the following symbols

=

cross-section of feeder from
sq.

= amp.

(A)

to

(B)

in

mm.

per sq. mm. in feeder to (B).
c := voltage between cutside poles.
b
load intensity in watts per sq. m.
i
current in feeder.
total cost of feeder installation in cents.
C
=: fixed cost of one meter of feeder in cents.
rr extra cost of one meter of feeder in cents
s

M

^
^
=

N

per

H=

=
V =
=
p =
p' =
T

11

The

total

sq.

mm.

bcatirg

Josses

in

feeder

system

V(p

6.28

Tu

X

+

VT
X

p')

squares, and the coefficient in the denominator became 6.64 instead of 6.28, from which it will be
seen that the number of subdivisions is of small

importance.
If a three-wire system
of half the cross-section

the neutral
is used with
of the other conductors,
the cost-coefficient of the neutral N', and
taking the heating loss in same as 1.=; per cent, of
the losses in the outside wires, wdiich seems to be
a fair average, we obtain the following expressions
calling

for

s

and L-max.
'

+

Nq)

— + 4X2 X

2L

(M
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aNq)—
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-^ = 8

0.018
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maximum length of a district that
be fed from a central without other profit than
the interest assumed 0:1 be capital outlay:
For 2 X iio-volt is 1.750 meters, or 5.750 feet,
For 2 X 220-volt is 3.500 meters, or 11.500 feet.
These calculations, then, agree pretty well with the
figures generally quoted as derived from practice.
.'\5
mentioned before, they are only given as a
I

and

m.

.•jj^fc

Therefore, the

esq

= 8L(M-I-

V

may

obtain

C

\\

6.75 ^11.5

might then eliminate the cross-section

e

p a

hours.
T^
= per
p = 8 per cent:
==
nnn. and
and N' = 0.54c per
N
= and =
per kilowatt-hour.

I

i

s

.

sq.

5

nnn.

L„

p-

14.4 per cent..

In this connection, however, I wish to point out
that the introduction of the metallic-filament lamps
probably will allow a larger voltage drop. I have
been informed that a 32-candlepower wolfram lamp
varies from 17.5 candlepower to 33.5 candlepower
when the voltage varies from no to 120 volts. The
candlepower, then, of a wolfram lamp increases as
the 3.5th power of the voltage rise, whereas the
candlepower of the ordinary carbon lamp grows as
the sixth power. At present, however, the feeder
drop must be determined so as to obtain even light-

The current density obtained from above
formula might therefore be too high. It might also
sometimes be so small that the corresponding capital
outlay becomes too high. An adjustment in
either case makes the economy less good; and the
difference is more marked with the lower than with
the higher voltage, as a trial in above equations
will show.
It was
further assumed that' the station was
placed in the center of the district. In most cases,
however, it is necessary, for well-known reasons, to
locate the station more or less eccentric. This, of
course, is easier to do with the higher than with
the lower voltage; on the other hand, the assumping.

even-load distribution is unfavorable to
the lower voltage, as the central often may be
placed in the section where the load is heavier.
Generally it is evident that we may economically
feed a four times larger district with 2 X 220-volt
than with 2 X no-volt. In our example, for instance, we may feed an area of 4M square miles
from one 2
220-volt central, whereas same district requires four stations for 2 X no-volt.
Energy of 220 volts might therefore be sold at
a lower rate, which would almost wipe out the
benefit from the better efficiency of the low-voltage
lamps.
The most difficult problem in planning a distribution system is to rightly iudge the future development of the community in question. That contingencies in this respect are easier to meet with
the higher voltage than with the lower needs no
further proof.
If we Weigh the advantages and disadvantages
against each other, it seems to me, then, that 220volt undoubtedly is preferable, except in very small
communities cr in towns of a distinct residence
character.
very good solution, in my opinion, where a
city receives its energ}^ in the form of alternating
•current, is to provide the' central parts with direct
current and the outskirts and suburbs with alternating current. What has been, said above in regard to both systems still liold.s good, each in its
sphere, except that the tiistrict fed with direct cin-rent now is limited, and further extensions need
not to be taken into consideration.
It is interesting to nole that the commission appointed to investigate this problem for one of the
largest distribution systems of its kind in the

X

A

—namely,

—

decided upop a
in Paris, France
220-volt direct current in the
of 2
central parts of the city, and two-phase, no-volt in
the outskirts and suburbs.

world

mixed system

X

Indiana Electric-railway Statistics.
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I
have gone through the same calculation, supposing the district to be divided_ into 25 equal

number

= 4X2XfM

Wc

—v)

=

watts.

of hours full load equivalent to total
yearly loatl.
cost per kilowatt at station bus-bars in cents.
cost per kilowatt at distribution points.
interest paid on capital outlay in per cent.
dcprcciat'on in per cent.
cost of the feeder installation may then be

N

p')

+ p') NX

V14.8 d'
(u

in

written

C

-I-

T(u-v)

have made the following calculations

for a square city district, with streets crossing at
right angle and, 10 begin with, with the generating
or sub-station located in the center and the load
evenly distributed over the whole area.
Let us for a first consideration divide the district
represented by Fig. 4 and whose side is (L) into

q

14.8 (d

=V

I
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installation,

amp.
1.5

tion of an
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bL=

L
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=
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f

in cents.

When the sum of the two former expressions
equal the latter, we reach the limit for economical
distribution, and should the expenses surpass this
value the company cannot pay interest on the cable
Thus, we may write the equation
net.
b L=
p -H p'
y).
C -I1,000
1,000
ICO
By substituting the values of C and H, just de-

or,
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difference iu cost^ of energy
at station bus-bars and at distribution points:
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1,500

1.335

H

\

directly from the generating units or from
rotarv con\'ertcrs, the area to be covered from each
As
distribution point is necessarily much larger.
a guide for judging the relations between voltage,
area of distribution, feeder losses and cost of feeder

s

2

100

drawn

p

X

X

what too high.

chief characteristic of the alternating current

c
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and heating
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:

Alternating Current.

The

s

This corresponds to a voltage drop of:
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P

and depreciation

Interest

19-3 .X 11.5
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/

ence of choice of voltage upon the economy of the
distribution net.
The result of our investigation will here be
widely different if we consider alternating or direct
current.

Therefore

s.

q

assumed thai the most economical current
density was used in the feeders.
Generally, however, the cross-section must be determined with
reference to the voltage drop.
In our example the current density is:

yearly expenses chargeable to the cable net

The
influ-

closer.

We

—=

and

T908
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guide, and should by no means be applied under all
conditions.
Some of the suppositions on which they
are founded will therefore be considered a little

c

3

Distribution Net.
have one important point
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.According to the second report on electric railways in Indiana, just compiled by the Bureau of
.Statistics,
the growth of this industry in
1907
w;is almost equal to that of the preceding year.
In 1907 the companies operated 1.651 miles, against
In 1907 the roads carried
1,286 miles in igo6.
152.875.595 passengers, against 127,616,952 in 1906.
The amount of freight carried in IQ07 was 179,685
Gross earnings
tons, against 97,571 tons in 1906.
1007 and
of all the roads were $10,2.18,776 in
main.Additions,
beltermenls.
in
1906,
$8,712,775
tenances, operation and .ueneral expenses amounted
lo $4,.-!00,75S in 1907 and $5,541,456 in 1906.
During Ihe year 1907 Ibe companies employed
1.105 mnlormen and paid Ihem in wages $687,920.
Conductors numbered i.o6[ and were paid $668,820.
The number of other employes and laborers was
3,552, who received $227,743.62.
Sixty-seven persons were killed during the year,
57 by their own carelessness and 10 by causes beyond their' control. The injured persons numbered
Most of those killed and injured were
5.126.
neither passengers nor employes.

—
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The Telephone Situation
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of thfisf i-ommnditirs
Iho whole; worhl, wilh

iliiriiiR

the

which

this

ai'conipany-

goiu'i'al

new eiUerprises and promotions of
among them IndependeiU teleplioiu* eom-

pailies.

cNasgerated stories of the fortunes mad'.'
telephone investors, together with misleading statenunts of prohahle proiits, made it possihle to lanneh many •>[ these companies pledged
10 low rates for exchange service and high dividends to investors. At tl'.cse low rales, with "maintenance" and "reconstruction" expenses either inThe

original

Iiv

tentionally or igiiorantly
panies for a time had an

disrcgariled.

the.se

com-

appearance of prosperity.
The result has been unfortunate in nearly every
The promises and pledges as to rates and
ease.
proiits, made as an excuse for their coming, as a
hasis for their franchise, and as an incentive to
attract capit.d, arc now admitted to be impossible.
Most, if not all, of these companies, which have
had an existence long enough to force attention to
llie ilenis of "maintenance" or "reconstruction" arc
now asking iov increased rates and to be absolved
from onerous conditions freely accepted and assumed at the beginning. Reorganizations are now
progress.

ill
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would seem as a whole that the gain of the
through competition based on low rates has
compensated for the loss of capital invested in

The

any exchange s>stiiii is nicisurcd
by the nnniher o( the mrmliers of any community
value of

are conntcleil with il.
If there are two -iysneither of iheiu serving all, iniporlani users
CVpniieclion
be connected with both systems.
with only one is of but partial value and cannot he
s.it is factory.
Two exchange systems in the same
eomiminity, each serving the s.'ime members, cannot be conceived of as a permanency, nor can the
service in either be furnished ai any material reiliiction because of the conipetition, if return on investment and proper m,'iiuten.'ince arc taken into
Duplication of pl;inl is a waste to the
account.
investor.
Duplication of eli,'irges is :i waste to the

thai

tenis,

nuisl

user.

The advantages claimed
improved

for competition arc lower

Exhaustive competieither or both of
before slated, this temporary
Duplicagain is purehasetl by ;tn excessix-e w.asle.
tion of plant and operation cannot produce either
Given the
result without cxhausti\e competition.
.same management, the public must pay double
rates for ser\'iee to meet double charges on double
capital, double operating expenses and double maintenance.
In most cases of proposed competition
an examination of the prospectus will show that,
by some process, it is expected to make good a
capitalization equal to at least two or three times
the actual cost of the construction. The only benelits are to the promoter.
rates
tion
these

and

may

service.

temporarily
but,

results,

produce

as

public
not

these enterprises.

During this period of strife and rush for development and extension many subscribers were connected to exchange systems with little or no benctil
to themselves or advantage to others, and much
was tlone that under ordinary conditions would not
have been done.

Rates

.^nd R.\te Regul.\tion.

Public Contkol.
contended that if there is to be no comIt is not
petition there should be public control.
believed that there is any serious objection to such
control, provided it is independent, intelligent, considerate, thorough and just, recognizing, as does
It

is

the Interstate Commerce Commission in its report,
recently issued, that capital is entitled to its fair
return, and good management or enterprise to its

reward.

The

result of these conditions has

been to create

public and of public bodies
in the minds of the
misleading and mistaken ideas of the telephone
business.
It has encouraged attempts at regulation
of rates and business on lines that if obligatory or
In controversies as
persisted in would be ruinous.
to rates the policy of our associated companies ha.s
been to make a complete and absolute showing of
the condition, cost and value of plant, cost and
\alue of service, cost and necessity of proper maintenance, and the broad position is taken that neither
our company nor the associated companies have

anything to conceal or anythin.§* to apologize for.
That the capitalization of all the companies is confar within justifiable limits, and in the
between the replacement value of the propand the capitalization of the companies is

servative,

relation
erties

unique.
Fair rates, therefore, should be authorized
or acquiesced in, for it is only by fair rates that
good service to the public and permanent, healthy
conditions can be created or maintained.
With a

of all surrounding circumstances
conditions it is believed that this would be
fully acquiesced in by the public.
Fair rates would insure high-class plant and
equipment maintained at a high state of efficiencj',
and would provide fair wages to employes, the
highest paid for similar class of employment. Both
of these are necessary to good service.
Fair rates should give fair return on the investment, and promise fair returns on new money
needed. - This is necessary to maintain the interest
of the existing shareholders in the proper administration of the business as well as to provide for
the continually increasing public demand.
-\ny revenue produced over and above such requirements and the proper reserve to provide for
contingencies could be used for the benefit of the
public, allowing the company to retain a part sufficient to stimulate the most efficient and economical management.
It would be difficult, if not imfull

knowledge

and

possible,

to

get

effecti\e

and economical manage-

ment, such as w-ould produce the best results for
both the public and the shareholders, without recognizing this principle.
It does not seem possible that there can be any
question of the justice of this position.
That being granted, the facts to be settled are:
Is the
.management honest and competent ? What is the
investment?
Is the property represented by that

investment maintained at a high standard?
What
percentage of return does it show?
Is that a fair
return?
Is it obtained by a reasonable distribution of gross charges ?
If these
questions are answered .satisfactorily
there can be no basis for conflict between the company and the public, and the less the working conditions are made inflexible by legislative proscription the better wdll b^ the solution of the constantly changing problems incident to a grow'ing
1.
Extracts from the annual report (dated March 10, 1908) of
the president uf the American Telephone and Teleeraph Company. While Mr. \ail looks at the situation from the Bell point
of view, his line of reasoninc will be of interest to Independent
telephone men also, even thoucti thev may differ with him ma-

terially.

Fair Return on Capital.

With guaranteed or reasonably certain income,
money can be obtained for any enterprise at moderWith uncertainty owing to competition
ate rates.

—

actual, or possible regulation of rates without proper iii\x'stigation of consideration a more or less speculative price must be
paid.
Subject to these general rules, "locality" and
existing general conditions will establish the rate.
An exchange system is made up of circuits
radiating from a central office, or from central
offices connected by trunk lines, so arranged that
each circuit can be connected directly or through
There are in these
trunk lines with the others.
circuits of the Bell systein about 7,<X)0,ooo miles of
miles
of
wire
to
each subscriber
wire over two
The system of
one-half in underground conduits.
radiating circuits is the most expensive part of the
exchange system to build, it is least durable, therefore inost expensive to maintain, calls for the
largest part of the total investment, and consequently must bear the largest part of the cost of

and opposition, possible or

—

—

capital.

value of a telephone e-xchange system
depends entirely on the distribution and number of
other members of the same or other communities
connected with the same or connecting systems,
with whom any subscriber can have prompt and

The

real

satisfactory communication.
Any member of a community connected with an

exchange system can be reached as well, but not
as conveniently, from a central or public office as
from a subscriber's station.
To reach any member of a community not connected with any exchange system, whether from
public station or subscriber's station, is too inconvenient and impractical to be considered for ordithe

particular

circuit

connecting any
what might be

subscriber with the exchange is
termed a convenience to that particular subscriber,

but a necessity to all other subscribers.
It is not merely the maintenance of the indi\idual circuit connecting with the exchange that is
paid for by any subscriber; it is in a greater measure the use from time to time of the circuits, trunks

and

facilities

which make communication possible

with all other subscribers. It is the abilitv to communicate with others that makes the exchange valuable: it is the use of other circuits than your

own.

The

"Toll" Line and "Long-distance" Service.
Toll-line and long-distance communications require, as in exchange connections, the exclusive
use of a circuit, two W'ires, between two points
for an interval of time, varying with the conditions:
over the whole system the average "time interval"
consumed in the completion of each communication

about 7}/2 minutes.
Direct service between two points with large demands for service is the least complicated; the
average "time interval" of each communication
Between points of
lasts about 3V3 to five minutes.
small demand, or between intermediate points on
local lines, both complications and cost increase,
and the average "time interval" is not less than
five
minutes each.
Between points on side or
branch lines, or distant points requiring combinations of circuits, or complicated and delicate auxiliary
apparatus with many attendant operators,
complications and cost increase rapidly, and the
interval"
taken
for
each communication
"time
varies from five or ylA minutes to an indefinite
is

period.

Cost is determined by the capital and maintenance
charges of the plant and operating costs, divided by
the average number of communications.
Cheap rates for service depend upon high average
use of facilities.
High average is obtained ordinarily in public service
by putting on higher
pressure crowding or in
some way rendering
more than normal service through or over any
given facilities during the limited periods of great
demand.
It is by this means, and by this means
onl}', that cheap service is rendered to the public.
Whatever inconvenience or discomfort there may
lie caused on one hand is compensated for by the
reduced price charged for service.
In' this particular, toll-line or long-distance service is unique.
In whatever way the circuit is made up a certain
"time interval" must be given exclusively to each

—

—

communication and to the communicating parties.
Xo other communication can be crowded on that
circuit during that "time interval."

Any

"time

interval"

passed

without

being

is

lost

ting on higher pressure to get more "time inter\als" over the same circuit.
There are only a certain number of five-minute
"time
intervals"
in
each
hour, or five-minute

"spaces" on each clock.
If you want more "time
intervals" or more "spaces," you must take more
hours or more clocks.
In toll-line business anything above the normal capacity of each circuit
nmst be provided for by additional circuits.
Toll-line or long-distance business requires the
presence of the communicating parties
for that
reason it is confined to the business or working
hours of the day; and further, the greater part of
this business is not only limited to those few hours
when parties are most likely to be located at some
particular place, but to that part of those few
hours immediately after the general business of the
day has developed.
For this reason the greater
part of the toll line or long-distance business is
crowded into an exceedingly small part of the
business day.
The periods of great demand are
short.
The facilities provided are idle a great
part of even the business hours.
Examination shows that about half the facilities
are utilized to a fair part of the capacity during
:

and value of the system to any subscriber do not depend so much on the number of
communications had as on the number and extent
of other circuits and facilities necessar}' to give
cost

It is plain, therefore,
the conuTiunications desired.
that the character of the circuit connecting any
subscriber with the exchange does not determine
either the cost or value to that subscriber of the
exchange connections.
The many and complicated systems of charges
prevailing indicate the struggles experts have had
in their efforts to establish consistent and reasonAs the value of the exchange to the
able rates.
subscriber depends upon the number of subscrib-

util-

beyond recovery. A good average cannot be made by crowding two or more communications into the "time interval" of one, nor by putized

nary use.
Therefore,

wiihin reach— r.ilcs must he so cstnlilished that
maximum number of subscribcm can l)c obtained, 50 lliat the gre.ilcKl number of those with
whom communication may lie wanled will be conThe cost of any cirnected with the cxcliange.
ciiil, therefore, must be largely ilistributed between
those who mn^ desire to coiminiiiicale with the particular subscriber connected by that circuit.
The coDl or value cannot be exactly dislributcd—
an approximation is reached by measured service
charges, or by a classification of service between
business houses and resitlences with a sub-classification of plant between "ilirecl" and "parly" line.
Business rales arc higher for the reason that
presumably the business subscriber connects with
the greatest number of other subscribers, and consequently makes use of the greatesl number of circuits and operating facilities in an exchange.
Residence rales arc lower because the residence
subscriber connects with a limited number of other
subscribers, and because he makes more limited
demands on the central office.
It being established that the measure of value is
not in the parlicular class of line connccling any
subscriber to an exchange, but in the use of the
exchange system as a whole, and that the v,iluc of
any exchange depends on the area covered and the
maximum number of desired individuals that can
be reached, rates must be so adjusteil that no rate
bear unjustly on particular individuals or
shall
classes: that, at some rate, connection with the
exchange is within reach of anyone wdio can add
to the value, to others, of the exchange, and that,
as a wdiole, the revenue will be suflScicnt to mainlain the plant, pay fair w.ages, make enough return
on capital and enterprise to insure good economical
management and sufficient capital to meet the increasing demands of the public.
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business hours only.
All the rest are utilized only
to a fractional part of the capacity at any time.
If during certain hours the business could be subjected to a half hour's delay, the facilities required could be reduced one-third at least.
Toll-line
or long-distance business is in the
minds of the public similar to telegraphic message

April

and of mineral deposi.s of various kinds, statistics
of mineral production, reports on the results of
technologic experiments as with coal and cement
investigations of water resources, both surface and
underground, and researches and discussions of
many other kinds.

—

There is no comparison.
Telegraphic
between points are at most one wire on
trunk lines two to four circuits over one wire.
Telegrams are handed in. filed before an operator

business.
circuits

Electrical History in the Black Hills.
Grown from a modest beginning in the Black

;

all

Hills of South Dakota in 1881 to a million-dollar
industry, the Consolidated Light and Power Com-

order.
In this way the business
is distributed more uniform!}' over working hours,
and during the night hours the lines are used for
press messages, night messages, or for long-distance

and despatclied

messages

in

pany of Deadwood and Lead has become one of
established industries of the community.
The
generating plant is located at Pluma, and from it
the

in transit.

radiate 45 miles of pole lines for transmitting current for light and power .to Deadwood and Lead

Maintenance.

and surrounding

Utter disregard for repairs and reconstruction,
usually comprised under the head of "maintenance,"
has been the cause of more misunderstanding on
the part of the public and public bodies having to
do with rates, of more self or selfish deceit on
the part of promoters of telephone enterprises, and
of more mistakes on the part of the investing pubany one factor in the telephone business.
lic, than
With a new plant, "current repair" is at a minimum, and can be for a time disregarded with a
growing plant, it is too easy to lose it in construction
but sooner or later, if not provided out
of current revenue, where it belongs, it will be
found either in increased construction that is,
capital charges
or in a depreciated plant.
Any company paying dividends and fixed charges,
particularly dividends, without first providing for
proper maintenance, can have but one end dis-

—

—

History

The

with a generating capacity of about 20
arc lights, was operated without any great success
for several years.
The service was at times uncertain and the patronage began to fall away, and
it was on the verge of collapse when it was bought
bv Harris Franklin, Sol Star and Paul Rewman

—

aster.

The following
"

writers'

notice has been sent by the
(Inc.) of Chicago:

Under-

Laboratories

"To Electrical Jobbers and Contractors
"As some misunderstanding appears to exist
among the electrical trade in reference to the agreement entered into between manufacturers of snapswitches and this corporation, covering the gradual
replacement of the set-screw form of binding post
on these devices, we judge it proper to advise you
as follows:
"The October (1907) edition of the list of approved fittings contained notice to the effect that
switches manufactured after July i, 190S, and having set-screw form of binding post will not be
approved, and the April (1908) edition of the list
of approved fittings will contain similar notice.
"On July I. 1908, all cards registering approval of
switches of this type will be withdrawn and .new
cards will be issued registering approval of the
products of those manufacturers who shall have
submitted strictly commercial samples of their entire
line having the new form of contact.
"The necessary time will be allowed to dispose
of reasonable stocks of switches in the hands of
jobbers and others, provided manufacturers file with
this office assurance that after July I, 1908, no
switches with the set-screw form of binding post
will be made up in their factories.
"The October (1908) edition of the list of approved fittings will show only those devices on
which approval cards are then outstanding.
suitable statement will also appear in this list regarding
the change adopted.
"It is agreed that the above course will give all
manufacturers ample opportunity to conclude the
arrangements for the necessary changes in the design of their switches.
The simultaneous publication of our cards withdrawing approvals on the
old type will put all manufacturers on the same
footing 'regarding devices in the hands of jobbers.
"It is the intent of this action to effect a gradual replacement of the older form of binding post
without causing depreciation in value of stocks on
hand July i, 1908."

A

Publications of the Geological Survey.
In 1907 liic United Stales Geological Survey
issued 135 books and documents, 285 maps of various kinds, and 12 geologic folios. Tlic editions of
these publications comprise in the aggregate about
500,000 books and documents and about 650,000
maps. Under the law a specified number of some
of the documents may I;e printed for free distribution, but the larger part of the Survey's distribution
is composed of publications
for which payment is
required.
The field covered by the reports issued is broad,
comprising accounts of the surveys of mineral lands

leading up to the formation of this
of interest.
The Consolidated Power

—

—

Binding Posts for Snap Switches.

is

and Light Company is a combination of two former
companies the Black Hills Electric Light Company and the Belt Light and Power Company. The
former was the original electric company of the
Black Hills and the first to attempt commercial
lighting by electricity in that community.
It was
organized by Judge Romans and associates in i88i
with a primitive plant and modest equipment.

;

In any consideration of this question the leaning
should be toward liberal rather than inadequate
maintenance.
In any properly administered company any excess would be found in betterments or
construction, and consequently in reduced capital
investment, while inadequate maintenance would
soon show in qualtity of service and in reconstrucIn other words, surplus maintion requirements.
tenance would be offset by decrease of capital
charges, while inadequate maintenance requiiing
new construction in time would increase capital
charges.

of the capital has been judicious

service.

company

;

—

territory.

The expenditure

and the management of the affairs of the company has been conducted in a manner to insure
economy and at the same time lo furnish efficient

in

plant,

18S4.

the new owners new life was infused and
plans set on foot for giving the people as good
service as conditions at that time would permit.
The dynamos were moved to the flour mill of
Mr. Star, and the mill boilers, used to furnish
power to grind grain during the day. produced
steam for the light plant during the night, and the
plant was run on a fairly economical plan.
The business increased, and in 18S6 improvements
were decided on. To the arc-light generator there
was added a small incandescent machine, which
was the first to be brought into the Hills. The
business of the company still continued to improve,
and in 1889 a brick structure was built, now occupied as the general offices of the Consolidated
company.
The old equipment was replaced by a
new and much larger equipment and business was
done on an increased scale.
An attempt had been made in 1883 to build a
transmission line from the plant of the Black Hills
Electric Light Company at Deadwood to Lead for
the purpose of furnishing arc lighting in that city.
The attempt was a failure and the scheme was
abandoned. In the winter of 1891 Arthur McHose
and Edward Ford secured a 30-light arc generator,
established it in a planing mill at Lead and undertook the first electrical lighting for that city.
Their scheme was a success, and the following
year Mr. McHose, securing the entire conlrol of
the outfit, moved it to a new location, erected a
building and installed another boiler and generator.
He supplied Lead with light from this plant
until the next year, when a new wooden building
was put up at Pluma, where the present plant
stands.
A step of great imporiance was taken in 1904.
when the first steam-turbine generator was bought
and installed. Two of these units of 20p-kilowatt
capacity each were placed in the new building and
gave entire satisfaction from the start.
For their
operation another marine boiler was added to the
equipment.
The plant was then ready for furnishing electric power as well as light, and in that

With

'

•

year built its power lines to a mill in Bald
Mountain.
The follown'ng year lines were built
in an opposite direction and the Gilt-Edge Maid
Mill was supplied with electric power.
The Pluma plant at that time had a capacity of
4C0 kilowatts, supplying 200 kilowatts during the
day and 350 during the hours of the night, the
former almost exclusively for power and the latter for both light and power.
This was the condition of the plant at the time the union of the

Deadwood and Pluma companies was effected and
Power and Light Company began

the Consolidated
i.s existence.

On June i. 1905, the Consolidated Power and
Light Company was formed and took over the two
old companies.
The plant at Pluma was reconstructed and modern machinery was installed at
once, so that on January i, 1906. the Deadwood
plant went out of commission.
From that time
the generation of all the electric energy for Deadwood and Lead has been effected at the Pluma
plant.

The Pluma

plant

of

the

Consolidated

company

one of the most complete and best equipped west
of the Ali'^souri River
The arrangements have
been adjusted wi.h a view to its operation on a
most economical basis and the extent of its capacity
is

4,

1908

assures its usefulness in its, present condition for
some years to come without any material additions.

The total available generating capacity of the
plant amounts to 5,850 kilowatts, of which 3,650
kilowatts are in (general use and 2,000 are held in
reserve for emergencies. The generating units consist
of two 2,000-kilowatt and one 500-kiIowatt
Curtis turbo-generators and two 200-kiIowatt Dc
Laval horizontal turbine generators. The boiler outfit
consists of four 500-horsenower Babcock &
Wilcox boilers and three marine boilers of 250
horsepower each. The boilers are supplied with coal
through a system of Jones underfeed automatic
stokers.
In connection with the boiler department
is
a cement smokestack 210 feet in height and
the most formidable structure of its kind in the
West.
It is 10 feet 6 inches in diameter, inside
measurement, 13 feet 4 inches outside measurement
the

at

The

base.
2,000-kilowalt

machines generate directly
11,000 volts, at which tension the current is conducted 10 the transmission wires. The switchboard
was installed at a large expense. The switching
is
all accomplished by small switches, which control
motors that throw the large hiph-tension
switches.
25-ton crane is installed.
The generators and feeder lines are equipped with instruments
for the recording of all power leaving the plant.

A

New York

Electrical

Electrical men generally will
the knowledge that Mr. Arthur

Show.
be

interested

in

Williams of the
New York Ed'son Company and former president
of tlie National Electric Lisht Association has
been elected oresident of the Electrical Show Company of New York city. The other directors are
Dudley Farrand of Newark, N. J., the present
president of the National Electric Light Association
George F. Parker, New York Walter Neumuller, New York Edison Company
W. W. Freeman, vice-president of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn
James R. Strong.
;

;

;

;

president of the iN'ational Electrical Contractors'
Association, and Tames C. Young, secretary of the
Madison Square Garden Company. This is a strong
directorate.
The show will be held at Madison

Square Garden on October 3d

to

14th.

Many

in-

teresting features are promised, and it is said that
the incandescent lighting will practically all be by

tungsten
lamps.
A new departure will be the
donating of the receipts of one entire day to some
worthy charity. The admission for this day will
be raised to $1, and the occasion w'lW be called
"Society Day."

Omaha
One of

Electrical

Show.

the entertaining and

instructive features
of the Omaha electrical show will be the electric
cottage which will be erected in the center of the
exhibition floor by the Omaha Electric Light and
Power Company.
The cottage will be equipped
with electrical devices applicable to home comforts

and convenience.
This show is_ to be the first olie to be given bv
the Nebraska Electrical Trades Association and the
Omaha Auditorium Company. It is hoped that it
be an annual affair. The dates of the show
4th to Qth, and the Auditorium, where it is
tn he held, is one of the finest show buildings in
the West, located within two blocks of the heart
An elaborate scheme of decprative
of the city.
lighting is being prepared for the big building.
Tn addition to the large exhibition of electrical
devices and machinery, many educational features
will be introduced, such as wireless communication,
laboratory experiments and scientific demonstrations.
During the show the Nebraska Electric Light Association will hold its annual convention in Omaha,
bringins; hundreds of electrical men to the city.
J. M. Gillan. Omaha Auditorium, is manager of the
will

are

May

.

show.

Quick Work.
To accommodate

the occupants of the Warren
Springer Building, Canal
Street,
near Jackson
Boulevard, the Conmionwcalth Edison Company,
having iK'cn notified of tlie breakdown of the pri
vale plant supplying electric light and power at
those premises, on a recent Saturday .secured a
street permit, and the following day, Sunday, made
an excavation and built a brick manhole, installed
the regulation junction box therein, connected it
with the coi\ip:niy's nearest street mains l)y pulling
in
extra cables, and extended service .into the
building, the work being entirely cotnplctcd by 12:30
.'\s soon as the mains of
a. ni., Monday morning.
the builfling conk! lie exten<lcd to the service and
connected, the fir^l thing Monday morning, the
usual power ;rcconunodations were again ready for
This is an linusually quick service installation,
usfc.
considering that there was not sufficient service in
the street to carry the load of i.ooo horsepower,
and cables had to be pulled in from other manhpU-s
to provide the capacity.
,

\lllil

.l.
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Tho New "G and

Ground Pipe Cap.

Hroiind
frum cicclric liKhliiiK, power, tckplione
i.iiiK'ctioii
.riIfli'Krapli circuits lijis liccn mure or less of a
This is 'cspccir.lly so in iii;il<iiiR Kroiiiul
inobkin.
ooniicclions on altcrnaliiiK-cnrrciU circuits and from
"Cironiuis" have, however, in
liKlitiiiiiK arresters,
'i'his
riT-cnt years become Rcnerally s(an(hir<li/eil.
standard nietliod consists of driving a -J-fi-incli galpipe
into
the
ground
at the
vanized wrotiRlit iron
unexposed side of the pole to the necessary depth

Iho

iiKikinn

of

;i

H'i'"l

•"I'l

iKMUi.iiittit

,

27s

Not only hits a large saving in cost o( fuel, attendance, inainleiiance, ilc, been effected by llilil
installation, hiil the nielhud of driving (tie various
niacliincry has been greatly improved.
ICxcepl for
apparatus of the heavier types, such as a liuffalo
forge No. 10 pressure blower, which takes its
power from a .lo-horsepowcr motor, the machines
on the several floors of the three f;ictories are diiifrn
in groups, several machines being belled lo a short
shaft and the shafts in turn driven by in<luction
motors ranging

size

in

from

five to .50

horsepower.

Grinders, polishers, fans, punches, cutters, hammers, drill presses and various other tools utilized
in
he manufacture of cutlery are driven by this
method. Mr. W. U, Ilildreth is chief engineer of
the company and the entire work of designing and
I

installation

was under

flexibility

Universal Family Sewing-machine
Motor.
All sewing nmchines may look alike, but the

fact that llicy are not alike is brcjuglit home sery
frequently to the central-station man when il comes
to HU|iplying the demand for sewing. machine motors.

of the motor is highly apprehousehold, and there arc so many
sewing machines of various makes in use that the

This

.ipplicniion

ciated

in

demand
It

offers

Ihe

sewing-machine motors is considerable.
an attractive means of increasing the Ijuti-

for

ness of the central station.
As the demand increases, the central-station man
or dealer finds himself In need of a motor that

his directir.n.

New Westlnghouse
The

A

Induction Motor.

and economy of the .alternatingof power distribution has led to

current method
wide adoption in central-station service, aixl
its
because of the economy of the use of this central
service many industrial jjlants are now purchasing
power. The same features that led to the selection
of alternating-current generation and distribution

m

have,
a somewhat lesser
its use for large industrial works.
of this it was necessary to provide
alternating-current motors of varying characteristics.
The earlier polyphase motor was of the brushless
or squirrel-cage type, and compared more nearly
with the shunt-wound direct-current motor. To
meet the varying conditions imposed by high starting torque with a low initial starting current, a
modified form of motor has been produced by the
for central
degree, led

On

stations

to

account

Westlnghouse

Electric

and

known as the type HF.
The general appearance of

Manufacturing

Com-

pany,

this

motor

is

shown

from which it will be noted that
rugged and substantial. The frames

in the illustration,
it

is

especially

are amply ventilated, but so constructed as to pro-

I.
"G AND W"
GROUND PIPE CAP.

FIG.

FIG. 2.

PIPE DRIVEN

AND JOINT MADE.
to reach permanently moist soil.
The ground wire
With many
is then joined to the top of the pipe.
companies
is the custom to make this joint about
,it

seven feet above the ground, and some cover the
ground pipe and wire with a wooden moulding.
Where the pipe is covered it requires rather a
large moulding, and the soldering of the wire into
the pipe at the top of the ground is objectionable
because of the possibility of the soldering acid starting corrosion at that point, and because of the time
required to do the soldering etTectively.
To save the cost of the portion of the pipe above
the ground and its moulding, to give a good driving
head for the pipe, and to make a good joint between the pipe and wire at the top of the ground,
pipe cap, manufactured by the G and
the G and
Electric Specialty Cortipanj', Chicago, has been
developed.
This cap is shown in Fig. i, and consists of a
internally
hollow
galvanized
malleable
casting,
grooved along one side and so shaped at the mouth
that the end of the ground wire can be introduced
into the casting along the groove.
The cap with
the wire in place is put upon top of pipe and pipe
driven into place, as shown in Fig. 2.
In driving
the pipe the cap is driven on and the copoer wire
wedged in securely between the inside wall of cap
and outside of pipe, all in one operation.
The cap protects the top of the pipe from being
battered out of shape and saves the time required
to cut off the battered end as is often necessary in
driving pipe in hard soils, and makes a joint of
good conductivity between the ground wire and
pipe.

made show

Joints so

ance

Volts,

test:
0.000228.

the following under resistamperes, 50; ohms,
0.0114;

This cap is made for a -^-inch pipe or rod, and
when No. 6 wire is used as ground wire, doubling
the wire makes a better joint.
When No. 4 wire
is

used

it

is

not necessary to double the wire.

Electrical Operation of

a Cutlery Plant.

The Cattaraugus Cutlery Company, one

of the
corporations in the United States manufacturing pocket knives, razors, etc., recently placed
in operation its new central power plant on a spur
of the Erie Railroad in the town of Little Valley,
N. Y. Heretofore this company has been maintaining separate steam plants at each of the three factories which it controls.
In the new two-story
brick building is installed an Allis-Chalmers heavyduty engine belted to a iso-kilowatt, three-phase,
60-cycle alternator.
Steam for the unit is supplied
from two horizontal return tubular boilers, furnished by the Pennsylvania Boiler Works.
On account of the fact that plenty of floor space
was available a belted unit was selected. The generator is a revolving-field, self-contained machine.
Three-phase current is transmitted at 4S0 volts to
the various factories and operates induction motors
at 440 volts.
oldest

MACHI.NE.
can be attached to one make of machine as well
to another. Otherwise a profitable business is
to become troublesome to handle and require
the carrying of a large stock of motors and con-

as

bound

sequently a considerable investment.
To meet the demand for a motor that will reduce
the selling effort upon the part of the dealer to
the minimum and enable him to get prompt returns, the Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company has placed upon the market a motor
with all the necessary attachments for fitting any
one of the standard types of sewing machines.
This motor is equally satisfactory on drop-head
and stationary-head machines, and may be fitted to
new or old machines. Full instructions for mounting and operating the motor are supplied with each
outfit.

The motor is mounted on the top of the table
and runs at a constant speed. The speed of the
needle

is

regulated by increasing or decreasing the

belt

tension.

arm

is

A

special

brake

and

belt-tightener

attached by chain to the foot pedal, which
be disconnected from the large balance
Pressure on the pedal releases the brake,
tightens the belt and starts the machine.
Perfect
regulation of the speed is obtained after a few
minutes' practice.
In
fact, the needle
may be
stopped with greater promptness than when running
from the foot pedal, and the usual control over the
speed is readily learned.
The entire outfit presents a neat appearance, being well finished in black japan, with nickel trimmings. The motor and its attachments are especially well made, and will require a minimum of
care and of attention in operation. These machines
are made for ico-iio-volt alternating current, 60
cycles, and for loo-iio-volt direct-current circuits.
The illustration shows the direct-current type and
method of attachment, with braking and speedregulating devices.

should
wheel.

W

W

DIRECT-CURRENT MOTOR ATTACHED TO SEWINC-

FIFTY-HORSEPOWER WESTINGHOUSE INDUCTION
MOTOR.
the laminations from injury. Throughout, the
motors have been designed for hard service. Th^
insulation on the coils has been very thoroughly
made and will stand much greater stresses than
it receives in normal service.
Attention is called to the brushes, by means of
tect

w'hich connection

is

made

to an external resistance.

These bear on continuous rings of metal, so that
there is no occasion whatever for sparking. The
brushes are liberally proportioned, so that they have
long life and 'require the minimum of attention.
The rotor is unlike the usual short-circuited type
of rotor on induction motors, and has a regular winding in which the resistance is inserted while
starting, and thus the starting current is limited.
Approximately full-load current is required to produce full-load starting torque.
Special covers are provided for enclosing the
brushes where this may be desired. There are
semi-enclosing covers, by which the brushes and
slip rings are protected from any coarse particles,
and the totally enclosing covers., which prevent all
dust from lodging on these par^s.
motors are built in the usual sizes
Type
from 5 to 500 horsepow'er, with larger sizes on
special order.
The standard frequencies are 25, 40
and 60 cycles, but motors for other frequencies

HF

are supplied when required.
In connection with these motors, special starting
devices are supplied by which the current at starting
These starters cut resistance
is varied by hand.
out of the circuit of Ihe rotating part until the
handle reaches the full-on position, when the resistance is all short-circuited, and the motor runs
with practically the constant-speed characteristics
special short-cirof the squirrel-cage motors.
cuiting sw-itch is provided on motors of. 100 horseThis relieves the
power or larger, if desired.
brushes and the leads and contacts on the starter,
as the windings are short-circuited inside the motor.

A

Electrical

Dock Equipment

In Brazil.

The Companhia Docas de Santos (Santos Dock
Company), through whose docks most of the coffee
exported from Brazil passes, has recently placed
a large order with the General Electric Company
of the United States for the complete electrical
equipment of its sub-station and docks at Santos.
The order is comprehensive and includes six 3,000kilow-att, water-cooled, three-phase, 60-cycle, 40,0006,600-volt transformers, 23-panel switchboard and
the necessary cables and wiring supplies. The order
also
includes five 50-light, constant-current
transformers, 208 series arc lamps, 420 multiple arc
lamps, a large number of induction motors for
operating air compressors, hoists, cranes, etc., and
oil-cooled transformers.
a large number of type
Besides furnishing power for the docks, the substation will also supply energy for light and power
to various other enterprises thereabout.
Power is supplied at a line potential of 40.COO
volts by a hydro-electric plant some 35 miles from
Santos, the equipment of which was furnished by
the General Electric Company two years ago.

H

The Bartlesville Intcrurban Railway Company of
Bartlesville, Okla., is preparing to build an electric
raihvay between Bartlesville and Dew-ey. The contract for overhead construction, track laying and
installation of power-house machinery has been let
to the Treeborn Engineering and Construction-Company of Kansas City, Mo. J. J. Curl is president
of the railway company.

;;;;

;
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Ohio Telephone Convention.
of the Oliio Independent
Telephone Association took place in Columbus on
business these comopening
After
the
19th.
March
Auditing G. H. Carter,
mittees were appointed
Mansfield; S. E. Ward, Delaware; H. E. Curran,
Nominations G. P. Thorpe, Wilmington;
Elyria.
S. R. Newberry, Ashtabula; S. Guy Jones, ColumAmendments W. L. Cary,
Constitutional
bus.
Cleveland; H. P. Folsom, Circleville; D. J. Cable,

—

;

—

—

Lima.
A. C. Lindemuth, president of the International
Independent Telephone Association, delivered an
address, and there were talks by J. B. Ware, secretary of the International Independent Telephone
Mr. Barnes of Fairmont, W. Va.
•\ssociation
W. C. Polk and E. S. Cline of Toledo, and A. C.
Davis, president of the West Virginia Independent
Telephone Association.
On recommendation of the committee on legislation, the association, "representing more than 350
Independent companies. 25,000 local stockholders
;

and 300,000 subscribers," reiterated

belief in the

its

principle of competition as against combination and
monopoly in telephone service, and also declared for

reasonable regulation of telephone rates.
endorsed House Bill No. 1037, by Mr. Stewart,

the

the

It

in

Ohio Legislature.

Some remarks by

D. C.

Warner concerning

the

County followed. In response
Beam, the convention spontaneously pledged about $2,400 to further the work
situation in Clermont
to an appeal by Mr.

of the association.
President, Frank L.
These officers were elected
Beam, Mt. Vernon secretarj'. O. O. Welslieimer.
Columbus treasurer, Ralph R. Reamer. Columbus.
Delegates and alternates-at-large to .the next international convention were named as follows
Delegates—J. C. Boush, Cleveland; G. H. Meth:

;

;

Lima 0. J. Hess, Sidney E. L. Barber,
Wauseon: Lewis Brucker, Mansfield; L. M'. Flesh,
Piqua Washington Hyde, Warren G. R. Johnston,
Columbus C. H. Mar\in. Urbana C. Y. McVev,
Cleveland; H. P. Swisher, Newark; W. F. Laubach. Akron H. L. Beattv, Ravenna J. S. Brailev,
Jr., Toledo; F. L. Beam, !\It. Vernon; W. R. Fee.
eany,

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

C. L. Jones,
Portsmouth J.
Hoge,
.\thens; J. Mallahan, Ottawa; R. M. McLaughlin,
Carrollton; S. B. Rankin. South Charleston; G. P.

Cleveland

B.

;

;

Thorpe, Wilmington.

—

H. Hildc
Alternates F. A. Knapp. Bellevue
brandt, Washington
C. C. Heller, Beaver Dam
G. Adams. Millersburg; Charles I-Ieinlein. Bridgeport; D. O'Dell, Sprin.gfield; J. G. Stcinkamp, ElBabst, Crestline
more
H. M. Allen, Troy
J.
D. H. Fuller, Clyde I. H.
E. L. Coen. Vermillion
McDowell.
Ironton
W. A.
Thiedick, Sidney
J.
Norton. Kenton; 0. L. Spangler. Bryan; C. D,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Delaware
W. H. Bow-ron. Caldwell
Charles Duncan,, Chillicothe; A. V. Hageman. LoYoung,

;

N. Liggett. Marysville G. E. Nungester. CeSmith, Cadiz; S. E. Ward. Mansfield.
Governor A. L. Harris received the delegates in
A very enjoyable banquet and prothe evening.
gramme of toasts and music closed the convention.
rain

;

;

lina; J. F.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
The Saskatchewan Telephone Company of Moosejaw, Sask., intends to construct a long-distance
Estevan to the Manitoba
telephone line from
boundary, a distance of about 70 miles. At the
boundary connection will be made with the Manitoba government telephone system. The company
recently completed its system between Moosejaw
and Estevan.

Among recently incorporated telephone companies
are the Pipestone Company, Rural Telephone Company, Airlic. Minn.; Norway Telephone Company.
Rudolph Telephone Company, RuStraight West Telephone Company,
Wis.
Okarche, Okla. Sentinel Long-distance Rural Telephone Company, Sentinel. Okla.; Boyd County MuNeb.; Wood
tual Telephone Company. Bristow.
Lake Telephone Company, Wood Lake. Neb.

Kanawha. I6wa
dolph,

;

The German postal department, which owns and
operates the telegraph and telephone system of the
empire, except in Bavaria and Wurtemberg, purposes to change the present method of charging by
substituting a certain fee for every call or conversation instead of the fixed sum per annum for
each subscriber. The present rates for telephonmg
consulin Gcrmanv, according to Richard Guenther,
general at' Frankfort, are lower than those in the
United States.
plans have been completed
Tunnel Company will be enabled to lease its plants and telephone rights w
Chicago to an independent corporation, and th.at
within 30 or 60 days that part of the [iropcrty will
be
be turned over to new interests, and work will
commenced on a $15,000,000 telephone sy.stcm that
It

is

stated

whereby the

that

Illinois

of five
will serve the entire city within a period
The scheme provides for an exchange of
years.
of five
the Illinois Tunnel Company's entire issue
bonds for four per cent.
P'.r cent, first-mortgage
ComSubway
Chicago
the
collateral trust Ijonds of
pany.

be

to

is

be here made of
being held
A somewhat novel
postmaster-general a
Postoffice should give

carried through.
Mention
the possibility of an electrical

exhibition

Continental Europe.

—

Paris,
March 17. The minister of posts and
telegraphs has lately presented a project for a bill
before Parliament relating to the work which will
be needed in order to improve the telephone system
in Paris, as well as in the leading cities of France
and the interurban lines. According to this, it is
proposed to erect two new central exchanges at
Paris.
The total cost of the present project is no

than $S,ooo,ooo.
is reported by the Italian journals that a syndicate of capitalists has been formed for the purpose of constructing an extensive netw^ork of subway lines in Naples and the suburbs, and the plans
Tlie prelimifor the work are now being prepared.
nary project for the underground system has alRailroad
Deready been comrnunicatcd to the State
partment. It is said to call for an expenditure of
less

It

$2,000,000 for the present plans.
On the Rhine it is proposed to erect a hydraulic
plant at Eglisau, near Winterthiir. and the hydraulic
w^ork also includes the use of the affluents of the
series of dams
Rhine, the Glatt and the Toss.
will be constructed so as to give water storage in
One of these reservoirs will afford
these cases.
a supply of 5,000,000 cubic meters, on the Glatt
River.
tunnel will connect the two reservoirs
together.
In this way the turbine station will be
able to provide for variable current during t-he different hours of the day. by using the reserve water.
On the Rhine will be built a turbine plant which
will use a low pressure and large volume, and to
it will be run a penstock from the Glatt reservoir.
It is thought that the Rhine can be called upon
for 16.000 horsepower, in addition to the reserve
water which is given by the Glatt system, this
latter affording about 3,000 horsepower extra.
On
the Toss River the hydraulic work will give about
the same amount.
The town of Samara, in Russia, is 'to erect a
municipal plant, and bids have been advertised for,
providing for the construction of the central station
and the organization of a tramway line. These
will both be operated as concessions.
From a financial A-iewp-oint the electric plants of
Berlin made a very good showing in the last fiscal
year (1906-1907). and the profits coming to the city
from this source are about $i2o.oco, not including
the pa\'ment of an 11 per cent, dividend.
The total
production for the year is 143,000,000 kilowatthours, of which 89,000,000 Avere used for light and
motors and the rest for tramw^a^^s. There are now
890.000 incandescent lamps installed in Berlin, besides 30,000 arcs, and the motors now figure at

A

A

21.000.

In the region of Naples there is a project on
foot for the construction of an electric railroad
for Salerno to Amalfi. and the administration of
the former locality has already presented the matter
There is also
to the State Railroad Department.
talk of a railroad line running from Salerno to
Valle Pompeii. At Pisa there has been formed a
company which is to construct a line of electric
road in the northern region, starting from Viareg~:io.

A new hydraulic plant at Laufenberg. on the
Swiss portion of the Rhine, will be erected by a
syndicate which has been recently formed among
several of the leading electrical construction firms,
including the Felten-Guillcaume-Lahmcyer Company
of Miilheim and the Swiss Compressed Air and
Electric Company.
The syndicate expects to secure
a large amount of power from the Rhine, this being
estimated at 50.000 horsepower, so that the plant
will rank among the largest in Europe.
It is to
cost about $4,000,000.
A. de C.

London

in

in

1910.

proposal was put before the
few days ago, viz., that the

preferential rates of postage
to the publications of scientific and engineering societies, in order to extend the beneficial influence
of such institutions. The postmaster-general did
not take kindly to the idea.
The French Society of Electrical Engineers is
presenting the British Institution of Electrical Engineers a portrait of .Ampere as a memento of the

part

it
took in the \'isit of foreign engineers to
country in 1906.
Sir William Preece delivered a lecture before the
Institution of Electrical Engineers last week, en,

this

titled

"America Revisited

comments was

in

—

1907."
relation to the

One

of his

first

enormous use

of

United States as compared
with Great Britain, while on the question of education he made the characteristic remark that,
whereas in England tiie government was expected
to do everything, in America they expected the
millionaire to do, at any rate, the major portion
of what was necessary.
Figures were given to
telephone

the

show

that

the

in

the

telephones

per

100

population are
New York,

1.98 in London, against S.12 in
7.44 in Chicago, and 7.41 in Philadelphia.

only

The death is announced of the founder of the
well-known firm of Callender's Cable and Construction Company, Mr. W. O. Callender.
Since
1893 Mr. Callender has. not taken an active part in
the company's operations, although he remained a
member of the board until 1903.
G.

New
Boston,

tween the

March

28.

—

England.
Jly

a

new arrangement

be-

of Boston and the Edison Electric
Illuminating Company there will be a saving to the
city in comparison witli the cost under the old
contract of $1,000 a month.
As the result of a report submitted to the Massachusetts highway commission, which has supervision over the telephone service in this state, by
Prof. Dugald C. Jackson of the Institute of Technology, after an expert investigation made by him.
the commission recommends a reduction in the toll
rate in the metropolitan district, so-called, from
city

10 cents to 5 cents.
This would affect a five-mile
radius from the business section of Boston.
It is
recommended that an inventory be made of the

a[so

X'ew England Telephone and Telegraph Company's
property and a study of traffic conditions be made
in order that the commission may have a basis upon
u-hich to proceed in its supervisory work.
The General Electric Company gave a banquet
on Friday evening at the .'\merican House in Boston to about 300 electric-light station managers
from all parts of New England. It was the ninth
annual gathering of the kind under the company's
auspices.
The tenth

annual dinner of the Harvard EngiSociety was held at the Harvard Union
Cambridge on March 21st. J. R. Worcester was

neering
in

elected president of the new organization formed
this gathering, to be known as the .Association
of Harvard Engineers, ivhich will further the interests of graduates of the engineering department of
Harvard University. Prof. F. L. Kemtedv of Harvard is the secretary.
Dr. Charles P. Steinmctz gave an address on
at

"Electrical Conduct-on" at the meeting on Friday
evening of the Worcester Polytechnic branch of
the -American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

The New England

Street Railway Club held its
annual banquet Tbursd.ay evening at the
Somerset. Boston.
Matthew C. Brush was
elected president.
The other officers ai-e
Vicepresidents, W. D. Wright. C. H. Hile, Charles
E.
Hubbard. J. Brodie Smith, F. H. Foote,
A,
eighth

Hotel

:

Great Britain.

;

;

exhibition

the

may

The annual convention

1908

4,

London, March

21.

— The

inquiry into

the

Home

referred to last week has been
continued during the present week, and a feature
of the proceedings has been the appointment of a
committee representing the \'aried interests of liic
objectors who. by informal conference with the
advisers of the Home Office, have been able to
effect more progress in two days than had been
Out
n'lade during the whole of the previous week.
iif the ^3 regulations, practical agreement has been
come to on about 20. and at the moment of writing
Office

would appear that agroemenl will be come to. to
intents and purpose; without the intervention
of the legal fraternity upon all regulations except
it

two. viz., that relating lo the dimensions of height
and width of switchboards and switchboard passageways, and the one having reference to the use of
no-volt releases upon alternating-current motors.
For the present, discussion upon the former has
in connection with the latter
the light of the evidence, has
made a further concession to the extent of prefacing the regulation with the words "Where necessary to prevent danger" these appliances arc lo be

been postponed, while

Ilnme

Office,

in

used.

The rumor
exhibition

in

that

the

much "boomed" electrical
this autumn was to he

Manchester

has called forth from
committee a full statement of the
position, and it is a matter for congr.alulation that

postponed
the

E

secretary,

John

Wood.

J.

Lane; treasurer.
'

regulations

;ill

the

Newman:

until

executive

next

year

New
New York

H

L

g

York.

Marcii 2.S.— It is said thai General
Manager Oren Root of the Metropolitan Street
Railway Company will Iry to improve the new payas-you-enter system by the addition of a nickel-inthc-slot machine on the iron railing which guides
the way of the entering passengers.
This plan.
Mr. Root says, will allow the conductor to give
more attention to starting and stopping the car and
will insure the company getting all the fares.
.Arrangements have been completed to extend
the Electric Zone on the Hudson River division of
the New York Central
from High Bridge to
Yonkers tomorrow. Daily meetings have been held
between the electric and the operating departments,
and instruction is being given to motormen, conductors and signalmen.
It was originally planned
to run trains lo Yonkers by electricity on the first
d.'ty of March, but the burning down of a factory
frrim which irnport:int :).arts of the signal system
;ire
purchased has caused a delay of nearly a
month.
Work north of Yonkers is rapidly progressing, and before long the electric system will
be in operation as far as Harmon.
The connecting of the Blackwell's Island Bridge
and the cutting through of the last of the four
city,

April
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umiuls arc generally t.'ikeii lo indicate
must iiei-dcd transit facilities tor the

IVnnsylv.Mii:!
llie

lliat

norlluTlv part of l.oiiK Island are near at liand.
With the i)ridt!e and all the tunnels coTnplcted
snnie iif tlie chanKes that will take place in the
averaue man's lime tahle arc little less than astonBetween any two points in tlie two borishinn.
than 15
(innhs the savinK in lime will he not les.s

takinK the liest means of transit now
half
availalile, and the average K'tin will he fnlly
In certain cases, as fur instance the trip
lionr.
;iii
Park Plaza and the center
l.elweeii the Central
l.onK Islanil City, a matter of less than two
i,f
will
cut down the time nearly
rontes
new
miles, the
iiiinntes.

an honr.
of Estimate has approved a plan to
advertise for bids for the entire sections of the
Kourtli Avenue Subway in Brooklyn, instead of

The Hoard

,

'

section bv section.

The stockholder.s of the IiUerborongh Rapid
Company have authorized an issue of
Transit
$50,000,000 lirsl-mortgage bonds in accordance with
The creation
plan announced some time ago.
(lie
of a mortgage to cover the proposed bond issue
was opposed at the meeting by minority stockholdthe
ers, but the management had greatly more than
amount of stock needed to carry the plan through,
as the great bulk of the company's stock is owned

W.

bv the Interborough-Mclropolitan Company.

277

from 2S'A cents lo 11 '/I cents a iioiind, the Mountain Copper Company and Great Wenleni Company
were compelled to shut down their .smelters. 'I'he
.Mammoth ami llnlly Hill companies ceased pnshni({
their conslructi<m work as formerly, and the Halaklala shni down, after spending over $700,ocx> on
its smelter, and being within 60 days of completion.

The

Balaklala

installed

li.is

smeller

this

in

able

to

us

Toledo. March 2S.— The .village of Mbntpelier,
Ohio, recently decided to issue bonds In the sum.
reimilding of the municipal
of $30,000 for the
The proposition carried
lighting and water plant.
by a vote of 256 to 32.

provemenls

that

the

retiirn

lor a 25-year franchise for the Lima-Bellcfontaine
The
extension now in process of construction.
franchise question has reached an acute stage.

alarms will be iust.alled
of the Toledo school buildings during the

Electric
in

all

wiring and

fire

coming summer. The schools will be closed two
weeks earlier than usual in order to give ample
lime for the work before the fall term opens.
Limited electric trains will be in operation between Toledo and the Ohio River by autumn. Construction work on the Lima-Toledo line will be
under way in a few days and cars will be running
between Tbledo and Lima bv June 1st.

H. L.

S.

Illinois.
ilarch 28.— The Gilmore Arc Headlight
Company of Clrcago has been incorporated with
Peoria,

manufacture headlights. The
Alfred C. Gilmore, Roscoe L.
Wicks and Frederick Ariid.
The Vox Electric Company of Chicago has been
incorporated with a capital of $2,500 to do a genThe ineral contracting and construction business.
corporators are O. P. Thompson, A. Christienson
and E. T. Kennedy.
There is some talk of securing the passage of a
bill in the State Legislature for the interchange of
passenger and freight traffic between the steam and

a capital of $3,000 to

incorporators

lines

electric

The

are

in

this

state.

wall of the coal

plant at

Mason

Cit>'

fell

room
this

of the

week.

electric-light

The company

was storing a large amount of coal in anticipation
of a strike, and the extra weight was too much
for the

walls.

endeavoring to secure
the building of a siibway under the Chicago and
and the Consoliroad
steam
tracks
by
the
Alton
dated Railway ' Company that operates the street
Several plans have been proposed,
cars in the city.
and at a meeting of those interested the streetrailway company, through the manager, Mr. Schmidt,
submitted several propositions. The matter will be
taken up bv a special committee of the City Council.
V. N.

At Springfield the

city

is

Pacific Sope.
San Francisco. March 25.— The American Institute of Electrical Engineers (San Francisco Section)
recently made an inspection trip over the
line of the Vallejo and Napa Valley Electric RailSt.
road Company, extending from Vallejo to
Helena, Cal. The observations will be reported at
the next monthly meeting.
At the Northern California Power Company's
annual meeting, held in San Francisco, last week,
The anthe directors and officers were re-elected.
nual report stated that although the past year wai
not as prosperous as was expected, there was
gain of $82,231 in gross earnings over the previous
year.
The gross earnings for the year ended February 29, 1908. were $297,061. "Had not the price
of copper dropped to the very low figure which it
did." said President Nobie. "we would have earned
at

least

$50,000 additional.

When

copper declined

extensive expenditures for improvements and
extensions during the coming year. These include
in
considerable track relaying and street paving
accordance with city ordinances, new fenders, double-tracking the main passenger line of the Oregon
Water Power Line, the bonding of tracks, track
work at Salem, the putting in of meters, lamps,

power

transformers, etc.. in the electric-lighting and
departments, the building of a concrete dam around
City, extensions
a nortion of the falls at Oregon
Savier and bast
to the car barns at Piedmont,
new car barns
•\kenv streets, and the erection of
division at Golf Links
tlie Oregon Water Power
"

for

and

„
Power

^
Company

r

of

R.
Nev.. has closed a deal with Stephen
Young bv which the company leases for 25 years
flow
the
from
generated
power to be
all of th'e
Ranch, near Loveof Walker River at the Young
of the company call for the buildplans
The
lock
line from the ranch
in" of a lO.ooo-volt transmission
transformer house
to°the town of Loxelock. where a
LoN-elock.

will

'^•

be built.

Horlock Company of Navasota, Tex.,
in

connection

capital of $40,000.

make an

proposition to

additional tax assesswas car-

for electric lights in Smilhville, Mo.,
ried by a vole of nearly four to one.

on

Light

.\.

ment

The directors of the Portlanil Railway, Light and
Power Company of Portland, Ore. have decided

Lovelock

R.

year.

establish an electric-light plant
its ice plant and cotton gin.

The

.,

The

The

tills

Company, with a

Cal.,

Junction.

light plant of
lligginsvillt,

K. H. Norris and associates of Childress, Tex.,
have incorporated as the Childress Ice and Light

and Power Company.

in

city

with

injured.

demand of the council of Bcllefontainc
West Columbus .-\vcnue line be operated

The

will

franN. M., has agreed on terms of the proposed
franchise
chise with the town authorities, and the
will now be formally applied for.
The city trustees of Richmond, Cal., have granted
Light
an electric-lighting franchise to the Richmond

\V. Kelsey Seboepf. bead of the Ohio Electric
Railway Company, has refused to accede to the

at

of Stillwater, Tex., will vote on April
71I1 on a proposition to issue $7,000 of bonds for
extending the electric-light plant.

automobile carrying Mr. and Mrs. George
Morely of Cleveland was demolished by a Lake
Shore electric car after the occupants of the auNo one was
tomobile bad jumped for their lives.
.\n

power and

Company

The Atchison (Kan.) Fiailway, Light and Power
Company cxpccis to spend alKiut $60,000 in im-

election

Lodi,

at

Company

ICIectric

$25,000.

will bo held the latter part of April
to vote on a proposition of issuing
bonds to the amount of $76,000 for the puri»se 01
putting in an electric-light and power plant.
Dr. E. L. Woods, who is promoting the conSocorro,
struction of am electric-lighting plant at

An

Ohio.

and

Plans arc hciiiK prepared for the city of FarniMo., for an elcclric-llKht jilant to cost about

low

cost."

Ice

arc

iiiKton,

We

very

Memphis (Tex.)

Philadelphia

of

Mo.

1,585

resumed

at

F.

Fire has destroyed the
Ihc liiggliisvillc .Mlllintf

the

develop 5,000 horsepower

incorporators.

ilie

'I'he

Balaklala smeller is completed. Work
In order lo lake care of
al once.
Ihis increased load we have run a second transmission line from Keswick to Keiinet. through
miles in
14
Balaklala smelter,
for the
Cor.ain,
length, and have erected and eijuipped a large substation at Coram for ibe Balaklala smelter; also
enough
a sub-station at the Balaklala mine large
to lake care of the Trinity Copper Company.
group
Loaf
Sug.ar
Ibe
tip
lines
have extended our
Quartz
for the StaulTer Chemical Company; also to
Hill.
At Heroult-on-the-Pitt we have put up a
sub-station where I expect more power will be sold
In behalf'-of
than on all the rest of our system.
purour Battle Creek Power Company we have
together
chased the Hazen property of 2.J60 acres,
with rights on South Bailie Creek, which will en-

when

Joseph

among

has been organizcil with a capital slock of $25,000.

horsepower in motors and at its mine 225 horsepower.
The Trinity Copper Company also has 350
horsepower in motors installed thai will be in nsc
will be

ruriier

more, and

PERSONAL.
taken
C Porter of Wheeling, W. Va., hasLincoln
Mr
the
charge of the commercial business of
Company.
(Neb.) Gas and Electric Light
Electric ComCharles E Brown of the Central
Appliance
pany, Thomas L Stacey of the Electrical
James Wolfli of the New York Insu-

F.
.'\rk.,

H. Kennedy and associates of Cotton Plant,
have incorporated the Cotton Plant Light and

Power Company with

a capital of $10,000.

Company of Christiansburg, Va., has organized with J. L. Vaughn
of Roanoke, Va., as president, and T. W. Simpson,
The new company has bought and
chief engineer.
will tievelop the properties of the Grayson Electric
Company and the municipal plant at Christiansburg.
The Montgomery

Electrical

Commonwealth Edison stock advanced on the
Chicago exchange from 91 to C5 as the result of
the recent passage by the City Council of the rate
ordinance. The stock was firm at the closing figure.
present the stock pays five per cent., but there
are persistent rumors that the eight per cent, rate
of llie old Chicago Edison Company will be revived In time.

M

The Consolidated Light and Power Company, operating plants at Lewisburg and Roncevcrte, W. Va.,
has recently purchased a 150-kilow'att Allis-Chalmers
alternating-current generator. 6o-cycle. two-phase,
together with exciter and transformers.
The new
equipment is intended to supplement that already
installed, which includes a 115-kilowatt Albs-Chalmers machine placed in service some three years
ago.

The North Shore

Electric

Company, which

al-

ready serves an extensive territory, is to extend its
service still further and for that purpose will put
out more stock.
At the same time the earnings
of the company have increased in a ratio to have
warranted the directors to put the $3,250,000 stock
now outstanding on a dividend basis. ,A quarterly
payment of three-fourths of one per cent, has been
ordered payable May ist to holders of record
.\pril 17th.
The company in its statement for the
\xar ended last September shows gross earnings of
$665,890 and net $234,435.

H

Company and
lated" W'ire Company

constitute the subdivision on
goods of the ways and means committee
of the Chicago Association of Commerce.
Major-general A. W. Greely, U. S. A., formerly
having reached
chief s'gnal officer of the army,
27th, was transthe age" of 64 years on March
with the
ferred to the retired list in accordance
electrical

He was recently relieved of command of the
Department of the Lakes at Chicago and is now
Gentraveling in the Orient on leave of absence.

law

exploits as an Arctic explorer are
also kept in touch with many
electrical development by reason of his

eral

Greely's

well

known.

phases of

He

interest in the Signal Service.

Mr. W. R. Bonham, until recently head of the
lamp department of the Chicago district of the
V/estinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, has resigned that position to accept the Chicago agency of the Sterling Electric Manufacturing
Company of Warren, Ohio, maker of incandescent
Mr. Bonham will undoubtedly handle other
lamps.
specialties and conduct a manufacturer's agency in
Chicago. He is an experienced lamp man, with a
number of years of Chicago experience, and he
leaves the Westinghouse service with the kindest
of feelings on both sides.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Kewaunee, Wis.,

will

vote

on a bond

The Lee
been

.\rtbur L.

Electric

Company

incorporated

with

Bosley. 221

North

of

of

Baltimore,

Md..

capital of $50,000.
Calvert Street. Balti-

a

from Los Angeles, Cal.. says that
H. Harriman has taken over all interests of
H. E. Huntington in steam and electric railways in
Los Angeles and Southern California, paying
$50,000,000 for the properties, which include the
Pacific Electric, Los Angeles-Pacific, Los Angeles
Railway Company, Los Angeles Interurban Railway
Company and Los Angeles and Redondo Railway
Company. Mr. Harriman will also control the Pacific Light and Pow-er Company, it is said.
According to the terms of the agreement, Mr. Huntdispatch

E.

from active participation in the
of the great properties which he has
built up in Southern California.
ington will

retire

management

The Winnebago Traction Company of Oshkosh,
which operates the Oshkosh Interurban, the
Oshkosh-Omro Interurban and the Oshkosh City-

Wis.,

lines, has recently purchased from the Allis-Chalmers Company car equipments for new- rolling stock
lately acquired.
These equipments comprise type
R-50 raihvay motors with double-end control and

the
usual
auxiliaries,
including
circuit-breakers,
lightning arresters, trolleys, car-lighting and power
wiring.
The motors are each capable of developing
a normal output of 55 horsepower, with 500 volts
The field frame or yoke
at the motor terminals.
is built in two parts, divided horizontally through
It is made of cast
the armature and axle bearings.
steel of high magnetic permeability.
The lower
half of the field is provided with hand holes at
each end for inspection and measurement of clear-

ance between armature and poles.
issue

$20,000 for an electric-light plant.

has

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
.\

The

field

coils

are of the mummified type. During the process of
winding they arc filled w-ith a special compound
which closes all open spaces betW'Cen turns and
leaves no air cells or pockets; this greatly aids the
passage of heat from the interior of the coil.
quadruple equipment of these R-50 motors w-'ll

A

.
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operate cars about 45 feet long, weighing approximately 45,000 pounds, without loa'd or equipment,
in interurban service with an average of one stop
per mile at a schedule Epeed of 23 miles per hour.
A maximum speed of s5 miles per hour can be obtained.

Charles K. M'I>hler, engineer, has been engaged
as consulting- engiineer by the Loop Protective AsMr. Mohler has made an exsociation, Chicago.
tensive examination of the Loop questions and \yill
proceed to make a thorough investigation for the
purpose of discovering to what extent and in what
way the present nuisance features can be modified
He is working on plans for a staor eliminated.
tion entirely beneath the elevated structure which
would give considerably more station room.

Through cars
and Springfield
Traction

Illinois

will be in operation between Peoria
in a few weeks on the line of the

Temporary crossings

System.

of

the steam lines at Lincoln have been made until
the overhead crossing can be built, and cars from
Mackinaw are now running to the station in LinThe ballasting of the 23 miles of road between
coln.
-Mackinaw and Lincoln will be finished early this
summer, and then the through business from Peoria
to St. Louis and Springfield cao be handled to better' advantage as to time.
.

,

POWER TRANSMISSION,
The Broad River Power Company

of Elberton.
power plant
transmit
will
it
which
from
River,
oa.the Broad,
current to lighting and manufacturing plants. A. S.
Stovall, A. S. Oliver and associates of Elberton are
Ga., proposes

to build a hydro-electric

..interested.
It

understood that

is

W.

Massee

J.

of

Macon.

president of the Central Georgia Power Company, has completed arrangements with A. B. Leach
& Co. of New York for financing the power com.pany, including bonds for $16,000,000 and stock for
$20,000,000.. Contracts for the construction of the
proposed waterpower, electric plant will therefore be
The company's ultimate devellet soon, it. is said.
opment will be for 125,000 to i5O;0O0 horsepower on
Oconee, Ocmulgee and Flint rivers, the electricity
to be transmitted over an extensive territory for
manufacturing and lighting.' The first plant will be
near 'Jackson,' where 18,000 horsepoVver is available.
This plant, including dam, power house, waterpower
and electrical machinery, transmission lines, steel
towers, etc., 'is estimated to cost $1,850,000.

and alternating-current motors and generators
able for such an installation are also described

The Commutator Company of Minneapolis, Minn.,
Drawn" commutator seg-

ments, has just issued a small folder, entitled "Segment Essentials," in which is explained the numer,ous requirements a commutator segment must meet
to establish its claim to merit.
The folder can be
obtained

of charge by addressing the company.

fr.ee

In Bulletin No. 5910-4 from the Western Electric
Company", .entitled "Power Equipment for Breweries,", the. superiority of electric motor drive is
again n)ade; apparent. The various types of motors
adapted' to 'brewery service are described and illustrated, ari'd there are some good pictures of a
number of representative installations of Western
Electric- equipment for breweries.
,

'

The F. Bissell Company of Toledo, Ohio, has
ready special list No. 27 of bargains in "electrical
machinery, including direct-current and alternatingcurrent motors, dynamos, as well as circuit-breakers,

The company

switches, meters, belting, etc.

is

also sending out a, little booklet on credit that will
be of interest to all business men at this time and
probably to electrical men, more particularly.

"Unilets"

the

is

of

title

catalogue

No.

4,

pre-

pared by the Appleton Electric Company of Chicago.
Thirty-two pages are filled with a complete
of Unilet conduit fittings of all kinds, including nipples, receptacles, snap-switches, etc, While
those listed are intended for rigid conduit, the company also makes these fittings for flexible conduit.
This catalogue is a valuable one for electrical engineers, contractors and jobbers.

list

.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
Company, Rochester, N.

Y., has prepared a circular
of purchasers of telephone apparatus in becoming better acquainted with
the superior features of "Quality Apparatus," -particularly in the form of an improved self-restoring

especially

for

To what extent electric mining machinery has
been introduced from America into Mexico and
has aided in a practical revolution of the entire
mining, industry of that country may be estimated
from the fact that in one of the mining camps at
Guana juata, the Pinginco mines, no less than 250
Westinghouse electric motors, ranging in capacity
from 5 to 200 horsepower, are now being operated.

service.

much, of
,

interest in the detail description and illusthe No. S self-restoring gravity drop

of

magneto switchboard

i5o-line_ unit type
tained in the circular.

COIVIIVIUNICATION.

TRADE NEWS.
The

supervising architect, Washington, D. C, will
receive sealed proposals until April 25th for an
electric passenger elevator in the postoffice and
court house at Green Bay, Wis. Drawings and
specifications may be obtained at the above office
or at the office of German & Lignell, architects, at
Dulutli,

,'

con-

Minn.

From 'Boston comes the report that the volume
of new business being booked by the General Electric

is

at

low point

the rate of $40,000,000 a year, against a
in

December, not exceeding

$30,000,000.

It is declared there is no question whatever about
the intention of the directors to pay the regular
eight per cent, dividend throughout 1908.

The Central Electric Company of Chicago is now
delivering the first installations of the new arclighting equipment for the city of Chicago.
This
is one of the largest arc-lighting equipments that
has been secured for some time, covering approximately 900 G. I. series alternating-current lamps,
16 50-light oil-type arc-light regulators and approximately 8co kilowatts of transformers.
At

the

m.eeting

special

of

stockholders

of

the

Strowger Automatic Telephone Exchange and of
the Automatic Electric Company, held on March
27th, the consolidation of the companies was unanimously approved. A new Illinois corporation is to
be formed, known as the Automatic Electric Company.
The capital stock will be $5,000,000 and the
l3onded debt $1,000,000.
These bonds will be exchanged for the stock of the Strowger concern.

the guidance

drop switchboard for magneto telephone
Telephone managers and users will find

gravity

introduced in Congress by Senator Hale
require a Eedera] license for foreign and

SOCIETIES

communication

by wireless telegraphy,
be put completely under the jurisdiction
©f the government and can be abolished by the
president in times of war. The' bill would impose
a' license on land stations of $joo a year and a
.license of $5 a vessel on all equipped with wireless
apparatus.- The act makes it the duty of every
person or corporation using or operating wireless
systems under a license issued by the United States
to answer wireless calls and signals from any other
person or corporation so licensed.
interstate

which

.

Reports from Pittsburg state that the receivership

the Westinghouse Machine Company, created
October, was vacated on March 31st by Judge
James S. Young of the L^nited States Circuit Court
on petition of the company and the receivers. On
April 1st the prop-erty was turned back to the
stockholders, and the company began its fiscal year
free from debt, with cash in bank and orders to
justify operating the plant on about a 75 per cent,
for

last

basis.

of the Electrical Section of the
Western Society of Engineers will be held on April
loth, when "The Relation Between the Banker and
the Engineer" will be discussed by Mr. J. C. Kelsey.

At an extra meeting of the Western Society of
Engineers, held on March 25th, Mr. J. N. Darling
presented a paper on "Some Features of ConstrucThe
tion of the South Side Elevated Railway."
points touched on were principally structural details in connection with the recent extensions and
third-track work on the road.
In less than a week after circulars were sent out
in connection with the
Cliicago convention of the National Electric Light
Association nearly one-half of the exhibition space
available was applied for.
This interest and cooperating promptness on the part of the associate
members would already seem to assure the success
of the exhibition. Mr. Walter Neumuller, 55 Duane
Street, New York city, is secretary of the exhi-

PUBLICATIONS.

announcing the exhibition

The Boss

"

!etc.

*

•

The Wire and Telephone Company

of

America,

N". Y^ has issued a "Copp.er History" folder,
givii^ the monthly and yearly average selling prices
of copper since 1883. It will furnish a copy for
tbe asking.

'!Rome,

.

bition

and Manufacturing
export department, has received a contract from the Dominion Iron and
Steel Company of Halifax, N. S., for a soo-horsepower electric generator which will be used in the
operation of one of the company's iron mines on

Company, through

Prof.. R.

physics at
discovery

well-designed
has done good work in advancing the- commercial
interests of Chicago, and. its rqpid growth is deserved,

.

Among the orders recently received by the General Electric Company are the following:
ThrCe
hundred four-motor equipments for the Chicago
Railways Company; three i.ooo-kilowatt, 2,300-Volt.
three-phase alternators for the Manchurian railway.
Corea; 25 GE-202, 600-volt, two-motor equipments
and 40 type H oil-cooled transformers for the Sao
Paulo Light and Power Company, Sao Paulo.
Brazil.
A" shipment of two 50-kjlowatt, cross-compound marine sets, together with switchboards and
necessary instruments, has been made to Olongapi^,
Philippine Islands.
These will be used in the

United States government floating dry-dock Dewey,
which recently made the trip around Cape Horn.

DATES AHEAD.

heightening scenic color

The

latest circular from the H, W, Johns-ManCompany, 100 Williams Street, Xcw York, "s
devoted to Arido dry furnace cement. This cement
is said to be the most economical, and can be depended .upon tO: majcc ptrrmancnily tight joints when
,

used for setting, up or i-cpairing heating apparatus.

powtr equipment of printing

ofiiccs

dcscribc'd in Bulletin No, '5910-5. just issued by
the Western Eltctric Company of Chicago.
large
number of il!u£tratiori< shrm- the application of elcciric drive to a variety of printing" prc'sscs. cutting,
folding -atH 'rjih<ii^ machinery. The advantages of
t'lccfritaf"(^pfryatibiv abjl its adaptability for vrffious
ptirf>iSV^V"Jirt''"vc>H vltficriled.
A number of direct
is

A

effects.

The United

States Civil Service Commission announces an examination on April 15, igo8, to secure

-is'

ville

Wood

effects.
Dr.
calls
his invention the optical intensification of paintings.
It is a device arranged by lanterns and slides for

'A new miniature arc kimp known as the Queen
Acme Arc is described in a leaflet sent out by
Queen & Co., Inc., of Philadelphia, Pa, This lamp
only 15 inches in length over all and is said to
be very efficient, besides giving an exceptionally
.'•>,
white and steady light.

W.- Wood, of the chair of experimental
Johns Hopkins University, has made a
which he hopes to apply to the im-

provement of stage scenic

,,

cligibles from which to make certification to fill a
vacancy in the position of engineer (with knowledge of -ice machinery, pumping and electrical
plants), $900 per annum, Indian service, Colorado
River Agency, Arizona, and vacancies as ihey may
occur in the Indian service.

The Marconi Wireless Tcfegraph Company of
America in its balance sheet' as of January 31
shows cash on hand and in bank amounting to
$^757. accounts receivable, $17,947, 'ind stocks of
apparatus on hand valued at $16,854, Tic cost of
stations and experimental work, less depreciation,
he value of patent rights,
is put at $126,969, and
Deficit accontracts, and good-will at $5,491,855.
count and organization expenses cover $422,422,
and furniture and unexpired insurance arc figured
I

at

$1.61

r.

The

Electric

its

Belle Isle, Newfoundland.

MISCELLANEOUS.

of the Chicago Association of
issued" in a neatly printed and
booklet. This excellent organization

T-he' electrical

committee.

BUSINESS.
The Westinghouse

,

The annual report
Commerce has been
'

AND SCHOOLS.

The next meeting

is to

M'anufactu*'ing Company of Kewanee,
Ill.j
has- issued catalogue No. 3, showing a very
large line of 'workingmen's gloves and mitte'ns.
-Some of' them are applicable to linemen, motormen,
.

and accounts payable and legal expense account of
the London company add $34,645 to liabilities,
bringing the total up to $6,079,445.

bill

"would

--

1908

4,

manufacturer of "Hard

and

A

and

The Blake Signal and Manufacturing Company
of Boston has published a folder on Blake insuThese
lated staples and Blake compressed cleats.
are both designed for low-voltage circuits and have
many desirable features. The cleats are for use on
plaster or other places where the staples cannot be
used.

trations

WIRELESS

suit-

illustrated.

-Ga.,

.

April

capital slock is $6,044,800. and''notcs

Iowa Electrical Association (annual meeting), Savery HoDes Moines, April 22d and 23d.
Iowa Street and Interurban Railway Association (annual
convention), Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa, April 2.1<I
and 24th.
Missouri Electric Light, Gas and Street Railway Association, Marquette Hotel, St. Louis, April 33d, 24tli and 25tli.
Omaha Electricgl Show, Auditoriuin, Omaha, Neb., May
tel,

4tli

to

9th.

Nebraska Electrical Association (annual meeting), Omaha,
May 6tb and 7th.
Missouri Independent Telephone Association, Kansas City,
May 6th and 7th.
Southwestern Electrical and Gas Association (annual meeting), El Paso. Tex.. May 7th, 8th and gth.

Neb.,

.National

Electric

Light Association

(annual convention),

Auditorium Hotel, Cliicago. May 19th to fad.
Indiana Independent Telephone Association (annual convention), Indianapolis, May 20th and 21st.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (semi-annual
meeting), Detroit, June 23d to 26th.
.Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education ('ii'
nual meeting), Detroit, Jiinc 23d to 26tb.

American Institute of ElectricTl Engineers (annual convention), Hotel Traymorc, Atlantic City, N. J., June 29II1
to July 2d.
National Electrical Contractors' Association (annual rncciing). Chrcago, July 15th, i6th and i7tli.
New York Electrical Show (second iinnual), Madiftou
Square Garden, October 3d to J4tli.
Chicago Electrical Show (fourth annual), roliwnrn. January II to 23. 1009.

April
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ILLUSTRATED

(United SUUex Patent

/sstted
Block-siKiial Syslcm.

8Hj,553.

I'Ycd

Coroy, Sclic-

assifitior to Ihe Clcner.'il

Ufclady, N. Y.,

Applic;ition filed

Conipiiny.

li.

Marcli

y,

lilcctric

2/9

I

tiirc,

Office)

March

34,

igoS.
innit-) of (111- Luiiiiiiulali>i and
eirculiit lo the bruHlim, wtirii

iirm, Held eoilii for cn-oprrullon wIlli Cfie nrnuand' incnnn for itiipiiurliiiu a rcconlinK kurfavc be*

by

ltd

iiralli

ifbtalancrK i-ojuiccliiiti llic
llic
lalicr arc bearing on
roiinccicd to I lie circulitf, and inicrmlt*
irnily coiitirciiii|{ ihc KK'ncnt* wiili which tlie clrculU
(trr cHrinrelrd.

tlie

Muinrntn

(he pen.

1905.'

Cable Keel.
Edmund UoscnbcfK, Paris.
nssi^nor to ihe (.ieneral lileclric Company. Application tiled Auutisl 16, 1907.

8Hj,5H7.

I'rancc,

Electrical Control
SxBtem.
Henry D.
James, Pitlsburg, Ki,, anbifenor lo the WcsUiig-

KK2,6S7.

nmvablr vrliiclr eurricn a cable rrrl. A llrxible cable
liiiH one enit
coinieetcd to the reel and the ulhcr mrcured
al a lixcd |>uint.
There in
npriiiK driving coiuiectiun between the reel and llic axle of llic vehicle.

A

block,

iiiul

siKiiii

mil

liQuse

Krcd B. Corey, Schenectady, N. Y.,
Signal.
assignor to the General Electric Company. ApFebruary

17,

1906.

In H siKiial for electrically opci;Ue<l roads ciniJloyiiia
srimralc circuits lor tlic power-current and slKniil-currcnt,
there lire providfil means for shiftiuR tlic signal median-

operated by power-current, and nicins opernted by
current from tlie siRual circuit for locking tlio signal
ittin

when

shifted.

88j,535.

Sign.

Electric

Samuel E. Doane, Clcve-

Application

Tand. Ohio.

iiled

April 25, 1907.

illuminated siRu, such as that of the National Klcctric Lamp Association, ha.i tlie characters and the ficUl
formiufi the hackprround thercfotv composed of incandescent lamp bulbs, tiic bulhs of the characters and those of
the field being contrasted in color.

An

Edward M. Hewlett,
Heater.
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Application tiled August 3,
Electric Company.
Electric

88j,564.

1907.

The heater has

number

a

of -disks,

each consisting of

a resistance strip mounted upon a support in tlie casing
and extending b:ick and forth therefrom, and connections
whorehy a continuous path for tlic current is established

throughout the disks.

Howell, SchenecN. Y.. assignor to the General Electric
Company. Application filed June 4, 1906.

882.565.
tady,

Brush Holder.

Fred

B.

In this brush holder tiicrc is a tension spring comprising a steel helical body portion, and a brass helical
separator threaded into it, so that the turns of the spring
and the separator lie side by side and are free to move
relatively to one another.

Charles D. Knight, SchenecRheostat.
N. Y., assignor to the General Electric
Company. Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed
July 18, 1907.

882.569.
tady,

This is a starting and speed-regulating rheostat for a
The armature and field resistance conshunt motor.
are in separate arcs engaged by the same contact
arm. which carries an armature that engages the release
magnet as soon as the starting resistance is cut out and
then permits the arm to move over the field contacts.
tacts

Burglar Alarm. Cosmo Liaci, New Haven,
Conn. Application filed June 6, 1907.

882.570.

The alarm comprises a movable spring-controlled contact device included in an electric circuit, connections
between the same and the point to be protected for actuating the contacts against the action of the spring to close
the circuit, other contacts operated by the spring for closing the circuit, and a removable insulating retaining device introducible

between the contacts.

Storage Battery. William L. Merrin, FredApplication filed October 5,
ericktown, Ohio.

882,573.

1S96.
This storage battery has a #ontainer of corrugated sheet
an electrode shell therein of corrugated sheet iron,
an electrolyte having no chemical effect on the container and electrode shell, and active material in the
iron,

ahell.

882,581.

Induction-motor Control. Karl A. Pauly.
N. Y., assig:nor to the General

Schenectady,
Electric

Company.

Application

filed

March

9,

or

New

id a track cIcclroniaKncl and a coil
iraiii wherein an induced current
up by xmmvk^n over Ihc magnet when the latter is
energized,
.\icanh are controlled by thin induced current

10 effect the titopiiage of (he air or train.

V.

This clutch has a magnet with an energizing winding
two mechanically connected armatures on opposite
magnet and movable toward each other into
engagement with the magnet, which is arranged to attract
them both simultaneously.

Coml)ined Trolley- wheel and Sleet-cutter.
Schollenbcrger, Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to August C. Berwanger,
Chicago, III. Application filed October 30, 1907.

882.717.

Edmund M.

1907.

The

cago,

15,

Indianapolis,

John-

882,753.

July

field,

disks; a contact adapted to engage with any of the disks;
means to rotate and to lock the disks from rotation; means
to automatically release the disks when the contact is
placed in engagement with one of the disks.

Chicago,

The

lining of this furnace forms a variable- resistance
rheostat constituting the furnace resister and consisting of
contacting bodies of solid electro-conductive material in
series, with compressing; means for the sections adapted
to increase and decrease the pressure contact between the
bodies.

Lightning Arrester. Walter T. Goddard,
N. Y., assignor to the Garton-Daniels
Company, Keokuk, Iowa. Application filed Au-

Victor,

IQ05.
a binding post

mounted on the base near one end of the resistance, and
a single supporting means arranged near the other end
farthest away from the binding post for supporting tJie
resistance,

NO. 882,581.

INDUCTION MOTOR CONTROL.

The method of operating

varying speeds an induction
motor, having two windings of different pole numbers,
consists in connecting both windings to a source of
voltage so as to cause them to produce simultaneously in
the motor tendencies to run at two different speeds and
varying the relative torques produced by the two windings.
(See cut.)
at

Process of Producing Manganese Silicide.
Edgar F. Price, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor
to the Central Trust Company of New York.
Application filed IsTovember 14, 1905.

52,582.

A

continuous process of producing manganese silicide
in smelting a charge containing compounds of
manganese, silicon and carbon by means of an electrically
heated
withdrawing the molten
resistance
conductor,
product from the furnace, and supplying the charge-mixconsists

ture as required.

Lewis
Instrument.
T. Robinson, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to
the General Electric Company. Application filed

?2.586.

Electrical

September

29,

Recording

1902.

The instrument has a moving element suspended by a
sprinp and comprising an armature, a flexible jointed arm
und a recording: pen having a siphon capillary feed car-

so

on the base

large surface
between the support

that a

882,803.

for Rail-

San Fran-

Application

111.

September 30,. 1905.
In a calculating machine there is a crank arm connected
to the driving shaft, a motor and circuit therefor, a gearwheel driven thereby, a rod connecting the gear-wheel and
crank .-irm, a switch carried by the crank arm for cutting
the motor in or out of circuit, and a kev accessible to the
operator of the machine for closing the 'switch.
filed

Trolley-harp.
Frank
burg, Pa.
Application filed

882,833.

M. Mudler,
December 5,

Pitts-

1907.
In this harp_ there is a pair of slotted separable sections,
one at each side of the trolley, and a projection on each
section arranged to enter the slot in the other section to

Electromagnetic Toy Engine.
Harry G.
Hawekotte and Henry W. Klausmann, Indianapolis, Ind.
Application filed December 18, 1907.
The electromagnet has cores attached to the under side
of a yoke which act on a set of armatures mounted on a

882.681.

lock the sections together.

Device for Attaching Cross-arms to Telegraph Poles.
John E. McGillivray, Walla
Walla, Wash.
Application filed January 21,

882,835.

for

Commutator for Polyphase Currents. Alexander Heyland, Brussels, Belgium. Application filed January 21, 1903.
In combination with a commutator are brushes bearing thereon, circuits connected to a portion of the seg-

Storror,

ern Electric Compan_v, Chicago,

apertured casing has an indicating apron mounted

provide

W.

Adding Machine Attachment. Harold R.
Wellman, Riverside, 111., assignor to the West-

therein, a roller for moving the apron in either direction,
electrically controlled actuating means for the roller provided with a clutch, a shouldered crank disk, a rod connected therewith for actuating the clutch, shouldered bars
adapted to engage" with the disk, and means for moving
them to release the disk.

finger

Leonard

Application

882,806.

WilHarn S. Gunter,
and Street Cars.
Swedeburg, and Carrie E. Wilton, Fairbury,
Application
filed
N'eb.
October 18, 1906.
Renewed January 30, 1908.

wheel.
Contact pins and a contact
intermittent action of the magnet.

Cal

A

roads

An

Insulator.

filed January 2, 1906.
doubly petticoated insulator has an independent insulating ring fitting around and below the inner petticoat
but spaced apart therefrom.

cisco,

distance is interposed
and the binding post.

Announcing or Station Indicator

882,675.

111.

.Albert L.

the

1907.

882,673.

resistance,

Marsh, Lake
Hoskins Company,
Application filed September 19,

882,788.
Electric Furnace.
Bluff, 111., assignor to

are provided for connecting a resistance either
between the leads from successive points of subdivision of
a transformer winding or in series with the leads.

a

Trolley-wheel. Daniel D.
Grant,
PittsMass. Application filed February 11,1907.

Fire-alarm System.
Henry H. Hillier,
Pasadena, Cal. .application filed April 13, 1907.
In a signaling device there are a number of rotative

Means

is

and an

882,758.

Control System for Electric Motors. HerL. Van Valkenburg, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and ManuApplication filed Septemfacturing Company.
ber 2, 1904.

arrester there

tlie roller,

The wheel has a core upon either side of which is a
circular guard plate holding a series of anti-friction rollers between the body and core of the wheel.

882,658.

7,

wound upon

8882,752.
Letter-box Alarm and Indicator.
Oscar
F. Erickson, Berkeley, and Richard H. Bradshaw, Oakland, Cal. Application filed September 5, 1907.
An alarm is rung when the lid or door of the box is
opened.

1907.

this

flag

motor for unwinding and holding the flag extended, and for rewinding the flag upon the roller, actuated by the closing and opening of an electric circuit.

clutches.

In

contents.

electric

A pair of reels and a web carried thereby are provided with a pair of magnetic clutches, one for each reel,
a motor for driving the clutches, and n\eans controlled by
the movement of the web for alternately energizing the

gust

the

on a support, a signal

mon

1906.

discharge

Signaling Device.
Spencer C. Cart, Spokane, Wash.
Application filed April 6, 1907.
The device consists of a vertical spring roller mounted

1905.

E.

to

882,744.

for Electric Motors.
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to
Electric and Manufacturing

filed

Furnace.
Edwin Appleby, ChiApplication filed March 26, 1906.

vertical cylinder is mounted in a frame so that it can
lowered below the electrodes, placed into trunnions and

tilted

System

Indicator.
Charles
Ind.
Application

J II.

A
I)e

In combination with a motor and a reversing switch
therefor, which is normally maintained in its open circuit position, are holding-magnet windings that retain
the reversing switch in its closed circuit position while
the counter electromotive force generated by the motor
exceeds a predetermined amount.

Advertising

in three sections, the central part
adjustable on the axle and fitting

is

Electric

^^^l^)})-

leng-th in the clamps.

582.640.
son,

longitudinally

into a recess in each flanged part,

Upon an insulating base is mounted a series of
clamps insulated from each other. A series of resistance
loops is arranged in the clamps, one side of each loop
being secured by one clamp, and the opposite side Dy
another clamp, so as to carry the current from clamp
to clamp, the loops being adapted to be adjusted as to

3,

trolley wheel

being

FrederAdjustable Electrical Resistance.
882.610.
Application filed
ick O. Ball, Plainfield, N. J.
November 21, 1907.

April

a contact
stationary

hooked jaws.

rail-bonding pin has a circular cross section with a
triangularly shaped longitudinal channel cut out to receive the bond wire.

filed

1906.

5,

A

Frederick H. Aycr, ChiApplication filed February

Westinghouse
Company. Application

Device for Gas Engines.
John
Bordcntown, N. J. Application

yielding oscillating electrode consists of
finger with a hig at the end that engages

A

the

June

filed

sides of the

Controlling

Igniting
Rice, Jr.,

882.716.

and

Henry D. James,

Plants.
Harry
.Application filed

'i'hc receptacle comprises a body provided with a negative and a jiositive clement surrounded by the body, and
a metalic conductor embedded within the body and connecting the negative and positive elements.

Magnetic Clutch. Robert Anderson, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric
Company. Application filed September 18, 1906.

882.639.

for

S. Latshaw, Jersey Shore, Pa.
January 24, 1906.

882.607.

23,

Receptacle

Electrical

882,699.

This is a modification of No. 88^>,58i, which consists
suriplying current to both ])rimarv windings and varying simultaneously and oppositely the impedances of the
circuits of the secondary windings.

III.

«el

is

in

Pin.

190O.

8,

1906.

Heights,

New

Kleinschmidt,

E,

N. v., assignor to George M. Scclcy,
York, N. Y.
Application filed February

In thiH HyHtcm there
carried by the car or

l-'rnst
Induction-motor Control.
E. W.
Alexanderson, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to
the General Electric Company. Application filed

Bonding

Edward

Trains.

York,

882.606.

cago

System for Aulomatically Stopping Cars

882,695.

In euinhinatiori with a rotary drum and contact fniKcr*
enKaKiiiK therewith arc individual blow-out coils con'
nectcd directly in serieit with the several fiiiRcrfi, one end
There are aliw
of each coil being connected to its core.
auxiliary piiic piecert in magnetic and electrical contact
with the cores of the coiln, and main pole piecen »cparatcd
from tlie auxiliary -jnes by insulation and magiicti^tcd
inductively thereby.

882.609.

Company.

1905.

3,

(i|>en.

in

18, 1906.

7,

Manufacturing

April

circuit

Harold E. White,
Switch.
Y., assignor to the General
Electric Company.
Application filed September

ControIlinK
Schenectady, N.

8Sj,6o2.

March

filed

A drcuit-brrfikrr Iiuh iin uperalinK maitricl windinif, the
t'oniu'ctioiift of
which urc Kovcrncd by tlic revemiiig Hwilch, and a liuldiiiK-inaKnct windinic (he circuit
of which may he cilahliRhcd only when (he circuit*hrcaker

SS_'.554.

plication filed

and

j^lcctric

Application

11

882.682.

1907.

The device consists of a body part and a shelf and lug
made of sheet metal, the lug and shelf being cut one
-

from the other, and the shelf struck up
to the lug and body part.

at

right angles

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

2So
William M. Scott and James
Philadelphia, Pa.; said Wyatt asApplication filed Sepsaid Scott.

Snap-switch.

S82.S4S.

H.

Wyatt,

signor

to

Signaling on Railways. Charles M. Jacobs
and Robert J. Insell, Reading, and Ernest A. B.
Bowden, Hanwell, England.
Application filed
August 9, 1907.

883,026.

tember

10, 1907.
combination witli a contact-carrying member is a
locking member engaging the same, a latch for restraining this member, a switch-actuating member, and a loose
cam member operated by the latter, the loose cam member being adapted to actuate the latch to release the lock-

A

In

ing member.

train

tromagnet when energized through a circuit including the

ramp restrains the

Vernon

Electric

May

the
the

York,

N.

Y.

Application

filed

1907.

The process

consists in conducting the electrolysis in a
diaphragm cell until stannic hydroxide and hydrochloric
acid accumulate in the anolyte and catholyte, respectively,
removing the electrolyte from the cell and combining the
accumulated products with the production of stannic
chloride.

Process of Elcctrolyzing Aqueous StannicSolutions. Franz von Kiigelgen, Holcombs Rock, Va., and George O. Seward, New
York, N. Y. Application filed June 10, 1907.

N.

Osias O. Kruh,
assignor to the General
Application iiled September

Y.,

Company.

chloride

This

on
for

Renewed January 31, 1908.
1905.
A mercury- vapor rectifier has an exhausted tube with
a cathode and a number of anodes located therein, and a
tube for carrying the blast or discharge from the cathode
past the anodes.
D^'namo-electric Machine. John P. Nikonow, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed April 13,

883.043.

1907.

A dynamo-electric machine has a number of poles, each
formed of a series of cores constituting parts of distinct
magnetic circuits, the cores being arranged to cause the
magnetic circuits to flow from the far side of one pole to

1905.

a modification of the above,

is

Actuating Mechanism for Electric Switches.
Harry B. Snell, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to the
Snell-Judd Company. Application filed January

883,150.

26,

A

1907.
notched disk driven by clockwork engages a pair of

parallel levers that periodically govern
cam disk connected with the switch.

the- rotation

of a

Reissues.

Plural-lamp Socket. Reuben B. Benjamin,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Benj^imin Electric
Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111. ApplicaOriginal application
tion filed February 6, igo8.

12,765.

May

filed

20,

Renewed August 10,
March 3, 1903.

1898.

1901.

Original No. 721,774, dated

the adjacent side of the next pole.

This timing device comorises a casing formed of insulating material, flat stationary contacts having their faces
in the same plane, an arbor, an arm pivoted to the arbor,
a roll journaled on the end of the arm and a spring bearing against the free end of the arm,

Electrically Operated Switch.
Henry F.
S83.059.
Starrettj Milwaukee, AVis., assignor to the Cut-

ler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwau-

by an

electric

Application

kee, Wis,

Henry R. Ford,
Coal and Rock Drill.
882.878.
Application filed December 17,
Buffalo, N. Y.
driven

Lorain,

15,

Spark-timing Apparatus. Charles C. Dodge,
Wollaston, Mass., assignor to the Dodge Tubricator Companj', Boston, Mass. AppHcation filed

is

King,

Electric Apparatus.

Schenectady,

8S2.876.

drill

Vapor

883.030.

System of Electrical Distribution. Rufns
N. Chamberlain, Depew, N. Y.. assignor to the
Gould Storage Battery Company. Application
filed January 17, 1906.

29,

J.

filed
3, 1907.
A valve carries a drum on its stem, A bracket on
supply pipe has a locking device directly engaging
drum.
An electromagnet controls a latch fulcrumcd
the bracket, and a motor is connected with the drum
actuating the valve.

882,872.

November

New

190S

883,141.

Lineman's Portable Telegraph and TeleCharles T. Troell, Seguin,
phone Pole Seat.
Tex. Application filed May ii, 1906.

The svstem consists of a main generator, storage batelectery and booster, a coil controlling the booster
tromotive force, energized by the resultant of opposing po
tential differences and means for applying another potential difference to the coil operated by changes of electrical
condition in the circuit containing the coil.

Seward,
June 10,

4.

whistle,

Engine-Stop.
Ohio.
Application

882,850.

1906.
This

ramp on the track engages a lever carried by the
which mechanically operates the whistle. An elec-

883.029.

Curved clamp-bars are secured to tlie seat frame and
arranged to embrace the pole to engage it through spikes.
The ends of the clamp-bars are joined by an eye-bolt and
hooked lever.

April

filed

February

7,

1902.

motor.

James
Protective Apparatus.
A. Kenny, Chicago, 111. Application filed JanElectrical

882,892.

uary 7, 1904.
The apparatus has two pairs of carbon-holders, a base
supporting tlie lowtr holder of each pair, a connection
uniting the upper holder of each pair, a spring for separating the carbon-holders and a screw mechanism for
simultaneously adjusting the carbon-holders and their
carbons relatively to each other.
Trolley.

882,966.

gust 24, 1907.
The trollev liead
the pole. Apinion
segmental gear
teeth

m

of

C. Reynolds. Portersvillc,
one-half to Albert J. Do

Laney, Portersville, Cal.

filed

(See cut.)

Plural-lamp Socket. Reuben B. Benjamin,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Benjamin Electric
Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed February 6. 190S. Original applica-

12.766.

.Au-

pivoted for lateral movement on
mounted in the trolley head, and a
entering end of the trolley pole, the
with the pinion and are eccentric

is

is

at the

whereof mesh

Application

tion

Mass.

Boston,

filed

Application

filed

February

1902.

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED SWITCH.

NO. 883,059,

The plunger of the magnet carries a laminated contact
The
bridge and an auxiliary non-arcing contact bridge.
frame over the magnet is apertured to receive a resilient
buffer for the plunger.
(See cut.)

14,

'

May

Renewed August

1S9S.

20,

10.

Divided and application filed Februarv
Original No. 7^1,777. dated March

igor.

to the pivot for the pole.

William C. Terry, BosStrain Insulator.
S82.979.
ton, Mass.. assignor to the Macallen Company,

PLURAL-LAMP SOCKET.

a'n insulating base and a metalliu
contact plate mounted thereon are a number of metallic
threaded shells for the lamp bases, supported thereon and
electrical contact therewith, and contacts for the central-lamp terminals arranged opposite the respective shells.

Henry

assignor

Cal.,

NO. 12,765.
In combination with

7,
3,

1903.
This patent covers further details and modifications of
the previous one.

_

1907.
This insulator is provided with an end cap having
thereon two side walls, cross-pieces between the side walls,
between and about which the wire to be attached to llie
insulator passes and a lug to be bent about the wire.

Keys. William H. Teachworth, Wa.xahachie,
Tex. Application filed June i, 1906.

Lawrence E. Barringer.
Resistance Unit.
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Application filed September
Electric Company.

882,990.

30,

An attachment for telegraph keys comprises a vibratory
arm, a releasing member therefor, a contact adapted to
he engaged by the arm, a shiftable key member, and an
adjustable connection between the key member and the
releasing member for operating the latter when the key

1907.

The resistance member consists of alundum, graphit*:
and clay, an enamel upon the surface of the member and
means for making electrical contacts with the ends of the
rods.

Strain-relieving Attachment for Telegraph

883,062.

member

is

Alternating-current Regulator. Augustine
R. Everest, Rugby, England, assignor to the
Application filed
General Electric Company.
July 13, 1906.

The truck has a frame with four relatively 'H.xed points
support, wlieels having pivotal connections with the
frame at these points, mechanism connecting the wheels
so that they are moved together about their respective
pivotal connections and a lever at each end of the truck
for operating the mechanism.
of

shifted.

Thomas
Controller for Electric Motors.
Barnum, Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to the
Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Companj'-, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed' March 2, 1904.

PATENTS THAT

Renewed February

190S:
Telephone Circuit and Apparatus.
Carty.
J.
J.
York, N. Y.
449,108.
Electric Cash Indicator and Recorder.
\V. F. Z.
Dcsant, New York, N. Y.
Electric Metallic Pole and Electric Wires.
449.125.
C. A.
Lieb, New York, N. Y.
Telegraph Transmitter.
449,174.
H. G. Robbins, Minneapolis, Minn.
Telephone Sound Transmitter. A. E. Schatz New449.180.
York, N. Y.
449.186.
Therm.o-clcctric Battery.
N. Webb, BirmingJ.
ham, Ala.
Electric Switch.
449,188.
William White. London, EnglandElectric Railway Conduit.
449,196F. O. Elackwell
New
York, N. Y.
449-I97Electric Motor Truck.
F. O. Blackwell, New -York,
N. Y.
Electric Magnetic Device.
449,206.
M. G. Crane, Newton,
Mass.
Electric Fuse.
449.209.
G. F. Curtiss, Lynn, Mass.
449.226.
Guard for Electric Railway Trolleys.
A.
W.
^Mitchell, Boston, Mass.
Electrical
Railway System.
449.227.
F.
S.
B.
Morse,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electric Arc Lamp.
449,237 and 449.238.
J. H. R. Ward,
New York. N. Y.
Hynamo Regulator. B. IT. Fisher. New York. N. Y.
449,245Electric Cash Register System.
449,249R. H. Nelson, Jr.,
Columbia, Va,
Telephone.
\V. Humans, Cambridge, Mass.
449.254Method of and Apparatus for Electric Soldering.
449,258.
A. Robinson, Lewiston, Me.
Electric Switch.
449,282.
H. T. Chirk, Bridgeport. Conn.
Regulating Apparatu.s for Electric Currents.
449,288.
W.
Labmeyer, Aix-la-Chapelle, Germany.
Electric Contact Protector.
R. Varlcy, Jr., Engle449. .102.
wood, N, J.
O. J. Depp, St. Louis^ Mo.
Electric Contact.
4.19-.148.
Hurr Preventer for Electric Welding ^lachines.
4-19. as?E. Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.
Electromagnet.
F. A. Wcssel. Brooklyn, N. Y.
449.358.

883.078.
E.

883.007.

Electrically Operated Baggage Truck. Tracy
V. Buckwalter, Altoona, Pa. Application filed
February 19. 1908. Original No. 875,893, dated
January 7, 1908.

12.767.

An

21,

March

1906.

electromagnetic switch for controlling the motor has
at predetermined periods for actuating the

means operated
switch.

Telephone Instrument. Clifford E. Cole,
Birmingham, Ala., assignor of one-half to
Sarah A. White, Birmingham, Ala. Application
filed January 10, 1906.

883,088.

The receiver head has a bell-shaped mouth and a
transverse slot intersecting it in combination with an imperforate slide engaging the slot and capable of being
moved bodily into the path of the mouth of the instrument.

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
31,

449,106.

New

'

Divided Central Telephone System. WilW. Dean, Chicago, 111., assignor to tbe
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company, ChiApplication filed June 15, 1903.
cago, 111.

883,093.

liam

NO. 883,007.

CO.NST.\NT

In this common-battery system there is a resistance at
each sub-station of the line and means under the control
of the subscriber to close circuits from the central source
over the telephone line and at will to include or exclude
the resistance to thereby selectively operate different line

CfRREXT TRANSFORMER.

A con slant -cur rent transformer has a primary and a
secondary winding, means for allowing the windings to
move away from each other upon increase in current and
to approach each other upon decrease in current in the
Kcondary winding, and means for varying tlic mean
length of the air gap in the path of Ihc leakage flux between the windings as the windings change their relative
position.
fScc cul.)

signals.

Herman L. Hartenstcin.
Electric Furnace.
Constantine, Mich., assignor to the Continental
Applica-

883,110.

Investment Company, Duhith, Minn.

28, 1907.
A numlxrr of horizontal strips arc so disposed that expansion due to heat cauiics them to close a circuit and

883,114.

Vibrator,

Brunswick, Canada.
ber

An

4,

G. Gray, St. John, New
Application fifed Septem-

Andrew

1907.

insulaiJnK handle carries ah induction coil, a mel.illic facc-(>lalc in electrical ccjnncclion with the coil, a tube
connected to the handle and to the coil, a slide movable
lonKitudinally on the lube and adapted to mechanically
vibrate the &amF. a battery and means also connected to
the b3ttcr>- ^nd adapted to cnicagc with the body.

Vapor

Schenectady,
Electric
18, 1905.

sound an alarm.
883,013.

November

tion filed

30,

1906.

.Stationary cicclric leads extend throuRh the wall of the
Movable means arc provided for ,supfurnace chamber.
porting .and operating the electrodes situated wholly within
the chamber and electrically connected with the leads.

Th<:rmo5tat.
Charles J. Fox, London.
England.
Original application filed April 3,
Divided and ihis application filed January
1906.

883,008.

•

Osias O. Kruh,
assignor to the General
Application filed October

Electric Apparatus.

N,

Y.,

Company.

this mcrcury-vanor aoparatus there arc shields for
one at least of the electrodes, the shields being arranged
one about the other and provided with openings located to
produce a change in direction of (he arc stream going to

In

"

449.403.
449.404.
cuse,
449,407.
4.19,411.

449,400,

Holcombs Rock,

N. Y.

Shade

for

Va,,

and

George

O.

Electric

LightH.

J.

W.

Easton,

New

York, N. Y.
Electric

Alarm

BrookNn, N. Y.
Guard for

Ihc electrode.

883.140.
Process of Elcctrolyzing Aqueous SoluFranz von Kvitions of Strinnic Chloride.

gclgcn,

Electric I.ainp Reflector.
F. Coolev, Cincinnati, O.
Electric Heating Apparatus.
M. W. Dewey, Syra-

for

Shaft

Bearings.

C.

Hannah,

A.

W.

_

Electric Railway Trolleys.

chell, Ro.ston, MauH,
Repealer.
F.
449..S74-

W.

Xon-lnlcrfcrcncc
449.575.
ton, Mail,

Cole.

Signal

Mit-

Newton. Masa.
Box.

F.

W.

Cole,

New-
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Axwell Park Colliery Electric Hoisting
Plant.
.iccompanying

Tlic

liciT

was

plant

show

the

dec-

an electrically operated wind-

liy

ri'iilai-cd

ing plant, the sha
lion

ilkistratioiis

hoisling cquiinncnt of the Axwell P.Trk ColEnglaiul. The steam windiiiR
Diirhrini.
at

li'ical

ii,

No. 15

1908

llioiigh it is not possible to level out llic praks in
such a manner that the energy taken from the
supply is absolutely steady, yet the Ilgiicr flywheel
motor-generator set achieves this to a degree which
meets all practical purposes. In this set a threephase motor is placed on one side of the flywheel

in qucs-

ft

which nutomntically adjuiK
rolor circuit in accordance
with the magnitude of the current taken from the
supply. To Ibis end one of the leads to the thrcc]>hase motor is connected in scries with the primary
winding of a small current transformer, the secondary winding of which
lained by n rcgulalor
resistance in llie
llic

being 252I/. feet deep,

bronglu

being

coal

Ihc

a drift.
In order to avoid largo
(luctuations in the current

two

prin-

the

.system,

which is to interpose between the s>ipmains and winding
|)ly
motor a motor-generator
having a heavy flywheel
capable of storing up en-

a

of

periods

during

irgy

ing

of

power

ithe

power

Supply

tric

Elec-

current

the opposite
thus increasing
the speed of the threephase
induction
motor.

the

lowcur-

Motor-generator Set with Flywheel and Exciter.— Switchboard

in

Background,

The

led

is

varying

voltages

from the

obtained

rect-current

horsepower, the maximum
drop in the speed of the
flywheel being 15 per
cent, below normal.
The
automatic
regulator
is
combined with the starter,
the design being such tha't
the first contacts are used
for
starting
hand,
by
while the other contacts
are for the speed regulation of the three-phase
motor.

di-

generator

of

I

ithe

and

set

led

winding motor,

the

to

which

is

mounted

on

a

common

bed-plate

with

winding

55 feet above
the ground, directly over

[gear about
j

the shaft.
I

The

total

weight

m

a

x

i

m

u

m

be hoisted is
(i./OO
pounds,
the
cage
weighing 3.200 pounds and
the men 3,500 pounds.
A
balance
weight is provided approximately equal
to the weight of the cage

j

plus

to

weight of
men. The time allowed
for
a
complete
cycle
is
seconds in
55
round figures, and of this
lime 12 seconds is taken
half

Of forged
feet

disk

1

up

for

lowed

!

acceleration,

by

23

seconds

Fifty- horsepower Direct-current

fol-

The mechanical

efficiency of electric hoisting gear
80 per cent., and the horizontal lines
|0f the power curve
on the next page represent the
laverage horsepower at various points in the chain
of transmission taken
over a complete cycle. Al-

taken

as

Motor Geared

lo

Wiiidiug

jjidiii

U\i;r

that

be

the

'the

Shaft.

It

is

es-

the

flywheel

best

material

and a direct-current generator on the other side. A
small exciter completes the outfit. The three machines are mounted on a common bed-plate. The
speed of the set is indicated by a tachometer beltdriven from the coupling between the induction

motor and

exciter.

The three-phase motor has

a normal output of
30 brake horsepower, and its speed is 1,200 revoluThe regulation of speed is obtions per minute.

steel

has

a

tensile

strength
exceeding
tons per square inch.

AXWELL PARK COLLIERY ELECTRIC HOISTING PLANT.

of

run and five seconds for retardation, the
iremaining 15 seconds being sufficient to allow the
men to enter or leave. The full speed is eight feet
a second.
^

sential

of

weighs

It

pounds.

4V2
the

plain

the

and most accurately machined and balanced, and

jfuU speed

IS

of

is

type.

2.800

the

steel,

diameter,

in

flywheel

the

I

for

It is in fact adjusted so that the input
to the three-phase motor
varies between 28 and 38

and direct cur-

TIgncr set.

is

util-

limits.

the

to

motor of the

three-phase

\

be-

surplus

The relay may be adjusted to keep the energy
taken
from the supply
within any predetermined

main

and

fuses

at

energy

yond that necessary
the winding plant Is

ized to increase the speed

passing through

rent, after

rent

in

of the flywheel.

alternating

switches,

its

the

hand, when the
taken from the
drops below nor-

rheostat

Company,

At the mine

the

of

On

direction,

parallel.

tension

up-

mains
mal
value.
the
relay
tongue touches the second contact, and the auxiliary
motor drives the

some nine miles distant,
and from the Priestman
power station, about five
miles away, both working
in

lat-

motor by

off
part
energy.

other

station of the

Newcastle-on-Tyne

called

is

assist the

gi^nng
stored

from the pit's mouth),
which in turn is fed with
at
current
three-phase
S.SOO volts from the Carjville

The

at

on to

Park sub(about i.ooo yards

station

of the three-phas*^

the flywheel

.\xwell

ihe

of

once tends to run
slower than before, and
ter

operating
obtained at

is

in

rotor

the

in

induction motor.

40 cycles, from

1550 volts,

cutting

a

circuit

for

plant

ithe

to

resistance

upon the supply mains.
At this English mine.

I

to

a direction correspond-

in

demand

the

motor,

auxiliary

drive the regulator switch

load

equalizing

circuit

now commences

which

energy

ing

is,

and closes
through n

contacts

local

small

and of deliverby dropping
in speed during times of
and thus
heavy load,
light

that

;

supply currcntj
When an overload occurs,
however, the relay tongue
abuts against one of th*?

from the suiiplv. it
was decided to adopt tlio
llgncr

two

at a given

taken

ciple

normal load

at

relay

neither

toucliing

contacts,

out through

relay.

of the

between

placed

is

a

to

The tongue

workmen, most of

tor the

connected

is

mainly

used

being

and

The

direct-current generator

mutating poles and

is

fitted

40

with com-

capable of supplying current
from a maximum positive voltage through zero to
a maximum negative voltage by means of shunt
regulation.
For this two reversing field regulators
are supplied, one placed in the cage and the other
near the top of the shaft. Only ope is used at a
time, however, and in order to avoid mistakes only
one handle is provided, which cannot be taken off
is

;
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unless the controller

in

is

The

the "off" position.

reversing shunt regulator in the cage is electrically
connected with the generator of the Ilgner set bj'
a flexible six-core cable.
It is interesting to note that the speed and direc-

winding motor are solely
controlled by the Ilgner set. This winding motor
has a normal output of 50 horsepower at 800 revolutions per minute. It is mounted, together with
of

tion

rotation

of

tlie

thereon

equally

from

distant

of permitting
shown, two pointed
pable

(3).

any manner ca-

in

oscillate

to

it

supports

the

The magnet may be supported

April n, igo8

but,

freely,

as

trunnions (8) and (8') are
carried on suitable brackets (9) and (c>')j which
are rigidly fastened to the base-plate and engage
in suitable sockets in the side of the magnet.
The
trunnion (8') has threaded engagement in the
bracket (9'), thereby enabhng it to be adjusted

and the
ing

core.

thus

The core-rod with its metal
is now inserted in the

prepared

cover-

carbon

casing, which is likewise filled with core-cement
the superfluous core material being pressed out In

manner

this

a deficient filling up of the intermebetween the corS-rod and the casing is
The carbons are then dried in the usual

diate space

avoided.

manner.
The accompanying drawing shows in vertical section an arc-light electrode made in accordance willi
this method.
In this drawing are shown the core
the reticulated metal fabric tube (of which the interstices are entirely filled with core material) and
the outer casing of the electrode.
If,

instead of finished cores being employed, the

plastic core material only is to be used,
iVftC€L

^OSi

erable

to

insert

the

metal

tube

into

it

the

is

pref-

hollow

carbon tube which serves as a casing, and bring
^ass IN

it
into as intimate contact as possible with the
casing by compression in the longitudinal directioi,
the casing being filled up afterward in the usual

tfirAiT"^if

manner with core

material.

In this case also

the

meshes of the metallic net are very perfectly filled
up, and a certain and good cementing between the
core and casing is brought about, and an excellent
contact between the metallic tube and the core
material.

POWER DIAGRAM OF AXWELL PARK COLLIERY HOISTING PLANT.
winding gear, on a common bed-plate, and
drives the winding drum by means of a double-

with respect to the other trunnion, and permitting
the magnet to be removed when desired.
The arms

reduction spur gearing.

of the

the

At

the mine shaft the

by' a chain of bevel gears

depth indicator

is

and shafting, and

driven
is

fixed

convenient for the attendant. The
steel winding cable has a diameter of about 0.95
inch.
Both ropes wind toward the center of the
drum during .the greater part of the lift, but at
the highest position of either cage or balance weight
the rope is exactly vertical.
For safety the cage suspension is such as will
bring the cage at once to a standstill in the shaft
if the winding rope breaks.
In order to prevent the
attendant in the cage from overrunning the banks,
there are fixed in the shaft, both at the top and
bottom, wooden cams which engage with a lever
fixed to the controller, so that the latter is brought
automatically to the "oil" position should the cage
rise higher than a few. inches above the bank, or
sink lower than a couple of inches below the bottom level. -This arrangement, however, does not
prevent the attendant from moving the cage in the
proper direction.
a

in

.

position

A Simple Bell for Alternating Currents.
A simple construction for alternating-current bells
has been invented and patented by Charles J. Wagner of Chicago. The aim of the inventor was to
provide a very quick-acting bell which would
readily respond to the pulsations of the currents
and produce a loud and clear sound. In this electric bell an oscillating permanent magnet controls
the hammer and is provided with means which not
only give it a quick action, but also act to normally center the hammer and hold the poles of the
permanent magnet out of contact with the core

permanent magnet project past the ends of
core and are provided, in alignment with the

the

core, with screws

which has a point
other non-magnetic material
adapted to engage the core and prevent the magnet from clinging thereto.
Coiled springs (12) are
engaged between the supports (3) and the arms
of the permanent magnet and act normally to
center it with respect to the core.
engaged on the base-plate by means of
(13) are the bells (14)., which are spaced

Rigidly
the stems

distance

a

(10), each of

or

brass

of

(11)

A

apart.

the magnet, adjacent

between the

bells

when

alternately

The operation

hammer

(15) is secured to
pivotal point, and projects

its

position

in

magnet

the

of this bell

an alternating current

strike

to

is
is

the

same

oscillated.

as follows

When

:

sent through the electro-

is

magnet the arms or poles of the permanent magnet
are alternately attracted and repelled by the core,
thereby causing the permanent magnet to oscillate
on

pivot

and cause the hammer

to strike the
constructed is adapted
to strike in very rapid succession with a minimum
amount of current and is not liable to get out of
its

bell

alternately.

A

bell

so

repair.

Arc-lamp Electrode Containing Metallic
ARC-LAMP ELECTRODE CONTAINING METALLIC

Network.

NETWORK.

In arc lamps used for searchlights and projectors
it is important to keep the arc w-ell centered in the
carbons to permit steady focusing. This has been
accomplished by using special cored carbons. For
this service also rather heavy currents are used
to keep the drop in potential over each carbon
within low limits it has been necessary to reduce
the resistance of the carbon electrodes as

Both

nossible.

these

objects

have

been

much

as

attained

by means of an invention of Hermann Viertel of
Charlottenburg, Germany. This electrode construction has been recently patented in the United States
and the patent assigned to the Gebrueder Siemens
S: Co. of Germany.
Metal has hitherto frequently been employed in
nrc-light electrodes for reducing the resistance of
the same, but in the method in accordance with
the present invention metal in the form of woven
or laced net-like pipes or tubes is inserted into
the carbons. The meshes of these reticulated metallic
tubes are filled up as completely as possible

FROST AND SIDE ELEVATIONS OP ALTERNATINGCURRENT BELL.

with
of

the

electromagnet

Further, the hell

when

the

current is off.
of cheap and simple construc-

is

and the permanent magnet is so balanced that
will operate under the influence of weak as well

tion
it

as

strong currents.
The construction

elevations,

is

illustrated

the electromagnet

shown by
herewith.

the front and side

The

core

(2)

of

engaged near its ends
in supports fj), of wood or other non-conducting
material, which arc slotted, so that when they arc
engaged to the base-plate (i) by means of the
holts f4). which extend therethrough, they firmly
is

grip the core in place.
coil (5), and
posts C6).
.A

its

ri.^idly

Upon

this core is

ends arc engaged

U-shaped permanent magnet

supported at

its

in

wound

the

the binding

(7) is pivotally
center by the bRsc-platc at a point

Besides the advantage of a good and certain conwhjch is particularly obtained through tinlarge surface and the reticular construction of the
tact

conducting carbon cement or with core ma-

terial.

When

finished

ing these

hard cores are employed

electrodes,

in

mak-

preferable to place the
metallic tube between the outer carbon casing and
the core, thus concentrically with the core. The
it

of the tube, the latter

is

readily brought into intimate contact with the core,

tubes

of

such

cross-section

when

as

a

the

electrode

built

being rhelted out very much better. As opposed t<i
forms of electrodes with cores which are copperplated, besides the advantage of the intimate ccnienting as described above, electrodes made in
accordance with this method have the substanti:i!
further advantage that the core is not permcitcd
by the electrolytic liquid, which is unavoidable in
the case of the electrolytic production of coats of
metal.

Copper is suitable in a particularly high degree
employment as the metallic meshwork for these
electrodes.
Electrodes made as above described
burn exceedingly well with high-current dcnsitif.s.
and are particularly suitable for reflectors on acfor

count of the great stillness of the arc. When burning with alternating current they have the advantage that the considerable noises which arise willi
other carbons when burning with high-current densities

are

infinitesimally

small.

is

manufacture of such electrodes may be effected by
the metal tiibe being pushed on to the hard core
in the form of a rod.
By pulling in the direction
of the longitudinal axis

according to the present
invention has the advantage that the are is maintained on the core very much better than in otliei
arrangements, and the metal is prevented from
tube,

kind

become

diminished

pulled longitudinally.

The

in

core,

covered over with the tube, is now dipped into a
suitable cement.
In this w.iy the meshes of the
tube become filled up as completely as possible with
the cement, in order to bring about a perfect ce-

menting between the outer casing, the metal tube

Consolidation

In

Davenport.

Competition in the light and power field may 1"
brought to a termination in Davenport. Townthrough the purchase of the Independent Light and
Power Company by the People's Light Company,
both of Davenport.
The People's company is a
part of the merged properties operated in Daven-

Rock Island and Molinc by Stone & Webster.
The Independent Company received a franchise a

port,

year ago for gas and electric distributing system*
It did much construction work, h"'
in Davenport

was

checked by the financial difficulty last
Stockholders in the Independent company will
the value in stock of the People's company.

fall

.lake

I
J'

:

April

;:

II,

1
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Electrical Exports for February.
exports from llio Uiiiluil States for
of I'Vbruary, 11)08, show a marked rclin' inoiitli
covi'ry from tliu tlccliiu' of January, and a substantial incri'asu over the lit;nrt'S of I'Vbniary, 1907.
For I'Vbrnary, 1908, tlic total value of electrical
exports from tliis coinitry readied $1,323,826, comKIcclrical

pared

with

lfi)iW,6o6

to

lar^e

aliinit

trical

lor

$1,161,527

January,

for

volimie

of

1908.

I'ebniary,-

The

icjo;,

increase

is

and
due

to Mexico, the British East Indies and Japan. The
exports of electrical machinery to these countries in
February, 1907, were, respectively, $119,970, $25,687

On the other hand, liritish North
$63,044.
.America shows a decline from $109,576 in Febru-

and

ary,

11x17,

to

$27,584

for Febrtiary,

six

accomiianyiiig Illustrations

electric

locomotives

now

is

The

Tunnel.
The

the auxiliary cabs. The height of the end cabs
such as to permit the cnk'inccr to obtain a good
view of the tracks. Kaoy access to the couplers is
provided by a narrow platform rumiiiiK from the
main cab to the ends of the locomotives.
in

sists

electrical cf|uipiiKnt of e.ich locomotive conof four GF-209 motors and the Spraguc-Gen-

eral

Electric multiple-unit train control.

1908.

Locomotives for Detroit River

Electric

machinery exported,

electrical

more than for January, 1008. Elecai)pliances show a decrease as compared with
oue-tliird

283

show one of

the

for

Dc-

bnildinv;

the

Each mo-

approximately 300 horsepower, and
at its hour raljiiK will develop a tractive effort
of 9,000 pounds at a speed of 12 miles an hour,
while a complete locomotive is capable of hauliiiK
tor will develoji

O

THE lOO-TON ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR DETROIT TUNNEL.
Following are the figures
Electrical appliances
^February, 190S, $479,779: February, 1907, $599,855.
Electrical machinery February, 1908, $844,047; February, 1907, $561,672.
February a year ago.

—

—

Below are given the principal distinations of elecexports from the United States for February,

trical

together with the value of the goods sent to each
country
British
Electrical
appliances Brazil,
$96,532;

—

North America, $92,358 United Kingdom, $54.725
Cuba, $44,292 Mexico, $44,231 Argentina, $32,488
Central American states and British Honduras.
$16,856; Japan, $12,113; Germany, $11,187; Bel;

;

gium,

$8,477
Islands, $4,793

;

;

River Tunnel Company by the General Electric

Company and

the

American Locomotive Company.

These locomotives will be used to haul both passenger and freight trains of the Michigan Central
Railroad through the tunnel now being constructed
under the Detroit River, from Detroit, Mich., to
Windsor, Ont.
They are moderately slow-speed machines and
weigh 100 tons on the drivers. The frame is of
the articulated type and can best be described as
consisting of two four-wheel trucks hinged together.

a

900-ton

train

up a two per

cent,

grade at the

The motors
and are among

are of the
the largest
units of this type yet constructed for railway work.
The current will be supplied to the motors from
an inverted third rail at a potential of 600 volts.
On account of the heavy torque developed, which
amounts to 4,050 pounds at a one-foot radius, a
required

schedule

speed.

commutating-pole type,

pinion

is

mounted on each end of the motor

The motors

shaft.

cooled by forced ventilation,
a blower having a capacity of 2,000 cubic feet per
will be

Africa, $6,963
Philippine
British Australasia, $4,787
France,

British

;

troit

;

;

Armature.

Side

Slew

ur

i'lciu.

DETAILS OF 300-HORSEPOWER MOTOR, FOUR OF WHICH .ARE USED ON DETROIT TUNNEL LOCOMOTIVE.
South America, $22,607; other Euother countries, $12,068.
machinery Mexico, $181,218; Japan,
British East Indies. $124,627;
France,
$127,636;
$61,889; Philippine Islands, $57,758; Brazil, $38,096;
United Kingdom, $36,364 Argentina, $29,941 British
North America, $27,584; Central American
$1,555;

other

rope, $13,747
Electrical

:

—

;

;

Africa, $12,689; British .Australasia^ $8,770; Germany,
$8,104; Cuba, $4,118; Chinese Empire, $2,160; other
Europe, $81,687 ;' other South America, $7,676;
states

and British Honduras, $19,968;

British

other countries, $13,764.
In comparing the above exports of electrical machinery with those of February, 1907, the most note-

worthy feature

is

the large increase in the exports

The trucks are of

minute being installed

cast-steel

purpose.

a very solid construction, with
frames of truss pattern carried on
semi-elliptical journal-box springs.
The dianieter
of the driving wheels is 48 inches.
The draft rigging is carried directly on the outer end frames of
each truck, the two trucks being hinged together
by substantial hinges and pins. By adopting this
method of construction, the draft of the locomotive
is carried directly through
the truck frames, and
the center pins are reheved of all hauling strains.
side

The superstructure consists of a main operating
cab and two auxiliary end cabs. The main cab is
15 feet 6 inches in length and contains the engineer's operating mechanism and valves, while the
contactors, rheostats and air reservoir are contained

A

separate

in

the

main cab for

compressor

of

type

this

CP-26,

with a capacity of 100 cubic feet per minute piston
displacement, provides air for operating the air
brakes.

With the announcement that the Knickerbocker
Trust Company has resumed business, the Central
Colorado Power Company states that its working
force at Boulder and Colorado Springs on its power
plants and reservoirs will be increased 1,000 men
within the next 60 days. The power company had
over a half million dollars on deposit when the
Knickerbocker Trust Company closed its doors last
fall, and it was compelled to discharge a number
of men and curtail expenses.

;
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Steam-turbine Power and Transmission
Plant of the

Moctezuma Copper

Company, Nacozari, Sonera,
Mexico.'
Bv John Langton and Charles Legrand.
to provide for a
operations of the Moctezuma Copper Company, both at its works, situated
at Nacozari, and at its mines, six miles distant.
The plant was planned with the aim of providing
comprehensively, not merely for present needs, but
for all probable contingencies, and for possible further extensions.
The duty on crude petroleum into Mexico being
prohibitive, and the wood supply in the neighborhood being inadequate to furnish fuel for a steam
plant of the requisite capacity, coal is the only avail-

This power plant was erecled
extension

large

able fuel;

Mexico

is

in

the

and bituminous coal from northern New
the nearest and cheapest to be had.
coal has to be hauled 750 miles by rail

Since this
to Nacozari, its excessive cost required that the
plant should be planned for the greatest fuel economy consistent with that simplicity in operation
which is essential in a plant which must run continuouslj' in an isolated situation, such as Nacowhere skilled labor is frequently scarce. The
cost of fuel dictated the addition of economizers
to the boilers and also superheaters to give a moderate degree of superheat.
After careful investigation and consideration of
all the conditions, both local and general, it was
decided to use. steam turbines.
zari,

The water

saturated with lime
salts
in large quantities in
the boilers, unless it is chemically treated to reIn the
place the lime salts by sodium sulphate.
latter case great waste is involved in blowing off
the boilers to keep down the degree of concentration of the sodium sulphate in solution, which
would otherwise cause foaming. The use of steam
turbines and the consequent absence of oil in the
exhaust steam, makes it easily possible to get pure
feed water for the boilers by using surface condensers, thus transferring scale deposit from the
economizer and boiler lubes to those of the condenser, where it is more easily dealt with, and
where, at the lower temperature, the deposit will
possibly be lessened.
In addition to the water being hard, it is also
scarce in the dry season, and very turbid and full
of sediment during the rains.
Of necessity, in
times of scarcity and for the sake of clear water
in times of plenty the condensing water is passed
over a cooHng tower, the new water supplied being
onl}' that quantity needed to make up for the evaporation in the cooling tower.
Whether it will be
cheaper to treat this water supply chemically or to
scaling
'the
condenser
expend labor in
'tubes remains
to be determined by experience.
The near-by load on the power plant is about
1,000 kilowatts.
This is consumed by the concentrating mill, the town lighting and a few general
ser\'ice
motors, and is approximately fixed in
amount. The transmission load is about 500 kilow.itts, and this is the portion of the load wdiich i.s
most likely to require extension, possibly in several
directions; since the broken and mountainous character of the country, the scarcity of cheap fuel and
of water of any kind, make any but transmitted
power for mining operations very costly. It was
therefore decided to generate power at a voltage
suitable for direct transmission to the mine, having
in mind also that step-down transformers would,
in any case, be needed for the bulk of the near-by
load, since no good site for the power plant coidd
be found sufficiently near the concentrating mill to
permit transmission of the mill power at motor

the plant it is therefore necessary to carry a large
stock of coal at all times. It was considered desirable to provide storage for one month's fuel consumption. Storage by reserve stock pile entails the
expense of double handling, and with bituminous
coal involves deterioration, both in heat value and
in physical character.
Some form of bin storage,
by which the whole stock is carried in the bins,
and is continually moving through them, is therefore very desirable.
The form of storage adopted for this plant is
that shown by the coal dock, numbered (18) in
Figs. 1 and 2.
The site selected afforded the opporiunity of getting a trestle for main line cars 33
feet above the boiler-room floor at the cost of a
spur of moderate length from the main line and
a short trestle approach, both on a four per cent,
grade.
The trestle continues over the coal dock
on a level and 24 feet above the floor of the dock.
This floor is of reinforced concrete, resting on a
series of transverse walls.
The two ends and one
side of the dock have reinforced concrete walls 12
feet high.
For the present the wall on (he side
next the boiler house is omitted, though anchorages are provided by wdiich it may be added in the
future if desired.
The transverse foundaiion walls form a series
of tunnels under the dock, in each of which coal

April II, 1908
In the

first case, spiral conveyors will distribute the
along the length of the pocket, from which
be drawn through weighing chutes to the
hoppers of the automatic stokers.
In the second
case, charge cars filled from the crushed-coal bin
and weighed will run on a platform placed at a
convenient height for the care,* to discharge into the
hoppers of the stokers.

coal

will

it

desirable and profitable
(\
central iransverse
tinued into the boiler room
front of the boilers, under
If

the future, the exmay be conand carried along the
the boiler-room floor,
forming a basement about 12 feet high, which will
allow the use of hopper-bottomed ash pits, discharging their contents either into cars or to a
suitable ash conveyor.
Stirling boilers, class A, are used.
They are of
435 horsepower each, with safety valves set to pop
at
160 pounds gauge pressure.
Each boiler is
equipped with a Foster superheater to give 75° F.
superheat. Directly back of and in continuation
of each boiler is a 160-tube Green fuel economizer,
16 rows of 10 tubes wide.
The gases from the
economizer, or from the by-pass flue benealh the
economizer, pass into the main flue, eight feet wide
by nine feet high, and thence to the central stack,
12 feet inside diameter and 184 feet in height
above the boiler-room floor. In addition to dampers
''

Pt

?

k
)>
It

Nacozari is
and deposits hard scale

Description of Power Plant.

The plan and
shown by Figs.

sectional elevation of the plant are
I
and 2. The framework of the
buildings is steel.
The roof.s arc corrugated steel.
The walls of the boiler-room are also corrugated
steel.
The outside wall of the turbine-room is concrete, and the partition between the turbine-room
and the boiler-room is reinforced concrete.
[Referring to the drawings, the reference numbers are as follows:
(1), i.oco-kilowalt turbo generator;
(2), surface condenser;
(3), circulating

pump; (4), dry vacuum pump; (5), oil filter; (6),
oil pump;
(7), 50-kiIowatt steam-turbine exciter;
(8), 50-kiIowatt motor-driven exciter;
(9), oilswitch cells
Clo), 6,6op-voIt main switchboard
(n), 230-volt station switchboard; (12). 75-kilowatt station transformers; (13), feed-water tanks;
04), motor-driven feed pump; O5), duplex steam
;

pump;

A

i

f

n.

at

voltage.

feed

in

passage

C16), 435-horsepowcr boiler;

(17), 160-

tubc economizer; (18), coal dock.]
The coal has to be hauled through that section
of the semi-arid western country where railroad
traffic is subject to severe interruptions wlien
it
rains, cither due to track washouts caused by cknidbursts. or to the loss of bridges torn away by the
debris carried along by floods in the usually {Iry
beds of streams. To insure continuous operation of
I.
A paper rexd before the El«ctrlcal Section of the Canadian
Sociely of Civil Boffineert at Montreal, March 5, lootf.
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PLAN OF POWER PLANT AT NACOZARI, MEXICO.

the bottom of the pile through
the hoppers and coal valves shown, fresh coal being
unloaded on top of the pile direct from the main
line cars.
The dock constructed holds 1.200 tons.
An extension to double this capacity is shown on
the plan in dotted lines.
With the fuel consumption in immediate prospect
and with the labor conditions which obtain at
Nacozari, it was considered that hand firing would
at present be most economical.
The coal is brought
to the boilers in charge cars holding one ton of
coal each, and ashes loaded by hand into small
dump cars which are then pushed lo a point where
they are discharged into main line cars on a spur
from the main line, the latter being parallel to the
boiler house, 150 feet distant from it. and 26 feet
below the level of the boiler-room floor.
All charge car and ash-car tracks arc on the
boiler-room floor level and arc without grade.
In case future extension and other developmenis
make it profitable to use automatic stokers, provision is made for delivering coal to them from llie
coal-storage dock by means of the apparatus indicated by broken lines in Fig. 2. Coal, fed by gravity from the present hoppers to a spiral conveyor
for which openings (shown in Fig. 2) are provided in the transverse walls, will be carried by the
conveyor to the central transverse passage between
the two coal docks.
This passage will be excavated to a depth of about 12 feet below the boilerroom floor, giving space for crushing rolls and
drop enough to ifeed the lump coal by gravity
through the rolls to the hoot of an elevator. This
elevator will either deliver the crushed coal to a
pocket running the length of the boiler house, suspended from the roof truss; or, if it is preferred
to deliver coal lo the stokers by charge cars, the
elevator will deliver to a small crushed-coal bin.

be

.

at each economizer and at each by-pass flue, main
flue dampers are provided, one at each side of the
stack, to be operated by automatic damper regu-

The boilers and economizers are set in
brickwork, but all flues are of concrete, with reinforced concrete roof.
The stack is entirely reinforced concrete construction.
The boiler feed pumps are placed in the central
space opposite the stack.
They draw from two
small tanks adjacent to them and placed to give a
lators.

suction head to the pumps.
Condensed water, live
steam drips and any fresh water needed to make
up feed are delivered lo these suction tanks. There
are two-geared triplex pumps, driven by variablespeed induction motors, one in operation and one \u
reserve, and a duplex steam pump for emergencies.
The latter is also piped to give high-pressure cold
water to the turbine scale borers for scaling boiler

and condenser tubes.
The main steam pipe
eight inches in diameter
and is a ring system, divided into .seciions by gate
i.>

valves to allow repairs lo piping or branch valves
without a general shut-down.
AH piping is ove^-head.
The turbine room contains three i.ooo-kilowatt
Curtis turbo-generators.
They run at 1,800 revolutions per minute and are three-phase, 60-cycIe, 6,600volt machines.
One turbine is always in reserve.
Each turbine has its own condenser, air pump and
circulating pump.
The condensers are counter-current Albergcr surface condensers, with a motor-driven dry- vacuum
pump. By carrying the condensed water drainpipes
a short distance outside the building to a seal tank,
a sufficient difTerence of elevation is obtained to
give a barometric column. This obviates the necessity of a condensed water pump at each coiulenser.
Two simple low-lift centrifugal pumps, motr)r

;

\iiril
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i-(inilrtist'(l

pruvitk-d

walcr

One

roitiii.
(iiiu

;il

tank to ri-tiini llie
suction lanks in
i\-iitrifuKal pump is in optTtlu-

Ut tlu-

always

seal

fi-rd |)imii)

in

n-sfrve.

pumps arc of

the Root or ConTiiey arc motor-driven and
handli- ,^,o<x) ^'.allnns per niiiuUc cacli.
TIu' C(>())iiiK (iiwcr is placed on a talikdand, which
begins ahoul 100 feet back of tlie |)ower plant and
which is 55 feet hiRlier than the boiler-room lloor
It is of the open atmospheric type, which is
level.
found very satisfactory in the dry, western climate,
where for the greater iiorliun of the year the relative humidity is about ,io per cent.
.\ J4-inch cast-iron pijjc 150 feet long carries the
circulating water from the cooling lower snmp to
the turbine room, altnig which it runs with a l>ranch
The v.'iKes in these branches
to cacli condenser.
are the only ones in the circulating water system.elevation
of
the
cooling tower sump gives a
The
sialic head of 35 feet at the condensers; the circulating pinups draw from the condensers, and each
pump deli\ers through its own 16-inch pipe, opened
at the top of the cooling" tower, 14 feet above the
level of tile water in the cooling lower sump.
The turbines and contk-nscrs are set high enongli
above tlie tloor to give head room uiuk'r the pipes,
liraining water from the cotulenser and oil from the
This sets
footslep hearings of the \crtical turbines.
the operating gallery for the turbines at 12 feet
middle
lloor.
In
the
section
of
the turabove the
bine room this gallery is cotitinued to the back wall
of the room ar.tl carries tlie main switchboard and
a 50-kilowatl motor-driven exciter, w-ith space for
A feeder from the main
a second identical e.xciter.
high-tension switchboard supplies three 75-kilowatt
station transformers placed under the galler>-, which
furnish 230-volt current to an adjacent distributing
switchboard, whence wires run on the underside of
the gallery floor supply all the motor-driven station
apparatus and auxiliaries.
The circulating pumps and air pumps are on the
main floor, as are also the oil filter and the two
steam-driven oil pumps which supply the turbines
and a steam turbine-driven 5o-kilowatt exciter;
space is provided for a second steam-driven exciter.
The overhead crane will reach all machines and
carry them to or from a truck or car which may
be run into the building in the vacant floor space
The station transformers
for that purpose.
left
under the gallery are alone out of reach of the
crane, and they therefore stand on small trucks,
that they may be wheeled out into a space inaccessible to the crane.
The pole-line wires pass out from the lean-to
'i'lu-

:

circuIatinK

niTsvilk' impi'lk'r type.

located near each other sp that a simple mechanical
inlcrlockinR arranRvmenl is used to prevent secondary switch being left closcil when primary switch
is open.
This lockniK device jterniils the opening
of secondary switch with primary switch eloseil, hul
secondary switch cannot be ckised if pritiiary switch
is
open, or primary switch opened wilhoul first
opening secondary switch. This device is used to
prevent
man workitig on tr;msformrr from for
getting to open secondary switch.
,-i

CoNcKNni.\rou.

The house

cont.'.ins the transformers for
furnishing current to the concentrator motors and
lights
is
a two-story fireproof hnildiiiK, 20 by
32 feet, with' concrete walls, steel IrusHes and corrugated iron roof. T'he iloor, made to st,'m<i a lotid
oi 1,000 iiotnuls per s(iu;ire f<M>t, is the so-called
multiplex plati
(a corrugated steel plate with a
special form of corrugation) filled with concrete.
The building is provided with two 4K-inch ailjustahle ventilators and the necessary openings in the
floor and low-er w.-ills t^) insure a good circulation
of fresh air in both stories.
The ten 125-kilowatt transformers are located in
the upper story and are connected in groups of
three on each phase
the tenth transformer is a
spare one wdiieh can be connected to any of the
three phases.
The high-tension wires after passing through
choking coils are run on insulators on the bottom

wdiicli

;
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of four I5o-hor«e|»owcr. one 7S-horiicpower, five
one .lO-horriepowtT, ci({hl 20-hor«epower, five io-horse|H>u'er and nine s-horsepower;
alui the e(|uivalenl of about a ihoiniand i6-candlepowcr lamps.
Two .so-horscpower and the 75liorsepower anil .10-horsepower motors arc lo run
for 10 hours a day, the other motor* runiuiiK coii«i«i

.i;o-hor«e|>owcr,

timioiisly.

Inside iif the hnilrlinR, whore h would not iicccs-ilate loo lar«e a cahle, ihrec-condiictor cables were
insleail of three sImkIc wires.

ii'.cd

The secondary disirihiilion svas made at 220 volH
of 440 volis lo permit the use of iiicandcscciil lamps on Ihe same feeders as the motors,
and also to educe the Iroiihle with iiisiilalioii,' a
coiiccnirating mill for co|)|icr ore being a very wei
insleail

1

building.

Mike,
Ihe power

transmilted to the mine at Pilares,
miles from Nacozari, by a line consislnig of
5'/i
three No, 2 wires spaced 32 inches apart, mounted
on porcelain insid.'itors suitable for 20,000 volts.
The poles are of Michigan cedar wilh six-inch tops,
spaced at an average distance of 130 feet.
The transmission line has been operated at 6,600
volts and 25 cycles from another power plant, and
in three years operation has not given any trouble
from lightning or other causes, although a great
many insulators are broken by being used as targets
for revolver shooting.
At Rosario, s'/z miles from Nacozari, are located
three
io-kilo\vatt
transformers
with
necessary
switches and lightning arresters. They arc used lo
operate a motor-driven pump delivering water
against 600 feet head to a tank at Porvcnir,
A
part of this water is used for steam locomotives
operating on the railroad between the mine and the
concentrator; the rest is pumped 700 feet higher to
is

,

Pilares for domestic use.
At a point five miles from Nacozari the line
divides in two branches, one going to the Pilares
shaft, the other to the
shaft.
At Pilares are
located three 15-kilowatt transformers for lighting
and power circuits on the surface and in the mine.
At the
shaft are located two 300-kilowalt, sixphase, 260-voIt rotary converters, one 150-horsepower 220-volt induction inotor driving a compound
air compressor and three 15-kilowatt transformers
for lighting and power circuits on the surface and
in the mine
these transformers operate in parallel

Y

Y

;

with those at Pilares, their circuits being connected
through the inine workings, and both sets are provided with primary and secondary interlocking
switches.

The
at

drills

The
is

compressor is belt-driven and delivers
pounds pressure for the operation of

air

100

direct

current

from

the

rotary

used 10 operate electric locomotives

and on the surface, two

FIG. 2.

SECTIONAL ELEV.\TI0N OF POWER PLANT AT XACOZARI. MEXICO.

switchboard, wdiich contains the arrangement of wires for connecting any pole-line
wire to any feeder panel, and also the lightning
arrester and choke-coil system.
Normally, the plant is run with motor-driven
auxiliaries throughout, but in starting up, or in
case of accident to the station feeder or the transformers, the steam-driven boiler feed pump and the
steam-driven exciter enable the plant to operate with
the turbine on open-air exhaust, each turbine having its own atmospheri-.: relief valve and open-air
exhaust pipe.
The turbine room exemplifies the concenjj'ation
of power which is possible with steam turbines
the three I.ooo-kilowatt machines with condenser
and auxiliaries and with switchboards and exciters
being comfortably housed in a floor space 45 by
72 feet; practically one kilowatt per square foot.
The four boilers at present installed are for the
immediate load of 1,500 kilowatts
three boilers
under steam and the fourth a spare for cleaning
and repairs.
One or two inore boilers, depending
on what the load factor and the peak loads of the
increased consumption may prove to be will be
needed to bring the boiler plant up to the full
capacity of two turbines.
An extension for tw-o or
more boilers is shown by dotted lines in Fig. r.
the

;

Electrical Distribution.

As

stated previously,

the load consists of a few
lighting, the concen-

scattered motors, the town
trator and the mine motors

The feeders are

and

lights.

of bare half hard-drawn copper wires spaced 24 inches apart, except between
the transmission line and the mine.
Where transformers are operated in parallel, or
are likely to be operated in parallel in the near
future, Ihey are provided with a primary oil switch
and a secondary knife switch. These switches are
all

chord of roof trusses.
resters are connected

Low-equivalent lightning areach wire w'here it enters

to

the building.

The primary of each transfgrmer

is connected to
proper phase through an automatic two-pole oil
switch and two single-pole disconnecting switches.
The secondary of each transforiuer is connected to
the distributing switchboard bus-bars through a
two-pole knife switch with enclosed fuses. The primary and secondary switches are interlocked as
explained above.
The secondary wiring between transformers and
switchboard bus-bars is arranged to give as nearly
as possible an equal load on each transformer connected to the same phase.
The distributing switchboard is located in the
lower story, where there are no high-tension wires,
and consists of eight panels of black enameled
its

on which are mounted 16 three-pole feeder
switches with fuses.
Three transformers in parallel were used on each
phase instead of a single one for several reasons
First The transformers had to be self-cooling to
reduce attention to a minimum.
Second In case of trouble with one transformer,
the operation of the concentrator would hardly be
slate,

—

—

interfered w-ith.

—
—

Third Greater ease of handling.
Fourth Figuring on having a spare unit, which
is necessary w'hen plant is so far from manufacturers and continuous operation is of the utmost importance, the total cost

is

smaller.

These advantages more than balance the slightly
decreased efficiency and difliculty of maintaining an
equal load on transformers connected in parallel.

The transformer house is situated as nearly as
possible at the center of the load and over half of
the load is within 300 feet radius.
The motors connected to these transformers con-

converters
in the

mine

electric hoists, one at the
the other at Pilares shaft, and one stationary motor at Porvenir driving pump mentioned
previously.
The electric locomotives in the mine consist of
three lo-ton locomotives for 36-inch gauge, of which
any two are operated in jandem from one controller by means of cable connections; they are
equipped with air brakes.
This tandem arrangement was used in preference to a 20-ton locomotive,
because when the use of a 20-ton locomotive became necessary a lo-ton locomotive was already in
service.
It was also diflicult to get a 20-ton locomotive for the narrow gauge and with the necessary clearances to operate in mine tunnel.
It also
gave a spare half unit corresponding practically to
a whole spare unit.
The trolley pole is of the "scissors" type, wilh a
roller two feet long instead of a wheel, capable of
eight feet vertical motion, as the locomotives have
to operate outside of the mine in the same yard
with the steam locomotives. This trolley pole has
no lateral motion. The trolley wire in the mine
is
eight feet from the rails, the tunnel in which
locomotives run being large enough to give clearance to 30-ton double-truck steel ore cars.
These
cars are loaded at bins in the mine, and after
loading are passed under a timber gauge which limits the height of the ore so as not to interfere with
the trolley w-ire.
The hoists at the
and Pilares shafts are duplicate as far as the electrical equipment is concerned.
They are designed to lift an unbalanced
load of 5,500 pounds at a speed of 525 feet per
minute with 250 volts at the motors with an unbalanced load of 3,000 pounds the hoisting speed
to be 600 feet per minute.
The hoists are double-drum geared hoists, which
can be operated balanced or unbalanced, each drum
being driven independently of the other by means
of clutches.
The Y shaft hoist is a new one, with motors
mounted on same bed plate as the drums.
The Pilares hoist is an old steam hoist which
has been operated electrically for the past three
years.
The motors in this case are set outside the
hoist frame on independent foundations and geared
to the crank disks of the steam engine, crown
gears having been shrunk and keyed on the disks.

Y

behind

air

air

in the mine.

shaft,

Y

:

[Coniitnmd on j'age sSq.]
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experiments

ort

rapid

means

of analysis by means of the electric current are in
progress at the laboratory of physical chemistry
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
idea is not new, and in its old form has bec-n used

many

years.

way

this

in

be

to

satisfactory,

reduce

to

the

time

and our lighting systems

In most electrolytic methods in

use

the substance, the quantity of which is to be determined, is caused to deposit on a stationary metal

When

politicians.

about

happened
near the Forty-third Street station of the South
Side Elevated Railroad during the rush hour on
the morning of April 7th. A southbound five-car

was slowing down

train

accident

electric-railway

when suddenly

make

to

the

station

stop

from

of wealth and devote

we may be ready for municipal ownon a larger scale than we have it now;
will take at least one more generation to

ership

but

it

grow

that breed of public-spirited

A

exemplification

striking

26th

more or

The accident was
motor casing from
the casing on landing between

less

seriously.

leading

the

truck,

hump

the ties and truck acting as a

raise the

to

bery and

involving

'graft'

A

due to a cause of

derail

this

kind

is

almost

city

employes and big

business firms, and extending back through several

was uncovered yesterday

years,

As

partment.

Water De-

the

in

two emremoved

a result of the revelations

including

a

head,

division

were

and 38 subordinate employes are slated for discharge today. Some of them may be indicted for
complicity in the thefts. This same Water Department has been the city's boasted example of

Through the use of tampered
meters and the connivance of. city employes several
large corporations have defrauded the city of hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars in water taxes."

This investigation
lessened

is

going on, and is not
with further probing. It

still

importance

in

many

affords one of

front end of the car clear off the track.

unfortunate

The Chicago Daily Tribune of March
"An amazing system of rob-

municipal ownership.

attributed to the dropping of a

citizens."

this

the story:

tells

remained on the track. About a score of men that
were in the leading car, which was 'a smoker, were
injured

of

followed close on the heels of this Brooklyn

ployes,

front

personal pursuit

to seeing thai their elected

serve them instead of the political organ-

officials

end of the leading car
was lifted from the track and swerved off of the
The front end was badly wrecked on
structure.
striking the ground, but the rear end remained
tilted
against the structure; the remaining cars
the

own

their

it

izations, then

declaration.

An unusual

in the control of practical

the taxpayers really care enough

administration to take some of their

eflicient

time and energy

fact

potent arguments against the

municipal-ownership theory.

unknown. Its liability to reoccur is likewise reHowever, electric-railway officials should not

mote.

More

happening.

its

rigid

and frequent inspection may be required to guard
against it. Otherwise the opening of the motor
casing upward for motor inspection through the
of the

floor

may

car

Mr. W. R. Bonham's contribution in this issue
title "Problems in Illumination Made
Easy" is one of especial value and importance, and

bearing the

one which we commend to the careful attention of
readers.

all

be suggested.

When
occasionally

to

drop a

tele-

be transmitted into a postoffice window
like a letter, one would think the disadvantages of
the plan would outweigh its slender benefits. However, it is under trial in Paris, where a paternal

gram

to

government operates both posts and telegraphs.
There are of course a great number of branch
postoffices placed all over the city and within convenient reach of the public, while the central post-

on the Rue du Louvre

office

who

cept by those

dow

or

tele-

postoffices

use for the pneumatic-tube cor-

in

One

respondence.

within the

mail bo-xes

the

in

The

either at the telegraph win-

grams can be deposited
which are now

not patronized ex-

is

that district.

in

live

of the usual telegraph blanks

is

used for the purpose, and after writing the message, postage stamps to the proper amount are
affixed.
It is of course necessary to know what
the telegraph rate in such cases, but it is
is
probable that the system will be used by those who

most

are

the

in

sending telegrams,

of

habit

they will likely be familiar with the rates.
eral,

telegrams will not be sent

the

wire)

unless the rate

is

fully

and

In gen-

least by
But there

are certain exceptions, and in such cases the person
receives the telegram is obliged to pay an

amount which is equal to double the insufficiency,
Should
as in the case of unpaid rates on letters.
the unpaid amount be larger than the proportion
allowed, the message

is

by mail.

sent

In case a

telegram cannot be transmitted, this being the case
for foreign telegrams vvhich are underpaid, or for

an

insufficient

of this

fact,

address,

etc.,

the

sender

is

notified

provided he places his address upon

made and

object of getting good

it

is

of

with

the

And on this the
"Until we can manage

service.

Brooklyn Eagle comments:
the municipal business

instead

wc have honestly and

effi-

hopeless to place our street railroads

an earnest,
value of

and the children of Adam
fearfully and wonderfully

niinds

their

in

gratitude to their

of the masterpieces of

Shakespeare,

human

mind, relates the impassioned pleading of the boyprince Arthur that his jailer shall not put out his

And yet how ignorant; how careless, are
men in providing artificial illumination, or

eyes.

civilized

in utilizing the light of the sun
The strucand functions of the eye have been studied

even

!

ture

by physicians for many years, but how little attention has been paid to the matter of providing light,
on which the usefulness of this most delicate and
adapted organ entirely depends

beautifully

many

How

!

how much eye-strain and conhow much wearing of spectacles could

injured eyes,

sequent

ills,

have been avoided had the laws of illumination been
understood and applied
In building bridges and other structures the engi-

neer calculates the exact weights which the various
bearing members are to carry.

heating rooms,

In

where the wall area, window area, external temperature and steam pressui'e are known, the exact
necessary

surface

radiating

maintain

to

a

given

measure of heat may be calculated by simple rules.
The rating of engines, boilers, dynamos and motors
and other machinery is calculated by comparatively
simple measurements. In like manner, it is highlv
desirable

provide

to

rules

the

for

calculation

of

illumination.

the

followers

The

the great delineator of the workings of the

from these as from other parts of the public service, or else the managers were politicians and filled
their positions on the principle of making good

ciently,

lifted

One

Creator.

for

political

Adam

they were

realized that

a month ago a lecturer on municipal ownMr. Glenn Marst'on, speaking in Brooklyn,
emphasized the point that many failures of public
ownership in this country are due to incompetent
management on the part of the city operators of
the plants; either the city officials were "grafting"

for

astonishing that

is

manner.

scientific

ever since

turies,

Mr. Bonham

Only

it

it,

man's eyesight has been recognized for many cen-

who

places

and

systematic

the telegraph blank.

ership,

upon

reflects

of illumination has been taken up in

(at

prepaid.

one

only within the last few years that the study
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it

While convenient
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the plate

if

the deposition takes place

much more rapidly. More, recently an electrical
arrangement has been devised by Vvhich the solution
containing the substance can be made to spin
around a fixed plate on which the deposition occurs.

On

1746.

has been found that

It

rotate at high speed,

to

April II, 1908

in

an

is

made a

has

years

several

Illumination

electrical

engineer of Chicago

special study of lighting problems
past.

In

Made Easy"

his

article

"Problems

he provides tables and

explains them so that they can be applied by any
electrician

By

to

illumination

the

substituting the

known

problem

hand.

in

quantities in each indi-

vidual case, the user of these tables, after reading
article carefully, should be able to solve any
ordinary problem in illumination as readily as the

heating

engineer

necessary

for

information
form, Mr.'
value,

for

in

a

calculates

given

radiating

the

room,

surface

presenting

In

this

tabulated and conveniently accessible

Bonham has performed
which

electrical fraternity.

he

deserves

a service of real

the

thanks

of

the
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and practical point
While l!ie nianufaetun-r was producing
comparatively ineflicicnt carhon-fdament lamp
up from a

taken
view.

nf

that

litlins

is

il

he

of the tuiw liiRli-cnkicncy lumps
the study of ilhuninatioii should

ailvoiit

llic

tlie

wonder

little

it

is

in

laying ont a

scitMitific

so

that

time

little

scheme

liKhting

and practical results.
Fortunately the eye

was

spent

produce known

to

can
it
through an exnxmcly wide range, not, however, without pro(hicing a strain upon the eye which reacts and
Were the eye as sensiaffects tiie entire system.
tive to changing light values as the hody is to

adapt

itself

to

Illumination Kkciuiri'-u vur DivCLABSBS OV SbRVICB.

I.

considered

an earlier date.
read very easily with one
Should the light be increased

at

Most people can sec
foot-candle of light.

to

four foot-candles the increase of
only noticeable for a short time, as the
the eye imuiediately adjusts itself to the

two or even

tn

hght

is

of

iris

condition, so that practically the same amount
light is allowed to roach the optic nerve as

new
of

before.

When

the light

endeavoring to
light is too strong
in

keep out
If the

deficient the

is

more

admit
it

some of the

is

strained

eye strains itself
light.
When the
in

an endeavor to

light.

temperature of a comfortable room is
increased or decreased 20 per cent, it becomes very
uncomfortable. This is considering a temperature
of 32 below the freezing point of water as zero.
Should the true zero be considered (as is absolute
is
273° Centigrade below the
tlarkness). which
freeze-point of water, it is readily seen that the
change in temperature through which the body can
adapt itself is extremely small.
The temperature of rooms for various classes
of service has long since been determined, and
buildings are so equipped that the rooms maintain
automatically this predetermined temperature. In
buildings which are similar in all other respects, it
is
not difficult to find the illumination in one to
be 500 or 600 per cent, greater than the illuminathe

tion

in

that

either

that

one

is

K•^ullnK
i;<itirral llhiniiiinllon

I'oMul Soiviirii

must be remembere^l
very high, and unless
the lamp is to be used at quite a height, it should
be either frosted or covered with a diffusing reflector or globe in such a manner that the direct
rays of the glower cannot strike the eye.
Injuries to the eye occur from both natural and
artificial light.
Snow blindness is produced by exit

is

posure to reflected light from snow in a clear and
rarefied atmosphere, and cases of temporary blindness following an exposure to the direct rays of
an arc lamp are still quite common. Yellow sunlight, which is due to the chemical rays being absorbed by atmospheric dust, is much safer and far
more agreeable to the eyes than the white light of
the sun.

Great care should be used, therefore, in introducing these" new lamps
first, not
to allow the
e3'^e to be
exposed to the direct rays of the light,
and second, not to produce a too great intensity,
for in either case the impression is likely to be
produced among the laymen that these lamps are
;

harmful to the eyes and thereby retard their introduction.
It is just 'as harmful to overlight a room
as it is to overheat it. although the immediate
effect is not likely to he so apparent.
subject of illumination

from an engineering

of view will now be taken up and an endeavor made to simplifv methods and formulas, so

3

a

preparing Table i.
The decoration Hhouhl

5
5

now he considered and
upon tlic lighting due to reflection. Refer
again to Table 2, which is only correct for this
purpose where no reflectors arc used. Where pris-

3»o 5

Driiftiiii;

510

>o

) to

10

}
7

its

matic reflectors arc used

In

designing the illumination of any room there
features which must be decided which

have no bearing on the problem

of

illumination.

location of light units will be
determined by the size and shape of the room. If
there are pillars or beams or any feature in the
architectural design which tends to divide the room
into sections, they should be taken into consid-

The number and

eration,

be in

so that the location of the light units will
the general design.

harmony with

best to allow

very

otherwise they will appear out of balance with the
design of the room. If the room is oblong a row
of lights may be placed down the center. Two,
three, or any number of rows of lights may be used,
but each side of the roonl must balance with the opIt is seldom ever possible to stagger
posite side.
or have them located in a zigzag manner and still
give a pleasing effect unless by so doing both sides

have been determined.

reflection

required at

point

the

should

of illumination

now

A foot-candle is the total quantity of light striking a surface one foot square and one foot flislani
from a source of light giving one candle in that
direction, the plane of the surface being at right
angles to the source of light. When the source of
light

in

lamp

incandescent

an

is

power

giving

16

candle-

is

16 can-

direction, the illumination

this

When a j6-candIepower light is placed
four feet from the surface, still keeping the plane
of the surface at right angles to the source of
light, since 16 divided by the square of four equak

dle- ftet.

by the size of the room, the height of the ceiling
and the architectural design. After locating the
light units both as to vertical elevation and horizontal distance apart comes the real problem of
illumination.
The quantity of light required at or
on the objects to be illuminated must now be de-

is one candlc-foot.
When the
surface is at some other angle than go degrees
the quantity of light is necessarily less.

one, the illumination

This may be understood by imagining a volume
of light one foot square to strike a surface which
is not at right angles to it.
If this volume of light

termined.

Table No.

for

little

of the room produce a balance.
The location of the units as to vertical elevation,
or distance from the floor, must also be determined

Used for Calculatiok of Indoor Illumination.

3.

Horizontal Distance prom Lamp

in Feet-

16

Anele
Ancle
Constant.

Aogle

--.

—
—

Constant.

Ancle

Constant.

Angle

63° 25'

45
.0883
26" 35'
.0447
18^ 25
.02365
14°
.01428

Constant,

.01563

II**

Constant.

.0224

45"
.02206
33° 40'
.016
26" 35'
.01119
21° 50'
.007097

20'

Angle
Constant
Ancle

.oog4l7
9" 30'
.00665
8" 10'

Constant.

.004905

18" 25'

.00453
14"
.003567
12" 30'

7° 10'

Angle

.003818
6° 20'
.003030
5° 4S'
.00246
5" 10'
.002047
4" 4S'
.001715

Constant,

Ancle
Constant,
Antrle

Constant.

Angle
Constant
Ancle
Constant

.002065
0°

.001736

00287s
TI° 20'
.002355
10 20'

.001963
9° 30'
.001662

76°

71° 35
.0079
56*"

.01064
45°
.0098
36" so'
.008015
31°
.0063
26" 35'
.00496
23" 10'
.00397
20" 35
.001 202
18** 25'

.002648
16° 40'
.002197
15* TS'

.001852
14°

.001582

can

comparative table of required illumination for variThis table represents the
ous classes of service.
best judgment of men who have made a specialty
of illumination. After locating on the table the
class of service, two widely varying figures are
given.
These figures are not given as absolute,
but are for the purpose of aiding to determine the
amount of light to use. If the customer wants
fair illumination at a minimum cost, choose the
if.
on the
first or smaller of the figures given
other hand, the best illumination is wanted in keeping with the class of service, re^jardless of mainte-

square

;

nance

These

use the larger of the figures given.
are the two extremes beyond which it is

cost,

not well to go.

Should

table be not sufficiently

this

complete, so

doubt as to the required illumination, it should be remembered that the eye is
affected only by the light which is reflected to it
from the object observed. While the square of the
distance between the object and the eye need not
here be considered, on account of the light being
that there

so

Is

still

thoroughly diffused instead of ' coming from

a

Table No.

2.

Reflective Power of Colors

in

Illumination.

White Paper

Chrome Paper
Orange Paper
Plain Deal (clean)

Yellow Paper
Yellow Painted Wall (clean)
Light Pink Paper
Plain Deal (dirty)
Yellow Painted Wall (dirty)
Emerald Green Paper
Dark Brown Paper
Vermilion Paper
Blue Green Paper
Cobalt Blue Paper
Deep Chocolate Paper

Coefficient Total or Effective
Illumination
of
Reflection.
Factor.
7°
3-33
62
2.63
2.00
50
1.82
45
1.67
4°
1.67
4,0
1.56
36
20
1.25
20
1.25
-

iS
13
.12
12

12
04

1.22
i.i5
1.14
i.;4
1.14
1.04

78° 40'
.001907

.00355
63° 25'
.0056
53" 5'
.00602
45°
.00552
38" 40'
.004757
33° 40'
.004
29° 45'
.00333s
26° 35'
.002795
24"
.602353
21 50
.002
20"
.001711
18* 25'
.00148

20'

As a rnle, the customer knows very little, if
anything, as to the amount of illumination desired.
By referring to Table i some assistance in determining this point may be obtained. This is a

Color of Wall.

certain

is

it

and none whatever unless the
coefficient in the table given is found to be high.
The location of the liglits and the foot-candles

that by the use of mathematics not higher than
multiplication or division any practical problem can

are

efTecl

For example, if a small room is to be lighted
which is perfectly square it will not look well to
have either two or three light sources. In tliis
case either one, four or five units must he used;

point

be solved.

in-

Tabic 2 shows this value for diflfcrciit colored
materials and has been taken into couBidcration in

n

KiiKrnvini;

From this it is quite evident
are very improperly lighted, or
greatly lacking in illumination or the

units,

varies

be considered.

3 10
4 to

other.

that the intrinsic brilliancy

point

a

as the B<|uarc of the di^laricc tliroush which
travels), yet the cocflicicnt of reflection must

it

3
3

Uuukki.ciiiiiK
SioKis. CiuiKMiil Illuittiiiiition
Siorrs. ClotliiilK

is

The

of Ra»i(lenc(iK

Dr-.!, llliiiiiiniitlon

both

new incandescent

10
10
3 to
to
1 lo
1 to
3 10
I

front

radiating

(IirIu

vci'ficty

root'cnndloit'

Th<'iil«<r»
Cliiircli.

In the following discussion no attempt has been
made to discuss light values or efficiencies, but
simply light quantities.
However, in considering
the

Qf—

Aiulitoiliiiitft

highly wasteful. It is to be hoped that
this condition will
soon be the exception rather
than the rule.
other

point

so constructed that

is

lighting conditions

liMUpcrature changes, it would readily be seen that
the question of illumination would have been more
seriously

;
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r,

I

—

be

20'

.003815
45**

54° 30'
.00196
49° 25'

002623

-00353
39° 50
.00312
35° 35'
00274
32°
.002383
29" 5'
.00206
26° 35'
.001786
24° 30'

45"
.00245
40* 40'
.00222
36° so'
.002001

.

OOIQ
45°
.001801
41° 10'
.001665
37° 55'
.001517
35°
.001375
32° 36'
.OOT24
30° 15'
.001118

33° 40'
.001781
31°
.OOI57S
28° 35'
.001398
26° 3S'
.OOIZ4

001553
22° 35'
.001365

82" 55'
.000473
76"
.0008875
69" 25^
.001207
63" 25'
.001402
58"
.00149
53°

5'

,001506
48* 50'
.001455
45°
.00138
41** 40'

.001288
38" 40'
.001189
36° 5'
.001088
33" 40'
.001

83° 40'
.000341
77° 30'
.000631
71° 35'
.000876
66«
.00105
60° 55'
.001149
56* 2a
.001181
52° 10'
.001178
48° 25'
.001142
45°
.00109
42°
.001025
39° 20'
.000955
35° so'
.00089

imagined

as being solid like a piece of
will not be cut off square but at an angle.
other words, it will be oblique to the surface

wood
or,

.001109
71° 3.5'
.001975
63 25'
.002485
56* 2o'
.002665
50° 10'

.003802
51*"

81* 50'
.000722
74" 5'
.001436
66° 50'
.001689
60° 15'
.001913

8o« 35'

it

in

upon which

This

falls.

it

inches

right angle,

than

surface

contains

more

had

been cut off at a
and since the light has been distributed
if

it

over a greater area the intensity is therefore less.
For that reason the candle-feet on a given surface
cannot always be determined by merely dividing the
candlepower of the light by the square of the distance between it and the object to be illuminated,
but the angle at which the light strikes the given
surface must be considered.

This
time,

is

why

it

is

although the

cold weather here in the winter
earth is about 2,000,000 miles

nearer the sun, the giver of
than in the spring and fall.

coming from

all

light

The rays

and

heat,

of

light

sun during winter strike the
earth's surface on the northern hemisphere at such
an oblique angle that the rays are very thinly scattered and the earth receives but comparatively little
heat during this period. The earth's surface therefore cools very rapidly, thus producing winter.
the

To

eliminate this difficulty and also the necessity
each distance and dividing this into
the candlepower of the light in each particular case.

of

squaring

Table 3 has been prepared. This table will simplify any problem within its scope; that is to say,
at any given jpoint within this table a constant is
found by which to multiply the candlepower of the
light w^hich would strike that particular point, and
the result gives the illumination in candle-feet

For example, suppose a store is to be lighted for
general illumination; the units have been located
and three foot-candles has been decided upon.
Three points at least in the room must now be
located.
One point will be directly under a unit
this

location will be called station one.

will be half-\vay
this

location

will

and on

One

point

between two units;
be called station two. Another

point will be located,

if

a

line

possible, at the center be-

—

—
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Showing Ca NDLEPOWER DELIVERED AT DIFFERENT Angles by Vari DUS Ty PES OF Lamps.

4.

00
a

Si

Source of Light.

0°

<u

3

97
120 lis
125
iSo
240
250
100
50
50
61
60
125
187^= 90
94
120 121
350
100
42
43
56
125
55
187H 80 83
100 ros
250
60
34
35
23
23
40
82
84
60
56
56
40
28
27
50
48
50
43
25
25
50
5;8
440 440
292 291
352
218 218
264
146 146
176
88
80
79
82
100
96
100
194 188
too
100
96

D
D
B
B
B
B
B
C

Tuncsten

C
I

B

I

C

I

D

6 El.
4Cl.

Alab.

3 el.

Alab.

2e1.

Alab

Id.

Alab.

A lab.

D3
tween four light units;
station

The

three.

87

80

no

105
150
208
5*
68
102
128
52
64
95
130
45
30
77

ICX)

D
Gem

15°

163

226
52
64

98
124

48
58
90

"5
40
27
82
48
30
45
26
440
290
217

73
96
138
180
56
70
106
132
55

70

37

440

145

144

143

77
105

76
I"3
145
112

74
119
130
112

164

and by referring

by two units instead of
it by this constant, which gives 187 candlepower to be delivered
from each light unit at the angle of 36° 50'. Now
take station three, the center between four lights.

Here

candle-feet and divide

the horizontal distance
is

practically 8.5

is

Refer again

from each lamp.
eight feet

to

Table

the nearest division, follow

feet

Since

3.

down

this

constant 0.00552
Since the light in
is found and the angle is 45°.
this case comes from four sources, use 075 of a
candle-foot instead of 3; dividing this by the constant gives lOi, which is the candlepower required
line to eight feet vertical

from each lamp

at

;

here

the'

an angle of 45°.

The candlepower

required vertically beneath each
lamp, at an angle of 36° 50', and at an angle of
If it is deemed necessary to
45°, is now known.

take a greater number of locations it will simply
mean that the required candlepower at a greater
number of angles from our light source must be
known. The only error to this method would be
that

where

tllo

lamps were not very far apart with

each station
will receive light from n greater number of lampS,
but ordinarily this method is accurate enough for
practical purposes.
respect

to

their

vertical

height

that

Now refer to Table 4, which shows the candlepower at the different angles delivered by a
few of the standard lighting units on the market.
If some other source is to be used, a candlepower
cur\*e must be secured.
Locate in Table 4 some
unit that gives the candlepower required at the
corresponding angles. Tf a unit is found which is
an approximation of what is wanted, whose vertical candle-power is less than required but whose
candlepower at an angle of 36° or 45° is greater
than required, the probabilities are that the lighting
will be vcr\' satisfactory, inasmuch as the light beneath each unit will be increased by the increased
light thrown at an angle from adjacent lamps.
If the candle-feet given in an installation already
installed is required, the constant found in Table
3, as before, should he multiplied by the candlepower of the light unit at ihc proper angle for
each particular location.
For example, suppose it is required to find the
candlc-fcct delivered by a given lamp on a horizontal plane six feet below the lamp, first vertically,

second, at a distance of six

feet

Table No.

5.

from the

vertical,

33
28

286
214

feet

60°

55°

56
69
104
140

62
77
155
67
45
63

42
39
30
28
432
284
213
142
72
124
115

no

54
71
105

133
54
67
100
140
64

80
120
160
68
45

60
40
40
27
27

424
280
208
140
68
125
105
107

48
64
96
12s
52
65
95
135
64

80
120
t6o
67
45
57
38
40

42
56
87
114

50
62
90
130
63
78
115
155
65
43

54
36
40
22

25

26
416
272
204
136
65
126
96
104

51

82
102
48
60

86
123

60
76

24

384

90
100

252
190
124

60
116
84
96

no

68
98
135
S8

39
50
33

53

105
42
51
76

100
36

100
47

35

31

8s
42
28
38

47

43

31

29
14

37

34

50
64

37

33

25

22
28

20

29
15

14

13

21

310
200

20
284
180
140
92

91

52
94

19
16

18
12

48

80
70
84

75

87

33

22

25

152
100
50

66
89
16

56
70

22
338
220
162

no

43

44

34
17

iSo
I2Q
56
105
80

73
38
47
70
95
30

66

23
362

240

26
30
50
70
36

34
55

74

49
58
88
120
53

66

n

19

18

260
162

230

128
84
40
58

no

60
76

6s

80

the constant

(45°)

is

146

76
35

50
55
73

23

26
45

64
33

39
62
83
23
31

45
58
29
19
24
16
14

20
22
40
5«
30
35
58

77
20
28
40
50
27
iB

20
13
13

164

66
30

52
25

45
51

40
47

65

57

80

At a
(angle 59°) the con-

is 0.003802 times the candlepower (120), which
equals 0.456 candle-foot.
The above methods are to be used where accurate

are required. However, where the space
be lighted is large and the ceiling high it is
sometimes more convenient and sufficiently accurate,
where the units are fairly well distributed, to figure
on the total candlepower per total area. On this
basis, where the light required is for good readmg
illumination, it is best to allow two or three square
feet per rated candlepower.
This will give very
good illumination. Where it is not necessary to
see to read well by the light, four or five square
feet per rated candlepower can be allowed.
In the case of street illumination it is not considered proper to consider the angle at which the
light strikes the surface of the street.
This is
because the light is used for the purpose of distinguishing objects on or above the surface, such
as trees, fences, rocks, or people. The light is
therefore considered as that amount which will be
delivered upon a normal plane; that is, a plane at
right angles to the source of light.
The light.
therefore, can be considered as coming from one
general direction only; consequently the illumination between two sources of light will not be the
sum of the two lights, but simply the amount given
by each lamp as the rays of light from each lamp
will strike the opposite sides of the different objects.
Since the light »s considered in a normal
plane. Table 3 cannot be used in calculating street
illumination.
In this case refer to Table 5. which
is based upon the square of the cosine of the angle
instead of the cube of the cosine.
This table is used exactly the same as Table
is crossed by
3. and where the horizontal column
the vertical line, for a given location, a constant
is
found by which to multiply the candlepower of
the light given at the angle shown adjacent to this
results
to

point as considered

at

this

for street illumination.

For example, suppose
useful

light

it
is
required to find the
of a direct-current enclosed arc lamp

above the street level. The vertical
light of this lamp is 80 candles; this multiplied by
the constant 0.0025 shown in Tabic 5 gives 0.2
Suppose it is required to know the
candic-foot.
useful light at a distance of 80 feet from this lamp.
Locating the column in Table 5 for 80 feet horizontal distance and following it down until it is
crossed hv the 20-foot vertical line, the constant is

hung 20

feet

in

Fbet.

20

40

60

80

TOO

63-15'

76"
.00058
63* 2S'
.OCO5
53" 10'
.0004

80' 30'
.00018
71" 35'
.0002^
63" 24
.00021

82" 50'
.00016
76"
.00015
60" 25

84" :5'

.0074

0"
0025
0»
.OOIIlt

.00135
53" 40'
.00077

00014

.0001

78" 40'
.000006
73° 20'
.OOOOQI

.

it

is

the candlepower of a unit necessary to give
predetermined illumination is required, divide the
candle-feet determined upon by the constant found
in Table 5, according to the vertical height and
If

distance.
The angle opposite this conthe angle at which this candlepower must
be delivered.

horizontal
stant

is

15

1.519 candle-feet.

This gives the useful candlc-fcet

units,

a

Doings of the Electric Club.

no

stant

constant.

is generally done with
safe to consider only the minimum illumination allowable, and this is usually
based on getting something like the effect of average moonlight, which is about 0.02 candle-foot.

large

10

10
16
198
128
94

0.0098 times the candle-

0*

•

r^,-.*..ni

67
83
42

44
56
80

58
83
117

20

25

39

Zero.

.Of

Anile

90°

85°

Used for Calculation of Street Illumination.

Aogle
10

80°

75"

28

30
36
62
78
40
so

32

90

HOKIZOHTAL Distance from Lamp

»

70°

65°

34
42
70

55

108
150
63
42
52
35
38

402
262
196
130
62
124

36
46
76
94
46

39

horizontal distance of 10 feet

Ill

JO
50

50°

power (155), which equals

this point is to be supplied
1.5

45°

;

point six feet on the horizontal,
whicK is one-half way between the lamps, and eight
feet vertical, the constant 0.008015 is found; also
Since the light at
note that the angle is 36^ 50'.
one, take

40°

35°

and also at a distance of 10 feet from the vertical.
The lamp is assumed to give 100 candlepower vertically,
155 candlepower at an angle of 45" and
120 candlepower at an angle of 59*. By referring
to Table 3, the constant for vertical light at a
this
distance of six feet is found to be 0.02775
multiplied by the vertical candlepower, 100, equals
At a horizontal distance of six
2-775 candle-feet.

location will be called
are assumed to be eight
which is to be illuminated,
this

station two.

45

35

a

at

68

37
28
440
288
215

units,

Next take

Table 3

41

440
289
216

108

114
150

no "5

73
48

33
41
27

96
180
105

164
56
70
106
136
58
75

60
78

148
62

55
37

52

145
78

66
87
126

140

since an illumination of three foot-candles is desired,
divide three by this constant, which gives 192 canto

30°

lOI

feet above the plane
and that they are 12 feet apart.
By referring to Table 3, at eight feet below the
vertical will be found the constant 0.01563, and

dkpower.

25°

20**

equals 0.0435 foot-candle.
Since street illumination

c
c
c
c

2

10°

5*

found to be 0.00015 ^"d tlfe angle to be 76. Now
refer to the candlepower of the lamp and find that
at this angle it gives 290 candles; 290 times 0.00015

130

130

85" 15'
.000069
80" 30'
.OOO06S
76"

66" to'
.000045
82** 25'

78° 40'
.000043

The

Electric Club of Chicago met as usual on
Wednesday, April ist, at the Grand Pacific Hotel.
The attendance was larger than usual, the breakfast
room being completely filled. Mr. George
Cutter of the Cutter company and Mr. Thorpe of

Franklin Electric Company took sides in a
debate as to "Which Is the More Important, the
House or the Salesman, in the Sale of Goods?"

the

Mr. Cutter talked on the side of the house, while
Mr. Thorpe took the side of the salesman.

On

Friday night, April 3d, the club held its first
in the main dining room of the Grand
Pacific Hotel.
There were 200 gentlemen present.
Mr. P. B. Boole was toastmastej- and the speakers

smoker

were Mr. Frank L. Perry, Mr. Homer E. Neisz,
Mr. F. P. Vose and Thomas G. Grier, the lastnamed recently returned from Panama. Later the
entertainment committee provided a very elaborate
vaudeville programme. .Some of the "top liners"
at the vaudeville theaters were secured as talent
and no expense was spared to produce a good
entertainment.

At one of the regular weekly meetings, which
held on Wednesdays, Mr. F. P. Vose is on
programme to give a talk on the legal aspect
the electrical business, and in the near future Mr.

are
the
Di

H. Parsons

is

to talk

on "Electric

Credits.''

BOOK TABLE.
Universal Electrical Directory (J. A. Berly's).
London
H. Alabaster, Gatehouse & Co.
1908.
Pp.
(6 by g'A inches), I,5g8.
Price, in the
:

United States,

$4.40.

January of each year and revised
locally as well as by circulars, this, electrical trade
directory contains the names and addresses of members of the electrical trades and allied industries all
Published

in

The 1908 edition consists of four
sections^British. Colonial and General, Continental and Lhiited States
with a total of 33.553 names.
Each section is again subdivided into an alphabetical and classified section, and' in the case of the
British a geographical section has been added.
A
thumb index simplifies the turning up of any part
over the world.

—

desired.

The alphabetical sections include telegraphic addresses and telephone numbers and codes and many
financial particulars regarding British limited liability companies.
Lists of all electricity undertakings
in the United Kingdom, British Colonics and some
other countries are given, showing the nature of the
supply, system of distribution, capacity of plant,
voltage and chief engineer's name, and in the case
of alternating current the phase and periodicity also
appear.

The

Handbook (a manual of the Copindustry
of the
world). Vol. VII. By
Houghton, Mich.: Horace J.
J. Stevens.
Stevens.
Pp. (sH by S'A inches), 1228.
1907.
Copper

per

Horace

Price, $5.

The new

edition of the Copper Handbook con180,000 words of new material.
It has
25 chapters treating of copper under the headings
of History, Geology, Chemistry and
Mineralogy,
Mining, Milling, Concentrating, Hydrometallurgy,
Pyromctallurpy, Electrometallurgy, Alloys, Brands,
Grades. Uses, Substitutes, Terminology, Geography,
Copper Deposits, Copper Mines and Statistics. The
treatment given the subject in 1228 pages is encyclopaedic in scope, but
the logical and orderly
arrangement of the great mass of facts presented,
coupled with a table of contents, full index and
alphabetical
arrangement of districts, countries,
mines, minerals and glossary, render it possible to
ascertain any given fact with ease.
The book supplements all other technical books
on copper, and for the average reader its pages
devoted to the scientific and technical features of
the subject will be found to cover all points of
interest.
The language is plain throughout, and
the layman, whether miner or investor, will find the
clear and understandable exposition of scientific
facts a great aid.
tains about

a
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I
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hand-l)ooks.
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sincerely
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Anit

to
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always con1
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as

least
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M. Barton,

Chicago

10

prcsitlcnt

Western Kleelric Com-

Mr. Kreidlcr

Chicago:

pany.

lake

to

left

place

a

in

college

the

come

to

of

offices

tht

Western Electric Company as stenographer, he having previously become proficient in tiie art which
His work brought him into relation

followed.

lie

and

myself,

with

ill

ilic

Itini

ciciitcniK
llint

Xaturc

lo nil the worhl, TIiIh

iniKitt

wnn

:i

Hianil

ti|>

man.

Am-

Crocker-Wheeler Company,

Gilder,

N. J.
We regret very much to note the
death of Mr. Kreidler, president of the Electrician
Publishing Company.
:

could

I

not

to

fail

observe his

L.\.s*(;ton

,\n» Ciiahi.ks

{CoHtinufil from

piif^c

I.WiHANU.

^85^

rorU and eccentric straps of ihc
steam engine arc disconnected, lint can be reconnected again in a very short unit" to run the hoist
with steam.
This has been done only once, not
because of trouble with the electrical cn">P'nt*nt.
but through the lack of power nt the generating
"Station.

The motors are two coinpound-wonnd street-railway motors, rated at 68 horsepower for one-hour
run, geared

William Goltz, prcsiclenl llaller Sign Works, Chicago
We note, regrclftilly, the sad news of the
death of your president. Mr. William Ainsley
Kreidler, on Marcli 26tli ult., at Augusta, Ga., and
wc desire to tender to you our sym|)athies.
:

years more.
v..

Rodman
pere,

and

especially

iiiixcil

And my

man and was thought

comparatively young

a

me

liy

more

death,

liis

I

best friends,

was simple and unostentatious;

life

Su

Hv John

The connecting

Kreidler.

was actively connected with the Western Electrician writiuR articles and arranging for the publielectrical

Mexico.

.MihuuKii he ill^is(cd
in a manly way on "Uic rlKor of the game." no one
can say thai he was ever wronged by William A.

ever since 1882, and for a time

sidered Mr. Kreidlcr one of

Moclozuma Copper
Company. Nacozari. Sonora,

Plant of iho

unfair advantaur "f anyune.

I

cation of niy

Steam-turbino Powor and Transmission
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KREIDLER.

A.

lA/Vl

I'.I.KCTKICIAN

llolophane Company. New
treme regret that we learn
Krcidler. Without doubt he
work and was of inestimable

York:

is with exdeath of Mr.
great deal of

It

of the
did a

vahie [n the electrical

hoist.

directly lo

They

are

the sccon<!ary shaft

operated

means of a drum

series

in

of the

parallel

liy

giving five positions
scries and four positions wiili

controller

with the motors in
the motors in parallel.
The change from the series
to the parallel connections of motors is done by
thv bridge method, which docs not open the circuit,

and gives a practically constant torque during the
change. This prevents jars on the hoist cables.
The rheostats are of ample carrying capacity and
iheir resistance

is so proportioned thai with a light
such as two or three men, the acceleration
is
not unpleasantly fast
with the maximum load
the hoist does not start until the second step of

load,

industry.

;

>

memory and orderly habit 01 mind.
He became interested in newspaper work at

\ccllcnt

Chicago correspondent of an eastern

by acting as

and following his

paper,

first

tastes,

which developed

in

came to give up his position with
our company, much to our regret, in order to de-

James W. Johnson, assistant western manager.
General Electric Company, Chicago
I beg to express my warmest sympathy with you_ all in Mr.
:

Kreidler's death.

that direction, he

himself

vote

entirely

to

new work,

tlie

which

in

success has been conspicuously recognized.

his

I wish
George P. Barton, patent lawyer, Chicago
express something of my appreciation of the life

Lewis

B.

Liiders.

.secretary.

Phosphor-Bronze

Smelting Company. Philadelphia:
Wc very much
regret to learn of the decease of your president.
Mr. W. A. Kreidler, and wish to convey to you
our sincerest sympathies.

:

lo

and work of Mr. Krcidler.

accomplished what

Having gained experience

undertook.

he

He

in

the

newspaper business, he determined to establish the

Western Electrician in Chicago. His friends gave
him such encouragement that he did not hesitate to
itak'e everything upon the success of his journal.
He had well learned that advertising in a first-cla?^
ipdcpendent home journal is most profitable to the
advertiser.
It was nothing less than such a paper
that he proposed when he talked over his plans
witii.me 21 years ago.
He did not permit favoritism or personal prejuto find expression upon his editorial
page.
This being understood as the polices there was no
restriction upon his associates, or with respect to
the news that was furnished.
Whatever would be

dice

of interest to the electrical

worker

in

any

field

was

sought for and published.
In this way he lived
up to his original ideals, making his paper a fair
and
impartial
news-gatherer and news-giver

F. OsbornCj New York: T cannot begin to
you how shocked I am and the sincere symMr. Kreidler
pathy I feel for you at this time.
always desired that justice and truth obtain between him and all connected with him in business.
His kindness and material aid, of which many a
one I know could speak, testified to the warmth

W.

tell

of his

and representative spokesman for all "the
competing and conflicting electrical interests of the
Northwest.

As he came from the University of Rochester,
and was there a member of the same fraternity as
myself, I in this way became well acquainted with
him when he first came to Chicago. He remained
loyal to his friends and early associates, and in his
death we have suffered a personal loss.
L. Benjamin, Cutler-Hammer ManufacCompany. Milwaukee: I regret to learn of

Charles

Mr. Kreidler's sudden death at Augusta. Ga. I am
founder and

glad to note that the passing of the
principal

involve
in

owner

of

no changes

the personnel

the

Western

in editorial

Electrican

of the staff.

Charles A. Brown, patent lawyer. Chicago
25 years

or

of that time

more

I

knew Mr.

Kreidler, for

:

For

much

intimately.

His high qualities of mind and heart made him
many friends, but none esteemed him more than

who had known him longest.
He had a strong and rugged personality, keen
penetration and unerring judgment.
It was dethose

as well as profitable, in consultation with
him, to hear his terse and accurate expressions of

made life
You have my warmest sympathy.

ous.

Charles

W.

less strenu-

New

Price, editor Electrical Review,

ciates.

E.

B.

Sunny,

vice-president.

General

Electric

Company. Chicago W. A. Kreidler will be best remembered by the fraternity as the creator of the
Western Electrician.
:

Several of us who have been long residents of
Chicago and long connected with the electrical work
enjoyed a pleasant association in the days when
Mr. Krcidler was getting his enterprise under way.
The Western Electrician is so strong now and so
tirmly established

among

a vast following in a line

work which 20 years ago was new and crude

and only partly formed- that it is difficult to realize
now, and only a few of us do realize, the industry, patience and courage that Mr. Kreidler put
jnto

it.

It

must have been a great

gratification

him,

to

were so successful.
His high character, his conservatism and splendid
judgment shone out through the publication from
its beginning, and have made an impress that must
always influence its conduct and policy-.
as

it

to us, that his efforts

is

Terry, first vice-president National Electric
Company^, Cleveland
It js with much regret that I learn of the death of Mr. Kreidler. I
had been looking forward to the- pleasure of seeing
him again soon.
F.

S.

Lamp

:

lightful

In
ing,

essentials

he was positive and uncompromis-

but he was broadmindedly tolerant

and con-

siderate of the opinions of others.

His integrity was unquestionable.
He was without affectation.
While his shrewdness, his candor and his

humor

made him

attractive in social intercourse, his real
kindness of heart and genial disposition made him
deep and lasting friendships.

He had

C.

A.

waukee

opinion.

the high moral quality of never taking an

:

Tupper,

Allis-Chalmers

Company.

Mil-

We

are A-ery sorry indeed to learn of the
Mr. Kreidler.
Please accept this as an

death of
expression of our sincere s\Tnpathy.
have always had a very high regard for Mr. Kreidler and
know^ that his demise will be felt as a distinct loss
by- the entire electrical world.

We

Universal Manufacturing Company, Chicago We
regret to hear of the death of Mr. Kreidler and
wish to extend to you our sympathy in your loss,
together with hope and best wishes for your con:

tinued success.

is reached.
Compound instead of series motors were employed to allow the motors to be used as generators
and act as brakes when lowering men into the mine.
Although series motors would also act as generators under the same conditions, they would have
to attain too great a speed before "picking up." and
then would give a too quick retardation.
When
used as generators the shunt winding of the motors is excited from the outside circuit, and the
current generated by the mo'ors is passed through
their series winding to excite tlie field in the same
direction as the shunt winding.
This is done so
that if the outside current fails while lowering, the
cage accelerates a little, but is not completely deprived of electric brake. The current generated by
the motor is passed through the starting rheostats.
There are seven steps on the controller; on the
first
one the motors are short-circuited without
rheostat, then the resistance is jradnally increased
to a maximum, the increased resistance corresponding to an increased speed.
The maximum resistance is such as to limit the lowering speed of p
full cage of men to a set maximum speed which
cannot then be exceeded. The first step of the controller gives a speed of about 60 feet per minute
with a cage full of men.
The lowering of men into the mine is the most
important work of this hoist
its operation is the
reverse of the ordinary Fteam hoist. With a steam
hoist the men are lowered "on the brake" and the
steam kept as a reserve to stop the hoist in case of
accident to the brake, while with the electric hoi^t
the hand brake is kept in reserve.
When changing the hoist from steam to electricity, all but one of the operating levers were
kept the same as before, even the reversing lever
of the engine being used to operate the reversing
switch of the controller.
The lever operating the
controller was the only one changed from the one
operating the throttle, but the controller was made
t& operate with a regular lever as nearly as possible the same as the throttle valve instead of the
regular controller handle.
This was done to prevent as much as possible false motions on the part
of hoisting engineers.
This hoist has been in operation for three years
and has worked very successfully.
Outside of a
set of new pinions, armature bearings and controller contact fingers there have been no repairs
to the electrical equipment, the commutators not
eveh having been turned once.
The acceleration
very smooth and the electrical braking is a
is
marked improvement over the hand braking. These
results are, to a great extent, due to the use of
motors and controlling apparatus of generous size
for the work to be done.
It ma}"^ be interesting to give some tes's of Tuning efficiency'- of this hoist, obtained from the electric input of motors to total load lifted.
The gears
on the hoist itself are cast gears uncut, but wora
smooth b}^ several years of service. The weights
given are only approximately correct, but error is
not over three per cent. The tests were taken when
running unbalanced the efficiency would- be somewhat lower when running balanced, the friction
being greater for the same total load lifted.
:

York: Kindly transmit to Mr. Kreidler's family
and your staff sincere sympathy of myself and asso-

will

or business policy or

:

a great

together as the growing years

of
turing

W.

Parker, patent lawyer. Chicago
It
shock to learn of the death of my oldtime friend.
We had many views and tastes in
common, and I feel that I have been deprived of
many happy hours which we should have spent

was

—

truthful

friendships.

Francis

controller

;

Total Load.

Pounds.
-

1.300
1.450
i.Qoo
2.100
4.100

Hoistine Speed.
Feet per Minute.
656
653
634
622
586

With average care
the Mexican hoistitig

-

Electrical Input.
E. H. P.
46.6

Efficiency.

Per Cent.
55-3

48.3

^9-4.

60.0
66.6

60.8
50.4
68.0

107.0

such as given by
engineers, the starting current
does not exceed the running current by more than
25 per cent.
in

starting,

—
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B.

Past

The Meter
to 6 are

I

Installation (Concluded).

meter installations in various places and
under different local conditions, and may serve to
exemplify some features of modern meter-installation practice. In all of these installations the maxiall
mum stability and safety are obtained,
e.,
defects that might by any possibility cause interactual

i.

ruption of the service,

or

fire,

eliminated.

are

for

Baker.

II.

be good workmen, preferably men who
enough test-room and inspection experience to have a fair knowledge of the electric
meter. The best materials should be used, as meters are frequently located in cellars where the
service enters the house and where local conditions
dampness, dirt, and extremes of temperature
are generally worse than in other parts of the
ters should

reproduced from pliotographs of

I
is a view of a typical cellar installation
meters of capacities up to 75 amperes. The
meter and a sealed iron cut-out box are mounted
on a single meter board nailed to the brick outer
wall of the building, and the service switch is
mounted on a separate board immediately above.
No wiring is exposed between the service and the
house switch.
Fig. 2 shows a department-store installation of
one two-wire and three three-wire meters for lighling, two two-wire meters for power, with cutouts and house-service switches having enclosed
fuses, mounted on an iron and slate frame.
Fig. 3 is a slate panel installation for metering
fairly large currents.
The two meters on the left-

Fig.

THE INSTALLATION, LABORATORY TESTING AND
REPAIRING OF ELECTRIC METERS.
Figs.

—

have had

—

It

-

-

-t

mk
Is
mm

/m

* '

*

W ii|

BSE!

mm

i
DEPARTMENT-STORE METER

TYPICAL METER INSTALLATION IN CELLAR.

FIG. 3.

METER BOARD FOR FAIRLY LARGE CURRENTS.

INSTALLATION.

should be borne in mind that, owing to its usual
out-of-the-way location, the meter is liable to be
subjected to rougher usage and conditions, and is
more often surrounded by inflammable material
than electrical apparatus in any other part of the
building.

Meter installations are nowadays made in better
and more permanent shape than formerly, as it is

Standardization is often followed to the
extent of having a line of standard meter boards
and a definite plan of installation adapted to the
building.

various sizes of meters that are employed by the
company, and in this way when any given installation is discontinued the meter board and other
appurtenances can be used over again. In such
layouts special devices and wiring methods are
sometimes employed in making the installation, to
and the
facilitate the work of the meter tester
meter boards may be equipped and wired up in
the repair shop ready for use, thereby effecting
economy and minimizing the actual \vork of installing the meters.

hand panel are each of

amperes capacity, for
two on the center
panel are of 600 and 1,200 amperes capacity, for
220-volt power service, and the two on the righthand panel are of 800 amperes capacity each, for
iio-volt

lighting

1,200

service;

the

iio-volt lighting service.
Fig.

4

is

installation

a slate-base and wrought-iron frame
lagged to a brick wall, and consisting

;

I

11

An
at

approved method of laying out the wiring
is by employing two cut-

the meter installation

r

'i
«

I!
-

m

^

JtaMJUi 1

I

FIG.

niairriri
FIG. 4.

i

METER EQUIPME.ST ATTACHED TO WALL.

most well-managed companies that careless
open wiring and uncovered cut-outs and
switches on both the scr\'lcc and house sides of
the meter arc neither safe nor desirable, since they
invite trouble and tampering, and increase the cost
of maintenance. The men empl oyed to install mcrealized in

Nc/ir—Thii
cian of Ar.r
tion of a
ubjecl of
Ibc prcicnt
lomerft prcr.

irriil

Ixgun in the Western Electri.in advance oublication of a por,k by Mr.
Baker on the general

nniclc,

•

U will be unfler'.Ioof) that
watt-hour roctert uted on eu»-

r*."
10

5.

METER INSTALLED

IN

BOX.

testing of the meter. One
cut-out is put in by the central-station company,
and the other put in by the consumer, under the
supervision of the company, i. c., at the meter location selected by the company, the layout enabling
the consumer's load to be supplied without interruption, over junipers.
The service meter, of commutator type, should
always be cut in between the line (main) switch
and the load, to insure the continual excitation of
the armature circuit and avoidance of "warming-up
error."
In motor installations the meter should be
cut in between the line switch and the motor
switch, so that the "inductive kick" which is caused
by shutting down the motor, and which is sometimes severe, may not reach the meter arinature.
When properly poled, the disk will rotate to the
right on the load, when viewed from the front of
the meter i. c., counter-clockwise to one looking
at the disk from above.
outs,

to

facilitate

—

the

FIG.

of

A PORTABLE METER BOARD.

6.

cut-out bo.\, two induction meters
for a two-phase, three-wire circuit, and a three-pole
interlocking house switch.
sealed

Fig. 5

iron

is

a type of installation adapted

to

resi-

where an ordinary meter board
would be objectionable, or where it is desired to

dences,
seal

the

halls,

etc.,

the entire meter layout.

box

is

made

so that

may

when

—

To

facilitate

the door

is

testing,

opened

box door and four sides
one piece, leaving the meter

the entire front of the

remo\'cd as
connections perfectly accessible. The door
has a catch that can be sealed, and the meter dials

and

be

all

«1

:

A|Hil
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I,

i

read lliroiiuli .1 glass window williout having to open tlic door.
Fig. 6 sliows ii portable meter board nioiinteil
on a frame or stand of anule irons, adapted for
arc iinlinarily

and yet of snilicienlly permanent
remain in service indetiniteiy. The
board and its entire e(inipnient may be assembled
in the repair shop, and hekl in readiness for ininstallation

i|iiick

to

eharacler

short notice.

at

stallation

tlu-

the

ready

wirinj,'

be

hnng by

or

heavy screw

to

slotted,

mitil

tight, all

ap-

leveled

then

all

onnnccted

should not be put into
lags are screwed up nearly

jewel

three

meter

in

monnting and leveling

the

hammering and

the

of

ity

The

meter.

of the
place

facilitate

arc

similar

work

in the vicin-

and

completed,

meter

the

up accurately
Before doing so, howand tested on the load.
ever, it is well to "saw" a piece of clean cotton
forth betw-cen commutator and
tape back and
brushes (in commutator meters) and around the
commutator, and to twirl the shaft with the fingers while pressing tlie brushes lightly on the comThis operation will remove any dust that
niulator.
may 'have lodged on the commutator during shipment, and that would cause sparking if allowed to
leveled

remain.

Before putting on and sealing the cover, the enmeter should be given a general looking over
to see that all dirt or ether foreign particles arc
removed, especially from the disk (or "cup"), the

and from the commutator
See that the cover is clean
the meter base properly, with

jaws of the magnets,
in connnutator meters.

inside and that it fits
the felt gasket or other fitting device not displaced

jammed.

LTo be coniinued.^

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
of Trolley Wire.

Marytown, W. Va.
grooved trolley wire gauged?
gauge as with round wire?
E.

B.,

:

How

is

and

figure 8

Is there a

standard

Answer.

—

three forms round,
sizes are used
No.
grooved and figure
The
00, No. 000 and No. 0000 B. and S. gauge.
grooved and figure 8 forms are drawn to have
a cross-section equal to that of the standard round
wires.
The shape of the figure 8 wire varies
It
is
not
slightly with different manufacturers.
much used at present, as it has been practically
superseded by the grooved wire, which has all its
The
advantages and none of its disadvantages.
grooved wire has been made standard, although

Trolley

wire

drawn in
Three
S.

is

this,

snrrunnils and

is

known

a» the

from

jnHiilatcd

llie "tip,"
'I'lie wires in the cord
connecting with the "tip' and "sleeve" are known
.IS the "lij)" and
"sleeve" sides, respectively, of the
cord circiiil. The spriiin in the jack that eiiftaKCS

the "tip" of the plug is said to be on the "lip" side
of the line; that part of Ihe spring jack engaging

"sleeve" of the
"sleeve" side of the

plug

is

said

on

be

lo

the

line.

Regulations Relating to the Use of Electric Power In English Factories.'

—

a

by the electrical incpcclor of factories
that the plant in (lucslion did not
comply. The objcclion was (|iiickly taken to this
by Ihe Monic Oflicc that to all intents and purposes
this would mean an inspection of every factory
plant in the country before any prosecution could
lake place a task far beyoiiil the resources of the
present staff. This iioinl had lo be left over (or
the decision of the coniinissioner, as did the one
as lo whether, when a factory inspector cerlified
that certain alterations should he made in order to
comply, there should be an apj)eal to aa expert
lo

ccrtific.ite
llic

effect

—

For some reason, the Home Office has
most rooted objcclion to this, the moit cogent
reason put forward being that there is no such
apiieal in connection with any of the 13 other sets
arbitrator.
a

London correspondent of the Weilcrn

fl'roin the

London, March

Home

Office

|)osed

to

27.

into

enforce

— The

RleetrJctan.J

inquiry instituted by the

the regulations which
in

electricity in factories

connection

with

is

it

and workshops, and

pro-

use

the
all

of

places

coming under the Factories Acts, was concluded
yesterday, and

Mr.

James

the industry

Swinburne,

now
the

awaits the report

commissioner

who

held the inrpiiry.

Generally speaking, the regulations only prescribe
of construclion and operation which arc
already observed in all well-conducted factories and
places coming within the scope of the proposed
regulations, but at the same time there have been
several points of contention which involve more
than this, and it is around these that practically all
the discussion has raged.
The regulations stipulate that any system involving alternating currents below 65 volts or direct
currents below 130 volts shall be exempt from comdclails

Upon

pliance.

tire

Gauge

it

the connection to

of

circuit.

The meter should then be

or

since

its

proximately to locate the places for the two remaining lag bolts. In most meters the hole in the
top lug is keyholed, and the lower right-hand lug
is

hollow cylinder back of

,1

"sleeve,"

the

backboard is up and
for the meter, the meter slionid
lop Iny or hanger on a lag bolt
driven into the backboard, and
After

.'hicl
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what

to

is

this

much

discussion took place as

a safe voltage, the objectors in a body

taking the view that the present Board of Trade
limit of 250 volts for both alternating and continuous current was the better standard. Against
this the Home Office brought evidence of many
accidents below 250 volts, and a series of experiments carried out by some of the Home Office
witnesses
the
point
of being obliged
10
to
let go of copper contacts with the hands rather

down

tended to prove that even the limits laid
the proposed regulations ?re too high.

One

in

speaker,

on behalf of a power company, argued that, even
as it was possible to drown a man in six inches
of water, so it was possible to be killed by a very
low voltage, and the analogy drawn was that if
it
is
necessary to have regulations for very low
pressures, then it would be equally necessary to
place a life-belt at every roadside puddle.

The next bone of contention was as to the height
and width of switchboard passageways. Originally
it was
laid dow-n that both for existing and new
w'ork the width of the passageways on low-pressure
and medium-pressure boards should be three feet
and the height seven feet, while on high-pressure
and extra-high-pressure boards the respective dimensions were to be four feet and eight feet. So
far as old work is concerned, it was only natural
that there should be the most emphatic objection
to this, as practically none would comply with the
regulation.
Eventually the dimensions were withdrawn in relation to existing work, but will apply
to new boards, with the alteration that the width
of high-tension and extra-high-tension boards shall
be three feet six inches, measured from the bare

of regulations issued by the dcparlnicnt in respcci
of other industries.

One

other point strenuously argued by the obwas that, as matters stand under the new
regulations, anybody could initiate a prosecution
against a factory owner for non-compliance with
the regulations, and in the present jiosition of trade
unionism here it is not impossible to conceive good
use being made of this power, .should necessity
jectors

arise.

The Home

Office

sees

this

diUjculty,

but

feels unable to accede lo the retuiest that it shouM
be clearly laid down that only that dcparlinent
should be able lo prosecute, for a fear that this

would interfere with rights of other departments
which at present they wot not of. And so the
position in this respect has remained unchanged.
The report of Mr. Swinburne should make interesting reading, for he was one of the leading
figures in a deputation to the president of the Board
of Trade several years ago asking for the removal
of certain legislative restrictions which then, and
even now
exist.
Therefore,
the
argument so
strongly put forward that these regulations will
still further tend in
that direction should have a
particular interest, although there is little reason
lo fear that anything of a really restrictive character is likely to be the outcome of the proceedings
just terminated.

Locking Sockets to Prevent Theft of
Lamps.
While the

theft of current

from

electric-lighting

companies by dishonest meter connection,

etc.,

has

received considerable attention, comparatively little
has been said of another source of trouble of a
similar nature, viz., the stealing of incandescent
lamps from their sockets. Central stations whose
policy it is to make free renewals find that there
is a continual demand for new lamps without the
exchange of burned-out lamps being offered in return
factories, hotels
and public buildings are
often mulcted by their employes and patrons. The
majority of the lamps are probably stolen for use
by the thieves, but several instances have been uncovered W'here a regular trade w^as carried on in
the second-hand lamps. The advent of high-efficiency filaments, with the greatly increased value
;

conductors.

concession was also made by the
on the question of fitting a no-volt
release to all motors above one-third horsepower,
whether alternating or direct. Many instances were
quoted in which there would be absolutely no need

Considerable

Home

000 WIRE

0000 WIRE

GROOVED TROLLEY WIRE.

Office

for these, as,

market.
Its diameter can be gauged with a micrometer caliper. The diameter should be according to the following table
B.

&

Diameter.-

Area.

Size.
S.

Circ. Mils.

Round.

133.100
167,800
211,600

0.3648 inch,
"
0.4096
"
0.4600

00
000
0000

"

Grooved.

0.392 inch.
0.430
0.482

accompanying drawing shows the dimenthe two most common sizes of standard
These have replaced
grooved wire now used.

The

sions

of

and "Sleeve"
phone Work.

of "Tip"

M. A. L, South Bartonville, 111.:
meaning of the "tip" and "sleeve"

the
in

telephone

in

Tele-

Please

give

sides as used

work.

Answer.
a telephone operator connects a line with
a subscriber she puts a plug attached to a connectThe
ing cord into the subscriber's spring jack.
plug has two terminals, the extreme end or "tip"

When

pump

which was automatically stopped when a float in
In such cases,
of course, no possible harm could be done by the
current going off and then suddenly starting. In
the tank reached a certain height.

as

fact,

Avas

also

pointed

out,

the

general

result

motor being re-started with full load on is
that the fuses would go, thus providing a means
of safety if it were needed. Consequently, the
Home Office agreed to the insertion of the words
"where necessary to prevent danger," while a furof

a

ther provision that one release might do for a
group of motors also appeased the objectors to a

nearly everything in the trolley line.

Meaning

for example, in the case of a

large extent.
Another point of principle, the discussion of which
occupied much time, was as to whether the regulations should be retrospective in their entirety.

Nobody wanted them to be so, except
The objectors worked hard for

Office.

the

Home

the inser-

no one should be prosecuted
breach of the rules unless there had been

tion of a clause that

for
I.

a

See-Western Electrician of March

4. p. 2/6.

21, 190S, p. 231.

and April

LOCKI-XG SOCKET WITH KEY.
of the lamps, has given this traffic much more importance in central-station economics, and the device shown in the accompanying illustrations has
been perfected to protect the companies from this
loss.
This ingenious device w-as first described and
illustrated in the Western Electrician of August
17, 1907, shortly after the patent was issued; the
present account shows it in its commercial form.
In appearance, the locking socket is similar to
the ordinary key or keyless socket, the only difference being a small keyhole. The screw shell
in the socket, however, swivels freely until it is
locked by a key inserted in the keyhole. To place
a lamp in the socket or to remove one from it, it
is necessary to lock the interior shell by use of
the key before the lamp can be screw-ed in or out
As the lamp turns freely at all other times, it will
not be broken by a person thinking it is merely
stuck "in the shell and trying to force it out.
The locking mechanism is safe and simple, and
with the exception of the locking feature the socket
has all of the characteristics of the ordinary socket
and can be installed in the same manner, either
on bracket, chandelier, or as a pendant socket. It
differs from other burglar-proof devices by being
left unlocked, the key being used only to hold the
inside shell rigid while the lamp is being inserted
or taken out. The socket is made by the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. -Y.
-

.
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A New Form

Cooper Hewitt Mercuryvapor Lamp.

of

By

F.

H. von Keller.

the problems that require liic serious
attention of the engineer in connection witli mercury-vapor lamps is the starting. It is with respect
to the starting- that the terms "automatic" and
"non-automatic" have become descriptive of the
various types of mercury-vapor lamps now on the
market.
The mercury-vapor lamp presents in this
respect a behavior similar to the ordinary arc lamp.
For the inert vapor separating the two electrodes

One

of

the

starting

resistance

and

the

series

April II, 1908

resistance.

the initial reluctance of the latter to a large extent
This device
called the starting band.
The starting band is a metallic coating painted
upon the outside of the condensing chamber at the

The inductance

and thus makes the starting possible.

rent, actuates

is

coil, being magnetized by this curan armatiu'e, which thereupon causes
the shifter to break connection and open the starting circuit. The inductance is thereby caused to
create a high potential across the tube terminals,
sufficient to break down the starting reluctance of
the tube and bring about the lighting.

the arrangement of parts.
The
placed in the foreground at the
consists of a small glass bulb about
two inches long, provided with a V-shaped indentation, forming a partial partition, and serving
conmeans
a
to separate the mercury with two puddles, forming
of a mercury-vapor lamp is by no
the electrodes.
To each one of these puddles leads
ductor of electricity until the current has been
a small platinum wire making connections with
established in the vapor path by some special
suitable terminals.
The bulb is exhausted to a
means. In the most extensively used type of merhigh degree of vacuum.
cury-vapor lamp, the so-called "tilting lamp," a conformed
between
When
the
current
is first turned on, the shifter
temporarily
connection
is
ducting
is in such a position that the
+
mercury forms a bridge connecting the two leading-in
wires together, thus closing
the
electrical
circuit.
The
shifter is thereupon turned
upon its longitudinal axis by
the action of the armature,
and the partition divides the
mass of mercury into two
separate puddles, thus breaking the electrical connection.
When the mercury bridge
is
thus severed, the shifter
operates for a moment as a
small mercury-vapor
started on the tilting-lamp
principle.
the
amount of current flowing
in the shifter is limited by
the
starting
resistance
to
about one ampere, and the
FIG. I.
CONNECTIONS OF AUTOMATIC MERCURY-VAPOR LAMP STARTED BY shifter therefore continues to
HIGH-VOLTAGE-KICK METHOD.
run only for a fraction of
a second and then goes out.
the electrodes by tilting the tube in such a way that
At this instant the initial reluctance of the shifter
the mercury is caused to flow along its entire length
re-establishes itself, and the current is thereby inand form an uninterrupted bridge between electerrupted with such suddenness that the inductance
trodes.
When the stream breaks the lamp starts. produces a' considerable potential rise (voltage kick).
The tube is then allowed to drop back into its origiIt is established be_vond doubt that the starting
nal position by gravity.
reluctance of the tube is chiefly due to an inherent
This operation of tilting the tube is usually percharacteristic of the electrode serving as negative.
formed by hand.
In this case it is, of course,
This electrode, of course, always consists of mernecessary that the operator should approach the
cury.
Not only does this reluctance assert itself
lamp and pull the chain attached to the lampwhen the lamp is being started, but it also lends
holder for this purpose.
In most cases this is
to re-establish itself at intervals in the
running
entirely practicable, and this type of lamp has
lamp, thereby tending to put the lamp out. The
gained a wide field of usefulness.
On the other hand, this operation may be per- frequency with which this will occur increases with
decreasing current. The inductance in scries .with
formed by means of a solenoid or an electromagthe lamp tube reacts upon these impulses of the
This
net,
which renders the lamp automatic.
negative
electrode with a high-voltage kick, which
method is, however, for mechanical reasons, usually
keeps the lamp running continuously at its current
confined to tubes not exceeding 21 inches in length.
Fig.
shifter

2

shows
here

is

bottom.

It

.

'

negative electrode of the lamp, and extending above
and below the mercury edge formed inside of the
chamber. It is connected to the positive terminal
of the tube (see Fig. i) in such a way that it
experiences the full rise of potential against the
negative electrode during the starting operation.
The starting band thus forms one side of a condenser, the other side of which is furnished by the
mercury electrode, the glass serving as dielectric,
When the high-voltage kick takes place, minute
sparks may be observed jumping from the mercury
surface to the glass inside the bulb. As though
these sparks had punctured a highly resisting film
upon the mercury surface, the main current now
issues from one or several of these punctures.
This result Js of, a similar nature as that produced
by the contact tilting method, the production of
conducting vapor, and thereby a considerable reduction of the negative-electrode starting reluctance.
The successful application of this method presents a great stride forward in the art of mercuryvapor lighting. While the automatic lighting of
mercury-vapor lamps may be brought about by

lamp

However,

This type of lamp is known under the name of
"automatic tilting lamp," and has also come into
the market to a great extent.
In some cases it is important that the lamps be
automatic;

for instance, in

the

installations

where

the lamps themselves are suspended at considerable
height, or where for ether reasons it is impracticable to have the operator approach each individual lamp for the purpose of starting. Therefore
the type of lamp described herewith has been developed. Here the tube, which is 50 inches long,
is
entirely stationary and subjected to no motion
to effect starting.

This

lamp

is

based

on

the

principle

that

the

3.5

amperes.

This same inductance, however, main-

the current flow in the shiiter for only a
fraction of a second, the current in this case being
tains

only one ampere.

When the shifter current is interrupted, there
takes place a shifting of the current from the shifter
to the tube, i. e., the tube starts.
Hence the name
To

accomplish this
necessary that at the

"shifter."

shifting it is. of
instant of current

course,
interruption the (re-established) initial reluctance
of the shifter exceed that of the lamp tube. Otherwise the induced voltage-kick, if sufficiently high,
would now restart the shifter and not the tube.
The fact that the tube does start, shows that the

riG.

2.

AUXILIARY PARTS OF
LAMP.

NEW MERCURV-VAPOK

other means, this method, as far as can be judged
today, approaches the ideal most nearly.
For this
is the only method by which the tube as a whole,
as well as every part of it, remains perfectly stationary during the lighting process. The tube itself,
naturally the most fragile part of the complete
lamp, is thereby submitted to the least possible
strain during the starting operation, resulting in
decreased breakages and consequently increased life.
Moreover, the tube remains comparatively simple
and readily
in
construction,
is
easily handled
shipped.
A lamp employing the above method is shown
in Fig. 3.
The tube is a straight one-inch tube of
50 inches light-giving length. It is provided witli
the customary condensin,<j chamber on one end and
an iroi> positive electrode at the other end. All
the auxiliary apparatus is contained in a compact
roimd housing, from which the tube holder is sus-

pended.

The lamp

yields

approximately 800 candlepower

power consumption of 3.5 amperes at no volts
direct current.
Thus an efficiency is obtained of
approximately 0.5 watt per candlepower. The light
at

FIG. 3.

NKW FORM

OF MERCURV-VAPOR LAMP

a

emitted is highly diffused on account of the great
length of tube, while the light source itself is made
least QfTensivc to the eyes by a relatively low intrinsic brilliancy.
The light is of the familiar greenish blue, characteristic of the mercury spectrum.

completed through the ir.ductance

coil,

the

shifter,

(re-established)
initial
rcluciance of the shifter
with a separation of electrodes 'of one-fourth inch
exceeds that of the tube with a separation of
electrodes 50 iticius, and this strikingly demonstrates
that
not the vaprtr separating the two electrodes
is
the main seat of this reluctance, but that the
same is located in the electrodes (in tliis case in
the negative electrode).

This distinct f|uantitative difference between the
of the shifter and initial
is
brought about by an
ingenious device applied to the lube, which reduces
re-established reluctance
reluctance of tlie tube

lamp

particularly well adapted to all classes
wdiere a large quantity of highly
diffused light at a low power consumption is the
principal recpiircment.

Tliis

discharge of cuf-i-cnt can i)c bronglit about
by applying a relatively high potential across the
tube terminals, thus breaking down the starting
reluctance and allowing the supply voltagt to send
current through the tube. The high potential is
created by interrupting the current through an
inductance coil in scries with the lamp, by means
of a
quick-break mercury switch, the so-called
"shifter." This is connected in scries with a starting resistance across the tube terminals. ( Sec Fig.
When the lamp is ^witched on, the circuit is
1.)
initial

of factory

is

work

that a bill may be introduced in the
Legislature to compel the interchange of
jjassenger and freight traffic between steam and
electric roads, when the equipment of the interurban ro.-ids will permit of the interchange. People
living along the inlerurbnn lines arc very much interested in such legislation, particularly the farming
element.
Tt

is

Illinois

said

———
:;;

April
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SELLING ELECTRICITY.
Under lUi hcadint will »l>pc»r. from lime
coniunt effort to incr«*«: the

Lighting Rates
iMir

lln'

t,cntcil

I)i-iu'lil

Ohio

llu'

ill

tile

itt'

In

IiKliliiiK

ICU'fliic

l.inbl

to

arllclci,

liroc,

demand

exittintf

Ohio.
repri*-

coiiip;mii-s

/\ssi)ci;ition,

Mr.

si'cri'l.ivy
of llu: .nssocialiiiii, lias
of I'U'i-lric liKliliiiR and power rales
set rif questions
from .'ill p.'irls of tlu- state.
was sent to the li.iihlinx companies, and loi answers were received, the wide dilTerence in tlie
form of llie answers heiiiK: such that the results
.\ selection
from
could not readily he tabulated.
the answers of comp.tnies in cities of difFerciU
classes will he of inleresi.
Of the following .-inswers the lirsl group arb
limn the largest cities in the state, tjic second
Kionp from cities of incdinm size, and the third
I).

("i.iskill,

I,,

ilal.i

Ijallieri'd

A

iroin smaller cities.

—

Cle\'eland Electric Illuminating ComI'leveland
Has contract for street lighting, 9.6 amperes,
pany.
450 watts. .^.7(«-hoiir schedule; price. $54.96; coal,
Commercial lighting
1.-38 street arcs.
$i-7.S:
Ma.ximum lighting rate 121/ cents per kilow.itt

—

hours' use in one month of lamps concents per kilowatt,
nected, additional current at
operates day current 6% cents to 4 cents per kilopopulation, 450,000.
watt
Cincinnati Union Gas and Kleetric Company.
Contract June i. 190J, for street lights use alternating-current, series enclosed, four amperes, 300 watts
schedule 3.914 hours; price $60 overhead, $72 underground 5,500 street arcs. Commercial lighting
10 rents, discount 5 to 70 per cent., depending on
(|uantit\'
used; no flat rate: 24-hour service, on
power, 10 cents with discount; furnish only standard lamps, high-efficiencies bought by consumer of
supply houses; population. 325,600.
Toledo Toledo Railways and Light Company.
Has contract for street lighting, made in January.
1907; uses magnetite. 4 amperes, with 320 watts conprice per ansumption, all night and every night
num, $45 each; coal. $1.80 per ton; 1,600 lamps.
speCommercial lighting Residence rate 9 cents
cial schedule for other class service; flat-rate lightoperate day current, rate
ing signs and arcs only
depending on character of usage; use high-efficiencies with good results; estimated population. 175.000.
Dayton Dayton Lighting Company. Has contract
for street lighting, made in 1900; use direct-current 6.6-ampere series-enclosed. 450 watts
.schednle 4.000 hours per year; price. $68.50; coal.
Commercial
$2.60 run of mine; 590 street arcs.
lighting 9 cents to 5 cents, depending upon consumption; no flat-rate lighting; has day current;
power rate 6 cents to 3 cents, depending upon conuse high-efficiency lighting units. 3.000.
sumption
populaj;o,
125, 187, 250 watts, very good results
after

,=^

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

—

schedule Philadelper annum, $64 each; cost

consumption;

450-\vatt

moonlight;

phia

price

Commer$1.70 per ton; (5co street arcs.
cial lighting
Two rates, 12 cents for 40 hours' use
of demand, 5^/2 cents for all excess, less 10 per
cent, for io-da\' payment; do flat rate on windowand sign lighting
receive 50 cents for i6-candlcpower equivalent per month, dusk to 11 p. m.
operate day current: power rate, 6 to 3 cents per
kilowatt based on daily hours' use
use high-effiesticiencies, Nernst and Gem. very good results
mated population, 68,000.
of coal,

—

;

;

;

Akron

—

—Northern

Ohio Traction and Light Com-

pany. Has contract for -street lighting, made in 1904
for 10 years
use magnetite lamp which consumes
receive
cents
320 watts
moonlight schedule
per hour per lamp, minimum 2.500 hours in year
coal $1.75 mine run, $1.55 slack; 395 street arcs.
Commercial lighting 12 cents first 30 hours' use of
lamps connected, 5 cents for all over no flat rate
day current. 5 cents per kilow-att
use high-efficiency lamps, number used, 150 loo-candlepower,
:

;

2^

;

—

;

;

200 50-candlepow'er with good

275 75-candlepower,

liiKli-efliciencies

lation,

with good

for

— Canton

street

light;

—

Electric Company.
Has contract
lighting
use series direct-current 6.6

.Steuhenville— Sleubenvillo
and
East
Liverpool
r^aihvay and Light Company.— Has contract for
street

lighting,

made September

i,
1905; use enamperes, 476 watts consumption;
schedule all night and every night price, $67 e.'ich
per annum; cost of coal $1.25 run of mine, 95
cents sl.aek f. o. b. work^; 253 street arcs. Commercial lighting
I
to 30 kilowatts 10 cents, ,30 to 150
kilowatts 9 cents, 150 to .300 kilowatts 8 cents, 300
to 700 kilowatts 7 cents, 700 and over, 6 cents; 10

closed

arcs

6.6

;

no llat-rate lighting; operates
price same as lighting
use some highwith not altogether satisfactory results;

discount;

cent,

|ier

day current
efficiencies

;

;

estimated population, 25,000.
Cities ok Less

schedule all night and moonand $60 all night, $44 and $41.50
Commercial
coal,
mine run, $1.75.

;

— ii-cent

lighting

base, 10 to 50 per cent, discounts

on from one to five hours' average use. day current
at 3 to 6 cents, according to hours used
do highefficiency lighting, results good
38,000 population.
;

— Licking

Newark

;

Light

Has no contract for

—Less

lighting
cents net

and

street

Power Company.

lighting.

Commercial

than 10 kilow^atts 10 cents gross, 9
loi kilowatts to 200 kilowatts 9.5 cents
gross. 8.55 cents net
201 kilowatts to 300 kilowatts
9 cents gross, 8.1 cents net; 301 kilowatts to 500
kilowatts 8 cents gross. 7.3 cents net
501 kilowatts
;

;

;

to 750

10,000 Popui^\tion.

—

—

;

kilowatts 7 cents gross. 6.^ cents net; 751
kilowatts to 1,000 kilowatts 6.5 cents gross, 5.85

.1

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

Bowding Green Lake Erie. Bowling Green and
Napoleon Railway Company. Has contract with
city for street lighting, made in 1901
use open arc,
6.8 amperes, consumes 500 watts
schedule all dark

—

;

—

;

population, 6,000.
Delphos Delphos Electric Light and Power Company.
Has contract for street lighting, made in
lo-ycar contract; use 6.6-ampere enclosed
1903,
alternating-current. 460 watts; schedule Philadelphia
moonlight; price, $75; coal, $2.85 delivered in bins,
three-quarter lump; 75 street arcs.
Commercial
lighting 20 cents per kilowatt, less 20. 50. 60 and
cent.,
according
to
per
quantity
used,
kilowatt
70
i
results

;

—

—

—

to 10, II to 50, 51 to 300. .^01
flat-rate lighting now^
price,

and over; very

little

business, and while the Rcncr.-il silu-

is iinjiroviiiK the chance to extend the service is loo good to be ovcrlool<cd.
In
common with many other business orRanizalions,

many

stations reduced ihclr force of soduriuK the early winter, and a recent trip
through the southern and eastern secllons of the
country shows that so far there has not been very
much ilonc In the way of new-business campaignini;
for the coining months,
'ihc field of service, how-

central

licitors

demands

ever, clearly

the part of

a

more

many companies,

confident attitude on
for the central-station

business is intrinsically sound, and in certain lines
the coming summer ought to mean a desirable increase in new connected load.
It is reasonably certain that the business conditions of the country will continue to improve during
the coming months, and llicre VjuUl scarcely be a

time

better

than

the present

tion of the smaller devices

to

which

push the

installa-

later will help in

introduction

of the larger equipment.
Thfrc
country for those articles which increase the convenience and comfort of living, and
all through the recent financial troubles the purchase of these appliances has been large, both in-

room

side

in this

and outside the

the cost

electrical field.

The

fact

that

of living has

not materially decreased in
the last few months tends to show that the demand
for the best devices of civilization can be turned
in the direction of the central station in the next
four or five months if the business is sought in a

systematic way.

operated household appliances, espethe line of fiatirons, fans, sewing-machine
chafing dishes, egg boilers, small heaters

Electrically

;

hours; $84 per annum; coal, $2.25; 79 street arcs.
Commercial lighting 10 cents, no flat rate; have
day current; price 6 cents per kilowatt 10 horsepower and under, 5 cents per kilowatt 11 horsepower and over
use too high-efficiencies, good

new

search of

allon in the country

is

cially in

motors,

and porch lights all deserve the attention of the
contract departments and solicitors.
Another direction where the solicitor can work
to especially good advantage is in the study of
operating conditions wdiere an isolated plant happens
be giving inferior service.
It is constantly the
a progressive organization to be on the
watch for opportunities to supply electricity at a
lower cost than the customer has previously been
paying.
These chances for investigation are in
many cities only waiting the proper analysis, and
there is no time at which the owner of a business
to

work of

50 cents i6-candlepow^er per month; operate day current summer time.
500 volts, fans only; flat rate; use tungsten; just
started, e.xpect to
increase business
population,

listens

6,000.

of the solicitor in
be productive of more
business if the company takes the broader outlook
and swings over into tjie column of confidence, realizing that time is needed to s,ecure new customers
and adopting a liberal policy in regard to placing
small apparatus on its commercial circuits for a

;

;

— Electric

—

Company. Has contract
made December i, 1904; use 40Light

3.5

watts

;

moonlight sched-

price, $28 each per annum; cost of coal, $1.65;
ule
81 street arcs.
Commercial lighting Up to 20 kilowatts 10 cents. 21 to 40 kilowatts 9 cents, 41 to
60 kilowatts 8 cents, 61 to 120 kilowatts 7 cents.
121 to 200 kilowatts 6 cents. 201 and all above. 5
cents
does some flat-rate lighting, for three lights
or under price 50 cents per i6-candlepow-er per
month does not operate day current, but expects
to soon
use high-etficiencies with good results,
:

—

;

:

;

with tungsten and Gem. poor with tantalum on
account of high-frequency
estinlated population.

more

interestedly to possible operating econo-

than when business
period of depression.

mies

The

the

direct

next

personal

few months

is

recovering

from

a

efforts

will

thorough free trial. If the force of solicitors has
been largely cut down, now is a good time to see
if it cannot be set actively at work in the
interest
of securing a large number of customers who will
be welcome
summer.

u'sers

of

current

in

the

approaching
H. S.

K

;

3.000.

—

Van Wert Gas. Electric Light and Power Company. Has contract for street lighting, made in
use open arcs. 9.6-ampere lamps
moonlight
1900
schedule price, $76.55 per annum each coal. $2.75
street
Commercial lighting Rate. 20
arcs.
79
cents per kilowatt: discount. 10 kilowatts and under
per month, 10 per cent.: 10 to 20 kilowatts. 20 per
cent.
20 to 50 kilowatts. 30 per cent.
50 to 75
kilowatts. 40 per cent.
75 to 100 kilow-atts. 45 per
cent.
100 to 200 kilowatts. 50 per cent. 200 to 500
kilowatts. 55 per cent.
500 to 800 kilowatts, 60 per
800 to 1,000 kilowatts, 65 per cent.
cent.
10 per
cent, additional for prompt payment before the 5th
of the month; power rate. 5 to 7 cents per kilowatt small motors charged as per light population.

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

6.,500.

The Slogan

In

Rockfortd.

;

price $64

moonlight

than

Central-atatlon Opportunities During
the Coming Summer.
Ihc aiiproach of ;>notlier warm season incaiiis
renewed opportiiiiily to the central-station man in

the

Bellevuc Bellevuc Illuminating and Power Company. Has contract for street lighting, made in
use 6.6-amperc
moonlight schedule
1905
$60
per annum; coal $2.10. three-quarter lump; 47
street
arcs.
Commercial lighting 10 cents first
20 kilowatts an<l 7 cents etch additional
have few
old flat-rate contracts, no new ones
receive 50
cents per i6-candlepower
no day current; use
Nernst lamps, good results: 5.000 population.

;

amperes. 480 watts

estimated popu-

results;

25,000.

;

results: population, 50,000.

Canton

lb>

;

candlepower incandescent,

Youngstown Youngstown Consolidated Gas and
Electric Company.
Has contract for street lighting,
made in 1902; use series alternating-current 7!>^ampere.

In

;

for street lighting,

Cities ok 25,000 to 68.000 Population.

—

••ilUnce

new denundi.

;

Ottawa

120,000.

tion,

will bo o(

current And to create

cents not; 1,001 kilowatts to i,.50o kilnwalis <i euni,
Rioss, 5.4 cents net
over I, .500 kilowatts 5.5 cents
gros.s,
4.95 cents net; does llat-rate linliliiiK 6.^;
cents jier l6-candlepnwer per moiitli
free renewals,
operates day current
power rate based on
hours' use per day, ranging from 6 cents to 3
cents, depending on niimlKT of hours used; use

.^o

;

and cxjniplo which

!umfMli>iii)
fur electric

—

Cities ok iijo.ooo Population .\nu Over.

—

;

The
(III.)

commercial watchwords of
Edison Company are these:

Live the electric

the

Rockford

life.

Watch Rockford grow.
Boost for a brichter, bigger, busier Rockford.
All

together,

all

For everything

the

time.

electrical.

In carrying out this programme, with the planning of which J. Robert Crouse of the Co-operative
Electrical Development Association of Cleveland

and F. H. Golding. manager of the Rockford Edison Company, had much to do, the genera] business
interests of the city have been interested.
A "getlogether" banquet was held last month and reported in the -Western Electrician of March 7th.

What One

Cent's

Worth

of Electricity

Will Do.
According to the Electric City of Chicago, which
is
the organ of the Commonwealth Edison Company, and therefore ought to know, one cent's
worth of electricity, figured on average residence
or power user's rate, with discounts
Will operate a 12-inch electric fan for 90 minutes.
Will operate a six-pound electric flatiron for 15
minutes.
Will operate a sewing-machine motor for three
hours.
Will operate a coffee percolator for four cups of
coffee.

Will operate an eight-inch disk stove for seven
minutes.
Will operate a small luminous radiator for eight
minutes.
Will operate a one-quart water heater or baby's
milk warmer twice.
Will operate a chafing dish for one rarebit.
Will operate a seven-inch frying pan for 12
minutes.
Will operate a heating pad for two hours.
Will operate an electric griddle for eight minutes.
Will operate an electric broiler for five minutes.
Will operate a massaging machine for syi hours'
application.

Will operate an electric dental hammer for sevoperations (90 minutes' straight use).
Will operate a foot-warmer for 15 minutes.
Will carry you across the "Loop" district in an

eral

electric

brougham.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Will run an electric piano for one Jiour.
Will vulcanize a patch on an automobile tire.
Will heat an electric curling-iron once a day for
two weeks.
Will pump (raise) 250 gallons of water 100 feet
high.

,

Will operate a two-quart glue pot for 30 minutes (or one hour on ''power" rate).
Will operate an electric horse clipper for clipping
Will raise 10 tons 12 feet high with an electric
crane in less than one minute.
Will raise a large passenger elevator, loaded, five
stories per minute.
Will print 200 copies of the Electric City, in one

on an electric-driven No. 5 Miehle press.
Will suffice for ironing your silk hat, "while you

color,

wait.""

Will solder 180 telephone condenser connections,
or 90 three-inch oil-lamp reservoirs.
Will brand your name on 150 hams, or brand
200 electrotype bases.

A Compact

illustration

shows

a

new

porcelain

pot

head of the multiple-conductor station type. This
cable head has been developed to meet the demands for a station bell that is easy to install, low
It consists of a porcelain
in first cost and reliable.

many

cases.

The

device

is

covered by

American and foreign patents granted and pending,
all of which are controlled by the Conkling Com-

Mechanical Reversing Device.

Electricity in Warships.

The

In many cases of machine driving it is necessary
reverse the driven machine without reversing
driving machine. This is, of course, particularly true when the latter is a prime mover or
motor driving a number of individual machines.
Even in the case of individual drive, it is desirable
to avoid reversing the driver. -The most common
way this has been done is by the familiar bell
drive with one straight and one crossed belt. The
slippage and other deficiencies of this drive have
led mechanics for many years to seek an improved
reversing device.
After some seven years of costly experimental
work by men experienced in the mechanical line,
a device of this kind has been perfected by the
Conkling Company of Chicago.
new principle
has been applied in the invention of this device
that results in its operation without producing any
shocks to the driven or driving machine. The device is applicable to any machine that requires a
smooth and positive reverse while permitting the
motive power, whether it be steam, gas or electric,
to run in one direction.
Thus the field of its adaptability is very broad.
Among the first uses for the
device is the operation of planers and shapers.
In the illustration herewith the appliance is shown
attached to a planer in the shops of the Conkling
Company at Ninety-sixth Street and Erie Avenue,
South Chicago. It is direct driven by a Westinghouse electric motor at a speed of 1,325 revolutions
the

A

Multiple-conductor Pot Head.

driving in

pany.

to

onfe hoi-se.

The

This new giiard, which is being marketed under
the name of "Kirby Guard," is placed on the
market by the Central Electric Company of Chicago.

April II, 1908

contract for the electric turret-turning gear
of the U, S. S. Delaware, now under construction
at Newport Kews, has been awarded to the CutlerHammer Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee.
This company designed and built the electric turretturning gear installed in the port after turret of
the Indiana, the crew of which holds the world's
record for marksmanship 10 shots in O-Yz minutes,
all hits.
Every modern war vessel is equipped with
a complete electrical plant, the specifications of
some of the newer battleships calling for generators
having a combined output of Soo kilowatts. In addition to illumination, radio-telegraphy and interior
signal systems, electricity is used on shipboard in
connection with the refrigeratng plant, ventilating
fans, forced-draft blowers, and for operating ammunition hoists, boat cranes, deck winches, etc.

—

Westinghouse Machine Company Out

of

Receivers' Hands.
Under date of April ist George Westinghouse,
president of the Westinghouse Machine Company,
issued the following circular letter:
"I have much pleasur.^ in being able to notify
the clients and other friends of the Westinghouse
Machine Company that the receivers appointed October 2:^, 1907, by the Circuit Court of the United
States for the Western District of Pennsylvania,
were on March 31, 1908, discharged by the same
authority. All of the matters which made a tem-

MULTIPLE-CONDUCTOR POT HEAD.
bowl and cover. The bowl is approximately seven
inches in diameter at the top and four inches at
the bottom. The bottom of the bowl is fitted with
a metal plate provided with a collar drilled and
tapped to size to screw upon the cable. The lid
fits into the top of the bowl and is provided with
the required number of holes and short
tubes
through which pass the conductors. Owing to the
manner in which the inside top edge of the bowl
is cut away the lid can be
sealed into the bowl,
thus excluding dust and moisture from the inside
of the bell. The cut shows a three-conductor head
assembled.
The use of porcelain, an insulator, in place of
metal for the compound retaining part of a bell, has
the ..advantage that the workman can separate the
conductors better and make up a joint in less time,
owing to the fact that it is not necessary to keep
the conductor from the side of the bell. It is said
that metal sides are not necessary in a bell as a
static discharger, as the metal cup at the bottom
is sufficient for this purpose.
The device is made
by- the G. & W. Electric Specialty Company of
Chicago.

New Tree
.A,

decidedly

Insulator and Wire Guard.
new type of tree insulator and wire

guard has recently been developed and will no
doubt prove of interest to central-station managers
operating plants in towns having large numbers of
trees.

As

will

be seen from the illustration, this guard

"squirrel-cage" type, consisting of two
circular
end frames, serving as
mounting supports for the guide or guard rods,
which arc made of specially treated wood, of great
toughness and strength. The line conductor is by
this method of construction entirely surrounded by
a flexible protecting cage, which prevents damage
being done to the line insulation coming in contact
with limbs, guy wires, poles, buildings, etc. As the
guard will freely swing with the line conductors,
the danger of strains is minimized, a feature of
much importance.
To mount the guard in position, it is only necessary to place the split-porcelain ends around the
conductor and insert the wooden rods; then a
small binder wire is run around in grooves on the
porcelain end frames, after which the wire is simply
twisted together.
By the use of this improved form of guard, the
insulation on the line wires can be mechanically
protected, while a high factor of insulation is secured by the use of porcelain end frames.
is

of

the

split-porcelain

REVERSING DEVICE FOR ELECTRIC MOTOR OR OTHER PRIME MOVER.
per minute. At this speed it runs with very little
noise and reverses the platen of the planer without
shock either to the motor or the planer itself. In
fact, it reverses the platen very much easier than
can be accomplished by the old belt drive. Ordinarily the platen of a planer, which is belt driven,
runs on the backward stroke at about 2J4 to i,
and 2^/2 to I is about the maximum speed which
can be procured. With the new reversing device
the platen of a planer can be run on the backward
stroke very easily 4 to i, and with much less shock
on either the platen or the planer than when running by the old-style belt drive.
The reverser mechanism is enclosed and runs in
oil, thus insuring practically frictionless running of
the bearings and gears. It is at all times under the
control of the operator; and with the lever shown
he can either stop or start it at any given point of
the cut or reverse instantly in much shorter time
than can be accomplished by present methods. The
device itself is compact and is constructed on approved mechanical lines and has all the strength required to take any cut on any sort of a job that the
planer or motor would stand. It has a positive
movement, no hesitation whatever on the return
stroke on account of slipping of belts, lost motion,
etc., which was always the case with the belt drive.
As the device is efficient in operation, as well
as economical of time, its use materially increases
the output of such machines as planers and shapers
and reduces their wear and tear. As it does away
with one of the last excuses for belting, its use
will doubtless result in the adoption of electric

porary

receivership

expedient

have been

and the company's position
from every standpoint.

torily arranged,

strengthened

satisfacis

greatly

"All contracts made by the receivers for the sale
the company's producr, or for the purchase of
materials or merchandise, will be carried out as
though made by the company's own officers.
"I lake this occasion to announce the election of
Mr. William H. Donncr as the vice-president of
the company in direct responsible charge of all of
activities, and
to give the assurance of the
its
continuance and accentuation under Mr. Donner's
administration of that steadfast policy whereby the
clients of the Westinghouse Machine Company have
become friends as well as customers."
This announcement is in line with the generally
improving conditions in the business world, and
will be received with pleasure.
.

of

Three-cent Fare Question

in

Cleveland.

Annonnconunt wps made by

reprosenlntivcs of
the Cleveland city administration on April 6th that
in all probability the local street-railway controversy
will be settled by the adoption of a rate of fare of
three cents flat with an extra cent for a transfer.
Negotiations for settlement have produced a holding
company for the Cleveland Electric lines and the
This holding company
existing three-cent lines.
is to lease all the lines and combine them into one
security
of the best systems in the country.
franchise has been prepared which runs for 50
years, with an option for an additional 50 years.
There are forfeiture clauses and protection for the

A

original companies.

The Elgin. Woodstock and Lake Geneva R.nl
way Company is being formed to build an electric
railway from Elgin, 111.. In Fox. Twin and Powers
Heavy summer
lakes and north to Lake Geneva.

NEW TREE INSULATOR AND WIRE GUARD.

traffic

is

expected.

M:

April

II,
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Electrolytic Lightning Arresters.
electrolytic lightning arrester shown in

The

this so-called loss is put is over $5,000,000,
Objection is then taken to the payments to the rates
of about $1,500,000 from the profits on the tram-

the

acconipanyinp; illtislrntion consists of a nnniber of
aliiniinum plates pressed into tray form so that
when set one wilhiii the other, separated by small
insulaling washers, they may he huilt into a column
capable of witlistanding high voltages and still rethe safety-valve eh:iraelerislics of a single
tain
These columns are made in two sizes, one
plate.

Conllnontal Europe.
March

—

ways, which, it is iirgnl, should have been placeil
to the reserve aceoiinl.
The report slates that
until the revenue of the lrninw;ivs has been charged

expected to secure about
i.'(X),ooo
horsepower for hydraulic plants in the
llrescia
province of North Italy, by using the
streams which How fro.n the gl.-iciers of the Cainonica Valley.
Sucli plants will be located on the
iJe/zo, the 'I'orbiolle and oilier streams, according
to the present project.
On the other hand, plans
are now in progress for using the outflow from
the Arno Lake, which lies at 1,792 meters altitude.
At Fresina will he located a 7S,ooo-horsepower tiirliinc station which will receive the water from the
lake by an underground Hume, using an 880-nKter
head of water. After leaving the turbine house
the water will pass into a second flume and will
there be united with the water coming from the
.'\ilame and the Salarno streams.
The whole supply
will be then taken in a canal to Cedegolo, and at
this point a soo-meter head of water is to be used.
This latter turbine plant is expected to give 60,000
horsepower. Another hydraulic project in the same
region calls for the use of the water flowing from
the Salarno Lake, which lies at an altitude of
I^iris,

24.

It

is

with (i) the losses on the displaced assets of die
horse system, (2) .i full provision for renewals on
the system now in force, (3) the charges in respect
of the oiitslanding debt, ("4) a proportionate amount
of the full central olTicc charges, no sum is available for the relief of rales.
The whole question,
however, resolves itself into a matter of opinion
and not of any f.ault on the part of the progressive
[larty

voltages

for

between

4,000

and

7,500,

the

other

voltages between 7,500 and 15,000. The columns are enclosed in substantial stoneware jarS.
i'lie jars
may be mounted one upon the other to
form arresters for any desired voltage. A gap on
the line side of the electrolytic elements, which will
withstand the normal voltage of the system, breaks
down with over-voltage and permits the surge to
for

discharge through the electrolytic units.
The electrolyte is dissolved in pure water and
poured into the top of the arrester unit. It thus
tills
the tirst tray and runs over into tli/e second,
and so on through the column, the surplus escaping
through a hole in the bottom of the containing jar
through the next jar, if there be more than one, to
the pan at the bottom.
The electrolyte fills only the trays and not the
jar, so there is no opportunity for the current to
pass except from tray to tray.
Each unit when
placed in the pan or on another unit automatically

makes contact.

The

electrolytic

solution causes a very thin film

to the St. Lazare railroad station,
is one of the mai.T depots of Paris, has long
unsatisfactory, owing to the fact that the
tracks run in a narrow cut, and the traffic is very
rnuch encumbered at this point. Besides the main
lines of Normandy and the Channel coast, the station is used for a very extensive suburban traffic;
and the local lines run through one of the most
populous suburbs of Paris.
As there are only
six tracks in the approach, the lines have been
overcrowded for a long time p.ast, and with the
present arrangement the system cannot be operated
properly. Accordingly work is being carried on
in order to widen out the approach and increase
the number of tracks, and it is quite probable that
electric trains will be used on some of the suburban
lines.
This has already been found a success on
the suburban portion of the Orleans road, where
there are four tracks running out for a certain
distance, two of them being used for the through
trains and two for the suburban electric trains.

form on the aluminum

plates.
This film has
apparent resistance of very high value when
moderate voltages are impressed upon it, but when
the voltage reaches a certain value, it breaks down
in myriads of minute punctures, making almost a
short-circuit.
As soon', IjoweveTj as the voltage is
reduced again, the punctures seal up at once, and
the original high resistance reasserts itself.
These
to

an

are arranged for installation either indoors or out, as suits the convenience of the user.
They are made by the Westinghouse Electric and
iVianufacturing Company.

arresters

A Long

Trolley Trip.

An

undertaking showing the progress of electric
railways from Chicago eastward was the attempt
made by ifr. Elliott Flower, representing the Chicago Tribune, to travel by trolley from Chicago to
New York city. Mr. Flower made a careful study
the trolley maps available and selected what
seemed to be a route with the smallest number
and shortest gaps between the two cities. Leaving
Ciiicago on JSlarch 2gth be traveled south to Kankakee, 111., where he had to take a steam road to
Lafayette, Ind.
From this point he traveled by
electric lines- through Indianapolis, Dayton, Lima,
Toledo, Norwalk, Cleveland, Erie to Westfield,
N. Y.
From Westfield to Buffalo a steam road
trolley was taken from BufTalo
had to be taken.
to Lockport, then a steam road to Rochester, trolley
again to Clyde and steam to Syracuse, trolley to

of

all

A

Little Falls, steam to Fonda and trolley through
Albany and Nassau to Hudson.
At Hudson the
New York Central steam road was taken to Tarrytown and then a number of connecting trolley

to

lines

New

Y'ork

city.

The total distance covered was 1,278 miles, of
which about 333 had to be covered by steam roads
six

filling

$23.55

made

gaps.

The

total

cost

for

fares

was

and the time eight days. No attempt was
to save time, the main effort being to travel

by trolley as exclusively as possible. The lines in
New York state were found to be mostly of a local
nature, making little attempt to handle any through
scale found in Ohio, Indiana and
traffic on the
Illinois.

The instrument report of the Chicago Telephone
Company for March shows that the net gain in
telephones during that month was 3.584. of which
and 306 in the counthe company had in service
in the city 164,487 telephones and in the country
47.457, making a total of 211,944.

3,278

were placed

try.

On March

in the city

31st

Whereas

a short while ago no police station in
was connected with the pubtelephone service, at the present time out of the
192 stations in existence 59 are so connected," while
123 stations are connected with a special police
telephone service.
In connection with the agitation concernirig the
new telephone charge which is now going on, a
permanent committee of the various chambers of
commerce throughout the country has been formed
to deal with all questions arising under this head.
A tour is about to be started with one of the
Electric Vehicle Company's electric cars throughout
England for the purpose of testing in a i.ooo-mile
run the suitability of the modern electric vehicle
for touring purposes.
The car in question is to be
fitted with a single motor wound specially to withstand heavy overloads for prolonged periods without undue heating or sparking.
It is rated at only
2j4 horsepower.
The battery will consist of 40
Tudor cells having a capacity of 200 ampere-hours
on a four-hour discharge rate, the total weight being 1,000 pounds.
In order to give an equal distribution of weight, 30 of the cells will be carried
in front of the driver and the remaining 10 under

the metropolitan area
lic

of current for the city. A high-tension
line will be run from the plant, which is
be located at Quintanilla, on the Ebro, using
a transmission at 30,000 volts on the three-phase
system. The distance to be covered in the present
case is 30 miles. Just outside of Burgos there will
be installed a large sub-station in which the pole
line will be received, and thence will be run lowtension mains throughout the city.
Prince Roland Bonaparte has offered the sum of
$20,000 to the French Academy of Sciences in order
to found an annual prize for encouraging scientific
research.
The interest of this amount will be used
each year 'to make the award, especially with a
view of aiding those who are engaged in original
and interesting work which is likely to give rise
to important discoveries.
Such persons are not to
be members of the Academy.
A. de C.

supply

power

.

the back seat.

27.

—

It

is

probable

G..

Eastern Canada.
Ottawa, April
for

lighting

the

—

Arrangements are being made
town of Sutton, Que., with elec-

4.

tricity.

The Dominion government

is arranging: to estabor cable telegraph service between
Prince Rupert, B. C, and Queen Charlotte Islands
and between various large islands on the Pacific

lish

a wireless

Coast.

Plans have been drawn for an electric railway; to
from Ottawa, taking in Prescott, BrockviUe.
Lyon, Athens, Perth, Lanafk and other places, and
then returning to Ottawa, making a belt line of
about 250 miles long.
The city of Belleville, Ont., is seeking the right
from the Dominion government to develop electric
power at dam No. 2 of the Trent Valley Canal,
north of Trenton. It is estimated that from 8,000
to 12,000 horsepower is available at this point.
The
town of Trenton has preferred a similar request
-'
to the government.
The revenue of the municipal electric-light plant
of
Prescott, Ont., has
accumulated bevond an
amount necessary for its maintenance, and the
commissioners have decided to give $1,000 in cash
of the surplus to the town for general purposes,
besides abolishing the meter rents, which amount
to $700 per year.
The railway committee of the Dominion Senate
has thrown out the bill to incorporate the Ontario
start

Great Britain.
London, March

for -the

London.

in

Should some such arrangement be used at the St.
Lazare depot it will be warmly welcomed by the
suburban population of that district.
At Burgos, Spain, a syndicate has been formed
for building a hydraulic plant on the Ebro River
and also on the Rudron, which will afford a good

to

service,

'

The approach

Removed.

tramway

electrobus, as it is called, in I.x)ndon, many
people believe that the true solution of tile traffic
problem in the metropolis lies not that way. Much
faith is pinned to the pctrol-electrit: system of driving which is being experimented with to sonic
extent, and in this connection a paper recently read
before the Society of Road Traction Engineers in
London gives some interesting figures as to the cost
of running a petrol-electric system as compared with
an ordinary petrol system of omnibuses, and the
comparison is the more interesting in that this is,
I
believe, the first time that the cost of running
petrol omnibuses in London has been divulged.- The
cost of the ordinary petrol 'bus works out to practically 24 cents as against 18 cents per car-mile for
a
petrol-electric system.
The latter costs have
been ascertained under actual running conditions

been

Willi Case

the

the

which

Indoor Mounting.

initiated

•

2,038 meters.

ELECTROLYTIC LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

who

system of accounts keeping hitherto has been approved by the treasury.
Even with the apparently successful running of

little

progress

will be made with the three electric-power bills relating to London, which are now before Parliament,
just yet.
Having rejected the proposal of the House
of Lords that the measures should be sent to a
joint committee, the House of Commons is rather

taken with the suggestion of the president of the
Board of Trade that some sort of a conference
should be held between all the parties concerned in
the problem.
Similarly, the companies and the
London County Council rather favor this idea,
although the attitude of the London boroughs must
be classified as uncertain.
To some extent they
would appear anxious to wish to have the powers
join forces among themselves for the mutual development of their undertakings, leaving the companies to do likewise.
A somewhat startling report has been issued upon
the London County Council tramway undertaking
by a firm of commercial auditors in response to a
request at the time of the election of the new
council in March last year. This request was actuated purely by political motives, and to that extent
the report must be viewed cautiously, especially in
view of the fact that the sweeping nature of its
comments have somewhat startled the political party
responsible for the inquiry which led up to it. The
report strongly attacks the principle of allocating a
certain proportion of the cost of street improvements to improvement account and rather suggests
that the whole cost should be charged to the tramway accounts. The auditors further state that the
cost of the horse tramway system, w^hich is taken
up as the work of electrification proceeds, should
be shown as a loss instead" of as a capital charge
upon the new undertaking. The figure at which

.

-

..

and Michigan Power Company.

New

W,

York.

—

New York City, April 4. Prominent civil engineers and railjroad magnates from various parts of
the country were present Thursday night at a dinner given to celebrate the joining of the four Pennsylvania Railroad tunnels under the East River.
The hosts were S. Pearson
Son, the English
firm of contractors who built the tunnels, and
those present included all who have been prominently identified with the gigantic task.
The toastmaster was E. W. Moir, vice-president of the firm.
The Public Ser\-ice Commission has passed a
resolution instructing its engineer to prepare plans
for the Broadway-Lexington Avenue Subwaj^ route
which the commission laid out some time ago and
which has been approved by the board of estimate.

&
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2g6
This

means

that

within

seven

weeks the matter

will be sent to the board of estimate for final
action.
On July ist the city's borrowing capacity
will be increased by $50,000,000, and it is likely that
there will be a large sum available for subway
building. The Broadway-Lexington route, it is estimated, will cost about $60,000,000, but if this amount

not available the commission believes work can
prospective bidder
be done on a part of the line.
on new subways has appeared in the person of
S. M. Brower, who represents the Trussed Concrete Steel Company of London, England.
is

A

States Independent Telephone Company of Rochester. N. Y., capitalized at $50,000,000,
has" been declared by the New Jersey Court of
Chancery in Newark to be insolvent, and Vicechancellor Howell recommended the appointment

The United

of a receiver.

There have been hearings before Public Service
Commissioner Eustis on the complaint made by
Water Commissioner John H. O'Brien against the
maintenance by the New York Central Railroad
Company of the bigh-voltage overhead electrical cables that are part of the road's electrical equipment,

The
which Mr. O'Brien wants put underground.
Professor Sever
testimony was entirely technical.
of Columbia was on the stand.
Advertisements will appear next week asking for
bids for the constructing of the Brooklyn Fourth
Avenue Subway. The Public Service Commission
decided to go ahead, despite the controller's threat
that he would not certify the contracts and the
qualified approval given on Monday by the corpoThe subway is planned to run
ration counsel.
from the Brooklyn end of the new Manhattan
Bridge under the Flatbush Avenue extension to
Fulton Street, under Fulton Street to Ashland
Place, to Fourth Avenue, to Forty-third Street.
The work has been divided into six sections, the
The
contracts for which are to be let separately.
cost is $15,000,000 for construction
only, the matter of equipping and operating to be
taken up after it has been built.
made apparent at the meeting of the
It was
board of estimate yesterday that the majority of
the board has broken away from the mayor and
the controller on all subway questions and that all
such projects will be advanced as rapidly as possible until the time arrives for the actual spending
of the money, when there must be a "show-down"

estimated

total

whether new lines can be built. The
majority of the board yesterday called upon the
Public Service Commission to present within 60
days detailed plans and forms of contract for the
W.
Broadway and Lexington Avenue line.

Southeastern States.

—

Hendersonville

is

manager.

The Leaksville (N. C.) Light, Power and Milling
Company has been chartered with $40,000 capital
stock,
E. B.King of Leaksville and J. C. King of
Catherines, Ont, are among the incorporators.
Approval of the issuing of $20,000,000 stock and
$r6,ooo,ooo bonds has been given by the state corporation commission of Georgia in the case of the
Central Georgia Power Company, which promises
to be the largest concern of its kind in the South.
President W. J. Massee left shortly after this for
New York to sign contracts whereby construction
work might be started. James G, Campbell of
A. B. Leach & Co., New York, Chicago and Boston.
purchased the bonds.
About 100,000 horsepower
will be developed.

Power from the Buckhorn Falls on the Cape Fear
River, near Faycttcvillc, is now being delivered to
the amount of 1400 horsepower to the Holt-Morgan, the Holt-Williamson and the Lakeview cotton
mills.
A total of 4,000 horsepower is practically
ready for delivery in the same town. The Electric
Bond and Share Company of New York came into
control of the then unfinished plant in 1903. and
since its inception about $600,000 has been put into
the enterprise.
Vice-president R. A. Mitchell and
other directors of the Bond and Share Companv
recently visited the plant.
These gentlemen also
stopped in Raleigh, N. C. where their company controls the Raleigh Electric Railway,
The company
is said to have in view the bringing of power from

the elec-

tric-railway system.

The American Motor Car Company
a branch in

Ohio, has

merce of
company.

of Mansfield,
Ga.. and the Chamber of Corninquiry regarding the location of
has taken up the matter with the
D. H. L.

Macon,

made
Macon

Ohio.

— The

February report of the
Toledo Railways and Light Company is the best
made for years. It shows a gross gain of $8,176.
Toledo,

April

4.

with a reduction in operation of $2,857. leaving a
net gain of $11,034 lof the month.
A receiver has been appointed for the Toledo
and Indiana Electric Railway Company. The com-

pany made default on the Januar}"^ installment of
its
$1,650,000 bond issue, but it seems probable
that the affair will be

straightened out soon.-

The Lake Shore Railroad will control its trains
between Erie and Buffalo, a distance of 88 miles,
by telephone.
T. R. Fishback of the Cleveland Electric Controller and Supply Company delivered a lecture last
night before the Toledo Section of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.
His subject was
"Lifting Magnets and Their Application," which was
illustrated with lantern slides and practical demonstration.
It proved very entertaining.
An effort is being made in Toledo to bring about
a better quality of gas and electricity, to provide
for an inspector, and to abolish the charge of $1
The matter is now receiving
for setting meters.
the attention of the city's legal department.
Plans are under way for the extension of a
trolley line from Port Clinton to Catawba Island.
It is being promoted by J. W. Emerick of Toledo.
The project will cost about $120,000, a portion of
which has already been raised. Bonds to the extent of $75,000 have also been arranged for.
The city of Fremont, Ohio, has ordered the
preparation of the necessary legislation providing
for the removal of all overhead telephone, telegraph
and electric-light wires within the business district
H. L. S.
of the city.

Michigan.

to determine

Further development
Charlotte, N. C, April 4.
in
the case of the Whitney Company, recently
placed in the hands of a receiver, is the filing of
a mechanic's Hen against the company by the T. A.
Gillespie Company, in Montgomery and Rowan counties, for the sum of $301,000 for services performed.
This lien, under the laws of the state, takes precedence over the company's $5,000,000 bonds.
The new plant of the Thomas ville (N. C.) Light
and Power Company has been started up, supplying
the town with lights and also offering a day and
night service to manufacturers.
The Carolina Electrical Company has been chartered at Raleigh, N. C, with $15,000 authorized
capital.
It will take over the business of a bankrupt concern and greatly enlarge its scope.
Officers
have been elected with N. L. Walker president and
C. K. Durfee secretary.
The permanent locating survey for the proposed
Asheville-Hendersonville (N. C.) electric railway
has been completed, and it is said op reliable authority that the work of construction will be inaugurated during the summer.
J. H. Roland of

about 30
expressed
the gen-

Buckhorn Falls to Raleigh, a distance of
miles, at a future date.
The directors
their approval of the work done and of
eral management of the power plant and

— The

Jackson
and Lansing electric railway between Lansing and
Mason will be completed this month. The section
through Mason will not be completed until the differences between the city and company are settled.
The Jackson end of the line may be built before
April

Detroit,

the

Mason

4.

section

of

the

section.

It is planned to develop the waterpower of the
East Jordan River in Charlevoix and Antrim counties and supply current for light and power for a
number of towns. W. A. Loveday'is organizing

company for this purpose.
The center pier and gates of the Commonwealth
Power Company's dam at Plainwell were carried
away by floods in the Kalamazoo River. The dam.age was about $10,000.
Part of the dam of the Washtenaw Light and
Power Company at Ann Arbor was carried away
by recent floods in the Pluron River. The damage
was not great, and repairs are nearing completion.
The new plant of the Washtenaw Light and
Power Company at Superior has been completed.
It IS the most modern on the river and also has
the largest head. The generators are vertical maa

chines, being direct-connected to the waterwheels.
Facilities have been provided for making complete
tests by the students of the engineering department

of the University of Michigan.
The Detroit. Flint and Saginaw Railway has been
ordered sold under foreclosure by the Circuit Court,
on petition of the Detroit Trust Company, the
trustee of the mortgage and receiver of the road.
Work has been started on the power dam of the
Manistee River north of Sherman.
The Kalamazoo. Gull Lake and Northern Railway
Company, whose franchise in Kalamazoo expires
on May ist, has been granted an extension of
iS months for the completion of the line within
Kalamazoo and until May i. igto. for the nine
miles of suburban track.
D.

Indiana.

—

Indianapolis, April 4. ^The construction and extension of interurban lines has begun in a manner
indicating that great progress will be made during
the year.
M. Caulfield, vice-president of the
J.

Kalamazoo, Elkhart and South Bend Traction
Company, of South Bend, reports that the entire
right-of-way and franchises for the construction of
'

interurban line to connect the cities
above named have been secured and that the actual
work of construction will begin within 30 days.
In Southern Indiana contracts were let by the
Evansville Terminal Railway Company for the construction of 10 miles of road to connect Evansville
and Newburgh. In Soulhwcstcrn Indiana material
was received for the completion of the Patoka extension of the Evansville and Southern Indiana
Traction line.
In Eastern Indiana great progress
is being made in the promotion of a new line from
73

miles

of

April II, 1908
Decatur to Richmond.

In Western Indiana the InCrawfordsville and Western Traction
planning to construct a line from Crawfordsville to Veedersburg.
In addition, arrangements are being made to construct a line from
Lafayette to Kankakee and between Logansport and
dianapolis,

Company

is

Monticello.
The City Council of Ligonier is asking for bids
for
constructing and equipping an electric-light
plant and system.
A. J. Hammond of South Bend
is the engineer.
The City Council of Poseyville has granted a 25year franchise to Frank Seib and others to construct and equip an electric-light plant in Poseyville.

Charles Downey, secretary of the Indiana State
Board of Agriculture, states that the idea of erecting an electric-light plant on the State Fair Grounds
for lighting the stock pavilion and other buildings
has been abandoned and a contract entered into
with the People's Heat and Light Company to
wire the buildings and extend its line to the fair
grounds and furnish the service desired. The extending of the line and the wiring of the buildings
cost nearly $7,000.
The contract for the wiring of the building will be let by the Heat and
Light company in a short time.
The Light, Heat and Power Company of New
Castle has voluntarily reduced its rate 25 per cent,
and will also hereafter allow 3, cash discount for
immediate payment of bills when due. The company's officials say the action was taken in order
to induce the more universal use of electricity and
thereby afford the company an opportunity to dispose of the great volume of electricity which its
big new plant is capable of supplying.
will

The Lebanon Heating and Light Company is the
name of a new organization for the purpose of constructing a new plant in Lebanon. Adam H. Felker,
Philip Adler and Demetrius Tilotson are the chief
promoters of the new enterprise.
The directors of the Washington Light and Water
Company of Washington. Ind.. have employed S. I.
Woodward of Shelbyville. 111., to take charge of
the electric-light plant and superintend the improvement and installation of new machinery and equip-

ment.

The Fort Wayne Engineering and Manufacturing
Company of Fort Wayne, capitalized at $1,000,000,
has filed articles of incorporation proposing^ to manufacture engines, boilers, electric machinery and
supplies for power and light plants.
Henry C. Paul
heads the directors.
The Indiana Railroad Commission has ordered a
reduction averaging from 10 to 12 per cent, in the
rates charged by the express companies doing business in Indiana. The total annual business of express companies throughout the state is
about
$1,000,000.
In the opinion of the commission the
companies have been receiving fabulous returns on
an apparently small investment. As a part of its
opinion the commission promulgates a tariff schedule to be observed by express companies in the
future in making rates.
The matter may be carried to the courts to determine the commission's
power to enforce the reduction.
S. S.

Illinois.
Peoria, April

4.

— The

Illinois

Traction

Company

began

to handle express business for the United
States E.xpress Company this week.
The schedules
of the express cars have been changed to conform
to the new requirements and to make connections
with the other branches of the express company.
Trailers will be attached to the regular cars and
some of the passenger cars will carry express
matter.
The lease of the Illinois Valley Railroad Company to the Chicago, Ottawa and Peoria Railway
Company for a term of 99 years for $700,000 was
filed for record here this week. -The new line will
be a part of the Illinois Traction System and will
be constructed to connect with the Pcoria-Bloomington and the Lincoln-Mackinaw line at Macki-

From Mackinaw

naw.

the

Hue

will

go north

via

Streator.

The Illinois Inland 'J'ractlon Company of Chicago has been incorporated with a capital of $100,000
to build an electric railway from Chicago to Kankakee, .^.mong the incorporators are Ed Doepp and
C. W. Rhodes.
Accompanied by several officials of the Illinois
Traction System, E. A. McNutt of Montreal. Canada, arrived in this city on a trip "of inspection of
the lines of the company.
Mr. M'cNutt is associated

with

the

and he

lines,

been

company
will

made during

that financed the Illinoi.?
report on the progress that has
the year.
Mr. McNutt is also

treasurer of the Peoria Railway Company.
,\.
N. Fisher, one of the promoters of the Mattoon-Hillsboro-Pana electric railway, has given out
the statement that the line will be built this summer.
Much of the right-of-way has been secured

and

it

is

said

that grading will

commence

at once.

V.N.

Oklahoma.
Oklatoma pty, April
Muskogee and eastern

—

Connnercial Club of
are organizing
an interurban line to run from Muskogee to Clarks
.^.

'I'lie

capitalists

April

( )i

C'uwi'ta,

villc,

ol

]
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Arrow and

Hrowfii,

H0II1 frciglit
miles.
The line
be installed.
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will

and

Kiver at Clarksville
M(le of the river.

and

Tiilsa, a dislanco

passenm'r

crosses

llien

(lie

follcnvs

service

Arkansas
llie

north

liell

Tiilsa,

i|iiarlers

at

liiisville,

'I'lilsa

to

hnihl

a

line

connectini,'

and other towns. T!ie
Montee. Kansas City, M'o.

are I'". I'".
lerworth, Tnlsa, Okla.
J.
A. K. I-eep of Collinsville.
;

B.

Cadle,

Col-

incor[)or:ilors

C.

;

IC.

\V.
I'le.-is

Hnt-

ami

The Canadian Valley Railway Ccnniiany has heen
eliartereil

for

Mutual

Iriini

$.mkh),()oo
to

to

Olil.alioma

lim'hl

an

electric

line

City.

Northwestern States.

—

4.
Martin Bros, of La Crosse,
have installed a private electric-light plant in

Vv'i.s..

f.ictory at Main and Second streets.
The construction of a municipal lighting

plant

contemplated at Chilton, Wis.
Rapid Transit Company of Waterloo, Iowa,
will construct an intcrurban line from Chautauqua
Park through Wcstfield, Iowa, to the west side,
at an expense of $70,000.
A street-car loop to cost
$60,000 will also be constructed, two miles long, at
Waterloo, to be operated by the Waterloo, Cedar
Falls and Northern.
A stock compan\' may be formed in Sheridan.
Mont., for the purpose of taking over the electricis

Tile

plant.

The Belden-Porter-Gray

Company

Minneap-

of
dealer in electrical equipment, etc., has incorwith a capital stock of $50,000. George
A, Belden, W. F. Porter and W. I. Gray are the
incorporators.
The project for the construction of the Twin
olis,

porated,

and Lake Superior electric railway from Duhith to Minneapolis may be carried through shortly.
About .^6 miles of road is now ready for steel.
Grading work has been begun.
The Northwestern Improvement Company of Red
Lodge, jMont., has resumed work on the construction of an electric-light plant.
Marinette. Menominee and Chicago persons are
interested in the forming of a waterpowef company, combining six of the principal powers on the
Menominee and Peshtigo rivers, aggregating 25,000
horsepower, at Marinette. Wis.
The Fox River Street Railway and Lighting Association has been organized at Appleton, Wis.
N. C. Draper of Fond du Lac is president.
Stoner & Jewett of Blackduck, Minn., have been
granted a franchise for lighting the village of Baudette, Minn.
They are erecting poles.
E. .\. Forbes, C. A. Wilson and A. W. Shelton
of Rhinelander. Wis., and E. T. Sherrj' of Milwaukee have formed the Langlade Power Company at
Langlade, Wis., for the purpose of developing 4,000
horsepower on the Wolf River, near Antigo, Wis.
City

R.

Western Canada.

—A

Winnipeg, April 4.
proposition is before the
City Council of Winnipeg for the purchase of the
entire holdings of the Winnipeg Electric Company,
costing approximately $14,000,000.
A motion to
this effect was introduced by Alderman Manning
as an alternative to the construction of the civic
power plant at Lac du Bonnet at a cost of over
$3,000,000.
It is pointed out that if the civic plant
is constructed it will be a competitor of the Win-

,

,

'

nipeg Electric

Company, which now

with
generators

o|)eratioii

old

(lie

I'Misoii

that
are
now
additional eleclric-iiower

cnriosidcs.
The
plant in (he e.K(en»ion of the Sprecklcs linililiiiK
.\nne.\ is nearly reaily for operation.
Two r>so-kilii\v,'tli
\VestinKhnnse-l','irsoiis Itirlio-geiierators wi(l:
oihburning boilers and auxiliaries have been iiist.dled.
(L'nrrent
will he supplied
for light and
(lower for Ihe Clans .Spreckles Building, the sixstory huildiiiK adjoining it on .Market .Street, aiul

ftir sever.al other Iniildings owned by the
.Spreckels
interests.
The original direct-cnrreiil
plant which is now in o[ieralion in the annex siipjilies
light and (lower for the editori,'tl. composing
and press rooms of the San Francisco Call.
Specilications have just been sent out by A. M'.
llnnt, electrical engineer, for a higli-<luly electric
(lower jilaiit which is to be installed in the basement of the Whitney Building. It is intended (o
establish a block lighting system.
The [imposed
installation will su[i()ly current for a number of
other buildings in the neighborhood.
The specifications call for two 300-kilowatt direct-current threewire units of engine type.
The Standard Electrical Works has just com(ileted the installation of an electric-lighting and
power plant at the Miller
Lux abattoirs in the

&

supplies all the

type

San

of

A

Francisco.
two-[ihase engineof 130-kilowatl capacity has

Warren generator

Electrical Workers' Union 537 has adopted a
higher scale of wages for employes of the city
electrical department.
It calls for a monthly wage
of $135 for foremen, $150 for cable splicers, $125
for operators, $120 for linemen, $135 for outside
inspectors and $120 for battery men.
The new
schedule has been submitted to the board of electricity, which will consider it at its next meeting.
On March 31st the Snow Mountain Pow-er Company's plant was put in operation for the purpose
of lighting the town of Ukiah.
Contracts are now
being let for the extension of the company's line
to Santa Rosa.
Bids are being received by the Los Angeles City
Council for the illumination of 34 blocks of the
city's

streets.

The board
territorial

of management of
prison at Las Vegas,

the

New Mexico

N. M., has conmachinery for an electric-

tracted for electrical
lighting plant at the prison.
The Socorro Electric Company has been incorporated at Socorro, N. M., with a capital stock of
$30,000 for the purpose of constructing an electric
The
power and lighting plant at that place.
directors of the company are headed by Emmett

A. Drake.
On April 13th the voters of Lodi, Cal., will decide upon the proposition of issuing bonds to the
amount of $126,000 for the purpose of putting in
lighting, water and sewer systems.
The annual statement of the Edison Electric Company of Los Angeles for the year ended December
shows that the gross earnings were
31,
1907,
$2,206,381 as compared with $1,731,520 for the year
preceding; the operating expenses $868,374 as compared with $719,997, leaving the net earnings
$1,338,006 as compared with $1,011,523.
In June the voters of LTnion, Ore., will vote upon
a charter amendment that w-ill permit the city incurring an additional indebtedness of $55,000 for
the building of an electric-light plant.
The City Council of White Salmon. Wash., has
granted a franchise to T. Weyers, Jr., and T. F.
Shepler to erect an electric distributing system in
that place.

The Bremerton-Charleston Light and Fuel Company has been incorporated
with

a capital

and T. L.

stock

at

Bremerton, Wash.,

of $70,000, by

F.

C.

Brewer

Work w-ill be started in a few days on the
double-tracking of the Stark Street line of the
LTnited Railroads of Portland, Ore., for a distance
of 3,000 feet.

evening of April 13th.
J. H. Field, recently appointed as manager of the
wireless telegraph station at Point Grey, B. C, has
resigned through ill health.
It is understood that
W. James will take charge of the station at once.
The Dominion government wireless telegraph station at Point Grey. B. C, five miles from Vancouver, on March 28th picked up a wireless message
being sent from Point Loma, Southern California.
to the Mare Island
Yard at San Francisco.
The operator at Point Grey later exchanged several

track-laying.

Naw

Point Loma.
An hour later Point
Grey talked with a Pacific Coast Steamship Company steamer entering the harbor at Juneau. Alaska.
R.
with

Pacific Slope.
San

—

Francisco.
April 2. Notwithstanding the
enorts of the San Francisco Gas and Electric Company to convince the owners of new buildings that
they will save money by buying electric current

The Los Angeles Pacitic Railway Company, operating from Los Angeles to the ocean, put into operation its new standard gauge cars this week. The
cars are run in trains of three each. The new cars
have side entrances and wide swinging doors at
each end, making an open passa.ge way from coach
to coachy
Each car seats 58 passengers and is
capable of making 60 miles an hour.
The Northern Pacific has put into operation a
third-rail system on its line between San Anselmo
and Fairfax, though steam trains w-ill also be used
until the company's new power house is completed,

as the present available pow-er is insufficient to support all of the traffic.
Wireless telegraph apparatus is now being installed on the United States gunboat Yorktown at
the ilare Island Navy Yard, Vallejo. Cal.
A.

A

Paris

March

dispatch

savs

that

Lee De Forest, on

conducted the final test of his wirelesstelephone system on the Eiftel Tow-er.
31,

Boone Couiily
Tclciihone Company of Uooiie, Iowa, hnii rcsiKncd
aiid hns .-icccpted a similar poiiiiioii with tlic longdistance Iclfiilionc company at Omaha, Neb.

W.

Mr.

C. L. E({lin, electrical engineer of Ihe
Klectric Company and sccunil viccof the Naliunal Kleclric Light Associaa Chicago visitor early in llic week.

l'liiladcl[ihia

presidenl

was

lion,

L. Karl Kighlniycr of llic coniilniclioii dc[lardiienl of the (ieneral KIcclric Company it ill
I'orlo Rico al ilic present lime, having gone lo look
.Mr.

over a walerpoiver plant for

llie

J.

(1.

While Com-

pany.

Mr. Wallace W. Briggs, district manager of the
Weslinghousc Eleclric and Manufacturing Comlias returned lo liis San Francisco headquarters, after spending some lime in Pittsburg and

pany,

other eastern

cities,

Mr. George E, Richardson, electrician in charge
of the power plant of the L.incaslcr Mills at Clinton, Mass., has resigned his position lo go with Ihe
sales department of the General IClectric Company
at the Boston office.

Mr. William H. Donner, (he new, vice-president
of the Wcstinghouse Machine Company, is one of
Pittsburg's prominent young men.
He is reported
to be closely affilialetl with H. C. Frick and to have
accumulated a large fortune by oiierations in the

Mr.

and

steel industries.

who for several years has been
superintendent of Ihe Toledo Railways and
Light Company, has accepted an invitation' to become general manager of the Saginaw 'Valley and
Bay City traction, gas and light company, and will
be located at Bay City, Mich.
It is understood that
Mr. J. N. Enright will succeed him.
J. F.

Collins,

the

Mr. William S. Taussig, formerly sales manager
of the power department. Western Electric Company, and Mr. Fred. R. Babcock, lately a member
of the firm of Geo. H. Rowe & Co., consulting
engineers, Chicago, have left these positions to form
the firm of Taussig & Babcock. They have opened
an office in the Marquette Building, Chicago, where
they are conducting a western agency lor a number
of manufacturing concerns. Among their special
lines are direct and alternating-current machinery
and electrically driven machine tools. Both these
men are graduates of Armour Institute of Technology, where they w-ere classmates in the electrical
engineering course. Although young in years, they
have had extensive experience in the electrical business and are w-ell known for ability and energy.

W.

Mr. James

Johnson,

who

is

to

succeed Mr.

B. E. Sunny as manager of the Chicago office of
the General Electric Company, as noted last week,
is
a native of Waverly,
N. Y., but has been a
resident of Chicago since

boyhood.
His father.
Rev. David S. Johnson.
D. D., now- deceased, was
a prominent Presbyterian
clergyman. He began his
electrical career with the
old Bell Telephone Company of Illinois, and in
this
company he commenced his long business
association
Sunny, w^ho

with

Mr.
was operat-

ing superintendent of the

company.
In
Mr.
1885
Johnson resigned his poj.\mes w. johxsox.
of the
Telephone
become a partner in the firm of Johnson, Holland & Co., composed of C. N. Fay, Claire
Holland and himself. This firm was organized to
exploit the storage-battery business under patents
ow'ned by the Electric Accumulator Company. It
made a number of important contracts, and was
sition

as

cashier

Chicago

Ihen

Company

Stiles.

Three extensions of servdce on its lines w^ere announced by the United Railroads of San FVanThese will not require any new
cisco this week.

signals

PERSONAL.
.Mr. C. C. iJerring, rnaiiaKcr of llic

tin-plate

been installed.

and power in Winnipeg in addition to the gas
and street-car service.
The matter will be fully
discussed at the council meeting to be held on the
light

I

in

(iirect-ciirreitt

.diiiost

suburbs

their

light

again

is

hijinlar

probably

The Commercial Clidi of Dnrant is seriously cona iimposition to hnihl an electric line to
run from Dnrant to Red River. Utica and Albany.
Clarence Walters is proniolinu the project.
The Oklahoma Street Railway Company, since
Ihe "Jim Crow" law went into force,
has built
six new cars which will be put into operation !)y
These cars are ,^9 feet long with ;i
April 15th.
The company has mannfacseating capacity of 44,
lured since it opened its shops last July l8 cars,
which are all in use on its own lines.
K.
siderinj;

Minneapolis, April

for liKlit and power inslenil of iiiiitnlliiiK their own
geiieralors, tile nninber of isolulcd jilants in Ihe
basenienis of this city is increasiiiK.
Ilic old plant
in the Mills
HnildiiiK was repaired after the (ire

and

and Intenirlian KaiKvay Company has been chartered for ^.i^oo.oco, with head-

The Cherokee

297

to

succeeded by the

Northw-estern

Electric

Accumu-

Company, of which !Mr. Johnson w-as made
manager and treasurer. The storage batteries of
lator

day w-ere not the commercial successes they
the depreciation w^as excessive, and the
consequent expense for experts to maintain installations made it early apparent that the profits
would be wiped out; consequently, on the manager's recommendation, the company w-as honorably
liquidated long before other similar companies met
with disaster. In 1888 Jlr. Johnson entered the
that

are

now

;

employment of the Thomson-Houston Electric Company in its Chicago office on the same day that
Mr. Sunny did, and a year later was made manager of the isolated lighting department upon its

He continued in that capacity until
w-as succeeded by the General ElecCompan}-, and afterw-ard. until made manager
of the lighting department of the Chicago office of
the General Electric Company. After the World's
Fair Mr. Johnson left the General Electric Company and was for a time western agent for the
United States Fire and Police Telegraph Company
He re-entered the serv-ice of the Genof Boston.
organization.
the company
tric
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eral Electric Company in 1897 to look after municipal contracting, and a year or two later was
appointed manager of the power and mining department, Cliicago office, which has been his special

charge until the present time. During the last two
years or more he has been assistant manager of
the Chicago office also. Mr. Johnson is a member
of the
of the

Union League Club and an associate member
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

He has an extensive acquaintance among electrical
men, and is noted for business capacity of a high
order as well as exceptional tact and urbanity and
the ability to dispatch a surprising amount of work
with unruffled serenity and without apparent effort.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Part of the dam of the Commonwealth Power
Company of Jackson, Mich., at Plainwell on the
Kalamazoo River went out a few days ago as a
result of the heavy storm.
The damage may reach
$10,000,

it

is

said.

The bill to incorporate
Power Company, which

the Ontario and Michigan
desired to develop water-

tested that the bill infringed provincial rights.

Mortimer Everest of Albany

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
an

Iowa,

electric-light

issued

has

The Coos Bay Gas and
stalling a

bonds of $12,000 for

plant.

power plant

Electric

Company

is

in-

Coos Bay, Wash.

at

It

proposed to bond the

is

city of

power canal

Omaha,

m

Neb.,
the Platte

owned by

the village of
Orion, 111., was almost totally destroyed by hre a
few days ago. The loss is about $8,000; no insur-

The

plant

electric-light

ance was carried.
C. H. Martin of Doniphan, Mo., and others are
about to establish a dam and power Rouse on the
North Fork and transmit the current to West
Plains, Mo., a distance of 20 miles.

franchise to a new
Neb., is being
drawn. The company, if granted a franchise, proposes to supply the city with arc lights and lamps
at $50 a year.

An

ordinance

electric-light

granting

company

at

a

Omaha,

The Council of Spirit Lake, Idaho, has granted
a franchise to the Spirit Lake Land Company to
construct electric-light circuits in the city. The
Interstate Telephone Company was also granted a
franchise for a telephone system.
of Fairmount,
which has charge of the city lighting, has
a complete electric cooking outfit for the

The Water and Light Commission
Minn.,

bought
purpose of testing
it

the

proves

outfits

will be

it

success

as to utility and cost, and if
that is claimed for it the
to the public and put

recommended

wherever wanted.

in

The Rochester (N. Y.) Railway and Light Company and its subsidiaries will be represented at the
Chicago convention of the National Electric Light
Association by General Manager R. M. Searle,
Assistant General Manager J. T. Hutchings, Assistant Treasurer C. A. Tucker, Attorney D. M. Beach,
Superintendent F. A. Willard, commercial department; Superintendent T. H. Yawger, electrical department; Purchasing Agent J. B. Eaton, Electrical Engineer J. C. Parker, all of the Rochester
Railway and Light Company Superintendent Stephen
P. Cobb, Ontario Light and Power Company, Canandaigua Superintendent George L. Colgate, Eastern Monroe Gas and Electric Light Company. The
company sends its representatives to the convention
as a matter of business and pays all of -their expenses.
It beheves that what the various officials
and employes observe and learn at the convention
will be of ser\'ice to the public in Rochester, East
;

;

Rochester and Canandaigua.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
At the annual meeting of the Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railroad Company A. C. Frost was
president, P. G. Beach secretary, and
Osborne was
treasurer. H. C.
elected vice-president, succeeding Gordon Ramsey.
The property is now in the hands of receivers.
re-elected

W.

Kilman

O.

Valley Electric Railway Company
of Bozcman, Mont., has incorporated, with a capital
stock of $100,000. The company proposes the construction of 30 miles of rural trolley lines through
Gallatin Valley. The incorporators are W. H.
Winfrce of Spokane, Wash., and Hartman Bros.
of Bozcman.

The

Gallatin

on three of the Chicago elevated railways
in March increased slightly from February, although,
while the North and South Side lines are showing
gains, due to their extensions, it is evident that
business shows some falling off when compared with
the corresponding period a year ago on the same
Traffic

mileage.

A number of Joliet (III.) men propose to finance
a $300,000 extension of the Joliet and Southern
electric railway from New Lenox to Blue Island.
It is hoped to complete the road by the first of the
ycir. The road now runs to New Lenox and follows the Rock Island road and is the second trolley route to Chicago from Joliet.

promoting

a proj-

will

do

well

to

where and how

read

to use

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
meeting of the American
Engineers will be held in
igth.
The general proposal
city on May
list for officers, compiled from the nomination forms
returned by members, has been issued. Mr. L. A.
Ferguson of Chicago is the directors' nominee for
Institute

of

business

Electrical

New York

president.

The proceedings of the twelfth annual convention of the International Association of Municipal
Electricians have been published in the usual subform. The interesting papers and
stantial book
reports of the meeting, held at Norfolk, Va., August 7tli, 8th and gth, are included. Mr. Frank P.
Foster, Corning, N. Y., is secretary of the association.

The Lewis

Institute

Branch of the American

In-

Engineers will present an illustrated lecture on "Comparison of Series and Induction Motors for Hoisting Purposes," Wednesday,
April 15th, at 8:30 p. m.,- at the Lewis Institute
auditorium. The lecture will be given by Mr. R.
stitute of Electrical

Childress (Tex.) Ice and Light Company has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $40,000.

for $5,000,000 to build a
Valley.

is

developing the available waterpower along
Garoga Creek in Fulton County, N. Y., and the
erection of electric power plants. The Garoga Valley Electric Light and Power Company will be
organized to carry out tlie project. Power will
be transmitted to Amsterdam, Schenectady and
other cities.
for

The

The State Electrical Company has begun business
in Lincoln, Neb., and will make wiring its specialty.

ties,
and anyone interested
the April Graphite to learn
thenf to the best advantage.

The annual

powers in the Pigeon, Nipigon and Sturgeon rivers
and to export power to the United States, was
defeated by the state railway committee in Ottawa,
Ont., on April 1st. The Ontario government pro-

ect

Hartley,

April II, 1908

PUBLICATIONS.
"Jeffrey Mining Equipment" is the title of a circular issued by the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
of Columbus, Ohio, in which are illustrated 14
Jeffrey specialties of interest to mining engineers.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company
Milwaukee in a little folder shows a few of

of
its

controllers, regulators, starters, etc., and offers to
assist those engaged in any branch of the electrical
industry in the solution of any problem involving
electrical control.

Another of the cleverly designed monthly calendar cards has made its appearance from the F.
Bissell Company, Toledo, Ohio, dealer in wholesale
electrical supplies and machinery.
This one is for
April and bears an unmistakable sign of spring.
These cards will be forwarded as issued upon
request.

The Zenco
Van Buren

Electrical Supply Company, 94 West
Street, Chicago, has just issued the
complete line of
1908 edition of its catalogue.
standard electrical supplies is listed. The arrangement is good, and nearly every article is illustrated.
The company is manufacturer and jobber of electrical supplies and has facilities for supplying all

A

wants in the

electrical line.

Bulletin No. 4570, recently issued by the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., describes
and illustrates the General Electric tungsten lamp
for 100 to 125-volt circuits. The lamp is made in
40, 60 and 100 watts, and has a life of approximately Soo hours when used on either alternating
or direct current.
Some of the illustrations show
the tungsten incandescent
units
combined with
standard Holophanes, which can be used to excellent

advantage in this manner.

The Habirshaw. Wire Company, 253 Broadway,

New York, has issued a very convenient price list
of National Electric
Code standard wires and
cables for voltages up to 600, inclusive, also for such
telephone wires and special cables as have become
standardized. The lists and "addition tables" cover
a range of prices sufficiently wide to giv-e them
permanent value. Careful perusal of the instructions for use of these addition tables will prove
their value.
Information is also given by which
mistakes may be avoided. Some convenient copper
gauges are given.
In a new bulletin. No. 4573, the General Electric
Company describes the graded shunt resistance multigap lightning arresters' for
igoS.
The bulletin
also contains detailed descriptions of low-voltage
arresters, static dischargers, constant-current horn
arresters, disconnecting switches, 'choke coils, and
type M, form D-2 direct current arresters for voltages up to 6,oco. The bulletin discusses briefly the
theory upon which the arresters operate and their
details of construction.
Tables of general data regarding the apparatus, with connection and dimension diagrams, etc., are ijicluded.

Catalogue No. 107, just issued by the H. W.
Johns-Manville Company of 100 William Street,
New York city, treats of asbestos wood. This product is a fireproof substitute for wood, slate, marble
and fiber. It was developed by Prof. Charles L.
Norton of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, after long and laborious research. It is
mineral in composition, being made principally from
asbestos fiber, but has the physical characteristics
of ordinary wood; it can be cut,, nailed and screwed
into as well as or better than wood.
A large number of its uses and applications arc described in
this catalogue.

The

April

number of Graphite,

issued by the
of Jersey City,
on the subject
of
graphite
dynamo brushes. Di.von graphite
brushes were first used as an experiment in the
electric-light and power pl.ant of the Dixon company shortly .'ifter it was built in iqoo. Since then
improvements have been inaifle. and graphite bru.shcs
are used with excellent results on about 100 motors
throughout the plant. These brushes are finding
favor on the market. Tliey have many good qiiali-

Joseph Dixon Crucible
N. J., contains vahinblc

Company

infi)rni.'ition

Gaston, who
Nichols & Brother.

M.

is

A

chief engineer of Geo. P.
large attendance is expected.

The next meeting of the Utah Society of Engineers will be held in the rooms of the Commercial
Club, Salt Lake City, on April 21st. It will be the
occasion of the annual banquet and as planned
will be a particularly memorable affair.
The entertainment committee declares it will be the biggest
and most enjoyable gathering of its kind ever held
in engineering circles west of Chicago.
To help
the good fellowship, "all diners will be searched
and those armed with slide rules or compasses will
be given 45 degrees."
The fourteenth annual convention of the Ohio
Electric Light Association will be held at Hotel'
Victory, Put-in-Bay Island, August 2Sth, 26th and
27th.
No charge will be made the associate members for exhibitors' space, and ample facilities will
be provided to exhibitors. Particular attention has
been paid to the entertainment for the ladies, and
it
is confidently e.xpected that the association will
have the pleasure of entertaining double the number attending any previous convention. The papers
presented will be entirely by central-station men,
and the question box will be made a particular
feature of the sessions. Mr. D. L. Gaskill, Greenville, Ohio, is secretary.
At Sibley College, Cornell University, Ithaca,
N. Y., a radical step has been taken in the department of electrical engineering this year in
offering to ail juniors a uniform course of a general nature.
Accompanying this has been the junior
laboratory electrical course administered by the department of experimental engineering. In the senior
year the electrical engineers have followed the programme, under which the subject is studied by the
experimental, the analytical and graphical methods.
As far as possible computations are made in a
large room under careful supervision. This feature
of the work has been so successful that it is to be
extended next year, and it is to be supplemented
by a two-hour recitation course throughout the year.

On April ist the Pittsburg Section, American
Institute of Electrical J^ngineers, held a successful
meeting in the lecture halb of Carnegie Institute.
The topic of the evening was electrical operation of
rolling mills.
Papers were read by W. A. Dick
on "Application of Motors to Rolling Mill Work;"
R. C. Reed on "Characteristics of Motors for Shear
Work,"

and by James Farrington on "Relative
Advantages of Various Methods of Operating ReMr. Dick's paper dealt with
versing Mill Tables."
the general problem with special mention of some
The other papers took
of the newer applications.
After
up specific problems in rolling mill work.
the reading of the papers there w;^as a general disPreceding the meeting the members of the
cussion.
section and their friends met at the University
Glnb for an informal dinner.

TRADE NEWS.
Fred K. Potter, for many years connected
with the Capell Fan Engineering Company, has
been appointed manager in the Pittsburg district
for the Sirocco Engineering Company.
Mr. Potter's
Mr.

will be in the Kcenan Building, Pittsburg.
only recently that the Sirocco fans and blowers have been manufactured in the United States
at the new plant of the Sirocco company at Troy,
N. Y.

offices
It

is

Sealed proposals are in\ited by the Sanitary Disof Chicago and will be received by the clerk
room 1500 American Trust Building, Chicago,
Division
III.,
until noon, .^pril 15th, as follows:
A, r.T,ooo feet of .four-duct sectional conduit; didivision
manhole
collars
and
covers
vision B, 50
C. 50.000 common brick. All the material must be
delivered within 21 days after the award of the
contracts.
All proposals must be delivered at the
office in a sealed package, addressed to "The Board
of Trnstecs of the Sanitary District of Chicago,"

trict

at

;
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A|iril

"Prupcisah f(ir Division A, 15.CXIO
division B, 50
four-duct scclion;d conduit
jurinholc colliirs and covers; divisicjn C, 50,000 com-

:incl

indoi-sod,

fi'i'l

of

mon

;

first

hcen

has

lamps

shipment

and llie
made. CoUmiliia

sockets,

llic

lill

nmiounccd that the new Singer BuildYiuk, will require some 25,000 lamps to

New

\uii,

of
2,(o-voU

liouse I'.leclric

hy

Uissell, president of the F. Uissell ComMr.
pany, the well-known supply concern of 'I'oledo,
Mr. BisOhio, passed through Chicago last week.
sell reports that husiness conditions have very nuich
improved within the last few weeks and that the
Uissell company is doing a very satisfactory busi-

ness.

mercial

situation

January

is

the

industrial

and

com-

the country compared with
the February report on injust issued by the Bureau of
Department 0! Commerce and

of

shown by

ternal comnici'cc,
of the
Statistics
Labor. While the

volume of leading commercial
most cases was smaller than a year
ago, the cnal. iron and building trades report better
results for the month as compared with the first
in

month of the year. The traffic activity of the railways for the first time since last October likewise
shows a slight change for the better.
Frank
general

MacGovcrn. formerly vice-president and
manager of Rossitcr. MacGovern & Co. of

York, announces the formation of the new
of MacGovern, Archer & Co. of 114-118 LibYork city, wdiich will continue
Street.
same character of business as the old firm,
viz., the handling of electrical and steam machinery.

New

firm
erty
the

New

Mr. Archer

—

J.

Warren Archer

— was

formerly man-

the sales department of Rossiter, MacGovcrn & Co. The new firm, with commendable
a list of machinery
energy', has already issued
No doubt this
delivery.
offered for immediate
"bargain sheet" will be sent to anyone on request.

ager

of

of the Weber Steel Concrete
of Chicago announces that on
account of increasin.g its field of activity to take
in other, kinds of plain and reinforced-concrete construction work, in addition to chimneys, the name
of the company has been changed to the Weber
Company, general offices as before, 929-934 Marquette
Building. Chicago.
The company is now prepared
to carry out contracts for all liinds of concrete and
reinforced work, including foundations, walls, buildings, sewers, chimneys, etc.. and already has some
large contracts in the dififerent lines under construction.
The company now has branch offices in

The management
Chimney Company

steady increase in orders received for these cfricicril
labor-saving devices. Amonn recent orders received
by the company ;ire; *I'hird-raiI cl-'inip eonncclors
for i,ooo,ooo-circnlar-mil cable from the New York
Central and Hudson Uiver Hailroad Conip.iny,; ca-

1908, in the United Slates Circuit Court,
District of New York, by the Wcsting-

lamps

1'".

in

13,

Sonlherii

he used, the contract having heen secured
the Central Kleetric Company of Chicago,

Some improvement

March

10,000

will

movements

Niw York, Atlanta, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Houston,
Memphis, MiniHapolls, Denver, Salt Lake City, Los
Angeles, San h'rancisco, Seattle and in London,
hmgland I'aris, France, and Halle, Germany.
Two hills of coinplainl were filed under dale of
;

l)ricl<."

Ikis Ixh'U

It
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and Manufacturing Company agamst

he Heck Flaming Arc Lamp Company under the
Bremer paleiUs No. 679,878, No. 697,4.39, Nos. 743,:!37 and 743,240, which are owned by the \Vc9tinghonsa company. These bills allege that the flaming arc lamp made by the Beck company infringes

400,000-cireHlarinil
main to No. 0000
ble taps,
bleeder, from the Chicago City Railway Company,
and cable laps for 1,000,000-eircular-niil cable, from
Soulli
Bay F.lcclrie Railway
the Syracuse and

I

these patents.
Itristol
writes that he has
Willi.im II,
I'rof.
bought control of the Bristol Company of WatcrProfessor Bristol assumed active
liury,
Comi.
charge of the management of the business on
March 28th and now owns the majority interest.
The company has been manufacturing his inven-

tions

since

its

organization

in

1889.

The

business

which has been carried on under the personal name
of William H. Bristol at New York will hereafter
be combined with the Bristol Company, and by this
consolidation of interests the Bristol Company will
have one of the most complete lines of recording
instruments in the world for pressure, temperature,
electricity and for a great variety of other applications.
In the last two years William If. Bristol
has developed many new inventions, including the
William H. Bristol electric pyrometers and patHe has taken out
ented smoked chart recorders.
a large number of patents during the last three
One of these, which
years on new instruments.
will be soon put on the market, is the long-distance
electric thermometer, designed especially for indicating and recording refrigeration, atmospheric and
drying temperatures. The combined line of recording instruments to be hereafter manufactured by
the Bristol Company will make it possible for the
company to co-operate better than ever before with
its customers in giving them satisfactory service.

BUSINESS.
Shcef and Tube Company of
Youngstown, Ohio, recently awarded contracts for

The Youngstown

three 500-kilowatt Allis-Chalmers synchronous motor-generator sets, intended for operation in connection with two AlHs-Chalmers steam turbines and
generators, each of 1,500 kilowatts capacity, ordered
some time ago. The contracts include two induction motor-driven exciter sets, with balancer and
transformers.

Dossert & Co., 242-44 West Forty-first Street, New
York, state that the rapid advance of the Dossert
solderless connectors in the trade is shown by the

Company.

As an indication of a return to activity in the
copper-mining districts of the West, a large conIr.act for mining machinery recently let to AllisChalmers Company of Milwaukee, Wis., is of more
than ordinary interest. This contract comprised
an erpiipment for converting copper matte into
copper, consisting of two electrically operated converter stands with six converter shells, for
the Yampa Smelling and Refining Company, Bingham, Utah. The contract inchidcs the furnishing
blister

accessories, such as copper molds and cars,
tamping machinery, a complete silica-crushing plant for converter lining, with electric motors,
and a cross-compound l>Iowing engine for furnishing the blast to the converter.

of

all

ladles,

DATES AHEAD.
Iow;i

IClcctrical

Association

f.'innual

mcctiiiji),

Savcry Ho-

Ucs MoiiR-s, April 22d and 23d,
Iowa Slrcct and Inlcrurban Railway Associalioii fannual
convention), Savcry Hotel, Dcs MoincB, Iowa, April ajd
and 2<itli.
Missouri Electric LiKlit. Gas and Slrcct Railway Association, Marquetle Hotel, St. Louis, April 23d, 241!) and zsl'iOmaha Electrical Show, Auditorium, Omaha, N'cb., May
!l-I,

4lh

9th,

to

Nebraska Electrical Association (annual meeting), Omaha,
May 6th and 7th.
Missouri Independent Telephone Association. Kansas City,
May 6th and 7th.
Southwestern Electrical and Gas Association (annual meeting), El Paso, Tex., May 7th, 8th and 9th.
National Electfic Light Association (annual convention),
Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, May i9lh to 22d,
Indiana Independent Telephone Association (annual convention), Indianapolis, May 20th and 21st.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (semi-annual
meeting), Detroit, June 23d to 26tb.
Society for tlie Promotion of Engineering Education (annual meeting), Detroit, June 23d to 26th.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (annual convention). Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J., June 29111

Neb.,

to

July 2d.

National Electrical Contractors' Association
ing), Chicago, July 15th, i6th and 17th.

(annual meet-

Ohio Electric Light Association (annual convention). Hotel
Victory, Put-in-Bay Island, August 25th, 26th and 37th.
New York Electrical Show (second annual), Madison
Square Garden, October 3d to 14th.
Chicago Electrical Show (fourth annual), Coliseum. January II to 23. 1909.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent
Electrode for the Recovery of Metals
from Solutions by Electrolysis. Samuel B.
Christy, Berkeley, Cal. Application filed March

883,170.

10,

1906.

The

number

pervious electrodes
arranged in series, the inner ones having a cathode
surface on one side and an anode surface on the other.
The anode faces are made of wires, with a peroxide
of lead surface stretched on wooden frames.

8S3.181.

cell

contains

a

of

Street-railway Switch. John P.
and Thomas P. Dowd, Cedar Rapids,
Apphcation filed September 30, 1907.

Electric

Dowd
Iowa.

Electromagnets are mounted immovably on each side
Aii electric
in advance of the carwheel flange.
switch closes the magnet circuits alternately so as to
operate movable switch rails.

and

883,201.

New

Office)

MarcJi^i, igo8.

Terminal Connector. Harry T. Johnson,
York, N. Y. Apphcation filed March 22,

1906.
In combination with a contact member is an apertured
plate provided with flexible projecting arms, offset therefrom, and with portions intermediate the arms which
project beyond the offsets, and a conductor terminal
held by the arms between the intermediate portions and
the arms.

Automatically Tripping Trolley-pole Mechanism. Thomas H. Mars, Chicago, 111. Application filed April S, 1906.
The pole is pivoted on a turret member so as to be
drawn down by a spring and trip lever when the pole

883,217.

rises

to

an abnormal angle.

Coupling Apparatus for Electric Circuits.
Nicholas F. Niederlander, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to the Westinghouse Automatic Air and
Steam Coupler Company, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed September 2, 1902.

883,225.

System o! Distribution. David Hall, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Bullock Electric
Manufacturing Company. Application filed Feb-

883,195.

ruary

7,

1906.

Shepherd, Chicago,
tember 15, 1905.

III.

Application

filed

Sep-

There

is
a line circuit leading from a central office
a series of circuit-controlling sub-stations, two sets of

to

make-and -break

mechanism at each station and means
limiting the movement of the associated make-andbreak mechanism, also means for removing the limiting
means and effectively changing the control of the circuit
from one of the make-and-break mechanisms to the other
simultaneously.
for

Insulator.

883,227.

Application

Edward

F.

Padden,

Chicago.

Septernber 23, 1907.
threaded hole through the same
and a slot communicating with the hole has an insulator
with a threaded cylindrical integral body screwed into
the hole,
A longitudinal groove in the side registers with the slot.
A tap in the side of the body at the
groove has a screw extending through the slot and tap
and into the groove to hold the conductor therein.
III.

A

Wireless Receiving Instrument. Frederick
Mass. Application filed

883.241.

G.

filed

supoort having a

Sargent, Westford,

May

22,

1907.

A coherer comprises a steel electrode, a carbon electrode and a loose dry mechanical mixture of zinc filings and carbon between the electrodes.
Attachment for Trolley Harps. William
Columbus, Ohio. Application filed

883.242.

Savage,

F.

May 3, 1907.
In combination with an ordinary trolley wheel
harp is a pair of nlates secured to the sides of the

and
trol-

inclined shafts projecting from plates, upturned horns carried upon the outer ends of the shafts,
and conical spirally grooved- members mounted upon the
shafts between the plates and the horns.
ley

ham,

SiegMachine. Robert
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the WestingElectric and Manufacturing Company.
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed March 3, 1906.
The wheels mounted on an electric locomotive axle
A two-part sleeve or
have annular sets of chambersquill surrounds the axle and has flanges or radial arms
at its extremities and bosses that project therefrom into
The axle carries an electhe chambers in the wheels.
tric motor comprising a rotatable core member and a
supporting structure therefor that is mounted upon the
qnill and is of smaller external diameter than the radial

883,246.

Dynamo-electric

fried,

house

NO. 883,195-

THREE-WIRE BALANCER

SET.

balancer set for a three-wire system consists of
two direct-connected compound machines provided with
This cut-out
automatic cut-outs for the series fields.
acts on that machine which operates as a motor and
a compound
driving
motor
shunt
changes
it
to
a
thus

A

dynamo.

(See

cut.)

Henry D.
WestmgManufacturing Company,

Controller for Electric Motors.
James, Pittsburg, P;;., assignor to the

13,200.

Electric and
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

house

May

16,

1906.

controller comprises a field rheostat, an armaturereversing faceplate member, a single operating handle a
rheostat contact arm rigidly connected to the handle,
and a contact arm for the faceplate member having a
lost-motion connection with the handle.

The

NO. 883,225.

COUPLING FOR ELECTRIC CIRCUITS.

The opposing carrying members have spring contact
studs mounted thereon, hollow posts slidably mounted
on the studs, springs for holding the posts in advanced
position and guiding means for causing the ends of the
posts to slide over and into engagement with each other.
(See cut.)

arms.

Supporting Structure for Dy8S3.247 and 883,248.
namo-electric Machines. Robert Siegfried, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse ElecManufacturing Company, Pittsburg,
tric and
Pa.

883,226.

D.

Fire-alarm and Signaling System. John
Nolen, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to John E.

Application fihd

The patents cover
of the one above.

March

further

,3,

details

1906.
Jiird

modifications

•
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Combined Fused Connector and Lightning

883.272.

Arrester

for

Electric

Woods, Galesburg,
ruary

111.

C.
Wires. Frederick
Application filed Feb-

1907.
A metallic container has foramens passing thcrcmaterial within the container, ceninsulating
throngh.
trally disposed contact members embedded in the ma27,

and

terial,

through
883.273.
City,

the

radial pins
insulation

Time

from

projecting

and

Charles

Switch.

members

the

foramens.

Avery,

E.

Jersey

Application filed August i, 1906.
J.
pushclock controls a rotating cam and a lever.
button switch having a button for closing and a button
for opening has a support upon which the switch mechanism is reversible to bring either one of the push buttons
into operative relation with the lever.

N.

A

A

Electromagnetic Motor. Arthur H. Beard.
Memphis, Tenn. Application filed January 31.

SS^,276.

Lightning Arrester. Millard Berry, FayArk. Application filed October iS,

etteville,

1906.

The arrester is secured to a base plate mounted on a
distributing board frame and consists of a set of carbon
Connections are
blocks and fuses held by metallic clips.
made on the back of the base plate.
Security Lightning Arrester. William E.
Drake, Grand Island, Neb. Application filed
February 21, 1907.
A number of conductors have their ends grounded to

883,303.

anchor plates with serrated edges. A number of brackets
straddling the conductors carry needles.
883,308.

White
ber

An
light

Device. Frank
Plains, N. Y. Application

W.

Gaylor,

filled

Decem-

Egg-testing
16,

Locks. Frank
Application

egg-testing device comprises a box with an electric
mounted thereon, a hood hinged thereto at one side

The

light

II, 1907.
door lock with key-operated controlling means has
with it an electric burglar alarm comprising
an alarm circuit, a circuit controller connected thereto
and responsive to the opening of the door, and means
for disabling the circuit controller responsive to tTie
movement of the key-operated means,

A

Receiver

883,437.

Space-signaling

for

Leonard D. Wildman, San Francisco,

and hood are in an electric cirby fully closing the hood and

A contact spring for trolley heads or harps consists
of a bowed body portion haying one end bifurcated and
its opposite end provided with a locking element.

20,

1906.

wireless

Call Box. Henry S. Bullock, Jr., New
York, N. Y., assignor to the American District
Telegraph Company, New York, N. Y. Appli-

883,447.

December

cation filed

1906.
A signal transmitter comprises two transmitting devices and operating mechanism arranged to operate these
15,

successively, and in alternation a greater or less number
of times at will, and a mechanical cut-out for one of
the transmitting devices for throwing it out of operation
during the last round of signals.

Amusement

883,484.

Device. Herbert N. Ridgway,
Application filed March i, 1906.

Boston, Mass.

this device there is a runway having a portion
of the floor thereof movably mounted, in combination
with electrically charged hand rails adjacent this portion

In

Electric
St.

System. John
Theft-alarm
J.
Paul, Minn. Application filed

26,
1907.
This alarm svstem has a main circuit containing an
alarm device and a separable loop adapted to be passed
through articles to be displayed, and a shunt circuit for
cutting the loop out of the main circuit so as to permit the loop to be separated without operating tht
_

alarm.

Inductor Electric Generator.
883,346.
bidge, Neutral Bay, near Sydney,
Wales, Australia. Application filed

New

South
October 31,

1906.
A Iiorseshoc field magnet has a core and a cylindrical
casing concentric therewith, both attached to one of the
Coils arc wound upon the core
poles of the magnet.
Projections at regular
between the core and casing.
intervals from the edge of the core and from the edge
An inductor
of the casing alternate with one another.
adapted to rotate between the projections and the
is
other pole of the magnet for the purpose of closing the
niacnctic circuit alternately inside and outside the coils.

Signal and Train-stopping
^3-350- Combination
Apparatus.
Alfred L, Ruthven, Topcka, Kan.
Application filed June 15, 1907.

A

series of sectional conductors is arranged along the
An aulomatically operable pole-changer in the
track.
circuit bas means at intervals along the track for autovisual signal is operated by the
matically shifting it.
closinc of the circuit and a target is thrown in front of
the visual signal each time the circuit is closed and the
polc-changcr is shifted.

A

Electric Switch.

Iowa.

Application

Arthur L. White, Cresco,

filed

November

21,

1907.
In combination with a support arc a number of metalextending
devices
connected
to
and
beyond
the
suplic
port and carrying brushes, and insulating sections having short sides interposed between the metallic devices
and the support and comparatively long sides extending
beyond the support and the first-mentioned sides and disposed between the metallic devices.

883,389.

Switch

Clip.

John

New

Clav,

York, N. Y.

filed August 20, 1907.
clamp carried bv the twitch arm and secured thereto
consists of a pair of perforated lugs and a pair of eon-

Application

A

tact clips integrally formed with
hcinjf adapted to engage a switch

the

clamp,

clip

upon

the clips
the closing

of the switch.

Insulator.
Walter T. Goddard and John
S. Lapp, Victor. N. Y., assignors to the I^ckc
Insulator Manufacturing Company, Victor, N. Y.

883,307.

Application

filed

Lightning
Ky.

883,613.

Lancaster,

Arrester. Henley
Application filed

V. Bastin,
October 12,

1907.
coil adapted to form a part of an electric circuit
has a ground cylinder surrounding thei coil and a line
cylinder in connection with the circuit and surrounding

A

the ground cylinder.

Frank B. Cook, Chicago,

Cable Terminal.

883.625.

Application filed July 12, 1907.
ninnber of protector mounting sections are mounted
vertically on the base, thus forming two rings and a
number of radially extending flange portions. The protective apparatus is mounted on the outside of the rings
and the conductors on the inside.
111.

A

Electrical Line Protector.

883.626.

Chicago,

111.

Application

filed

Frank B. Cook,
September 26,

1907.

Company',
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Application filed November 14, 1907.
The heater has a base, a cup structure movably
mounted thereon, an electrical heating device for the
movement of

the structure relatively to the base.

Telegraph Repeater. Stephen D. Field.
Stockbridge, Mass. Application filed June 20.

^^83.530.

A number

of lines have separate relays therefor and

number of repeating sounders respectively operated
Means are provided for closing a local
by the relays.
metallic circuit around each of the sounders when the
armature thereof has been attracted.

a

Henry

Harvesting Sugar Cane.
Honolulu, Hawaii, assignor

of

G. Ginaca,
two-fifths to

Abraham Gartenberg. Honolulu, Hawaii.
September

filed

16,

Ap-

1905.

An apparatus for harvesting sugar-cane comprises a
railway track, a car movable thereon, an engine and
electric generator mounted on the car, a cane-cutting and
conveying machine provided with a motor-driven mechanism for propelling it over the surface of the field and
for operating the cutting mechanism, and a flexible insulated cable for transmitting power directly from the
generator on the car to the motor on the machine.
Stephen

J. Heinrich, Bellethe American Electric
Pittsburg,
Pa. Application

Annunciator.
883.539.
vue. Pa., assignor

to

Alarm Company,
filed March
1906.
14,

Renewed February

15.

The annunciator has an actuating shaft carrying a
a stationary contact bar, a number of contact finders and a supplemental contact finger all normally enpaging the contact bar. a single magnet in circuit witli
the supplemental contact finger and a controller drum
mounted on the same shaft as the dial and having contact pins for e^ch contact finger.
dial,

Fitting

883.549.

Lakin,
29,

1906.
This conduit comprise* a Mecvc having a plain internal
outlet
member provided with a ihnntc
surface, an
threaded into and through the wall of the ilecve, conduit
tubc> one cntcrinK one end of the sleeve and_ another
etitcrin? the other end and adapted lo be ilid longiin

the

tube*

and

York, N. Y.

Conduits. Allan R.
Application filed June

An outlet device for conduits consists of a shell with
an opening and provided at one side with a nipple which
serves as a wire inlet, and a cover having two sides at
an angle with each other and provided with a rabbeted
edge which extends continuously around it and having
wire exits in one side only, the cover being adapted to
fit
over the opening in the shell in either of two positions.

Brush .and
883.550.
electric Machines.
don,

England.

Holder for DynamoFrederick H. Loring, Lon-

Brush

Application

filed

November

NO. 883,626.

LINE PROTECTOR.

device comprises a fuse adapted to be
suspended from a line wire, an annular metallic casing
enclosing the lower end of the fuse, a lightning arrester
comprising annular electrodes inserted within the casing
around the fuse, an annular drip carried by the fuse
above the casing and means for connecting the fuse and
lightning arrester as protectors for the circuit.
(See
Tiiis

protector

cut.)

Safety Device for Electric Point Shifting,
Locking, and Switching Apparatus.
Lorenz Kottmair, Munich, and Rudolf Zwack.
Nordendorf, near Augsburg, Germany. Appli-

883,646.

Signaling,

cation filed June 9, 1904.
and signal-operating apparatus there is a
to be secured in safety position, an electric circuit having a contact which is closed by operation
of the shifting device, and a safety switch device which
In a switch
sliifting device

automatically operated by the closing of the contact,
the circuit between the shifting device and safety switch
being automatically broken when the latter is operated.*

is

Electrolytic Production of Chromic ^Acid.
Blanc, Karlsruhe, Germany, assignor
Badische Anilin & Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-the-Rhine, Germany. Application filed
January, 31, 1906.

883,651.

Max Le
to

This is a process for making chromic acid continuously
by eleetrolytically oxidizing a chromium compound of
lower degree of oxidation by treating an acid solutioi:
of tiic compound with an electric current while continu.'i

ously passing the solution into an electric cell in such
strength and quantity that the Jiquid treated at the
cathode remains acid.

4.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.

brush-carrying arm provided
with a taper socket, a brush having a correspondingly
tapered head fitting the socket and a device on the arm
co-operating with a portion of the brush exteriorly of
the socket to prevent rotation of the brush in the

Following is. a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired

1907.

The

brusi]

holder has

a

socket.

883,554.

Sparking

Device. Henri
Original application

France.

Divided
1905.
24, 1906.

and

this

Maillard,

Paris.

January 30.
application filed October
filed

In this electromagnetic sparking plug tliere is a twoiron core, one being stationary and the other
having a yielding connection with the first, a rod having
an outer surface of non-oxidlzahlc metal and a core of
rigid hcat-resistiuK metal carried by tlic movable member
and a cone-shaped tip of platinum terminating llic rod.

mcmbered

883,589.

Production
of
Pure Tin.
Bourgcs, France, ashimself and Louis August c Mage,

Electrolytic

Adolphc
signor

to

Avignon,

Sectional Outlet Conduit. John L. KruRcr.
York, N. Y. Application filed March 27.

tudinally into place and conductorfi
passing through the outlet menibtr.

New

Electric

for

1907.

J.

M.

Thirot,

France.

Application

filed

March

22.

1907,
This method consists in treating Ihc tin compounds
with boiling caustic soda, purifying the resulting sodium
fitannatc

New

A

furnace adapted to the previous process has a
crucible with a steeply inclined sole, down which the
ore charge moves by gravity, oppositely disposed and
adjustable electrodes mounted above the sole and in line
of the moving charge, hinge-supported electromagnets
having the axes of their coils in planes at right angles
to the vertical plane through the electrodes and adapted,
when energized, to blow the arc toward the sole of the
furnace.

Manufacturing

July 29, T907.

This insulator consists of a pair of attaching; devices
connected by an aslwslos rope and a tubular insulating
element surrounding the rope.
883^409.

loys.
Emilien Viel, Rennes, France. Original
application filed October 31, 1906. Divided and
this application filed October 29, 1907.

Water Heater. Adolph W. Schramm, Riv883,490.
erton. N. J., assignor to the Electro Dental

190S.

Parnell Rab-

883,366.

The reduc;
referred toT

of the floor.

phcation

In combination with a number ^of annular furnaces is
a magnet, its core and means to complete the magnetic
circuit between the ends of the core, the means passing
through the centers of the annular furnaces.

O'Connor,
September

Ap-

July 24, 1906.
receiving apparatus consists of an antenna, conducting surfaces in close proximity to each
other and relatively movable, a self-restoring liquid film
separating the surfaces and adapted to be punctured by
the oscillations received on the antenna and an oil bath
in which the conducting surfaces are submerged.
This

883,537.

Karl A. F.
Electrical Smelting Furnace.
Application filed
Christiania. Norway.

Hiorth,

883,335.

a cooling zone before it leaves the furnace.
lion of alumina to aluminum is particularly

1907.

Trolley Harp. Edward J. Harrison, South
Bend, Ind. Application filed June 10, 1907.

883.310.

November

Systems.
Cal.

plication filed

which is closed
opened by opening tbe hood.
cuit

883.311.

M.
filed

cup structure and a regulating device controlled by the

1907.

of the light.

Cal.

June

battery

883.280.

for

Angeles,

associated

1906.
supplies a pair of stationary electromagOne
Another supplies a pair of movable electromagnets.
The latter magnets move
nets through a pole-changer.
between the stationary ones and actuate a lever that
drives a shaft.

Alarm

Electric
883,416.
Merrill, Los

April II, 1908

and subjecting the solution

lo

electrolysis.

Process of Obtaining Metals and Alloys
Reduction. Emilicn VicI, Rcnncs, France.
Application filed October 31. 1906.
This process of reducing refractory metallic compounds
consistB in Bubjccting a mixture of the compounds and

883.594.

by

continuous stream to the heat of
an electric arc directed thereon within a furnace chamber
If.
effect reduction of the compound to the metallic Btatc
and then passing Ihc metal so reduced immediately into
.1

reducing agent

in

,1

.•\pril

7,

190S:

Telegraphy. F. Anderson, Peckskill, N. Y.
Automatic Switch for Electric Motors. W. Baxter,
Jr., Baltimore, Md.
Electrical Hoisting Machine.
W. Baxter, Jr., Bal449.661.

»49.655.
449.660.

timore. Md.
System of Operating Electric Elevators with Land449.662.
ing Switches Only.
W. Baxter. Jr., B.iltimore, Md.
Multiplex Telephony.
W. W. Jacques, Newton.
449.679-

Mass.
Non-interference Electrical Signaling Apparatus. A.

.149,690.

S'ewman, Brooklyn. N. Y.
449,709.
S.

IT.

449,715.
Jr.,

Prnpcllinc Mechanism for Electric Motor Cars.
Short. Cleveland, Ohio.
Elcclric-arc Lamp.
E. Thomson and E. W. Riee,

Lynn, Mass.

B, B. Ward, New York, N. V.
Electric Searchliglit.
G. K. Wheeler, Chicago, 111.
Electric Connector.
Automatic Electric Block System.
J. A. Carlton
and II. L. Johnston, Atlant.T, Ca.
Electric-molor Car. H. P. Brown, New York. N. Y.
149.752Pole for Overhead Sv.itcms of Electric Railways.
449.753f. N. Brownler, Detroit. Mich.
Time St.Tmp Actnatcil by Electromagnets. W. B.
449.750.
449,719.
449,721.
449,73 r.

Martindalc, Kenosha, Wis.

Commutator for Electric Motors. H. Ducnncr, -Bos149. 7?4ton, Mass.
Circuit-breaker for Incindescent Electric-light. Rvk449,780.
tems.
F. Muller and J. 0. Grernc. Elizabeth. N. J.
R. M. Hunter. Philadelphia. Pa.
Electric Railway440.797G. E. Turner, Marion.
440,aao.
Electric Valve Controller.
Ohio,
449.897.
449,o?i.
450,068,
450,074.
450,103.

R. G. Brown. Brooklyn. N. Y.
A. T. Trcgurtha. Everett, Mass.
Electric Cut-out.
IT. Green. ObcrhauRcn. Grrmany.
Electrical Lock.
R. ^L Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric Railway.
Electrolytic Appnr.itns.
E. A, LeSueur, Ottawa,

Telegraphy.
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Under-river Transportation for

York
IJv

!

man

in

the

quartcr-ccntiiry,

last,

one of tlie gri.\'ik'St transportation probwith which engineers have had to contend.
li-nis
On its lower portion nearly all of the bnsiness of
Greater New York is transacted, and hundreds of
thousands of the men and women who occupy its
large cilice buildings, factories and stores, must
pass daily to and from their homes located across
the East River on Long Island, or on the other
;()rcsenlccl

A
side of the

VIEW

A

IN-

Hudson,

in

M AUOO TUNNEL BETWEEN

Up

"'Jersey."

to the begin-

ning of this year the only transportation facilities
connecting this part of New York with Brooklyn
and the New Jersey suburbs were a half-dozen
"ferry lines across the Hudson, and two bridges and

a few

slow,

irregular

liattan entrance

to

January, however,

ferries

Long

New

Island.

forming the jVlanOne day early in

Yorkers awoke

to the fact

that a part, at least, of the transport a tioii problem

been solved by the completion of the
East River tunnel, and that its connection with
the subway, which had been in operation for some
liad

finally

furnished a means of traveling from the
northern extremity of Manhattan or the Bronx
to the very heart of Brooklyn without scarcely once
seeing daylight.
The novelty of being able to pass under the East

time,

River had hardly worn off when

was announced
tunnels had
T^een completed, and the New Jersey commuter soon
found it as natural to dive down underground and
that

the

first

section

of the

it

McAdoo

over to Hoboken in the "tube,"
scared ground-hog to take to his
New York is indeed becoming a "city of
and in a short time, apparently, the typical
"scoot"
for

a

-

as

it

is

No.

1908

be able to gel only occasional glimpses
particularly when the ilelmont lube
and the new Pennsylvania tunnels and terminal
are completed and in operation.
The McAdou and Inlorborough tubes have been
in operation a stiflicient length of time to prove
that many engineering dillicnlties have been successfully overcome, and that this means of local
travel is destined to be an imjiortant aid in tlie
solution of New York's transportation problem.
The project of a tunnel underneatli the Hudson
River has been before the pii|;lic for 25 or 30
years, at which time work was first begun on a
of

WiiniNt; Si.AUSON.

lAKiii.n

Island has.

M:nih;itt;ui

New

City.

i8,

will

daylight,

NEW YORK AND HOBOKEN,

substantial brick masonry points back to the time,
a- few years ago. when the steel-tube method of
tunneling was unknown, and stands as a monument

who

great scheme,
carry out. It was
the desire to make use of this old tunnel which
accounts for the somewhat circuitous route taken
by the completed tube on the Hoboken side, as
shown on the map, and which enabled this section
to be finished before the lower, or Church Street,

those

first

conceived

which remained for others

this

to

route.

These tunnels are 15 feet 3 inches in diameter.
and are in pairs, each containing a single track
of

standard gauge,

'so

boken to Nineteenth Street and Sixth Avenue, Manhattan, and is about six miles longr. two miles of
which lie under the river bed.
It
has been found that Itic tunnels save from
10 to 20 minutes in traveling: from Hobokcn or
Jersey City to Manhattan, even when the ferries
are running under the best of conditions, and it in
Id be supposed that this saving will be materially
increased wlien the boats arc fog-bound or delayed
by congested river traffic and floating ice. When
to this is added the fact that the tunnel trains can
be run during the rush hours on a ij^-minutc
lieadway,

while

it

is

impossible for the ferries to

N.J. SHOW'ING TUBE CONSTRUCTION. CABLE CONDUITS AND SIGNALS.

to connect jManhattan Island with
the New Jersey side of the river. After considerable time and a large amount of money had been
spent on the scheme, the work was abandoned, and
the completed half-mile of the tube remained unused
for the next 12 or 15 years. This old section of
the tunnel, however, forms a part of the first of
the two McAdoo lines to be completed, and the

tube which was

to

if}

that

trains

moving

in

op-

burrow

posite directions pass through entirely separate tubes.

moles,"
business

The completed section extends from the Delaware,
Lackawanna and Western Railroad station in Ho-

load and unload at intervals of less than five minit
will be seen that the tubes are able to
handle as many passengers per hour as several
'lines of ferries.
The passenger 3vho crosses in the
tube" for the first time will notice, after the first
few moments, a glare of red, white and blue lights
at one section of the tunnel, but before he has
time to realize that this marks the middle of the
river, and consequently the division line between
New Jersey and the Empire State at a point 95
feet below the bottom of the Hudson, he will find
the train at a standstill and his journe}' of three
or four miles ended. In order to obtain this speed
and facility for handling passengers, electrical
equipment, safety devices, and signal apparatus of
the highest order are required, and a brief description of the methods and systems employed in
these departments will probably be of interest to
electrical engineer and layman alike.
Much time is saved by the trains in leaving stations by reason of the rapid acceleration of which
they are capable. Each car is equipped with two

utes,

150-horsepow^er electric motors, and as there are no
trains of three to eight cars can attain
their maximum speed as quickly as could a single
trailers,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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The power house generates ii,ooo-volt alternating current, and at this potential the energy is
conducted to the sub-stations, where it is converted, by means of rotar>' transformers, to 600car.

volt direct current.

From

the power is carried diand the third rail. This third
rail is placed just outside of the track in the same
relative position as that occupied by the contact
the sub-stations,

rectly to the feeders

April i8, igoS

bered that the seating capacity of each car is 40
and that the space allotted to "straphangers" will not accommodate more than twice
that number, thus bringing the full quota of passengers in each car to about 120, it will be seen
that the trains are amply able to carry a full load
so far as the strength of the cars is concerned.
persons,

The

carborundum cement
would seem impossible

floors are of

and

plates,

it

on

laid

to

steel

injure

a

while the East River tunnels use the combination
electric and pneumatic system.

By means of the two lights for
known as the double-overlap

is

dition of the traffic

When

determined.

each signal, which
system, the confor two blocks ahead may be

a train enters a block, the two-

change to yellow, and a second train following cannot enter that section until the upper
light has changed to green, showing that the block
immediately ahead is free. When there is no trair*
in either of the two blocks, both lights will show
green, and it is then safe to proceed at full speed.'
lights

stated, then, two green lights indicate
a green and a yellow, caution; and two
yellow, danger. In case the motorman fails to heed
the danger signal, or is unable to stop his train, a
trip, placed near one of the rails, comes into action
with a lever on the forward car and operates on
the emergency air brakes, thus bringing the whole
train to a stop automatically in a very short dis-

Briefly

safety;

An idea of the
applied in this

tance.

when

power

e.xerted by the brakes

may be

way

obtained by
considering the fact that the current is not turned
off from the motors when the emergency air brake
operates, although the train is brought to a stop
almost as quickly as though the cars were "dead."
The emergency stop also acts if a train breaks in
two, and each section will be brought to a standstill almost instantly.

Although the signal and safety appliances of the
tubes

are

automatic,

entirely

able to ascertain at any

is

the

moment

dispatcher

chief

the exact loca-

of every train in the entire system, and, in
the power is turned off, he may determine
at a glance just what trains are stalled under the
river, what ones are ne.ir stations, etc.
This apparatus consists of a miniature "layout" of all the
tracks and tubes, and, corresponding to each train
tion

case

of the system, there

MAP OF

P.A.RTS

OF

NEW

of the "L" and Interborough subway in New
York. It is a special channel-shaped section, weighrails

ing 75 pounds to the yard, and is of a composition
in carbon and manganese
a combination giving
a conductivity equal to about one-eighth that of
copper of equivalent section. The contact rail is
covered by a continuous plank of a special kind of
wood noted for its very slow burning qualities and
its inability to support combustion by itself.
This
is known as jarrah wood, and is obtained in Australia especially for this purpose.
The tunnels are illuminated with electric lights
placed at frequent intervals, and the current for
these is obtained from a separate circuit, so that,
even though the power from the third rail is shut
off, the tubes will not be left in total darkness.
Each car is illuminated by 30 l6-candlepower incandescent lamps, using current direct from the
third rail, and in addition there are four lights to
each car operated by storage batteries, so that the
interior will not be left in darkness if occasion
should arise to turn off the current from the power
house. There is probably nothing more conducive
to a panic among the passengers on a subway
train which has been stalled between stations than
for the cars to be left in total darkness, and this
provision for illuminating the trains at all times
should go a long way toward keeping the crowds
calm and collected, even during a more or less
serious accident.

—

low

strongly

so

car,

constructed

;

but

"when

is

a movable light which

shows

This same detubes, and should

the relative position of every train.

YORK, JERSEY CITY -tND HOBOKEN, SHOWING m'aDOO TUNNELS IN OPERATION
OR NE.ARING COMPLETION.

is
used in the Brooklyn
prove of great value in case of a tie-up

vice

Greek

in

the

case of a collision of two of these trains, and in order to prevent the questionable result of "two indestructible
bodies meeting with irresistible force," wooden buf-

tunnels.

have been riveted to the steel castings on the
end of each car, so that the force of the impact
will be absorbed in crushing this timber.
The smooth and even slowing down of the trains

allowing trains to run at short intervals, as it does
in furnishing a satisfactory means for the rapid
loading and unloading of the individual cars at the
In order that the cars shall be filled
terminals.
and emptied in a minimum length of time, it is

meets Greek" would hold good

in

fers

come into the stations is a noticeable feature
of a trip through the McAdoo tunnel, and this easy
as they

brought about by a "graduated air
release," with which all of the cars are provided.
deceleration

By

is

device

this

the

motorman may apply

the

as strongly as he desires, and then release
degrees instead of throwing the pressure

—

it

air

by

com-

The problem
does

not

sufficient

find

handling

of

solution

its'

power and a

"rush-hour

so

suitable

much
signal

crowds"
providing

in

system for

necessary that the streams of incoming and outgoing passengers shall not meet. This is provided
for

at

the

intermediate

stations,

where

the

ex-

change of passengers is not so great, by using the
middle doors for exits, and the two end doors of
each car for entrances.

The terminal

stations

are

The cars of the McAdoo tunnel system are probably the most substantial and best designed of any
in use on any subway, and are apparently rendered
so fireproof by reason of their construction and
the thorough insulation of all the wires, that it
seems as though it would be impossible for any
fatalities to

occur by

fire.

—

Each car is provided with si.x doors ^two at
each end and one in the center of each side. Since
the

cars

are

of steel

and

throughout,

including

roof,

problem of providing
side entrances without weakening the construction
headlining,

doors,

the

Center Piatform for Entering Passengers: Side Platforms for Exil Only.

was a

serious one. In order to provide for the
center doors, and at the same time minimize the
weight of the car body, a truss frame was designed
with five panels, the center door occupying the

middle panel. In this construction, the introduction
of the side door does not lessen the strength of
the car, and the weight is reduced much below that
of any truss beam or girder which could be placed
beneath the car floor.
As showing the strength of this form of construction, it may be interesting to note that one
of the Hudson cars was loaded with 190 workmen,
and the resulting deflection was found to be less
than onc-sixtccnth of an inch. When it is rcmem-

HOBOKE.S TERMINAL STATION OF .M'aDOO TUNNELS.
and then on several times, as is the
case with most of the air brakes. The controllers
are of the Sprague-General Electric multiple-unit
type, and operate on all of the motors in each car
pletcly

off

of the train.

Each tube is divided into sections or blocks, and
no two trains can be in the same section at the
same time. The entrance to each block is marked
by two signal lights, one above the other, and
arc automatically operated by
passes
into
that
section.
The
operated entirely by electricity in the
these
it

the

train

signals

as
arc

Hudson

tube.

constructed on a somewhat different design, with
three platforms and two incoming tracks. This
makes two side platforms and a center or "island"
platform for each terminal, q;id consequently by
using the two side landings as exits and the center
stage

for

and loaded

A

train

entering,
at

the

two
same

trains

may

be

unloaded

time.

on one tr.ack, the doors on
and when the passengers
these doors are closed and those

comes

in

the exit side arc opened,

are

discharged

on the entrance side arc opened, allowing the passengers to iill the empty train. Before this train

:

April
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|8,

may

another

leaves,

after

'

(lischargiiig

arrive on the next track, and

Gasoline versus Alcohol

passengers on the other exit

duction.

its

platform, takes its incoming crowd
platform as did the lirst train.

from the same

the doors on each train are operated by comThe.se doors
air, controlled hy the guard.
slide into pockets in the side of the ear, and are
supported by ball bearings. The valves which admit the air to the cylinders are so designed, that, as

pressed

door closes, a suflicient amount of air is left
exhaust side to form a cushion, and the
movement of the door during its last four inches

ihe
in

the

of

travel

is

and gentle that there

easy

so

is

no

danger of lingers or clothing being pinched or held
The edges of Ihe door are also covered with
fast.
rubber hose to furlhcr prevent the possibility of
injury to passengers.
With eight-car trains

running on a i ^-minute
headway, nearly 40,000 passengers an hour can be
carried by one pair of the Mc.'Vdoo tubes.
The Brooklyn tube at present extends from
Bowling Green in Manhattan to Borough Hall in

Used

in

In

Power Pro-

The technologic branch of the United States
Geological Survey, under the direction of Mr. J. A.
Holmes, has recently eciinpleted an elaborate scries
of tests on the relative value of ga.soline and alcohol as producers of power. The tests, over 2.(XX) in'
ninnber, probably represent the most complete and
exact investigation of the kind that has been made
either in this country or abro.ad, and include much
original research work.
Prof. K. H. Fcrnald, engineer in charge of the
gas-producer section and professor of mechanical
engineering in the Case School of Applied Science,
Cleveland, Ohio, was in general charge of the tests.
Mr. R. M. Strong, formerly connected with the
engineering department of Columbia University, had
per.sonal supervision of the work.
He was assisted
by a corps of specially trained men.
These tests were conducted at the fuel-testing
plant of the Geological. Survey at Norfolk, Va., and
show the following results in regard to the com-

Mc.\doo Tunnel System.

of

whiclv

is

laid

two

iniles,

under the East River.

one mile
In gen-

construction is similar to the McAdoo
except that its equipment is the same as
that used in the Interborough subway, which has
been in operation for several years. These two
pairs of tubes have already demonstrated the future
eral,

its

tunnels,

which awaits the development of real estate on
Long Island and in New Jersey, and it seems that
at

last

New York

problem of

how

business in the

is

to

cit>'

in

a

fair

way

to

solve the

suburbs and do
without spending a couple of
live

in

the

hours in traveling.

The

Situation at

Panama.

of Chicago's well-known
electrical men and a traveler of no mean repute,
has returned from a trip to the Isthmus of Panama, where he spent three weeks in a careful and
systematic study of the work proceeding on the
Mr. Grier was much irnpressed
interocearric canal.
by the ability, thoroughness and energy displayed
in the conduct of this great work by the United
States government. To a representative of the

Thos.

G.

Grier,

one

Western Electrician he said
"The work of excavating on the Panama Canal

A greater number of
is
proceeding with vigor.
steam shovels is at work than at any previous time,
and the average amount of earth removed per day
per shovel in February of the year i9o8_ was more
than three times as great as in February of 1906.
Each month has shown an increase in etEciency in
the work of the organization, and everyone seems
to be endeavoring to excel his neighbor in the
amount of work accomplished.
"All of the quarters, both for the bachelors and
the married men, are lighted by electric incandescent lamps, the current being furnished frorn the
several plants operated by the Panama^ Railroad
Company and the Isthmian Canal Commission. Coal
expensive, and the introduction of oil for fuel
being carried out extensively. The Union Oil
Company of California has made a contract with
the government to supply oil, and a pipe line is
extended across the Isthmus.
"The machinery at the locks will be electrically
operated. At present plans are under way for an
extensive electric generating plant. But it will
probably be over three years before any of the
electrical machinery will be required for the locks,
unless it is necessary to have some apparatus for
the construction Work."
is

is

Interior of

Tunnel Car.

thoroughly demonstrated at the government fueltesting plant, it yet remains with the engine manufacturers to make the "equal fuel consumption by
volume" a commercial basis of comparison.
The gasoline engines that were used in these
tests are representative of the standard American
stationary engine types, rating at 10 to 15 horsepower, at speeds of from 250 to 300 revolutions per
minute, while the alcohol engines were of similar
construction and identical in size with the gasoline
engines.
The air was not preheated for the above tests
on alcohol and gasoline, and the engines were
equipped with the ordinary types of constant-level
suction lift and constant-level pressure-spray carbureters.
Many special tests with air preheated to
various temperatures up to 250° F., and tests with
special carbureters were made, but no beneficial
effects traceable to better carburation were found
W'hen the engines w"ere handled imder the special
test conditions, including constant speed and best
load.

The commercial
to is

compretiiinn that it via* found
eoniprctsion for the denatured alcohol rangi'il from i^o to ifjo pounds per
square inch above almospluTc.
Kiglity per cent, alcohol (alcohol and water) for
use in engines of the present types would have to
sell for at lia-it
15 (ler cent, lesn per gallon than
the denaturid aUolmi in order to compete with it.
'Ihe niininmm consumption values in gallons per
hour per brake horsepower for 80 per cent, alocO'
hoi is approximately 17.5 per cent, greater than for
the denatured alcohol used or for gasoline.
A
scries of test, made with alcohol of various percentages by volume ranging from 04 per cent, to
SO per cent, showed that the minimum consumption
values in gallons per hour per brake horsepower
increased a little more rapidly than the alcohol decreased in percentage of pure aleodol. That is, the
thermal efficiency decreased with tlie decrease in percentage of pure alcohol. This decrease in thermal
efficiency or increase in consumption referred to
pure alcohol is, however, comparatively slight from
llic

Xo

hiKheiit
to use,

wliieh

Cross-seats, but Plenty of Grab-posts,

CITY.

parative fuel consumption of 73° specific gravity
gasoline and commercial completely denatured alcohol per unit of power.
Correspondingly well-designed alcohol and gasoline engines wdien running under the most advantageous conditions for each will consume equal volumes of the fuel for wdiich they are designed. This
statement is based on the results of many tests
made under the most favorable practical conditions
that could be obtained for the sfze and type of engines and fuel used.
An average of the minimum
fuel consumption values thus obtained gives a like
figure of eight-tenths (0.8) of a pint per hour per
brake horsepower for gasoline and alcohol.
Considering that the heat value of a gallon of
the denatured alcohol is only a little over sixtenths (0.6) that of a gallon of' the gasoline, this
result of equal fuel consumption by volume for
gasoline and alcohol engines probably represents the
best comparative value that can be obtained for
alcohol at the present time, as is also indicated by
Continental practice. Though the possibility of obtaining this condition in practice here has been

ferred

wilh

practical

UNDER-RIVER TRANSPORTATION FOR NEW YORK
Brooklj'n, a distance of about
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completely denatured alcohol re100 parts ethyl alcohol plus 10 parts

methyl alcohol plus one-half of one part benzol, and
corresponds very closely to 94 per cent, by volume,
or 91 per cent, by weight, ethyl alcohol (grain
alcohol).
No detrimental effects on the cylinder walls and
valves of the engines w-ere found from the use of
the above denatured alcohol.
The lowest consumption values were obtained

100 per cent, alcohol down to about 80 per cent,
Within these limits it may be neglected in
making the calculations necessary to compare the
minimum consumption values for tests with different percentages of alcohol.
The nearer the alcohol is pure the greater the
maximum horsepower of the engine. The per cent,
reduction in maximum horsepower for 80 per cent,
alcohol as compared with that for denatured alcoiioi
used was less than one per cent., but the starting
and regulating difficulties are appreciably increased.
With suitable compression, mixtures of gasoline
and alcohol vapors (double carbureters) gave thermal efficiencies ranging bet»-een that for gasoHne
(maximum 22.2 per cent.) and that for alcohol
(maximum 34.6 per cent), but in no case were
they higher than that for alcohol. The above thermal efficiencies are calculated from the brake horsepow-er and the low calorific value of the fuel, which
for the gasoline was 19,100 British thermal units
per pound and for the denatured alcohol was
10,500 British thermal units per pound.
-As has been previously stated, alcohol can be
used with more or less satisfaction in stationary
and marine gasoline engines, and these gasoline engines will use from one and one-half to twice as
much alcohol as gasoline when operating under the
same conditions.
The possibilities, how-ever, of
altering the ordinary gasoline engine as required to
obtain the best economies with alcohol are very
limited; for the amount that the compression can
be raised without entirely redesigning the cylinder
head and valve arrangement is ordinarily not sufficient, nor are the gasoline engines usually built
heavy enough to stand the maximum explosive
pressures, which often reach 6co and 700 pounds per
square inch.
With the increase in weight for the
same sized engine designed to use alcohol instead
of gasoline comes an increase in maximum horsepower of a little over 35 per cent., so that its weight
per horsepower need not be greater than that of
the gasoline engine and probably will be less.
The work was taken up to investigate the characteristic action of fuels used in internal combustion engines with a detailed study of the action of
each fuel (gasoline and alcohol) as governed by
the many variable conditions of engine manipulation, design and equipment.
These variables were
isolated, so far as possible; their separate and combined effects were determined, worked out under
practical
operating conditions, and lead up to
the conditions required for minimum fuel consumption.
The results show th^ saving that can be obtained over conditions for maximum consumption
and also establish a definite basis of comparison
alcohol.
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under conditions most favorable to each fuel. This
latter is a point of much commercial interest, and
a study of the comparative action of gasoline and
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by the driver lifting lever (L'), and thus restoring

which

the armature

(B=)

(K)

to

normal

its

position,

when

it

again held by electromagnets (E), provided the
engine circuit has been completed by the shoe regaining its normal position.
is

alcohol may be of great service in solving some of
internal-combustion-engine
problems
the
general
where other than liquid fuels arc used.
A large number of fundamental tests were necessary' in order to. clearly define conditions and interpret results. In a way they follow the work conducted by the Department of Agriculture, supplementing to a certain extent but not duplicating
Bulletin 191, which gives much data of general
value.
Many tests of internal-combustion engines have
been made, but most of them, especially in this
countrj', were by private concerns for a specfied
purpose, and the results are not generally availFurthermore, as is generally recognized by
able.
those familiar with gas, and especially gasoline engine operation, the conditions influencing engine performance are so numerous and varied as to make
the value of offhand comparison very limited and
oftentimes misleading, exact comparisons only being
possible under identical- conditions or with reference
to the actual known differences in all conditions
that influence the results.

The foregoing

explains what takes place when
runs over a ramp and the signalman

engine

the

desires

to

signal

communicate the danger signal

When

driver.

the

it

is

method

to the
desired to give the "all-right"
is
as follows:
(B') is a bat-

will

close a

and the

the polarized

local

(A).

bell

relay

circuit

comprising battery

The second winding

of

for the purpose of keeping
the local bell circuit closed until the driver
acknowledges the signal by operatiiig push (C), thus
breaking the circuit. The line battery (B') consists of about 16 No. 2 Leclanche cells, the
engine
is

battery (B) of two large dry cells, and the engine
battery (B=) of four small dry cells.
An interesting device is fitted whereby battery

Automatic Signaling on Locomotives.
fFrom

the

London correspondent of the Western

Electrician.]

year or two much attention has
been devoted to systems of signaling upon railroads
in which an indication is given to the driver upon
the cab of his locomotive of the position of the
semaphores along the track. Inasmuch as all the
S3'stems that have been developed hitherto are electrical to a more or less degree, the following notes
have been compiled from information supplied by
the owners of the respective patents.

During the

The

railroad

first

practical

last

was

trial

company
the

to

give

a system

a

Western

Railway
question having been deGreat

Company, the system in
signed and worked out by members of the

DIAGR.4M OF CONNECTIONS OF GRE.\T

staff'

under the direction of the company's signal engineer. Fig. I is a diagrammatic illustration of the

At each point

connections.

the

in

line

where

tery in the signal

box, and (S') is a switch, also
placed in the signal box.
wire from this battery
is connected with the ramp (R).
When the signal-

A

it

man

desirable 10 give the driver an audible signal, a

is

ramp (R), consisting of a bar of T-iron, suitably
mounted and insulated on a timber base, is fixed
in the center of 'the running rails.
By means of

This has the eflFect directly the engine
onto a ramp of completing a circuit from
(B') to ramp (R), through the shoe (L), electromagnets (E') and through the mass of the engine
lever).

passes

a battery ( B^) normally disconconnected with the ramp when
it is desired to give the "all-right" signal.
The ramp may be made of any length, as it is
a fixture, not requiring to be moved to give either
"danger" or "all-right" signals. The length usually
adopted is 60 feet for fast lines and 40 feet for
slow. Its highest point above rail level is four
inches.
On each engine a shoe (L) is fixed, designed to rub over the ramp and be lifted up in
its
passage over it. Its normal position is 2^
inches above rail level, and when passing over a
the

switch

nected,

ramp

it

is

(

S^)

.

electrically

is

invariably raised ij^

inches.

desires to give the "all-right" signal he closes
(S') (usually by pulling his distant-signal

switch

WESTERN RAILWAY AUDIBLE SIGNALING SYSTEM.
(B) may be switched out of

circuit

when

the boiler

pressure

falls
to
about -20 pounds and under.
Switch (D) is connected with a steam valve, and
the steam automatically closes the switch when the
pressure rises above 20 pounds and opens it when
it falls below.
When the maintenance of a number

of

batteries

of

some importance.

is

to

be

considered,

this

is

a

point

This system has been installed upon the Wivney

to earth.

will be seen, therefore, that

It

although the gifting of the shoe has broken the engine circuit, and
thus de-energized electromagnets (E), the signalbox circuit, being completed by switch (S=), has
energized electromagnets (E'), thus continuing the

The shoe

from the mass of the engine.
In its normal position the shoe serves to complete an electrical circuit on the engine, but when
is

insulated

ramp is raised, if only
engine circuit is broken. The
result of the breaking of this circuit is the liberation of a steam whistle previously held closed by
the circuit, and this is accomplished in the following manner:
the shoe in passing over a
half

an

inch,

The steam

is constructed on the
and requires considerable perkeep it closed. This power is

\J^..

_0_

the

Home ^^ Advance

tlome.

jsl.

/

./

/

^T|

./

/

./

whistle (Fig. i)

safetj'-valve principle,

manent power

to

^.^

fe

^^

0
4J

(VJ

^
Hijfi res'

Xf^irtl,

-

DIAGRAM OF RAVEn's SYSTEM OF SIGNALING ON LOCOMOTIVES.

FIG. 2.

normally supplied by battery (B) and electromagnets CE) when the engine circuit is intact, the
armature (K), in conjunction with which the valve
(V) works, being held by the electromagnets (E).
Working with the shoe (L) is a switch (S), so
arranged that any displacement of the shoe to the
extent of more than half an inch breaks Ihc engine
circuit, thus dc-cncrgizing electromagnets (E) and
liberating armature (Kj, and with it the whistle,
which sounds and continues to sound, until stopped

necessary
in

its

electric

power

to

normal position and

retain
restrain

armature (K)
steam whistle

(W).
It remains to be explained in what manner the
signal-box circuit causes an electric bell to sound,
[n the circuit of the electromagnet CE') there is
included one winding of a polarized relay (P).

When

picked up from the ramp, it will,
in addition to energizing the electromagnet
fE').
also energize the polarized rclaj^, the armature of
current

is

and Fairford line of the company and has been
approved provisionally by the Board of Trade as
a substitute for the semaphore distant signal.
Another system which has been in experimental
use upon the Northeastern Railway for two years
was dealt with exhaustively in a paper before the
of Electrical Engineers a short while
This apparatus has been designed by Mr.
Vincent Raven, the chief assistant mechanical engineer to the company, and the modus operandi is
Institution
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iiK'lallic

t'irciilU

of cnllcclioii

however,

since

it

is
is

to

previonsly described,

that

nses

holh visnal

and audible signals on the cab of the

locomotive.

The

signals

visual

arc

(1)

a

liy

small

judged.

following

The

a

in

a

is

typical

description

instance,

of

and for

what
this

takes

purpose

diagram (Fig. 2) should be followed.
Assume that an engine is approaching the junction shewn, and that line No. i has been prepared
The "home" and "advance"
for it to pass forward.
signal levers No. I arc both in the "oflf" position
and the battery in the cabin is connected positive
arc
-Ml the bars (E), (D), (C), (B)
to line.
connected to the battery. Bar (A) is never connected to the battery and is in no way under the
signalman's control. When brushes (i) and (2)
are on bar (A), the current from the engine bat-

may

be

well

anil

canseil

known

liurKlar-alarni

syklciTK

to actiiali- a CMUl.'ict device.

device set inln

move forward,

Ibiii

spriiiff

casiiiK.

((reused

In

1

lbi« de-

(8)

adapted

I''i({.

pill

tbe door is opened, inio
eonlact wilb a coiilart piece (9), and thereby lo
close a local electric circuit,
Wlicii the door is
closed Ibis pin is held back out of contact wilb the
eontacl piece and so does not close tbe circuit.
lo

Besides these indicators, the instrument caron the engine includes a visual "failure" signal,
which tbe condition of the apparatus can be

pl,\cc

lie

ne comprises a

semaphore arnt by which the "condition of line"
signals are given, and (2) two small pointers showing 1-2 and 3-4, respectively, which are the "route"
The audible signals, which are of tbe
indicators.
nature of "call attention" signals, are given by a
ried

circuit

(5) disiKiialiK a door, (6) a
portion of the door casing llurcfor, and (7) a con'I't

lil(e

a

In these <liagrains

used.

hell.

exisliii);

may

however, the former method only has been

This system,

or breaking

eloiiiiiK

ilKed,

capable of lieiiiK operated einially well witlioul contacts, by usinK eleclromaKnels on tbe line to iiilUiAs nsed in practice
ciice niaKnets on tbe ennine.
hitherto,

fur

and tlienrorc Ihe ^|lparalu^ may be cauicd
10 operate ii|iiin (be ralsiuK of a wimlnw, or In
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system,
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raven's system OF SIGNALING ON LOCOMOTIVES.

FIG. 4.

ilie

pendent of the other apparatus, and when the battrv of this fails the disk or gri<l in the cab shows
red.

Fig. 3 shows the locomotive steel wire brushes
and Fig. 4 the track bars of Raven's systenL
So satisfied has the Northeastern Railway Company been with the system, that it has arranged
for the equipment of 20 more of its express engines
and of about 14 miles of its main line between
Newcastle and Durham.
The Jefcoate system of audible signaling, which
has been experimentally adopted upon the Wirral
is somewhat more of a mechanical system,
but the indications upon the engine are given electrically.
The equipment of the track upon this

Railway,

vvlieii

When the burglar alarm is operated a' soundproducing instrument, such as an electric bell or
buzzer, is operated in proximity to the lelcpbone
transmiller, and at Ihe same time the book of tbe
receiver book-switch is laised so as to connect Ibc
transmiller with Ihc lelcpbone circuit, cause the
attention of Ibc telephone operator to be attracted
and to transmit the soimd produced by Ibc bell or
other instrument to the operator.
For raising tbe book a sliding rod (11) is provided in convenient proximity to the hook, and a
spring (12) which, when permitted to do so, will
raise the rod and with it the receiver book.
The
rod is normally held down by a detent pin (13)
arranged lo be retracted by a magnet (14) in the
local circuit.
When this circuit is completed by
contact of pin (8) with contact piece (9) and
magnet (14) is energized, the detent is withdrawn
and the rod caused to raise Ihe receiver hook, so
connecting the telephone transmitter with tbe telephone circuit in the ordinary manner.
At the same time the bell (16) is caused lo operate, the sound being transmitted by Ihc telephone

system consists of three plain T-bars running parallel with the line and at varying distances from it.
They are placed (i) "distant on" (slightly sloped)
at the distant signal; (2) "home on" (level); and
(3)

"home

nal.

These
a

to

off"

bars,

(slightly sloped)

at the

home

sig-

mounted on cranks, are connected

wire attached to the ordinary signal

spliced

wire, the signalman pulling the lever as far as the

To each engine are fitted three
each of the three bars.. These
are mounted on ball bearings and are only called
upon to rise half an inch to complete the electrical
contact which is given on the engine. In addition
to the indicator reproducing the proper light and
position of the signal arm, an alarm bell with a
distinctive note for each separate signal is given
existing semaphore.

plungers,

one

The equipment

in the cab.
Steel

Wire Bruslies Carried on Engine, Showing "Failure" Indicator Circuit Wire Wrapped Around Brushes.

FIG. 3.

R.WEX'S. SYSTEM OF SIGN.\L1XG ON LOCOMOTIVES
.

tery passes

through

(c=),

(d°),

(c')

(d'),

(A') and

(C), brush (i) and brush (2) and to the battery.
At practically the same instant the same circuit
separately established by the rotary switches
is
The semaphore arm is put to danger,
(5) and (6).
and as soon as tbe brushes are clear of the bar
time
occupied in passing over the bar is from one-third
to one second, so that the bell practically begins
to
ring simultaneously with the raising of the
semaphore arm. The visual and audible indications
.given at bar (A) continue until the brushes, or
brush (2) comes into contact with bar (B).

the

commences

bell

to

ring.

Ordinarily

the

for

of the permanent

purely mechanical, while the indicator box on
cab of the locomotive, which is divided iirto
three compartments for the three signals, is lighted
is

the

with incandescent electric lamps from a battery.

Telephone Auxiliary

for Burglar Alarms.

the alarm

is

of a burglar alarm is often lost when
sounded in any place out of hearing

of any individual or when it is heard by anyone
incapable of summoning assistance. An alarm system that can automatically call the proper authori-

an elaborate system of separate cir
cuits is therefore of interest.
Such a system, making use of the telephonic circuits already installed,
ties

without

A

circuit

'

journey to the "home" signal be foUow'ed, it will
be found that the bell will ring momentarily at
the instant the engine passes over each of the bars
(C), (D), (E), but no change is made in the
character of the visual indication. The indicator
position of the semaphore
by the pointer. These indications continue until the next signaling point is
reached, and are a reminder of the last signal

now shows the
arm, and route

received.

The

"off"

(l).

"failure"

indicator

circuit

is

inde-

CLOSED-CIRCUIT BURGLAR-,\LARM SY'STEM.

to the central-station operator.

the

telephone

system

is

the

is assumed that
customary central

It

energy telephone system, so that the raising of the
receiver hook drops a shutter or lights a signal
lamp or operates some other calling device under
the observation of the central-station operator, the
same as if the telephone were operated for an ordinary call; and the operator, then plugging into
the circuit of that transmitter, will hear the sound
of the bell and, knowing that the burglar-alarm
mechanism has been operated, w'ill notify the proper
.

The value

current then passes from bar (B) to brush (2),
thence to the coils of (D'), and the engine frame,
and the rails, etc., to the battery in the cabin. The
armature of (a'), (D^) is raised and breaks the

through the springs (c'), (d'), lowering the
semaphore arm and causing the bell to stop ringing.
At the same time the polarized needle (n) is
deflected, so that its pointer indicates (i), and a
wire loop, dropping into a depression, locks the
pointer in the position it has taken up.
The visual and audible signal given at bar (A)
is a "warning" signal, indicating locality with reference to the signaling point being approached
the reversal of the "warning" signal is the "off"
signal.
If the further passage of the train on its

FIG. 2.

way

FIG.

I.

OPEN-CIRCUT BURGLAR-ALARM SYSTEM.

has been invented by Milton R. Ney and Samuel
S. Ullman of Washington, D. C. and was patented

few weeks ago.
In the two drawings herewith is shown diagrammatically the application of such an alarm system
a

an ordinary desk telephone set. Fig. i shows an
alarm normally on open circuit and Fig. 2 one that
is normally on closed circuit.
The apparatus shown in these diagrams is arranged to be operated by the opening of a door;
however, any of the contact devices customarily
used in burglar alarms and other similar protective
to

persons.

In some cases it is preferred that burglar alarms
operate upon a normally closed circuit.
In
such case the arrangement shown in Fig. 2 may
be used, in which a relay (17). controlled by the
normally closed circuit (10'), in which is included
a normally closed contact device comprising pin
(8')
and contact piece (9'), controls the circuit
(10) of the detent magnet and bell.
In many burglar-alarm systems circuits are led
through panels which a burglar is apt to cut
through or break, or screens or gratings containing
electric conductors which will be ruptured, brought
into contact with other conductors, or short-circuited, are provided.
Such circuits when so operated are caused to control a relay or other electromagnetic device. It is obvious that any of these
usual devices may be employed for operating the
detent magnet (14) directly or through the relay
-Also, any other contact device in a pro(17).
tective circuit, such, for example, as a thermostat
designed to indicate a fire, may be employed for
operating the local circuit detent magnet and bell
either directly or through a relay. In other words,
the system above described is not restricted to burglar alarms, but is equally apjilicable for other
classes of alarms or signals.
shall

The Assembly committee on gas, electricitv' and
water supply of the Legislature ol the state of New
York has reported favorably the bill of Assemblyman Wainw'right which would extend to telegraph
and telephone companies and ferries and stage lines
the jurisdiction of the Public Service commissions.

—
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Record

now pending

Congress become
a law, an engineering experimental station will be
established at each of the 48 land-grant agricultural
colleges of the country. Representative McKinlcy,
the intenirban-railway "magnate" of Illinois, intro-

Should

duced the
rector

01

a

bill

bill,

in

and Prof, L. P. Brcckenridge,

engineering at

Congress

the

experimental

di-

station

track this year, and the Chicago Railways

and
the

type,

the

in

agriculture

underlie

proximately $15,300,000 this year on reconstruction
and rehabilitation. The Chicago City company has
made arrangements for building 60 miles of new
for 65 miles, or a total of 125 miles of

nances the city has received in compensation $675,702.76 from the Chicago City Railway Company

Fortunately, no one has yet charged, so far
as we have seen, that the disastrous fire in Chelsea,
Mass., on April 12th was of electrical origin
but

pany, a total of $1,556,809.71.

if

will

necessary

the

aside

set

facilities

it

and $881,106.95 from the Chicago
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with

this great conflagration,
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1906,

safe to say that 90 per cent, are due to care-

is

it

fires

estimated property

its

of $6,000,000, brings very

loss

and could be prevented. The property loss
in the United States due to fires in the year 1907
was estimated at $214,000,000, of which $128,000,000
fell on the insurance companies.
The average gross
lessness
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for

loss

fire

ten

last

great San Francisco

disregarding the

years,
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any event

In
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does not affect the
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The Board of Supervising Engineers Is doing
work of a high order in directing the work of
reconstruction and re-equipment and

Is

proving

its

was about $170,000,000 a year. This is a tremendous drain on the resources of a country, even

fitness for the greater task of supervising the build-

though

turn

as rich as the United States.
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Let us all do what we can to diminish this
shameful fire waste, which gives the United States
such an unenviable pre-eminence among the coun-
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full
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nances adopted in Chicago are giving general satisfaction.
Even the perfervid municipal-ownership

—and

there are not so

or three years ago
gets

two

of these as

criticize in the

over half of the net receipts of street-,

railway operation,
treasury

nicipal

many

nothing to

working of an arrangement by which the

practical
city

—have
the

for

amount paid

the

first

year

mu-

the

into

amounting

to

over a million and a half dollars.
In his annual message, dated April 13, 1908, the
mayor of Chicago gives some interesting figures.
During 1907 the Chicago City Railway Company

expended $6,235,292 on
ilitation,

pany

and

reconstruction

rehab-

and, although the Chicago Railways

(successor of the Union Traction

did not accept

its

Com-

Company)

ordinance until January

29,

1908,

was expended on the North Side and West
Side lines $1,809,172, making a total expended on
there

surface-car

lines

betterments

of

$8,044464.

The

Chicago City Railway Company in 1907 built 31!^
miles of new track, and the Chicago Railways
Company (or the Union Traction Company as it

was)

built -22 miles, a

track.

service

total of

53J/*

The Chicago Cily Railway
300 new pay-as-you-entcr

in

miles of

new

1907 put into

cars

of

through

establishing

modern

of

along

and

opportunities

its

of

the

the

through

and

meet
comcompany
to'

shipping

several

line,

its

freight in trainloads

In order to be able to take

interurban

requested the Northwestern to join with

it

in estab-

between
on their respective roads. The
defendant, however, refused to enter into such
an arrangement on the general ground, as stated
lishing

routes

joint

rates

points

interstate

by two of its officials, who testified in the case,
that the complainant is not in fact a "full-fledged"
to

is

it

not the policy of the defendant

make such arrangements with

electric lines

that

cannot reciprocate in the matter of the exchange

equipment; that such arrangements with small

of

are

that

unable

equipment

of
test,

in

it

moving

capable of

is

well as carloads.

as

lines

tries of the globe.

After a year's

with

join

to

and making joint rates for freight. This
is the Cedar Rapids and Iowa City
Railway and
Light Company (complainant), which operates an
electric line 27^ miles long between the cities
named, while the Chicago and Northwestern Railway Company (defendant), which makes connection
with it at Cedar Rapids, is the steam-railroad company which has been brought to book. The electric
routes

railroad; that

as well."

ptiblic

railroad

:

will

some time

till

Competition, also,

rebuilt.

is

it

earnings

destroyed,

return to their old figures
plant

Another electric Interurban-railway company has
won a triumph before the Interstate Commerce
Commission and has compelled a connecting steam

schools.

electric-light,

these properties the insurance money, after adjust-

will

must soon

It

attention.

its

it.

telephone plants, especially, should take every rea-

nor

ing of a system of subways, to which

exercising constant vigilance to pre-

of

to the children

men
313,

cars of modern type in operation.
The two companies have planned to spend ap-

Company
new track
for the year.
The Chicago Railways Company has
also ordered 350 new double-truck cars of modern

:

Cost of Chicago Drainage Canal
Statistics of Curtis Steam Turbines
A New Fixture for Tungsten Lamps. Illustrated.
Tests of Fuel in a Producer Gas Power Plant
Loading ^'essels by Electricity
Stockyards Branch of Elevated Open
Failure of the Quebec Bridge

remodeled 120 more, and now has about 800

type,

undoubtedly give an impetus to a movement that
will have a far-reaching effect for good.

303
305
305

ig

and will probably increase the order to 600.
During the first year under the traction ordi-

rests
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30S
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30S
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The Installation, Laboratory Testing and Repairing of
Electric Meters.
By Joseph B. Baker. Part III.
Conduct of Special and Routine Testing
309
New Postage-stamp Regulations
309
Questions and Answers:
Action of Boosters Used with Storage Batteries
309
Test of Dynamo Polarity
309
The Engineer's Relation to Public-utility Problems
310
Chicago Gets Large Revenue from Street-railway Companies
310
The Late William A. Kreidler.
310
New High-temperature Electric Furnace. Illustrated... 311
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perhaps unlikely that the bill will be passed,
the excellent work done at the experimental

It is
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to
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one
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of the Inability of the larger carriers to

demands

for

and

cars;

such arrangements

is

that

that

the

the

usual
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percentage

chief

causes

meet

of such lines

;

and

this

of

are

carriers

compelled to furnish equipment for the entire
fic

their

result

traf-

the defendant does not

good business proposition.
But after going into the merits of the case carefully, the Commission decided that the petition of
the electric railway, backed as it was by statements of shippers along the route, was well founded,
and it therefore ordered the steam road to' come
down from its high horse, as it were, anfl join
with the electric line in making through routes and
"In case no agreement
joint rates for freight.
can be reached by the two companies as to the
divisions of the joint through rates so established,"
significantly concludes the report of the Commission, "the Commission, upon suggestion of cither
consider a

of them, will give the matter further consideration

what the divisions shall be."
and deserved victory for the
principle of interchange between steam and electric
railroads. If we mistake not, the Cedar Rapids

and

will direct

This

men
at

is

notable

will be the recipients

the

Des Moines

next week.
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Relation of Direction of LIrItI to

Human

Construction.

movements would be mainly in north and noulh
That our construction wouhl not be as

ilirections.

problems of ilhiniinatioii.
'I'he nieeliiifi:
was prcceileil by the usii.il cMiiner in the breakfast
room of the Grand Tacilie Hotel and was presided
evcry-<lay

Chairman

J.

R. Cravath.

The paper of the evening was entitled "Relation
Direction of Light to Tinman Conslrnetion," and
Mr.
was rather novel, as its title indicates.
Surber presented an interesting line of thought, and

III'

il

unicpie but plausible method of reasoning was
intended to prove his idea of llic correct method
of illnminaling, vi/., that fonnd in nature, a large
source of light at a great Iieight,
his

Following the

reading of

the

paper

there

was

seemed

reasonable to Mr. Sorlier, because
is
(luring tlial part of the day
reciives light
from ;d)ove, lie ceases
liKlit is received horizonlally.
(Jiiadrupeds
are most active when llie liglil is beinti recciveil
horizontally and they rest (luring the lime it is
received vertically.
It
follows, ihcn, tile speaker
said, tiial should the times of aclivily be reversed,
the forms would be reversed— man would be a
((uadruiied, and quadrupeds would be bipeds, with
a change at least in sonic degree in relative .superiority.
Kven the lish, active and normally horizontal when the sun is knv, would assume a vertical
position with conditions reversed.
The F.S(|uiniaux,
who lias for centuries 'received light almost liorizontally, is already affected by it.
Today he is
very short and r.'ither wide this at least was a
great factor affecting his shape directly and inis

it

Ihc April meeting of llic Cliic:iKo Section of
lllimiinnlinK linKinccriiiR Society, Mr. Joliii J.
Sorbcr prcsenlucl an oriRin.il yaper toitcliiiiR on
soiuc timisnal cITccts of liplU which do not arise in
,\[

till'

over by

man's active time

when
when

he
the

—

discussion,
in
which the speakers
an infornral
showed their appreciation of the new ideas brought

directly.

paper, most of which were appro\'ed.
Those who took part in the discussion were W. R.
Bonhani, George C. Kcech, J. R. Cravath and K. \V.

the

out

in

the

I licit.

I^arge units hung high producing ilhnnination of
equal intensity throughout an office or workroom
were considered by those who took pari in the discussion to have an advantage, in that they do not
injure the eye as do smaller units in the line of
Turning the eye from bright spots, caused
vision.
by direct lighting, or small units, is also bad for
the eye.
The present-day
Contrast is to be avoided.
highly glazed wdiitc paper with black print is trying to the eye, and Mr. Sorber questioned whether
would not be better to reverse the custom and
it
Mr. Sorber
print with white ink on black paper.
passed out a variety of samples of white print
on black background which he had clipped from
the "ad" pages of magazines, but those present
were not ready to decide whether this method is
better for the eye than the ordinary method of
The most restful effect
printing black on white.
was a brownish ink on yellowish paper, but this
combination might cause a sacrifice of speed in

reading

small

was probably unknown. Without fermentation,
toxicants and intoxication did not exist. With

in-

di-

the speaker said, came also speedier
development, a shorter and more active life, quicker
decay, fermentation and intoxicants.
Noah knew
nothing of fermentation, and with the slow timerect sunlight,

methods he was accustomed to, his
grape juice became wine and he got drunk.
This change in the method of lighting the earth
from diffused to direct sunlight was very great.
Since that time' we have had pronounced shadows,
and they have become necessary to us in forming
correct ideas of shape, distance and color. The
present arrangement for lighting the earth, Mr.
consuming

—

said,
is
simple,
but important a large
source at a \'ery great height. Naturally, if our
seeing mechanism w-as rot suited to this previous
to the flood it gradually adjusted itself to the new
conditions, and today this is the correct method.
On the contrar3% had the Creator ignored harmony
by hanging many small suns close to the surface
of the earth on as many celestial fixtures, our

eyes would no doubt have become adjusted to this
method, and w'e could properly carry this scheme
into our homes, business
houses and gathering
places.

Mr. Sorber pointed out that physically we are
constructed and our ideas are so firmly fixed
from ages of living under present conditions, that
were the sun obliterated and many small suns
substituted,
low hanging, on fixtures extending
down from the sky. th'e beauty of the sky would
so

marred and seeing made more difficult.
Another phase brought out in the paper was
that the direction of light probably had much to
do with enabling man to graduate from the fourfooted class and to walk on two legs in an upright
position, and also with keeping beasts
on four
legs.
Should the sun througfi all these ages have
been just above the horizon, humanity would wear
its
face close to the ground and be four-footed.
If the sun during its daily lighting period had been
just above the horizon, either in the east or west,
and had humanity been built as at present, our
be sadly

.\s
to

another sign the paper directed attention to
impulse wdien facing a selling sun

commdn
pull

hat

the

down

in

front,

incline

the

face

forward and seek the shadow. This points lo a
reason why quadrupeds never abandoned the use
of fore legs as did man. Being most active morning and evening, when no bodily appurtenance
shades Ihc eye. because it would obstruct vision,
Ihe quadruped has continued lo keep his eyes near
the ground for protection from the direct rays of
the sun offered at the maximum at that |>oint by
shadow of rocks, bushes, trees and hills. The
speaker argued that man's activity during the sun's
"high period" did not cause him to rise lo a
vertical position, but that his vertical position determined the time of his activity. It matters little
wdiich view we may hold.
It is none the less evident that the direction permitted him to raise his
eyes relatively higher than the Iteast, and that were
the sun always in a "setting" position, he also
would have sought protection in the same way.
and this would have thrown the arm into service
as a bodily support to maintain equilibrium by
keeping the center of gravity of the body within
the base of support.

That

light has.no bearing on form is
Mr. Sorber thought, since it is comparatively modern.
The architect, engineer and user,
knowing that human construction necessitates light
from above, and the importance of shadow, should

makes

bIi.kIow
silioii,

aiKl

co-operate

applying

interiors

the principle
this may be, the
lack of efficiency can no longer be urged as a bar
to its adoption.
The co-operation of these three
in

found outside.

Difficult

to

though

interests seems to ha\e been without sufficient regard to the demands imposed by human construction.
Mr. Sorber said that it must be borne in
mind that during the evolution of man he was
an open-air animal. He lived, grew and was shaped
to suit the open.
This includes the eye and its

Daylight diffusion as we find it today
played no part in developing the eye, for
man's habitation was a hole in the side of a hill,
and he went there only for protection. Getting
back to nature should be beneficial to the eye as
well as for the lungs. Outside proportions wdiere
the height of the source is ii,0(X> times the diameter of the surface lighted obviously cannot be
obtained inside, because man is limited in his ability
to build interiors, especially in regard to height.
He must then modify his light sources, both in
size and number.
This modification in the past
has fre(juently been extended far beyond the point
where judgment tells us to stop, and far beyond
the point now necessary.
The paucity of devices on the market was said
by Mr. Sorber to be largely responsible for this,
but human beings, like sheep, are inclined to blindly
follow the beaten path, and for no other reason
continue the use. or abuse, of many small light
sources, hung low, instead of a small number of
large light sources at greater height. An endeavor
to obtain starlight effects might justify a great
number of small sources, but they, too, should be
setting.

inside

high.

The paper showed that shadows may be by some
considered rather unimportant, because we seem
to see about as w-ell in diffused sunlight as in
direct sunlight.
For our requirements this may be
true, but were our requirements greater it probably
would not, and at any rate even on days when
there is no direct sunlight there is considerable
shadow, but there is less sharp contrast between
light and shadow,
and because the blending is
gradual we do not notice it. With perfect diffusion,
if such a condition existed, surfaces would appear
much too flat.
Were it;^ not that shadows are always present, the work of the architect would not seem
so good, exteriors particularly.
In interiors, with
the numerous light sources and correspondingly
complex shadow

the problem seems more
difficult, but the adoption
of the principle found
outside will no doubt simplify
it.
Mr. Sorber
then quoted from Ruskin as supporting his views
on shadows, and said that the importance of shadow
in assisting us to see things is emphasized by the
case in which nature minimizes its effect to prevent us from seeing it is that of the wild fowl
the upper and dark-colored portion in the light
and the lower and light-colored portion in the
eft"ects.

—

alinoBt invisible.
Reverie (he 110once Ijccoincs easy lo see. With

it

at

it

perfect ijiffiisioii there would be no difference.
Shadow depends on direction. We know that the
eye should be shaded. Malpractice in lighling might
be followed from irrilated eye-, lo irrilaled tempers, and so on, indirectly nsuliing
in
deaths,
(leslroying happiness and retardiiiK pro«rc««.
Mr.
Sorber said that Ihc elements of proper liRhtinK
practice are so iniporlani
that
Ihcy shouhl he
taught In Ihe pulilic scliools. No one can esliinale
Ihe value of a heller knowledge and practice in
health, happiness and progress.
The paper was inlendcd lo show llic rclalion of
(lircclifin lo form, and no allempl was made lo
delcrinine sizes, fix heighls or establish center distances.
This relation points to the necessity for
confining direction wilhin certain limits, hut these
limits ni.ay not always be Ihe same.
For example,
Ihc limits may he greater in places where headgear is worn than where cnsiom impels us to
remove it. In accomplishing this probably a heller
artificial sky can he obtained.
This also is a prohIcin not nearly solved.
Anfjihcr point of interest
is
that the eye has no natural protection from
light rays delivered from below, and again artificial
protection cannot be interposed, because it would
interfere with vision.
This indicates that the use
of light-colored floors is injurious, and should he
discontinued. Snow-blindness supports this view.
The speaker said that the application might be
carried to tabic covers, were it not for the fear
of inciting rebellion by running counter to good
taste.
Walls affect direction considerably, and they
may be said to be to interiors what the mixture
of trees, hills and sky is lo the exterior. Therefore a plan modeled on the outside arrangement
will suit Ihe eve.

Meter Readers to Deliver Bills
rado Springs.
By

a

Springs

In

Colo-

new system adopted this month the Colorado
Light and Power Company of Colorado

Springs,

Colo.,

artificial

evident,

print.

To show the cause of later effects on human
construction, Mr. Sorber in his paper went back
to the time of the completion of the formation of
the earth by the fall of the watery envelope. Before
this envelope fell, and while the waters were suspended as vapor in a thick layer about the earth, no
The
direct sunlight reached the surface of the earth.
rays of the sun, striking this vapor, became diffused
much
that
there
was
little
or
no
shadow,
and
so
in passing through this vapor the actinic or chemical rays were extracted, so that decay was very
slow to start. Beneath this the temperature was
very even and the supply of moisture liberal. For
these reasons vegetation grew a very great time
and probably more rapidly, attaining gigantic proportions, but requiring much longer to reach maturity.
Thus, also, did it affect humanity. At the
present manhood age, men were then but children
and they lived much longer.
Fermentation, one of the first signs of decay,

Sorber

307

will

distribute

its

monthly

bills

through a corps of carriers, instead of sending them
through the mails, as heretofore. The person who
delivers the bill will be the one who reads the
meter, and whose figures the bill is made up from.
He will be able to explain to the consumer any
question that confronts him as to the time and hour
he read the meter, the standing at the time the
bill is delivered, if a comparison is desired, and
any other questions as to dial reading. By calling
twice a month any defects in lighting may be the
easier reported and remedied.
By delivery by the same person who reads the
meter it is certain that the bill reaches the individual apartment that it is intended to. Changes
of name, addresses and the like may thus be kept
more accurately and to the wish of the consumer.
The change has been granted, despite the extra
expense, as a result of the

many

requests for the

change made by consumers, and is solely designed
to bring closer and better relations between the
company and the public in general.

An

Exceptional Contract.

New York has recently installed a
high-pressure water-main system for fire protection
in the high-building district.
Since this is to be
used only in case of dangerous fires, a steam-pumping plant would have been impracticable in the matter of quick starting as well as an expensive adjunct both in initial and maintenance cost.
ThereThe

city

of

pumping was decided on and a conwas entered into with ihe New York Edison
Company for this emergency service. An extraordinary feature of this contract was the size of the
penalty imposed on the company if it should fail
to have abundant electric power available at the
pumping stations within three minutes after being
called on to furnish it.
This was placed at' $500
for each additional minute.
The acceptance of the
contract with such an onerous penalty clause shows
the confidence that the company has in its ability
fore electric
tract

to

supply

immediate

and

uninterrupted

reliable

service.

Electrical Interests In the Chelsea Fire.
[Special dispatch to the Western Electrician.]
Boston. April 13. The fire w^hich destroyed onethird of Chelsea on Sunday burned out the offices
of the Western Lfnion and Postal telegraph com-

—

New

England Telephone Company's
Boston Elevated Railway car house,
the Chelsea Gas and Electric Light Company's
office: also the George F. Peck Manufacturing Company, O. E. Pettman & Co., Charles H. Johnson &
Co., and the Chelsea General Repair Company,
panies,

the

station,

the

dealers in electric supplies.

:

:
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Motors
The

April

in

Rolling-mill

meeting of

Work.

Pittsburg

tlie

usual informal dinner at the University Club immediately preceding the meeting. The general subject of the meeting was the application of electric

motors

to

rolling-mill

work.

James Farrington, electrical superintendent
of the LaBelle Iron Works, gave the principal
paper of the evening, on the "Relative Advantages
of Various Methods of Operating Reversing Mill
Tables." Mr. Farrington gave complete figures of
the amount of power and the speeds required at
j\Ir.

parts of various reversing-mill tables, with the
and inertia of the various rolls, ingots,

weights

He compared motors with various gear ratios
etc.
and tandem arrangement. If the number of accelerations or reversals be increased and the running
time in a cycle be decreased, the smaller gear
ratio will require less power or kilowatt-hours.
Comparing the results of a test on the 128-inch
plate mill at Homestead with a test on the S4-inch
plate mill of the LaBelle Iron Works at Steubenville, the following data are secured
S^-inch Mill.
:28-mch Mill.

Gear

ratio

i

One

to 10

i

Total iaertia of rollers
Total iaertia of ingot

to 2

Two

50-H.P.
Motors.

75-H. P.

Motor.

4.450 lbs.

5.000 lbs.

950 lbs.

Total

4-450 lbs.

5.9io lbs.

850
Speed of motor
Armature accelerating current
340
Armature running current
80
Square root of mean squarecurrent,r47

160 R. P.
275 amp.
185 amp.
207 amp.

R. P. M.

amp.
amp.
amp.

M.

This shows that the 84-inch mill tables require
60 amperes more current to operate empty than
the 128-inch mill, but its peak loads are smaller.
Mr. W. A. Dick read a paper on the "Application
of I^Iotors to Rolling-mill Work." He made mention of the necessity of having rugged motors for
this work, wdiich are able to stand a high temperature M'ithout burning out. He recommended
the open motor for mil! work when it was possible
to place it in a separate room, free from mill dust.
The open motor ventilates better and can be cared
for more easily. The direct-coupled motor to rolls
preferable. . The motor should have plenty -of
is
power, as it is expected to turn out more product
than the steam engine. Over 50 per cent, compounding works out best for mill motors.
Mr. B. Wiley of the Westinglionse Electric and
Manufacturing Company also read a paper on the
"Application of Motors to Rolling-mill Work," and
explained the necessity of having flywheels to
take up the sudden strains put upon the motors.
This applies especially to motors for shearing machines. The time for performing most of these
operations is measured in seconds; for instance,
the period of cutting two seconds; the period between cuts .six seconds. Mr. Wiley showed current and power-consumption curves for various
compound-wound motors also pictures of a number of machines with motor drive.
Mr. W. Edgar Reed, consulting engineer, gave
an especially interesting talk on mill motors. He
said that even with increased efficiency of steam
engines it does not seem possible to bring the
cost of power down to that of gas-engine power,
because using the gas in this way will give about
times the power that it would if used for
2.V2
firing a boiler and the operating of a steam engine.
He thought that a suitable gas engine could be
made, or would soon be made, for reversible work
and speed regulation to compete with electric drive.
Reversing coupling, employing coiling effect of
spring, was mentioned.
For reversing steam-engine mills where the head
roller can use any desired drafts the engine is built
with the hope that It will break down the mill,
and the mill is designed with the hop? that it
will break down the engine, the master mechanic
always hoping that neither will break. The general
belief was that electric motors built under these
conditions would l)e too expensive to use and that
smaller ones would be installed which would be
blocked when heavy drafts were taken and that
Or the general opinthe motors would burn out.
ion seemed lo be that electrical installations would
;

be made

with

smaller

motors

than

installations, and that the control
electric motors to be used in a

steam-driven

would allow the

would be overloaded and burned
matter was tlioroughly explained.

way

that

they

out

until

this

In the jjcneral discussion Mr. Friedlaender of
the Duquesnc Steel Works .said ihat they had two
motors that had been runnincr 2^2 years without
a dollar's worth of repair. No additional oil is
required, and the motors look clean and new. They
located tn separate rooms. The motor shaft
'ire
very hca\'y. 28 inches in diameter, while the
is
couplinK lo the rolls is cmly seven inches in diameter.

Mr.

C,

company
tice

mill.

T-

Henderson of the
European and

Cutler-UanmuT

si»okc of
for rolling-mill

He

,\meric;ni pracmotors, especially the reversin«
favored the design of a three-high mill,

non-reversing^

Mr, James spoke of a motor-reversing arrangement w^^Ci in the South Chicago mill, which reverses in three seconds.

April i8, ic

It was mentioned that a mill for the Tennessee
Coal and Iron Company had been built in Wheehng,
'

of

Section

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers was
held in the lecture hall of the Carnegie Institute
Twenty-eight members attended the
oji April 1st-

all

—

:

which was so well controlled that the ingot could
be stopped very suddenly and just in the position
desired.

The Iowa Conventions.
The

eighth annual convention of the Iowa Electrical Association will be held on April 22d and
23d at the Savery Hotel, Des Moines. It is promised that the meeting of this year will be the biggest
and best in the history of the association.
The
association has provided a large hall for the exhibits, and the last available foot of this space was
reserved several weeks ago. The Des Moines Edison Light Company and the Des Moines City Railway Company will entertain on Thursday the 23d,
at the Majestic Theater.
In addition, through the
courtesy of the Fort Dodge, Des Moines and Southern Railway, there will be a trip to Ames in the
afternoon of that day.
George S. Carson of Iowa
City is president of the association and W. N.

Keiser of Des Moines

Following

secretary.

is

programme

the

is

—

Preparations for the Chicago Convention.
Energetic efforts are being made by officers and
committees of the National Electric Light Association for the Chicago convention of May 19th to
22d at the Auditorium Hotel.
Plans are being

made
week

for
a

Chicago

and

large

a

number

meeting.

profitable

out-of-town

of

officials

Last

were

in

discuss the details of the various convention features. On Thursday and Friday the visto

met with Louis A. Ferguson, chairman of the
entertainment committee, and Homer E. Niesz,
chairman of the hotel committee.
Those at the
meeting from out of town were Dudley Farrand,
president of the association; Alex Dow, chairman
of the general convention committee. F. H. Gale,
chairman of the exhibition committee, and George
F. Porter, master of transportation.
Many subjects
looking to the success of the meeting and the cpmitors

and enjoyment of members and

fort

visitors

were

considered.

A

Wednesday, April 22, 10 a. m. Opening business.
President's address. Reports of secretary, executive
committee, "Facts and Factors" committee,, progrannne committee, co-operation committee and memElection of nominating commitbership committee.
Unfinished and general business.
Paper
tee.
"Popularizing the Use of Electricity," E. L. CallaPaper "'Fraternalism," Gus Lundhan, Chicago.
gren, Cherokee.
Wednesday, 2 p. m. Paper "Tact and System,"
Paper "Economical OpJ. W. Ferguson, Chicago.
eration of a 200-kilowatt Station" (indicating devices), Austin Burt, Waterloo.
Paper "Grounded
Short
Secondaries," Thomas Sloss, Cedar Rapids.
talks on best ways to meet gas and gasoline competition, by Gus Lundgren of Cherokee and M. A.
Harrison of Nevada.

schedule of hotel rates and accommodations
has
been secured from 11 good hotels convenient to and including the Auditorium, where the
convention will be held, and the Annex.
These
hotels are conducted on the European plan and the

Thursday morning. Paper "Incandescent Lamp
Development," F. W. Willcox, Harrison, N. J.
Paper "Electric Motor Characteristics," Prof. A. H.
Paper "The
Ford, State University of Iowa.
Freight Question," E. G. Wylie, Des M'olnes.
Thursday afternoon.^Short talks on new-business methods by L. D. Mathes of Dubuque, J. F.
Porter of Davenport, E. L. Kirk of Sioux CItv,
A. L, Dodd of Charles City, J. P. Walters of Toled,o, C. O. Ingersoll of Marion.
Executive Session, Thursday, 3 p. m. Statistics.
W. J. Greene, Cedar Rapids. Report of treasurer,
report of finance committee, report of nominating
Adjournment.
committee. Election of officers.

should be addressed to Edith M'. Myers, 55 Duane
Street. New York.
It Is earnestly desired that as
many as possible register In advance by mall.
The exhibition to be held by the associate mem-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The fifth annual convention of the Iowa Street
and Interurban Railway Association will be held at
F. J. Hanthe same place on April 23d and 24th.
Ion of Mason City is president and L. D. Mathes
Dubuque Is secretary of the association. FolIs the programme
Thursday morning. Address of welcome. Mayor
A. J. Mathes of Des Moines; response, C. E.
Walters, Toledo. Address of president. Report of
Paper "Reinforced Consecretary and treasurer.
of

lowing

—

,

—

Construction,"

crete
Electric-railway
in
Stark, Des Moines.

N.

M.

—
Thursday afternoon. — Paper "Depreciation," Dan—
Royse, Chicago. Paper "Methods of Handling

iel

Claims

by

Railways,"

Electric

Omaha.

W.

Arthur

—

Gross,

Friday morning. General discussion on "AdverPaper "Handling
by Electric Railways."
Fares on Interurban Railways," P. P. Crafts, Clin-

—

tising

— Paper— "Interstate Commerce
— Statistics and Accounts," C. L. Wight,
Executive Session of Friday afternoon. — Report

ton.

Friday

afternoon.

Commission
Des Moines.

of nominating committee.

Election of officers.

Ad-

journment.

range from $1 a day for single rooms without bath to $7 for extra large rooms for two persons, with bath.
Requests for reservations should
be made at once to Homer E. Niesz, chairman hotel
committee, 139 Adams Street, Chicago.
rates

Immediately upon

Eliminate Danger from
X-rays.

Geyser of the Cornell Medical
demonstration a few days ago in
New York of a device he has produced called the
By the use of this tube Dr. Geyser
Cornell tube.
says the dangers incident to the use of X-rays arc
eliminated.
The tube, which Dr. Geyser's hearers
considered a great achievement in electrotherapeuProf.

College

tics,

lead

is

Albert

gave

C.

a

described

glass

briefly

no

so

that

(lint

glass

being
rays are
as

made

of

emitted

members should go

Auditorium and attend to
registration and receive their badges and convention
papers.
The registration office will be open after
r
o'clock p. m.. May i8th.
Registrations by mail

bers on the ninth floor of the Auditorium will be
Inaugurated on Monday evening, May i8th. There
will also be a reception at the Annex, under the
direction of the reception committee, with music

and dancing.

The

of

office

located

on

the

master
parlor

of

transportation

of

will

be

Auditorium.
Notices will be issued concerning the hours during
which the railroad officials will be present.
It Is planned. In connection with other excellent
features of the programme, to make the Commercial Day programme one of the biggest events of
the convention.
A former president of the association, Louis A. Ferguson, of the Commonwealth
Edison Company, has accepted the editorship of one
of the special features for Commercial Day.
It
will be a paper on the "Relation Between the
Engineering and Commercial Departments," and it
Is

plain by

the

that

title

floor

the

Mr. Ferguson

is

particu-

chosen for its editor, as he is thoroughly familiar with both aspects of the question.
H. J. Gllle of the Minneapolis General Electric
Company, who made such a favorable impression
well

larly

from the floor on Commercial Day last year, will
come before the convention this year as editor of
a paper on the "Preparation of a Campaign."
This
paper has been divided Into five sub-titles and will
consider (a) field work and other essentials, (b)
analysis

of customers' accounts,

lamp equivalent

lost

to

(c~)

proportion

of

lamps connected, showing

percentage in cities of A^aried population, (d) policy
of handling complaints, (e) policy of handling col-

A

selected corps of able assistant editors
help Mr. Gille in the compilation of the matter for this paper.
As these editors have been selections.

New Tube May

arriving

to the parlor floor of the

will

from communities where conditions are
widely varying, this paper will be one of the lively
issues of a thoroughly alive commercial programme.
Thursday, May 21st. will be Connnercial Day.
C. W. Lee, West Street Building, New. York, is
lected

chairman of the committee on Commercial Day pro-

gramme.

heavy

Grand Rapids Electrical Show.

except

wlndpw which corresponds in
The connecting
to be treated.

Announcement is made of the formation of the
Grand Rapids Electrical Show Association in Grand

wires are encased in glass insulators to prevent
sparking on any part of the patient while under
treatment.
The (lint glass window is situated at
the end of a projection and must be in tlirect contact with the lesion, thu'^ furnishing a ground and
doing away with the air space which wonld olherwi.se be Ihc dielectric l)etween the tube and the patient.
When a tube is brought into direct contact
with the patient only the ionizing effect of the
X-ray is exerted on the tissues, and this effect is

Arrangements have been completed
show lo be held in the Waters
Muildiiig, May nth to i6lh.
The Grand Rapids
and Muskegon Power Company, the largest elcciric power company in the state, will have a very

through a
size

all

to

that

the

is

lesion

needed to furnish the most

apeutic results.

brilliant ther-

Rapids. Mich.
for

an

large

electrical

exhibit.

Many

large

electrical

concerns

will

Ample space is available
The booth arrangement and the

have attractive exhibits.
for

show purposes.

decoration of the building will be on a uniform
Mr.
plan designed by Grand Rapids architects.
W. J. Fenton is in charge of arrangements for the

show.

Miril
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provide llial wlii-n \u>sI:ik<: or ii|ii.cial-ilclivery ulanipt
arc so aflixeil lo niaijahlc mailer tlial one overlies
another, anil by so doing conceals a pari of tlie
surface of the nmler one, the stamp thus partially
covered will not be taken into acconiil in prepaymciit of postage.

THE INSTALLATION, LABORATORY TESTING AND
REPAIRING OF ELECTRIC METERS.
By Joseph

111,

and Routine Testing,

of Special

Conduct

Bakkh.

13.

I'akv

has been for a long time a moot punil whetlier
better to conduct the special and routine testing
removIhe meters of a central-station system by

the

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

fretpicncy with which installed meters shoulil

Action of Boosters Used with Storage

many

insullcd, in

put

light

lectric

tluy

casts

would not order

in,

Il

is

il

,,f

to the test

iuK them

by testing

or

them

Some companies
llu-

room or laboratory

h.ivo

vary from once a month to once a
year, according lo the capacity of llie meter, nature

of testing involves replacing every customer's meter with a freshly caliAdvocates of this plan have urged that
liraled one.
first-mentioned

maximum

pl;m

since

length

the

of

company than

efficiency

meter inspector's

the

visit

at

each installation is limitid to the time required to
disconnect and take down the old meter, and put
up and connect in circuit the new one.
This plan is not now generally practiced, bow-

concerned, allli.mgh it is still often resorted to in those cases
in which a special test, calling for complete overliauling and recalibration of the meter is required.
ever,

Il

is

far

as

as

testing

routine

is

now conceded by many companies

that

the

second-mentioned plan is the better one. The expense of sending an experienced meter tester and
a helper from place to place, laden with apparatus
for testing,

tomer

and the positive annoyance

and interruption

presence

of

these

to

men

at

his

to

business

regular

and

the cus-

from

the

irregular

but these disadvantages
are considered outweighed by the fact that accuracy
of calibration cannot be assured when a meter is
calibrated in the test room and then connected to
are

intervals,

recognized

:

operate, recording revenue-producing electric power,

under a set of wholly different conditions of intemperature changes,
vibration,
stallation
as
to
moisture, etc.
conditions differing not only from
those at the test room but from every other set of
conditions. The stand is taken that
installation
each meter should be tested, and its final adjustment made, under its individual ^vorking conditions

—

on the customer's premises. Another practical objection to the plan of replacing the customers' meters with newly calibrated ones is the strong liaof mechanical hardship in transportation, sufficient in many instances to disturb the calibration

bility

on the customer's load will not
be the same as that determined at the central-station test room, irrespective of the conditions at
so

that

the

rate

In many manufacturing towais which have grown
rapidly in recent years electric light is very largely
used for residence as well as business purposes, but
the population is a very shifting one. and a given
flat or house may be occupied by several different
families in succession in the course of a single year.
In pursuance of the plan of calibrating meters on
consumers' premises, many central-station companies

serving such communities have found it advisable
to leave every meter installed indefinitely instead
of removing it when the house becomes unoccupied,
even under the risk of having the meter lie idle
a considerable time.
Accordingly, w^hen a tenant
moves out, the fuse plugs are removed, but the
meter is left in place. The reasons for so doing
may be stated as follows, in order of importance:
1. A
greater accuracy of registration is obtained
by keeping the same meter installed on the same
average load, and under the same conditions of
vibration, temperature changes, etc.
That is to say.
when a meter has been calibrated at its place of
installation it is found better practice to keep that
particular meter in place rather than remove it and
put back in its place another meter which may
have been calibrated for different local conditions.
2. The
leaving of meters in place saves labor,
accounting and general expense and depreciation
in moving meters back and forth.
Under the local
circumstances, very few bouses or flats remain unoccupied for any great length of time, so that the
matter of investment lyir.g idle does not enter in.
fact that the meter is already installed
3. The
means considerable income to the company, for the
reason that when the securing of electric light is
merely a matter of putting in fuse plugs, incoming
tenants become accustomed to using the electric
light: immediatelv, and in most cases continue using
it.
whereas, if they had to wait for a meter to be
XoTF.

—This

serial

article,

beirun

in

the

Western

Electri.

1008. is an advance oublication of a por4,
forthcoming book bv llr. Baker on the general
"
subject of "Electric Meters."
It will be understood that
the present serial refers to watt-bour taeters used QU cus-

of April

tion

of

a

tomers' premises.

greater

it

would

loss
in a

to

the

central-station

small meter.

Variable-

load installations, or exposure of the meter to exccssiyc

vibration,

dampness or

other

unfavorable

make it advisable to follow up the
meter's performance pretty sharply to avoid loss of

conditions,
'

from "running slow." Thus meters inunder good local conditions m,ay he allowed
to make five hundred thousand to a un'llion revolutions, or more, between each test
whereas some
other installations on loads of the same character

revenue
stalled

;

may require very
The length of

frequent inspection.
time a given meter may be allowed to go without testing may be determined by
analysis of the results of former tests of the me-

S. E. M., Chicago:
a boo.ster as used in

I'leasc explain Ihe action of
conncclion with storage bat-

teries.

Answer.

A

a dynanio-cleclrio m.achinc inserted
Most
in series in a circuit lo change ils voltage.
commonly, as ils name implies, it is used lo raise
the voltage, which it does by adding the voltage

booster

is

In
in its armature lo that of the line.
storage-battery work a booster is most generally
used for raising the line voltage sufTicicnily to
This is necessary, since the
charge Ihe battery.
electromotive force of a storage hallery rises dur-

generated

some 25

ing charge

For

value.

to

.10

its normal
must be capable

per cent, of

service a booster

this

of generating an electromotive force equal lo
2.0) volts.
Number of cells X (2.6
A booster so used is often called a charging
booster.
It has its field connected in series with a

—

and the two shunted across the

rheostat

line,

the

result of such observation of the meters' performance may be to transfer the meter from a

gradually to raise the
booster voltage as the charge proceeds.
In some cases the booster has its field arranged
so it can be reversed, and therefore it may help
the battery to discharge, practically taking the place

long-period

of counter electromotive-force cells.

ter,

as

and from a close inspection of the registration
compared with the known character of the load.

The

vice

inspection

A

route

to

a

shorter

one,

or

upon
a consumer's complaint of excessive charges, and
also when the bills show an apparently abnormal
versa.

special

test

is

usually

inade

increase or decrease.

Light is thrown on this question by the following
note on the practice of the large New York Edison

Company

In Ihe Borough of Manhattan
1904.
were made on direct-current meters of
all types, ranging from the three-ampere meter for
apartment lighting to a 3.000-ampere meter installed
in a large manufacturing house (motor load) in the
lower portion of the city. Of these, 34,909 were
regular "periodic" tests, and the remainder constituted the "first" and "special" tests.
About 60
men were employed in this particular line of work.
In addition to these tests, 26,837 "inspections" were
in

56.515 tests

made during

the year.

More than

82,000

tests

of

supply meters in service were made.
of January, 1904, there were 39,296
installed meters in the borough for direct-current
service, and a year later there were 45.808 meter;
the

regular

On

the

first

in service there, so that the

the place of installation.

cian

much

causes a

of testing, since all
iiuters arc tested under controlled conditions and
uiih the complete facilities of the laboratory, and
that it means minimum annoyance to the cnslomer,

means

il

Batteries.

may

It is often thought advisable to test large meters
once a month, since low registration in them means
a relatively great loss ol revenue, and any serious
trouble, such as an open-circuit
in the armature,

adopted one plan, and .some

other.

The

tesleil

of the load and local conditions.

of installation.

places

their

at

for testing

The
be

average meter installed

was inspected at least twice during the year.
Whichever view is taken on the question

regulated

being

rheostat

Another type of booster used with storage batterwhere the load is fluctuating is the non-reversible or constant-current lype which has a shunt field
aiding the voltage of the generator and line and a
When there is a heavy
series field opposing this.
load on the line the series field overpowers the
shunt field and the line voltage is depressed so as
to be below that of the batter\', causing the latter
When
to discharge and carry part of the load.
ies

is small die shunt field predominates,
causing the booster to raise the line voltage and
Thus the load on the genercharge the battery.
ator is kept quite uniform.
What is known as the reversible or differential
type of booster is used under similar conditions in

the line load

In this case the booster armature
railway work.
connected in series with the battery and series
is
and shunt fields are connected, respectively, in
The action of
series and in shunt with the line.
this machine is similar to that of the preceding
one, except that the .:urrent through the booster
armature reverses with charge and discharge of
the battery.

of

Other types of boosters are used u-ith storage
in special cases.
These have the booster
field controlled by auxiliary regulators responsive

routine testing at the laboratory versus routine testing at the consumer's installation, it is generally

batteries

agreed that an "installation test" should be made
on the installed meter, on the premises, shortly
after the customer has begun to receive the service.
Such a test serves to detect the effects of shortcircuits, or electrical or mechanical accidents to
the meter, which experience has shown are liable to
occur on new installations; and any recalibration
of the meter that may be made, as a result of
such a test, begins the service history of the latter

to

generator current or line voltage.
principles of the types already

variations in

They embody

the

mentioned.

Test of Dynamo Polarity.
How
Gulch, Cal.
O., French

do 3;ou
determine the polarity of a dynamo when wishing
to verify the connections?

H.

J.

:

Answer.

right.

[To be continued.]

New Postage-stamp

Regulations.

The postmaster-general has ordered an amendment

laws and regulations which is
interesting to everyone enjoying the mailing privileges to any great extent.
It
provides for the
to' the

amendment

postal

of section 562, para.graph 4, so that it
will read as follows:
"United States postage stamps, to be acceptable
for postage, must be absolutely without defacement,
provided that, for the purpose of identification only,
and not for advertising, it shall be permissible to
puncture or perforate letters, numerals, or other
marks or devices in United States postage and
special-delivery stamps. The punctures and perforations are not to exceed one sixty-fourth of an
inch in diameter, and the w-hole space occupied b^f
the identifying device shall not e.xceed one-third
of an inch square. The puncturing or perforating
must be done in such a manner as to leave the
stamp easily recognizable as genuine and not previously used. The use of ink or other coloring
matter in connection wdth such puncturing or perforating is prohibited."
The section has been further amended so as to

The simplest way is by means
Run the dynamo on open circuit,

of
i.

a

voltm'eter.

with

e..

its

main switch open, and connect the terminals of a
portable voltmeter of sufficiently high range across
the machine terminals of the switch. If the voltmeter reads backward, reverse the voltmeter con-

Having found the

nections.

which

minal,

will

be

positive side of line,

Now

the

test

line

the

mark

01:

positive

machine

connected
say, with a

one
it,

ter-

the

to

+

sign.

bus-bar side of the switch,

If the two polarities do
not correspond, or, in case the machine is to run
alone, if its polarity is not wdiat is desired, it must
be reversed by reversing its residual magnetism or
connections at the inain switch. In case the
its

usually

directly

machine
parallel

is

a

above.

compound dynamo

with another or others,

test the polarity at the

so

as

to

make

that
it

is

is

to

run in

necessary to

armature terminals as well,

sure that the
the positive or

series

fields

are

all

all on the negative
connected on
side of the machine; if some of these fields w-ere
on the one and some on the other side of the
machines, the equaiUzer ba,r would act as a short-

circuit.

"

——

:

—

:
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The Engineer's

Relation to Public-utility

Problems.

A

paper on a subject rather out of the usual line
for an engineering society was presented by Henry
Flov of New York at the New York meeting of
the' American Institute of Electrical Engineers on
entitled "The Engineers' ActivAffairs— Public-utility Commissions

was

April loth.
ity
in Public
few extracts from
and Franchise Valuations."
the paper follow
of the engiposition
work
and
"By reason of the
neer in the business and technical world, is it not
reasonable to expect that at least one-half of the
membership of the public-utility commissions being
named from time to time throughout the country
should be composed of experienced, broad-gauge
engineers? I venture to prophesy that as publicservice commissions become more common they
It

A

more and more of men drawn
from the ranks of those having practical experience
In fact, I can
with the work to be undertaken.
conceive of no more independent, dignified, influential or beneficent occupation in which an engineer
can be engaged, and I believe the honor of the position will ultimately attract to it our most cawill be constituted

pable men whom
not interest."

now

to operation, public-utility commisrestrict their action to general printhey should not interfere with details, otherciples
wise they will remove the present responsibilities

"With regard
;

from the shoulders of the directors to their own
shoulders, restrict and hamper the efficiency of the
organizations, still the incentive to. work and destroy the reasons for promotion of the employes
all of which will result in depreciating the service
rendered the public and the financial standing of
the corporations themselves. As has been well said,
'Regulation should stop where operation begins.
Matters of business discretion should be left to the
decision of those who are responsible for business
results.'

consideration of the rulings of state commissions shows a tendency to place all corporations
on the same footing as regards the returns to inthat is, regardless of whether capital has
vestors
been invested in a judicious and intelligent manner
or in an inefficient way, the precedents established
indicate that about the same profit will be allowed
This, of course, does away with all
in either case.
incentive to improve the earnings by cutting down
operating expenses, or to decrease the price, or
It
introduce new apparatus or modern methods.
removes the stimulus heretofore existing with the
possible,
showing
very
best
individual, to make the
and hence is a reasonable, valid' and practical obOne method
jection to control by commissions.
of offsetting this very decided disadvantage has
been evolved by the application of the London sliding scale, so-called because originating in London,
The prinEngland, and now in use in Boston.
ciple is a profit-sharing one, in which the investors

"A

;

entitled to a definite rate on their investment
with a fixed price for their product to the conEvery decrease in price, as, for example,
sumer.
five cents per unit in the case of gas at Boston,
entitles the investors to an increase of one per

are

An objection to
cent, in their rate of dividend.
this plan is that while it may be perfectly, fair for
a term of years, improvements in methods of manufacturing may so largely reduce the manufacturing
costs as to entitle the investors to abnormally large
dividends, at which time a readjustment of the
base for price of product and rate of dividend
would result in seriously depreciating the securities
held by the owner at the time of such adjustment,
This London scale, however, is at present the best
practical method evolved for automatically adjusting profits as between the public and the corporation."

"For purposes of discussion herein, consider a
corporation operating in the state of New York,
where the legal rate which, at least, will be allowed
by the courts as a "fair return" is six per cent.
In view of the fact that the capitalist has indicated
that he will not be interested at six per cent., but
that perhaps nine per cent, would be attractive, are
we not safe in assuming that with a New York corporation he would be content with eight per cent.
when he knows that his property will be defended
from unfair taxes and competition through protecThe nature
tion afforded by a state commission?
of the business, compared with other enterprises, is
such that the return of eight per cent, upon the
investment actually made by a public-utility corpoNow, if the
ration would not seem unreasonable.
capitalist will accept eight per cent, and the court
cent., we
legal
rate
of
six
per
by
will stand
the
have only to prove that (he value of the franchise
which the courts have uniformly admitted should
be considered as of value is worth one-third of
the amount of the actual investment to secure an
allowance of six per cent, on the whole, or eight
per cent, on the actual cash investment.
"An examination of the values placed on many
franchises in the past for purposes of taxation, capor court decision, will
italization, condemnation,
indicate that perhaps an average valuation of the
franchise in each case is not far from one-third of
the actual replacement value of the corporation's

—

assets.

This

ratio,

sumed, would seem under present circumstances to
be both a fair and reasonable one for existing franchises.
If it is a middle ground on which the various conflicting interests c( uld meet, we will have an
automatic, easily determinable, open and above-board

method of evaluating

An

though somewhat arbitrarily as-

franchises."

discussion followed Mr. Floy's
George S. Coleman, counsel for the Public
Commission, First District, state of New
York, opened it. He disagreed with the author of
Public-utility bodies
the paper on several points.
need not be composed of engineers nor of men
of any one profession.
"You want men who are
have
first intelligent, who are open-minded, who
had some experience in affairs._ who are patient,
who are thorough, who are industrious and, above
all.
who have good judgment." Referring to the
"You
\'aluation of franchises, Mr. Coleman said
interesting

paper.

Utilities

:

reputable gentlemen, not members of the
bar, who differ honestly as to the proper way of
valuing franchises, and in three different cases,
tried one after another, involving different points,
a practically different result was reached in each
instance.
have no official decision by our
will

find

We

courts."

the monetary inducement will

sions should

April i8,

Charles F. Lacombe, chief engineer of the Light

and Power Department, Department of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity, New York city, was the
next speaker. He thought that a commission dealing largely wath engineering subjects, made with
a proper representation of lawyers, engineers and
business men, w^ould be of more value than one
Mr. Lain which either element was left out.
combe quoted several legal decisions relating to
franchise

H.

valuations.

M. Brinckerhoff of

New York

said,

among

"It is probably impracticable at the
other things
present time to expect matters of this kind to be
talked on around the table in a fair, candid discussion, but if such a course could be pursued I
am satisfied much better results would be obtained
than by the formal, legal methods now pursued.
:

Our commissions would very seldom go radically
wrong if they had the real facts placed clearly
before them. Two conflicting, cleverly concocted,
partisan statements, on the contrary, befog rather
"We operthan clear the issue:" And, further
ating men and engineers are too apt to feel we
are in a class by ourselves which separates us
from general citizenship. That, gentlemen, is the
weak point in our national life today. Large classes
of educated, intelligent, highly trained brain workers in our land leave great public questions, great

service corporations doing business in a community
state of affairs exists."
Henry L. Doherty, New York: "I look on
these public commissions as a sort of intermediate
link between the legislative branch of our government and the judicial branch of our government.
They seem to me to belong, however, in the major
part to the judicial branch of our government; and
I think they can best be considered as an original
court of equity, subject to review by our higher
courts.
It seems to me that, for commissioners to
become expert in their work, they must be insured
long terms of office and freedom from necessity
to cater to prevailing opinion.
To insure men of
proper training and intelligence, the salaries must
be highly remunerative. T believe that these bodies
should be appointed by the Supreme Court of the
state, or the Supreme Court of the United States
if a national body.
I believe the tenure of office
should be not less than eight years. The attention
of many engineering bodies can be profitably directed to this subject."
W. C. L. Eglin, electrical engineer of the Philadelphia Electric Company, said that he was glad
Mr. Floy had brought up the subject. He suggested that the board of directors of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers be requested to
consider the subject of appointing a public-policy

where such a

committee.
In closing the discussion, Mr., Floy said: "I
do not think any argument is necessary to prove
that the commissions are handicapped by a lack of
practical knowledge of the subjects with which
As a matter of fact, they do not
they, are dealing.
understand the terms, they do not understand the
language we use, and why such matters cannot
be properly and much better handled by men who
understand the matters being considered, I cannot
appreciate. I do not argue that th£ commission
should be entirely made up of engineers that
would be as wrong as having it made up entirely
but I do think that
of lawyers or business men
a balanced commission, consisting of engineers,
lawyers
would
make the ideal
men
and
business
commission."

—

;

Chicago Gets Large Revenue from
Street-railway Companies.

:

economic questions, wdiich really vitally aff'ect themselves, to a few professional politicians and reformers."
Louis A.

Ferguson, second vice-president of the

Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago,

praised

"It appears to I)e a trend of
modern legislation." said he, "to take away the
power of regulation of public-utility corporations
from the various legislative bodies, city councils,

Mr.

Floy's

paper.

etc.,
and place it in the hands of commissions.
This is extremely desirable, not only from the
viewpoint of the corporations, but of the public as
Attempted regulation of public-utility corwell.
porations by large, unwieldy legislative bodies, such
as the boards of aldermen of large cities, like New
York, Chicago, Philadelphia or Boston, is seldom
satisfactory, either to the corporation or the public.
Such bodies rarely have among their numbers men

sufficient technical knowledge and training to
enable them to pass upon the questions involved
with any degree of knowledge."
"A review of the returns made upon capital invested in banking enterprises throughout the country shows' a very high return of interest upon the
capital invested, in many cases running as high
as 20, 30. 50, and, in one case at least, as high as
120 per cent- No one will seriously contend that
a public-service corporation is entitled to so high
a return upon its investment as is referred to in
the case of banks; nor, on the other hand, should
anyone seriously contend that such a corporation
is entitled to, say, only five per cent, return upon
its investment, five per cent, being the legal rate
of interest in. the state of Illinois. * * * It is
my opinion that public-service corporations would
a lower rate of
be' and should be satisfied with

surface street railways of Chicago completed
year's operation under the traction settlement ordinances on February i, 1908. The Chi-

The

their

first

cago City Railway Company, operating the lines
on the South Side, and the Chicago Railways Company, operating all the old Union Traction lines
on the North and West Sides, are required by the
new ordinances to pay the city 55 per cent, of the
net receipts, and both companies made the remittance last week.
The city's share of the earnings of both companies for the first year, which closed JanuarjThe Chicago City
31st, amounted to $1,556,809.71.
Railway Company reported net earnings of $1,228,550.48 and the Chicago Railways Company $1,602,-

due the

&

of arriving at the amounts
were investigated by Arthur Young

The methods

012.63.

city

Co., the city's accountants.

Following are the
revenue is based

figures

upon

their

investment

where

their

the

city's

Chicaco
Railways.

5 8.215. iq6. 49
5.750,637.54
(70 per cent)..

Sio.560,571.98
7,392.400.39

S 2,464.558.95

S 3.168,171.59

Earnings

Five per cent, interest, and inter-

on amount expended for

rehabilitation
S 1,236.008.47
Net receipts (amount divisible)... 1,228.550.48
675.702.76
City's share (55 per cent.)
552.847.72
Company's share (45 per cent.)

est

—

The Late William

S 1,566.158.96
i. 602.012. 63
881,106.9s
720.905.68

A. Kreidler.

In addition to the tributes of respect to the memory of the late William A. Kreidler, founder of the
Western Electrician, published last week, letters of

condolence, several containing touching expressions
of regard, have been received from

rates-

other business dealings with the community
controlled by a commission, small in number
and composed of, say, trained engineers, than they
would deem satisfactory if their rates and other
business dealings were controlled, as they are now.
by state legislature or boards of aldermen."
"It is now lapidly becoming the sentiment of the
public that the best interest of the public is served
by a properly regulated monopoly. It has been
discovered that whenever two or more public-service corporatioiis engaged in the same line of business are serving the s.ame community, they arc not
Duplication of
likely to remain separate very long.
plants is a waste of capital, which is not economic,
necessitates
a
much greater
and. if persisted in,
If there is bona-fidc
outlay for cost of operation.
competition between two such corporations, it means
a war of annihilation until the weaker of the
companies is forced out of the field. This militates against good service and also prevents conservative capitalists from investing money in public-

which

City Railway.

Gross earnings
Operating expenses

D. Brookins,

New

William F. Cochran,

legal

Homer

and
arc

on

Chicaeo

of

interest

ic

&

Co.,
J.

York.
department, A. Booth

Chicago.

R. Floyd,

Jr.,

secretary and treasurer Rossiter,

MacGovcrn & Co., New York.
William J. Hammer, New York.

C. D. Jenney, president Jenncy Electric Maimfacturing Company, Indianapolis.
M. Lippincolt, secretary and treasurer Viennoi
.^dvertising .Agency, Philadelphia.
N. L. Norris, secretary and general manager

Banner Electric Company, Youngstown, Ohio.

Hugo Reisinger. New York.
Chas. D. Shain, New York.
G. B. Sharpc, advertising manager Studebaker
.Automobile Company, South Bend, Ind.
president Shultz Belting ComJ. A. J. Shultz,
pany, St. Louis.
Acknowledging the receipt of these kind letters,
the Western Electrician returns its sincere thanks
to the writers.
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Now High-temperature

Electric

Fur-

nace.

clently until the resistcr

is

practically all

3H
Statistics of Curtis Steam Turbines.
The following figures, furnisheil by the Ccireral

consumed.

The renewals arc made by

cxldndcd invcsliK.ition into the siillabilily of
various types of cieclrle fiirnaecs for the production of carbon free alloys has led to the development of a new furnace well suited to this class
of work and possessing many goocl qualities for
general liiKh-temperaturc work. The new furnace
resistance type, and is siniis a modification of the
robust in construction, simple in operation,
pli' and
All

the

inscrtinR the proper
miinber of plates between the graphite end jilalcs,
it
being the work of a moment. The number anil
thickness of the resister plates depends upon the
size of the furnace and the voltage employed.
This furnace can he operated by an unskilled
person, and is built to withstand hard usage. The
furnace as usually constructed will stand temperatures up to I,8oo" C, but can be made for a temperature of 2,000" C. or above. This type can be
made as a tube, a mullle, or a crucible furnace.
The furnace is suitable for crucible ineUing of
platinum, gold, silver, nickel, cobalt, copper, iron,
chromium, steel, etc., for heating the barium chloride
used in hardening steels, for determining the melting points of fire clay and similar materials and
for general experimental work with refractory ma-

(iiinpany, relate to
arc nit<Ti-slill(.'

ICIeelric
Inrbini"-.

sales

.'.

-.f

i

FIO.

DETAILS OF ^CONSTRUCTION

I.

Ol'

A

CKliClIILU

FURNACE.
temperature regulation, economical in current consumption, and has a resistcr that is dur.v
ble. and easy and cheap to replace.
The construction of a crucible furnace is shown
in detail in Fig. I, while Fig, 2 shows the general
appearance of the complete furnace, including a
transformer and an anniicter. A number of carbon
or graphite plates are placed face to face along

dose

in

two sides of the furnace, between end plates of
graphite, and with these end plates form the walls
Graphite rods contacting
of the furnace chamber.
with the end plates serve to both connect the resister into circuit and to communicate pressure to
the resistcr plates, applied by means of the screws.
The resister and end pieces arc surrounded by a
refractory material, such as magnesia, and con-

No. 2679.

No.

New Holophane
The demand

of illuminating engineers and others
having to plan or specify lighting installations for
reflectors attractive in design yet of .approved efificiency, has led the Holophane Company to design
and offer a new scries of reflectors. These reflectors, here illustrated, are Nos. 2(170. 4516. 4526, 457f>

4

Z
Ordert (o D«c.

?.1

1

s>:

-Y-'

it. 1007.

u

'->

Cti.u^l

Si-iii.a

-u.l

tained

The current is carried
in an iron casing.
furnace by heavy copper conductors clamped

on the graphite rods.
The furnace operates best at from 10 to 50 volts,
depending on the size of the furnace. Where alternating current is available, a special transformer
is used to reduce the line voltage to that required.
.\n ammeter is connected in the primary circuit
Where
as a guide to the control of the furnace.
alternating current is not available a rotary converter, a lo-volt plating dynamo, or a storage batThe furnace is started with
tery may be used.
little
or no pressure on the resister plates. By

u:^
u
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in
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Avoraac
No. of
K.W.
'iulai
K.W.
MiichineB Capaclly
Capacity.
per

Muhino
InHtallationi lo Doc. 31, 1007

943

857

Orders on

153

1.750

1.006

»8o

I.073,«95

125

8^

28fi.310

lianc)

Tocal sales

Orders for
1

i'jo8

Dec.
to

fiscal

.

31. tiiO?

Dec.

31. 1007

807 .Gto

year eodcd Feb.

...

The most noticeable single item is the total capacity sold to December .31, 1907
1,073,695 kilowatts, or about 1,556,000 brake horsepower. This
is a strong indication of the advance of the steamturbine generating unit. That this advance is accelerating rapidly is shown by the amount of the
sales of Curtis turbine-generators for the last fiscal
yi-.'ir nf the Gtneral Electric Cf>mpany. 2J^..320 kilo-

—

4576.

SERIES OF HOLOPHANE REFLECTORS.

and 4676.
upon the
abroad.

6
7.

Plant* and Miuol-

IntliiKtrial

No.

No. 4525.

45I(

NEW
to the

Reflectors.

tlcani

.

terials.

The muHle furnace will not reach the highest
lempcratures, being limited by the ability of the
niulile to stand the heat, but will be found valuable
for treating the special steels, for assaying and
other work requiring a temperature beyond the
safe range of wire-wound furnaces. The tube furnaces will be found useful for a variety of experimental work requiring a uniform and high
temperature under perfect control.
These furnaces are being placed on the market
by The Hoskins Company, Chicago, and arc designated as type 100.

of Curlln

:iiu\

This design

is

distinctive,

being based

French

The

European

shape, originally brought out
ready sale of this series of reflectors
markets, and the wide variety of ap-

plications to which they may be put, make them
a welcome addition to the Holophane line.
The characteristic distribution of light obtained
from the use of these reflectors is shown herewith.

watts capacity, or more than 25 per cent, of the
sales since the Curtis turbine was introduced.
Another fact of considerable interest is the large
number of plants for which the Curtis turbine has
been selected as prime mover. The large range
of sizes in wdiich this turbine is sold is probably
responsible for the great variation in average sizes
of plants in which it is used. The large central
total

and electric-traction enterprises, with an
of 3.778 kilowatts plant capacity,
size
strikingly differ from the industrial plant of 305
kilowatts average capacity.
stations

average

A New

Fixture for Tungsten Lamps.

The

CURVE OF HOLOPHANE FRENCH
SHAPED REFLECTORS.

CHARACTERISTIC

While the several designs vary somewhat

in results
given, this curve will serve as a general guide to
the series. These reflectors are particularly recommended for use in connection with the smaller
frosted-tip tungsten lamps, as they completely protect the eye from the intense rays of the light.

Cost of Chicago Drainage Canal.

rapid advance of the tungsten lamps is well
illustrated by the fact that fi-xtures especially designed for them are now on the market. Such a
fixture is illustrated herewith, and the manufacturer
says that it combines the best lamps with the best
The fixture measures 25 inches over all.
fixture.
It consists of stem of three-eighths-inch pipe and
three-fourths-inch casing, crowfoot, wires, deep canopy, cluster body, and an 18-inch opal reflector.
The brass base is provided with conical shape
frosted aluminum reflector, which materially increases the reflecting surface of the device. The
fixture is furnished with four to si-x lights, with
or without center-lamp opening, and with or with-

The report of the clerical department of the Sanitary District of Chicago, submitted to the trustees,
shows that the cost of constructing and maintaining
the Chicago Drainage Canal has been $56,616,014.44.
The report covers the period from the time the
Sanitary District was organized to December 31,
Total receipts during that period were $58,1907,
747,233.23, of which $34,707,418.7.1 was collected in
Among items of expenditure were: Righttaxes.
bridge construction. $2,970,of-waj', $8,481,823.69
main channel construction, $18,600,195;
707.76;
:

FIG. 2.

HIGH-TEMPERATURE ELECTRIC FURNACE, INCLUDING TRANSFORMER AND AMMETER.

w-aterpower development, $3,014,785.79.
For 1907 the expenditures amounted to $5,310.which included $1,342,000 for maturing bonds
and '$765,660 for interest on bonds, and $850,014
for the purchase of right-of-way. In construction
work $330,788.85 was spent during the year and
waterpower development. The
for
$1,183,250,09
total amount of bonds issued since the district
was organized amount to $32,140,000, of which
The value of prop$19,958,000 is still outstanding.
erty in the district in 1907 was $499,727,415, as comDuring 1907 the
pared with $217,458,360 in 1890,
total bond issue reached $4,850,000.
627,55.

(by simply turning the
the pressure
hand wheel of one of the. screws) the current is
brought up to the proper value and is indicated
by the ammeter. The heat is developed principally
increasing

the points of contact of the resister plates, on
accoune of the high resistance at these points. The
contact resistance being high compared with the
resistance of solid carbon, the cross-section of the
resister can be made large, and therefore strong
and durable. The furnace can be operated effiat

a'NEW FIXTURE FOR TUNGSTEN LAMPS.

5

.

6

:
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U2
out pendant switch. .It is symmetrical in outline
and pleasing in appearance, and offers an effective,
convenient and economical fixture for public-lighting
known as "Benjamin
is
purposes. The device
tungsten arc" and is manufactured by the Benjamin
Electric Manufacturing Company of Chicago.

Tests of Fuel

in

a Producer Gas Power
Plant.i

table shows the results obtained on a wide range of fuels tested by the technologic branch of the United States Geological Survey, under the direction of Joseph A. Holmes, experl in charge, and Robert Heywood Fernald, engiThese tests were made at St.
neer in charge.
Louis, J\Io., at the fuel-testing plant which was
located on the grounds of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition.

The accompanying

Failure of the

A

Quebec

Canadian government

April

Bridge,

commission,

Henry Holgate, civil engineer, of Montreal;
G. G. Kerry, civil engineer, of Campbellford,
Out,, and Prof. John Galbraith of the University
of Toronto, has been investigating the causes of
the recent collapse of the Quebec bridge across the
St. Lawrence River.
The principal findings of the
commission are as follows
The collapse of the Quebec bridge resulted from
the failure of the lower chords in the anchor arm
near the main pier. The failure of these chords
w^as due to their defective design.
The stresses that caused the failure were not due
to abnormal weather conditions or accident, but
were such as might be expected in the regular'
course of erection.
The design of the chords that failed was made
by Mr. P. L. Szlapka, the designing engineer of
of
J.

Table op Data and Results on Representative Fuels Burned in a Producer Gas Plant at
THE Fuel Testing Plant of the Technologic Branch, United States Geological Survey.
o
^"H
per lb. of E'luiv- ^'^.S
alent* Fuel
ja 5
Consumed by
Producer Plant,
fe

Gas Produced

Proximate Analysis.
Per Cent.

B. T. U. per
Pound of Fuel.

,

tiou.

perfect
office

officials

consider

the

Pounds
u'

^d^O

of

Equivalent*
Vuel per

difference

cost

in

too

great.

Mine Drainage

Mexico.

in

The

greatest mining project ever undertaken in
Mexico is the boring of a large mine drainage tunnel to unwater the mines of the Pachuca district
in the state of Hidalgo, including: the rich Real del

Monte group. This tunnel when finished will be
seven miles long and will have cost several miUion
dollars.

and

Its

will

it

construction was begun 15 years ago
take about four years to complete it.

Mancera

Gabriel

of the City of

Mexico

is

financing

which has the unique feature
revenue which it will bring to Mr. Mancera
used to construct and maintain a home for
and orphans of Mexico.
Each mine
by the tunnel will pay an annual charge

the great enterprise,
that the
to

is

be

invalids

reached
for use of the waterway

I

Cu.Ft.Standard|

clumsy wagons, which increase street congesThe tunnel company has made an almost
record for doing the work, but the Post-

the

consisting

1908

1 8,

in

carrying off the sur-

plus water.
Electrical equipment

B-H.P.Hour.

is

playing an important part

power

the construction work, a $100,000 electric

in

plant being in use for operating the machinery for
Mois- \'ol3tile Fixed
ture.
Matter. Carbon

1

]

Florida peat
Average of four lignites
Average ot four Illinois coals
Average of four Pennsylvania coals
Average of four West Virginia coals.

21.00
1

31-81
19.68
32.12

3.47
2.47

j

.

*Equivalent fuel includes that used

28.96

35 -05
11. 51

|

43.46
67.31
60.24

As
Fired.
5.17
8.27
13.22
9.54
5.17

8,127
7-164
10,651
13.651
14,248

10,299
11,038
12,030
14,136
14,610

28.5
26.3
49.6
71.4
77.

Dry.

36.1
40.3
56.1
74.0
79-5

175.2
169.9
153.2
141.

149.6

2.03
1.73

2.57
2.43
1.66
1.16
1.03

producer, and also the amount required to generate the steam necessary for operating

in the

the producer.

Of the four Pennsylvania coals tested, two came from the lower Kittanning bed, one from the lower Freeport and the fourth from
the Pittsburg bedOf the West Virginia coals, one came from the Ansted bed, another from the Eagle, both of these being
from the Pittsburg and the fourth from the Keystone bed.

mined

in

the

New

River

bituminous coals, and many prominent engineers w^ere in doubt as to the possibility of operating a gas engine on gas produced from coals
such as are mined in the Central and Western
class of

States.

This branch has done a valuable service to the
country in demonstrating the possibility of burning
nearW all classes of low'-grade fuels with good
economy. As will be noted in the table, the poorer
coals required a correspondingly greater quantity
of the fuel to produce a horsepower.
The equipment used was a 250-horsepower pressure
producer with a centrifugal tar extractor and gasholder.
A 235-horsepower three-cylinder vertical
gas engine belted to a generator produced power
which was measured by electric instruments connected with the switchboard.
As will be seen, the
results obtained are much better than those from
steam plants of corresponding size.

Phcenix Bridge Company.
This design was examined and officially approved
by M'r. Theodore Cooper, consulting engineer of
the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company.
The failure cannot be attributed directly to any
c,ause other than errors in judgment on the part
of these two engineers.
These errors of judgment cannot be attributed
either to lack of common professional knowledge,
to neglect of duty, or to a desire to economize.
The ability of the two engineers was tried in one
of the most difficult professional problems of the
day, and proved to be insufficient for the task.
the

A New Westinghouse Readjustment
Plan.

A

committee known as the Merchandise Creditors' Committee, representing a majority in amount
of the merchandise debt of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, has proposed a
plan

Loading Vessels by Electricity.
jMany of the grain-carrying \'e5scls w'hich crowd
the harbor of Portland, Ore., are given quick dispatch by means of portable electric conveyors.
These conveyors, which can readily be adapted to
the loading of any ship, are operated by five-horse-

power direct-connected

motors, driving a cleated
conveyors, and are capable of
delivering into steamers or ships several thousand
sacks of grain an hour, up and over considerable

belt

over

40-foot

elevations.
With these electrically driven machines many
thousands of tons of wheat and flour are delivered
each season from local docks into foreign-bound
Brown
McCabe,
steamers and sailing ships.
stevedores, are the patentees of this labor-saving
utility.
Power service from the mains of the Port-

&

land

Railway. Light

and Power Company,

which

readily available at all of Portland's important
docks, is used to operate the electric conveyors.
is

Stock Yards Branch of the E'evated
Opened.
The South Side Elcvaud Railroad Company of
Chicago placed the new Stock Yards brancli in
regular service on April 8th. About 25,000 passengers were carried the first day. The trains
make connection with the main line at Indiana
Avenue and Fortieth Street. Aside from furnishing

much needed transportation to
ered the new branch promises
through

the

sec

"Yards."

the

novel

facilities

The

it

the
to

territory

cov-

will not

be required.

Instead the company

20, 1908,
will be

funded by new stock to the amount of $10,000,000.
which $4,000,000 is to be taken b.\' the merchandise creditors and the remainder offered to
of

stockholders at par. Provision for sucb portion of
the bank debt as shall not be converted into "assenting stock'' will be made partly by convertible
bonds of the existing authorized issue and partly
by five per cent, notes, running for an average
period of at least five years. The existing issues
of convertible bonds, debenture certificates and collateral notes are not to be disturbed.
This plan has tbe approval of the Westinghouse
company, and it is expected that the subscriptions
for the new stock will be forthcoming by June ist.
Because of the undertaking of the creditors' committee, the readjustment committee has decided to
extend the time for depositing obligations and
claims to May 15. 190S.
The circular of the Merchandise Creditors' Committee is dated April 6th. The committee is made
up of Joseph W. Marsh, vice-president Standard
Underground Cable Company, Pittsburg; F. W.
Roebling, president John A. Roebling'.^ Sons Company, Trenton. N. J.; Charles R. Remington, American Electrical Works. Phillipsdale. R. I.: .A. Bournonvillc, representing Alfred F. Moore, Philadelphia, and George M*. Verity, president American
Rolling Mill Company, iJiddlctown, Ohio.

become popular

offers

station

visitors

to

yards
at Exchange Building.
From here the
road makes a loop through the yards
with the following stations: Morris Station, Center and Exchange avenues; Swift Station. Exchange and Packers avenues; Hammond Station.
Forty-fourth Street and Packers .^vcnuc; Armour
Station. Forty-third Street a nd Center Avenue.

proper

first

for the termination of the receivership as a
substitute for the plan of the readjustment committee.
Under the arrangement proposed the issue of
mortgage bonds contemplated in the plan of the

readjustment committee, announced January

at

the

is

elevated

I.
Publiihtd by pcrmiision of the Director of Ihc United
Statci Geologic^ Survey.

group of mountains upon which the rich mines are
situated and the altitude at its entrance is 9,500
feet.
It enters the mountain near Atotonilco el
Chico and runs southeast, passing under the principal mines of the district and directly beneath
Pachuca at a depth of about 1,400 feet below the
city park.

The development

district; a third

At the time this plant was erected there were but
few gas producer plants in the country burning any

boring through the rock of the mountains.
The
Nepton Tunnel, as it is called, is ii^/^ by iiJ/< feet
in dimension.
It has its mouth at the base of the

Mail Carriage in Chicago.
The contract of ihc IMinois Tunnel Company

of this mining district has been
retarded by the water encountered in the
lower workings. The mines were flooded and the
expense of keeping them cleared so that ore extraction could be carried on has been enormous.
The
tunnel which is now being bored will not only
afford a gravity drainage for all the mines but will
enable the depths of the workings to be increased,
and it is expected that the Pachuca district will
take rank with the richest and best of the world
when the new drainage system is in operation.
The tunnel will run i.ooo feet below the present
bottom of the shaft of El Chico mine, which is the
estimated that its
deepest in the district.
It is
completion will lessen the present cost of ore exIt will lead to the
traction at least 80 per cent.
greatly

reopening of mam' mines which have been idle for
years and wmU cause many new claims to be
worked.
It is estimated that more than $i,ooo,coo
annually is now expended in draining the mines of
this district by means of pumping.

many

Electric Railroading in Colorado.
Some of the steam roads of Colorado are preparing

to

equip

parts

of

their

for

lines

electric

This is due to the abundance of electric
power and comparative low cost made possible by
the large electric power companies of the state.
The Colorado and Southern Railroad has about
completed its electric line from Denver to Boulder.
Eldorado Springs and other points. Twelve big
new cars are being finished for this service. This
be devoted almost entirely to
electric
line will
passenger traffic. The Moffat railroad is now figuring with the Central Power Company for electric
power in handling heavy trains over mountain
operation.

grades.

The "Kelvin"
At

technical

a

Indorsed.

conference

student officers of the United

of

ihc

faculty

Army

Stales

and

Signal

School at Fort Leavenworth. Kan., held on March
was adopted indorsing the movement directed toward the adoption of the word
"kelvin" as the commercial unit of electrical energy
at present expressed by the term "kilowatt-hour."
this change being made in honor of the late Lord
Kelvin, to perpetuate his services in the advance-

25th. a resolution

ment of

electrical

science.

Major

man is assistant commandant
Army Signal School.

in

C.

McK.

charge

Saltz-

of

the

for

transferring mail in Chicago by electric cars in
the company's tunnels will expire on July ist. To
renew the contract with the government the company demanded an increase for the service to $300,coo a year. This amount was considered cxccs-iive
by the Postofficc officials, and the contract has been
awarded to other persons, who will do the transferring by wagon for $145,500 a year, the contract
being for three years. Protests are being made by
commercial interests against the plan to return to

Electricity

on

New Haven

Railroad.

announced by the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad Company that it has
now 83 trains in operation electrically week days
between New York and Stamford, and 33 on SunBefore the first of July it will have its full
day.
complement of new electric locomotives, and then
all trains between the two points will be put into
the ciectricai scr\'icc. The power house at Coscob
It

is

officially

now
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If

\|iril

wurkiiiK lo

but a
is
unit is lo lie adclfd in ordir lo supply it
fiiiirlli
All the difli)vith p(jwcr ill case of an (.-niiTKcncy.
met in inslaiiiiin the electric service, tllc
cnltit's
says,
now
been
have
overcnnie.
company
its

fi;ll

I'Diitracl

c.ipacily,

Michigan Telephone Company Makes

A

larRc
report of

(Neb.) Telephone Company has
stock of $2,000.

been incorporated with a capital

The Farmers' Hub Telephone Company

The

Independent

Worth.

has

hicorporated

of

Wood-

a

capital

with

iilaiis

Crumb and George M.

H.

\V.

Brill,

both

of

Chicago, the electrical experts chosen to investigate
the physical condition of the Indianapolis telephone
plant, after working a week, have returned to Chicago to prepare their report.

The Dakota Central Telephone Company of Watertown, S. D.. will soon install a new system in
accord with the franchise recently renewed there.
The company contemplates either a central-energy
manual system or an automatic system.

new

T!ie

uted

by

the

telephone

Chicago

directory

Telephone

recently

Company

distribis

the

largest in the history of the company, and said to
be the second largest in the world.
The book contains igS.ooo names, which is an increase of 10,000.

Subscribers in the 16 suburbs instead of being listed
simply as ''toll'' have their addresses printed in the
new book.
It

soon

is

in

said that
the way

definite may take place
of separate interests taking over

something

and operating and extending the automatic telephone system of the Illinois Tunnel Company in
Chicago.
Interests identified with the Independent
telephone people who are negotiating with the tunnel company for the lease of the telephone plant
have been in the city recently.
R. J. Woods of
the South Dakota

Sioux

Falls.

S.

D., president

of

Traveling Men's .Association, has
complaint with the State Telephone Commission, alleging exorbitant rates charged bj' some of
the long-distance lines in South Dakota.
Specific

filed

instances are cited where rates from certain towns
are five cents more one way than the reverse between the same towns, caused by local companies
making the extra charge for the use of their instruments.

The new management

of

American

Telephone

and Telegraph has issued a report of the company's
earnings for the first quarter of 1908, in comparison
with those of the corresponding: quarter of 1907.
The figures show an increase of $1,100,000 in total
earnings for the period and an increase of $416.000 in the surplus after dividends. The gross
earnings

the first three months of 1508 were
compared with $6,011,860 for the cor-

for

$7,113,309.

responding period of 1907.
the result of a report by the State Highway
of Massachusetts the New England
Telephone and Telegraph Company of Boston is
about to make a reduction from 10 cents to 5 cents
per call on toll service in the metropolitan district
for a five-minute conversation.
The new rate will
affect 23 exchanges in greater Boston.
The company also agrees to co-operate in the taking of an
inventory of its property and in a study of rate
possibilities with a view to reducing the cost of
.As

Commission

IJecemher

31,

Gross

1907.

re-

$3,o9.',.'i'(),

charRed to that account.

is

The company
by
for

setting

created a

aside

$271,468,

year of $195,887.

the

reserve

for

leavinK

The

cember

a

maintenance
surplus

net

surplus DebeiuK an increase
total

31, IQ07, was $654,138,
of $183,471 compareil with the preceding year.
In
the opinion of the inanagemenl it is of vital im-

portance lo provide out ol earnings for the maintenance of Ihe entire plant in first-class cyierating
condition, and to .also provide for Ihe replacemenl
of various parts of the plant as the}' become worn
It is proposed during the year 1908 to charge
operating expenses for niainlenanee and reconstruc-

purposes

tion

with

an

amount

eijual

to

$10

per

exchange station. Should the actual expenditures
exceed this amount, the maintenance reserve acconiil
can be drawn on; should the expendilures fall
under the .amount provided, the surplus will be

During the year William ,A. Jackson, president
Ihe company, tendered his resignation, which
was accepted, and be was elected chairman of the
executive committee for his unexpired term. N. C.
Kingsbury, formeri.- vice-president, was elected to
of

the office of president. J. F. Land tendered his
resignation as general manager, and B. W. Trafford. formerly general manager of the Chesapeake
an<l Potomac Telephone Company, was elected vicepresident and general manager.

Telephone Notes from Mexico.
The

first long-distance telephone Hne to extend
from the City of Mexico to a point outside of the
limits of the Federal District was placed in operation on April 2d by the Mexican Telephone and

Telegraph Company, in combination with Salvador
C. Luque, owner of the telephone exchange in
the city of Pachuca.
The line runs from Mexico
City to Pachuca. The charge for a three-minute
conversation is 60 cents, Mexican money, which is
equivalent to 30 cents United States money. It
is
reported that the companj' will apply to the

government

-At a recent meeting of the executi\e committee
of the Indiana Independent Telephone .Association
arrangements w-ere made to hold district meetings
all of the districts except Iw'o in the state within
the next two weeks for the purpose of formulating
reports to be made to the annual meeting of the
association, to be held in Indianapolis on May 13th
and 14th. This annual meeting, which was formerly announced to be held on ilav 20th and 2i5t.

m

be held one week earlier, and will be closed
with a banquet at the Claypool Hotel.

for a concession for building other
lines, to radiate out of the City of
the principal towns.

long-distance

Mexico

The

to

severe earthquake shocks which were

felt

Continental Europe.

the

Company

beiuK an increase of
compared with the preceding year, while
operatiuK expenses were $-'.044,y.)7, an increase of
only $i5,iJ4i. thus le;ivin'< net earnlnKS of $1,047,252,
a gain of $4I4,9«<>, compared with the former year.
The lower ratio of operatiiiK expense was due lo
curtailment of new consiinclion, Ihe cost of which

in

the City of Mexico recently did A-ery little damage
to the underground circuits of the telephone comIt is stated that of the 3.500 telephones of
panies.
underground circuit in the city only 25 were injured by the earthquakes. The two companies operating here made a careful examination of the
conduits and tested the cables and found tliat the

shocks had caused no break. The absence of serious damage is considered remarkable, in view of
the fact that the asphalt pavement was cracked all
over the city and there were other evidences of
severe earth convulsions-

1.—-ihe iMlj.-m J'arhanimt dcciderl
not loiiK since lo apply clcctriL- tniclion iiiwn the
railroads lo iIk- extent of J50 mile*. Of tl)i<>, aboiil
100 niile^ will he (loiiMc-lrack road. The first hcclion «.f railrrjji.i to uhe the electric system will he
Ihe ptjflion lyinn between Savoiia and San (Jiiiseppc.
and, following thin, the Bnssoleno-Modane section
on the Ml. Cenis line, as well an ihe portion of
road between JJoniodossola :ind Iselle. The latter
will therefore make an exlcnsii.n of ihe Simplon
road.
Kleclric traction will alwj be used between
Florence and Hologna» in order to incrcafic tlit
traffic
between these two cities. At present tlie
railrr}:id lies in a mountainons rcnion, and the tunnels npon tile line are filled with smoke,
'Ibis can
l)c overcome by
the nse of electricity. Other portions of road which will Ik transformed before
long are the Mil.ni-Lccco and Milan-Arona sections,
also a line in the vicinity of N'aples, which will rur
to Salerno anti Caslcllamare,
A very complete electric outfit has been installed
in the Heinrich and the Robert shafts of the Wendel coal mines of Westphalia, which arc 1,700 and
2,900 feel deep, respectively.
Hy means of a doubbcar system in the shaft with one car suspended
over the other, about 650 tons of coal is raised
daily.
An electric plant delivers current at 3,000
volts, three-phase, on the spot, and it is converted
lo 500, 220 and 120 volts for operating the motors
of the cable drums. The generating plant contains
a 1,200-horsepower and a 2,400-horsepower engine,
which are direct-coupled to Siemens-Schuckert machines.
The cable drum is operated on tlic llgncr
system, and its motor takes current from a motorParis,

Telephone News from the Northwest.

April

generator composed of a 900-horsepower, 3.000-voll,
three-phase motor, coupled to two 400-voit, 9,000ampere, direcl-cnrrent generators. The present plant

now in successful operation.
The new hydraulic plant of Angst-Wylcn, near
Bale, is one of three plants which are to be located
on the Rhine, between Rhcinfelden and the Alsatian frontier.
Current from these stations will be
used for the city of Bale and the neighboring district.
Using a 25-foot head of water, about 30,000
horsepower is secured at this point. The hydraulic
work at the dam consists of a masonry dike, upon
which is mounted a movable dam of 10 iron gates,
the whole length being 530 feet. There is a separate turbine house placed at each end of the dam,
and the two are of similar build. Each of the
plants contains ro turbines of 2.000 horsepower,
coupled to alternators. One of the other hydraulic
plants which arc to be erected upon the Rhine will
be placed at the mouth of the Birsc. and the second
somewhat below Birscfelden. Both of these plants
will be equipped with machines to the extent of
10,000 horsepower.
short line of electric railroad will soon be
opened for sen^ice from Salzburg to Berchtesgaden.
It lies partly in Austria and partly in Bavaria. The
Bavarian section will shortly be tried. It uses 900
volts direct current on the trolley system, and a
turbine plant at Reckenburg supplies the line. Here
there is a 28-foot fall, and the plant contains two
main turbine sets of 500 horsepower each, which
are coupled to direct-current generators working
For the Austrian section of the
at
1,000 volts.
road there are erected two electric stations. The
rolling stock consists of trains made up of a
is

A

motor car and two
120

places

seated.

trailers.,

the whole containing
car uses two 60A. teX.

The motor

horsepower motors.

An

ordinance is before the ilinneapolis City
Council to increase the severit\' of the penalty
It is
against profane language over the telephone.
proposed to make it a misdemeanor.
The Produce Exchange of Minneapolis has
passed a resolution asking the City Council to
limit the charges of the Northwestern Telephone
Exchange Company for service to those made by
the Tri-state Telephone Compan\-, viz.. $48 per

annum for business connections, single line.
The Forsyth Electric Light and Telephone Company of Forsyth, Mont, proposes the construction
of a telephone line between Forsyth and ^Miles City.
]\Ianager F. W. Bishop of the Iowa Telephone

Company

of Muscatine. Iowa, is planning extensive
to the telephone service.
The New State Telephone Company of Sioux
Iowa,
has
constructed a long-distance telephone
City.
service between Omaha, Neb., and Sioux City.

improvements

Government Purchases
Properties

service.

will

shown hy

is

Slate Telephone

creditetl to the mainti'iiance reserve accoinil.

Company of Fort

Telephone

for the construction of a
telephone line to .\marillo, Tex., and one to Hillsboro.
Te.N.,

anKroKaled

eariiinKS

out.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.

ward, Okla.. has been
stock of $5,000.

in

MicliiKaii

$-).10,<).i0

inkresis, whieli eoiuiol ihe Northlllair
rile
western l''le\ale(l of Chiea^^n. which owns the Union
biop, and which also controls the Chicago and
Oak I'ark company, are said to have deterniined
upon pl.ans for combining their own interests, while
provisional arraiiKemcnts have been made with the
S<Hith Side l''levated, provided the Metropolitan can
The latter stock
be bronnht into the consolidation.
held at a price which the eastern interests have
is
previously refused to pay.
A director of the Metropolitan company is ([noted as savins that the
large interests in the comp;iiU' are just beginning
to see daylight in their investnient. and it would
for them to sell now at a low price.
lie folly
The
new company would derive all the benefits that
have accrued.

The Sutherland

Increase
llie

the year ended

ceipts

In

CORRESPONDENCE.

Gains.

for

Proposed Elevated-railroad Merger
Chicago.
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The government

in

Bel!

Te'ephone

Alberta.

Canexample of [Manitoba by buying out the Bell Telephone Company of Canada for
of the province of Alberta.

ada, has followed the

$675,000.

wan

It is

said that the province of Saskatche-

and when that bill is put
whole of Western Canada will be
''emancipated" from the control of the Bell company, as it does not operate in British Columbia.
The Alberta negotiations were concluded in Montreal on April ist.
is

through

also negotiating,

the

Great Britain.

—

London. April 4. It has been definitely decided
Manchester electrical exhibition on
to open the
October 3d and to close it on the 31st of the same
month. Arrangements have been made with the
Manchester Corporation for the hire of some land
on the outskirts of the city, ^nd already the plans
of the proposed buildings have been approved.
Electrical engineers are to form an integral part
of the new territorial army scheme which has just
been put into force, and under which the old volunteer system vanishes. Instead of being known
as the Electrical Engineers Volunteers, there w-ill
henceforth be attached to the different commands
throughout the country wireless-telegraph companies, cable-telegraph companies and air-line telegraph companies. Colonel Crompton, the commanding officer of the Electrical Engineer Volunteers,
was on the committee of the War Office which
went into the details of the new regime.
An interesting point in connection with the law
relating to tramways was the subject of an action
in the High Courts last w-eek.
The Acton Urban
District Council sued for the cost of removing
the heaps of snow thrown aside by the tramway company's snow plow during the past winter. The
court held that, whereas the tramway company was
not compelled to do more than remove the snow
from the tracks, yet it had committed an obstruction in throwing it ud in heaps on either side of
the tracks, and for this a fine equal to the damages
claimed for removing the heaps was imposed.
Meetings of creditors of Messrs. Bruce, Peebles

;
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Co. are now being held, and the true position
of affairs is gradually coming to light. The total
deficiency is something over $Soo,ooo, and it is
stated that if a compulsory liquidation is contended
for, the unsecured creditors will only receive an
amount equal to about one-third of their total
claims. The liquidation for the present is taking
a normal course, and a committee of creditors has
The
ijeen appointed to confer with the liquidators.
general consensus of opinion seems to be that the
payment
of
the
taking
crisis has been facilitated by
for contracts in shares to too large an extent and
to the cut prices for foreign contracts.
The second annual commercial-vehicle exhibition
has just closed at Olympia, and, as last j'car, there
were "a few points of electrical interest in the shape
of petrol-electric systems for driving omnibuses.
These were all similar to those exhibited last year
and described in the Western Electrician at the
time, but there have been a few improvements in
details since.
An addition to the items of electrical
interest this year was a stand by the Electric Vehicle Company, which manufactures the omnibuses
now being run in the streets of London by the
Electrobus Company. The general features of this
bus have been noted, but it is now of interest to
state that, in addition to the first "fleet" of vehicles,
viz.,
seven, four more have been added

&

recently.

The

wireless-telegraph installation which is being fitted to the roof of the Admiralty buildings
in Whitehall for the purpose of communication
with Portsmouth, is the forerunner of a large number of such stations throughout the country. The
number of naval stations around the coast will
receive an addition of ii within the next few days
and provision has been made for a further three
during the current financial year. This will bring
the total number of Admiralty wireless-telegraph
stations, including war signal stations, around the
coast of Great Britain, *o 167.
At the Institution of Electrical Engineers on
Thursday in connection with a paper dealing with
high-speed electric machinery, an interesting discussion took place upon the relative merits of

smooth-core armatures and metal brushes and slotand carbon brushes. It arose on a
paper by two representatives of Messrs. C. A. Parsons & Co.. who, in practically all their machines,
adopt the former, whereas there was ai very complete consensus of opinion on the part of the chief
ted armatures

number of other dynamo makwas the best practice.
G.

designers of quite a
ers that the latter

New

England.

—

Boston, April 11. The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston has purchased land on
Scotia Street in this city to provide for a contemplated

addition

to

its

station

there.

The

estate

comprises 2,838 square feet of land and a five-story
brick

building.

An

power plant, capable of generating
is
under construction at Barre,
Mass., for the wool plant on Ware River.
The Plymouth, Carver & Wareham Street Railway Company, organized to build a line in the
southeastern section of Massachusetts, has decided
to abandon the project and dissolve the company.
Shareholders will probably receive back only 75
per cent, of what was paid in.
An order was adopted in the lower branch of the
Massachusetts Legislature this week, requestmg the
railroad commissioners to obtain all information
possible from official sources as to the date when
it will be feasible to electrify the railroads operating trains within the limits of the city of Boston.
This is a sequel to an anti-smoke crusade in this
city.
B.
320

electrical

April

sion for extension of the Interborough Railroad
system and betterments for the Subway system.
The exposition of safety devices given under the

direction of the American Museum of Safety Devices and Industrial Hygiene will be opened Monday at 231 West Thirty-ninth Street and continue
until June.
Dr. William H. Tolman is the director.
During the course of the exposition there will be
illustrated lectures by engineers upoii hazardous
All kinds of
occupations and methods of safety.
Several devices for
safety devices will be showai.
One of
signaling in railroad w-ork will be shown.
these is for trolley cars, which after a stretch of
travel on double tracks encounter a single-track
section.
The passage of the cars themselves into
or out of the single-track section set signal lights.

—

have

been

made

in

the offices of the Electric Package Agency recently.
W. H. Hymen has been selected as general manager, with headquarters in Cleveland.
E. C. Schinness, who has been the Toledo agent, has been
appointed superintendent, with offices in Cleveland.
C. W. Hamilton succeeds Mr. Schinness as local
agent.
Hay of Defiance has been appointed reF.^ L.
ceiver for the People's Gas and Electric Company
of that city. The appointment was made upon the
application of creditors of the concern.
During a gale this week a large pole on the
roof of the Ohio Building, the property of the
Radio-Telephone Company, was torn from its fastenings and plunged down through the big areaway.
One end of the pole crashed through the windows
and landed in the office of the Toledo-Massillon
portion
Bridge Company on the eleventh floor.
of the pole broke a panel in the skylight of the
Ohio Savings Bank and Trust Company, on the
first
floor.
No one was injured. The pole was
used by the wireless-telephone company for demonstration purposes.
The Lima-Defiance line of the Schoepf syndicate
will not be "electrified" this summer, as was contemplated, according to a recent announcement of
the traction officials. All finances will be turned
toward completing in detail the Lima and Tojedo
and the Lima-Bellefontaine lines this year.
The contractors of the Lima-Bellefontaine branch
of the Ohio Electric Railway have placed a night
shift at work, and traffic managers are planning on
opening service over a portion of the route early
in June.
H. L. S.

A

horsepower,

New
Xew York

York.

—

April 11. The New York Section of the Illuminating Engineering Society held
its meeting last Thursday night.
Dr. Clayton H.
Sharp delivered an address on "New Types of
Electric Lamps," confining himself to electric incandescent lamps.
He reviewed the various processes
of purifying tungsten and forming it into lamp
filaments; exhibited lantern slides showing the life
performance of various types of tantalum and tungsten lamps, and exhibited various types and sizes
of Gem, tantalum and tungsten lamps of European
and domestic manufacture.
The appeal of the Interborough Rapid Transit
Company has been sustained in the case in which
the Public Service Commission sought to restrain
the company from receiving its electrical current
through ducts built in the Subway, which are owned
by the city and leased to the company. The decision grants a new trial, with costs to the appellant to abide the event.
city,

Approval by the committee of the whole of the
Service Commission of the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company's application for the authorization of 3 mortgage of $55,000,000 and for the
is.sue at present of $.30,000,000 in bonds under this
security, was announced today.
Final action will
probably be taken by th.' commission within a few
days. The company, it is slated, will use the bonds
as security for $25,000,000 in short-term promissory
Public

notes to be issued.
The $23,000,000 balance may
be used by the Public Service Commission's permis-

Michigan.

—

April 11. An injunction restraining the
city of Detroit from enforcing the Hally ordinance
has been made permanent by Judge Swan of the
United States District Court. The ordinance provided that the Detroit United Railway must operate
its
cars on streets where franchises had expired
under the following conditions
Five tickets for
15 cents, universal transfer, the payment of taxes
on ad valorem basis and paving between tracks.
The injunction was secured by the Fidelity and
Guarantee Company of New York, trustee of the
bonds, on the ground that the mortgage security
would be impaired if the company was compelled
to give the rates and service prescribed by the
ordinance.
The Board of Commissioners of Traverse City
has found it impossible to secure subscriptions for
$200,000 of the bonds for the proposed interurban
road as required by the Carter Construction Company of Chicago. It is believed that subscriptions
for $75,000 can be secured. If the Carter company
will not modify its terms, the proposition will be
dropped.
Residents of West Houghton have petitioned the
village of Houghton to grant a franchise for an
electric railway between Houghton and South Range.
They believe that the line would build up that
part of the town and bring considerable business
to the merchants.
The engineers of the Marquette County Gas and
Electric Company are considering the proposition
of building an electric railway between Ishpeming,
Ncgaunce and Marquette. Preliminary surveys of
three routes have been ntade. The road can be
operated from the company's present power station.
A decision will be made within 60 days.
Detroit,

ic

Illinois.

Toledo, April 11. There is a decidedly better
tone to the electrical business here with the opening of the spring season. A number of good building contracts have been awarded recently and many
more are in sight. The electric railways have already begun construction work, and the telephone
companies are contemplating some extensive im-

changes

8,

of the Circuit Court held that the proceedings of
the Common Council in the matter were irregular,
as a resolution declaring the necessity of the new
plant was not adopted, while the Board of Estimates
had not provided for the necessary expenditure,
and the city would be behind financially at the end
of the fiscal year if the expenditure were made.
The citizens of Monroe will vote on the proposition of a bond issue of $8,500, which has been
made necessary by the installation of service at
unremunerative points, the establishment of day
service and the fact that the new machinery and
wiring cost $25,000 more than was estimated. Many
citizens are again talking of the advisability of
selling the plant.
£)

W.
Ohio.

provements.
Several important

1

:

Electric Pulp and Power Company
furnish power to the Escanaba Electric Street
Railway Company as soon as the new dam at Flat
Rock on the Escanaba River is complete. The machinery for the new plant has already been deliv-

The Escanaba

will

ered.

The injunction restraining Bay City from contracting for machinery for the purpose of constructing a new electric-light stati«n has been made
permanent. The action was brought by the Bay
City Traction and Electric Compj«y. Judge Wizncr

Peoria, April 11.— The business of the United
States Express Company, now carried on the Illinois Traction System, is growing rapidly, so much
so that seven or eight new messengers will be
jdded to the force by the first of May. At the
present time the company is hauling express on
three passenger cars each way daily, besides two
express cars that are now run over the lines at
night, and a change will be made in the express
schedule of the passenger cars that will be of
benefit to the express handling.
The interurban gasoline car that has been in
service between the cities of Canton and St. David
has been tal-'en off, and travel will be suspended
till
the line is equipped to be operated with electricity.
All the material is on the ground, and the
iron poles that will be used in Canton will be
placed the coming week, so that the road will be
in operation as soon as possible.

The

Illinois Traction
System is installing the
block system on the line across the
which is the busiest place on the lines. This
system is the first of the kind to be operated on
an electric line in the state. The system has been
used on the electric lines near St. Paul and Minneapolis for some time, and is also in use on
several steam roads in the state.
The Consolidated Street Railway Company of

McClintick

river,

Springfield will use its new barns tonight for the
time.
The new barns are constructed of brick,
concrete and iron, and are fireproof. They are
also intended to hold a shop for the repairing of
the cars.- The welfare of the men has been looked
after in the building by placing reading rooms and
bathrooms and individual lockers.
General Manager Fischer of the Illinois Traction
first

Company went

to

Champaign

to

meet Mr. Dovey

of London, England, who is making a study of
the interurban lines in this country. They will
make a trip over the lines of the Traction company.
The Citv Council of Pana will next week pass
the franchise of the Mattoon-Pana interurban line.
This is the only town between the cities of Matton
and Hillsboro that has not granted the line a
franchise.
It is said that the work of grading the
line will be commenced at once.
The old suit of the Peoria Water Company
against the Central Railway Company, based on
alleged electrolysis of the pipes belonging to the
former, was up again this week before Special

Master Frank L. Ween in Chicago. A continuance
was taken until April 2Sth. The master will report
his findings to Judge Sanborn ill the Federal court
V. N.
at Chicago.

Oklahoma.

—

Oklahoma City, April 11. The Dunbar Electrical
Supply Company of this city has been reorganized
with the following-named officers
secretary and treasurer,
Stone

:

;

President, G. B.
E. Dunbar

S.

manager, George L. Sayles.

sales

City Council of this city has passed an
ordinance requiring inspection of all freight and
passenger elevators in the city at least once in
90 days, and notice of the condition of the elevator
posted in every car.
The Ten Thousand Club of Pauls Valley is
considering a proposition of installing an electric-

The

plant.

light

The Oklahoma City-Shawnee Interurban Railway
Company of Guthrie has been organized with a
capital

The

stock of $300,000.
Sentinel (Okla.) Long-distance Rural Tele-

phone Company has been incorporated for $10,000.
The directors are J. M. Wright, F. Wingham of
Sentinel, and W. H. Davis and C. C. Allen of
K.
Rocky, Oklahoma.

Northwestern States.

—

11.
The City Council at
Minneapolis, .April
Tower, Minn., has made a lo-cent advance on all
residence lights for the summer. This municipal
pl.'uit
has not been making expenses.
The Village Board at Sheboygan Falls, Wis., has
renewed the contract with the Falls Light and

Power Company
five

Work
nf

for lighting service for a term of

years.

the

Falls.

Roff

will soon be resumed on the construction
electric line between Brookings and Sioux

S.

D.
is the name of the new firm of
contractors at Beatrice, Neb.

& Kahncr

electrical

iR,

April
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Cnuncil al Miiiot, N. D., proposes an
which provides for a cily eUa'Irician, \yho
a ihorouKh iiivcsligalion of all Iniilclami report whelhcr Ihc wiring lias been done
Cily

llu'

ordiii.iiu-c

shall
iiiRs,

in

make

accordance

with

rules

the

of

llic

fire

under-

The Cohnnhns Electric LiRht and Water Company of Colnnilnis, Mont., lias been incorporated
James Craig and others
with a capital of $20,000.
arc interested.

The construction of an intcrurban line connecting
Manineltc, Mich., with Ncgannce and Ishpeniing
proposed by the interests controlling the Maris
Ciinnly Gas and Electric

Company.

U.

Western Canada.

—

Winnipeg, .April 10. A case of much interest is
now ill progress before Mr. Justice Martin at VanIt is an action brought
couver, British Columbia.
against the Burrard Power Company by the attorney-general of Canada 'lO set aside a grant of 25,000
inches of water from Lillooct Lake, granted by the
water conimissioner of New Westminster in 1S97.
The objection taken is that the lake is entirely
within the .government railway belt, and that water
in that belt can only be granted by the Dominion
giivernmont. The attorney-general of British Columbia has intervened, and the case is now a fight
practically between the British Columbian and Dominion governments, with the power company an
interested party.
It
is
claimed, incidentally, that
Ihe depletion of Lillooct Lake will affect the spawning of salmon, and this adds more interest to the
suit.
It is stated that in any event the case will
be appealed to higher courts.
H. B. Round of the firm of Carruthers & Round,
Edmonton, Alb., is acting for an English syndicate
said to be anxious to purchase the franchise for
the street-railway system in Edmonton.
Mr. Round
says that the syndicate has $5,000,000 in sight, if
such a sum is necessary.
At Edmonton, Alb., Griffen
Co. are building
a seven-story packing plant, and in connection will
have a fully equipped electric power plant.
The plant of the Winnipeg Electric Company at

&

been completed and is now
having its trial run. This plant is situated near
Selkirk, and, in addition to supplying light and
power to that town, will generate power for the
Winnipeg, Selkirk and Lake Winnipeg Electric RailLockport,

Man.,

has

road, a subsidiary company of the Winnipeg Electric.
Wilford Phillips, Winnipeg, Man., is general

superintendent.
Cannel & Spencer, Edmonton, Alb., have received
the contract for the power plant and building to
be erected for the general hospital at that city.
The contract price was $40,000.
At a meeting of the light and power committee
of the City Council, Calgarj', Alb.. Chairman Graves
stated that within two months he would be able
to announce a further reduction in rates for domestic and manufacturing purposes. The committee
also discussed the. advisability of installing a 1,000kilowatt unit, which would practically double the
capacity of the plant.
At a meeting of the City Council of Lethbridge,
Alb., it was decided to engage Cecil B. Smith,
hydro-electric expert, Toronto, to report on the
civic power proposition.
Hon. Adam Beck has introduced a bill into the
Ontario Parliament providing for the development
of power at Dog Lake, near Port Arthur.
All the
works are to be under the supervision of the
Hydro-electric Commission.
R.

Pacific Slope.
San Francisco, April 8.— The Great Western
Power Company, which has a contract to supply
the Cowell Cement Company with electric current
to the amount of 6,750 horsepower, has effected
an arrangement with the Pacific Gas and Electric
Company to Jiave the latter corporation furnish the
current until the Great Western Power Company
able to carry out the agreement.
of Electricity of San Francisco
has presented to the Board of Supervisors of San

is

The Department

Francisco its budget for the coming year. It calls
for a total of $275,450.06, divided as follows
Salaries, '$63,900; maintenance, $17,690; rehabilitation,
$70,588.10; restoration of police signal systen^ $19,S67.40";, restoration of the overhead' fire and^policealarm .systems, $9,844.56 and underground system,
:

;

$93,700.

The Allis-Chalmers Company has

leased a locathe corner of Second and Mission streets
in this city for its Pacific Coast headquarters, and
w-il] move its offices at once.
It is given out that work will be begun at once
on the new hydro-electric plant of the Southern
Pacific Railroad Company on the Klamath River,
near Keno, in Southern Oregon. This plant will
develop powder for the operation of railroad trains
over the mountains in Southern Oregon and Northern California.
The government's waterpow-er electric plant on
the Klamath River, which will develop power for
the irrigation pumping plants 'In the Klamath region, will not be pushed this year, as the pumping
plants will not be completed and ready for operation

at

iiiKlit

some

only,

The

writers.

ipielle

lion for

This plant

lime.

of 1,600 horsepower.
The Chehalis Light
Chehalis, Wash., which

lias

lo

planiiinK

is

Town

Trnslees of

May

will liavc n capaclly

Company

Power

and

31S

of

heretofore operated al
pul in a day service.

I.odi, Cal.,

have called an

vole on Ihe pr/jposilioii of
issuiiiK bonds lo the anionnl of $ii!(i,ooo for liRlit,

election

for

.SIh

to

water and sewer .systems.
The Cily Council of Union, Ore., has called an
election for next June lo vole on a proposition of
issuing bonds lo Ihe amount of $55,000 for the
purpose of pulling in an clcctrie-lighling system.
The Cily Council of Kiverside, Cal., has granted
an electric street-railway franchise in that cily to
the San Bernardino Inlernrban Railway Company.
The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company has closed a contract for a 7So-kilowall,
three-phase Westingliouse-Parsons steam turbine for
the Hawaiian Electric Company. This will be the
first steam turbine installed by the latter company
in its electric power station in Honolulu.
Bids are in for the electric wiring of Ihe new
Palace Hotel in San Erancisco, but the management
will take time to consider each proposal before
awarding the contract, which will probably amount
Three 300-kilowatt Westinghouse
to about $50,000.
direct-cuj-rent engine-type eencrators arc already on
the ground, and it is expected that a fourth will be
installed.

The power

plant

be located

will

in

the

basement on the Market Street front. The steel
frame of the nine-story structure, which covers
a site of 344 by 275 feet, is almost completed. A.

PERSONAL.
Mr.

P.

M.

La Crosse Gas

Gelatt is the new manager of the
and Electric Company of La Crosse,

Wis.

Lord Rayleigh, the celebrated English
been elected chancellor of the
Cambridge.
has

physicist,

University

of

On

April loth the following-named associates of
Institute of Electrical Engineers were
transferred to full membership
Leander H. Conklin, Connellsville, Pa.; A. S. McAllister, New York
city; Paul M. Downing, San Francisco, Cal.
the

American

which time he conducled llie long ncgotialioiis which resulted in ihc prcseril new franchise
and rate ordiiiaricis of the Cliicifjo Tcdeplione Com
jiaiiy and tlic Coinmoiiwcallh Jyjisoii Comp.iny..

(lurinR

Mr.

S.

K. Wolff, vice-presiilfnt

and

ijcncral

man-

.Saginaw Valley 1 r.iclioii Company, Uic
Jiarllett llhnninatinK Company, the Saginaw City
Gas Company, the Bay City lileclric Company a«il
the Bay Cily Gas Company, lias Icnocrcd his
resignation and will leave Saginaw, Mich., to take
a responsible position with ifodeiipyl, Walhridge
& Co., bankers, of New York cily, who control llie
corporations menlioned.
Me will be succeeded by
John F. Collins, who resigns as genera! superintendent of Ihe Toledo Railways and l.ighl Company.
Mr. Wolff look the .Saginaw position in 1905, succeeding II. C. Cobb, and coming lo Saginaw from
Jackson, Mich., where he was manager of the gas
company.
He will go to New York and lake
charge of important gas interests held by the Ho-

aijer of the

denpyl-Walhridgc Company.

Mr. E. E. Keller, for over 20 years connected
with the Weslinghouse interests and for 14 years
vice-president of the Westinghouse Machine Company,
liaving completed his duties
receiver
and general
man.ager, severed his connection with the management of that company on
April 1st. Mr. Keller will
take a needed r,est and will
then devote most of his
lime to several personal in-

as

terests.
He was formerly
an electrical engineer in
Chicago, and he made a
fine record while in charge

Wl/iir

E. E. KEI-LHR.
of
the
construction
and
operation of the great Westinghouse service plant
at the Chicago World's Fair of 1893.
Mr. Keller
has a multitude of electrical friends, who will extend their warmest wishes for his success in any
undertaking to which he may turn his attention.

:

Edward

Schildhauer,

formerly of Chicago,
the electrical and mechanical engineer for the Department of Lock and Dam Construction for the
Isthmian Canal Commission, is making his headquarters at Culebra, Canal Zone, Isthmus of Panama.
M'r.

Mr.

George

manager of

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Pease has applied
franchise in Corpus Christi,
Clark

for

an

electric-light

Te.x.

city of Wahoo, Neb., has voted bonds
construction of an electric-light plant.

The
the

for

The Rathdrum (Idaho) Electric Company has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000.

the
Atlantic Insulated Wire and Cable Company of
New York, was in Chicago last week. Mr. Porter,
who is also master of transportation for the National Electric Light Association, is making an

bonds

extended western

The Texarkana (Ark.) Gas and Electric Company has increased its capital stock from $100,000

Porter,

F.

sales

trip.

Samuel B. Rawson of Elyria, Ohio, died of heart
disease on April 9th. He was president of the Dean
Electric Company and head of the Rawson syndicate of Independent telephone men which has
financed telephone companies in several American
He leaves a wife and one daughter.
cities.
Mr. John F.

Gilchrist,

assistant to

the president

of the Commonwealth Edison Company) and Mr.
E. J. 'Fowler, statistician of the same company, left
Chicago on April 13th for an extended trip in
Europe. They will be away about two months and
will divide their time between business and pleasure.

The American Academy of Arts and Sciences
its Rumford medal to Edward God-

has awarded

rich Acheson of Niagara Falls, N. Y., for his disThe specific work Mr.
coveries in light and heat.
Acheson has been engaged in was the production
carborundum, graphite, silicon and
artificially of

siloxicon.

Mr. R. B. Brooks, who for

years has been
connected with the operating department of the
Huntington electric railways in Los Angeles, Cal.,
has resigned and will go to New York to take a
position with the Penns3dvania Railroad, with which
company he was connected before he went to
12

California.

Mr. L. E. Colvin has been named as chief engineer of the Scranton Electric Company of Scranton, Pa., succeeding Mr. J-., E. Parrish, who has
resigned to engage in private business. Mr. Colvin
^lad been chief engineer of -the Lackawanna Light
Company. Mr. H. C. Custard of Erie, Pa., assumes the duties of master mechanic of the Scranton company.
Mr. Hugh J. M'cGowan, president of the Indianapolis Traction and Terminal Company, and also
at the head of the. Indiana Traction syndicate, has
been confined to his home for the last two weeks
with a serious illness that has occasioned some
alarm among his friends and business associates.
It is said, however, that Mr. McGowan's condition
during the last few days show^s an improvement.
Mr. William

Ward

of

J.

Pringle, alderman from the Third
has been selected to head the

Chicago,

oil and electric light
the City Council. Mr. Pringle succeeds Mr.
Linn H. Young, who withdrew from the committee
after being its chairman for a number of years.

important committee on gas,
of

The

city of Ruston, La., has voted
to improve its electric-light and

$50,000

in

waterworks

plant.

to

$200,000.

The Grand River Light and Power Company

of

Fort Gibson, Okla., has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $15,000.

Fire broke out in the power house of the Grafton
(N. D.) electric-light plant and before it was under
control damaged the machinery and supplies to the
extent of $S,ooo.

The Close Heat and Power Company of Guthrie,
Okla., has been incorporated with a capital of $10,000. J. J. Butler of Chicago and G. V. Pattison
of Guthrie are among the incorporators.

A

member of the Service Board' of Columbus,
Ohio, is quoted as saying that the city's finances
are in such a strained condition that it cannot build
a coal bin needed at the municipal lighting plant.
The Topeka (Kan.) Journal says: "If Topeka
with the Edison company to light the
city, what will Topeka do with its old light plant
which is worth at least $25,000? Throw it on the
junk heap and sav« money by buying light, an-

contracts

swers the Edison company."

The city of Galena, 111., is to sell its municipal
lighting plant. The Council is advertising for bids
for the plant,, and two lots on which it is located,
pole lines, wires, lamps, fixtures and all appliances
used in operating the system. Bids will be received until J\ine 2d, and are to be filed with John
J.

Thode,

city'^clerk.

City Council of Ligonier, Ind., has accepted
plans and Specifications of the engineer and has
advertised for bids for the construction and inThe plant
stallation of a municipal lighting^ plant.
The Council will have to prois to be a good one.
vide the money to meet the expense, and long-time
bonds will be issued.

The

-

The Lincoln Park Board

of Chicago has decided
to enter into a contract with the Sanitary District
for current from the ;T.jD'ckport plant to light the
park and North Side boulevards. Beginning about
September 1st 600 horsepower will be us-ed, to be
Heretofore' the park and bouleincreased later.
vards have been lighted by gas and electricity, and
it is estimated by the 'ooard that with the new arrangement several thousand dollars can be saved
The contract price, it is understood, will
annually.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

3i6
be $2.20 a horsepower per month for
service and $1.25 a horsepower for 12
a day.

continuous
hours'

use

The receipts of the Lincohi (Neb.) Heat, Light
Power Company for heat furnished during
the year ended March r, igoS, amounted to $24,and

457-19'

Victor L. Scott of San Antonio, Tex.,
author of "Scott's Digest/' who conducted a successful campaign in San Antonio, Tex., where he
put the gasoline-lighting plants out of business,
announces that he desires to make a traveling campaign against gasoline lighting for some large com-

Mr.

pany interested

in

electric lighting.

The State Railroad Commission of Wisconsin has
denied the city of Chilton authority to erect a
municipal lighting plant to compete with the Wisconsin Electric Service Company of that city. The
Common Council of ChiUon and the local lighting
company have not been in agreement for some time.
The company has offered to sell its plant to the
The railroad commission advises
city for $20,000.
the Council that if it wants to have the franchise
of the company forfeited it should apply to the
attorney-general, but it advises settlement outside
the

courts.

terurban trolley company that will build

The St. Louis, Tro_\' and Eastern Railroad, a
-steam road entering East St. Louis, 111., from Madison County coal fields, may be equipped for electrical operation this summer.
Three important electric-railway extensions are
planned for this summer in the vicinity of Salem,
Ore., they being the line from Salem to Albany,
the Welch line and the Salem-Stayton line.

A

charter has been issued by the secretary of
to the Oklahoma City-Shawnee Interurban
Company, with $300,000 capital and headquarters
The incorporators are H. M.
at Oklahoma City.
Wyatt, A. M. Spencer, Stephen Brown, Joseph
Brown and J. A. Stevenson, all of Oklahoma City.
state

The Cleveland Electric Railway Company has
placed in service a postal car, which is said to be
one of the most complete in existence. It will be
used in collecting and distributing mail between
the various postal sub-stations in Cleveland and
suburbs. It is equipped with canceling machines
both for first-class and second-class matter.
Earnings of the Kansas City Railway and Light
for February show an increase of $40,609
in gross, and, after deducting operating expenses,
taxes and bond interest,, surplus for the month
increased $15,359, compared with the corresponding
period of the previous year. Gross earnings for
nine months ended February 29tli show an increase
of $364,026, and surplus earnings for the same period gained $32,385.
has practically completed plans for extending its
surface line from Wisconsin Avenue in Oak Park,
which is now the terminus of the railroad, to Elmhurst, five miles west of that point.
The arrangement involves the formation of a new company to
be incorporated and financed as a separate organization, but -it will be owned by the same
interests

Park

which now control the Chicago and Oak

It is said that practically all of the
right-of-way has been acquired for the new line,
and franchises have been obtained from all villages
through which the road will pass, excepting those
of Harlem and River Forest. The new company
will charge a lO-cent fare west of 'the Desplaines
River, and will divide Its revenue with the Chicago
line.

and Oak Park company.

The

worth of receivers" cerand Milwaukee Electric
Railroad Company has been authorized by Judge
Grosscup. It is reported that Canadian bondholders
tificates

sale

of

oi

$1,000,000

the

POWER TRANSMISSION.
the Centra!
i^residcut
of
Company, of Grifling, G.'i., which

Ma?ihee,

Georgia Power
proposes to develop 150,000 horsepower from several Georgia rivers, say.s that the company is prepared lo advertise f'tr bids and begin work immediately on the Ocmulgec and Oconee plants.
When
the

work now mapped out

is

finished the

company

will have enough electricity to light Middle and
South Georgia and furnish power to those sections
of the stale. President Massec also heads the in-

where

building a $400,000 electric power plant at
Chappee Rapids, four miles from Menominee, and
transmit the power to Menominee and Marinette,
Wis., for light and power purposes. The interurban
electric railway between Menominee and Escanaba,
which was surveyed several years ago, will be
built as soon as the right-of-way can be secured,
said.

from the Snow Mountain Water
and Power Company's plant on Eel River has been
turned on, and Ukiah, Cal. is now lighted with
The power line will be
electricity from this point.
extended to Santa Rosa in a few months and conElectric current

for

work are already being

the

let.

The

be the only company
in California which does not use flumes or di':nhes
to transmit the water to its power house, a tunnel
being the only connection, and for this reason it
is
claimed that there is very little probability of
current ever being interrupted.

Snow Mountain

said

is

to

PUBLICATIONS.
The New York Insulated Wire Company is issuing an interesting series of blotters illustrating and
describing the production of rubber.
Attractive souvenir postcards are being sent out
by the National Electric Light Association, showing
the Auditorium Hotel, where the Chicago convention will be held. May 19th to 22d.

The United

Geological Survey has issued
Bulletin No. 336, which is the report of the washing
and coking tests of coal and cupola tests of coke
conducted by the United States fuel-testing plant
at St. Louis, from January i, 1905, to June 30,
The tests show clearly the advantages of
1907.
washing coal used for coking purposes.
States

" 'Permanized' Negative Plates" is the title of an
interesting circular just issued by the General Storage Battery Company of Boonton, N. J. Mr. Joseph Bijur, the president of this company, is widely
known for his useful storage-battery inventions,
and the present circular describes the Bijur method
of making negative plates, which has attracted much
attention.
Exceptional long-life capacity is claimed
for these plates.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
At

week's meeting of the board of directors

American Institute of Electrical Engineers
New York 168 associates were elected to mem-

of
in

last

the

bership.

The Oklahoma

Electric Light,

April

issue.

the

senior

University
beginning

examining

the engineering faculty.

MISCELLANEOUS.

loth

the

Electrical

McGregor, representing eastern capitalists,
is
said to have secured an option on 42 acres
near Newcastle, Ohio, and in case present plans
mature a large works for the manufacture of electric locomotives, electric dray wagons, automobiles,
Paul

'

will be built.

etc.,

Mrs. F. Violet Sanborn of St. Louis has been
conducting a series of lectures on domestic science
at a
large department store in Milwaukee.,
A
model electric kitchen is used to demonstrate. Mrs.
contain
many
valuable
Sanborn's lectures
suggestions regarding cooking.
Special attention is given
to the art of cooking by electricity.

Commenting on
of
the

recent

his

two of the leading

to the works
manufacturers in

visit

electrical

German Empire, Mr.

L. Garden, special
United States agent, says that the business is very
good, with work in sight for one year's operation.
The standard of work turned out is very high, and
calls not only for expert workmen,
but, where
machine tools are used, the tools must be of the
very best. In the machine-tool branch of the works
only American and German tools are observed.

G.

The Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and ManuCompany and the Oneida Community
have set a large number of men at work on the
facturing

debris slope of the bank of the Gorge, turning
over the earth there in order that trees and shrubs
may be set out to beautify the locality under the
direction of the Taft scenic
commission.
This
section to be improved is immediately below the
upper steel arch bridge, and the bank to a point
below the power houses is to be "transformed."

The United States Civil Service Commission,
Washington, D. C, announces an examination on

May

6, 1908, at the larger cities in all the states
to secure eligibles from which to make certification
to fill a vacancy in the position of switchboard

attendant, $900 per annum. United States Military
Academy. West Point, N. Y., and vacancies requiring similar qualifications as they may occur in
any branch of the service. The examination will
consist of letter writing, practical questions, experience
Applicants should be practical electricians.

The

Service Commission announces an ex-

Civil

May 13, igo8. at the larger cities in
the states to secure eligibles from which to make
certification to fill a vacancy in the position of
electrician, $1,000 per annum. Quartermaster's Deamination on

ail

at Large, Colunibus Barracks, Ohio, and
vacancies requiring similar qualifications as they
may occur in any branch of the service. The duties
of the specific position to be filled require thorough
knowledge of and experience in house wiring, installation of electric-lighting fixtures, and construction of pole lines; ability to read and test wattmeters
and to care for and make slight repairs to transformers and arc lamps. Applications should be
made to the United Stales Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.

partment

Railway and Gas

Association will hold its second annual convention
at Guthrie, Okla., on May 25th, 26th and 27th.
F. H. Tidnam of Oklahoma City is president and
Galen Crow of Guthrie, secretary.

On

this

works in and near Denver, one day
Georgetown and one day at Idaho Springs.
at
The party was composed of 63 students and was
under the direction of Professors Ketchum, Evans
and Hunter and Messrs. Williams and Jenkins of

Goldfield, Nev.

by

tracts

in

new

The Menominee (Mich.) Light and Traction Company has purchased the rights £f former Mayor
William Holmes, and, it is said, will commence
to develop the waterpower of the Menominee River

is

Institute

engineering

hydro-electric stations on Bishop
Creek, Inyo County, Cal. Current from these generators is transmitted 113 miles at 60,000 volts to

it

American

inspection trip of
and junior engineering students of the
of Colorado was made during the week
March 23d. Four days were spent in

Goldfield, Nev., is preparing to Install a fourth
Allis-Chalmers alternating-current generator, of the
waterwheel type, having 1,500 kilowatts rated capacity, to augment the enlarged power service, now
contracted for in the vicinity, pending the comits

of the

The fourth annual

The Nevada-California Power Company, formerly
the Nevada Power, Mining and Milling Company,

pletion of

York meeting

—

power.

may

W, Jordan

A New

of Electrical Engineers was held on April loth.
Vice-president A. PL Armstrong presided, in the
absence of President Stott. Henry Floy of New
York presented a paper on "The Engineer's Activity
in Public Affairs
Public Utility Commissions and
Franchise Valuations." There was an interesting
discussion, points from which are presented else-

The last of the big water pipe for the new power
plant of the California Gas and Electric Corporation on Deer Creek has been hauled from Nevada
City.
For several weeks past from 7 to 12 teams
have been engaged in hauling pipe to the plant,
and in the main the road was entirely rebuilt to
enable heavy teaming to proceed. Early in April,
it
is
stated by Supe-intendent Wilcox, the plant
and generating 8,000 horsewill be in operation

Chicago

take the larger share of the issue. Out of the
total proceeds $122,000 is to be reserved to pay
for a portion of the construction material belonging
to the Chicago and Milwaukee Railroad Company
of Illinois, which is to he used for completing the
Wisconsin company's line into Milwaukee.. In addition to this, $io,5Co is to be .spent for taxes and
$51,000 goes to the city of Milwaukee for paj^t payment for lis Sixth Street viaduct. Judge Grosscup
al^o authorized a meeting of the directors of the
Illinois corporation to vote $30,000 for the payment
of interest on bonds of the Wisconsin company,
guaranteed by the Illinois concern. This is to keep
the bonds in the mark<t.

Prof. E. H. Freeman will give an exhaustive discussion on the "Study of Alternating Currents with
the Oscillograph."

road

Georgia.

Company

The Chicago and Oak Park Elevated Railway

the

from Albany to Atlanta, through Macon and Griffin,
and it is believed tlie power derived from the
Ocmulgee, Oconee and Flint rivers will be used
o\'er
Soutli
to run a network of trolley
lines

Tonopah and

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

April i8, 1908

Section

of

the

Western Society of Engineers held a meeting at
which Mr. J. C. Kelsey read a paper on "The
Relation Between Banker and Engineer." The subject was then discussed by Chairman Roper and
Messrs. W. P. Jackson, E. N. Lake and J. R.
Cravath.

The students' branch of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers at Armour Institute held a
largely attended meeting on April 3d, which was
addressed by Mr. C. A. Howe, western manager of
the Holophane Company, on the subject "Globes and
UeHeclors in the I^istriluition of Light." At a special meeting held on April 9th, Mr. E. W. Adams,
'08, read an interesting paper on "An Electrically
Controlled Interlocking System."
Another special
meeting has been arranged for April 30th, when

TRADE NEWS.
Holders of the Automatic Electric 20-ycar six per
cent, first-mortgage bonds, who were recently given
these securities in cxch.'nige for stock in the new
consolidated Automatic Electric Company, which
had been previously exchanged for shares of the

Strowger Automatic Telephone Company, have

re-

ceived a proposition from a syndicate which offers
to buy the bonds on a basis of 85 and interest at
the end of four months. Deposit of the bonds for
that period is asked.

The net profits
Company for the

of

the

fiscal

Canadian Wcstinghousc

year ended

December

31,

1907, were $427,053. an increase of 23 per cent,
nver the jireceding year, according to reports read
meeting of the slockliolders a few
,at the annual
days ago. Dividends paid during the year amounted

to $2i5,22r
$200,000 was .set aside as reserve for
tlepreciation, and $20,000 as reserve for inventory.
The deficiency of $8,168 was deducted from previ;

iS,

\|.nl

I'

WItSTRRN

oS

DATES AHEAD.

mis siirplus, and a liahiiu-i' of $31)1, jS^ was cariinl
UnlilU'd
(iirwaril lu pidIU as of January i. I'JoH.
iiiiliTS on lirniil on Dcccnilicr ,11, llu' repoi't sIkiwimI,
All Ihc diiTclors wcru ic,(().ooo.
ainiinntt'il lo $
1 .

and

(.k'cli-d,

rc-i'lfclinK tlic

board

orRanizcd

siibsciincnily

by

oflicors.

A. r. MnnninR, general salos nnniaRcr of llio
CntliT-IlainnKr MannfactnrinR Company, niakcr of
Mr.
controlling devices, was in Chicago last week.
MunnhiK has just completed an extensive lonr of
week
the
home
oiliee
also
spent
a
at
and
the Sonth

l.iimmr apparatus

on

prc>enl

his

to gtli.

till

NrbrnHkn Klrctricnl ANKoclatlon (nnnuni mccltng), Omolin.
Nr))., Miiy 6tli and 7t]i.
MiitHonri Indrpcndcnt Tclcphontr Adtociation, Kanut Clly,
May 6tli nnd 7t)i.
SoiiiliwcHtcrn Klcctrical and Gas AnHocinlion (annual mcetiiiK). I'-l I'aiio, Tex., May 7tli, 8tlt and gtli.
Craiiit Kiipids Klcclllcnl Show, Grand Knpidi. Mich,, May

Mr. iM mining reof his company in Mihvankce.
ports bnsincss conditions greatly improved over
what they were se\'eral months ago, .and s.ays that
It might be ailded that
tile ontlook is encouraging.
Mr, Mnnning secured st\'er;d l:irge eoutracis ftu'
l'nIler-1

Nnllonal

Auditorium

Iowa Klrclricitt A*iiui(in(inn (iiriniial mcclliiit), Snvrry llo*
t<-l,
DrH MulnrM, April 3jt| nnd 3J<I.
(annual
Iinvii Sirrrt and Inrrnirltiiri Hiillway AlMiclntioil
iiinvcntion), Snvcry IMcI, Dcit Moincv, lowti, April ajd
and 3.|tli.
MiHHonrl KIcctrIc LIkIiI, Can and Street lUMway Attocialion, Miiri|iicltc Iloirl, St. Loniii, April 3jd, 74tli and ^Stlt.
Oinnlia I-^iccirlcitl Show, Audiiorluni, Onmlia, Neb.. May

1

iIk'

ELECTRICIAN

Mill

i6(h.

ii>

Tclrpluinc

Indt-pciidml

Indiiiiia

trip.

v<'iili..nl,

iM.iy

l.idianiiixilis.

fimnual

AvNociatioii

and

i.tlli

con-

May

(annual convtniion).
(o

»»d.

KIrciric l.iuhi, lUilway nnd Cta* A«w>ciatlun
tJkIa,,
L-onvenilon),
duihrir,
May Jiih, J6ih

(unimul

nnd

jjtU.

Atnc-rican Society of Mechanical Knginccrf
nireiinK), Uelroli, June jjd to sAih.

(veinl-annual

Society for the Promolion of KnitlnrerlnK Education (an*
nual mectinK). Dnroii, June ajd to 26ih.

American Initiinie of KIrctrical Kniiin^rni (annual con>
vrnifon). Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N, }., June- ;r9th
lo July ad.
NatJnnnI IClecirlcat Contractor*' Aiwclatton (annual meetIriR). ChicuKo, July fstli, i6ih and 17th.
I.if{lit AavjcJation (annual convention). Hotel
Put-inllay Nland, Au^u^t 3$tU, 361)1 and a7th.

Ohio Kleclric
Victory,

New York ICIecirical Show (trcond annual), Madlion
Square Garden, October 3d to Mtti.
ChicaKo Klcctric.il Show ffonrih annual), Colftieum, Janii.iry

i.)lli.

ICIeclrIc l.iuhl Akviclatlmt
Ilnlcl, Cldcaxo,
iqIIi

Oklnti'iriia

to

11

-M,

i'j"'i.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
issued (United SiaUr Patent

James A. DutTy

Switching Device.

883,701.

;iiul

Oscar Irwin, Pittsbnrg, Pa., assignors of si.\Icnths to Charles D. Armstrong, Pittsburg, Pa.
Apphcation filed January 19, 1904.
a car lias two
track-switch, signals
cluclromagiiets arranged
for indicating the position of the switch, an insulated
for the travelinp; contact and a currcnt-changsoctioii
inK device connected with the electric switch for the
two magnets and arranged to change the current thereto
when the changing device is actuated.
All

electric

switcliing

on

niccliaiiism
to tiirow a

IsiElectric Transmission of Intelligence.
883.723.
dor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed
July 12, 1907.
In combination with one or more lines of transmission positioned in the inducing region of a power wire
arc means to neutralize the inducing effect of the power
wire, which means comprise a shunt for part of the
lines of transmission, the shunt wire being in the inducing region of the return for the power wire.

Electric Transmission of Intelligence.
dor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa. Application

883.724.

July

18,

Isifiled

1907.

A

telephone or
railway with rail
ducing region of
ducing region of

telegraph line adjacent a single-phase
return has part of its line in the inthe troltey wire and part in the in-

Vapor Lamps. Richard Kiich, Hanau, Germany, assignor to the
firm of W. C. Heraeus, Hanau, Germany. Application filed December 7, 1305.
of Electric

The method of working mercury-vapor
consists in applying to the electrodes an
of not less than 25 volts
length of column of light.

tial

883,737.
ter,

per

electric lamps
electric poten-

centimeter

of

the

Talking Sign. Lucius R. Paige, WorcesMass. Application filed February 21, 1907.

sign there is an electric lamp, a switch for
the circuit thereof having means for holding it open,
transparencies, and a movable member adapted to move
upwardly to display a transparency, and to engage the
switch directly when in its upward position so as to
move the switch to close the circuit of the lamp.

In this

Heat Radiator for Hydrocarbon and Other
Heat Motors. Klaus J. Steiner, Pittsburg, Pa.

883.756.

Application filed December 28, 1906.
The method of electroplating these and

April

7.

f<)o8.

plication filed

April 23,

19015.

Metal striji-s of small section relatively to that of ihc
conductors arc lapped round the latter and so disposed
as to form a heat-conducling path from the interior ()f
the body of conductors.

Insulator Support.
Charles L. Peircc, Jr..
Elkhart, Ind., assignor to the Peircc Specialty
Application filed AuCompany, Chicago, 111.
gust \% 1907.

883.823.

A narrow loop member is secured to a l)racket so its
A coil spring surclosed end projects above the latter.
rounds the loop member and has an end portion tliereof
bent transversely and inserted between the sides of the
loop member.
Signaling Mechanism.
Josef
Application filed
Rochester, N. Y.

Automatic

883,829.

Renter,
April 15,

Electrical Multiple Influence or

883,846.

Condenser

Heinrich Wommelsdorf, CharlottcnApplication filed February 28,
burg, Germany.

Machine.
1905.

A

revolving-plate form of static machine

is

described.

Henry Dahn, Edge-

Advertising Apparatus.

883,865.

water, N. J., and Frederick Becker, New York;
N. Y. Application filed June 6, 1907.

A

hollow cigar-smoking image

is

provided with electric

lights automatically controlled from a switchboard and
an electric motor simultaneously operated with the lights
and driving an air pump which blows a puff of smoke
from the cigar.

Reactive Coil.
Schenectady, N. Y.,

883,919.

Electric

Company.

Steinmetz,
P.
Charles
assignor to the General
Application filed May 19,

1906.

System of Distribution. Lewis L. Tatum,
Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Bullock Electric
Manufacturing Company. Application filed Feb-

883,760.

19,

lamp.

Horton, White
Cutler-Hammer

Motor Starter. Albert J.
^83,956.
Plains, N. Y., assignor to the

Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed June 13, 1906.
This starting rheo.slat has a set of starting resistances
set of field or spccd-controllinfc resistThere is
ances, :\ separate contact arm engaging each.
a no-voltngc and an overload release, Ihc latter operating to return the starting arm to initial position when
an overload occurs or when this arm is moved too
rapidly in starting.

and a separate

Elect rometallurgica! Process
ing Copper from Its Ores. Lucien
France. Application filed January

for

883,961.

consists

lixiviating

in

Extract-

Jumau,

the

Paris,

1907.

19,

ores

an

with

ammoniacal solution, precipitating the copper from this
in
the form of a precipitate containing cuprous sulphite, dissolving the sulphite in an ammoniical solution,
subjecting the solution to electrolytic aclrun, and simultaneously

passing

current

a

of

carbonic

acid

gas

through the solution.

System for Electric Railways.

Signaling

883,964.

Harry N. Latcy,
filed

January

19,

New

York, N, Y.

Application

1904.

A relay between conductor sections is dependent for
operation upon a predetermined difference of potential
between the sections.
A circuit is co'ntrolled by the relay and contains the signaling devices.
883,992.
F.

Electric Time-indicating

Wentz, Kevv York, N. Y.

December

22,

Device. William
Application filed

1904.

A pair of drums with pins on their peripheries revolves just bdow a plate carrying contact springs that
engage the pins.
Controller for Electric Motors.
Thomas
E. Barnum and Henry H. Cutler, Milwaukee.
Wis., assignors to the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
Application filed June 18, 1902.

884,002.

A device for automatically removing the resistance
from the motor circuit has a handle for operating the
device to insert resistance and electrically controlled
means to prevent the operation of the removing device
until the handle has been operated sufficiently to permit
all
of the resistance to be removed from the circuit.
The motor is prevented from starting except when all

similar multitubular articles consists in connecting the article to form
a part of an electrolyte-containing and circulating system, the article forming the cathode therein and being
placed exteriorly of the vessel containing the electrolyte,
and circulating the electrolyte through the article.

ruary

such an angle that liKhl from cIuh lamp will be rc(Icclcd hy the reflector.
McinK arc provnicd for projcctiriR li^ht of a dilTcrcnl color value llirouKh the reflector to cond)inc with Ihc reflected ItKht from the vapor
at

The process

1907.

in combination a number of relatively adjustable pivoted members, each provided with a number
of notches adapted to actuate the same contact member,
a motor adapted to create relative movement of the adjustable members and the contact member, and circuit
terminals arranged to coact with the contact member.

There are

the rails,

Working

883.725.

Office)

Charles A,
Dynamo-clcctric Machinery.
ApParsons, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England.

883.822,

of

the

resistance

is

in

Train Control
Locomotives.
Otto

884,007.

1906.

connect

therewith.

Electric Accumulator
Bohm, Berlin, Germany.

for

filed

August

6,

couplings

between

a

Application
Electric

circuit

1907.

number

of

locomotives

and batteries in
arrangement being such that the motors are
controlled by only one controller, while all other controllers are permanently fixed to full speed.
series,

all

A

NO. 883,760

BALANCER

SET.

A

balancer for a multiple-voltage system of distribution comprises two compound-wound machines, the armature and series field windings being connected in series
across the main conductors and to a neutral conductor,
the shunt field windings being also connected in series
across the main conductors, and a rheostat in the shunt
circuit between two shunt windings, the arm of the
rheostat being also connected to the neutral conductor.
(See cut.)

Reuben B. BenjaCluster Lamp Socket.
Chicago, III, assignor to the Benjamm
Chicago, III
Company,
Electric Manufacturing
Application filed April 14, 1904.

^^Zan.

min,

A

plural lamp socket has a hemispherical casing with
central opening and a circularly arranged series of
openings, a number of lanip-receiving sockets registering
with the openings and means for sustaining these sockto the axis of the
ets in inclined position relatively
a

casing.

883,811.

York,

Telephone Support.
Application
N. Y.

Otto
filed

Kraus,

New

September

i,

1906.
part ends in a ball that
provided with a leaf sprmg
in any adjusted position.

The instrument supporting
fits

to

into a spherical socket
frictionally hold the ball

LATOR PLATE.

coil for maintaining the device active and a secondary coil in inductive relation to the reactive coil and used for equalizing
(See cut.)
the discharge of the latter.

mercury arc

883,924.

rectifier

has a

Arc Lamp Electrode.

Schenectady,
Electric

N.

Company.

Y.,

reactive

William

S.

Weedon,

assignor to the General
Application filed April 21,

1903.

This electrode consists of a core or pencil containing
titanium carbide and a casing therefor formed of some
material which will prevent injurious oxidation of the
titanium carbide when heated.

Charles
Reverse-current Circuit-breaker.
E. Eveleth, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
Application
filed
General Electric Company.

853.943.

May

25, 1904.
Means located in the magnetic field adjacent to the
breaker contacts comprise a polarized magnet for causing
the circuit to open when the current in the dynamo-

machine reverses. There are also means for giving an initial magnetomotive force to the magnet while
the circuit-breaker is being reset.

electric

Walter C. Fish, Lynn,
Electric Lighting.
Mass.. assignor to the General Electric Company. Application tiled December 8, 1904-

883.944.

In combination with a vapor electric lamp is a lightreflector located in proximity thereto and

transmitting

controllers,

motors

the

8S4.015.

ACCUMU-

NO. 884,028.

RENO. 883,919.
ACTIVE COIL.

the

cago,

Cell
Albert S. Gray, Chiassignor to Ross J. Beatty, trustee,
Application filed March 15, 1906.

Electrolytic
III.

Chicago,

111.

The cell is provided with upper cathode and lower
anode elements, a diaphragm separating the same and
inlet
and outlet opemngs for the circulation of the
charge under treatment through the cell between the
anode and cathode, the cell having multiple vents for
the escape of evolved gases leading from the under surface of the cathode element.

884,018.

Incubator

Kenmare, N. D.
Contact

wires

Alarm.

Fremont

Application

filed

R.

Harris,

May

22, 1907.

by blocks and located
position for engagement by a movable damper arm.
battery and bell are in circuit with the ^vires.
are

carried

in

A

Apparatus for IVIaking Copper. Marcel A.
884,021.
Jullien and Emile L. Dessolle. Levallois-Perret,
France.

Application filed Agril 4, 1907.
apparatus for polishing electrolytic copper comvat provided with a spindle carrjdng the cylinder on which the metal is deposited, an outside shaft
drying the spindle by means of a wooden tappet, a carriage arranged above the vat and moving longitudinally
thereon and carrying a motor operating, by means of
a connecting rod and crank, an oscillating lever provided at its end with the polishing tool.

An

prises a

Michail Margulis.
Accumulator Plate.
Odessa, Russia. Application filed June 7, 1907.
The accumulator plate consists of a head-piece, a number of alternately straight and wavy lead strips sus-

884,028.

pended from the head-piece and provided with holes, a
number of pressure strips suspended from the head-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

3iS

April i8, 1908

adapted to yieldingly compress the straight
strips in the horizontal direction, and a numhorizontal cross rods passing through the holes
of the straight and wavy strips and adapted to connect
together the pressure strips. (See cut on preceding page.)

and
and wa\'y

plication filed

piece

cember

ber of

Automatic Alarm System.

SS4.047.

Chicago,

herd,

A

Application

111.

electrically

is

controlled

John E. Shepfiled January

by

a

pressure

re-

Pneumatic Holder for Commutator Brushes.
W. Speirs, Batterseaj^ London, England,
Morgan Crucible Company,
to the
Application filed FebLtd., London, England.

May

There is provided a pair of tubes, one sliding within
the other and one being stationary, the sliding tube having a part engaging the brush, a flexible and extensible
chamber within tlie tubes, and means for continuously
supplying air under pressure to the chamber, whereby
the chamber will compensate for the wear of the brush
and maintain it in contact with the commutator.

Automatic Alternating-current Contact Apparatus. Charles E. L. Brown, Baden, Switzerland, assignor to Actiengesellschaft Brown, Bo-

884,066.

Baden,

November

filed

7,

Switzerland.

pacity connected with the elevated conductor of a "wireless" telegraph system.

signors to
line,

The receiving system has in combination
member and an electrode included

a

heated

vessel,
therein,

a

a

local circuit connecting these, a conducting member also
in the vessel, connections from the heated and conducting members to a closed oscillation circuit, and- a battery included in these connections and having its positive terminal connected to the conducting member.

Spark-coil for Gas

Ignition

Electrical

884,116.

or

Vapor Engines.

Edward Q. Williams, SyraN. Y., assignor to the Connecticut Telephone and Electric Company, Meriden, Conn.

Sewall Cabot, BrookStone Telegraph
line, Mass., assignor to the
Boston,
Mass. AppliTelephone
Company,
and
13,

Space Telegraphy.
John S. Stone, Bosand Sewall Cabot, Brookline, Mass., asWilliam W. Swan, trustee. BrookMass. Application filed January 4, 1907.

884,110.
ton,

1903.

November

PREPAYMENT DEVICE FOR METERS.

MO. 884,247.

Space Telegraphy.

cation filed

coin-operated

in

Application

In this circuit closer there are means to produce an
alternating-current field, a disk rotatable in the field, an
adjustable weight, a suspension therefor connected to
the device and circuit-closing terminals closed by the
weight when lifted, the time of closure being controlled
by the length of tlie suspension.

884.070.

cuse,

Application

1906.

December

filed

1904.

28,

In a multiple coil for gas engines, a case contains
separate elements, each interchangeably removable and
connected with the primary and secondary circuits by
binding posts extending longitudinally through the case
and connected with the general return as ground circuit
by means of a spring and bus-bar and switch.

space-telegraph system, a normally closed power
includes the primary winding of a transformer,
a sonorous circuit, a normally open intermediate circuit connecting the sonorous circuit to the secondary of
the transformer and means operated by a sending key
for controlling the current flow in the intermediate cir-

In a

circuit

cuit.

assignor

Mass.,

line,

cation filed

Automatic Electric Alarm for Beds to Be
Occupied by Patients, Such as Hospital Beds.
Frank Apold, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application

December

to

31,

1906.

-

August

1906.
A vibrator consists of a casing with cover and containing- coiled terminals for a circuit including an alarm.
filed

Process for the Electrolysis of Fluid Salts
Henry S. Blackmore, Mount
or Compounds.
Vernon, N. Y. Application filed January 2, 1907.
This process makes use of a number of liquids sep-

arated by a layer of liquid of intermediate density and
by a septum to prevent diffusion of the liquids.

Frank

sik

Arthur J. Cleveland and
Brown, MinneapoHs, Kan. Applica-

Electric Signal.

884.129.

S.

tion filed

March

1907.
Below the locomotive is suspended a circuit-closing
mechanism consisting of a frame carrying trolleys that
engage the rail conductors.
18,

Time

Electric

884.130.

James

Switch.

man, London, England.

Coach-

J.

Apj)lication filed July

A

device for controlling an electric circuit comprises
a circuit, a cylinder mounted to revolve with its axis
in a plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation, a fluid
therein, a detached body adapted to descend by its own
weight in the cylinder and means whereby at the end
of its descent the body controls the circuit.

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.

XO. 884,071.

Colo.
elevated

Attachment for Trolley-pole Clamps. CurClark and Charles E. Yingling, Eaton,
Application filed January 13, 1906.

W.

Ind.

A

pair of clamping plates is adapted to surround a
trolley pole and a supplemental plate is operatively connected to the clamping plates and provided with a leveroperated cam for producing a clamping movement between the two plates.

Sherard 0.
Electrodcposition of Iron.
Application
Cowper-Coles, London, England.
filed September 16, 1907.
The process consists in forming an electrolyte from

884.075.

sulpho-crcsylic acid
depositing the iron

and substances containing iron and
upon a cathode in the usual manner.

Space Telegraphy. Ernest R. Cram. Cam884.076.
bridge, Mass., assignor to the Stone Telegraph

and Telephone Company, Boston, Mass.
cation filed

May

7,

Appli-

1906.

In this receiving system there is provided an elevated
receiving conductor system, a resonant receiving circuit
attuned to the frc<iucncy of the waves, the energy of
which is to be received, and a circuit tightly coupled
to the clc^'atcd conductor system and interposed between
it
and the resonant circuit, this circuit having a pronounced natural rate of vibration different from that of
the resonant circuit.
.

New
New

Lamp

Socket. Mortimer Nordcn,
York, N. Y., assignor to Joseph Nordcn.
York, K. Y. Application filed March 4,

Electric

884,102.

1907-

A

Ernest
Application filed

Insulator.

884,142.

conductor system consists of a laterally
extending conducting surface having its inner -portion
cut away and its perimeter large compared with its dis(See cut.)
tance above the earth.

tis

socket

J.

Foreman, Trinidad,

November

1906.

2,

The insulator is provided with a longitudinal wire-receiving slot, hoods extending laterally from the opposite
ends of the insulator and having their free ends serrated, there being transverse grooves formed in the bottom of the insulator and intersecting the wire-receiving
slot.

System of Automatic Block-signaling for
884,158.
Winthrop K. Howe, BufElectric Railways.
falo, N. Y., assignor to the General Railway

Company.

Signal

Application

filed

September

1906.
This system, comprising an alternating generator, has
separate means connected therewith and arranged to produce respectively a difference of potential across the
rails and a continuity current along the rails of a block
28,

section.

884,170.

Third-rail Electric-railway System. Charles
New York, N. Y. Application filed

Kozesnik,

December
A sectional

1907.

17,

third rail is composed of top and bottom
insulated from each other and electrically connected only by occasional contact devices with vertically
moving armatures.

portions

_

Railway

884,224.

beach,
filed

Signal.

assignor

Cal.,

Richard

S.

one-half

Longbeach,

Millar,

May

John
of

Cal.

Long-

Sims,
to

Edward

Application

22,

other.

same aggregate area as that of

electromagnet when energized.

North

side thereof,

Space Ttkg884,106: 884.107: S84.108 and 884.109.
raphy,
John S. Stone. Cambridge. Mass., assignor to William W. Swan, trustee. Rrooklinc,
^Mass. Applications filed May 7 and August 3.
cir-

ca-

Receiver

New

bcrgcr,

February

18,

Louis SteinTelephones.
Application filed
York, N. Y.
for

1907.

for the instrument is provided with a thread
cncaginK the thread of t)ie core, and with .t second
thread having a pitch different from the first-mentioned

The cap

The cnsnin

thread.
tlic

second-mentioned

884.239.

1906.

These four patent* cover various arrangements of
cuits and hrancTi circuits containing inductance and

884,235.

provided with a
thread of the cap.

is

thread

mating

Combined Graphophonc and Picture Ex-

W.

Taylor, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Eugene F. Clock, Detroit, Mich. Aphibitor.

Braddock,

tember

12,

The cap

1907.
permanently secured

is
to the bulb and prodiametrically
opposite shoulders and opprojecting lugs.
A socket has means for preventing the turninp; of the cap within it, means within
the cap for engaging said shoulders and means carried
by the cap for disengaging the engaging means.

with

vided

positely

Cooking Apparatus. William Nash, Den884,288.
Application filed October 23, .1906.
ver, Colo.
In combination with an oven is an electric heater, an
air pump, a pipe system connecting the heater with the
pump, the latter with the oven and the oven with the
heater, a thermostat connected with the oven and having its movable element located in the circuit of the
heater whereby the temperature of the oven may be
controlled, and a check valve located in the air pipe
between the oven and the heater for regulating the
pressure within the oven.
Electric Curling Iron.

884.296.

Portland,

Ore.

Clara A. Rickards,

Application

October

filed

15,

1907.

The handle of

this

iron has a circuit-closing key.

Fire Alarm.
N. H. Application

884,304.

Albert
filed

Trask,

S.

May

14,

Concord,

1907.

A

thermostatic circuit closer has a spring contact
finger and a stationary contact member.
A detent for
the spring finger is composed of members joined by fusible solder.

Connector.
James L. Carnall,
York, N. Y. Application filed December

Electrical

883,312.

New

1907-

14,

In a tapping-in device there is in combination a supporting plate adapted for connection with a binding post,
an insulating block mounted thereon, a binding post and
a pair of spring-pressed clips mounted on the block, one
clip
being electrically connected with the supporting
plate and the other with the binding post carried by the
block.

Electric Water Heater. Herbert N. Roche,
Francisco, Cal.. assignor of one-half to
Thomas B. Gray, San Francisco, Cal. Application filed March 28, 1907.
An electric heating coil in the water conduit has

884.343.

Charles

means for connecting

it with a circuit, comprising a stationary contact, a slidable rod contacting with a second
contact and adapted to be moved to the first contact and
to be pressed thereon to provide a frictional resistance
against the removal of the slidable rod from the contact,
a sterti for so moving the slidable rod and a resilient
connection between the stem and rod.

Controller.

884,345.

Emmett W,

Stull,

Norwood,

Ohio, assignor to the Allis-Chalmers Company
and the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company.
Original application filed March 31, 1906.

Divided and

October

this

application

drum

has a shaft of magnetic material
the like pales of

filed

26,

1907.
Tlie controller

and a number of blow-out magnets,
which form journals for the shaft.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following i= a lift of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
April

1908:
and 450,171.

14,

450.17::

ways.
450. i8g.
450.219.

Electric

Electric Switch for
F. Mansfield, New York. N. Y.
F. A. Pocock.
Electric-motor Car.

Rail-

Scranton. Pa.

W. F. Collins, New
Dvnamo-electric Machine.
N. Y.
Currents.
Measuring
Electric
for
Instrument
H. It. Cunyngh.ime, F. E. Eawson and O- E. WoodIinuse. London, England.
P. H. Fisk, Ke\v Richland,
Printing Telegraph.
450,2=8.
York.

450,221.

End'S. W.
Fire-alarm and Telephone System.
]
Madisonville, Ohio.
R. O. Wiekcs, TrW. N. Y.
Telegraph Relay.
450.367. 'Insulation of ,\rmaturcs for nynanitWcleelric MaR. Eickemeyer, Ynnkers. N. Y.''
chines.
R. Varley, Jr., Englcwood,
Electric Time Call.
4 50, .100.

450,245.
low.

N.

T.

Sounds.
Reproducing
Apparatus
for
450,426." Electrical
France;
J. E. Roulez, Pans,
I..
F.
Automatic Switch for Electric Moli.n,
450,441.
Whipple, Pliiladclpliia, Pa.
R. IT. Gruschow, Clncagn, II
Electric Signal.
450.458.
R. W. LudFire-alarm and Telephone System.
450,466.
low, Madisonville, Ohio.
Van
Distribution.
C.
J.
.System of Electrical
450,541.
Dcpoele, Lynn, Mass.
_ t
_
C. .1.
System.
Eleetrlc-railway-niolor
Reciprocating
45<i.S42.
"Van ncpocle, Lynn, Mass.
^
t
C.
Engine.
Reciprocating
J.
Elcctrnmagnetic
4Sn,543.
'Van nrpoele, Lynn, Mass.
„
,
,,
n
UcVan
C. .1.
Pulsating-current Electric Motor.
45o,.544.

it

opcninRi

Socket.
Franz Frankofski,
Pa.
Application filed Sep-'

Electric-light

884,271.

450,272.'

1907.
comprises

an electromagnet, n member
This signal
movable against the action of gravity by the magnci
wlien energized and consisting of a wliccl with an eccentric rim.
an arm actuated by the wheel, a pendent
semaphore or target carried by the arm and a receptacle
for the margnct, gravity member antl target, in' which
receptacle the target is normally held by the action of
the

provided at opposite sides with
therethrough for atlachinr; screws
and with intermediately placed nuts to be engaged by
the screws in conncctinK the socket to a plate at either

lamp

transverse

cut.)

San

1905.

18,

884.074.

(See

position.

the plates of each pair being insulated from each
The positive plates are arranged to have the
the negatives.

edge,

4,

884,124,

An

1906.

Storage Battery.
Georgie A. Carpenter,
New York, N. Y., administratrix of Hiram
Henry Carpenter, deceased^ assignor to the
American Battery Company, Cedarhurst, N. Y.
Application filed February i, igo6.
Renewed
April 4, 1907.
The negative plates are arranged in pairs, edge to

884,121.

Sewall Cabot, Brookthe Stone Telegraph
and Telephone Company, Boston, Mass. Appli-

Space Telegraphy.

554.071.

29,

884,264.

ruary 23, 1907.

Co.,

a lamp

This prepayment apparatus for electric meters comprises means for closing the meter circuit by the deposit of a coin, and means independent of the coin to
alternately and
automatically release succeeding coins
into closing position and locking the circuit-closing means

Charles
assignor

&

Renewed De-

1904.

Coin-controlled Apparatus. David Wedgewoqd, Peterboro, Ontario^ Canada. Application

884,049.

veri

25,

884,247.

sponsive means.

'

January

1905.
of the graphophone,

and a circuit
closer are in a normally open circuit, which also contains a locking means for a movable picture carrier.

filed
signal

21,

The motor

_

"poclc!,

Lynn,

Mass.

450.5511

Electric

Switch.

150 586.
Pa.

F.leclric

Railway.

F.

R.

Adam
M.

,

and

-r

J.

Hunter,

,-

-,

Knapik.

e,

bl

Philadelphia,

;
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Electric Steel.
I'hANK

liV

C.

I'lCUKINS,

DuriiiK

lilt

(Ilc-kIc

Uicre

li;is

been great acIn
tlic
use of

ilcvelopmcnt
electric furnaces for the production of liiKli-Krade
steel, iron alloys and for other metallurgical work.
consider the construction
It ni.iy he of interest to

ami

tivity

vvoiulerful

Meroult electric furnace and

of the

the

for

coinUrv

of

iu\itlucli<ni

its

use in this
the hest

of

steel

(|ualiiy.

fiunaces will be employed for the
Th.'it electric
complete reduction of iron from the ore and converting the same iiUo steel is hardly to lie expected

No. 17

1908

An electric motor is used for tllllnR the
furnace through special gearing, as shown

purposes.

IrcalMU'iit

electric

.stage,

iMg.

in
lasl

25,

furnace, and

2.

There

an

is

adjusting

automatic
of

position

the

regulator
IJu

provided

for

electrodes, with the

necessary measuring inslrumenls and controlliuK
apparatus, rheostat switebes and devices for electrode raising ,ind lowering.
Tile regulating apparatus

is

shown

in

Fig.

3.

Current passes from one electrode into the slag
on the top of the metal in this electric furnace,
then i)asses through the slag and out of it into the
second electrode, and it is very imiwrtant that the
arcs arc properly adjusted between the slag and

under the present conditions.

The

recent

demand

tlie

Of

electric furnaces in order
necessary quantity of material at
electric steel of high quality can

accompanying

the

furnace

electric

connection with the Heroult

open-hearth

.\ii

is

for

u-ied

furnace

making

Fig.

illustrations,

utilized

the

steel,

i

steel

Wellman

while

the

upeii-livnrlh

economy and

llie

It

is

belli

as above slated the c;irboii is
ami Ihe nielal is highly oxidized.

far

eliniin.'iled,

that

this

is

desirable

for

treatinciit

furnace

open-hearth

is

very

in

from

undesirable

in

practice.

carburization.
It

is

said

that

the Heroult electric steel

process

shows

country

this

electric

of

the

in

llic

niaiiitained lliat the

a|>|)licail(in

phosphorus as
also

low cost. That
be produced by utilizing electric-furnace refining
processes as auxiliary to the Bessemer converter
and the opeu-lieartlV fuinace on a scale of the
proper magnitude is believed to be possible.
the

being the second

in

The electric furnace receives the highly oxidized
molten metal from the open-hearth furnace with
very low carbon and phosphorus, and the electric
steel process consists of eliminating the sulphur,
deoxidizing the metal and accomplishing its re-

from existing

out

turn

to

ftirnace

irealnienl

of the electric slcel proccta
proper carrying out of the openhearth Irealnienl lo a very large extent. Tills
Irealineiil can be carried on so long thai Hie (ihospllorns in the metal is reduced lo less lliaii 0,005
well known that phosphorus is
per cent.
It
is
eliminated always after the carbon, and If Ihe openhearth furnace is nlilized for the reduction of
pructleal

ordin.'iry

detrimental

necessary

the

is

it

depends npon

the

phosphorus

less

the electric

the electric furnace, but this product obtained

for steel rails of high quality

and other impurities of a
nature will undoubtedly spur engineers
to consider the use of some electric steel process
the refining of the Bessemer and opcn-hcarth
In
product, but undoubtedly radical changes will be
with

in

following

in

process.

design

Heroult

steel furnace is utilized for refining the
with a daily output of about 60 tons. The
electric furnace has only the small capacity of four
tons, while the capacity of the open-hearth furnace
electric
steel,

Fig.

I,

Furnace

Electric

at.

the Lett.

Fig.

Electric

2,

Motor and G2aring

Upen-hearth Furnace at

tiie

for Tilling Electric Furnace.

Right.

Fig.

3.

Automatic Regulators for Electrodes.

THE MAKING OF ELECTRIC STEEL.
over

is

six

tinuously.

times

this

amount,

and

The open-hearth furnace

is

works

con-

charged with

about four tons of scrap as often as the four tons
of molten metal are supplied to the electric furnace

from

open-hearth, the electric treatment reabout 90 minutes.
For treating a charge of about 10,000 pounds it
is stated that 200 kilowatt-hours only are necessary
if
the over-oxidized metal is taken in a molten
condition directly from the open-hearth furnace.
Cheap current may be obtained from dynamos
driven by gas engines operated from waste, blastfurnace gases and coke-oven gases or from waterpower.
Of course, three or four times this amount of
electric energy, or about 800 kilowatt-hours, is necessary in case the electric furnace receives its
charge in a cold condition, but this is unnecessary
except under special conditions, as the metal can
the

quiring

be

supplied

the

directly

to

the

electric

open-hearth furnace with very

Fig.

plant

furnace

little loss

from

of heat.

shows the Heroult electric furnace in a
where the open-hearth furnace is located
I

by the side of the electric furnace, special apparatus being provided for lifting^ and lowering the
electrodes, while the side

door

is

used for charging

each electrode, so that the automatic regulator provided is of more than passing interest.
a rod of steel is provided in the bottom of
the furnace in contact with the molten mass, and
this" is connected to the two outside circuits, either
of W'hich contains a voltmeter and leads to one

H

electrode,

it

w'ill

parallel with

in

seen

that

each voltmeter is
fused metal and

electrode, the

this instrument will indicate whether
proper voltage between the metal and

the arc,

and

there

a

is

be

its

the electrode.
For the automatic

regulation of the position

of

reading of the voltmeter may
be applied by means of electromagnetic apparatus.
An automatic regulator has been in use at La Praz
of the same type as in the Heroult furnace working
the

electrodes

in that

the

European

plant.

every reason to believe that the electric
process of refining steel can be applied to the
product from the Bessemer converter as well as
from the open-hearth furnace, resulting in great
economy and the production of a high-grade steel
but the handling of a large quantity of metal in
a sliort space of time and other problems will have
Tliere

to

is

be solved.
Electric steel

is

now

obtained by two stages, the

attains this desired end, yielding a
product with less than o.oi phosphorus and sulphur and free from sla.g and oxide, while containing the desired percentage of carbon.
Professor Eichhoff points out that there are
chemical reactions taking place in this electric
furnace of great interest. It is stated that on
account of the possibility of selecting slags which
w-ould not be sufficiently fluid at lower temperatures
but which can be employed to advantage with the
high temperature of the electric furnace, the removal of sulphur is possible to a degree not w-ithin
the reach of the ordinary furnace.
It is also asserted that even at this very high
temperature there is no danger of spoiling the
charge, as it is kept continually circulating rapidly,
and all parts of the molten metal are brought into
contact with the slag, where the highest temperature

successfully

is

concentrated.

With the electric steel process more time and
more electric power are of course required when
the

low

phosphorus
percentage,

treated

has not

and

electrically,

been reduced to such a
any ordinary steel may be
whether made in the open-

hearth furnace or converter.
An oxidizing slag is first placed on the molten

—

.
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metal

being

after

run

the

into

furnace

electric

performed its work, it being then
replaced by a carbon and neutral slag for the final

until

has

it

refining treatment.

For the production of the finest grade of tool
where it is necessari'- to eliminate the phosphorus and sulphur, the refining process must
steel,

necessarily be carried out to the very highest point
at considerably more expense than where the fin-

ished steel is utilized for purposes not requiring
the elimination of phosphorus and sulphur. In the
latter case it is held that the cost of the electric

than that where ordi.nary basic open-hearth steel is produced.
steel process is little greater

Selection of Motors for Hoisting Work.'
By R. M. Gaston.
Many motors are selected by comparisons and
guesses, but for the majority of practical purposes

necessary to select motors by methods which
compare favorabl}' with other engineering work in
accuracy. The selection of the correct motor is
important, when there is danger of causing delays,
either in payment for equipments worth many times
is

it

>

motor

the

cost,

be classed as a

both the direct-current, and alternating-current motors are shown in relation to the maximum torque
as guaranteed by the manufacturers.
From these
curves can be" found the horsepower output when
operating at any per cent, of maximum torque;
i.
if experience tells us that for the conditions
e.,
at hand it is good policy to reserve a torque allowance of five times normal, it is possible to use
only 20 per cent, of the maximum torque for
obtaining the normal motor capacity in this case.
This would rate the series motor at 75 per cent,
of the manufacturer's rating, or 11 ^i horsepower,
and,

similarly,

It

would

it

the "induction

rate
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COMPARISON OF HOISTING .MOTORS.

may

be met by any piece of machinery. It "is
usually necessary to meet speed specifications of
some kind, which sometimes are rigid and sometimes are left to the, discretion of the engineer.
It is always necessary to be able to handle the
.probable loads without dangerous heating. Efficiency is a secondary consideration at the present
stage of the art, and is overshadowed by the more
important requirement of reliability.
The accompanying curves illustrate the difference
between a 15-horsepower, direct-current series and
a 15-horsepower slip-ring induction motor, such as
are usually used for hoisting work. It is ndt the
intention here to cover details of design, but to
confine these remarks to inherent differences of the
two types of motors.
good method to follow in selecting a motor
which will give ample emergency reserve is to

\

'
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COMPARISON OF HOISTING MOTORS.

can seldom be expected to develop the
starting torque in practice that it will on the test
on account of the voltage drop in the line,
transformers, and even the generating system.
After careful consideration of the points named
it may be found advisable to use a 50-horsepower
induction motor to do the same work that a 25horsepower series motor will do.
The manufacturers have reduced the price and
weight of induction motors until they are about
equal for the two types per horsepower at onehalf hour rating
but this does not mean that they
will do the same work per horsepower of rating
under all conditions.
floor,
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COMPARISON OP HOISTING MOTORS.

PIG. 2.

ihc load, including machinery friction, as
as possible, and tlicn allow a maximum
available lorquc of ihree to six or seven times the
c5tim;ite for an emer^'eiicy, which usually allow-;
plenty of i>ower for acceleration.
In Fig. I Ihe locations of the normal ratings for

cslimati:

nearly

1.

A

Afi;' fi'
'.
..

t-.

,11.

.-

detivered before Lewtft Irmlitiilc Branch of the
on April 15, 190S. Mr.
& Bro.. Chicnifo. Tin*
for thUaddrf--^v ii "A Comparivjii of Dirtrci-currcnt

lecliire
lu
;

Srrie^

and

while an induction
indefinitely with no

danger.

^^^

Inklitutc of Elcctricil Ettxhicern
Geo, V. Niclioln

'Jilcf t-nninccr of
:iilc

;»o«J

Siifiila/

AIlernattrii!-curr<;ri(

Purpose*."

IiuJiicilon

Motors

for

lIoiMinif

J

motor

motor may run without load
.*

\

--

1/

^J

FIG. 6.

y

cessive speeds they

1

;

be

condition,

;

Tungsten Lamps More Economical

Than

1

^

not

overlooked. If a
it will probably
develop more than the overload torque given by
the manufacturers, and do it even if there is considerable voltage drop in the line
but an induction

motor

series

\\

FIG. 4.

,

\

an exnot tempted

cessive overload occurs, the operator is
to hold a fuse to prevent its opening the circuit,
as is frequently done with a circuit-breaker.
Wires are frequently fused to points higher than
recommended by the underwriters' code, but I
think it is good engineering to depart from constant-load practice in this class of work.
In practice, there is a difference between the two
types of motors which is not shown by the curves,

w

A

^

valu-

a

is

If

3.

difference in the operation of the two
the different shaped speed
curves
i.
the curve for the series motor is
e.,
convex downward, while the curve for the induction motor is convex upward.
The ultimate speed
of a machine operated by a series motor cannot
be estimated very accurately wh'en the motor is
operated at a steep point on the curve, while the
ultimate speed of a machine operated by an induction motor can be estimated very closely, because
the speed curve has a flat top. It is usually dangerous to allow series motors to operate at full
voltage with light loads, on account of the exis

'

^

\
'T

The main

motors

jjiS^

^-^

---^

y

/

4

FIG. 5.

be read from Fig.
^

e«i

'S'

^^.^

^

^

A

.^

moderate overloads momentarily, which
able feature for this class of work.

required after acceleration, and read
of the motor from the speed curve at
Performance curves are usually plotted
on an ampere base, and after finding the amperes
for the necessary load from Fig. 2, the speed can

I.

ijiit-j

2

g

the speed
that load.

^

/

/

oy

where a large machine would
failure on account of a motor fail-

horsepower

FIG.

^
.^

or

V

1t

/

//

FIG. 3.

,^

/
3».

/

I*;

,1

_

motor

40 per cent, of the manufacturer's rating, or six
horsepower. This is true, although the manufacturers are selling both motors for 15-horsepower
motors, and they would be 15-horsepower motors
if they were to be used under the exact conditions
assumed by the manufacturers. From this example one can at once see the importance of rerating motors for each particular problem.
If it is necessary to meet certain speed requirements after 'acceleration, one must estimate by
comparison with former work or otherwise, the

also

is

current, but this is approximately correct for a
limited range only, and mitst be used with care.
^^Fig. 6_ shows the efliciency for the two motors.
The main difference is the sudden drop at the
pull-out point, due to excessive slip.
This drooping characteristic is continually appearing in performance curves of all induction motors.
Fuses and circuit-breakers offer but little protection to the motor for this class of service, but are
necessary to protect the remainder of the system.
Fuses have the advantage of being able to carry

at

very important to select a proper
motor which is to be sent a long distance, where
unsatisfactory operation would be the cause of expensive delays. By using- proper methods .and care
motors can be selected and gearing arranged with
a high degree of accuracy.
In selecting motors for any purpose, there are
certain necessary requirements to be met.
For instance, it is well to allow plenty of reserve power
with which to pull out of any reasonable difficulty,
such as temporary overloads from bad track, snow,
hot bearings, or the various other troubles which
ure.

April 25, 1908

Fig. 4 shows that an induction motor may be
of)erated with 150 per cent, normal load for about
five minutes without injury, while a series motor
may be operated at 200 per cent, normal load for
about four minutes without injury. If a motor
has been selected by the method outlined, there is
usually very little danger of overheating in the
class of service under discussion.
If a series motor is running and it receives a
very excessive load, it will slow down, but continue to move until it burns out or its fuse is
melted; but an induction motor will come to a
stop under an excessive load without short-circuiting the system.
Fig. 5 shows the torques of the two types of
motors plotted on an ampere base.
often read
text-books and engineering articles that the
in
tortjuc of a series motor is proportional lo the
square of the current, but i have never seen a series-

We

motor torque curve show much tendency

follow
such a curve. From this curve, wiiich is a fair
representation of motors of this typf, it can be
seen that the torque is proportional lo the current
minus a constant. Sinn'iarly, we may read that the
torque of an induction motor is proportional lo the
to

A

Gas.

where actual comparison between gas
lighting and tungsten-lamp electric lighting was
available is reported by Mr. H. A. Fee, manager
of the Citizens' Light and Power Company of
Adrian, Micji. A drug store in Adrian was ligliled
by three three-burner gas "arcs."
These lamps
case

took gas at the rate of 44.063 cubic feet per hour,
which, at $1.40 per thousand, would make the cost
of gas per thousand hours $61.69. Adding to this
$6 for maintenance (25 cents per month per lamp),
the total for 1,000 hours

The gas

lamps

were

was

$67.69.

replaced,

by

12

40-\valt

tungstens in ceiling receptacles. The electric lamps
take 437 watts actual, and will average considerably over 32 candlcpower each. They give more
light than the gas, with a better distribution, and
arc not provided with proper glassware at that.

The

central-station company's rate on

Ibis

(lo 9 p. ni.) is eight cents a kilowatt-hour,
a current cost for 1,000 hours of $34.96.

cost of lamps, $18,

Mr.

reports

makes
that

making
Adding

the total cost $52.96.
customer is greatly

the

with the change and allows the company
adverlise the fads in the store and also in llic

|)leased
lo

Fee

business

:
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April 25,

Tcsls covering 570 Iruiirs iMiniiiiK iiinli-i
per cent. al)ovc normal clurinp; Iwotlial
Ihe lunRsten lamp
lliirds of tlie lime sliow
will slaiul such variations and mainlain its initial
candlepower, so that the coinpany has every reason
to believe that these lamps will remain in service
li.ipcrs.

viill.iKo

A Now Non-metallic Flexible Conduit.
A

Tivc

the excUision of Ras.

(o

liighly desirable quality in cuiidiiils for interior

wiring

that tliey slionld be quite flexible to per-

is

bent around corners wherever denot be at the ex-

their being

mit

but this flexibility should

sired,

The

conduit should retain its
conditions anil should
111c.ipablc of withstanding considerable longitudinal sfr.-iins which are applied in drawing or pulling

pense of strength.

conduit-;

llie

under

outline

circular

Preparations for the Arrival of the Fleet
at San Francisco.

321

itilu

all

their

for

i)ositi«»ns

In

use.

a

from the roof of the main building to the pinnacle.
the Market Street front will be an electric
American shield about 30 feet square containing
about 1,500 incandescent lights, furnished by the
The harbor commiscitizens' reception committee.

On

furnish the electric current. Vari-colincandescent lights will be installed in the
grand nave. A lavish display of flags of all kinds
will be made.
will

sion

ored

for

The accompanying drawing shows
pole to he used in the special

the proposed

lighting of Fifteenth

Denver, Colo. It is a combination trolley
and light standard and differs from those used

Street,

pole

are

these,

from flexure at a given point is distribthrough considerable lengths of the conduit
at either side of the point of flexure.
In the form shown at the right of the drawing
the layer (3) consists of a number of comparatively narrow strips (3'') of fibrous material such
as rattan, which is a material well suited for tlie
purpose. The rattan used may be of tlic sort ordinarily employed in chair seats, which is strong,
smooth and flexible and at the same time insulating in character, and capable of being easily cut
or sawed with ordinary tools.
With this material
a sharp bend may be made in the conduit at any
point, such bend merely resulting in slight relative
displacement of the .separate strips (3''), which is
distributed to and taken up by the straight portions of the conduit adjacent to the bend.
resultijig

In some cases where especial flexibility is required it is proposed to crimp or corrugate the
longitudinal strips, which gives them a slight longitudinal elasticity.
The essential characteristic of
the material in the layer (3) is that it is fairly
resilient to resist lateral flexure as distinguished
from freely flexible materials such as fibrous cords
or strands. The closely woven canvas (3°), shown

Denver Lighting
Scheme.

New Pole Design

strenglli arc these strips
(3"), mv\
capable of a limited relative movement
longitudinally, so that llie required displaceuient

longitudinal

uted

harbor commissioners have
uiinmenced the work of (Iccoraling and ilhiminating Ihe Union Ferry Depot in San Francisco for
Ihe celebration in honor of the visit of the Atlantic
Men are wiring the lofty tower
battleship licet.
:md installing electric lamps whicli will show the
graceful outlines of the structure on all four sides
Francisco

The San

layer, altliougli e.ich Kcparalc strip or clement is
wholly separate from and in(lc|nndenl of cacli adjacent slrij).
This const rnclion pennils easy flexure
of llie conduit at any point without unduly straining or distressing Ihir material thereof, since the
only [larls of the conduit which have considerable

at

the

left,

lateral

is

so tight and

resiliency,

which

mental form of the

is

strips.

right in the strips (3''),

is

stiflf

as

increased
Rattan, as

have this
by the seg-

to

shown

at the

particularly advantageous,

has lateral resiliency in a very high degree.
evident that such resiliency is important at
the bends of the conduit.
The resilient strips, imbedded as they are between plastic layers (2) and
(4), are capable of telescoping longitudinally on the
inside of the bend, instead of being buckled.
The
result is to insure the distribution of the bend
through a sufficient length of the conduit to pre-

as

it

It

is

any local injur}', whereas if freely ffe.xible
were used the conduit would be likely to
bend or buckle sharply at local points and be contracted and injured.

\'ent

strips
s-^-"-;

NEW NON-METALLIC FLEXIBLE

A

Emergency Lights for Residences.

CONDUIT.

invention of William S. Brown
of New York city, the inventor has aimed to secure all these requisites by a conduit of insulating
material throughout and having in its composition
no metal which might produce grounds and short-

patented

recently

circuits

The

and

In

the

number

f^^

construc-

this

in

up

of residences it is desirable
of emergency lights distributed
around the house .and controlled by a switch or
switches in the bedrooms, so that general illumination throughout the entire house may be had at a

resulting therefrom.

fires

essential principle involved

wiring

to install a

"fL=
.i

tion is based on the characteristic of independent
longitudinal strips or ribs incorporated in a tubular
body for imparting considerable strength to such
body against longitudinal strains without substantially diminishing its quality of lateral flexibility.

C0MEIN.\TI0N TROLLEY AND LIGHT STANDARD FOR

DENVER.
in
it

the
is

Sixteenth

Street

lighting

is

scheme

in

that

The design was submember of the art com-

of lighter construction.

mitted

by H. Read,

mission.

A

feature

is

a

the small green light placed

below the large lamp.

An

Optician's Ruse.

England,
writes to the London Electrican to tell of one of
the "tricks of the trade" in the treatment of eye

He

says

"Everyone admires the man of Napoleonic
creates

!

"This

man

should be making money."

the

accompanying drawing are shown two
forms of this conduit.
Below

modified

slightly

each of the longitudinal views is a partial crossof the respective* conduit.
The interior
layer
(i) is made of a suitable fabric woven,
braided or knit into circular form.
Over this is a
plastic waterproof coating
(2), preferably of an
section

particular
gitudirial

backbone
scribed

spirit

opportunities.
"An oculist [optician?] of Croydon, realizing that
the public eyesight is not as bad as it might be, is
laying ground bait in the shape of a row of Osram
lamps across his window five feet abo\e ground
level.
Between the center two appears the familiar
invitation to step inside if you cannot read the
smallest type on this card
Personally, I found it
impossible to read the name of the establishment
in 12-inch letters after being unwise enough to expose my retina to the glare inside.
vvlio

avoided.

In

insulating character.

Walter Claypoole of Thornton Heath,

troubles.

This displacement is carried into the straight portions of the conduit adjacent to a sharp bend, and
thus straining, buckling or distortion at the bend

placed
(4)

in

Tiie layer

(3),

feature of this conduit,
ribs

strips,

of

the

more

another

somewhat

or

members

construction,
detail

below.

and

waterproof

similar to (2).

which

consists

that

and
Over

the

form the

will
this

insulating

Upon

is

of Ion-

be
layer

deis

coating

this is placed

an outer protecting jacket (5), which is preferably
coated on its surface with a waterproof composition
(6).

The layer (3) may be made in different ways.
As shown at the left, this layer comprises a
number of entirely separate strips (3") of strong
canvas or paper runnmg lengthwise, or parallel
with the elements of the conduit. In this way the
strips

together

constitute

a

substantially

complete

Conlrol Switch

arouc<l(h<; house

V^'ay Switches
under bnickels.

X

J

In Mr. Brown's invention this principle is utilized
by incorporating longitudinal strips or ribs in the
body or material of a flexible conduit, these strips

being independent of one another so as to be capable of a slight relative longitudinal displacement
where the conduit is bent or deflected at any point.

Way

.

-i-U.
DIAGRAM FOR EMERGENCY LIGHTS FOR HOUSES.
moment's notice

Heretofore
in case of emergency.
objection to this plan was that these
were not available for any but emergency purposes. This is objectionable, as it looks
bad to have certain lights in the room that cannot
be lighted for general illumination purposes.
This
defect may be overcome by installing the wiring
as shown on the accompanying diagram.
The idea is that emergency lights have three
wires run to them. The first wire is a common
negative; the second wire is positive and connected
up to the emergency switch or switches in the bedroom, and the third wire also positive, but shunting around the emergency switches in the bedrooms.
Each emergency light is provided with a three-way
switch which acts as a throw-over switch, so that
in
order to use the emergency light for general illumination,
current is supplied to it by
means of the common neutral and the third
positive wire, which is shunted around the emergency switch as described above.
It is obvious
that when an individual emergency light is turned
off by means of the three-point switch directly
under it, it is thrown on to the emergency circuit
so that it can be controlled from the emergency
switches in the bedrooms. George H. Jones, in
N. E. L. A. Bulletin.
the

chief

special lights

—

The Chicago City Railway has just placed 40
new pay-enter cars on the State Street line, making
of 265 of this type now in service on the

a total

South Side.
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Metallic-filament

Discussed

In

Lamps Earnestly
Great Britain.

[From the London correspondent

of the

Western

Electrician,!

—

London, April 10. Metallic-filament lamps have
now been in use in Great Britain in sufficient quanfor station
tities and for a long enougVi period
engineers to begin to realize that their effect upon
the revenue, up to the present, has been a detrigiven.in the yearly
of station engineers, who
use of these lamps as the cause of

Evidence of

mental one.
point

the

to

this is

number

reports of (juite a

reduced revenues.
been
In the majority of cases these reports have
which
passed over in silence by the committees to
has
they have been presented, but striking action
been taken this week by the Beckenham Urban
all
District Council, which has issued a notice to
wiring contractors in the district, informing them
of the

slightly

intention

increase

to

price

the

of

continued use of metalelectrical energy should
lic-filament lamps render such a course necessary.
Hence it w-as only in the fitness of things that
of public
the matter should become the subject
tlie

what effect the use of metallicwould ultimately have upon the sup-

to

as

discussion

filament lamps
plv business.

the

Realizing the importance of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers accepted a paper
dealing with the point, and it was read and partly
at

the last

meeting.

So many

speakers

wished to speak that the discussion will have to
be spread over another evening, but as far as we
have gone it is quite evident that the question of
charging for electric supply is still a nightmare to
the supply-station engineer and manager. The authe paper in question boldly stated that
opinion it would be necessary, in order
to maintain the present level of revenue, to increase prices for electric supply, a conclusion which
at once startled a good many, especially those who
are having a day-to-day tussle with vigilant gas

thors
in

neer at Norwich grouped houses assessed at i20
per annum and upward to ^50 per annum, and,
dividing these by the number of kilowatt-hours
consumed, found the average to be about seven
units per one pound ($4.87) of assessment, and,
curiously enough, this figure remained

more or

less

matter what the size of the house.
Upon this basis he has worked out a system of
charging which he says has been very satisfactory.
Judging from the list of speakers, there will be a
warm discussion when it is continued after Easter.

no

constant

G.

How

every

conceivable

of

their

general utility are electrically operated in all
departments and throughout the yards. Then there
are the numerous motor-driven tools in the boiler
shops, where tanks are made for plants and cars,
the woodworking and carpentry shops, machine and
general repair shops, and apparatus installed in the
coal

ice

conditions that
writing of "The Jungle," with its
plainly exaggerated account of the state of "Packingtovvn," there is nothing in or about the Chicago
Stockyards of today and their manifold industrial
plants,
teeming with operatives, even faintly to
suggest the repulsive scenes which the author's
the

inspired

On

fancy pictured.

lively

the contrary,

indoors

all

the product of an order, good system and cleanliness almost beyond belief, and one of the most

potent factors in bringing this about
introduction of electric drive, with

the

been

has

conse-

its

headroom, freer floor space, better
and operating conditions than
could ever have been possible under the old system
of shafting, belting, pulleys and gears innumerable
which formerly stretched in a network across each
room, "cluttered up" the place and gathered dirt
and waste on every exposed surface.
The extent to w^hich motors are now utilized and
their widely diversified application were shown in
a recent visit of the writer to the various Chicago
plants of Swift & Co. and Libby, McNeill & Libby,
where machines to the capacity of about 9,000
quent

15-HORSEPOWER INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVING SHAFT
IN SHEEPSKIN-CURING HOUSE IN STOCKYARDS.

clear

ventilation

light,

induction

the

Company
Of

numerous establishments which have
Packingtown from a collection of
slaughter-houses into one of the most varied and.
extensive industrial communities to be met with
anywhere in the world, none is more typical of
the best modern practice, both mechanically and
from a sanitary standpoint, than that of the ninestory "kitchen" of Libby, McNeill & Libby, where
canned corn beef, potted tongue, boneless chicken
and other delicacies are prepared for shipment to

light

for

half

the

price.

He

not to gel into a panic.

There arc many miscellaneous methods of charging in vogue throughout the coinitry, but one of
the most interesting c:inie out in the discussion.
This is in use at Norwich anrl is based upon the
assessmciil of ihc houses. Of course, it cannot be

business premises,

'ihc electrical

engi-

the

all

quarters of the globe.

Meat from the adjoining slaughter-house,
being

cut

cleansed,
(or,

ff

into

suitable

is brought to this
corned beef, lifted

and

traiisferred

after

and thoroughly
building by an elevator
from the pickle-curing
buckets on trolleys, to

lengths

in

cooking room, which occupies the ninth floor,
equal in area to a thousand household kitchens.
Here may be seen at a glance the feature which
the

greatly

would get the same

motors supplied by Allis-Chalmers
Milwaukee, for operating them, are

transformed

all

,

wished to encourage users to go in for more light
and advised advertising that by using metallic-filament lamps a consumer got double the light for the
same price. Lamp makers rather resent the view
lh.-4t the metallic-filament lamp is going to do harm
to the industry, and more or less urge the supply-

of

given herewith.

is

lo

plants,

Bv C. A. TupPER.
may have been the

Whatever

improved and cheapened
cooking and heating and without
a similar development from the electrical point of
view, the effect of the new lamps upon the industry
would not be the same as was the case with gas.
From this point of view the discussion immediately turned upon the question of tariffs, and the
authors' suggestion was that in each case of a
prospective consumer, his maximum demand should
be ascertained, and this to be called the "contract
demand," for which a fixed sum per kilowatt per
annum should be paid, plus so much per kilowatthour consumed, say, two cents. This fixed sum
could be varied according to the nature of the
demand, and examples were given tending to show
that by such an arrangement, while the general
price to the consumer would not be increased, the
present unprofitable consumer would have to pay
more, while the profitable consumer might possibly
have to pay less. An advantage, too, of this system would be that_ all the supply could be taken
through one set of wires and one meter, whereas
at present all power supply has to be through separate mains and separate meters.
As far as it has gone, the discussion upon this
system has not callctl forth any very strong criticism, although there arc signs that many people
disagrce with it. Mr. Arthur Wright, of maximumdemand-indicator fame, rather thought much mischief has been wrought up' to now by advertising
that a consumer, by using metallic-filament lamps,

applied

power houses, refrigerating

sheds,

houses, warehouses, office buildings, laundries, restaurants, and elsewhere, all run by electric power.
Illustrations of some of this apparatus, showing

cellar)

men

ele-

of

revive the electrical industry.
of the paper differed from this view,
for the reason that they held the advent of the
gas mantle to be more or less coincident with the

station

blowers,

and machinery

Economy

Electricity Contributes to

lamps

The authors

introduction of
methods of gas

fans,

hoists

and Cleanliness in the Chicago
Stockyards

companies.
The contention has been made, on the other hand,
that whereas the advent of the incandescent gas
mantle was the cause of the resuscitation of the
gas industry at a time when the claims of the then
new illuminant, electric light, were being forced upon
the public, so will the arrival of commercial metallic-filament

description,

vators, conveyors, separators,

ic

is

problein,

discussed

April 25,

characteristic of this plant, viz., absolute cleanli-

The

walls are faced with pure white enamthe ceilings and floors are of concrete,
the window sashes shine with polished metal, and
ness.

eled

40-HORSEPOWEE INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVING SIX
VACUUM PUMPS IN A PLANT AT THE STOCKYARDS.
horsepower,

from one horsepower

sizes

in

up,

are

in daily operation.

Strange and queerly iiamed apparatus, which the
average man never heard of and probably would
not understand, such as rockers, plotters, candlers,
etc., are driven by
motors on the same current as that supplied to
others turning, shaking or agitating the mixtures
"-in
machines of homely hut perfectly intelligible
names, as brainers,
splitters,
cleavers, skinners,
strippers,
carcass-conveyors,
meat-hoists,
metal
sharpeners, rip-saws, horn saws, throw outs, etc.,

crimpers, crutches, neutralizers,

shop;

butcher

the

in

rippers,

cleaners,

stuffers,

brick,

there is not a piece of wood either in this or the
other rooms to be seen.
From the cooking room, meat is sent on enameled conveyors to' large white tables in the trimming room on the eighth floor, where it is put
in
shape for the tins. Meat representing over

two hundred and

fifty cattle can be trimmed here
an hour, with the aid of five meat choppers, each
direct-connected to a tw-o-horsepower motor.
The seventh floor is known as the square-canning room, wdiere corned beef is put up. Four
stuffing machines, each driven by a five-horsepower
motor, and three capping benches, each' taking its
power from a two-horsepower motor, constitute the
principal apparatus used.
On the sixth floor is the round-canning room,
filled with stufling machines and capping benches.

in

roller-benches, washers, salters, brine-cooler pumps,

blowers,

fan

chines,

spice

box churns,

renovators,

butter-workers,
stirrers,

tle

and mixers, sewing maoil pumps, mixers,

mills

the sausage plant

etc., in

the

in

etc.,

suet

;

choppers,

butterine

salt

mills,

factory;

ket-

hashers, presses, mills, oil cir-

cutters,

molding

machines, bo.x nailers, etc., in
bone saws, pulverizers, blood
presses, dryers, washers, compressors, guano crushculators,

the

soap

ers,

screens,

grinders,

factory;

etc.,

reels,

barrel-headers,
etc.,

in

in

in

etc.,

the

hoopers,

fertilizer

the

in

borers,

the cooperage plant

the skin-curing house

;

;

works

;

dryers,

^lue

establishment;
washers, scourers,

paddles,

cutters,

stirrers,

shears,

etc.,

crimpers,

in the tin shop
suet choppers, fat cutters and
wringers, stcarinc presses, lard cylinders, screws,
agitators, ice crushers, etc., in the lard and stcarinc
factory; wool breakers, dryers, dusters, combers,
etc., in the wool rooms; pickers, seed grinders, oil
presses, lank agitators, oil pumps, etc., in the cottonetc.,

;

seed-oil

department; and feather

clc.

the plants

in

fans,

hair dryers,

where these products are pre-

pared for market,
In addition, hydraulic

IIASIIER

driven

small

pumps of

in

IN

Ihc

same

manner

as

those

above

de-

scribed.

Both

are supplied with vacuimi pans,
cans lo he sealed in vacuum, and
American air-compressor pumps installed
the

presses,

motor belted to suetBUTTERINE PACTORV AT STOCKYARDS.

30-iioRsnPowi;R induction

enabling
the

six

for

this

April

I

)
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).S

ill
an adjoiiiinii room arc all driven by
from one 4o-liorsi.'po\vcr motor.
The various conveyors used in llicse rooms have
each one onc-half-horsepower motor, direct con-

M^rvicT

licit

ing

nected.

All of

motors operate on allernaling current

tlie

and arc of the so-called "squirrel-cane" induction
They offer especial advautanes for the servtype.
tee, being very simple in construction and easy lo
keep clean. The arrangement of each with respect
lo the machines is plainly shown by the picturgs.
The fourth and fifth floors are devoted lo storage
rooms, in which may be found the thousands of
cans, bottles, jars, glasses, etc., in which the prodof the plant

ucts

From

the

third

arc packed.
floor

ihc

shipping

is

On

done.

and second floors arc the oflkes, electric
generating plant and refrigerating machines. Here
the walls and ceilings, covered with while enamel,
throw into sharp contrast the glistening black
paint and liighly polished steel of the machinery.
All of tlie stories have numerous windows, and,
with the absence of overhead gear of any kind,
good light and ventilation arc secured, making the
the

first

btuttinj;

Another View

chief

niininuun

the

at

manufacturing

centerH,

|ivc-st,(tck

(|uanli(ie!i

of expense,

large

good

re-

utili/alion of all "waste" material, and
highly eOicient business management, inchiding the
use of the best mechanical methods and appliances.

frigeration,

here that motor drive has been taken up
with such notable results, particularly in the conversion of "waste" into dollars; for, were it not
It

enormous saving has been effected; and
true of one great industry may be applied
with equal force to others, similarly Kilnnted, which
have not yet taken full advantage of their oppor-

that ^an

what

is

tunities in

thill

respect.

is

for

the

so-called

"by-products,"

there

would

be,

under present conditions of trade, not only scant
profit but an actual loss in the handling of meats
from live animals.
Some years ago the only materials of this kind
to which the packer gave any thought were hides
and tallow. Other manufacturers in the vicinity,
such as glue makers, bought certain parts of the
waste; but no really effective utilization of it was
made until the meat-men themselves had their attention aroused to the possibilities of this branch
of the business.
First they undertook
tlien

glue,

then

the

merly thrown away,
used by plasterers, is

manufacture of soap,
which was for-

Hair,

fertilizers.

except for small fpiantities
dried and sold for many

now

Electric Railroading In

Illinois.

Hourly limited service has been decided upon by
the Illinois Traction Company, to connnence on
May 4th between Springfield and Kast St. Ivouis.
Limited cars will start from each end at 6 o'clock
each morning and continue until 8 in the evening.
This is in addition lo the local service and the
sleeper that kavcs before midnight.
On May 3d
a new limited service will be histalled between
Peoria and Springfield, |jmite<l cars leaving Springfield and Peoria at 6 o'clock in the morning and
running at four-hour intervals during the day till
6 in the evening. The time will be three hours
between the cities.
This service will connect at

Mackinaw with the
Mlootnington

line,

electric limited on the Pcoriamaking through connection for

nioomington.

The New York

Central

lines

which

run

into

iS-horaspower Motor Operating Spice Mill and Churn Mixer in Sausage Factory.

Machine Direct-driven by Motor

of Electrically

in

323

Two-horsepower Moior Coupled to Meat Choppers.

Driven Stuffing Machine.

INDUCTION MOTORS IN USE IN VARIOUS PLANTS IN THE UNION STOCKYARDS, CHICAGO.
entire

plant,

with

apparatus

described, a veritable

above

purposes.

What

of commerce, being used

as

reader will
readily understand.
All tables, trucks, instruments,
etc.. are in keeping with the rest of the establishment, there being nothing that will absorb moisture,
and every fixe'd piece "stands on legs high above
the fioor, enabling the latter to be thoroughly
part the use of

motors plays

in this the

A

many hundreds

of millions of
each year from the sale of
packing-house products, including fresh beef, mutton, pork and veal, corned beef, tongues, ox-tails,
total

is

reaching
realized

hams, bacon, lard, poultry, eggs, butter, butterine,
soaps,

tallow,

hides,

casings,

glues,

wool,

bones, fertilizers, pelts,
feathers and various
hair,

oils,

other by-products derived

and poultry.
The industry

from

cattle,

hogs

sheep,

operated on a very narrow margin, and. as there are no secret or complicated
processes not open to all, packers such as Swift
& Co., Armour & Co. and Morris & Co. must
depend for their very existence, as large corporate
concerns,

lent

imitations

upon such advantages as location

at

the

of

materials.

costly

Dried

blood,

ground bone, waste tissues and fibers, wdien made
up into fertilizer mixtures, retail at many dollars
Cartilage and related substances reappear
the ton.

The

as glue.

form

the

choicest of the fats, once indiscrimias tallow, or at best used

element

chief

and

oleomargarine,

the

in

for lard,

making butterine or
from this fat is

residue

into stearine, an element of chewing-gum.
Other by-products are so familiar that they will

refined

readily

occur to

all.

In each (process through which any part of the
animal passes, until its last vestige has disappeared
in

the fertilizer house or glue factory, a great deal

most of this is capable
A mere perusal of
the lon^ list of motor-driven machines mentioned
in the first part of this article will show even a
casual reader what the change from mechanical
power transmission to motor drive means. So far
as economy is concerned, there can be no question
of machinery

is

articles

for combs, handles, but-

tons and ornaments by the score, including excel-

nately classed

flushed at the close of each day.
dollars

Horns and hoofs form valuable

that

sanitation.

such

trmmph of

is

used, and

of being electrically operated.

Peoria have announced a reduction in fare
Peoria and Bloomington to compete w-ith
nois Traction System.
A rate of $1.25
round trip w^ill be made and these tickets
honored for one person in both directions
persons in the one direction.
.

Largest Steam Turbine Built
The

in

between
the

Illi-

for
will

the

be

or two

Europe.

firm of Franco Tosi, Legnano. Italy, is reported as having just completed a I2.ooo-hor5epower
turbine, supposed to be the largest hitherto built
in Europe.
The turbine is of the Parsons type,
and designed to run at 750 revolutions per minute.
It will be direct coupled to a Brown & Boveri
alternator, generating three-phase current at 25 cycles, 12.000 volts.
It forms the first of an order
of three units, each of 12,000 horsepower, passed
by the Deutsche Ueberseeische Elektricitats-Gesellschaft of Berlin. The remaining two groups will
be delivered during the present year. The three
units are destined for a generating station which
the above-named company is putting down at Buenos
Ayres. in addition to its other electric plants there
and at Santiago, w^hich already comprise a Tosi
reciprocating engine of 20,000 horsepower and three
Tosi turbines aggregating 18,000 horsepower.

—
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doing not a little to
popularize th- household uses of electricity by free
exhibitions, imially accompanied by electric-cooking
.STORES

arc

not

is

Votes for women !" is the rallying cry of the
struggling
are
ladies militant in England who
toward the goal of suffrage. Patterned after it,

why

not raise another note intended to call attention

need of

the

to

the burden on the physical

lifting

women?

strength of

may

This cry

well be "Motors

women !" — motors

for

to run the sewing machines,
sweepers, the laundry apparatus of the

the carpet

home

motors to operate the dishwashing, scrubbing
and window-cleaning machines of the brighter future, when household drudgery shall be a thing of
the past, and motors to drive all the machinery

at

that

;

suitable

and that systematic tests be made for
and dangerous conditions eliminated.
Paul is perhaps a fairly typical American

St.

of

so far as the electrical survey

size,

its

to see

appear to the underwriters' inspectors'

they

general,

sonable

the

fire-insurance

apportioning

in

admonitions

their

only in

The

engineers

and

praise

be given

should

eyes.

are

rea-

blame,

and

attention,

not

Paul but elsewhere.

St.

metallic-filament lamp has come

to stay;

there seems to be no reasonable doubt of that

That

is

its

points of excellence and shortcolhings as

electrical

In

some importance

of

is

it

being

the

question

the

case,

fact.

What

arises.

should be the attitude of the central station toward
it?
In this country, we believe, the general attitude

one of friendly but perhaps watchful

is

We

print

in

inter-

issue a brief account of a

this

instance of the replacing of gas "ares"

specific

employ the misnomer of the gas

trade,

(to

which

is

an admission of the brilliancy of the real arc) by
tungsten lamps in a drug store in Adrian. Mich.,
with a resulting saving

the cost of lighting the

in

and more attractive illumlnant.
But in England the central-station managers appear to look upon the new lamps with anxiety and
doubt.
They seem to think that their bills for
store by a better

;

women

every factory wdiere

"Motors

women

for

spiring sound.

The

I"

in-

offer

The phrase

May

freelj'.

it

woinen of Amer-

enlist the

under their banner.

We

an

has

slogan

not

is

current will be very materially reduced, owing to
the

that

fact

new lamps

the

copy-

the welkin

ring

Underwriters
instructive

often

to

work by
National Board of Fire
construction

result

the

reports

in

fraternity.

electrical

which arc
Such an

was made last July in St. Paul, Minn.,
and zy new and 40 old installations, said to be
representative, were examined to ascertain the quality of the supervision maintained and the general
inspection

new work

In the

condition of old wiring.

inspected

electric

Aplight

be used plentifully where before it was used
it will be introduced in many places
where it was never used before, and that it may

be expected to supersede gas lighting to a greater

They are

extent than ever before.

opment

new

his

to

advantage

of

faith

little

;

whereas the American

rates,

of electricity seeks to

seller

electrical

that

will

they talk of raising

of

twice

niggardly; that

It

Inspections

perhaps

give

as niuch light for a given current consumption.

parently they overlook the fact

employed.

are

Let the electrical manufacturers, the

new-business champions,

with

reinspected

intervals,

est.

turn

new

this

"hustling"

b\^

devel-

out

after

which he had only remote hope of
securing before.
Then, too, if eleclric light
more popular In the home, the shop and the facbusiness

i.s

tory,

for motors, heating

a greater use of current

many

and

devices

and

industrial

household

pin--

poses will surely follow.

Perhaps

the

temperamental attitude of the two

has something to do wuth

peoples

emergency

manner in
The English-

the

87 defects was noted, an average of
about three per equipment, dtie to the misuse of

which

approved materials or poor workmanship. Among
the more common defects were
Connections from
underground service improperly arranged
unappro\'ed work at meter
ordinary flexible cord, used

sturdy, positive, tenacious

for extensions, too long and not knotted in sockets.

something of a grumbler and a "kicker," and
he takes a good deal of pride in the fact as well
he may, in some points of view, for thunder-storms
keep the air sweet. On the other hand, the American, with possibly more alert although scarcely
more profound intelligence, takes up new things

a

of

total

:

;

;

work inspected 320 defects were noted,
average of eight per equipment, showing the
need for systematic reinspection. In addition to
the defects noted under new work, the following
were frequently found
Fuses too large for cirIn the old

an

:

cut-out

cuit;

not

cabinets

and

soldered

bushed through walls,

standard;

taped

;

floors,

wires
etc.;

not

joints

not

w'ircs

properly
not prop-

open work wires not protected
from mechanical injury and not properly installed

erly supported

in

elevator

in

shaft

;

;

not properly mounted

rheostats

or not automatic; unapproved rosettes and sockets.
defects

were

noted,

but

each

one

only

a

number of times. The defects noted were
due partly to the use of material not now approved
and partly to poor workmanship and natural de-

man

this

approached.

is

more attached

is

old

to

customs

;

he

is

a

personage, slow to adopt

good or bad, but not slow to speak
mind about them while he is deliberately
examining the change from all points of view he
innovations,

out his

;

is

—

they

readily

if

inent.

He

quickly

with

has

commend

He

need be.

if

vain

regrets

themselves

his

another

finds

This

better

adapted

to

stands him in good stead

trait

portant change

is

and

very self-confident

Is

quickly drops an old method or an old tool

he

judg-

does not cling to the past

he

;

to

mind and can decide

practical

a

his

when

purpose.

when an

im-

rather unexpectedly forced upon

small

him, as

terioration

ment incandescent lainp.
But whatever the cause of the diflfcrcncc in attitude between English and American electrical men

It

is

of electrical work.

reported

partment

the

that

municipal inspection

de-

and is in charge of a
capable man. Authority over outside work is divided.
The laws arc based on the National Electrical Code, and very good results are obtained on
new work. The old work inspected was found
defective and showed the need for thorough reinspection.
Outside work is not inspected systematically.

is

well organized

However,

in

the

business

side wires are mainly underground.

has resulted from electrolysis
tion

DEP.MfTsiEM

road which

but that a

fare,

defects corrected

wiring be subsequently

schedule.

its

Other

230, 33"

Illinois

Pacific

raise

properly

330,

nothing inherently sacred

is

on a paying basis with such a fare maj' legitimately

righted.

325
325
326

',','.'.

raised by

fare issue

five-cent

a

in

321
321
321
321

325
325

trification

Obituary
Rook Table
Telephone News from the Northwest
Canadian Telephone Items
Indiana Telephone Notes
General Telephone News

proved

and important. The

interesting

is

state decides that there

ica

323
323
323
324

—A

Indiana

five-cent rate has not

engineers employed by the

.'

Shows-

to

transportation

determined in favor of the company, and the new
The Railroad CoiTunission of the
rate will stand.

322

.

Ruhmer and Poulsen Wireless Systems

in that state

321

New

Municipal Plant in New London, Wis
Unusual Plan for Fi.xing Rates
The Chicago Convention (Programme)
General Meeting of American Electrochemical

Massachusetts

in

street-railway

of

complete reinspection

that a

made and

of old wiring be

city

remonstrants against
the increase put into effect a short time ago on
the Blue Hill street railway near Boston has been

By Frank C. Perkins. Illustrated. .319, 320
Motors for Hoisting Work.
By R. M.

Canada

price

the

six-cent

in

Gaston, Dlustrated

Ohio
Michigan

shows.

movement

Apropos of the

body

—

New England
New York

well as inside work;

electrolysis,

remunerative, a recent decision of a quasi-judicial
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stores

Milwaukee and other cities, and no doubt they do
a great deal of good by bringing the electric house-

raise

Electric Steel.
Selection of

large

in

Iield

considered; and
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Exhibitions of this character have

demonstrations.

been
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is

improve

well

district,

out-

While trouble

in the past, the situa-

known, and steps are being taken

conditions.

It

is

recommended

that

to

the

municipal inspection force be increased and be held
solely responsible for the supervision of outuidc as

is

the case, perhaps, with the metallic-fila-

seems to exist. We may
seem to give up Ihc baltle
in advance; that they do not get out and "hustle"
lo meet the new conditions.
They may be of opinion that we are superficial; that we have not studied
the question thoroughly and that our experience is
limited; that, paraphrasing an old adage, Americans rush in where Englishmen fear to tread. At
any rale, their views and experience are valuable to
us, whether ours are to them or not; and as that is

toward the new lamps.

It

think, perhaps, that they

the fact,

we

are sure that the brief article by the

London correspondent
published

elsewhere

ing "Mclallic-filament

Great Britain,"

will

of

in

the

this

Western Electrician,
under the head-

issue

Lamps Earnestly Discussed
be

leart

with attention.

in

;
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Shoe Store A Practical
mination Problem.

Lighting a

Ill

nucliii!,'

llu-

,\l
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1911S

.'5,

.\|,ril

Ni'w

till--

liiiKLdiil

Illu-

interesting

snbject

tical

about

the

under a ehiHter wimld be
and niiilway between rhihlcm

store

foot-candles.

have

slionid

three

least

at

i{cMer;iiini{ sialii>n', anil who can to
the onlgoing load llial the pressure can
be maintained very conslain on each feeder, and
the load will he di'<lriljnled (o the ilifTercnt sub-

and the other

general
ilhmiination.
T'he store would 1%'ive 3t lights, bootblack stand and stairw.ay one each, .cashier two,
winilow 14, or 39 in all, consuming 423 cubic feet
of gas in an average of three hours per d.ay.
font-candles

paper was by A. T. Ifulhrook, who is
The
with the Ncrnst Lamp Co.npany.
essential points were as follows
The lighting of a shoe store is a science of itself.

The

believe

I

Codnian presided.

S.

This latter now conindependent stations
"( wa» much iniprrjtscd by
nlongsirlc c;icli other.
the action of a controlling olliccr in llir inspection
gallery, who has connnand not only of the whole
combined elation, but of all the oulgoing mains

current* at is «(ib-stiilions.
Dints
of two separate and

ilhniniKilion

fuol-can<lles

;).i

fiioi-eandles; average, 3,1

J. 8

prcsuntalion of papers on the pracof lightinu; a slioe store of given

iliniensions, as delineated in the aceompanying plan.
AlwiMt 30 niendier^i were present, and Chairman
J.

The

delier.

Suction of

Knuirn'orinK Scidcly, licit! on April
Hnililing in Hoslon, llicrc was
I-'clison

tlie

in

i.(lli

an

325

of the room.
In
the cmler of seven of theic
spaces (eiglilh being ofllee) liang a three-light chan-

llliiniin:iting

ill,'

:

of

for

light

well-<lilTiise<l

distribute

'I'lie two slations combined handle ISOJOOO
kilowatts. The old tlation fioo2) has only a few
turbines of small units, but Ihc new station (1907)
will
be completely eijuippcil with 8flOO-kilowatt
lurbo-gcncralors, the present favorite unit."

slalions.

first

The

connected

The goods shown must

rccei\'e

was submitted by Harry V
Company, and con-

I'aper

sidered the lighting of the store with

hest illinnina-

their

third

.Mien, with the General Kleclric

light i'lg

system

as

the tungsten

Health Commissioner

fiillows

tomer in the trying-on stage,
on the floor or on the footahont one foot
raised
rest

CAimtRS
CA6C

The

-,

two-glower Ncrnst
hung from the ceiling

tion of six

The glowers

suggested.

is

The

lloor.

ilif

feet

cashier's

space

and 10

ceiling

the

111111 iiq

arc

from
from

inches

12

bronght

thus

M M

Y

I

T

y

UI I

specially

and

lights,

the

window
by

lighted

cially

three

no-

Height of

Ccilipft,

1

Feet; Heifiht of CcilinR from Floor of Window
Color; Woodwork, Natural Finish.

PR.\CTIC.\I,

from wall

feet

lamp and 12

to

feet

from lamp

lamp across the width of the room, and seven
feet from front wall to lamp and 14 feet from lamp
to lamp down the length of the room, making two
nnvs ef three lamps each.
to

Mirror-lined reflectors at the front of the window
project the light from the front into
the window and against the display goods, thereby
eliminating ihadows between the goods and the

enclosure

will thus have a light
watts per square foot of floor
sp.nce and a value of 9.2 candle-feet at all points.
The store proper will be very evenly lighted.
cross-section across the width would show 2.S canthe lamps, i.Sg bedle-feet directly underneath

The windows

observer.

10

of

intensity

A

two lamps, 1.12 at tlie corners, 1.09
three feet from the floor, 0.876 at a point six feet
from the floor and 0.7S nine feet from the floor.
tween

the

with the Welsbach company, presented the second paper, outlining a modIn brief he said:
ern gas-lighting installation.
The problem divides itself into ,two parts outSidewalk lighting is not
door and indoor lightin.g.

M.

H.

Daggett,

Jr.,

—

It takes
good plan for window illumination.
more light than would otherwise be necessary. The
greater the contrast between the interior of the
window and the sidewalk the better lighted will

a

the
I

window appear.
would recommend

a false ceiling.

dow

a sealed

Directly ever the glass in each win-

The mean

candlepower of each unit is taken as 54.
.Mlowing 3 per cent, for the absorption of the
ground glass leaves an average of about 12 net
foot "of floor
spherical candlepow^er per square
space.
Double-pipe the window so all or part of
spherical

,

Illumination.

Desk.

Cashier's

lamp with

reflex

a

light

— One

maximum

The store proper may be divided into general and
lighting.
I would suggest general lighting,
the store being all open and free from need of
special lights, except for the bootblack stand and
the cashier's desk and the stairway to the basement.
Use a tw'O-light chandelier for the ca5hi«r's space.
For the store three-light chandeliers are recommended. The fixtures should be 24 inches over all,
placing the lights nine feet

above the shoe-fitting

light is

computed on
Light clusters

floor.

a

fair

from the
stool.

floor or

eight

The amount

of

plane one foot from the
approximately 12 feet apart

this

illumination

in

eight

rectangles.

10'/^

wide, one-half the distance betw-een shelves on
and Iij4 feet long, one-fourth the length

either side

terminals

of

operating trains

of

cost

by

have demonstrated

electrification

on the inside.

the

experi-

will

in

reduce

fully

city

Last year the death toll from these diseases was
The increase
10.000, an increase of 900 over igo6.
of 1906 over 1905 was nearly as great. The time
has come when wc must do something, and do it
decisively.
The Traffic Club can do much to remedy conditions, and I believe its help will not be

—

Windows. Two lOO-watt lamps tip-frosted, with
reflector same as above, front of glass opaqucd
from the top far enough down to prevent lamps
coming in direct line of sight.

—

Purpose. Give appearance of height by having
lamps near ceiling; smallest number of light units
not fatiguing
consistent with uniform illumin.ation
circuits so arranged that three steps of
to the eye
illumination can be obtained without sacrifice of
uniformity; temperature kept w'ithin safe limits.
Remarks. The intermediate point, using 300

withheld."

;

;

Municipal Plant

—

per fixture, or !.o6 watts per square foot,
recommended for working conditions ; the i8o-w-att
auxiliary to supplement daj-light; the 4So-watt to
be used on special occasions when high intensity is

New

London, Wis.
The income of the electric
from sales of current was $8,489.85 sales of
wiring supplies and miscellaneous sources brought
the total income up to $9,912.96. The expenses, in-

The

discussion wdiich follow'ed, about a dozen
raised the question on the number of
units as to w^hether best results w'ould not be obtained by the distribution of small lighting units
about the room.
It appeared to be the general
participating,

;

cluding insurance, interest, repairs, fuel, labor,
amounted to $7,484.34. leaving an apparent

etc.,

The

total

of

profit

$2,428.62.

income of $3,042.25 and

Nothing

made

allowed

is

clear whether

Arc
Lamps.

Lamps.

|

54.185
2,352
1.311

6S.035
3.254
1.461

S8

1

had a

net

expenses of $3,071.93,

total

nor

depreciation,

for

surplus

the

is

it

is

aside as a

set

sinking fund for the retirement of the $45,000 bonds
The city is supoutstanding against the plants.
plied with 51 street lights at $60 per year; the
commercial rate to private consumers is 9 cents
per kilow-att-hour, with a minimum bill of 75 cents
per month. The combined plants are controlled by

York.

In a recent London lecture on "America Revisited,
1907," Sir W. H. Preece presented the
following table to show the extent and character
of the business of the New York Edison Company.
The figures are as of April, 1907

I

w-aterw-orks

leaving a net loss of $29.68. The net profit of the
combined plants was $2,398.94.

opinion that several comparatively small units would
serve the purpose better than a few^ large units.

*Manhattan
*Brons
Vonkers
*Brush

London, Wis.

plant

desired.

New

New

appears to be a favorable report for the
year ending March 31, igo8, has been submitted by
the municipal electric light and water- works of

watts

Central-station Statistics for

In

What

Heatlne

Storaee

H. P.

Appliances.

Batteries.

Motors-

can-

special

rail-

causes consumption and pneumonia. Smoke
breeds bad air, and a foul atmosphere cannot proThe death rate from
duce anything but disease.
tuberculosis and pneumonia is increasing aimually.

frosted

reflector

2,535,268
121.195
35.786
2.242

kw.

kw.

739

4,296

16 C. P.
Equivalents.

H4.750
2.452

456
314

550
10

36.270

147.762

.

1
'

4.931.529
168.549
50,072
5.091

11

Totals
I

57,936

2.694,491

more than 250 candlepower.

trated

Chi-

the

that

tung-

tip-frosted

fio-watt

Holophane bowl

with

dlepower in the vertical direction of 314, and 307
at 10 degrees from vertical ,250 at 20 degrees and
116 at 30 degrees.
Covering an angle of 40 degrees directly under the lamp there are concen-

for

"If

25
per cent. The time has come when Chicago reasonably may ask that the great transportation companies assist in purifying the atmosphere.
"Our atmosphere is befouled with gaseous smoke

inches apart.
sten

engineers

electrical

the

— Four

tungsten "Economy
diffusing clusters," each equipped with three 60watt and three lOO-watt clear bulb tungsten lamps
hung 10 feet from the floor, outlets to be arranged
in middle line of store, equally spaced 12 feet 9

General

Evans, as reported.

Dr.

said

ments that

IN SIIOE-STORE LIGHTING.

Glow

The candlepower curve of the
No. 633.3 Holophane reflector has

feet

Walls, liufT

can be used.

the lights

give

feel;

window space with

place seven reflex inverted ligihts.

feet

PROBLEM

in

roads will do their part the benefit to health, wealth
RailroafI and
and population will be incalcubable.

spe-

wc
illumination,
Figuring
take the angles from the point where light from the
glowers meets a lo-inch perpendicular line reaching
from the floor toward the ceiling. The spacing is
si.\

cago,"

-TS^

watt lamps.

terminals

railroad

all

of

limits

"The Drainage Canal has done much

11

by two drop

of

electrification

city

year.

and bootblack stand should be
lighted

Railroad

Chicago as next in im|iorlance
to the Drain.ige Canal in solving the health problem of Chicago was recommended by Health Ojniniissioner W. A. Evans in an address before the
Tr.'iflic Club on April j6th.
Consumption and pneumonia, caused by air made Impure largely by railroads and steamboats, were declared to be responsible for 10,000 deaths in Chicago in the last
the

from the (loor.
Kor the nnrposc an installalamps

Demands

Terminal Electrification.

on the feet of the cus-

tion

* City ot

In this table Brooklyn, with its separate company,
not included. Sir William gives these figures
London: Plant installed 195.252 kilowatts;
for
maximum load, 123.249 kilowatts eight-candlepower
lamps connected, 8.282,235; units sold, 178,243.282.
The New York Edison Company, says the lecturer, distributes energy on the three-wire, continuous-current system at 240 and 120 volts. It has
stations
Duane
four
generating
Street,
East
Twelfth Street, West Twent>'-sixth Street. Onehundred-and-fortieth Street, Bronx, supplying diis

New Yorka

commission of

rect to their immediate neighborhoods, and one
great_modern Waterside station generating high-

pressure
volts

three-phase

alternating,

current

at

6,600

transformed down to 240-120-volt continuous

citizens,

H.

Sterling

C.

Unusual Plan for Fixing Rates.

;

—

five

superintendent.

The

City Council of East Moline.

into a 25-year contract with

Power Company

an

that

agreement on rates

time,

Illinois

or

has entered

and
and drivAt the end of the

for lighting the streets

ing the w-aterworks machinery.
first
five years the rates are
If

111.,

the L^nited Light

each part}'

is

Iowa of equal

to

to be readjusted.
cannot be reached at

name

size to

three towns

in

East Moline, and

the average rate of the six for similar service will
be the rate fixed.

:
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The Chicago Convention,
Tuesday, May icjth to Friday, May 22d,
an unusual opportunity for a free interchange of ideas with the most experienced and most
expert men in the electric-light and power busiEven' branch, whether financial, executive,
ness.
managerial, engineering, operating, commercial accounting, manufacturing or selling, will be repreIt is
sented by men successful in the business.
expected that this will be a businesslike convention,
and the tentative programme which has been arranged shows that there will be plenty, but not too
In order to provide relaxation the
much, work.
entertainment committee is preparing ample amusement, and as a large number of ladies is expected,
special provision is being made for them.
Following is the tentatively arranged programme,
which is subject to slight modifications. The present adniinistration is not in favor of separate organizations and should there not be time to discuss fully the subjects taken up, there will be parallel
sessions for Accounting and possibly for a
portion of the commercial programme.
torium,

find

Tuesday Morning,

10 a. m.

l*rcsideiit"s address.

Martin.

Report of eomniittee on progress. T. C.

"Distribution in Suburban Districts," G. H. Lukes.
"Tape," Paul Liipke.
Report of committee on grounding secondaries, W.

Blood,

II.

chairman,

J r.,

Tuesday Afteknoon, 2:30
Lighting

"Series Incandescent
D. Wagoner.
I'.

Homer E. Niesz, 139 Adams Street, Chicago. Those
who register by mail in advance can go to the secoffice

retar>'^'s

bearing their

m.

p.

Tungsten

witli

Lamps,"

"Power-load Development for Central Stations of Moderate Size," "Some Unappreciated Possibilities," J. R. BibCharles Robbing.
"The Small Station and Its Economical Operation," J. T.
Whittlesey and Paul Spencer.
Question Box. A. J. Campbell, editor.
Report of committee on uniform accounting, H. M. Edwards, chairman.

id a. m.

"Low-pressure Sleam Turbines," J. W. Kirkland.
Report of committee on meters, L. A. Ferguson, chairman.
Report of committee on gas engines, W. C. L. Eglin,
chairman,
"Receiving Stations Operated from High-tension Lines,"
S. Q. Hayes.
"Observations on the Precision of Different Types of Pliotcmeter," A. E. Kennelly and S. E. Whiting.
Parallel Session—Accountants, sixth floor banquet hail.

Wednesday Evening, 8
Executive session.
Report of secretary

and

m.

p.

and

treasurer

executive

com-

Report of insurance expert, W. H. Blood, Jr.
Report of committee on public policy, Arthur Williams,
chairman.
Rtpcrt of committee on organization possibilities, Henry
L. Dolicrtv, chairman.
"The Status and Commercial PossiLilities of High-cfti
citncy Lamps," W. W. Freeman.
Report of committee on rates and costs, R. S. Hale, chair-

man.

Commercial Day

Henry

L.

— C.

W.

Dolierty,

—

10:30 a. m. Session for the reading and discussion of
papers in ball-room of hotel.
"Construction and Accurate Measurement of Resistances
of the Order of 10,000 Megohms," H. L. Bronson.
"Absorption of Radioactive Emanations by Cocoanut Charcoal," R. W. Boyle.
"Industrial Applications of Aluminum," E. Blough.
"Nature of Surface Film Formed on Aluminum and Magnesium, and the Aluminum-magnesium Cell," H. T. Barneb
and G- W- Shearer,
"Mercury Cathodes in Nitric Acid Solution," J. A.
Wilkinson.
"Copper Anodes in Chloride Solutions," Paul Uushman.
"Solubility Determinations in Aqueous Alcoholic
Solutions," A. Seidell,
"Potential of the Nickel Electrode," E. P. Schoch.

Lee. chairman ]>rogramme comspecial -chairman,

solicitors'

p.

Spencer.
Executive Session
•

in

electrical

develo;)-

Combustion,"
on

Construction

— Election

west

A

a.

m.

S.

J.

Joint

of ofBcers.

Lenher.^^
Poles,"

Paul

An

"Electrochemical Corrosion of the Rochester Steel ConRichard H. Gaines.
"Alloying of Iron and Calcium," A. Hirsch and J. Ashton.
"Preparation of Calcium Alloys for Aluminothermic Work,"
O. P. Watts and J. M. Breekenridge.
"Distillation of Turpentine by Electricity," F. T. Snyder.
"Waterpower in the Adirondacks and Forest Preservation,"
E. R. Taylor.
"Power for Electrochemical Industries," J. Meyer.
duit,"

Thursday Evening.
place.

Lecture on "Tlie Electrochemistry of Light," W. D. Bancroft.
(Open for discussion. Dr. Bancroft has worked out
a new application of electrochemical theory to the problem
of understanding the action of light.)
After the discussion, informal gathering in the cafe of the
hotel.

Friday Morning.

—

Place Lecture hall of Union
"Kinetic Molecular Energy,"

University, Schenectady.
a lecture by C. P. Stein-

nietz.

"Heat of Vaporization of Metals and Other Substances,"

W.

Richards.

E.

F.

"Synthesis of Hvdroeyanie Acid
R. S. Hutton.
1:15 p. m.

in

Adjournment.

D

— Lunch

restaurant
Company's works.
in

the

Saturday Morning.
Place Lecture
tute, Troy.

room of

the

Rensselaer

Polytechnic

Insti-

Use of Electrodes," Carl Hering.

"Reversed Electrolysis," J. W. Turrentine.
"Conversion of Iron Pyrites into a Magnetic Form," O. L.
Kowalke.
"Electrolytic Refining of Iron," E. F. Kern.
"Electrolytic Corrosion of Aluminum Bronze," W. S. Rowland.
"Electrolytic Corrosion of the Bronzes," A. T. Lincoln.
"Manufacture of Dry Cells," C. F. Burgess.

Saturday Afternoon.

imi»orlant field of activity in the public-lightbusinefs is that of adminislratinn, which has
to do with corporate ikjIicics and the establishment
and maintenance of sound public relations. Along

—
—

m. Lunch at the Rensselaer Inn.
Visit to points of interest
2 p. m.
Watcrvliet Arsenal.
1

p.

first

Branch of the American Institute of Elecwas held on April 3d, with a
large attendance. Mr. C. A. Howe, western manager of the Holophane Company, spoke on "Prismatic Globes and Reflectors in the Distribution of
Institute

Engineers

trical

Light."

The

...

idea

of

prismatic

reflectors

was

first

con-

by two professors of Berlin, Blondel and
Psaroudaki. They patented what is known as the
Holophane system and began to manufacture in
Belgium and England. Their first products, while
of high economic value, were expensive and given
cracking.
to
The patents in this country were
bought up by the Holophane Company, and after
some experimenting, a globe was put on the market which surpassed the best results of the foreign
makers. Soon the company began to export to
France and England.
Holophane glass is a very high grade of glass,
holding its luster and brilliancy. The shapes are
made by pressing the glass into steel molds. A
globe is made up of vertical and horizontal prisms.
The vertical prisms reflect the light so that it is
diffused over the entire surface of the globe. The
horizontal prisms refract the light downward onto
Mr. Howe demonstrated
the plane of illumination.
this by two globes, one having only vertical prisms
and the other only horizontal prisms. These two,
when combined, make a Holophane globe.
The distribution of the light over the surface
decreases the intensity, making the light easier on
the eyes when it is in the field of vision. This
ceived

apt

is

Jias

A

to

lead

one

to

think the amount

of

been decreased, which is not the case.
very interesting demonstration which

light

clearly

concentrating power of Holophane rethe comparison of the illumination
two-candlepower sign lamp fitted with a
three-stage show-window reflector with the illumination produced from the end-on candlepower of
a i6-candlepower lamp without a reflector. The
illumination from the two-candlepower lamp was
so concentrated on a 24 by 18-inch card about 5l^
feet distant that it equaled that from the i6-candlepower lamp. This demonstrates clearly that when
illumination is desired in one direction it is much
more economical to use a small unit with a strong
reflector.
In the case referred to, the i6-candlepower lamp gives nKicii better general illumination,
of course.
Comparisons with reflectors in common use were
made to show the saving possible with Holophane
ware. It was also demonstrated that artistic effects
are possible without a sacrifice of illumination. An
interesting discussion followed the lecture, in which
Mr. Howe talked on many practical lighting prob-

showed

the

flectors
from a

was

Programme
So) of
society will be

—
—

the

in the
Distribution of Light.
regular April meetmg of the Armour

(building No.

The
General Electric
guests of the company.
m.— Inspection of tlic General Electric Company's
p.
The party will be divided into groups, which will be
works.
conducted by members of the staff of the company.
5:45 p. m. Leave Union Station, Schenectady, by train
for Albany.
Informal dinner at the Hotel Ten Eyck.
7:30 p. m.

aisle,

special

Prismatic Globes and Reflectors

Electric Furnace,"

the

the

—

within

lems.

Creighton.

"Conduction in Electrolytes," L. Kahlcnberg.
"Passage of Direct Current Through Electrolytes without

feature is to be in the fixed iitumination of the exhibition hall, in view of the general
interest now being taken in the introduction and
Through
use of high-efficiency incandescent lamps.
the courtesy of the National Electric Lamp Association the exhibition ball is to be lighted with
tungsten and other types of high-efficiency lamps.
The arrangement of lamp^, shades and reflectors is
in the hands of experts and is expected to produce
interesting results.
The accounting committee of the association
hopci to arrange* for a sectional meeting for accountants on Wednesday of the convention week, at
which probably the entire time will be consumed in
organizing ami discussing the committee's work in
its relation to the various Public Service commis-

ing

for discussion.)

2

secretary of the exhibition committee announces that this year's exhibition of the Class
members promises to be the most successful ever
held in connection with the conventions. Nearly
all the available space has been taken and all lines
The Western Electrician and the
arc represented.
other electrical journals will have booths on the

The

(Open

tlie

Friday Morning, 10

for

—

Friday Afternoon.

"Illuminating Engineering." W. D'A, Ryan.
Report of committee on protection from ligiitning and
ether static disturbances, Robert S, Stewart.
"The X'alue of Care and' Maintenance of Meters," H. D.
King.
"Specilications

place.

p. m.
Annual business meeting of the society.
Address of retiring president: subject, "The Corrosion of
Iron from the Electrochemical Standpoint," C. F, Burgess,

m.

handbook prize award.

Report of committee on co-operative
mcnt, W. W. Freeman, chairman.

"Some Experiments

Thursday Afternoon.
Same
2

"Robert Hare's Electric Furnace," C. A. Dorcmus.
"Electrochemical Patents," A. B. Marvin, Jr.
"Electrical Testing of Iron During Annealing." E.

m.

10 a.

Thursday Afternoon, 2:30
fteport of commiltee on
J, F, Gilehriit. chairman.

badges

Thursday Morning, April 30TH.
Place— Hotel len Eyck, Albany.
9:30 a. m- Meeting of board of directors in parlor of

Tos.

Election of nominating committee.

mittee;

find

Secretary Joseph VV. Richards of South Bethlehem, Pa., announces the thirteenth general meeting of the American Electrochemical Society, to be
held on April 30th and May ist and 2d, with
headquarters at the Hotel Ten Eyck, Albany, N. Y.
Prof.
Burgess, University of Wisconsin.
C. F.
Madison, Wis., is president of the society, and
W. R. Whitney of the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y., is chairman of the local committee.
Following is the programme

Same

mittee.

Thursday Morning,

and

floor

have

the property of the C.

The

bins and

Wednesday Morning,

on the parlor

a few days become
Lorenz Actien Gesellschaft,
Berlin, which will develop the patents in Germany,
This amicable arrangement will prevent the contest
between the two inventors, which was feared.

interrupter

arc

name awaiting them.

General Meeting of American Electrochemical Society.

hotel.

Opening of the exhi-

new banquet room.

in

line the committee on public policy is formulating a report for the convention and will present
something of interest to the engineers, commercial
men, managers, executive officers and directors.
Hotel reservations can be made by addressing

—

Monday Evening.
Rccejitioii
bition.

April 25, 1908

this

Those wlio attend the Chicago convention of tlie
National Electric Light Association at the Audiwill

ELECTRICIAJSI

in

Troy,

including

Ruhmer and Poulsen Wireless Systems.
The Appellate Divisi(m
has handed down

Office

of

an

the

CuTinan

interesting

Pa'^ent

decision

adecling the future development of radio-telegraphy
and radio-telephony. The decision has reference
patent of the well-known
to the arc-in terrujjter
Berlin inventor. Knist Kuhmcr, which materially
affects the Poulsen system for the propagation of
waves.
The .Amalgamated
continuous
electrical
Radio-Tclcgraph Company, which is developing the
PouUcn system, admits, it i.s said, that several
Poulsen stations arc working under the Ruhmer
system. The German Poulsen patents relating to
electrical radio-telegraphy an<l telephony and the

German Ruhmer

patents

relating

to

the

electrical

for the Nebraska
vention.

The meeting of the Nebraska
at Omaha, May 6th and

Con-

Electrical Assowill be the
first annual convention of this association.
good
programme has been prepared, a feature of which
will be the Question Box.
Twenty-five pertinent
questions have been prepared by the committee, and
each one was submitted to a different member, who
is to give an answer at the convention.
The questions and their answers will then be discussed.
Following are the papers to be read and discussed
at the meeting:
"Duties of the Electrical Inspector," by Waldcmar
Michaelsen, city electrician, Omaha; "Electric Law,"
by Hon. W. R. Patrick, South Omaha
"Electric
ciation

7th,

A

;

Rates," by Homer Honeywell, Lincoln Gas and
Electric Light Company
discussion by I. B. Ziniman, Omaha Electric Light and Power Company:
"The Motor Problem from the Standpoint of Small
Central Stations," by V. W. Bergcnthal. Wagner
Electric Manufacturing Company, St. Louis; "How
to Meet Gas and Gasoline Competition in Stores,"
by J. R. Cravath. Chicago.
Mr. T. H. Fritts of Grand Island. Neb., is
president of the association, and Mr. William Bradford, of Lincoln is secretary.
The nu-etln^s will he
held in the Omaha Auditorium at the invitation
of the management of the Omaha electrical show.
The Millard Hotel will be the headquarters of
Rates at this hotel are $2 a day,
the association.
;

American

plan.

San Francisco
The
for

the

San

Francisco

Electrical
ikctrica!

week of May nth,

will

Show.
scheduled

.show,

not

be

held

as

deference to eastern exhibitors, who
found tlic time in which to prepare for a suitable
exhibit too .short, the directors decided to postpone
the event.
Plans arc now under way for a much

planned.

In

larger exhibition to be hclcf in October.

:

April J$,

:

;

:

:

:

:
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The device ill cniilainol in a neat enw, like a
piickeiUiok, and consisls of a "pasleliourd model"
having a fixed part and two mnvable |)arl>i cyelelted liigellier al (lie center, so thai they niay he

THE INSTALLATION, LABORATORY TESTING AND
REPAIRING OF ELECTRIC METERS.
Hv

losii'ii

I'akt

I''ollovving

an- an aninu'tfr, nr

iiisiriinunls rcipiiri'd

ami a

Icnl,

For

volliiicliT.

clfcliic:il
its oqiiiva-

iiuUrs a wallnicti-T is prffcralile. An
iquipmcnt consisliiig of a sluml of suitable carry-

aninu'tcr

riiil

capacity

iriR

amperes

to be preferred to a self-contained

is

A

calibrated

milli-voltnictcr

a

anil

ance

in

time, to

disregard the register

and count the revolutions made by the
disk in a short time, such as a single minute. This
may be done accurately by counting the transits
of a spot painted on the edge of the disk.
The correct registration of watts by a meter is

obtained by nndtiplying the number of revolutions,
K, that the disk makes in a given time, by the
watts required to turn the disk through one rcv-

That is
Watts registered

Watts

re g istered

^^ ^-att-bours registered

j

=

3,600

R X

watts per rev,
3.600

^

j

j^

^

walt-bours per rev.
(2)

,

The number of watt-hours per revolution differs
according to the make of meter. It is called the
"disk constant" of the meter

by

the

letter

Hence

K.

(2)

and is usually denoted
becomes:

=

Watt-hours registered

K R.

(3)

Or,, in words, watt-hours registered in any given
time is obtained by multiplying the number of revolutions in that time by the disk constant.
In the commercial operation of a direct-reading
meter, the multiplying of the revolutions of the

K

is mechanically efdisk by the "disk constant"
fected "by the gears that connect the shaft with the
register.
This constant is often termed the. "test
constant" or "testing constant," the "calibrating constant." or simply the "constant," in discussing meIt is generally marked on the meter
ter testing.

disk or terminal board, and should not be confused
with the "dial constant" which is used in some
makes of meter and marked on the register as a
factor to multiply the dial reading to obtain the
true registration in watt-hours.
In checking the accuracy of the meter, the corwatts, observed on the indicating instruments
referred to above, are often called the "instrument
watts."
It is necessary to reduce the observations
rect

on the meter under test— the number of revolutions,
R. made in T seconds to watts instead of watthours, so that the result (known as the "meter
w-atts") may be compared directly with the instrument watts. The watt-hours registered in any given
time obviously equals the wattage through the meter multiplied by the time in hours (or fractions
of an hour). If the time is T seconds, we have:

—

Watt-hours registered

= meter watts

X

'

3.600

substituting in

we

(3)

Meter watts

obtain

X T

_

;KR,

or

,

,.

^
watts
Meter
,

.

= 3,600
—= K R
^2

in this

Equations (4) and (5) are of fundamental importance in the use of the indicating instrument
and stop-watch method. They are the bases of a
number of special formulas given in the bulletins
and instruction books of several meter manufacturers.

serial

article,

bcRun

in

the

Western

Electri-

of April 4, 1908. is an advance publication of a portion of a forthcoming book by Mr. Baker on the general
It will be understood that
subject of "Electric Meters."
the present serial refers to watt-hour meters used on customers' premises.

The

'^

=570.

Substituting this result in (5)

Per

showing

cent,

=

accuracy

meter

that the

is

100

X

-5Z_ =:
600

05,

per cent. slow.
written also in the
5

Equation (4) may be
three
other ways following, to obtain, res|)cclively, llie
revolutions that the nieler will make on a given
load in a given time (6)
the time in seconds that
;

the meter will

take to

make

(7)

and the

;

of the meter that will make the
of revolutions on the load in a

constant

number
time (8)

3,600

K R
(7)

meter watts
meter watts

K=

useful in

T

R

3,000
is

(6)

K

3,600

(7)

XT

meter watts

=

making adjustments

in

a

rendering it unnecessary to figure out
each reading, thereby saving time in the calibration,
provided the wattage is steady. The procedure is
to keep taking watch readings while making adjustments of the meter, until the desired "seconds"
meter,

is

by

obtained.

A

that

is

R

substituting in (7) the value

T=

^

i

we

obtain

(9)

meter watts

—

numerical example: A iio-volt,
lo-ampere, induction meter having a constant
yj
is
It is loaded with
to be tested on light load.
two eight-candlepower lamps on a standard lamp
bank, taking 22.5 watts each at the observed local
pressure of 109.5 volts, and shows 43 seconds as
the average of 10 revolutions of its disk.
Substituting in (9), we obtain as the number of seconds
that a meter of 100 per cent, accuracy' would take
to make one revolution on this load
3.600 X;/.
is

a

=

2

X

^^^

lutions computed by (10). The seconds column
gives times from 40.2 seconds to 80 seconds, increasing by steps of fifths of a second, to conform
to the construction of most stop-watches, on which
the seconds arc split to fifths.

Per Cent. Error Table

;

accuracy

is

one

cent.

K

—

K

.

,

v

(

10)

observed revolutions per minute
to the revolutions as computed by (lO), times 100.
gives the per cent, accuracy of the meter.
An ingenious pocket device for making meter
computations, known as "Cox's wattmeter testing
computer," copyrighted by William Cox. New York,
is issued by the Fort Wayne Electric Works.
ratio of the

.20
.40
.60
.80

42 86

52.00

15. 3S

6100

42.18
41.51
40.85

.20

14.94

40

14. .50

.6U
.80

14.07
13.64
13.21
12.78
12.36
11.04
11.52
11.11
10.70
10.29
9.89
9.49
9.09

.20
.40
.60
.80

42.00
,20
.40
.60
.SO

43.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

44.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

45.00
.20
.40
.60
.60

46.00
.20
.40

47.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

48.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

49,00
.20
.40
.60
.80

50.00

watts
meter —
60

T,n,e,n

60.20

50.20
.40

=

T>

for Fifths of a

Fjsl

19-52
19.05
18.58
18.11
17.65
17.19
16.73
16 28
15.83

49.25
5S.51
47.78
47-06
46.34
45.63
44.93
44.23
43.54

de-

tain

FMt

.40
.60
.SO
1.00
.20
.40
.60
.SO

JO. 20

light

to

Time in
^conils

Per Cent

Second.

Pe,Cenl

Time.n

Percent.

Slo.

ietoaOi

Slow

0.33
0.67
0.99

70.20

.40
.60
.60

14.52
14.77
15.01
15.25
L5.50
15.73
J5.96
16.20
16.43
16.66
16 89
17.12
17-35
17.58
17.81
18.03
18-25
18-47
18-70
18 92
19-14
19.35
19.57
19.79
20.0U
20.21
20.42
20.63
20.64

76 00

21.115

1

with

termine the number of revolutions that the meter
makes in one minute, as timed by the stop-watch,
and compare it with the number it should make on
the given load in that time, as shown by (6).
Substituting in that equation the value T
60, we ob-

The

in

Seconds

22.5

at

for

the Duncan Electric ]il,anufacturing Company,
contains, among other useful matter, the following
fast)
table, from which the per cent, error (slow or
of a meter may be read off directly, knowing the
the
that
second
time in seconds and fractions of a
meter actually takes to make the number of revo-

.60
.80

the meter is 3 seconds slow on the
revolution, or 7.5 per cent, slow, compared
the standard i. e.. its per cent, accuracy on a
load equal to about 1/20 full load is 92.5 per

Another way of arriving

inelers.

fixed

by

Time

This method is not an accurate one, since it is
not safe to assume that a certain number of lamps
in commercial use take a definite amount of energy-.
The lamps may be old, so that the number of watts
that they take on standard voltage is far from
the wattage of new lamps.
Moreover, the method
takes no account of the variation of voltage, or
of the drop in the consumer's wiring both of which
would, of course, affect the amount of energ\'.
The method gives accurate results provided the
voltage is 'known or can be measured when instead of turning on consumers' lamps a calibrated
resistance is used as the load.

Following

anK»l:>i'

:

-^-^^^

—
—

any

The computer is operated by setting it from the
usual dala of the meter test, as follows;
Having allowed the meter lo make any convenieiil luimler of revolutions, under known load,
and observed the number of seconds on a stopWatch, Ihe computer disk is set so that the calibrating constant (as found in accompanying tables,
opposite Ihe actual
is
for Fort W.ayne meters')
value of the load. Opposite the revofutions of the
wi I
iiKler. found on Ihe other scale of the disk,
then be found a certain number of seconds, wdiicli
on
ob.scrved
should correspond to the seconds as
If it does not correspond, howthe stop-watch.
ever, the meter is either fast or slow, and the error
may be found bv setting the sector wilh its arrow
opposite the seconds found by the computer and
reading the per cent, fast or slow opposite the
"stop-watch seconds."
\n eight-page brochure, entitled "Meter InstrucInstalling, Reading and Testing," issued
tions

sometimes used by small central-station companies that have no equipment of
testing instruments is to determine the number of
seconds that the meter disks should take to make
one revolution on a load consisting of a given number of lamps. This method may be applied to give
a rough test on an installed meter by turning on the
desired number of lamps on the consumer's wiring
and timing the meter disk, for, say, 10 revolutions,
on a stop-watch, in order to obtain a good average
for the time required to make one revolution.
By

method

in

with

mark.

test

given
given

:

R

Form

number of

the given

revolutions in recording the load

in

part of the conipulcr proper iii imprinled with two circular scales, readinK i" "watts
registered by standard meter" from 30 lo 10,000
One
walls, and in "seconds required," respectively.
of the movable parts is a circular card or disk of
Ihe same diameUr as the scales on the fixed part,
and is iinprinled around its edge wilh two scales
for selling in juxtaposition wi'th the two scales
of the fixed card, and reading in "calibrating constants as per lable" and "ascertained revolutions,"
respectively.
The other movable part is a sector
having a short circular arc of same diameter as
the above scales, and on it is imprinted a setting
or zero mark (an arrow) and short scales giving
percentages fast or slow, on cither side of the zero

:

Hence

^

—This

(4)

= l^J^00-^-^

Meter watts

(4)

way. the
accuracy of the meter is readily determined by
dividing the meter watts by the instrument watts
and the result may be expressed in per cent, by
multiplying the quotient by 100, thus:
meter watts
Per cent, accuracv
100 (5)
instrument watts

Having obtained the meter watts

Note.

Substituting in

seconds.

T=

3,600

cian

meter

=

(i)
R X watts per rev,
But as the watt-hour and not the watt is the
commercial unit, we must transform (i) accordhigly, by dividing both sides by 3,600, the number
of seconds in an hour

Hniind

Wayne

I'orl

together the indications of a slatKlard amand voltmeter, makes IQ revolutions in 60

aiii-

.iltogetber,

(ihuion.

1

tiplying

reliable

a niininuun

A

(5):

having a testing constant of '/j, when teslcil
on a given load of 'lOO watts, delerniine<l by nnd-

in

stop-watch for timing the meter
and a slide rule to save time in making compntalions from the instrument readings complete llie
equipment of instruments.
In testing a meter it is customary, for the sake
of i>blaining precise data of the meter's performnictcr.

e.\:iniple of llie use of
lo-volt melo-aniperc,

nuMiertc:il

:i

c, lurned about

i.

set

:iii>j

ihe eompuler are sever,*!
liages of printed mailer, ronlaininK directions for
iihing Ihe ilevice. a brief explanalinii of its theory,
and lables of calibralliii; coiinlanls for reference a«
described below. The conslanH arc thoHc nf the

ter

alUTiialiiiR-cur-

ti-sliiiK

is

(4) an<l

other;

eyelet nt a center,

position.

e(|ualions

the

nu-tiTs

dirccl-cnrrciit

Icsliiit;

relatively ia each

upon the

IV.

Formulas and Test Constants.
I'm-

sliifled

Hakeii.

H.

.60
.80

51.00

W

40
39.53
38.89
38.25

53.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

37.6t
36.98
36 36
35.75
35.14
34.53
33.93
33.33
32.74
32.16
31.5S
31.00
30.43
29 S7
29.31
26.76
28.21
27.66
27.12
26-58

51.00
.20

40
.60
.60

55.00
.20
.40
.60.

.80

56.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

57.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

26.05
25-52
25.00
24.40

58.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

23 96
23.45
23.15
22.45
21.95
21.46
20.97
20.48
20.00

59.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

60.00

8 69
8.30
7.9t
7.53
7.14
6-76
6.3s
6.01

Hi
3.26
4.89

4 53
4.17
3.81
3.45
3.09
2.74
2.39
2.04
1.69
1.35

lot
0.67
0.33
0.00

.40
.60
.80

61.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

63.00
.20
.40
.(,0

.80

64.00
.20
.40
.60
.SO

65.00
.20
.40
.60
.80
66.00

20
..JO
.60
.80
67.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

68.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

69.00
.20
.40
.60
.60

70.00

.40
.60
.80

1,31
1.63
1.96

71.00
.20
.40
.60
.80

2.27

iS9
2.91
3.22
3.53
3.84
4.J5
4.45
4 76
5.06
5.36
5.66
5.95
6.25
6.54
6.83
7.12
7.40
7.69
7.97
8.25
7.91
7.53
9.09
9.36
9.63
9.92
10.17
10.44
10.71
10.97
11.24

7200
.20
.40
.60
.80

73.00
.20
.41.1

.60
.80

74.00
,-•

.20
.40

'•^.60
.SO

75.00

20

.20
.40
.60
.80
77.00
.20
.40

.60

11.515

.80

11.76
12.03
12.26

78.00
.20
.40

1253
12.79
13 04
13.29
13.54
13.79
14.04
14.28

.60
.80
79.01)

.20
.40

-

21.26
21.47
21.68
21.88
22.07
22.27
22.38
22-68
22.88
23.08
23.28
23.47
23.66
23.86
24.05
24.24
24.43.

O-60
"^.80

24.63
24.82

80.00

25 00

the revolutions to be made in one minute
exactly 60 seconds, the speed is correct
error is o. but if the revolutions were
made in 57 seconds, then the meter is running 5.26 per
cent, fast; if completed in 58.4 seconds it is 2.74 per cent.
fast.
When the time exceeds 60 seconds, the meter is slow.
Tf it requires 63 seconds it is 4-76 per cent, slow; if 64.6
seconds it is 7.12 per cent, slow,

Example;

are

If

completed

and the per

in

cent,

.

[To be continued.]
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Corrosion of Storage-battery

Ter-

minals.
composed

batteries

storage

I

of

have two sets
20

cells

each.

has two lead plates in dilute sulphuric
At the positive terminal of each set the wire
acid.
sollias been eaten away just where it leaves the
dered terminal that projects from the positive plate.
wdnle
terminals,
these
There is a salty corrosion on
What
the negative terminals are perfectly clean.
What can be done to remcauses this trouble?

Each

edy

Fuse-block Arrangement to Prevent
Theft of Current.
It is generally recognized that the central station
always be more or less subjected to danger of
current theft, this being especially true if the possibility or opportunity of tampering with the meters is rendered comparatively easy.
One of the
most prolific sources of trouble in this respect is
due to the fact that the ordinary type of porcelain
fuse block offers a ready means of tampering with
the service or meter c6nnection. The fact that it
is easy
to loosen up or open-circuit the potential
or shunt-W'ire tap to the meter without opening up
the series connection, or to shunt or bridge the

will

L., Soiitli Bartonville, III:

M. A.
of

April 25, 1908

cell

•

return for the use of waterpower and for government regulation to make sure that grantees actually develop power instead of holding a site, as the
Rainy River Improvement Company is said to have
done during 10 years, merely for speculation.

Conservation of Natural Resources.

A

meeting was held on April 14th in the auditorium of the Engineering Societies Building in
New York under the auspices of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, in response to
the invitation of President Roosevelt to engineers
to co-operate for securing the conservation of the
natural resources of the countrv.

it?

Answer.
During the period of charging, and especially
near its close, a fine spray will be found rising over
This is coma storage battery such us described.
posed of acid carried up by the many mindte bubbles of gas set free during the latter part of the
This acid spray settles on all exposed
charge.
parts of the cell and surroundings and attacks
them by chemical action. At the terminals electrowhich is most corrosive at the positive side during charge, because
the acid radical SOj is liberated there by the entering current and attacks the conductor to which
At the negative terthe plate terminal is joined.
minal hydrogen is set free, which has more of a
chemical

takes

action

The corinstead of corrosive action.
rosion at the positive terminals Is objectionable,
not only because the screws or bolts used in the
connection and the wire are gradually eaten away,
but because the products of this corrosion (usually
cleansing

copper sulphate or other
ried

nate

electrolyte

into the

are apt to be car-

salts)

of the

cell

and contami-

It.

The most
to use

lead

far as there

way to remedy the trouble is
or wire or lead-covered wire as
any likelihood of acid spray reach-

effective
strip
is

If bolts are used in the connection, they
ing it.
should be lead-covered and placed out of reach of
The reason for using lead is bethe acid spray.
cause it is not attacked by dilute sulphuric acid;
A remcopper, brass, iron and zinc are attacked.
edy not so effective is to paint the clean and dry
connection with white lead or other heavy non-

corroding paint. Among the many things that have
been tried and found partly satisfactory are white-

wash and

vaseline.

Wlultiple-unlt Control

Systems.

Please explain briefly the
S. E. M.. Chicago
difference between the Sprague and Westinghousc
multiple-unit systems of control.
:

Answer.

The most

striking difference

is

that the Sprague

or Sprague-General Electric system is a purely
electromagnetic control, while the Westinghousc
Another
system is an electro-pneumatic control.
difference is that in the former, while the control

and power circuits are distinct, both receive current from the trolley or third- rail line; in the latter system the master controller and the control
circuit receive current from a 14-volt storage battery carried on each motor car, while the motor
or power circuit is supplied from the line.
In the later forms of the Sprague system the
master controller controls the current and therefore
operates a set of contactors or electromagnetic solenoid switches on each motor car which close or
open the various armature, field and resistance
switches of the motor circuits for that car; it also
operates a reversing switch for so changing the

motor connections as to produce reversed rotation.
In the Westinghousc system the master controller

(supplied with

mm,
a

place

current by the storage bat-

operates a set of about 13 elecvalves that control the admission of

tery referred to)

tromagnetic
about 70 pounds pressure from a reservoir
to a scries of cylinders.
The pistons in these cylinders arc connected to the motor circuit switches
or contactors.
air at

Connections of a Series Motor.
T. J. S., Chicago: How can a scries motor he
connected with three wires to run cither forward or

Service Connected.

FUSE-BLOCK ARRANGEMENT TO PREVENT THEFT OF CURRENT.
meter connections,
one of the wires,

who

is

even entirely to disconnect
a great temptation to many

While
of

it

is

company

is

fair

game

comparatively easy to devise methods
the ordinary fuse blocks in such a

"sealing"
as largely to eliminate the possibility of
theft, yet this sealing is often undesirable ni that
it renders
the fuse plug inaccessHble, and in case
of a short-cireuit resulting in a blown fuse the
consumer could not make replacement without calling in the lighting company's wiremen or breaking
the seals himself.
Either method is unsatisfactory,
as in the first place the consumer would be inconvenienced in being obliged to wait for the repair
man of the company, and, in the second place, if
the custom of breaking seals were permitted, it
would simply result in nullifying the object in sealing, as a dishonest person could break the seals
for the purpose of tampering with the meter connection and then claim that this breaking was
necessary in order to replace a blown-out fuse.
Aside from the necessity of preventing theft of
current, it is also desirable in apartment-house
wiring and similar classes of service where several
customers have meters on the premises, that all
live conductors be so covered that it is impossible
to connect any extra lamps or other devices without leaving the wiring in such condition that this
unauthorized work is readily apparent upon inspection.
It is equally desirable, in the
case of
discontinued services, to be able to seal the branch
block so that it is impossible to fuse same or make
an illegal connection without breaking the seal.
modern practical method of accomplishing the
desired results is to employ a fuse-block cover or
shield which will fit over the ordinary fuse block,
scaling all live parts, but allowing ready access
to the fuses, except in cases of discontinued service,
in which case the fuse blocks should be so arranged that no service connection could be. obtained
without breaking the company's seals.
recently developed device which fully meets
the requirements outlined above is shown in the
accompanying illustrations, one showing the plug
fuses in position with service connected, the other
showing the fuses removed, the service disconnected
and the fuse-block cover again sealed in position.
It will be noted that protecting the disconnecting
service has been accomplished by simply reversing
the steel cover which forms the cover of the fuse
block.
The fuse-block cover can be used with all types
and sizes of Edison plug fuse blocks, and the
porcelain canopy is supported by the same screws,
holding this block in place, these screws in turn
being covered by the face plate, which is itself held
in place by the seal.
The seals are attached to
metal posts, which form a part of the porcelain
canopy.
This new fuse-block cover is applicable to new or
old work, and can be adapted to all makes of branch
blocks for Edison plug fuses.
A screwdriver is
the only tool needed to install the cover on existing
services equipped with Edison plug cut-outs. The
new protection device will he known as the O. K.''
fuse-block cover, and is being placed on the market
by the Central Electric Company of Chicago, general western sales agent for the Okonitc products.

manner

A

A

Waterpower Grants by Congress.
Answer.

rot practical to use less than four wires
between the motor and the controller In this case,
since the field connections must be kept distinct
from the armature connections in a reversible motor.
To reverse the machine, the armature connections are usually reversed at the controller.
is

or

believe the electric -light
for sharp practice.

backward?

It

a

Service Disconnected.

vetoing the Bcdc hill for an extension of time
private corporation f«^ir the conslrnction of a
Kniny Rivf-r of Minnesota, President Roosevelt took occasion to reiterate his policy of insisting on the protection of public interests when
grants arc made of waterpower privileges in navigable streams. This policy calls for a time limit
on every grant, for compensation to the public in
In

10

a

dam

in

The

meetijjig was presided over by J. W. Lieb,
vice-president of the society, who called attento the fact that the first president of the
United States was an engineer, who was interested
in the development of waterways.
Dr. W. J. M'cGee, chief of the Bureau of Soils, Washington,
D. C, followed with an address on the "Conservation of the Water and Woods." calling this the
most important subject now before the people.
The country began with a revolution in whicli there
was war; but it is now time for a great revolution without war in which there shall be an awakening of a moral sense of obligation for the preservation of natural resources. One of the losses
confronting the people of the United States is the
loss of ground water.- Too much flows away in
torrents, because of the destruction of the forest;.
Instead of acting like a sponge, the earth, when
stripped of its timber, sheds water like the roof
of a building. The fertile soil washed away in
the United States represents an annual loss of
ove r $ 1 ,000,000,000.
Dr. W. F. M. Goss, dean of the College of Engineering, University of Illinois, spoke upon the
"Conservation of the Nation's Fuel Supply," say^
ing that economy in its production and use is to
be enforced by a fourfold process. The necessary
steps are
Scientific research for the establishment
of facts: practical demonstrations of facts thus
developed on a scale which will convince men
that there is profit, direct or indirect, in a better
practice
restrictive legislation which will protect
the public from the competition of unscrupulous
men, and, finally, effective inspection which will
secure an enforcement of law. The process cannot
successfully begin with coercion; it must begin with
education.
Prof. George F. Swain of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, presented the subject
of "Stream Flow, Waterpower and Navigation."
The most effective way of regulating stream flow
is by preservation of the forests, and this produces
three effects of great importance. It conserves one
of our greatest natural resources waterpower; it
prevents erosion of the soil; and it prevents the
silting of navigable rivers and harbors as well as
of reservoirs.
The concluding address, by Dr. Henry S. Pritcliett, president of the Carnegie Foundation,
treated
of the attitude of the engineer toward the public.
Engineering has grown into a profession that must
consider public interests. The practical demonstration of professional ideals lies in the use of fair
judgment, a sound sense of justice and quick appreciation of the larger public causes. iThe engineer
not only plans, but carries out great enterprises. If
he be a true member of his profession, he will, while
serving loyally his employer, keep in mind the
honor of his profession, the debt he owes to it, and
the service to the larger interests of humanity.
Jr.,

tion

:

;

—

"Wireless" Messages

A

In

Canada.

which has been issued by the marine
department at Ottawa shows that from April i,
1906, to March 31, 1907, 20,405 messages were transmitted through the Marconi wireless stations in the
Dominion.
The amount of tolls collected was
There arc in the. Gulf of St. Lawrence and
$9-033.
return

Tiircc are
on the Atlantic seaboard 13 stations.
low-power stations and cost $5,000 each. The 10
The
high-power stations cost double that sum.
company, while retaining all the tolls, receives
$2,500 and $3,500 for operating tlic low and high
stations,

respectively.

The Richmond Light and Power Company has
secured a franchise for an
system at Richmond, Cal.

electric

transmission

WESTKRN
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Earnings of Electric Railways.
of

reliii'iis

Tju'

electric railways of llic coiiii-

statistics embrace 194 roads, and these show
iggrcKalc gross earnings of $285,7 i8,.i32, as against
12 months of ii;o6, and net
$2I2,.142,()o6 for the
While
receipts of $100,526,762, against $94.7"t<..1-2 1
the increase in the gross reaches $23,275,526, or

The

tCO'^ per

the net amoitnts

the increase in

cent.,

'to

is
evident from
railways have felt
the inniioncc of llic higher operating cost rcsnlting
from advances in wages and increases in the cost

$5.74S,.|.|i,

per

6.06

that

materials

fuel,

of

or

ligiircs

these

the

cent.

It

electric

and

the

supplies,

saine

.^29

Morcury-arc Rectifier for Movlng-plcture Shows.

calciular year are of iimisiial interest.

tlio last

liy for

llic

F.I.ECTRICIAN

ChlcaKO there are 240 movinK-plclurc shows,

In

they

anil

use

nil

projector.

the

for

clcclriclly

It

with
which the moving-picture shows have become popular.
The first exhibition of this kind took place
on the Howery. New York, about 10 years :iro as
an experimental sideshow in one of the museums.
I'Vom
show
this
beginning the moving-picture
surprising

is

started as

.1

that

there

kind

in

lo

distinct
is

at

enterprise,

least

every city or

one

rapidity

the

contcnipl.tlc

and now

of

establishment

\'illage

the United

in

said

is

it

the

States

in

net.

falling

off

railw;iys

On

whole,

the

therefore,

have been more fortunate

the

net

roads

is

Adding

these

have furnisliod
have submitted
not with their
the

on,

number

igo7.
S235. 718.432

$212,442,906
21.262,957
46,433.181

5306,266.315

$280,139,044

three hours
starting.
The Chelsea plant,
after
consisting of the circular loom factor}", warehouse,
stables and home offices, was coirtpletely destroyed.
fully covered by insurance.
Factory
is
suffered severely
nearly all, living as
factory,
lost
house
in the vicinity of the
and home and all they possessed. Some were in.iured, and one, a young woman, was burned to
loss

;

thev did

death.

getting started
a new factory, ad-

no time

in

It has already secured
mirably adapted to its needs, in Korth Cambridge.
Mass. Tt has established new permanent offices
in the International Trust Building in Boston, and
is
no\v actively engaged in assembling with all
possihlc sDeed new machinery for the manufacturing
nf circular loom.
It hopes to be able to suppiv
the demand for circular loom again regularly and
prnmptlv within a verv short time.
It should be remembered that onK the Chelsea
nlant r^f the coiT>r)a'iv has suffered from the fir'':
T..
he "Fle'-troduct" factorv at Kenilworth.
is
in
full
opfratiop and th" new metal-molding
factory, also located at Kenilworth. is now fully
electro-galvanizing
eompletpd.
includina:
large
a
plant.
Metal molding will he offered to the trade
as soon as the necessarv printed matter, which was
.'tored at the home offices and burned up. can be
ae^ain.

N

duplicated.

Interesting
.An

Omaha

dailv

If

ne'vsnaoe--

Rear View.

than a hamlet.
several, while in

larger

are

True.
d^^^atch

.Anril

Frederick H. Milliner, a" el»cengineer at the Union Parific shops. Omaha,
has succeeded in apnlying the principles of wireless
loth savs that Dr.

^rical

telegraphy to an electric motor and a few days
ago a partv of electricians was nermitted to examine a wireless electric truck which has been in
"se in the Union Pacific shops for several weeks.
The truck is started and stopped from a wireless
central station and is said to have a number of
unique points.

the

the

big

larger

a

on Ihc screen and con-

way

to

obtain

direct

rectifier

set

is

cities

tentious

as

small

charging

theaters,

the

10

there

number

cents

ad-

or perhaps more. But in the great majority of cases the price of a ticket is five cents;
they are the familiar "nickel theaters" of the
mission,

streets.

arc lam.ps which are used as the light source
pictures are usually operated from 35

moving

to 60

amperes on alternating current and

at about

few years ago
they were operated in series with resistances on
115 or 220 volts to bring the lamps to the proper
arc voltage. This makes a wasteful consumption
of energy, which is considerably more for the
alternating-current lamps, on account of the higher
amperage necessary for producing a light of suffiintensity.
The problem to overcome this
cient
waste of energy has in the last few years been
25 to 30 on direct current.

given

considerable

-Up

attention.

to a

The

current

bills

of

form a very large part of their
fixed expenses, averaging from about $40 a month
for the smaller exhibitions, which operate only
three or four times in one evening, to bills of
month for the large city
several hundred dollars
establishments which give performances during the
greater part of the day and night.
Apparatus for efficiently cutting down the voltage
on the direct-current lamps must of necessity be
a much more expensive and elaborate outfit than
enterprises

the

.-i

a device designed for a similar purpose for alternating current. The initial cost of the former has
prevented its general adoption except for locations
direct current is available, as
operated by street-railway interests.
On the other hand, the problem for overcoming the waste of energj' in rheostats on alternating-current lamps has been at least superficially
overcome by use of compensators, choke coils and

where only 500-volt
in

summer

It

is

resorts

devices.

of course evident that most of these alter-

nating-current devices, although in certain respects
less wasteful than rheostats, possess a low power
factor, which makes them ineflicient from a centralstation viewpoint. It is asserted that some of the
large central stations are ordering them removed

from their

lines,

and at

least

one central station

has made a different service rate for establishments
using these devices.
The direct-current arc lamp is undoubtedly a
.

rectifier

set

is

similar

in

some

particulars

the

without

places

from 100 to 300. Some of the establishments are handsomely fitted up and are as pre-

similar
of

In

ranges

for

Fire.

The Chelsea (Mass.) fire of April 12th started
about two miles from the factory of the .'American
Circular Loom Company, which it reached about

lost

more
by

battery-charging rectifier now in common
use for automobiles. The regulating features and
other parts necessary for battery charging, but not
required for this service, are omitted, and the rectifier equipment reduced to its simplest form.
The
rectifier may be installed at a distance from the
picture-machine operator; for instance, in the basement. The rectifier may be started by the operator

MERCURY-ARC RECTIFIER PANEL.

The

Loom" and the Chelsea

The comoany has

a

therefore,

(piestion,

best

The

14th.

employes

of

reel.

to

Front Vietv.

—

The

flicker

lieinK

.icconipanicd

circuit.

igofi.

22.095,622
48.452.261

From the foregoing onq gets some idea of the
.magnitude to which the electric-railway industry
The total of the gross earnings (comhas risen.
prising 355 roads) for 1907 is $306,266,315, against
$280,139,044 for 1906, and aggregate net earnings
The increase in
$126,002,304. against $121,050,703.
the gross in this instance is $26,127,271, or 9.33
per cent., while the increase in the net is only
Here the advance in
$4,951,601, or 4.og per cent.
operating cost is more manifest than in the ease of
embraced in our tabulations for the
the roads
calendar year. From the Chicago Daily News of

"Circular

The

noiac.

arc

often

designed for operation on a
and has a continuous capacity of 30 amperes direct current and
a capacity of 40 amperes, or slightly more during
the starting of the arc. The rectifier is designed
to deliver a direct-current voltage equal to that
reriuircd across the arc, or from 45 to 50 volts.
A reactance in scries with the alternating-current
supply serves to steady and regulate the current
taken by the arc lamp. This eliminates the necessity of having a
wasteful resistance in the arc

The increase in this case is $24,1906.
giving a ratio of gain considerably smaller
than in the other case, it being 9.54 per cent.
In the t.ablc which follows there is given the
total of gross and net for the calendar years 1907
and 1906, and then are added two other lines of
figures, one recording the earnings of all the roads
which have submitted returns for the 12 months
ended June 30th and the other the earnings of all
the roads for which arc reported the figures for
The three
the 12 months ended September 30th.
comhined make a comprehensive aggregate.

.April

and

sequent cfTect on the eye are particularly nolicc.-ihle
at such instants when Ihc zero point of the wave
ineels the break between individual films on the

This

297.514.

Grand total (355 roads)
Increase (9.33 per cent). 326,127.271.

humming

allernalinK

(he

character

observer can.
by Ihc (lirect-

220-volt, alternating-current circuit,

of

725,954 in

calendar year (194 roads)
For year ending Sept. 30 (68 roads)
For year ending June 30 (93 roads)

arc,

flickering

casual

with.

increased to 225 and the total of the gross
$279,023,468 in 1907, as against $254,-

I.'oi

currenl

A

li({hl.

the picture produce'!

lamps where only altercurrent is available. The back and front
views of one of these rectifier sets arc shown here-

to

raised

brilliant

nating

than the steam.
In addition to the roads which
returns of both gross and net, 31
comparative figures of gross, but
respect

earnings.

siiOicicnl

usually detect

rent to moving-picture arc

this

in

a

has arisen, "What is
current from allcrnating for this class of service?"
The General Electric Company has recently designed and sold a number of mercury-arc rectifiers
adapted especially for use In supplying direct cur-

railroads,

ek'olric

principally on .account of
.ire,
Krealcr KlcuJincss of it* arc, and the considerably lower watt conriumplion neccsiiary lo produce

the

the

but not quite to the same extent.
In the case of these latter, the review for the calendar year of igo7 showed that a gain of 9.59 per
attended by an actual
in gross had been
cent,

stem

source of light for movinK picluret than the

The

the

as

licltcr

.illcrnatlnK-ciirrcnl

leaving his booth.
only operation necessary to start the rectifier, after the supply switch is closed, is to touch
the two carbons of the arc lamp together, hold
them so for a second or two, and on separating
the carbons a direct-current arc will be drawn.
The closing of the carbons simply allows the current to flow through the shaking coil on the' panel
which tilts the mercury tube once or twice and
causes it to start. Rectifiers already installed in
moving-picture shows are said to have received
approval from the owners. The cost of operation
is
said to be much less than with either alternating current or direct current with a resistance
in series with the arc.

The

OBITUARY.
Charles Williams, who died on April 14th in
Somerville. Mass., was a director in the Western
Electric Company and had been identified with the
telephone instrument industry for years.
The first
business telephone ever used in Boston or its vicinity was put into operation in his house, then on
Court Street, Boston, and connected him with his
office.
He was associated with Professor Bell in
the makincT of the telephone a practical working in-

strument for

:;ublic use.

Lew Conway

Carnes, who was one of the best
travelers from coast to coast as the representative of the Crown Electrical Company of St.
Charles, 111., died very suddenly at his home in

known

111., on April ist of pneumonia at the age
of ^6.
He was not onU- popular with the trade
but was cordially liked by his brother travelers.
His cheery smile and good fellowship will always
be remembered.
He was buried at Muncie, Ind.,
beside his father, who was laid away on January
last.
2d
Besides his wife and two children he is
survived by his mother and two brothers.

Aurora,

Edward H. Niesz, formerly of the Chicago EdiCompany and more recently with the Federal
Electric Company of Chicago, died in
Phcenix.
son

on April 13th, and was buried in Canton.
Ohio, on April 19th.
He went to California from
Chicago for the Federal Electric Company three
years ago.
While out there he began to fail in
health, and last fall he. removed to Phcenix in the
Pulhope of bettering his condition, but in vain.
monary tuberculosis was the cause of death. Mr.
Niesz was about 38 years of age and unmarried.
He was a brother of Mr. H. E. Niesz, assistant to
the second vice-president of the Commonwealth
Edison Company. The deceased gentleman was a
man of bright, engaging oersonalit^^ with unusual
musical talent- He won the warm regard of many
friends by his high character and pleasing manners,
and his death is truly bmented.
Ariz.,

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
BOOK TABLE.
Harpers Electricity Book

H
for

for Boys.

By

Joseph

Adams, author of Harper's "Outdoor Book
Kew York: Harper & Brothers.
Boys."
Pp.

1907.

illustrations'.

(5J4 by 7 J/2

inches^, 407, with

many

_

written his book so as to leave in the boy's mind
a lasting and true idea, through application, of the
At first cells and batteries,
subjects passed over.
then switches, magnets, rheostats, induction and reAfter this the boy is
sistance coils are made.
taught how to make telephones, wireless telegraphs,

dynamos and motors.

The book

is

concluded with

a discussion of electric-light, heat and power plants,
together with a dictionary of electrical terms.

The Hughes and Baudot Telegraphs.

By Arthur

Crotch. London
S. Rentell & Co., Ltd.
190S.
Pp- (5 by yli inches), 83, with 41 illustrations.
Price (in England), is. 6d.
:

This book treats exclusively of type-printing telegraphy and explains this method of communication,
the apparatus involved and its theory and manipulation.
Two systems only are described, namely, the
Hughes system, used extensively on the Continent
in general, and the Baudot system, which receives
favor in France.

The illustrations possess clearness of detail and
these together with the concise explanations of the
workings of the parts of the apparatus and of the
systems present the subject in a manner so that
anybody not familiar wr'th this particular branch of
science will find little difficulty in understanding the
intricacies of these systems of telegraphy.

By James R. Cravath. With
Electric Railways.
a short chapter on The Single-phase Electric
Railway, by Harris C. Trow. Chicago
AmeriPp. (6l4
can School of Correspondence.
1908.
by g^/2 inches), 153, with 125 illustrations. Price,
:

$1.00.

This is one of a series of practical handbooks
dealing with the elements of engineering work, the
particular volume being one of the best in the
The principal features of electric-railway
series.
work are treated in a practical manner. The chief
topics described are: The power equipment of the
brake mechanism
cars (motors and controllers)
general car construction; overhead and third-rail
line construction; trackwork and bonding; multipleunit systems; comparison of the direct-current and
single-phase systems.
On the whole the book is a
useful one for a student who wishes to get a general idea of the subject.
;

The

Electric Telegraph. Part L The Electric
Telegraph. By Chas. Thom.
Part II. Wireless
Telegraphy.
By A. .Frederick Collins. Chicago:
Correspondence.
Pp.
American School of
1908.
Price, $1.
138, with 91 illustrations.

.This book also belongs to the series referred to
above and is prepared a^ong similar lines. Types
of circuits ranging from a simple electric bell circuit to various forms of quadruplex are clearly described in detail. The Alorse code and various spe-

A .ereat many typical
are explained.
are given for the different classes of
service.
The second portion of the book deals with
the phenomena of high-frequency electric waves, the
various methods made rsc- of and the applications
of these methods in a number of the best known
systems of wireless transmission.
Both this book and the one above could be improved by the division of the text into properly
headed chapters, a continuous numbering of the
pages and a more complete index.
In each book,
for some unknown reason, the division of the text
into Parts I. and IT. does not agree with that set
forth in the table of contents.
codes

messages

Telephone News from the Northwest.
C. P. Wainman, vicc-iirc-sident of tbc Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company of Minneapolis,
appeared before a council committee in opposition
to the rate-reducing ordinance.
The proposed ordinance fixes the maximum price of business telephones at $48 per year and resident telephones at
S30 a year.
Frank C. Hughes of GUmkHvc, Mont., and Edward
Hufihcs of Bismarck. N, D., arc interested in
bniidinfz a telephone line from Gicndivc to Miles

City,

^[ont.

i.s

\,

D.,

Pinhas been organized.
J. G. Hastings
W. A. Bartholomew secretary and

president and

treasurer.

The ordinance which prohibits (he use of profanity over the telephone has been passed by the
Cilv C'juncil of Minne.'ipolis,
TIu- Brrnrkct Rural Tricphonc* Company of Brocket,
.V,
V)..
has been incorporated with a capital stock
01 $2,500.
A, F. Aroravctz is treasurer.
The WiiittrinK Telephone Company of Balfour.
K. TJ., has been organized.
Ed Tvcs is president.

Center Telephone
been incorporated by

R.

the prompt delivery of materials at points designated.
The municipality of Wallace, with offices at Virden. Man., has disposed of debentures to the value
of $50,000, the money to be used entirely for telephone construction, the municipality having decided
to construct Its own telephone system.
J. P. Menlove is secretary and treasurer.
being
organSix rural telephone companies are
ized around Land, Sask., for the purpose of building rural telephone systems radiating from Land.
H. E. Anderson, Land, Sask., may be addressed.
The Manitoba government has provided $300,000
for extensions to its telephone system during the
present summer, and judging by the plans of the
commissioners this amoynt will be entirely used up.
Two new switchboards have been ordered for Winnipeg at a cost of $100,000, in addition to $110,000
For the
to be spent for aerial and conduit work.
new subscribers
telephones
for
installation
of
throughout the province $25,000, is allowed in addition to $15,000 for cable extensions to a number
of the larger exchanges in the province outside of
Winnipeg.
The private companies operating at
Gladstone, Crystal City and Neepawa will be given
connections with the government long-distance lines,
a privilege they did not enjoy under the Bell ownership.
In addition the province is planning the
construction of a number of long-distance lines and
some half dozen municipalities have completed or
are about to complete arrangements for their own
Recently one of the members of the
systems.
Manitoba telephone commission stated that during
the summer the government will keep fully i,ooo
men employed on extension work throughout the
province in addition to the municipal systems which
R.
will be built under government supervision.

Indiana Telephone Notes.
Goshen the Central Union and the
telephone companies having merged interests, the former company will maintain only about
a dozen telephones to hold its perpetual franchise.
Most of the Central Union instruments have been
removed from the business houses and residences.
Patrons are expressing considerable satisfaction
over the arrangement since it means not only a saving but adds to the convenience of the ser\Mce.
The board of trustees of Danville has granted
the Farmers' Mutual Telephone Company a 25year franchise. Before the admission of the Farmers' company the Consolidated company of DanThis cut the
ville had a monopoly in the territory.
Farmers' off from free connection throughout the
county. The Farmers' proposes to connect a number of farmers" co-operative lines in Hendricks and
adjacent counties so as to give the patrons both
free and long-distance service in the territory.
Plans are being perfected for the establishment
of a toll-line traffic association or clearing house
for making settlement through one central office of
all toll business handled over Independent lines in
The business of the clearing house will
the state.
be to issue the necessary tariff and routing book,
rate sheets, blanks for making reports, schedules,
check all business in which two or more companies
are- interested and make proper settlement on a
mileage basis. It will make toll rates uniform and
in general supervise the entire toll-line business.
In the city of

Home

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
Bluff (Ark.) Telephone Company has
purchased the holdings of the Pine Bluff and
Cleveland County Telephone Company, and will
have 200 miles of line.

The Pine

of

repairing

the

telephone

cables

in

Havana, III., was undertaken recently, and the
was found to be an unusually difficult one.
The work, however, was completed In so short
a time and with such entire satisfaction as to
attract the attention of telephone managers in other
When the job was started it was found
cities.
that every cable, TO in number, had from one to
75 bad pairs, caused by lightning or by contact
with electric-Iiglit wires. In just fnur weeks practically every pair had been re-covered and the entire exchange put in as good condition as when
new six years ago. The work was done by Joliann
K' Johann, calile and switchboard experts, of Pekin,
111.

|

—

Paris, April 7.
An experiment of some Interest
is sooii to be tried upon the Paris Subway, with
a view of adopting a system of electric elevators
or movable inclines in the stations, which lie at
a considerable depth. Ai: present the passengers
are obliged to mount up several flights of staircase, and' in many cases this is quite fatiguing, for

1

|

distance to be climbed is equivalent to the
Owing to the comof a three-story house.
plaints which have arisen from this cause, it has
been decided to take some measures to remedy
this state of affairs.
Two stations, where the movement of passengers is considerable, are to be chosen
for the experiments in order to see what will be
the result in practice. One of them will be fitted
with an electric elevator of large capacity, while
the other will have an inclined moving platform
of the usual type. The trials will thus bring out
the relative advantages of the systems, after which
the best one will be applied to a number of the
the

stairs

.

-

underground

The

city of

stations.

Geneva recently held a concourse

of
which
to the new hydraulic plant
proposed to erect upon the Rhone near the
it
is
city, not far from the point where the river flows
out of Lake Leman. The Chevres plant, which is

plans

relating

a large one, is also located on the Rhone, but it
plant in order
is found necessary to erect a new
to secure a greater amount of current, which is

needed

at

present.

According

to

the conditions of

the concourse, the plant must be operated on the
two-phase, 5,oao-volt system, with a pole line working at 25,000 volts. The turbines, of the verticalshaft type, are to be double wheels, one wheel
working in periods of high water and the second
Several projects were prefor low-water periods.
sented for a plant of this kind. The best one
called for a dam having five openings of 10 meters
In the turbine house are
each, with double gates.
installed 12 main groups of 2,500-horsepower each
and four exciter groups of 400 horsepower. This
project received the first prize of $2,200, and its
author is Mr. Zschokke of Aarau.

At Lyons the tramway company Is engaged in
the construction of a new single-phase traction
system.
It will be applied on two suburban lines
leading from the city and having a total length of
The track will be standard gauge, using
13 miles.
the overhead trolley.
In a sub-station the current
at 600 volts direct current, which is received from
the mains, is converted into single-phase current by
rotary groups. These consist of a shunt-wound
direct-current motor coupled to a single-phase alternator of 660 volts. The current Is sent from
the latter directly into the feeders of the tramway
lines, and there are no sub-stations along the line.
The overhead wire is hung on the single catenary
At the start the company will use 15 motor
plan.
cars fitted with two Westinghouse motors of 50
horsepower each.
Budweis. in Austria, expects to secure a largeamount of current from three hydraulic plants
which are to be erected not far from the city.
The International Electric Company of Vienna has
applied for the concession for this enterprise, and
the plants are to be located on the Wottawa River.
This stream, with Its affluents, will afford three
different falls.
The largest of the present plants
will be placed near Ncustadtl and is expected to
give 12,000 horsepower.
Work on the new Lotschberg tunnel In Switzer
land, which is to rival the Simplon tunnel, advanced satisfactorily during the month of February.
Since then an avalanche threw the work back
somewhat. During February the tunnel advanced
by 281 meters, which brings the total to 3,317 meters.
There were 940 men employed within the
tunnel and 460 men in the outside work.
A. DE. C.

Great

Britain.

— Since

the House of Commons
the proposal 'of the House of Lords to
commit the bills relating to electric power supply
in
the metropolis to a joint committee of both
houses about six weeks ago. very little has been
heard of the manner in which these bills were to
be dealt with. Apparently, in the circumstances,
the House of Lords realized that there was nothing
to be done but follow the ordinary procedure of
sending the bills to separate committees of both
houses, and so it is that the announcement comes
of the appointment of a committee of the Houseof Lords which will commence consideration of the
bills
soon after Faster. The chairman is to be
Lord Cromer, who has recently returned from
Lgypt, where he has been the British representative

London. April

10.

'

rejected

S.

The work

Continental Europe.

George

Sealed bids addressed to John Stocks. Edmonton,
deputy minister of public works for Alberta, will
be received until noon, April 30th, for the necessary materials for the construction of 700 miles of
Specifications may be seen
rural telephone lines.
at the department of public works, Edmonton, or
at the office of the inspector of public works, Armstrong block, Calgary, Alb. Successful bidders will
be required to put up a bond of 10 per cent, for

task

The James Lake Telephone Company of
gree.

Portland

of

Canadian Telephone Items.

is

which can be made at home. Complete drawings,
illustrations, etc., are shown and instructions given
The author has
for making necessary ;ipparatus.

cial

The

Company

I

CORRESPONDENCE

Carley secre-

Portland, Iowa, has
Steiner and others.

Price, $1.75-

a book written expressly, for boys with
the object in view of teaching the theory and principles of electricity by means of simple apparatus

This

Henry Bergh vice-president, Thomas
tary and Erick, Sutherland treasurer.

April 25, igo8

for several years.

At a lime when electric carnages
making pronounced headway it is

in

I^ndon

interesting

arc
to

note l]i;il one of our oldest cst.'iblisbed elect ricnl
engineering firms has evolved a new type of electrically (Jriven vehicle, after experiments which have
The firm in qneslion Is the
lasted over two years.
India Rubber. Gulta Percha and Telegraph Works
Company, and the vehicle has been specially' dc-

I

j

j
I
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wurk. A feature of the car is
can li;; cfTected by means of the
>wo
(our wheels ;,U(iKether, or by means of the
A motor is all ached to each of
rear wlieels only.
of withsland(he axle eashi((s, and each is ea|.iahle
cent, for liniK periods.
iMK an overload of 50 i/er
The controllerprovides .six forward positions, three
brake positions and fonr reverse positions. The
battery is mannfaclnred by the Klectrieal Power
(IriviiiR

llie

ihat

l"wn

for

signed

Company.

»Jl<>raKe

.

means of tramway commnnication
between the north and south of London was put
today, via the Kin^sway subway,
into operation
which has been extended from the northern sido
the Strand on to the Victoria ICinbankmenl,
iif
At the
there jninint; up with the sonlbern system.
end of March last the total amount raised by the
was
purposes
for
tramway
Council
London County
The

direct

first

of

$4.>.500.ooo.

which over $5,000,000

lias

been

While crnisiderini; llio financial position of
undertaking to be satisfactory, the highways
committee thinks it would be imprudent at the
present moment to consider .-my ipiestion of re(hiciuR fares or of (aliing in band any extensive
the

additions to the system.
A press view was held Ibis

known

the

as

week of

the National
telephone exchange,
This, of course,
ccnlral-liattery system, and at

Company's

Telephone

latest

Gerrard exchange.

equipped on the
is
present there arc 6,708 subscribers' lines working
and the nltiniale capacity of the exchange is 10,This is the largest exchange
400 subscribers' lines.
The cost of the
but one in the United Kingdom.

exchange amounted to $4(10.000. while the staflf
numbers 326. There are 34 nndergronnd and six
overhead cables. The average number of calls dealt
with during a day is 175,000, and it is computed
that one operator can handle 145 calls at the busy
per hour.

period

Lord Kelvin's will has now been proved at $810,His will, to which there are three codicils,
000.
was made in December, 1905.
In a special report, the highways committee of
the London County Council recommends the purchase

the

of

Higiigate

Hill

cable

tramway

at

a

cost of $57,500. with a view to its reconstruction,
cither upon the conduit or trolley system, in order
to

make

an integral part of the Council's tram-

it

way undertaking. This line is the oldest cable
tramway now remaining in England and is not at
present allowed to be worked on account of its
G.

dilapidated condition.

Eastern Canada.

— English

capitalists are back
an electric railway between
Ottawa and Brockville, making use of the waterpowers between the two pla'/es.
The Ontario government, the Ontario Po\ver

Ottawa,

.April

18.

of the project to build

Company and the Electrical Development Company
arc now negotiating, and it is understood that there
be no duplication of the latter companys' transmission.
The Ontario company will take the western half of the province of Ontario and the Elecwill

Development Company the eastern
government will control the rates.
trical

half.

The

The municipal street-lighting plant which the
City Council of Hamilton. Ont., proposes to install
in that city will add greatly to the present lighting.
and 250 gas lamps are now used
the gas lamps being equivalent
about 100 electric lamps. Under the new system

Some 400

electric

to light the
to

streets,

the city will be lighted b^' 900 electric lamps.
The Hydroelectric Commission of Ontario has
two experts in the United States investigating the
new high-voltage systems being installed in various
places wdiere power has to be carried long disIt is understood that if the report is satisfactory tenders will be at once called for and
the erection of a transmission line will be under^
taken.
The present low- price of copper and iron

tances.

j

:

may induce

the commission to hurr\^ the contracts
for the transmission
line,
as the present prices
would mean a saving of nearly one-half on the
cost of such work w-hen compared with the cost
of the work done a few 3'ears ago. by the Elec-

i

1

New
Boston, April 18.

New

W.

Development Company.

trical

York,

Company

England.

— Arguments

by counsel for the

New Haven

in the

suit

it
is understood, upon the way
which this mailer is settled.
The Doston and Norlhern Street Railway Company, operaliiiK from Huston to Chelsea awl poiiitu
lieyonil, computes its loss by last Sunday's fire at
Poles on its main line throimh the cily
$.10,000.
were burned, wires were melted and tracks warped,
Trallic was suspended in the burned ilislrict until
Tuesday mornin«, by which time two miles of
double-track road bad been entirely reconstructed,
So th:tt cars were running aj{;iin as usual.
The Worcester Consolidaleil an<l the Filchburi;
and Leominster trolley ronils have asked for the

virlnally dependeni,
in

freight -carrvinp privilcRC.
The Old Coir my Street

Railway Company is authorized to issue 5,000 shares additional slock al
B.
nut Ivss lb;m the |iar value of $100 per share.

New

re-

paid.

and Hartford Railroad
brought by the attorney-gen-

JIassaehusetts to determine the status of the
company in its control of street railways in this
state were heard before the full bench of the Supreme Judicial Court today.
Col. J. H. Benton,

New York

I
I

j

•

!

attorney for the railroad corporations, set forth
the contention that under the laws of Connecticut,
from which state the company derives its charter,
the holding of trolley lines is authori.^ed, and that
whatever it has done in respect to such holdings
has been done in that state.
Furthermore, it was
argued, the state of Massachusetts had given to the
defendant, by act of the Legislature in the past,
the same corporate rights in this state which it possessed in Connecticut.
The decision of the court
on this point is awaited with great interest, as the
right of the New 'Vork, New Haven and Hartford
to own and control Massachusetts trolley lines is

'York.

iS.— Connnissioner M'allhie
of the Public Service Connnission announces an
agreement wdierebv the New York Edison Company will furnish breakdown or emergency service
on a rate basis of maxiunnn demand. The agreement is to last for one year, during which time
the company agrees to place recording devices
upon every breakdown connection and lake the
record of the current furnished under the supervision of Ihe commission for the purpose of determining a fair charge for the service. For two
years the company refused to supply emergency
Last Janu.ary the company announced that
service.
would give breakdown service on the basis that
it
if a hotel, for instance, doing a transient business
needed emergency service it would have to i)ay a
rale based on the supposition that every light in
Business men wdio
the house \v,as burning at once.
Citv,

.April

owned private electrical plants declared that this
.After prolonged negotiation
rate was prohibitive.
the Edison Company agreed to fix the rale on the
basis of

maximum demand.

The engineering force of the Public Service Commission has made a comprehensive map of the
transfer points affected by the cutting off of transfers between the Metropolitan and Third Avenue
Transfers
have been abolished at 48
systems.
Most of the
points and continued at S7 points.
places where they have been continued are on the
horse-car lines, on which no one wishes to ride
who can help it. As the receivers acted on the
authority of Judge Lacombe of the Federal court
in cutting off the transfers, it has mot been decided
yet by the conutiission what it can do to relieve
the present disheartening condition.
Ten locals of the Commercial Telegraphers'
Union, in addition to the New York local body, have
indorsed the resolution of the Chicago local declaring a strike against the Western Union Telegraph Company on June ist unless the wage rates
existing before the last national strike are restored.
Charles P. Mclnerney, secretary in this city, made
He said the new
the announcement on Tuesday.
movers for a strike were the locals in Montreal,
Atlanta. Milwaukee, Pittsburg,

Los Angeles,
Winnipeg.

cisco,

Albany.

Memphis, San FranOut., and

Hamilton,

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has made
public the

results

of a

special

investigation

it

has

been conducting for the purpose of developing an
improved steel rail. The company has worked independently of the committee appointed by the
American Railway Association, but it is reported
that the latter has reached practically the same
conclusion as the Pennsylvania committee. It is
expected that the report of the American Railway
Association committee w-ill be submitted at a meeting of the association to be held in this city next
week. An experimental order for 10,000 tons of
the improved rails was placed last December. Tests
of them have led to some slight changes in the
specifications as originally

drawn

up.

The

price of

improved rails has not yet been agreed upon
between the manufacturers and the consumers.
Alderman Michael Zimmer thinks the speedy completion of subways is possible by a plan by which
the money received as compensation from the street
railways could be used to build the underground
passages without preventing it from being applied
ultimately to the purchase of the street-car lines
by the city. Alderman Zimmer's plan has not been
the

worked out

definitely

as

yet,

be feasible.

to

but

appears to him
_

W.

inirrurban lines of ihc Cleveland, Southwestern ami
Cohinibus Railway Company. The petitioners arc
persons said to control $i05,ooo of the $350,000
preferred stock of the conipatiy. The pelilinn s.iys
thai the directors refused to pay Ihe dividend due
on preferreil stock Kebrnary isl, not on account
of any deficiency in the eariiiiiK powers of the
company, but thai the moiie^ iniKliI be used lo
make improvements on other lines of road on which
the defendants are inlerislid, contrary lo Ihc inof the preferred st<ickliolder».
ihere are about' 1,100 motor craft

terests

As

of various

Toledo waters owned by local people,
which have betn newly fitted out with
electric whistles, the ban recently put iiiKin electric
whistles by Ihe marine end of Ihe IJepartmeiit of
kinds

in

many

of

Commerce

an<l

I-'ibor

be not

will

liKlitly

felt

here.

James .Stone, siipervisioK the ninth district, has always liehl Ihat the electric whistles were all right
until the aclin)( inspcctor-Keneral at
Washington
reversed the ruling to the sorrow of hundreds of

launch owners who have recently supplied their
craft with new electric whistles.
Many local dealers
will also be aflfected, as
miinher of these were
heavily stocked with the latest devices in whistles.
The Lake Erie, Bowling Green and Napoleon
,'i

Railway Company has been granted a franchise
from Bowling Green to the county line at Grand
Rapids. Seven miles of the track to Toiitogany
will be built this summer.
This will connect with
the Lima and Toledo) line from the north and
south and give a much improved connection with
the county stfat from the western part of the

H. L.

county.

S.

Michigan.

—

Detroit, April 20.
Work has been commenced on
the dam on the Manistee River two miles above

Sherman, in Wexford County. It is to be 40 feet
high and 800 feet long and will cost about $400,000.
Fonr thousand horsepower can be developed continuously. The plant will have a capacity of 8,000
horsepower, and the large storage capacity will
permit this amount to he developed during peak
loads.
This is the first of a number of dams on
the Manistee River, several sites having been surveyed.

The Michigan State Telephone Company will reconstruct the entire .system at Ludington. The.
building will be remodeled and a complete commonswitchboard installed.
The plant will be
modernized in ever}' respect and the service brought
up to the standard of the larger cities.
The Michigan Power Company of Lansing, sucbattery,

cessor to the Piatt Power an'd Heat Company,
expects to build a new waterpower plant at Dimondale and a steam plant on the Grand River in
Lansing. The steam plant will have a capacity of
2,350 horsepower and will be an auxiliao' to the
waterpower plant and replace the two steam plants

now
old

The new dam on the site of the
is
nearly completed. This plant
a capacity of 2,000 horsepower in two

in service.
Piatt plant

will have
units.

Work on the Jackson-Lansing electric railway,
which was stopped last fall, will be resumed within
three weeks. 'The line will be completed as far
as Mason.
D.
Indianapolis, April

Indiana.
18.— The Grand

Central TracCompany has filed an $8.ooo,oco note and
mortgage with the couiity recorder of each of the
several countiti? between Indianapolis and Evansville, through w-hich the company proposes to build
a traction line.
The company's line when comtion

pleted

will

connect

many

of

the

principal

cities

and towns betw-een Indianapolis and Evansville.

The

construction

of

the

Mattoon-ShelbyvillePana-Hillsboro electric railway is said to be assured. This line, when completed, will connect a
number of towns and cities in Western Indiana
and Eastern Illinois, and make it possible to travel
by interurban from Indianapolis to St. Louis without changing.

The commissioners of Adams Countv have ordered a subsidy election on May 14th to vote upon
the proposition of a tax in aid of the construction
of the Fort Wayne and Springfield Railroad. If
this tax is voted, it will stimulate the immediate
building. of a branch of the same system south
from Decatur

to

Richmond.

temporary order was issued recently by Judge
Mansfield restraining the directors of the Mansfield
Railway, Light and Power Company, which oper-

said that A. A. Boyd. R. F. Garrettson of
Michigan City and W. L. Taylor of Indianapolis
have purchased the plant of the Madison Light
and Railway Company of Madison, Ind. It is the
purpose of the purchasers to improve the plant
and equip it w-ith modern machinery'.
The city of Greenfield has just put in operation
the new- machinery and equipment in the city lighting plant. This reconstruction has been going on
for a year, and it is now- declared that the plant
will be of ample capacity to take care of the growth
of the electric-lighting business in the cit>'.
The commissioners of Vanderburgh Countv- have
granted a right-of-way to the Evansville Terminal
Railway Company for the construction of a line

ates the street-railway line in the city of Mansfiefd.
from entering into a contract for $100,000 worth
of additional machinery to furnish power on the

from Evansville to Newburg.
The Chicago. Lake Shore and South Bend Interurban Company has obtained the contract for car-

Ohio.

eral of

I

33'

—

Toledo, April 18. Officials of Toledo have announced their purpose to enforce the ordinance
which provides for the removal of all telephone
and electric-light poles from the center of the city.
Lima will issue bonds for the erection this sum-

mer of

municipal electric-lighting plant. This is
an effort to secure cheaper lighting for the
city and follows the refusal of the Ohio Electric
Company to reduce the price of $85 for each street

done

a

in

arc.

A

It

is
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East Chicago,
rying the United States mail between
,
Indiana Harbor and Hammond.
oi
The General Managers' Association, composed

traction companies
the managing officials of the
owns the i'ort
controlled bv the syndicate which

will
Wavne and 'Wabash Valley Traction Company,
2ist m the offices oi
mee't in Fort Wavne on the

General Manager C. D.

of

The purpose

Emmons.

in the purchase
the organization is to economize
The syndicate owns and controls six
of supplies.
Blair
interurban lines throughout the county. John
McAfee of Philadelphia is president.

The Terre Haute, Robinson, Olney and Southinterurban

line

and Springfield,
the boundary

line

an

struct
Ind.,

way on

111.,

con-

to

incorporated

Company,

Railway

western

Haute,
has secured a "ght-ofVerMt.
to the city of

Terra

between

non, thence to Springfield.
.
,
^ r,
a
Red\n election will be held on the 23d inst. at
issue bonds for
to
proposition
the
vote
on
key to
ihe
electric-light plant,
the purpose of building an
estimated cost of the plant is $iS,ooo
its
anhold
will
League
The Indiana Municipal
An exnual convention in Laporte on June i6th.
prepared and many
cellent programme has been
_

questions
cussed,

relating

to

public

utilities

be

will

dis-

g^ g^

Illinois.

Louis and Cairo
Peoria, April 18.— The Alton, St.
been
Railway Company of East St. Louis has
It is proincorporated with a capital of $100,000.
a
with
to build a road from Alton to Cairo,

posed

Mammoth Cave
brafich to Columbia, Waterloo and
and
The board of directors include B. L. Renfrew
Walters of Springfield.
C

railroad will shortly be operated by electricity. The
installation is complete and officials of the company made a trial trip over the lines which for

two years have been operated by steam.
Phillips, Winnipeg, Man., has control of
the road, it being a subsidiary company of the Winthe

last

Wilford

nipeg Electric,
ta.xpayers of Indian Head, Sask., have voted
favor of spending $10,000 for extension to the
O. J. Godfrey is- town
civic electric-lighting plant.

The

in

clerk.

meeting of the civic sub-committee of the
City Council of Winnipeg it was decided to notify
all companies having wires to place them underground within a year from date. F. E. Cambridge

At

is

a

city electrician.

Messrs. Skinner & Colison of Estevan, Sask., are
considering the installation of an electric-lighting
plant at Killarney, Man.
At a meeting of the

capital

Chicago has been incorporated with
Woodstock
stock of $i,ooo,oco to build a line from
Clinton G. Lumley and E. C. Spinto Sycamore.
ney are among the directors.
The Village Board of Manito has voted to bond
control of
the town for $3,500 to buy and assume
stopped
the electric-light plant. J. N. Smith, owner,
work with the poles set and part of the machinery
The village will pay him $1,600 for his
in place.
bids for the
part of the plant and advertise for
completion of the work.
the extenconsidering
At Chapin the people are
of the
sion of electric lights to the residence part
a

of

town.

.

Gest has resumed the laying of the conduit
in
system of the Peoria Gas and Electric Company
As soon as the main conduits of the
this city.
system are laid the work of connecting the consumers with the service boxes will be taken up.
The work on installing the wires will commence
upon the completion of the underground conduits.
The interurban road between St. David and Canton will be in operation about the first of May.
A public safety ordinance regulating wiring in
City
the city of Peoria' has been introduced into the
The ordiCouncil and referred to a committee.
the
under
wires
the
of
nance places the inspection
charge of the city electrician and provides the
necessary fees for the work of inspection, together

G M.

with the licensing of both the master electricians
V. N.

and the journeymen.

Oklahoma.

that electricity will be supplied to almost every city
and town in the Kootenays as well as to all the
The capacity of the
logging and mineral camps.
plant is estimated to be about 10,000 horsepower.
George Henderson is manager of the company
The people of Pincher Creek, Alb., are anxious
to install an electric-lighting system and have sent
Mayor James Scott on several inspection trips to

of

several new extensions to the system just as soon
as the new power plant is complete, which may be
within 30 days.

The Wandell Motor Plow Company has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $500,000. The
incorporators' are H, A. Thompson and Edward
Groin of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Fred P.

Owen

of

Oklahoma City.
The Oklahoma Telephone, Electric Light and
Power Company has been incorporated with a capstock of $20,000. A. P. Cash, J. W. Keller,
L. D. Keller and H. E. Cash, all of Maysvillc,
Okla., are the incorporators.
The rural telephone companies at Augusta, Okla.,
are considering a proposition to organize and build
an exchange in Augusta. There are six rural
companies which own systems centering in Augusta
with over 500 subscribers. George A. Duel is secK.
retary of the company.
ital

Western Canada.

—

18.
llic Manitoba Iron Works
of this city has just completed the installation of electric motors throughout its shops,
having discarded steam except for heating purposes. Approximately 200 horsepower in motors
has been installed and the whole plant is now
operated by electricity supplied by the Winnipeg

Company

Company.
Selkirk and Lake

Winnipeg

street

Big Bend of the Feather River late this
be one of the most important factors in
consolidated system. Rapid \Vork will
have to be done in the construction of the steel
towers that support the transmission lines if current is to be transmitted to San Francisco before
January ist next.
Shipley & Co. of San Francisco have completed
estimates for the proposed municipal electric-lightthe

at

fall,

will

great

the

ing plant for the city of Pendleton, Ore.

The

esti-

mate places the cost of the plant at $101,360.
J. W. Roper of the Midas Gold Mining Company
of Chico, Cal., states that the company will spend
between $40,000 and $50,000 on the erection of a
power plant on Bee Gum Creek in Shasta County
to develop power for the company's mining property.
Representatives of the company have filed
on 5,000 inches of water in Bee Gum Creek. The
plans of the company involve the building of a
line
seven miles long. The
installation will generate 800 horsepower,
increased later to 2,000 horsepower.

transmission

initial

to

be

General Manager F. E. Fitzpatrick of the Coast
Counties Power Company states that the company's
transmission line will be completed to Santa Cruz,
Another steam turCal., within the present year.
bine is to be added to the company's beach plant.
The Rawhide Light and Power Company has
been granted a franchise for an electric transmission system in the new mining camp of Rawhide,
Nev. The plant .,\vill be erected at once. The
necessary poles are already on the ground and
the engines and other equipment have been bought.
S. C. Moore has returned to Klamath Falls, Ore.,
and has resumed operations on Moore Bros.' power
plant, preliminary work on which was begun last
fall.

Northwestern States.

—The

Mitchell Gas Company of Mitchell, S. D., will become the property
of the Mitchell Illuminating and Power Company
The gas company started the 24after May gth.
hour electric-light service recently.
The village council at Perham, Minn., has placed
the management of the electric-light and water system into the hands of a commission, consisting of
J. P. Coughlin, Dr. E. C. Schoonmaker and J. W.

Minneapolis, April

iS.

Donahue.

The state railroad commission at Madison, Wis.,
has denied the petition of the city of Chilton, Wis.,
for the erection of a municipal lighting plant, to
compete with the Wisconsin Electric Service Company of that place.
The city power plant at Caledonia, Minn., was put
recently.
The estimated cost is
into operation
placed at $8,000.
The new block-signal plant recently completed
by the Great Northern Railroad between Minneapolis and St. Paul is in operation at a cost of
$100,000.

The Langlade Power Company of Langlade, Wis.,
has been incorporated with a $300,000 capital for
from
the purpose of furnishing electric power
Gardner dam on the Wolf River to Shawano, Wis.,
and other points.
The perfection of an electric-lighting system at
Wolsey, S. D., is contemplated.
G. W. Scott, consulting engineer of Waterloo,
Iowa, estimates the cost for the construction of an
electric road from Waterloo to Des Moines at

3t

proposition

for a

municipal lighting system

Cameron, Wis., was defeated

at the election.

R.

The board of regents of the Washington State
University, Seattle, Wash., has approved plans for
a new power plant at the university. The plans
involve an expenditure of between $75,000 and
.

$100,000.

The Clalskanie Electric Light Company of ClatsOre., is planning to remodel its steam generating plant and to install an auxiliary engine to
furnish power in the daytime. A 6o-horsepower
dynamo has just been received.
S.
N. Smith of Coos Bay, Ore., says that
J.
surveys for the Coquille Valley Power Company's
pipe line, power house and flumes have been completed and that work on the plant will begin within
two weeks. The company has contracted to furnish power to the towns of Myrtle Point, Bandon,
Marshfield and North Bend. Tlie initial installation will provide for the generation of 4,000 horsepower of electric current. The transmission line
of the company planned for immediate construction
will be ss miles long
The Hallatin Valley Electric Company has been
incorporated at Bozeman, Mont., for the purpose
of constructing 26 miles of interurban electric road
from Bozeman as a terminal.
N, Wilrnot, representing the Seattle Electric
J.
Company, has applied for an electric-railway franchise througii the town of Wenatchee.
In its application, the company states its nurpose of running
a line from AVenatchee to the Wwns of Monitor,
Cashmere and Leavenworth.
A.
kanie.

PERSONAL.
Mr. George E. Colgate of Batavia, N. Y., will
assume the management of the Ontario Light and
Traction Company and the Canandaigua Gas Light
Company on May 1st, and will cause radical changes
be

to

the

Hopkins of Detroit, Mich., is
company.
John W. Shartell, general manager of the Oklahoma Street Railway Company, has just returned
from the East and has made arrangements for

The Winnipeg,

R.

see plants in adjacent towns.

The

president

Electric

Council of Selkirk,

it

$3,868,600.

Oklahoma City. April iS.—The Detroit Interurban
Railway Company js receiving material for work
on the line between'^ulpliur and Chickasha. E. M.

Winnipeg, April

Town

was decided to purchase the electric-light
and power plant owned by a private company in
The company is willing to sell.
that town.
The Bull River Power Company, now constructing a plant near Cranbrcok, P. C, has built a bed
When the
for its big flume nearly two miles long.
plant of the company' is completed it is expected
Man.,

H

The Woodstock and Sycamore Traction Company

April 25, 1908

—

15.
An interesting state of
said to prevail in the management of the
San Francisco Gas and Electric Company, of which
the Pacific Gas and Electric Company is the holding corporation. While a prominent eastern official of the Standard Oil Company has denied the
truth of the reports recently published in this city
to the effect that the Standard had acquired the
control of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company

San Francisco, April

affairs is

connection with the new financial plan and consolidation of the leading electric power interests
in San Francisco territory, an impression remains
here that there was much truth in the story. While
the Standard Oil corporation may not directly own
the electric companies involved, it is considered
probable that individuals prominent in the big oil
concern will in future dictate the policies of the
in

Pacific

Gas and Electric Company

and

its

allied

corporations.
electric-lighting and po\ver
the City Electric Company, which
the
in
Ijas
a 10,000-kilowatt generating station
northern part of the city. The Stanislaus Power
Company, which will have a hydro-electric power
plant of 30,000 horsepower completed within a

The only independent

concern

is

now

now in the "combine." Three 10,000is
horsepower tangential waterwhecls have been completed by the Pelton Water Wheel Company ill
San Francisco and will be shipped to this company's power station near Vallecito at once. The
Great Western Power Company, which will, according to statements of its engineers, have a 60,ooo-horsepower liydro-elcclric power plant completed
year,

made

in

the lighting plants of Canandaigua.

Mr. Colgate has been general manager of the Consolidated Gas and Electric Company of Batavia.

Pacific Slope.

M'r. J.

M.

Schilling,

who

for the last

two years

been connected with the detail and supply
department of the Chicago office of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, coverhas

ing

the

Illinois

territory,

lamp department on April
the Chicago territory.

was transferred
ist

and

will

to

the

look after

Mr. Edward C. Folsom has resigned as general
of the railway department of the
Saginaw-Bay City Railway and Light Company
and will leave Saginaw, Mich., to go to Cleveland,
where he will superintend Ihe manufacture of a
number of street-railway improvements which he
has recently invented and had patented.
superintendent

Mr, William A. Jackson, chairman of the exboard of the Michigan State Telephone
Company, declined re-election at Ihe annual meeliiig
14th and retired from t he
in Detroit on March
company. Mr. Jackson has been prominent in Hie
ecutive

telephone field for nearly 30 years. To succeed
him as chairman, Mr. John T. Shaw of Detroit
was elected. Mr. W. L. Burrows succeeds Mr.
Shaw as treasurer of the company.

Mr. W. A. Blonck, consulting electrical engineer,
principal
Chicago, left this week for Europe, his
Wriezen,
object being to visit the old homestead at
sister
and
brother
Germany, where his niolher,
Mr. Blonck only recently recovered from
reside.
for appendicitis.
a severe illness and operation
Before returning from Europe, in about six weeks,
order to
he will visit a number of large cities in

A|iril

hriiiK

25,

KK18

willi

liiiii

lu-w

ally

ideas

frnin

llic

foreign

garh.igo

W.

C.

for

Biirki'll,

last

tlic

years chief

five

Wisconsin 'I'cleplioiic Company,
I'"'
rnKJiicer I'f
li;is liien appoiiilcci
Willi luailiniarlors at Mil\vaiil;cc,
chief engineer of Ihc I'acilic 'I'eleplionc and Teleh'ranadcpiarlers
in San
graph Company, willi lu
cisco.

Mr. Arlliur K. Kalil of Lonisvillc, Ky., has lieen
appoiiilcd lo a position as engineer for the Ceneral
Company, at Manchester, EiiKland, and
Klectric
lOtli.
sailed from New York for that city A|iril

He

tor

has lieen
N. Y.

llic

three years at Rochester,

last

•

eiisineer, has lieen
capacity l)y tlic city of
New York in connection with the removal of the
Central Railroad
aerial lines of llic New York
within the city limits. This case is now on hearfor the
Commission
Service
riililic
ing before the
Mr.
First District of the State of New York.
Floy has removed his offices from the St. Panl
Hroadway, to the Cily investing
Building, MO

Mr.

Henry

retained

a

in

liiiilding,

165

I'loy,

consnltinj!

consnltiiiK

i:iroadway.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Walioo, Neb., has voted bonds to the amount of
$15,000 for an electric-light plant.

The

St.

James

(Mo.) Ice and Power Company
and will pnt in a lighting

has been incorporated
plant.

The Cohimbus

Power Com-

Light and
Mont., has bcei'i

Electric

pany of Columbns,

incorporated

with a capital stock of $20,000.

The Eurelia-Blue Springs Water Company has
been organized and will put in a waterpower electric plant at Eureka Springs, Ark.
The dedication of the new street-lighting scheme
on Felix Street in St. Joseph, Mo., a few nights
general
ago was the occasion for a big parade and

The street is called the
celebration.
and the scheme is to be adopted by
other business streets.

Way

of Light,

merchants on

The village of Orion, III, is raising $5,000 in
subscriptions of $100 each— accepted in the nature
electricof loans— for the rebuilding of the village

which was destroyed by fire. The vilThe
lage owes $1,875 in bonds on the old plant.
the
If
boilers were not damaged by the fire.
will
cost
it
estimated
dynamo can be repaired it is
$3,800 to put the plant in good shape.
30-day option on the plant of the

Hot Springs

and Power Company at Thermopolis,
Wyo., was taken recently by E. J. Thompson of
for the
Billings, Mont., who agrees to pay $30,000
The Hot Springs company's power is deplant.
rived from the hot springs belonging to the state
and is said to be the only one known to be operated by water subterrancously raised to the boiling
Electric Light

point.

The annual report of the Philadelphia Electric
Company submitted by President McCall showed
The net
gross receipts of $4,984,350.61 for 1907.
income after paving all operating expenses, taxes,
an
fixed charges and depreciation was $909,349,
There
increase over 1906 of more than 10 per cent.
added
was
There
was paid in dividends $499,935surplus
to surplus account $409,414, making a total
There, ivas expended on construcof $2,141,934.
There has been expended
tion account $2,316,544-

up to the present for construction $10,811,647. The
aggregate
and buildings
holdings
estate
real
$2,262,545.

The newly erected Japanese hydraulic plant at
Ushigawa, which supplies the city of Tokio, contains

six

main turbine

sets

of 3.000 kilowatts.

It

run on the 6.000-volt. three-phase system. A bank
of nine transformers in the station gives 60,000
miles
volts for the pole line, which runs for 36
Here there is a sub-station which reto Tokio.
at
current
delivers
ceives the line and in turn

is

this
11,000 volts. Underground cables lead from
point throughout the city, where there are 11 subThe latter are designed to supply current
stations.
at 2,000 volts for the city mains.

he

taken
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in

Hml ihe cDicicncy of .111 riiKiiie iiiny he scriouiily
Impaired hy improper KellinK, ihe coiiiiiiinption of
steam iiierc'i.sed ami the coal pile decreased.

the

where Ihey

of.

The Standard

Tile line of Ihc VVasliinKton, Baltimore aii<l AnElectric Kaihvay Company from Halliniore
lo the national capit.'il is now opi-ii.
The cars
m:ike the trip to Washington in about one hour
and 15 minutes.
It
is
unlikely that any elTorl
will he made now to reduce lliis lime, allhouKh
it
is said Ihc trip can he made in an hour.

Corllandl

na|jolis

cular

cities,

many

Davenport,

Uock

Islaiul

friends extending to

munity, and it is expected
will be secured.

and

Moline,

have

sections of the comthat a large attendance

all

The Underground Electric Railways Company of
London has been placed in the hands of Sir George
Gibb as receiver and general manager on an application made by Spcyer Brothers, bankers, New
of themselves and other holders
of the temporary profit-sharing secured notes of the
company. There was no opposition to the application, whicl^ is necessary for the carrying out of
the scheme for the readjustment of the company's
finances.
The unsatisfactory condition of the Underground company's finances is said to be due to
the competition of the motor omnibuses and the
municipally owned electric street railways. The
district railway, which the late Charles T. Yerkes
took over, also has been losing money since electricity was installed as a motive power, and the
other tubes which Mr. Yerkes estimated would be
completed early in 1906 are not yet in operation.
The company's issued capital amounts to $61,000,000.

behalf

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Wolf River Power Company has
been incorporated at Oshkosh, Wis., capitalized at
Leander Choate is president, and the
$250,000.
other officers include Casper Faust, Frank H. JossThe

Little

and E. H. Steiger.

lyn

The company owns four

the Little Wolf River and will unite the
waterpower for a light and power plant.

dams on

Argument on the suit by the state to enjoin the
completion of the Economy Light and Power Company's dam at Dresden Heights, on the Desplaines
River below Joliet was begun before Judge Julian
W. Mack on April 20th. Walter Reeves of Streator,
111., who made the opening argument for the state,
declared that the Desplaines River has at all times
been a navigable stream and that it was not within
the power of the canal commissioners to grant the
privileges conveyed to the light and power company.
It may require two weeks to hear the case.

The 70-foot dam of the Helena Power Transmission Company on the Missouri River 15 miles
below Helena, Mont., broke a few days ago, causing much damage to property. The flood caused
by the release of the water of Hauser Lake destroyed the entire village of Craig, and its 40
Buildings and live
houses were carried away.
stock of numerous ranches are said to have been
destroyed. The telegraph and couriers were employed to warn people in the path of the water.
At Great Falls, Mont., the plant of the Boston
and Montana smelter was saved from serious damage by hundreds of men who worked all night
on the construction of a wing dam. M. H. Gerry
general manager of the company. The dam
is
It is said that the conwill be rebuilt at once.
struction company will be liable for the damage
done by the breaking of the dam.

Plans are under way for the building of a union
terminal station for the use of the electric interurban railways that are soon to radiate in every
direction

from

Kansas

City.

Agents

have

been

busy obtaining a site for the new terminal station
Avenue,
to be located on the west side of Baltimore
between Twelfth and Thirteenth streets.
the
John I. Beggs of Milwaukee has expressed
Legisbelief that within a few years the State
electric
lature of Wisconsin will demand that the
the state carry freight and baggage,
which today they are prohibited, from doing under
under which they are operating.
the franchises
The electric lines will probably soon take charge
of
of the transportation of all the milk supply
roads. The
cities which are connected with electric
and
ashes
as
solved,
garbage question mav also be
railways

of
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linemen's tools.

in

stock,

and

its

The Worcester Electric Manufacturing Company,
42 Lagrange Street, Worcester, Mass., is sending
out an illustrated folder calling attention to its
line of switchboards, panel boards, fuse blocks,
starting panels, front and back-connected switches,
etc.

the valves of Reynolds
heavy-duty and Reliance Corliss engines are given
in a leaflet issued by the Allis-Chalmers Company,
which it offers to send to engineers and others inthorough knowdedge of the design and
terested.
adjustment of valves is essential to the engineer.
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The Hyatt Roller Bearing Company of Newark,
N. J., has just issued Bulletin No. 31, which treats
of the Hyatt roller-hearing hushing. This company
has now standardized its products, and as the result of some 15 years' experience is now prepared
lo offer the trade over 300 sizes of standard Hyatt
bearings, each providing for Ihe different conditions
of speed and load. Each bearing is provided with
a capacity rating which
enables Ihe prospective
user to determine what would be the most efficient
and suitable size. These bearings will he reasonable
in cost and will he carried in stock hy agents in
the United States and Europe.
The bulletin is
well illustrated and gives much information on
hearings and frictional resistance.
Five new

.

received from the CrockerJ., arc of interest.
of a belted type alternatingcurrent generator designed upon entirely new lines.
Bulletin No. 97 is devoted to direct-current switchboard panels, 125-250 volts. Form L machines arc
described in Bulletin No. 98. These machines are
of the belted type, direct current, the motors ranging from one-twentieth to five horsepower and the
generators from 0.6 to 25 kilowatts. An interesting
description of Crocker-VVheeler motors in the Bethlehem rail and structural mills is given in Bulletin
No. 99. In Bulletin No. 100 the belted type, directcurrent form I machines are described. Of these
machines the motors are 5 to 45 horsepower and
the generators 4!/< to 40 kilowatts.
bulletins

Wheeler Company, Ampere, N.
Bulletin

No. 95

tells

The Expanded Metal and Corrugated Bar Company, Frisco Building, St. Louis, has just issued
a handsome book dex-oted to corrugated bars for
reinforced concrete construction.
There is a general and rapidly increasing use of reinforced concrete for all classes of buildings and other structures.
The corrugated bars made by this company
adapt themselves to building work admirably and
appeal to architects and engineers. Four types of
bars are made, rolled to different sizes and weights
The book gives details of floor construction, building construction, foundations, railroad structures
and miscellaneous structures, with tables, formula;
and other valuable information. There are many
drawings showing details of construction and more
than a hundred interesting illustrations of reinforced-concrete buildings and structures in which
corrugated bars are used.

Rather curiously, two magazines bearing the title
Popular Electricity appear at the same time, one
in Chicago and one in New- York.
The former
contains 60 and the latter 36 pages of reading
matter.
Both of these first issues bear date of
May, 1908, the Chicago publication issued by Popular Electricity Publishing Company and the NewYork one by Electricity Publishing Company. Both
are intended to be "popular" rather than technical,
with easy reading, stories and jokes, particular
attention being paid to children and young people.
The Chicago magazine is well printed and illustrated and has the first chapter of a serial on
"Elementary Electricity" by Dr. E. J. Houston.
In the New York magazine there is a department
with the candid title of "The Editor's Lucid Intervals."
It w'as evidently in one of the other intervals that a page was prepared from two articles
that had originally appeared in the Western Electrician, but for w-hich no credit is given.

SOCIETIES

AND SCHOOLS.

of the Michigan Elecannounced for August i8th to
2ist, at Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mr. A. C. Marshal!
of Port Huron is secretary, and Mr. H. W. Hillman, Grand Rapids, president.
tric

Street,

an attractive line of high-grade
This company carries a full line
goods are well known.

in

Company,

Coiiiliiil

York,

The next annual meeting

PUBLICATIONS.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

New

The V. Bisscll Company of 'I'oltdo, Ohio, conlemplatcs Rctlin({ out a scries of cards illnslraling
the various aclivilieii of ihc Uisscll Ir.idemark frog.
The first one is a comic souvenir advance card
on which eiislriniers are advised of the time of
arrival of the company's represenlalive. The cards
will he sent to anyone requchliiiK.

The plan of having electric-motor cars used in
the suburban service of the lialtimore and Ohio
Railroa<l in the vicinity of Pittsburg. Pa., and on
some other sections, w.'is considered at a stall
meeting in Pittsburg a few days .ago. In addition
to
this there was considerable discussion as to
improving the suburban service in various parts of
the country. The plan to use electricity on the
Pittsburg section may, it is said, be put into effect
in the near future.

York, on

Vilrified

Sirecl,

ilhistraliiiK

anil
vitrilicd-clay coniliiil.

The Tri-Cily Railw.iy Company Employes' Association has set June i.slh as the dale for the
aiyinal river excursion.
It
is
planned lo extend
to the guests one of the best river enlerl.ainments
they li.ave ever enjoyed. The employes in the three

plant,

light

A

he

will

can

and hauled out

cities

lii'lil.

clfctrical

Mr.
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Association

is

"The New Haven System of Single-phase Distribution" was the subject taken up at a meeting
of the Boston Section of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers held on April 15th. in the
auditorium of the Edison Building, 39 Boylston
discussion dealt particularly with the
Street.
balancing of three-phases.

A

The next meeting of the Chicago Section of the
Illuminating Engineering Society is to be held May
subject
the
of
14th. and
will
be devoted to
"Wrinkles" in connection with the illumination of
object
is
bring
stores.
The
to
residences and small
out methods which have been used to advantage
in improving illumination in old installations at a

expense. Members are requested to prepare short descriptions of such "\vrinl<les" witli
sketches for the transactions of the society and to
bring or send them to this meeting. These papers
should be submitted in writing, so as to minimize
the stenograpliic work, and to make certain that
the descriptions are correct.

minimum

has
now a list of 118 candidates for degrees in science
and engineering to be conferred this coming June.
Master of science,
They are classified as follows
6; civil engineer, 40; mechanical engineer, 28; engineer of mines, 19; electronietallurgist, i; electrical
engineer, iS; bachelor of science in chemistry, 3;
chemical engineer, 3.

Lehigh University,

at

South Bethlehem,

Pa.,

:

Purdue University's annual catalogue for 1907190S gives the names of 2,085 students, of whom
59 are graduates. The school is located at Lafayette, Ind., and is exclusively under state control.
It aims to- afford the young men and women of
Indiana an opportunity to acquire a good college
education, particularly such as will fit them to
engage in practical industries. There is a regular
course in electrical engineering and a telephoneengineering course. A separate electrical engineerThe
ing building is well equipped with apparatus.
associate professors of electrical engineering are
Plumb, while A. N.
J. W. Esterline and H. T.
Topping is assistant professor.

The regular meeting of the Minneapolis Electric
Club, held in the assembly room of the Minneapolis
General Electric Company on April loth \vas of
unusual interest because of the demonstrations accompanying the papers. One of the features of the
aieeting was the demonstration of the Monson
automatic telephone by A. M. Severson. This was
preceded by a paper on "The Wireless Telephone,"
by E. C. Clarke. Others who read papers were
George Raymond, on "Joint Pole-line Construction,"
and Albert Christianson, on "Electric Light as
Applied to the Propagation of Plants." .A few
minutes was given over to answering queries conPresident W. O. Hartained in the question box.
tig presided over the meeting.
of the American Sociof Mechanical Engineers will be held in DeAmong the patroit, Mich., on June 23d to 26th.
"Clutches." with special
pers to be presented are
reference to automobile clutches, by H. Souther;
"Horsepower, Friction Losses and Efficiencies of
Gas and Oil Engines," by Prof. L. S. Marks:
"The Thermal Properties of Superheated Steam,"
by Prof. R. C. H. Hock; "A Journal Friction

The semi-annual meeting

ety

:

"A ByMeasuring Machine," by Henrj Hess
product Coke Oven," by W. H. Blauvelt; "Tests
of Some High-speed Steam Engines." ty F. W.
Dean. There will be a symposium upon machinery
for conveying materials, with papers by several
The Society for the Promotion of
authorities.
Engineering Education and the Society of Auto;

mobile Engineers will also hold their annual meetings in Detroit at this time.

MISCELLANEOUS.
of the poles supporting the telephone wires
which span the ship canal at St. Cathcrmes, Ont.,
It is 150 feet high,
is made of reinforced concrete.
said to be the longest concrete pole in the world.
The pole weighs 45 tons and tapers from 31 inches
at the bottom to 10 inches at the top, the base
being 10 feet square and set 10 feet deep. It was
made in a horizontal position and raised in one

One

piece.

A workman

of the Chicago City Railway

Com-

pany was killed by an electric shock in an abandoned cable vault at Wabash Avenue and TwentyStreet a few days ago.
He entered the
vault to remove an old cable guide wheel, around
which the street-car cable used to turn on its way
The wheel probably became
to the power house.
charged by current <iivcrted from a nearby feed
wire. When found the man was dead, hut standing
erect and still clutching the wheel.
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TRADE NEWS.
in

New York

city

were moved

Arc Lamp
to 30 and

32 East Twentieth Street.

The

of the space available at
the Omaha Auditorium for the electrical
show
of May 4th to gth has been sold .ind applications
arc still coming in. This is the first annual electrical show to he giveti by the -Vehraska Electrical
Trades .As-sociation. and promises to be a great
success.
A large sum will be used in the decoration of the l)iK building. The lamp festoons from
the top of the building which were used at the

construction.

J.

N. Kelman, 1000 North Main Street, Los AnCal., is a maker of high-voltage switches that

have

April 22d the offices of the Excello

Company

talks on different phases of elecIt is
the intention of the
to assemble the officers and men frequently.

interesting;

company
geles,

In designing lightning arresters, the engineers of
the General Electric Company have considered the
great variety of conditions and phenomena produced
by lightning when the term is used in its broadest
sense, including all effects of abnormal voltage.
The graded shunt resistance multigap lightning arresters for 1908 are described in a recent bulletin,
as well as low-voltage arresters, static dischargers,
constant-current
horn
arresters,
disk-connecting
switches, choke coils and the type M, form D-2
direct-current arrester for voltages up to 6,000.
The multigap arresters for high voltages consist
essentially of a series of knurled cylinders placed
closely together, the discharge taking place across
the path of gaps thereby produced and being extinguished before the <Iynamic current can follow
for more than half a cj'cle by reason of the
it
peculiar composition of the metal making up the
cylinders. The multiple connection of the arresters
allows them to relieve strains between line and line
An important
as well as between line and ground.
feature of their design is the absence of series
resistance, which gives a free discharge at high
frequencies as well as a free discharge of large
quantities of lightning.

On

were
trical

cottage will be placed in the center
Electric heating and cooking will be

demonstrated.

Electric Light and

Waterworks Department

superintendent) of New London,
the market in about three weeks
for a lOO-horsepower Corliss engine and an So-kilowatt generator.

(H.

C. Sterling,
Wis., will be in

Franklin S. Beardslee, president of the Beardslee
Chandelier Manufacturing Company, has purchased
the property at 176-178 South Clinton Street, Chicago, which has been occupied by the company
under a lease for two years. The building is five
stories and basement and occupies a lot 44 bv 160
feet.

The executive offices of the Westinghouse Elecand Manufacturing Company, now at
in
Broadway, New York, N. Y., and the New York
sales offices and export offices of that company,
now at II Pine Street, were removed on April 20th
to tlie new City Investing Building, No. 165 Broadway, N'ew York.
tric

attracted attention.
the Fernando (Cal.)
break 75,000 volts.
in

The Benjamin

Electric

The Bureau of Manufactures has received a
communication (file No. 2099) from a resident of
France, in which he states that he is thoroughly
acquainted with the most active industrial and
mining sections of that country. He desires to
correspond with manufacturers of electrical and
industrial supplies with a view to exploiting the
surrounding territory in this line .of goods.
Sealed proposals will be received at the office
supervising architect. Treasury Department,
Washington, D. C.,. until 3 p. m. on May 20th for
the installation of a conduit and electric wiring
system for the United States postoffice and courthouse building and extension thereto at Tyler, Tex.,
in accordance with drawings and specifications to
be had at the supervising architect's office, or at
the ofiice of the superintendent of construction,
of the

Tex.

Tyler,

The Crocker-Wheeler Company has just moved
its New York city ofiice across the street to new
quarters at 32 Cortlandt Street, in the Cortlandt
Building, Hudson Terminal. This 22-story building,
the largest in the city, bids fair to he the machinery headquarters of New- York. The new location is of special convenience to customers and
to the company, as it brings the New York office
into closer touch than ever with the works and
main office at Ampere, N. J.

BUSINESS.
latest

machinery

monthly slock list of Wickes Brolher.s,
manufacturers and dealers, Saginaw,

Mich., contains a large
generators,
motors aiul
and material.

list
of boilers^ engines,
miscellaneous machinery

Manufacturing Company

New

The

&

MacGillis

Company,

Gibbs

A late circular from the H. W. Johns-Manville
Company, 100 Williams Street, New York, is devoted to Vulcabeston packings. The sheet packing
is
an asbestos fibrous packing, vulcanized under
extremely heavy pressure, and has great tensile
strength.
It makes tight joints on smooth or rough
flanges, is pliable and will not harden, char or
crack.
The rope packing is exceptionally well
adapted to meet conditions of high pressure or
superheated steam, hot water, acids, ammonia, etc.
It
is
composed of long fibers of pure asbestos
vulcanized, with only enough organic matter to
serve as a binder.

&

Dossert

York

West

Co., 242

Forty-first Street,

Electrical Company of Milrecently gave a houscwarming to employes
at the company's new quarters, which was followed
by a dinner at the Bismarck. About 50 men participated, Herman Andrae presiding at the head of
the table.
Interspersed among the different courses

New

have received an order from L. K. ConiCo. for solderless connectors and terminals

city,

stock &
for use in the Silversmiths Building,

Maiden Lane,
New York city. L. K. Comstock & Co. have also
ordered a large number of Dossert lugs of 1,500,000
circular-mil size for the generators and generator
panels

the

in

City

Investing

Building.

The

San

Francisco Gas & Electric Company has received a
large shipment of Dossert solderless cable taps,
comprising 200 for No. 0000 cable, 100 for No. o
cable and 100 for No. 2 cable for the Underground Department. Dossert & Co. have also received a large order for solderless connectors and
terminals to be used in the wiring of the beautiful
new office building for the Senate in Washington,
D. C.
of the Excello Arc Lamp
the Electrical Building, 118132 West Jackson Boulevard, is moving into larger
and more convenient quarters on the second floor
of the same building. This change was made necessary owing to the remarkable demand for E.xcello
lamps, brought about by the persistent and able
efforts of Western Manager Armstrong.
The new
quarters will enable the company to handle its
constantly increasing western business in a manner
pleasing to the customer as well as to the manufacturer.
The new quarters are about three times
as large as the old ones and will give the company
every facilitj' for demonstrating the merits of the
Excello lamp, and filling orders promptly. A complete stock of lamps is carried by the Chicago

The Chicago branch
in

office.

DATES AHEAD.
Missouri Electric Light. Gas and Street Railway Association, Marquette Hotel, St. Louis, April 23d, 24th and 25th.
American Electrochemical Society (general meeting). Hotel
Ten Eyck. Albany, N. Y., April 30th and May ist

and

2d.

t

Omaha

Electrical

Show, Auditorium,

Omaha, Neb., May

4th to 9lh.

Nebraska Electrical Association (annual meeting), Omaha,
Neb., May 6th and 7th.
Missouri Independent Telephone Association, Kansas City,
May 6th and 7th.
Southwestern Electrical and Gas Association (annual meeting), El Paso, Tex., May 7lh, 8th and 9th.
Grand Rapids Electrical Show. Grand Rapids, Mich., May

nth

to

i6th.

Indiana Independent Telephone Association
vention), Indianapolis, May i3lh and 14th.
National

Auditorium

Oklahoma
(annual

Electric Light Association (annual
Hotel, Chicago, May igth to 22d.
Electric

convention),

and 27tli.
American

Society

(annual

of

Mechanical

Engineers

(semi-annual

June 23d to 36th.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education
nual meeting), Detroit. June 23d to 26th.
Detroit,

Institute of Electrical Engineers (annual
vention), Hotel 'I'raymore, Atlantic City, N. J., June
to July rd.

American

National Electrical Contractors* Association
ing), Chicago, July 15th, i6tli and 17th.
Kniiids,

con-

convention)*

Light, Railway and Gas Association
May asth, 26th
Guthrie,
Okla.,

Electric Association
(annual
Mich., AugiiKt 18th to 21st.

Michigan

The Herman Andrae

waukee

Milwaukee,

Wis., announces that in addition to its large stock
of white cedar poles it has in its yards at Gladstone and Daggett, Mich., a choice stock of Northern Michigan white cedar ties.
The company is in
a position to furnish special ties seven feet and
eight feet long for electric railways for city and
interurban^use.

meeting),

The

His oil circuit-breakers
sub-station are built to

York is much gratified at the
interest taken in its "tungsten arc" fixture.
This
fixture possesses many features which will readily
appeal to users of tungsten lamps, and the company will be pleased to forward complete' description on application.
of Chicago and

Company, located

Electric Company says that it has
obtained very satisfactory results with the tungsten
lamp. It has shipped over 75,000 to a,ll parts of
the country, and the breakage in shipment is below
VA per cent. The company adds that it is issuing
a new, bulletin covering tungsten lamps, both series
and multiple, and is in position to make prompt

The General

shipments.

TELEGRAPH.
Vice-president and General Manager E. J. Nally
of the Postal T-elegraph Company has been in
Goldfield, Nev., where he arranged with F. Y.
Williams and T. G. Waterhouse of Tonopah, directors of the Southern Nevada Telegraph and
Telephone Company for the use of this company's
lines for the Postal service in Southern Nevada.
The line will follow the right-of-way of the Santa
Fe Railroad in Southern Nevada, and after being
firmly established in that portion of the state the
company will extend the lines into Reno, it is said.

More

ELECTRICIAN

WfiStERN

334

(an-

con29lh

(annual meet-

meeting),

Grand

Ohio Electric Light Association (annual convention), Hotel
Victory, Put-in-Bay Island, August 25th, 26th and 27th.
New York Electrical Show (second annual), Madison
Square Garden, October 3d to 14th.
Chicago Electrical
uary It to 33, 1909.

Show

(fourth

annual),

Coliseum,

Jan-

t9o8

J5,

.\|inl

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

ILLUSTRATED

Issued (United States Patent
Klcctric

8tLj.^?J.

Switrli.

Application

Kiifilaiul.

Vield.

H.

IIl-iIk'vI

En-

Berry,

December

fil-.-d

i6,

1905.
case with a liinscJ cover has n nwitch member nrphiuKcr is movable in
slidiiiK
rniiRca within it.
memthe cover and adapted (o contact with the HWilch
posiber in tlie case when the cover is in the closed
cover
a*
louB
tlie
of
Means prevent the closinR
tion.
as llic movable member is in the "on" position.

A

A

Electrically Synchronized Tinic-mcasuring
Biihne Bonuikscn. Coventry, antl
I'nstnuncnt.

.^y^-i.^SS.

England.

Leamington,

Frederick A. Chandler,
Application tiled August

1904.
In combination with the clock-work mccbantsm it*
to move there*
adapted
stud
a
armature,
a niaRHct, an
with, a part adapted to rotate (luickly and a contracting radial guide adapted to rotate with this part and
to be traversed by the stud.
9,

Water Hcatx?r. Edward J. ConYork, N. V., assignor of one-third to
Elcazcr I. Rains and one-third to George W.
Application filed
Rnppert, New York, N. Y.
Electrical

8X4,167.

New

'don,

Jinic

8,

1907.

of chambers arc arranged in a
that the water passes through all of them.
pipes also carrying water are
heating
ing and
These pipes
in the centers of the chambers.
trically heated.

A number

Mark

Telegraph Transmitter.

884,381.

W-caver, Minn.

Application

filed

Conduct-

mounted
are

elec-

Haling,

S.

May

so

scries

22, 1906.

In this telegraph key there is a spring-actuated vibratory member, a bar carried thereby, a yicldable spring
contact supported by the vibrator, and a block adfor
justable on the bar and having a notch or recess
reception

the

of

Nathaniel

igo/-

11,

a shallow
This wheel has a rotatablc
groove, stationary plates on each side of the center
rotatable
groove,
and
in
the
wire
the
for maintaining
nonside of the
circular disks located on opposite
and having their edges projecting
plates
rotatable

center

beyond

slightly

with

them.

Electrical Fluid Heater.
mour. Bemus Point, and Alton

884,424.

N. Y. Application
The heater consists

filed

Mark T. SeyW. Ball, Stowe,

December

1907.

2,

of an open-ended metal tube
inof equal diameter throughout, spiders or racks of
sulating material supported within the tube, a metal
rod connecting the spiders, tubular carbon sections
around the rod, and separate wires connected to the
metal tube and rod.

884,441.

Kew

Coin-controlled Apparatus. John A. Weser,
York, N. Y. Application filed June 23,

within it
oulcr bate.

electric motor, traveling conactuating means for moving the
contacts in one direction and by a single operation
through a number of steps to start and continue the
and independently actuated
operation of the motor,
the opmeans for moving the contacts successively
posite direction in a series of step-by-step operations
until the motor is brought to rest.
its

circuit,

14,

tgo8.

lo

exterior

Kcurc npparalu*
nurfncc

of

ilic

March

30,

1903.

An incandescent lamp is provided with a thermodynamic switch, a co-operating electric heater arranged
and open the lamp circuit to periodically
to
close
cause a flash, and means for mounting the switch and
heater within the socket, where they are inclosed and
protected.

Machine for Printing from Kilms
884.516.
Plates.
Clyde G. Morgan, Mount Vernon,
Application filed August 8, 1907.
an

electric
circuit when

mounted

lamp
the

within

door

a

when
door

it

is

or

Mo.

which closes the circuit of
is
closed and breaks the
opened again.
The lamp is

casing.

the

Lewis
Conduit Electric Railway.
Application
Musick, Crescent City, Cal.

W.

884.517.

August

filed

1906.
A shallow conduit between the rails has a scries of
contact bars mounted on rocking arms that can engage the conductor as the ear passes over, thus forming a sectional contact railway.
9,

Fuse-holder for Electric Circuit Conductors.
Patrick McDonald, Rochester, N. Y., assignor of one-half to George Herbert Smith,
Application filed October 2,
Rochester, N. Y.

884,519.

1905.

A seat piece is provided with a recess. A cap
having a similar recess and an insulating shell
having ends adapted to fit the recesses are provided
Spring fingers on the seat and cap pieces
with notches.
co-operate with the notches to detachably secure the
parts together.
A fuse wire contacts with the seat
piece

cap.

884,540.

Electric Heater.

Elihu Thomson,

Swamp-

Mass., assignor to the General Electric
Company. Application filed October 13, 1906.

resistance

The coil has
a drum in the socket.
contacts engaged by a circumferentially

on

tact

a

wound
of
con-

series

moving

arm.

Switch-box.
Application

884,466.
111.

sections

have

modate conductors,

Thomas

J.

Cleland, Chicago,

June

3.

1905.

filed

two sections, each
base carrying a switch terminal.
openings in their walls to accomand are arranged to telescope one

switph casing
having an insulating

The

The

coil

is

formed

of

within the other, transversely to the direction in which
the supply wires enter the casing.

Edward B. Craft, Chiassignor to the Western Electric
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed February 13, igo6.

cago,

Coin Collector.
111.,

In a coin collector for telephones in combination
with a temporary' receiver for a number of coins are
deposit and refund chutes, electromagnetic mechanism
for discharging the coins into the refund chute, the
mechanism being also adapted to discharge the coins
one at a time into the deposit chute, and a register
operated each time a coin is thrown into the deposit
chute.

Electric Spark-gap for Interrupters. Thomas
Kinraide. Jamaica Plain, Mass. Application
filed April 24, 1906.
The apparatus comprises opposite discharge electrodes, and means for interposing a film of moisture
between them at the moment of current discharge.

884.409.

B.

884.500.
sen,

Telephone Desk Stand.

Anton M. Knud-

the Kellogg
to
Switchboard and Supply Company, Chicago, 111.
1904.
Application fikd September 2,

Chicago,

111.,

In combination with a
metal-supporting base is

assignor

standard and a thin
interior base having an

hollow
a.a

— APPARATUS

USED

IN'

FUSING CORRO-

SIVE MATERIAL.

A

process

of

fusing

corrosive

material

consists

in

fusing,
without decomposing the same, in the presence of air by maintaining an alternating current of
low density in the fused material in contact with the
electrodes and of a high density in that part of the
material is added to the
bath where the un fused
mass.
(See cut.)

Machine for Making Incandescent Lamps.
William R. Burrows, Newark, N. J., assignor
Application
to the General Electric Company,

884,568.

filed November 25, 1903.
In this sealing-in-machine there arc supports for
holding the bulb and stem in alinement with each
other and permitting relative adjustment thereof, means
to
heat the glass, and separate connections for admitting gaseous pressure to the bulb and stem respectively in any adjusted position.

Pressure Gauge. James S. Kennedy, New
York, N. Y. Application filed May 4. 1906.

884,592.

A

gauge for indicating pressures has in combination an electrical circuit, a transmitting device wherein
the circuit is opened and closed by pressure fluctuations, a receiving device provided with indicating means
and operating synchronously with the transmitter, together with means whereby the indicator has a verification pause.

Sam H. Libby. East
System.
assignor to the Sprague Electric
Application filed June 17, 1905.

Carrier

884,595.

Orange, N.

Company.

J.,

A

train of carriers is suspended from a supporting
There are reand adapted to travel thereon.
ceptacles suspended from the carriers, motors on the
along the rail._ a
several carriers for driving them
second set of motors on the several carriers for hoistfor
the
of
current
a source
ing the receptacles,
motors, an operator's carrier, and means on the d^Jerator's carrier for controlling all of the motors,
rail

Telephone

884,607.
S.

April

ELECTRIC HEATER.

This heater comprises a receptacle, containing oil
with a high-flashing point and means for circulating
it,
a resistance conductor immersed in the oil and
adapted to heat the same, and a heating system parwithin the container and arranged to receive
tially
(See cut.)
its heat
from the circulating oil.

System of Control for Electric Motors.
Leonard A. Tirrill, L3'nn, Mass., assignor to
Company. Application filed
Februaiy 8, 1906.

884,541.

the General Electric

The

method

reciprocating motoroperating
a
such as a planer adapted to move
different speeds in the several directions of its
at
travels, consists in connecting the operating motor as
a compound-wound motor and then reversing the relative connections of the armature and series field windings and operating the motor as a series motor, a
high resistance being then put in series with the shunt

of

member

9,

lever
is

George A. StafElectric-railway Signal.
884,622.
Ira P. Whitaker, Alvord and
ford, Belchen-ille
Application
John L. Lopp, Greenwood, Tex.
filed July 26, 1907.
A receptacle for holding an incandescent lamp is
A tube is detachably secured
formed in two sections.
forming a reto the upper and the lower section,
flector and has means for reflecting the light vertically
and in front and rear of a locomotive.
;

Socket Cap. William S. Stapley, Bridge884,624.
port, Conn., assignor to the Bridgeport Brass

Company, Bridgeport, Conn.
October 22, 1907.
The cap has a central
turned

and

is

Application

filed

an

inwardly
opening
flange.
A threaded hull fits into the opening
locked in place by ha\'ing a flange turned over
with

the other flange.

field.

8S4.546. Trolley Wheel. Frederick G. Walker, CleveAppjication filed May 18, 1906.
land, Ohio.
The wheel is in two complementary parts, each having a bushing forming a bearing for the center pin.
The two wheel parts contain an inclosed oil cell.

Regulation of Dynamo-electric Machines.
Charles E. Barry. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor
Application
to the General Electric Company.

884,555.

filed

System.
William
Application filed

1906.
connected with one of the wires of the
arranged so it can contact with a terminal
on the wire and thus, closing the circuit, actuate a
signal at the telephone exchange.

A

NO. 884,540.

Fire-alarm
Pa.

McLewee, Yardley,

circuit

driven

884,470.

NO. 884,563.

scott,

W.

a

filed

Andrew H.
Automatic Electric Switch.
884,514.
Application
filed
Chesaning,
Mich.
Miller,

Arthur
Electric Current Regulator.
884,458.
Brice, Rochester. N. Y., assignor to the Rochester Surgical Appliance Company, Rochester,
Application filed March 20, 1905.
N. Y.
has

AppHcalion

1906.

An automatic circuit controller baa a number of
electromagnetic switches and thermostatic dcviccB in
series with the magnet coils of the switches for successively controlling Ihc same.

gether with a binder consisting of approximately 25
per cent, peat, 25 per cent, wood pulp. 37 pe^ cent.
grease and 13 per cent, flour or other gluten.

lamp

13,

Walter O. Liini, SchenecSclf-slartcr.
884,511.
tady, N. Y., assignor lo the General Electric
Company. Application filed August 6, 1906.

Insulating Compound. Nathan Booth. Alexandria, Tnd., assignor to the Banner Rock ProdApplication
ucts Company. Alexandria, Ind.
filed April 20, 1507.
The compound comprises mineral fibers bound to-

incandescent

Company, New York, N. Y.

There arc pro%'idcd two selenium cclli, each hnvinu
a tvepnratc source of current connected with il, meanii
fur cxponing one of the two ccIIh to Ihc li^ht to l»c
mranvired, and a galvanometer adapted lo control the
exposure of the other wicnium cell tn a cunntant
accordance with that of Ihc firot
twuirce of light
in
iietenium cell.

884,456.

'\n

George E.
Process of rufiin({ Materials,
Hrindlcy, Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada, assiKHor to the Roessler & lla^islaclicr Chemical
Marcii

m

.

vryor Ik-Ii ha» mounted »n il Mil cleclfic nuitor for
proprlNng the umc.
motor \% tuppllcd from a
'I'lic
double Irolley.

884,563.
for

1906,

The apparatus has an
in

mean*
ilic

April

end of the slandnrd

Measuring tlic I>gree of ExKorn,
Arlhui
posure of a Selenium Cell.
Application I'dcd AuRust i,
Germany.
Munich,

Means

884,501.

and

I9cy5.

tacts

mitrring

Offict)

lower

ihc

providiuK

ba»c
without

Iho

The casing has

Allen P. Lord and
Trolley.
Application
Wilkins. Bradford., Pa.

January

filed

Ihrounh which

api-rlurc
extendi),

spring.

contact

the

Overhead

884,397-

33S

September

20,

Trolley Pole nnd Head. August F. Bauer,
Application filed November
Pa.

Philadelphia,

27, 1907.
trolley head is provided with pivoted spring-actuated harps carrying wheels and means for adjusting the
harps independently.

A

884,641.

Hanging

York, N. Y.

Insulator.

Application

Walter G. Clark.
filed October 6,

New
1906.

insulator comprises an inner shell adapted to
a hanger and merging into an outer spreading
petticoat, a second shell receiving the lower end of the
hanger and fitting over the inner shell, the second
shell merging into a second inner petticoat, and a body
portion fitting on over the second shell and having a
wire-receiving means at its lower end.

The

1C05.

_

receive

machine has a main field winding supplied with
from its armature, a resistance in series
current
therewith having a high positive temperature-resistance
opposing winding in shunt to the
coefficient and an
Tiie

resistance.

Hiram W. Blaisdell, Los
Stacker.
SS4.560.
Application filed June 22. 1906,
geles, Cal.
An apparatus for discharging material from a

884,6.30.

Ancon.-

System for Electric Railways. Arthur C.
Application filed
Eastwood. Cleveland, Ohio.
October 25, 1906, Renewed September 16, 1907,

8S4J644.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
In combination with a train of cars are motors and
the
controlling devices therefor on certain cars of
railway and in
train, a control conductor along the
connection with the controlling devices, and means for
altering the difference of potential between this conductor and the rails of the railway so as to cause
operation of the controlling devices.

System for Electric Railways. Arthur C.
Application filed
Eastwood, Cleveland, Ohio.
February 2, 1907.

884.645.

A

train of cars carries a source of electric power
and electric driving motors on certain of the cars.
stationary power conductor along the railway is adapted
to connect the driving motors with the traveling source

A

of power.

Arthur C. Eastwood,
Electric Railway.
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed February 23,
1907.

The stationary conductor referred to in the two
preceding patents is divided into insulated sections
connected by normally open switches.

George A. Gabriel, New
884,653.
York. N. Y., assignor to the Bleach and CausAptic Process Company, New York. N. Y.
Electrolytic Cell.

plication

filed

November

23,

igo6.

of the cell are formed of metallic plates
marginal portions and
rectangular
offset
central portions forming closed cathode chambers, the
cathode and diaphragm of the cell being held by the
rectangular portions over the recesses formed by the
sides

comprising

portions.

offset

Depolarizer for Galvanic Batteries. Ernst
Jungner, Kneippbaden, Norrkoping, SweApplication filed May 14, 1907.
den.

884,664.

W.
A

of
galvanic
elements
consists
depolarizer
for
concentrated sulacid
dissolved
in
nitrosyl-sulphuric
phuric acid and air supplied to this acid.

Adam Reed and David A. Reed,
Shoe.
Application filed June 29,
Angeles. Cal.

884,681.

Los

1907.
In combination with a pair of shoe bottoms is a
conductor comprising an electric element connecting
the upper and lower sides of one bottom and arranged
to contact at its lower end with an electrolyte, and a
conductor comprising an opposite electric element in
the

other

bottom.

Edward D.
Trplley Harp and Wheel.
Rockwell, Bristol, Conn., assignor to the New

884,684.

Company,
Departure Manufacturing
Conn. Application filed June i, 1906.

Bristol.

fixed journal whose ends project
recesses in a pair of journal boxes fitted into
in the harp.

The wheel has a
into

guides

Paper Rewind
884,721.
Shelby J.
chines.
Application

for

Davidson,

Lexington,

March

filed

Adding Ma-

Mechanism
13,

Ky.

1906.

Electromechanical means energizable from a moving part of the adding machine are arranged to automatically impart a step-by-step rotation to a rewind roll
to take up the slack of the record strip as it comes
from the impression platen and thus to store it in roll
form.

884,731.

New
18,

A

Roy E. Hardy,
Electric Igniting Device.
York, N. Y. Application filed December

1905sparking

plug

one

has

electrode

form of

the

in

secured in the projecting
metallic
shell
casing* about an induction coil, and an inconductor secured within the shell
metallic
the other electrode, the exterior shell form-

forming
an air space between it and the induction
and being provided with an annular recess in the
jacent end of the shell around the inner electrode.
ing

ad-

March

and September

7

1906.

i,

a selective signaling system there are a number
of signal stations, signal devices adapted when released to move automatically to stop position, a wire
connecting the stations and normally carrying current,
electromagnets at the several stations connected to the
wire and normally holding the signal devices at clear
position,
and electrically actuated step-by-step devices
adapted to release the signals selectively.

In

Electric Typewriter. Joseph Lemble, Sennheim, Germany. Application filed May 25, 1907.

884,742.

A

movable

contact

wheel

connected

to

a
in

rocking
such a

adapted to control three contacts
is
that on striking and releasing any of the key
levers the contact wheel is displaced so as to directly
control a first contact for the type-carrier adjusting
device, 3 second contact for the paper carriage controlling device and a third contact for the type-carrier return and locking devices.
shaft

manner

Trolley. Louis C. W. Mitchell and John
Philadelphia. Pa., assignors of onethird to Edward J. Mitchell. Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed March 27, 1906.

884,750.

A. Fretz,

base a cap with a
The
projecting portion having an annular groove.
This
engages a corresponding groove in the top of the pole.
Coiled springs permit a moderate amount of movement between the harp and pole.
trolley

harp

Electrolytic

884,763.

has

at

its

Reduction of Metallic

Com-

pounds. Hugh Rodman. Philadclnhia, Pa., assignor to the EUctric Storacc Battery ComApplication filed May
pany, Philadelphia. Pa.
17.

1902.

A

piccefs of reducing iron oxide conststi^ in subjecting the same to electrolysis a« .t c.ithode in an
electrolyte containing a soluble Rulphidc and an alkali.

Electric Switch.
Adolph
884,775,
Application filed
l^uisville, Ky.

R.

Swoboda,

March

8, !905.
switch
multipolar
includes
oppositely
disposed
contacting blades, each of which consists of a
"itrip
of metal benl longitudinally to form subtitantially
T'.»haped member », whow arms have latrral offset por.-trransT'-d
to
rngitrr
tion*.
re^prctivrly
opposite
9ur-

A

douhl'-

extending

bar

between

the

and 884,784.
Maximillian G.

Signal System for Railways.
Voigtlander, Harrison, Ohio,
assignor of one-half to James A. Graft, Harrison, Ohio.
Applications filed August 9, 1906.
The track is divided into blocks, a local contact

884,783

advance

of any
therewith.

given

block having electric connection
traveling recorder is arranged
to make electric connection with the local contact.
local-recorder contact for each block is distanced from
the first-named local contact, and a local recorder is in
circuit with the local-recorder contact.
in

At a receiving

A

A

November

Jackson,
27,

Mich.

Frank

Application

filed

1905.

An electric circuit including a relay terminates at
contact points on the base and spring.
rotatable
shaft carries radial arms and curved arms at their
ends, the curved arms respectively farcing the contact points of the base and spring into and out of
contact with each other,

A

means

provided

are

magnetic

a

field,

coil

Wireless Telegraphy. Guglielmo Marconi,
London, England, assignor to the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company of America. Orig-

884.987.

application

inal

and

vided

this

filed

November

application

28,

filed

Di-

1902.

February

2.

1903.

This

Automatic Electric Crossing Gate.
Layher,

G.

station

in a wireless-telegraph system
for producing a
varying
surrounding a core of magnetic
material, an oscillation-receiving conductor connected to
one end of the coil, and a capacity connected to the
other end of the coil.

there

is

a

modification

of

the

above

patent

Detecting Electrical Oscillations. Guglielmo
Marconi, London, England, assignor to the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America.
Original application filed November 28, 1902.
Divided and this application filed February 2,

884.988.

1903.
This

method of detecting electrical oscillations conin receiving the oscillations by means of a coil
maintained in a magnetic field, which is created independently of received oscillations and of the apparatus
which renders received oscillations intelligible by besists

Alternating-current Generator.
Lohr, Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Application
ruary 2, 1906.

884,831.

Carl
filed

A.

Feb-

ing

periodically

reversed.

In

combination with two alternating-current lines of
frequency and a generator having alternatingcurrent windings on both of its members are means
for
alternately
connecting at will the windings of
both members to one of the alternating-current lines,
or the winding of one member to the other of the
lines, having the winding of the other member of the
generator closed upon itself,
(See cut.)
different

Money-drawer Alarm.

884,843.

Newman,

Jellico,

Tcnn.

Sillus

Application

Da

Costa

filed

Wireless Telegraphy. Guglielmo Marconi,
London, England, assignor to the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America.
Original
application filed November 28, 1902.
Divided
and this application filed February 2, 1903.
Again divided and this application filed February 9, 1904,

884.989.

June

1907-

3-

An electric drawer alarm comprises a drawer supan alarm in an electric circuit, and a series of
independent contacts in the circuit between the drawer
and support, each forming part of the circuit and
being adapted to be successively closed as the drawer
is
opened.
port,

Process for Making Nitrogen Oxides from
August Grau and Franz Russ, Vienna,
Austria-Hungary.
Application filed October 8,

884.919.
Air.

1907.

The process

consists in passing air into an electric
and withdrawing the treated gases directly
central zone of the electric flame substantially to the exclusion of gases from the outer zones
and immediately cooling the gases.

arc

from

flame
the

Apparatus for Making Nitrogen Oxides
from the Air. August Grau and Franz Russ,
Application filed Oc-

884.920.

Vienna. Austria-Hungary.

tober 8, 1907.
This apparatus has in combination with an electric
furnace for producing the arc flame, an exit tube for
the treated gases of substantially the same diameter as
the inner zone of the flame and projecting into the
inner zone of the flame.

Electrode for Reversible Galvanic Batteries. Ernst W. Jungner, Kneippbaden, Norrkoping, Sweden, as'5ignor to Nya AckumulatorAktiebolaget Jungner, Stockholm, Sweden. Ap-

884,930.

plication filed

September

20,

electrode for storage batteries having an alkaline
electrolyte contains
an active mass of oxygen compounds of a metal mixed with flake graphite, the
particles of which have a thin coating of nickel, the
coating and active mass being insoluble in the electrolyte.

Thermostatic Circuit Closer. Jay O. Woods,
Riverside, Wash., assignor of one-half to Joseph
W. Graham, Riverside, Wash, Original application filed October 5. igo6.
Divided and this
application filed May 10, 1907.

884,969.

This

of a
thermometer tube hermetically
containing a mercurial column, two wires

consists

and

sealed

forming

the terminal contacts of an open circuit and
entering the tube above the mercury, a rod of insulating material adapted to be lifted by the mercurial column, the upper end of the float being provided with conducting material, whereby expansion of
the mercury above a predetermined degree will cause
the rod to bridge the ends of the terminal wires and
close the circuit.

Automatic Indicator or Thermoscopic Sigfor Heated Tools and Vessels. James L
Ayer, Cambridge, Mass.. assignor to the Simplex Electric Heating Company, Boston, Mass.

884,973.
nal

Application

A
an

signal
electric

lies

filed

lever
flat

May

16,

1907.

up when the
becomes heated.

stands
iron,

article,

When

such

as

cool

it

flat.

John H. Booth. Frank E. Blausey
and Arthur M, Smith, San Pedro, Cal. Application filed January 19, igo6.

884,978.

Cut-out.

The base has a line terminal and an instrument
terminal, the former being below the latter and comprising a lug. a drop lever pivoted thereto, a fuse connecting the instrument terminal with the free end of
the dron lever, a circuit including a signal having
its
terminals on the base, and an arm connected (n
the drop lever and normally retaining the terminals
out of contact with each other.

Separable Attachment Plug. Owen E. Ken884.981.
ney, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to the Yost Electric
Manufacturing Company. Toledo. Ohio. Application

filed

March

16,

1906.

The

base has n reccswd end provided with oppodisposed contact terminals having inwardly projecting spring arms.
A cap of insulating material
has_ a
recessed end, a paseag? for lead wires and
spring-contact
arms adapted to interlock with the
terminals of the base.
sitely

Wireless Telegraphy.
Guglichno MarLondon. England, assignor to the Marconi
Wireless Tclcprapli Company of America. Ap-

S84.986,
coni.

plication filed

November

2R.

NO. 884,831,

ALTERNATING-

CURRENT GENERATOR.

1902.

NO. 884,989.

WIRE-

LESS TELEGRAPHY.

In a wireless-telegraph system, the method of detecting electrical oscillations of high frequency consists
in creating a rotating magnetic field
at a
receiving station, abruptly varying the field by the received oscillations, and utilizing the variations in the
field to create intelHgble signals in a telephone,
(See
cut,)

Reissue.

1904.

coil

Edward
Signaling System.
884.737 and 884,738.
E. Kleinschmidt. New York, N. Y.. assignor to
York,
ApplicaN. Y.
George M. Seeley, New
tions filed

connecting

a

An

an exterior
end of the
sulated

of

blades.

884,825.

884.646.

The

faces

April 25, 1908

Process of Plating Metallic Bodies. George
A. Goodson, Minneapolis. Minn., assignor to
the
Goodson Electric Galvanizing Company,
Minneapolis, Minn. Application filed November
Original application filed March 31,
24, 1905.
Divided and application filed June 9,
1904.
Original patent No. 789,690, dated May
1904.

12,779.

1905.
This process

9,

of
plating
wire
or
other
metallic
consists in drawing the same, under a continuous movement, through an attenuated body of plating metal, and in passing an electric current simultaneously through the plating metal and the metal to
be plated.
bodies,

PATENTS THAT

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
April 21, 1908:
Electric Railway.
T. S. Culver, Eau Claire, Wis.
Means for Communicating Information.
B.
P.
Delany, New York, N. Y.
Safety Device for Overhead Electric Wires. M.
450,626.
Kerstein, Boston, Mass.
Wall Socket for Incandescent Electric Lamps.
450,628.
P. Lange, Pittsburg, Pa,
Printing Telegraph.
S.
R. Linville and L. F.
450,6,10.
Hcttmansperger, Philadelphia, Pa.
Printing Telegraph.
S. R. Linville, Philadelphia,
450.631.

450,613.
450,615.

Pa.
450,639.

Electric

Motor or

Generator.

J.

F.

Scibcrling,

Akron, Ohio.
Alternate-current
Electric
Generator.
W. Stanley, Jr., Great Harrington, Mass.
Railroad
Signaling Apparatus.
Taylor,
450.645.
D.
J.
Pikcton, Ohio.
Electric-railway
Block Signal.
450.646.
D.
Taylor,
J,
Pikelon. Ohio.
Electrical Propulsion of Vehicles.
450,742.
E. H. John450,641.

Self-exciting,

son, New York, N. Y.
Power-transmitting Device for Electric Railways.
450.744E. H. Johnson. New York, N. Y.
Method of Making Plates of Secondary Bat450,834.
teries.
S. C.
C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.
Galvanic Battery.
450.840.
C. Willms, Baltimore, Md.
Electric Valve Controller.
450,872.
C, B, Rcardon, Franklin, Pa.
Electrically
Propelled
and
Steered
Torpedo.
450,875,

W.

Sims, Newark, N, J,
Electromagnetic
Apparatus,
L,
G.
Woollcy,
Rapids, Mich.
Elevator Valve Controller.
E. S. Mathews, Cin450.065,
cinnati. Ohio.
Electromagnetic
Apparatus
for
Operating Stop
450.966.
Watches.
F. A. Mathews.^ Providence, R. I.
Dynamo-electric Machine or Motor.
A. L. Par450.975.
ccllc,
Boston, Mass.
Electric-current
Regulator,
Williams,
A.
AS'^'O^SJ.
Cleveland, Ohio,
S.

450.923-

Grand
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Removable Switch Gear

Power
Uy
.Mlcntioii

is

of

dosigii

the

1.)i<.

for Electric
Stations.

the

electric

power house, for it is mainly responsible for the
In many cases it
safety and simplicity of service.
is

found

advant:igeous

into

plant

position

divide

to

groups,

various

the

of which are adapted

Fig.

I.

Fig.

3.

switching

the

number and comto

local

No. 18

1908

and 2. Here the Kcncrnting plant includes
steam turbine uf 2,500 horsepower, turning
at
1,500 revolutions per minute and operated at
a steam pressure of 12 kilograms per square ccnlinieler and 300 degrees supcrlieal.
This turbine
FIks.

Ai.FRKn Graiiknwitz.

switching phint of

2,

I

a Zoclly

paid in an cvcr-iiicrcasing degree to
the

MAY

conditions.

directly

is

coupled to a generator, with output of

=

at cosn
o.85,
wound for 2.100
and a frequency of 50 cycles. The armature
of a small exciter dynamo is mounted on an extension of the shaft of the main unit.
1,800

kilowatts

volts

The polyphase

current generated

Switchboard at Dorstfeld Mine Power Plant.
Switchboard at Ludwig Mine Power Plant.

Fig.

conducted by

is

2.

hkclnciiy VVorln, the conKlicno-Wcstphalian
ductors of which communicate with the bus-bars
proper of the switching plant Ihrough a third
panel, viz., the meter panel.
This is fitted with
four meters, two of which serve to gauge any
energy yielded by the mining plant to the rcntral
station, while the others record the opposite consumption.
This arrangement adequately complies
with actual demands and allows energy to be either
yielded to the central station or derived from the
latter for operating the mine.

Switchboard at Dorstfeld Mine with One of the Panel Cabinets Drawn Out.
Switchboard at Ludwig Mine with One Cabinet Drawn Out.
4.

Fig.

REMOVABLE SWITCH GEAR FOR ELECTRIC POWER STATIONS.
According to a very practical design, each group
is constructed as a removable switching panel cabinet which, without any interruption in the regular
service, can be withdrawn from and inserted into
the plant.
At the very moment such a cabinet is
removed its connection contacts are automatically
disengaged,
special

part

thus

cutting

of the

One advantage of

the

current

out

of

that

switching plant.

arrangement is the perfect absence of danger in handling any one of the
branch circtiits, these being under no current, while
the remainder of the plant is kept in full operation.

Any

this

parts carrying high-tension currents

ated behind

are situ-

the front walls of the switching cabi-

and accordingly are inaccessible when in cirwhich dispenses with any special high-tension
department.
There is one switching cabinet for
each branch circuit, the aggregate of which constitutes a convenient and practical switchboard.
A switchboard arranged on the above lines has
been recently installed by the Siemens-Schuckert
Works at the power house of a mining plant in the
neighborhood of Dortmund, Germany, as shown in

cables laid below the floor of the engine

switchboard

installed

at

one of the

room
ends

to the

of
enabling

the

the
room on a platform (Fig. i), thus
superintendent to obtain a ready view of the whole
The switching gear comof the power station.

switchboard proper and some switching
end columns
controlling, respectively, the present generator and
another to be installed. The columns are provided with measuring instruments, including ammeprises

the

columns

installed in front of these, the

hand lever for
operating the dynamo switch and handwheels for
The central column comoperating the rheostat.
ter

and voltmeter,

in addition to a

prises all instruments

required for parallel connec-

nets,

tion.

cuit,

The switchboard, situated behind the switching
columns, comprises in the present case 13 panels,
containing switches and instruments for each of the
branch circuits.
Each panel is designed as a removable switching cabinet, constituting a self-contained unit.
The order of the boxes from left to
right is as follows:
The first two panels contain connections to the

The next

are intended for branch
transformers as well as to
the motor driving the condenser.
Immediately adjacent is a panel for insulation tests.
The next
panels

three

leading

circuits

to

two panels belong
US55I

in

cables

to

leading to machinery

the plant, while the adjoining panel

Next

spare one.

in order are

two panels

is

a

set apart

for by-product motors. Finally the last panel at
present serves as a reserve.
similar design of switchboards, comprising re-

A

movable

boxes,

sub-stations.

can

An

be used

connection

in

interesting instance of

this

with
is

a

4 and 5) at one
of the mines of the Gutehoffnungs-Hiitte, Germany,

plant recently installed

where the

current,

(Figs.

3,

supplied by cables,

is

branched

a pressure of 5,000 volts to the various centers of consumption.
The switchboard here comoff at

prises

seven

switching cabinets

of

similar

design

above described, but edgewise
instruments being used in this case. The various

to those of the plant

switching cabinets from the right to
receiving the

switches,

instruments

left

serve for

and measuring
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transformers for the following branch circuits, respectively

:

The first two panels, equipped only with switches
and voltage indicators, receive the terminals of the
two feeding cables, while the third panel contains
such meters as are required to check the energy
consumption. The remaining panel cabinets serve

May

tliere more easily and dismantled
more quickly
than its duplicate at Evanston, which was intended
to be used originally.
The Maywood unit was then
carrying the night load it wass ordered shut down
and dismantled immediately. The speed with which
;

this was done is shown by the fact that about 24
hours afterward the machine arrived at Waukegan,
some 45 miles away, aboard two flat cars.
Meanwhile the engine-driven generator ,and the
1,000-kilowatt turbo-generator had been connected
up and started. With scarcely any initial tests the
load was taken up by these machines and within
seven hours after the fire the commercial lighting

was begun again. The power service was
few hours later. The street lighting was
delayed most. However, within 40 hours after the
accident all lines were operating as usual throughservice

started a

out

Waukegan and

A

Plan to Improve the Color of Light

adjacent suburbs.

from Mercury-vapor Lamps.
The

given off by mercury-vapor lamps is
and green rays but deficient in red and yellow rays.
The consequence
is that when such lamps are used for purposes of
illumination there is practically a total elimination
of the red and yellow colors from the objects
light

particularly strong in blue

illuminated. This characteristic of the mercuryvapor lamp is a source of objection to its general
adoption for purposes of illumination where color

values are of importance.

A

5.

SWITCHBOARD PANEL CABINE'I'S AT LUDWIG
MINE POWER PLANT.

for the branch circuits of the power transformers,
the two lighting transformers and a lifting pump,
respectively.

Fire and a Bursting Flywheel Wreck the
Old Waukegan Electric Plant.

The old electric plant of
Company at Waukegan,

tric

the N'orth
111.,

Shore Elec-

was badly wrecked

and a flywheel accident resulting therefrom
Fire from
p. m. on April 22d.
some unknown cause suddenly started back of the
switchboard; the engineer on duty immediatelv
began to open the line switches cutting oiif the
load and generators and then summoned assistancby

fire

at a little after 11

mellow diffused

system of lighting has been invented by Walter
Fish of Lynn, Mass., which provides a means
whereby light rich in red and yellow rays may be
combined with the blue light from a mercury-vapor
lamp or other source deficient in such rays, thereby
producing a resultant beam with proper proportion
of the various solar colors.
For this purpose the
light of the mercury-vapor lamp is projected upon
a glass reflector in such a way that the reflected
rays mingle with light passed directly through the
light-transmitting reflector from a source located
on the opposite side. This system has just been
patented in this country and the patent assigned to
the General Electric Company.
The left end of the drawing is a sectional view
showing the arrangement of the reflectors and the

1908

transmitted through the
toward the center
leaving the surface of the

light is

or frosted glass
of the room, but on
opal

reflector

these rays from the incandescent lamps are
blended with the reflected rays emanating from the
mercury-vapor lamp, thereby producing an indirect
illumination of the room below.
While the drawing shows only a single vapor
lamp of tubular form, it is evident that a number
of these lamps might be arranged along the wall
of the room, and if desired might completely encircle it, thus producing an even distribution of the
light throughout the roo.m and securing the advantage of the high light efficiency of the mercury
lamp without subjecting the occupants of the room
to the annoyance of unnatural color effects usually
incident to illumination with these lamps.
The
reflector (2) completely conceals the mercury-vapor
lamp from below, so that any flickering and pulsating occurring in such lamps is not noticeable.
Mr. Fish says that this system of illumination is
readily adapted for a great variety of purposes.
It is believed to be of particular value in drafting
rooms and other places of comparatively large area
where an even distribution of the light and comglass

freedom from shadows

plete

Municipal Plant
The annual
plant

light

of

is

desired.

In Paris,

Tenn.

report of the

municipal water and
Paris, Tenn., shows gross earnings

year ended March 31st of $19,718.85-; the
net earnings were $7,003.21. This amount of net
learnings includes $3,802.31 spent for extensions to
for

C,

FIG.

a

2,

the

principally for an additional deep well
about $1,700, and for 150 meters. There
are about 400 water customers connected, practically all on flat rates, and about 225 customers
for light, all on meter. Rates for lighting are
eight cents per kilowatt-hour to everyone, with
discounts ranging from 5 to 25 per cent., depending

the

plant,

costing

on the size of the monthly bill. The minimum bill
is
per month. Twenty-four-hour service is
$1
given with direct current at 120 and 240 volts. A
number of motors are connected, There has not
been an interruption of more than five minutes in
the service for the last five years, and not over
twice in that time.

The fire spread so rapidly that he
by telephone.
was unable to reach the throttle valve to shut
down the 300-horsepower Corliss engine then running.
In a short time the belt on the 18-foot
flywheel was ablaze and then quickly burned through.
As soon as this happened the engine began to
what seemed only a few moments
whose normal speed was 80 revolutions
per minute, had attained such a speed that the rim
race

and

in

the wheel,

burst with
for

several

explosive violence,
blocks,

killing

scattering

its

parts

two men, injuring two

damaging adjoining property.
was put out shortly afterward. With
the e.xception of the boiler room the plant was

others and

The

fire

nearly destroyed, the loss being about $30,000.
After the fire it was found that the automatic
safety stop on the engine governor, which should

have stopped the engine when it began to race, had
been prevented from acting by a pebble that had
lodged in it. This had probably dropped from the
roof during the rapid spread of the fire. At any
rate the governor had acted all right when the load
was thrown off and the engine did not race till the
belt broke.

This plant was to have been shut down in a few
weeks on the completion of the new Waukegan
plant.
In the latter had been set up a 250-kilowatt
engine-driven generator and a new Curtis turbogenerator of 1,000 kilowatts capacity; the foundations had been completed for a 500-kilowatt turbogenerator that was to be moved there later from
the

Evanston

plant.

The

1,000-kilowatt

unit

was

ready for its preliminary tests
it
had
yet been run, however, nor its connections
verified.
A tic line connecting the new Waukegan
station with the one at Evanston had not been
quite completed.
As may be imagined, the accident made plenty
of work for Manager F. J. Baker, Superintendent
G. H. Lukes and their assistants.
Before dawn
on the 23d the company had gathered a large force
of its linemen and other available employes and
the work of cutting over the lines from the old to
the new plant was pushed mth vigor.
During the
night it had been decided that a 500-kilowatt turbogenerator at the Maywood station could be spared
practically

not

;

A PLAN TO IMPROVE THE

two

COLOR OF LIGHT FROM MERCURV-VAPOR LAMPS.

end is an elevation
with certain of the parts broken away.
The mercury arc lamp or other vapor electric
lamp (i) is suitably supported and concealed by the
reflector (2), which is secured by a bracket to a
light

sources;

the

right

vertical surface, as, for instance, the side wall of a

A

room.
or other

light-transmitting

light-transmitting

reflector

material

(4)
is

of

glass

mounted

above the vapor electric lamp in position to reflect
the light from the lamp and its reflector (2) to
parts of the room shielded from the direct rays of

The

city

pays $60 per

annum each

for

21

arc

and $400 per annum for 32 fire plugs. Tn
the above figures nothing is' allowed for depreciation or interest.
The plant is under the supervision of the Board of Public Works, consisting
of three members, but the practical management of
it
is
left in every way to Mr. M. W. Younkin,
superintendent. Mr, Younkin makes this interesting
statement
"While we have had very good success in every way, personally I am not in favor
lights,

:

of municipal ownership."

lamp. The reflector (4) consists preferably of
opal or frosted glass, as such material assists materially in proper diffusion, reflection and combination
the-

of the light rays of the two different sources.

This
reflector may be supported in the angle between the
wall and ceiling of a loom by brackets or clips
engaging the edges thereof.

A
(8),

number of incandescent

lights (6), (7) and
or other sources of light capable of yielding
and yellow rays, or other rays suitable for

red
blending with the light from vapor electric lamps,
arc located above the light-transmitting reflector or
on the side opposite from that occupied by the vapor

lamp.

By

suitably arranging the incandescent lamps

Few

Electrical Fires In Boston.

In the annual report of the Wire Department of
the city of Boston for the year 1907, James E. Cole,
the acting commissioner of wires, says:
"During
the year there has been no electrical fire due to
wiring approved by this department, and I am
pleased to be able to report thai, with the exception of four fires in stations of the public-service
corporations, with a reported insurance loss of $ir,383, the total reported insurance loss for the electrical
$iry3."

fires

in

this

city

during

the year

was

but

-

M:iy
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Sewage Pumping Stations
of

ciiy

Ilif

iiiiuuleil

hy

lJa.vto[i,

liills

Ohio,

lies

whose slopes

Dayton.

at
n

in

ilrain

valley

very

sur-

rapidly.

Al this point several streams unite to form thf
Great Miami River. This river in siinimcr is of
late winter and
insignificant proportions, but in
early spring after a sudden rain or melting snow
rises in a few hours to the proportions of a
It
To protect the city from inundation
great river.
levees are maintained, hut a rise in the river cuts
iifT
the sewers, and it is necessary to close the

equipped

is

submerged

two

with

2,50o-g.-illoii

verticil!

geared

centrifugals,

to

339
Brooks

6o-cyclc We^lillghousc moarc started anil Mopped by standard oil-switch compensators, which arc operated \)y
hydraulic pistons controlled liy float switches designed and built by the Dayloii Hydraulic Mahori>7ontal,

three-|ihase,

The motors

tors.

Company under

chinery

patents.

its

The

lift

is

averaging about 20 feet.
The discharge
is through a check valve at a point below extreme
high water.
The operation of these pumps is entirely automatic, it beinn only necessary to inspect
them occasionally and keep the oil receptacles filled.
I'pou notice of a rise in the river the gates arc
closed and the current turned on, after which the
pumps cut in and cut out automatically with the
rise or fall of the sewage in the pits.
The second station, at I^ngworth Street, has
three units, and the third station, at Lehman Street,
two, each consisting of a double-suction vertical
variable,

submerged

Brooks

4,500-gallon

pump

centrifugal

direct-connetfted to a 40-horsepower, vertical, three-

phase, fio-cycle,

The

of floats which

at

these stations

consists

valves on a hydraulic
using water under pressure from the city
On starting this piston raises the lever

operate

tho Cost of Municipal Street
Lighting In Chicago?

la

the

Persons conversant
for

many

street

the

years

of

the

the

furnished

lights

city

with

that

facts

alleged

by

the

Chicago, as set

have known
of electric

cost

municipal

forth

in

made by

the city adniniittration, are

than

true

plant

of

reports

the

much lower

items being omitted.
fact hat been conniicnted upon several times

The

the

cost,

several

Now

by the Western Electri--ian.

waking up

the city govcrn-

and Mayor
Bussc appears to be determined to find out what
the plant is worth and how much it actually costs
to produce the street ligliling.
In a message sent to
the City Council on April Z7th the mayor says:
"The city of Chicago has been in the electriclighting business for about twenty years, yet I have
been unable to acquire from the city records exact
meiil

itself

is

information

as

to

the

the

to

fact,

municipal

lighting

plant's

value or the cost of the electric lighting which the
city does for itself.
The records simply show from
year to year the cash appropriated and expended

and labor

for material

in

the maintenance and op-

of the electric-lighting plants.

eration

No

attempt

irosition, at the

made apparently to ascertain the exact
cost.
The city should know how much its municipally owned and operated utilities are costing
and how much it has invested in such undertak-

a

ings."

piston,

mains.

on

I,F,l!M.\N

Westinghouse motor.

2,oSo-volt

starting apparatus

What

20-liorscpower,

Westinghouse auto starter to the starting
same time rotating an arm carrying
heavy counterweight, wdiich, by the time the moa

has been

STREET PUMPING STATION IN D.WTON.

to prevent the river backing;
up into the streets and houses. At such times it is
necessary to raise the sewage and discharge above

gates

llie

the outfalls

at

flood level.

After careful investigation and some_ costly and
unfortunate experiments with steam pumps and
pneumatic ejectors, which either required too much
attention or were too expensive' or uncertain in
operation; the city of Dayton decided to install automatic electric pumps, and awarded the contracts

Dayton

the

to

builders of the

Hydraulic Machinery
"Brooks" and "Dayton"

Company,
centr.Ifugal

pumps.

When

electric

power,

driving

motors were decided upon as the
central-station

.

power was

also

ac-

INTERIOR OF LEHMAN STREET ELECTRIC SEWAGE PUMPING PLANT, SHOWING AUTO STARTER AND
THE TWO 40-HORSEPOWER MOTORS.
tors

have picked up speed, falls, and by means of
drops the lever to the running position.

The mayor's
to make

perts

On

finance committee.

stopping, the reverse motion given the counter-

weights moves the lift to the cut-out position. The
of this apparatus is entirely satisfactory
and the motors cut in and cut out automatically
with great regularity and smoothness.
During a

operation

heavy

was

rain,

when

the river

was

quite high, one

sufficient to take care of the flow in the

Lehman

pump

sewers

w'hen running three
minutes out of each ten, being idle the remaining
seven minutes.
the

at

Street

station

Control.

War

and Navy departments
and the Department of Commerce and Labor on

The

cepted

as

the

only

satisfactory

generating

source,

power can be obtained on a moment's notice
Consequently there is
any time, night or day.
the entire elimination of steam boiler and engine
troubles, as these are all cared for by the central
station, which is running at all times whether the
Were any
water in the river is high or low.
other power adopted for the pumps the maintenance
and operating charges would be increased.
Three pumping stations have so far been consince
at

structed

in

various sections of the

city.

The

first

reports of the

the

investigation

was

sent

to

the

Telephone Clearing House

for Indiana.
The Indiana Independent Telephone Association
held district meetings last week at Indianapolis
the

for

Ninth

Seventh

and

District,

at

Princeton

for

the

New

Albany for the Tenth
District.
The attendance was good, and the reports show the condition of Independent telephone
District,

companies

Government Wireless
ONE OF.THE 4,500-GALLON CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS IN
LONGWORTH STREET ELECTRIC SEWAGE
PUMPING PLANT.

request for the appointment of ex-

a pawl

factory.

in

The

the

at

respective

principal

topic

districts

to

be

satis-

discussed at each

of

meetings was that of the advisability of
organizing a clearing house for the Independent
telephone companies in Indiana.
At each of these
meetings the clearing-house proposition was presented by J. W. Coffey, who is connected with the
these

international
wireless
telegraph
convention
signed at Berlin November 3, 1906, were sent to the
Senate by President Roosevelt on April 2Sth. All
three departments recognize the necessity for some
rules governing the exchange of aerial messages
and applaud the convention. The need is urgent,
for the reason that there are said to be in the
United States 97 wireless shore stations. Of these
40 are operated by the navy, 16 by the army and
bill is now under con41 by private concerns.
sideration by Congress providing for rigid governmental control of wireless communication and fixing penalties for private persons who interfere with
government messages or indulge in "fake" mes-

Indianapolis Telephone Company and the New
Long Distance Telephone Company of the same
city.
The purpose of a clearing house is to equalize the toll receipts of the Independent companies
over the entire state.
Mr. Coffey said that the
plan would enable the association to maintain toll
stations
at
points
scarcely
self-sustaining,
and
which are now probably kept up for convenience
only.
Mr. Coffey's paper was received with favor,
and at each meeting a committee was appointed to
consider the subject at the annual meeting of the
association to be held at Indianapolis on May 13th

sages.

and

the

A

14th.

;
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Missouri Electric Light, Gas and Street
Railway Association.
Tlie annual convention of the Missouri Electric
Light, Gas and Street Railway Association was
held on Aoril 23d, 24th and 25th at St. Louis, Mo.
The headquarters were at the Marquette Hotel.
At the first meeting of the convention after an
address of welcome by W. A. Layman of St. Louis
and a response by Dr. J. D. Porterfield, the president of the association, a business session was held

which the reports of the officers were read and
routine matters disposed of. At the afternoon session two papers were read, one by Hugo Wurdack
of St. Louis, Mo., on "Econoraical and Secondary
Distribution," and the other by R. L. Lanphier of
Both
Springfield, 111., on "Recording Wattmeters.''
In the
these topics met with some discussion.
the
provided
evening a "get-acquainted" smoker
at

members with opportunities

for

swapping

stories

and reminiscences.
On the morning of the second day two papers
were read. E. W. Haughton of Chicago treated of
the developments in incandescent-lamp manufacture
A paper
in his paper on "High-efficiency Lamps."
on "Incandescent Lamp Development," by F. R.
Willcox of Harrison, K. J., was read in the absence of the author by G. C. Osborn also of HarThis paper was also read before the
rison, N. J.
Iowa state convention and is given in abstract elseA good discussion followed
where in this issue.
the reading of these papers. This had reference

A number of
to the tungsten lamp.
mooted questions on the life, economy and effect
on business of these efficient lamps were discussed.
It was quite generally conceded that gas should
not be considered as an illuminant; it was all
right for heating, and its use for this purpose
One manager of a combined
should be pushed.
gas and electric plant reported that when he assumed control of the plant 30 per cent, of the gas
was sold for heating and 70 per cent, for lighting.
At the present time 63 per cent, is used for heating
and 37 per cent, for lighting. Next year he hoped
particularly

May
The

insulation or derangements of the company's ap
piiances, a presumption of negligence arises which
casts the burden on the defendant of showing that

due

exercises

it

fields of the

from a

2,

1908

synchronous motors are excited

direct-current generator driven by an induction motor. The same motor is also coupled to a small 500-volt, direct-cur-

care.

120-volt,

25-kilowatt,

This machine has commutating poles,
and a very large current can be taken from it for
short intervals without sparking at the commutator
or undue heating in any part of the machine.
Formerly all the power required by the Washoe
smelter, which has been equipped throughout with
electric drive, was obtained from steam engines,
and a certain amount of steam power will probably always be used, as some of the steam boilers
utilize the heat contained in the waste gases from
the furnaces.
However, this power, obtained as a
rent machine.

Large Electric Motors

in

a Concentrat-

ing Plant.
The concentrating

plant of the Anaconda (Mont.)
Copper Company's famous Washoe smelter is one

country to be driven by electric
four large induction motors being used for this purpose. The concentration building is 600 feet long, with the steam plant, heretofore used for driving it, located in the center.
The jigs, tables, etc., are driven from a main line
shaft 500 feet long, to which the engines have been
connected by rope drive and friction-clutch pulleys.
It is intended to leave this steam plant intact, to
be used as a reserve in case the electric power
fails.
The mill as a whole is divided into eight
sections, four on each side of the engine room.
Two Allis-Chalmers induction motors are installed
in each half of the mill, and connected to the main
shaft by rope drive and friction-clutch pulleys.
Fach motor has a 1,200-horsepower output at 360
revolutions per minute, synchronous speed, and will
furnish power sufficient to operate easily two mill
sections.
Connection is made to tile main shaft
by 18 two-inch ropes, and the pulley dimensions
are such that the main shaft is driven at 250
revolutions per minute.
of the

first

power

exclusively,

in the

by-product,

whole

is

plant,

not nearly sufficient

and

all

additional

to

power

operate
is

now

the

sup-

by current transmitted from a hydro-electric
plant on the Missouri River.
plied

Cahill's

Telharmonium.

Sir W. H. Preece delivered a lecture on "America Revisited, 1907," before the British Institution
of Electrical Engineers on March 12th last. What
he says of the telharmonium is of some interest.

"Dr.

Cahill's

new apparatus

is

a

synthetical

method of building up all that makes for pure
and emotional music. It is a practical mode of
demonstrating the absolute accuracy of Helmholtz's
theory of the quality of sound. The keyboard is
like that of a piano or organ, but each key is a
simple switch which completes an electric circuit.

P. A. Bertrand
of Jefferson City contended that gas lighting was
not so inferior as seemed to be generally believed
most of the defects are due to cheap mantels. If
consumers would buy 30 or 35-cent mantels they
would get much better and more economical light.
He admitted the electric light filled certain fields
to report 100 per cent, for heating.

where gas was not

suited.

session in the afternoon two papers were
—the
"Central-station System and Records," by

At
read

Horace W. Beck of St. Louis, and "Popularizing
the Use of Electricity," by E. L. Callahan of Chicago.
The latter paper appears also in the report
fair discussion followed
of the Iowa convention.
these papers.
In the evening a "rejuvenation and
joviation of the Sons of Jove" was participated
in with all that it implies.
On Saturday morning a long paper on "Alternating-current Motors" was presented by W. Robbins
of St. Louis and followed by a general discussion.
number of inspection trips to the various power
plants and other points of engineering interest

A

A

The convention
about St. Louis were arranged.
closed with a banquet tendered to the members of
the association by the electrical interests of St.
Under the leadership
Louis on Saturday evening.
of "The St. Louis E. M'. F.," R. V. Scudder,
as toastmaster, a number of impromptu talks were
given. The retiring president. Dr. Porterfield, spoke
of the benefits of the association and urged that its
work be extended. Mr. E. L. Callahan, when called
on as "Mayor of San Antonio," said the manufacturers and supply dealers are trying to find out the
troubles of the central-station men.
In order to
get the most out of such a convention it was desirable to have free discussions and freedom in asking
questions.

The following-named gentlemen were

elected to
ensuing year: Presi-

the principal offices for the
dent, W. B. Hays, manager Poplar Bluff Lighting
Company, Poplar Bluff; secretary, Claude L. Clary,
manager Sikeston Electric Light aud Power Company, Sikeston, Mo.

Electric

Law

In

the

of the lower court and awarded T. M.
Scars $6,668 damages against the Shawnee Light
and Power Company.
In its decision the court
holds that an clcctric-light company using the public streets of a municipality for its poles, wires and
appliances, in conducting its business, is required
to exercise the highest degree of care and to mainlain in the best possible condition the best appliances known to the science, to render its business safe, and to use that degree of care, caution
and circumspection of the business, but it is not
an insurer against unforeseen and unavoidable accidents.
In consideration of the dangerous character of the elements used in the business of the
clcctric-light company, and the high degree of care
required of it to protect the public- from injury
by coming in contact with its appliances, when it is
shown in a case against it, by the evidence, that
one on the public streets, in a proper place. Is injured wiihoul fault on his f.nrl an'f by improper
decision

MOTOR

DRIVI.N'G

These large motors are notable not only on account of their large capacity, but also because of
their having squirrel-cage rotors, something unusual
Their guaranteed full-load
in motors of Jhis size.
efficiency is 91 per cent,

and full-load power factor

Squirrel-cage motors were chosen for
this installation because the conditions under which
they have to start are favorable and also because
of the higher power factor of this kind of motor

92 per cent.

compared with the wound-rotor

as

type.

four large motors, there is
also provided a 200-horsepower, variable-speed, 60cycle; 2,080-volt induction motor for operating the
addition

In

pumps in the
with wound

Oklahoma.

The Oklahoma Supreme Court has upheld

A 1,200-HORSEPOWER INDUCTIUiN

to

the

mill.

rotor

This motor

and

of standard type

is

collector

rings

sertion of resistance in the secondary.

for the in-

The normal

450 revolutions per minute, and can be
reduced to 225 revolutions per minute by means
of a grid-type resistance, furnished with the motor.
This plant is also equipped with three synchronous motor-generator sets of 300 kilowatts output
each, and one small induction motor-generator set
exciting the synchronous sets.
for starting and
The 300-kilowatt sets are driven by 12-pole, 2,080volt, 60-cyclc synchronous motors and
run at a
speed of 600 revolutions per minute. The directspeed

is

current

wound

generators

for

these

sets

are

compound

for 550 volts and arc able to carry 50 per

for two hours without heating more
than 55° C. and without sparking. At normal full
load the temperature rise does not exceed 35° C.

cent, overload

in

any part. These units arc to operate crane mothroughout the plant and also furnish power

tors

for

other purposes.

CONCENTRATING MILL AT ANACONDA, MONT.

A
-

low-voltage continuous current operates a relay,
bringing into action a fundamental note and certain
selected partials compounded of alternating currents of variable frequency.
The action of the
relay is mechanical.
It lifts a balanced strip of
wood, along which are fixed contact pieces which
set up the fundamental note and its required partials.

The keys respond promptly.

The energy

is

form, and is not heard
until the very last operation is performed upon
an iron disk at a distance. The manipulation of
the keyboard and the use of pedals and stops set
up electric waves which are the exact counterparts
of the sonorous aerial vibrations it is desired to
e.xcite.
These waves are transmitted through insulated wires buried in the streets all over a certain
entirely

in

the

electrical

New York.
"There are 144 inductor alternators

district in

York machine.

A

in

the

New

long shaft rotates with uniform
velocity.
It has mounted on it 144 toothed rims
with
which correspond
each fundamental note it is
desired to transmit. The rotation is produced by
a
continuous-current motor of 185 horsepower.
The pitch is the frequency, the quality or timbre
is the form of the wave, modulation of loudness
is obtained by varying the strength of the currents,
expression by the use of stops which nii.x the tones.
"The effect is quite wonderful. The tones of a
piano, violin, violoncello, harp, trumpet, clarionet,
flute, .and all kinds of music, separate or in orchestral form, are manufactured in electric currents
of varying frequency, amplitude and duration, and
tile result is a new music.
It requires great skill
to perform, but the purity of the notes and the
quality of the music emitted arc superb.
The receiver that produces the music is a large Bell reNntwithstanding the wonderful effect, I
ceiver.
am not impressed with the commercial value of this
music, and it does not seem to be making progress."

:
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year's

history

was the eighth annual con-,
Dcs Moines on April 22(1

It

in

lield

and 2jd.

Three hnndretl
attend

to

eleetricjl

the convention,

men were

in l)es Moines
some of them, however,

Uill
in

lie

April.

lield

hegjunnig

Cedar

Ka|iids

'111

the

wiis

third

named

\\

as

diiesday
next

the

meeting place,
Social fealnrcs were not overlfHil<e<l liy tlioiic in
charge, and as a resnil everyone had a good lime,
0]\ I'hursday afternoon the ladies were given an

aniomobile ride Ihrongli the principal streets of the
city and to snrronnding points of interest.
On
TImrsday night, through the conrtesy of the Dcs
Afoines Kdison Light Company and the Des Moines
City Railway Company, all the members and giiesLs
enjoyed the |ierfcirmanee at the Majestic Theater.

arc earning good rales of inleresl on

iircteiil

liigli

vnltics,

Tlic

land iiitcresls are llie grealeiil puhllc sorvwe have, .ind raiiiing or lowering llicir valiio
cause n corrcspomling inerease or decrease in
the cost of living.
We remcnibir the cost of food
products 20 years ago, when lanil was alxnit onethird its present value, yet freights, electricity, gas
and water were iniieli higher then than today.
[Higher cost of food ami rentals caused higher labor,
so that ^lie rise in land values is the greater
rciiion for the increased cost of living, and not
the corimralions, as the people have been led to
niits

will

Wouldn't

there Ire a remonstrance from
laws were enacted placing values of
foods at about onc-lialf their iirescnl worth and
a corresponiling reduction matle in all rental of
believe.

the country

if

buildings and
are consumers,

any wonder

With the laijor vole, who
would be unanimous. Is it then
llie public-service companies arc

homes?
il

tjiat

when we consider

legislateil against,

that the public

consumers?
We have a class of politicians known as demagogues, wdio are aiming to gain ofTicc and public
su|)|K)rt by appealing to the public prejudice and
holding up corporations as a menace to the wel-

are

all

fare
of
think we all
realize
the
country. I
that this is an age of improvement; that large
interests of the present day cannot be financed by
one man ; that it requires flic wealth of hundreds
and even thousands of |icople to successfully carry

on the business of some of our large companies.
This capital may be represented in bonds, which
are not only sold here but in many parts of the
world, and also in stocks which are likewise dis-

among all classes. We cannot condemn
because the stock is controlled by some one interest; it cannot be otherwise and be a success.
Let me ask you. Do you know of a successful
organization unless the ones in control have made
it so and shown by
their knowledge and judgment
to continue tc do so? This rule you will find
will apply whether the company has a capital of
one thousand or one million dollars. It is unreasonable to condemn a company because the nature
of its business makes it necessary to control large
tributed

President I0W.-1 Street and
Interurban Rail-.vay Association.

r. P. Crafts.

L. U. Mutlies, Prusideiil low.i
Elecl1ic.1l Association.

OFFICERS ELECTED

.AT

THE IOW.\ CONVENTIONS

simultaneous convention of the Iowa Street and Interurban Railway
Association, whose meeting is recorded on another
But excluding the street-railpage of this issue.
way men, there was a record attendance at the
electric-light convention, the register showing 150
central-station men, including a few of their guests,
attracted

being

by

the

100 supply men.
The various sessions

almost

and

programme was an

the
a

were

\vell

attended

excellent one.

and

Papers of

high order were read and had the desired effect

of bringing out

spirited

and instructive discussion.

Probably no subjects attracted more attention than
those of tact and system in the conduct of publicutility industries and a review of the development
in

These two subjects were
incandescent lamps.
presented in papers, respectively, bj^ J. W.

ably

Ferguson of the Commonwealth Edison Company,
Chicago, and F. W. Willco.x of the General Electric lamp factory, Harrison, N. J.
The officers and committees of the association
deserve much credit for the success of the eighth
annual convention.
The retiring president, George

Carson of Iowa City, is a man of executive
and business experience, and with the cooperation of Secretary W. N. Keiser and the other
officers he had the satisfaction of seeing his administration rounded out with a meeting of unusual
size and value.
The exhibit of electrical appliances and supplies
made by manufacturers and dealers was attractive
and conveniently arranged. All the booths were in
one large room on the same floor with the couA^ention hall in the Savery Hotel, thus making it easy
for the members and guests to attend the sessions
of the convention and return again to the exhibits
at their close.
It is probable that two years hence
S.

ability

convention w'ill be held in Des ^loines in
connection with a large electrical show. The Des
Moines Commercial Club and the Greater Des
Moines Association are preparing to build a large
the

,

exhibition building with every

This

proposed

show
The electrical

electrical

space.

modern convenience.

has been offered for an
with no charge to exhibitors for

building

accommodations for
of the show.

association also
its

is

offered free

convention during the time

The association elected one of its best-known and
most popular members, L. D. Mathes of Dubuque,
as
It
also
its
president for the ensuing year.
showed its appreciation of the energetic and efficient work of W. N. Keiser anS W. A. Mall by
re-electing

them secretary and

treasurer,

respec-

0. E. Brownell is the new- vice-president,
the executive committee, besides the officers,
have the services of Thomas SIoss, F. L.

tively.

and
will

White and J. F. Porter.
Action was taken establishing a permanent date
for the annual conventions, which in the future

.\T

D^S MOI.NES.

On

Friday afternoon the lighting and street-railwa\' men enjoyed the courtesy of the Fort Dodge,
Des Moines and Southern Railroad in a 35-mile
trip to Ames over the company's interurban road.
General Manager J. L. Blake and General Superintendent Frank Arnold were in charge of the
party.

The first session of the convention of the Iowa
Electrical Association was called to order at 10
a. m., April 22d, by the president, George S. Car.son,
president of the Iowa City Electric Light
Company of Iowa City. Mr. Carson expressed the
honor he felt in having been the presitfent of the
association during the last year. He then read
the annual address, as follows
President Carson's Address.
^lany changes have taken place since our first
conveiition. and many new problems are constantly
coming up for consideration and solution. The
use of electricity in the homes for lighting, heating
and cooking has placed more responsibility upon
the central station, wdiich must prepare for the new
conditions.
The use of electric power in factories,
now being so largely supplied by central stations,
has placed greater duties upon them and made
necessary larger outlays of capital to meet the

demands.

With all these inward troubles which the corporations must assume and prepare for if they
shall continue in 'business, now comes an outward
one that promises to cause more dissension and
unrest than all others combined. I refer to the
present agitation against all corporations in general,
and those of the public service in particular. The
people are worked up to such a condition that
all corporations are placed in the same class, and
are assumed to be dishonest. This is a wrong
state of affairs entirely, and I hope for some solution of the question wdiich w-ill show the injustice
of this broad attack and w'lW allow money invested
corporations the same consideration as if inin
vested elsewdiere. L^nless this is done, and done
soon, their service will be crippled and become
inefficient, with complaints from the public caused
by none but themselves. It may go this far before
public opinion changes, but change it must, before
confidence is restored and business conducted on
a

sound

basis.

The cause

of the late financial troubles is attributed to corporations and overcapitalization.
know that there have been dishonest methods used
in some cases, and there is just cause for prosecution in such, but it does not warrant the accusation
that most of them are not managed as honestly
and fairly as any other lines of business.
Many of the most severe critics are land owners,
who have taken the position that only the cost of
duplication of the corporate property should be
capitalized, not taking into consideration the cost
of getting the business, as w'ell as the costs entailed
by the many changes necessary in its growth to
the present time.
To apply this same principle to
their land would place a value of $1.50 an acre,
the price paid the government, instead of $125.
present value. The same comparative increase of
values can be shown on cit}^ real estate, yet both
,

We

interests to

make

it

successful.

think we have a natural law w^hich will limit
the size of corporations, and that when they become
too large for control by one mind, disintegration
will surely follow.
Some of them today are so
large that the head officers are breaking down under the loads and responsibility they must carry,
new men are placed on the firing line to keep the
wheels moving. This cannot last always, and I
predict that contraction will follow.
cannot, however, give up the idea that in the
end justice w-ill be done, and, if not, we can rely
upon the courts that a square deal will be given all.
have a more encouraging outlook for the
future to increase the lighting business by means
of the tungsten incandescent lamp, which is now
being introduced in the United States, after having
been tried out abroad. Its efficiency of I'/i watts
per candlepower should be able to displace even
gasoline competition, with which manv^ of our smaller
companies have had to compete.
In conclusion, I will ask that a free discussion
of the papers be given by all members. Don't
hesitate to ask questions of the authors on any
points of interest. Remember it is these informal
talks Avhich are of much benefit to every operating
company, whether it be large or small.
I wish to thank our secretary. Mr. Keiser, for
his very thorough work
also to thank the members
and others who have contributed papers and given
their time and assistance in other ways for the
good of the association. Co-operation means success.
Let us all work with a greater will to make
the low^a Electrical Association the most progressive
state association in the country.
I

We

We

;

New

Members.

The preliminary proceedings were disposed

of,

including the report of the secretary and treasurer
and reports of the various committees. The membership committee reported the following-named
new members
Manchester Light, Heat and Power
Company of Manchester. Osage Electric Light, Heat
and Power Company of Osage, Citizens' Gas and
Electric Company of Council Bluffs, Ida Grove
Electric Company of Ida Grove. Storm Lake Electric Light and Power Company of Storm Lake,
Keokuk Electric Railway and Power Company of
Keokuk. Pella Electric Company of Pella, Anamosa
Electric Light and Pow-er Company of Anamosa, F. R.
Payne Company of Williams.
The nominating committee, whose report was
accepted at the executive session, consisted of
L. D. Mathes, Austin Burt, W. J. Greene, F. L.
:

White and Thomas Crawford.
Popularizing the L'se of
"Popularizing

Use of

Electricity.

was the
of the first paper en the programme, read by
E. L. Callahan of the Chicago office of the General
Electric Company.
The paper showed that it is
being realized that all great enterprises depend ultimately upon the people and that the people should
be taken into partnership, so that their confidence
the

Electricity"
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14 feet above the ground.
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olb friend presents

least

wires used

all

for nearly ten years, a certain district being

way
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each

for

During the

operations.

year's

January 31, igo8, for instance, the
amount of wire removed by the Wire Department
of the city amounted to 291,860 feet, or over 55
miles.
During the year the various electrical com-

ended

year

Western Electrician— the only

panies have opened 116 different streets for the pur-
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follows

"Electricity has not been used in this
direction yet; its possibilities are so great

special

that it
its ap-

will be difficult to suggest when or where
plication will reach perfection.
There is, in fact,
no limit to the powers of electricity. It is quite
as easy for my weapon to project 50 shells of 500
pounds each per minute as to throw 50 of 50
pounds each, and to drop a shot at 100 miles
distance as at 100 yards; distance is practically.no
object.
Its cost will be cheaper than the existing
artillery, while its life will be at least a htmdred
times longer than the best weapons now in use."
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one thing;

electricity
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three ordinary posts at 50-mile to 120-mile intervals.
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Boston is proceeding steadily with
work of placing underground nearly

relating to electricity or any of its
practical applications is cordially invited, and the co-operation
of all electrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired. Clear,
concise, well written articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or
any information likely to interest electricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.
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Mr. L. D. Mathes of Dubuque as its president and the Street-railway association similarly
honored Mr. P. P. Crafts of Clinton. Both of
these gentlemen are alert and enterprising representatives of electrical operating undertakings and
do credit to the industries they stand for and the
Cedar Rapids will entertain the
state of. Iowa.
elected
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A number of good papers were presented and discussed, and there was an instructive display of
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At present

is a line between Oran, on the Algerian coast,
and Bcni-Abbes, and a second between Algiers and
Timmimoum. It is now proposed to extend one of
these lines as far as Adrar, the last point toward the
south which is occupied by the French troops, and
From
whicli is 750 miles distant from the coast.
tills point the hnc will be continued in the direction of the Niger as far as Bourrcn, or 840 miles
from the coast, comprising 600 miles in French
territory and 240 nnles in Soudan.
On liiis second
section will be cstahlislicd six fortified po.sls and
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devoted to central-

In a recent report of the work performed at ihe
government fuel-testing plant at St. Louis, Mr.
Joseph A. Holmes, in charge of the work for the
United States Geological Survey, makes a briel
reference to the outlook for the future.
The
more important of the problems needing immediate
investigation
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A

branch chemical and physical laboratory will
be maintained at the Norfolk fuel-testing plant for
the purpose of experimenting on the gases in different portions of the combustion chambers of
steam boilers and of gas producers, analyses to be
made of the gases at high temperatures, and the
highest temperatures to be measured. It is expected that the results of these investigations

may

have an important bearing on the methods of construction of combustion chambers and the relation
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the

heat-transmitting surfaces to
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bed.
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"The

on

lamp should be used primarily to secure new busi-*
"Let your old customers know that you have
the tungsten lamp and that they may get them
at a price, but push them with the unsecured fellows and see the result." With the new lamps free
renewals will be impracticable. Tungsten series
lamps are valuable for street lighting and will
compete with gas-manlle lamps for that purpose.
.Altogether, central stations have great cause for
rejoicing over the new developments "which have
given them a lighting device of such efficiency and
simplicity and low cost as will enable them to
compete effectually on the basis of cost against gas
and other illuminants." Electric lighting is now
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gun" is only another of the widely
newspaper inventions that are merely

"electric

smoke-abatement investigations at public
buildings will be supplemented by more detailed
experiments along the same lines at the Norfolk
plant, where different methods of handling boilers
will
fired,

be attempted. One of the boilers will be hand
one fired with mechanical overfeed, and one

with a mechanical underfeed stoker.

equipped

natural

for

for induced drafts

possible to

be burned

A

show
in

draft,

and

just

order

it

how

is,

for

All three

forced

believed that

draft
it

arc-

and

will be

each type of fuel should

to secure the

highest efficiency,

gas producer will be run on prolonged

tests

with a view to determining along commercial lines
the fuel values through the gas engine of the vari-

ous fuels tested
the
fuel

possibility

;

also

with a view to determinine

of utilizing the different classes of

through the gas producer for naval

purpo.ses.

These investigations arc of much practical importance, both to power producers and power users,
and the government is entitled lo hearty encouragement for its valuable work m this direction.
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Conimltteos of Unclerwrltois' National
Electric Association.
is

I'liUciwiiiK

of

vMiiciiis

llic

of

loiiiniillec

l''.li-clrii';il

llio

of

lisl

;i

siili-c-iMiiniilk'Cs

UmliTwrilcrs'

ihf

ICkrliic Assiicinlion wliirli liavo Ih'cii npCliainiifii :uv iiamccl
for llie year IO08.
and their atldrcsscs arc given.

Niilioii;il

poiiilcil
lii'.l,

nml

Simis

Now

.Slrccl
Hi-clricinii,

Oiilliiio

Vcnk;

Kiili'

v.;

t'

Wii-iiiR—J. C. KorHylll. ,12 NaHsail
K. CoIp, lioslon; VVilliiiin Cunoll, c-ily
R. SlToiiR, Nfw York; Arlhlir l.cwlj,

I'.i.

SwcLlhiM.l,

U"l|>li

iV.

\..rli-

Jf.

F.

Siftii.TlinK .SysliMiiM-

(1.1

r.osl.iii;

J.

tlliiiMBiil

Willicsltain-,

lusf.

Hill.

II.

I'.

New

(uluisim.

C'.

Ciihnf, ss Killiy SliTct,
K. A. Imizkoi-hUI, .Syra!•'.
W. Joni-B,

V..

Unsli.n;

riiil.i.Uliiliiii;

New

S.

Wiincn, New York.

N'oi-U;

11.

I'lnnsfiiraia-s— C. 11. Mill, :1U' Wiiliiut .Slri!i-t, I'liilack-l11.
H. Sni-Rcut, Gi-nt-ral ICIocli-ic C'ompnny, .Scliunccnluii:
liiily; C. K. Skiniur, vVcslinKlioust; I*:iL-cUic ami MiiimfacUirDaii.T
iiiK Company. PiltalnuK; C. S. Lawlur, Huston, Ma»s.i
Cliicano.

I'iiriT,

111.

LiBlitiut:— U.
Swilclll)oai-(l
•rdoiilloiie
Oilcans; VV. It.
niiikliiiK.
IlilKM-Tiiii

Sar,

StroilR,

1'.

New
W. S. Hoyd,
Cnmcs G. S.
lunery, fr., SImw

McDonald, KocliCliicago.
T.awlcr, 31 Milk .Slrcct. Boston;
Electric Crane Company, Mnskciion, Midi.; A.' G. Wilbor, Itarttord, Conn.
Knie 2a, Condnctors G. K. Brncn, i.l.s Wilham Slrcct,
New York; Arllnir Williams, New Y'ork; 1'. A. C. Pcrrinc,
clcr. N. Y.;

—

Klcctric

I

—

Switches' and Cut-ouls— H. O. Laconnt, ,11 Milk Street,
K. Cole, Boston; Dana Pierce, ChicaRo; Kalpb
Boston; F. E. Cabot, Boston.
Speed Motors H. O. T.aconnt, 31 Milk Street,
E. Skinner, Pittsburg; II. R. Sargent, Schenec-

Boston; T.
Swcctland,
Variable
Boston; C.

—

Approval of Laboratory Reports
William Street, New Y'ork; Dana

New

I'orsytli,

— George
Pierce,

E. Brucn. ijs
Chicago; J. C.

Y'ork.

.

Wire— Dana Pierce, 3S2 Ohio Slrcct. Chicago;
Fitzgerald, Syracuse, N. Y.; W. S. Boyd, Chicago.
Auto Starters— C. H. Hill. 316 Walnut Street, Philadelphia Dana Pierce, Chicago; F. E. Cabot, Boston.
Rc-codificafion of Code— G. M. Goddard, 55 Kilby Slrcct,
Boston; PI. O. Laconnt. Boston; .T. E. Cole. Boston; \y. H.
Blood, Tr., Boston; E. McCleary. Detroit, Mich.
Fixture

E A
;

—

Sweetland,
Switchboards Ralph
of
Boston: H. O. Laeonnt, Boston; G. E.

Details
Street,

Kilby
Skinner,

5,=;

Pittsburg; H. R. Sargent, Schenectady, N. Y.
crcnx, Philadelphia.
Cnt-out Cabinets- A. R. Small, 382 Ohio Street,
;

W. Dcv-

Chicago;
Boyd, Chicago; R. A. Smith, city electrician. NorSyracuse,
Company,
Crouse-I-Iinds
Hills.
F.
A,
ftlk. Va.
N. Y.; J. R. Strong, New York.
Rule 13a, Grounding of Low-potential Circuits C. M.
Goddard, S5 Kilby Street, Boston; ¥. E. Cabot, Boston;
\V.

:

S.
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HholoKiaphltiK Electric Waves.
have receiUly been madi; by Joseph
Uieder of SUkIIiz, near Berlin,, in iilirjlognipliing
eloclric waves as used in ooinuctiim with railioIi.\licriiiicrit.s

A surface made by spreadiiiK :i shellac
solution over a glass pl.'ite sprinklcfl with rtliiininuni
powtlcr before becoming dry was brought into ctinl.ict
with a liishly sensitive jillotOKraphii: plale inThe
sitjc of a slide protected ngani.sl light waves.
.system having llien been snbjccted lo electrical
waves, the record was found lo be distinctly proilticed on the photugraphic plale afler this had been
developed. According lo :i correspondent of the

lelcKiapliy.

London Times, llic experimenter at first assumed
aluminum powder hiid exerted some reits own on the silver bromide.
As, however, no trace of a photographic record was ob-

that the
action of

served

in

connection wilh checking tests

in

which

electric waves were Iransniiltcd, Ihc hypothesis
that the picture was really due to electrical action
was considered proved.

no

One curious point in conneclion wilh these experiments is that the metal powder ;it llie places
of strongest exposure showed the smallest density
of aggregation, in opposition to what might have
expected.
been
Nor was it found necessary
to de-cohere by shocks before snbmilting the apparatus to a new experiment. In fact, whenever
the plate was subjected lo electric waves, a photographic record, the more intense as the .action was
Again, the effects
stronger, could be observed.
were found to be stronger when the back of Ihe
glass plate was coated with metal.
On the basis of the above observation the followSome colophony
ing arrangement was adopted
solitlion was pressed with a rubber stamp on a
slightly heated glass plate, and the surface of the
latter was powdered over with aluminum powder,
while the back of the glass was provided with a
thin copper coating and brought into contact with
a silver-bromide plate in a light-proof slide. Sparks
were produced by means of a small influence ma:

;

—

E. V. I'l-cnch. Boston.
J. E. Cole.
Speeitications for Stage and Elevator Cables
Wareham Street, Boston H. C. Harris, Columbus. O.
I
William Carroll, Chicago.
George E. Eruen. 13s William Street, New
Rjicostats
\'ork: j. C. Forsyth, New Y'ork; A. R. Small, Chicago.
Induction filotors as to Wires and Fusing F. E. Cabot,
H. S.
55 Kilby Street, Boston; H. O. Laeonnt, Boston;
Wynkoop, Brooklyn; C. E. Skinner, Pittsburg; H. R.

—

;

I

—

—

Sargent. Schenectady, N. Y.
Circuit-breakers— A. M. Schoen, 339 Equitable Building.
.Mlanta. Ga. : Dana Pierce, Chicago; PI. Ward Leonard,
Bronxville, N. Y.; A. W. Berresford, Cutler-Hammer iNIanufacturing Company, Milwaukee; T, S. Perkins, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg.
Mercury-vapor Lamps J. C. Forsyth, 32 Nassau Street,
New Y^ork: E. A. Fitzgerald, Syracuse, N. Y.; William McDcvitt, Philadelphia.
Street-railway Property— Ralph Sw-eetland, 55 Kilby Street,
Boston; William McDevitt, Philadelphia; B. E. Looniis, New
Y'ork; O. B. Johnson, Boston; H. F. Strickland, Toronto,
_

_

—

Canada.
Theater Wiring J. E. Cole, 11 Wareham Sl^-eet, Boston;
William Carroll, Chicago.
II. C. Harris, Columbus, O.;

—

Death

of

Eugene Munsell.

Eugene Munsell, well known in the mica business, met a tragic death early in the morning of
.'\pril 2Sth.
He had of late been a sufiferer from
illness.
While in distress on the morning in question he evidently fell from the window of his
apartments

on

Van Dyck

in

seventh

the

New York

of

floor

Since

city.

the

the

Hotel
death

Frank

Brooks, two years ago,
Mr. Munsell has been engrossed with business reof

partner,

his

sponsibilities

he

&

He was

products.

Company, maker
trical

With
wore down his health.
formed the copartnership of

that

W.

Kingsley
Eugene Munsell

L.

purposes.

Co.,

dealers

in

mica and mica

president of the Mica Insulator
of mica and micanite for elec-

He was

also

a

director

of

the

Manufacturers' Stove Repair Coinpany. Mr. Munsell was 56 years old and had been in the mica
Inisiness before it bore any relation to the electrical
industry.
He was a man of very kindly disposition
and was beloved by all with whom he came in
contact,

even by his business competitors.

Deplorable Waste of Volts.
From

county in England the
Electrical Times of London appears to have heard
of a striking exposure of electrical extravagance.
The discovery was made public, it would seem, at
a

northwestern

a ta.xpayers' indignation meeting, which

is

thus, in

reported
"Orator: 'There is another striking illustration
of the waste
I will
say the outrageous waste
(cheers) going on in our electricity undertaking.
I have
found out that the electric current leaves
the station at a pressure of 2,000 volts.
Very well.
When it reaches us consumers., what do we find?
Those 2,000 volts have been frittered away to a
paltry 220.
And what, you ask. has become of
the rest?
Ladies and gentletnen, it has been siinply lost, wasted!'
(Groans)."
part,

;

chine.

The results of those experiments exceeded all
expectation. The machine being located at Mr.
Rieder's house, somebody would take the slide down
to the street to a distance of about 70 ineters, from
which a picture of the writing was obtained on the
photographic plate.

The arrangement described accordingly affords
In
e-xcellent means of detecting electric waves.

an

fact, the apparatus even allows the duration and
The character
intensity of the waves to be gauged.
of a thunderstorin can, for instance, be fixed most
accurately, according to the duration, number and
intensity of discharges.
glass plate sprinkled with metal powder, coated
at the back with a metal sheet, which in turn
communicates with an antenna, should be used for

A

this purpose, the thunderstorm being characterized
by the length and intensity of the dots and dashes
recorded on a Morse ink-writer or similar device.
As the apparatus does not conjj)rise any complex
mechanical parts, it would seem to be of remarkable
safety, and as the purely chemical process is free
from any delay due to de-cohering and to the
mechanical recording, the speed of signaling according to the new process would seem to be su-

perior to that of all other sj'steras, provided the
sensitiveness of the receiver be sufficient.
Whether these possibilities may be realized will
be ascertained by the more extensive e.xperiinents
recently undertaken by Mr. Rieder.

Creosote as a

Wood

Preservative.

course, a valuable agent to preThe Forest Service of
serve wood against decay.
United States is disseminating information
the
recent pamphlet is "The Analysis
it.
about
and Gradin.g of Creosotes," by Arthur L. Dean

Creosote

is,

of

A

and Ernest Bateman. The following paragraph
an extract from this publication

is

"A

pure coal-tar creosote will protect properly
What
treated timber for a great many years.
protection will be afforded by the distillates from
other kinds of tar is as yet an open question, but
the increased production of these tars and the
growing practice of distilling thein make it imperative that definite information regarding their
preservative value should be acquired.
At present,
despite the apparent approximation to the composition of coal-tar creosotes by the creosotes from
oil or water-gas tars, the known preservative value
of the pure coal-tar creosotes makes them of
must, therefore, regard
greater market value.
the creosotes obtained by the distillation of properly made coal tars as the highest grades for
preservation.
It
is.
of course, well known that
by varying the conditions under which coal is decomposed tars are obtained which differ in comWith distillations at low temperatures
position.
the production of aromatic compounds is reduced,
and the resulting tar contains compounds analogous
to those present in crude petroleum: hence the
single specification that a creosote shall be distilled from pure coal tar does not necessarily asIn addition to being a pure
sure a high-grade oil.
distillate from coal tar, the creosote must also
possess a composition which gives it properties
falling within narrow limits."

We

tho Llp«oy Case.

ot

not only in Chicago but
elucwhcic, hat! watclieil wilh inlercsl Ihc cane of
Kalpli Lipspy, who wa-, iniliclid by Ihc grand jury
ill
January, i<x>'>. ehargcd with having received
2,000 hiinp sofkelH whii'li h;i>l been stolen from
Ihe Klcctric Ajipliaiiee Company anil which Lipucy
siihseqnenlly rhspniieil of by selling lliein lo another
company. Lipscy wa» trial in Ihe Criminal Coiirl
of Cook Coiinly In Ihe l-'ehriiary term of rijoC and
was convicted by the jury. The case was appcalcti
lo Ihe Supreme Courl, which afllrmed llic judgment of Ihc Criminal Omrl, Ihe opinion being filed
Ajiril 18, 1907, wlicrcnpon Lipuf^'s attorney prayed
for a rehearing, which was denied by the Supreme
electrical

'llic

Iraile,

Court on June s, 1907.
Before Lipscy could Ic- taken
his allorney

filed

a

pctiiir^n

lo Ihe penllentlary
for issuance of a writ

of habeas corpus before Judge McF.wen of the
Superior Court of Cook County. The hearing on
the writ was opposed l;y a representative of Ihc
allorney-generars office
and also by Assistant
Stale's Attorney James J. Barbour of Cook County.
After several hearings the mailer was taken under
advisement, and not until December, 1907, did
Judge McEwcn deny the writ, whereupon Lipscy
was sent lo the Joliet penllenliary. There he remained about 30 days, when his allorney again presented a pelilion for habeas corpus before Judge
M'cEwcn, who at once entertained jurisdiction of
the case, and Lipscy was released from the penitentiary and placed in the county jail in Chicago.
At this stage of Ihe proceedings the stale's attorney's office in Chicago, assisted by the attorneygeneral's office at Springfield, at once applied to the
Supremo Court for a writ of certiorari, by which
the Supreme Court reqiiircd the Superior Court of
Cook County to send lo the former Ihe record of
the proceedings had thus far before Ihe Superior
Court.
The matter came on for a spirited hearing
before ihe Supreme Court, Judge McEwen being
represented by counsel as was the defendant Lipsey, while the People appeared by the attorney-general of the state as well as by Mr. Barbour.
The Supreme Court on April 23, 1908, handed
down a decision declaring that it would not permit its decisions to be reviewed by an inferior
court under the guise of habeas corpus proceedings,
and Ralph Lipscy was ordered to forthwith return
to the penitentiary, there to serve an indeterminate
term.
James J. Barbour, assistant state's attorney, is entitled to credit for his clever handling of the case
and for perseverance in fighting all of the maneuvers of the defense, with the result that Lipsey
is
now paying the penalty for handling property
which he knew had been stolen from the Electric
Appliance Companj'. To Frederic P. Vose, general
counsel for the National Electrical Trades Association, is given credit for running down and unearthing Lipsey's "fence," which was a menace to
the electrical trade of Chicago and elsewhere; and
it
was on Mr. Vose's testimony very largely that
Lipscy was convicted.

Municipal Street Railways
In

a

recent

the Sheffield
that Sheffield

in

Sheffield.

by the general manager of
(England) tramways it was stated
lecture

was the first municipality to own its
to own and operate them, Huddersclaiming that distinction, whereas Sheffield
constructed the tramways and leased them to a
company. The city corporation began working them
as a municipal undertaking July 11. 1892. There
are 268 passenger cars, 100 being covered top cars,
no open top, and 58 single-deckers; a new car
costs $3,800 and weighs about 10^ tons.
The department has direct control of the gentramways; not
field

erating station. While the power costs Sheffield
I.316 cents per kilowatt-hour, Manchester pays 2.518

Bradford 2.28 cents, and Liverpool 2.354
At the Manchester rate the cost to Sheffield
would be $156,340 more than at present. Seventycents,

cents.

three miles of trolley lines are in use. 25 miles of

which have been renewed during the last year.
The average nuinber of cars working each day
approximated 185. On an average each car runs
117

miles

The

per day.
entire system

furnishes regular employment
and the weekly wage bill is $12,165.
an average of $8.11 per man. During the time of
municipal management the hours of labor have
for i,5(X) men.

been redijced 40 per cent. In 1907 the total number of miles run was 7,000,000; passengers carried,
74,000,000; receipts. $1,396,542; working expenses,
$827,220; average length of two-cents stage,
miles.
The receipts per car-mile run are ig'A
cents and the total working expense a fraction under
12 cents, leaving 7'/, cents to meet interest, sinking
fund and all other charges.

2^

The tramway permanent way has cost since 1896
amount of which has been spent

$2,126,442, a large

in paving a portion of the street surface on
35
miles of street. In addition to $53,651. which is
paid by the department in general district and
poor rates, a further tax is made upon the tramways for street improvements, the tramways paying
interest and sinking-fund charges on $1,315,913 on
that account at the present time.
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[Continued from page

bring with it legitimate profit.
Mr Callahan showed by letters from a number
service
of large and small stations that a daylight
supplying heating and cooking current-consummg
also
devices is profitable. The companies should
enter

the

into

of

sale

the

,

He said that
devices.
in the way of se-

little

curing a daylight heating and cooking load in comand
parison with the efforts to get motor, sign
load
lighting load; and the development of this
cities
small
It was stated that in
spells "profits."
approximatelv 95 per cent, of the residences are
larger cities about 98 per cent,
in
and
not wired,
indicating that the field for profitable residence
business
residence

is

unlimited.

almost

The

circuits

to

the

lamp sockets should not lie idle 16 to
There is a great need
18 hours out of each 24.
for special solicitors, and the value of demonstrating
new device
to a new customer the advantages of a
must not be overlooked. Next in importance to a
elecThese
rooni.
good solicitor comes the show
part
tric household conveniences play an important
in satisfying customers and usually increase the
Mr. Callahan presented figures showlighting load.
ing the current consumption for doing all the cooking and baking in his home for a period of 21
months. The total kilowatt-hours was 1,278; total
single-person days,
4,891;

1,72.5;

total single-person

watt-hours

average

meal

per

per

meals,
person,

261.29.

In discussing the paper L. D. Mathes said that
perfection of service is the first necessity to gain
business and good-will. There should be a hearty
co-operation between the central station and the
dealer supplying current-consuming devices. Austin
Burt inquired if it would be good practice in a
small town to run during the daytime one day a
week, and have it understood among the users of
flatirons and other current-consuming devices that
they let their work accumulate for this day. The
answer was that many stations had tried this plan
and some of them eventually worked into a profitable continuous 24-hour service.
Thomas Ferris said that companies which do not
see their way clear to a 24-hour service could work
up a profitable motor and heating load by starting
up earlier in the evening and running to 8 or g
o'clock in the morning. This practice would also

gain the good will of lighting customers, and many
of them would use more current.
Where a company has not sufficient funds to
build circuits to all the business offered, Thomas
Crawford of Clinton thought it unwise to attempt
a daylight service. There is enough business, but
the cost of scattering Hues in towns of i,S0O or
so is too great for a company with restricted
Messrs. Burt and Zinn found that the 24finances.
hour service was one of the greatest factors, in
wiping out flat rates ; and the meter method is
G. Deiderich of Avoca
better for all concerned.
said that for one or two lights it does not pay to
put in a meter, and Mr. Burt suggested that his
company does not take business of less than four
lights in

one

installation.

Featern.slism.
of Wednesday closed with a
short paper on "Fraternalism," by Gus Lundgren
of Cherokee.
The speaker urged the importance
of co-operation among central-station men.

The

first

session

T.\CT

AND System.

At Wednesday afternoon's session J. W. Ferguof the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chi-

son

read a carefully prepared and instructive
The
paper on the suliject of "Tact and System."
association tendered a vote of thanks to Mr. Ferguson and his company for the valuable paper.
The paper will be printed in full in a future issue.
Messrs. Burt and Mathes commented briefly on the
cago,

paper.

The

said that
better than

latter

lomcr retained

is

one dissatisfied
two new ones.

cus-

Economical Operation.
Austin Burt of Waterloo gave a short talk on
the economical operation of a 200-kilowatt station,

and spoke of some features of indicating devices.
He spoke largely on the subject of load factor,
as he considered this one of the most important
considerations of economical operation wiicre good
The consumer practically conservice is the aim.
the operation of the plant, as his demands
must he met whenever he wants the service. The
plant must be able to meet the peak load, and
where the maximum load is high and the average
load low the load factor, which is determined by
dividing the average by the maximum, is low and
Therefore the station
there is poor economy.
should strive to control the consumer, which can
be done by raising the load factor by the addition
of off-peak new devices.
In this way Mr. Burt had raised the load factor
to 48 per cent in February and March, due to rctrols

In

ment was 23 per

34i.'\

and their
will be secured, their suggestions utilized
support assured. This principle applies with parReal
ticular force to public-service corporations.
public service means co-operation, which should

most stations have done

two months the improveA
it was in 1902.
day load Kvill increase the load factor, and this will
A small and large unit in a stasave expenses.
Mr. Burt
tion is better than one still larger unit.
showed some interesting curves taken in his plant,
and he showed how he had straightened out the
duced peak.

The Iowa Conventions.

these

cent,

over what

A

curve-drawing wattmeter is invaluable
aiding to increase the load factor. The average condition of load factor was said to be about
20 per cent.
load.

in

Grounded Secondaries.

Thomas

Sloss of Cedar Rapids read a paper
devoted largely to a description of the methods
of grounding the secondary in the Cedar Rapids
system. ' Mr. Sloss has given the subject much
thought, and he, as well as those who discussed
the paper, believed it the best practice to ground
the secondaries.
The only, and as yet unsolved,
question is the best way to do it. In Cedar Rapids
Copper plates are
every transformer is grounded.
generall}^ employed for the ground, but in some
the gas cominstances water pipes are utilized
The copper plate
pany's pipes are never used.
method seems to be the best, but it has the disadvantage of high cost due to deterioration. The
discussion resolved itself into a question of how
;

ground and not whether to ground. A committee was then appointed to investigate the methods of grounding and make an early report to the
This committee consists of Mr. Sloss,
association.
Grove and Prof. T. A. Fish
J. A. Lines of Eagle
of Iowa State College, Ames.
to

Incandescent Lamp Development.

The subject of incandescent lamp development
leading up to the tungsten lamp was one of much
The subject
interest to the central-station men.
was brought before the convention in an excellent
In
paper by F. W. Willcox of Harrison, N. J.
the absence of the author the paper was read by
George C. Osborn of the General Electric lamp
The paper is printed elsefactory at Harrison.
where in this issue.
George Loring of (he National Electric Lamp
Association gave an interesting talk on the paper.
He spoke of the excellent quality of the tungsten
the improvement in the durability of the
filament and the adaptability of the new lamp as a
business getter. The fragility of the filament has
been so well overcome that less than i"^ per cent,
are now broken in shipment. While the current consumption is less for the same number of lamps as
compared with the old style, the customers are
better pleased, and with lower cost larger installations are made and the hours of use are increased,
re'sulting in no curtailment of the station's income.
Some users are known to have increased the hours
of use of the lamps from an average of three
hours a day to nine hours. Mr. Osborn and Mr.
Loring answered many questions concerning the
Care must be taken not to injure the light
lamps.
light,

distribution

by improper

reflectors.

Meeting Gas and Gasoline Competition.

May
tions.

know

is
necessary to
order effectively to

It
in

istics

these

solicit

power

2,

1908

characterbusiness.

Freight Rates.

The

freight question in the state of Iowa is a
perplexing one, and efforts are being made for
relief from apparent discrimination.
On this subject Thomas Crawford presented the report of the
committee on freight rates, and E. G. Wylie of
Des Moines read a paper on "The Freight Question."
Mr. Crawford said that about a year ago
Des Moines filed a complaint with the Interstate
Commerce Commission, complaining with reference
to the excessive rate charged on. generators, motors,

switchboard instruments,

meters and transformers
Des Moines, claiming that
high as compared with the
through rate to St. Paul and Minneapolis, also in
regard to the proportional rate from the Mississippi River to Des Moines being in excess of the
local rate from Rock Island to Des Moines.
The
hearing in this case was held a few weeks ago in
Des Moines, the case consuming the better part
After briefs have been prepared, the
of two days.
oral arguments will be held in Washington about
this time, and the decision which the Interstate
Commerce Commission will render in this case is
important, inasmuch as the decision will decide to
a great extent what relief the other cities in Iowa
may hope for.
Mr. Wylie cited opinions of the United States
Court, Interstate Commerce Commission and the
state commission and criticized the rate-determin-

from eastern points
the rates were too

to

He said the three great
ing theories of railroads.
classifications
are not consistent, and an effort
should be made for a national uniform classification.

New-business Methods.

The closing session of the convention was given
over to a discussion of new-business methods.
L. D. Mathes of Dubuque, J. F. Porter of Davenport, A. L. Dodd of Charles City and J. P. Walters of

Toledo were the speakers.

Publicity

is

the foundation of business, and pub-

means advertising, said Mr. Mathes. Every
company can afford to advertise to some extent.
The columns of the press, bulletins and circulars
or letters may be employed. The solicitor puts on
licity

the finishing touches.
First of all, provide a reliable and satisfactory service, then make a price
that can compete from a financial point with other
agencies.
Some companies get the business by
admitting that the cost of electric service is a
little
higher than gas, but by good quality and
numerous advantages prove that it is the cheapest
after
all.
Every company can make an effort
along the line of a display room, which is very

Be

effective.

liberal in

demonstration and guarantungsten lamp will get

new devices. The
man who has clung to
of

tee

the
gas, refusing to recognize quality in preference to cost.
The adoption
of the golden rule policy by the electric lighting
fraternity will work out to the benefit of all.
J. F. Porter of Davenport said that local condilioiis

must govern new-business efforts. Adequate
proper facilities and reasonable rates coupled
will get business.
The

discussion of the best ways to meet gas and
gasoline competition was taken up on Thursday

plant,

morning, led by Gus Lundgren and M. A. HarriMr. Lundgren had found the
son of Nevada.
tungsten lamp one of the best weapons for meetHe believes in backing up
ing this competition.
arguments with demonstrations. In his office Mr.
Lundgren arranged two adjoining booths, where
the quality of gas and gasoline lamps could be
compared with the tungsten; consumers were thus
Mr. Harrison said that good
easily convinced.
service is the first necessity for meeting competiLamps should be taken out as soon as they
tion.
begin to get black, and the voltage should be well
He started a day service in the small
regulated.
city of Nevada, and it is beginning to pay, as it is
All prices can
a means of getting new customers.
be met with the tungsten lamp. Electric power
once installed has no trouble competing with gas

able to get the load of
factories requiring up to 300 horsepower to operate their plants.
The many new, devices being

A

effective advertising
central station should be

all

brought out should increase the load.

Austin Burt said that demonstrations are necesThe working of meters
sary to meet competition.
should be explained to customers, and when complaints are made the meters should be tested in
Gas companies
the presence of the consumer.
should confine their efforts to fuel and the elecpower.
The electric
lo
light
and
tric companies
companies, he said, should stay out of the cooking
field where gas is economically avail.able for that

The motor business is the central-station
company's advertisement.
F. K. Shuff of Ames said that for the same
cost of operation two tungsten lamps could be
used in place of one gas lamp, with a marked imMessrs. Ferris. Carson, Lake
provement in light.
and others offered suggestions.
purpose.

Motor Characteristics.
Prof. A. H. Ford, of the State Universily of
Iowa, read a paper on "Electric Motor Character-

He

combined standard characteristics with
the results of tests made by him and presented
them in a form of real value to the central sta-

Advertising

'preferable to solicitors in dull times, as a saving can be effected.
It is necessary to have a
thorough understanding of rates to talk business
is

effectively.

A. L.

Dodd

of Charles City gave the history of

improvement of an inefficient plant.
By all
means the central-station company should have an
office downtown with a good display of lighting
and heating devices.
The speaker's little town is
using 85 flatirons, 25 fans and 30 motors.
Collect
bills
every month.
Don't let them run several
months and then scare the customer with the
the

amount.
Just

engines.

istics."

with

before

the

date

of

the

convention,

J.

P.

Walters reported that oflicials of the company in
Toledo had remarked that unless a new prospect
gives evidence of 7 per cent dividends, they didn't
Companies should make a
want the business.
good charge for house wiring, and in this way
make up for the expense of a long wire leading
installations in remote territory.
Regulation of voltage, according to Thomas
I'crris, is an important factor in keeping satisfied
customers.
When the voltage is allowed to rise
for
considerable periods the consumer naturally
thinks the company has insuflicient power as soon
as the brilliance fades away with the fall to normal
This brings complaints. Ordinarily too
or below.
many transformers are used with consequent inA .-jo-light transformer will
creased core losses.
lake care of five or six ordinary residences.
O. E. Brownell of I^akc City said that some
companies were profiting by the use of a portable

to

vacuum cleaning
his outfit
it

was

in

outfit.

earned $17
service.

in

The

motor of 10 amperes.

One manager

said

that

a few days the first week
outfit had a single-phase

—
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ExKcuTivK Session.
i-xc'ciilive

session

year:

.

Prosidenl— I.. D. Malhes, general manager Union

Company, Dnbuqiie,
superinlendent
Bnnviiell.
Iv
Viei'-president— O.
Lake City Electric Company, Lake City.
Secretary— \V. N. Kciscr, eiiKinecr Des .Moines
l':ieelric

LiKht Company, Dcs Moines.
Trcasnrer— W. O. M.all, manager

F.dison

Liul'l

lielle

Plaine

—

1'".

Davenport.
L. D. Mathcs, the new president, is one of the
most active and eRicicnl workers in the associaHe is a man of high personal character and
tion.
lie is .36
wide business and technical training,
years of age, and for the last five years has been
general manager of the Union Electric Company
Mr. Mathcs was horn in Memphis.
of Dnbiiqiie.
and was cdncatcd at the University of
Teiin.,
He has had extensive practical electriTennessee.
cal experience, gained by working np througli the

varions

positions

in

electric light

and railway op-

eration and through connection with maiuifactiiring
The association, as in the past, will
companies.
benefit by his marked skill and wise counsel.
\V. N. Keiser, the secretary, stands high in the
Because of his efficient
esteem of the association.

Mr. Keiser is
he was re-elected.
engineer for the Des Moines Edison Light Comwith ability,
position
responsible
pany and fills his

work

last

year

although young in years.
for the General Electric

and

underground

He went
Company

to
in

Des Moines
1901

work,
central-station
his present position.

years "later took
native of Logansport. Ind.,

to

and

He

do
two

is

a

and a graduate of the
During the Spanishelectrical course at Purdue.
.\merican war he was a member of the Fourteenth
Signal Corps under Fitzhue Lee of the seventh
army corps.

Iowa Street and Interurban Railway
Association.
fifth annual convention of the Iowa Street
Interurban Railway .Association was held in
Des Moines, Iowa, on April 2,3d and 24th. The
sessions were held in the Savery Hotel, wdiere the
Iowa Electrical .Association held its convention on
By this arrangement both assothe 22d and 2,3d.

The

and

ciations had the benefit of the large exhibit made
by the supply mien in a large hall on the same floor
with the meeting rooms.
The convention was called to order by the president. F. J. Hanlon. vice-president of the Mason
City and Clear Lake Railway Company of Mason
Mavor A. J. Mathes of Des Moines delivCity.
ered a short but cordial address of welcome and a
pleasing response followed by C. E. Walters of

Toledo.
In the annual address President Hanlon thanked
the members for their hearty support during his
term, and he recommended a membership in the
association as one of the most valuable assets of
He said that the
any electric railway company.
papers on the programme merited the closest attenOf particular interest
tion and careful discussion.
expenses
is the proposed classification of operating
issued by the Interstate Commerce ComClosely allied with this subject is the
matter of depreciation.
The report of the secretary and treasurer and
the disposal of routine business was followed by a
paper on "Reinforced Concrete in Electric Railway
Construction." bv N. M. Stark of Des Moines.
Following Mr. Stark's paper, W. A. Williamson
was given permission to show a new automatic
register for street cars, made by the Brooks Automatic Register Company of Providence.
The subject of "Depreciation" was presented in
by Daniel Royse of Chicago.
a paper written
.•\mong other things,' Mr. Royse said: "In considering what present provision for future demands
should
it is desirable or necessary to make, railways
be classified according 10 the length of time their
Depreciation applies to all
franchise grants run.
railways, but plans for the amortization or retirement of the capital need be made only by those
recentiv
mission.

Deprefranchises.
the physical property which is not made good by current repairs.
For example, a car, though kept in the best of
repair, eventually will have to be taken out of
service and replaced.
If the term of service be

companies
ciation

is

having

that

short-term

deterioration

Tlic

weiil into the sulmcl in detail, and
spirited discussion by Messrs, Wadcll,
Malhes, Ilippc and others. At the executive Bcssion a resolulioii was passed lo tlw effect Ih.al all
members of llie .'issiHialiciii provide for depreciation

hihil.

Royse
was a

Mr.

ihere

by pulling aside a reasonable perceiilage of the
earnings.
The resolulioii also made it inciinibenl
nil the companies, in
Ihe interest of public senlinieut and fairness, thai regular reports he made
iniblic.

Arthur

Company, Belle Plaine.
ICxccnlive Committee The oflicers and Thomas
Rapids, K. L. While, manager
Cedar
of
Sloss
Porter,
Traer Jileclric Company, Traer, and J.
president Tri-City Railway and Light Company,
I'lleclrie

of

20 years, it is evident that the car each year has
depreciated in value to the extent of five per cent,
of the difference between its original cost and its
value as scrap.
Assuming a scrap value of 20 per
cent, of the original cost, there will be a depreciaIf
tion of four per cent, per annum on the ear.

no provision has been made for this current depreciation, when the time comes for replacing the car

Heiiny

will he ncccs8!iry lo charge the 80 per cent, of
the cost of llie old ear lo operatlnR expenses if the
capital is lo rein.'iiti iniiiiipaired."
it

of 'I'luirsday after
The next
coiivi'iilion came to an end.
iiiiiMi
ihiwill lie held in Ced;ir Rapids heiiineonveiiliiiii
The fol.Xpril,
HXX).
VVednesda.v
in
iiiiiK llie Ihii'd
lowing-named iillicers were eleeled for the ensnint?
the

Willi
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W. Gross

Omaha and

Council
HlufTs .Street Railw.iy Company presented a paper
in wdiicli he showed Hie best methods of handling
claims ;igainsl electric railways.
The inoriiing session of Friday was given over
lo llie subject of "Handling Fares on Interurban
P. P. Crafts of Qinton read an excelRailways."
lent paper on Ihe subject, and in the long discussion which followed the conclusion was reached
that no ahsolnlely perfect system has yet been discovered lo protect the company from loss or theft
of

the

of fares.

There was a general discussion of the subject
by Electric Railways."
All
were
agreed that it was good policy to patronize llie

".Advertising

newspapers
he used in

freely.

such

a

The space in the papers should
way as to impress the public

that the company wishes to be fair in its dealings
and courts co-operation.
C. L. Wright of Des M'oines presented a valuable paper on "Interstate Commerce Commission
Statistics and Accounts."
The new forms of ac.counting as recently proposed are considered too
elaborate for most of the electric railways, and the

association look action requesting each member lo
write to the Interstate Commerce Commission and
protest against the tentative classification which
raises the number of main accounts from the origiThe memnal 59 to 116. with sundry sub-accounts.
bers thanked Mr. Wright for the able manner in
.wdiich he presented the subject, which they agreed
was of too much importance to be discussed off-

The association approved the plan offered by the
secretary of the Des Moines Commercial Club to
hold the 1910 convention in Des Moines jointly with
the electric-light association in connection with an
electrical show.
The commercial interest of the
city will build a large exhibition hall for the purpose, and its use will be offered the association
of cost.
the executive session the association adopted
the report of the nominating committee wliich
named the following gentlemen as officers for the
ensuing year:
President P. P. Crafts, general manager Iowa
free

.'\t

—

Illinois

Railway Company, Clinton.

—

Vice-president R. A. Leussler, general manager
Omaha and Council Bluffs Street Railway Company.
Secretary and treasurer L. D. Mathes. general

—

Electric Company, Dubuque.
P. P. Crafts, the new president, is one of the
leading electrical and street-railway men of Iowa.
He is 36 years of age and is a native of Maine.
He first entered the electrical field with the Stone
& Webster interests in the East, remaining four
For three years he had charge of the elecr
years.
trical department of the Brookline Gas Light Com-

manager Union

Later he spent a year

pany.

in

connection

with

and street-railway properties in Minnesota, and then went to the Saginaw Valley Traction Company in Michigan, remaining two years.
For the last four years Air. Crafts has been general
manager of the Iowa and Illinois Railway Company at Clinton. His graceful attentions to the
visitors to Clinton at the time of the Iowa elecelectric-light

conventions

trical

of

1007

will

not

be

forgotten

easilv.

Exhibits and Exhibitors at

Des Moines.

-An interesting line of asbestos products

by the
Omaha, Neb.
played

Keasley

&

Mattison

was

Company

dis-

of

George Loring of the National Electric Lamp Aswas kept busy greeting his

sociation, Cleveland,
many friends.

W.

P. Cosper of Chicago, general western agent
for the Lord Electric Company, showed a line of
interesting railway specialties.

The Green Fuel Economizer Company showed
small model which demonstrated the advantages
and operation of the economizer.
a

Erwin Dryer of the Allis-Chalmers Company.
The exhibit consisted of
Alilwaukee, w-as present.
a large assortment of trade literature.
St. Louis was present in the
of the Century Electric Compan}', manufacturer of single-phase motors and fans.
J. L.
interest

A
men
men

general
.\l.

sales

ICIlis

I'.

from

lioilcr

v.-ilvc

cleaner anil

inaniiKer,

If.

Sweiiton

self-

had charge of a dinplay of Kl:<*>warc
Company.
The company's

Iliilophniic

the.

shades and relleclors conld he
Ihroughoiit the room.
ing

the

ainndon. A. B, Crotii,
was in clinryc of Ihe cx-

allr.'iele'l

lieeii

ill

many

placi:^

C. rjinvning and K, B. Xfurr.iy of the DownElectrical dinipany, Furl Doilgc, Iowa, dealer
and telephone supplies, gave away a

electric

in

novel souvenir.

An

elaborate

lamps

descent

display

was

of

incanhi({h-cftlciency
the Mollne Inc'inKspecially altractivc was

made hy

Lamp Company,

(Icscent

the display of .12, 50 and loo-candlepower lungslen
lamps.
Secretary and Treasurer Theo. .Mueller
and Mr. C. R. Wood were in attendance at the
exhibit.

A

exhibit of it.? well-known products was
Special
Ihe Western h'lectric Company,
was atlracled by the Beck flaming arc
lamp, a large display of fans and an atlraclivc line
of railway appliances.
Visitors were cntertaincc'
by If. W. Arnold, D. C, -Guest, G. If. Macklin and
large

made by
attention

M. R. Lash.

W.

Branii, 1721 East Thirty-third Street, Dcs
the inventor of a recently patented dc\icc for replacing derailed cars.
He showed a
wooden model of the origiani, which is made of
F.

Moines,

is

and weighs 70 pounds. The device has been
and meets the approval of the Dcs Moines
City Railway Company.

steel

tried

The Bryan-Marsh Company's

exhibit was devoted

A

to a display of hiph-cfiioiency lamps.
four-lamp
cluster of tungsten lamps was shown to demonstrate
that the new lamp can be used in a horizontal posi-

Sam Furst and J. L. Barnard, the latter
manager of the northern office at Minneapolis, took
tion.

care of Ihe company's interests.

The National
various articles

Lead Company had on
made of Pfieeni.'C babbitt

exhibition
metal. A

swinging bell made of pure Phccnix babbitt
was on exhibition to demonstrate the clearness of
the tone. .All who visited the booth were given
a souvenir "ring." This bell was used to announce
the opening of the various convention sessions.
large

hand.

and

Kriniling

Woodress of

novel and practical device for protecting linewas exhibited by H. E. Marshall of the LineProtector Company of Detroit, Mich.

The Northwestern Appliances Company of Minneapolis had a number of attractive new articles
in its exhibit of slegtricsl supplies and machinery.

Some

the more popular articles from the
of the Simplex Electric Heating Company of Cambridge, Mass., were exhibited, making
a very pretty display.
Household irons and diningroom sets were exhibited along with the baby bath
warmer, heating pads, water-cup heaters, etc. The
company was represented by E. R. Jacobs of the
large

of

line

Chicago

office.

made by the American
chargeof B. H. Ryder
George Quigley of Kansas City.
There was shown a line of rail bonds that may be
applied by compressors and a full line of pin terminals and tw'in terminal bonds.
Much attention
was attracted by the automatic hydraulic screw
compressor for bonds.
.An attractive display was
Steel and Wire Company, in

of

Qiicago

and

The

Electric .Appliance Company of Chicago had
large exhibit of high-grade supplies, the prinarticles
of interest being Sangamo wattmeters, .American Cooking and Heating appliances,
tungsten lamps, porcelain sign letters and Wagner
instruments.
F. J. Alderson of Chicago, J. K.
-Alline of Ft. Dodge and Mr. Collins of Warren,
Ohio, were present to interest callers.

a

cipal

The W. R. Garton Company of Chicago was represented at the convention by President Ray P. Lee
and E. Lewis, Iowa salesman. This company had
one of the largest exhibits. Lima porcelain insulators for high voltage were shown, including the
underhug type for 150,000 volts and the 66,000-volt
pin insulators.
Demonstrations were given with
Heany fireproof wire and indestructible magnet wire.
The
hibited

Illinois Electric Company of Chicago exa line of general supplies and accessories,

including

and

Paiste

CC

lamps,

non-gap
-Arrow-E

house meters,

materiil, WooUey enclosed fuses
arresters. Peerless incandescent
sw-itches.

Duncan and Westing-

and the
Company's devices. J. A.
Duncan of Chicago and Iowa Salesman Morehouse

American

Gifford

lightning arresters

Electric Heating

w^ere present.

Among the most attractive and interesting exwas that of the Duncan Electric Manufacturing Company. Meters of the house type as well
as those calculated for sw-itchboard service were
shown, several of them being in operation, attracting decided attention.
The display was in
charge of Adrian Tobias, sales manager.
Mr.
Tobias made many friends for his company while
at the convention.
hibits

The Fort Wayne Electric Works had a large
exhibit of motors, meters, arc lamps, etc.. in charge
of W. S. GoU of the Chicago office and F. S.
new meter
Wiemeyer of the Des Moines office.
caHbrator attracted the attention of central-station
men.
large line of fan motors was shown.
The new t.vpe self-contained direct-current arc
lamp, in which the resistance is enclosed within

A

A

;
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the

lamp body, was an allractive feature of the

exhibit.

A. W. Zahm, formerly of Mason City and Fort
Dodge and a former president of the Iowa Elecrepresented the Northwestern
Equipment Company of St. Paul. In the
same booth C. W. Loose took care of the interests
He
of the Fostoria Incandescent Lamp Company.
had an attractive exhibit of high-efficiency lamps,
goods
Holophane
Some
tungsten.
including the
were also shown.
The Electric Service Supplies Company was represented by the Porter & Berg department, Chicago.
The large exhibit included rail bonds. Keystone
trical

Association,

Electrical

overhead line material, Victor porcelain insulators,
Garton-Daniels arresters, Crouse-Hinds electric headThe Kej'Stonc combination sander and
lights, etc.
the attention of the railway
C. C. Ewing and E. R. IMason of Chicago
in charge of the exhibit.

w-histle valve attracted

men.

were

at the booth of the Westinghouse Elecand Manufacturing Company were entertained
of Chicago, A. M. Miller, H. C.
Pinckard
R.
by W.
Caughlan and A.- N. Brown. The exhibit contained some of the company's products of especial
There was an
central-station men.
interest to

A

May,

Thompson high-torque test meter was also
cluded in the exhibit.
Near

in-

to the hall the Ohio Brass
large exhibit in charge of A. L.
Havens, district sales agent.
full line of stani^ard overhead construction material was shown,
and a number of specialties, including genuine beilmetal bearings, high-tension insulators, Armstrong
oilers and several new overhead devices, prominent among which was the company's new sectiOii
insulator, which embraces its well-known form of
wood break strain insulator. Among the claims
for this section insulator are
The trolley wires
cannot pull loose, no strain upon the runner piece
and runner piece unmovable.
Samples of compressed terminal and several types of soldered
bonds were exliibited. all of the company's onepiece type.
An active demonstration of a model
set of Tomlinson automatic car couplers was, ho,vever, the greatest drawing card and maintained an
interested crowd of railway representatives.

the

entrance

Company had

a

A

:

A^isitors

tric

elaborate display of portable instruments, switchboard instruments, fan motors and electriQ sadThe metallic-flame direct-current series arc
irons.
lamp attracted wide attention. There was also a
good display of Westinghouse tungsten lamps.

The particular type of large gas engine here illustrated may be considered as the result of about
10 years' actual development of various sizes and
types at East Pittsburg.
During this period, the
development of large Corliss engines has gone on
simultaneously until the steam turbine practically

1908

Winchester Repeating Arms Company, New Haven,
Conn. This plant runs on bituminous gas with
the intermittent-type producers.
In the adoption of the four-stroke cycle, the
builders have proceeded in the belief tHiat an engine of maximum simplicity and efficiency would
result.
The four-stroke cycle engine is self-contamed. It does its own pump work and provides
a sufficient length of time for the induction of
mixture to reduce fluid velocities and resulting friction to a reasonable amount, and avoids entirely
auxiliary pumping apparatus, the sole function of
which is to overcome this friction of ports and
passages within the allotted time. The tandem
cylinder arrangement is standard for all sizes of
engines, whether single or double crank. The former gives two power strokes per revolution, the
latter four power strokes per revolution with cranks
at go degrees.
This tandem arrangement, with flywheels of reasonable size, easily yields a turning
moment sufficiently uniform for all tandem work.

As

Westinghouse

horizontal engines are of
construction, the alignment of but
necessary. The smaller shafts are
solid forgings the larger are bored hollow.
Cranks,
counterweights and crank pins are cast in one
piece, with the pin at the bottom of the mold, to
insure homogeneous metal. This design of crank
is
made necessary because of the relatively short
stroke and large shaft diameter required.
Instead of a single governor valve conlrolh'ng
all
inlets from a single point, the governing is
the

Westinghouse Horizontal Double-acting
Gas Engine.

2,

all

side-crank

two bearings

is

;

"

A

feature of the exhibit of tl^c Federal Electric
of Chicago was the tungsten fixtures
Three 60-watt
designed to replace the gas "arc."
lamps and one lOO-watt lamp in the cluster give
a much better light than the gas arc and is its
equal as to economy or in any other respect. F. H.
Welling was in charge of the exhibit and he aiso
showed a line of standard lighting fixtures, Y«rious kinds of electric signs, dim-a-lites. couch brackets and other devices which interested the lighting

Company

.

men.
attention was attracted to the exhibit of
Pacific Electric Heating Coinpany of Ontario,
Henry F. Holland. Chicago representative,
Cal.
was in charge and called attention particularly to
the new fiatiron with which three degrees of heat
can be maintained by a convenient arrangement.
These irons also have an attached stand oti which
practical dethey rest when not in actual use.
vice shown was the curHng-tongs heater, a small
heater which can be screwed into the nearest lamp
The company is finding much favor for
socket.

Much

the

A

electric toaster, which operates from a
socket and can be used on the dining table.

its

lamp

A motor-driven cofifec mill, meat chopper and
bone grinder was exhibited by the Hobart Electric
Manufacturing Company of Troy. Ohio. The outfit
load for central stations.
The coffee mill has a novel device which prevents
stones, screws or nails from intering the grinding
burrs, thus eliminating all strain or danger to the
motor and insuring long life to the mill. Hobart
direct-current or Emerson alternating-current motors are used, ranging in size from one-quarter to
two horsepower. J. E. Williams, sales manager for
Iowa and Nebraska, was in charge cf the expresents

an

attractive

hibit.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company of Milwaukee was represented by George A. Saylor, manager

electrical

department;

William

T?.

Roberts.

representative, and T. W. Eviston, special
The company had a full
boiler compound expert.
exhibit of its standard Noark fuses, service boxes,
overhead line material, strain insulators, sockets,
etc.. of molded mica insulation, electrotherms, fire
"Linolite," the new system of
extinguishers, etc.

Iowa

all
lighting for show windows, showcases and
kinds of decorative lighting, was shown also Victor combination meters JFor direct-current work,
giving a direct reading cf volts, amperes, kilowatts
and horsepower on the same dial simultaneously
cljony asbestos wood for electrical purposes taking
llic place of slate and marble for panel and switchhoard construction, and Magic boiler compound.
;

The General

Electric Company's exhibit was in
representative, J. D. A. Cross.
Other representatives of the company in attendwere
ance
A. P. Jenks, S. F. Dibble. F. T, Benson. D. Uike and E. L. Callahan of Chicago, and
George C. Osborn of Harrison. N. T. The company's line of electric heating devices was exliibilcH,
The electric irons in various weights from
3 to 24 pounds had a new feature in a spring
parallel contact connecting plug which, it is said,
makes the flaliron and connection more fool-proof
if pos.sibic
than ever.
Among the new developincnt.s was (he luminous grate-front heater in sizes
to fit standard mantel grate openings.
Especially
noticeable was the display of 40. 60 and lOO-watt
multiple tungsten lamps fitted with suitable reflectors.
The scries tungsten lamp was also shown.
The luminous arc headlight was exhibited. There
was also shown in operation the first direct-current
multiple macnictilc luminous arc lamp exhibited in
the stale.
This lamp fakes 3.5 amperes, 115 volts.
cliargc of its

Iowa

PLAN OF 500-HOESEPOWEE SINGLE-CRANK TANDEM WESTINGHOUSE GAS ENGINE.
the abandonment of Corliss engine construction.
The gas engine has, however, held its

forced

owing to inherent efiiciency of the gas-power
system, and the long experience of the builders in
steam-engine practice, has been put to e.xcelient
use and embodied in the heavy-duty reciprocating
gas engine. During these 10 years the manufacturer reports that 1,054 engines have been entered
on the order books, aggregating 140,000 brake
horsepower nearly, or a little over 140 horsepower
per unit. The plants equipped number 648, over
one-third of which (225) are above 100 horsepower.
Moreover, more than go per cent, of this total is
either in operation, erecting, or in process of shipment. At this date there were also stock orders
booked sufficient to bring the total business recorded
by this company up to over 162,000 brake horsefield,

power.

There are now
interurban

in

accomplished directly at each inlet, the inlet valve
performing the function of mixing and governing.
Thus gas and air are mixed only at the point of
entry to the cylinder, and in exact quantity required by the load a condition of sensitive governing.
The inlet valve has two distinct motions,
one due to the eccentric and the other to the rotation of a loose internal sleeve controlled by the
governor and provided with ports registering with
corresponding ports in the surrounding valve cage.

—

The

essential function of this rotating sleeve is
that of a purely throttling governor which open.s
or closes the respective ports according to the load.
Hence the mixture itself remains unchanged at any
load.
By means of an oil-pressure relay system the
regulator is entirely relieved of the actual work
of moving the heavy valves. The regulator and

operation 25-cycle, single-phase

railways, 60-cycle
40-cycle industrial

central

stations,

JJdjultablrLamp

25-

cycle and
plants, all operating
in parallel electrically.
There arc also many directcurrent plants. For the above, both horizontal and
Among the invertical types have been installed.
dustries may be mentioned the blast-furnace plants
at Bessemer and Gary, cement mills at lola, Kan.,
for
oil refineries at Philadelphia, gas compressors

long-distance transmission

in

the

natural-gas

-It^

field,

and many others.

While the largest number of engines are running
on natural gas, the largest plants use some form
of manufactured gas, such as blast-furnace, proBy-product coke-oven gas
ducer or coke-oven.
promises an excellent field for development, although little has been done as yet. Manufactiu-ed
gas, coal or mixed, is widely used in the smaller
plants, and in a few special installations, such as the
high-pressure, fire-pumping station at Philadelphia,
where the cost of fuel gas is not important, owing
to the comparatively short periods of operation.
Within the last year material progress has been
made in (he application of producer gas to all
classes of service, and it is probably true that the
future of gas power rests with the corresponding
development of the producer. A number of successful types arc now in operation, using both
bituminous and non-bituminous fuels, it is said.
These include both the suction and the pressure
types, the former for plants up to a few hundred

horsepower

in

for the'
capacity, and the latter
The largest producer plant, about

larger plants.
3,000 brake horsepower, operates the

works of the

(A),
(B).

Mechanical iKiiitors.
Mncnetic jRniiers.

DIAGRAM OF IGNITERS AND SAFETY STOP DEVICH.
nrc driven direct from the engine shaft and
conneclcd by means of reach rods to the various
inlet valves.
The regnlalor itself is of a purely
centrifugal type, but European dcsipn— the ITartung
or the Jahns. Each involves straight-line motion
for the governing weights and is fitted with an oil
dash-pot to prevent hunting. Ry driving the regurthiy

lator directly from ihc main shaft, the effect of
variable torque in a lay-shaft drive, is avoided.
Oil pressure for the relay is suppHed at about 60
pounds pressure by a small pump (either of the
rotary or the piston type) driven from the engine
lay shaft.

event of a posi^ible disablement of the
a safety device interposes and shuts
down the engine by cutting off the ignition.
Make-and-brcak ignition has been adopted to
In

the

governor,

:

Mav
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all other systems after much cxllu- most practical for average coniRnilion proved satisfactory on
Jnnip-spark
ditions.
rich Ras, but showed erratic results with the liiRli
practice.
lilast-fnrnaee-Ras
in
compressions used
Platinum poinis, formerly used, are now entirely
cast-iron
or
special
bronze
a
done away with, and
contact, workinR against
is employed for the movinft
low
terminal.
Ilinh voltages and
steel
a li.xed
iiirri'iit furnished by a small molor-Keneralor giycs
In
desired security of action and long life.
llir
the event of a serious ground, an igniter inuiieitself
by
the
of
fuse,
bloiving
a
insulates
(liately
one of which is inserted in each independent circuit.
An important poiiU is the provision ojf two pr
more igniters for each combustion chamber; in tne
line :ir.' Ihree igniters located al
si/es
l.irgor
Ihc-

exclusion of

pcrimcnlinpt,

m

I

I

he

lay

With

shaft

ignition

opening

opposite
on, the

compressed-air
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combustion chamber.
engine starts itself after
gas valves. As each
ignition (after one or two
cicli

an<l

cylinder picks up its
revolutions) the compre^iseil-air sui)ply ;iinomatic:ilIy
ceases by means of a check valve held to Its seat
by the combustion pressure. On the other hand,
the air continues until combustion has started in
all
four chambers until shut off at the throttle.
Then the air valves drop out of engngcni^it l)y
llieir own weight.
As ])ressurc of gas supplied to the engine is always subject to considerable variation, it is necessary to provide an automatic regulator in the supply line to maintain al the inlet valves the proper
mixture. This mixture is ordin.arily set by the
r,iiri:i(.if b\' 111, .ins of two l)ut(er(ly dnnip'-r^ in ll"'

View

\'iew Sliowiiig CoiU.'iclor for Magnetic iKnilers and Sieht-feed Forced Lnbiicatois.

stroke-cycle Ras engine, economy is largely independent of the size of the unit, so that a zoo or
.lOO-liorsejKJwer engine is nearly as cnficlent in heat
consinnption as an engine of 1,000 honicpower or
more. Both show a heat consumption of close to
10,000 British thermal units per brake horsepowerhour. And this cllieiency is largely independent of
the kind of gas used, due to the fact that leaner

gases

higher

stand

will

compression

up

to

zoo

pounds for furnace gas.

Omaha
The Ncbraskri

Omaha
Omaha
.-l<

will

its

4tli,

"^

'''I-

and Reach Rods from Relay

Association

annual

May

management

ti"

Trades

first

.Auditorium on
'I

of Governor, SiiowinR Oil Relay

open

Show.

Electrical

Kleclrical

to

show

in

of
the

continue one
has suc-

*^tiow

Governor Valves,

to

DETAILS OF WESTINGHOUSE HORIZONTAL GAS ENGINE.
corners of an equilateral triangle. The results of
using more than one igniter are more rapid and
perfect combustion and an increase in electromotive
power of nearly four per cent, for the second igniter.

Recognizing engine lubrication as a vital necessity, the builders have relieved the operator entirely
For the
of the work by automatic lubrication.
employed.
lubricators
are
force-feed
cylinders,
Most important, the oil is accurately timed so as

and gas-supply pipes leading to each inlet. The
gas regulator emploj'cd on Westinghouse
engines consists simply of a butterfly <iisk valve
inserted in the supply line, the position of which
is controlled by a small gasometer connecting with
Thus the movement
the main on the engine side.
of the gasometer and the butterfly follows instantly
varying
demand
for
gas by the engine.
the
upon
Contrary to the general impression, it is asserted
frethat parallel operation at all but excessive

number of

air

ceeded

inain

and every indication points to the success
of the show.
It is no small undertaking to run
an electrical show in a city the size of Omaha, and

in

securing

a

large

excellent

exhibits,

especially the first show of the kind, but the members of the Nebraska Electrical Trades Association
have taken hold of this show with great energy
and enthusiasm, and that meails half the battle in
every case.
The Auditorium, which is located near the heart
of the city, will be beautifully illuminated and
decorated by means of an elaborate lighting scheme.
The exhibition space has practically all been taken
with the exception of a few booths, and will be
filled undoubtedly before the opening day of the

show.
All of the local electrical houses in Omaha and
Council Bluffs, of course, are represented in this
and among, the more prominent electrical
manufacturers the following may be mentioned
General Electric Company. Schenectady. N. Y.
Crouse-Hinds Company, Syracuse, N. Y.
Central Telephone and Electric Company. St.

show-

Louis.

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Adams-Bagnall Electric Compan.v, Cleveland, Ohio.
Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago and New York.
Buckeye Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Economical Electric Lamp Company, New York.
Independent Arm and Pin Company, Chicago.
Nungesser Electric Batterj- Company, Cleveland.
Blake Signal and Manufacturing Company, Boston.

Mass.

The

Batteries Supply

Company. Newark. N.

J.

Crescent Insulated Wire and Cable Company,
Trenton, N. J.
The Duplex Metals Company, New York.
The Federal Electric Company. Chicago.
Mathias Klein & Sons, Chicago.
National Carbon Company, Cleveland.
Sprague Electric Compan}', New York.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Pittsburg.
John A. Roebling's Sons Company. Trenton, N.J.

GENERAL VIEW OF ',000-HORSEPOWER GAS-ENGi.NE BLOWING UNIT FOR STEEL WORKS AT GARY,

H. W. Johns-Manville Company.' New York.
Nernst Lamp Company, Pittsburg.-

IND,

A. L. Ide
reach the piston just at the close of the power
Engine oil is
stroke when covering the oil ports.
served by a gravity system, including pump, filter
.arid elevated reservoir, with individual sight-feeds,
all controlled by a single A'alve, so that individual
to

.

adjustments, once set, need not be changed.
Particular attention has been given to reducing
the quantity of cooling water required for the engine.
For this purpose a series system has been
water pressure of
employed to some extent.
all
25 pounds is all that is required for supplying

A

parts.

horizontal engines are
started by compressed air and automatically through
individual cams and poppet valves, located along

As

in

smaller

sizes,

the

quencies

has

ceased

to

constitute

a

difficulty.

&

Sons, Springfield,

111.

A

sufficient factor of safety in amplitude of cyclical
provided, in Westinghouse engines to
is
provide for the contingency arising in case of disi.
e..
placement of one complete set of igniters
with the engine operating on "three legs." The
governing system employed controls the mixture
directly at the inlet to each cylinder, and at a
distant point, and a speed regulation as low as
(no load to full load) may be ob2j,< per cent,

Emancipated Mules

variation

;

tained.

The rating of these gas engines is placed at the
conservative figure of 10 per cent, below the maximum load the engine will sustain for a considerable
Owing to the high efficiency of the fourperiod.

A

few weeks ago

electric

of Reno.

locomotives

were

in-

to haul ore on the 700-foot level of the
Sutro tunnel on the Comstock Lode at Reno, Nev.
Until that time the ore was hauled by mules, and
the interesting statement is made that 12 of the
mules taken from the mine last month saw daylight for the first time in over 30 years.
The Sutro
tunnel was opened in 1877, when a large number
of mules were taken underground. Some have
since died, but the surviving 12 old veterans, now
relieved by the electric locomotive, will be pastured
stalled

out for the rest of their

lives.

—
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THE INSTALLATION, LABORATORY TESTING AND
REPAIRING OF ELECTRIC METERS.
By Joseph

Ordinarily,

Baker.

B.

Part V.

The Test Room.
Orgaiiiaation.— The

room"

"test

of

the

central-

company is the general headquarters for
and testing work connected with the company's meters. In small companies the term and
the place itself may comprehend all the available
station

shop

work

for every part of the

facilities

in

the history

meters, from the receipt and inof the
stallation of the meter, through every detail of
"meter
its service life, to its final dissolution into
parts" for the repair of other meters. In larger
installed

companies, in which specialization becomes
tageous, we begin to have an organization
"Meter Department," with separate test
stock rooms, machine shop, etc. In this
the

zation

room becomes

test

place

a

organi-

,

;

ment of the

room

test

certain

in

central-station

under the heads, "The Laboratory,"
"Special Equipment and Methods" and "The Repair Shop." However, no pretension to the giving
of an exhaustive account is made.
companies,

The
Functions
tions

of

other

and

the

the

meter-testing

the

meters, or (preferably) milli-voltmeters with shunts;
direct-current voltmeters, such as the Weston lab-

standard,

having

three

scales

volt scale

General

which a

;

standard having two scales, zero to 150 volts and
zero to 300 volts, with a thermometer and adjustresistance

able

into the case of the instrualternating-current wattmeters,
such as a selection from the line of Weston standard instruments, varying from two-ampere to 200-

ment

and,

;

fitted

lastly,

ampere capacity and provided with multipliers of
2 and 4 for enabling the wattmeters to be used
on 220-volt and 500-volt circuits. A wattmeter of
25-ampere capacity at potentials of 75, 150, 300
and 600 volts is especially useful.
Self-contained ammeters are not ordinarily advisable for meter-testing work, owing to the difficulty of reading small currents accurately on instruments of sufficient capacity to test meters of
25-ampere capacity and over, and to the temperature error that comes in when the instrument remains too long in the load circuit.
Whether an ammeter or a shunt with a milHvoltmeter is employed, it should be connected in
circuit so as not to measure the current in the
potential circuit of the meter.
The use of a milli-voltmeter (calibrated in amperes) and shunt instead of a self-contained ammeter, in measuring load current, is preferred by
many companies. The facility of makin.g connections with a separate shunt commends this method
alike for measuring large currents in the test room
and for measuring currents of all strengths in
testing on consumers' premises.
Fig.

7

a

is

three-scale

(1.5,

diagram of the connections of a
15 and 150-ampere) milli-voltmeter
To

to

Looc/

—

The furic-.
make meter and

Equipmenf.
are

to

(additional multipliers of 10 and 20 are
alternating-current voltmeters, of
suitable form is the Weston laboratory

also convenient)

fram/^eret

laboratory

reading

and 150 volts, respectively, with multipliers
i-S
for doubling or quadrupling the range on the 150-

Laboratory.

and

keep the testing apparatus in
equipment consists of various
pieces of physical and electrical apparatus, including so-called "secondary standards" in the form
of laboratory, switchboard and portable instruments
a larger or smaller immber, according to the
size or degree of organization of the company
and in some of the larger companies a number
of original or "primary" standards. Several of the
instruments of each of these types are briefly
tests,

calibration.

may

oratory

exclusively

switchboard

the

instruments conand battery-charging
equipment of indicating instruments
include high-grade portable direct-current am-

3.

rooms,

from

to

circuits,

of the

Here are lorepair
work.
and
cated the men, apparatus and equipments for the
calibration and general maintenance of the company's meters, including all work on meters removed from their places of installation for any
cause. The place is also employed as a headquarters for tests at consumers' installations.
In some companies the workshops are utilized
for every kind of electrical testing, experimental
and repair work that may come up in connection
with the plant as a whole. This work may include
much that is outside the immediate scope of the
Meter Department, such as the testing and repairing of transformers, motors and storage batteries, and of arc and incandescent lamps, including
photometric w'ork and life tests of the last-mentioned
the analysis of fuels and oils
and the
making of engine and boiler tests at the company'^
central stations, and tests of the efficiency of the
electric machinery at its stations and sub-stations
and at consumers' installations. Finally, and in
conjunction with the foregoing work, the test room
has the care and calibration of the instruments
used in testing work.
In what follow^s will be given notes of the author's observations on the functions and equip;

Apart
nected

advan-

testing

for

indicating instruments of inappropriate range which
were themselves in error, for example, on the
low part of the scale. This subject is discussed
practically on pages 593-595 of Mr. H. Miller's
article,
"Metering Commercial Electric Currents,"
in the Electric Journal for October, 1907.

Its

Secondary Standards.

—The

equipment of labora-

tory instruments naturally includes not only the
apparatus required for meter calibrating work at

room and

the

test

the

entire

for the periodic checking of
equipment of portable and switchboard
instruments belonging to the company, but for the
work of testing meters in service at consumers'

in^itallations.

Enough instruments of
pacities

equal

should

precision

heavy loads.
justed

as

a

be
ran

different ranges and caprovided so that readings of

be

made on both

Meters have
result

of tests

been

light

incorrectly

and
read-

made upon them by

NV/rr.— Th'« *rria) irtlclr. hrfrtn in th" WVhlcrn F,lcc(ri^
rian of Apri\ i, i^Kt8. is j^n ''Iv'>nce niiMicalion of .1 pnr.
tir.^ nf a
fir»ticOftiInc tiook hy Mr. Raker on thr p-rnfral
••ibjpct of "El'ctric Meters."
It
will b- unf]er«*oofl that
iht preicni •erUl rcfcrj lo wait-hour m«tcri uMd on cu»Ismcrs' prcmUei.

potential in the shunt.
milli-voltmeter will be

connected directly to the load binding posts. But
in the form of shunt illustrated, separate binding
posts (the bottom row in the diagram) are provided for the milli-voltmeter connections, these
binding posts being wired to the ends of the shunts
through the small resistance coils shown (contained in the shunt box), by means of which the
final calibration of the milli-voltmeter is effected.
Additional shunts may be provided, enabling the
same milli-voltmeters to be used for measuring
larger currents than the above; e. g., 300, 500, 600,
1,000 and 1,200 amperes.
The following precautions should be observed in
handling the milli-voltmeter and shunt
Under no conditions should any other millivoltmeter leads than the ones furnished with the
instrument be used, or the lengths of these leads
be changed.
Before changing connections, or load, in circuit
with the load binding posts, the milli-voltmeter
should be disconnected by removing the wire from
the binding post not marked -f- on the shunt, and
placing it under any of the other milli-voltmeter
binding posts. In this way, a short-circuit or overload through the shunt will be prevented from
impressing an abnormal voltage on the instrument,
thereby bending the needle or burning out its
coils,
or burning out the calibrating coil in the
shunt box. A momentary heavy current which
would not injure the shunt itself might completely
'

wreck the instrument.

The

milli-voltmeter leads should be covered with

good soft-rubber tubing, and should Be kept clear
of the ground when the instrument is connected
a live shunt, in order to avoid liability of
reverse readings due to leakage.
In using the milli-voltmeter and shunt on threewire systems with grounded neutral, the shunt
shoul.d be cut in on the neutral, if possible, and
not on either of the outside mains, in order to
avoid liability of short-circuit by accidental grounding of an instrument lead connected to the shunt,
tn many consumers' installations, however, it is
not practicable to connect the shunt in this way,
as the meter is cut in in one of the outside wires,
and the neutral carried through without break in
the service wiring.
to

[To he continued.l

Induction Motors

in

a Brewery.

In following out its plan for enlarging and improving the power equipment for its large plant, the
Pabst Brewing Company, M'ilwaukee, recently placed
contracts for a line of 25-cycle Allis-Chalmers induction motors, of standard and special design,
ranging in capacity from fi\'e to 50 horsepower.
These motors, which are three-phase, 440-volt machines, are to be driven from the three AllisChalmers engine and generator units installed some
months ago in a central station to replace a number of smaller isolated power plants in various parts
of the brewery. The electrical generating equipment has a capacity of i.ioo kilowatts. The power
station for this establishment has been made a
notable show plant, and the addition of inductionmotor drive is but one more step toward an ideal

A Large Order for Air Brakes.
The Chicago Railways Company, which owns all
of the North Side and West Side street railways
in the city of Chicago, has just

awarded a contract
the National Brake and Electric Company, Milto furnish all of the air-brake apparatus for the 1,200 new cars, which, in accordance with the traction ordinance, it will purchase
and place in service within the next three years.
The Chicago Railways Company expects to put
about 550 new cars into service this summer, orders
for 400 cars having already been placed with the
car builders.
This contract, it is believed, covers a larger
number of air brakes than has ever before been
contracted for by any electric-railway company.
to

Mil/i-Vo/rmetei

waukee, Wis.,

herewith.

Many companies havin.ij a set of primary standards make a practice of using them to check their
secondary' standards every week.
Companies not
possessine primary standards of their own generally iitilize their sccondarv standards for checking their equipment of portable instruments, relying
npon an occasional recalibration nf the former by
sn outside standardizing bureau. The United States
Bureau of Standards. Washington. D. C. or the
Electrical Testing Laboratories. Now York city,
are equipped for recalibrating the primary and secondare' standards of central-station comp.anies.

of
the

1908

equipment for brewery service.

—

described

fall

therefore,

2,

FIG.

and

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF THREE-SCALE
7.
MILLI-VOLTMETER AND SHUNT FOR TESTING
ON customers' PREMISES.
shunt

premises.

meter

for

The shunt

testing
consists

on
of

the

consumers'

three

low-resist-

and
low temperature coefficient, mounted in a ventilated
wooden box, and connected to the heavy "load
ance

binding

appropriate

of

strips,

posts"

the

service

top

(the

means of which

the shunt

carr^'ing

row
is

in

the

capacity

figure),

by

cut in on one side of

meter and load, as
be placed in any location
'he service wiring, thereby

The shunt may

directly

accessible

to

avoiding the necessity of providing and connecting
up heavy test leads, and leaving the milli-voltmctcr,
which is connected to the shunt by light wires, lo
he placed in the most convenient location for reading.

In another form of (his current-measuring apparatus, especially adapted to meter testing, the
"multiplying power" of the shunt is 1.5, 15 and 75;
i.
c.,
the set has three ranges, zero to 1.5, to 15
and lo 75, respectively. The milli-voltmeler has
only two scales, however, zero lo 15 and zero lo
the former answering for the lowest range
7.5,
also (zero lo I..s) by assigning each scale rlivision
on that scale a value of one-tenth its stated value.
The function of the inilli-vollmcter is to measure
the current passing through one or another of the
low-rcsistancc

The Franklin

between

wiring,

shown.

strips,

or

''shunts,"

which

it

docs

Institute.

In the Journal of the Franklin Institute of the
State of Pennsylvania for April there is a report
of an interesting lecture, with portraits and ilhistrations, on "The Franklin Institute; Its Services
and Deserts." by Dr. Persifor Frazer. The lecture
was delivered on February 14. 1908, on the occasion of a reception to mark the reorganization of
the society following its receipt of the Benjamin
Franklin legacy. Franklin Institute, tievotcd lo science and the mechanic arts, was founded in iRad.
Many distinguished men have been connected with
it.
and it has an honorable histor>'. The present
president is Walton Clark, and Dr. William H.

Wahl

is

secretary.

H. Hyatt, the promoter of an interurban
between Oklahoma City and El Reno, has left
for St. Louis to purchase rails and material for
the line and says that the work will begin at once.
H.

line

.\l:iv

-',
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The New Incandescent Lamps.'
Francis W.

I)Y

Tantalum Lamp.
l.inip was the first iiiulal-filaniciil
Ihc supremacy of the orilinary
llic i-\cellcin cdicicncy of two
VVidi
c:irl)on lamp.
walls ]Ki- caiiillc llic lamp was a matt-rial iiiiprovcordinary carboif lamp, which reMU'iit over llie
quires 3.S walls per candle for the same life as
the lanialum (on direct curreni). KiviiiR a savinR
willi Ihe lanlahnii lamp of over 40 per cent, for the
same illnminalion, or, as llie lanlalmn lamp is not
made less than 20 candlepower, a saviiiR of about
Ki-candlepnwer lamp,
.10 per cent, over the ordinary
'riiis material gain in economy has Riven the lamp

l.inUilnm

I'lic

l;uii|)

1"

dispiiU'

commercial lighting, and over
lamps have been sold in this counThe lamp wonld have had a wider nse but

RiMiil

;i

start

in

i.joo.ooo of the
liy.

certain liiniling conditions.
In Ihc first place. Ilic tantalum lamp reached its
development a lillle late, coming as it did at the
lime of Ihe iulrodnclion of the Gem or metallized
which g.ive an efficiency of abont 2.5
filament,
walls per candle at a cost of but 25 per cent, more
carbon lamp, whore the tantalum
ordinary
than Ihe
lamp cost three limes as much as Ihe carbon lamp.
Secondly. Ihc reduced life on alternating current
(about half of that on direct current at ordinary
frequencies, 60 cycles or less) practically limited
the lamp to direct-current service, and this seriously
restricted its field of application on central-station
service, in which alternating current is used for
(Out of 4.000 ccnlral stations in
Ihe most part.
Ihis country less Iban 300 by number have directcurrent service; about 40 per cent, by quantity of
for

lamps.)

Further, the relatively high cost of the lamp
(about three times that of the carbon lamp) made
for central stations to supply free reit impossible
newals of the lamp as is customary for carbon
lamps.
This naturally restricts its use among central-station consuniers, many of wdiom hesitate to
adopt a lamp they have to pay for when they can
get free lamps, even though a clear saving of 20
to 30 per cent, in current and 25 per cent, inillumination
can be shown.
This has
creased
necessitated a great deal of advertising and soliciting work to introduce the lamp.
In spite of these limiting conditions the tantalum
lamp has been quite extensively employed in this
country since its introduction a year and a half
Most of the "lamps have been the so-watt
ago.
(25 candlepower) and 40-watt (20 candlepower)
sizes.
An 8o-watt size is also made, which is used
as an incandescent unit with the No. 2 size Holophanes. The 40-watt and So-watt are also supplied
in the jNIeridian bulbs.
The lamps have taken best in central-station service where the central station does not supply free
renewals of carbon lamps, and customers being accustomed to buying their lamps will more readily
purchase and try the tantalum. There are, however,
relatively few of the direct-current central stations
which charge for renewals of carbon lamps.
The early difficulties in the manufacture of tantalum lamps have now been entirely overcome, and
the present lamps are giving excellent life and very
satisfactory service.

The average

on direct-current service runs
guaranteed figure of 700 hours,
lasting for 1,200 hours and more.
The life on alternating-current ser\dce, as is well
known, is below the direct-current life. The alternating-current life varies with the frequency.
life

well

beyond

with

many lamps

the

The 40-watt tantalum lamp is naturally the most
popular size, since the lamp saves 10 watts (one
kilowatt-hour for every 100 hours of service) over
the ordinary so-watt carbon lamp, and thus saves
its added cost in 400 to 500 hours of service rates.
Considering its economy, brilliant quality of light
and present excellent life performance on direct
current the lamp should have a wilder use.
What effect the introduction of the tungsten will
have on the tantalum only time can tell. At present, appearances are that it will help to extend the
use of the tantalum lamp in the smaller sizes.
The tantalum lamp will form a good adjunct to
the tungsten, as it is a more hardy lamp, cheaper
and more adaptable to the ordinary socket installations.
It will,
probabl}', therefore, share in the
increased demand for high-efficiency lamps created
by the tungsten lamp and be used as a supplement
to the tungsten in locations where it would not be
desirable,_pr practical

to

employ the

Rasoline plants, Ihc cleclric company lias
use of lanl.'thim lamps a KTcal aid III
Over 10,000
incre.'isinR and luildiuK i's customers.
.so-wall, as-canille lanliluin lamps have been put
into service out of a liilnl of 32,000 ifi-caiidlepowcr

latter.

A

large part of the tantalum lamp installations
been on isolated plants.
Its most successful
service has been given on such plants in relieving
overloaded apparatus and giving additional illumination without any increase of giant.
A successful example of its use in central-station
work is to be found at Muncie, Ind., a city of
30,000 inhabitants.
Provided with an abundant supply of natural gas distributed by five or more sep-.
arate companies and with a widespread use of indi-

has

Gem

shaileil

Ihc

Wr

lamp eipiivalents coniiecled.
livery laiilaUiiil lamp
w.'is sold al 60 cents each as compared to carbon
l.inips

al

15

ceiils.

one-half of the l.antahini lamps installed
are used on a flat-rale i)asls under a two-year contract.
The rate of 60 cents per nionlh for each 50
income of $144
w.'ills connccled yields ..11 annual
The use of the taiitaluiii
per kilow:Ut connected.
lamp in conjunction with an aggressive cainpaiKii
for business has assisted 10 increase the connected
incandescent lighting demand 23 per cent, for Ihe
last year in face of most severe compclilion.
In Ibe lighting of office buildings in the larger
cities,
such as New York and Boston, Ihe t.aiilalum lamp has proved of marked value.
Many
such buildings have overloaded lighting plants or
need increascil lighling capacity, but do not wish
to make additions to pl.tnt. as aside from the expense involved it is not possible or practicable in
many cases to obtain the additional space required.
Furthermore, the modern office building ;md hotel
must today provide a liberal and high-graile dluminalioti and Ihe lanialum lamp ^ives the distinctly
brilliant and .-iltraotive quality of light required.
.'\bout

Tl'Xgsten Lamp.

The

filament of tungsten lamps
like copper or iron wire.

not a wire of
is too
brittle to be drawn, and although the metal has
been known for considerably over a century, it is
only in the last few years that it has been possible
to build a wire of it
a feat which has given us the
tungsten lamp.
In order to make a filament of tungsten, the
fine particles of
the metal powder
(its
general
form) are made into a paste with, some binding
material and this paste squirted through a die,
which die must be made from a diamond as tbe
only material suitable.
The filament so obtained
is dried. Ihe binding material
removed by suitable
processes and the particles of tungsten welded together into a continuous wire.
Metallic conductivity is generally high; and to
obtain the necessary resistance with tungsten for
100 to 125-volt lamps, long and very thin filaments
are required.
As such filaments are somewhat delicate and soften when burning, it is necessary to
provide special methods of supporting the filament.
The General Electric Company supports its filaments in the lamps with a special and cle\'er form
of anchor wdiicb permits burning the lamps in any

metal

is

Tungsten

—

position.

.Although the filament of the tungsten lamp is
fragile, this difficulty can be and is being overcome
by special methods of packing and greater care m
handling the lamps. We have the evidence o'-f the
Welsbach mantle to the point that fragility is not
a very serious difficulty.
The early carbon filaments were as delicate and fragile as those of
tungsten are todaj'. and nobody would have then
believed that a carbon filament would be made as
durable as we know it to be today.
Our company in the last few months has shipped
over 75.000 tungsten lamps to all parts of the
country with positive and direct information from
most of the packages as to breakage. The results
show an average of not exceeding I'A per cent,
breakage, wdiich compares favorably with brcaka.ge
on ordinary lamps.
A point of value occurs here. It is found that
tungsten filaments while burning cannot readily
be broken so if customers will keep lamps lighted
while cleaning lamp, globe or fixture, lamp breal^age will be minimized.
The positive temperature coefficient of tungsten
(and tantalum) lamps causes them to suffer much
smaller changes of candlepower and life for any
change in voltage than occurs n'ith the carbon-filament lamp, all of which makes these new lamps bet;

ter

able to stand the fluctuations of sen-ice condi-

tions than the old.

As

is

now

well

known, the multiple tungsten lamps

made in this country in 40-watt, 60watt and loo-w^att sizes, and so far over 200,000
of such American-made lamps have been made and
sold.
The probable supply of such lamps for the
ensuing 12 months wdll be from 3,ckx>.ooo to
This will be enough to enable the
5,000.000 lamps.
central stations of the country to displace some
gas arcs and take on additional business.
The tungsten lamp is used to the best advantage
w'ith the bowl form of Holophane reflector, particularly with the frosted type, w-hich gives a very soft
From such a unit
and agreeable lighting effect.
combination it is possible to obtain an illumination
of four foot-candles per w-att per square foot upon
a plane 10 to 12 feet below the lamps, which is
fourfold better than the average result from ordinary lamps and shades.
It must be realized that the tungsten lamp is a
are

being

radically different proposition in
1.
This is the ereater pari of a paper read before the Iowa
Electrical Association at Des Moines on April 22. iqoS. The part
omitted relates principally to the
lama. The author is
assistant to the manaeer of the Lamp Sales Department of the
General Electric Company at Harrison. N. J.

enclosed in frottcd ur opal globes, or
so as to avoid K'arc.
have in the liiiiKslen lamp a wholly new
condition, as by rcaiion of its very high efficiency
wc arc no longer re((uirtd lo depend uiion the
nearness of Ihc illuminani, but can flo<jd a room
or shop willi a dayliglil brilliancy at rcasoiuible
costs with lamps placetl well alKjve the view. En-

Miilably

viilual

found

Wii.i.cox.
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many

respects.

It

not a lamp to replace ordinary lamps e\-erywhere,
as it is too large a candlepow-er and too brilliant.
It requires to be used in a somewhat more special
way above the line of vision, or, in any event,

is

—

closed globes anil spheres can now be economically
illuminated to a full and satisfactory brilliancy.
All previous limilallons arc removed, opening up a
new era of daylight illuminalion.
also have in llie lungsleii lamp a wonderfully
allraelive qnalily of light of the brilliant resplendency of sunlight, rcprodnciiiK llie daylight and
bringing out every color in ils Irne lone and shade.
Finally we have in Ihe Inngslcn a lamp that practically docs not change in
candlepower or brilliancy, giving a- good, long life of 800 hours or

We

more of undimmed (as

far

as the eye can

tell)

illumination.

CE.VTRAr.-STATION

POLICV.

Improvements in lamps heretofore have indicated progress, but the tungsten lamp means a revolution in the lighling industry. Ils eflfect will be
more far-reaching than even that of the Welsbach
mantle.
Can there be any ccntral-slation manager indifferent or antagonistic to the adoption of
Ihe tungsten lamp?
If so, let him consider how
he would like to he denied ils use while a compeling 'company were to employ it.
What would
have happened to gas lighting had there been no
Welsbach light? It is not whether electric com-

want Ihe tungsten lamp, but what would
become of ihcm if they could not and did not get
panies
it?

Many

the

possible

companies are too prone to consider only
effect

on business

in

hand

(generally

under 25 per cent, of the entire lighting employed;
and not look to the possibilities for new business
to be reaped from the
75 per cent, or more lighting
done by other illuminants.
Now the tungsten lamp can and should be em-

ploj'cd primarily to secure new business.
Let every
central station take the tungsten lamp and go after
the fellows they have never been able to wean away

from gas or oil, or who have gone back to gas or
oil.
Let your old customers know you have the
tungsten lamp and tha.t they get them at a price,
but push them with tbe unsecured fellows and scfe
the result. It is not necessary to do anything more
than put the lamps in they will talk for themselves
far more eloquently than anyone else can for them,
and you can count on holding the business. The
lamps will never be ordered out.
In other words, if you will try the "pay-after;

.vou-have-tried-them" plan (instead of the "pay-asyou-enter," the new street-car programme), you
will find that you can introduce as many
lamps
as .vou can obtain from the manufacturers and hold
business permanently with them.
The central-station supply policy on lamps should therefore aim
to make the stock of lamps obtainable available
chiefly for developing new business.
To this end a
price should be made on the lamps which will not
cause the old customers to take them up too rapidly,
but will leave most of Ihe lamps available for use
in securing new customers.
Experience in electric-lighting service has shown
that it has been a desirable policy for central stations to have as complete control and direction over
the lamps used on their circuits as it is possible to
obtain.
Complete control has been obtained by the
free-renewal policy, which policy has quite generally prevailed with central-station companies in this
country.
While the some principles considered
desirable with the carbon lamps apply, the writer
believes, to the new lamps, the relatively higher
price of the new makes it impossible to supply
them on the free-renew-al basis, and it is necessary
for central stations to make a charge to cover at
least the additional cost of such lamps.
Along this line of policy, therefore, it might be
desirable to supply the lamps at a lower figure
than they could be purchaseii by customers in the
open market, but at a conservative figure, erring
rather on the side of a safe cost than too low a
price, in view of the relative limited output of
such lamps and the desirability of utilizing them
chiefly for obtainjng new business instead of creating too great demand from present installations.
The relative greater fragility of the tungsten lamps
and the danger of breakage are deemed by some
sufficient cause for charging the full list price for
the lamps on the assumption that central stations
must, for business policy reasons, guarantee every
individual lamp's performance something that the
manufacturer cannot, of course, attempt to do.
Several companies have adopted the plan of furnishing the lamps with direct charge to the customer by making a monthly maintenance charge per
lamp therefor, after the plan that has been follow^ed for years by gas companies with gas "arcs"
and also w'ith the Nernst lamps.
fair monthly charge for the lOO-watt tungsten
lamp for an average use of two to four hours per
day would be 25 cents per lamp per month, and in
many cases it might be desirable to have the supply and maintenance of these lamps undertaken by
a separate company controlled by the lighting company, so that the collection of the charges for main-
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Tabi.k

Cost of Lighting bv Tungsten Lamp for 1,000 Hours

I.

Saving
Wilh

Cos/ of Current at

in

3Z-C. P. 40-Watl

With

TunESten.
Kales

per
Hour.

in Cls.

W.

K.

W.

P. C.

^
^
3

•:;'.:.::::.';:::

P. c.

W.

v. C.

from the renewal cost of the gas mantles of $10.50
leaves an excess of $5-50 for the gas mantles for
the year.
Adding this excess to the cost for gas
at $1 per thousand, $14, we have a total of $19.50
per lamp as the figure to be paid for power.

8o-C

P.

.

loo-Watl Tungsten.

7-42
S.16
S.i)I

7.10

not be involved with

3-(i4

4.86
G.07
7.29
8.50
9.72
12.15
13-36
14.58

tlie

Overs 16-C.P. Overs 16-C.P. Over 75 C. P.
187-Watt
Carbon 3.5
Carbon 3.1

P.

W.

Gein.

P. C.

0.95
1.90
2.85
3.80
4.75
5.70
6.65
7.60
9.50
10.45
11.40

2.43
1.7S
2.37
2.96
3.55
4-14
4-74
5-92
6.51

533

II

w.

1. 21

0.74
1.48
2.22
2.97
3-71
4-45
5.20

,

wouM

With

48-C. P. 60-Watt Tungsten.

0.65
1.30

So

I.

.

Gem.

P. C.

1.50
3.00
4.50
6.00
7.50
9 00
10.50
12.00
15.00
16.50
18.00

3.60
5.40
7.20
y.oo
10.80
12. to
14.40

95

2.60
3-25
3.90
4-55
5.20
0.50
7.15
7.80

W.

P. C.

18.00
19.80
21.60

0.87

'

1.75

2.62
3-50
4-37
5.25
6.12
7.00
8.75
9.62
10.50

providing profitable business for central-station
companies.
These lamps, as is well known, are
in 32, 40 and 60 candlepower, and the amperes range from 4 to 7.5 amperes at an efficiency of
i'/4 watts per candle.
One of the eastern centralstation companies has obtained in service test a
life of 1,350 hours on these lamps.
On the basis
of 4,000 hours' service per year, this would only
call for three renewals.
substantial saving per
lamp can therefore be shown for the tungsten lamp
over the carbon. It is to be expected, therefore,
that the tungsten lamp will promptly replace all
other forms of electric lamps for street lighting.
A recent installation of these lamps at Adel, Iowa,
has given the following comparison of saving to be
secured
This company installed a constant-current transformer of 8.8 kilowatts and 5.5 amperes complete
with switchboard panel, with a circuit of 82 40-candlepower tungsten lanips supplied therefrom. These
replace a lighting installation of 82 32-candlepower
multiple carbon lamps.
The saving this customer
makes the first year in energy will pay for the
installation of the new apparatus and still show
a net saving of over $115.
The second year the
saving will be over $413.
This saving is obtained
on the basis of three cents per kilowatt-hour and
three renewals of lamps per year.

central-sta-

in

company's account for current.
In view of tlie fact tliat tlie relative price of the
40-watt and 60-watt lamps is higher in proportion
to their candlepower and income than the lOO-watt
tungsten, it might be justifiable to charge the same
tion

listed

say $1.50 each for the three lamps, offering
the customer the option of any. size desired, and
as the customer would rather obtain the most for
his money, this might tend to create a demand for
price,

A

the larger and higher wattage lamp, which would
be desirable from the central-station viewpoint,
which is to induce customers to increase the
amount of light for the same wattage rather than
decrease his consumption by using lower wattage
lamps.
Table I. shows the saving secured for equal
candlepower by the tungsten lamp. It shows the
rates at which any one of these new tungsten
lamps will pay their full cost or additional cost
over equivalent candlepower of carbon filament in
It will be
a given term of service, I,(X)0 hours.
noted that the lOO-watt tungsten will pay its full
cost in this time at a rate of one cent per kilowatt-hour and its additional cost at any rate over
The 40-watt lamp
one-half cent per kilowatt-hour.
pays its full cost at any rate over lYi cents per
rates,
central-station
ordinary
For
kilowatt-hour.
therefore, these lamps will justify their full cost
and save their full cost several times over for

and now that

cost,

terms the

Table III.— Cost per Candle to Consumer for
Various Lamps.
Total Cost of Lamps and Power per too
Candle-hours.

Rates per
Cents-

32-C. P.

40-C. P.

lOO-Watt

lOo-Watt

40-Watt

100-Watt

Gem.

Tantalum.

Tungsten.

Carbon.

.

capacity of
the service.

20-C. P.

.43

.85

80-C- P.

5

6
7

Any

II

tinually

13
14

15

.784.
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1.

001

1.218
1.435
1.652
1.869

.1.24
1.5-1

1.78
2.05
2.32

2.086

2.-59

2.303

2.86
3.13

2.520
2.731
2.954

3.40
3.67
3.94
4.2.

.416

.567

.70

1.19
1.53
1.87
2.21
2.552.89
3.23
3.57
3 91
4.25
4.59
4.93
5.27

3

8

compete on equal

able to

is

use

only measured by the
company to supply

is

central-station

Vitrification of Clays.

By
This brief

Gl a. Ernest.

article

intended for the information

is

and terra

of inspectors of conduit

liminary, vitrification

.

:824
.96

1.096
1. 232
1.368
1.S04

,

1.64
1.776
1. 912
2.05
2.184
2.3!

3.171

3.388
3.605

of melting a
to cause a fusion

of the whole body into a homogeneous mass, which, upon cooling, will present
a flinty surface, showing a slight luster, without
laminations, which cannot be scratched with steel.
-

In order fully to understand the process of clay
it is necessary to have a slight knowledge of the composition of clay and how the clay
affected by heat.
Composition of Clay. Clay is a mixture of numerous earthy compounds, of which a constant
constituent is a hydrated silicate of alumina, of
the formula AUG,,, 2SiO., 2HjO. This substance is

is

—

highly refractory, resisting fusion to a high degree
temperature. With this cornplex compound is

interesting point is the comparison
of street-lighting costs of tungsten lamps in competition

with

gas.

The 40-candlepower tungsten

lamp with its practically constantly maintained candlepower during life will match the regular Wels-

,

always mixed a number of "fluxing impurities"
the form of oxides, with a much lower heat

bach street lamp, which, while it claims an initial
candlepower of 60, declines so rapidly in candlepower that its average candlepower is no greater
than the 40-candlepower tungsten lamp.
The gas
mantle, using 3^^ cubic feet of gas per hour, will
burn 14,000 feet during a year's service of 4,000
hours, amounting to $14 at $1 per thousand, or
Assuming
$10.50 at 75 cents per thousand feet.
the renewals of mantles in use, repair and attention to lamps as fixed to three cents per lamp per
night (the figures used in recent Buffalo contract),
the total cost per lamp will be $24.95, with gas at
$1 per thousand, or $21.45 with gas at 75 cents per
thousand. Assuming four renewals per year as a
conscrva(i\'e figure for the tungsten lamp at a
price of $1.27^/2 each, we have about $5 for the
lamp-renewal cost for the tungsten. Deducting this

16-C. P.

32-C. p:

20-C.

I".

40-C- P.

56-Walt
Carbon,

100-Watt

50-\V:itl

loo-Watt

Carbon.

Gem.

Gem.

56
000

100
500
25. 5e
50
0.51C

50
500
2t.2SC
25

100
500
29.75c
5"

0.85c

O.J95C

iti-C.

1'.

The

ultimate analysis of clay might be expressed
follows

as

Pure Clay— Kaolinite,
Fluxing Impurities

AUO:. 2SiO= 2H;.0.

Silica

SiO,

Alumina

ALO,

Ferric oxide

FciO,,

cko

Magnesia
Potash
Soda

MgO
KjO
Na;0

Titanic oxide
Sulphur trioxide
Carbon dioxide

TiOi

Water
Heat

H:d
Effects

Sd
COi
Mi.vcd

oil

C/b_v.— When

20-C. P.

32.C. p.

4S-C. P.

80-C. P.

Hour

walu
life

1080 per cent of

c

p

Colt of lamp
Kw.-hr«. durinif life
Co*! of renirwaU per kw--hr
C'-' p'- \'t, hrv of service for power

500
17c

'

'.

I

of

56

56c

power and

50C

$1.00

54«V

54XC

7.3J»

H.700

14.720

9,200

St. 07
18.400

3.4c
o,i3C

3.8c
0,13c

5S-4e

C-

5IC

40
«oo
8I-22V4
32
3.83c

Co
800
Si.4334
48
3.0C

40c

60c

55-3C

78.5c

23,680

35.520

800
Si. 70
8a
2. lie

—
.1

It

.16.4c

Certain organic oxides arc driven

3-

14.720

3.63c

2.7c
0.23c

2.17c
0.35":

1.36c
0.50C

1.36c

1.36c

0-41C

0.28c

1.G4C

smli as

off.

the oxide of iron, carbon

and sulphur.
The softening of the clay mass at

4.

pcratures follows in

Uiii

liigli

following order and wilh
the following results in the cooled clay mass:
(a) Incipient

has

together,

the

VilrHication.

softened

— In

sufficiently

and

enough

to

stage

this

thtf

make

the

grains

prevent

the

recog-

to

The

particles

sufficiently to close up
nor to allow of a rcThe broken mass of the clay shows

have not, however, softened
all

pores of the mass

the

a

dull

surf.Tcc

wilh

tinctly evident in
ticles

laminations

the mass, with

showing no heat

arrested

at

this

Si .00

S Si. 21
60,000

100 r.-inflfc-houf« at

per loocaniilc-hour^.
Totai co«t power and lampi per 100
candlc'hourt (at toe par kw.-hour
for pO'*er)

$1.00

57 -re

floo

lampit per loo

irinii life
r

J7C

0.30c

iTrkw.-hr
r

1.

clay

2. The water of crystallization, a conslitucnl part
of the clay particles, is driven oflf.

crystallization.
Tntal

the

mass is heated in a. kiln the following indefinitely
marked stages of burning result:
1.
The free water, mechanically mixed in (he
clay, is driven oiT at low temperatures.

stick

40-Watt
60-Watt
40-Walt
100-Watt
Tantalnni. Tungsten. TunKStcn, TunRSten.

in

re-

sistance.

nition of any, except the larger ones.
SO-Watt

a pre-

Lime

The more
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cotta.
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be defined as the process
sufficient quantity of the clay body

clay
II.

the

it
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of
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costs, etc.

Table

of

limit

vitrification
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longer life than a year introduces a conincreasing hazard of mechanical breakage
under ordinary conditions of service from hanIn any event, the special chardling, cleaning, etc.
acter of the tungsten lamp and its fragility render
it
easily possible for consumers either maliciously
or carelessly to increase the breakage on the lamps
to such an extent as to heavily increase the renewal cost to central stations attempting to supply
such lamps on free-renewal basis.
It would seem from these considerations that it
is
wholl}^ impracticable to attempt free renewals
through the plan of increasing the life.
The life of the tungsten lamp operated or handled with reasonable care is so good at regular
rated efficiency of 15^ watts per candle that it is
unnecessary to vary the rating thereon, as such
variations tend to reduce the brilliancy and candlepower of the lamp and mar one of its chief advantages and attractions.
Table II. gives some data on the various new
lamps, including the tungsten, and will repay careIn tabic III. is shown the cost to a
ful study.
consumer of a candle-hour of light at various rates
per kilowatt-hour, including coit of power and lamp
renewals.
The tungsten street series lamp is of equal, if
not greater, value than the tungsten multiple lamp

50

or, on the basis of 4.000 hours' service, 200
kilowatt-hours, so that dividing $19.50 by 200 kilowatt-hours we have a rate of nearly 10 cents per
kilowatt-hour, which could be charged to meet the
cost of gas.
This rate, of course, is most remunerative for this class of service.
Central stations
could afford to make a materially lower rate than
this and thus be able to effectually compete against
Welsbach lamps for street lighting.
Incandescent
lamps for street lighting possess many advantages,
as the small units of light distributed at frequent
intervals secure a uniformity of distribution (hat
insures much better and more agreeable illumination than can be obtained with large units of light
spaced at considerable distances apart.
From this review of the lamp situation we can
declare that central-station companies have great
cause for rejoicing over the new developments
which have given them a lighting device of such
efficiency and simplicity and low cost as will enable
them to effectually compete on the basis of cost
against gas and other Uluminants.
Electric lighting
has held its own in spite of a serious handicap in

watts,

:

equal illumination.
word here as to the suggestion that the tungsten lamp be used at a lower efficiency to secure
a materially longer life and thereby permit reduced
The necessary life
costs or free renewals tlicreon.
for the lOO-watt tungsten lamp to reduce the cost
to that of the present carbon-lamp costs, runs 3,000
It
hours, and for the 40-watt lamp, 7,500 hours.
should be unnecessary to point out that such lives
The ordinary use of
are wholly impracticable.
lamps of two to three hours a day means a year's
service with 1,000 hours' life, and this is about the
limit of practical lamp life on which to consider

renewal

1908

2,

The 40-candlepower tungsten lamp consumes
W.

tcnance

of Service.

J'arious KiloTXJatt-honr Rates.

Over 3= C. P. Over 32 C. P. Over 50 C. P. Over 50 C. P. Over 50 C.
Carbon 3.1
125-Watt
Carbon 3.6
Carbon 3.1
Carbon 3.6
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steel;

more or
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resultant
will

less

dis-

isolated par-

the

Inirning

mass

will

is

be

absorb water quite
the

conlinued

absorption of alkaline and acid liquids.
Vitrification.—VnAcr a
(b) Complete

contimietl

will

disintegrate

under

and gradual increase of tempcralure the clay granules undergo an additional softening, sufficient to
close up all the pores and render the mass impcr-

:
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Clays

vioiis.

:

to

biinicil

crystalline,
broken
lliiily,
smooth fracture, having a

laminations.

iiu

with

scratched

passed

the

viscous

leaves

it

rise

the

in

as

.softening

the

leave

to

in

sid)Stanee

dark,

a

a

so

Complete vitrilication is essential to a perfect
and the stages of incipient vitrilication and
viscosity shoidd be avoided.
Chemical I'roccss of ViUification. It is ap|),irent
lliat
proper vitrification of clay depends primarily
upon two factors

—

(i)

the

tests

it

is

form

purest

of

complete
if

the

vitrifica-

were

piece

of complete vitrification.
comparative and should be first tried
lack

Some Recent

Motor-driven
Blowers.

Pumps and

Tlic great convenience of the modern CrockcrWliccler circular form of electric motor i» jierliaps
no case bcllcr ill««l,-alcd than in motor-driven
rotary pumps and blowers. The slandard tyjies of
motors arc of approximately the same diameters
as i)nin|is of corresponding capacity, which produces
sets of neat and compact design.
The advantage
is not of appearance only, as saving of floor space
is
in most cases an imiKirlant
f.iclor.
The twostage T:icony turbine pinn|)S, for example, having
a combined capacity of 2,,)oo gallons per hour
against a ioo-.foot head, require floor space of only
two by three feet, and ihc combined lieiglil of the
two pumps shown in the illustration is less than
ill

five

feet.

In addition to

its comp.-ictness, the circular form
motor is easily provided with covers in cases
where the presence of dust or moisture makes this

of

follows:
is

protection advisable.
Motor drive for pumps is in all cases advantageous, owing lo (he possibility of entirely automatic control.
lank switch, operated by the rise
and fall of the liquid, or a pressure switch in the

A

laboratory

In
to

as

Tests on Portions lirotwn from IVIiolc Pieces
{Visual 7V.(/,!').--i, The broken edge of a corn-

known,

clay

any quantity as clay.
found to resist fusion

in

indicates

flat,

vitrification.

(2)

Kaolinite,

it

iiidicates

it

is

taking future tests.
2. If Ihc piece has an unglazed surface most of
the following tests can be applied to the whole
piece.
If the piece is glazed the i)iece must have
a broken edge for the following tests.
It
should
be understood that there is absolutely no relation
between glaze and vitrification; cither may exist
without the other. Color is never an indication of

glassy

conduit,

The cliemical structure of the clay.
The physical effects of the heat.
Hoth may be informally summed up as

sound

the

This test is
between two known pieces. After the difTerence in
tone is once established there will be little mis-

ac-

is

If

cracked,

is

mass.

not found

sharp and metallic

is

of the

form and flows

cooling,

crystallizes

periud

leinper.-itnrc

:uid

original

its

Upon

mass.

llun-ongbly

be

not

will

vitrilic.ition

companied by both swelling
clay until

rather

a

and showing

luster

SSI

the piece to be tested, enci up, upon aiiollier piece
lying flat upon the gnMuxl. Tup Ihc piece lo be
tested sharply with a piece of niclal.
If the sound
tion.

— After

snnieient

a

a

steel.

l-'isrosily.

(c)

with

surface
slifiht

substance

'I'lie

show

condition

this
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considerably

above 3,000° F. When it does fuse the whole
mass melts at once, not going through any intermediate stages of vitrification but becoming at once
,

viscous.

When

the kaolinite

of these

lity

fluxes

mi.\cd with a small cjuan-

is

to

make up

the

clay

the

e.N-

and usual result is as follows:
.\t a temperature considerably below 2,000* F. the
llu.xes melt and so surround the particles of kaolinite as to fill up all porous spaces.
If the clay
pecled

~

r:

i

^l^^lW

ii_

Two Two-stage

T.icQn>

Turbine Pumps.

Brown Automobile

Piqria Blower,

or

Beer

Piinip.

SOME RECENT MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMPS AND BLOWERS.
mass

heated no higher, the resujt

is such as is
above under "Incipient Vitrification." If,
however, the temperature is now increased, the
kaolinite particles yield their fusion point to meet
is

described

that of the fluxes, the kaolinite particles soften to
such an extent that they allow of a recrystallization, but still not so far as to flow and deform

the

clay

mass.

and
homogeneous,
kaolinite

result is

In
fluxes

cooling,

whole

the

crystallize

mass

together

into

Of
a

mass, harder than steel.
The
as described above under "Complete Vitriflinty

fication."

If

the clay

is

kaolinite

clay

its

form

if

slightly

(a) Complete vitrification is manifested by a
dark metallic line, unaccompanied by flying dust
scratched.

A

metallic line with

some dust

flying

indi-

cates poor vitrification,
(c)

When

particles fly
is

the scratch is evident and dust or
from the scratched surface, vitrification

not indicated.

Absorption Test.
it.

a

Immerse

it

—Dry

in

the piece perfectly.

distilled

temperature of from 60 to 80° F.

face with

a

damp

Weigh

cloth.

Weigh

water for 24 hours
it

Dry
again.

at

the surIf

the

piece has absorbed five per cent, of its weight in
moisture, incomplete vitrification is indicated.

ViTEiFic.MioN Tests.

The following are summarized tests gathered
from text-books and pr.acticed by testing engineers
Tests on the Wholv Unbroken Piece,
i. Place

case of compressors, closes and opens the circuit
automatically, operating an automatic self-starter,
which controls the pump motor.
In the case of blowers, speed control is another
important consideration. In some cases this is also
made automatic by means of a thermostatic device.
to regulate temperature by the volume of air blown
past a heater. It is due to the ease of control of
the electric motor that fans and blowers have come
into general use for heating as well as for cooling.
Koiseless running is another point which may be
mentioned in favor of motor drive for pumps. This
is
particularly important in hotels, shops, restaurants, etc., where the noise of reciprocating parts
is
a source of annoyance to patrons and tenants,
and thereby a loss of patronage to the proprietor.
The accompanying illustrations show several rotary pumps and similar machines driven by motors
made bv the Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere,

N.

J.

"

"Wireless" Apparatus Exempt from
Suez Canal Tolls.
The United States ambassador in Paris sends the
following translation of a letter from the president
of the Suez Canal Company announcing certain
modifications in the regulations concerning the navigation of the canal
"At its meeting of March
2.
igoS, the administrative council of the Suez
Canal Company decided in future to include the
spaces intended to hold the apparatus of wireless
telegraphy and the electric projector of the vessels
among the spaces deducted from the gross tonnage
as being useful for the maneuver of the vessel, and
under reserve of the observation of the maximum
total of five per cent, of the gross tonnage."
:

over-

heated.

—

sharp, shelly fracture will

—

(b)

losing

A

a knife blade or other tool steel,

when

mass

smooth surface.

be noted at the broken edge. There will be but
slight evidence of granulation.
Tests on Portions Broken from Whole Pieces
{Scratch Test). i. Scratch the broken edge with

of kaolinite, the

a smaller portion

through the stages of fusion, often so rapidly that
the stage of viscosity v/ill be reached without any
warning.
Clays of this composition cannot properly be called fire-clays.
In order to overcome such an excess of fluxes,
some manufacturers resort to the addition of particles of a highly refractory nature, such as sand,
grog or shale.
This practice does not, however,
allow the clay mass to approach any nearer complete vitrification, but does decrease the chances of
the

tively

overcome the refractory character of the
that the clay mass will very rapi,dly pass

the fluxes with
fluxes so

composed of a large quantity of

pletely vitrified product is homogeneous, flinty and
has a slight luster. Any evidence of lamination is
sure indication of insufficient fusion.
2. The fractured surface of a completely vitrified
product shows an abrupt break, with a compara-

The Milwaukee Northern Electric Railway Company expects to open its line to Sheboygan. Wis.,
probably in June. All grading through the swamps
between Port Washington and Sheboygan has been
completed and all right-of-way has been secured.
Over

six miles of track

is

laid.

-
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CORRESPOND ENCE

Heat for Bookbinders' Tools.

Ijool^bindery presents decided
advantages over gas. Being absolutely clean, it
prevents spoilage, and, being more efficient, reliable
and convenient, it enables the workman to devote
more attention to his work and to get better results.
One of the most successful of the electrical
devices now nianufactiu'ed for the bookbinder is
the Hadaway hand-tool heater. It consists of an
electrically heated plate, surrounded by a platform
of heavy wire fabric. It is large enough to heat
a number of tools at a time, and the platform

Electric lieat in

May
a

tlie

Continental Europe.

—

Some interesting experiments in
Paris, April 14.
the way of wireless telephony have been carried
out lately by Dr. Lee De Forest, who has been in
He is engaged in niaking
Paris for some time.
experiments for the French government with his
apparatus, and these are carried on with the Eiffel
Tower as a base, being witnessed on several occasions by French officers who represented the army
and navy, besides the officers who are directly conIn the first trials
nected with the tower plant.
the telephone messages were sent to the radio-telelies in the subwhich
Villejuif,
of
graph station
urbs of Paris at about seven miles distance. But
the succeeding experiments Dr. De Forest was
able to cover a much longer distance and could
send messages as far as the government station of
Melun, which is 36 miles distant. During the tests
he used only a short mast wire siichas is employed
on shipboard so as to demonstrate the use of the
.system in the navy, where it will be especially use-

in

HEATING BOOKBINDERS TOOLS BY ELECTRICITY.
provides a suitable support for the handles of the
tools being heated, and a convenient place to cool
the tools that have been used. This method
of heating the tools is said to be more expedient
and satisfactory than individual heating and does
away with the flexible cords or small gas pipes
permits
It
would otherwise be reciuired.
that
greater freedom to the workman and enables him
to maintain always the exact temperature required.
The simplicity of the device is shown by the accompanying illustration. This heater is manufactured by the Hadaway Electrical Heating and Engineering Company and sold by the Westinghouse
Electric and iVIanufacturing Company.
off

Rubber Industry on the Upper Amazon.
a result of personal visits to various districts

As

and camps within the sphere of his consulate,
which embraces trans-Andean Peru, Consul Charles
C. Eberhardt of Iquitos, furnishes a report coverthe manner of securing the right to work
rubber tracts, the manner in which the same are
worked, and how the product is collected and pre-

ing

He

says that in spite of the assertions of
many of the rubber gatherers, that there is no cause
for alarm at the increasing number of trees dying
in proportion to the number of new ones springing
up, and the further admitted fact that many of the
trees
which have worked for 20 and 30 years
are still productive, there is no denying the fact
that in Peru at least the number of rubber-propared.

steadily growing less.
Systematic
is
and cultivation would be of inestimable
to the country and the individual, he says.

ducing trees
planting
benefit

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
H. Murray succeeds C. C. Summers as manager of the telephone exchange at Charles City,
Iowa. Mr. Summers will go to Mason City, Iowa.
F.

A

new

enforced

regulation
in

Kasson,

telephone rates is being
Minn.
non-subscriber will

A

toll

service and 10 cents

The Napoleon Telephone Coinpany of Napoleon,
N. D., has been granted a franchise for the extension of its toll line from Napoleon via Burnstad
to Wishek. G. A. Bryant and O. F. Bryant, directors.

The Phcenix Telephone Company of Winona,
Minn., has made an application for a permanent
injunction against the city of Rushford, Minn., to
restrain granting a franchise for building a second
telephone system in that place.
Gordon

&

Minneapolis have
been selected to make a thorough investigation as
Steele

Co.

of

the financial condition of the Northwestern
Telephone Company for the purpose of determining
to

satisfactory telephone rales for Minneapolis.

The Chicago Telephone Company has opened a
new exchange on the North Side, known as "Linis
on Larrabce Street near Wisconsin
and covers an adjacent territory formerly
a part of North Exchange. It has about 2,800

coln."
Street

A

It

stations.

The total revenue of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company's associated operating companies, Licking one whose figures were not received
and not including the long-distance lines, for January and February, looS, were $18,992,300, compared with Si7496,()oo for the corresponding months
of 1007. The net revenue was respectively $4,761,(ao and $4,129,200.
'

local

Great Britain.

—

London, April 18. The first section of the Midland Railway Company's experimental single-phase
railway between Morecambe and Heysham, on the
northwest coast of England, was opened for public
traffic this week.
Rapid progress has been made
with this work, and although work upon the LonBrighton
and
South
Coast Railway Company's
don,
experimental single-phase line near London was
commenced first, the Midland company secures the
honor of opening the first single-phase electric railway in Great Britain.
The British Thomson-Houston Company has supplied a 1,500-kilowatt Curtis turbine for exhauststeam purposes in the Tyne district. I believe this
the first turbine of this class to be used for
is
exhaust-steam purposes, at any rate in Great Britain.

The London County Council is gradually overcoming the prejudices of the Borough Councils to
the use of the ovcrhcad-lrollcy system. After some
negotiations, the consent of the Fulhani Borough
Council has been

upon

this

route,

obtained

to

4'/j

miles

of

track

which includes running the trams

across one of the

Thames

bridges.

Professor Darwin, F. R. S., will deliver his presidential address to the British Association in Dublin
on September 2d.
What is claimed to be the first completely electrically operated coal mine in the world has just
been started in the north of England.
The first action in the high courts against a
tramway company for alleged nuisance caused by
the noise from the tram cars, and the alleged bad
condition of the track generally, is being taken by

1908

authorities in the west of Lon-

don against the London United Tramways Company, Ltd. It is no new experience for this company to find itself "up against" the local authorities through whose districts its lines run, for ever
since its commencement the company, has been a
sort of target for the local authorities and has
generally had to buy them out, so to speak, in the
shape of contributions to street widenings and the
like.

A large electric cantilever crane has recently been
erected at the Mersey freight house of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company. The total weight of the crane, which, by the way, has
cost $50,000, is 150 tons.
It runs on 14 wheels on
a track 500 yards long and lo-foot gauge. It has
a clearance height of about 30 feet, a cross-traverse of 172 feet and can pick up a load and
deposit it at any point within, an area of about
31,000 square yards. For lifting and longitudinal
traveling there are two 90-horsepower motors and
for cross traveling a 25-horsepower motor.
The
lifting

speed

is

90

feet

per

minute,

longitudinal

traveling 400 feet per minute, and cross traveling
feet per minute.
It is supplied with power
from the railway company's power house by means
of overhead conductors.
G.

600

New

England.

—A

Boston, April 25.
test was made on Thursday
of the electrical apparatus for moving the gates of
the lock in the Charles River dam between Boston
and Cambridge, and proved successful. Only a few
changes will be necessary to insure the smooth
working of the gate. The motive power is supplied by two 50-horsepower Westinghouse motors
of the railway type, placed at the shore end of the
gate chamber.
According to press dispatches from Washington,
the administration is looking into the matter of
trolley-line ownerships by
the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad Company, which has
been the occasion of so much discussion in Massachusetts in and out of the Legislature, with a
view to taking legal action that will compel the
railroad company to dispose of its electric-railway
holdings. The national Department of Justice and
Attorney-general Bonaparte are said to have reports bearing on the subject from District-attorney
French of Boston.
The Gas and Electric Light Commission of Massachusetts has authorized the Lowell Electric Light
Company to issue $93,000 additional capital stock;
par, $100; issue price, $150.
B.

New
New York
tral

City, April

Railroad's

Commission

York.
25.— The

New York

Cen-

application to the Public Service
issue $4,000,000 ,3j^ per cent, and

to

$20,000,000 four per cent, bonds was granted Tuesday.
The improvements to be made during tln'
year are
Motive-power facilities, $747,530 signal
improvements, $462,849; eastern division, $324,732;
Mohawk division, $269,174; western division, $1,395,
213; Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg division.
$54,734; Pennsylvania division, $50,000; River division, $282,833
electric division, $18,769
miscellaneous, $9,175; Electric Zone construction, $3,432,500; additional facilities needed for motive power
and car repairs, $1,299,500.
Forty-four persons were killed on the electric
;

:

;

and steam roads
to a table issued

;

in

this

city

in

March, according

by the Public Service Commission.

By means

of

hereafter pay 15 cents for
for a local call.

J.

ful.
In the other tests which are, to follow he will
use the long antenna of the Eiffel Tow-er.
Mr. Berjonneau,' a French inventor who has been
working in the line of image- transmission, succeeded in transmitting photographs with his new
His instruapparatus from Paris to the suburbs.
ment works on the principle of a halftone plate
rolled around a revolving cylinder, and the points
of the image produce a series of electric contacts
simiby a metal point which runs over them.
lar cylinder mounted at the receiving end produces
a photographic impression by means of an electromagnetic shutter, the latter being operated by the
current impulses. He recently set up the transmitter at Paris and the receiver at the suburb of
Enghien and transmitted a portrait in about four
minutes. The reproduction at Enghien was very
good and resembled a photograph. On this occasion he used a single telegraph line which was
grounded in the usual way. It seems that this is
the first time that a single line with ground return
has been used in this way, as the experiments made
by others in the same field took place with a
Mr. Berjonneau is also niaking exdouble line.
periments in order to operate his system by electric waves at a distance, and says that this can be
done neadily, although it may require a somewhat
longer time to make the transmission in this way.
Application has been made to the Swiss government for the concession for a narrow-gauge electric
Oberland-Gothard line, which will
railroad, the
start from Meringen and have its terminal point
at Goschenen.
It will cover a total distance of 28
miles, and the maximum grade will be 4.6 per
cent., which is less than the grades of the Montreux-Oberland Railroad. The longest tunnel on
The cost
the present line will be 45^ miles long.
of the project is figured at $2,400,000.
In France the company which operates the large
coal mines of Ronchamps has commenced building
an electric plant on the premises which is designed
to furnish 30,000 horsepower for the different services of the mines, and at the same time it will
supply a large amount of current for the surrounding district in which Ihene are many industries.
The plant will use the coal on the spot and is thus
in a position to furnish current at low rates.
The
operations will cover the districts of Doubs and
Vosges and the territory around the city of Belfort
lying near the eastern frontier.
A. de C.

number of

2,

of the Marconi wireless-telegraph system, and through the courtesy of the Lozier company, wdiich had a wireless station in its headquarters at Briarcliff Manor, on the course, the
New York Times was able to give in "Times
Square Friday morning a complete account of the
incidents of the Briarcliff automobile race within a
few minutes after the occurrences were chronicled.
All night long wireless-telegraph experts had been
busy arranging the apparatus and getting in tune
with the' Lozier station at Briarcliff Manor, with
wireless and telephone connections to various other
points on the course.
It was interesting to nol'
with wdiat great regularity the wireless system
worked and how quickly the news was received
after the occurrence of any particular event on the
course.
remarkable circumstance was the very
small amount of disturbance from other station-^
in the neighborhood.
Occasionally when the lower
machine was not in tune with Briarcliff there
could be heard distinctly signals from as far south
as Cape Henry, Va.
Glace Bay, Sagaponack, L. I.;
Manhattan Beach, Wcllflcct and Fire Island. Owing
to the great length of the course and the rolling
country it was only by means of the information
gathered by the wireless service that bulklins could
be sent from one part of the course to another and
to the 'i'inies l^uilding.
It was considered a remarkable feat that within a minute and a half after
Ihc first car started over the line the news was
being posted on the bulletin board of the Times.
The Public Service Commission has finally apjirovcd the mortgaging of practically all the prop
erty of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company
and the issuance by that concern of $30,000,000
in bonds lo secure a temporary issue of $25,000,000
of notes, the proceeds of which arc to be used

A

;
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J.

Mor-

rile

luring

siihways in New Yoi-|< cily
WHS passed in the Assemldy nil Tuesday, 'riie l)ill
provides two uielliods l5 facilllale (lie liuildiup; tii
The first inotliod involves the eouslrucsubways.
coriinrations under franlion of subways by private
ehist'S for a peiiod of nol more than 50 years, when
may take over the
discretion
own
its
at
llie eity
system at a price not to exceed the actual cost of
of

and

coustriieliou

eiiuipnient.

The

piivale

other

capilal,

method

the construction of subways by the
and their lease to private eorpor;itions for a
i-ily
more than 35 years, wdien the city
not
of
period
may take them over by paying the cost of the equipW.
mcnl put in by the lessee corporation.
conteiU|ilales

under

iiianaKer

to

KK

l,'\N
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Some new

new company.

will

I'^icclrlc

beiiiK

is

Miinufacrcmovi'd

A

larKe biiiins and an cxteiitive
given to the cunipany to establish its plinil

.'\nderson.

site

lliv

1

be installed,
faclory of llie Jcniicy
Company of Indi.inapollii

<'>|ui|>nient

rfceivcd

linil

cuinpiuiy's oiimscl.
from
The liill pruviilins foi' airn'mliiieiUs lo llie ICIsbcrt;
woiihl piM-niil conslnicliovi
rapiil liaiisit law, which
llii'

hy

as

issue, bas-

l'.l.l';(

was

Anderson.
E.
Witlurby, general manager of the Richmond Light, Ileal and Power Company, has renewed his offer to the City Council to purchase
the municipal liKliting plant, agreeing lu p.ay dolhir
in

for

or

dollar,

every

cent

the

plant

has

cost

the

Mr. VVitherby .asserted in open council
that the numicipal plant is ;i big loser, that it
had never been a success .and that it never would
to

d.'ite.

be,
lie alleged that the report for the past year
showetl that over $39,000 of the taxpayers' money
had been sjient unnecessarily by the city during
u)07, just for the pleasure of owning a municipal

plant.

S.

Charlotte, N, C. .\pril .';.— Col. C. P. E. Burand a party of associates are negotiating for
of an electric railway about six
the' construction

from

a point five miles
to Fulton, a suburb of

miles in length, to be built

south

from Richmond, Va.,

the city.

of

Spotts

^l.

J.

pr.ictically

tlic

Staunton,

entire

Va.,

has

purchased

the local Blue
Compaii>-, including the

interest

in

Light and Power
street-car system of the town, in which improvciiiciils may be made.
The Georgia Railway and Electric Company of
.\llauta is actively pushing the construction of a
new electric railway to Peachtree Creek, where,
after a bridge is built, the line will be continued.
The cost of the 3J^-niile extension of the trolley
line to Peachtree Creek will cost about $100,000.
The Macon (Ga.) Railway and Light Company
is making improvements on its lines, and, in addition, will install a 3,000-horsepower turbine engine
in its power house.
The Georgia Railroad Commission has an inRidge

teresting
economic problem under consideration,
growing out of the competition of the electric railway with the steam railway, in the application of
the Central Railroad for the right to issue commuters' tickets at a special rate, in order to make
The steam road
the Central's suburban traffic pay.
.sets forth
that, on account of electric competition,
its
income from suburban traffic has greatly de-

creased.
J.

B.

McCrary & Co.

of Atlanta have

secured a

contract from the town of Sparta, Ga., to install
an electric-light plant, in connection with a waterworks system, the work to be completed by October,
D. H. L.
1908.

San Francisco, April 23, The United Railroads
of San Francisco has closed a contract with tlic
General Electric Company for the largest generating
unit wdiich has been ordered for use on the Pacific
Coast this year. It is a 5,000-kiIowatt unit, consisting of a three-phase generator direct connected
to a Curtis steam turbine.
Current will be generated at 13,200 volts, wdiich is the standard voltage
on the United Railroads system. The new equipment will be installed with the greatest speed .in
the North Beach power station of the United Railr
roads.
The first official statement of the loss .in gross
earnings sustained by the United Railroads Company
during the strike of last year has been made by President Calhoun. He gives the gross earnings for 1907
as $4,745,116, as compared with $5,955,786 in 1506, a
decrease of $1,210,670. This latter sum is therefore the loss in gross receipts caused by the strike.
In 1906 there was a loss of receipts for several
weeks following the April disaster.
Chief Engineer Downing of the Pacific Gas
and Electric Company has inspected the company's
plants in tlic Nevada City district.
The plant on
Deer Creek, Cal., is practically ready for operations, and when the water is turned on it will
generate about 8.000 horsepower. The current will
be transmitted to the valley and bay towns.
S. J. Lisberger. engineer of electrical distribution
for the California Gas and Electric Corporation,
has been in San Jose looking over the section of
the city in which all wires are to be placed under-

The two-story

building to be erected by
Grace G. Heydenfelt on the south side of Folsom
Third and Fourtii streets, San
Street, between
Francisco, has been leased to the American Elec-

Indianapolis,
fort,

j

!

'

April 25.

and

— The

Chicago

Indianapolis, Frank-

Traction

Company has

It is capitalized at
of incorporation.
The object of the company is to construct
$100,000.
and operate an interurban raihvay from Frankfort
to the city of Hammond, by way of Delphi, Monticello,
Rensselaer and other intermediate points.
The company's principal office will be in Frnnkfort.
The corporation will succeed the Frankfort,
Delphi and Northern Traction Company, incorporated last year, and will improve the water
power at Monticello to furnish and distribute electricity for light and power purposes.
According to the plea made by a number of
representatives of the traction lines operating in
the state of Indiana, made before the
Indiana
State Tax Board last week, the business of the
filed

'

Delphi
articles

companies has been less profitable during
the
last
year than during the preceding year.
While these representatives admit that the companies carried as many if not more passengers and a
traction

j

!

:

j

I

j

amount of

the earnings per mile
were not as great, since the cost of maintenance
and material, supplies, etc., has been much greater.
The Bedford Powder Company has been incorporated to construct a dam in White River, near
Bedford, and erect a power plant for the generation,
transmission and distribution of electricity
by wire to the towns and cities within a radius
of many miles, and especially to furnish power
greater

I

j

!

the Bedford Cement Company at Bedford.
The Central Indiana Lighting Company of Columbus, having secured a new franchise, declares
that all the promises made by the officials will be
fulfilled this year.
The improvements to be made
include the construction of a new power plant

j

I

street-car line and electric-lighting system.
The electric-light ser\dce will be extended and the
company will prepare to furnish steam heat to
for the

local

consumers.

Charles F. Street, president of Street, Wykes
& Co. of New York, has purchased the Crawfordsville Water and Light Company's property for
$76,000.
The sale was made by the order of court
at a
suit brought
by the Knickerbocker Trust
Company of New York, which held a mortgage
covering the property.
S. C. Rowland, who has
been receiver of the plant, will continue in charge
"

I

Novelty and Manufacturing Company for a

period of five years.
The Stanislaus Electrii: Power Company is commencing the erection of steel towers, near Midway
and through the hills of .\lameda County, for its
transmission lines. I. B. Parsons has been securing
the rights-of-w^ay for the power lines through this
part of the county.
The Board of Public Works of Oakland, Cal.,
has asked for an appropriation of $tkio for two
more electrically driven pumps to be installed on
the shores of Lake Merritt to furnish salt water
for street-sprinkling purposes.
The City Council of Santa Cruz, Cal., has decided
to consider calling a $200,000 bond election for
sewers, bridges, wharf and an electric-light plant.
At a recent meeting of the board of directors
of the Hawaiian Electric Company of Honolulu,
T. H.. it was decided to double the capacity of the

A

Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-genalready been ordered.
The trustees of Placerville, Cal.. have engaged
J. W. White to make a preliminary estimate for
the proposed electric plant.
A.
present plant.
erator set has

freight,

to

,

brick

PERSONAL.
Mr.

moved

Isham
his

Randolph,

offices

Mr,

C.

consulting

to suite 74S First

Building, Chicago,

engineer, has
National Bank

111.

H. Williams,

formerly

manager of the

Electric Company of
accepted a similar position

La Crosse Gas and
Wis.,

lias

Northern
Colo.

He

Power Company,
manage 18 power plants.

Colorado
will

La

Crosse.
with the

at

Denver,

Mr. A. A. Cohill of S. Pearson & Son, conLondon and New York, was a visitor in
this week.
Mr. Cohill was construction

tractors,

Chicago

engineer for Pearsons on the eastern section of the
Pennsylvania tunnel under the East River in New

York.

According to the daily newspapers, Prof. William
Kent, dean of the College of Applied Science, Syracuse University, will not be retained on the faculty
of that institution after the close of the college
It is alleged that while Chancellor Day was
year.
away at conference Dean Kent reported to the
Department of Public Safety of the city that some
The departof the college buildings were unsafe.
ment found that the buildings were safe. It is

reslKnaiion

was

asked

and

cxccniive

eoinmlltce of llic
decided llint lie slionld not be rcliiincd.
I'rofessnr Kent is a well-known writer on
mechanical cngincerinK. lie was vicc-prcsidcnl of
Ihe American Society
of
Mechanical Kngineeri
from 1888 to i»jo.
that

Mr. Charles

li.

llie

Sharpe has tendered
and manager of

tion as vice-president

or before.

isih
reside in

Rock

.\lr.

his

resigna-

I'coplc's
to lake effect on
Sharyc will continue 10

Power Company of Moline,
M;iy

llic

111.,

Island, associated

with other cnlernmcli toward ihe development
of the company he is leaving. He is a member of
Ihe exectllive coinniitlcc of the Illinois Si:.(.- i:!-.-trie Association.

He

firises.

has

iloiie

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The

VViiisloH

(.\rk.;

Company has been

Telephone

and

Electric

incorporated.

The Pender (Neb.) Light and Milling Company
has been incorporated with a cai)ilal of $15,000.
The

Citizens'

purchased

and

Light

plant of the
Taylor, Tex.
llic

Coniiiany,

Power Company has
Taylor Electric

Light

Grand River Light and Powtr Company of
Gibson, Okla., has been incorporated with a
capital stock of $15,000.
'fhc

Fort

The. cily of Farmington, Mo., has had plans prepared for an electric-light plant. Machinery amounting to $20,000 in value will be needed.

The Council of Ladysmith, B. C, is introducing
by-law providing for the raising of $25,000 by
the sale of debentures for the installation of an
electric-lighting plant.
Mayor Nicholson may he
a

addressed.

The American Light and Traction Company has
issued a statement covering the three months ended
March 31, 1908, compared with the similar period

Total gross earnings were $659,093, and
expenses $12,000, leaving net $647,093. After
accounting for the preferred and common dividends
in

1906.

the

the surplus was $332,140.
From this there
ducted for reserve $176,500.

was de-

The North American Company has effected the
sale of one $1,000,000 lot of bonds, and has under
way negotiations looking to the sale of $5,000,000
of another issue.

Spencer, Trask

&

Co. have pur-

chased $1,000,000 Milwaukee Light, Heat and Traction 30-year five per cent, bonds, which will be
subscription at 98. The larger issue
consideration concerns the Union ElecCompany of St. Louis, another subsidiary of the North American Company.
.A
New York banking house is negotiating for
$5,000,000 bonds of this company.
offered

ground.

trical

Indiana.

Ihen

Light

—

(ifwyu

ami

Iriistees

S.

Pacific Slope.

Southeastern States.

rcfnscd

I'..

cily

dean's

(he

llnit

.s.'iid

for

now under
tric

Light and Power

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The

trouble

between

the

Radroad Company and

Street

conductors

is

not yet

settled.

Winnipeg Electric
its
motormen and
Several

conferences

between the men and the company have been held,
but no decision has been arrived at.
One of the
chief demands of the men is that the union be
recognized, and this the company is not willing to
agree to.
Wilford Phillips is general superintendent.

In a special message to the City Council of Chicago Mayor Busse urges the council to take up at
once consideration of plans for the construction of
subways in Chicago. 'The mayor says that the time
has come when the city of Chicago, through its
municipal government, should take up seriously the
question of underground transportation with a view
to procuring the actual construction of underground
railways.

The Northwestern

Elevated

Railroad

Company

of Chicago announces that the eight-mile extension
from Wilson Avenue, Chicago, to Evanston and
beyond will be opened on May 15th. The route is
over the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul rightof-way. The track construction is said to have
been completed, and only the electrical work remains to be,done.
lo-cent fare will be charged
from Evanston. Service will be afforded residents
of Sheridan Park. Argjde Park, Edgewater, North

A

Edgewater and Rogers

Park.

Three-cent street-car fare on all lines operating
within the city of Cleveland became a possibility
on April 27th at the regular meeting of the city
council when a "security grant" was passed under
suspension of the rules to the Cleveland Railway
Company, a new corporation which took over the
consolidated properties of the old companies.
At
the conclusion of the council meeting that body,
as a committee of the whole, met the officials of
the Cleveland Railway Company, the Cleveland
Electric Railway Company, the Forest City Railway Company and the Low Fare Railway Company
in the Chamber of Commerce Hall, where the final
papers were signed and passed leasing the property
of the Cleveland Railway Company to the Municipal Traction Company, the holding or operating
company, for 50 years.
All existing franchises
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The new
were abandoned by the old companies.
franchise is intended to protect both the interests of
the public and the property of the Cleveland Rail-

the carbon arc, a very brilliant illumiijation is
obtained.
If the polarity of the electrode is re-

versed the light given

way Company.

utilized

is

A

mortgage from the Peoria, Lincoln and
Springfield Traction Company has been filed for
It is to secure the issuance
record at Lincoln, 111.
of bonds to the amount of $1,250,000 and is to the
Central Trust Company of Chicago.

The Illinois Traction Company is building a
loop in the city of Springfield, 111., to connect the
street-railway lines with the property leased by
the company that it will convert into yards and a
terminal station. The old barns of the street-railway company will be converted into a repair station for the company, and the repair work formerly done at Riverton will be made at the
The company will build addiSpringfield shops.
tions to the shops and will make the matter of
repairs to the rolling stock more conveniently.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Adam Beck, chairman of the Ontario
Hydro-electric Power Commission, says that the
high-^'oltage transmission contemplated from HamOnt., will have an estimated capacity of
ilton,
30,000 horsepower, but with 10,000 horsepower applied for by the city of Toronto, the line can be
built and power delivered at the low price quoted
in
the
municipalities interested
to the various
The estimated cost of the whole system
scheme.
municiwestern
of transmission lines to serve the
palities, as well as Toronto, is placed at $3,500,000.

May

Motor"
for

is

dimming

for

through

ing

the

very

is

much

less

and

this

the headlight when passof cities. The "C. Q.
Bulletin 4584. This motor

streets

is described in
direct-current circuits

and

is

made up

to

20 horsepower in size, and for voltages of 115,
230 and 550.
"Luminous Electric Radiators" are
described in an attractive pamphlet.
They consist of an ornamental cast-iron frame fitted with
a polished copper reflector at the back and with
three or more large cylindrical incandescent heating^ lamps.
The source of heat is a small filament,
which becomes incandescent immediately, emitting
a powerful heat from the moment the current is
turned on.

The^

PUBLICATIONS.
a small illustrated folder.
mensions, speeds and capacities are given.
motors are adapted for no, 220 and 500 volts.

ventilating fans

The

in

Di-

The

the Bureau of Labor, United
contains
for January,
1908,
on employers' liability in the United
articles
States and on foreign workmen's compensation
Lindley D. Clark is the author of the
acts.
article on the legal liability of employers in the
States

Bulletin

annual

convention of the Southwestern
Electrical and Gas Association will be held at
El Paso, Texas, on May 7th to pth.
Indications
are that an unusually successful convention will
be held in the quaint border city.

Standard

and

installation

boxes

water-tight

purposes

are

for

described

all

in

elec-

Bul-

No. 21 of the H. Krantz Manufacturing Company of 160-166 Seventh Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Numerous illustrations supplement the descripPrices

are

given

in

bold-face

type.

The

pamphlet contains 52 pages.
"Vertical Gas Engines" is the title of a pamphlet
distributed by the Bruce-Meriam-Abbott Company
of Cleveland, Ohio. The engines described may be
used for electric lighting, pumping and general
power purposes. Engines of this type of from 12
to 200 horsepower are made, and their characteristic features are clearly illustrated and described.

The J. Lang Electric Company of 1 16-128 Lincoln Street, Chicago, issues a handsome general
catalogue
of
electrical
distributing
apparatus.
Switches,
sw'itchboards,
panel
boards,
cabinets,
plugs and receptacles, floor boxes, fuses and fuse
boxes and similar appliances are described and
illustrated in a pamphlet of 88 pages.
Prices are
given as well as dimensions, carrying capacity and
other data.
The
Street,

Holophane

New

MISCELLANEOUS.
Over $75,000 wonh of

was destroyed by

oil

at
Tulsa, Okla., caused
severe electrical storm-

by

lightning

fire

during

a

The

letin

tions.

Commencement week at Purdue University will
begin Saturday, June 6th, with a senior circus and
band concert.
The baccalaureate address will be
made on Sunday by Bishop Anderson of Chicago.
Monday is set apart for dramatic performances
and Tuesday for alumni day. The final graduating
exercises will take place on Wednesday. June loth,
the commencement address being delivered by Dr.
Harvey W. Wiley of Washington, D. C.

of

United States.
trical

Engineering
(including
electrical
engineering)
courses, laboratory practice and research work will
be given in the coming summer session of the University of Wisconsin',
Madison, Wis., beginning
June 22d and continuing six weeks. In addition to
the engineering courses, the eighth annual session
of the Artisans' School will be held during the
same period. Here instruction of more elementary
type will be given.

government,

Company

of

York, has just issued

Fulton
No. 6 Bul-

227-229
its

and calls attention to the fact that tfiis
especially
announces
sand-blasted
and
enameled reflectors and contains a valuable table
showing the different types and sizes of lamps
which can be used to advantage with the several
styles and sizes of these reflectors.
The publication
is entitled "Holophane Reflectors for Gem, Meridian, Tantalum and Tungsten Lamps."
letin,

bulletin

Several new and interesting bulletins have been
issued by the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Bulletin 4576 describes type F,
form K-3, 4,500-volt oil-break switches. These
switches arc designed for panel installation and
They have been especially deremote control.
signed with a view to combining every element of
with low price, and are
satisfactory operation
said to meet the most severe requirements of
exacting service on systems of 4,500 volts or less.
The object of Bulletin No. 4578, on "Railway
Motor Osntrollers," is to describe in a comprehensive manner the essentials of the various standard controllers that arc manufactured for railway
reference to ihe operating
service, with special
conditions for which each type is suited.
Bulletin 4579 is devoted to the "Luminous Arc HeadThis headlight is designed for intcrurban
light."
railways.
The upper electrode is a copper forging
and the lower electrode an iron tube filled with
a special composition. As the copper forging wears
away very slowly, its life being from 2,000 to 3,000
hours, the arc is kept constantly in focus and the
light obtained being in excess of that given by

United States Civil Service Commission,
Washington, D. C, announces an examination on
May 13th, at the principal cities in the United States,
to secure eligibles from which to make certification
to fill a vacancy in the position of electrician, $1,000
per annum, Quartermaster's Department at Large,
Columbus Barracks, Ohio, and vacancies requiring
similar qualifications as they may occur in any
branch of the service. The duties of the specific
position to be filled require knowledge of and experience in house wiring, installation of electriclighting fixtures, and construction of pole lines;
ability to read and test wattmeters and to care for
and make slight repairs to transformers and arc
lamps.

The

sandstone-brick industry has been developed
high degree of commercial importance in European countries, while in this country it was
hardly known 10 years ago. But there has been
a remarkable growth here in the last five years, in
which time about 200 plants have been installed
The
for the manufacture of this kind of brick.
sand-lime brick is not a brick in the ordinary
In its
sense, but is really an artificial sandstone.
manufacture the processes of nature for producing
sandstone are copied as nearly as possible, with
the exception that the operation is completed in a
very short interval as compared to the ages it
A mixture is made
takes nature to do the work.
of sand and lime, moistened and pressed and dried
It
at a high steam pressure in large cylinders.
makes a strong and uniform brick, possessing greal
crushing strength, and is superior to most of the
natural sandstone. These bricks may be given any
shade of color desired and may also be glazed.
to a

TRADE NEWS.
At a meeting of the Cily Council of Moosejaw,
Sask., it was decided to return all the bids for
the 500-kiIowatt electrical unit and call for new
tenders to be opened on May 17th,

The New York

office of the

Cutler-Hammer Man-

ufacturing Company, maker of electric controlling
devices, has been moved from 136 Liberty Street
to the Hudson Terminal, 50 Church Street.

The New York

office of the

Western

—

The New York office of the General Electric
Company has been moved from the Edison Build44 Broad Street, to the Corllandt Building, 30
Street.
The Corllandt liuilding and the
Fulton Building, twin buildings popularly known
as the Hudson Terminal Buildings, are located on
and Cortlandt
the northwest corner of Church

Church

Mr. E. C. Austin, formerly of Toronto, but now
of Arequipa, Peru, has written to friends in
Canada asking them to look up some Canadian firm
of
engmeermg contractors who would undertake to
build an electric railway in Arequipa. The
promoters of the Peruvian company, he says, have
heard of other Canadian undertakings in other
parts of South America, and are anxious, if
poshave their scheme considered by Canadian

to

At present there is a horse-car service
the city of Arequipa, but a company has
been
incorporated^ to have the system electrified. At the
head of it is Senor C. Espejo y Ureto, president
of the Credito Urbano de Arequipa, the largest
bank in the place. The city has a population of
about 4S,ooo and is the second city in Peru.
in

One of the signs of returning confidence in the
business situation is the organization of the Canadian Crocker- Wheeler Company, Ltd., for the manufacture and sale in Canada of Crocker-Wheeler
apparatus. The Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere, N.

J., manufactures all types of direct-current
and ahernating-current motors and generators,
power transformers, motor-generator sets, frequency
changers, etc., some of the best-known lines being
direct-current motors for special purposes, such as
machine-tool and printing-press drive, and steelmill
work.
Crocker-Wheeler
alternating-current

generators up to 2,000 kilowatts capacity have been
in successful operation in Canada for some years.
F. E. Lovell, president of the new company, is a
member of the old-established lumbering firm of
H. Lovell & Sons of Coaticocke, Que. Russell A.
Stinson and F. John Bell, vice-president and secretary-treasurer, respectively, have been identified with
the manufacturing, construction and sales ends of
the electrical trade in Canada for the last 15 years
and are particularly well known in Montreal, where
the head office of the company has recently been

opened
d'Armes

in

the

Street

Railway

Chambers,

Place

Hill.

BUSINESS.
To make

easy

to obtain prices on Universal,
Zero, Victor, Standard or Western desk or ceiling
fans, the Western Electric Company of Chicago issues a return postal card with illustrative descriptive matter attached.
It is declared that "the Western Electric Company oft'ers you the best fan motors
in every respect and the most complete line from
which to choose."
it

The Mechanical Appliance Company

of Milwauannounces that it has designed and developed and is now ready to furnish single-phase
and polyphase alternating-current motors. These
new lines, in conjunction with its previous directcurrent line, distinguish it as one of the small
number of electrical companies in this country manufacturing single-phase, polyphase and direct-current
kee, Wis.,

motors.

The

few weeks have developed a well-defor the small self-contained directengine-generator sets sold by Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, and comprising small
AUis-Chalmers type "NI" generators connected to
the type "E" American Blower engines, built by the
American Blower Company of Detroit. These units
are particularly suited for use as exciter sets in
small isolated plants, steamship or steam-yacht
lighting installations or wdierever a small unit which
will operate with minimum attention is necessary.
last

demand

fined

current

Signs of recovery from the industrial depression
are unmistakable in the recent sales of new-machinery equipment to manufacturing plants in various .parts of the country. This revival is general
all along the line of commercial activity, for orders
for steel are sjiid to have increased 25 per cent,
over a month ago. Railroad earnings are better
for several of the larger systems, and building
activities are much more active.
Sales of AllisChalmcrs Corliss engines, mainly with electric generators and other equipments, made recently in
several parts of the country, bear out this statement.

DATES AHEAD.

Electrician,

charge of Mr. Elmer E. Wood^ has been removed
from Room 809 to Room 132 1 in the American
Tract Society Building. The mailing address remains the same as before 150 Nassau Street.
in

ing,

General Electric Company. The buildings are admirably situated for office purposes, being in
close
proximity to the principal railroads and the river
tunnels.
There will also be a cojinection with the
present subway under Broadway.

capitalists.

Hon.

The Mechanical Appliance Company of Milwaukee calls attention to the Watson direct-connected

igo8

streets, one block west of Broadway and
three
blocks east of the Hudson River.
Approximately
31,000 square feet, or (he entire seventeenth floor
of the Cortlandt Building, will, be occupied by
the

sible,

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.

2,

Omalin Klcclrical Sliow.
4tll

to

.Aiuliloriiim.

OliKilia,

^

Neb.,

May

9t1l.

Nebraska Electrical Association (annual meeting), Omaha,
Neb., May 6tb and 7tli.
Missouri Independent Tcleplionc Association, Kansas City.
May 6tb and 7th.
.Soutbwcstcrn Electrical and Gas Association (annual meclinn), El Paso, Tejc., Hay 7th, 8lh and 9tli.
Grand Rapids Electrical Siiow, Grand Rapids, Micb., May
iitb

to

idlb.

Indiana .Independent Telephone Association (annual convenlion), Indianapolis, May i.ith and 14th,
National Electric Light Association (annual convention),
Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, May I9tb to sad.

May
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2,

Oklnhomn

Electric
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,anminl
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Moy

American

AMBoclntlon
astli,

to

Society

American

a^tl

to

Knginccra

I-ltliication

Traymore, Ailnnttc City, N.

I'nIkI

August

lyo;.

7,

N.

11,

C

AIIhtI.i

Applk-aliuii

V..

lilcil

:i0lli

(annual meet*
Cr.ind

nirrlinf{),

liausniilli-r
I'IcuR'til

Elcclric
885,072.
gines.
Leon

O.
Applicalion

A

OJ}ic<)

filed

for

March

1897.

25,

of relatively m<iv;iblf ciinlaelH arc arrauKcd in
liming aitparaluh
Into the cylinder.
'I'licre
in a
for
auloniiitically
closing
and a niaKuei
the
circuit
located mitside of the cylinder and iida|»led when energized to relatively move the electrodes to break the elr^
[iin'r

extend

cuil.

Motor.
Bernard A. Bchrend,
Norwood, Ohio, assignor to Allis-Chalmcrs
Company and llic Biilloi-k Electric Manufac-

Company.

turing

Application

filed

November

1905.

29,

Tlie rotor for .111 induction motor coinprijics :i spider,
radial fau-blades integral therewith, a slotted core mounted
on tile rim of Itie spider, conductors mounted in the
slots of the core, and short-circuiliuK rings for the con-

ductors

885,017.

mounted on

the

fan-blades.

Canopy Attachment

W.

George

Cassidy,

for Lighting Fixtures.
East Orange, N. J.
Ap-

filed June
19,
1907.
canopy support and insulator consists of a sectional
ring made of insulating material adapted to embrace
the tubular covering of the fixture and provided with
a tapering screw thread to engage the threaded opening
of the canopy and to be thereby compressed and clamped
upon the tubular covering.

plication

A

Regulator for Dynamo-electric Machines.
Richard Fleming, Lynn. Mass., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. V.
Application filed October 20, 1904.

885.031.

In combination with a generator and an exciter thereIS a vibratory device for varying the resistance of
field circuit of the exciter and differential coils for
operating the vibratory device, one of the coils being
excited by current from the generator and the other coil
being excited by current from the exciter.
for

tlie

-

Transformer.
John
ectady, N. Y., assignor to

Frank,
Schenthe General ElecSchenectady, N. Y.
Applica-

885.034.

tric

tion

Company,
September

filed

26,

J.

1907.

York

Show
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Chicago Electrical
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Show
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,

(fourth annual), Collvuin, Jan'

.Ipiilii, igoS.

Gas or Vapor EnMcPlicrson, Highland Park,

Igniter

Iiuliiction

885,001).

Npw

Square (lunlrn,

ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
111.

consists of a iliaiilir.iM") luiil a iiiici'ocouiprisiuK a vacuum, tube cunnccleil to
ili;i|<lii':iKiu
and extending! |iai-alk-l thcrefrotu, tlic
IJR'
hiln- L'liclusiun circuit tenniuals and a mass ol carhou
tiiauulcs for hriilKing: the terniinals.

This

]»h('iiic

June

J.,

plito Glcclric UuUi Avwclatlon (annual convention), lioUrl
VIclory, I'ulln-Hny Inland, Ausuet Jjili, 36ih and J71I1.

j(I.

issued (United Slatts Patent

Hracluiiii,

con*

K.'ipi'ls

ILLUSTRATED
Transmill.T.

3SS

EnHineem (annual

MiclilKnn Klcctrlc Attfoclittinn (annual
Mich., AuKUHt iRlli In aiNt.

(an-

lU'troit,

iiu-t'tinK),

July

KIcctrlcal

Nutloniil Klcctricnl Conlractorn' Andoclalion
Iiik). ClilcnRO, July istli, i6tli mid i^lh.

(tiemt-annunl

afitli.

I'loniotion of F-nRinccriiiR
.Tunc a^tl to a6lli.

the

for

Soclt'ly
iiiiiil

June

Detroit,

riircliiiK),

Meclmnlcnl

of

Hotel

vrriiion),

afitli

unci J7tli,

of

Innlltitle

Electrolytic

885,083.

Apparatus.

Broddc

E.

F.

Canada.

Rhodin,

Sault Stc. Marie, Ontario,
Applicalion filed October 30, 1906.

A cell for electrolytic |)r»)eesses has a series of concenretaining ridges arranged stepwise, each of the
ridges being separate from the others.

tric

Conlrolling Device for HIcclric Motors.
Charles A. Dresser, Chicago, 111., assignor to
G.
A.
Edward Kohlur and Franklin W.
Kohlcr, Chicago, III.
Application filed October 24, 1903.

885,147.

.

A

eoni roller iar prinlinK-prciia motors coin|>ri«cii n
HericK of resifilatice and cont.ictH tlicrcfor, a contact device adapted to move alonji tlicni, a conlrolHnK solenoid
for tliiK contact device, two notcnoidn, each opcrrtiiiiK
HwitcIicH anwtcialcd with the motor circuit, two Hwilcli
deviccH aBHuci.'ilcd with ilic contact device and adaplc<l
to control the circuits through both of the wdcnoidw, the
Hwitch devices hcing adapted to 'be operated hy mcan>i
of the contact device when tnlcrniedixilc it» maximum

up and down ponitlunH.

1906.

In a muItiplo-voitaRC system there is a balancer comprising two dynamo-electric machines having their armatures connected respectively to the main conductors, and
a starting rheostat adapted to connect the armatures to
each other and to the neutral or compensating conductor.

Puncture
York, N.

885,121.

New
14,

Charles
Application

A.

Winter,

filed

August

Telltale.

Y.

for High-speed DyBenjamin G. Lamme,
lo the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
Application filed June 2, 1905.

1906.

In combination with a pneumatic wheel tire is an eleccircuit and a circuit-closing device comprising a contact carried by the wheel, a part connected with the contact and engaged by the tire, a contact mounted on the
wheel axle in the path of the wlieel-carried contact, the
tire when inflated acting on the part engaged tliereby
to keep the wheel-carried contact from touching the stationary contact, and a spring acting on the wiieel-carried
contact to move it when the tire is deflated to cause the
closing of the circuit.

Display
New York,

Electric
885.127.
Zalinski,

burn,

plication filed May ir, 1906.
In a railway block-signaling system a source of energy is arranged in each block and normally disconnected
from the rails, means under the control of an engine
through a distant block are arranged for connecting the
source of energy to the rail, and a signaling circuit on
the train is arranged to be energized from such source
of energy.

Telephone Trunking System,
Edwin H.
Rupe, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company, Chicago,

885,180.

Application

filed

November

15,

1906.

combination with a cord circuit and ringing key
a relay, the actuation of which depends upon the character of the jack with which the cord is connected for
governing the connection with the key,
In

W.

AlexanderSchenectady, N. Y., assignor to the GenElectric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed January 26, 1907.
Control.

Willard

III.

of a series of electric lamps,
reflectors disposed at different angles to tlie lamps and
arranged at the sides thereof, and electromagnetic means
for moving the reflectors to and fro in the plane of
the lamps and approaching and receding therefrom.

Motor

Signaling Device.
Guy MilBaltimore, Md., assignor of one-half
G. Milburn, Baltimore, Md.
Ap-

AutoiTiatic

885,168.

Apparatus.
Edmund L.
N. Y. Application filed

October 6, 1904.
The apparatus consists

885.128.
sOn,
eral

A

winding comprisinK a number of coils located in
the armature bIoI.h has the ends of the coils remote from
the commutator, connected to commutator scKinents by
means of comparatively high resistance conductors located in tlie armature slots and by comparatively lowresistance conductors located outside of the magnetizable
portion of the armature core.

to

tric

Winding

namo-electric Machines.
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor

System for Distribution.
Lewis L. Tatum, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to Allis-Chalmers Company and the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company.
Application filed April

885,106.

16,

Armature

885,163.

Ernst F.

is

Winding

885,184.

for

Dynamo-electric

Machines,

Walter Schmidt, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the
Westinghouse
Electric
and
Manufacturing
Company. Application filed July 17, 1905.

A

commutator motor has means for connecting it as
a series motor for operation on direct current and as a
repulsion motor for operation on alternating current
in
the latter case the armature is short-circuited and the
effective ampere turns of the inducing winding are increased relatively to the exciting winding.
;

Electric Gas-lighting Machine.
Barlow, Orange, Conn. Application
ruary 21, 1907.

885,134.

This

David A.
filed

Feb-

device for lighting the burners on a gas
stove.
stationary contact adjacent each burner is
engaged by a movable contact operated by a reciprocating
is

a

A

rod.

885,143.

Automatic

Swissvale,
In a high-potential transformer the high-voltage con^
ductors are insulated by surrounding them with insulated layers of conducting material, the layers being successively greater in area as they are successively spaced
further from the_ high-voltage conductors so as to decrease and equalize the high-potential stresses over a
large area of the insulation.
(See cut.)
?5.054-

Pa.,

Synchronizer.
Frank Conrad,
assignor to the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company, PittsPa.
Application filed February 2, 1907.

burg,

Gas Element for Converting the Energy
NO. 885,184.

Combustible or Other Suitable Reducing
Substances to Electric Current.
Ernst W.
Jungner, Kneippbaden, Norrkoping, Sweden.
Application filed May 15, 1907.
of

magnetizable core with a number of longitudinal
slots has a winding therefor comprising two groups of
coils of oblong cross-section, the ends of some of which
are disposed edgewise and the ends of others of which
are disposed sidewise in planes substantially parallel to
the ends of the core.
(See cut.)

A galvanic gas element has an oxygen depolarizer, a
generator comprising a reducing gas, nitrosyl-sulphuric
acid dissolved in sulphuric acid and an' electrolyte of
sulphuric acid of high concentration.

Three-wire Central- en ergy Telephone System.
Charles A. Simpson, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed Feb-

885,185.

Locomotive. Ernest C. Ketchum, Boston,
Mass.
Application filed July 3, 1907.

55.055.

This locomotive carries a steam turbine and a condenser therefor, a dynamo driven thereby and propelling
motors supplied with current by the dynamo.

Interlocking
Relay.
Thomas L. Lee,
Westfield, N. J., assignor to the Hall Signal
Company. Application filed June 6, 1907.
The relay has two magnets, contact fingers mounted
on but insulated from their armatures, a locking arm
mounted on each armature, and two detents, each of
which is arranged to be engaged and actuated by one
locking arm and to engage and lock the other locking
arm to prevent contemporaneous operation of the arma-

ruary

and

tures

their

contact

fingers.

Trolley Stand.
William A. Loudon, Chicago, 111., assignor to the General
Electric
Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application
filed

A

August

pedestal

9,

1905.

mounted on

a car has a standard rotatable
a spring plunger in the standard, a trolley-pole hinged to the plunger and a link connecting the
standard and pole.
,

in the pedestal,

26,

1906.

A third conductor isolated from the talking circuit
contains a supervisory signal and means for disconnecting the signaling apparatus from the line and connecting the terminals with the talking circuit, and further
means for opening the circuit of the supervisory signaL

55-061.

55,063.

WINDING FOR DYNAMO.

A

885.245.

Device

for

Separating

Iron

Particles

from Chaff and the Like by Means of Magnets.

AUTOMATIC SYNCHRONIZER.
Two sources of alternating current are connected to a
part that reciprocates in response to the variations in
the pha&e relations of the currents, and a switch comprising three co-operating members, one of which is
operated directly by the reciprocating part, another is
operatively connected to this part and the third engages
the second member, except when the latter is moved to
an extreme position. Means actuated by the reciprocating part cause engagement of the second and third members only when predetermined phase relations exist between the currents.
(See cut.)

many.

Joseph Hagmiiller, Allensbach,
Application filed January 2, 190S.

Ger-

A

spoked flywheel has knives attached to the spokes,
fittings provided with slots fixed to the spokes, -scythelike iron bars adjustably mounted in the slots, magnets
fixed on the inner side of the bars, the magnets being
bent away from and projecting beyond the knives.

885.246.

Electric Fixture.

Harry T.

Hall,

Green-

Application filed August 19, 1907.
reel for carrying a flexible conductor has an actuating spring, a case for the spring held in contact with
the reel elastically, and a connection between the reel
ville,

A

Ohio.

^
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3S6
and the spfing case maintained by

at substantially a right angle to the length of the
harp and provided with a guideway and a cutting edge
adjacent to the guideway,

arms

tendency

elastic

tlic

of the spring case.

Edward B.
Machine.
Magneto-electric
Jacobson, Pittsfield, Mass., assignor to the

885,255.

Pittsfield

Spark Coil Company,

Application

July

Mass.

Pittsfield,

Coin Box
885,375.
for Telephones.

13,

can

December 12, 1904.
armature under electrical control from the central
carries
two pins that project into the coin chute.
office
A gravity pawl upon the actuator member is adapted to
slide over the coin when the actuator is moved backward
and to force the same from its arrested position upon
the next advance movement of the coin actuator.
An

Frank E. Mayberry,
Telephone System.
Medford, and Newman H. Holland,
Boston
to
the
assignors
Mass.,
Brookline,
Telephone Selector Company, Boston, Mass.

West

April

filed

1902.

12,

Chicago, 111., assignors to the AmeriApplication
Coin
Register
Company.

filed

885,270.

Application

and Registering Mechanism
Frank D. Powell and Charles

Ellis,

S.

1906.
This magneto, for ignition work, has an armature with
primary and secondary windings and a rotatable shell.
filed

May

Apparatus for Converting Direct CurFrederick F.
rent into Alternating Current.
Application filed FebStrong, Boston, Mass.

885,394.

ruary

"

1906.

16,

A revolving commutator receives direct current
through a pair of brushes.
A series of collector rings
electrically and mechanically connected to the comis
mutator.
The brushes on these rings pass alternating
current through a series of resistances to the outgoing
and

Car

Pleasure

Vance, San Francisco,
January 22, 1907.
An inclined circular track
and controlled

Track.
William
Application
Cal.

H.
filed

carries electrically operated

vehicles.

Punka and the
Operated
Young, Colchester, England,
Bergtheil
and Young,
himself
and
assignor to
Application filed
Limited, London, England.

In a party-line system means are arranged for connecting a source of direct current and a source of alternatArmatures in the
ing current to the line conductors.
field of the electromagnets are arranged, respectively, to
respond to currents sent over the line of different direction, and a separate armature is responsive to alteruatiufe'
(See cut.)
currents for signaling.

Commutator Wiper and Oiler. Daniel D.
885,278.
Neville, George H. Clay and John H. Clewer,
said Clewer assignor to
Kansas City, Mo.
Application
C. M. Hanks, Kansas City, Mo.
:

filed

November

16,

^

1905.

secured to and insulated from
A bifurcated bracket
the dynamo, a solenoid is adjustably mounted upon the
bracket and provided with a magnetic plunger, a spring
holds the plunger partly withdrawn from the solenoid. A
substance for oiling and wiping the commutator is detachably secured at the lower end of the plunger.
is

Actuating Mechanism for Fare Registers.
John F. Ohmer, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to the
Ohmer Fare Register Company, Rochester, N. Y.

885.280.

Application

June

1907.
A series of banks of counters has an actuating member
solenoid
and a core having an
movable
for each bank, a
extension adapted to be brought into operative relation
with each of the individual actuating members, and
means for energizing the solenoid to actuate the core and
the core extension therewith to move the individual
actuating member.

885,289.
phis,

filed

Harry B. Presser, Mem-

Alarm Gauge.
Tenn.

13,

Application

filed

February

19,

1907.
A pressure gauge is provided with contacts closing an
alarm circuit at limiting pressure values.

Charles T. Richassignor to the NaCompany, Trenton, N. J. Ap-

Battery-filling Machine.

885,294.

mond,

tional Carbon
plication filed

This
forces

Ohio,

Cleveland,

September

14,

1905.

a machine for filling dry
the materials into the jar.
is

A

cells.

_

plunger

SchenJohannes' Harden,
assignor to the General ElecApplication
tric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

885,338. Arc
ectady, N.
filed

Lamp.
Y.,

December

12,

1903.

A

solenoid and means actuated thereby are arranged
positively feeding the lower electrode when energized and releasing the upper electrode to feed by gravity, a switch controlling the energization of the solenoid,
a series coil opening the switch and a shunt coil closing
the switch.

Electric Switch.

treal,

Quebec,

An

Benjamin Hughes, MonYoung,
Rockfield,
N.

and Herbert
Canada.
Application

filed

October

1904.
In an electrically operable switch there is a polarized
circuit-closing member, a magnet adapted to hold the
member in position to break circuit, in combination with
a second magnet adapted to move the circuit-closing
means.
I,

friction

Telephone Hook Switch.
Herbert L.
Knight, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Century Telephone Construction Company, BufApplication filed April 13, 1906.
falo, N. Y.
In a telephone desk set a number of upwardly extend-

ing,

vertically

positioned

contact springs are

carried

by

an insulating support.
A vertically movable plunger is
connected to be moved by the switch-hook, and there is
a laterally extending insulated member upon the plunger
for securing the actuation of the cont-ict springs into
and out of electrical engagement.

Railway

and Telephone System.
Frederick L. Odcnbach, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor of one-half to John C, Poorc, Cleve-

885.367.

land, Ohio.

Signal

Application

filed

July

10,

1907.

A train unit is provided with an electric generator and
a roUiL^blf Bwitch ad.iptc«i to alternate the connection
of the line conductor between the generator and the
track rail.
An electric tiignal lamp and a galvanomclcr
arc in circuit between the track rail ami the generator.
885.368.

Ice Cleaner for Trolley Poles.
Jacob M.
Springfield, Ohio.
Application filed

dinger,

November
A block is

23,

1906.

mounted between the arms of the harp and
has one end extending beyond the forward edges of the

1908.

tol,

blade pivotally carried by the

punka frame
motor and a

frame.

Thermo-electric Couple. William H. BrisNew York, N. Y. Application filed De-

plates

Process
for
Obtaining
Pure
Copper.
Lucien Jumau, Paris, France.
Application

885,622.

May

filed

31,

1906.

The process

consists in treating a solution containing
with a sulphite for producing a precipicuprous sulphite, treating this with an
a portion thereof to metallic copper,
forming the metallic copper into suitable anodes and
subjecting them to an electrolytic refining process.

salts of copper
tate containing
acid to reduce

Housing for Electric-alarm Mechanism.
James B. Mayberry, Houston, Texas. Application filed August 13, 1907.

885,631.

A

housing is made in halves and disposed upon opposite sides of the target rod.
The alarm mechanism
associated with the target is disposed within the housing,

Insulator
for
Heavy Currents. Louis
Steinberger, New York, N. Y.
Application

January 26, 1906.
This insulator comprises a member of insulating maprovided with a number of hoods and with
spaces intermediate the hoods for the purpose of deadending cables, and a pair of distinct supports engaging
the member of insulating material for distributing the
weight thereof.
filed

Relay._ Archibald S. Cubitt, Schenectady,
N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed

885,688.

August

24,- 1907.

The relay has a current-carrying coil, a core movable
in the magnetic field thereof, a frame serving as a path
for the flux and as a magnetic shunt around the core,
and bushings for varying the reluctance of the shunt
path.

Reissues.

cember

27, 1907.
This couple has one element which consists of substantially pure graphite and the other of graphite containing
clay.

Electric Heater. Moise Landry, San Francisco, Cal.
Application filed January 20, 1908.

12.782.

Original No. .873,317, dated December

Arthur T. Crocker, SchenController.
885,446.
ectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

Company, Schenectady,
filed August I, 1906.

N.

Application

Y.

The controller has a movable member capable of a
number of operative positions, a solenoid having a core
for actuating the member and means for automatically
de-energizing the solenoid and again energizing it when
the core reaches positions corresponding to the operative
positions of the member.

Arthur
E.
Motor-controlling
System.
Hogrebe and Victor O. Strobel, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignors to the Niles-Bement-Pond ComApplication filed
pany, Jersey City, N. J.

885,476.

January

14,

1907.

A

A

Bernard F.

Talking-machine Attachment.

885,484.

Keating,

10,

1907.

An electric heater consists of two boards hinged together, an asbestos covering on the inner surfaces of the
boards and a high-resistance wire arranged to lie between
the coverings when the boards are closed.
Automatic Train-stop.
Hiram G. Sedgwick, Mill Valley, Cal., assignor to the American Train Stop Company, San Francisco, Cal.
Application filed September 28, 1907.
Original

12.783.

No. 864,866, dated September 3, 1907.
A brake magnet and circuit on the locomotive has
means for opening and closing the circuit the means
embodying relatively movable contacts and a magnet
There are also means on the roadbed for
and circuit.
closing this last-named circuit and means for automatically holding the brake-magnet circuit closed when
once closed by the roadbed devices.

The motor field has means for supplying it through a
single controlling device for one direction of rotation
of the motor and through two controlling devices for
main armature circuit
the other direction of rotation.
includes a magnet, and an armature short-circuit also insingle switch is controlled by the
cludes a magnet.
two magnets and arranged to open and close the armature short-circuit.

Hawthorn, Victoria,

Australia.

Ap-

plication filed November 22, 1907.
The attachment has an electromagnet for energizing
by making a contact at a distance from the machine,
a pivoted armature lever for the magnet, an intermediate lever adapted to move and pass the armature
lever and have its return stopped by the latter, a motor controlling hand lever and a spring connection from

Process for Uniting Metal Pieces. Charles
F. Jacobs, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Jacobs

12.784.

Welding

Company,

Chicago,

III.

Application

Original No. 825,541,
October 31, 1907.
dated July 10, 1906.
The process consists in bringing the pieces to be
filed

near together but not in actual contact, introducing molten flux between the pieces, passing an electric current through the flux from one of the pieces to
the other, and finally replacing the flux with molten
united

metal.

it

lever

the intermediate

to

the latter lever.

Time

Switch.
Carl G. NylanRegensburger, McKeesport,
Pa., assignors to the National Electric Time
ApplicaSwitch Company, McKeesport, Pa.
tion filed October 31, 1905.
Electric

and Frank

der

J.

This switch is operated by a mechanism including an
escapement wheel controlled by a clock.

Electric

885.519.

John Rebar, Smithdale,

Signal.

Application

Pa.

filed

November

11,

1907.

A

railway train signal system comprises a signal bell,
a battery, a circuit from the battery to each car of the
train, contacts carried on opposite sides of the couplers
of the cars and circuit-closers on each car.

Igniting the Charges of InFritz Reichenbach,
ternal-combustion Engines.
Application
filed
Germany.
Charlottenburg,

Device

885.520.

885,348.

2,

electric motor drives an oscillating
friction pulley carried by the

885,513.

for

885,345.

January
through a

885,430.

1907.

i,

method of assembling and insulating battery

described.

terial

Electrically
885,417.
Harry H.
Like.

P.\RTY-LINE TELEPHONE.

A

William A. F. Alt,
assignor to the American
Cedarhurst, N. Y.
Appli-

Battery.

Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Battery Company,
cation filed April
is

ic

885,678.

line.

885,406.

NO. 885,270.

Secondary

885,562.

2,

May

2,

for

1906.

A

gas engine having water jackets has electrodes
carried by the engine, a dynamo in circuit with the
electrodes, a water motor to operate the dynamo, and
means to convey the discharge of the motor through the
water jackets of the engine.

Oliver A.
Braiding-machine Stop-motion.
Application filed
Robbins, Charlotte, N. C.

885,523.

March

1907.
In combination with a movable bobbin included in
an electric circuit is an insulated support on the machine and a set of upright resilient contact devices
positioned in groups on the support adjacent to the
path of the bobbin and arranged to be engaged thereby.
13,

Telegraph Sounder. James J. Thomas,
Whiting, Iowa, and Albert G. Christophcrson,
Scribner, Neb. Application filed January 23,

885,545,

1907.

A

permanent magnet

is

supported

upon uprights on

An electromagnet is supported by a pivoted
the base.
lever adjacent to the permanent magnet and normally
repelled by the latter,
breaking circuit includcB the

A

electromagnet.

PATENTS THAT

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
April 28,

1908:

Electric

4S!,roi.

Arc

Lamp.

G.

C.

Young,

New

York,

N. Y.
451,121.

Electro-mechanical

Gong

Striking Machine.

Gaynor, Louisville, Ky.
Electric Meter.
F. K. Irving,

451,125.
451,142.

Electric

Battery.

J.

T.

Van

T.

F.

New

York, N. Y.
Gestel, New York,

N. Y.
R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia,
Electric Railway.
451.154.
Pa.
Electrically Propelled Car.
R. M, Hunter, Phila451.155.
delphia, Pa.
Signal for Railways.
U. S. Jackson,
Electric
451,157.
Ossipee, N. H.
Electric Arc Lamp.
451.189.
J. H. R. Ward, New York,

N. Y.
451.190.

Electric

Switch.

LcRoy

S.

White,

Waferbury,

Conn.
E. P. Sliarp,
Starting Device for Electric Motors.
451,212.
Boston, Mass.
L. Ricketts, Philadelphia,
Electric Indicator.
45 1 ,226.
J.
Pa.
System for Electrically Supplymg Hot Water for
451.239.

M. W. Dewey,
and Heating Purposes.
Syracuse, N. Y.
SupplyApparatus
Electrically
for
Method
of
and
451.240.
ing Hot Water for Consumption and Heating Piiri)oscs.
M. W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.
451,242. Armature for Electric Motors and Generators.
P. Grant, Baltimore, Md.
A. G. Walcrhousc, Hartford,
Electric Arc Lamp.
451,250.
Consumption

Conn.
451,267 and 451,268.
port,

Electric Switch.

H. T. Clark, Bridge-

Conn.
Advertising

S.
Bulletin and Train Annunciator.
H. Si. John and F. A. Jennings, Chicago, HI.
H. S. Park, ChiSolenoid and Spool Magnet.
451,308.
cago, 111.
R. Schcfl)a»icr, Patcrson, N. T.
Electric Arc Lamp.
"15'. 309.
V.
Machines.
Dynamo-electric
Regulator
for
451,312.

451,282.

Tischendocrftr, Brooklyn, N. Y.
R. Eickemcycr, Yonkcrs. N. V.
Electric Motor.
451,320.
Tension and Cut-out Device for Electric Railways.
451.320.
B. Jennings, San Jose, Cal.
Method of Electric Welding. E. Thomson, Swamp
451. 345-

Mass.

scott;

45I.397'
451,402.
451,407.

H. A. Chase, Stoncham. Mass.
Electric Switch.
Electric Railw.iy.
R. M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
Method of Making Electrodes for Secondary Bal-

terics.

H. H. Lloyd, Camden, N.

J.
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Public-service Electrical Utilities
Near Kokomo, Indiana.
Hv
.'\s
ill

MX

ilhislr.-iliiiii

up

Iniililint;

power

an

(listribiitiii^

C.

of

In

and

may

The

system,

and

at

liRlitiiig

and

same time

the

an entire
commnnity, the management of the Kokomo, Marion
and Western Traction Company furnishes one of
Ihe most striking and instrnctivc examples to be
met with anywlicre in the country.
At the time ownership of the system' was assumed by the interests now in control, less than
strenKlIieninn'

four years

the

ago,

industrial

there

was

position

a

small

of

INTERIOR OF GENER.\TOR

have various electric household devices
factories
in the vicinity take upward of 1,000 horsepower
daily in current for operating motors
the streetrailway system has been extended to a trackage of
10 miles, and a finely equipped interurban line of
28 miles in length extends from Kokomo, a city
of about iS.ooo inhabitants, to Marion, having a
population of 26,000, through several large towns
;

;

situated in a rich, closely tilled agricultural country.

Further extensions are projected to Terre Haute
and LaFayette on the West, distant, respectively, 130
and 79 miles from the eastern terminus of the road.

Among the principal places on the line now in
operation are Greentown and Swayzee, each of about
2,000 people
Sycamore, Sims, Herbst and Rose;

berg.

New Power

Plant.

being

same

placed

consisting

Coal,

of

Indiana

from

of

a

farther .ilong in this

screenings,

through

a

machines, put in operation February 21, 1907, was
found so satisfactory that a second unit of identical

main steam hrader

Pii'inu.

inches in diameter,

12

lo-

above the pump euniparlinem in the sleamtnrbinc room, is in the form of a loop, from which

cated

each

turbine unit is fed by a
valves are placed between

Gate

seven-inch pipe.
each battery of

and between each turbine Inlet, these valves
being of the Crane type with rising stems. There is
boilers

4^-inch auxiliary he.'ider. A proper arrangement of valves enables any part of the |/lant to be
supplied from any boiler at will.
All of the piping
is made as short and direct as possible, and
heat
insulation is provided in the shape of heavy covering of the pattern furnished by the Johns-Manvill'' rrtniitnny,
l.nni^ Ic'iids to provide f^ir cxpan-

also a

comparatively low grade
is
brought in on a spur

Railway and
extending the entire
length of the firing room, so that it is heaped up
ff'inl of iion doors opening upon
in
the several
unloaded

for considernble additional ca-

Stkam Hkaiikk anu

A

Lake Erie and Western

the

room

19

pacity.

trestle

ROOM OF POWER HOUSE OF KOKOMO. MARION AND WESTERN TRACTION COMPANY.
From these piles it is shoveled directly
the furnaces, which are so arranged as to
obtain a relatively high heat value from the fuel,
with the exercise of good rnanagement.
Removal of ashes is accomplished by an inexfurnaces.

into

Instead of the customary ash-pit
cars., there has been installed a tunnel and screw conveyor, through which the ashes
are constantly transferred to a pit outside the
pensive device.
with track and

There, by means of a bucket elevator
and inclined conveyor, the material is discharged
to storage bins at one side of the building and
unloaded into cars, which take it to points along
the line where it can be used as ballast.
building.

The boiler equipment, set on concrete foundations
reaching to bed rock, consists of three batteries,
two of which include four Stirling boilers, each
having a capacity of 235 horsepower, and the third
comprising one Atlas water-tube boiler with a capacity of 400 horsepower. Two of the Stirling
discharge into one stack six feet in diameter and 80 feet high, constructed entirely of steel,
and the remaining two, with the Atlas boiler, into
boilers

a

stack

also

of

six

feet

steel.

in

The

diameter
shorter

and
of

125
these

have been used wherever necessary, and the
system includes Cochrane steam separators.

sion

Feed-w.4ter Heater and Pumps.
The condensers and all of the other auxiliaries
exhaust into a Cochrane heatei- (with Sorge water
where a temperature of from 200° to
212° F.^never less than 200° is constantly maintained.
Water may be drawn from either the
condenser suction or discharge pipes, from a deep
well or from the city mains, and discharged into
an elevated tank which feeds by gravity into the
heater and from there by gravity into the boiler
feed pumps; or the water may be by-passed dipurifier),

—

rectly

to

the boiler.

Two

Boilers and Stacks.

.

Among outward signs of progress, however, the
most prominent is the development of the new
power station (a plan of which is given on another
page), which has recently been equipped with two
Allis-Chalmcrs steam turbines and generators having an aggregate normal capacity of 2,000 kilowatts
and delivering two-phase, 60-cycle current at a terminal pressure of 2.300 volts. The first of these

modioiis, willi

year.

CoAi.-HANui.iNc System.

and electric-lighting plant, having no greater output
than 500 kilowatts, a few miles of trackage wholly
within the city of Kokomo, and circuits suppi\-iiig

hundred arc and incandescent lamps. Today
22,000 incandescent and 395 arc lamps in and about
Kokomo are supplied with electric current, and
more than one-half of the company's customers

units will he described

\'o.

period of service.

street-railway

several

iyo8

article; but, in order to obtain a comprehensive
view of the entire equipmenl and operation of the
system, it will be well to begin with the unloadins
of fuel and follow the course taken in power development from the lime it is first transformed in
the furnaces until it has reached the end of its

he accumplislicil

electric-railway,

<j.

cunstruclion was ordered, llie latter
on the line on iJecember 7th of the

A. Ti'iM'i.x
wli.-it

MAV

feet

high,

stacks

Worthington pumps are used for supplying the tank over the heater and two Dean pumps
for boiler feed.
Either one of these sets is, however,
of
sufiicient
capacity
to
take
care
of
the

water

system

the

entire

plant.

The

be held in reserve.

Water

is

equipped with an engine-driven Sturtevant blower,
by means of which enough draft can be induced
to give large temporary overload capacity to the
two boilers with which it is connected. The boiler'
room has ventilators at the top and is very com-

of

Worthington pumps are now being displaced by a
centrtfugal pump with 2^-inch discharge, driven
by an induction motor supplied with current directly from the main generator buses through a
step-down transformer, but the steam pumps will

Water

Supply.

condensation and boiler
feed
is
taken from a creek about 350 feet distant througli
a
the

for

16-inch

stream

drawn

cast-iron

through

pipe,

and discharged back to
tile.
The water is

20-inch
from a concrete basin

in

the creek. 7

feet
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inside and extending 6 feet belo^v the
highextending
to
walls
with
mark,
water
water mark and a gate on the down-stream side
where the water enters. This gate can be readily
closed down tight, when desired, and the water

square

exhausted by pumps in the power plant, so as to
facilitate cleaning the basin of sand and mud.

Steam Turbines

The

operating

turbine

fioor

pump room

the boiler and

floor,

is

11

53^^

feet

above
above the

feet

May

and is so arranged that if the turbine
should reach a predetermined speed above that for
which the' main governor is set, the safety governor
gearing,

come into action and trip a valve, shutting
the steam and stopping the turbine.
The lubrication of the four bearings, two for the

will
off

turbine and two

for the generator, is effected by
supplying an abundance of oil to the middle of
each
bearing by means of a small cycloidal
pump driven from the turbine shaft, and allowing
it
to flow out at the ends.
The oil is passed

9,

igoS

are designed for high efficiency and safe
operation at high peripheral speeds. The field core
is built up of steel disks, each in one piece, giving
and great strength.
high magnetic permeability
Coils are placed in radial slots, thereby avoiding
side pressure on slot insulation and the complex
stresses resulting from the centrifugal force, which,
turbines

in these

rotors,

acts

normal

to

the flat surface of

the strip windings

The

stator

completely

is

noise of operation.
insulated

before

obviating the

enclosed,

eliminating

Coils were completely

wound and

being

risk

of

placed
defective

on

the

thus

core,

ventilation.

Stator

windings are placed in open slots, rendering the
readily removable.
For the purpose of obtaining adequate ventilation and for muffling the noise produced by the
coils

'

circulation of air, the turbo-generators are enclosed

such a manner that the air is taken in at the
through fans mounted on the rotor shaft
which discharge it over the end connections of
the armature coils into the bottom of the machine,
whence it passes through the ventilating ducts of
the core to an opening at the top.
Excitation of the two turbo-generators is accompHshed by means of exciters of 35 kilowatts and
30 kilowatts, the former being driven by an inducThe
tion motor and the latter by a steam engine.
engine-driven generating unit has a five-kilowatt
belted exciter. Turbo-generator excitation at full
load is 120 volts, 160 amperes. The exciters do
not take care of the station lighting. Current for
this is derived directly from the main bus-bars or
from a storage battery.
in

sides

Station Load.

POWER HOUSE OF KOKOMO, MARION AND WESTERN TRACTION
basement

and 30

floor

entirely separate
flooring.

crete

feet

below the roof

trusses,

of each generating unit being kept

the foundation

from the
Overhead

steel
is

a

frame of the concrane, hand

lo-ton

operated.

In

room are placed two horizontal steam.
and generators, of 1,000-kiIowatt capacity

this

turbines

a 330-kilowatt engine-driven alternator operated in parallel with them, the exciter for these
units,
and sub-station apparatus, transformers,
each,

switchboard,

as

etc.,

later

CO'snWK'x.

through a tubular cooler with water circulation, and
pumped back to the bearings. The oil-cooling system is taken care of by two induction-motor-dnven
centrifugal pumps, and the gland water for the
turbines is also supplied by two centrifugal pumps
driven by direct-current motors, taking their power
from the exciter circuits. No oil of any kind is
used in the interior of the turbines, nor in the
glands through which their shafts pass.
Between the turbine and its generator a special

As above intimated, the character of the load
put upon this station is railway, lighting and power
combined. At present there is a normal consumption of current somewhat under the rated capacity
of the turbines, so that one can be held constantly
in

and this drops to a minimum, during
morning hours, of about 300 kilowatts.

reserve,

the early

A

feature

to

be particularly

commended

is

the

thorough keeping of station records and the frequent checking of efficiencies of different parts of
the plant. On the company's log sheet the daily
load curve is plotted, thereby enabling it to be

described.

Incorporated in the turbines are the various
patented features controlled by the AUis-Chalmers
Company among which may be mentioned channelshaped shrouds protecting the ends of the blading
^

from

injur}'';

rings

insuring

machine-cut slots in the foundation
accurate spacing of the blades; a
method of fastening the latter which prevents them
from working loose, and improved balance pistons.
The turbines operate at 1,800 revolutions per
minute, with a steam pi^essure of 140 pounds at
the throttle, dry saturated, and a vacuum of 28
inches of mercury referred to 30-inch barometer
at the exhaust nozzle.
Large temporary overload
capacity has been provided for in the design of
these machines; high efiiciency is maintained, and
close regulation secured, even under unfavorable
operating conditions. The turbines are frequently
run six weeks at a time without taking the load
off,

and then only

The

bedplate

is

to

make

inspection.

divided into two parts, one carry-

ing the low-pressure end of the turbine and the
bearings of the generator and the other the highpressure end of the turbine. The turbine is secured to the former, while the latter is provided
with guides whjch permit the turbine to slide

back and forth with differences of expansion caused
by varying temperature, at the same time maintaining the alignment. This arrangement permits
of the utilization of the entire space between the
foundation piers and below the turbine, for the
condensing apparatus.
The condensers for the steam turbines are of the
jet type, each capable of giving the best service
when its unit is operating at full rated load.
Cycloidal air pumps, direct-connected to enclosed,
self-oiling, high-speed engines, and duplex, doubleacting

circulating

apparatus, as

is

pumps

are

installed

with

this

also a third condenser to take the

exhaust from the remainder of the plant.
The speed of each turbine is regulated within
close limits by a governor driven from the shaft
through cut gears working in an oil bath. This
governor, by means of a relay, operates a balanced
throttle valve.
In order to provide for any possible
accidental derangement of the main governing mechanism, there is an entirely separate safety or overspeed governor. This governor is driven directly
by the turbine shaft without the intervention of

i'LAN OF

type

of

flexible

POWER HOUSE OF KOKOMO, MARION AND WESTERN TRACTION COMPANY.

coupling

is

used

to

provide

for

any slight inequality in the wear of the bearings, to
permit axial adjustment of the turbine spindle, and
to allow for differences in expansion. This coupling
is

so

the

made

that

it

can be readily disconnected for

removal of the turbine spindle or of the re-

volving

The

field

costs

town.
generated at two-phase,
2.300 volts, and transformed to three-phase, ir.ooo

power transformers over

of the generator.

TURDtNE-DRIVF,N GeNERATOKS.
revolving-field ahornalors driven

comprehended, for the 24 hours, at a glance.
and station performances are also recorded on the daily log. In addition to this, records arc kept in the office of the outside distributing circuits, and two Wright demand meters are
constantly used to check the loads on lighting and
easily

All

Alternating

by

these

current

is

the

.

:

May
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lr;in«iiiis.sioii

In

railw.iy.

urlian

llic

station

of

line

iiscti

oil-lillcd,

sclf-

and

coiinccleil,
tliere

iiitcr-

tlio

there are

i50-kilowatt,

distant,

niiles

17

llic

Scott

Iraiisfornu'rs,

sub-station,

over
iiiaiii

llircc

iinrpo.-e

tins

coolcd

:

aru

in

tlic

tlircc

ISO-

step-down transformers, delta-connected.
Tliise transformers have i^j-inch outlet pipes rim
directly thronyh the lloor, so that in case of fire
can be emptied into barrels in the basemeni
nil

kilowatt

where the

oil

stored.

is

for

current

Direct

the

miles of the intcrurban line

HI

sets

iiiulor-^,'ener.itnr

in

system and
supplied through

railway

city

is

the ni;iin

st.'ilion.

rleliveriuf^

359

Une panel for the ciiKinc-driven unit is equipped
with Stanley instrimunls and doiililc-lliruw swilchcn.
One panel will) Slant y instrnnunlB and switches

easy curves and a inaxiniuni grade of no more than
livo dcKrcts, most of the track bciiiK laid on the

four feeder circuits.
One panel cmilrols one feeder circuit, with room
for an additional circuit.
WClinKlionae
'I'his li.i,
four-pole, double-throw oil swil'
.•neral

enliri'ly

controls

'

I

l''.lectric

wattinetcr.s.

One

panel controls

four street

are-llKhl

circuits

on the Western Klectric system.
The railway hoard consists of two panels, each
controlling a 2i6-lu)rsepower motor, and two panels
each

controlling

railway

the

gener.'itors

by

<lriven

The righl-of-way

40 feet wide and owned
Sr-venty-pound A, S. C. E,
rail is used.
The bond'* con.iist of No. 0000 compressed iiondn and soldered honds on the interurban
line and
No. 00 compressed bonds on the city
tracks,
kails are cross-bonded every
half mile
with No. 0000 copper wire.
level.

is

hy the comp.iiiy.

Side-arm overhead construction lias been used for
entire course of tlic line, cedar posts being
placed along 10 miles of the interurban system,
chestnut poles on the remaining 18 miles and cedar
and iron poles in the cily. No. 000 trolley wires
are used. The feeder wires are of 300,000 and
.ioo.ooocircularniil copjier, feeding onto the interurban wires 10 miles from the power station. The
feeder from the sub-station is stranded aluminum
the

equivalent to 300,000-circular-inil lopijir
100 feet in length.

S|i:iii«

:ir.

Caus.

The

intcrurban cars operated on the road at an
average speed of 25 miles per hour, arc equipped
with four 50-horsepower motors, K-28 controllers

and

straight-air-brake equipments. There arc six
passenger cars of this type, with one freight car
.ind one work car.
Cars are run on one-hour
headway, only three being ordinarily in service at
the

same

time.

Direct telephone connection can be opened at any
lime between the cars and the train dispatcher's
office by a polc-and-hook connection.

The city cars arc 22 in number, each having two
40-horsepower motors and,K-io controller. Some
of them are equipped with air brakes.

Power-station Building.

ELECTRIC STREET LIGHTING IN KOKOMO,
an operating pressure of 600 volts; and
the sub-station at Swayzee, 18 miles east of- Kokomo, contains three rotary converters for the
purpose of transforming the alternating to direct
current One of these, having a capacity of 200
kilowatts, is equipped with an induction starting
motor, and two of 75 kilowatts each are starte-I
through a storage battery from the direct-current
])ower at

power-plant

the

in

There are

also two feeder panels,
interurban line, and the other
the city line.
This railway board is equipped with
Westinghouse apparatus, except for a few General

these machines.

one

feeding

the

fastened
floor.

Any machine
any

set

the

to

is

in

The switchboard

panels

control

on

in-

for the turbo-generators

has

instruments mounted upon

Two Westinghouse

it

rests

as follows

ammeters.

One Westinghouse power-factor indicator.
One Westinghouse voltmeter.
One Westinghouse indicating wattmeter.
One Westinghouse polyphase integrating

watt-

meter.

Two four-pole single-throw oil switches for main
generator current.
One Cutler-Hammer rheostat located beneath the
floor and driven by chain and sprocket.
One field knife switch with discharge rheostat,
synchronizing plug and receptacle, and voltmeter
plug and receptacle.
There is also a Westinghouse synchroscope on a
swinging bracket at the end of the switchboard.
The exciter-switch panel for the turbine has—
Weston ammeters.
Weston voltmeter.
Two Cutler-Hammer rheostats.

two

One

direct-current
direct-current

Two

single-pole knife switches.
four-pole, double-throw Westinghouse oil
switches.
The e.xciter panel for engine-driven unit consists
of the following apparatus

Four

it

current

and

three

trolling

the

rotaries,

roofing

covers

the

entire

The
the

are of concrete, with smooth surface,
floor being supported on
steel

floors

engine-room

battery

and

a

Swayzee there

— three

direct-current

one

a switch-

is

alternating-

panels,

for

con-

panel

and

two

feeder

Storage B.atteries.

capacity of 480 ampere-hours and
288 Chloride accumulator cells.
A
smaller storage battery, consisting of the same
number of cells, but having a capacity of 320
ampere-hours, is installed in the sub-station at
Swayzee. The latter has glass cells and the former
are of wood, with lead lining. The function of
these batteries is to eliminate load fluctuations on
the rotaries, so that their output will be constant.
Regulating boosters are installed in conjunction with
each battery, of such design- as to automatically
regulate the charge and discharge of the battery,
causing it to discharge when the load is in excess
of the average and charge at times when the load
is less than the average.

which

has

consists

Outgoing Lines.
Alternating current passes from the switchboard
bus-bars through the transformers, as above mentioned, and stick breakers are provided between
the high-tension sides of the transformers and the

outgoing lines, which are led through high-voltage
bushings protected by round glass plates set in tile.
The lines are equipped with Westinghouse low-cquivalent arresters and Westinghouse choke coils,
The
to which ready access is had from the gallery.
lighting feeders have General Electric lightning
arresters and choke coils manufactured at the sta-

On

lightning

Stanley ammeters.
voltmeter, so arranged as to switch
on to pressure tap showing voltage at center of

a

of

One Stanley

these to

uptown.

the direct-current railway system Garton
arresters are used, there being four of

every mile.

Equipment of Railw.w System.

double-pole knife switches.

Wirt rheostat.

Tile

storage-battery panels.

Two

Two

storage

board consisting of nine panels

tion.

distribution

a

supplied by the Electric Storage Battery Company,

Switchboard.
of the panels

quality.

Iiuilding.

indi-

engine-

sulated stringers.

Each

phase

duplicate.

or any feeder can be operated off of

of buses.

Stanley

In a separate building, located about 60 feet' from
the main generating station, is a battery installation

under side of the

The bus-bar system

two

and

wattmeters

Electric

kiln-run

cators.

In the sub-station at

Current from the main generator bus-bars passes
double-throw
through
lines
outgoing
the
switches, ammeters, wattmeters and fuses, all such
circuits being also put through integrating wattmeters.
Cable of 300,000 circular mils area is used,
with high-voltage rubber insulation. The wiring
from the generators to the switchboard is opento

room

One

differential booster.

Distribution of Current.

work,

sub-station.

panel contains the starting device and rheostat for

Two

end.

SHOWING ARCHES.

IND.,

motors

these

Everything connected with the physical equipment
of the system has been very carefully looked after,
and one of the best evidences of this is the power
house itself, which is a well-planned^ well-built fireproof structure. All of the interior surfaces in the
engine room which arc not enameled are faced
with Kokomo pressed sand brick of buff color
and the remaining brickwork is of the ordinary

The

line

of

the

interurban

road

is

built

with

BRIDGE WHERE KOKOMO-MARION ELECTRIC RAILWAY CROSSES STEAM RAILROAD
.

beams, and under each of the turbine units there
is an
independent concrete foundation to a depth
of 13 feet 6 inches, foundations for the exciters,
condensers and other auxiliaries being correspondingly strong.

The steel trestle from which the coal cars are
unloaded is 280 feet long, 140 feet of which is
on the company's property. The steel work is built
upon a concrete foundation, and the frame is most
substantially

constructed.

Lighting System.

As previously intimated, the lighting system of
the company has developed very
rapidly.
One
feeder now goes out from the power station to the

Kokomo

North

distribution system and
South Kokomo, each being fed
2,200-volt, two-phase primary circuit; and,

supplies

tion,

there

circuits

are

of 50

four
lights

series

each,

another

from a
in addi-

alternating-current

fed

arc

from transformers

at 4,000 volts.

The towns of Swayzee and Greentown are both
furnished with lighting current taken through transformers from the high-tension lines and stepped
down to 220 volts.

:

.
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Industrial

Distillation of

Seuvice.

stone quarry, which was originally owned and
operated by the company, in order to provide
crushed rock for ballast, but has since passed into
the possession of others, is located on the line of
the interurban railway; and the larger part of the
product of the plant—about 300 cubic yards per

transported by the company to the steam
for
roads and out into various parts of the state
AH of
use in improving town and country roads.
elethe machinery of this quarry used in crushing,

day— is

vating,

well

as

etc.,

capacity,

similar

is

of

as

another quarry having
by motors run on

operated

from the power circtiits.
other important customers taking power
works and spark-coil
for motors are a brass
mill, an
factory, two machine shops, a large flour
alternating current taken

Among

automobile manufactory, bottling works, leather and
planharness establishtnent, glass factory, canners,
lumber
ing mill, cooperage plant, mitten works,
and
ya'rds, and nearly all of the smaller factories
shops in Kokomo, representing no less than 84
The use of small single motors
distinct industries.
and groups of two or three operated for various

purposes

also

is

growing throughout

drive has become
features of the town.

one

electric

of

"the city,

the

so that

recognized

Turpentine by
Bv

A

F.

Electricity.'

T. Snyder.

Pine woods contain a series af volatile hydrocarbons having boiling points varying from 130° C.
A mixture of these, including the groups
to 250° C.

which
what

between 155' C. and 170° C, forms
commercially known as turpentine. The

boil
is

principal constituent of this turpentine is pinene,
with a boiling point of 155° to 156° C.
The process of obtaining turpentine from wood
by distillation is an extractive one, in that the ^turpentine exists in the wood substantially in the form
in which it is obtained, and is not a product of
dt^composition at the time of extraction. At 175°
C, the pinene of the turpentine begins to break up
into a mixture of lighter and heavier hydro-carbons,
the decomposition being substantially complete at

270° C. It is therefore necessary to distill turpentine within relatively narrow temperature limits.
If the wood from which the turpentine is distilled
turpentine will
is not heated enough, part of the
be left in the wood. If it is heated too hot, part
of the turpentine produced will be destroyed. Many
of the products formed in breaking up turpentine
have strong odors, and a small percentage materially affects the selling price of the turpentine
produced, as the smell nauseates the painter using
the turpentine. It requires a certain drop of temperature to cause the heat needed to flow from
the exterior to the center "of a turpentine retort.
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through wrought-iron strips threaded through the
brickwork on each side of each retort. The current
supply for each retort is controlled by a switchboard
of ordinary type, which also holds the direct-reading pyrometers, one of which registers the temperature at the outside of the can and one the
temperature at the center of the can, showing the
maximum and minimum temperature conditions in
the can. The leads of these pyrometers end in
flexible extensions on the top of the retorts which
can be changed from can to can (Fig. 2)
The turpentine vapor is taken from the retort
through a reir.ovable copper outlet pipe. This outlet pipe leads to a condenser (Fig. 3), which consists of an upright copper pipe, down which a spray
of water is passed through the ascending turpentine
vapor, and which terminates in a tank at the bottom. The tank serves as a separator for the condensed turpentine and water, the turpentine readily
floating to the top of the water.
The excess water
from the spray is. withdrawn from the bottom of
the tank, and the turpentine taken off from the top
of the tank into a storage system.
The brickwork of the retort, when a can newly
filled with wood is put in it, is about 250° C.
The
cold can rapidly absorbs heat from this brickwork,
the temperature of the brickwork being kept up by
a current of 400 amperes, which is put through the
resistance strips for about two hours.
During this
time the temperature at the outside of the can
130^
rises from 75° to
C, at which turpentine

To accomplish this result, which has. been brougl-t
about within comparatively recent time, Mr. T. C.
McReynolds, secretary-treasurer and manager, and
Palmer, the company's engineer and lighting
superintendent, have made a systematic study of
local power requirements, and are prepared to give
each prospective customer a detailed statement as
JW'r.

just what improvements can be effected in his
particular case by the substitution of motor drives
in place of power applied through shafting, belting-,
to

etc.

Furthermore, the central-station company is read}back up its assertions by satisfactory
guarantees and to submit complete engineering plans
involved by the proposed change. It is indeed a
stubborn proprietor or manager who, seeing certain
advantages of electrical operation set forth in black
and white and guaranteed by a responsible concern,
such overtures as the
is not willing to listen to
central-station people in this city are ready to make.
at all times to

Household Lighting and
shops,

factories,

at

Utilities.

has, however, not stopped

The company's campaign
stores

or

industrial

'ments, but has been carried into the

estabbsh-

homes of the

Electric lighting is now become general, and
more than one-half of the company's customers

city.

electrical apparatus of one kind or other,
including laundry irons, heaters and cooking uten-

have

made along

If progress

sils.

next few years
indications,

it

is

at all

will

mean

and the probability
lieve,
in

than

direction

this

during the

a great increase in business,

the

more will be done in
most sanguine would be-

work

multiply almost

Marott,

.xnd

who

Prospects.

in Indianapolis, is
president of the company; Mr. T. C. McReynolds is
secretary, treasurer and manager ; Mr. P. H. Palmer
is
engineer, and Mr. Matzoff superintendent of
transportation. To each of these officials must be
J.

lives

given credit for far more than the average enterprise and foresight, while all actively concerned in
the operation of the system are to be praised for
intelligent

and earnest work.

Control of Motors by a "Practical Traveling Ground."
In response to a request for information in relation to what the newspapers describe as a "wireless" system of control of electric motors, referred
to

in

the Western

Electrician

of April

25th

last,

page 329, under the heading "Interesting if True."
Dr. Frederick H. Millcner writes from Om.aha on
April 2Gth

as

OF rURl'E.XTIXli BV ELECTRICITY. RECEPT.\CLE CONT.MNING WOOD BEING
PLACED INTO RETORT.
begins to come off, and at which time the center
and this further reduces the narrow range of
of the can is at 45° C. The current is then shut
temperature available.
slowly rises
off, and the temperature of the can
It has been known for many years that the fir
by absorption of heat from the brickwork for two
wood of the North Pacific Coast contains a considhours longer, when the temperature has reached
erable quantity of turpentine, and efforts had been
150° C. on 'the outside of tiie can and 205° C. in
made to utilize it as a basis for the commercial
the center of the can, and the turpentine has been
production of turpentine. The principal difficulties
suijstantially all removed.
In practice, it is found
encountered were those inherent in the close reguSome years ago
that from 90 to 95 per cent, of the turpentine in
lation of temperature necessary.
the wood, as determined by analysis, is removed
the obvious possibility of close temperature reguladuring this interval. While the turpentine is comtion obtainable with heat from electricity suggested
ing off, the pitch in the wood mells and runs dowr,
the use of heat from electricity in the distillation
At Vancouver,
to the bottom of the can and out through perforaof turpentine from this fir wood.
tions, and is collected in the bottom of the rctorl,
British Columbia, a considerable supply of waste
form
saw-mill
from which it is drawn off, at the end of the run,
available,
in
the'
of
fir
wood was
into the barrels in whicii it is shipped.
refuse, and electricity from watcrpowcr was availIt will be noted that the temperature of the inteable at a low cost. An experimental electric turrior of the can at the end of the turpentine run is
pentine plant, with a capacity of one-sixteenth of
hotter
than the outside. This is due to the heat
a cord, was erected and tested, and subsequently
whicli is beginning to be liberated by the decomreported upon by Dr. T. H. Bray of the MassaAt this
position of the hydro-carbons in the wood.
As a result of
chusetts Institute of Technology.
point the can is lifted by the overhead crane from
Dr. Bray's report, a commercial plant, with a caihe turpentine retort and put into the adjoining
pacity of three cords per d.ay, was erected, and has
retort, a new can of raw wood taking its place in
biien in operation at Vancouver since July, 1007.
In its new position the origithe turpentine retort.
The wood supply for this plant is brought in by
nal can of wood, from which the turpentine has
l-\arge,
from neighboring saw-mills, and landed at
been extracted, is connected up by another copper
a dock adjoining the plant. On this dock the wood
This change
outlet pipe to the adjacent condenser.
is filled into cans, which are wheeled into the plant,
nf retort and piping keeps the turpentine condenser
picked up by an overhead crane (Fig. i), and
forming
of
being
fouled
by
tar
oil
or tar
one
a
and piping from
dropped into a brick retort,
products.
group which arc placed together to reduce radiaDue to the continued decomposition of the wood,
tion.
The top of the can forms » llangc, which
Ihe temperature steadily rises without further usi
dips into a groove around the top of the retort,
of electricity, and Ihe resulting decomposition gives
filled with tar, forming a gas seal when the can is
Electricity at no volts is carried
in the retort.
a product known commercially as "tar oil" and
riie
which comes off as vapor and is condensed,
I.
A paper rend at (he icenoral inectinL' of the- American
other product of this decomposition is wood tar,
Gk'Clrochcmical Society at Albany, N. Y., April 30, looS.
llLL.\llu.\

ratio.

Org..\ni2..\tion

Mr. G.

line

that

is

for the results of such

geometric

this

commensurate with present

follows

"For some months I have been experimenting
under the supervision of Mr. W. R. McKeen, superintendent of motive power and machinery, Union
Pacific Railroad, on a system of remote control,
and I have succeeded in producing a practical device whereby it is possible to have a selective control, and thus be able to cause a machine to move
forward, reverse, slop, or run at different speeds,
no matter what the motive power of the machine
may be. This control has been applied to a moving
cir, either lor the purpose of communication or
-ontrol, by mean^ of a practical traveling ground."

—
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I).

\I,1V

|M-nlinc retort, :in(!

retort.

i;ir

is

It

is

:is

rosin

\\\v

did

in

Ihc

Inr-

collccfctl in the bnttotn of the

fmniil

iii

practice

that

tar

this

n|i at tlie final temperature of the'
and it is eons.'(|neinly di'awn olT contiinidurinK the tar run, into the harrcis in which

lends to hreali
lar retort,
cinslj',
it

to be ,shipi>ed.

is

At the end of three honrs of
j75° C,

can

is

tlie

tar

run,

the

the center of the can has risen to
tar oil and tar sto^) coniinK off.
The
then lifted out and stood on a sand floor,
makes an air seal with the lower edges of

temperature

in

.and

which
the can and protects from combustion the contents
of the can, which now consists of charcoal.
the can and its charcoal contents are cool,

Fig.

2.

View Stiowing Cans

When
which

Retort. Turpentine
Outlet Pipes Shown.

in

If tu'o gyrOH are used and muunted .accordinu to
Ihc writer's plans, lliey imist run in opposite drcclion to each other, bin not necessarily in syn-

ehronism.
In order to llioroiiKlily nnrlerstanil just why a
sini-le gyroscope gives .1 double balailcinu effect li>
a car or any moving object to which it may be
attached, perhaps a few remarks regarding its laws
ni.ay not be out of place.
According to a familiar law of physics, any body
once set spinning persists with all its power in
revolving in one plane. Tops, boo|)S and all spinning wheels have made Ibis law familiar to all.
The gyroscope is smply a metal wheel poised
within a gimbal. It was invented over a balf-cen-

Vapor Passes Off Ihrouyh

derived from any supply of wood depend on the
character of the wood. The following will indicate
the results which are being secured from the British
Columbia coast ftr per 1,000 pounds of w-ood.
Turpentine
6.7 gallons
168
pounds
Rosin
5- 1 gallons
Tar oil

Tar

68
323

Charcoal
It

may be noted

pounds
pounds

Fig.

3.

articles have been written on the law of
gyroscope, and in ne.trly every case it has JKcn

.\Iany
llie

nsAiimecl

that if the piinl of the gyro shaft is
brought in eonlael with a stationary object the
gyro has a tendency to right itself.
N'uw the true
cause of the \eeigbt being shifteil to ibis one point
of rontact is due to friclional eonlael, causing the
gimbal to turn in opimsile direction to what it
would turn were it free to act according 10 the law

of

its

own

force.

Working

against

its

own

force

course inslantly shift the weight to the upcoming side of Ibe car and has a niucli greater
force to banuiUT Ibis side down than the weight
of the gyro itself; due, of course, 10 the Blorcd
energy in Ihc revolving disk or wliccl.
will of

View Showing Turpentine Condensers
Receptacles

DISTILL.-VTION
takes about three hours, the perforated bottom of
the can is tripped and the can lifted, allowing the
charcoal to fall out.
This charcoal is then put in
sacks, as required by the trade which constuties it.
Five products are produced from the wood
turpentine and rosin in the turpentine retort, tar oil
and tar in the tar retort, and a residual product
The amount and kinds of product
of charcoal.

361

in

whicit Receive the

Vapor from

Retort.

OF TURPENTINE BV ELECTRICITY.

ago, being most commonly used to illustrate
the rotation of the earth around the sun.
It is
commonly sold as a toy. When motinted in a car
two metal rings or gimbals are so placed that the
wheel is free to turn in any direction while spinning.
To balance a ball and cause it to travel on a
cord it is only necessary to cut a groove around
the center of the ball in a plane with the gyro
mounted inside. Now while the gyro is turning
at a high rate of speed it has a tendency to remain
in the plane in which it is turning unless some part
of the gimbal or frame comes in contact with some
other object; therefore if the groove in the ball
is of considerable
depth the ball will be held in
the same nlane as the cord on which it is traveling; but should the ball remain still it has a tend-

Imagine

tury

what

W'Ould

make

'auto"

w.as

dem.

It

full-size

car,

and

a sensitive steering device this
if
applied to an automobile if the
constructed with two wheels in tan-

is the writer's intention to make the first
practical demonstration with a gyro-auto
will not be long before one will sec
it

running along like motor-cycles and coming
a stop without tilting to one side or the other.

autos
to

Imagine what great speed could be maintained
and how easily one could round a curve with a car

The writer's first car of this type
so constntctcd.
will be equipped with steel flanges so as to run
rail of existing steam or electric railways.
It would not be surprising to see a unicycle car

on one

that this charcoal, being retort

charcoal and cooled out of contact with air, is
tough and suitable for special purposes. The amount
of U'OOd held by a can varies with the quality of
the wood, but averages at Vancouver about 1,000
pounds. The electricity used per can is about 90
kilowatt-hours, and costs, at Vancouver, 18 cents
per can of wood.
The plant is operated by one man on each shift.
there being two 12-hour shifts per day.
When the
wood is large, an extra man is employed on the
day shift to split it.

Recent Experiments with the Gyroscope
in the United States.
By MoNTRvWiLL M. Wood.

No

mechanical or scientific device offers more
fascinating opportunity for study than the gyroscope,
and public interest in the phenomena of forces exhibited by this study is particularly keen at the
time, due, no doubt, to British investigaparticularly those of Mr. Brennan, on the
double-g\-roscope monorail car.
Some four years ago the writer brought out as

present
tions,

experiment a mahogany ball about six
diameter containing a gyroscope pecuThis ball would travel along a single
track or suspended cable and remain balanced as
long as the gj-roscope mounted within was kept in
a

scientific

inches

motion.
In order to convert this piece of mechanism into
the working parts of a monorail car it was only
necessary to attach two wheels in tandem to the
ball and adjust the gimbal of the gyroscope so that

was free to swing in any direction. When th:s
was done a new principle was discovered that
of balancing a car on a single track with the use
it

—

of only

one gyroscope.
It is immaterial in which
direction the car or
gyroscope runs while the car is traveling in a
straight line.
But if the car is to turn a curve
either to the right or left, the single "gyro" must
revolve

MR.

WOOD

MODEL OF THE WOOD GYROSCOPIC MONORAIL

.AND HIS GYROSCOPES.

C.\R.

in

liarly poised.

in

opposite

direction

to

that

of

the

car.

ency to twist itself around en the cord, and that,
in turn, brings down cither one end or the other
of the shaft of the gyro, depending on the direcAs the gyro cannot swing in the
tion of rotation.
ball,
it
cannot right itself; but if the gyro is
mounted in a manner that allows it to swing it
will then turn to the opposite side to which the
ball is tipping, and when the shaft comes in contact w-ith the side of the ball the frictional contact
tends to roll the gj'ro around, shifting it to another
plane, bringing the ball up to its original position.
W'hen a single gyro is mounted in a car with
both ends of its axis free to work upon a projecting segment attached to the side of the car, the
projections not being in contact with the shaft until
the car attempts to tip in either direction, there is
established an almost human balancing device.
,

for one passenger, the wheel being, say, seven feet
in diameter and the rider placed inside of this
wiieel mounted on the shaft, steering his singlewheel car W'ith a gyro running around him in
opposite direction. to that of the outer w-heeel.
It is
doubtless true that the monorail system
will soon come to stay, but it "will be used for

express and mail before attempting to run passenger coaches, not on account of real danger but
on account of the fear people will have while this
system is new.
The w-riter has exhibited several types of cars
to a few scientific people, and one of these cars
was run on a cable placed in the office of the
The illustrations show exW^estern Electrician.
perimental types equipped according to the writer's
latest inventions.

—
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service

demanded by

of

the

residents

Kenwood, Hyde Park, Woodlawn and other outon the South Side of Chicago which

lying districts

Ireland

has

extensive

The

everj'body knows.
to

country,

that

Shannon,

The

as

stretching

fuel

said

is

to

east

produce

to

as,

made

is

bog in the center
from the River
energy.

electrical

from the moss of the surface to the

From

generate

are

there

proposed

the

to

bog,

twenty to thirty feet deep, varies in char-

peat,

calculated

is

peat

interesting proposal

the large area of red

utilize

of

of

tracts

built.

this

sufficient

the

in

largest

it

adjacent

supplies

power

12,000-kilowatt

electricity

lignite

source of fuel

house

quantity

to

likely

to be needed for three huniired years.
It is proposed to burn the peat in a gas producer, and drive
gas engines coupled to electric generators of about

500 horsepower each.

ammonium

from
would be a

the. supply

apart

quite

Part of the plan

to utilize

is

sulphate and other by-products, "so that,
of

energy,

electrical

Furtliermore, the inventor asserts that he can send

there

by "wireless," and a "special cable"
to the New York Times is authority for the statement that on April 28th, at the Hotel Cecil in
London, Knudsen transmitted recognizable pictures
through a wall from one room to another without

hard-headed committee of Parliament insisted that
the capital should be forthcoming before the bill
was passed "an obviously impossible feat," as the

pictures

also

upon the transactions
regards the treatment of the peat alone." But
profit

as

a

—

chronicler

tells

us.

wires.

These be wonders indeed. But as radio-telegraphy itself is still rather erratic for long distances,
and is displacing wires and cables very slowly, if
at all, it will be well to await further developments

The New York

before becoming overenthusiastic.
itself,

operation, even

if

perfected.

remarks, truthfully

It

newspaper "copy" has
to be "edited" to some extent, and most of it to
a large extent, before it can be used, and this
work can best be done in the manuscript. Matter
in type can, indeed, be corrected and revised to
some extent, but it is difficult and expensive work
that usually has to be done at an hour when time
is most precious,
and real editing can hardly be
attempted then except for very serious reasons.
But if there's certainly an if to it the Danish
inventor can operate linotype machines by "wireless,"
he can probably drive other machines as
well, and that would be something worth while.
enough, that practically

all

—

—

of Mr. Yerkes' legacies to Chicago was
Union Loop by the joint use of which the four

the

elevated

Chicago enter and leave the

railways of
business

central

For some time

district.

the

ca-

pacity of this elevated loop structure, as at present

operated,

has

To

traffic.

been

by

overtaxed

growth

the

the city recently employed Mr. George
Weston, one of the Board of Supervising Engineers, to make a thorough investigation of the
conditions, with recommendations looking toward
relief from the congestion.
Mr. Weston has completed his task, and has made a long report recommending through routing of trains, extension of
station platforms and their rearrangement, universal transfers, and the development of stub terminals.
These changes, he says, would add 43 per

of

once to the capacity of the Loop.

Entering into the problem, also, is the question
consolidating the four companies under one

ownership or management. Such a condition would
Several
unify the system and aid matters greatly.
unsuccessful efforts have been made to effect consolidation, but

may

this

kind

connection

In

Protective

is

now

matic

with the Loop stations

ing

llirough

Association,

glass

elevated

its

pro-

platforms
less

is

and

obstruction

than

stations

greater interest

city

fact

government.
langlc

has

that

Chicago
been

Mr.

hotels,

true; but this convention will be

is

it

electric-light industry.

in

be remembered,

It is to

also,

that Chicago has a large transient or hotel poptila-

Therefore, while

tion.

is

all

who come, even

at the

be provided with accommodations,

last hour, will

it

very desirable that hotel reservations should be

made

well

may

advance so that desirable locations

in

be secured in the hotels nearest the meeting

There

place.

time now,

is

if

the matter

promptly

is

and then grumble
because only less desirable accommodations arc at
the disposal of the hotel committee. This is emphatically a "do-it-now" proposition.
If you exattended

pect

to

Don't put

to.

attend

it

off,

convention

the

— as

Western Electrician are urged

the

all

to

readers

—be

do

of

sure

arrange with the hotel committee for reserva-

to

tions.

Elaborate
convention

and

preparations

— not

are

alone in the

discussions,

btit

also

under way for the
programme of papers

for

for the plan of entertainment.

the

exhibition

The very

first

and
fea-

programme is one of the most ImporThat is the receotion to be held on
Monday evening, May 18th, at the beautiful new
banquet room in the Auditorium Annex. After
ture on the

of

tant

all.

the reception there will be dancing and a supper.

One of

the

conventions

— the

advantages of the electric-light

great
is

the opportunity for personal contact

meeting with other

men

wrestling with

tin-

same problems and the chance to talk things over
with them familiarly and face to face. It is still
more pleasant to meet the ladies attending the convention.

The Chicago convention

has

been

par-

ample opportunity for
these heart-to-heart talks, and at the very beginning is the reception of Monday night.
Here
everybody is expected to meet everybody, renewing
old acquaintances and making new ones.
The reticularly

planned

ception paves the

to

ing should

the
to

This
feeling

give

way

of convention week.

for all the subsequent events

Everybody attending the meeta point to arrive on or before

fail.

the impend-

Chicago

very large one. probably a record-breaker for the

by

needs

happily

many
a

light

to

pris-

National

the

Auditorium Hotel, and it promises
to be a gathering of large size and great usefulness.
The tentative programme was published in
the Western Electrician of April 25th. The dates
are from May i8th to May 22d, inclusive, and we
wish to call the especial attention of our readers
to the meeting while there is time to make good
hotel reservations.
Chicago is a large city, with

make it
Monday and to take

for

case at present.

the

is

the

Loop

of

this year, at the

as

part in the reception without

making a proper start, add to
of good fellowship and lend emphasis

will

be

the most important feature of the association's

earnest

work

subways

On

— personal

help to each member.
another page will be found some interesting

The

sur-

information

solved,

and

convention.

as well as elevated and surface railways.

face-railway

the

convention

thirty-first

canopies

subway problem has been taken up

by the

this

engineer,

worked out a plan

stairways,

means of offering

the

new

reported that a

is

K. M'ohlcr, has

C.

a

it

under consideration, and
result in something tangible.

ject of

The

Electric Light Association will be held in

of

get at least a temporary solution of the

problem,

Of
Illinois

remain to be planned and

district

acter

have declared that "the
time is not far distant when, with my invention,
the London correspondents of the New York newspapers will be able to send their news straight to
the printing press through the Marconi operator."
waves.

373
373

Publications

,

machines can be operated at a distance by Hertzian

DEPARTMENTS.
New York

flood.

Mr. Knudsen, Denmark's versatile inventor, is
reported to have declared in London a few days
ago that he has invented a device by which linotype

cent, at

Correspondence
Great Britain

an overwIiL^lming

to

One
366

Parallel

limits.

town

of the deepest strata.

Laboratory Testing and Repairing of
Part VI.
B, Baker.

By Joseph
Electric Meters.
The Test Room. Illustrated
Questions and Answers:
Voltage Regulation

proved, while the underground lines in the down-

has

which is the most "wirelessly" inclined of any newspaper on this side of the Atlantic,
can hardly see the benefit of electric-wave linotype
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Sixty-third

been formed recently, and
it is not unlikely that one of its first acts will be
to plead with the railroad company to abolish the
smoke, cinder and noise nuisance of the steam

Times

A

work on the rehabilitation is proceeding steadily.
The elevated-railway service must be greatly im-

of

principally

190B
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Men's
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locomotives of the Illinois Central Railroad within
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The Coming
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London.
ilisciissioii

he

I

on the

lamps

of

brpply

nf

nK-t.-illic-rilnmciU

wrilcs

iiulnstry,

llic

Western KIcctricinn
was conclitded at tile

of

coiTi-spondent

l.oiitlon

In

ciTicl

llic

cli-clric

the

of April 2.1th,
of Electrical Ensineers last niRlil. Genspeaking, it cannot be said that the debate
(late

iiiiiliT

Iii-^litntioii

erally

high level, and opinions wenr
between those who thought the
advent of tin's new lamp wonkl be a blessing and
new
ihose who Ihonght the opposite, nnless a
method of charging were introdnced, which, inciIn the condentally, meant increasing the price

very

a

readied

diviiled

sharply

sumer.

The general condetnnalion nf the niaxinunn-detnclhod
n\and system of charging showed that this
rapidly discarded

now being

Is

all

over the conntry,

because it was scientifically incnrrect but beit
cause commercially it was impossible to bring
within the inidcrstanding of the average consumer.
One point of interest may be mentioned. Mr.
Mordey, who is the president-elect of the
not

M.

\V.

the coming year, objected to the
lamp and urged
use of the term, "metallic-filament"
expression "wire lamp" as being the more
for

Institution

tlic

correct.

One speaker suggested

a

way

out

keen

of the

m

the
competition between gas and electricity
do all the
shape of a cnmnromise that one should
heating and power.
lighting and the other fll the
ccrit
The suggcstinn was hardly taken seriously:

would not be by the gas

tainlv

interests.

March.

Electrical Exports for

arc well advanced for the animal
the .'^alioiial lileclric l.iglil Association, to
held at llie Auditorium Hold, beginning May i8lh ami closing May 2jd. A very
is
snecessful
and largely atlcndcil
convi'iilioii
.issiircd, and ,'ill nieniliers of the association, and
inileed all electrical men who can possibly do so,
should make every efTorl to altend. Readers of
Ihe Western F.lectrician who exjieel to be present
are cariieslly urged, also, to apply for hotel rcscrvalions at once to II. F,. Nicsz, 1.39 Adams Street,
Chicago, chnirniaii of the hotel coinmlltec. The
hotel accoinmodalions of Chicago are ample, of
course, for all who come, but desirable locations
in the hotels nearest the coii\'entioii luill
are going
rapidly, and those who apply late will naturally
get
less
desir.able
(|uarters.
Hotel
reservationn
should he made at once.
The advance programme of papers and discussions has already appeared in the Western Electrician.
The revised programme will appear next

exports from the United States for the
1908, amounted to a total valua-

Electrical

March.

1907.'

and

pliances

the

In

Both

classes

1007,

as

$,too.c<io.

TO08, $690,636:

ATarch.

$1,510,824

of goods,

electrical

for
ap-

show a decline
shown by the following

appliances— March.

Electrical

March.

with

machinery,

electrical

amount exported,

figures:

542:

compared

$T.T3S.T78.

of

tion

iQoK $444-Electrical machiner\
^

ATarch. 1907. $919,825.^

principal
The following-named countries were the
United
destinations for electrical exports from the

States during

March

^

America.
North
ancliances— British
United Kingdom. $52,Brazil. $86.?8t

Electrical

$To6.oo^:

;

Cuba. $24,337: British Aus$I9.T47:
$21,317: Japan. S10.023 Argentina.
Islands. $14,277: Germany. $9,265: France.

Mexico.

2;t:

tralasia.

$3.^..3.=;9:

:

Philinpine

Central

Belgium. $3,101:

S7.07S:

.American

States

$3,042.
and British Honduras. $4.74?: British Africa.
Brazil.
machinen,'— Janan. $103,223:
Electrical
Mexico. $76.46=: France. $53,649 ETnited
S107 761
:

:

:

Kingdom. $37,347: British Africa. $36,039: British
$20.North America. $32,840: Philippine Islands.
British Hon644: Central American States and
Argentina.
duras. $i:.20O: Chinese Empire. $14,103:
British Australasia. $12,064: British In$12,227:

dies. $8,967: Cuba. $7,453; Germany. $7,026;
kong. $1,430.

Hong-

manager. Yale & Towne Manufacturing
Company. New York; first vice-president. Rodman
CoraGilder, pnblicitv manager, Crocker-Wheeler
N
nanv. Ampere. N. J.: second vice-president. C.
ATanfred manager advertising denartment. H. W.
Tohns-Manville Companv. New York: secretary,

tising

H

Kress, oublicitv department. A. S.

Cameron

treasurer, H. M.
ComDavis, advertising manager. Spragne Electric
York: executive committee, F. H. Gale,

Steam

excellent and carefully thought-out

.•\n

of

Pump Works. New York;

pany New
Company,
In charge of advertising. General Electric
Schenectadv. N. Y.. and C. W. Beaver, special repComManufacturing
resentative.' Yale & Towne
Twenty new members have
pany. New York.
meeting.
joined the association since the last annual

ticular
ladies,

attention

who

is

The
Chicago.
generators
plant is to consist of three 350-kilowatt
and one 200-kilowatt generator, direct-connected to
There will be a 15four-valve steam engines.
20.000
panel switchboard and wiring for a total of
incandescent

La

lamps.

Salle

streets,

The Arthur Frantzen Com-

pany of Chicago has the contract
complete electrical equipment.

to

the

There will be convention sessions on Tuesday
morning and afternoon. On Tuesday afternoon the
ladies

will

attend an illustrated lecture at 3

p.

m.

on "The Philosophv of the Cartoon," by Air. John
T. McCutcheon. the celebrated cartoonist. Mr. AIcCutcheon will draw pictures as well as talk, and
he does both well. This lecture will be given in
Fullerton Hall of the Art Institute, and afterward
the
the
the

visitors will inspect the various galleries
Five o'clock tea will be served
Institute.

in

in

Rem.brandt

On

room.
Tuesday evening both ladies and gentlemen

White City,
amusement parks,

will be the guests of the association at

one of Chicago's
where a lavish use

best-known

made

of electric lights. Special trains will leave the old Congress Street station of the South Side elevated railroad at 8 to
8:15 p. m., and coupon tickets will be furnished
which will admit the holders not only to the
grounds but to the various shows inside without
is

there will be morning and evening
convention. In the morning the
ladies will assemble in the third-floor waiting room
of Marshall Field & Co.'s retail store for a tour
of inspection of that great establishment. The
store is within walking distance of the Auditorium,
but those who desire may take street cars at the
Wabash Avenue side of the hotel which pass the
Wabash Avenue entrance of Marshall Field's.
Guides will be provided at the store, and after the
inspection the ladies will be entertained at luncheon
in the South Grill in the establishment, a large
dining hall handsomely decorated in the Elizabethan
sessions

of

the

style.

feature of Wednesday afternoon
the Fisk Street power station of the
wealth Edison Company. This is the

The

to

largest steam-turbine electric power
country.
Its 10 steam-turbine units
capacity of delivering 150,000

mum

Here refreshments

is

a

visit

Common-

and
first
house in the
have a maxihorsepower in
will be served

on the grounds west of the switch-

to

supply

the

Morning and afternoon convention sessions
be held on Thursday. -At 11 a. m. the ladies

and gentlemen

ladies

Hook

of

many

suRReslions

by

the

entertainment committee,

James W. Johnson. Ernest A. EdkJns, Oliver R.
HoRue, John J. Schaycr and William H. Oil.

The arranRcment

is excellent, not only in the hiRb
the various events themselves, but from
that the proRramme is not overcrowded;
lime for rest and various private social

of

class

the fact
there is

cnRaRcmcnts in between.
ArranRcmcnts have been made whereby the directors of the Glenview Golf Oub have extended
the privileRCS of the chib to the Rolfing members
of the association. Those desiring to play may
obtain cards from Mr. Ferguson.

Those cxpcctinR to attend the convention are
requested to register in advance. Address Miss
Edith M. Myers, 55 Duane Street. New York city.
The color scheme of the exhibition will be dark
green and white containing a tinge of green. The
lettering of signs will be in gold or aluminum.
Neumuller. 55 Duane Street, New York
of the exhibition committtee, of
which F. H. Gale of Schenectady is chairman.
Thursdav. May 21st. is Commercial Day. It is
said that "Sr.ooo.ooo worth of ideas will be given
away" on that day. In the aggregate and cumuAt the
lative effect this may be no exaggeration.
Council of Progress at Friday's overflow session
several men of national repute, including Elbert

Walter
city,

chairman:

Mr. Bion J. Arnold. "Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey H. Atkin,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Baker. Mr. and Mrs. Enos M.
P.arton, Mr, and Mrs. Louis A. Ferguson. Mr. and Mrs.
William A. Fox, Mr. and Mrs. Truman P. Gaylord, Mr.
and Mrs. ,T. Henry Goctist. ^[r. Walter S. Goll, Mr. and
Mrs. Cliaries E. Grepory, Mr. and Mrs. H. Rac Hixson.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. P. Holmes. Mr. and Mrs. Fred W.
Insull, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Insull. Mr. and Mrs. James
W. Tohnson. Mr. and Mrs. William E. Keily. Mr. and Mrs.
Edward B. Kittle, Mr. and Mrs. Ediyard W. Lloyd. Mr. and
Mrs. Willard W. Low. Mr. and Mrs. Ayrcs D. Lundy,
Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Niesz. Mr. and Mrs. Fra.nk L.
Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Sargent. Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas I. Stacey. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard E. Sunny, Mr.
.and Mrs. Walter H. Whiteside, Mr. James R. Wiley, Mr.
Tames Wolff.

liolh

which consists of Messrs, I.ouis A. FerRUson,
chairman; Godfrey H. Atkin, II, Rae Hixson,

parof the

^velfa^e

for

as thr

at the StudchaktT and for "Miss
Holland" at the Illinoifi. Both theaters
arc near the Auditorium,
Indeed the Studehaker
ndjoinft it on the north, and as there ts a connection hctween, on the second floor, it will not b<r
necessary lo ro out doors lo reach it. The Illinois is •tcarcely two block:) away, on Jackson
Boulevard, near Michinan Avenue,
The entertainment proF^ramme which is outlined
above was planned after careful consideration of

and

.

secretary

is

Hubbard of the

Philistine,

will

give

short

talks

on commercial subjects. C. W. Lee of New York
is chairman of the Commercial Day committee.
A special train will leave New York for Chicago
Pennsylvania Railroad (iont of West
via
the
Twenty-third Street') at 0:=;=; a.m. on Sunday. May
17th.

Pittsburg
in Philadelphia at noon,
m. and Chicago at 8:w a. m.. M"ay i8th.
Porter. 29 West Thirt\^-ninth Street,
York city, is master of transportation.
arriving

7:30

at

p.

Georp*^

New

F.

A Michigan Avenue Show Room for
Commonwealth Edison Company.
The Commonwealth Edison ComDany of Chicago
has secured the corner stores on the ground floor
of the Railway Exchange Building at the corner
of Michigan and Jackson boulevards for a display

room. The space w-ill be used to exhibit all kinds
current-consuming devices and will be handsomely fitted up with artistic fixtures and the latest
electrical appliances.
As all ChicagoanS know, it
is at this corner that the North and South boulevard systems are connected with the West Side
boulevards and parks. Probably more automobiles
pass this point than any other in Chicago. The
of

location

is

therefore

a

particularly

choice

one

to

objects

appealing to persons of taste, refinement and wealth, and the fact is attested by
the number of high-class shops in the vicinity.
display

The

central-station

company

to make
modern and inbe one of the show places of

permanent display so

its

teresting that

the

The

city.

it

will

will

endeavor

beautiful,

exhibit will probably not be thrown

open for two months, for the designs for
vet to be made.

Low

it

have

Lighting Rates for La Fayette, Ind.

The

city of La Fayette, Ind.. has just closed a
contract with the Merchants' Electric Light Asso-

lighting the streets, alleys and public
for a period of 10 years. For the last
20 years the cit>' has been pa^-ing $66 per lamp-year
ciation

for

buildings

for 2,200 hours of lighting, with 6.6-ampere, direct-

open arc lamps. Under the new contract,
which goes into effect September i, igoS, the comnany will furnish and lischt .^00 metallic flame arc
lamps 2,500 hours for $37.98 per lamp per year,
and extra lighting at one cent per lamp per hour.
This w-ill amount to a saving of about $100,000
current,

house.

light
large isolated plant for supplying electric
and power will be installed in the new 22-story
La Salle Hotel, to be erected at the corner of

and

paid

parlies

K'ven on Thursday rveitinK, with the a«sohojil.
Scats have hern reserved for

'ic

"The Moydrn"

programme

arranged,

rctiiriiintc

Siilc

Theater
will

be warmly welcomed.
The first feature of the convention will be the
opening of the exhibition of electrical appliances
at the .'\udiloriuin on Monday evening. April iSth.
This exhibition will undoubtedly be the finest and
most handsomely arranged display ever seen at an
electrical
convention. Followdng the opening on
Monday evening there will be an elaborate reception in the gold banquet room of the .'\nditorium
.\nnex, followed by dancing.
Music w-ill be furnished by John Hand's orchestra of 14 pieces.
Following are the names of the members of the
reception committee, of which Mr. Samuel Insull

in a large tent

Plant.

A

Madison

been

South

cialion

ivill

electrical energj'.

La Salle Hotel Isolated

has

entertainments

On Wednesday

Association, at its anfollowingnual meeting on April 30th, elected the
named officers: President. C. S. Redfield. adver-

The Technical PubUcitv

ilu- route will be through
parks .uirl hoiilrvarrls, pasfiinfE the
hiiildiiiKH of the Univirsiiy of Chicago,
The hotel
will he reachrd on the utiini ahoiit 5 p. m.

week.

cost.

Technical Publicity Association.

TT

of
be

and

Botli goiiiff

the

Chicago.

I'repnr.itions

eonvenlioii

Is

month of March.
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will
will

leave in automobile touring cars for a visit to the
South Shore Country Club, south of Jackson Park
and facing Lake Alichigan. This is a new and
attractive club, with building in the Spanish style.
In the grounds there is a nine-hole golf course,
as well as tennis courts, croquet grounds and
All the
facilities for other outdoor amusements.
privileges of the club w^ill be extended to the visitors.
An elaborate luncheon, supervised by the
club's 'chef, will be sen'ed at half-past twelve.

to the city in 10 years.

The engineering work, oreparation of specifications
and contracts, has been done by T. Walter Esterline.
consulting engineer. After tests made at the photometric laboratories at Purdue L^niverslt^- the Westinghouse four-ampere, metallic flame arc lamp has
been selected by the Board of Works

:
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May

The American

Society

Electrocliemical

held

its

meeting on April 30th, May ist
and 2d, the headquarters being at the Hotel Ten
Eyck in Albanj'. The sessions on the different
days were held in Albany, Schenectady and Troy,
thirteenth general

to industrial plants

Visits

respectively.

were made
2d, and an

afternoons of May 1st and
informal dinner was held at the Ten Eyck after
the return from Schenectady on May ist.
The attendance at the meeting was less than at
the New York meeting of last October, there being

on the

members and guests who registered.
At a business meeting held on Thursday

135

after-

announced that the next

noon, April 30th, it was
semi-annual session would be held about the middle
of next October in New York city. The results
of the election of officers for the ensuing year
were announced, Mr. Edward G. Acheson of Niagara Falls being the president-elect. Prof. J. W.
Richards of Lehigh was re-elected secretary.
A committee on electrical standards was apto co-operate wdth committees from the
American Institute of "Electrical Engineers, the
American Physical Society and with the National
Bureau of Standards in the work of fixing standard

pointed

2.

and the results go

nitric acid,

no real difference

in

to

show

that there

is

behavior.

Early Work of Joseph Henry.

The morning

session was closed by some interesting historical facts concerning the early work
of Joseph Henry in the field of electromagnetism.
Joseph Henry was an instructor in the Boys' Academy of Albany in 1826, and in that year and in
those innnediately following, he invented and explained the construction of the electromagnet, invented
the
first
electromagnetic telegraph and
showed the value of the series method of connecting cells for long-distance telegraphy. He also
noted that electric currents could be induced electromagnetically. All of this work has been ascribed
to other people.

Corrosion of Iron and Steel.

The afternoon

session included a business meeting and the presentation of four papers, including
the president's address.
The address of the retiring president. Prof. C. F.
Burgess of the department of chemical engineering
at the University of Wisconsin, was upon
that
subject which is probably of greatest interest to

units.

Measurement
The

for

Resistances.

EDWARD

G. ACHESON, NEW^LY^ ELECTED PRESIDENT
OF AMERICAN ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY.

construction

Montreal, who has been studying radio-active
emanations and their absorption by charcoal. It
w-as found that the radiations from thorium hydroxide are absorbed by charcoals, just as ordinary
gases arc, and that cocoanut charcoal has the greatof

power of those tried. The charcoals
are placed between the source of radiations and
a cell in which the ionization and rate of ionization can be measured.
It was also found that the
finer the grains of charcoal, the greater is the
absorptive power, and that hot charcoal absorbs
much less than cold charcoal.
est absorptive

engineers, viz., the corrosion of iron
title of his address was "The Corrosion of Iron and Steel from the Electrochemical
Standpoint." Professor Burgess stated that iron
structures may depreciate, due to corrosion, from
I
to 20 per cent, per year, and notwithstanding
this grave destruction there is a wide divergence
of opinion as to the causes of and methods of
protection from corrosion. Among the recent investigators who have published valuable contributions are W. R. Whitney, W. S. Walker and A. S.

and

The next on

the programme was a brief presentaof the results of some recent work done by
Dr. F. A. Wolff at the National Bureau of Standards, in Washington, on the temperature coefficient
of the Weston standard cadmium cell. Two hundred cells, some old and some new, were carried
through temperature cycles from 0° to 40° C, and
5°.

Precautions

were

obser\'ed to maintain the proper and uniform temperatures throughout. It was found that there
were many cells which showed considerable hysteresis."
\Iost of those showing marked hysteresis showed abnormal values at normal temperatures.
Dr. Wolff gave a new formula for the electromotive force of the Weston cell, which corresponds
more nearly to the average curve of electromotive
force of the cell than docs the old formula. It
was found by the careful measurements that the
cell has a maximum electromotive force at some
point between o' and 5° C.
20° )
New formula : Et
Es/,"
40 (t
20°)20')'.
.cog ft
.94 (t
20° )
Old formula
E,
E...,°
38 (t
20°)=.
.65 ft

+
:

= —
—
= —

—
—

The

Two of the points particularly dwelt upon in
Professor Burgess' paper are the effects of strain
and the

effects

of heat upon corrodibility.
to the influence of strain upon
by iron in an electrolyte, there

With reference

tion

every

steel.

Cushman.

Standard Cadmium Cell.

—
—

—
—

In the discussion Dr. H. S. Carliart of the University of Michigan, who has done so much work
on standard cells, said that the sizes of the crystals
lias such a marked effect that the cause of the
hysteresis noted was imdoubtcdiy due to the solution and rccrystallization of the mcrcurous sulphate.
He also asserted that chemically precipitated sulphate crystals were better than those prepared
clectrolyllcally.
This is contrary to Dr. Wolff's
experience.

MKRCtJRV CATItODKS.

the potential set up

been much work done by Andrews in 1894,
Hambuechen in 1900, T. W. Richards in 1906, and
W. S. Walker in. 1907. All of these except Hanihas

bueciien concluded that there was no potential increase noted, and some even found the reverse.
The fact that Mr. Hambuechen's work was very
carefully done so as to eliminate the effects of
polarization, may account for his positive results
showing a decided change of potential difference
between strained and unstrained pieces of iron.
His observations were, however, greater than could
be accounted for by theory, and hence his work
has been discredited.
Professor Burgess pointed out that Hambuechen's
abnormal results might be accounted for by the
fact that the pieces of iron under strain are not
uniformly strained, and that as the difference of
potential set up between a non-homogeneous electrode and an electrolyte is experimentally known
to approach that of the constituent setting up the
highest potential diffcrci;ce, the abnormally high
Professor
results observed inay be accounted for.
Burgess showed many samples and lantern slides
in
support of the more ready corrodibility of
strained pieces of irop.
The greater corrodibility of iron when heated
was investigated (piitc fully in an experimental
it
was shown that electric currents
boiler, and
were actually flowing between the hotter and the
cooler parts of the interior of a boiler. It was
further found that carbon dioxide is not objectionable in boiler water so far as setting up electric
currents is concerned. Alkaline boiler compoimds, such as sodiinii carbonate, reduce the cor.

briefly.

Copper Anodes.

The last paper of the afternoon was by Mr.
Paul Dushman of Toronto, entitled "Copper Anodes
Chloride Solutions," and dealt with the equilibrium ratio between the amounts of cupric and
cuprous salts dissolved.
in

Electrochemistry* of Light.
Dr. W. D. Bancroft of Cornell gave a lecture
in the evening, which will be a forerunner of many
more investigations upon the subject of photochemistry. The
title,
"The Electrochemistry of
Light," was probably chosen because it was an
attempt to correlate the causes of the chemical
actions produced by li,ght with electrolytic decom-

number

of experiments were performed to
the relation. In the presence of suitable
oxidizing or reducing agents which act as "depolarizers." many relatively unstable salts are split
up by light energy, and chemical reactions then
occur between the parts of the decomposed substance and the "depolarizing" agent. Dr.
Bancroft's investigations are now along the line of
reproducing the effects of light by electrolysis.
The first investigator along this line was Grothuss,
who in i8i8 formulated these laws
(i) Only that light which is absorbed can produce
chemical action.
(2) Light inay be considered analogous to a
linear electrolytic cell.
The exact relation between the light action and
the electrolytic action was not made clear by
Grothuss, and Dr. Bancroft could give no definite
interpretation of this idea.
Among salts Dr. Bancroft experimented with
were ferric sulphocyanate, ferric oxalate, mercuric
oxalate, mercuric chloride, ferrous ferricyanide.
The study of photochemistry is one of great importance in many lines, particularly in those of
photography, bleaching, and especially in the field
of plant life.
In the discussion of the paper. Dr. Baekeland of
Yonkers, N. Y., concurred with Dr. Bancroft in
the importance of scientifically studying the field
of photochemistry. Light affects not only unstable
compounds, but very stable ones also. Hydrochloric-acid gas in the presence of moisture and
oxygen. Dr. Baekeland found, would be partially
broken up with the formation of a certain amount
of chlorine gas. The process is reversible. The
reversibility of light reactions is also of great importance. "Photo-retrogression"
or
reversed action occurs in photographic plates which have been
exposed to light and have remained in the dark
for long periods afterward. Heat, too, produces
photo-retrogression in seme instances.

The paper

prolonged applause and nnich
favftrable connncnt.
Dr. Carhart thought th.'it not
sufficient prominence had been given to the temperature-coefficient fact.ir. of Hchnholz's equation
in

.

elicited

the theoretical considerations of the paper.

Conservation of Natural Resources.

A

paper by E. R. Tayloi" of Penn Yan, N. Y.,
was then given. This was a plea for co-operation
in the fields of forest preservation, water storage,

waterpower and navigation.
Dr. Steinmetz's Lecture.
The Friday morning session was held in the
chemical lectiue hall. Union College, Schenectady.
The first number on the programme was a lecture by Dr. Charles Proteus Steinmetz on the subject
of "Kinetic Molecular Energy." The speaker announced that he would attempt to give a clearer
conception of the principles of thermodynamics
than one gels from a study of the subject by
means of a consideration of the entropy factor.
The idea is to derive the equations and laws of
gases in which there are irregular motions of
molecular and atomic masses, starling with the
assumption of the molecular and atomic constituthese
of
that the motion
tion of matter, and
molecides and atoms occurs tmdcr the influence of
inlermolccular forces similar to the force of gravitation.

The conception of the three different states "i
matter was giveji as follows:
In a solid body the molecules have orbital motions about one another, which motions are relatively

ri.>sion.

Bancroft next briefly abstracted a paper by
Wilkinson entitled ".Mercur>' Cathodes in
J. A.
N'ilric-acid
Solution." The papj;r deals with an
apparent difference in behavior between electrochemical and chemical .-ictions between mercury and
Dr.

Blough of Pittsburg showed some of the
numerous^ forms into which the metal aluminum is
now being worked and mentioned the various uses
E.

A

Absorption of Radio-active Emanations.

made

Uses of Aluminum.
Mr.

illustrate

the

The second paper presented was by R. W. Boyle

measurements

second paper upon the subject of the corrosion of iron was presented in abstract by Mr.
R. IT. Gaines. The title of his paper is "The
Electrochemical Corrosion of the Rochester Steel
Conduit." Rapid and extensive corrosion is doing
considerable damage, and there seemed to be no
way to explain the cause except by local voltaic
currents set up by variations in the physical and
chemical composition of the steel. The paper is
a long report upon the conditions found.
In the
discussion that followed, it was the opinion of
those taking part that some good paint should be
made to prevent such corrosion.

position phenomena.

of

discussion of papers began
on Thursday morning with a contribution by Mr.
Howard L. Bronson of McGill University, Montreal, upon a method for the accurate measurement
of resistances of the order of 100,000 megohms.
This is an interesting application of the ionizing
pow-er of radium, it being found that a constantstandard high resistance can be made by placing
a little radium bromide in an enclosed vessel,
thereby rendering the gas conducting. Details of
the method of utilizing this vessel in connection
with an electrostatic quadrant electrometer were,
given.
In the discussion it wSs stated that the nature
of the gas apparently had no effect upon the
constancy of the testing vessel.
session
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cality

fixed or constrained to some particular loin the body, so that the average distance

between Ihe molecules remains fixed.
In liquid masses the average distance between
the molecules remains fixed, but the molecules
move with much greater velocities than when in

May

fiutlior,

aiicl,

sl:ilo,

soliil

llic
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y,

arc

llu'y

not

con-

They
orbital localities.
are free to have continuous travels, so lon^ as
average distance helwecn Iheni remains fixed.
till'
In the Rascdiis state the inolccnies have a still
ureater velocity, and the orbits of the particles are
iipcii

certain

to

strained

deliiiite

need of the assnmption that the
constantly colliding with one another in order to transfer energy from one ti)
forces transfer
the
another. The intcrmolocniar
In a system consisting of but two indienergy.
transfer
of
energy
no
vidual particles there can be
from one to another, no matter how far apart thtv
But in a system consisting of three or more
arc.
particles there can be interchange of energy, and
nt
in a mass of gas which is assumed to consist
molecules, there will Ik- a
a very large number of
upon
energy
depending
of
interchange
constant
chance relations. The mean energy of the molecnlcs
Tliere

no

is

are

inulecvdis

(r>

s a

constant for any given volume of gas.

of a gas is due to the insufTiciency
intcrmolccular forces to hold- the particles
Evaporation of a liquid or
to any given locality.
a solid is due to chance orbital motions which
give to some of the particles a sufficient velocity
the
to overcome the attractive forces that hold
majority to.gether. In gases, particularly when near
the state of condensation, there are molecules which
for small
give up, by chance, sufficient energy
groups to collect and form polymerized gas which
does not follow the laws of the ideal gas very
I'^xpansion

the

of

closely.

be assumed that the temperature of a gas
it
proportional to the energy of its molecules, then
the expression
v' represents this idea.
t -^ }/2
The expression
ma5S of a niol.
no. of mols.. ni
v' ('11
p ~ n
velocity of a mol.) represents the gas
and V
vessel.
containing
pres.sure on the sides of a
It is seen that the temperature and the pressure
v°, and hence the presare both proportional to
Since the
sure is proportional to the temperature.
pressure of a gas is proportional to the number
space, if we
of molecules enclosed in a given
double the number, or, which is the same thing, if
we decrease the volume of a given quantity of
gas by one-half, the pressure will be doubled.
Consequently the pressure and volume of a gas are
is
proportional to one another. This
inversely
Tf

is

m

=

=

m

=

m

expressed as
I

—

~

p

V
the above three formula
directly the proportionality relation,

T
~

or p

,

we

can

derive

V ^ r T,

Vol.

being a constant.
Where polymerization occurs, near the point of
condensation, for instance, the equation must be
modified.
By similar simple lines of reasoning it can be
shown that different kinds of gases must have the
same number of molecules per unit volume, and
that an expanding gas must give up temperature,
r

pressure and energj'.
conIn adiabatic gas expansion the law
stant can be derived for monatomic gas molecules.
becomes
exponent
the
molecules
In diatomic gas
1.44; in triatomic molecules it becomes 1.33, etc.
Where the atoms in the molecule are not the same
sire, as in the case of steam, the actual ratio is
found to be 1.2S6 instead of 1.33.
For a fuller discussion of the above considerations reference must be made to the completed
article by Dr. Steinmetz, which will appear in the

Transactions of the society.

V.^POEIZATION

Cai.ir'.m
I

he

Prof. J. W. Richards gave some empirical formufor the calculation of "the heat of vaporization
of metals and other substances." The latent heat
(in
molecular weight
for the
of vaporization
the absolute temis
grams)
23 T. where
perature of the boihng point at atmospheric pressure. (For constant-volume vaporization it is 21 T.)

T

total heat up to the temperature
the material is volatilized is 33 T.

The

technic

where

all

Practice.

growing importance of electrochemical patents and
a plea for a larger and better Patent Office exarn-

A

lively

lecture

room

Institute,

Troy,

of

the

Rensselaer

in

first

brittle.

There is little likelihood of calcium being introduced into steel at atmospheric |)ressures, because
of the extreme volatility of the calcium at the
melting temperature of iron. The welding qiuilities
of the calcium alloys are worthless. The alloys
containing over four per cent, calcium will oxidize
in
the air. The temperature of rapid vaporization of calcium was determined to be in the neighborhood of

1,290°

C.

In the discussion Dr. J. W. Richards inquired
if
the calcium-zinc alloys could be used to make
iron-calciimi
alloys.
Wh.ilc that
had
not been
tried, it was thought by Prof-cssor Burgess to lie
impossible because the temperature woidd necessarily be too high for the calcium.
Dr. O. P. Watts, of the University of Wisconsin, outlined some of hii work on the "Preparation
of Calcium Alloys for Aluminothcrmic Work."

prepared by Dr. Watts and Mr. J. M.
consist of various combinations of
calcium, magnesium, alimiinum and silicon.
The
calcium content varied from 6 per cent, to 74 per

These

alloys,

Breekenridge,

The

object of making these alloys w-as to
a substitute for powdered aluminum, such
as is used in the aluminothcrmic process.
Alloys
containing calcium and magnesium cause considerable splattering of the charge due to the vaporization of those metals.
Alloys high in silicon cut
down the intensity of the reaction. With fusible
slags, the reactions progress much better.
The alloys were prepared by melting the elements
in a covered Acheson graphite crucible, electric heating being employed.
The allovs were made by
Al,
adding the elements in the following order
Si. Alg,
Ca.
Calcium chloride served as a usecent.
obtain,

discussion

was aroused,

in

which the weak Patent Office force and the United
Among
States patent laws received no symoathy.
those who took part were Louis C. Regener of
Aclieson.
G.
New York, Dr. C. P. Steinmetz and E.

Testing of Iron During Annealing.
Mr. E. E. F. Creighton of Schenectady presented
a brief abstract of a paper upon "The Electrical
Testing of Iron During Annealing." The results

ods used

dry ctlls arc not proitcr one-..
appruncli an nearly a> pottlblv
the conditions that obtain in Ihc circuit lo wliicli
ihi-v .in- to be put,
in

lesii

'I'lic

IkoN.

Kern

of Colundjia University contributed ail iniporlani paper ujion the electrolytic
refining of iron.
Me worked wilji ferrous (luosilicate, neutral cliliiridc, and neutral kulphate >olnliiiiis,
nnil
also
with isolulionii conlnining aminouiuni salts,
Fluosilicate solutions deposit silica
with the iron and render the deposit hard and
brittle.
Good deposits were obtained from neutral
ferrous sulphate solutions conlaiin'ng eight per cent,
iron as sulphate, and with 10 to zo amperes per
stpiare foot current density.
The voltage required
with the solution, at 20' C, was from 1.15 lo 1.40
.Mr.

iCil,

volts,

and

K.

at

50'

C.

it

was from

0,80 lo o.yS volt.

With six per cent, iron (as sulphate) and three
per cent, sodium (as sulphate) the vollages required were 0.95 lo 1.20 at 20" C. and 0.50 lo 0.85
at .,0° C.
Good deposits were ol)laine<l from an
electrolyte containing eight per cent, iron and four
Boiled solutions
per cent, sodium as cldorides.
and solutions at 40° to 60° C. gave smooth desolutions
produced finer
posits.
Neutral chlori<le
grained and more flexible deposits than neutral
sulphate solutions. Deposits from solutions containing no ajumonium salts were superior to those
containing those salts.
Miscellaneous Topics.
Prof. A. T. Lincoln of the University of Illinois gave a brief abstract of the continuation of
his researches on "The Corrosion of Brasses and
Bronzes."
The electrolytes used were salt soluThe
tions, similar to sea water in composition.
corrosion of the brasses and bronzes increased
with the copper content.
paper by O. L. Kowalke of the University
of Wisconsin dealt with the "Conversion of Iron
Magnetic Form." The principal
Pyrites into a
point was that by roasting, and with only a slight
loss of sulphur, the iron pyrites in zinc ores can
be made sufficiently magnetic to be separated from
the ore in a magnetic concentrator.
The paper of F. T. Snyder of Chicago on "Distillation of Turpentine by Electricity" is given in

A

full

elsewhere in this issue.
of papers were read by

A number

Nebraska

:

flux to prevent volatilization.
The calcium
alloys are quite stable in dry air and do not disintegrate.
They decompose water roughly in proAll the alloys deportion to the calcium content.
scribed are readily pulverized.
In the discussion Dr. J. W. Richards asked if
the use of these easily pulverized alloys had been
Dr. Watts reconsidered for flashlight powders.
plied that it bad.
It was also brought out that the
use of aluminum as a reducing agent for metallic
oxides had been tried as early as 1858 by Tissier

tciiiln({

slioidd

El.FXTKOLYTIC RkPININC OF

thi

Poly-

Omaha.

Neb..

title.

Electrical Association.

May

5.

— The

annual convention of

Bros.,

Nebraska Electrical .Association will be held on
the stage of 'the Auditorium.
The programme begins tomorrow morning with the reading of minutes,
president's address, appointment of committees and
general business. At the afternoon session there
will be a paper on "Duties of the Electrical Inspector." by Waldemar Michaelsen of Omaha, and
a paper on "Motor Problems from the Viewpoint
of Small Central Stations," by V. W. Bergenthal
of St. Louis. The question box will follow the

Wahl

discussion of the papers.

in
France, and that Messrs. Greene and
published in i8go in the Journal of the
Franklin Institute a method of producing carbonfree manganese by reducing manganese dioxide by

aluminum.
Electrolytes

a nd

Electrolysis.

Louis Kahlenberg of the Department of
Chemistry of the University of Wisconsin, presented a paper upon "Conduction in Electrolytes."
This was an interesting and valuable contribution.
Dr.

Mr. Carl Hering of Philadelphia outlined some
ways in which direct currents might be induced in
electrolytes without electrodes, the point being to
prove conclusively wdiether or not the idea is correct that the electrolyte merely transfers numerous
electrostatic charges which are received from one
electrode to the other electrode, instead of conducting the current electromagnetically as in a metallic
The methods outlined are based on
conductor.
unipolar induction principles.
W. Turrentine's paper on "Reversed ElecJ.
trolysis" dealt with the apparent contradictions to
the usual electrolytic products found at the elecCases are known where hydrogen is
trodes.
given off at the anode and wdiere chlorine and
oxygen are produced at the cathode. These are
due to secondary reactions near the electrode sur-

Dry Cells
J. W. Brown

in

Ignition

Circuits.

of Cleveland gave an instrucDr.
discussion on the "Use of Dry Cells in Igniof meters and rotating
By
means
tion Circuits."
pointers from the ends of wdiich sparks proceeded,
he sbow-ed that an enormous waste of battery energy can occur when the apparatus used in connection with gas-engine ignition circuits is not
properly designed. He stated that most of the
spark coils and igniting devices now in use are
extremely wasteful of energy, and that with a
properly designed apparatus, the dry cell is the
most economical and convenient device that can be
used for supplying the spark. The ordinary methtive

the

At Thursday morning's

session there will be re-

and committees and election of
officers, followed by a paper on "Electric Law."
by Hon. W. R. Patrick of South Omaha. In the
"Howafternoon the follow'ing papers will be read
to Meet Gas and Gasoline Competition in Stores."
"Electric Rates," bv
by J. R. Cravath, Chicago
Homery Honej-well of Lincoln; discussion by I. B.
Zeiman. Omaha: question box.
Headcfuarters of the Nebraska Electrical Association will be the booth of the Western ElecThere are inany electrical men here to
trician
attend the convention and to visit the Omaha electrical show, w-hich is on at the Auditorium this
A. K. M.
week.
of

ports

officers

:

:

To Determine Cost

of Municipal Lighting in Chicago.

in the Western Elecweek of Mayor Busse's intention of

Following the announcement
trician

last

finding

out just

how much

lighting plants are w-orth and

the

municipal

what

it

street-

actually costs

to own and operate them, the Council
committee has authorized the mayor to
employ such help as is necessary to look into the
Some of the former
subject in a businesslike way.
city officials Avho were stanch municipal-ownership
advocates argued that the city could do the street
lighting cheaper than a private corporation, and they
based their contentions on the figures of the municipal
plants.
But these figures thus far have shown little
if anything more than the cost of the coal and
other supplies used and the labor employed, and

the

faces.

third paper presented was by Mr. A. B.
Marvin of Schenectady, upon "Electrochemical Patents," and consisted of a brief statement of the

staff.

Ai,i.oys.

morning session was held

paper, "The Alloying of Iron and CalBurgess.
Professor
cium,"
was abstracted by
Messrs. A. Ilirsch and J. Ashton have iloiie some
work showing that iron and calcium will alloy (c
some extent when calcium is nseil lo reilncc iron
o.xide.
As much as six per cent, calcium was obtained in iron. These high percentage alloys were
ubiained by placing the iron oxide and the calcium
in a steel cylinder and allowing the reliction to
go on under pressure, the pressure being produced
by calcium vapor. Calcium in iron makes it very

The

The

ining

Saturday

,

OF MeT-ALS.

lae

P.'\TENT

have cniised Rrcal improveinenU lo be
iron used in clcc(rical ap-

the quality of

paratus.

pV'A^

=

tcKlK
in

ful

From

p

made

eheniic.il

liypcrbolie ciU'ves.

or

the

rji

3^5

city

finance

naturally were not convincing to business men accustomed to figuring closely in enterprises of this
kind.
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THE INSTALLATION, LABORATORY TESTING AND
B. Baker.

Part VI.

The Test

Room

Secondary Laboratory Standards {Coniinned).—
instruportable
For direct-current voltmeters,
ments are also made liaving two scales of 150scale
volt and 300-volt range, respectively. The
which can be read Avith the greater precision on the
actual voltage should be used for example, the
lower scale in testing on no-volt circuits— espe-

—

since these instruments are calibrated to
cially
give the maximum accuracy at the usual commercial voltages of no and 220 volts.
For the alternating'current voltmeters, multipliers
are supplied to enable the instrument to measure
higher potentials. In using the alternating-current

voltmeter,

care should be exercised in

•

Rough adjustment of the deflecting pointer
made by a knurled head. Fine adjustment is
accurately made by a continuous worm. The scales
are graduated on a silvered dial. The divisions
watts.

(Continued).

the

use of

the contact key to keep it down only as long as
may be necessary to take a reading or a closely

consecutive series of readings.
The wattmeter is a combination of voltmeter and
ammeter, designed to take account of the power
factor of the circuit. It therefore measures true
In using
watts, and not merely "volt-amperes."
the wattmeter, care should be observed not to
coils of
potential
overload either the current or
low reading on an inductive
the instrument.
load does not necessarily mean that the current
or the potential is low; one or both may be so
high as to work injury to the instrument, yet so
far out of phase that the wattage is small.
In case of uncertainty as to the amount of current or voltage, an ammeter and a voltmeter may
be used in conjunction with the wattmeter not for
the purpose of checking the readings of the latter,
but to insure that its limits are not exceeded.
Special care should be taken in the use of the
multiplier, to connect it to the appropriate binding
posts, as a mistake will inevitably cause the burning out of the wattmeter.
The potential coil of the wattmeter like the
\'oltmeter, when voltmeter and ammeter are used
should be connected to the mains on the service
deflection of the
side of the meter under test.
needle back of the zero indicates that the connections to the current and potential windings are
in opposite directions with reference to each other
reversing the current leads to the instrument will
correct the trouble.
"precision wattmeter" for direct and alternating current, put out by the Westinghouse company as a primary standard, is shown in Fig. 8.

A

—

—

A

'

,

A

IS

pany,

badly.

Electric and
Manufacturing Comreprint of a paper entitled "The Maintenance and Calibration of Service Meters," by William Bradshaw.

A

a

reliable stop-watch

,

must not be omitted

mentioned among the secondary standards.

to be
Several

of these instruments, of good quality, should be
•provided, and they should be checked frequently, at

on their dials, against a standard
ordinary cheap
stop-watch
is
not
adapted to stand up under the work.
The following general precautions should be observed in handling portable instruments of directdifferent points

The

clock.

current:

and alternating-current

type,

in

torv and at consumers' installations
Instruments laid out and connected

the labora-

up

for

a

should be placed on a secure, level surface,
and not disturbed or moved until the test is completed.
They should not be brought near motor
test

generator fields, or near any source of heat,
such as a lamp bank. Magnetic fields are liable
to destroy the calibration of direct-current instruments, as these contain permanent magnets. Both
or

conditions

are liable to aifect the actual readings
both direct-current and alternating-current instruments especially the latter, for the very reason

of

—

that th'ey contain

no permanent magnets, and hence

are very susceptible to stray fields.
pairs" should always be used, when
possible, for the current leads, to neutralize the
field from the leads, that might otherwise affect
the indications of the instrument very materially.
Two or more instruments laid out for a test should
be placed, when their scales are in line, at least
one foot apart, as within that distance current in
the windings of one instrument is liable to affect
the readings of the other; if the instruments are
set with their scales at right angles, however, they
may be placed immediately adjacent. In order to
reduce or eliminate the influence of external magnetic fields, m.any companies have equipped their
portable instruments with heavy iron cases. The
use of such "ironclad" instruments especially conduces to accurate results in testing at consumers'
installations where strong and variable stray fields
arc liable to be present.

"Twisted

—

FIG. 8.

.A.

PRECISION WATTMETER.

company knows at all times how the central-station
company possessing one of these instruments is
situated for the making of high-precision accuracy
of installed meters in
keeping secondary standards
tests
in

good

room, and for
(such as test meters)

its

test

calibration.

The

precision wattmeter is designed on the principle of the Kelvin balance, but has a ball jewel.
It is zero reading, the index pointer indicating
zero when the deflecting pointer indicates the true

NoTK.— ThU Burial article, bcffun in the Western Electrician of April 4, i*>o8. i« an advance publication of a portion of a forthc/Jmind l>ooIf }iy Mr, Raker on the Reneral
tubjcct of "Electric Meters."
tt will be iinrlerstood that
the present serial refers to watt-hour meters used on customers' premised

with
is lia-

Westinghouse

are large and open, as the scales occupy the entire
circumference of circles approximately five inches
in
diameter. The meters are calibrated in the
company's standardizing laboratory, and a certificate
is furnished with each, giving the various constants
and the degree of accuracy of the constants. The
company checks the calibration of these meters
without cost to the purchaser, except transportation
charges, for a period of five years from date of
original purchase.
For an extensive illustrated discussion of this
instrument, see Special Publication No. 7052 of the

Care should be taken tO' avoid injuring the inbending the pointers or burning out the
coils
by connecting them to circuits carrying voltages or currents beyond their range. Alternatingcurrent instruments should not be used On direct

This instrument, while not a primary or original
standard in the sense in which that term is employed in the present work, is just as well adapted
to the testing of the other secondary standards in
use by a central-station company, including the
laboratory standards that are ordinarily used for
checking portable instruments. The wattmeter is
put out by the Westinghouse company as a protection to the proper calibration of that company's
meters, as it is found that ordinary "laboratory
standard" indicating instruments are often incorrect.
The precision wattmeter is a high-priced instrument, but is put out under a follow-up card-index
record .system, so that the meter-manufacturing

be kept from accidentally coming in contact
the metal case of a portable instrument, which

burn the instrument out instantly if its winding
happens to be grounded on the case, as it sometimes is. Good contact should be made between
leads and binding posts, and the leads should be
kept from dangling about, as contact with the
ground or any other conductor may cause a" short
circuit,
particularly in testing on central-station
systems having grounded neutral.
In testing on motor circuits, the contact key of
the voltmeter should be released before the motor
is shut down, to avoid the back electromotive force
of the motor, which might damage the instrument

struments

'

Instruments that have had their pointers bent or
have become damaged in any way should be
repaired and recalibrated at once, and not used in
a defective condition.
This applies particularly to
the introduction of a "zero error," from a slight
bending of the pointer, which the observer would
have to add to or subtract from the actual reading.
The ends of wires or other live conductors should
that

REPAIRING OF ELECTRIC METERS.
By Joseph

1908
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currents, or vice versa.

Alternating-current instru-

ments do not contain permanent magnets, and although they may be used on direct current, it is
necessary in doing so to make reverse readings, and
take the mean, which is slow, and inconvenient, and
also practically inaccurate under certain local con-

On

other hand, direct-current instruments not only give incorrect indications on alternating-current circuits, but are liable to have their
permanently destroysd by connecting
calibration
ditions.

them

the

such circuits.
A convenient way to determine whether alternating or direct current is in the mains which are
to supply the test circuit is to hold a single-f^ole
telephone receiver near the globe of an incandescent lamp which is burning on the circuit, with the
produced axis of the magnet threading through
the loop of the filament at right angles to its genAn alternating current, by varying the
eral plane.
field of the magnet, will cause a musical note to be
In dcfaidt of a single-pole
heard in the receiver.
telephone receiver, the allcniatiiig or direct character of the current may be determined with by
ordinary
permanent magnet by presenting
an
When this is
lamp.
toward
the
the
latter
done, a direct current will cause the filament
to bend to one side .or the other with a single
steady movement, whereas an alternating-current
will cause the filament to vibrate rapidly back and
forth, so as to appear to broaden out.
to

ble to

Multipliers for use with either direct-curor alternating-current voltmeters should be
clean and dry before connecting them into circuit.
rent

Moisture condensed on the surface of multipliers,
due to bringing the instruments into a warm room
from the cold outside air, may cause error in the
\^oltmeter readings, or injure or even burn out the
voltmeter. In testing at consumers' installations, in
winter, multipliers should be wiped off, especially
between the binding posts, and allowed to attain
the temperature of the room before the voltmeter
circuit is closed through them.
In making test connections care should be taken
connect the voltmet;- to the mains on the line
side of the meter.
Special precautions are required in using alterto

nating-current instruments. The contact key of the
alternating-current voltmeter should be used as a

brake to check the motion of the needle, so as to
avoid bending the needle or injuring the jewels
by any violent movement of the needle. In general, alternating-current instruments must be handled more delicately than direct-current instruments, on account of their weaker control and
heavier moving parts. The pointers should always
be allowed to return to zero after using the instruments, as otherwise the springs, which are comparatively delicate, may take a permanent set, giving rise to a "zero error."
Alternating-current instruments are very sus-

from static charges on the glass
Such charger set up an electrostatic
which attracts the moving system and gives rise

ceptible to error

or

other

field

parts.

the readings. For this reason the top
the instrument (glass or hard rubber) should
never be wiped off just before taking a reading,
as the friction is very liable to electrify it.
When the pointer of an indicating instrument
will not return to zero, due to the presence of a
static
charge, the latter may be dissipated by
breathing on the glass. To get rid of static troubles
it
is sometimes necessary to ground the meter or
one of the mains for example, when testing primary meters.
one-ampere fuse wire at least six
inches long, enclosed in a piece of tape, should
always be cut in on the ground wire, as in case
the otiier side of the circuit is grounded a dead

error in

to

of

—

A

would

short-circuit

An
for

result.

article entitled

Frederick Lange,

December

7,

p.

"Switchboard Instruments," by
of the Electrical

11 15

World?

1907, sets forth briefly but forcibly

the need of the exercise of care and connnon sense
in handling instruments and meters.

[To be eontinncd.^

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Voltage Regulation

In Parallel

Opera-

tion.

M. A.

We

Peoria, III.:
have three 220-volt,
direct-current generators connected in
voltage regulation is by hand and
our load is quite variable, especially in the evening.
I
would like to know whether there is an automatic regulator made that could be used to advantage in our case.
L.,

loo-kilowatt,

Our

nniltiple.

Answeu.
AiUomatic regulators are made, but
not

advisable except

in

special

tion here is not an exceptional one.
On a
are evidently shunt dynamos.
these require too much altontiou.

practice

liieir

use

is

The situaThe machines

cases.

variable

load

The common

use compouiul-wound generators for
These give automatic regulation withliability of getting out of order that is more
is

to

such service.
out the

or less characteristic of regulators.
To compound the machines a proper series

winding must be added to

each

machine.

field
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llial

iicgalivc side of

llic

each jimclion of the series

Annual Hepoi

;cll

connects the dilTcreul
with each other.

lielil
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.

answer

further

.ables,

published

is

last,

A

iu

ihictor

of V. J. T.,
siuKle-conduclor
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Carried to surplus account
Surplus at the end of last
year
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I

1.^1.^
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\
J
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"T^^l"^ V^^-'.
,^^ ^^
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'

^

"'i

«

''^"^'1

l^^~^^^

L''>''^

materials used by your companyAll said materials, whether
"°^''-^h copper.
raw, manufactured or in process of nianufac-

hand January 31, 1908,
^^^^"^^^ v/ere on
'"'^'^'
were inventoried at the lower prices then prevailing. The hook value of such inventories
was thereby reduced by about $2,000,000.
^n valuing the notes and accounts receivable,
in amount the largest in your company's history, great care has been exercised and liberal
reserves have been established to provide for
possible losses thereon. These reserves and

'''-^^m-^T'^^f^Tjm

'^^^L-T "jLa^I^W

~T"T"T^'-^'^J^r^3 '^^

Transit Development Company of BrookIn order to have the required iiexibility, this
cable was made up of 427 wires arranged in 61
The dimensions of
strands of seven wires each.
Diameter of bare strand, 2 57-64
this cable are:
1-16 inches:
inches; diameter over insulation, 3
16.2
pounds per foot;
weight of bare strand.
weight of the completed cable is 16.6 pounds per
foot.
The cable was furnished in 440-foot lengths,
each length constituting 7,300 pounds of cable.
This immense cable was furnished by the Standard
Underground Cable Company of Prttsburg, Pa.
the

l\n.

Opening of the

Omaha

Electrical

Omaha. Neb.; May s.-Omaha's
show was opened at the Auditorium

first

Show.
electrical

last night,

and

will be continued during the remainder of the week.
The show promises to be a great success. It has
been received with a hearty welcome bv citizens
Nothing of
of Omaha and surrounding countrv.
this kind has ever before been attempted here, and
but
experiment,
of
an
somewhat
the venture was
it is
proving so popular that the management had
accommodating the throngs which
difficulty
in
packed the Auditorium on the opening night.

briUiantly illuminated and
the decorations are artistic, representing the work
of a large number of men during the last two
weeks. It is stated that the Omaha Electric Light
Company alone expended more than $s.ooo on its
besides the manv thousands of
electrical cottage
dollars spent by the other exhibitors.
Aside from the electrical display, there is a
musical and vaudevill» programme offered each
evening. Among the features are the Elks' Quar-

The

tette

the

Auditorium

is

fvocal music), Charles H. Keefer (pianist),
"Teddy Brothers" of Omaha (acrobats) and

"Onetta,

famous

the
fire

electrical

dancer,"

who

gives

On Tuesday

dance every night.

to

interests,

and Saturday

is

to

be given over

the children'

Gillan deserves much of the
credit for the success of the show, and Omaha can
boast of an electrical exhibition far greater than
any vet held west of Chicago.
The list of the exhibitors includes 90 different

Manager J

f-jmn.

For

M.

companies whose exhibits of electrical machinery
and electrical appliances cover .the entire electrical
A. K. M.
industry very thoroughly.

.

purpose the unencumbered fee ofi about
.

this

of

land

adjacent to

•

the

.

of

Erie,

Too

acres

Pa-,

was purchased at a cost mcludmg engineerIn view
and other expenses, of $232,301.53.

mg

existing

the

of

city

depression

mgs thereon is deferred
The various securities

the erection of buildfor the present
included
the stocks

m

of your company have been
carefully revalued, item by item, with the result
that the book value thereof has been fixed at

and

bonds

account

$18,000,089.85.
_

The

,

,

,

past year has been one in which the enerall the departments of the company have
which the presbeen taxed to their utmost, and
sure upon the department heads has been parThe arduous and effective work
ticularly severe.
done by them is worthy of the highest commenda-

of

gies

m

tion.
J.

,

R. Lovejoy. A^ice-President.

— S.\les

and

Orders.
j^^^-^

g^j^^

^^(^1

orders

$70,977,168
$59,301,040

ijjUj,;}

received

Comparison with
^

'

five

"

previous vears

-^

9°3
904
905
9o6

g^j^_.

Orders

g.,j^^
t.,A/s--rvR

Received,
'i^nn,A^-A

T.t'tf-

^^^T.o'A

t'^.t^

f-^.fdoo"

1^'o-^X

907
..,. ,^, .,...
..---.,^

the year 1907 increated
previous year,

-o 0^7 rfS
/0,9/7.t68

«'^ &?
mo^-2

foXfi-o
To'tfo^
59,301,040

'9f^
include only apparatus manOrders Received
nfactured by the General Electric Company, and
*^o not include such items as services of experts.
labor of installation, freight and transportation,
supply material, boilers, engines, etc., of outside
manufacture, and bare copper wire.^
Sales Billed.
-'^11
these items are included in
In the lo-year period ending January 31, 1908.
billed
have increased frorti $12,396,093 to
sales
$70,977,168, an average increase of 19.8 per cent.
year.
per
^

18,2

diiriiiK

over

llic

0/
ipoj incrrascd 22 per cciU. over the corrcDpoiidini; period
of the year IQ06.
Owine, however, to the disliirhcd financial conditions prevailiiiR diiriiiK the
latter pari of Ihc year orders received
for Ihe
second six months of Ihc fiscal year decreased 23
per cciil. as coinpareil with the previous year.
Since November last lliere has been a heavy
decrease of orders received as compared with llic
past three years.
The total number of separate orders and coiiIracls received during the year was 237,006, an
Ihc

fiscal

year— I'chniary

i

first

10

six

July 31,

inonlhii

—

average per week of 4,558.
Among many important orders received diiriiijc
the year arc:
Great Western Power Company, San Francisco,
10,000 kiloCal.,
three water-wheel generators,
watts each, together with Ihc necessary transformers and other electrical apparatus for transcurrent at 100,000 volts from its power
Ihc Feather River to Oakland, Cal., a
distance of about 165 miles.
The Central Colorado Power Company, Colorado Springs, Colo., four s,ooo-kilowatl generators and other electrical apparatus for waterpower development at Glenwood Springs on the
Grand River, the electrical energy to be transmitted throughout the central portion of Ihc state
for mining, general power, lighting and railway
mitting

house on

service.

The

Detroit River Tunnel Company, a subof the Michigan Centr.-d Railway Company, apparatus for equipment of the Detroit tunThe contract innel under the St. Clair River.
cludes several 1,000-kilowatt motor-generator scls
with accessories and six 100-ton locomotives,- each
equipped with four 250-horscpower motors.
The Great Norlhcrn Railway, for electrification
of the Cascade tunnel, water-wheel generators and
lOO-ton locomotives, each equipped with four 250horscpower alternating-current motors giving a
continuous output of 1,000 horsepower per locomotive.
sidiary

The Southern Pacific Railroad Company, for
of its suburban lines in Oakland and
Alameda. Cal., 44 four-motor equipments, with
Sprague-General Electric control. The motors arc
125 horsepower each.
The Hudson Tunnels Company, the turbine generators, rotary converters, motors and controlling
apparatus for complete electrical equipment of its
system of tunnels under the Hudson River connecting New Jersey and Manhattan. A portion
electrification

this system was put into successful operation
on February 25, 1908, and regular service is now
maintained between Nineteenth Street (Sixth Avenue). New York city and Hoboken. N. J.
The West Jersey and Sea Shore Railroad Company, a branch line of the Pennsylvania Railway
running from Camden to Atlantic City, mentioned
in last year's report, has maintained its record of

of

satisfactory

operation

and

orders

for

additional

equipment have been received during the past year
provide

increased traffic.
The New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company is now operating in its New York
city terminal 35 electric locomotives of our manufacture, each equipped with four 550-horsepower
direct-current
motors.
Twelve additional locomotives have recently been ordered, making a
total of 47 locomotives purchased from us by this

to

her
night

each lady who .visits the electrical cottage will receive a souvenir.
All the electrical work has been done under the
direct supervision of City Electrician Waldemar
Jlichaelsen, who has taken great pains to have
evervthing up to standard. On Wednesday and
Thursday the Nebraska Electrical Association will
hold its annual convention at either the Rome
Hotel or upon the stage of the Auditorium, On
Thursday the Sons of Jove will also meet at the
Auditorium, and a rejuvenation is planned. Friday
honor of the teleis another souvenir occasion in

phone

allowances for depreciation of factory plants.
and the shrinkage in inventory values, have
greatly reduced the profits of your companj'.
As a result the amount in excess of dividends upon
jts share capital, which is carried forward to surplus
account, is relatively small. During the year all the
assets and Habilities of the Stanley G, I, Electric
Manufacturing Coriipany, Pittstield, Mass., were
taken over by your company, and the factories
owned by that company at Pittsfield are now a part
In this
of the factory plants of your company.
practical liquidation of the Stanley company there
has been a considerable shrinkage in the valuation
of its factory properties, inventories and other
assets, thus adding to the otherwise large depletion
in the profits for the year.
In view of the then great expansion in business, your directors deemed it wise, early in 1907,
'o provide for future development at .some point
"^arer the Central West, in preference to a furtlier enlargement of the plants at Schenectady and

OF 5,000,000-c. M. WE.iTHERPROOF CABLE.

.\CTU,\L SIZE

by

and

Jise

'\^^^t^ t^~^-jMt\K

-f-^

15,110,796.77

1908. ,$16,513,836.14
31,
'" ''^'^ y^"" '1"^''<^ was a sudden and
shrinkage in the value of all merchan-

severe

^JK >-<^^^. 'JK^" '^T T I^i
/'Wf^ '^'Vk^^T*T^^«'"C^NLJLip
-"^

^^9*sS<

^T
^

r

'"
"'

$1,403,039-37
fiscal

surplus January

'I'olnl

'^

J

l^HKSiiH'.NT.

and bonds account, and sundry iirofits), after
deducting all patent, general and miscellaneous
expenses, and allowances for depreciation and
losses, and writing off $3.745,y8<-;.o6 from fac$6,586,653-37
lory plants, were
5,183,614.00
Paid in dividends during the year.

^

.,

CoFi'iN,

January

ing

^^
•^'*''*^^^^

^"i « T
^*
V-^tA^-M.

A.

igoK (including $0,77^.93 from
31,
and $i,0[0,g6i.(J3 from royalties.
seeurilies sold,
dividends, bond inleresl. readjustment in stock.s

which is doubtless Ihe largest conever manufactured, has just been installed

>-

"'"''««':

"'

Ihe profits of your company for the year end-

cable,

_,

"»"•''

hilled

cc'iil.

Onlers received during the

^\^,.

C.

weatherproof

single-braid

of

Ihaii for any previous year, but the profits were
considerably reduced on account of certain re^^.,.^.^.^
factory
depreciation
of
for
allowances
plants and Ihe shrinUaBe in inventoiy values.
l-ollowinK arc portions of the report, which con-

column on February zgtli
J. R. Wiley of Chicago:

this

furnished by Mr.

5,000,000-eircular-nHl

ic'pper

fields

1

larRe

to

.Siilcs

|n'r

annual rcpfiri lo Ihe atockholilGeneral Eleclric Company lias been
issued, covering the year ended January 31, 1908.
Business for the year, as indicated by tile total
^:'les
hilled, was larner by more than $10,000,000

inquny
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to
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in
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,
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Company.

armaline terminal a connection, inchitling a
sinRle-pole swilch, must run to an eiinali/er bar.
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I

IIk'

to Ihe

which

'

for

the

company.

The use of electrical apparatus for industrial
purposes is extending rapidly and large purchases
of our apparatus have been made during the year
for completely equipping mills with turbine and
engine-driven generators for lighting and power,
and with motors of standard and special design
for driving machinery of every description.
Orders for supplies, such as meters, transformers, arc lamps, wiring devices, electric-heating devices, repair parts of electrical apparatus,
etc., show an increase over last year.
Our list of
supplies comprises upward of 50,000 items, separately catalogued and priced.
In addition to the
large stock of finished product carried at tfie
several points of manufacture, we maintain 14
warehouses in various cities, from which shipments to the value of over $6,000,000 were made
during the year,
1,200-volt Direct-current System.
To meet the

—

requirements of interurban railways w^Iiere a potential higher than 600 volts is desirable and the
conditions are unfavorable to the adoption of the
single-phase alternating-current system we have
developed a high-voltage direct-current railway
system to operate at 1,200 volts. Two roads have
been operafing under this system for several
Equipment for sevmonths with entire success.
eral additional roads of this character Is in process
of

installation.

—

Curtis Steam Turbine. The Curtis steam
turbine continues to give excellent service and the
confidence of users is evidenced by numerous adThe
ditional
orders for existing installations.
total number of Curtis turbines shipped to date is
horsetotal
capacity
of
having
1,086,000
a
960,

The

:
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Orders wel-e received during the year for
now
turbines aggregating 380,000 liorsepower.
have in process of manufacture for the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago and the New
York Edison Company a number of turbine generators of i4,ooo-l<ilowatt capacity each, which will
be the largest steam-driven eleclrical units ever
power.

We

produced.
Incandescent Lamps. The consumption of carbonfilament lamps has steadily increased during the
year, and with our enlarged capacity we are preIn addition, we
[jared to take care of the demand.
have received large orders for different types of
liigh-efficiency metal-filament lamps, first consideration being given 10 such sizes and types as will
aid central-lighting stations in providing for the
requirements of their customers and the extension

—

of their business.

Foreign Business,— The business of our foreign
department has been well maintained.
Organisation.— In addition to the several departments at the general office in Schenectady, we
maintain fully equipped local ofiSces in Atlanta,
Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver, New York,
Philadelphia and San Francisco, supplemented by
I desire to exresident agents in 22 other cities.
press my appreciation and commendation of the
excellent' work of the department and local-office
managers and agents during the year.

E.

W.

Rice,

Jr.,

Vice-president.

—

aggregating
Manufacturing. Expenditures
350,576.74 have been made during the year

$6,-

for
real estate, erection of new factory buildings, extensions to existing buildings, additional machinery,
(The manupatterns, special tools, fixtures, etc.
facturing plants include the Schenectady works,
works
and the
the Lynn works, the Piitsfield
The manufacture of incandescent
lamp works.)
lamps is now carried on at Harrison and Newark,

N.

Fort Wayne, Ind., and Toledo, Ohio. The
land area at all the works is now about 51.S

J.,

total

acres.

May

locomotives.
Electricity for their operation will
be supplied from water power hitherto unused.
gas-electric car which fully meets the requirements of steam-railroad companies for service
on branch lines has been perfected.
The equipment consists of a gasoline engine driving an
electric
generator,
which furnishes current to
standard railway motors.
The engine and generator are located in the forward end of an especially designed car conveniently divided inio pas-

A

senger and baggage compartments, making a complete self-contained unit.

We

have made many valuable improvements in
design of machinery for electric reduction of
metals and in apparatus for various industrial apthe

plications.

We

have shipped se\'eral large motors of special
design of about 10,000-horsepower capacity each
for driving rolling mills, and have received orders for additional equipments.
Important improvements in the design of our
lines of wiring devices, rheostats, circuit-breakers,
switches, instruments and other small devices have
been made during the year.
Our new tungsten incandescent lamp, which
gives more than double the illumination of the
for
the
same expenditure of
carbon filament
power, has been further developed and has now
become a standard commercial article.
Several novel types of arc lamps of greatly
improved economy have also been perfected and
sold in large quantities.
It is a pleasure to call attention to the work
of our engineers and factory managers, which is
of the highest order of ability and originality,
combined with unusual loyalty and devotion to the
company's welfare.

Financial Report.
submitted by Henry W.
Edward Clark, general
The balance sheet and statement of
auditor.
include the assets
given
herewith
and
loss
profit

The

report is
treasurer,
and

financial

Darling,

—

Engineering. During the first part of the last
year our engineers were fully occupied in supervising the technical details of our greatly exUpon the decTine in business
panded business.
which followed they have had more time to devote
economies in design of our
and
to improvements
More attention has also been given to
apparatus.
the design of special apparatus intended to meet
novel conditions and to the extension of our business along profitable lines.
The apparatus designed by our engineers for the
long-distance transmission of electricity has proved
most reliable, economical and satisfactory in operation.

There has been a continued increase in the
capacity of electric generators and transformers.
Our high-tension switching apparatus has been
favored
still further improved, and we have been
with the most important orders for such installations.

our steam-turbine generators have
great economy and proved reliability are now assured, and the turbine generator
standard for all new important eleclrical
is now
are now
installations where steam is utilized.
building turbine units of a capacity of 14,000 kilowatts, the largest electrical generating units ever
produced.
The Commonwealth Edison Company
of Chicago has now in operation in one station
ten large turbines capable of generating a total
of 103,500 kilowatts.
Our engineers have devoted considerable attention to the design of a line of turbine generators
for use with exhaust steam. Such steam turbines
are so much more efficient than steam engines
when operated by low-pressure steam that they
can be most usefully employed to supplement
steam engines in existing installations. Their use
will result in large increases in output without any
increase in coal consumption.
Our single-phase
alternating-current
railway
equipments have been greatly improved during the

The

been

details of

improved,

and liabilities and profit and loss accounts, as of
January 31, 1908, of the Edison General Electric,
Thomson-Houston Electric and Stanley G. I. Electric Manufacturing companies (which, for the convenience of bookkeeping, are consolidated with
The
those of the General Electric Company).
Stanley G. T. Electric Manufacturing Company is
CONBOUUATILn PHOFIT ANC W»S .VCCOVKT OK JaNUAMV

91.

9,

1908

weighing about 170 pounds
has light hair,
smooth face and large, rough, weatherbeaten features an upper front tooth is broken or

build,

blue

;

eyes,

;

missing.

Studio Lighting with Enclosed Arc

Lamps.
generally supposed that it is impossible to
do color work requiring any degree of exactness
under anything but daylight. And it is true that
practically all
artificial
illuminants as ordinarily
used are unreliable for accurate color work. The
importance of the demand for an illuminant for
such work can readily be realized when one stops
to consider the number of commercial processes
in which color determinations are required.
All
such processes are limited to the daylight hours
and well-lighted buildings, unless the proper artificial illuminant is used.
This limitation becomes
quite a hardship, particularly where the business
demand is high during the short winter days. The
condition is often further accentuated in large,
crowded cities, where suitable daylighting is not
easily obtained.
In response to the demand for a suitable substitute for daylight, experiments have been carricti
on for several years under the direction of tlv;
illuminating experts of the General Electric Company.
The enclosed arc lamp was considered the
most promising illuminant available. As ordinarily
used the arc is found to be only fairly satisfactory.
Extensive tests and practical experience showed
that the desired improvement could be obtained by
satisfying the following conditions
1. Increasing
the current of the direct-current
lamp to about 6H amperes and of the alternatingcurrent lamp to eight or nine amperes.
2. Diffusing
and mixing the light thoroughly,
with properly designed reflectors and shades.
sufficient intensity for the degree
3. Insuring a
It

is

of accuracy desired.
Applying the above principles, successful installations have been made in worsted mills, color engraving establishments, button factories, dry goods
stores and in many other places where color values

are important.
An interesting installation of this type has been
placed in the studio of the Chicago Portrait Company. In this company's large studio, which has an
area of about '3,000 square feet, are employed from
too to 125 artists sketching in and coloring photo
enlargements. The studio is provided with a sawtoothed roof and finished in a dull neutral gray,
which provides an even soft daylight illumination.
The dull finish of the room makes it somewhat
difficult to light artificially, yet under the pressure
of the busy season the work has been carried on
satisfactorily in the evening under the artificial

...

light.

."I

The large studio is lighted by means of nine
si.x-ampere enclosed arc lamps, with the suspendedtype ceiling diffuser which has been developed by
General Electric Conipan\-.
The lamps are
tile

IW8

We

included
for

the

in

this

first

consolidated

statement

this

year

time.

A

com-

consolidated balance sheet of
panies is given in the report, showing assets of
These companies include a copper$9,149,985.75.
mining company, local lighting, railway, selling
affiliated

STUDIO LIGHTING WITH ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

and other companies.

past year.

Our

new

railway motor, menhas proved so satisfactorj' in practical operation that it is rapidly being
adopted as the standard type.
It marks an important advance in economy and durability.
We have extended the range of economical operation of direct-current railway apparatus by designing it for use at 1,200 volls, about double the
existing standard, and have sold a number of such
equipments to the Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
We have sold to the Great Northern R;liIroad
Company four 100-ton, three-phase electric locomotives designed to handle all trains traversing
the z'A miles of Cascade tunnel in Washington.
This installation will be especially notable as the
first instance of the substitution of electricity for
steam on a mountain division of one of the continental railways.
The traffic conditions are peculiarly difficult on account of the grades and tunnels.
These electric locomotives, because of tlicir
increased speed and better control, will practically
double the traffic capacity of the present steam
tioned

in

my

direct-current
last

report,

hung about

Electrical Dealers Shou'd

Be on Their

Guard.
Electrician is informed on what it
considers reliable authority that a man giving his
name as George Williams, and stating that lie is
connected with the Brcnham-Compress Oil and
Manufacturing Company. Brcnham, Tex., has approached several electrical companies, including some
dealers in Bufi'alo, with the apparent intention of

The Western

defrauding

them.

One of

his

methods

has

been

place a substantial order for electrical material,
with which he seems to be thoroughly familiar, and,
after offering checks, and referring to his credit
with Texas banks, attempting to borrow money.
Subsequently, it turned out that the checks ofl^ercd
in payment were not honored by the local banks
which the man claimed he had deposited, or
in
would deposit, money to cover his purchases. Further, it is alleged, that the stranger used Ihe receipt
for the checks in an attempt to secure more maThis man is described
terial from another dealer.
as about five feet nine inches in height, of stocky
to

from the floor. In addition to
the same type illuminates a small
Four projecting-type ceiling-diiTuscr

feet

15

this a unit of
private studio.

6J'2-ampere lamps illuminate the
shipping room, in wjiich portraits receive their final inspection, contains about
1,700 square feet of floor area and employs from 15
(o 25 inspectors and shippers.
The accompanying illustration, which was taken
at night purely by the light of the lighting installation, illustrates the character of the rooms and the
Mr. J. S. Sharp,
evenness of the illumination.
office manager for the Chicago Portrait Company,
is
highly pleased with the illumination and s.ays
that the artists have been very successful in match-

equipments with
shipping room.

ing colors by

The

it.

The threatened trouhic between the Winnipeg
Electric Street Railroad Company and the conductors and niolornicn has hieii amicably settled. The
same wage schedule will be in force as before, bul
the company has granted seats to the nir.lorinen
and several other minor concessions.

a

;

May

9,
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SELLING ELECTRICITY.
Under

hraUuiK will appear, from time to time, artlclea, siiKifentlona and ezamplei which will be of aatiitincr in Ihr
conalant rITnrt to increaie ttie exiatinf ilemAnd for electric current and to create new demandt.

ttiii

Tact and System.'
liV
I'll

llii-

propiT, succfssfiil

ulialsoi'ViT
In

iiic

Id

J,

I'KRfiUSON.

VV.

be its
be of

n.itiirc,

aliiiosl,

li-.tiisjiclifin

two

llicsc
if

not

of business,

subji'cls

quite,

equiil

seem
ini-

No

nintlor how tactful one may be in
with customers or others with wlioin
he may come in contact, he must still liavc a
systeiu in liandling his subject matter in order to
port.TUce.

iiis

(lealinns

avoid the many pitfalls
One's
sent themselves.

which
system

will

constantly

pre-

be absolutely
flawless, yet, without tactful handling, instead of
a help, may prove a menace or even the cause of
m.ay

failure.

In this advanced age of business life these statements may seem trite and unnecessary. So, too.
wonid they be were it our unfailing pr.actice to
conduct ourselves on tlieir lines, but it is the nnfortimatc fact that we ofttimcs neglect or overlook tliem, wliich brings worry to ourselves and
disaster to our undcrtaUing.
a noticeable, and. to the minds of
It has been
most of us, a pleasing fact that the last few years
have shown a tendency in arranging conventions
of electric-light and other technical associations, to
assign some time to tlic discussion of the business
end of the profession and to the mutual interests
of the different departments.
.\s I am fully convinced that tact and system
combined form a subject in the discussion of which
would hardly be possible to spend too much
it
time, as it is a subject thai strikes directly at the
i.
the income of the central-station
e.,
life blood,
company, and as it is a subject that intrinsically
affects the standing in the community of the corporation, be it a railroad, a lighting and powxr
plant, or any other form of public service, it is
my opinion that a full and ample discussion of the
subject must at any and all times be "apt and of

much moment."
To central-station managers it is a question of
utmost importance. On them devolves the duty

the

not only of defending and advancing the interests
of those who are financially interested in the corporation, but. and almost inore important, is the
duty assigned them as representatives of the franchise rights granted by the body politic, to which
body they will be held for a strict accounting.
question today seriously occupying the attention of the public
and one that, if not provided
against by the just and tactful treatment of customers, will surely in the near future play an
important part in our political life is that of municipal ownership of public utilities.
It is not my
intention to discuss the pros and cons of this issue,
but. as you, gentlemen, or most of you, represent
public-utility corporations, it is. fair to assume that
you are opposed to any legislation looking to a
change in existing conditions. Then you should

A

—

—

show

by

your

methods

operating

in

your

com-

panies that you recognize the limitations as well
as the privileges vested in your franchise rights.
You should show by your acts your realization of
the fact that those rights have been granted by the
people, and that they have the right at all times to
demand from you an account of your stewardship
that your duties, well and courteously perforined,
will disarm criticism, while such duties neglected or
discourteously performed will result in a just upheaval that will bring disgrace to you and disaster
to the financial interests you are chosen to defend.
A very important link in the systematic conduction of business is the handling of itiail. Letters received from customers should be very carefully investigated, and such
methods adopted as
will assure their prompt and careful attention, both
before and after the fin.al transaction of the business called for in the letters.
They should be carefully safeguarded, and. the business having been
transacted, should be filed away in such a manner

of easy access should such afterward
become necessary. Copies of answers to letters
should always be attached to the letters when they
are sent to the files.
The method adopted in the contract department
of the company with which I am associated is that
all letters coming to the department are filed under
the names of the agents.
notice is sent to the
agent that such letter is on file. He may see that
letter by going to the file and reading it. but under
no circumstances is he allowed to remove the letter
itself from the file.
His report on the letter must
be in writing, and should he not make a report
within a reasonable time a supplementary notice
is sent him.
This notice is followed up in case of
further delinquency until the matter is finally closed.
The letter is then removed from the department
file.
and. with all reports on the matter, sent to
as

to

be

A

the general file, from whicli it can afterward be
reuiovcd only upon wrilleii request and lllc siKiiiuK
of a receipt by the parly autliori/cd lo remove it
temporarily. This system lias proved a great advantage, and has eliminated almost, if not quite,
altogether, complaints which we soinelinics formerly
received that letters had not been given proper
attention.

Mistakes are often made by heads ol bnsinesn
houses or corporatituis in seeking to control ami
handle within themselves all the various dnlies ami
details of the business.
This is a very serious
error.
There is a limitation lo the ability and
versatility of every man, beyond which he ma>
not go.
*j'he limitation of the one-m;in company is
spelled in the limitation of the man.
The manager,
stiperintendent or president, wiiocvcr may be the
active head of the organization, should (yes, must)
be the moving force in that organization.
He
should surround himself, as heads of the various
departments, with men capable not oidy of seeing
that the duties of the departments over whicli
they preside arc properly performed, but quickly
to note and fearlessly lo reconnuetid such changes
as they deem for the best interest of the general
business.
These men should form a kind of cabinet, who would, from time to time, be brought in
conference to make reports as lo progress and to
devise ways and means. The force of the moving
spirit will infuse itself into the heads of departments.
The methods of the various employes will in most
cases be found to be in line with the methods of
the head of the department, and for this reason
"suaviter in modo, fortiter in re," mildness in
method, force in execution, should be the governing principle for all heads of departments in the
central-station company.
Never losing sight of his
duty to the company, although at times the f'.dfilling_
of tl-.at duty may cause temporary displeasure to'
the customer, it is always possible to so perform
the duty that the minimum amount of dissatisfaction shall result, and this should be the object of
the head of each and every department in every
company. Of course we all know^ that it is impossible for the head of the department to look
He is not a success unless he
after every detail.
is a detail man, but tlial should mean his having
his department so systematized as to produce the
He should therefore
detail wdien he may need it.
surround hiinself with assistants, and so impress
upon them their duties to the company and the
public, both by precept and example, that the tactful relations with the customer may be maintained
without jeopardizing the best interests of the company.
From the oflice boy and the elevator conductor,
through all the ramifications in the organization
of a great company, up to the president, upon Bach
and every one depend the reputation of the company and its popularity, or lack of it. with the
public.
The office boy of today_ may be the presithe bookkeeper or bill clerk
dent of tomorrow
may later be the comptroller; but this can only
be if he so fulfills his duty as to impress favorably
the outside public, to accomplish which he must
continually strive to maintain the friendly relations
of the company with the customer.
The perfunctory performance of duties devolving
upon us never produces preferment. Every employe should be ambitious to improve his position
in his company.
To secure this advancement, he
should not be content simply to do his duty, but
should strive to do it better than anyone else could
perform the same duty. It may at first seem that
;

am now away from my subject. Not so. Much
good or much harm may be done the company in
the minds of the public by those with whom the
I

may never come in personal contact.
introduction of the telephone in business life
has been at once a great blessing and a great curse.
To the acquisition of the telephone is attributable
much of the developinent of business possibilities.
This we all know. But unfortunately we also know
that to the misuse or careless use of the telephone
due much of the ill-feeling exhibited by the
is
public toward public-service corporations. Too much
care cannot be exercised by the department manager
in impressing on the minds of those under him
the necessity of courteous telephone treatment.
It is one of the peculiar weaknesses of human
nature that we are all more or less prone to adopt,
at times, an acrimonious or peremptory tone on
the telephone which w-e would not dream of employing if dealing with the customer in persona
propria, and this is particularly true of the junior
clerk or ofiice boy who conceives an exaggerated
To school those w-hose
idea of his own importance.
duties bring them into freqitent daily contact w^ith
the public over the telephone, to be patient, polite
and exact, is a task of no small magnitude but
one that caimot fail to commend itself to
it
is
the men in authority who carefully study the situation.
I do not think I am overstating the case
when I affirm that a company's reputation with the
general public depends, in the last analysis, upon
public

The
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ni. Tliis excellent paper, given here in full, was read before the
Iowa Electrical Association at Des Moines on April 22. 190S. Mr.
Fercuson is the assistant to the general contract agent of the
Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago. His paper deserves a careful reading by every solicitor for a central-station

company.

the Hpirit exiiibilcd by llic coni|iaiiy't rank and
lilc as niHcli as upon tlic inlliteticc cxerlcil by its
general oflicirK.
I
am pleai.til lo believe, from
my obscrvalious, thai llie lime when the employe
of ,1 corporation looks upon the public art bis nat-

enemy and (reals bini accordiiiRJy, especially
lelcplionc coinninnicalions,
Is
rapidly
passing
awfiy.
But in this line iniicli yet remains to be

ural
ill

.'leliicvcd.

Tims far I have deall alif/gcllicr willi llic duties
devolving upon Ibc nllice employes in maintaining
friendly
relations
witli
customers.
Tiiis
is,
of
course, very imporlaiil.
litil
much more important
is
the relation to the customer of the "contract
agent, the inspector, the collector, the meter reader
and the repair man. They arc the ones who conic
ill
daily anti close contact with the customer, ant!
oil them devolves nutsl closely llie duty of maintaining the friendly relations with customers. The
repair man may maiiitain the fricntlly relations
more intimately by carefully and promptly attending
to his duty, be it the connecting up or cutting o(T
(^f a customer.
I
have known men whose primary duty it was
to cut off customers for non-payment of bills, who
have so performed their duties that not only was
the customer not cut off fbecause he paid his bill)
was made a valuable customer for the company.
The meter reader can. make himself valuable by
but

"snaviter in modo," while answering questions
asked by the customer. To say, "If you want to
know how much your bill is, go to the office," is
one extreme of folly. To say, "Your bill for this
mouth is so much" foot regarding the previous
rcadingj, is the other extreme. Between the crow's
monosyllable of the first and the parrot's chatter
of the second, the Scylla and Charybdis, lies the
road to the "presidency." I have known collectors
who so approached customers in demanding payment of a bill that they not only collected the
bill,
but left a satisfied customer after they dehis

.

parted.

The inspector is considered by the customer as
one link in the chain of his friendship with the
company, and much depends upon the tactful manner in which he inay tell the customer he can or
cannot be connected to the station, and the reason
therefor.
For instance, to speak to the customer
in terins that he will understand is a delicate courHarm may
tesy, and one bound to be appreciated.
sometimes be done by thoughtlessly expressing oneTo say, "You have no
self in technical terms.
City." may be English to the inspector, but Greek
customer. It would not consume much more
time to say. "It is necessary for you to procure the
approval of the city inspection department and pay
But still the
its fee. and this may be done, etc."
amkable relation might thereby be better mainTo say, "This wiring will not pass city
taiiied.
inspection." may be true. It would be more satisfactory to the customer if he were told, not in
technical terms, but in good, every-day expression
and such is possible^where'in exist the defects
that prevent that customer from furnishing his
share of the income due to the company.
And now I come to him who can best show,
The
the advantage of tactful relations the agent.
time has passed when the contract agent can be
station
considered as a result of the central
something necessitated by the inherent extension
of the business. He is now a prominent and necessary factor in the growth of that business. He
But, because he leads,
leads, let others follow.
because he is on the firing line of the progress
of his company, greater duties and obligations devolve upon him. To him, almost more than to
any other man in the company, appears to belong
the right to cherish ambition for advancement.
Honorable ambition is the right, the duty, of every
man. Honorable ambition means the seeking to
uplift oneself only by uplifting that body or people
through which one seeks to be uplifted. Therefore, while the agent has a greater opportunity,
from his daily association with the business world,
to the

—

—

—

find means to gratify his ambition, there rests
upon him, for that very reason, a greater responsibility
that he shall so conduct himself and so
perform his duties that he will advance the interest of the company he represents.
The agent in his methods and his treatment of
to

—

customers will almost inevitably grow to be a replica
of the head of the department. Much care should
then be taken in the choice of and after-handling
of those agents, and on this point I feel that the
advice of a well-knowm essayist cannot be improved
upon, but is as true todaj^ as when it was written,
almost a hundred years ago. He says:
"You should behave to your subordinate agents
in such a manner that they would not be afraid
They should be able to
to be frank with you.
comment freely upon your directions, and may thus
become your best counselors. For those who are
intrusted w'ith the execution of any work are likely
to see things which have been overlooked by the
person who desi^gned it, however sagacious he may
be."

You must
agents,

much
ning

:

not interfere unnecessarily wdth your
gives them the habit of leaving too
upon you. Sir Walter Scott says of Can"I fear he works himself too hard, under
as

it
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the great error of trying to do too much with his
hand, and to see everything; with his own
eyes.
Whereas the greatest general and the first

own

statesman mustj in many cases, be content to use
the eyes and fingers of others, and hold themselves
Qontented with the exercise of the greatest care
in the choice of implements."
Most men of vigorous minds and nice perceptions will be apt to
interfere too much
but it should always be one
of the chief objects of a person in authority to
train up those around him to do without him.
He
should try to give them some self-reliance. It
should be his aim to create a standard as to the
way in which things arc to be done not to do
them all himself. That standard is likely to be
maintained for some time, in case of his absence,
illness or death
and it will be applied daily to
many things that must be done without a careful
inspection on his part, even when he is in full
;

—

:

vigor.

respect to those agents whom you employ
to represent you, your inclination should be to treat
them w-ith hearty confidence. In justice to them,
as well as for your owm sake, the limits which
you lay down for their guidance should be precise.
Within those limits you should allow them a large
discretionarj' power.
You must be careful not to
blame your agent for departing from your orders,
when, in fact, the discrepanc)' which you notice is
nothing more than the usual difference in the way
in which different men set about the same accomplishment. For a difference of this kind you
should have been prepared. But if you are in haste
to blame your representative, your captiousness may
throw a great burden upon him unnecessarily. It
is
not the success of the undertaking only that
he will be
he will thenceforward be intent upon
anxious that each step should be done exactly
after your fancy. And this may embarrass him.
render him indecisive, and lead to his failing altogether.
The surest way to make agents do their w-ork
is to show them that their efforts are appreciated

With

:

with nicety. For this purpose you should not only
be careful in your promotions and rewards, but in
your daily dealing with them you should beware
of making slight or haphazard criticisms on anv

of their proceedings. Your praise should not only
be right in the substance, but out upon the ri.ght
foundation it should point to their most strenuous
and most judicious exertion. T do not mean that
it
should always be given at the time of their
exertions beins^ made, but it should show that they
had not oassed by unnoticed.
Gentlemen, take home to vourselves the questinn
of the careful choosing of solicitors. When the
coal agent or the man from the oil company calls
on vou. you will instinctively jud.ge the companv
bv its representative and govern yourself accordingly.
Choose, then, solicitors who do. in the true
sense of the word, renresent you. Finesse and
dinlomacy are qualities that every solicitor should
cultivate, but never at the. expense of good faith.
In the long run. It Is sincerity that wins the business and holds it. A customer ignored Is a customer anta^'onlzed. A mountain of contracted business mav be piled uo by solicitors w^ho fail to
realize the vital relations of promise to performance. The successful consummation of a contract
Is onlv attained w"hen the customer Is made to feel
that his best Interests and those of the company
arc identical.
As to the agent. The man who feels thoroughly
the responsibility' and dignity of bis position Is
usually the most successful. He will use every
:

means
panv

in

his

nower

to

reflect credit

upon

his

com-

he will note carefully all minor details as
well as those of major import: he will endeavor
to acquaint himself with the full nature of his
subject before approaching the customer: and, above
all. will not allow false pride or fear or appearing
unduly ignorant to deter him from asking questions
of his superiors, the failure to do which may tend
to a necessarv display of that Ignorance and his
discredit in the eyes of the customer. "Be sure
you're right, then go ahead."
Each agent. In his district, is the company, and
he should so deport himself in his relations with
the public that he may demonstrate the good effect
of "tactful relations with customers." Let him not
be arbitrary In his statements, so as to antagonize
the customer, "but use all gently." "Be not too
tame, neither."
"Be just, ond fear not." With
these trite but true quotations as his mottoes, he
will maintain the tactful relations and may justly
find himself imbued with the insniration of honorable ambition, nor will he be disappointed.
Unfortunately, some agents show a tendency to
depend almost altogether on their individual personality in its securing for them an Introduction
to a customer, or upon their ability as social entertainers in inducing th.tt prospective customer to
make a contract. This is a very great error. These
mav be, and sometimes are, necessary incidentals
and scr\c to assist the agent in the attaining of
hi« object. The valuable agent, however, Is not
the one who depends only on his "suavitcr in
modo," who "cons" the public by his smooth address. He seldom lasts, and genemlly leaves the
company a heritage of trouble from which it finds
:

could
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a

year.

difiicult

aijd

sale

man

will

There are many classes of goods that the by-products of gas in combustion damage, and it doesn't
take long to do it, either. Lux.

expensive to extricate itself. The
rather assure himself first of his
position as represented in the ultimate advantage
to be derived by the company.
He will satisfy
himself that the financial terms of the contract are
fair and profitable
that the clauses in the contract
are carefully and legally drawn. The agent is
often too anxious to sign his name to a contract
for three or four thousand lights, to study well
whether the contract is worth the paper on which
it is
written.
But with the financial terms of the
contract fair and profitable, with the clauses carefully and legally drawn, the agent may cheerfully
approach that customer. He may then supplement
the "suaviter in modo" \vith the "fortiter in re,"
and nine times out of ten he will land a customer,
and one who, with tactful handling thereafter, will
be a satisfied income-producer and a good advertiser.
I will
take up one other department one so
important, and in its very essence depending so
very much upon tact, and, if tactfully administered,
of such great and lasting benefit to the centralstation company, that to omit it in a paper of this
kind would indeed be a grievous error. I refer
to the department dealing with complaints from
customers. I am sure you will agree with me that
here indeed is the opportunity for a display of tact
of the highest order. The customer appearing before the representative of the claim department is,
from the very fact that he is there, almost always
In a state of antagonism to the company.
If he
comes honestly to complain, he feels that he has
suffered an injury. He feels that, intentionally or
unintentionally, the company has done him harm:
that he- has been asked to pay for that which he
has not received, and, worse than all, he comes
with a premonition that, dealing with a corporation,
he is to receive no consideration, and that he must
fight his battle to the bitter end.
It is, of course,
unnecessary, before you gentlemen, to argue why
he is mistaken. It would, of course, be superfluous
to remind you that the employes of a corporation
.who have rendered him his bill have done so in
all honesty and with fair intent:
but, gentlemen.
it
devolves upon the claim agent to convince this
exasperated man that no injury has been done
him. or that, if he has suffered an unintentional
harm, the company is only too anxious to right
the wrong.
it

May

wise

The dalm man. therefore, should be one who
xvould Instinctively and at once be able to judge
the character and temperament of him with whom
he is to deal. In the majority of cases, I think it
Is a mistake to try to convince the claimant of the
correctness of his bill at the first interview. Rather
I would advise that his complaint should be carefully and respectfully listened to, and then he be
informed that a thorough investigation would be
made. When this investigation has been made the
claim man should look well into the conditions and
satisfy himself that, having once taken a position
based upon that investigation, his ground should
be so sure that no evidence could afterward be
brought to cause him to withdraw therefrom,.
Should the result of this investigation show that
an error has been made in the reading of the
meter, or In figuring the bill, or in any other way.
he should at once hasten to apprise the customer
of this fact, state to him the rebate to which he
might be entitled, and make the customer feel that
the company Is grateful to him for giving it an
opportunity to rectify the wrong. Where "the result of the investigation shows that the readings
are correct, and that no injustice has been done
to the customer, then I believe he should, as far
as possible, seek a personal inter\'iew in which he
may explain to the customer why the bill appears
to be right, and in which he may receive from
the custorner information which would tend to
show the justice of the company's position.
The position of claim agent is a very trying one,
but it has its ray of sunshine in that oftentimes
the claim agent can afterward point to cases where
he has proven to the customer's satisfaction that
the bill as rendered was correct, and he will find
that that honest contestant, once satisfied as to the
compan.v's just treatment, will thereafter not onlv
cheerfully pay his bills so lortg as they arc correct, but will at all times, in and out of season,
bear evidence to the fair, just and tactful methods
pursued b.v the company.
Finall.v,
let
us remember, gentlemen, that the
pritnary object of our business, as of any other
business, is financial advancement.
What the citizen needs In our line we must give him; what he
thinks he needs, we must find for him
what he
Is unaware of in his needs, we must show him. and
all for the commercial betterment of our city and
the financial advancement of our company.
^

;

"Damaged-by-Gas"

Sales.

A

damaged-hy-fire fwater or smoke) sale always
suggests great possibilities and has a remarkable
fascination for bargain himtcrs.
But the trouble
is,
these sales are dependent upon a fire in the
store or at least in the neighborhood, and many
a neighborhood gets along for years without a firstclass fire.

Then why not
stores

still

use

a

gas

"damaged-by-gas" sale? Some
as an illiiminant, and such a

in

at

least

twice

—

The Use

;
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indulged

be

There
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of Electric Signs.

no longer a question among the leaders
advertising about the merit or permanency of
is

electrical signs.

The sale of current for advertising purposes presents a field worthy of consideration to every man
who is interested in a central station.
The per capita expenditure in 1907 for printed
advertising, according to the most authentic estimate, was $5.
Few cities expended in 1907 upon
electrical advertising more than 25 cents per capita,
but for every central-station company willing
to furnish the kind of service needed by advertisers as a class there awaits a gross income of at
least equal to 25 cents per capita, and it is not limited to 100 cents.
No insipid effort or picayunish policy will yield
such a return. It is a co-operative project.
The city to be thus supplied demands a colossal
spectacle of illumination made up of individual electrical advertising features, varied and beautiful
the
whole should constitute a leading attraction to the
city and one that can be seen nightly -until mid:

night.

The

individual advertiser needs all these requireis willing to pay for them.
He is of a
class of patrons who demand originality, because
he desires a sign that is not an imitation of the
design of his neighbor's sign.
He wants the central-station service in operating the sign, including
its turning "on and off."
For all this service he
prefers quotation or charging in a monthly uniform
amount of dollars not kilowatts.
The central-station company will realize a marked
advantage through supplying the controlled service
as contrasted with that of undirected supply.
The
relative difference in many cities would be that of
revenue from lamps burning 2,000 hours per year
and lamps burning 500 hours per year; the differ-

ments and

—

ence between brilliant thoroughfares and dismal,
deserted streets.
There is no stopping point in the development of
electrical advertising.
Its existence Is an outcome
of the progress of all advertising, which has been
advancing like other methods of communication.
The patronage will increase correspondingly with
the improvement in the signs.
Merchants are not
encouraged to handle old styles or employ antiquated methods.
Perpetual improvement will advance the sale of signs as it has advanced the sale
of other things.
The outlook for revenue in this class of patronage is vast.
The number of possible patrons is
greater than the number of purchasers of all magazine and newspaper advertising.
Small or large
cities, regardless of location, can yield $2 per capita

and

still

the

community

will

receive a surplus

benefits.

in

In these days. w:hile there is more than ever a
tendency upon the part of advertisers large and
small

increase their efforts for more business,
the central-station company to de-

to

will

it

profit

velop a class of service that is salable to advertisers to augment their printed advertising and to
concerns that do not use printed advertising.

The

central-station

company

as

it

increases

its

patronage along these lines will share in the general advantages thereby given to the communit.v.
An easier market is at the same time made for
every other class of electrical service. George
Wilfiams, in N. E. L. A. Bulletin.

—

Commercial Day

at

Chicago Conven-

tion.

Thursday. Mav 2Tst. will be "Commercial Day"
National Electric Tight Association's coming
convention in Chicago.
George W. Williams, who
is
one of the best-known commercial men in the
coimlry, and Frank B. Rae are joint editors of
what will probably be one of the interesting features
"'Vn Illustrated Talk on the Methods of Creat the

—

ating Demand for Electricity."
This will include
stcreoplicon views showing in detail the progress
of the outline and sign lighting in large and small

Percy

who has been

actively enwork nf the
Public .Service Corporation of
Jersey for a
mnnher of years, has been secured as editor of the
This subject is divided in
paper on "Publicity."
two parts: (a) Methods to create public sentiment: fbl dormant publicity opportunities of lightcities,

gaged

Ingalls,

the publicitj- and public-policy

in

New

ing companies.

Trans.'itlantic

wireless

telegraph

service

by

the

Marconi Company had an interruption a few days
ago wlun the antennx :it the Glace Bay receiving
station were stiajiped by a severe
The
storm.
m.'inagcr cxi)lained that the broken wires were at
of

the

lop

and

slett.

slim 210-foot pole covered with ice
interruption was due to the inability to find someone who was willing to be hoisted
to the lop of the pole lo make repairs while the
storm was raging.
:i
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Arc Light Electrodes.
At a ri'cunt niL-utinj; of liic Artnour Institute
Branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, A. B. Cornwell, '08, rcafl a paper on "Arc
Electrodes were (roupcd into
Electrodes."
l.islit
three general classes: (i) carbon electrodes, (2)
electrodes of carbon combined with otlier minerals,
(3) electrodes of metallic oxides and of metals.
Carbon electrodes will maintain a steady arc on
This together
alternating current at a low voltage.

To inwith low cost arc their chief advantages.
crease the conductivity of carbon electrodes they
The onc-Iialf-inch carbon is in
arc copper coated.
most general use, but experiments on tlie small carIt is said that livc-sixbons speak well for them.
carbons lia\'c higher efficiency, whiter
and hold a steadier arc. TIic expense of trimming, however, is increased with the smaller carbon.
The life of the fivc-sixtcenth-inch carbon is from 63
to 70 hours, while that of the onc-half-inch is about
The total incrcasd' in maintenance for
100 hours.
the five-sixtecntb-incb carbons is about 20 per cent.
The second class of electrodes is frequently
spoken of as mineralized or impregnated carbons.

The Sanitary District asks the privilege of uBinK
the city's wires wherever possible in gcltlnfc lo its
private consumers; ntherwisc the DrainaKe Board
will have lo dui)licaie tin- |)oles and coniliiits ill an
additional cost to taxpayers. There has been much
discussion of the situation, and last week the city
finance coniniillee anil nienihers of the board of
trustees of the Sanitary Dislrict were in conference
renarding the rislits of the district to build distribution lines and what privileges it was entitled
to from the city.
It is understood that no further
action will be taken until a report is made by City
Electrician Carroll covering various phases of the
situation.

light

The minerals are placed

in the electrode as a core
carbon shell or in the paste when the elecmade.
It
is
contended
that the cored
is
trode
carbons prc\ent the arc wandering around the
Not all cored carbons are classed as mincrater.
A few of the minerals commonly
eralized carbons.
used are silicates, chlorates, phosphates, magnesia
To reduce comand borates of soda and potash.
bustion, silicates, chlorates, phosphates and boric
To augment conductivity, magnesia,
acid are used.
borates of soda and potash and boric acid are used.

a

in

The

auxiliary
rapidly in

Mill

Motor.

motors for driving
machinery in steel mills have increased
the last few years, largely because their

installations

of

electric

general characteristics make them particularly adaptable for this class of service
and, owing to their
ruggedness, mechanically and electrically, and the
perfection of the control systems now developed,
the electric drive gives results that are satisfactory
and reliable. The temperature in the mills is generally high
great quantities of metallic dust arc
present; the loads vary lapidly between wide limits,
subjecting the motors to excessive mechanical and
electrical strains
frequent reversals arc required,
and uninterrupted service with practically continuous operation is a necessity.
The Westlnghouse mill type of direct-current
motor, which has recently been put on the market
to meet these conditions, has been carefully de;

;

;

Plant.

lo he the

said

largest collection of the
most powerful reciprnr.iiini; >iteam cnginm in the
world furnishes il,.
o|icralc the
New
if

i

,

York Subways, ih.
iindcrt.iken.
The I.
in Allis-Clialmcrs Company's

of iu kind ever
engines is described

,rk

Bullelin No. 1502, a
copy of which can be had upon application. Each
engine is rated nominally at 8,000 horsepower, but
its actual capacity ii 12,000 horsepower.
The pijwcr

consisting

plant,

of nine engines, is equal to the
six such vessels as the Connecticut, flag-

power of

Admiral

of

ship

power

Westlnghouse

teenth-inch

A Croat Power
What

to

spare.

Evans'

with

fleet,

horse-

4,500

The combined engine power of

three or four leviathans of the deep, like the Kaiser
Wilhelm If., the Oceanic, anri the new turbine
steamers built for the Ciinard line, would be required lo equal the power of the New York Subways. Measured in electrical terms, the daily aver.agc output of the nine eUKincs is about 800,000
kilowatt-hours.
Roughly,
this
is
equivalent
to
1,250,000 horsepower exerted for one hour.
One
thousand tons of coal and 1,800,000 gallons of
water, or enough to supply the needs of a city
of 30,000 to 40,000 inhabitants, are required daily.
Naturally, the outcome of a test of an installation

magnitude

this

i5T

of much

is

interest.

Street-railway Settlement

in

Cleveland.

Street-car service was absolutely free in Cleveland on April 28th, such action having been decided
upon after the papers had been finally signed ending the long street-car war, in order that the occa-

To increase luminosity, salts of lime, and particuThe proportion
larly the phosphates are added.
reaches as
of minerals in impregnated carbons
high as seven per cent.
The arc does not give the
continuous spectrum of a heated solid but the line
spectrum of a heated gas.
In the third class electrodes are made up of
metallic oxides.
The fundamental principle in the
production of these electrodes consists in the combination of oxides possessing luminiferous properties

with

oxides

of

non-luminiferous

properties

but which are more conductive.
Pure metals, as
iron and copper, are used as electrodes when a
particular color is desired.
Magnetite and hematite
are in quite common use.
Titanium o.xide makes
the most luminiferous material but is a poo/ con-

ductor at ordinary temperatures.
One of the most notable examples of the use of
mineraljfed carbons is in the flaming arc lamp.
Electrodes of metallic oxides are used also in the
magnetite arc lamps.
Most of the light from such
lamps emanates from the arc itself and very little
from the electrodes. Tests made in the Electrical
Testing Laboratories, New York, on a Koerting
and Mathiesen flaming arc and a standard fivearapere single-globe enclosed arc show the flaming
arc gives five times the luminous flu.x for the same
energy consumption.
The flaming arc has a number of drawbacks. It
must be trimmed once a day to the enclosed arc's
once a week, requires a higher pole for mounting
and is a much more expensive lamp to buy.
In the magnetite arc the negative electrode contains oxides of magnetite, titanium and chromium.
The positive electrode used with this negative is
usually a metal.
Copper has been used to some
extent.
The magnetite arc shows a very good
efficiency and has a good distribution.
The life
of a magnetite electrode is longer than that of a
carbon, being about 175 hours for the magnetite
to about 100 to 125 hours for the carbon.
The copper electrode used with it has a life of nearly
3,000 hours in many cases.
magnetite arc requires no inner globe, and while designed to operate on direct current, it may be run from an
alternating-current
circuit
mercury-arc
with
a

A

rectifier.

Confer on Distribution Rights of the
Sanitary District In Chicago.
The advent

of the Sanitary District into the lightraised the question of
what
Board has to distribute
its current and what privileges it shall be accorded
by the city. The power, generated at Lockport,
was made available by money raised by taxation,
ing

and

in Chicago has
rights the Drainage

field

this

fact,

it

is

contended

b}'

some authorities,
manner of dis-

places certain restrictions as to the
posing of the current.

The Sanitary District plant at Lockport is constructed for an ultimate capacity of 40,000 horsepower, and half of this is now available. The city
of Chicago is now using 6,000 horsepower and the
parks are preparing to use 2,000. The remaining
12,000 horsepower,
according to a statement by
President McCormick of the Drainage Board, has
been contracted for by private consumers.
Current for use in Chicago, as is well known,
is distributed from the Sanitary District sub-station
at Western Avenue and the canal.
Power for municipal and park lighting is transmitted from the
sub-station over the city's pole lines and conduits.
But it is in the distribution of the supply for private consumers that the question arises.

WESTINGHOUSE MILL MOTOR WITH UPPER
FRAME RAISED.

BRUSH-HOLDER

BRUSHES OF MILL-TYVE
MOTOR.

.AND

signed, after a conference with a large number of
prominent steel-mill engineers, with a full knowledge of all the electrical and mechanical require-

sion might be duly commeinorated. The three-cent
rate of fare went into effect on April 29th.
A. B, Du Pont is president of the newly or-

ments.

ganized Cleveland Railway Company, which is now
sole operator of the entire street-railway systems
of Cleveland under three-cent fare and a security

The

shows the motor opened for removal of the armature. As shown, the motor frame
is divided horizontally and is hinged, allowing the
upper half to be swung back and repairs made in
the minimum amount of time. The heavy section
of the frame insures rigidity and freedom from
vibration. The frame is provided with handholes
for inspection of the commutator and windings, but
the covers fit tightly and the frame is dustproof.
The bearing housing is extended beyond the bearing and a dustproof construction is secured by
means of a steel washer and felt lining.
illustration

The bearings are particularly satisfactory because
of the large amount of wearing surface, which insures a long life. The air-gap between the fields
and the armature is large, which allows of considerable wear in the bearings before the revolving
and stationary parts could rub. Special provisions
have been made which prevent oil from being
drawn into the armature as well as from creeping
along the shaft.
The commutator and brushes are constructed with
a low-current densitj', and thus tend to reduce the
heating to a minimum. The commutator is mounted
on the same spider as the armature laminations.
so that the shaft may be readily removed.
The carbon holder is of very substantial design
and so constructed that by the removal of one
holding bolt the entire holder, as one piece, can be
removed from the motor. The insulation is thoroughly protected from moisture and mechanical
injury.

The armature coils are made of strap copper, insulated with mica tape, hand-wound. This form
of coil can be easily repaired by the customer, which
is not possible with wire-wound coils, as they are
useless if the insulation becomes badly damaged.
Simplicity and accessibility of all parts for repair
or removal are characteristic features of the motors,
giving the advantage of quick changes and little
Toss of time.
The Union

Industrial Railway Companj^ has been
at
.Aline.
Okla., with a capital of
W. Graham of Aline and H. A.
of -Alva are among the incorporators.

incorporated
$15,000.

Noah

George

grant.

BOOK TABLE.
By W. H.

Cement Workers' Hand-book.
Fourth

edition,

revised.

Atlanta, Ga.

:

Baker.

The Con-

Age Publishing Company.

crete

by SJ4 inches),

1908.
Pp.
Price, cloth, 50 cents.

98.

(354

The subject of cement and concrete construction
Written in simple
is presented in a practical way.
language by a man who has spent years in the business, the book is compiled to meet the requirements
of the common workman. Information is given as
to mixing cement, sand, gravel, etc., in the right
proportions to get the best results, .\bout fifty subjects are covered in the five parts bearing the general title, respectively
Introduction to Commercial
:

Hydraulic

Masonry;

Cements
Practical

:

Mortars
Concretes
Cast
Notes on Cement Work.
;

;

Street-railway Veterans

in

Boston.

street railroading in Boston and
vrcinit}- w-ere recalled at a meeting of many of the
veterans in the service &. few days ago which resulted in the formation of -the Cambridge Horse
Railroad Veterans' .Association. The president of

Old

times

in

Boston Elevated Railway Company, Maj.-Gen.
William A. Bancroft, was chosen as president of
the organization, and most of those who were
present are employes of the Elevated system. The
line to Harvard Square from Boston was one of
the

the first electric railways in the world. It was also
the pioneer horse railway in New England, dating

back to 1853.

At a recent meeting of the City Council of Edmonton. Alberta, the proposal to build a municipal
.street-railwav- system was again discussed, and it
was the opinion of the aldermen that it would be
unwase to burden the city wath the debt. It is
likely that a franchise will be

pany

to

mav be

construct
addressed.

a

system.

given to some com-

Mayor Macdougall

-
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New

Exchange

Central Union

May

CORRESPONDENCE.

at Indian-

apolis.
After iiiontlis of preparation for
Centra! Union Teleplione Company

cliangc, the

tlio

transferred

lias

Main Exchange in Indianapolis
the service of
from the building on West Ohio Street to its new
The
building at Meridian and New York streets.
its

exchange equipment occupies the three top floors
new structure, which is said to be one of
the most complete and modern exchanges in the
The transfer of the exchange was made
country.
at midnight without the knowledge or interference
of the

of subscribers.

The switchboard contains more tlian 250,000
spring jacks, which occupy an area of more than
450 square feet of surface. The simplest of these
have three electric contacts, some having as
high as nine, and on the average tliere are seven
to eaclt jack, making, with the
wires connected
auxiliary wiring, a total of more than 2,500.000
connections, all of whicii had to be carefully made
On the sixth floor the third, or toil
and tested.
This board is attended
switchboard, is located.
jacks

beingby 36 operators, all long-distance calls
handled from this room. It is asserted that many
of the features of the toll board are entirely new,

having

been

designed

specially

conditions which have been
Indianapolis

to

found

the

fit

to

arise

special

the

in

service.

toll

E.

a

new telephone company

There were 18 new telephone companies in South
Dakota organized during the first quarter of 1908.

The Independent Telephone Company
Tex., is said to have sustained a
half covered by insurance.

fire loss

of Waco.
of $50,000,

The Iowa Telephone Company

of Clinton will
construct an underground
representing an expenditure of

and

building
telephone system,
erect

a

seven per cent, participating cumulative preference
shares.
The proceeds of the new issue will serve
to pay off the company's engagements to bankers
and others. Dealing with transatlantic communication, the report refers to the completion of the
Clifden and Glace Bay stations and mentions the
fact that one newspaper in New York has during
five
months received dispatches totaling 68,404
words "promptly and etificiently transmitted by the

Marconi Company."
The two stations mentioned
above are to be brouglit up to the same level of
efficiency as the Poldhu and Cape Cod stations.
On the basis of an improved Irish-Canadian service
and of the contemplated English-American service,
working the four stations 12 hours a day at an
average net wireless rate of eight cents per word

$150,000.
likely

Telephone Company of
expend $75,000 to $100,000

The Western
Mason City, Iowa,

will
on improvements this year, including the erection of
poles, substituting copper for iron wire and build-

ing

new

lines.

.Among recently incorporated telephone companies
Beacon Telephone Comare the following named
pany, Emerson, Neb.
Wilcox Telephone Company,
Wilcox, Neb. Strang Mutual Telephone Company,
Strang, Neb.
Farmers' Mutual Telephone Com;

;

;

;

pany, Elk City, Kan. Rector Co-operative Telephone
Company, Rector, Ark. New State Telephone Company, Lone Wolf, Okla.
;

;

The

Central

Union

Telephone

Company

has

abandoned the telephone business in Yorktown,
Ind., and vicinity to an Independent concern controlled by F. E. Barber of Dalesville.
The Central Union abandons nearly 200 telephones in this
instance, and the new company starts out with
nearly 300 subscribers.
An agreement with the
Delaware and Madison Counties Telephone Company gives the Yorktown company connection with
the Muncie exchange.

The Indiana Independent Telephone .Association
has prepared an excellent programme for its third
annual convention, whicli will be held at the Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis, May 13th and 14th. J. B.
Ware of Grand Rapids will give an address on
"The International Association and Its Work,"
and M. L. Clawson of Indianapolis will talk on
the "Legal Impediments to Consolidation."
There
will be interesting reports from the eleven vicepresidents who arc the presiding officers respectively of the eleven district associations of the
state.
An exhibit of appliances will be made, and
there will be a smoker on the thirteenth.

An

ordinance intended to give legal effect to a
of disputes between the Missouri and
Kansas Telephone Company and the authorities of
Kansas City has been introduced in the City Council.
It proposes an immediate reduction of telephone rates from $96 to $60 in the business district and from $60 to $36 per year for instruments
in
residences.
Accompanying this ordinance was
another cfTecling a compromise between the city
and the company whereby the city drops its pole
and conduit scheme of taxation and is to accept
two per cent, of the gross earnings of the company in addition to the right to use one conduit
and Bell poles for the police and fire department
wires.
If cn.-ictcd the new ordinance places the
settlement

Bell company and the Home Telephone Company
on the .same basis as to rates and compensation.

growth

of

changes

in

of the
tensive

the
the
a

village,

necessitating

pumping

plant,

ex-

and addiwas neces-

Elkhart

The London Electrobus Company will next week
ask for public subscriptions for new capital.
It is

started this month.
Vicksburg, Parkville. Three Rivers, Constantine,
MottviUe, Bristol, Elkhart, Mishawaka ani South
Bend, and is 73 miles long.
It is expected that
more than half of the line will be completed this

probable that this second appeal to the public will
be successful, as the small service now running is
producing a revenue of about 2-j cents per car-mile.
idea

is

place

to

The company,

150

omnibuses

upon

the

may

be mentioned, is
now supplying omnibuses for other companies, and
one of 14 which are to do service in and around
Brighton recently made the trip to that seaside
resort, a distance of over 55 miles, on one charge.
Only mechanical troubles were encountered.
The accounts of the British Aluminum Company
for the year 1907 show a net profit of $225,000.
In
comparison with the previous year there has been
a decline in the profits, but this is attributed to the
slump in copper last July and to the resulting
demoralization in metal markets generally.
There
has been no recovery in the price of aluminum,
but it is stated that the demand has been more
it

improved prices are anticipated.

to

Electric

Michigan.
Detroit,
May 2.—The Detroit;, Jackson and
Chicago Railway will reduce the running time of
local cars between Detroit and Jackson 15 minutes,
and the limited cars will make the run in 21.I
hours instead of 2J<J hours as formerly.
The Common Council of the village of East
Jordan has contracted with the East Jordan Electric Light and Power Company for a term of 10
years for pumping and street lighting.
The previous contract has three years to run, but on account

sary.

brisk of late and
is

Edison was operated on just before his departure
for the South.
The Public Service Railway Company of New
Jersey, which owns the various trolley lines in
North Jersey, formerly owned by the Public Service Corporation, will authorize an issue of $25,000,000 five per cent, gold bonds, to be offered upon
terms not yet fully determined. The proceeds are
to be used for the reconstruction of the existing
lines, and the retirement of the $7,500,000 five per
cent, five-year loan, made in 1904.
W.

pable of being earned by these four stations.

be
expensive in Manitoba, and those who are looking
apparently
forward to a reduction in the rates are
doomed to disappointment.

Government telephone ownership

1908

and at a speed of 20 words per minute, it is estimated that a net revenue (after deducting working
expenses) approaching $750,000 per annum is ca-

streets.

and associates have organized
in Cook, Neb.

Proffitt

—

The

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS
J.

Great Britain.
London, April 24. The report and accounts of
the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company for the
year ended September 30, 1907, has just been
issued.
The directors have decided to ask the
shareholders to approve of an issue of $1,250,000

9,

G.

New
New York

May

York.

—

Yesterday was marked
by the opening of the extension of the Brooklyn
Subway from Borough Hall to Atlantic and Flatbush avenues, where the terminal of the Long
Island Railroad is located. The occasion was fittingly celebrated on the previous day, when the
official inspection of the extension was made by
a large number of public officials and prominent
citizens.
On January gth last the subway to Brooklyn under the river was opened. The present extension runs under Fulton Street and Flatbush
Avenue and adds three more subway stations. It
is
important because it forms the connecting link
between the fast transit lines of Manhattan and
Cit}',

2.

Long
At

Island.
the continuation of the Fire Department investigation before the commissioners of accounts
yesterday, Kempster B. Miller of Chicago, who
made an examination of the fire-alarm-telegraph
system at the instigation of the Board of Fire
Underwriters, testified to the generally poor condition of the system, corroborating the testimony
given the day before by Superintendent Martin, and
asserting that a slight accident might, at any minute,
put the system out of business and seriously endanger millions of dollars' worth of property. Mr.
Miller testified that he believed the telegraph .system was the worst thing about the department at
this time; that there ought to be twice as many
alarm bo.xes as there arc, and that they all should
be of a modern type.
He suggested' a site in Central Park as the proper place for a new building
to house the central station of the system.
The New York Electrical Society held its twohundred-and-sevcnty-si.xth meeting in the Engineering Societies Building on Wednesday night.
Mr. W. N. Dickin.son, Jr., manager of the foreign
department of the Otis Elevator Company, gave an
interesting lecture on "Modern Progress in Elevator Practice." His remarks showed the pronounced tendency toward the operation of elevators
from electric circuits, the degree of perfection which
has been attained in direct-current elevators and
the outlook for the duplication on alternatingcurrent circuits of all classes of service now pos-

on

direct-current
circuits.
Pictures
were
for the first time illustrating the latest developments in the magnetic control for alternatingcurrent elevators using alternating-current magnets
sible

shown

throughout.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Edison have just refrom their winter home at Fort Myers, Fla.
While in Florida their 10-year-old son, Theodore
imderwcnt an operation on the ear, which prettirned

venlcd a more serious operation for the relief of
mastoiditis. This was the ailment for which Mr.

tional
It

street

lighting,

new

contract

was announced that work on
and South Bend traction

Kalamazoo,
would be
The route includes Kalamazoo,

summer.
The Toledo
-Avis

of

the

line

.

and

Western

Railway

Hudson presented

a

and

proposition

Council of the village of Morenci

gard

street

No

D.
the

J.

to

Common

in

re-

action was
taken and a formal proposition will be presented
The Detroit Trust Company, recei\'er for the
Detroit, Flint and Saginaw Railway Company, has
petitioned the Circuit Court at Flint for permission
to
renew franchises which the railway company
holds and which expire within a week. The franchises are on the proposed route of the road from
to

lighting.

definite

present terminus at Frankenmouth to Flint, and
petition is filed to protect the interest of the
purchasers of the road when it is sold under mortgage-foreclosure proceedings in June.
The electric road between Dexter and Chelsea,
known as the Boland Line, is being taken up and
the rails being used to rebuild the line between
Ypsilanti and Saline.
Nothing will be done at
present on the line between Dexter and Pacey's
Corners, a distance of about three miles, but it
will probably be constructed during the summer,
at the next regular meeting of the Council.
The demand for an electric-light plant and
its

the

street

lighting

for

Hastings

is

becoming more

sistent.

in-

D.

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco, May i. The new hydro-electric
plant of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company o"
Deer Creek, Cal., was recently turned over and is

The

iiow in successful operation.
S.ooo

capacity

is

alxiut

horsepower.

The town

of Gridley, Cal., has voted favorably
on the question of a municipal electric-lighting plant.
Stockholders of the Escondido Mutual 'Water

Company, Escondido, Cal.,
tric-light and power plant

establish an elecan estimated cost of

will
at

$30,000.

The announcement is made simultaneously with
the increase of the capital stock of the Oregon
Electric Company of Portland, Ore., from $2,000,000
to $10,000,000, that the company will begin at once
actual construction on 283 miles of branches and
laterals to the
Portland-Salcm Electric Railway,
which was placed in operation a few weeks ago.
The roads mapped out are from Portland to Tillamook, Portland to Eugene, Salem to Mill City,
Salem to Dallas, Salem to Albany, and .\lbany to
Cascadia.
The road is backed bv M'offalt & White
of New York city. The company, of which Charles
M. Pratt of New York is president, has just
finished
the electric road to Salem, and when
the additions are completed the system of electric
roads of the company terminating in Portland will
exceed 330 miles.

An electric-railway company has been organized
Portland and Seattle men. including H. I.
Keeny, Geo. C. Mason and Mryk W. Gill, for the
purpose of building an electric railway from Condon to Bend, Ore., crossing the John Day River.
The United States authorities visited the officers
of the Oakland Transcontinental Aerial Telephone
and Power Company, Oakland, Cal., on April 28tli
and arrested six of the promoters.
United
!)y

A

Stales postal inspector secured sufficient evidence
against the men to warrant their arrest on a
charge of using the United States mails to defraud.
The electric generating station in the power-house
annex of the Clans Sprcckels Building on Stevenson Street, San Francisco, is practically completed,
although the interior of the new portion of ihc
building is not quite finished.
The two 6so-kilo-

May

').
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\\:M. z,250-volt WcsdiiKliousc-Piirsons lurbo-gciicrInrs have lu'cn turned over and found to be up to
said to be tin: intention
Tt
is
ho ri(|iiirfnionls.
I

Mr. Spri'el<els to lay nnderRmiind mains wilbin
radius uf about one-half mile and distribute the
surplus current amony several other building's in
which inend)ers of the Siireckels family arc inter-

<ir

a

also of the eon.solidalion.
Mr. James W. Cartwrighl, Jr., formerly purchasinK agent of the Bangor company, has been appointed to Till the vacancy
made by the promotion of Mr. Ivers. Mr. Walter
I..
Sawlelle has been mailc piirchasinK agent and
will also continue in charge of the work of soliciting iu;w business.

A.

ested.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Northwestern States.

— The

substation at Hudson. Wis., has been burned, entailing
a loss of several thousand dollars.
The General lilectrie Company of Schenectady,
N. Y., has beeti awarded the contract for new
machinery at the municipal liKhtinR station, at St.
Two generators will be installed.
Peter, Minn.
The City Council at Fergus Falls, Minn., has
rejected the bid of the Union Engineering and
Construction Company of Chicago, for the completion of the light dam, and may construct it by
-day labor. The bid was $41,893.
William McCoy and J. H. Holmes of Rochester,
supply
Minn., have opened a general electrical
business at 312 S. Broadway.
L. C. Lane and others of Kendal, N. D., are
forming a company to furnish the city with electric
.\liuiieai>olis,

Afay

j,

electric-liuht

lights.

The power
Company at

plant of the Siou.x City Traction
Siou.x City, Iowa, will be improved
by the installation of new boilers and machinery.
The question to issue electric-liglit bonds was
carried at the election in McCook, Neb.
The town of Gresham, Neb., recently voted bonds
for

373

electric

lights.

Capitalists of Grand Forks. N. D., are interested in the proposed construction of a street-railMr.
way systeiti at that place to cost $50,000.

may be

addressed.
The construction of an electric
from Knoxville, Iowa, to Dallas,
Baclielior

The Menomonec Falls (Wis.) Islcclric Lighting
Company will put in improvements to cost $l6,ooo.
Hagemeister of Farmers' Valley, Neb., has
F.
bought the clectric-lighl plant at Henclcrson, Neb.

The Concordia (Kan.) Electric Light Company
has passed into the hands of L. K. Green of Osborne.
The

interurban
will

be

begun

shortly.

The Watertown W'ater, Lisbt and Power Company of Watertown, S. D., has been granted a 10year renewal of its franchise with the city.
The Mississippi River and Electric Power Company of Minneapolis, Minn., will construct two
power dams, one in Monticello and the other near
R.

Clearwater.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Frank W. Frueauff, vice-president and general manager of the Denver Gas and Electric Company, was a Chicago visitor last week.

and Electric Light Company of

Mo., has been

incorporated

with

a

capital

L. C. Lane and others of Kcnsal, N. D., have
formed a company and will install an electric-light

plant and take over the local telephone system.

The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of
Brockton, Mass., has issued $100,000 first-mortgage
five per cent, bonds of the company, due December
1930.

I,

The electric-light company
B. C, has made an offer to

operating at Fernie,
sell out its plant to
and a special committee of the City
considering
now
the offer.

Mr. William R, Wilcox, chairman of the Public

Commission of
last week and

Chicago
addresses

before

New York

city,

made

varions

several
organizations.

was

in

interesting

Mr. F. H. Petrie. secretary of the Mechanical
Appliance Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has resigned
to accept the position of assistant sales manager
of the Northern, Electrical Matiufacturing Company,
Madison, "Wis.
Prof. Elihu Thomson has written an interesting
"Retrospect" for the General Electric Review for

The

May.
to

the

which is illustrated, is devoted
and expedients adopted in the

article,

methods

early days of electrical manufacturing.

John Sprague Vogler, age 65 years, a veteran
naval paymaster of the Civil War, and for the
last
16 years identified with the Edison Electric
Illuminating Company of Boston, died on April 25th
at his home in Atlantic, near Quincy, Mass.
Mr. Adolf Miiller, president of the Accumulatoren-Fabrik Aktien-Gesellschaft, of Berhn, maker
of Tudor storage batteries, is spending a couple of
w-eeks- in this country, and he was in Chicago early
in the week. He visited the plants of the Commonwealth Edison Company and was the guest of Mr.
Godfrey H. Atkin, local manager of the Electric
Storage Battery Company, with which Mr. Muller's

company

is

allied.

and they are
learn that he has
been appointed assistant manager of the Chicago
office of the General Electric Company, succeeding
Mr. James W. Johnson, the new manager. Mr.
Boyer will continue as manager of the supply deFriends of Mr. Frank N.
numerous, -will be delighted

Boyer,

to

partment. Mr. W. T. Dean has been made manager of the power and mining department. Mr.
Dean has been in this department for some time,
having had special charge of the company's business
with the steel and rolling mills. He was fornierly
electrician for the Illinois Steel Company.

Mr. Harrj' B. Ivers, who for the last year has
assistant to the president and treasurer of
the Bangor (Me.) Raihvay and Electric Company,
has resigned to go to Lewdston, Me., where he is
to assume the position of general manager of the
Lewiston, Augusta and Waterville Railway Combeen

the consolidation of electric roads in the
middle and western part of Maine which has been
brought about by John R. Graham, president of
pany,

the

Bangor Raihvay and

Electric

Company, and

were

laid

in

i(/<7,

and the Increase

in

Cqo.

Business men in Salina, Kan., arc in favor of
iron trolley poles in Ihc business district instead of
wooden ones in carrying out the electrification of
Ihc street railways. The plan of supporting the
trolley wires by attaching the span wires to buildings is also being discussed. The company does not
want to bear the extra expense of Iron poles over
wooden ones.

The Illinois Traction System has a new time
card between IList St. I^uis and .Springfield, giving
In addition to
15 limited cars each u.ay daily.
which there will he the local service for the towns
The limited service which the
commence between I'eoria and
.Springfield has been postponed till the company can
finish the ballasting of the line between Mackinaw

closer to the cities.
company Intended to

and Lincoln, which has been delayed by the heavy
rains of the last few weeks.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Fire in a building adjoining the main sub-station
of the Nooksack Falls Power Company in Bcllingham. Wash., destroyed all the transmission and
distribution wires leading from the station.
For
a day the city was without light, street cars did not
run, and factories and mills were idle.

An American
that

an

official

consul in Eastern Europe reports
of the local government is desirous

Lima, Ohio, will have a municipal
lighting plant as a result of the action of the City
Council.
The ordinance provides for the issuing
of $So,coo worth of bonds, and it is anticipated
that the plant will be completed and in operation

of securing from American manufacturers full information in reference to machinery for the transmission of power. A river flowing through that
region has in places great power possibilities, and
the local government desires to develop this power
and assist in the establishment of manufacturing
plants.
If this plan is feasible it should result in
the sale of a large amount of American machinery.
Interested firms should address their correspondence
to the consul for transmission to the proper person.
The Bureau of Manufactures, Washington, D. C,
will give information if reference is made to file

within two years.

No. 2201.

the

city,

Council

is

The Algonquin Light and Power Company of
Oklahoma City has been incorporated with $100,000
capital.
Thomas F. Spealman, R. S. Galer and
A.

J.

The

McMahon
city

arc the incorporators.

of

realization of a

"Way

of Light" in the

down-

town district of Minneapolis was brought closer a
few days ago, when the City Council authorized the
Publicity Club to erect lights on Nicollet Avenue
between Washington and Tenth Street and on
Seventh Street between Nicollet and Hennepin.
The club has been actively at work upon this proposition for some time and has secured the co-operation of practically all of the property owners in
the territory affected.

City Heat and Light Company of Fostoria,
Ohio, has gone into the hands of a receiver at the
suit of the Consolidated Railway and Light Company of Philadelphia, which secured a judgment of
E. W. Allen and A. R.
$72,945 at Tiffin recently.
Law W'ere appointed by the court to take charge
of the business.
There will be no interference
with the operation of the plant, and it is said that
the action is simply to readjust the relations of the
local company and the holding company.

Directors of the Atlantic City Electric

Company

announce that they have sold $1,000,000 of first and
refunding mortgage five per cent, gold bonds, part
of an authorized issue of $6,000,000.
The Atlantic
City Electric Company controls all the publicIt is a
lighting business of Atlantic City, N. J.
consolidation of four companies, three of which
have perpetual franchises and one a franchise for
The American Gas and Electric Com100 years.
pany, which guarantees the bonds, owns plants in
nine cities.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Oklahoma City
Company has been
$250,000.

W. W.

(Okla.) Belt Line Railroad
incorporated, capitalized at
Bierce heads the incorporators.

Electric Railway Company of Portland has begun the construction of the branch from
the main line to Hillsboro, which will be the main

The Oregon

to the Tillamook country.
The company is
outlining further plans for the construction of extensive projected roads in the Willamette Valley.
line

The

subway

problem

up in
earnest by the local transportation committee of
the Chicago City Council.
Already arrangements
are being made for inspecting subways in other
cities, and all details in reference to the problem
are being taken up with the idea of making an
early decision as to the best methods to be employed and then building the subways without
further loss of time.
The committee promises

some

definite plans

in

has

been

taken

the near future.

According to the annual report of the State
Bureau of Raihvays, the total capital of the electric railways of Pennsylvania amounts to $464,553,942, divided between $240,224,061, the capitalization
and current liabilities of companies engaged in
direct operation and $224,329,881 reported by companies which have leased their lines and equipment.
The capital and liabilities of the former show an
increase

of

$36,571,020.

PUBLICATIONS.
The
is

Company's calendar card for May
adorned with a crooked wire, from which an
moral is drawn.
F. Bissell

appropriate

Westinghouse
cular No.

1

motors are described in Cirby the Westinghouse Electric

mill

144, issued

and Manufacturing Company. Pittsburg, Pa.

The

The

Service

track

was

of $9,000.

The

line

Iberia Mill

Iberia,

new
cars

More than

300

miles

of

Cutter S. F. plug and receptacle illustrated
from the Cutter Company, Philadelphia,
has some attractive features. It is made for 220

on a

leaflet

volts

and

less.

Easy digging is made possible by the use of
Iwan's patent improved post-hole and well auger.
This device and others made by Iwan Bros.,
Streator, 111., are illustrated' and described in a
booklet entitled "Easy Digging."

The Signal Engineer, a new publication to be
devoted exclusively to the subject of signaling and
kindred subjects, is to make its appearance in
June.
The announcement is made by the Signal
Engineer Company, 140 West Van Buren Street,
Chicago.
The Central Electric Company of Chicago has
issued a new trade discount and price list, applying to its 1906-1907 General Catalogue. This pricelist

dated

is

May,

igaS,

and

is

now

being

dis-

Holders of catalogues who do not receive a copy of this price list are urged to write
for one.
tributed.

The W'agner Electric JIanufacturing Company
of St. Louis, Mo., is sending out a card folder
giving some interesting information about the various types of Wagner single-phase and polj'phase
motors. Instruments and transformers are also illustrated.
The company says that a Wagner motor
will carry the load of the ne.xt size larger motor
of any competitor.

The "Engineer's Twin City Corliss Book" is the
name of a unique 26-page pamphlet just issued by
the

Minneapolis Steel and Machinery Company,
Minneapolis, Minn. The book is well illustrated
and contains a system of numbers and names which
.

very much simplifies the matter of ordering repair
or spare parts, as no two users or builders of Corliss engines use the same terms in describing the
various parts. Pictures are given that will enable
anyone to recognize any part of the engine, and
by referring to a list the name of each part as
used by the company can be easily ascertained.
There has also been added an easy and quick
method of setting valves, and a number of tables
that should be of value to engineers.

SOCIETIES
At the regular

AND SCHOOLS.

meeting of the Electric
Club of Chicago on April 29th M'r. W. R. Bonham
gave a talk on the subject of illumination, following
much the same line of thought presented in his
article which appeared in the Western Electrician
vi-eekly

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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April

of

some

nth.

Mr, E. H. Haughton
brought out.

discussed

'of the points

The next meeting of the Chicago Section, I1-*
luminating Engineering Society, will be held on
A
14th at the Grand Pacific Hotel as usual.
general discussion on the subject of "Wrinkles"
in lighting problems that have come to the notice
of anyone interested in illumination will be the
programme for the evening. Details of the meeting can be had from Geo. H. Jones, secretary, 1.-59

May

-\dams Street.

The

for the Extension of Technical
the University of Grenoble, France,
has published two booklets, entitled "La Distribution
de I'Energie Electrique dans la Ville de
Grenoble," which describes the hydro-electric installation of that cit3', and "La Houille Blanche
et la Question Sylvo-Pastorale.'^ which is a plea
for the conservation and utilizauon of the natural

Society

Knowledge

at

water powers.

Mr. A. S. Michener, comptroller of the Stone &
Webster Corporation, recently delivered a lecture
the. senior class of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology on "The Philosophy of Accounting
and the Relation of the Accounting Department
with the Executive and Engineering Department.
This is one of a series of lectures delivered by
practical men in Prof. D. C. Jackson's course on
electric light and transmission of power.

to

'

The

Engineers' Club
has issued its annual register
also contains a list of officers
Electric Club of Cleveland and
Civil

of Cleveland, Ohio,
for 190S. The book
and members of the
the Cleveland Archi-

tectural Club, the former having been amalgamated
with the Civil Engineers' Club on April i8th. Willard Beahan is president of the Civil Engineers'
Club and Joseph C. Beardsley is secretary. Meet-

ings are held once a month and the clubrooms are
open every day but Sunday. The club had a membership on March 1st of 276 members.

The

recently organized Fox River Valley ElecAssociation held a meeting and banquet a few
days ago in Fond du Lac, Wis. N. C. Draper,
general manager of the Eastern Wisconsin Railway
and Light Company, president of the association,
presided.
The matter of co-operation between the
various interurban companies for improved service
conditions and closer connections at terminals was
discussed.
Eighteen were present, including representatives from the interurban and electric companies in the association and several guests from
Chicago. In the evening a banquet was held at
the Palmer House.
trical

The next meeting of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers will be held on the evening
of I\Iay I2th in the Engineering Societies Building,
New York. The paper will be by Mr. Henry
Souther, of the Henry Souther Engineering Corporation,
Hartford,
Conn.,
on the subject of
"Clutches," with special reference to the types used
on automobiles. Their development will be shown
by lantern slides. The meeting will be important
to all who have to do with the use of clutches for
machine-tool work, power transmission, hoisting
machinery, and the like. The discussion will be
continued at the semi-annual meeting of the society
at Detroit, Mich., June 23d to 26th.
The May meeting

of the

New York

Section of
the Illuminating Engineering Society will be held
oh the evening of May 14th, at 33 West Thirtyninth Street. Dr.
E. L.
Nichols, professor
of
physics, Cornell University, president of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
etc., will present an illustrated paper on "Daylight
and Artificial Light." Dr. Nichols has recently
traveled extensively throughout Europe and Northern Africa, making spectro-photometric determinations of the quality of daylight under widely varying conditions, involving about 150. sets of observations.
Deducing from these an average value
for daylight, he compares various artificial illuminants to such value through spectro-photometric

measurements.

A

special catalogue of the School of Engineering
of the University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan., contains annoimcements for 1907-1908.
There is an
engineering course. In the School of
electrical
Engineering there are 416 students, or about onefourth of the total enrollment. The Legislature of
1907 appropriated $150,000 for a civil and mechan-

engineering building and eciuipment
$50,000
for a mining engineering building, and $50,000 for
additional shops. These buildings will be erected
during the bicnnium 1907-1909. Blake Hall, named
in lienor of Prof. L. I. Blake, contains the laboraProf. F. O. Marvin is dean of the School
tories.
of Engineering; B. V. Hill is acting professor of
physics and electrical crgincering; M. E. Rice is
associate professor of physics and electrical engineering, and R. \r. Freeman is assistant professor
ical

;

of electrical engineering.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Cnide-rtiblXT imports I'or the nine months ended
with March. 1908. amounted to but $26,000,000
in
value, against $45,500,000 in the corrcsjionding months
of the preceding year and $33,-

May

750,000 in the corresponding months of 1906, yet
the quantity imported was over 42,000,000 pounds,
against 58,000,000 in the corresponding months of

1907 and 43,500,000 in the corresponding months of
1906.

A

Berlin dispatch says that the

German govern-

ment has taken the preliminary steps to negotiate
a patent agreement with the United States, in consequence of the prospect of federal legislation requiring foreign patentees to manufacture in the
United States, .otherwise their patents will be forfeited.
The German law provides for forfeiture
in the event of a patent remaining unused for
three years if a German subject makes application

have

to

it

set

The United

Commission

laboratory assistant in the Bureau of Standards, at
salaries varying from $900 to $1,200 per annum,
and vacancies requiring similar qualifications as they
may occur in any branch of the service. The duties
in connection with these positions are identical with
those of the assistants in the physical laboratories
of scientific and technical institutions.
As far as
practicable, appointees are assigned to work in the
subjects for which they are best fitted. Applicants
should at once apply to the United States Civil
Service Commission, Washington, D. C, for appli-

form

cation

Robert W. Hunt & Co., the Rookery, Chicago,
have established an analytical chemical laboratory
in connection with their St. Louis office, 1445 Syndicate Trust Building. In addition to general analytical work, particular attention will be given to
analyses of and advice on iron-foundry mixtures.
This work and the laboratory will be under the
direction of Mr. J. B. Emerson, who for several
years past had charge of the metallurgical part of
the wheel foundry of the Mount Vernon Car Company.
Previous to that engagement he was in the

The American

an-

nounces an examination on June 3, igo8, to secure
eligibles from which to make certification to fill
such vacancies as may occur in the positions of

1312.

There

appears to be a division of sentiment
paint manufacturers in relation to proposed
legislation in Congress and in state Legislatures
requiring the labeling of all packages of paints,
oil and turpentine to show the character of the
contents.
At the present time such legislation is
pending in several states, including Massachusetts,
New Jersey, New York and Maryland. The bills
are said to have been framed along the lines of
the western manufacturers' ideasj as they are practically a unit in urging the proposed legislation.
On the other hand, eastern paint manufacturers
are said to be generally opposed to the bills.
These
measures would compel manufacturers to place on
the outside of each package a full statement of the
ingredients.
The eastern manufacturers are opposed to this proposal, holding that it is tantamount
to presenting the entire trade with the secrets of
their business.
The Paint, Oil and Varnish Club
of New York and other eastern organizations have
adopted resolutions opposing the proposed labeling
law.

among

N. Y.,

port,

will

ing,

TRADE NEWS.
Building, 45 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

Cross & Mack is a new firm of consulting elecmechanical and hydraulic engineers, located
at 711 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis.
Mr. A. B.
Cross is the electrical engineer, Mr. Mack taking
care of the mechanical and hydraulic end.
trical,

During the nine months ended in March, 1908,
the United States exported to Germany copper
ingots, bars and plates to the value of $15,182,014;
electrical appliances, $174,583; electrical machinery,
The figures for the corresponding period
$59,445ending with March, 1907, were $13,765,113 $275,19?

and

D. Scribner, manager, has been removed from the
Atlas Building to the Phillips Building, 599 Mission
Street.
As it is only a step from one building to
the other, callers will have no difficulty in finding

new

location.

W.

R. Burrows, formerly purchasing agent
the Norfolk and Southern Railway, has taken
of the railroad department of Topping
Brothers, 122 Chambers Street, New York, who
manufacture ball-bearing jacks, track drills, tool
grinders, and Totten's brake-beam clamp invented
by "Gene" Totten of the New York Central lines.

Mr.

Company.

Steel

Steam Company of Lockoriginator of underground steam heat-

have an exhibit

at the convention of the
Electric Light Association to be held in
Chicago during the week of May i8th. This company, with more than 31 years of experience, has
developed the underground steam-heating business
to such a degree that its exhibit will be worth
thorough investigation. Every detail of the operation of both live and exhaust underground steamheating systems will be explained by the company's
engineers and representatives, who will be in at-

tendance.

Sealed proposals for electric supplies, including
wiring material, lamps, fixtures, etc., will be rethe office of the general purchasing
at
officer.
Isthmian Canal Commission, Washington.
D. C, until 10:30 a. m., May 23, 1908.
Blanks and
general information relating to this circular (No.
439) may be obtained from the above office or the
offices of the assistant purchasing agents, 24 Stale
Street, New York city; custom house. New Orleans, La.; also from the U. S. engineer offices in
ceived

Pittsburg, Buifalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago,
St. Louis,
Detroit, Milwaukee, St. Paul, Chatta-

nooga, Louisville, Mobile, Ala., and other

cities.

Duncan

The

Electric Manufacturing Company,
Lafayette, Ind., will exhibit at the Chicago convention during the week of May 18th one of its totaloutput station integrating wattmeters, also one of

graphic

recording

instruments, which it
and the most simple in
use.
These two instruments are so combined
that the totalizing meter not only integrates or
adds up the total output of the plant, but
latest

its

says

is

the most accurate

actuates

also

it

graphic

the

recording

ment which shows the output on
This

instru-

moving

strip

public exhibition of a
system whereby the output of any number of dynamos, irrespective of whether they are directcurrent, or single or polyphase alternating-current,
can be conveniently combined so as to show their
total output on a single instrument, and is worthy
of the attention of every central-station manager
who is interested in the latest and most approved
methods of keeping an accurate cost of the production of his electrical energy. There will be exhibited also a number of other types of Duncan
meters. The exhibit will be in charge of Adrian
Tobias, sales manager, and John A. "Clark, laboratory expert.
is

the

a

first

The exhibit of the General Electric Company at
the National Electric Light convention will occupy
a space of some si.xteen feet square near the center
of the hall.
full line of heating devices, including the new mantel-type luminous radiator, will
Prominent among the apparatus exbe shown.
hibited will be tungsten lamps for both interior and
outdoor lighting and the luminous and flame arc
lamps. There will also be exhibited the new aluminum-cell lightning arrester, a line of meters, both
portable and stationary, and a number of motors,
both alternating and direct-current, for small power
purposes. An oscillograph will be in operation and
records will be taken to show the effect of different values of reactance on the wave form. A
daily demonstration of electric cooking devices will
be held, and a substantial welcome is assured those
who desire to judge the merits of the product.
,A.mong those representing the company at the con-

A

$74,335-

The district office maintained by Allis-Chalmers
Company at San Francisco, in charge of Mr. H.

the

Illinois

District

National

of paper.

The address of the American Circular Loom
Company has been changed to International Trust

igo8

tures for office use.
The practicability of these
fixtures and their wide range of adaptability is
worthy of investigation.

employment of the

aside.

States Civil Service

.

g,

for

charge

At the office of the supervising architect. Treasury Department, Washington, D. C, sealed proposals will be received until June loth for the installation of a conduit and electric wiring system in the
extension to the Postotifice and Court House Building at Ogden, Utah, in accordance with drawings
and specifications, copies of which may be had at
the above office, or at the office of the superintend-

vention

will

be

E.

W.

Rice,

Jr.,

J.

Lovejoy,

R.

D. Haskins, P. D. W.agoner, F. G. Vaughen,
R. Bullen, E. E. Gilbert, W. L. R. Emmet,
C. W. Stone, N. R. Birge, C. B. Burleigh, C. P.
Steinmetz, J. W. Kirkland, Theo. Beran, A. D.
Babson, H. J. Buddy, A. D. Page, T. K. Bibbins,
F. H Gale, G. L. Thompson, O. B. Rushmore and
F. W. Willcox.
C.

D.

ent of construction, Ogden.

On May

the 0. C. White Company, 17
Worcester, Mass., opened a NewYork office and stockroom at 19 Park Place and
16 Murr,ay Street.
The company's line of standard
adjustable electric fixtures is one of the most complete and substantial of this class of- goods ever
produced for offices, shops, drafting-rooms or factories.
The New York branch is to be in the
hands of Mr. Frederick Rail, who is experienced
in the electrical trade in New York and widely and
favorably known. The company has issued two
well-illustrated circulars, one treating of White ad
jusL-ible shop fixtures and the other of similar fix-
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ist

Street,

The Arthur
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contract

equip

the
in

Oaxaca,

to

Mexico,

t'liuipany
electrically

the

of
a

birthplace

Chicago has
large

of

theater

Presi<lent

Diaz.

The Boston News Bureau says that at the Lynn
works of the General Electric Company 7,000 men
are now being employed. This compares with a
normal force of 10.000 men.

No

less

horsepower,

than 10 machines, aggregating 25.000
are include<l in a recent large ship-

ment of Westinghouse

turbo-electric

power

equip-

,

Mav

')
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190*^

Most
from I'::isl l'itl^l)llrt; lo the F;ir East.
iiR-Ml
equipof these macliiiics will go to Japan for the
ment of railway, linliting and maiiufaeturing plants.
inanaRer of the
AnnslroiiK, western
G. W.
Exccllo Arc Lamp Company, Chicago, recently refrom a western trip which resulted in
lurnoil
(inlher increasing the popularity of the Exccllo
arc lamp. The central stations which have
adopted the E.xccllo lamp arc very much pleased
Mr. Armstrong attended
with its performance.
the Omaha Electrical .Show, which was. held this
llaiiiing

week.

The Wirt Manufacturing Company, one of

the

cnleiprises in the village of Burrage,
town of Hanson, Mass., fostered by Albert C.
Burrage of Boston, has filed an involuntary petition
It
is
said that the concern has
in bankruptcy.
ii.ibilities of about $110,000 and assets supposed to
company was engaged in
Tlie
be about $75,000.
industrial

375

DATES AHEAD.

manufacture of electrical siippliei, Henry C.
Wirt, formerly of the General Electric Company,
is president of the concern,
the

Ijossert

Co., 2.|2

S:

West

York, have designed a

Forty-first

Street,

Gr.iii'i

.Sliu»,

l.l<:<:li>i>l

i>.M'i'i'

I, land

HalMl, Midi.,

May

lOth.

to

lltti

Tclr|)Iiorir

Iii«lr[»ctiilrtU

Iniliaiia

(annual con-

AisoclnlUin

venllon), Intllinapolli, May 13th am) Mth,
National ICIrclric I.iK>>l AatociaU'*n (annual convtnlion),
Auililoriuni llolct, Oilcauo, May t'jth 10 a9(l.
Oklahoma Kleclric Llaht. Ualtwav and Gaa AasociaUon.
(Jttla.,
May anh, »6th
(annual
convention),
Guuiric,

New

extension fitting for
Iheir solderless cable t.'ips which are used as equalizers on
the feeder cables supplying power to
Brooklyn Rapid Transit trains which arc lo run
over the new loop connecting the Williamsburgh
and Brooklyn bridges.
The cables range in si/e
s|)ecial

and a7l)i.
American

from 2,500,000 to .50o,(»o circular mils. The work
under the direction of Latey & Slater, consulting
engineers.
The Gore Engineering and Contracting
is

Company has placed orders for 244 sets of these
large double taps, 164 regular taps and a number
of two-way Dossert joints, including 1.34 connecting aluminum to copper. An order has also been
received from the Doublcday-IIill Electric Company, Pittsburg, Pa., for 500 solderless motor leads
for the Ohio Valley Electric Railway Company.

Society of Mechanical Knelncera (acml'annual
meeting), Detroit, lune 33d to 36th.
Socirly for tile I'romotlun ol Kngineering Education (an*
nual nieclinK), IJclroit, tunc 33d 10 a6th.
American Intlilutc ol Klectricat Knuinccra (annual con'
vcnlion), Ilolrl 'fraymorc, Atlantic City, N. Jf., June aoth
to July 3<1.
National IClectrical Contractora' Aiwcialion (annual meetInit), Chicago. July istli. itjtli and 17th.
Miclilgan Klectric Aaaociation (annual race(lns). Grand
knpidA, Mich., AuKuat tfltli to aiat.
Ohio Klcclrlc Light Asiociallon (annual convention). Hotel
Victory, i'ut-in-Bay lahind. Auguat asth, 36th and 37lh.
New York IClrctrical Show (ccunu annual), Madiaon
S(]uarc Clarden, Octol>er 3d to lath.
Chicago Electrical Sliow (fourtli annual), Coliaeum, January II lo 33, 1909.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent
885,745.

Uginc,
Furnace. Paul
Girod,
Application filed December 20. 1905.

Electric

France.

A receptacle forminR a cluniilier is arrariRcd to receive a number of olijects lo be beatcd, a mass o(
lesistance material is arranged in layers in contact with
tlic sides, ends and bottom of the receptacle, and there
are two pole pieces of opposite polarity at each end of
the receptacle.
System
885.754.
S. Hubbard,

of

Electrical

Distribution.

Albert

Greenwich, Conn., assignor to the
Gould Storage Battery Company. Application
filed January 19, 1903.

A number of prime movers have direct-current dynamos connected therewith to regulate their speed, and
provided between the armatures of
connections are
the dynamos, whereby the differences in speed in the
prime movers are automatically compensated.
System of Electrical Distribution. Albert
Hubbard, Belleville, N. J., assignor to the
Gould Storage Battery Company. Original apDivided and this
plication filed June 24, 1903.
application filed August 24, 1905.

885.755.
S.

A storage battery lias in series with it a booster
a shunt field automatically regulated to be neutral
under normal loads and to give a positive or negative
booster electromotive force under increase and decrease
.with

of

loads

respectively.

Process of Recovering Metals from Their
Sulphide Ores. Edward F. Kern, Knoxville,
Tenn. Application filed September i, 1906.

885,761.

This process of recovering lead and associated metals
from lead sulphide-containing ore consists in fusing the
same to form a matte and then electrolyzing a suitable
with the
lead ^loride
coragrising
fused electrolyte
matte

as

anode.

Physical-laboratory Apparatus.
Knott, Boston, Mass., assignor to

•

Louie
the

Knott Apparatus Company, Boston, Mass.

L.

E.
E.

Ap-

plication filed November 23, 1907.
In combination with a base having two posts and a
pivotal pin rising therefrom is a brush holder loosely
surrounding the pin, an armature member rotatably
sustained by the pin, and a field member resting on the
posts and secured thereto by screws.

Element for Electric Heaters. Abbot A.
Low, Horseshoe, and Harry Hertzberg, New
said Hertzberg assignor to said
York, N. Y.
Low. Application filed May 4, 19^7-

885,769.

;

a core of insulating and noncombustible material, blocks composed of resistance material and threaded on the core, metallic terminal members adapted to clamp the blocks into engagement with
each other, and a mass of molded heat absorbing material permanently encasing the members.

The element comprises

Transformer-coil Insulation. Jesse E. Mateer,
Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghpuse

885,771.

Electric and Manufacturing Company. Pittsburg,
Pa. Application filed December 16, 1905.

The coil has spaced insulating strips at its sides,
insulating channel pieces fitted over its edges, angle
pieces fitted over the channel pieces, and barrier plates
extending along the sides of the coil in contact with
the strips and angle pieces to form an enclosing casing.

Mott, New
Garret
Head.
and Adolph G. Koenig, Wee-

Trolley-pole

York, N. Y.,
hawken, N. J.

Application

filed

April 25, 1907.

The head of the pole has a rearwardly extending
shank into which the trolley fork is pivoted for partial
movement on a vertical axis.
885,782.
Rheostat. Granville F. Packard. Pittsburg,
Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

Appli-

cation filed April 28, igo6.

An outer circle of resistances is arranged to be cut
out step by step.
Inside this is an arc of resistance
metal which can be cut out smoothly.
for Electric Transformers.
Soule, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed August 3, 1907.
An adjustable coil-supporting frame comprises side

885,800.

Support

Coil

Herbert

C

bars built up of angle irons, insulating strips secured
to
the side bars and cross bolts which connect the
extremities of the side bars.

885,836.
Insulated
lock, Jr.,

New

Collar. Thomas H. BulYork, N. Y., assignor to John

Canopy

OJftce)

N. Y.

April

2S,

Application

igoS.
filed

In a canopy collar there is a split sleeve of insulating material adapted to be applied to a tubing and
having an inclined or beveled surface.

Electrical

885.847.

Distribution.

London, England.

John

Application

Highficld,

S.

filed

January

20,

1908.
In a series system of direct-current supply arc means
for connecting intermediate conductors to the main conductors at a number of pQJnts. so as to complete a
circuit through a part only of the supply and consuming devices.

885.848.
C.

Tcleplionc System for Fire Hose. Harry
Groswith, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

885,922.

27, 1907.
In combination with the sparking circuit of an internal combustion engine is a spark timer controlling
lever, a throttle valve lever, and means controlled by
each of the levers for breaking the sparking circuit
when either of the levers is brought to proper position.

Telephone Stand.

Ohio.

N.

Connection. Henry
Y. Application filed

Rheostat. Edward
L,
Application filed June

Mahon,

and

Bellairc,

6,

Indicating Svstem. Charles E.
Application filed
Angeles, Cal.

Elevator

1907.

Safety Flashlight Apparatus for Elevators.
Charles E. Moore, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed September 3, 1907.
In combination with the car-controlling lever is a
normally open circuit, an electric lamp in the circuit
and positioned to throw its light out along the floor of
the car through the gateway thereof, means operated
by the controlling lever to close the light circuit when
the car is slopped, and to break the light circuit when

885.942.

the

car

is

started.

Attachment for Clocks.
Ridgeway, Mb.
Application

Electrical

885,953.

Ragan,

P.

March 6, 1906.
A disk carries

two

Owen
filed

of concentric conducting
rings, each having a number of sockets formed therein.
Movable plugs are adapted to fit in the sockets. There
are means for electrically connecting the rings when
two or more brushes attached to the hands are in engagement with two or more of the plugs.

R. Read,
April 26,

1907.
A connecting wire is provided with split terminal
secured to the wire by a coiled spring wire, whose
end engages the nut on the binding post.

1908.

24,

in

At each floor there is an electric light for each eleAs
vator, indicating "up" and one indicating "down."
the car travels up or down it closes the circuit of
the corresponding light on the floor approached and
breaks the circuit as it passes that floor.

plane.

Electrical

embedded

Moore, Los
September 3,

A

liorizontal

Renewed March

1905.

1907,
In a rheostat adapted to contain water under pressure
there is an insulated stationary conductor plate, a movable and adjustable conductor plate and means for supplying and discharging water.

William B. Oliver, Col-

and this application filed March 23, 1907.
telephone support is composed of a pivoted countercomprising
a
means,
a
stem
supporting
balancing
switchbox carried by this means, and held from horizontal rotation thereon, a switch hook mounted upon
the stem and a transmitter carried by the stem and
mounted to rotate with relatiofi thereto in a substan885,864.

arc

885,935.

lingswood, N. J., assignor to the Oliver ManuOriginal
facturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
application filed September 13, 1906. Divided

tially

8,

Wires

885.941.

May

885,859.

March

the walls of the hose
brought out to contact blocks in the couplings.

Circuit-breaker for Automobiles. William
Horner, Indianapolis, Ind. Application filed

Brooklyn,

885,763.

885,776.

H. Dale, New York,
August 24, 1906.

sets

clips

A

885,890.

Lamp

Cleveland,

Socket. William
C.
Application filed

Ohio.

In this control system there are ti.vo
controllers, a motor controlled by each

a

lers,

trol

and

Toll Telephone System. Edward P. Baird,
111., assignor to the Baird Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed

Evanston,

Ignition System for Explosion Engines.
Richard Varley. Englewood, N. J., assignor to

Autocoil

vember

Company.

Application

filed

January 27, 1902. Renewed March 19, 1906.
The toll apparatus has normally inoperative coin-refunding means and shifting means moved by the depositor for
operating the refunding means, and means
whereby this can be controlled by the exchange operator.

No-

1906.

17,

A

sleeve has a cam integral therewith and a pair of
flanges, a finger journaleQ between flanges, a roller on
the finger, segments in the path of the roller, a circuitbreaking lever in the path of the cam, and circuits

including
induction

lever

the

Direct-current Turbo-generator.
Bernard
A. Behrend, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to AlHsChalmers Company and the Bullock Electric
Manufacturing Company. Application filed Oc-

886,035.

and the primaries of a number of

coils.

Arc Lam.p. Heinrich Beck, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany, assignor to the Beck
Flaming Lamp Company, Canton, N. Y. Ap-

885,906.

tober 31,

Electric

In

the electrode,
the frame.

and co-operating

to

seal

the

aperture

1906.
high-speed

dynamo there

is

a

shrink-ring

sur-

Multiple-voltage System of Distribution.
Frankenfeld, Norwood, Ohio, assignor
to Allis-Chalmers Company and the Bullock
Electric Manufacturing Company. Application

886,049,

Budd

in

November 30, 1906.
balancer machine has a starting resistance therefor,
for connecting the
device
a single controlling
balancer to the main conductors and to the starting resistance, gradually cutting out the starting resistance to
bring the balancer up to speed, and finally connecting
the balancer to a compensating conductor.
filed

Bus?-signal Apparatus. Charles J. ErickChicago, III., assignor to the Automatic
Electric Compan}^ Chicago, 111. Application filed

A

885,915.
son,

November

a

rounding the commutator, and a protective end-ring surrounding the ends of the coils and extending inward
and engaging the shrink-ring.

November

plication filed
16, 1906.
In a flaming arc lamp there is an apertured frame,
an electrode adapted to be fed through the same, and
a number of sliding frames having apertures of progressively decreasing diameters through which the electrode also passes, the plates being free to be moved by

magnetic switch

of tBe controla master switch having contacts arranged to conthe magnetic switches separately and both jointly,
a single handle for operating the master switch.

886,031.

885,894.

the

Wright,

Duplex Motor-control System. Fred R.
Fishback, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Electric Controller and Supply Company, Cleveland,
Ohio. Application filed September 13, 1907.

12,

cross wall with lateral openings on opposite sides of the socket, a lamp receiving shell within
the socket, separate conducting members front and rear
of the cross wall and seated within the lateral openings,
and a central screw and insulating disk jointly securing
all the parts together.
is

L

therefrom.

1907.

There

Reuben

885,988.

Tregoning,

August

Controller.

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Electric Controller and Supply Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Application filed October 11, 1906.
A controller arm is composed of a metallic bar, a
hub cast thereon, the hub being offset at right angles
to the length of the bar, and contact members flexibly
mounted toward either end of the bar and insulated

1904.

mercury-vapor tube has a plunger within the tube, ii
solenoid for operating the plunger, and a resistance
device connected in series with the solenoid and receiving current independent of that transmitted by the
vapor tube.

Electric

885.967.

Mercury Lamps.
Device
for
Starting
Charles P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Company. Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed October 17,

885,882.

1906.
In combination with an interrupter or buzzer of a
relatively high rate of vibration is another interrupter
of a relatively low rate of vibration, and means by
which the two interrupters co-operate to produce an interrupted high-frequency alternating current,
(See cut
on next page.)
12,

and

"

Cooling System for Electric Apparatus.
Karl C. Randall, Edgewood Park, and Charles
B. Gibson, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignors to the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-

886,073.

.
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Application

Pa.

Pittsburg.

pany.

A

plate.
resilient

combination with a number of transformers are
Ill
chambers and
coolinir
tanks
therefor,
oil-containing
means for maintaining a circulation of the oil through
the tanks and the chambers, a throttle valve in the
supply line of each tank and means for automatically
(.See cut.)
controlling this valve.

and

members.

pany, Kaugatuck, Conn.
ruary 29, 190S.

Application

This harp comprises a stationary member having
s;iaced
arms, a member pivotal ly connected to the
the
outer end thereof, yokeg
stationary member at
nivoted to the stationary member and hearing caps connected to the member. The trolley wheel has a rigidly
connected axle, the ends of which are journaled in the
bearing caps.

Feb-

filed

A series of posts spaced a given distance apart and
having contacts is connected by conduits extending from
one post to another. A moving element havi^ig a shoe
bear against the contacts of the posts.
is arranged to
There are removable covers for the posts, and removable covers for the conduits, so that on removing the
covers the wires and terminals are exposed.
Water Heater. Gilbert
Automatic
Walker, Wheeling, W. Va. Application

A

of

coil

pipe

R. Bragunier and Alford B.
Application filed
bia, Ala.

heated

by

thermostatically

a

trolled gas burner which has an

electric

con-

NO. 886,073.-

Electric Igniter.
John N. Lansinger, Kent,
Ohio. Application filed April 24, 1907.
The igniter is shaped like a curling iron, one of the

886,138.

prongs having an angular extension with a contact enCirgaging the end of the other and insulated prong.
cuit wires pass through the handles to the prongs.

August R.
Interrupter.
Forest, 111., assignor to the

886,141.

Company. Chicago,
cember II, 1905.

111.

River

Luschka,

Western

Application

Electric

filed

De-

changer has a vibratory arm

carrying inA pair of contact springs is
sulated contact fingers.
mounted on edge and intermittently connected to each
finger during the operation of the arm.

This pole

Georg

Signaling Device
Miickc. Reiscnberg, Austria-Hungary. Applicafor

886,148.

tion filed

December

Incubators.

1907.
The rise of mercury in a thermostat closes a circuit
and rings an alarm.
31,

Receiver. Greenleaf
Application

Oscillation

Amesbury, Mass.
tember 30, 1907.
member

of

an

W.
filed

PickSep-

radioreceiver
for
telegraphy consists of a fused mass of oxide of zinc.
,\

886,157.

Electrically

Sandrctto, Ladd,
ber 21, 1907.

A

oscillation

Operated
III.

Clock.
Application filed

Dominic

Novem-

for transforming an ordinary clock
opcr.itcd clock comprises a
frame
secured in a clock case, a bar pivotally

device

an
adapted
into

mounted
to he
bn the frame, an electromagnet arranged above the
bar, means operable by the bar for energizing the magnet when the bar reaches its lower limit of movement
and for dc-cncrKi^iiiK the magnet whtn it reaches its
upper limit of movement, and an adjustable member for
connecting tbe free end of the bar with one of the
wheels of the clock.
886,169.

Means

for

establishing

Electrical

Com-

munication with Moving Trains. Joel Ames,
Montrose, Iowa, assignor of one-half to Edward Leech, Montrose, Iowa. Application filed
September 16, 1907.
of a

wire _ coil having a vertically
upttanding icrminal and a horizontal laterally extending
resilient

Kit-

filed

June

Combined Tuning Coil and Condenser.
Walter W. Massie, Providence, R. I., assignor
to the Massie Wireless Telegraph
Company,

886.302.

Providence,

R.

Application

I.

April

filed

3,

1907.
In this device there are provided an inductance coil,
a condenser having movable plates, a lever for operating these plates to vary the capacity of the condenser,
and a substantially circular inductance coil operatively
associated with the condenser, approximately concentric
with the axis of motion of and engageable by the lever,

Walter W. Massie,
assignor to the Massie WireCompany, Providence, R. I.

Spark-gap Apparatus.

886.303.

Providence, R.

I.,

Telegraph

less

filed

May

1907.

2,

A

rotary spark-gap wheel has an air chamber with an
inlet leading to and an outlet leading from the chamber, and spark-gap rods co-operative with the wheel,

for Electric Contact Shoes. Ed
Chicago, 111., assignor to Allen
G. Mills, Chicago, 111. Application filed August

Current-distributing Device
for Igniting
Explosive Engines. Henri de La Valettc, Paris,
France. Application filed May 8, 1906.

886,327.

886,225.

Support

W. Farnham,

2,

A

1905hanger

adapted to be secured to the
for yieldingly holding a contact shoe
contact with an inverted third rail.

means

Mechanism

Richards,

carries
into

Making Type.

for

Hartford,

American

car

upward

Francis H.
Conn., assignor
to
the
Corporation.
Original

Typographic

high-tension distributing device consists of a plate
a lid of insulating material, a revolving disk of
insulating material located between the plate and the lid,
contact pieces arranged in a circle in the plate, a contact ring located in the lid, and a brusii located within
the revolving disk, adapted to ride on one side on the
contact pieces and on the otiier side on the contact

application filed July 29,. 1899. Divided and this
application filed June 19, 1900.
In combination with means for holding and feeding a
type body or blank is a series of type- forming dies,
means for carrying the dies, an actuator for a selected
die,
and electrical apparatus for subjecting the metal
being operated upon to the action of an electric heating

ring.

current.

A

and

—

6,135.

John W. Mertz, Mount Clemens,
filed January 14, 1908.

Rheostat.

886,230.

WATTMETER TESTING

Mich. Application
The rheostat has a

framework,

windings

Apparatus for Making Types and Lines
Hartford,
Richards,
of
Type. Francis
H.
Conn., assignor to the American Typographic
Corporation. Application filed July 15, 1902.
This is a modification of the above.

6.328.

supported

upon the framework and provided with electrical connections, a switch panel connected with the framework,
and a number of switches mounted upon the switch
panel and connected with the \Yindings.
(See cut.)

Type Bars. Francis H.
Conn., assignor to the
American Typographic Corporation. Application
filed July 29, 1899.
Renewed August^ 1, 1903.

This trolley wheel has a central metallic dii'c provided
with a hub, disks of insulating material on opposite
sides of the metallic disk and perforated to receive the
ends of the hub, and a conducting rim secured to the
disks and in contact with the central disk.

Cooling
Randall,

C.

System

for

Karl

Transformers.

Edgewood Park,

Pa.,

assignor

to

Manufacture

5.329.

Trolley Wheel.
William W. Neighbour,
Denison, Tex. Application filed July 13, 1907.

Richards,

886,239.

886,246.

of

Hartford,

Further details of No. 886,327 are described.

PATENTS THAT
May

gust

Secondary Battery.
451.445Ohio.
Telegraph Repeater.
451,449.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed Au1907.

is

a

modification of Patent No.

886,073,

bridge wall comprise a blower, a motor for
operating tiie blower, a rheostat for controlling the
motor, a pressure regulator connected willi the boiler,
and means for communicating movement from the reguthe

lator

to

the

rheostat.

Eugene

Switch-cord Plug.
Tex., assignor
Childress, Wills

L. Smith,

two-thirds

Cliff,

of

F.

Point,

to

Oak

George

451,491.

ton,

451,666.

i,

1906.

Supporting Lamp Receptacles.
James S. Stewart, New York, N. Y., assignor
to Annie Stewart, New York, K. Y.
Applica-

Means

886,267.

for

filed April 12, 1907.
combination with a lamp receptacle having an integral bead or rib formcrl thereon i» a fastening device
having an annular portion adapted to surround the head
and having mcanti co-operating therewith to prevent rela-

tion
In

tive

rocaion.

C.

Cincinnati,

Aldrich,

Cedar Rapids,

Booth,

Electric

Railway

Multiple

Signal

Truck.

W. H.

Transmitter,

B.

Boston,

Knight,

Noycs,

J.

Electric
Electric

Brake.
Meter.

J.

M.

Bos-

Paj;ne, Crcssona. Pa.
Rice. Jr., Lynn, Mass.

E.
Battery.

W.

Secondary

G.

W. Washburn,

Cleveland,

Secondary

Battery.

G.

A,

Washburn,

Cleveland,

Insulated

Electric

Conductor.

B.

J.

Williams,

Oakland. Cah
Telephone Receiver. W. S. Corwin Newark, N. J.
Electric Railway System.
C. K. Harding, Atlantic, Iowa.
Alarm Signal. M. A. O'Donnell, Chicago, III.
451,639.
Electric
Jlop Motion.
JJayton,
Preston,
C.
A.
451,649.

The switch-cord is provided witii a iiollow ball secured
thereto by a hollow neck and the switch-cord plugs provided with a socket adapted to receive the ball, the plug
being formed of two semi-cylindrical members rigidly
secured together to hold the ball within the socket, and
a cylindrical casing surrounding the plug.

September

H.

A.

Mass.

451.514.
451,520.
451,540.
Ohio.
451.541Ohio.
451.587.
45'.634451. 637-

filed

T.

Mass.
451,512.

Application

Tex.

1908:

5,

Iowa.

Furnace. Clarence W, Smith, Cambridge,
Mass. Application filed December 28, .1905.
Means for supplying air under pressure to passages

886.261.

in

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Ofllice) that expired

the

3,

RHEOSTAT.

NO. 886,230.

APPARATUS.

'

Along the track are arranged contact membcra. each
conniilinK

a telephone system including generators, and means for
connecting the generators in circuit for setting off the
signaling devices or producing ringing current in the
telephone system,

886,319.

886.262,

electrically

Railroad Danger-signaling and TelephonApparatus. Edward
Sughroue,
Bartley,
Neb. Application filed May 18, 1907.
The apparatus includes a number of signaling devices
ing

a polarized electromagnet to
register a call located at the outlying station and at
the central station, an auxiliary source of current independent of the source normally connected to the circuit
of the outlying station and comprising switching means
adapted to disconnect the normal source and connect
the auxiliary source to the circuit independent of the
means for connecting the circuit to a cordi circuit.

This

886,154.
ard,

Application

Pa.

Isidor

1908

9,

886,269.

Application
Calls.

COOLING SYSTEM
FOR TRANSFORMERS.

TELEPHONE BUSY

1907.

The apparatus comprises

886,135. Wattmeter-testing Apparatus. Otto A.Knopp,
Oakland, Cal. Application filed June 19, 1907.
A wattmeter-testing set includes a standard resistance unit having two sections, an ammeter, switches and
connections between the apparatus arranged to permit
the two resistance sections being connected both in
series with the ammeter, or one in series with the
ammeter and the other in parallel with the ammeter
and the first section. (See cut.")

SIGN.\L.

14,

1907.

26,

Field-adjusting Device for Electric Gen886,109.
erators and Motors. Frederick O. Ball, North
Application filed January ii,
Plainfield, N. J.

NO. 885,915.

Philadelphia,

see,

igniter.

1907.
A device extending loosely between" the field- frame
support and base has opposingly protruding lugs, ,one
opposing a portion of the base and the other opposing
There are adjusting means
a portion of the support.
on one of the supports for adjusting the support laterally with relation to the base.

May

Telephone

Registering

886,220.
is

Thompson, Colum-

The chopper consists of a movable blade, movable
means for disconnecting the blade from its actuating
means which extends at Intervals into the path of the
blade, and an electrically operated catch mechanism foi
retaining the first means out of the path of the blade.

filed

1907.

22,

David

Automatic Electric Cotton Chopper.

886,179.

S.

S86.I0O.

Trolley Harp. Percy C. Bliven, DanielConn. Application filed May 23, 1907.

886,176.
son,

Contact-post System for Transmitting Elec886,093.
George E. Titcomb, Philadelphia,
,tric Power.
Pa., assignor to the Dodge Coal Storage Com-

July

insulating
an
the coil being secured upon
collector shoe on a railroad car consists of a
wire yoke having a laterally extending portion
upward extending limbs, and suitable supporting

terminal,

August

filed

1907.

3.

May

Con n
Watciinian's

Time

Recorder.

N. J.
Switch for Overhead
Kuchnle, Detroit, Mich.

E.

C.

Gee,

Bay

onne,
451,606.

451. 7,^--

Electric

Car-lighting

Electric

Apparatus.

Conductors.
B,

J.

J.

Junes,

Chicago, 111.
Method of Operating Reciproc.iting Electric En451,786.
gines.
C. J. Van Dcpoclc, Lynn, Mass.
Electric Motor.
E, M. G. Hewett. Bosttm. MaM.
4SI.B70.
Electric Motor or Dynaino-EIectric Machine.
S.
451,884.
S. Wheeler, New York. N. Y.
W.
Electric Motor or Dynamo-electric Machine,
451,894.
F. Collins, Chicago, III.
Fircalarm-lclcgraph Appnratu«i.
W: Stover,
451.902.
J.
.Newtonville, Mass.
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1908
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Capacity,
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100,000
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Recent Development
Industry
ARKING

beginning of

the

activity
M-:of190Scentral-station
not withont a special

decade
Chicago, the year

in

significance.

is

In 1SS7 the Chicago Edison

and

ized,

this

practically

in

was

tlie

the

West

iirst

to

Company was organ-

company

in

Chicago and

engage

in

the

infancy the industry has steadily

enormous

size

regular

grown with giant

today.

This growth has been made possible by the rapid
and harmonious development of the administrative
and -engineering branches of the business. On the
one hand there has been the adaptation of hightension transmission which has permitted the concentration of the generating power into a small
number of large, highly developed and economiciil
generating plants.
On the other hand there has

been the consolidation of a large number of smali
and more or less competitive companies into a sineconomically

large,

gle,

administered

Commonwealth Edison Company.
This company operates within the

corporation,

the

Wording

Chicago.

Shore Electric

harmony with it
Company, operating in
in

territory outside the city limits

city
is

limits

of

the North

the suburban

and supplying

older one at Harrison Street,

now

its

operated as such-

only about half of each day, and the large station
Fisk Street, which for several years has been
the pride of the system.
new station is being
at

business of selling electricity for various kinds of
From those days of
lighting and power service.
strides to its

9 p. m.
running
constant

the Central=station
in Chicago.
of

Uiird

the

May

elec-

A

Quarry Street on the opposite side of the
river from the Fisk Street station.
At the Fiftysixth Street, Market Street and North Clark Street
sub-stations, which were formerly among the generating stations, a number of steam-driven generbuilt at

and

shut

plant

is

daily

the
full

load,

thus

maximum

point of

down

i6,

night.

at

operated

at

1908
While

practically

working each machine at
and therefore yield-

efficiency

ing the highest station efficiency. The rotary converters are in continuous operation and convert
current from Fisk Street for local direct-current
distribution.
On account of its nearness to the
center of the load and its railroad and water
facilities this station will probably be operated in
this way for some time to come.
Steam turbines

ating units are held' as reserve and are operated in
emergencies to help out the winter peak load.'

-

hcreast in
Generator Copacifi/

J"
Harrison Street Station.
the year

In

of the

river

the

1903

station

F^
1

on the west bank

Harrison Street was the principal

at

F

>C

f

generating station of the system.
There had been
installed a total of 25 generators, comprising three

y

different types.
Of these there were eight 200kilowatt and twelve 400-kilowatt direct-current machines operating in pairs on the Edison three-wire

/fo,-;

Most

of these machines had been in continuous service for nearly 10 years. Two pairs of
S3'^stem.

these units had been changed to double-current gendeveloping three-phase, 25-cycle current at

INCREASE IN CENTRAL-STATION RATED GENERATING
CAPACITY IN CHICAGO.

erators,

may

This was
85 volts on' the alternating-current side.
stepped up to g,ooo volts for transmission to sub-

large

replace

its

reciprocating engines and thus en-

capacity.

its

In its 14 years of operation this station has
passed through many stages of the development of
Keeping pace with
electrical geneiating machinery.
the times, the most noteworthy changes have been
the gradual elimination of the small and bulky
installation of rotary converters to help feed

units

;

the

low-tension,

and the

distributing

three-wire

day and carry

during the

all

its

load

network
at

night;

installation of three-phase g.oco-volt gener-

ators to supply sub-stations in the business district
It should be
during their periods of heavy load.
noted that since 1S97 there has been practically no
increase in the direct generation of 250/125-volt
direct current in either this or any other station.
All additional increase in the low-tension system
has been supplied by rotary converters taking alternating current transmitted to them at 9,000 volts.

As

the

was

economy and

reliability

of this transmis-

by the operation of the
9,000-volt machines at Harrison Street, and as the
load on the entire system was growing so rapidly
that possible enlargements of this station's capacity
could not supply the increase for more than a few
years, it was decided to build a new station on a
sion

PLAT OF FISK STREET AND QUARRY STRLiET PROPERTIES OF
energy to over 30 villages, towns and cities in
crescent-shaped zone around Chicago.
This
great belt supplied by those two friendly companies
extends along the curving shore of Lake Michigan
from the Indiana state line to a point between 60

Of

the

large

generators one

stations.

the

2.500-kilowatt double-current unit, developing

and 70 miles northward, north of Waukegan, 111.
In the neighborhood of Ehnhurst, III, this belt
These
attains its greatest width of about 18 miles.
is the largest
interconnected system operating from steam-driven
gcneraling plants in the world.
The result of these centralizing tendencies has
been an enormous extension of the business accompanied by relatively reduced fixed charges on the
investment in stations as well as transmission and
distribution systems and reduced operating expenses.
All these factors combined have permitted a steady
reduction of rates to the consumers which has
On the
brought further increases in business.

figures bear out the belief that this

whole the growth of these two allied companies is
one of the best examples of the, public benefits that
may accrue from the centralized control of a great

The

evolution
in

of

certain

which

striking of

the

industry

well-defined

in

Chicago

stages,

the

has

most

doubtless that of the last five
1903 fcoincident with the last
Chicago convention of the N'ational Electric Light
Association^, there appeared an clabora.tc article in

years.

the

On May

Western

five

was

a

thus

station

total

further

considerable

rated capacity of the

room

The
tral

construction of this justly called historic cenwas begun in 1902. Its design had

been carefully considered by the company's engiand the apparently radical decision to use
vertical-shaft steam turbines of 5,000-kilowatt caneers,

vertical

triple-expansion or com-

pound engines.
Since this period two
engine units, comprising

two

of

pairs

200-kiIo-

watt three-wire generators, have been removed,
one of the 1,000-kilowatl

alternating-current
erators

gen-

being removed

is

and the other one

is

23,

Electrician rn the developments

iii

cen-

latter

will

machines had been

driveu by a rope drive,
and the entire set look

up

room.
double-current generators have been disconsiderable

The

from the en-

connected

engineering in Chicago to thai lime.
The purpose of the present article will be mainly
to review the developments along this and allied

gine-connecting rods and

lines since that time,

2,000-kilowatt rotary has

tral-station

aaivc service two principal generating

r

o

t

now

being

run

as

a

converters,

A

1:

y

also been installed.

GENERATI^O STATIONS.
The Commonwealth Edison Company now has

are

The generating
in

stations, ilic

is

now

about 7

being run
a.

plant

from

m. to about

expand.

station

All the

were

to

Fisk Street Station.

aggregated

16,200 kilowatts.

engines

The

of

miles

twice

the voltage of the similar small machines. -The remaining four units were three-phase, 25-cycle machines, generating q.cco volts, their sizes were two
units of 1,000 kilowatts each, one of 1,800 and one
of 3.500 kilowatts.

comparatively

tract

he before long; the two

public utility.

occurred

low-priced land some 2%
from the business center. The -^itt^
chosen was at Fisk Street, between Twenty-second
Street and the river, where excellent railroad and
water facilities were available and where there was

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY.
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sonic run in llic shops, the installation of these
was watched with interest
liirnc vertical machines
over the world,
That the con.all
In' engineers
fidence in their rellahility was jnslilied has hcen
amply Iiorne out hy the service these m.achines have
Their performance has hecn studied in
rendered.
great detail and has enahled the General I'^lectric
Coin|>any. wdio manufactured them, lo so improve

hcen
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on their design
marly twice as
w.iil
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that
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cllicienl
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that
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n|)

installed
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THrbo-^fUcraU'is.

As

llie

On

cbines.

arc caiiahle of ureal
overloads, in must units as Itigh .a;* 50 per eenl., and
in one inslancc of 75 per cent, cuniintiuuKly.
Ttti>
lias resulted in various stalenKnts of the total eapac'
related ahovo,

liiihiiics

of the station, wliieli is now fretinently placed at
100,000 kilowatts or more; in other words, alntut
I His
50 per cent, above the nominal raliuKIiIkIi
liKure is doubtless near tbc maximnm output of tbtr
ily

account of their Iiiuher siK-ed. the new
really not nuich lafKcr in bulk,

Kcneralors
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output

their

that of the

revolviuK
about seven
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i>
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three

new uuiu are

smooth rotor type instead of baviuB

of the
poK-s,

diTniitc

are

pioneer 5,ooo-l(ilo-

the

unit.

Thus

Street

I'isk

tlie

nniipie

:i

w;is not only the first great central sta-

It

turbine.

occupies

station

rapid development of the steam

place in the recent

he eipiipped exclusively with steam turhogeueralors of larse capacity, hut here in a few
lo

tion

years the steam turbine has achieved such satisfactory

in most of
where efficiency
'of operation as well as economy oi

results as to secure its insIallatitMi

power

modern

large

the

ami reliability
ll.i.ir
space arc

plants,

important.
Gcni-yal Design.

The general features of
this

of

tion

station

the design

been

ha\"e

and construc-

described

many

in

and other jourParticular attention should be called to two
nals.
long and well-illustrated articles in the Western
h;kclrician of May 2,?, igo,'i, and January G, igo6:
ibi first article was the first extended description of

from time

articles

to

time

this

in

appear in the technical press: the
contained detailed plans and elcvalions
of the station as then lomplcted with four units
therefore, to
installed.
It will be necessary here,
plant

ilk

to

latter article

points

essential

improvements

the

clear

such

only

mention

the

in

new

as

make

will

tbat

sections

have taken place during the growth of the plant.
The original design of the station provided far
the ultimate installation of 14 Curtis turbo-gcncrat'irs rated at 5,000 kilowatts each, thus giving a
tiiial

station output of 70,000 kilowatts at full

load.

was found, however, that the turbines were cap.iblc of carrying enormous overloads and that the
capacity of the generators, due to dangerous heating on these overloads, really limited the output
Moreover, the effiattainable from the turbines.
ciency of the first units was actually better on overThis led to the inload than at rated full load.
stallation of larger generators on the turbines put
in after No. 4.
This fact, added to improvements
It

design of the turbines, has given
manufacturer's rating of 8,000
each, although the turbines themselves are
larger than the first four.
Thus, with the

the

the

in

six units a

now

in,

68,000

the

last

kilowatts
not

much

10 units

rated load of the station has reached
or practically as much as was

kilowatts,

originally contemplated

for

14

units.

Groii'lh of Ihc Plant.
.-V

diagram

erating

is

of

the

system

based

in

gen-

on

the

Row

of

Ten

'rurlKt-Gi^ncrators

Having a Total Maximum Capacity of

INTERIOR OF TURBINE ROOM,
at peak load.
The generators were designed for continuous operation at their rated load
and the increased capacity of the turbines for continuous running above this load was one of the
surprises developed in their performance.
To increase the amount of overload these large
generators can carry witliout dangerous heating of
their windings, various experiments have been carried on to provide induced or forced-draft ventilaWhen it is considered that in an 8,ooo-kilo~
tion.
watt generator about 400 kilowatts is normally

Station

converted

given showing the increase

capacity

a

heat from the unavoidable energy
machine and that this v^st heat must

into

losses in the

be dissipated, the importance of ventilation

is

FISK.

Kilowatts.

),ooo

STREET STATION.

Considering their capacity, these generators arc extremely compact.
The turbine units Nos. i, 2 and 3 are twostage machines with three steam chests, each containing 12 nozzles. Unit .No. 4 was built as a fourstage machine with only two steam chests, each
having 15 nozzles.
The last six units were built
with five stages.
The governing mechanism on
these turbines is different from that used on the
first four.
The- earlier machines had electrical control, a solenoid being connected with each valve.

To

get

more

a

positive

action

of the valves

newer turbines are provided with hydraulic

the

control.

evi-

Condensers.
Structurally the newer units differ from the first
four by having sub-base condensers, i. e., the turbines are mounted directly over the condenser.^
instead of having the latter placed alongside of the

The new condensers have 25,000 square
condensing surface as compared with 20,000
in
the older units.
This construction has been
found to possess certam marked advantages, the
two most important being, first, much more direct
connection with the turbine exhaust, and consequently a higher vacuum and better efficiency
(comparative tests of units Nos. i, 4 and S showing
vacua of 28.52, 2S.30 and 29.50 inches, respectively.
:is related to 30 inches barometric pressure)
secturbine.
feet of

;

ond,

further

of the entire

pensate for

economy

of

floor

unit being raised

space,

the

somewhat

to

height

com-

this.

Performance of the Turbines.
Extensive

CROSS-SECTION OF FISK STREET STATION.
rating for the generators in the
reserve stations and the main stations

manufacturer's

dent'.

three small

turbine

at

Harrison and Fisk

portion of the
to the

present.

The

The most

streets.

diagram

is

that

figures

i

interesting

from October.
to

1903.

10 opposite these

increments represent the units added at Fisk Street.
Hence the diagram shows very forcibly the rapid

growth of the Fisk Street station and its relation
to the system as a whole, as well as the exact date
each new unit was out on commercial load.

Mounting the generator directly over the
mak^s the problem' more complicated, A

fan-like construction of the rotating field has been

used to induce a

downward

draft through the

ma-

chine.

The speed

of the last six units is 750 revoluper minute instead of 500 in the first four.
To get the same frequenc\% 25 cycles per second,
the revolving fields of the newer generators have
only four poles instead of six on the earlier mations

tests

have

been

made on

all

these

from time to time. Some of the results as
to heating and vacua have been alluded to already.
In a paper by Prof. J. C. Thorpe of the University
of Illinois on "Steam Turbine Development,'' read
before the Western Society of Engineers on May
Dth and abstracted on another page of thi^ issue,
some interesting performance data and curves ob
tained on turbine units Nos. i, 4 and 8 are given.
These machines were run on a steam cansumption
of 23.94, 16.72 and 13.07 pounds per kilowatt-hour,
respectively.
This shows a wonderful improvement
units

.
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CROSS-SECTIONAL ELEVATION.
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STREET

Ultimate Capacity to be 84,000 Kilowatts.

GENERAL PLAN FOR TWO I4,000-K.IL0WATT UNITS.

QUARRY STREET STATION NOW BUILDING FOR THE COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY.
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The

these

of

inefficiency

ill

years.

inside

turbines

last figure places

front rank among prime
feature brouglit out was the flatness of the economy
curve for a large range of load. Maximum steam
economy was obtained at loads varying from lis to
tlie

130 per cent, of the rated capacity of the machines,
and it was practically the same to over 150 per
cent,

of the manufacturer's rated

Nciv

As

the

load.

Systcii'. of Raliiig.

of

result

those

determinations

it

has

been decided by the. General Electric Company to
adopt a new system of lating its turbines. Instead
of using as a basis a certain value as the normal
load and giving certain guarantees of overload
operation for limited periods, the rating will represent the continuous maximum operating capacity

er

l±i

cp

CZD

Quarry Street Station.

tliree

of

steam turbine in
Another
movers.

this

The

growth of load on the entire system
in the last few years showed that before many
more years the Fisk Street station would be taxed
to its utmost capacity, even with the addition of
rapid

four more units contemplated in the ultimate
It was deemed advisable to plan and proceed with the erection of another station before its
need became imperative. By thus anticipating the
future requirements, the system would not only be
better prepared for any abnormal increase of load
but would have a larger factor of safety in reliability of service by not concentrating almost all its
generating capacity in a single station.
Property
on the other side of the river from the Fisk Street
station being available, it was decided to build the
the

plans.

new

and obtain all the advantages in
the way of water and railroad facilities and nearstation there

jT

i

T

.Jfr

h:

T

__?

16,

igo8

south of Twenty-fifth Street, owned by the company, will be similarly utilized.
The four main sections of the building switch
house, turbine room, boiler room and tram shed
are separated by heavy fire walls.
The boiler and
turbine rooms have roof trusses at the same level,
which is 61 feet clear above the floor in the turbine
room.
Architecturally the station will not be a
replica of Fisk Street, though it will hamonize with
it.
The ornamentation will be along simpler yet

—

The architects for the building were
Shepley, Rutan & Coolidgc, wdiile Sargent & Lundy
are the consulting mechanical engineers.
tasteful lines.

Coal Handling.
Coal

trains

train

the

east of the building.

trestle

series

enter

will

shed

over

a

The

train shed has a
track, into which bot-

of hoppers below its
cars discharge directly.

tom-dump

Ordinary gondola cars will be taken care of by a coal unloadcr
having a grab bucket that takes up about a ton of
coal and dumps into the extended hopper along-

imfwTTTT

iiiiiti iiiiiiit
-r-T

1?

May

These hoppers discharge into a 32pan conveyor, which dumps the coal into a
crusher.
From this it drops on a belt cross-conveyor, which supplies the two main bucket conveyors passing over the coal bunkers situated above
the car.

side

inch

each row of boilers.
Ashes are handled by these same bucket conveyors and dumped into an ash hopper at the end of
each row of coal bunkers. From these hoppers the
ashes are dropped into a special ash conveyor that

5"Tz:.

dumps

into

empty cars

at the

end of the train-shed

track.
9, GOO-VOLT

CONNECTIONS QUARRY STREET STATION.

No

overloads beyond this continuous
maximum will be provided for. The generators
for future turbines will be of such a size as to
permit of continuous running at this maximum
The turbo-generators
without dangerous heating.
of the new Quarry Street station will be rated
of the

in

this

unit.

manner.

Other Features.
In the boiler-room practice at the Fisk Street station no very radical changes are at first apparent.
However, it is to be noted that the same rated
capacity of boilers was installed for the first unit
of 5.000 kilowatts as for the last one of 8,000 kilowatts, which is largely accounted for by the better

The boiler equipsteam economy of the latter.
ments for the last six units are also giving a betThe last three stacks
ter 'evaporative performance.
corresponding to the last si.x units have a height
of 260 feet instead of 205 feet for the first two
stacks.

Boiler

ness to the center of load
Street plant.

possessed by the Fisk

General Design.

A

study of the plat of the prooerties of the company in this neighborhood shows that the land on
the south side of the river chosen as the new site
was much narrower than the Fisk Street site. This
had a decided influence on the design of the station
and accounts for many of its features that differ
from its near-by prototype. It is evident from a
comparative glance at the plans that the Quarry

mention of which in the techWestern Electrician of January 4, 1908, will be relatively long and narrow.
The switch house is joined to the main building",
and the boiler room runs longitudinally parallel with
Street station,

nical press

the

first

was

in the

room

turbine

instead

of

being

in

sections

at

right angles thereto.

The

building

station

ment of

The exciter sets at first comprised three 50kilowatt exciters direct driven by induction motors
and one 75-kilowatt exciter driven by a vertical
Corliss engine. For the later units there have been
added a 75 and a iso-kilowatt motor-driven exciter
and two 75-kilowatt turbine-driven

exciters.

additional storage batteries for floating

At

watts each.

boiler

Room.

main-floor

the

level.

a

The

boilers

are arranged

in

two opposite rows in batteries of two. Each turbine unit has its steam supplied by a set of eight
boilers.

The

boilers are of the

Babcock & Wilcox water-

tube type and have a total of 5,087 square feet of
heating surface each. There are in each boiler two

steam and water drums 42 inches in diameter and
20 feet 7J^ inches long connected to 18 sections of
water tubes composed of 18 tubes per section, the
tubes having a diameter of four inches and length
of

18

feet.

The

boilers

have an evaporative

ca-

pacity of over six pounds of water per square foot

heating surface and are guaranteed to develop
pounds of steam per hour at 225 pounds
gauge pressure and 130° F. superheat.
Each boiler has a Babcock & Wilcox chain-grate
stoker with 102 by 138 inches of grate surface. A
new method of firing the boilers will be used. Inof

designed for an idtimatc

is

of about 463 by 20S feet and a total equipsix turbo-generating units of 14,000 kilo-

size

room has

width of 83 feet 8 inches
and a present length of 231 feet. Its floor is 12
feet above that of the turbine room, which gives
an exceptionally high basement 18 feet below
it

The

little more than
being erected, and

the present time a

the west half of the building

is

35,000

Two

oh the ex-

bus-bars have been installed on the second
of the 'switch house. The original battery
placed over the north end of the boiler house is
The three batteries insure absostill
in service.
lute continuity of exciting current.
An important feature of the operation of the
Fisk Street station has been carried out within the
citer

floor

last year.

tions.
in

all

It

The

its

is

operation in two

distinct

unit system so extensively carried

parts of the station permits

the

sec-

out

running of

each turbo-generator independently in every respect,
However, when
this is made use of in testing.
connected to the system load sectionalizing is not
carried out in such grtat detail, as this is un-

and

necessary for
Nevertheless,
isolating

normal requirements of the system.
advantages of sectionalizing in

all

the

any possible troubles arc so great that

it

is

now

the rule to run th-; entire system in two sections instead of entirely in parallel. The first four
units arc connected to one section
to the other, the

and the

last

two intermediate units being

four
ar-

PI.AN OF

THIRD Kl.OOR OE SWIT.CM HOUSE, QUARRV STREET STATION.

year only the first unit will be installed. This
is at the west end of the building, so that the addition of subsequent units can go on without interthis

of firing at the high end of the tubes, the
reverse plan will be tried and the boiler in effect

Stead

Fisk Street station that it is impossible in a limarticle to more than touch on a few of the
most imiyfrtant. The general layout has not been

station will be 84,000 kilowatts for continuous oper-

made dear by

pacity of Fisk Street station under a similar rating.

around,
By firing from the low end a
combustion chamber will be provided and
more efficient combustion is anticipated.
A steel slack 12 feet inside diameter and 250
feet high above the boiler-room floor will be erected
over every second battery so as to lake up the

According

gases from six boilers.

ranged so they can help out either section.

There arc so many

interesting features about the

ited

accompanying
plan and cross-scctional-elevalion drawings.
These
with the exterior and interior views give a better
idea of ils size and architectural beauty than can
he conveyed by a mnltiliide of words. Thousands
of visitors from all parts of the world have become convinced Ihal it is one of the largest, finest
and most unirjue power plants in existence.
described, as

it

is

the

fering with

When
ation,

fully

the service of the completed machines.

or approximately
to

the

Street .station

will

four

maximum

completed the

additional

equal

present

plan

capacity of the

present

the

to

the

new

ca-

Quarry

be entirely equipped before the
units contemplated at Fisk Street

will be added.

The completed
the

used

available
for

building will occupy over one-half
.space, the remainder being

(ground

coal

storage.

Another

plat

of

gromid

turned
larger

'l"wo st.icks will be erected

completed station having eight. The
slacks, coal bunkers and roof trusses are each supported on a separate set of columns and independBetween the opposite coal
ent structural work.
bunkers a clear space is left for a flood of daylight
from above to the firing floor. This space is to I)C
at present, the

ATnv
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i(|i>R

\0.

crane
fnmi each lioiler is carrii'd In iIh- space l)ol\vefii Iwn ballcrii-s and passes
(Iduii In the header gallery in Ihr hasemeiit, where
li-inch lu-ader euiiiieel'- llu- Iwn halterii-s willi llie
S));innfil

liy

Tlu' six

iiK'li

livc-lon li.ind-npcr.-ilwl tiavcliiiR

its

sloani lK'a{kT

will

:i

,i

i-ooin.

IMi-liine

lllhillf

I

The

present

/I'riii/ll.

nf

lennlh

the

Inrhine

ninin

K

feel

inches

I

of

A

tons capacity.

1)0

railroad tr.ick

room

to

the lapid unloailinn of machinery.
The main generating' miits are Curtis turho-generators designed in accordance with the new rating
facilitate

to ahovc

referreil

right

installed

feet center

()/

for a continuous

of

capacity

aiing

and

left

maximum
They

kilowatts.

14,000

room.

A

room

will

dislinciive

be

feadire

of the opcraliiiK
the Keiuralor Bwilchhoard will

that

from Ihe line switchboard.
In Ihe basement will he cable duels (or the niilKoing lines rnnning from ihe biiildiiiK ill a nnmiicr
he

se]iar.'ile

wlien
is

gdUTaiinR

llir

Thiii

250-voll

slill

The

eoiil

live,

ileleriiiiniil

the 150-kilowatt turbine-driven exciters that will be
supplied, one' for each generator,

Quurry Slivel Sub-sUUioii.
At

end

of

the

niilallutioii

lii((livollaKe

apiily

10

a<l<i|il

<if

kiicIi

lin>^

it

Ihe

ill

tile

first

rotary convener in
AiiRiisI,

iKg7,

proiiihi-

Inns
was

allernatiiiij-ciirreiil

this

iDieacimis,

itself

niellixU

Ivlifon

made it
syhlem.
What

coiiinierctal

it

soini

as

wiUi

liiieii

jiraelically

l)eln((

of Ihe rolary converter

lieved U> be

ill

switch house will he
located a sub-station for use at present principally in supplying direct current to the large num-

west

the

lo

ilismaiilled.

wire diri'cl-CHrreiit

ilirie

already proved

liati

|ierfecli.)ii

citer

llir

(if

as

anil

missiiiii

were

llierc

iiiiila

({rowlh of the sysleiii

llie

stalled a 70-cell

In a pari of ihe liasemeiit will be instorage ballery IhiatiiiK on Ihe exbus-bars.
This will act as an auxiliary for

I'Idiwjii

service.

ill

of condnils.

he per-

will

inanenlly laid along the south side of the

main feature is the opcraliiiK room. This room
have a Rlass hay Dverlciokiiig the entire liirliinc

is

and its width 56 feel 4 inches.
under it is at the cily datum level,
lie hasenienl
and 'the turhine-room floor is 10 feet ahovc this.
.SpaiminK the main room will lie an electric crane
jiX
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ari

is

application of

transmisHion work

with three of these

(lie

feasible

be
llie

was started
in.-iclilneK.

hv

ChicaKo Fdison Company. A 2<io-kilowall rotary at the Harrison Street station was run in
verted, i. e., Inking direct eurreiil from Ihe 250-voil

the

oper-

will

he

alternately at a distance of

center on the side where the cir-

to

pumps are

located and 70 feet center to
where the other auxiliaries are
This arrangement is slightly diiTcrent from
placed.
that at Fisk Street, as can be seen from the accompanying plans, hut it is believed it will iiermil
greater economy of floor space and aiii in the siiculating

center on the side

of the machinery.

jiervision

The turbines

are to he only a

units

later

ihe

Fisk

at

Street.

larger

little

The

than

generators,

however, will be much larger so as to be able to
carry

keep

kilowatts continuously. Forced ventialready alluded to, will he employed to
generators running cool.
Air will be

14,000

as

lation,

the

tlrawn

in

building

at

through air intakes from outside the
about the basement level and passed

through large ducts

ment that
deliver

will

the

in the cool

portion of the base-

come up alongside

air to

turbine and

the

the top of the generator,

which

bo entirely enclosed. Here specially constructed
blades on the revolving field will drive the

will

fan
air

down through

An

auxiliary blower

windings of the machine.
be provided in the base-

the

may

ment
is

to furnish additional draft if necessary.
It
believed this system of, ventilation will be ample.

Condenser

Egiiipiiient.

Condensers for the turbines will be of the sulibase type and built in Ihree sections as those at
The condensers will be entirely in
Fisk Street.
the basement below the turbine room, however, so
that the turbines will come level with the floor.
Two sections of the condenser of 8,000 square feet
condensing surface will be directly below the turbine proper, and the third or auxiliary section of
9,000 square feet will adjoin the others.

An

injec-

tunnel supplies water from the river to the
intake well for two units.
The first unit will
have a separate tunnel of half the cross-section of
tion

A

the others.

36-inch centrifugal circulating

pump

water from this cold w-ell, forces it
through the condenser and then discharges it into
a common discharge tunnel of about 10 feet diameter along the south wall of the basement, and this
discharges into the river west of the building. The
injection
tunnels
are provided with cribs
and
screens at the river similar to those at the Fisk

draws

the

Street station.

The circulating pump referred to is mounted dion the shaft of a 20 by 24-inch simple Corliss engine, wdiieh also operates a 28 by 24-inch dry
vacuum pump in tandem with the engine cylinder,
rectly

two-stage hot-well pump
pump the water of condensation out of the bottom of the hot well. This pump is driven by a
Kerr turbine. All the condensing equipment is furnished by Henry R. Worthington.
There will be three boiler-feed pumps 14 by 10 b;'
24 inches for each pair of units.
These as well as
the service pumps are supplied by the Dean Bros.
lliere

is

also

a five-inch

M.\P OF 9,000-VOLT

TRANSMISSION SYST EM OF COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANV.

use around the plant and for
lighting the premises,
will contain at first a
'i his
500-kilowatt horizontal rotary converter of the
split-pole type that does not require a regulator.
This type was recently described in a paper before
ber

the

of

motors

American

in

Institute

of Electrical

The subsequent

Mr. Stone.

kilowatt vertical rotaries

is

Engineers by

addition of two 1,000contemplated.

to

Steam

Pump Works.

Each

unit will

have a feed-

water heater of 3,000 square feet heating surface,
by the C. I-I. Wheeler Manufacturing Company. For the step bearing there will be two 12 by
3 by 12-inch pumps, and for the upper bearing and
governor two 5J4 by 3l4 by s-inch pumps will be
supplied for each unit.
built

Switch House.
the switch house, which adjoins the turbine
roorrr on the south, the main floor is devoted chiefly
to the bus-bar compartments which are arranged
similarly to those in the new section of the Fisk
Street switch house.
The second floor is almost
entirely given up to the oil-switch rooms.
At the
center of the building the switch house is carried
up to a third story, the plan of which shows that

General Features.

Among
Street

Quarry
which gives it
This is due to

the distinctive features about the

station

its

is

compactness,

an enormous capacity for its size.
the great output of its units as well as to the care-

arrangement of these units and their au.xiliaries.
Mostly all the auxiliaries will be steam-driven,
thus giving a larger quantity of e.xhaust steam for
While the Quarry Street
the feed-water heaters.
station will not have the unique relations to steamturbine
development possessed by its neighbor
ful

across the river, it probably will achieve some startling results in the net economy of generating electrical

energy

in

a

large

central

The

first

was

installed in

1894 on the completion of the Harrison Street station.
It was an extraordinary underground line
of 66,000,000 circular mils total cross-section and a
length of 3,400 feet from the- new station to what

became the

first

sub-station

at

139

transformers
in 2.7 miles

cable

Adams

three-phase,

into

it

to

about 2,250 volts and transmitted

of three-conductor No. o underground

the station at Twenty-seventh

to

25-

up by

Street and

Wabash Avenue. At this point it was stepped
down to about 85 volts and reconverted to direct
current at 125 volts by two lOO-kilowatt rotaries.
These machines were put in series and helped supply the 250-volt Edison three-vyire system,
fed
from this station. The ihree machines used in this
historic

installation

are

in

still

service

for

the

company.

From

modest beginning the transmission sysCommonwealth Edison Company has
grown steadily in a little over a decade to have

tem

of

this

the

almost exactly 100 times the mileage of high-ten-

underground cables. The voltage of the transmission system has been raised to 9,000, and this
is the potential of all lines running from both the
Fisk Street and Harrison Street stations.
The
sion

gives

transmission system from a generating

station to a sub-station in Chicago

converting

cycle alternating current, which w-as stepped

diagram of the 9,000-volt transmission system shown

station.

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM.

In

and

bus-bars

Street,

a better idea of the
than is expressed by saying
of three-conductor cables.

extent
it

of

the

system

consists of 270 miles

The transmission voltage is generated directly
without the need of step-up transformation.
The
insulation of mostly all outlying lines installed recently is capable of withstanding 20.000 volts, this
value being designed ultimately for all lines running
to remote sub-stations.
One" of these 20,ooo-vo!t

;
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lines is already in service.

from

miles

Division

tlie

runs underground

It

the current from Fisk Street is stepped up to over
double its pressure, to the Evanston sub-station of
the North Shore Electric

The

standard

Company.
transmission

of

size

cables

for

No. 0000; for 20,000-volt lines
No. 00. They are paper-insulated and lead-covered and laid in vitrified clay conduits with manholes about 500 feet apart. In the manholes and
in the station buildings between the walls and the
g.ooo-volt

oil

lines

is

three-phase circuits directly.
Residence lighting is
largely supplied from single-phase branches of these
•

circuits.
While it would be feasible to carry the
motor load direct on 25 cycles, it is not advisable
to run the lighting load at so low a frequency. To

avoid too great complexity of circuits, all the load
is run on 60 cycles.
An exception to the standard adopted for the

Quarry Street is built in solid rock. The last
five tunnels were built in the last five years. They
are of concrete and have an inside height of 6i,<;
at

tunnels the cables are arranged in isolated groups
and carried up through the terminal shafts in this
in

many

cases.

'

In case of a breakdown in
transmission system.
one of the main lines, however, these tie lines
immediately become available as an indirect connection to the source of supply through another subThese tie lines are well shown in the
station.
map of the 9,000-volt system referred to.

SUB-STATIONS AND DISTRIBUTION.
Sub-station Growth.
Since 1897, when the first transmission system
was put in operation in Chicago, as described above,
the number of sub-stations has rapidly grown and
the number of generating stations has simultane-

Commonwealth

The

diminished.

ously

the

importance.

As

shafts are carefully designed to minimize any
strains on the cables, eliminate crossovers, and to
provide conveniently for any extensions or repairs.

The

All important sub-stations are connected directly
with the generating station by one or more transmission lines and to one or more adjacent subOrdinarily these tie
stations by a tie line or lines.
lines are left open to prevent extensive disturbance
by a ground or short-circuit on any part of the

customary peak had become of

that
less

interesting, however,

a

this

rapid

entirely

traction load has
distinctive

considering
2, GOO-KILO

distributiofi is in the method of feeding
two farthest south sub-stations in the city.
South Chicago and Fernwood.
Feeders from the
Hyde Park and Fifty-sixth Street sub-stations are

60-cycle

run

outlying ones, carrying 60-cycle curstepped up to 8,250 volts.
At
the remote sub-stations this is merely stepped down
these

to

rent that has been

for local distribution at 4,000/2,300 volts.

The

it

in

watt \-ERTiCAL KUTARV Co.WERTER AT
MARKET STREET SUB-STATION.

the

60-cycle

distributing

as this development has been
of Chicago, it is worth while

more

detail.

Railway Load.
Local traction conditions had an important bearon the development of this load. The uncertainty of franchise renewal on their expiring grants
prevented the street-railway companies from raising the capital requisite for enlarging or rebuilding
their power plants to keep up with the growing
traffic.
Some of these plants were uneconomical
and out of date a few of them contained small
generators belt-driven from simple non-condensing
engines that were supplied by fire-tube boilers, hand
fired.
One elevated-railway company never had
built a power house of its own.
It bought its
current from two of the street-railway companies.
ing

;

ramifying

system,

the

outlying parts of the city, where the load is frequently widely scattered, is carried largely overhead, although a steadily increasing part of it is
being put underground.
It aggregates now about

When

and

face

companies.

Distribution System.
lake, the river

area

of less

business

than

one

bounded by the
and having an

district,

and Harrison

Street,

square

mile,

there

are

10

sub-stations carrying the densest load of the system.

Lying about
miles

extent,

this

is

a

where

zone

the

of

load

15
is

to

18

fairly

square
concen-

Tile distribution from the sub-stations in
these two areas is direct current on the well-known
trated.

Edison three-wire system at 250/125

volts.

These

areas of direct-current distribution are within the
old city limits which formed the operating territory of the old Chicago Edison Company.
The
direct-current network comprises about Il8j^ miles
of underground feeders.

The

zone outside this area
and comprising the remainder of the city is entirely by alternating current at 60 cycles.
The substations in this zone contain frequency-changing
motor-generators. These change the 9,ocio-volt, 25cyclc current from Fisk Street to 4,000/2,300-volt,
distribution

Oo-cycic current.

supply

energy to
tributing network.

in

the

The generators
the

four-wire,

arc

Y-wound and

three-phase disAll but the smallest motors and

could, and

railway

first

was located
Rockwell

sub-

Lake

at

streets

in

readiness with whicli

well as

as

was

established,

convenience
and low cost, soon demonstrated to the other companies

the

its

desirability

of

means for securing additional power, and as a

this

result sub-stations for their

purpose were gradually

are

the central

n d

The

tablished.

When

cable lines

were

a

VIEW

IN

HYDE PARK SUB-STATION SHOWING VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL
FREQUENCY-CHANGERS.

3,600 miles of equivalent single-conductor overhead
and about 280 miles single-conductor underground.

SuB-STATioN Equipment.
In general the equipment of the various sub-stastandardized
tions has become more and more
along the lines established several years ago.
few changes are to be noted, however.
The sizes
In
of the units installed has steadily increased.
some of the sub-stations scarcity of room had to
be contended with.
To meet this difficulty vertical
machines have been developed that have

60-cycle, 4,000/2,300-volt, four-wire, three-phase machine, also with revolving field.
lOO-kilowatt
exciter is mounted on top of the machine.
The
unit is rated at 2,000 kilowatts.
The view also

A

shows

two

horizontal

1,000-kilowatt

frequency

changers.

Another view shows the new 2,000-kiIowatt vertical rotary converter at Market Street sub-station.
It has been running about half a year with excel-

old

electrified
this

to

Two

other

elevated roads adopted this
plan, and, in fact, in recent

years

all

the local traction

companies except the South Side Elevated have
called on the central-station company for additional
power.
There have now been established it sub-stations
devoted exclusively to this service, as follows

A

proved very satisfactory.
A vertical frequency changer is shown in the
view of the Hyde Park sub-station. The motor
a three-phase, 25-cycle, 9,000-volt synchronous
is
machine with revolving field. The generator is a

es-

the

decided addition

service resulted.

•

In

company

the

this service

four with motor-generator frequency changers,

equipped with storage-battery
auxiliaries, there being altogether 20 batteries in the
system, with an aggregate capacity at the one-hour
The rotary
rate of discharge of 17,700 kilowatts.
converters range in size from 100 to 2,000 kilowatts
and have a total capacity of about 52,000 kilowatts.
The frequency changers range from 250 to 2,000
kilowatts, with an aggregate capacity of about
The railway sub-stations contain
22,000 kilowatts.
rotary converters with a total capacity of nearly
50,000 kilowatts; some of them also have auxiliary storage batteries.

central-

1902.

sub-stations.

sub-stations

the

.1

The map

two with rotaries and frequency changers and two
with step-down transformers only. Three sub-stations are provided with steam auxiliaries for winter
A number of
peak .load and emergency service.
the

supply,

that

station

Three of the company's sub-stations are equipped
with storage batteries only, 21 with rotary converters,

adequate

it

so

already referred to shows the location of most of
the

these could not fur-

an
found

nish

station

Edison

32 sub-stations in its own system and there are 11 more supplied with current
by the system but owned and operated by the sur-

railway

been developed in such

manner and

Company has now

elevated

relatively

the series of dotted

is

curves marked "Railway." These show that from
a very small proportion in 1503 the railway load
has increased to nearly half of the total load in
Last year the railway load alone was over
1907.
50 per cent, greater than the total load of 1903.

and, with one exception, a width of six feet.
Their average length is about 360 feet. In these

separate manholes

traordinary increase in these demands is given by
the accompanying typical load diagrams.

Most

feet,

to

crease in generating capacity gives a good idea of
rapidly the generating equipment has been increased to keep pace with the demands on the
system. A very forcible demonstration of the ex-

how

study of these load curves reveals many
facts.
In 1903 both the summer and
winter curves were not unlike those of any large
central-station company that has developed considerable day load, particularly in motors. Four years
later there was an increase of more than three
times the total load, and the winter curve showed

cago River and its branches six special tunnels have
been built in the following order: Harrison Street,
Washington Street, Indiana Street, Quarry Street,
Twenty-second Street and Clybourn Place. The one

manner, and

SERVICE.

Some conception of the great extent of the system may have been obtained from the foregoing
portions of this article. The diagram showing in-

interesting

tiles

To

1908

1 6,

Close

these cables are further covered with
as a protection against mechanical injury.
carry the transmission cables across the Clii-

switches

split

QROWTH OF THE

large sections of the lighting load are run from the

II

where

sub-station,

Street

May

Railway Company.

Sub-stations.

Ch'C^So =md Oak Park;
Elevated Ra.lroad Com-

-

pany.

r^.^^,,!, gireet.

Lombard Avenue,

)

\r
,1
Northwestern
i.

11")
1^1
Elevated/

Railroad Company.

t

Metropolitan West Side
Elevated Railway Company.

>

Chicago Railways Com-

/

pany.

)

Chicago
p^iHgriQ,,
llerton

City

Company.

.Avenue.

Calvary.

Forty-sixth Avenue.

Robey

Street.

I

Jefferson

and

Bu-

\'an

ren.

(

Chicago

Avenue.

Twentieth and Dearborn.
Forty-second and Wa-

Railway
i

J

bash.
Sixty-third
worth.

and

WciU-

by
These sub-stations are owned and
respective railway companies and are supplied

operated

the

results.
It gives not only more floor space
enables more convenient and accurate adjustment of the brushes and is more accessible in
every way. It was first described in the Western
Electrician of December 14, 1907.
This sub-station
is also equipped with four horizontal 1,000-kilowatt

bus-bars aild transmitted in its cables. The Calvary
sub-station is supplied at 20,000 volts. This current,
is reduced in voltage and changed to direct current

rotaries.

at soo to 600 volts at the different sub-stations.

lent

with

but

monwealth Edison Company, which

9,000-volt,

three-phase

current

by
is

the

sold

Ciimat

its

—
M;iV

mmpaiiy
is

Place

rotary

at

similarly run for

What

Cily

siib-slalioii

classed

for

as

C'liioaK"

Illinois

rotary

live

railway

a

purposes,

traction

the

to

load,
is

the

Tunnel Company,

converters

in

three

uf the lidison downtown sidi-stations.
No central-station company has developed

such
above.

thinK
.eribed

large

a

like

a

is

It

the

company

improving its
facilities for producing current clieaply, and is in
nuich better condition to do so even now than the
the

as

tions,

Very
an

results

CoNSUMliUS.

L.MiOi:

companies have made
campaign or iiad such good

few

central-station

aggressive
getling new

in

pany here.
solicitors

new huninesa

securing

cent,

in

the

for

rates

electric

alone.

liglilliiK

In

accordance with a recent ordinance sanctioning the
consolidation cITected Stptendier 17, 1907, of the
Chicago IJdison Company and the Conimonweallli

m

275 seniors in incchaiiieal
were present, Dr. Slcinnu'l/. had .mi unusually leceptiye audience.
While in Illiaca Dr. Sleinmclz on several occa
sions met tlie inemberA of tile local branch of the

and

electrical

cn({inerriiiB

and cverywlnre his presence was greatly

Inslitiile,

Company into the present corporation, furreductions in rates are provided for. In 1909
the rates will be but 40 per cent, of those in cllect
10 years ago.
These

reductions

Economy

try.

of

made

were

rates

in

management

only by economic

possible

of the entire indus-

production

and

distribution

current have been most marked and are
apparent. Other administrative economics

the

readily

business as the local' comgreat force of energetic and capable
has made a careful canvass of the con-

A

have been no less real, even if not. so evident.
That further economies are to be effected is quite

and

publicity departments.

A

well-equipped

maintained for testing of meters and
kinds of electrical instruments and machinery.

laboratory
all

When

is

advoc.iled by Mr. D. C. Tanner,
viewpoint of the patent attorney,
who realized the need of uniformity in patent drawings involving electrical symbols. The series of
suggestions submitted by liini was increased in
first

was from

the

number and scope by

a

of the

i)amphlct to

Ctrnm)" "ta/'/i laiion Company
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outlet,

quantities enter

and small power
By showing them conclusive
figures of the economy and other advantages of
central-station service a considerable number of
large consumers has been added to the system.
These include most of the large downtown office
buildings, including the two new public edifices
Almost all the
the Federal and County buildings.
ditions prevailing with both large
in the city.

department stores, including Marshall Field
have abandoned their isolated plants. The
ease with which electrification of large establishments can be effected and extended when supplied
by the central station has brought about the introduction of motors for much work in these places.
An important increase of load in all high buildings
has been effected by the rapidly extending use of

great

&

Co.,

electric elevators.

Outside the business district a rapidly increasing
number of manufacturers has been supplied with

power.
In many cases this has been
brought about to increase the power required in
In
the plant instead of adding more engines to it.
electric

many
plied.

other cases all the power is electrically supAt the beginning of this year the aggregate

horsepower

in

connected motors amounted to 171,-

S80.

other large consumers must be mentioned
White City, one of the most popular summer
amusement parks. Here the load was so great that

Among

a sub-station

had

to be installed.

While
est

cess

electric lighting still

remains as the great-

feature of the residence load, considerable suchas been met in Chicago in the introduction

of cooking, ironing and other miscellaneous domestic uses of current. This has had a good effect
on the load factor of this service.
rapid extension of residence service has taken

A

Within the

last year
securing of consumers in old residences has been introduced, which
provides for the installment plan of payments for
wiring the premises. Thus what seems a prohibitive expense is made quite moderate by being spread

place in
a

the last

very successful

over two years.

few

years.

policy

in

the

of

Nk

s

and

allied

to take

up

publish

a

d.ays

fittings,

iron

wdiich

this subject a

chart

of

with.

^-,
1907.

publicity department looks after the extensive
advertising of the company, an important feature
of which is ti.e monthly publication, The Electric

How ^vell the company has succeeded in
rendering Chicago the real electric city is attested
by the stupendous increase in the connected load
of the company, which has risen in 10 years from
an equivalent of 600,000 i6-candlepower incandescent lamps to a total of over 3,884,000, exclusive of
railway load, at the beginning of the present year.
City.

When the International Aeronautical Federation
held its third annual session at Brussels last September, the need of special maps for the use of
aeronauts was set forth by one of the German
delegates, Herman W. Moedebeck of Strassburg.
and he was appointed chairman of an international
commission on aeronautical maps. In reporting the
results of this commission's work, Mr. Moedebeck
recommends the preparation of an international
series of

maps on

the uniform scale of

i

to 200,000.

of an inch to the
mile.
He also advocates the adoption of 40 standard symbols for indicating various landmarks on
such maps, including six which relate to electrical
circuits.
These will have rather unusual guideor,

roughly,

Dr. Steinmetz at Ithaca.

five-thirty-seconds

• • • • • Bnghriy

//gfifed

streer

Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz visited
the
Ithaca
Section of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers on April 17th, and delivered an address on

—^y

"The Alternating-current Commutator Motor.'' Dr.
Steinnietz's presence and the interest in the topic
which he had chosen resulted in an attendance of
over 350 persons, and the lecture was stimulating

M ^^

High yofrage cenfraf sfa/^/on

\/yy

I-Oy/

and instructive.
Dr. Steinmetz described the various types of alternating-current commutator motors, and explained
the difficulties of commutation in such motors. He
pointed out that compensation for the reactance
and transformer voltages involved is a complicated
problem, and showed the latest inventions and
devices for insuring satisfactory commutation at
various loads and various speeds. The lecturer
added that the alternating-current commutator motor is not by any means new.
One of his first

upon

for

came

series

point

.

The

tasks

Residence Load.

into plans

still
another, and in one
sense
loftier,
of view than that of the inventor, architect or contractor has just been heard from as
suggesting the additional symbols pictured here-

*~^-\

LOAD DIAGRAMS OF COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY.
consumers

the

to

freely

Besides, the original

Now
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— 1903

Typical Winter Load Curves

1907.
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Electrical

year or two ago, and to
symbols which deserves even
wider circulation than i; has yet had. This chart
was reprinted in the Western Electrician of September 29, 1906, page 249, while some modifications
were mentioned in the issue of September 21, 1907,
page 218.

\

/

the

conduits, outlet boxes
the modern contractor
expects to find clearly designated on the plans submitted to him. Hence it was both fitting and timely
for the National Electrical Contractors' Association

\

..«,

(now

Western .Society of Engineers) in
which the Patent Office examiners

have often called attention.
However, the symbols thus published only partly
filled the need, for they look' no account of quantities, such as the candle-power or amperes at an

and

A

Output

and published by the

otiicrs

Chicago Electrical Association

prior

A
Had D'Ogram
To/a/

for Airship Maps.

Aliikkt .Schkiui-e.

the slandardi/iuK of symbols for electrical

devices was

Section

Other branches of the company's activity tb.'it
have contributed to its "Success in its dealings witii
its
many consumers are the sales, wiring, repair,
testing

By

it

the

in

Symbols

Electrical

wiring buildings.

„,.^

(lie

enjoyed.

tlfer

certain.

OtHI-IK

such

steadily

is

companies.

traction

in

Electric

anyrailway load as this dcgreat credit to the Com-

that it has so sucvalue of this service to the
traction companies as well as to its own system.
This load will probably grow to enormous propor-

shown

a larije proporlioii of

eliineiit

In holding old consumers in Chicago has hccii
marked and steady reduction of rates fbr electrical energy.
Tims in the last 10 yc;ir» there has

Company

Edison

monwealth

cessfully

a

Due important

been a voluntaty reduction of somelliing like so per

from

J50 volts

and

CoNCI.DSlON.
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inarkH is slatiriK llie iiialirr very mildly. 'I'licy were
deliKhlvd willi Ihcin, ami all present (ell that their
elTecl would be lasliiiK
As
well as sliiniilaliiiK.

convcrlcr

llie
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not
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il'i.

Besides
at

-

his arrival in this countr\' in 1889,

after

joining Mr. Rudolph Eickemeyer at Yonkers, N. Y.,
was the designing of an alternating-current commutator motor. [Prof. Elihu Thomson had two
years before invented and patented the repulsion

motor.]
Dr. Steinmetz, while at Ithaca, delivered a most
interesting reminiscent address before the annual
dinner of Sibley College, at w^hich about 350 students and members of the faculty w^ere present.
The speaker described his early experiences in
Germany and Switzerland, as well as his later work
with Mr. Eickemeyer at Yonkers, N. Y. He compared the different fields of electrical engineering,
in regard to their relative attractiveness and promise.
To say that the students appreciated his re-

Higfi

^

vo/foge circuif

n/foge cenfrof^fof/or?

Lo>y fo/fage c/rcu/f

^^

ffai/noy

Oepo^

SYMBOLS FOR AIRSHIP MAPS.
marks on them, partly to show landmarks visible
by day from a distance, and partly to indicate
others

(like

blast

furnaces

or

electrically

lighted

which may serve as guide-points by night.
One of the new symbols consists of uniformly
spaced round dots for denoting brightly lighted
streets, which in towns of irregular configuration
(like the average European city} may alone serve
to identify the place. Another symbol in the form
of a heavy rectangle denotes a railway station,
which can usually be distinguished by the bright
light both in and around it.
The other four relate
to central stations and overhead circuits, which
circuits the navigator will want to avoid both by
day and by night, and particularly w-hen attempting
a landing. While the preliminary report of this
international commission does not hint it, the time
streets)

may not be far off when the needs of the aerial
navigator will demand nocturnal landmarks akin to
the lighthouses along our waters, thus opening another use of electric lamps of high candlepower.
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Underground Chicago and

Its

Electric

Freight Railways.
remarkable system of
completed; and

Chicago's

now

is

practically

freight

tunnels

big

project

tlie

has passed from a constructive enterprise, in relation to which considerable speculation was indulged,
to an actual operating proposition under business
management. Only a small amount of work remains
to be done to complete the system of 60 miles of

This does not take into account the lateral
connections to buildings, which are being made
from time to time.
With the history of this great project, the
methods of constructing the tunnels and the system of operating the trains, readers of the Western
Electrician are familiar. Descriptive articles have
appeared during the progress of the work, and the

many teams

are removed from the congested streets,
and merchants and manufacturers can effect a saving through a reduction in the number of horses,
v/agons and teamsters needed.
Eor several years the company has been transferring all the mail bciwccn the railroad stations
and to the United States postoffice, resulting in the
abandonment of the clumsy wagons from the streets
and a great increase in the efficiency of the mail

have been

features

illustrated.

The

K

i6,

Avenue with a load of merchandise dispatched
from a freight yard on the Northwest Side to a
yard on the Sou.h Side. The rear headlight of the
Fifth

locomotive is visible at
kind are quite common.

Two

the

left.

Scenes of

this

made

con-

large firms which have recently

nection with the tunnels are

V. Farwell

J.

&

Co.,

wholesale dry goods dealers, and Selz, Schwab &
Co., wholesale shoe dealers.
Fig. 2 is typical of

[-^^,

tunnel.

various

May

[^MiFif^^i^HHHHHHNNHl-r^ffHNNHf^MI'IF
unnELiDnL_
P=^|—,1

DDDDDl

|fc»«i^

^1

l

II

II

II

^1

II

ILhM^k..

11

innpjnninDL

idea

subways was conceived by Albert
G. Wheeler, work having been begun about seven
years ago, and to Mr. Wheeler's originality and
foresight must be given credit for the carrying
out of an enterprise of great magnitude and entirely
of building the

unprecedented.
The matter of putting the tunnels on a business
basis and turning them into a profitable "industrial
enterprise was for other hands.
Consequently in
June, 1907, the Chicago Subway Company was taken
over by a corporation in which railroad interests
are largely represented, headed by

J.

-.llfflnDQDQ

Ogden Armour

EDBDDDDr

Samuel McRoberts, of Arwas made president of the Illinois
Tunnel Company, the operating corporation of the
subway W. J. C. Kenyon -was made vice-president

and E. H. Harriman.

mour &

Co.,

;

and general manager, while A. J. Earling, president
of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad,
is
chairman of the executive committee of the

^'^^lli

board.

MAP SHOWING THE TU NNELS

IN

UNDERGROU ND CHICAGO.

The
level

feet

tunnels are about 40 feet below the street
in the main six feet wide and 7^2
high.
The sides, ceiling and floor are of

and are

concrete, solid, clean and dry..

w

the

Loop

extend under the river
the

Beneath every street
and the bores

district there is a tunnel,

intersection

in

13

places,

reaching

to

Armour and Archer avenues

of

on the south, Chicago Avenue and Kingsbury Street
on the north and to Green Street on the west, the
whole making a system of 60 miles. The accompanying map shows the tunnels in heavy lines. The
tracks are of two-foot gauge; the trains are drawn

service.

During 1907 the

electric trains

made

337,-

060 trips with mail through the tunnels to tlie various railroad stations, transporting 10,659,567 bags,
pouches and packages of mail.
The record for
this service was 99.51 per cent, perfect; that is,
the mail was delivered at the proper station on
time.
On the day before Christmas, 1907, 'the
tunnel company handled 44,341 bags of mail, 5,911
pouches and 195 packages, a total of 50,447 parcels.
This was transported in 1,391 cars and in 1,229
trips.

The performance was pronounced

perfect,

The view is in the tunnelbasement of the shoe house, 40 feet below
the first floor of the store.
Packing boxes are
lowered to and raised from this basement by an
automatic conveyor, which does not show in the
these two installations.

level

picture, but

located just to the right of the

is

By

ground.

the

elevator which
dise.

The

was

taken.

of the conveyor

side

a

is

fore*-

large

used for passengers and merchan-

is

shown

at the left in the tunnel is a
part of a train of seven cars which started for the
railroad station about 10 minutes after the picture

car

shows

view

This

cleanliness and substantial

the convenience,
construction of this type

of shaft.

of

Fig. 3 is an excellent illustration of the method
connectin;g some of the large merchandising

In this instance there is a three-story basement, and cars can be run onto a large elevator
and hoisted to any basement floor. This picture
was taken on the lower basement floor of Marshall
Field & Co.'s retail store.
It shows, the front end
of a lO-car train just entering the tunnel with a
load of empty crates bound for the company's large
warehouse across the river, a run of about 15
minutes, which by wagon would consume close to
an hour.
The tunnel company has now made connection
with the freight yards of every railroad entering
Chicago except one. ; Thirty-four of the large
houses.

buildings,

aside

from

the

postoffice,

are

receiving'

These include wholesale and
large retail stores, warehouses and office buildings.
The service performed for the office buildings is
the delivery of coal and removal of ashes.
the

It

the

tunnel

service.

costs about $20,000 to

company has put about

by

I.

A

TUXNEL VIEW BENEATH MONRoE STREET AND

locomotives, and the lighting is by inlamps.
Besides
accommodating the
trains, the cables of the automatic telephone system
arc carried along the roof of the tunnels.
Already the transportation of merchandise and
L-leclric

candescent

freight has grown to considerable proporiions, and
the advantages offered, both to the public and to
commercial interests, arc so marked that a great
bu!>ine5s

mail,

i.ecms sure to be developed.

merchandise

and

coaj

through

By hauling
the

tunnels

I-'lFTIl

AVENUE, CHICAGO.

and there was not a single failure in the record.
The principal revenue for the company is expected to rcsull from the transportation of freight.
Many merchants and manufacturers have been impressed with the advantages of the new system
and arc doing their shipping through the tunnels.
The accompanying illustration (Fig. r) is a view
taken by the Western Elcclrician on April 30th,
hjoking west in Monroe Street (underground) and
showing part of a train of 10 cars going south under

a connection with
a

shaft,

and the

work.
cannot afford to make a separate connection for all the smaller concerns.
But provision
is being made for these through the placing of distribution yards in convenient locations, where the
sniall shipper can receive and deliver his goods
without driving across the entire city. In this way
tlic company figures that one team will be suflicient
wiicre five or six are required without the tunnel
service.
One of these freight stations has been completed at 169 West Jackson Boulevard, and anotlur
i:>
nearing completion on the North Side at the
corner of Dearborn Avenue and North Water
Street.
This service is expected greatly to reduce

Obviously

FIG.

make

and sink and equip

tunnel

is

this

it

congestion in the Loop
it

$i.ooo,coo into

said

that

district.

tlierc

is

more

through the streets of Chicago than

freight

hauled

any other
city in the country.
It is estimated that New York
hauls about 75,000 tons daily, Philadelphia and Boston about 65,000 tons each, and Chicago about
100,000 tons a day.

hauling

this

freight,

The money
including

in

spent aimually for
wages of cm-

the

M.iy
pl.iyfs

a

w.iKoin,

iiorscs,

in

to

ciionniuis sum.

;in

cnniiiany docs nol fxiuTl lo haul
if

liiil

Ihc

(lay.

up

tied

stables, anioiiiUs

.'iiiil

I'hc liiiuK'l
(iriRlit,

nifnicy

lla*

.'iml

h.'irnc'ss
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R<-'ls

one-lliird, or

would

aniounl

lalter

all

even jo.ooo
reach

10,800,000

fur

service

I*(ir

the

coal

shown in tlic pictures.
The locomotives arc very mucli similar
mining

electrical

I

The

The

four

who have furm'shcd locomotives are
Maniifaclnring Company, the Baldwin
Works, the General l-llectric Comp;uiy

I.oeonioiive

Goodman Mannfaclnring Company.

was

every

accorth'd

courtesy

Keiiyou, the general manaKcr, and Mr.
l.'ihan. general superirUendenl.

of the

Oscillograph

J.

Western
by ^Ir.
VV.

Cal-

Transmis-

In

Hy M.
remarkable

Knowi.ton.

.S.

fact

that

in

practically

working

is

at a

interest.

trains are

.\11

through

the

steel

of the

controlled by a dispatcher

train

is

at

the

progress.

further

the
for

This

streets.

salisfActorily,

as

SHOE ESTABLISHMENT.

system can be carried out very
every street is fully equipped for

operation, with switches at all

the corners.

There

no chance for collision except at street
and to protect the crossings a number of
signal systems have been tried.
The company is
now about to install an automatic system of its
own, which is w-orked bv the trollev wheel, a red
is

TUNNEL CONNECTION WITH WIIOLES.M.H

FIG. 2

.

Trains are operated on the loop system and are
permitted to run only in one direction on any one
street.
For instance, Monroe Street is for westbound trains only and Madison Street only for
castbound trains; similarly for the north and south

thus

crossings,

a

phenomena, instruments are
developed in a form practical enough to provide
data for the deepest experimental analysis of the
Such was the case with
actions and laws invoh'cd.
the steam engine when the indicator w-as developed such was the fact when the bomb calorimeter
removed the study of heating values from the necessity of painstaking and slow chemical analysis,
and so has been the development of the oscillo-

complex and

difficult

power

in

commercial form

transmission.

In

in the field of

the

latter

the

artificially

created,

furnish

distance of artificial
effect at a
or of grounds, the behavior of different styles of lightning arresters, effect of discharges on the voltage regulation, and the speed
regulation of prime movers can all be studied intelligently with the aid of the. oscillograph.
Even the problem of motor flashing in electricrailway service has been attacked with renewed
vigor by the aid of this method of analysis. The
behavior of one or tw-o pairs of motors on a car
short-circuits

high-tension

ease

conditions,

disturbing

the

:

graph

few

of a

scale

Abnormal

corner of

Monroe and State streets (underground), and
inotorman is shown getting telephone orders

or low-tension plant can be shown

another broad field of study, notably in connection
with the use of different types of fuses on lines of
very high tension, the value of one style of fuse
for given conditions, and the surging of current
and voltage as circuit-breakers are put in action.
The effects of complete or partial short-circuits,
the occurrence of resonance, the influence, of synchronous apparatus on hunting and on power factor,

Western Electrician through

The

tunnel system.

the

lia»

Hiidy

wave forms
hundredths or thousandths
of a second; the fitness of different combinations
of machines to work in parallel can be determined
and the effect of remedies studied.
on

in

a representative

the

close relation, wilh the shape of the

in

is an
automatic
each street block.
Fig. 4 shows the
passenger car and locomotive which carried

telephone

In

high-tension

a

and there

telephone,

protilemt

Kram, that the larne pf>wer company which fails
lo
employ the oscillograph in dealing wilh the
Ironhlesome electrical problems of its service leaves
unused a means of attack almost wilhotil a peer
in Ihc realm of commercial inslruinenls.
By means of the records of current and voltage
which Ihc oscillograph secures, a great number of
jiroblems can be cleared up, so far as each parlicular system goes.
Thus, the normal conditions
of voltage and current in a system of bus-bars in

Each

equipped with two railway motors
pressure of 250 volts, direct current.
The first 70 locomotives installed are of 25 horsepower each, the last 60 being 50 horsepower.
Direct current at 250 volts for operating the
trains is supplied by the Commonwealth Edison
Company. The trolley is of the ordinary type, sub
slaiUially constructed and placed overhead.
The return current is sent through the rails.
The method
of construction is clearly shown in the pictures.
Trains arc limited to 10 cars and the speed is 15
miles per hour.
The system of train mo\-enient is of considerable
locomotive

lraiiiiini«sJoii

for lack of evidence

1

every
br;mch of applied science, as the industrial extension of that branch leads lo the occurrence oi
a

is

It

which

success

ohcilloRrapli

sion Wortc.

those

to

inamifacturers
Jeffrey

In coliecliuK (he data for this arlieic llie

with

ilealjni;

hnnilicapitecl

allcnded llic nsc of On
of these complex !•.
Irical plienoniena dnrinq; llic last two or llirei ..1
has been so Rrcat lliat the uenerat value o( ilprinstrinncnt in the inlerprclalion of cicclriccircnil
conditions oukIiI lo he more widely reali/:ed. 'I'hc
oscilloKraph is not an inslriinieni for the use of
the coal-passer any more than is the steam-engine
indical'jr, hut in the hands of an electrical cnRineer
accnslomed lo Ihc nianipulalion of physical appa
rains llie use of this niosi impprlani device is a
mailer of very little
rouble.
The ilala which it
Kivcs when applied lo particular systems are so
sum;esllvc when inlerpieted wilh Ihc same decree
of skill wilh which one analyzes the indicator dia-

iiicnn-

It

1

lamps on the trolley circml.,. A srpanilc
iio-volt circuit was formerly used, Iml was mil so

ICIeclrician

field

have been

liRhtiuK of the tuini'

and while there are four

service,

dilTerent types they differ only in detail.

and the

The

Value

arc of the type

the

per hun-

iil

(lesceiit

ami

1,800 cars

and mail
service 2.S0 cirs of similar desiRU are used; it),(
are of the shuttle type for hauling excavated material from new huildinj; sites, and the remaindir
locdinolives.

electric

in

chau

satisfactory.

There are now ready

used

transporlalioii
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dred pounds.
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Inns a year.
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temporary

use
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to

voltage, and the effect of
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Fig.

Tunnel

Entrance

to

Marilial

Field

^ Co.'s Retail Store.

UNDERGROUND CHICAGO AND
being thrown into circuit as the train approaches the crossing and again thrown out as the
train passes.
On the same principle a sort oi
light'

be put in at the 13 river
allow but one train on the inchne at a
time.
Where the tunnels go under the river there
is a grade of from i>2 lo 3 per cent.
block signal system will
drifts

to

to note that the Wabash Railnew tariffs just filed with the Interstate Commerce Conmiission. takes into account the
Chicago freight tunnels. The notice and the tariffs
filed show that on any shipment sent to the freight
stations of the Wabash through the tunnel from
any tunnel station the company will absorb the
It

road,

is

in

interesting
the

Motorman Getting Train Orders.
ITS ELECTRIC FREIGHT RAILW AYS.
Fig.

higher and higher potentials on lines of increasing length, the added exposure of long crosscountry circuits to lightning and other atmospheric
disturbances, the use of generators of enlarged
capacity, inclusion of underground cable runs in
many high-tension transmission and distribution
circuits, occurrence of peculiar surges and electrical
disturbances in networks these and many
other things until recently seemed often to result
in operating difficulties and troubles which could
only be solved by mathematical and technical knowledge of the very highest grade. In fact, so rarely
were the conditions known in connection with these
disturbances that even the best engineers in the
of

—

4.

conditions present as various controller
changes are made, etc., can all be reproduced in
detail with the oscillograph.
The component parts of such an event as a
60,000-volt fuse short-circuiting a 10,000-horsepower
generator on the line side of a transformer can
be shown with the oscillograph as in no other way.
By this instrument, which ma^'- well be called the
indicator of the electrical system, the engineer can
see events and relations occurring in fractions of
a second too small for appreciation otherwise, and
can take steps, without the mathematical know-ledge
possessed by few men in the electrical field, to
remedy disturbances which but two or three years
ago would have been problems of almost insuperable
tential,

.

difficult}'.

—

:

—

'
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National Electric Light Association's
Annual Convention in Clnicago

Wednesday-' Afternoon.

the

convention of the Naional Electric Light Association will be held in the AudiMay 18-22, igoS. From
Hotel,
Chicago,
torium
present indications the meeting will be very largely
attended and of great importance and usefulness.
The programme is as follows
thirty-first

Monday Evening.

—

A

A

is

visit

a

to

Fisk Street power station of the Commonwealth Edison
is the first and largest steam-turbine electric
the country.
It is described and illustrated

Company. This
power house in

in this issue of the Western Electrician.
Refreshments will
be served in a large tent on the grounds west of the switchhouse.

Wednesday Evening.
S p.

M.

— Executive

Reports

of

—

session:

secretary

and

mittee.

Opening of the exhibition of appliances in
S to o P. M.
This is
Exhibition Hall, ninth floor of Auditorium Hotel.
Class
and Class B members.
view
for
private
a
9 P. M. Reception in new gold banquet room on second
To be followed by dancing.
floor of Auditorium Annex.
Music will be furnished by an
supper will be served.
orchestra of 14 pieces.

—

Visit to Fisk Street St.\tion.
feature of Wednesday afternoon

The only

Next Week.
The

May

and

treasurer

executive

com-

—

Report of Insurance Expert W. H. Blood, Jr., Boston,
Mass.
Report of Committee on Public Policy— Arthur Williams,
chairman. New York city.
"The Status and Commercial Possibilities of High-clTicicncy Lamps" ^W. W. Freeman, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Suburban

in

Liipke,
— PaulCommittee

"Tape"

Districts"

Trenton, N.

— George

—

Friday, Closing Day.

A morning session will be held at the usual hour and
perhaps an afternoon session also.
"Illuminating Engineering"— W. D'A. Ryan, West
Lynn,

Secondaries

Tungsten

— W.

— Charles

Memorials— T.
Executive

Lamps"

m.

Different

of
S.

p.

Types

Unfinished business from Commercial Day programme
any) from the Thursday session.
Council of Progress— Addresses by Elbert Hubbard

of

Whiting, Harvard

E.

New

York.

Past-presidcnl:

(if

of

Committees.

and

convention committees of the
National Electric Light Association are as follows:
officers

—

President Dudley Farrand, Newark, N. J.
First Vice-president Alex Dow, Detroit,
Second Vice-president W. C, L. Eglin, Philadelphia.
Secretary and Treasurer W. W. Freeman, Brooklyn.
Assistant Secretary and Treasurer Miss Harriet Billings,

—

—

—

—

New

—

York.
Master of Transportation Geo. F. Porter, New YorkInsurance Expert W. H. Blood, Jr., Boston.
Executive
Committee Arthur
Williams,
New York;
Charles L. Edgar, Boston; John Martin, San Francisco;
Frank W. Frueauff, Denver; Charles R. Huntley. Buffalo;
Louis A. Ferguson, Chicago; Frank M. Tait. Dayton, 0.;

—

—

—

.

W. Freeman,

Eglin, !;,, i.iMc,
Vice-president,

Chairman Executive Committee.

and

Officers

The

—

Economical Operation" J. T.
Paul Spencer, Philadelphia, Pa.
Campbell, editor. New London,

Its

and others.

Philistine,

Central Stations of Modand J. R. Bibbins. Pitts-

—

Williams,

York.

Adjournment.

2 130

Whittlesey, Newark, N. J.;
Question Box— Alex. J,
Conn,
Report of Committee on Uniform Accounting H. M.
Edwards, chairman, New York city.
Candlepower Standard The presentation of rcsokitions toward the adoption of an international standard.
Mr. McCutcheon's Lecture.
On Tuesday afternoon the ladies will attend an illustrated
lecture at 3 p. m. on "The Philosophy of the Cartoon," by
Mr. McCutcheon will draw
Mr. John T. McCutcheon.
pictures as well as talk.
This lecture will be given in
Fullcrton Hall of the Art Institute, and afterward the vis-

Arthur

New

C. Martin,
session.

Election of officers for the ensuing year.

for

Robbins

"The Small Station and

Lightmg—W. D'A. Ryan, West Lynn, Mass

for Street

H.

the

erate
Size"
burg, Pa.

'

Spencer, Philadelphia, Pa.
Final Report of 1907 Committee to Consider Specifications

Lukes,

University.

"Power Load Development

'

Parallel Session,

Tuesday Afternoon,
"Observations on the Precision
Photometer" A. E. Kennelly and

H.

J.

on Grounding
Report of
Blood, Jr., chairman, Boston, Mass.
"Series Incandescent Lighting with
P. D. Wagoner, Schenectady, N. Y.

Theater Parties.
Theater parties for both ladies and gentlemen will
be
on Thursday evening, with the association as
the
host
Seats have been reserved for "The Hoyden"
at the
Studebakcr and for "Miss Hook of Holland" at the
IIHnois.
Both theaters are near the Auditorium.
The Studebakcr adjoms the hotel on the north, and as there
is a
connection between, on the second floor, it will
not be
necessary to go out doors to reach it.
The Illinois is
scarcely tw-o blocks away, on Jackson Boulevard,
between
Wabash and Michigan avenues.
given

'

—

York.

route will be through the South Side parks and boulevards
passing the buildings of the University of Chicago
The
hotel will be reached on the return about
5 p. m.

troit,

10 A. M.— Opening of convention in Assembly Hall, adjoining Exhibition Hall, ninth floor, Auditorium Hotel.
Address of President Dudley Farrand of Newark, N. J.
Report of Committee on Progress T. Commerford jMartin,

"Distribution
Chicago.

1908

Report of Committee on Protection from Lightnine
and
Other Static Disturbances— R. S. Stewart, chairman
DeMich.
"The Value of Care and Maintenance of Meters" H D
King, Hoboken, N. J.
"Some Experiments in Combustion"— 3. J. Lenhcr, New
York.
"Specifications for Construction on Joint Poles" Paul

Tuesday Morning.

New

16,

Brooklyn, Secretary

Louis

and Treasurer.

A.

Ferguson, Chicago, Past-president,
Entertainment Committee.

Chairman

OFFICERS OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.
Institute.
will inspect the various galleries in the
Five o'clock tea will be served in the Rembrandt room.
Information about all the entertainment features, and tickets
where necessary, will be given at the Bureau of Information, parlor floor, Auditorium Hotel.
iters

Tuesday Evening.
Visit to White City,
On Tuesday evening both ladies and gentlemen will be
the gucits of the association at White City, one of Chicago's best-known amusement parks, where a lavish use

made

of electric light.
Special trains will leave the old
Congress Street station of the South Side elevated railroad
at 8 to 8:15 p. m., and coupon tickets will be furnished
which will admit the holders not only to the grounds but
to the various shows inside.
is

Wednesday Morning.

—

—

—

111,

"Receiving Stations Operated from High-lcnslon Lines"—
S. Q. Hayes, Pittsburg, Pa.
Report of Committee on Org.inization Possibilities Henry
L. Dohcrty, New York city.

—

Parallel

Session.
This meeting will be held in the Banquet Hall, sixth floor,
Auditorium Hotel, beginning at 10:15 ^- m"Uniform AccounlinK and Its Details" Open to all accountants and others intcrcHted.
H. _ XL Edwards, chairman Committee on Uniform Accounting, will preside.

—

Visit to

At 10

Marshall

Fikld's

— R.

S.

Hale,

There will be morning and afternoon sessions at the usual
hours,
C. W. Lee of New York city is chairman of the
programme committee for this day.
Henry L. Doherty, past-president, will preside during

Commercial Day
1.

Address,

Commercial

sessions,

"Relationship Between
Departments"— Louis A.

Engineering and
Ferguson, past-presi-

the

Chicago.
2. "Preparation
Editor:
H. J. Gille,
for a Campaign"
Minneapolis, Minn.
Editor:
3. "The Contract Agent and the Representative"
V. A. I-Icnderson, Memphis, Tcnn.
Editor: L. D. Mathes, Dubuque,
4. "The Display Room"
Iowa.
Editor:
Parker,
Dctrort,
Charles A.
5. "Advertising"
dent,

—

—

—

Mich.
6. "Publicity"
Editor: Percy Ingalls,
for Electricity"
7. "Creating Demand

—

Kac,

a.

for a tour of inspection of that great establishment.
The store is within walking di^ttancc of the Auditorium, but
thowr who de<iirc may take Rlrcct cars a( the Wabarih
Avcnuft hide of the W.u\ which i>aRS the Wabash Avenue
CTilrancc of Marshall Field's.
Ouides will be provided at
the store, and after the tnspcclion the ladies will be entertained at luncheon in the South Grill in the establishment.

New York

Jr.,

'

Newark, N.

J.

— Editor: Frank B.
Building" — Editor: George

city.

"Evolution of New Business
N. Tidd, Scranton, Pa.
Editor: Joseph F. Becker,
0. "The Electrical Contractor"
Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y.
10. "Co-operative
Commercialism"- J.
Robert
Crouse,
('tcvcland. Ohio.
11. "Illuminating Engineering as a Commercial Factor"
Illuhtralcd
V. R. Lansingh, New York city.
12. Report of Committee on
Solicitors' Handbook Prize
Award John F. Gilchrist, chairman, Chicago, 111.
M. Report of Commillfc on Co-operative Electrical Dcvtloi)ment
W. W. Freeman, chairman, Brooklyn, N. Y.
8.

—

—

—

—

—

•

Visit to South Shore Country Clud.

It
a.
m. on Thursday
for a
;ait(unobilc touring cars

At

the
visit

ladies will leave
in
to the SouMi Shore

and facing Lake
Michigan.
This is a new and attractive club, with building in the Spanish style.
In the grounds there is a ninehole golf course, r.s well as tennis courts, croquet grouiids
:ind facilities for other outdoor amuflcmcnis.
All the priviAn claboI'-Rcs of the club will Iw extended to the visitors.
late luncheon, supervised by the club's noted chef, will be
"crved at half-past twelve.
Both going and returning the
Country

Club,

south

of

JackNon

J. DeCamp, Philadelphia; George H. Harries, WashingD. C.
General Convention Committee ^Alex Dow, Louis A. Ferguson, W. C. L. Eglin, W. W. Freeman, Charles L. Edgar.
Charles R. Huntley, Arthur Williams, Frank H. Gale ofSchenectady, N. Y., George H. Harries, Frank M. Tait,

A.

ton.

Thursday, Commercial Day.

Store.

m. on Wednesday the ladies will assemble in
the third-floor waiting room of .Marhhall Field & Co-'s retail store (Slate and Wa-^hington streets and Wabash avenue)

Costs

—

Report of Committee on Gas Engines W, C. L. Eglin,
chairman, Phibdclphia, Pa.
"Low-pressure
Steam
Turbines" John
W. Kirkland,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Report of Committee on Meters L. A. Ferguson, chair-

man, Chicago,

Report of Committee on Rates and
chairman, Boston, MassElection of Nominating Committee.

Park

Jolin

—

F.

Gilchrist

Chicago.

of

Reception Committee (Mr. Samuel Insull, Chairman) —
Mr. Bion J. Arnold, Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey H. Atkin, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank J. Baker, Mr. and Mrs, Enos M. Barton,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Ferguson, Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Fox, Mr. and Mrs. Truman P. Gaylord. Mr. and Mrs. J.
Henry Goehst, Mr. Walter S. Goll, Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Gregory. Mr. and Mrs. H. Rac Hixson, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
C. P. Holmes. Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Insull, Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Insull, Mr. and Mrs. James W. Tohnson, Mr. and
Mrs. William E. Keily, Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Kittle, Mr.
and Mrs. Edward W. Lloyd, Mr. and Mrs. Willard W. Low,
Mr. and Mrs. Ayres D. Lundy, Mr. and Mrs. Homer E.
Niesz, Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Sargent, Mr, and Mrs. Thomas I. Stacey. Mr. and Mrs.
Benard E. Sunny, Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Whiteside, Mr.
James R. Wiley, Mr. James Wolff, all of Chicago.
Entertainment Committee Louis A. Ferguson, chairman;
Godfrey H. Atkin, 11. Rac Hixson, James W. Johnson,
ICrnest A. Edkins, Oliver R. Hogue, John J. Schaycr and
William 11. Ott, all of Chicago.
Hotel Committee Homer E. Niesz, 139 Adams Street,

—

—

Chicago.
Exhibition Committee— F. H. Gale. Schenectady, chairman;

New

York, secretary; H. M. Post, ChiMcQuiston, Pittsburg; W. S. Hegcr,
Ampere, N. J.; C. P. Frcy,
Newark, N. T.; Benjamin Wall Brooklyn, N. Y.; James I.
Aver. Cambridge, Mass.; S. E. Doanc, Cleveland, O. Homrr

Walter Neumullcr,

cago,

treasurer;

.\Iilw.^ukcc:

J.

C.

Rodman

Gilder.

;

E.

Niesz.

Chicago,

III.

Commercial Day Committee— C. W. Lee, New York, chairman; J. Robert Crouse. Cleveland; George Williams, New
V.trk: Frank B. Rac. jr.. New York; Howard K. Mohr,
I'hilndclphia; John F. Gilchrist, Chicago.
Chief of Registration Bureau— Miss Edith M. Myers,

New

York.

The

baclRC colors for

tlic

1908 convention arc as

member
red
officers,
Honorary, white
companies. (Class A), purple; members (Class B),
_D),
companies
(Class
meml)cr
associate
rose;
golden brown; associate members (Class E), pink;
follows

:

;

;

'

:

May
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dark

brown; executive
darU blue; rcccplioii commitlce, red,
and lilne
while
enlerlaimnent comniiltee, rc<l,
while mid hhie; Imlcl committee, yellow; exhibition
pale

nHcsl,
iiinimittcc,

liliic

;

rose.

conimittee,

Information.

GiiNiiHAi.

Resislratinn

The

registration

parlor

the

secretary's

first

office

and

of

llnor

office

nf

visitor.

llic

be

will

Hotel,

CoiiRrcss

be on

also

will

dnty

postollice

Anditorinni

llic

Avenne and

MichiRan

of

the

is

on

corner

The

Street.

parlor floor
be the headtpiarlers
nf the hotel commitlee.
The entertainment comluittee's Rnrcan of Information will also be here,
I'roin this bnroan informalion relalinp; to the convention or Chicago niay be obtained; also tickets
for the varions entertainment featnrcs.
of

Here

hotel.

Ihe

The

also

exhibition ball

;\ndilorinm

The

nintli

floor of

the

tiicctings

ad-

llMMirn.rii.

.lii.ly,

W.iltcr

nil.,,

N.-

::..;

\..,U,

Sccrcljry.

Hotel.

assendily

for

hall

general

the

exhibition hall.

joins the

meetings and

Special

the banqnet

held in

will

on the

is

the

.Xndilorinm

sessions are to be

par;i!lel

on the

ball

floor of the

sixtli

Hotel.

A special train will leave New York for Chicago via the Pennsylvania Railroad (foot of West
Twenty-tliird Street) at o:,S.'i a. m., on Sunday,
May

17th,

burg

at

May

i8th.

arriving in

-.30

general

of

offices

are at

Adams

1.^9

Connnonwealth Edicompany,

the

Company, the Chicago

.son

noon, Pitts-

at

be in charge.

tation, w-ill

Tlic

riiiladelphia

and

Chicago at 8:30 a. ni,.
George F. Porter, master of transporm.

p.

Street;

but passes

to

and sub-stations may be obtained

tions

Information

reau of
\cntion.

The

.\ycr, C.inibiidge,

M

.S.

!:.

Iloaiic,

Clcvil.iii.i.

Clt.iik-.s

I'.

1-rij. .Ntv.arl'., .\. J.

Kuilnir.n

<;il.I.;r.

.\mi.crc,

.\.

.1.

hotel

at

visit

sta-

the

Bu-

during the cbn-

Board of Supervising Engicharge the interesting and exrehabilitation of the street railways
of

offices

of

which has

neers,

the

at

luiiL's I.

central-station

tensive

the

in

Chicago, are at 181 La Salle Street,
Chicago's hydro-electric transmission plant is on
the Drainage Canal, the power house being located at Lockport, 111., 33 miles from the center
of the city.
It is in charge of the Sanitary District
of Chicago, I^S Monroe Street.
Santa Fe

from Chicago stop

trains

An advance
from

New

at

York,

the

power house.

850 was reported
ten days before the convention.

registration

The

total

registration

at

was

1,675.

the

in

largest

Washington
the

'

history

last

of

the

Tuis will probably be exceeded

sociation.

at

year
as-

Chi-

cago this year.

Amusement
During the
tractions at
as follow^s

Attractions.

week beginning May

the principal

17th

the

at-

Chicago theiters will be

—Jackson, between Wabash and Michi"Miss Hook of Holland"
—Randolph, opposite City Hall
"Witching Hour"
Grand — Clark, opposite Court House
"Paid
Full"
Garrick — Randolph, near Dearborn
Illinois

gan
Powers

in

"The Gay White Way"

—

Colonial Randolph,
State

W.

S.

of

Dearborn and
"Merry Widow"

between

Hegcr, Milwaukee.

J.

C.

McQuislon. Pitlsburg

Homer

E. Xiesz, Chicago.

,Howard

JI. Pest.

Chicago.

MEMBERS OF EXHIBITION COMMITTEE OF N ATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION,
(West S^c), the Chicagos (Cubs)
weather permitting, Brooklyn on May
i8th and Boston on May 20tb, 21st and 22d.
On
Thursday, May 21st, is scheduled the raising of
the world's championship pennant, the Boston club,
Lincoln streets

will

play,

German-American
Gest,

There are no games scheduled at the American
League Baseball Park (White Sox) during con-

delphia,

The

be not only educational but brilliant and

will

attractive.

to

see.

It

will

Following

worth coming a long way

be
is

a

of the exhibitors, with

list

Company,

Xew

York.

3.

9.

Lamp

Association,

41;

Cleveland ,

2?a,

Pettirigell-Andrcws Company, Boston.
38. 39.
1 hiladclphia
Electric
Manufacturing
Company,
Electric
tlectric

Company.
Heating

Pittsburg.
Springfield. 111.

Company,

Pa

26
",

Phila-

10.

Pittsburg Transformer Company,

^bimplex

Exhibition.

The exhibition of electrical appliances will be
held on the ninth floor of the Auditorium Hotel,
and

National 'Electric

bangamo

week.

York,

Company, Chicago 5.
Engineer. New York 51
Johns-Manville <H. W.) Company, New York, 15, 16.
"•' Company, New York. 36.
i'^'v "r'.
Mc.Tunkin (W. D.) Advertising Agency, Chicago, 17.
.\linerallac Company, Chicago, 21.
40,

vention

Electric

Electric

Illuminating

only other survivor of the original National
League, assisting.
Games are called at 3 :30 p. ni.

the

New

G. M.,

Gregory

i

-

to

Cambridge.

Mass..

Triumph

Electric Company, Cincinnati. 8.
Electric Manufacturing Comoany, St.
Louis, 37
'
Western Electric Company, Chicago. 46,
47.
Western Electrician. Chicago 53
Westinghouse Electric and jfanufacturing Company,
Pitts-

Wagner

Booths

will be of a uniform,
artistic design
color scheme is a combination of a
peculiar
shade of dark green and a white
containing a
tuige of green.
The lettering of the sign-boards

The

be

will

^i-m^^m^^

f^

n

1

"

r

in-

gold

members of

or

aluminum.
The names of the
the exhibition committee are given
in

another column.

i

The Edison

"

IVIedal.

.An important change has been made
in the conditions under which the Edison medal
is hereafter
to be awarded.

The

Edison medal was founded by the Edison
Medal Association, composed of old associates and
friends of Mr. Edison, who subscribed
a trust fund
for that purpose, under an indenture dated

PLAN OF BOOTHS AT EXHIBITION TO BE HELD AT CHICAGO ELECTRIC-LIGHT CONVENTION
McVickers

— Madison,

between

Dearborn

"Brewster's

State

—

and
Millions"

Majestic Monroe, near Dearborn
Vaudeville
Chicago Opera House Washington and Clark.
....William Hodge in "The Man from Home"
La Salle Madison, between Clark and La
"Honeymoon Trail"
Salle
Studebaker Michigan, near Van Buren
Elsie Janis in "The Hoyden''

—

—
—

Whitney Opera House

— 17

Van Buren

Street

"The Three Twins"
Great Northern
State

between Dearborn and
— Quincy,"Wine,
Woinan and Song"

— Wabash

and Congress
"His Honor the Maydr"
At the National League Baseball Park, Polk and

Auditorium

Avenue

numbers of their booths,
companying floor plan:

the

as

shown on the

ac-

Company, Milwaukee. 57, 58.
District Steam Company, Lockport, N. Y., 22.
Electric Company, Chicago, 23, 24.
Condit Electrical Manufacturing Company, Boston, 11.
Crocker-Wheeler Company. Ampere, N. J., 43.
Dossert S: Co., New York, 6.

Allis-Chalmers

American

Central

Duncan Electric Manufacturing Company, Lafayette,
Ind., 7.
Electrical Age,
York, 28.
Electric Appliance Company, Chicago. 20.
Electrical Review,
York, 42.
Electrical Record. New York, 55.
Electric Service Supplies Company. Chicago, 4.
Electrical World. New York, 36.
Federal Electric Company, Cliicago, 54.
Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.. 12.
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., ro 30
44, 45.

New

New

February II, 1904. The American Institute of
Electrical
Engineers engaged annually to award the medal
•to such qualified student as shall
have submitted
to the Institute
* * * the best thesis on record
of research on theoretical or applied electricity
or
magnetism."
As no student entered in competition for the
medal, the Institute, in the spring of 1907, decided
to obtain, if possible, such change in the deed as
to make the award dependent upon "meritorious
achievement" in the electrical field. This has now
been done.
By the terms of the new deed, the
Edison medal is no longer open to competition,
but it is to be^ awarded "for 'meritorious achievement' in electrical science or electrical engineering
or the electrical arts," thus placing the award on
the high plane wdiere the Institute and the Edison
Medal Association deem it properly belongs. The

award

limited to a resident of the LTnited States
dependencies, or of the Dominion of Canada.
Charles L. Clarke, 120 Broadway, is chairman
of the Edison medal committee.

and

its

is

—

'1
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WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
EVERY SATURDAY.

507 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO,

this

before

that

likely

is

it

in

The work
and

see

class,

the

close

importance

the

of

New York.

development and ideas, as
in

ested
Telephone, 5220 Beekman.

electrical

each number of the Western' Electrician are copyrighted.
This paper is entered at the Chicago postofBce as mail matter
of the second class.

STJBSCKIPTION,

in advance, postage prepaid, S3. 00 for
year of 52 numbers in the United States, Alaska, Porto
Rico, Cuba, Mexico, Hawaii and the Philippines; In clubs
of four or more, S2..50, with free extra copy for eight subscriptions; Canada. S4.00 a year; other foreign countries In the
Postal Union. ^5.00 a year; single copies 10 cents. When
change of address is requested, the old address as well as the
new should be given.
full

OOKBESPONBENOE relating to electricity or any of its

practical applications is cordially invited, and the co-operation
of all electrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired. Clear,
concise, well written articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or
any information likely to interest electricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.

ADVERTISING-.— The Western Electrician— the only
apei published in the West thoroughly
general electrical paper
covers a territory exclusively
:clus
its own.
This is a claim which

—

CAN BE MADE BT NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JOURNAL IN THE
Electrical merchants and manufacturers
United States.
desiring western trade will appreciate the uneoualed value
of this journal as an advertising medium in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be furnished on

of a high order,

is

The convention

thing of especial
of

Such

own views

give their

to

interchange of opinions,

;

in-

some-

find

programme

the

in

this

the

is

by

ask questions

to

the discussions, the
the most valu-

should

view of the fact that
three years,

in

out in large numbers, and give the
and Chicago their support.
Perhaps some of the members do not realize the
amount of hard work that is put into the preparaturn

association

for

tion

quarters

REMITTANCES.—

association,

by the

local

central-

the various committees.

are

fellow-craft.

These

well-executed task and reward

reception

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

Come

"

to the convention.

by their

it

early

— and

—before

the

hearty invitation.

.

Chicago.

Illustrated
377* 3/8,

379.

.380,

Generating Stations
Transmission System

381.'

37S,

382,
379,

.

.

384, 3S5
3S1, 382

383,
380,

3 S3,

384

Sub-stations and Distribution
384
of Service
3S4, 385
Dr." Steinmetz at Ithaca
385
Electrical
Symbols
Airship
for
Maps.
By Albert
Scheible.
Illustrated
385
Underground Chicago and Its Electric Freight Rail-

Growth

By a curious and mteresting coincidence the
National Electric Light Association comes to Chicago in 1908, as it did on the occasion of its last
visit to this

city in

at a time

1903,

when

the local

central-station company is building a great electric
power house. Five years ago it was the Fisk Street
station which was under construction
now it is
the Quarry Street plant which is in process of
;

ways.
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harmonize with its imposing neighbor.
Quarry Street station will have an ultimate

will

pacity

in

six

ca-

i4,coo-kilowatt

One

of these machines is
and another is to be placed
in service in 1909.
About one-half of the ultimate
building is now under erection, and the present
plans show two of the large units. A plan and
cross-section of the Quarry Street station are given
in this issue of the Western Electrician
the first

to

be installed

units.

this year,

—

publication of these interesting drawings.

The

In the present issue

some

the

new power house

is

de-

detail.

Electrical

Every

mesibeh

Palrnt

Record

4'M

,

404

Association,
reason,

the

National

Electric

Liglit

kept away by some imperative
attend the convention to be hcUI in

unless

shouM

We

proKrannne
Cs/<mcwhat condensed) in this issue, and the readers of this journal can judge for themselves whether

Chicago

next

week.

(irint

the

the time necessary to be a participant

vention will not be wisely spent.

be

in

the con-

In fact, there can

no fjucstion about it. Come; the association
do you good.
Central-station men and ollicrs qualified for mem-

will

piston

engine,

that

used

is

for

the

machines

constantly

of

increasing

size.

there are 10 units in the plant, and the maxicapacity

perhaps

is

The

a

excess

in

trifle

ultimate capacity

of

not

is

less

than i6S,ooo kilowatts.
this

maximum

designed for an ultimate

of 70,000

kilowatts.

—

Another novel feature at
was the switch house

scale

—

an

is

entirely

though
leries

distinct

—two

them

of

of

here

it

—are

with

a

switch

al-

gal-

room

in use in the turbine

between,

wall

fire

the

it

on,

In Quarry Street the essential
idea

retained,

is

rather an extension of the

is

in

carried

operating

switch-house

the

and

mainly

comparatively small

of the main station.

at

structure,

are

operations

on such a large
Fisk Street. This

least

main

instead

an

of

but

building,
entirely

distinct structure.

The arrangement at Quarry Street is clearly
shown by the plan and cross-section drawings given
this issue, and the "layout" may be Compared
with the plan of Fisk Street, showing the latter's

in

imposing

and

dimensions,

with

the

and

exterior

interior photographic reproductions of that plant.

To

a considerable extent "Quarry Street"

regarded

may

be

an improved "Fisk Street," the designers having profited by actual experience with
as

older

the

Nevertheless,

plant.

the

design

of

the

newer station is vigorous in its own individuality
and adapted to its own requirements and to the
land available.
It is more than a copy of "Fisk
Street" with improvements.
But always, so far as
can be foreseen now, the older plant will remain
the larger one, while "Quarry Street," independent

and
haps

remain

will

distinct,

—who

can

tell?

—

worthy

a

second.

possibly quite remote, will in the future

now very

diminished heads,

A

power

houses

the figure

may

up-to-date
if

portion

large

issue of the

of

Per-

other generating plants,

still

space

the

Western Electrician

make
hang

their

be allowed.

available
is

these

this

in

devoted to

re-

counting recent central-station development in Chicago, particularly during the last five years, or
since the visit of the National Electric Light Asso-

and sub-stations of the Commonwealth Edison Company during the convention of the same association

massive

in

steel

marvelous

power
in

structure

toward

development

has

Today

has

plant.

10 turbo-generator

is

units

the

taken
a
of

sky,

place

maximum
about

a

truly

in

that

capacity

100,000

kilo-

watts. This fact is a flattering indorsement of the
courage and foresight of its builders.

Chicago may well be proud of Fisk Street staIt is undoubtedly the most economically operated plant on cither side of the Atlantic and also
the lowest in interest

of

the

In the five years that has elapsed since the visit
of the National Electric Light Association in 1903,
when the Fisk Street station was just rearing its

tion.

Illustrated

in

100,000 kilowatts.

first

reference to this plant in an electrical journal was
made in the Western Electrician of January 4, 1908.
scribed in

Now
mum

the

from "Fisk

River

.

The Test Room

toward

feature

What

Five Years Has Wrouglit in
Central-station
Power-house Extension in Chicago. Frontispiece.
Recent Development of tlie Central-station Industry in

not

switching

stay until the final adjournment.
Chicago extends you a most cordial and

Electrical

believed

bine,

men

Electrical

presence at the meeting.

Come

But the men who
the steam
turbine and they
launched forth boldly. Their courage and faith
have been amply justified. Today the steam turbine
has undisputed supremacy in large power-house
design. If steam is to he employed, it is the turuntried machine.

plant

nally

the

generally should recognize the faithful performance
of this

this

on an
conceived the

such a convention as this at the head-

application.

All checks, drafts and other remittances should be made payable to the order of the publishers,
the Electrician Publishing Company, and addressed to the
offices of publication, Suite 507, Marquette Building (204
Dearborn Street}, Chicago. Illinois. U. S. A.

by
it

of

workers

faithful

make the great investment represented
very large generating plant and to lavish

By the progress of the art,
has been achieved with but slight changes in
boiler, grate and stack ."quipment in a station origi-

men and by

station

recipro-

pacity each, and since then the tendency has been

in

western convention

first

a

The boldness of the design of Fisk Street was
shown by the fact that not only were steam turbines
laid down exclusively, but they were in very large
units.
The colors were nailed to the mast. The
first machines
were of S.ooo kilowatts rated ca-

prepared

are

constitute

especially,

not

inception,

engine was installed, except to drive small
auxiliary apparatus.
It
took nerve and grit to
cating

economy of opera-

able feature of the meeting.

Western men

the

1908

generating units.

members are expected

experts, and

to

from

where,

bouse,

i6,

guestions as public

The papers

are considered.

and

him
vital

one inter-

technically,

fail

increase of business and

policy,

tion

either

can

value to

convention.

tliis

No

were.

it

subjects,

or commercial!}',

dustrially
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OOPTRIQ-HT.— Not onlj' the title but the e/iti7'''conte7its of.

of the association

goes on the year around.

it

the culmination, the clearing-house, of the year's

is

a

and
if

yet

as

applying for membership.

1746.

Eastern Office, ISO Nassau Street,

will,

not

if

convention,

-

TELEPHONE, MAIN

even

you

PUBLICATION offices:

warm welcome, we are
members. Come to the

bership will also receive a
sure,

May

and depreciation

cost.

Withal

power
and upkeep are
un.surpassed.
It is a pleasure to add also that the
credit for the remarkably low operating cost is
to be given to a Chicago consulting engineer
Mr. Frederick Sargent a fact to which Mr, Samuel
Insull,
the president of the Cnnnnonwcalth
Edison Company, bears ungrudging witness.
In other ways "Fisk Street'' is the most notable
it

is

one of the most dignified and

houses,

while

its

interior

art'stic of

finish

—

Ijowcr station in the United States, probably in the

world.

It

was the

first

great stcani-turbinc power

ciation

in

this

for

next

week

not too

much

city
is

it

this

is

by

much

study;

to

say that nowhere have

to

not boastful

the fact that in
the

Chicago
for

language

number

1896 the

while

10,000,000,

find

will

generating plants

intel-

more

ligently or

sold

the

to

problems been grappled more
fearlessly than in this city.

central-station

That

Visitors

1903.

is

shown by

of kilowatt-hours

Edison Company was
the

year

ended

aboiil

March

31,

number of kilowatt-hours sold by the
Commonwealth Edison Company, successor to the
older company, was 290,000,000. The business of
the company has more than doubled every three
1908,

the

years.

Chicago has also been notable for voluntary rethe price of current to the consunur.

ductions in

Wliat, then,

of

the.

city?

is

the lesson of the rapid development

and

power

business

be this

— that

good engineering

electric-light

It

seems

to

accompanied by good
nnist

eventually

tricity the

on a

selling

reduce

the

selling

whole country over.

in

this

scientific

b.isis

of

elec-

price

M.iv

WliSTKUN

i'J<iS

I'l.

Reducing Motor Defects
The

I'lcctric

cvcu

tciidcncy,

so

stniul

will

siRiis,

niutiir,

much

aliusc

niockrn
tlicrc

lliat

where

iusl;iM;ilio[is

in

Service.

In

iuuIlt

built

:is

the

h

opcralccl.

uimu

The replacement of

the

serious

that

damage

the

lining ran

out.

The end

Pacific

brush-holders

designed

are

so that they can come in contact with the segments when the carbons are worn otT, serious groov-

ing of 'the

commutator and resulting

are almost inevitable.
the

wearing of deep

short-circuits

Severe sparking, pitting and
cireles

in

the bars

follow as

a matter of course.

Average Fares

in

Indiana.

The Indiana Bureau of Statistics have presented
figures showing the average fare on the street and
interurban lines in

Indiana..

On

city lines

the av-

erage fare for 1907 was 3.6 cents, this low figure
being due to transfer tickets' and reductions made
on tickets sold in quantities.
The average interurban fare was 16.6 cents, making it apparent that

Crockett,

W.

P.

together with
R. Boole, F. F.
the board of diat

the

At

the initial meeting
whereas at this time
there are about 260 members, and the main dining
room of the hotel is required for the weekly meetings.
Applications are still eonn'ng in and perma-

nent quarters for the club are contemplated.
It
is
planned, also, to give entertainments of
lighter nature
occasionally,
and to this end a

"smoker" was successfully given last month. The
entertainment committee has another aflFair in preparation, which is to be given during the month of
May.

Among

persons who will read papers at
Louis A. Ferguson, CommonEdison Company: H. W. Young. Central
the

future meetings are:
w-ealth

Electric Company; E. I. Sessions, General Electric
Company; A. Frantzen, Arthur Frantzen Company:
Postel,

Postcl

&

Linn; F. L. Perry, Western

Electrician.

.

the British Institution of Electrical Engineers
1st Mr. H. F. Parsball presented that body
with a bust of Franklin on behalf of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.
In a few brief

he

referred

to

Franklin

as

the

who

great hospitality shown to
by the American Institute
at the time of the St. Louis Congress.
Following on the presentation of this bust, Professor Silvanus P. Thompson delivered the first
"Kelvin" lecture. As a memorial to Lord Kelvin,
it has been decided to found
an annual lecture to
be named the "Kelvin" lecture, and Professor
Thompson, who took as his subject the life and
work of the great man, opened the series in a most
fitting
manner.
Dr. Thompson has special and
peculiar gifts in portraying the lives of great scienton,

recalled

British

the

(.ppcial

Kvan«,

coin-

cfiilccrnii

per

.so

reqnired

during

licet,

llgliling

nnder a

wan

greater

the

ligliliuK

Allantic

the

|ilanl«

incrcafiv

of

accuiint

for

ceni.

largely

for

loniporary inc.imlcKcnt lighls. .Approximately 200.
000 of these additional lights were in use, of which
alioHt 125,000 were used for special street li^ihlinK,
with oriiainenlal cITecIs, and the remaining 7SflOO
for individual lighting in connection with store
decorations and tlic illuinin.ition of the fronts of

buildings.

The United Railroarig nia'lc strenuous efforts to
handle the throngs of sightseers, including many
thousands of transients. Plans were made lo operate. 500 electric cars daily during "Fleet Week," an
increase of about 200 over the normal.
On May
7th more cars were running in San Francisco than
before the fire.
On the peak load the power required for the operation of all the cars was about
This heavy draft upon the power
by the Pacific Gas and

20,000 kilowatts.

was met

Electric

succcssf'.dly

Company

Company,

City Electric

the

anrl

from both of which the United Railroads purchases
current in addition to operating

The
the

largest

honor of the

in

electric

sign,

with

spelling

out

the

each

letters

word

50

from

of the

all

across the bay.

candescent

feet

height,

large

near the
could be

position

and
from the

Hill

and

cities

contained more than 3,000 in-

It

lights.

number of prominent

were

buildings

and illuminated with
Hibernia Bank Building, which

rately decorated

The

in

The

"Welcome."

ships

during

was the big

(leet

wooden .framework occupied a
summit of historic Telegraph

A

generating

displayed

feature

electrical

festivities

seen

own

its

North Beach.

station at

elabo-

electric lights.

had a large
together with very
artistic draping effects done with the American colors,
was most handsomely outlined in electric
Irish

displayed

flag

front,

in

detail.

The dome was worked
The damaged dome of

section

to

lights.

out in considerable

the City Hall was
again covered with incandescent lamps, looking
almost as well as in illuminations in days before
the fire.
The decorations of the L^nion Ferry
Depot were very elaborate. An immense shield was
worked out in red, white and blue lights on the
Market Street front of the tower, w-hile streamers
covered with electric lights ran from the upper

of the main building.
The
building was beautifully decovari-colored incandescent lamps, furroof

the

grand nave of
with

rated

this

nished by the Metropolitan Electric Supply and
Construction Company.
The front of the 12-story St. Francis Hotel was
outlined in red and white lights and the arcades
of the three wings were covered with lights so as

show every

One

detail.

was

was done

lights

electric

ably

overloaded,

The

colors

were

generators

the

heavilj'

stated.

as

Gas and Electric Company took an

Pacific

unusually large amount of power from

its

hydro-

plants in the mountains to supplement the

electric

output of

San Francisco

its

on many of

plants.

It

is

said that

outside po«-er circuits in the inte-

its

of the

rior

A

with

power was kept up remark-

of

although

well,

of Hale Bros.

national

the

in

addition to other artistic lighting

in

The supply

effects.

of the most beautiful
that

the operation of

state

suspended

electric

motors

permit of transmitting
more current to San Francisco for a few davs.
W'3s

so

as

of

Armour

to

Institution

as witness his life of Farada}', and the lecture
needed to be listened to. or at any rate to be read
.Mmost every
in full, to be thoroughly appreciated.
tists,

Lord Kelvin's scientific life was set
with anecdotes and incidents which only a
and personal friend could have access to.
detail of

This

overload.

greatest

America had ever seen, and although
Americans did not place him on the same plane
as Kelvin, yet he thought the two countries could
regard them as the greatest scientists of the w'orld,
with Kelvin in a class by himself. The bust, which
is in bronze, was accepted by the president of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, Colonel Crompscientist

the

current

fiirniiihinK

arrival of the

mandefl by .Admiral
operalel their Uk:i\

great shield

May

remarks

for current

week of the

the

On

week.

laul

reiiuihilioim

to

At

on

iKiwcr coni|ianiis

cli'clric

store-front decorations

Franklin and Kelvin.

Boiler

the

P.

officers,

Hotel,

discussion of these subjects.
there were only 16 present,

F. J.

The

plants

In another case, cited in the report of- the British

case

These

and Steam Heating from Central Stations," by Mr.
Jewett of the Wagner Electric and Manufacturing
Company; "Electric Healing and Cooking," by Mr.
Callahan of the General Electric Company; "Past
Conditions in the Trade," by G. P. Nichols; "Electric Meters," by Mr. Bushnell of the Conniionwcalth
Edison Company; "The Legal Aspect," by Mr.
Vose of the Electrical Trades Association; "Credits," by Mr. Parsons of the Western Electric Company, and "Illumination," by Mr. Bonham of the
Sterling Electric Manufacturing Company.
The attendance at the meetings and the growth
of membership testify to the interest taken in the

along the shaft and be thrown upon the windings.

In

W.

treasurer,

year,

and, after luncheon, papers
are read and discussions held on various subjects
connected with the electrical industry. Among the
papers which have been read were: "Hot Water

from the bearing at the pulley end of the rotor
This bearing was partly inside the casing,
and the mouth of its overflow pipe was placed too
high.
This, combined with an inefficient guard
over the oil thrower and a shaft speed of 750
revolutions per minute, allowed the oil to creep

troubles.

one

for

Meetings arc held each Wednesday noon

Grand

shaft.

Failure to replace carbon brushes when they are
badly worn down is the cause of many commutator

the (Iranil

rectors.

of the shaft

permeated the cotton covering of the conductors as
to short-circuit the armature coils.
It is less easy to damage the rotor of an induction motor than the stator, for the difiference in
potential between the winding of the rotor and
the frame is ordinarily low.

office

George Cutter, F. P. Vose, P.
Skeel and J. T. Pomeroy, form

machines

and Electrical Insurance Company,
when the generator was stopped for the noon hour
the spaces behind the commutator leads were found
to be filled with black dust from the foundry in
which the machine was working. The dust had so

hold

to

Company.

Crockett

dropped sufficiently to bring the rotor into contact
with the core of the stator, and both rotor and
stator windings were damaged and had to be rewoimd. The bearing had no oil gauge. 'Excessive
wear of the shaft bearings tends to bring the
armature and pole pieces together, with a general
short-circuiting of the moA'ing coils.
In one instance trouble was continually experienced from the blowing of fuses in the circuit
of a semi-enclosed alternating-current motor. An
insulation test showed that the stator windings
were grounded. One end of the machine was saturated with oil and covered with dust, and the
stator windings were burned in many places by
arcs caused by temporary short-circuits.
The stator
had to be entirely rewound. The oil had come

Engine,

al

Chih.

art.

man Company;

through long neglect of the lubrication conditions.
Tn the case of a 20-horscpo\vcr motor of the 440volt induction type, the bearing at the pulley end
of the rotor shaft became overheated, and the
white metal

meeting held

I'.leclric

the other
olTicers
being as follows: Vice-president, A. I,.
Millard, Westinghousc Electric and Manufactin-ing
Com[)any; secretary, S. M. McKedries, J. L. Schiire-

this coil neces-

done

is

the

Connnittees were appointed to look after the details
of organization, and on I'ehruary 12th an
election of olliccrs was held.
Mr. C. A. S. llowlett of the Western IClectric Company was elected

insulation

curs

.1

is

re-

form

president,

In

San Franclaco.

heavily a«

which has

orgaiiiiialiriii

inception at

its

trical

rewinding of the

the

of the Electric Club.

electrical

Hotel on I'Vbnniry 5, u^. It was decided
an association which would not only
strengthen the social ti\s of the electrical nien of
Chicago, but which woiihl advance their coniniercl.'il
interests and enhance their knowledge of the elec-

entire armature, for
of the other' coils was so impaired
that the burned coil could not be lifted out without
damaging them.
On account of the simplicity of the oiling arrangements in the modern motor, it sometimes ocsitated

to enciiniagc

elTiirl

Week"

Electric Display for "Fleet

is

In-

in

I'.icific

to

about 400 volts maximum, acciunulation q,f carbon
dust upon the insulating washer short-circuited
sonic of the segments and destroyed one of the
coils.

Chicago

had

It

from the clamping ring
caused a short-circuit between the armature and
grounded frame of the machine. Before the
iIk'
(use blew three of the commutator segments were
Iiurucd beyond repair, and several of the armatiu-e
roils were disconnected from the conninitator leads.
In the case of a is-horsepowcr motor wound for

armature

lincit

for all |iur|>ohcH in .San I'Vanciso, Uakl.ind and oiillying diilricis were ncvtr before drawn niion m>

cently sprniiR into prominence

segments

conunulator

forth an

|)u1ting

inaiiiiKcri

travel.

The Rise
A

case a deposit of oil, carboti dust and
the insulating washer separating the

Tn another
soot

now

Tiitcrurbiin

.W

for Iroulilcs lo

was responsible for the damage sustained.

cleaning

ilislances.

long'ilistaiice

l)ccu

juivo

pruporlkiii of Iruvcl oil inlcriirhaii

short

iliana are

.1

the cquipnieiU

occur which miKlit
avoided with l)t'llcr iuspcctiou. Ouc of
uKiiu causes of hrealidowu in electrical uiatillIt is nothing new
ihiuery is lack of dcaidiiioss.
iiiiphasizc this, but as long as troubles occur
1,.
A
fiiiMi this cause, reference to them is juslilied.
from the
iiMinhor of recent cases of breakdown
aocunuilation of dirt or oil in the windings or on
llu' commutator are worth citing.
In one instance a coating of oil anti lint inside
motor took fire, anil
a three-horsepower shunt
burned the insulation o(T the fields. Neglect of
wi'll

is

Kri'iit

for

clo-

ICLliCTKICIAN

Programme
The

Institute Elec-

Meetings.

trical

branch of the American Institute
Engineers at Armour Institute held
a meeting May 7th, at which Mr. H. R. Badger
read a paper on "Hydro-electric Power-plant Design."
A special meeting was arranged for May

of

students'

Electrical

T4th

paper

May

to

enable

on
2rst

Lieut.

AV.

serves, will speak on
trical

and

States Navy."

close

28th,

Prof.

.

F.

J.

At
E.

Sims,

Illinois

"Some Features

Mechanical

forth

Driving."

R. Morey to present
Protective Apparatus."

C.

M'r.

"Lightning

his

On

Naval Reof the Elec-

Equipment of the United
May, on the

the last meeting in

Snow

will

discuss "Machine-tool
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THE INSTALLATION, LABORATORY TESTING AND
REPAIRING OF ELECTRIC METERS.
By Joseph

The
trical

Part VII.

The Test Room

—

check its own instruments may include standard
wattmeters and potentiometers, which, in connection with a 150-cell storage battery of small capacity, permit precise measurement of potentials
of standard ammeters with a
up to 300 volts
large-capacity storage battery or other source of
heavy currents, permitting equally accurate measurement of current and of a standard chronometer
;

;

or clock.

Primary standards should be compared with the
standards of independent laboratories, to avoid
deviation from the standards certified by the United
States Bureau of Standards at Washington, D. C.
The fundamental standards are standard cells,
such as the Clark mercury-zinc cell, which is made
From
in various forms, and standard resistances.
resistance
potentiometers
and
elements
these
have been designed for effecting potential,
current and power measurements with any desired
precision by the use of a sensitive galvanometer.
For the calibration of secondary standards in
boxes

may

laboratory there

the

employed

be

A

:

poten-

tiometer reading to 1.5 volts in steps of o.ooooi
with D'Arsonval galvanometer, and ratio resistance boxes giving ranges of 15, 150, 300 and 600
standard resistances ranging in capacity from
volts
I.o to o.oooi ohm; high-resistance standards rang-

may

be made even

on commercial circuits,
is covered by the galvanometer, and simultaneous readings of the standard instrument and the voltmeter under test may
Tests

(Conllniicd).

Primary Laboratory Standards. The laboratory
equipment of a central-station company desiring to

as a range of several volts

be taken

quickly.

"s^ery

The same

type

instrument

of

may

be

designed

measure the drop at the terminals of a standard
shunt, and thus may be used for checking directcurrent ammeters.
A method of using two potentiometers, for measuring the current and potential, respectively, in
calibrating wattmeters, and in which the two galvanometers reflect their light-spots on one scale,
side by side, so that a single observer controls the
to

calibration,

is

referred

to

in

Special

Publication

7052 of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company "The Maintenance and Calibra-

—

of Service Meters,'' by William Bradshaw.

tion

[To be coutiuucd.]

AND ANSWERS.

QUESTIONS

Books on Electrical Engineering.
H.

C.

P.,

book

best

Chicago:

Please

learning

for

tell

electrical

me what

the

is

engineering

and

cost.

its

Answer,

volt,

;

Electrical Association.

annual meeting of the Nebraska Elec-

Association,

held

in

Omaha, May

6th

and

was a success in every respect. The meetings
were held at the Omaha Auditorium in a place provided by the management of the Omaha Electrical
Trades Association, which gave its first electrical
show at the Auditorium the week of May 4th.
The first session of the Nebraska Electrical
Association was opened on Wednesday morning by
the president, T. H. Fritts, of Grand Island. About
100 were present.
Following the disposal of routine business an
invitation was reaid from the
Omaha Electric Light and Power Company asking
the members to visit the company's power plant,
which was accepted.
President Fritt's Address.

Such a large, number of books on this subject
have been published that it is inadvisable to recommend any one as the best without knowing

President Fritts in the annual address brought
out some valuable suggestions.
He spoke principally on the subjects of municipal ownership, accounting and inspection. He referred to the erroneous popular belief that municipalities can better
manage electric-lighting plants than private corporations.
Yet, under the systems of accounting in
use in most municipalities it is at times many
years before they learn the true conditions of their
affairs and realize that their cost of operation and
maintenance is not clearly brought out to them.
Municipalities should be taught that a strict r-ccounting is one of the first essentials to an intelligent handling of their plant.
With the items of
cost of plant and depreciation, loss of taxes should
also be considered in estimating the cost of production, and not until this is done can we hope to successfully
combat the dangers that are always
Mr. Fritts suggested a standing combefore us.
mittee to lend whatever -Ad is possible to members
who may have the municipal-ownership agitation
to

combat with.

On

the subject of accounting the president urged
management.
false impression prevails
that the percentage of not profit in the lighting busi-

A

intelligent

to 100,000 ohms, and a megohm
electro-dynamometer and shunt box.
adapted to measure alternating and direct currents
up to 50 amperes, potentials up to 600 volts, and
powder up I0 25 kilowatts.

from

ing

1908

"th,

Baker.

B.

first

16,

1,000

resistance;

u

The potentiometer method gi\'es far greater accuracy than is attainable in deflection instruments,
inasmuch as it consists in the obtaining of a balance against a standard electromotive force, through
a standard resistance, neither of which is subject

.^.^f r

For preto change under laboratory conditions.
cision measurements of electromotive force in the
for example, the pocalibration of voltmeters,
tentiometer, as a null instrument, has the advantage
of giving any desired precision, when a sufficiently
sensitive galvanometer is used, with the disad-

vantages of requiring a very steady voltage and
much time to make a test. Moreover, a good potentiometer is an expensive and bulky instrument.
These features have operated against the wide
utilization of the potentiometer in commercial work.
instruments,

Deflection

of being quickly

tages

setting

special

with their practical advanread and of requiring no

more

have been

up,

vogue

in

in

of their limited attainable accuracy, and. in
instruments of the moving-coil type, their liability
spite

error from

to

stray

fields,

change

in

strength

of

magnets and springs, etc.
The above may be summarized by the statement
that the potentiometer method is the most accurate,
but that the deflection-instrument method has hitherto been the more expedient.
A "deflection potentiometer," in which the principle of the potentiometer method is utilized to
measure the bulk of the electrical quantity, in conjunction

with

suitable

a

deflection

measure the small remainder,

instrument

to

described by Mr.

is

H. B. Brooks, in Bulletin of the National Bureau
of Standards, vol.

2,

p. 225,

1906,

entitled

"A New

Potentiometer for the Measurement of ElectromoA later form of the intive Force and Current."
strument is described in an article entitled "A
Deflection Potentiometer for Voltmeter Testing,"

on page 96 of the Electrical World for January
The instrument is semi-portable, and
1908.
11,
makes use of a dead-beat pivoted moving-coil galvanometer, a standard cell for checking the work!ne current previous to

making

three-cell storage battery

By

ing current.

voltmeters

to

complished

a

as

its

a test,

and

small

a

for furnishing the work-

use the checking of commercial

degree of
rapidly as could
high

precision

be

is

ac-

desired,

the

only limit being the ability of the tester to control
the

voltage

and

—Tht«

»crial

read

the

voltmeter

under

test.

MEMBERS OF THE NEBRASKA ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION AT OMAHA.
mathematics and general scihow deeply he wishes
Books on electrical subjects
to study the subject.
are written for so many classes of readers and
from so many points of view that it is necessary
to know wdiether an elementary, popular, advanced
student's or engineer's technical book is wanted.
These distinctions also make a decided difference
in the size and cost of the book.
wdiat

preparation

ence the student has had and

Thawing Frozen Water Pipes by Electricity.

W.

A.

pipes be

McC, Lake

Can frozen water
City, Colo,:
direct current, and how?

thawed out by

Answer.
This subject was much discussed some years ago
and many articles on it have appeared in the

from time to time. One of
the earliest efforts was with alternating current,
described by Francis PL Sodcn of Chicago on
March 4, 1899. About the same time Profs. D. C.
Jackson and P. W. Wood of the University of
Wisconsin, developed a similar method, and for

Western Electrician

many

reasons this

is

preferred to direct current.
employed.

However, direct current can be
must be at a low voltage and with a
for

it

the heating

is

effect

It

lieavy current,

of the current that

is

depended on. The actual values arc dependent on
the size and length of the pipe. In one case 10
volts and 1,800 amperes was used. Heavy cables
must be connected to the pipe as nearly as possible
the portion affected, so that the current passes
the frozen part. Good connections with
the pipe are necessary.
to

through

on this subject may he foimd in
the Western Electrician of March 2C\ .^pril 2 and

Other

articles

December
bcKun in the ^Western Electrician of April 4, 1008, i% an advance publication of a portion of a forthcominft Ijook hy Mr, Bilker on the Rencral
NoTK.

in

24,

1904.

article,

It will be undcrntoorl
subject of "Electric Meter*-*'
the present Krial referfl to watt-hour meters used on
tomert* prerniaes.

that
cufr-

The City Council of TJbcrty, Ind., has decided
not to construct a municipal lightinp plant and is
inviting private interests to erect a plant.

ness is unusually large.
This must be overcome
by proper accounting, which will show that then.'
are few classes of business in which the item of

depreciation is so great as in the central station.
Therefore a good amount should be set aside to
meet this item.
uniform system of accounting

A

is

desirable.

It
to be regretted that man^' have not exercised the wisdom and foresight with regard to wiring installations that prudence and good business
is

judgment have demanded. Doubtless many complaints and a great many reports from dissatisfied
customers could be traced to careless or inefficient
wiring.
This should not be so.
The insurance
interests of the country have awakened to the fact
and are very much alive to the necessities for more
rigid inspections.
"We must ourselves take cognizance of the conditions and submit, both for the
protection of the public and for our own best in-

Mr. Fritts believe^
terests, to some inspections."
that a proposition looking to a state inspection or
to a general inspection, with the expense borne in
part by the insurance companies, will be much betIf local inspections arc
ter than local inspections.
indulged in it is most likely that the water commissioner or some inferior officer of the municipality will be chosen for the work, and it is unreasonable to expect intelligent and thorough work in this
line from men who have not given the business of
electric lighting any considerable thought or altcntion.i

President

Fritts

invited

a

thorough

discussion

on the tungsten lamp

in order properly to meet the
conditions brouglit about by the introduction
Mr. Frills closed by
of this high-efficiency lamp.
connnending the good work of the officers and
pointing out the intelligent results Which the association has produced in the first year of its exist

new

cncc.

Following the "president's address a spirited discussion was aroused by a resolution to admit managers of municipal plants to membership in the
as.socialion.
It was thought best to look into the
matter more ihornughly. and .S. J. Duncan, E. A.
Bullock and W. B. Stark were appointed to investigate and advise the association.
The morning session closed with the appointment

:

mnimillci's,

111

Messrs.

i.f

iioniiiialiiiK

llu'

.Si'livviiigcl

\V:itsiin

Oiiiiili.i,

of

coiiiiiiilloc

Ireasuier— L.

cotisisliiiR

of lIoklrcRc, Si'lnvoitzcr of
Bcalricc, Sullivan of Umalia
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SchwiiiRcl, Holdrcgc.

Grand Island;
M. koherts, York.

Frills,

|[.

J.

;

had

Kllis,

1'.

of Voi'k.

Kiilicrls
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igofi

iCi,

i\l;iy

'

new

llic

very

.i

lloloiilianc

for tungsien

laiiipH

allraclive

diiplay,

"Luxolierii,"

which are

Ihc

in.iile

new
in

the Electrical

Omaha

Insi'Kctoii.

session VValili'iiiai- Miehaelscn,
of Omaha, read an interesting paper
on the (Inties of llic cleclrieal inspeelor.
lie saiil
dial if it were not for the eleelrical inspeelor clcetiieily would not have gnineil the reputation it now
enjoys, ncn- would its nse lie so extensive.
Mr.
Michaelsen showed how nothing hnt good could
come lo hotli the eonsumer and the central station
hy rigid observance of the rules of the Code.
The
manager who <lisregards the reconnnendations of
and
inspector
in
engineer
order
to
save
the
money

Al

I'ily

llic

.iflcniiicni

i-li'Olrieiaii

Electrical

fixture*

one lo lix
were qiille

"Holophane" signs .ind sli.ides
prninliienl in all Ihc siiiiply-lioime lioolhs.
light!).

Olities ok

featuring

Show.

Very well attended, wilh a nnnilier of good cxand special features, the firiit numial show
of the Nebraska I''leclrieal Trailes .Assuci.ilion .it
the Uniaha ;\ndiloriuni iluring the week of May
4th to ytli went off with a swing and was entirely
successful.
The lighting decor.'ilions were brilli.'tnt
and well designed the "electric colt.ige" attracted
ninch attention; there were elcclric-cooUing demonstrations by Miss Lyons, and a vaudeville perforinanee "helped some." The annual convention of the
hihils

exiiibil
was llial of Ihc Nerniil
of rill^biirg, represented hy A. M.
Miltcnhcrg, manager of the Omaha office. The
company had a full exhibit of slandard lamps in
oxidized copper and brush bra«< finiiih, Ihc main

All

allr.iclive

Limp Company

light ing

being

cfTect

110- wait

lamps.

The

Chicago

produced

by

six-RJower

and

;

Fuse

Wire

and ManiifacliirinB
Arthur S. Merrill, had an
attractive displ.ay of enclosed fiiscn and blocks, sectional switch boxes and conduit boxes.
The Kcasbcy & M'alle.-ion Company showed asbes
tos goods in more than .=7 varieties.
J. H, Brown,
Jr., was in charge of the exhibit.
The Crane Company's txhibil, in charge of J.nck
Brcnglc, was made up J heavy valves and fillings.
The heavy electrically ojieratcd emergency gate

Company,

represciiled hy

valve was of special interest.
Joseph R. Lehmer of Omaha exhibited the products of the Weslinghoiise Electric and Manufacturing Company, the Westinghonse Lamp Company,
John A. Roebling's Sons Company, H. W. JohnsManville Company and Malhias Klein & Sons Company.
A small inslallalion plant, consisting of an
Ideal engine and a We.stinghousc generator, was
shown. W. E. McFaddcn, C. A. Fried and S. M.
Kempton were in charge of the Lehmer exhibits.
The Western Electrician booth was the headquarters for the Nebraska Electrical Association.
Westinghonse representatives included W. R.
Pinckard,
Chicago office, Weslinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Com])any; A. N. Brown, West-

Lamp Company;

inghonse

representative:

The General
of

the

S. G. Pcticolas, Omaha
Shilling of the Chicago office.
Electric Company was in charge

J.

M'.

kitchen in the "electric cottage" of the
Electric Light and Power Company.
Miss

Omaha
Lyons

demonstrated, as has been stated.
Other
"G. E." representatives were E. L. Callahan. R. E.
Keller and G. A. Seabury of the Chicago office,
and C. A. Mann, Nebraska representative.
Among those at the show were Messrs. George A.
Savior, Johns-Manville

Company,. Milwaukee; H. E.
Watson. Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company; Conover and Crawford of the John A. Roebling's Sons Company; H. A. Rhea,
International
Steam Pump Company; G. W. Armstrong, Ex'

Arc Lamp Coinpany, Chicago: William BradLincoln Gas and Electric Light Company
Lincoln, Neb.; W. E. Butler. David City
fNeb.)
Electrical Manufacturing Company; L,
D. Mathes,
Union Electric Company. Dubugue, Iowa; Arthur
O. Einstein, Crescent Company. Chicago;
Frank
S.
Wiemeyer. Fort Wayne Electric Works. Des

cello

ford,

Moines; F.

J. Kysela. National Carbon Company
Ohio; ,F. E. Wilson. Franklin Electric
Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Conn.;
H. D
Austin, Signal Corps, U. S. A., Omaha;
Sydney H.
Finney, Woolley Electric Company,
Chicago; B. L
Smith, Nelson Light, Power and Heating'
Company, Nelson, Neb.

Cleveland,
Western
J.

Standard
Nebraska

liiL-clriciaii.

R, Lelimer's Collective Exhibits.

Another View of the Lehmer Booth.

Electric

Cottage of

Omaha

Company.
Company.
and Power Company.

Electric
Electric

Electric Light

VIEWS AT THE OMAHA ELECTRICAL SHOW.
and increase earnings is rapidly passing away, as
e.xperience is proving that money spent in complying with the Code is real economy.
E. A. Bullock
of Norfolk, H. W. Holdrcdge of Omaha and V. W.
Bergenthal discussed the paper.

Other Papers.
V.
ject

W.
of

of the

ing

E.

Bergenthal of

St.

Louis presented the sub-

"The Motor Problem from the Viewpoint
Small Central Station." On Thursday mornA. Bullock of the

Norfolk Electric Light

and Power Company and W. S. Boyd of the Fire
Underwriters, Chicago, engaged in a discussion of
insurance and the moral as well as fire hazard.
Others took part in the discussion, after which the
matter of inspection was left to a committee to
report at the next meeting.
The committee consists of T. H. Fritts of Grand Island. E. J. Sullivan of Omaha and E, V. Capps of Blair.
The papers on "Electric Law" and "Electric
Rates" were read by title, followed by a lengthy
discussion of rates led by President Fritts, I. B.,
Zimman and E. V. Capps.
J. R. Cravath of Chicago read a paper on "How
to Meet Gas and Gasoline Competition."
He gave
some suggestions along the line of good illumination

and

tion

Box

The Quesget the best results.
brought out many points of interest.

how

to

Election of Officers.
The election of officers was held on Thursday
and resulted as follows
President— E. A. Bullock, Norfolk.
Vice-president S. J. Duncan, Kearney.
Secretary William Bradford, Lincoln.

—

—

Nebraska

Electrical

the exhibition, on

Association

May

t5th

and

was held during

7th,

and

is

reported

Dr. S. S.

Wheeler on "Engineering
Honor."

elsewdiere in this issue.

Manager J. M. Gillan declares that the Chicago
show only exceeded that at Omaha in point of size.
The Sons of Jove had a "rejuvenation" on
Thursday night, -May 7th.
Saturday was Children's Day, when children were admitted for 15
cents.

It

said that the total attendance for the

is

week was nearly 20,000. It is entirely probable
the show will be held annually hereafter.

The Holtzer-Cabot
exhibited

a

line

of

Electric

Company

interior

telephones,

of Boston

annunci-

and small
motors.
The company was represented by A. E.
Klunder of the Chicago office.
The Nebraska Electric Company of Omaha had
one of the most interesting exhibits of the show,
ators,

waterproof telephones

and

that

bells

tungsten
including
Excello flaming arc lamps,
lamps, Holophane shades. Fort Wayne motors, sewing machines operated by electricity, and many other
Considering the fact that this
electrical specialties.

company
it

has

Sullivan

started

made
is

a

in

president

only five years ago,
record indeed.
E. L.
treasurer of the com-

business

creditable

and

pany.

The Burgess-Granden Company
a

creditable

display

glass canopies,

of

of

electric-light

Omaha made
fixtures,

art-

etc.

The Holophane company,

represented by

Morgan

Dr.

Schuyler Skaats Wheeler,

past-president of
the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers and
president of Crocker- Wheeler Companv,
addressed
the Engineering Society of Columbia

May

4th

University on
on the subject of "Engineering Honor."

As an undergraduate

at Columbia, in the class of
Prof. F. B. Crocker, had addressed
the same society on technical subjects.
The speaker referred to the code which he pro'S3,

he,

with

posed in his presidential address before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. He
said that
Francis Bacon had written a brief but comprehensive treatise on this subject in the preface
to
his

"Maxims

the Law," as follows:
"I hold
debtor to his profession: from the
of course do seek to receive continence and profit, so ought they of duty to endeavor themselves by way of amends to be a help
and ornament thereunto."
Dr. Wheeler mentioned the three great duties
of the engineer in the order of their importance;
first, the engineer's duty to his client
second, to
the public, and, third, to his engineering society.
He condemned strongly the publication of false
scientific and false engineering statements in the
newspapers, and he declared that discoveries and inventions should be announced not in the daily
papers, but through the technical societies or the

of

man a
which as men
every

;

technical press.

1
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1. Friction
between the steam and the metallic
surfaces, both stationary and moving, 10 per cent.
2. Friction due to eddy currents, five per cent.
3. Resistance to the rotation of moving parts in
the atmosphere of steam, called "windage," six per

Steam-turbine Development.'
Bv

J.

C.

May

TuoRrE.

It was without a particular intention of prcstnting new thoughts that this paper was prepared, but
rather of gathering together from various sources
some of the facts^ developed during recent years
and compiling them in convenient form for con-

cent.

Mechanical friction in journal bearings, glands,

4.

stuflSng boxes,

etc.,

five

per cent.

Leakage through clearance spaces, glands,

5.

sideration.

etc.,

three per cent.

1S85 patents were issued in several countries.
covering the invention of a compound balanced
reaction turbine, to Hon. C. A.- Parsons, \yhose
name from this date has been inseparabily linked
with steam-turbine development. His first' invention showed Parsons' conception of the importance
of the principles of compounding and of lateral
balancing of horizontal machines, .\mong other
In

Radiation loss,
m exhaust, ) j^^,^ ' ^^„(
7. Residual velocity
The constant striving to minimize these losses has
resulted in improved methods of governing, special
devices for cutting, shaping and spacing the turbine
blades, exhaustive experimentation relating to the
flow of steam through nozzles and orifices, the
development of high-pressure lubricating systems
and high-temperature packing, and in the development of remarkably efficient condensing equipment,
particularly in units of large capacity.
6.

prominent features of this machine still approved
and applied in the most modern design, are elasIt may
ticity of bearings and forced lubrication.
be said that Parsons was the first inventor to place
the steam turbine on a commercial basis.

/,

having been reduced
notable

a i,soo-kilowatt unit, which was
plant of the Hartford Electric
Light Company of Hartford, Conn.
It is worthy
to note that the turbine unit No. i in the Fi=,k
Street station of the present Commonwealth Edison Company was the result of the first effort that
had ever been made in this country to build a machine of this type larger than 600 kilowatts.
The
6oo-kilowatt turbine mentioned was a two-stage
horizontal Curtis machine, installed in igoi in the
shops of the General Electric Company at Schenectady, N. Y.
It is a compliment to the engineers
and management of the General Electric Company,
who built and installed this first larger unit, that
they planned and built so well and confidently at
that time.
doubt not that, in the light of more
recent designs, this first large turbine to be installed
in this country fails to nourish the pride of its
designer, and yet all must agree that the undertaking at that time was very meritorious.
The writer has been privileged during the past
two years to conduct tests on three of the units in
the Fisk
Street station,
Commonwealth Edison

Company.

A brief summary of the results of these tests is
presented in the following table:
C0MFAR.\TIVE RESULTS BeST PERFORMANCE ON Op.ERATING
Conditions.

been issued 25 years before, but it remained for
Laval to apply it to the impulse turbine.
]\Iuch experimenting has been carried on and
many patents secured quite recently upon various
applications of Pelton wheel buckets to steam tur^
bines.
The earliest patents issued in this connection were dated 1894. when J. T. M'cElroy and
Prof. A. Rateau received American and English
rights, respectively.
Among the other turbines of
more or less prominence, both in this country and
abroad, that use the Pelton bucket are the RiedlerStumpf of Berlin, the Zoelly and the Kerr.
The first patents on the Zoelly turbine were taken
out by Heinrich Zoelly in 1900. They set forth

De

particular the construction of a multi-stage turbine, with one rotor only in each stage and a
particular construction of the wheel disks. The
arms, if they may be called such, w^ere machined
for a considerable part of their length and ended
in the Pelton buckets.
In 1896 Mr. C. G. Curtis took out a group of
patents covering the important principles of construction of the Curtis turbine, manufactured by
Schenectady.
the
General Electric Company
of
N. Y. The most significant feature of Mr. Curtis'
claims was the application of the system of diverging nozzles with the compound wheel. Other
inventors had applied the results of expansion that
could take place only in a diverging nozzle, but
no invention had been previously made of the apparatus itself. In Fig. i is shown the present
in

preferred arrangement of nozzle and moving and
stationary or intermediate blades.
In the preceding discussion the more important
inventions that have influenced turbine development
have been considered. That the principal difficulties
in design and construction were early recognized
is very apparent.
From the earlier days, designers
have endeavored to reduce the energy losses to a
minimum, and it is this desire that inspires presentday designers who have brought the steam turbine
to the prominent place which it occupies in the
list of prime movers.
The energy losses, mentioned,
with tiieir approxim;ttc values, may be classified
as follows:

Unit Number
i
Nominal rating- of machine, kws. .5000
Load Gross output, kws
6137
Ditto, per cent, normal rating....
1.25
Water Rate Observed kw.-hr
^3-85

Pressure, pounds
Vacuum observed, inches
Vacuum, 30-in. barometer, inches.
Superheat Degrees Fahrenheit....
First stage pressure, lb. gauge.,..
Normal speed, r. p.
considerable condenser leakage
in the steam flow of turbine No. i.

—

m

A

1.25

12.94

23.94
17. S9

16.72
12.42

13.07

17.96
176.6
28.10
28.52
139.0
5.66

12.54
174-0
2S.0
28.30
184.0
34.S

9-8o
176.0
29.17
29.50
147.0
46.7

.

Initial

8000
10156

1.20
16.56

—

DittOj corrected for "Contract Conditions"
Water Rate— Observed e. h. p.-hr.
Ditto, corrected for "Contract Conditions"
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4
5000
597°
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FIG. 3.

CURTIS TURBINES.

and

5,000
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8,000

kilowatts

SIZES OF

-

normal

rated

capacity,

using the steam economy for the points of normal
loading and all reduced to a common basis, namely,
(gauge) initial pressure, 28.5 inches
185 pounds
vacuum (30 inches bar.), and 150° F. superheat.
This curve illustrates the well-known fact that the
ratio of the energy losses to normal capacity decreases with the increasing size of units, just as the
same ratio varies with the load on a given unit,
Corrections on these curves were based upon the
following values, derived from actual tests, when
all the conditions of operation, except those under
trial, were maintained as nearly constant as practicable

:

vacuum,

One-inch

=

between

26

5 per cent, effect upon
Fourteen degrees F. superheat

inches

inches

water

^

i

and

30

rate.

per cent,

effect

upon water rate.
Ten pounds of boiler pressure between 150 and
185 pounds ^0.5 per cent, effect upon water rate.
Difference between 185 and 200 pounds boiler
pressure

negligible.

is

The

following corrections for departure from
contract conditions during a test of a 7,500-kilowatt
Westinghouse-Parsons turbine in the plant of the

New York

Edison Company were made:
pounds high
correction.
cent, in water rate.
Vacuum, 0.69 inch low
correction,
cent, in water rate.
Superheat, 4.25 degrees low
correction,
cent, in water rate.
Pressure,

=
^

^.y-z

^

0.25 per
1.84

per

0.29 per

It will be noticed that the influence of the variation in steam pressure is apparently much greater

with the Parsons, type of machine and the influence
of variations in vacua much less, than in the per-

W-

^

<^ V<r-

500
500
750
necessitated a correction
f7

d

••v?

-t^

The accompanying

curves, .Fig. 2, present the
relative steam economies of these three units in a
very interesting manner.
It will be seen that the
scale of the vertical ordinate, representing "Water
Rate," is continuous, thus giving a direct comparison of the units, all values of the steam economy
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formancc of the Curtis type. There is j)ractically
no difference in the allowance made for superheat.
It
appears, upon careful consideration, that the
turbine which governs by virtual throttling, would
not be improved to any considerable degree by increases in pressure. Furthermore, the influence of
vacua might be expected to be much greater than
stated, concluding from experience with other machines.
In Fig. 4 is presented the relation of water rate
various Westinghouse-Parsons turbine units,
of
plotted upon the same basis as the curve in Fig. 3.
marked contrast between Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 'S
immediately noted; a difference in water rate of
3!^ pounds existing between the 1,000 and the 8,000kilowalt luiits of the Curtis pattern, and but 0.5
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STIIAM-KCONOMV TBSTS OP THREB CURTIS
TURHINES AT FISK STREET STATIO.N, CHICAGO.

FIG, 2,

pound difference over the same range of rapacities
This may
in the Westinghouse-Parsons machines.
understood after a consideration of the constructive features of the two patterns of turbines.
In the .Westinghouse-Parsons pattern, the larger
units arc but magnified copies, if you please, of
the smaller sizes, and thus Ihe energy lo.>ises bear
the same relation to the capacity in any sized unit.
On the other hand, the smaller Curtis turbine units
he

//

a

AliMract of a paper read l>cforc the Western Society
ot EnKinccrj* on May 6, 1908.
Profe»M>r Thorpe is connected wifh the fjcpartmcnt o( ntccliiinical engineering of
the Ltnivcr»ity of Illinois.
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We

CROSS-SECTIONAL DIAGRAM OF CURTIS
STEAM TURBINE.

is

il
^,e

contract

I

It

\ ,.«.

to build
installed in the

Another

the

is

8.

The curve in Fig. 3 was constructed from the
load curves of four Curtis turbines o'f 1,000, 2,250,

consideration of some particular installations
with the results of steam economy tests will indicate the measure of success that has attended the
recent development of steam" turbine practice.
In 1902, after very careful consideration of the
steam turbine problem, the then Commonwealth'
Electric Company of Chicago purchased the first
5,000-kilowatt machine that was built. Just previous
to this the Westinghouse company had taken the

-

to ihe basis indicated.

1908

flatness of the load curve
noticeable in No. 4, but less
markedly, and the tendency to give a wide range
of economy with a considerable range of load is
hardly perceptible in the first unit. It is difficult to
say what the results would have been in the latter
case had the load been increased to 75 per cent,
overload, as in the case of No. 8.
These curves
serve better than words to illustrate the remarkable development in the design and operation of
large turbine units of this type during the past five
years.

for unit No..

Steam Turbine Performance.

In 18S9 De Laval, whose name is closely linked
with that of Parsons in steam-turbine development,
secured his patents on the present expanding nozzle
used .with the De Laval machines. A patent on
the expanding nozzle, as applied to injectors, had

FIG.

feature

16,

•

May

I'l.

1

WRSTRRN
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oonslriu-livily c|iiiK' clilTi-iiMil fimii the lartii.-r
and Ihc ratio of I'lUTKy lossi'S lo capacily

arc

iiiaoliiiics,

urcalcr in liu' sinalliM- si/cs.
is cxcccilinKly iiniH>rlanl, as siiKKCSIcd above,
accurate means be secured for rediiciilK Ibe
llial
performance lo a common basis for pnriioses of
comparison, wbctlier various types ami .sizes of
units are invcdved. or the aRrcement of actual performance witli Riiarantces in contr.-icis is in qncsFor these purposes "performance curves"
lion.
should always be dclcrmiiied wbicli will present
the variation in economy, due to clianKinx conditions of vacua, superlual. pressure, etc.
For some reasons it would he desir.ahle to present
performance and load curves ftir many other turbines that arc now playing an important part in
is

It

the tlesi(;n aitd operation

o.f

power

plants.

Nmner-

ons comparisons, however, have indicated that the
curves here presented for the Curtis and VVestiuRhouse-rar.sons machines, representing, as they do.
the two chief types of turbines, are characteristic,
both in form and in the absolute values .siven, of
all steam turbines of their respective types.
Before passing from the consideration of steam
economy, it will be well to consider examples of
the numerous smaller machines that are attracting

Among

.ittcntion.

the

turbines

of

this

class

that

have appeared quite recently are the Kerr, the
product of the Kerr Steam Turbine Company of
the Sturtevant. recently perN. Y.
Wellsville.
fcctcil, and now being vigorously supported by the
Company,
.'md the Terry, built
Sturtevant
B. F.
by the Terry Steam Turbine Company of Hartford.
Conn. These small machines are all of the multist.age impulse type, the Kerr applying the principle
of the Pelton wheel and all of the others mentioned being modifications of the Riedler-Stumpf
;

pattern.

These small machines are designed for relatively
small capacities of from 15 to 200 brake horsepower, and usually for some special application, such
as driving direct-current electric generators, blowers, centrifugal pumps, etc., and where close regulation is desirable at comparatively high speeds.
In general, they are designed to operate non-conwith saturated steam, and under such
densing,
conditions give practically the same steam economy
as a well-designed high-speed
of similar capacity.

reciprocating engine

LOW-PKESSURE TuRIilNES.

A

of plants have been installed more or
less recently that have employed low-pressure turbines as prime movers, which are operating on the
e.xhaust steam from reciprocating engines in the
same station. By this means great economy is
effected in the use of the steam, and a saving of
practically 65 per cent, may be effected by the use
Practically
of a high-vacua condensing equipment.
turbines of large capacity
all of the builders of
have developed a low-pressure turbine, and these
are playing a prominent part in the design of
power-plant extensions. One of the prominent installations of low-pressure turbines is in the power
station of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.
This machine is an 8oo-kilo\vatt Curtis turbine
unit operating on the exhaust from Corliss engines
and utilizing a vacuum of 28 inches. The guarantee provides that the steam consumption per
kilowatt-hour shall not exceed 36 pounds at full
load, and 40 pounds at half load.
Tests that have
been made indicate a water rate well within the
guarantee. Tests' made in the shops of the Westinghouse company upon a 1.250-kilowatt low-pressure unit have resulted in a water rate of 30 pounds
per brake-horsepower-hour, this being the equivalent of appro.xiinately 38 pounds per kilowatt-hour.

number

He.\t Efficiencies.

&

Robinson, Ltd., of England, builders
efficient type of reciprocating
experimenting for some years
upon improvements in the Parsons type of turbine.
Results have been secured that are very satisfactory
to the builders, and they are now doing a large
Willans

of a popular and
engine, have been

A

contract recently entered into
for the construction and erection
of a 3.ooo-kilow-att unit contained a performance
guarantee clause, stipulating a water rate of 12.9
pounds per kilowatt-hour. No data were presented
with reference to the conditions of operation, but
by reference to the curves from which Fig. 3 is
deduced it can be seen that this is equal to the
best performance of the 8,000-kilowatt Curtis turturbine business.

by this

company

bine.

Now, just what does it mean for a turbine to
develop a kilowatt at the switchboard on a steam
consumption of 12.9 pounds per hour? This is the
equivalent of 9.54 pounds per electrical horsepower,
or with a generator efficiency of 96 per cent, it
is the equivalent of 9.17 pounds of steam per brakehorsepower-hour; further, assuming a mechanical
efficiency of 94 per cent, for the prime mover, it
is the equivalent of 8.62 pounds per indicated horsepower-hour, certainly a commendable performance.
According to the British standard, as recommended
in the report of the committee of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers on Standard Code
for steam-engine tests, this performance gives a
thermal efficiency of 21.4 per cent., closely approaching the best performance of internal-combustion
engines. The "potential efficiency" of heat

I-.I.RrTRICIAN

aiiBfaclory hasi*
eciRliics pre
in.im.ii
inciency" jiisl difiof coniparisiMi ih.tn
cnssed. This etViciency is deliiicd
the ratio of
the ideal to the aeliial lieat chauRe per unit of
IMiwcr.
AsiiuiiiiiiR
an absoliile pressure of 11/)
piiumU, 150 (k'Rret'S I', superheat and a vaeumn,
referred to ,10-incli b.iromelir, of 2<) inches, tinaliove water rale is tli-.' e<|niv;deiil of a potenli;d
efficiency of dy.y per cent, based upon enerRy de
livered lo llic switcliboanl and 75 per cent, based
uprui indicated horsepowir de<luced a.s explained
.ibove.
In comparison i; is interestiuR lo note lh.it
1,000-indicated-horsepower
the
official
trial
of a
donble-actiuR, lwin-compr>uiul Schmi<lt engine, oper.iliuR on 155 pounds initial steam pressure, 25.4inch vacuum and .Vio dcRrees I'"., superheat, gave
This reprea potential efficiency of ^3..? per cent.
sents the best modern practice.
Thus it will be seen that we arc fast appro.iclling the limit of economy in the jirime mover itself,
and future developments must be looked for in the
steam Renenilor. (Ireater economy must be secured
It is significant
in the performance of the boilers.
that practically the same rated boiler capacity was
installed for the first 5.000-kilowatt unit in tile Fisk
Street station of the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago as, three years later, was installed
operate the S,ooo-kilowatt units. This points
to
to developments in boiler practice as well as to
rem.-irkablc advances in the large turbo units.
.

<

.'i'l

Boiler Economy.
In most plants the steam-driven .auxiliaries do
not furnish enough exhaust steam to heat the feed
water above 120° F. The possibility of increasing
economy by using hot feed w-ater lias liecn taken
advantage of in some cases by the installation of
economizers, tliough their ultimate practicability
Other
still
remains a much-discussed question.
steam from the second or
cii,gineers have taken
third stage of the turbines to increase the feedwater temperature, and this without suffering a
deleterious effect in economy.
In a recent article before the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers. Mr. J. T. Findlay presented a very interesting discussion of experiments
with double-stoker boilers in the power plant of
the Interborough Rapid Transit Company of New
York city, made under the general supervision of
Mr. H, G. Stott, superintendent of motive power
of the Interborough company. These boilers were

500-horsepower units, set with two Roney stokers,
one as in the standard setting and the other at the
rear at a somewhat lower level. The horizontal
baffling w-as so arranged that the gases from both
stokers intermixed and traversed the same passes
over the heating surface. This increase in volume
of .gases, with the resultant higher velocity, effected
an increase in capacity of 80 per cent., with no
appreciable difference in overall efficiency.
This suggests what is very much discussed,
namely, the possibility of securing a greater amount
of work from our boilers. It leads to the prediction
that we are rapidly approaching the point when

we

3' (5

sysloni

just

company

The

iliitciifiKcil.

KUiraiitcei

of

tin

cnnleiiiplatc coniiiiu>>u>, opcr.illon ai
capacity.
It smns rea'.oii.'ible to •iupprjfir

will

uinximiim

that this method of raiinR will stum Roverii the
practice of all builders if iurliiiif«, |iarlicularly <>f
units of larRc capacity.

VH.NTII..MION

01-

(JK.VKII.MOKS,

The operation of tiirbo-alteniators
periods

al

llieir

niaxi-

of

considerable Icllglli
has caused some little concern rcRarding llie ventilation of the Reneralors, on account of the unusual increase in leinpernturc of the windiuRS, in
a niiinlirr of instances.
In the vertical machines
where the generator is placed ufwn a low stool
directly above the turbine and separated from it
by a .short distance, various systems have been
used with varying degrees of success until now a
special duct is sometimes provided for the inlroduclion of cool air, the flow being superinduced
by the draft of the rotating element. It can be seen
that the problem presented is more complex in
this instance than in the case of the horizontal
machine. In the latter type of turbine the closed
type of generator has become quite popular. This
form of construction permits the application of a
very effectual closed forced or induced-draft system
with the blower on the generator. In some cases
this is supplemented by an independently driven
blower to reduce the heating effect during period.*
when unavoidably heavy overloads occur. This
careful attention to generator ventilation insures
greater safety and makes possible the attainment
of an overload margin hitherto quite impracticable
;nid unsafe.
capacity

niiim

for

.

Conclusion.
10 recent sieamturbinc development have been discussed. There
are many others that might be profitably considered
at this lime, such as improvements and inventions
pertaining to system of governing, methods adopted
for securing blades to the stationary and rotary
elements to prevent dangerous stripping, new devices for balancing end thrust in horizontal machines, the design and operation of large condensing units, etc. All of these are of importance
and constitute the distinguishing features in particular machines, but lack of space prevents a discussion of them at this time.
In conclusion, it should not be said or inferred
that the steam turbine is supplanting the steam
engine in the broad field of the latter's usefulness,
nor that the days of the "old reliable" are numbered. Certain it is, however, that for electric
generation for all purposes, particularly in large
units, the steam turbine of the past decade has
.A

number of matters pertaining

pro\'cn

its

superiority.

Two

Tributes to Mr. Kreidler.

sincere sorrow that we record the
of Mr. Willi.am Ainsley Kreidler, founder
principal
proprietor of the Western Elec*
* In 18S7 he established the Westtrician.
It

is

w-ith

death

and

"^^

water-tube boilers on a
of heating surface, per
horsepower instead of 10, as now used. Experiments such as are now being, made, of wdiich the
one cited is a good example, foreshadow the design and operation of larger boiler units, the reconsideration of generally accepted theories regarding heat transmission through boiler-heating
surface, and the redesign of boiler settings that
have been standard for years. There must be a
constant striving for better evaporative performance
for a decrease in the radiation and unaccounted-for losses in boiler practice, if this factor
in power-plant development is to keep pace with
the modern prime movers.

ern Electrician, a journal that has always been a
warm friend of our association, and to wdiich we
are greatly indebted for hearty support at all times
and for many kindly courtesies, ilr. Kreidler was
also identified with many other interests, both business and social, and will be greatly missed by his
many friends and associates. From the April Bulletin of the National Electric Light Association,

R.VTING OF StE.VJI Tl'REINES.

from its inception, and under his skilful guidance
became an acknowledged authority in the discussion of matter within its province.
He had the
faculty of organization and gathered about him a
competent staff' of assistants, under whose management the paper will be conducted in the future,
and the fabric which his genius created w-ill continue in its course, a monument to his methods
and policy-.
Successful in his chosen profession, Mr. Kreidler
showed his ability in other directions and em-

will

of

basis

be

al:Ie

five

to

rate

square

feet

;

An

inspection of the performance curves suggests
significant fact pertaining- to the rating of
steam turbines. The ma.ximum steam economy is
obtained at loads varying from 115 to 130 per cent,
of the rated capacity of the units, and no considerable increase in w^ater rate occurs at 150 per
cent, of the normal rating.
This is in direct contrast to the conditions which obtain in reciprocatingengine practice, where increasing the load above
the normal rating or point of maximum economy,
brings about a marked increase in the water rate.
The reciprocating units are designed to sustain a
certain overload for a period of time, usually 50
per cent, for two hours, but it is obvious that this
maximum cajjacity should not form the basis for
normal rating. In the light of these facts, a change
is being effected in the system of rating turbines,
and it will not be long until such rating will be
based upon the continuous maximum operating
capacity instead of upon a normal load basis of
the turbines, and generators will be installed capable of such continuous operation. It will be seen
that this will not present a radical departure from
the practice which now obtains with reference to
some prime movers, such as gas engines or water
turbines, -where the best performance occurs at
points of maximum capacity, and w-here guarantees
of performance seldom contemplate any considerable
a

very"

overload capacity.
The General Electric

Company

net

the

part

in

effecting

taking a promichanges in the rating
is

—

Having an
West for an

idea

that

electrical

there was a field in
journal^ he founded

the
the

Western Electrician, with which he was identified,
and its ruling spirit, until his death.
Owing to
energy and ability, the paper presented

his untiring

the unusual

instance

of being

a

financial

success

barked in other enterprises, always with satisfactory results, and was an example of the progress
of the careful and shrewd man of business.
In
the midst of business cares he found time for the
e.Kercise of his inventive genius, and as a result of
his efforts in that direction had taken out one or
more patents. He also was a considerable student
of literature and the natural sciences, and, in brief,
an instance of the combination of the business man.
the scholar and inventor. From the May Proceedings of the A.merican Institute of Electrical Engi-

—

neers.

meeting of the illeventh District of the InIndependent Telephone Association in Seymour. William F, Quails of the Decatur County
Independent Telephone Company read a paper on
.At

a

diana

"Unprofitable

Business,"

dealing

expressly

free ser\-icc between exchanges and unlimited
of subscribers' equipment by non-subscribers.
clearing-house proposition was also discussed.

-with

use
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The Wagner

Electric Manufacturing

Company.
By Thos.

T.

Richards.

1890 two young electrical engineers, Mr. H.
A. Wagner and Mr. Ferd. Scliwedtmann, appreciating the fact that at that time there was no
satisfactory alternating-current fan motor on the
market, began in a small shop, in a very small
way, the manufacture of desk fans. Strict attention to business and a careful conservation of tlieir
energies, and good fortune in getting the repair
work of a large central station, attracted other
In

May

with the adjacent ground, which was used for
storage purposes, was outgrown three years ago,
when a careful search was made throughout the
city of St. Louis and the surrounding country for
a favorable factory site which would be suitable
for the erection of an entirely new and modern

1908

department necessary and raised by an elevator to
the particular spot where it is wanted. This prevents the great mass of crowding and trucking
through the aisles, whicli is generally observed in
large plants, and thus obviates the distraction of
the

workman's attention from his individual task.
buildings, as shown on the plan, are as

The

plant.

New

follows:

Hillside Plant.

The company's new

Hillside
Station, and is about Soo feet west of the city
limits.
The site comprises about 14 acres and is
admirably located as regards sunlight and fresh

and

air,

16,

has

plant

unsurpassed

located

is

shipping

at

facilities.

Power

One

90 by 100 feet.
shop. Present portion 80 by
120 feet, having open erection hay on the west side

No,

5

plant.

story,

—Transformer

In

addition to this, it is located almost within a very
excellent residence neighborhood.
careful study
was given to the first layout of the plant. The
final
plan which was adopted is shown in the
general-plan drawing given herewith. It is believed
that it will result in a minimum cost of manufacture, together with opportunity for almost in-

A

definite expansion.

Materials are received at the north end of the
plant and stored in the material warehouse called
the Rough Stores Building. All castings from the
foundry will either be stored in this rough stores
building, or will pass through it en route to the

workshops.
Ongiiitii bCL.it;

.iiid

idctoiy o£

1S90.

Tile Piaiu

ill

lyco.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
toward them.

capital

These two young men con-

ducted their fan business in a small store, a picture
of which

is

Individual factory buildings are located at right
angles to the rough stores building, the material
for each building being carried in the stores building at such particular place as will insure its being
loaded directly onto trucks running into the individual factory buildings. These factory buildings

shown herewith.

After having been in business a year, it very
soon became apparent that additional capital was
This was forthcoming, and 'the Wagner
desirable.
Electric Manufacturing Company was incorporated
for these two young men that
station whose repair work they were
was one of the foremost in developing
It
was repairing
alternating-current distribution.
the transformers of this company that first showed
the Wagner company the faults of other transformThe Wagner comers and how to remedy them.

was fortunate

It

central

handling

made its repaired transformers even better
than the new article, and its research and development in this line of apparatus led it into new
pau)^

forms of construction. This naturally led to transformers of the company's own design, and the introduction of the transformer department necessitated increasing the plant 200 per cent.
The 'company was very successful. The

of the

work

in

results
the experimental department began

throughout

Its

length,

with traveling-crane

service,

and 40-foot gallery on the east side.
No. 6 Punch shop. Present length 90 by 14.1
feet, two stories
sawtooth-roof construction.
No. 7 Motor shop. One hundred by 312 feel,
having open central bay 50 feet wide, with traveling crane throughout its length, and side galleries
sawtooth-rcof construction.
25 feet in width
No. 10 Half of rough stores building. Present
length 40 by 272 feet, two stories.
No. 12 Service building. Fifty by 100 feet, two
stories and basement.
No. 13 Office building. Forty by 150 feet, three
stories and basement
fireproof throughout.
All of* these buildings have been designed for
maocimum light and free ventilation, and It Is believed that no artificial light will be necessary
throughout the entire plant.
The heating system is hot water under forced

—
—

—
—
—

in 1891.

the

SECOND-STORY PLAN, SERVICE BUILDING, HILLSIDE
WORKS.

;

;

:

first-floor plan, administration building,
hillside works.
have been laid out as units in themselves, no parcompleted product being transferred from
one building to another for completion.
The entire layout is arranged so that as the
business expands, new factory units can be added
and the work reclassed according to the type and
will be noticed that buildings
It
size of same.
Nos. S and 6 are arranged for easy expansion,
which expansion will simply complete the general
working plan as originally laid out. Buildings Nos.
7 and S, when extended, will be connected by a
tially

circulation, with temperature controlled by engineer
at the power plant.
This heating installation is

very

complete,

and

is

guaranteed

facturer, the Evans-Almirall
buildings at 70 'degrees.

An

by

Company,

the

manu-

to keep the

Independent system of drinking-water pipes

is

.

carried throughout the plant, and drinking water
supplied under a continuous circulation at a
is
temperature of 60 degrees, this being maintained
by a refrigerating machine driven by a Wagner
single-phase motor. The temperature regulation of
this machine Is entirely automatic.
Drinking fountains are located at sufliclently frequent and convenient points throughout all buildings to bring a
supply to within 50 feet of every employe, the

water coming up

in a cup provided with a drain
that a workman may obtain a drink from a
stream of water under pressure, without fear of
contamination, as no cups are used, the stream of
water only being brought in contact with the lips.
Tw^o drainage systems are provided. All surface
water is carried direct Into a branch of the River
Des Peres, which runs along the east side of the

so

factory tract. All sewage from the plant is carried
through a septic tank, wlilch is shown on the plan,
for reduction and purification, and thereafter discharged into a branch of the River Des Peres.
The equipment for fire protection includes a 75.ooo-gallon steel tank, 100 feet In the air, located
immediately over a 150,000-gallon surface storage reservoir, this reservoir being located adjacent to the

power

plant.

Other

fire-fighting

equipment

is
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GENERAL PLAN OF HILLSIDE WORKS OF WAGNER ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANV.
make themselves

felt in the introduction of the
single-phase motor ever put upon
the market.
The success with which this motor
was received made necessary the further addition
to the buildings, which, in 1900, had reached the
respectable dimensions shown in the picture.
In 1896 several central-station clients of the company enlisted its assistance in remodeling and improving their alternating-current switchboard meters.
Thi-s practically forced the Wagner company to
design a line of such devices, and this line rapidly
grew beyond the utmost expectations of the company, and lent its part in compelling the company
to provide an absolutely new plant.
The old plant of the Wagner company, together

to

first

successful

transverse extension, which will probably be used
as an erecting shop.
All of the buildings are served with traveling
cranes operated with Wagner three-phase niolors,
and arc further filled with hand cranes and air
hoists, to further the expeditious handling of material and finished product.
particular feature in the layout of this plant
which is producing great results is the .system
of subways which connects the various buildings
and departments. This system of subways runs as
indicated in the general plan, and is served by
elevators located at various points throughout the
plant, the material being dropped down from the
factory floor to the subway, there transferred to any

A

TKANSFUH.MKR SHOP, SHOWING
STRUCTION.

May
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file

dcparlmcnt

been

lias

organized

and

servicu should a fuL' lireak out at any
In addition to 15 twintime ilmhiK factory lioui's.
stations, the entire factory Is ccjulppi'd with
plui,'
(hllkil

an

for

interior

system

of

water

pi[)es

with

spi'inkler
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Commoiiwcallh

main floor of litis l>uildiiiR, the coil windiiiif and
insniation processes lieinK eondncted in the gallery.
Tile Instnnnenl shop is un the second door immediiitely over the ptnieh shop, No. 6.
The siihway is iloniile-tracked, with turntables

Triisl

Compriiiy,

and

Mercantile

Trust Cunipany.
Mr, Jaineii \V.

Ucll, iMenilicr of board of National
of Commerce, and member of board and
nianaKer of savinns (Je|iartincnt of Mercantile Trnsl

Bank

Cuni])any.
^

Mr.

J.

t.

Van

IJIarcoin, prcDidcnt

National Bank

of Coninicrcc.

Mr, 'I'lios, n. Weal, preiident St. Louii Union
Trust Company,
Mr. James Caniiibcll, capitalist; conlrollinK spirit

numerous lar^e corporations, and president of
I'owcr Transmission Company.
Mr. Albert Blair, secretary and counsel of llic
W.inncr F.lectric ManufacturinK Company; director
:iiid attorney
for numerous industrial companies.
Mr. W, A. Layman, vice-president anil general

of

the Telluride

m.'uiager.

The president of tlic company, Mr. Dodd, who
has piloted the financial interests of (he corporation
through its various stages of development, is one
of Si. Louis' iiioneer business men. His name has
been identified with all the foremost commercial
movements of the city for 50 years. Mr. Uodd
organized the first large alternating central-station
in the West, the Missouri Edison Company of -St. Louis, for years the foremost example,
west of New York, of central-station distribution
by alternating currents. The business of tlie Missouri Edison Company first directed his attention
to the manufacturing of electrical devices.
TTie engineering and administrative staff has undergone gradual evolution. The directory heads
have changed from time to time, until today the
rests largely upon men %vho
.active organization
have been developed in the company's own plant,

company

of

all

whom

are well

known

in

electrical

fields.

Mr. W. A. Layman, vice-president and general
manager, is a graduate of the Rose Polytechnic
Institute, having been graduated in 1892, taking
In 1894 he was given the dea degree of B. S.
gree of M. S., and in 1896 E. E. Mr. Layman is
a

full

member

of the

American

Institute of

Elec-

Engineers and past-president of the Engineering Club of St. Louis. He began his work with
the Wagner company in September, 1892, as draftsman, serving successfully as the head of the engineering department, assistant superintendent, assistant manager, and as general manager of all departments since 1902. Mr. Layman was elected vicetrical

Iain

Machine

HILLSIDE

Sliop,
Looking North.
Genera! View, Looking East from Railroad Tracks.

WORKS OF WAGNER ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY

The outside water supply to the fire pump
heads.
consists of an eight-inch connection with service
pipes of the St. Louis County Water Company.

Welfare Work.
Believing that the best work could be obtained
from factory employes if they had pleasant surroundings, a radical departure from, previous practice was made at the new plant in providing a
service building.
This consists of a three-story
brick building, in the basement of which are located the lockers of all employes working in the
factory, and a limited number of toilets (the main
The
toilets being scattered through the buildings).
factory employes pass through tiie service building
making
change
they
in entering the plant,
such
as
wish in their clothing, each employe having at his
disposal a steel locker, for wdiich he alone has
the
key. Heating pipes
are carried underneath
these lockers, for the purpose of drying out such
clothing- as may be damp wdien coming to work.
The employes are recjuired to use the service
building for lunch purposes, as ample lunch facilities have been provided on the second floor, each
department being assigned tables, where the emThe
ployes may eat their lunches at their leisure.
company provides a light lunch, which is sold to
the employes at cost, the purchase of which, however, is entirely optional.
In the center of this
room is a serving counter, from which milk, coffee,
sandwiches, pies, etc., are served, the company furnishing all the china and tableware used in the
service of the lunches.
It
was deemed advisable to install the lunch
feature of the service building for the double purpose of shortening the noon rest hour to 30 minutes, permitting the men to get off duty 30 minutes
earlier in the evening; to forestall the rapid encroachment of the lunch saloon, and also to avoid
the accumulation of lunch refuse in the factory
proper. This arrangement has succeeded admirably
and meets with the hearty indorsement of the factory hands.

serving the elevators. There are frequent switchovers, so that trucks may be sent from one track
This subway
to the other as the occasion demands.
also serves to carry the various power and lighting
feeders, together with the refrigerator and water
This subway is entirely of the concrete
supply.

form

of construction.
plant includes one 250-kilowatt, three-

The power

440-volt, (5o-cycle, alternating-current generdirect-connected to a tandem compound Corand, for testing purposes, one 100engine

phase,
ator,
liss

and

one

S.

single-phase, no-volt alternator,
500-volt, direct-current gen-

133-cycle,

50-kilowatt,

the

which
7,
main machine shop, shows the interior conbuilding
this
and it will be noted that
gallery on each side. This building is

feet, the galleries being 25 feet in the
building, as shown by the birdseye- view,
has a sawtooth roof, the vertical panels facing th£
north.
The building is served through its entire
length by a lo-ton crane, operated by three-phase
Wagner motors. The space underneath the galleries
and the galleries proper are served by 28 hand
cranes, each one of which serves a limited area.
This shop is equipped with the most up-to-date
machinery known to the trade.
An interior view of a corner of the transformer
shop building is shown. Noteworthy is the heavy
steel construction, together with loading platform,
so that the overhead crane may serve the gallery.
The heavy and large transformers are built on the

100 by 312

clear.

The

Robbins, AsGeneral

sistant

W.

S.

Thomas,

Treasurer.

Manager.
A.

H.

Timmerman,

Chief Engineer.

The view looking down building No.
struction,
carries a

W.

M. Dodd, President.

General Details.
is

struction.
He left that company in July, 1906, to
associate himself with the Wagner company.
Mr. W. S. Thomas, treasurer, is a graduate of
the Illinois State LTni^'ersity, having had 14 years'

;

kilowatt,

erator.

The output

is

Personnel.

As the apparatus of the company steadily underwent complete evolution, so also did the active
personnel of the staff. It is a notable fact that the
board of directors of the company is today probably
the most representative of any corporation in the
city of St. Louis, as shown in the following list:
Mr. S. M. Dodd, capitalist, president of the
Electric

W. Bergenthal,
Assistant Manager
of Sales.

V.

C.

A. Layman. Vice-president and General

Manager.

E. Lord, Superintendent.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
by Wagexperience as the manager and

entirely controlled

ner switchboard indicating instruments, and measured by Sangamo integrating meters. The boilerplant equipment consists of two Heine boilers with
American chain grate driven by Wagner singlephase motors.

Wagner

president of the organization in 1908.
Mr. W. Robbins, assistant general manager, is
a graduate of the University of Michigan, class
of 1896, having taken the electrical engineering
course. Immediately after his graduation he entered the organization of the Western Electric
Company of Chicago, serving in almost every capacity from salesman to superintendent of con-

Manufacturing Company, member
Bank of Commerce,

of the boards of the National

financial head of
one of the largest wholesale coffee establishments
in the West.
Mr. Thomas' connection with the
Wagner company dates from December, 1907.
M'r. A. H. Timmerman, chief engineer, is a grad-

uate of the College of th-e City of New York
(B. S., 1891), afterward graduating from Cornell
University in 1892, taking degree of M. M'. E. in
Mr. Timmerman was instructor of physics
1893.
and electrical engineering in 1893-94 in the Washington University of St. Louis, and was professor
of physics and electrical engineering in the School
of Mines and Metallurgy, University of Missouri,
RoUa, Mo., from 1S94 to 1899. In 1899 Mr. Timmerman entered the organization of the Wagner
company as electrical engineer, being made assistant
superintendent in 1900 and superintendent in 1902.

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

39S
Mr. Tinimerma succeeded In llie position of chief
engineer in 190S.
Mr. C. B. Lord, superintendent, was associated
for se\-en years with the General Electric Company, as general foreman of the train-control department and test department. After leaving the
General Electric Company Mr. Lord served as
assistant superintendent with the A'ictor 'J'alking
M'achine Company of Camden, N. J., associating
himself with the Wagner company December, 1906.
Mr. V. VV. Bergenthal, assistant manager of
sales, is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin
B, S. E.), havmg taken a post-graduate
(,1897,
course in 1898 with a degree of E. E. Mr. Bergenthal was associated with the Stanley-G. I. Electric

Manufacturing

various
himself

Company

for

five

departments. Mr.
Bergenthal
with the Wagner company in

years,
in
associated

November.

1004.

of turning a threaded taper collar which draws
the two metal members together through the medium of the taper-headed plug and the externally
threaded socket, thus insuring a tight-fitting joint.
I he standard size is designed to carry 650 amperes.
This type of head is recommended when the disconnecting feature is required for loads above
150 amperes.
It is well adapted for street-railway

work.
It

The three-conductor type is shown in Fig. 4.
is made detachable or without the disconneciing
The required number of single-conductor

feature.

are mounted in a cast-iron lid, completely
sealed in. The iron lid is so formed as to fit over
the top of an iron pot or hopper approximately
The opening through which the
10 inches high.
three-conductor cable enters the hopper is approximately three inches in diameter in the standard
pot-head, and this size is supplied for all sizes of
cable up to 3 inches.
For considerably smaller
cables an iron bushing is provided. Larger sizes are
made to order. The manufacturer says that this
form of pot-head, when properly installed, will give

heads

'

Porcelain Pot-heads of Recent Design.
The G. & W. Electric Specialty Company of
12S West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, has recently placed on the market some new porcelain
pot-heads
for making connections between highvoltage overhead lines and lead cables, which are of

considerable interest.
Fig. I is a cross-section of a single-conductor
detachable pot-head.
It is contended that the use
of the porcelain sleeve results in a much higher
degree of insulation than is possible with the lead
sleeve, and the porcelain cup serves to protect the
compound in the sleeve from the action of the elements.
The device is recommended as suitable for
use on voltages of 2,ooo to 20,000.
The detachable
feature is also of value.
It is not necessary to cut
connections at the risk of having them left unsoldered by the repair man. If trouble is suspected,
the "trouble" man merely removes the cap from
the tube until he has tested. If no trouble is found
the cap is replaced and the entire installation is
left in good working order.
It is said that the

satisfaction

on

ground cable

potentials

underwithstand
These types of pot-heads

as

high

now manufactured

as

any

will

is, about 20,000 volts.
have been in use for over two years.

that

A New Westinghouse

Rotary Converter.

direct-current voltage delivered by a rotary
converter usually bears a fixed ratio to the alternating-current supply. In light and power work

May
small alternating-current generator, the
poles of the latter being supported by

from the frame of the rotary-converter

i6.

igo8
and

field

a

bracket

The

field.

alternating-current regulating armature is carried
on the same shaft with and between the armature
of the rotary converter and the slip rings, and
therefore requires no separate collector or brushholder mechanism. The field coils are excited by
current from the sub-station bus-bars.
The direct-current voltage can be either raised
or lowered by altering or reversing the field excitation of the alternating-current-generator portion
of the inachine in a similar manner to that adopted
in controlling the voltage of an alternating-current
generator. The sole difference lies in the fact that
the synchronous regulator is designed so that the
normal direct-current voltage is delivered with normal voltage on the alternating-current side without
any excitation of the regulator field. The directcurrent voltage is increased or decreased by altering the strength or the polarity of the regulator
field exciting current.
The advantage of this method of controlling the
direct-current potential lies in the wide range of
accurate control which can be secured without affecting the power factor of the circuit and the compactness of the arrangement, The' value of the
close control of the direct-current voltage is apparent.

The

A New Tungsten

Diffusing Cluster.
demand for a large lighting unit of
approximately the same power as the enclosed arc
lamp, the General Electric Company has perfected
the tungsten "Economy" diffusing cluster. This

To

fill

the

in addition, a light of variable inwith a wide range of voltage adjustments,
without mechanical change.
The difluser is designed primarily to carry six
tungsten lamps suspended in a vertical position.

unit

provides,

tensity,

Alternating-current Side,

Showing Synclironons Regulator.

NEW WESTINGHOUSE

ROTARY.

on the directcurrent feeders be maintained constant without reto the variations in the alternating-current
voltage, and several methods have been devised
Rotary converters are
for regulating the potential.
often compound wound, and this, when accompanied
alternating-current
reactance
on
the
suitable
by a
side, has been the only automatic method of voltage
regulation which did not entail considerable auxiliary
Potential and induction regulators are used
wiring.
Although these devices can
in many installations.
be fitted up to control the voltage automatically,
they not only occupy considerable space, but at the
same time add a large amount to the auxiliary
wiring required.
The Westinghouse rotary converter with synchronous voltage regulator is designed to supply,
in one compact, simple and efficient machine, an
it

is

essential

the

that

potential

gard

TUNGSTEN "ECONOMY" DIFFUSER, CHAIN
Very good

SUSPENSION*.

however, can be obtained by
the use of either tantalum or carbon-filament lamps.
When the latter are used the platform carrying the
lamps can be readily lowered without taking the
fixture apart. This adjustable feature makes the
results,

fixture universal for all lypes of incandescent lamps.
The illustration shows the standard 26-inch clusThe diffuser is made of steel, coated with
white porcelain enamel on the under side and black
on the top. The supporting reflector is made of brass
wilh a nickel finish and carries springs to compensate for expansion or variation in the size of
the globes. The casing is finished in streaked oxidized copper. When desired, a streaked oxidized
silver or verde-antique finish can be supplied.
The 39-inch or mill-type diffuser is identically the
same as the 26-inch, except that the diffuser is
larger, and instead of being finished in porcelain
enamel is coated wilh wliite-zinc enamel. For store
lighting, the 26-inch diffuser is recommended, and
for mill and factory work the 39-inch gives more
satisfactory results as regards distribution and diffusion.
Tt has been found from experience that the 39inch tungsten Economy diffusing cluster gives excellent results for mill lighting wlien equipped with
three lOO-walt tungsten lamps. This permits, for
the same energy, somewhat closer spacing than .irc
ter.

Fig.

^

I.

Cross-sirclion

Fig.

Siiiglc-cunductor Uctachable Type.

2.

Digram of

Single-

Fig.

conductor Type witlloul
Disconneciing Feature.

Cross-section
3.
Dclacliable Type for

Heavy

.

of

l-'it;.

4.

Tlnee-eond'.K-Iur

Type.

Current.

PORCEL.^IN POT-HEADS OF RECENT DESIGN.
slip contact in

type of pot-head will carry 150
amperes without undue heating; also that the pothead can be submerged in water when set in a
this

vertical position.

When
"

the disconnecting

and a cheaper pot-head

is

feature is nol required,
desired, the device is

supplied

without the metal connecting parts.
The
cap and tube have holes large enough (o allow
them to be slipped over the weatherproof or rubbercovered wire and the lead cable respectively. ("Sec
Fig. 2.)
The two conductors are hen joined together, the lube drawn over the joint, taped at the
bottom, filled with compound to one-half inch of the
lop and then fastened lo its support.
The cap is
then pulled down and set on the tube and comjjounded and taped at the lop. This fornt of pothead is useful as a means of terminating cables
back of swilchlxjards. It is also of value for poleline work where disconnecting is not necessary.
Fig. 3 shows in cross-seclion a type developed for
carrying heavy cnrrent. There arc three jiorcclain
members. The intermediate one provides a means
I

self-contained piece of apparatus which
accomplish all that has heretofore been done
by the use of the iK>lenli;il or induction regul.'itor.
These machines can be designed for either automatic or non-.'iutomalic control of the direct-current
voltage.
A number of Westinghouse rotary converters with synchronous voltage regulation are now
in service, on the lines of the New York Edison
Company, where they li;ivc proved successful. In
tic-signing these machines it was necessary to build
them so that they could be installed in existing substations in the same sp.ice that had lieen occupied
by rotary converters of an earlier design. This
requirement was complied with.
entirely

will

The machine illustr.iletl is of i,coo kilowatts
nominal capacity, and is designed lo deliver direct
current at 223 to 300 volts potential when receiving
alternating current at 166 volts potential, six-phase,
25 cycles. It has 16 poles and operates at 187.5
revolutions per minute. The rotary converter, with
synchronous regiilator, consists of a rotary converter of ordinary construction, combined with a

lamps.

The shade

is

inside, and, as

curved

to

made of clear glass,
may be seen from the

lake

frosted on the
illustration,

the same general shape of
the frosting on the inside of

is

the
the

lamps. Placing
gives a lower intrinsic brilliancy than is
obtained by llie same grade of frosting placed on
the lamps, and does not reduce the life of the
lamps. The six-lobe shade is standard for all lamp
combinations, and the curvature of the shade minimizes the spotted effect so apparent when part of
the lainps are extinguished in a fixture having a

shade

spherical globe.

By using \'arious ccunbinalions of 40, 60 and 100walt lamps, the cluster can be made lo operale at
120, 180, 240,, 300, 360, 420 and 480 walls.

:

Mny

Purpose of Electric and Gasoline Car

iho Manufacluro of
Office Furniture.

Motor Drive

Dissimilar.
"There

a tciuleiicy in

is

some

Ice.ililies

to

com-

pare the electile pleiisure veliiele .ind the K'l^oliiie
pleasure vehicle as possihle alternative piireliases,"
says tieiieral Manager llayilen ICanies of llic Stndebaker Company. "Their inirposu.s are nut alike.
For long riuus, for touring and where it is desirahle to travel at a high rate of speed, of course
the gasoline car is the ideal inetliud of eonveyaiicc.
The electric pleasure vehicle, however, is inisnited
for louring in the manner in which it can he done
Tlie strictly pleasure use of
with :t gasoline car.
the electric vehicle, as distinguished from its busitiess uses, is practically restricted to i)ark driving
or for service to and from country cluhs or suburban homes. Its iiTe-cminence lies in those applications in which convenimee and low mainlcn.'tnce
costs ;ire either or both the principal considcr;itton.
"The electric pleasure conveyance is tile most
lonveuient conveyance in existence. It has all the
conveniences of the bicycle, with none of its discomforts; all the advant.'iges of the Iiorse phaeton
or buggy with absolutely none of its disadvantages,
and, with the use of a rectilier for private chai:ging, its maintenance is in the m.ajority of eases
cheaper than the horse vehicle, making it the most
economical individual passenger conveyance in existence today.
"The electric carriage may be left at the curb
as long as you like without having to consider the
chauffeur or worry about the discomfort of your
Returnin.g
horse, should the weather be inclement.
to the car, you step in, start off ([uicUly and quietly.
There is no concern about the mechanism, and the
control is so simple and effective that with electric
vehicles accidents are almost unheard of.
"As the many advantages of the electric become better known, we may expect to see fewer
five and seven-pasSenger cars of from 30 to 60
horsepower, convoying one or two people about
our streets, and tlie (not now unusual) sight of
a chauffeur taking a little girl to school or to the
beach in a so or 60-horsepower touring car will
soon become a forgotten memory of the misapplication of the self-propelling pleasure vehicle.
"Circumstances or inclination usually impel people to travel in pairs, and as a popular and economical two-passenger conveyance for a family in
average circumstances, for a business or professional man, or as an auxiliatj- to the gasoline
touring car of greater radius and larger seating
capacity, the electric vehicle is the ideal conveyance
for a very large number of people wdio reside in
city or suburban communities."

New Types

of

Turn-down Lamps.

Incandescent lamps that can be turned down as
as a gas light have proved themselves extremely popular, especially in residences.
The advantage of leaving a small light in vestibules, hallways and bathrooms is at once apparent and extends even to the living rooms of the house. Some
new types of lamps for this purpose have been
put on the market by the Economical Electric Lamp
Company of 96 Warren Street, New York city.
These lamps have two filaments, the regular one
and the miniature filament, either of which can be
switched on at will. This construction is more
easily

While

it

is

said

ilorroeks Desk

that

in

Company

of

the new wurlu of the
llerkinuT, N. Y., art-

produced more desks and typewriter cabiiielii than
from any similar pl.int in the country, this factory
is chielly of iiueresi
from the fact that il is lliorabreast

oiighly

of

the

handling maleri.al, in
larly

the

In

layout

its

limes

in

power

drives,

and

Long-cord.

Turn-bulb.

TURN-DOWN LAMPS.

OF

of current than the resistance type of
turn-down lamp. Four styles of Economical lamps
are made.
No. t is of the pull-string type. No. 2
is
turn-bulb lamp.
In No. 6, known as the new
long-cord lamp, there is a triple-strand lamp cord,
heavily insulated, at the end of which is a strong,
There
neat pull-chain switch to control the lamp.
are no contacts wdiich may become exposed and
In
hence no possible chance of getting a shock.
ease the lamp is broken or becomes dim the cost

economical

of renewal

is

able

in any length
been added to

so

as

or

it

cuts

nominal, as it is necessary to secure
the cord and switch being detachCord can be had
u.sed for years.
desired.
A lamp known as No. 7 has
the list. This lamp can be controlled
16 candlepower or one candlepower.
The accompanying
put out entirel\-.
first three of these lamps.

new lamp,
and may be

only a

to

give

can be

show the

1,

first

-A.nnapolis

electric

Company

car
to

of

the

Marvland

Electric

run between Baltimore and

has been put in service.

various

umber coming from the dry-kilns enters the
Here
or basement next to the ofTicc.

first

Ihc
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Transmission.

A German

for

has been condiictins I'sts in
with steel Liaiidii to take the place

firm
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belting for
bands are said lo

lca(lier

slcci

the
following
leather bells

power
li.ive

advanla({Cb

lraii!.ininlon.

The

proved praclic:il
claimed over

uikI

arc

the

"On account of its solidity a much narrower
band can be used, one-sixth of the width of the
usual leather band being snnicieni; as a result of
this the steel band is not no heavy as the
usual
leather
justed,

and, as it can be very tightly addistance between the engine and the
not a m.-itler of iiniiorumce, as is the
case wnh the leather belling, where the Iransinissiori of power is ilependenl upon the
weiglil of the
h.inging bell.
Ily a iniiiiue conlael the slipping is
much reduced, exiRTiineiits having shown that this
does not cxcceil onc-lenlh of one per cent. Careful
and repeated experimenis have shown that the
entire loss of power is very small, and as
far as
can be ascertained will not exceed one per
cent.
Further, owing to the liglitness of weight of the
steel beltmg, it is claimed, the influence
of the
centrifugal force is not so great anil allov.s ,j!
a
much increased velocity."
banil,

the

machine

is

OBITUARY.
John A. Erner, president

DRIVING
INDLfCTION' MOTOR
DOUBI.E-EXIIAUST FAN IN OFFICE-FURNl-

FOR.TV

-

HORSKPOWER

TURE FACTORY.
pieces are cut to the proper Icngtli and width and
stacked on trucks.
The route followed by the
stock then depends upon the operations to be performed upon it, but the progress is a continuous
one in all cases. Everything in the factory is electrically driven.

The main building is equipped with an extensive
blower system operated by two 40-liorscpower Allis-Chalmcrs motors.
The shavings and sawdust
made by the various machines arc removed by twn
sets of exhaust pipes carried direct to the power
house and automatically fed to the boiler fires.
Elevators carry finished
where the henchmen put
panels, tops, drawers and
are carried to the fourth
complete desks, ready for

parts to the third floor,
these parts together into
pigeon holes. Then they
floor and assembled into
finishing.

shipped in knock-down
form and finished abroad, is boxed or crated and
shipped in that condition on account of the fact
that partially finished work enters most countries
duty free. An additional reason is that the desks
can be shipped in much smaller compass in this way
and the assembling done practically as cheaply as

The export work, which

is

couiftry.

this

in

The power-house equipment

contains

three 450250-horsepower high-speed engine direct coupled to a 150kilowatt Allis-Chalmers generator wound for threephase. 240 volts and a speed of 225 revolutions per
minute, and a smaller engine, 150 horsepower, of
the same type, direct connected to a 75-kilowatt
Allis-Chalmers generator of characteristics similar
12^/2-kilowatt,
to those of the larger machine.
Allis-Chalmers belted exciter is driven
120-volt
from the shaft of the 150-kilowatt generator, while
a i2j/2-kilowatt Allis-Chalmers engine-type exciter
is
installed for auxiliary purposes and also used
for running the watchman's lights at night and for
the office lighting when used.
The power derived is applied to over 90 AllisChalmers induction motors which drive every machine in the plant, either directly mounted upon
it
or belted to it from ceiling, side w-all or floor.
These motors range each from 2 to 40 horsepower

horsepower boilers supplying steam

to a

A

in

all.

possible amount of care has bee.n
taken all over the factory to provide safety devices
The saws are
for the protection of the emplo\;es.
all provided with guards and the surfacers, shapers,
stickers, etc., are hkewise protected.
Fire protection has been carefully planned for.
The sprinkler system is used throughout every
building and a fire pump has been installed with
a capacity of 1,000 gallons per minute from a storage tank holding 100,000 gallons, from which water
available from hydrants in all portions of the
is

greatest

plant.

Over 50 styles of office desks, tables and typewriter cabinets are made in the plant described, all
of which are sold direct to dealers.
Officers and
directors of the company are
Mr. H. G. Munger,
president; Mr, R. E. Steele, vice-president; Mr.
F. S. Munger, secretary; Mr. G. W. Searles. treasurer, and Mr. G. P. Simmons of Utica, director.
:

City Railway Company has constructed a new-style double-truck sprinkling car of

The Chicago

own
The car

its

design, wdiich is serviceable and efficient.
consists of a steel tank having a capacity4.000 gallons, mounted on a steel frame and

equipped

The

p.'irticil-

llic

floor

of

Railways

and

of

e(|iiipineiil

of

departments.

The

NEW TYPES

nu-tliods

its

Bands

steel

in

and aggregate over 500 horsepower

rull-string.

m
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iijoS

i''i,

with

four

car cost about $.=^,000.
on the Cottage Grove
probably will build 12

40-horsepower motors. The
Tt has been placed in service

Avenue line, and the company
more cars of the same pattern.

r,f
the lOriicr Electric
of Cleveland, Ohio, died on May 0th at
in East Cleveland.
Mr. Erner had been
ailing for several months,
l-fis
father died three
weeks ago, and the shock is believed to have
hastened the son's death. Mr. Erner was one
of
the progressive business men of Cleveland,
and
was prominent among the electrical .supply' men.
Outside of business he took a great interest in

Company
his home

society.

manager of the Urbana (OhioJ ElecCompany, died al Wilining.on, Ohio,

L. L. Luft,
tric

Light

on May 5th, of tuberculosis, al the age of 42. Mr.
Luft had been engaged in the electric-light business for over 20 years.
He was superintendent
of the Xenia (OhioJ Gas and Electric Company
for 14 years, of the London (Ohio) plant for four
years, and two years ago went to Urbana.
A man
of sterling character, always eager to advance in
his business, Mr. Luft is mourned sincerely by all
who knew him. A widow and one child a daughter

— survive

—

him.

Southwestern Electrical and Gas Association.

A

convention of the Southwestern
Electrical and Gas Association was held at EI Paso,
Tex., on May 7tli, 8th and gth. The following-named
officers
were elected
President, R. B. Stichler,
Dallas; first vice-president, W. B. Tuttle; second
successful

.

:

vice-president, W. B. Head; third vice-president,
E. Carroll; secretary, J. A. Myler; treasurer.
J.
.\. E. Judge; executive committee, H, T. Edgar
of

Fort Worth, H. M. Moore of Austin, E. L. Wells
of Taylor, Fred M. Lege, Jr., of Galveston. A. E.
Judge of Tyler.
report of the convention wdll be given next

A

week.

An Unexpected

Forest Preservation.

The wood

business, for fuel, wdiich for 15 years
has been an important irdustrj- in the Blue Mountains of Umatilla County, Oregon, is said to be
nearly at a standstill. This, according to a large
wood contractor of Pendleton, Ore., is largely due
to hydro-electric plants which have taken the place
of boilers which used wood for fuel to a large
extent.
The cities of Pendleton and Walla Walla

have denuded nearly io,oco acres of mountain land
for fuel. An average acre of mountain land produces 25 cords of -wood. The timber is not hea\^'.
When the timber is removed from a tract, the land
is
sold sometimes before the timber is touched

—
— usually at
The

$1 per acre, for sheep range.

Nile

and the American

Nile.

A

comparison of the flow of the Nile and the
Colorado River of the West, which has sometimes
been termed the American Nile, is given in a publication recently issued by the United States GeoSun-ey.
The maximum flow of the Colorado is about iio.oco second-feet: that of the Nile
is
about 353.000 second-feet; while the minimum
flow of the Colorado is about 2.500 second-feet and
that of the Nile about 14.500 second-feet.
logical

A report has been received from an American
consul in South Africa in which he states that an
inquiry has been received at his office from a local
business man for the addresses of dealers in elecsuch as overhead wires, cars.
iron rails, etc. The business man in
question also desires the names of contractors engaged in electric-railway construction, .-\ddress the
tric-raihva}' supplies,
steel

and

Bureau of

I^'Ianufactures.

ferring to File No. 2226.

Washington, D.

C..

re-

CORRESPONDENCE.

tery of 44 cells.
The international

agreement between Germany
and also between France and

Switzerland
Switzerland in relation to night telephone operation
is carried out on what is considered a very good
In the former case the rules apply to single
plan.
communications or to subscribers, and the night
messages are sent between 9 p. m. and 6 a. m. or
Subscribers' rates
S a. m., according to the season.
for the night system are only one-half of what
for the day system, and subscriptions
is charged
are taken for a minimum of one month. In order
to accommodate the single conversations on the

and

'lines from non-subscribers, for which the full rates
are paid, there is an interval of 10 minutes allowed

between each conversation made by subscribers. In
the French-Swiss arrangement, the hours for the
night rates are the same, and subscribers for night
messages also liave the day rates reduced to oneNon-subscribers have a 60 per cent. rate.
half.
One of the most important of the hydraulic plants
France,
the Bellegarde station, which is situated
in
on the Rhone, is to be increased by the addition
of a new alternator group of 5,000 horsepower.
This will give a total of 17,000 horsepower for the
plant.
The present group is designed for 2,500
The moving mass, which is supported on
volts.
the lower pivot-bearing, weighs 60 tons, of which
45 tons is upheld by hydraulic pressure. An increase of current is thus given for distribution in
the district of Bugey and in the region of Lyons.
An electric railroad is to be constructed from
It
to Karwin, Austro-Hungary.
is a narrow-gauge line and will be about 12 miles
in length.
750-volt, direct-current system is used,

Miihrisch-Ostrau

A

current supplied from a steam plant located
the middle point of the line. The motor cars
are equipped with four Siemens-Schuckert motors.
A. DE C.

with
at

May

Great Britain.
—An attempt has

been made to
over the disadvantages of tire cost of highcandlepower metallic-filament lamps by the introduction of a lamp, say, of 100 candlepower, split up
into five 20-candlepower lamps burning in series on
the same base.
The argument of the inventor is
that, although the initial cost will be somewhat
higher than a single loo-candlepower lamp, yet the
cost of maintenance will be very much less, as each
small unit can be replaced independently of the
others, thus prolonging the life considerably.
The annual convention of the -Association of
Municipal Electrical Engineers will be held at Nottingham and district from June 30th to July 4th

London,

2.

get

next.
British

Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufac-

turing Company makes a much more satisfactory
showin.g for the year if;o7 than was the case for
The actual trading profits amount to $461,915,
1906.

and after deducting debenture interest and also interest on temporary loans, there is a balance to be
carried forward of $56,705, The report states that
during the year there has been a substantial increase
in the amount of business done and that although
the present demand is slack, the company's improved
condition will enable it to take advantage of any
revival

in

trade.

The Colonial Office has under consideration a
proposal to erect short-distance wireless telegraph
stations

between the British colonics.

.Although there

amount of
by far the

is

always,

more or

activity in municipal
largest development

less,

a certain

electrical
at

the

circles,

moment

seems 10 be taking place in Birmingham, where the
corporal ion has applied for sanction to a loan for
$1,256,425.

During the earlier discussions of the London
a good deal of doubt was cxp^»wer question
prcisod as to the possibility- of constructing a 10,000kilowatt turbine for driving an alternator.
That
was three years ago, and an interesting statement
•

1908

—"The

Material Basis," "The Scientific Exof Mental and Spiritual HeaHng" and
that Health and Religion Are One and
Inseparable." Life power, Mr. McConnell said, was
electricity, and by it any human being could cure
the ills of any other human being and prolong
life.
He cited digestion, saying it was a process
heaving the same chemistry, moisture, acids and
alkalis that composed electricity^ the mind acting
as the battery.
Nerve force and energy was simply a form of electricity.
Forty bids from 15 firms for the construction of
the first sections of the Fourth Avenue subway in
Brooklyn were opened Friday, and in a few days
it
expected the contracts will be let. The six
is
from
the
sections now under estimate extend
Brooklyn end of Manhattan Bridge to Forty-third
The estimated cost of the
Street, South Brooklyn.
work is $15,000,000. The contracts will be let for
construction only. Bids for the pipe galleries have
been called for, but they must be put in separately
from the bids for the tunnel sections. The lowest
bids are below the engineer's estimates.
During a severe rainstorm at going-home time
on Thursday the elaborate signal system in the
East River tunnel went wrong and Manhattanlectures

planation

"Showing

—

A concourse of storage and
Paris, April 27.
primary batteries was held some time ago at Paris
by the Workman's Accident Association, and its
object was to find out what commercial types o£
batteries would give the highest output in relation
to the size, and would also present the minimum
amount of danger for the workmen who are
charged with mounting such batteries and keeping
them in order. A number of the leading manufacturers presented types of batteries which had been
designed to meet the above conditions, and of these
there were tested seven types of storage battery
and 12 types of primary battery, presented by
seven makers. The primary batteries were tested
by working them upon fixed resistances until the
voltage fell to 0.5 volt. According to the report
presented by the association, the Leclanche battery
to
is the only one which fulfills the conditions as
absence of harmful effects as well as advantages
from an electrical viewpoint. Next comes the Roussel and Tournaire battery, which is of the dry-pile
As to the storage batteries, the best one of
type.
those tested was the type manufactured by the
Metal Working Company, which presented a bat-

16,

The
by electricity generated within the body.
speaker said he had divided the subject into three

is now made by the Parsons Company that in anticipation of the solution of the electric-power difficulty in the metropolis, they have already got out
G.
designs for a 20,000-kilowatt unit,

Continental Europe.

The

May
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Ottawa,
the

tition

Eastern Canada.
May 9. — As a result

of compeof Hamilton,
for the civic

Ont.,

Power Company

Cataract

Ont., has offered to supply power
plants at 10 per cent, less than the Hydro-electric

Power Commission, or af $i6 per horsepower, which
the company guarantees to be 10 per cent, lower
than the commission's price for power in Hamilton.

The company
street-lighting

$50,000 "cash,

lamp

for

offers

also

to

the

to

sell

city

the

plant, exclusive of the poles, for
with a yearly rental of $6.50 for each

use of the poles.

'

unanimous vote the City Council of Toronto has ratified the agreement by which the city
buys 10,000 horsepower from the Hydro-electric
Commission at a maximum price of $i8.io per
horsepower. The Ontario government pays the cost
of the transmission line from Niagara Falls, of

By

a

which Toronto's share is estimated at Jj828,ooo. The
city pays back to the commission four per cent,
interest and a sinking fund on this amount.

fhe Ottawa

Electric

Company

will

this

summer

spend over $100,000 in remodeling the old Standard
company's station, now used as an auxiliary. This
has become necessary by the great expansion of the
company's business, and the result will be to double

The waterpower users
the capacity of the station.
at the Chaudiere Falls have come to an agreement
will give all the
which
new
dam
and will build a
plants more waterpower.
new telegraph company which proposes to extend its lines from ocean to ocean across Canada
jnd to cover thoroughly the settled parts of the
Dominion is in process of formation in Montreal.
It is known as the Northern Commercial Telegraph
Company and will be capitalized at a large amount.
The City Council of Montreal has decided to admit into the city a competitor of the Montreal
new corpoLight, Heat and Power Company.
ration, the Robert Syndicate, has agreed to supply
electric energy in Montreal for incandescent lamps
at 10 cents per kilowatt-hour, with a discount for
cash payments of 5 and 10 per cent. The company
will develop power from the Beauharnois Canal,
and has offered to guarantee its good faith by placing with the city treasurer a forfeit of $50,000.

A

A

W.

New

England.

—

Mass., May 9. The Massachusetts Supreme Court yesterday announced its findings in
the merger case, involving the right of the New

Boston,

New Haven

Yoi-k,

and Hartford

Railroad

Com-

operate electric street railways
Briefly stated, they are to the effect
that the statutes forbid such ownership; that thij
New Haven company has violated the law, and
that a decree of injunction is issued to prevent the
steam-railroad company from, directly or indi-

pany
in

own and

to

this

state.

holding or guaranteeing bonds, stocks and
of Massachusetts street railways.
The decision is applied to specific companies
named in the suit, six in number. There are 16
companies interested in all, with a total capitalization of $21,000,000 and having 565 miles of railway.
A railroad authority here familiar with the policy
of the New Haven railroad company in the matter
states that the decision apparently opens several
It can
alternatives for the New Haven company.
submit unqualifiedly to the decision and absolutely
dispose of its Massachusetts trolley holdings; it
can probably appeal its case to the United States
it can
courts on the question of constitutionality
seek a new and modified form of holding device,
or it can apply to the Massachusetts Legislature
for a healing act or seek a compromise through
that body.
The project advocated by the city of Cambridge
for a municipally owned conduit system for wires
of public-service corporations was again before the
Legislature for approval this year, but was derectly,

securities

;

feated.

Street Railway Club of New England will
May aSth at the Worcester Institute of
Technology's new electrical engineering building.
B,

The

meet on

New
New York

City,

May

'York.
9.

—The

Public

traffic

was

tied

up about an hour

W.

Southeastern States.
Charlotteville, N. C, May 9. — President W.

Jor-

dan Massee of the Central Georgia Power Company, with J. A. Campbell and a party of engineers, has inspected the Ocmulgee River power
plant to be developed near Macon, Ga.
The J. G.
White company has the contract for the work. A
$30,000,000 stock issue and $16,000,000 bonds have
been authorized by the railroad commission of
Georgia, and work on the dam will be started at
once.
The banking firm of A. B. Leach & Co. is
interested in the development.

The Chadwick-Hoskins Cotton
with

capital,

has

company

for

$r,ooo,ooo

Westinghouse

Milling Company,
contracted with the

electrical
equipment
valued at about $40,000. This indicates that electric
drive will be put in to take the place of steam.
Three large mills will be equipped.
The Tar River Light and Power Company of
Wilson, N. C, has been chartered by C. E. Spurgeon and his associates to succeed the Carolina
Power Company which had an authorized capital
of $150,000.
Apropos of the installation of 137 arc lights in
new territory in Richmond by the Passenger and

Power Company,
authorities, in

receivers

of

it

is

said

that

some of

the

city

view of the alleged reluctance of the
the company to do the work, will

guarantee the receivers that the city will reimburse
the company in case the city establishes its own
lighting plant, a question which has been under
discussion for many months.
The proposed extensions will represent about $12,000.
F.
Tucker and others have organized a
S.
$10,000 company at Charlotte, N. C, to manufacture electric apparatus especially for street cars.
The Electric Power and Manufacturing Company has purchased the Spartanburg Street Railway Company. R. C. Crawford of Pittsburg, Pa.,
is president of the purchasing company, which will
likely make e.Ktensive improvements on the newly
acquired property.
"rhe resumption of work on the large waterpower plant on the Pee Dee River, near Rockingham, N. C, has come about, following the adjustment of the affairs of the Knickerbocker Trust
Company of New York, which was interested in the
is
the second
financing of the undertaking.
It
largest project of the kind in North Carolina.
The Thomasville (N. C.) Light and Power Company has begun a 24-hour lighting service for the
town for manufacturing purposes, in addition to
the arc-light system.
The Southern Power Company of Charlotte,
N. C, has, after a lengthy fight, gained entrance
into the town of Salisbury, N. C, and will furnisli
power through a $20,000 sub-station to be built by
the company and the Salisbury and Spencer R;,ilcombination plan for distributing
way Company.
light seems to have been reached whereby the over
demand will be met and the price of arc lights
Numerous cotton mills will also
greatly reduced.
make use of the electric power brought in by the
Southern Power Company.
L.

A

Service

Commission, second district, had 17 public hearings
Many of them involved quesin .Mbany this week.
On Friday in
tions concerning lighting companies.
Buffalo members of the commission continued the
hearings on the application of the Niagara Falls

Company

for permission to construct an
heat and power plant in the city of
Falls and town of T^ewislon, and for
authority to issue $100,000 capital stock and a
mortgage for $500,000, and to issue $300,000 bonds
midcr the mortgage.

Lighting

Brooklyn Subway

electric-light,

Niagara

Rev. Dr. Robert .S. MacArlhur on .Sunday morning introduced Andrew M'cConncl! of Washington
in the Calvary Baptist Church for the first of a
series of three lectures on a new system of healing

Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, Minn., May 9. William M. Brogan
has purchased an ekclric-light plant at Mora, Minn,
The Minneapolis Thresher Works, at Hopkins,
Minn., contemplalcs replacing slcam with electricity.
The plant of the Minneapolis General Electric Company at Taylor's Falls will supply the current.
The Twin Cities and Lake Superior Railway
Company has filed articles of incorporation. The
company will build an extension from Minneapolis
The capital is $100,000.
to Superior.
The newly constructed Mankato electric railway
commenced operations May ist.
Prominent business men of St. Cloud, Min \, are
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'the l''scanal)a Pnlp and ICleelric Company's plant
Klatrock, Micli., will be pnl into operation in

repoitod

is

II

by
Hoyd.

$50,00(1

C\M.

tlial

the

CliieaRo,

YorI(,

I,.

l>ceii

K.

P.

Norwood ami

Battle Creek Power Company haii Rivcii
notice that it will appeal from the <ltcisioii of Ihc
.Superior Court of Shaila County lioIdiuK tlial llic
company must pay $.12,(kx) for land condemned oil
Battle Creek.
The Atviso Electric LikIiI and Power Company
has been incorporated at Alviso, Cal., with a capital slock of $100,000 by G. I.-. Donovan and asso'I'lu;

A.

projected intcrnrhan railway.
The Red Oak and Nortliwoslern Interurhan Promotion Company <if Des Moines, Iowa, has been
incorporated for the pnrpose of proinoling an electric railway between Red Oak and Des Moines.
The City Conncil of Jefferson, Iowa, has decided
replace its incandescent street Hglits by 80to
candlepower tnngstcn lamps.
R.
Minn.,

for

the

Western Canada.

—

Winnipeg. Man.. May y. Serious troul)lc has been
caused of late by amatcnr electricians wiring houses
and doing other electrical work in this city. A
liy-law is now being prepared making it necessary
for each electrician to be Ixmdcd to the extent of
$1,000, and it is thought this will do away with
(lie trouble to a very great extent.
Representatives -of the cities of Port Arthur and
Port William have been talking of selling ihc portion of the Port Arthur municipal street railway
which runs in the sister city of Fort William.
Port Arthur is willing to sell the Fort William
portion for $162,000.
The City Council of Portage la Prairie. Man.,
has received an offer from the Central Electric
Company of that city lo snpply light to the city
for municipal and commercial purposes.
The company asks for a 25-year franchise and is willing to
install 25 arc lamps of 2.000 candlepower at $125
per annum, or 30 lamps at $120 per annum, the
company to furnish the lights and keep them in
repair.
The rate for commercial lighting under this
franchise would be 20 cents per kilowatt-hour, with
The matter is being con3.V/3 per cent, discount.
sidered by a special committee of the City Council.
John O'Brien is manager of the company.
F. A. Cambridge, city electrician of Winnipeg,
has received instructions from the City Council to
prepare an exhaustive report on all cases in which
it
has been found that electric currents escaping
from the street-railroad rails have damaged the
city water mains.
He is also requested to recommend a style of bondino; for the rails which will
lessen or do away with the damage.
It is understood that the Canadian Pacific Rail-

road is about to electrify its branch between New
Westminster and Westminster Junction, thus forming an electric line between New Westminster and

Eburne. B, C. The work is scheduled for next
F. F. Bustecd of Vancouver is general superintendent.
R.

year.

San

May 7.— The North

Francisco.

Power

Company,

Mountain

which

recently bought out the
Eureka Lighting Company of Eureka, Cal., is now
planning to build a third plant at Big Flat on the
Trinity River with a generating capacity of 4,000

horsepower.
The Valley Power Company of Wenatchee,
Wash., has plans made for a hydro-electric plant
on the Wenatchee River, 15 miles from Wenatchee.
It is to develop 4.C00 horsepower at a cost of about
$iOO.coo.
F. M. Schoble of Wenatchee is president

company.

tlie

The Sultan Lumber Company

is planning to inan electric lighting plant at Sultan, Wash.
The Four Metals Mining Company of Lone Pine.
Cal., announces that it will put in a power plant
as soon as a permit can be secured from the Forest

stall

Service.

out the proposed extensions of the
Oregon Electric Raihvav Como^nv of Portland,
Ore., W. A. White of Moffat & "White, New York,
who are financing the road, will be in Oregon during this year.
The Board of Harbor Commissioners of San
Francisco has directed the state engineer to prepare plans for the construction of an electric-lightine plant on state dredge No. .3.
The Pacific Gas and Electric Company of San
Francisco has authorized the construction of a concrete power transformer house in Berkeley, Cal..
at a cost of $12,000.
The work will be in charge

In carrying

H.

C.

Vensano.

The Carquinez

Construction Company has been incorporated at Martinez, Cal., with
a capital stock of $20,000 by E, W. Jensen and
associates.

Electric

and

(Jre.,
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
J, F. Sliront/ ;ind iTrmk (;, bllioii
liUrK, Ohio, have reluriK'l from

said

Monlgomory, who has been traveling
in
the southern states for the Western
FJeclric
Company, is now in the employment of the Federal
Electric Company, Chicago, and is "covering" Ohio,

exleiisivc improveiiienls

Mr.

L.

S.

and Indiana.

Illinois

Mr. W. Barclay Parsons has l>een awarded a
Telford gold medal by the British Institution of
Civil Engineers for a paper wdiich he read before
that institution during the past session dealing wi.li
tile New York Rapid Transit Subway.
Mr. B. H. Sunny, who recently resigned as vicepresident and western manager of the General

Company,

Electric

was

elected

president

of

the

Chicago Telephone Company on May 13th, succeeding Mr. .Arthur D. Wheeler, who becomes
chairman of the board of directors. Mr. Sunny is
also vice-president of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company and a director of the General
Electric Company.
Me promises a "square deal" to
the people of Chicago in the matter of telephone
service.

A

few

the
most intimate friends of Mr.
Mullancy assembled at the Engiui-ers'
Club in New York on Wednesday evening. May
6th, and gave him a complimentary dinner.
Mr.
Mullancy has just sevei>>d the business tics of more
than twenty years with the General Electric Company to take the position of chief engineer of the
Third Avenue Railroad of New York city. In the
early days of the electrical business he was connected with the Thomson-FTouslon Electric Com-

Thomas

of

F.

pany, and, later, with the General Electric Company. From almost the first of his engineering
career he had stood pre-eminent among construction
and operating electrical engineers. Mr. William J.
Clark of the General Electric Company acted as
toastmaster of the dinner and presented Mr. Mullanej' a handsome watch, chain and charm on behalf
of his old associates in the General Electric Company. Among the guests were Messrs. Edward A.
Maher, John W. Licb. Edwin B. Katte. J. S. Doyle,
Hinsdill Parsons. W. B. Potter, W. L. R. Emmet,
T. Beran and others.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The

city

$10,000 to

J.

and others have formed a company
an electric-light plant in Mt. Ayr, Iowa.

Bell

The N'ewport (Ark.) Water, Light and Power
Company has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $100,000.
Senator Osborn of

New

seeking
Tipton, Ind., for the purpose of conCastle.

Ind.,

The

Indiana Union

derson, and the

anuisement

added

The Owosso and Cornnna (Mich.) Electric Company has gone into the hands of a receiver, E<lward E. Mandeville of PhiIa<L-lphia and Gilbert L.
jr)int receiver^.
The
company operated a five-mile street-railway system
in Owosso and Corunna and -a municipal lighting

Taylor of Ow^osso being the

Owosso.

plant in

For the year ended June
Bureau of Statistics reports

1907, the Inrliana
there were in the
state 31 s.treet and internrban systems, and 17 succeeded in creating surplus funds out of their earnThe total number of
ings, while 14 had deficits.
passengers carried was 152,016,610. of which 28.082,487 were carried on interurhan lines and 123.'jhc gross earnini's of all
934.123 on city lines,
companies was $10,378,939.76. and in igo6 $8,712.The grand total expenses in 1907 wore
775.72.

$6,407,103.19,

and

in

Representatives of the Wenatchee Canal Company,
operating in the Wenatchee Valley west of Spokane, and the Valley Power Company, have ordered
machinery for a $ioo.coo plant on the Wenatchee
River, five miles above Cashmere, Wash. Four
thousand horsepower will be developed, the plant
The company will
to be in operation next fall.
furnish power to ranchers to secure water for

is

The power

plant to be constructed by a Porton the Snake River may generate
6o,coo horsepower. Present plans call for
a transmission system extending 350 miles, with
numerous sub-stations in various directions from
Power w-ill be furnished to the
the main plant.
Seven Devils district and to mines in Eastern Oregon. Twelve thousand poles for carrying the wires
are now on the ground.

land

s.vndicate

least

at

Central Georgia. Power Company will erect
complete hj-^dro- electric plant, with transmission

The
a

on the Ocmulgec River,
etc.,
miles above Macon, Ga., supplying power
to that point and lo other points in the vicinity.
The normal capacity of the plant w'ill probably be
sub-stations,

An election is to be held in Centralia. Wash.,
to vote on the proposition to issue $45,000 in bonds
for a municipal lighting plant.

a

The City Council of Mt. Vcrngn, Ind.. has
granted a franchise to J. G. Hester and S. C.
Goodrich of Flint. Mich., for the construction of a
lighting plant in the city.

Company

of Winchester,
111.,
has been incorporated and intends to generate
current for light, heat and power.
The incorporators are William M'illhouse, C. H. Condit and
Sol Hainesfurther.
F. S. Ridgeway, formerly partner in the Ridgeway
Electric Company of Freeport. 111., has bought the

and power system at Keithsburg,
putting the station in first-class shape,
rebuilding the line and putting arc lamps, in the
business district. George Cox, formerly chief engineer of the Freeport Railway, Light and Power
Company, has charge of the power house.
electric-light

One

is

million

dollars

is

the

stated

capital

kilowatts, generated by waterwheels under
hundred-foot head. The crest of the dam will
probably be 750 feet. J. G. White & Co. of New
York have the contract for the engineering and
12,500

construction.

Work to improve the plant of the York Haven
Water and Power Company, wdiich will require the
expenditure of more than $500,000. was begun on
May 8th. The improvements will double the present capacity of the plant, which is located on the
Susquehanna River, about 10 miles from York,
Pa. W'hen the improvements are completed it is
proposed to extend the high-tension lines to Lan-

Grove; Hanover and other towns
wdthin a radius of 50 miles. The addition to the power house will be 2S0 feet long andtwo stones in height. It will be constructed of
brick.
New General Electric generators, driven by
waterwheels, will increase the electrical output 10,000 horsepower.
caster.

and

Spring

cities

of the

Northwest Light and Water Comnany, wdth headquarters at Carson City. Nev., which filed its articles of incorporation at Wallace. Idaho, a few
days ago. The incorporators are Robert E. Strahorn of Spokane, president of the North Coast
Railway Company A. G. Smith, R. J. Danson and
It is general^ believed at Wallace
E. D. Doyle.
:

igo'} $5,551,456,50.

POWER TRANSMISSION.

:i6

and

30,

that

George Nixon of the firm of XJxon & Kimniel
of Spokane has been awarded a franchise by the
commissioners of Spokane County for the installation of a power plant '0 furnish heat, power and
electric lights for the towns of Deer Park. Chattarcy and Milan. The plant will be on the Spokane
River, near Deer Park.

about

III.,

created the oflicc of
be
allractionij
will

The receipts of the Kansas City Kail way and
Light Company for Marcli show a marked increase
over March, igoj, the gross Trom both street cari
and lights fr^r the month being $488,740, as against
$478,464 in March, igo?.

a franchise in
structing a lighting plant.

Electric

lias

Many

to the park.

lines,

The Winchester

.;!

company

manager.

Company has Ijckhii
Momids Park, near An-

Traction

irrigation.

of Poplarville, La., has voted bonds for
extend the electric-light plant.

F. A. Ziegel'aur of Flatonia. Tex., has purchased
the local electric-light plant of A. G. Kriestek.

W.

of MarlinsYork, where

tliat they wen; HllcccK^ful in fmai ciiiK llx'
of the trolley line from Newark to Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.
is

i(

h;is

of Ger-

porator

biiildinK

M. Morck-y

VV.

Company

jiicorporatiun pacapilal is $io,o(y» ami llie company will
villane of G' rmaitlowii with heal, liKbt
1.
Schitriiiaim is on.- >>( ilu- im or

been nominated as president of the British Instilulion of |{Iectrical Engineers by the council of thai society.

Mr.

to establish

Pacific Slope.

and S|»/kane that Ilic liKht and water iilanU al
North Yalttma. Wanli., Wallace, Idaho, and Sump

New

PERSONAL.

Company

Kail way

I'aiil

The Northern Power Company lias commenced
wi>rk on a power plant six miles north of Chisholni,

of

B.

lian

with a capital stock

I'Vaiicisco

Milwaukee and

has sold its VVinnebranch lo the Oshkosh Traellon Company.
II urnMont., will be liKhled and the
Virniiiia City,
mines belonging to the Klling estate operated by
generated
at HIaine Springs.
rifity
fleet

of

Device Coinimny

I'ik'clric

San

401

ciates.

June.
Si,

liLliCTKlClAN

\VK.S'II-:KN

i'jo8

1*',

PUBLICATIONS.
The New York
out

its

usual

Insulated Wire Company sends
convenient blotters for May.

The May issue of Common Sense, the monthly
publication of the Electric Controller and Supply
Company of Cleveland, contains a number of inter-

;
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and some common-sense adwith a few pages dc\oted to ilhistrating some of its well-known appliances and supplies.
esting

sliort

articles

vice, together

Hoiophane

beautifully
illustrated and is a speciiil issue devoted largely to
describing Hoiophane Luxolicrs (scientifically deHoiophane is published
signed lighting fixtures).
monthly by the sales and engineering departments
of the Hoiophane company.

The April number

of

is

The Central Electric Company, Chicago, is distributing a 47-pagc book, devoted to various types
found
of porcelain insulators, covering all voltages
This catalogue on insucommercial practice.
in

lators will be mailed upon request, and should be
found interesting by consulting engineers and others
interested in high-tension work.

general

A

regular meeting

way Association and
connected

House

therewith

in Toledo,

S.

Howell on "The

Work

of the Electrical

Testing Laboratories." This paper was read at the
Hot Springs (Va.) meeting of the Association of
Edison Illuminating Companies. An abstract was
given in the Western Electrician of January i8,
1908, page 67.
.\ convenient table for finding the total radiation
required to heat any given room has been prepared
by W. H. Schott. heating engineer. It shows, the
values necessary for any cubical contents and the
added amounts requisite for various exposed walls
and windows. .Anyone having to do with healing
problems will find Seholt's scale for steam radiaMr. Schott can be addressed at the
tion valuable.
American Trust Building, Chicago.

Jlatthews' Telephone Line Construction Book, just
issued by W. N. Matthews and Brother, St. Louis,
gives some valuable and accurate information and
suggestions on problems of outside telephone conMany of this company's well-known spestruction.
are listed, and the data, obtained from
cialties
competent authorities, are supplemented by diagrams
showing how to meet the various line problems.
There is an appendi.x giving rules, tables, formula:
and other data on telephone construction.

The May issue of Graphite, published by the
Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J.,
has the first chapter on a new series by W. H.
\V'akeman, the well-known expert steam engineer
and author. The series has been titled "Preventing
Corrosion of Steam Machinery." Concerns that
desirable to stop a certain portion of their
it
will find this series of value in emphasizing the precautions that should be taken to
insure the prevention of deterioration of their ma-

find

machinery

chinery.

The Cleveland Gas and Electric Fixture Company of Conneaut, Ohio, has issued a handsome
bulletin giving illustrations of the Conneaut tungThis
sten luminiers and other scientific fixtures.
company has been in the fixture business for over
20 years and recently occupied its new factory at
Conneaut, where every modern tool and appliance
enable the company to manufacture high-grade fixtures and offer the highest class of lighting units.
The

bulletin

and data on

gives

some

efficiency

light

The Lincoln Motor Works Company of CleveOhio.' has published a new 16-page bulletin,

containing a full description of Lincoln
variable-speed motors, including detail drawings,
speed and efficiency charts, table of ratings and
general outline dimensions. The principle of operation of this company's type of variable-speed mo-

Xo.

10,

tor and its peculiar advantages for all forms of
individual drive requiring variable speeds are fully"
described and a few illustrations typical of the application of the motors to machine tool drive are
shown.
The bulletin is attractive in appearance
and very complete in the information which it contains.
Copies will l.'e sent to any person interested
upon request.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The Canadian

Electrical Association will hold its
eighteenth annual convention in Toronto, June loth,
The local arrangements are in the
nil and 121I1.
hands of a committee, of which R. G. Black is
chairman.
The programme committee has the
promise of 1 1 papers on important subjects. The
question bo.\ is in charge of A. A. Dion of Ottawa.

annual summer session of the UniMichigan will open June 22d. Work will
be given in the departments of literature, science
and the arts, of engineering, ni medicine and surgery, of law, and in the Homreopathic Medical

of the Central Electric Railalso the Traffic Association
will be held in the Boody

Oliio,

May

The Youngstown (Ohio) Sheet ard Tube Company has lately placed a contract with .\llis-Chalmers Company for three large motor-generator sets
intended for operation in connection with two 1,500Mlowatt .'\Ilis-Chalmcrs steam turbines and generators ordered some time ago. The equipmeuL
also include tw^o induction-motor exciter sets,
a balancer and transformers of the oil-filled selfcooled type. The main motor-generator sets each
comprise 500-kilowatt, 250-volt, direct-current generators and 7.TO-horsepower. 6,cco-volt, 25-cycle motors.
Julian Kennedy of Pittsburg, Pa., acted as
consulting engineer.
will

At the close of 1907 one of the largest orders
ever placed for mechanical stoking equipment was
received by the Westinghonse Machine Company,
-

aggregating 14,400 boiler horsepower. This was for
one of the large Brooklyn power stations operated
by the Transit Development Company, New York.
This order comprises 24 stokers suited to 600horsepower boilers of the Babcock & Wilcox watc-tube type.
This is the second large order placed
by this company for Roney stokers and may be regarded as the direct result of a year's successful
operation of the original 7,2QO-horsepower installation at the

Kent Avenue

station.

TRADE NEWS.
arc lamps and electrical supplies,
640 Unity Building, Chicago.

efficiency
at

The New York

with

of the Fort Wayne Elecat 40 New Street, has
Cortlandt Building (Hudson

office

Works, formerly located

been moved to the
Terminal), 30 Church Street.
The Fort Wayne
Electric Works will occupy a part of the fifteenth
of the

floor

building.

Members of

the National Electric Li.ght Associa
and friends are invitefl to visit
American District Steam Comthe
pany of Lockport, N. Y., at the thirty-first annual
convention of th'e association to be held in tlie
.\uditorium Hotel, Chicago, during the week of

May

their guests
exhibit of the

iS,

College. In engineering there are 10 subjects, divided into 36 courses. The 1907 summer session
had 1,070 students, compared with 814 in 1005.

Efiuipment of Steam and Gasoline
was the title of a paper read by
R. Bal>cock before the Electrical Section of the
Western Society of Engineers on May 8th. Mr.
B;dicf>ck discussed princijially the problem of igniwell
lion of inlcrnal-combusiion engines as
as
electric lighting for ant jmobilcs, which he believes
is an important development of the future.
good
"Electrical

Automobiles"
F.

A

of

stock

years. The company will
of goods at the Detroit

Jones, Addington & Antes, lawyers, announce thai
they have moved their Chicago office from loo

Washington Street

to the Fort Dearborn Building.
134 Monroe Street. This firm devotes its attentio.-i
to the practice of general and patent law, including,
particularly, corporation law, infringement suits, involving the electrical and other technical arts, interference causes, applications for letters patent,
trade-marks, copyrights, etc.

A committee of the directors of the Illinois
Manufacturers' Association has decided that 200
of the association shall go to Japan,
China, Korea, the Philippines and other countries
within the next si.x months to work for the extension of American trade.
The committee will be
transported to Japan in a special steamer, the firsi
of a new line of steamships that will ply between
this country and the Orient.

members

Dossert & Co., 242 West Forty-first Street, New
York, manufacturers of solderlcss connectors, cable
taps

and terminal lugs for

wii-es,

electric cables and solid
will be represented at the convention of the

National Electric Light .\ssociation in Chicago by
H. B. Logan, president, and Charles A. Flynri,
mechanical engineer. The exhibit will be in space
No. 6 and will include a inimber of new devices
for central-station work and connectors for heav\'
cables.

A report has been received from an American
consular officer in a European country, in wliicli
he states that certain municipalities in his dislricl
have in contemplation several iiidustrial projects,
chief among which are the installation of electriclight and tramway systems.
The consu'ar officer
in question is of the opinion that American manufacturers of the necessary equipment and supplies
should find a ready sale for their products, and
suggests that they should correspond with the
officers of the municipalities referred to.
The Bureau of Manufactures, Washington, D. C, can g've
information by reference to File No. 2232.
The Milwaukee Wisconsin says that the largest
bankruptcy case ever heard in Milwaukee, that of
the National Electric Company, was disposed of by
Referee in Bankruptcy Nye on May 5th, wiieii a
final dividend of 0.00361 per cent., amounting to
was

1908.

declared.

This

was

the third dividend,

one of 38 per cent, on preferred claims amounting
<o $599,737-31 and one of 2'/i per cent., amounting
to
having been de;clared previously,
$27,313.50,
amounting in the aggregate to $631,003.81.
The
total receipts amounted to $1,503,500.83, but John
I.
Beggs, the trustee, had to expend upward of
$100,000 a

month

for eight

mouths

to

operate the

plant.

In the exhibit of the H. W. Johns-Manvillc Company in spaces 15 and 16 at next week's Chicago
convention a number of new devices will be shown,
of

them for the

first

time.

The new

Linolite

system will be used for lighting the booth. This
system of tubular electric lamps is attracting much
attention.
A large line of Victor portable and
switchboard instruments will be demonstrated, including the portable lamp-testing meter.
A swileliboard and sample board made of ebony asbestos
wood and other asbestos wood products will bi
shown.
The latest types of Noark fuse devices
will be on exhibition.
The following representatives will be in attendance: J. W. Perry, manager
electrical department. New York; PI. M. Frantz.
manager electrical department, Chicago; G. L. S.iylor,
manager electrical department, Milwaukee;
T. G. Younglove, maiuiger Chicago office; F. G.

Newark, N. J.,
office and are

Fruniveller. Chicago office; E. B. Hatch, presideiil
the Johns-Pratt Company, Hartford, Conn.

situated on the sixth floor of the Cortlandt
Building, Hudson Terminal, with entrance at ,^0
Street.
The company has excellent facilities in its new office and is prepared to give its
friends most careful and prompt attention.

Wagner Electric Manufacluring (Toinpany
have on exhibition in booth No. 37, in Ihi
Auditorium .'Xnnex, at the National Electric Lighi
convention a five-horsepower single-phase motor of
the latest design, a lo-horsepowcr polyphase motor
and :i set of standard '\Vagncr instruments. Visitors to the convention are asked to particularljainpli
notice the large material allowance and
weight of the lo-horsepower polyphase motor oi

Baker

&

Co., platinum
iiavc recently moved their

refiners,

New York

now

Church

fifteenth

versity of

number

complete

igoS.

Announcement is made of the formation of the
H. B. Kirkland Company, which will hereafter act
selling agent for the National Metal Molding
Company, with offices at 6o8-(Jog Postal Telegraph
Building, 253 Broadway, New York city. Information relating to the well-known products Flexduct
(flexible conduit)
and Economy (rigid conduit)
will be furnished upon application.

many

Central Electric Company of Chicago is
planning to have a large exhibit of high-tension
insulators and other specialties of this nature at
the Chicago convention of the National Electric
Light Association.
The exhibit will be shown in
booths 23, 24, 47 and 48.

The

tion,

a

for

carry a
branch.

$3,953.

F. J. Travis announces that he is no longer in
the construction business, but has affiliated himself
with C. A, Hermann & Co., importers of highoffices

pany

1 6,

as

26th.

MISCELLANEOUS.

I

The

the

medical journal sa}'s that in Munich, Germany,
Dr. Riehl a few days ago accomplisiicd a marked
advance in the methods of observing the interior
of the human stomach during life by passing a
double tube through the esophagus to the stomach,
the inner tube being fitted with a small electric
According to the report, water is passed by
bulb.
means of a subsidiary attachment through the outer
The light is then turned
tube, filling the stomach.
on, permitting the closest observation of the movements of the organ.

tric

land,

of

A

curves

distribution

and economy.

reading

.A.t
tlie regular meeting of the Western Society
of Engineers on May 6tk. a paper on "Steam-turbine Developnient" was pres,ented by Prof. J. C.
Thorpe of the University of Illinois. It is abProfessor
stracted in another column of this issue.
Thorpe showed a large number of lantern slides
of historic and of modern turbines. The paper was
discussed by Messrs. W. L. Abbott, C. G. Y. King,
W. B. Jackson, P. Junkcrsfeld, A. Bement, President C. F. Loweth and ihc author.

Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York
has printed, in pamphlet form, the paper by

Wilson

the

paper.

The
city,

followed

discussion

May

The Haller Sign Works,

Chicago, will be repreNational Electric Light convention.
convention visitors to call at its headquarters at the .*\nditorium Hotel and at its works,
3ig and' 321 South Clinton Street.
This company
makes Si specialty of electric signs and has produced some of the largest signs now in use.
sented
It

at

the

invites

The business interests of the H, W, Johns-ManCompany in Detroit and nearby territory have
increased to such an extent that a new branch is
about to be opene<l by that company. This branch
will be located at No, y2 JefTerson Avenue. Detroit,
under the management of Mr. Willard K. Bush.

The

will

this

company

as

compared wilb the

gener,-il

run of

lO-horsepower niolors. The finish, tfio, on Wagner
motors is of the very best. The following-named
gentlemen will represent the Wagner company at
W, A. Layman, vice-president and
the convention.

manager
W. Robbins, assistant general
manager; V. W. Bergenthal, assistant manager nf

ville

general

Mr. Bush is, well known in the- West, having been
connected with the Milwaukee branch of the com-

Thomas T. Rich.trds. advertising man.-iger,
s.'iles
all
of Sf. Louis, and the following district managers: E. W. Goldschmidl, New York; F. N.
Chicago;
Philadelphi.i
John
Mustard,
Jewell,
.'\.
W. Wyckolif, Pittsburg; Dean Emerson, Cincin;

;

May

iC>,

1908

iwli;

A.

II-

WESTERN

Miisl:ir(l.

Ai1miiI:i;

St.

Jolinsoii,

I'".

Louis.

C'rockcr-VVhccU'r CdiupMiiy will exhibit at
Association convention
the N;itii)iul l^lectric Light
transformer, small iiuluclion motor an<l
a liK'lili"K
motor. Heretofore the
a form I. ilircct-cnrntil
company has made its chief ofTerinR to central stadirict-ciirnnt
and alternatingof
tions in the line
current gcner.itors and its celebrated line of form
L direct-current motors. It now takes its place as
a supplier of alternating-current :\\\li direct-current
of
the enviably high
motors and transformers
Crocker-Wheeler standard.
Tlic

The Allis-Chalmers Company's exhibit at the NaKleclrie Light .^ssocialion convention will
tional
represent all of the st mdard power and electrical
machinery manufactured by this company, including every type of prime mover, generators, motors
and -dl auxiliary apparatus, m.acliincs from the new
line of type K motors (or direct-current and .'\N
induction motors for alternating-current being parThe exhibit will l>e in charge
ticularly prominent.
of C. A. Tupper, and a large nunibcr of officers
and salesmen of the company are to be in attendance, including, probably, President W. II. Whileside, W. S. llegcr, M'. C. Miller. A. II. Whiteside,
F. T. Adams, B. A. Behrend, James Ciarilner, S. R.
Kerr, C. S, Buell, Ervin Dncr. J. M. Denniston,
I),

H.

ClKulliourue,

K.

Keen,

1.

W.

A-

Catlin,

Charles
K,

II.

I..

F..

i-:lectrician

M. Howe, (). F. Uussell, T. \i. Wliittcd,
M, McDonald, R. B. Wllliamjon,
BoRcn, David Hall, B. Frankenrield, H. L.

Gailhcr, C,

Jackson, J. S. Vr.ahek, IJ. H. Kcllcy,
J. M. Kingsbury, W. G. Ilannnond, G, S. Biirdick,
R. D. Tonilinson, Percy A. Ilimes, D. P. Davis,
Wat.son,

S.

J.

L. C. Marburg,
C. A, Shearer,

I-ord,

K.

C.

repetition of the character
circuits are provided.

ciuscs
line

Automatic Telegraph
586.339.
York,
Barclay,
C.
filed July 22, 1907.

New

last

Collins

and

BUSINESS.
Allis-Chalmers

Comi)aiiy of Milw.-inkec reports
that it is siiipping out and installing large blastfurnace gas engines, weighing L.^ocooo pounds each,
These are principally
at the rate of three a month.

the mechanical force
work circuit so connected
coils and short-circuit the

ing

Office)

May s.

sulated

plate

886,^71.
'bcrt

tho
tion

is

withdrawn

drops between

tact-maker

from the

the

first

a

pair,

con-

second pair.

parallel

therewith

con-

armature in series with
taining a battery
each other, and a plurality of regulating coils for the
booster, each connected in shunt to the series-windings
(See cut.)
of one of the generators.
Electrical

Svstem

of

Alassignor

Distribution.

bert S. Hubbard,' Greenwich. Conn.,
Apto the Gould Storage Battery Company.
plication filed April 15, 1905.
In combination with a working circuit of a main generator and compensatory circuit is a regulating coil
for the compensatory circuit located in the generator
circuit, and a second compensatory circuit connected to
the generator circuit between the regulating coil and the
generator.

886,374.

Heat Coil and Protector Unit.

Chicago,
Cook, Chicago, 111.
Kaisling.

assignor
Application

111.,

to
filed

William

Frank

B.

May

29,

1905.

A mounting base, conductor springs, heat coil, carbon blocks and separators form the heat coil and carbon
arrester protection for one telephone line.
Morris
System of Electrical Regulation.
Moskowitz, New York. N. Y., assignor to the
of
Company,
United States Light and Heating
New Jersey. Application filed June 28, 1907.

886.395.

The system comorises a work circuit, a generator
having a shunt field, a compensating storage battery in
parallel across the line and a regulator for varying the
field.
There is a magnet coil in the mam generator
circuit, means for producing a mechanical force opposing the magnet coil, a coil in the work circuit assist-

u.nry

to

1

1

Cat AatocUtion

May

asth,

36th

convention), Tu-

23,

1909,

A

the commutator.
lug on the movable brush
a stop on the stationary arm form means
for limiting the motion of the movable frame toward the

Coil

(See cut on next page.)

Support.
William L. Waters.- MilWis., assignor to the National Brake

coil
a.\ial!y

support

consists

of a

Ap-

be

body portion extend-

and

secured

to

Dynamo-electric Machine.
William
L.
Waters, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the
National Brake and Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
Application fikd December 13,

SYSTEM OF ELECTRICAL REGULATION.

Vibrator.
Egmont M. Tormin^ Newton,
Mass., assignor to the Holtzer-Cabot ElectricCompany. Application filed January 23, 1908.
.\n electromagnetic winding is in series with a primary transformer winding, the
circuit
through the
windings being permanently closed, and a condenser is

886,443.

multiple with the circuit.

Car-lighting System.
William A. Turbayne, Lancaster, N. Y., assignor to the Gould
Coupler Company. Application filed June 20,

886,445.

1906.

System and Apparatus for Telephone LoJames Harrison.
Toll or Pay Stations.
Louis, Mo. Application filed May 10, 1905.
a

coin-collecting

or

pay

station

System of Measured Telephone Service.
James Harrison, St. Louis, Mo. Application

May

1905.

10,

The mechanism
tem

for

measured-service

Toll Box.
Application

Telephone

886.499.

Louis,

St.

a

telephone sys-

described.

is

Mo.

James Harrison,
filed January
12,

1906.
886,372.

and

Okla.,

886.562.

NO. 886,395.

filed
circuit in
and a booster

KaJIway

Guthrie^

inwardly from a face plate adapted
the machine frame, the body portion
having at its lower end an enlarged member having
an opening therethrough, the enlarged member having
a lower flat engaging surface to which the coils may
be secured by means of a rope or string passing about
the coils and through the opening.

586.498.

a

JJaht,

convention),
226.
(rcRulac meetliiK),

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (•cmi-annual
meeting), Delroll, June ajd to 36tli.
Society for the Promotion of Hngineering Education (an*
nual meeting), Detroit, June 33d to 36th.
American Iniitilulc of Electrical EngincerB (annual convention). Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N, }., June 29th
to July 3d.
National Electrical Contractor!' Antociation (annual meeting), Chicago, July 15th, i6th and 17th.
Michigan Electric AnMcintion (annual meeting), Grand
Uapidft, Mich., Auguiit 18th to 2ifit.
Ohio Electric Light Association (annual convention). Hotel
Victory, Put-in-Bay Island, August 25tb, 26th and 371I1.
New York Electrical Show (iiecond annual), Madison
Square Garden, October 3d to 14th.
CIiic.-iRo Elcctric'il Show (fourth annual), Coliseum, Jan

The

patent covers
for telephone systems.

parallel,

rnntn,

to

The

in

fannual
to

Klrctrical A»iiociatlon (annual
Ont., June loth, nth, fzth,

ing

St.

Combined are a number of compound-wound genera-

lotli

waukee,
and Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
plication filed September 4, 1906.

cal

tors

RIectric

convention),

commutator.

886.497.

SYSTEM OF ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

Oklahoma
(annual

frame and

The combination consists of a variable-speed dynamo
generator, a battery connected therewith, a dynamo
crusher in the main circuit between the lamps and the
junction of the battery and dynamo generator, a motor
connected across the circuit on the generator side of the
crusher and arranged to be variable in speed in accordance with the voltage variations of dynamo generator,
and means for varying the voltage of the crusher in
accordance with the varying speed of the motor.

NO. 886,371.

May

and a7th.
Canadian

886.561.

in

AlSystem of Electrical Distribution.
S. Hubbard, Belleville, N. J., assignor to
Gould Storage Battery Company. Applicafiled August 10, 1905.

A^f^ciail'm

Crnlr;il
KIcctric K.iilway A*ttoci.i(l(fn
Itixiily llnuKT, 'i'olrdo, f)lil(i. May 261)1.

against

of the

A

Invisible Electric Burglar and Fire Alarm.
James W. Dawson. Kansas City, Mo. Application filed September 12, 1907.
Two pairs of spring contacts are used. If an in-

('Itftit

Holrl, Chicane,

Auflitoriurn

as to de-energize one
other.
(See cut.)

Transmitter.
John
Application
Y.

886,355-

DATES AHEAD.
Kkclric

National

iqoS.

N.

message feeding mechanism, automatic transmitting
contact mechanism and means for operating the same
An independent transmitter is arranged
are described.
for
to be separately controlled and there is a switch
connecting cither the automatic transmitting mechanism
Automatic
or the separate transmitter to line at will.
stopping and starting means for tlie feeding mechanism
are mechanically connected with the switch.

A

and means for breaking the

Two

printed.

for the United Stalei StccI Corporation, for itf
several plants at
Pill'iliiirg,
Pa.: Chicago, III,;
Clcvclainl, Ohio, and Gary, Iiid.
number of the
engines have already been in commercial service and
arc giving highly Batisf.ictory results, fidTdling the
most sanguine cxpcctalions of the builders and
purchasers.

ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
issued (United States Patent

Telegraph.
John C. Barclay.
886.338.
•
New York, N. Y., assignor to the Western
Union Telegraph Company, New York, N. Y.
Application filed August 15, 1905.
One class of signals operates the printing mechanism.
:inother the shift mechanism of the printer and a third

Willis

An InRcnious vari,d>le-speeil device is being manufactured by the Rotary I-'ile and Machine Comis
It
pany, 589 Kent Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
known as the S. & S. variable-speed eounlershafl
and consists of an arrangement of expanding belt
openiling pulleys, by means of which any variablespeed relationship desired within the limits of 4 to
r
can be maintained at its maxinmm and capable
of reafly adjustment at a moment's notice.
The
gear is made in 14 standard sizes, capable of transThe variation in
mitting up to 128 horsepower.
the diameter of the expansion pulley Is efleeted
in a unique manner.
Many distinctive claims arc
made by the manufacturer.

ILLUSTRATED
Printing

403

The

coin-collecting

patent No. 886,497

box used in the system covered by

is

described.

Trolley Harp.
Hugh W. Kimes, Dayton.
Ohio, assignor of two-thirds to J. H. Vaile,
Application filed January 13,
Dayton, Ohio.

886,517.

1908.
device has a split collar with means for clamping
sections on the axle, and means for locking the

The
the

clamp in

set

position.

Spark Plug for Explosion Engines. Ellsworth A. La Har, Forestville, Conn^ assignor
Applito John B. Smith, New Britain, Conn.
calion filed August 30, 1907.

886,523.

a holding socket having an internal
for the socket, an insulator commiddle sleeve permanently conthe complete insulator.

The plug comprises
seat,

plete

a tubular
in itself

nected with

cap

and

a

Brush Holder. William L. Waters, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the National Brake
Apand Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
plication filed June 3, 1905-

886,559.

A roller of insulating material is mounted bet%veen
the ends of a bifurcated extension, a fork-shaped memA
ber extending from the brush-supporting frame.
helical spring is secured to the insulating roller and has
adjustable engagement with the fork-shaped member,
whereby the brush may be securely and flexibly held

1906.

A shield of insulating material has slots registering
with the slots in the brush yoke, and clamping studs
secure the brush frames to the brush yoke causing
the shield to be simultaneously clamped thereto, the
shield of insulating material being interposed between
the brush frames and brush yokes to electrically separate
the section of the commutator engaged by the brushes
from the brush yoke and bearing frame, thus preventing sparking between the commutator and brush yoke
and bearing frame.
Electric Cable.
886.566.
Charles E. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed July 13, 1905.
The cable has a number of wires each composed of
successive lengths of electrically conductive materials
differing in
their
magnetic permeability, with alternation of .the materials in opposed portions of associated
wires, the wires being twisted together.
886,620.
Electric
Signaling Apparatus fpr Railroads.
Paul J. Matter, Coswig. Germany. Application filed December 19, 1907.

An

automatic

railway

signaling

apparatus

comprises

track,
a
sequence of conductor sections insulated
from each other and located beside the track, both ends
of each section being connected with it, a lamp connected in circuit at each end of each section, the lamp
at the end of one section being located adjacent to the
lamp at the commencement of the neighboring section,
and a traveling source of electricity always in circuit
with the track and with one of the sections.

a

Cable Hanger.
886,634.
Henry W. Pleister, Newark, N. J., assignor to Henry B.
Newhall.
Plainfield, N. J.
Aoplication filed January 24,
1907.
A resilient wire cable hanger comprising a head
having a constricted throat to engage a support and retain a hanger thereon is described.

Guard. Jean E. Saucier, MonQuebec, Canada.
Application filed June

Trolley

886,645.
treal,

1906.
yoke is pivotally mounted on the upper end of the
yoke comprising two divergent arms, a portion
disposed at an angle to the arras and adapted to lie
beneath the trolley pole.
A spring is adapted to bear
against the under face of the pole to maintain the
opposite end of the yoke elevated.
30,

A

pole, the

Cover and Element Support.
Battery
Walerbury.
Conn.
Schoenmehl,
Charles
B.
Application filed May 29, 1905.
supportdepending
conical
a
The battery bridge has
ing member protecting lug extending below the solu-

886.649.

"

tion

surface.

Support.
Cover and Element
Battery
Conn.
Schoenmehl, Waterbury,
Charles
B.
Application filed May 29, 1905.
The combination with an electrode consists of an

886.650.

electrode-supporting device comprising a depending longitudinally extending protecting sleeve having a shouldered
and threaded upper portion, a member having a threaded
recess extending partially therethrough, and a perforation continuing therefrom and adapted to register with
the opening through the sleeve.

.

'
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Negative Element for Primary Batteries.
Charles
B.
Scliocnmehl.
Waterbury,
Conn.

SS6,65i-

Application

June

filed

A compressed metal oxide battery clement lias, 'its
surface coated with finely divided particles of the same
metal as contained in the oxide.
Charles B. Schoenmehl,
Application filed March 29,

Electric Battery.

886,652.

Waterhnr}', Conn.

1906.
A negative element for batteries is covered, comprising a thin pressed cylinder of metal oxide and a perforated and pocketed sheet of metal extending therein
and having its edges turned over Ijo engage the cylinder
and to support the same.

Automatic Electric Signal System for
Railways. John P. Buchanan, Cleveland, Ohio,
assignor of one-half to Frederick B. Wiegand.
Application filed August 3,
Cleveland, Ohio.

plication filed July 16,
ihe combination patented

the

N.

Opener.

When

magnet

a

de-energized a bolt

is'

Edward A. Jones, Scranton,
tion filed March 16, 1907.
The movable element
switch

the

is

re-

Trolley-line Clamp.
Auguste Caron, Indian Orchard, Mass.
AppHcatioji filed July 2=;
1906.

Two separable clamping members have 'grooved arcuhnc-engaging faces.
One of the members is provided with a. central aperture and the other member
is
provided with a threaded shank engaging the aperture
and having wire receiving slots.

of

carries

signaling

a

Pa.

contact

a

for

motor

and

raises

David H. Coker,
Whitfield A. Scar]>rough, ChocoAla.
Application filed April 3, 1907.
Magnets attract a semaphore in either direction, ac-

Piedmont, and
locco,

actuating

cording to the operation

circuitj

lowers

Application

that

by

breaking

the

May

filed

21,

1907.

Kizer,
1906.

The patent covers
such

circuits.

Coherer and Decoherer. Joseph L. Jones,
Tenn.
Application filed December 26,

886,983.

Aulomatic Railway Signal.
James P.
Norwood, Chicago, 111. Application filed Oc-

886,847-

is

separate

A conneetioii box for electric wiring 'comprises a body
section and interchangeable end sections, tlie sections
having
co-operating
connecting
means and additional
means for connecting a number of body" sections to form
a larger sectional box.

changes the poles of the motor circuit at
anproximately the limit of movement of the gate in
either
direction,
and eleclrcmagnetic means are provided for independently actuating the switch mechanism.

tober 5, 1906.
The arrangement

of

Connection Box.
Russell D. Plolabird,
Los Angeles, Cal., assignor to the HolahirdReynolds Electric Company, Los Angeles, Cal.

886,978-

Switch

arm.

gate

a

Railway Block Signal.

886,947.

Applica-

mechanism

Electric Heater and Rheostat.
James H.
Delaney, Berwyn, III., assignor to the Electric
Controller
and
Supply Company, Cleveland.
Application filed August 23. igo6.
Ohio.

is

886,942.

released.

Electric
Railway Gate.
Richmond M.
McGee, Dallas, Tex., assignor to the McGee
Switch and Signal Company, Dallas, Tex. Application filed Augvi&t 8, 1907.

886,682.

1906.

19,

leased.

886,842.

A

June

ate

Combined Gauge and Signal Device. Mark
886,833.
G. Melvin, Scranton, Pa., assignor of one-half

(Sec cut.)

coil.

variable

a

Loch,
Joseph
filed
April 16,

Application

Y.

that

so

filed

Means are provided for impressing currents of differ
""^ intensities upon the Une.
Responding to a current
of a certain intensity, the locking means operating
the
individual switch controlUr
the talking circuit

1907,

Allen F. Carver,
Tool.
Application filed February

An electric' tool-driver combination with plunger consists of coils adapted to impart a different polarity to
the plunger when it has about completed its stroke, and
means connected with the tool for reducing the current
in one coil wliile a greater current flows through the
other

arranged

Door

Electric

Brooklyn,

circuit.

Electric-driven
York, N. Y.

1907.

5,

has two cores
be produced.

may

air-gap

5,827.

Application

Coil.
Louis O. Langwortliy, BradApplication filed October 4, 1907.

Pa.
coil

igoS

16,

Party-hne Telephone Selector and LockHerbert D. Williams, Vermilion, Kan

886,909.
out.

the method of
filament in a
central support

to

to

Combined with an actuating circuit are means resoonsive to an established current adapted to control
the actuating circuit, and other means not responsive to
such established current but to a current part of whose
circuit or path is the ground, likewise adapted to con-

New

Choke

The

1906.

trol

relates

A

886.824.
ford,

Ap-

1907.

fastening or holding portions of the
metallic-filament incandescent lamp.
is
an essential feature.
(See cut.)

886,6/6.

886,678.

Baden, near Vienna, Austria-Hungary.

zcl,

1905.

2,

May

arranged

ture

cir-

a

within

decoherer electromagnet, an armafield of force of the magnet

the

A

heater and rheostat consist of the combination of
a spirally formed laterally flattened electrical conductor,
the cross-section of the coils of which is reduced in
thickness from the central part of the spiral to its
outer boundary, and a core or support of insulating
material having a screw thread formed on its periphery
adapted to hold the spiral by the inner edge of its coils.

Mm

Vapor Electric Lamp.
Richard Kiich,
Hanau, Germany, assignor to the firm of
W. C. Heraeus, Hanau, Germany. Application filed September 6, 1905.

886,706.

A

gas or vapor electric lamp is covered, having the
electrode material formed of a mixture of metals vaporizable at different temperatures, the metal constituting
the greater part of the mixture being vaporizable at a
higher temperature than the remainder of the mixture.

BRUSH-HOLDER.

NO. 886,559.

ELECTRIC TOOL.

NO. 886. 678.

METALLIC-

NO. 886,821.

FILAMENT LAMP.
Relay

Signaling Apparatus.
Louis
886.740.
H. Thullen. Edgewood Park. Pa., assignor to
the Union Switch and Signal Company, SwissApplication filed March 25, 1907.
vale, Pa.
for

a'

ically

886.856.

Automatic Train Controller.
Guy Toft.
Camden. N. J., assignor of three-fourths to

886.857.

Thomas

Marrin, Philadelphia. Pa.

January

filed

and

actuating

for

throttle

brakes.

air

Telegraph Instrument. Benjamin F. Bellows and Ambrose Behner, Cleveland, Ohio;

8S6,755.

Behner assignor to Bellows.
Sep. ember 27, 1904.

A

Application

vibrating spring carrying one terminal of an
seems to be an essential feature of

circuit

tric

filed

cl'~e-

this

system.

vember

of

Reducing

Metals.

Henry

N.

Original

Y.

Divided

1904.

vember

S.

Ahmiinuiu and Other
Blackmore, Mount Vernon,

application filed August
and this application filed

22,

No-

1905.
This process of reducing aluminum 'consists in fusing
llie
aluminum-containing substances by passing a nonmtlal-yieiding current through the fused material between contacts, and liberating the aluminum from its
compound by the action of a metal-yielding current.
14.

Warp

886,769,

Stop-motion for Looms.

Dcrfinak. Mystic, Conn.

tember
The

i6,

IQ07.

closing

of an

Application

Joseph B.
filed Sep-

details

circuit

the

effects

described.

886,775-

29,

1906.

Francisco,
II,

The body of a molten alloy is made
of a transformer, and electric current
the primary of tlie transformer.

Electromagnet.
assignor
111.,

John

Application

Cal.

Duffic,
J.
filed

San

Novemhcr

23,

Electromagnet.
886.870.
cago, 111., assignor

Manufacturing

the secondary
supplied to

Harold

to

movement

lire

of the platform of the scale a cirlight inside

h made and broken, thereby producing
computing roller.

the

886,788.

Course and Log Recorder. Theodore M.
Mass.
Application filed .Au-

Foolc, Allston,
gust II, 1906.
Successive

positions

of

a

compass

needle

are

elec-

trically recorded.

Electrical Connection.
George 11. Jacob
and John L. Hagadorn, Detroit, Mich. Appli-

886.811,

Harold
to

the

Company,
6,

Rowntree,
ChiBurdett-Rowntree

Chicago,

111.

Appli-

1907.

The

first patent relates to an alternating-current magwith a laminated core.
The laminations are united
magnetic circuit at one end.
In the
principle is applied to the jdunger of

fcrin 'a closed
second i)alent the
a solenoid.

cation

July 14, 1906.
dcwrilK-d -ire the c<imbinalion with a socket
ih'-lu'linjf vpaccd conUict* of a signal circuit, and a plug
uu'l cmductors.
The plug comorisci independent sccliou: innulalcd from one another, and means for sc•'iruiv: the rcn:»ecliye conduciors in electrical contact with
:ii';
rr*()(.'clive vrctionn, thin meanti Mrving to secure the
filed

Apparatus for Producing Electric Discharges Througli Gases.
August Schneller,
Ginneken, near Breda. Netherlands, assignor
to Percy Thompson, h^ast Orange, N. J.
Applicaiion filed April 25, 1904,

886,874.

The inventor describes an apparatus for subjecting
giscK to invisible electric discharges, comprising <lischarge terminalH nnd means for circulating between tlicm
a flowing dielectric medium for the puri)osc of cooling
the 'terminals,

886.879.

cago,

Signaling System.
111.
Application

John
filed

Shepherd,

September

Chi17,

I'catiift^

rcsp'.cfivc

886^1.

sections

Electric

logctlicr.

Incandescent

[C06.
Mcaiih arc provided to test the ground connection of
the line circuit without breaking the line.

886.880.

Trolley,

Application

Lamp.

Hans

Ku-

Details arc

is

Ghegan,
20,

1907.
described having a relay

and adjustable resistance in the line in combination with
two shunt circuits, one around the relay and the other
around the line resistance, and a transmitter controlling
the shwnt circuits, whereby the operation of the transmitter increases or decreases the resistance in the line
to operate a distant relay without affecting the relay
the transmitting station.

at

Electrical System of Distribution.
887,052.
Walter E. Winship,
York, N. Y., assignor to

Gould Storage Battery Company of New
York.
Application filed September 25, 1906.
the

Shepherd,
John
December 20,

filed

described.

The system comprises two sources of electric supply,
motor generator connecting the same, and means for
oppositely 'regulating the electromotive forces generated
by the two ends of the motor generator responsivcly In
fluctuations, of load of one of ttie sources.
a

PATENTS THAT

Chicago,
1907.

III,

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents
by the United States Patent Oflficc) that

May

1905.

1907.

liy
cuit

duplex telegraph system

J.

May

is

Rowntree, Chithe Burdett-Rowntree
Company, Chicago, 111. Appli-

Manufacturing
cation filed June

to

Scale.

A

J.

Telegraph.
John
Application filed

New

Process of Producing Low-carbon Ferroalloys.
Edgar F. Price, Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
assignor to the Electro Metallurgical Company,
Chicago, 111.
Application filed September 24,

net

Computing

Duplex
Newark, N.

886.858.

cago,

De-

is

887,038.

carbide of that metal.

886.869.

Anion
filed

1907.

a safety electric signal 'device which works
by a trip device upon the track and a signal circuit upon
the locomotive.

.

December

30,

'

are

alkaline-earth
This process of
producing alkali or
metals consists in electrolyzing a molten salt of the desired
metal with an anode essentially comprising a

desired

object.

This

Electrolytic Process of Producing Metals.
Edgar F. Price and William S. Horry, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignors to the Central
Trust Company of New York.
Application

cation filed April
electric

cember

1905.

14,

Construction

1907.

Art

886.757.

Kuzel,

Niag-

Price,

F.

ara Falls, N. Y., assignor to the Central Trust
Company of New York. Application filed No-

filed

means are provided

IClcctrical

valve

Application

1907.

2,

Edgar

Electric Furnace.

Signal
for
Railways.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Application

Electric

886,993-

This is an alternating-current relay having two windings and laminated cores for the windings, the pole
pieces of the cores having opposite portions thereof
sheathed
with
copper.
A movable contact-actuating
member is in operative relation to its windings. These
windings have means whereby the action of the current
in one or the other winding will predominate according
to the frequency of the current.
886.741.

and having a hooked end, a make-and-break device, and
a coherer supported by the hook.

of a third rail at crossings or other danger points
motor-driven generator on the railroad car automatoperates a semaphore by electric power.

cuit

12,

(issued
e.\pired

1908:

451,921.
Secondary Cattery. J. Emniner, Jr., Wasliintilini,
D. C.
Galvanic Battery.
G. C. KlcCullough, Kiclnimnd.
451,948.
Ind.
Printing Tclcgrajdi.
K. Pope, Ouebec, Canada,
-151,951.
Klectrically Propelled Car.
S. II. Short, Cleve451.980.
land, O.
Mounting for Electric-car Motors.
S. II. Shorl,
451.981.
Cleveland, O.
I"usible Cut-out for Electric Connections.
W. \'.
451-997Dow, Urainlrce, Mass,
IClcclric-rnihvay
Signal.
W. C. Walter, Kuli
4S'.999niond, Va.
IClcctromagnct.
45:^,00,1.
C. K. Line, Syracuse, N. Y.
Electrical Signaling Device.
C. J. Kintncr, New
452,026.
"

York, N. Y.
E. E. Ries, HaitiElectric Kivcting Appar„tus.
more, Md.
Apparatus for Healing by Electricity.
C. Zipcr452,056.
nosky, Biula-Pcsth, Austria-Hungary.
Electric Railway.
M. W. Dcwcy, Syracuse, N. Y452.099.
(>,
lllackwcll, New York.
V.
Electric Railway.
452.160.
N. Y.
Thermostat. A. M. But/., Chicago, III.
•152,163.
Qtiincy,
Christiansen,
Electric-car
Motor.
152,176.
J.
Mass.
Chisholm, New York,
Electric
Motor.
D. J.
4«i2,2i4.
*
N. Y.
Tubular Pole for Electrical Railroads. T. J. Bray,
452,25s.
Warren, O.
,
H. \V. Miller, London, England.
Electric Meter.
452,276.
C. J. Van Dcpoclc,
Electric Reciprocating Engine.
452,296.
Lynn. Mass.
Primary Battery. W. Hanson, Ixindnn, England.
452,303.
Incandescent Lamp Socket. W. M. B, Keen, New
4';2,io6.
45^,042.

"York. N. Y.
4S2,.i26.

Electrical

.Newark,

N.

J.

Measuring

luhlruinent.

E.

Weston,
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CHICAOO: 188 Fnih Avenui.

1889— Fnris Exposition,
Medal for Rubber Insnlation.

NkON/x

CENTURY ELECTRIC

1893--World-s Fair,

CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Medal for Rnbber Insniation.

StilJTCKtB

CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRING

SINBLE-PHASE SELF-STARTIIG

STANDARD FOR
MOTORS AND GEILINC FANS
RVBBFB INSUIiATION. Olive & I9th Sts., St. Louis, Mo.

American Circular Loom Co.

THLE
REG. US, PATENT OFFICE.
Okonite Wires, Of(onite Tape,

Manson Tape, Candee "»'• Wires

THE OKONITE
roo«nVc^h'"'ie?:}«>''»9«'=

ButoQ. Mau., Hew York, Cblco^o, S&n Fr«iicUc«

Sole Manufacturers of

Atlantic Insulated

CO., Ltd.

•WIRES

&

Cable Co.

FOR SUBMAKINE, AERIAL. T7HDERGR0UND AND INTERIOR USE

Geo. T. Manson. Gen'l Supt
W. H. Hodglns, Secy.

253 Broadway. New Yom

Wire

AND CABLES
UBERTY STREET
NEW YORK QTY

FACTORY.
STAMFORD. CONN,

120

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE C9.
MANUFACTURERS OF

ORIGINAL VULCANIZED FIBRE

PARANITE RUBBER COVERED
WIRES AND CABLES

Highest grades for eUctricai insulation and mechanical purposes* in sheets,
tubes, rods

tjRdtrground, Atrial,

Submirlnt and Insld*

Uu

and

Catalogues and samples on application.

special shapes.

VULCANIZED FIBRE

CO.,

-

Wilmington, Del.

TELEPHONE. TELE6lt«rH AND FIRE-AURM CABLE*

AIIWIrHAnTntailalFulori

leal

Armatures

)

VRewound

Field Coils

Transtormers

Franklin Electric Co.
222-224 South Clinton

Commutators Rebuilt

Chicago,

St,

III.

ii

JONESBORO, IND.

^:

YOU CAN TEST YOUR RAnTBONOS
lAnTB
fast as you can walk.
YOU SHOULD
NOT ATTEMPT to construct your road without
"THE ROLLER." IT WILL PAY FOR IT-

Construction

Nearly as

Dynamos

otors and

Repairing of

all

ONE MAN" BONUESTER

Kinds

SELF many

times in

its first

year's operation,

n'RITE FOR BULLETIS

n:

.

r

.

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
203 Broadway. NEW TOBK

Ft.

^^and~

NATIONAL INDIA RDEBEB

CO.'S

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL,

UOl Monadnock

1427 Park BIdg., Pittsburg.
723 Williamson Building, Cleveland

O.ABI^K<
R.

I.

Blk.,

Chicam.

.\HCIIAD0 * roller.. General

Sales Agcnis.

ELECTRICAL

WESTON INSTRUMENT CO.
Main

Office

and Works, Waverly Park, NEWARK, N.

FASSBURg

J.

WESTON STANDARD

VACUUM DRYIHg"

Voltmeters, Millivoltmeters, Voltammeters, Ammeters,
Milammeters, Ground Detectors and Circuit
Testers, Ohmmeters, Galvanometers.

IMPREGNATING
APPARATUS

AND
FOH

TRANSFORMER, FIELD

FOR PORTABLE,
STATION

AND
;

and

USE.

House,

Ely

Place,

Hoibarn.

TRANCE—E.

H. Cadiot, 12 Rue St., i-orses.
BERLIN European Weston Electrical Instrume t Co.,
Rilterstrasse No, SS.

fAUIa.

^e«ton Standard Portable Direct
Current Ammeter. Model 1

COILS

OPERATIVE tCONOf rV
GREAT DURABILITY

^.P.DEVINE
...

LABORATORY
LONPOX BRANCH —Audrey

ARMATURE

ABSOLUTE DRYNESS
NO OVERHEATING
NO FiRE HAZARD

—

NEW TORK OFFICE— 7i CORTLANDT STREET

BUFFALl.N.Y.'

CO.
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ALLIS-CHALMERS GAS ENGINES
FOUR-CYCLE, DOUBLE-ACTING

TANDEM AND TWIN-TANDEM
Are

Built in

Capacities

Ranging from 500

to

5,000 H. P.

Twin-Tandem Gas Engines, each c^f 2,000 H. P. Capaeit>-. I)ri\n\Lr Allis-Chahr.er-; AUernatii^;
current generators in the Power House of the Mihvaiikee-Xi.'rLlicrn Rail\va\\ T^>rl Wasiilnglun, Wis.

>\1U5-Cha]niers 4-Cycle, Donl5le-:Vcting

Allis-Chalmers
connection

to

In addition to

Generators,

to

the gas engines

furnish

either direct or

and especially designed

the main generating

units,

we

alternating current,
to

meet the

manufacture

all

are also built for direct

required

auxiliary

conditions

electrical

of

service.

apparatus,

such

as Rotary Converters, Transformers, Motor-Generator Sets, Motors, Controllers, Etc.

LET US GIVE YOU AN ESTIMATE ON THE COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
OF YOUR POWER PLANT
DISTRICT OFFICES.

ATLANTA, Ga., Fourth National Bank Building.
BALTIMORE, Md., Continental Building.
BOSTON, Mass., 50 Congress Street.
BUFFALO, N. Y., Ellicott Square Building.
CHICAGO, III.,
CINCINNATI,

O.,

CLEVELAND,

O.,

DALLAS,

First National Bank Building.
First National Bank Building.
New England Building.

S. D.

McPhee Building.
Micli,. 800 Union Trust Building.
Tex., El Pato <S. S. W. Building.
CITY, Mo,, The Dwight BIdg., cor. Baltimore Av. and Tentii St.
Colo.,

DETROIT,
EL PASO,

KANSAS

ST. LOUIS. Mo., Third National

Tex., Wilson Building.

DEADWOOD,
DEr,:VeR,

LOS ANGELES, Cal., Citizen's National Bank Building,
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., Corn Exchange Building.
NEW ORLEANS, La., 316 Godchaux Building.
NEW YORK, N. V., 71 Broadway.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Land Title Building.
PITTSBURG, Pa., Frick Building.
PORTLAND, Ore., Corner First and Stark Streets.

GENKR.M, OFFICES;;, ?IU«aukee, Wis.

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, Dooly
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Phillips
SCRANTON, Pa.
SEATTLE, Wash.,
SPOKANE, Wash.

Bank

Building.
Building, 117-119 West 2d South Street.
Building, 599 Mission Street.

115 Jackson Street.

Canadian Representatives, AIlis-Chalmers-BuUock, Ltd., Montreal

—
.lay

iC,

—

—

7

—

.
.
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The Electric Storace BatteryCo.
of

Alaiiiifat'tiiri-r

The "CDbloribc

Hccumulator

NIOW YORK, IIOSTON. CIIIOACO. ST.

I>IIII,AI>KM>1IIA,

I.OUIS, CI.UVKI.ANII.

NEW ELECTRIC

Battery

TOKONTO

A II.AMA. SAN niANCISCO,

Save Money by Buying

SAFETY VALVE

Columbia

.s^'^'^eyt..

Protects Life
Vro-tecls "Properly

r.irT-oi;T

MAN'F'D.

"'jBxibc'

and the

"

BY

\/sej!

METERS

no Current
Low

Accurate, Sensitive and

MAN'Pr., on.

in Price

WRITE FOR PRICES
For Prices,
Shuwing M. & R. Automatic

Etc.,

Address

THE COLUMBIA METER

Mfg. Compa.ny
OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN

Electricak.!

Cut-oiit In-ntalled,

Type "A"

36

WEST SOUTH STREET

CO.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

:-:

INNER ARC GLOBES

INCANDESCENT BULBS

TUBING

and

WRITE FOR. PRICES

THE LIPPINCOTT GLASS

CRANO
PRIZE
Universal Exposlllon.
Louts. 1904
MEOAL
COLD
Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition,

Resistance Wires to

Wollaston Wire for
Wireless Telegraphy
Send

for

CO. BAKER,

Pres.

G.

W. Baker, VlcePret.

St.

Specifications
Rivets and Contacts

PLATINUM

ALEXANDRIA. IND

CO..

BAKER &

Portland, 1906.

MEDAL
COLD
Jamestown
Exposition,

408-4U

Jamestown,

NEW YORK

1907.

Catalogue

CO., Inc.
NEWARK

Sys. R. R. Avenue,

OFFICE, No. 30

Ctiurcli St.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Allis-Chalmers

Company

2

—
—

American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Loom Co .... 1
American Conduit Co
American Diesel Engine Co.
.15
Amer. District Steam Co..
Amer. Electrical Heater Co. .57
Works..
.33
Electrical
American
American School of Corre37
spondence
57
Arnold Co., The
Art Machine Co. (Elec. Dept.)
Atlantic In9. Wire »& Cable Co. I
60
Automatic Electric Co
Avery Scale Co., The
54
Babcock & Wilcox Co
57
Badt &Co.. F. B
3
Baker & Co., Ino
43
Banner Electric Co
61
Barnard A; Co B. S
.

.

.

.

—
—

.

Earstow&Co., W. S

14
Beardalee Chandelier Mfg. Co.57
Belden Mfg. Co
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co .... 33
5!
Berthold & Jennings
34-51
Biasell Co., The F
4
Blake Signal & Mfg. Co

Central Electric Co
Central Station Imp. Co

Brooka. Hall L
Bruer, Will F

1

59
59
39
28

Bryan-Marsh Co
Bryant Electric Co
Buffalo Fdy. & Machine Co. ,50
57
ByUesby & Co.. H M

-33

«i:

57
Jackson. D. C. & W. B
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co. ... 60

Kartavert Manufacturing Co.
Kaye & Carter Lumber Co. ..59
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply
Klein

Company

&

Koener

59-60

Sons, Mathias

Co
KohlerBros

Kuhlman
Lang

51

Elec. Storage Battery

Electric

Co

50
57
46-50

The J

Electric Co.

42

Ijeather Preserver Mfg. Co.

Gieford Elec.

Cope. T. J
Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co

D&

54

.
.

5
1

—

W

17

Co
Co

Elec. Mfg.

Dyno & Chemical

.

16

Mfg. Co.. .51

Radford, John

A

1

Rail Joint Co..

The

.

Electrical Mfg.

Co

3

Pignolet, L.

26
Habirsbaw Wire Co
50
HaUer Sign Wka., Inc
34
Hapgoods
8-9
Hart Mfg. Co
Hazard Manufacturing Co ... 55

Herrmann &

A

29
32
Highland Park College
60
Hoffman. G.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co ... 50
57
Hunt & Co.. Robt.
Co.. C.

W

W

Elec.

Supply Co

.

.

McLennan & Company, K.
McRoy Clay Works

.

.32
4

Mechanical Appliance Co. 22-46
32
Mica Insulator Company
Michigan College of Mines. .32
.

Minerallac

Co

55

MinneapolisEIec. &Const. Co. 1
Minneapolis Steel & Mchy. Co. 3
34
Miscellaneous Advs
.40
Moline Incand. Lamp Co.
Morrison Lumber Co., J. W..
32
MuDsell & Co., Eugene

Ideal Engine Worky
Illinois Central R.

R

Indiana Rub.

&

51

50

Ins.W. Co. 1-13

International Elec. Meter Co. IS
International Tel. Mfg. Co ... 33

Co
Iwan Bros
Iia.<3.e>2K:
Itasca Cedar

r^or Cl^-ssif ied

59

—

National
National
National
National

7
Carbon Co
India Rubber Co.
1
Metal Molding Co.. 4
58
Pole Co
.

.

.

of A-d-v^^rtiserxaerxt®

S.

—

Studebaker Automobile Co. .47

Queen &

.

Torrey Cedar

Triumph

59
56

Co

Universal Mfg. Co.,

L

The

14

Plbg. & Htg. Go.
Vulcanired p^bre Company.. 1

Vanderman

Co.. Inc

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co. .20-21
Warren Electric Mfg. Co
50
Wesco Supply Co
32

Randolph, Isham
Rathbone & Panigot Co
Reisinger,

Company

Elec.

Co

M

Pillsbury, Charles

—
—

Wks

Stanley & Patterson, Ino. ... 1
Sterhng i Son Co., W. C
p9
Stewart Heater Co., The
49
Stow Mfg. Company

Co

1

Manhattan

Standard Vamiah

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co
PhiUipg, Eugene F
PhiUips Insulated Wire Co..

Machado &

.

Lamp

Co. 42
44
Economy Electric Co
Edison Elec. Illuminating Co.36
60
Edison Mfg. Company
32
Eldredge Elec. Mfg. Co
3
Battery
Co.
Electric Storage

Economical Elec,

Peirce Specialty

Phosphor-Bronze

Massachusetts Chemical Co.,

1,

Co

59
Lindsley Bros. Co., The
Lippincott Glass Co., The. ... 3
44
Locke Insulator Mfg. Co
Long Distance Tel. Mfg. Co. .—
Roller

.

.

Heating Co

Pacific Elec.

Goodwin

.

Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug & Chem. Wka.eO
32
Detroit Ins. Wire Co
1
Devine Co, J. P.
57
Directory of Engineers
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph. .60
*t

& Kintz Co., The. .60
6
Gould Storage Battery Co.
34-35
Gregory Electric Co

Obonite Co., The
Oneida Community, Ltd.
Ostrander & Co., W, R

—

Speer Carbon Co
Stackpole Battery Co
33
Standard Cedar & Lumber Co.o9
Standard Paint Co., The
30
Standard Underg. Cable Co.

National Rheostat Co

\ew York Edison Co., The
New York Ins. Wire Co
Novelty Inc. Lamp Co

Pacific Coast Pole

.

Duncan

The

29-61

Pub. Co

—

Dossert

Bristol Co.,

Electrician

Electro-Ad Company
1
Co
4
Eureka Vibrator Co
Champaign Gas & Elec. Sup57 Excello Arc Lamp Co.. The. 23
ply Co
Chase-Shawmut Co
4
37
Federal Electric Co
Chicago Carbon Co
33
Fibre Conduit Co.. The
Chic. Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co. 19
"For Sale" Advertisements.. 34
Chicago Glove & Mitten Co. .57
Ft.WayneElec. Wkp., Ino.38-65
Chicago Insul. Wire & Mfg. Co. 4
Fostoria Glass Specialty Co. .45
32
Chicago Mica Co
1
Franklin Electric Co
35
Chicago Telephone Co
French Battery & Carbon Co.
Clark Inc. Lamp Co
40
V.acuum
_
Columbia Meter Co., The. .. 3 General Comp. Air
7
Machinery Co
Commonw'lth Edison Co. 4-27-34 General Electric Co
31
60
Commutator Co., The
22-32
Gest, G. M
32
Conrad & Blanton Co
Mfg. Co., The. .51

.—

The.

Elect'l Testing Laboratories. .32

Centiiry Eleotrio

Bossert Electric Construction
12-50
Co. The
57
Brennan Elec. Const. Co

Bliss Electrical School,

10
35

Hugo

,

.

Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg. Co.
Rickenbaugh & Co., R. E.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A
.

.

.

.

.

RuebelA Wells

Western ElectricICo
Westinghouse Electric
ufacturing Co

24-25

i Man62-63-64

Westinghouse Lamp Co
Westinghouse Machine Co.

41
.

.63

Sachs Co., The

Weston Electrical Inst. Co...
Whitney Eleo. Inst. Co

Safetj- Electric

Co
Samson Cordage Works

Willard Storage Battery Co. .32
Williamson & Co.,
42

Sanitary District of Chicago
Sargent & Lundy

Wittenberg Cedar Co
Worcester Company, C. H ... 59
Worcester Electric Mfg. Co
Wrigley Co., Thoe
32

Schott,

W.H

Schureman

Co., J.

Sen-ice Engravieg

R

57-

L

1
1

—

.

Co

Simplex Electrical Co.. The.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co

.

Zeidler

Lamp &

Brass Co.

.

.

-57

Zenco Electrical Supply Co. .33
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FARIES BRAGKETS-60
we

wilJ sell this well-known make of Adjustable Brackets at
the unheard of price quoted above; 60 per cent, off Faries
We have an unusually large stock, and need the room for other goods. We have the following CataList Prices. THE REASON
logue Numbers on hand, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 14, 15. All bright, new goods. Faries best Polished Brass Adjustable Brackets.

SPECIAL: FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
:

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY
Telephone Main 1280

Adams

Edison Building, 139

Street,

CHICAGO

" The most flexible

Non>Metallic Conduit made.
stretch. Does not
Crack or Break. Kinking or smashing does
not destroy smooth, uniform interior.
National Metal Molding Compaay, PUisburi, Pa.

FLEXDUCT

Tou^h.

Strong.

Branches t

New York

Saves Labor.

Easiest Fished.
Cuts off clean.

No Waste.
SEND FOR SAMPLE

WW!"P'PW»"WPW»WW)g

Does not

Boston

Chlca'tfo

St.

Louis

San Franclseo

SSB'^SS^^^S^ CObVR&l
ysii&j!£k<>.

\\iu

^j^faj.^'.»^.^V^:'v^H^r^*''''^.•

EUREKA
VIBRATORY

N. E.

MASSAGE MACHINES

SHAWMUT
CODE
SLATE

BASES

ST'D

No

Castings in these Contacts

In the next few years there will be thousands
of vibrators sold for

home

use.

People are beof a good vi-

coming educated to the necessity
brator in the home.

The

first

place they will look for a vibrator

to the electric dealers.

vibrator,

facture three styles.

Write today

Our Eureka

not a magnet vibrator.

for booklet

is

We

is

a motor

manu-

and special discount to the trade.

EUREKA VIBRATOR CO.
1225 Majestic BIdg.,
Iirxst_il£»tfc?cl

4

Insures

Maximum

Conductivity

Chase Shawmut Company
-

DETROIT, MICH.

NEWBURYPORT, MASS.

S't^jiles
Ti:tt>o

8izea

F*lt;iaK:

for

JSoldei^lrijjj
Patented
Fobruary Jth,

Full

TU.

Drawn Copper

TOP USE ON

.^HW

PUASTERINO

1908.

BM'^^^r^^W^"!^^'"""'

Sue o (Tube

Not. 1900

'X5'

EXACT SIZE

BLAKE SIGNAL & MFG. CO.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES

246 Summer

St.,

PAT.JULY 1906,

Boston, Mass.

May
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CUTLER-HAMMER
Vnv
iii^
\[[iiS.

yvnr> wv liMVc \n'vn

slxtfcii

aiihwcir.l

»l<'si|in

({roup,

mamifiu'lurin^ olectnc condrJ-

mill

Wo

ilcviwH.

uH. iluriii^

hnvr Imd

sulHiiittcii Id

There

is

repnwtnt— not
opinion of onomiin

uf

ri-giiliilion

niolors

cli'cti'ic

-^

and

sjii-cil

(lii'in

Imilt

a])i>aralns to ac

till*

the unNcnNiiH of

EASY

and we have

wiuki-d

uu(

niiii

SOLUTION

Eui-h

sired.

result

tlic

I).

('.

a store of

From

problem
involving the

conlrul,

electric

have nccuninlated

in

information on this important

control of

the countrj' and from

parts of

engaged

work

come from

receive

in

many and

—managers of

people

college

tractors,

architects, electrical

machine

motors,

pumps,

air

ventilating

elevators, etc.;

cranes,

foremen of

wiremen,

consists

number

—sixteen
—

yearn

contitructlio

of special devices built to

sent free on request to those who
imve occasion to use it.

we can be

that

anyone who uses

helpful

lin-

1

,.0OO //. /'.

motor

r

ALTEBNATING-CURREKT APPARAriS.

Starting RheoPlatg, Bulletin ] R. Sdl-aUirlerf Bullctins 33, 34 aud 35, T'Umntor CovtroUern, Bulle,

56 and

tiiut

.'37.

CRANE CONTROLLERS,
Riifiinl

-rm. Eiillctin 59, Drum 7'7/pf, Ballctius
Ro-pe Ovprate'l, Bulletins 59 and

and ee-A,

addressing

a letter

electric

ing devices, installed in the vicinity of

or by so.enoid operated devices designed for automatic operation

THE CUTLER-

remote

or

The

control.

BULLETINS
give you an

DIMMER.?.

to

motors and who
wishes to control them either by manually operated starting and speed regulat-

Wire. Bulletins 92 and 92-A. Three Wire
Stnjfe Plate. Bulletins 92A-2
Bulletin 92A-1,

Two

and 924-3,

Direel CorrenI, Bulletins 51. 52, 53, 54and70-A,
Altrrnoting Chrrent, Bulletins 56 and 57. 7?eter8ina Swilc'ies, elo,. Bulletins 71-B, 72-B and 71,

FIELD REGULATORS.

IKDEX TO

Bulletins 32, 32-A, 12A-1

next column will
idea of the scope of our

Bulletins 71

any

men,

motors and we

problem

tions,

or

if

you have before you

involving

speed

the
of

elect lic
illustra-

full

will

startine,

send you

coutr,

will

and

prices

apparatus that

plants, etc.

and

73.

MACHINE TOOL CONTROLLERS.

\Vrite UP today

industrial

and 32A-2.

FLOAT SWITCHES,

work.

inside

Di.tihle Ptate, 92A-.'?i,

ELEVATOR CONTROLLERS.

the

in

electric elevator

of

Slurlimi Panel

69.

stopping

railroad

electricians

start

is

We know

and mine

superintendents,

very

(counting standard

Limit Sivitch foT

machine shops and printing offices, mill

the

standard constructions are all pictured
and described in our general catalogue,

HAMMER MFG.
GO., MILWAUKEE

tools,

compressors,
fans,

in

to

of

BULLETINS

of

Hiil>ject

electric control."

the motor

profes-

manufacturers

sors,

It

various lines of

supply houses and con-

last

Ofi

all

central stations, con-

and

sulting engineers

on the

of

and taking no account of

whicli

we

letters

court

tions only

really

The

"the

meet exceptional conditions) comprisc.s
today more than 2,500 types and sizes
of electric controlling devices. These

electric

motors.

elsewhere.

HAMMER

of eriKineerN

bticn dcHcribcd

apparatus
large

the like of which does not exist

subject,

—Tlie

itplnltin

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. has
specialized along thi« one line
the control of electric motors.
Cutler-Hammer

ago

years constitute, today,

of

the course

have

resort

Motor

to every

regartl-

and most

best

economical methods of

and the data we

lias utlde*.!

knowledge

tlie

iiig

f^rouji

wlu»

new problem

we have solved
to our

dr-

of a

an

.Starter

I'oniplisli

CUTLER-

l\u:

— but

timt ihthhI, countless in-oltlrins

involviiifi Mn' starting, stopping

HMNwer

tluit

will

an

INDEX TO

of Uiif

ujil-

)..y

but

il

descript ons

Panel Type, Bulletins 24. 25, 75. 76 and 79.
Drum Type. Bulletins Ii7. 67t, PS, 68*, 77. 7.S
Carpenter" Tiipe, Bulletins 81. Sli,
and 79.
82, 82*, S3, S3i, S4, 844, 85, Soi, 86, 8ei, 87,
88, 881, 89 and 89i.

NAVY APPARATUS.
Bulletin 22.

ORGAN REGULATORS,'.

of

accomplish the de-

]

Bulletin 49.

sired result.

PRESSURE REGULATORS,
Bulletin 71,

PRINTING-PRESS CONTROLLERS.
These inquiries receive the most care-

Platen Preset, Bulletins 40. 41. 42, 43. 44, 444
and 45. V'llinder PreBiea. Bulletins 62, f.4, 65,

are the seeds from

•Carpcvter'' lync Con67, 67*, 68 and 6*4.
IroVerr, Bulletins 81, 81*. 82, 824,83, 8.3*. 84,
844, S5. 85*, 86, 86*. 87," 88, 884, 89 and 894.

ful

attention.

They

which orders grow.
Chief Engineer

and

Every morning the
his assistants

ble in the office of the General

and the mail
quiry

(if

is

read aloud.

PUMP CONTROLLERS.

assem-

Altematinfj Current, Bulletins 33, 34
Direct Current. Bullet'ns 70, 73. 73.B
Accesenries. Bulletins 71, 71-C and 73.

Manager

Your

you favor us with one)

will

and
and

35.
74.

in-

RESISTANCES.

be

Standard Resistances for
and 87
various purposes are also listed in Bulletins 62,
Bulletins 79

Self-starter

for 25

H. P.

7notor2

Self-starler ior
electric elevators

Resutana
64, 66, 67, 67*. 68 and 69.
Bulletins S3, 93A.-1, 93.\-3 and 93A-5.

Unita,

SEI F-STABTERS.
Alternatiag Current. Bulletins 33, 34 and
Dtretf Current, Bulletins 52, 70. 70-A, 73
Acccasaries, 7], 71-B, and.71 C.

.35.

and

73-B.

SOLENOID SWITCHES.
Bu'le'in 74.

SPEED REGULATORS.
Self-starter for

D, C. motor

X_GaiiGe

Type Pressure

Regulator used with

Float Switch iLsed
with self-starter

\lSelf-starter for

A. C. Motor Starter

Reoulalor

A. C. motor

Bulletins 24. 25. 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 44*, 45, 49
59, 61*, 62, 64. 6.i, 66. 66 A. 67, 67*. 68, 684,
69, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79. SI. 81*, 82, 82*, 8.3. 8.34.
84, 844, 85, 85*, 86, 864, 87, 884,^89 and 894,

self-starter

STARTING RHFO.STATS.
Alternating Current. Bulletin IS. Direct Cur*
rea:. Bulletins 10, 10*. 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21,

24 and 25.
'n addition to the above we make Batter.vcharjdng Rheostats, Dynamo Brushes, Brake
Ma-jniets, and Special Apparatus for the control
of

ail

types

of a!t.:irnat:ng

and direct-current

motors.

Machine Tool

Dynamo

Controller

Field Regulator

Elevator Controller

PrinHng-press
Controller

The Cutler=Hammer
Mfg. Co.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
NEW YORK OFFICE:
Hudson Terminal
Church St.)
PITTSBURG OFFICE:

fHICAGO OFFICE:
Monadnock Block

(.50

Cutler-Hammer "Simplicity" Theater Dimmer

l)-j„amu

Bri.^1, .JV

u'l

fj

Farmers'

Bank Bldg.

BOSTON

OFFICE:

176 Federal Street

.

.

.

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

May

f

STORAGE BATTERY PLATE REQUIREMENTS

-^

FREEDOM FROM SECONDARY ACTIONS.

5.

^
^
^

,

i6,

1908

f
~

must contain no elements that may promote or even allow any local action, frequently styled
and the active material. In the Gould plate only chemically-pure rolled lead, free from antimony
and other hardeners, is employed, and the active material is formed electrochem cally out of the metal composing the contact sur-

The grid, or support plate,
"self discharge," between itself

^
^

Hence_local action or "self discharge" is totally out of the question.
face or support plate.
invite the most critical comparison of the Gould plate with all other types, for any service whatsoever.

We

Write for our Literature

"^Z"

MAIN OFFICES

SAI.ES OFFICES
BOSTON, 89 State Street
CHICAGO, Rookery Building
SAN FRANCISCO. Monadnock Block

TORONTO, ONT.,

O

NEW YORK
WOKKS
DEPEW, NEW YORK

341-347 Fifth Ave.,

2 Bloor Street, E.

CITY

o
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CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Annunciators
Central Electric Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Ostrander &, Co., W. R.
Stanley & Patterson.

.Studebaker Automobile Co
Bases and Fittings.
Co.

Colls

Fcenoli Battery & Carbon Co
Manliattan Elec. Supply Co.
Staokpole Battery Co,
Stanley & Patterson.
Wesoo Supply Co.

Weatem Electric Co.
Batteries, Storage.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gould Storage Battery Co.
Koener Elec. Storage Batteiy
Co.
Willard Storage Battery Co.
Buzzers, Etc.

Central Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Ostrander & Co., W. R.
Stanley & Patterson.

Stanley
Belt Dressing.

Co., Jos.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Co
Belting.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Co.
Belt Tighteners.
Minn. Steel & Machy. Co.
Boiler Fronts and Castings.
Minn. Steel & Machy, Co.
Boilers.
Co.

Machy. Co
Bolts, Expansion.
A;

Peirce Specialty Co.

Books, Electrical.
American School of Correspondence.

Boxes, Floor.

Co,

Commutator Segments.
Commutator

Compounds,

Co., The.

Boiler.

Dearborn Drug

Compound.

Fibre Conduit Co, The.

Conduit, Interior.
American Circular Loom Co.
F.

J,

Conduit, Underground.
American Conduit Co.
Barnard & Co,, B. S.
Fibre Conduit Co., The.

MoKoyClay Works.
Connectors, Solderless.

&

Wayne

Eleo. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg, Co,
Warren Eleotrio Mfg. Go.
Western Eleotrio Co.
Westinghouse El.
Mfg. Co.

Electric Co.,
& Patterson.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.

J,

National Rheostat Co.

Stanley

Zenco Electrical Supply Co.
Boxes, Junction.

Schureman

Co., J. L.

Universal Mfg. Co., The.

Conveying Devices.

Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
Cbase-Shawmut Co.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Minn. Steel
Machy. Co.

&

Brackets.
Peirce Specialty Co.

Break Arms.
Peirce Specialty Co,
Bridle Rings.
Biasall Co.. The F.

Dynamo.

Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos
Holmes Fibre Graphite Co.
Speer Carbon Co.

Weatem

Electric

Company.

Bulbs, IncandesC'

Lamp.

spondence.

Cross-Arms,

Pins

and

Brackets.
Berthold

&

Eiesell Co..

Lippincott Glass Co., The.

Jennings.

The F.

Central Electric Co.
Lindaley Broa, Co., The.

Bushings. Outlet.
Chase-dhawmut Co
Cable Hangers.
BiBseU Co., The F.
Cbaae-Shawmut Co.

Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Peirce Specialty Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Eleotrio Company.
Cushions, Field Coll.
MassachuflettB ChemicalCo.

Peirce Specialty Co.

Wesco Supply Co.

Weatem

Cord. Arc Lamp.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Cordage, Electrical.
Belden Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Correspondents School.
American School of Corre-

Cut-outs and Switches.

Electric Co.

Cable SpUc«s.

BiflseU Co.,

The F.
Cement, Cable Transformer.

Bosaert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commonwealth Edison Co.

BisseU Co..

&rlasa&chuA«ttB
<

Chemical Co.

ultle ICuckt.
<>>;». r. J

JJi;.;l.ncal Mf(.'.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Carbon Co.
ComuKiO wealth Ediaoo Co,
Natipa&l Carbon Co.
ReiinDser. Hugo,
Speer Carbon Co.
Weuo Supply Co.

CMtlncs.
Ma«hy, Co.

Co Ltd.

Chains.
'haln«.
lion.
Oii>,-ida

Hart Manufacturing Co,
Lant^ Eh-ctric Co.. The J.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.
Wenco Supply Co.

Wfcitern Eleotrio Co.

WeatiDghouae EI. A Mfg, Co.
Worcester Eleotrio Mfg. Co.
Z'lnco Electrical Supply Co,
Dtggeib. Post Hole.

Iwan Bros.
Star Pipe and Special.

Peirce Specialty Co.

Drylog Machinery.
Devino Co.

J.

P.

Dynamos and Motori.

JeSroy M/g. Co,
(

Co.

Wayne

Drlllfl,
<k

i'Lr>»pbor-Broiii«Sm.

F.

Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co,
Ft.

Cable Trolleys.
Bis«U Co., The F,
Cables. See Wires and Cabl&i
Carboas, Points and Plates.

Minn. Steel

The

Arc I.ainp

Su<iiicn-

Allitv-Clialmert Company
HismU Co,. The F.

Coramuriity,

Lt'l.

Central Eleotrio Co.
Century Etectria Co.
Crooker-W heeler Co,

Che«U. Tool.
Vandcmuui Plbg. & Htg,

Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Hangers, Conduit and Mldg.
Chase-Shawmut Co.

Mining Apparatus,

Heaters.
Stewart Heater Co. The.
Heating Appliances, Electric.
American Elect'l Heater Co.
Art Machine Co.(Elec. Dept.)
Pacific Elec. Heating Co.
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.

Motors

Electroliers.

Heating (Exhaust Steam).
American District Steam Co
Impregnating Equipment.

Goodwin & Kintz Co., The.
Eleetro*Piating Machinery.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Instruments, Electrical.
(Recording and Testing.)

&

Mfg. Co.

Devine

Elevators and Conveyors.
Hapgoods.
Engineers, Electrical
Mechanical.
Arnold Co., The.
Badt &Co., F. B.

BarstuwA

Co.,

W.

and

S.

Brennan Eleo. Const. Co,
Byllesby & Co.. H. M.
Champaign Gas & Electric
Supply Co.

Hunt &

Co.,

Robt. W.

&

Buffalo Fdy.

General Eleotrio Co.

&

Machine Co.

Co., J. P.

Bristol Co. The.
Central Electric Co,
Columbia Meter Co., The.
Eldredge Elec. Mfg. Co,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
International Eleo. Meter Co.
Machado & Roller. >.
Queen A: Co., Inc.
Pignolet. L. M.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co,
Western Eleotrio Co.
Westinghouse El.
Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co,
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co

&

'

Insulators and Insulating
Materials.
American Electrical Works.

Jackson, D, C. & W. B.
Kohler Bros,
Plllabury, Charles L.
Radford John A.

Central Eleotrio Co.
Chicago Mica Co.

Randolph, Isham.
Ruebel & Wells.

CTommonwealth Edi»on Co.
Detroit Insulated Wire Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.

Sargent & Lundy.
Sohott W. H.

Engines, Gas, Gasoline and

Co.

Contractor Elec. Subway.
Gest, G. M.
Contractors and Elleotrlo
Light Plants.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Ft.

Allia-Chalmera Co.
General Eleotrio Co.

Jeffrey Mfg, Co.

Condensers (Steam).
Minn. Steel & Machy. Co.
Conduit Benders.

Dossert

Western Eleotrio Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co,
Electric Railways.

& Chem' Wks. Employment Agency.
&

Ins.
Splicing.
Massachusetts Chemical Co.
Minerallae Co.
Standard Paint Co., The.

Controllers.

The

Brushes.

Co., Jos.

Dyno & Chemical Mfg.
McLennan & Co., K.

&

Electrician Publishing Co.

Lang

Dixon Crucible

Triumph Electric Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Wesoo Supply Co.

Westinghouse El.

Commutator Compound.

Cope, T.

Patterson.

Minn. Steel

& Machy Co
and Magnets.

Lord Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Conduit Rods.
BisseU Co. The

Western Electric Co.

nSabcock & Wilcox

Mfg. Co.

National Metal Molding Co.

Wesoo Supply Co.
Beils. Signal.

Dixon Crucible

&

Klein & Sons, Mathias.
Clusters.
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co
FederaPElectric Co.

Clutches.
Minn. Steel

Batteries, Primary.
BisseU Co., The F.
Central Eleotrio Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

&

Gregory Electric Co.
Mecliaiiical Appliance Co,
Stow Manufacturing Co.

Blake Signal
Climbers.

Wesco Supply Co.
Western Eleotrio Co.

Bells.

Ft.

Clamps. Ground Connection.
Chase-Shawmut Co.
Cleats.

Automobiles.
Chase-Shawmut

Wayne Eleo. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutter Electrical Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co,
Looke Insulator Mfg. Co.

OU.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

AUis-Chalmera Co.

Massachusetts Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co,
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co,
Okonite Co,, The,
Phillips Insulated Wire Co,
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Point Co.. The.
Standard Underground C. Co»
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Wesco Supply Co^

American Diesel Engine Co.
Minn. Steel & Machy. Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.
E^nglnes, Steam.
Allis-Chalmers Co.
Ideal Enjriiie Works.
Minn. Steel & Machy, Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.

Pans and Fan Motors.
Bissell Co.. The F.
Central Electrio.Co.
Century Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Electric Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Eleotrio Co.
Westinghouse £1. & Mfg. Co.
Fibre.
Fibre Condiut Co., The.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Fireplace, Electric.
Rathbone & Panigot.
Fixtures, Gas and Eleotrio.
Beardalee Chandelier Mfg. Co.

Williamson
Flashers.

&

Co.,

R.

BisseU Co. The F.
Haller Machine Co.
Electru-Aii Company.
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg. Co.
Flat Irons. Elec.
Art Machine Co. (Eleo, Dept.)
Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
Bisaelt Co.. The F.

Western Electric Co,
Westinghouse El. & Mfg, Co,

Lamps, Arc.

The

F.
Central Eleotrio Co.
Excello Arc Lamp Co., The.
Federal Electric Co.
Bissell Co..

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Herrmann & Co., 0. A.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.

Wesco

Sxipply Co.
Western Electric Co.

&

Westinghouoe El.

Lamp

The

Mfg. Co,

F.

Bryun-Maish Cu.
Central Electric Cc.
Clark Inc. Lamp Co.

Commonwealth Edison Co,
Economical Elec,

Lamp Co.

Economy

Electric Co.
Federal Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Moline Inoand.

Lamp

Co.
Co.

Brj'aJit J-^U-clric Co., Tlie

NovfUv

Central Electric Co.
Chose-Shawmut Co,

Safety JCk'Clric Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg, Co.
D. & W. Fuse Company.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. 4 Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Lamp Co.

Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Sachs Co.. The.
Weaco Supply Co.
Western Electric Company
Gas Producer Power Plant.
MinneapoUfl Steel & Moby.Co,
Westinghouse Machine Co.
Gears.
Minn. Steel & Machinery Co.
Glass Tubing.
Lippincott Gla.iH Co., The.
Globes, Inner,
FoBtoria GlasH Specialty Co.
Lippincott Glaa« Co.. The.

Globes,
Refleotors
and
Shades.
Riokenbaugh 4 Co., R. E.
Wesoo Supply Co.

Wen tern

Efeetria Co.

Williamson & Co.. R.
Gloves.
Chicago Glove Sc Mitten Co.

I^or .<^lT>l:iAl3o1:loctl

In.cl.e3ic

o*

inc. Ijiiinp

Llghtoing Arresters.
General

Co.
Gifford Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Eleo. & Mfg. Co,
li^lcctrio

Line Material.
Peirce Specialty Co.

Machines, Wire Measuring.
Minneapolifl EIcc.

Magnet

A Const. Co.

Wires.

(See Wires

and Cables.)

Malleable Iron.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co
Meters.

Duncan
Ft.

Eleotrio Mfg. Co.
3
Eleotrio Wk».. Inc.

Wayne

General

P^leetrio

Dynamos

(See
Motors.)

Newels.
Goodwin & Kintz
Nippers and Pliers.

Central Electric Co.

Manhattan
Ostrander

Western Electrio Co.

Blake Signal A Mfg. Co.
Steel Castings.
Minn. Steel ^ Maohy. Co.
Stokers.
Westinghouse Machine Co.
Supplies, General Electrical.
BisseU Co., The F.
S 'Central Electrio Co.

Chase-Shawmut Co.

Jos.

Commonwealth Edison

Massachusetts ChemicalCo.
Standard Paint Co. The.

(Western Electric Co.

Zenco Electrical Supply Co.
Switchboards*
BisseU Co., The F.
Lang Electric Co., The J.

Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. Ltd.

Platinum, Wire and Sheet.
Baker & Co. Inc.
.
Plugs and Receptacles.
Lang Electric Co., The J.

Wagner

Electrio Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Worcester Eleotrio Mfg. Co.
Switches.
See Cut-outs and Switches
Tape. Insulating.
Massachusetts Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co., The

Poles and Ties.
Berthold & Jennings.
F.

Brooks. Hall L.
Bruer, W. F.
Itasca Cedar Co.
Kaye & Carter Lumber Co.
KefloEg Switch. & Sup. Co.
LJndsTey Bros. Co., The.
Morrison Lumber Co., J. W.
National Pole Co.
Paoifio Coast Pole Co.
Standard Cedar & Lumber Co.

&

Son

Co.,

W.

Telephones, Telephone Material.

Automatic Electrio Co.
International Tel. Mfg. Co.
KeUogg Switch. A Sup. Co.
Long Distance Tel. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Telephone Service.
Chicago Telephone Co,

C.

Torrey Cedar Co,
Wittenberg_ Cedar Co.
Worcester Co. C. H.
Polish (Metal).
Hoffman, Geo. W.
Portables, Electric.
Goodwin <t Kintz Co.. The.
Riokenbaugh & Co., R. E.

Testing Laboratory.
Elect'l Testing Laboratories.

Time Switches.
BisseU Co. The F.
Toggle Bolts.

WrigleyCo.. Thos.
Tools.
Klein A Sons. Mathiaa.
Conrad & Blanton Co.
Cope, T. J.

Power, Electric.
New York Edison Co.
Sanitary District of Chicago.

Torches.

Power Transmission Ma-

Zeidler

Minn. Steel
Rail Bonds.

&

Machy.

&

Maohy. Co,

Ft.

Co.''

Co,

^UWeitinghouse Eleo. & Mfg. Co.
Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Mica InBulator Co.
MuoMcll & Co., Eugene.

Eleo.

Works, Ino

Kuhlman Eleotrio Co.
Wagner Electrio Mfg.

Co.

Western Eleotrio Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co
Trucks, Electric Car.

Rail Joints.

General Electrio Co.

Rail Joint Company, The.
Re-Wlndln g Repairs
Commonwealth Edison C-o.

—

Westinghouse El.
Turbines, Steam.

A

Mfg, Co

Allis-Chalmers Co.
General Eleotrio Co.

Franklin Electric Co,

Westinghouse Machine

Gregory Electric Co.

C!o.

Vacuum (lennlng Machinery

Reels, Wire.
Cope. T. J.

General Conipres.sed Air and
Vacuum Macli, Co.

Rheostats.

"Vacuum Drying.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
National Rheostat Co.
(3o., J.

Westinghouse El

Buffalo Fdy. A Machine Co.
Devine Co.. J. P.
Varnishes, Insulating.
Massachusetts Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co^ The
Standard Varnish Works.
Vibrators

L.

&

Mfg, Co.

Rubber, Moulded.
Massachusetts ChemicalCo.
Scales, Automatic,
Avery Scale Co., The.
Schools and Colleges.
Bliys Electrical School.
Highland Park College
Michigan College of Mines.

Eurelcii Vibrator Co.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Welders, Electric.
Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Wires and Cables.
American Electrical Works.
Atlantic Ins.Wire A Cable Co

Sccond-Uond Machinery.
Bissell Co.. F.

The.

Belden Mfg. Co.
BisseU Co., The F.
Central Eleotrio Co."'
Chicago Insul.Wire A Mfg.Co
Detroit loHuIatcd Wire Co.J
General Eleotrio Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Habirshaw Wire Co.

Central Slaliou Imp Co,
Franklin Eleotrio Co.

Gregory Eleotrio Co
Sign Letters.
Haller Sign Wks., Inc.
Signs, Electric.
Haller Sign Wks.. Inc.
Edison J':iec. llluui. Co.
Sleeving, Braided.
Belden Mfg. Co.
Smoke Stacks, Steel.
Minn. Steol A Machy. Co.
Solder, Soir Fluxing.
Belden Mfg. Co.
Soldering Paste.
Blake Signal A Mfg. Co.

Chase-Shawmut

Indiana Rub.

Manhattan

Phillips,

(Jo.

Eugene F^^
,

Standard Underground CabU

Zcnco Electrical Supply Co

le***^^

Wire Co.
Supply Co.

Ins.

PhilUpB lanulated Wire Co.
Phoaphor-Bronse 6m. Co. Ltd
Roebling's Sons Co^ J. A.
Simplex Eleotrioal Oo,

Perkins Klcc. Swilcli Mf^, C".
General Eleotrio Co.

m^&

A

Eleo.

National India Rubber Co,
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co.. The.

Sockets.

.<?Wca-vei*tii»e*xient:«

Wayne

General Electrio Co.

Chase-Shawmut Co.

Schureman

Brass Co

AUJB-Chalmers Company.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Allia-Chalmers Company.
Jeffrey Mfg, Co.

Minn. Steel

Lamp A

Trans Cormers

chinery.

Pumps.

Co,

Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Phosphor Bronze.

Sterling

Inst. Co.

Staples.
Co., The.

Dixon Crucible Co,

The

Supply Co.
W, R.

Speed Indicators.
Weston Electrical

and

Klein & Sons Mathias
Paints, Insulating.
Massachusetts Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.. The.
Standard Varmsb Wka,
Paints, Preservative.

Bissell Co.,

Eleo.
Co.,

A

Wesco Supply Co.

Detroit Insulated Wire Co.

Guards.
Benjamin Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Lamps. Incandescent.
Banner Klrclno Co.. The.
BisseU Co..

Speaking Tubes.

Elec.
Alha-Chalmers Co,
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

«,

Co.

Wesoo Supply

Wentem

Co.
Eleotric Codip*b-)

•

—
M.-iv

Id.

WKSTFRN

PC'S

F.I.F.rTRICIAN

Central Station Managers

^ovii^ ly^ty X^osLCl

Iiacr-oii

BY INSTALLING

Vacuum Cleaning Machinery
arc ELKCTRICALLY OI'EKATEIJ and driven by
chain or leather belt. Vacuum Cleaners are built in all sizes from one
sweeper-capacity up using from 3 H.P. to ,\o II. P.
This type of cleaning ecjuipmcnt is suitable for Residences, Apartments,
Office Buildings, Hospitals, Churches, Schools, Hotels, Stores, Libraries, Lodge
Buildings, Club Buildings, City, County and State Buildings, Factories. Etc., Etc.
VVe are the PIONEERS in the invention, design and manufacture of Mechanical Air Cleaners.
The sweeping service is efficient and perfectly dustless. The apparatus is
simple, durable and a child can operate the cleaning tools.
We make strictly High-grade Equipments for High-grade Sanitary Cleaning Service, and for High-grade People.

Our Vacuum Cleaners

silent

The Vacuum Cleaning load never touches your peak load, as the cleaning
II A. M.
NOTE THE PREDICTION: In less than five years all the buildings mentioned
above, in all parts of the country, will have vacuum cleaners. CAN YOU IMis

usually done between 9 and

AGINE WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOUR DAY LOAD'

Put your contract agents in touch with us and we will show them how to increase your load between 9 and II A. M. This is "velvet" for you and sales for us.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND BULLETINS

General Compressed Air

& Vacuum

Machinery

Co.

(THURMAN SYSTEMS)
4436

E

NCLOSED FUSES may look
which

Olive Street, Dept. E.

alike,

I.,

but there

makes "Sachs" Fuses superior

Catalogue will

tell

you why

St. louis,

is

to

Mo.

a difference
all

others.
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I

T

RECEP
AND

WALL

The mark of perrectlon
and efficiency

fect

Noted the world over for their superior strength and perThey are the best we can make. Nobody can
insulation.

make
is

All our switches bear our trade-mark, which
better ones.
a guarantee that they are right in every way.
Contractors

prefer them.

Flush

Push Switch

Architects specify them.

Specify "Diamond H" and get the best that long experience,
superior workmanship and best material can produce.
High
If you want to create new
quality is their distinguishing feature.
business try "Diamond H" products and see how well they satisfy.
"Diamond H" products are used by the largest consumers and
have given absolute satisfaction.

Flush Receptacle with Plug Ready to
nsert

Receptacle with

Plug

Inserted

THE MART
MARTFO

M;iv

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

lOnR

<C<.

CASES
Backed by
construction.

17 years' practical

Every "Diamond

experience in electric-switch

H" switch is carefully constructed

and must be perfect before leaving our factory.
their

Rigid investigation will reveal no flaws. Contractors and
customers are both protected when "Diamond H" products

are specified and supplied. Unequaled in durability and efficiency.
Made of the best material. Assembled with the utmost care

OlAMOND

and accuracy.

The

price

is

as

low as

is

consistent with high quality.

Write totlay for our

new

Catalogue

Flush Receptacle with Plug Inserted

CO.
MFG.
RD,CONN.

Rotary

Flush

Switch
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A CORDIAL INVITATION
is

extended

to

Central Station men and all others
in attendance at the

National Electric Light Convention
to visit us.

Booths 23, 24, 38 and 39.

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

Lightning-Arresters
Electrolytic — Multipath

COLUMBIA

Pittsburg Transformers
Employ Silico-Vanadium

Steel

LAMPS
TANTALUM
TUNGSTEN

Complete Arc Lighting Systems

n.Dony
CARBON

Suspension and Petticoat Line Insulators
P. A.

Remote Control Switches

Central Meter

Testing

I
/irc

LAMPS
u A K B U N

Boxes

^^^

G.

Fan Motors
Westinghouse

— Diehl — Gen.

Electric

Meters
— Duncan

Westinghouse

^^^ Carbon Break Switches
E. Overhead Line

Universal

Flat

Rate

Material
Controllers

Westinghouse Portable Meters

FLAMING

Siemens Arc
3[J

~

Send

Lamp Carbons

your specifications and proposals for complete estimates

DIRECT
n

I

D C O T

Central Lighting Fixtures
We

in

ALTERNATING

264-266=268=270

all

can make prompt shipments on
of the

FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO

above items

1908

Mav

i6.

WESTERN EI.ECTRICIAN
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From the

Atlatatic to the Pacific

The Standard for
OKONITE

keeps you ia the channel of success

No grounding

THE OKONITE
^53

^bter Insulatioa

BROADWAY

No breakdowns

COMPANY
NEW

Ltd

^O^J<^
.M.u.ajj.»j-iujj-w-t
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Approved by the Underwriters
and used by those
who know.
Our new pamphlet
gives details.

May we

mail it?

We

also

manufacture
Monitor Conduit Bushings

V

Flexible Conduit Bustlings

Erickson Conduit Insulators

Armored Conductor Bushings

We

have a complete stock of all standard boxes, covers, etc., on hand and can
make immediate shipment from Utica, San
Francisco, Boston, New York, Chicago.

The Bossert
(

hicago Office, 369

S.

Canal

St.

Electric Construction Co.
LtlCQ,

IN.

1

,\l:i\

Hi,

I

•)<>'

VVF'-.STRRN

laj'XTRICIAN

PARANITE
RUBBER COVERED
NA/IRES
AND

CABLES
UNDERGROUND

AERIAL, SUBMARINE

AND INSIDE USE
TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH
AND

FIRE-ALARM GABLES
All Wires Tested
at Factory

iana Rubber and Insulated

Wire

JONSSBORO, INDIANA.

Co.,

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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THE

UNIVERSAU
FLAT-RATE CONTROLLER
FLAT RATES
How

»•

HIGH-EFFICIENCY LAMPS

you going to face the subject of revenue? Will the energy consumption pay for the meter installation of small consumers? Why not forget the Kilowatts
and sell light by contracting for a certain number of lamps and hold it down by a
"Universal Flat-Rate" controller, which will switch the lamps on and off when the
contract

is

are

disregarded.

you haven't been thinking of your revenue from small consumers using the
new lamps, you can well afiord to think it over your pocketbook may be affected.
We can supply you with the "Universal Flat-Rate" controller at a considerable
If

SAVING OVER METERS.

For A. C. and D. O. Current or Three-Wire System
Have you looked
The Universal

Into It?
Flat- Rate

Controller will control your

peak

load.

prevent your flatrate customer from stealing
It

will

current.

It will take the place of an
expensive meter.

bills
It will save reading meters
every month.

aave computing
every month.
It will

Write for Literature and Quotations.
Tbe Watchdog

of

It will save you from the
monthly "kicks" whentho«e

bills

are paid.

both save you money
and make you money.
Better get In line and write
It will

to us today.

Sample on 30 Days'

Trial

Tour Current

ADDRESS

THE UNIVERSAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

206-208

Illinois St., Cliicago,

Or Central Electric Company, Chicago Sales Agents

W.

S. Barsto>v

S

Co.

INCORPORATED

Designing

and

Constructing

ENGINEERS
NEW YORK CITY
PORTLAND. ORE.

50 Pine Street
Failing Building

111.

1908

;\l;iv

111,

WESTRRN ELECTRICIAN
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STANDARD

OF

^^\3) /^v,

^^^

Klein's

New **OhloaKO

THEWORLD

"^.r"^

OrlpB

Nn, OHM rf)r N-i. lU win'
No, iWBA for No, 6 win- (
No. ;tMi' for No. II wlro
No. HHHK fur No. IWOO wir
No. :ir>HI riir No. ( 111
i

i

I MATHIA8
"GIFFORD"
h'or rurtlM-r Inroiiiiiillfii

KLEIN

Sl

ami naiUoK

SONS,

ARRESTER

For Prices of

IMPORTANT OFFER:
You haven't yet found an arrester to sui'
(you know it!). VVe will set up an arreste r
alongside the arresters you now have i"
service,
If
in

INSULATED WIRES

on the following terms:

you

will install a set of

your station, we

will ship

AND GABLES

our arresters

them

to

you on

We

shall
trial, freight prepaid.
also expect you to pack and ship them to
us at the end of 60 days, providing you do
not care to buy them.

60 days'

We have shipped to many of

iiiil-lllll

the largest electrical railroads in the United States on 60 days' trial, and some.
after seeing our station arresters, have placed their
orders with us for Pole Arresters also.

^^^^^^

I

^'VtBBBISlS' ?.^

The

/
^

Gifford Electric Manufacturing Co.
TRAVERSE CITY, MICHIGAN

^Krl^""^
,J^V

YOUR
COiMUTITORS

THE

DYNO

irtj^

iCOMMUTATOR
\REBUILDERy

^ ^

Address

JohnA.Roebling'sSonsCo.
CHICAGO BRANCH:
171-173 Lake

-

Works:

TRENTON,

St.

N.

J.

^

YOU CAN INSPECT YOUR SPLICE
AT ANY TIME

IF

YOU HAVE USED

FEEL 8LID

Commutators,

like other agents,
"discouraged," "dirty"
and run down. They, too, need encouragement, cleaping and "cheering up."

get "tired,"

"DYNO" COMMUTATOR REBUILDER

does
prevents sparking, cutting,
increases
the
efficiency
of
blowing of fuses, etc
the machine; insures perfect contact; gives a high,
glossy finish and prevents dust and dirt from adhering.
this

—and

more.

It
;

You should

not be without

Write today for FREE sample.
few lilVE Agents wanted.

A

THEDYNO ^CHEMICAL

SECURITY SPLICINQ SLEEVES
That alone is worth money, but when you consider that you also have
an absolutely impervious joint, it makes their use a necfessity.

It.

Write for Booklet Number One.

AURORA. ILL.
MFG.CO.*'if.°l*A'

It

gives facts and figures.

The F.BissELL Company

Toledo, o.

DRIVE A DYNAMO.
Uneven

Why

are so

light

is

many

annoying.

hotels

and

Due to imperfect regulation of the engine.
office buildings using

IDEAL ENGINES
merely because they eat less fuel, but largely because
Ideal Steam Engines run in oil, using their lubricants
Fact is, a dollar will stand balanced upon
over and over and almost without vibration.
Write us for a list of users. You will know many of them.
the cylinder under test.
Catalogue just off the press.

Not
to drive their dynamos?
they run so smooth and steady.

"Balance a dollar
on the cylinder."
i notion and fuel
eo hand in hand.

iDEAU engine:
& SONS,
A. L.

IDE

Proprietors

TMs Trade-mark
speaks eleven languages.

It

tells

why Ideal En^nes
eat so

little fuel.

May
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Modern Hydro-Eleclric Power Plant

AT LOCKPORT.
open

Is

ILL.

for the inspection of the

members

of

the National Electric Light Association, during
its

Take

convention dates.

local A. T.

& S. Fe R.R., which stops at the

Development Present Development
Under Construction Total

Transmission Voltage

Reliable

Power

for All

Plant

32,000 K.W.
cc
1 6,000
8,000 c«
44,000 «t

Kinds of Service

THE SANITARY DISTRICT OF CHICAGO

May

if),
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S3

A
r^muj^
Chain of SIiil
LUMINAKM^J

->r^

\,

'^BPPf

LINKKD

TOGETHER

>

QMBIDA

I

GAimNIZED
CHAirl
Arc Mght Suspension
Ibr

||

/ITJ-VHOUSANDS OF LIGHTS

Al^
tS-JA

1

in a thousand different
cities aitcst to its practical effectiveness.

|
\

^^PtT r vJil ^*-H<^v^>«lrAM«<W<ltii«Wctig'»-'«>'T<H»lC«ikt^M*M^g«iii'«T»ii

Impervious

to ice

and

Perfectly flexible. Jx^ill
marry times over.

sleet.

ouiwear

Uniform

m

strength.
cord, cable or rope

j^

\
j

ONEIDA COMMUNITXLtd
MILLIONS OF FEET IN USB

oneida, N.-r.

[
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SMALL INDUCTION MOTORS
AND UGHTIHG TRANSFORMERS

O'lV

Induction Motor

Described in Bulletin

Will be part

of

Convention

You

will

T

88-

our offering at the N. E. L. A.
this

week

in

Chicago.

be more than welcome at Booth No. 43.

O^^
OLD COLONY BLDC, CHICAGO,

COMPANY

^^i^
AMPERE,

ILL.

N.

J.

a

THE BABCOCK
85

WILCOX COMPANY

«c

Liberty Street,

Babcock & Wilcox,

Stirling,

-

-

&

A.

-

NEW YORK

T. Horizontal,

Gahall Vertical

WATER TUBE STEAM BOILERS
WORKS: BAYONNE,

J.-BARBERTON, OHIO

N.

BRANCH OFFICES:BOSTON,

Delta Building

PHILADELPHIA,
O2 North Amer.
SAN FRANCISCO, 63 First Street
PITTSBURGH, Farmers Deposit NafI Bk.
NEW ORLEANS, 343 Baronne Street
I

I

I

I

I

I

Bldg.
Bldg.

DENVER, 4IO Seventeenth Street
SALT LAKE CITY, 313 Atlas Block
WASHI NGTON, Colorado Bldg.
CHICAGO, Marquette Bldg.
32 Candler Bldg.
ATLANTA, CA.,
I

I

CLEVELAND, 706 New England

MEXICO

Bldg.

CITY, 7 Avenlda Juarez

HAVANA, CUBA, 16^ Calls de la Habana
LOS ANGELES, 32 Trust Bldg.
I

(

CINCINNATI,

O., Traction Bldg.

—
M;iv

T^>,

—

—
—
WFSTRRN

lOoS

F.I.RCTRiriAN

to

the

central

man.

station

u nrlerfirou

nd

j^

HAZARD

NERALLAC
EANS
ONEY
I

eliminates

INSULATED

WIRES

It

table-

joint failures.

^

Joints

way

made

are just a

good deal

little

better

AND

"Minerallac"

in the

and

different

than

—

a

other

the

kind.

^ We

are here to

"Minerallac"

^ We

will

show you what
do iov you.

would be glad

our booth

to see

you

in the Exposition

HAZARD
MANUFACTURING

at

Hall.

COIVIPANY

MINERALLAC CO.
MONADNOCK
CHICAGO

839-840

WILKES-BARRE, PA.

BLDG.,

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH

A NEW SERIAL
Those interested

in

Meters

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

will

began

a

be

pleased

new

serial

to learn that with its issue of April 4th
entitled "The Installation, Laboratory Testing

the

and

This serial is written by Mr. Joseph B. Baker, who is well known in
Repairing of Electric Meters."
the electrical field, and will be published weekly for a period of about three months.
It wiU be freely
An idea of the general scope of the serial may be
illustrated with diagrams and half-tone illustrations.
obtained from the following outline:

The Meter

Installation

Special

Equipment and Methods

Capacity of the Meter.

Lamp -bank Room.

Installing.

Storage Battery for Test Room.

Conduct of Routine and Special Testing.
Formulae and Test Constants
The Test Room.

—

Organization ^The Laboratory
Functions and General Equipment.
Secondary Standards.
Primary Standards.
The Testing Switchboard.

Potentials.

Standard Clock and Sounder.
Comparing Meter Speeds.
Testing on Inductive Loads.
Miscellaneous Apparatus.

The Repair Shop
General Equipment.
Meter Repairs.
Rehabilitation of Old Style Meters.
Training of Meter Inspectors.

If you are not a subscriber to the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN send in your order at once and
obtain the benefit of the above serial as well as the man^^ other interesting articles which will appear in
every issue.
Subscription price, S3. 00 per year, 52 numbers; $1.50 for six months.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
307 Marquette

Building, Chicago

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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TRIUMPHS^ MOTORS
HIGH EFFICIENCY

POWER FACTOR

HIGH

TRIUMPH ELECTRIC
Main

Office

CO.

and Works

^INCINNA-ri. OHIO
NEW YORK

CHICAGO
90

H. p.

3-Ph. 60 Cy. gOO R. P. M.

No.

Great northern BIdg.

Madison Av

1

Slip-Ring Motor

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION

SWITCHBOARDS
By

WM. BAXTER,

Jr.

On Wiring, can be found

of electrical

engineering.

kinds, from the single

this

important part

Takes up

dynamo

and
room to
Includes direct and
all

sizes

in the engine

the largest power plant work.
alternating currents; oil switches for high tension;
arc

and incandescent

lighting; railway work,

the' rest, except telephone work.

and

all

Price $1.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
507 Marquette Bldg.,

-

the

New Boole,

"WIRING TABLES,"
"How They

The only book dealing with

in

Made and How

to Use Them."
C. CRIER.
WTienever yon are asked a qnestion on Wiring, refer the
questioner to this book, and he will find what he desires.
THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Eeslstanoe, Electromotive Force and Current

are

BY THOS.

How

Fully Explained.

Diagrams.
tions.

How

Diagrams

to

to

Calculate the Size of Wires. The Different Methods of Wiring, with
in Calculating the Size of Wires Under all Condi3 Point, 4 Point, Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

Apply the Simple Formula,

for

wlrmg

97 TABL.es ok WIBlSiCi AKD VAIiCABIiE DATA.
Ohm's latr is described in such plain and simple
that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.
Bound

in Cloth,

80 Pages,

Size

5x72

In.

langnage

Sent, prepaid, en receipt of price, $1.00.

CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..'%S.r CHICACa

:^

NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR

I908.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
B07

MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

yjaiiuiuuiiiuuuiiUiUiiuiuuaiauiiauuiuauiiuuiuuiiiai^
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CHAMPAIGN GAS
KI.KCTRIC
ENGINEERS -CONSTRUCTORS
eUECTRICAL - CrVIL- MECHANICAL

lilixtricul

SUPPI.Y

lU.KCTRICIAN

1'.

BADT

B

C(

cV

Wi'stori InHtruitK
Lci mini Rlu'OHtnt«,

Atfcnta for

CO.NHULTINfJ KNGINLKIl

1H04-Igoa.llt0g-I810-1H13

t,-,ni

U-, F.

iilH.

Wind

1121

Tho nnokcry,

F. \V. Itl.oCKl.Trrnr
V'*'^J. r. KAltl.Y.H.'O'.

Mombors American

ht- I'l

&

Co.

liesign,

and

this Directory

by

Examinations and Reports
Aniericftn Trust

Bide

CHICAGO,

ILL.

it will

132.'i-i:i2(l Miir(|uclt»* ]lliU%,

in

ItullJinir,

U.K. A

SARGENT & LUNDV,

A.

ENGINEERS,
IIAILWAV EXCHA.NOB,

Chicago.

0>r. JackAOn

and MichiicaD Boulevardi,

CHICAGO.
Fiit:u)-.iticK

ll.L

.Sabok-s't.

I.oriK Di»lttric« riioiie

A. D. T.oNDr.

Central 4&8

SCHOTT, W. H.
ENGINKKIt

in this "Directory"
enables engineers to keep before all possible

be seen

AND CONTRACTOR

.SPECIALTIES-Ccntral Station Heatng Plants. Water Workji, Steam Plant*.

I

Elijctric

Liglit,

Gaji

and Street Railway

PlanUi.

customers.

1100-1128 American Trujit Bldg., Chicago

ELECTRICAL HEATING APPARATUS
OF EVERY KIND- FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Electrical Workers' Gloves a Specialty. In Buck, Horse,
Pearl Calf, Etc. Strictly Union Made, Bearing Label.
Write for Mall Order Catalogue.

THE AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO.
Main Office and Factory, DETROIT, MICH.

CHICAGO GLOVE AND MITTEN CO.
Chicago,

.ST. I/Ji;iH.

A WEEKLY
REPRESENTATION

OVES
St.,

s.iimaOl Chnmiciil
BuilJlru:.

Life

MINN.

Roporti', TcjiIji.
EntimatcH and Superviwion lor Complulu
Steam and I-Jleclriciil InHluliationn.

possible chents.

172 North Halsted

Mrtrof>oIitan

rinnR, Sppcificationr",

IT

where

MW;llANICAL AND
KUXTKICAI. fcNGINKIiOS

'•iSHin.TISti,

ENGINEER

EXPERTS.

Keep your name and address

Construct and Operate Railway

Light. Power, Hydraulic
Gas Plants.

inunr^m.

EnKlntrr lo Miimunota

RADFORD, JUiiN

HO.STON

TRY

ENGINEERS

206.

lluildiitc. C|iicB«o

Amttriran Koclflly of Civil KnM(riiil>er
WiMi«ru Hooieiy of

RUEBEL & WELLS

I'lLLSUUkY

MINNtAI'ULIS,

Jackson

CIIIC,\r,0

(Incorporated)

L

i

Stutf Honrd of Control
Suite

InMtituto of Elcotrictil

ENGINEERS.

i-trle Riillw

Byllesby, H. M.

CoMBullitijt

KiiKineurM.

High Tension Transmission Lines

U,

B.

^Mln•^'ra.

I.

EnRineort. American Society of Mrclianical EngincerH. American Society of Civil

n,0 r;«>ttrliorii St.. I'lil.-ano

Li.

ClIAkLhS

National Jtank

irat

-Mprnlxfr

1II<Il'

CONSULTING MECIIANICA
and ELECTRICAL ENGINElCr
Now York

& Wm.

D. C.

BRENNAN ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
i-irl.'

& Co.

MnnonKfilu'lii llfink IHiIk.. Pilt^t>^l^K
Niirfolk lloiiM'. Ciiiinnii .Si., l.niiilc.ii

n:tKVNAN.

Fiitior

I

uiiiOAao.

00 Broiiilway

ClliciiKO

MON.VDNOCK HLOCK ClIK'ACO

it<

ILLINOIS.

ENGINEERS

i

ISHAM RANDOLPH

Contr.'iclinK Electrical EnKincci^
Ligliting, I'uwcr, Kailwayfl,

Construction HnKinL-era,

ionERT W. Hunt

).

KNt'.lNKl-RS
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KOIILER BROS.

&
CO.

CMICAOO

CHAMPAIGN,

:

:

Eattern Dept., 7 and 9 Warren St

,

Largest and oldest exclusive Maker* ia tho world

Hew York

III.

LIGHTING FIXTURES, UP-TO DATE CATALOGS
By Up-to-Date People, Express Prepaid to Dealers
Catalog: "S," issued Jan. i, 1908, contains an assortment of Electric, Combination and Gas Fixtures carried
by us in stock for immediale shipment. Larger catalogs of exclusive designs are our No. 15 containing Electric
Fixtures only, Catalog No. 14 contains Combination and Gas Fixtures, Catalog No. 13 contains Gas Fixtures
only. All our latest issues, and priced the Beardslee way; that is, having a column showing price of fixtures complete with sockets and glassware, original with Beardslee and known everywhere as the BEARDSLEE
SYSTEM. Write for catalogs; free, express prepaid to dealers. When in Chicago drop in and get acquainted
and inspect our goods.

BEARDSLEE CHANDELIER MFG.
176 178-180 Clinton Street.

CO.

CHICAGO

yQaj^ "^OAG^I^lO^ QjcruJu
WANTED

MAKE A NOTE
how many wood brackets on your house lines are
hanging loose, how many are pulled off, how many are
split and unsafe; then write us a postal and we will tell
you how you can escape the constant repair expense.
of

General Sales Agent in every
city of the world.
Write us at once.
We have a good proposition to offer you.
The "Baby" Torch is used by Automobilists,

Electricians,

Doctors,

PEIRCE SPECIALTY COMPANY

Dentists,

Plumbers, Jewelers, Typewriter Repairers
Painters and others.

ELKHART,

ZEIDLER LAMP & BRASS CO.

IND.

Mfg. and Sole Distributors

LOMIRA, WIS.

Crimshaw

Raven White Core

ALL

OUR WIRES

pass inspection and carry the above

TRADE-MARKS

on our

tags.

We

also

manufacture

Crimshaw

and

Raven VV hue Core
Competition Tapes and Splicing

Compounds

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY
MAIN OFFICE:
114-11&-H8 Liberty

St.,

New York

BRANCHES

i

(

CHIC.tGO
193 Desplaines St.

BOSTON
7 Otis St.

S.4:N

766

FRANCISCO
Folsom

St..

^
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PACIFIC ELECTRIC HEATING APPLIANCES
THE ONLY IRON WITH A HOT POINT
Large stock

Chicago all the lime

In

to

F3ACIF-IC e:l.ectric
CHICAGO OFFICE:— 1300

Pacific Electric Toaster

meet your requirements

heatino oo.
Phone Harrison 2689

Old Colony Building
SEMO FOR OUR MEW OATALOOUE

THE BUSINESS

of

THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
-FORtlie

year 1907 was tne largest

in its history of

over 20 years

CEDAR
TEbEPnONE AND TELEGRAPH

ESCANABA, MICH.

KELLIHER, MINN.

WHITNEY, MICH.

Look around and you will

see

NEWMALL, MICH.

where our yards are

fill all

and will
Our prices are

located,

orders promptly.
A trial order
right and poles carefully inspected.
Write us, we are always pleased to quote prices.

be convinced of our ability to

BRAINERD, MINN.

ITASCA, WIS.

convince.

will

NATIONAL POLE CO.
SUCCESSOR TO CEDAR DEPARTMENT

PITTSBURG
OTTAWA, CANADA,

&.

LAKE SUPERIOR IRON

EVERETT, WASH.

CO.,

NEWPORT, WASH.

-

ESCANABA, MICH.

SHERMAN. ME.

TENSTRIKE. MINN.

—
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The Lindsley Brothers Company
Producvri ^nd Shipper! of

•nd Manuhchirars oi

WESTERN CEDAR POLES

RED FIR CROSS ARMS

Eastern Sales Office,

Monadnock

Bldg.,

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

CHICAGO

TORREY
OEDARCO.,

Cedar

POLES.

Poles

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Uni StMk««MtMU| (K Hand

C.h.WQRCESTER CQ.

WHITE CEDAR,
RED CEDAR,
CYPRESS

Tribune Bldg Chicago.
DON'T STOP!

fliir

UUF

BERTHOLD
& JENNINGS,
Lumbermen's
8th and Pine
ST. LOUIS,

Bldg.
Sts.

MO.

TIES.
OAK, CYPRESS and
YELLOW PINE

Caltodtl
Varil* are bo located w>o&iiiWftt*ek to aar »«tM 1b tk«
Tfllll* that Id cat from tbvoholoMt timber rtmalslag is Iforlhn-Bli

KEEP ON!

READ!

IMPROVED

ELEOTRIGIAN PUBLISHING CO., 507 Marquatto Bldg.
Pub I Imharm mnd Oaalarm of Elmctrloml Bookm

NORTHERN

WHITE CEDAR POLES AND TIES
ARE THE BEST- WE PRODUCE THEM
Get our prices before placing your next order

POLES

Red

Cedar, White

Cedar and Cypress

MICHIGAN WHITE CEDAR
„
_ STERLING &
SON
W. C;
...

IB

Walnut

cut stock from our

Send us your

inquiries;

50,000 Trolley Ties at Bay City Xard.

CO.,=

OYvn land and want
we will do the rest.

Kaye A Carter I,iiiuber Co.,Sll Lumber

\A^HIT.

**''''

COMPANY

j

.DAA

F»OI_

S^„„,/aid^^9'S&^»/^i&^

Sj-'j'Jf!

COMPLETE STOCKS
CONSTANTLY ON HAND
401-7 2d Ave. So.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

MONROE, MICH.

White Cedar Poles and Ties
We

ITASCA CEDAR

Strict.

Will F. Bruer, Kuisu City, Ho.

Q^^lL CC/MinTICC
t W ««»TIES
I ICw
^^
P^ V^ ^^
POLES
^^

150,000 POLES IN STOCK.
100,000 Ties at our Sorting Yards
have been in the Cedar Pole and Tie business 28 years.

BEST TO LAST

Wc

Western Sales Acent
"C, A. WOOD PRESERVER"

to deal direct with the consumer.

Kxchanffe, IVinneapolis, Bllnu.

DEALERS ADVERTISING
THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
OBTAIN MOST EXCELLENT RESULTS BECAUSE IT PLACES
THEM IN TOUCH WITH ACTUAL
BUYERS OF POLES. TRY A
CARD
POLE

IN

POLES
CHESTNUT
CEDAR
Write for Delivered Prices

Idaho Cedar Pole,

KelloggSwitchboard&SupplyCo.

Chicago
PACIFIC

COAST POLE

SPOKANE, WASH.

CO.

ELECTRIC HEATING APPARATUS
the result of ten years of constant
effort to develop the enamel and resistance element to
Its present state of perfection
It has gained recognition
as a thoroughly reliable product.

CEDAR YARDS:

is

Catalog Free Upon Request

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.
^olI^^T^Jxt

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Escanaba, Mich., Wilson, Mich.,

Reed

City, Mich.
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DEARBORN WATER TREATMENT
Prepared always scientifically to meet requirements of each individual case,
Cost of treatment per thousand gallons
of every boiler room.

OORN DRUG Ak

and economical operation
water required for analysis.

essential to the successful

is

VERY LOW«

Gallon of

OMI
OMIEIVIIOAL. AA/ORKS,

General Offiees and Laboratories, Postal Telegraph Bide

ELEPHANT BRAND

iidiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iMiiMiiaHi
220O WASHINGTON AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA.

In cylinders,

DIXON'S

PA.

PRIMARY

ELEPHANT BRAND '^^.^/m-'Mloy.INGOTS, CASTINGS, WIRE. RODS, SHEETS.

REG.

U. S.

Etc.

ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers

in

the U.

We

BATTERIES

send life a booklet telling

EDISON MFG. CO.,

S.

7

all

GRAPHITE
JOitPM Dl^ON CfUKiatlCJ

power.

J.

Fifth Ave., New York
Wabash Ave., Chicago
Victoria Road, Wellesden, Londoo, N.

Successful engineers use it.
Write for free booklet and;^

W,

sample

JEFFREY

OUK CATALOIJDES ABB TOURS FOB THE ASKING.
M AN U FACTU R NG CO., Columbus, O., U.S.A.

The JEFFREY

The
ness.

inore a man ad'vertijes. the greater his busiThe greater his husiness. the more he

^

FOR RESIDENCE AND HOTEL USE

POLISH
II.GEO.W.hOFFMAhr—
'- '295. E.>-'-l,IJ!,.MJJ.zJ.l--,

>>»»»»»»«

J.l.Til

STATION H

CONN.

WINSTED,

THE COMMUTATOR COMPANY, Minneapolis,
We

Minn.
COLD DRAWN COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS.
made without cost of dies or special tools
companies and repair men given special attention.

Manufacturers of

duplicate any segment
Electric light

2/10
tain

1%

of

of the first cost

STEVENS

PROSPERITy EEflfESS

Tbe Goodwin 6 Kintz Company

STRONG, COMPACT, SERVICEABLE

lilllJ-tmHjmWihiffiL1iittifbf.?liJ.ih!lJJa.jJl<i^^^^^^

U.S. METAL

J.

No. 6048 Electrolier. Extreme Height, 24 inches.
Finished in Brushed Brass and Black,
Egyptian Green or Naxos Green.
Fitted with two-hght Cluster, supporting shade from
top, two Pull Sockets, 6 ft. Code Cord, Detachable
Attachment Plug and No. 6050 12" Square Shade in
Amber, Green, Pink, or Sunset Glass, with Fringe.
List each complete, except bulbs, $16.88

KELLOGG NEW STEEL
TELEPHONE
Bulletin Mo. 3S-L

to-day.

Jersey City. N.

TELEPHONES, SWITCHBOARDS

IT IS

— write

^Joseph Dixon Crucible CoT

advertises.

I

1908

WRITE FOR
PARTICULARS

Dixon's
Flake Graphite
saves wear and

about them.

Lakeside Ave.. Orange, N.

gears

all friction

points

PERFEa__ LUBRICANT

10

Conveying. Power Transmission, Screening. Crushing Dredging,
Coal Drilling, Coal Cutting. Hauling and Washing Machinery.

tievating.

and

FLAKE

301

Rock and

bearings,

nCONDEHOGA AMERICAN

ire so lellable tliat railroa<ls use them for bloek sigiia
work- You t;Qn ^-et thl^ yaiiie relliilnlity for your
Qeeds, but only froui EDlSi'N BATTEHIKH.

DELTA METAL
CASTINGS. STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS
~

PAT. OFF.

CHICAGO.

per

the cost of materials

is

annum

repair parts) required to main-

an Automatic Switchboard,

1%

'y,oo of

annum

per

and above tbe regular manual
maintenance cost of receiver and transmitter repairs) keeps them in good
of the first cost of automatic telephones (over

MECHANICALCATECHISM

of seven of the largest Automatic exchanges in the United States, taken from

FOR

N*w ui4

Ortglnal.

Pelntf

All

made

Modern MactalDcry

lc«

desorlbed and explained
Technical
QuaitlonB and Anawem
for ClTll Herrlce ExamlnatlouB, etc.

Clear by

fully

Word and Drawing.

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATEB, STEAM. COMBUSTION. SMOKE PREVENTION. BOILERS, BOILER
CONSTEUCTION. TESTING AND MANAGEMENT SAFETY VALVES. INJECTORS, PUMPS AND GOVERNORS, STEAM GAUGES, LUBRICATORS,
ENGINES, COMMON SLIDE VALVE. TANDEM COMPOUND, CROSS COMPOUND. RECEIVER ENGINES, HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR ENGINES, TRACTION ENGINES, ELECTRIC ENGINES. AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS E.NGINES, CONDENSERS. JET AND SURFACE. ECCENTRIC,
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE. LINK MOTION, HORSE POWERS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR, REFRIGERATION. ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METH-<
ODS. BRINE AND DIRECT E.XPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS, VALVES.
TESTS, TABLES, AMMONIA. AMMONIA FITTINGS. LIQUID AIR, MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE. STANDARD NUMBPHS AND RULES. PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION. SQUARE ROOT. LEVERAGE. ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS,
ACCUMULATOR. RHEOSTAT. TRANSFORMER. VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING, THREE-WIRE SYSTE.M. MANAGEMENT AND CARE OF ELECTRIC PLANT. REPAIRS, ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS. MOTORS. STATIONARY. TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYSTEMS. CONTROLLER. ELECTRIC LOOO.MOTI VE, ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING. HOUSE WIRING. DIFFERENTIAL GEAR, FRICTION
CLUTCH. COMPOUND CYLINDERS, REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO. THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE BABY.
336 Pag^es.

'^VI^^E, $1.00.

340 itiustratioos.
Sent aaywfaert prepaid on receipt of price.

Electrician Publishing Company,
507 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

««iiiii

condition.

That's the record

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE
Matlsaary and /larlno Bnslnecrs, Firemen, Electricians, riotormen,
Machine Men and Mechanics In Qeneral.

*

a careful tabulation of

all

repair materials they have purchased in tbe past

two years.

Don't you wish
your old-fashioned manual apparatus'was costing you no more ? It never
has and never can approach the low cost of automatic maintenance because
the careless handling of
it
is continually subject to wear and tear from
operators. The Automatic is continually and consistently "the economical
system."

Our Automatic System
Aberdeen, S. D.
Akron, Ohio.
Allentown, P&.
Auburn, Me.
Auburn, N. T.
Battle Creek, Mich.

Beaver

Falls,

Pd.

Belllneham. Waah.
Berkeley,

Cal.

Billings. Mont.
Butte, Mont.
Cadillac, Mich.

ChampalBn,
Chicago,
Cleburne.

III.

III.

Texas.

Columbus, Ga.
Columbus, Ohio.
Dayton, Ohio.
Decatur, 111.
Denver, Colo.
DowaKlac, Mich.
Bl Poao. Texas.
Emaus, Pa.
Fall RIvor, Mass.
Grand Haplds, Mich.

is

in

use in the following cities:
Neb.
Cuba.
Hazleton, Pa.
Holland, Mich.
Hopklnavllle, Ky.
Houston, Texas.
Jonesboro, Ark.
Lake Benton, Minn.
LewlBton. Me.
Lincoln, Neb.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Manchester, Iowa.
Marlanao, Cuba.
Marlon, ind.
Medford, Wis.
Mt. Olive, HI.
New Bedford. Mass.
Norfolk, Nob.
Hastings.

Havana,

Oakland. Cal.

Ocean Park.
Omaha, Nob.

Cal.

Pcntwater, Mich.
Pontlac,
Portland,
Portland,

III.

Princeton, N. J.
Richinond, Ind.
Riverside, Cal.
Rochester. Pa.
Rushvllle, Ind.
San Diego, Cal.
San Francisco. Cal.
Santa Monica, Cal.
Saskatoon. Sask., Can.
Sioux City. Iowa.

South Bend, Ind.
Spokane, Wash.
St. Marys, Ohio.

Tacoma,

Westerly.

R.

I.

Wilmington, Del.
Woodstock. N. B., Can.

Me.
Ore.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
Van Buren and Morgan

Wash.

Toronto Junction, Can.
Traverse City, Mich.
Urbana, 111.
Van Wort, Ohio.
Walla Walla. Wash.
Wausau, Wis.

Streets,

CO.

CHICAGO,

U.

S.

A.
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BARNARD

CO.

CLAY CONDUIT
Factories

EAST

:

""*^

and

Monadnock

Prices to Suit the

WEST
Building

CHICAGO

Times

National Electric
Lii^ht Convention

Report Numbers
The Western

and complete report of
the proceedings of the National Electric Light Convention in its issues
of

May

Electrician will publish a full

23rd and 30th.

Manufacturers and dealers can effectively place their product before
the

many

possible users in the Central and Western Staies

a good size advertisement in these numbers.

Copy should be forwarded

at

once

by running

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Type "K" Meters
As Designed by Lord Kelvin
The lowest

priced, high-grade, nine-inch

on

meters

switchboard

the

market

Alternating

and
Direct

Current

Cover Removed

No

delicate parts.

No

Practically uniform

jewels, no springs.
scale.

Absolutely

dead beat. Self-calibrating attachment.
Torque 20
Will stand short-circuits.
times that usual in such meters. AbsoUnlutely simple and easy to repair.
affected by external fields. Electrical

Length of Scale 6 inches^

errors negligible.
-gon-/ii.TCiBCUiT _

Fully described in Circular No.

We

make 6

1098

Length of Scale 6 inches

other types of Switchboard instruments, also portable and precision Instruments

Westinghouse

Electric

&

Manufacturing Co.

ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE:
AtUnu,

Boiton.

Chicago.

Cleveland,

Denver,

Baltimore.

Buffalo.

Cincinnati,

Dallas,

Detroit,

Kansai City,
Loa Angelel,

Canada- Canadian Wc»tinKliou»c Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ontario

MInncapolli,
New Orleana,

Sail Lake City,
PIttiburg,
New York,
San Francisco.
Philadelphia.
St. Loula,
Mexico: O. & O Braniff & Co.. City of Mexico

Seattle,

Sytacuae.

1908
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Steam Turbines
The

first

heavy-duty steam turbines

horsepower

is

A

position today.

Over

Westinghouse Steam Turbine, once

—-v

>.

for use

where

],25(),()()()

cool-

not available.

Ask about our Exhaust-Steam Turbines,
exhaust

first in

never been displaced.

Ask about our Non-Condensing Steam Turbines,
ing water

and the

operation or in course of erection.

in

installed, has

in the field,

now wasted

steam

pumps, compressors,

which operate

from non-condensing

on the
engines,

etc.

^

Steam Turbine Catalogue 7002 sent upon request.

The Westinghouse Machine Co.
Steam Turbines, Steam Engines, Gas Engines, Gas Producers, Storage Batteries and
New York

City, lo Bridge St.

Atlanta, Candler Building
St. Louis, Chemical Building
Pittsburg, Westinghouse Building

Boston, 131 State St.
Cleveland, New England Building
Chicago, 171 La Salle St.

of

The Roney Stoker

Philadelphia. No. American Bldg.
Denver, McPhee Building
San Francisco, Hunt, Mirk & Co.

Cincinnati, Traction Building

Rotary Converters
For Light and Power Service
The Synchronous Regulator

is

a

feature found only in Westinghouse

Rotaries;

High

it

results in:

Efficiency
Perfect Regulation

Minimum
Ask nearest

Floor Space
1000 K.

office for particulars.

Westinghouse Electric

&

W. Westinghouse Rotary Converter,
with Synchronous Regulator.

Manufacturing Co.

ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE:
Atlttnts,

Boston,

Chlcego,

Baltimore,

Buffalo,

Cincinnati,

Cleveland,
Dallas,

Canada, Canadian Westinghouse

Denver,

Kansas City,
Detroit,
L.08 Angeles,
Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario

Minneapolis,
Orleans,

New

New

York,
Pittsburg,
Salt Lake City,
Philadelphia
St. Louis,
San Franciaco,
Mexico, Q. & O. Braniff & Co.. City of Mexico

Seattle,

Syracuse.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Protective

Electric

Apparatus

Fans

i6,

Westinghouse Electric Fans represent the successful
culmination of a series of experiments, carried through

many

years, to determine the exact blade curvature
required to produce the greatest breeze with the least

consumption

of power.

The Westinghouse M.

P. Lightning Arrester is single
use on potentials not exceeding 1,000 volts,
and can be located on a car, on a pole, or in a station.

pole

for

cHb

It

embodies a new principle

The

in

static discharge spreads itself

protective

apparatus.

over a carborundum

block, along a number of minute discharge paths. The
voltage across each gap being very small, the line volt-

Westinghouse Fans are made with 8, 12 and 16-inch
blades in the Combination Desk and Bracket and
Ventilating types, and with 57-inch blades for Ceiling,
Floor and Counter-Column types.

age cannot maintain an arc across them.
Full particulars in our 1908 Art Catalogues

Circulars 1132 and 1146 give full particulars.

Westinghouse Electric

&

Manufacturing Co.

ADDRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE:
AtJanU,

BottoD,

Chlcaeo,

Ct«v«Un(J,

Daover,

Kbdbm

Sftltiinore,

Buffalo,

ClDclnoatl,

Dallat,

Detroit.

l>oa Ansclci.

City,

Caaada, Caoadlao Weatlaghouae Co., Ltd., Hamlltoo, Ootano

MtnoeapoUs,

New

OrleaQB,

Salt Lake City,
New York.
Pittsburs,
Sao Fraociaco,
Philadelphia
St. Louts,
Mexico, O. & O. Branlff & Co., City of Mexico

Seattla,

Sjracuie.

1908

:

May
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Did the Money Panic sting YOU too? Did merchants in your town cut down their lighting?
Shops reduce their power demand? Residence customers cry, "Cut it out?"
Of course, like others, you are still smarting from the effects of the stringency. It would
it is a. fact, that the
be hard work to talk DISTRICT STEAM HEATING just now, BUT
companies who supplied steam for heating purposes last winter DIDN'T KNOW MUCH
ABOUT THE PANIC. Their earnings in the steam heating department were not curtailed.
People HAD to have HEAT. Not only THAT,
those companies actually INCREASED

THEIR EARNINGS.
How?
By taking

the opportunity, presented by the panic, and compelling owners of isolated

electric plants to

abandon them and buy thek LIGHT,

medium to large cities
owners MUST HAVE HEAT. The electricity

HEAT AND POWER.

The ma-

jority of isolated plants in

are operated at a great expense, because

the

is

generated as a

BY-PRODUCT.

The net income per building for HEAT is more than the combined income from gas,
water, electric light and power.
The ability of electric companies to furnish steam for heating purposes has proven to
we inbe one of the best means of securing new electrical business. As an illustration,
stalled a DISTRICT STEAM HEATING SYSTEM for an electric company in a town in the
Middle West and in a comparatively short time they increased their electrical business
over 400% and succeeded in shutting down every isolated electric plant along their heat-

—

ing inarniT
Call

CAN YOU BEAT

on us

American
Main

Offices:

IT?

at the N. E. L. A. convention

and ask questions.

District
Western

Steam Company

Offices:

LOCKPORT,

Monadnock Block

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Factories

LOCKPORT, N. Y.
N. TONA WANDA, N.

Y.

— ——
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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AND USE DUNCAN METERS
"Here! you discontented knocker,
Growlin' 'bout the country's ills;
Chloroform yer dismal talker;
Take a course o' liver pills.
Stop yer durn ki-o-tee howlin',

Chaw some sand
Don't

Jump

in the
the roost

sit

an' git some grit;
dumps a-growlin,

An' boost

A

bit!

USE DUNCAN METERS
"Fall in while the band's a-playin',
step an' march along

Ketch the

'Stead o' pessimistic brayin',

Jine the halleluyah song!
Drop yer hammer do some rootin'
Grab a horn, you cuss, and spht
Every echo with yer tootin'
Jump the roost
An' boost

A

bit!"

>.

DUNCAN ELECTRIC MFG.

CO.

^ LAFAYETTE,IND. U.S.A. >>^.^^^

Mav
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FOR
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H

WH ITEST LIGHT
LONGEST LIFE

M

ELECTRA

CLEANEST GLOBES
USE

HIGHEST GRADE

NUERNBERG
MAn

•TRADE

CARBONS
STEADY

CLEAR
WHITE

BRILLIANT

FOR ALL TYPES
OF ARC

LAMPS

ELECTRA
CARBONS

HUGO REISINCER
1

I

NEW YORK

BROADWAY

Dossert Joints
2-WAY, TYPE A,

SHOWING DETAILS

THE ONLY OFFICIALLY APPROVED SOLDERLESS
CONNECTOR

jsifeHfe
DOSSERT IXSULATED
These insulated covers are

A
CABLE TAP
These connectors will be furnished to
tap from any size Main to any size
Branch. No cutting of the cable.
Save their cost in cable.

Marvel

of

Convenience and Efficiency

\A/H>r Solder?
D^ss^r't Jl^in-ts
WITHOUT
The Code

authorizes the use of

They are approved and endorsed
by leading engineers.

Solder.

USED

IN

SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE

Cable.
Solder.
Gasoline.

Time.
Labor.

Money.
Trouble.
Blow Torches.

THE FOUR LEVIATHANS OF MODERN
Metropolitan Life Tower
Singer Building
City Investing Building

Hudson Terminals

CQ-^'ER
for a

type of connector and are not
sizes larger than No. 1 stranded.

ARE
ARE
ARE
ARE
ARE
ARE
ARE
ARE

Durable.
Adjustable to
Convenient.

all

Adaptable to

all

special
for

made

Size Cables.
conditions.

Inexpensive.

Cheaper

in Quantities.

Economical.
Safe.

TIHES

They make the biggest Joints

in

the smallest space. Used on the
2,500,000 C. M. feeder cables on
the Williamsburg Bridge

The Dossert Solderless Wire and Cable Connector is the most important advance made in
recent years in electrical construction and is rapidly displacing the old, troublesome, expensive
and inefficient soldering process. It can be applied by any ordinary workman in a few minutes
and furnishes an absolutely perfect mechanical and electrical connection.

WRITE FOR THE MOST SUQQESTIVE AND VALUABLE BULLETIN

Dossert

& Company

IN

THE TRADE

242 West 41st

NEW YORK

St.
FRONT LUG
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From

A
To

Z
Every
Detail
Is

RigKt
In

TKe
International

Alternating

And
Direct

Current
iJAvitcnDoara

And
Portatle
Instruments

Send for

New

International Electric
CHICAGO,
205 Postal Telegraph BIdg.

NEW YORK

Catalogue

Meter Co.

U. S. A.

10609 Cedar Ave.

CLEVELAND

I

101 Chemical BIdg.

ST. LOUIS

^

\l,l\

'

WF.STI'.RN

I'l

KLKCTUtriAN

10

ENCLOSED FUSES
accurate;uniforn,reliable,effigientjndicating

ENCLOSED
FUSES AND BLOCKS

SECTIONAL
SWITCH BOXES

moD

FOR OLD AND NEW WORK

UNIFORM

RELIABLE

3-30 AMP

because care-

31-GOAMP

factured, the

^^^IBI^^

different

^m^
"

parts of the

made
from dies
fuse

of

1^ "'^**»||P^BHr^'"

im-mmp

an

the best.

—

is

protect

vour installation under all

For Flexible

and Iron
Conduit

conditions.

'

ACCURATE
each

'^^^^^^^^^B

manship

of

^-^^^K—

one

thousandth
part

Amp.

to

makes

all

Switches and Receptacles

IOI-200AMP-

which cannot

vary

ei-ioo

Takes

can be depended upon

manu-

fully

'"'3H3^"'

fuse
PATENTED

tested before

leaving

fac-

BB

APRIL

Single

2.

1907

, , „
Spacer
AA

Send for Box Catalogue

tory.

4OI-60'o'am'p.

Union Sectional Switch Boxes can be

250 and 600 Volts

number

of gangs

Furnished

and

in

Suitable

into

any

inserting spacers.

any desired depth; equipped with reversible

sliding ear so as to

walls.

up

built

by using a screw-driver and

for

be adapted to plastered or unplastered

new

or

old installation

in

buildings.

Provided with clamp for securing flexible conduit when desired.

CONDUIT
BOXES AND COVERS
Our blocks are Neat in Design, with ample Metal
and Contact Area to prevent undue heating at
point of Contact.

Send
for

Catalogue

Fuse Manufacturers for 19 Years
Write for Fuse Catalogue No. 19

The "UNION" Stamped Outlet Bexes and Covers make a
PERFECT JOB. Ample room for reliable connections.

KNOCK-OUTS EASILY REMOVED

CniCAGO FUSE WIRE H MFG.CO.
CHICAGO AND NEW YORK

~
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Electric Mfg^

i6,

Cd

ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
DISTRICT OFFICES

IN

ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
LINE OF MANUFACTURE

BULLETINS
Power Transformers

,

,

Portable Instruments.

.

No. 64-H

.

.

.

Polyphase Motors
Single-phase Motors

Fan

.No.

No.
.No.

No.
Static Transformers
No.
Switchboard Instruments No.
Ventilating

Outfits

.

.

Lighting Transformers.

71-H
74-H
75-H
76-H
78-H
79-H

Power Transformers.
Polyphase Motors.
Portable Instruments.

Switchboard Instruments.
Single-phase Motors.

HILLSIDE PLANT, ST. LOUIS, MO.

DISTRICT OFFICES

PUBLICATIONS

1422-25 Empire Bldg.
Ga
Boston, Mass
Plymouth Bldg., no State St.
Atlanta,

Single-phase Facts.

Answers

to

Questions

Some

Central Station

about

Chicago,

Single-phase

Resume.
The Polyphase Motor

A

Phase of the Panic.

Portable

Lamp

Testing Volt Watt-

HIgh-Efnclency Type Transformer

First Nat'l

Bank

Bldg.

1621 17th

St.

Hudson Terminal, 50 Church

St.

Y

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa

.

Real Estate Trust Bldg.

2323-24 Farmers' Bank Bldg.

meter.
Ventilating

8n

Denver, Colo
New York, N.

in the Shop.

1625 Marquette Bldg.

111

Cincinnati,

Motors.

Fan Pamphlet.

Portland, Ore
Oakland, Cal

301

McKay

Bldg.

404 12th

St.

1908

May
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Eieciric Mfg, Co.
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

DISTRICT OFFICES

ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

IN

MOTORS

SINGLE- PHASE

THE DAY LOAD BUILDERS

Standard type

"BA"

Wagner Motor.

This

Single phase

motor will
upJfuU load and a generous
overload from a state of rest. It is
susceptible of remote control and
starts of itself when current comes
on after a line interruption.

The

pull

operation is extremely
simply a switch. The ma-

Its starting

simple,

—

motor is
very large; the workmanship extremely fine and accurate, all parts
terial

allowance

being

made

in

this

to templet.

We solicit the opportunity of bidding on your requirements.

The motor application above suggests

many

possibilities for electric

drive in printing shops.

note that while this
fit, it is

is

You

a variable speed outfit, with

variable speed box underneath the

feeding table.

The pressman has

absolute and instantaneous control

over this

This outfit

outfit.

is

long-tried commercial

pumping

outfit

is

extremely

is

scarcity of

tels,

desirable

water.

where there

For apa-rtment houses and

country places nothing equals an
outfit driven
tor.

by a single-phase mo-

They are

entirely automatic

in their action.

ex-

tremely economical of operation.

confectioneries,

and others have found

this

become

vitiated.
Congregations sit
up and take notice; lodge rooms
have "something doing;" clerks
work with vim and energy, and
customers buy freely where there
is snap and energy in the air.
This
can be accomplished only by some
form of ventilating apparatus.

stores
outfit

and weary hours spent by you in

success.

drug

above shows a

A coffee grinder and pulverizer
gives to the store a smart and upto-date appearance and replaces
those long waits of your customers

The adaptation here shown

A

will

a belted out-

illustration

variable speed ventilating fan outfit.
This outfit pays for itself in a very
short while in the comfort it brings
to users.
It is just the thing for
halls, churches, lodge rooms, stores
and offices where the air is liable to

is

a

Ho-

manual labor.
machine you can serve

the hardest kind of

paying for
while.

itself

in a very short

In the home, perhaps, where

you would not need a power

cream

freezer, a

motor

washing and ironing.

will

ice-

do your

With

this

customers in the time taken to
serve one by hand. These machines
can be obtained in almost any capacity.
This same type of drive is
furnished in sausage-grinding and
five

meat-cutting machines.

Chicago

Office,

1625 Marquette BIdg.
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SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS
Starting— Low Starting Current— High Starting Torque

Self

Interchangeable Voltage Connections

THE MECHANICAL APPLIANCE CO.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
Write for Type S Bulletin

"WIRES DOWN"
a NO

ANSWER"

This would

not

have

hap-

pened with an underground
conduit system -the modern

way

Our

We

design

and construct
systems

G.

in

in

their

entirety electrical

of

instalhng

experience

the
is
years.

all

wires.

experience

of

conduit

every part of the world.

IVI.

G E ST

Conduit Contractor
and Engineer

Electrical

Cincinnati, Ohio

277 Broadway, N. Y.

m

\\jy

II,,

W

n,.'

I

-.STICK

N
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WELCOME:
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE

NATIONAL ELECTRIC
LIGHT ASSOCIATION
We

you

our Western
Branch Office display and Warerooms,
at 118 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.
invite

to

visit

THAT'S IT fWr
"EXCELLO'
FLAMING ARC LAMPS
Stand Alone
in

Substantial Construction, Durability,
Reliability

and Efficiency

I

D. C. or A. C.

EVERY\A/HER

IM
M. H. Candlepower
6

3,000 c. p.-550 watts
10 and 7 hours,

For outdoor, "Sunray"; for indoor, Pearl White,"
Two lamps on 100-120 Volts; Four lamps on 200-240

3,000.

amp. and 10 amp.
A. C. any frequency.

volts.

Manufacture and

sale fully licensed

FULL STOCK

IN

under thirteen basic patents.

OUR CHICAGO BRANCH

ExcELLO Arc Lamp Company
30-32

E.

20lh

St.,

NEW YORK

118-132

W. Jackson

Blvd.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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GENERATOR

D. C.

FOR CENTRAL STATIONS
SIZES LARGE OR SMALL

Laminated Cast-in pole pieces

will

increase the magnetic contact between the

pole pieces and the frame almost

300 Per Cent
over the

common

bolted and cast types.

Western Electric D. C. generators are

made

this way, which is one of the reasons they are so efficient.
Western Electric generators have their frames divided vertically, which allows
the frame to be drawn apart horizontally so that the armature can^be easily inspected

or removed.

you want a generator that will do more than we claim for it, let us furnish it
you.
Write today for our catalogue No. 702, and let us [quote on your
If

for

next installation.

WESIEiN
EUCriK
€#^^^MV
CENTRAL

WESTERN

PACIFIC

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

SAINT LOUIS
KANSAS CITY

SAN FRANCISCO

PHILADELPHIA

DENVER
DALLAS

LOS ANGELES

EASTERN
BOSTON

INDIANAPOLIS
CINCINNATI

PITTSBURG

MINNEAPOLIS

ATLANTA

SAINT PAUL

SALT LAKE CITY

OMAHA
,wnR.ITE

SEATTLE

OUR NEAREST HOUSE

>m

M;i\

Hi,

WKSTKKN

I'imS

IJLia.'l'klCIAN

GENERATORS

A. C.

FOR CENTRAL STATIONS
StZES LARGE

SMALL

Off

.company/

From your standpoint as the user, the three most important
features of A. C. Generators to be considered are Heating,
Regulation and Efficiency.

The

heating is kept low by a generous and especially wellventilated design of those parts in which heat is developed.
Perfect regulation is obtained by so proportioning the parts as
to reduce to the lowest possible value the quantities which tend
most strongly to prevent good regulation.

Western Electric A. C. Generators

will give

you the hig(hest

average or all-day efficiency.
Send

for a

copy

of our

Catalogue

No. 706 on Alterrvators.

WESIEMI
ELECffiK
e#^^^MY
EASTERN

CENTRAL

WESTERN

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

INDIANAPOLIS
CINCINNATI

SAINT LOUIS
KANSAS CITY

PITTSBURG

MINNEAPOLIS

ATLANTA

SAINT PAUL

•

•

PACIFIC

•

DENVER
DALLAS

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

SALT LAKE CITY

OMAHA
WRITE OUR NEAREST HOUSE

SEATTLE

:
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Habirshaw Wire Company
HABIRSHAW TREE WIRE
The ordinary tree wire, with three or more cotton weatherproofed braids, is expensive, bulky, presents
a large surface for the accumulation of ice and snow, and the outer braiding soon wears through. The
special features of the Habirshaw Tree Wire are as follows
The character and treatment of the outer covering are such that a single braid will stand much more
It is cheaper, lighter and presents a
abrasion and be as equally weatherproof as three ordinary braids.
smaller surface for the accumulation of ice and snow.

SPECIFICATIONS:
National Codes walls of rubber, one rubber
Prices furnished on application for

any

filled

tape and one Habirshaw Tree Wire Braid.

size required,

any wall

of rubber

and any number

WORKS:

0FFICE5:
253 Broadway,

New York

of braids.

Yonkers, N. Y.

City.

m*

"RATHBONE PANIGOT"
-

ELECTRIC "FIREPLACE"
PATEMTEO RATHBOHt & PAItlBOT CO., GRAND RAPIDS, MICHICAH

THE "INTERMITTENT HEATING" PROBLEM SOLVED
Does not burn up the oxygen

in

the

room

as gas grates do.

ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT ODOR.
Can be placed anywhere

in

the room,

NO CHIMNEY FLUE

BEING REOUIRED.
The most artistic and handsome
ment for the purpose ever produced.

orna-

Efficient and economical heating addition
for residences, churches and hospitals; suit-

able to den or parlor in the house; necessary
to bedroom in the house or hospital lights
as well as heats.
Is so designed that every particle of heat
is forced out into the room instead of going
up the chimnev.

—

TWO

SIZES

—

24x30- 3 lamps
30x30 4 lamps

750 or 1,500 watts
1,000 or 2,000 walls

THESE FIREPLACES WILL BE EXHIBITED AT THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.'S EXHIBIT
INM'r4'F'-C3 Xkrd^ OOlM-rF^OI-l-ED ^Y

RATHBONE- PANIGOT CO.
GENERAL ELECTRIC

Grand Rapids, Mich.

CO., Schenectady, U. S. A., Jobbers and Agents

May

i6,
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THE PERKINS

"New Wrinkle" Socket
These are some
SHELL AND CAP

of its

INTERIOR

shell will enter cap in any one of

twenty places.

Cap

is

always tight.

Key

is

always where

it

is

"Wrinkles work wonders"
ing rigid
shell

connection

wanted.
in

mak-

between

and cap.

Unnecessary

to find

Could be

assembled in the dark readily, as
wrinkles act as guides.

site.

Screw shell held by three screws
and a brass ring.
Phosphor - bronze center contact
spring.

Longest break of any socket made.
Binding posts that facilitate connection and provide exceptionsecure contact.
Actuating spring of music wire,
carrying no current.
ally

of holding.

Cannot come apart

Switch entirely enclosed.
No live parts exposed except binding posts.
Copper screw shell.
Binding posts diametrically oppo-

one particular

place to insert shell.

Three points

advantages:

accidentally.

The most notable improvement in soclfet construction

in

a decade

THE PERKINS ELECTRIC SWITCH MANUFACTURING CO.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO

ENCLOSED FUSES AND ACCESSORIES
,1;

^ "1?,^

A^'.v^.%v

,.

We

manufacture a complete line of National Electrical Code Standard material.
And, like all other material
of Bryant manufacture, they are "good goods."

Our line
any made in

most extensive of
you haven't our Catalogue,

of electrical fittings
this country.

If

is

the

ask your jobber to send you a copy.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
SAN FRANCISCO

16,

1908

May
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The ECONOMIC
The Miniature
which

commands

Elevator Controllers

LAMP

ARC

,

i;r-RCTRlCIAN

For

and Alternating Current

Direct

Attention

as:

The

The Lamp which

steadiest burn-

saves 50% in
current con-

Arc Lamp
ever produced

ing

sumption

3 Amp.

;$:$(»

Direct and Al
The

ternating

illustration
•

is

Ideal,

Current

oue-Ufth of actual size of latnp.

loo-ias voi.TS

»lv"

„A0»'

vot>

^^ atts

•""fa.

500 ACTUAL

"SOS

C. P.

Incomparable

Illumination

C. A.

IN TflE

HERRMANN

640 UNITY BUILDING
79 DEARBORN STREET

T.viif

Al)"

Type

liiiluc-tlon

r.

Controller
.Motor

Wfiie for Oataloguo

Our Lamps have an elegant appearance
and can be had in any finish.

USED BY LEADING FIRI^S

.i.iij-v.

for "Slip-King"

ir.-ll.

J,

L SCHUREMAN COMPANY

EAST AND WEST

MANUFACTURERS OF

CO.

ELECTRIC MOTOR-CONTROLLING DEVICES

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

70-86 W. JACKSON BOULEVARD, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

e>

Telephone Central 6252

EASTERN SALES OFFICE, 93

This issue of the Western

Liberty

SIrael.NEW

Electrician

contains more paid advertising than the

corresponding

National

Convention number of
the

largest

Electric

last

Light

year and

is

convention issue (but one)

in the history of the paper.

YORK

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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IJVS\/LATIOJSf
Is Per/ecf Inoculation
T&'B Black

Baking Varnish
Clear Baking Varnish
^
^
"^
"^ Black Finishing Varnish
l'f\*StllClttf\JS cp
eg
/
Qi^^i^ Air-Drying Varnish
^
Core Plate Varnish
ir %*r fg»*» #y
{5.7. C. Armature and Field Coil Varnish
_.

,

[

'P&'B

&
X/^am l^ht>^
c ^ hP&'B

O

)

P& B Electrical Compound
The

*P

best

known and most popular Insulator

&

*B

in the world

Insulating Tape

Write for Full Particulars

and

Prices

The Standard Paint Company
100 William
tHICAGO

ST.

LOUIS

St.,

NEW YORK

KANSAS CITY "BOSTON j'.IMilLADKLPHIA

jiNEVV

ORLEANS

i6, 1908

—
May

i6,
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General Electric Company
Steam Turbines

Curtis
Show a

Nearly Constant Efficiency

Over a Wide Range
of Load

The following load curve is based on tests made in the Fisk Street Power
House of the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago, III., and shows
a maximum variation in economy of 5% and 5,000 to 12,000 kilowatts.

—— — ——
~ ~~
~

""
^,.,

— ———————

1

'
'

— --[-^
~
~
~~ "
~

1

—

'

'

""

"—

~~"

=

^

=

-

I~l~"

1

'

NO,

1

TO oo

6000

50C

u

80 OO

vy

9a00

too

iOl.

110 ou

rat.

oo

1 //^_h

"Load-Water Rate Curve"

for a 9,000-K.W., 5-Stage, 750-R. P. M. Curtis Turbo-generator Unit
Operating at 200 Lbs. Gauge Pressure, with 125° Superheat and 29 Inches Vacuum

Low

available in standard
exhaust
steam from i
sizes from 300 kilowatts tip, utilizes
of
vacuum,
adds 30 to
pound gauge pressure to 29 inches
and
does not
engine
plants
100% to the output of steam

The

Curtis

Pressure Turbine

is

Some

require a

pound

have been

in successful operation for years.

Curtis

made
15

additional

of

installations

Steam Turbines are

in

K.

fuel.

standard sizes from

W.

to

14,000 K.

W.
fgoa'

Principal Office;

Chicago Office:

Monadnock

BIdg.

Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices inp
all large cities

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

MICA

Compare our prices on
Raw Mica and Manufactured Mica with

PRICES

If

do not intend

to

WHY PlY FINCY

change or Increase our

list

we do

prices,

i6,

igoS

WESCO FANS

you have been
paying our competitors.

prices

REDUCED
We

May

you want the most compk-te and
Fan Catalogue on the market

authentic

PRICES ?

WRITE fur our 1908 Ediii .n,
both DIRECT and ALTERNATING
current.
also have Fan Contracts
today,

not follow our competitors.

We

CHICAGO MICA

CO., Valparaiso,

Ind.

THE WESCO SUPPLY CO.
Mo.

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE STANDARD.
TWISTED TELEPHONE PAIR, and OTHER

DETROIT"

St. Louis,

RUBBER COVERED

Birmingham,

Fort Worth, Texas

Rubber Covered Wires

WIRES

mean money

lost to you unless
you see them. Better get busy and
send in your name.

that will

Ala.

DETROIT Insulated Wire Company

OUR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

Designs, Superintends or Constructs

CONDUIT SYSTEMS

IN THEIR ENTIRETY.
M. QEST,

Q.
277 Broadway, New York.

Gale's Commutator

Union Trust BIdg., Cincinnati. 0.

Compound.
Over
The Only Article Thai Will Prevent Sparking.
Will keep the Oommutator In goftd condition and prevent cutting.

85.00 per dozen.

50c. per stick.

Absolutely will not

ISend SOc. lor

tritml

gum

the brushee.

stick.

Write

25,000

,g

miles
In use

for

^1

Catalog

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OK

K.

McLENNAH &

CO.,

Michigan College

».-«.......

Sole Mannfactnrers,
BMt..lU DeBborn St.

WRIGLEY'S

ol Mines

CatalogMat Agencies: Ohlcago,Ill.;Denver,Colo.;
Pittsburg, Pa.; St. Louia, Mo. St. Paul, MinnI
;

Mines

Located in the Lake Superior district.
and mills accessible for college work. For yearbook and record of graduates apply to president

With

la

easy with our special voltmelera

aiirt

ammeters which measure
amperes aud ordinary resist-

volt

voif.'i,

mices. Send for catalog of portable
mill Rwitcliboarci voltmeters anrt am-

Double-Flanged

Sides and Rigid Backs

L.

M.

PIQNOLET

78 80 Cortlandt

or secretary.

New York

St.

For securing Brackets and Fixtures to
Hollow Tiling. Marble Slabs, Steel Ceilinga or Plastered Walls, where Screws

Houghton, Michigan.

or Nails

Engineering

CIVIL.

CoHtplete and abort coorsea. Thoronsbl; eqaipned
•nsiaeeiine shops, Uiop worb from tk« beglaatng. short eoorsea in Steam and Electricai
BBSiaeerlnE. Expenses low. Accommodations the
best. Schod all year. Students may enter any time.

to bold.

1

le

30 Ampere*

The Thomas Wrig'ley Co.

Indicates in any position and
in either direotloa of ourrent.

300-302 Dearborn

Write

ct^ic\ao

St.,

for ciroular

and

prices.

ELDKEDQE ELECTKIC MFQ.
II P. O.Sq.

CosespODctencesteun and electrical courses. Send
tec* cat^offue- Mention coarse in which interest>>d.

PARK COLLEGE) OES HOINEI,

Annieter

Battery

Write for Discounts

LECTRICAL,

STEAH,

fail

Etiipse

MECHANICAL,

miHURD

Testing Circuits

fr;;^:;::^

TOGGLE BOLT

W. McNAIR. President

F.

:,

TheRailJointCo.,°''"8gyVo'RrcfTy^'

CHICAUO.

CO.

Springfield, Mass.

lOW/t

any
Form, at Lowest Prices
EUGENE MUNSELL AND GO.
of all Qualities, in

CONRAD'S
PLUG TONGS
"UP TO DATE TO THE
MINUTE"
Tested to 23.000 Volts

Use Conrad's Piug
Tongs as an Insurance
Policy against accident
in

handling High-Ten-

sion

Fuse Plugs.

Price,

Each

Doz.

$3.50.

S36.0O

Manufactured by

Conrad & Blanton Co.
COLUMBUS. OHIO

OLD WAY

NEW W«Y

MICA

NEW YORK

INSULATION
Mlcanite, Linotape, M.

Cloth and Paper.

I.

For

MICA INSULATOR
NEW YORK

R.

That

the

Bells, Annunciators,

Speaking Tubes,
32 DEY ST.
NEW

Etc.

YORK

Factory:
1431 TO 1439 DEKiLB Ave..
Hrooklyn, N. Y.

Originators

and CHICAGO

CO.

In all kinds of

IS.

Standard.

CO.,

OSTRANDER &

Manufacturers and Dealers

Electric^ Supplies,

C. Compound, EmpirB
Years

W.

and CHICAGO

SEND FOR 600 PAGE CATALOOUE

14-16 North High Street

STORAGE
BATTERIES

Monufoctured by

THE WILLARO STORAGE
BATTERY CO.
CLEVELAND. OHIO

Many

millions of dollars worth of Electrical Macninery, Apparatus ana Supplies are inspected and tested by us every year
for tne shrewdest buyers in America
OEIVIA.raC3
IVI/VIM^ -kite fc>es-k
-khtey Gl
CSET it
bes-fc and they

THey

—

Our

Facilities are at

Your Service

Electrical Testing Laboratories

80tK

Street anJ East

End Avenue,

NEW YORK

M:

M.iv

iT.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

lOnR
KllUIINt «. PHILLIPS. V. P.

l-itNUN. PHILLIPS, Prei.

C. H. WAUl!NSi;il. Trtii.

n

C.B. BPJllNdTON, Jr..»ec

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,

JUST OUT

i>iiovii>i<:m<'|-.. u. i.

VU.aVMAl

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,

.Viii'n.ni.v

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
AMERICANITE, IVIACNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

PiiKC CntoloKue

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNOERGHOUND USE

Nbw Youu

Stoub.

F. K,

Uonoboo. 20 (Jurtiundt

AND

FACTORIES. PHILLIPSD ALE

.

Work

I

R.

Convenient Size, K»»y Keterencc.
Write Ub and Oct One.

I

A Complete

^T

^^^

^

BODY
^ENTER5

WITHOUT

^^^^^^^^Qn

R OT ATI N G

Ba^^jMBI^^^P SLEEVE
Hl^^lBlMtoi^SI ATTACHES
n^^^l^^M^^H^^ PLUG

Sp''^^^^^:fia^BH^H^ NTAI N S

^^.^^J^^^^

V4

West Van Buren

CHICAGO

Street

BENJAMIN'S 9
9

i''^

fc^il

7 C W r n ELECTRICAL
t ell L U SUPPLY CO.

Catalogue
Supplies

Electrical

o(

SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED CORD FOR TROLLEYS AND ARC l-iMPS.
SEND FOR SAMPLES
SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, Boston. Mass.

HflMW^"^^^
^^^^Tig^l^Y

to

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

St.

OiiioAoo SToiin, E. H. Iltiinmoiiil. 185 Adtimrt St
MoNTiiBAl, HuANOfi, KilKon') K. inillllpn' K Il'CI fl Til

OFFICES

Condensed

poKCM of

t.^H

GORD

IP«f

9

The Smallest, Neatest,
Most Practical
Attachment Plug Upon

3

the Market.

CUvASS

JS.

AHyi:^

3
B^^ nrSKLvF

Write for Descriptive Folder

\0
3

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

Nalloral Electrical Code Slandard

Orangeburg Fibre Conduit
Write

for

"The Conduit Book"

THE FIBRE CONDUIT

CO.

Main

Office and Works: Orangeburg, N. Y.
Chicago Office: 1760 Monadnock BIdg.

&

Roeding

8KEDOODLE

San Francisco, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal., and Seattle, Wash.
McClary-Jemison Co.: Birmingham, Ala.

Pierson,

i6

197

'J

In 1907

Co.:

MOST RELIABLE FLASHER EVER MADE

The Western

MABNETIC BREAK

REGO FLASHERS

RENEWABLE CARBON CONTACTS

Aro easy to seU. Yon make a fln« profil.
Everybody with ftn electric sIkQ vants 04*
WHfe as today for particiitera and prlcei. AJM
polDters on electric sl^s.

10,

make

Reynolds Electric Flasher Mfg. Co.
191 Fifth Ave..

15,

20 and
i, 2, 4,

125 volls,

25

AMPERES.

and 6 ampere

We

flashers.

also

100 to

DIRECTOR ALTERNATING.

CHICAGO

ApprovBd by National Board

INTERIVATIOXAL

of Fife Underwriters

TELEPHONES

Protecled

by

Patent

Kno^nand Used the World Over
Have you Tried Them?
If so, you are a Regular Customer.
If not, will you allow us to send

a Sample?

ELECTRO-AD COMPANY

No.

Elec-

trician published

LARGE

1,098

pages

of

reading matter and
1,806 illustrations.

884,614, April 14, 1908.

54 State Street

DETROIT, WICH.

This

3,294 columns

is

over

or

3,000,000

iBternational Telephone Mtg. Co.

Dry and Wet

Cells

For

20 Years

the Standard

words.

Equivalent in

amount

to

$2
Carbon
Battery

Products

Connectors

Testing

Instruments

Wire
"Parac" Rubber Wire
Bare Copper Wire

"0. K." Weatherproof

Slow Burning Weatherproof
Railway Feeder Wire
Slow Burning Wire

On

technical

the

If

you

scriber

BATTERY CO.
ST.

MARYS, PA.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE GO.
OFFICE IND FACTORY, PIWTUCKET, R.

Books.

book basis $46

worth given

order

STACKPOLE

23 average

for

$3.

are not a sub-

send

in

your

now.

Western

Electrician

I.

507 Marquette

Building, Chicago

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

34

WAKTED, FOB
WAST

timilar

May

i6,

1908

SAIiB and

COLUSTN

advertise-

^i-jo an
less),
additional xuords jc each.

ments (50 vjords or
insertion;

POSITION WABfTED advertisean in-

vnts

ijo -words

or

less),

$1.00

zertion: additional vjords 2C each.

FOR SALE

A GRAND OPPORTUNITY

Electric licht plant in a town of 1,200 people
in Southern Kansas; has an ice plant in connecIs a good proposition, but am engaged in
tion.
other business and cannot give this the attention
Address
it should have is mv reason for selling.
Box S20, Western Electrician, 507 Marquette
Bids.. Chicago, HI.

FOR SALE

A German Storage Battery manufacturer, located

W

wants to enlarge present facilities.
Has well-established business. Needs some additional capital and re-location for factory with
cheap power. Liberal inducements for right man.
Address Box 819, care Western Electrician, 507

5-amp., 2-wire, 100-110-v., D.C., T. R.
meters. Price. SS.
„
„ „ ,« meters
1 100-amp., 100-llO-v.,D.C.,T.R.W.
Price, S12.00.
u
Meters are in good condition, have never been
overloaded or abused. Write us at once if you
want these big bargains in meters.
Also have 15 G. E. Form 6, Ox. copper finish
A C. enclosed arc lamps, almost new, for sale^

in Chicago,

....

,

LAWRENCE ELECTRIC LIGHT

Price, S12.

CO.. Lawrence. Kan.

FOR SALE
One 25-kw. General Electric, direct-current
Dynamo. 125 volts, 675 R. P. M. Machmelpractically new in every respect; sold for no fault;
discontinued business. Will ship to any responsible concern, and if machine is not satisfactory no sale. Address Box No. 190, Beaufort,

Marquette Building, Chicago,

S. C.

FOR SALE

111.

bi-polar E. Generator, 125, 1,400
Price, SIOO.
45-kw. multipolar Edison Generators. 12bvolt, 3-wire system, type C. L... 975 R. P. M.
22 months in use, first class in every particular,
bwitchboard complete, 2 ammeters, voltmeter
Address
Price. SI. 000.
circuit-breakers.
2
Roncevertf* Electric Company. Inc.. Roncevertc.
W. Va.

One 20-kw.

R. P. M.

Two

FOR SALE
For immediate delivery two 400-kw.. 1,100volt. two-phase. 60-cycle. 150 R. P. M. Westinghouse Alternators, direct connected to 20x25inch Williams twin simple vertical engines, comapparatus.
Both
with
switchboard
plete
machines in Al condition and ready to operate
without repairs. Machines can be rewound for
2.200 volts, two-phase or three-phase at reasonable price. Address St. Joseph Railway Light,
Heat & Power Co.. St. Jo.=cph, Mo.

1

Standard Center Crank Amiington and
Sims Engine, cylinder ISJ^" dia. by

IS" stroke.
3 Horizontal Tubular Boilers, "Mohr,"
.shells 66" dia. by 16'' long, with full
fronts; one stack for the three with
britchens and dampers.
1 300 H. P. Waiuwright Straight-tube
Heater.

Three-Phase,

The above steam plant has been
five montlis and is as good
new for all practical pur|X)ses.
3 60 K, W, Westingliouse Alternators,
used only

as

1,100 volts, 125 cycles, with one exand three exciters.

tra armature,
1

60 K.

W. Thomson-Houston Alternator,

1,100 volts, 125 cycles, with extra
armature and exciter.
2 100 K. W. Bru-sh Electric Co., Direct-

current Generators, 125 volts,
one extra armature.

Switchboard
etc., for

The.=e

Instriuncnts,

witli

2
1
1
1
1

5
1
4
6

are

type

type

Wagner, type B.
Gen. Elec, form

M

X

K

7y.
20
Westlnghouse, type C.
25
Gen. Eleo.. form K. S
30
Westlnghouse, type C.
30
Gen. Blec., form L
40
Westlnghouse, type C.
Westlnghouse, type C.
40

1720
1800
1120
900
1120
900

X
X
X
X.,

vertical
1
2

Westlnghouse, type
Gen. Elec, form L

50
50

now

in

C. C.

li.

.

850
840
900

Send for our Monthly Bargain Sheet,
showing complete stock witli net prices.

I

erators.
I

"Want" and "For Sale"
advertisements

In

Electric

100 and

I

D62 General

Electric RailwayGenerators.

the

6 Standard, High-speed
gines, 150 to 500 H. P.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

7

Gbicigo

Co,,

i
loo-K. W.
Fort Wayne Alternators.
200-K. W. and i 75-K. W.

200-K.W. and

Westinghouse Railway Gen-

PLACE YOUR
Immediate Returns.

Gregory

En-

Return Tubular Boilers.

Also Steam Shovels, Locomotives and Miscellaneous Machinery for Railway Con-

FOR SALE

struction.

Electric Plant in Central Illinois town of

Revenue last year $9,000. Coal
was $2,150. Yearly earnings can be
increased to 814,000 by supplying power
demand serving nearby town. Can be
2,ooo.

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANAPOLIS &
EASTERN TRACTION CO.
TERRE HAUTE,
INDIANA

cost

handled by one practical

Long

helpers.

franchise.

man and two
Street lights

Rare opportunity for
man or several men that have

S200 per month.

practical
Yi of price of 521,000.

Balance

Ion;;

time

Address Box 821, care Western Electrician

507 Marquette

BIdg., Chicago,

III.

BARGAIN PRICES
ON NEW AND USED ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

HAPCOODS

use,

gale valve.

I

C. C. L..1700
1700
C.

Switches,

but will he for .sale in two months.
3 Doble Tangential Water Wheels, 24"
dia,, designed for streams up to \Y\"
dia. under 875 ft. head.
2 Pelton Tangential Water Wheels, 24"
dia., designed for stream.s up to 2"
dia. under 875 ft. Iiead.
Each wheel complete witli sliaft, bearings, pulley, deflecting nozzle and

1— 10

H.

P.,

500 Volt, 1,350 R. P. M. Multipolar

Wagner fl^llA

AA

THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF BRAIN

BROKERS
^ith offle«i In 12 eiti«a aad a fonw of 3fi0 people,
TOUT diipoMkl ftnd (UD be of ln«atimable
TAlue to both emplojrer and employe.
Do you need k maoT
We tAQ let bim for yon.
It your preceDt poiition unsktiafAOtoryT
We o«D proride tiie opportuojky for k better one.
O&ll or write tod&y for k copy of either Hapoodi opportuoitiea or HapKOode men. Menthia p«per.

K. W., 125
Type Generator

1—50

'• ftk

OD

HAPCOODS

THE ROARING FORK

I

L

& P. GO.
ASPEN, COLO.

E.

Speed.

Westlnghouse,
Westlnghouse,

3
3
5

above.

dynamos

account of consolidation
power houses, we have
for sale, at a bargain:

Motors

60-Cycle

H. P.

2 7"x4j/^"x8" Snow-Worthington Boiler
Feed Piunps.
Exliaust head, .steam separator, pipe
covering, pipes, valves, etc.

On

of

7

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

010 HARTFORD BLDC.
OHIOAQO, ILL.

Offices

in all

Volt,

640 R. P. M. Lundell Belted

OilCA A A

ipHwIliUU
As good as new.

We

have

many

other attractive propositions, and as

we buy, sell, and

trade,

can^surely interest you.

Our Repair Shop facilities are
show you what we can do.

excellent.

Let us

The F. Bissell Company

\*\

TOLEDO, OHIO

Principal Cities

EDISON COMPANY REPAIR SHOPS
COmmONWEALTH
MARKET STREET, CHICAGO. TELEPHONE MAIN
^ri-ofA-irKinr"" FIRST
EQUIPMENT
CLASS
"^^ XoXArrLXsr
»
^^
^^ *
1280

76

Dynnmos, Armatures,
Motors, Arc Lamps,

"

Coi--30fln<«Bnn« ««llei»erf.

"

**

"

'T-T^.TT-..
J!TL^*K
THROUCHOUT.

" "

Fani".
Fani",

Instruments.

May

ignH

if),

la.F.rTRiriAN

;n

WI^S'l

7 IIVIIVIEID

DELIN/ERV

litV-TE:

Released Apparatus of the Chicago Edison Co. and Commonwealth Edison Co.
CORLISS ENGINES
DIRECT-CONNECTED UNITS
2i;iX40X72" Ceo. H. Corliss Twin Tnndem Compound 3000 H. P.
32x52 Filer & Slowcll I,. II. heavy duly
30x54 Viltur R. II. heuvy girder frame
30x60 BnsH L. H. heavy girder frame
22x42 Bales L. H. heavy girder frame
20x48 AlliB L. H. heavy girder frame
18x36" Viltcr L. H. heavy duty
16x42" St. Louis L. H. heavy girder frame
14x36" St. LouiB L. H. heavy girder frame
12x30" Allis L. H. heavy girder frame

One 1,000 K. W. G. E., ?sn V., to Porlor Allen Eni'.ine
One 750 K. W. G. E., 250 V., lo Williams Engine

"

"

Two 400 K. W. G. E., 250 v., to Willinms EnRine
Three 150 K. W. G. E., 125 V. or 250 V., 3-wirc, lo Erie EnRJnc.
One 100 K. W. G. E., 125 V. or 250 V., 3-wir(', to Mrie ICnc.ine

"

"

"

WATER-TUBE BOILERS
Two 700 H.
Two 650 H.

P. Edgenioor
P. Edgemoor
Four 400 H. P. Climax
Three 375 H. P. Heine
One 150 H. P. Heine
Three 350 H. P. Edgemoor

AUTOMATIC ENGINES
20x30x24" Porter Allen Tandem Compound H. II.
20x36" Porter Allen L. H. heavy duly
Three 13x20x15" Diclt & Church, 225 R. P. M.

FULL LINK OF PUMPS, CONnENSFRS, HEATERS, ETC.

Write for complete

CENTRAL STATION IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
Busy people

nndi

many

"For Sale"

advertisements

In

U. P. M.

list

MONADNOCK
BLOCK

CHICAGO

find the Tele-

phone a valuable time-saver.
All points can be reached and

PLACE YOUR
"Want"

.•<">

the

tedious trips avoided.

Time, otherwise lost,
be devoted to business.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

can
Secured

quickly

Electrician

Western

through

"Help Wanted" ads.

Immediate Returns.

CHICAGO TELEPHONE COMPANY
203 Washington

St.

60-Cycle Alternators
KW.
•2

1

SO

30

.

Weslin^house, sincle-phaso,
type revolving armnture, 11
or 500 v., with exciter

2

1

45
45

45

220

GO

i|f
^^K ELECTRIC^

900

WeSLingtionse, single-phase, toothed armature, comp., 1100 volts,wiih

CHICAGO.ILLINOIS
Corner 16th and Lincoln Sts.

900

1

30

Gen. Elec, 440 volts

900

1

30

Gen. Elec, 220 volts

900

3

40

Westinghouse, 220 volts

850

4

40

Westinghouse, 440 volts ....... 850

4

40

Weatinghouse, 3~pha.se. rev. armature, type S frame, 220 or 440 volts,
900
with exciter
Westinghousp, 3-phase, rev. armature, type S frame, 1100 or 2200
900
volts, with exciter,
Westin^house, single-phase, toothed armature, comp., 1100 volts,
GOO
with exciter
.

Every machine sold

completely over-

is

hauled at our works before shipment and
delivered practically new. Send for our Monthly
Bargain Sheet showing complete stock with

G

40

1

50

75

Westinghouse, single-pha^e, toothed armature, comp., 1100 volts,
720
with exciter

1

7.5

Ft.

Wayne, Wood, type W. A.

L.,

We.stinghouse, vertical, 220 volts,

Westinghouse, type C. C.

1

H. P.

Every machine
stock and

is

listed

in this issue

1

i

1

i

in

is

offered subject to prior sale.

KW.

600
1

3

2

90

100

120

120

Gen. Elec, 3-phase, type A. T.,
fcrm B., comp., toothed armature,
2300 v., with exc'ter
900
Gen. Elec, type A.S., single-phase,
toothed armature, comp., 1100
900
volt", with exciter

Gen. Elec, type A.S., &ingle-phase,
toothed armature, comp., 2200
with exciter
900

volts,

120

150

Westinghouse, 3-phase,
slotted
armature, comp., 1100 or 2200 volts,
with exciter
720
Gen. Elec, type AM, monocyclic
sinele-phaso, comp., toothed
armature, 1100 volts, with exciter
600
.

2

150

1

ISO

300

1

60

.

volts,

with exciters

1

(i5

1

1

5

5

1

1

2

12

70

75

90

1

100

1

1

120

150

1

150

Wayne, Wood, type W.

A.,

Westinghouse, 3-phasp, 440 volts,
revolvini; field, speed
500

2

275

^"
Westinghouse, S-phase, revolving
field, 6600 volts, 3-bearing
375

1

250

Thomson-Houston, type A 70,
comp., 1100 or 2200 volts, with ex-

1

150

Ft.

2

400

Wayne, Wood, toothed arma-

Westinghouse, Rotary converter,
550-600 volts, direct and, 3-phase,
25 cycle, alternating, with starting

Westinghouse, 3-phase, revolving
440 volts
360

Ft, Wayne, W. A. L., toothed
armature, comp., with exciter, 1100

2200 volts.

Gen. Elec, type A 120, toothed
armature, comp., 1100 or 2200 volts,
single-phase, with exciter
1070
Stanley,

10

1

20

1

20

1

inductor type, 1100 or
with exciter
SOO

1800

Gen. Elec, type
with condenser

I.

220 volts,

S.,

1800

Wagner, auto, 220

Model B.. .1750

v.,

Century, special vertical type, 110.'.
220 V
17.50
Holtzer-Cabot,

110

volts,

self-

220

volts,

5

Gen. Elec, type I.
with condenser-comp

3

6

Westinghouse, 110
with phase splitters

1

5

1

5i

Wayne, type W.

10

1

10

1

15

F,

variable

Westinghouse, 440 volts

720

V

1750

Westinghouse, type C, 220 volts,
with phase-splitter
1700

Wagner, auto, 110 V

1750

Gen. Elec, type I. S., 220
with condenser-compensator

Wagner,

volts,

.1800

model

Z.

auto,

440
1800

Wagner,

model

Z,

auto,

220

volts

900

Speed

3

3

Westinghouse, 110 volts

1700

1

30

1

Wagner, 220

volts,

Speed

1

3

Westinghouse, 220 volts

1700

1

5

Wagner, type B. M., 220

1

7i

Gen. Elec. 220 volts

1800
1

7

20

Westinghouse, 220 volts

4

20

Westinghouse, 440 volts

1

25

volts.

.

inductor

Gen. Elec, lorm K.
with starter

S.,

Gen. Elec, form K, 110
compensator

2

5

Gen. Elec, form K, 110 volts.
1200
with starter

1

7*

Westinghouse,
auto starter

1

7§

Westinghouse, type F, variable
speed, 220 volts, size No. 102, with900
out controller

120

volts,

30

Westinghouse, 220 volts

1800

1120

110

volts,

with

1120

1

125

Gen. Elec, form L, 2200 volts.

1

150

Gen. Elec, 2200 volts,

900

tiTie.

3

volts,

.1720

1120

220

with

5

700

1200 or 240O volts, 3-bearing,
400
pulley 46 'x40', with exciter

200

1200

auto

1

-

700

single-phase,

1120

Centurj", 110 or 220

volts

1420

Westinghouse. 440 volts

H. P.
1000

Ft. Wayne, type W. A. L., singlephase, 3-bearing toothed armature,
comp,, 1100 or 2200 volts, with

Stanley,

7i

1

1800
type C. C,

v.,

H. P.

volts,

A., single-

Speed
1420

Westinghouse, 440 volts

Westinghouse, type
speed, 440 volts

S.,

Three-Phase, 60-Gycle Motors

2-phase, inductor type,

2200

30

1800

1

Two-Phase, 60-Cycle

v., 2-pha.se,

Stanley,

Ft.

n. p.
1

1050

exciter

300

G.,

starting

1

Three-Phase, 25-Cycle Mcfors

Gen. Elec. type A. S., comp..
toothed armature, 1100 or 2200
volts, with exciter
1250

exciter

1

form K.

I. S.,

500

shaft

field,

phase, S-bearing toothed armature,
comp., 1100 or 2200 volts, with

200

Speed
1800

auto

'

motor on
1070

with exciter

Speed
Ft.

comp., toothed arma1100 volts, with exciter
1600

vertically split, 1200 or

Gen. Elec, type A. T. B., 3-phase,
revolving field, 2500 v., 3-bearing,
pulley 42 "x3S ", with exciter
450

toothed armature, comp., 1100 or
2200 volta, with exciter
1400

Speed

110

1500

National,

•or

125-133-Cycle Alternators
50

KW.
1

comp., 1100 or 2?00 volts,
with exciter
1050

1

I

1400

ture,

3

Gen. Elec, type
110 vote

v..

L.,

citer

2

Advance, new, 110

.

ture,
1

25-Cycle Alternators

1100

Gen, EIe.-„ type A. S. 60. comp
toothed armature, 1100 volts, with

2200
600

Gen. Klec, type A. S. single-phase,
1100 or 2200 v., toothed armature,
comp,, with exciter
600

KW.

Ft, Wayne, Wood, type
comp,, toothed armature,
with excitor

exciter

Stanley, 3-phase, inductor type,

2400
3

.

Speed

W. A.

volty,

We.stinghouse, 3-phase, slotted ar-

mature, comp.. 220 volts, with exciter and switchboard
720
120

50

Gen. Klec, type A.S.comp., toothed
armature, single-phase, 1100 volts,
with exciter
900
Gen. Elec, type A. S., comp.,
toothed
armature, single-phase,
2200 volt.=, with exciier
900

900

volis

Single-Phase, 60-Cyole

net prices.

armature,
toothed
comp., 1100 to 2200 volts, with ex-

90

220

L.,

840

Gen Elec. 220

50

sinecle-phase,

citer

850

Westinghouse, vertical, 440 volts,
with starter
850

volts

.

1

2

Speed
1120

.

Westinghouse, 440 volts

with starter

WestiDghouse, comp.,RingIe-p)ia.se,
900
1100 volts, \vith exciter

.

1

H. P.
30

latest,
0,

exciter
1

5
SpeetJ

3-bearing,

new

form

.

.

600

L,

600

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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300 ELECTRIC SIGNS
FOR SALE AT A VERY LOW PRICE
BY THE

Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of Brooklyn

On tke 30tli day of April, 1907, tke Board of Aldermen of tlie City
of New York passed "An Ordinance regulating tne placing of Electric
bigns in tne City of New York and providing tnat tne same snail be
Section 2 of this ordinance reads as follows:

licensed.

^'Electric Signs

not to exceed

may

six feet

be hung or attached at right angles to buildings, and extend

therefrom in said space, and to be ten feet in the clear above
upon the payment of an annual

the level of the sidewalk in front of such building,

license fee of lo cents for each square foot of sign space or part of square foot of

such sign space, to be collected by the City Clerk of the City of

One

New

York."

result of tnis ordinance nas been to displace and render useless for

Jjrooklyn purposes about 300 panel signs.
Wnile tnese signs tbemselves
do not exceed 5 ft. 3 m.
such
length, tbey w^ere attached to buildings
manner as to infringe upon the provisions of the ordinance and could not
be brought Nvithm the 6 feet and 10 feet space limits without modifying or
destroying their usefulness to the customer.
Xhey comprise various types
of popular panel signs, including those with scroll-work frames, and are for
the most part
very good condition. They are now
our storehouse
occupying valuable space.
These signs cost the Brooklyn Edison Company an average of about
$35.00 each. In order to dispose of them promptly, however, we will sell
them as they stand for

m

m

m

m

TEN DOLLARS EACH
F.

This

O. B.

BROOKLYN

an unusual opportunity for central
sign ordinances to buy useful types of signs at
"Will be glad to have you inspect these signs
request, will send you a list showing
detail
and the number of each.
IS

m

Edison

Electric

360 Pearl

stations not
a

minimum

figure.

\A' e

by appointment, or, upon
stock
the types of signs

Illuminating Go.
Street,

hampered by

m

of

BROOKLYN,

Brooklyn

N. Y.

1908

:

May

1

6,
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Face to Face with

OPPORTUNI

Ulectricity controls more trades, directs more
offers more opportunities tlian any ottier
power ttiat man tias yet discovered. A knowledge of
electricity makes those opportunities yours.
It opens to you new
fields, gives you new ideas, keeps you abreast of the times.
You
can get that knowledge by tiome Study during your spare

men,

time, from the

CYCLOPEDIA OF APPLIED ELECTRICITY
Federal Tungsten Cluster of Exceptional Beauty

Designed
offices,

for

etc.

store

Has

lighting

and

for

use

in

a 20-inch porcelain reflector

as

per manufacturers'

test.

Write for 'bulletin 87

FEDERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
S6

North Oesplainei

CHICAGO

Street.

MINNEAPOLIS STEEL &
MACHINERY CO.
MINNEAPOLIS,

-

MINN.

500

brief table of contents below.

Special Price

—Regular Price $36i00

To introduce our correspondence courses, from which
Cyclopedia was compiled, we make this special 30-day offer:
Absolutety
Coupon.

have paid the

00 agents

and

FOR

— Innumerable New Ideas

las, proved by practical test questions, and carefully indexed for
ready reference.
The Practical Electrical Engineer will find in these books much
new and valuable information on such important subjects as the
Theory, Calculation, Design and Construction of Generators and
Motors; Location and Remedy of such Troubles as Sparking at
the Commutator, Heating, etc.; Central Station Engineering and
Design; Storage Batteries, including Charging, Discharging, Troubles and Their Remedies, Tests for Impurities, etc.; Electro-Pneumatic Control of Electric Railways; Single-Phase Electric Railway, and hundreds of other recent electrical appliances, as shown

ceipt of

Gas Producer
Power Plants

Pages

Treats in detail every practical, up-to-date electrical applisubject mentioned below presents a new opporpage tells you how to grasp it and profit by it. It
simply and clearly, and is so comprehensive and
that you will find it full of opportunities for you,
whether you are already an expert electrician, or a young man
just learning a trade.
Each section is written by an expert, illustrated by special
drawing, diagram or photograph, simplified by tables and formu-

$l8i00

Gas Engines

New

OUT

Red .Morocco

ance.
Every
tunity; every
is written so
authoritative,

by the

Manufacturers of

SIX-VO LUME EDITION JUST

S.OOO Pages, 7x10 Inches, lEiiund in llnlf

and

undercone, stem, canopy and fittings of brass. May
be used with 60 to 100 watt lamps. Efficiency i^
watts to candlepower,

NEW

halls,

If

FREE

tor 5 days' examination. Sent expresj prepaid, on reus $2 within 5 days and $2 a monlfi until you

you want the books, pay

special price of

to

the

$ 8.00; otherwise, return them
1

mt our expense.

We employ

annoy you.
BRIEF LIST OF CONTENTS

Theory. Calculation. Design and Construction of Generators and Motors; Types of Dynainos and Motors; Elevators; Direct-Current Motors. Management of Dynamos and Motors,
including the Location and Remedy of Troubles, such as Sparking at the Commutator, Heating, etc.; Power Stations; Central Station Engineering; Central Station Design; Storage Batteries, including Charging and Discharging. Troubles and Their Remedies. Tests for Impurities,
Machinery, including Alternating-Current
etc.; Power Transmission; Alternating-Current
Generator; Synchronous Motor, Induction Motor, Transformer, Rotary Converter, Frequency
Chancer, etc.; Electrical Measurements; Electric Lighting, including Arc and Incandescent
Lighting, Nernst Lamp, Cooper-Hewitt Lamp, Osmium. Lamp, etc
Electric Railways, including Third-Rail System, Multiple Unit Control, Electro-Pneumatic Control; AlternatingCurrent Motors, etc.; Single-Phase Electric Railway; Electric Welding; Mercury-Vapor Converter; Electric Current; Electric Wiring; Electric Telegraph; Wireless Telegraphy; Telautograph; Telephony, including Instruments, Lines. Exchanges, Common-Battery Systems
Operation, Maintenance; Automatic Telephone: Wireless Telephony: Telegraphone, etc
;

Electric Light Plants

We shall be glad to send you on request FREE illustrated handbook containing over
200 pages of interesting information on engineering subjects, including Electrical Engineering,
Central Station Work, Electric Lighting. Mechanical Engineering, Mechanical Drawing, Stationarv and Civil Engineering. Etc.

ECONOMY THE GREATEST
EFFICIENCY THE BEST

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO

We
forty

have

installed, in the last

MUENZEL

power,

all

Power

COUPON — Clip

two and one-half years, more than

Plants, aggregating over

4,000 horse-

making good.

WIST. ELEO.

Name

LET US SEND YOU CATALOGUE "G"

and mail today.
a-1fl-09

Anicricaii School of Correspondence
Please send Cj'clopedia of Applied Electricity for FREE examination, I will send S2.00
within five days and S2.00 a montn until I have paid S18.00; otherwise I will notify you to
send for the books.

Address

Occupation

Employer
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KILOWATT HOURS

Type

K

Meters

Always go to the convention to meet old friends and make new ones.
Type K meters are winners of popular favor. They are not only
THE popular meters among the biggest and best Central Stations,
but they are also the mainstay of the smallest. Type K meters
can always be depended on. That's why they are most popular.
J

;fc^»» »

TYPE K INTEGRATING WATTU
__S|NGLE" PHASE
NO.
-

Sales Offices
Atlanta
Boston
Ciacinnati

Naw

Chicago
Qraad Rapids
New Orlaans
York

Main

PATENTED APRIL

2Jauh

Office

FORT WAYNE
INDIANA

Sales Offices
Pittsburg
Philadelphia
St.

Louis

St.

Paul

5an Francisco
Syracuse

Yokohama

igo8
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Some New News

for Central Station

Men

We have arranged with a large fixture
can help you fight gas competition.
manufacturer to furnish us a specially designed line of Tungsten fixtures. We ship
them to you^ complete, lamps and glassware, even wired, all ready to hang up. They run
TirE

low enough

in price to

ments, we're fixed for

up fancy plates;
you want anyway.
to get

For the more elaborate requirethose too.
Write for blue prints at once.
Haven't had time
but we've got the goods and a true picture of them.
That's all
kill

a gas arc

lamp

first

-MARSH Co.
Bryan
MIXXEAPOLIS

pop.

CI X C I X \ A T

I

Chicago
DENVER
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MOLINE TUNGSTENS
I'A

WaLtts Per C. P.

For immediate delivery

MOLINE JEWELS
In

all

2% WblMs Per C. P.
Standard and Meridian types

MOLINE CANDELABRAS
a^rvd

STANDARD MOLINE LAMPS
In

all

types and for

all

voltages

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and Price List

Moline Incandescent
Chicago
Buffalo

Louis
Peoria
St.

BRANCHES:
New Yoric Kansas
St.

Paul

Lamp
Main Sales

Co.

and Factory:
MOLINE, ILL.

City

Dallas

Office

LAMP BUYERS

INC.

NOTICE!
We

have bought out the

SOLAR GLASS CO. OF TOLEDO,

and the Company and plant have been reorganized.

The

factory will be

A Good Big Stock

will

THE NEW "CLARK" LAMP

IS

moved

to Detroit as

soon as possible.

Always be Kept on Hand

NOW ON THE MARKET

tby our prices

For the present and until otherwise notified, address

CLARK

INC.

LAMP

TOLEDO, OHIO

CO.

M:iV

III,

WIiSTKRN

ii)iiH
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Incandescent Lamps
"The Name

is

Your Guarantee"

TUNGSTEN
1.25 w.p.c.

CARBON
3.1, 3.5

METALLIZED

and 4 w.p.c.

2.5, 2.65

Made

and

2.83 w.p.c.

in all standard types, candle-

powers, voltages and efficiencies

WESTINGHOUSE LAMP COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICE:

At Factory— Bloomfield,
p. 0.

N.

J.

Box No. 128

WORKS:

510-534 West 23d Street, N. Y.
Bloomfield (Watsessing Station), N.

J.

SOLD BY

Westinghouse Electric

&

SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Mfg. Co.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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"ECONOMICAL TURN-DOWN LAMP"
The Only Turn- Down Lamp
on the Market
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY EVERY
WHOLESALE SUPPLY DEALER
STYLE

7

H X Vs and out
X H and out

14!

Three-Point Pull String

STYLE 6
H X Vk and out
10x1 and out

Write us or your Supply Dealer
and prices.

Long Cord and Switch

THE ECONOMICAL ELECTRIC LAMP
Cope's

Vou

St.,

New York

confer a favor upon the
advertiser by telling Itint^vfiten

lost

motion.

These Couplings are of Steel and
In the best possible manner.

are made

Write for

L-'iNO LOST M0TI0"n"

list of

you

persons using these

rods— 76.000 sold since Mav, 1902.
Made In 3 It. and 4 It. lengths.

COI
3244 North

CO., 96 Warren

Coupling Conduit Rod

Quick

Patent

Remember these rods have no

for attractive

descriptive booklet

infUl

vifrite

ad, in the

Price. 3 ft. 7B cents, 4 ft. 86 cents.
Patented, February 24, 1903.

PHILADELPHI«. PA.

FIfleenlh Street

LAMPSn

~i^lNCANDESCENT

Cd

Safety Electric

From
15c to 17c

35 Michigan

Ave., CIticago,

hint"tltat you savir his
Western Electrician,

From
lOc to 12c

III,

BURIMED-C

Many Ways

of Getting Orders

OUR NEW

GENERAL CATALOGUE
Now Ready for

Is

It lists

and

Distribution.

our complete line of
distributing apparatus.
illustrates

Will you phone us

Will you call on us 7

Or drop us a line?

1

Or shall we

call

Knife Switches, 20O and 600 volts,

Voltmeter and

Q round" Detector

HowCanWeGetYoursP

Switches, Ammeter Switches, Voltmeter Plugs and Receptacles, Cast
Copper Terminals and Connectors,

WE

Stage Plugs and Receptacles, Wall
and Floor Boxes, "Quixet" Floor
Boxes, Standard Pane! Boards, McWllllams Meterir g Panel Boards, Uni-

MANUFACTURE the most popular
GAS and ELECTRIC FIXTURES
World. We have the most complete

line of

the

in

catalogues in existence, illustrating
the

classical

industry.
strictly

will find

that

we

and lowered our

price

are offering a very

lists,

complete

you are

interested, send us a postal,

and we

^i//f
\

-^

^vL-Si
bhali

we beg

"v^
for

It

7

for

the

palace

;

also

We

are always

up-to-date.

in

That's

the lead

and

why we want

YOUR ORDER.

and
line

Write for circulars on fixtures

at very attractive prices.
If

fixtures

LAMPS.

will

We

were

first

to

for

"do

TUNGSTEN
it."

send the catalogue.

J.LANG ELECTRIC
•

CHICAGO

R.

CO.

7

^^:Mmi

directly connected with the lighting

supplies

and Steel), Standard Switchboards
and Unit Charging Switchboards.

We have revised

grades,

r
o

f]m

from the inexpensive fixture for the cottage to

versal Panel Boards, Centers of Distribution, Panel Board Cabinets (Wood

you

all

on you

Williamson & Company
MANUFACTURERS AND DESIGNERS
GAS AND ELECTRIC FIXTURES

88-92 West Washington Street, OHJCAGO
Or go allor

II

with in

1x7

M:iv

i*^!,

WF.STRRN

mnS
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"BANNER
BETTERNESS"

SUPERIOR
QUALITY
Banner Lamps give
last

satisfaction every

longer than any other lamp made.

minute they burn and they

Investigate "Banner Betterness"

before renewing your contracts.

ALL TYPES

including the latest and most modern illuminant

THE BANNER TUNGSTEN
consumes l/i watts per candle and gives a white
economical lamp ever produced
40 watts, 32 cp.

for

60 watts, 48 cp.

Write

for

A. C. or D. C.

light,

circuits,

100 watts, 80 cp.

Prices and Discounts

Banner Electric Go
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

also the

most

any frequency.

100 to 125 volts
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NOTICE
TO INCANDESCENT LAMP USERS!

w

'E

continue to manufacture incandescent lamps!
Good ones, too!
are prepared to take care of all orders.
Consumers will persist in

still

We

buying the best lamp going, and as we have been working our factory overtime,
it is good proof that we must have a good thing, or we would not be busy.
Better try a few of our lamps.

NOVELTY INCANDESCENT LAMP

GENERAL OFFICES:

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS:

FAIRBANKS, MORSE & COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MEANS BUYING
LAMPS AT THE
LOWEST PRICE.

^

Good service and

Low current
Consumption.

EMPORIUM, PA

ECONOMY LAMPS
SAVE YOU
IN PRICE

prove to you.

Economy current

ELECTRIC

COMPANY
WARREN

Ca stock article?

Consumption,

what you want,
from
P.C.

ECONOMY

30%

Economy service we
Will

Consistent with

GO.

3.1

W.

upwards

WRITE FOR
OUR SPECIAL
PROPOSITION

OHIO

No. S190 Floor

Tube

for 23.000 volts.

this, here it is.
for your order.
ready
Solid porcelain, tested and

If

you have been looking for

THE LOCKE INSULATOR

1

VICTOR, N,Y

May

1

6,

KjiiS

WESTEriN

ELECTRICIAN

IMJMER

GLOBES

JS^OJBLiAS Inner Globes possess a perfectly even, flat
ground rim (each ^lobe tested by vacuum pump), which
insures their making an air-ti^ht joint with ^as cap, thus
excluding the carbon -eating air.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS

LA5S SPECIALTY (L.^s^«.
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SINGLE-PHASE, POLYPHASE AND
DIRECT-CURRENT MOTORS
ALL DESIGNED AND CONSTRUCTED TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF

Individual Drive
WE KNOW AND CAN FURNISH THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT
FOR EVERY POWER-DRIVEN MACHINE

THE MECHANICAL APPLIANCE GO.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
NAME YOUR MACHINE AND WE WILL FURNISH THE GEARS, BRACKETS,
PINIONS, MOTOR AND CONTROLLER

i

The engravings used

QUICK DELIVERY.

tion are

y'Kuiilman Electric Co.(

'^

.

ELKHART.

made by

in

this publica-

the

Service Engraving Co.

IND. U. S. A.

Makers

of high-class illustrations and

plates for
It will

Standard Special 3-Phase.

all

printing purposes.

pay you to

let

us figure with

you.

102-104
East

Van Buren

Street

CHICAGO

|BJ:iH:/iVJi:H.jT!l

M.'iN'

ii'i,

WF.STKRN

I'll 1^5
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Central-Station Co-o ieration
i

^

Every

electrical

Current supplied

current.
cles

for

is

we

vehicle

the most

^ As

producers of

commodity

taken

cles,

ers

we

the

men have

Central-Station

for

when

light.

As manufacturers

market

also desire a

at night,

late

normally

is

electricity^

to market.

for

for the charginj^ of electric vehi-

part

Central-Station power load

consumer

creates a

sell

a

of electric vehi-

Our custom-

our vehicles.

become your consumers.

DO NOT OUR INTERESTS MORE THAN TOUCH?
^ We

have interested many

would

like to talk this

electric

companies throughout the country, and

matter over with you when you are

Auditorium, we

will

passenger vehicle, together with an up-to-date arc

Wabash Avenue, we

will

pleasure and commercial vehicles, and

and

Chicago during

In space No. 61 in the exhibition hall, adjoining your

the Convention.

convention chambers at the

store, 378

in

exhibit
rectifier

have a complete

men

to present

one model

— and at

line of

of

our

our electric

them, giving figures

facts.

^ We
feel at

are not trying to

home

at

sell

anything to you, but would be glad to have you

STUDEBAKER'S.

We

are within two blocks of your

headquarters.

IF FOR ANY REASON YOU ARE UNABLE TO ATTEND THE CONVENTION,
ANY OF OUR BRANCH HOUSES WILL BE CLAD TO EXPLAIN OUR PLANS

2.500 Lb. Electric Expreii

Studebaker Electric Carriage

Wagon

Studebaker Automobile Co.
Main Factory, South Bend,
BOSTON. MASS. — Studebaker Bros. Co. ol
New York, 1020 Boylston St. (Sub Branch).
CHICAGO. ILL.— Studebaker Bro.-^. Mfg. Co..
378-3SS Wabash Ave.
CLEVELAND, OHIO — Studebaker Automobile Co.,

DALLAS.

2084 Euelid Ave.
TEXAS— Studebaker

Brof.

Mfp-.

Elm Street.
DENVER. COLO. — Studebaker Automobile
Co.. 317-31!)
Co.,

1536 Broadway,

Ind.

General Office, Cleveland, Ohio

BRANCHES'

KANSAS

CITY. MO.—Studebaker Bros. Mfg.
and Hiekory Streets.

Co., 13th

NEW YORK CITY— Studebaker

Bros. Co. of

New York. Broadway and l.Sth Street.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.— Studebaker Bros.
Co. of

New

Y'ork. 330

North Broad

St.

(Sub

Branch).

PORTLAND, ORE —Studebaker

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH— Studebaker
Bros, Co. of Utah. 1.57 State Street.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Studebaker Bros.
Go.

of California,
Streets.

Mission

and Fremont

SEATTLE. WASH.— Studebaker

Bros. Co.
Northwest, 30S First -Aye, So. (Sub Branch).

SELLING AGENCY

Co.

ST. LOUIS.

Northwest, 330-336 East Morrison Street.

Power Co.

Bros.

MO.— Union

Electric Light

and

'
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Photograph by the

New York

Edison Company. 55 Duane Street.

Night at Madison Square during the

THOUGH

May

New York

Electrical

Show, September 30 to October

9,

1907.

a remarkable night photograph, it but inadequately

pictures the

beauty of the illumination

at the

Madison

Square Garden during the Electrical Show of 1907.
Experts have pronounced

it

one of the most striking and

examples of modern advertising.

It

is

one of many ways

effective

in

which

The Edison System
is

at

the

service

of anyone

with

an

object

to

accomplish

The New York Edison Company
55 Duane Street

New York

City

i6,

1908

May

ifi,

iO"S
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TUBULAR FEED
WATER HEATER
OIL SEPARATOR

AND PURIFIER
WITH SEAMLESS

BRASS TUBES

is

the only heater that

has a cool settling

chamber

guaranteed not to get foul with scale, and that
will continue to heat as hot after years of constant
use as when new. This is the only feed water heater
that has an oil pressure separator that is at all times
surrounded by the cool feed water when it first
enters the heater, and is guaranteed to extract
more oil from exhaust steam than can be extracted
and

is

by any other device

in the

This heater

market.

anteed to give perfect satisfaction
turers will

pay

all

cost

of placing

is

guar-

or the manufac-

and removing,

also

freight both ways.

FOR PRICES AND
DISCOUNTS, WRITE

THE

STEWART
HEATER CO.
25 Norfolk Avenue
BUFFALO,

N. Y.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

so

Convention

our

visitors are heartily invited to visit

room

ception

May

in the

i6,

igo8

re-

Auditorium Hotel and our works.

HALLER SIGN WORKS(inc.),319 S.Clinton St,,Chicago
QUICK DELIVERY

Vacuum Drying & Impregnating Eqnipment
We

manufacture and guarantee our apparatus to be the most

complete and

Write
safest

on the market

efficient

us your requirements,

and

easiest

means

Buffalo Foundry

of

and we

'rKuhlman Electric Co.(
will tell

accomplishing

you the

ELKHART, IND. U. S. A.
Cap.K.W.^^No.H^HCycles

best,

results.

BUFFALO,

& Machine

Co.

N. Y.

Standard Special 3-Phas(

Bossert
Products
When

There's

you buy Bossert Products

long

money can

experience,

skill

Friction

LOCATIONS

with the Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush.
Being 90 per cent, pure graphite, it insures low resistance, no sparking under a varying load, and longer
wear.
There is no greasing required. The Fibre

you know you are getting the best
that

No

Graphite

and

is

the market.

FOR

therefore the most economic bruth on

Send

for price

Electrical

list.

provide.

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITI MFG.
Ask any

Electrical

5155

Wakeneld ttnet, GermMitowii,

CO.

PHILADELPHIA

Factories

Engineer, Architect
or Contractor

Looks good. Js good.
IVrite

for new catalog.

Central R.R.

Illinois

Complete Block of alt atandard boxes, covers
etc.. on hand and can make Immediate aiilp'
ment from t'tlca, Boston. New yort. Chicago
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Power Business Was

Electric
Built
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II,

o( a new dirccl-connccled,
Kcncrator with a Hamiltoncro.ss-conijiound cnKine of sso-lioricpower

finiithcd

Laredo.

In

the

2,.100-voll,

Corliss

HOKNAIIAY,

insfallalioii

ihri'c-iiliase

c.'ipacily.

The
,-iml

iiedo

The

Iriition.

transit

railway to

be

built

in

Texas
Electkic

United Slates was at
The building of this line in 1880 by the
Iinprovcnicnt Company attracted wide at-

one of the

I.iredo.
I

ficctric

first

was

the

in

first

The

Rio Grande .idjacent to Laredo
last few years, one of the
greatest Bermuda-onion-producing regions in the
world. This year's crop, the harvest of which wa.t
begun the first part of April, was raised on 1,500
acres.
All of this land must be irrigated, and the
only source of water supply is the Rio Grande
River. This acreage was almost double that of the
preceding year, and next year the acreage will show
has become, during the

nse of eleolricily as a means of rapid
that lime just emerKiniif from its

at

The promoters of

the
Laredo
town was destined to
become a great commercial and manufacturing center, and for a few years tlic place enjoyed a wonderful growth and activity.
The initial electricrailw.'iy line was a little more than five miles long.

ixperiniental stage.
project

believed

.Shortly

that

that

,-1

after the building of the railway a long

of

greater increase,

it

is

asserted.

occurred to Mr. Scovill that here was an
opportunity for his power plant to render a good
service and at the same time add materially to its
revenue. Gasoline and coal were the fuels that
weri being used by the numerous irrigating pumping plants, scattered along the river front. The
substitution of electricity for this fuel was urged
by Mr. Scovill, and he finally awakened an interest
in his proposition.
He personally guaranteed the

business

enterprise passed

.\ugust.

The business of the Laredo Electric and Railway
Company possesses many features of unusual in-

.-Vn

Irrigating Canal

Near

Laroilo, Texas,

of

It

the

was

An Onion Farm Near Laredo

Power House.

pumping

plant he sold last
time for the watering
of the onion seed beds, wdiich work was begun the
latter part of September.

success

Kio Grande,-

Yrr-I

still

It

depression occurred, and the
through many trying vicissitudes.
The plant was finally taken over by the Laredo
Railway Company. The holdings of
I-'lectric and
include the electric-lighting system
this company
The lighting system
as well as the street railway.
unique in the fact that it does an international
is
liiisiness, the plant providing lights for the city of
N'uevo Laredo, situated on the Mexico, side of the
period

Power in Onion Raising.

valley of the

first

installed

Irrigated

in

by Electric Power.

HM^wmi:!

H^^HjApwaMMii^B^y^^V

^^^Sl^

V--'^'

-^i

1

^

Hlp^jl f jKMh&JI

lE^M HP^^
:

Interior

View

in

Power House.

Electric Irrigating

Pumping

Plant.

USE OF ELECTRIC POWER NEAR LAREDO, TEXAS, FOR IRRIGATING ONION FARMS.
terest.
The railway and lighting plant has been
completely overhauled and rejuvenated during the
last three years, and the business extended to a
remarkable degree under the direction of the man-

Mr. Frank E. Scovill. At the time Mr. Scotook charge of the plant, in December, 1904,
the cars were being run with little attempt to
observe a regular schedule, and the lighting service
was very unsatisfactory. The plant at that time
ager,
vill

consisted of

two 60-kilowatt, single-phase machines

and

a small direct-connected 64-ampere, soOtVoU
inachine for operating the street cars over the 5J4
miles of railway. The circuits at that time were
fairly

well

loaded.

The

needed attention.
One of Mr. Scovill's

engines

first

acts

were

was

to

old

and

purchase

two second-hand tandem-compound condensing engines that had been used 14 years, and a couple
of three-phase, 150-kilowatt generators. He changed
the circuits from single-phase, 125-cycle, to threephase, 60-cycle, and began installing small motors
for power purposes, afterward increasing to larger
size motors until the company now has in operation 233 horsepower in power motors, ranging from
two horsepower to 40 horsepower capacity, besides
a large number of one-fourth and one-half-horsepower motors on coffee mills and such small work.
When the circuits were changed to 60-cycle there
were 26 fans in service. The number of fans has
now been increased to more than 200.
The lighting and power business has increased
so rapidly that the company has just purchased and

This pioneer irrigating installation consisted of a
40-horsepower, 2,300-voIt motor, direct-connected to
a Janesville Iron Works No. S pump, which was
set in a well 36 feet deep and' 12 feet across, built
of concrete, and located upon the bank of the
river.
On its completion a test showed that the
plant was a success.
The pump was guaranteed
to lift 1,400 gallons of water a minute at a total
elevation of 75 feet, through 600 feet of 12-inch
pipe.
This electric pumping plant has been in operation constantly ever since its installation, and
it
has attracted much attention among the onion
growers. Two more electric pumping outfits were
soon sold and installed and were in successful operation during
the
onion-growing season. The

company

received

several

other

applications

for

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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fall and winter, but could
not get deliveries in time to care for the season's
crop of onions. The dnions in the Laredo territory
are transplanted from the seed beds from November 20th to Janitary 1st and are harvested from

these outfits during the

about April

The

ist

pumps was

irrigating

May.

to tlie loth of

40-horsepower plant for operating these

first

two pumping

close

to

The other

town.

away, a transbe built more than four miles

stations, being farther

mission line had to
from the edge of the lighting district into North
Laredo. At present the service for operating these
pumps is being furnished from the regular lighting
circuits, but the calls for additional motors are
so numerous that it will be necessary to build a
transmission line direct from the power plant
across the country to North Laredo, in order to
meet the demand for additional installations. In
building this line a step-up transformer will be

new

used

the

at

plant,

down again

stepping

pumping

volts about the center of the

company has assurance

2,300

The
pump-

district.

of enough additional

„

"::^..

I

to

'
1

"^

^

stated that some of the steam pumping
have done a little better than the electric
plants in the matter of cost, but in figuring their
cost the amount that must be expended each year
in repairs to their boilers and plants is not included.
When these incidental expenses are added the cost
will be found greater than that of the electric stations, it is said.
Many of the onion growers say
that the freedom from llie worry and expense o{
operation and making repairs which the electric
It

A

is

plants

may

there

be in

the

J.

J.

O'Connell.

panying sketches.
To an ordinary fan motor (which may be operated on a continuous or alternating current) is at-

—

per

cost

190S

There are numerous electric vibrators on the market, and the demand seems to be growing, but I
believe there is none mo.-e simple and effective than
the one designed on the lines shown in the accom-

whatever slight difference

than

23,

Simple Vibrator.

By

pumping stations afford them
is
worth much more to them

Ss.

horsepower-hour of their operation.

for Future
ness.

Prospects

Busi-

There are good prospects of
good business being built up
on the Mexico side of the river

^

a

operating irrigating plants
with electricity. Onion growing
has just been started oil that
side of the Rio Grande, about
100 acres being devoted to this
fragrant crop last season.
The
Laredo Electric and Railway
Company has a lighting contract with the city of Nuevo
Laredo, Mexico, as well as with
Laredo, Texas. In Mexico the
concession is held by one of
in

the

citizens

and,;

in

leased

term

4t>|^^|

May

of

turn,

this

of

-rt-

Nuevo Laredo,
the
company

concession

years.

for

a

The company

the
same 24-hour
on the Mexico side as
does on the American side

furnishes
service
it

ELECTRIC CAR USED IN LAREDO, TEXAS.
ing plants to justify this proposed enlargement, and
it will be completed some time during the coming

summer,
that

in

time for next season's crop.
to this proposed transmission

addition

In

to be built to the

is

onion-growing

line

district of

North Laredo, another line will be built to South
Laredo to operate the pumps of the growers of
that sectibn.
The South Laredo district onion
growers are now securing right-of-way across the
different tracts of land, called "porciones," to allow

them to operate
be installed immeOne of these plants will be of 30 horsediately.
power three will have 40-horsepower motors, and
two 60-horsepower motors.
the
six

company
pumping

to extend its line to

plants

which

will

;

The embarking

into

pumping busithe most unique

the electrical

makes the Laredo plant one of
power stations in the country, as its day load
nine months of the year will be in excess of

ness

for
its

night load.

Mr. Scovill is a believer in the three-phase method
of power distribution. He installed the first threephase machine in Texas in 1895 at Austin. At the
time of the break in the dam across the Colorado
River at that place this machine fell with the power
house and was covered under seven feet of sand
for some weeks.
It was then taken out, washed
off with a hose and taken apart and sand removed,
dried out, and used as a motor to drive a Worthington pump at the waterworks at Austin for some
time, afterward being replaced by a larger motor.
The same machine is now doing service in the
Austin electric-light plant.
in

In connection with the irrigating pumping plants
the Laredo district, the Laredo Electric and

Company made a rate of five cents per
The cost to the consumer for operating the pumps being a little less than four cents
per horsc-powcr-hour, is said to be much better for

of the river. The principal article
of food of the working
class of Mexicans is tortillas,
which are made from softground cornmeal.
The introduction of electric power for
operating the tortilla mills, in
both of the border towns, has
displaced gasoline
engines in
these mills, and the company is
doing a good business in operating these motors.

A SIMPLE VIBRATOR.

assumed the management of
the plant of the company it was in badly dilapidated condition and the owners had given up all
hope of ever making anything out of it. But the
development of the Bermuda-onion-growing business, the general prosperity of the town and the
adoption of modern methods of operating the en-

.When Mr.

terprise

put

Sgovill

new

into

life

the

concern.

It

is

ex-

pected that the present capacity of the plant, which
is 1,050 horsepower, will have to be nearly doubled

within another year in order to meet the demands
made upon it for additional power.
The company's lighting and power rates are said
The city of Laredo
to be as low as any in Texas.

that are being

3,500 Americans and
growing rapidly under the
new industrial influences that have been awakened
there by the success of onion growing. It is estimated that this year's onion crop will bring to that
immediate locality more than ^1,000,000 in cash.
Much of this large sum will be expended in making improvements with the view of enlarging the
industry.
The rapid development of the Laredo
Electric and Railway Company is an excellent example of what may be accomplished by an alert
and capable management.

has

a

14,000

population

Mexicans.

of

It

about

is

Railway

kilowatt-hour.

the

average onion grower than the use of steam

or gasoline for pumping purposes, as the electric
pumps do not require the service of an expert or
constant attention. During the last season one of
the 30-horsepower pumps, operated by electricity,
has irrigated 110 acres of onions at a total cost
to the consumer of less than $9 per acre for the
entire winter's

When

irrigation.

is considered
that no rain has
Laredo section for more than eight
month.s and that the dry soil naturally requires a

fallen

great

in

the

fact

the

amount

of water, this record of cost

prisingly small.

As compared

is

sur-

with the revenue per

acre derived from the crop it is insignificant. The
gross receipts per acre from the sale of the crop
ranges from $400 to $800.

Electrlc Motors In African Mines.
At a recent meeting of

the South African AssoEngineers held at Johannesburg, A. W.
K. Peircc read a paper on "The Choice of Electric
Motors for Mine Equipment," confining his attention to three-phase motors of the induction type.
ciation of

He

said that certain special applications of electric

power, or the limitations imposed by the existing
systems of supply, might occasionally render the
employment of other types necessary, but that those
circumstances would only be found in the exception.
Discussing the point as to what gave best value
for money, having regard to the varying conditions
of voltage, speed, frequency, power factor, etc., he
c;imc to the conclusion that the most suitable motor
for general use was one running at as high a speed
as was consistent with its size, at a voltage not
exceeding 400, on a circuit having a frequency of
SO cycles per second.

tached a flexible shaft, on the free end of which
is attached a weight.
This weight, being eccentric
to the shaft, causes it to vibrate as the weight re^'olves with it.
The rate and intensity of vibration

depends on the speed of rotation and the degree
of unbalance to which the shaft is subjected by the

The vibration is felt throughout the entire
which may be wrapped around the arm of a
subject, as shown.

weight.
shaft,

Chicago Drainage Canal May Get
creased Intake.

In-

The sub-committee

of the House committee on
and harbors has reported to the full committee in Washington in favor of permitting an
intake of 14,000 cubic feet of water a second from
Lake Michigan for the Chicago Sanitary Canal.
The plan of the sub-committee will remove all
opposition, it is said, to the Drainage Canal and
to proposed improvement of the Mississippi River
based upon the claim of experts that an intake of
14.000 cubic feet at Chicago would lower the level
rivers

of the Great Lakes.

The Michigan-Lake Superior Power Company and
Chandler-Dunbar Company came to Congress

the

rivals for permission to use the waters of the St.
Mary's River for power purposes. They started a
controversy which has resulted, after careful in-

vestigation, in a decision that the government itself
assert its control of the St. Mary's River and erect
above the falls, near Sault Ste. Marie, regulating
works to impound the waters of Lake Superior
and hold them in a reservoir. The average outflow
from Lake Superior is now 65,000 cubic feet per
second. It is proposed by regulating works to increase this flow to a daily average of from 80,000
The proposed regulating works
to 85,000 cubic feet.
at the St. Mary's River will cost $500,000, and, in
connection with similar works that arc
be
to
creeled near Buffalo, above Niagara Falls, will
maintain, it is asserted, a satisfactory level upon
all the lakes.
representative of the Sanitary District says it
would mean a great deal to Chicago to be allowed
to use 14,000 cubic fC'-^t of water a second for
canal purposes. With the improvements that the
sanitary board has now before it this amount of
water is necessary. Future improvement could not
be made unless the right is given to take this
amount of water from the lake.

A

May
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"Wrinkles"

In

the lllunilnatlon. of Real-

dencea and Small Stores.

Power

Cotton-mill

Plant.

Increasing

meeting of tlic Chicago Section, IIluininating Engineering Society, held at the Grand
['m-U'k llotil on May 141I1, the siihjcct for general
was the betterment of the ilUiniination
iliscvissioii
A nnmbor of meniof residences and small stores.
hers spoke of some "wrinkles" that had been found
of value in solving such problems.
E. W. Lloyd spoke of the new tungsten lamp
clusters being put out by the Connnonweallh Edison

At the

A Compact

407

last

use of sleain lurhincs in induKtrla
plants is apparent in many directions.
The adv.in
tages which are claimed are high efliciency, com
paclness, simplicity and low cost of maintenance

Many
cessivc

but

per.sons

inclined

are

this

does

appear

not

think

to

amount of auxiliary

be

to

the

an

that

apparaluii

is

cX'

required,

an

a»

rair,

furniilicd with

Ihe necessary meter* and apparatus

for controlling

llic

generator!, exciters and

firdrr

circuils.

The Nashua Manufacturing Comp.iny
tensive manufacturer of cotton goods.

system

h

drive

clrdrlc

of

used

throughout

the motors being of the induction

mill,

by the General Electric Cfjmpany.

;

The gruup
Ihc

type, built

Besides furnish-

They arc
for store service principally.
meeting with marked success in this field and have
proved to lie the best competitor for the so-called
"arcs."
These clusters contain four 60-watt
g.is
inngsU'u lamps hung vertically downward. This

Company

was chosen so that in case any of the
lamps should burn out the total light will not be so
seriously affected. The company was the first to put

mnnber

these fixtures into general service

There

of the results.

is

now

and was not afraid

a general

demand

for

more light rather than a curtailment of cost. There are
two ways in which the lamps have been introduced;
iMrst,
on a Hat-rate basis, where the circuit is
turned on and off at definite times by the company,
and second, on a meter basis with a rental charge
for the fixture, depending on the hours of use.
All the fixtures are installed by the company and
at its expense, and renewals as well as repairs
Even
are made by the company free of charge.
It was
Ihe cleaning is undertaken in this way.
found that the average life of tungsten lamps in
service here was about 800 hours, though many
e-xceeded this, some running as high as 2,000 hours.
W. R. Bonham gave many interesting facts in
Their candlepower deregard to tungsten lamps.
preciation during life does not amount to over
In other words, they have an ex10 per cent.
cellent efficiency throughout life and do not have
discarded when blackened like carbon lamps,
because they do not blacken. The filaments are
now much tougher and stand ordinary usage quite
well.
He has seen them in use with extension
to be

cords and lying on the floor. They can be used
for portables very well.
In a number of cases
iio-volt tungsten lamps have been subjected to
220 volts without appreciably affecting their lightgiving qualities.

George H. Jones showed designs of a combination gas and tungsten chandelier that was adapted
for use where both kinds of service were desired.
The tungsten-lamp arms are placed near the ceiling and the gas arms below. If the latter were to
be discarded the lower part of the fixture could
readily be disconnected. Other interesting "wrinkles"
were the recently introduced three-way sockets for
burglar and emergency use and locking lamp sock-

A STEAM-TURBINE

POWER PLANT

examination of the accompanying illustrations showing the interior of the Nashua Manufacturing Company's power plant at Nashua, N. H., will show.

Two

soo-kilowatt,

three-phase

600-volt,

Curtis

NASHUA

IN A

ing current for the motors the turbines also supply
current for lighting the mill.
An initial installation consisting of one 500-kilo-

watt

two years

pump

left

for

the

oiling

moving apparatus
of the

in

system

constitute

The

the station.

M'anning-Bulkley

type,

are

only

the

condensers,

located

on the
head of

outside of the building, where a sufficient
No trouble
water is provided for syphoning.

is

experienced in maintaining a vacuum of 28 to 2g
inches, and as a consequence the only pump in the

gave

unit

one motor-generator set, one small
steam-turbine generator set and a small circulating

turbo-generators,

COTTON MILL.

(N. H.)

such

demand

the increasing

operation

satisfactory

was

later a similar unit

for power.

that

meet
Space has been

installed to

for a third unit, should future increase of busi-

ness warrant

installation.

its

The first unit,
some 30 months,

after being in continuous
10 hours

daily,

service

was taken apart

The

and examined.

excellent condition in which
and the entire interior of the
turbine was found seems to refute the theory that
steam at high pressure with more or less entrained
water acts as a corrosive agent on the turbine
the

buckets

steel

buckets.

ets.

Cravath discussed the remodeling of old
installations in accordance with modern
views on illumination, particularly in regard to
the change of the common chandelier with lamps
at 45 degrees.
Sometimes these arms can be bent
R.

J.

To Take Up Chicago Subway

Question.

lighting

down

so that opal or

Holophane

reflectors or

It

portation

subway problem on May 2Sth, when
Chairman Foreman will present a preliminary propstreet-car

domes

osition to the committee. This will not only be a
big engineering problem but the question of financing the subway is one of the chief questions. The

can be used with high-efficiency lamps. If tungsten
lamps are used, deep bowl reflectors must be used.
If the arms cannot be bent down to reduce the

and throw the

glare

light

down, Holophane

closing globes should be used.

case

this

in

is

to

use

A

still

extension

short

better

to be contributed by the Chicago Railways Company and Chicago City Railway Company

$5,000,000

en-

way

cords,

for

so

in

legislation

this

of

tells

and the unsatisfactory condition of
go on.

proposal,

affairs

'

is

to

goes

through,

municipality

the

w'ill be
water mains,
high-pressure water system, and repaving the streets
torn
up for construction of the subway. The
financing of all of these undertakings must be con-

able

Western Elec-

an interesting case of municipal
financing which has come to light at Ipswich. The
engineer and tramway manager having gone into
the question of the renewal of the tramway track
comes to the conclusion that the whole will need
to be relaid in 1919.
For the purpose of laying
the track originally a loan of about $210,000 was
sanctioned, and by the arrival of the time for reOn the
laying only $50,000 will have been repaid.
present traffic returns it is improbable that a
sufficient sum can be set aside to make up the
deficiency and so the engineer recommends that
The
an assessment be levied to make good.
finance committee of the corporation is opposed to
trician

legislation

additional that the city will be able to get if this

Ipswich.

of the

be but a small part of the

will

The

pending before the
Legislature to enable the city to increase its bonded
indebtedness will have a vital bearing on the subway project, it is pointed out. With the $16,000,000

ceilings.

Municipal Financing

purpose

this

amount needed.

lamps can hang downward. A cluster
with two lOO-watt tungsten lamps was shown that
was said to be the equal of any four-burner gas
"arc."
In general such tungsten clusters should
have bowl reflectors over them to throw most oi
the- light down, where it is wanted, instead of
such a large proportion on the side walls and

that tungsten

The London correspondent

plan of the committee on local transof the Chicago Council to ' take up the

the

is

take

to

sidered,

MOTOR-GENERATOR. TURBO-EXCITER AND SWITCHBOARD IN COTTON-MILL POWER PLANT
AT NASHUA, N. H.
entire installation

is

the one furnishing

oil

to

the

This set also furnishes power for
generator set.
operating the watchman's lights throughout the factory and for lighting the boiler and engine room.
Continuous excitation is furnished throughout the
da5' by the 35-kilowatt induction motor-generatoc

The switchboard

consists

of

generator,

exciter

and feeder panels of blue Vermont marble, and

is

asserted,

new

as

sewers,

a

part

Proposed Meter Testing

of

the

subway

In

Washington.

being made to provide for the
testing of electric meters installed in the District
of Columbia, and to that end a bill has been introduced in Congress by Senator Gallinger to prostrong effort

is

vide for the fixing of fees for such serv^ice to be
performed under the supervision of the electrical
The meters are to be
engineer of the District.
considered correct if they shall register amounts

more than three per
power companies will be ex-

not varj'ing from the standard
cent.

set.

is

of

problem.

A

bearings.
The excitation for the soo-kilowatt units is provided at starting by the 25-kilowatt Curtis turbine

it

care

pected

The
to

electric
fit

making these

up laboratories for the purpose
if the bill becomes a law.

tests,

of
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Something About the Four Thousand
Electric Signs of Chicago.
That the electric sign is one of the advertiser's
means of keeping his products in the public
eye is now widely recognized. So rapidly has this
form of publicity developed that in many cities
best

the

electric-sign load
is
sources of income to the
field is still broadening.

That

it

is

questioned

one

of

central

profitable lo the advertiser

when

realized

is

it

important

the
station,

that

and the

seems un-

many

well-

managed concerns are spending hundreds or perhaps thousands of dollars monthly for electric signs,
and that campaigns arc planned by individual houses
that embrace many cities and towns.
In Chicago the use of large electric roof signs

May

of the Commonwealth Edison Company, illustrated
herewith. It is placed on the roof of the Harrisoji
Street station of the company and is 40 feet high
by 204 feet long. The letters in the upper row
are eight feet in height, those in the two middle
rows four feet, and those in the bottom row six
feet.
The lower row is interchangeable, so that
the names of other customers can be inserted from
time to lime. The backs of the letters of this sign
are of heavy galvanized iron, and the faces are

which the maker considers the best sign material known, as it never

of porcelain

enameled

steel

washed off with a
and fresh as new.
This sign has 2,002 sockets. If it burned five
hours each night every night in the month, with
four-can~dlepower lamps, the monthly current consumption would be in the neighborhood of 6,000
requires repainting, but can be

damp

cloth

make

to

clean

it

kilowatt-hours.

One

of the most artistic signs in the city

is

the

Gold Seal Champagne

sign, which is 40 by 42 feet
good idea of this striking sign
from the accompanying day and night
views. It stands on a building
at the corner of State and
Lake streets, and is visible for

dimensions.
may be gained
in

long

a

A

The

distance.

ROOF SIGN 100 FEET LONG WITH

23,

1,424 SOCKETS.

Company

of Chicago, the work of installation
being done bj' sub-contractors. The signs have
Federal copper shell clamp sockets throughout.
trie

The Budweiser sign
shown herewith,

pany,

picture only gives

some
The sign was
ness,

as

of the Anheuser-Busch
is a striking roof sign.

com-

The

idea of its attractiveof the colors are not brought ouL.
erected by the Haller Sign Works
a

partial

of Chicago and may be found at Twelfth Street
and Michigan Avenue. The letters and border are
of the grooved or channel type, the border in
green, the letter "A" in red and the balance clear

letters

wreath

are constructed
eniirely of galvanized iron, the
wreath being painted green,

a n d

-

words "Gold Seal'* yellow,
the word ''Champagne" red,
and the bunch of grapes at
the

the bottom

This

purple.

in

is

has about i ,600 sockets,
and the current consumption
from dusk to 11
if burned
p. m. 30 days a month, with
four-candlepower lamps, would
be about 4,800 kilowatt-hours.
sign

CENTRAL-ST.^TION ROOF SIGN ON HARRISON STREET
STATION 204 FEET LONG.
has increased to
As these signs
erty, no permit
of Electricity of
stallation, and,
department, no

a

marked degree

the last year.

on private propthe Department
government for their in-

are

constructed

is

demanded by

the city

in

while they are inspected by the
record is kept as to numbers.
Many of them, too, receive their current supply
from isolated plants
therefore it is difficult to
make a close estimate of the number of such signs
in the city.
Probably one hundred large electric
roof signs are installed in various parts of the city.
;

Several

are

illustrated

herewith.

whether projecting over
walk or placed parallel with the building, require a permit from the city for their installation.
A careful record is kept by the Department of
Electricity, which places the total number in the
city at 4,149.
Of these, 3,768 project over the walk
at right angles and 381 are parallel with the building.
For illuminating all these signs 248,940 inStreet

signs,

however,

the

ROOF SIGN WITH SIX-FOOT AND FIVE-FOOT LETTERS.
candescent lamps of various sizes and 19 arc lights
are used. The city ordinance requires that the
suspension of the signs be extra strong, to insure
safety to pedestrians.

The

which permits arc issued are required to be illuminated from dusk until 9 :30
p. m., although many of them burn until midnight.
Each sign, also, is required to have the equivalent
of four candlepowcr per square foot of surface. In
signs

for

this way many business streets arc brilliantly illuminated with no extra expense to the city.

The
square

city

foot

gets an

from

annual
these

revenue of 15 cents a
which in 1907

signs,

amounted

to $23,592.33.
The signs arc regularly
inspected by the electricil inspection bureau, which
is under the supervision of Afr.
George D. Baylc.

Probably the largest roof sign in the city

is

that

The

Fair sign,

shown here-

about 35 by lOO

with,

is

It

located on a building at

is

the

foot

Franklin

of

feet.

Street

on the north side of the river
Street bridge,
facing Wells
where it is seen by thousands
of people passing to the Northwestern Railway station and
on the Northwestern Elevated.
This sign has 1.424 sockets.
constructed entirely of
It
is
galvanized iron, the large letters reading "The Fair" being
painted red and yellow and
the

remainder

white.

Capital

words "The

of

the

letters

letters

in

the

are 15 feet
in height, the other letters being in proportion. With fourFair'"

candlepower lamps the current
consumption of this sign, if
burned every night in the
Whimey Sign. 22 by 32 feet, 1,583 Sockets
month,
from dusk to
11
Gold Seal Sign, 40 by 42 feet, 1,600 Sockets,
would be about 4,250
p. m.,
TWO CONSPICUOUS ELECTRIC SIGNS IN CHICACOkilowatt-hours a month.
lamps. There are 656 two-candiepower lamps in
Much attention has been attracted to the Whitney
the sign.
Opera House "fireworks" sign, of which day and
The Kirk soap sign was also made by the Haller
night views are shown herewith. This is not a
company. The letters are of the grooved skeleton
roof sign, but is located on the street front of a
type, those in the top row being six feet high and
building on the west side of State Street opposite
those in the bottom row five feet. The street sign
the Palmer House. The effect, which is strikingly
on the Fair building was made by the same comrealistic, and required considerable skill lo produce,
pany. This is an unusual sign in that it is half
is
a block long.
accomplished with flashers. The sign is 22 by
There are many other roof signs of which men32 feet and has 1,583 sockets. Only the border
and figures of the boys at the foot of the sign
remain lighted all the time. The remainder of the
sign goes on in a cycle. The light starts like a
rocket at the flower pot and runs up a line of lamps
in the middle to the top, where it branches into
two downward showers, the effect being of two

bombs bursting into colored stars
ets.
These "stars" stay lighted

as with skyrock-

for a few mofrom the top, and as the
last is extinguished, the word "Whitney" lights,
this
being followed by the words "A Howling
Success," which in turn is followed by the words
"Three Twins," after' which the entire sign goes
out and the cycle is repeated.
This sign would consume about 750 kilowatthours per month with four-candlepower lamps if
it burned steady every night
from dusk to 11 p. m.
Witli the flasher arrangement the consumption is
about half this.

ments and then go out

The electrical portions of the four signs mentioned above were constructed by the Federal Elec-

ATTRACTIVH ROOF SIGN WITH O56 TWO-CANDI-EI'OWER LAMPS.

)

May
Ikm

oiiild

sliow

In'

iii.-iilc,

marked

tin-

WF.STERN

ujo?.

2.V

1)111

i'iiiiiikIi

has

Kft'wili in this lidd.

bi'tii

said

Sunic of

of

lw;ifayelle,

Lamps.

Steinmelz has recently secured
letters patt'nt on an improved starting device for
mercury-vapor arc lamps which is particularly applicable to lamps of the type in which a solenoid
operates a plunger or other movable member to
start the arc.
The patent has been assigned to the
General Electric Company.

^'tiflJ^.-

(lolph

IH.OCK LUNG.

and other streets to realize the large prolo
whieli this class of advertising has

pnriiniis

Charles

the

In

grown.

ciation.

Abont three hundred telephone men
or more supply men wore in attendance.
The Indiana association is admitled to be one of
Ihe most progressive of the state organizations.
A. C. Lindermutb, president of the association,
introduced Mavor Bookwalter. who welcomed the
delegates to tlie city. He said the recent attempt
companies in
to -merge the competing telephone
Indianapolis would, in his judgment, cripple or
fifty

14th.

great Independent systems throughout
believes in competition in the telephone business, and advocated an exchange of trafcompanies when conditions are favorfie between

destroy
Ihe

In the face of the
international association.
business depression of the last year, he said that
a new and complete listing of the Independent
telephone companies of the country shows over
11.000 in number, and if there has been any failure
among those it has not been made known to the
Many of
officers of the International association.
the companies have rebuilt or greatly enlarged their
the

and all have more or less improved their
Many have also secured
service and management.
plants,

tile

(13)

is

by current

received from the main (1) throuuli a
(is) and resinlance (lOJ, and lieiicc derives
ils eiirreiit lliruiigh a jiaih iiidc|>ciidcn( of the vaporcirryinu lube.
eiit-oul

Another form of

siippknieiilal

means

for rnergiz-

the solenoid or elreliomaKiicI during the ktarl-

iiig

operation

iiiK

shown

is

in

connection

lamp

with

and diflfers from that lihowii in connection
with lamp (loj by liaviiiK one of llic coils (17) of
Ihe solenoid eiierKized by current from a battery
<iH) instead of by enrrent from the mains.
liy
this improved coiistriiclion
the inventor is
i-nabled to nse a solenoid of comparatively few
iiiriis. and to insure Kfeat reliability in the operation
of the plunger, thereby inalerially improving the
operation of lamps of the type illustrated.
(11),

Holmes Found Dead.

R. C. P.

on Thursilay

Karly

became known

thai

morning the
Mr. R. C. I'.

ehasiny aijent of the

shocking

fact

Holmes,

piir-

Commonwealth

Com-

Hdisoii

device.

The conductors

(

1

distributing

of suitable resistance material,

(7) and a magnetic plunger (6) floating on the ntercury and carrying in a cup-shaped
the solenoid

depression in

its

which makes

a

top

small quantity of mercury

a

contact- with the lower end

of the

filament.

When

He

able.
This can be done by a trunking arrangement
between the companies. Mr. Bookwalter assured
the Independents that they would have fair treatment as long as he occupied his present position.
There was much interest in the annual address
of President Lindermutb, who is also president of

this

the

starting (ilame'nt'(5)

the

state.

(13) and (14).

wiinJingt

tcpar.-itt

connected dirrclly in (criet with
vapor tube, whereas winilInK (14) '• energized

WinilliiK

mains of the constant-pressure circuit supplying current to a mercury-vapor tube (2) of ordinary construction which
may be operated in parallel with any other load,
such, for instance, as the vapor lamps (10) and
The complete mercury lamp compi-ises the
('II).
upper electrode (3), the mercury electrode (4), the

third annual convenlion of the Indiana Independent Telephone .-\ssociation was lield in the Snr.
I'.-irlur
of the Claypool Hotel. Indianapolis, May

and

of

represent

(1')

The

i.llh

P.

composed of Iwo

accompanying diagram are shown three

modiiications

Indiana Independent Telephone Asso-

and

A.

Device for Mercury-vapor
I

DEP.\RTMENT-SroRi;

J,

II.

(J.

denliall of Weslfield,

Dr.

UNIi-lULl''

Ulil

Kliiiger of Hra/.ii, W. W. McnK. K. I'anlkner of Ncwcaslle,
Henry l.aiidKieve of HinilerloHn, C. I). Kiioefcl
of New Albany. W, II. .Mcl'hersoii of Hrownslowii.
['"olIowiiiK liie eUelioM of officers, a cuiniiiittcc
was ajipoinled to forninlale a plan for the eslal)lishmeiil and opcralion of a cleariiiK-lioHsc syslcili
of scllleinciit for loll-linc service anions the different companies in the stale.
A resolution was
passed coniineiulin^ President Linderinnlh for his
Kood service to the association and coiiKr.atiil.'itinK
him U])on his .selection as president uf the International association.

ehesler, J.

Startlng

S1C..\'

J.

460

\V, L. MoclleriiiK
of IjiRansport, l\
llrowniiiK of Win-

lUiid,

Wayne, Waller

,1'ort

O. Ciippy of

snialKT roof sinus wliicli uonsiiniL' imicli less curAs |o llic sired siRiis, one
rciU arc very clTcclive.
has hul to lake a walk on Madison, Clark, Kan-

Somh

Tliorward of

(lore

to
lilt'

F.I.ECtRICtAN

the* lamp is started the current in solenoid
draws down the plunger (6) and opens the

(7)
•

through filament, thus forming a

circuit

the end of the filament and

spark

at

starting the mercury-

vapor arc.
The starting filament is preferably of
very high resistance, so that under normal conditions .of working, practically all of the current
passing through the lamp will be carried by the
mercury arc. In consequence of this high resistance
the

starting

current

in

the

solenoid

is

relatively

small.

sociation

been encountered in
making this solenoid sufficiently powerful to operate
the plunger without unduly increasing its resistance
and hence its heat loss under normal conditions of
working.
To overcome these difficulties Dr. Steinmetz provides a resistance (8) in parallel with the
Considerable

difficulty

has

deserved increase of rates during the year, thus
increasing their income and placing their properties
upon a firmer financial basi^.
Reference was also made to the activity of the
Bell company and its subsidiary companies in an
to better their condition by merging and
eflfort
otherwise making physical connection with Inde-

HOL.MES.

R. C. P.

Chicago, had met a tragic deaih early that
morning within a few blocks from the Auditorium Hotel, where he had been in attendance at
the convention of the National Electric Light Aspany,

earlier

was found

in

in

the

the evening.
alley

off

of

His

lifeless

Adams

body

Street

in

Lyon & Healy's store at three o'clock
morning.
At this time e.xact circumstances

the rear of
the

in

surrounding the terrible tragedy have not been
determined
but ^Ir. Holmes is believed to have
been the victim of robbery and murder.
He
;

a

tl]

pendent companies. The remarkable fact about this
arrangement is that in every instance, where physical connection is made with the Bell company by
the Independent company, the latter is joined to
company never
Bell
the Bell system, and the
joined to the Independent system. President Lindermutb argued that ;dl mergers of plants and
companies that stifled or destroyed competition and
tended to create a monopoly were in violation of
the laws.
The reports of the vice-presidents of the 11 district associations in the state showed that the companies have all made money during the last year,
and ha^'e expended large sums in the extension
and betterment of their plants. An average increase
of nearly two thousand telephones installed in each
It is
district during the last year was reported.
said that there is a telephone in use for every
ten persons in the state, and that by the use of
the Independent long-distance line service can be
had with 130,000 telephone users in the state.

The convention was addressed by President Beem
association, who complimented the
association and gave an interesting talk
secrelative to conditions in Ohio.
J. B. Ware,
retary of the International association, was in attendance and addressed the convention on the subject of the work of -that association.
During the closing session a resolution was
offered providing for the creation of an Indiana
Telephone Commission, after the manner of the
Indiana Railroad Commission, to regulate the telephone business in the state. The resolution was
passed to the executive committee for future con-

of

the

Ohio

Indiana

sideration.
The election

follows:
resulted as
President, C. S. Norton of Indianapolis; secretary,
Theovice-presidents,
A. J. Payton of Rock-port
of

officers

;

-10

STARTING DEVICE FOR MERCURY-VAPOR LAMPS.

current in the starting filament, but also of the cur-

had a wound in the head, his face was black and his
pockets were turned out, indicating that he had
been choked and beaten to death.
Mr, Holmes was a popular man and enjoyed

rent through this resistance.

an unusually large acquaintance with

starting

filament,

but

in

series

with

the

solenoid

so that at the instant of starting, the current passing through the solenoid consists not only of the

An

automatic

circuit-breaker

(9)

of

ordinary'-

connected in series with the lamp
the current in the lamp has
reached substantially its normal value the armature
(9') of this circuit-breaker will automatically open
the circuit through the resistance and will keep the
current flows
so long as normal
circuit open
through the lamp.
While the arrangement above described for abnormally increasing the effectiveness of the solenoid
during the interval of starting is believed to be
the preferable arrangement, it is obvious that, other
modifications might be used to produce a similar
result, and such a modification is illustrated in
connection with lamp (10).
The solenoid (12) is

form has
tube

so

its

that

coil

when

many

electrical

field,

especially

kindly

with
its

the

This

terrible

ciall}'

over

which

was

feeling.

Commonwealth

predecessors
that

since

in

the

Edison

Company

and

1SS2.

occurence
part

men

whom held .for him an
He had been connected

of

of

has
the

cast

gloom

electrical

espe-

fratemit}''

assembled in convention in Chicago
and out of respect to the unfortunate
and highly esteemed man the association adjourned the session of Thursday morning.
at

the time,

At the regular meeting of the Electric Club of
May 13th Mr. F. J. Postel gave an
talk on the subject of bleaching flour

Chicago on
interesting

by

electricit\\

5
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Tungsten-lamp

was conspicious

lighting

the

at

Chicago this week.
Both the Exhibition Hall and the Assembly Hall
were supplied wit^ these new metallic-filament
lamps exclusively, and the delegates admired the
"This is the tungsten year," one
line white light.
Mr. Freeman's comprehenof them remarked.
sive paper on "The Status and Commercial Posconvention

electric-light

of

sibilities

late

Telephone. 5220 Beekman.

May

the

at

in

Lamps" was presented
Wednesday evening session, and it was
High-efficiency

Western

the

in

be given in full

It will

not discussed at that time.
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Thus

the matter of the time and place of meetings.

meeting of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers 'will be held in Detroit on
spring

the

Simultaneously and in the same
to 26th.
be held the meetings of the Society for
the Promotion of Engineering Education, the Society of Automobile Engineers and the mechanical
branch of the Association of Licensed Automobile

June 23d
will

city

Furthermore, it was seriously discussed whether the annual convention of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers should not
Manufacturers.

be held at the same time and place, inasmuch as
that organization and the Mechanicals have about
250 members in common. But the plan was abandoned, owing to the doubt whether suitable hotel

accommodations could be secured, and the electrical
engineers will go to Atlantic City a week later.
Simultaneous mieetings have disadvantages as well
as advantages, and it is a question whether the
latter outweigh the former.
One drawback is diversity instead of concentration- of interest and allegiance.
It is a mistake to undertake to do so
much that nothing is done well. But in the case
of the two great engineering societies, with many
interests in common, the proposal is perhaps worth
a

trial.

most

important

and

subject

the

elaborate

of

reports

tee

The commiton gas engines, of which Mr. W. C. L. Eglin

of

Philadelphia

National Electric Light Association.

chairman,

is

presented

printed

a

report of 172 pages, with over 60 illustrations and

number of

tables.

The

conclusions of the com-

may

be considered as

The

efficiency

of the

combined gas engine and producer is said by the
committee to be higher than that of a combined
steam plant of boilers and steam engines or boilers
and steam turbines. Large gas engines have been
used long enough to demonstrate that continuous
service

of

assured.

is

5,000

Siz.-is

horsepower

rating of gas

arc

ranging to a
available.

maximum

The

capacity

subject.

Mr. Robert

that are

The

was found dead with
Avenue,

Chicago,

It

is

daughter,

his

Monday

in

that

capacity

evening.

He

attended

Wednesday

sergeant-at-arms

and

was

great

a

Na-

on

Tuesday and

the

Mr. Holmes

Edison

among

favorite

Association,

men

electrical

everywhere.

Chicago
that

men

electrical

outrage

this

greatly

are

distressed

should

the borders of the city

have taken place within
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The details of the assault are shrouded in
mystery at this writing, but apparently Mr. Holmes
was waylaid at night and robbed and killed by a
blow on the head during a desperate struggle with
his assailants. The police, who should have afforded
protection against such an attack, are endeavoring
to unravel the mystery.
It is earnestly hoped that
any guilty person or persons may be brought to
vention.
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which included a severe business

depression the National Electric Light

Association

should hold the largest and undoubtedly the most
in its history, as it is doing
Chicago while these words are being written.
This fact indicates with great certainty the strong
and stable character of the electric-light and power
industry in the United States. The business of
supplying electricity has become such a prime necessity to the people of this country that it is less
affected by dull times than almost any other industry of equal magnitude," while it is so buoyant
in the knowledge of its own possibilities that it
quickly rises from such comparatively slight depression as it has experienced. If this were not
the fact, it is hardly to be supposed that the largest
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Chicago convention on Wednesday evening of this
week was 1,625, with two days' registration yet to
come. It is altogelher probable that the total attendance will be in the neighborhood of 1,800.
which is to be compared with the final attendance
of 1,675
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Thursday morning of this week. It is beheved that
he was robbed and murdered.
This shocking
affair cast a deep gloom over the National Electric
Light Association, which was in convention at the
time at the Auditorium Hotel, but a few blocks
from the scene of the tragedy. Mr, Holmes had
been engaged in the electrical business for nearly
thirty years, and he was widely known all over
the country. He was a member of the reception
committee for the convention and was present, with
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every respect. The actual
attendance up to Wednesday evening,
as indicated by the badges given out, was about
The mcnihers of the association and the
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men who were their guests discussed
electrical
success
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is now:
Class A, 664; Class B,
Class
151; Class E, Q.v, honorary, 25;
of all classes, 1,327— an increase during the
year of 124, or 10.3 per cent. Our finances arc in

this,
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there

a

ness of the country has been very considerably reduced and the interests of our customers, which
are always oui greatest interest and concern, have
required serious retrenchment. This has affected
the amount of our business to varying degrees
everywhere. But I am decidedly optimistic on the
subject of an early return to increased business
and renewed prosperity.
In addition to the financial and business stress,
the interests which we represent have been subjected to the natural and logical results of an agitation having an indefinable source, but extending
practically all over the country.
This agitation,
wearing the cloak of reform, has for its objective
the creation and establishment of a multiplicity of
commissions, national, state and municipal, and
seeks not only a reasonable regulation and control,
as stated in some of the arguments in favor of
the movement, but it actually prevents progress by
unreasonable interference with private interests,
stifles individual initiative, and in many instances
favors acts which are no less than actual con-

Be-

value.

programme of

enter-

exclusively planned for
by the local entertainment
committee, which was varied and pleasing and carried out with a precision and method and thoughtThus, in
fulness which won the highest praise.
largely

but

not

—

four leading features attendance, useful work
accomplished, exhibition and entertainment the convention was a conspicuous success, all the more
its

owing

noteworthy

to

—

recent

the

de-

industrial

pression.

Opening of the Exhibition.
on the convention programme

feature

first

opening

of

the

exhibition

attendant

This event took place on
electrical appliances.
Mr.
iSth, at eight o'clock.
day evening.

May

of

MonDud-

Farrand, president of the association, escorted
by Mr. Frank H. Gale, chairman of the exhibition
committee, threw the switch that turned on the
large number of tungsten lamps, used exclusively
for lighting Exhibition Hall, which was on the ninth
The scene was a bright
floor of the Auditorium.
and dazzling one. The space was divided into a
number of exhibit booths and was beautifully decorated, the prevailing colors being shades of green.
The great feature was the fine, white-light illumination of the new tungsten incandescent lamps,
which were supplied without charge, in honor of
the association, by the General Electric Company
and the National Electric Lamp Association. It
was noticeable that the tungsten lamps enabled the
delicate color effects to be brought out as well,
apparently, as by daylight. At nine o'clock, or
soon thereafter, the "private view" of the exhibition
but it was
for members was brought to a close
necessary to turn the lights out gradually, begentle hint
a
ginning at one end of the hall, as
to visitors that the opening hour was over and
that they were expected to attend the reception in

fiscation.

ley

We

'

Annex.

A

description of the exhibition and of individual
exhibits will be given in the "Western Electrician
of next week, which will also contain the concluding portion of the report of the proceedings.

The

Reception.

reception of Monday evening, following the
opening of the exhibition, was a brilliant affair.
It was held in the beautiful, gold banquet room
of the Auditorium Annex and was attended by

The

The
ladies and gentlemen.
a thousand
were presented ;o Mr. Samuel Insuil, Chicago, chairman of the reception committee, and
Mrs. InsuU, who in turn introduced them to these
officers of the association and accompanying ladies,

perhaps
guests

who

constituted the receiving line:

President Dud-

Newark, N. J., and Mrs. Farrand;
Vice-president Alex Dow, Detroit, and Mrs. Dow
Vice-president W. C. L. Eglin, Philadelphia, and
Miss Eglin Secretary and Treasurer W. W. Freeman, Brooklyn, and Mrs. Freeman; Assistant Secretary and Treasurer Harriet BiUings, New York;
Mr. Louis A. Ferguson, Chicago member of the
executive committee, and Mrs. Ferguson.
After the reception there was dancing to the
music of Hand's orchestra, and a supper was
ley

Farrand,

:

served. With the beautiful golden setting of the
hall, the music of a fine orchestra, the handsome
gowns of the ladies, the animated conversation of
old friends' meeting and new friends in the making,
the rhythm of dancing feet the subdued clink of
glasses as gay toasts were pledged, the light, color
and animation of it all, the scene was indeed a
notable one. The reception served to introduce thfe

Chicago convention
happy auspices.

under

most

notew-orthy

and

Tuesday's Proceedings.
The convention proper was opened without any
preliminaries

on

Tuesday

morning

by

President

are all, I hope, law-abiding citizens, and yet
commissions or unreasonable legislation of any
kind are thrust upon us, I sec no reason why we
should not be free to protest and endeavor by all
reasonable means and to the best of our ability, to
defeat the enactment of measures designed for
political purposes and tending to undermine the
very foundations of our investments.
Conceding, for the sake of argument, that certain corporations have in the past adopted policies
or schemes of financing which have been contrary
to public policy, there are undoubtedly many companies, and I think a large majority of them, whose
capitalization and investments represent dollar for
dollar, whose rates have been equitable and reasonable, whose treatment of customers and the
public has been fair, whose system of accounting
has been adequate to local requirements and has
shown sufficient details of operating and financial
transactions for all practical purposes and yet, under some of the proposed 'schemes of regulation
and control, every such company, no matter what
its history, its rates, or its standing with its cus-

if

;

the

D

good condition.
During the period which has elapsed since our
last annual meeting we have experienced serious
business depression. The volume of general busi-

the benefit of the ladies

the

mittee on uniform accounting, and on Friday (or
part of the Commercial D.iy work under the auspices of the Commercial Day programme commillcc.
It
is hope(l that some such arrangement will permit .specializing by committees on any subject or
to any extent desirable without the necessity of a
separate organization.
On the invitation of ihc President of the United
.States, I attended a conference at the While House,
held May 13th, 14th and istli, to consider the
conservation of natural resources. While at the
conference I joined with the presidents of four of
our leading engineering associations in urging the
.appointment of a suitable committee of engineers
to investigate the subject thoroughly and recommend such action as would be best adapted to
accomplish the desired object in a seasonable manner, and avoid the errors of too hasty action.
I
would therefore recommend the appointment of a
representative by this association to take part in
such further conferences as are quite sure to be

total

exhibition of

a brilliant

which was of conspicuous educational

The

connected, although actually in the Fine Art.s Building.
The first feature was the president's address,
an abstract of which follows

394;

appliances that was entirely np-to-d,ate,
with the latest things in applied electricity outside
of heavy machinery and construction work and

was

oleic

I'resiuknt Farkanu's Auoress.

electrical

tainment,

l'aiT;iiid,
.Srcrcl.'uy I'recinan was in his place on
the platform of the Assembly Hall, which adjoined, on the north, the ICxhibitiou Hail on the
ninth floor of the Audiloriuni, with which it is

Our membership

priigramme of papers and committee reports that
was carefully preparcil, not overloaded, and of
Kreat practical usefulness to central-station men.

all

Week.

in

a

sides

This

of

;

tomers, is to be subjected, to various kinds of
supervision and regulation, the details of which
are very largely left to the discretion of a commission whose members, in most cases, are not
familiar wMth the subjects in hand and have never
had actual experience in the particular business
over which they are given so much power.
Take, for instance, the case of rate regulation
the most conspicuous example is found among the
enactments of our more recently constituted commissions in the establishment of a uniform maximum rate for a given locality. Such action has
never been justified from an engineering or operI claim that the establishment 01
ating standpoint.
an arbitrary maximum rate, without other qualification, such as time, quantity, or hours of service,
is
entirely contrary to the fundamental principles
governing the cost of the service, and can only
be justified on the law of averages, in which the
loss from one customer must be added, to the
cost of supplying others.
It is self-evident that the
low'Cr the maximum the higher the minimum.
The question of municipal ownership, which has
been agitated for some years, has been less prominent of late, owing to the financial stringency and
the inability to sell bonds readily. I am firmly of
the opinion that if the status quo can be maintained for a short while the great majority of
municipal lighting plants will be declared failures,
only those being retained which have exceptional
local

facilities

permitting

reduced

operating

costs.

Let me call especial attention to and urge the
necessity of a closer relation with the several state
associations.
Suggestions have been made from time to time
forming sub-organizations to take up special subjects and holding separate meetings.
The
present administration, however, has always looked
with disfavor on such separate or interior organizations as being unnecessary and tending to sap
or undermine the association. In response to a
genuine request to hold separate meetings, and in

toward

I

h.-eii

If)

try

the

exiicriincnl,

made and another

incelini{

arrangements

have

room provided, and

parallel sessions will be held llitrc on Wednesday,
for accounlanls, under the auspices of the com-

held.
I
want to thank the members for the many
courtesies and words of encouragement received
during the year, and the officers and members of
the executive committee, not only for close attention to the interests of the association, but to
the prompt response and hearty co-operation in all

matters where it has been suggested that they could
be of assistance. I want to acknowledge especially
the effective co-operation and wise counsel in many
ways of our secretary and treasurer, Mr. W. W.
Freeman, who, in addition to his regular duties,
has met with your president in the offices of tlie
association at least once each week during the year.
No statement would be complete, however, without
giving proper credit to our assistant secretary and
treasurer. Miss Billings, and the members of the
staff for the ability and conscientious efforts
throughout the year in the interests of the association and its members.
office

Opening Business.
Secretary Freeman made several announcements
and presented letters of regret from a large number of men in public life, including the vice-president of the United States, and also Past-president
M. J. Francisco of Rutland, Vt.. President Henry
G. Stott of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, Secretary Calvin W. Rice of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, President
Louis Bell of the Illuminating Engineering Society,
Prof. A. F. Ganz of Stevens Institute, Secretary
T. S. Young of the Canadian Electrical Association,
B. Gherardi of New York, Prof. G. W. Patterson
of the University of Michigan. Charles F. Brush
of Cleveland, Dr. H. W. Spangler of the University of Pennsylvania and many others.
The secretary called attention to the unique feature resulting from the fact that the entertainment
committee had prepared especial and elaborate engraved invitations to the entertainment events. He
urged the members to respond by filling out the
acceptance cards enclosed.

Progress of the Year.

Next following was

the presentation in abstract
of the report of the committee on progress by T.
Commerford Martin of New York city.
In his report as the committee on progress Mr.
Martin began by noting the fact that the number
of central-station light and power plants in the
country would appear to be 5,037 (80 per cent,
private owned), with 396 in Canada and 62 in

Mexico.
Referring to rates, the reporter mentioned the
new system of charging of the Union Electric Light
and Power Company of St. Louis. The fundamental principle of this system is that the customer's
rate is based on the minimum monthly guarantee he
is willing to make per horsepower or per 50-watt
lamp connected. The rate is also lower the larger
For example, the customer
the connected load.
having less than 100 lamps pays 12 cents per kilowatt-hour if he guarantees only 10 cents per month
per lamp. If he guarantees 65 cents per month per
lamp, he need pay only eight cents per kilowatthour. Between these guarantees there are 15 intermediate steps. By guaranteeing 45 cents per month
per lamp the customer gets a rate of 10 cents per
kilowatt-hour. The rate is also made lower as the
number of connected lamps increases. For example, a customer guaranteeing 10 cents per month
per lamp and having less than 100 lamps pays 12
This is reduced by steps
cents per kilowatt-hour.
until, for 3.000 lamps or over, the rate is six cents
per kilowatt-hour, with a lo-cent per lamp guaranFor the 45-cent per lam.p guarantee the custee.
tomer with less than 100 lamps pays 10 cents per
kilowatt-hour, while the customer with 3,000 lamps

:
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All these rates
pays 5.2 cents per kilowatt-hour.
are subject to further discounts based on hours' use

and quantity.

Referring to billboard lighting, Mr. Martm noted
that in Chicago. Kansas City and Indianapolis a
large billboard concern has begun to sell day and
night service, purchasing energy from the local
central-station companies and billing the customer
for the total cost of the billboard and lighting.

The Commonwealth Edison Company

of

Chicago

has been giving service for billboard lighting at the
same rate as for signs, turning the current on and
off at stipulated hours by means of a regular patrol
service.
In relation to labor questions,

the Scranton

that

(Pa.)

it

Electric

may be remarked
Company has en-

tered into an agreement with its firemen and engineers covering a period of 10 years in the case of
firemen and three years in the case of engineers.
The agreement with the firemen, however, provides
that every three years there may be a discussion
The
looking to an adjustment of the wage scale.
agreement includes a stipulation that there shall be

no discrimination between union and non-union
men. Bonuses for increased efficiency will be paid
on a basis that has been mutually agreed upon. It
firemen who pass an examis also provided that
equivalent to that of the Scranton Correspondence Schools shall receive an increase of $5
a month.
The reporter mentioned the development of metalination

lic-filament

incandescent

lighting he said
that practically

lh.it

Mr.

lamps.
L.

J.

Turning to arc
Auerbacher stated

the commercial

arc lighting in
They are
Berlin is accomplished by flaming arcs.
very liberally used, some store fronts of moderate
size having as many as 15 to 20 lamps hung about
The most interesting and novel
five feet apart.
feature of arc work is the new Jandus "regenerative" enclosed flame arc just brought out in England.
If an ordinary flame arc were enclosed, the
heavy fumes evolved from the impregnated carbons
would soon form a deposit on the globe, thus obIn this new lamp, which is due
scuring the arc.
to Mr. A. D. Jones, special means are provided for
obtaining a circulation of the gases past the arc,
and the light is produced mainly by raising such
gases to the temperature of incandescence and not
by the combustion of chemicals in the arc.
striking example of motor development is the
completion of the electrically operated, high-pressure water systems in New York and Brooklyn
for fire protection, the city having appropriated
The pumps
over $5,000,000 for the whole work.
are operated by induction motors, the aggregate
rating for these installed in the four stations being
The rcadiness-to-serve charge
15.000 horsepower.
is $24 per year of the kilowatt rating of the motors
and ij4 cents per kilowatt-hour for energy actually
ail

A

used.

Attention was directed to the prepayment meter
which appeals to a large class
of people accustomed to handling small amounts of
money. These meters cost about 15 per cent, more
than an ordinary meter of the same capacity'.
for electric current,

Distribution in Suburban Districts.

The next paper was on

"Distribution in Suburban

by George H. Lukes of Chicago, and
was read by the author. Following is a condensaDistricts."

tion

;

all the parts
of an
is impracticable to give
extensive suburban district as good service as should
be given in a city where the business is concentrated.
An attempt to achieve this result on the
part of the suburban company would lead to bankruptcy.
A compromise is therefore usually ncccssan.-.
In scattered districts, where the income is
small, the investment is kept down to the minimum
fair
quality, of
service,
and
consistent with
a
enough money is expended in the thickly settled
portions to insure good regulation and reliable service.
In large city distribution systems reliability of
service is the paramount consideration and the engineer is justified in making his plans with the idea
of being always on the safe side. In the country a
finer line must be drawn, and abundant opportunity
offered for the exercise of good judgment in
is
deciding just what expenditures arc justified.
Distribution of electricity for commercial lighting and power in suburban districts is now almost
entirely by alternating current at 60 cycles. Small direct-current installations covering limited areas, combined with alternating current for scattered districts,
arc slil! to be found in places, but as a rule these
arc being done away wiili as fast as local conditions
Systems operating at 125 cycles are being
permit.
When suburban
rapidly changed over to Oo cycles.
systems arc operated independently of electric-railway or direct-current lighting systems, transmisWhen
sion as well as distribution is at 60 cycles.
suburban systems are operated in connection with
electric-railway or direct-current lij^hting systems
the current is frequently transmitted at 25 cycles
and converted into 60 cycles for local distribution,
but the necessity for operating at two frequencies
seems to be rapidly disappearing. Large combinahowever, cannot be changed over
tion systems,
without enormous expense, and must continue to
Operate at two frequencies unless the development

It

May

of the 6o-cycle business should justify the erection
of 60-cycle stations or the installation of a certain
proportion of 60-cycle generating equipment in old
stations.
In Mr. Luke's paper 60-cycle transmission
and distribution alone were considered.
Under various headings the author considered,
in an informing, practical way various features of
The extracts that follow will
suburban service.
give some idea of his conclusions
The three-phase, three-wire system is ordinarily
used for transmission, the voltage ranging from
6,600 to 22,000.
Porcelain insulators are now almost universally
It is
used for transmission voltages above 6,600.
noticeable that insulator manufacturers are now
rating their insulators more conservatively than
For suburban work
they did several years ?go.
the insulator must be able to stand up for a period
after being considerably damaged.
The question of singie-phase versus' three-phase
transformers has been pretty thoroughly debated
The greater factor of
during the past few years.
safety secured by the use of three transformers
instead of one in the relatively small suburban substations seems to warrant their use even at some
extra cost. In the matter of air-blast and oil-insulated transformers experience seems to indicate that
for the voltages under consideration the air-blast
transformer with properly insulated end turns is as
The use, however,
reliable as the oil-insulated type.
of air-blast transformers is confined to the larger
sub-stations, where there is an operator present at
all times.
Distribution for commercial lighting and power
may be by single-phase, two-phase or three-phase
systems, the ordinary voltage being approximately
The four-wire, three-phase system
2,200 volts.
seems to have many advantages 6ver other systems
In this system the generator
for suburban work.
or transformers are Y-connected. the neutral being
brought out and connected to a grounded fourth
bus-bar.
The voltage between any phase wire and
neutral is 2,200 and between any ty/o of the phase
wires is 3,800.
Secondary distribution for lighting is almost universally from three-wire secondary mains or buses
approximately 110-220 vOlts, customers being
at
supplied at no volts for installations up to 20 or
30 lights, and at 110-220 volts for larger installations, on account of the scattered nature of the
business.
In relation to distribution losses, Mr. Lukes said
that a comparison between total output generated
and total output sold may indicate excessive losses,
but in order to run them down it is usually necessary to make this comparison on each feeder. If
individual meters on each feeder cannot 'be afforded,
the station wiring should be so arranged that meters can be conveniently installed for periodic tests
on each feeder.
Accurate pole-line records are a convenience to
all departments of a company and a positive necessity to the operating department if good results are
In starting a system of records it
to be obtained.
is wise not to attempt to make it too elaborate.
simple system, which the organization is able to
keep up to date, is better than a very complete system that has to be neglected now and then in the
press of other work and is apt to be six months or
a year behind.
The discussion was opened by Farley Osgood
of Newark, N. J. He said the adoption of 60
cycles as the standard frequency was good practice
even where there was some direct-current railway
load, as rotary converters are now operating quite
satisfactorily' at this frequency.
However, where
the railway load becomes a very large part of the
total load, 25 cycles may be regarded as the better
choice.
The use of brown porcelain insulators for
transmission lines has proved to be a desirable
plan, as they are much less conspicuous as a target
for pernicious marksmen.
He believed the transmission line should be built extra well, as it reThe needs of the
sults in economy in the end.
future should be carefully studied so that sufficient
sub-station capacity may be provided for. In the
East single-phase, two-wire distribution is very extensively used for residence and small motor loads.
For large motors, the four-wire, three-phase system
is
used.
A warning should b<' given against thf.
use of single-phase motors for elevator service, as
they affect the line voltage too much on starting.
Pipes driven into ground were not found to be
satisfactory connections to ground except in cerWater-pipe grounds are the only ones
tain soils.
It is often desirable
to he relied on in all cases.
wire over several spans, in order
run
ground
to
a
to get
a water-pipe ground connection. Where
such connection is not available, buried copper
plates
form the next best ground. Records of
breakdowns should be carefully kept, as they arc
extremely valuable in determining \vherc additional
protection is needed. Lightning arresters should
i)e
judiciously installed. Their indiscriminate use
is not warranted nor is a lack of them judicious
economy. Companies should be careful to sec that
consents for pole lines are authentic and properly
made out, so as to avoid trouble from future proFor this and other obvious reasons reliable
tests.
records of pole construction should he kept.
P, JunkcrsfcJd of Chicago called attention to the

A

marked

difference

in

most suburban
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districts

from

those prevailing in cities and towns. Frequently
a duplication of street imd alley poles is justified
to prevent too great a number of lines on street
poles.
In this way the nearly fourfold expense of
underground construction may be avoided or considerably deferred. To keep down- the expense of
underground work in sparsely settled districts the
cheaper forms of construction are worthy of much
study.
The use of armored cable presents a distinct advantage for this service.
In regard to fourwire, three-phase distribution, it should be noted
that this system has been in successful use in and
near Chicago for over nine years.
H. B. Gear of Chicago declared that grounding
with galvanized-iron pipe has been found better
here than the use of copper plates and is quite
satisfactory where water-pipe grounds are not available.
It has been found advisable to put in two
grounds to guard against a break in a single
ground. An interesting transmission on the fourwire, three-phase system is that to South Chicago
from the Fifty-sixth Street sub-station seven miles
away. Excellent regulation is obtained at the remote sub-station without any attention at that
point, although the lines are ircquently considerably
unbalanced. No disturbance has been experienced
on grounded circuits due to railway currents, because the secondary circuits are not interconnected.
Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz of Schenectady, N. Y..
referred to the construction shown in Mr. Lukes'
paper (provision for two transmission circuits on
the same pole line) as being fairly good, but not
reliable for all conditions, because not protected
against lightning.
In
high-potential
transmission
lines a grounded overhead wire is best.
With regard to the relative advantages of one three-phase
against three single-phase transformers for threephase lines, each has its good points, but a decided
warning must be given against the plan tried in
some cases of using only two transformers connected as an open delta on three-phase lines. While
this may work in low- volt age installations, it is
extremely dangerous on high voltage, due to unlooked-for disturbances in the system.
H. M. Edwards of New York introduced a new
trend to the discussion by asking, in connection
with the general remarks being made on high-tension lines, When does a line become a high-tension
line?
What is the dividing line? The question
had recently presented itself before some of the
public-service commissions, v/ho wish to be in-

formed.
Dr. C. P. Steinmetz said that the common lighting transformers with voltages of 2,250 and 4.500
on the primary represented a standard practice with
ordinary insulation. With transformers of 6,600
volts, the next common value, an exceptionally good
insulation is required.
An intermediate value, say,
5,000 volts, may be regarded as the limiting value
of medium tension, above which we enter the hightension field.
Arthur Williams of New York called attention
to the fact that the Underwriters have adopted
5.000 volts as the dividing line.
It was therefore
desirable for this association to adopt the same
value so as to have a uniform definition.
Alex Dow of Detroit indorsed these views by
referring
the varied experiences of linemen
to
working on 4,500 and 6,600-volt lines under similar
conditions.
Dr. Steinmetz declared further, in answer to a
question on the status of series arc circuits, that
these circuits are not to be classed with the constant-potential circuits to which the 5,000-volt limit
should be confined. Arc circuits are constant-current lines whose power is limited and whose insulation is not exceptional even for about 6,000-volt
lines.
They should therefore be regarded as me-

dium-tension

circuits.

Harold Almert of Wichita spoke of the advantages that had been found by a number of companies in adopting varied colored porcelain insulators for lines of different voltages. Linemen from
other companies soon understood the significance
of this plan and were much more cautious about
indiscriminate cutting of high-voltage lines.
President Farrand stated that while this was no
doubt a good plan, it might easily be taken up by
uninformed lawmakers to compel the buying of a
multitude of insulators.
Arthur W^illiams. reverting to the discussion of
what was high tension, moved that the association
adopt the Underwriters' regulation of 5.000 volts
as the minimum pressure of constant-potential hightension lines.
Paul Spencer of Pliil.idelphia moved the adoption
of an amendnu-nl referring tht- subject to a committee to be appointed by the president. The amendment and the amended motion were then carried.
Mr. Lukes then concluded the discussion (in
which J. F. Dusman of Baltimore and others not
^mentioned in this brief summary had taken part)
by stating in effect th ii porcelain pothead-^ have
been found very satisfactory and are rapidly replacing metal potheads on lines in this vicinity.
He also urged the careful consideration of the
hii;h-ti'nsir)n question, as the tendency is to increase
distributing voltages, and since 6.600 is now a quite
conmion value, it may be desirable to include it in
the medium-tension class.
.
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next paper on llie programme was one cn"Tape," prepared hy Paul Liipke of Trenton,
and read l)y T. C. Martin.

Mr.

Liijike's

short paper liad as

its

the sin-

title

"Red tape" is a necessity, yet
gle word "Tape."
rules must be designed to assist individual judKmrnt not to stille it. Use sober reason persistently.
'I'honuifihness does not mean indiscriminate atlenlinn 1(» an aKKl'i'iH'ration of petty details; it means
(he intelliKcnl elimination of miessentials and a tirni
grasp on matters of vita! importance. The company
man needed and wanted is he who can stnutly and
with ability defend his own opinion while a matter

under discussion and open lo argument, and
who, if overruled, is broad enouKh lo bring his
liest efforts, with true loyally, to bear upon making
an unqualified success of the opinion that prevailed;
is

company nun must be

able to abide by
and go to work. Conmen who iiavc minds of their own
must always be based on a compromise. Though
we cannot all get what we think is best, wc must
nevertheless all do the best wc can with what wc

a

slinrt.

in

the decision of
certed action of

the court

fe>et.

contributions to the proLike all of Mr. Liipke
ceedings of the association, tliis paper was distinguished by good sense, good humor and good literary style -a pleasing combination.
j:

—

\y.

H. Blood.

Jr., of Boston, past-president, prereport of the committee on the groundsecondaries.
He offered this resolution,

tlie

was adopted
"Resolved, that it

whicli

the

is

meeting

sense of this

that it is desirable to have inserted in the National
Electrical
Code a rule making mandatory the

grounding of alternating-current secondary circuits
up to and including 150 volts, and a provision making prohibitory the grounding of secondary alternating-current

circuits

carrying

in

excess

of

150

volts."

the rule as at present
yet it believes that a
step in advance has been made, and that by protccting. as the rule will, over gg per cent, of the lighting circuits (which ordinarily run at 150 volts or
less), the number of fatalities will be greatly reduced.
The only serious point at issue seems to
be whether the limiting voltage shall be 150 or
The proposed rule to be inserted in the Na250.
tional Electrical Code is as follow-s

—

Rule i3,'V Ttic following regulations in regard to the
grounding cf low-potential circuits apply only when, under
normal conditions of service, there will be no passage of
current over the ground wire.
If,
vinder normal conditions of service, there would be a passage of current over
the ground wire, the use of such ground wire is pro-

—

Direct-current Systems
I. Direct-current
systems must be permanently grounded
when tlic difference of potential between the ground and
any part of the circuit would be less than 1 50 volts, hut
must not be grounded when the difference of potential between the ground and any part of the circuit would exceed
150

volts.

When ground connection is to be made under the above
it
must be made with the neutral when accessible;
otherwise, to one side of the circuit.
3. At central stations the neutral of a three-wire system,
or one side of a two-wire system, must be permanently
grounded to all available underground water and other
sub-surface pipinc systems (except that gas-piping systems
must not be used), or to a grounded railway return system
or to a metal plate buried in coke below permanent moisture
level, or to pines driven into permTuently damp soil.
4. Additional grounds may be made on the neutral of a
three-wire system or on one side of a two-wire system,
but they are not required.
3,

rule,

—

Alternating-current Secondary Systems
secondaries of distributing systems must
1. Transformer
be permanently grounded when the difference of potential
between the ground and any part of the circuit would be
less than 1^0 volts, but must not be grounded when the
difference of potential between the ground and any part of
the circuit would exceed 150 volts.
2. When
ground connection is to be made under the
above rule, it must be made with the neutral when accessible;
otherwise to one side of the circuit.

Grounding —

Methods of
connection may be made on each building
1. The ground
service, on the transformer, on a common neutral or ground
connecting a number of

transformers or at central or

sub-

stations.
2. All ground wires must be of copper, and must be kept
out of building as far as practicable (except for central and
sub-stations), but any ground wire which is inside of any
building or attached to any building 'or pole must have an
National Electrical
aporoved rubber insulating covering.
(See No. 41.)
Code standard for from o to 600 volts.
3. No wire smaller than No. 4 B. & S. gauge shall be used
for ground connections.
4. Ground wires may be attached to poles or buildings by
The
Staples must not be used.
porcelain cleats or knobs.
wire must be run in as nearly a straight line as practicable,
and where exposed to mechanical injurv must be protected
by a wooden molding or b*y an iron- pipe, which does not
require grounding when the pipe contains the ground wire

only.
5. Ground connection for transformers in central and subfor transformers in banks or connected by common
neutrals or grounds, and for individual transformers, must
be made to all available underground water and other subsurface piping systems (except that gas-piping systems must
not be used), or to a grounded railway return system, or

stations,

metal plate buried in coke below permanent^ moisture
Addior to pipes driven into permanently damp soil.
grounds may be connected, but they are not reauired.
6. When
each building service is grounded, ground conThis ground on
nections on transformers are not required.
the service wire must be made on the transformer side of
the main switch and cut-out. and the wire should, as far as
nracticable, be kept out of the building, but should be run
into the cellar and connected to the water-pipmg system
running into the building, on the street side of water meters,
to a
level,
tional

main cocks,

When

the

etc.

ground wire

rectly connected exceeds 500 amperes.
When used for the ground connection of individual services
for single transformers, the conductivity of the ground
must be tested hy blowing a two-ampere fuse at no volts,
and the number, size or length of pipes increased until this

or

when connection is made between the ground and a
neighboring ground of any kind, or this test may be made
by blowing the primary fuse in the transformer at the
jtrimary
11. In
of large
wire be

voltage.
central

and sub-stations and transformer installations
size it is recommended that more than one ground
used, and that if ground plates or driven pipes arc
depended upon the area be materially increased.
62. Transformers.
(For installation rules see Nos. 11. 13,
13A and 36.)
a. Must not be placed in any but metallic or other noncombustible eases.
h. Alust be provided with a secondary neutral connection
when designed for use on distributing systems exceeding
150 volts.
c. Must be constructed to comply with the following tests:
1. Shall be run
for eight consecutive hours, etc.
2. The insulation of transformers when heated shall withstand, etc.

The committee realizes that
worded may not be perfect,

hibited.

lilnle

occur.s.

Grounding of Second.nries.
sented
ing of

run ufxiii porcelain kitobi, in molding or
wairr \*\\>c% arc iiul available, a metAl
or ilrivrii pipe nhntl he ukcJ.
^
7. Connn-rioii (n wnirr pipliiK aii'l <•> drivrn pipe iliall Ik
iiitide tiirniiuh
approved kcouiuI eitiinrelinu eliiin|i after all
riiht nnd Hcnlr hiivr liern rrnir>vc-(l, or by wddrrliiK ittto a lirai*
plug which \\a* Itrrii rurejlily urcwrd into ti pipe liltiiiu.
<ir
where the pipcii are eiitil troii iiir<i the pipe itwif.
8. Cotinccliuit
til
KroiHidcd niilwny rcliini nlialt l>r made
hy mcnnit uf a IhiU or rivet nnnfiinu tliroiitdi the rnil holdin)! the wire niechnnically
tiulit, nflrr whieli rail, bolt and
wire hIuiII he carefully fioldered toKelhrr and the Joint
painted with wrilerprtiof paint or Home c(|uivalcn(.
When a railway return circuit in UMrd for nxa\i\\t\ coiincclion to a trfuiKfiirMier, or to a l>aiik of traniiformrrA where
the sccondnricf* arc inlercHiiniecIrd, or \n a nccondary main,
the UKe of more llinn one firound in prohibitc<).
9. When n Kround plale in uticd it nliall conniiit of n No,
16 Sluhb's KauKc coiipcr i)Iatc with an area (one Bi«Ie) of
never lens than 10 Ftcpiarc feet, and munt he incrraMrd proportionately when the capacity of the Renerntor or Irannformer lo which it ifi directly connected excecdii 500
ampcrcH with about two feci of cruidicd coke or charcoal
about pea size, hnth under and over it; or in place of copper
a cast-iron idate of approximately the «ame area and at lca»t
one-half inch thick niay_ be uncd,
The joint between the
plate and the gmund wire should in nil caKC« lie tuildered
and thoroughly protected againHt corroftiun hy [tainting it
witli waterproof paint or Minic equivalent.
10. When driven pipes arc uncd they nhall be of iron and
not less than one inch in diameter (preferably larger).
When use<l for the ground connections of central and .stibstations, and for a ntunber of transformers, the area of the
driven norlinii of the pipe must never be Ies» than 20
square feet and must Ik- increased proportionately when the
capacity of the generator or transformer to which it is dibuilding' it Mlinit he
In ctintjiiit.
Wlicrc

"lAn:."
riif

:

good

No. 4 ground wire.
of Boston said that all new customers in Boston have grounded connections and
the old ones are almost all so provided. Waterservice grounds were used almost entirely and pipe
and ground plates to only a small extent. Th-^
requirement of iron-pipe protections for ground
wires was an excellent one, as practice showed
protection
is
that more satisfactory mechanical
needed than that afforded now in most cases. He
found that the approved ground clamps without
iron bolts were highly desirable.
Mr. Blood, in defending the finding of the committee, said that the limitation of voltage had been
very carefully considered. With 200 volts death is
liable to ensue.
The new requirement takes care
of all but one large and two small cities of the
country. The greatest trouble "vith present grounds
has been caused by mechanical injury. No. 4 wire
was much stronger mechanically than Ko. 6 wire
and was none too large. He therefore moved that
the report of the committee be adopted as the
standard practice of the association.
The motion was carried without a dissenting vote.
as a

W. Cowdes

J.

New
Henry

Plan- of Organization Proposed.

—

It is

:

recommended

run

r
t.
through any part of the

that the constitution be changed

to permit the formation of

—
—

Geographic
Sections.
These sections will
correspond to the present state or territorial organizations, and wdll represent new organizations
to cover districts that now have no state or ter(

I

)

'

is

New

York, past-president
the report of the coma subiect to which he has

L. Dohertj'' of
association, read

of the
mittee on organization
given much attention. Mr. Doherty said
"Our present organizations have grown up more
or less indiscriminately, and no comprehensive plan
has ever been proposed for a thorough organization of the industry throughout "the country.
The
problem of proper organization may at any time
become one of vital importance, and it is greatly
to be desired that the National Electric Light Association should be the basis for a complete organization of the entire business of the country
before new organizations have. been formed or before existing organizations can extend their scope
of operations or inaugurate plans that will make
the eventual consolidation of the central-station
industry in one organization an impossibility^"
Mr. t)ohert>'- then submitted a ver\^ elaborate plan
of reorganizing the association, by changing the
constitution, which may thus be very briefly sum-

marized

ritorial

provision be madr for company secof the central nialions already have
enKiiieerinK chihx, pro(;rcKS clubs or htudy clul>8.
It is the purpose to orfcaiii/c thi-jkc chibH as a local
branch of ihc National Klecfric LikHI AsvK'ialioii,
and lo create others where fiiicli clubs do not now
(j) That

lions.

Many

exist.

(3) That provision be made for the formation
of national special sections. The purpose of these
national special scclionii will he lo permit men
intcrcited in certain Hues n\ work to organize
lliemsclvcs t(i promote ikeir special branch of work,
and is intended to cover, for example, (a) lawyers,
(b) acconntants, (c) purcliasiuf; aKcnis, (d) newbusiness nianagers, or any and all subdivisions of
central-station work,
(4) 'Ihe authorization of national conferences,
These national conferences are to be authorized on
special subjects, from lime to lime, upon application of 15 or more Class A nu'nibcrs.
(5) That exhibits be provided for, whereby electrical shows or exhibits may be held under the
auspices of the National Eleclrlc Light Association.
(6) Tiiat contests be provided for, whereby the
relative merits of competitive apparatus used in
the central-station industry can be demonstrated
tnider the direction of :tn impartial tribunal and by
an organization of sufiicienl authority and prestige
to make such contests well worth their expense.

Mr. Doherty presented a set of amendments and
additions to the constitution designed to carry out
his

ideas.

After the reading of this report W. H. Blood, Jr.,
of Boston moved that the incoming administration
appoint a committee on this subject to report to
He said the proposed changes
the next convention.
were radical and should be carefully examined.
on motion of E. H.
motion
was
amended,
This
Davis of Wiiliamsport, Pa., to have the committee
appointed at once and instructed to report, if posThe amended mosible, to the present convention.
tion was carried and later in the afternoon the
president appointed as this committee W. W. FreeF.
^L Tait, Dayton.
man. Brooklyn, chairman
;

Consideration of the committee report on the
grounding of secondaries was taken up at the
afternoon session.
The discussion was opened
by H. B. Gear of Chicago, w-ho did not see why
the connnittee had recommended 150 volts instead
of 250. By this rule a large number of consumers
using 220-volt motors would be affected, as it
would require rewiring them on the Y three-phase
system. He also thought that No. 6 wire was amply large enough, electrically and mechanically, and
fully as

4«3

organization.

Ohio; L. A. Ferguson. Chicago; W. H. Blood,
Boston, and Arthur Williams, New York.

Jr.,

Power Developmext ix Small Stations.
Charles Robbins of Pittsburg read the paper
written by J. R. Bibbins of Pittsburg and himself
on "Power Development in Small Stations." Following is nn abstract
The question of power rate is, and perhaps
always will remain, a complex one. The subject
has been thoroughly discussed at previous meetings,
and it is not our intention to here advance suggestions as to what the power rate should be, bui
rather to show the influence of long-hour service
as a factor in decreasing cost per kilowatt per
ho'.'.r.

To obtain a true idea of the cost of power in a
central generating plant it is not sufficient to examine the average cost over a considerable period
of changing loading; there should also be available two distinct sets of data, each reduced to the
form of representative curves: (a) The hourly cost
(b) the hourly cost of operating
of fixed charges
From this information a composite curve
expenses.
maj' be drawn show'ing the cost for any hour of
the day or night of each kilowatt generated at 100
But, as commercial conper cent, loading factor.
ditions are such that a 100 per cent, loading factor
is in most stations unattainable, it is necessan' to
provide data showing the cost per hour of each
kilowatt generated at various station load factors.
The authors show the application of this method
in the study of a typical case, and conclude with
some practical suggestions as to methods that will
develop a central-station power load.
Some of
these suggestions follow.
;

An

important

necessary,

is

step,

and perhaps one of the most

see that each power prospect is
that you are ready to serve his re-

to

fully advised
quirements.
This may be done by general advertising and personal, solicitation, with the reasonable
expectation that a hi.gh averag:e of results will lead
Another method, and
to a satisfactory load curve.
one that is used by manufacturers of other commodities, is to classify all the possible purchasers
into related groups and then to plan a separate
sales campaign adapted to each of the classified
lists of prospects.
To adopt ordinary commercial methods to the

central-station power it is desirable to
each prospect, not only in reference to
related or similar lines of manufacture, but also as
to the effect iheir power load will have upon the
station load curve.
To some classes of power users the convenience
and flexibility- of central-station ser\*ice far outweigh the question of economy, while to others the
problem of cost of power is the first consideration.
.\ study of each case will always place the solicitor
in possession of the necessary facts, enabling him
to approach the user from the point of view of the
results that may be accomplished by the use of
motors ooerated b}- central-station service.
Many instances have occurred where the desired
sale
of
classify

operations could only have been accomplished by
the use of an electric motor, the prime considera-

;

:

;
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these cases being tlie flexibility with which
the operation of electric motors may be controlled.
Automatic pumping is an excellent example; so also
tion in

the driving of the modern newspaper press. The
electric traveling crane and many other
present methods of handling materials could not be
so economically accomplished by any other means.

"G E" meant "Get Everything." He suggested cooperation with the live electrical contractors of the
town.
Design of Small Stations.

is

overhead

The problem that confronts the electrical manufacturers of today is, to a great extent, the proper
selection of the right characteristics required of a
motor and the method of controlling its operations
together with the proper combination and operation
of the electrical^ unit with the machines it is in-

May

J. T. Whittlesey of NewN. J., and Paul Spencer of Philadelphia on
"The Small Station and Its Economical Operation"
was then read by Mr. Whittlesey. The authors

The

excellent paper of

ark,

outlined a plan for a station in a city of 20,000
population or less. The paper was of practical
value and will be presented in full in a later issue
was discussed
It
of
the Western Electrician.
C. A. Howlett,
by C M. Young, Columbus, Ga.
Chicago; E. L. Brown, Elmwood, III.; T. W. McNamee, Wabash, Ind. Mr, Almert, Wichita, Kan.
John Campbell,
R. S. Searle, Rochester, N. Y.
Boston; E. F. McCabe, Lewistown, Pa.; W. G.
Carroll, Beaumont, Te.x., and Paul Spencer.
;

tended to drive.
Experience with the use of electrical motors and
the results accomplished by their proper use has
to a great extent revolutionized the design and productive capacity of machines used in present manuIt is because of its intrinsic
facturing processes.
merit that the use of the electric motor has grown
It is also because
to such an enormous extent.
those men who are combining the motor with many
different types of machines are becoming familiar
with the capability of a properly arranged unit,
where due consideration is given to motor, controller and machine.
The practice of today is not simply to belt a
motor to the line shaft or gear the motor to the
machine, but it is to give the most minute consideration to the selection of the controller and its
location, to the characteristics of the motor and the
method of applying it, and to the effect the combination will have on the cost of the product.
The term "load factor" is one that is familiar to

and your experience is such that you know
the average consumption in any given installation

you

all,

an extremely variable quantity.
It will vary
with the kind of service and may be from five per
cent, to 85 per cent, of the connected load.
It depends upon several things the proper selection of
motor, the time of operation and the class of material being worked upon, or the service of the
machine.
In some classes of work the load factor will be
high if the machines are of the automatic type
arid the motors are properly selected.
The load
factor may be lowered or raised if the motors are
not properly proportioned to the work.
To make
assurance doubly sure when considering motor
drive, the time factor as well as the average load
on the machine must be carefully considered. From
these two elements an estimation may be made of
the load time factor of any installation.
is

—

The most

successful basis upon which a centralcompany can develop power users is when
its solicitors are in a position to show in all its
advantages the resulting economy of the use of motors.
As motors are the consuming power device,

station

a better control might be had of the business should
the management of the station undertake to sell the
motors and install them ready for operation. They
would then be able to advise with the consumer
concerning the most desirable selection of units, the
method of their control, and to assure the users
the many advantages resulting from their use.
Where the purchase and selection of motors are
left to the consumer he may often fail to realize
the benefits of your service to the fullest extent.
^lany power consumers fail to understand the
effect on cost that low load factors will have, and
consequently need to be educated to a proper
method of determining their power cost at the point
of application and not, as is usually the case, from
the engine indicator card.
In the discussion of the paper M'r. Dame of
Ntw York said that few p6wer solicitors appreciated the importance of power factor in alternating-current work.
Harold Almert of Wichita, Kan., said that the
manufacturing companies should assist the small
central stations in planning campaigns for power
business they should not merely pick out the easy
examples and leave the "tough nuts" to the local
company. The load conditions of the customer
should be investigated by actual test. In the case
of a desirable customer the motor might possibly
be furnished free. With less desirable but still
fairly good load the motor might be furnished at
half price; and so on.
Paul Spencer of Philadelphia called attention to
the fact that practically every power installation
is ovcr-motorcd.
He recommended that in some
way a penalty be put on the size of the motor
itself, so that it will be kept down to the smallest
possible size, Mr. Hawks of Goshen, Ind., also
;

spoke

briefly.

A

southern

ment by saying

member, who created some amusethat he came from a town of 2,500

—2,505

inhabitants

by actual count

— said

that

motors arc a great help to (he stations
towns. "We want to get more motors
circuits,"

said

the size or

he;

power

"we

don't care

so

in

on

small
small

our

much about

factor."

that some inarc twice as large as they should be
some
only
arc
one-half as large
on the other hand,
as they -should be.
>{r. Cartwrighl of Knoxvillc, Tenn., in speaking
of the manufacturers, raised a laugb by saying

Mr.

Crosby of

stallations

Boston remarked

;

;

Question Box.
Alex. J. Campbell of New London, Conn., spoke
about the Question Box of the National Electric
Light Association. He recommended that the association publish a handbook and also urged that
the publication of the Question Box should be
continued in the monthly Bulletin. At the conclusion of the reading of the paper President Farrand spoke highly of the efficiency of Mr. Campbell's work as editor of the Question Box in the

The recommendations were

Bulletin.

referred

Uniform Accounting.
H. M. Edwards of, the New York Edison Company presented the report of the committee on a
uniform system of accounting for electric-lighting

He

companies.

companies

is

so

Lukes, Chicago; Dr. Charles P. Steinraetz, Schenectady
Ernest H. Davis, Williamsport, Pa., and
I.
E. Moultrop, Boston.
The secretary appointed as the committee on the
president's address H. L. Doherty of New York,
J. B. McCall of Philadelphia and Percy Ingalls of
Newark, N. J.
;

Candlepower Standard.

A

that the proportion of small
great that uniformity in accounts

said

can only be accomplished in essentials. He presented tentative classifications of expense and income accounts, too long to be given here. The
main classification, however, is as follows
Expense Production, transmission, storage batdistribution, municipal street lighting, comtery,
mercial expense, new business, general.
Income Sale of electric current, profit on mer-

—

—

chandise, sales, rents from real estate, interest, and
dividends from investment.
Mr. Edwards reported that since the last meeting
of the association the public-service commissions
of the state of New York had completed their
organizations, and through their respective bureaus
of statistics and accounts have been preparing a
classification of accounts to be followed by all the
companies within their jurisdictions. For the streetrailway business the commissions have adopted the
system of the Interstate Commerce Commision, but
for the gas and electric-hght industries they will
formulate systems of their own. The accounting
committee of the -National Electric Light Association has kept in touch with this work of the commissions, has tendered its aid, and this aid the
commissions have been good enough to accept and
have consulted the committee on all features of

have been
classifications
Tentative
plan.
adopted by the commissions, and Mr. Edvvards'
association
the
committee desired the instruction of
as to its attitude toward them.
Philadelphia thought the classifiJ. B. McCall of
cations of the New York public-service commissions
He would
so theoretical as to be impracticable.
be sorry to see the state of New York adopt
them, as it would be an unfortunate precedent,
particularly burdensome to the small companies.
M'r. McCall offered the following resolution:
"Resolved, That the association adopt the classification of e.xpense and income accounts as proposed
by the committee on uniform accounting as the

set of resolutions sent

by Dr. A. E. Kennelly,
secretary of a joint committee of the sub-committee
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
American Gas Institute and the Illuminating Engineering Society on the question of the adoption of
an international standard candle unit, was presented and read. There is a growing need of a
common unit of candlepower for both electric and
gas interests, and it is desirable to have such a
standard international. The resolutions, in which
the National Electric Light Association concurred,
on motion of Arthur Williams of New York, approve of a common candlepower unit and refers
the matter to the United States Bureau of Standards, to. formulate a standard of about the average
value of the government laboratory standards of
the United States, Great Britain and France. No
recommendation of the definite value of the candlepower standard is made.
Adjournment was then taken until Wednesday.

Entertainment Features

to

the incoming administration.

Mr. McCall explained that
resolution did not necessarily
pany must adopt the
but
flects

the

adoption of the
that each comfor its own use,

mean

classification

rather that the committee's classification
the best thought of the association on

re-

the

subject.

Searle of Rochester, N. Y., urged the
of the report. The Commission of the
Second District of the State of New York is will-,
ing to receive suggestions and honest criticism on
It is imthe accounts as arranged by its expert.
portant at this critical moment that the system of
accounting, as adopted by the association, be adopted
by the commissions of the slate of New York.
R.

S.

adoption

Mr. McCall's motion

was adopted unanimously.

sanctions the committee's classification. "The
further question of" the relation of the association
to the public-service commissions of the state of
New York, in the mailer of accounts, was discussed at the parallel session of Wednesday morn-

This

_

ing.

CoNCLfniNc Business of Tuesday.
Secretary Freeman announced that additional letters of regret had been received from George Wcstinghouse, Pittsburg; Gen. G. H. Harries, Washington; P. G. Gossler, Mont'cal; L. H. Schcrk,

Birmingham,

Ala.,

and

S.

J.

Glass, Milwaukee,

with reference to the question of
high tension, authorized previously, was announced
Paul Spencer, Philadelphia; G. H.
as follows:

The committee,

of

Tuesday,

In the afternoon the ladies were instructed and
entertained
by an illustrated
lecture on "The
Philosophy of the Cartoon," by John T. M'cCutcheon, the noted Chicago cartoonist, delivered at the
Art Institute. The speaker said that at Purdue
University he expected to become an electrical
engineer, but having no gift for mathematics he
turned his attention to drawing. He told how the
cartoonist gets his ideas and illustrated his methods by drawing pictures, working with remarkable
rapidity and ease.
He closed by drawing clever
portraits of several officers of the association, concluding with the picture of a lady (which many
of the ladies present declared to be a portrait of
Mrs. InsuU) pointing to a large T. This was the
signal that the lecture was at an end, for it was
followed by a dainty five-o'clock tea. The occasion
was greatly appreciated and enjoyed.
Both ladies and gentlemen were the guests of the
association on the visit to White City on Tuesday
evening. Special trains were provided on the South
Side Elevated Railroad, and the visitors were supplied with little packets containing five-cent detachable coupons of the total value of one dollar
for each person, in addition to the railroad tickets.
These coupons were exchanged at the gate and
at the various shows for
tickets admitting the
holder to any attraction on the grounds. The electrical men and their wives not only admired the
electric-lighting display at White City, but enjoyed
the County Fair, Scenic Railway, Social Whirl and
other amusements to the utmost.
•

Wednesday's Proceedings.

their

association standard."

23, 1908

a.

The second day's session was opened at 10:10
ni.
The president announced that the parallel

session of the accountants was scheduled to begin
at 10:15 a. m. in the banquet hall on the sixth
floor and asked Mr. Alex Dow,' first vice-president,
to take the chair so that he could address the
other meeting.

Photometric Precision.
In the absence of the authors. Prof. A. E. Kennelly and Mr. S. E. Whiting, their paper on "Some
Observations on Photometric Precision" was read
by Preston S. Millar of New York.
The authors of this technical paper say that the
literature of photometry contains very little on the
precision of measurements made with one and the
same photometer, or on the relative precision of
measurements made with diffeernt types of photomIt
was their object to describe measureeter.
ments, made by several observers, to determine the
precision of four different types of photometer for

one homochrome (and also for one heterochrome)
The investipair of luminous intensities compared.
gation was elaborate, and results arc given in the
tables.
One of the conclusions is as fol"It seems desirable to have the probable
error either of a single balance, or of a corresponding single ratio of luminous intensity, determined
and recorded with every important set of photo-

form of

lows:

The probable error of any
photometrist should be determined, recorded and
compared both in homochrome' .and in hetercichromc tests, at suitable intervals, when accurate
work is expected from him."
B. Klumpp of Philadelphia opened the disJ.
cussion by slating that the Bunsen photometer was
the one most universally used in commercial work,
and the proficiency readily obtained with it by any
skilled operator is such that the average results
arc nuich betur than those slated in the paper.
Mr. Millar admilled that this might be true.
In fact, in some very recent experiments conducted
at the Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York,
the average error was only 0,4 per cent, with the
metrical measurements.

May
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grcasc-spot pliotoiiictcr a record of accuracy
higher than the results given in the paper.

much

Low-pressure Turbines.
papiT on "I,ow-prcESure Steam Turbines," by
John W. Kirl<hincl of Schenectady, was then read.
The purpose of this paper is to draw attention
to an eiiKineerinK scheuK' that will effect a remarkable gain in central-station capacity and economy
wilhnut involving the abandonment of existing apparatus, and with a niininuim of additional investThe low-pressure turbine affords a means
ment.
of increasing the capacity of existing central stations that arc equipped with reciprocating engines,
and of at the same time reducing coal consumption.
Furthermore, the increased capacity will be in every
iMse secured at a less capital cost than by in-cdling
additional
high-pressure
generating apparatus.
These advantages are such as to warrant
the serious consideration of low-pressure turbines
with plans for increasing the capacity
ill connection
or improving the economy of any engine-driven
'I'lu'

In a great many instances these turbines will
be found to offer the best solution of the particular

plant.

engineering problem.
The reciprocating engine is a highly efficient apparatus for utilizing the available energy of steam
between boiler pressure and atmospheric pressure;
but for certain reasons it is a very inefficient apparatus for lower pressures. The steam turbine is,
on the contrary, especially efficient when worked
in the lo\yer pressure range (below atmospheric).
The combination, therefore, of a high-pressure engine exhausting first into a suitably proportioned
turbine and the latter exhausting into a condenser
affords as efficient means of utilizing the available
energy of steam as can be designed. This system
w-ill
improve the performance of many existing
steam-engine stations that have heretofore been
uneconomical to such an extent as to make them
compare to advantage with many more modern
and larger stations. While the best net economy
of a combination of engine and turbine will naturally be gained when the engines used are most
efficient, the gain by the use of low-pressure turbines will be such as to produce very satisfactory
saving in connection with engines of poor economy.
The possible gain in capacity is greater with inefficient engines than with more efficient; th-erefore
instances can easily be foreseen where it will even

advantageous to produce artificially' uneconomconditions in an engine (by altering valve setting) so that it will pass an excess of steam to be
utilized by a low-pressure turbine for the sake of
e.xtra peak capacity.
Since the place of the low-pressure turbine is between the engine exhaust and a condenser, it may
be considered as an improved method of compounding.
It most satisfactorily secures the economies
sought for by a multiplication of cylinders as in
triple and quadruple-expansion engines.
Curves of performance are given.
It is stated
that by compounding a good e.xisting engine with a
low-pressure turbine a gain of about 50 per cent, is
effected in steam economy.
This is to be compared
with 25 per cent., which is generally accepted as
the maximum gain possible by simply taking the
steam from a compound engine into a condenser in
which a 28-inch vacuum is maintained.
The first
cost of the additional peak capacity secured by
low-pressure turbines is much less than that involved by additional high-pressure generating apbe

ical

paratus.
Several existing installations are mentioned, one at the Thirteenth and Mount Vernon
Street plant of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Company.
_W. S. Barstow of Portland,

Ore., started the
discussion of the paper by stating that the majority
of condensing-engine plants are now running at a
maximum vacuum of 25 to 26 inches mercury, while
the low-pressure turbine requires a much higher
vacuum^ to give its best results. Therefore new
condensing equipment must be included in the investment for such turbines in practically all cases.
There are^ many plants, however, that could be
materially improved by the addition of low-pressure
turbines.
He cited a case of a cement plant in
Virginia where a stream running some threefourths of a mile around the plant was tapped in
such a way as to act as a cooling tower. The
use of low-pressure turbines is a condensing proposition entirely.
If condensing equipment cannot be
provided, the non-condensing steam engine will
remain without the turbine adjunct.
W. L. R. Emmet of Schenectady agreed with Mr.
Barstow as to the necessity of condensers, but
thought that condensing equipment could be installed with resultant economy in more cases than
is
generally believed. At the Fisk Street station
power is produced on the largest scale and at the
lowest cost anywhere. High-pressure steam turbines run with best results in the large sizes.
Small
turbines of this type would give equal economy if
run at very high speed, too high for driving electric generators.
Low-pressure turbines do not vary
much in economy whether in large or small sizes.

Consequently engines can always be improved by
addition of low-pressure turbines. Increase of
for all steam-turbine work on account of the increased economy attainable. Mr.

the

vacuum pays

Emmet

cilcd

the

improvriiirnt

in

the

Fink Street

obtained t.-irgcly by building <ub-baie condensers instead of sep.'iralr condensers.
The average v.icuuni oblaini'd from the nix last
nnils with sub-ba.sc condcnners was 29Mi inches
.against 27'/ for the first four units with acpar.ile
condensers.
Me predicted that tlie lime is coming
when all steam engines will be cither t.'ilten ^»ut and
replaced by high-pressure .steam turbines or they
will exhaust into low-pressure turbines.
J. R. Bibbins cilcd some cases where even greater
increase of output was obtained by the use of
low-pressure turbines than liic instances given in
the paper.
He spoke of the conditions prevailing
in rolling-mill work.
The direct connection of the
turbine and condenser referred to by Mr. Emmet
was being carrier! out successfully in the many
double-deck plants now being put in.
A delegate from Montreal declared that in his
employed for a
belief steam engines would be
great many years to come, notwithstanding tlic
prophecies to the contrary.
He asked about tKe
cost of the plant in Virginia.
Mr. Barstow said the cost of the tunnel alone
was $18,000, but that the total cost of the added
equipment was about $55,000 less than it would
h.ave been if additional boilers and engines had been
provided.
units,

Gas Engines.

W.

Eglin of Philadelphia next read, in
exhaustive "Report of the Committee
on Gas Engines." An abstract is given elsewhere
C. L.
abstract, the
in

this issue.

A

large

number

illustrating

details

of lantern-slide views were shown
of various American-built en-

gines.

Prof. C. E. Lucke of New York opened the disHe said the gas engine is as rehable and
economical a prime mover as any in use. It is
not to- be considered as the universal power producer of the immediate future. In certain fields
it has marked advantages.
In general, a gas-engine
installation does not vary as much with size in
cost per horsepower as :s true with steam engines.
Hence in large plants a gas-engine installation cannot be .expected to operate as economically as its
steam-engine rival, but in small plants undoubted
point of imporeconomy results from its use.
tance not to be overlooked is the readiness with
which gas engines can be started and stopped;
they can generally be started and put under load
This makes it particularly
inside of one minute.
advantageous to use small units and run them at
cussion.

A

maximum

biin, J. B. Kliimpp, C. E, Lucke, Eglin. Will§ and
others.
Points brought out were that simplification
of eonslruclioii is iirccss.iry, breause oprratori are
usually not sulTicicnlly skilled.
Failures were usuto be traced
to prjor workmen.
First-clafs
engineers arc necessary from the gas production to
its
nlilizalion.
Companies can well afTord to pay
the highest salaries to gel the advantages in economy possessed by the gas engine. Tliis is particularly true in small plants.
[1 had been found frequently thai better results could be obtained from
teaching an ordinary skilled machinist how to run
the entire producer and engine plant than from
the employment of an expert steam engineer.
ally

NfETERS.

The next number on

the programme was the
reading of the report of the commitltc on meters.
It was presented in abstract by its chairman, Louis
A. Ferguson. The conclusion of the report is at
follows:
"Your committee camiot urge too strongly the
very great importance of thorough study and vigorous attention on the part of each company to
the entire subject of metering.
From the viewpoint
of first cost, the meter forms a very large part
of the total investment for each of the many very
small consumers. From the viewpoint of operating
expense, the care, maintenance and reading of the
meter and billing is a large part of the expense
for these same very small consumers.
From the
viewpoint of income, an average difTerence of a
very few per cent, on the whole output of any one
company is a very serious matter, indeed, all of
which indicates that the complexity and importance
of this matter is such as to require judicious and
expert attention from every company.
"Your committee further believes that the association should take up at once the matter of meterregulating ordinances which might serve as a basis
for member companies, to the end that such ordinances when and where enacted be uniformly just

and equitable to the consumer and to the public."
The discussion was conducted briefly by Messrs.
George A. Sawin, 0. J. Bushnell, Alex Dow,
Louis A. Ferguson and others. The features emphasized were that meters should be tested in service position, as otherw-ise there was no way of
telling just what they were doing under actual
service conditions. The effect of temperature variation alone was so marked that laboratory or shop
tests are not to be ultimately depended upon.
The morning session adjourned shortly after one
o'clock.

efficiency.

J. R. Bibbins of Pittsburg stated that American
gas engines do not have the refinements of European machines, as the aim here has been simplicity
of construction. The rating of American engines
has been very conservative. Troubles from backAttention was called to the
firing are not serious.
great range in the quality of gas that is used
successfully, this running from 85 to 2,000 British
thermal units in heating value. Producer plants
should be perfected so as to run continuously. Various things must be brought about to permit this,
such as automatic removal of ashes, perfection of
scrubbers, etc.
Gas holders are generally undesirable except to insure a uniform quality of gas
rather than to hold a reserve supply. Repairs in
well-installed and properly operated plants are now
very small and the outages likewise, thus resulting
in practically continuous operation.
Arthur S. Ives of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., declared
that the question of coal economy was not of paramount importance compared with that of depreciation and antiquation. This fact should be borne in
mind when considering the relative advantages of
gas engines.
H. Almert of Wichita stated that operating success with gas engines varies greatly in different
places, due to the sources from which the gas is
obtained as well as the personnel of the operating
force.
He has found that steam engineers generally^ do not seem to know how to operate a gasengine plant properly. The high efficiency attained
in
Europe
with the internal-combustion engine
should force more attention to this prime mover
by engineers here. A great many features of the
gas engine and gas producer bear investigation further, and he therefore urged the continuance of the
committee.
Mr. Freund of the Illinois Steel Company,
Chicago, said simplification of gas engines has been
carried too far in this country to obtain the many
marked advantages to be derived from slight complications that have been very successfully introduced in Europe. He spoke of a number of markedly satisfactory plants in Germany, and was convinced that the gas engine was the power of the
future, notwithstanding that in performance it will
have to compete with the best steam engines and

steam turbines.
Mr. Davis, of Aliis-Chalmers Company, Milwaustated that stratification method w'as used
because results in Europe indicated this to be best.
Where lean gases are used back-firing has been
frequently stopped by adding a little larger proportion of air.
Participating briefly, in the discussion were Dr.
Steinmetz and Messrs. W. L. R. Emmet, J. R. Bibkee,
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Accountants' Parallel Session.

An

experiment was tried at this convention in
the holding of special or parallel sessions at the

same time the regular sessions were in progress.
first of these was held on Wednesday morning
in the banquet room on the sixth floor of the
hotel and was devoted to the subject of uniform

The

accounting, with special reference to the classificaof accounts as proposed by the public-service
commissions in New York state and elsewhere. H.
M. Edwards of New York, chairman of the committee on uniform accounting, presided. President
Farrand opened the meeting with a few words
explaining its object.
llr. Edwards abstracted a paper by Professor
.''idams of the Interstate
Commerce Commission,
which showed the reason why the government
wanted a universal system of accounts in effect
with the steam-railroad companies. One of the
principal motives was shown to, be the placing of
responsibility on one person in a corporation as
to the propriety of all the entries in the books.
This paper also went to show about how far back
corporate bodies were created, and some instances
were cited so as to indicate that such organizations
were in existence in the sixteenth century.
After this paper was finished the chairman stated
that the subject was open for discussion, and quite
a number took part in it, among them Messrs.
Young. Carter. Freeman. Mathes. Dame. Fisk, Waltion

Little, Sweet and Thos. N. McCarter.
Mr.
McCarter, who is president of the Public Senice
Corporation of New-ark, N. J., cited his experiences

lace.

at Washington in connection w-ith street railways,
he having spent several days going into the details,
and he gave his hearers the impression that neither
Professor Adams nor the commission itself wished
to lay down any hard and fast rule, but gradually
came to the way of thinking of those materially
interested.
He encouraged those present by saying
that he thought the same experience regarding the
electric-light companies and the state commissions
would be encountered.
The question of depreciation was shown to be
an all-important one, and one to be agreed upon
between the state commissions and the electric-light
companies, and it developed that it seemed impossible to fix any rate as a method of depreciation,
but it was generally believed that it should be left
to each company to take care of its own depreciation, as no two companies with the same local

conditions exist.

Mr. Wallace of Boston suggested that the mempresent might state their opinions as to the
methods of depreciation that were employed. This
bers
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fortii
several statements, which further
that there is no fixed rule of depreciation.
It w-as generalb' agreed that the tentative scheme
York Public
of accounts, as prepared by the
Service Commission, Second District, would create

brought

showed

New

a great deal

of

unne'cessary expense.

Wednesd.w's Entertainments.

The

tour of inspection of Marshall Field
place on Wednesday forenoon.
young-lady guides met the visitors and
escorted them through the large establishment in

&

ladies'

Co.'s

store took

Trained

May

The arc lamp is well adapted to streets requiring
a sufficiently high intensity of illumination to permit of their being* spaced at comparatively short
intervals.

The incandescent lamp is best adapted to streets
requiring a lower intensity, where arc lamps to
compete economically would have to be placed so
far apart that the intervening space would be practically unlighted, though an unnecessary intensity
would be provided in the immediate vicinity of the

airi-

lamps.
In the case of an arc lamp hung in the middle of
a 30-foot suburban road, its rays of maximum intensity being (in case of the magnetite or luminous
arc) about 10 degrees below the horizontal, a large
portion of the light v^'ill be wasted beyond the
fences in the surrounding fields, where it is of no
value whatever.
The lighting of intermediate districts between the
principal business districts and the outlying districts
depends upon local conditions.
In the residential
section of cities having wide streets and
longblocks it may be found economical to place arc
lamps at intersections of the streets and light the
intervening spaces by incandescent lamps.
Various arrangements for the suspension of street
lamps have been devised.
The ideal arrangement
is to suspend the lamp in the center of the street,
though this is seldom practical. More often the
poles are placed on one side of the street or an
equal distance apart diagonally across the street
the lamps themselves being suspended by a suitable
bracket attached to the pole so as to project several feet over the edge of the curb, minimizing the

ness and cleanliness. It is the first and largest
steam-turbine power plant in the w-orld and withal
Handsome southe most economically operated.
venir booklets were handed to the guests on entering, and the gentlemen were taken through the
boiler and turbine rooms of the main power house
and then conducted through the swdtch house, the
route leading to a large tent on the grounds, wdiere
a bountiful collation was served. A fire drill was
given for the benefit of the visitors, who departed
with the heartiest expressions of admiration for
the appointments of the great 100,000-kilowatt plant
and for the enterprise and acumen of the men who
guide the destinies of the company which owns it.

not practicable with the ordinary Welsbach street
lamp.
As to the height of suspension, this depends to
some e.xtent upon the intrinsic brilliancy of the
unit and the distance between units.
In the carbon-filament lamp the height is usually from ic to
12 feet, but w-ith the tungsten, where the higher
candlepow-er will be more popular, it should be
higher, probably from 15 to 18 feet.
In all cases
the lamps should be suspended at such a distance
above the sidewalk or roadway as to avoid the rays
shining directly in the eyes of a person approachin.g,
but not so high that tree foliage \v\]\ intercept the

parties

of

explaining the various features of
elaborate luncheon was served in the

ten,

An

interest.
South Grill

Room

Mrs. Louis A. Ferat noon.
guson, whose husband was chairman of the entertainment committee, was present, and received many
congratulations on the success of this and all other
features of the entertainment programme.
There was no convention session on Wednesday
afternoon, and the men were taken on a visit of
inspection to the Fisk Street station of the Com-

1

monwealth Edison Company. Special street cars
were provided, and Mr. Samuel Insull, president
of the company, was waiting at the door of the
great power house to greet the first installment of
his guests, who were piloted from the hotel by
Mr. Louis A. Ferguson, second vice-president of
the company, with a party of officers of the association, in an automobile.

—

"Fisk Street" has been often described several
times in the Western Electrician, the most recent
but it has to be
article appearing only last week
seen to appreciate its magnitude, its thorough and

—

complete equipment,

its

massive beauty and

its

\

shadows

from

At

Wednesday evening's
was the reading (in

session the
abstract) of

first

Executive
fea-

paper

the

etc.

on "Series Incandescent Systems with Tungsten
Lamps." by P. D. Wagoner of Schenectady.
Dr.
C. P. Steinmetz and others discussed the paper.
Only in recent years has the development of the
Gem high-efiiciency unit at 2.7 watts per candle and
the tungsten lamp at i.2,t watts per candle placed
the series incandescent system on a basis to compete effectively with other systems of street illumination.
Indications of most satisfactory tungsten life have
been obtained in actual practice
for example, in
one installation of 172 lamps an average life per
lamp of 1,350 hours has been obtained.
test
conducted on 18 lamps of this type resulted in 12
lamps running over 2,000 hours without breakage
or perceptible decrease in efficiency.
It therefore
would seem reasonable to e.xpect an average life of
1.500 hours at 1,25 watts per candle.
The initial of
efiiciency seems to be maintained pretty generally
throughout the life of the lamps, while with the
carbon lamp it decreases from 25 to 50 per cent.

This

arrangement

is

rays.

light

Street Lighting by Tungsten L..\mps.
ture

foliage,

Session.

The

report of the secretary and treasurer and
executive committee was made by W. W. Freeman of Brooklyn at the Wednesday evening meeting, which was an executive session.
Although
the expense of the last year was heavy, the association
^s
in
excellent
financial
condition.
Si-Kty-three new members have already been admitted this year and other applications are on
hand to be considered.
Invitations were
read
from commercial and trade bodies in Buffalo,
Columbus and Seattle as places for the 1909
ineeting.

regulation, and under
better to welcome

23,

circumstances

the

it

1908

may

be

an authoritative, businessand expert legislative controlling body.
Mr. Insull then read the report.
The more
important
work undertaken by the committee
during the last year consists of a comparative
codification and analysis of the three public-service
statutes of those states now having publicservice
commissions Massachusetts,
New York
and Wisconsin.
This has been done under the
personal direction of the secretary of the committee,
Mr. W. H. Gardiner, whose report to
the committee was presented to the convention
in connection with the main report.
The commitlike

—

report says that at present the drift of pubopinion seems favorable to closer regulation
and control of public-service corporations occupying non-competitive fields.
Each company .must
decide for itself and must be guidsd by local
conditions, yet where this tendency is active it
will undoubtedly be found desirable to co-operate
with the legislative authorities in securing publicservice
measures which, fair to the public at
large, will also adequately safeguard the interests
of the corporations.
It cannot be denied, the report says, that where
companies occupy a given territory exclusively,
the feeling is almost inevitable on the part of
the public that for the utility desired, whether
in the nature of a necessity or luxury, the public is "in the power" of the corporation.
Where
this feeling exists a spirit of resentment is bound
to follow, which, many times unfair on the part
of the public, is no less harmful to the corporation.
"Our opinion is that in matters of this kind
the
material interests of the corporations are
conserved
by
having
an
authoritative
body,
standing high in the community, before which
any cause for dissatisfaction may be placed and
from which a fair expert and decisive answer
may be received."
The report is an exhaustive one and contained
much of value to the members. The committee
consisted of Arthur Williams
(chairman), New
York;
Everett
W. Burdett, Boston; Walton
Clark,
Philadelphia;
Henry L. Doherty, New
York; Alex Dow, Detroit; Samuel Insull, Chicago; J. W. Lieb, Jr., New York; Joseph B. McCall, Philadelphia; Samuel Scovil, Cleveland, and
Charles L. Edgar, Boston.
W. H. Gardiner, New
York, is the secretary, to whom .the committee
gives credit for his faithful work.
The discussion of the report was enthusiastic
and participated in by some of the leading irien
of the association.
Thos. N. McCarter, president of the Public Service Corporation of New
Jersey, did not sanction some of the recommendations of the report and he expressed the views
of his company eloquently and forcefully.
Henry
tee's

lic

Dow

L. Doherty and Alex
also made excellent
addresses, and Mr. Insull closed the discussion
with an instructive and interesting speech.
The
association then adopted the report.

;

A

The
lamps

incandescent

series

makes

system

with

tungsten

satisfactory and uniform
sections that, on account of cost,
would otherwise be indifferently illuminated with
arcs placed a considerable distance apart or left
entirely without artificial illumination.
Generally speaking, there are two types of street
lighting the one employing a lighting unit of high
candlcpower and the other a unit of low candlepower. Each of these systems has its proper field,
and it is difficult to define where the field of the
arc ceases and the incandescent begins, for between
the two extremes there is a field of indefinable
limits,
the lighting of which is dependent upoii
local conditions.
Certain localities require illumination of high intensity— for instance, the business
center of a city and for this purpose the electric
arc is best adapted.
On the other hand, there arc
sections of a city, such as alleys, residence and

illumination

possible,

of

—

—

which may be more or less
trees, and where the houses may be a
considerable distance from the street, where the arc
is not the ideal ilhiminant.
Should a unit of high
suburban
shaded by

districts,

candlepower,

such as the arc, be used in such a
the cost of illumination would be such as
necessitate
to
a wide spacing of the lamps, resulting in illumination of widely varying intensity.
It
is
in such
places that the use of the tungsten
lighting unit becomes important— in fact, a neceslocality,

sity.
The introduction of the ItmRslcn lamp permits of increasing the intensity of uniform illumination of such an installation without increasing the

cost of energ>- above that of a system using carbonfilament lamps.
The practical operation of such a
system is simplicity itself, as the arcs for high
intensity and incandcsccnts for lower intensity may

be operated in scries on the same circuit.

Insurance

W.

H.

Blood,

High-efficiency

Report.

Boston, insurance expert for the association, read his report.
Mr.
Blood has already accomplished work of great
value for the good of the member companies, and
the feeling between the L^nderwriters
and the
association
has
been
made more harmonious.
Jr.,

But some of the rules promulgated in the interof safety from fire are perhaps unnecessary
tend to decrease the use and popularity of
electricity.
These need to be modified.
A committee
consisting
of
Mr.
Blood,
three
representatives of the Underwriters and one from the
electrical
contractors is now at work and may
est

and

rearrange
the
entire
National
Electrical
Code.
Most plans of co-operative insurance have failed
in their purpose: howe\'er, the principles of the
plan originated by Mr. Staats of Cleveland have
much merit.
There was a brief discussion of
the
his

report

and Mr. Blood was complimented

effective

efforts

in

The paper

of

the

interest

of the

for
lighting

companies.

Public

trol.

The

through
tures.

the

municipal-ownership craze is waning
experience of many of these ven-

But the general public

still

part

first

favors

closer

"The

given

is

elsew'here in this issue.
of the report of the convention
in
the Western Electrician next

[The conclusion
given

be

will

week.]

Convention Notes.
The shocking death

of Mr. R. C. P. Holmes,
mentioned elsewhere, cast a gloom over the
two days of the convention.

as
last

An
the

The

Great

New

entitled,

efficiency

room

Policy,

Lamps.

Freeman

and
Possibilities
of
HighLamps," was read in abstract by the
author.
Because of the late hour discussion of
this paper, and also the reading of the report of
the coiTimittee on rates and costs, of which R. S.
Hale is chairman, was put over to a later session.
Mr. Freeman's able and valuable paper will be
published in full in the Western Electrician.
The

Status

of

interest centered in the report of the
committee on public policy presented Wednesday
evening.
In the discussion the members were
treated to a flow of oratory
wdiich conveyed the
reasoning of some of the best minds in the association.
.'\rthur Williams of
York, chairman of the
committee, arose to make the report, but he saw
fit
to
request Mr. Samuel Insull to make the
report.
There was prolonged and earnest applause as Mr. Insull took the stand.
Mr. Insull chose to preface the report with a few general remarks, in which he included reference to
the Chicago situation.
lie said the traction settlement ordinances now in force in this city arc
the best in the country as alike protecting the
interests of the companies, the people and the
city.
Ar. Insull showed clearly the injustice being done public-service corporations in comparison
v;ith other large private industries by the agitation for unreasonable public regulation and con-

of W. W.
Comiuercial

enthusiastic and well-attended rejuvenation
Sons of Jove was held in the banquet
of the Auditorium on Wednesday evening.

wide geographical
classification
the
of
noticeable.
was
Men were present
Maine to Oregon and from Minnesota to

delegates

from
Texas.

A

brought loS visitors from New
eastern points, arriving in Chicago
It
was in charge of Cjeorgc
F. Porter, master of transportation, who reported
a pleasant journey.
special

train

York and other
on

Monday morning.

Mr. Ferguson's able and obliging lieutenants
on the entertainment "-ommiltec. Messrs. J. T.
Schayer, E. A. Edkins. O. R. Hogne and W. H.
Otl of the Commonwealth Edison Company, were

among
tion.

the

But

hardest worked men at the conventhey were always courteous and at-

tentive.

Mr. F. H. Gale, chairman of the exhibition committee,

says

much of the credit for the arsuccess of the display should be
H. E. Nitsz, local member of the

that

rangement and

given to 'Mr.
committee, who was indcfalig.able in his efforts to
have everything ready for the opening night. A
word of praise is also due Mr. C. A. Tuppcr of

May

Milwaukee Unr
of

task

iliiiiiis
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his faillil'iil perfunuaiac of llic arinstalling and reniovinx exlilbils.

opcninK of the convention on Tuesday
picture of the delesates sealed in Asseinhly Hall
was taken for the Convention Daily. It was an
'I'lie
extra
"electric pholuj;raph," not a llashliRht.
linht was provided by two open arcs held by two
alleudauls.
A few seconds' exposure was neceslU'fure llic

:i

Grand Rapids Electrical Show.
The
during

Cirand
tlie

Kapids

Show was held
The attend-

l\leclrical

week beginning May nth.

ance was excellent, and iMr. A. O. lialhbone, treasurer of the Klectriea! Show Association, was well
pleased with the outcome, and is already looking
to next year, when he can give the people
Grand Rapids a more elaborate exposition. The
show was held in one of the large display rooms

fcMward

of

of the Furniture Exhibition Bnildiug. One of the
noticeable features was that the exhibits were to
The
a great extent made np of home products.

Sintz-VVallin

I'lie

Company

of

Grain!

417
Kapids

two sizes of its "Non vibrating Leader"
opposed motors and a complete line of

slutwed

.\lr.

I'orler of Ciiicag"-

had

a

of

nuiiilu'r

The

The

Ilaller Sign Coinpaiijf
deigns of signs and
Jolins.Maiiville Company
laiKC display board. In the

lieaiiliful

W.

h^iri/outal

^pcclalties.

g.'isolinc-cngine

was reprrsenled by a
center of this boolh was set up and III oper.ilioii
a 7!'j-kilowali ilircctconiiecled American Blower
Company's generating nnil, with nwilclilmard. One
of the most tiileresting parts of the display was
Ihc dciiionstraliiig of llic electric cooking and healing ci|uipment of the American Eleclric Mealing
Company of Oelroil. Voiing ladies served lo the
lieopje hot biscuits and olhor preparations, which
always allracted a throng. The Hry.in-Marsli Com-

ctpiipmenl.
interesting feature of the allow wn9 the electrical sign displ.'iy of the Neuman Illeclrical Sign
Company of Granil Kapids, Mich. This display
ocenpied the entire east wall of the exposition
buihiing, and consisted of electrical signs of all
descriptions.
Several of the larger signs were operated by Ibishers.
In this display alone over 2,000
incandescent lami>s were used.
The display of the Fort Wayne Electric Works,
in charge of A. L. -Searles, manager of the Granil
Kapids oflice. inchiiled a number of .lo-cyclc induction motors, this fretpiency being used by the
Gr.'tud
K.'tpids-iMuskcgon
I'ower Company. Tlicy
also sluuved eight and lo-iuch f;in motors, etc. The
Grand Kapids Electric Company being the agent
I'ort
for the
Wayne motor, also occupied this
All

booth

and exhibited

otl'icr

Fort

Wayne

apparatus.

Among

the other exhibits was seen, carefully
preserved in a glass case, in the booth of the Michigan State Telephone Company, the first and original telephone used in Michigan.
It was presented

pany was

who

rciiresciiteil

cxliiliited

Taken

II.

all

in

in

fungsten
llic

all,

lliis

booth by Mr. Corby,

lamps.

show was

a great success,

and the nianagemenl wishes lo ihank both visitors
and exhibitors for their hearty support. Of Ihe
Electrical
Show Association, M. 11. Wheeler is
presidcnl, A. D. Ralhbone treasurer and W. J.
Feiilon

secretary.

The Furniture

Cily

Orchestra

many good selections, both morning, afternoon and evening.
The Western Electrician was ihe only electrical
journal making an exhibit at the show.
rendered

Storage Reservoirs to Prevent Floods
and Aid Navlga ion.

A

plan has been proposed lo slop forever the
spring floods at Pittsburg and olhcr places
along Ihc rivers which drain the .Appalachian
Mountains. .Ml the efforts of the government wilh
dams, restraining walls and other engineering works
have proved inadequate to control the streams when
they have been swollen wilh the melting winter
snows. On the other hand, the government projects
have proved unavailing to maintain the same rivers
at a depth great enough to permit unhampered
navigation later on in the year, when the flood
waters have spent themselves.
costly

It
is now proposed
to go to the headwaters of
the rivers and apply there two remedies: First, the
maintenance of a forest cover which will keep the
ground porous so that it will not shed all the water

from

its

surface at once but will soak

il

up and

release it gradually
second, to establish storage
reservoirs at strategic points which will retain surplus flow when it is not useful but only does dam;

age by being allowed to run free, and' will pay it
out little by little later on when it is sorely needed.
Experts from the Geological Survey, with the
storage reservoir scheme in mind, have made a carefid study of the rivers wdiich flow from both
sides
of this watershed.
The. results of this studv are
published under the title "The Relation of the
Southern Appalachian Mountains to Inland Water
Navigation," as circular 143 of the Forest Service,
and can be obtained free by writing to the forester at

An

Washington.

Edison

Lamp Improvement Made
Public.

Fostoria
Anottier

View

of

M. B. Wheeler Electric Company.
Rathbone-Panigot Company's Electric Fireplaces.

Lamp Company.
M. B.

tlie

Collective E.Khibit of the

Wlieeler Exliibit.

EXHIBITS AT THE GRAND RAPIDS ELECTRICAL SHOW.

management bad

and ventilators inthroughout the
room, and succeeded in keeping the air pure and
in motion, which added nuich to the comfort of
stalled

at

electric

every

fans

available

place

the visitors.

A

decoration was that of Pearl Street,
for several blocks, festoons of incandescent
were strung. These festoons led to the

striking

wliere,
lights

main entrance, and branching off on the side streets
were hung arches of incandescent lights, crossing
the street, at intervals of 30 feet. The slogan was
"Follow the Lights to the Electrical Show."
The Grand Rapids-Muskegon Power Company's
exhibit consisted of an electrical house of seven
rooms. In the dining room lunch was served beneath a beautiful fixture doine, and the whole house
w-as electrically equipped.
The Adams & Hart Company of Grand Rapids
exhibited a Babcock electric phaeton, which was
much admired.

The

Citizens'

Telephone Company had a

set

of

automatic telephone apparatus on exhibition which
was capable of operating 50 telephones. With this
it demonstrated the principle upon which the automatic telephone is worked.
The exhibit of the Fostoria Lamp Company made
one of the brightest bootJis of the show. Hanging
from the draped ceiling were 30 tungsten lamps,
ranging in capacity from 40 to 100 watts. The
photograph of the booth was talien with less than
a 30-second exposure, without the aid of an}^ other
There
light than the tungsten lamps themselves.
was also exhibited in this booth a line of Conneaut tungsten illuminiers of various sizes, fitted
with Holophane bowl reflectors.
The International Correspondence Schools of
Scranton, Pa., had an attractive booth, displaying
the bound
volumes of its various courses of
instruction.
Each afternoon and evening there was
a student at work on a mechanical-drawing course,
which is an essential feature of any engineering
course.

by

Professor

Bell

to

J.

M. Converse of Boston.
to Grand

The instrument was afterward brought
Rapids.
Erw^in

&

Co. of Chicago exhibited their modern
water supply, which is operated and
automatically controlled by electricity. The exhibit showed four types of electric pumps in running order. 0. R. Erwin and Henry Erwin were
in charge of this exhibit.
The Grand Rapids Railway Company exhibited
all
the different types of rails in use in Grand
Rapids, together wdth cross-section of pavement
and rail, just as laid in the streets.
The Holophane Glass Company's exhibit consisted of several new productions in that wellknown line, including the new tungsten luminiers.
Several other exhibitors, including the Fostoria and
Bryan-Marsh companies, also showed a line of
Holophane shades.
The exhibit of si.x electric fireplaces manufactured by the Rathbone-Panigot Company of Grand
Rapids, was attractive and created much interest.
The manufacturer says that this electric fireplace
can be operated at a cost of three cents an hour.
Heat is diffused from the luminous radiators in
the fireplace. Owdng to the low cost of maintenance and the fact that there are no offensive
fumes or dirt such as are caused by coal or gas
grates, the electric fireplace bids fair to become
popular.
This fireplace was exhibited by the General Electric Company at the Chicago Electrical
Show of last January".
The exhibit of the M. B. Wheeler Electric Company of Grand Rapids was a large one, including
the varied electrical appliances that the company
handles and the specialties of a number of the
companies that it represents. The Clark Wireless
Telegraph Company show-ed one of its standard
sending stations, such as are used on the Great
Lakes stations. This exhibit at all times created
a great deal of comment, and was in charge of a
special
attendant.
The Kewanee Water Supply
Company had in active operation one of its countryhome water-pumping equiprnents, demonstrated by

method

of

A

newspaper dispatch from Pittsburg savs that
an opinion handed down a few days ago in the
United States Circuit Court, Western District of
Pennsylvania, Judge Buftington finds a patent issued to Thomas A. Edison on January
13, 1901,
which resulted in great economy in the manufacture of incandescent lamps to have been void,
and directs that a decree be drawn for the dismissal of a suit in equity brought by the Edison
Electric Light Company against the Novelty Inni

candescent Lamp Company of Emporium, Pa.
Platinum, which has a coefficient of expansion
nearly the same as that of glass, has been the
only substance discovered by which the electric
current can be led into the bulb through the glass
seal without destroying the vacuum.
Mr. Edison made a bulb wi.h two copper-platina
joints within the seal, although it was previously
thought that this arrangement would affect the
vacuum.
In his decision Judge Bufiington finds
that, although this was- a valuable correction to
the
false
notioti
prevailing,
it
was mechanicalrather than inventive in character.
The General
Electric Company manufactures the incandescent
lamps patented by the Edison Electric Light Company, which was the plaintiff in this suit for infringement.
The Novelty Incandescent Lamp
Company of Emporium. Pa., which is an independent organization, claims this as a decided
victory.

Mr. Ferguson Elected President of the
Institute.

Mr. Louis A. Ferguson, the directors' nominee,
w^as declared elected president of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers by an almost unani-

mous vote at
York on May

the

annual

19th.

i\Ir.

meeting,

Ferguson

held
is

in

New

second vice-

president of the Commonwealth Edison Company.
Chicago, and past-president of the National Electric
Light Association and of the Association of Edison
Illuminating Companies. His standing in the engineering profession, particularly in central-station
circles, is of the highest, and he is as well know-n
also as a capable man of business. The announcement was made during the Chicago convention of
the National Electric Light Association, and was
refeived with much enthusiasm,
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In the side elevation in Fig. 9 is indicated a
meter placed on the testing bench ready for connection to mains and load for testing. The diagram, Fig. 10, shows the current and potential
binding-posts on the left-hand side of the board,
with a couple of meters connected for testing with

THE INSTALLATION, LABORATORY TESTING AND
REPAIRING OF ELECTRIC METERS.
By Joseph

B.

Baker.

Part vin.

The Test Room

indicating instruments,

(Continued).

—

The Testing Sivitchbcard. For testing meters
and instruments in the test room some kind of
laboratory switchboard or testing rack is needed.
The switchboard usually consists of a structure
of wood, or of iron or brass and slate, comprising
lamp-bank frame and meter benoh.
For small companies, the board may consist of
a simple wooden table or rack equipped with bindand switches for making testing connections, and arranged to take two or three
meters at a time. For larger companies, where a
considerable number of meters have to be tested
daily, the board may become' very large and elabing-post

terminals,

consisting of voltmeter

(F) for connecting the lamp-bank
load on the meter or meters under test.

self-contained

ammeter.

compared with

Fig.

The right-hand
(D) is connected

side

that

plug)

of

snap

switches

a

to

pair

which,

with

neutral

(also

voltage

as

of

the

(through

a

potential

quick-break

switch

three-ampere
binding-posts

fuse

pair
(H), connected with the
through a three-ampere fuse), serve
terminals for the meters under test

the

of which

diagram
it

is

and

should

a detail.

be

Note

'

the

It is to be noted that in testing direct-current
service meters at the laboratory the armature circuits should be connected to the source of potential

20 minutes before beginning the test
in order that its temperature may
reach. a constant value; otherwise, "heating losses"
will be introduced.
This procedure is of course
unnecessary in testing a meter at its place of
for

at

for

calibration,

least

installation,

ya/r r/?re&-)vire ^c/sre/vs

9,

This

voltmeter is connected so as to indicate
the true voltage impressed upon the meters under
test,
while the ammeter is cut in between the
meters and the load.

(G),

and for the testing voltmeter; there being no volts
between binding-posts (G) and binding-posts (H)
or between binding-posts (H) and current bindingposts (E), and 220 volts between (G) and (E).
This arrangement, duplicated for the right-hand
side of the rack, as shown, makes a convenient
^20

21, 1908

nently

where the armature

bridged

across

the

circuit

is

perma-

supply mains.

he continued.}
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Southwestern Electrical and Gas Association.

The Southwestern

Electrical and Gas Association
unusually active during the last year.
At its recent convention in El Paso, Tex., the
fourth annual meeting, 36 new companies were admitted lo membership.
For this and other ex-

has

been

work

performed for the association the
and committees received the hearty thanks
of the members.
The sessions of the fourth annual convention
were held in the St. Regis Hotel, May 7th, 8th
and gth, and there was
an attendance of 140, the
cellent

officers

largest
tion's

Mtferi/^tftr /fjr

in
the
associahistory.
President

Edgar
whose

H. T.
Worth,

Fort
of
energetic
efforts for the good of
the association are appreciated by all the members,
called the meeting to order
ing,

ing

on Thursday mornand with a few pleas-

word s

introduced

Joseph U. Sweeney, mayor
of

FIG. 9.

approximating in arrangement the testing
switchboards that are employed in the testing a,nd
calibrating department of a large meter-manufacturing company.
Fig. 9 is a drawing (front and side elevations),
showing the construction, equipment and wiring
of one form of testing rack, adapted for testing
alternating-current and direct-current meters. This
testing rack is double in arrangement; i. e., is divided

same
ratus

switch

throw

two similar parts controlled from the
main switches. The arrangement of appacomprises a double-pole, single-throw main
(A) with fuses, and a triple-pole, singlemain switch (B) with fuses, through which
into

alternating current and

direct

current,

laboratory testing board for a medium-sized centralstation system.
All switchboard wiring carrying
load current is heavy, in order to eliminate appreciable fall of potential, especially in the wiring

The bench, or
provides room for several meters and for
instruments and tools. The lamp banks are mounted
back of the board, as shown, to get the glare out
of the eyes of the meter testers and to leave the
between the current binding-posts.
shelf,

front of the board clear for mounting meters that
cannot be accommodated on the bench.

For the sake of making

a

clearer diagram, only

respectively,
^oLoo(^

Considering now the left-hand side of the board,
(C) is a double-pole, double-throw switch connected to the above main switches and to the
quick-break switch (D), as shown, for throwing
cither iio-volt and 220-volt alternating current or
no-volt and 220-volt direct current on to the wiring of the board through the last-mentioned switch.

straps

Cc). as

ing-posts

in

fr^m Afo/r?<s

neutral of the three-wire alternating

and direct-current systems is not carried through
the switches, but is wired solid to one side of
each of the groups of lamps in the lamp bank, and
to potential' binding-posts (H). as to be described.
The main circuit from the left-hand side of (D)
goes through the six pairs of current binding-posts
("E). which serve as terminals for the series fields
of meters under test and for the ammeter for
measuring the load current; the pairs which are not
in use to cut in a meter under test or to cut in
the ammeter being connected across by copper

shown

for

the diagram.

all

of the pairs of bind-

From

the last

binding-

post of this scries the circuit goes to a lamp-bank
bus-wire, to which arc wired the four individual

Note.— Thii serial article, brt^un in the Western Electrician of A;iril 4, looB. is ,in adv.incc publicition of a portion of a forlhomin? V>^jk tjy Mr. Raker on the Keneral
subject of "Electric ^fete^s."
It will be understood that
the present •erial refers to watt-hour meters used on cuitomera* premtMt.

Ammefcr

FIG. 10.

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR TESTING
METERS.

equipment of the testing board is
shown in Fig. 9. The actual board from which
the foregoing description was prepared contains a
total of 16 pairs of current binding-posts and 22
a

part

of

individual

the

groups, of

lamps,

each

controlled

by

a

any desired load, from a
single eight-candlcpowcr lamp up lo over a hundred
amperes, may be put in circuit with the meter or
meters under test. To obtain heavier loads a current transformer or a storage battery may be used,
for testing altcrna'ling-currcnt and direct-current
snap

switch,

meters,

whereby

respectively,

as

who

wel-

delegates.

H

are led to the board.

The grounded

the

In
responding to the
address of welcome. Col.
S Pnonpr
of halvesHpIvpc
n. ::>.
"-OOper ot
ton, on behalf of the asso-

ONE FORM OF TESTING RACK FOR METERS.

orate,

Paso,

El

comed

described elsewhere.

B.

STICHTER,

President Southwestern Electrical

and Gas Association.

extended thanks for the friendly attitude
of the city of El Paso, expressed by its mayor.
ciation,

He

said

that

it

was gratifying

Paso was one of the

to

know

that

E!

which had learned that
the delegates to the convention were not the enemies of the state and of good citizenship, even
though most of them represented corporations.
cities

Getting down to business, the association passed
favorably on the application of 36 new members.

President Edgar's Address.
the annual address President Edgar gave -i
resume of the work done during the last year and
made recommendations for the good of the association.
He said that the most important incident of
the last year of interest to the association was the
situation at Austin.
It was proposed to establish
a municipal lighting plant in that city and also
lo compel the street-railway companies to charge
only two cents to passengers unable to get a seat.
The proposition also embodied the appropriation of
$50,000 toward the erection of the municipal plant.
These measures were opposed by the mayor, board
of commissioners, the two commercial clubs and
many business men, and when put to a vote all
the propositions
were overwhelmingly defeated.
This, Mr. Edgar considered, a decided victory for
conservatism and fair dealing with public-service
corporations, and it had a good effect throughout
the association's territory.
The president did not fail to recognize every
effort
made for the good of the association,
and especially did he commend the excellent work
and untiring efforts of Secretary R. B. Stichlcr.
In accordance with the recommendations of President Edgar, the committee to whom bis address
was referred made the following recommendations:
"That the association heartily approves of the
work done in the last year by the secretary in
and classifying information regarding
collecting
taxes, donations, etc., made by the member companies, and desires not only to have this work
carried on in the futiu'c, hut also that other matters which may. in the opinion of the president, be
worthy of clasi^ification, shall he invcsligaled through
the secretary's office, cither by a committee appointed by the executive committee of the association or by the secrelary direct, and. in order to
assist in this work, the president Is authorized to
appoint an assistant secretary to maintain an office

In

•

:

May

23,
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lo

in Dall.is .iiul
associ:ilion.

be

p^id

l>y

tlic

si:cri:l.iry

of

CkKDIT

the

"Tliiit as soon as Ilit financial comlilion of the
associatiou shall warrant, the past rci-onls of tin.association bo printed ami sent 10 the nuinhers, and
also that the records of this convention he printed
and sent to the members, tliis to be done with the
money derived from the programme.
"That this convention realizes the valne and importance of suitable exhibits in connection with
conventions, and recommends that in the fntnre free
exhibit space be furnished to associate members at

future annual conventions.
"That the secretary be authorized to have printed
and delivered to member.s of the association certificates of membership, sinned by the president and

"That the badge used for the convention badge
year be adopted as the standard badge of the

this

association.

"That a commitlcc of four be appointed by the
president to act as a committee on closer relations
with tlie other technical and engineering societies
in the country, for the purpose of arranging for
interchange of information and co-operation in
work between this association and other allied associations.

"That a committee of four be appointed by the
president to act as a committee on the municipal
ownership, said committee during the coming year
to investigate the past and present conditions regarding municipal ownership in connection with the
members of this association, and report at the next
convention."

Track Construction.
paper of the convention was on "Track
and was prepared by Mark Lowd
In the absence of Mr. Lowd
of Stone & Webster.
the paper was read by C. H. Ladd of Fort Worth,
who is connected with the same interests. The
paper dealt briefly with the T-rail construction in
paved streets, this being the type of construction
Ivhich Mr, Low^d believes to be the best for operating companies from the viewpoint of first cost
and economy of operation. Rails should be 60 feet
in length; these cost $2 per ton more than the 30foot lengths, but the advantage of elimination of
one-half, the joints and bonds fully warrants the

The

could be lioped for

MllMlflillS.

for
closed
the afternoon
President KdKar took occasion to compliment the
associ.'itc members presiuU on the excellent exhibits
they h.'iil prep.'ired for the convention, and rc<iuested that everyone present spend as nnich lime
as possible in the exhibit rfxjrns, KiviiiK to those
who had done .so much t^< make the convention a
success from .an exhibit standijoinl the assurances
of the delegates that thvir presence .and endeavors
were appreciated in a std)^tanti;d w.ay.

the

llefore

mireiing

session

opened

Gas

and

Kahn of San

;

Wood
One

Preservation.

increased cost.
The discussion of the paper w'as participated in
by Messrs. Cooper of Galveston. Ladd of Fort
Worth, Kellogg of El Paso, Edgar of Fort Worth
and Brown of San Antonio. Upon the suggestion
of Mr. Cooper, the chair appointed a committee
to take up the matter of standardization of the
high T rail and prepare a communication to be
presented to the American Street and Interurban
Railway Association at its meeting in October, in
regard to the desirability of having a standard high
T rail. The committee later reported, recommending to the national association a standard high T

ten

paper,

his

additions

Meters.
Jr., read an instructive paper, en"Proving and Testing of Gas Meters." The
paper was a good one and the discussion was participated in by the electrical men as well as those
representing the gas companies. The ground was
thoroughly covered and many exchanges of experience in regard to meters, their care and attention,
and the best way to number and record them, were
brought out. Those who took part in the discussion were Messrs. Moore. Nudge, Myler, Cooper,
Conant, Davis, DufTy, Stichter and Professor Scott

A. Mylcr.

J.

being

principally

in

the

form of further elucidations of some of the statements contained in the paper. The paper was discussed for fully an hour by the following-named
gentlemen: Lee of Houston, Logan of Texarkana,
Cooper of Galveston, Kellogg of EI Paso, Gerhard
of Austin, Ladd of Fort Worth. Carpenter of
Corsicana. Edgar of Fort Worth. Stichter of Dallas,
Brown of San Antonio, Professor Scott of
Austin.

Later

in the

convention Professor Schoch, at the

recommendation of the executive committee, was
made an honorary member of the association.

At the afternoon

;

Supply

Austin.

Men Take Charge

of Meeting.

In the middle of Friday afternoon's session the
supply men took charge of the meeting, Mr. Sam
Hobson of Dallas taking the chair yielded by
President Edgar. This proved to be a most happy

on the programme, and Mr. Hobson
skill and training in conducting a meeting.
Addresses were made by Messrs. Bonner of Houston, Mann of New York, Rice, Cook. Gumm, McMakin, Arnold and* Grayson. The addresses were

number
showed

expressions of good-w-ill tow-ard the active members.
Mr, Bonner insisted that the next convention should go to Houston,
Before yielding the
all

Discussion

Policy

of

and the Question

Box.

The session of Thursday afternoon was given
over to the Question Box and a discussion of the
question, "What policy should be pursued by publicservice corporations in making extensions?"
This
latter question was divided as follows
For the
gas companies, H. M. Moore. C. H. Dunbar; for
electric-light companies. E. T. Moore. J. A. Porter
for street-railway companies, H. S. Cooper,
F.
E. Scoville
for telephone companies. J. E.
Farnsworth. Others who took part in the discussion were Messrs. Jones of El Paso, Wells of
Marshall, Kellogg of El Paso, Head of Stephenville,
Stichter of Dallas, Edgar of Fort \\'orth,
Storm of Amarillo and Lege of Galveston.
The Question Box was in charge of Samuel
Kahn of San Antonio, the editor, and it held the
closest
Kahn
attention of the convention. Mr.
presented the Question Box in the form of a substantially bound book of nearly two hundred pages.
in which all kinds of questions with answ^ers by
experienced men were given. The discussion brought
out the experiences of members and was of much
:

;

Mr. Hobson stated he would like to see
some action taken whereby the supply men could
utilize their time granted them by the association
for purposes that would be beneficial to them as
chair,

well as amusing.

The meeting then
Saturday morning.

adjourned

until

10

o'clock

Electric Illuminants and Their Efficiency.

;

benefit.

its

Kellogg

stated

On Saturday morning

C. W. Kellogg, Jr., read
an instructive paper on the various forms of electric illuminants and their efficiency.
In order to
approach the subject intelligently he stated briefly
the .general physical principles underlying all lighting.
He said that w-hen the first incandescent
lamps w-ere made the question of efficiency was
hardly considered in the struggle to obtain a filament which would not burn out after a few hours'
use. and it was only after the carbon filament had
been more or less perfected that the problem of
saving in the power required to operate the lamp
was taken up. The improvements in incandescent
lamps have followed the only line where success

that

most

electric-light

companies

time renew ordinary incandescent
lamps free and furnish arc and Nernst lamps free
and maintain them free for customers. He gave a
table showing how the cost per kilowatt-hour for
lamp renewals varies, from which he deducted that
the free-renewal costs for the new lamps are prohibitive.
Some of the larger companies have
adopted the system of charging for the high
efficiency lamps the difference in cost between the
high-efficiency lamp and the same candlepower of
carbon filament.
The speaker said that in spite of some people
being able to cut down their bills thereby, it is
good policy for the companies to help to introduce
every possible improvement in the art of lighting
as rapidly as possible.
It shows the people how
satisfactorily the art is developing and helps to
keep them actively interested in the question of
more light and better light. It also gives the impression that the company is not interested solely
in keeping its meter disks spinning, but also in
furnishing the best lighting service which the times
and the progress of the art will permit, and that
is a question of fundamental importance.
The discussion of the paper was largely on the
advisability of furnishing free renewals to customers, and was participated in by Messrs. Cooper,
Kellogg, Rice. Moore, White and Gumm.
the

at

present

session of Friday the Question

oughly, the various members giving their experience with them. This discussion was participated
in by Messrs. Duffy,
Cooper, PCahn, Peel, Ing,
Scott and Turner. The subject of arc headlights
was then taken up and discussed by Messrs. Peel,
Kellogg, Cooper, Kahn, Edgar and Turner. The
ne.xt question was the discussion of meters.
This
was participated in by Messrs. Cooper, Kellogg,
Moore, Conant, Scott and Kelley.

titled

of

of the

Box was again taken up, in charge of Editor Kahn.
The subject of automotineers was discussed thor-

ville.

means its appearance to the customer
diffusion over the surface to be illuminated.
business of electric lighting has found these
factors to be so important that they are the controlling ones in the kind of light to be used in any
particular case, that is, that illumination is the
thing the customer buys, although electric power
is
what the company sells, and that the sale of
electric power will be proportional to the satisfaction which that power can be made lo give in
illumination to ihe customer.
It is this consideration which has led to tlie use of frosted,' instead of
clear globes for incandescent lamps; spherical, instead of pear-shaped globes; opalescent, instead of
clear arc-light globes, and the like. The various
forms of Holophane reflectors are a movement along
the same line, and one and all arc rlcsigned to
make a desirable impression on the human eye.
The advent of the high-efficiency incandescent
lamps has opened up a wddc field for speculation
as to what the policy of the electric-light companies
will be or should be rc.'jarding lamp renewals.
Mr,
of light

ity

with :i p.'iper on "Gas
Engines," by W, 13, Tuttlc.
.Antonio n-ad the paper in
the .absence of Mr. Tultle. The paper did not go
•into gas-engine operation excej)! as necessary to
deal with the action of producer gas in g.is engines.
Tables were given showing the comparative consmnption of coal and gas and the coal consumption
in producers; also leading data on results of economy tests. Mr. Tultle concluded by saying: "The
reliability of the .service of gas engines operating
on producer gas has been pretty well established,
but in this connection it is well to e:dl attention
to the fact that all .gas engines require greater
care on the part of the operators than do steam
engines.
Steam engines, if they arc supplied with
steam and oil, will run in some sort of fashion
as long as the load is not so greal as to stall
them but gas engines will not run at all unless
every part is in good working order, and while careful attention should be given to a steam plant, it
must be given to a gas-engine plant."
I'Viday's

Producers

Sanniel

most interesting papers of the convention was a review of the present practice and
economies of timber preservation, by Prof. Eugene
Mr. Schoch told of the difP. Schoch of Austin.
ferent methods and solutions for treating timber
and showed the cost and economy. He proved that
it pays to treat timber and said that the only question is "Which treatment is the most economical?"
This is a question which every timber user must
figure out for himself, and the examples given in
the paper will go far toward reaching a conclusion.
Professor Schoch extended somewhat on the writ-

Following the discussion several committees were
appointed, including the following nominating committee: Fred
M. Lege (chairman), Galveston;
Frank Duffy. Beaumont; Tlios. Cook, Waxahachie;
Samuel Kahn, San Antonio W. B. Head. Stephen-

light etlicicncy i-, the ;ill-iniportant one for central
stations.
There :ire two impori.ant conwnercial considerations which have to be taken into account,
viz., quality of light and lamp renewals,
The qual-

The

first

Nominating Committee.

higher tcmper:ilnr<.- than tlit: c;irljon filainent without d.cniagc for such a leJiijlh of time as would
make the n^c oi such sMbsi.incc ;is a filanR'nt a
good connnercird propositi<jn,
Mr, Kellogs^ s.'iid lli.at the coinmi:rciaI aspect of
:i

and

Construction."

rail.

in this <liriclion, iiarjiely, in obtainini; nialerials for the lilamenl whicli would stand

Gas Pkouuckus and Gas Enuines.

all

secretary.

A.SSOCIATE

Tr)

•I'y

Re.MARKS of B. V. SWENSON.

The announcement by President Edgar

of the
presence of B, V, Swenson, secretary of the American Street and Interurban Railway Association, was
greeted with applause. On being invited to address
the convention Mr. Swenson talked along the lines
of association work, and urged the members of
the Southwestern association to affiliate more closely
with the national organizations. He gave an interesting review of the work and functions of the
national association and its auxiliaries and commended the Southwestern association for its ability
to handle local matters in a way impossible in the
general organization.

Closing Business.

The
place

call

for

for invitations for the next meeting
the convention received responses from

Houston, Beaumont, Amarillo, Fort Worth, Yoakum
Dallas. The executive committee will name

and

the place.
Secretary Stichter read the report of the finance
.committee and the preliminary report of the 190S
Question Box, Upon the suggestion of Mr, Head
a committee was appointed to prepare a new system
of accounting for the association.
Several other
reports were made, among them that of Treasurer
Judge, which showed a balance to credit of the
association on May g, 1008, of nearly $goo.
The election of officers resulted in the selection
of the gentlemen named in the Western Electrician

week,

last

viz.

President— R. B. Stichter of Dallas.
First vice-president W. B. Tuttle of San Antonio.
Second vice-president W, B. Head of Stephen-

—

—
Third vice-president—
E. Carroll of Beaumont.
Secretary—
A. Myler of Dallas.
Treasurer— A. E. Judge of Tyler,
Executive committee — H, T. Edgar of Fort Worth,

ville.

J,

J.

-H.

M. Moore

Fred M. Lege,

of Austin, E. L, Wells of Taylor,
Jr., of Galveston, A. E. Judge of

Tyler.

The

associate

members

of the

association,

com-

posed of supply men. made a creditable exhibit

at

the convention, and they co-operated heartily in the
interest of the association.
The members and guests were well taken care

:

;
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of as

entertainment, and

to

arrangement was

the

illumination

at

relatively,

May

but not actually, reduced

such that the entertainment did not interfere with

cost.

On Thursday afterthe work of the associiition.
noon there was a tally-ho ride through El Paso
night a visit, hy
Thursday
Mexico;
on
and Juarez,

In regard to the policy which central stations
should adopt, it seems to the writer that every
improvement should be encouraged and offered to
the public upon reasonable terms at the earliest
moment practicable, and that the first reliable information concerning lamp developments should
reach consumers through the lighting companies.
If they do not promptly give their customers the
facts, others will make erroneous and extravagant
statements which will lead to misunderstanding and

one of the largest smelters in the
United States, and on Friday afternoon there was
a trolley ride and luncheon at the Country Club.
On Saturday afternoon a reception and hand concert was given at Fort Bliss, the courtesy of Col.
Entertainments were given hy the
J. F. Huston.
El Paso Electric Railway Company. Many ladies
were present. On Friday night the Sons of Jove
special

to

cars,

rejnvenation.
association deserves

held a

The

credit

for

hand-

the

some souvenir programme, which contained a
tory

of

association, with portraits of
historical interest aliout Texas

and much

his-

officers

the

and El

Paso.

The Status and Commercial

Possibilities
of High-efficiency Lamps.'

By

\V.

W. Freeman.
Part

I.

several types of high-efficiency lamps which
the noteworthy developments of the past year or
so have evolved are nov/ commercially available in
limited quantities, and the best means of utilizing
the possible supply of such lamps is a matter of
peculiar interest and importance to every member
of our association at this time.
It is not the intent of this paper to treat the
lamp situation exhaustively or in detail, but merely
to outline the principal characteristics and cornmercial vafues of the different lamps and offer some
suggestions as a basis for discussion of the subject.
The leading types of high-efficiency lamps now
commercially available are, in the reverse order of
their efficiency, as follows

The

Gem — Efficiency,

2.5 watts per candlepowcr; sizes,
probable useful
and 250 watts
life equal to standard 3.1-watt carbon lamp.
Tantalum Efficiency, two watts per candlepowcr
sizes. 40, 50 and 80 watts; probable useful life
double that of carbon lamp.
Tungsten Efficiency, 1.25 watts per candlepowcr;
sizes, 40, 60 and ido watts; probable useful life
double that of carbon lamp.
All of the above types of lamp produce a whiter
light than tlie carbon lamp, and the quality of the
light is generally regarded as superior.
The filaments of the tungsten and tantalum lamps are much
sensitive
voltage
fluctuations
than
less
to
the carbon
lamps, and their candlepowcr performance is practically constant throughout life.
The tantalum lamp,
however, is best adapted to direct-current operation,
the life being considerably shortened on alternating
50,

100,

1S7

125,

;

—

—

current.

The

tungsten filament,

when

not heated,

is

very

and the lamps must be handled with great

fragile,

Even

with every possible precaution, the
shipments and deliveries promises to
some time at least, and this
overlooked in making calculations as to probable costs.
The first lamps had to
be used vertically, but, with reasonable care, it
seems practicable to use the present lamps (except
100 w-atts) in any position. On account of the intensity of the light, it is desirable to use frostedtip
lamps with suitable glass shades almost incare.

breakage

in

substantial, for
factor must not be

be

variably.
The relative

values of these lamps
power may be seen from the
assuming the cost of current at 12
kilowatt-hour (the Brooklyn retail rate),
carbon lamps as free renewals:
illuminating

table,

Correspondinellluiiii nation
2.400

50-w3tt

i20 20-cp.,

Gem

equal
following

for

cents per
including

dissatisfaction.
It
is
evident that tungsten, or even tantalum,
lamps cannot be thought of for free renewals, because of their extremely high cost. Furthermore,
in any plan of distribution, the very Hmited supply
must be recognized. In the United States in 1907 the
demand for incandescent lamps exceeded 80,000,000
lamps, of which 20.000,000 were for increased business.
To date, only about a half million domestic
tungsten lamps have been manufactured, and. with
the utmost factory expansion possible, not over
2.000.000 such lamps will be produced this year,

or 2.5 per cent, of the lamp demand of 1907. While
the supply of these lamps will increase rapidly, it
is certain to be a matter of years before they can
be obtained in sufficient number largely to displace
the carbon lamps. Therefore the only question at
issue now is the best use to make of the relatively
small supply that will be available during the next
year or so.
While it might seem that the natural demand for
these lamps should come first from present customers, it must be recognized that the difference
in the unit sizes and the substantial charge that
must be made for the lamps, as compared with
the free-renewal policy with carbon lamps, will tend
to retard the substitution of these high-efficiency
lamps for the less efficient lamps, especially where
i6-candlepower and smaller units are now used.
For many classes of lighting the new lamps would
be entirely unsuitable. In
new work, however.
where the wiring can be arranged especially for
the new units, they can be used at once to great
advantage, and in competition with the large gas
units they should prove very effective.
Thus, without failing to meet the normal requirements of
present customers, lighting companies should be
able to make immediate and very successful use of
the new lamps in obtaining new business that has
hitherto been most difficult to secure.
To refer to the several types of lamps specifically.
it
does not seem that the Gem lamps can be sold
successfully at any excess price over the carbon
lamps generally supplied as free renewals, for,
while the lamp is more efficient, the gain is not
sufficiently noticeable to the customer to make him
willing, much less anxious, to pay a premium for
the Gem lamp.
The unsatisfactory performance of a considerable
proportion of the early lamps has also been discouraging, although probably such experiences should
not be surprising in the development of a new
product. Undoubtedly, the present lamps are improved and should give satisfaction. At present
prices, however, they would materially increase renewal costs of companies, if furnished free, and
they apparently cannot be used to any large extent
upon any other basis.
The tantalum lamps, on account of their much
better efficiency, appeared to possess great advantages until followed so closely by the tungsten
lamps. Whether as intermediate units their use
will be very general is a matter of dift'ering opinBeing a smaller lamp, both in bulb size and
ion.
candlepowcr, than the present tungsten lamps, they
.

400 Hours'

Candlepower.

Life.

SsOo.oo
asa.oo

lamps

Soo Hours"
Life.

S720.00

800 Hours'
Life.

S720.00

800 Hours'
Life.

S720.00

Soo Hours'

Soo Hours'

Life.

Life.

S720.00

460.80

460.80
288.00
2SH.00
288.00
S259-20

S259.20

S432.00

S433.00

S432.00

$ 0.60
S

2.16

Value [j«r jo-waii tantalum
Value per 40- watt tuiiijKteD
Valui- per
Valijt;

S

'"i'i.76"
'"s'i'.o'i"

per loowati lun^sicn

S 14.40

of course, obvious that the lamps would
generally at the prices above indicated,
remains true that any reduction from such
prices represents a saving to the consumer in the
cost of electric service through the use of the new
lamps, provided he can so distril»ute them as to
make them equally effective in illumination with
the units previously used. This will often be impracticable, and perhaps possible only in exceptional
cases where lar^e units were formerly used or rearrangement of outlets is easy. In many, if not
most, cases, the natural result from these lamps
will be that the customer will obUiin
increased
It

not
but

T.

2.70

60-wall tiinniten

is,

sell

it

A

ciation

pap^r
at

rezti
Cliicrifo,

prc»idenl of the

Ix-forc the N'-itional Electric I.JkIU AssoWriy so. iO"f.
-Mr.
Trfcman is vice-

IlrfKilcIyn

F.'Jivon

Company.

can, of course, be used in many places where
tungsten lamps are impracticable and where a more
efficient lamp than the carbon lamp is desirable.
It seems probable that if the tantalum lamps arc
to attain much use at present their sale must be
pushed by the companies at prices involving a modest charge over the carbon lamps, say, 25 cents
each.
With the life promised, companies can afford
to put out these lamps in lieu of free carbon renewals with such an excess charge, and they will
prove distinctly profitable to customers upon such

a basis.

When wc

consider

Ihc

tungsten

lamps,

there

ought to be no question of the demand, even at
relatively Iiigh cost prici-s, and the expressions of
opinion of scores of companies, which are repro-

1908

duced hereafter, show conclusively that the companies are well aware of the effective use to which
they can be put in competition with other illuminants.

At last it seems reasonable to believe we 'have an
incandescent-lighting unit that can compete successwith gas on even terms as to cost, and with

fully

the superiority of electric service as a premium.
As different types of fixtures are developed, beginning already with single units, clusters, economy
diffusers,
etc.,
the effectiveness of the tungsten
lamps will correspondingly increase.
all

Many companies have already made noted progress in obtaining business hitherto difficult or impossible of securing with electric service, and this
work has just begun.
The only fear expressed from any source is that
the demand for tungsten lamps from present cus"tomers may equal or exceed the present possible
supply, and that the first effect of their introduction
will he loss of revenue without compensating gains
The writer does not share this fear, but believes
that tungsten lamps can he made immediately and
increasingly useful to every company.
The sizes of the units and other limitations previously referred to will necessarily offer restrictions
in substitutions for other lamps in present installations.

Furthermore,

customers

who

are

satisfied

with

their present electric service will not rush to purchase even high-efficiency lamps at $1 to $2 each
in place of free carbon lamps, and there is no
occasion for companies trying to persuade present
customers to change to the new lamps. Such customers are entitled to a fair announcement about
the types of lamps available to them and an opportunity to purchase them at reasonable and non-

discriminating prices. Then the lighting company
should feel free to bend all its energies unhesitatingly to securing new business and increasing
old business, in both of which tungsten lamps can
be used at once with very pronounced success.
While, doubtless, there will be instances where
customers now using the larger incandescent-lighting units can. and will, substitute tungsten lamps
promptly, and, as a result, obtain as good, or better, lighting service for much less money, yet for
every such case there should be found scores of
customers who are willing to pay something more
than they are now paying in order to obtain a great
deal more light.
There are also hundreds of stores
in every city, the tenants of which are now using
electricity sparingly in conjunction with gas. where
all
the lighting business should be secured with
tungsten lamps without increasing the investment
of the lighting company on account of services
already installed.
Possibly, however, the most inviting field for
immediate exploitation of the large tungsten units is
in competition with the hundreds of thousands of
gas-arc lamps now in use and which type of lamp.
in the opinion of the writer, can he rendered practically obsolete through intelligent and aggressive
campaigning with tungsten lamps.
The form of high-efficiency lamp notice used by
the Brooklyn Edison Company is given herewith by

way

of illustration

:

IMPORTANT LAM? ANNOUNCEMENT.
Diiriiip the last two years a number of remarkable developments have occurred in the manufacture of electric
incandescent lamps.
The filament of the lamp that has been used for the
Tlie filaments of
past twenty years is made from carbon.
This constitutes
the new lamps are made from metals.

the

principal

difference

in

their

construction.

first of the metallic-filament lamps to be placed on
market was the tantalum lamp, the filament of which
Developments have
made from the metal tantalum.
is
since culminated in the advent of the tungsten lamp, the
filament being' made from the metal tungsten.
In the carbon-filament lamp now in Reneral USC, 3.1
watts of electrical energj- arc used to produce each candlepower of light.
In the tantalum lamp, two watts produce a candlepower.
With the tungsten lamp, the energy consumption per
candlepower is 1.25 watts.
TJius, it will he seen that the tantalum lamp furnishes
50 per cent, and the tungsten lamp 150 per cent, more
iiglit
than the carbon-filament lamp of corresponding current consumption.

The

the

metallic filaments cannot, for the present, be proas small units as the carbon filaments, and the
of the new lamps can, therefore, be realized only
through the use of larger units of light, except where
carbon filaments of 32 candlepower or higher arc now
Tlie tantalum lami)S are now manufactured in
employed.
sizes of 20 and 25 candlepower, and the tungsten lamps
in sizes of 32, 48 and 80 candlepower.
On account of the new methods of manufacture of these
lamps and the limited quantity in which they can be
produced at present, the prices are necessarily high, and it
manifestly impossible for this company to furnish them
is
The policy of
upon the same basis as the carbon lamps.
the company, however, is to furnish .such special lamps at
allowance covering the present cost of^ the
cost,
after
carbon lamp furnished without charge to free-renewal customers.
In this way the customer will secure all the beneof the economy of the new lamps.
fit
The 5o-watt, zs-candlcpower tantalum lamp has been furnished to free-renewal customers of tins company at an
extra charge of 35 cents each.
Tills lamp, as also the 4o-walt lanlalum lamp, will be
supplied hereafter, until further notice, to free-renewal cusloincrs at 25 cents, subject to the return of the burned-out
Tiie

duced

S72.00

23,

in

benefits

lami)S.

The following special prices have also been fixed, until
further notice, for the several types of tungsten lamps tc
free-renewal customers; nil aidijcct to the return of the
l>urned-out lamps:
$1.00
.(o-wntt, 12-candlepower
"
"
1.25
Co "
48
"
"
"
1.50
100
8q
To customers who arc not entitled U> free c.-irbon renewals,
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Gas Engines.'
U\ W.

C.

EcE.iN, J.

L.

Kr.UMi'p

E.

and

I.

E.

MOUI-TKOI'.

Vour conimilU'c
ciiginc situation

:i|>poiiiUil

and report

to

al

investigate the gas-

lliis

meeting conecrn-

ing the progress that has been made in tlie
velopment of gas engines and pro(hicers for power

de-

driving
electric generators snitai)lc for central-station purposes, lias held a number of meetings since ili^
appointment, and has visited the more important
works of the manufacturers and some of the plants
which have been installed. It lias also considered
meetings numerous papers that have been
its
at
presented before the technical societies, and which
have appeared in the teclmioil and semi-technical
It has also been in communication with the
press.
users of engines, and has endeavored to obtain the
results of their operating experience with engines
of this type. The committee has gathered a large
amount of data, much of which has been condensed, although all of it is available to the memIt is our
bers who are interested in this subject.
desire at this time to present with this report descriptions of the various engines, as furnished by
the manufacturers.
Mr. Klumpp, a member of the committee, has
given special attention to the gas side of this question, and has prepared some data, which are here
published for the first time, concerning the analyses
of the various gases useful for power purposes, and
information concerning their use. There is also
presented a brief account of all gases useful for
power purposes.
Mr. jMoultrop, of the committee, has been in active
correspondence with most of the users of large gas
engines, and the committee, either individually or
as a committee, will be glad to supply in the discussion any information that may have been omitted
from the report.
purposes,

particularly

tluir

ai)i)]iealion

to

Gener.\l Conclusions.
Eificicncy.

—The

high

thermal

efficiency

of

the

combined gas engine and producer must command
the attention of all companies using fuel for power
purposes, and the development of the gas engine
and gas producer should, therefore, receive the
careful study of all power users.
The efficiency of the combined gas engine and
producer is higher than that of a combined steam,
plant of boilers and steam engines or boilers and
steam turbines, although the committee at this time
is unable to
present any definite figures which it
has had an opportunity to verify.
Comparisons ar
this time between the gas-engine and steam-engine
plants actually in operation would be more or less
misleading, on account of the conditions under
which most of the large gas-engine plants are operating.

Many

of the large gas-engine plants recently installed are operating with blast-furnace gases, and
there have been no data available for determining
the exact efficiencies and economies of these engines.
Other installations operating with natural
gas, in a majority of cases where they have been
in operation for a time long enough to obtain definite data, have been on other than electric-power
generation, and no accurate details of operating cost
were kept or obtainable. Nor would it be fair to
consider a comparison of the operating costs of a
steam-engine plant and a gas-engine plant using
illuminating gas purchased from illuminating-gas
companies. Many of the installations that we may
look to for definite operating costs have been put
into operation within the last year, and the short
time of service does not yet warrant accepting any
figures obtainable as accurate operating data. There
should be available, within the next year, however,
information as regards the operating expenses of
large gas engines that will enable comparisons to
be made with the operating expenses of steam
engines or steam turbines.
Development, The rapid development of the large
gas engine, especially for use in the steel industry,
has been shown by the lists of installations in the
previous pages of the report. The fact that in

—

I.
The openinK paragraphs and general conclusions fslightly
abrideed) of an elaborate and valuable engineering report presented to the National Electric Light Association at Chicago on
May 20. iQo3, by a committee of which Mr. Eglin of Philadelphi*

is

chairman.
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ulili/.i.'

this

in-

pracliciilly

all

funii
of
in
of the larKe iMiKine iiKtmi
^ul>je^l of K;i'>-<^'nt!im* ^'*'"^^i^es

this

faelnrers In eunsidrr llie
ruction, rmd demonstrates the uKiKniiudc (.f tin*
induslry.
There an- today installed and binldm^; in
si

this

country

at

least

.t(xv>>o

horsepower

in

large

mi its.
Ui-iuibHily.-

'\'\\yi

i-ni

unions invesluirni, as

shown

above, indieati's the asstu'ance with wliich the operators of this class consider the reliability <jf the
gas engine.
Large engines have been used long
enough to deuionstrale that continuous service Is
as.ured, and that (he design today is well eiujuKh
established to convert cnnnnercial gases, practically
of all kinds, into power by the selection of the best
types and arrangenieuls li> suit the inrlividual installation.
The mechanical featur<-s have been, from
time to lime, materially simplified, and conlinuous
operation can be expected with no more attention
than that given to steam engines of etjual capacity.
Tile t|nestion of repairs has as yet not been
thoroughly (hlerniined, and. while ai)parently liigli
in some reported cases, this item should be materially reduced as the design of the engine is simplified.

—

Capacity.
Gas engiiT.s for power purposes are
available in sizes ranging from the miniiiii:m
size required up to rdjonl 5.000 liorsepowcr.
There
are today in this Cfuuilry at least five reliable
engine bin'lders who have built, or are building,
engines of the latter capacity, while there are probably at least a dozen other firms which are ready
to contract for engines ol approximately 500 horse
power. There has been some variance in the rat-'
ing. by the builders of gas engines, and the electric
operator is at sea at times in making comparisons
between tiie various makes. The capacity rating
of the engine should, in ihe minds of the committee,
be standardized and expressed in a manner that
will give some definite relation as to the actual
power produced. This might be expressed in piston
disiilacement or in some convenient form of measuring the maximum power developed under prescribed conditions. The rated capacity should bear
an approximately fixed ratio to the maximum capacity, which would determine the uniform percentage of overload. This standard rating should
be based on the character of the gas to be used,
as the' capacity of the engine depends upon both
the character and thermal value of the gas used.
Installation Cost.
The cost of gas engines is at
present very nuich higher than that of either steam
engines or steam turbines of equal capacity. This
is natural in the introduction of any new appliance.
It is, in great measure, due. in the first place, to
the increased pressures carried, necessitating greater
weight and strength of various parts of the machine.
It is also undoubtedly due to the cost of
experimentation and to the continual changes in
design and construction. With the increased demand and the standardization of parts, these prices
will undoubtedly be reduced, although it does not
seem reasonable, owing to the increased weigh;
and strength, that the price of gas engines can be
reduced to that of steam engines of equal capacity.
While at present the committee believes that the
cost of gas engines is much in excess of that of
steam engines of the same capacity, it also believes
that it. is possible to build a combined producer
and gas-engine plant for costs approximately that
of the combined boiler and steam-engine plant,
when all auxiliaries and buildings are' included.
;-Iowever. every installation is modified by its local
conditions- and should be considered individually.
Operation. The adaptability of the gas engine to
practically any form of power has been demonstrated, and engines today are being operated in
nearly every field occupied by the steam engine.
As the application which interests the association
is principally that of current generation, the committee is confident that the gas engine may be used
with increasing satisfaction in central-station work.
The speed regulation has been perfected so that
the most reliable manufacturers are willing to guarantee parallel operation of either 25-cycle or 60cycle generators, and this when operated in conjunction with waterpower steam engines, or other

now

as lo the sneccs-i of operalinK with llir very liiKh»"»l
grades of bitiniiinous coals. S'^rne dilVicnhy li.'fs
b'-eil
e,\pi-rienced with llle pooler Kl'-'des of IjiUlniinoiis coals and with ihr liKniles and peats, but
the fact tlial suitable ga-> can be made from lliesi
furls is kii'Mvn an<I lias been demonstrated.
lh"T clevelopments, however, iiinst he made in the
prorlueers lo secnre salisfael')ry comiiKMcial operali'in and subsetjuent econrimi'-s.
Tin- (|tiesiion u( extracting; the diist, lar and
other inipuritits intiii tlw t^-.t-., althongh serious, llie
eonnnitlee believes can be nadily overcome by tinuse of proper auxiliary apparatus, some of which
has at present been developed; and wilh the more
extended use of producers there will naturally
eutne the necessary itnpr(*vements in these aux-

Fm

iliaries.

be

keliable gas engines and gas producers that can
inili/ed in power plants of moderate sizes are

now

available, and thes.; installations can compete
with most forms of prime movers, depending upon
the
fuel
available;
and the increased economy
often rjljiainable. due to the high thermal efficiency,

would, in inrniy cases, offset the increased cost of
investment for the gas installation.
The connnittee desires lo express its appreciation
of the many courtesies extended to it by the gasengine builders and users, an/i wislies to acknowledge the assistance il received from the engineers
connected with the large companies. In all of its
investigations, the eonnnitlee was met in the most
open and candid manner; all of the difficulties were
discussed frankly, and from its observations in
these investigations the committee expects to see
a rapid develoimient of this most important industry.

A New

Flexible Insulated Coupling.

Tile lilusiraiiiin^ show :in iinpr<jved llexilde insulated coupling niainifactured by the U. D. Nultall
Company, Pittsburg, Pa, The coupling consists of
two interlocking spiders of cast-iron construction

—

"

—

gas engine units.
Producer. The gas producer today does not seem
to .have reached the stage of development that has
been attained by the gas engine, and there are yet
to be designed producers that are suitable for all
commercial grades of coal. It is not to be inferred
that one design of producer must be suitable for
all quantities
of coal, but the committee believes
that before the gas-engine power plant can be generally accepted and be compared to the steam-engine plant in adaptability, a type of bituminous
producer musi be developed which will successfully
utilize the cheapest and poorest forms of commer-

—

cial

fuel.

Ftiel.-— That

the gas producer and engine may
receive -general recognition, it -is necessary that the
gas producer be so devirloped that practically every
grade of fuel may be utilized. With the present
apparatus there is no doubt whatever of making
an economic, commercial power gas from anthracite
coal and other fixed fuels, nor is there any doubt

A

NEW FLEXIBLE INSULATED

COUPLING.

which are insulated by means of solid rubber cylinders.
Outside of these the only other parts arc
two steel rings used to hold the rubber cylinders
in position.
The rubber members provide ample
insulation and at the same time give the desired
flexibility.
The coupling is furnished in sizes from
five horsepower up.
This flexible coupling is especially desirable where
electric motors are direct-connected to machinery
which is subject to vibration, as, for example, a
tube mill or a coal pulverizer in a cement plant,

where the coupling relieves the motor from the
shocks and jars of the machine.
In addition, the
end thrust of the crusher is overcome and the
motor bearings run without heating.

Opposes Written Train Orders.
In the opinion of F. W. Brooks, general manager
of the Detroit United Railway, control of interurban cars by written orders from the dispatcher
is
not the ideal system. His belief is that the
system of printed time cards reinforced by telephonic orders from the dispatcher's office is* the
safest manner of handling electri-c cars.
It is the
contention of Mr. Brooks that errors are likely to
creep into the written orders, and that they do not
make the impression on the car crew that the
verbal orders do when some break in the time of
the cars causes a change in the routine of the runs.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Economic Miniature Arc Lamp.
cut sliows the "Economic"
miniature arc lamp, wiiich is put on the marliet by
Herrmann
&
Co.,
79 Dearborn Street, ChiC. A.
cago. The lamp is put out as one of the highest
standard, and the statement that it gives 500 candlepower at a consumption of 330 watts shows its

The

for commercial
example of compactness,

value
ish.

use.

A

house

ARC

LAMP.

The mechanism

is

a

and finpositive-acting clutch of new design, comserviceability

bined with other new features, reduces the possiThis
bility of getting out of order to a minimum.
miniature has been adopted by leading companies
East and West. The Herrmann company says that,
compared with the standard six-ampere arc lamp
so extensively used, its three-ampere miniature will
give more actual candlepower and has no obstrucThe lamps are
tion caused by wandering shadows.
made for 100 to 125 volts, both for direct and
alternating current, and for inside and outdoor use.
demonstration will be cheerfully given by the
company. The illustration is one-fifth the actual
Ninety of these lamps may be
size of the lamp.
seen in service at Chas. A. Stevens & Bros', store
on State Street, Chicago.

A

Paris.

Continental Europe.
May 5. — Mr. Carpcntier, the

well-known

instrument constructor of Paris, and successor of
Ruhmkorfl', has just completed a photograph-transmission apparatus on Dr. Korn's system. The apparatus consists of a combined transmitter and receiver for each of the stations, and each instrument has the form of a table having mounted upon
it
the main part of the apparatus, while the motor
and gearing are placed underneath. At one end is
a Nernst lamp wiiich sends a beam of light upon
a cylinder which carries the image in the shape of
a positive photographic film.
The light passing
through the image is sent up along the axis of the
latter by means of a reflecting prism and falls
upon a selenium cell which is mounted above in
a dark box.
The receiving apparatus at the other
end has a lamp which sends a beam past a galvanometer shutter and thence upon a cylinder moving in synchronism with the former, carrying the
•sensitive film.
In the present case the light beam
is stopped oiif more or less by the current by means
of a small square of aluminum foil mounted on a
double vertical wire in the field of a strong electromagnet.
The aluminum screen is shifted horizontally and does not turn about.
On each table
is mounted a receiver and transmitter placed side
by side in the same case. It requires about 12 minutes to send the image, and the result is very good,
as I had occasion to observe.
The mechanism for
driving the cylinders is of a remarkably fine con.struction and at the same time is very solid, so
that it does not require a skilled operator to handle

it.

A

series of e.xperiments is to be carried out at
the radio-telegraph post, which is located at the
port of Toulon, with a view of finding out whether
the electric waves sent fiom the apparatus are not
likely to cause the explosion of the torpedoes of the
port.
The torpedoes which are used for the defense
of the harbor are placed in different lines under
water and at the entrance of the port so as to protect the latter in case of war.
Such experiments
will be of great interest in determining whether
there is any danger from the electric waves.
The Ganz company of Budapest has lately constructed a new type of three-phase electric locomotive, which was ordered by the Italian state railway
department for use on the Valtellina railroad lines.

The new locomotive resembles the type which
firm built some years ago, hut differs also from
latter in several points.
The main difference

this

the
lies

use of three speeds instead of two for operlocomotive.
Heretofore this has been
difficult to carry out in the case of the three-phase
system. The chassis now only carries two motors,
one of which has eight poles and the other 12
poles.
Both motors are designed to work at 3,000
volts maximum voltage.
Two speeds are obtained
by using one or the other motor alone, while for
the third speed the two motors are coupled in series,
also changing the connections of the field coils of
the motors upon a new system.
water resistance
is used wMth the motors, changing the water level
by means of compressed air. The latter is used
also for working most of the switching apparatus
as well as the trolley.
It is likely that the German army will take measures to use the field telephone for the artillery
corps on a large scale, as the need has been felt
for this for some time; and it will be a great advantage to have all the corps equipped so as to
give a good practice with the apparatus before the
commencement of the annual artillery firing maneuvers of this year.
in the

Marconi Company Reports Progress.
the Marconi Wireless Telegraph
issued a report covering the period
up to September 30, 1907 (the period appears to
be two years), and with the report is the balance
sheet of September, 1907.
The transatlantic service from Connemara, Ireland, to Glace Bay, Nova
Scotia, was inaugurated in October, 1907, and the
results after six months' continuous' working are
declared to be satisfactory and encouraging and to
justify the confidence with which the directors
have regarded the feasibility of direct wireless
communication with America.
These stations are
expected to cope with a much larger volume of
messages when the necessary enlargement and
duplication of machinery has been carried out.
The serv'ice between Poldhu, in Cornwall, G. B.,
and Cape Cod, U. S., is to be brought up to the
same state of efficiency as that of the Irish-Canadian stations.
Up to the present the service has been conducted at speeds varying up to 20 words a minute, but with a comparatively inexpensive modification of certain parts of the existing apparatus
a speed of 30 words per
minute is expected.
Working the four stations 12 hours a day, at an
average net wireless rate of 4d. per word, and
at a speed of 20 words a minute, a net revenue
approaching $750,000 per annum is said to be possible from these stations.
Besides the total earnings of the Poldhu and CHfden stations, the company will receive the greater part of the profit
from the stations on the American side in the
shape of dividends, as the company holds the
majority of the stock of the American and Canadian companies.
The maritime business is said
to be progressing satisfactorily.
The net receipts
of the Marconi International Marine Communication Company and its associated companies from
this source are placed at $180,000 in 1907. compared with $137,500 in the year previous, and
The Poldhu station supplies a
$15,000 in 1905.
daily press service to liners on the Atlantic, and
the receipts durin? 'he b.=f tv/o years amounted

Directors

of

Company have

to

over $45,000.

The two-hundrcd-and-twcnty-fifth anniversary of
the founding of the city government of Philadelphia
will be celebrated durintj the week of October 4th to
loth.
Philadelphia has o\'er 16.000 firms, employing
more th.an one-quarter of a million workers. On
Wednesday, Ocober 7lh, there will he a great "indu'trial pageant."

ating

a

control

accompanying
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A

duplicate

that rubber from
beginning to sell at a reasonable
price.
The administrators of the colony are taking
measures to promote the rubber industry and this
appears to be promising. However, the natives do
not show much aptitude for this work and labor
will no doubt have to be secured elsewhere, probably from Java.
An expedition is organized to
make researches upon the growth of rubber plants
in these regions, and the experiments will be carried on for a period of three years.
A. de C.

Guinea

Great Britain.

—

will

be

laid

to

14

which in turn will supply the
stations from which the individual

transforming
consumers will be supplied.
The promoters' case is that the existing authorities
have grossly underestimated the potentialities of the power problem in London and have
made no effort to meet it, and, further, even if

had

they

properly

estimated

the

demand,

they

would,

by their parliamentary restrictions, be "unable to provide for it.
Consequently the .hopes
of the promoters of doing business with the existing authorities rest upon an endeavor to induce
tiiem,
with a sufficiently low price, which is
scheduled to the ^ill, to take the whole of their
normal supply from the power company and deal
with the peak of their load from their own power
stations, thus avoiding the necessity for further
capital expenditure and obtaining current, at the
same time, at a cheaper rate than they would be
able to generate it for themselves.
This is exactly
the same point of view put forward by Mr. Merz
in
1905 and again in 1906, and it must be said
that in the only fair and square fight there has
been Mr. Merz carried the day with two committees of Parliament.
"Tactics" prevented him
from the reward of his efforts.
Mr. Parshall draws an analogy between the
position in London and that in Chicago 10 years

where there were a number of small stations
supplying dififerent districts, but that on the advent of a large power company it was more
profitable to them to take (heir normal supply
from it at a cheaper rate than they could generate for themselves and to deal with the peak of
the load by their own plant.
Similarly, he points
out, the Niagara power plant supplies many horsepower-hours to a number of steam-driven generating plants.
From this, he argued, the same
beneficial
result
could be obtained in London.
In addition, the new power company proposes to
supply railways, tramways and canals and all
large power users taking in excess of 250 kilowatts.
Following the fashion set by Mr. Merz,
the
promoters of the present bill have based
their estimates upon figures quoted by responsible
firms who would be willing to take contracts at
the prices.
Thus the possibility of criticism upon
this part of the finance of the case is avoided.
The total capital cost per kilowatt is $60, a figure
which Mr. Parshall said was attained at the

ago,

modern

best

American

The

stations.

bill

will

occupy the attention of the committee for many
days yet.
After several attempts to organize an electrical

show

the Franco-British Exhibition to counterof the gas companies, and after it had
been announced that the attempt was to be abanLondon electric-lighting companies
doned,
the
have taken the matter upon their own shoulders
This will be divided
and will erect a pavilion.
into several departments, in which the various applications of electricity will be demonstrated.
new 6,000-kilowatt turbo-generator has been
put into service in the generating station of the
It
is
said to be the
Manchester Corporation.
largest of its kind at work in this country.
At the annual meeting of the British Westinghouse Company last week, when the satisfactory
report and accounts mentioned in my last notes
were adopted, strong evidence was given of the
act

at

that

A

have tended to
of each department are
concern
and the cost of
being kept as a separate
manufacture had been so reduced that an output
of 10 per cent, more had been obtained with a
G.
wages bill of two per cent. less.
this

end.

The accounts

New
Boston,
setts

which

economies

considerable

is

London, May 9. Once more Parliament has
under consideration the London Electric-power
problem, and the position is now very much that
of 1905, when the Administrative County of London and District Electric Power Company proposed to inaugurate a new and comprehensive
scheme of electric supply over the heads of the
companies and local authorities already supplying.
The new company, in the present instance, is
called the London and District Electricity Supply
Company and the consulting engineer is Mr.
H. F. Parshall. who has today been giving his
engineering evidence.
From it, the following has
been extracted:
It is proposed to erect one large
generating station on the banks of the Thames at
Barking having an initial capacity of 60,000 kilowatts and uhimatcly 120.000 kilowatts.
Threephase current will be generated at 15.000 volts
and a frequency of 50 cycles. From this power

main

1908

stations,

News comes from Hamburg

New

ring

23,

England.

May 16.— The

Supreme

Court

in

New Haven

places the
position, with
and no legal

decision of the Massachuthe trolley merger case

road

in

an

embarrassmg

16 electric-railway lines on its hands
right to hold them, under the laws
of Massachusetts. There is a possibility of loss in
the process of disposing of these holdings unless
the road is given adequate time in wdiich to make
the deals, in compliance with the court's decision.
At the dinner. May .'>2d, of the Electrical Engineering Society of the Institute of Technology,
Prof. Elihu Thomson will be the speaker. The
society has had as its speakers, at intervals during
the past year. Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz of the
General Electric Company, Henry A. Morse of the
Simplex Company, N. J. Neall and Profs. D. C.

Jackson and Harrison W. Smith. The new president is John Mills, who came to the Institute from
University of Chicago.
of the New England Street Railway
Club is to be held at the Worcester Polytechnic
B.
Institute, May 28th.
the

The meeting

Now
New York

May

York.

16.— At the Public Service
Commission investigation of electric-lighting companies, on Thursday, rcprcsentnlives of the NewYork Edison, the Llnitcd Electric and Power and
the Brooklyn Edison companies announced Ihal they
were preparing to supply consumers with tungi;len
City,

May

lips

-',^,

wtiiilil
nnhu-c llic cost of liKhluiK
:iikI upward.
Railroad's
"Slmrl l.iiu-," the
Pennsylvania
'i"hc
proposed electric rapid-lransit ronle helween Harrison and New York, may b'.- conipleled wilhin a
said Ihrec-iiii.arters of the work has
Il
is
year.
been completed. ^\llhoui;b the Harrison ;ind New
York terminals will not he completed wilhin Ihc

which

himps,

J5 per ciMit.

year,

they

will

be

in

sli:;pc

to

bo

used.

The

line

will connect with Newark, with a terminal in the
There will be si.x larKO
central part of the city.
buildings in connection with the Harrison yards,
smaller
ones.
These will include,
well
as
several
as
is
said, a machine shop and the power house
it
of the rapid-transit electric line, wdiich will be the
All
largest building of its cl.'iss in this section.
of the structures will be of corrugated steel antl
concrete. The sheds covering the train platforms
arc to be i,ioo feet long.
franchise has been granted for a four-track
electric trolley line to run west of the Palisades
from Coytcsvillc to Homestead, with connections
not only with the Ouc-hundred-and-thirticth Street
Ferry and the Manhattan Subway, but also with
the McAdoo tunnels, both uptown and downtown.
The road is said to be backed by ample capital, and
will be completed as soon as possible.
It will run

A

through Central Avenue, Lconia, and
local and two express tracks.

will

have two

Many

of the leading electric-light men of this
are leaving to attend the annual convention
of the National Electric Light .Association in Chicago. There will be a large representation from
this city, some of them oflicers of the association.
Controller Metz has made public a letter of criticism, written at his request, by John B. McDonald,
subway builder. The subway builder says the plans
of the proposed subways ought to be modified so
future extensions of subways in Manhattan, The
Bronx and Brooklyn shall not be discouraged.
Construction,
equipment and easements of the
Broadway-Lexington Avenue line as planned by the
commission, be says, will cost more than $127,000,000, and the Fourth Avenue subway more than
Construction by sections, he thinks,
$44,000,000.
will
increase those amounts.
".At this enormous
cost." Mr. McDonald asserts, "the lines would not
be able to carry enough passengers under any conditions to meet their fixed charges, and would become a heavy burden on the city."
At a hearing before the Public Service Coinmission General Manager Headley of the Interborough
raised objections to the side doors for Subway
cars recommended by Bion J. Arnold.
Mr. Headley said the New York public could not be trained
to maintain the regular movement essential to the
success of the type of cars suggested by Mr.
Arnold.
\y
'^

Indiana.
Indianapolis, May 16.— Keen interest is being
taken in the information given out by the Bureau
of Statistics concerning the number of industries
along White River, and the value of products of
the farms in the counties which border on the
river.
There are I,gi2 factories on the west fork
of the river and 595 on the east fork.
This is
32 per cent, of all the factories in the state.
number of companies have been organized with

A

view

of promoting and constructing hydraulic
plants along the river to furnishing electric power
to these

H.

struct

an

<''i\y.

t'apit.al,

'file

from

road

rlcclrit:

t'tdnnilms

12
(_'ookc

to

.and

Colnmbu.

Jiiiiclioii

Transit

Ccmipany of Keokuk, Iowa, has Ih'Cii iiicor|iorated
to build an ch-ctric railway from Keokuk to Cohunhns Jtuu-lion.
$io,<K)().
Iv
Th.: capital
Is
/.
Peterson is one of the incorporators.
Fred M. .Sadler has been gr.'inted a 2.vycar
fr;nichise to light hJIswortb. .Minn., by electricity.
J.

Cobiu'u

J,

20-yc.ir

of

fr.inchisc

Cloipict,

for

.Mimi.,

h;is

rleclric

the

secured a

ligbling

of

Minn.

Hinckley,

lights will be insl.'dlcd about Jiuie 22d
Edgclcy, N. D.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co. have
the contract for dynrnnos, switchbo.ard and powerhovisc
machinery.
The .Aberdeen I^lectric Light
Company will do the outside work.
R.
F.lectric

Pacific Slope.

factories.

Dickey, general superintendent of the
Interurban Railway Company, has filed
a complaint with the Indiana Railroad Commission charging two steam roads with having entered into an agreement not to exchange business with the Winona interurban road.
The Indiana Union Traction Company and the
Chicago, Cincinnati and Louisville Railroad have
entered into a traffic agreement.
The Indiana
Union Traction Company is now constructing a
S.

Winona

so as to enable the exchange of traffic between the two lines.
This is taken as an indication that the electric company intends to use
the steam-road depot in Peru and a portion of
the steam lines.
The Simplex Motor Car Company of Mishawaka has increased its capital stock from $50,000
to $100,000.
The company proposes to increase
the capacity of the plant.
The contract for wiring and lighting the
coliseum at the State Fair Grounds has been
awarded to the Standard Electric Machine ComThis completes all plans
pany of Indianapolis.
for night entertainments during the next State
Fair.
S. S.

track

—

Francisco,
May 14. The City Electric
has just received a Wcslinghousc-i'arsons turbo-generator which is capable of siipplying 6,oco kilowatts on overloail.
It
is announced
that about all of this additional capacity is alengaged.
United
ready
The
Railroads now takes
nearly all of the output of the two 4.000-kilowait
generators now in operation at this plant.

San

Electric Company
ran all of its local generating stations to their
utmost capacity during the first two weeks of
the .Atlantic fleet's visit.
.All
four of the 4,000borscpower gas-engine tmits at Martin Station,
just below the city,
were in operation at one
time, although the plant was originally built for
The only serious trouble that
a reserve station.
occurred as a result of the overloading was the
burning out of one of the large engine-type threephase generators in the main power station in the

The

officers

of

the

combined
have been

and Pacific battleship fleets
generous in making lavish electric displays
from the 27 large warships nearly every night
.Atlantic

very

The ships were
they arrived at this port.
It
completely outlined with incandescent lamps.
fully illuminated
is probable that that number of
.American warships never before were together to
since

in

searchlight drills, etc.

The Snow Mountain Power and Water Company, in which Charles Felton, W. W. Van Arsdale and Geo. W. Scott of San Francisco are
interested, has awarded the contract for the conof its 5S-mile pole line from the hydroplant,
near Preston, to Ukiah, to the
electric
The latter comUnited (Construction Company.
pany has already commenced work on the new
line.
The waters of
transmission
three-phase
The machinEel River are used for generating.
ery, consisting of tw^o imits, is ready for operation.
The Northern California Power Company has
commenced construction on a 60,000-volt line
from its sub-station at Palo Cedro, Cal., to Ken.At Kennet another sub-station will be
net, Cal.
constructed, with a capacity of 7,000 horsepower,
to accommodate the mammoth mine and smelter.
The new transmission line will be a feeder also
for the electric-process iron smelter at Heroult,
This line will have a capacity to transmit 20,000
horsepower and will be 16 miles in length.
Plans for a new sub-station at Northern Hill,
near St. Johns, Ore., for the Portland Railway

struction

Light and

Power Company have been completed.

The

will

plant

furnish

Ore., and Vancouver,
for the new bridges.

for
and for

electricity

Wash.,

St.

Johns,

the

draws

The Weidenthal-Gisliner Electric W"orks has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000
at San Francisco, Cal.. by S. H. AVeidenthal, Herbert Gisliner and S. M. Samter.
Articles of incorporation have been filed by the
Company
Construction
and
Electric
Carquinez
The place of
w ith a capital stock of $20,000.
The directors include
business is Martinez, Cal.
E. W. Jensen.
The Keystone Electric Company has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 by
H. Foster, Geo. Nolan and Wm. W. GoldS.
The place of business is San Francisco.
namer.

Electric
has filed a

Traction Company, Mankato, Minn.,
trust deed for $400,000 to secure an immediate
bond issue of $75,000 for construction and equipment.
The Union Engineering and Construction Company of Chicago secured the contract for completing the electric-power dam at Fergus Falls,

Minn.

The Stillwater
Forsyth, Mont.,

Power and Railway Company
has

been

incorporated

to

of

con-

ilrow<-r,

niucli

mil of

PERSONAL.
\^ A'oung of Eau Claire, Wis., succeeds
F. L. Schuman as manager of the La Crosse (Wis.)
exchange of the Wisconsin Telephone Company.

Mr.

J.

Mr. B. J. Kearney, president of the Mitchellville
Telephone Company and the Farmers'^ and Merchants' Telephone Company, died at his home in
Following the election of Mr. B. E. Sunny to
the presidency of the Chicago Telephone Company
the stock of the company advanced to 124, a decided compliment to Mr. Sunny.

Mr.

Louis

M. Featherston has been appointed
Sunny of the Chicago Tele-

secretary to President

phone

for

y<:.'irr>

.\-i

an employe of the

Gas and

(.Ma'vs.)

iUr

rif

Company,

ICIectric

as cishier, died on ^T:ly
bis home in the tjharl'.-stown

scrvinj.;

liiiir

pneiiiiioiiia

al

district.

W.

Abbott and .Mr. Saniuel liisnll of the
I,.
Edison Company conducted a party of city
from ("liicago on an insi>eclion trip to Illinois University on .M.iy I4tli.
Mr. Abbott is chairman of the board of (rustccs of llic slate university.
The iiarty occupied a private car on lh>:
.Mr.

(.'bic.'ij'f*

trip.

.Mr.

J.

Robert Crouse

Company, with the title of subscribers'
His duties will be to investigate complaints

agent.
of poor service made to city officials by subscribers.
In this way the company expects more quickly to
co-operate w'ith the city in improving the service.

lie

prostr.'ition.

by

liked

is

is

seriously

so

electrical

\vi<lcly

men

ill

from nerv-

known and

so

news
annouiicinient was
that

this

be greatly regretted.
'Ilie
at the Chicago conventifjii of the National
Light Association, and a committee was
:iI»iJointed to dr.aft resoiutir>ns of sympathy.
will

made

Electric

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
of Clinton, La., contemplates purchasing
the electric-light and ice plant.
Tlu: city

The

(Okla.) Public
incorporated with a

Stilwell

been

has

Company

Service

stock

capital

of

$50,000.

Bonds to the amount of $12,000 are to be issued
by Kiowa, Kan., for the establishment of an elecplant.

tric-light

The .Algonquin Light and Power Company of
Oklahoma City has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $100,000.

The Union Gas and Electric Company of BloomIII.,
has been purchased by a .syndicate
headed by Edwin Witherby of Elmyra, N. Y. The
ington.
price

held

stated

is

to

be

$400,000,

The

stock

was

by Chicagoans.

The Oklahoma Gas and
Oklahoma City suffered the

Company of
of two armatures

Electric
loss

by burnout during a recent electric storm which
reduced the supply of current to the Oklahoma
City Street Railway Company about 700 horsepower.

By arrangement, the differences which for a
long time have caused litigation between the city
of Toledo and the Toledo Railways and Light
Company have been satisfactorily adjusted. More
than half a million dollars has been in dispute,
including a claim by the city for one per cent, of
the earnings of the company under the franchise.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Oklahoma

City,

Lexington and Sulphur In-

terurban Raihvay Company has leased the control
of its property to the Chickasha Interurban Railway
Company, which company has been offered the followdng bonuses if it will extend the line to the
following points: Sulphur, $30,000; Wynnewood,
$20,000; Davis, $20,000.

The Oklahoma, El Reno and Shawnee Rapid
Railway Company has been incorporated

Transit

Among the ina capital stock of $1,500,000.
corporators are Charles A. Huber of Oklahoma
City and Charles E. Davis of Lugert. The proposed line will be built from El Reno to Oklahoma
Cit}', through Yokon and Dixon, thence to Shawnee
W'ith

via

McCloud.

A

has been issued to incorporate the
River, East .Alton and Bunker Hill Traction
Company. The principal office is in East St. Louis,
and the capital stock is nominally $150,000. It is
proposed to construct and operate an electric railroad from W^ood River, Madison County, III., to
Gillespie, Macoupin County, paralleling the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago and St. Louis Railroad.
The board of directors includes J. T. W. Rudesill
of East St. Louis and D. R. Maxey of Wood River.
license

Wood

A

strike of the

Municipal

Grinnell, Iowa, recently.

Northwestern States.
Minneapolis,
May 16. — The Mankato

Ib-iiiy

gener.'illy

Company

engage

several yi-ars lias bct:ii ilic
of tin- City I're-s Asso-

for

ri'piviiiilalivf

(-"h.'irlesiowii

otrs

district.

Hall

ci;iti((ii.

odici-'ils

in

Poirero

iHailirrsli.n

.\lr.

Ciiy

$.(,(xxj,ooi».

J-vi'oknlc

The San Francisco Gas and

city

a

I'.I.KCTRICIAN

WIvSTI'.KX'

The

strike

resulted

motormen and conductors of the
Company of Cleveland was
and some violence followed.

Traction

May

on

called

in

i6th

grows out of the agitation which has
one company, the Municipal Traction

Company, taking over all the street railways of the
and operating on a three-cent-fare basis. The
Cleveland Electric Railway Company, the big company, promised employes an increase of two cents
an hour if it secured an extension of its franchise.
Now that the situation has been changed by the
city-controlled company taking over all the lines,
the men demand the same consideration from the
Municipal Traction Company.
city

PUBLICATIONS.
Dated

Vol. I.. Part i. of the Post
Engineers' Journal has made its
appearance. It is well printed with a good cover
and is to be the organ of the British Institution of
Post Office Electrical Engineers, to which branch
of the industry it will be especially devoted. H.
Office

-April,

Electrical

190S.
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Alabaster.

&

Gatelioiise

LoTidon. are the pub-

Co..

The RaiUvay Age

of Chicago has been absorbed
of New York, and the
combined papers, under the name of the Railroad
Age-Gazette, will be issued from the New York

Railroad

the

A

Gazette

knowing how.
Railway Review of Chicago has
been purchased by the ilcGraw Publishing Comwill
be combined with the Straet
and
it
pany,
Railway Journal of New York, the consolidated
paper being known as the Electric Railway Journal
and issued in New York. It is announced that,
for the main part, the personnel of both the exElectric

The

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
has been decided to postpone the annual convention of the Canadian Electrical Association one
week. The new dates are June 17th, iSth and
Mr. G. S. Y'oung of Toronto is secretary.
19th.
The convention will be held in Toronto.
It

Denver, Washington and Atlantic City are being
considered as the place of holding this year's convention of the American Street and Interurban
Railway Association. It is thought that if the convention is held in a western city, Denver will be
chosen.

National

its

Chicago

twelfth

is

secretary.

A

of roses, June ist to 6th. J\'Ir. Bury I.
Dasent of the Portland Railway, Light and Power
arrival

Company

is

MISCELLANEOUS.
wireless-telegraph stations have been established in the vicinit}' of Vancouver, B. C, one at
North Vancouver just across from Burrard Inlet
and the other at Point Gray, a peninsula seven or
eight miles distant.
These stations are expected to
be of great service to the coastwise trade between
Vancouver, Puget Sound ports and Alaska.

secretary of the association.

A

Pittsburg
dispatch
says
that
the
United
Steel Corporation has begun making ceA plant costing $1,000,000, with 3,000,000barrels-a-year capacity, is said to have been opened
between the Homestead and the Duquesne mills
on the Monongahela.
The corporation will convert its slag piles into cement.
The slag in the
past has been so much waste.
Gas from the
Duquesne and Homestead furnaces will be used
to
run the cement plant.
It
is
estimated that
the United States Steel Corporation uses 2,000,000
barrels of cement a year.

president of the Board of Trade, London,
has appointed a committee consisting of Mr. G. R,
Askwith, K. C. Sir John Gavey, Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, Major P. A. McMahon, Major W. A. J.
O'Meara and Mr. A. P. Trotter to prepare a
programme for the consideration of the delegates

The

States

ment.

;

Conference on Units and
International
the
Standards, to be held in London this fall, and to
make arrangements for the reception and assembly
of the delegates attending the conference.
to

The National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education has established permanent headquarters at 546 Fifth Avenue, New York. An active
campaign will be carried on from this office to promote an interest in industrial education the country
over. The society has just issued its bulletin No. S,
consisting of the first part of the proceedings of
Among th?
the annual meeting held in Chicago.
addresses printed in full is that of W. B. Prescott,
secretary of the Supplemental Trade Education
Commission of the International Typographical
The apprenticeship system of the New
Union,
York Central Lines is treated by J. F. Deems, general superintendent of motive power, and by C. \^.
The co-opCross, superintendent of apprentices.
eration between the University of Cincinnati and
some of the manufacturers of that city is the subject of the paper by Prof. H. Schneider, dean of
The bulletin also conthe college of engineering.
tains the address of Dr. Henry S. Pritchctt, at that
time president of the society, and the full text of
Dr. Eliot's speech which has been the subject of
much discussion among educators. Future bulletins will include the balance of the proceedings of
the Chicago meeting and the reports of the various

L. "W". Hawley, expert on wood distillation for
the Forest Service, has just left for Oregon, Washington, Montana and Idaho, to investigate the possibilities
of a future turpentine industry in the
northwestern portion of the United States. There
are at the present time in the Northwest seveVal
wood-distilling plants, which are producing various
grades of turpentine, wood-preserving oils and maIt is believed that a
terials of a similar nature.
careful study of existing conditions in this section
will yield results which will give an accurate idea
of the possibility of utilizing the enormous quantity
of sawmill refuse now gcing to waste.

Before a committee of the British House of Cominteresting details were given of the scheme

mons

establishing in Ireland a new electric supply
generated by peat gas, the first of the kind in
Great Britain. The Dublin and Central Ireland
Electric Power Company is seeking powers to supply
electricity
to
portions of Dublin,
Kildare,
Queens and Kings counties, and has arranged to
purchase 500 acres of peat bog in the district.
The promoters propose to use a process by which
for

ILLUSTRATED
Closed-circuit

Thermostat.

20,

George

Application

filed

H.
June

thermostatic circuit cnnlrollcr has fixed terminals
in line with each other, and a movable member of fusible
material intermediate the fixed terminals and connected
with the same.
A transparent tube has a contracted
portion forming chambers into which the fixed terminals
extend and through which portion the fusible member
is extended in contact therewith to support it.

Telephone

Chicago,

May

12,

III.,

System.

assignor to

William W. Dean,
Kellogg Switch-

the

board and Supply Company, Chicago,
plication filed

November

11,

111.

Ap-

In
jjolc

to retain 50 per cent, of

moisture

obtaining

by-products, such as
which alone would pay the

sulphate of ammonia,
cost of the peat, it is said.

The United States Civil Service Commission announces an examination on June 17th to secure
eligibles from which to make certification to fill
vacancy in the position of electrician-elevator
a
conductor, $900 per annum, in the Custodian Service, at Tampa, Fla., and vacancies requiring similar
qualifications as they may occur in the Custodian
Service in that

city.

TRADE NEWS.
The Commercial Battery Company of Chicago
has certified to a change of name to Commercial
Battery Electric Company, and increased the capstock from $15,000 to $30,000.

ital

The Washington commercial representative of a
foreign government advises the Bureau of Manufactures (File No. 2222) that a firm in his country
would like to obtain the agency of an American
electrical automobile manufacturer for the sale of
his goods.
The

Central Electric
been incorporated

Company

of Toledo, Ohio,
capital
stock of
The company will make a specialty of re$25,000.
filling
burned-out incandescent lamps by a new
process.
It is said about 50 people will be employed to start.

has

A

with

a

aluminum card has been prepared by the
Electric Company of Elkhart, Ind., manuof transformers.
On the reverse side a
convenient w^ire table has been printed giving the
weight per r.coo feet area in circular mils and safe
current of conductors from No. 0000 to No. 18.
neat

Kuhlman

The Novelty Incandescent Lamp Company, with
general
at

St.

offices
at
Emporium,
Marys and Emporium,

Pa.,
Pa.,

and

factories

proceeding
factory to handle
is

with the erection of a western
the company's western business.
The demand for
lamps manufactured by this company requires additional manufacturing capacity, and it is understood that the new high-efficiency lamp will also
be manufactured in this

new

plant.

of the supervising architect, Washington, D. C, sealed proposals will be received
until June 4th for the installation of an interiorconduit and wiring system for vacuum-tube lighting
in the basement of the United States Courthouse,
and Postoffice building in New York city, in accordance with the drawing and specification, copies
of which may be had at the above office or at the
office of the chief engineer and superintendent. No.
727 United States Custom House Building, New
York.

At the

office

DATES AHEAD.
Central

Electric

Railway

Association

(annual

convention),

Guthrie,

meeting),

(regular

Boody House, Toledo, Ohio, May 26th.
Oklahoma Electric Light, Railway and
Okla.,

Gas Association

May

25th,

26th

and 27th.
Canadian Electrical Association (annual convention), Toronto, Ont., June loth, nth, 12th.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (semi-annual
meeting), Detroit, June 23d to 26th.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education (annual meeting). Detroit. June 23d to 26th.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (annual convention). Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J., June zglh
to

July 2d.

National Electrical Contractors* Association (annual meeting), Chicago, July isth, i6th and 17th.
Michigan Electric Association (annual meeting). Grand
Rapids, Mich,. August i8th to 21st.
Ohio Electric Light Association (annual convention). Hotel
Victory, Put-in-Bay Island, August 25th, 26th and 27th,
New York Electrical Show (second annual), Madison

Square Garden, October 3d to 14th.
Chicago Electrical Show (fourth annual). Coliseum, January II to 23, 1909.

to
energize both windings
heater with n source of heat.

same,

and

to

connect

the

Electric
Interrupter
and
Intermitter.
R. Kelley, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Applicafiled August 8, 1907.
In this interrupter there is an anode, consisting of a
tube made of platino-iridium, and a core within the

887,09(3.

combination with a trolley polu is an
having a swivel and pivot connection

trolley

pole

and

cutter

and

scraper

devices

insulating
with the

connected

with the insulating pole.

John
tion

tube consisting of gold.

Electric Thermostat.
887.087.
inger,
New York, N. Y.
29,

Harry

G. GelssApplication filed

1907.

A thermal couple consists of elements having different
rates of thermic expansion and contraction, the clement
having (he higher rate being rigid and the other being
flexible and normally straight.

1903.

hinh-rrxislancc device is included in circuit with
v\
ihc cut-off relay of the o-illing line to permit the
nr-rmally connected
source to remain
in
connection
therewith and .i low-resistance device is connected in
circuit with 'he cut-off relay of the callcd-for line to
permit the relay to l>c operated and thereby to diftconnect the v^urcc.

thereby

igo8.

Sleet Cutter and Scraper.
Frank L. Dye,
887,077.
Springfield, 111.
Application filed January 28,

May
887,071.

Office)

1908.

1907.

A

advantageous

peat,

1908

ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

Issued (United States Patent

Bowen, Boston, Mass.

is

it

m

23,

facturer

Two

handsome invitation has been received from
the Portland Rose Festival Association to visit the
Rose City (Portland, Ore.) during the week of
festivities concurrent with the celebration of the

887,061.

Clarence

Fire Protection Association will
annual meeting in Chicago May
The meetings will be held in the
25th, 27th, 28th.
assembly room of the Chicago Board of UnderThe programme conwriters, 159 La Salle Street.
tains Zl numbers, 21 of which are committee reports on as many different subjects dealing with
There will also be interesting refire protection.
ports by delegates from a number of member associations.
Among the 61 active members of the
National Fire Protection Association __are the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the .American
Street and Interurban Railway Association, the Fire
Underwriters' Electrical Bureau, National Electric
Light Association, National Electrical Contractors'
Association and the l^nderwriters' Laboratories,
W. W. Dudley is president and W. H. Merrill of
hold

be retained.

will

that

Mackay of the Postal Telegraph Company, in
addition to $100,000 for the Mackay School of
Mines, $30,000 for the John W. Mackay statue, and
$50,000 for campus improvements at the University
of Nevada, has announced further benefactions for
the furnishing of the School of Mines and an annual contribution of $6,000 for maintenance of the
school. The regents of the university have accepted
the gift and a public holiday will be declared by
the governor on the occasion of the unveiling of
the Mackay statue, at which Mr. Mackay and many
other noted men will be present.

Pass & Seymour. Solvay, N. Y., have published
an attractive little booklet devoted to P & S standard brass sockets. These sockets are said to be
the best and are the result of a knowledge of the
wants of men who use the best, the e.xercise of
the greatest care, use of the best material and

isting papers

from Reno, Nev., says

dispatch

H.

office.

The

which are investigating special phases
James P. Haney is secre-

committees

of industrial education.
tary of the society.

lishers.

by

May

887.088.

G.

Harry
System of Temperature Control.
Application
Geissinger, New York, N. Y.

filed

July

3,

1907.

combination with a heater is an^ electric regulator
having diflerential windings, one winding being included
in a normally closed circuit and the other in a normally
open Khunt which has automatic means for closing the
In

Armature-winding Machine.
Charles IT.
New Haven, Conn., assignor to the
Acme Wire Company, Hamdcn, Conn. Application filed June 15, 1905.

887.106.

Lewis,

This macliinc has a scries of non-rolary brackets,
armature holders arranged in pairs, each pair being
adapted to grip an armature between them to rotate
tluTcwiih, the holders having bearings in the brackets,

and mechanism for rotating the holders.
887.107.

Wire Fastener

Locke,

vember

Victor,

N.

for

Y.

Insulators.

Application

1905.
A wire-holding clement on the insulator
with an un<ler-cut groove having tapering

Fred M.
filed

No-

24,

is

provided

open

ends

May

WESTERN

1908

23,

opposite rctiiiiieiB RniHiiinw llir cimrluctor iiiul inopi-n cinh of tin: Kr<'"vc aiicl iiif.iii*i to
lie
serted in
iioM the rclnincrs in operative ponition in the uronvr?*.

nnd

I

887,123.

aiul
Ftirnact^s
KIcclric
tlio
Sanu-.
Kd^ar F.

for

Elccli-odo

process of Making
'loiic,
NiaRura
iM'ank
Price and
J.
N. Y. Ai)plicalioii filed January 8, 1906.

ncwcd December

I'alis,

I\c-

1907.

26,

This process of niakiiiK clrctrndcs ^:(lM^i^Is in sli.iiiMii;
;.
aiul
K'apliiliI'lipducfd
of ck-ctrically
rnixlnrc
liydrocnrliiMi bindfi- inio an ck-ctrodi- nnd lu-aliiiK il to
a leinin'raliirc snUkifiit to coke the hinilcr.
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Hf valvr
« aiitinn
forcr per unit of

slarliiiK <>< tlir diivinK mfcU.iiiifliti f-.r
In h<- M.irlcd hl.nvly ;4ikI with Krntt

applied i» ih*- nn-ehanisni, and nii-iina niton nctuiilion of (Iir valvi- f..r eonlrollin« llic anl<mi:itie incchiiniMii In emiic t\\f driviiiK nn-ehiinisin to iiiovr ilic valvr
faMcr.
force

f'"
Operator's
Seleelivc
UinKinK
K'^'V
'I'cli-plioiic
Systems.
Ray II. ,Mansoii, Elyria.
Ohio, as.siKii'T 10 tin: Dean Electric Company,

887,^60.

Ap|)lication

Oliio.

hilyria,

Novembi-r

filed

Kft7.326.

Oxidaiioii of NitruK.-n by .M..';,ns of
IViiirlrio lidbi;-, Koine, Italy.
(deil jrninary 23, ujtct^.

an

lllf

rltrclric

each i-nd, a
cnn-cnl-ci)lk'CtinK
llanRCs at
pivoted to the lower flanRc, an nrniathe outside of Uie lulic and litdt work
connecting llic .-irnialnrc to the grippcr.

llirrriii,

aii'l

(luMKIf el ion »jf

New

N.

York,

1907.

I,

insulatinK back for push buttons lias a disk with
unthrea<Icd cd^e and of a size to ht cither the
bell portion of a large-sized cap or the rim portion of
a small-sized cap.

An

for Producing Voltaic Ilisb^
l-larry Pauling, Gclsenkirchen,
Arcs,
Germany, assignor to the firm of Salpetcrsaure-Industric-Gesselschaft, G. M. B. H., GeL
Application filed Sepscnkirchen, Germany.

Apparatus

887.220.

current

tember

1907.

30,

diverging electrodes is provided with means
for blowing a ciirrcnt of gas throuRh_ the soacc of
greatest proximity of the electrodes and in the direction
A pair of adjustable auxiliary
of divergence thereof.
electrodes is connected to the former electrodes and
extends into the space between the latter.

A

John Pearson, Somto James
Frank D,
Application
Minn.

Lightning Arrester.

WilHamson

F.

Merchant,

and

Minneapolis,

November

filed

of one-third
oncTsixth to

assignor

Wis.,

erset,

1905.

24,

In a lightning arrester having diverging horns of
conducting material there is a non-fusible barrier interposed in the air gap between the horns.

Controlling
Automatically
Means
for
Voltage and Power Factor of Generators
Operating in Multiple. John Pearson, Somer-

887.222.

assignor of one-third to James F.
Williamson and one-sixth to Frank D. MerApplication filed
Minneapolis, Minn.
chant,
Wis.,

set,

March

i,

1906.

Each station contains a voltage regulator which at one,
serves to determine the voltage on the main
There are means for subjecting the
transmission line.
voltage regulator at each other station to the influence
of the voltage of the transmission line at the point of
junction of the line from the corresponding station
with the transmission line.
station

Waterwheel

887.223.

Governor.

John

Pearson,

Somerset, Wis., assignor of one-third to James
Williamson and one-sixth to Frank D.
Merchant,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
Application

F.

December

filed

A

waterwheel

1906.

21,

provided

with a relay and connections
for
adjusting the speed-controlling element of
the wheel,
a
relay
actuator subject
to
changes in
speed of the wheel, and an anti-racing device comprising a dash pot and piston constituting an extensible
connection between certain of the contacts of the relay
and a part_ connected for movement with the speedcontrolling element of the wheel.

887,231.

is

Telephone

win,

Clyde,

phone

111.,

Transmitter.
Elmer R. Corassignor to the Corwin TeleCompany. Chicago, 111.

Manufacturing

Application

filed

December

This transmitter has a
diaphragm carrying a front

rckase

Call

William

1906.

Register

W.

Dean,

for
Telephone Systems.
Elyria, Ohio, assignor to
Company, Elyria, Ohio.
iS,

1906.

Signaling and registering devices are located within
transmitter casing and a mounting plate therefor is
to and
behind the front plate of the trans-

has
.ind

Connection Switch.
George K. TliompNewton Highlands, Mass., and Frank R.
Evanston,
III,
assignors
to
the
McBerty,
Western Electric Company. Chicago, 111. ,^pplication

tion filed

September

16,

1905.

Valve-operating Mechanism.
William B.
Jackson, Madison, Wis., assignor to himself
and Dugald C. Jackson, Madison, Wis.
Ap-

887.253.

plication filed

October

6.

1905.

Driving mechanism associated with the valve is autocontrolled.
There are means upon initial

matically

1904.

7,

Process for Concentrating Nitric Acid,
Pauling, Gclsenkirchen, Germany, as-

887,266.

Harry

to the firm of Salpetersaure-IndustricGesellschaft, G. M. B. H.. Gclsenkirchen, Ger-

signor

many.

Application

August

filed

1906.
aqueous nitric

13,

The process consists in electrolysing
oxides originated at
nitric
liquefying the
cathode, and in passing such liquefied gases into
acid surrounding the anode.
acid,

the
the

_

Mechanism

Sliver-evening

8S7.281.

Edwin

Frames.

Smith,

C.

Application filed January
Mechanism to vary the rate

Drawing

for

1,

1

1906,

Water Healer.

Eleclric

Was)).

Oscar

Applicalifin

filed

Johnson,
Dccemb'-r

1905.

Electrical
Heating
Elemcnl.
Frank
Knhn, Detroit, Mich., assignor lo the American
Electrical
Heater
Company,
Detroit,
Mich.
Application filed October 15, 1907.

^'i^/.SSS-

Tlie element

of a series of iiarallelly arranRcd
alternate insulated
heat-conducting
strips electrically conneclini; the
Icrminals of the adjacent resistance elements and spaced
from contact with the intermediate bars.

Switching Apparatus.
John D.
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Union
and Signal Company. Swissvale, Pa,

Railway

Taylor.

Switch

Application

January

filed

11.

Renewed

1904.

March

5, 1907.
switching apparatus is combined with an intermechanism and operated by an electric motor
with a manual and an automatic controller.

This

locking

of
Governing the
Passage
Apparatus
Cars or Vehicles Along a Railway and the
Control Thereof.
John D. Taylor. Edgewood
Park, Pa., assignor to the Union Switch and

887.288.

Company,
September

Signal
filed

Swissvale,

Application

Pa.

mechanism for the switching apparatus
Indication
Its main feature is an alternatingabove is described.
current magnet.

Apparatus for Controlling the Passage
887.289.
of Trains.
John D. Taylor, Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
assignor to the Union Switch and Signal ComApplication filed Octopany, Swissvale, Pa.
ber 26,

1904.

Further

details

controlling
scribed.

indication mechanism
interlocking machine

for
are

the
de-

of
Apparatus
Governing
the
Control
Passage of Cars or Vehicles Along a Railway.
John D. Taylor, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Union Switch and Signal Com-

887.290.

ratus

filed

Au-

switching

appa-

Application

pany, Swissvale, Pa.
gust 23, 1906.
The circuit controller for

the

above

Safety Controller
for
Electric
Switchoperating Apparatus.
John D. Taylor, Pittsburg. Pa., assignor to the Union Switch and
Signal Company. Swissvale, Pa.
Application

887.291.

December

8,

1906.

This modified form of
automatic in action.

William
and

Brown

Scotland.

the

above-described

controller

Apparatus.
Frederick
G.
Scotland, assignor to himArthur Coulson, Nicol Paton

Hugh

Taylor

Application

filed

Brown,

March

Glasgow.
2.

1906.

A telegraphic receiving apparatus is provided with a
tape-feeding mechanism and a tape-punching mechanism
controlled in accordance with the electrical impulses received.

Vai-

1906.

Telephone.
Nathan B. StuhMurray, Ky., assignor of I2l4 onehundredths to Conn Linn, five one-hundredths
to R. Downs, five one-hundredths to E. F.
S.chroader, five one-hundredths to George C.
McLarin, five one-hundredths to John P. McElrath, 2^4 one-hundredths to Jeff D. Roulelt
and one-twentieth to Samuel E. Bynum, Murray, Ky.
Application filed April 5, igoy.
Means for communicating between a number of stablefield,

tions
tude,

of an aerial coil of wire of great magnitransmitting and receiving mechanism connected to
and including a source of heavy electrical
energy, a number of vehicles movable between the opposite sides or stretches of the great coil, coils
carried
by the vehicles and disposed within the field of action
of the aerial coil, and transmitting and receiving mechanism mounted on each vehicle and including a source
or electrical energy.
this

consist

coil

Wall Bracket.
George F. Swortfiger,
Newark, N. J. Application filed May i, 1905.
An insulator bracket has a vertical base for fastening

to the wall an arm projecting from the base and
at right
angles thereto, the arm being divided into three branches
for insulators, the branches rising vertically in
front
of the base and the middle branch standing farther
from the base than the side arms.

George L. Mason. Newark, N. J.,
to the George L. Mason Companv.
York, N. Y. Application filed April 28.

Sign.

887.408.

assignor

New

Renewed August

1905.

29,

1907.

In this sign there is a series of separate units united
together, incandescent lamps within the units and
a sign
supported on the front of the box and adapted to be
illuminated by the lamps.

Trolley
887,439.
C. Stratton,

mond

L.

Wheel for Electric Cars.
Camden, N. J., assignor

Warren

and

Florence E.
Application filed July

Camden, N. J.
combined trolley
trolley wheel loosely
of radial arms fixed

"

18,

1907.

wheel and protector consists of a
mounted on a shaft between pairs
to the shaft, and having curved

projecting ends and curved
the periphery of the wheel.

Controller.

887,442.

George
RayCramer,

to

Lewis

shoulders

L.

projecting

Tatum,

over

Norwood.

Ohio, assignor to Allis-Chalmers Company and
Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company.
Application filed June 28, 1906.

the

multiple-voltage

controller
comprises a rotatable
to connect a motor armature across difof mains, a star wheel on the shaft of the
drum and a lever movable by the star wheel to vary
the resistance in the field circuit of the motor.

drum arranged
ferent

sets

Dirigible
887,443delphia, Pa.

Balloon.
Russell Thayer, PhilaApplication filed December 26

1907.
In this balloon

there is a rotary body provided with
means to rotate it at such speed as to produce a g^TOscopic effect, and means supporting the body,
so that it has a freedom with respect to an a.xis eccentric
electrical

to its axis of rotation.

Electric-light

Lansdowne, Pa.

Fixture.
Harry A. Bauer,
Application filed October 11,

1904.

A

wall

which

is

bracket has means for mounting the
the form of a candlestick upon it.

lamp

in

Telephone
Receiver.
William
Gibson,
Danbury, Conn., assignor to the Gibson Mfg.
Co.,
Danbury, Conn.
Application filed Au-

887,473.

Telegraphic
Creed. Glasgow.

887,313.

self,

Micth,
29,

Wireless

887.357.

887,455.

is

May

described.

is

filed

filed

Upper and lower Iiolding rods arc joined by a pellicoated insulating connection.
About thi.s are tv/o separate casings open at one end.
The inner one extends
upward and the outer one downward.
(Sec cut on
next page.)

A

of the
of the

lever

Herman

Insulator.

Application

Cal.

Icjo,

A

1904.

14,

Eleclric

8^7>X^6-

887.358.

1907.
of feed

5,

of the sUver
with controlling circuits for setting it in
operation, a switch included in the circuits, and means
actuated upon the variation of the sliver from a normal
weight to effect the opening and closing of the switch.

887.287.

con.si.sts

cIcmenlK,

and naked bridge

Mass.

Seekonk,

provided

is

A

in a cylinder.
circuit for the magnetic clutch is
controlled thereby.
There arc means for causing the
cylinder to be suddenly connected with the pressure
system when minimum -pressure therein is reached and
means for suddenly disconnecting the cylinder from the
system when the maximum pressure is reached.

December

filed

In this springjack connector a frame carries contact
springs and protective devices that arc included in the
circuits leading to the contact springs.

mitter.

An air compressor supplies a pressure system and is
driven by a motor through a magnetic clutch.
Rheostat
mechanism is controlled by the movements of the piston

a

is

887,263.
son,

secured

Controlling System.
William B. JackMadison. Wis., assignor to himself and
Dugald C. Jackson, Madison, Wis.
Applica-

Signaling

ri.

Dean

It
combined annunciator and springjack.
a face plate and a drop simtter pivoted thereon,
the springjaclt below this.

This

the

887.252.
son,

AiiRiisl

filed

resistance

and Switching ApManson, Elyria, Ohio, asElectric Company, Elyria,
Application filed June 14, 1905.

Ohio.

metallic secondary
electrode, consisting of a

the
Dean Electric
Application filed October

-

(See cut.)

previuusly depressed,

pliini;ers

;iH

Electrical
887,261.
Ray
paratus.
signor to the

flexible

disk faced with polished carbon.

metallic

887,233.

27,

filla

A HcrieM of nested Iiib'-i itv Kroiipcd Jn p.'drri of kuctnbe«. llie hi>:,ii-r. bdw.-cn the lubrt, of the pairs
forniinK lif|uid-conducling pahbaKctt and the spaccH between the pairs conhtilutinK inMiIalion,

In eombinalinii with a frame arc a nuiiiber of selective
independent of any circuit connccidiniKers tlierciii,
limis, a latch pl.ile therefor ailapted to lock the actualiMK iduiiger in an intermediate position, a controlling key
eiuninon to all the plungers, and means carried by the
for actuating the
controlling key and to
hilch plale

pair of

587.221.

yas

are until tlir
ihr cross

llic

coniplrtcly

ilir

<resHive

NO. 887,260.- — THLUrnONK Ol'KRATOU's KKV.

bar-s,

a smooth,

nt

Irii^lli

and

mr.,*-*
elianibrr.

suikinii

VibralioK MassaK<: Macliinr.
AlMouvct. iW.w York, N. Y.
Applica-

'J'.

29.

1907.

Henry Willu-lin.
Pnsh-bnlton.
Appliealion filed Anj:;n>i
Y.

Electric

887,166.

llir

Scatlle,

887,157.

12,

ihr

jiicr«-ahii)K

,

oxid*-,
ioni/iriH

vhnmhrr and

llir

|.;t»iRrn

tntfiant consists in
a •-li:.riil>r(
the

llir<.ii(jh

in;i{jii<-Biuin

Elccliic

HK7,33i.

has

tk'vicc
slidinpr on

March

lfr;ilrd

The riiacliinc: coiriiirricH a vibrator, 11 niolr^^r, a switeli
(or ntarlint; an*l ntoppinK Hie luolor. and nirans
for
".peralHiK Ihr hwileh hy \hr hand holdiiiK llie machine
irrehpeelive of the poftilion of ilir handle.

Krippinp

filed

:itnti>ai.li«-()e

br

<"

wiilitn

lire

arc

tion

In this tlicriuouietcr then- arc two or more plalinnui
contacts sohlorcd into the mercury luhc whicli serve to
conipk'tc one or more ck;ctric circuits, in each oi uliicli
.^n clcctric-alarm tk'vice is provick'd.

f.xidi/iri|.;

k;">

walls ;t w\,'hU urr ui

fred

Viclor W. I'liley and
Eleclric Arc Lamp.
Ap
llcrbqrt \V. Rowing, London, Enj^land.
plication filed March lO, 1906.
A nii-tallic tnbe Ihrouph wliicli the upper carbon

Willu-Im
Therinomcler.
Electric-alarm
Appliealiou
Hamburg, Germany.
WaJtlier,

of

arl

'litis

p.issiiiK
biirfiicr

^7*328.

887,127.

lure

Ap-

phcation

i.V

;i

linsscs

KU'C-

tricily.

gust 23,

1907.

This receiver is formed in two parts from vitreous
material, combined with a screw-threaded metal ring on
one part and a screw-threaded metal collar interlocked
with the other part.

Apparatus for Electric Oxidizing of Atmospheric Nitrogen.
Demetrio Helbig, Rome,
Italy.
Application filed January 5, 1906.

887,476.

In

this

modification

of

No.

887,326

there

is

a

body

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

426
magnesium oxide having a gas passage and
for producing an electric arc through the passage.

of

Electrocosmetic

887,482.

means

Gustave

Face-mask.

William H. Locke,
plication

C.

device for the treatment of the face and diseases
skin thereof consists of a rigid metallic mask
molded and fitting the face and serving as a conductor
of a current to the surface with which the mask conthe

Ledwinka,

Propelled
Philadelphia, Pa.

August

1907.

Vehicle.

3,

'

at
motor-field frame has non-rotatable
respectively opposite ends, wheels fitted to rotate on
connected
respectively
shafts
independent
the trunnions,
in rigid relation with the wheels and mounted to rotate
in the frame in axial alinemcnt and in concentric relaThe armatures arc respectively
tion with the trunnions.
carried by the shafts, and there are distinct and independently controllable magnetic fields for the ^respective armatures, comprising main shunt field poles and

The

its

intermediate commutating poles.

.

1907.
This

box

has

Electrical

Mandan,

N.

January

4,

cover and lamp socket
with screws passing through holes

combined

a

fastened to the body
with metallic bushings.

887,501.

McBean,

B.

McNally.
June 28,

Philip T.
Cut-out.
Application filed

D.

1907.
The cut-out comprises an eIcctromechanical_ device for
turning on and turning off a switch at a distance, the
whole forming means for preventing the device from
making more than one turn-on or turn-off of the elec-

The

conductor

starting

has
or shield.

protecting screen

Water

Electric

887,666.

New

ter.

October

filed

plication

Appli-

December

oxide

of

James

F.

assignor to the

Y.,

Ap-

Renewed

1906.

28,

and

LesElec-

and Purifying Company.

November

filed

surface

a

Purifier.

York, N.

trolytic Filtering

Enoch

therein, transversely spaced spring contact plates projecting into the recesses, and a fuse-carrying member
rotatably mounted between the blocks and having a
number of fuse seats.

Application

Y.

N.

ic

23,

1907.

14.

1907.

12,

There

are provided an electrolytic chamber and a
chamber, the first having a series of nickel
electrodes connected in multiple, each electrode being
in direct contact with the water being treated.
filtering

York, N. Y.

A

Application

number of

connected

W.

Francis
Maxstadt,

Electric
Signaling.
887,681.
stadt and Francis W.

Railway Signal. Sofrony Bayas, Los An887,576.
Application filed April 15, 1907.
geles, Cal.
The locomotive carries a forked harp with a double
trolley engaging two sectional conductors connected with

Max-

New

Jr.,

May

filed

10,

1907.

make-and-break contacts are
independent push-button is
There is a central battery and

bells without
parallel.
An

in

series with each bell.
circuit-breaker.
in

signal circuit.

the

Hanger for Electric Wires.
David S.
Edgewood Park, Pa. Application filed
December 11, 1906.

887,578.

George
Outlet Box Cover.
Application
filed
111.
Chicago,

887,496.

Schenectady,

cation filed May 27, 1907.
There is a base plate provided with spaced blocks,
the inner faces of which have annular recesses formed

filed

trunnions

Ap-

Y.

Revolving Multiple-fuse Block.
Westerdahl, Thief River Falls, Minn.

Joseph

Application

N.

1901.
along the

17,

887,559.

tacts.

Electrically

Brooklyn,

Jr.,

_

A

SS74S3.

May

line conductors are
Arranged at intervals
There is a
condensers joined in parrallel thereby.
groimded induction coil joined to one end of one of
the line conductors, a transmitter circuit for affecting
the induction coil, and a grounded receiver connected
to the remote end of the other line conductor.

Lammers, Oakland, and Sanford Bennett, AlaApplication filed August 26, 1907.
meda, Cal.
of

filed

May

Beyer,

This hanger for suspension wires of incandescent
lamps consists of a substantially U-shaped body formed
from two hook-shaped members overlapped at their upper ends and a securing and reinforcing member formed
from a piece of wire doubled and passed through the
overlapped ends.

Electrically Driven Vehicle.
William B.
887,691.
Potter. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
.

Application

Delloye, Paris, France, assignor to
Societe Anonyme des Manufactures de Gl^cfs
et Produits Chimiques de Saint Gobain Chauny

Electrical

887,723.

and

Condenser Suitable for Use in
Telegraphy
Other
Purposes.
and

Wireless
Lucien H.

1903.

25,

A

Electrical

887,598.

June

filed

The vehicle carries a trolley pole with a universal
contact shoe is yieldingly
joint connection at its head.
held at an oblique angle to the pole and in a definite
swiveled relation thereto.
Charles

Switch.
John D.
E. Parsons, Utica,

May

plication filed

A

double-break

oil

Hilliard,

N.

Y.

1905.

13,

switch

described.

is

(See cut.)

Process of Recovering Nickel from

887,735.

Jr.,

Ap-

Sili-

Adolphe Chalas, Philadelphia, Pa.
filed
September 6, 1907.

cious Ores.
Application

consists in smelting the ore and producing
casting the alloy into anodes, electrolytically

The process
ferro-nickel,

LIGHTNING
ARRESTER.

NO. 887.336.-

trical

switch for one closure of control circuit, no matter
the control circuit may be kept closed.

how long

Automatic
Lines.
Switch
for
Trolley
Application
Joseph Nelson, Cape May, N. J.
filed August 30, 1907.

An operating rod is attached to the switch point and
projects into casing.
There are two rolls carried by the
rod, two cams for actuating the rolls to effect the
movements of the rod, two armatures carried by a
frame, two magnets in the field of which the armatures
are located and means for energizing the magnets.
Operating

Mechanism

for

Valves, Etc.
William H. Pearce.
111.
Application filed June 28, 1906.
A valve-operating mechanism comprises a

Radiator
Chicago,

valve, an
in operative connection
with the valve, an
electro-responsive
device
for
moving the armature,
means for completing the circuit to energize the device,
a contact member supported by the armature, and means
for moving the member out of engagement with one
of the contact points for breaking the circuit when the
armature approximately reaches the limit of its move-

DYNAMO BRUSH

Paris.

Cirey,

March
Two

26,

France.

electrical conducting
in a mass of glass,

thin

Application

filed

1906.
bodies are completely
and each body has a

incorporated
terminal lug extending beyond the glass.

ControlHng Means for Alternating-curMotors.
Augustine R. Everest, Lynn,
Mass., assignor to the General Electric ComApplication filed
pany, Schenectady, N. Y.

887,612.
rent

June

22, 1905.
In combination with the motor are starting devices
therefor, a switch arranged normally tO' cut the devices
out of circuit, a magnet winding in series with the
motor and means controlled by it for moving the
switch to cut in the starting devices when the current
in the winding exceeds a predetermined amount.

armature

ment.

887,520.

Insulator.

Pa.

Application

John
filed

W.

Rehling,

September

6,

Allegheny.
1907.

A

block of insulating material is formed with a
central opening and provided on its upper and lower
sides with oppositely projecting lugs having serrated
surfaces to grip the wires.

Henry
Dynamo-electric
machine.
G.
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed January 24, 1903.

887,5:^1.

Reist,

A
pole

rotating field construction provides a recessed core,
pieces with projections adapted to enter the reat the ends of the recesses

cesses, and steps provided
to supfMjrl the pole pieces.

Lightning Arrester.
David B. Rushmore, Schenectady, K. Y.. assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

887,525.

Application filed January 5, 1907.
A numtxT of spark gaps arc arranged in groups and
connect the conductor lo ground, and there arc gradvi(Sec cut.).
attd resistances shunlinR some of the groups.

Series-multiple Switch.
Howard R. Sar887,527.
gent, Schenectady, N. Y-„ assignor to the GenSchenectady, N. Y.
era!
Electric Company,
Application filed May 22. IQ05,
switch havinti a central s'>indlc and four stationary
ii
provided with contact clips, one clip in each
diametrical p.iir IjcinK nearer the spindle than the other,
and two inflated Mades on the swindle co-opcratinR
with llic clips,

A

p<fSt.<t

Dynamo-electric Machine, Louis R. Hornung, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the Bul-

887,639.

ApElectric Manufacturing Company.
plication filed February 28, igo6.
There are provided a number of brush studs and
straight insulated links joining adjacent brush studs for
the purpose of bracing them to prevent vibration thereof.
(See cut.)
lock

Vapor Electric Apparatus. Alexander M.
Jackson, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady. N. Y.
Renewed
Application filed December 9, 1903.
July 20, 1907.
As a starting means for mercury-vapor tubes, there

887,642.

are

Apparatus for Telephoning.
New York, N.

dingchristensen,

Frcderik Sinassignor to

Y.,

for

and thermal

for Connecting Up Electric Fuses.
Jacobs, Waynesburg, Pa., assignor
of one-half to William G. Theurer, WashingApplication filed September 14, 1907.
ton Pa.
with a socket wrench
This is an automatic screwdri'

Tool
Frank M.

887,644.

its

887,651.

handle.

Safety

By

tliis

elevator

is

for

Elevators. William J.
Application filed
J.

tlcvifc

the

controlling

lever

for

an

electric

locked while any of the doors arc open.

Osias '0. Kruh. ScheRectifier System.
nectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Elec-

887.659.

tric

tion

dissolving the anodes, continuously precipitating the
solved iron by nickelic hydroxide and redepositing
dissolved nickel.

Magnetic

^^7,7Z7-

December

the

for
Make-and-break
Field,
Stockbridge,
Spark Coil

Blow-out

Devices.
Stephen
Mass., assignor to
Company, Dalton,

.

dis-

D.
the

Pittsfield

Mass.

Application

filed

1907.

12,

The device has a magnet, a make-and-break mechanism
within the magnetic influence of the poles and
forming a portion of the magnetic circuit of the maglocated
net.

Reissue.

Apparatus for the Regulation of E^lectric
Systems.
George A. Wells, Jr., New York,
N. Y. Application filed June 22, 1906. Original
No. 821,909, dated May 29, 1906.

12,793.

A compensating generator with a lieavy flywheel
An auxiliary generator helps
connected to the line.
regulate the compensating machine.

PATENTS THAT

is

to

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired

May

19,

1908.

Electric Switcliing Apparatus.
G. T. Briggs, WindConn.
Dynamo-electric Machine or Motor.
F. A. Wesscl,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Controlling Device for Electric Mo452,423 and 452.,;23.
tors.
F. O. BIrfckwell, New York, N. Y.
452,=;io.
Insulated
Electric
Conductor.
B.
Williams,
J.
Oakland, Cal.
Electric Kailway-train Signal and Recorder.
452.515.
V. H.

45- 359.
sor.
45- ,420.

Brown, Chicago, III,
E. Carroll and
452.516. Joint for Electric Conductors.
T. B. Lambert, Chicago, 111.
Electric Insulator.
B. Jennings, San Jose, Cal.
452.523.
Trolley Device for Electric Railways. D. N. Cook,
452,542.
Salem, Mass.

Device

Kern, West Hobokcn, N.
June 20, 1907.

Company, Schenectady. N.
filed September 17, 1907.

Y.

Applica-

A merciiry-arc reclifi'T has main electrodes and
starling elecl'rodcH and inductive means for prevent itig
the hhifting of the cathode sjiot from one of the main
electrodes lo one of the gtarting electrodes."*
Ap-

Starting Devici^ for Mcrcury-vnpor
Osias O. Kruh, Schenectady. N. Y.,
paratus.
assignor to the General Electric Company,

887.660.
887,533.

in proximity to each other,
bringing them into contact.

electrodes

means

a

-OIL SWITCH.

NO. SS7.72

MOUNTING.

et

887,504.

887,514.

37.639.

37,525.

SULATOR.

Wind

45-.54'5.

Charging

Apparatus for Generating Electricity and
Secondary Batteries.
M. Mitchell, LawJ.

rcnccvillc, Ga.
Glas.s-covcrcd
452.565-

Wm.

Wire.

Electric

Curry,

Balti-

more, Md.
D. Jenneu, Indianapolis, Ind.
Annunciator Drop, H. C. Shivler, Brooklyn, N. Y.
E. W, Alitchcll,
Conductor for Electric Railways.
Rheostat.

452.574452.585.
452,611.

C.

Falls, Wash.
Elcctric-r.nilwny

Spokane
2,62,

Car.

S.

H.

Short,

Cleveland,

Ohio.

Arc Lamp.

2.63.1.

Electric

2,6j6.

'IVIcphone

F.

Transmitter.

Buchanan, Lima. Ohio._
P.

Fitzsimmons.

Birniinjl*

ham, Ala.
A.

I-

-'."-5-

lan<l,

2,741.

Shade for Incandescent Electric Lights.
Gartner and H. C. Harris. Savannah, Ga.

Sectional

2,Cm8.
,

Insulated Electric Conductor.

B. Williams. Onk-

J.

Ci\\.

C. H. Shaffer. Rockford. III.
Electric Alarm.
D. G. Wecms, Baltimore,
Electric-railway System.
/
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Power

Sloule RIvor Hyclro-aloclric

One

1'kkkins.

inti^-rtsliiiK hydro-cK-clric power
France is tlvit of tlie Coiiipannie dii Gaz
do Clermont-Ferrand, located on the Sicnile River,
an afilnent of the .Mlier, which in Inrn llow.'; into
The accompanying piclnre shows the
the Loire.
arrangement of the dam and the Sioule i)owcr

located

at

Qnenille, a

distance

from Clermont-Ferrand.
power station is pl.aced
dam, and close to it a

—

below the

of

abont

,10

.\s

will

he

in

the

fit'i'ge

oimnact

hnl

somewhat unnsnal arraigcment.

The

cnrrent generated

is

conducletl In

(lie

swiich-

The d.ain on the Sionle, ncir (Jni-iiille. wheri; the
hydroeleelrie power sl.ilinn li.is been insl.clleil. is
meters high and at llie crest uo meters long,
3::
with a b.'ise :^8 nielers in thickness anfl tio meters
This d.am forms ;ni .arlificial lak'e 150 meters
and 7^ kilometers long, having a capacity of 10,000.000 enhic meters of w.iler.
In the
power house there .are si.\" miits of i.20<j horsepower
each, consisting of horizontal-sli.ift Francis double
turbines, directly coupled lo three-i)h:ise Weslinghonse .alternators. Theia- are four uints for excitation, these dynrnnos ;dso being dri\-in by hurilong.

wide

SIOULE RIVER HYDRO-ELECTRIC PLANT AT QUEUILLE,
board at a pressure of 1,000 volts and is then
taken to step-up transformers for raising the pressure to 20,000 volts for use on the transmission line
to Clermont-Ferrand and to Royat.
The 20,000-volt lightning arresters and choke
coils are of the Wurtz type.
After passing the
.

lightning arresters and choke coils in the Clermont-

Ferrand

sub-station,

pressure

to

in

the

the

3,000 volts by

sub-station.

From

reduced in
is
step-down transformers

current
the

sub-station

the

cur-

and power service.
In order not to depend wholly upon the hydroelectric plant on the Sioule River and the powertransmission line for current for lighting and power
service at Clermont-Ferrand and Royat. a supplementary steam plant has been installed at the substation at Clermont-Ferrand.
This plant includes
a vertical compound steam engine of the WillansRobinson type having a capacity of 450 horsepower
directly coupled to a Westinghouse alternator of
315 kilovolt-amperes, with the exciter mounted on
the same shaft.
This alternator supplies a threerent

is

distributed

for

light

phase current of 3,000 volts pressure with a frequency of SO periods per second.
A second unit 'consists of a horizontal steam
engine of 1,200-horsepower capacity, directly coupled
to a

No. 22

KjciK

meters.

of the most

honsc,

.V),

;i

C.

stations in

kilometers
noted, the

.\l.\^

f ,1.(xio vi.ll-. and S" cycles p.r second. The siram
generating plain inclndes Hahcoek \' Wilc.i.v: boilers, e.-ich haxing
lu-.-ning Mnf:ic<- of l'6; sipiarc

Plant.

Bv I'UANK

),

goo-kilowatt Westinghouse three-phase machine

zonal

turbines,

all

Wyss &

the

than

'w

efliciency

is

and

gn.arafileird

ii'^t

to

he

less

Ihey
oper.ate coniinnouidy '^.\ lioins p'.T rlay without the
temperature e.\c<-rMling .)o degrees above the surrounding air, while with an overload of 25 per
cent, they oper.ate conliimously without the temperature rising over 50 degrees above that of the
surrounding atmosphere, or above Oo degrees when
operating for one hour with .an ov^-rlo.ad of 50
per cent.
White marble is the maleri.'il used for lln; switchhoard at the Sioule jihuit. 'i'liere are r3 panels,
three of which are jjrovided with instruments and
switches for the e.sciters. while six panels arc used
for the alternators anri four panels for the step-up
transformers. The tr.ne foitner efjuipment is loiier

ceiit.,

it

is

inalnlaine'l

that

FRA.N'CE.

of which were built at Zurich,

Switzerland, by Escher,

load

Co.

At a speed of 333 revolutions per minute and
working under a head of from 21 to 25 meters,
the turbines show an efficiency of 76 per cent, at
full load, 80 per cent, at three-fourths load and y$
per cent, at half load, the speed variation being
within two per cent, for ordinary operating conditions.
The automatic regulators for the turbines
control the speed within three per cent, with a
variation of 25 per cent, of the load and within
five per cent, with 50 per cent, change of load,
while with a variation of load from zero to 100
per cent., or vice versa, the ma.ximum speed variation is seven per cent.
Each of the turbines is
supplied by a separate penstock having a diameter
of r.6 meters.
The three-phase alternators in this station are
coupled to the turbines by elastic couplings of the
Zodel type. These generators have a capacity of
i.ooo kilovolt-amperes
and supply a three-phase
current of 1,000 volts pressure. They have 18 poles
.and wdicn operating at a speed of 333 revolutions
per minute supply a current having a frequency
of 50 periods per second. The generators have an
efficiency of 94 per cent, at full load and 92.5 per
cent,
at
three-fourths load, while at one-fourth

cated under the switchboard gallery and includes
several groups of single-phase transformers, each
having a capacity of 375 kilovolt-amperes, designed
to raise the pressure from 1,000 volts as received
from the alternators to 20,000 volts for use in the

power-transmission line. These transformers have
an eflSciency of 97.7 per cent, at full load and
three-fourths load and 97.1 per cent, at half load.

Electric and

Gas Companies May Not

Consolidate

in Massachusetts.
important bill was enacted recently by the
Massachusetts Legislature and received the executive signature.
It
provides that electric-lighting
companies may consolidate, subject to specified

An

.

and that gas-lighting companies may
on similar conditions, but that no
gas and electric companies shall thus consolidate
in that state hereafter.
Companies which at the
time of the passage of the bill manufactured both
gas and electricity for lighting purposes retain the
right to do so.
For all consolidations two-thirds of the stockholders of each company .in the compact must assent, and approval of the state Gas and Electric
Light Commission must be obtained as a prelimiregulations,

also

consolidate,

nary to the merger.
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Receiving Stations Operated from Hightension Transmission Lines.'
Bv

S.

Q. Haves.

receiving stations operated from
high-tension transmission lines has become of vital
importance to those responsible for obtaining the
best results, and the main features involved in such
station design warrant careful consideration.
The term "receiving station," as used in this
paper, covers stations where practically all of the
electrical power is received over one or more incoming feeder circuits from other stations where
is generated by steam or waterpovver.
it
In taking up the details of the apparatus used
such stations it will be obviously impossible
in
even to touch on all of the different types, so one
particular Hue of apparatus will be considered and
compared witli other conflicting designs.
This paper deals with receiving
Ty/>c of Siaiioji.
stations operated from transmission lines of 22,000
volts and upward, with their equipment of transformers, switching devices, protective apparatus, etc.
To secure the most suitable arrangement of a receiving station it is essential that the building be
designed for the apparatus that it will contain
instead of attempting to arrange the ecjuipment in
It is the purpose of
a building already erected.
this paper to point out the main features of the
apparatus required in receiving stations, with particular reference to such points as influence the
design of the building.
Type of Transformers. Transformers may be divided into types determuied by the means adopted
for dissipating the heat developed in operation.
These means may be divided into natural aircooling, artificial air-cooling, natural oil-cooling and
artificial oil-cooling, and these determine the main
features of the transformer.
Natural air-cooling depends on the conduction
of beat through the air from the transformer to
to the surrounding
its case, where it is radiated
air, and it has been found impracticable to build
such transformers in large sizes.

The design

of

May

units can be built if required. The limit of size
is
largely a question of shipping facilities or of
building up the transformer at destination.

The

30,

190S

Icss
than that for which a transformer can be
furnished suitable for that voltage.
On some of the larger transmission circuits, such
as those of the Niagara, Lockport and Ontario

question of three-phase or single-phase trans-

company's

formers has been ably summed up by Mr. J. S.
Peck in statjng that three-phase transformers, when
compared with three single-phase units of the same
total capacity, have the advantage of lower cost,

lines in

New

York, transformer stations

are installed for lowering the line pressure from
60,000 to 11.000 volts, and various customers arc
then supplied at 11,000 volts.
Main- Connections. For switching stations located
along a transmission line the main connections are
very simple, and as a rule simply allow for the
opening up or connecting together of the various
lines.
For receiving stations with transformers the
main connections will depend on the number and
capacity of incoming lines, step-down transformers,

—

higher efficiency, smaller floor space, less weight,
simpler wiring, reduced freight and erection charges;

outgoing feeders, local circuits, and so forth, and
the proper arrangement of the bus-bars, and so
forth, is a matter of great importance.
With one
incoming line and a transformer circuit of the
same capacity as the line, no high-tension bus-bars
are needed, as the line will connect through suitable switching devices direct to. the transformer

—

circuit.
If

the

one

circuits, or

line

feeds

two or more

two or more transformer
lines feed

one transformer

a single set of high-tension bus-bars will
required.
If there are two or more lines and
two or more transformer circuits, a single set of
bus-bars is sometimes used; but. as trouble in this
Inis involves a complete shutdown of the station,
a more flexible system is advisable. This flexibility
is
obtained by using a sectionalized bus, double
bus, ring bus, or relay bus, depending on the number of lines and circuits and the amount of the flexibility desired.
With three or more lines, the best
results can usually be obtained by having the transformer circuits of the same number and capaciiv
as the lines, and arranging so that, normally, each
line will feed its own transformer circuit, but in
case of necessity can be connected to any Iranscircuit,

be

—

FIG. 2.

60, 000-VOLT OIL

CIRCUIT-BREAKER.

while the main disadvantages are the greater cost
of spare units and repairs. Allowing a spare unit
in each case for one or two circuits, the singlephase units have the advantage in price of transformers, while for three or more circuits the threephase units have the advantage.
The relative advantages of star and delta con-

.

former

tircuit.

—

Szvitchhoards. In some switching and transformer
stations various knife-switches, circuits, breakers."

Tn/.-g /?«,

a-rsjS'-Syi^Slfi:!;
FIG.

I.

CONTROL DESK FuR RECEIVING STATION.

air-cooling is obtained by forcing a
blast of air ihrough the iron and the coils of a
transformer placed in a cast-iron housing, and ordinarily located over an air chamber, where a pressure of one-half to V/i ounces is maintained by a
blower, usually driven by a motor.
Owing to the difiicuhy of securing satisfactory
insulation without the use of oil, air-blast transformers arc not built for pressures above 33,000
.'olts,
and are not recommended for more than
22.000 volts.
Natural oil-cooling takes place when a transArtificial

former is immersed in oil and provided with a^case
having sufficient radiating surface to dissipate the
heat brought to it by the oil. Transformers of
this ij'pe have numerous ducts extending through
the opening in the iron from one end of the coil
to the other, and similar ducts between the laminations permit a circulation of oil throughout the

FIG. 7.

ELEVATION OF 66,000-VOLT TRANSFORMER STATION.

nections have been pretty thoroughly discussed at
various times, and seem to be reduced to these
features:
With delta connections one set'' of coils
on a three-phase transformer or one of a bank
of three single-phase transformers can be cut out
of circuit and the remaining two can then be connected in open delta and deliver 173/300 of the
output with the same heating. With star connections the voltage on any one transformer is onl\'
0-577 tht? amount between lines, and a neutral point
is available for grounding or other purposes.
The question of using star connections and a
neutral grounded solidly or through a resistance
is
a mooted one, but the general practice, particularly for very high voltages, favors the star
connection with neutral grounded through a resistance that will limit the current
that
Hows
through a grounded line.
The use of small transformers operating from

interior of the transformer.
is
adopted for larger sizes,
in general use for cooling
the oil, these being known as forced-water and
forced-oil circulation.
In the former method one
or more coils of seamless brass tubing arc placed
under the oil in tlie top of the transformer case
near the walls of the tank, and water i.s circulated
through these coils to remove the heat from the
oil and to promote the circulation of the oil.
The circulation of oil in such transformers depends on the difference in weight between the hot
and cold oil, and where the transformers arc of
large capacity this natural circulation is not vigorous enough to carry off the heat developed, and
it
is
necessary to resort to artificial circulation.

Artificial

oil-cooling

and two methods arc

This is accomplished by pumping the oi! from the
transformer case and circulating it through cooling
coils placed in running water, a surface condenser
or a blast of air.
For units of 5,000 kilowatts and above forced-oil

becomes advisable as giving more uniform cooling, lower maximum and lower average
temperature rise. Three-phase transformers of 10,000 kilowatts for 120.000-voIt service have been
de-signed with forced-oil circulation, and even larger
circulation

I,
Al/niraci of a papor r*,-ail before \\\k National Elecrric Llalit
K•^wc\Aiion at CbicaKo. May 22. I'/A. Thft author is switchboard
enirineer for ih'z WtMingh'-jU'.o Electric vtd Manufacturinij ComCtao7* Piltiburs.

provided, and no switchboard, properly
is
used.
In other stations, particularly
operated oil circuit-breakers are
used, some central point is usually chosen from
which to control the station. This central point
is ordinarily a switchboard on which are mounted
the controlling devices, relays, etc., as well as various meters for the transloriner and feeder circuits.
These switchboards for receiving stations are usually made of the panel type, although occasionally
a control desk or bench-board is supplied.
The switchboard panels or the top slabs of the
control desk are ordinarily made of polished marble
or slate with oil or marine finish. While polished
marble has been used in many installations, marinefinish slate is growing in favor more and more,
owing to its being somewhat cheaper, and far
etc.,

so

are

called,

where

electrically

easier to match and to keep in first-class condition.
The panel boards used for receiving stations arc
simply modifications of standard switchboards, with
panels for various line, transformer and feeder
circuits, as well as a panel for the control of a
small storage battery with the motor-generator set
used for charging it.

Where

there are a large number of circuits to
controlled and a very compact arrangement is
desired, a control desk is often used, with the
controllers mounted on the horizontal lop of the
desk, and the instruments back of and above the
desk in such a maimer that the operator at the
desk win face the switching and transformer room.
While operating the controllers and the like, he
can watch the meters or look under the instrument
frame and over the top of the desk and watch the
breakers, etc.
Fig. I shows a combined desk and instrument
frame of this type, to he used ultimately to control
five 5,000-kilowatt. 6o.ooo-volt. three-phase incoming
lines; five o.ooo-kilowatt. 6o.ooo-i2,ooo-volt, threephase, step-down transformers, one r2.ooo-volt local
service feeder and 29 12,000-voIt distributing feedI)c

FIG. 3.

110,000-VOLT OUTDOOR-TYPE OIL
CIRCUIT-BREAKER.

extremely high-tension lines is complicated by the
fact that a power transformer cannot be economically built for a smaller capacity than about 0.5
kilowatt jjcr thousand volts. As the voltage of the
lines is raised, the size of transformer thai can
be economically built for operation at thai voltage
goes up, and it occasionally happens that a small
consumer located near a transmission line of 66,000 volts, or higher, desires an amount of power

ers.

The

general connections of this station are rather
shown by means of the miniature bus-bar
system oir the top of the desk. The general .scheme
is
to normally have each incoming transmission
line
feed
its
own three-phase transformer, and
each transformer will normally operate on its own
auxiliary bus, supplying power to about six 12,000clearly

volt

feeders.

May
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HjoS

The lop of this coutriil desk consists of luariiK'rmisht'd slalc slabs, whilo tliu fraiil, Imck ami siik-s
arc niadi.' of sti-i.-! plains llial an; readily rcinovalfk'
tu peniiil access Ut (he jnterinr of tlur desk for
^elliiiK al the coiiiieclions. adjiistiuK the eniilrollers,
i-tc.

in

— WliiU-

oil
eirem'i -breakers
are
furnish anlomatie protection
circuits, fused breakers have been

('iri-iii{-l'rt\i!<:i-rs.

nr(Miiarily

employed

hij^li-voilaife

to

Kiir

IukIi tension eircnils of 3.i,ooo volts and
the (nieslion of t-nelosiiiK the bns-bars and
becomes an rniirely differml proposiiioti,

tile

above,
uirinj;

and

is

il

iuKlily

ih-sirablc

of

wiring with brcala-rs
llial class of work.
l*"iK-

.(29

-

and

shows

;i

lo use an
particitiarly

brealiv-r built

(jjirri
system
desinned for

Rti.'iranteed

.opjifr or ahnin'mini wire to insure
of the eireuil').
typical 'xanipk* of elation la|j|jr'I in on a

of line

oijiMiiii^

till-

:\

iran^rnissiori
tr.-itcs

lim*

serv-

to

for outdoor service in the manner shown in Tig. 3,
which shows the outline and over.all dimensions
hand-operated breaker for use on a 110,000voit circuit for outdoor service.
Particular precautions have been taken for rendering the operating
mechanism, terminal bushings, etc., impervious to
severe weather conditions.

of a

In order to furnish automatic protection to alternating-current circuits, relays of various types are
used for closing the tripping circuits of the oil
breakers. These relays can be made lo operate
instantaneously or with a time limit, either adjustable or inverse, and lo give protection against
overload, reverse current or other troubles.
Protective
Devices. For
high-tension
circuits,
choke-coils and lightning arresters are provided to
furnish protection against lightning and static disturbances of various kinds.
Choke-coils for such circuits arc usually made in
the form of a flat spiral for circuits up to about
25,000 volts, while for high voltages either the oilimmersed type or the open helical type can be supplied.
As a rule, the strain developed across adjacent turns of a choke-coil in a high-tension circuit
is so great that when the coil performs the function
normally expected of it, oil insulation seems to be
necessary to obtain the best results.
Fig. 4 shows an oil-immersed choke-coil for use
on an S8,ooo-volt transmission circuit where the
lightning conditions are particularly severe and
where the maximum amount of protection possible
was desired, owing to the importance of the circuits
to be protected.
Lightning arresters for these receiving stations
are made of the low-equivalent multi-gap or of the
electrolytic type, and as these have been often
discussed and described there is no necessity of
taking them up in this place. The electrolytic type
of arrester seems to be growing in favor, largely
due to the fact that it is suitable for outdoor

and

an:

\\u:\i-

insulaler!,

in

fii^.

for

the

l<ailw;iy

lhr»e

5,

of

.'(rraii^^eiiient

-^laiion

Hcnd

South

lioji
'>il

Jiown

i-.

gciuT.'il

^\^l^

irari-JoruM-r
for fk),(XKj-volt

operate satisfactorily uridiT
any comlilions of overload or sliort-cireiiit that
might exist in a plant having 2o<),<xxj kilowatts in
generating caiiaeily.
Modilications of lliis breaker can
be arranged for high volt.-.k'es. It is essmlially a lopeoimected, self-contained solenoid breakrr witli metal
laidcs. and these jVatnres arc particularly valuablr
for the class of service i"or which Ihi-y arr intended.
'I'he
top-connectecl breaker has al! of tlie livimetal parts submerged in oil, with the tanks, framework, mech.anism, etc., thoroughly grounded and
tlie breaker entirely self-contained, while with breakers having the terminals at the bottom of the pots,
and the plunger rods that go into the lop of the
tanks exposed, a masonry structure is necessary.
The t(>p-connccted breaker can be built suitably
ice

l-UKih

u

Cliieaj<o,

Company.

5<j(*-kilowait,

Utkc Shore
In

li;;!;ij-iilir::.!i:i

this

,

:.

^la-

connected

,..

r

LXL.iXl

illus-

siiij^h'-phase

33.0fX>-6/xj<i voll,

self-eooliiig transfoniiers,

H
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:::!( j:!:

(:

J"-*/
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I^-"- ^1

riilTTTj
..;i::;!;ii]LCMZG.0JZ!LiL:iii2..Eii

—

FIG. 4.

S,OOO-V0LT OIL-IMMERSED CHOKE-COIL.

used on the circuits of the Niagara, Lockport and
Ontario Power Company to cut off the individual
transformers, and fused breakers of this same general design have often been used in sub-stations
for single-phase railwav propositions, as shown in
l^ig.

5.
_

This fused circuit-breaker is essentially a singlepole device, and for special applications, such as
cutting off individual transformers in the manner
used by the Niagara, Lockport and Ontario Power
Company, or in transformer stations of single-phase
railways, they have given great satisfaction. For
the three-phase work it is usually advisable to have
all three of the main 'jircuits opened at the same
time, and oil switches, and circuit-breakers are used
for this purpose.

service.

Bus-bars and

—

Wiring.
Practically all large reenclose the low-tension secondary
if
between the limits of 500 and 13,200
volts, owing to the enormous momentary amount of
current available under short-circuit conditions with
the disastrous arcs resulting.
This provides protection to the operator and security against breakdown, due to some conducting material getting
across the bus-bars.
For voltages of 33,000 and above, fireproof barriers and cellular construction are unnecessary, as
the violence of the arc and the destru(?tive etTects
of a short-circuit depend on the amount of current
available at the point cf short-circuit or, for the
same amount of power, are inversely proportional
to the voltage.
Fireproof barriers offer a more or less perfect
ground for high-voltage circuits, and the higher the
voltage, the more perfect the ground.
With barriers the striking distance to ground has to be
reduced 50 per cent, or more over what could be
obtained with open wiring in the same space.
Enclosed high-tension wiring, recommended by
certain engineers, requires a more expensive building and makes the insoection and repiir of busbars, wiring, disconnecting switches, etc., far more
difficult.
This increased difficulty of inspection prevents incipient trouble being noticed so readily.
Auxiliary Apparatus. In receiving stations such
as form the subject of this paper, the main circuits
are all alternating, and as direct current is usually
required for the oil circuit-breakers, etc., it is
necessary to install a mercury rectifier or a directcurrent generator driven bv an alternacing-current
motor. Usually a small i2S-voIt storage battery rf
from 40 to 100 ampere-hours capacity is provided
to insure a constant source of direct current, and
this is charged by the rectifier or motor-driven
generator.
Switching Stations Without Transformers. Such
stations are used for sectionaiizing transmiss'on
lines or for providing branch circuits
from the
main lines. As a rule, these consist simply of
knife-type disconnecting switches, mounted on the
towers or poles, and all switching is done only
after power is cut off from the circuit. Where
branch lines run off from the main lines, fuses
are sometimes used, these being made of a sufficient
ceiving

stations

PLAN OF

FIG. 6.

66, 000-VOLT

TRAN'SPORMER

STATION.
multiple both on the high-tension and on the lowtension side. In the incoming-line circuit are two
fused-type circuit-breakers to furnish the automatic
protection and two oil-insula-ted choke-coils with
low-equivalent lightning arresters and disconnecting
switches.
Fig. 6 shows the plan view, Fig. 7 the elevation
and Fig. 8 the section of terminal station that will
ultimately control five 9,000-kilowatt, 60,000-volt incoming lines; five 9,000-kilowatt, three-phase, stepdown transformers; one 12,000-volt local-service
feeder, and 29 12,000-volt distributing feeders. This
is the station for which the control desk shown in
Fig. I will be used, and appro.ximately two-fifths
of the ultimate installation will be put in at first.
The dotted lines appearing on Figs. 6 and 8 show
the additional space required for the installation
of three single-phase transformers in place of each
three-phase transformer.
Fig. 6 shows the plan-view location of the apparatus in the low-tension and high-tension circuits.

wiring

PIG. 5.

33, 000-VOLT

SINGLE-PHASE TRANSFORMING
STATION.

The essential feature of an oil switch or breaker
that the circuit is ruptured under oil^ and designs have been perfected for all classes of service,
from the small-capacity, low-voltage apparatus lo
the 60,000-volt breakers used on the circuits of the
Ontario Power Company, which are guaranteed to
operate satisfactorily under any condition of overload or short-circuit that might exist in a plant
of 200,000 kilowatts capacity.
Breakers have been
built and designed for circuits up to 132,000 volts,
and higher limits can be reached if necessary.
Owing to the amount of power required for operating large oil circuit-breakers, motors or solenoids
are usually employed, although practicalUy any type
of solenoid-operated breaker can be arranged for
hand operation.
The amount of current available momentarily at
the point of trouble in large stations operating at
pressures of 12,000 volts or less is something enormous, and every precaution must be taken to prevent the spread of trouble. The problem of suitable
distances and insulation is a simple one for such
voltages.
is

.

—

—

FIG. 8.

SECTION OF 66,000-VOLT TRANSFORMER
STATION.

One

part of the plan vieW' shows the upper floor
and locates the low-tension breakers, control desk,
terminal panels, etc.
another portion shows the
lower floor with the high-tension breakers, chokecoils, lightning arresters, etc.
Fig. 7 shows the relative location of the stepdown transformers, high-tension and low-tension
circuit-breakers,
bus-bars,
disconnecting switches,
etc.
This elevation is taken in such a manner that
one portion shows the 12,000-volt circuit-breakers,
bus-bars, connections, etc., while the other portions
show the control desk, etc. One part of the hightension compartment shows the oil circuit-breakers
and step-down transformers, while another portion
shows the outgoing lines, choke-coils, lightning ar;

resters,

etc.

S shows the sectional view of the station,
locating the transformers, low-tension and hightension oil circuit-breakers, control desk, relay panels, etc.
As may be noted, all of the high-tension
apparatus, bus-bars, wiring, etc., have been located
on the main floor, and can be readily inspected
without danger, and without having to visit several
floors and remove a large number of doors.
The
low-tension breakers, bus-bars, etc., are placed on
the second floor, with the control desk, instrument
Fig.

and relay panels,

etc.
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NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.
Conclusion
The

attend;iiice

total

the

at

•

Ihirty-lirst

conven-

of the National Electric Light Association at
the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on May iS to 22,
190S, was i./SS, exceeding by oyer 100 the total
tion

attendance at the Washington (D. C.) convention
of a year ago, wiiich Vv'as the largest up to that
time in the history of the association, which goes
back to the year 1885. Thus the" convention was
the most successful which the association has ever

Report

of

of

Chicago Convention.

tungsten equipmen:, including wiring and the supply
of appropriate fixtures, reflectors and lamps. It
was not deemed wise for the company to do its
own wiring, as the Edison company preferred to
avoid all complications with the local electrical
contractors, and to rather secure their co-operation
than their ill-will. Specifications were therefore
drawn, covering wiring in molding for a minimum
of four loo-watt lamps, not more than six lamps
on any one circuit, with a separate switch for
window lights and a switch for each store circuit,
contractor to hang fixtures, which were to be
furnished by the company.
These specifications
were submitted to all contractors in good standing
in Brooklyn, and resulted in the Tungsten Lamp
Company securing a blanket price of $2 per outlet
and 50 cents per switch. Types of single-light fix-

maintenance proposition and the others have themselves assumed the life risk of the lamps.
It was
expected that in handling these lamps, with their
fine brittle filaments, there would be inevitably some
breakage. This breakage, however, did not amount
to a very large item, but the number of defective
lamps has proved so far greater than was anticipated, and out of all reasonable proportion to the
number of lamps handled. The breakage in ship-

from manufacturers is negligible. A few
lamps are broken in delivery to customers' premises, or by agents in demonstration, but the majority
of lamp failures have been due to faults of construction in the lamp itself.

ment

a result of the installation of 774 lamps, we
or 21 per cent., failed and broken lamps,
the large majority of w-hich went out after burning from 10 minutes to 24 hours. The principal
trouble seems to be that a number of the lamps
have defective vacuums, as noticeable from a distinct
violet color when the current is turned on.
These
lamps invariably bum out in a short time.
number of lamps have also blackened after burning
from 50 to 100 hours. These lamps we have been
obliged to replace. Air. Morrison, manager of the
General Electric lamp works, tells me that these
troubles are merely incident to the early stage of
manufacturers, and will doubtless be soon remedied.
"Although in business such a short time, the
Tungsten company has been able to meet the financial requirements under which it was organized.
It
has not only been able to do the business outlined
in the foregoing, thus securing a number of new
customers for the Edison company, without any
expense to the company, but it can show a surplus
over and above all expenses. It has also obtained
considerable tungsten experience of value to the

"As

have

tures were adopted which cost the company from
45 cents to $1.20, according to style and length of
stem. The reflector adopted as a standard for
general use was Holophane No. 7391. The price
of the loo-watt lamp when sold separately was
fixed

at

A

$1.75.

"The proposition the Tungsten Lamp Company
advanced to the public was to supply a complete
equipment (the minimum being four lamps) for
$7.50

per

outlet,

including,

as

aforesaid,

wiring,

reflectors and lamps.
This price allowed
about $2.50 per outlet for office and sales expense.
"Five solicitors were employed, and each one supplied with a sample kit, consisting of a neat satchel,
enclosing sample fixtures, reflectors and a loo-watt
fixtures,

lamp.

WILLIAM

C.

L.

clusive
confine

EGLIN,

President of the National Electric Light
Association.
(See page 437.)

held in the vital matter of the number of people
The programme of papers was
attracted to it.
excellent, and there were many good discussions.
Particular credit is due for the large amount of
valuable material brought out in the "Commercial
Day" discussion. The exhibition of electrical appliances was perhaps the best ever given under the
auspices

been

of

association, while it would have
improve on the entertainment feathe systematic manner in which they

the

difficult to

tures

and

A

handled.
notable feature was the large
attendance at the convention sessions. Two large
halls were provided (for there were parallel sessions on two days), and on more than one occasion
in each hall there were men standing up awaiting
vacant seats. The tragic death of JMr. R. C. P.

were

Holmes of the Commonwealth Edison Company
of Chicago, mentioned in the Western Electrician
of last week, was a depressing influence during
the closing days of the convention. Had it not
been for this sad and mysterious
have been nothing to mar the
of the greatest of

all

in

last

of the
week's issue

which was

trician,

in

These

solicitors were instructed to let exelectric installations severely alone and to
their efforts, as far as possible, to stores

illumniated altogether by gas; but they were also
permitted to solicit business in stores partially
illuminated by electricity and partially by gas, provided they could put the gas out of business.
Business was to be done as far as possible for
cash, but installments spreading payment over not
more than si.x months might be accepted where
credit was good.
"The Tungsten Lamp Company has been operating on this basis for about seven weeks, and
during that time it has secured 50 contracts, covering the installation of 312 tungsten lamps. Of
these, 42 contracts replaced installations exclusively
gas, while eight replaced gas in installations partially electric.
The majority of these stores are
now lighted by tungsten lamps, and it is exceedingly pleasing as well as somewhat unusual to find
so many satisfied customers, for in each case the
customer is delighted not only with his illumination, but with his bills."
Mr. Seelman told of " tea store having average
gas-lighting bills ot $11 a month. With tungsten

the

first

three

Edison company."

Relation of Engineering and
partments.

The

long "Commercial Day"

success

days

'•

,1

f^*

Commercial De-

programme

(relating

methods) prepared by C. W.
Lee of New York was reached on Thursday afternoon. Henry L. Doherty of New "York, past-president, presided with ability at "Commercial Day"

to

business-getting

sessions.
He first introduced his old friend, Louis
A. Ferguson of Chicago, who delivered an address
on "Relationship Betw^een the Engineering and
Commercial Departments." The following extracts
will show the trend of Mr. Ferguson's address:
To me it has always seemed that the relation
departments speaking
engineering
between
the
broadly and including both the constructive and
the operating engineering and the commercial or
business-getting departments should be as close as
possihile, even to bringing them, if necessary, under

—

—

there would

complete

electric-light conventions.

The proceedings
given

affair,

162,

*

•

•

•

*

^^^

were

of the Western Elechands of delegates at-

tending the convention on Friday, the closing day.
The conclusion of the report is given herewith.

Thursday's Proceedings.
Morning Session Adjourned Out of Respect
Mr.

to

Holmes.

Immediately after the Thursday morning session
called to order Charles R. Huntley of Buffalo,
past-president, wag
recognized by the president.

was

Mr. Huntley referred

in feeling terms to the muras it seemed, of Mr. Holmes, and, out of
respect to the dead man's memory, moved that the
association adjourn until i -.30 p. m.
President Farrand .said that the motion admitted of no debate
and declared the session adjourned.

der,

Tungsten Lighting in Brooklyn.
At the opening of the Thursday afternoon session M. S. Seelman, Jr., of the Brooklyn Edison
Company, gave an account of the method of handling

the

Among

tungsten-lamp

situation

in

that

city.

other things, he said

J 'i

"With the understanding that the supply of tungsten lamps would be, at least for some time, limited, and with the idea that it would be more
profitable to utilize such lamps as we could secure.
in replacing gas illumination, thus adding to our
revenue, rather than to place them in present sockets, where they would he likely to reduce current
consumption, we decided to organize a separate
comp.iny to exploit the Tungsten lamp, and especially the lOO-watt lamp, among gas consumers.

Tungsten Lamp Specialty Company was
therefore formed with the clear understanding (hat
it
muht carry itself and pay its own way. ^s it

"The

was exclusively gas burners this new company was
after, it was deemed advi'^ablc to present to ,pros[<ectivc

customers a unit price covering a complete

l'holo;:r.ipli

A

taken hy Light of Tungsten Lamps, which were K.xclusively Used for General Illumination.

VIEW
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lighting the cost was reduced to $7 a
He continued
have given all customers option of renewing
burned-out lamps in their installations for $1.75 a
lamp, or of having us maintain their installation
fof 3i ccTils a month per lamp (which is a guarantee of five months' life).
So far 15 customers
with 97 lamps
have availed themselves of the
electric

month.

"We

one head, for their work when considered at
foundations is so dependent one on the other.

The

their

engineer, to fill that specification, must be
of the highest, broadest type. He must have other
qualifications than the .ability to design the power
house and calculale the sizes of the conducting
wires and c.ibles of the distribution system.
He
must have broad, sound judgment to determine the
.
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income valiit: nf ;my iiivrstmciil^ of :iny (.-xtunsioii
or of any tcrrittn-y lo 1h: snpplii-d.
*l"ht; commercial
'Ihc t'nniiii.;L*r spi-'uds llu- niuiiry.
ll
takes Inains to do cither well.
nian niakt-s it.
As (lit! engineer umst ecnnnniieally and elliciently
design and ctinstruct the phmt and system, so. hkcwisc, imist ihe conmiercial man economically an<l
To do
eflicicnlly sell the in-oduct of the engineer.
this, il seems to irm, it is desirahle tliat the head
of the contract d^partnunt should be a technically
trained man, either hy edncilioti or exi)erience.
In luying llie value of technical training for llie
cnnlracl ayeiit or niana^ier for an eleclric-liKlitin}.;
or i)ower Inisincss, I do not mean tliat he should
necessarily he an expert in higher mathematics or
do mean llial he should
theoretical electricity, hut
understand the fundament.als of cnsineerinj;.
Tiiosc who argue against the technical man in
business must renienihcr that the great industrial
development of lliis country lias come within the
last 25 years and that in the early days of this
development there were few technical men. aside
from civil engineers and architects.
are the lawyers who have achieved marked
success in their profession sometimes chosen to
conduct the alTairs of large undertakings? They
They are business engineers they
are technical men.
liave been trained in the theory of what is right
Tiie same limitations which
anil wrong in business.
1

Why

;
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m;ni can pi*rform his duties tf) belU-r advanL'l^^e
hy having his i.rriiory divlde<l in this way, as there
are times wlun il is not di-sirahle lo call at residences.
In orgauiziuj^ ihis dc]);irlnunt and carrying on
the work il is dearalde to make a house-ln-huiise
Tliis canl
eanv.iss, carefully carding all lioiises.
slionld contain such information as owner itf the
building, occup.iul, street and
nuniher, class of
building, class <)f llusiue^s, wired or not, kind of
ilhnninalion and k'ind of pnwcr used, u\><in completion of which itenii/ed and detailed inform.'ilion is
cjl)lained showing the anioutU
of business lo be
secured.
It
is very easy to overload a card index
with iufinni,ation tliat it is almost impossible lo
keep up. This card should therefore be limited lo
essential data only.
The natural growth of a large city may be assumed to he 10 per cent. Il would appear, therefore, that the increase of gr<)ss earnings al)ove this
amount is tlue lo [jushing the business. The representatives should have the creilil for tins increase.
They should put in considerable lime on the natural
growth of existing business, for which they should
receive proper credit.
Kates should be competitive, all things considered.
'l"he
large pmspeclive customer is not uiterested
so nnich in what the rales arc as in what it is
going to cost as compared with some other nietliod

were (blegaled

a

until

<'V'ery

lo

write papr-rv
been 01

man had

and
Ijis

all

ferl

responiled,
bi-fore

rlic

winhT was

over.
M. 'lail of Uayton, Ohio, sprikc of the necesJ'".
sity of handling every complaint carefully and will)
atleiuioM.
K. M. Searle, Rochester, N. Y,
I
do not think
any eomp.iny slioiik! deceive itself on what it costs
:

new busiiie>>. Kasi year we look in J-US-OO"^
additional gross earnings at a cost of about
to get it, getting it three limes as fast as
the year previous.
tbnik what most companies
want is (piiek Ve-iults rather than sli»w progress,
Spe.aking of cmnplaints, we sent out 35.<x><> return
liosial eardi. asking for a crilici">m of our service,
with tin- result that 1,191 W'ere relumed, with 58
);on;i fide ciJinplaiiiis.
If we could have learne'l previously the cani]>laints which these 58 customers
had to make, and these complaints could have been

to Hit

of

'$.(ji>,i)i)ii

I

would have been more satisfactory.
it
Osg(K.d of Newark, N. }., an<l Harold
Almerl Of Wichila. Kan., spoke of the manner of
remedied,
I'"arley

liandling complaints.

Arthur Williams,
pr.'iclice

is

New York;

In

New York

to report as a disconnection

the

any customer

for the lime being may give uj) the use of eleccurrent for any reason, very largely because he
is
moving from one place lo another. While the
percentage is probably in the neighlxjrhood of 50

who
tric

SCENE IN ASSEMBLY HALL AT THE CHICAGO ELECTRIC-LIGHT CONVENTION OF 1908.
apply to the engineer as to his capability for the
conduct of a large business apply similarly to the
lawyer. He must be broadly educated, either originally in his college life or in after years through
contact with men of broad ideas and experience.
The importance of more intimate relationship between the engineering- departments and commercial
departments, including the accounting as well as
the contracting, cannot, it appears to me, be too
strongly emphasized. Their work is so interlaced
and the successful accomplishment of it so interdependent that each should do all it can to educate
and assist the other, for, after all, the determination
and the continuation of a sound poHcy in the
management of the company demands a proper
understanding and the closest and most friendly
co-operation between the various departments of its
business.

The Campaign

for

Central-station

Business.

Gille of Minneapolis (as editor, with
several assistants) presented a paper on "Preparation for a Campaign."
said that the city should
be divided into districts the residence districts
separate from
business districts and there
the
should be as many business districts as there are
residence districts. In the residence district I have

Henry

J.

He

—

—

found that one good way is to make the division
on a basis of the number of residences on the line.
The business district must be divided arbitrarily.
Each representative should be given a business district and a residence district, for the reason that

of

getting

the

such form that
stand them, and

same

results.
Rates should be in
customer can readily undershould be the duty of the repre-

the
it

explain

the

there will
considers the
rate question of more importance than any other
except service. These two are the leading factors
in building business.
Every complaint, whether received by letter or
personal call, should be thoroughly investigated by
referring to the consumer's account. In very many
cases the reason for complaint is readily found, and
reply should be made to the consumer at once.
Promptness should be *:he aim in the settlement of
complaints, as it creates a better feeling in the
customer's mind to know that he is getting prompt
attention, and it also faciHtates very much the
collection of accounts.
As the work requires careful attention and is of such varied character, it
should be directly under the charge of a highgrade man. one who is familiar with the business
and who has tact and gcSod judgment. The word
"Complaint"' should be eliminated as the name of
a department.
J. T. Maxwell of Philadelphia opened the discussion on Mr. Gille's paper. He spoke of the custom
of the Philadelphia Electric Company in holding a
general meeting once a month, attended not only
by selling managers and solicitors but by men from
other departments as well. All the papers were
prepared and read by solicitors who had from two
to three weeks' notice of their subjects. The men
sentative

be

to

no misunderstanding.

rates,

Mr.

so

that

Gille

per cent., as elsewhere, the actual net loss of business is very small indeed, as is shown from year
to year upon most careful examination.
I do not
quite agree with Mr. Gille in the opinion that it
is not desirable to secure business along new lines;
as a matter of fact, I think that every profitable
chance to extend our lines should be seized, that
every hundred feet of additional line underground
or overhead may give us just so much additional
capacity for supplying new customers.
Mr. Seelman told of an experiment to get the
1,200 to 1,600 employes of the Brooklj'n Edison
Company interested in new-business getting.
school was organized, meeting one night a week,
at which the practical requirements for getting new
business were taught. Thus a number of solicitors
working evenings among individual acquaintances
were added to the company's forces. This system
has been in force for possibly three months, and
the remuneration is on this basis
On all contracts
for new business
no extension business is taken
on this basis the company gives 50 per cent, of
the first full month's bill of the customer to the
employe-soHcitor who secures the business. For
additional or renewal business, 50 per cent, of ten
dollars is given, and 10 per cent, of the amount
over ten dollars. The company will pay out in
commissions to employes some $750 or $800 for
the business secured in the first three months of
the operation of this plan.
Mr. Seebnan did not

A

.

—

—
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State of New York. Nevertheless, it is subject to
improvement and possesses certain fundamental defects or omissions which should be avoided in the
building of future underground railways of like

Thus
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discussions
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a most successful one.
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and enterprising methods. The only drawback was
the absence of Mr. J. Robert Crouse, the widely
known apostle of electrical development and cooperation, who was detained by illness. By his
zeal, tact and untiring industry, Mr. Crouse has
done much for the electrical forward movement,
and the association did well to adopt resolutions
sympathy.
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But the useful work was not confined to the
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important action on the subject of grounding secondaries and on the adoption of uniform acIt
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neighl>orliood

a discussion by Mr. Seelman of the
unique plan adopted to handle the tungsten situation in Brooklyn.
But there was less general freefor-all discussion of the new lamps than one would

movement
reviewing the work accomplished at the
Chicago convention of the National Electric Light
Association one is struck by the great mass of
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Union Traction Conipaiiy, whicli is now drawing to
a dose, will prove lo have hten one of the most
expensive adminisiralions of its kind in history.
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Mr. Arnold's report is one of much importance.
Chicago will soon be building a subway, and the
lessons of the New York Subway, as pointed out
by this skillful engineer, will be of the utmost
value in planning the later one. The Western
Electrician hopes in a later issue to go more at
length into the conclusions and recommendations
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Tungsten Lighting in Brooklyn
Commercial Day Papers and Discussions
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Receiving Stations Operated from High-tension Trans42S, 429
mission Lines.
By S. Q. Hayes. Illustrated
(Conclusion of
National Electric Light Association.
Report of Convention of May iS-22, 1908, in Chi-

W. W. .Freeman

The "Commercial Day'' programme was a perfect
mine of good things in the experience and sugespecial word of praise
gestions of experts.
.A.n
is
due Mj". C. W. Lee, chairman of the "Commercial Day" progranune committee; Mr. Plenry
L. Doherty, who presided with ability at "Commercial Day" sessions, and to the large number

as now operated, to pay a fair
vestment and at the same time allow for a suitable

sary to justify the occupancy of the street and at

By Frank C.
Sioule River Hydro-electric Power Plant.
Perkins.
Illustrated
427
Electric and Gas Companies May Not Consolidate in
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example oi underground railway conthe world." according to Mr. Bion J.
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and the choice
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an excellent one,

Mr. Eglin has earned his spurs in the assoby hard, se!f-.«;acrificing and able work. The
association also paid a delicate and well-merilcd
compliment to M'r. lolm F. Gilchrist of Chicago in
electing him secretary and treasurer during his
for

ciation

absence abroad.
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pole line connecting these plants

llu-

Muskegon

with

(Irand

new lower
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Dam

Crolon

l^ap-

nsing
snspension type insulators that is to ho pnl in
service from Crolon Dam lo (Irand Rapids ahoui
June i.st. 'J'his new line, although only 40 miles
ids

arul

aiul

line

operated al 1 10.000 to 1 15,000, and
probably cvcnlnally at 120,000 volls, this beini> the
highest potential nsed for Ir.nismission pnrposes
anywlierc in llic world.

The

discussion of the paper consisted
scries

a

in

be

will

long,

regard

to

asked

questions

of

from

troubles

draulic

This

was

principally

Mr. Gvecnnian

in

and protection against
dams, governing of hy-

underpiling of
turbines, construction

lightning,

of

rates,

lines,

etc.

bv Messrs.
C. E. Freeman, W. B. Jackson. P. Junkersfeld.
Bibbins, E. F. Smith. D. W. Roper. J
R
J. R.
Cravath, Prof. Morgan Brooks, Prof. P. B. Wooddiscussion

participated

in

worth and others. Among the points brought oul
were that spilling over of static discharges has
caused trouble from honeycombing of the ins\ilator
pins, that the ground wire over the transmission
line has caused more trouble than
good and is
being removed and likewise with choke coils.

A German

Idea

Electric Heating.

in

Throughout Germany and most of Continental
Europe the prevailing method of heating rooms is
by means of large ornamental tile stoves, which
often reach nearly to the ceiling and have a large
heating surface at a rather moderate temperature.
Therefore they have the advantage of not drying
the air so much as compact steam radiators or electric radiators that are operated at high temperature.

In Berlin there has been brought out recently a
system of electric healing designed by Mr. Gutjahr, which is adapted to these tile stoves.
An
radiator

electric

so that

it

is

mounted

rapidly

will

inside the closed stove

heat

number

thereof by

walls

the

a circulation of the enclosed

The

air.

line.s
will be pr.jvid'd by llie issue of provincial
delienlurrs; ilial for ihr nnuiicip;!! Nysleins Ijy llh.
issue of iiuniicip.il di-in-iiture-., and for rural sy.tciiis liy till- orj;.ini/aiion of joint
>Ioek coinpatiie-.
a-'sisttd by ih.- I'rovineial j^ovrrtniieiil.
The Iomk
ibslauee, nnnneipal and rural ^yslt'n^'i are nniied
iiilo
a prMvinci;d sy->ti ui by provision in llu* bill
for CMiM)Mih.ory connection of :dl llu- sysleins upon
:ui

the 72.000-voli

also

delail,

•133

stove has a

of spring valves which permit an equaliza-
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of the

American

was

lutli

lield ihe

room can he heated

warm

will
have
clear the

been collected for this
Institute of Jts share of
equity of the Institute in the
building of llie Engineering Societies is

The

land and
valued at $533.346.6i.
After the approval
officers

—

;

New York

in

one

Rushmore,
Schenectady,
Managers David B.
N. Y.; H. E. Clifford. Boston, Mass.; Charles W.
W. G. Carlton, New
Stone, Schenectady, N. Y.

city.

—

;

York

city.

— George A. Hamilton, New York
— Ralph W. Pope, New York

Treasurer

Saskatchewan,
Canada.

Public Control

in

Saskatchewan
Department of
Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones, and gives
to this department control over all telegraph and
telephone systems which may hereafter be conBriefly

(Canada)

stated,

the

policy

government

of

creates

the

a

structed or acquired by the department.

makes

The

policy

makes

matter of municipal
telephone construction
municipal undertaking,
a
chargeable to the municipalitv and controlled by
a

wdiole.

It

the

makes

construction of
rural telephone systems rural undertakings, chargeable to those who desire to unite as communities
to secure the benefit of the telephone, and managed and controlled by them, and assisted by the

the

municipality.

It

the

government by
is

city.

city.

The terms

of these officers are one year except
the vice-presidents, who serve two years, and the
managers, who serve three years. Below are given
the names of the officers who hold over:
Vice-presidents (terms expire August i, 1909).
James G. White, New York city; W. C. L. Eglin,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Managers (terms expire August i, 1909).
John J. Carty, New Y'ork city; A. M. Schoen,
Paul M. Lincoln, Pittsburg, Pa.;
Atlanta, Ga.
Paul Spencer, Philadelphia, Pa.
Managers (terms expire August i, 1910).
;

the building of long-distance telephone lines

a provincial undertaking, chargeable to the province
as

Secretary

a free grant of the poles, wdiich
said to represent 60 per cent, of the cost of the

The money
construction of lines in Saskatchewan.
provide the construction of the long-distance
to

M. Kiiuoln, I'.r.r H.
\V. X. Goodwin, Jr.,
Sloil and ihe antliors.

R. C. P.
C,

in

W<•^lern

Hi,.-

May

Holmes..
whose tragic

Ilohix-s,

I*.

23d.

Eleclrietan lasl

the

at

family

r«"-i-

the

There was a notably large
fraternily, in which
widely and. favorably known,

was

cleclrical

ibu

cjf

active
pallbearers
were men from Mr.
llohnes' department at the Commonwealth l--dison
Company, iic having been the company's purcl;as-

ing

They

af'cnl.

were

W.

H.

l-'airclough,

Jr.,

Harding, J. M. Sadler, C. A. Lind.
P. J. Barrett, Jr., Charles Clark, T. J. Benson and
Charles Mardeii.
The honorary pallbearers were
Brown, W. W. Low, Louis A,
B. E. Smmy, C. E.
Eergnson, J. IT. Goehst, William A, Fox and C. E.

Charles

A.

Corrigan.
Services were conducted by the Rev, O. J. Anderson and the Rev. D. J. O'Keill of St. Cyril's
Church, the remains being taken to Mount Olivet
Cemetery for interment.
The most thorough investigation on the part of
the police authorities, private detectives and Edi-

son

has

thus far failed lo reveal a real
circumstances leading up to the
tragedy or to identify the persons responsible, the
prevailing theory still remaininsf that Mr. Holmes
was murdered and robbed.
officials

clue

as

lo

the

•

Electrical Engineers
The United

Wanted.

States Civil Service

Commission an-

examination on July 22-24, 1908, to
secure eligibles from which to make certification
to fill one or more vacancies in the posiiion of
electrical
engineer and mechanical draftsman, at
an entrance salary of from $100 to $200 per month,
in the Reclamation Service, and vacancies requir-

nounces

an

ing similar qualificalions as they may' occur.

Eligi-

bles from this examination may be appointed as
electrical engineers or assistants for the design,
installation
operation of hydro-electric
or
and

steam power plants in the West, or as mechanical
draftsmen for office work and drafting in connection with preparation of plans.
Applicants should
at once apply eiiher to the United States Civil
Service Commission, Washington, D. C, or to the
secretary of the board of examiners at any of
several

Form

said

retain their heat for considerable periods.

tiles

dl-.i-nssion

pieces.

floral

Holmes

_

is

for a long time, as the

Season

.liscnssiou

'I'hc

total

an

remain

a
Mm-

Philadelphia.

of

one honorary member. 573 members and

that

will

by

in

T:ty

lb*-

Vaii^;ti:iii,

convenlion delegales remained after
ibe close of the meeting lo attend ihe funeral. The
National h'leclric Light .Associalion was represented
by the retiring president, Dudley I'*arrand of Newark, N. J., and the new i)resirlenl, W. C. L. Eglin

5.100 associates.
For the year ended April 30th the total general
receipts were $7t„764, of which $62,398 was for
entrance fees, transfer fees, dues and badges. The
remainder was principally from the sale of Transactions, advertising and interest on deposits. The

for electric heating in that country.

It

beantifid

A

more

(i.

I'.

6447

aitendance from

increase of 15 local organizations for the last year.
Reports of the local .'ecretaries showed a UHal of
284 meetings and a lotal attendance of about ii,6og
during the year. At tlusc meetings 204 original
papers were presented, in addition to wliicb 104
jnsliuue papers were discussed. 'l"lie increasing interest taken in section work is very encouraging.
At the homo of Uic Institute in New York city
there have been held eight regular and two special
meetings and a moe!lng in honor of Lord Kelvin.
The special meetings were on tlie subject of foresl
total of
l)reservation and technical education.
17 papers were read at ihesc meetings. The regular
annual convention was held at Niagara Falls, June
25-28, iQO"; al thi^ 32 professional papers were
presented and discussed.
The total memberi^hip on April 30, 1908, was
1,153.
5,674, a net increase during the year of

special fund to
obligation.

II.

on

.Monroe Avenue, Chicago.
The ];isl
rilts
were impressively performed, and Ihe high
esleem which the deparled man enjoyed during
life
found expression in ihe large assemblage of
sorrowing relative^ and friends and ihe many

derice,

-Mr.

this

r.ii.'hloii.

K.

was r«Moid«-d
week, was held on

.Mrmy

general disbursements were $66,560, leaving
a balance of $7,204, deposited in general "fund.
Receipts for special funds and for designated
purposes during ihe year amounted to $15,488.46
and the expenditures for these purposes $98,307.78,
the largest expense item being $90,000 from the
land, building and enilowment fund oil account of
the mortgage on The land occupied by the EngiThis fund had grown
neering Societies Building.
to a total value of $146,707.90 and now- has to its
It is hoped that within a year
credit $13,348.31.

of

dentil

There are now ^8 local organizations, 22 of
which are sections and 26 branches; this is an

enough

(

I'n-.id-'ut

funeral

Till-

out were

is

)':,ul

|!,i._k.

Funeral of

annua) nuelinn of the

.Vnu'ricni Inslitule of iCIectrical Engineers, wliicli
marks the cio.se of its hscal year etuling April 3*J*bThe lirsl'parl of the evening was ilevoU'd to llie
business meeting and llu kilter part lo ihe technical
prof4r;nnnu'.
Din"iug the business session the first topic considered w;is liu: report of the bu.ird of direcl(jrs
for Ihe last fiscal year.
This consi>led of a smnmary of the work of the various connnitlecs an<l
suh-connniltees and detailed reports of Ihe secretary
and treasurer. The mosl interesting facts brouglii

There

I'ariieip.iiiiif.^

K
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.Wall,
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weitr llaiohl W,
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stitute of ElGclrlcal Engineers.

On May

field

average-sized

an!

'I

jKiprrs,

In-

system seems to have opened up a promising

As the average price of current in Germany is
only about four cents per kilowatt-hour, this indi-

hour 2nd

l"i\ l';dK

of the evening; con-

iwo
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I'roti-citMM

l.if.;hiniiit;

R

rect

is

(tf

proi^TaniiJU'

I'-adiir.:

llu:

Tboinas,
r. Torehio,

of the board of directors'
report the committee of tellers on the election of
reported the results of its count of t!;c
ballots.
The following-named gentlemen w^ere declared elected for 'he ensuing terms, beginning August I. 1908:
President^Louis A. Ferguson, Chicago, 111.
Vice-presidents C. C. Chesne}'', Pittsfield, Mass.
B. Gherardi,
Calvert Townley. New Haven, Conn.

and without. The heat
given off from the exterior tile surface of the
stove and is thus tempered so as to avoid the dry,
high temperature effect.
tion of air pressure within

of

I'-^i-.

wrrr adopted,

r""-ohilioi)'i

prof.'ssioiial

'I'lie

•i'.h'd

basis.
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oiIk r

\h>

:i

railways.

of inlerin-l)an

IlLECFRICIAN

tk-scrilK-il,

plants of

llu-

r

ConiniDU wealth rowir t'nnipany. supplying; Lansing", Jackson, Hatllo L'i\tk, Olsi-go and many (jllu^r
towns, and of the (Irand Kapids-Mn>kci-itii's aiul
j;nn
I'ower Company, which su|)phes liu-se two
kir^e cities and many ollu-r intervening Imvns. as
well

;

cities

in

different

states,

for

applicatior;

1312.

Locomotive Brotherhood Takes
Motormen.

in

The Brotherhood cf Locomotive Engineers at its
meeting in Columbur, Ohio, on ]\Iay 19th took important action in regard to what the brotherhood
termed "the electrical problem." Men will hereafter
be admitted to full membership wdio are acting as
motormen on ordinary interurban electric roads.
The only restriction is that the line on which thej'
w^ork shall operate more than 20 miles outside of
an incorporated city, and that the applicant shall
have had six months' road experience. The convention took the broad ground that the motive
power of the future will be electricity, and that if
the brotherhood wished to retain its standing it
w'ould be absolutely necessary

Morgan Brooks, Urbana. Ill: Harold W. Buck,
New York city Percy H. Thomas, New York

for

it

to

broaden.

;

city;

Benjamin

G.

Street Lighting Abroad.

Lainme. Pittsburg, Pa.

President H. G. Stott then reported to the meeting the results of the national conference on the
preservation of natural resources of the country
held at Washington, D. C, May 13th, 14th and
15th, which he attended as representative of the
He thought that the enginers of the
Institute.
country ought to be congratulated that the resolutions adopted by the conference were substantially
those offered by himself and the presidents of the
other three engineering societies represented, and

George

Crocker, of the Boston Finance Comwho has just returned from a trip to
Europe, having visited a number of the large cities
for the purpose of observing the lighting facilities
abroad, w-ill shortly report his findings in official
form, with data as to cost and efficiencv, to the
commission.
He gives it as his impression that
the methods of street lighting on the Continent,
generally speaking, are much better than those in
JJ.

mission,

vogue here.

:

:
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experiment was an unqualified
success, because it had not been experimented with
long enough. Some complications have arisen, and

want

to sa}- that the

modifications are required, but the speaker
thought the phan is securing certain business for
the companj- whicli would not otherwise be secured,
certain

and

in its principal
will

least,

New York

;

The

Contr.^ct

Agent

.vnd

the Representative.

V. A. Henderson of Memphis, Term.,
presented a contribution on this 'subject. He described the qualifications of the contract agent and
referred to his duties and opportunities. The poseditor,

representative were also
outlined, while the special representative, the sign
specialist, power specialists, the woman representative, illuminating engineer and solicitors' meetings
Mr. Henderson said that the
all received attention.
district representative m.ay be said to be the deputy
of the contract agent, with activities limited to a
"The district representative is, in
certain area.
fact, a general representative of the company, taking
care .of all kinds and classes of business within his
jurisdiction.
His possibilities, like those of the cotiHe can make his
tract agent, lie within himself.
services indispensable to his company, and if he
of his work inall
the
branches
in
doing
succeeds
telligently and properly, there can be no question
sibilities

of

the

district

as to his future welfare."
E. Turner of Cleveland made some good
.M.
suggestions of additions to the report.
C. E. White of Cincinnati reported that the newbusiness meetings of solicitors in that city were
held at eight o'clock every morning, and they
endeavored to adjourn at 8:07. The 35 men report
very rapidly. All information is put on slips,
which are tabulated. District or division meetings
"We believe
are held weekly. Mr. White added:
in Cincinnati that we are selling a commodity, the
any
other
commodity,
and
that
we should
same as
sell it on the same lines, and we endeavor to bring
that point forcibly to the attention of our men.
have
W'e try to make them all-around men.
our special men, such as our illuminating engineer
and our artist. Every Wednesday night we have
a general meeting, to which we invite the representatives of every department of the company.
endeavor to create harmony and thorough cooperation between all the departments of the company, and I think we have succeeded in that to
a very marked degree. Also, wc have in these,
meetings range sales, sit'ns, samples of outline and
window lighting and all classes of business in which
we are interested, and wc get on the floor, one
man selling to another, and one woman selling to
another woman, or to the men representatives, and
in that way wc are able to determine the weak
points in the arguments that may be brought out
at that time.
are not sparing in our criticism,

We

We

We

nor are we sparing in our commenflation, and in
our morning meetings wc aim at one thing, never
to send any of our men out with his tail between
his legs, or a feeling as though they had been

We

struck in the face with a damp towel.
believe
in exercising good judgment in the matter of criticism of our men, and on many days when business
is
poor we pass it over as lightly as possible,
but wc also Ijeiicve, when business is good, it is
profit to pat a man on the back."
^^^.
Almert. Wichita
In
one company with
which I am coiuiected wc have an illuminating engineer in the meter department, in the belief that a
Kreat many complaints thai come in on meters arc
not due to meters at all, and we found the fads
to lie such.
Thc'c men are not highly trained, 1ml
arc schw>lcd in the elementary principles of illuininatinK engineering, and we fin<l in seven cases out
of tc-n that the trouble relates to a poor design
:

May

of the lighting installation, or badly located fixtures,
and these men can often give helpful suggestions.

As an

illustration,

one

man whose house had

not

been satisfactorily lighted, made a complaint, and
through a moderate e.xpense our illuminating engineer was able to increase his lighting 300 per cent
without any increase in consumption. The man
was so pleased that he gave a good dinner to the
men in that department.

Illness

of

features a part of the plan, at

survive.
Mohr of

Philadelphia and Theodore I.
took part in the discussion, as
did also C. N. Stannard of Denver and J. S. CartKnoxville,
Tenn.
wright of
M. C. Osborne of Spokane, Wasli., described his
system of records. There are 10 solicitors for a
city of 100.000 people and one stenographer takes
The semi-annual
care of the system of records.
report for the period ending December 31. 1907,
shows that of the total expense incurred by this
department 45 per cent, was paid for salaries and
bonus, 10 per cent, for advertising, five per cent,
for miscellaneous expense. 29 per cent, for free
work on signs, and 11 per cent, for free wiring.
Mr. Gille: In regard to extensions, there is a
If the company has all
just difference of opinion.
the money it needs to make extensions, it is certainly desirable to go after business to the limit.
If it wants to go after business and make no profit
the first year, those are luatters that are entirely
financial
but it seems to me that where a city is
not well provided with lines, the extensions should
be very liberal, but where a city is well supplied
with lines, and money is hard to get, it is a different proposition.
On motion of Mr. Stannard of Denver, it was
decided to appoint a committee of five to formulate
uniform system of records for new-business
a
departments.

H. K.
Jones of

As

:

Robert Crouse,

J.

Cliairman Doherty announced that Mr. J. Robert
Crouse of Cleveland, "a man who was practically
unknown to us three years ago, but who by his
aggressive work has conunanded our complete respect, and who by his charming personality has
conunanded our most sincere regard," had been
taken down with nervous prostration, largely due
to work done in behalf of the association, which
was purely a work of love. He suggested that a
ctinunittee be apix>inted to draft
resolutions of
sympathy, and Arthur Williams of New York made
motion.
such a
As the committee the chair appointed .Arthur Williams and George Williams of
New York and Percy Ingalls of Newark, N. J.
Later during the convention this committee offered
the following resolutions, which were adopted
"Whereas, This association hears with deep regret of the illness of Mr. J. Robert Crouse, who
has been most active as a member of the association, constantly, devotedly and unselfishly promoting
its interests in every possible way
be it therefore
"Resolved, That we tender to Mr. Crouse our
deepest sympathy at this tiiue, with our devout
wishes that his recovery may be speedy, and complete and that we may be able to welcome him
again at our next convention."
;

Gilchrist and Lee Remembered.

On

of Chairman Doherty a cable
message was sent to John F. Gilchrist of the
Conmionwealth Edison Company, now in Europe,
telling him what an enjoyable meeting the association was holding.
Mr. Doherty also spoke in terms of warm appreciation of the work of C. W. Lee of New York
of the programme committee for
as chairman
Commercial Day.

suggestion

The Display Room.

with

drug

will

carry

1908

30,

We

and co-operate with them.
stock and fix a price on it which
profit. They will get all the money
that is made in the sale of the appliances; they
will turn over to us a figure which we will set,
which will be practically the net cost to us, and
they will get the difference. I believe we should
broaden the sale of electricity.
are selling the
electrical appliances, and practically have a monopoly of the business, not because we want to do
it or like the job, but because we have got
to sell
electricity, but I believe that the field should
be
broadened, and I should like to see the day when
electric appliances are sold just as freely and
just
as readily as pie plates and patent medicines.
Mr. Cartwright of Knoxville, Tenn., asked how
the electrical contractors liked. that plan.
Mr. Campbell:
have agreed with the electrical contractors to place a profit on each appliance, and we sell them and they sell them at the
same price. They do not sell many. I propose to
put the appliances in the hardware and drug stores
at the price we have agreed on, which is a profit
on the cost of the article, but that profit we will
give to the drug store or hardware store, and
we
will simply get the cost price back to us.
H. W. Hillman of Grand Rapids, Mich., described the recent Grand Rapids Electrical Show
(see Western Electrician of last week).
He said
that the show had paid a dividend and had been
stores,

the

them a

will give

We

We

entirely

successful.

John Campbell of Boston said that moving exhibits attracted attention, and Mr. Searle of Rochester remarked that electric incubators and brooders
attracted

much

attention.

William Chandler, SauU Ste. Marie, Mich.: All
the current-consuming devices that are shown are
attractive, and the consumer looks at them with
much interest, but the first question asked is, "What
does it cost to use it?" I have connected with the
demonstrating room a meter that I had specially
arranged to show upon a dial, 10 inches in diameter, scaled to one-eighth of a cent, that can be
connected to any cooking utensil that we have to
demonstrate, a cofifee percolator, or anything else.

Thus

ladies in the display room can tell exone-eighth of a cent what it is costing to
that coffee, the same thing for baking
biscuits or making waffies.
That is a very simple
thing to do, and it saves answering questions
this
plan has proved very satisfactory.
The report on advertising was presented by its
editor, Charles A. Parker of Detroit, but adjournment for the day was taken before the reading was
concluded.
actly

the

to

produce

;

Mathes of Dubuque, as editor, presented
He said this
a report on "The Display Room."
feature of central-station activity dated from the
D.

L.

Boston Edison Company s display of 189S. He dethe appointments and methods of various
rooms and then passed to the yalue of
special demonstrations, including electric and foodshow exhibits. Mr. Mathes concluded as follows
"A field that has had but slight exploitation, for
reasons which are apparent, is that of making exhibits and giving demonstrations at county and state
scribed
display

Where

fairs.

a

fair

is

town or city, there
tendance from such city.
have been noted where
large

held in the vicinity of a
is naturally a liberal atnumber of instances

A

central-station companies
exhibition hall, and, in
have
addition to showing an attractive line of utensils
and devices, have demonstrated the sewing machine,
washing machine, percolator, chafing dish, and other
heating units. This practice has been continued by
one company in Iowa for four years, and each
season the results have shown marked improvement, the direct sales being satisfactory, while
many names were added to the prospective customers' list which produce results upon personal
calls at later dates by solicitors.
"No standard has been or will be devised that

taken

will

space

in

the

cover successfully the varying conditions found

localities, which means that the head
of each commercial department must diagnose the
case from the point of view that appeals to him

different

in

Efforts of every
as the most reasonable to take.
class that tend to publicity should be classed as
is
of
the most highly
Advertising
one
advertising.
The central-stacultivated of the American arts.
tion interests of the country have been slow to
become disciples of this art, but the last few years

have seen wonderful advancement along these lines.
The greatest factor in the advancement of centralstation advertising, display and demonstration has
been the work of those tireless individuals who
created and are so successfully conducting the
Commercial Day Drogramme of the National ElecLight Association."
McCullou.gh. Raleigh, N. C, told of private
demonstrations. "We go to some prominent person
in town and say, 'Mrs. Blank, we will be glad to
have you invite eight or ten of your friends tomorrow afternoon, and we will provide you with
Wc are
an afternoon tea prepared by electricty.
tric

S. A.

trying to derive as much as possible from the advertising feature, and wc have always been fortunate enough to be invited ourselves, and wdien
we get the peojile together at this piivalc demonstration, we give tltcm a little talk on electricitj'.
In that way we have been very successful with
our rjcmonst rations."
A. J. Campbell, New London, Conn.
One idea
has occurred to me, which I intend to carry out.
I will go to one or two hardware stores and give
them a supply of electric appliances that might
be sold in hardware stores, and do the same thing
:

Committee Reports to Class
Members.

Exhibition

D

At a meeting held on Thursday afternoon the
exhibition committee, through its chairman, Frank
members. It was
H. Gale, reported to Class
reported that all expenses had been provided for
by the sale of space at the exhibition, with a substantial balance remaining to the credit of the committee.
All the members of the committee, which
has done such excellent work, were re-elected. Bylaws were adopted, and acting under them the
members drew lots to determine their tenure of
office.
The result was as follows
Three years James I. Ayer, Cambridge, Mass.;

D

W.

—

S.

Heger, Milwaukee; Benjamin Wall, Brook-

lyn.

—
—

Two years Rodman Gilder, .Ampere, N. J. J. C.
McQuiston, Pittsburg; H. M'. Post, Chicago.
One year S. E. Doane, Cleveland; C. P. Frey,
Newark, N. J. F. H. Gale, Schenectady.
The old officers were re-elected, as follows:
treasurer, Mr. Post
secreChairman, Mr. Gale
tary, Walter Neumuller, New York.
A pleasant feature of the meeting was the presentation to Homer E. Niesz, the local auxihary
member of the -committee for the Chicago conven;

;

;

;

who co-operated so effectively for the success
of the exhibition, a black Russia-leather dressing
case with silver-mounted bottles and brushes with
monograms. Mr. Ayer made the presentation, and
Mr. Niesz suitably expressed his thanks for the
tion,

handsome

gift.

Thursday's Entertainments.

The piece de resistance of
gramme for the ladies was

the entertainment prothe automobile tour of
Thursday through the South Side parks and boulevards, with luncheon at the South Shore Country
o'clock
Club.
The ladies left Ihc .Annex about
in large touring cars in parties of five or six, ant^
were l.'iken for a ride to the south, going through
some of the boulevards, Washington Park, the
Midway and Jackson Park to the clubhouse, where
an elegant luiichcon was served to the 205 ladies
This luncheon, begin:uid five men in Ihe party.
ning with caitape en surprise and ending with
b.isket glace with strawberries, was a triumph; the
ladies declared that it could not have been im-

u

proved

in

any

respect.

While

it

was

in

progress

there w.'is music by Tom.'isso's Orchestra and singfour musicians in Venetian
ing and playing In
costume. .After the luncheon the ladies were again
escorted to tht automobiles and taken for a ride
around Oiicago, extending to the North Side and
West Side, wherever the occupants of the car
wished to go in the two hours available. The

:

:
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Friday's Proceedings.
CKNTRAI.-ST.MION

AllVKUTISlNC.

There were parallel sessions on Friday niorninu,
and llic first one, that 'devoted (o the coiuinii.ilion
of Ihe Commercial Hay proj^raimne, was called tu
order at 8:45

.ind

llirowing the
uf their

;

I'l.RCTRICIAN

of pul.li,-iiy
various companies.

sp.iiliMliI

iilier.ilions
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"Tlie
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Al
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ami Ihe "KaKs" were greally enjoyed liy llie aiidi-
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the
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and franchise agilatiun in the ,-iir, loo m.-iiiy cunip.inies have failed to art iiiilil "the ax had falK-n :"
Ihen, hecoming desperale. pnlilicity methods were
resorted In

al

hour,

ek-veiiih

llie

with only parli:d

success.
".-\

pcipul.ir

lo

and

In

and

publicity lias been tlirongh
lalks in f,-iir-si/ed newspapi-r

d.iily

e.spl,-iin

exisleiice,

of

fiiriii

dispLiy space.
.-ible

this sp.-ice Ihe

ils

methods,
a

li.inille

comp.-my has

lell

ni,-iss

of

bei-ii

the ohjecl of its
inlvresling f.-icts

thereby creating renewed interest in
the operations iif the comiiany.
If
this copy is
handled in a sincere way it heconies productive of
untold good.
figures,

"Beyond the

of public policy,
of publicity that c,-in be
vanlage of by every lighting company,
of course, thai in ils endeavor to secure
will ,'111(1 liusiness of the comnuinity in
(|iiestion

many mediums

there are
taken a<lassuming,
the goodwliicli

il

Ihe del.ay caused hy
the adjournment of the Tluirsday iiKU-nins: session.
The first feature was the eonlimialion of Ihe
reading of Mr. Parker's report on ".Advertising."
This report hegiiis as follows
"We have reached a time wdicn it may lie said,
with ahsolulc truth, that the advertising and mar-

ii|)erates,

.good

rales and courteous
treatment hy employes arc facts and not theories.
These mediums cover popular talks upon illuminalioii,
cooking and healing, dinners to contractors,
hoosliiig the city, advertising Ihe installation of
large power units or additions to nlanl ei|uipmenl,
cultivation of friendship with the newspaper men

keting of electricity arc on a par with the adverand marketing of any other conimodily that
can he named.
"This does not, of course, mean that the advertising of electricity is cverywdicre of the highest
standard, hut it does mean that, taken as a whole,
central-station ad\'ertising will compare favorably
with the ad\-ertising methods of any other great
branch of industry.
"The returns wo have had in the compilation of
this report indicate a greatly increased interest in
the subject of advertising. Of a canvass of 13S
central stations and men, 54 complete sets of an-

and the
papers."

furnishing

a.

m., nvvinjf In

tising

swers were received.
"Then, again, everywdiere there is evident a much
broader view regarding advertising and advertising
methods, today, than was "held a year or two ago
by the majority of central-station men. It used
to be a common thing to hear central-station men
discussing wdiether advertising or solicitation was
the best method of getting business.
Today unprofitable arguments of this kind are seldom heard."
Mr. Parker then gave the answers to a number
of questions sent out.
One was in relation to slogans or catch-words, and these examples were
given
"Altogether, all the time, all for Alliance."

"Watch Seranton grow."
"St. Louis to tlie front."
"Boost for the city of lights."
"Chicago, the electric city."

"Minneapolis makes good."
"Boost for a bigger, brighter, busier Baltimore."

"The

electric city of Indiana."
"In Detroit life is worth living."
Mr. Mohr of Philadelphia opened the disenssian.
He said local conditions wdll always demand particular and special treatment.
Mr. Seelman of
Brooklyn agreed in this. Several others spoke.
The newspapers of
S. H. Smith, Marion. Ind.
Marion co-operate very closely with our company.
The scheme of gi\ing portable lamps w^as suggested
by us from the fact that a great many of the
residents were using electric lighting.
The newspapers gave a portable lamp for $2.go. The subscriber agreed to take the newspaper for si.x months.
He was to pay 90 cents when the order was given
and the lamp delivered and 10 cents a week for
the lamp as a paym.ent on it. Well, our company
would furnish a coupon with a globe to use on
the lamp, and I might say there were about 300
portable lamps sold. The lighting company got the
benefit of the advertising, and also received the
benefit from the use of the lamp.
:

PuBLiciTy.

The paper

of Percy Ingalls of Newark, N. J.,
on "Publicity" was read in abstract by C. W. Lee.
Among other things, Mr. Ingalls said
"In these days of public-service commissions, when
public-utility companies are being investigated and
drawn into the limelight through the medium of
the public press, it is within the province of every
lighting company to pave the way favorably for
such investigations. Even though these companies
can successfully weather the bombardment of cross-

examination and

unfavorable

newspaper comment,

the battle will be won at the outset if
the fangs of such unfavorable publicity can be
neatly and cleverly drawn and the poison eradicated.
This can readily be accomplished through
the medium of the newspapers and by taking the
public into the confidence of the company.
"As corporate control has been shrouded in mystery for many years past, and as there has been
no definite reason for secrecy in the operations of
public-utility
companies, the best-known officials
today are acknowledging the error of their ways
still

half

service,

fair

of

live

news

.stories

to

the

Converse D. Marsh of Boston gave his views,
from which the following paragraphs are taken

"The

thing in establishing a publicity desecure mutual trust and confidence
I>elwecn the newspaper men and the publicity man.
With such a start as this, results of tremendous
importance and advantage to the company are
forthcoming.
"My observation has been that the exasperated
newspaper man wdui has been foiled or put off, or
treated merely as an impertinent interloper, will
never step outside of his path to say a good word
first

partment

is

to

company.

His paper will seldom print mattlie company, however interesting such items might be or however advant,ageous they would be even to the newspapers
not to mention the company. It is just the old
story of the human element, which must be duly
noted and measured in all walks of life or busifor the

commendatory of

ter

ness.'*

are human, just as we
as much pride in their work as
we do in ours. If we help them to make that
work perfect and truthful, there will be a distinct
gain to the electric-ligbt company. Don't tell the
reporter to 'come around the next day.' Remember
that stale news is no news, and the thing that
may interest people today may not interest them
tomorrow. If you put off the reporter on some
point on which he may have some knowledge and
on which his paper desires further particulars, you

"Editors

and

reporters

They take

are.

probably be placed

will

at

a

distinct

disadvantage

print."

in

cnniiision

.1

be
not;

di.ill

or

and

Among those takin.g part in the discussion were
D. T. Canifibell of Seranton, Pa.. Mr. Searle of
Rochester. Mr. White of Cincinnati, Mr. Stannard
of Denver, F. M. Tait of Davton, Mr. Gille of
Minneapolis, Mr. Gregory of East St. Louis and
others.

Council of Progress.

On

Friday morning, at the Commercial Day session, there was a "Council of Progress." consisting
of addresses by several well-known men.
The first
speaker was Hon. Leslie M. Shaw, former secretary
of the treasury. Mr. Shaw devoted himself principally to economic topics.
Only a few extracts
from his speech can be given
I
am not an alarmist, but I want you men to
think along some line besides your particular business.
It will be necessary for you to think about

what

tile

supiiorl

;

instances.

In New York they have taken from the cities
and towns the right of self-government as respects
utility corporations, and have given the governor.

shall

am

;i

on

ridden

b.-ivi-

I

mill-

niiniih',

il

a

thai

ami

fr.-iiichis.

-liall

diarK.-d.

b.-

UKKi-sliiii.;

1

be

am

with

lo coiilinni-

i|i-sires

ihc

.-(round

feel

lii-M

not
sn.-li

hirii-i-lf

liinh,

of

pilot

iniiniii:(iii

and

a l«onioiive .n
curves and over

h.ivc enjoyed il
breeze of ocean

lo the
full, and
like ilii- fresh
on niv
cheek, bill, lignralively speaking. I nin going lo
confess in Ibis pr(senc-.- that for the niuiiicnl we
are going as rapidly as
(ar(- lo g<.. and w(- are
aboiil as far from shore as
care lo s|,end tinnight,
(l.augliler .-.nd applause.)
Bui out of il all
will conn- good.
Hut we want to keep our sane
legs under us, and not go loo rapidly, continually
making progress. But while you are studying your
business and pulling in lights and insisting that
the world shall have ligbl, you should study Ihcse
1

I

1

I

(|Ueslions

John

K.

a

little

and

watch the

.Morroii, president

effect.

of Ihe

Diamond Glue

Company

of Chicago, s|)oke nexl.
He .said the
merchant or manufacturer should have two char.-icteristics— truthful rcpresenlalion of what lie has
to offer linked with an enthusiastic belief in what
be h,-is lo sell.
W. E. Ri^bertsoji of 'he R(jbertson l-Jectric Company of Buffalo dwelt principally on Ihe great good
lo Ihe industry being accomplished by that "bunch
of enthusiastic boosters," the Kc-juveiiated Sons of
Jove.
George Macbeth, i)resident of tin- ,\r;icbetb-Iivans
Glass Company of l^iltshnrg, dwell on the scientific advancement of illumination.
The speakers in the Council of Progress were
accorded the thanks of the meeting by a rising vote.

Creating Demands for Electricitv.
Williams of Xew York read, in part,
"Creating Demands for Electricity."
which Frank B. Rae, Jr.. and himself were

Gorge
the

of

report on

heating,
street
lighting,
electric
editors.
Special
light for hastening the growth of ve.getation. decorative lighting and many uses of electric ])Owcr
were cited as examples of created 4jusincss,
"stereopticon talk" on outline and sign ligting
was then given by Mr Williams. The pictures were
viewed with nmch interest, particularly those showing the great advancement in Seranton. On this
point Mr. Seelman said:
Mr. Freeman, general manager of the Brooklyn
company, came to me tivo or three months ago
with a picture of the Seranton development in his
band. He said, "This seems to me to be wonderful.
think you ought to go and take a look at
I
it
see how they do it. and sec if we cannot do

A

.

:

something like if in Brooklyn." I took a train and
went to Seranton and came back impressed with
the fact that never in the history of the electriclighting business ^^as there such development as
has been shown in Seranton. I believe it was done
in less than a year.
I came aw-ay impressed w-ith
the idea that Lackawanna Avenue in Seranton could
give points to the "Great White Way" in Nev/
York, and I am a New Yorker. (Applause.) I

bow

that was done.
I said to mya good town of course there are
tou-ns
many
bright
lots of other good
as
and full
of money as Seranton. How is it, iif the course
of 9 or 10 months, this wonderful result has been
accomplished, when other towns have been running along for years and have not been able to
approximate it not little towns, either, but big ones
as w-ell."
And I believe the result of my analysis
was correct. I made up my mind that it was the force
made up my mind that it was
of personality
I
a salesman of business ability.
First of all, the
ideas were conveyed to the minds of the salesmen
and then came the salesmen's ability to sell the
goods. The result was the most remarkable, 1
believe, that has ever occurred -in the history of
electric lighting in our country.
To ray mind, the
utmost credit, not only for the work they have
done, but for the example they have set. is due
to the men wdio have done this work in Seranton.
and I believe the real heroes of this convention of
1908 are George Williams, Mr. Tidd and Mr.
Campbell, the men who have made Seranton the
real electric city of Ihis country.
F. M. Tait, i3a}'ton. Ohio
I would like to ask
the editors of these papers w-hat they have found
to be the largest connected load per capita in outline and in sign
lighting? Either two or four
tried to analyze
self,

"Seranton

is

;

;

;

;

candlepower?

We

wliellic-r

;

liinisilf,

friends in oflic.- lias williiii hi-i liainls iln:
10 do il as long as he is willing in at-ee|il
as the price of so doing.
rApplaiisi-,>

we might

are opposed to commercial bossism. The
reaches cut his hand to crush a business
competitor is considered by us all fit for the penitentiary, but the politician who, through love of
power, actuated by the same motive, reaches out
both hands to crush a political competitor, receives no end of encomium from press and people.
(Applause.)
It is the same principle exactly, the
.same love of power
the same results in both

I

by
wlieiher

-ay

his

power

the

man who

iiol

rati,

but

appoinL-d
lo

exeeulive thai

your business intensely, but the trouble is in these
times we have little time for anything else. The
next time your wife comes into the library and
says, "John, what in the world are you studying
over," and you say. "I am studying public questions," you have her send me your photograph.
(Laughter and applause.) But if we continue a
great, self-governing and governing people, the people generally will think on public questions, because
you can't leave it entirely to the fellows who have
no business, for if you do you will get into difficulty, and the trend is away from the teachings of
fathers.

!

gr.-inl.d

coiiipl,iiniii(..

l.iws

ri^hi

ilh'

In-slles .-m

incdium of

llie

lliroilKJi

r.MiMv.-ilile,

Ihe ihr.vsliold uf a new era, and public-uliliiy
cijiiip.-inies
are not
only heninning to
realise ihis, but li.ive Ih-kuii to .-ici .-iKKri-ssivi-ly in
paving the way fur favurabk- public opinion. During the last two years, with municipal ownership
"\Vi- ,ire al

:

would hke

I

shoot

to

ask what standard

at ?

Mr. Williams
The largest revenue I know of
from sign and outline lighting approached 95 cents
per capita, in a town of 20.000 people. I believe
there must be som-i cities that run over that.
There was a long discussion on sign lighting,
bringing out useful points which will be presented,
if possible, in a future issue.
:

Illumin.\ting Engineering (Lansingh).
of New York, as editor,
presented a report on "Illuminating Engineering
as a Commercial Factor."
This paper was illustrated by lantern-slide pictures.
It w-as a compilation of some recent results with lighting installa-

Van Rensselaer Lansingh

:

:

:
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lions by central-stiilion

Follmving

managers.

is

an

extract from the paper
Many central-station managers have the i<lca that
illuminating: engineering' is too complex and too
large a problem" for the ordinary solicitor to handle.
ThTs is true oi advanced problems in illuminating
entiineering in the sumz measure as it is true in
electrical engineering: but, just as simple problems
avin electrical engineering can be handled by tiie
erage intelligent solicitor, so in illuminating engineering, nine problems out of ten can be handled
bv an "ordinary solicitor who has received a certain
technical education
amount of proper training.
All that is required is a sniall
is not necessary.
amount
of observation
large
and
a
studv
amount of

A

common

and good

sense.

Thus, the

solicitor

must

the various conditions to which these
are applied.
"The adoption of the term 'high tension' as applied to a voltage over a stated amount may carry
with it the unwarranted implication that voltages
in
excess of such a stated figure arc under all
conditions hazardous.
"In so far as overhead-line construction is concerned, we feel that any line voltage can be safely
installed and operated if the methods of construcliun are adapted to the voltage carried.
It may
be said that at present, and under the existing
conditions of the art. voltages up to 5.000 volts
constant potential niay be considered as distributing
salisfacloril)'

terms

voltages.

"Therefore, in view of the purely relative wtIuc
term 'high tension.' your committee unanimously recommends that no definite resolution attempting to place a limiting value on the term be

know

of the

(a1 Where outlets should be placed.
(b) AVhat sort of lamps give certain results.
(c) What types of globes, reflectors or shades
should be used to secure the desired distribution of

adopted

light.

(d)

What

size

lamp

of

to 'use.

Joint Pole-line Construction.

How

high they should be placed.
These points' require no highly developed technical education, but, as above stated, simply a thorough understanding of the fundamental principles
of good illumination illumination, understand, not
illuminating engineering. If a solicitor is properly
trained along these fundamental lines, he can, without much difficulty and with great satisfaction to
both the customer and himself, design the lighting
for the ordinary house, the ordinary store, and the
ordinary small auditorium or hall. In cases of
more complex installations, such as theaters,
churches, etc., it will be desirable in many cases
(e)

—

consult

to

some practicing

illuminating

engineer,

although many of the larger central stations yre
adding* such a man to their regular force.
The paper of Joseph F. Becker. Jr.. of Brooklyn
on "The Electrical Contractor" was taken up. but
consideration of it was postponed until the joint
session in the afternoon.

Receiving St.ations Operated i-kom
Lines.

High-te-N'sion

While the Commercial Day programme was being considered *in the banquet room on the sixth
floor on Friday morning a parallel general session
was in progress in Assembly Hall on the ninth
The first paper taken up was
floor of the hotel.
that on "Receiving Stations Operated from Hightension Lines," by S. Q. Hayes of Pittsburg. A
long abstract of this interesting
elsewhere in this issue.

paper

is

given

LiGHTNiN',; Protection.

Stewart of Detroit- presented the report
of the committee on protection from ligl^tning.
The apparent damage done by lightning to electrical apparatus was less in 1507 than in the year
before.
The most important development of the

Robert

S.

Of
was the aluminum electrolytic arrester.
"The laboratory tests on
the committee says:
aluminum arresters are most remarkable, and th^few plants we have heard from are satisfied with
Whether the
the performance in regular service.
arrester will stand n direct stroke of lightning without injury is not known, but we know that no
other arrester will take care of a direct stroke.
The total life of the arrester is also uncertain.
There is. however, no apparent depreciation in the
arresters that have been examined after a year's
It may be noted here that the aluminum,
service.
arrester may be used on either direct or alternating

year
this

current."
The report

was discussed by Farley Osgood of
Kcwark. Alex Dow of Detroit. Dr. C. P. Steinmctz and others. Dr. Steinmetz called attention
to the increasing number of wireless stations, and
,

said that in the vicinity of these stations troubles
similar to lightning might be expected. Lines of
wires can hardly be grounded too frequently. They

might be grounded at every pole. Iron is a more
Ordinary
effective ground conductor than copper.
gas pipe affords perhaps the most effective profor

tection

lightning

arresters.

By

planting

grass

around gas-pipe "grounds" the earth may be kept
moist.

Care and Maintenance of Meters.
"Value of the Care and Maintenance of Meiers'"
was the subject of a paper read by H. D. King
of Hoboken. N. J. The speaker gave much valuable information on the subject of meter testing.
of ScheJ. S. Cowles of Brston. F. G. Vaughcn
nectady. O. J. Bushnell of Chicago and J. F.
Diisntan of Baltimore discussed the paper.
'"Hrr;!!

Tension" Defined,

Paul Spencer of Philadelphia presented the following report froir, llic committee appointed to
define ihc term "high tcn.sion" or to mark, if
practicible. the dividing line between "high tension"
:"

and "low tension
"Vour committee

has carefully considered the
raised at .he session on Tuesday morning
a> to ihr limiiaiion- implied in tlie term 'high tension.'
ftrel
tha: llu- terms 'h»w tension,' 'medium ten.'^ion," 'hi^li tension' and 'extra high tension'
arc purely relative, and that no definite voltage
limitations can be slated that would cover at all
riuertion

Wc

at this time b}'' this association,"
Dr. Steinmetz. a member of the committee, explained the report, which was adopted.

Paul Spencer presented "A Specification for Line
Construction on Poles Jointly Used by Electriclight and Telephone Companies."
Complete specifications designed for construction for not to exceed
7.500 volts were given in the paper, and President
Farrand said that they had been adopted by the
Bell telephone interests.
F. B. H. Paine of Niagara Falls announced that in conjunction with some
telephone engineers Mr. Spencer is engaged on the
preparation of specifications which contemplate the
joint use of poles up to 20,000 volts.

Self-synchronizing of Alternators.
Prof. Morgan Broots of the University of Illinois
gave an interesting demonstration of his
synchronoscope.
200-kilowatt,
three-phase. 25cycle
motor-driven
alternator
was synchronized
without and with a simple coil of 350 feet of No.
4 weatherproof wire wound on an ordinary reel.
The machine was at Harrison Street station, about
one mile from the convention hall, where a syn-

A

chroscope and ammeters were connected in scries
through a large cable especially arranged for the
Normal full-load line current for this matest.
chine was i.Soo amperes. In the synchroscope in
the convention hall the movement of the pointer
over the dial showed the variation in phase, while
the ammeters, directly below, showed the rush of
current.
The experiments were watched with great
interest, and
were perhaps the most interesting
feature of the convention from a purely technical
point of view.
Dr. Steinmetz complimented Professor Brooks' exposition.

Illuminating Engineering

(Ryan).

W. D'A. Ryan

of West Lynn, Mass., gave his
paper on "Illuminating Engineering." This was an
interesting and up-to-date paper. The speaker said
that the tungsten lamp will undoubtedly revolutionize the general lighting field, and he gave some
results of practical tests to determine the costs
and relative merits of various lighting systems,
with a number of new devices. An effort will be
made to present this paper in a later issue of th^j

Western

Electrician.

Specifications for Street Lighting.

W. D'A. Ryan presented the fin^l report of
the igo7 committee to consider specifications for
The original report was given in
street lighting.
the Western Electrician a year ago; the present
winding-up was merely the addition of some technical details in the shape of data sheets and tabulations giving the results of extensive tests to determine the relative lighting values of different
street arc lamps.
Mr, Ryan explained the purport
of the final report as follows
The specifications of the 1907 committee call for the
standardizing of street lights in terms of a standard
i6-candlepower incandescent lamp, a lamp having
the X value of 4, because the same illumination
would be obtained from the standard i6-candlepower
lamp at one-fourth of the distance. It also means
for the same illumination midway between the
lamps you would require four times as many lamps
per mile, and it also means that the relative candlepower of the different lamps is as the square of
that X value: that is. if you wish to know how
many i6-candlepowef incandescent lamps would be
required on poles spaced the same distance as the
arc lamp, you would require 16. The principal
point, however, is ihat the X value means that it
is
a fractional value. Take the value four times
the illumination given by a standard
i6-candlepower lamp at one-quarter the distance, and you
can easily make the measurement. If the arc lamp
was measureil at 200 feet, the incandescent lamp
would be 50 feet, but the arc lamp might be
measured at a relatively greater distance and the
incandescent
lamp wr'idd
be
proportionally
a
greater distance. Any difference in the street, at
a distance of from 100 to 500 feet, will not go
beyond 2 to 11 degrees lielow the lu)rizonlal, when
figured back to the candlepower curve, and will go
approximately to (he same limit, for the reason
that there is not much change in the candlepower
of any street lanins in these angles; It might be
480 or 520. but will be within the accuracy of the
photometric work of street accuracy.

May

30,

1

90S

President Farrand
In other words, for the benof the electric-light man who is not an expert
in mathematics, the relative values for surface il:

efit

s^treet
work, of the different
indicated by the values now
that is to say. the ratio per street
illumination for the 6.6 series open arc is as 3.5
to 4 as against the g.6 series open arc.
The luminous arc is 5.5, as compared to either of these two.
Tl also shows that the 7.5-ampere alternating-current
arc is about equal in practical illumination of the
horizontal surface to the 9.6 open arc.
The report was adopt-.?d as the final action of the
National Electric Light Association.
With the explanations given the conclusion of the report, given
herewith, will be intelligible.
The adoption of the
values resolves the lamps under consideration into
classifications:
the four following

huninations, as in
types of lamps, arc

determined

;

First classification
4,0-aiiipere. direct-current, series

Value of
luminous arc

Second

classification
Value of
().6-ampere. direct-current, series open arc
G.6-auipere, direct-current, series enclosed arc
7.5-ampere, alternating-current,; series enclosed arc

Value of

Third classification

X = 5K

X=4

X = 3VS

6.6-ampere, direct-current, series open arc
.l.o-ampere. direct-current, series enclosed arc
6,6-ampere, alternatine-current, series enclosed arc
Fourtli classification
...
Value of
5.5 ampere, alternating-current, series enclosed arc

X=3

Evolution of Nev/-business Building.

The concluding

session of the convention was
held on Friday afternoon. There was some discussion of the Ryan papers, and then President Farrand
turned
the
meeting over
to
Chairman
Doherty, who called for the paper of George N.
Tidd and Duncan T. Campbell of Scranton on
"Evolution of New-business Building.*' The writers
gave examples of central stations that have continued methods of new-business getting during the
business depression and also made a strong plea
for the upkeep of commercial departments and advertising.
They cited opportunities for increasing
business along existing lines.
Here are a few
paragraphs from the report:
The mission of a commercial department is not
ended when the people are induced to use electricity.
It is then only begun.
The successful newbusiness getter is the man who. after securing the
new business, sees to it that his customer is satisfied' and that the customer believes that the "getter"
has been on the square with him and intends to
continue to be on the square.
The confidence of a community is the greatest
asset that any corporation, firm or individual can
have.
A commercial department with the right
kind of solicitors employed and a progressive and
up-to-date company back of it can gain and keep
It can
for the company the confidence desired.
make boosters out of knockers, can put a smile
where a frown has been conspicuous, and make the
competitor with no commercial department look like
a balloon returning to earth.
No advertising can equal the advertising you get
from your satisfied customers, and the ideal solicitor is the man who by courteous treatment of
the people on whom he calls makes assistant solicitors of all his customers.
Don't wait for competition to force you to organWhen you do business
ize a business department.
without competition, as you would do it against
strong competition, you will find that prospective
corporations will receive scant encouragement from
Ihe people who are to be called on to buy their
product.
The pauer was discussed by A. W. Houston, Jr..
of San Antonio; H. W. Peck of Rochester, and
R. M. Searle of Rochester.

The

Electrical Contractor.

Becker's paper on "The Electrical ConIn the course of his report
tractor" was taken un.
"Co-operation ^vith experienced
Mr. Becker sa'd
contractors is becoming more and more essenti-d
It has gained the good will
to the central station.
of a clos<"ly affiliated fraternity besides promoting
the sale of electricity to a larger extent than before
is
indeed gratifying
I'
this co-ODcration existed.
to 'note the material chane-c that has taken place in
the relations of the central-station managers and
The many novel methods
the electrical con'raclor^.
and the mcrtfy displaved by a number of the contractors in various cities throuehout the rountry
prove conclusively that the Vct-totrcther' habit has
grown with remarkable rapidity and with salisfac-

Mr.

:

,

-

forv result:;."

Thr

was discussed by F. H. Golding of
who cpoke a good word for the conand bv Alex Dow of Detroit, who said
lifhtine" companv resented the "plaving of

pap'^r

Rnrkford.
tractors,
that the
favorites"
tractors.

lib.

by solicitors

in

their

relation

with con-

Douirlas Burnftt of Baltimorr; said that a state"^ent of Tables R. Strong. T>rr<;iclcnt of the National
T^lectrical Contractors' .Association, nuoted in Mr
Becker's paper, to the effect Oiat Baltimore was
one of [ho dIp'ts V here there is unfair competition
iietwcen the lighting company and the contractor,
.
is incorrect.
Co-oi'i-:kativi;

From

Kiecthical DEvr.r.opMRNT Association.

the committee to assist in the further development and prosecution of the plana of the Co-

:

Al;i}'

l)cvil<i|uiiciit

l*".k'clrical

Mi.iitaniic of

Niagura

pnrt. of wliicli this

is

l-'alls

llu-

niadi;

i-sscnlial

Assot-ialioii,

J.

very l)ricl'
parauiapli
a

!'..

rc-

of the liiKUK-ial ami Imsiiicss siluatinu
(luring a largv pari of llu: past year, il lia.s si^-iiu'il
iiii|)raolii."al)!e to uiuicrlaki.; seriously the- accoinplisiimont of the work oiitMiietl for tlic year, aiul the
mailer of deiiiiitely eoinplcliiiu the nrKaiiizalioii has
heeii (lefern-d, hut -Ji- oriKinal informal (•rKaiiizatioii
has heeii maintaiue'.l with a view to expansion ami
increaseil activity .!S soon as condilious render il
practieahle to secure the active support ol the niauufaclurers auvl central station companies Kcneraily.
A vole thanlvinji the licensed manufaclnrcrs of
incandescent hniips for their linancial support to the
III
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vii'W

Association,
Developnienl
i'"Iectrical
Co-operative
which has amounted to over $50,000, was adopted.
M. Tail of Dayton presented a brief report on
"ro-operative Connnercialisni" in place of Mr.
Mr. Tait reported that since tlic
iMusc, who is ill.
1,(^1
National lilleclric JJf;ht y\ssocialion convention
Mr. Crousc lias conhned his elTorls to underwriting
the $125,000, for which be had conniiitled himself
before any of the subscriptions became biiMHng.
['\^ to October
15, lOO", there had been uiulerwriti.ii $100,000. and iMr. Crouse at that tiiiic was very
!?nt
sanguine of underwriting the entire amount.
at that time the linancial depression put a check on
now
abeyance.
in
the proceeding, which is
1'*.

I
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:ii
the t-rMiveritioii.
Winn the conveiiarran(.;ements wre made in J.'innary, durin^;
tlie dull linKS, lie ihniKh' the atliinlance would be
[,(m:o or i,j(K); acliially il wa-. Tie.trly
i,S*k>.
Three
cheers were given fur the ivliriiu; presidciil.
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bi-foie
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elected

In

the

which

ok

Pi..\.n'

e.xecnlive

lin.d

ha<l
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Ijceri

organization

for

ihe

.'^ession
II.

associatifui,

ihc

coiiintillec

lo

Doherty's plan of

L.

(mtlined

in

the

Weslern h'lectrici.iii of l:ist week, made ils report.
With soiiie niodiiicali'ins, Mr. Doherty'.s plan w;is

Amendmenls

adopteti.

ont

this

Tlif

I'.xciMitivi*

iiu'intiLTS
liultliiiv;

CdinmiUei.-,

upon

fi|i|i|ic:ttii<ii

of O-AK-i A or of Cliiss
of sucli L'.xliiliiliun.i' ami of

and

tiiiu-s

ihe cniisiilnli'Hi

to

to

carry

were adopted as follows:

i)lan

[ilaufs

:is

it

may

I).

ik-siKiiati-

Iiy

imv or

iii'Ti-

luilliorizc
tlicoiiIchIs :it hiicli

iii;iy

sudi

ami

assinn.

Such

ami

sm-li cotili-Kts ticl<l uikIit the :ins|>ii'<-H of ilic
l-iwht AsMocialinn ^liall ht- novi-rncd by such
ruK's ami icKnIalions :is ihc cxcculivc coniniinti*, or ils rh-lcKalc. .sh;ill prescribe, and may l)t: siil>sidizfd by llic Naiional
I'.U'ctric LiKiit Association at tlic di^crctiolI of the executive

(.xhiliilioiiN

.Xaliuiial

l^h'i'tric

coiiiiiiittcc.

application of five Class A nicnihers, or two-thirdH
Class A memliers if less llian eiKliI, in any slat<',
or dependency of the United Stales or )irovince
of Canada, the executive coimniltce .slnll autiiorizc the ajtpHcaiits to organize a Keofiraphic section of the National
IClectiic
UkIiI ;\ssocialion, lo which all nienil)ers of the

trpon

uf

all

tlic

territory

IClcctric l.iK'it Association in
shall he clinihlc for iiicmherslii|>.

National
lion

other

than

those

herein

stated,

may

such KtoKraphic secGcoRraphic .sections,
be fornieil subject lo

01

(

HI n

adjonrniiieitl

cits.

these

ol(ii'<:r->

v-ere

:

C

I..

Vicr

I'hh.d.-lpliia.

IvkIIm,

l'"r;iiik W.
pn-idem — W. W.

Vic^:-p^e^id••llt

So-niid

Aikiitkik

t)i((;.\.Mz.\rJu.\

Tio.';

IVvid.-nl- William
I''irsl

New

linal

I'"rii<anli',

l-i-e'.tm:in,

\h\i\rt,
llro-A-

ly.i.

TreaMnvr- Jolni

.Snp-iary and

V.

Gilcliri-.t,

Chi-

caKo.

Members

of ihe I-]\eculiv ('oiiiiiiillvc for ihe full
terni-C. !.. VAn-ir. Iln^ion; AU-k Dow, Oelroit;
for llie iiitexjiircrl
bur Williams, New York
term of Samuel .Scovil, R. M. Searlc, Rochester.
{'resident j{gliii made a few reniarkn, an'! said
that his )iolicy will be lo serve lln: inleresls of llie
electric-light companies It) the best of his al*iliiy
and also to lotjk after the iiirlividual ineinbers of
ibis' associatifjn as far a.> he can,
Mr, b'glin is well known lo most of the number';
of the assiicialion, jiaviiig served as an officer for
the la.sl three years, during two oi whicli he acted
Alas secretary and Irtasiirer of the association.

An

;

though
changed

this
in

office

an

is

honorary one, it was
one of great activ-

his administration to

Many changes were made in the organization
and the system of carrying on the increased work
of the association on account of ihc' rapid growth
in its membership an<l the many new and impority.

Al'I'KKtl.MEl).

Ale.\ Dow of Detroit spoke warmly of the great
importance of the Commercial Day" sessions, and
he moved a special vote of tbanks to those who
W. Lee
have done tiio work, especially to Mr.
and "to his cntirely-too-nnmerous-lo-nienlion able,
young assistants." The
xii^orous, and, thank G-.d
iimiion was carried unanimously. Chairman Doherty
closed the Commercial Day programme with the remark that the commercial era has l)ecn ushered in.

C

!

Solicitor's H.\Nn-DOOK Putzi; Aw.\rd.

absence of John F. Gilchrist, ^Ir. Tail
preseuted the report of the committee awarding the
the
liii/:es for the solicitors' hand-bcok offered by
the

In

Development .Association.
awarded in prizes in three
handbooks for soliciting lighting,
power and heating business. The committee examined 19 manuscripts and awarded the prizes by
numbers, not knowing the names of the contestants.
The awards were as follows
I

''-operative

The sum of
sections

— that

Electrical
$2,600 was
is,

Light.
First prize, $500, to R. Borlase JMatthews, London. England, and C. T. Wilkinson. Schenectady, in
collaboration.
Second prize. $300, to James L. Wiltse. Brooklyn.
Third prize, $200, to H. W. Hillman, Grand

Rapids,

lilich.

Heat.
First prize, $300. to R. Borlase Matthews, London, and C. T. Wilkinson, Schenectady, in collaboration.

Second prize, $200,
Third prize. $100,

to
to

James L. Wiltse. Brooklyn.
La Rue Vrcdenburgh. Bos-

ton.

Power.
First prize. $500, to Paul H. Bate, Chicago.
Second prize. $300, to C. A. Graves, Brooklyn.
Third prize, $200. .to R. Borlase ^^latthew^s, London, and C. T. Wilkinson,- Schenectady, in collaboration.
It w-as

decided that no one manuscript shall be
accepted as the complete and final handbook to be
printed, but that the editor shall use suggestions
In addition to Mr. Giland material from all.
christ, Percy Ingalls of Newark. N. J., and George
Williams of New York served on the committee
of award.

Miscellaneous Business.
Martin, chairman of the Committee on
Memorials, reported that suitable memorials would
be written in relation to the following-named deceased members
Lord Kelvin, W. A. Kreidler,
R. C. P. Holmes. Edward R. Coffin. Prof. C. P.
Matthews. Walter I. Barnes, W. H. Hammond,
James Hislop, C. H. Newhall and others.
A telegram was read from J. B. Crouse, father
latter's
of J. Robert Cronse. saying that
the
physicians forbade his attendance at the convention,
but that he sent greetings and good wishes.
Resolutions of thanks w^ere adopted to President
Dudley Farrand
Vice-presidents Alex Dow and
W. C. L. EgHn Secretary and Treasurer W. W.
Freeman Assistant Secretary and Treasurer Flarriet
Billings and her efficient office organization
Samuel InsuU, Louis A. Ferguson and Homer E.
Niesz of the Commonwealth Edison Companv, Chicago
Frank H. Gale, chairman, and Walter
Neumnller, secretary of the Exhibition Committee;
George H. Porter, master of transportation
Miss
Edith M. Myers, chief of the Registration Bureau,
and her assistants the Convention Daily, conducted
under the direction of C. W. Lee and his staff; the
ladies of the reception committee, and the various
standinff and special committees.
President Farrand expressed his thanks for the
courtesies extended to him and for the attendance
T.

C.

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

EXHIBIT OF ENGINEERING DEP.ARTMENT OF NATIONAL ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC-LIGHT CONVENTION.
the approval of the executive committee.
No coni;)anies, associations, firms or individuals not memfa" rs
of the National Electric Light Association shall be
eligible to any form of membership in any geographic sectic of the National Electric Light Association.
Upon the application to it by any Class
member, the
executive committee shall authorize the organization of any
member
or all of the officers and employes of said Class
into
a company section of the National Electric Light
Association.
No person not a member of the National Electric Light
Association shall be eligible to membership in a company
section of the National Electric Light Association.
Upon certification to the treasurer of the National Electric
Light Association by the executive officers of any
geographic section, stating the memt>ership of any of said
sections as of the preceding first day of January, and upon
approval by the executive committee, the treasurer of the
National Electric Light Association shall pay over to the
proper officers of each of said sections an amount not to
exceed $2.50 per member of said sections, plus one-half
the amount of entrance fees received by the National Electric Light Association during the preceding year from new
members (other than Class
and Class D) of said sections; provided that these moneys are for use only in meeting the legitimate expenses of the sections.
Upon application to it by at least fifteen Class A members, the executive committee shall call a national conference
upon anv designated subject or subjects affecting the centralstation business, due notice of uhich conference shall be
sent to each member of the association.
The expenses of national conferences may be met by appropriations by the executive committee from the general
funds of the association and by special contributions, which
latter shall be governed as prescribed in Article V, Sec. 2,
for the special annual convention funds.

A

A

A

Conservation of Natural Resources.

The committee on

the president's address complimented him on his work, particularly on the
establishment of the Bulletin and of the practice
of having a definite time to be at the headquarters
of the association. Mr. Farrand's action in attending the national conference at the White House
for the purpose of consei-\-ing the natural resources
of the country was commended, and that gentleman
was appointed to represent the association during
the coming year in any additional conferences which

may

be held

on

the

same

subject.

subjects

tant

LA-Mi'

ASSOCIATIu.X AT CHICAGO

requiring

the

association's

attention.

Mr. Eglin has also served on a' number of important committees of the association, notably the
steam-turbine committee and the gas-engine committee.

The active business experience of the new president has been in connection with the various electric-lighting companies in Philadelphia, first being
connected with the Edison Electric Light Company
of Philadelphia in 1S80, and with the various consolidated companies culminating in the Philadelphia
Electric Company, which owns and operates all of
the electric-lighting companies in the city and
county of Philadelphia. -\Ir. Eglin is at present the
electrical engineer of this company.

Mr. Eglin's genera! characteristics are to allow
work to stand for itself and to endeavor to

his

advance the standing of the association as a national body in any branch of its work with which
he has been connected. He has contributed many
articles
on important technical subjects to the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers and to
the technical press. With the work of the Institute he has long been identified, havinsc served as
chairman of the Philadelphia branch, and is at present one of the vice-presidents of the American InHe was for a numstitute of Electrical Engineers.
ber of years active in the work of the Engineers'
Club of Philadelphia, having sen.'_ed on its board
of management as chairman of the information committee and as vice-nresid<"nt. He i? also a member
of the Engineers' Club of Kew York, the .American
Electrochemical Societv and the Illuminating EngiH*^ has also served on various
neerine Society.
committees of the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia.

member

of orominent clubs
Merion Cricket
Club, Manufacturers' Club, Bryn Mawr Polo Club,

Mr. Eglin

in

is

P'hiladelnhia

al-o a

—Union

League.
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Pencil Clnb, Aroniniink Golf Club and
Magnetic Club, and of the Mcliawk Club, Schcncctadv, N. Y.

The

Exhibition

Who

And Some
Attended

the

of

Men

It.

of electrical appliances provided
Chicago convention bv the Class D memThe
bers was a beautiful and effective display.
Exhibition Hall on the ninth floor of the hotel
The
adjoined the Assembly Hall, as last year.
booth arrangement was simple and uniform, makthe

The decorathe exhibits easily accessible.
followed an unassuming but systematic plan,
and with the brilliant illumination, wdiich was entirely
by tungsten lamps, the entire exhibition
ing

all

tions

scheme was attractive and entirely satisfactory.
There was no time during the entire four days
of the convention that the aisles and booths were
not well filled with interested visitors, and this in
face of the fact that nearly all the sessions of
convention proper were attended to the ca-

the

the
pacity of the assembly hall.

tungsten lainp as a practicable and desirable lightThe general lighting of both the exing unit.
hibition hall and the assembly room was by tung-

lamps with proper

reflectors.

The accompany-

ing views of the exhibits were taken with no other
On
light than that from the regular illumination.

account of the architecture of the hall an adequate
general view of the exhibition room could not be
secured, the view given on page 430 showing onl\'
a part of the whole.

committee received the deserved
praise of the Class D members, as well as the entire
association, for the successful manner in which it

The

exhibition

carried out

its

On

part of the programme.

a pre-

ceding page is given a brief account of the annual
meeting of Class D members and the presentation

Mr. Niesz.

to

I.

H.

Notes of the Exhibits and Visitors.
A. Bennett of Chicago was in attendance every

Alexander Navarre represented the

Bissell

F.

of Toledo, Ohio.

was present

Lindsley. the pole man.

the convention.

Club.

in

behalf ol

representatives of
the convention.

and Tarkington, the amiable
Kohler Bros., were present at

President C. F. Zeigler and G. Ertmann represented the Reynolds Electric Flasher Manufacturmg
Company of Chicago.

to point out to cenlial-station men the merits of
the automatic coal-weighing apparatus of his company.

Of course

two Napoleons in the lamp indushand Messrs. Tremaine and Terry

the

were on

try

—

are always welcome.

Brown

Messrs. Holmes and

of the Vulcan

Heating Company. Chicago,

lost

not a

Elec-

moment

during the convention.

Moore, sales manager of the ChaseShawmut Company, came from Newburyport, Mass.,

Harry

P.

the convention.

to atend

Bion J. Arnold was present at" the convention, as
was W. L. Arnold of The Arnold Company.
Beardslee Chandelier

President Beardslee of the

Manufacturing Company was

at the convention.

A. Pullen of the Leather Preserver Company was
on hand looking after the company's interests.
R.

J.

Russell, secretary of the Century Electric
St. Louis, talked "Century" products.

Company,

W.

N. Matthews, the electrical merchant of St.
Louis, was on hand during the entire convention.

M. Lobcnthal was on hand in the interests of the
Economical Electric Lamp Company of New York.
Western Manager Fred F. Skeel looked
of the Crouse-Hinds Company

interests

after the
of Syra-

cuse.

Messrs. Sargent and Lundy were busy every day
looking after the comfort of convention dele-

Company

Conrad-Blanton

of

Columbus,

Ohio, distributed a blotter at the convention calling
attention to its plug tongs.

Messrs. Uminach and Barron of^ the R. Williamson Company were present looking after the company's interests during the meeting.

Manager Woodworth found time

.•\dvertising
stroll

in

in

the

interests

of

"telephonic

to

automa-

Shalcr

D.

Company,

of

Pitt.sburg,

the

was

Doublcday-Hill Electric
here, there and every

where.
Messrs. CIcts and Thorpe of the Franklin Electric

Manufacturing Company were everywhere

in

evidence.

From
General

the
.Sales

Empire

Slate

-Manager

— Solv.iy,

John

N.

Brooks of

Y.

— cante

Pass

&

Seymour.
Mr. Fox and Manager Hartman did the honors
for the .N'orthem El-ctrical Manufacturing Company
of Madison.
Mr. Smith of the Chicago Insulated
W'ire Company arrived in due time. He greeted

Of

many

course,

friends at the Auditorium.

were

Electric

Manufacturing Company's

looked after by R. B. Benjamin,
D. Steele, vice-president; A. N. Fox,

president; W.
advertising manager
Knott.

;

Harry Watson

and

George

Commercial Engmeer W. T. Jackson, as usual,
the honor for G. M. Gest. engineering conand did them well. Mr. Jackson received
co-operation from J, A. Doyle, Chicago, and Ed
did

tractor,

The Electrical Dealers' Company, Indianapolis,
was represented by A. M. King. This company
has just started in as a wholesale supply company
at 217 Board of Trade Building.
It will
handle
everything electrical.
The

Dr. Raymond of the Sheldon School as usual
did most excellent w^ork in behalf of higher education in electrical connnercial circles.

of Donald S.

H, L. Wells, advertising writer, was on hand
looking after his interests. He has opened an office
in the Monadnock Building. Chicago.
A.

Haase,

L,

and also a

sales

agent for Peircc specialties
hardware, was on hand

line of pole-line

taking orders and meeting his

friends.

Mr. Manson of the Okonite Company came on
with the New York contingent on Master of
Transportation

Cedar

Porter's

convention

train.

R. Johann of the Specialty Sales Company,
Rapids, Iowa, was on deck boosting the
and renewing old acquaintances.

Of course Thomas G. Grier of the American Circular Loom Company was on hand, backed as usual

Electric

ican

handsome and

Company came

flaming arc lamp

and n;ade

efficient

workers.

German-Amer-

front with a
a very attractive exto

the

Chicago Manager Van Vleet of the Cutler-HamManufacturin.g Company of Milwaukee was
careful and successful in managing his company's

Chicago

President T. C. Turlay and Secretary and Treasurer William M. Smith of the Chicago Insulated

Wire and Manufacturing Company were on hand
Usual.

E.

R. Grier. at one time a

Syles
161

R,

Chicagoan, but

Arrow Electric Company
many old acquaintances at

of
the

Fralick, sales agent, who is located at
Street, Chicago, saw to it that his
specialties received proper attention dur-

H. A. Strauss, vice-president of the Falkcnau
Construction Company, was around meeting his
Mr. Strauss announces that
numerous friends.
business is very good.
Sales Manager James Olson of New
York came to the convention for the Habirshaw
wire interests. Was there ever a convention complete without "Ol.son ?"
of the Kuhlman Electric Company,
Elkhart, Ind., was on h;uid explaining the advantages
Mr. Kuhlgained by the use of his transformers.
man reports business good.

Kuhlman

Mr. Stromberg and Secretary and General ManIT. A. Johns of the Stromberg Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago, strolled over to take

ager
a

kjok at the electric-lighting exhibits.

H.

A.

.Safely

Baum, secretary and treasurer of the
Company, was present at the con-

Electric

vention.
He has developed a reminierative liusincss
in the last year in new and re-newed lamps.

Burns, sales manager of the Ward Leonard
Electric Conii)any, Bronxville, N. Y., exhibited a
s.'imple load
rheost.at which replaces lamp banks.
This attracted the attention of central-station men.
D.

J.

21

attention
a

calling

The company has opened
North Clark

Street, in charge

Clark.

hold of this branch of the company's business
activity has been

Bernard

Beckman, western

C.

;

his

marked.
sales

manager of

the Standard Paint Company, frequented the booth
of the Central Electric Company, where he displayed a line of his company's products, which are
of interest to electrical men.
sales manager of the Crescent
at the convention pushing his company's specialties.
J. H. McGill, president of the
company, took time to run down from Valparaiso

A.

O.

Einstein,

and mingle with the boys.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp Company was
represented in the persons of President Arthur C.
Garrison, Vincent Gray and J. B. Coale. the latter
known throughout

better

Coale of the

Lamp

the Great

West

as

"King

Business."

Many

convention visitors accepted the invitation
Haller Sign Works to visit its reception
room and works.
President William Goltz was
kept busy at the convention looking after the interests of present and prospective customers.
the

Sherman M. McFedries. secretary and treasurer
J. L. Schureman Company, was on hand in

of the

the interests of his company.
He was kept busy
shaking hands and telling of the fine points of the
company's electric motor-controlling devices.

Western Manager Wolff of the New York InWire Company was active on behalf, not

now

ing the meeting.

E.

at

office

Brass Company, Lomira,
circular

Western Manager A. L. Watcrbury of the AmeriSewer Pipe Comp;uiy was active during the
convention. Mr. Waterbury has only recently taken

sulated
only of

his

interests

of the

wire, but looked as well after the
Mr. Wolff was
Paiste Company.
not only active in business but social circles as well.

There

South Canal

numerous

neat

a

can

interests.

connected with the
Hartford, Conn., met
convention.

out

"Baby Torch."

its

of

mer

as

passed

Company, was

Evei"stick anchor

by his large staff of

to

Lamp and

Zeidler

Wis.,

ticity."

W.

The Benjamin
interests

President Joseph Belden of the Beldcn Manufacturing Company came over from the North Side
several times during the convention.

General

gates.

Western Sales Manager Locke Etheridge of the
Avery Scale Company cf Milwaukee was on hand

Tillson.

The

hibit.

President Warren Ripple of the J. Lang Electric
Company, Chicago, looked in on the boys.

J. C. Gibson, Chicago representative of the Oneida
Community, Ltd., was in attendance Friday. Mr.
Gibson just reached Chicago from a long business
trip through the West and announces business very

good.

President Lambert Schmidt of the

Indianapolis

Electric

The American Electrical Works was represented
New York Manager Donohue and Western
Manager Hammond

by

,

Electrical Dealers Company of
arrived in the person of A. M. King.

Messrs.

nall

Hamrick

M'cssrs.

Lindsley Brothers Company.

The

Squires was at the con\'ention. ably repreOtis & Squires, manufacturers' agents, of

President C. A. S. Howlett of the Electric Club
of Chicago not only was energetic in looking after
the affairs of the Western Electric Company, but
he did the convention honors for the new club.

Western Manager Groh of the American Conduit
Company's Chicago office mingled with those at

O.

S. L. Grossinan looked after the interests of the
Safety Electric Company.

Company

distrilnUed a
attention to its famous

1908

30,

Worbs and Pomeroy of the Adams-BagCompany were in daily attendance.
Mr. Pomeroy of late has won great praise for his
efforts
in
upbuilding the new Chicago Electric

day.

J.

B.

sentin,g

tric

The various branches of the electrical industry
were well represented and many new things were
shown, brief mention being made of them in the
Views of some of the exfollowing paragraphs.
Especially noticehibits are also given herewith.
able, however, was the recognition received by the

sten

Company

Wriglev

numl.icr of circulars calling
"toggle bolts."

San Francisco.

exhibition

Tlie

for

Thomas

The

Pen and

May

were

no more

active

"hustlers"

at

the

convention than President Arthur iFrantzen and
Assistant Manager Oscar Fuchs of the Zenco Electrical Supply Company.
The Zenco company has
been most active in the supply field dui:ing the last
year.

The
N.

Conduit Company of
mamifacturer of Orangeburg

Fibre

Y..

Orangeburg,
fiber

conduit

and Orangeburg linaduct. was represented by W. W.
Smythe, Jr.. western manager, who was in attendance renewing old acquaintances and making new
ones.

The St.'indard Underground Cable Company had
an able corps of n^presentatives at the convention,
viz.. J. R. Wiley, W. M. Rogers and J. E. O'Neill
of the Chicago office, T. E. Hughes, Philadelphia;
A. A. Anderson, Pittsburg, and E. J. Pietzcker,
St.

Lx)uis.

Electric Time Switch Company of
Washington, D. C, showed an electrically operated
time switch which aulomalically controls arc lamps,
electric signs, show-n'niflow lights and street lights
with accuracy, turning them on and off as often

The Patterson

as

is

desired.

Electric .Man.ager Godfrey Atkin, assisting Gencr.-il Sales Manager Blizard of the .Storage
Battery Company of Philadelphia, was active durmg
Mr. Atkin diil himself credit as
the entire week.

Western

May

,v>,

riili-ii.iimr

all

al

llic

Tlu-

nf

llu-
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Wire
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and Mr. Arllun' Mi-rrill
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was daily in altL'ndancc lakinj.; care
pany's Imsincss and social inicrests.
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a

llu-
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functions.

The

company ha>

Kcii-Idinj;

('. A.
Duliosch and
j. Kcnncy wen- aK.i;i'essive
and diploinalic in tlu-ir work for
hiK" Keisin^er
New York. Holli are experienced in llu* carbon
Mr. DuUoscli has his head<piarlors in
husiiu'ss.
Mr. Krnny will iuTeafler operate
the I*!ast. hnl
i.nui
lar^-elv wilh Chica:<<i j

may

i(

llial
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western
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is

safe

to
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the

of

under Mr.
say O.n-

I.if^hl

con-

I

of
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venti.>n

were

"le«^ion."

is safe to sav thai no man's absence from the
It
cr>nvenlion was so miu'h reKielied as that of J. Kob11
Cinuse i,i the Co op^-ralivc l-.lectrical iJevelop^

(

)\u>,.

daily

haixl

i.n

\va-,
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is
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all
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and
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Jiand daily at ih-.- hooih *.f tlu- Xaiioiial l-^h-ciric
l.-unp Association.
.Mr. Sawy»-r at ihi-- pn-M-ni tniie
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FOUR PROMINENT EXHIBITS AT CHICAGO ELECTRIC-LIGHT CONVENTION.
F. L. Driver, president of the

Company, Harrison, N. J. was
The Driver-Harris Company

Driver-Harris Wire

daily attendance.
recently opened a
George T. Westcott,
in

Chicago office, in charge of
which will enable the company to properly take
care of its growing western business.

H

Western Manager
D. Howe, "the indefatigable" of the Holophane interests, was most decidedly in evidence. Mr. Howe not only worked
the National Electric Light convention to a finish,
but he will start in a day or two on a lecturing
tour with '"Holophane" as his subject.
Attorney Frederic P. Vose of the Electrical
Trades Association found time to attend the convention.
Mr. Vose received many congratulations
on the well-earned compliments that have appeared
in the daily press and from other sources relative
to

his

skillful

handling of the Lipsey case.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company

confined
exhibit to a demonstration of a Duntley portable
Central-station men are becoming
in this line of devices, as it opens
of income. H. L. Lanphear and
B. E. Harris, general sales managers, were at the

its

vacuum cleaner.
more interested
up a new field
exhibit.

No more active participant in convention business
social life was there to be found than Western
Manager Haughton of the Bryan-Marsh Company.
and

ment Association. Mr. Crouse is ill, probably from
overwork, and although desirous of putting in an
appearance took the advice of his physician and
faujily to sta}' at home.

The

Fort

Wayne

Works

Electric

exhibited

its

well-known products, including type K meters, fans
and small motors. Among those present were F. S.
Hunting and A. A. Serva of Fprt Wayne, Tom
Ryan of Cincinnati and the foll'owing frotti Chicago, headed bv W. S. GoU
A. L. Pond, L. A.
:

Carr.

W.

K. Eicher.

W.

S.

Hine.

Bundy and

R. H. Manwaring of, Philadelphia were present in the interest of the Philadelphia
Electrical and Manufacturing Company.
They exhibited an attractive display of line material, arclighting apparatus, tungsten street-lighting appliances and underground apparatus,- etc.
The company has a very good rust-proof compound.
C.

A.

L.

S.

Ives of the Poughkeepsie Light,

Heat and

Power Company of Poughkeepsie. N. Y.. and Mrs.
were among those warmly welcomed at the

Ives,

Mr. Ives a year or so ago left the
Auditorium.
manufacturing field to enter the operating branch
of the electrical business.
His training in the producing side of the electrical business eminently fits
him for his new duties.
Sales Manager Clarence E. Delafield of the Ideal
Electric and Manufacturing Company of Mansfield,

specimens of electrical advertising that
have been prepared under his hand in the cities
Cleveland and Chicago. The Mcjunkin exhibit
at the convention was merely part of as many as
8oo advertiseiTients written on the subject of "electricity," for the two above-mentioned cities.
beautiful

of

Dossert & Co., 242 West Forty-first Street, New
York, manufacturers of solderless connectors, cable
taps and terminal lugs for electric cables and solid
wires, had an interesting exhibit The company
was represented by H. B. Logan, president, and
Charles A. Flynn, mechanical engineer. The exhibit included a number of new devices for centralstation work and connectors for heavy cables.

of the Electric Appliance Company
devoted largely to a display of a fine line of

The booth
w^as

Sangamo

wattineters, including alternating-current
direct-current instruments
and
switcliboard
types.
Among the companv's men present were
President W. W. Low, P. R". Boole. F. J. Alderson
and C- A. McCarthy. R. C. Lanphier of Springfield was present for ilie Sangamon Electric Company.

and

Among the prominent central-station people who
extended Chicago's hospitality were Mr. and
Mrs. In'ing P. Lord of Waupaca. Wis. It is hardly
necessary to mention that Mr. Lord is called the
electrical magnate of Waupaca, and many there are
w^ere

who

W'ill

remember

the

bountiful

hospitality

dis-

—

—
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pL-nscd by "ihe
niidsuniniLr
tlic-

Lurds" several years ago during
XorlliutsUrii electrical eenivciuion

Waupaca.

at

&

Bahcoek, as Chicago agents, repreCondit Electrical Manufacturing ComThey had a fine exhibit of oil
and switches, laminated circuitcircuit-breakers
breakers and suitch.es. pole line switches, type LS
switches for small indnctiou luotors, and high-tenP. R. Fisher, manager of
sion type D switcl'.e.s.
sales, and William Taussig and Fred R. Babcock
attended the convention.

Taussig

sented

Company, Chicago, was well
President and General
Manager A. L. Kuehinsttd, Vice-president and Sales
Manager .\. O. Kuelunsted. G. C. Besold and Gen-

The Gregory

Electric

On hand verc

represented.

Superintendent J. D. Zook, Assistant Superintendent J. A. Vincent and Sales Engineer E. H.
Nagelstock. This company made a photographic
display and showed various departments in the
company's large Chicago plant.
eral

Western ilanager Charles C. Baird of the Mc•Roy Clay W'orks put in an appearance on WednesBaird within the year took
i\lr.
day morning.
charge of the western business of the MtRoy
Mr. Kirkpatrick, who resuce.-eding
Clay Works,
Mr.
signed to take up another conduit business.
Baird has done most excellent work in the West.
Previous to that time he was closely associated
with the conduit industry in the East.

Much credit is due to C. A. Tupper of the AllisChalmers Company for bis painstaking care of all
incoming and outgoing shipnicnts during the NaMr. Tupper had
tional Electric Light convention.
the forethought to bring with him ciuite a force ot
Allis-Cbahners men to aid him, and therefore
ever\'thing moved along with clock-like precision.
Visitors have been loud in their praise of the work
of the committee as carried out by Mr. Tupper.

Manager J. B. Estabrook of the Colonial
Comptmy, Warren, Ohio, was one of those
who opened the convention on Tuesday morning
Sa^es

Electric

least Mr. Estabrook w^as in attendance, all day
during the first period of the exposition. Colonial
lamps, under Mr. Esl.abrook's management, have
earned a well-deserved reputation, and this is
borne out most substantially by the largely increased output of the Colonial factory during the

"at

N. Anixler.

.'\.

year.

Somebody

said that tiic electrical sadiron paper
Electrical
Heater
of Detroit was the "hit" among the souvenirs, for it certainly was in deiuand.
President
B. H. Scranton, Secretary Robert Kuhn and Bert
Dewey of the American Electrical Heater Company were on hand, '.rite company this year decided not to make an exhibit, but the souvenir certainly "did the work" and added to the many
friends of the company.

weight presented by the American

Company

Western Manager Harry
Ford of the I-lausermann Metal Manufacturing Company, Masonic Tem.•\.

Chicago, was energetic in pushing his met-^l
name-plate, and presented for the first time also
a beautiful specialty in Ihe shape of an advertising
novelty paper clip.
This paper clip is made according to any pattern as desired by an advertiser.
Mr. Ford reports great inerest in this clip on the
part of electrical manufacturers interested in highclass novelty advertising.
ple,

one was more warmly welcomed than Secre-

tary and General Manager Norris of the Banner
Electric Company, Youngstown, Ohio.
Those in
the electrical business during the last five years
have noted the remarkable growth of the Banner
company through "banner betterness," and only recently it has been decided further to extend this

Youngstown

to be congratidated

facilities.
Mr. Norris is
on a wonderful success in the

incandescent-lamp industry.

The Oiicago branch

of the Studehakcr company
hrifl
a Ujotli at the con\'ention, but gave a comprehensive exposition of electric vehicles during the
.ntirc
week at its store, .178 Wabash .\venue.
I'.olh pleasure ami
rommercial vehicles were shown
and demonstrated, .rid W. P. Kennedy, the concern's consult ing electrical engineer, was In attendance lo tell of ihc mcri-s and developments of this
type of vehicle and |o show its adaptability lo the
various purpose^ 10 which the different models may
be (Hit.
Thi; round-type direct-current motor shown by
the Spraguc F.kclric Company of New York attracted attention.
Ihi: company also showed
an
interesiint;

Central Electric Company, western sales
agent.
It showed a line of porcelain insulators for
voltages from 4,000 to 100,000 inclusive. ^ These
high-voltage porcelain specialties arc all "gas fired."
The value of this method in the production of the
highest insulation is well known to most high-tenThe factory was represented at the
sion experts.
exhibit by J. A. Sandlord, Jr., sales manager and
electrical engineer.

with the

now in control of the
Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works,

The Messrs.

who

Carr,

are

business of the
Chicago, were well to the front dining the ball in
the gold room Monday night and during all the
business and social functions of the convention.
The business of the Dearborn Drug and Chemical
Works under the management of the Messrs. Carr
Those in
has progressed to a wonderful degree.
charge of boilers nowadays realize the great value
of the scientific boiler-cleansing method carried on
in a chemically correct manner.

The Universal flat-rate controller which switches
incandescent lainps on and off when the consumer's
contract is disregarded was inspected with interest
by many central-station men in the Central Electric
Company's booth.' This device is used in various
The Hartfoi-d Electric Light
parts of the co,un|p'.
Company of Hartford, Conn., recently made a contract for controllers with the Universal company
The interests of the Uniaiuounting to $io.coo.
versal coiupany were ably taken care of by President L. Schmetzer, Superintendent Frank Kracmcr
and F. W. Meyers.

A complete line of its well-known electric heating and cooking devices was exhibited by the Simplex Electric Heating Company, Cambridge, Mass.
The feature of the exhibit was a compact serviceable electric range having an oven, three stoves, a
combination griddle and broiler and the necessary
appliances.
This ran^;e is built for service and will
take the place of any coal or gas range. Of the
company's inen present were General Manager
Roger Williams,
James I. Ayer of Cambridge
New York

:

company's

The New Lexington High Voltage Porcelain
Company of New Lexington, C)hio, had an exhibit

;

General Sales Manager N. C. Cotabish of the
Xational Carbon Company came early, stayed late,
and, as has been his custom for years, was most
Backing Mr. Cotabish
active at the convention.
and Secretary J. S. Crider of the company were
Assistant Sales Manager F Kerlin and the following-named gentlemen
A. E. Cowen. F. C. Park,
C. W. Wilkins, S. S, Wilson, F. J. Kysela, F. H.
McDowell, Wallace O'Ccnncr, A. V. Ward and
F. H. Murray.

Xo

display
and direct-current
of .iltcrnalmg-current
fans were exhibited.
E. B. Kittle, manager Chicago office, was in charge, assisted by J. F. Richards, D. J. Cook, R. Iv. Caskey, M. J. Kerwin and

the

pany ot Boston.

last

May

line

of

steel-armored hose and
nrccnficld fle.xiMc s:e.-l-armored conduit and cable.
A new line of <;l:imped sled outlet boxct and a
.'le;-:il.le

manager; H. R. Hixson, Chicago manand E. R. Jacobs of the Chicago office.

ager,

Much

interest

was manifested

in

the

materials

and methods of the Minerallac Company, Chicago,
Minerallac has exfor underground cable joints.
qualities for making high-tension joints of
natureThe company also exhibited terminal
bells, quick-action voltmeter switches, portable cabletesting sets and cable and conduit hangers or cleats.
The Chicago Electric Meter Company's priiitmg attachment for power wattmeters was also shown
and made a hit with the central-station men. The
Minerallac Company was represented by R. F.
Pierce, manager, and W. E. Pembcrton, of sales.
cellent

^my

The Novelty Incandescent Lamp Company of
Emporium, Pa., was well represented by President
R. K. Mickey. Mr. Mickey has recently formed
an alliance with Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago,
who are the selling agents for the Novelty company.

It

stated

is

that

gentlemen arc now
western lamp plant to

these

preparing plans for a new

business.
increasing
the
greatly
take
care
of
Messrs. L. J. Olson and M. O. Southwaith of
Fairbanks, Morse & Co. assisted, Mr. Mickey in
keeping the Novelty company well to the front.

Mr.

Mickey was accompanied by Mrs. Mickey

at

the convention.

In its attractive booth the Crocker-Wheeler Company exhibited a lighting transformer, a small induction motor and a form L direct-current motor.
Heretofore the company has made its chief offering
to central stations in the line of direct-current and
alternating-current generators and its celebrated
It now takes
line of form L direct-current motors.
its
place as a supplier of alternating-current and
direct-current motors and transformers of the enviably high Crocker- Wheeler standard. The booth
was in charge of Rodman Gilder, publicity manager, assisted by Julian Roe, Hugh A. Brown and
Herbert E. Kerber.

The General Compressed AW and Vacuum MaCompany of St. Louis was represented at the
convention by Sales Manager Thomas S. Clohcsy.
chine

Mr. Clohesy
rjld-time

will

be

remembered not only as an
man, but many of those

centr.'il-stalion

who

were

show

will

attendance

the recent
at
recollect the splendid cxiiibit of
in

clecrical

vacuum-

machinery of the company there made
The company is now installing a
his care.
vacuum erpiipment in the New Odd Fellow
Building ;md the Lemke Building, Indianapolis; in

cleaning

under
large

the Commercial Building, Davton, and one
New General City ITo.spital, Kansas City.

in

the

The .American District Steam Company of
Lockporl, N'. Y., originator of underground steam
had a good exhibit. This company has
had more than 31 years of experience in develthe
underground steam-heatinj; business.
oping
heating,

igo8

30,

Every detail of the operation of both live and exhaust underground steam-heating systems was explained by the company's engineers and representatives, the following-named being present;
Robert
Hall, treasurer; H. C. Eddy, Chicago manager;
A.
Bendure,
electrical
engineer
H.
KimC.
J.
brough, H. G. Zuckerman and F. H. Stevens. The
company gave out a handsome paper cutter as a
souvenir.
;

The

M'oline Incandescent Lamp Company, Moline,
was represented by General Manager 'Fheodore
Mueller, Sales Manager C. R. Wood and Factory
Superintendent Frank Myers.
The Moline staff
was jubilant over its attraction at this convention
a 25-candlepower Moline tungsten lamp for service
III.,

on either alternating
should be mentioned
has been well to the
in the manufacture

company

is

now

or direct-current
also that the

circuits.

It

Moline company
progressive steps

front in all
of tungsten lamps

;

and

this

selling in large quantities not only

the J5-candlepower tungsten lamps but 32, 50 and
80-candlepower M'oline tungsten lamps as well. The
Moline company distributed a souvenir in the form
of a handsome watch fob.
Electric Heating Company of Onrecently opened sales offices in Chicago
and is a new member of the National Electric
Light Association. Its line of goods was displayed
by the eastern representative, Henry F. Holland.
Among the new devices shown by the company was
its
pressing iron with a controller attached by
which the operator luay employ three degrees of
Among the other
heat obtained by different units.
new devices was an electric curling-tong heater
which screw-s into the ordinary socket in place of
the lamp and the tongs are held firmly in place
by means of a spring and are very quickly heated.
The Pacific electric toaster was also exhibited.
All "Pacific" devices are guaranteed and during the
convention the company closed many contracts for

The

tario,

Pacific

Cal.,

irons.

Hodskinson, so well known through
as Boston master of transportation, brought his Boston constituents through to
Chicago with flying colors. Mr. Hodskinson, as
is well known, is Mr. C. L. Edgar's right bower
and a tremendous worker in behalf of the NaCharles

PI.

his excellent

tional

work

Electric

through

Mr.

Light .issociation.
Hodskinscn's efforts

McCutcheon came
behalf

of

the

to

National

It

that

was

.

largely

Cartoonist

the front so handsomely in
Electric Light Association.

Mr. Hodskinson, together with Mr. McCutcheon and
George Ade, recently made a five weeks' trip
through the West Indies and countries of Central
America. As Mr. Hodskinson put it, we "did''
most
effectively
the
entire
"American-Spanish
Maine."

W. H.

Atkins of the Edison Electric Illuminating

Company, Boston, irrived on Monday on the special
train from Boston.
Mr. Atkins was constantly on
hand during the most heated sessions of the convention.
"Some people consider Boston ultra-conservative," said Mr. Atkins, "but I would like to
inform you that the Boston Edison Company is
now looked upon rather as ultra-progressive." This
remark prefaced an explanation as to the Boston
Edison Company's method of securing business
exhibition
on
through
electrical
its
attractive
Boylston Street, Boston. Mr. Atkins said enough
to indicate that it is worth the wdrilc of progressive
manufacturers and central-station men as well to
investigate the merits now in vogue in the "City
of Culture."

Among the lamps that were competing at this
"convention of lamps" was the new i6-candlepower
standard 3l^-watt Clark lamp.
The Clark Incandescent Lamp Company, whose factory is at present
in
Toledo, is pushing this new lamp, which is
rapidly meeting with favor, and reports are to the
effect that a number of these lamps have burned
on test over 2,000 hours. President and Manager
A. J. Clark of the Clark Incandescent Lamp Company announces that it is the intention of his directory to move the factory from Toledo to Detroit.
But provision has been made for taking care mean-

A

of all customers during the removal.
large stock is already on hand and buyers of incandescent lamps, he states, will feel no difference in

while

shipping service.
Vice-president E. F. Kirkpatrick of B. S. Barnard
Co., New York and Chicago, was on hand during
the convention period.
As is now very generally
known, it was not very long ago that Mr. Kirkpatrick severed his former connection in the conflitit business tf> accept the vice-presidency of B. S.
Barnard ,& Co.
Since he has taken hold of the
western branch Mr. Kirkpatrick has made remarkable headway.
With headtpiartcrs in the Monad-,
nock Block and factories East and West, Mr. Kirkpatrick's facilities for quick shipment and prompt
deliveries of conduit have been decifledly conducive

&

"good business."
"Kirk" was everywhere and
"always" at the convention.
Mr. Kirkpatrick is
naturally elated, too. over having securetl .so large
a share of Chicago City Railway business.
to

The Pittsburg Transformer Company's exhibit
included the largest transformer ever shown at a
light convention.
It was a soo-kilowatt, 60-cycIc,

May
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j,_'o<i-\-nl[ ^ci-(iinl:ir>'

cnklcMcy

Iransfiirnu-r.

oS.S |ht cimiI. and il
of 20" L*. aflt-r _'.( Iioms
lull-load run.
'I'lu'
fcalnrr of lln' rxliiliil was t\w
TR'w silico-vaiiailiuni sli'c
now lifinK nscd in I'itlslran->fonncrs.
lini'f;
This new sicci shows a rcrn.u'i<ahU' iniprovfnu.nl in ct)rc loss ovlt Ihc oriliiiary silicon sleel am! old acid opcn-hcarlli siccl.
Transformer ctn'c losses have heen reduced 10 lo
15 per cent, hy llie use of ihe silico-\'anadiuni sleel.
The company c.\lnhilcd a full line of liKhlinn and
power li'ajisformers up lo 50 kilowalls in size, htilh
standard vollaRC and for hi);h lension. Regular
ritlsliurn slosies and "Prclly Girl" calendars were
full-load

Till'

slimvi'd a U'liipcratiiri!

w.-is

dislrihutetl.

The

of Ihe lileelric Service Supplies Comline of (iarlon Daniels
liRlUning arreslers, I.ocke porcelain insulalin-s. G. &
VV. porcelain delachahle pollicads and safely line
disconnectors. Giant steam insulators and Keystone
porlahle lamp i>:uaids.
Samson "S|)ol" arc lanij)
coril was shown.
Some of Ihe liKhlnins: arresters
were connected to the liRhliiiK circuit so the dele'j.iles
could see how the circuil-hreaker principal
e.xhiliil

pany conl.niied a complele

Dosscrt

Trimnph

& Company.

Company.
Wagner Electric Manufacturing
Company.
Electric

.-VniL-rican

District

ilih

man.

Ivlison

h.i.l

.).)!

charKf

of e.\hihils.

I'isi'

I

former Cuniinonwe

a
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'rhe

lntern.ili..i).d

display
the exhihit of

a

of

line

111,'

hdeclric

ineler.,

Ceiilr.d

Company

.Meier

li.id

which

were emlioilied in
lOectric C.mpany.
Th.ie

were

presiMiled ih.- Inlern.ili.rn.il illmniiiati-d di.d.
larKc
and
sni.ill
ronndp.iliern
.allern.alinn
.and
direcl-cnrrenl iiisirumenls. luni/ontal ednewise and
.lulomoliile

Vih-amiiieli

One

parlicularly novel
feature of lliis i-\hihil w:is the nl.iss front iiistrumenis which e.xhihiled the worhinn parls of the .ilternatiiiK .and direcl-uirrenl types.
lneideiitall\'
il
should he mentioned that the city of ("liicaKo has
just installed in ils
l''.iner.ild
.\venue snh-st.iiioii

an

insl.-illatioii

of

v:-.

Inlern.ilicMnil

which order

alternatiuK-currenl

hy Ihe Monthe convention the fntern.ati'Hial Meter Coinjiany w.as rei)resented by President VV. W. Cheney, jr.. Secretary
.\uKnst lienson and Saks iManaRer A. S. Jackson.
instrmneiits.

.arch

ICIeclric

.ind

w;is secured

Wire Company.

.'\i

The l'',.\cello Arc I^anip Company of New York
certainly did itself proud at Ihe Chicago convention.
I'resident Hirschh._Mg. li.ieked ly Western Manager

Steam

Com-

pany.

Federal

Simplex

Fuse Wire and Manufacturing Company.
G. M. Gest.
Cliicago

Electric
Electric

Company.
Heating Com-

pany.
Fort

Wayne

Electrical

\\'estcrn

nienis

were

shown

at

sliown

work

inng-.ien

ixireme
ri-.it

Dunc.cn

•A

load of meridy
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.nrienl
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iJimean
.a

_'v"'.iii

was ein|i|r.yed lo show the
of the nieier, .and a redminK
n^ed lo cnl dosvii llir (piaiilily of ijrfraction as .'mall a% loj; walls
Th.-

lamp.

to

mosi

with

ilir.-,i

Tlii;

si-nsiiivi-ne',',

was

sock.t

Tin

.peraiion.

in

-.land.ird

w.ilinieler opi'rale'l

.

a

waltmeler accomplished

llii-,

nnasin'-meni

satisfactorily.
fe.alnr.'

of

ilie

Manville Company
which was iiserl for

exiiihil

wa^

ihe

of

th.,-

new

II,

\V. Johnssystem
This sysiem

IJnidiie

litdiilng llie hooili.

of tnhnlar eleclric l.aniji. is altr.acliuK much atieniion.
A large line of Victor porlahle and swilehhoard Instnimeiils w.as shf»wn and denioiislraled. including llie*
portahle lamp-testing meter.
.\
swilclilioard
and
sample ho.ard made oi ehony. aslieslos. wofjd rmd
other ashestos-wood i.-rodncts were exhihiled. 'i'lie
latest types of No.ark fuse devices and many other
new devices were sIkiwu, some of thinn fi>r llie
lirst
time. 'I"he following represenl.atives were in
attendance: J. W. Peiry. manager electrical department, New ^'ork
II. .M. l-"ranlz, manager elec;

Duncan Electric Manufacturing
Company.
Sangamo Electric Company.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.

Electrician.

Company.
Minerallac Company.
Central

a

Electric

Works.

SOME OF THE ATTRACTIVE EXHIBITS AT THE CHICAGO ELECTRIC-LIGHT CONVENTION.
operates
Two
following a lightning discharge.
poles had been erected in the exhibit and fitted up
with cross-arms on which were show-n a number
of porcelain insulators. P. & B. truss pins, porcelain
potheads and steel gains.
The underhung type of
porcelain
insulator
for
transmission
loo.ooo-volt
lines attracted a great deal of attention.
Messrs.
Porter. E. R. Mason, H. L. Adams, M. S.
J. W.
Earl and C. D. Willison were in attendance.

& W. Electric Specialty Company exeight types of porcelain potheads.
These
de\'ices are intended to connect imderground cables
with overhead lines wliich range in voltage from
115 to 20.000.
Central-station construction engineers
have found these de^ices indispensable for such
work. The use of the porcelain potliead has been
a most important factor in perfecting cable pole
construction.
The ilisplay included also a line of
disconnecting device for use on high-tension lines,
crossing telephone, telegraph and railroad lines.
The device consists of a clamp which is released
The

hibited

G.

its

by a spring when wdre is broken, and hanging ends
are dropped dead below without further damage.
The G. & W. ground-pipe cap, with which
ground pipe is driven and wire attached at a single
operation, has met with much favor.
A. Wakefield,

Armstrong and his expert "right arm," H. W.
Fowzer, was on hand literally nis;ht and day. The
company's "many-lamp" exhibit in front of the
Auditorium was pronounced a most excellent educator as to the splendid attractiveness of the Excello flaming arc lainp.
The Excello company has
started its western department, and
Mr. Hirschbcrg's broadgauge policy, as carried out by Western Manager Armstrong, the company has made strides that have already won it a
host of friends.
Mr. Plirschberg will go abroad in
the early spring and the management of the business will be left m the hands of Mr. Armstrong,
who will divide his time between New York and
Chicago. A neat pocketbook w^as given to friends
of the company.

only

recently

owing

to

Sales Manager Adrian Tobias of the Duncan
Electric Manufacturing Coinpany made a very interesting convention exhibit of a method for measurin.g the total output of a central station from
which there can be delivered direct current,
single-phase, two-phase and three-phase current. By
this method the readings were totalized, or summed
up, on one integrating wattmeter, and the combined
load curve of the several generators is exhibited
by a graphic recording wattmeter. These instru-

department, Chicago G. A. Savior, manager
department, Milwaukee: T. G. Younglove,
office
F. G. Frumveller, Chicago
office: E. B. Hatch, president the Johns-Pratt Company, Hartford, Conn.
trical

;

electrical

manager Chicago

;

An

exhibit showing apparatus in operation is
the one which attracts attention, as \vas
demonstrated by Ihe booth of the Otis Elevator

clearly

Company.

The company showed one

of

its

direct-

current elevator models with automatic single pushbutton control.
This elevator is arranged with a
single push-button at each landing and a set of
buttons in the car corresponding with the number
of landings.
The momentai'y pressure of any button at a landing brings the elevator car to that
landing and the momentary pressure of one of the
buttons in the car results in the movement of the
car to the landing corresponding with the button
pressed.
Door locks and switches are provided to
prevent the opening of any door save that opposite
wdiich the car stands, and also prevents the movement of the car v.dien any door is open. This
combination is entirely automatic in operation and
provides against accident to anyone whether familiar with the apparatus or not.
This automatic
elevator can also be furnished for inultiphase and

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
single-phase niterniiling current as well as for direct
cnrrent.
of Tran.-portation George F. Porter of
National Electric Light Association certainly
deserves credit for his continnous success with
convention specials. This time Mr. Porter brought
from New York ovc-/ a hundred passengers on his
Pennsylvania special, and if he could have heard
the compliments paid behind his back he would be
well repaid for his painstaking in all matters of
An important point that
transportation details.
should not be forgotten relative to Mr. Porter's

Master

the

transportation work relates to his remarkable efforts
to secure from the Central Passenger Association
reduced rate for this convention, Mr. Porter
a
actually secured a reduced rate for this convention,
but. owing to the immense amount of red tape in
railway circles, this rate could not be made effective
But the credit is due
in time for this convention.
Mr. Porter for having established practically a
reduction in rates thjl should be a precedent for

next year's application.

To

man

inducis not
generally known how easily the characteristics of
this rival of the direct-current motor can be determined. The ordinary v,-ay to arrive at conclusions
on the basis of two simple tests the no-load and
the short-circuit test
is by drawing the circle diagram.
But a compass, triangles and cross-section
paper are not usually carried in one's pocket. The
Triumph Electric Company of Cincinnati. Ohio,
however, offers to those interested in the testing
of induction motors a neat two-leaf flyer setting
forth a very simple algebraic method to calculate
starting torque, pull-out torque, maximum brake
horsepower, slip, power- factor and efficiency. This
includes a new' metiiod of testing called "service
test," and enables one to determine the efficiency
The
and output while li'c motor is in service.
flyers' can be obtained upon application at the Cincinnati oftice of the Triumph Electric Companv.

average

the

motor

tion

is

still

central-station

the

mysterious machine.

a

It

—

—

The General Storage Battery Company. Boonton,
Bijur high-duty Plante battery
These plates are built up of cast-lead latplates.
tice-work grills solidly welded by a new heat
process into a gridiron frame. The negative plates
receive a permanization treatment invented by J. B.
Bijur and described in the Western Electrician of
March 30. 1907, which gives a sustained capacity

N.

J.,

exhibited

ampere-hours throughout the entire life of the
Owing to the open design of the grills there
is
a complete circulation of the electrolyte and
ample room for expansion. This results in a minimum variation in voltage between charge and discharge and renders the plates absolutely non-buckin

plate.

The General Storage Battery Company also
manufactures the Bijur regulator for reducing flucThe comtuating loads to a steady average value.
pany was represented at the convention by Alexander Bradley, Chicago representative, the Rookery,
and W. C. Durant. sales engineer, Boonton, N. J..
ling.

The Triumph
fatigable

efforts

Company of Cincinnati,
Manager W. H. Jacob's inde-

Electric

Ohio, through Sales

and

skillful

advertising

methods,
automatic

a hit with the company's new
This starter made its
starter for induction motors.
It is built on an entirely
debut at this convention.

made

new principle. There was
Triumph induction n^otors,

also exhibited a line of
the largest of which was

The Triumph company
a 40-horsepower machine.
rather laughs at ihe hard- times talk.
message
was received by telephone during the convention to
the effect that the company has just received an
order for as much as seven carloads of generators
Further, the message intimated the
and motors.
strong probability that ihe order would be duplicated within three months.
The company's representation at the convention was as follows
Home
office. Cincinnati, J. C
Robert, manager; W. H.
Jacobs, sales manager; C. S. Reno, chief engineer,
and S. Senstius, chief electrician; F. L. Merrill of
Chicago and Ed S. Ford of Cleveland.

A

:

Among

other things the Wagner Electric ManuCompany of St. Louis exhibited a fivehorscpowcr, single-phase motor of the latest design, a lo-horscpowcr polyphase motor, and a set
of standard Wagner in.slrumcnts. Visitors to the
convention noticed particularly the large material
allowance and ample weight of the lO-horsepower
polyphase motor of this company as compared with
the genera! run .jf lO-horsepower motors.
These
motors arc not only serviceable, but have an exceptionally good fini.-ih. giving them a fine appearance. The company was represented at the convention by the following- named gentlemen:
W. A.
L-iyman, vice-president and general manager; W.
Robbins. assistant general manager V. W. Bergenthal. assistant manager sales; Thos. T. Richards,
advcrti.sing manager, all of St. Louis, and the following district managers:
E. W. Goldschmidt.
New York: F. N. Jeweit. Chicago; A. W. Wyckoff,
Pittsburg: Dean Enu-rson, Cincinnati; A. H, Mustard. Atlanta; E John.son. St. Lf»uis
W. A. Clark
and R. H. Smith of ihc Piitslmrg office.
facturing

;

:

Both members of Ihe firm of Rathbone & Panigot of Grand Rapids. Micli.. nianiifaclurtrs of electric fireplaces, were on hand during the convention.
These gentlemen '.hroiigh ihc co-operation of Man-

:\Iay 30, 190S

ager F. H. Gale of the heating department of the
General Electric Company were enabled to make a
\ er\
attractive exhibit of electric fireplaces in connection with that of the General Electric Company.
This electric fireplace is now being pushed by
Rathbone & I'anigot through the General Electric
Company and other sources, as well as by the factory at Grand Rapids.
The device is making a
hit in high-class residence service.
The fact that
this electric heater not only gives heat but light
as well and at the same time does not vitiate the
is
comparatively economical all these points
air,
with a number of others make it an ideal fireplace
for people of refined taste.
Messrs. Rathbone &
Panigot recently made a striking exhibit of their
electric fireplace also in Grand Rapids, and this

—

was
favorable comment at
fireplace

electric

also
the

shown and won much
Chicago

electrical

show.

Prof. F. B. Badt was constantly in attendance
looking after the interests of the Weston Electrical
Instrument Company and the Ward Leonard Electric Company, for vhich companies he is western
sales agent.
Many of his old-time friends among
the members of the National Electric Light Association were glad vo welcome, him, and to see his
great physical improvement since his late illness.
Weston instruments were in evidence in several
exhibition booths, although the Weston Electrical
Instrument Company had no separate exhibit. D. J.
Burns, general sales .-^lanager of the Ward Leonard
Electric Company, co-operated with Professor Badt
in showing and introducing a new type of rheostat known as a meter-load rheostat, and which
type is to be used for testing integrating wattmeters. This new type has many points of superiority over the old lamp-bank type, which has
been used heretofore. P. A. Westburg, Professor
Badt's able assistant, was also ver>' much in evi-

The

is still F. B. Badt &
Badt, president and treasurer;
P. A. Westburg, secretary, with headquarters at
1503-4-5 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

dence.
Co.,

Inc.

style of the firm

— F.

B.

The Engineering Department of

the National ElecAssociation occupied a large space in
the center row of exhibits. The booth was decorated with grapevines, bearing delicious looking
fruit.
Pennants bearing the monogram of the association were hung on the corner posts and antique lanterns containing the same insignia were
prominently
displayed.
Tungsten
and tantalum
lamps, each with its proper Holophane reflector,
were shown, as well as various devices for the
demonstration of the properties of these popular
lamps. Aside from the well-known tungstens, the
100, 60 and 40-watt. sizes, the first public exhibition
of 20-candlepower, 25-watt,
ioo-125-volt tungsten
lamps was made.
These little lamps, with the
standard Edison base and a regular i6-candlepower
bulb, made a deep impression upon all who saw
them.
i2l^-candlepower, 25-watt,
100-125-volt
tantalum was also shown for the first time and
was the subject of much favorable comment from
tric

Lamp

A

central-station men.
S. E. Doanc, chief engithe association, was present, as were the
officials and
representatives of the various companies comprising the association. The booth was
in charge pf P. E.
Norris. assisted by Messrs.
P. F. Bauder and W. H. Fisher of the Engineering

the

neer of

Department.
Electric Company was located near
the center of the ha'l with a fine exhibit.
full
and attractive line of heating devices, including the
new mantel-type luminous radiator, was shown.
Prominent among rhe apparatus exhibited were the
tungsten lamps for both interior and outdoor lighting and the luminous and flame arc lamps. There
was also exhibited the new aluminum-cell lightning
arrester, a line of meters, both portable and stationary, and a number of motors, both alternating
and direct-current, for small power purposes. An

A

oscillograph was in operation and records were
taken to show the effect of different values of
reactance on the wave form. A daily demonstration of electric cooking devices was made.
Among
those representing tlie company at the convention
were E. W. Rice, Jr., T- R. Lovejov, C. D. Hnskins, P. D. Wagoner. F. G. Vaughe'n. D. R. Bullen. E. E. Gilbert, W. L. R. Emmet,
W. Stone,
N. R. Birge. C. B. Burleigh.
P.
Stcinmctz.
Kirkland. Theo. Beran, A. D. Babson. H. J.
T. W.
Buddy, A. D, Page, T. E. Bibbins. F. H. Gale,
G. L. Thompson, D. B. Rushmore, F. W. Willcox,

C

C

James W. Johnson, James Lvman, W. D'A. Rvan,
J.

H.

Stickncy. E. L. Callahan. F.
Scribncr, J. R. Livsey and others.

N.

Bo'yer,

nnioue installations of Nernsl lamps in the vicinity
of the convention hall. Marsliall Field's store was.
of course, the greatest point of interest. Those
who Iind visited the store on former occasions were
completely surprised a' the ijreal improvement in
its
general appearance made by the new Nernsl
fixtures.
The former fixtures were low hanging
and contained six lo eight different sources of light.
wdiile the new ones are near the ceiling and consist

of a single .source.
the

On

of
of the

installations

May number

;

The
hibited

Central
a very

mounted on

Electric

Company,

Chicago, exsupply material,
a specially constructed exhibit board.

complete

of

line

Among

the devices e.xhibited were the well-known
Pittsburg high-efficiency silico-vanadium steel transa working exhibit of the Universal flatrate controller, iUustrating the method of using
tungsten lamps in conjunction with flat-rate systems
"gas-fired" New Lexington high-tension porcelain
insulators
of
all
voltages up
o
100,000;
P. A. remote-control electrically operated switches
in capacity up to 2,500 amperes and 3.000 volts:
D. & W. fuses, cut-out boxes, etc.. high-tensioned
outdoor and indoor oil switches i 0. K. fuse boxes
preventing theft of current
Westinghouse alternating-current integrating wattmeters. S. E. circuitbreakers and International instruments. Among the
newer devices was shown the "Central" resistance
or load box for use in testing intergrading wattmeters, this load box taking the place of the usual
lamp bank heretofore used. This box is especially
novel in that the vrrir.us resistance units can be
changed or replaced as desired or found necessary.
The artistic effect of the, exhibit was greatly enhanced by the new Hue of "Central" lighting fixtures of original design and exquisite workmanship.
The entire exhibit conformed to the general
scheme of decorations employed by the committee,
a fact of much imp'irlince in such exhibitions.
The
exhibit was planned and presented by Manager of
Sales H. W. Young.

formers

;

;

;

The Westinghouse

exhibit at the convention was
the head of the convention hall and directly
opposite the elevator entrance. The space, being
small, was given up chiefly to small motors, measuring instruments, detail apparatus, lamps and heating appliances. The
heating field was recently
entered by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, through the acquisition of the
Hadaw^ay Electric Eieating and Engineering Company of New York, and considerable space 'was
devoted to the well-known Hadaway apparatus,
such as sad-irons, glue pots, tailors' geese, velouring
at

stoves, etc.
A full line of lamps, embracing the
flame arc lamp and tungsten lamps of
various sizes, down to eight candlepower, was exhibited.
The booth was brilliantly illuminated with
tungsten lamps, and all eyes w-ere directed to It
by a revolving wheel studded with -these lamps.
Among those in attendance were the following:

metallic

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
S. Cook, manager railway and lighting sales
department: S. L. Nicholson, manager industrial
and power sales department
C. B. Humphrev,
manager detail and supply sales department G. B.
Griflin, assistant manager detail and supply sales
department; Diaries Robbins, commercial engineer
industrial and power department; H. P. Davis, assistant chief engineer:
T. P. Gaylord, manager
Chicago office; J. A, Brett, manager Cincinnati
office
F. Medbury. manager Detroit office;
C.
G. E. Miller, manager Cleveland office; W. R.
Plnckard,' Chicago office. Westinghouse Machine
Company E. H. Sniffin. sales manager; C C
Chappelle. manager Chicago office; J. R. Bibbins
of the Pittsburg oflice C. L. Davis of the storagebattery department. Nernst Lamp Company W-

— C.

;

account of the

Ncrnst

lamps

;

—

:

D.

Uptegraff.

in

many imClileago.

Glower was made a

special

vice-president;

—

Max

Harris,

general

manager; Otto Foell, chief engineer; J. J.
Sorber.
manager
Chicatro
office.
Westinghouse
Lamp Company T. G. Whaling, assistant general
manager. Westinghouse Companies' Publishing Department J. C. McQuIston, manager J. O. Little.
sales

—

—

;

Pittsburg.

One of the liveliest meeting places throughout the
convention was at the booth of Allis-Chalmcrs
Company, where officers and salesmen of the great
engineering and machinery building works at Milold acfui;iintances and nia<le many
ones.
President W.H.WniilesIde spends two davs
the
convention.
at
A. IT. Whiteside, manager of the

waukee renewed

new

company's

Representatives of the Ncrnst Lamp Company at
the convention were frequently called ujjon tn conduct parties of visitors to souie of the large and

I>ortant

;

:

The General

G.

Chicago number and was illustrated by some twenty
of stores and offices typical of modern
Chicago. The following Nernst men were in attendance at the convention: W. D. Uptegraft', vicepresident
Max Harris, general sales manager
Otto Foell. chief engineer; John J. Sorber, manager
Chicago office; W. B. Miser, manager Duluth office:
A. M. Miltenberg, manager Omaha office; C. F.
Reel, manager St. Paul office
L. E. Berebaum,
manager Davenport office; Wallace Williams, manager Peoria office; J. 0- Little, manager publicity
department; A. L. Eustice, Chicago; C. H. Kenneweg, Pittsburg; W. J. Guntz, G. R. Clover, C. P.
Kellogg and P. J. i;)oyle of Chicago.
pictures

steam

and

electrical
department, was
A. Bclirend. chief electrical
engineer, was also in attendance with numerous
members of his staff and a large mmiiier of power
and electrical machinery salesmen, Including James
W. Gardiner, district manager at Chicago, and
L. M. Harvey in charue of ihe M'ilwaukec sales
office.
Tn the company's exhibit particular attention was attracted bv a sample board showing
specimens of the complete line of blading, including
foundation rincs, shroud-ring protection, etc.. from
a r.5O0-kilowatt Allis-Chalmcrs sicam Inrblne,
Machines representing the conmany's standard line of
induction motors for alternating current and new
Ivpc K motors for direct current formed special
features of the cxliibit, as did also two of the line
C{iually

prominent.

B.

;
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al-

was called lu llie fact Ihal llif laiKi'Sl
U-ntioi)
gas-L-nuinL'-drivcM i-lci-lrii! guiuTaliiiK iinils in Ihf
wcirUl (ipcraliiiK' nii lilasl-funiacc nas ai\| inslallcd
at .Siiulli Chii-auii, within half an houi's ride cif the
These consist uf two of fuiir
Anditoriiini llnlcl.
machines now heilln installed l)y the Illinois Steel
Comiiany at its w.irl<s in South Chicago, the two
referred to lieiiin already in contiinioiis parallel
ICach niiii is composed i}f a hori/onlal
operation.
engine,
dii-eetdoiibk-tictinK
jias
twin-tandem,
coupled to a Jj-cycle, threc-|)h;ise, j,Jix)-volt. alterThe complete nnits were
natiny-ciirreiit generator.
These are tin.Mlis-t'liabners Comiiany.
built by
on
blast-furnace gas.
operating
engines
hirgest
cither in ,the United Suites or abroad, stiid to be
of one-third greater c.ai);icity than any cilher gasengine-driven imits in tliis country utilizing fin'nace
A si>ecial type of gener.alor w;is designed for
gas.
direct connection lo these engines, and the comThe exhibit was
bin.ation has been very successful.
III
charge of C. A. Tui)per.

The Test Room
MrU-r

.V,,/,/i.o/.(.-

(C.niliitunI).

the

In

meters on Icsling

I'or sn|i|i.u-linR

b.i.-Mds

wIk'H

(O)

slot

in

ll'e

Hal,

tli.-

keep (II)
hand-screw (S)
to

-.crves

1'.;,

a

in
.s

b.-mk

thn;,.|.-r|

position

hori/onlal

m

lurned

The connedion between

levvlinv;

u,,

(S;
is by the screw (C), which is taj-i-ed into the body
"' (^> '""I ^'rves as a key eiigaKiiix lb..- Kivo^e

the meter.

(M; mi-m-d in
An improved

that

and

(]\)

the sleeve .,f (llj.
meler-snspeiiMoii arraiiKcmenl, used

=K°>

\u interesting display of electrical apparatus was
iM.ide by the Woslern Electric Company, and conMsled of arc lamps, intercomiuunicating telephones,
power apparatus and electrical supplies. The arclaiup exhibit consisted of various types manufactured by the company and als of two of the BccU
.flaming arcs, of which this coniptmy is the sole
agent,
lite Beck lamps were made to
serve a useful as well as exhibition purpose, being
suspended from the balcony and serving to illumiA
nate the entrance to the Auditorium building.
demonstration of the heat-resisting property of the
of
this
insulation,
used
on
several'
comdcltabcston
pany's lamps, was made, the lamps being shortcircuited and allowed to take full current for sevThe telephone exhibit was devoted to
eral hours.
intercommunicating apparatus, several sets being
shown. Two 20-line wall sets were in operation.
Desk-type sets were also on exhibition. The powerapparatus display was not as complete as in some
previous exhibits made by the company, advantage
being taken of the pro.ximity of the Hawthorne

1

the

into

iuy;

which has been described, .i simple bench is iirovided lo bold the meters under lest, as indicale.l in
This arrangcmeiii re.piires lh:u
big. 9 (page .|i«J.
the meter be leveled bv "cbocks" placed under the
corners, unless a sub-base with leveling screws is
used.

l.\.

switchboard,

l.stiriK

Bakkii.

B.

V,\m

r^@°i

ie:

U0^

:z]

American

FIG. II.

are

like

uilt

1

special rigs are

One
in a

shelf,

employed.

of the simplest

level

MKTER SUPl'ORT FOR TESTING.

an overhead

with

or

rack,

a

position

of holding the

v.'ays

to provide a

is

meter

narrow ledge or

shoulder on the panel of the rack well above the
bench and rest the back edge of the meter upon
securing the meter from falling forward by a
it,

clamp

to

catch

the

support to meters under
cushion of "life-prcservcr"
shape placed on a shelf aliove the testing board,
and having a wooden disk resting upon it with
a rod hanging down from the center and passing
At the lower
freely through a hole in the shelf.

corner of the meter

left-hand

vibralionlcss

giving

for

of an

consists

test,

a group of three spiral springs,
upper ends and having hooks at
ends for grappling the frame of the

end of the rod
joined

is

their

at

lower

their

air

meter.

ITo be

where all power apparatus is manufactured.
Mention is made of this feature elsewhere in this
issue.
A two-horsepower, three-phase induction moand a five-horsepower direct-current motor
tor
were shown, the latter being in operation. The
illustration
of the exhibit shows two types of
fans manufactured by the compajiy, the Haw^thorne
Universal direct-currerit and the Victor alternatingcurrent.
The "Hawthorne Universal" is a combined
desk and bracket type, ;-nd was in general use by

coniiiiiicd.']

plant,

exhibitors.
Among numerous supply
articles exhibited were several sets of Buffalo grips
in various sizes
Habirshaw tree insulation, which
is being used to a great extent for fastening wires
to trees; two large boards exhibiting D.
& W.
fuses and panels, and a sample disk, together with
literature and model, showing the construction of
the Rateau steam turbine.
In addition to bulletins
and circulars such as are usually distributed, the
\\'estern Electric advertising department added a
unique feature in the form of a useful pocket
memorandum book and a handy map of Chicago.
The exhibit was in charge of H. M. Post, advertising manager of the company.
Managers of the
\arious branch houses were also in attendance at
the convention and assisted Mr. Post, as did the
managers and assistants of the Chicago house.
pLillowing are some of the branch-house managers
in attendance
L. T. IVlilnor, Cincinnati ; W. L.
Green, St. Louis J. A. Pizzini,
York ; A. L.
Hallstrom, Philadelphia E. H. Peterson, St. Louis
R. M. Morris, Pittsburg.

a

The Status and Commercial

Possibilities
of High-efficiency Lamps.^

Bv W. W. Freeman.
Part

Compcndhtm

Opinions of

PLAN OF HOOK USED WITH METER SUPPORT.

FIG. 12.

and an iron or brass hook
top

of the metal

frame.

to catch the right-hand

The hook

is

clamped

in

on the top edge of the panel, giving wide
range of adjustment from right to left as well as
from front to back, and has a screw adjustment for
pulling up the meter to a level "front and back;"

a

slot

and the

ledge

itself,

wdiich

commonly

consists

of

H

New

Manganese

another

helps

found

company,

in

addition

makes

product

—

of

material.

which

been

non-inagnetic,
has heretofore
this purpose.
Ordinary steel will
is

used for
not do because it is a magnetic metal and would
serve to conduct the ma.gnetic lines of force from
pole to pole.
Manganese steel seems to be the
ideal metal
for this purpose. Fifty-inch magnets
recently furnished by the Cutler-Hammer Clutch
Company to a number of steel mills in the Pittsburg district are
coil

shields.

FIG. 13.

SECTION THROUGH HOOK USED WITH
METER SUPPORT.

simple strip of hardwood, is pivoted on a lag
screw driven into the main rack, and provided with
a leveling screw at the other end whereby the
meter ma3' be leveled "right and left."
a

shown in Fig. ii. Fig. 12
plan of the hook and Fig. 13 a diametrical
of the same on a larger scale.

This arrangement
being a
section

i's

The screw (A), tapped
hook-piece (H"). and with

into
its

the sleeve of the
pointed end project-

—

Note. This serial article, begun in the Western Electri_
cian of April 4, 190S, is an advance publication of a portion of 3 forthcoming book by Mr. Baker on the general
subject of "Electric Meters."
It will be understood that
the present serial refers to watt-hour meters used on customers' premises.
*

all

New

York,

New

Mexico,

New

enuipped with manganese-steel

questions

Do you

and

supply

summaries

initial

of

the

a-iswers

installntion

these, one company supplies free initial installation only in large office buildings, another to business properties oniy. and a third for installations
not in excess of 25 lamps.
to

flat

of the lifting
protecting the
magnetizing coil and interposing between the two
poles of the magnet
an area of non-magnetic
Brass,

Montana,

of incandescent lamps xuithoul charge? The responses show
that only 25 per cent, of the companies supply
initial installation
to cusLunicrs free.
In addition

manganese

being the

comprehensive questions was
merriber companies of this"

Replies were icceived from 501 companies, located
Alabama, Arkansas, Arizona, Alaska, California,
Connecticut. Colorado, Delaware, District of Columbia, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Indian.i, Iowa.
Michigan,
Kansas. Louisiana,
Idaho,
Kentucky,
Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, Massachusetts, Jlis-

1.

to

has led to the adoption
for coil shields the coil shield
disk fastened to the under side
magnet for the double purpose of
steel

650

in

The

spe-cialty

a

15

to

follow

in

manufacturing magnetic
of lifting magnets for
handling pig iron and scrap metal. The growth of
this latter business and the natural desire of the
manufacturers to perfect every detail of their
clutches,

of

sentative.

Steel.

an order for
manganese steel disks recently placed by the Cutler-Hammer Clutch Company of Milwaukee. This
is

lamps, a list
sent recently
association.

*

good example of how the development of one

industry

to

Hanipshire, North Dakota, North CaroHna, Nebraska, New Jersey, Nevada, Oregon, Ohio, Ontario
(Canada), Pennsylvania, Quebec (Canada),
Rhode Island, South (Carolina. Texas, Tennessee,
Vermont, Virginia. Vancouver (B. C>, Washington, Wyoming, Wisconsin, West Virginia.
It would therefore seem that the reports as to
methods and opinions as to polic}' are fairly repre-

;

for

and
Value

Practice
as

that a compendium of the lamp practice
of central stations throughout the country wouid
be of interest and value to the industry, and with
a view to ascertaining the experience to date and
views of the members concerning high-efficiency

sissippi.

:

New Use

Member Companies

Deeming

;

A

II.

Incandescent-lamp

of High-efhciency Lamps.

number of

;

of

2. Do you supply free rev.civals of incandescent
lanipsf The replies indicate that 62.5 per cent, of
the companies do supply such free renewals, while a
few companies supply free renewals to large customers only, or exclusively for signs, or for com

mercial installations, or to meter consumers only,
n'aking other types of customers pay f>.T lamp renewals.
do you charge customers on Urst
3. Hoii' much
installations and on rencnals?
The replies show
that the price charged for first instillation of lamps
up to and including i6-candlepower units runs from
10 cents to 25 cents each, with an average of about

20 cents.

A

A

number of companies do not

I.
continuation of Mr.
Electric Light -Association,

last

week.

sell

lamps

Freeman's paper before the National
begun in the Western Electrician of
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of the companies who charge
charge the same price for
renewals, while with others the price charged varies
cents on all lamps reallowance
three
from an
of
tnrned down to a point at which lamps are furnished at half Ihs price of the first instalhition.
^lany of tlic companies who charge for their first
inslallalioii furnish renewals free of charge.
4. Do you supply cight-caiuUc power lamps on the
same basis as id's, and, if not, what is your eightai all.

for

A

first

great

many

installations

The answers show

procedure?

cuinilcpoii'er-latnp

that while but 25 per cent, of tiie companies supply
eight-candlepower lamps to the new customer, a
hllle over 50 per cent, supply renewals free of

charge.

Do yoH

supply four-eaiuilepn^i'er lamps on the
basis ns i6's, and. if not, Zi'hat is your foureatidlepozi'er-lamp procedure? Tlie same percentage
holds good as in replies to Question 4.
3.

same

supply two-candtepotver lamps for sign
and decorative lighting? The replies disclose the
fact that about 37.5 per cent, of the companies do
supply two-eandlepower lamps, usually for signs
only. but. as a rule, charge the customers for these
lamps.
hare free-renezi.'al i)ie{nideseeiit lamps
7. Do you
marked for identification? The replies show that
companies,
or a little more than IJ.5 per cent,,
54
6.

Do you

do so mark their "lamps.
deliver incandescent lamps and lamp
5. Do you
rcnezi'als? If so, zvJiaf delivery system is employed?
The answers show that nearly three-quarters of
the companies do not deliver lamps. Of the onequarter who do deliver, 54 companies state the
Boys and
method of delivery, and these include
wagons. S: boys, 30; trouble men, 6; electrician, i:
meter wagons, 2; inspectors, 2: automobiles, 2;
:

men

m

uniform,

i

;

bicycles,

i

;

linemen,

j\iay 30.

experience zi'ith this lamp? The replies show that
220 companies have not used the tantalum lamp at
all.
Of the 170 companies who state that they
have used the lamp, 86 merely state this fact in
terms and do not relate anything as to their experience
41 express themselves as pleased and
satisfied with the tantalum lamp, while 43 have had
unpleasant experiences and are dissatisfied with the
result of their experience with it; 41 companies
charge for the lamp at cost.
Several companies
charge cost, less renewal charge of carbon-filament
lamps, while /2 companies charge customers from
15 to 30 per cent, above cost.
14. Have you used the tun;j,sfen as yet?
If so,
in what zcay and with what results?
The replies
disclose the fact that 220 comj)anies have used the
tungsten lamp, while 17S have not tried it as yet.
It would seem from the testimony of those who
relate their experience with this lamp that it has
proved thus far highly satisfactory.
Very few
;

criticisms
fragility

are made, and these principally of
of the filament and ihe high cost of

the
the

lamp.

[To be contDiued.

\

Convention Delegates Visit Hawthorne
Works.
In order to familicuize visitors to the National
Electric Light convention with the manufacture of
power apparatus and supplies at Hawthorne, the
Western Electric Company maintained hourly automobile service between the Auditorium and the
Hawthorne Works, situaLed at the extreme western
limit of Chicago.
Many visitors took advantage
of this opportunity.
Tne Hawthorne Works of the Western Electric
Company cover an area of 150 acres and consisi
-^

i.

igo8

Current-saving Device for Moving-picture Shows.
When the arc lamp was first applied to stereopand :noving-picture lanterns and
no particular attention was
and control of the lamp. A
simple hand-feed lamp of the focusing type with
one carbon above ihe other was atlopted, and is
still
largely used. Arc lamps for moving-picture
necesmachines
must
ticon,

projecting

theatrical spot lights
paid to the efiiciency

sarily be of the open-arc
the
in order that

type
arc

may

be

short

and

the craters as large and
bright as possible.
The
straidard lamps used for
direct
current
require

between 20 and 40 amperes,

with 42 volts

the arc.

With

at

alternat-

ing current it is necessary to use from 30 to
60 amperes, with 32 to
.^S
volts at the arc.
As all standard lighting circuits operate at 100
10 125 or 200 to 250 volts, some means must be
introduced to lower tiie voltage to that required by
ihe arc.
Hitherto liltle attention was given to the
ifiicicncy of the means for reducing the voltage.
Rheostats, being the cheapest and easiest to manufacture, were universally adopted for both alternating and direct current, and are still used for all
direct-current lamps.
In a no-volt installation with a rheostat, where
a standard moving-picture lamp requires 45 amperes, there is a connected load of 4.950 watts for
a lamp which actually requires only about 1,500
v/atts.
This represents a loss of 3,450 watts in the
rheostat,
which generates a
^
~"
large amount of heat to the
discomfort of the operator,
who is usually cooped up in
a small operating booth.
When a choke coil is used
is evident that the comiected
lo.'d is still the same as with
a rheostat. Nevertheless, due
to the impedance of the choke
mil. which operates with about
'<
power factor on no volts
\
iM'j 0.2 on 220 volts,
a conii:

wattage saving is
averaging 50 to 60
per cent, on no volts and 70
to So per cent, on 220 volts.
On account of this low power
factor, however, a choke coil
is not thought desirable.
After exhaustive tests, there
has been produced the device
illustrated herewith, wdiich was
designed to meet the demands
of the central station and the
coujH-uner.
This device is
known as the Hallberg automatic electric economizer, and
is manufactured by J. H. Hallberg, 30 Greenwich Avenue,
WESTERN ELELIKIL euMl'.\.N^, WITH RECENT ADDITIONS.
New York city. This device
of the most up-:o-date buildings for manufacturing
has two separate windings a primary and a secondary being
purposes.
Here are manufactured electric-light and
elTecl a constant-current transformer. The primary may be wound for any voltpower machinery, lead-covered cable and insulating
age from 100 to 460, and for any standard frequency.
material.
By visiting the shops one is able to folThe "Economizer" is made in several sizes, delow the manufacture of direct and alternatingpending upon the style of lamp it is to control.
current apparatus from the pattern room through
The standard capacity for moving-picture lamps is
the foundry and machine shop to where the fin2H kilowatts, with adjustments permitting 40 to
ished product is placed in the car for shipment,
50 amperes constant current at the arc. It weighs
thus gaining a better conception of actual manuabout 100 pounds and is put up in a neat, firefacturiiig methods than could possibly be given by
proof, brass case that may be mounted in any
an exhibit.
position on floor, wall or ceiling.
It operates with
Naturally one would expect to see electric power
aI:out 0.80 power factor on all voltages and reduces
in the plant of a company manufacturing electrical
the capacity of the electric-light company's service
apparatus.
occasions surprise, however, even
It
to the lowest possible amount.
If the arc-is shortwith this foredravvn conclusion to note how comcircuited by overfeeding the lamp, the primary
plete an advantage is taken of such power transcurrent does not increr.se more than 15 to 20 per
mission and machinery.
One may walk the encent., and the device is built to stand a dead shorttire lengih.of the large machine shop without seecircuit for an indefinite period without overheating.
ing hardly a .shaft or belt, nearly all machines
When the arc is under the control of this deIn
some
motors.
being operated by individual
vice it cannot flame, and the carbon separation may'
instances even two and three motors are used on
be much less than with any other style of cona single machine, as is the case with the large
troller.
This is of great practical advantage, as it
planers and traveling cranes.
permits the craters of both carbon points to be
Not only are motors used for driving all types
focused, entirely removmg the bad effects of the
violet arc rays, and ihi: intensity of the light from
of wood and me'.al working machines, but for
numerand
polishing,
the craters is increased by the removal of the arc
hoistinj;?, conveying, grinding,
Lead covering for
mist, which is always present when a longer arc
ous other clas.ses of service.
is used.
The shorter arc also reduces the rale of
cables is formed by hydraulic i)ressure, the prescarbon consumption.
sure being producerl i,>y pumps driven by large
rile Hallberg Kconomi/er is said to save 65 per
motors; vacuum impregnating of insulated macent, on no \olts, S3 per cent, on 220 volts, and
terials is done in huge tanks from which the air
over 90 per cent, on 4^^(0-voU, allernating-cnrrent
is exhausted by motor-driven i)umps; liand drilling
circuits, as compared with the rheostat.
It is put
tools arc operated and machines for every conThe acfnrlh as the only ':urrenl-saving device for movingceivable use arc run by electric power.
Hawthorne
picture
control
and
lamps which gives perfect arc
shows the
companying illustration
a steady liglit with large currents tip to 65 amjiercs.
Works with the recent additions, which include
This feature may put the allernaling-current arc
switchboard and woodwork shops occupying
a
in a position to compete with, and in some cases
about six acres, a building covering VA acres for
excel, the direct-current arc for the class of work
wire, and a
the manufacture of black enamel
siderable
effected,

HAWTHORNE WORKS OF THE

Do you make

periodic deliveries, or only upon
individual requests? The responses show that 7.5
per cent, of the companies who furnish free renewals make periodic deliveries and the other 92,5 per
cent, deliver only upon individual request.
10. Ifotf aceurafe a record do yon keep of renezcal 'lamps supplied to customers, and zvhat restrictions, if any, are employed in supply of renewals to prevent zvastc or dishonesty?
Two hundred
and sixteen companies reply that they keep no
record whatsoever.
Other companies keep records
9.

of installations and renewals in various forms and
watch these records with varying degrees of care
to prevent Ior.s by leakage or theft.
Very little
that was definite appears in these replies as to
effectual methods ol preventing lamp waste in me-

dium and

large central stations, and it would seem
if this subject might with profit be given more
co-operative considirration than it has hitherto reas

ceived.
ir.

Have you used

the

Gem

50-zvatt,

20-candIc-

lamp? If so, on zvhat
been your experience zvilh it?

basis and zvhat has
1"he replies show
Of these
that 224 companies have used this lamp.
loi do not express themselves as to their experience; 62 companies state that their experience with
this lamp has been "satisfactory," while 61 companies* relate unpleasant experiences, such as "burnrMits."
"short life,'
"unreliable," "uncertain life"
and "cost loo much."
12. Do
you supply and renew hif^h-efHciency
lumps (125, jSj, ^fo-zv'itt lamps) free of charge to
fpiestion H9 companies reply
customers?
'i"o lliis
Other
in the affirmative and 2O3 in the negative.
('.fripaiiics chrirge
half price or charge for first
renev/ free.
One company supin-l:illati'<ns and
pli'i ilic !25-watt lamp only, v/hile two companies
deduct the cost '*f the r(j-candlepower lamp and
charge customer the I»alance.
13. lio-w much, if anylhinft. do you charge customers for tautiihim lamps? li'hat has been
pozi'cr
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—

—
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75,000-volt Oil Circuit-breakers.
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Comi.aiiy al Kernamhi. Cal.
the construction of the switch
nurllani^^l, Ihe movaliK- contacts, whicli are of theh'.dison

I'.Ieclric

J

l-'iK.

shows

•1-15

Indicator.

caM-s il i, ri'crs;ary lo know ihc actual
niaxin)utn wati c<.n-.nni|iiion on alli-TiialiiiK-ciirrfnl
ciiTuils, csprcially in ni.tor in^(alla(i<>ns.
To meet tlu: dinianrl t'or this type uf iiislrunirni
tlic
(Iciu-ral I'".lcctric Company lias jiist placed on
the market an indicalor de-.tKiK-d to operate cur'^^">' ^'"''" ^-'"!";'-^^;'l Hnnts .m two and threephase circuits, with lialancrd or unhalancerl, ni.
.
1.
dticlive nr noit-uidnclivc
hiads.
\iy
proper eon.K-ctions it mav also he n^e<l ..n sinwle-phase circuits.
y]^-^^
ih-vice is a in-Mlirieation of the U-3 poly-

Indiana Tolephono Items.
l

iiiany

Ill

arc.

F.I.ECrklCIAN

,

1

1

1

phase wattmeter, with holli electrical elements aclhik' "u tlie lop <lisk, and a strong; d.anipiiik' system
actim; upon the lower disk to provide the necessary

jioii

iitvi .aiion

vi-.iir-.l

ih.-

and

|'\cli;iriK'-

end of a wooden rod which is attached to a special
porcelain insulator secured to the channel iron crossbar.
A vertical movement of the cross-bar imparts

movement

ends of the blades
ends being brought
together in the center of the tank in the open position of the switch, as shown by the dotted lines.
The cross-bar is carried on two guide rods placed
in cast-iron frames between the tanks, the vertical
movement being given to it by means of a rocker
shaft beneath the central tank having tw-o arms
which are connected to the lower ends of the guide
rods by means of links.
The counterweight is also
mounted on the rocker shaft.
Coil springs for
opening the breaker wdien tripped are placed in each
frame, where they operate directly on the guide
rods.
The tanks are of iron and the covers of
marble, made in two pieces, either one or both of
these pieces being removable for purposes of inspection without disturbing any other part.
a
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SUB-STATION AT FERNANDO, CAL.
time lag. In place of the usual register there is
provided a single graduated dial and two pointers.
One of these is driven by the moving element
through a train of gears, and indicates at any
instant the
energy passing tiirough the device.
The other pointer is driven by the first and remains at the maximum position reached by it,
being held in this position by a ratchet. The final
position reached by this second pointer indicates
the maximum energy taken from the circuit.
A
thumb-nut is used to set the maximum-demand
pointer back to zero, and may be sealed to prevent
tampering by unauthorized persons.
The length of time required for the pointer to

lart*'-

'I'Ik-

5,000-VOLT OIL CIRCUIT-BREAKERS IN EDISON ELECTRIC COMPANY

knifeblade type, being part of a simple pantograph,
the lower part of which is pivoted to the metal cap
of the central insulator and the upper part to the

a

l.-if.-iynt.-

no:

li:,h|.:

l'-lrph,.in-.

lak.-n

hy

servic.-.

SWITCH MECHANSIM OF OIL SWITCH
AND CIRCUIT-BREAKER.

been

organized at Georgetown, for the construcof a telephone svstem to connect with Crandall, Elizabeth, Palmyra, Lanesvillc and other Harrison County towns.
The Silver Valley Line Telephone Company of
Pleasant Grove has been organized and the work
of constructing a line hr-s already commenced. Carl
Holtz is president.
tion

The Brooklyn Mutual Telephone Company,

re-

cently incorporated, has entered upon the work of
constructing a new plant to compete with the

ar-

ranged for hand closing, the handle being carried
loosely on the rocker shaft and connected to the
closing mechanism by means of a short lever and
a' dog, the dog being released bv the action of the
tripping mechanism in the event of an overload or
short

circuit.

The

tripping mechanism, which

is very simple in
motion by any one or any two
of the trip coils independently or by all of them
acting together, and is automatically reset each time
the breaker opens. The trip coils consist of a -few
turns of small diameter and are placed directly in
the'line, being suspended from the insulators of the
disconnecting switches and supported by the con-

design,

is

set

in

nection to the switch terminals.
The insulation of
the coil has a very long creepage surface, approxi-

mately 60 inches, and

a dielectric strength of at
times the line voltage, thus giving it a
higher factor of safety than that of the best series
least three

Los Angeles, and during a period of several months
they have operated automatically a number of times
with success. They are manufactured by J. N. Kelman of Los Angeles, Cal.

Commencing June

the Northern Pacific Railroad will dispatch its trains between Staples and
Dilworth, Minn., by telephone.
ist

CASING REMOVED.

INDICATOR.

transformer.

These circuit-breakers have been installed in all
the sub-stations on the Edison Electric Company's
75,000-volt transmission line from Kern River to

MAXIMUM-DEMAND INDICATOR WITH FRONT

FIVE-AMPERE IIO-VOLT MAXIMUM-DEMAND
reach

maximum

or the "time lag,"
will depend on the torque of the motor elements
and the strength of the damping magnets, and may
be varied from one minute to 30 minutes. The
indicator is rated by defining the time lag at 90
per cent, of full scale, since between go and 100
per cent;, the movement is very slow compared
with the speed from zero to 90 per cent.
The polyphase demand indicators are made selfcontained in capacities from 25 to 150 amperes,
220 to 650 volts. Above these capacities current
and potential transformers must be used.
it_s

position,

Home

Brooklyn

centh- increased

The

Telephone
its

Company,

which

rate.

Columbia
Telephone
Company,
Vancouver, B. C, has planned
rebuild the exchanges at New- Westminster
and Nanaimo, and new apparatus will be installed.
British

with head

offices at

to

Some

53 miles of long-distance line will be built
year, and exchanges wdll be opened at all
necessary points.
In addition the company is
building a duplicate trunk line betw^een Victoria
and Duncans, on Vancouver Island.

this

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

CORRESPONDENCE.
Pans,

Continental Europe.
Mav 12. The German company

—

wliich

is

operating the large hydraulic plants of Kander &
Hageneck has recently purchased ground for erecting a turbine station of considerable size near KallThe hydraulic work includes a canal of
nach.
three miles length, of whicli 1.2 miles will be in
tunnel; also a dam of 60 feet height, in the neighborhood of Niederried.
The new telephone exchange at Hamburg is undoubtedly the largest on the Continent, being laid
out for an ultimate capacity of 80,000 subscribers.
The exchange is r\o\v nearly finished and will be
It takes the
put in operation at an early date.
place of the si.x telephone exchanges of sinaller size
which have been used up to the present, and it is
laid out to handle the lines of the city as well as
Progress in the use of
of the different suburbs.
the telephone has been rapid during the last few
years, and at present there are 26,500 subscribers
Formerly the cables
besides 13,000 secondary posts.
for the different circuits were placed overhead, but
underground in
laid
at present these have been

cement conduits. The new exchange is a handsome
In the
brick building and covers a large surface.
two main halls are installed the multiple switchgalleries
in
boards, and around the halls are the
which are placed the relays and other apparatus.
The building has many other rooms which are used
In the basement are placed
for different purposes.
the d^mamos, storage batteries, etc. At present there
are 900 employes in the exchange, and this nuinber
will be increased to 1,600 when the expected number
of So,ooo subscribers is reached. The exchange has
the most modern apparatus, using the central-battery system with luminous signals.
The new electric furnace invented by Viel is claimed
to be a considerable itrprovement over the existing
forms for the treatment of metals. According to
the inventor the present electric furnaces with arcs
have an efficiency of but ;^2 per cent. The Moissan
type of furnace has 85 per cent., but it is not well
adapted for reduction of ores or refining of metals,
and not more than one-half of the heat can be

here.
The main ncjvelty in the Viel furthe fact that the arc is placed above the
material in the crucible and is blown upon the
latter by a magnet.
Mr. Viel built a 300-horsepower furnace of this kmd and claims that he secures the same result from it as with a 900-horsepower furnace of the usual kind, and that it has
utilized

nace

lies in

from 80
bauxite

to

as

aluminum

Starting from
85 per cent, efficiency.
the ore, he obtains tiie reduction of

carbon

by

directly

and

produces

two

pounds of the metal v/ith an e.xpenditure of 30
kilowatt-hours.
In producing ferro-chromium of
60 per cent, value he obtains y]4 pounds of the
metal per horsepower-day, while the usual furnaces
are said to produce but two pounds under the same
conditions.
Besid.i-s, the percentage of carbon iu
the ferro-chrominiu 'S now reduced to three per
cent, and sometimes to one per cent., while it is
usual to find eight per cent, in the ordinary product.
Therefore the new process seems to be an
improvement in this field.
A. de C.

May
ing

downtown

the acceptance of the proposal, said
fortunately for London, but unfortunately for
the shareholders, of whom his firm was the largest,
Some of the critithey had been too sanguine.
cisms made in the press, he continued, had been
perfectly fair and he could not deny the justice
of the comment that sufficient allowance had not
been made for the difference between American
This is the first time
and English conditions.
this has been admitted, although it has been often

Something

in

the nature of an agitation

is

being

slirred up in the metropolitan district by the tramway authorities, urging that an appeal should be
made to the powers that be for an enactment that
omnibus proprietors, who are the tramways biggest

make

competitors, should be forced to

a contribu-

toward road maintenance. As all tramway
authorities have to maintain the roadway to the
extent of 18 inches on either side of the track, and
seeing that the motor omnibuses make considerable
use of the tram tracks, it seems a somewhat reasonable assumption that at any rate a portion of
the wear upon the permanent way of tramways
A further bone of
occasioned by the buses.
is
contention is that in many districts in which this
are not even
proprietors
takes place the omnibus
tion

ratepayers

ordinary sense,

property

have no
their

the

in

the

in

district

seeing that

they

and merely

^un

Ottawa,

""

G.

vehicles through.

Eastern Canada.
May 23.— Merriton, Ont.,

has decided to

construct 'an electric-light plant to be controlled by
and
the municipality. The streets are to be lighted
electricity will be supplied to citizens.
stated that the price William Mackenzie
It is
asks for the release of the Toronto Electric Light

Company from its contract with the Electrical Development Company is $1,200,000. The contract has
Toronto city cannot take power
17 years to run.
front the Electrical Development Company. The
electric-light company cannot take power from any
other concern than the Mackenzie company, unless
interests.
first gets the consent of the Mackenzie
it
The Kaministiquia Power Company has already

entered into the tangible profit-earning stage. The
record of the company so far has been good, and
offering,
in
justified
felt
the management has
through the London market, the sum of $1,325,000
empowered
been
it
has
which
out of the $2,000,000
to issue for the purpose of rapidly increasing the

The

development.
miles

power

company's

from the twin

cities

Fort

of

Northwest.

Kakabeka Falls, the
180 feet in a distance n1
6,500 feet, so that the flow of the river during the
comparatively short low-water period of the year
sufficient to develop upward of 15,000 horseis
power on the waterwheel shaft. The dams, intake
and forebav have been completed to the full capacity of 30,000 horsepower; the aqueducts from
25,000 to 30,000 horsepower, and the penstocks to
a capacity of 15,000 to 20,000 horsepower, of which
15,000 horsepower is now completely developed in

As

to the

waterpower

Kaministiquia River

at the

falls

form of electricity. These works have been
constructed under the best engineering skill availH. S.
able, at a total cost of upward of $1,600,000.
Holt of Montreal is president of the company.

London,

May

—A

paper read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers last night by Dr.
C. C. Garrard of Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., entitled
"Switchgear Control .'\pparatus and Relays for
Alteniating Currents," has brought to light a very
efficient piece of apparatus, not made by this firm,
however, for the protection of inter-connector
cables.
This particular piece of apparatus, which
is
in
extensive use in the Tyneside district by
the power companies in that area, is the invention of C. H. Merz and B. Price, and the principle
15.

A

upon which it depends is briefly as follows:
current transformer is included in the inter-connector at cither end. the secondaries of which are
connected together through trip coils and the pilot,
the return circuit being via earth. As long as the
current flows through both current transformers in
the same direction (it is immaterial in which direction), the electi-oniotive forces induced in the
secondaries of the current transformers balance, and
current docs not flow through the pilot and trip
coils.
As soon, however, as the currents at either
end become unequal, current begins to flow in
the trip coils, and when this has reached sufficient
value the switches are opened.
The advantage of
this
arrangement is that potential transformers
are now done away with altogether, but in orfler
to secure full protection more than one pilot wire
h.is to he run for each three-phase interconncclor.
Very little has been heard of this device and its
practical applications up to now, and no description of it lias appeared in the technical press, but
during the discu'^sion upon llie paper some very
hiyh praise was bestowed upon it.

The

scheme

outlined in these notes sometime
diiding with the profit-sharing notes of
the Underground Electric Railways Company of
l/>nd*'m, which fall due in June, has been sanc-

back

for

tioned.
go into

gar

Under

this

arrangement the company

temporary voluntary

Speyer,

in

his

address

lirpiirlation.

to

the

Sir

will

Ed-

shareholders

W,

Now
New York
dent

J.

City,

H. Finley,
two hundred and seventy-seventh meet-

will hold its
ing at the

College

Wednesday,

May

cital

York.

May 23.— By courtesy of Presithe New York Electrical Society

will

of

be given in

City

the

of

New

York,

m. an organ rethe Auditorium, and at 8:30

27th.

At

8

p.

the company will adjourn to the assernbly hall,
wdiere a lecture will be given by F. L. Gilnian of
the Western Electric Company on "Modern Telephone Apparatus and Its Manufacture." Some of
the most notable evolutions in standard forms of
apparatus will be on exhibition, and the lecture
After the lecwill be illustrated by lantern slides.
ture visitors will be conducted through the build-

George H. Guy

is secretary.
States Circuit Court of Appeals has
ruled that the receivers of the Metropolitan Street
and New York City railways may issue $3,500,000
receivers' certificates for the improvement of the
surface traction properties in accordance with the
petition filed some weeks ago.
At the annual meeiing of the National Association r,f Manufacturers held here this week John
VV. Van Cleave was for the third time elected
president of the association. The convention closed
with a baiKinet on May 20th, attended by over 500.
.Mr. Van Cleave was the first .speaker, and he said
He was loudly
ihal llie business depression is over.
applauded when he e::presscd the sentiment that
greater prosperity is at hand.
One of the new and exclusive clubs of this city
is the Railroad Club, which took its first luncheon
at its (|uarlcrs in -he Terminal Building on Monday.
The quarters arc on the twenty-first and twentysecond floors of the Hudson tunnels terminal build-

ings.

The United

most elegantly furnished

The

club

motornian, inaugurated

as

in

the

through
governors are

originated-

the

new

service

trolley

Williamsburg Bridge into the Subway
station built at the Manhattan end of the bridge,
from which the Subwtiy trains on the loop connecting the Williamsburg and M'anhattan bridges
the

run.

will

Yesterday the Public Service Commission awarded
contracts on five of the si.x sections of the Fourth
Avenue Subway iu Brooklyn, the largest section
being deferred for further consideration. The lowest bidder in each case got the work.
These contracts, which must be approved by the Board of
Estimate, bring the amount the city will have to
spend for railroad work to $13,866,267, and for pipe
galleries to $898,243, or on the whole work $14,764,510.

The Pennsylvania Railroad will again take up in
force the work of completing the terminal and
tunnels in this city.
The successful flotation

full

ri^-er

of a $40,000,000 bond issue enables the company to
carry out this and other projects. The actual construction of the big station building will now be
hurried.
The New York Board of Trade and Transportation is urging legislation which will place the telephone and telegraph business in the state under
the control of the Public Service Commissions.
letter to Governor Hughes states that -the telephone
business is a natural monopoly and must remain
so if the best interests c-f the public are to be conserved, but it suggests that it should be regulated
by the state.
It is asserted that with no competition the telephone companies have advanced their
prices at will, making the charges higher in districts
where the use of ihe telephone is more universal
until now the charge in this city is higher than
anywhere else in the world, although about 200,000
telephones are in use here.
The completion of the electrification of the Long
Island Railroad from Queens to Hempstead was
signalized Tuesday by the passage of the first electric car from the Flatbush Avenue station to Hempstead.
The run was made in 36 minutes.
W.

A

house is 18
William and

Port Arthur, at the head of Lake Superior, the
strategic point for the commerce of the Canadian

the

district.

William G. McAdoo, and among its
C. A. Coffin, William M. Barnum, W. G. Bcsler,
Anthony N. Brady, E. P. Bryan, E. C. Converse,
R. W. De Forest, Plinv Fisk, Andrew Freedman,
E. H. Gary, Clarence H. Kelsey, W. G. iUcAdoo
and others.
On Monday a special car, with Mayor McClellan
across

pointed out.

the

Great Britain.

and are

recommending

that
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Northwestern States.

—

Minneapolis, May 23. The electric-light plant
at Griswold, la., has been sold to J. A. Binkley
and W. D. Bailey of Omaha.
The Des Moines & Sioux City Railroad Company
of Lake City, la., has been incorporated to build a
road from Des Moines to Lake City, Sac City,-

Storm Lake and

Sioux

City.

S.

M. Elwood

is

president.

M.

Fred
franchise

to

Sadler has been granted a 20-year
operate an electric-light plant in Ells-

worth, Minn.

The Minnesota Construction Company,
has
railway

$100,000,

at

electric

organized to
from Minneapolis

been

John Blichfeldt

Lake, Minn.

is

capitalized

an
Medicine

construct
to

president.

E. E. Rines, electrical engineer, has been engaged
Town Council of Olivia, Minn., to investigate
the electric-light plant and find out what is necessary to put it in first-class condition.
The Fargo-Detroit Electric Air line is being investigated by the Clay County. Minn., grand jury.
It is claimed that fraud was practiced by some of
the men connected with it.
E. P. Burch has reported to the citv council of
.Mexandria, M'inn., that the electric-lighting plant
and pumping stations are worthless.
The city council of Valley City, N. D.. has instructed the city auditor to advertise the light plant
for sale.
No bid for less than $40,000 will lie con20-year franchise will be granted.
sidered.

by the

A

Illuminating and Power Company
of Mitchell, S. D., has incorporated for $200,000,
with D. B. Miller, president; \Vm. M. Smith, vicepresident; D. A. Mizner, treasurer: I-Ienry Swind-

The

Mitchell

secretary,

ler,

and Fred M. White, manager. The
the Mitchell Gas Company

company has purchased
receiver's

at

sale.

experts of the Wisconsin Railroad Commission place the total value of the Wisconsin Traction, Light, Heat and Power Company of Neenah.
Wis., at $660,451, and snv it can he reconstructed

The

for

$866,087.

Interurban connections will soon be made between River View and .Stanley. Wis., and neighborThe power will he furnished by the
ing towns.

Eau Claire River.

The city council of Eau Claire, Wis., has employed an expert to find out what it is costing Ihe
city to produce water .'nid light.
The Menoinonie Eleciric Light and Power Company of Menomonie. Wis., has chjsed a contract
wilh the Chipiiewa Valley Railway. Light and
Power Company

A

for electric current.

stockholders of the Central
held at Ihe offices of Ihe La
Crosse Gas and Electric Company of La Crosse,
Wis., for the purpose of selling the property of the
nieetirig

Electric

of

the

Company was

;

May
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Central

ICk-ctric

Coiiii):iiiy.

TIil-

sale

was

W.

(lie

ill

liKhlini,'

K.

Western Canada.
Winnipeg. Man.,

May 23.— James

.Mley

and

G.

Winnipeg, have inStreet,
vented and patented a speeial fender for eleetric
feature
is
that it follows the
'I'he
street cars.
There is
rails and does not swiiiK out at-eurx-es.
a possibility that it will he adopted by the Win-

Company.

Eleciric

The

first

conveyor for hydraulic mining
northern Canada is now in opera-

used in
tion by llie Gnggcnheims on Bonanza Creek in
expected this conveyor ^will
is
the Yukon.
It
.

making it
the Yukon,
revolutionize mining in
possible to work to bedrock, a thing unobtainable
previously
in
use.
the
dredges
with
Alfred Bowen of San Francisco, representing
Kansas City men, has arrived at Edmonton, Alberta, for the purpose of negotiating for the partially
completed municipal street-railway system
that

in

city.

understood that the Dominion government
of
will start work immediately on the erection
wireless-telegraph stations at Prince Rupert, Jcdway and LawnhiU, B. C, and one on Queen CharIt

is

Island.

lotte

Engineer Keely of Edmonton, Alberta, is
making arrangements for the immediate installation
of the proposed elcctric-pow'er plant at a
cost of approximately $140,000.
telephone
system will be installed at SpringA
Northwest Electric
side,
Sask., by the Yorkton
Company. Yorkton, Sask.
The Alberta government has awarded the conthe supply of materials necessary for
the construction of 700 miles of rural telephone
lines to the Northwest Electric Company of Winfor

tract

nipeg and Montreal.
At a meeting of

Council of Prind:
not to sell the
as it may prove
supplying electricity if the proposed
useful
in
At the
municipal street-raihvay system is built.
same meeting it was decided to do away with
lamps,
substitute
arc
lights
and
the present street
C. O.
tenders for which will be called shortly.
R.
Davidson is clerk.
the

City

Sask.. it was decided
electric-lighting plant,

Albert.

municipal

Pacific Slope.

—

San Francisco, May 21. The contracts recently
awarded by the United Railroads of San Francisco for additional power equipment will aggredouble the capacity of the
The new equipment
Beach power station.

This

gate $375,000.

North

will

Westinghouse-Parsons
includes
5,000-kiIowatt
a
aggregating 3,000-horseturbo-generator,
boilers
power, and a 4,000-kilowatt frequency changer, to
change the electric current received from the
City

May

Company's

Electric

generating

station.

On

when

the Atlantic fleet arrived, the United
record day. 630,000 fares being
collected.
Manager Black said that the flexibility
of the trolley system was proven beyond a question, although he estimated that the company probably lost 25 per cent of the fares through the
crow ded condition of the cars on that day.
statement issued by President Patrick Calhoun of
the United Railroads show-s that the gross receipts
of the company for the first three months of the
6th,

Railroads had

its

A

year were $1,522,716, as compared with
$1,606,022 for the corresponding period last year.
The Great Western Power Company is in receipt
of a carload of special type earthenware insulators,
made to be suspended from the cross-arms. Several cars of structural steel for the steel towers
are about due.
The company was this week
awarded a franchise for a powxr line in Sacramento county and another similar franchise in
Yuba county.
The Permanent Dow-n Town .Association of San
Francisco has arranged for the placing of 160
ornamental electric lighting poles on Market, Sutter and Powell streets.
The city will pay for the
electric current for the lighting.
The Northern California Power Company has
commenced construction on a 6o,oco-volt line from
its sub-station at Palo Cedro to Kennett.
At the
latter place another sub-station with a capacity of
The new trans7,000 horsepower will be erected.
mission line will feed the new electric-process iron
smelter at Heroult as \vell as the smelter at Kenpresent

nett.

The

Board

Regents

the University of
Washington, at Seattle, are asking for bids on the
proposed new power plant to be erected at the
of

of

university.

Arthur Gunn, president of the Wenatchee Electric Company, Wenatchee, Wash., announces that

company

within the year put in a 12,000horsepower hydro-electric plant on the Icicle River,
near Leavenw'orth.
The Rainier Electric Company has secured a
franchise for an electric transmission system and
for a power plant in the town of Rainier, Ore.
A.
his

will

in

fierinaiiy.

Sunny,

10.

W.

•Mr.

Co., left New
the Northwest.
Portland, Ore.,

.'ind

where

:i\u\

f.a^t

to

June

president

York

hist

Me

will

week

W. S.
for a trip

tjf

remain

a

few

Barslow
through

days :it
an ollice,

where the company has
recently t.'ikeu on some

large

New York

about

work-,

returning

to

S.h.

The death is announced of B. H. Thwaite, the
gentleman wdio recently took in hand some interesting experiments in conjunction with the Royal
Botanical Society in London upon the influence
of electricity upon plant life.
It may be remembered that his apparatus included something having a close approximation to artificial stuilighl.
William P. Boardman, who
railways

Dcsmct,

D.,

S.

i.wiichboard

in

.-\merica,

on

May

21st.

built

one of the

first

home
Mr. Boardman

died

at

his

in

su-

perintended the construction of the old New York
Railway, the line wdiich now nearly
corresponds with the Fourth .Avenue Railway in
New York city. It connected the Bowery with

and Harlem

Harlem.

Mr. John H. Sajs. long coimected with the
Western Electric Company, Chicago, has taken a
position with the American Electric Fuse Company of Muskegon, Mich., assuming entire charge
of the manufacture of the company's black enameled wire. The long and varied experience Mr.
Sass has had in the electrical field should bring
him success in his new undertaking.
Mr. Herbert C. Petty was elected a director of
Crocker- Wheeler Company on May 13th. Mr.

the

Petty accepted a position in the sales division of
the company in January, 1903, and has advanced
rapidly to the position of contract manager.
The
present honor conferred upon him is a .recognition
esteem
and
confidence
which
of the
he commands
among the stockholders of the company.

Among

the 1,788 persons in attendance at last
convention of the National Electric Light
Association in Chicago were at least eight former
presidents Charles R. Huntley, Buffalo; James I.
.Ayer, Cambridge, Mass.
Samuel Insull, Chicago
Henry L. Doherty, New Y'ork; Louis A. Ferguson,
Chicago Ernest H. Davis, Williamsport, Pa. William H. Blood, Jr., Boston, and .Arthur Williams,
New York.
w-eek's

—

Tile

;

The recent death of Robert C. P. Holmes leaves
J. Henry Goehst as the oldest employe of the
Commonwealth Edison Company in point of servMr. Holmes and Mr, Goehst entered the
ice.

Mr.

employment

of

the

original

Commonwealth Company

in

predecessor

of

the

Chicago on the same

Mr. Goehst, who has risen to the responsible
day.
construction,
was
position
of superintendent of
much affected by the death of his old friend.
During the convention in Chicago last week the
news leaked out that Miss Edith M. Myers, of the
New York Edison Company and also chief of the
registration bureau of the National Electric Light
Association, is to be married before another anHearty
nual convention of the association is held.
felicitations will be extended to Miss Myers, who
has won the respect of all by the serene intelli-

gence wi.h which she has performed her exacting
duties.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Stillwater, Okla..
electric-light plant.

Ice Company of SomTex., has been incorporated w-ith a capital

of $25,000.

The Newport (.Ark.) Water, Light and Power
Company has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $ioo,oco.

The Navasota (Tex.)

Coniiiany

the engineer.

G. Zeigler
are iii.aking

I).

(.a.,

Co,,

,t

Ijni.iie

Atlanta,

liiiilding,

siirv.jy;.
for the development oi
horsepower for transmission by eleclricily
from walerpower properly located three milts from
While Springs, Fla. Ja>i)er K. Walker of While

-'3,oo<J

Sjirings is interested.

The

report of the treasurer at the recent Chiconvenlion of the -Vational JCIectric I-iglil
.Association showed the orgaiiizalion to be in excellent
financial
condition.
The receipts during
the
ye;ir
1907 were $31,254; expenses, $2.3,895,
leaving a balance of $7,,359.

cago

The Elks

held

a

meeting

Peoria,

in

III..

l;.st

and the stores made good use of electric
lights for decorating, the most elaborate piece being
an elk's head with a scroll at the bottom and a
clock dial between Ihe antlers at the top.
The
dial was 14 feet' in diameter, and the total height
01 the piece was 45 feet.
The whole was outlined
xyeek

with electric
appearance.

lights

and

made

a

very

handsome

As a means of adjus'ing the differences between
the city and the Sanitary District of Chicago it is
understood that the city administration favors the
merging of the Sanitary District with the municipality.
The plan, it is said, proposes the ending
of the drainage trusteeship and the establishment
of a new city department to embrace the drainage
of the city, water supply, sewer system, etc.

W. B. Holton and associates of Indianapolis
have applied for a 20-year franchise for a gas and
electric-light plant in Seymour, Ind.
The franchise
of the Seymour Light Company is about to expire.
This company is controlled by Chicago men, wdio
secured it from local people for $55,000 and bonded
the plant for $110,000.
The receipts failed to pjy
interest on bonds and operating expenses and the
plant passed into the hands of a receiver a year
ago.
Mr. Holton promises to build a new and
modern plant.
F. H. Froehlich, a consulting engineer of Toledo,
Ohio, has been engaged to" represent the
city of Bucyrus, Ohio, in negotiations now going

on for the construction of an electric-light and
power plant. The city has two plans under conone the construction of a plant to be
the municipality and the other involving
sale of the franchise to a private corporation.

sideration,

owned by
the

The

data and specifications, which Mr. Froehlich
prepare, will largely determine whether the
Bucyrus will own its own plant or sell the
franchise to a private concern.
will

city of

There

is

little

organization

Company

of

will

be

doubt
the

but

Toledo

that a complete reRailways and Light

made

inside of the next .year, as
a result of the formation a few days ago of a
committee of bondholders of the company, headed
by Norman B. Ream.
.Actfon is being taken at
this time so that there may be ample opportunity
for straightening out matters before the maturing
of $4,866,000 of four per cent bonds on July i.
1909, and additional bonds of the subsidiary companies, $5,300,000, making a total bonded indebtedness of $10,166,000 falling due on that date.
It

thought

is

the

fight

that this action will aid materially
for new franchises to take the place

those which expire on

November

10,

in

of

igio.

In advertising an issue of $2,500,000 of bonds the
Seattle Electric Company shows that the gross earnings of the company for 1907 were $4,104,794, and
the net earnings were nearly two and one-half
times the interest charges on the entire funded and
debt.
The company controls 97 per
of the street-railway mileage and the greater
part of the electric-lighting and power business in
a rapidly growing and -very important city, and
sen-es a population of approximately 240,000.
The
company owns all :he outstanding capital stock of
the Puget Sound Power Company, excepting shares
held to qualify directors. ,-Jhe Puget Sound Power
Company has developed a very valuable waterpower
within easy transmission distance of Seattle and
cent,

Tacoma.
Light and Power

Company

has been incorporated w-ith a- capital of $20,000 by
R. A. Horlock and associates.

N. P. Conery of New^ Orleans, La., has purchased the control of the Plaquemine (La.) Electric Light and Power Company.

The city of Weatherford, Tex., contemplates issuing $20,000 of bonds to construct a municipal electric-light plant and extend water system.
The borough of

Coiislniciion

t.oii

guaranteed

has voted $7,000 bonds for an

The Somerville Light and
erville,

Ivleeirical

l-',ilKeii:iii

Chicago is the IuwcnI bi'lder for the con.trncand Inst.illatioii of an eleclric-liKhi plant In
l.iKonier,
Ind.
A. J. Ilainniond of Souih lieiid

of

;

;

conipoiiiid-woiind belted e.vcilcr and
wrc also included to complete ilie

outfit.

Ber-

.Mr.

h;is

it

engineering

a

presidcuit

B.-irslow,

S.

&

ls-!tilowalt

i-.

thick

of the CliiciK" TeleComp.'iny,
lilione
,'\t
the coininenceiiieni of the
College of 1-jigineeriug, .Armour Institute of Technology, ne.st week, the honorary degree of doctor
of engineering is to be conferrc-d iiiion him.

nard

street

City

.\l.

Honors are coming

electrical

ever

11.

works

electrical

Nena

256

I'anlley,

nipeg

llir.schberg ..( the E.xcello Arc
Lamp Conip:tii>- will sail for ICnrope, acc(jmp;iniiMl
by Airs. Ilirscbber.;, on the Celtic on June .(tli.
lie will return ti> New
York .diuut the middle
of July.
While abroad he will visit his coin|i;iny\
I'rcsident

has fmislicil inslaUiiiK a
I'arlor Theater, Superior, Wis.

lycljrcc

J.

plain

PERSONAL.

not

ordcn-'d.

-147

A

Danville. Pa., recently purchased
equipment for an elecrric-lighting plant which included a 16 by 36-inch Allis-Chalmers Reliance
Reynolds-Corliss engine, direct-coupled, to a 150kilowatt engine-type alternator of the same build.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Angelo

Power and Traction Company
San Angelo, Tex., has been incorporated with
capital

of
a

stock of $50,000.

The

men
new

striking street-rcilw-ay conductors and motorof Cleveland have voted to return to work as
men. The dififerences may be submitted to ar-

bitration.

The Charleston and Casey Traction Company
has been incorporated, with priiicipal ofiice in
Casey, 111.
The first board of directors includes
H. R. Patton of Charleston and J. E. Walters of
Casey.
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SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.

and

of the University of T\Iichigan
shows a registration for the present year of 5,010
Of
students, an increase of 264 over last year.
this number 1,353 ^f^' ^iiidents in the department of

The new calendar

cngiuering.
of the Chicago Section of the
of Electrical Engineers will be
held in the rooms of the Western Socieiy of EngiMr. R. F. Schuchardt will
neers on June 5th.

The next meeting

American

Institute

rt-ad
a paper on
tictive Apparatus."

"Recent

Developments

in

Pro-

The Electrical Engineering Society of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has elected John
E. VVhitaker, vice-president,
Mills, president; H.
and D. G. Haynes. secretary-treasurer. Prof. Elihu
Thomson was the speaker at the last dinner of the
The society comsocietv for the year on May 22d.
mended the work ol Prof. D. C. Jackson as the
head of the course.

The mechanical branch of the Association of
Licensed Automobile Manufacturers met at the
Hollenden Hotel in Cleveland, Ohio, on May 22d
The organization is comfor the annual congress.
posed of the engineers and factory superintendents
association.
Among
Licensed
the
of the members of
the important things discussed was the dynamometer of the Automobile Club of America, aii elabThe workings of
orate apparatus for testing cars.
the machine were recently examined by the commechanical
branch.
E. W.
the
tests
of
on
mittee
Roberts of Clyde, Ohio, made an address on twoC. E. Thompson of the Electric
cycle motors.
Welding Products Company read a paper on comfour-cycle motors.
for
bination valves
and others interested
subjects a laboratory coarse in elecoffered
at the New York
will
be
trical practice
University Summer School this season. The course,
which is to be given by Dr. J. Loring Arnold, professor of physics, and B. Thurston Le Valley of
Stevens Institute is designed to aid teachers to
For the

benefit of teachers

electrical

in

understand

and

engineering

electrical

to

prepare

The idea of
for such technical training.
the instructors is to meet the constantly increasing
interest in the electrical industry and to supply
training outside of technical schools of an advanced
but highly practical nature. Besides the laboratory
course in electrical practice there will be another
course in electrochemistry, which will be conducted
by Prof. Arthur B. Lamb, Ph. D., in the Havestudents

meyer Laboratory.
twelfth annual commencement of the Colof Engineering, Armour Institute of TechThe
nology, will be held at 8 p. m., on June 4th.
principal address will be delivered by Hon. John
A. Johnson, governor of Minnesota. The number
of graduates in the difi'erent departments is as
Mechanical engineering, 13 electrical enfollows
gineering, 17
civil engineering, 20; chemical engineering, 9
fire-protection engineering, 2
architecture,
Advanced engineering degrees will be
5.

The

:

;

;

;

;

conferred upon 20 alumni.
The honorary degree
of doctor of engineering will be conferred upon
Other events of comMr. Bernard E. Sunny.
mencement W'Cek will be the delivery of the
baccalaureate sermon by Dr. Gunsaulus at 11 a. m.,
May 3ist, at the Auditorium, and the alumni
banquet at the Grand Pacific Hotel on the evening

June

station

had no

lofty

wires and \vas hom'e-made.

.pole or

The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of
America elected officers in New York recently as
vice-presiPresident, John W. Griggs
follows
dents, William Marconi and John Bottomly (the
treasurer, W. W. Bradlatter general manager)
;

;

;

field.

of which
office of
kane.

Mr.

may
the

L.

S.
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be had at the above office, or at the
superinToiident of construction, Spo-

Grossman,

Lamp Company

formerly of the
representative, is

sales

as

Nernst

now

in

charge of the sales department of the Safety Electric
Company, located at 35 Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, which is fast coming to the front with

new and renewed lamp

the

business.

PUBLICATIONS.
Under the title, "Two Aids to Better Service,"
the General Electric Company has issued a neat
calling attention to some of
folder (No. 3654)
luminous arc headliglit
the reasons why the
On the front page are picture-^
has been adopted.
of the Headlight and the Belmont Tunnel. New

GE

York.

Like previous ones, the June calendar card of
the F. Bissell Company, Toledo, Ohio, shows origiThis one bears a
nality which attracts attention.
"If you once
real hairpin, and ihe text begins:
get it into your head how much our service means
you'll
to you we'll have your trade for all time

—

"

never want to make a "switch."

MISCELLANEOUS.
The new
G.

1.240-ton yacht Vnnadia, built for C. K.

has included in

Billings,
electric

modern equipment

its

elevator which operates between
an
upper deck and the staterooms and hold.

the

BUSINESS.
A. Herrmann of C. A. Plerrmann & Co.,
Chicago, was imable to lie at the clcctric-light convention owing to 'he pressure of business. Mr.
Herrmann reports a great demand for his new
Economic miniature arc lamp, wdiich he is just
placing on the market.
C.

Sales Manager Edwin Williams of the Diamond
Rubber Company, Akron, O., arrived in Chicago
the first of this week, just after the electric light
convention.
Mr. Williams reports great progress
on the part of his company in the rapid introduction of its new rubber-covered wire.
Mr. Williams
is
just working his way East after a long trip
throughout the West and Southwest.
Electric Company has placed on the
type of resistance unit for rheostats,
fixed resistances, laboratory use, etc., which contains many important improvements in design and
construction.
The unit consists of a wire wound

The General
a new

market

on a specially formed tube. It is made in
two forms, one having porcelain bushings at the
end with wive terminals, and the other having
metal bushings connected to the winding and
suitable for holding in metal grips, and of a size

Secretary W. F. Saunders of the Lakes- to-thcGulf Deep Waterway Association, which has its
headquarters in St. Louis, has issued a call for the
third annual convention of the association to be
Secreheld in Chicago, October 6th, 7th and 8th.
tary Saunders expects there will be more than 2.500

tightly

delegates in attendance.

4587

to

fit

of

St.

Minn., recently placed contracts covering a
750-kilowatt
engine
driving
Reynolds-Corliss
a
Allis-Chalmers engine-type alternator wound for
6o-cyclc, three-phase circuits, as well as an exciter
The new equipment
set and lighting transformers.
is intended for installation at Superior, Wis., where
the power will be used for operating grain-elevator
machinery.

New York

Mr. Glenn Marston of

advocated state

control of public-utility corporations in a talk before the Central Y. M. C. A. in Chicago last week.
Marston said that both municipal ownership
and municipal control have been found to encourage corruption and that their material benefit to
the community, even when conducted with a fan'
degree of honesty, is more apparent than real.
"State control gives aU of the advantages of the
other forms without any of their evils," he said.

A bonus of about Sico.ooo will be awarded AUisChalmers Company by the Sanitary District of
Chicago on a contract for two screw pumping engines installed in the Thirty-ninth Street pumping
station,

which, with four centrifugal pumping units

and

built

installed

there

by

the

same

company,

aggregate maximum capacity of 2,160,000,000 gallons of water and sewage every 24
hours. The official test shows a duty of 145,000,000
foot-pounds, while the contract calls for 95,000,000
represent

into standard fuse holder clips.
Bulletin No.
both forms of units and gives the
ratings, capacities, etc., of the standard types.

describes

size,

The Great Northern Railway Company
Paul,

]\Ir.

lege

of

them the Richmond

told

May

an

foot-pounds.

1st.

Perhaps no three figures have in recent days
been more thoroughly stamped upon the mind of
the electrical fraternity than those contained in the
number g-0-3. This is the catalogue number of
the
new attachment plug manufactured by the

Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company of ChiThe Publicity Department of this company
cago.
out in the beginning of the year to
"feature" this device, and has been unusually successful in various forms of advertising.
The campaign has netted the company large sales. Back
of the advertising is the device itself.
It is said
to
possess more good selling points than any
oiher device of this character upon the market.
Perhaps the question, "What is 903," together with
its
corresponding answer, has confronted more
electric lighting men than any other single question and answer concerning an electrical device
since the beginning of 1908.

started

The following figures, furnished by the Westinghouse Machine Company, are interesting as tending
to controvert the general impression that the turbine
business suffered heavily during the year. Although
one month's business in 1906 still holds the record
with that company at 62,100 kilowatts, the year
1907 was marked by an average demand quite as
As

large.

July orders for 34,750 kilowatts

as

late

were taken during that month, as compared with
-5.750 for July, 1906, which is a particularly gratifying showing. For the first nine months of each
year the demand for turbines was
1907. 158,550
:

TRADE NEWS.

TELEGRAPH.
The Postal Telegraph-cable Company has filed a
statement with the state auditor of Oklahoma
showing its gross receipts for 1907 in that state
to be $52,575.
The Postal Company operates in
26 counties in Oklahoma.
It

is

reported from

London

that

John Henniker

Heaton, M. P., the postal reformer, proposes to
devote the remainder of his public life to a crusade
to cheapen the world's telegraph rates.
He is said
to be promulgating a scheme for a uniform telegraph rate of two cents a word in Europe. He
will agitate for a like rate in Great Britain and

The American

Eltctric

Lamp Company

of

New

York, whose New York office was located at 26
Cortlandt Street, has arranged with the Central
Electrical
Supply Company, 29 West Fifteenth
Street, to become its sole selling agent in Greater
New York. The agency expects to carry at all
times a stock of from 50 to 75 thousand lamps,
which should insure prompt delivery of orders.

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION.

Henry Lorin Wells has established offices at 1205
Monadnock Block, Chicago, where he will give his
attention to the advertising of a limited number of
machinery manufacturers whose products do not
compete with eac!i other.
Mr. Wells is wxdl
equipped for this task. He was formerly with the
publicity department of the Allis-Chalmers Company of Milwaukee and recently in charge of the
advertising of the Power and Mining Machinery
Company of Milwaukee.

a wirclLSs-te!egra;ih outfit in the basement of
\hc Richmond (Mo.) High School, D. E. Elliott,
professor of science at the school, is said to have
read messages going from wireless stations at Santa
Cruz, Cal., and Oklahoma City, Okla. He also responded to the queries made by the wireless oper.-itor- v.hen they found the new station on tlie line

the office of the supervising architect, Treasury Department, Washington, D. C. sealed proposals will be received until June 2.^d. for the
installation of a conduit and electric wiring system in the United States post office, court house
and custom house at Spokane, Wash., in accordance with the drawiniis and S])ecification, copies

all

the

colonics,

mate aim being a

irrespective of distance, his ultirate of two cents a word through-

out the world.

On

.-\t

ILLUSTRATED
System.
Garrison
Babcoclc,
V„ assignor to Merton E. Lewis,
Kochcstcr, X. Y, Ap|>!ic;.tirm filed July 7, 1905.

A

firc-al-irm

c'-nncctcd

fiy->tcm

ihrouKJi

cottihl^

of

.1

central

cxch-ingc

normally closed circutln with a num-

1906,

DATES AHEAD.
Canadian Electrical Association (annual convention), Toronto, Ont., June loth, nth, 12th.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (semi-annual
meeting), Detroit, June 23 d to 26th.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education (annual meeting), Detroit, June 23d to 26th.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (annual convention), Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J., June aplh
to July 2d.
National Electrical Contractors' Association (annual meeting), Chicago, July 15th, i6th and 17th.
Miciiigan Electric Association (annual meeting), Grand
Fiaplds, Mich.. August i8th to 21st.
Ohio Electric Light Association (annual convention), Hotel
Victory, Put-in-Bay Island, August 25th. 26th and 27th.
New York Electrical Shaw (second annual), Madison

Square Garden. October 3d
Cliicago

uary

II

to

Electrical
23, 1909.

Show

to

14th.

annual).

(fourth

Coliseum, Jan-

ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

Issued (United States Patent
Si;;nalin^
^/."•I^K'jchcstcr, N.

152.400 kilowatts. Or, taking the
middle six months of the year, from April to September, inclusive, thus excluding the usual midwinter activity, as well ii?- the late depression, the
average per month is: 1907. 15,833 kilowatts; IQ06,
Thus it is apparent that up to
14,365 kilowatts.
the period immedialrdy preceding the depression of
October the demand for turbine equipment shows
a steady increase.

kilowatts:

of alarm
vfciatcd with

Ikt

^7'7AOtroit,

ntations,
llie

Office)

Tclcplume

May

apiiaratus

/g,
is

jgoS.

also

as-

Conii)nny, Detroit, Mich.

fty.Htcm.

Hxplosivo Engine. Harry D. P.aird. DeMich., assignor to the St, Clair Motor

rnary

An
is

14,

iKnition
deserihed.

.Applicalion filed Fel)-

1907.
device

fr)r

an

inlfrnal-cunilniHtion

nn-iiic
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\f)nR

iViav 30,

Tri-vnr

CuvVun'. Iron.

\'.Uciric:\\

H^7.7(><).

Kilnsris

C'ilv,

Mo., assiKii'T

K:ms;is

Cil'y.

Mo.

In

Applii-;ilion

M.

C-ivi-ii,

C.

SoiiU-,

Is;l;k:

ha^.r bl..tk i^ .|i-.iKMed
'Ilii- rl.rlrie ^uihl.
bl-iilt
'rii''
e..nm-eti..n wiili luoMiiiu '.liil'^.
Willi a eiieiilar .liainlirr I'-. ruled in •iw nirjr

DuctihIkt

liled

uilh one

Tin-

lu-atiiiK

iiisuhHi'd

an.l

in

at

iik-iiiIkt

llu*

fioiii

uhI

uu a

\vr;i|i|H-.l

is

.'.lil

I'.nr

ImMnw

li.-aliuK

ilir

Iiati-llr

i-.miircts

ul"

c<.iil.iiu<-.l

iui'l

llu-

A

I.ar.

willi

Iloiid,

I. OS

ll^' In
i.n.vidrfl

for
it,

llier.-'.f

and

L.
Cliarh-s
Scale.
.Application filed Jmie

\VeinIlin^;

AtiKides, Cai.

iS,

Ut.I

roCiiiihh*

a

Clement,

June
A common

llh-d

HJO.].

seal.- Im-i a tiibr for delivery of m;ilerial llieieto,
maKlieticidly conlrolled enl->df device for Ihc lulir, .in
adjuMlable eoiintfrbalaiicinn ileviee for exerttnK |.ii-r.inrP
(111
llie Heale t-i e..nlpen^ale for the weinht of the malr-nal
fri.iii
the enl-dT <leviee to the Hcale aft-T the
fallitiK
closure cif the cut-off device iin"I moviiiK r<-*ponHivcly
to the iiiiivi-iuent of the scale, and an electrie eircml
inchidiiiK ei.iilaeis controlled by the movement of llic
coiinlerlial.incinK
device and coiilridJinK the mannetic
cul-olT device.
'III.-

and Circuii

Tcieidion'-

I-'..

a 6Ur>p<'naioii rini-; on (••]» ha«
that hold a yok'' pai^iii^
*-<h.':
Into tlie cMiter of llir laltT ii
Iiook for li'iMihn llir are lump.

wIlli

low.-j

il^i

iiiNiiJitlor,

uti

887,<><>8.

swiv.-l

llic

dome

A hollow
ahonldcov a)
around
faft(fiM-<l

eml.

->traiKliI

Aiit'^nialic

887,1)1.1.

449

20,

Si'If-phiyinK

Davis, W'csl OrniiKi-. N.
ScpU-nibcr ji, iw.s.

J.

.11.

An

clfclric

closed

(ico.
for I'iinins,
Applicaliuii lik-d

AlKichim-iit

all:iclinu-iil

si-lf-playiiiK

cumpiisnik'
circuit
latliT cuiitr.'ilinK tin-

maRiiflic

clriiiciils,

,SS;,776.

lli<-

]':icctn)pl:iliii};

Long,

Slirtrvcport,

lias

Charles

assinnoi-

N'orlon Jewelry Company,
Applicalion IiLhI Oclobcr 4.

iRTiiKuu-iilly
ami inovalile

MMiiul-priHlucmn

Ai)pavaliis.
L;i.,

a

lixcil

to

Kansas

I'l.

the

C.

case

Mo.

City,

ami

A bracket is inounleil on :ind insulated from a supsiipporled
by tin:
is
porting plale. an ctectroinaKiiet
A
bracket and a balance lever is iiivoled in the bracket.
switeh lever is operated by the balynee lever.

switcli-

Position In(ncalor for Cirain-distrihutln^^
Devices. Han-y B. HiRpins, Mimieapolis, Miini.
Appliealion filed March 30, 1907.
with a number of sturanc bins antl a
Ill conil)iiiatu>n
liorizontallv movable distributer nrraiiKed to deliver into

887,805.

any

Automatic Cnl-off for h'leclric Currents.
AppliDoniintio C. Canizares. Paris. I'rance.
cation filed June 26, 1905.

887,918.

IJ.

it)o;.

ciMilnins :i battery, soliitinii lank
honrd fnr rcKuiatiiin llic current strciinili.

A

ilr-

Dc

887.923.

from

located at a dislnncc

tlie

htn-s

and

distribnter.

Automatic Chi-^s Call. John F.. lluj^hcs.
Minneapolis, Kan. Application filed April 5,

887,807.

1907.

Cooker.
Application

and

t'-h-idw/n*:

receive

the

healiiiK

The Iiaiids of a eloek make cnnlael witli a nninber
Kach conlacl
of contact bntlons on the edj;e of the dird.
leads to a pluB-lcrminal buard for conneclinR to varions

Richard F.
Electrical Contact.
J., assignor of one-half to

Etna, N.

Niemann.

March

24,

Lynbrook.

N.

V.

Le Bructi,
James P.

T.

Applicalion

The apparatus

consists of a tatik, a containrr, a series
c(»nt:ict-makinK brackets connected
witli
the
tank,
a
crmc-nhaijed contacl-leat on each bratkcM, the
suspension frame beiiiK provided v;ith inverted lajMrring
l/at-recciving holes arlaptcd to rcKisIer with the lealt
to make electrical contact.
'I'lic
second pat<:nt contains
iiKidificatiffiis,
The cathode element has at its free end
a sinker connected thcrewilli I)y a chain.

f.f

and

Process of Making Butler. George V,
PVyc and Frank B. Hinkson, LexinKlon, Ohio;
said Hinkson assignor to said Frye.
Application filed Oclohcr 26, 1907.

888,076.

coil.

This process of hiitlcr makiiiK eonsisis in co<ding uncream, subjecting the same to an electrolytic
and then cliurning it,

riii-ncd
aclion,

Electroplating Apparatus.

888,09.3.

Willis K. King,

Newark, N. J., assignor to the Hanson & Van
Winkle Company. Application filed December

Samuel C. Frey,
Electric-railway System.
Applicalion filed November 28, igo6.

1505.

15-

A

hollow container having apertures is providcfl wiili
for revolving it.
A flexible diaphragm or sheet
adapted to be slipped into the container is provided
with fine holes to prevent small articles which arc to be
plated from dropping into the larger apertures of (lie

this system
there is a scries of live eonduclor
constilutiiiK blocks, each beiiiK divided into two
branches at each turnout. There are Iwu normally dead

In

means

sections

1506.

Eh-cIroplalinK Ap(*:traliis. Jolm
Newark, N. J,, assif^nor lo tin;
& Van Winkle Company. Apfjlicatioiis
June 7 and July 29, i^/yy, respeclively.

Daniels,

filed

York, Pa.

filed

A. Strallon,
Mnrcli 31, if//*.

filed

Ilaiisdii

the

887,932.

Application

III.

d«->,erib':d.

and 888,068.

8H8,f>r)7

circuits.

887,822.

i^

Jnliaii

in a dyiianio-cleciric niacliinc '-ach Ik-Id i<oI<- conipriv^-i
jiair
of filcnii, roniitciisaijuK 01 1 1 ^u^^ollndil)t; the
hlcniN and connected in •x-rir't with lit'* anna III re, and :i
slnint field coil Mir rounding lli>- sir-ini and ittrir ronipt-nnaling Hhiuit coiltt.
(St-c cut.,)

June

A lever is pivoted
reception of the line w-irc.
to one end of the fnsteniiiR wire, and there is a lu»»k
at the other end of the latter in winch llic lever is
fidcrumc<l.
,

r.yntnn

Applicalion

a

Means for Attaching Line Wires in In887,930,
sulators.
Chcsler J. Elliott, Reaver River. N. V.
Applicalion filed December 14. 1907.
The fastening wire is bent upon itself to form hooks
for

C

Windin^^

J-'icId-iiirtKnct

Cliicaj^o,

M.

Ella
filed

28, 1907.
This utensil lias an independcTit licaliiiK clement composed of two coni;)Iimcntary insulating disks recessed to

them, Is an electrical position indicator cmnan electric Ianii> and eo-opcratinp nnsb bnltons

of

l)rising

Heater

l-:ieclric

Crandall, Dolgevillc, Cal.

888,050.

D.

i*/j.3.

Itall>-ry

a

i^7,774-

Ivlv/ard

'Dierefor.

;

\Va-hiiif^loii,

container.

888,096.
Cable Telegraphy. Tsidor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed May i, 1907.
In combination with a cable having great distributed
capacity is a condenser included therein, and a shunt
including a condenser and a polarized receiving
instrument serially connected,

circuit

Automatic Phototelegraph.
Munich, Germany. Application

Arthur

888.098.

filed

Korn,

May

2.

1907.

The system makes

use of two selenium cells connected
in series with the main battery so as to influence the line

current

accordance

in

with

light

rays.

Third-rail Electric-railway System. Charles
Kozesnik, New York, N. Y. Application filed

888.099.

October

A

1906.

30,

tions

hollow third rail consists of top and bottom porprovided with laterally directed side flanges sepa-

rated

by insulating material, the flanges and insulation

being interlocked by a dove-tail construction.

Pleasure Railway.
John
York, N. Y. Application

888,111.

New
3,050.— SPLIT-POLE WINDING,

NO. 888,196.

Eelow

— IGNITER

There

cam

a

bearing

movable

and movable contacts,
arc in combination
operated by clock mechanism, a main lever
on the cam, and a secondary lever carrying the
contact and pivotally conntcted with the main
fixed

levtr.

Push-button Switch. Peter A. Paul, Lew887,840.
Application filed August 15, 1907.
isburg, Ohio.
A longitudinally movable but non-rotiitable shaft has
A cam block and an
helical grooves of long pitch.
impelling block are mounted on the shaft and engaged
by the grooves thereof, these blocks being provided
with one-way engaging faces and a -spring for holding
the block in engagement with each other.
Trolley-wire Supporting Device for Bascule
Bridges.
Joseph B. Strauss, Chicago, Til. Ap-

887,868.

plication

filed

January

28,

1907.

A

bascule bridge comprises a main span, two trolleysupports, one connected with the main span and
other separate therefrom, and a removable trolleywire section spanning the space between the supports.

wire
the

Clarence L. Taylor, AlElectric Heater.
Ohio. Application filed August 24, 1907.
The heating element for an electric flat-iron lias three

887,871.

plates

887,877.

Insulator.

insulated from each other, a
disposed in an opening in
_

coil
being
intermediate plate.

resistance

flat

the

Marshall D.
Incandescent Electric Lamp.
Jones, Davenport. Iowa, assignor of one-fourth
Applicato Louis H. Smith, Davenport, Iowa.
tion filed April 30, 1907.

This lamp has an invert, frusto-conical base with the
portion formed with a re-entering frusto-cone,
and provided with a reflecting surface.

Henry

Trumbull.

Plainville,

tion filed March 2, 1907.
An insulator for wall openings has a screw-threaded
tubular sleeve for insertion in the opening and a tubular
insulator projecting therethrough.

Party-line Telephone System.
Willson, Ottawa. Ontario, Canada.

887.887.

May

Thomas

L.

Application

1907.
with a number of telephones connected in multiple is an auxiliary independent signaling
circuit, a number of pairs of leads extending from opfiled
In

28,

combination

the respective telephones.
and means operated by the use of any one telephone for
connecting the pair of leads corresponding thereto.
posite

887,896.
ville,

sides

of

this

circuit

to

Tie-wire Clamp. George Wrigley, GreenApplication filed June 21. 1907.
S. C.

Two strips each with two legs are arranged to fasten
on either side of a pair of strips fitting over the wire.
Switch Base. William R. Atkinson,
York, N. Y. Application filed August 16.

887,907.

vessel,

projecting

outward

through

an

terminals

are

A

in

substantially

the

ber
The

888,157.

worm

888.191.
ard,

The mechanism consists of solenoids fixed in the
ground and controlling the switcli with their cores, of a
r-;lay for making and breaking the circuit for the coils
and of a contact device suspended to the overhead
wire.

New

Combined Insulator and Lamp Hanger.
James M. Burge, Decatur, III. Application filed

1906.

October

887,996.

1906.

Application

Octo-

filed

a two-part tubular sleeve fitting over
a metallic holding clamp which is

Awning

New

York,

Operator. Egisto U. VioN. Y. Application filed

1906.

and lowers the awning through

a

set

gears.

Oscillation

Receiver. Greenleaf W. PickOriginal application filed
Divided and this application

Amesbury, Mass.

March 9, 1907.
filed November

valve stopper.

Electrically
Switch-operating
Controlled
Mechanism for Railways. Karel W. G. J.
Stoffels and Johannes J. H. W. Weenen, Amsterdam, Netherlands, assignors to Naamlooze
Vennootschap Internationale Electriciteit Maatschappij, Amsterdam. Netherlands., Application
filed January 23, 1907.

5,

Electric

November 23,
A motor raises

9, 1907.
This oscillation receiver for wireless telegraphy conof two electrical conductors, one of which is of
brass and the other of which is a mass of silicon having a polished surface.

887,980.

trolley

is

1907.

A pivoted oscillating valve-stopper is adapted to control the flow of gas to a burner.
A pivoted arm is
adapted to be moved longitudinally by an electromagnet
operate the

insulator

vannoni.

of

Okla.

1907.

the

Gas Lighter. Raymond A. Rockwood. Monrovia, Cal.. assignor of one-half to
Charles T. Stewart, Monrovia, Cal. Application
10,

7,

wire and into
secured to the pin.

same

Electric

April

Re-

Conductor.

Howard Friend, Lexington,
of one-half to Walter J. Ste-

Insulator.
888,154Okla.. assignor

line,

the terminals.

of Several

signaling system is described which is
the length and character of the current

selective

vens. Lexington,

located

One

Common

impulses.

one carrying a fusible washer adapted
when fused to cause the closing of the circuit between
Iiorizontal

sled.

same, a vessel above the tube, and comw-ith its bottom, and an electric lamp in the
multiple w ith the heating coil.

in

dependent on

Thermostat. Christian J. Letzing, Boston,
Mass. Application filed February 28. 1907.

to

strikers
of passenger-carrying

Adolf Franke. Halensee, near Berlin. Germany,
assignor to Siemens &'Ha]ske, A. G.. Berlin,
Germany. Application filed December 23. 1907.

887,949.

filed

by

System for Selecting888,153,
ceivers Connected to a

The

heating element and
aperture in the hood.

February

a series of gongs that are
electromagnetically controlled by
is

around the
municating

1907.

Two

structure

Water Heater. Oscar H. Fiddes
and Herman A. Seifke, San Francisco, Cal.
Application filed December 18. 1907.
A water-heating tube has a coil of resistance wire

Electrically Heated Sad-iron. Frank Kuhn,
887,947.
Application filed September 14,
Detroit, Mich.
iron comprises a base section and a removable
hood section, a heating element secured to the base within the hood and a terminal permanently attached to the

Morrissey,

Electric

888,151.

887,943.

central

the

movement

the

sections at each turnout extending between
the respective branches and circuit-closing devices connecting these dead sections into the circuit.

887,965.

Conn., assignor to the Trumbull Electric ManuApplicafacturing Company, Plainville, Conn.

operated

SUPPORT.

conductor

liance,

superimposed

TELEPHONE-RECEIVER

SSS.2II.

MECHANISM.

F.
filed

1908.

15,

sists

Timer. "Walter W. Robinson, West New
York. N. J., assignor to the Witherbee Igniter

888.195.

Company.

^

Application

filed

August

24,

1907.

carried by a
hollow casting and a
located therein carries a soring-actuated roller.
A loose ring having smooth inner and
outer faces is located between the roller and the wall
of the hollow casing.

Contacts

rotatable

are

member

Igniter Mechanism for Internal-combustion
Edwin Ruud, Pittsburg. Pa., and
Conrad Regenbogen, Manchester, England, as-

888.196.

Engines.

8
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450
signors to tlie \\'eslingliouse Macliiiie Company.
Application filed May iS, 1904.
In combination with tile engine valve and its operating
rod is a lost-motion connection between them whereby
is capable
pivoted
the trip rod so as
(See cut on
tact.

the rod
closed.

New

Albany,

Electrically Operated Track Switch. Fred
Corey. Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed December 7, 1906.
The switch point is shifted by a pair of electromagnets

B.

governed

by a pair of controlling magnets
responsive to different current strengths.

to

Minor

Instrument.
Ind.

.\pplication

filed

Waters,
July

A

Trolley Pole. George W. Chatmoncl, LouKy. Application filed November 7, 1907.

including the resistance device in either shunt
cuit.
(See cut,)

isville,

A pivoted trolley pole has spaced engaging means
thereon, and a pivoted supporting member _adjustably
engaging the means to hold the trolley pole in selected
adjusted positions.
NO. SSS.392

10,

Combined Cable Support and Wire Clip.
Fredric D. Ogden, Bayonne, N. J. Application

1907.
An attachment to a lineman's pole climber consists of a
segmental metal strap having its ends fitted for rigid
contact with the climber bar and stirrup of the pole

and

climber,

17,

gaff carried

a

Apparatus

888,260.

for

by the

1905.
In an

distance

a

fuse
slot

Trolley Catcher. Willis C. Burdon, LouisKy., assignor of 49 one-hundredths to
H. Jenkins and Thomas W. Moran, Louisville, Ky.
Applicati;m filed September 21, 1906.
The device has a casing with an upper cylindrical porC.

there is a shell, a barrier disk
the fuse flaring both ways,

by the barrier.

from

than

J.

Denver.

Application

armature adapted to he
on by the energized magnet to operate the lock.

Third-rail Insulator.
Lticicn H. Dellov-,
888.318.
Paris. France, assignor to Societe Anonymc dcs
Manufactures des Glaces et Produits Chimiqucs
de
Saint-Gobain.
Chauny et Cirey. Paris,
France.
Application filed October 5. 1905.
An insulating block having a depending base and sloping lateral walls at its upper part is provided with grinping pbtes adapted to bear against the rail and the
walls of the block, and with means for drawing the
plates toward one
another.
The block siniplv rests
on a recessed support so as to have free lateral move' ''^'iW.
ment.

Printing Telegraph.
Chicago, 111. Application

888,3'*S.

Charles
filed

Krum,

L.

August

22,

George Mac-

Collector-Operating Valve.

Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
.Application filed July 28, 1906.
In a pant.iBraph-colIccting apparatus there is a colh:ctor-opcrating v:dve
comprising a casing, a pi.ston
therein, a slide valvp connected to the piston and means
for normally maintaining bilanccd nrcssure on onnnsite
»idcs of the piston, and h.Tnd-oper.itcd means for flieving
the prcvsur*" on cither side according to the direction
loskic.

i^

it

888,.^|o.

NO. 888,362.

Schenectady,

Electric Comoany. .Schenectady,
cation filed December 4, 1906.

N. Y.

John B. Webb, Glenridge,
Application filed March 27, 1907.
This dynamometer has a rotating and twisting shaft
and means in operative relation thereto to generate alterN.

A

A

pivoted }tc\\ i* connected with a fiolcnoid.
spindle
carried bv its core within a casing.
There are abutthe spindle, a. contact mcmlxr loosclv surroundinir it ,ind .1 »l.'*lionary mr-mlwr frictionally enRaging the cont.nct memhcr,

Visual Signal.
WiHrnr L. Merrill. Schenectady, N. Y., a.ssignor lo the Genera) Electric

888,341.

July 21,

.Application filed

1906.

Controlling Means for Electric Motors.
Harry W. Leonard. Bronxville. N. Y. Origi-

application filed January 28. 1902.
Divided
this application filed July 12, 1905.
Automatic means arc provided for reversing the rotation of the motor while maintaining the connections of
the motor armature circuit unchanged.
nal

and

J.

nating currents having a ohase difference dependent on
the twist of the shaft.
There are instruments for indicating and recording this phase difference.

888,376.

Extensible Chandelier. Walter L Wilson,
Application filed March i,
Cal.

PATENTS THAT
FoHowing

May

1907.

452,780.

The distributer connection has an annular upper porfor the attachment of telescoping tubes and openings
with threaded orifices communicating therewith for the
nttaclmicnt of electric light arms, and other threaded orifices which pass clear through tlic wall of the distributer
for the attachment of gas arms.

Adapter for Incandescent-lamp Sockets.
Montraville M. Wood, Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the General Electric Company. Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed November 15,

888,378.

1904.
This adapter has a side contact electrically connected
with shell contacts at both ends thereof, and a longitudinally movable center contact.

William S. -AnElectric Healing Device.
and Henry J. Manger. Schenectady,
N. Y,. assignors to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed Sep-

drews

1907.
with a thermostatic
.\n
electric heater is provided
switch in circuit therewith and a fusible cut-out in
scries with the switch and in thermal relation willi the
18,

heater.

SlidiiK Ct:rrcnt Collector. Albert H. Arm888.382.
strong. Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor lo the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
.Application filed .August 6, 1906.
,\ currenlcollfcting frame has overhanging end flanges.
number of parallel bars retained in the frame by the
flangcH,
and -idjuHtahlr screw** extending through the

vi*'j;i]

comr»rivrR a wric* of
in cylindrical formation,

eianal

ilupc arr.-^ngtd

v.incii

of

arc-

and a second

flangcji

and cng-iging the

bars.

1

90S

of

list

States

HAVE EXPIRED.
patents
that

electrical

Patent

Office)

(issued

expired

:

Police-signaling Apparatus.

II.

A. Chase,

Boston,

Mass.

Incandescent Electric Lamp.

I.

J.

Flagg, Clinton,

Mags.
Motor.

Electric

452.795.

C.

J.

Kinter,

New

York, N.

Y.

Automatic Safety Electric System for Railways.
Deming, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Automatic Electric Safety System for Railway
4S-.873.
Switches and Draw-bridges. E. Deming, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Automatic Electric Safety System for Railway
452,874.
Crossings.
Edward Deming, Rrooklyn, N. Y.
4 5 2, 8 7 r.
E.

ScDtuolex
Park. N. J.

Telegraph.

45-i9'.1-

T.

A.

Menlo

Edison,

Electric Railway.
R. M. Hunter. Philadclnhia. Pa.
452.920.
Electro-mechanical Gong.
.(52, pit and 4!;2.9.i2.
F. W. Cole,

Newton, Mass.
Elf-ctric Motor or Generalor.
W. K.
452,914 and 452, q.t;.
Freeman, Brooklyn, N. Y.
W. K. Freeman, Brooklyn. N'. Y.
Electric Meter.
452.9.16.
Electric Switch.
W. K. Frcman. Uro.«klyn. X. Y.
452.937Electric
Transmitting
Clock.
4i2,o!:!;.
11.
S.
Prentiss,
Elizabeth. N. T.

Synchronizer for Electric Clocks.

452.0':6.

Elizabeth. N.
Electric
452,002.
hie.

II.

S.

Prentiss,

T.

Motor

Jersey City. N.

for

Wheeled Vehicles,

R.

S.

iJob-

.1.

Electric
Connection
for
Disiribnling
Telephone
4^3,001,
Wm. M. Coodridcc. IT!ghl-"d P-rk. HI
Lines.
Eleririo
Multiole Cut-out
for
Distrihutioii
Sys453.029.
tems.
E. P. Warner, Chicaco, IH
Electric Motor.
E. Baker. Mald-n. Mass.
453.031.
453.ni2.
11.
Automatic Eleclric Switch Mechanism.
H.
Blades. Detroit, Mich.
Oco. L. Hall. Lowell.
Electrical Safely Switch.
453. ".'rt.

Mass.
4.S3.097,

EUctric

Railway

Signal.

W.

Walter,

C.

Rich-

mond, Va.
453. ''•4-

.'»

A

26,

45-. 771-

tion

a

is

by the United

Los Angeles,

tember

i^

Fan Motor.

111.,

888,447.

Dynamometer.

888,371.

.Appli-

ments on

Company, Schenectady, X, Y.

MONOCYCLIC DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM.

In combination with a main single-'diase alternator and
is a third main in electrical connection with these mains, and a motor generator run
from the single-phase machine and adapted to supply
alternating current to third main and direct current to
the field of the generator.
(See cut.)

mains supplied thereby

George Macloskic.
Bel! Ringer.
N. Y,. as.sic;nor to the General

Electric

Joliet,

1906.

888.381.

desired to mo%'c the valve.

Sutton,

An oscillatory motor-driven fan has a pair of vanes
pivotally mounted on opposite sides of the axis of rotation and disposed in planes at right angles to each other,
the vanes being adapted to alternately oresent their faces
and edges to the current of air from the fan.

A

888..^39,

M.

Erastus W. Wiladministrator of Harold R.
Wellman, deceased. Application filed March 30,

1903.

carriage for sustainintr the oaper to be printed has
mf'ans for transvers''ly shifting it, comprising a pivoted
shifter-bar connected with the carriage, armatures at
tachcd to opiosite sides of the shifter bar. electromagnets arranged opposite the armatures and electric selective .ipparatus controlling the magnets.

Henry

Separator.

Oscillating

lard.

29.

The locking device has an

'

Dielectric

888,435-

1906.
acted

Pa.,

a continuous convective current from one
electrode to the other and means for feeding comminuied material between the electrodes and through the
current, and with means for separately collecting the
separated particles,

Wibel.

January

filed

ex-

producing

NaMcAloney and William R. Cunningham.
Colo.

well

Walter L. Steele and Edwin G. Steele, Dallas.
Tex. Original application filed September 24,
Divided and this application filed Sep1904.
tember 3, 1907.
An electrostatic separator is provided with means for

1907.
In combination with a vessel is an electric heater provided with a bead for engaging a portion of the vessel
so as to support the heater.

\y.

lower

13, 1906.
In a telephone tr unking system, in combination with
trunk and ringing signals, is a supervisory signal in the
trunk circuit controlled by the hook contacts of the
called subscriber's instrument.

888,432.

Solomon

a

phone
filed June

Electric Heater.
Hjalmar Wahlquist. Phil888,277.application filed December 12.
adelphia, Pa.

Lock.

ratchet teeth and
of a weight.

Carl W. Sharer, Philassignor to the Keystone TeleCompany, Philadelphia, Pa. Application

adelphia,

1

Renewed November 11, 1907.
31, 1902.
This condenser is built up of sheets of conducting majuxtaoosed
sheets of paper, one sheet
terial separated by
of paper being varnished and the other sheet coated or
impregnated with parafline.

Electric

with

movement

Telephone System.

888,427.

March

-

provided

tion

tension for

Condenser.
"Matthew 0. Troy,
Lynn. Mass.. assignor to the General Electric
Y.
Application filed
Company, Schenectady, N.

888,285.

1907.

10,

modification of the preceding patent.

a

is

ville.

888,362.

30,

releases a safety depasses over an energized

888.418.

Electric

888,275.

July

This

for

Monocycli.: System of Electric Distribution.
Charles P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y.,
assignor
to
the
General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. V. Application filed March

train

it

Automatic ControHing Device for Cars.
Theodore Bodde, Westfield, N. J. Application

and absorbent material surrounding the fuse and divided

Filaments.
lodion
France. Application filed January 23, 1907.
There is a discharge nozzle through which a fiilament
is passed and a rotatable receptacle below the conduit
?nd adapted to contain a coagulating substance, the
a

enclosed

having

therein

when

it

888.417.

filed

Fuse. Ernest Schattner. Schenectady. N. Y..
assignor to the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed June 10,

strap.

at

1907.

permanent magnet on the

track magnet-

888,355.
-

the Manufacture of ColVictor
Planchon,
Lyon,

filament descending into the vessel
the center of rotation thereof.

A

vice associated with

screw.

tential.

August

iS,

A

888,254.

filed

Controlling Device for Cars. Theodore
Bodde, Westficld, N. J. Application filed March

888.416.

1907.

14,

hanger for supporting a cable against a vertical surface consists of a curved body portion to encircle the
cable, and an upright end above the body doubled inward upon itself, the opposite end portion being shaped
to have its end enter between the two parts of the first
upright end and the two ends being shaped to He against
the surface and to receive through them the securing

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed November ,20. 1906.
The device comprises a siark gap formed between electrodes and means for subjecting both of the electrodes

Safety Attachment for Linemen's Climbers.
John D. O'Connell. Utica, N. Y. Application

September

filed

Karl Kuhlmann. BerPankow. Germany, assignor to the General

repulsive electrostatic forces to decrease the length of
tlie
spark gap and relieve the conductor of excess po-

In combination with a cover is a compressed oxide
of copper cylinder supported therefrom, a zinc encircling
this oxide element and adjacent thereto, and a cylindrical perforated insulating seoarator with an inwardlv
projecting supporting flange adapted to bear against the
oxide element-

888,349.

Device.

to

.\LANCER SET.

similar series of vanes of different appearance, each of
the second series being relatively movable in a circumferential direction between two vanes of the first series.

1904.
In a chamber with a number of electrodes is an
cxoansible liquid initially contacting with the electrodes.
There are means for conducting current to ground
through the liquid, and means for causing a violent expansion of the liquid toward one of the electrodes and for
limiting the expansion in other directions.

lin,

cir-

1906.

Lightning Arrester. Edward S. Halsey,
Palmetto, Fla., assignor to the General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

Protective

field

Primary Battery. Charles B. Schoenmehl,
888,407.
Waterbury, Conn. Application filed July 21,

888,235.

888,241.

are

Balancer Set. Richard W. Douglass, Lynn,
Mass., assignor to the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed October r, 1904.
Compensating machines are connected across the mains
and to a neutral conductor, there being a shunt field
for each machine and a resistance device and means for

receiver support is movable toward and from tlie
Switch-actuating means arc operated by the
hook-switch.
support.
(See cut on preceding page.)

December

that

888,392.

12,

1907.

888,223.

30, ic

888,389.

of further motion after the valve is
bar is carried by the rod for moving
permit the igniter terminals to conpreceding page.)

A

Telephone

8SS,2II.

May

453.

Art of Rci>airi"l[

^'^etal

.Slnie""'' s

by

Rics, Ballimor-. Md.
T-ocomotivc or
Strcct-c;tr
Eickcmcycr, Yonkcra, N. Y.

Electricity.
E.
Electric

i'*?'

llic

Airl

of

E.

Motor.

K.

1
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Illuminations.

illuiiilii.iliniis
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Stoclvs in

tions.

time.

lines

tliL'Sc

'J'wenty-seven

were practically exhausted,
and dealers in other Coa--i
cities had to send Kast f'-r
sockets

for

I

heir

cruiser-,

;nitl

i)letely

outlined

I>au!cships

were
in

coni-

incan-

descent lights, while lying
in a double line three miles

own

illuminations.

in

length.

In

the

picture

shorcthc
of

few
tha»

iie

tlio

Dupont

(.)utln-ied in Rlcclric Lights on May -tb
Twenty-seven Warships Were Illuminated.

Atlantic and J'acitic l-icets

Harbor.
Oecorative Lighting in

in

tlie

Chinese Quarter.

Decorative Lighting in the Chinese Quarter

About 3,500 Lamps Were Used on

Union Ferr^ Depot.

Street.

this Exterior.

at

Dupont and California

Streets.

THE SAN FRANCISCO ILLUMINATIONS.
was

Street

an

immense

shield

with

front of the building,

were six smaller

national

the

colors in electric lights, while underneath

it,

on the

shields.

Two

incandescent lamps extended from the
lower across East Street connecting with the double

of

strings

facades

were

The arcades
with

outlined

of the

first

in

red

and

white

lights.

story ivere entirely covered
feet
above the roof of

Twenty
waved an "electric flag'' measby 40 feet. The waving effect w-as pro-

lights.

the 12-story builduij^

The great nave oi the Ferry Depot was illuminated with thousands of red, white and blue incandescent lights. The electrical department of the
Hendy Machine Works did the wiring for the
special
lighting- of
Market Street and the San
Francisco Gas and Electric Company furnished the

uring 15
duced by the usual ilasher arrangement. On account of its large size, the flag could be seen at
a great distance.
Fourteen pointed arches of iron, each covered
with several hundred incandescent lamps, spanned
Fillmore Street at ihe street intersections, and
strings of lights extonded across the street at short
intervals.
The upper part of the shattered City Hall
dome was again illuminated as a reminiscence of

current.

former years.

row of similar electric lights which extended two
up Market Street, forming graceful arches

miles

of light.

order

In
tional

to

current

illuminations,
the

city

were

supply the large quantity of addirequired for the public and private
all

of

run

the

up

to

electric

their

power plants

in

overload
3.000-horsepower

greatest

All
three of the big
gas-engine generating units at Martin Station were
in operation at once, and more current than usual
was taken from the^ long-distance transmission lines
c-apacity.

The

illumination of the new^ Chinese Quarter on
striking fea-

Dupont Street was one of the most

Several of the tine stores in the new Chinatowers or cupolas in the shape of
pagodas. These, as well as the principal lines of
the buildings, w-ere completely outlined in incandescent lamps and co^'cred with flags. Arches of
glow lamps were also strung across Dupont Street
tures.

town

have

could furnish the proper anchorage and unobstructed
views for such a grand night spectacle as w^as
seen on San Francisco Bay from the commanding.
hills

of the

city.

Telegraphs
At the end

in

China,

1906 the Imperial Chinese Telegraphs had a system of 22,419 miles of lines, with
34.473 miles of wires and a submarine cable of
946 miles, and 379 offices. The staff of the head
office in
Shanghai numbered 67 and the general
staff 3.175. while inspectors, linemen, etc.. totaled
2,400.
In addition, there are many provincial lines,
usually
constructed
by the administration, but
worked and managed independently by^ the provincial
authorities.
The telegraph companies having"
connections with China are the Great Northern,
Eastern Extension, German, Dutch and Commercial
Pacific, while the French cable connects Touraine
with Amo\'. a German cable Shanghai with Kiachow^ and Chefoo. and a third cable, partly Chinese.
Chefoo with Port Arthur. China also has frontier
connections with Burnin. Indo-China and Russian
Siberia.

of
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Insulation of Higli-tenslon Transmission Lines.'
Bv Fra>"ci5 S. Denxeen.
Ai tile present time glass and porcelain are the
only materials used coii;nierciall.v for the insulatic.i
of high-tension lines, and the former is fast becoming limited to use on lines where the pressure
does not exceed lO.ooo to 15.000 volts.
The glaze of a porcelain insulator is a very important feature, not because it is depended upon
for actual insulation, but because it serves to give
the porcelain body a surface which will be -nonhygroscopic and absolutely smooth, so as not to
Difficulty was exretain dust or moisture readily.
perienced with the early porcelain insulators becrazing
after being
cause of the glaze checking or

ELECTRICIAN

June

ilown the air further from the- electrodes. If
in:-^
ihc voltage is sufficiently increased, this process
continues until the r-trcamers unite around the edges,
forming" a short-circuit, or puncture of (he plate
occurs.
It must be borne in mind that this is not the
result of surface leakage, but of breaking down
of the film of air next to the insulator.
Once the air has become ruptured, the spreading
of the streamers will be affected to a certain degree by the shape ?nd dimensions of the solid

6.

1

90S

is maximum at the neck of the smallest shell, for
here the current density is highcjst, and therefore
the heating effect is greatest.
From the foregoing it is evident that the behavior of an insulatoi- under severe weather conditions is of chief concern, and its ability to maintain dry surface under the most trying conditions
is a direct measure of its value as an insulator.
The contour of the different pieces has much
to do w^ith the wetting of the shells in a storm.
The shape of a shell iriay lie such as to deflect the

dielectric.

In Fig.

2,

for instance,

if

the potential

sufficiently high, the air within the

down, and the effect is the same as
were filled with a conducting fluid.

is

carried

chamber breaks
if the chamber

In Fig. 3 appears an insulator head, and under
such a test the streamers would start at first the
same as in Fig. i. but upon reaching the downward
projection they are forced away from the streamers
nil the top surface until a point is reached- where
the electrostatic field is no longer strong enough
to break down the air, and the streamers die out
and further rupture of tiie air adjacent to the
insulator ceases.
With these points

INSULATION OF HIGH-TENSION TRANSMISSION LINES.
in service a short time, and much trouble was also
experienced from pitting, due to the elements attacking the glaze. These troubles have all been
overcome, and a j-iod piece of modern porcelain
FIG.

r.

is so glazed that it will stand up for an indefinite
period, under the seveiest weather conditions, without showing the slightest tendency to craze or pit.
White glaze was first used for porcelain insulators, but it was found that these were too attractive as targets for the hunter and the small
boy, and a dark brown has now become standard
limited number of consumers
with most users.
demand an insulator with a slate-colored glaze,

in mind it is a comparatively
simple matter to folloiv out in detail the action of
regular
insulator
under
varying load conditions.
a
Surface insulation has little to do with insulator
performance, and the actual leakage over the insulator will be inappreciable unless the surface is
covered with dust or water or some other foreign
substance. Under higii potentials, the wet surface
should be considered as a conductor, while the dry
surface should be regarded only in relation to the

electrostatic

effects described.
Let us now consider the action of an ordinary
insulator under varying service conditions. Assume
that the one appearing in Fig. 4 is operating at its
normal line voltage and that all surfaces are dry
and clean. If properly designed for this voltage,
the electrostatic field rbont the different shells will
he too weak to break down the air, hence no brush
discharge or "static" will be in evidence. Let the
potential be increased, and as the electrostatic field
liccomes more intense the air fails and brush discharge is seen around the different shells near the

A

color is less conspicuous, parare mounted on
the
insulators
Other colors red, yellow,
galvanized-steel towers.
blue and green are sometimes called for by power
companies which wish to distinguish the various
Such colors,
circuits by the color of the insulators.

asserting

that

ticularly,-

where

this

—

—

however, being very special, are generally more
expensive and harder to obtain with any degree of
promptness, hence should not be specified except in

extreme

cases.

insulator under heavy load may show brush
discharge, which is an indication that while the
insulator remains intact, the dielectric surrounding
(the air) has broken down.
it
The dielectric strength of air plays an important
part in the design of an insulator, for it is well
known that under ordinary temperatures and pressures, this value is much below that of most solid
insulating materials.
With the foregoini:! facts in mind, let us con-

An

INSULATION OF HIGH-TENSION TRANSMISSION LINES.

FIG. 2.

of an electrical charge on a few
elementary forms of insulators.
In Fift. I is shown a thin iilate or disk of insulating m.-iterial, such as glass, having on each face
a small Icrniinal connected to a source of electrosidcr

the

effect

motive force.
Starling with a lov/ potential, only current to
charge this small condenser will flow, but as the
raised the air in the vicinity of the
breaks down, producing a brush discharge, which has the effect of increasing the size
potential

is

clcctrodf.-s

of tilt electrodes. As the tension is further increased, the zone of ionized or broken-down air
spreads ovr the surface of the plate, and finally
= lrc;imers
form across ihe surface. ai<lin g n brcakExlr.'icu from a paper prciicntcd ;it tlic mcctinfj of llic
I,
i

Central
.C,

i','<v

Klr<:tric
TIl'

Railway
.-uiflior

ii

A*«^*ciatioii
ci>mirK-rc-ial

at Tolt-dc.
riik'inrcr u1

Ohio,
fjliir,

May
IJra.H

FIG. 3.
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conductors, and at the cemented portions. As the
potential is raised^ streamers form, further increasing the zone of ruptured air until the air near
the shells becomes sufficiently conducting that an
arc forms from shell to shell, and finally from the
pin to the wire, the arc straightening out to nearly
the shortest distance between them, but around the
edges 01 the shells. This, of course, assumes that
the insulator is sufficiently strong to withstand the
riashing-over voltage without puncturing.
Let us now study the same insulator under heavy
rainstorm conditions. The entire top surface at
once becomes wet and the potential of line is
immediately carried to the outer rim of this piece.
Some of the rain beats against the lower shells,
we1;ting them, not only where it strikes, but on
the under surface ot
the upper shells, due to
spattering, the amount of surface so acted upon
depending upon the force and angularity with
which the rain is driven and upon the design of
the shells.
Under a severe storm it is quite possible for practically all of the insulator surfaces
lo become wet and conducting except, possibly, the
under surface of the center or bottom shell. If
the insulator is properly mounted with respect to
the cross-arm, and the center shell is correctly
formed, this inner surf.icc will remain dry. In the
mcanlinic the line potential has followed the wet
surfaces nf the insulator until it has reached the
bottom edge (K) ')f the center shell, .so that the
line potential
is
full
now being carried by the
center shell alone.
The insulator can nnw fail in cither of two ways:
Ca) by rupture of the air film adjacent to the
inner surface, because of the intense electrostatic
field, resulting in an arc from the shell to the pin,
or fb) by puncture of the .shell itself.
In case of the firmnlion of an arc. the actual
current flnwing would be of low value, because of
tlic high resistance of the thin film of pure water
forming the conducting surface over the insulator,
and this would at oi'ce result in a drying action.
<inc to the heat from the current.
As this drying
process continues. (lie resistance l>ecomcs too high
to permit maintainincf the arc. and the flischargc
between line and piu case*;.
It is interesting to nnle that
the dryint; aclinn

FIG. 4.
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currents, thereby carrying the rain up into
recesses wdiich would otherwise be dry.
The flare
of the skirt portion of the shells also plays an
air

important part.
Referring to Fig.

4,

the second shell

(B)

is

flared

or curved outward at the bottom, and in a driving
rain the drops will be deflected against the under
side of the top portion, as shown by the arrows.
because of the curved surface. The third shell
(C). however, is ^tra'ght, and, as the arrows indicate, the raindrops are deflected downward, so
that the shell above is not spattered.
Another advantage possessed by the curved shell
is
that for a given potential difference between
the surface of the shell and the rim of the shell
above, the tendency for discharge between these
two points will be considerably lower than with
the straight t_ype of shell.
It is well known that
discharge between a point and a plane surface will
take place at a lower potential difference than
would be required to cause a discharge from such
a point to the concave side of a spherical surface,
all points on which are equally distant from the
point forming the other electrode. In the case of
an insulator (Fig. 5) the rim of any shell corresponds to the point, and the curved shell below
In many designs the tiare
to the spherical surface.
of the skirt is determined by a radius swung about
the rim of the sh<'ll above as a center (Fig. 5),

FIG. 5.
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ihc curve beginning at the theorcticaldry line, based
upon the assumption that the rain falls at a 30-dcgree angle with the horizontal.
In drawing the specifications for insulators, points
often come up which mtke a proposition unnecessarily difficult and expensive for both
the purchaser and the manulacfurcr, and this condition
could often be prevented if the manufacturer were
given a full understanding of the actual reqinrenients. and not hampered by more or less foolish
specifications which th.c engineer, when he drew

them

up.

knew could

liot

be met.

The following suggestions to aid in drawing insidator specifications arc being offered with an idea
of making tlicin cover all general insulator requirements. These specifications arc made so that they
can he commcrciallv met hv the manufacturer.
*
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glaze (or other color required) on all exposed surfaces, those surfaces which are cemented together
and those upon wliieh the insulator rests in burning
The pinhole should be left unnol to be glazed.
glazed if the insulator is to be cemented to an
iron pin.
made
.Ml cemented joints shonld he carefully
with neat Portland ceiiun'- of the best c|nality, and
the assembly should he so done as to leave no hollow spaces or voids between the cemented surfaces.
In assembling the cement should be mi.xed only as
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and 20 per cent, v.aler, and no cement which has
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The line runs 40 miles from Taylor's h'tills to
Near its center was found .a zone
Miimcapolis.
of some nine miles that was especially subject to
lightning,
and the splintering of six poles
severe
different parts of this zone before any wire
in
was strung suggested the necessity for special
protection at exposed points .against direct stroke,
riiree No. coco copper cables were sn|)ported on
14-incb four-p;irl porcelain insulators arranged on
a six-foot ccpiilatcral triangle with the apex at the
pole-top.
The line voltage is 50,000. .'\t the suhslation iu the outskirts of Mimicapolis the voltage
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li;()S

g.-ilv.'inized

cxtcitdcl by

two

as iu
as f<)lir-^ii

lri'|.:ius

wire

six feel ;ib'»v.: the lop
re.'icliiliK
Type II, r.ids of )I/^-incli gal1.1.
pipe
vaiiize.l
ir.jii
m..tn)ter| .>ii separate pol.-s jo
feet to on.; si.U- of the transniissi.in line .'ind t'»pp.-*i
by tridents of copp'ir -.vire cxtfiiding ;;5 feel .'il.ovc
llie top line wire.
ko.I poles w(.-r..' sp:i.:efl al tb..centers f>f .-illcrnate spans
fl-'ig.
Type
1;.
',
same .'Is ty[)e It, hut space. three r^j'ls to four
Type U, s:ime as typ.: IJ, but space.l i.^xyj
sii.'ins.
liin-

(-.([.per

wire

(

h'ig,

'

I

feet

:ip;irt,

firound connections were nitide as on grounded
wire construction, but with two gr^jiin.ls for each,
r.id iiole, one .at the ba>e of the jjole :.nd tb..' other
JO feel or iiKU'e .'iw.'.y t.i insure especially \.'et
ground and t.) incre.'isc the discharge area.
h'or recording the phenomena, all slati^in arresters
were provided with tell-tale papers. To determine
the cb.'iracter of .lisiMrhauces, their extent, m.'ignitnde and effect on line and apparatus, ground conprotective devices were provifled
nectif^ns of all
with gaps for the insertion of tell-tale papers. To
study the stresses on the line insul.'ition thonghout
its length :ind the beh.'c, i..r of the insulators, each
insulator pin .'it every third pole w.'is groun.led
through a separate ground wire and lell-taje bo.x
supplemented by choke-coils shunted with Icll-lale
gtips cut into the line wires al various points
.After a number of insulators on grounded pins
bad been damaged th'j pin grounds were reuDve.l
from four sections of .ibout one mile long e.-ich,
separated by one-mile sections left grounded to
prove whether the gr.iuiiding was in any way responsible for insulator failures.
Full records were kept of the weather conditions, and particularly of storm data supplied by
reports of the United States Weather Bureau an.l
Operating and special reports
of local observers.
of interruptions to service and damage to system
were obtained and the tell-tale papers collected afler
each storm. These papers were graphically analyzed
and are treated of at length in Mr. Vaughan's
paper.

The transmission system was started up in December. 1906, and lightning protection records were
The lightcarried through the follow'ing summer.
ning season opened late in March and lasted into
Thirty-two storms occurred during this
October.
season within reach of the line.
The records show that in 17 out of the 32 storms
the

service

was

interrupted

and

eight

of

these

storms caused damage tr insulators, while only one
storm affected the station apparatus this was due
probably to a defect in a transformer bushing, but
;

sufficient to interrupt the service.
Of the
Of
5,500 insulators on the line 42 were damaged.
these only three were punctured, the rest being shattered.
Over one-half the insulators damaged were
located at the tops of the poles and about twothirds were in more or less exposed heights. Thirtyfive insulators on grounded pins were damaged and

was not
Overliead Grounded Wire. Type B.

FIG.

I.

Liglitiii.'5

be so done as to
of the various parts in correct alignment.
AU^ parts should he carefully inspected as they
come from the kilns, and any which are chipped
or cracked, particularly at the surface where the
cells are cemented together, should be discarded.
Badly warped or distorted pieces and those having
checks of appreciable depth at any points on the

The assembling should

used.

bring

all

surface should be rejected.
All parts should be tested for one minute at fullline potential, except iu cases where the design of
the piece will not permit reaching this voltage without flashing over. In such cases the test voltage
should be withm 5,000 -»olts of the flash-over value.
Each assembled insulator should be tested to at
least double the full-line voltage for a period of not
less than three minutes.
The insulator should be capable of withstanding
a rain test at twice the operating voltage for a
period of 10 minutes without trashing over or injury to the insulator, the precipitation being at the
rate of 1% inches iu five minutes and directed
against the insulator in a fine spray at 45 degrees.
All insulators to be operated at 23,000 volts or
more should be tested with at least one kilowatt of
available generator capacity^ for each insulator under
test.

In the part tests each piece should be immersed
water to completely cover the cementing surface,
and the inside should be filled with water to practically the same depth, and the potential should be
In testing assemapplied to the two wet surfaces.
in

insulators they should be inverted with the
heads immersed to the tie-wire groove, the pinhole
being filled with water to the full depth of the

bled

thread.

The Mexico City Motor Car and Omnibus Company has established a regular service of electric
omnibuses and electric cabs in Mexico City. The
omnibus lines reach to points not reached by the
electric-railway lines, and the electric cabs do a
general passenger business

Rod. Type

Lightning

II.

Rod, Type

.\.

LIGHTNING PROTECTION ON TAYLORS FALLS LINE
For protection of the
13.800.
is stepped down to
power house and sub-station low-equivalent multigap arresters and oil-insulated choke-coils w^ere installed, supplemented at the sub-station by a set of
experimental alumin-.im-eell-type arresters connected
to the entering lini through a small number of
arrester gaps in zigzag arrangement, set so as to
"The transformers at all stabe normally active.
tions were' further protected on their low-tension
discbarge
gaps.
sides by static
For line protection three kinds of born-type arresters were installed, one at each end and one in
the middle of the line, primarily to pass off disturbances of unusual magnitude, and also to experiment with the different forms.
The iub-station arrester consisted of a single
gap on each phase, arranged with a sheaf of water
This rejets forming series resistance to ground.
quired too much water and w-as replaced by tanks
of water with terminals of carbon rods in fiber

tubes.

The power-house arrester had two gaps in series
between each phase and ground, with the second
gap shunted by carbon terminals placed in the river.
The arrester at the middle of the line was built
on the selective resistance principle, with i:hree gaps
in series on each leg, the second and third gaps
being shunted by water-box resistances.
Four types of overhead grounded wires were
erected in the nine-mile zone in one-half-mile
one-half-mile lengths of
follows: Type A, two wires
mounted on a cross-arm five feet apart on either
side of the top line wire and about 18 inches below
it.
Type B, two wires supported on standards of
I'/J-inch iron pipe six feet apart .and 18 inches
Type C, one
above the top line wire (Fig. i).
wire on knobs attached to the pole near the cenType D, two wires in the same
ter of the delta.
position as in type B, but supported on pipe pins
set in the ends of a cross-arm attached near the top
of the pole.
In the above constructions the grounded wires
leng+hs,

alternating

unprotected

line

as

witli

only seven on ungrounded pins.
Under overhead
grounded wires two Insulators near the ends of the
line suffered damage.
Under lightning rods on the

were damaged, and under
on separate poles none.
One pole
was split and two were burned. One very violent
storm did the largest damage, 10 insulators being
shattered, a pole split and the line completely shortline poles three insulators

lightning rods

circuited.

careful analysis of the charts and records
.A
shows among other things that points where the
line
was especially bable to damage are, first,
exposed heights, and next, wet bottom lands. Damwas
usually concentrated within a distance of
age
a mile or two, with the exception of a few storms
wdiich crossed the line at a small angle or traveled
"Where grounded and
along it for some distance.
ungrounded pins come on adjacent poles, damage
to the insulators generally occurred at the grounded
pin, but the damage of a group of insulators on a
section of line where all grounds had been removed
indicates that grounding the pins probably did not
Overmaterially Increase the danger of damage.
head grounded-wire construction materially protects
insulators.
The lightning rods do not seem to have
much effect except in cases of direct stroke.
Further conclusions are: Storms follow no w-elldefined paths, nor are their effects confined to any
Stresses do not occur
particular part of the line.
at any definite points.
In general, the protected
nine-mile zone showed an appreciable decr^se of
Insulator stress and a'.:tivity of devices for distant
storms and a very decided shielding effect of overhead grounded wdres as well.
The principal trouble is from temporary or permanent breakdown of line insulation by static
charges induced in the line by' passing storms.
Direct strokes between cloud and ground may
.Although there were several
occur at any time.
cases of damage so caused during construction, the
first season's operation gives evidence of only one
case, and that without damage.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

4S4
The

are

charges

induced

tends

that

ruptive'effect

to

concentrated,

highly

and often of immense volume and
charging to ground over insulators
shatter,

intensity,

with a
but rarely

disdis-

to

puncture them, often without line current followLine current may or may not follow these
ing.
follows it may only temporarily
if
it
discharges
;

ground or short-circuit the line.
Arcs established by insulator

spillovers

or

leak-

age of charging current through damaged insulators
may burn pole structuits or further damage insuThere is no
lators and even fuse the line wire.
evidence of surges other than the direct effects of
grounds or short-circui!?, nor is there of stress at
any definite points on the line such as from reflected or standing waves.
Overhead grounded wdres are of decided value
in shielding the line from induced static charges
breakdowns.
A
insulator
in
preventin.g
and
grounded conductor running down the pole is of

June

amplitude depending on the resistance in their path.
The tendency of such charges to travel in the
transmission line is undoubtedl.v retarded very much
by the skin-effect of the conductors; in fact, at
the moment of release of boimd charge we may
consider that the charge has the choice of dissipating itself in three ways along the line wires,
over the insulators, or both. If the insulation is
particularly good the charge endeavors to travel
along the conductors. From the data presented by
Mr. Vaughan it has been shown that such discharges can be vcy violent and yet not harm the
insulator or produce a short-circuit.

—

:

necessary to provide means for holding
which project
beyond the core, so that the latter are not displaced or distorted by centrifugal action at high
speeds of rotation. It has been proposed to surround these projecting portions of the coils by
heavy rings or bands. When rings are employed
for this purpose it is necessary to provide some
means for supporting and centering the rings and
for preventing a movement or displacement thereof
rotors

it

is

position the portions of the coils

in

commutator

proper supporting of
Accordingly band wires have
usually Iiecn relied upon for this purpose. The latter expedient is not satisfactory for all types of
machines for the reason that at high speeds the
band wires are in danger of breaking or becoming

and

coil-retaining

render

difficult

rings.

loose.

apparatus.

The

The rapidly increasing- use of steam turbines is
bringing about some changes in generator design
due to high speed of operation. In all high-speed

protecting means for the coils at the commutator
end of the armature, for the reason that the commutator necks or leads connectin.g the coils to the

statio.i

series gap
fairly sensitive

the

High-speed

Direct-current Generators.

In rendering direct-current generators suitable for
very high speeds, considerable difficulty has been
experienced in providing adequate supporting and

in

protection.
Horn arresters of
selective resistance type are
to static discharge as well as to
disturbances of lower periodicity, and of special
value as emergency devices to relieve the station
They may
arresters in case of abnormal discharge.
be adjusted to be fairly sensitive without interrupting service or necessarily throwing out synchronous

promise for

for

190S

axially of the machine.

preventing splintering of the pole.
The selective resistance, multi-gap type of arrester
is
effective in disposing of ordinary disturbances.
The aluminum cell type arrester is in general more
it
gives great
sensitive and freer in discharge
decided value

Armature Construction

6,

To provide a ri.gid construction adapted to high
speeds of rotation, .Bcri^ard A. Behrend has invented a form of armature which was recently
patented in behalf of the Allis-Chalmers-Bullock

experiments have led to the
recommendation that the overhead grounded wire
(Fig.
2)
he immediately extended
construction
about 15 miles in sections covering both ends and
exposed
parts
of the line: that the use
the more
of horn arresters be continued and further adjust.results of these

interests.

provided

In this armature construction means are
securely supporting and retaining in

for

position an end-ring for the ends of the coils which
project beyond the commutator end of the core.

end-ring extends inwardly to, or adjacent to,
clamping device or ring for the commutator
which supports it in position.
In the two drawings shown herewith this conTiiis

a

struction

a Go/v :^vn p^pe

insul.\tor fl.\sh-ovek

under

ARTIFICI.'VL

rain test.

^A^'mJrrac
/j Ca/^

//<*?

pfpe

Curiously enough, there is very little trouble reported from lines operating at lower potentials, even
at potentials of 30,000 volts. .The reason is probably
partly this:
No line can take a charge much in
excess
its
maximum insulator arcing-over
of
strength.
The result is, therefore, that the higher
voltage lines must iiandle a proportionately larger
and higher potential static disturbance.
Judging alone from the data at hand as to its
behavior, an overhead grounded wire placed near
the line conductors may be considered beneficial.
The ideal static protection would be a metallic
envelope for the line but since this is not cominer;

it is thought possible to approximate
by supporting several grounded wires above the
line.
These wires are so placed with reference to
the line wires that an imaginary plane extending
at an angle of 45 degrees from the wire un either
side of the center will just pass over the transmisit

-

i.//* Ccfr

ground

iron

S^dp

cor?r7ecncf}

wire.
There
show the value of

sion
camectwaaTerer^^rnpoJe on/y
FIG. 2.

LIGHTNING PROTECTION ON T.^YLOR's
F.\LLS LINE.

are

as yet

no positive data

to

but there are
data of a definite nature showing the effectiveness
of the double-wire overhead grounded-wire protecthis consideration,

tion.

ments studied

;

that

tlie

of

shown

in

Fig.

detail.

the

i

Fig.
line

is

2

a
a

(2-2)

partial

section

of

the

preceding diagram.

cially feasible,

^

is

armature and
through the commutator along

elevation

rest of the station ai}d line
left as it is, and that the

On

is mounted the armature core,
which are clamped between endmembers, only one of which is shown at (13). The

the

the shaft (10).

laminas

of

provided with longitudinal grooves or flutes
admitting air to ventilating ducts (is)
arranged at intervals between the laminae. The

shaft

is

for

(14)

core carries an armature winding whose end portions (16) project beyond the ends of the core and
on the commutator end rest upon a bracket or
shoulder (17) integral with the end-member (13).
This bracket has an inclined outer surface separated from the coils by insulation (18).

The bars

'of the commutator are held in
heavy clamping rings (in this case
shriiik-rings), two of which are shown at (20) and

position

(19)

by

respectively, the first being at the end of
commutator adjacent the core. These rings are
separated from the commutator bars by suitable

(20"),

the

insulation

(21).

The

bars are provided with ridges

and the ring

(20) is provided at one side
with a suitable recessed portion adapted to fit over
the ridges, so that a movement of the shrink-ring
(22)

axially

away from

FIG.

SECTION THROUGH COMMUTATOR OF HIGHSPEED DIRECT-CURRENT GENERATOR.

protective apparatus be
system of tell-tale paper and other records be continued during the coming season.

the core

is

prevented.

The com-

Studies in Lightning Performance.

Mr. Neall discussed the general import

to hightension transmission of the data gained in 1907 as
performance on the 50,000-volt Taylor's
Falls line of the Minneapolis General Electric Company and on the Prc-urflpscot Electric Company
feeders supplying power at 11,000 volts to the Cumberland mills, near Portland, Me.
In the Taylor's Falls situation, line disturbances
chiefly arc being con.bated
whereas, in the case
of the Cumberland Mills, station disturbances have
demanded attentionLightning disturbances to a long-distance transmission line may be due to an induced (bound
charge on the line) direct stroke, or both.
The
Ixjund charge embodies the well-known principles
of the operation of a static charge imparted to any
insulated l>ody,
A modern higli-voltage transmission line must be highly insulated from ground at
every point; for Oo.ooo-volt service, therefore, it is
easily conceivable that, in general, a tremendous
electric charge can .accumulate on the lines and be
held there with relatively small leakage.
When in
such a case as Ixjund charge release takes place
from the line, due to the discharge to ground, or
to another cloud from ihc exciting cloud, an enormous rush of discharge undoubtedly follows the
first
point of breakdown to earth.
It has been
shown that all such charges, once Ihey arc free to
move, tend to travel in waves, the progress and
to lightning

;

FIG.

I.

ARMATURE OF HIGH-SPEED DIRECTCURRENT GENERATOR.

The power

of absorption

shown by such protec-

to the conviction that if a transmission
line were so equipped throughout, very little static
disturbance would ever reach the stations; in other
words, the overhead grounded wire would not only
shield against the line troubles, but reduce consequent station disturbances.
There is evidence to show the value of lightning
rods to a transmission line. On a steel-tower construction (solely because of the usually long spans)
lightning rods should be placed on each tower; on
a wood pole line one of these could be placed at
tion

leads

each grounded pole. These rods should perhaps
extend four to six feet .-diove the overhead grounded
wire and end in spreading tips.
[Coiilinurd

011

page

.;jS.]

2.

mutator bars are connected to the ends of the
by r.adial commutator leads or necks (23).
.Surrounding the projecting portions (16) of the
coil is a protecting end-ring (24) made prefer.ably
of steel. The inner end of the ring cng.ages a

coils

recessed portion of

'.he

slotted

flange

(25)

of the

and the outer portion of the
ring extends inwardly over the commutator necks
toward the shrink-ring (20). The inwardly ex-

end-member

(13),

tending portion of the ring is prefer.ably provided
with ventilating openings (26) forming arms (27).
The inner ends of these arms ni,-iy engage the outer
surface of the shrink-ring or there may be a slight
clearance between the arms and shrink-ring if desired.

As shown, the

inner ends of the

arms

rest
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means
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in

'I'lie

thereof,
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eoimmitalor hars
heiiiK'

pur-

I'liK.'iKi^s

Ihe end-rill^ in position :nid lo pre-
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axial
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llie
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which

is

llie
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vviillli,

provided willi .\ mil (28)
noU-lK'd or ri'ci'ssed ]iorlion (jy).
lion

for

(Jo)

niovemeiil
In

some

vi

the

cases,

are assembled.

The end-ring

ihcu-onghly insulated from the
is
and the commnl;:lor necks are likewise separated from the eiid-iing and bracket hy insulation shown at (30), (.v) and (:^2).
The entire
construction is rigid and comprises but a few simcoils

ple
in

parts

so

interlocked

any manner due

to

as

avoid

to

displacement

rotative speed.
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Proposed Subway Construction
Large Cities.

in

Company

of

New York

drawing

City"

.given.

is

should le:id lo separ.ale loading
forms serving all tr.ains, thus
to use cars
with many side
doors.
During rush hours the number of passengers reaching ;i loading i)lalform could be controlled by gates
It
Ihe stairways, ami thus this
station tlesign pro\'ide:; me.'ins of selling up and
m;iint;iining .a circnl.'ilion of passengers in and out
.and to and from the lr:;ins which would add much
lo the comfort of subway travel.
'I'he
inlermediale le^el can be tak-en ;idvanlage
of lo allow crosslown trains lo ]);tss directly through
the station, as shown by the drawing, thus providing an easy way of transferring from one system to anolher. Should it ever become necessary
lo
require transfer slips from passengers transferring from crosslown subways to the north and
south subways, or dee vcr.sa, due eilher to separate
operating companies or to the necessity of making
an increased char.ge l"or this privilege, this type
of station is well adapted for quickly and comfortably handling passengers under such a plan.
The station entrances should be, wlicrc\cr pos-

It

the

shows

st:iir\v;i\'>

unloading

.luil

m.'iking

sil)le,

cated

an appciuli.'c lo the recent engineering report
(Report No. 4) of Mr. Bion J. Arnold to the
Public Service Cominisfion of the First District
of the State of New York on "The Capacity of
the Subway
of the Interborougji Rapid Transit
-As

sectional

tunnel,'.,

4SS

luniirl. and llie local trains the (wo
on aeiMunl of the more fi'cfiuenl

stops of llie local tr.iiiis
se])aralc Iniiuei liei''.aeli
Iween slalions which in llie present subway is
occupied liv hut one sel of r;iils, shouhl prefer.'ddy
be provided iviili :i double set of rails, thus not
only providing gu.ud rails, but also avoitling the
couiplicalion ;iud ilanger in oper.-ilioii of switch
lioiuls .at each res.-r*oir elation tnrnoul.
In the st.ition. belwecn the two levels devoted
to the trains, should he located .1 main concourse
reached directly by e.-calators and st.airs from the
•'l.'ition
enlr.'uices.
i''iir
this larf.;e common station
pl.tlforin,

prevenliiifjr

can he provided.

however, it will he nntu'cessary lo provide any special means, the pressure hetween the ring and the
hars alone heing relied upon for lliis inirpose. In
the Latter case the ring can he pl.aced over the
coinnuitator liars froni the opposite end itf ihe
comnuilator, and the coimmitator necks or leads
can therefore he riveted to the hars before the
latter

two low.r

ilu'

ELECTRICIAN

kiosk's,

it

plai

possible

from the inside of permanent buildings loback of the property line, and not from
occupying \'aluab]c sidewalk space. In most

accompanying

localities the diversion of a stream of passengers
through a building, as is now done, for instance, at
the Times Square station of the present subway,
could be taken advantage of to enhance the commercial value of the property, and this rise in
\alue should be used lo reduce the burden of the

a typical

first

rcs-

cost of the station.

the

U|,.

presenl

bvel

lo

d

be

by

the

express

lraln^

(.p

.A

shniile-iralii

M'rvice

South l-V-rry
oner and a cyuiprc-

for

tin:

stalioii shouhl be
nivided at
heii-.ive study
should l,e made of a plan for a
double-decked stall-, n :il Ibis polnl wiiicli wf,nld
not only give all South l-Vrry passcngi-r-. a siaiion
on the main line, iliiis eliminating the sbiiiile-lraiii
sirvi<'e, bill also allow all trains to run through to
1

lirooklyn.

The braking of llie trains at the stations
(.(.)
should be improved so a- to save the live si-eond,
whieli is now often Ir-.i by lack of skill in slopping
llie

tr.'iins.

One

car should lie added lo ihe rear of each
during rusli hours and the imblic should
be encouraged to use lliis exira car »]>rm the local
Irains. wdiich, allhongb nol reaching the: idatforms,
could he nscil for Ibrough travel with the idea of
adding even more cars lo the trains if the public
cm be educated lo Like advantage of this increase<l
accommod.alion.
(b) A series of braking tests sbowing ihe distance retpiired lo stop a train by means of the
emergency slop from full speed should be made
in order lo secure reliable data for planning Ihe
block-signal systems for future subways.
(7) The manufatlurers of block-signal systems
should be encouraged to develop a traveling caution
(:,)

local

train

signal lo .supplement the present fixed caution signal, as this si.gnal coidd be installed to advaiUagc
nol only in the prese'it subway, but in future

subways.
,(8) If future sulnviys are lo be built and operated indepcndcntlv of the present one, the jilans
should be made with the idea of using inulliple
side-door cars 18 inches wider than the present
cars, thus adding al once 25 per cent, to the capacity of each car and increasing the possible carrying capacity of such subways without proportionatelv increasing their first cost,
(9) In order that future subways shall not only
pay a fair' return on their investment but also
allow for a satisfactory depreciation reserve, it is
essential that such snl.'ways be located where there
is sufficient density of traffic to justify their being

THREE-LEVEL SUBWAY PROPOSED FOR NEW YORK CITY.
Many more passengers will be handled each day built, and at the same lime they
through many subway stations of this kind than
signed as to handle the volume

SECTION OF TYPICAL "RESERVOIR
comprehensive subwaj'
system for New YorK: city. The crosstown subway passes between the high-level and low-level
north-and-south subways. This proposal is of wide
interest.
Mr. Arnold's comments on the plan are
ervoir

station

for

n

future

follows:

as

double tracks are provided at the principal
of future subways to receive the trains
operating over each single line, then much of the
delay in handUng irains which occurs at the staUnder
tions in the present subway can be avoided.
this arrangement, each station will act as a resits
maximum
maintain
at
ervoir to equalize and
the flow of trains between stations, and this will
make it possible to operate 60 trains an hour over
one line, whereas it is possible to run but 40 trains
an hour when the Irains remain upon the main

be accommodated bj^ either the New Yortv
Central or the new Pennsylvania New York city
terminals, and therefore more importance should be
attached to subway-station designs in the future
than has been thought advisable in the past.
will

If

stations

line

when making

station

stops.

This idea can best be carried out by not -only
double-decking the transfer stations, but also, where
practicable, double-decking the subway itself between stations. The express trains should occupy

—

Recommendations inAIr. Arnold's Report.
(i) The changes required in the present subway
to increase its capacity from 30 trains an hour to
40 trains an hour, with a marked increase in its
earning capacity, should be carried out; that is,
the block-signal system should be improved, a speedcontrol system developed and the cars altered, all
in

accordance with recommendations made

vious

in

pre-

reports.

(2) The Ninety-sixth Street alterations should
include not only the removal of the crossovers, as
already approved by the commission, but also the
altering of the station itself to provide a local
track upon a lower level, allowing the four tracks

must be

passed

through

them

should be so deof traffic which
during rush-hour

periods in order to make them self-sustaining.
(10) All future Irunk-Iine subways should be designed with stations on the reservoir principle, that
is, with double tracks in each station for each mainline track.
This can best be accomplished by not
only double-decking the stations, but also doubledecking the subways betw-een stations, and by this
method secure the carrying capacity necessar\' to
justify the occupancy of the street and at the same

time produce a property which will justif}- its cost.
Where a crosstown subway is to be provided for,
the stations should he triple-decked.
(See drawing.)

copper for the most part are said
to moderate quantities, but
there is a gradual improvement taking place in
domestic demand which encourages expectations of
Inquiries

to

he

still

for

confined

better conditions in the latter months of the year.
Electrolytic wire bars are quoted at 12^ and 125^,
with Lake product selling at 12^ and I2^s cents.
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uranium with which it is fi.uiiui. It emits an
alpha radiation and lirobably also a beta radiation.
Results obtained on the growth of radium in solutions of ionium indicate that it is the immediate
substance from which radium is formed. It is,
therefore, undoubtedly a disintegration product of
uranium intermediate between uranium and radium.
The relative activity of radium and ionium in minerals is in agreement with this assumption.
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"Even before Mr. Olmsted's picture shall have
become a beautiful reality, the right-of-way should

The ster.m locomotives should depart
for points outside the city limits and electric motors
be substituted for them. That much, at least, the
railroad can and must do to make its presence less
offensive.
It had better begin making preparations
for the inevitable. The proceeds of the sale of
the new stock which it was voted to issue the
other day could not be used for a more desirable
purpose than the electrification of the Chicago
terminals."
be smokeless.
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about this greatly needed improvement.
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"Decrease the Nuisance." This relates to
Grant Park, lying east of the Illinois Central tracks
on the downtown Lake Front "Chicago's front
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This park, designed by Mr. Frederick Law
Olmsted, is still in the making, but when it is
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men

arrangement
liazard.

the

in

number

so rapidly that

arc paying especial attention lo their

from

What

is

construction

the

point

of

view of the

fire

considered a model ordinance for
of

automobile

stations

has

been

prepared by Chief Electrician A. M. Scliocn of the
L'nderwrilers* Southeastern Tariff Association. It
is

probaljle

cities

that

desiring

lo

the ordinance will
place

be adopted

garages under

strict

i)y

regu-

credit
for

for
01

is

due

to

Stone

& Webster

for

arranging

these tests and to Messrs.

carrying them
this

nature

out so

Vaughan and Neall
completely. More work

needed, and

the value of its reshould justify the expenditure of considerable
sums lo carry it out. No transmission company
should neglect to make a carefid study of Its sysis

sults

tem so as to be able to eliminalc
its lines and service.

to

all

dislnrhanccs

:
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Demand

Increasing
iln-

thai

oonipaniis

many

lliul

il

liKluinK

h.i
ttl

niiiK'<,

ihc

4>f

Gii:mMJu:ilo,

st:ili-S

Mi-sicu.

of Ihc

iiiciL'.-isiiiR

is

advisaliK'

onlarnf

lo

llu-ir

made is that
Cnana.inalo Power and l''.lectric Company,

Ihc

increase

to

is

for.

of

capacity

horsepower.

its
It

liydro-

is

slated

power is already coiiThis company is composed of .Vnieri-

practically

Iraclcd

the

2S.ocx>

to

plant

clcclric

Ihat

planis,

lannchcil.

iK'W projwis arc conslanlly hcinn
On.' of Ihc nolaljlc extensions to be

whieii

sn

ami pnwL-r

i-xislinn lik'hl

anil

of

:in.i

nulls

niacliiiury

in

Jalisi-o,

;iiul

Mic'liiiac.-iii

rapidly

of

iiiihislrics

nilici-

.'iiiil

of.lliL-

upiialiiiii

Power

all

of

this

most of iheni citizens of Colorado, and already more th.-in $.i.oon.ooo Ko'd has been invested
the bydro-clcctric-pi.wu- enterprise, which e.\in
cans,

enlarsemenls now being made
are finished, will aggrcRate not less ihaTi $,S,ooo.oai
pendilnrc.

when

'.lie

gold.

company
The
was erected at F.I Dnro a few years .ago and is
now generating 10,000 horsepower. The second

now ncaring completion

plant,

of

plant

Iiydro-ckctric

initial

at

El

the

Sabino,

will

generate 6,000 horsepower. A loop transmission
line is being bnilt to snpply light and power to
La Lnz, Leon and other smaller towns. The prothird

jected

plant

horsepower and

is

will

lo

have a capacity of
be

bnilt

the

present

:

is

preparing to enlarge

its

generating stations

La Junta and Jnanacatlan, to meet the increasing demand. The Michoacan Power Company has

at

been granted a concession to install a plant on the
Zacapu River. Fedrico Ritter is arranging to install a hydro-electric plant on the Nazas River, in
the vicinity of Torreon. Many other smaller extensions are being planned.

Central Electric Railway Association.
The
tric

tion

on

last bimonthly meeting of the Central ElecRailway Association before the summer vacawas held at the Boody House. Toledo, Ohio,

May

26th,

in

.\n

.acts

parlicni.ar

employe

i'.

disch.arKeil

when

his

ile

Mr, ll.ardy saiil
merits exceed his merits by 100,
Ih.n it reipiired lint litih' over an hour each week
and when
Ihe
system,
to compile the records for
properly prepared with Ihe blanks Ihe l.abin- was iiiwhen comp,ireil with the results oli.
signilicaiil

The attendance was unusually good.

The report of the committee on claims was read.
This committee advised that the association form a
bureau of information for the purpose of filing
and promulgating information concerning dishonest
claims, the several companies to supply information
covering all claims for accidents, the data to be
filed and indexed :ind the information sent out to
the various companies.
The committee on interchangeable mileage reported that the present interchangeable coupon book
had been found unsatisfactory, and it w"as deemed
advisable to change to the mileage form of transportation already in use by a number of the interurban roads in Ohio anj Indiana. It was voted to
delay the adoption of the interchangeable book until
one-half the mileage in the district had agreed to
the placing of the book in force,
Francis S, Denneen of the Ohio Brass Company
of Mansfield. Ohio, read an interesting paper on
the subject of "Insulation of High-tension Transmission Lines." The paper elicited considerable discussion.
An .abstract of the paper is given in this
issue,

"The Merit and Demerit System of DiscinHne"
was presented in a comprehensive paper by Frank
Hardy, superintendent of the Fort Wayne and
Wabash Valley Traction Company of Fort Wayne.
Ind.
Mr. Hardy said the system consisted of a
debit and credit accoimt with each employe, more
particularly with the conductors and motormen.
Prescribed values in the merits and demerits are
given to employes, for violation of rules and to

For .1 v.diane above
ver.v llllle l.-.Kage,
is
hue poleiiliiii Ihe icll has imi very lilile n-sisiance
Only a small
and the lilnis are easily |iiincinre<l.
ihere

.imoinil

The

cell

of enrreiM r, lucessary lo repair the lilm.
aeis as a condenser and lakes a cli;irKinK

enrreni <»ii an .ilternatin^ f-L.-clnniioiive forci-, 'lu
prevent the ci'II l.akint^ cnrreiil conlinnonsly :in air.Mllioiij^li
i;ap is pl.ieed beiween il and ihe liiM',
in servici* only a very Oiori
iliis arrester has been
time, il is generally In lieved to be the bi.-sl .arrent'i
for higli-voltaxe aiiern. lingenrreni line., yel developed.

Death of Prof William A. Anthony.

lained.

next subject, "lunployes' Mutual Uenelil .Xssocialions." was treated of in an interestiu),' manner by II, K, Vorclerniark, auditor of the h'orl
W.iyne and Wabash Valley Traction Company.
John 1", Ohmer, presidint of the OInuer h'are RegD.ayton, CJhio, read a paper on
ister Company,

The

"Tickets as a Fare' Medium for .Sireet and Internrban Railway Trallic,"
The comni'iltee appointed at ,the IndianaiMilis
meeting lo complete the organization of the traffic
association held a session previous to the opening
of the convention and acted upon a number of
items necessary for the completion of the association.
This committee reported that the association
is now ready for business and that agreements for
the maintenance of the association are being signed
rapidly.

William A. .Xjitbony. professor of physics
engineering in Cfioper Institute, died
rtn M.ay I'glh of heart disi-ase ill his .aprirlinelils m
Mew ^'ork city. He iiad been ill three nionllis.
Professor .\iithony w.as one of the abh.-st leeiurers in his iirofession in this counlrv and had at
various limes been connected with the facullies of
I'rof.

electrical

.'ind

leading

several

signer of

He was

collcgeo

number

.a

struments, and

prr.lific

a

the

also

de-

machines and inwriter on electrical engi-

electrical

r.f

neering.

He was born in Coventry, R. I., November 17.
He was gr;idualed from Yale and rcceivnd

1835.

the degree of Pli, B, in

he married
of

iSOi

In

1S57.

Miss Eliza Mathild.a Gcrvin,

He was

princijial

school at Cronipton, R. I,, and at different
times was connected with the Providence Conference Seminary, the Delaware Literary Institute of
Aniioch College. Ohio: Iowa
I'raiiklin.
N. Y.
.'Vgricnltural College, and Cornell LIniversity,
fie
the

Lightning Protective Apparatus.

year.

The Compania Inmentioned as follows
dustrial de Orizaba is installing a new power plant
on the Rio Blanco at Oriz.aba, the electrical apparatus comprising two 7SO-kilo\vatt alternating-curThe 'Compania de Luz, y Fuerza
rent generators.
Motriz Electrica de Orizaba is making an addition
of 750 horsepower to its plant near Orizaba. Ira
Bowles of Batopilas, state of Chihuahua, is preparing to install a hydro-electric plant on the San
Miguel River near Batopilas. The company of
.*\mericans and Canadians, which was promoted by
James D. Schuyler of Los Angeles, will install a
large hydro-electric plant at La Joya, on the Conchos River, wdiere 15,000 to 20,000 horsepower can
be developed. The Compania de Tranvias Luz y
Fuerza de Guadalajara, which ogerates the lighting
and street-railway systems of the city of Guadalajara,

record,

12.000

Waterfalls are utilized to fnrnish the initial power
The electric power is so
at each of these plants.
much cheaper than fuel that it is rapidly coming
The avinto general use by industrial concerns.
erage price which the company obtains is $150,
JNtexican currency, per horsepower per year.
Other projects to be undertaken at once may be
briefly

accordinj; In a reniilar scliednh-.
the can^is for demerits arid
the acts enlillinn .an tniphiye tr> nieritoriuns credit.
If
an employe has .; clear record for any one
month he receives a certain nnniber of merit marks,
.and at ilie end of si.x months a cash prize is Kivrn
lr>
the molorman .and conductor having llie best

nurilorions
ileiniziiiK

pown-

.l^flrit-

for

iK-lli:iilil

ihi-

I'm-

for Electric

Mexico.

In

-t,S7

.At a special meeting of the .Vrmour P.ranch of
the .American Institnle of Electrical Engineers held
on May 14th Mr. Clive R, Morey, '08. read a paper
on "Lightning Protective Apparatus," from wdnch
the following is taken:

become
electric
wires
thunder-storms
charged from the atmcsphere with an electric poDuring

tential

different

from that of the

earth.

There

is

tendency for a discharge to or from the
earth,
A charge may accumulate slowly as from
a charged mist or fog drifting across the line, or
it
may be induced by a charged cloud and set free
Effects quite
by the cloud discharging to earth.
If
similar to lightning are produced by switching.
the discharge be left. to find its own path to earth
it is quite apt to break down the insulation in one
A charge may
of the vital points of the system.
travel along a line witli nearly the velocity of light
and when it encounters any apparatus having windings such as generators, motors or transformers it
experiences a choking effect. This impedance placed
in the path of the traveling w-ave causes it to pile
up and its potential to increase several times, simiAs a result of this
lar to water hammer in pipes.
sudden rise of potential, a discharge usually occurs
A choke coil therefore_ is
through the insulation,
placed in the line between the arrester connection
and, the apparatus to be protected.
In order to prevent these waves of high potential from doing injury to the apparatus it is necessary to provide a path which will break down before the insulation it is desired to protect. This
device must be so adjusted as to carry away the
dangerous charge and then break connection without disturbing the operation of the line when the
then

J

.-Xn ideal
highest potential is inos-t apt to occur.
"An ideal
arrester has been defined as follows
arrester should prevent any rise of voltage dangerous to insulation.
It should offer a free path of
discharge from line to ground or line to line, and
should perform its functions without disturbing the
operation of the system.
It should put out the arc
at the end of the half cycle in wdiich it starts (if
alternating current) and should have no discrimination in its protective power as regards the frequency of the disturbance, that is, it should discharge at a certain voltage for any frequency."
It has generally been conceded from the first that
an air-gap is the most satisfactory form of resistance to use between line and ground and most ar.\mong the advanresters have used the air-gap,
tages of the air-gap is the fact that its resistance
is
"^'ariable.
depending upon operating conditions.
For the same resistance it has less impedance than
any artificial resistance. After an air-gap has passed
a discharge its resistance is so lessened that ordinary
line potentials will break across and some means
nuist be provided for interrupting the arc.
Upon
the performance of this the successful operation
of the arrester depends.
Many methods have been employed for blowing
the arc.
One of the earliest types of arresters was
the gap betw-een horns.
The arc was drawn out by
being forced to the higher part of the gap through
the action of the heated air and repulsion by^ a magnetic field.
In others fuses were used, and in many
the distance between electrodes was increased mechanically.
Later developments have brought out
non-arcing metals and the use of a series of gaps,
some of wdiich are shunted with a resistance. Although these developments have been in the right
direction, no arrester has yet been produced wdiich
:

is

satisfactory^

The

latest

-Aluminum

under all conditions.
development is the electroh'tic

cell,

plates wdien placed in certain electrolytes
coat themselves with a non-conducting film. This
builds
film
up for line voltage and at this voltage

;

had been with Cooper Inst'tufc since 1894,
Professor Anthony was a member of the .American Institute of Electrical Engineers, of which he
was president in 1890-or, He was also a member
Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, anrl the
.American Social Science .Association. He was coauthor with Prof. C. F. Brackett of the "Manual
of Physics." and was the author of "Lecture Notes
on the Theory of Electrical Measurements,!' Professor .Anthony leaves a widow and one son,
Charles C, .Anthony,
of

Electrical Exports for April.
Electrical exports

month

of

from the L'niled

amounted

.April

a

to

$1,153,013, a decrease of $179,385 as

Exports

April,

1907.

ances

increased

classified

slightly

as

for the

.States

value

total

electrical

as

of

compared with
appli-

compared wdth

April,

1907, but there was a large decline in the export
of electrical machinery, so much so that .April's exports of electrical appliances exceeded in value that
of electrical machinery. The figures are as follows
:

appliances

Electrical

Electrical

$583,780,

1507,

— -April.

$586.427

1Q08.

machinery

—

-April,

:

-April,

1908.

$566,586; -April, 1907, $748,618,
The principal countries to which electrical goods
were exported during -April are
Electrical
appliances
Brazil.
British
$88,035

—

:

North America. $82,699 Mexico, $75,950 United
Kingdom, $73.066 Britif h Australasia. $26,073 Central .American States and British Honduras. $23,552:
:

;

:

Japan,

$21,200;

France.

Cuba.

.Argentina.

$19,308;

$9,709;

:

S19.631;

Philippine

Germanv.

Islands.

Belgium,

$17,829:

$16,096;
British Africa.

$8,552;

$6,881.

machinery

Electrical

—Japan.

$187,693

United

;

Kingdom, $50,504 Mexico, $48,891 Brazil, $42,075
British North Amarica, $38,241: Germany, $27,086;
;

:

Indies,

British

British

East

British

Honduras, $6,932;

;

-Australasia,

$23,039;
$17,147; -Argentina, $13,892; Cuba, $10,043; Philippine Islands, $9,646; Central American States and
British

-Africa,

$6,896;

France, $6,155,

Telephone and Telegragh Investigation.
resolution

-A

Senate on

May

was adopted by

the United States
2Sth directing the secretary of the

Department of Commerce and Labor
an investigation into
companies engaged

all

in

the telegraph
the conduct

to

"institute

and telephone
of

an

inter-

state business

as to the methods used in handling
business, the wages paid telegraphers,
telephone operators, and other employes of such
corporations," and also to get a statement of the
receipts and expenditures of the companies.
The inquiry will probably be made in part by the
Bureau of Corporations and in part by- the Bureau
of Labor,
Secretary Strauss is inclined to believe
that rnuch of the information called for by the
resolution may be obtained without great difficulty.

the

public's

The
until
light

city

of

Carroliton,

Miss,,

will

receive

bids

June 15th for the construction of an electricplant,
R, C, Huston of New Orleans is the

engineer in charge.

;
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Lightning Protection Discussed in the
Light of Practical Experience.
[ConliiiucJ from

fas'-'

ti-l]

Tlie importance of good grounds for tlie overhead
Too great care cannot
grounded wire is patent.
Even on tlic
direction.
tliis
be exercised in
grounded wire the passage of the charge to eartli
the short distance
is apparentlv impeded, even by
it

had to travel along the
at

clear that groundilig'
to the discharge.
is

line.

every

For

this

pole

is

reason

it

beneficial

question of economy whether to
equip a line completely or partially with overhead
which
devices; but in consideration of the charges
the
thev may be called upon to carry at any point,
whole line protected is theoretically and generally
It

is

an open

.

the safer policv.
So far as attempts have been made to protect
against line distubances by larger insulators, or
to
special features at insulators, such as horns
modify the effect, "t is clear there is no reduced
interruption to service itself when discharges actuFor this reason Mr. Neall prefers
occur.

ally

wliere feasible any protection scheme which aims to
prevent the static disturbances getting on the line
at

all.

operation of the station protective
evidenced by the action of the series
and shunted gaps and the heavy discharges over
to
the electrolytics, indicates a considerable strain
ground, which for the present must be considered

The

lively

apparatus,

a's

handled by the protective apparatus.
In consideration of wdiat appeared to be procharacteristics, each protective
line-to-liuo
nounced
apparatus equipment on the Presumpscot system
was supplied with extra gaps and fuses (until best
adjustment should haVK been accomplished) and in
effectively

one case low-equivalent arresters were placed across
In addition to this the regular low-equivthe line.
and ground were
line
alent arresters between
shunted with gaps and fuses, two each, around the
shunt and series resistances in series. The whole
system was carefully equipped with tell-tale papers
so that nothing could happen without leaving a
record.

The results on this system show improved service
during lightning stDrms. When the arresters operated to ground there would often be a complete
action over the low-equivalent arrester between line
and ground as well as over the gaps and fuses in
shunt thereto. In any given discharge not all the
Fuses did not
fuse paths to ground v.ould operate.
always blow even though a discharge had passed
over them. The actio.i over the fuse paths was apparently freer than over the arrester.
record was established of the existence of line

A

to-line disturbances in addition to those disturbances usually considered in lightning-arrester operaThese disturbances were found to be taking
tion.
periods of operation,
place during "uneventful"
to show from the general indications
nothing
with
whv they had happened.
Indications existed that line accidents, such as
the wind blowing the wires together, will cause
wave of phase-to-pbasc disturbance to travel a long
phase-to-phase protection
distance and operate th
that on the closely ad.uisted gap-sets the fuses inand tha; some phase-to-phase action
variably blew
nearly always acconpauicd phase-to-groVind opera,i

:

;

tion.

From a summary of the results on the Presumpscot system the conclusion was reached that proper
is
as essential as linc-loline-to-line protection
ground protection, and that the line-to-line operation is likely to take relatively considerable time,
and therefore that in the long run high and stable
resistance in the discharge path is necessary for
uninterrupted operation. A
however, may be valuable.
Since phase-to-phase protection can be easily
added to any multi-gap arresters not already so
provided for, its adoption is not difficult. For this
purpose Mr. Neall favors electrolytic arresters arranged in star with a common jar or jars to
ground, since this does not impair the line-toground protection and tdds to the phasc-to-phase.
Mr. Keall's conclusions arc:
Lightning disturbances on a line are more than
likely to be local, varying approximately from 1,000
feet or less, to several miles, the longer areas being less frequent.
They are likely to happen at any part of the line.
A direct stroke of lightning is not necessarilj
harmful; it depends upon the quality of the stroke,

shunted gap equipment,

etc.

may be nffcclid by a bound charge and
There is as yet no
stroke sininltaneously.
evidence to enable these to be measured separately,
.An overhead grounded system of one wire, two
wires, or more, above the line wires is desirable.
An overhead grounded wire should be grounded
at every pole near s'ations and important places,
.\

line

direct

otherwise every fev.' poles.
When an overhead grounded
clusively

for

jjrfftcclion

station

than two miles
every pole.
less

in

wire is used exit
should not be

knglh and be grounded

at

The liighcr the voltage design of the line the
greater the possible disturbance from lightning to
High-vo'.lagc lines, therefore, need, more
the line.

ELECTRICIAN

than lo\v-\oltage ones, overhead grounded wire or
its

June

Lightning rods added to the overbeaded grounded
system probably add to the protective power.
Shattered insulators are liable to occur in every

Puncsevere thunderstorm', but not in light ones.
ture is more probable with power on tlie line at the
time.
Insulators should be carefully selected for the
service, to test not less than two times normal voltage between line and pin, with pin grounded. The

equivalent spark-gap should be higher than any
arrester path to ground on the line,
Horn lightning arresters should be employed for
The general arrangeextraordinary service only.
ment known as the multi-gap selective path type
promises to be of value.
Lightning-arrester stations to discharge line disturbances become increasingly expensive and of
questionable assistance the higher the voltage transTheir total number depends on the length
mitted.
of line.
Wood poles may be effectively protected against
splintering from H.-rditning discharge by providing
them with a small met.i.llic conductor to ground.
Electrolytic lightning arresters have so far behaved creditably, particularly in sensitive relief of
grounds, but do not indicate a complete superiority
over other types.
Line-to-line protection is desirable.
Apparently there cannot be too much protection
Every lightning arrester added plays
on a plant.
For many
a part, but practically there is a limit.
reasons it is obviously desirable to keep the station
protection as simple as possible.
It is as yet impossible to define what this should be.
If a full measure of line protection is added, such
as overhead grounded wires, the stations will, in
turn, be much relieved.

Discussion.

Harold W. Buck of

New York

as to separate the
discharge.
comparison of the aluminum arrester and the resistance
horn-gap arrester will show the limitation of the
latter and the uselcssness of its further development.
At 60,000 volts every ampere of discbarge
represents roughly 60 kilowatts per phase, or 180
kilowatts.
If an arrester will not discharge 100
amperes at least, it will not take the usual run of
heavy discharges.
With this rated discharge the
generator would be called upon to furnish 18,000
kilowatts.
On the other hand, if an aluminum
arrester is used the energy taken from the generator will be less than 20 kilowatts and the rated
discharge of lightning will be several hundred
amperes at the same abnormal value of potential.
The valve action of the aluminum arrester prevents
almost entirely the flow of dynamic at normal po-

opened the

discussion by stating among other things that^it has
very
conclusively been
shown that these line
troubles have been very much reduced by means
It is not only shown
of the overhead ground wire.
in
this particular system, but the experience all
over the country with transmission lines where
the overhead ground wire has been properly installed shows a similar corroborative evidence. The
function of this ground wire is perhaps double. It
allows the induced charge, so to speak, to accumulate on the ground wire instead of accumulating
upon the transmission wire itself; so that when
the
cloud induces this charge, the corresponding charge on the ground wire can discharge itself
through the ground connections on the pole instead
of having to spill over the insulators.
There is
perhaps another important function- of this overhead
ground wire in shielding the wire from induced
currents due to neighlxiring lightning discharges
The
which are presumably of high frequency.
guard wire forms one side of the circuit and the
ground the other; so that we really have .a shortcircuited shield against induction on the line itself,
the ground and the shield wire being connected
electrically.
If this is so, it would seem to be of

decided advantage to have two overhead ground
wires rather than one, h.aving the connection made
between those two shield wires at every pole. Then
we would have a shielding effect on the vertical
plane and also on tb.e horizontal plane against inThese
duced charges in the transmission wire.
short-circuited loops in fairly close proximity to
the transmission wires might represent some loss
due to the normal frequency of the transmission
wire; hut it is doubtful whether that would be
enough to be very serious wdiereas with the frequency of the lightning discharge, the possible current might be very high, indeed, and have a decided shielding effect against the transmission. The
evidence of the spilling over of accumulated charge
;

on the insulators seems to show that the actual
magnitude of the current in this ground wire is
very large indeed. It is interesting to note in this
paper that certain discharges have been noticed
on the secondaries of the transformers wdiich accords with the experience of Mr. Buck and that of
There have been a number of
other engineers.
cases of overhead lines passing through transformers into underground cable systems wdiere quite frequent cable punctures have resulted simultaneously
with thunder storms on overhead lines. This seems
to indicate the necessity of having lightning arresters of some form on the secondaries as well as the
primaries.

Percy M. Thomas of New York city noticed that
the punctures in the tell-tale papers were just as
severe when there was no generator connected with
These inmctures show on
the line as at any time.
examination the fibers of the paper indjurned, being
therefore as purely static discharge as anything ever
seen.
The spillovers are cases where a static discharge has passed o\er the wire to the pin from
the surface of the insulators and not ;ui induced
charge.
In only a sm.ill percentage of these have
there been insub'itors injured,
Iv,
E. F. Creighton of .Schenectadv, N. Y., said
the authors were fortunate in obtaining records on
The only data of great value in the
an idle line.
study of lightning potential should he taken on an
idle line, and furtherirore should be collected on

due

each

to

A

clOud

tentials and has a free discharge only at normal
potential.
This information is sufficient to show
the futility of using the resistance type of horn-gap
arresters.
Furthermore, the current taken by the

aluminum

arrester from one phase to ground is
the same as the capacity current of the
line or cable, and consequently one phase may arc
leading,

continuously between line and ground without setting up surges on the system.
It should be noted
that the aluminum arrester actually maintains the
voltage and thus prevents grounding the line conductor.

W. N. Goodwin,
possibility

ible

of

Jr..

declared that the only feasprotecting an overhead

entirely

power

circuit lies in the development of an insulator
which will not puncture, and while having a fairly
low spillover will not shatter.
This perfection in

the

petticoat type
the question, but

ol

insulator

probably out of

is

ho believed can be attained by a

properly designed .tiid proportioned insulator of the
suspension type.
.Sucji an insulator would be the
equivalent of a line arrester at each pole or tower

on
city

1908

moving by clockwork so

tapes

punctures

equivalent.

6,

the

line.

President H. G. .Stott recalled an experience he
had about 11 years ,ago when the Niagara transmission lines first started. It was the first, or one
of the first lines equipped with the overhead ground
wire.
After a few months' experience with this
protection it was dacided to take it down, as the
choice of two evils ^vas that the lesser one was to
take it down to avoid the troubles due to the
ground wire rather than the benefits that it might
give.
That might hsve been due to poor construction work in the ground wires themselves, as they
\yere continually breaking and short-circuiting the
lines.
Now. u years afterward, it was shown tonight, that as the re.-.ult of a most elaborate series of
tests, apparently the ground wire gives us the most
certain protecticin.
If you think of it in a very
practical way there; is every reason why it should.
No one ever heard anywhere of an underground
cable being strnck by lightning.
That means that
if you can get
the earth potential, or the eround
itself, above your conductor you are safe.
We cannot possibly aflford to bring our cables underground. The cost of burying a 6o,coo-volt line 100
or 200 miles lon,s: i-, absolutely absurd from a
financial or cdmnicrcial standpoint; but now we
can do the other -;hing, and instead of putting the
wire underground we can put the ground above the
wire.
It seems that the most perfect protection
will be gotten whffre we have the most perfect network of ground v/ires above our conductors, and I
think everything tonight points to that fact.
Another point is somewhat emphasized, and that is,
to avoid ordinary troubles you have got to have :i
high factor of safety in all apparatus.
Troubles
with underground cables arc almost unknown out-

mechanical flainagc and damage to joints
that sor t of thing
and the reason is that
those cables a re made with an extremely high factor
of safety.
For iiistani.-ineous voltage it is 10 to I.
Just as it is* with human nature if a man is in a
side

of

and

;

—

broken-down, condition every few germs that come
along will give Iiim a nev.' disease; but if he is
strong enoufjh they won't affect him at all.
We
have got to make our system germproof, as it were,
and have a very large factor of safety on the insulators. - Ttiat and tlie ground wires arc going to
be the solution o"f our (werhead work.

Toll-line

Discussion

The North

IJa

North Dakota.

In

Telephone

kola Independent

ciation met in Pargo, N.
third annu:al g,atbering.

.'\sso-

May 26th for
Among the things
D.,

the
dis-

cussed was a proposition to permit all toll companies to connect with a single exch;mge where
there is but one in a town and to give the patrons
the right to sc] cct over which line they will do
their long-distnn ce talking.
This would do away
with the temptal ion of a long-distance line seeking
entrance to .a tov .-u .ci encourage or attempt to form
There has been talk
a competing li>c'il exch.inpe.
of legislation
at

the

coming

to compel this,
j.ession of the

and

this

may

be done

Legislature.

The United "Amiisenunt Company of Baltimore,
has conti acted with the Consolidated Gas.
Electric Light and Power Company of Baltimore
for 40,000 inca ndcscent lamps to light its park.
sub-.'itation -will be erected in the [lark, (itkiiiB

Md.,

A

current

from^lhe Wcstport

plant.

'

—
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QUESTIONS

THE INSTALLATION, LABORATORY TESTING AND
REPAIRING OF ELECTRIC METERS.
liv

Josri'll

Special Equlpniont and Methods.

ni

lire

iiK'lL-rs

ni

cripacily.

liii;li

Ilio

of

heal

Jl

U'sliuK

iaiiip-liank

away from
the

tiiulcr

wlici'i.-

Usl
is

l";ul

IcsliiiK

tlic

coioiiU

;i

lliu

;ill

A

;iilv;inl;iK(.""iis

cillu-r

hi'liiiid

In

or

swilchboard so

lamps and

the

iIkmii

luciR'

llio

alto^'L-llu-r

In

.is

an<l

slron^:;

avoid
coii-

slantly chaiiKiiiR glare in the eyes of the lesl-room
force.

Ill

^ome companies the lamp hank

is

placed

room, with the lamps
on an iron skeleton irame wilh asbestos

sepaialc

a

ill

mounUd

firepronf

is'nnil

other

insulation.

C/ocA_~.src/. Meter rest bd

\vr)rkinK order of

re-ipeet.

in

/^/ec.

ananmnii'iil

eoiiveiiii-iil

for

Ic^liiiK

the

rale

emlral slalinn company's (ipiipmenl nf stop-walehes cmisisls nf a
slandard ji-weler's dnck lilled wilh an improvi-i!
contact device fm* heatint; seconds on a teh'Kraph
relay and snnnder.
ICvery morning In-fore slartiiiK
Mill lo lest cniismners' meters (hy iiidicatiiiK-inslruini.nl
aiul stnp-wateh niethnt!)
each man on ihe
testing fnrce compares his slnp-wateh fnr Tk) secAny
onds as ticked nfT hy the standard clock.
watches showing an error exceedinj^ one-fifth secoml, or 0..1 per cent., or imperfect operation in any

minilKT

r;il)li>

suinu of

liiiic,

least

at

ilic

are turned in for repairs.

WA

s<l

v.i

„f

lat-

r,f

si.x

wtl
and

ijo amperes,

aiul

one

very

large

city

.,f nine volts ,'iiid Oo aniijcn-v,
set of nim; halleries of llu.- sann- kiml.
\sVi voIk and iKr; :,iiiiM.Tes, and eoiiitr.Med
ihronj^h a resistance Coil to eni down the voha(.;e
to nine volts for the same load?

H— a

or

KiviiiH

Answkh.

Under

central-slat ijn

vM

A/a/er/a/ ffoom
/
1 ckercS-S/afe7Dp\

Batrery

conditi'tiis

re(]iiired

similar

ti{

the

life of either set of bat50 per cent, more expensive
three cells would be wastiiiR

in

Ije

given

data

volt-

by the load, there would

because l!ie extra
their
energy in heating tlie resistance
not doing any more useful work.

and

coil

not consistent wilh facts,
however.
From the voltage values it is evident
tliat
each cell is rated at 1.5 volts and that the
cells are connected in series in each
case, also
that each cell is rated at 20 amperes.
If this

were

be

to

To <5rack

Room

rissinnt-d

H would

teries.

latter

Off/ce

the

age and current
be no dilTerenci-

The

A.C. TeorBd.
j:£xBc/.

',

A—one

vohs

iiinc

Whirl,

III.:

lon;^csl,

coniKTled to a load

and

KtKiM.

La.MI'-IIANK

rooms,

ti'sl

l;u7;i-

lilooniiMMion,

will
la-.!
batlcrius, \^\\\\\v,

\.

I'.MM-

Ill

Choice of Primary Batteries.
J',

\y.
teries

r.AKKK.

['..

AND ANSWERS.

arc

reliable

a

figure,

would have

the cells

so that six of tlicm could give
JO amperes and nine give 180 amperes.
Actually
a primary battery can give 20 amperes only for a
parallel,

in

I

time on short-circuit. . Therefore these
could not carry a 60-ampcrc load except
for very brief intervals.
For this service at least
limited

cells

Office

O.C.resrBd

Te^f
Resistance
Yiindinq/ich.

Room

three
six

Armature

fac/itr?g Tad/e

ffepoir sfiop
jroc/r Codinets

5/ote h'or/rSenc/ies

METER TEST DEPARTMENT OF NEW YORK EDISON COMPANY.

In the test room of the New York Edison Company a couple of electric fans are made to serve
the double purpose of ventilating the lamp-bank
room (which contains 1,100 lamps, and would without such ventilation become intolerably hot) and
at the same time drawi]ig off the acid fumes from
the storage battery into an adjoining room (see Fig.

having a main meter-testing laboratory and
sub-stations scattered about the city each
one being a meter stock room and headquarters for
the meter testers operating in its locality the standard clock at the laboratory delivers seconds impulses by wire to sounders at the different subsystem

—

stations.

\To he couilnucd.\

fans are placed at apertures in the partition between the two rooms, near the floor, and
the construction of the lamp bank painted iron

Lord Kelvin as a Teacher.

—

frame and connections, with asbestos insulation
and the concrete floor, walls, and ceiling of the
room, offer no opportunity for corrosion by the
A
acid fumes drawn into the room by the fans.

room allows

hole near the ceiling of the

the air to

escape into an old, disused stack.

Storage Battery for Test-room Potential.
Instead of makmg connection to the mains to
supply the potential circuits of direct-current meters
under test, in som^ companies a storage battery
is provided for the purpose, in order to obtain
a
constant potential free from the Huctuations on the
mains. The battery should be in duplicate, so that
when one set is in use, connected to the potential
bus of the testing boards, the other may be placed
on charge. Obviously the cells used need only be of
small

ampere-hour capacity.

The potential battery of
Company consists of 140

the

New York

Edison

of 7.5-ampere capacity at the eight-hour discharge rate, and is connected to the testing boards v/ith end-cell leads to
cells

—

mathematical physics lectures aye, even
elementary lectures the suggestions that he
poured forth were much above the heads of the
ordinary undergraduates over 100 in this class
and they gained little by coming to them except a
register of their attendance, necessary for their
degrees. For, as soon as he turned around to write
on the blackboard, the students, row by row, began
to creep out of the lecture room through a back
door behind the benches and steal downstairs, their
bodily presence folloudng their mental presence
which had left as soon as the reading of the rollFrom time to time Thomson
call was
finished.
put up his eye-glass, peered at the growing empty
space, and remarked on the curious gradual diminution of density in the upper part of the lecture
room.
This class consisted mainly of divinity, medical
and law students, who, of course, should have
been taught the elements of natural philosophy by
some assistant provided by the university. To
waste the time, energy and extraordinary original
power of a genius like Thomson on such teaching
was like using a razor to chop firewood. The
In

in

his

his

—
—

be^un in the Western Electri.
cian of April 4, 1908, is an advance publication of a portion of a forthcoming book by Mr. Baker on the general
subject of "Electric Meters."
It will be understood that
the present serial refers to watt-hour meters used on cus-

junior clerks in Downing Street require instruction,
but the prime minister is not expected to personally
hold daily classes for them. And yet, during the
past 80 years, there have been many prime ministers, but only one William Thomson.
But to those, like myself, who, after receivingsome scientific training, had come from other countries to hear Thomson's talks, his suggestions, his
buoyancy, were like the rays of brilliant May sunshine following April showers. The ideas of those
students sprouted as never they had done before.
The more thoughtful gazed with eyes of wonder
at Thomson developing an original paper during
a lecture on anything that he might be talking
about, we knowing that any notes or calculations
that he might previously have made were on the
back of some old envelope and left probably with
his great-coat in the hall.
"If you want to know
what's in books go and read them for yourselves.
I
am telling you what is not in books," he used
to remark at those lectures at the old University
of Glasgow (now a railway goods station).
From
an article on "Kelvin in the Sixties," by Prof.
W. E. Ayrton, in the London Times Engineering

tomers' premises.

Supplement.

give any potential up to 250 volts. The battery is
connected on the three-wire system, so that when

used for testing 120-volt meters one side may be
used for potential excitation, leaving the other side
available for delivering any current up to the maximum discharge rate. Switches and instruments for
controlling the charging of this battery are installed
on one of the testing boards.

Standard Clock and Sounder.
In several^ of the larger central-station companies,
means of checking the stop-watches used
by the force of meter inspectors hr.ve been devised.
As mentioned elsew-here, even a high-grade stopsystematic

watch cannot be depended upon to stand the wear
and tear of the incessant use that it receives in
house-to-house testing of consumers' meters.
Note.

—This

serial

article,

each having

parallel,

—

Motors.

I
have a lo-horscrunning on no volts
and is very
erratic.
As it
seems to increase in speed somewhat, and when the load is
no more than about six horsepower it will get
stuck
suddenly and blow the
fuses.
Several
times it has shown a tendency to race.
There
are no grounds or short-circuits on the machine.
What can I do for it?

N.,

St.

Paul,

compound

power

current.

direct

:vlinn.:

motor

drives a hoist
picks up the load it
It

Answer.

—

several

The

14).

in

Compound
<5toch
Cob/net^

La f/pes

Benc/7

.

be put

series.

in

,

Y^indmq Mchs.

A.

riG. 14.

should

sets

cells

Compound motors
and

are of two
In the first

differential.

kinds,

cumulative

class

the

series

adds to the effect of the shunt
field.
In the second class the series field opposes
the shunt field.
In cumulative compound motors the speed drops
as the load increases, but the turning power or
These
torque increases with increase in load.
motors are used for hoists, elevators, etc., where
a large torque is required at times and where
the speed is not so important as long as it does
field

helps

or

not become too high.
should be of this class.
In

compound motors

differential

mains

The motor

referred

the

speed

to

re-

loads to about
These motors are designed for use
full
load.
where a very constant speed is necessary, as in
textile
looms.
As the series field is strength-

constant

practically

at

all

ened by an increase in load, the resultant field is
diminished, which compensates for the decrease of
counter electromotive force.
A considerable overload may stall a motor of this kind because it
diminishes the torque.
From the foregoing it is evident that the motor
in question has its series field connected wrong.

running as a differential motor instead
cumulative motor, as it was designed.
All that will be needed then is to reverse the
connections of the series field.
e.,

i.

of

is

it

as

a

Illinois

Independent Telephone Association.

The

Independent Telephone Association
held its fourth annual meeting last week at Champaign, III. Among other matters brought before
the convention was that of combatting the tendency
toward Bell toll-line connections, and a committee
Illinois

was appointed to
pendent toll lines.
election of the

further

the

extension

of

Inde-

The convention closed with the
following- named ofHcers
President,
:

Manford Savage

of

Champaign;

vice-president,

W.

Louis secretary, C. A. Camp of
Henry; treasurer, A. T. Loehr of Carlinville.

H. Bassett of

St.

:

The United States Civil Service Commission announces an examination on July i. 190S. to secure
eligibles

from wdiich

vacancy

to

make

certification

to

fill

the position of assistant engineer, at
$1,400 per annum, in the office of the secretary of
agriculture, and vacancies requiring similar qualifications as they may occur. Applicants should at
once apply for application form 1093.
a

in
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The Status and Commercial

Possibilities
of High-efficiency Lamps.'
Bv \V. W. FUEEMAN.
Pakt hi.

COMMEKCIAL AoVliNT OF THE TUNCSTEX LaMP.
Jl'hal

15.

advent

and

of
zuill

hinif'S

effect

ic'/ifl/

do yen

tungsten

the

the

believe

and

other

coiinncrcial

high-cMeieney

have upon the electric-lighting industry,
is

your idea as

to

the hest leay of nieel-

ing the situatio)! likeiy to ensue?
The replies to this question disclose a remarkable
While there are a few
unanimity of sentiment.
who arc fearful that the tungsten lamp will reduce
their revenues and play havoc with them generall.w
the large majorit\- of th.ose who ha\'e expressed
themselves seem to agree that the tungsten lamp
will prove of immense benefit to the industry, as
supplyirig a vehicle which for the first time will
permit of real competition, as far as price is concerned, with gas and gasoline, and which, from its
high efficiency and economy, will raise the standard
of lighting, so that not alone will more customers
be secured but present customers will rather utilize
this lamp to secure more light for the same nione;'
than the same light for less mone\-.
As the advent of the tungsten lamp and the questions raised thereb>' are of immense importance to
the industry at this time, the following quotations
from replies received ^will doubtless prove of interest as expressing the varying opinions of managers
of central stations of all sizes and from all parts
of the country.
Tungsten lamps will in time disT. From lozva.
place the arc lamp for interior tise also the Nernst
lamp.
They will make gas-arcs run for their life.
The roc-watt frosted lamp and shade placed within
18 inches of the ceiling in any ordinary living room
makes the most perfect artificial light known.
The 40-wait lamp will be the salvation of the
lighting load and will quickly stop the heavy inroads of gas-mantle lighting.
.\t first the revenue
will doubtless be lowered, but the more universal
satisfaction over electric illunnnation will result in
a far larger use of electric lighting, especially for
long-hour business now monopolized by gas,
2. From
Connecticut.
look forward to the
advent of tungsten and other hi.gh-efficiency lamps
as a solution of many of our difficulties.
find
that the greatest criticism that we have to contend
with is that the i6-candIepowcr lamp is too small
a unit and that, at the rates we feel it advisable
to charge, a 24 or 32-candlepower becomes too exPractically all of our customers are of
pensive.
the same class, and our experience with a few that
we have changed over shows us that the highefficiency lamps, while reducing the bills a little, do
not begin to reduce them in proportion to the
amount of current saved and do give us dissatisfied
customers.
Of course we have country conditions
which vary widely from those in the city. None
of our customers use as much light as they would
like, and we feel that giving them more light and
having them satisfied without reducing our rates
will on an average be much more profitable to us
than reducing our rates and, in spite of the reduction, having our customers dissatisfied on account
of the quality and amount of light.
As, however,
the tungsten lights do produce a saving, and as they
do not seem to appreciably blacken or decrease in
efficiency before they burn out, the stock arguments
for free renev,'als do not seem to us to hold good
in this case, and the customers should pay for the
lamps at the cost to the station.
Good effect. I believe if you can
3. From Ohio.
get a rate for current to cover, it is best to furnish
free renewals.
If not, you must charge for them.

—

;

—We

We

—

4.

From Pennsyhauia. — I had

tried

at

different

these lamps.
Work on the new consumer and not
on the old unless he is dissatisfied.
Illinois.
I
believe it will enable us to
6. From
regain a \-ery large part of the business we lost by
,g:is and to keep what we have.
While the earnings
per customer ma\' decrease some, the number of

—

customers will increase so that the gross income
will be much larger.
We are also using it to replace fiat-rate commercial jobs, and while it reduces
tlic bill possibly one-third it also reduces the current usetl to less than half, and we are securing a
much better income per kilowatt. I feel, however,
that the first cost of the lamp is too high.
Te.vas.
If lamps will stand shipment
7. From
and handling and burn 800 to 1,000 hours, we believe interests of central stations lie in encouragement of their tise. The more illumination customers can get for a given amount of money the
Neither gross income nor
more they will take.
generator load will decrease, but a large number
of customers will be added, and dark spots indoors
as well as outdoors will be illuminated.
Missouri.
welcome the coming of
8. From
the tungsten lamp and believe that ultimately it will
be of great benefit to the electric-lighting industry.

—

— We

We

have always believed in giving our customers
for their money, and have found that
a \erv large percentage of them prefer more light

we could

all

for the same
a lesser price.

money rather than the same light at
Temporary 'hardships may be worked

We

believe plants in small towns and cities will
be especially benefited by the use of tungstens, as
gas and gasoline plants will no longer be strong
competitors.
These lamps are a decided
9. From Ne-Li' York.
When competition
step in the advance of the art.
prices to a lower level
manufacturers
brings
among
it
means a good deal to the lighting company in
But the
reducing an economical customer's bill.

—

majority of patrons

we

believe the lighting business
for legitimate profits.
have always charged cost price for all kinds
of lamps: particularly now, with the advent of new
and varied kinds, this policy works out best.
lighting company sells power for lamp or motor
and should not be asked to supply the means of
field

We

A

consumption any more than a groceryman should
furnish lamp chimneys wdien he fills your kerosene
can.
to the more
that central

gradual
detrimental effect, but rather a beneficial result,
allowing them to handle more connected load (in
lamps or candlepower) with the same investrnent
More light
for station and overhead equipment.
the

for

electric

crease
degree.

same money to the consumer will make
lighting more popular than ever and inthe central station's revenue in a marked

Anything that will reduce the cost to the consumer should be welcomed by the central station,
particularly when the cost of production is not increased. Free renewals of the higher priced and
efficiency

lamps should be discouraged

Fro}}i

11.

Vermont.

— In

be

lost

A

from

hiuh-efllciency lamps than will
their old cu5t'>niers by the use of

tj Mr. I'rc»:iii;in'-. ifiiporlani paper ^Ktotn
Uic Naiion^il Bl'-'Ctric LiKlit A^h*iciation. buuuii in the Wt-t^tcrti
Klcclfician of May sjfl.
I.

rontinu.-ition

is

such

till

down

communities of

to

a

the

than
decrease

less

people I believe it will eventually
current consumption; that is, if we install
lamps of less than 60-watt size on our lines. Even
then, there will be some reduction. I believe we
all
should stick to sizes of 60-watt and larger,
which will give the customer a considerable increase in candlepower for present consumption. If
possible, I should like to see manufacturers stick
to the large sizes only
50, 60, So watts, and so on.
I
am a great advocate of Holophane shades in
aiding the customers to get useful light from the
current they pay for.
believe that new-type imits should be sold diI
rect to customers, with a maintenance or renewal
charge of so nnich per lamp installed per month, to
take care of burn-outs.
are pleased with the
Wisconsin.
12. From
tungsten lamp, and believe that when the price is
reduced to 50 per cent, or less of the present price
it
will result in a much greater use of electricity
for illumination and a greater profit to the central
.10,000

the

—

We welcome heartily
and wfuild welcome just

with

them

of

time as the first cost
carbon-filament lamps.

Kasr)linc will surely have to go.
If central stations
will make the proper effort they can secure more

business

—

The change from carbon
economical lamp will be so
stations will not feel any

From AVlU Mexico.

10.

station.

new

light, and
always be a

demand more

will

will

filament

—We

I.l.

these

From

Pennsylvania.

high-efficiency

— We

lamps

will

feel

that

the use of

have the same reWels-

sidts to the electric-lighting industry that the

had

on

the jgas-lighting industry, and
light
the proper way to meet the situation is to educate
the public along these lines.
Wisconsin. .At prcseiU price of tung14. From
sten, inro.ads will he small.
In case a large proportion of tungsten lamps were in use should have

bach

—

to

raise
15.

6,

igoS

cient unit like the tungsten calls for better and
better illumination, and is bound in the end to he
of benefit to the central station.
believe the
best way to meet the situation is to have our cu.s-

We

tomers

informed on the true state of affairs
in the lamp situation, and we believe this information should come from the central-station manage-

ment

fully

first.

—

From

Colorado. Think they should be taken
on gradually, and if judgment is used, due to increasing standard of illumination, there will be little
harm done to sales of current by central station.
Virginia.
17. From
I believe they will help the
electric-lighting industry.
The rate should, in my
opinion, be a readiness-to-serve rate, and the lamp
installation and renewals should be charged for in
this readiness-to-serve rale.
With such a rate and
the high-efficiency lamps, the consumers will use
the service for a longer period, and, with the increased number of consumers that can be supplied
off the same feeders, this will mean a larger revenue
16.

—

for

the central

From

station.

Connecticut.

— We

are a little uncertain
as to the effect. Judgirig, however, from the experience of gas companies with Welsbach mantles,
we believe it will tend to greatly increase the use
of electricity for hghting purposes!
believe the
only thing to do is to furnish the lamps and tell
the facts to customers.
The lamps will be used
iS.

We

anyway, and the

on some companies.

times to make a permanent customer of a barber shop
using Welsbachs and natural gas, but always failed
to hold the business.
I recently installed four 100watt tungsten lamps fitted with Holophane bowl
reflectors.
I told the proprietor what the installation would cost him, what lamp renewals would
cost, and about what his bill would be at 10 cents
per kilowatt-hour, and that if the service was not
entirely satisfactory the four days' trial would he
free and lamps removed without cost to him.
At
the end of the four days T found all the gas fixtures removed and was told to send the bill for
wiring, as he got just what he had been looking
for for years.
I believe the tungsten lamp will he
a great benefactor, provided the lamp people will
confine tlieir heavenly ideas to their religious beliefs and get nearer to earthly conditions with the'
liricc of the lamps.
Indiana.
believe these lamps will
5. From
cn.-iblc centra! stations to get business that- it was
impossible to get with carbon lamps.
Tluy will
also enable you to satisfy customers which could
not be done with carbon lanijjs. With the tantalum
lamps we have been able to conujete with g.'isoline
gas-arcs to some extern, and with tungsten lamps,
when the price is somewhat re<hiccd, the gas and

—We

June

to us the best busi-

ness i)olicv to encour.'ige the use of the most economical lighting unit that it is possible to obtain.
;i

i.25-watt-per-c:nidle

lamp

an even more
efficient unit.
.An exiencled use of tungsten lamps
possibly
might
afl'ect the revemie for a short time:
however, with reduced re\'etnie the saving in station ruid line investineni tr» lake care of future
growih nnisl be considered, Besides, a very effi.'is

We

We

19.

From Washington. — The consumer

is

inter-

ested in getting the most and best light he can for
the least money.
Consequently he will use highefficiency lamps in preference to others if their lasting qualities prove reasonably good. It is probable
that the decrease in current consumption per candlepower consequent upon the adoption of high-efficiency lamps will encourage greater brilliancy in
lighting and also greater waste of current.
So that
while a general and rapid adoption of high-efficiency
lamps might materially reduce the demands on the
central station and leave a surplus of machinery,
temporarily, it is also probable that this would soon
be offset by a more general use of electric lights
by people theretofore using other illuminants, and
cause more lighting to be done by old consumers.
The financial feature (central-station revenue)
would likewise adjust itself. There might be
some cases where, readjustments of rates would be
advisable.
On the whole, better light at less cost
will in the end have a beneficial effect on
the
business, both from the standpoint of more general
use of electricity for lighting and greater profits
to the central station.
20. From IVashington.
In all probability the introduction of the tungsten lamp will result in benefit
to the industry.
It will make competition with
other illuminants iTiuch easier, and yet it may possibly result in decreasing the revenue from some
consumers. It will enable us with the same investment to .greatly increase the number of consmners served. In all probability, increased use of
lights will result from decreasing the cost per unit
of illumination, and the effect upon the industry
will probably be that which the introduction of
the Welsbach mantle had upon the gas industry.
One of the serious problems that seem to confront the central stations in the use of tungsten
and other high-efficiency lamps is the question of
renewals, and the writer's judgment is that it will
he better, as they are gradually introduced, to
charge the actual cost of the lamp to the consumer rather than to attempt to charge the difference between their cost and the cost of the lamp
now supplied.
Siiice the carbon-filament lamp consumes nearly
three times per candlepower what the tungsten lamp
consumes, the reduction in the price of the tungsten
lamp to compensate for the free renewals of the
carbon-filament lamp would only amount, theo-

—

retically, to five or six cents, and this would not
be understood or appreciated by the consumer, so
the full price might just as well be charged,
21. From
Washington.— \Vq believe that highefficiency lamps will have a stinnilating effect on
electric-lighting business, and will lend to make it
expand more rapidly: that they will be introduced
gradually enough so that there will he no necessity
for any company (o notice any resulting decrease
ill
load, even in communities that are growing very
little.
believe that any tendency lo a decrease
in load will he more than offset by the increased
demand for light on accouiK of its decrease in
cost.
We believe that no company need fear the
results of a progressive policy in regard to the use
of new high-efficiency lamps. With companies furnishing free renewals we believe that an extra
charge should be made for renewals of high-cfti-

We

rates.

From Alabama. — It seems

electric-light companies might as
well face the situation gracefully and accept it
cheerfully.
are also beginning to believe that a change
Iti
the rate system, from a flat meter basis to a
readiness-to-serve charge, plus a low rate for current, will increa.se the amount of artificial lighting
done, and, taken together with the advent of the
timgsten lamp, will greatly increase the amount of
our business.
hope this will be accomplished
without too great a sacrifice to net income.

he;irtily

lanipS, which will make
the cost lo the
the same as with ordinary
lamps, which arc renewed free.

ciency

company approximalcly
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for som-: pmleetive device.
In factories
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another and in cli;:ngiiig luw-candkpower lamps for
those of a bibber eandlepower.
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hy
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Several locking coll;)r;i and locking sockets liavc
been devised with )nore or less merit. However,
in both cases the purchaser is required lo purchase
extra

representative of ;i !amp manufacturer recently
said to the writer that the ulimale lamp will have
Then
an infinite life as well as higher cfHcicncy.
-Mine of the lampmakers must change and make
^Miuething else.
"The greatest good to the greatest nund)er" and
"the survival of ihc fittest" will determine. Kach
must regard his brother's good, and we must cooperate with nil the people.
Believe the company should
24. ftoni Ncti' Jciscy.
control sale of the lamps in order to argue more
light for same money, rather than allow manufacturer's agents to sell lamps on basis of same light
for less money.
Do not believe in introducing
tungsten lamps belcw^ 80 candlepowcr, I'co watts.
Now is the chance lo
Fcinisyhiniia.
25. From
Best thing
get away from the free-renewal basis.
secure pay for lamps,
central
station
to
for the
same as gas company docs for mantles. Much
argument to contrary, but our experience says,
"Charge for every lamp." Stations we are operating upon this basis make most money aufl sell
highest amount current per capita.
26. From
Nczv York. Free renewals with ibe
tungsten lamps will be umiecessary.
Beneficial.
Let central sta27. From yezv York.
tions sell these lamps to customers at a profit.
are very sanguine
28. From Massacliuscfts.
Our policy is free disthat a new era is dawning.
tributions W'bere the use will do ns most good. viz..
the replacement of gas by agreement to use electricity for at least one year, and free or partly
free wiring.
Will drive electric arc lamps
29. From Michigan.
out of commercial houses, and we welcome it.
Two-thirds of all received
30. From Miiinesoia.
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consumer.

Messrs. W.
of Chicago.

The new
K.

d'vice

iJonham

and

Electric Heat Applied to Stereotyping.

A

striking e.\arni>le of ihe advantages o» electric
or gas healing is afTorder) by
the Hadaway electrically healed slereotyper's niatriv
drier, illustrated herewith.
The stereotyping proc-

beating over steam

in every newspaper ofiice is one in which the
lime element is of the greatest importance, J^vcry
minute counts, and much cxi>erinienting al great
exi)ense has been undertaken for the ^ake of rc-

ess

//

—

—

—

—

—We
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—
were broken and defective.
From Indiana. — Believe rental basis will be
the solution; lOO-watt lamp, 50 cents per month.
From New York. — Disturbing for a time; may
3T.

32.

XEW LOCKING LAMP

require readjustment of rates. In our case believe
final result will be increase of business.
Too early
to formulate plan of action to meet new conditions
which are uncertain.
T,3,.
From Nezv Hampshire. Believe it will ha\
a tendency to cut out free renewals.
Lighting companies should
34. From Tennessee.
begin immediately to sell the lamps and in no way
to directly discourage them to the customer, but
rather to encourage them, so that the company wdll
not appear in the light of holding the bills up. The
manufacturer, however, should not reduce the price
of the lamps too fast, but should, by holding the
price up, cause the lamp to come slowly into service.
Miehigan.
believe the commercial
2,^. From
advent of the tungsten and other high-efficiency
lamps will ultimately increase the standard of illumination. Customers will, in general, consume
the same amount of electrical energ}' for lighting
purposes, thereby obtaining better illumination for
the same amount of money.
In view of the low rates
36. From Maryland.
here, the advent of the lamps would have a bad

.effectively prevents

ation convention in Chicago, and

it is understood that
manufacturers expect to put out
lamps in the near future carrying this new^ base.
The external appearance of this lamp and base can
hardly be distinguished from those now in use, and
the lamp can be used in any socket now on the
market, in any position and in any shade-holder.

—

several

—

Present high cost of tung37. From Connecticut.
lamps restricts their use. Believe they will
soon be sold much cheaper. Think they will benefit
the business ultimately. We feel that with the use
of lamps costing more the time has come to educate
the customer to pay for his lamps.
sten

From Pomsyhania. — We

—

How

of revenue?
I do not care to test out the chances involved,
so long as I am not compelled to. Should like to
see the result of adoption of the new^ lamps b}'
plants that have keen competition and those whose
large profits might warrant them in taking the
chance (if there are any such).
loss

[To be conehtdcd.]

the

cuts

will

explain

the

locking

mechanism, and also shows the appearance of the
base and lamp complete.
In the illustrations (P) is the central contact of
the lamp proper, (F) being a cylindrical brass collar occupying the position of the threaded cylinder
on an ordinary base, that is to say. it carries

—

cent,

of

The accompanying

—We

believe the lamp is
38.
too expensive and fragile to be used generally.
The facts appear to be tiiat
39. From Montana.
lamp renewals will cost ns two to three times more
than w-ith the carbon-filament lamp, that one-third
the current consumption will do the same ^vork
for the consumer and that furnishing the same
amount of illumination will produce but one-third
the present revenue. As to. the expected greatly
increased illumination, who knows? This is all
guesswork.
many plants can stand a 66 per

ihe removal of lamps except by

some person authorized to do so. This base was
shown at the recent National Electric Light Associ-

—

effect.

ELECTRICALLY HEATED STEREOTVPER
MATRIX DRIER.

E.A.SE.

.

contact (P) through the medium of the glass cement, as in the ordinary base, is cemented to ttie
lamp proper and has soldered to It one of the
(R) is a cylindrical w'orm thread
leading-in wires.
held in position on (F) so that it can be moved in
a longitudinal direction but is free to revolve upon
(F).
(S) is a screw engaging (F), and when
drawn down in position the head of the screwclamps the sliding collar (R). holding it permanent
with fF) and the lamp. This is the condition
when the lamp comes from the factor3', and it can
be placed in any Edison socket. If it is desired
to securely lock the lamp in this socket after it
is
removed,
has been Installed the screw (S)
whereupon the lamp proper carrying contacts (F)
and (P) may be revolved freely in either direction
without changing in any way the relation of the
lamp base and the socket, as the .worm-threaded
cylinder or collar (R") remains in position with
the threaded portion of the socket and cannot be
removed until the screw (S) is again Inserted in
position and drawn dow^n clamping (R). to (F").
By using a left-hand thread on the screw (S) it
will be seen that it is impossible to unlock this
base' W'ith any ordinary screw, neither can it be

S

the time.
With the other methods develelectric method shows a
saving in time of from 50 per cent, to 60 per cent.
In addition to the saving in time, the Hadaw-ay
matrix drier presents a number of advantages over
the older types. The bed which contains the heating element is solid and has no tendency to give
like the cored bed.
The liabilit}- of the bed to explode from excessive pressure is entirely eliminated.
Electric heat can be more closely regulated and is
(•ucing

oped to the utmost, the

absolutely reliable.

The heating element consists of a steel resistance
grid embedded and hermetically sealed in fireproof
Insulation in a heavy bed-plate, immediately below^
upper surface. As a result of this construction
surface of the bed-plate attains a verv high
temperature, and the solid metal below serves as
a thermal storage reservoir. The cold form draws
the heat very rapidly from this surface, so that
the type is very quickly brought to the temperature
required to thoroughly dry out the matrix.
The grid Is practically indestructible. The fireproof insulation does not deteriorate when continually subjected to high temperatures- It has a
high
dielectric
strength
and
good
heat-transmitting
its

the

qualities.

This device is manufactured by the Westinghouse
and ^Manufacturing Company.

Electric

Forest Surveys

An

important step

In

Georgia.

general movement to
brmg many of the rich stands of timber in the
South under a sclenrlfic plan of forest management is the offer made by the School of Forestry
of the LTniversIty of Georgia, at Athens. Ga.. to
furnish timber owners experts who will examine
and report upon any of the forests in the state.
The object of the offer is to collect information
in regard to the forest resources of the state, to
spread a knowled.ge of forestry and to improve
forest conditions. The forest school will furnish
the experts free, and the only expense which -wiU
be borne by the forest owmer will be paid for the
traveling and subsistence expenses of the expert
while making the examination.
if.

the

:
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Recent Developments in Remote-control Oil and Air-break Switches.'
Bv H. W.

-Young.

increase in the use of remote-control oil and air-break switches has developed the
fact that they may be adapted, to a great variety
of uses, and while their primary design was to render the use of current either more safe or convenient, practice has also shown their use to be

The extensive

economy.
Choice of Circuit-hrca leers, The choice of oil or
air-break types depends upon the conditions to be
met, and when attempting to define the dividing
line the following- may be considered
Extensive experiments and actual service have
determined that rupturing the arc of an alternating-

good

—

toggle

and

in

open

an

position

by gravity,

June

however, for the new type

New

and this is deposited in the glaze of the insulator
and causes it to arc over under test at a lower

re-

mote-control switch is for use in controlling the disIf, when
tribution systems of large isolated plants.
first planning an installation, the engineer in charge
remote-control
switches,
it will
considers the use of
be found that they have a vital bearing on the design
of distributing systems, inasmuch as their use permits the engineer to plan his wireways from service
entrance to distributing panels without considering
the switch outlets, so that the entire building may
be supplied with one unbroken feed or its equivalent.

The remote-control switch may be located on
panel boards or -at any desired points, and may be
controlled from as many points as desired by means
of flush push-button switches connected multiple to
a pair of No. 14 wires.
Reduces Current Consumption. This method of
construction can frequently be made to show a saving of 50 per cent, in copper and conduit over the
indirect method of wiring, when arbitrary switch
locations are usually .a long distance from the natural centers of distribution, as well as offering such
a ready method of handling either small or large
groups of lights that there is no excuse for wasting
current on account of inconvenient switching meth-

,

voltage than it otherwise would. After this arcing
streaks may be found on the surface of the insulator, which look somewhat like crazing.
These
marks it is impossible to rub off, and they act
as a tell-tale for sulphur in the glaze.
Second, it can be readily understood that it is
much easier to reguhite 12 gas burners, by merely
turning the valve 'd little, one way or the other,
so that the temperature in all parts of the kiln
will be the same, than it is to regulate 12 coal
fires to accomplish the same result.
Therefore, by
using the gas fire a more even temperature is
obtained throughout the kiln, and when the insulators are drawn from the kiln they will be of
uniform color and vitrification, free from foreign
matter, and in general are said to have a cleaner
and neater appearance than is possible with the use
of coal.

—

NEW REMOTE-CONTROL

SWITCH.

ods.

current system in air is liable to cause surging in
the system and consequent dangerous rises in potentials which tend to uliirnately break down insulation
designed for the normal operating pressure. It has
been shown by oscillograph records that the oil
circuit-breaker or switch invariably opens an alternating-current circuit at the low point of the wave,
or practically at zero current, and for this reason
can as a rule be depended upon to introduce no
The
destructive surges or disturbances in the line.
oil type of switch is therefore more suitable for the
control of circuits operating at potentials in excess
of 1,000 volts than is the air-break type. Again,
the oil-type switch is, for given voltages, more
compact than the air-break type, a point of considerable importance when the installation space is
limited.

—

Profycr Applicafion of Circuit-breaking Devices.
In selecting a type of breaker for any particular
installation it is necessary to first determine the
ultimate capacity of the installation and the total
power which may be supplied to the circuit-breaker
As a rule a circuit-breaker
from all sources.
should be selected whose ultimate breaking capacity is at least as great as the ultimate capacity
which may be supplied to it under short-circuit conWhen considering the ultimate capacity of
ditions.
a system it should be remembered that any source
of electrical energy has. under short-circuit conditions, a reserve power greatly in excess of the
normal capacity, and the circuit-breaker in addition to being required to rupture the energy of its
own particular circuit is under severe short-circuit
conditions also called upon to interrupt the entire
energ}' of all that part of the generating system of
which its particular circuit is an element.
long series of tests conducted under actual
operating conditions has determined the fact that a
circuit-breaker designed and constructed ordinarily
to control and open a definite circuit will not necessarily open a circuit of corresponding capacity under
short-circuit conditions when the source of energy
has a reserve power relatively large in comparison
with the normal capacity.
With the above in mind it will readily be seen
that the selection of circuit-breakers is a subject
requiring careful attention on the part of engineers,
although a fixed rule for selecting a breaker having an ultimate capacity equal to the ultimate capacity of the system docs not always apply in cases
where several circuits or stations arc tied together
by long transmission lines.
In such installations it will be found impossible
to concentrate all the energy at certain stations or
points in the system, owing to the drop in the
transmission line, and in such cases it is frequently possible to use circuit-breakers which have
an ultimate breaking capacity much less than the
ultimate capacity of the sources of power connected to them.
One of the latest developments in remote-control
switches is herein shown and will be foun<l applicOne
able to a very large tiumber of installations.
of the most comni'>n applications is its use for the
control of 2,200-vo!i circuits from a distant point,
as its use avoids bringing hack the high-tension
IcacU 10 the control point.
As will be seen, the
switch U of compajt design, employs laminatcfl
contacts and is operated by two coils, the, upper of
which is the closing coil and the lower the opening
coil.
The switch is hi-ld in a closed position by
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Gas-fired Porcelain Insulators for

Transmission Lines.
The

being of vital importance to the
transmission engineer who desires to offer to his
power users uninterrupted service, is worthy of the
best efforts of both engineer and manufacturer.
With this idea in view, as well as. that of economy in manufacture, the New Lexington Highvoltage Porcelain Company of New Lexington.
Ohio, has adopted natural gas exclusively for the

IWAN POST-HOLE AUGER.

kilns in which arc fired the insulators for transmission-line service, manufactured by it.
The use of the gas fire is said to benefit the
insulator very materially, in two distinct ways.
First, it eliminates from the glaze of the insu-

power and railway companies,

electi'ic-ligiit,

whicli

require an auger for large holes.
The handle of
the 12 and 14-inch auger is usually five or. more
feet long, and it is frequently necessary to start
the hole for about a foot with a spade, so as to
bring the handle of the auger within easy working
height. The 14-inch auger weighs about 24 pounds
and takes up about a foot of earth at each filling.
While one man can operate this large tool, it is
better for two to work it in very stiff soil, and
even with the extra man it digs as rapidly as four
men could with the old-fashioned spade and telegraph spoon.
Iwan Bros, are located at Streator,
111.

insulator,

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
A

government

structed

(0

telephone
connect Niopet,

line

being conwith the IMc-

is

Wis.,

nominee reservation.
Northern

Pacific

Railroad dispatches all its trains between
and Dilworth, Minn., by telephone.

Staples

Commencing

June

ist

the

The Western Electric Telephone
Mason City, Iowa, has acquired
Telephone Company for $15,000.

Company
the

of

Northern

A telephone system is being installed between
Galesburg and Savannah by the Burlington Railroad for the use of its train dispatchers.
The
pany of

Farmers'

New

Co-operative
Holland. S. D.,

rated with $10,000 capital.
the incorporators.

J. G.

Telephone
has

Van

Com-

been

incorpoZee is one of

City .'\ndilor McDonald of Toledo, Ohio, is
opposing the furnishing of free telephones for the
He
use of various clerks in the city departments.
contends that the amounts so expended by the
board of public service is illegal.

May

ilic Ctiitral lik-ctric

Iwan

in shape from the smaller
of special interest to telephone.

.'Vdtions have been brought against the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company in the United
Stales Circuit Court by Oakes Ames of Milton and
Both cases
Frank VV. Breed of Cambridge, Mass.
arc based upon llic allegation that the plaintiffs
have suffered damages through the acquisition by
conmatiy of companies in which they
the telephone
the Telephone, Telegraph
were stockholders, vi/
of America and the New York
Company
and Cable
j'elejihone and Telegraph Company.
.

t,

27. ly-^.

shows

illustration

14-inch

slightly
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Lights Only Burned When N'ceded. In one auditorium lighted with an equivalent of 2,000 i6-candlepower lamps and controlled by type D-2 switches
the contact buttons are located in four points in
the hall, one of these points being a keyboard on
This arrangement has proved
the speaker's desk.
so satisfactory that a saving in current is made each
year that is at least equal to twice the cost of the
remote-control switch equipment.
Motor Control. The control of small alternatingcurrent motors in vacuum-cleaning plants and automatic refrigerating installations, as well as the thermostatic control of motors in chocolate mixing and
other manufacturing processes of a hazardous nature, are problems that are readily solved by the use
of remote-control switches.
Fire Protection. Many times it is desirable to
control the entire current supply of a building from
a point at which the entrance switch could not conveniently be located
but as a flush' push-button
or key switch can be located at nearly any point, a
system is possible in which the last man to leave
the building presses a button, thereby removing all
danger of electrical fires as well as preventing waste
of current from lights which have accidentally been
left burning.
A very popular applicaShozi'-zinndozv Control.
tion is that of window-light control, the key switch
being located on the otitside of the building so that
the watchman may extinguish the lights without
entering the premises
or, where the distances are
not too great, the control of a considerable group
of switches by a pair of small wires running direct

1908

lator all the impurities which are found there, when
the insulator is burned in a coal-fired kiln. There
may be a considerable amount of metallic substance
in the impurities, but the principal difficulty, according to the
Lexington company, is experienced from the fact that coal contains sulphur,

there

being no intermediate point in which it can remain.
This switch has been found useful in controlling
arc-light circuits, operating from sub-stations located
some distance from the main station, or from points
where an attendant is available. By using a time
switch in connection with the remote-control switch
the arc lights can be switched on or off at any predetermined time, thus avoiding the expense of a
station attendant.
The largest field,
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Electric Power In a Table Factory.
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favor.

The

fact that in this type of induction

motor the

contained within the revolving
member, thus eliminatin.g the separate starting compensator, contributes to a wiring arrangement that
is
remarkably free from complication. A main
switch with the necessary fuses is all that is required. The wiring throughout the plant is done
starting resistance

in

is

and substantial manner.
transmission throughout the

a neat

The

electrical

mill

220 volts; three-phase, 60-cycle alternating current being supplied by the local lighting plant.
Although the total geiurating capacity of this plant
is
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20-IIORSEPOWER MOTOR DRIVING A TABLE-LEG MACUINE.
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containing the boiler
room and dry kilns, the other a two-story building
containing on the second floor the varnishing and
finishing rooms, and ci\ the first floor the offices
and shipping departments. The boiler room contains a 60-horsepower boiler, which furnishes lowpressure steam for the heating system and dry
kilns.
The fuel, consisting of waste material from
a

|„,i,

Ihc

two-story structure. All
The second
of the machinery is on the first lloor.
story contains the carpenter and cabinet shops, in
which the tables are assembled before shipment.
Besides the main building, there are two wings,

one

li.,-,
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chines arc located to better advantage than would
he possible with long line shafting, and the flexibility of control is greater.
The president of the

concern

expressed his views of the electric drive
"We arc very much pleased wilh the
motor drive and everylhing is going along successfully.
I do not hesitate to say that
I
would
not change to any other drive I know of, even at
follows

as

much

less

:

cost."

Comparative Tests of Carbon, Metallized Carbon and Tantalum Fila-

ment Lamps."
By

T. H. Amrine.

the

present time there are only three types
of incandescent lamps having a wide enough commercial use to make them important factors in
incandescent lighting. The first, and by far the
most widely used, is the familiar carbon-filament
lamp, which in ordinary, sizes gives an efficiency
seldom exceeding 3.1 watts per candle-power with
an effective life of approximately 500 hours. The
second type is also a carbon-filament lamp, but the
carbon by the process through which it passes in
manufacture is given somewdiat the characteristics
of a metal, and for this reason is called the metallized-filament lamp. The manufacturers have claimed
for it an efficiency of about 2.5 watts per mean
horizontal candlepower.
In the third type the filament is made of the metal tantalum, and there is
claimed for it an efficiency of about two watts
per candle,
•At

It is the
purpose of this bulletin to give the
results of tests made upon these lamps in the lab-

oratory of the electrical engineering department of
the University of Illinois, with the view tif bringing out, if possible, the good points of each lamp,
together with any other facts that will help in the
selection of the proper type for any particular
purpose. Especial care was taken throughout all
the work to make the conditions under which the
tests were conducted exactly the same for each
type of lamp in order to have a fair basis of comparison
between
types.
Although
comparative
rather than absolute results have been particularly
striven for, it is felt that dependable quantitative
values have been obtained.
FIG. 3.

the

TRIPLE-DRUM SANDER DRIVEN BY 25-HORSEPOWER MOTOR.

shops,

is

conveyed

to

the

boiler

room by an

The James D. Lalor Engineering
Company, Washington, D. C, was the engineer in

e.xhaust system.

charge of the design and general layout.
In deciding upon the adoption of the electric
drive for this plant many factors were taken into
consideration. The initial cost of both the electric
drive and the mechanical drive was found to be
approximately the san'e, but when the company
learned that power could be purchased from the
lighting

local

hour
tric

it

company

at

two cents per kilowatt-

figured that with the adoption of the elec-

drive there would result a large saving in the

power

cost.

This point has been borne out,

now

FIG. 4.

.lO-HORSEPOWER MOTOR DRIVING A GROUP
OF NINE SMALL MACHINES,

or about 134 horsepower,
power is supplied not only to the table works but
also to several small factories in the town.
While
is

only

100

kilowatts,

of course, can be accounted for by the fact
that all of the machines in the different factories
are rarely in operation at the same time, still it
is
an excellent illustration of the inherent reliathis,

bility

and

that

desirable

machinery,

characteristic

of

modern

temporary heavy overloads.
With one exception the individual drive is used
throughout. In many cases the motor is direct-connected by means of flexible couplings either to an
electrical

e.xtension of the

viz.,'

mwbine

the

capacity

for

shaft or to a countershaft

SUMM.ARV.

As

summary,

might be well to consider separately the three lamps and compare them with
respect to the following considerations:
I. Efficiency.
In the matter of efficiency alone,
this test, as well as all other tests which have been
made with these lamps, shows conclusively that the
metallized lamp is much superior to the carbon,
and the tantalum is as much superior to the metallized.
The difference between 3.1 watts per candle
and 2 watts per candle, about 28 per cent., is sufficient to outweigh almost all other considerations.
a

it

—

I. This is part (opening oaracraplis and summary) of a bulof the University of Illinois Engineering Experiment
Station, dated September, 1907.
The author is first assistant
pt the Experiment Station,
For some reason the tungsten

letin

lamp

is

npt inpludetl.
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It

means

thai

a

20-cancllepower metallized or 22.5-

candicpowcr lantalimi lamp can be operated with
the same amoimt of energy as a i6-candlepower
earbon lamp. It means that a power plant which
lamps
is running with a heavy overload of carbon
would, if the carbon "lamps were exchanged for
the same number of candlepower of the newer
lamps, be operating at about normal load with
In the same way a
the consequent advantages.
method is provided to lighten overloaded feeders
without any decrease in the candlepower of light
furnished.

—

The curves show that upon
2. Cost of Ofcralloii.
well-regulated circuits each type has a field of its
own within which it is the most economical. For
\-ery low costs of power the carbon lamp gives
Hence, particularly for persons
the' best economy.
generate their own current, it would not^ pay
change from carbon to the higher efficiency
lamps, because in this case either the cost of power
in %vhich
is low or else the fuel bill, the only item
there would be a saving by using high-efficiency
exthe
other
with
compared
large
not
lights, is
penses, such as attendance charges, taxes and inWhen the cost of energy is high, as it is
terest.
in most cities, the tantalum lamp would be the
best to use. The metallized lamp seems to be restricted to rather narrow- limits of power cost and
The newer types of
to good operating conditions.
lamps would have a great field in lighting railroad
trains and steamships, where the cost of power is
always high, if filaments were robust enough to
withstand the shocks and vibrations that are usually
present. It seems that it might be possible and

who
to

advisable for niaViufacturers to develop series tantalum lamps for this purpose. The filaments that
a series lamo would no doubt
to withstand the vibrations and
jars found in this service, and their economy of
current consumption would make them much pref-

would be used in
be strong enough

erable to the carbon lamp.
of Candlepo'^ver
3. Maintenavce

and EMciency.

—

In regard to maintaining candlepower and efficiency,
the newer lamps make by far the best showing,
the two being almost the same in this respect.
The metallized and tantalum lamps have a drop
of, respectively, 20 and ig per cent, in candlepower
in 1,000 hours under condition A, while the carbon
drops 32 per cent, in the same time and under the
same conditions. The change in efficiency for the
[Conthree lamps is in about the same proportion.
dition A represents best conditions under steady,
well-regulated voltage from storage battery; condition B means adverse conditions under badly
fluctuating alternating current.]
Comparing the lamps upon the basis of
4. Life.
average life to 80 per cent, of the original candlepower, which is standard for the carbon lamp, the
following results are obtained:

—

Life in Hours.

Condition.

Carbon.

Metallized.

Tantalum.

A

400

780

S20

B

22s

350

350

This method of comparison

is,

if

anything, unfair

to the higher efficiency lamps, because, owing to
their higher first cost, the smashing point should
be after the lamps have reached a candlepower
considerably less than 80 per cent, of the original.
to show the superiority of the
respect.
Light. The quality of the light

serves, however,

It

newer lamps
5.

Quality

In this

of

—

from the metallized and tantalum lamps

is

much

both being considerably whiter, softer
and more pleasing to the eyes than that of the
carbon lamp. Being a whiter light, the newer
lamps show more nearly the true values of colors
than the carbon lamp, and hence are superior for
lighting dry-goods and clothing stores, art and picture galleries and other places in which colors must
be judged. The intrinsic brilliancy of the three
kinds of filaments is approximately
Carbon. 140 candlepower per sguare inch.
Tantalum, 165 candlepower per square inch.
Metallized, 190 candlepower per square inch.
On account of the groat intrinsic brightness of
the newer types of filaments, particularly the metallized, it is not advisable to use these lamps for
interior lighting when they arc placed low enough
to he in the line of vision, unless they are provided
with groimd-glass or opal globes.
6, 'Distribution of JA^ht.
The distribution of the
carbon and metallized lamps is so nearly identical
as to admit of little choice between them in this
particular. The tantalum lamp differs from these
in having a lov/-tip candlepower. which is a point
in its favor when used with reflectors.
For use with reflecting globes the most ofiicicnt
lamp for any given watt-pcr-candic consumption
woald he one with a long, (ilraight filament mounted
vertically. This kind of an arrangement gives the
condition v/hcre the minimum i[iroportion of liglit
is radiated
downward and upward, but gives a
distribution which can he changed to suit the requirements by means of reflectors, and is such that
the minimum light is lest tn the base. Getting a
the

same,

downward distribution by placing the greater part
of the filament horizontal, as has been done in many
of the "downward-light" lamps on the market, is
an inefficient method. It is true that these lamps
throw the maximum of their intensity further down
from the horizontal than an ordinary lamp, but in
so doing just as much light is thrown upward.
where it is mostly lost in the base, and on thr:
Tn
ceiling by absorption and improper reflection.
get light where it is needed, and do it most efficiently is accomplished by mounting the filament
so that as nearly as possible the entire length of
it
is
parallel to the axis of the base, and then
using good reflectors. The tantalum lamp meets
this- requirement very well, as is shown by its lowtip candlepower, which indicates a small loss of
Tlie intensity at angles, e-ven up
light in the base.
to 30 degrees from the tip, is low in this lamp.
The same condition would be shown at the base
if the distribution were not changed by its presence.
Near the base all light that has its course changed

downward by

reflectors must strike the reflector
This, of course, is a condition
a large angle.
that favors absorption and losses. With the tantalum the radiation in these unfavorable directions
is less than in the other two, and is superior for
that r.eason if reflectors are used. When the lamps
are used bare,, the carbon and metallized give a
at

greater candlepower downward where it is generally
needed than does the tantalum lamp.
Voltage Varlaiion. For use
to
7. Susceptibility
upon poorly regulated feeders or at the end of long
feeders that are sometimes heavily loaded, the metallized and tantalum lamps will make a much more
uniform and pleasing light than the sensitive carbon
lamp.
It is in
8. Ability
to Withstand Rough Usage.
this particular that the carbon lamp stands supreme.
Long experience in making them has enabled the
manufacturers to make a carbon filament that will
withstand almost any reasonable usage. The filaments of both the metallized and the tantalum
lamps are easily broken, especially after they have
been burned for a while. The filament of the
former is so fine that jars such as would be caused
by screwing the lamp into or out of the socket
sometimes make the two halves of the filament
cross each other near the top. This short-circuits
about one-third of the filament, and if the current
is turned on, the lamp then burns
at about three
times the normal candlepower. This, of course,
greatly reduces the life of the lamps if the filaments are not separated. They may be shaken
apart by tapping the lamp, but usually not before
the filament has been materially weakened by burning at the high candlepower. The filament of the
metallized lamp is easily set to vibrating in an annoying manner. Often while working with them
the vibration of the filaments was such that the
flicker was easily seen on a piece of white paper
at a distance of four or five feet from the lamp.
It was only in some positions about the lamp that
this was noticeable, but in these positions it was
very pronounced and disagreeable. It seems to be
caused principally by the reflections from the bulb
of the lamp. The motion was in this way magnified.
No such effect could be obtained from the
carbon or tantalum lamps. The carbon filaments
were stiff enough to resist the vibrations, and the
way in which the tantalum filaments were mounted
prevented any vibration in them.

—

—

Conclusion.

From the study of these lamps it appears that
the carbnn-filamcnt and the tantalum-filament lamps
can cover adequately all the phases of incandescent
lighting that are now covered by the three types.
For low power costs and for rough or unusual
uses and for small candlepower units the carbon
lamp is best, and often the only one that can be
used.
For higher costs of power upon poorly regulated circuits and for lightening the load upon
overloaded stations the tantalum lamp is best. It
is not recommended bv its manufacturers
for use
upon alternating current, yet the results obtained
show that although it does not do so well upon
alternating current as it does upon direct-current
circuits, it still gives better economy for the higher
power costs than the carbon lamp. The principal
fault of the metallized lamp is that of mechanical
weakness, which probably docs not exist in the
larger sizes, where a heavier filament is used, so
that for units of 40 or 60 candlepower or above
this type of lamp is very satisfactory.

—

Georgia Electric-railway Project.
curing $6,000,000 bonds Ilic
Atlanta (Ga.) and Carolina Railway Company, proposing to build an cxfonsivc electric railway, has
filed a deed of trust wifli the clerk of the court in
favor of (ho Clifcaeo Title and TrusI Company and
I'nr the purpo.sc of

s(

W. C. Niblack. This i\i:c(\ includes all franchises,
dcpols ;md oilier prop-.Tty lo be erected, including
At ibo same lime the Atlanta and
Carolina Construction Company filed a deed conveying its franchises and rights to the Allanla and
Carolina Railway Company.
rolling

slock.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continental Europe.
May 23. — At ihc annual spring

exhibition
of the Societe de Physique at Paris there was to be
seen a number of apparatus of interest.
One of
these was the new Abraham rheograph for projecting current waves upon a screen.
The instrument
which was here shown gave a very clear view of
the waves which were taken in the present case
from the city mains.
It was constructed by the
Carpentier establishment, which also showed a galvanometer of the Abraham type for measuring very
small currents; also an induction coil, which was
one of the attractions ot the show, as it is no doubt
the largest which has been built as yet in France.
It gives a 50-inch spark and is constructed on the
Paris.

KUngelfuss method,

was

built

in

with,

Switzerland

flat

on

A

spools.
coil which
this principle gave a

60-inch spark.
The present induction .coil weighs
770 pounds without the condenser. The same establishment showed a pair of photo-telegraphic instruments on Dr. Korn's principle, which were in working order.
The Belin and Carbownelle apparatus
were also to be seen.
An electric forgo system has been applied very
successfully in one o'f the mines at Transvaal,
known as the Vill;ige Deep Mine. Heretofore the
tools had to be sent up to the surface in,. order to
be put into shape, and this operation is. quite frequent. Besides, the local blacksmiths had not the
necessary skill for handling the tools and often
injured the steel in the heat.
The difficulty was
overcome by installing a number of electric forges
within the mine itself, so that the tools no longer
need to be sent to the surface.
The new system
has proved to, be a valuable one in many ways, as
the heat can be very well regfilated and the operation is economical.
The metal is not injured by the
iieat in

this case.

In Dalmatia there has been erected a hydraulic
plant of some size at Maiioilovac.
good part of
the current is used in the large calcium carbide
Power is
factory, which is located at Sobenico.
secured from the Kerka River, on which a nometer fall is secured. The wafer is taken off by
an underground flume about a mile long 'to, a settling basin, and from this four penstocks lead to
the same number of tnrV.ines. The latter are of the
Francis type and are rated at 6,000 horsepower,
making a total of 24,000 horsepower for the plant.
Three-phase alternators are coupled to the wheels.
and these machines are designed to give 30,000
volts directly.
The role line running from the
station is about 20 miles long, and it leads to the
carbide plant, where most of the current is used
for the furnaces.
Bere are located 12 single-phase
transformers which give a current of 50 volts for
the plant. At present there are 24 carbide furnaces
running, but during the present year eight new furnaces are to be erected, and for this purpose the
hydraulic plant will h;ive new machines added so
as to bring its capacity up to 30,000 horsepower.
At present the furnaces are turning out 35 tons of
The electrical apparatus is furcarbide per day.
nished by Ganz & Co. of Budapest, and the entire
plant is owned by the Dalmatian Flydraulic Power
Company of Trieste.

A

It

a

of

is

proposed to adopt the. electric system upon

number of railroads in Bavaria, in the regions
Augsburg and Munich. The single-phase system

will be employed, usin.g electric locomotives as well
Current will be obtained' from difas motor cars.
ferent hydraulic plani:; in the region.
A. de C.

New
Boston. May 30.
Elevated Railway
of

ship

the

England.

— The

bill

Companv

West Fnd'

to

to

Street

permit the Boston
acquire the owner-

Railway Company,

heretofore operated under a lease by the Elevated,
which had 14 years to run, has passed the State
Legislature and was signed this week by the executive. This will involve the issue of new capital
by the purchasing company amounting to $6,400,000 preferred and ?9.6Sq,250 common, this being
the outstanding capital of the West End company,
The Boston Elevated cMupany's canital authorized
previously was $i5;,ooo,ooo, of which $13,300,000 is
outstanding. There are also $11,000,000 debentures
authorized, of which $7,500,000 have been issued.
The estimated saving to the Boston Elevated by
the Iransition from lease lo consolidalion is $300,000 annually, or abour Iwn per cent, on its stock.
The Worcester Polytechnic Institute branch of
the American Tnslitule of Electrical Engineers has
elected officers as frdlows
President, F. A. Spencer. 'oS
vice-president. L. M. Harvey, 'oqi'sccrelary-lrcasurer. W. D. Stearns, instructor: execu:

;

tive cnnunilt'-e,
*0f).

Prof.

and R. n. Gold.

11.

'10.

B.

C. E. Putnam,
the year 14 meet-

.Smilh.

During

ings wt'fc held, with an average attendance of

115.

.American Telephnnc bonds have been given an
bv the action of llic Massachusetts Legislature
making lliem a legal inveslmeni for savings banks

uplif'.

in
in

Ibis

stale.

The Massacbusclls High way Connnission, which
has
panits

over (elegranh and telephone colnusing Ihc highways, has been
appropriation of $20,000 lo cover the

supcrvi*;ion

granted

in

this

an

stale
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The Inlcrboi-nuyli Rapid
Cily, JFay 10.
'rransil: Company has r,.-ncwcd lu-golialions willi iIkhe Sleinway Uiniu-l under
c-ily for llic pm-cliasc of
P.
Kivcr a.', luirly-seeond Street. F..
the
l-;asl
I

president of the company, wrote a day or
two ago to Chairm.in VVillcox of the I'lililic Service
Frawdey hill
Conunissioii. pointing out that the
had conferred power 011 the commission to con.sider
the matter, and asking hiiri to discuss the matter
on the basis of the offer of the Inlerhorongh l;isi
hehrnary. This su,i;gcsle<l that the city should pay
the luiilders of the tunnel ahont $7,2,?g,'47Ci for it.
It w-as also proposcil that the city should underl.ikc the operation of the tnnncl in connection wnh
Itryaii,

New York

and Queens Comity Railway Com-

the surface line.-- of which comnumicatc with
Ihe tunnel.
The expenses of this would, it was
suggested, be arbitrarily fixed and divided between
One live-cent fare was
the city and the company.
Street to any
to be charged from Forty- second
>'
the Queens County road.
point on the lines
Orders were issued yesterday by the Public Service Commission to lite New Y^orU Cential to inTwentycrease materially its local Bronx service.
three northbound trains instead of 16 will now
stop at all important stations in the Bronx, and
24 instead of 15 southbound.
An offer has been made by the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company to the Public Service Commission to construct, equip and operate a railroad
between Fulton Street and Flatbush A-\'enue, Brookp.iny,

and Canal Street, Manhattan. The line would
run for about thre-^-ciuarters of a mile as a subway
under Flatbush Avenue and its extension, and
lyn,

to die .=-treet level at the Manhattan
Bridge Plaza at Nassau and Sands streets. It
would cross the iVlanhattan Bridge on the lower
tracks, and would then become an elevated line,
joining with the Third Avenue road. The company would charge only one fare of five cents
from Atlantic and Flatbush avenues over the new
road to any station on the Manhattan Elevated
lines.
The road would have two tracks, and would,
it is
asserted by the Interborough officials, save a

would emerge

great deal of time -"or Brooklynites wishing to reach
the financial parts of tiie city.
This proposal contiicts
with the proposed Fourth Avenue Subway
plans.
It
asks for two of the tracks over the
Manhattan Bridge, which would have been used
for the Fourth Avenue plan, and then takes the
streets of the first and part of the second sections
of the Fourth Avenue line.
The construction of a subway from the Williamsburg Bridge to Lalayette Avenue, Brooklyn, the
building of another Itninel under the East River
at Beekman Street, and the diversion of the proposed Broadway and Lexington Avenue line so as
to take in the Centre Street loop line, w^ere some
of the schemes proposed yesterday to help the
Public Service Conunission to find a way out of
the diffienlty in wdtich it finds itself.
•

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company has

re-

fused to operate the Icop subway line along Centre
Street from the Williamsburg Bridge to Brooklyn
Bridge, and the commission finds itself saddled with
two expensive links n- a transportation line which

nowhere.

transportation

.Mi

.(o.

In

apnli-..

bniiil

While Brooklyn
facilitie:;
and the

cannot find the money

(

is

clamoring

city

declares

for
it

to build them, the commission has the Williaiusljurg Bridge and the Centre
Street loop wdthont pro;)er connections for relieving
the situation.
The plan projected by the old Rapid Transit
Board was for a loop line connecting the tw-o
bridges on both sides of the East River. On account of the expense it was decided to construct
the Manhattan end first, and during the consideration of the scheme it was always assumed that
the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company w^ould operate this portion of the line as a part of its regular
Brooklyn service. Controller Afetz said a few da^'s
ago: 'Tf the Brooklyn Rapid Transit is not "willing to operate the loop, the city has spent $9,000,000
for a lemon, and A'e are so much in a hole.
The
only solution is to build the Broadway-Lafayette
Avenue loop in Brooklyn. If w-e had built "the
elevated loop it would have been running now^ and
the Brooklyn Bridge problem would have been
solved."
W.
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Eh-clrie Lirlil and Power Coin|)any
Wis,, has been ini:or))nr:i1ed f'>r $:>/>, ijf/'t.
Incnriinratnrs
Laninni Row-land--, .Mih-s A.
are
Cnrjriyear anri Jnsephinr- (',. Rowlands.
The M.'isnn City .and Cle;ir Lake Railway Ojuipany of Mas'jn City, Iowa, has been incorporated
for $20.tKKj .-iiid aineiujed the original articles lo
admit of btiilding lines into Minnesota.
The survey of the proposed Des .Moines and
Sioux City interurban line has been commenced at
.Sioux Cily, Iowa.
Tnni.-di

Ifii-

Toin.'ih,

<>i

The
l",-clls,

with
It

Little I'alls V/alerpnwer Company of Lilllc
Minn., has offered to furnish Drainerd, Minn..

c-h-ctricity.

proposed

to consolidate the electric power
the Yellov/stone Valley and Southern
and 'extend the power line of the Madison

is

plants

of

Montana
River Power Comjiany from Madison River Valley
the

lo

Dakota

state line.

R.

The

\Viiiona Internrb.-.n Railw-ay Company claims
be the only line m the world that does not run
ears on Sunday, and whose receipts arc used exclusively for educational purposes.
With two exceptions the oflicers serve without i)ay. The business done on this system equals th.-it of any other
system in the state in proportion to mileage. When
completed the investment will amount to over $2,ocojooo, w-ith a capital stock of only $16,000.
Its
bonded debt amounts to from $21,000 to $26,000
per mile. H. J. Hitz of Pittsbur.g is president and
to

the Rev. S. C.

Dickey .general manager.

The

Poseyville Light and Power Company has
of incorporation and proposes to construct an clectric-li,ght plant in
Poseyville.
The
capital stock is $io,aoo and the directors are headed
by Frank K. and .August Seib.
The United Gas and Electric Company of New
-Albany has broken ground for the erection of a
large plant to be equipped with modern machinery
for producing and disiributing gas and electricity
for heat and power purposes.
The public-utility etunpanies of Indiana have had
their taxes reduced to the amount of $1,250,067 less
than last year. The principal reduction was made
in the assessment of properties of telegraph companies, due to a decrease in the earnings alleged
to be due to telephone competition.
The interurban
railway companies, with the exception of the Fort
Wayne and Wabash Valley Traction Company, were
gi\-en a reduction.
S. S.
filed

articles

-

Illinois.

May

Peoria,

30.

—There

is

Cin-

Hamilton and Dayton Railroad, between
Decatur, III., and Indianapolis. Ind., is to be converted into an electric road. Certain interests were
planning the building of an electric road to parallel
the steam line, and this is said to have been the
cause of a good offer to the promoters of the electric line to purchase the steam road
The Illinois Traction Company will remodel the
old car barns on Monroe Street in Springfield,
converting them into an interurban passenger and
freight station.
At the rear of the station commodious repair shops will be built to take care of
will have to be made locally.
mortgage, given by the Chicago. Ottawa
and Peoria Railway Company, has been filed for
record at -Streator. Tb.c mortgage is given to the
Central Trust Company of Chicago, and makes the

the repairs that
first

trust

company

trustee

for $5,000,000 five

bonds to be issued by the company.

per

cent,

This precedes

the building of the line to Streator by the Illinois
Traction System, of which the company is a part.
The building of a power plant at Michigan City
by the Chicago, Lake Shore and South Bend Railway is understood lo niean the running of the ears
of the company to Niles, along the route of the
Michigan Central, and the nltiniate building of the
line into Kalamazoo, Mich.
The plant will cost
$1,000,000 and will be able to furnish more power
than will be required to operate the present line
of the company between Chicago and South Bend.
One result of the local-option law is seen at
Virden, this state, where the city is unable to meet
the bill of the local lighting company for street
lighting,

amounting

business

men

according

to

to $.soo per month.
The local
will be taxed to pay for the lighting,
a meeting held bv the Commercial

Club.

People's Mutual Telegraph Company of Chicago has been incorporated wdth a capital of $25,000.
The declared purpose is to do a general telegraph
business. The incorporators are Walter F. Sommers, Michael Feinberg and Sol Salins.
The Milford Telephone Company of Milford.
with a capital of $2i.ooo. has been incorporated by

H. Dawson, A.

temporary

electric

wdiile the building

power

plant,

which

is

to he u.sed

being^ completed, will increase
the total contract price to about $60,000.
This includes, also, 170,000 feet of conduit, sw-itches and
receptacles for lighting, as w-ell as wiring for
telephone and fire-alarm systems. Charles C. Moore
& Co. were awarded the contract for the steainIjoiler
plant and the installation of piping and
auxiliaries,
etc.,
for $49,900.
The Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company took the contrae-t some
time ago for two large direct-current
generators for the plant. Oil fuel is to be used
throughout the power plant.
The much mooted ordinance regulating the rates
of the Pacific Telephone Company in San Francisco during the coming fiscal year has been passed
to print by tire board of supervisors by a vote of
Supervisor Murphy presented figures pur15 to I.
porting to show that the proposed rates would
allow- the company about nine per cent, on an
investment of $6,818,692.
The Telluride Power Company has filed a $10,000,000 trust deed with the county recorder at Salt
Lake City, Utah, and will begin extensive imto

its

is

system

in

Utah,

Colorado

and

Idaho.
Bids will be rjceived till June 15th by the city
clerk for the furnishing and placing of ornamental
iron posts and installing lights and wires along
the ocean-front walk between Pier and HollLster
avenues. Santa Monica. Cal.
The Washington and Oregon Traction Company
has secured rights-of-way for a power house, flume
and water privile.gcs on the south fork of the
Walla Walla River, near Walla Walla, Wash., and
will build a 5,aoo-hor5epower plant.
The City Council of Santa Cruz. Cal.. has taken
preliminary steps for bonding the city for $100,000
for the expansion of the electric-lighting system
and other purposes.
The Big Bend Light and Water Company has
made application for a franchise to install an electric-lighting plant at Whitefish, Mont.
Work will begin shortly on altering and completing the municipal street-lighting system of Pasadena. Cal. Manager C. E. Koiner has charge of
the work.

A

deed of trust has been made of

all the propSan Francisco, Oakland and San Jose
Consolidated Railway Company to the LInion Trust
Company of San Francisco to secure a bond issue
of $3,000,000. The money will be used to extend
the system. The entire bond issue was for $7,500.OC0. of which $4,500,000 will cover the old Key
Route bonds.
.Advices from Long Beach, Cal.. state that the
Pacific Electric Company intends to extend its line
from Long Beach to San Pedro over a private
right-of-way along Long Beach harbor and Commercial Street.
Reports from Santa Ana, Cal., stated that the
Southern Pacific Railroad Company will electrify

erties of the

line betw-een Santa Ana and Newport Beach
and that the Southern Pacific and Pacific Electric
companies will build a union depot at Newoprt.
its

The

C.

—

provements

a report that the

cinnati,

A

Pacific Slope:
Francisco, May 27. The Palace Hotel Company has awarded the coivtract for the electric wiring, etc., for the new eight-story hotel to tlur John
G. .Sutton Company of San Francisco.
It is understood that the wiring- job alone was taken for less
than $50,000, but that the work of installing the
S.-m

J.

Hall and M. F. Dawson.
V. N.

A.
President W. Jordan Massee of the Central
Georgia Power Company was racently authorized
$30£00,ooo stock and $i6.ooo.oco bonds, and
work on the big dam at Ocmulgee River is well
under way.

to issue
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PERSONAL.

light

with the Commonwealth Edison Compnny in its inspection departtlic electrical deagent
of
purchasing
ment, is now
partment of the Sanitary District of Chicago.

W.

F.

]Mr.

Electric

Company.

X. C. Draper, general manager of the EastWisconsin Railway and Light Company of

'Sh.

ern

Lac, Wis,, has resigned to accept a posiwith the Ohio Electric Railway Company,
with headquarters at Zanesville, Ohio.

Fond du

tion

Mr. Milton Hartman, well known in incandescentlamp circles, has taken the sales management of the
tungsten-lamp-fixtur2 department of the Brilliant
Electric Company. This is a new department being
organized by the Brilliant company to push the new
tungsten unit.

Mr.

H. Kellogg, manager of the Antioch
Company. Antioch, 111., was a visitor in

H.

Electric

Chicago last week. The Antioch company's plant,
which is said to be the only gas-producer plant in
Illinois, recently began supplying current for Antioch and vicinity and is meeting with success.

William H. Hubbard, formerly associated with
Alexander Graham Bell in the early tests of the
telephone, and said to have been one of the first
to hear the human voice over the telephone,
died at his home in Lake Forest, near Chicago, on
June 1st. He was a native of Chicago, born in
185S. and was well known among scientists.

men

Mr. O. A. Rochlitz. v.ho has been connected with
chemical department of Armour Institute of
Technology- for seven years, about half of which
time as associate professor of chemical engineering,
has resigned this position to follow commercial pursuits.
He has established an office in the Merchants" Loan and Trus: Building as the representative for the Chicago district of the H. N. Strait
Manufacturing Company, E. Keeler Company and
Weinman Machine Works. These concerns manufacture various types of steam power-plant equipment.

The president of the British Board of Trade has
appointed a committee consisting of Mr. G. R.
Askwith, K. C, Sir lohn Gavey. Kt., C. B.. Dr.
R. T. Glazebrook, F. R. S., Major P. A. MacMahon, F. R. S.. Major W. A. J. O'Meara, R. E.,
C. M. G.. and Mr. A. P. Trotter to prepare a programme for the consideration of the delegates to
the International Conference on Electrical Units
and Standards, to be held in London next fall, and
to make arrangements for the reception and assembly of the delegates attending the conference. Mr.
M. J. Collins, of the Board of Trade, will act as
secretary to the comini;tce.

of

Amite City, La., will rebuild the elcctric-ligiU
plant recently destroyed by a tornado.
light

A. Erwin contemplates installing an

and gas plant

in

electric-

Franklinton, La.

The Navasota (Tex.) Light and Power Company
has been incorporaied with a capital of $20,000.

The General Electric Inspection Company of St.
Louis has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $50,000.

The Glendora Light and Power Company has
been incorporated in Glendora, Cal., with a capital
stock of $20,000.

The Consumers' Con'^pany of Ctcur d'Alcnc, Ida.,
has sold its electric-light and power plant to the
Kootenai Electric Company.
Electrician Bleidt of Little Rock. Ark., is
for a ^o.or-o electric-light plant.
will have a capacity of 750 arc lights, with a
It
turbine.
steam
450-horsepowcr

City

preparing plans

D. D. Rogers, city engineer of Dayton, Fla., has
prepared plans for a waterworks system which may
be constructed in connection with a new clcctriclighl

plant,

replacing

the one burned

recently.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

traction

company

is

controlled by

Chicago

capital.

01 New Castle. Ind., has invented
a .signal to stop interurt>an trains at country crossings at night. The c-ntrivance consists of a semaphore pole and arm so arranged thai anyone wishing to I>oard a car may release a lever, lowering
the arm across ihc! track and closing the open
electric circuit, caii.'iing the lights inside the arm to

David B,

L'tt

1903

rules and data regarding belting
use are given. This company's first tannery
1867 and the plant has steadily grown
to one of the largest and most complete in the
world, with a capacity of over 200,000 hides a year.

able

and
was

mechanical

its

built in

MISCELLANEOUS.
More than seventeen

waterpovver and to supply water and electriicty to
the

in

public.

1906.

The

About

graduates of Arm.nir Institute of
gathered for the semi-annual alunuii
banquet at the Grand Pacific Hotel on June ist.
The principal addresses were by Bion J. Arnold.
Dr. William A. Colkdge. W. J. Gordon, '99, W. S.
Taussig. "03, and R. A. Calkins, '97.
Prof. E. H.
Freeman was elected president of the alumni asso140

Technology

ciation

conimg

the

for

The National

year.

Fire Frotection

Institute

more than 12,000 horsepower of
machinery has been installed in the El
Oro (Mexico) mining camp during the last two
years.
All of the pruicipal mines of that camp are
now equipped with electric power. The Veta Colorado Mining and Smelter Company, situated near
Parral, state of Chihuahua, has installed more than
It

stated that

is

electrical

Association

recog-

nizes tliat a practical means for the conservation
of the natural resources of the country is to be
found in the restriction of the destruction of property by fire.
Therefore it recommends state legislation enabling communities to make proper provision for the supervision and control of building
construction and installation of adequate fire protection and prevention measures.
It also urges existing authorities to greater care in fire protection.

Armour

secretary of Public works of Mexico has let
contract for the equipment of the government
wharves at the port of Tampico with electric cranes.
The machinery has been purchased in Germany.
The electrical energy will be supplied by the Compania dc Fuerza Electrica de Tampico. It is reported that the government has in contemplation
the providing of similar equipment for the other
ports of the country.
the

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.

Technology

50 motors, with a capacity aggregating nearly 2,000
horsepower, to operate its cyanide plant and milling
and mining machinery. It is said to be one of
the most modern electrically operated mines in

Mexico.

open its
session on June 22d.

01

TRADE NEWS.

will

six weeks' summer
Courses are offered in electrical engineering, chen:istry, physics, practical shopwork, mathematics and
drawing.
In the eie-:trical department seven regular and ri special courses in electrical engineering

regular

The Allis-Chalmers Company has opened an

office

Birmingham,

Ala., in charge of Mr. Seldon
Jones, as district manager, rooms 319-320 First
National Bank Building. Inquiries regarding the

at

are offered, as well as two courses in telephone
engineering.
The civil engineering camp for field
practice in surveying will be located at Peniene

varied line of machinery manufactured by the company will be promptly attended to at this address.

Dam, Wis.

receive sealed proposals until July 7th for the construction (including piumbing. gas piping, heating
apparatus, electric conduits and wiring) of the postoffice at lola, Kan,, in accordance with drawings
and specification, copies of which may be had from
the custodian of the site at lola, or at the above

This work will begin on June loth.
Further details in regard to any of this summer
work can be had by addressing Dean H. M. Ray-

mond, Armour

Chicago.

Institute?.

PUBLICATIONS.
The

Silvey

scribed and
issued by the

The

Dayton Manufacturing Company, Day-

Electric Traction

Weekly

will

move

its

pub-

from Cleveland, Ohio, to Chicago,
with offices in the Manhattan Building, on June
I2th.
The first Chicago issue will be mailed from
Chicago on June iSth.
lication

offices

Company

Electric

are

to

for

motor

no-load and service

characteristics,
tests,

Cincinnati,

short-circuit

test,

heat and insulation tests.

The Fort Wayne Electric Works has just issued
four interesting publications.
One describes a convenient meter-reading book for maintaining permanent records in central stations. Another treats
of Fort Wayne fan motors which are so largely
Bulletin No. 1106 describes the company's
used.
interesting line of .^'andard direct-current switchThe fourth is a
board panels for small stations.
valuable instruction book on Fort Wayne scries
alternating-current arc systems.
Electric Storage Battery Company of Philhas issued bulletin No. 109, bearing the
title "Sale of Current for Electric Automobiles by
Ekctric-light and Pov.cr Stations." The subject of
charging automobile batteries has liecome one of
much interest to lentral stations as presenting a
field for new business, and the new bulletin contains exceedingly interesting data on this subject
and includes matter of much value to those interested in automobiles or the sale of current.

The

delphia

The comusers.
pany has in the past m.idc claim for certain points
of superiority for its motors and feels that the
satisfied

testimonials prove sucli claims. Today the line of
Wagner single-phase motors is complete as to size,
speed, etc. Those intcnrslcd can get a copy of the
booklet by writing to the company.
entitled "Glimpses of
Modern Belt Making" has been ])uhh'shed by the
Manufacturing Company of
Graton & Knight
The difTerent processes whicli
W^jrcester, Mass.
leather
convert a hide into
and leather into helling

are

very

intercstinj; booklet

carefully

described,

and

will

there

illustrations of the different processes.

arc

excellent
vahi-

Some

aggressive campaign to secure

its

of

States.

A

BUSINESS.
The Chicago Fuse Wire and Manufacturing Company, Chicago, the well-known manufacturer of
"Union" outlet and switch boxes and "Union" enclosed fuses and blocks, announces a constantly
increasing business.
It says that its fuses have
been subjected to most rigid tests by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters.
"Union" enclosed
fuses and blocks are approved by the Underwriters'

Laboratories and the Mutual Laboratories of Boston and recommended by the National Board of
Fire Underwriters. Each fuse is tested before leaving the factory, assuring accuracy as to reading.
The fuses are carefully manufactured and all the
parts are made from dies which cannot vary o.ooi

The Chicago Fuse Wire and Manufacturing
Company has just issi'cd a new catalogue, which

inch.
it

neatly printed testimonial booklet. ''Vox Popnli." issued by the Wagner Electric Manufacturing
Company of St. Louis, contains 46 pages of praise

A

Washington, D. C,

the carbon-brush business of the United
recent visit to the plant of this company revealed the fact that the American Carbon
and Battery Company is in an excellent position
to make satisfactory carbon specialties.
The carbon brush which the company is now pushing
most energetically is known as the "American
Street Railway Brush."

share

will

be glad to send to those interested.

A

Wagner motors by

architect,

Just from the pen of the advertising artist of
the American Carbon and Battery Company of
Signal Hill, East St. Louis, come two neat little
folders entitled, respectively, "Do You Know?" and
"Brush History." Without going into details, these
pamphlets are comprehensive in their character as
advertisements of the carbon brushes of the American Carbon and Battery Company. It is plain to
see, too, from its literature that this company is

now making an
of

prepared for distribution among those
interested a convenient folder containing concise
directions, symbols and formula; for testing polyphase induction motors. The principal tests referred
has

Ohio,

The supervising

office.

locomotive headlight is deillustrated in an attractive pamphlet
electric

ton, Ohio.

fi^tr

At a special election in Sioux City. Iowa, an
ordinance granting a franchise for 25 years to the
Sioux City Traction Company was defeated by a
majority of 34 votes in u total vote of 3,900. The

6,

million pounds (17,211,000)
of metallic aluminum were consumed in this country during last year, according to Mr. W. C. Phalen
of the United States Geological Survey, whose
statistical report on the production of aluminum
and bauxite has just been published. This is an
increase of 2.301,000 pounds over the consumption

The Triumph

Carthage, Tenn.. is considering the
installation of an elccLric-light plant.

W.

men have

practicable.

way Company. The capital stock is $3,000,000. and
the incorporators include Willard Bennett of Helena.
George H. Savage, K. E. Congdon and W. E. Dufresne of Butte. The company is organized to develop the waterpowers on the Stillwater River and
also to build an electric railroad from Billings, Columbus and other points into Cooke City. Other
stated purposes of the corporation are to furnish
electrical power for all kinds of mechanical and
manufacturing purposes, to produce, lease and sell

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
city

is

it

Articles
of
incorporation
have been filed at
Helena. Alont., by the Stillwater Power and Rail-

the

The

nvimber of inlerurban

model and say

the

f.-vmerly

Derby,

Vice-president C. E. Corrigan of the National
Metal iMolding Company of Pittshurg, Pa., was
entertained at the Chicago Sonth Shore Country
Club last week by President Lemuel Cushiny, of the
Illinois

A

instantl}".

examined

TvTiie

DATES AHEAD.
Electrical Association (annual
Ont., June loth, iitli, 12th.

Canadian
ronto,

convention),

To-

Mechanical Engineers (semi annual
meeting), Detroit, June 23d to afitli.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education (annual meeting), Detroit, June 23d to 26th.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (annual convention). Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J., June 291I1

American

to

July

Society

of

2(1,

National Electrical Contractors' Association (annual meeting), Chicago, July 15th, i6th and 17th,
Michigan Electric Aspoci.ition (annual meeting), Grand
Kapids, Mich., August i8th to 21st.
Ohio Electric Light Association (annual convention), Hotel
Victory, Put-in-Bay Island. August isth. 26th and arlh.
New York Electrical Show (second annual), Madison

Square Garden, October 3d to 14th.
Chicago Electrical Show (fourlli annual). Coliseum, January II to 33, IQ09.

luiu' Ck
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ILLUSTRATED

ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

fsaued ((Jnited Sruirs

Dynamo -cIcflviL'

SSS..|i;6,

Macliiiic.

M.

J<>lm

Il.irr,

W'esliii^^JK.ii.r

Wi'slinylmusf
iCIcctric and Maiu'lacturiiiK Company.
Applioalion likHl Oclobcr 5. ujoy.
I'illslnirK.

A

of

circuil

(lisposcil

16,

Willi

iimi

;i

Imwi-iI

ailj.'ici'tit

sjuiial

:i

emit acts

r;iil,

I lit-

system

Uidor

Telephony.

williui

I In.-

mid

Jt

VVillard

S|iiva.l

a

IS

inulator

lntiKi.-il

Dow,

V..

H,

mlerruiifcr n
nnmb.r of hrnslu-

iitary

with

I

Secondary
Mihvaidcee, Wis.

SSS.Ooj.

Iumkiu-

I'liiladilpliia,

fur

b'xplosiun

Mass.

I'.raintrL-f,
i(>o4.

the

..f

Uichard

Il.allery.

Applicaiiou

J.

l'"lcisclKr.

April

filed

X, i(/>7.

;;loraKe battery has a partitioned jar with an nppi-r
tlaiiKe below ils rim.
.\ cover liaviiiK a continuous

oilier

groove

iMulerside

the rim ami each |iariiti.jii.
the cover with the ilan^'e.

ennaKCfi

There are means

for

bnliiiiK

Pliers.
Ernest A. Gemeiiy, Junction City,
Kan., assiy:iior of one-half to William H. Coleman. .\lchison, Kan. Application filed February

neutralize earth emrents in a teleplK'ne line
eonsist of an imluctoriuni having one coil cunneeted to
tile
line nf Iransniission and the seeiind coil euinieeleil
One of the cuils is constructed so that
ti)
the Krinnul.
one part has an inducing elTect opuisile to llu- iudiicinn

of

tu

tlic

15-

iyo8.

These

pliers arc
cutters.

sulation

second part.

Spark

SS8.611.

Isidor Kitsce.
Gallic Tcloiirapliio S>'stcm.
.Aiiplicalion filed December
Philadelphia, J 'a.

SS8,509.

Mass.

and
the units from
in

a

ho.x

recessed

special

in-

March

filed

s]>ai"l;-coil

units

are

Jr..

Lowell,

1908.

6,

removably mounted
one of

so connected that the removal of
the box necessitates the removal

of

its

adjacent unit.

Electric-railway

888,613.

-liM v<-

Avi-w

;in<l

wit lint

Itie

HKK/,77.

ui
..f

fiurroiiii'liiiit

Tbi-

i-

.t

Ihrre

lib

^|.

..i.i.hKt..r-,
.-..i.j.icti>r^,

.v^^. a

S\\\\\\v.

d April

fo|-

iion cii.hHiH.^-

all

M. Whiic.mli.

ClKirles

.\|»pli<-;iiion

;i

Bh.-;iil.ii,ti.
r.;.ac4--.

ili.-

I'orlland,

I'/A

0.

loriK, Ii.dh.w .vl..,l .,f
Mj.arabli- M-.-lion--,
'Iti-

Kroovc^

-.piral

oIIhi

ilir

(|„.

jj,

rion-t'«iidiii-iinK inai.ijjl
nlicailiintj "-IrrVf.

Troll.ry.

Ore,

Kpli.-. »

ili.-

Ir.vliiit;

Mi.all .liamn^r and
ohlt-r MClions ha-..e'lilial M-cli.»ii.

llir

iiit'.

Sekclin« Di \ ice for Mkclrical SiKMialiiiK
Apparatus. John ilurry, KidKi-ficbl park, N'.J.;
Marie Hurry, '.-xeeuiri-x of said Jtihii iJiirry, docea.sed.
Applicaiiou fijerl July j8, 1906.
A roiary drum with a ^erieH of sin. i,n iti i.<Tiph.ry

K««,69J.

I'.

is connected
with .t cfMiln.lliiu; circuit
of brushes bearing on the drum.

liaviiiK

a

niiiiibcV

88H,7M.

Sparking Plug.
I^jiiis
Kantrowii/.. New
"N'ork. N. y.
.'\p[jIlcalion filed March 6, 1907.
electrode has a
lo vibrate on

.An

mounted
from

e.'ich

number of noiicunductiiiK [dales
Ibe saim- and sliKlnly sci>ar;il(:<l

oilier,

Signal Apiiaratiis for Telcjjhonc Switchboards. George M. Ryder, Somervillc, .Mass.

.S88.748.

May

.Apiilicalion filed

1905.

17,

A

John O. Heint/c.

Coil.

of

with

pr.fvided

Application

A number

1906.

Mfiiilar

with

Coiil roller

Mirp.un.Iinn

liial.-nal

elcilriiMlIy

iir»-

circuits

Mi0i.1i

A joint lor eiibl.-. will) a nDinbrr
liiKhv.dlaKc- e^rl<|ll^ b.i^ f\\^\'\ Nlr.-v<

r^

i(>o4.

8K,S.6o6.

Means

17,

III.'

ill

Sji.'irkinK-circui;

This

imnJtiv:.

1904.

elTect

Com-

i',

^wit.-h.-s.
''^I^>f.5'>7.

The
Kilsec.

.\l;imif;n-tiiriiiK

iMsint-

of oiu--Iialf lo William i. l.alla.
Appiicalion tikd April .'5.
Pa.

assij>tior

PbiladL-lphia,

.lud

Applicaiiou lihd )-\-bruary
a

I'niinuiNL-s

jqoS.

M-t of
eleetneally ..;>eiat.d
r.lay
Mvileli.-s
vvliieli
Ki.v<-rn . llir
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upiin the |)lale. wliicli uveilier^ llie anii.

Pa.,

t|irin(:

njoy.

closiT

a

t^^f^.507.

In

(laliSysU'in.
I*;iilui
IC.
assii^unr of niic-half to
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'Ws...

3(>.
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motor loniiol tli.-rr
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i-nil-i<-t.iiiiiiiK
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l-.lcL-ir;.-
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King^land,

llailc,

Oclt.lxT

siiU-

Si^iK'!

Kinn'sIaii'I,

Clytli'

to

|iiiniili-il

i-i

iiisiiliitiiiK

Railway

KSS.^Sj.
barl,

A

Ci.iT

Uiiii1k-(1

(.(iiisisliiiK

igiior

:is,

!':i..
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Ed-

System.
Application

Signaling'

ward B. Howell, Ruttc, Mont.
August 22, 1907.

line signal is in circuit with the (.-onlacts of llie
relay.
There are means for short-circuiting llie line
signal .ind for pl.-ieing ;t supervisory hignal under the control of the same relay contacts.
line

Motor

Automatic

888,759.

Smytlie,
Electric

Chicago,

Starter.

Edwin

IT.

assignor lo ihc Western
111.
Application

111.,

Company, Chicago,
August 17, 1905.

filed

filed

A pole has an upwardly extending bracket, a track
wire sui>ported on the upjier end thereof, a hanger projecting from the pole above the bracket, and insulated
sectional conductors supported on the hanger at points
.below and at one side of the track wire.
Automatic Filling Machine.
Jerome N.
Humphreys, Dallas, Tex. Application filed June

888,615.
20,

NO. 888,509.

— CABLE

'In combination witli a cable is a relay, a second relay
controlled thereby and included in circuit with a condenser and a battery, and a sliunt across the break of tlic
first
relay including a high resistatice and a battery.
(See cut.)

Telegraphy.
Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia,
assignor of one-balf lo William J. Latta.
Pbiladclpbia, Pa.
Application filed August 9,

888.510.
Pa.,

1506.

This system operates by reversals.
mutating device is operativcly related

A

localized

Duplexing

Telegraph

Lines. Isidor Kitsee. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of one-half to
WiUiam J. Latta, Philadelphia, Pa. Applicaiiou

August

filed

9,

1906.

Means to nullify the effect of the signaling current
the home instrument embrace an inductorium. a
source of current for the primary, a movable auxiliary
coii for the receiving device and means to connect this
coil to the secondary of the inductorium.
on

Armature Winding for Electrical
888,514.
Benjamin G. Lamme. Pittsburg,
chines.
assignor to the Westingbouse Electric and
ufacturing Company.
17,

Application

filed

.

Chauncey

C. Johnson, Scranone-hundredtbs to John
A. Watson, Pittslon, Pa. Application filed Oc-

Insulator.

8S8,6r6.

ton. Pa., assignor of 45

tober 26, 1907.
The insulator has open wire-receiving s:jaces on
formed by a pair of complementary concaved jaws.

XO. 888,759.
top

Apparatus for Electrical
888,638.
Particles from a Fluid Stream.

Separation

of

Lawrence N.

Morscher, Enterprise, Kan., assignor to William
J. Ehrsam and Lawrence N. Morscher, co-trusApplication filed March
tees, Enterprise, Kan.
24, 1906.
A pair of electrodes is electrically charged at different potentials and arranged one within the other to form
an annual separating chamber having an induction passage leading thereinto, the chamber also having a fluideduction passage leading therefrom.

Car Truck. John Murphy, Pittsburg, Pa.
Application filed August 9, 1907.

888,640.

Ma-

August

last

successively

until

all

are

in

circuit

A

combined sheet-metal base and socket shell is corand interior thread.
to provide an exterior
Means for securing the lamp shade to the socket comprise two insulating rings, each screwed on to the outside thread of the socket and clamping the shade therebetween.

888,533.

Igniter

Rod

for

Gasoline Engines. RobForks, N. Y. Application

igniter rod carries an igniter finger and a contact
bar in an extensible relation thereto.
There are means
for holding the bar rigidly to the rod at different extended positions.

Photographic Print Apparatus.
William
888,540.
E. Sinclair, Chicago. III. assignor to the Haller
Chicago.

lamp retarded by
switching mechanism.
888,557.

III.

a

a traveling, counter weighted
fan governor and appropriate

Hermon L.
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the

System of Electrical Control.

Van Valkenburg,

Application

1904.

The apparatus contains
electric

the

Western

Application

Chi-

Electric

filed

August

1905.

17,

In combination with circuit terminals having fixed conis a bridging member
comprising two blades connected together by toggles and mounted to move forward
freely between the contacts, and means for operating
the toggles at the limit of the forward movement of the
blades to spread the blades outwardly against the contacts to close the circuit.

Line-wire

F.istener.
Lafaj^ette
Y., assignor of 95

Stanton,

one-hun-

Spark
Cal.

Plug. Eligha Eruden, San FranApplication filed February 10, 1908.

Two wires pass through 3 holder so that their ends are
adjacent and exposed.
Speed Indicator.
Edwin T. Greenfield.
Kiamcsha, N. Y. Application filed February 8,

S88.79S.

1907.

An

A

ELECTRIC CAR TRUCK.

NO. 888,640.

electric car truck has a pair of axles

having wheels

the truck frame and cranks outside the truck
a rod connecting the cranks and a motor con(See cut.)
to one axle between the side frames.

inside

frame,
nected

Francis C.
Automatic Weighing Scale.
Osborn, Detroit, Mich. Application filed January 21, 1907.

8,646.

An

motor
backward
motion of the motor
electric

arranged to slide the weight forThe direction of
on the beam.
is controlled by the position of the

is

beam.

Electrical Appliance for Controlling Air
Brakes.
James G. Pearce and William H.
Pearce, Oakland, Cal.. assignors of one-third to
Truman J. Pearce. Berkeley^ Cal. Application

centrifugal governor driven by a rotary shaft moves
a sliding contact, connecting varying members of sections
of a coil in circuit with a source of supply.
An indicator is connected to the core of the coil so as to show
the speed of rotation on a scale.

888,801.
J.

Apparatus for Measuring Light.

Hammer, New York, N.

Y.

William

Application

filed

October 31, 1906.
Means are provided

for causing the light to be meascurrent flow in an electric circuit
of current and selenium cell, the
variation in the potential difference over the latter being
determined by a voltmeter as a measure of the light.
(See cut.)

ured

to

vary

containing

a

the

source

8,648.

An

Machine Company,
filed September 10,

to

111.

tacts

cisco,

ward and

ert J. Rennie, M'ooers
filed July 26, 1907.

assignor

creating pressure upon the wire.

888,521.

rugated

111.,

Company, Chicago,

888,782.

in

Shade Attachment for Electric Incandescent Lamps. Albert F. W. Meyer, Chicago,
111.,
assignor to James H. McGill, Valparaiso,
Ind.
Application filed June 6, 1906.

Edwin H. Smythe,

Circuit-breaker.

cago,

This fastener consists of two clamps, the ends of one
extending through the ends of the oilier and receiving
the wire and a lever for forcing the clamps apart and

Separate sets of resistance units are electrically connected and have relatively greater conductive capacities
increasing successively from one set to another.
A rotating switch is connected in parallel with each unit of
each set and arranged to switch in the units from tlie
to the
parallel.

888,760.

dredths to himself and five one-hundredtbs to
the Forsyth Manufacturing Company, Buffalo,
N. Y. Application filed August i, 1907.

Rheostat.
Seth A. Leonard, Cleveland.
Application filed June 17, 1907.

first

MOTOR STARTER.

Beaver River, N.

A winding for polyphase electrical machines consists
of coils that are divided into a number of groups for
each phase of the current, the sides of the coils of each
group alternating in position with the sides of the coils
of other groups.
Ohio.

AUTOM.-VTIC

of switch members is each adapted to cut
out a portion of the motor resistance.
magnet adapted
to
be controlled by varying currents actuates a cam
mechanism to regulate the successive operation of the
switch members.
(See cut.)
series

888.763.

Pa.,

Man-

1904.

888,517.

A

A

com-

to the receiving
device to make operative a translating device through
one of the impulses received and make it inoperative
through the second of the impulses received.

888.511.

1907.

Two valved conduits are each provided with an automatic weighing device, means for moving receptacles
onto and off of each device, electromagnets for controlling the valve and receptacle-moving mechanism and
means connected with the weighing device for controlling
the circuits through the electromagnets.

TELEGRAPH.

November

filed

25,

16,

1906.

Renewed September

1907.

The engineer's air valve, has an electrically operated
auxiliary controlled through special track circuits and
contacts.
8,674.
cis

Connecting Conductor for Cables.

Fran-

assignor

to the
Pitts-

S.

Viele,

Pittsburg,

Pa.,

Standard Underground Cable Company,
burg,

Pa.

Application

Renewed March

29,

filed

1905.

August

15,

1902.

NO. SS8.S0I.

-APPARATUS FOR MEASURING LIGHT.
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William J.
Jlcthod of ireasiiving Light.
Applicaliun tiled
Y.

8SS.802.

October
tion of

app.Tratiis

oinlinLiI

iiicllicul

in

t!ie

Ridgewood, N.

longitudinal
having
shaft
lu
grooves, and a sleeve having internal, longitudinal grooves
and communicating, lateral apertures, are conducting rings
mounted on the sleeve, and conductors enclosed vvithin
the grooves and apertures and connected to the rings.

combination

Hutches,
AutoYork. N. Y. Appli-

Benjamin

assignor

J.,

multigraph CotnpKiiy. New
cation filed June i, 1907.

F.

the

to

series of
Tile macliine is provided witli a magaiine, a
disconnected lieading cards contained tlierein. and electric
to otieratc a
circuits controlled by tile cards and adapted

-

to a tcleplionc

box and haying an opening for the bell clapper,
means whereby the batteries can be cut out and the
per prevented from striking the bell.

May

tiled

11,

and

bide

and Romolo
filed January

1906.
Ilic line
In these throe patents distinctive features of
super
tlie
cut-off relays and circuits and those of
visory signals arc described.

Leon Dion, WilkesFurnace.
assignor to the Ainericns ElectroApplicaHerinetic Company, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
tion filed April 30, 1906.
\ chamber contains a bow! or crucible for receiving
provided with e ectrodes
the material to be treated and
the
projecting into it and across the path of tr.avel ot
Electric
Pa.,

to
cent,

Signaling.

and Frank Kamerer,
cation filed
This

is

May

New

William E. Hailett
AppliY'ork, N. Y.

29, I907-

a burglar-alarm system particularly adapted for

application to sliding

window

sash.

Ray P. Jackson,
Apparatus.
Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghousc
AppliElectric and Manufacturing Company.
Electrical

888,901.

cation filed September

1907.
\ line conductor is provided with an insulating sleeve
therefor and a support intermediate the ends of the
material that
sleeve, and a flaring shield of conducting
surrounds the insulator and extends outwardly therefrom.
3,

Control System for Electric Motors. Henry
D. James, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghousc Electric and Manufacturing Company.

888.903.

March

1906.
to close in a
A series of switches that are adapted
operating coil for
single
a
has
predetermined sequence
each switch and a limiting device that may retard tlie
Resistance sections
sequential closure of the switches.
connected in multiple circuit are short-circuited by the
limiting device when the current traversing the motor
circuit is less than a predetermined value.

Apphcation

filed

System

888.904.

3,

of Electric-motor Control.

Henry

D. James, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghousc Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Application filed March 3, 1906.
The motor has means for automatically
acceleration

888,912.
trol

effecting

its

and a pair of switching devices which are

to act alternately in

adapted

delaying the acceleration.

Method of Operating and System of Confor

Lamme,

Benjamin G.
Electrical Generators.
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the West-

inghousc Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Application filed August 2, 1906.

A generator having series field and armature windings
operated by first connecting a secondary battery in
shunt to the field and then connecting the generator in a
braking circuit.
is

888,923.

Electrical

Heating Apparatus.

Pheysey, Ontario, Cal,

Application

1:^

per

Richard G.
filed

August

22,

1907.
The apparatus consists of a sheet-metal shell, a heater
plate secured lilercto and having a recess formed therein
for the reception of the heating coils, which are surrounded on the remaining sides by a heat non-conducting
material.

Apparatus for Deflecting Frazil and Anchor Ice from Power Streams. Frank C. Pierce,
Shoshone, Idaho. Application filed February 6,

((88,924.

1908.

cent,

A

deflector Krate has a number of iiarallel bars joined
These bars are
adjacent ends I»y return couplings.
heated by sending an electric current through them.

Automatic Electric-railway Switching Device.
Francis M'. Kice, Dows, and .Arthur \V.
Hill,
Belmond, Iowa. Application filed September 19, 1907.

888,929.

/\ car carries an cleclromcchanical device on the front
end for opening the Hwtlcli tongue and a similar ilcvice
on the rear end to close it.

Typcwrilinjt Machine.
Jo.scpli
A. RonWof>nsockel, K. I., assignor to the UnTypew riler Com|).iiiy, New York, N. V.
Original application filed .March 23. igo6.
Divided and this application filed February 7, 1907.

clietti,

flerwooil

A

Means are provided whereby, when a safety switch is
closed, the electric crane may be operated in either direction, and when the switch is open the crane may tie
operated in but one direction.
The operation of the
crane beyond a predetermined point throws the switch.

Apparatus for Treating Ores.

889,128.

Hendryx, Denver,
vember 26, 1906.

Colo.

Application

Wilbur A.
filed No-

A tank has means for continuously aerating its contents by lifting portions and moving tliem in a thin sheet
or film in contact with the atmosphere.
Electrodes are
disposed in the path of the lifted portions.
George

Sign.

Electric

889,145.
Pa.,

C.

Nientimp, Erie,

assignor to the Jewel Electric Sign Company, Erie, Pa. Application filed March 16, 1907.

A

sign character is formed with openings having. a jewel
for each opening.
It is illuminated jErom within.

Arc Lamp.

889,162.
tady,

N.

V\?illiam S. Weedon, Schenecassignor to the General Electric
Application filed May 20, 1904.

Y.,

Company,

Railway Signal. Edgar M. Cain, Wilming888,959Application filed January 17, 190S.
ton, Del.
an electromagA train-operated circuit closer governs
an air tank and the whistle.
between
valve
netic

Axel H., Englund, PhiladelRail-bond.
888,980.
phia, Pa., assignor to the Protected Rail Bond
Application

Pa.

Company, Philadelphia,
June 16, 1904.

filed

The bond is provided with a recess having a wall
which extends entirely around the same, so that when
all
the bond is applied to the rail the recess is closed on
sides.

Frank M. Gass, PhiladelTrolley Wheel.
888,993.
Application filed January 27, 1906.
phia, Pa.
A wheel with an interior oil chamber has a bushing
extending through this chamber and formed with a lonjritudinal
cave side

row of apertures formed adjacent

con-

the

to

of a deflector plate.

Max K. Golden, Chicago, III,
Vibrator.
assignor to the Horto Electrical Company, ChiApplication filed March 4, 1907.
cago, 111.
In a sunoorting frame is an electromagnet and an

888,996.

abutment.

armature-operated striker vibrating an

Albert S. Janin, New York, N. Y.,
Trolley.
assignor of one-third to Amelia Janin, Brook-

ca-se-«hiflin^ mecliariiim li3»t a normally effective
30 electrical device for rclcafting it, an electrical
for etf'-cling Ifie ^^li^, anil a single key for
o;,^-ratiri,,the electrical device* in FtUcccKiion.

ARC LAMP.

NO. 889,162.

A pair of co-operating electrodes has a feeding mechanism for causing one or more relative approaching movements thereof, followed each by a relative separating
movement, each approaching movement exceeding and each
separating movement equaling the normal arc length, the
feeding mechanism including means for causing the successive approaching and separating movements being continued until the electrodes engage.
(See cut.)
Arc Lamp.

Electric

889,163.

W'oodbury, N.

William

S.

Weedon,

assignor to the General ElecOriginal application filed May
Divided and this application filed SepJ.,

Company.

tric

20, 1904.

tember

21,

1904.

The construction

Renewed October

1906.

22,

of a special draft tube is described.

889,015.

N. Y.

lyn,

A

Application

pantagraph

for locking the
scraper.

as a

San Francisco,

Cal,

contact

;

adjustable

an

roller

that

so

Francis

Wireless Telephone.

889,031.

November

filed

has

trolley

means

J.

16,

1906.

and

frame

may

it

act

of said Francis J. McCarty, deceased,
to the McCarty Wireless Telephone
Company, San Francisco, Cal. Application filed

assignor

December

12,

1904.

consists of a mouthpiece, a transmitting^
diaphragm with metallic contacts and an opposed microjihone transmitter, two primary windings connected with
respectively,
a
coil
dinphragm and microphone
the
secondary coil energized thereby and a spark-gap device
connected with the secondary coil, through which the
surrounding aerial medium is effected to transmit articu-

The apparatus

late

speech between

sending and

receiving

stations.

Edwin F. Porter, Boston,
Electric Heater.
Mass., assignor to Benjamin F. Peach, trustee,
Lynn, Mass. Application filed January 29, 1906.
An electric car heater is mounted on the heel board
and has means for admitting air to the back of heater
and for venting the heat from its front.

889.040.

and Ventilating Apparatus.
Porter, Boston, Mass., assignor to
Ventilating and Heating Company, Bos-

Car-heating

889.041.

Edwin

F.

Car

the

Mass.

ton,

Application

filed

August

This is an application of the previous
ventilating system for electric cars.

19,

patent

to

a

Apparatus.
Percy
H.
Mercury-vapor
Thomas, East Orange, N. J., assignor to the
Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, New York,
N. Y. Application filed January 6, 1904.

In combination with a closed holder of silica, elecIrodes therein, and lead wires for connection with an external circuit is a screen surrounding the hohlcr, the
screen being of a material which is substantially impervious to ultra-violet rays,

Electrical

Governor

seph D. Anderson,
tion

filed

.St.

September

5,

for

Gas Engines. Jo-

Marys, Ohio.

Applica-

1907.

A spring serves to normally press the governor weight
inwardly against a part of a bracket, whereby the weight
forms a part of an electric circuit.
Process of Winning Aluminum or Other
Henry S.
Metals from Their Compounds.
Blackmore, Mount Vernon, N. Y. .Application

889,098.

Febrn;iry

filed

25,

York, N. Y.

An

1907.

process consists in liberating the lilelal by elecwhile associated with lialogen-eonlaining compounds of only such metals as are difTerent from the
metal to be reduced, one of which is tnagnesiuiii.
'file

trolysis,

Holder

fiT

Huck, Mniicie, Ind.
25.

1907-

Electroplating.

Application

William Y.
September

filed

filed

New

Collins,

January

1907.

17,

Reissue.
Illuminating Device.
Alfred W. Beuttell,
New York, N. Y. Application filed March 25,
Original No. 831,821, dated September 35,
1908.

12,795.

1906.
A concave trough. shaped reflector has an integral bead
extending along each side edge, electric lamps supported
on the reflector and conducting 'wires housed within tlie
beads of the reflector and connected to the lamps.

PATENTS THAT

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United Stales Patent Office) that expired
June 2, 190S:
453. ,216.
ton,

Illectric

Streetcar

Motor.

J.

F.

Sltawltaii,

Day-

Ohio.

Connector.
F. W'lieelcr, Meriden, Conn.
Magneto-electric Machine. W. Humans, Cambridee.
Electric

453.-25.
453,242.

Mass.
Electromagnetic Engine.
453.260.
Orleans, La.
Telegraph Receiver.
453.261.
C.

C.

E.

Kells.

Jr..

Langdon-DavJcs.

New

London,

England.
Safety Device for Dynamos.
C. G. Young, New
York, N. Y.
Pole for Electric Wires.
453.286.
C. A. Lief, NcW York,
N. Y.
Automatic Switch for Elcclric Motors.
453.287.
R. Macrae, Baltimore,

Md.

Switch for Electric Motors.

453.318.

lyn, N.

F. A. WesscI,

Brook-

Y.

Automatic

Switch for Electric Motors.
F. A. \Vess'.*l. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Automatic Starting Switch for Electric Motors,
453.320.
F. A. Wessel. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electric Current Tester.
453.323.
\V. H. Ebert. New York.
453.319-

Starting

N. Y.
Switchboard for Electric Arc-liglit Stations. R. F.
453.349Sawyer, Chicago, III.
Starting Switch for Elbctric Afotors.
453.367C. C. Haskins, Chicago, III.
ICiectric
Annunciator System.
L.
M. Pinolet.
453.4 6Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electrical Typewriting ^lachine.
453.4,loJ. l-". MeLaughIni, Bhiladelpliia, Fa.
Flectric-lan>p Socket.
I.c
R..y S. While. W.itcr453.455bury, Conn.
Electrical Apparatus for Surgical Purposes.
453. 176.
C. B.
Ilarness. London, Enj^land.
Telephone Circuit. \V. W. .Tac(iues, Newtoti. M.iss.
453.483.
Electrical
Rcgi iter
j\ie.isuring
for
Ptmips.
H.
453.484.
Jewel!, London, England.
Automatic J-Ilectric Switch.
R.
Si.
naumarni,
4S3.S7-"Louis. Mo.
P. Filzsinnnoris, Blrcniiig453.51 1. Telephone Transniitltr.
ham. Ala.
Electric Arc Lamp.
W. ITochhauscn, Brooklyn,
453.583.
N. Y.
System of Electrical Distribution.
la
A.
I".
453.507.
Roclic, Philadelphia, Pa.
fiextuplcx Tclcgrajth.
,T. A. Edison, Menio Park,
453.6*".

1

.

889,103.

Roy V.

Application

motor drives the grinding wheel.
Tlie
motor is started by inserting the pencil into the machine
and stopped when it is withdrawn.
electric

453,281.

1907.

889,067.

889,086.

Pencir Sharpener.

889,179.

McCarty,

Henry A. McCarty, admin-

istrator

**8,9.34.

device

Automatic
Safety
Device for Cranes.
Nathan S. Hascltine, Swissvale, Pa. Apphcation filed August 16, 1907.

889,126.

888.957. Stopping Gear for Sewing Machines. James
Beattie, Pendleton, near Manchester, England.
Application filed July 10, 1905.
When a thread breaks or gives out an electric circuit
coinoleted between the tension and the thread supis
ply and a motor thereby started which throws the operating means out of gear.

at

I'ick,

united by a handle

holder

1905.

14,

insulated side bars arc

and jM-ovided wilb conductive hooks.

to electrolytic action.

-

material.

Electric

Application

Venice, Italy.

Rolelli,

pair of

.'\

1908

6,

then molten in an electric furnace and finally submitted

and

888 8S5.

the

of carbide of barium, 3 to s
of cyanamide of barium and So to 85 per
per
cent, of oxide of barium are mixed with- barium carbonate and a determined amount of finely divided carbon,

Ten

1906.

Telephone-exchange
888,872, 888,873 and 888,874
Elmer E. Corwin, Chicago, 111., asSystem
signor to the Monarch Telephone Manufacturi,
ing Company. Applications filed October

barre.

Manufacture of OxycarRodolfo Battistoni, Ancona,

Process for
of Barium.

888.956.

claji-

commonThese patents relate to signaling devices for a
accessory jacks,
battery multiple switchboard with its
cord circuits, relays, etc.

888 877.

1907.

29,

proj---cting

Telephone System. Elmer R.
888,870 and SSS,S7i.
Corwin. Clyde, 111., assignor to the Monarch
Telephone Mantifactnring Coinpariy, Chicago.
Applications

March

plate consists of a one-piece blank having rows of
ribs alternating with rows of flat spaces arranged on opposite faces of the plate and having oval
openings arranged crosswise of the ribbed rows and out
of alinement with each other.

The

Telephone Cr.t-off or MufHer. George S.
'Knowles, Bttlitalo. JIo., assignor of 49 one-hundredths to D. M. Rush, Bufifalo, Mo. Application filed October 30, 1907.
connected

a

Storage Battery Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed

typewriter.

Tills cut-off consists of a plate

with

Theodore A. WilStorage-battery Plate.
888,951.
lard, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Willard

S88S22.

111.

Westinghousc Electric and ManufacturCompany. Application filed March 17, 1905-

ing

dLScri;>.

.ibnve.

Tvpcwriter Operator.

888,808.
Jr.,

tlic

ley and
to the

1006.

31,

This patent covers the

Dyn.imo-electric Machine. Egbert M. TingJoseph L. Ray, Pittsburg, Pa., assignors

8.S8,040.

Hammer. New York, X.

June

N.

J.

'i,

JllIK'

ELECTRICIAN

Wl'.STI'RN

ll)<)S

BUUENK

•v,«Nl N PMILlll'S Pre«.

HHIULIPS

«

V

.

1-

C.

II.

WMIEN!>eiL.Trcii.

C

II

KHMINUIUN,

jr.. Stc.

AMERICAN ELEGTR|GAL WORKS, For

20 Years

Standard

tlie

BiREANDliOLATEillLKCTRICWlRE,
"0. K." Weatherproof

Wire
"Parac" Rubber Wire
Bare Copper Wire
Slow Burning Weatherproof
Railway Feeder Wire
Slow Burning Wire

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nbw Youk

stoub, K. E, Uonohoc, '20 Curtlandt at.
OiiioADo Store, E. H. Hammond, ISb Adamy St.

MoNTRiAL Branch, Eiitfono K. PhtlHi)H' Kiootrtcttl Workn
OFCICE*! •xn FACTORIFR. P H L LI OR D* L E R
I

I

.

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE STANDARD.
TWISTED TELEPHONE PAIR, and other

DETROIT"
RUBBER COVERED

Rubber Covered Wires

WIRES

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.

Detroit Insulated Wire Company

OFFICE AND FACTORY, PAWTUCKET,

R.

I.

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

Pittsburgh TroLnsformers
Employ

Silico

-

Vanadium

Steel

Represent the highest development in transformers. They have the lowest core
good regulation, latest design in terminals and run cool under heavy overThe lowest Actual Cost transformers on the market.
loads.
losses,

for ddtd

^'^sk

oil

plant operation, based on core

dmlral ClfrtrirCimijRittg,

loss costs

ARE THE BEST.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
ECT'D 1SS9.

171 S. Clinton

St.,

(TRADE

Chicago,

JV.

Hr.

CHICAGO

EXCELLO

ii

Senil for deicrlpIlM Circular.

K.

264 266-268-270 FIFTH AVE.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

"AMERICAN"Sir^

at Ic per

19

In 1907

MARK

The

FLAMING

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS. ANY S1Z8 OR
CONDITION.

WE

CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW

ARCS

OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CO.
27

W. MONROB

CHICAQO.

ST..

CATALOG
OF
Something

Electrical for

D-22

FREE—SEND FOR

Manhattan
NEW YORK:

Electrical

IT.

Supply Co.

17 Park Place, 14 Murray SIreel.
Filth Avenue.

PEARL WHITE-lnslde
All points can be

many

SUNRAY-Outside

Time, otherwise lost,
be devoted to business.

Manufacture and Sale Protected Under

1^098

pages

of

This

3,294 columns

is

over

or

3,000,000

words.

Equivalent in

amount

to

On

23 average

technical

the

Books.

book basis $46

U. S. Letters Patent.

can

worth given

FULL STOCK IN
CHICAGO BRANCH

CHICAGO TELEPHONE COMPANY
203 Washington

LARGE

$2

reachedand

tedious trips avoided.

trician published

1,806 illustrations.

CHICAGO: 188

Bus}- people find the Telephone a valuable time-saver.

Elec-

reading matter and

SEEN EVERYWHERE
SOLD EVERYWHERE

Everybody

Western

St.

If

you

scriber

for

$3.

are not a sub-

send

in

your

3,000 cp.— 550 watts

INTERXATIONAL

D.

Cor A.

C.

order

TELEPHONES
Known and Used the World Over
Have you Tried Them?

If so, you are a Regular Customer.
If DOt, will you allow ua to send

a Sample?

EXGELLO ARC LAMP COMPANY
30-32

iDternational Telephone Mfg. Co.

CHICAGO

E,

20th St,, New York

Chicago Branch,

1

18-132 W. Jackson

BN.

now.

Western

Electrician

50 7 Marquette Building, Chicago

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
^f^AKTED,

WAKT

cimilar

and
FOB SAXE
advertise-

COLCMSJ

mtnts (jo -words or

less),

Bids Wanted for Electric Light Plant
BALED BIDS will be received by tlie

C
^

S'S" ""

words jc

additional

insertion;

POSITION WAK TED

each.
adfertist-

Council

of

THE COPE
CABLE RACK

p. m..

of the

bids
be addressed to the City .\uditor of

city's

must

WANTED

also with manufacturing or private plant as chief or assistant
electrician by young man with 10 years of all-

or cable can he
removed without disturbing the others.
Arms enter from side of

By order

May

around experience here and abroad. Will go
anywhere. Best references from former emcare of Western
Address Box S23
plo'vers.
Electrician. 507 Marquette BIdg.. Chicago. HI.

At once. 40U-o00 KW.. 4S0
condition.

volts. 3-phase, 60-

Bank

Eldg.. Chicago.

Generator,

iliist

Send complete

111.

Made

give exl•lu^ive territory to resultbringing salesman. We manufacturij new and

1
1

1
1

1

1

will

2

1

PROPOSAL FOR TRANSFORMERS

all sizes.

I7th, 190S. until 12 M.. and opened thereafter, for the purpose of supplying Transformers and their attachments in any
quantities and capacities, for one year
from signing contract. System. 60 cycles,
Prices to be F. O. E.
2.200 volts, primarj',
Bav City.

I

sy.
iV10
15

1

25

the

office

Bay

will

1
1

at

the

office

Bay

Department,

type

Electrician Publishing Co.,

I.

CO.,

»Clr>ds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Ko.

Park Row, CHICAGO, ILL.

1

TELEPHONES, SWITCHBOARDS
KELLOGG NEW STEEL
TELEPHONE
FOR RESIDENCE AND HOTEL USE

WRITE FOR
PARTICULARS
Bulletin Mo. 3S-L

STRONG, COMPACT, SERVICEABLE

IT IS

CHICAGO

QUICK DELIVERY.

iVtii»IM .!.!iWil
!

U.S. METAL

POLISn
L.I«JI GEO.W.hUFFMAKT
I

POLISHES ALL METALS. Bei^

Electric Co.^
rKuhlman
'
ELKHART.

IND. U.S. A.

,Fc..>;c.sco.

Z95.

E.

Washington

Sr.lHDIftHAPdi

Vacuum Drying & Impregnating Equipment

Cap,K.W.l

.:

We

Resul-fcs.

manufacture and guarantee our apparatus

complete and

Write
safest

efficient

us your requirements,

and

easiest

to

be the most

on the market.

means

of

Buffalo Foundry

and

we

will tell

accomplishing

you the

best,

results.

& Machine

BUFFALO,

Co.,

N. Y.

NEW AND USED ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

- " MOTOR '°° -''°"- ''- ^-^— 10 H. 500 Volts, goo R. P. M.
P.,

NORTHERN MOTOR

""-

^^''°"

$300.00

-----

MULTIPOLAR

O i OC t\f\
^IftUiUU

As good as new.
are

Industrial ConmiissioneT

CHIOASO

CHICAGO,

REAL BARGAINS
Tell us

C. CLAIR,

J.

S. ...1875

Standard Special 3-Phase.

I

Bldg.,

information address

full

1875

Suite attr Marquette Bldg.,

and opened there-

Volts

1

PA.

.

ATTENTION

507 Htrquall*

Central R.R.

Illinois

Book Orders
PROMPT
aiVEN

THE

5lh Street

For

Wagner, model Z, 110 v., auto. .2000
Wagner, Model Z. 220 v., auto. 2000
1600
Wagner, 110 volts, auto
1600
Wagner, auto, 208 volts
Wagner, auto, 208 volts
1600

A.II

Want Ads

i

1

PHILADELPHIA,

liilta

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.

Western Eiectrician

IN

Norlli

ILL.

after, for the purpose of supplying Electric Meters in any quantities and capacities that may be desired, for one year
from signing contract. System. 60 cycles.
two or three-wire
2 200-110-220 volts,
Prices F. O. E. Bay City.
single-phase.

irioe

v..

GREGORY ELECTRIC

of the Electric Light
City, Michigan, June

iyus. until 12 M-.

iHii

COPE

T. J.

Send for our Monthly Bargain Sheet,
showing complete stock, with net prices.

PROPOSAL FOR ELECTRIC METERS
OEALED PROPOSALS ivill be received

O

ori

Catalogue and List of
Users on Apphcation

1S75

110 volts
1

at

of

Wagner, model A. 110 v., auto. 2000
Gen. Elec, type L S., form L,

be received
of the Electric Light
City. Michigan, June

Department.

Factories

Water,

2600

Gen. Elec, 110

2
2
3

2

-J

for Cables,

Pneumatic Pipes

self-

starting

III.

1

qEALED PROPOSALS

volts,

No. 2
per
IV' Holtzer-Cabot, 110 volts,

salaries

Marquette Bldg., Chicago,

direct-connected to
Enterprise Meat Chop-

110

and comre-filled class A lamps.
mission will interest you. What can you do?
Answer. Address Box S26. care of Western
Electrician, 507

2000

110 volts

Our

or

3244

1900
Westinghouse, 110 volts
Wagner auto, 20S v., model B.1S15
Wagner auto. 208 v., model A. 2000
Gen. Elec, type I. S., form L,

1

1

WANTED
We

|

1

be in
information tu Clague-Painter-Jones Co,, First National
cycle. 3-bearing belted

first-class

I

Gas

H. F.- HALVERSON,
City Auditor of Vallev City, N. D.

Single-phase, 125-133 Cycle Motors
Speed.
H. P.
Vz Gen. Elec. type I. S.. 110 v.,
direct-connected to Two-Hopper Enterprise Grinding Mill. 2000
2500
1
Holtzer-Cabot, 110 volts
1
Emerson, self-starting, class E,
1
1

Electrical

pr<:

same and are securely
locked when m place.
Each arm made for from

tlie

one to three cables.

FOR SALE

WANTED

direct

edge of

Dated

the City Council.

of
190S.

12,

]

|

upright with
sure against

bids.

all

FOR

Any arm

said city.
An exclusive 20-year franchise will be
granted the successful bidder, the terms
and conditions of whicii will be agreed
upon on the acceptance of any bid.
An inventory and any information desired can be obtained from the City
Auditor of said city upon application.
The riglit is reserved to reject any and

WANTED

CABLE

RACK

be accompanied by a certified check for
5 per cent of tlie amount of laid, and
made payable to the City Treasurer of

With open-shop contractor;

90S

Cheapest, Strongest anrl

Most Convenient
made.

said city and must be endorsed on tlie
outside thereof, "Bids for Electric Light
Plant."
No bid will be considered which is for
a less sum than 540,000, and all bids must

By a young married man 35 years of age. of
sober and industrious habits, as engineer and
Has had
electrician in a Usht or power station.
experience in handling both D. C. and A.C.
machiner\-. Has a paid-up electrical engineering
scholarship in the International Cor. School
Slate salary. Satisfactorv service guaranteed'
Address RUPERT B. COLEMAN. Goreville, lU'

1

Said

plant.

light

electric

h.

LOCATIONS

Valley

of

city

tlie

North DaliOta. up to S o'cloclx
Monday. July 6. 190S. for the sale

{JO zvords or less), •$1.00 an in*
sertion.- additional words 2C each.

POSITION

City

City,

v»^*fts

POSITION

June

your requirements.

bound

to interest

Having many other attractive propositions, we
We buy, sell, and trade.

you.

Let us 5gure on your next Repair Work.' Our
shop facilities permit low prices and our
work will please you.

^^StvEBS:-

1908

PBOSPERl!! EEVIVEES

No. 6048 Electrolier, Extreme Height, 2+ inches.
Finished in Brushed Brass and Black,
Egyptian Green ur Naxos Green.
Fitted with two-light Cluster, supporting shade troni
top, two Pull Sockets, 6 (i. Code Cord, Detachable
Attachinent Plug and No. 6050 12" Square Shade in
Amber, Green, Pink, or Sunset Glass, with Fringe,
List each complete, except bulbs, $16.88

The Goodwin 5 Kintz Company

The F. Bissell Comp.\ny

srviioN

TOLEDO, OHIO

WINSTED,

II

CONN.

EDISON COMPANY REPAIR SHOPS_
COMMONWEALTH
76 MARKET STREET, CHICAGO. TELEPHONE MAIN
-Kpiysra^- FIRST CLASS EQUIPMENT SHHr
I280

THROUGHOUT.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
EVERY SATURDAY
fllU'ACo.

XLII.

Vol.

Cows by

Milking
Ill

ri-f^'inns

wIkti-

siik'raliU-

a

UTcsliiiR

applioalion

llu-

Electric Power.

tl;iiryintj:

i:uiiii)arativi.ly

of

iK-w

(.'U'clrit."

inliTi-sls

aiul

iiimsually

powi-r

milked

arc con-

lias

iii-

arisen

milking of cttws. 'I'lic cow-milking machine
hy a parlial vacninn which ads inis
(iiK-raU-i!
Icrniillcntly on llu- teats, siniilar to a call" whin
sncl<iii|;\
The vacnnni is prodnccd hy an air pump.
antl this pump is most conveniently driven hy an
eleclric motor.
iu

tlu'

In

accompanying

the

illustralioii

shown an eleclro-pnenmalic milking

(

out

I'iR.
lit

i)

is

inslalU'd

Jl'X!-:

(me lime, and the work is done in about
of time ihal hand opcraliou would
re(|nire. dil'lVrin^: as the cow milks hard or easy.
'i'he machine acliun is almost identical
with hand
operalion and can be rcKulaleil as to speed lo suit
at

same

the

leof^'lli

conditions.

all

liines

cows arc

ihal

the

util

seem

the

use of

1"

lie

the

In

Ihe
in

picture

f I'"in.

operatifju,

and

pi-rfoclly

at

case.

in

;

fact,

the dairy farm of JMr. Louis
Bremen, Ohio, and which has been
from 30
in, continual operation ever since, serving
to 50 head of milch cows in an entirely satisfactory manner. The electrical installation was made
by M'r. F. H. Plaice, central-station manager, now
at Hastings. Mich., whose modest account of what
had been accomplished in the electrical line in a
place of 1,500 inhabitants, written for the Western
Electrician something over a year ago, at the request of the editor, made N'ew Bremen famous
among electrical men.
j\Iay,

Hucnke

This

1906,

at

si

outfit consists of a

vacuum pump driven by

two-horsepower electric motor and piping running
throughout the stable, with an attaching connection
at each stall.
Each milk pail is connected to the
vacuum mains and also to two cows, as is more
clearly shown in the picture of another installation
on the next page (Fig. 2). The milk pails hold
about five gallons each and are air-tight, the milk
never being exposed to the air until it is strained.
In the New Bremen equipment four cows are
a

ma-

evident

after

aflfeclcd

a

by

cow has
slie

will

I

In

oh

New

is

The cows do

any way injuriously

macln'nc

the

i)
it

milked hy machine for a few weeks
sircnnonsly reseni he hand jirocess.

lieen

uk

In

shown

are

MILRING cows BY ELECTRIC POWER AT A
in

No. 24

!(joS

13.

practice

cow's

teats

the

man

in

NEW BREMEN

charge

cleans

and after attaching the milk

ofif

pail

the
to

main the milking cups are slipped over the
and the milking begins. Passing from cow
to cow, he starts the apparatus at work, and then
simply keeps watch to see when the milk stops
flowing (there is a glass tube on the milk line),
after which he removes the cups and goes to
teats

Sometimes, during the f^y season, the
dislodge the cups, in which case the man
charge has to replace them. This is about all

another cow.
in

producer

milk

rhciro-pnenmatic

in

Ihe nuilual :irlvanla«''

'li

tin-

e'-inr:d

iiiilkinf^,

lo

taiion

and the

X"".v

I'rcmen

dairyman.
Tlic

cow

nn'lkrrs

in

use

at

the

dairy were mannfacliircd by U. II. linrrell K: Co.
of Kiiile h'alls, N. V.
-'
shows a ni'>re recent
J-'ij:;.
picture of a New York slate installalion, wilh the

second and third cows
have been maolniieniilked for over five years.
The second one is now
(iivinji :i little over .50 pounds of milk flaily.
The partial vacuum used wilh ihi- milkin^^ mamilkers

in

from (he

operation,

r'ii^hi

in

this

'J'he

picture

(oHIo) DAIRV FARM.

the

cow

Ihe

will

that he has to do in the matter, except to keep his
charges in good condition.
Mr. Plaice says that the outfit show-n in Fig. i
cost the user, all installed, but without the motor,
than $275. The cost of operating it, with
less
current at six cents a kilowatt-hour, will be about
$6 a month, and the machine will take the place
of two men on a dairy farm caring for 30 to 50
head of cows. Mr. Plaice is of opinion that any
current-supply company that is in a position to

furnish electricitv lo dairies will do well to interest

is
about one-half atmosphere. The pump
producing it is of the vertical type and occupies
a space about three feet square.
With the driving
motor it is placed in any convenient location near
the stable, i^ or i^-inch piping being used. A
vacuum-reservoir tank, a safety valve and two
vacuum gauges are included in the system.
The milking machine proper consists of a strong,
heavily tinned, steel pail, weighing about 12 pounds,
and holding about 55 pounds of milk. The pail is
smaller at the top than at the bottom, with a metal
cover fitting loosely, but resting on a rubber gasket
which makes an air-tight joint. A nipple projecting
from the cover connects the pail, through a piece
of hose, with the stanchion cock in the piping system. The cover contains the pulsating mechanism,
to which are attached tw^o lever handle cocks.
Each cock is connected by a rubber tube 35^ feet
long to a small metal connection, w-hich has four
outlets, from each of which a short rubber tube
leads to a teat cup provided with a rubber mouthpiece to fit around the base of the teat.
When

chines
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these arc slipped on over the teat they are held in
place by the suction until removed by the operatoi-.
These teat cups, with their rubber mouthpieces, are

made

several different sizes to tit difTerent sized
the chief skill of the operator is in

in

and

teats;

choosing the proper

sizes.

The

pulsator,

on the cover, imitates the sucking of the
first

mounted
calf,

June

Green Bay Traction Company to operate its street and interurban cars, the
steam plant of the latter being held in reserve in
The advent of cheaper electric
case of emergency.
power for the manufacturing interests and for light-

connecting the teat cups with the vacuum in
drawing the milk from the teat, and
the vacuum and allowing a fresh

the pail, thus
next lircaking

A New Commission

to Consider the
Conservation of Natural
Resources.

also be furnished to the

ing purposes

is

expected to follow.

by

For

months

18

the

Green Bay and Mississippi

Canal Company, of which John S. Van Nortwick
of Appleton is president, has had a force of men at

1908

13,

accordance with the recommendation of the
conference at Washington to discuss the
conservation of the nation's natural resources. President Roosevelt on June 8th appointed a permanent commission to consider this subject and cooperate with similar bodies that may be appointed
by the several states.
A few of the new commissioners are those whose
names follow
On waters Thomas E, Burton,
Ohio, chairman; Gifford Pinchot, United States
forester;
Prof. George F. Swain, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
On forests Senator Reed
Smoot, Utah, chairman Prof. H. S. Graves, Yale
University. On lands
Senator Knute Nelson, Minnesota,
chairman; Charles McDonald, American
Society of Civil Engineers. On minerals John
Dalzell. Pennsylvania, chairman
Prof. Charles R.
Van Hise. University of Wisconsin; John Mitchell,
Illinois; John Ha5'S Hammond. Massachusetts; Dr.
Irving Fisher, Yale University.
In

recent

—

:

—

;

—

—

;

Winnipeg Hydro-electric Power Plant
May Be Built.
It

FIG.

-'.

COW-MILKING JHCHINES

The vacuum

IX

supply of milk to enter the teat.
again created in the cups, and this additional milk
goes to the pail, and so on, until the milk is all
drawn from the udder.

Activity
F.

in

Wisconsin Hydro-electric
Developments.

A. Pamperin of Oconto, Wis.,

ested

hydro-electric

in

is

plants

in

who

that

is

inter-

state,

made

some interesting observations during a recent interview in Milwaukee. He said
"We are carrying electricity from our power
plant on the Peshtigo River to Oconto, a distance
of 12 miles, for lighting and power purposes. Quite
a number of small manufacturers are using the
power.
We furnish current at 2yi cents a kilowatt for power, and lights at five cents a kilowatt.
With electric current at that price it makes the
cheapest power you can get when everything is
taken into consideration. We have 1,200 horsepower
on the river at our plant, sufficient for such lightWe shall this
.ing and power as will be needed.
siminler extend the wiring to Lena, five miles further along.
There is no question but Wisconsin is
certain to become a great manufacturing state, the
power for which will be electricity.

USE

I.N

A

NEW YORK STATE

DAIRY.

Kaukauna, Wis., constructing a power
plant, which will be completed about August 1st.
The plant is being equipped with two generators

work

in

with a capacity of i,ooo kilowatts each. The electricity will be generated by waterpower, the plant
having a head of 2iJ^ feet on the Fox River.
Electrical interests in five different cities have
been negotiating for a lease, but it is said that the
plant will be leased to the Wisconsin Traction,
Light,

Heat and Power Company of Milwaukee,

to

from Green Bay

to

Oshkosh, and possibly Fond du

"No

state

the

in

Union

is

better

equipped

Lac.

The Kaukauna plant is one of three which the
Green Bay and Mississippi Canal Company contemPermission has already been seplates building.
cured from the government for establishing a new
level at Kaukauna just below the plant now being
Constructed, and w'ork will begin this fall on the
construction of a dam which will give the company
a head of 27 feet for another and larger power
plant.
It

to

is

generally believed that this second plant is
power for another interurban system

furnish

which

will

run from Milwaukee to Appleton, through

reported that

Man.,

have

the authorities

decided

at

Win-

proceed

with the
erection of the civic power plant at Lac du Bonnet,
which will cost approximately $3,000,000. Last fall
the city expended $500,000 on preliminary work on
this development and then work was stopped for
want of funds. However, the Council has decided
to sell bonds to the value of $600,000 to allow the
work to proceed. By the end of June the tramway
and steel bridge being built in connection with the
work will be completed, and it is anticipated that
to

arrangements will shortly be made for the
completion of the plant. Cecil B. Smith of Toronto
is still in charge of the work.

financial

New

be used to furnish power for the interurban system

:

now

is

nipeg,

Quarters for Western Society of
Engineers.

The Western Society of Engineers has begun the
enlargement and rearrangement of its quarters on
the seventeenth floor of the Monadnqck Building,
Chicago. The new rooiris are to be ready on September 1st. They will provide about 80 per cent,
increased space for the society, the meeting room
alone being 60 per cent, larger than the one just
abandoned after 10 years' use. By an exchange of
the old meeting room and the secretary's office and
library for rooms occupied by other tenants north
and west of the old quarters and by utilizing part
of the corridor space the changes will be made for
the mutual benefit of all concerned.
.^s shown by the
accompanying drawings, the

for

furnishing electric power than this. The Menominee River has over 150,000 horsepower scattered

This is
along at about a dozen different points.
due to the rapid fall of the stream. At one point
there is a fall of 70 feet, developing at least 30,000
horsepower.
The Menominee has as much horse-

power

as the

better

known.

Wisconsin River, though the

Then

there

is

the

and other streams throughout the

latter

is

Chippewa River
state,

so situated

hardly a portion of the state or a single town which cannot be reached with power generated at some one of the many places on these
Gradually
rivers.
are only at the beginning.
as the different powers along the rivers are developed people will come more and more to the use
of electricity in all sorts of purposes besides manuthat there

is

We

5CCT10N ThCOUCM

NEW QUARTERS FOR WESTERN

':b~h'

SOCIETY OP ENGINEERS.

facturing."

For some time a project has been discussed of
improving the Peshtigo River at High Falls and
Johnson Falls in Marinette County, Wis., for the
purpose of creating waterpower for generating
electricity.
To do this work the Northern Hydroelectric Power Company of Green Bay, capitalized
at $1,000,000, has

now been organized

with the fol-

lowing-named ofTiccrs
President, F. H. Jossclyn of
Oshkosh; vice-president, A. M. Murphy; secretary,
B. L. Parker; treasurer, Frank E. Murphy, all of
Green Bay.
Plans and specifications for the power plant have
been prepared by Prof. D. W. Mead, hydraulic and
electrical engineer, of Madison, and, it is said, the
work of constructing ihc dams and buildings will
probably be commenced this summer.
The i>owcr will be transmitted to Green Bay
over the company's private right-of-way, and will be
distributed in Green Bay by the Green Bay Gas
and Electric Company over its lines. Current will
:

Sheboygan, Fond du Lac, Manitowoc, Port Washington and Kaukauna.

The

power plant may be erected

third

this

fall

on the present site of the Appleton Paper and Pulp
Company's plant on the upper river in Appleton.
The pulp mill will he razed within six weeks
and the work of constructing the power plant
The plant has already been
will begin at once.
will
furnish
leased to local manufacturers and
This plant
the electrical power for several mills.
will have water for 750 horsepower.

new

quarters will occupy a space 62 feet by 61 feet
6 inches, of which the present reading room is the
only part now used by the society. Connected with
the reading room on the Dearborn Street side will
be the library with a total shelf room for about
On the west side of the building
15,000 volumes.
will be the office of Secretary J. H. Warder, a
committee room and a storeroom to be used for additional shelf room for infrequently used books and
records.

Occupying the center of the new suite of rooms
he the meeting room, 36 by 44 feet in area
Perand 14 feet clear height in the main part.
manent comfortable seals for 162 persons will be
provided. The lighting and ventilation of the room
will be excellent, two skylights being providc<l for
and suppK'menled by a forced ventilation when
will

A Long Multiple-unit Train.
The Metropolitan District Railway Company of
London is now running a nine-coach train, which
is

said to be

anywhere.
and is 450

It

the longest multiple-unit train in use
will

accommodate

The

1,000

passengers

fortunes of this
railway would appear to be on the up grade, as,
owing to the introduction of expresses at certain
periods of the morning and evening, the receipts
arc s;iif] to have increased $5,000 a week.
feet long.

financiiil

necessary.

much more

It

is

believed

satisfactory

that

for

the

this

room

society's

be

will

meetings

than the one hitherto used. The plans for the
qu.(rters were prepared by Holabird & Roche.

new

jimc
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The Oscillograph as an Aid to the Stuily
of Alternating-current Phenomena.
Al

of

lucLiiiiL;

tin-

iiolugy

of

l.ir:incli

Instiiutc

.\i-in(nir

American

llio

dI

InsliliUc

Klcc-

held on April .lolh in Chiipin H.ill,
Prof. E. II. Freeman disconrscd on the use of llie
oscilloKrapli in the stndy of allernatinK-cnrrent plieICiiKiiiecrs,

Iric.'il

inuviuK eoil
galvanometer, the moving: element lieing very sni.il!,
so ihal it can follow the variations of the enrrent.
Diagrams were given indicating the manner in
which records are obl.iined photographically or
cscillograph

principK;

in

is

a

visually.

A

nnmhcr of oscillograms

the use of the oscillograph

illustrated

conditions.

few

.\

which

and showed

wave forms under

electromotive force and enrrent
tlitTcreut

shown

were

of

rtpru-

are

these

u;i\«'.

llii-.

duced herewith.

When a sine wave of electromotive force is impressed upon a circuit containing resistance, inductance or capacity, the enrrent wave is also that
of a sine curve and is in phase, or lagging or
leadiiig, as was made clear hy the oscillograms
shown. If the electromotive-force wave is not a

uri.-nl

n.
i

^nl

^' llllj(»^

i

>

lli

l

^ll

l i i

j^iil

iii^i^

i

l

Force Wave of
for Local-battery Telephones.

of teeth on the .irnialure core of
converters and the effect of sparking at
the hrnshes in producing variations in the clectroel'feel

mi)tive-force

vary

al.so

riiese

as

hissing

a

with
well

;is

of

in

u!

the

of

ih..

last

nuid on

the

,{

week

tile

wa->

ocnsid'.-

of the

iiion ./f

largely by e.xeOieieney of the

system .inployd by the defendant company.
Tlie ea.e ha-, aliiaeied wide attention, and
a d<:cision will be av..iiled with inleresi.

bonding

v;iriati*jns

of

the

The

current,

enrrent

lhree-|)h:ise

lu.achiues

effects

due to :t tri|)le-f reqneney curnrut .are vc:ry interesting.
triple-fretpiency enrrent circulates in a
delta connection and tends to alter the form of the
fundamenl.al electroiuotivc-f*jrce wave, as was pieInred in a nnmhcr of oscillograms.
One of the most important uses of the oscillograph is to record phenomena which do not repeat
themselves, such as the blowing of a fuse, the
short-circuiting of a lightning arrester, or of a
generator. Samples of such oscillograms were c.\hibitcd.
is
possible with the oscillograph^ to obtain
It
simnltaneously superposed clectromotive-forcc and
current waves, which clearly show their phase re-

\y

Situation In Warren, Ohio.

I*/) the W'arrvri l-.leeiri.:
f^omiiany was org.cnized through
In

l.it'hl
lln:

.-nid

effort';

I'owir
of th-

Warren Water Company
conducted

nnrh-r

the

the street lighting for

A

Magneto

Fig.

2.

to

of W.irren, Ohio, and wa,
same managenjenl, furnishing
the city and light ami pov/er

the public.

At the expiration of the first eonlraci for street
lighting the contract was renewed from time to
tiiue, but never for a longer period than fni: years,
and sometimes for only two. In the year I'j04 the
two companies were incorporated mi'ler the name
of the Warren Water and JJght Company, wdiich
continued to furnish water and electricity as before.
Pleasant relations have existed between the
management and the city and the service has been
satisfactory.
'J'here has always been one drawback the short-term contracts for street lighting,
which have retarded some of the contemplated improvements.
On June i, 1907, both the water and light contracts expired, and the company and the city could
not get together. There was talk of municipal ownership.
The council committee offered to recommend the purchase of the combined plants for
$250,000, which was more than $100,000 less than
cost.
The water franchise stipulated a purchase
clause by appraisement, but this right has not been
e.Kcrcised.
During these pending negotiations a
continuation of the contracts was granted, and the
Water and Light Company is now furnishing light
under this agreement.
The situation is complicated by the fact that a
hydro-electric company has secured options on three
dams on the Mahoning River, above Warren, and
one at Parkman on the Grand River, with the idea
of developing these powers and bringing electric
current into the city.
This new company has ob-

—

a

Current

Wave

in

a

Condenser Supplied by Magneto

l-"'g.

5-

Wave Forms

of \"oice Currents
plinne Transmitter.

Generator,
Fig.

4,

verter.

Wave

l.:sti»)o]iy

perls and bore on

.arc.

the operation

he

'1

dillerent materials,

direction

the

.

upon the current,

on the current wave were shown hy

effects

oscillogr.anis

In

illustrated.

clearly

where the electrodes are of

)nay

for

wave were

resistrmce of arcs depends

I'he

been dilv.-n into

h.id
liipe.

m

Electromotive Force W'ave of a Small Rotary Con-

Current

anlu-trans-

the

'!'!

Electromotive

Fig. 3.

^

fiV

\>i\-

Fig.

i

in

rotary

^

»,ll(llll|l^<

n-l;ni'»n",

47'

inner were .dso shown.

.'Uid

nnmcna.
Tlic

f'

The

'i'l-ch

i)f

>>i

t

Condenser Supplied from Same

Produced by Te!e-

Current Wave in an Inductive Circuit Supplied from
Rotary Converter.
Current Wave in Circuit having Inductance and
Capacity in Series.

Source.

TYPICAL OSCILLOGRAMS OF ALTERNATING-CURRENT WAVES.
sine

curve,

the

circuit

the current

contains

wave

similar only

is

resistance

alone.

when

there

It

is

inductance in the circuit, the current wave is less
different from a sine curve than the electromotiveforce wave; with capacity, the reverse is true.
These effects were proved by oscillograms and
explained by considering the electromotive-force

wave as being composed of a fundamental sine
wave and higher frequency harmonics. The choking

effect

of

the

inductance

is

relatively

greater

on the currents due to the harmonics than on the
current due to the fundamental, so that the re-

wave approaches more nearly to
the electromotive- force wave;
the opposite result is obtained. The

sultant

current

a

curve

sine

with capacity,

than

i
and 2, as well -as between
two oscillograms in Fig. 3, illustrates the latter
point.
The two upper curves in Figs. 3 and 4 show
the smoothing effect of inductance. When inductance and capacity are connected in series, and
resonance exists, it was shown that the form of
the current wave is practically that of a sine curve,
though the -electromotive-force wave may not be
of the same form. This is illustrated by the lower
curve of Fig. 4 which also shows that inductance
and capacity tend to neutralize each other and

contrast between Figs,

the

thus allow a larger current to flow.
Oscillograms showing no load current

in

trans-

formers with different forms of impressed electromotive-force waves
in

the

made

it

clear

that

the

losses

transformer will be affected by the shape

lations.

Thus condenser currents can be shown

to

lead the potential wave and inductive currents to
lag behind the same.
This phase relation is not
shown in any of the accompanying diagrams, however.
Another field in which the oscillograph is being
used is in the recording of telephone currents,
enabling comparisons to be made between different
kinds of transmitting apparatus and systems. In
Fig. 5 a few of these oscillograms are shown, giving the wave form of certain sounds as electrically
produced by a telephone transmitter.

Peoria Electrolysis Case.
The

taking of testimony in the famous electrolysis case of the Peoria Water Company against the
Peoria Railway Company was concluded in Peoria
last

week by Frank

Wean,

L.

special

master

in

chancery, appointed by the Federal Court.
Among
those present were Henry W. Anderson, an attorney from Richmond, Va. Albert T. Herrick, electrical engineer, of New York
E. L. Fischer, general
manager of the Illinois Traction System, and S. L.
Nelson, general manager of the Peoria Railway
;

;

Company.

The

case to date is said to have cost over $50,000.
was started more than 10 years ago and at different times highly paid experts have been engaged
by both sides. Among the exhibits introduced in
evidence was an alleged photograph of a water pipe
into which nails had apparently been driven, it being asserted that the pipe had so deteriorated from
the action of electrolysis that it could be easily
penetrated by the nails. Mr. Leach, electrician for
the Peoria Railway Company, testified that the nails
It

tained

the permission of the county commissioners

a high-tension pole line to Warren,
has an ordinance before the council for
a franchise to furnish light and power in the city
of Warren.
to

and

construct
it

now

The Warren Water and Light Company has a
well-maintained plant, and the cost of current generated is on a par with most any steam plant of its
size, and yet the net income has never given only a
small return on the money invested. The company
has never divided its profits among the stockholders, but has kept them to effect contemplated improvements. The price charged for current is reasonable, 10 cents a kilowatt-hour being the highest
price for domestic lighting, ranging as low as five
cents to large consumers, while the power rate is
from si.K cents per kilowatt-hour to 2^4 cents,
based on a sliding schedule.
What the outcome
will be is not known, but the probability is that the
older company will be required to meet the competition of the hydro-electric company, which in a
town of 12,000 inhabitants or less will probably be
unprofitable.
The property owners object to more
poles being placed in the streets, as there are two
telegraph companies and two telephone companies
besides the present lighting company which have
pole lines at the present time.
The situation is of more than local interest, for
in a number of other places the local central-station
industry has been affected by h3^dro-electric developments not thought of when the
plant was established.

local electric-light
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New Forms

of

Combined Starting and

shunt

mo-

Starting rheostats for direct-current
are frequently provided with auxiliary resistances to be inserted in the shunt-field circuit for
tors

regulating the speed. This combination has a number of advantages, among which are its compactness and simplicity of operation, since it docs away
with tlie need for a separate field rheostat. These
combination rheostats are always so arranged that

motor cannot be started on a weak
forms of these combined

the

field.

Two new

rheostats

recently inwnteil independently by Albert

lieeu

lia\'e

fl.irton

J.

of

White

Plains,

N.

Y„

aTid

gized.

Charles

adapted

is

wliich

Speed-controlling Rheostats
for Motors.

armature

the

attract

to

pivoted at

is

to one of

(28)

June

(27),
pole-pieces.

its

This armature has an extension (29) extending
between levers (10) and (19) and engaging at
its
extreme end the lower end of the rod (15)
so as to move the catch to its outermost position
when the armature is attracted. When lever (10)
is at the extreme left or "off" position, the spring
(30) mounted on the armature is placed under
tension by engagement with the shoulder (25), and
'raises the extension and moves the catch to its
outermost position. Immediately above the retaining magnet a dog (31) is pivotally mounted upon
a small post and held at the limit of its downward movement by means of a spring i^2)Z) coiled
about this post. This dog is adapted to engage the

13.

ig

retaining magnel
and
outermost position.
When the arm has reached its full "on" position the brush (9) has been moved off the sector
and a new field circuit established, which includes
iever (19), brush (20), one of the contacts (2)
and conductor (48), and then as before. Under
these conditions, the front lever may be freely moved
(27)

the

the
inserted

left,

moving

the

to

by

attracted

is

maintains

catch

the

in

its

whereby

the resistance
will be
(3)
with the field, thus weakening
the latter and increasing the motor speed.
If, while moving the
arms to the right, in recircuit

in

from the armature circuit,
the arms so rapidly that
the current becomes excessive, the overload magnet (34) will respond and attract its core, which
resistance

the operator should

move

move

the switch

(36) upward, thus engaging
(38) and moving it off' of the contact
This short-circuits
the
retaining magnet,
( 40)
causing the same to release its armature, which
will

L

the switch
.

will permit spring (17) to move the catch
inward, disengaging the same from the dog (23;
and permitting the arm (10) to fly back under the
impulse of its spring to the "off" position. In
order to bring the rear arm forward again, it will
be necessary to return the front arm to the "oft'"
in turn

and the operation of starting the motor
can then be repeated. In case of an overload on
the motor at any time the same action occurs.
^
If the line current should fail or be cut off at
any switch the retaining magnet would act as a "novoltage release" and, being de-energized, permit the
spring (17) to retract the catch so as to disen-

position

FIG.

I.

FRONT

.\ND SIDE

when

lever

on his form of motor-starting rheostat. By the aid
of the three accompanying drawings the construc-

right,

(10) at the limit of its
or in the "on" position.

of these rheostats will be

made

clear.

It will be noticed that in each case only one
handle has to be moved, and this is so arranged
that the armature resistance must be all cut out
before resistance is inserted in the field. Each
rheostat is also provided with a magnetic retaining
and release coil which permits the contact arms to
be thrown back to starting position by a spring
when the main switch is opened or when the power
fails.

In Mr. Horton's rheostat (Fig. i) an insulating
base (l) is mounted in front of the starting box
Arranged in an arc on the base is a set of
(6).
contacts (2) which are connected to the field resistances
that are wound on a supporting
(3)
plate
(4) of porcelain or similar material. The
first fliree of these contacts are dead, as shown in
Fig. 2.
Another row of contacts (5) is located
a little below the first set and connected with the
armature resistances (7)
the first contact in this
row is dead as usual in starting boxes. Below the
armature contacts is a brass contact-sector (8)
connected with the field circuit. This sector is of
such length that when the contact brush is in the
extreme position at the right end it does not
contact with the sector, but with a dead button
adjacent to the latter.
contact brush (9) is mounted on the lever
(lo) so as to sweep over contacts (5) and sector
;

A

to

same

time. This lever swings on the
about which is coiled a spring that
hold the lever to the left in its "off"

f8) at the
pivot (11),

against the stop (13). On the front of
the lever is a pair of posts (14) through which
passes a rod (15) that carries the catch (16) at
its outer end.
The spring (17) tends to hold this
rod at its innermost position.

position

Another lever C19) is also pivoted on post (11)
so as to swing in front of lever (10). Upon this
second lever is carried the brush (20) so it can
sweep over the field contacts (2). On the inner
side of this lever is rigidly mounted a dog (22)
having a shoulder adapted to engage the square
rear end of catch ixd)
when the latter is in its
outermost position, and thus move the inner le\'cr
Cio) with it when the outer lever is moved to
ihe right l>y its handle C2r).

A

retainipK

magnet

ri«ht-hand side of

tlie

to

fly

ELEVATIONS OF HORTON MOTOR-STARTING RHEOSTAT.
catch

tends

it

arm

D. Knight of Schenectady, N. Y. Each of these
inventors has lately received an American patent

tion

from

the dog (31), and thus allow the
back to "off" position.
Mr. Knight's form of rheostat (Fig. 3) is somewhat simpler. It is specially designed so that the
machine driven by the motor cannot be run at

gage
3^^

(id) is mounted upon the
base plate, and, when cner-

in

its

outer

position

and thus holds

movement

to

the

At the lower left-hand corner of the base is
mounted an overload coil (34), the core of whicii
when attracted is adapted to engage and move a
spring switch arm (36) mounted upon a stud {^ij)
(38)

A

by the base.

carried

second spring-switch arm

a stud (39) and arranged
projection on the arm (36)

mounted upon

is

engaged by a
is raised by the core (35) and thus moved
out of engagement with a contact (40). The extent of movement of the core is adjusted by the
in
many forms of circuitset-screw (41), as
be

to

when

it

breakers.

The electrical connections of the different parts
not described are shown, in Fig. 2. It should be
noted that the retaining and release magnet (26)
is in series with the field (60) and that the overload coil (34) is in series with the armature (56)
of the motor. The two sides of line are indicated
at

and {^z).

(59)

To understand

the operation of this rheostat, aslevers are in position

two contact

sume
shown

that

lever

(19)

stop.

The catch being

its

the
Fig.

in

is

shoulder

back lever
circuit

will

order

to

at

its

engaged

be

the

start

motor

engages the
outermost position,
by the dog on the

to the left until

it

By moving the latter to the right, the
will be moved over the armature con-

front lever.
tacts.

In

i.

moved

The

one of these being dead, the

first

be

will

through arm

closed

first

(10),

brush

from

(9),

the

sector

line

(8),

field

(63),

switch

FIG

2.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF HORTON MOTOR-

STARTING RHEOSTAT.
excessive

nor

too slow speed by an unskilled or
careless operator.
In fact, a positive limit is placed

upon the speed
the

which the motor

at

is

while at the same time provision

ated,

variation

of

this

limit.

Means

to be operis

made

are

for

provided

contact (40), retaining magnet, field windand back to the opposite side (59) of the line.
The closing of the circuit through the retaining

whereby the setting of the limit is beyond the
control of the operator, the arrangement being such
that the adjusting feature is locked by a key which

magnet causes

is

(38),

ing,

which

the

same

to

attract

its

armature,

hold the catch in its outermost position, although the shoulder
(25). after the lever
has been moved to the first of the contacts (5),
will he disengaged from the spring (30).
As soon as the brush (9) makes contact with
the second of the contacts (5) the armature circuit will be immediately closed, this circuit being
as follows:
From line i^z) through arm (10).
brush (9), resistance (7). overload magnet, through
the armature (56). and back to the opposite side
will

(59) of the

and run up

line.

in

The motor

will

speed as the arm

immediately start
is

moved

to

the

armature resistances. When
the arm has been moved lo the extreme "on"
position, the dog ^31) will engage the catch and
hold il in this position as long as the armature
right

to

cut

out

the

accessible

only

to

the

proper

foreman

or

in-

spector.

As shown

by Fig. 3, the armature resistances
are connected to the contacts (11) and the
.sector (19).
In a converse manner, the sector (18)
and contacts (13) connect with the field resistances
(12)

A

magnet (21) is connected in
(R) directly across the line.
Carried by the contact arm (15) Is an adjustable
curved and slotted slide C22). It is held to the
(14).

retaining

scries with a resistance

arm by

the locking stud (24) which fits into the
(23) and firmly locks the slide at any point
desired.
The slide has a flange coming close alongslot

so that an ordinary
turning il. A special
key is provided for tightening or loosening it. On
the riglil-hand end of the adjustable slide is fastside the head of the
wrench cannot be used

stud,

for

June
iiicd
cif

ri'l.iiniiiK

which

(20)

.•iniKiUirc

llic

Ihi-
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lyoS

13,

i'iiK:iKrs

pulr^

ihr

DpcralinK ihis rheostat, as can hu rc:i(hly acvn
iIk- (liaKrani, the contact ami lirsl cuts out tlu

Ill

Iriim

ariiiatiirc

out

cuts

liiiini

and after jiassinn the miihlle
resistance till the armature

resistances,
field

poles of the relaininn niat,'nel.
(20)
The anuiiiiil of liekl resistance that is inserted, and
therefore the speed, is deleruiiued liy the position

euHaKes

of

tlie

the sluh, and Ihis

No

ahove.

desc-rihed

as

the

slide oil

prnhahly pay
In

ninRncl.

is

mailer

adjusled oulj
what llie ex

rem

to

conip.irison

willi

at

llieni

h,is

wli.it
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over lure liilliirlo, he i-nipli;isi/ed ihe (act that
lamps were never used in /\iiu-ric;i ex<:epl
the kIoIks were half frosted .illd ll.'id
Tin:
sli.'ide.
iiUrinsic brilliancy of ilie iiiodcrn inel.'illie-lilanieiii
l,nup was, he said, between i,<nxj and 2.<k>o canclleliower per s(|uare inch, and the elTect iip'jii the eye
from such an uiishadi-d l.'uiip w;is terrilic.
lice

liniKSlen

.1

Pneumatic Power in tiie
Manufacture of Railway Supplies.

Electric and
In

lar^e

llie

.Mnlliken

&

Co..

in.inuf.'icIurinK

Chicago, use

modern machines and

ot

)_ilaiit

is

luelhods, ;ind

r<.-tlil)oiie.

of the most

in.'ide

electric

power

an important part in the ecoiioniical operatir^n
"i the works.
The company m.amifactures railw-ay
snj)plies. such as tr.'ick switches, frogs, etc., and in
the various stages of niaiiuf;tclure throuKhout the
l.irge works many ililTerenl kinds of high-grade machines necessary in a plant wdiere good workmanship and economical ojjeration are imi)ort;int conpl;i\'s

These machines are :ill
group drive with six to ten maa group being employed in many instances.

siderations

are

I'or

.At

the operation of

llie

numerous

pncuni.atic tools

midday m.-eiim..
Wednesday of

the

Cliica(.o,

oil

of the iiieinhers

liiiiiilred

without notes, by I'rank
laeetriciaii on 'Wirelis,
ony."
Ke.ili/ilig

th.it

,,f

lisleiierl
I,.

l-:i.-clric

lli.:

week,

last

about

Club,
oni-

to a practical lalk.

I'eriy

of ihe

TeleKr.iphy

and

Western
Telepli-

many

of his liearc-rs wen- eiiKaKed
of lliings eleclrical rather than

on the business

sid.-

purely

investigalioiis.

Mr. I'erry's exjilanaand ti-lepliony was short
and as niiicli as |)Ossihle devoid of highly teclinica!
language.
Me carried his liearers, by the aid of
simple explan.ations, supplemented by illustrations
with
"home-made" -'ijjp.ar.'itus
from liis private
laboratory, in a logical manner through vibratory
lihenomena ranging from the swing of a "slow"
pendulum up to .and above the highest aijfl inaudible note of a Gallon whistle, Then tile listeners were shown the discharge of a I^cyden jar
through a small inductance, .and thus brought wi.hin
range of electrical high-frequency phenomena.
scieiilific

tiou of wireless leleKraphy

-Although

empIoye<l.

electrically driven,

chines in

Electric Club Midday Locturo.

walls pi'r candle.
been ilu- naial prac

I''.-

failure

at

severely h.andicapped
the

last

moment of

for
the

room by the
Grand Pacific

have the luncheon in the large hotel dining
Mr. Perry quickly built for his audience,
from a mica condenser, a wireless-telegraph trans-

Plotel to

room,

compressors were installed.
complete description of the plant soon after the
original installation of a generator and motors was
given in Ihe Western Electrician of June 18, 1904.

mitting station, antl constructed while the luncheon
was in progress two receiving stations in different
parts of the room.
Messages were transmitted to

The

these

air

A

;icconip.-in\ing

iilusli-.-ilinn

gix'cs

a

\-ie\v

in

the

two stations and

membirs were allowed

to

+
FIG. 3.

KNIGHT MOTOR-STARTING RHEOSTAT,

running

Ircuie

position

may

culling

l>e.

off

the

current de-cncrgizes the magnet (21) and the
arm. being thus released, is thrown back to starting position at the left by the spring (17).
line

Sanitary

Transmission
Cut by Miscreants.

District

The transmission wires

of

nf Chicago carrying current

Sanitary District

the
to

Wires

the grounds of the

Forest Park Fair Ground and Amusement Company were apparently maliciously cut on June 6th.
the night the park was opened, throwing the large
The transgr.ounds anS buildings into darkness.
mission line, six or seven miles long, had just been
completed at considerable expense by the Drainage
A sub-station is located on the
Canal people.
grounds of the new park, which uses a large

amount

of current for lighting, decorative illumina-

and motors. It was nearly 11 o'clock when
the wires were cut, but there were many people in
The damage was repaired in time for the
the park.
tion

Sunday evening

illumination.

The

line is

now

pa-

by watchmen. President
drainage board has offered a

trolled the entire distance

McCormick

of

the

reward of $r,ooo for information
vict

sufficient

to

con-

the persons responsible for the act.

POWER PLANT OF
present power plant.
originally

In pursuance of

sachusetts Gas and Electric Light Commission, the
Edison' Electric Illuminating Coinpany of Boston
has made a reduction from 15 to 12 cents per

kilowatt-hour to consumers.
President Charles L. Edgar's rejoinder to the
commission's suggestion, however, is such as to
indicate that the company defers to the public
sentiment created by the action of the commission,
but does not concede the justice of the demand
"In
made upon the company. Mr. Edgar says
:

deciding to put the
do not want to be
incorrectness of our
or the incompleteness
are based upon

reduced price into efifect. we
understood as admitting the
theory of dififerential prices
of our proof that our prices

cost.''

Brilliancy of

Tungsten Lamps.

Dr. Louis Bell of Boston made a rather long
speech at the Institution of Electrical Engineers in
London on May 28th in the discussion on a paper
by Hugo Hirst of the London General Electric
Company, which dealt with the Osram lamp. He

gave the history of the use of metallic-filament
lamps in America, and mentioned that the question
now uppermost was the most economical efficiency
At one watt per
at which to run these -lamps.
thought experiments rather
candle he
English
showed that they were being overrun, and it would

The wisdom

for future

growth

CHICAGO FACTORV MAKING RAILWAY SUPPLIES.

of the provisions
is now apparent.

first there was one (xx)-kilowatt generator and
motors.
Now the power plant consists of two
engine-driven direct-current 600-kilowatt CrockerWheeler generators and one of 300 kilowatts of the
same make. The use of electric drive has increased
rapidly, and there are now in use about So CrockerWheeler direct-current motors of various sizes, the
largest one being a 90-horsepower machine driving
a rail saw.
In making the extensions the same thoroughness
was carried out as in the original installation, and
the plant is therefore modern and efficient in every
way, serving well to illustrate the economy and advantages of electric drive. By going to some additional expense in the original installation to provide
for probable
future growth, economy and convenience were effected in the later additions.
Compressed air is used for the chipping and
cleaning of castings by means of pneumatic tools
and in other w^ays. The illustration shows one of
the Allis-Chalmers heavy-duty two-stage air compressors installed.
The steam cylinders of the
newer compressor are 12 and 24 by 36 inches and
air
cylinders
20
and
12 by 36 inches, this being
the
practically a duplicate of the older machine inThis compressor was
stalled some time previous.
designed to furnish 1,200 cubic feet of free air per
minute at a discharge pressure of 105 pounds.
Two-stage compression is now recommended by
experienced engineers for anything beyond very
moderate pressures, the air being thoroughly cooled
between stages by inter-coolers such as that furnished with the machine mentioned so as to take
full advantage of the economy obtainable from this
system.

.At

for Current in Boston.
the recommendation of the Mas-

Reduced Price

made

A

25

listen

to

the

"clicks"

brought about by the action

of the transmitted electrical waves.
With the idea of simplifying the transmission. Mr.

Perry used as a source of current a static machine,
or an electrical "pump," as he designated it by
popular term. After the transmission of the elec
trie waves to the two stations, two sympathetic
tuning forks were exhibited, and the transmission
of energy by sound waves from fork to fork across
a table efTected.
This was done with the object
of conveying roughly to the audience some idea of
sound and electrical resonance phenomena as relating to the transmission of a wireless-telegraph or
telep'none message.
This lecture was the first at the Electric Club,
except one by Mr. H. W. Young of the Central

Company, in which apparatus was employed with the idea of making the talk practical
and much more interesting to an everyday audience
of business men. As only 25 minutes are allowed,
such talks of necessity must be concise and to the
Electric

point.

Engineers and experts employed to examine the
Chicago
elevated-railway
conditions
have completed their work, and their reports are now said
to be available as a basis upon which to form
terms for a consolidation of the properties.
It is
said that the preliminary negotiations looking to an
amalgamation of the overhead properties will be
commenced within the next week or 10 da\'S, although the main issue of the plan may not be
reached until next fall. It is asserted that' Mr.

Samuel
to

Insull is taking a leading part in the effort
bring about a consolidation.

—
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has been experimenting

Fort Wil-

at

CHICAGO.

507 Marquette Building,

character. The device is intended to meet the
need for masking the lights, and also to prevent
their location being discovered during the daylight

The Railroad Commission of Indiana
work of great importance in endeavoring
the number of railroad accidents, and the

New

Encouraging

hours.

for

Eastern Office, 150 Nassau Street,

and

results are reported,

is

it

next

test

^g^^^
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TIIEKE AkE disappearing guns in coast

fortifi-

calions, so also there src to be disappearing searchlights.

The

Board

of

Ordnance

of

the

United

farm

the

il-

dairies

may

well give this sub-

for

directions

bound

is

raising

the

Cream

advantage.

may

dairies

advan-

be

also

many

about

Pumps

to be greatly extended.

water,

feed

cases.

of electricity

use

winnowing

cutters,

ma-

and other types of farm machinery all require power, and the time is coming when much
chines

this

power

applied.

Some

of

will

be electrically transmitted and

central stations in the country have

motors for farm work with good
whole subject will well repay the
careful study of the plant managers in rural disused

portable

and

results,

tlie

The great difficulty,
much of the

of

not so

as of the

Paris has been the subject
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jokes.

operators

that the

is

and take their time.
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chinery
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The

Railroad COMMISSION of Indiana is making
^
a
"What IS apparently an earneSL and honest effort to

number

the

In

State.

of

11,

n

,

.i

of IQOS, ISSUed last month,

ter

Thus

improvement.

fying-

,

accidents

railroad

"Accident Bulletin" for the

its

f

,

,11

.

.

,

,

of local
possible

the

be

to

Not

secured.

the

all

an active new-business campaign
the cities by any means.

opportunities
exist

and an idea obtained

conditions

load

in

for

not only excitable but justiv indignant.

are

reducc

investment represented by lines and masupply a limited and intermittent de-

for power.
But this objection becomes less
formidable in many cases when a careful canvass

of

is

it

to

mand

Still

it

the

first

.

tbat

in

quar-

.

nOtcS SOme gratl-

number

total

of

Centr.\l-st.\tion companies generating current in
steam plants, especially if these plants are of the
older type, should keep a keen lookout on hydroelectric possibilities within a wide range of the
localities they serve.
Coal and labor are not decreasing in price, and with the development of the
of practicable power transmission by
being steadily enlarged. It seems un-

the area

art

7

deaths irom accidents on both steam and electric

electricity is

roads in Indiana during the third quarter of 1907
of 1007,
10/;
'' fourth quarter
'
" QQ
"' first quarter

serving the community faithfully and at reasonable

was

;

that

fair

central-station

a

company

has been

that

.

I9OO,

S3.

corresponding figures

he

1

were

and

478

401,

the

for
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-in

and 2.
ronin.nrinosteam TnrI
Comparing Steam
anct
S,

of

was

quarters

three

those

for

The number

369.

re-

for a term of years should be underbid,
with the sanction of city authorities, by some new
rates

hydro-electric concern with the advantage of cheap

And

power.

5

ronds
oacis.

development,

hydro-electric

yet

like

he
DC

the

tungsten

lamp,

noted that the number of casualties on the electric

the

inevitable

law of progress, and should be met
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'

.
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much
,
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•
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as

less,

.
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'

it
It

1

t

^

j

show
ThuS

.

will
-vt

might be expected.

the electric railways
do not
"

theless,

Never-

the

same

improvement as the Steam roads.
the total
>
«
^
j
xt
^i
ti.ii,
deaths
electrics
during the
three quarters
on the
mentioned were, respectivelv, 8, 14 and Q, and the
This may
total number injured was 34, 70 and 71.
due to fuller reports from the electric lines,
'^'^
but on its face it is a bad showing, wdlich should
•

i

1

,.

,

,

,

,

be corrected.

The commission is especially vigorous in denouncing trespassers On rights-of-way. "For nearly
.,.,..
5° P^r cent, of the entire fatalities on the steam
r-iilrnads
th'ese trespasseis
tresnnssers were to
tn hiaine
maine. * * * *
ra'Toaas tncse
,

,.

death

,

of

roll

public

•"gainst

this

trespassers

.

fatal

nuisance."

Legislation

is

desired

,

,

grade crossings, commendable precautions

now

more are needed, and the final
is urged.
It is recommended
newspapers, at least once a week or when
stormy weather approaching, warn the
taken, but

of grades

separation
"'^'

''^'^

ihcrc

is

,

'

,.

.

.

approach railroad crossiiig.s with
ercnt care. Most of the persons klllcd during the
quarter at crossings were killed during cold and
slormy weather.
general

public to

,

Kmploycs constitute a large proportion of persons killed and injured on railroads. One of the
greatest causcs of danger is the American spirit
recklessness.

man who
ness

in

careless

is

It

is

truthfully

reckless of his

railroad

of his

service,

own
while

fellow employes

is

declared
life

a

that

a

has no busi-

man

little
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comed, for what

not

large

at

who
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belter than

is

simply

resignation,
is
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in

is,

good for the

for the

but

luanifestation

should

be

of

wel-

good of the community

long run

electrical

a

if

not

immediately,

industry.

behooves the central-station men, then, to be
to look to the future.
If they cannot develop the waterpowers themselves, and so realize on
these natural advantages which appeal so strongly
to President I^oosevelt, they should at least be
cognizant of the situation and arrange to act in
It

alert,

harmony with

the

march

of

They

events.

the great advantage of being first in the

conductors

their

men

sonable

no

is
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and

ought to be possible, even

it
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field,
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no disguising the fact that the constant
not only toward a greatly extended
use of electric power, but toward cheaper electric
power. The clectric'-light and power companies,
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while sturdily maintaining their right to a reasonprofit, should be eager lo seize upon every
development of the art which will enable them lo

able

supply
Ill
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current
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advancement. Electrical enterprises have succeeded
by being distinctively progressive and an improvement on what has gone before. This policy the
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Central-station Business
The

Boston.

In

Boston F.dison Coinp.iiiy
ciuls on JniU' 30lh, and based on opcralions for llie
last II months, the annual report to issne in ()cIriher will, aeeordiiiR to the Boston News Hureau.
show about 5' j per eent. inerease in uross and
fiscjil

yi':ir

of

llic

In the jireper cent, incre.-ise in net.
year the gross increased 6.3 per cent,
and the increase in net was 4.8 per cent.
The new business which the comp.any has secured
in the first four months of this year has been comparatively small coini)areil with corresponding perioil
a year ago, due to the general business ilepression.
The year's business, however, will be the best in
the company's history, owing to the unusu.ally large
increase in the si.\ months' period i)revions to the
general setback in business.
The recent inlroducliou of the high-economy
lamp is estimated by the management as already
showing the result of customers securing the same
amount of caudlepower from the comp.any for about
seven per cent. less money.
The incandescent lamps, arc lamps and Imrsepowcr in motors connected April 30. 1908, compare
^vith connections on June ,30th in the years *U)07,
1906 and 1905 as follows
aljout

7,'/'

vious

fiscal

Alllilju,

JiHIf 30
njo-.

iij(>S.

Iiicandescem lamps
Arc lamps

y39.S34

Horsepower

The

313

Sf)3

nioft.

I'jo.s.

-SS 560

708 3S4

in.of)S

10.339

io.5'i

10.102

3S.922

35

"9^'

30J33

20,.\iC)

connections on April 30tli aggregated
1,635,160 l6-candIepower ecpiivalents. compared wilii
1,503,478 on June 30, 1907, an increase of nearly
total

nine per cent.

Evanston Extension of the Northwestern Elevated.
The

now

Northwestern

Elevated

Company

Railway

Loop

Chicago
From the former
terminal of the line at Wilson Avenue, which is the
end of the elevated structure, the electric trains go
to the surface and run over the Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. Paul Railway Company's right-of-w-aj^ to
Evanston. Steam passenger trains on this branch
of the steam road have been entirely abandoned.
.\fter leaving the elevated structure the overhead
service between the
and Evanston in full operation.

has

trolley

is

its

used.

A

modern

in

sub-station

located

is

near the Chicago city limits, which supplies current
from the Commonwealth Edison Company for operThe cars are of
ating the Evanston extension.
modern design, wdth many desirable features. They
especially

are

weU

lighted

as

a

result

of

the

thorough study of car lighting made by President
During the busier foreStarring of the company.
noon and evening hours trains are run on a TOminute schedule, and most of them stop only at the
express stations between the Loop and Wilson
Avenue.

Artistic Illumination for Milwaukee
Business Streets.

The

question of plans for the artistic illumination

the business sections of Grand Avenue and
Wisconsin Street. Milwaukee, Wis., is being discussed by the Greater Milwaukee Association. At
a recent meeting President Beggs of the ]\'Iilwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company, offered
his support and co-operation and agreed to erect
specimen lamp clusters and maintain them for 60
of

days to permit the members of the association to
decide upon the desirability of the lighting of
dow-ntown streets as proposed. Merchants are in
favor of the project.
In the plan proposed by the association the lamps
are 50-candlepower and may be attached to the
It has been figured
trolley poles in clusters of five.
that the cost of installing, maintaining and lighting
the new lamps, 3vhich will comprise about 16S
clusters of five each, will be 45 cents per running
foot per 3^ear for each side of the streets benefited.

and a h.'is<-hall m;iteh between "Mannfaelurers" :n»d
"Operating Companies." K. S. Kelscli of Montreal
is president of tile association :nid T. S. Young of
Confeder.ation Life Unilding, Tornnlcf, is
tary.
A Large alli'nrlance at lln- eMnveution
pected .and desired.

Niagara Plants

for

On Smiday, June

14111. from
a. m. lo 3 p. m.,
Niagara h'alls Power Company will shut down
its
two m.'inuuoth stations on the ;\merican side
;it
Niagar:t Ivills, and fac1<n'ies operating by the
electric cuiM-enl supplied from these jiower houses
the
h.'ive been notified to cease operation between
hours mentioned. This shutilown will be the first
since June i, 1902, on which rlate an inspection
was m.'ide of the wheel-pits and tunnel after the
latter had been in use from July 26, 1H97.
It
is
announced that the present shnt<lown is
I

made

to enable the

to m.ake
.abulmenl

ihorough

:i

of

the

Company

Intern;ition:d Railw.ay

inspection

great

Upper

of

.Americim

the

Bridge,

.Arch

Steel

which it owns. It has been admitted for some
time that the outrush of the waters from the tunnel
portal is Iiarniful to the abutment foundation, for
this abutment is forced to stand the brunt of the
How as it strikes the waters of the gorge. Months
.-igo men worked about the abutment trying to jirotect il, and wdicn they allenipted to lower a sheet
of armor plate, the current was so fierce that the
It is essential
steel was hurled out into the river.
that the e.xact conditions be known, in order that
repairs may be made if needed, and divers will be
employed in ascertaining the exact condition of the
abutment and its foundation.
.Availing itself of the opportunity aft'orded when
the waters are shut otif, the engineering force of

Niagara Falls Power Company will inspect the
wheel-pits and the mile-long tailrace in every part,
the

searching carefully about the bottom, the sides and
the roof of the great bore to determine how the
brick-lined waterway is standing up under the tre-

mendous flow of water

that is hurled through it
night and day, year in and 3'ear out. The inspection of 1902 showed that it was all right.
While the American plants of the Niagara Falls
Power Company are shut down the power station
of the Canadian Niagara Power Company w-ill be
called upon to supply electricity for the operation
of the lines of the International Railway in Buf-

Niagara Falls, Lockport and vicinity. No
trouble whatever is anticipated in this service, but,
so far as the public knows, it will be the first
time the Canadian station has carried this great
trolley load of Western New York.
Cables cross
the Niagara River
over the Upper Steel Arch
Bridge and also high over the flood of water at
the entrance of the river at Black Rock and Fort
falo.

Erie, so

good cable connections are assured.

Progress of Radio-telegraphy.
In a letter to Mr. Marconi dated March 12th the
postmaster-general of Great Britain said
"How
:

soon and
for

ized

how

far wireless telegraphy can

internal

telegraphic

purposes yet

But the working of the

to be seen.

we have

be

util-

remains

tw'o postoffice

—

operation one on the Marconi system is evidence to us of the steady improvements that are being made in the development of wireless telegraphy, while the opening of
the JMarconi Atlantic station marks another step in
advance in the case of long-distance conmiunicainstallations

in

—

tion."

'Mr. ^lareoni says, in a conniiunication to the

Lon-

Review^ dated March i6th, that the
New York Times informs him that during five
months it received from its correspondent in England and on the Continent "news dispatches totaling
68,404 w'ords, promptly and eflnciently transmitted
bv your svstem."

don

Electrical

Steam Engine and Interurban Car
Collide.

An

electric car of

the Joliet,

rora interurban line was struck
on a countrj- crossing of the

Plainfield
bv'

a

and Au-

freight train

:

Joliet

and

;

spection

Royal Canadian
Scarboro Beach Park, associaboat excursion to Hanlan's Point

of the university, tea at

Yacht Club,

visit to

luncheon,

steam

Joliet, 111., a few days
and injuring others. According to the steam-road officials, two signals were
set aganst the electric car, which
3vas
commg

Eastern

road near

ago, killing" three persons

down

It is said that the interlocking switch
crossing derailed the car, but instead of
sending it to the side the car apparently was going
so fast that it jumped and ran nearly straight
ahead on tlie ties to the center of the crossing,
wdiere it was struck by the engine.

at

grade.

the

Telephone ContractB
the

Manitoba.

in

.Manitoba

Kovrrinnent intends to improve ,'inil extend llie tileplione system purcb.Tird
from the lic-ll company early in the year is borne
out by the fad ih.-il .a number of contracts Iiav'recently been aw.inled. 'I he lot;d amount to be
'pent on improving the system is riVjut $500,000,
but the govennnent has reserved the rit;hl with
<-ach contr:ict to inirchase eitlii;r 25 jjer cent, loss
than the amoinit contracted for or $50 per cent,
more.
For the conslrnclion of long-disl.inee lines the
following firms tenrlere'l
Goddard & Jerining;,
Stone & Green, O'Brien & Co., K, Gareau, Ilarpleslokes, Ltd., C. Marconx, W, G. Wyall, K. D.
.McLcod and H. C. Parker. The successful bidder
Ih.il

:

line between Winnipeg and Ste. .Anne, .37
was R. D. McLcod, the contract price being
$59 a mile. The Virden and Sinclair branch, 29
miles, was let to W. G. Wyalt
$/)5 a mile.
Stone
& Green, Chicago, were awarded llie contracts for

for 'the

miles,

.-it

following

the

Minnedosa

to

lines:

Giinli

Binscarlh,

to

Selkirk,

103 miles;

42 miles;
B.aldur 10 Mi-

ami, 67 miles; Minto to Belmont, 27 miles; Brandon
to Roundwaite, 20 miles.
'I'he tender for these extensions was at a flat rate of $87 a mile.

Contracts for the common-battery and magneto
telephones were awarded to the Korthcrn Electric

Company and

the Canadian

Company, Toronto.
phones

The

Independent 'I'elephone

system to be
numicipality of Wallace.
for

supply the teleconstructed in the

latter will

the

l"or the lead cable a number of English firmsent in figures, but these prices were all too high,
and the contract was awarded to the Wire and

Cable Company, Montreal
Whitccross Company,
;

approximates $40,000.
and the British

it

The

Ltd.,

Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd., of England, were
given contracts for the supply of 150 tons of BB
galvanized iron wire at three cents a pound.
Additional contracts have been awarded as fol-

lows

Cross-arms, the F. Bissell Company, Toledo,
copper wire. Wire and Cable Company.
Montreal, Que.
copper sleeves, F. E. Cook, Chicago; weatherproof iron wire. Canadian General
Electric Company; steel strand wire, E. M. Skinner, Winnipeg.
Orrin F. French is chief engineer
of telephone department, Winnipeg, Man.
Construction on these government lines will be
rushed, and within three days of the awarding of
:

Ohio

:

;

work had

contracts the

the

started

on several of

the branches.

Railway Telegraphers Will Discuss Telephone Dispatching.

A

meeting will be held in Montreal, Que., June
25th and 26th by the Association of Railway

24th,

Telegraphers, including representatives of the large
railroads in Canada and the United States.
One
of the principal questions to be taken up at the
meeting will be the dispatching of trains by telephone instead 'of by telegraph. There are already
a dozen railroads wdth telephone circuits in operation or being equipped. The Canadian Pacific Railroad is equipping one of these circuits, and it will
be in operation between Montreal and Farnham
during the convention, so that the company, can
give a practical demonstration of the system in
operation. It is an independent metallic circuit,
controlled entirely by the train dispatcher, and is
not to be used for telegraphic work. The cost,
according to W. J. Camp, electrical engineer for
the Canadian Pacific Railroad, is fully seven times
that of the installation of a telegraph line, but
the increased cost is otifset by the facility by which
trains can be handled, and delays will be greatljreduced.

National Electrical Trades Association.
The

Trades Association is
Manufacturers' Club, 1409
Walnut Street, Philadelphia, on June nth. This
organization is composed of the electrical trades
associations of Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago and San Francisco, and has a total membership o£ 410, comprising the representative electrical manufacturers and jobbers. The present officers are
President, John H, Dale of New York
vice-president,
Charles jNI. Wilkins of Philadelphia
secretary and treasurer, Frederic P. Vose of
Chicago.
In addition to these official members
National

Electrical

announced to meet

at the

:

Elgin,

;

:

tion

Be Shut Down

ex-

the

The

A

to

secreis

Inspection.

Canadian Convention Next Week.
eighteenth annual convention of the Canadian Electrical Association will be held at the University of Toronto, Queen's Park, Toronto, on June
good programme has
17th to 19th, inclusive.
lieen arranged, including, among others, these pa"Power Rates," W. N. Ryerson "How to
pers
Inerease Station Load," George Williams; "Lost
and Unaccounted-for Current," C. R. McKay ''Elec"Modern
trical Earnings per Capita," W. A. Bucke
Street Lighting." A. E. Fleming: "Distributing Systems," R. G. Black; "Grounding of Secondaries,"
W. L. MacFarlane, and "Regulation of Electric
The entertainment feaCurrents," W. G. Chace.
tures will include an outing on Lake Ontario, in-

-175

;

R.
the

W. Van Valkenburgh
San Francisco

is

association.

the

representative

James

'\^'olff

of

of the

Chicago association and Norman Marshall of the
Boston association.
The Chicago association will
also be represented by H. E. Hackenberg of the
National Carbon Company, Cleveland, and F. D.
Van Winkle of the Post-Glover Electric Company
of

Cincinnati.
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Protective Features of a Large Hightension Underground System.
The Chicago

Section

of

the

American

settings referred to above relate to the
time taken by the relay to close the tripping cirThe various forms of oil switches used require from 0.2 to 0.6 second to open.
The trip
switch can operate in about 0.03 second. Therefore
the time setting of the relays should not be too
high.
In specifying the setting of a time-limit relay
at least two points of its characteristic curve should
be stated, otherwise the description defines only
the point stated, and this may fit any number of
cuit.

Institute

Engineering held its last meeting of
the season on June stli.- the programme of the evening being the reading and discussion of R. F.
Schuchardt's paper on "Recent Developments^- in
Protective Features of a Large High-tension UnThe system referred to was
derground System."
that of the Commonv^'calth Edison Company of Chicago, with which MV. Schuchardt is connecteil.
ot

The time

Electrical

is briefly abstracted below.
In the "development of' suitable protection for such
a svstem there is danger of providing so many devices that instead of protecting the system the latter
danger points which
is actually overburdened with
may seriously impair the service. Simplicity must
be sought for and no protective devices used that
introduce complications or that are not positively

The paper

nccessarv.
On the introduction of the 9,000-volt transmission in 1902 remote-control oil switches were installed and the simple solenoid and plunger type of
overload relay with a fixed time-limiting device was
After some experimenting with the timeadopted.
limit adjustments the fallacy of a fixed time limit
became apparent, and it was therefore abandoned,
leaving only the plain relay with practically instan-

taneous action.
As the Fisk Street station was put into service
there became evident the necessity for getting seaction of the relays, so that in the larger
system the proper switches, and those only, would
open in case of cable troubles and dangerous overAbout this time the bellows attachment to
loads.
the coil and plunger type of relay was produced
and soon introduced in Chicago. The efifect of the
bellows was to make the time of action of the relay
Moreover, the
inverse to the amount of overload.
bellows relay was found to be capable of proper
time adjustment for selective action and was therefore believed to have solved the problem.
In the early bellows, relays the plunger when
drawn up returned to its original position very
This
slowly, so a quick recovery valve was added.
was 'intended to prevent the plunger from being
contact
poto
the
gradually
brought
and
picked up
sition by an intermittent overload lower than its
In several cases of cable breakdown the
setting.
line switch did not-open as quickly as it should.
Investigation showed that this was due to vibration
and pumping, which greatly retarded the upward
motion of the plunger. When tested with the same
adjustment on 60 cycles no vibration WdS to be
found. The vibration at 25 cycles was found to be
caused by the fact that this was near the natural
period of vibration of the suspended plunger.
slight change in frequency caused the vibration to
become more pronounced. With strong throttling
of the valve, as for a six-second adjustment, this
action was worse than with a light throttling, as
It was proved that
for a two-second adjustment.
this chattering was largely due to the quick-recovery valves and work was begun to improve them.
The trouble caused by the vibration was so serious
that when a short-circuit came on the line and the
lective

A

switches should have been opened instantly, they
really did open more slowly than with an overload
of only 150 to 200 per cent.
It was also found that the time adjustment of
Greater uniformity
the relays was very important.
of action and better results were found with a twosecond adjustment than with one for six seconds at
minimum current setting. (This setting means that
the relay does not operate at all until the current
rises to this "minimum current" value and persists
With the standard relays
for at least six seconds.)
the quickest action was obtained in 0.3 second.
The desideratum for an ideal relay is to operate
instantly when the overload is in the nature of a
"short," and to operate only after several seconds
when the overload, though dangerous if prolonged,
As continuity of
is not of the short-circuit kind.
service is always the first aim, the switches should
not be opened by an overload until it is positively
unsafe to hold on longer.
On the other hand,
when a cable breaks down the switch should be
opened instantly, for the breakdown, which usually
on one phase only. ?incc the neutral of the sysi.s
tem is gro'indcd, will otherwise spread to the other
phases, cause a violent shock to the system and
open the switches of many sound lines. Where the
load consists of railway lines occasional currctit
rises may occur which would be dangerous if continned, hut which last for only one or two seconds
or less.
The switch should remain closed under
these swings, and therefore the two-second adjustment of Ihe relay should be as high as consistent
with safety. It is better to risk an occasional burnout than Iff he fref)uently shutting down pari of the
service.
The load at which tlic switch sliould open
inF.tantIy should be about twice tliat of the minimum current setting, the two-second point being
about half way between the two.
Since it was impossible to oI)tain these results
with the bellows type of relay with the type of air
valve supplied by liie manufacturer, a combined
needle valve rtufl pop valve was rk-vised by one of
the company's engineers.
This valve has proved
very sali- factory, as it overcomes the vibration
trouble and has a practically zero time point. It
has been adopted on al] the 25-cyclc bellows relays.

curves.
At the

generating stations overload relays are
In conformity
used on transmission lines only.
with American practice, no automatic devices are
Three times the
used on the generator switches.
normal continuous load on any transmission line is
considered as requiring instantaneous action of the
relay and 225 per cent, of the normal load is supposed to operate it in two seconds. The minimum
current on which the relay will operate is 160 per
cent.

load.

sub-stations line relays are not used, but the
feed into separate bus-bars which are not
Dependence is
ordinarily connected in parallel.
placed on the relays of the sub-station units themselves for disconnecting the line from the load in
The relays on the
case of trouble on that line.
25-cycle side of rotary converters and frequency
minimum
opening at twice
for
changers are set
full-load current, two seconds at three times full
load and instantaneous actios at four times full

In

June

1908

13,

AND ANSWERS.

QUESTIONS

Abnormal "Gassing"

of
teries.

Storage Bat-

S., Peoria;
Why should storage cells "gas"
they have been charged for two days?
No
current had been flowing for two days, and they
were fully charged by voltmeter test.

F.

S.

when

Answer.

A

very slight bubbling of gas takes place from a
storage battery at nearly all times, whether discharging or standing idle.
Toward the end of
charge heavy evolution of gas, or. as it is called,
"gassing," normally takes place.
If this occurs at
other times it is caused by marked local action in

due in all probability to impurities or forsubstances in the electrolyte.
See whether
anyone has dropped a nut, screw, nail or other foreign object into the cell.
the

cell,

eign

lines

load.

The relays on the 6o-cycle side of frequency
changers and corresponding circuits do not have
the instantaneous attachment and their overload setThe
tings are higher than those on 25-cycle relays.
chief reason for this is that the short-circuit characteristics of these generators are different from
those of the 25-cycle turbo-generators, consequently
the possible energy which can flow into a "short"
At 60
is not sufficient to endanger the machines.
cycles also the relays act quite promptly on exThe bellows relays just referred
cessive overloads.
to constitute the entire protective apparatus on the
alternating-current part of the system. Since changing the adjustments and replacing the air valves the
few cases of cable trouble which have occurred
have produced no more than a slight jar, on the
system.

On the direct-current part of the system the rotary converters are equipped with a speed-limit device set to trip the direct-current circuit-breakers
when the speed reaches 12 to 15 per cent, above
normal.
The rotaries in the basements of office
buildings are further provided with reverse-current
relays operating on the direct-current circuit-breakThis practice has been found desirable
ers only.
during a number of heavy system disturbance?,
when the alternating-current switch remained closed
and' the unit kept on running, thus requiring only
the closing of the direct-current switches to put it
into active service again.
The advantage of operating the high-tension system in sections has been shown on several occasions and the great importance of limiting the ex'tent of a disturbance on the system made clear.
There are now but two sections, but some time
after the addition of the new Quarry Street station
The
a redivision into three sections will be made.
independent operation of the transmission lines at
the sub-station end permits the omission of protective devices at that point.
Of the central-station companies operating in the
five largest cities of the United States the Commonwealth Edison Company is the only one thai:
operates with a grounded neutral, though among
large railway companies this practice is common.
When
Originally every generator was grounded.
the four-pole. S.ooo-kilowatt units were installed
the
sixcross-current
between
them
and
the neutral
poJe, 5,000-kilowatt units was found to be undesirably high, so a resistance was placed in the neuExperience with this has
tral of the new units.
With the growth
not been conclusive either way.
of the system and the addition of large units it was
fuund that the effect of cable breakdowns increased
severity, and therefore the grounding of each
in
At present only two
unit has been discontinued.
units of each section of the system are grounded.
After the reading of Mr. Schuchardt's paper,
which was illustrated bv quite a number of lantern
slides, communicated discussions were read from
L. L, Elden of the Edison Electric Illuminaling
Company of Boston: W. G. Carlton of the New
York Central and Hudson River Railroad. New
of the Union Electric Eight
York city; S. B.
and Power Company of St. Louis, and S. D.
.Sprong of the Union Electric Light and Power
Company of New York city. In these communications the practice of the respective companies
in regard to protective devices was explained and
contrasted with that of Ihe Chicago company.
The general discussion was then opened by \V.
L. Abbott of the Commonwealth Edison Company,
who presided, and participated in by E. Woodmansee of Sargent & Lundy. Chicago: C. Wiler of
Western Electric Company. Chicago; E. A.
tlie
Vaughn of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and
Light Company. Milwaukee: W. O. P.arnhart of
Park Elevated Railroad,
tluCliicago and Oak

Way

and D. W. Roper, P. Junkersfeld and
Mr. Schuchardt of tlie Conunonwcalth Edison Company, Chicago. During the discussion much information of value was brought out.
Chicago,

Arc Lamps

2,000 Candiepower.

of

C. S. Rayne, La
constant potential arc

M,

Does a 2jX-ampere, 220-voll

:

lamp give the equivalent
nominal 2.000-candlepower lamp?

of a

light

Answer.
over a decade ago the old 9.6-ampere directcurrent series open arc was usually regarded as a
2,000-candlepower lamp.
The development of arclamp photometry showed this to be a decidedly excessive rating.
As varous sizes and types of lamps
were introduced, considerable controversy arose as to
what should be regarded as the equivalent of the
nominal 2,000-candlepower lamp.
This led to the
adoption of the following standard definition of this
lamp by the National Electric Light Association at
its convention of 1894:
"Resolved, that in the opinion of this convention
what is ordinarily known as a 2,000-candlepower
arc lamp is one requiring on the average 450 watts
for its maintenance, the measurements being made
at the lamp terminals where no sensible resistance
is
In case' such
included in series with the arc.
resistance is used it must be excluded in the measTill

urement of the voltage."

By a resolution at
same organization

convention of

the

the

ratified

this

year

last

definition

as

a

proper one 'Tor the old open type of arc lamp and
the standard carbon type of enclosed arc lamps,"
but not for flaming or luminous arcs or for mercury-vapor and vacuum tube lamps.

Now,

in this particular

case of the 220-volt,

ampere, direct-current, enclosed lamp,
that

as

takes 550 watts.

above

However,
the

definitions,

in

voltage

is

accordance with the

must be

across the arc, which in this lamp

is

measured

probably about

The energy consumed in the arc
150 volts.
seem, therefore, to be but 375 watts, which
low

2^-

evident
measured at the lamp terminals the lamp
it

place

to

it

in

the

would
is

too

nominal 2,000-candlepower

class.

lyieeting- of

the Oklahoma, Association.

of the Oklahoma Electric
Light. Railway and Gas Association was held 111
Guthrie, Okla., May 26th, 27th and 28th. Washouts
on some of the railroads delayed many of the delegates, and some of the members were busy with
pending legislative matters, consequently the attendance was small. President E. H. Tidman delivered a good address, followed by a discussion of
new and pending legislation of interest to the as-

The annual convention

sociation.

Interesting addresses and papers were given as
follows: "Construction of Street-railway Lines in
Oklahoma," Charles Ford of Oklahoma City "Op"Light
eration of Street Railways," 0. W. Weddle
and Heat," R. O. Dcmming; "Distribution," H. C.
Nelson; "Light and Illumination," Prof. C. M.
;

;

"The Installation. Testing and Care of
Jansky
Meters," Prof. R. P. Sauerhcrring of Oklahoma
Stettmund adUniversity. Representative
State
;

tlressed the association.

Several sessions were given up lu a discussion
The Sons of Jove
of coal, oil and gas subjects.
held a rejuvenation at the Elks" Club.
Action was taken to merge the office of secretary
n\u\ treasurer, and on account of the small attendance it was decided that President Tidman of
Oklahoma City and Secretary G. Crow of Guthrie
hold over until some action is taken by the execucommittee. The various committees will he
tive
selected by Icllcr-ballot.

The Ashland (Wis.) Lighting Company has voted
bonds to extend its street railway and
Copper
plant and buy new cars.
Kalis waterpower, 18 miles from A.shland, will Indeveloped and an inlerurhan line will be e.vlended
C. L. Wright of Chilo VVashlnirn and Odanah.
cago. E. T.' Sullivan of Chippewa Falls, M. M.
of
Boston are the new
Appleyard
Reed and A. E.
directors and the moving spirits in the extension.
$450,000
build a

in

new gas

—
JlllR'

!,,
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COMMUNICATION.

THE INSTALLATION, LABORATORY TESTING AND

Tho TostlnK

REPAIRING OF ELECTRIC METERS.
Hy

JoSKl'II

To

Bakkk.

\i.

the

It

Special Equipment and MoLhods.
{Co

II I ill

tied.

XI.

circuii

iric

1\i:v(ii.utiiins

uv a

Mktku,

(K)-

ingenious ami liiuc ^aviuK iiu'ilmd n| compar
j\ a ineUr uiuKr U-st wilh tlic
liu' rcvoluti*Mis
iiif;'
i\-volutions iif a maslcr iiiclcr on iIk- same Inad is

An

Ijy

use of

liic

apparalus shown

liic

p.-uiying skclchcs, Fiys.

The

and

15

in

aconm-

llu;

and eonneeled

observed hy means (d

is

(Fig;.

for

15)

noting

a

[\h-

revolutions lagging heliiiid or forging ahead of the
meter disk during a comparalively few revolutions
This device is used in conjunction
of the disk.
with a contacl-making^device and telephone circuit
O'^ig- 16) applied 10 the disk or "cup" of the masThe consiruelion of ihc complete aplcr meter.

paratus is as fallows:
Fig. 15 shows :i plan
of Ihc meter

under

and elevation of the disk

To

lesi.

tlic

the

i>i

h

rough

underside of the

llie

Iiallery

lli>-'

iud-ielion

idosing

iheiehy
coil

(

(O

ihr primary
),
and ih"' swilcli
every r-vhilion in

Wilh

Ihe apparatus

(I)),

.and

(E)
(I")

descrihed

the

s«-c-

coil.
is

il

clear

that

an

aide lo note visually the ir.ansils

is

nil

the

at

I"

1

onilary winding of the induction
ithserver al

<|rc-

the

(I';

:nid causing a click onci.S
telephone recci\ er
cmnii'.i**!

of the spot

16.

nioU-r niulcr lest, duly leveled

on llic determined load,
simple sighting- d.-vico

I

'laic,

,-.

I

wintling

tmk

Tkstini;

the di>k

as

-laul

111.-

disk past

s.nue

lime

tlu:

um1<-

sij^hls
ilu;

(C) and

revolutions

\hv disk (K) hy listening on the k-leplione fS).
The (iperatiou of iho method may lie made clear
hy assuming, firsl, that the two meter disks are
In thai case the ohrevolving at the same siieed.
server at (K). noting on the telephone ihe revolulions of the (hsk (K) (master nieterj and noting
visually the revoluilous of the disk of the' meler
under test, will hear a click in the lelephune and al
the same inslanl observe the si)ol (1-') passing the
same given point c\'ei*y time il comes around. The
observer may. therefore, adjust one of the arms
iif

liahle

useless

for h<il ^;alvauizefl iroir,
for the more reeeul

on which the meter stands and pivoted upon
a stud (B) in line with the meter shaft are a pair
of slender arms (C) and (D). bent up so that
their free ends stand in front of the disk when the
latter is viewed from the observer's position (E).
The arms may be swung independently of each
other into any angular position, but the upper end
of each w^ill obviously alw^ays remain at the same
They serve
distance from the edge of the disk.
as sights for observing the transit of the spot (F)
painted on the edge of the disk as the disk revolves, and may be set so that any two points on
the disk, including betvvt^en them any desired fraction

of

the

circumference

of

the

disk,

may

be

two arms from (E).
Thus, in Fig. 15, as drawn, the disk will make
about one-third of a revolution between the instant
that the spot is sighted on (C) and the instant ihat
(D), i. e., from the point (W) to
it is sighted on
The sights may thus be said to be
the point (X).
sighted on the

set one-third of

a

revolution apart.

Referring now to Fig. 16, the arrangement of
the master meter disk shown is a means of counting the revolutions of this disk without having to
observe the transits of a spot upon the disk, thereby
leaving the eye of the observer free to note the
revolutions of the meter under test in the manner
just -described.

are a pair of contact
to the disk (K)
consisting of light wire uprights (L) (L),
with their free upper ends bent over and amalgamated so as to iTiake momentary frictionless con-

Fixed

fingers

tact

revolves in two mercury globules

the disk

as

(M) (M), which

are held on the copper supports
Note that one of the contact fingers
is
shorter than the other and that the mercury
with which it makes contact is held on a correspondingly low support, so that as the shorter
finger is carried around it does not make contact
with the upper support, and vice versa.
(N")

(N).

The

contact fingers

adjusted
their

so

the supports

are

readily

the two fingers sweep through
mercury globules at the same in-

that

respective

—This

md

begun in the Western Electrician of April 4, 1908, is an advance publication of a portion of a forthcoming book by Mr. Baker on the general
NoTE.

serial

article,

subject of "Electric Meters."
It will be understood
the present serial refers to wat^hour meters used on
tomers' premises.

that
cus-

C

)

The observer sets the arms, say "onebe "fast."
eighth revolution apari." and then gets a sight past
arm (C) on spot (F) in transit, simultaneously
wath the click

his

in

telephone.

Inasmuch

as

the

running faster than the master
meter's disk, spot (F) will execute a revolution and
a fraction instead of exactly one revolution betw'cen
clicks, and will accordingly reach points successively further and further from the line of sight on
arm (C) every time it comes around. The observer
therefore counts the number of clicks that he hears
between the transit of the spot past arm (C) and
the transit past arm (D). fhis number indicating the
fraction of one-eighth of a revolution gained by the
disk of the meter under test for each revolution of
the disk of the master meter.
For example, if between the transit on (C) and
the transit on (D) 24 clicks are counted, with the
adjustment of arms as stated (one-eighth of a revolution apart), the meter under test would be shown
to be gaining one-eig!ith of one-twenty-fourth of a
whole revolution over the master meter, anc] therefore to be one-one-hundred and ninety-second (0.52
If, on the other hand, the meter
per cent.) fast.
under test were knovs^:] to be slow, a siglit would be
taken on arm (D), and the number of clicks which
occurred while the spot "lagged back" from its
transit on (D) to the transit on (C) would be
counted 10 clicks in the one-eighth of a circum-

meter under

know

1"
tlie

found

\^

it

cpiile

f;alvai)izing

Weielit of Zinc

Ft.

Grams.

Dissolved

31

in Graiii!^

o.oHo
0.074
0,057
0.058
0.034

26.S0S
26.908
22.93
22.12

m6

METER.

—

for

in

Sherardized
Hot Galvanizinu
Sherardized

4-

example to a permanent sight on that
given point on the circumference of the disk at
which the click and the transit simultaneously occur.
If, however, the nietor under test is not accurate
its disk will either lag behind or forge ahead of
the master meter disk, and the amount of such
difference in speed may be determined by the use
of the two sighting arms (C) and (D).
Assume that the meter under test is known to
{

l;nl

forms of

Zinc per Sq

Samples.
Slierardized
Slierardized

5-

,sbclf

lo

remove the zinc from the latter. When hot galvanized arlicles arc placed in a salurate'l soli\ioii
of cf)pper sulphate, the copper is precipitated in a
loose form, but when sherardizerl. cowperlzed or
eleclro-zinced articles are similarly treated the copper adheres firmly to the zinc and no fresh surface
the deposit of zinc
is exposed, apparently due to
applied by the electro-zincing, slierardizing and cowperizing processes having a fine mailed surface.
It would appcaf from these observations that llic
apj)arently great resistance to corrosion of slierardized iron when subjected to Preece's test is du'j
to the protection of the zinc by the deposited copper; ihcrcforc, experiments were made wilh a solution of ferric sulphate, which dissolves zinc without
forming a precipitate on the zinc coating. To tesi
this, known areas of sherardizctl and hot galvanized
plate were exposed to the action of ferric-sulphate
solution for an equal period, and the amount of
ferrous salt formed by the reducing action of the
The column headed "Weight of
zinc determined.
Zinc Dissolved" shows the relative corrosion.

3-

A

iron

^;alvai)i/ed

:

iiiiporlaric<i

:

2.

APPARATUS FOR TESTING THE REVOLUTIONS OF

l-:i.:.iriei.o(

considerable

which are now being extensively u^^irA by the aoverninenl anrl large manufacluriug firnis--cleclrogalvanizing and slierardizing. for tlie following reasons
CJu applying Preece's lest lo slierardized and hot
galvanized arlicles coated wilh an equal ihicknoi
of zinc, the former requires frrun lliree to four
tinus the number of immersirjns uhicli suKice lo

I.

^'t'-

\Ve--i.in

of

aniouni of zinc ihai is apjiliei) \n-r 'luarc fool of
the .-.uriacc.
The ihickm-,s of zinc lias liiihcrto
\nr\\ (leleruiiiied aliiiosl Universally by llie eopperMdphale lesI, kn<iwi» as I'reeee's lesi, v.Iiicll cousi>is in placing the ^alvaniz'd iron in a saturated
solulion of coppt-r sulpliaii- f<ir one iniiuiie :ini\
eonlinuiug the iunnersi<.n-; until il diow s :i red
dejcoil of cji^jier, which i\ a Iru'- indication ilia'
the zinc has been penetrai'-d and ilie' iron l•vpo^'•^l.
This test, when carefully c.irried "lU. is fairly r--

Nos.

Fig. 15.

use

\vh*>

of Galvanized Iron.

ih<:

mailer

a

is

'•nf.',ineers

lV\i<r

of

l-'.dilor

test is

—

ference betw'een the sighting arms meaning that
the meter was one-eightieth (1.25 per cent.) slow.
For accurate results the arms should be as close
to each other as they- can be arranged without
touching, and their distance from the disk should
be very small compared to the distance from the
A very rough
disk to the observer's position (E).
arrangement, however. suffici;s to give results accurate enough to facilitate greatly the rapid calibration of a meter preliminary to the final adjustments required for accurate calibration.

[To be continued.]

Sample Ko. 2 was moistened with water and
allowed to dry. The oxide formed appears lo prothe

tect

water

zinc,

and

this

protection

is

more marked

allowed to act for a longer period than
was permissible in these experiments. It will be
noticed that samples i and 2, which had a thicker
coating than samples 3 and 4. dissolved to a greater
extent than samples 3 and 4, which had practically
Sample
the same weight of zinc coating dissolved.
5 was sherardized copper, and. although the zinc
coating was the heaviest, yet the corrosion was in
this case the least, probably due to the conversion
of the greater portion of the zinc into brass. On
testing this sample with copper-sulphate solution,
as in the other cases,, instead of a brown precipitate of copper a bright metallic deposit was obtained, and no further action seemed to occur.
From the results of experiments, the coppersulphate test has been found to be quite unsuitable for testing electro-zinced, sherardized or cowif

is

perized surfaces: therefore, it will in future be
necessary to substitute some other test, such as the
ferric-sulphate test or a modification of the coppersulphate test.

Sherard Cowper-Coles.
London,

May

18,

1908.

Induction Motors Cause Saving

Wood-working

in

a

Plant.

The wood-working plant of a large Chicago lumcompany which mamifactures pine, hemlock and
hardwood lumber, sash, doors, wood finishings, etc.,

ber

recently been overhauled and the newer porequipped with a full line of Allis-Chalmers
induction motors. One feature which already gives
particular satisfaction to the owners of the plant

has

tions

power effected by means of electric
machines are not in use they take
no current from the wires, and the load is thus
distributed only where it is absolutely needed at
the time, thereby enabling the entire system to be
operated on only a fraction of the power that would
is

the saving in

drive.

When

be required

for shafting continuously run.

\Vhile

machines running is
150 horsepower, the average pull from the generator does not exceed 70 horsepower, and occasional
the

power necessary with

all

overloads are easily met. Among the electrically
driven machines are tenoners, spindle shapers, rip
saws, pony planer, emery grinder, large band saw
and various accessory apparatus, operated by motors ranging in size from 2 to 25 horsepow-er.

:
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The Status and Commercial

Possibilities

for them the
the price.

of High-efficiency Lamps.'

Bv

\\".

\\''.

Feeemax.

a minimum operating expense
minimum revenue. In a small cen-

station you do not have to go very far to
In a large plant, the output
reach the minimtnn.
being reduced, the operating expense decreases correspondingly in a small one it cannot be decreased
in the same ratio, becatise of the different relation
which a minimum expense bears to the latter.
Still, present conditions demand something thai
will
meet the encroachments of the vapor-gas
lamps, and our judgment is that the wise policy
is to "take the bull by the horns"
and push the
high-efficiency lamps for what they are worth. The
change may be such that the average small plant
will, while losing a part of its present revenue because of a decreased consumption, have its field
broadened in a surprising manner and at the same
time find its reserve with the new lamps sufficient
believe that the
for extensions of this nature.
lamp manufacturers have a keener appreciation of
conditions than central stations and their various
associations, and that a high-efficiency lamp, where
it was only an improved device a year ago,
is now
an essential factor, accentuated by the gas-vapor
people astride of hard times.
41. From Illinois.
Lamps cost too much to cut
much figure in a community like this. Can't figure
what will happen if the price should get down to
what customer would be willing to pay.
People will use more
42. From Massachusetts.
light than ever.
Will have the same effect as a
reduction in price.
The introduction of the
43. From Pciiusyhania.
tungsten lamp in inany places will reduce consumption of current.
It will be necessary for us to
charge full price for the lamps and secure more
customers to keep up our sale of current. The increase in light used with our trade will not compensate for the loss in consumption.
Will tend to encourage the use
44. From lozva.
of electric lighting: but believe the advantage of
increased efficiency should be shared in just proportion by central station and customer.
are pushing the sale of
45. From Nczi> York
tungsten lamps, made up in clusters, to replace the
standard enclosed-arc lamp.
believe that even-

—

— We

We

will

be beneficial

to

supplying companies,

but care must be taken
to see that consumers are educated to the advantages of a higher standard of illumination.
The
better the illumination in the stores, theaters and
other^ places of amusement, so much better will the
illumination be in private houses, and the gain
throughout will balance.
46. From West Virginia.
are making our
contracts with a flat charge based upon the candlepower of the lamps and a low price per kilowatthour for current consumed, the intention being to
make the flat charge help out on these lamps, but
we have not gone far enough to determine what
the

—We

the

results

47.

will

be.

From Vermont.

hurt the small plants
other use for their current

unless they can find
at a remunerative rate.
48.

From

Pennsylvania.

—Have

short time. To some customers
others we charge a rental of

only used them a
furnish renewals,
i; cents each per

we

month.
49. From Virginia.
I believe we should give our
customers the benefit of everything in the way of
improved methods and appliances. When these have
passed the experimental stage I think the highefficiency lamps will at no distant date be very
generally used.
The change will, of course, be
gradual.
If it is to the interest of the customer,
he should be willing to bear at least the greater
part of the cost.
50. From Rhode Island.
We believe these lamps
in large units of great value to the lighting company as a means of holding dissatisfied customers
and competing with gas and individual plants. We
believe that in the end the loss of revenue to the
central station will be made good by
(i) Longer hours of burning:
(2) Consequent broadening of peak load
(3) Increase of amount of light necessary by
customers, on the general principle that the average customer will prefer more light for the same
money rather than the same light for less money.
51. From Canada.
Have not used it yet. At the
present price of the lamp we do not believe it will
havcmuch sale. The best w.iy to meet the situation is to make consumers buy the lamps
renewals

—

—

—

;

as well as

installation.

fir.^t

From

Pennsylvania.—W'c have already reKaincd several customers who had gone b.ack to
the new inverted Welsbach mantles by the use of
tungsten lamps.
Wc should all push these lamps
as much as possible, so that by creating a demand
.52.

the

of Mr. Frrrnirin'\ important
ic Light A\\n^i:»tlon. tK;i;tlI, In

N

I.
.'

expense, being more pleasing in appearance and
cheaper in maintenance, even though the central
station should renew same free of charge.
Ohio. Where competition is severe
56. From.
with cheap natural gas at 25 cents and with gasoline competition, the tungsten lamp ought to be a
great help.
The character of the light is the best
ever seen.
I believe the tungsten
57. From Massaclmsetts.
lamp will be to the electric-lighting industry what
the Welsbach mantle has been to the gas industry.
It may in some instances cut down our revenue,
but in my opinion it will enable us to get a lot of
new business that we have heretofore been unable
to secure.
Experience has shown me that anything
which would reduce the cost of electric lighting has
led to a more general use of electric service and
that it has increased rather than diminished our
total revenue.
I should meet the situation by pushing the tungsten lamp for all that it is worth and
should urge its use to our present customers as
well as to our prospective customers.
58. From New York.
have about 30 entire
tungsten installations at present.
These installations have been made in place of electric or gas
arcs or poor installations of the standard carbonfilament lamp.
In every instance the customer has
not expressed a desire to reduce his lighting bill
so much as he has expressed a desire to get more

—

-

—We

paper before
itt';

We'tcrn

We

his money.
are, therefore, convinced
that this will ultimately prove to be the opinion of
all users of high-efficiency lamps.
are charging for these lamps an amount sufficient to cover breakage and cost of lamp.
If the
tungsten lamp is sufficiently developed to take the
place of the carbon-filament lamp, it will be possible greatly to reduce the expense of free renewals
on carbon lamps, as the customer will have become
accustomed to paying for his lamps.

light for

We

From

59.

Missouri.

— Almost

ruinous

in

some

particularly when the price of tungstens is
reduced and the smaller candlepowers perfected.
Inclined toward the belief that metering on a candlepower-hour basis will have to be finally resorted
cases,

by many companies.
60. Frorn^ Nczo York.
I think the best way to
meet the situation is for the electric companies to
sell tungsten lamps to customers who want them
and to continue furnishing free renewals to customers desiring the carbon-filament lamps.
to

—

—We

From

61.

—Will

the public that
to come through

—

—

—

— Educate

—

We

—

I'Visconsin.

A

;

lamp

From

We

tral

high-efficiency

of

future reductions in price are
higher-efficiency lamps.
The Welsbach lamp helped
the gas business, and the high-efficiency lamp will do
the same for the electric business.
think that free renewal of lamps should be
stopped.
The public demands a lower kilowatt
rate, and the comparison with other places is made
on this basis.
company giving free renewals,
wiring and repair service gets no credit for it in a
rate controversy.
The substitution of the high55- From Illinois.
cfficienc}' lamps for commercial arcs has saved to
this company a number of customers, affording as
it does much better distribution without increasing

—

worked because of

tually the

plan

candlepower will have to be worked
may be advisable to use them in compewith gas arcs at ma.ximum current rates and
charge for the lamps, original and renewals.

54.

Soiiih Cnroliiia. That with the average
small plant, such as ours, great hardships may be

,

some

It

full

(Coiicltided).

requiring also a

—Think

June
lower

tition

Commercial Advent of the Tungsten Lamp

From

Pennsylvania.

to

charging by
out.

Part IY.

40.

From

S;^.

manufacturer can see his way

Pennsylvania.
believe the tungsten
should be furnished on some rental basis
of so much per day or so much per month per
lamp, and not change the meter rates.
With this
method, to the long-hour or desirable customer the
rental rate per month would be a very small factor; the short-hour customer would not get the
same advantage.
This would encourage the use
and manufacture of tungsten lamps and have the
effect of dividing over a period of years a radical
change from carbon or Gem filaments to tungsten

lamps

filaments.

—

02. From Pennsylvania.
The tungsten and tantalum lamps will improve the lighting situation.
Wc propose to continue the use of tantalum lamps.
With tungsten we have under consideration a
monthly maintenance charge per lamp: Forty-watt

lamp, 18 cents; 6o-watt lamp, 21 cents: lOO-watt
lamp. 25 cents. This, as a whole, we think, will net
us a trifle more than covers the cost. Or sell
lamps outright; customers to suit themselves which
Ihcy accept.
63. From Iowa.
Think the tungsten and other
imils of this class will prove the greatest boost
the
electric-lighting
industry has known.
Cuts
down the gross revenue from the individual consumer, but this is more than compensated for by
the broadening of the field.
Prompts the customer
lo use the service more freely.
Will be the greatest
and most cITective competitive agent against gas.
There is only one way to face the situation from
behind, i. c., boost it.

—

—

64.

From

Illinois.

—We

believe

it

is

go6d policy

lo supply them.
We have iisetl them thus far
mostly for fighting gasoline.
We sell these lamps
at $1.50 each and believe (hat if the present high
prices are maintained the change will be made from
carbon lo tungsten lamps so slowly th.at we shall

not

feel

65.

lamp
ness.

it

seriously.

From New
will

almost

York.

— We

think the tungsten
revolutionize the lighting busiarc highly pleased with the

Our customers

13,

1908

and well satisfied with their bills, although
they do not seem to be much less in amount; 'but
they feel that they have had something for their
light

money.

Our customers do not care anything about
of electrical current: they gauge everything by the amount of light they get.
have
felt obliged to charge from 15 to 20 cents per kilowatt-hour, and our customers all feel that with
old type of lamps their light costs them too much
for what they get in return.
large town could afford tantalums better than
ours, for they would have more room to grow.
Our town has only 2,000 people, and we are getting
now $5.50 per person out of light alone, and we
sell some power besides.
So we can hardly look
for very much additional growth on account of
tungsten lamps alone.
Still, we shall make a very
energetic campaign as soon as we can get 1,000hour tungstens.
66. From Neva York.
Should presume it would
lower the income of plants as small as our own
belovv an operating basis, as we find customers will
not increase their light materially even at a low
price for consumption.
see no way of meeting
it, however, and think these conditions
will prevail,
as customers are already installing tungsten lamps,
quantities

We

A

—

We

67.

From Nevada.

—A

godsend

to

companies whose

are necessarily high on account of local conOur basic rate is 20 cents. There are a
large number of saloons, gambling houses and allnighty resorts that burn their lights to full cap'acity
all night and every night.
cannot secure their
business on account of the excessive cost of electricity under these conditions.
Most of them use
gasoline lamps which have been brought to a remarkably satisfactory condition of operation. These
same people are imploring us to give them a rate
or illuminant whereby they can use electricity.
They do not like the foul air. dirt and bother of
gasoline.
have explained the' tungsten lamp to
many of them, and they all say that if the lamp is
what is claimed for it they will use electric light.
You can see what the introduction of this lamp
will mean to us.
68. From Colorado.
Give no free renewals except
of carbon-filament lamps.
69. Front Indiana.
The limgsten lamp situation is
a difficult one if you consider that all of your customers are going to adopt this kind of a lamp right
away, but as they cannot get these lamps in any
considerable quantities as yet, there is no danger
of their general adoption very soon.
There is no
doubt but this lamp has come to stay and its use
will increase.
advice to local managers is to
control the lamp themselves, and do it quickly, and
not to attempt to place before the customers any
low-wattage lamps, but to persuade the adoption
of the lOO-watt lamp and make the price at cost
to keep the contractors from handling them.
However, if you are forced to handle the lower wattage
lamp, you should control it also, so that you can
induce your customers to take lOo-watt lamps, if
possible, and you can have a talking-point to hold
them off as long as possible and discourage their
use at present. I look for disastrous results from
a revenue standpoint if low-wattage lamps are used.
do not see why elec70. From Washington.
tric
companies should be called upon or feel
obliged to furnish free renewals on incandescent
lamps, and should like to see all electric companies
It is a drain on
a unit on charging for renewals.
the com.pany to a large extent, which can be turned
the other way if a charge is made.
The gas men
are aware of this, and we do not know of a gas
company that furnishes free mantles or burners.
Michigan.
advertising
are
the
71^. From
lamp and preparing to meet the. proposition with
open arms.
Tungsten may prove a fox at our
vitals, but we are going to try to smile just the
recognize the inevitable, and "Tungsame.
sten, the Wonderful New Light," is on our root
have a window exsign in six-foot letters.
hibit similar to the one employed by the gas people to show the relative economy of the open and
mantle burners, having two meters, one running on
a i6-candlcpowcr, the other on a 6o-watt tungsten.
Several colors of silk shown under each light
serve to show- the color values of each, and the
exhibit has attracted considerable attention.
Will boost electric lighting
72. From Maryland.
in
that we can successfully compete with any
illuminant on the market. The smallest store may
be brightly lighted, and tinis we believe the increased business will more than offset the reduced output.
By all means give your customers the best to be
had, and they will be a walking advertisement for
the company.
With the high-eflieiency lamps our
lighting business will take care of itself, and our
solicitors can turn their whole attention to power
business, which, after all, is the real profit end.
think it will have a
73. From California.
rates

ditions.

We

We

—
—

My

—We

— We

We

We

—

—We

own plants. We always
endeavor to give constuners part or all the benefit
of advances in the art. believing them better satisfied
beneficial

effect

on

our

when they know they

are receiving the best there

that saving in current consumption will
result in a larger number of lamps being used,
making the net restilt to us more, or at least no
less.
The results have proved our idea the correct
one, as there are no plants in existence earning
more per capita of population than ours in the
cities served.
is,

and

74.

From

Canada.

— Change

must

be

slow

and

Iiiiic

i,^.

gradual,
vt-ry

as

fast.
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19ns
factories will not
KlTcct will dtpLiu!

supply
<>n

iIk-

s|t<jcil

flcniaiid

of chaiiKt{^-

iMbrc li^lit will be used aiul innn; ciisfonicrs wiM
If the
secured on account of reduct-d cost.
lie
cliaiiRc is rapid these thiiiRs will liut cover the drop
the
of revenue (say from 3.5 walls to 1.J5 watts)
We cannot increase the
dilTeronce is too great.
rate; the only tiling we can do, it seems to us, is
In let customers buy metallic lamps if Ibey want
Ihem. as they bought W'elshach luuners to reduce
from the
If they denumd them
their gas hills.
companies, the latter should sell them at tlie full
Being paid for lamps and carrying
market price.
on campaigns for more business on groimd of reduced cost with slow introduction of the lamps
wouUI. we think, let us out.
;

y$. From Cnnada.~-'\'\\cy are bound to come into
use. and will popularize and increase the
The introduction of
cleniand for electric lighting.
ihe now lamps will he gradual if the consumers
have to buy them.
No free i-cncwals should be
given.
For a time tbc change may affect our revenue, but in the end will be beneficial, as il will
increase the number uf individual consumers without a corresponding addition to generating plant.
Pennsylvania. For the small station
y6. Prom
running with a good many flat rates wc think il a
boon, for the efficiency over ihc carbon lamp is so
great that there is room for saving; at the same
lime you can compel your customers to turn this
high-efficiency lamp out at closing, on penally of
For the meter station
losing this class of lamp.
it will
slop a great deal of complaint of high meter
bills,
consequently belter satisfied customers and
do not think
longer life for the manager.'
there will be any great rush of meter trade to this
lamp if the central station will furnish free renew-

general

—

Wc

It will
of a reasonably efficient carbon lamp.
give the loaded man a leeway, as he can put bis
heavy peak load on tungstens and save the money
he would have to spend for new machinery. After
all. the interests of our customers are our own, for
we are all one.
There is danger for one only, and that is the
man who does not get next, and waits for his customers to find that there is a good thing on the
market that he is keeping from them.
believe that the tungsten
77. From Illinois.
lamp should be first used in store lighting in meetHere the larger units will
ing gas competition.
not be at a disadvantage as the}- would be in resiby putting them out
lighting.
Furthermore,
dence
numbers, control can be
in comparatively small
kept and a fair charge can be made for renewals.
At present prices of the lamp and the general conof
ditions surrounding its manufacture, it will
course be necessary to make a charge for the renewal of lamps.
yS. From California.
Would state that I consider that the advent of any form of lamp that
will give the consumer more light w'ith less consumption will be a great benefit to the lighting
companies. This is best illustrated by the histon,of the Welsbach mantle and its effect on the gaslighting industry.
In the light of the above, the
situation takes care of itself in so far as companies
not supplying free renewals are concerned.
believe the advent
79. From Pennsylvania.
of the tungsten and other high-efficiency lamps will
help the electric-lighting industry by more libera!
consumption on the part of the present consumers
and w^ill materially assist in securing new con-

als

— We

—

gel into Ihc smaller tuiits un(t) the public lias brcn
educated lo nse more IikIU than it is now pelting
fn»m the earbt-n lilametu in nlhcr word-i, the central station i'; interested in the sale of current and
camiot well alT»>rd U> s^e the aniounl reduced materially.
If the cu^^toiner
can obtain three limes
the light from the s.inic amount of current by

80.

From

Vermont.

—The

writer

w-ill

tery-charging Outfit.
The

roinpany now
cury
[toses

it

watt.

ebarging ignition

87.

From

^f(lssachus^'Hs.

— We

pureliascd,
Iiave
and installed about

distributed among our customers
In
100 80-candlepower. loowatt tungsten lamps.
shipment of the lungsteu lamps we have experienced no trouble with breakage, having lost but
one out of 100 or more. Tiieir life so far does
not come up lo claims and guarantees of from 800
About 12 per cent, of the lamps
to 1,000 honrs.
so far received have lasted only a few hour-^.
most of this Irmihle is
that
find, however,
apparently due to poor assembling, the filanieiil becoming detached from the spider terminals.
I do not believe the introduction of the tungsten
lamp will have the effect of greatly decreasing the

baliery

is

direct

cnrreni,

moving

wiilioni
ar«'

herewith, and willi a

maximum

designed

peres,
lo

.j-t

and a

cells,

capacity of 30

snialler set, type

li,

am-

from

inleiided

10

for

batterie^:.

The accompanying
views of a type

illustrated

charging balleries of

for

Two

inacliinery.

made—type D,

ballery-cliarging lypes

D

illiiii

rations

sliow

different

Cooper Hewitt mercury-rectifier

*

We

income of eleclric-ligliting companies, alI
have foun<l many who do not agree with
There is a steady and growing
ihis point.
demand for more light, and the customer is getting educated to the i)oint where only Ihe nearest
approach lo sunlight is satisfactory.
A number of customers with whom T have talked
this
matter over have slated that they do not
complain of the size of their present monthly lighting bills, but in order lo keep these bills at the
present figure they have lo economize on their
lighting.
They want more light, and want to be
able to use it freely, both of which they can do
with a lamp like the tungsten.
gross

though

me on

my

so far as possible, to replace
arc lamps with tungsten lamps.
can give the customer far better and more
light and better distribution for the same money.
Taking the arc-lamp cost of installation, repairs
and maintenance, with unavoidable troubles characteristic to them. I believe the tungsten lamp is
It

our

is

intention,

commercial

We

a

welcome

substitute.

According to claims made by makers of tungsten
lamps, the deterioration in their candlepower at the
end of their allotted life is very small, so much
so that the claim is made that they can hardly be
distinguished from new lamps. This feature of the
tungsten lamp, with its high cost and economical
operation, should, to a great extent, if not wholly,
do away with free renewals, which are practically
universal throughout the country in all cities. This
renewal of lamps is a large item with a good many
stations, and if discontinued w'ill go a long way
tow^ard offsetting losses that may be due to the
introduction of ihe tungsten lamp.

Rear Side

Front Vifw.

Viev.-,

WESTINGHOUSE MERCURY-RECTIFIER BATTERYCHARGING OUTFIT.

[The end]

The

panel.

Comparative Curves

of Electrical

Glassware.
The

accompanying curves of illuminating efficiency are plotted from the results of tests by the
Electrical Testing Laboratories of New' York and
are made public by the Holophane Company. They

essential apparatus consists of

transformer,
swiich,

a

an autoalternating-current knife
switch, a shunt and starting

two-pole

starting

a

mounted

one case, a regulating reammeter, voltmeter and direct current circuit-breaker.
The outfit is compact
and is well suited to the limited spaces available
in small private garages.
The panel is 36 by 16
resistance

sistance,

in

bulb,

rectifier

personally

advocate the free renewal of the standard carbon
lamp and a charge for the difference in cost if the
customer wishes the higher-efficiency lamps.
Si. From
Ohio. Believe the increased use of
these lamps will depend on the energy with which
On the basis of
the central stations push them.
present prices for the lamps, we think the most

WM^.^x^ _

—

feasible

where

.'

mrtmii'aruir'-s

for

rectifiers

Hhrn'u-

and Maitufaclurinj.^
Cooper lie will, mercharging or other purdesired lo convert allernalhig lo

Wcsliiifjiou

using lungsteu latnps, this fact will not !>e at all
to the detriment of the central station, but will
tend lo further popularize the use nf oleclricily.
My i<lea. h<^iwever, is that we shall start using the
tungsten lamp only in ihc larger sizes.
86. From Pt-iin.vyh'onia.— .\ larger price per kilo-

—We

sumers.

WestinghouHO Mercury- rectifier Bat-

;

policy for the station interests lies in

'-JljIU

HO 3 - ^

'Wet

^
P

5

=

J

"^%' ^

f

fur-

nishing the lamps only upon a rate composed of
a high fixed charge (insuring profit irrespective of
the metered consumption) plus a meter rate for
actual energy used.
82. From Canada.
high-efficiency lamp w-ill be
to the electric-light industrj- what the mantle was
to the gas industry.
On the introduction of the
high-effieiency lamp, earnings may show a decrease,
but eventually a larger current consumption will
be the result, as the reduced cost to the consumer
will make electric light more popular.
believe that the general use of the highefficiency lamp will materially increase the earning
capacity of eleclric-light companies.
I don't believe any general rule
83. From Maine.
could be adopted that would apply to plants in
general. Each individual plant will have to formulate a rule to meet circumstances as they occur.
Some may need to increase their rates, while others
would be benefited by a much-needed gain in surplus of capacity and cutting down their coal con-

\

\

—A

\

.^

We

—

sumption.
84.

From. Massachusetts.

—A

temporary hardship,

especially to small companies w-ith a limited market; but believe that it wdll so raise the standard
of illumination that in a few- years our income
per customer will not be materially lessened.
shall advocate their use as much as possible.
The central stations should
85. From Colorado.
siipply customers for th'. present with the highcancllepower tungsten units, and not attempt to

We

—

COMPARATIVE CURVES OF ELECTRICAL GLASSWARE.
show, on the

resuhs obtained by testing a sixinch Holophane glass ball and another ball of the
same size, both enclosing a 50-watt Gem lamp. On
the right the comparison is between Holophane releft,

No. 2397 and a similar glass reflector of the
same size, with an ordinary i6-candlepower lamp.
The differences are certainly striking and greatly in
favor of the Holophane ball and reflector.
The
Holophane company contends and the results of
these tests seem to bear it out that it is practically
flector

—
—

impossible

judge as to the efficiency of such
'reflectors by merely comparing their outward appearance. A photometric comparison is needed.
to

inches,

The

its

top reaching

^()

inches above the floor.

face of the panel need not extend

more than

from the wall against which il stands.
It is made of slate and is supported on a standard
pipe frame. The auto-transformer is mounted on
the floor directly under the panel, and all the other
apparatus is mounted upon the panel. The rectifier
bulb is mounted on the back of the panel and is
supported in a metal ring having a stem w-hich
projects through the panel, to which a hand-wheel
24 inches

is

connected for

These

rectifiers

tilting the bulb.

are

designed

to

operate

on 60-
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4So
they can also be designed lo
1.nit
any commercial f rcgnency between 25
The average power factor
cycles and 133 cycles.
of the rectifier outfits when operated under proper
conditions is approximately 90 per cent, and thi;£
high power factor holds good at whatever voltage
cycle

on

the battery

A

Aluminum

cLirrL^ni.

operate

charged.
constant voltage,

is

certain

\a

about

absorbed in the rectifier bulb, which is
independent of the amount of current
tlowing. The energy represented by this lost voltage appears as heat and a small amount of light.
The efficiency, therefore, varies with the voltage
15 volts,

is

practically

At

of the load.

the

maximum

Cell Lightning Arrester.

voltage of the rec-

new

electrolytic

lightning

consists

essentially

of

a

series

efiiciency

is

over 80 per

cent.,

charged and the circuit is completed through a
connection to the middle point of the transformer.
The auxiliary starting electrode (S) is connected
through a starting resistance to one of the outside
leads from the auto-transformer, and when the bulb
is tilted a mercury contact is formed between the
electrodes (C) and (S). and the current is established through the starting resistance.
When the
bulb is returned to the vertical position a spark
breaks down the resistance of the negative electrode and the bulb starts into operation.
Numerous advantages for these battery-charging
outfits are maintained, including economy of first
cost, simplicity of operation, high efficiency of conversion, small space occupied, and the fact that any
desired direct-current voltage can be obtained from
no or 220-voIt alternating-current supply, without
the use of two-to-one ratio transformers.

New Adapter
of Chicago
in

is

for

Tungsten Lamps.

Manufacturing Company
placing upon the market a new device

The Benjamin

Electric

the 'form of an adjustable plug socket, the prin-

cipal use of

which

is

that of an adapter for tungsten

the

of concentric inthe other with a

intervening electrolyte.

A

sufficient number of cells placed in series forms
complete arrester, the electrical characteristics of
which are the same as a single cell. The cones,
complete with the electrolyte, are immersed in a
tank of oil. which affords the necessary insulation
and great heat-absorbing capacity. These tanks are
made of welded steel and are equipped with wooden
covers and suitable porcelain bushings.
The efficacy of the cones as a lightning arrester
depends upon a thin film which is formed upon
a

surface of the

aluminum by a

process
be compared with
special

This film may
the safety valve of a steam boiler which opens at
a definite pressure and allows the steam to escape.
Each cell, two adjacent cones with intervening
electrolyte, is designed to operate normally at 300
volts.
If the potential rises' to any value greater
than 300 volts and less than 420 volts, the film
allows the discharge to take place, but a thicker
Immediately formed and the current is
film
is
again decreased to a small value. When the line
potential becomes normal this extra thickness of
film

while at
lower voltages this figure is not greatly decreased.
The complete circuit of the mercury rectifier is
shown in the accompanying diagram of connectionr
for battery charging.
The alternating-current supply circuit of either no or 220 volts is connected
to suitable taps of an auto-transformer whose terminals are connected to the two positive electrodes
of the rectifier bulb.
From the negative electrode
(C) the current passes through the battery to be
the

as

cones placed one above
vertical spacing of about three-sixteenths inch. The
cones are insulated from one another except for
Eacli
the electrolyte, which partially fills them.
cell then consists of two aluminum cones and the

of manufacture.

tificr

known

arrester

aluminum-cell arrester for operation on alternatingcurrent circuits. This arrester, as shown in the cut,

the

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR BATTERY CHARGING.

paratively

Considerable attention has been attracted by the

verted

amounting

June

gradually

leaving

dissolves,

the

film

in

small

rise

—

Second The arrester will discharge the heaviest
induced stroke without allowing an -abnormal rise
of voltage in the system.
Third The large amount

—

and

absorbing

radiating

sents

the

maximum

critical

film

value

per

ADAPTER

I-'OK

TUNCSTKN LAMPS.
,

addition to the well-known line of lighting specialties produced by the Benjamin company.

heat

the

ar-

discharge continuously for one-half hour.
This is particularly desirable in case of a grounded
phase, since the cause of the ground can often
be located in a half-hour's time, or necessary switching done, so as to transfer to another set of buses.
Fourth An inherent feature of aluminum cell
arresters, with a properly formed film, is the fact
that no dynamic current will flow as a result of
the discharge.

—
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Motor-driven Eraser.

most careful work in engineering
and drafting room-,; mistakes will occasionbe made, and changes are frequently necessary,
even

the

offices

ally

requiring alterations in tracings.
by draftsmen that erasing with

motion will remove the
most draftsmen do not

A

lines

It

is

known

well

a very light,

without a scar.

have the patience

to

fast

But
do

MOTOR-DRIVEN ERASER.

work without putting

too great a pressure on

a marred tracing. The
a scratcher leaves the poorest job of all.
For these reasons an eraser driven by a small elec-

the rubber,

use

and the

result

is

of

finds favor among draftsmen.
eraser shown in the illusti-ation is connected
to the small Westinghouse motor by a Coates flexible shaft, allowing the motor to remain in one position near the edge of the table, from which any
spot in the drawing may be reached.
If desired
tric

motor

The

the

motor may be carried from

table

to

table,

as

weight is but little.
In some cases a separate
bench is used for erasing, and all tracings and
other drawings requiring correction are brought
its

PARTS OF ONE LEG OF I2.50O-VOLT ALUMINUM-CELL
LIGHTNING ARRESTER.
allow
a discharge of more than i.coo amperes at double
normal potential, or 600 volts per cell. This represents a quantity of electricity many times greater
than that usually liberated by an ordinary induced
lightning stroke.
Consequently it is not possible to
get an excessive potential across the terminals of

The

plate

area of

the

cells

is

sufficient

to

the arrester by such discharges.

The aluminum-cell arrester is designed to be
connected to Ihe line through adjustable horn gaps.
These gaps may be set so that the voltage will
break across at any desired rise above the normal
operating voltage. When the conditions warrant
the gaps can be set so as to allow the arrester to
discharge- when the line voltage rises only about

there.

The motor is supplied for either direct or alternating current, one-twelfth or one-eighth horsepower. The high .speed of the motor gives the circular eraser the required high speed, so that but a
light pressure is required to remove any line desired.
The tendency of men unfamiliar with the
use of these erasers is to put too heavy a pressure
on the eraser.
This results in overheating the
paper, and in some cases may injure it enough to
spoil the drawing.
But with a little practice anyone may readily learn to use the eraser very rapidly
and accurately. The outfit is supplied by the Coates
Manufacturing

Clipper

First, they act as

of these arrestees is tliat the aluminum
cones are supported by their rim at four points,
thus making a sturdy construction and eliminating
any lial)ility of the adjact-nl cones short-circuiting
against

other.

cacli

Motor-vehicle Delivery

or pointed construction of the
aluminum has a decided advantage in preventing
explosive or corrosive action of the arrester, and
prevents local heating and short life.
Sonic of the advantages of this type of arrester,
from a protective point of view, arc stated as
follows
First

by

of

Worcester,

versus

Horse

(he

General

Electric

Comp^uiy,

which

the device:

—They

Hayden Fames, general manager of the Studebaker Automobile Company, says that the only way
comparison between motorfair
to arrive at a
vehicle delivery and horse delivery is to make a
complete ledger statement of wdiat it costs to do the
work with horses, including rent of stable space,
insurance, interest on investment and every part
Then draw up specificaof a financial accounting.
tions for a corresponding power wagon installation
or organization and prepare an accurate ledger
statement of the expected performance of this secand compare the two. When the
wagons arc properly selected and applied it
the advantage of
is an extremely rare case when
the power W'agon ledger sheet is not overwhelming.

ond

installation

l)owcr

Some

of

System held

The cone shape

makes

Company

Mass.

Delivery.

struction

This socket is provided with a rotating
-sleeve which permits a complete revolution of the
.socket, t'.gether with a hinge joint securing almost
any angle 01 adjustment desired. The position of
lamp.s in a fi-^clurc or bracket may thus be changed
lo the vertical, as shown in Fig. (.
Where lamps
arc desired at right angles, i. e,, with a lioriy.ontal
socket or receptacle, a second device, illustrated in
Fig. 2. i.s furnished.
This new device is a valuable

enables

rester to

tiie

they can be easily short-circuited momentarily for
accomplishing their purpose.
An important feature in the mechanical con-

lamps.

used for

oil

cell.

three important funcspark gaps, as explained;
second, they may be used as disconnecting switches,
and third, for subjecting the arrester to normal
voltage. It is recommended that current be sent
through the arrester every day or two, so as to
assure proper formation of the film on the aluminum cones. The horn gaps are so constructed that

2.

of

capacity

its

The horn gaps perform

Via.

electromotive

normal condition.
At 420 volts (about 40 per cent, above normal
voltage) the film opens and allows a free and
heavy discharge to take place. This voltage repre-

tions:

I-

or

force.

25 per cent.

FiK.

voltage

of

1908

13,

arc designed to discharge at a corn-

the
a

ofticials

of

the

Illinois

Trftction

meeting and dinner at the Country
111.,
a few days ago. the object

Springfield,
being to discuss

Club.

Those present at
general manager;
C.

F.

Handsiiy,

questions
of
business policy.
the meeting were: L. E. Fischer,
trafTlc
manager;
B. R. Stephens.
manager of transportation; H. C.

Hoagland. mechanical and electrical engineer; R.
McCalnian. -chief engineer; J. H. Roscnbury, superintendent of equipment: A. C. Murray, supervisor
of expenditures, and Mr. Murphy, secretary lo the
general manager.

l>„
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Purification.

any

excess

of

ozone

which

may

be

in

it

is

nii'inary

Continental Europe.

re-

Messrs. Siemens & Italske ba\e a large installafor dealing with water at Wiesbaden and another for purifying the water supply at I'aderborn.
The process can be cheaply carried out, as it does
not cost more than 0.4 cent for every cubic meter
of water wdiich is treated.
Dr. T. M. Lowry thought that a simpler method
of sterilizing on a large scale was to softeii the
winter and bring down the bacteria in the precipition

tated chalk.

Dr. H. Bonis pointed out that w-ater from rapidly
flowing rivers needed little further purification.
Dr. G. Senter referred to the difficulties of removing the last traces of ozone from the sterilized
water.
Dr. V. H. Vcley remarked that germs that conld
not easily be destroyed were, as a rule, harmless.
The chairman (Mr. Leon Gaster) described an
ozonizing plant he had lately visited in Philadel-

where the water purified was practically
This plant was capable of treating
diluted sewage.
water for a population of 30,000, but occupied only
30 by 50 feet of ground, as against acres required
He also gave some particulars of
for sand filters.
the Lahmeyer process.

tioned.
As to affairs in Spain, I note the formation of
a new' company at Saragossa which is to operate
It will erect
a large flour mill by electric motors.
a power plant for this purpose, and the remainder
of the current will be used in the neighboring
At Madrid, the traction company expects
district.

a

Colorado Chlorine Plant.
The chlorine plant of the United States Reduction and Refining Company at Colorado Springs,
Colo., has installed in its power house a 150-kilowatt synchronous motor-generator set to supply
current for the electrolytic production of chlorine
gas, used in the chlorination treatment of gold
ores.
It is used in conjunction with the MacDoiiald
cell, in which carbon electrodes form the anode and
a cast-iron tank the cathode, with an electrolyte

Chalmers Company and is arranged for' starting
from the direct-current end, being brought up to
speed by running the direct-current generator up
to speed as a motor until synchronism is attained
on the alternating-current end.

Henry E. Huntington, the street and interurban
railway magnate of California, has returned from
the East and says that money for sate investment
He believes that good
plentiful and cheap.
is
times are at hand. His street and interurban railways did nearly it per cent, more business in
January, February and March than they did for
the corresponding period last year.

local

a new line of tramway for the city. It
is
proposed to erect a 5,000-horsepower electric
plant near Barcelona, in the town of Manresa, and
the current will be used for traction purposes in
A. de C.
both these localities.
to install

Great Britain.
-

a |iarliaslated 011

it

was

Tramways (.'oiJi|jany
which ihe company had In.d
I'niieil

aiilhorili.s

in

conn.'ctp,n

wilh cr,n-

bad ainonnled

to

:;/j,-

JjO.OfKJ.

h

is

slated

lic-filainenl

a 22f>-voli, ,(o.candlepr,wer, iiielal-

ib.'il

will

lain|)

market in Great
house Company.

shortly be put upon Ihe
by the British Wi-siiiin-

Urii.-iin

G,

Eastern Canada.
June ().— Tile

f.'ily Council of Si. Thomas.
hit., has decided to siKii a eonlract wilh the kovernnient power coinmissioii for 1,500 horsepower ai
.$26.50
horsepower-ye.'ir.
The Kingston Milling Company of Kingston, Onl.,
linrposes developing electric \iiiwr
at
Kingston
Mills,
using the power in mills there and also
bringing it into the city, a distance of six miles,
for use in its city jilant.
Application has been made by the Town Council
of .N'orth Bay, Out., to the hydro-electric coinmission of the province, to develop Smoky I'alls,
on the Sturgeon River, and supply North Bay willi
electric power.
This is a magnificent walerpower,
capable of developing 10,000 horsepower. The distance from North B.'iy is about 18 miles.
The slock of the Hell Telephone Company 01
Canada has shown a disposition to advance of late.
It is generally felt that the company made a favorable move in selling its iManiloha and Alberta systems, as the
Northwest provinces ;ire, as yet.
sparsely settled, and it would probably be some
time before they would become valuable portions
of its system. Moreover, the company now has at
its
disposal ove $4,000,000, which is available for
extensions.
Of the present outstanding capital
of $12,500,000, no less than $8,500,000 has been
issued to the shareholders since 1898, and an interesting feature is that eight per cent, dividends liavc
been paid on the stock for over twenty vears.

Ott.iw.'i,

.'I

W.

New

A

phia,

A

sinns

v.'M'ion-,

to

ibe latter

I

It)

rail

potable purposes.

of sodium chloride solution. The machine has current capacity for the manufacture of 2,000 pounds
of chlorine solution per 24 hours.
In a plant of this kind, where the transmission
voltage is liable to fluctuate to any great extent,
the machine must be protected by an automatic
circuit-breaker trip to release the machine from the
cells
in the event of the voltage being reduced
below the counter electromotive force generated by
the cells themselves, in which event the polarity of
the generator is reversed and the current flows
through the cells in the opposite direction, thereby
forming hydrogen in the cells, which necessitates
their draining _ and the putting in of new electrolyte.
syiichronous motor-generator set was
selected as best adapted to this class of work from
the fact that in case of any serious drop in voltage
the machine will be unable to regain its speed
when the voltage becomes normal and thus fall out
of step and release itself from the circuit by blowing the fuses on the alternating-current side.
This set consists of a 225-horsepower synchronous
motor coupled to a 150-kilowatt gener.ator. The
motor is supplied with three-phase current at 440
volts, 60 cycles, and bv driving the direct-current
generator furnishes direct current at 150 volts,
the normal current output of the generator being
The set was supplied by the Allis1,000 amperes.

is

system of short length which will mount from
the central part of Zurich to one of the neighboring heights. From liriguc, at the end of the Siniplon Tunnel, to the town of Belap, there is to be
built an electric road which will be also operated
on the rack-rail system, at least for the greater
part of the distance, the latter being about seven
miles.
The line will be narrow-gauge.
The new tramway lines which are to be constructed at BloiSj f^rance, have been approved by
ministerial decree.
The plans call for several lines
of tramway.
At Cambrai, the Municipal Council
has granted to a contracting company the rights
for the extension of several lines of tramway.
Owing to the recent increase of its plant, the
electric-light and powder station of Essen, which is
owned by the Rheno-Westphalian company, now
ranks among the largest on the Continent. An
elaborate system of water-cooling apparatus is one
supply of cold
of the features of the plant.
water is wanting in this case, which made it necessary to adopt a special apparatus. This consists
of a number of cooling chambers which are erected
outside of the station and connected with the latter
by piping. The water is cooled by means of a
spray, combined with an air draft, which is given
by, a high chimney which lies above the cooling
basin.
For the five steam turbines of the plant it
is required to have an apparatus for handling 7.200
cubic meters of water, and there are three separate cooling apparatus installed of the type men-

found that the water purilied in this wa\
becomes almost absolutely sterile, and any bacteria
which may h.appen 10 remain are not of a pathogenic nature, consequently the water is safe for

in

prcijiosed

erect soon,
.\_moiiK' the jiropositions for erecting electric phinls
ill
.Switzerland, 1 may mention a new hydrtiulic plant
which will no doubt be built, using the |)ower of
the Aar River, wilh a dam and turbine house located :it Brugg. The total capacity of the new
station will be about 15,000 horsepower at the start.
Current is to be nsed in the surrounding region,
mainly for operating electric tramways and on
.some portions of the railroads. The Federal government is occupied wilh the matter at present.
Another Swiss project relates to ;in electric rackit

ihe

ij.iy

week

ihis

London

llie

when

IJefore

conip.'ini.rs

systems.

venls for Iraniway fxteii-d'.iis

I

already referred, the Unreau of l.oiiKilndes has
iio\y taken np the ni,tlter :ind propo.ses to try experiments in this direction on a pr.aclical scale,
probably usiuK (he ICilTel Tower as a base for
sending the signals.
The Municipal Council of Koine is lakiiiR measures rel.itiiiK to a 7,ocx)-horsepower electric-light
and i)ower station lyiiij; in or near the city, which

is

Synchronous Motor-generator Set

Ib.'it

to

llieir

coiinniilee

of

helialf

r.iris,
.May 2(1.-. In relation to the project lor
sendinj; lime siKiials hi vessch, at se.i by means
>i! railio-lelenraphy, which was
brniiKhl out .at I'.iri:.
hy Mr. Hou<|uet de l.a Grye, and to wdiich
have

nio\'etl.
It

extend

)o

'..ek

the iiK-L'lin^ of the Isiratlay Stjcii-ly in J-oiuhin
on May ulli All'. K. M'ollwo L'erkiii read a paper
eiililled "The
Iiidnbtiial L'ses al Ozone, I'arlieulaiiy ill Connection wilh VValer rnrilieation."
The
inelliotl nsed li)' Siemens ^: I lalsUe was ilescribetl in
of two concentric
detail.
'I'he ai>paralns eoiisisls
electrodes, the inside one heinj; of ahnuinnin and
the oiUsitle one of ylass.
The aliniiinnin one in
order to kee[) it cool is hollow and has water cirenialing ihroug'h il.
The e.Kternal one is also kept
eotd by water contaetj and as the water is in an
iron coiilainer which is Ki't-nindetl, this acts as a
negative pole, and of course water is ;i condnclor at
the IiIkIi tensions wdiich arc enijjloyed.
Dried air is
passed n|) the annular space hetweeii the two electrodes, and hy means of the silent electric dischtirge
which is there takiuii place is ozoni/ed. Front the
ozonizer the air passes up towers which are filled
with pebbles, and over which the w.'iler trickles.
By this means the water is divided up into a number of small streams, and conseqnently a very larRe
surface is exposed to the action of the ozone. After
the water has been thus treated it is allowed to
llow into the reservoir in a series of cascades.
By
this means it comes in contact With the air, and

from n.iimvay

iliorili.",

At

—

London, May 30. The inquiry into the electric
power bills for London drags along slowly before
Lord Cromer's committee of the House of Lords,
and inasmuch as the committee has decided to hear
before coming to a decision, some
all three bills
time must elapse before any definite conclusion is
arrived at. Nevertheless, an interesting stage has
been reached, viz., the discussion of the terms of
the proposed clause in the bill of the new company which will enable some authority at the end
of 42 years to purchase the "undertaking. The question of the ultimate purchase of such an undertaking is an important one, both for the promoters
and for the public, and it is quite certain that the
House of Commons w'ill not allow any bill to go
forward without such a clause.
The dispute between the postmaster-general and
the National Telephone Company as to whether
the latter should pay royalties upon all private
telephone lines came before the Appeal Court this
week, and a decision in favor of the company was
given.
The point is whether a private line, say,
between a man's house and his office, or between
businesses, came
several independent offices
or
within the postmaster-general's monopoly and as
such was liable to royalty.
A short time ago a bill was before Parliament
by which it was proposed to expropriate a large
tract of bogland in Ireland and to burn this as
fuel in gas plants for the purpose of electrical
generation. The bill included a large area over
which electrical supply was to be given, including
the city of Dublin and a number of other more
or less important places. On the opposition of
these authorities, the bill was rejected, but an arrangement has been come to now to exclude these
areas from the scheme, and in this altered form
the scheme has been allowed to proceed.
I have on more than one occasion referred to
the somewhat extortionate demands of local au-

New York

'York.

—

June 6. The city lighting plant
used to light Brooklyn Bridge has been closed down
and Water Commissioner O'Brien has asked for an
appropriation for a contract wilh the Edison Company to light the bridge. The plant has been operated by steam supplied by the Brooklyn Rapid
City,

Transit Company in return for certain terminal
The changed terminal conditions abrogates the agreement and the city is now obliged to
pay for its steam.
The railway company has
oiTered to supply steam for $36,500 a year.
The
bridge commissioner says the bridge can therefore
be lighted much cheaper by contract with the Edison company, and he has shut down the city plant.
The municipal plant on the Williamsburg' Bridge
was shut down some time ago because it did not
pay.
The Public Service Commission of the second
district has heard an application by the New York
Central and Hudson River Railroad Company to
transfer from the Mohawk Valley Company, a corporation which now owns various street-railway
stocks and which is controlled by the New YorkCentral, the interests of the New York Central and
the Central Railway Syndicate in the street-railway
companies of Rochester, Syracuse, Utica and Schenectady into a street-railroad corporation, the purpose of which is to unite the operation of the various companies, thus bringing them under the supervision of the Public Service Commission.
Plans
were under way to finance the interests of the New
York Central through the means of the Mohawk
Valley Company, a holding company, but on the
passage of the public service commission law these
plans were found to be inadvisable and the company at once proceeded to devise a plan of procedure wdiich would place the interests which it
controls under the jurisdiction of the Public Servprivileges.

ice

Commission.

The department
tricity

has

been

of water supply, gas and elecendeavoring to compel the New

York Central to put the electric cables of the Hudson and Harlem divisions underground, asserting
that they are unsightly on the poles and that with
the 11,000 volts are a menace.
The company's engi-

neers estimated it would cost $2,000,000 to do this
work over the distance of about 10 miles. The city
department's consulting electrical engineer estimates
that the cost would be $1,453,000.
A hearing has
been conducted before Commissioner Eustis, which
may be concluded today.
At a hearing before Commissioner Maltbie of the
Public Service Commission on Tuesday an order

was

proposed
should supply

that the city traction
companies
the commission with plans of all
new cars, brakes, fenders and other appurtenances
of rolling stock to be ourchased before such accessories are bought.
Without exception the representatives of the companies not only declared the
proposed order highly improper, but criticised the
commission for considering it.
The building of the Fourth ."Avenue subway, in
Brooklyn, is now assured. The appropriation of
$2,800,000. the amount necessary for the beginning
of the construction work, will be passed by the
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Board

and water pumping.

remain

company giving service in Charlotte will be shut
down at the termination of the present contract, as

of Estimate next week, and all that will then
to be done will be for the Public Service
Commission and the Board of Estimate to sign
Once the Board of Estimate has
contracts.
the
appropriated the money, the long fight for and
against the building of the line will draw to a

and work may be begun within two months.
will be completed in approximately two
vears, according to the reckoning of the Public
Service Commission. The plans contemplate a fourtrack line for the entire distance, and some of the
opponents of the project have urged that four
tracks are not necessary and are, in fact, an exclose,

The

line

W.

trava.gance.

Southeastern States.
N. C, June 6.— Salisbury, N. C, has
granted to *he Southern Power Company a
lo-year franchise to operate in the city and a fivevear franchise to furnish city lights. Also the Salisbury and Spencer Electric Railway is empowered
to use power from the power company for a period
It only remains now for the^ two comof 10 years.
panies' to accept the terms of the franchise.
H. H. Carr has been appointed in Federal Court
as receiver for the F?yetteville (N. C.) Gas and
Charlotte.

finally

Thr- petitioners for the receivElectric Company.
ership were the stockholders, and principally the

American Security and Trust Company. The FayetteviUe concern is bonded at $50,000 and is said
have been operated

to

at

loss

a

for several years

past.

important action instituted some
the Yadkin Power Con-.pany, chartered
legislature to operate power plants on
River to secure the right to condemn

An

time ago by

by the state

the Yadkin
the lines of
largest in the

Whitney company, one of the
South, has been disposed of in the state courts in
H. D. L.
favor of the Whitney Company.
the

Ohio.
Toledo, June 6.— At a recent hearing in the
United States court at Toledo, Judge R. W. Taylor
decided that the Toledo, Port Clinton and Lakeside
Electric Railroad has not infringed on the patent
of

the

Westinghouse

Electric
of

Company by using motors
The case has been
tj'pe.

and

Manufacturing

the series-multiple
contested for the last

three vears.

The' Fremont Power and Light Company, backed
by Chicago, Detroit and Fremont capital, has made
application for a franchise from the city of Fremont, Ohio, permitting it to erect poles, string
wires and furnish power for lighting and other
purposes to that city and for private use. It is the
purpose to "harness" the Sandusky River above
Fremont, erect a power plant, and supply electricity
An electric railway between
in large quantities.
Fremont and Tiiifin, Ohio, is also contemplated.
complete electric-lighting system is being inThere will be
stalled at the Barracks at Columbus.
2.000 incandescent lights of 16 candlepower each
and 15 arc lights for the streets in the post. It is
expected that the work will be completed by July
1st.

15th.

The Fixler Trolley Stand Company of Delta has
been incorporated with $25,000 capital stock. D. H.
Lavenberg is general manager. The company will
begin the manufacture of a new patent trolley stand
for holding trolley poles on electric cars.
An increase of $2.50 a tuile was added to the
valuation of the main track of the Lake Shore
Electric Railway at a recent meeting of county
auditors at Cleveland, The valuation per mile of
the main track was fixed at $5,000: of the second
track at $2,000; of the
of the sidings at $800.

rolling

stock at $600, and

The Union County Farmers' Telephone Company
of Marysville. Ohio, which was incorporated with
a capital stock of $24,000, divided into $20 shares,
proposes to build exchauEes at York, Byhalia and
Raymond also at West Mansfield and East Liberty.
;

H.

L. S.

Michigan.
Detroit.

June G.— The Bellevue Lighting Company

has submitted to the Village Council proposals to
furnish 25 enclosed arc lamps at $58 a year each
and 10 32-candlcpowcr incandcscents at $120 a year
on a moonlight schedule until midnight for a peIf this proposal is accepted, the
riod of 10 years.
price of commercial lighting will be reduced from
15 cents a kilowatt-hour to ro cents.
The village of Armada has entered into a contract with the St. Clair Edison Company, by the
terms of which a liahting system will be ready for
operation in November, and pumping will be done.
The plant furnishing current for Bellevue has
*hut down, owing to inability to agree on terms
with the Village Council.
A delegation from Grand Ledge and Charlotte
Commonwealth
h.i5 been in negotiation with the
Power Company for furnishing current for light

is

expected that a lighting

foreclosure proceedings have been instituted.
The title to the old Mansfield and Coldwater
Railway, which was built about thirty years ago, has
passed into the hands of the Coldwater and Battle
Creek Electric Lighting Company, which, it is said,
has been financed.
Construction work on the dam of the Menominee
River, two miles west of Ingles, will be started
very soon by the Marinette Light and Traction
Company. The amount of power available will be
4,500 horsepower, with a reservoir to increase the
peak capacity to 6,500 horsepower.
The Eastern Michigan Edison Company has taken
steps toward the reforestation of the Huron Valwhite-pine
ley by planting
100,000 red-oak and
trees.
This work will be very much extended.

Foreclosure

proceedings

have

been

instituted

against the Owosso and Corunna Electric Company
of Owosso by the Fidelity Trust Company of Philadelphia because of default in payment of interest
on bonds. The company operates an electric rail-

1908

completion of the electric-light plant at that city
to the Fort Wayne Electric Works of Fort Wayne,
Ind., on its bid of $2,900.
The plant was started,
but not completed, some time ago. Now the contract calls for the furnishing and hanging of 17
arcs and the furnishing of the generator and several commercial transformers.
The bonds for the
erection of the plant were sold to the Mason
County Bank at Havana, and they brought a slight

premium.

The

board of warehouse and railroad com-

state

has granted the petition of the Illinois
and Indiana electric road for a crossing of the
Southern Railway in two places in East St. Louis
and a crossing for the Illinois Transfer Company
ill
East St. Louis. The electric road must protect
the crossings which are at grade with interlocking
missioners

devices.

The

Illinois

Company

Traction

has

decided

Mackinaw-Lincoln

stop the travel of the
the construction force

to
line until

for commercial purposes.

can get the line ballasted.
trying for two or three weeks to
open, and with 100 men to ballast
the track, but the travel has been too heavy and
interfered too much with the work of the construction department. The company wall route the
freight via Decatur for this city till the work is
completed.
The Leyden Light and Power Company has been
incorporated with a capital of $50,000. The principal ofiice is to be in Franklin Park.
V. N.

gan Electric Railway. Options have also been secured on the Ames property, three miles south of
Rollin, for another dam, with head of 30 feet.
These two dams, in connection w-'ith those at Hudson and Kefus, which have been developed, will
produce 3,000 horsepower, stifficient to operate the

Minneapolis, June 6. A meeting of the business
men of Fort Dodge, Iowa, has been" held with a
view to electrifying the Crooked Creek Road, so as
to form an interurban betw^een Webster City and
Fort Dodge.

way between Owosso and Corunna and

sells

power

E. Mandeville of Philadelphia has been appointed receiver and w--ill ha\'e
the management of the property.
The Village Council of Belleville has granted a
franchise to the Detroit and Adrian Traction Company.
Options have been secured on a 25-foot dam at
Rollin by the promoters of the Toledo and Michi-

56 miles of road.
franchise has been asked for a street railway
in Petoskey, with the proposal to operate both the
electric lighting and railwav from the same plant.
B. J. D.
entire

A

Indiana.

—

Indianapolis, June 6. Two new traction companies filed articles of incorporation with the secretary of state during the last week. The^ Terre
Haute and Northern Traction Company, capitalized
at $100,000, proposes to operate lines in the city of
Terre Haute and in towns and villages near by.

The companv's headquarters will be in Terre Haute.
iS.
C. McKeen, A. J. Stein and others are .diThe Vincennes and Washington Transit
rectors.
capitalized at $60,000, may construct and
operate an electric railway from Monroe City, in
Kjiox County, to Washington, in Davies County,
and thence to Bloomington, in Monroe County.
Burns, Clyde F. Burns and others are diJ.
J.

Company,

rectors.

A

Indianapolis, superintendent of
J. C. Fesmire of
construction for the Bell Telephone Company, is
now in Toledo, assisting City Electrician J. Tyler
Greene in eliminating poles and wires from the
downtown section of the city, and installing the
conduits underground. The work is progressing
rapidly and is supposed to be completed by June

It

13,

The committee appointed some time ago^ by the
companies of Indiana to work in con-

traction

junction with the Railroad Commission, in the
draftiug of rules, to be used by employes of the
interurban companies, has completed its work and
adopted a complete new code. Among other things,
the rules prohibit traction employes from the use
of intoxicating liquor, and also the use of tobacco
wlien on duty. The rules cite the public statutes
relative to what acts of an employe may render
therh criminally liable in case of the loss of life.
Experienced railroad men say the new set of rules
are the most complete and practical that ever came
The members 'of the committee
to their knowledge.
were: C. D. Emmons, chairman; H. A. Nichoi,
C. C. Reynolds, Fletcher Durbin, Charles Lohman

They have been
keep

the

line

Northwestern States.

—

The promoters of the Newton and Northwestern
propose to electrify the road between Newton and
Colfax. Iowa, provided the citizens of Newton will
subscribe for $40,000 of the bonds.
Sleepy Eye, Minn., now has a 24-hour schedule
for electric power and current.
The Hardin Waterpower Company of Hardin,
Mont., has been incorporated for the purpose of

manufacturing, purchasing and developing
steam power. Capital stock, $30,000.

.and

contractors for the electric-light plant of
Joliet, Mont., ask for an extension of time at which
to commence the work.
Norman S. Poole has bought the electric-light
plant of Townsend, Mont., for $6,000.
The Madison River Power Company has bought
the Billings electric-power plant at Billings, Mont.,
for $200,000.
It has also secured options on the
plants at Columbus, Forsyth, Big Timber and Livingston, and is negotiating for options on plants
west of Butte.
The plant of the Appleton Paper and Pulp Company, at Appleton, Wis., will be razed and an
electric power plant erected on the site.
E. Soerens has the contract for lighting Cedar
Grove, Wis. As soon as the Milwaukee Northern
Street Railway is in operation, electric arc lights
will be substituted for the kerosene lights now in
use.

The Chippewa Valley Railway, Light and Power
Company, Eau Claire, Wis., is now using its own
power to operate its cars, its lease with the Chippewa Lighting Company having expired.

A dam

is being built across the Wisconsin River
Kilbourne, Wis., and a large electrical power
house will be built and operated there.
The M'ellen Water and Light Company of Melrecent heavy
len. Wis., lost its dam during the
flood
R.

at

'

and Alexander Shane.

The People's Light and Heat Company of Indianapolis
has increased its capital stock from
$50,000 to $1,000,000. This is an additional step in
fh^ plans of Mr. Fauvre and Mr. White, who
have secured a controlling interest in the property.
new company is being organized for the pur-

A

electricity in an immense
the coal fields of Vigo County. Mr.
Fauvra, wlio is to be president of the new -company, says that within 15 months the company will
be transmitting and distributing electricity in Indianapolis, a distance of 50 miles, for light, heat and
power purposes. The stock of the new company
has all been subscribed for.
The Carroll Electric Light Company of Delphi
has filed articles of incorporation with the secretary
of state. John H, Burr, Nathaniel Moore and
S. S.
others arc interested.

pose

of

plant

manufacturing

in

Peoria. June

6.

—The

city electrician

of this

city

cality.

citv

—

with a capital of $20,000 to install a telephone system in that towm. J. I-I. Elliott and others are provisional directors.
In a report presented to the City Council of Lethbridge. Alb., Cecil B. Smith recommends that the
city continue in control of the power plant and the
continuance of the present source of supply.

The Canadian Westinghouse Company has been
to carry on business in the provColumbia. John R. Reid of Vancouver has been appointed agent for that province.

ince

has decided that the old electric-light towers thai
were formerly used to light the city must come
down. They were used to carry six to eight arc
found to 'be too lofty, on
lights, hut they were
account of the shade trees making it dark underneath. They are 125 feet high and have been up
ever since the city was first lighted by electric
When the city was first lighted by eleclitfht.
tricily there were eight of them, but they have
been gradually taken down, until now only two
remain, and these will soon come down, and the
arcs on them will be distributed in the same lo-

The

Western Canada.
Winnipeg, June 6. At a meeting of the City
Council of Port Arthur, Ont., it was decided to
carry out the power improvements along the Current River as recommended by Cecil B. Smith of
Toronto. The city will repair the damage done by
the breaking of the dam some ten days ago. J. J.
Carrick is mayor.
The CarndufT Telephone and Electric Light Company has been organized at Carnduflf, Saskatchewan,

granted a

Illinois.

of Manilo awarded the contract for the

electric

'

The

licejisc

of British

When

the fire at the power plant at Nelson,
C, put the electric street railway out of business it was feared the city would be without electric
However, the city
cars for the rest of the year.
has now made arrangements to give the company
B.

free power.
The British

Company

is

Columbia
making every

Electric Street Railroad
ePTort for the early com-

New

Westminster and
section between
New Westminster and Cloverdale was put under
contract, the work heing awarded to Boyd S: Craig,
a Vancouver firm.
The rights of the British Columbia Electric Street
pletion of
Chilliwac.

its

,

line

Last

between

week

the

12-milc
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Cumpuiiy

l\;ulru:iJ

lo

IkuiI

fiL-iKlu

uvei-

ils

own

for ils own use in Viclori:i, I). C, as aKainsI
light lo liaul llic same class of frciKlit for others
a matter whicli is causiriK^ considcralile contro-

liiu-s
ils

is

At preseiU it is
Pacific Coast capilal.
versy ill
only partially sellled hy the decision of the cily
solicitor that it would not be advisable to allow the
tlie

company

to liaul

freiKlit

for outside firms.

K.

complete ils .)0,ooo-kilowatt plant at the
liiy Bend of the Feather River in California next
winler, is Irying to secure a contract to supply the
United Kailroads of San Francisco with all of thcurrent needed to operate its cars. From 20,000
lo 30,000 kilowatts will probably be required in the
near future. There are prospects also that the
Great Western Power Company may be able lo
secure a contract to supply Ihc Oakland Tractioii
Consolidated and the San Francisco, Oakland and
San Jose Consolidated with current, A steam re.servc plant is to be in.stalled in Oakland.
to

The management of the Kohl Bnildins, located
on the northeast corner of California and Mout.^omery streets, San Francisco, has been granted
permission from the supervisors lo lay undergrouiu!
pipes and electric conduits to the Clunic Building,
same
the
situated on the soutlnvcst corner
of
understood that, besides furnishing
and power and steam heat to this
building, the California Market, which is in course
It

electric

light

is

of construction in the rear of the Clunic Building,
will be given a similar service.
William Ellery of Redding, Cal, has filed on
134,000 inches of water in the McCloud River near
Baird, Shasta County, for the purpose of generating electric power. The water is to be diverted
from the river and carried to two power houses.
The Washington Power Company of Spokane,
Wash., has begun work on a power plant at Little
Falls on the Spokane River near the town of Reardan.
head of 6S feet has been secured, and it
is
intended ultimately to generate 30,000 horsepower. The initial installation is estimated to cost
upward of $500,000. When the new plawt is completed the company wdll have three waterpower
plants, with a combined capacity of 61,000 horsepower and a reserve steam plant with a capacity
of 20,000.
The Kern River plant of the. Edison Electric
Company of Los Angeles is still supplying all of
the power needed for that company, but the water
in Kern River is getting low, and it is expected
that one or more of the company's plants in Southern California will be started in a short time. The
Kern River plant is now generating 40,000 horse-

A

power.

The Grande Ronde
Ore., announces
miles of transmission
Union, Ore., and its
City,

The

County.

The new

line

Electric Company of Baker
its intention of erecting 33
line this
summer between
Rock Creek line, in Baker

extension will cost about $50,000.
will connect with the lines of the
at the Red Boy mine,

Fremont Power Company

south of Surapter.
The Globe Electric Light and Gas Company of
Globe, Ariz., is reported to have passed into the
hands of Russell Palmer of New York, who is
planning improvements and e.Ktensions to cost in
^

the neighborhood of $150,000,

The Utah Light and Railway Company of Salt
Lake, Utah, has begun work on the new car barn
and plant

at Fifth South and Sixth East streets
that city. The complete plans involve the expenditure of about $600,000. but probably not more
than half that amount will be spent this year.
A.

in

PERSONAL.
Mr.

H. McKnight of Litchfield, Alinn., manager for the Northwestern Telephone Exchange
Company, has gone to Fargo, N. D., where he will
take charge of that ofHce for the same company.
J.

Mr. E. M. Greene, formerly of Clifton Forge,
Va., has accepted the position of superintendent of
the Blue Ridge Light and Power Company, which
operates the electric-light and street-railway system
of Staunton, Va.
Mr. James E. Cole, heretofore chief engineer of
Department of Wires, city of Boston, "has been
appointed wire commissioner to succeed Patrick T.
Kennedy, who resigned in January. Mr. Cole has
been acting commissioner since Mr. Kennedy rethe

signed.

Mr. W.

W.

Cole, vice-president and general

ilosi-

,1

i',imiliarily

was born

lie

details,

ils

wilh llic
.Maim:

liusiiicss
In

in

In

Mr. B. VV. .'\rnohl, who has bieii siiperinUMidenl
of the easlcrii lines of llie lllinoi-, Traclioii (.'oiiipany, will be ihc suiJiriulLiideul of iraiispiirr-ilion
on the Dccalur-SiiriiiKlield .and ihe SiirinKfieldluak'
will
lb;
l.incoln
lines of ihe c<imp.(ii\'.
Spriugfudd his hcadfjuai ters.

man-

ager of the Elmira Water, Light and Railroad Company, Elmira, N. Y., has resigned and on August
ist will become general manager of the publicutilities department for Dodge & Day, engineers,
_

of Philadelphia.

Mr. Edward B. Pillsbury, who was transferred on January 1st from the superintendency of
the Postal Telegraph-cable Company at Boston to
the division superintendency in New York, has
been promoted to be general superintendent, taking
the place of E. G. Cochrane, who has retired on
account of ill health. Mr. Pillsbury has had a
long and varied experience as a telegrapher, and

^ih.
Mr. Webb v.-as in h'S
began his coimcclion wilh the org;ini/.ation, Iheu Ihe .Society of Telegr.aph Engineer,
and F.leclricians, in 1.S7K, and retired in 1898.

London on May

ill

84111

year.

Mr.

lie

Blake, assisl.inl general sn|jerinle:ident
at
San iM-aiicisco of Ihe I'oslal Telegraph-cable
Company, has been promoted lo the general siijierinleiideucy, lo succeed L. W. Slorror. who was ajjpoiuled Pacific Coast representative, Mr. Blake was
born in Vermont and is 48 years old. He began
his telegraph career in 1S76.
J.

G.

Mr. Angus S. IlibbanI, vice-president of the Chicago Telephone Company, wdiose musical ability is
well known, was chorus master at the recent "fellowship rally" of the Chicago Asijociation of Commerce.
He presented several songs lo popular
tunes, and one hymn, "llail Chicago," for wdiich
he wrote both words and music.
William A. Pearson, chief architect oT the General

Electric

Company, died

nectady recently.

at

his

home

Sche-

in

He

had been wilh the comp:iny
Formerly he had served in various

for 16 years.
capacities, including that of civil engineer, for railroads, railroad shops and other industrial establishments.
was 53 years of age.

He

J. Russell, district manager at Frankfor the Philadelphia Electric Company, will
attend the International Congress of Electricity, to
be held at Marseilles, France, in September, and
wdll read a paper.
Mr. Russell was present at th-.:
last International Electrical Congress held at Sr.
Louis and attended the International Congress of
Applied Electricity held in Rome in .-^pril, 1906,

Mr. Charles

fort

Mr. Herbert Parker, former attorney-general of
Massachusetts, succeeds Mr. William E. McClintock as chairman of the highway commission, which
has supervision over the telegraph and telephone
companies operating in that state. Mr. McClintock
becomes chairman of the commission appointed to
govern the city of Chelsea for five years. He is
succeeded in membership on the highway commission by Col. William D. Sohier.

Mr. P. L. Utiey, secretary and treasurer of t-he
Escanaba (Mich.) Electric Pulp and Power Company, has been chosen as superintendent and general manager of the Escanaba Electric Street Railway Company, to succeed Mr. A. W. Paine. Mr.
Utley has had several years' experience in the
operation of street railways and in general electrical work.
Mr. Paine resigned in order that he
might accept a position at Kansas City.
Mr. Frank W. Boyer, president of the Chicago
Mica Company of Philadelphia and A'alparaiso, Ind.,
visited Chicago last week, making his headquarters at the Auditorium Anne.x and also part of the
time at the South Shore Country Club.
During
his visit to Chicago Mr. Boyer entertained in his
usual lavish and hospitable manner a party of business men and capitalists from Valparaiso, Ind., and
Chicago business friends.
On
Thursday Mr. Boyer gave a luncheon at the Auditorium Annex. President W. H. Gardner of the
Valparaiso (Ind.) Farmers' National Bank, Vicealso

several

of

his

president P. W. Clifford of the same institution and
Secretary and Manager E. H, Heilstedt of the Chicago Mica Company's Valparaiso factory w^erc
among the guests on this occasion. After luncheon
Mr. Boyer took the entire party, including the Chicago manager of his company. Mr. F. F. Finney,
for a pleasure trip to Milwaukee.
The party returned to Chicago later in the week. Afterward a
number of the party left for Valparaiso in an automobile as the guests of Mr. Gardner.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Seward, Neb.,

w'ill

spend $7,000

in

improving

its

electric-light plant.

H. V. Williams

is

light plant in Lehigh,

about to
Iowa.

install

an

Kewaunee, Wis., has voted bonds to the
of $20,000 for an electric-light plant.

electric-

amount

The annual report of the Montreal Light, Heat
and Power Company for the year ended April 30,
190S, shows gross earnings of $3,792,218 and net
After fixed charges there remained for
$2,140,562.
dividends $1,647,467, and the surplus after dividends
was $627,467, being an increase of $136,885 over the
previous year.
It is said that the plan of financing the Toledo
Raihvays and Light Company of Toledo, Ohio, and
possibly of bringing about a complete reorganization
of the company, is progressing satisfactorily.
The
plan is in charge of a committee of bondholders,
of which Norman B. JReam is chairman, and it is
understood that the companj^'s officials approve of
the committee's plan. A total of $10,166,000 bonds

of the

company

itself

or

of

its

subsidiaries

due

July

uii

come

The

lowii

ehclric

town

ihal

iiiilil

Wayiioka,

of

liglils.
is

be cotiipleled

Xoiie o( Ihe company's franXuV':mber, 1910.

ii)(>).

I,

chises expire

1856.

the

San Francisco, June 3-— It is understood that llic
(ircat Western Power Company, which is making

streets.

all
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Francis llnghes Webb, for 20 years secretary of
British lustilulion of l''.lectrical l\nnineers\ died

Pacific Slope.

elTorls

possesses

la.l'XTKlCIAN

Okla.,

will

soon

have

LIkIu ;iiid I'owcr Company of
biiihliiiK a modern plant which will
wilhiii .',0 days.
'Ihe

The cily of University Place, .\el)., ha-, coniracleil
wilh ihe l.inc':ihi 'Iraclion Company for
cinniil for lighting aiitl ;;nin|>lng water, 'ilii: rale
lo be paid is four cenis a kilowall-liotir. delivered
at ihe city's swilchhoard, and the conir:icl i:, (or
t'wv.

Mr.

years.

I*'.

M.'irbican

is

w:iler coininissioiier

of University Place.

The

cominitlee on gas, oil and electric light of
Chicago Cily Council has decided to draft an
ordinance which will reduce the rale of compensation paid the cily by independent elcctric-ligbl
conip;inies from 10 lo 3 per cent, of the gross
receipts, provided lh;il the comjjanies alTectcd reduce their r.ates lo patrons lo the same basis as
the Commonweallh Edison Company.
Ihi;

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Public Service Railway Company has resumed the reconstruction of ils tracks in Newark,
N. J., and vicinity, and with the recently authorized $50,000,000 bond issue, will continue the work
until the entire system is equipped with the standard

rail

now

in

use in Chicago.

Messrs. C. A. Ross, C. B. Judd and H. S. Rattenborg of Chicago have secured a contract for
a 60-miIe extension of the 17-milc railway which
they built from Atlantic lo Kimballton, Iowa, last
year. The extension runs 40 miles south from
.•\tlantic and 20 miles north from Kimballton.

A consolidated mortgage or deed of trust of the
Calumet and South Chicago Railway Company to
the First Trust and Savings Bank for $5,000,000
has been filed. It is in the shape of a bond issue,
the bonds being subject to redemption upon any
interest payment date at par with a premium of five
per cent.
The purpose of the issue is rehabilitation, extension, funding and discharging outstanding
All property of the company of every nature
given as security.

debts.
is

The June

folder of the Illinois Traction System
is an attractive piece of railroad literacomparing favorably with steam- railroad foldThere are- time tables and a map and all needed

(electric)
ture,
ers.

including information about the SpringfieldLouis sleeper and the package-e.xpress service.
E. Fischer of Danville is vice-president and
general manager and B. R. Stephens of Springfield
general trafiic manager of the Illinois Traction
System.
data,
St.

L.

The

Empire electric system
Spokane during April 11,755 passengers
who bought their tickets at the stations on the
Spokane and Inland and the Cceur d'Alene and
Spokane. divisions. The number of passengers does
not include those travehng on mileage books, commuters and those wdio paid their fares on the
carried

trains of the Inland
to

From figures compiled during past seasons
it is believed that the travel this year is heavier by
40 per cent, than in any like period in previous
trains.

3"ears.

The Chicago City Railway Company and the
Chicago Railways Company are doing rapid work
on the reconstruction of tracks. Construction engineers and large gangs of men are at work at a
score of points throughout the city. Several of
the main lines have been rebuilt for long distances,
and other streets will be taken up in order. The
work is of such character as to make what is probably the best roadbed in the world. In many instances one track is rebuilt at a time, a temporary
track close to the curb serving to carry on trafiic.

On

behalf of three banks in Philadelphia appliwas made in the Superior Court at BridgeConn., on June 2d for a temporary receiver
for the Danbury and Harlem Traction Company,
which is building a line from Danbury, Conn., to
Golden Bridge. N. Y., where it will connect with
the Harlem Railroad. The allegation is that the
company has defaulted payment of interest on its
bonds. The company has built a pow-er plant and
has two-thirds of its line built. It is capitalized
at $500,000 and has issued bonds to the amount
of $300,000. Dietrich E. Loewe of Danbury is the
president of the company.
cation
port,

POWER TRANSMISSION.
of Mextransmission line to supEsperanza with power. This
line is 175 miles long and runs from the hydroelectric plant of the company at Necaxa.

The Mexican Light and Power Company

ico City has extended
ply the Hacienda de

The Cuyahoga

its

Heat and Power Company,
at Cleveland, Ohio, a few
days ago, proposes, it is said, to develop a power
plant at Cuyahoga Falls on the Cuyahoga River,
where there is a fall of 100 feet. It is said thai
notices have been served on land owners along the
Light.

which w-as incorporated

river announcing the beginning of condemnation
proceedings to get possession of the river bed for
miles under a special statute passed two years ago

;
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pcrmitlins:

wak-rpowcr corporations

to

appropriate

Grand
Tlic Central Georgia Power Company,
Building. Macon, Ga.. iias awarded the contract to
construction
of
for
Va.,
Richmond,
Lane Bros, of
dam, power house, etc., for a hydro-electrical plant
The engineering will be in
near Jackson, Ga.
charge of

J. G.
cost $2,500,000.

While & Co.

The development

will

Sth the City Council of Chicago adopted
report of its finance committee permitting the
use of city poles and conduits for the distribution
lines of the Sanitary District's system supplying
electric power from the waterpowcr plant at LockThe District may use any available poles
port, 111.
or conduits by consent of the city electrician and

On June

wires in accordance with his recomits
mendation on payment of a reasonable compensation
install

the

Placing

city.

new

of

poles

shall

not

be

done without a city permit and notification of the
aldermen in whose wards the poles arc to be set.
The legal question whether the District shall be
required to secure frontage consents was left to
In a test case on the
the city law department.
frontage question a master in chancery has just
such consents are not needed. The
submitted a report declaring dangerlines, of which about ^3 miles
ous the
have been already placed in the city.
decided

that

city electrician

12,000-volt

TELEPHONE.

the

is

said

that

telegraph

for

The Gaston

the

train

(Ind.)

Company

The Home Telephone Company of Los Angeles.
$50

has
for

refused to pay the Alay license fee of
each telephone exchange and has begun

suit to test

The Goldschmidt Thermit Company, with main
at 90 West Street, New York city, has
published the second quarterly number for 190S
offices

magazine, "Reactions." It contains
of value bearing on the welding of
steel under a variety of conditions, such as rail
copy
welding, marine repairs and pipe welding.
of the raagaziiie will be sent to anyone interested
on application to the home ofiice.
of

20-page

its

articles

A

The Moline Incandescent Lamp Company

of

III., has issued an attractive booklet in which
various types of incandescent lamps are illustrated, brief data about the lamps being given.
Ten types, including the Moline tungsten, are
shown. It is just four years since the Moline lamp
was placed on the market, and the company thinks
that its many satisfied customers is excellent proof
of the good quality and low cost of its product.

line,
its

A

general idea of the scope of manufactures
carried on by the Allis-Chalmers Company may be
gained from a handsome booklet published by the
company and entitled "Works and Products." The
manufacturing facilities of the company are divided
between several large plants. The area of the West
The
Allis Works alone covers nearly 250 acres.
scope of the company's operations is indicated by
Electrical, steam turthe following departments
bine, steam engine, gas engine, pumping engine,
machinery,
crushing and
mining
hydraulic turbine,

cement

machinery,

saw

mill,

flour

mill

and

air

brake.

the city's right to collect the fee.

The

telephone company argues that it purchased a franchise to do business in the city of Los .Angeles
for a certain sum of money, and that the ordinance
providing for a license fee might result in the
confiscation of this property right.

.\mong recently incorporated telephone companies
Walker Telephone Comare the following-named
Shelbina (Mo.) Telephone
pany, Texola, Okla.
Company: Big Bend Rural Telephone Company.
Telephone
Ralston,
Okla.;
La Crosse (Okla.)
Company; Chuka Telephone Company, Coalgate,
BarCompany;
Okla.; Choteau (Okla.) Telephone
ney (Okla.) Telephone Company: Adair (Okla.)
Telephone Company; Pleasant 'Valley Telephone
Company, Joy, Neb.; Roseau (Minn.) Telephone
Company.

pany. 170 South Clinton Street, Chicago, has issued
catalpgue No. 22, covering a complete line of Union
switch boxes; also outlet boxes and covers. The
catalogue is w^ell illustrated and shows the many
different uses to which the Union boxes and covers
are applicable. Union stamped steel switch boxes,
outlet boxes and covers for rigid conduit, metallic
armored cable and flexible conduit meet every requirement of the electrical contractor. The sectional gang feature of LTnion switch boxes is one
The two-gang box can
that appeals to all users.
be built up into any desired number of gangs by
the aid of spacers. This work can be done on the
job, thereby considerably reducing cost of installation.
The new catalogue will be sent to those

:

The Home Telephone Company

of

Crawfords-

has decided to put in a complete
central-energy system with metallic lines. The
ville,

Ind.,

new
esli-

cost of the improvements is $50,000. John
K. Johnston of New Philadelphia, Ohio, an experienced telephone man, has bought an interest in
The
the plant and will become general manager.
company has 1.700 subscribers. The change of management of this company is regarded as a distinct
advantage to the Independent telephone interests in
the state, since the company has heretofore worked
to some extent in conjunction with the Bell Tele-

m.ited

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.

phone Company.

PUBLICATIONS.
A

variety of Matbias Klein & Sons' linemen's
tools are listed and illustrated in a circular from
the F. Bissell Company, Toledo, Ohio,
Bulletin No. 30 froin the Bristol Company. 4S
V^esey Street. New '\^ork, illustrates an interesting
line of indicating and recording instnnticnts.

The annual convention

of the International Association of Municipal Electricians will be held at
Detroit, Mich., on August 19th, 20th and 21st.
Frank P. Foster of Corning, N, Y., is secretary of
the association.

The present week was set apart as commencement
week at the Thos. S. Clarkson Memorial School
of Technology.
On Friday the ninth annual commencement exercises were concluded by addresses
delivered by Henrv Taylor Bovcy, dean of the
faculty of applied science. McGill University, and
William R. Hill, special deputy engineer of the
This year there were 11 canstate of New York.
tlidates for degrees.
the recent meeting of the Glasgow Section
the British Institution of Electrical Engineers

.At

of

membership of 294 was reported, consisting
a
of members, associates and student members. Mr.
W. W. Lackie is now chairman of the section and
Mr. Jarnes E. Sayers is secretary and treasurer.
A paper entitled "Electric Supply Prospects and
Charges as Afifeeted by M'etallic-filament Lamps and
Electric Heating" was presented by H. W. Handcock and A. H. Dykes.

As previously amiounced, the spring luceting of
the .-\merican Society of Mechanical Engineers wdll
be held at the Hotel Cadillac, Detroit, on June 23d
to 26th.
Among the papers to be read are these;
"Identification of Power-house Piping by Colors,"

Watson direct-connected ventilating fans are the
subject of a recent illustrated bulletin issued by the
Milwaukee.
CoTiipanv
of
Mechanical
Appliance
Fans ranging in diameter from 18 to 42 inches arc
furnishe<l for iio-volt, 220-vo]t or 500-volt current.
These fans arc practically noiseless and are used
for removing impure ot hot air or steam from
schools, public halls, chemical works, boiler rooms
and other places.

William H. Bryan: "Power-plant Operation on Pro"Horsepower Friction
ducer Gas," G. M. S. Tail
Losses and Efflciencies of Gas and Oil Engines,''
Prof. Louis S. Marks; "Economy Tests of Highspeed Engines." F. W. Dean and A. C. Wood.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company of
Milwaukee has just issued a i6-p:tge iiamphlct descriptive of its Wirt type dynamo brush, designed
for u=c with low-tension, flirect-current motors aiifl

Enginceing, Dcs
.Mf)ines. Towa, has enjoyed an unusually pospcrous
year.
Nearly 400 different studei^ls have been enrolled
in
the v.arious departments. The college
maintains regular courses in civil, electrical, mechanical, steam, telephrme. tniction :mfl gas engineering.
It also has a regular machinist's course
which may be completed in one school year of
48 weeks. Slnrienls have been in .attendance froin
This is one of the newer engi.^4 (lifTerent states.
neering schools of the comilrv, but it is well
e(|ui|»ijed, and.
since the schf)ol is in session 4<S
weeks in the year, a regul.ar standard four-year
c iirsc may be completed in three years. President
O. II. Longwell will send a catalogue of the College of Engineering on request.

generators,

alternating-current generators, plating
exciters, etc.
In designing
dynamo
a
insure satisfactory operation, the brush
must be clastic so that it will make grjod contact
with the commutator under slight pressure, am!
the brush must be so cit-signerl as frj ojjpose a
high resistance lo the wasteful and destructive
current that is generated when adjoining conunutator bars arc short-circuited by the brush.
The
claim is marlc that the construction of the Wirt
type dynamo brush is such that these two necessary
conditions are fully met. In addition lo the purely

dynamoi.
brush,

to

igoS

Sawyer Company, Boston, Mass.,
in electrical and lighting supplies, has been
incorporated by Elisha B. Sawyer and others.
G.

dealer

It

said

is

that the

Canadian Northern Railroad

will shortly call for bids for 200,000 telegraph poles.

M. H. McLeod, Winnipeg, Man.,
ager.

man-

general

is

,

The

of

city

University

Place, 'Neb.,

is

in

the

market for three electrically driven pumps.
F.
Harbican is water commissioner and may be addressed.

The

F. L.

O'Bryan Company, South Frcamingham,

Mass., with authorized capital of $50,000, has been
incorporated to deal in electrical devices, by Francis
L.

O'Bryan and

others.

The Municipal

Electric Light and Water Commission of Howell, Mich., is in the market for a
lOO-horsepower boiler. Glenn H. Brown is superintendent of the commission.

The Willis Electric Meter Company of Chicago
has been incorporated with a capital of $100,000 to
manufacture electric meters. Tiie incorporators are
Charles J. Schmidt, Albert C. Bell and Leonard
W. No\'ander.
In the Chicago Inter Ocean of June 5th an official
of the Western Electric Company is thus quoted
"I am not so optimistic that I feel like throwing
my hat in the air, but I do believe that there is a
general turn for the better in business.
In my
negotiations with dealers throughout the country
there is not only much less apprehension expressed
by them, but there is a positive note of encourage-

ment."

Domestic commerce movements for the month
of April, as reported to the Bureau of Statistics
of the Department of Commerce and Labor, inr
dicate an improvement in the lumber and anthracitecoal trades, though activity in the live-stock, meat.
grain, soft-coal and iron trades shows but few signs
of a return to normal conditions.
The American
Railway Association notes an increase in the number
of idle cars since the fst of April from 307,507
to 413,605 on April 29th.
Like figures for May
13th, referring to a larger number of roads, show,
however, a decrease in the number to 404,534 cars.

The Acheson Oildag Company has been incorporated and has established offices and

interested.

;

13,

TRADE NEWS.
The Charles

Mo-

The Chicago Fuse Wire and Manufacturing Com-

Telephone

has completed its new organization, purchased property in Gaston, and is now erecting a moderii exchange building thereon, to be installed with modern
equipment. It is also constructing a number of
new lines throughout the country.
Cal.,

etc.

dispatching.

Home

and price list, the pamphlet conon the care of commuimportance of correct lap,

:

Delaware. Lackawann.i and
Western Railroad is preparing to establish a telephone system which may, it is understood, displace
Ir

June

tains useful information
tators and brushes, the

many

the

to

descripti\-e matter

ELECTRICIAN

;

Simtiltaneously, conventions will be held liy the
Auierican Society for the Proniotion of F.ngineering
Education, the Society of ,\utomohilc Engineers and
the Society of Gas-engine Manufacturers.

The Highland Park College

of

works in Niagara Falls. To this company Edward G. Acheson
has turned over his patents and trademarks covering "oildag'' and "aquadag," the new. lubricants.
These new Niagara products have been patented in
22 countries. Oildag is a paste made of defloc
culated unctuous Acheson graphite and oil, and is
intended to be mixed with mineral oil for use in
gas-engine cylinders, electric-light plants, and where
high-priced oils are now used. The
the carrier for getting the graphite
the place of service.

serves
lubricant

oil

as
to

One of the American consuls in Latin America
reports that the company which furnishes the electric light in the city in which he is located is
engaged in an entire reconstruction of its plant.
When this is completed it is expected that meters
will be installed for the use of consumers.
The
consul states that the company has not yet made
its purchase of meters and that there is
an opportunity for American manufacturers
of
such
goods wdio take prompt action in regard to the
matter.
An opportunity will also arise for the sale
of motors for power installations in the future.
The Bureau of Manufactures, Washington, D. C,
can give information by feferring to File No. 2292.
The F. Bissell Company, Toledo, Ohio, recently
installed a department of illumination, in charge
of R. W. Hiett, illuminating engineer. It will be
the object of this department to give information
as to proper distribution of lighting units
so as
to secure the best illumination both as to quality
and cost. Anyone using light or selling electricity
or doing wiring can economize for himself or for
his client, usually, at no cost to himself, by taking
advantage of this department, as the F.- Bissell
Company will be glad to inspect plans for lighting
layout or to receive requests for information. Advice will be given free of charge tmless in some
special investigation requiring considerable time.

The interesting announcement is made that the
Duncan Electric Manufacturing Company of Lafayette, Ind., has purchased the machinery, tools
and business of the Lafayette (Ind.) Electrical
Manufacturing Company, manufacturer of transfor'nie,rs.
The transformer pl.int has been 'thoroughly rejuvenated, aiul the most modern transformer-manufacturing apparatus installed, and every
elTort will be made to keep the qn.ality of the new
trans/ormers up to the highest possible standard.

The Duncan company has secured

the

services of

one of the most competent transformer engineers
in the United .Slates, and every transformer will he
sold under guarantee.
Workmen are now busily
cng.aged in llie installing of an impregnating outfit,
and in a short lime the company will be able
lo ofTcr lo transformer users a complete line of
this

A new

type.

formers

is

that

departure in the testing of transsubjecting them lo a higher

of

Juno

I)ri*akil(uvn

test

th;in

is

praclici-d

l>y

rtihcr

st;in.lai(l

Iiij^h

Th.'
I!,
W. JoinisMaiivill.- (*oiMi'auy of New
^'o^k amioiiiu'i's the oiKMiiiin of a branch olVu-i.' in
Imlianaimlis to take care of the hical rccinircnicnta
This ollice, which is
of the trade in thai lerrilory.
located at 30 South IVnnsylvania Street, will lie
VVehr, wlm
under the niaiiaticnient of Charles
for several years has rcjiresented the company in
section.
that

The

of Sealllc. Wash., has placed with the
Central Electric Company of ChicaK<^ an order for
iSo,ooo Cohinihia lamps, to be delivered at the rate
of 15,000 a nionlh.
The Central Klcclric Company
now represented on the Coast by Biirlon R.
is
Stare, Sealtle, and J. A. Savage, traveling representative.
The Seattle order is one of the several
large orders which have been recently secured, indicating a better feeling in business conditions.
city

Nutlall Company of Pittsburg anit
has added to its already comprehensive list of gears and pinions, the well-known
Titan brand of manganese steel gears and pinions,
having arranged with the Atha Steel Casting Company for their exclusive sale. Thi>i i)laccs the Nut-

position to furnish practically
of ^''-irs and pinions for
iraelion and eleelric-railway

a

way
of

st'r\ ice.

Nerns!

11 u-

armoimecs

Cr»nipan>

l,;iinp

June

.ifter

Italia-;!,

two

Recently

tlie

i.Slh

cents.

iheui.

WalMass., operating the WaTpole rubber works

will

be

is

its

From'

cnshious.

known

All automatically rcjilaceablc fuse consists of a sprin;;controlled rotating insulator with recessed arms at botli
ends, springs in the recesses tending to withdraw the
eontacl pieces, and fuse wires connecting the contact
pieces and drawing them out against the force of the

Railway Signal System.

Oberlin, Pa.

Application

filed

P.

August

30,

Cook,
1907.

In an electric block-signal system there is a main circuit established within eacli block, including element;;
of the main circuit of the adjacent blocks, and an engine
circuit including signals adapted to be actuated upon the
failure of the main circuit to close.

'

Advertising Device. Arthur J. De Barry,
York, N. Y.. assignor to Victor C. Bell,
York, N. Y. Application filed February

889,212.

New
New
7,

889,317.
iSTew

Magnet

Office)

June

1907.

Two display chambers are provided with an electric
lamp for each and a two-way flasher for lighting the
lamps alternately.
Device Operated by Controller Reverse
Lever for Automatically Operating Safety Ap-

889.219.

March

filed

25, 1907.
in combination with the recording and rei)ro<lucing
medium of a telegraphone is an cleetromagnet having a
polc-piccc with a reduced polar extension provided with
a wcar-rcsistivc device.

The fender of an electric car is dropped
when the reverse lever on the controller is

Trolley Pole.
N. Y. Application

889.220.

Lamp

Andrew
Receptacle.
L Application filed

Providence, R.

A.

May

M'offitt,

1907.
electric
A device for preventing short-circuiting
lamps consists of a. cup portion of non-conducting material, raised feet on which the cup may stand, a center
3,

of

contact, a lamp-receiving collar
walls of the cup for retaining
therein.

889,338.

Igniter.

N. Y.,
town,

George

J.

and means within
the

collar

Schultz,

in

New

the
position

York,

assignor to Benjamin Briscoe, TarryApplication filed February 26,
N. Y.

1907.
Sparking points are carried by a shell so as to cooperate with a set of sparking points mounted on an
insulated body in the shell.

889.346.

Ohio.

Harold Thomassen, Dayton,

Eye Magnet.
Application

filed

May

i,

1907-

the track
used.

to

"

Mass., assignor
Frank Ridlon Company. Boston, Mass.
cation filed April 22, 1907.

A

casing

when

s;jring

contains
a latch

Third-rail

889,266,

a
is

can

reel that
released.

be

by

Cal.
other so

as

to

1906.

19,

system

third-rail

New

ter.

Joint

York,

Company,
January

N.

Benjamin Wolhaup-

assignor to the Rail
York, N. Y. Application

Y..

New

19,

1907.

In combination with the rails and ties are angle bars,
each carrying a metallic base arranged for the support
of one rail end only, located between the ties and insulated

from the

raits.

Reversing Timer and Distributer. John O.
889,305.
Application filed
Heinze, Jr.. Lowell, Mass.

November

30,

Furnace for

889.431.

wheel
it

into

and means for rotaiinw
and out f.f engagement

rotating means,

its

Metallurgical and Smelting
Birkeland, Lysaker, near

Purposes.

Kristian

Christiania,

and Samuel Eyde, Christiania, Norfiled January 6, 1906.

way.

Application

In this electric furnace there arc provided a [lair of
electrodes, a hearth adapted to prevent material
fed
thereon from coming into contact with the arc ends of
the electrodes, and magnets of dilTerent intensity adapted
to spread the arc over the hearth.

Spark-plug. George J. Blum, Chicago, III.,
assignor to the Armstrong-Blum Manufacturing
Company, Chicago, 111. Application filed Febru-

889.432.

ary

7, 1906.
This spark-plug consists of an electromagnet, a fixed
a movable contact, a finger for carrying the
latter, a sectional shaft between the sections of which the
finger is clamped, and an armature clamped to the shaft.

contact,

Cable Terminal.
Application filed

889.442.
111.

Frank B. Cook, Chicago,

November

1907.

2,

A cable terminal comprises two concentric drum-shaped
portions with an annular space between, fixed plates closing the ends of the space, protective devices carried
within _ the same and means for suitably mounting the

29,

1907.

box has a cover normally held raised therefrom, an

16,

John
filed

1907.

Timing Device for Jump-spark Ignition
Systems.
William D. Foreman, Chicago, 111.
Application filed July 5. 1907.
In combination with a rotary member and an adjust-

Application

Railway.

Insulated Rail Joint.

889,288.

filed

sectional

with

third rail is mounted inverted against the concave roof of an overhanging wooden housing and protec-

a

the rail sections are
-mounted on springs over contact posts set into the conThe car depresses the sections to
tinuous conductor.
bring them into contact with the contact posts.
a

Jan-

tion.

rotated

Casimir Von Gizinsky
and William McClure. Schenectady, N. Y. ApIn

a spring-actuated rotary
the wheel and moving

July
The

the
Appli-

to

Attachment for Electric Cars.

December

Coliseum.

the lamps and the electromagnets.

Robert

leave
Between the
an opening between their upper flanges.
bars are bolted spool-shaped insulators that carry the
working conductor.

plication filed

Square Garden, October 3d to 14thChicago Electrical Show (fourth annual).
uary II to 23, 1909.

889,450.

George H. Sohn, Lincoln,
October 30, 1907.
Two Z-bars are set facing each

Electric

Eriffinrers

Third-rail Electric-railway System.
889,448.
F. Feeley, Bigtimber, Mont.
Application

filed

889,277.

Mcclianical

,

A

and wheel are mounted on the upper ends of the poles.

and Retriever.

of

air cushion fixed to the cover and adapted wtien drawn
down to press the paper upon a negative, electromagnets
for operating the cover, electric lamps within the box.
and a distributer of electric current adapted to operate

a
parallel poles are pivotally connected to
Springs
with a stud for engaging a pole socket.
A trolley harp
spaced poles in erect position.

Trolley Catcher
889,264.
Shields, South Boston,

convcniion), To-

(annual

I'^tli.

I'y

fa<rmiannual
mcclinK), Dclroil, Junr 33d lo a6lJ),
Society for Uic I'ronioiion of Knuinccring Kducation (annual meeting), IJctroit, June ajd to i6lh.
American Institute of KIrctrical ICnKinerr* (annual onvention). Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J., Jfun*r 2(f0\
to July 2(1,
National ICIectrical CoiUractorft* Aa'Xicialion (annual rarctiiiK), Chicago, July iftli, 161I1 and 17th,
Michigan Electric Anfocintion (annual meeting)
Grand
kapids, Micfi.. August 18th to aist.
International Ass-^K-Jaiion of Municipal IvlcctrieiaiiK (anmiai tijiivcntionj. D'-tr'-ii, Midi.. AuKust 19H1. :">tli, ;.-is).
Ohio Electric Light Association (annual convention). Hotel
Victory, Put-in-Bay Island, August 25th. 2Gth and 27tb.
New York Electrical Show (second annual), Madis^in

January

John C. Gay, Jordanville,
filed October 21, 1907.

the

Iiold

lytli

Society

Photographic Printing Apparatus. Adrien
889.443.
Cottillon, Asnieres^ France.
Application filed

Spaced
plate

American

whole in place.

Ohio.

Alfred J. Gairing, Cleveland,
Application filed August 13, 1906.

pliances.

Aiviclation

Klcclrical

igoS.

2,

John A. Licb,
the American

for Telegraphoncs.
N. Y., assignor to

York,
Telegraphone Company. Application

889,322.

Emory

DATES AHEAD.
Canadian

n.iild, Onl., juiii:

ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

(Sec cut.)

springs.

889,^05.

of

calling attention to a change
products, formerly known as
now on these ajipliances
These pads are
as field-coil pads.

and varnish works,
in name of one of
lield-coi!

I

week shipment was made from
works of Allis-Cliahners Company

The Massachusetts Chemical Company
jiole,

usni to lake up all play lj<'iwetrii the field coils nnd
adjacent pari, iliiT<-by doirtg away
with chafing
l'Teirjfor<:
ami grounds through llie field jji'-'.'-s
canvas sh*'els wt-rr- enl lo fii ovt-r ili*- fi<-M pieci- >,
slweis
slm-k
logdhir,
malting
were
:iiid sev<-'ral such
'I'lie
.in miyielding wasjirr wliich cpiickly wop: out.
rubber field-coil pads "give u\u\ lakr" suflioieiilly
to i)revent any l<»osen<'SS caused by expansion and
conlraclion and an: so easily applied ihat \\\t:y save
their cost in ih'f lime and labor saved in applying

one

in

Issued (United States Patent
Electrical Fuse.
Albert G. Charters and
John G. Jones, Watford, England. Application
filed June 21, 1907.

on

ing

f"illM\\

the West Aliis
of eiyiit
tm'ho-generator units aggregating 9,500
kilowatts in capacity, normal rating. These niachines, all l)nt oue oi which are 1,000 kilowatts
or over, go iiUo various industrial planls in the
eastern and sonlhern portions of the country. In
addition to these, two contracts for turbo-generator units, each 500 kilowatts in capacity, were
received, one from Texas and one for Wasldngton.
The first unit was purchased by the city of Austin.
Tex., and the secontl unit will be installed by the
Saisich Lumber Company of McKcnna, Wash.

ILLUSTRATED
889,200.

that

schedule of allowanci-s for scrap pl:itinuni returned will Uc effective, i. o. b. I'iltsbmg:
h'or each glower end.
i!j ceuls; Un- each healer lube. 15 cents; for cacli

and

The

R. D.
nounces that

in

everything in the
every re(|niremc-nl

[''..

Busmsss,

company

tall

niaiin-

as an i-xtia iiumiis of insulin^ I" patroiH
of ilc|Kiulalii!ily.

facliii'cTS,

a
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1908

13,

1906.

Reversing segments are mounted on the engine shaft
as to break and reverse the primary circuit of the
induction coil.
so

Machine for Br^iiding Tubular Fabric.
Louis A. Jones, Cambridge. Mass.. assignor to

889,311.

American Circular Loom Company, Chelsea,
Mass. Application filed June 27, 1906.

the

This is a machine for braiding "circular loom" onto a
mandrel.

AUTOMATIC
REPLACEABLE FUSE.
A bipolar eye magnet has

NO. 889,200.

NO. 889,346.

EYE

MAGNET.

two solenoids, cores extending beyond the ends and converging to a point at their
poles.
To the yoke of the magnet is fastened a handle
for the

implement.

(See cut.)

Process of Feeding Molten Glass for Making Glass Insulators or Similar Articles. Henrv
M. Brookfield, New York, N. Y., assignor to
the Brookfield Glass Company. Application filed

889,354-

June

1906.
A furnace is provided with means for causing the molten glass to flow in a large stream to heat the outlet
passages and then in an unclogged smaller stream as

needed
889,355.

Colo.

13,

for

making the

Thermostat.
Application

insulators.

Peabody A. Brown, Denver,
September 4, 1906.

filed

The thermostat comprises an element composed of two
substances possessing the properties of expansion and
contraction in unequal degrees and a circuit containing
contacts carried by two movable devices arranged to
be simultaneously acted on by one of the substances to
cause the devices to move whereby the contacts are made
to approach each other for closing the circuit.

Cut-out Mechanism for Electrically Operated Machines.
George S. Conger and Charles
Pearce, New York. N. Y.. assignors to the
Eltypic Manufacturing Company, New York.
N. Y. Application filed December 27, 1906.

889,358.

This mechanism for maintaining the current during
short intervals in the use of the machine and for stopmovable conit during long intervals consists of a
tact piece for making and breaking circuit, operated by
ping

able stationary member orovided with electrical contact
pieces is a brush carried by the rotary member, and a
contact cleaner slidably supported on the same to be
movable relatively thereto.

Robert

Trolleywheel.

889,463.

maroneck, N. Y.

F.

Application

Henne, MaAugust 30,

filed

1907.

The harp has a wide-spreading forked part carrying a shaft on which the trolleywheel is laterally slidable between two coiled springs.

Signaling System for Railways.
Charles
Lay. Jersey Cit>', N. J., assignor to the
L'^nion Switch and Signal Company, Swissvale.
Pa.
Application filed February 27, 190S.

889,469.

H.

A

series of closed-track circuits has each a relay with
a single front contact and an armature.
The signaling
circuit for the signal in each block comprises an independent source of current and the single contact points
of two or more relays of the closed-track circuits.

Electric Signaling System.
Francis L.
O'Oryan, South Framington. Mass., assignor of
one-half to Hiram Stanley Marsh, Cambridge,
Mass. Application filed January 8, 1908.

889,482.

In a railway-signaling system there is a signal operated by a motor, a track relay for closing the motor circuit

and an electromagnet

in this circuit

having an arma-

ture adapted to break the circuit at the track relay after
the signal has been actuated.

889,522.

Electric Induction Furnace.
Karl A. F.
Christiania, Norway.
Application filed

Hiorth,

January
There

is

1908.
provided

2,

a

spiral-like

smelting channel,

the

ends of the windings of which are conductively connected
to

each other.

)
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Illuminating Electric' Clock and Call SysApplitem. George B. Maas, Cleveland, Ohio.
cation filed December g, 1907.

Wireless Telegraphy. Isidor Kitsee, Phil889.791.
adelphia, Pa.
Application filed December 21,
1906.
This is a modification of the preceding patent.

SSo,533.

An

electrically

equipped clock adapted

to

report hours

and fractions thereof is coriibincd with a timeboard having two series of glow lamps corresponding to the hours
and fractions on the clock, a sounding device with the
board and connections between the clock and lamps and
sounding device, and a separate plug for each series of

Telegraphy. Isidor Kitsee,
Pa. Application filed December 21,
Another detector for electromagnetic
scribed in which there are two series of

889.792.

lamps,

August

cation filed

15,

Support for Electrical Conductors. Francis
H. Paine, Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to the
Niagara, Lockport and Ontario Power Company. Application filed June 20, 1906.

v

B.

1907.

battery set comprises a cabinet having upper and
lower sections, a coil and operating cell, and an electrode
or accessory compartment formed in part by the walls
of the cabinet and by one of the electrodes.

Protector for Third Rails of Railway Systems.
Joseph N. Tomlinson, Vineland, N. J.
Application filed December 19, 1906.

In a high-tension transmission line there is an insulating support for the line wire, an auxiliary insulating
support, a connecting conductor attached thereto and to
the line wire, and a grounded contact in the line of
movement of the line wire or connecting conductor when
one of the supports for the line wire fails.
(See cut.)

889.559.

A

series of insulating shoes is provided with grooves
in which the rail is seated and a protective roofing extending freely over the rail from one side.

Louis H.
Signal System for Railways.
Thullen, Edgewood, Pa., assignor to the Union
Switch and Signal Compan}'. Swissvale, Pa.
Application filed March 3, 1906.

889,561.

A

relay at the end of each block section has an armature operated in one direction by the maintained difference of potential and in the reverse direction when this
is destroyed.

Alfred A. Wohlauer, New
filed June 25, 1907.
combination with opposing contacts is a, vacuum
Electric Switch.

889.566.

York, N. Y.

Application

In
tube swiveled between the same, the tube being partly
filled
with mercury and provided with sealed-in electrodes, and metallic end-caps to coact with the contacts.

System of Electrical Distribution. Joseph
Woodbridge, Philadelphia, Pa. Application
filed October 2, 1907.
An alternating-current circuit and a direct-current

859.567.
L.

are provided, transforming apparatus connected
between them, and means for controlling the transfer of
current between this apparatus and the former circuit.
the means being responsive to only such component of

source

current in the alternating-current circuit as bears a

predetermined phase relation

to

its

voltage,

System.
Henry P. Clausen,
assignor to the American Electric
Telephone Company, Chicago, 111. Application
Chicago,

III.,

November

filed

This

is

a

15,

1902.

common-battery system having special
and line-signaling circuits.

ring-

ing and supervisory

of manipulating wheels
journaled between frames, horseshoe magnets carried by
the wheels, adjustable guide strips and means for adjusting the manipulating wheels.

Telegraph System.
Stephen D. Field,
Application filed January
Mass.

Stockbridge,
1907.

A

is
bridged
local inductive shunt at each station
directly across the key thereat, but does not include the
There is a short-circuiting shunt for bridgrelay.
ing the key and the inductive shunt when desired.

local

Lamp Hanger.

88g,6o8.

William

R.

Holcombe,

Army, assignor of one-half to John S,
Application
Mo.
Jones. Jefferson Barracks,
Renewed April 8, 1908.
filed January 15. 1907.
U.

S.

shaft mounted so that it can be
the frame and thiis wind up the
wires leading to the suspended lamp.

The hanger has

rotated

by a spring

a

in

Blasting Cartridge.
Peter Selbach, Co889,639.
Application filed March 13,
logne, Germany.
1907.

A

cartridge for blasting operations under water contains a detonator connf^cted with conducting wires placed
in a bore and surrounded with packing material.

Electrically Operated Photographic Ap889,659.
paratus.
William A. Chamberlain, Sunbury, Pa.
Application filed January 25, 1906.
Tile device contains an electromagnet and its armature, a camera shutter, a valve and a sparking device as
well as means for simultaneously operating the shutter,
valve and s:>3rking device,

Pressure

889,712.

Governor.

William

McClave,

Scranton, Pa., assignor to the McCIave-Brooks
Company, Scranton. Pa. Application filed March
13,

S89,,760.

ford,

Switch Button.
Charles A. Clark, HartConn. Application filed October 24, 1907.

A

The packing consists of a compressed mixture of
asbestos with suitable vulcanizing material and
provided with a protective coating of a suitable electrolibrous

lytically deposited

J.

December 18, 1907.
The socket has a canopy with a number of sockets supported therein and two conducting pieces electrically
connected, one to one set of socket-lamp contacts and the
other to the other set of lamp contacts, the two pieces
being supported independently of each other by the insulating portions of the sockets, and at the same time
serving to hold the sockets in place in the canopy.

Thermal Electric Alarm. Lloyd Currier,
Underwood, N. D. Application filed May 11,

SSp.,765.

1907.
A supporting member having one end bent back upon
has a heat-responsive element secured thereto and
provided with a socket, a lever having a ball at one end
engaging in the socket and adjustably mounted on the
bent-back portion of the supported member, and a circuit-closing device controlled by the lever.
itself

889,841.
ple,

Water-heating Apparatus. Frank Dupuis,
Pawtucket, Frederick E. Page, Providence, and
George H. Page, Pawtucket, R. I. Application
filed June 24, 1907.

88a y76.

TroUeywire

Splicer.

Harry

G. Dyer, Glou-

May

Van

Willie D. Kilroy, Hatch End,
Other.
England, assignor to himself, and Evershed &
Vignoles, Ltd., Chiswick, England., Application

Each

plication filed September 12, 1907.
A body with shoulders thereon has tubes suitably connected with it and abutting on the shoulders, each oE
the tubes having a suitable bore to receive an end of a
conductor and jaws situated within the tubes adapted to
grasp the conductor and retaining guides for the jaws.

Jones,
Telegraph
System. Charles
K.
Quincy, III, assignor of 30 one-hundredths to

1906.

Application

newed September
The armature of

filed

Automatic Signal ComAugust 17, 1903. Re-

filed

1907.
arranged
The armature

of an electromagnet.
rotatable disk.

is

supported on

889,857.

Charles
Connector for Electric Wires.
G. Keiner, Baltimore, Md., assignor to the
Universal Railway Supply Company. Application filed October 18, 1906.
A socket member and a plug member are each provided with fingers for interlocking the members togetliei

Means

for

A

S8g.,87i.

leaves within the recess.

Wind-operated Dynamo. Emil J. Johnson,
Madrid, Iowa. Application filed August 31, 1907.
A shaft has a hub mounted on it, a disk-shaocd web

connected with the hub and having brackets on one side,
windwheel blades fixed to the brackets and a dynamo
A second hub is
field on the other side of the web.
mounted on the shaft with a disk-shaped web thereon, a
dynamo armature on the latter overlapping the field, and
a flange on the armature web nverlaoping the periphery
nf the disk-shaned web on the field to form a rain-tight
joint between them.

operate.

Electric Transmission of Intelligence. Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of onehalf to William J. Latta. Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed October 28, 1905.
A telegraph line has tlie two line wires twisted together so as to be conductively independent but induc-

p.788.

tively

3,789

Harrison Strong, Ozark.
M".
Insulator.
Mo., assignor of one-half to Solomon E. BronApplication filed June 9, 1906.
son, Ozark, Mo.
Two adjacent insulating rollers are rotatably mounted

889.884.

related to each other.

and

889,790.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

9 and 17, 1906.
Means to receive and

Telegraphy.
Applications
translate

Isidor
filed

Kitsee,

on

November

Earl D. Peerstonc, Chicago,
Trolley.
Application filed December 7, 1907.

111.

12,80=;.

City.

This

has

a

specially

HAVE EXPIRED.

PATENTS THAT

.

'

and M. E. Smith. Rutherford, N. J.
Secondary Hatlcry Element,

^53.050.

G, Backus,
Ziickcr & Lvivelt
Application filed

provided with an endlcKH memmovable relatively thereto, mcana for adjusting the

make-and-brcak

constructed

device.

.tS3.o8?.°'Firc-aIarm

TelcRraph.

IS-LOor" Secondary

Ballery,

O.

.f.

F.

Clarence

Xcw York, X. Y., assignor to
& Loch Co., Kcw York, N, Y.
ber

coil

J.

L. F. Furlong and F. O. Tucker.
Electric Switch.
ITartford, Conn.
Putsburc, Vn.
Electric Arc Lamp.
J. W. Ellis,
\V. W. Crnscom, TTavcrfnrd
Secondary Battery.
453,60?.
College, Pa.
Electric Railway.
J. Tones, NfW York. N. Y.
.'CI, 710.
Manufaclurr of Tncnndcscent Electric Lamps. R. A.
453,7-12.
Fessendcn, Roscville. N. J.
Commutator for Dynnnm-eVclnr Ccnerators and
4Si,fic8.
Motors. IT. Davis and A. TT. Stokes. Derby, EnKla-id.
A. II.
Distrihulinc Frame f"r Electric Conductor.';.
•IM.ffii.
TTibbnrd, Morristown. N. J.
Mnldon.
Mass.
Mitchell,
W.
Switch.
.'MRRR- Electric
T.
O. BrinkerliolT. Hackensaek.
jcVSoR. EVctric T^attery.

plication filed March 16, 1908.
In combination with the support, w:.tIc bar and niovrbic cirriaRf of a pbotomelcr are a lamp and collectors
clcctricaHy interconnected an'l carried by the carriage,
rails which co-operate with tlic col lectors, and 3 piishhulton carried by the support .ind having connections
it,r energizing and dc-cncrgizing the r.iilfi,

August 15, 1007.
An electrolytic lialh U

N.

4:^.3.693.

Pa.,

Plating Aoparatiis.

Ruhmkorff

A53.6-i^.

Victor H, Slinack, Philadelassignor to the Pcnnfiylvania Gas
Globe Light Company. Philadelphia, Pa.
Ap-

889,744.

frame.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
States Patent Office) that expired
'•V the United
June 9, 1908:

Photometer,

pliia.

a sheet metal

*

Two whccjfi .^rc carried by a. frame on the pole and
guards arc arranRcd adjacent 1o each of the wheels and
extending toward the other, the guards being normally
out of engagement and ovcrIai)pinK.
W?9.730.

in

Coil.
John Mclntyrc. Jersey
Application filed February 21, 1908.
August 8. 1905.
dated
Original No. 796,851,

wireless telegraphic im-

comprise the creation of a high temperature
through the incoming impulses, an explosive medium in
tiie region of the high temperature, a conductor adapted
to be actuated through tlic explosion of the medium and
a local circuit containing a translating device adapted to
he made and broken through the movement of the conThe s-cond patent covers derails of the receivductor.
See cut.
ing device.
(

889.715.

pintles

Reissue.

pulses

sleam-supply pine has a balanced valve for govv\
erning the flow therein and an elect romagnet connected
with and adapted to actuate the valve.

Charles A. Clark. Hart-

889.883.

Three keys are provided in this device, two for punciiing holes in the tape and for moving it definite distances
and the third key for determining which of the other
keys shall

Switch Button.

Original application filed October
ford. Conn.
Divided and this application filed Feb24, 1907.
ruary 15, 1908.
The button has a recess, a spring plug located therein,
curved spring leaves arranged in pairs and with their
curvatures opposed and means for retaining the sprmg

Producing Telegraphic Trans-

mitting Tapes. Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor of one-half to William J. Latta, PhilApplication filed January 5, 1905.
adelphia, Pa.

Albert J. Petersson.
Furnace.
Application filed April 13, 1906.

.Electric

furnace for treating gases by means of voltaic arcs
has a concentric furnace chamber, inner and outer electrodes, means around the furnace for creating a magnetic field in the soace within the outer electrode, and
means for moving gases through the furnace chamber.

J.

3.787.

1907.

means

Alby, 'Sweden.

a

3.786.

23,

consist of electric switches controlling
electric-signaling devices, means operated by the training
movement of the guns for working the switches when
the gun or guns are within danger angles of mutual
interference, signaling devices situated at each gun position and circuits connecting them.

to close the circuit
is

March

These

12,

a relay

1907.

machine there

this

Means for Automatically Indicating Cer889,852.
tain Relative Positions of Guns or the Like to

WilJ., assignor of one-half to
Meter, Gloucester City, N. J. Ap-

the Railway Telegraph

II,

is a continuous connecting tube
of paramagnetic material exteriorly flattened between the
pole cores and at such flattened points attenuated to prevent short-circuiting of the pole core.

In

cester City, N.
J.

Dynamo-electric Machine. Vincent G. ApDayton, Ohio, assignor to the Dayton ElecManufacturing Company. Application filed

trical

,775.

An electromagnetic coil is supported beneath the cylinder and has its two poles extending into the latter.

metal.

Multiple Socket for Electric Lamps. Frank
Application filed
Russell, New York, N. Y.

889,812.

switch button has means for attachment to a switch
spindle and a series of resilient leaves forming a cushion
intermediate the button and its attaching means.

pany.

ber 30, 1907.
The machine has a number

24,

Packing. Charles H. Reynolds, Rochester,
N. Y. Application filed February 14, 1908.

889,807.

tension of this member, and receptacles to be connected
with the endless member and partially submerged within
the bath.

5,784.

Tin-transferring Machine. Adisch C. DonCanonsburg, Pa. Application filed Decem-

889.592.

SUPPORT FOR HIGH-TENSION
CONDUCTORS.

NO. 889,803.

liam

Telephone

889,582.

ell,

1906.

waves is demetallic plates,

889,803.

The

889.589.

Philadelphia,

one being covered with an oxide.

Electromedical Battery. Edmund T. Otto,
Jersey City, N. J., assignor to the Otto ManuApplifacturing Company, Jersey City, N. J.

889.542.

the

190^

13,

,:<;4.'I^'>8.^'

NO. 889,789.

— WIRBI-ESS-TE1>E0RAPI1

Supnorllnp

Electric Cars.
Metallic

.il-ioirt.

RKCIilVER.

S.

C.

C.

TI.

Waller, WashBoston.

Millikcn,

Currlc.

Philadel-

ConneclinK 'he DrlvinK Motors of
H. Short. Clrvelind. Ohm.
Tc^t <uid Tim" Sicnal for Tele-

n>"I

S.

Circuit

phone ExchanRcs,

J.

J.

O'ConncIl. ChicaK".

III.
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Electric-lighting Device for Showing the
Time at a Distance.
Hv Nikolas lin itKii,

ebineiils

of

lignres

willi

lIiL-

Cuvi-i-tiiiRnl

Iviiili.MiK

:ii

Si.

w:is

it

esseuli.'il

time to have

and

clock,

Some

lime

iikh

a

iiiatlc

i

miiiiliLT

uf

i-.\i)i:ri-

upon apparriliis wliicli couid ho used In sliow
Uic time from an elevalccl point by means of in-

candescent

was

I

'.iifin.

lamp.'i

able

after

manner of an

tlie

devise an

to

apparatus

lo

llie

ap-

tile

111

devi,-

on

the

of a small
of carr\ing out the

i

nsu.ally

was

f.iiiiid

llial

s
ci

lb.'

1

order to show tbe correct
operated by a very accurate
liber
band such clocks .-ire
ze, not capable niech.anically
.

»sing of the
est

ni.aimer

l.'iinp

circuits.

It

of .-iccoinplisbing

electric

for

tbis

wbicb worked very successfully at St.
i\'tersburi;', and
then conceived tlie idea of bringiiiK tbe device to Pari.* and placin.q; it upon tlic Kiffel
Tower, so as to sliow tlic time at a great distance
over Ibe city. Acting in accordance witb tbe company that controls tlie tower,
nioimted tbe laniiis
at a sufficient beigbt and installed a clockwork device for controlling them in one of tbe cabins of

purpose

i

ctiry

I

of

for instance.

In

other cases but three

shown

case of

cxaniple,

i\u:

llir-ri-

mifl'llt:

sel

Is

a

.sliafl

i>

^Iiafls

into

the side view, these are

in

shaft

ab(j;it

mounted

three-quarters

of an incli
placed a mercury

Under each of the pins is
(AO, so thai when one of

the bottom
cury.
In this

it

the pins comes
lake contact with the merthere is only one pin dipping

will

way

1

the mercury at a time.

In order tb have one wire in permanent connecwith the relays there is added u mercury cup

tion

which wcrks the disk (B') so as to
contact ar the shaft revolves.
The
contact made by pin No. i closes the battery circuit which passes to relay No. i on the other part
of the apparatus, and this relay in turn acts to
to the series in

keep

fig-

up

the

of lamp No. i.
When pin No. 2
makes contact with the second mercury cup it sends
current into relay No. 2, which throws on lamp
close the circuit

circuit

Figures in Incandescent
for

'Aliicit

Ihrci-

to

—

Clockwork

ieiiRih

the

trouKii

employed, as 8 56. The apparatus, al
least as far as the lamps are concerned, is used only
at night, as miglit be expected.
The lamps are mounted at the second platform
are

an

as

25

llic

apart.

Since then it has worked very successand is quite a novelty.
Tbe accompanying illustrations show Ibe device,
with diagrams of [he working parts.
Tlie illunii
nated figures on tbe tower arc also shown.
Their
are four figures needed for showing the hour and
minute throughout Ibe entire 24 hours, sncli as

ilic

'r.-ikiui^'

li)

\'<i.

connccltd lo Ok: clock(A) (l'.) (C) arc ^Irivcii
proper rale \>y a set f>f Kc-arinj:; wliicl) is
inierposcd between the cl'ickwork and llie mercury
cups.
Only llie main gear u( this set is coupled
to ihc shaft of the cl"ckwork, and tiic three (iear
sets are arranged lo make one revolution in 12
liours, one per hoii/ and one per jo minutes, respectively.
Upon the sliaft (iij are mrjuuted projectinj^' steel pins 0/ some leuKlIi, six in number,
at

fully

—45,

(

'I'lie

and. as

tbe tower.

12

some

work.

alonK

I

ures

lrou^,'hs.

of ojiilacls

I'll. isIum-^;.

iiuiils

riui

liaralus.

I

I-'iiKiiiO(M-

which are

kjok

Lamps on

No.

2.

and so on for Ibe six relays of

this

the Tower,

Relay Sec

Making Mercury Contacts-

of Substantial Design.

ELECTRIC TIME-INDICATING DEVICE ON THE EIFFEL TOWER.
tower.
To avoid wind resistance they are
not placed as usual in a solid board frame, but are
mounted on a series of horizontal and parallel
slats, these being spaced at the proper distance and

of the

bung down by ropes tdong tbe side of the tower.
There is one set of slats for each figure, that is,
four separate sets.
incandescent lamps,

Upon

the slats

are placed

the

and these are connected together electrically in a certain number of elements,
so that by joining a series of such elements together
the desired number is obtained.
Thus, tbe figure
In order to form
3 is made up of f'mr elements.
the 10 numbers a total of 14 elements is required
for each of the sets of supports.
Tbe lamps which
form the elements are all mounted together upon
the frame, and there ar^ 14 different circuits which

down to the apparatus. This applies to each
one of the frames.
The hour is shown, as stated, by the figures
7
36, and so on, with a dash between the
IS, 8
hour and minute .^.gures, which consists of a row
As to the
of lamps kept permanently lighted.
middle figure (i or 3 in the present case), there
are only six figures, from o to 5i which need to be

pass

—

—

used, since after the figure 7

—

—

59.

for instance, the

In the other cases the
next change gives 8 00.
For the middle figure
whole 10 figures are used.
ihere are only the rircuils which correspond to the

this was to have the clockwork make a series of
mercury contacts which would not interfere with
its action, and such contacts are used to operate a
These latter in turn are made to
set of relays.
close 4he circuits of the lamps in the proper man-

ner.

Tbe

with,

the

action of the device is illustrated hereclockwork, mercury contacts and relays
being shown.
It will be seen that the lamp contacts are made by a set of carbons which plunge
into mercury cups and thus complete the circuits,
one after the other, according to the current impulses which come from the clockwork apparatus.
Of the diagrams on the next page Fig. i shows
the method employed for making contacts by the
clockwork. The following contact changes must be
carried" out in this case:
For the figure showing
the hours there must be 12 different contacts. For
the minutes there are two sets of figures, these
ranging from 01 to 59. The first set represents the
tens and the second zhe units, but as in the former
case the tens do not run above 50
there are but
six changes (including the zero) to be carried out

for

the

middle

figure.

figure there are

In order to

In

the

case

of

the

unit

needed 10 changes.

make

the

contact

for

The shaft (A) which is used for the hour
has in consequence 12 projecting pins and
12 corresponding mercury cups.
It thus makes the
circuit for 12 different relays which operate the
lamps showing the hour.
The third shaft (C)
shows the minute figures in the same way, and to
this end it carries 10 pins with 10 mercury cups.
In order to have ihe system work properly it
was necessary for throwing on the lamp circuits
to have a relay of simple and strong design, using
a series of contacts v.'hicli are made by carbon
pencils and mercury cups.
It was also needful to
avoid the use of springs in connection with the
relays.
Thus the relay device has no parts which
need adjustment or cleaning, and it can be left running for an indefinite period without having to be
looked after.
All the relays for the lamps are
mounted together upon a large board which serves
as the base, and over this is placed a removable
series.

figures

cover.

The
in

A

low cur-

rent which operates the relays (this being given
by a few Leclanche cells). T found it best to adupt
the system of proiecting pins which work in mer-

made

upon the shaft (B), which is
end support (S). Fixed across the
frame is an armature (C), which lies over an
electromagnet (D). An arm projecting back from
the frame carries at the end a counterweight (J),
is

the

construction of the relay is shown in Fig. 2,
plan and elevation, and all the relays are alike.
light, rectangular frame (A) (A) of brass strips

fixed

in

to

the

pivot

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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which acts against the ;ittractioii of ihe electromagAgainst the otiier end of the frame is fixed
a block of insulating; material (E), and upon the
latter is screwed a fori^ed piece of casfe-iron (F).
Ill the latter are mounted the vertical carbon pencils (H), of about one-quarter inch diameter., which
dtp into corresponding mercury cups (G), when
the armature is attracted by the electromagnet and
causes the frame to drop. In this manner the carnet.

June

cams are connectcJ across from one relay to the
other by a long steel rod (A), of one-^wentieth-inch
diameter, so that when cam (C) is driven to the
right this action causes cam (C) of No. i to be
also driven to the riglit. This releases the pin (P)
and the counterweight is allowed to bring the arm
back

to the

time

it

normal or "up" position. At the same
No. 2 which is in the "down" or

relay

is

bons make the necessary contacts for the circuits
(L). which are of heavy wire and pass out to the
lamps.
The carbons are not insulated from the

There are two ;ioinls which remain to be seen,
first, the 'manner of iiiaking the needed contacts for
the lamps, and second, the method of controlling
the rise and fall of the relay without the use of a
spring. In general there are but five of the mercury
cups used, and in some cases the number runs as
low as two. As abovo stated, each of the figures
on the lamp board is made up of a certain number
Thus, the
of elements or separate lamp circuits.
figure I uses but iwo elements, the figure 2 takes

+

the

dynamo, while

other wires from the lamps

the

CLOCKWORK MECHANISM

IN ELECTRIC TIME-INDICATING DEVICE.

In

locked position.

way each

this

The lamps which were

now

INDICATED.

IS

The
run to mercury cups i. 2, 3, 4. respectively.
remaining mercury cup has a wire running to the

— pole

When we

dynamo.

of the

insert

mto

the

cups the common bridgo-piece of the relay, all the
pole of the machine
lamps are connected to the

—

and are thus lighted

at the

same

time.

In order to allow the relays to be operated without requiring the use of springs an apparatus was
devised in which each rela}', as it is operated under
the attraction of the electromagnet, serves to reIn Fig. 3 the main parts
lease the preceding relay.

it

comes

controlled by relay No.

i

lamp circuit of No. 2
thrown in. It is this action which happens at every
changeover of a number, such as when passing
from 8 43 to 8 44. Upon changing from 8 39
to 8
40 we require a change in the "tens", figures,
and thus the action lakes place among the relays
allotted to these figures.
For the changes in the
hour figures the action is carried out in the same
way, and it is to be noted that relay 12 is cross-

—

7:15

relay as

into action causes the preceding relay to be released.

are

METHOD OF MAKING CONTACT5.- -THE HOUR

out 'ind

cut

the

—

—

—

In the case of four figures,
connected to relay i.
such as II 45 or 12 30, suitable means are provided for taking care of the extra figure i.
By the above arrangement it is seen that we can
make any combination of lamps, starting from i 00
and ending at 12 59. In practice, however, it is
not necessary to throv/ the current from the machine (or city mains) into the lamps until after
nightfall, as during the day the lamps could not be

—

—

—

—

seen at a distance.

High Voltage on Incandescent Lamps.'
By Herbert

FIG.

2.

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF RELAY.

moved

incandescent lamp

the

of stated candlepower and efficiency is a known
quantity so long as the conditions on which the
ratings were determined are maintrdncd.
Tn actual
pvactice, however, the voltage applied to the terminal of the lamp, and to which, the above ratings
are very sensitive, is quiie certain to differ a small
percentage from normal, and in many instances
the difference is considerable.
The effect of this
feature in incandescent lighting is not often dealt
with as a practical problem, but more often discussed as of theoretical interest. To the small con-

are shown, including the frame or
arm, the electromagnet and the counterweight, and
two adjacent relays are shown interconnected. Upon
the arm of relay .\'o. i is mounted a projecting
pin (P), and this is made to work in connection
with a steel cam (C) having a concave profile.
The cam is mounted upon a flat steel spring (S),
which is fixed to the base of the apparatus. When,
therefore, the armature is attracted downward by
the electromagnet the pin slides along the cam and
pushes it to the left. At the end of the stroke the
pin lies under the cam, as the spring has now
the

Evans.

S.

The energy consumed by

of

1908

tomers, and by furnishing free renewals and mainlamp wagon and crew to replace lamps
soon as they are impaired are able tu see to
it
that rhe proper voltage lamps are placed in each
house. Unfortunately, the percentage of companies
so careful of their patron's interest is small.
In
many instances the lighting company and customer
have no relation whatever with each other in the
replacement of lamps; arid in others, where free
renewals are maintained, providing old lamps are
brought to the oflice to be exchanged, little more
care is exercised in furnishing a lamp which is
suited to the voltage of the circuit on which it is
taining a

as

to operate,

support.

three elements, the figure 3 requires four elements,
which is the maximum, and so on. Each lamp cirpole of
cuit has a common wire running to the

20,

relay

i>

——

It is an undisputed fact that if quantity of light
alone is to be considered, electric lighting is in
general more expensive than gas, acetylene or kerosene.
Probably on this account, as well as the
fact that these types of light units have no popular
candlepower rating, the incandescent lamp is a distinct
disappointment to many users when first
installed.
This proves particularly true when the
monthly bill is presented. To try and oft'set this
feeling of disappointment in the general eft'ective
ness of the light, the central-station manager is
placed under strong temptation to boost the voltage
a little and so make the customer think he is
getting extra good treatment.
If this is not deemed
advisable, the placing of slightly lower voltage
lamps will of course produce the same result.
There may be cases in which such steps as these
just mentioned are warranted and of decided advantage, but under no circumstances should they
be resorted to unless conscientiously carried out
in the genuine interest of the customer.' The average consumer, being entirely ignorant of any of
the principles of electricity, is often possessed of
vague and erroneous ideas of the treatment he is
receiving at the hands of the company, and serious
criticism can only be avoided by honest and fair

dealing.

The boosting

of the potential on a lighting cirthe rated voltage of the connected
lamps, has several important effects, each of which
should be carefully considered. That most often
mentioned as of first importance is the eff'ect on
the useful life of the lamp. It is well kno^vn that
even a small increase in potential will cause the
carbon-filament incandescent lamp to Dlacken and
fall
to 80 per cent, of its original candlepow-er
in a comparatively short time, but v^'C must not
forget that the ratio of this shortening of life to
increase of voltage is dependent upon the original
efficiency of the lamp.
This is soon learned by ihe
lamp user in one way or another. If he buys his
lamps of a supply house his complaint must be
met either by a higher voltage lamp or one of lower
efficiency.
If the former, the very end for wliich
the voltage was increased will be defecated, and
the lamp will be condemned as good for nothing
and returned. The only alternative, therefore, is
to supply the lower efficiency unit.
The resuh of
this substitution will be an increase in the meter
bill,
which will also cause dissatisfaction. If the
company furnishes free renewals, the difficulty may
be partially overcome by supplying lamps of high
efficiency and renewing them as often as may be
necessary. As a high-efficiency btnp has a much
shorter useful life than one of low efffciency, and
in addition is more sensitive to the increase in
voltage under discussion, this solu'^on 'will mean
much more frequent renewals. These frequent
cuit,
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g'jtlicr

with

CROSS-CONNECTION OP RELAYS.
its

lever

locked in the "down" posi-

is

remains there until the pin is released by
displacing the cam.
The second relay. No. 2, is,
on the contrary, in the "up" position at this time,
has received the current
since only relay No.
from tlic clockwork device. But when the current
is sent by the clockwork into relay No. 2 the current is cut off from No. r.
Here No. 2 is shown
in the "up" f>osition, with the pin lying on the
upper side of the cim. but as .soon as current is
sent into its clectroningnet the armature is attracted
down and the pin now lies under the cam and in
tion;

it

i

llie

locked fjosition.

lint

it

is

to be noticed that ihe

sumcr, who only pa\s the lightin;.j company for
the lamps which he has in use in his private residence, the question loses its theoretical interest and
becomes a practical one of no small relative importance.
There is no need to discuss the necessity for a
steady voltage either on account of the life and
efficiency of the
lamp or the pleasing of the
customer. The importance of this is always understood and an attempt at least made to take care
of il. The question which is not so often given
proper attention, either from the central station,
usually on account of neglect, or by the consumer,
because of ignorance, is the use in each particular
case of a lamp tliat is rated at the voltage which
actually supplied.
is
A few central-station managers have f'.dly appreciated the need of their private-residence cusI.

From

Colonido,
tliut

tli<;

Tlur

iriHiitntion.

JoiiriKil

of

EniiiiiiMir nil of \\\\: I'liivrrsily of
of iiluciiica! (jnniiiL-eririK in

:iiitlior in pioftiftsor

changes are the cause uf much holhcr to the
customer, and it is all too often ihat the other
course is taken that of supplying a lower efficiency
lamp. This is done not with any intention of unfairness, but with the one end in view ot trying
to give satisfaction.
The importance of the amount
of the small individual bill in the eyes of the
man who pays it, is often lost sight of by the
company.
If
lamps consuming four watts per
candlepower be substituted for those which give
the same amount of light on .3.1 waits per candle,
an increase in the meter bill of approximately 29
per cent, will result.
'i"lie
increase in the amount of energy consumed
by each lamp, when the voltage is raised, is ofti.-n
not considered as being of sufficient Importance to
take into account. In the carbon-filament lamp a
slight increase in voltage causes a much greater
proiK)rtionale increase in current because of the
Iiigher tcniperalure and consequent lower resistance
of the fdament. The percenlagc of lliis change

—

Juno

n]Hin

cK'priid

will

((lU'Stiuii,

WKSTEKN

iy<)8

20,

llu-

any

in

lint

crricii.-iiL'y

I'asr

of

lln-

ilian

laiKL-r

is

lamp

in

niiKliI

l>'*

i-xp(.-i"li'd.

in i-urvr (a) is slmwii llu-li^*^)
vollano applied and i-ncrKy cunsunu'd in a lamp rated at i() candlo|)uw<.'r, i(),| volts,
In a
walls |KT mean huri/ontal candlepower.
.i.5
oliaMRC from 104 to 111 volts, a rise nf approxi-

In

I-'iM.

i\-lali(in

mately
of

r

{

pani-

lu'tweL'ii

6.5

cent.,

i)er

tlu:

wattage shows an inenase

per cent.
The caiullepower is also increased onl of all pro
portion lo tlic amonnt nf extra energy fon>nmetl.
or, in other words, the lamii elViciency is increased.
14

shown

cnrve (h), i-'ig. i, for the same
lamp as cnrvc (a). This tends io olTset the ai'numenL against such increase in vollage under certain
special conditions, hut has little lo do with the
A resilience is sup
general case under discussion.
posed to be equipped with i6-candlepo\ver lamps,

This

is

where
faction.

this

si/e

unit

A

rise

in

is

suited

Iiest

voltage

will

to

give

give

satis-

more

Hglu

^

AND

energy

in

a

it

relnrn feeder circuils.
taking nmntToiis vollagu
re.'idiugs In-tweeii the water mains ;it)d the raili.
The water mains were f«umcl variously ijosjtive and
negative.
iJuriuK the same year Prof. 1). C. Jackson, esi>ert fur the city, made an invesligaliou and
als'i fiiimd the water mains vari(<nsly positive aii<l
ue(.;alive lo the rails.
As a result of this lest the
cily made .a mnnher of speeilu" recomuietidations lo
Iractictn company,
till'
riK^n'diug the tmprrivenieni
if
the return feeder circnils. which h;ive not been
sniiie

lu

iniproveniriits

i()of)

arliiptid

m.'ide

it

U|)

lo

this

in

Ihi'

tesi.s,

litne,

it

is

said.

is

Signal ng and Telephoning to
Trains.

Moving

Rev. F. L. Odenhach, S. J., direct. -r of ihc
MeU'orological Observatory of .Si, lnualius ColCleveland, has iuveuled a method of telephouiiig
to
moving trains. The invention also
lege,

T t::LEPIIONINr. TO MOVIN'O TRAINS.

connot

proportionals increase
true, but if this extra light is
needed, it is so much waste and increases the
meter bill unnecessaril3^ It may be suggested tha*
if the
16-candlepower lamp, operated on a higher
potential, gives more light than is needed, an eightcandlepower of same rated voltage may be substituted for it, or a four-candlepower for an eight,
with an actual saving in energy consumed. In
this connection, however, it should -not be forgotten
that these low-candlepow^er lamps are necessarily
les.s
efficient
than those of higher rating, often
consuming as much as five watts per mean horizontal candlepower, as against 3.1 for a good 16candlepower lamp.
The curves in Fig. 2 (page 488) show graphically
the increase in meter registration for varying loads

sumed,

^«<j

in

SION'ALINTr

without

EI.IiCTRIClAN

The abscissas of
of lamps on difl:"erent voltages.
the curves represent the mean indication on each
load of four standard makes of induction wattmeters connected in series.
The lamps, all laled at 16
candlepower, no volts, 3.5 watts per candle, were
taken indiscriminately, without previous test", from
a case of first-quality lamps of recognized standard

a telephone system between moving-train
and between moving and stationary points
and between stationary points upon railways. It
is intended to accomplish
such signaling and telephoning only within certain predetermined limits.
Further objects are to provide means upon moving

provides
units,

railway units, enabling the operator of each unit
In determine whether the other is behind or before
him, and at what speed such other unit is moving;
h) apprise the operator of a moving car or train
nf an open switch, or signal of danger ahead of
him; and to adapt these means to a block system,
or local system, wherever such system is desired.
iFig. I is a diagram showing the system applied
to two train units headed toward each other on the

same

track.
Fig. 2 illustrates the system
sfalled in a moving train unit, a railroad
and a crossing tower or terminal.

as mswitch

Bearing in mind that the fundamental idea of the
system is found in the fact that two train units,

iWM train: aiiproarlnrd
pa-,

euii,

\ii\ish

(')).

switch
the

..-lo:--

'jiouhIi

lo

make

wire (J-*;, eoiminHal'.r (h;,
tj). revolving swiieii (j), bruih

a|i>ij(.;

(k)

curn-jii

nnd

:i

cirv.ii'-

((}>.

d-) u> line conductor (b>.
iinerrupteij dnrin^ ;ilr<:nKiie hah'

irolL-y

l»:nig

revolutions

i.f
the rotalal^'; switch (]) wlieii llr.:
<7J is riding up-.n lJi<; insulated portion
of the swiich.
IhwUi'r: lb'- inierru|jiion'i lb*; brush
(H) rides upon Hk.- metallic |iart of iIm: rolalabhswitch (j^ wliicli will complel*.- a circuit from the
approachiuti
(rain
(c),
throuKh
wire
rail
(u).
(14;. lamp <\), indicator (g;, wires (13 and 10;.
brush (H), switch 0), brush (6;, swilcli
M-;>
and trolley (v) lo ihe conductor (h).
Subslanlially llie same effect occur;, upon the
train /c), but the direction of current is reversed,
liecansc of llie different position of ihe commulaloi
fh; upon the latter train. Thus, the lamps (])
glow upon bolh trains, giving notice thai anf,ither
train has entered the fixeri limit of distance.
Anorm.al Hash of the lamp alternating with a nmeli
stronger flash, or an almost constant light, shows
The galvanometer (g) wilt also
a train ahead.
show this by moving to the side corresponding to
the line ahead, and by indicating the increase of
current through the reduction of line resistance,
it
will show the ai>proximate speed of the aitproaching train, as will also the rapidity of the
flashes given by the lamp when the operator throws
out ihe local generator (f) and permanently completes the circuit for the other train by throwing
the switch (k) lo the head of the brush (8).
By throwing the switches (k) to (7), and throwing over the switches (m), it will readily be seen
that any two trains on the same track within t
limited distance may telephone each other. A train
may also telephone a crossing tower or terminal
.'Station
(s) in the same way, when the attendant
at (s) has thrown over his switch (m) and closed
his switch (q).
If upon a train there is a normal flash of the
lamp (1), intermitting with a weak one, there is
another train in the rear. The indicator (g) will
Then,
also show the direction of the other train.
by throwing the commutator (h) so as to join
the local generator (f) with the generator in the
rear train, an increased flash of lamp (1), alternating with a normal flash, and the indicator (g)
pointing in the same direction, will confirm
still

brush

the

first

signal.

regular single

a

If

no other lamp

effect,

flash
it

only

is

observed, with

indicates that a stationary

been made with the train. This
may be made by an open switch (o) or by a
crossing tower or terminal (s), or by any temporary danger signal which may be made anywhere
along the road by electrically connecting the line
conductor (b) with the track (a). This signal may
also be made by a standing train, which latter,
when it comes to a stop, should throw out its
generator (f) and ground its trolley (e) by throwshort-circuit

has

,

switch (k) to (8).
revolving switch (j), as will be understood
from the diagrams, alternately sends out the local
current, and runs to ground to take up a signal

ing

its

The

make.

With

a high voltage on the line, therefore, there
upon the lamp user certain undeshorter life of lamps, a source of
expense if they must be paid for and of annoyance
if exchanged at the company's office; greater consumption of energy, which becomes very excessive
if a lower efficiency lamp is substituted in order
to prolong the life, and is far too much to be
justly allowed, even when the usual high efficiency
lamps are maintained.
From the experience of the best regulated and
most successful companies, the only way to gain
the permanent good-will of patrons is to supply
a well-regulated voltage, and whatever its value
may be in each district, to see that the houses are
equipped with high-efficiency lamps, rated at the
voltage maintained, and if possible to see that the
lamps are renewed at proper intervals.
will be forced
sirable results

—

In

Electrolysis Situation in St. Paul.
1901 the city of St. Paul. ?\Iinn.. made

investigation

tween
from O

for

an

taking readings bemains. Readings ranged

electrolysis,

and water
80 volts with' mains negative, and from
to 17 volts with mains positive.
At the same
time numerous excavations were made to examine
the condition of pipes, some of which were found
to be affected.
With these tests as a basis, the
rails

to

1902, brought suit against the traction comIn 1903 this suit was suspended to give the
company an opportunity to remodel its return-feeder
circuits, and, as a temporary compromise, the traction company entered into a contract with the city,
agreeing to reimburse the city for all expense incurred by previous investigation and for all pipes
damaged in the past snd future. Up to the present
time the company has paid the city about $16,000.
Since this first investigation the traction company provided heavier rails in many localities,
placed all the bonding in good condition and made
city-,

pany.

in

JC

s

®

ail
FIG. 2.

SIGNALING AND TELEPHONING TO MOVING TRAINS.

one train unit and a short-circuit, will constitute a block and give a danger signal, the operation
of the system in its various applications may be
or

readily understood.
The length of the block, or the distance over
wdiich signals are given, can be determined by the
amount of current sent out by the generators or
other source (f) as related to the amount of
resistance in the line conductor (b).
Therefore,
two trains placed upon the same track within dandistance
will
automatically
gerous
signal one to
the other.
Open switches will give a signal upon
train approaching
a train within this distance.
within the said distance of a crossing or terminal
will signal the crossing tower or terminal station,
as the case may be
and the tower or station attendant may stop ihe train by a signal in the
engine cab. All the persons mentioned may telephone to one another. Likewise, the operators of
trains are apprised of the approximate location,
speed and direction of movement of other trains
entering within the aforesaid fixed distance.
Referring to Fig. i. (c) may be considered :i
train coming in. and (d) a train going out.
The
commutator (h) and switch (k). of the respective
trains are normally set as shown, so that current
from generator (f) of train (d) would, when the

A

;

from an outside source. The lamp (1) and galvanometer (g), it will be noticed, are not cut out
in
grounding the trolley pole (e). It will also
be noticed that the two generators (f) on locomotives in danger of a head-on collision run out
but that two locoin such a way as to form one
;

motives

follow'ing each other
against each other, and

naturally set
they are equally
strong no lamp flash would result; but, since each
generator is cut out and in automatically, and since
there is no danger of their synchronizing, there
is always a chance for each to do its work during
part of each revolution of the rotatable switch (j).
The ends of the line conductor (b) may be
either open or closed.
If open, the incoming train
will get no signal.
But if the end of (b) is
grounded the incoming train will get a signal as
soon as it has reduced the resistance of the line
(b) enough to operate its lamp (1). At crossing
towers, and at terminal stations when desired, the
switches (q) should be closed to ground the conductor (b), so that the guard ma}' know of an
approaching train. The guard may then telephone
the train, or, by opening the switch (q), may stop
the train, for in the latter case the lamp on the
train has ceased to glow upon the opening of the
switch (q).
theirs

will

if
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Electrolytlcally

Formed Lamp Bases.

Wiiat is s:iid to be ;i decided improvement in the
manufacture of Edison type bases for incandescent
lamps has been invented by Matthew M. Merritt
This process was recently
of Middleton, Mass.
protected by letters patent assigned to the National
The
Electric Lamp Company of Cleveland, 0.
process consists essentially in electrolytically depositing the metallic shell for the base, and can be car-

ton

in

of

such

button,
the

June

forming the Insulating plug or butthe shell as described, a previously formed

Instead

bottom

as

(14), in Fig. 2.
the mold, which

of

may

be placed in

latter

is

shaped

accurately to receive the same, and the false base
is then cast on top of this button, as represented at
Suitable interlocking surfaces may be pro(15).
vided between the button and the fusible metal
portion of the base to cause adherence between the

FIG.

MOLD FOR FORMIN'G FALSE LAMP BASE.

I.

out in a variety of ways, only one of which
will be described hero.
As shown by the drawings herewith there is provided a mold, such as in Fig. i, comprising two
separated portions (i) and (2), with a recess having the shape of the desired lamp base and suitably
dimensioned to allow for the subsequent shrinkage
ried

of metal and the deposition of copper.
The mold is filled with some material,

the deposition oi the copper,
withdrawn or extracted. For such
after

may

which,

be readily

material there
preferably taken a fusible metal, such as Babbitt
metal having a low melting point. Instead of fusi-

Instead

of

away

cutting

the

strip

or

area

felde-Ost, namely, witli 'small trains and quick service.
The express and freight trains will be drawn
electrical locomotives.
The length of the two
lines together amounts to
I02!>^
miles, the line
Leipzig-Magdeburg being about 80 miles and the
line
Leipzig-Halle 22l< miles. The transmission
voltage will be 10,000 volts. It is calculated that
the change in the system of operation will take
two vears.
_

intervening between the two terminal contacts of the lamp the metal may be deposited upon
separated areas, if desired, by omitting the coating
of bronze powder or other conducting material
along the portion (19} of the button, or where the
deposit of metal is not required.
The base after completion may be applied to the
lamp in any desired way, such, for example, as
is shown in Fig. 3, where it is cemented thereto by
a bod}'' (22) of cemenlitious material consisting of

is

/2>

wax, paraffine or other like substance
This substance when hardened
be employed.
forms the false or dummy base (3). having submetal,

ble

may

stantially the outline of the finished

lamp base.

bottom inwardly projecting pins (4) and just
below^ the threaded portions other pins (5), so that
its

be bronze powder or

is

it

graphite,

away from

the metal in dropping

which

the copper

wax
dummy

as

base,

is

assists

when

of course necessary to coat the

base with a substance like bronze powder or graphas a prerequisite to the electroplating operaiion.
The bases are subjected to the action of the

ite

may be necessary to
secure a deposit of copper of sufficient or desired
thickness, and the latter, when formed, provides a
electroplating bath as long as

conducting material over the
exposed portions of the false base and conforming

Having formed the
this

shell

fashion, the false base

of conducting metal
is

COMPLETED BASE AS APPLIED TO LAMP.

FIG. 3.

cement or any other suitable substance, the
wires being secured to the end contacts and
the threaded shell portion, respectively, as shown.
The lamp bases as constructed by this process
may be made economically in large quantities and
with almost exact uniformity.
plaster,

lead

Plans for Electrifying

in

withdrawn from the

A

start

is

be

to

German

roads.
made soon on

the

Rail-

work of

equipping some of the steam railroads of Prussia
for electrical operation.

The

railroad ministry will

great attempts to be made with
connection with the electric generating plants now existing in the administrative
district of Magdeburg.
In the first place, the short

permit

the

electrical

first

power

in

Giisten-Stassfurt
and Gusten-BernburgKothen, will be arranged for electrical operation.
Later there will be a change of power on the line
Magdeburg-Bitterfeld-Leipzig, and afterward on the
sections,

FIG. 2.

MOLD FOR FORMING FALSE LAMP BASE.

by fusing it at a relatively low temperature,
which, of course, has no effect upon the copper,
which has a relatively high fusing point. The bottom of the shell is then partly filled with a plug
or button (14) of insulating material having an
axial passage for the lead wire of the lamp. This butshell

is formed of some plastic substance
which can be pressed in either by hand or by machinery about a suitable form so as to leave the
passage and be ihcrc allowed to harden.
A good
cement for this purpose is a substance which is
plastic
at
a low •.cmpcraturc, but will iiarden
through standing, such as a mixUirc of silicate of
soda, sand and cement.
In order to leave separate mclallic coatings to

ton preferably

act

as

contacts

for ihc lead wires the portion of
then removed from the truncated conical side of the insulating plug, leaving [he finished
base ready for application lo the lamp.
'J'hc rethe shell

is

maining end portion

(12;

of

the

shell

forms the

rrinrhl stud contact for one lead wire of the lamp,
and the threaded portion separated from Ihc end
IK»rtion by the insulating pluj; forms (he shell contact

lor

the other lead

wire.

the cream to be treated.
Thus a new
opened for the use of electricity for elecas well as for machine driving in dairy

directly to
field

is

trolysis

work.
In

separated,

is

melhods of

ordinary

the

milk

the

resultant

butter-making

the

cream ripened by

the use of butter culture, and the material so pro-

duced-

churned

is

to

ripening, or practical
solutely

essential

in

collect

The

the fat globules.

souring of the cream, is aball commercially effective but-

ter-making processes now known, and as the quality
and flavor of the product depend largely upon
churning the cream at exactly the proper point in
ripening process,

the

the

best

require

results

ex-

treme care and expert knowledge.
The newly patented process is intended primarily
to dispense entirely with the ripening of the cream.
Broadly stated, it consists in subjecting sweet
cream to the action of the electric current immediately preceding the churning operation.
In thus

solution

is

some degree

to

in

view

of

the

retarded.
fact

that

or separation of the butter fat held in solution.

thin, tenacious skin of

to the irregularities in the surface of the latter.

By an

Therefore,
unripened
cream is utilized as the material, an important and
essential step of the present process is the*, initial
reduction of the temperature of the cream to such
a degree that the subsequent electrolytic action will
not raise the temperature of the material to a point
beyond that best adapted for the proper gathering

If

it

is carried on on a
invention of George V. Frye and
Frank B. Hinkson of Lexington, Ohio, which was
recently patented, the electric current is applied

in

a non-conducting substance, such
or the like, is employed for the false or

melted.

where butter-making

dairies

in

large scale.

particularly

hase when taken out is provided with
corresponding recesses.
The base is then dipped
in or coated by some substance which will prevent
the copper from clinging to it too tenaciously when
This substance
it is desired to separate the same.
false

may

extensively for driving cream separators and churns

subjecting the cream to the action of the electric
current it has been found that more or less heat is
imparted to the material, and that by virtue of this
heat the proper separation of the butter fats held

In order to have suitable anchorage for the subsequently deposited conducting material, provision
is
preferably made in the mold by havmg nea]

the

Electricity Applied to Butter- rrakirg.
For many years electric motors have been used

of

metal

1908

by

two.

This liutton is of such shape as shown, whereby
there is provided the groove (17) and the smaller
groove (18) nearer the tip, these grooves acting
effectively to anchor
the
subsequently deposited
metal shell thereto. This false base with the insulating button attached is then electroplated as above
described, the fusible portion of the base melted
out and the strip of metal overlying the truncated
conical portion (19) of the base cut or ground
away, as described.

20,

line

Halle-Leipzig.

Upon

these

wholly supplant steam.
The line Leipzig-Halle has

electrical

power

will

been chosen for a
reason.
By the electrical operation between these two points there will be a greater
increase in the speed and frequency of the trains
dispatched, so that in this way Leipzig will be
brought into closer connection with the western
main lines. The two lines are under the district
management of Halle, which has been instructed
from the ministry at Berlin to make a detailed
inquiry how far electrical power can be economically used in comparison with the present method
of operation. It is said that the preliminary work
for this statistical inquiry has already been done
by the ministry, so thai the administration at Halle
has only lo verify Ih'j results already .obtained.
The most favorable factor for the economical
determination of the question is the bituminous
deposits (Braunkohlen) between Halle and Leipzig.
This kind of coal is not considered a suitable fuel
for locomotives.
One electric power house will
suffice for the operation of both
lines,
and this
will be built in the midst of the coat strata.
Some
years ago the favorable location of these strata
suggeslcfl the electrifying of the railroad between
Koln and Trier, but this was abandoned.
Il is said the passenger traffic will he handled Jn
the same manner as upon llie road Berlin-Lichterspecial

In carrying out the process, the cream, which
has been initially treated to reduce its temperature,
is
subjected to an electrolytic action, the current
strength and duration of which depend upon the
percentage of butter fat in the material being

After the electrolytic action

treated.

maintained

is

for the desired length of time the materinl is
livered directly to the churn, in which the

defat

globules are massed in the usual manner.
Further details of the process are that the sweet
cream of the desired temperature is delivered to a
tank in which are mounted removably a series of

preferably

electrodes,

so

constructed

the flow of the material below them.

as

to

permit

These

elec-

may

be in any number and any desired distance apart, both of which details depend primarily
upon the specific nature of the particular cream
being treated.
It has been found by experiment
that the process is equally effective under ordinary
trodes

conditions by connecting the electrodes in series, in
parallel, or in bipolar arrangement, the essential
and necessary characteristic being that the entire
quantity

The

the

of

electrolytic

cream be thoroughly subjected

to

action.

of the current on the cream is priseparate and mass in globule form the

effect

marily to

adding these
heretofore lost solids to the butter fats held in
suspension.
This is so particularly noticeable in
carrying out the process that the butter fats will
be found to collect on the positive electrodes, massing themselves in bnlter form, and in fact exactly
and directly making butter in the electrolytic receptacle.
Therefore, the process of butler-making,
as theoretically considered, is complete by the elecbutter fats held in solution, therefore

though the inventors prefer lo adchurn the material in order to permit a
proper working and finishing of the product in a
commercial way.
trolytic

action,

ditionally

There

arc really three steps to the process:
cooling entirely sweet cream without any
ripening whatever; second, subjecting this cream
First,

an electrolytic action, and third, churning the
product to unite the fat globules and bring tlic
butler to marketable form.
These arc comparatively simple steps, so that ihc new process as a
whole is s;iid lo materially improve ihc quality and
quanlily of the product.
lo
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FOR MEASURINX. LIGHT

.-\PP.\RATUS

I.

I\ A

imstandard light which
will not varjr from time to time with the pressure
of the atmosphere and its specific composition at
the place of test, and with the ptirity of materials
to

maintaining

of

possibility

used

In addition, the practical

worthless.

niination

produce

a

flame,

the

the

affects

precision

of comparison to a greater or less degree.
As a standard of comparison the now

known "Pentane"

lanip

is

commonly

used-

well-

The

of this standard is toward the red end of
spectrum, and to most eyes it shows decidedly
pink.
Hence, when an attempt is made to compare a yellow incandescent lamp, for example,
color
the"

standard, the results obtained from difobservers are often so discordant as to
make them of little use. It has, therefore, become
a practice to have a single observer compare a
number of incandescent lamps with the selected

with

the

current through the cell should he of as low a
value as can be conveniently maintained constant
for several reasons, one of which is that a large
current evolves so much heat that the cell is subexpansions and contractions
to
alternate
jecte<l
hut the most important
which are detrimental
reason is that for very small currents a proportionately larger variation of voltage is caused
by the action of the light upon the cell, rendering
;

more

the device

Upon

lamps

will,

among

in

themselves,

them

will

tions

of

of

spite

and

necessarily
the

different

all

possible

care,

table

lamp

and accurate.
(D) is arranged the
At (F) is indicated a

(E) to be tested.
screen having a hole (f) of standard dimensions,
which may be closed by a slide (F'). In practice
is
preferable to place the selenium cell in a
it

ferent

standard with great care, so as to make them
secondary standards, which when burned at proper
voltage will give for a considerable period a subhowever,
Obviously,
stantially
unvarying light.
this introduces still further inaccuracies, since the

sensitive

suitable

a

having

free

may not
much as
by
to

(M)

box

light-tight

be

(shown

ventilation,

affected

so

broken away)

partly

that

indications

the

by e.xterior light;

the effect to be observed

is

and

inas-

not detectable
only necessary

examination of the cell, it is
open the box at long intervals.
The method of operating the arrangement thus

and measuring the variations so

affected.

It

is

cell

of

the

light

selected

for

test,

are

shown on

an appropriate form of electrical measuring instrument.
In another and modified method soundwaves are caused to be affected indirectly by the
light-waves; but this method, although far more
accurate than direct comparisons of light by the
eye, is more difficult and more complex to practice than the one just referred to.

The preferred method is shown clearly in Fig. i.
in which
(A) is the battery or other source of

the

at

normal

of

rate

its

sirc-n-

rotation

will

;

which should be maintained as
speed,
The tuning-fork (K)
nearly constant as possible.
will begin to vibrate as soon as the standard lamp
is
turned on, and the amplitude of its vibrations
normal

Upon
be recorded upon the cylinder (L).
turning off the standard and turning on the lamp
to be tested the amplitude of the fork's vibration
will indicate the intensity of the lamp to be tested,

will

to the standard.
telephone (N) may be connected in circuit, if
desired, either directly or inductively, and the note
of the fork will then sound in the ear of the
observer.
An operator with a good musical car
may reach a very close approximation to a correct

relative

A

comparison by the relative intensities of the sounds
produced by the two lights this is, however, open
(though in a less degree) to the objections pointed
with respect to visual photometers.
alread}'-

mentioned the

preferable
precision with it

Ham-

said that the accuracy of the method can be made
very great by taking necessary precautions, and
that it is wholly independent of the peculiarities
of different individuals, or at least may be made
so by proper care.
Several different ways of carrying out the invention are possible.
The simplest and best of
all consists
of arranging in an electric circuit a
selenium cell through wdiich a current is passed,
the changes in which, due to the action upon the

the

in

number of tests at the same time, when desired.
The apparatus thus described is brought up to

is

the

first

method

(Fig.

i)

To

one.

several

get a high degree of
precautions must be ob-

The selenium cell should be enclosed in
a vacuum.
The supporting wire for the selenium
must be constructed of some material which is
served.

mer of New York city a new and interesting
method by which lights may be compared without

tity

holes

with a similar luniiiK-

appropriate tone
these, being all
substantially like the fork (K) and arranged in
Such an ara similar way, are not illustrated.
rangement will enable the observer to conduct a

As

observers.

introducing the variable physiological factor present when estimating light intensities by the eye.
as in the common forms of photometers now in
use.
This new method, which has been recently
patented in this country, was devised to obviate
present photometric difficulties by causing the light
to- be measured to vary a selected physical quan-

which
respond to
fork,

out

comparisons made with
by the personal equaJ.

of

;

differ

differ

There has been invented by William

rr-ws

be i>rovided

APPARATUS POR MEASURING LIGHT.

:LJ:rTRO-ACOL'STIC

PURELY LLECTRICAL WAY.

'i'he

each

DETAILS OF ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC APPARATUS

FIG. 3.

FOR MEASURING LIGHT.

A

standard
described is substantially as follows
lamp, such as the pentane lamp referred to, is
placed in proper position adjacent to the apcompletely
paratus and lighted, being screened
from the cell.
small current, preferably a
.\
small fraction of an ampere, is then caused to
:

flow

has

it

the

in

including the
steady value, the

circuit

attained

a

cell,

fall

and after

around the

After

the

this

cell

use

to

any

since

are

the

purely

definite

as

more sensitive in some cases as
ohms was put in series with the
same reason the voltmeter or gal-

it

:

10,000

For the
cell.
vanometer employed should be of high

resistance.

is

employed.
After this the light which is to be compared
with the standard may have its specific effect
upon the cell determined in substantially the same
Obviously the indications of the cell for the
way.
first specimens constructed must be calibrated by
comparison with the results obtained by phoin

much

Glass Handling by Magnets.

light

cell

tometers,

make

high to

of poten-

measured by the voltmeter.
of the standard lamp is allowed to fall upon the cell, and the change in
the resistance of the circuit (as indicated by the
change in the drop) caused by the action of the
light upon the selenium is measured and recorded;
this then becomes a "constant" of the particular
tial

not readily attacked by it; nickel is probably best.
The surface of emission of light must be standardized so that the same extent of surface of the
standard and compared lights is exposed to the
selenium cell.
The resistance of the circuit in
which the selenium cell is placed should be very

measurements of light now
and of no relation

arbitrary

physical quantity

;

but this relation,

The

British

consul

at

Philadelphia

reports

there has been an electric method recently
duced there for the easier handling of large
of plate glass, by the use of heavy magnets
against the glass on one side, while on the

that
intro-

sheets
placed

other
are flat plates of iron or steel. The magnet holds
the plate tight to the glass, thus enabling a heavy
plate of glass to be handled with ease b^' the use
of as many magnets as may be required, each
magnet being connected hy wire with the current
producer, which current can at once be cut off when
necessary to release the glass plate from the steel
or iron plate at the back. Many mechanical improvements have been introduced of late years into
the glass-making industry of the United States, by
which the output has been largely increased and
the quality greatly improved.

—
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separators or
churns, but by the direct application of the current

cream

the

to

number

was

spelling

out the names of

\vliich

nics.sagc5.

is

proliibilivc

The

of

all

is

but

25
lite

existing Atlantic cables

recently

of this issue, proves to be of practical value.

It is

declared that the effect of the current on the cream
primarily to separate and mass in globule form

erto lost, to the butter fats held in suspension.
this

invention

the

so,

is

an

is

iinportant

one,

If

for

made from a given
amount of cream will be increased.
Last week we spoke of the application of electric
power in cow-inilking inachines as a possible apobviously the amount of butter

on the central station in dairying"
There now appears the further possibility

preciable

load

districts.

of using the current directly in the butter-making
itself.
Practical dairymen will of course
have to pass on the merits of the electrical method,

process

manager

but the enterprising central-station

the

in

country will note the process as one which may
afford an outlet for current in a new direction.

Boston has

problem,

transportation

its

like

all

The Metropolitan Improvements Com-

targe cities.

mission was appointed in pursuance of a law passed

and its consulting engineer. M'r. George
Harriman, has recently subiuitted a com-

last

year,

W.

R.

prehensive

plan

for

system

a

of .interdependent

steam-railroad and electric-railway

Hub and

the

surrounding

diately

formation

of

One

it.

feature of the report

imme-

interesting

especially

the recommendation of the

is

corporation

a

serve

facilities to

the thickly populated territory

take

to

physical railroad property in the

over

the

all

the

district,

state

to

:

railroads

announcing the result of the Baltimore convention of 1844, and ever since then the great
quadrennial political conventions have furnished
in

scenes of great telegraphic activity.

;

the harbor; electrification of railroad lines, so that

may

they

Recent electkic-railway accidents of a serious
nature show that it is necessary for the managements of these popular means of transportation to
terial

in

their

vigilance

over the

The number

charge.

tion

railroads

are

in

rela-

steam

now

frequently in competition, and
on the former are often nearly as
long and heavy as those drawn by steam locomotives.
Constant improvernent is made in methods
cars

of

operating

roads,

electric

patching,

but

be done.

It will

it

is

including

train

dis-

much remains

evident that

to

be a false and disastrous economv
that attempts to save money in any direction that
clearly interferes with safety of operation.

The
ing

now popular

"electrics" are

because

public

with the travel-

more convenient and

Ihcy arc

more pleasant journey than the steamBut what will happen to the inter-

afford

a

drawn

cars.

urban-railway

industry

traveling

the

district

con-

in

subways and tunnels; utilization of the
Park Square terminal station of the

structures,

abandoned

New Haven

road as the center of the

electrified

new corporation

used

the

the

and projected elevated

existing

of steam-rail-

the

to

the

street-railway and railroad service; purchase by the

same statement cannot be made
electric lines.
Electric
and

papers, the

within

be operated

with

men and ma-

road accidents seems to be decreasing, fortunately.
but, to judge by the reports in the daily news-

New Haven

the

of

subject

months;

Boston and Maine stock
company, which has been

the

of

held by the

much

so

controversy

of

authorization

for

several

purchase

the

of

the

which the New Haven company
must relinquish, in view of the Supreme Court's
recent decision, by the Boston Elevated Railway
systems

trolley

Company; adequate provision

for

the

financing

of

and for future development in accord
tvith the general scheme; appointment of a permanent commission to direct the work.
From the foregoing condensed outline of the

the project

salient features of the plan

commission and
subject

(he

the object

and

a

of operation

facility

will

be seen that the

minutely comprehensive

kept steadily

enactments

Legislative

it

consulting engineer have given

its

with

study,

view of securing unity

in

in

every way possible.

in

Massachusetts

have

be-

greatly curtailed the freedom of action of both the

comes convinced that the elcctic railways arc more
dangerous to life and limb than the steam roads?

steam roads and the electric railways, and the roads
arc held strictly accountable to governmental regu-

This conclusion has not been reached, for there is
no warrant for it as yel but it is disquieting to
see improvement in Iho matter of avoiding accidents

riman's report,

if

public

;

Ijroceeding at a

It

rale

a

if

of

of the earliest uses of the electric telegraph

on

c'»inmercial

be accomplished

described briefly on another page

to form a belt line reaching the docks,
wharves and industrial areas a tunnel between the
railroad and steamship centers in East Boston and
South Boston, in which freight terminals have been
concentrating in recent years on opposite sides of

One

than

prcst-nl

— may

patented, process,

struction of connecting links between the different

ease.

.'(ccomplislicd

by the use of

hotel headquarters of delegates.

fact,

;iii

— not

cream

with the lines of railroads entering the city; con-

inadc lo reduce the 1raii>allaiitic

is

electricity

driving

in

"Knox"

signs

499, goo
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Pacific

power

"Uncle Joe" and other "favorite sons" about the

electric

exercise greater
497
497
49S

their

earnestly

hold 51 per cent of the stock.
Connection of the subOther suggestions are
way and tunnel systems of Boston and its suburbs

feature

495

495

Cables

Responsibility of Electrical Companies
dents.
By George H. Montgomery

of

more

even

strive,

BuTTER-xtAKiNc by
tlectric

junction

The

should

railways

nature

make riding over their lines an
undertaking of assured safety as well as of speed,
comfort and convenience.

apparatus.

one of the
fastest in the country, who is said to transmit an
outline of the proceedings j.s they occur to Mr.
Taft in his office at Washington.
A large numTser of telephone booths have been
installed, both for local and long-distance service,
while many other desk telephones are scattered
through the building, on the platform and in the
various committee rooms and convention offices.
operator,

Questions and Answers:

Shunted Ammeters
Electrolysis of Telephone

and

serious

the butter fats held in solution, adding these, hith-

in advance, postage prepaid, S3. 00 for
numbers in the United States, Alaska, Porte

relating to electricity or any of Its
practical applications is cordially invited, and the co-operation
of all electrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired. Clear.
concise, well written articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or
any information likely to interest electricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.

the

realize

than at present, to

is

STJBSCKIPTION,

a full ye:\r of 52
clubs
Rico. Cuba. Mexico, Hawaii and the Philippines;
of four or more, S2..j0, with free extra copy for eight subscriptions; Canada. S4-.00 a year; other foreign countries in the
Postal Union. So.OO a year; single copies 10 cents. When
change of address is requested, the old address as well as the
new should be given.

fully

business

loaded 24-hour cable cperation will ever be achieved,
but

and operation of these

expenditures

the

should

igo8

20,

the
is

improvement
the

fact

more

rapid rale on steam railroads

electric

true
in

ihc

as

lines,

that

there

crsc of

is

apparently

the

sleam roads, but

reinanis that ihcrc are far loo

tric-railway

accidcnis,

and

the

was greater need of

the

men

in

many

elec-

charge of

If the latest plans, as outlined in

lation.

after

they

tails,

it

is

achieved

volved
the
its

a

that

commend

them.selvcs

familiarize

apparent
success

should

commonwealth

that
in

an

much

citizens

all

the

with

with

the

the

Mr. Har-

tlie

Massachu.sctls

dealing

add
as

themselves to

will

de-

have

issues

in-

prestige

of

exponent of progress

in

lo

treatment of urban and .suburban transit prob-

lems.
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iy<iS

Illumination and tho Eye.
lliiiry

I)r,

K'Clurc on

sli-iiclive
llic

(iiaillc:

nu-i-lins

of

of

Chicago

In

and Ihc Ivvc"

"llliiininalirjii

CliicaKO section of

(lie

>.iid

an

clclivnccl

al

l'jij;inL'crinK

the

last

make

his

i

address.

|'he speaker described

and enumerated

tile

tiie

nuelianisin of

of the

faults

llie

e) r

eye con-

nuruial

However,
sidered purely as an optical iuslnnneul.
these optic fatills arc corrected by physiolo(jic:d
Simple exporimenls were niven lo show
means.
values were affected by contrast, and
Dr. (iradle emph.asized tbc point Ibal the retina is
The eye is
greatly inllnenccd by contrast of liKht:
entirely dilTereut from any artificial iuslrunienl in

bow

color

adaptability to illumination.

its

very great and

from

ratio of

may

i

be expressed as rangiiiR

to 2,500.

results

required for fair

sensitiveness

Its

The

in

is
llie

illuminalion

artificial

was placed by the speaker

30 meter-caudles, but lo be entirely satisfactory
illumination should approach 50 nictcr-caiullcs.
Beyond that it is considered that tbc illuminalion

at

the

excessive.

is

George F. Sukcr followed with a brief disflc said that provision
cussion on tbc subject,
I5r.

should be made to allow tbc eye to adapt itself to
Lamps should be
varying intensities of lighting.
made to give uniform light throughout the wdiolo
Flicker is very objectionable.
term of their use.
a imiformily in electric lighting which is
attained in gas lighting, and this fact consti-

There
not

is

one of tbc principal reasons for the superiorThe speaker made a plea
of electric lighting.
for exact regulation of electric-lighting circuits.
He also noted that the light should be shaded or
tutes
ity

diffused and not a direct glare.

In

all living

rooms

the source of illumination should be above the bead.
If .the

eye

w-ould

make

were a perfect
difiference

little

optical

•

flicker

if

instrument

was

it

present,

cannot adapt itself instantly to changes in
intensity of light.
Dr. Gradle added, in answ-er to a question, thai
the eye works to best advantage in medium illumination, that is, light neither too strong nor too
weak. Answering another inquirer be said that he
thought that, as the e\ e has a certain tolerance, no
very injurious effects are to be apprehended from
moving-picture show-s, particularly if properly performed.
Among others who participated in the discussion
were J. R. Cravath, the chairman of the section,
who presided, and W. P. Clawson of Hibbard,
Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Allen S. Pearl of the Central Electric Company, F. R. Beebe of the People's
Gas Light and Coke Company, W. F. Holzmann of
the Holopbane Company, and G. H. Jones of the
but

it

cial

to

a

four-ligbt

by the

new

IliiiKslcns.

aioctrlc Club of

Chicago

June

ilKiliiiK

duty

in

i|iiasi-pulibc

.-I

lo

..f

ccjnsidir.ilion

a

Mr.

nalnre.

C.

.\.

S.

fixture

in

having no

eleclrical

more than

memlicrs

welf.are

does

it

of

the

Electric

"Why

theirs.

men

Club

should

we sit idly by and sec olhers, not h.-iving our knowledge and experience, mold the opinion of Ibose in
when the responsibility is clearly ours?"
an example of one of the projects the carrying out of which would benefit the club members
and the commuuily in general. Mr. llowlelt cited
authority
.\s

necessity of "electrifying" the Illinois Central
Railroad and other steam railroads within the city
limits.
Co-operation and concerted effort on the
part of the members would do much to bring about
the

needed improvement; and the club members
would be the greatest gainers first, the consulting
engineer members, then the contractors, supply men
and manufacturers.
Concerning Mayor Busse's recent statements as
this

—

absence

to

of

data

reliable

of

the

cost

of

oper-

and of the plant value,
Mr. Hewlett said that "if there is any question
about our not lighting our streets properly it would
seem that it would be this club's duty to display
some interest in the matter and take some action
ating the city light plants

that

would

assist

those

in

authority

out

of

their

difficulty."

Referring to the seeming difference iietween the
city authorities and the Sanitary District concernthe electric power now available trom the
Lockport plant of the Drainage Canal, the speaker
said that any action or lack of it that hinders the
current-consuming devices
introduction
of
rapid
is
inimical to the club's best interests, and each
one of the members should arouse himself and do
what he can to sec that a rapid adjustment of the
diflSculty is brought about
A resolution was adopted at the meeting expressing the club's appreciation of the work done
I-iy
the Co-operative Electrical Development Association.
A committee was appointed, to be known
as the civic committee, which will investigate, agitate, discuss and take action on electrical questions
ing

nature.

paid espe-

consisting of

Judge Anderson of the Federal Court at Indianapolis has under consideration an unusual plea
for the appointment of a receiver for the Winona
Tnterurban Railway Company. The principal point
involved is whether the interurban company can be
compelled by mandate to operate its cars over the
Goshen division on Sundays for the alleged purpose
of increasing the earnings of the company to make
sure of the payment cf interest on the outstanding

The road is under the control of the
Winona Assembly and Summer Schools Association,
The association is a religious body, and on that
bonds.

account
day.

it

had refused

The complaint
Company

stallation

to operate the cars

is

of

filed

general interior of a small
quality

of

the

fixtures are popular with customers.

light
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is

on Sun-
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Siiiid.iy
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innii.-l

llie
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I'ow.

,

Coiii|iany

in

slop-

lasl,

ibal

..rder

inigbi

ii\:ik'

an iiispedion r,f ihe comlilion of llic ii- rib .\iiM-rican .ibninienl of tin- Upjier Steel .Areli liridg'-.
which abulinent stands very close lo the oui|)oiirinv,
w.ilcr

the

al
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portal

Power
down ils

ifydraulic

l'':ills

Ibe individual

affect

sufficient for lighting tlic

the

a

ineuiliers,
make ii their business to iulercsi
Ibemsclves in (pieslions of importance to the eleclrical business and make their jireseuce fell in the
counnunily when malttrs are up for decision that

general manager of
nona Interurban Railway, denies that any
was ever made by the officials of the
operate it on Sunday. He also alleges

superior

in

;is

not sold.
The other plan is on a meter basis. In this
ease the same outfit is rented for $1.50 a month,
which charge includes renewals and care and cleaning of the fixture.
But the current furnished is
paid for at the regular Wright-demand meter rates.
However, if the cluster burns more than 150 hours
a month, a charge of 20 cents extra is made for
each 30 lamp-hours, or fraction thereof, during the
monthly period. This provision is to prevent the
lamps being burned continuously or excessively
long hours, in which case the renewal charge would
be too high to be covered by the $1.50 rate.
About 1,000 of these tungsten lamp units have
been installed during the last six weeks, in many
cases displacing "gas arcs." One four-light unit is
the

llowlelt,

of the club, prisi-nled llic snbjecl
timely address.
He calleil atu-nlion to the fact
associ.-iti-ins.

lii.;bi

The Shut-down

ibi-

Operation.
Chicago

lamps and a special porcelain shade.
This fixture, with the wiring complete, is put out
by two methods. One of these is a flat rate of
In
$1.15 (net) a week, which includes everything.
this case the lamp unit is burned from dusk to
10 p. m. on every day of the week except Saturdays, when it may be burned until midnight. The
central station turns on and cuts off the current
at the time agreed upon.
It also furnishes all lamp
renewals and the cleaning and care of the fixture,
so that the customer need give no attention to it
whatever. The lamp unit is rented to the customer,

and with

c,f

qncslions

president

many oibcr

iprraiivii

i.iw

:c

Cbie.ino on

sludy of eleclrical

ibe

is

of

.illracu-d
iiii'-rt-si

Club

la.clric

lb.'

was devoUrl

lolh

nieinbcrs'

of

of

in

iiifor

lo

aciii.ii

on Sunday
conns, ill iIm;
cepi

to linlarKG Its

Outlook.
he

1

Chicago.

four 60-watt

store,

'Ill:

line

('.Mowing

Bondholders Want Sunday Railway
in

new tungsten lamp
Commonwealth Edison Company has
attention

n-pl.tc'-ii

aiul

^.-is-in:inlle

pany also

slinl

:nid

Uinncl.

The Niagara

.M'.-imif.'iclnring

station

Coin

and water diversion

lake-survey engineering corjis lo secure
of llie walcr in (be upper ri\-cr
iluring ihc period when no water was being diverted on the .American side for power purposes.
to

a

.assist

accnrale

levels

was
a, m. on Jiiiie 141b when the turbiin-s
two great whcjl-pits came to rest. The gau-s
held the water back very effectually, and al
145
It

in

1

the

1

m. a

engineers of

Niagara Falis
Power Company went into the tunnel. .'\. H. Van
Cleve, consulting engineer, was in charge of the
engineering inspection of the pits and tunnel, while
the mechanical inspection was under the directirui
of C- C, Egbert, mechanical superintendent. The
eiigincering investigation revealed that the pits and
tunnel are wearing well, their condition being praclically perfect.
In ihc connecting tunnel between
pits No. r and Xo. 2 a few brick had fallen frrjin
a.

party of

the

was considered unimporlanl.
main tunnel shows that ils
size. 21 by 18 feet, is amply large for carrying off
the turbine discharge.
Here and there, between the
power houses and a point under Third Street, wa.the

roof,

The water

but

this

line

of the

found a leak through the walls, but below Third
Street there Is no leak.
About half a foot of water ran through the tunnel as the result of the leakage, etc.. making it
necessary for the inspecting parl\' and guests to
wear rubber boots and coats. The power company
officials
were delighted with the conditions, the
tunnel not having been inspected since June i. 1502.
.\mong those who niade the trip were General

Manager Philip P. Barton of the Niagara Falls
Power Company. Major Charles W. Kutz of lb-.'
Secretary W. E. Wilson
Commission,- A.
Douglass, W. S. Humbert and

Taft Scenic Commission,
of

International

the

Monro

Grier,

Mayor

Waterways

also Dr. E. W. Schoder.
professor of hydraulics at Cornell L^niversitv".
.\bout nine o'clock in the morning the water was
again turned on the tunnel. At g :30 a. m. the

several

newspaper men

;

machine was thrown in, and at 11:20 a. in.
the machines were again in operation. All of
the Niagara Falls factories were shut down, and the
trolley load of Buffalo and the Niagara locality
was carried by the Canadian Niagara Power Comfirst

In introducing the
the

<»f

of a quasi-public

Commonwealth Edison Company.

Tungsten Lamps

these

porlion

In-

Cliic.'igo,

in

;trcs

j^.-ts

subsl.'iuli.tl

llhnninal

llic

wliicli was
illi,
Society on June
'ihose allenilini;
meeting of the season,
the meelinK (j'i'l"=''<^'l '' ''"-' Cirand I'aeilie Hotel
and took diinier togetlier before the doctcu- rose to
in;;

arc .So.ooo

liiere

liial

no doubt a
lamps will

493

$425,000 worth of bonds as part payment for installing the equipment of the road.
That company
says that it took the bonds with the understanding
that the road

would be operated seven days a week.
not operated on Sundays the com-

Because

it

plainant

alleges

is

that the railway loses a chance
earnings at least 20 per cent, and
that the action of the Winona company is impairing
the security of the bonds.
The appointment of a
to

increase

its

receiver is desired, so that the court may order
that the road be operated on Sundays the same as

other days.
Dr. S. E. Dickey,

money

the

Wi-

promise
road to
that

the

pay maintenance and operating expenses and to pay the interest on the bonds when due.
sufficient

to

all

pany's station, the load being about 45,000 horsepower.
Francis C. Shenehon, in charge of the Lake
Survey Corps of the Niagara locality, had bis men
stationed at the entrance of the river and also at
Port Day, Schlosser Dock. Willow Island and at
Prospect Point taking levels. It is understood the
depth increased i 1/5 inches at Prospect Point.
The water was running high all the time. There
was no wind, the morning being quite ideal for
the

test.

During the time the water was off the tunnel a
force of men worked bard about the abutment of the
Upper Steel Arch Bridge, three divers being in this
party.
They examined the foundation very thoroughly, finding that the rushing water had washed
away the shale back of the retaining wall, wdiich
does not appear to have been given a proper foundation.
Engineer R. S. Buck, who built the bridge,
and Mr. Moran of the Foundations Company of
New York were present at the investigation of the

abutment
it

is

Now that the

understood

the shore
ing by.

side

that

while

exact conditions are known,
can be made from

repairs

the

tunnel

stream

is

rush-

The Berkshire Str.;et Railway Company plans to
construct a trolley line to the summit of Greylock
Mountain, also to extend southward to Connecticut
from Great Barrington, Mass.. the cost to be abou'
$2,000,000.
The absorption of the Bennington and
North Adams railway is a part of the plan. The
Berkshire road is owned by the New York, NewHaven and Hartford.

-
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The Fourth
iFi-oni

Some

o>i rcspoiulciit

Ilcrlin

Ilic

German X-ray Congress
ui

tiic

Western

IClLLlnci.iu.

!

developments in the lechiiir|ue
X-rays were discussed at tlie
recent German X-ray Congress, held at Berlm.
Professor Elierlcin gave an account of the recent opening of an X-ray exhibition, and the forthcoming foundation of a museum representative of
The behavior of phothe evolution of skiagraphy.
tographic plates in regard to both light and X-rays

and

iiitcrosliiig

applicntions

of

was discussed by Dr. Walter, a Hamburg physicist,
who has recently analyzed and examined a number
of those photographic plates which are found on
As
the market for the purposes of X-ray records.
apparent difference in the behavior
kind of rays, the designation of
plates" frequently is both misleading and
The majority of those plates at most
unjustified.
show an increase in their sensitiveness, but as this
tends to favor the formation of "veils," it cannot
be considered a real advantage. The temporary
increase of effects is two and one-half to one-third
times greater in the case of light than in that of
X-rays. There is therefore considerable room for
improvement in the manufacture of photographic
there

no

is

toward
"X-ray

.

cither

plates for the purposes

of skiagraphers.

Dr. Cowl emphasized

tlie

importance of a phys-

investigation into the processes of current open-

ical

in connection with which Weber's
electro-dynamometer should be used. Dr.
Rosenthal of Munich submitted the results of his
researches on the importance of secondary-current
curves for the operation of X-ray bulbs. Current
closure induction should be strictly avoided, to
which effect the lecturer has designed a number
The speaker also gave some
of special devices.
data as to the admissible load on X-ray bulbs.
Possibly the most important lecture of the Congress was delivered hy Mr. Holtzknecht. a Vienna
engineer, on the problem of causing Roentgen j-ays
to act with the same, or even higher, intensity in
A soluthe depth than at the surface of the body.
tion of this problem is bound to have a special
bearing on the successful treatment of cancer an
By using different methods femploytuberculosis.
ing extra-hard X-ray bulbs, ray filters, or several

ing and closure,

familiar

i

bulbs, acting at considerable distance)

the lecturer,

conjunction with Mr. Schmidt, engineer to the
Berlin General Electric Company, has reached a
remarkable result, concentrating into the interior
of the bod}^ under treatment the same aniount oi
in

radiation as on the surface.

In connection with these experiments H. Bauer
then dis'cusscd the solution of the task of generating hard X-rays during a length of time as
considerable as possible by replacing the induction
sparks by some other form of energy. This, in
fact, was found to be indispensable, the current of

an

induction

of multiple

coil

proving

operation.

unsuitable

Electrical

in

the

vibrations

case

X-ray
Haucr

viz.,

X-ray photography

a

ne\v

air

cock

up for discussion. This
deserves especial attention, because of the voluntary
and involunlan- motions of patients, especially children.

In

relation

c.'mie

to

the

those

laller

of

motions,
important, even

cla.ss

of respiration are the most
being nnabic to check these during a sufficient length of time to allow of the taking of
ordinary X-ray records, A method recently deadults

eliminating a number of secondary
considerably reduces the limes of exposure.
Dr. Grocde! lays especial stress on the
importance of instantaneous --kiagraphy to internal
medicine. One of the first steps toward reducing
the times of < xposure was to increase the intensity
of X-ray bulb radiilion.
By considerably raising
ll)e current intensity, ibc lecturer has succeeded in
reaching some really
remarka)>Ie
results. Ihorax
signed,

while

difficiihies.

rtcorfl*.

being

twcnty-fifih
volt?

:-.

obiaincd

second,

in

onc-lwcntielli

lo

May
of

engiiiieers

of

Electric

their annual

engineering work was considered in detail.
of the various departments presented
interesting papers on a great variety of important
pany's

The engineers

and profitable discussions

sui^jects,

The meeting was opened

the

at

Schenectady. N. Y.. by E, W. Rice, Jr., vicepresident.
After spending five days at Schenectady
the meeting was adjourned to
Pittsfield.
Mass..
where C. C. Chesney. manager of the Pittsfield
works, opened the meeting and introduced the
engineers at that factory. The meeting was continued at Lynn, where the engineers were

welcomed
by W. C, Fish, manager of the Lynn works. The
company's incandescent, lamp works are located at
Harrison. N. ]., and when the convention assembled
place G. F. 'Morrison, manager, outlined
remarkable development in incandescent-lamp
engineering during the last year.
that

the

Among

from the field present at
this meeting were: J. Lyman, Chicago; J. L. Monges,
San Francisco
W. F. Wright, Denver H. H.
Barnes, New York: C T. Mosnian, Boston; W. S.
engineers

the

;

;

Culver, Cincinnati; L.
FT. E. Bussey, Atlanta:

A.

C.

F

W.

Deniing.

Philadelphia;
PL I-Lmd, St, Louis, and

Mexico.

Chase,

Electrical Contractors' Convention In

Chicago.
The

annual

eighth

Contractors'

Electrical

States will be held

convention of the National
Association of the United
the Auditorium

Hotel, Chiexpected that
a large attendance will be present, including contractors from every slate in the Union, and the
usual complement Df guests, consisting of contractors' wives and people interested in supplying
it

cago, July 15th, i6th and 17th.

materials

An

the

to

excellent

discussions
later

is

the

in

It is

programme
Western

of business, papers and

and

Electrician,

other details of the convention.
sions on

general
terest

the

will

be printed
with

together

The morning

ses-

and i6tli will be open ones for
and talks on mailers of ingiven Ijy prominent architects and

15th

discussions,
will

engineers.

be

The afternoon

sessions will be for

bers only.

memI

Entertainment features will not be lost sight of,
and an elaborate programme is being prepared,
including banrpiet. enicrlainmenls and an all-day
outing to Michigan City on the lake steamer Tlieodore Roosevelt.
The matter of local arrangements is in the hands
of an excellent commiltee. which is making energetic efforts to have the c<inventinn prove profitThe local comable and successful in every way.
nn'ttec
on arrangements is composed of C. R.
Kreider. .Arthur Franlzen. Ernest Freeman. Henry
Newgartl and Warren Orne. Those desiring advance information may address the chairman of
Kn-irlcr.
Fisher Building.
the committee, C. R,
Chicago.

A

decision

has

been

reached

oimpel lelephoiK- and
their wires underground.
to

eleclrjc

at

DuUilh.

companies

Minn..
to

Reserves,

the

read

is

taken

paper on
Mechanical
from which

a

and

Electrical

the following

:

A

first-class battleship of the Connecticut type is
practically a floating city, having its waterworks and

sewerage systems,
refrigerating

central

its

plants,

lighting,

addition

in

to

heating and

machinery

the

necessary for propulsion and for offense and defense.
In the construction of a merchant ship, cost
of construction and operation must be as low as
possible in order that she may prove profitable to
Iier owners.
In the c:ise of a man-of-war the end

view

in

fighting

is

economy

.ibility.

and

to

certain

a

construction and operation

in

is

extent

sacrificed.

navy the coal bunkers must be so located
they afford protection to the vital parts of the

In

the

modern naval installations water-tube boilers
becoming generally used, for the reason thai

are

their use permits the installation of a larger number of smaller units than is possible with tubular
boilers, and the danger of the ship being crippled
in case of damage to one boiler is materially les-

This type of boiler also has the advantage
less weight per boiler horsepower and per-

sened.

much

of

mits the use of higher pressures.
The boilers are
usually installed in a number of separate boiler
rooms. The coal bunkers are also subdivided, one
of the chief reasons being to prevent a spread of
coal-bunker fires.

put

draft

almost universally

is

the height of stacks allowable

employed
force

air

good

air

The

is

make

to

the

The system

stoke hold

hold.

installed

are

generally

four-cylinder,

vertical,

used,

as

insufficient to cre-

This system
supply for the men.
the

into

engines

verted,

is

proper natural draft.

the

ate

usually

air-tight

and

furnishes
of

a

the

in-

triple-expansion,

re-

type with two low-pressure cylinders.
of the scout steamers now nearing completion
are being fitted with turbines, one installation being

ciprocating

Two

with Curtis and the other with Parsons turbines,
and a third ship has reciprocating engines. As in
other

all

in design,

runs

is

The
ship

is

these

respects

tical

ships

are practically iden-

the results of the tests on their trial

being awaited with great interest.

equipment on a first-class battlesubject to very rigid requirements, especially
electrical

regards insulation., due to steel construction of
ship and exposure to moisture.
Separate circuits are provided for general lighting and battle
service.
The battle circuits carry only such lighting as necessary in action day or night. As far as
possible all feeders are run below the protective
deck or behind armor.
Originally the standard
voltage was 80 volts, but owing to the rapid increase in motor load witbin the last few years onlv
125-voIt installations are now being made.
as

the

On

the

larger

ships

about 800 kilowatts
100

kilowatts

vertical

each,

is

a generating capacity of
provided in eight units of

direct-connected

cross-compound engines.

fully 80 per cent,

to

high-speed,

In the later ships

of the generating capacity

is used
The Connecticut, for example,
motors,
ranging
from
carries 213
one-quarter to 80
horsepower, in addition to y^ portable fan motors.

for

trade.

being prepared

of

the United States Navy,"

Mechanical

works

at

at

F. Sims, past assistant engineer

Equipment of

followed.
principal

90S

ship.

Company were in session at
meeting for discussing the last year's
development in the art and considering plans for
the future.
Engineers from the local offices of thv:
General Electric Company tlirougliout the country
and Mexico were in attendance, as well as representatives of all branches of the engineering department of the company, Fvery phase of the comGeneral

the

1

Naval Equipment.

of

Naval

Illinois

"Some Features

In
the

ytli

W.

2isl, Lieut.

the

vention.
For nine days ended June

20,

At a meeting uf Armour Institute Branch of Ihe
-American Institute of Electrical Engineers held on

that

General Electric Engineering Con-

one-

a pressure of up lo 220
and n current inlensiiy of 60 lo 70 amperes,
\\ilh

m

1

in wireless

used by Mr.
in connection with the bulbs constructed by
him. for the purpose of regenerating their vacuum.
After then demonstrating some new measuring
methods, the subject of rapid and instantaneous
bulbs,

Some Features

in

ond.
Frontal records
obtained with specially satisfactory results. Dr.
I^^rankel
then drew attention to the surgical iml»nrlancc of rapid X-ray records, and Dr. Koch
id Dresden told of ha\ing obtained records within
al.iout one-fiftieth of
second by a single current
interruption, effected in a .somewhat strange manner
by the discharge of a pistol prnji;i:tile
Special interest was evinced in the demon station
of color photographs, according
lu
the Lumiere
process, cancerous and tuberculous tumors, as well
as the effect exerted mi them by X-ray radiation,
being demonstrated. A process designed by Dr.
Gott.schalk of Stuttgart allows X-ray pictures in
relief to be obtained, the
ones appearing
dark
and the soft portions m light shades. The diagnosticai value of this process was proved by the
demonstration of brain tumors. Ottier new and
practical de\'ices were cxliiliiled by s^x'^ral niL-mbers.

similar

telegraphy were therefore
resorted to. thus affording a suitable means of
actuating X-ray bulbs with considerable amounts of
energy.
The same physicist has constructed an apparatus
for a novel radio-therapeutical method called fnlguration. which is being tested by some prominent
Berlin practitioners (first of whom should be mentioned Professor Czorny).
After an account of plastic work in X-ray records given by Dr. Alexander, A. R. Fiirstenauer
demonstrated a novel regulator of the hardness of

used

to those

nne-third tu onodialf secof the stomach have been

records

slomacii

.Mid

June

power purposes.

Lieutenant Sims took up many interesting motor
such as for turret turning, ammunition hoisting, etc.
He also described the telegraph
installations,

and

signal

systems.

Canadian Commissioners Would Limit
Niagara Power Development.
In its report, just presented to the Dominion Parliament by the Canadian section of the International

Waterways Commission,

the commissioners review
whole question 01 the development of power
from Niagara Falls, and place on record their
opinion that it would be a sacrilege to destroy the
scenic effect of the Falls, and that, with this object
in view, an agreement should be made for 21 years
limiting the amount of water which may he used
for power purposes to 36.000 cubic feet per second
on the Canadian side and on the American side
In 18.500 feet.
One-half of the production, on the
Canadian side, would be sufficient, the commissioners think, lo satisfy the demands of the Canadian
market for many years lo come, and the companies
on the Canadian side might be at liberty to export
the other Iialf (200,oco horsepower) lo the slate
of New York.
the

—
June
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THE INSTALLATION, LABORATORY TESTING AND
REPAIRING OF ELECTRIC METERS.
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following met hoi! accomplishes tlie sauuwithout the cnmher>omc reactive coil by
connecting the series winding of liie meter in circuit in the usual way, but exciting the potential
winding of the meter from a small double transformer, thereby producing a resultant potential In
the

latter

winding

which

virtually

leads

the

cur-

and thus gives the desired phase displacement between the en r rent aiul potential windings.
The method also ser\cs to control the potential
impressed upon the meter. The diagram (Fig. 17;
rent

C Pfiase

WO

A Phase

loo yo//^

voifs

^W.
Porenna/
[Tronsformtr

Apha^e C Phase

rrnfrn
^14-1

FIG.

—J

•

TESTING ALTERN ATI NG-CURRKNT METERS
ON INDUCTIVE LOAD.
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capacity

J5 or

at

shows

the

application

the

scheme

The

special

of

to

volts,

it

is

system.

evident that the resultant electromotive
trans-

force on the secondary side of the potential

formers will be 141 volts. Moreover, this resultant
electromotive force will lead the current in the
(A) phase by 45 degrees, and lag behind the curTherefore.
rent in the (C) phase by 45 degrees.
if the meter is supplied with current from the (A)
phase and takes its potential from the secondaries
of the two transformers, as shown, the current
which passes through the meter will be 45 degrees
behind the electromotive force impressed upon the
IMtential circuit.
If this is the desired phase relation the
(non-inductive) connected load maj' be
T^aried at will without disturbing the power factor.
The taps of the secondary windings of the transformer are provided in order to vary the phase re-

of

i.-.i

ibi-

iin-

testing jewels,

for

to

give

?i

.a

enr-

-.-

i

Un

apparalii^

potenli.'d transformers to give J5 lo fxx) volts
by combin.-ilion connections of the separate coils <jf
its secondary winding.
Resistances compri>ii;g perm.ineiUly n 10m Hed ;nid

lamp b.niks. and porl;ible lam]) banks supplemented Willi a small wire rheostat for fme adjnstmcul: sliding lubul.ir or circular rheostats ior
poll ihle

yf'A''AiiJlf/fiy^>>mf/fifr>-j/ri/i//}w/a//i!n

potential

regnl.ition

rheostats

special

;

for

currents

exceeding tive amperes, carbon rhe(jst;its for
niodcrali ly hea\y currents, lengths of iron wire
icrminating in mercury cups, with jumpers for
Hot

parallel and series combinations
up to i.oco amperes, and a w.ater rheofor very heavy currents.

dilTerent

for currents
stat
.\

portable testing

Dynamometers

rAKIluN-pl.ATK JillKOSTAT
MICIKKS.
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I'lC.

measuring amperes and watts.

for

C-\UI!ON

The carbon

t

set.

Kelvin balances.
Direct-reading olnnmeter.
Curve-drawing instruments (graphic recording
slrnments. etc.), etc.

tcslin);

in-

and repairs

lime

liy

llie

VVo he

form of resistance for testing meters. The
accompanying sketch, Fig. 18, shows a form of
carry

lo

currents
compact,

up to 100 amperes. The device, wdiich is
although not very light, consists of a strong frame
containing a number of carbon plates three inches
square and three-sixleenths-inch thick, arranged so
that the group of plates may be compressed betw-eeu
a fixed head at one end of Ihc frame and a tightening screw tapped into a similar head at the

The

t^'rminals consist of three copper ])lates three

square and threc-thirty-seconds-inch thick,
with binding posts. With one terminal at each end
and one in the middle, as shown, the entire group
of carbon plates may be put in series in the circuit._
or- the group may be divided into two halves, which
may be connected in parallel. By tightening the
screw a smooth variation of the current may be
obtained, from a low value to the maximum carrying capacity of the rheostat.
Another size of this device adapted to carrying
heavier currents (up to 200 amperes) consists of
a larger frame, with larger and more numerous
carbon plates, and with five instead of three ter-

minal plates, by means of which several different
series-parallel or parallel-series connections may be
used to obtain different carrying capacities and
ranges.

A

form

convenient
of
rheostat, employed in the calibration of meters at the factory.

shown

slide-wire

and

elevation

side

in
It

19.

be contrived from time

force.

conliiiufd.]

Shunted Ammeters.
What

Chicago:
load current does a
A.

S. A.,

prui)rjrtion

shunted ammeter

of the fulllake on a

550 to 600-volt direct-current circuit?

Answer.
Shunted annncters are arranged so that the instrument part is of standard construction and subfor

identical

stantially

nearly- all

sistance of the instrument itself

The

ranges.

re-

about four ohms

is

switchboard work, and the maximum it carries
about 12 milliamperes (0.012 ampere). The potential difference across the instrument and shunt
is usually close to 50 millivolts (0.050 volt)
for all
sizes.
To obtain different ranges the conductivity
of the shunt is changed. Thus in an ammeter reading up to 1,000 amperes the ratio of instrument
in

consists

of

a

solid

12

current to line current

cross-section

in

cylinder

or

slate

is

about

;

an

for

1,000,000

ammeter reading

2.000

to

amperes

it

but

is

this,

or

;

for

i-

500-amperc

set

it

2.000,000

Since
side

shunt

the
of

half
12

12

the

line,

is

.

500,000
is

connected

voltage

of

in

series

the

circuit

with one
does not

the ratio. It depends only on the line curand would be the same on iio-volt as on 600lines, if the maximum current were the same.

affect

rent
volt

Electrolysis of

Sliue-wire Rheostat.

Fig.

and.

faciiilaliny
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various

operating on the principle
of the variation of contact resistance between carbon surfaces with varying pressure, makes a serv

three-

a

transformer
consists of two potential transformers connected to
the (A) and (C) phases of the circuit, respectively.
The secondaries of these transformers are provided
with taps and are connected in series, with their
outside terminals connected to the potential winding of the meter.
Assuming that the transformer has a ratio of
I :i, and that the primary electromotive force is
100
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Special Equipment and Molhods
Tkstinc on

is

M. A.

L.,

South

Telephone Cables.
We have

Bartonville,

111.

:

a

central-energy telephone system with all lead cables
placed underground. The second year after it was
installed we found a 15-pair branch cable all eaten
then banded all lead cables,
up by electrolysis.

We

lation.

different power factor than is given by the
secondaries is desired, it is only necessary to
connect the two secondaries together at taps which
will give a different number of turns on one secondary than on the other, thereby changing the
power factor. For example, if the number of turnc.
on the secondary of the potential transformer connected to the (C) phase is made greater than the
If a

full

number of turns in the secondary on
the power factor w-ill be decreased.
ment of switches can be provided so
any

desired

Of

power-factor

course, the

taps

may

the

arrange-

to

produce

each

be utilized to vary the

taken by the meter without changing the
factor by varying the number of turns on

secondary equally.

Miscellaneous Appakatus.

The laboratory equipment should

column 24 inches long and
with

include,

in

ad-

dition to the storage battery heretofore described
battery of six or eight cells giving heavy cur-

A

NoTE.— Tliis serial article, begun in the Western Electrician of April 4, 1908, is an advance publication of a portion of a forthcoming book by Mr. Baker on the genernl
It will be understood that
subject of "Electric Meters."
the present serial refers to waft-hour meters used on customers' premises.

thread turned upcn

a

length

a

condition.

potential

power

FIG. 19.

SLIDE-WIRE RHEOSTAT.

(A) phase

An
as

^^^^W44^1

of

germau-silver

i'-2

inches in

diameter,

which is wound
For clearness,
wire.
it

in

wire resistance is shown in the illustration
an open helix, but as actually constructed
as
the adjacent turns are as close together as they
can be wound without actually touching. The size
of the wire that is employed depends, of course,
on the carrying capacity and range of resistance

including power and telephone cables, with No. 4
copper wire and grounded this on the water mains.
Since then no trouble has been noticed. W'as this
the correct

remedy?

the

desired.

The column

is

fitted

with square slate or

wood

mounting it upon the wood base.
The adjustment is by means of the brass ring, of

ends, to facilitate
inside

than the diameter of the
enclosing the latter as shown.

diameter greater

wound column "and
The contact between

this sliding ring

and the helix

Answer.
This plan doubtless protects the cables if th';
grounding to the w^ater pipes was done near the
power house. In a" railway system, however, this
would transfer the trouble to the water mains unless
they are properly connected to the negative bus in
the station. The practice is to connect all underground pipes and cable sheaths to the negative side
of the system at and near the power house, so
that any return currents that may have strayed
from the rails to the underground network may
pass from the latter through good conductors back

:
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generator without being forced into an carlii
It has been conclusively
I\ith on Jc.'n'ing the i)iijes.
siiown that the corrosive action takes place only
where the current leaves the metallic conductor
and enters an electrolytic path, such as througli the
to the

tiuids of the soil.

The

Responsibility of Electrical
panies for Accidents.'

Com-

Bv George H. Montgomeky.
Notwithstanding the well-recognized efforts which
made by pi-actically all persons and companies
engaged in the supplying of electricity, accidents
will and do occur, causing gregt loss of life and
proper. y. The highly dangerous character of the
the difficulty
article supplied, its invisibility and
and in many cases the impossibility of determining
in advance the existence of conditions creating a
source of danger, the fact that the appliances used
in the distribution are scattered over so wide an
area and situated frequently in the premises and
imder the ph3sical control of third persons over
whose ac;s the company can exercise no supervision,
places electricity in a class almost by
itself
as
regards the difficulty of the task imposed upon
those engaged in its production and distribution.
are

these inevitable conditions, the failure of appliances to perform the functions which they are
reJied upon to fulfill, the carelessness of employes,
and more frequently the reckless imprudence and
gross negligence of the public, afford very easy
channels for the arrival of accidents against which
human foresight cannot adequately provide. This
being so, it is felt that a paper dealing with the
legal responsibility of electrical companies for such
accidents must be of interest to the members of
this association, particularly in view of the widely
\\'ith

divergent opinions which have been expressed by
the various coiirts in the comparatively few years
during \^hich ihe distribution of electricity for purposes of lighting and power has been in vogue.
The present paper lays no great claim to originality
other than an attempt to reconcile these decisions,
where reconciliation is possible, and to extract
from them certain principles which should at this
stage be capable of more or less exact definition.
Inasmuch as the distribution of electrical current
almost entirely in the hands of incorporated
is
bodies, a few preliminary remarks as to the legal
position of companies authorized by their charters
in
to produce and distribute electricity may be
order. In the first place, it is now a well-reco,gnized principle that when Parliament authorizes a
person or company to do a particular thing, the
mere exercise of the right conferred cannot, in ilself, render the company responsible for the damage which the exercise of the right may cause to
others unless there has been some failure on the
part of the person or company upon whom the
power has been conferred to perform some of the
duties expressed or implied attached to the exercise
of the power granted. In other words, notwithstanding the extremities to which courts of justice
have In some cases gone In defining the position
of those engaged in supplying electricity, they are
not insurers against accidents, but, at the most, are
only bound to adopt every approved means of precaution and to exercise a degree of care commensurate with the danger. Thus In a case recently decided by the Supreme Court of Canada In
re Giostcr v. Toronto Electric Light Company, 38
S. C. R., pa.ge 27,

it

is

remarked

for the protection of the public."
Idington, in the same case, lays down the rule as
follows
"The stalute enabling the company to use the
public highway enables them to maintain works so

constructed and must, I think, be taken by Implication to mean a maintenance In a proper manner
so as not to become a public nuisance."
A large number of earlier decisions went to the
extent of enunciating the principle that a company
introducing a new element of danger for their own
profit
and use was in the position of a person
keeping a ferocious wild beast upon his own premises, which, if it escaped and caused damage, would
render the owner responsible, whether it escaped
through his negligence or not. This doctrine, however, is not in accordance with more recent thought
upon the subject, since it would have the effect of
declaring an actionable fort that which Parliament
had expressly authorized.
Before passing from this subject, reference might
be made to a recent decision of the judicial committee of the Privy Council in the case of Dunphy
v. the ^^o^trcal Light. Heat and Power
Company.
In this case the company, by its charter, was authorized 10 enter upon and construct, either under
I.

A

A

company

;

"The defendant company transmllting such a dangerous element as electricity through their wires
thus strung along the public highway fall short of
being Insurers, but are bound to exercise the greatest possible care and to use every possible precaution

dian

or over the streets and public highways, all such
pipes, lines, conduits and other constructions as
might be necessary for the purposes of Its business.
contracior had erected a derrick in. dangerous proximity to one of the transmission lines
of the company, erected overhead, and carrying a
pressure of between 4,000 and 5,000 volts. The
company had warned the contractor of the
danger and had seen that the arm of the derrick
was anchored in such a way as to prevent its coming into contact with the wire. Upon the occasion
of the accident the contractor's foreman, in order
to facilitate the moving ijf a .stone, had taken the
chain off the arm of the derrick, the result being
that the current ran down the wire cable of the
derrick and through the man who was operating
the winch. The foreman and the plaintiff's husband
(who was a passer-by) rushed 10 the assistance
of the workman at the winch, and both were killed
instantly, while, strange to say, the workman who
received the first shock received Injuries so slight
ihat he was able to give evidence at the inquest.
The learned judge presiding at the trial instructed
the jury that the company, being authorized by its
charter lo erect Its lines in either of two ways,
that Is to say. either overhead or underground, was
bound to adopt whichever method afforded the
greatest protection to the public, and that if it
failed to do so. It would be responsible for the
consequences. The jury accordingly exonerated the
contractor and condemned the company, the principal ground being that it was guilty of negligence
In not placing the wires underground instead of
overhead.
This judgment was confirmed by the
Court of Review for the sarne reasons. It was.
however, unanimously reversed by the Court of
Appeals, which held that where a company was
authorized to adopt cither one of two methods, that
il
had the absolute right to adopt whichever of the
two It saw fit. The case was then carried to the
Privy Council, with the result that the judgment
of the Court of .•\ppeals was affirmed for the saiVe
reasons, and the plaintiff's action against Ihe company dismissed.
As has been stated above, while the company distributing electricity Is not an insurer against accident. It is held to a certain degree of care.
As to
what that degree of care is various expressions
have been made use of.
Thus. In the case of
Gloster V. Toronto Electric Light Company, above
cited, it was stated that the company was bound
to exercise "the greatest possible care and to use
every possible precaution for the protection of the
public."
Other expressions have been made use of
by American courts, such as "highest degree of
care," "highest degree of care commensurate with
danger," "high degree of care," "very great care,"
"reasonable care," "all care that a reasonable person can take." "ordinary care and skill." "at least
ordinary diligence." "only ordinary, depending tipon
circumstances," etc., thus affording a text for almost any proposition which the hard-pressed lawyer
might require to suit his parlicular exigency.
Between these wide extremes of opinion the most
generally accepted, and. It Is submitted, the most
logical, is that the care required can only be defined
as a degree of care commensurate with danger.
In the application of this principle Ihe subject divides Itself, on the one hand, Into the degree of
care required in construction and appliances made
use of as distinguished from the degree of care
required in rriainfen.Tnce and operation, and. on the
other hand. Into the degree' of care required by a

papt; t^ad al Ihe recent ^.nr.cial <;.,iiv.nlion of llic'CanaAi-ocialion in Monlrcsl. Mr. .Monliromcry ii

P.\-.ett,r.A

Monlreal Uirln. IIr«i an-l Power
relaie-. orlncipallr 10 the lav/ a-, apolicl in
alto It Inicrent to American centrat-itation
lollciror for ih-

oaoer

men

Company

llii

Canada, bul

il

Its

as

as toward its employes and as toward
customers as distinguishing from that required
toward outsiders .generally.

As

the protective devices to be made use of.
held by the Supreme Court of Canada, in
the case of the Citizens' Light and Power Company V. Lepitre. 29 S. C. R., page i. "that persons
it

to

was

dealing with dangerous material are obliged to take
the utmost care to prevent injuries being caused
through their use by adopting all known devices
to that end. and where there is evidence that there
wjs a precaution which might have been taken by
a company making use of electrical
currents to
prevent live wires causing accidents and that this
precaution was not adopted. Ihe company must be
held responsible for damages." This ruling, however, was criticized by Mr. Justice Neshitt in a
later decision of the Supreme Court in the case
of the Montreal Park and Island Railway Com-

pany

V.

McDongall,

.16

S. C. R.,

page

T,

where he

says:
"I

desire

draw

attention to the fact Ihat Ihe
Citizens' Light and
Lepitre is based merely upon
an oral opinion of the chief justice in that case.
That expression was not necessary to the decision
of the case, which slmplv proceeded upon the fact
that the company had failed to provide ordinary
appliances in such a dangerous work. I certainly
would not concur, as al present advised, in the
expression of opinion by Ihe chief inslice. T think
the doctrine there laid down is only applicable as
between a comoanv carrying on such a dangerous
to.

headnote of Ihe case of the

Power Company

employment

aiifl

v.

third parties.

do no myself see any diflerence between an
employe of an electric comi)any and any other employe, oilier than that, owing to the extreme hazard
"I

June
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of the work, precautions proportionately commensurate with the danger would have to be taken
by the employer under the ordinary rule of law
requiring reasonable care. The duty is Ihe same
in each case; the evidence of the performance
of
the duty must necessarily vary according to the

circumstances."

The ruling is, moreover. Inconsistent with a decision of Ihe highest court in England, In the case
of the National Telephone Company v. Baker, where
it

is

held that a

company

is

not bound to

imme-

adopt every protective device which comes
It is only held to a reasonable
diligence in adopting such as have been thoroughly
tried and approved.
It Is, moreover, difficult to see
what distinction is to be drawn between electrical
companies and railway companies as regards the
adoption of safety appliances. In the case of railways It has been frequently decided that the mere
failure to adopt such well-known devices as automatic couplers would not, in itself, constitute such
negligence as lo render the company responsible
for accidents, but would simply impose upon the
company a greater degree of vigilance in protecting
its employes.
The duty of a company as regards insulation has
been defined and illusttafed by the editor of Electrical Cases as follows
"Bearing in mind that reasonable care under the
circumstances Is the fundamental requirement, it
not only follows that a very high degree of care
should be required to keep electric wires properly
insulated In places where persons may be reason^
ably expected to be; but follows none the less
logically that a much less degree of care is requisite
in places where persons
are not reasonably expected to go.
Thus electric companies have been
held not liable for Injuries occasioned to a person
walking upon the girder of a bridge many feet
above the roadway (Freeman v. Brooklyn Heights
R. Co.)
on the top of a wooden awning 16 feet
above the street (Brush Elec. L. & P. Co. v.
Lefevre)
upon structures so high that no person
could reasonably be expected to be Injured' by them,
however extraordinary his duties (Calumet Elec.
St. Ry. Co. V. Grosse)
upon a iet in front of a
house (Keefe v. Narragansett Elec. Lt. Co.)."
It was held in the Dunphy case, above referred
to, that the failure to attempt Insulation wdierc the
weight of evidence was that insulation would be
impracticable, would not, in Itself, constitute negdiately

upon the markel.

:

;

;

;

ligence.

As regards maintenance and inspection, although
a certain divergence of opinion is found In the
jurisprudence, the weight of authority Is 'that a
company

Is

not bound to constantly patrol

Its

lines,

on the other hand, the failure to exercise reasonable diligence in repairing breaks and other
sources of danger would, of course, be negligence
and would render it liable.
In the case of the Guardian Assurance Company
V. the Quebec Light and Power Company, one of
the judges In the lower courts expressed the opinion that it was the duty of a company regularly
to^ test Its transformers from time to time, but as
this decision was reversed by the Supreme (iourt on
other grounds, the obiter dictum of the learned
judge cannot be said to have the weight of authority.
Regarding the duty of an electric company toward
Its employes, the law of Quebec differs very considerably- from that of the other provinces, being
much more severe upon the employer. In the first
place, contributory negligence on the part of the,
employe in the province of Quebec would not. In
itself, defeat Ihe action, but would only go to reduce the damages. The jurisprudence in the provvlce of Quebec is. moreover, that employers are
bound to protect their employes, not only against
Iheir -oxvn imprudence, but even against their own
disobedience, and that it is not sufficient to issue
instructions, but employers are bound to see that
these instructions are obeyed. Inasmuch
no
as
workmen's compensation act Is in force in the
province of Quebec, the consequences arc somewhat
but,

severe upon employers.
As to the other provinces of Canada, the rule
laid down by Joyce would probably apply:
"Electrical companies do not Insure the safely
of the employes, hut the latter are subject to the
general rule thai one who chooses to enter into
an employment, involving danger of personal injury, which the master himself might have avoided,
assumes nil risks incident to the employment, and
which are known to him or are eitiier plain and
obvious, and which he has no reason lo expect
will be counteracted or removed, and that the employe cannot recover for Injuries resulting from
such dangers. So the company is not compelled
to furnish employes with primed rules for their
government, guidance and safety, when the nature
of an employment makes it dangerous, and the
danger Incident thereto and growing out of it are
of common knowledge and are fully known to and
understood by ihe servant, and the safely of others
cannot be imperiled by any act or omission of his
in the performance of his duties, and his safety
depends wdiqlly upon the flegree of care, skill and
caution used by himself. .And if an employe voluntarily chooses the most hazardous of two or more
mclhods of performing his work, it is held that

.
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electric

furnishing light or
power over a system constructed and contrtilled by
themselves, they are bound to deliver it in a form
and under conditions of safety for the person and
property for wdiosc use the company charge and
receive compensation, and they are also bound, in
be discharge of their part of the contract, to a
supervision and diligence proportionate to the peculiar character and danger of the commodily in
wbicb they deal."
The Supreme Court, however, in confirming this
judgment, expressed divergent opinions upon Mr.
Mr. Justice Tascberoau
Justice "Hall's remarks.
cited ihem with approval, but Mr. Justice Davies,
on the other band, expressed a different opinion.
"I fully agree with the law as stated by Mr.
Justice Hall that the defendants, while dealing in
and disposing of a commoditj^ of so recognized a
dangerous character as electricity, are bound to a
super\'ision and a diligence proportionate to the peculiar character and danger of the commodity in
which they deal.
"I cannot concur with him in thinking that tlicy
can he held responsible for the effects of the electric
current 'under any circumstances.' This would be
placing their liability too high and be constituting tbeui
They are bound to carry on their busiinsurers.
ness with all possible skill, care and foresight, and
are bound, in doing so, to anticipate and take into
consideration such conditions of weather as may be
reasonably expected in our climate. The law in
requiring from them the highest ca.i; and skill
and the exercise of constant vigilance in their
business and operations does nothing more than,
having regard to the extremely dangerous character
of the article or substance they supply, is necessarily
for the proper protection of those with whom they
But, on the other hand, before they can be
deal.
held liable, there must be shown to have been the
absence of some one of tliese necessary precautions,
in other
or of the required skill and vigilance
words, some negligence to which the accident can
be reasonably attributed must be found."
These latter remarks would equally apply to the
duty of companies as toward the general public.
.'\s to the duty of electrical companies toward the
public, the matter cannot be summed up better ihan
with
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company, hold lliciiiselves out to the public as dealers in and suppliers
of that commodity, for gain, and make contracts
under the name of an
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I'liiled

recognized dangcrou!; character, the control of wdiicli
is a matter of technical knowledge and experienei-.
and entirely uncomprehcuded hy the general public.
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Tlius, in the case of the Royal
ion again exists.
Company
v. Ileve, where the cuslonier was
Electric
killed, owinpt to liiKli-vollaKe current RetlliiK in o
Ills iiremises through some unknown cause, the late
Mr. Justice Ilall expressed himself as follows:
"lUil, ill my oiiinioii, it is a matter of indiUference,
'rhe
legally spe.ikiug, where this current originated,
appellants should be held resiionsible for it under
vvhicli
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paragraph 438:

general rule, electrical companies, aside
from their obligations to employes and other companies, while not insurers of the absolute safety of
.he public against all dangers arising from the lawful erection and maintenance of their lines in the
streets, are bound to exercise such reasonable care
in the maintenance of such lines as a prudent, careful
person would take of property of a^ similar
character, in constant use and continually exposed
to the effect of the atmosphere and of the weather."
The last question which I propose to touch upon
briefly is as to the burden of proof, a question
which is very fully discussed in the recent ca'se of
the Guardian Assurance Company v. the Quebec
Light and Power Company, yy S. C. R.. 636. where
the actual cause of the fire, although admitted to
b.e
electrical, was not susceptible of actual determination. It was held by the Court of Review in
Quebec, reversing the decision of the trial judge,
that upon its being shown that the fire was elecrical, that the burden of proof fell upon the company to show that it was not caused through its
fault.
Fortunately for electrical companies generally, this decision was reversed by the Supreme
Court, where it was held that the ordinary rules
of evidence apply and that it was for the plaintiff
to prove his case. and. that in the absence of absolute proof or overwhelming presumption, the action
must be dismissed.
"-\s

a

I

FIG. I.

THREE TYPES OF ARC-LAM' r
IN DANIELS BOULEVARD SVSTLM.

A

esthetic

The

12 per cent, less than the cut of the preceding year.

well

as

as

practical

taste

is

gratified.

confronting the electrical engineer
produce illumination, that is, what
has
particular device should be employed to produce
the proper diffusion and. at the same time, harmonize with surroundings. This scientific study
of electric lighting has been productive of excellent results, and we find many of the antiquated
and barbaric productions in lighting fixtures disappearing, to be replaced by ornamental and classic
designs.
But wdiile interior lighting has been
greatly benefited by this course of investigation.
design and study, the development of ornamental
outdoor lighting fixtures has been overlooked.
The need of artistic outdoor lighting w-as early
appreciated by Mr. W. E. Daniels of the South
Park Commission, Chicago, 111., whose position
gives him an excellent opportunity to study all
phases of outdoor illumination, the result being the
invention and patenting of the -Daniels system of
boulevard lighting. The manufacture and exploitatation of this system has been undertaken by the
Jandus Electric Company of Cleveland.
As indicated in Fig. i. the complete fixture consists of a rectangular base, molded reinforced concrete post of Ionic or other design, covered by the
regulation concrete
capital, and
the whole surquestion

been how

to

20-inch opal-glass-ball globe, conwdiich is a complete arc-lamp mech-

a

The svstem has been designed to operate
either multiple direct-current or series nlternating-current circuits, and is therefore adapted for
use either in city business quarters, where direct
current is usually furnished, or in residence and
outlying districts, where atlernating current is used.
anism.

on

2.

LAMP MECHANISM AND ENCLOSING GLOBE
OF DANIELS SVSTEM.

each one both electrically and mechansuperior to its predecessor, we note that
most manufacturers in their eagerness to produce
an article possessing higher efficiency and greater
mechanical strength, have overlooked the development of apparatus embodying artistic, as well as
utilitarian qualities.
In other words, the production of light has been viewed from the standpoint
of an art (a means to accomplish an end), and
everyone was contented to enjoy the many advantages accruing therefrom without making a scientific study of the art and without appreciating
the inherent possibilities of making indoor and outdoor lighting a part of a general decorative scheme,
radical change has taken place within the last
five years,
and today illuminating engineers are
exerting every effort to plan installations in which
the

IG.

I

ically

tained within
collected

f

Specialties,

mounted by
by the Bureau of the Census
in co-operation with the United States Forest Service
from more than 2.100 saw-mill operators in
Michigan. Wisconsin and Minnesota, show that the
cut last year was only 5.500.000.000 feet of lumber,
Statistics

I
-

sures perfect diffusion of light and eliminates the
glare and travel of the arc, and produces a quality
of light heretofore unequaled. The question of
handling the large globe wdiile trimming the lamp
has received careful consideration, and several satisfactory methods are being employed in different
installations.
Local conditions vary so widely that
a method entirely applicable to one system will, in
ail probability, not be suitable for another.

Electrical Engineering at "Tech."
The

faculty

of

the

Massachusetts

Institute

of

Technology has just conferred the degree of master
of science on three graduate students in the electrical engineering course. IsIt. R. B. Anthony, who
graduated from the University of Wisconsin, Mr.
E. L. Moreland, who graduated from Johns Hopkins
University, and Mr.
F.
A^".
Willey, who
graduated from Purdue Universit3\ Thirty-eighi
students have been granted the degree of bachelor
of science in the electrical engineering course.
Graduate fellowships for electrical engineering
study during the next year have been granted to
Mr. Walter S. Rodman, now instructor in electrical engineering at the Rhode Island Agricultural
College, and Wx. H. S. Osborne, who graduates
from the electrical engineering course of the Institute this year.
Mr. Osborne has been elected Saltonstall fellow in recognition of his unusual attainments as an undergraduate student.
Professor Law'S and Professor Shaad of the
electrical engineering department each spent several
days during the spring intermission studying the
methods of instruction in electrical engineering and
related subjects at Cornell University.
Mr. W. V. Lyon, instructor in electrical engineering, is completing the manuscript for a book
on "Electrical Engineering Problems."
In connection wdth the lectures on electric light
and transmission of power during the last term
Mr. A. S. Michener, comptroller of the Stone &
Webster organizations, lectured to the senior students in electrical engineering on the theory of
accounting and the relations of the engineering,
operating and executive departments to the accounting department. Mr. R. A. Phillip of Stone S:
Webster lectured on modern switching practice with
high-tension circuits. Last term Mr. Walter Goodenough of Stone & Webster lectured on boilerroom practice, in connection with the same course.
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Mechanical

Electrical Engineer and

Draftsman.
Slates Civil Scr\icc Commission anan examination on July 22, 23, 24. 1908,

Tlic United
iiouiiecs

10 secure eligiblcs
to

fill

one

or

from

make

wliicli lo

more vacancies

in

the

certification

position

of

electrical engineer and mechanical draftsman, at an
entrance salary of from $100 to $200 a month, and
upward, in the Reclamation Service, and vacancies

requiring similar qualifications as they

examination

may

may

occur.

be appoiiitcd

Eligibles from this
as electrical engineers or assistants for the design,
hydro-eleclric and
of
installation,
or operation
steam-power plants in the West, or as mechanical

draftsmen for

office

work and drafting

in

connec-

The examination
tion with preparation of plans.
on mathematics (through calculus), 10
will be
points; hydraulics, 10; electrical engineering, 15;
turbines and engines. 10; drawing and design, 20;
Optotal 100 points.
training and experience, 35
;

of examination are pumps, waterand gas engines.
.Applicants must indicate in their applications that
they have had at least eight years experience in
connection with electrical engineering work in one
capacity or another. Graduation in electrical engineering from a reput.ible technical university will
be accepted as two years of this experience. Applicants who have not had sufficient training and
tional

subjects

wheels

experience to entitle them to a rating of at least
70 per cent, in that subject will not be admitted
Applicants should bring for
to the examination.
use in the examination drawing board not less
than iS inches square, slide rule, T-squares, triangles, and other necessary drawing instruments.
Applicants should at once apply either to the United
Washington,
Commission.
Service
Civil
States
D. C, or to the secretary of the board of examiners at any of several cities in the different states,
No application will be
for application Form 1312.
accepted unless properly executed and filed with
the commission at Washington prior to the hour
In applying
of closing business on July 11, 190S.
for this examination the exact title as given at
the head of this announcement should be used in
the application.

June

Dur-ing operation the lower surface of the bottom
plate of the lamp and of the economizer becomes
coated with white deposit from the arc, which acts
as an excellent reflector for the upward light; from
the arc.
These lajnps arc designed to burn two-in-serics
or singly across 100 to 125-voll direct or alternatingcurrent circuits. They can be used on any frequency between 40 and 140 cycles. The lamps may
c wound for either 8, 10 or 12 amperes, the latter
current being considered standard. All lamps arc
equipped with light opal globes. The life of the
carbons is about 12 hours on indoor circuits and
between 10 and 1 1 hours on outdoor circuits.

Rockford's Electrical Interests Are
Progressive.
.At
a recent conveiUion stereopticon views of
street-lighting displays from 15 cities were shown,
and only two surpassed Rockford. The sign lighting is better than that of any other city in the
country of roo,ooo population or less.
Much can be said of the superior mechanical
equipment of the local electrical institutions. Rockford has two first-class telephone systems, a fine
electric-railway system and a strictly modern and
up-to-date electric-light and power system. But the
secret of the development lies deeper than that.
Men are responsible for it. The contractors, the
sign builders, fixture men. telephone and power
experts, the consumers, manufacturers and sellers
of the current, all had a finger in it. Brains, en-

appearance of this lainp is
G.T. enclosed lamp, the casing being
ternal

similar

to

the

drawn seamless
The standard

either sheet copper or steel.
for the copper casing is antique and -bright
japan for the steel. This lamp has no chain feed

from

finish

complicated escapement and clock mechanism.
of the inclined carbon type, with nothing below the arc to obstruct the light, and both carbons
feed by gravity simultaneously, while the regitlation
of the arc is accomplished by the lateral move-

or
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A New Nernst Lamp
Nenist

1 he

Company

Lamj)

Holder.

putting on the
market a new type of holder for use in connection
with multiple glower lamps. It is to be known as
the "Wafer" holder, and is characterized by extreme simplicity of design. The part from which
gets

is

name

takes the place of the heater tubes
the older holder and docs away with
the use of the heater porcelain entirely. The wafer
consists of a long thread of heater material wound
back and forth over the surface of a porcelain base
it

used

its

with

ergy and countless hours of hard, earnest work
have brought this result.
Rockford has more electric automobiles than any
the

other

city

in

cities,

like

Chicago,

coimtry

outside

New York

of

the

larger

and Boston.

The

.American Gas and Electric Company considers that
Rockford has the brightest future, electrically speaking, of any of the 10 cities in which the parent
need more men, live men,
compan}' operates.
^Rockford Reglike the electrical men of Rockford,

We

—

ister-Gazette.

Chicago Telephone Company Requires
Chicago Telephone Company is
put to a large loss by persons who contract for a
telephone and after paying one or two months' rent

Each year

The accompanying cut shows the new flame arc
lamp of the General Electric Company. The ex-

dial.

inches at its greatest width
the minute
hand is 20 feet long and weighs 640 pounds with
its
counterpoise.
Each minute mark is shown by a four-candlepower lamp at night and each hour mark requires
an average of 24 lamps. The minute hand is outlined with 40 lamps and the hour hand with 34.
feet

.3

I

Deposit.

A New Flame Arc Lamp.

daytime

IQoS

20,

move out or

the

leave the contract unfulfilled.

In this

way, especially in the outlying districts, the company goes to the expense of installing the telephone, and taking it cut again, with practically no

work and
company announces

To stop this loss
hereafter it will re-

return for the

service.

the

that

quire a deposit of $9.50 with each contract for a
new telephone. The inoney will be retained for
a year, and at the end of that time, if the sub-

be returned with
50 cents interest. In case the subscriber violates
his contract, orders the telephone out before the
year expires, or fails to pay his bills, the money
will be forfeited to the company to pay for the
cost of installation and removal.
scriber has paid his

bills,

Holder for

it

will

Drills

and

Bits.

NEW HOLDER FOR NKRXST SINGLE-GLOWER

LAMP.

and firmly attached to it by means of wires. The
wafer is secured in position by two wire prongs,
which at the same time serve as terminals, to
which it connects automatically. The holder porcelain is provided with a groove to admit the wafer.
The wafer can be changed in a moment's time. It
requires no instrument for its removal, and the
operation can in no way injure or interfere with
the glowers or connections.
Since the testing and replacement of heater tubes
has always been one of the chief items in the
maintenance of N^ernst lamps, the labor required
to maintain them will, by the use of the new
be much reduced. Likewise, the cost of
maintenance will be reduced, since the heater porcelain will not have to be considered, and there is
no possibility of glower breakage through handling
holder,

of heaters.
The successful development of this heater permits of a non-renewable holder for single-glower
units, employing horizontal glowers.
The use of
such a renewal in the single-glower units simplifies
the maintenance, as no mounting of heaters and
glowers is required in fact, the trimming of the
single-glower lamp is similar to that of incandescent-lamp systems, except
that
the renewal is
''pushed'' into place irstead of being screwed into

—

place.

The Star Expansion

Bolt Company of Bayonne.
N. J., has brought out recently a device in the
form of an improved holder for electrician's special
drills.
As shown in the illustration, the holder,
while comparatively light, is solid and substantial,
enabling a firm hold to be taken and a heavy blow
struck, with no danger of breaking even the smalldrill

est

5/16,

31;.

point.

7/16,

Any
yi

diameter bit may be had (J4.
and one size fits in the

inch),

The Lightning-rod Question.
While there
protection

is

some question of the

afforded

by

ponderance of opinion
sufficient number and

lightning;'
is

that

efficiency of

rods,

wdiere

the

pre-

installed

in

proper manner they
instances, however, they are
in

the

are of use. In many
not so installed. State Fire Marshal Creamer of
Ohio, who is something of a student of electricily,
in commenting on the best material for lightning

makes some interesting observations:
"The choice should be between copper and steel.
of the LTnited States government
power plants are all rodded with copper, which
better resists the acid in smoke.
Copper is supe-

rods,

The smokestacks

c

.

STAR ORia KOIOER

'»'

SIAR DRILL AM*

NEV, 'JoNVi^RGlNG-CAklluN

FLAME ARC LAMP.

.

other.
When the casing
is lo'A'crcd into tiic trimming position every part of
ilif lamp becomes accessible.
serviceable "economizer" of refractory material
Mirronnds the points of the carbon, just above the
arc. so as to prevent the "washing" of the carbon
ends, and to steady the arc from the effect of air
currents so far as possible.
blow magnet is
so situated with relation to the arc that it performs the double function of keeping the arc
steadily fan-shaped at (he carbon tips, and also
totally extinguishes the arc if for any reason it
tjiprnaches dangerously near
to
the economizer.
The economizer, therefore, is well protected from

iiifiit

of one csrbon to

tlic

A

A

and should last indefinitely.
A heavy
plaie of insulaling malerinl is provided just
the economiz-T. effectually preventing any

burn-out,
bafilc
'tbovij

rior
to
steel
for carrying electricity,
but the
thunderbolt is an oscillating current, moving to
and fro perhaps a million times in a second, like
a bent spring when it is released. Steel, having
but one-seventh the conductivity of copper, damps
out the oscillations belter, and it is not so likely
to melt, for copper is consumed at a heat of 1,994°
F., while slcel will sland 2.786**.
In a copper rod
the eleclricily will sin'gc down anrl hack and is
more likely to 'splash off.' The fusing of a rod
is
a rare accident. A rod will carry to earth a
thunderbolt that melts il. Steel rods arc star-shaped
and copper ones are made in str.ands in order that
they may have a large surface; then, too. it makes
them look as if the farmer had more metal for
his money.
For the ordinary farm building the
i:,'alvanize(l
steel star-shaped rod is ample.
Where
more expense is justified by the value of the building or contents, the same rod. copper-covered, is
tk'slrable.
Three-fourths of the rods now up arc
of star variety, and they have stood the lest of
time.
Fxperiencc has shown that (he woven copper
rods, now
fashionable in some states, are also

appreciable amount o^ the products of the arc
from depositing on the parts of the mechanism.

holder just as readily as another. Beyond a large
•saving in Iircakagc, the Star drill holder possesses
another advantage which will appeal to the man
who is in the habit of carrying around a big,
cumbersome kit, with differcnl diameters of drills,
The entire set of Star
a!! in full 12-inch lengths.
special drills and the holder itself can be slipped
into the pocket, their weight and bulk being scarcely
l)L-rceptil)lc.

Electric Illumination of a Large Clock.
What

is perhaps the
largest clock in the world
installed on the factory of Colgate
Co. in Jersey City. The clock is electrically
illuminaled at night with about 1.200 four-candlepower lamps. The dial lias a diameter of 38 feet
Ijv
day and 40 feet at night, because the lights
for the hour marks extend beyond the edge of the

was recently

&

effective."
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will

Iiook coviM's liic siibjecl of liKlUiiiK ''.v <li'Cnicily ill ;ill ils :lcpnrlincnls. :iiul rlc.ils with :ill of
llu- prolilenis wliicli Ikivc Io iln will} Ihc prodiictiuu
of ligiil. 'I'lu' boolc is very coniplcle :m(l strictly
lip to il.dc; the ilcscriplioiis rtrc well ilhistralcd.
At llic bcKiiuiiiiK of the liool; the .iiilhors ilisciiss
the theory of linllt :ind the color vrilnes of some
of the ililTerelU types of lamps; lliey (leline the
various units and ^ive the values and discuss the

in;ir

standards of illuiuinatini;
followed by a study of the ilistrihutioit of liu'lit and of illumination from a luim
her of lamps and of the conslruclion and operation
AmouR the lamps disof the lamps Ihemsolves.
cussed are the carbon-lilamcnl, Nentsi, lantahini,
tungslen, arc laiups, llaming and m,-iguelitc ares
and the vapor lamps. A chapter is devoted to the
theory, design and selection of rellectors. The subject of photometry completes the chapter on the
theory of light.
The second section deals with the mechanica!
problems of transmission, such as the strength of
cables, and their conslruclion, llie design and computations of Ir.-msmissicu lines, iiisul.alors, splicing
and faslcning of cables, pole and tower construction, subway work and underground cables, highpotential lines and examples of long spans.
This section is followed by the electrical theory
of transmission; the effect of inductance and capacity, the comparison of the different systems of
distribution, lighting dynamos, parallel operation,
iwmpounding, asynchronous motors and generators,
transformers, and the theory and operation of the
lead accumulator balancer systems and automatic

i-urreut.

the

plants.

Sinjj^le-phasc

liower.

of

dilTereiil

the

This

is

regulators.

Consideration of fuses, cut-outs, switches, circuitbreakers, lightning arresiters, and protective relays
and devices is followed by a discussion of the
methods of measuring power and energy, the theory and installation of wattmeters, frequency meters, ground detectors, the location of switchboards
and powder houses.
The latter part of the book deals wdth the central
station.
The different types of prime movers and
sources of power are discussed as well as the
location of the machines, the boilers, condensers,
switchboards, storage battery, sub-stations and distributing transformers. The book contains several
drawings showing the plans of pow-er stations, the
arrangement of switchboards, and the practice of
distributing pow-er throughout a district. This book
will be found a valuable reference for engineers
versed in the German language.

FORTSCHRITTE DER Elekteotech NIK (Part II. of the
volume for 1907). Edited by Dr. Karl Strecker.
Pp. (g'i by 5 inches),
Berlin:
Julius Springer.
Price, 10 marks.
340.
The second quarterly installment of this -wellknown work comes fully up to the standard of the
It contains 3,197 references
21 preceding volumes.
electrical
journals
in
the
to articles appearing
throughout the world, many of wdiich are abstracted at length. This careful compilation of current electrical literature is the rnost extensive and
\'aluable work of the kind and has found for itself
an enviable place

in

technical libraries.

all

Uniform Rules for Interurban Roads.
Representatives

of

interurban

the

electric

rail-

ways of Michigan met with the state Railroad
Commission in Lansing on June 4th and after
discussing operating methods appointed a committee
of the railway men to formulate uniform rules for
the management and operation of all the roads.
The committee is composed of Harry Bullen, gensuperintendent of the Detroit United Railway,
chairman; Streatbern Hendrie of the Grand Rapids
and Holland line, Superintendent O'Mera of the
Michigan United R.iilway and General Manager
Morley of the Muskegon lines.
This committee is expected to report to the
commission within the next two months, and after
a further meeting with the commission the report
eral

be

will

submitted

to

all

the

roads

for

adoption.

One
tion

of the matters to receive serious consideraby the committee is that of written orders,

where orders outside of those contained in the
time tables are given. Chairman Glosgow of the
commission stated that If it was finally .agreed
that the written order should be adopted it must
be

uniforin,

with a third copy of

the

order

left

telephone booth. This will be a change
from any of the written-order systems used in the
state at the present time.
The suburban-road auditors also met with the
in

the

commission
of

Commission.

proposed uniform system
by the Interstate Railway

to discuss the

accounting proposed
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rt'Ki"Ti, alsn a line of railroad which is soon to he
Il
ctMislniclfd from riarniisch Id I'arlcinkirclK-n.
also iiichuK-s a niiinher of lines which slart from
IlydroMnnich and lead in dilVerenl direclioiis.
eU-olric power is to Ik- used for tlu-sc lines, al leasl
I'lir
the most part, and (here arc three hiruc plants
in
Ihe rej.jion which can he called upon for the

l.cchhruckcr and Waleliensee
locomotives will no duuht be
these lines, lojjjclher with a lyi)e

Saalach.

ailopted on all
of motor car.
As the price of coal is comparatively IiIkIi in the sotitli liavarian region, it will he
found a kw:i{ advantage lo ojierale the lines on
the electric system.
The French postal and lelepraph department has
decided that telegraphic money orders can he made
pa\'ahlc al the residence of the receiver of such
orders.
In such case the payment is made by the
The latter first delivers
carrier of tlie dispatch.
the usual noticc-'lhal the telegraphic order is awaiting the receiver at the ufl'icc. and the former can
then send in a demand to have (he amount paid
at his residence or office.
Sucli an arrangement will
no doubt prove to he of considerable service.
Air. Armengaud, a well-known engineer of Paris,
has been lately occupied with the problem of transmilling pictures to a distance that is. by the directAlthough he has not by any means
vision method.
solved the problem at the present stage, he has
invented an ingenious method of covering all the
points of a small image by means of two superposed biograph films which have horizontal and
\ertical slits.
In this way a minute opening is made
to travel all over the image in the space of onetenth second, and this is constantly repeated.
The
selenium cell will therefore receive what is practically a continuous image.
The receiver, which is
yet to be designed, will throw the corresponding
image on a screen. This can be done on the oscillating mirror principle and the eye will perceive a
continuous image, owing to the persistence on the

—

retina.

Abbazia, the well-known resort on the Adriatic
is to be the center of a short electric railline whicli will take in Mattuglia, Abbazia
and Lorrana. The line will be narrow-gauge and
generating station
will
be eight miles long.
erected for the purpose contains two gas engines
of the Korting type connected to 125-kilowatt generators.
There will be a buffer storage battery in
parallel on the circuit, giving 300 ampere-hours.
The trolley line will be operated at 750 volts, using
coast,

way

A

Some of the latter will
motor cars and trailers.
be used as freight and baggage cars. Two motors
of 35 horsepower are used on the motor cars.
x\ companv has been recently formed at Barcelona for the purpose of manufacturing metallicfilament lamps of the wolfram type.
I have already had occasion to speak of the construction of the Lotchberg Tunnel, which gives a
new connection with the Simplon route, and it will
be remembered that the main tunnel is 8.2 miies
The railroad line starts from Friitingen
in length.
and connects wdth the Simplon line near Brigue.
The selection of the type of electric traction to be
used has now come up, and it is proposed to adopt
a 300-ton locomotive for passenger trains and a 600Current will be used
ton type for freight trains.
on the south section from the Lonza plant and on
the north of the tunnel it will be secured from the
A. de C.
Kander and Hageneck plants.

lotni-.

the

I.ehnic.il

that

ori^,'in:iI

point,

— The

reorganization of Messrs.
Bruce, Peebles & Co., the necessity for which somewdiat startled the electrical industry a few^ months
ago, has turned out to be a very drastic affair.
Briefly, it means to the preference shareholders a
loss of 70 per cent, of their present capital and
to the ordinary shareholders a loss of 90 per cent.
The scheme of reorganization is that a new company shall be formed to take over the business
with a capital of ^£250,000, into which the present
shareholders shall exchange preference shares on
the basis of one old £$ share for three new £1
shares and ordinary shares on the basis of one old
£5 share for one new- £1 share, each share carrying
a liability of 10 shillings, to be immediately called
5.

up.

A

prospectus

has been issued this week by the

Telegraph Company in respect
of 250,000 seven per cent, preference
of $5 each, of which the directors and their
have already bespoke 50,000. There is said
some demand for these shares from Italy.
that Mr. Marconi has himself
It may be noted
personally taken over the managing directorship,
in
succession to Mr. Cuthbert Hall. Since this
ciiange the companj* has come into complete agreement with the government on the question of the
Berlin convention.
The question of street lighting in the city of

Marconi Wireless
of an
shares
friends
to be

issue

Hindi

invalirl.

once pointed oui,

llie

two

•oniiari
r.,iiipaiiy

As

1

•m-

i-*-d

wf,

into

on

:.

liave
nior-than
supplying: lh<-

r-niipaiiies

with elect ri<':d '-n. rf.:y Ii:ive, sine*: ili'.- inlro
of ibe ll.'inie arc lanip, endeavored lo s--cure th<- conseiil of Ih. cori^iralion U> an e>:perinn-ntal rleinonsi ration of tin; capabaliiies of ihiniclliod of lighting in compel il ion witli ;:;as and
the older forms of .-.r<: lamp
.vjth tln.-ir fro -.led
glass, baskel-paltern I'.UAu:-.
Such a demonstration
was sanctioned last .-inlnnm anrl has conlimied
throughout the winter, part 01 il bein^ in the
shape of lamps hung r'cross llie street from win:s
attached to the buihlings. An interesting report
has just been published upon tlii-, experiment by
the city electrical engineer, wdiicli should do mucli

cily

dliclion

remove the undoubted prejnrlicc which exists In
the
City
Council not altogether uninterested
against electric lighting
for
street
jmrposes in
conip^irison with gas.
This report strongly favors
the system of ^ccntr-illy hung lamps, especially in
side streets, and expresses tlic opinion that with
llamc-arc-Iamp lighting, assisted l>y metallic-filament
lamps, the average
illumination
throughout the
whole of the city streets could al least he doubled,
and a saving of at least i6.ooo per annum be
effected.
The tests which have been carried out
by the City of London Cor])oration electrical engineer have, the report says, confirmed his view that,
light for light, high-jiressurc incandescent gas costs
four times as much as the flame arc light.
to

—

An

committee was appointed in 1906
City and Guilds of London Institute to
syllabus for examination in electrical
wiremen's work, to which committee the Institution
of Electrical F.ngincers was invited to nominate
representatives.
The City and Guilds of London
Institute also expressed the opinion that considerable good would result in raising the irade status
of the electrical wdreman if the Institution could
see its way to recognize the certificates of the City
and Guilds of London Institute. It has therefore
been decided that the Institution of Electrical Engineers will in future appoint quaHfied persons to
attend the practical examinations on behalf of the
Institution.
These gentlemen, one of wdiom will
be selected in each district, will report to the
Council of the Institution upon the manner in
which the candidates carry out the practical part
of the e.xamination.
The surprise of the week in connection with the
investigation now being carried out by the House
of Lords
committee into the London electric
powder bills was the production by the opposition
of the chairman of the company which promoted
the Administrative County of London and District
electric power bill, the measure which started the
whole controversy, as to the want of cheap power
in
the metropolitan area.
This gentleman made
the statement that the promoters of the bill were
advised by the engineers to the scheme that their
plans of 1905 would not apply in the present circumstances in London, and, in fact, that the days
of a bulk-supply scheme for London were gone.
Improved methods of operation on the part of existing stations were given as the reason for this
change of opinion. The case for the first bill has
now been concluded, but the committee will hear
all three bills before coming to a decision.
The
next proposition is by eight of the existing companies, wdiich propose to do much the same thing
as that intended by the first measure, viz., to
cheapen the supply of electricity, but by a different
method. Their suggestion is that they should be
allowed to link up the more modern of the existing
generating stations and to use the more antiquated
ones as peak-load stations.
G.
advisory

by

the
revise

its

New

Great Britain.
London, June

old
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New York

York.
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June 13. The bill to place telephone and telegraph companies under the jurisdiction of the PubHc Service Commission was defeated in the Assembly Thursday. 55 to 36.
City,

In furtherance of ils dealings with the receivers
of the Metropolitan Street and New York City
railways the Public Service Commission has passed
a resolution calling for an inventory and appraisement of all the property, tangible and intangible,
of the surface-raihvay companies in Manhattan.
O^he resolution was introduced by Chairman Wiilcox, and the inventory and appraisement will be
conducted under his direction. This action is taken
to determine whether a "mismanaged" corporation
can escape its obligations.
The Hudson Companies, wdiich is the holding
company for the various completed and projected
tunnels under the Hudson River, connecting NewYork and Hoboken and New York and Jersey
City, has arranged an issue of $5,000,000 of one-year
notes secured b}* the deposit of some $10,000,000 of
the company's 4^ per cent, bonds. As a result of
the success wdth wdiich the new note issue is meeting
the company is practically assured of funds wdth
which to carry through to completion all the work
it
now has in contemplation.
In defiance of the Public Sendee Commission,
Adrian H. Joline and Douglas Robinson, Federal
receivers for the New York City and the Metro-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

500
railways, oil \\'et.incsday refused to
be rcprescnled at two public hearings on
improved service called by the commission. Previously they had criticized the work of tlie commission and said if it were continued along present
lines it w^ould result in breaking up the old Metropoliuiii

SiTL-ut

att"Snd or

pulitan Railway system and practically wiping oul
the transfer privileges.
Following* arc the bids opened on June 4lh at
the office of the supervising architect, Treasury Department, Washington, D. C. for the installation
of an interior-conduit and wiring system for vacmmi-tube lighting in the basement of the court-

house and

New York:

postoffice,

New York

Company,
ovan.

New York

York

city,

Lee

&

Belimer

$1,619; ^'^^^ ^ O'Don$2,439;- C. F. Brown, New

city.

city,

$2,483.

C

B. J. Snyder, superBids will be received by
intendent of school buildings, until June 22d, for
alterations and additions to the electric equipment
in schools 2, 22, 23, 28, SS, 92. 105, 131, 140. 161
and 174; also alterations and additions to the elfcin schools 46,
tric-bell and electric-light systems

1S4 and 186, all in Manhattan.
Architects for the Radio Telephone Company
have tiled plans' for a wireless-telephone tower to
be constructed on the roof of the Terminal BuildThe tower will be of steel and extend 85
ing.
feet above the top of the Terminal Building, with
poles extending above the tower itself for an additional 40 feet, bringing the tips of the poles 300
Lee De Forest planned
feet above the pavement.
the device, and it is hoped to transmit telephone
messages to any point within a radius of 250 miles.
'5/".

159-

W.

June

earnings to be $315,560.19.
This., report was considered very favorable, considering the industrial
depression.

The Indiana Municipal League will hold its annual meeting in Laporte on June 23d to 25th.
A
ninnber of prominent advocates of municipal ownership will address this meeting.
The Gem Electric Company of South Bend is
a newly organized company, to do a general electrical contracting business.
,

The Farmersburg Telephone Company
ersburg

has
at

talized,

of Farmincorporation, capi.^kers, T. H. Kendall

of

articles

filed

$10,000.

A.

J,

and others are directors.
The Home Telephone Company of Chandler. has
applied for a franchise to extend its line to and
through Boone, at wdiich place a modern system
will be installed.
The companv expects soon to
be in the market for equipment.
The Bell Telephone Company has stopped the
work of putting its wires underground in Richmond, and it is said that an agreement has been
reached between this company and the Richmond
Home Telephone Company whereby the latter will
monopolize all of the business within the city, and
that the Bell company will merely retain a longstation in Richmond.
The annual meetin.g of the stockholders of the
Citizens' Telephone Company of Columbus, Ind..
was held on June nth. The report of the treasurer showed that the past year has been a successful one; that business had increased gradually,
and that the plant had been greatly improved.
The following-named officers were elected; Presivice-president and manager,
dent, Chas. S. Norton
Hosea secretary, E. V. Haynes.
J. L.

distance

toll

;

;

Michigan.
Detroit.
tric

June

Company

13.

will

— The
install

Owosso and Corunna Elecsome new equipment and

put the plant in lirst-class condition.
The city of Escanaba will begin receiving current
for the Escanaba Electric Pulp and Power Company on July ist, as provided for in the ten-year

contract entered into several months ago. It is
quite likely that this will make possible a decrease
The city has $37,500 in
in the rate to customers.
electric-light bonds outstanding, and the new rate
will be made sufficiently high to provide a hmd to
retire these bonds as they become due.
The Public Lighting Commission of Detroit will
receive bids for the r.istallation of new generating
units up to July Sth.

The Commonwealth Light and Power Company
has made an ojifer to Grand Ledge to purchase the
and water

municipal

Irght

power

operate

to

plant,

pumps and

its

to sell the city
light the streets,

private consumers.
The proposition to bond the village of Tekonsha
for $12,000 for the purpose of establishing an elecis
expected that
It
tric-light plant was defeated.
D.
another election will be held soon.

and

to

sell

power

to

Northwestern StatesSidney Light, Heat
and Power Company of Sidney, low-a, has been incapital
of
John T. Hodges
corporated w^ith
$15,000.
Minneapolis,

is

ij.^The

June

president.

The water and

light

committee

at

Alexandria,

reports that the plant is badly worn out
and entirely inadequate to the needs of the town.
The Cannon Falls Electric Service Company of

Minn.,

Cannon

Falls,

Minn.,

been

has

incorporated

with

Incorporators include
a capital stock of $25,000.
E. L. Twiss of Meadow Grove and L. F. Blinco
Falls.
of Cannon
An official test of the electrical pump installed
by the General Electric Company for the light and
water department of Dulutb, Minn., at the Lakewood station has been made. Its efficiency is more
than the manufacturers promised.
The City Council of Ely, Minn., will furnish 2450-kilowatt generator and exciter
hour service.
will be installed 'by the Wcstinghouse company of

A

Pittsburg.
It is said that
a saving of $1,760 per annum
in
lights, taxes and interest can be effected by
selling the municipal clcctric-light plant in Townsend. Mont., to Mr. Poolc.
The cicctric-light plant at Edgeley, N. D., will
he run by natural gas.

The Ashland Lighting Company of Ashland.
Wis., has voted $450,000 bonds for the extension
of the »^trcel-rail\vay system and securing its own
power plant and building a gas plant.
The cars of the Chippewa Valley Railway, Light
and Power Company of Chii)i)ewa Falls, Wis.,
are being operated by power from the company's
new power slatif»n at M'enomonic.
Tile Winnebago Traction Company of Oshkosh,
Wi>.. has put one of the new 90-passcngcr cars
on the

city

R.

lines.

Indiana.

—

ho annual meeting of
Indianapolis
Traction and
T<_Tminal Company, held during the last week,
rcstilted
in
the rc-elcclion of the old board of
directors,
A statement of the earnings of the
the
year showed the gro.ss
cornp.'tny
for
last
earnings to he $2,68(j,5oi'>,4r, and the lolal ncl
Indianapolis, Jtmc
>{'ickholders
tlic
of

13.

'f

Western Canada.

—

Winnipeg, Man., June 13. A further delay of
two weeks has been agreed to in connection with
the sale of the power debentures by the City Council of Winnipeg.
It is proposed to raise $600,000
by debentures in order that the work on. the civic
power plant at Lac du Bonnet may proceed. Cecil
B. Smith, civic power expert, Winnipeg, may be
addressed.

Trouble has arisen at Rosthern, Sask., between
Bell Telephone Company and its subscribers,
due to a rule that rentals be paid half-yearly in
the

advance.

Engineers have received instructions from E. W.
of Minneapolis, Minn., to at once start
the waterpower dam at Fort Francis, Ont.
Reports of the city electrician state that electrolysis, due to leakage of current from the rails of
the street-railway system, is doing considerable damage in this city to private water mains and city
mains. The gas mains, owned by the street-railway

Backus

work on

system, are also damaged. The Winnipeg Electric
Company is taking extra precautions by installing
new and extra heavy bonding.
The City Council of Portage la Prairie, Man.,
has decided to engage an electrical expert to
determine the best method for lighting the city
by electricity. Mayor Brown may be addressed.
Cecil B. Smith, civic power expert for this city,
has written the City Council asking that his contract be changed so that instead of devoting half
his time to the city's work the firm of Smith,
Kerry & Chace, of which he is the senior partner,
Mr. Chace would then
shall have the contract.
his headquarters at Winnipeg and devote his
whole time to the city's interests. So far the City

make

Council has not considered the proposition.
A by-law is being prepared which will be submitted to the ratepayers of Boissevain, Man., to
enable the city to purchase the electric-light plant
Dwned by the Mill Company or else construct a
municipal system. Address J. T. Elliott, mayor,
Boissevain, Man.
The Bella Colla

(B.

Telephone, Light and

C.)

Power Company has been incorporated wdth
ital

a cap-

R.

of $25,000.

Pacific Slope.
San

June

Francisco,

10.

— The

Great

Western

Power Company

of this city has just let a contract
to the Globe Construction Company for the erection
f»f a
transformer station on a triangular block of
land bounded by White and King streets and
I'nurth Avenue, in Oakland, Cal., which was quietly
acquired last December. The intention is to have
this plant completed and in operation in six months.
The power company also purchased another parcel
.butting the first and lying between Matthews Ave-

nue and White Street. Recently it was announced
that the company had purchased seven acres of
land on Sessions Basin, at the foot of Fifth Avcm;c. at a cost of

moru than

$150,000.

On

this site

steam plant costing
$500,000, where 25,000 horsepower will be developed
with fuel oil. In locating the steam relay plan)
on Sessions Basin the officials of the company had
in mind ihc deep water off Fifth Avenue, enabling
tank steamers to deliver oil. The sub-station, which
will be built at White and King streets, is to be
a l)rick structure of ornamental design, and machinery will be installed for the transformation of
llie current from llie Big Bend plant on the Feather
Kivcr. A subway one mile in length will connect
it

is

intended

to

install

a

20,

1908

and iho sit;am power bouse at the
Avenue.
The Great Western Power Company has already
spent millions of dollars in California, and additional millions will be expended before the work
llu-

?iub-sl:t[ion

foot of Fifth

The chief source of power is the
River, where a tunnel take§ the .waters
to the big impulse wlieels at Big Bend. 18 miles
above Oroville.
The construction force is now
i)uilding a large diverting dam at the intake to its
big tunnel. It will be 125 feet high and will turn
the river through the tunnel, conveying the water
to the great electric plant at the lower end.
Electric cars are now running through the three miles
of tunnel, conveying materials from the power plant
to the dam site.
The tunnel is 18 feet high. The
transmission lines are now in course of construction, and about 40 mdes has been finished. Stretches
have been completed above Oroville, in Sacramento
County, and in Contra Costa County. The transmission cables are carried on steel towers 30 feet
in height, and it is expected that the first installafinished.

is

Feather

tion

have been completed by October 1st. At
horsepower of elec-

will

this time the delivery of 65.000
trical energy will begin.
The

transmission

lines,

when completed,

will pass through Butte, Sutter,
Sacramento, Yolo, Contra Costa and Alameda counties,
crossing the San Joaquin River at Antioch,
finally reaching Oakland.
Later on an entrance to
San Francisco will be effected, although the exact
route to be followed in getting around the bay has
not been announced.
The Korthern Light and Power Company, the

only bidder, was awarded a franchise to erect poles
and string and maintain wires in the municipality
of Redding, Cal., for the transmission of electric
power and lights. The term of the franchise is
50 years.
Julian P. Jones and Frank M". Packard, who have
a franchise for an electric railway between Ventura,
Cab, and the Ojai and Matilija, have arrived here
and arc making arrangements for preliminary work
on the line.
It is the intention of the Grand Ronde Electric
Company to construct t,^ miles of electric transmission line this summer from Union, Ore., to
connect with the Rock Creek line in Baker Coimty,
The line will connect
at a cost of about $50,000.
with the lines of the Fremont Power Company, at
the Red Boy mine, to the south of Sumpter, assuring patrons of the Grand Ronde company ample
power the year round.
<

The Columbia Basin Water, Light and Power
Company of Kennewick. Wash., has changed its
name to the Kennewick Electric Company and increased

its

capital

stock

from $25,000

to

$50,000.

A.

PERSONAL
Messrs.
the

John

F.

Gilchrist

and E.

J.

Fowler of

Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago,

re-

turned from their European journey last week.
President Charles L. Edgar of the Edison ElecIlluminating Company of Boston sailed for

tric

Europe this week and will tour
and Italy in his automobile.

in

Germany, France

Mr. Francis M. Hartmann will take charge of
and electrical engineering
Cooper Union, New York city, succeeding the
late Prof. William A. Anthony.
the department of physics

at

L. Lambert, who has been with the
Gas and Electric Company of Waterloo,
Iowa, for two years, has been chosen manager of

Mr.

E.

Citizens'

the

St.

Charles Lighting

Company

of St. Charles,

Mo.
Mr. Bion J. Arnold was one of the delegation
representing the Chicago Association of Commerce
at the presentation of a silver tablet to the steamship Chicago of the Compagnie Generale Transatki'.itinque

W.

in

New

York, on June nth.

A. London has recently accepted the
position of chief engineer of the Terry Steam Turbine Company, Hartford, Conn., succeeding Mr.
Mr. London's experience in
C. E. Terry, deceased.
dating
the turbine industry has been extensive,
from bis early connection with the C. A. Parsons
Company. Newcastle, England, and about 15 years
later with the Brown-Boveri Company, Baden, Ger-

Mr.

J.

many, and the British and American Wcstinghouse
Companies. His work has taken him into the field
not only of power-house turbines, turbo-generators
and condensers, but also that of marine propulsion.
Following the" recent tragic death of Robert C. P.
Holmes, who was purchasing agent for the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago, the purchasing agent's department of that company has
been reorganized. T!ie office of purchasing agent
is
abolished, and the five branches of the oflicc
have become separate departments, the heads of
Gilwhich arc directed to report to Mr. John
christ, assistant to the president, wdio will have
sni)ervision of the departmental organization. These
Stores department, in charge
i\\v departments are:
of Mr. Charles Mardon, general storekeeper; purchasing department, Mr. C. A. Harding, chief clerk
i)f
purchasing departnient; merchandise sales department, Mr. W. H. Fairclouglii Jr., general merchandise salesman; fuel department, Mr. C. A.

R
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Neh.,

will

issue hoiuls
plant.

for

Kewaunee, Wis., h.is voted honds to the anuinnt
of $20,000 lo establish an clcclric-light plant.
Arr:ingemcnts whereby the cily of I'airvicw,
Okla., will have an electric-lij{hl system are being
perfected.
Bonds will be issued soon.
Greenfield Klcclric Company of Greenfield,
has been incorporated by L. L. Lansing an<l
The capital stock is $3,000.

The
Mo.,

associates.

of Works of Logansport, Ind,, is
asking for $22,000 with which to make needed
improvements on the electric-light plant.

The Board

The Memphis

Ice

and

Light Company
incorporated with a

Klectric

of Memphis, Te.x., has been
capital stock of $25,(XK), and

is

now

installing

its

plant.

Marry G. Fisher

lias been appointed receiver of
Light and Fuel Company of Wapakonet.a,
Ohio, which owns and operates a lighting plant
at New Carlisle and other places.

the

and the city
water plant at Lisbon, Iowa, were demolished by
The path of the ftorm
a tornado a few days ago.
was about 300 feet wide and a mile long. Many
other buildings ia the town were wrecked.

The municipal

electric-light

plant

A

250-kilowatt Allis-Chalmers alternating-current
three-phase generator has recently been ordered by
Electric Lighting Company of
the Northampton
Northampton, Mass., to be used to furnish current
for the recently extended street-lighting area at

Northampton.
planned

make Toledo, Ohio, one
Summit
in
the state.

of the
Street
is
already brilliantly illuminated, and the business
the
matter
up
streets
have
taken
men on other
with the cit3' officials with a view of extending
the decorative lighting.
It

is

lighted

Receivers'

to

cities

certificates

to

the

amount of

$6,000

have been ordered for making extensions and
improvements to the lighting plant of the Public
Service Corporation of Hampton, Va. The appointn>ent of F. L. Marshall as manager of the
plant has been approved by the court.
of the Commonwealth Power Company
of Jackson, Mich., have offered to buy the municipal
electric-light
and water plant at Grand
Ledge and in turn would supply current at a reasonable figure for operating the city's pumps and
lighting the streets, the power company also to
supply current for commercial light and power
business.
City officials of Grand Ledge have been
ill
Jackson to discuss the proposition.
Officials

The

Manton, Mich., has engaged a
determine if the flow of Cedar
Creek is sufficient for the development of a waterpower plant to drive the generators of the mucivil

village

engineer

of

to

lighting plant.
Once there was a dam in
the creek at Wanton, which created a beautiful
lake of 15 acres.
The dam broke recently, draining
the lake.
If the creek will develop sufficient power
built
a plant will be
and the lake will be restored.
nicipal

The directors of the Mexican Light and Power
Company have declared a dividend of one per cent.
on the

common

stock.
This is not a quarterly or
dividend. It is simply one per cent,
declared to the shareiiolders out of earnings. The
directors make no pledges in regard to future
payments, although they feel confident that if more
waterpower can be used the company w-iU easily
be in a position to go on a regular one per cent,
quarterly basis.

half-yearly

It

is

reported that the

men

constituting the

en-

tire
new-business department of the Union Gas
and Electric Company of Cincinnati, including Manager C. E. White and over 30 illuniinating engineers, solicitors and others, have been notified that
after July 1st their services will be no longer
required. The Cincinnati Post, from which this
information is obtained, does not give the reason

wholesale

dismissal, but it is to be supposed that it is due to a desire to reduce expenses.
The department was established at the suggestion

for

A new

T,500-kilowatt .\llis-Chaliiiers synchronous

niolor-generator set, with suitable switchboard and
controlling apparatus, will soon be installed in the
West Temple sub-station of the Utah Light and
Railway Company of Salt Lake City.
The new
unit is to be supplied with f^o-cycle, three-phase,
4,000-volt alternating current and will consist of
a revolving-field synchronous motor direct coupled
to a compound-wound, direct-current, railway-type
generator, mounted on a common base.

Home

The Consumers' Light, Heat and Power Company of East St. Louis has been incorporated, to
do a general light, heat and power business. The
incorporators are John L. Flanigan, W. H. Hauss
and A. A. McBricn.

best

At the ineeling of Ihe Council of Iir.ay, lOiiKland,
the eleclric-ligliling scheme came tip for discussion on the reciinmienil.ation of :i coniinittee that
a sitni of i5,ooo should be exjiended upon the
existing works for the ijitrpose of making the concern ellicient and self-supporting. The chairman
uf the electric coniinittee set forth the details of
the improvemenls, which he believed were the only
way out of the fact that the works involved a
loss of ir.ooo per annum.

this

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
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POWER TRANSMISSION.
A

coinmiltec of Omaha, Neb., has deIhc projccl to devclojj a hydroelectric plant at Florence,
'ihe Real Eslale Exchange is now askin.if the cily to engage engineers
make
lo
the surveys and estimates necessary.
Al
a meeting of the exchange it was decided lo push
the waterpower proposilion to a vote of Ihc people
to determine whelher the city should issue $6,ooo,000 or a smaller amount of bonds to build the
cili/ens'

clared

jir.aclicable

waterpower

electric

piant.

The Central Colorado Power Company is atjaiii
doing construction work on a large scde, following
the adjustment of the affairs of the Knickerbocker
Trust Company. It is expected to deliver current
generated at Glenwood Springs into Denver by
November ist. It was announced in Colorado
Springs that the transmission line from Leadville
to Dillon had been completed and, through a subcompany in Leadville, the Central company
operating and distributing power for operations
in Lake and Summit counties.
Some 400 men arc
now at work installing a transmission line from
Glenwood Springs to Leadville, and the operations
will be conducted from Leadville to Dillon, thence
to
Denver o\er the Argentine Pass, taking in
Georgetown, Idaho Springs and Golden before
reaching the capital city.
sidiary
is

The City Council of Cheyenne, Wyo., has granted
to Thomas A.
Cosgrove a 25-year franchise to
operate electric street railways in the cily and
furnish electric light and power.
Confusion

the orders as to wdicre two cars
said to be the cause of the head-on
the Washington, Baltimore and Anelectric road recently in which eight per-

should pass
collision

in

is

on

napolis
sons were killed.

TELEPHONE.

The Guthrie and Interurban Railway Company
of Guthrie, Okla., with a capital stock of $ico.ooo,
has been chartered to build an electric railway from
Guthrie to a point on the Cimarron River, five
miles out, at an estimated cost of $»o,ooo a mile.

On June 7th the interurban service between Shawnee and Tecumseh, Okla., which had not been operating since the high waters, was restored.
The
bridge was in bad shape as well as the embankment, and it was necessary to drive 60 feet of piling.
The interruption to service Lasted two weeks.

The Truro Telephone Company

of Truro, Iowa,
has been organized with a capital o£ $10,000.

The Chaney (Okla.) Mutual Telephone Company
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $6,000.
The Barney Telephone Company
has

been

incorporated

with

a

of Barney, Okla.,
stock of

capital

$10,000.

Electric lights have replaced the oil-switch lights
on the Lake Shore Electric Raihvay of Cleveland.

The Brenham-Long Point Telephone Company of
Brenham, Tex., has been incorporated by Andrew
Kamerer and others.
In the month of May 15.730 changes in telephones were made by the Chicago Telephone Com-

Each

switch

pany, due to the annual

lamp,

two

target has a 250-volt incandescent
targets being placed in series. White
lights for indicating clear track have been replaced

by green

lights,

this

tentional

clear

signal

breaking of a red

being done to avoid an uninresulting

from

a

possible

lens.

The Northwestern Electric Railway Company,
principal offices in Chicago, has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $50,000. The road is to be
from

Woodstock

Sycamore, 111.,
through the counties of McHenry and Dekalb, in
the state of Illinois. The incorporators and first
board of directors include Clinton G. Lumley. E.
C. Spinney, William L. Abbott, B, E. Livingston
and Darius R. Leland.
constructed

to

control of operators at the sub-stations. The plan
includes a transformer in each sub-station with
a 250-volt circuit in each direction for supplying
the switch lights.
Failure of any lights will be
shown by instruments in the sub-station, and a
system of flashing the lights will be used to direct
the motorman to call the dispatcher for orders.

The Athens

Electric

Railway Company, .Athens,

Ga., will install a second 1,000-kilowatt steam turbo-generator unit wdiich was recently ordered as an
addition to the company's present equipment.
This
is a
i.ooo-kilowatt Allis-Chalmers machine, wound
for 60-cycle, three-phase circuits, at a terminal pressure of 2,300 volts, and was selected by Mr. C. D.
Flanigan, general manager of the company, after
an inspection of various tiirbine installations in the
South, notably the power house of the Memphis
Consolidated Lighting and Power Company, Memphis, Tenn..

The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company's franchises in Racine, Wis., granted in 1883
for a term of 25 years, have been extended until
IP42, wdicn all franchises of the company in Racine
will expire.
The company agrees to double-track
streets about to be paved, saving the city $22,000,
and will pay $4,708, the cost of certain material
used in building Main Street bridge. The company
agrees to furnish electricity for lighting and swinging Main and State Street bridges and also to give

moving.

of Rhode
Island will ask the stockholders to authorize an
increase of the capital stock by $500,000, making it
$3,000,000.

The Buffalo Center Telephone and Exchange
Company of Buffalo Center, Iowa, has been organized to operate in connection with the
Electric Telephone Company.
J. G. Daum
dent.

At

Western
is

presi-

meeting of the United Commercial TravGrand Council of Iowa, at Davenport, a
resolution was adopted in favor of compulsory coa

elers'

operation
wdiere

Switch lights on the interurban lines of the
Detroit United Railway are to be placed under the

May

The Providence Telephone Company

The

between

two occupy
Interstate

competing
the

same

Telephone

telephone

companies

field.

and

Telegraph

Com-

makes connection with the Di.xon (111.)
Home Telephone Company, is now at work constructing a new line from Sterling to Dixon. In

pany, which

addition a metallic circuit is
Sterling to Harmon. The

beinjj^

new

constructed from
will give the

line

Home Telephone Company three direct lines to
Sterling and will greatly facilitate the telephone
service between the two cities.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Hazard Manufacturing Company

of WilkesBarre, Pa., issues blotters calling attention to its
insulated wires and wire rope.

The Triumph

Electric

Company

of Cincinnati

is

sending out some little flyers calling attention to
its
induction motors, multipolar generators and
motors and engine-type generators. Descriptive bulletins will be sent on application.
Bulletin No. 4588. just issued by the General
Electric Company, describes the GE-202 raihvay
motor, which is similar in design and construction
to the latest standard
railway motors, containing all their improvements and, in addition, being

GE

commutating poles. The details of
construction are given at some length in the bulletin,
and an interesting article on rating, with
suggestions for the proper selection, is included.
Dimension diagrams, characteristic curves and a
provided wdth

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
flahi

s.c:r\-icc

sIk-cI.

for

use

in

orderini^.

co'mplete

the pamphlet.

Bulletin No. 22 of the L'uivcrsily of Illinois ExStation (L'rbana. ill] descril--cs •"Test?
of Cast-iron and Reinlorccd-concrete Culvert Pipe."
It was written hy Prof. Arthur N'. Talbot.

periment

The
ing a

F. Bisscll Company of Toledo, Ohio, is issunew souvenir advance card, being one of the

show experiences and incidents connected with the travels of the "Bissell Frog." These
which

scries

cards will be sent to anyone on request.

supplement to the 1907 catalogue of ilic American Steel and Wire Company shows some new rail
onds and appliances. The circular is handsomely
illustrated and its contents will be of interest to
those looking for the best bonds and lime and
money-saving appliances.

A

I

sheets on Holophane globes and rehave just been issued by the sales department oif the Holophane Company. There have been
made a few advances in prices, but these are more
than balanced by reductions due to cheapening of
cost of production of certain globes and reflector:..

New

price

flectors,

A

tion at the Atlantic Cily convention

The

New York

Bargain Sheet for June, igoS. which ione issue of a familiar and valued visitant in the
electrical trade, the Gregory Electric Company of
Chicago encloses a near booklet entitled "What Wc
Do and Where We Do It." The works at Sixleenth and Lincoln :^treets are illustrated, and the
reader is given an idea of the large stock of secondhand electrical machinery carried by the company.

With

its

will

the

at

The Society of Wireless Telegraph Engineers.
organized in 1907 by members of the technical
staff of the Stone Telegraph and Telephone Company of Boston and others associated with the
company, held its first annual meeting at the home
of J. S. Stone, president of the society, in Boston
on June 1st. The society aims to widen the range
of usefulness of wireless telegraphy by intelligent
discussion and study of practical subjects and apparatus in the art. It is understood that membership is to be extended soon to all qualified elecS.
engineers, regardless of affiliations. J.
trical
Stone was re-elected president and C. E. Russell
of Somcrville. Mass., was elected secretary.

AUTOMOBILES.
A

run of 66 miles, from Philadrlpbia to Atlantic
City, with a Studebaicer electric runabout on one
charge of the battery, is reported. The roads were
bad and rain fell during the entire trip.

The

Studebaker company says that the mlroits mercury rectifier for charging automobile batteries has reduced the already low cost of
duction of

operation considerably more than one-half, so that
where the cost of charging and operating an electric
two-passenger pleasure vehicle was formerly from
$25 to $30 a month the cost may now be safely
reckoned at from $8 to $10 a month, making the
electrically propelled vehicle the most inexpensive
form of local transportation known.

According to E. Q. Cordner of the Studebaker
Chicago branch, the electric pleasure vehicle is now

gasoline

Electric Company has recently issued
descriptive of the various types of
Sunbeam lamps which it distributes. This publicaundoubtedly
will be found useful by dealers,
tion
contractors and central stations to hang up for
reference, being more convenient to refer to than

for

sted.

The Western

a

wall

circular

catalogues.
It is very comprehensive, covering all
the standard types of Sunbeam lamps on the market, such as battery, miniature, candelabra, roundbulb, tubular, reflector, stereopticon. train-lighting,
copy
street series. Gem, tantalum, tungsten, etc.
will be sent to anyone desiring it upon request to
Chicago,
New
at
the Western Electric Company
York or any of its branch houses.

A

The Crocker- Wheeler Company has issued a number of new bulletins of interest to all power users.
Bulletin No. 96 is devoted to alternating-current
switchboard panels (single and two-phase) drawings
and complete and valuable data being given. Bulletin
No. loi illustrates and describes form D
machines, being belt-type direct-current motors and
information
with drawings
generators. Valuable
about alternating-current switchboard panels for
voltages from 1,150 to 2,300 is given in bulletin
description of the Crocker-Wheeler
No. 102.
apparatus used in the Lockport plant of the Sanitary District of Chicago is given in Bulletin No.
In Bulletin No. 104 will be found interesting
103.
illustrations and reading about the Crocker-Wheeler
direct-current railway generators.

A

General Electric Company has issued a
handsome pamphlet describing briefly its line of
electric healing and cr.oking devices.
The illustrations show flatirons of various types, water heaters,
combination cereal cookers, teakettles, percolators,
chafing

dishes,

stoves,

frying

pans,

grids,

ovens,

Cooking and baking outfits, consisting of combinations of the most desiral)Ic apparatus, arc also
described, and such specialties as cigar lighters,
shaving mugs, liealirig i>a(ls. corn pojjpers, new
designs of luminous radiators and tubular air radiare given. The booklet contains complete
of catalogue numbers, with ratings, capacities.
voltages, prices, etc.. which will be of great assistance to the prospective purchaser, and the whole
forms a very satisfactory reference book of the
present state of electric heating and cocking.
ators
lists

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.

Waring

Cliica^o delivered an interJ. M. S.
e-ting addreS' at the last meeting f.f the Toledo
(<Jh\fj) section of the American Institute f>f Electrical Engineers on the subject of "The Uses of
Slorage I'atlerius." At the same meeting George
E. Kirk was elected delegate to represent the sec>>{

who own

cars never undertake to drive their cars
But in
through the congested downtown section.
an "electric" it is child's play to go anywhere. The
simplicity of control of the electric vehicle, its safety
ana graceful appearance, combined with a low initial and maintenance cost, proclaim it an ideal car

the first conference
questions.

be

will

to

consider

20,

190S

telephone

It is reported that the Canadian Northern Railroad has arranged with Thomas A. Edison for the
installation of an electrical water purifier at Portage
la Prairie, Man.
It will be attached to the water
tank at that city to prevent the incrustation of

boiler

tubes.

Several miles of track of the East Maryland
Railroad have been equipped for conducting tests
in sending telegraph and telephone messages from
moving trains. The method is that of the American Signal Company, and it will be used for protecting trains

from accident.

Someone has observed

that windmills on farms
rapidly being superseded by gasoline engines
and electric motors. Where electricity is available
from central stations or electric railways, motors
on farms are becoming quite common. In other

are

places

gasoline

engines

are

utilized.

The

coal production of Arkansas in 1907 was
the largest in the history of the state, amounting to
2.670,438 short tons, having a spot value of $4,473,693. and exceeding that of 1903, which has heretofore held the record for output by 441,266 tons
in amount and $1,112,862 in value.
Compared with
that of 1906 the production shows an increase of
8o6,T70 tons, or 43.3 per cent, in quantity, and of
$1,473,354. or 49-Ti per cent, in value.

The Benito Juarez Mines Company, Salinas, San
Potosi, with mines at Penon Blanco, Mexico,
shortly have in operation a new i5o-ton mill

Luis
will

and cyanide plant, whose equipment of machinery
was contracted for a month or so ago with AUisChalmers Company, Milwaukee. Both the mill and
the several mines of Ihe company at Penon Blanco
will be operated by electricity.
The electrical energy will be generated
Salinas.
It is expected
power-plant equipment

at

a

to

power plant located at
Ebano fuel oil. The

use

comprises two 260-horseSterling boilers for operating two engines
direct-connected to two 150-kilowatt Allis-Chalmers
engine-type alternators.
Electric motors will be
used to drive the various machines in the plant
either direct or belt connected.
The current will
be transmitted 12 miles to Penon Blanco.
great
economy will be effected by this arrangement, as it
avoids the necessity of hauling fuel up hill from
Salinas to Penon Blanco and will obviate the
necessity for separate power plants.
T. J. Leavitt,
formerly chief electrician of the Real division of
the Real del Monte Company at Pachuca, has accepted a position with the Benito Juarez Company.
in charge of the mechanical and electrical depart-

power

A

,

use.

city

TELEGRAPH.

nienls.

At the fourth regular convention of the ComTelegraphers" Union of America in Milthat the recent
last week it was stated

TRADE NEWS.

mercial

waukee

strike of
$200,000,

telegraphers

the

cost

and that $69,936 of

this

the

union

about

amount was

re-

ceived in d(^nations at national headquarters of the
union from locals; $119,000 was received by local
unions, only three-fourths of the unions reporting
The total receipts at the
to the national ofiice.
The connational headquarters aggregated $142,380.
vention was attended by ico delegates representing

about 50

cities.

A

dispatch from MoHne, III, says that the Western Union and Postal telegraph companies have
increased the rate for 10 words from Mbline to
Chicago from 25 to 30 cents, and that from Moline
to St. Louis from 30 to 35 cents.
The charge of
two cents a word for every word more than 10
remains as formerly. Rates from Moline to Chicago, St. Louis and four other cities are special
rates, being lower than the state rales or those
based on distance. Rates to the other four special
cities remain unchanged, and the general scale of
state rates is also unaltered.

Net

revenue

Company
amounted

for

of the Western
the quarter ended

Union Telegraph

March

31,

igoS.

A

dividend of iJ4 per
on the bonded debt
decreasing the surplus
at the end of the quarter, according to the official
report, to $13,744,804.49, compared with $1.^,077.080.88 on January i, 1908. The net revenue for the
quarter ending June 30th, partially estimated, will
amount to $1,400,000. A dividend of one-half of
one per cent, (in cash) is ordered for this quarter,
deducting which and the interest on bonded debt.
Ihe surplus will stand at $14,214,191.99.
cent,

(in

amounted

to

$1,330,886.11.
and interest

stock)
to

$1,663,162.50,

MISCELLANEOUS.
A

Tlie annual conventi-'.n of ihe Ilhmiinating F-Uj^^ineering Society will le held in Philadelphia on
<)c\n\,t:T Oth and "th.

attention than ever before.

Cordner says that scores of men

Mr.

The

etc.

more favorable

receiving

also portraits of President A. L. KuebmVice-president A. O. Kuehmstedt, Secretary
G. C. Resold. Sales Engineer E. H. Nagelstock.
General Superintendent J. D. 2ook and Assistant
Superintendent J. A. Vincent.

There are

be

hold its twenty-sixth annual conClifton Hotel, Niagara Falls, Ont.,
Canada, on June 30th and July ist. The programme has a large number of interesting topics
for discussion, and a number of unusually interesting papers will be read.

vention

Manufacturing Company.

gives a full list of N. E. C. standard fusc^^
and blocks, making it unnecessary in looking up
these appliances to refer to the company's complete
catalogue. No. ig. on fuse material. The company
has also prepared a circular of especial interest to
It sets forth briefly the
architects and engineers.
merits and advantages of its enclosed fuses and
blocks, including sectional switch boxes and stamped
conduit boxes and covers.

Institute.

Railway Association of the Slate of

Struet

circular of Union enclosed fuses and blocks is
distributed to the trade generally by the

It

the

Meetings of the local organizatitni will miw
abandnnrd until the first Friday in September.

being

Chicago Fuse Wire and

<.)f

June

erroneous

report

that the U. S. S.
entrance of the Slrails
of Fnca. near Seattle, Wash., was due to the mistaken reading of an intercepted wireless message.

recent

Colorado was aground

at the

for forming a permanent organization of
County (111.) mayors will he advanced at
a conference of the executives of Kane County
cities and villages to be held soon.
The i)urpose

Plans

ICane

the organization will be the consideration of
public-policy questions important to all inuiiici[)alilics and to be in a position to jnil up a combined
efTort in case of necessity.
The primary object of
iff

A

recent order for electric wire for inside wiring
in one building in Chicago now nearing completion

amounted

to

$30,000.

The supervising

architect,

Washington, D. C,

will

receive sealed proposals until July 23d for the construction (including plumbing, gas piping, heating
apparatus, electric conduits and wiring) of the postAlso, until July 24th for the
office at Alton, 111.
postoffice at Belleville, III.
Plans and specifications
obtainable from the custodian of site at the respective cities or from the Treasury Department.

A report has been received from an American
consul in the Levant in which he advises that a
local engineer is anxious to secure information replow^s.
He is especially
interested in electric or gasoline-driven plows, and
the consul
question suggests that American
in
manufacturers of such machinery would do well
to comnnmicate in French with the engineer, whose
name he furnishes (File No. 2319, Bureau of

garding American machine

Manufactures).

The offices and works of the Hadaway Electric
Pleating and Engineering Company, which was acquired by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company some time since, have been removed from 238 West Broadway, New York, to
the works of the Westinghouse company at East
Pittsburg.
This change will permit the business
to be carried on upon a much larger scale than
formerly, and all the standard appliances for hatters, confectioners, printers and other manufacturers will be turned out in larger quantities.
Special
atleiUion
will
be given to the manufacture of
flatirons, glue pots and similar appliances that have
recently become so p(»pular.
A New York office
will he maintained in the City Investing Building.
165 Broadway.
The Condit

Electric Manufacturing Company and
Gondii, Jr.. Company have mcved to 76
and 78 Ballerymarch Street. Boston, where they
will
Dccupy all the building. The structure is
a five-story and iiasemenl brick building, extending 80 by 140 feet on the ground, with electric
elevators, and is furnished with a private steam
plant for power and heat.
The first floor will be
used ff)r shii>ping and the storage of slock.
The
second floor will l:c devoted to ofl^ces, with packing
department hi the rear. The third Moor will contain the assembling and testing departments, whilethe machine shop will be on the fourth floor, and

Ihe

.S.

B.

;

June

20,
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Ihf fiflli door will hr dcvnli-il In llic slm-.-iKc of r:iw
In (lit; hascnicnt will bi- stored
material and -slot-k.
iron pipe and fittinRS. 'i"he bnildin« is well adapted
to the use of its new ncciipants and will n've tliem

largely
ness.

iiici'eased

faeilities

for

their

Kri)\vinK

hnsi-

Sanitary District of CliieaRo is asking for
Divisealed proposals for materials as follows:
sion A, centrifiiKal inunps; Division H, indnetion
motors; Division C, hiRli-i)ressnre pniniiinK nnit
The bi<ls will be
Di\'isioii 1"), lead-covered cable.
opened on July 8lh. All proposals must be made
npon blank forms ftirnislied by the Sanitary Disin accordance with the plans, specificitrict and
tions and contract form on file in the office of^ the
Atnerican Trust
engineer, Koom
1500,
electrical
Plans, specifications and form
BnildiiiR, Chicago,
of contract, bond and proposal may be obtained

npon application

mg

503

ing lines have been discontinued.
The tool chests,
pipe-bending forms .anrl other specialties of the company are well known.

The Consolidaleil Supply Company has been incorporated :nid will m.'ilce
specialty in handling
general sli-ani and eirctric railway, mill and mining
supplies, with lie;iflipi:irlers at .321 Dearborn Street,
Chicago. 'I'he office and store occupy the ground
floor in
the .Manhattan Bnihling, storeroom extending through and fi'onting on No. 60 Plymouth
Pl.ace.
The incor|iorators are T.. C. Hopkins, John
Mr. Hopkins has
P. Mahoney and J. f.. BeTiedicl.
had some eight ye.'irs experiencir in the railroad
and supply business. For the last ye:ir lie was
connected with the sales department of the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Comiiany. and pr<'viotis to that
was four ye.ars with F.airli.anks, Morse & Co.
Mr. Mahoney and Mr. Benedict formerly had wide
experience in the railroad business. The latter, for
the last five or six years, was connected with the
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company as m.anager of
Chicago office and on the road. The success
its
of these men is assured by their wirle experience
and large acquaintance. They have many friends

inl.rurban
will

railw.ay

install

in

its

from Warsaw 10 Coslien,
main jiower hoii'-.e a new

steam turbo allernai.jr of

kilowatt

The new

tin:

'.aine

Ind.,

y"make.

be utilized for generating pov/er
to be sold to the local lighting comjiany.
unit

will

;i

The

The

.

Ihcrcfoj-.

lead which the United States has in

machinery

electrical

and

ai,)pliancos

to

5u|)|)ly-

Japan

Consnl-pencral
Yokohama. The qnoslion of the
development of the iron and steel production in
Japan, therefore, is of special importance to that
Of
class of mannfactnrers in the United Slates.
Japan's imports of iron and steel from the United
States there was an increase of iS per cent, in 1906,
as compared witli 1900, but the increase of imports
of machinery of various kinds, made wholly or
is almost certain
H, B. Miller of

to cotuinue,

says

largely of iron and steel, was from $859,415 in njoo
to $2,601,146 in 1906. w-hilc imports from all conntries combined increased from $2,566,664 in 1900
This is a most gratifying
to $7,084,470 in igo6.

showing for expansion of trade in machinery made
of iron and steel, and it is largely along this line
that American trade with Japan is likely to continue to grow.

The Vanderman Plumbing and Healing Company
Conn., has discontinued the name
under which the company was organized May i,
1892, and is now known as the Vanderman ManuThe officers, management and
facturing Company.

of Willimantic,

line of business continue the same, with the exception that the plumbing and heating lines of the
business are discontinued. The plumbing and heating business was established in the year .1878 by
William Vanderman, and a few years later he
added the manufacture of plumbing and heating
specialties,
which line was gradually extended
until the business warranted the organization of
the Vanderman Plumbing and Heating Company.
gray-iron foundry plant was added to the business; and to give more attention to the manufacturing and foundry business the plumbing and heat-

A

in

the railroad, mine and mill business.

The transformer

erinii.njcnl of approximalely 2,000
capacity of l''oresl Park, near Chicago,
furtn'shed by the Ceiilra! F.lcclric Coinijany of
Chicago, and consists of two banks <.f transformers of 12,000-2, .VX) volts, connected to the Ihree-

kilowatts

was

phase

transmission lines of the .Sanitary District,
several secondary banks, transforming from
2,.3oo volts to 110. 220 or 4.10 volts, as desired, for

and

operating lamps and motors.

The Allis-Chalniers Comjiany says that it wonid
appear from the number of conlr.acis for standard
electrical
motors ami generators received by it
during the month of May that the demand for
more power facilities in all parts of the country
is
making headw.ay daily against panic-bred conservatism. With each month's sales from the first
of the year showing considerable gains over the
month preceding, the outlook is decidedly encour-

Among

aging.

the Washburn-Crosby Comi)any, Minneapthe Natural Food Company of Buffalo; the
Light and Ice Company. Pratt, Kan,
tlie
New Jersey Con.solidatcd Water and Light Company, Elberon, N. J.; the Standard Hosiery Company of Philadeli)hia the Great Western Portland
Cement Company, at Mildred, Kan, the Dan River
Cotton Mill, Danville, Va,
the Citizens' Electric
Company of Williamsport, Pa. the Bend D'Orcillc
Electric Company of Sand Point, Idaho, and the
Philadelphia Electrical Construction Company of
Philadelphia.

Tcnn.

BUSINESS.
The

D.

R.

Nutt.ill

Company

olis

of

the r;:cent contracts for power mathe city of Lawrenceburg,

chinery are thoscr with

an-

Pittsburg

nounces the establishment of a new department to
he devoted exclusively to the manufacture of gears
and piniotis for air compressors. This company has
for some time been supplying gears and pinions for
all the standard makes of air compressors.

;

;

Pr.att

:

:

;

;

;

The Des Moines
Moines,

Electric

Iowa,

Company

Construction

recently received the
agency for the Western Electric Company's power
and motor apparatus for the city of Des Moines
and for Polk County. It will be pleased to enter
into connnunication with all persons interested in

Des

of

has

machinery.

electrical

The Buflalo

Foundry

and

Buffalo, N. Y., which, besides
large castings, builds vacuum

Machine Company,
making exceptionally
drying and impreg-

nating machinery, vacuum drum, shelf and rotary
dryers, compressors, pumps, condensers and the
recently established a New
143 Liberty Street, having engaged
E, Jacoby as resident engineer and manager.

steam

Bell

York

office

Mr. H.

hammer,

at

The city of Austin, Texas, has recently contracted
for a 500-kilowatt Allis-Chaimers steam turbo-alternator to be installed in the municipal station, Texas
lignite coal from Rockdale, 62 miles distant, is used
for fuel. The Winona Interurban Railway Company, Winona Lake. Ind., operating 50 miles of

DATES AHEAD.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (scrai-annua!
meeting), Detroit, June 23d to 26th.
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education (annual meeting), Detroit, June 23d to 26th.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (annual convention). Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J., June 29lh
to July 2d.
National Electrical Contractors' Association (annual meeting), Chicago, July isth, 16th and 17th.
Michigan Electric As?ociation (annual meeting), Grand
Rapids, Mich., August i8th to 21st,
International Association of Municipal Electricians fannual convention), Detroit, Mich., August iplh, 20th, 21st.
Ohio Electric Light Association (annual convention). Hotel
Victory, Put-in-Bay Island. August 25th, 26th and 27th,
New York Electrical Show (second annual), Madison
Square Garden, October 3d to 14th.
Illuminating
Engineering Society
(annual convention)
Philadelphia, October 6th and 7th.
Chicago Electrical Show (fourth annual), Coliseum January II to 23, 1909.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued (United States Patent

Method of Preparing Carbon Articles.
Peter M. Bennie, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor
Application
to the National Carbon Company.

lg,8gi.

July II, 1907.
This method of preparing hard carbon

articles for

ma-

chining consists in drawing an electric arc to the surface
of the article along the path which is to be subsequently
cut away.

System
Cooper,

liam

of Electric-motor Control. WilPittsburg, Pa., assignor to the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed September

1907.
In combination with means for effecting the motor acceleration are means dependent upon the current traversing the motor circuit for automatically confining the motor
acceleration to a predetermined time interval.
3,

Regenerative System of Control. William
Cooper, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed September 3,

Ig.goS.

1907.
A subdivided transformer is connected to the field
winding of an exciter for a set of machines and to the
armatures of these machines so that the current supplied
to the transformer is practically constant.

System of Distribution for Direct Current.

19,911.

Darlington, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

Frederick
to

June

A

25,

I9C^.

number of generators

gether and
motors.

electrically

all

Office)

June

9,

igo8»

of the coils of the other

set.

for
Arc Lamps. George M.
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the WestingElectric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed May 10, 1906.

Electrode

889.937-

Little,

filed

59,907.

corresponding sub-divisions of

are mechanically coupled
connected in series to a set

to-

of

Electrolytic Meter. George Hookham and
Sydney H. Holden, Birmingham, England. Ap-

19,929.

plication filed November 20, 1905.
This meter contains electrolyte and hydrogen in a cell,
electrode capable of absorbing hydrogen partly_ immersed in the electrolyte, thus forming- a depolarizing
electrode, and a gas measuring chamber.
an

Svend E. JohanElectrical Transformer.
nesen, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed March 3, 1906.
The transformer has a set of sub-divided parallel-connected coils and a set of series-connected coils symmetrically disposed with reference to each other, one terminal
of the latter set of coils being connected to any desired

house

An

arc lamp electrode comprises
strips of copper embedded therein.

Insulator. John
Pa. Application filed
July 30, 1907.

889,956.

P.

a

rod

Nikonow,

May

11,

1906.

of iron

and

Pittsburg,

Renewed

collar.

Mercury

Railways and the
Robert Pfcil, Grunewald, near Berlin,
Germany, assignor to Siemens & Halske, A. G.,
Application filed January 6,
Berlin, Germany.

Switch

for

1908..

A switchbox contains two superposed and connected
mercury chambers with a contact in each connected with
signaling system.
A rail-depressed plunger acts on
the mercury to break one contact and close the other.

.the

Wilbur H. ThompWilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed June 25, 1906.

889,989.
son,

>eo,030.

Electric-railway Bond. John Dolan, DayOhio. Application filed June 15, 1906.
rail bond is composed of laminated strips with
solidi-

ton,

A

terminals, each of which has two integrally-joine'd
non-apertured lugs adapted to unite the bond terminals to
adjacent ends of rails by compressing the lugs into boles
fied

in the rails.

Automatic Telegraphic Transmission InJohn Cell, London, England. Application filed August 12, 1907.

590,042.

strument.

This insulator has a core with a collar surrounding but
insulated from it. Another insulating layer surrounds the
889,963.
Like.

ping and holding an end of the trolley pole at a
predetermined point, to change the relative positions of the
wheels and reverse direction of the car.

Transformer Regulator.

In a regulating transformer there are in combination
with a stationary hollow cylindrical and magnetizable
core a number of symmetrically disposed coils which are
mounted to revolve around the axis of the core and each
of which surrounds the core wall.
(See cut on next
page.)

A main key-action comprises key levers pivoted intermediate of their length and arranged side by side and
pin^ at the end of each lever operated thereby and cooperating with the perforated tape.
secondary keyaction is arranged at an angle to the first key-action and
adjacent the rear ends of its levers whereby the uniform
pivotal movement of the levers of the main key-action will
effect the reversal movements of the secondary key-action
and the contacts controlled by the secondary key-action.

A

^,049. Electric Signal for Railways. Joseph H.
Gunn, Cortland, N. Y. Application filed October 31, 1907.
Supporting posts are mounted along the track that carry
an inclined arm on which a signal blade is adapted to
slide

when

18, 1907.
Each train carries an electromagnetic signaling and
braking system whose circuit is partly completed on
entering a block and fully completed if anther train

enters the same block.

An

electrically

propelled mail

car

Man1906.

has a longitudinally

arranged trolley pole pivoted off its center of gravity, uprights carried by the pole on opposite sides of the pivotal
point, wheels carried thereby and alternately engaging a
trolley line wire, and means carried by the car for grip-

released.

A

number of water-carrying

each other.

coils

Adj'acent to each one

coil.

is

are

mounted over

an electric heating

,

Trolley.

Samuel

D.

Hunt,

Youngstown,

Ohio.

Application filed October 9, 1907.
In a trolley system there is in combination with* a main
feed wire and auxiliary side wires, a trolley head having
a pair of upright rotatable spools, and a pair of oppositely
located supplemental trolley wheels.
^90,081.

Kan.

Incubator. George W.
Moore, Parsons,
Application filed January 14, 1908.

In this incubator there

is an incandescent lamp mounted in a socket depending through a hole in the cap.

19,931.

Mail Carrier.
Charles B. Crabtree,
890,026.
chester, 111. Application filed October 2,

electrically

Electrical
Instantaneous Water Heater.
Louis C. Henriksen, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed April 10, 1907.

'90.053-

?9O,058._

Electric Safety and Alarm System for
Railroads. Herbert D. Williams and Marcus
Leonard, Vermillion, Kan.; said Leonard assignor to said Williams. Application filed April

890,001.

.

Process for the Production of Aluminum
Frank W. Morris, Victoria, British CoCanada. Application filed March 13,

590,084.

Oxide.
lumbia,
1907.

The process
with

sulphuric

electrolytically

consists in treating aluminiferous material
acid to form aluminum sulphate, then
treating the latter in the preesnce of a
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clccfrolyle

obtained ihercfrmn by lixiviation.

is

iirtxiiu-ir

(•>

hydrate.

nlumiiniin

siiilabic

oxide

The

lo close one gap, and the other armature being
responsive to the increased magnetic flux due to the closure of this gap and to current in hotli of liic windings to
close the other gap.

winding

Means for Testing Wires or Wire Ropes.
SQ0..0S5.
Charles E. S. McCann, Johannesburg, and Richard

Colson,

Belfast,

tiled

January

10,

igo6.

Railway

19,

A
train

Signal

Callahan,

Pitts,

Cal.

Apparatus.
Application

Charles
filed

filed

A.

mined number of

times.

Machine.
Electro-automatic
Advertising
Burchard,
Clarence Myers and Alonzo H.
Houston, Tex., assignors to Bruce Detrich, KanApplication filed April 6, 1907.
sas City, Kan.

590.247.
tion

Original

January

5.

the

,

electromagnet

Jr.,

Internal-combusMyers. Frederick
A. Myers, Chicago,

and Alvah

March

filed

Crefeld,

Steiner,

August
Crude
an

Schley,

In a multiple-unit system the master controllers are so
that putting the handle on any one connects
in that controller only for governing the train and removing the handle disconnects lliat controller.

Circuit
Closer and Breaker. Alexander
Winton. Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed September 15, 1904. Renewed March 12, 1908.

890,482.

tin

A commutator for a multi-cylinder engine igniter has a
ring of insulating material into which are set conta'cts for
A contact wheel runs on the interior surface of the commutator ring.

each cylinder.

is

Herbert

electrolytic:illy dissolved in a solution
and the tin is simultaneously plated

the

to

sulphide

driven by a spring through_ gearing.
winds up the spring automatically.

Device for Electric Circuits.
Cheney, Norwood, Ohio, assignor
Allis-Chalmers Company and the Bui-

Protective

890,496.

of

is

B.

the Allis-

1907.

29,

Otto
filed

George
to

arranged

from

Application

of Motor Control.
Norwood, Ohio, assignor

Chahners Company and the Bullock Electric
Manufacturing Company. Application filed March

1907.

10,

alk-ali

Germany.

System

8(^0,458.

1908.

7.

Olitaining Pure Tin
Process
of
Crude Tin or Tin Alloys Electrolytically.

Mechanical Device for Displaying Advertisements. Everett M. Low, New York, N. Y.
Application filed October 24, 1902.

An

coating.

for

A.

890,249.

890,147.

movable web

having a thin coating forming the actual electrode
and means for coiitnuiously renewing the
(See cut.)

one

A plug with a threaded body has journaled in it electrode shafts having rotary and oscillatory movements.

motor to be controlled is elecwhose
trically fed from a s])ecial motor-driven dynamo
field is controlled by a device governed by its driving
(See cut.)
motor's input.

A

Clarence

Engines.
Application

111.

1903.

The armature of

Mechanism

Igniting

W. Haas,

February 6, 1897 and January
Divided and this application filed

applications filed
1902.

filed February i, 190S.
This apparatus for generating electrical oscillations by

tion

A

Automatically Controlling Electric Motors.

28.

the

means of an electric arc comprises a circuit including
inductance and capacity, two electrodes in the circuit,

cabinet has an enclosed glass cover, an inclined mirror located within its upper part, and an endless indicator
carrier having a successive series of self-adjusting display cards, one of which is adapted to be reflected in the
mirror.

,

Harry W. Leonard, Bronxville, N. Y.

of

Generator of Electric Oscillations. Valde890,451.
inar Poulsen, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Applica-

890.246.

Alarm Clock. Valcrc S. Gaillard, Tor890,134.
rington, Conn. Application filed March 16, 190S.
A clock train controls an electrically operated alarm.
S90.144.

psirallel

substance,

August

of circuit terminals a predeter-

set

1903.

17,

190S

H. Gross,
October 10,

A trolley pole consists of two longitudinally
bars carrying the trolley harp at the top.
One
bars is adapted to fold within the other.

trally

1907.
weighted arm actuated by the passage of a railway
is connected
by gearing to a signal-transmitting

wheel which closes a

April

In combination with spool rotating mechanism is a cengrooved guiding roller for applying the wire to the
spool and traverse mechanism for reciprocating the roller,
this mechanism being adapted to delay the reversal of
this roller at the limit of its traverse during a definite
number of revolutions of the spool.

John
filed

20,

igo6.

111.,

Company,

Electric

Trolley- vvhcol Support.
Norvvalk, Ohio.
Application

890.421.

H.

Frederick

Machine.

assignor to the Western
111.
Application
Chicago,

Loveridge, Chicago,

A testing: coil hns a longitudinal sUt in uhicli is placed
An instrument is provided for
non-conducting material.
current passing
electric
in
the
recording variations
through the coil, caused by variations in the cross-secof I he article being tested, which passes
fional area
through the coil.
890,094.

Magnet-winding

800,244.

Application

Transvaal.

June

W.

^^^
^

30

DC
c:\

TR.\XSFORMER
HEGULATOR.

NO. 890,144.

),gSg.

Ralph Scott,
Magnetic Circuit-breaker.
Brunswick, N. J., assignor to the Scott
Company.
Application
Equipment
Electrical
filed January 17, 1906.

890,183.

New

This circuit-breaker has a tubular casing with conducting terminals, a tubular support within the casing, a
solenoid and a spring fixed to the support, the solenoid
and spring forming part of the electric circuit, and
means acted on by the solenoid for releasing the support.

Means for Automatically Weighing Pow890,190.
dery Substances. Albert F. H. Stephens, CamApplication filed
March 9,
borne, England.
1907.

An

electromagnet

is

mounted

MOTOR-COXTROL

so

that

its

vibrating

armature taps against the base of the hopper and causes
enough additional powder to drop therefrom to give the
desired weight on the scale pan.

GENERATOR OF

NO. SC)0,45I.

SYSTEM.

out upon a cathode of pure tin.
than 0.2 volt is maintained

less

An

electrical tension oi

between the electrodes.

Frederick PI. Weston, Jr.,
and Frank C. De Reamer, Schenectady, N. Y.,
assignors
the General Electric Company,
to
Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed December

Enclosed Fuse.

890,255.

6,

Controller for Gasoline Engines.
John
E. Gilson, Port Washington, Wis., assignor to
the Gilson Manufacturing Company, Port Washington, Wis.
Application filed January 6, 1908.

890,270.

ing.

R,
filed

WheelSeptember 24,

Stuart,

The

controller comprises a

rotary contaet-uheel, a carsupported on a lever, a contact device on
insulated therefrom and adapted to engage
con tact- wheel, and a spring actuating the carrier to
])ress the contact device in yielding engagement with the
contact-wheel.

1907.
In this telegraphone there is a uniformly rotating disk,
magnet with an elongated pole face movable over the
surface thereof, and means for angularly displacing the
pole face during movement.

a

the
the

carrier

890,299.

Automatic Regulation for Dynamo-electric
Ferdinand Porsche, Vienna, Austria-

Machines.

Hungary.

Application

filed

April

4,

1903.

FIELD-COIL

SUPPORT.
lock Electric Manufacturing Company. Application filed April 29, 1907.
A starting controller for a motor contains a number of
fuses, and connections whereby the controller when in
starting position
in

parallel, and
fuses.

completes the circuit through the fuses
in running position cuts out part

when

of the

1904.

This enclosed fuse consists of a tube, an end cap, a
reinforcing strip inside the tube, a blade projecting trom
the end of the tube and secured to the stri.^, and a fusible
element attached to the blade.

rier yieldingly

Telegraphone. Harve
W. Va. Application

890,195.

NO. 890,539.

ELECTRIC OSCILLATIONS.

890,539.

Field-coil

Support.

Emmett

W.

Stull,

Norwood, Ohio, assignor to the, Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company.
Application filed
March 9, 1905.
The support consists of a plate of spring metal having
tabs punched therefrom and bent out of the plane of the
plate alternately in opposite directions, the plate and tabs
co-operating with the coil and frame to form a yielding
support for the coil.
(See cut.)

Ventilated Laminated Core for Dynamo890,577.
electric Machines.
Walter J. Richards, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to Allis-Chalmers Company. Application filed October 31, 1906.
This core construction comprises the main lamina; and
groups of special laminre arranged at intervals forming
ventilating passageways, the special laniinx having overlapping openings adjacent the outer and inner peripheries of tlic core.
.

Signal System for Railways. Louis H.
Thullen. Edgewood Park, Pa., assignor to the
Union Switch and Signal Company, Swissvale,
Pa.
Application filed August 22, 1904.
Re-

890.197.

newed September

26, 1905.
An electric railway has insulated track rails for the
return current.
The individual block sections are supplied with alternating current for signaling,

Railway.
Louis
H.
Thullen.
890.198.
Edgewood, Pa., arsignor to the Union Switch
and Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa. ApplicaElectric

tion
in

filed

March

combination

2,

1906.

with two sections of a working conis an indicator for showing the poten-

The dynamo armature is mounted directly on the crank
shaft of the gasoline engine on an automobile.
The held
magnet is mounted so as to be normally stationary buL
movable in order to vary the magnetic flux automatically
and thus keep the dynamo output constant regardless of
its voltage and current.

Alarm-signal
Flora and Robert

890,349.

Mechanism.

Ellsworth
Chicago, 111.,

E.

asJ. Zorge,
signors to the Zorge Safety Railway Equipment
Company. Application filed June 19, 1907.
A torpedo-placing mechanism consists of a carrier^
a scries of torpedo holders mounted tliereon, a carrier
actuating member, a holder actuating member, an electric motor geared to the m.;mhers and electromagnetic
controlling means for the motor.

ducto.- of a railway

tial condition of the two sections, a relay for controlling
indicator circuit comprising two windings, one in circuit
with one section, and the other in circuit with the other

section.

Cut-out.
William C. Trcgoning,
Ohio, assignor
to
the Tregoning
Electric
Manufacturing Company, Cleveland,
Application
filed
April
Ohio.
8, 1907.

890.200.

Electric

Cleveland,

There arc provided separate baw: and cap parts
interlocking electrical contact memhcrs uniting tiicm.

and

Horns are mounted on ihe shaft in the harj) outside
arms. The horn ends are In-nt outwardly,

890,220.

Electromagnetic

Signal-controlling

This I>ond has a icrminal provided with a raised rib
extending adjacent the ends thereof and along the lower
edge to form a recess which, when the terminal is applied to the .surface of the rail, is closed along the luw.cr
edge and open along the upper vdge to receive solder.

Cable Switch.
N. Y. Application

890,374.

890.201. Trolley Rcplaccr. John Trout, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed July n, 1907.
its

Rail Bond. George A. Mead and Charles
R. Sturdevant, Mansfield, Ohio, assignors to the
Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio. Application filed November 25, 1904.

890,367.

of

Device.

Henry M. Crane. New York, N. Y.. assignor
to the Western Electric Company, Chicago, III.
Application filed January 29, 1906.The elect f/m-iKHcl h.is two windingH and two armature* pivoted u. swinK in pl.'inc« perpendicular to each
other and included in a mnanriic circuit which hati two
air gaps.
One arm.'iturc is re»pon&ivc to current in one

Edward H. Pryor, Medina,
filed

July

16,

1907.

The switch has two arms coii verging in one direction,
one arm being adapted to lie ngainst and engage a .sun
porting cable, the other adapted for the attachment of .1
RuidinK cable thereto and pre^-nting an inclined and
laterally extending guide to direct the supporting hooks
of an electric cable from the guiding onto the su^portinfi
cable.

Time-controlled Electric
890,403.
B. Braucr,
Richmond, Va.

December
A number

9,

Richard
Switch.
Application filed

1907.

of clocks control .1 hammer on each side
of the Hwttch which ulrikeK a cateli anrl releases a sprini:
for moving the switch at prcdclerniincd intervals.

PATENTS THAT HAVE EXPIRED.
Following is a list of electrical patents '(issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
June 16. 1908:
Klectric Signal for Mine Shafts.
F. W. liacorn,
454,018.
Maryville, Mont.
Electric Railway Car.
E. M. IJently, New York,
454.020.
N. Y.
Electric Motor Car.
E. M. Bcntlcy, New York,
454.021.
N. Y.
Conduit for Electric Railways.
E. M. Bcnthf,
454.022.
New York, N. Y.
E. O. IJlackwell, lioston. Mass.
Electric Railway.
454.023.
H. If. Blades, Detroit, Mich.
Electric Motor.
454.024.
Electric Switch.
IT. T.
Clark, Bridgeport, Conn.
454.031.
Incandescent Electric Lamp ("ontroller.
454,038.
J.
J.
Fanning, Chicago, 111,
Galvanic Battery.
Wm. McMillan, New York.
454.0S7'
N. Y.
E, D. McCracken,
Insulated Electric Conductor.
I5-|.o6n.
Alpine, N. J.
D. Toniniasi, Paris, and C.
Secondary Battery.
454, "91Marseilles,
France.
Theryc,
Conduit for Undercround or Subway Electric
454.177.
Miller. Pittsburg, Pa.
.Systems.
J. J.
Motor Car for Underground Electric Systems. J.
454.178.
Miller, Pittsburg, Pa.
.T.
E. L. Nash, G. C.
Connector for Electric Wires.
454, i8r.
.Stout and J. R. Davis. Parkersburg. W. Va.
R. Patlison and D. G. DesElectric Head Light.
454.184.
mond. Boston. Mass.
S. Sellon. London, Eng.Secondary Battery.
J.
•^S^^•^^7
land.

A. B. Merrick. New
IClcctric Current Indicator.
York, N. Y.
IClcctric Arc Lamp.
S, \V. Rush454,294 and 454,205.
more, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dynamo Electric Machine. R. Eichcmcycr, Vonk454.336.
crs, N. Y.
S. V. B. Essick,
Electric Telegraphic Apparatus.
.154,118.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
A. H. K.
Electric Block Synicm for Railways.
454.14'1.
Guiley, South Easlon. Pa.

454.270.
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Electrically Operated Incline Railways
at Valparaiso and Heidelberg.
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27,
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The Telegraph and the Telephone

at

Republican National Convention.
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the eonvi-r.iion

in

In

si-rvic.-.

regidar lelephone opiipnieni

the

al

.-iddilion

26
10

the (.'olisiinn, a

paraiso, CliiU'.

week was not without interest
lo electrical men aside from the political and social
featnres.
Both the laiRe leleKraph companies and
the local and loiiK-distance liell lelephone companies

hranch <!.veli.ingc: was iil-talh-d. Worltint;
this were 15 jinhlic hooihs lliroiighont iIh'
building, where local or h»ng-dislance coniK.MMions
eoidd he had.
I'esides, the various committee rooms
.and deleg.ale he;id(|n;ulers were connected tlirongh

of S5.1

made

ihis

r.V

Of
llic

on

accnmpanyiiiR

till-

novi'l

the

FliANK
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;iik1
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cloclric.-iUy
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ilhislrMlioii^,

suction

driven

of

ropi'

l-'i^.

lliu

!

vailway

iisf

in

lnicl<
al

Val-

which lias Ihc fxlrtincly sleep srade
per cent., which is constant. This electric
incline railway is oper.ated liy the Conipai"ii;i de
Traiivia.s
Electricos de Valparaiso, and the car
shown in the accoinpaiiyinR picture, has
ntili/'.ed,
a capacity for 30 passengers and operates at a speed
of

1.5

al

Ihc

meters a second.
Giesscrei

Hern<

Rerne, .Swit/erland,
The lenKtli of this

'The e(|iiipnient
(

Herne

Iron

eleetrie-dri\-en

senni

Chica^io

in

cu'efiil

n.'itional

convention

al

the

Coli-

i;isl

preparations

jiroperly

lo

take

care

was made
Works) of

volume of hnsincss, wdielher in the
natiu'e of private communication with distant prdnt
or the rapid and accurate disp.-ilching of conveiilion
news and hullelins.
The Western I'nion Telegraph Company and the
I'oslal Tclcgraph-c;d)le Coiupany holh have systems

rope

so thin-oughly ecpiipped Ih.il lo handle elllcienlly
even so large a \olnme of husiness as that incident

ineline

Car of Valparaiso (Chile) Rope Tramway as Set
by Swiss Manufacturer,

Fig.

l<<'pnhlic;ni
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shows

the
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through

;
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Fiy.

^'iew
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heard.
Ihe

.Al

large
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of

fjuarters,
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prominent
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telephone

trunk lines
were needed.

h'ifly
all

with

leaders

held

a

hail

Iheir

pronn'nent

lieadplace,

were led into the building, and

Some of the headrpialers requirlong-distance service were connected

ing extensive
direcl

Hotel and the Anue.\-, where

the

the

main

office

of

the

long-distance

eoniprniy.

Second Section of Heidelbergr Line.

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED INCLINE RAILWAYS.
railway is
being 32.S

43.1

meters, the horizontal projection
while the difference in level

meters,

between the upper station and the lower station is
Double-spur, Vignol track construc-

27.89 meters.
tion

is

employed.

The first section of the electrically driven rope
railway between Heidelberg and Molkenkur. in Germany, is 490 meters long, and the difference in
.

elevation between the lower station and the upper
On this mountain railway
station is 171 meters.
the maximum grade is 43 per cent, while the

minimum grade

25.5 per cent, and the horizontal length of the railway is 457 meters. The
cars are arranged with cross seats and designed
to carry 50 passengers, while the speed attained
is two meters a second.
This mountain railway was also constructed by
the Giesserei Berne, and the same concern has
equipped the second section of the Heidelberg electrically driven rope railway between Molkenkur and
The second section is more than
Konigstuhl.
double the length of the first section of tlie Heidelberg line, the difference in level between the upper
station at Konigstuhl and the lower station at
Molkenkur being 261 meters. The total length of
the line is 1,021 meters, while the horizontal length
or projection of the railway measures 988.7 meters.
The maximum grade on the second section of
the Heidelberg incline railway is 40 per cent, while
Similar cars
the minimum grade is 22 per cent.
are employed, carrying 50 passengers, to those
utilized on the first section, and the speed is also
two meters a second. The accompanying illustration (Fig, 2) shows the conslruction and equipment of the second section of the Heidelberg moun-

tain

railway.

is

a

to

national political convention

installation

requires only the

of additional equipment at the scene of

and

and competent force of
work.
telegraph equipment was installed in the
south end of the Coliseum. The various newspaper
and Associated Press telegraph operators were conveniently located near the two operating rooms in
the rear of the speakers' stand and had pneumatictube connection with the press representatives in
activities

men to
The

a

trained

carry out

tlie

front of the stand.

The Western Union company

installed

six

miles

19-conductor cable between the Coliseum and its main Chicago- office, constituting four
cables and 76 wires. About 150 additional operators were employed.
The newspapers were given
a duplication of their regular leased service, and
a special wire was utilized for a White House
bulletin.
The Postal company's equipment was
about the same.
The total number of words transmitted by telegraph originating from the convention was not so
large as at some former conventions. The Western
Union company estimated that it handled about
The Postal
1.500,000 words during the convention.
company at the time of writing was unable to give
of additional

a close estimate.

The convention

offered an opportunity of noting
advance of the telephone. Probably at no former convention were the facilities
complete.
for telephone communication
so
The
service was extensively used, and its effectiveness
the

conspicuous

was widely commented upon. The American Telephone and Telegraph Company (the long-distance
company) and the Chicago Telephone Company co-

The newspapers also made extensive use
The Chicago Tribune engaged a

telephone.

wire

for

direct

House and

the

of the
private

communication with the White
Department at Washington.

War

There were other instances of private long-distance
service.

A

feature of the long-distance service for which

American Telephone and Telegraph Company is
receiving many compliments was the free bulletin
the

given to all the local telephone companies
reached by the long-distance company throughout
the United States.
As the convention progressed
condensed bulletins were sent out at frequent intervals, so that anyone in reach of a telephone,
whether in Maine oi: California, could be informed
of events within a brief time after they had transservice

pired.

The telephone companies had a force of special
representatives at the Auditorium and the Coliseum
to guard against any possible interruption of the
service.
Mr. W. E. Bell of Chicago, division commercial superintendent of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company, was
vention

in

charge of the con-

ser\-ice.

The Coliseum and the various hotels were gayly
decorated for the occasion, electric lights and electric campaign signs being freely used.
Many of
the large business houses using electricity in advertising added to their equipment, so that the downtown streets were brilliantly illuminated at night
From the roof of the Tribune Building a powerful
searchlight was kept playing upon objects within
reach, and when the rays were projected to some
of the box-kite banners floating in the darkness
the

effect

was

striking.
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On

Illuminating Engineering."
By W. D'A Ryan.

with the exploitation or application of existing apparatus, and (2) designing engineering, covering

other

to

Lighting Large Interiors.
Broadly speaking, the illumination of rooms having considerable dimensions can most satisfactorily
be accomplished by the use of units sufficiently
large to correspond with the surroundings.
In the lighting of new buildings the illuminating
engineer has considerable latitude, but there are
thousands of outlets in stores, mills and factories
which must be utilized without change.
Modern department stores are usually divided
into bays varying anywhere from 18 to 25 feet
square.
It is generally desirable to place one outlet
in the center of each bay and select a, unit of

four-light arc DIFFUSER FOR

" WHITE ROOM
department STORE.
when taken in combination with

descriptive

companying
sary to
3-aOtVatt Larryps

and

3/.

describe

it

so

will

it

extensively in

not be

ac-

neces-

detail.

originated to meet the demand
for a large tungsten unit required in the general
illumination of stores, mills and factories.

can be interchangeably equipped with 26-inch
39-inch diffnsers. The latter give somewhat
better distribution and diffusion than the former,
but the appearance is not so pleasing. When asIt

or

Each of these
the development of new apparatus.
branches can be subdivided into utilitarian, decorative and spectacular lighting, embracing indoor and

sembled with a 26-inch diffuser, chain and canopies,
it
is
more satisfactory from an esthetic point of
view than the average gas or electric lamp commonly used today for store lighting, and the fixture
designer is not handicapped in adding further ornamentation when desired.

outdoor work.

The general subject is very broad and cannot
be covered in a short paper. I will therefore confine my remarks mainly to designing engineering as
applied to apparatus for the illumination of large

By

omitting the chain and canopies and substia 39-inch for the 26-inch diffuser, it does
not look out of place in a mill.
In order to cover the field broadly five-light
tuting

indoor spaces.
The designing

illuminating engineer primarily
with the initial efficiencies of the various
lights developed by the lamp engineer.
.After deciding upon an application, the problem
resolves itself into determining to what extent the
initial efficiency must be subordinated in the interest
starts

and

six-light units are furnished.
By using either
60 or loo-watt lamps, the former becomes a
200, 300 or soo-watt unit, and the latter can be
operated at 120, 180, 240, 300, 360, 420 or 480
40,

of improving the illuminating efficiency, and at the
same time meet other practical requirements or
tribution,

illustrations,

IN

The design was

70Wntt Larr^ps-Comtiined.

.APPARENT DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT AT A DISTANCE OF
10 FEET FROM TUNGSTEN DIFFUSER.

considerations,

1908

27,

hand, the utilitarian branch of
the illuminating engineer an unlimited field.
I will present for illustration a few
designs applicable to the intermediate field covering
large indoor spaces.
the

lighting offers

Illuminating engineering is rapidly becoming recognized as a necessary specialized branch of science.
It is clearly subdivided into (l) commercial
and consulting engineering, having to do mainly

June

such,

intrinsic

for

example,

brilliancy,

as

diffusion,

color,

watts,

dis-

a

steadiness,

inherent physical and mechanical
frequency
peculiarities, ventilation, dust and insect-prooTmg,
reliability, accessibility, adjustability, initial and operating costs, underwriters' requirements, architectural and decorative considerations, and, last, but

five-light

full

lamps
otherwise it
unsymmetrical appearance, while

an

six-light unit,

ated W'ith

enclosed arcs in a railroadstation w"Aitixg room.

altern'.ati-VG

Owing

distribution

to give the desired results

and
from these central
intrinsic

of

for the

either

will

;

the

same reason, must be oper-

three or

six

lamps.

lamps for a
cheaper to operate the
five-light, soo-watt combination, but in cases where
the quantity of light can be varied to meet the
requirements at different times, the three-stage,
given

proper power,

must always be burned with

unit

complement

present

effect,

not least, the probable efficiency and limitations
of new illuminants in a semi-developmental or productive stage.
In order to obtain reasonably good results from
a high-intrinsic-brilliancy source, it is usually necessary to quench about one-third of the initial efficiency. This will vary between the limits of making no reduction whatever in certain crude work
up to an absorption of 80 per cent, for highly
For example, in making a balance
artistic effects.

various combinations.

in

The

brilliancy
points.

This method of loc.iting outlets is architecturally
correct, and has the further advantage of simplifying and minimizing the conduit, circuit and

to

the

relative

illumination,

six-light,

it

cost of the

is

180-300-480-watt

unit

is

preferable

from

an economical point of view.

between the utilitarian and the esthetic, we may
have the design of apparatus for the lighting of
a blacksmith shop or brass foundry, where utilitarian considerations are of the utmost importance,
while esthetic considerations do not enter at all.
Passing up through the lighting of mills and fac-

.Arrows

Show

SECTIONAL DRAWING
control

work, and reducing the

initial

in

lighting

armories,

outlet.

wc

reach the department store, where the
and esthetic are about balanced, changing slightly one way or the other with individual
tastes and local conditions.
Finally, we arrive at the other extreme of the
comparison, where any appreciable attempt at improved efficiency would in all probability destroy
the fixture design so that it would be historically
and architecturally inaccurate and not in keeping
with the surroundings. This aijplics to distinctive
high-class lighting, where the illuminating engineer,
lories,

utilitarian

as a rule, can be of

little

As time advances we

shall

see

tungsten diffuser.
In order to provide, without mechanical change,
for the use of the tantalum or carbon incandescent

concourses

lamps, the sockets have been mounted on a platform, adjustable in a vertical plane, so that the
smaller lamps can be brought into the proper position with respect to the reflector and 'shade. This
universal feature will probably appeal to many
who are obliged to handle all types of lamps. By
omitting the frosting from the bulbs, the life of
the lamps is prolonged, and the same grade of

and other large high-studded rooms is toward the
concentration of two or three kilowatts at each
Sl.V-LICHT, 39-INCH TUNGSTE.S' DIFFUSER.

Ventilation.

of the

cost

installation.

The tendency

F

concealed

and semi-concealed methods of lighting as applied
to large interiors become more general, and the
painful exposed high-intrinsic-brilliancy sources of
light so common today, must necessarily vanish
as the public becomes educated to higher standards
of illumination.

Tungsten Econo.my Diffuser.
The name of this lighting unit is sufficiently

frosting placed inside of the shade will give much
lower intrinsic brilliancy, due to the diffusing me-

dium being further removed from

the filament.

assistance to the archi-

fixture designer or decorator,

except possibly
of available lamps, or on
special concealed or semi-concealed elTccls where
fixtures as such do not enter the consideration.
tect,

on

the

relative

merits

I.
A paper read before llic Nation.iI Kleclric LiKlit AsM>ci:i.
lion at Chicago, May 22, v/H. The author i^ en;:iiicer for tiic
General Electric Company at Lynn. Mavt.

tiirke-ligmt tungsten f.xtension diffuser

six-light tungsten extension diffuser.
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tungsten lamp will uiuloiililedly rtvolutiuiii/o
It sliouUI be home
in
the Rener.'il liglitiiiK firld.
mind, however, thai it is not a perfect snhslitule
for applications wliere white liRht Is essential, heAltlutngh il is a closer
caiise it is a tinted HkIiI.
approach to while than the tantalum i.r llu- carhtin
incandescenls and !)rings out colors lo a far ^ffatcr
degree, nevertheless there are tinls and shades, or
what might he called line divisi.ms in color, which

ipparatus

'I'his
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six-light

desired,

can
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units,

as
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FIVH-LIGHT PORTAIJLE LAMP.
he

will

found

Union Station

ORA\-ITV EXTI.N'GUISHING SWITCH

FOR E.XTENSION"

LAMPS.

This
light.
low-current

cannot be discerned under the tungsten
true

also

is

in

many

applications

of

arc lamps.

In order to

two

are

make

distinctions in color, there

fmc-

fundamental

requirements

in

the

light,

namely, whiteness and intensity. To provide the
first of these requisites we usually employ highcurrent carbon enclosed '^rc lamps wdth the light
properly screened and diffused. The required in-

low-studded ceilings. It differs widely from the
tungsten economy diffuser in that it is more shallow and the intrinsic brilliancy is not so high.
The efficiency when measured in lumens per
watt is lower, but the illuminating efficiency is not
very different, owing to increased diffusion and the
lower intrinsic brilliancy mentioned. More expen^r
has been put into the esthetic, and the diffuser
is naturally of a higher order, but useful only in

much more

a

limited

by

three

is furnished by using two or more watts
per square foot of floor space.
Now', the initial and maintenance cost of such
a system, while well within reasonable limits for
department or other large stores, is prohibitive for

tensity

many

applications where the merchant would ordinarily consider his store well lighted with one-half
the light this expenditure of energy represents, in
which case it W'ould be impossible to distinguish

natural or

and shades with any kind of

reflector W'hich diverts all the light into the lower
hemisphere, mainly for economical reasons. In cases
where economj^ is not paramount this reflector can
be removed, in which case the ball will throw
considerable light in the upper hemisphere, particularly when an alternating-current arc lamp is

This
picture

device

this

galleries,

the other
wnere at the

of

purpose the luximcter will be found very conIt is a self-contained piece of apparatus,

venient.
is

useful

where a

for

the

light

existing illuminants

illumination of
whiter than anj
is

desirable,

same time the appearance

'sults.

and

ot the ordi-

mounted in a mahogany box 5,5 by ys by 10.5
It contains
inches, and weighs about six pounds.
a

tungsten

lamp,

diffusing

block,

changing the intensity of the

light

a

shutter

for

on the screen,

four-cell glycerine battery connected in series
with the lamps and a resistance. It also contains
a millivoltmeter for holding the current constant
on the standard lamp. The instrument is made to
read direct in foot-candles, and the diffusing block

a

are

familiar with the evening room provided for the display of goods for evening wear.
Conversely, why should we not have "white rooms"
all

for the

display of goods intended for day wear?
for such a room consists of a large
diffusing surface, about five feet in diameter, covering four or five high-current enclosed arcs mth

The equipment

diffusing globes.

white

silk

Below

installed

in

a

this

diffusing

pended as a complete

room

combination

screen.

The

is

unit

is

light

stretched
is

set

from

A

sus-

and can be readily
apart for the purpose or

is
only required for intermittent
should not be expensive to maintain.

As

service,

so shaped
gives
it

that

fixture,

in a small screened-off section of the store.

light

ixverted-arc linear, reflector (sectioxal
assembly).

used.

artificial.

be provided at very moderate expense, in which
colored goods can be displayed with daylight re-

a

Aside from the design of suitable lighting units,
comes within the province of the illuminating
engineer to design photometers and other lightmeasuring or anals'zing devices^
While it is possible to do good illuminating engineering without the aid of candle-foot photometers,
apparatus of this class will greatly assist in eventuFor
ally placing the work on a scientific basis.
it

therein an arc lamp with small carbons, which are
burned at a high current densitj'.
The center of the sphere is cut by a horizontal

light,

Under such circumstances a "white room" may

We

so that the light can be turned lo the
proper place on the ceiling or side walls, and a
diffusing screen covers the arcs so as to eliminate
strong contrasts. Notwithstanding the large cubical
contents of the waiting room, and the fact that
the light is of the totally concealed class, the efliciency is remarkably high and compares favorably
with exposed sources, due to the fact that the
intrinsic brilliancy of such sources by the system
described is entirely eliminated and the eye is permitted to adjust itself properly for the general

POSITION.

POSITION".

tints

It will be observed that the carbons are arranged
above the mechanism, and in this particular case
the lower carbon is positive. The reflector is ad-

IXVERTED-ARC LINEAR REFLECTOR IN OPERATING

INVERTED-ARC LINEAR REFLECTOR IX TRIMMING

delicate

new

LUXIMETER AND IllUMIN.^TING ENGINEERING DaTA.

an 18-inch opal-glass ball
chains and having enclosed

ball arc consists of

suspended

the

illumination.

field.

Ball Arc.

The

room of

waiting

Washington, D. C.

justable,

a tungsten fixture, intended for use particularly on

BALL ARC FIXTURE CLOSED AND OPEN" FOR
TRlMMrXG.

the

in

at

and combined

w^ith

a serrated screen

commercially accurate readings for
simultaneously received from any direction

vertical to horizontal.

more

sensitive

uring

low

from

street

screen

intensities,

such

is

substituted for measas

lamps at a distance

would be received
of,

say, 250

feet.

A

the

self-contained calibrating tube is furnished, so
that the instrument can be calibrated in a few

it

RYAN LUXIMETER

minutes,

regardless

of

extraneous

light,

thereby
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making

unnecessary

it

check

lo

provided

when

the

raising

for

the

illumination

is

by

it

An

laborious photometric method.

on

intensity

very

usual

the

amplifier

the

June

is

screen

consists of a tube provided with a suitable lens for

gathering parallel rays.
In using this instrument for measuring interior
lighting good judgment should be displayed in

making comparisons of
ferent light

the

tion."

merits of dif-

relative

sources; otherwise some serious blun-

Meetings of Lewis Institute Branch.

ders are liable to occur.

While the value of the horizontal uniplane

The

last two meetings of Lewis Institute Branch
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers"
were in some respects the most noteworthy gatherings yet held by this organization.
On May 13th

illumi-

of considerable importance in certain applications, there are many cases where the vertical
illumination in different planes is quite as impornation

is

and should be given proper weight.
Furthermore, the uniplane horizontal or vertical
measurements do not take into consideration the
intrinsic brilliancy, which should be included in all

an original paper on "Composition and Properties
of Insulating Materials" was read by one of the
members, Mr. M. G. Kopf, electrochemist for the
Automatic Electric Company.
Mr. Kopf described the manufacture and charac-

tant

comparisons.

An

instrument

for

trinsic brilliancy will

The

of

illumination

two broad

determining the relative
soon be available.
large

usually

plants

which

A

light on the tools.
four-candlepower lamp with the

light

properly

nearly

were

CONSTRUCTION).
addition to conducting
operating conditions, where,
In

tests

under

factory

among

the uniplane value of the light

is

other things,
determined, each

combination is duplicated and tested in two new
types of photometers in which the light is measured at cniis(:;nt railu-^. This enables us to dc-

insulating

mentioned

fiber,

materials,

mica

among

and mica

treated cloths, glass, porce-

impregnated papers, oils, varnishes
and shellacs, tar and bitumen products. The deleterious effect on the insulating power caused by
the presence of moisture, acids and alkalis in any
insulating compound was clearly explained.
Tests
of dielectric strength and ohmic resistance were
described.
After the reading of this paper there
waxes,

lain,

DUPLEX CONSTANT-RADIUS PHOTOMETER {UNDER

ail

especially

products, vulcanized

calls

classifications,

and localized

of

teristics

in-

namely, the lighting
of floors carrying small machines with proportionately small floor space per operator and the lighting of floors equipped with large machines where
is
correspondingly
the floor space per operator
large.
Generally speaking, the former can be most
economically and satisfactorily illuminated by a
strong general illumination, while the latter more
properly calls for a moderate general illumination
for

1908

the balloon fully 300 per cent, more effective in its
destined work of making reconnaissances. With an
apparatus similar to the one we carried and with
the addition of a sendmg apparatus a balloon could
go up fom the headquarters tent on a battleground
and floating over the enemy's position give the
commanding oiificer exact details of every move
made and every position, transmitting this information direct through the headquarters wireless sta-

also

This merely

faint.

27,

was a

spirited

discussion of the general subject of

insulation.

On June 17th the Lewis branch held its closing
meeting of the season. A special programme was
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LIGHTING DEMONSTRATION IN ERECTING BAY IN TURBINE BUILDING OF LYNN WORKS.
screened from the operator's eyes
for localized

cient

The

general

is

usually

suffi-

work.

illumination

of

or

erecting

other

high bays favors the use of large units ^properly
spaced on the center line and hung sufficiently high
to clear the cranes, and at the same time the light

wasted overhead should be diworking level. This principle is illustrated by the accompanying day and
night views. These cuts show the erecting bay in
one of the Lynn factories of the General Electric
Company, in which a practical test is being conducted to determine the costs and relative merits
of various lighting systems suitable for the illumithat

ordinarily

is

verted

downward

to the

nation of bays of this class.
Each of the groups on the center line is designed individually to illuminate 4,200 square feet
of floor space. The energy in the different diffuscrs varies from one-quarter to one watt per
square foot, and the lighting units represented include series and multiple tungsten, tantalum and
carbon incandcscents, alternating and direct-current
enclosed arcs, ranging in current from 5 to ID
amperes each, magnetite arcs, short-life yellowflame arcs, long-life while and yellow-flame arcs,
low-pcriodicily lamps connected to opposite phases
so as to eliminate frequency effect in light on the

working

level.

The work
embrace

is

being extended and

will

eventually

Figures
arc being compiled on the basis of operating cost
per 100,000 British candlc-lumcn hours, for 1,000,
2.000, 3,000 and 4,000 hour-years, and at various
all

types of

electric

illuminants.

rates for current.

The
interest,

figures

termine the relative spherical, mean lower spherical
and other candlepowcr values of the units as a
whole.
This entire demonstration is to be permanent and
open at all times to engineers and others interested, and the data referred to will soon be available for general distribution.

include

<!efireciation,

initial

cost

maintenance,

of
etc.

installation,

"Wireless" from Balloons.
Major Edgar Russel.

assistant to the chief signal officer of the army, who was one of the passengers in the Signal Corps balloon which made a
flight on May 13th from Washington to Patuxent,
Md., said, according to the New York Sun, that the
wireless experiments conducted during the flight
were highly successful and will be continued.
"I think that I can safely predict," he continued,
"that wireless telegraphy to and from a balloon
can be used in war.
This means that I am sure
that we will shortly perfect an apparatus that can
be safely and successfully used in both receiving
and sending messages from a balloon to any station
within a radius of many miles. Yesterday we carried only a receiving apparatus, and this worked
did not try to send for fear of the
perfectly.
danger that lies in sparks from the sending instrument. When up over Washington wc could receive
from the Annapolis station clearly.
"The apparatus we used was just the reverse of
the ordinary type of wireless station.
Instead of
erecting the antenna; on a tall mast wc hung them
down from the basket, consequently the entire instrument was in reverse of the usual form.
covered the basket with a wire netting which took
the place of the usual counterpoise cables extending
from the bottom of the mast in the ordinary mechanism.
"A wireless-telegraph system from balloons will
undonblc'dly prove most useful in warfare, making

We

Wc

arranged that began at 6:30 in the evening with a
banquet in the dining hall of Lewis Listitute.
About 75 members and guests were present. Prof.
P. B. Woodworth acted as toastmaster and speeches
were made by Profs. H. E. Cobb and J. D. Nies
and by Mr. M. G. Kopf. This was followed by a
lecture in the auditorium of the institute by Dr.
Henry Crew, professor of physics at Northwestern
University, on the subject '"The Monorail Car."
Dr. Crew explained and illustrated by a number
of experiments the fundamental principles of the
gyroscope. These wore clearly shown to be dependent on Newton's second law of motion and on the
law of conservation of energy.
The application
of the gyroscope to steadying ships against rolling
was shown, and the early failures and ultimate success of this work were explained.
Coming to the
use of gyroscopes in the Brcnnan monorail car, Dr.

Crew

described the construction and operation of
phenomenal vehicle and demonstrated its characteristics by means of a model constructed in his
laboratory at Evanslon. This model cai' was easily
run back and forth on a steel wire stretched across
this

the room.

After the close of this interesting lecture a business meeting of the branch was held at which the
work for next year was discussed and the follow-

ing-named men elected as officers for the coming
For president, R. M". Walker; for secretary
and treasurer, M. G. Kopf.
year:

The Jessie Walling Roller Mills Company of McMinnvillc, Tcnn.. which furnishes the town with
electric lights and water, is building a new power
Mr. .S. D. Rowan is engineer in charge
station.
of he work.
I

,
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United
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GeoloKieal

Slates

id

shown on
minutes

Mr. Randall

said,

by some means the increase

if

the use of cotil can be checked .and the output
of the mines kept down to the present fignres there
will no occasion to worry about the coal supply.

As

uscil at present

losses are so

lieal.

I'U-

light

and power,

lb.;

value

of the total heating

great that

of the coal some of the largest and best power
plants arc able to ntili/c only about 10 per cent, of
the energy in the coal. Nearly 2,000,000 horsepower
in the form of gas is allowed to escape from the
There is also a
blast furnaces of the country.

great fuel waste in the manufacture of coke.
To correct the present wasteful methods of utilizing our fuels, Mr. Randall told of the co-operation
of men prominent in the affairs of the government,
engineers, manufacturers and others, with the fueltesting division of the technologic branch, whose
work was begun at St. Louis during the exposition
in 1904 by the United States Geological Survey, and
has since been continued at St. Louis and Norfolk.
The president has also appointed a number of
prominent engineers to act as an advisory board

l<;tss»'iiKers.

'
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The

Induction Motor Operating a Chair
Factory.
l!v

.\n

iiitcrotiuL;

Ki;.\

of

inductii
jndm-tioii

mot.

and group dri\inj.f of wooilwrirkiug
machine tools used in a ehrdr factory is that found
in
the plant of the Union City Chair Comp.any,
Uiiioit City, Pa.
This factory, destroyed by fire
about three years ago, was rebuilt in the summer
the

to

direct

using brick fireproof construction throtigha central power house distributing tliree-pha.se, fio-cycle, 220-volt current to
.\llis-Chaliners
induction motors driving various
tools throughout the est.ablisbment.
There were 45
of these motors installed, ranging in capacity from
I
to 30 horsepower.
The power jilaiit is ecpiipped with [\\o 150-horsepowcr Union Iron Works water-tube boilers, which
of

1907,

and cqttipped with

out,

recent
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within

convention adjourned
proeeerled downtown only half filled.

so great that if the consnmplion continues to increase at the same rate it is concluded
the coal fields of this country will be eNliauslcd
However,
before the end of the present century.
in

lb

siiiieri )rily

peditious work",

been

has

on

h.-iU'lliuK

pro\ed their
;il

Sinvty, nave an
St.itisinstniclive address on the smoke problem.
lics collected by the Kovernmenl indicate that the
increase in the use of coal during the last ccntnry

of
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37,

.-ipiK'iniing

report

a

conmiitlee lA

upon the

sliov.-n

b.-is

of

dir'clor:>

and -MainleiiaDce

that

subjirci

the

<,!

jiraeiic:d

country

recot-^nize the importlie r.apidly dimintimber supjily of the United Slates. Ii is
said that more than
rxj,ooo,<xxj cross-lies are used
annually by the railroads, while the average iii'e of
ties in this country is not more than six or seven
years.
Timber-testing engineers .say il is reasonably certain that an average life of from 15 to 20
years may be secured by treating the tic with a
good preservative and the use of improved devices for the prevention of mechanical abrasion.
Similar results may be obtained by treating oilier
wooden structures used on railroads.
A. L. Kuehn, engineer of track and roadway,
Cleveland, Ciiicimiati, Chicago and St. Louis Raililie

steps to conserve

ishing

1

eJKiirtiKMi

is

wa>'.

till,

.11'

,tie,-j;,l

wood

jireservation

and structural material investigations.
is done under the direc-

fuel

The experimental work

tion of the chief of the technologic branch, the de-

being settled after consultation with engineers
are experts in the particular lines being invesregular force of engineers, chemists and
tigated.
computers carry on the tests as planned and preThe purposes of
pare the results for publication.
tails

who

A

To
fuel investigations now in progress are
to delessen the waste in the nation's fuel supply
termine the amount, quality, properties and most
the

:

;

methods of utilizing the fuels the analyzdetermine means
to
and testing of coals
whereby low-grade fuels may be made of commercial value, and the abatement of smoke.
efficient

;

ing

;

M'r. Randall said that a study of the fuel values
of coals burned while conducting some 540 boiler
tests has shown that the value of the coal depends
almost entirely on the number of heat units which
contains as determined by a calorimeter, these
it

values being influenced somew'bat by the
amount and character of volatile matter and of ash
present in the coal. This information has strengthened the position of the government engineers who
desire to purchase coal on a specification which has
relative

for

basis of

its

and ash

in the coal.

Investigations
.

payment the British thermal units
of

the

washing and coking

tests

showm the possibilities of utilizing poorer grades of coal than are commonly used,
and point to a very considerable saving in fuel
The experiments on the briquetting of
supply.
coal have shown that the slack coal which is otherof coals have also

wise difficult to utilize may be made into
lumps and used with high efficiency in power plants
A study of the furnace
or for locomotive use.
conditions in connection with the boiler tests points
to possibilities of modifying furnaces so that practically all fuels may be burned without smoke under

THREE CIRCUL.\R SAWS

I\ CH.^IR

FACTORY DIRECTLY DRIVE-S BY THREE 3O-HORSEPOWER INDUCTION
MOTORS.

carry a pressure of 125 iK)unds and supply a 300horsepower steam engine direct-coupled to a 250kilovolt-ampere alternator.
The engine operates
non-condensing, the exhaust being used for dry

and to heat the factory buildings during the
winter months.
A blower system, installed by Allington-Curtis Company of Saginaw, Mich., carries
refuse wood and shavings to the boiler and is operated by a 30-borsepower induction motor.
The following table details the kind of tools, the
maker, the size and speed of motor and the method
of drive:

committee, and C. G. Crawford, specialist in
preservation. United States Forest Service,
vice-chairman. The committee was divided
four sub-commitees to take up the work.

its

into

kilns

Tool.
Circular cut-off saw

American gang

rip

eaw

saw

Cut-off

double

55-in.

exiiaust

-An international congress on electrical units

standards

is

Pa.

3 h. p., 1,700
10 h. p.
1.

130

p.

r.

Baxter D. Whitney, Worcester, Mass.

15 h. p..

American Woodworking

3

port, Pa.
Allington-Curtis

to

H. P. Motor.

Co..

Co.,

Williams-

Saginaw,

and

be opened in London on October
I2th ne.xt.
A memorandum has been drawn up
which sets forth the proposals to be placed before
the congress.
Nine propositions are put forward,
and the object of the congress may be summed up

Mafccr-

port.

planers

30-in.

International Standardization Congress.

L. Houston Co., Montgomery, Pa.
American Woodworking Co., WilHatns-

artificial

Mich.

h.

30

1,700

850

p.,

m.

p.

m.

1,130

p.,

h.

r.

p

r.

m.

r-

p.

m.

r.

p.

m.

Drive.
Belted direct to too!
Belted to countershaft T.
pulley
Belted to countershaft T.
pulley
Belted direct to saw

&

L.

&

L.

Belted to fan

fan
^Iye^s Machine Co.,

Matcher

Sheboygan, Wis,

1,130

10 h. p.,

r.

p

m.

favorable conditions.

Some bulletins have already been issued on this
work, but those which deal directly with the smoke
The
problem are now in course of preparation.
government is investigating the possibilities only
from the engineering and not at all from the legal

wood
is

6-in.

American Woodworking

sticker

port,

Band resaw
Band resaws
Columbia sandcr

Williams-

Bay,

h.

p.,

1,130

p m.

r.

15 h. p.. 1. 130 r. p
3 h. p., 1,700 r. p.
10 h. p., 1,130 r. p

m.
m.
m.

\\'is.

10 h.
1,130

standpoint.

American Woodworking

Grinder

71-2

Pa.

Cordesman-Rechtin Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Cordesman-Rechtin Co.. Cincinnati. 0.
^lilwaukee Sander Mfg. Co., Green

Whitney

planer

::4-in.

Co.,

Direct belt to machine.
Motor
fitted with double width pulley, driving T. & L. on mach.
Direct drive

Co.,

Williams-

3

h.

p.

p.

r.

m.

1,700

p.,

r.

p.

m.

Direct drive
Direct drive
furnished
with
double
width pulley driving to T. &
L. pulley
Drive through countershaft T.
& L. pulley
Belted through countershaft

Motor

port, Pa.

Good Street-railway Service

at the

Republican Convention.
of the best exhibitions of street railroading
in Chicago was given by the Chicago City Railway
Company in handling the Republican convention
throngs.

The new

tracks

on Wabash Avenue had

time for the convention, and
the big pay-as-you-enter cars of the Cottage Grove
and Indiana Avenue lines passing the convention
hall on Wabash Avenue were operated without delay on a 26-)4-second headway during the entire
President Mitten took personal
convention period.
charge of the work at the Coliseum, and at every
street

visors

intersection

in

in

were stationed

the cars.

The

the

downtown
the

district

super-

movement

of
city's mounted police were a great
to

direct

Whitney

7%

Whitney

Sand room group
Embossing: machine

Union

Boring machine
Automatic chucking
machine
tables

Mortisers
Post borers

7!-<

Embossing

Machine

Co.,

M. Nash. Milwaukee. W'is.
Niagara Machine Co., Niagara Falls,
N. Y.
Built by owner
L. G. McKnight & Son. Gardner. Mass.
L. G. McKnight & Son, Gardner, Mass.

J.

shows three 30-horsepowcr AUisChahiiers induction motors connected to three cirThe officers of the Union City Chair
cular saws.
Company are President and treasurer, J. C. Cafvice-president and secretary. W. F. Olborg;
lisch
The electrical masuperintendent, G. A, Stark.
:

;
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Ind.

Tumbling room
illustration

Countershaft
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Lathes

Saw

Direct drive
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Conveyor
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been completed just
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5
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2

h.
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It.
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2
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p..

I

h.

I

714

1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
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p.

r.

p.
p.

r.

p., 1,700 r. p.
h. p., 1,130 r. p

m.
m.

m.
m.
m.
m.

Countershaft
Countershaft

driving 4 drum
Direct drive
to
flywheel used
with friction cUnch
Belted to countershaft
Belted direct

Belted direct
Belted direct
Belled direct

Group drive

by saying that it is to consider and advise as to
the steps which should be taken to bring^ about
agreement in the definition of electrical units which
form the basis of legislation in different countries
and in the methods of constructing and employing
the electrical standards necessary to give effect to
these definitions.
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It

is

estimated that at least 50 per cent, of

is

power

indicated

this

The

velopment.

for economic

available

is

of

rental

1,400.000

de-

horsepower

at

$20 per horsepower per year would amount to an
annual return of $28,000,000. This amount is equal
to

income of

gross

a

Some

$560,000,000.

per cent, on a capital of

5

but

power has already been

of this

proportion

small

very

a

— hardly

enough to make any cippreciable showing when the
enormous resources of the region are taken into
account.

from the
for

In the "Selling Electricity" department of this
week we give an article on "Wholesale Marketing

the man on

known

tive

business.

the

abstract

It

other

everyone engaged

is

therefore

M.

H.

has

side

to

Mr.

of

the

say

to

competi-

in

Chicago" which

is
worthy
man. It will
be seen that the Commonwealth Edison Company

in

the attention of every central-station

maximum demand

supplies a

of 46,000 kilowatts to

and near Chicago, while 85 of
its larger industrial power customers have a connected motor load of 30,460 horsepower an average of 35S horsepower to each installation. The
electric railways

in

—

maximum installation demand of these wholecustomers is thus nearly 69,000 kilowatts
figure which is probably unequaled elsewhere for
total

—

sale

electric

power

paper

at

find

it

with

organization and great resources.

scientific

few days ago before the New England Section
oi the Illuminating Engineering Society (it is hard

all the PAPEiiS on the programme of the
convention of the American Institute of

If

annual

Engineers

Electrical

from June 29th

be

to

held

members present

attention, the

to

realize that that society

not

is

an exclusively electrical organization, so accustomed

we

are

think

to

and

light),

it

But

discussion.

agree with

illumination

that

not bring

did

electrical

men

out

a

the

found necessary to devote

some of them, while

to

by

title

^^Ueet-rail way cars arc

proving

Chicago unless it be with smokers.
The cars have large carrying capacity, and hence
usually a considerable proportion

is

smoking

like

to

smoke.

The

of

only place

men

where

is on the front platform, wdiich
and provides space for perhaps 12
or 15 men, standing, besides the motorman, wdio
should be protected by a railing, although this is
not always done. The smokers realize that they
are something of a nuisance and have not beenheard to complain because they are compelled to
stand. But when the platform is crowded the
starting and stopping of the car cause serious inconvenience, due to the lurching and jostling of
the men who have no straps or handles to cling
to as have standing passengers in the body of the
car.
There should be no difliculty in attaching hiop
straps to the roof of the front platform, and if
this were done it would make riding there much
more comfortable for those who wdsh to solace
themselves with the comfort of the weed.

quite

is

is

allowed

large

A

SOCIAL EXPERIMENT which

may have

ri

corisid-

ing

was begun

in

Paris not long since in the shape

workmen

of a workshop-apartment building where

may

reside and at the

electric

powaT

of brick and

is

at

liv-

same time have

their

disposal.

The

seven stories high, and

a

shop with
building
it

is

contains

workshops and aparlmenls. The latter consist
of two or three living rooms with all the needed
conveniences, besides a workshop having an area
of 20 square meters.
The whole is well lighted
and ventilated. In the basement there arc baths
and in the seventh story a laundry. The rent for
the aparlmenls is quite reasonable.
Cheap electric
power is one of the main features in this case, and
it
for six cents a kilowatt-hour.
is
to be had

48

than half an hour
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so large and diversified that the

is

number

large

a
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of

But repeated experience has shown that it would be better to
have a smaller number of papers leaving out some
subjects, perhaps, in which interest is not general
almost

is

it

irresistible.

—

thus providing greater time for discussion.
be remarkable

the Atlantic

if

be carried through in such a

way

It will

convention can

City

as to give those

present an intelligent idea of what each paper con-

with

tains

of

something

like

an adequate discussion

it.

Citizens of

Milwaukee who

are opposed to the

agitation for a municipal lighting plant are pleased

with

of

report

a

Greater

a

committee

Milwaukee Association

by

appointed

investigate

to

question of municipal ownership in that

city.

"

the
the

The

committee was composed of men of standing and
was admitted by all to be competent and unprejudiced. Briefly stated, the committee fi.nds that for
the

city

lighting

of

Essentially,

folly.

for

far

city

report

demonstrates

would

lighting

more money than ^ it can
its

contract

now pays

and there

tract,

the

municipal

that

under

The
city

Milwaukee to invest in a municipal
woidd be an act of gross business

plant

matically
city

erablc influence in improving the conditions of

less

only.

to cover

who would

the presenta-

and the discussion of

perliaps others will be read

preparing programmes

In

temptation

there
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This is loo short a time for an imand it is probable that it will be

subject.
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can sec wdiat these statements are.
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it

portant paper,

relative
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to I'nclude both
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will not be disposed

popular
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tion of the paper in abstract

deal

economy of the light of
Welsbach lamps compared with, say, that of the
tungsten electric lamp. We give part of Mr. Daggett's paper so that readers of the Western Electrician

sessions

electric

great

the author's statements either as to

or

quality

the
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more than 30 minutes can be given

figured that not

each one.

due
busy enough

will be

on the programme, and with
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means
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There are 34 papers

be kept out of mischief.

to

Atlantic

at

to July 2d, inclusive, are given

a

some of us

Chi-

a low rate. Thus even the largest users
advantageous 10 buy of the central station,

its

on

"High-efficiency Illuminants," presented on another

for

The

service to large consuiners.

cago company has been a pioneer in selling current
at low wholesale rates to railways and other large
users, and its methods can be studied with profit.
By high-class engineering, combined with energetic
and intelligent selling methods, it is enabled to
produce and market a tremendous volume of cur-

read

of interest to

Daggett's

Current

of Electric

rent

What

509

509
509

513

T>:.tc»

tains.

to

The Repair Shop
Questions and Answers:
Loading Generators
Current in a Solid Conductor
Specific Gravity of Sulphuric Acid

IlIuHiratrd

rather large assumption. Thus, according to estimates made by the United States Geological Survey, there is a minimum of about 2,800,000 indicated
horsepower existing in the rivers having their
headwaters in the Southern Appalachian Moun-

page in this issue, for the author compares rnLtdeni
gas and electric lamps from the viewpoint of the
gas engineer. The paper was presented in Boston
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Twelve of the shops are already occupied, together
with their apartments, and some of them are used
by nickel-platers and polishers. The current is taken

subjects

of

field,

devoted.

is
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27,

embraced in the
which the Western ElecThe showing of the large amount

range

diversified

iwid
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genera! electrical
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believes

the

is

with

the

get

mathe-

cost

the

the service

private

company.

$65 a year per lamp bj' cona provision that whenever the

price

too

high

it

can

bring the

matter before the state commission for settlement.
The Greater Milwaukee Association is concerned
general welfare and progress of the
judgment is believed to be free from
prejudice and faddism and is not biased by obligaThe committee, after
tion to any private interests.
exhaustive investigation based on expert estimates,
comparative figures, and facts of the municipal
limitations and needs, decided squarely
finances,
against the nufnicipal-plant idea, which involves an

solely
city.

in

the

Its

expenditure

of

probably

should be conclusive.

$[,000,000.

The

report
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June- 27,

Annual Convention
'riic

of

Canadian Elec-

Association.

trical

cily of 'roPMilo w;is llic

si't-iic

ul

llic

lioIdinK

tlic

afternoon of

until tlic

I-'riday,

bers in allendauco were

from

the
all

i9lli.

'i'iic

mem-

parts of the

Do-

minion and were representative ceutral-staliou men
and engineers, the supply houses also bein^ well
Among tliose present from the United
represented.
States were George Williams of New York, C. R.
McKay, Toledo Railways and IJglil Comi)auy. ToOhio; Philip H. Hoover. Insulated Wire
ledo,
Company, New York, and H. P. Kimball, Standard
Underground Cable Company, New York. Tin;
delegates in attendance numbered about two hundred. The convention was a decided success, and

went away
Alderman J.

and

J.

corporation

welcome

the

to

Professor

sr.lisfied with the results.
Graliam, on behalf of the mayor
of Toronto, extended a hearty

fully

all

city,

Galbraith

and President Falconer and
performed like ofTiccs on be-

University of Toronto. Owing to the
courtesy of the two last-mentioucd gentlemen the
convention was held in the Chemistry and .Mining
Building of the University of Toronto, situated in
Queen's Park.
In his annual address the president of the association, Mr. R. S. Kclsch of Montreal, pointed out
that the recent financial depression had demonhalf of the

strated

that

the

companies

electric-lighting

Milchell

were

well suited to withstand such a time of stringency.
of the enormous growth of electric

As an evidence

lighting on this continent, he said that the consumption of electric incandescent lamps for last
year was 85.000,000.
The secretary-treasurer. Mr. T. S. Young of
Toronto, reported that a special effort which had
been made to interest a large number of light and
power companies in the association had resulted
On Februin 92 such companies being represented.
12,
1908, a deputation from the association
had waited on the Dominion government, and in

ary

consequence the registration fee for inspecting gas
and electric meters had been abolished, effecting
On
a. saving to the lighting companies of $6,oco.
the question of the rtduction in the fees charged
for the inspection of electric-light meters the government decided to .wait for some time in order
to ascertain how the revenue and expenditure would
balance after having carried out certain improvements in the service. The policy of the government is to make the service self-sustaining, not

produce a profit.
Mr. Young thought that the question of duty
on carbons was one which might be discussed at
the convention, as the value of carbons imported
Canada was approximately $40,000 a year,
into
which represented a duty of $14,000, which he considered to be an unjust burden placed upon the

to

new members having joined during the year,
and the membership now standing at about 400.
The managing committee, to wdiich was due the
120

success of the convention,
R. G. Black of Toronto,

was composed of Messrs.
A. A. Dion of Ottawa.

Reesor of Lindsay, Ont., C. B. Hunt of
London, Ont., J. M. Robertson of Montreal, J. J.
Wright of Toronto, W. Williams of Sarnia, Ont.,
H. 0. Fisk of Peterboro, J. W. Purcell of Walkerville, Ont., and J. G. Glassco of Hamilton.
The
efforts of these gentlemen were ably seconded by
the president, Mr. R. S. Kelsch, and the secretary,
Mr. T. S. Young, and everything w-as done to
make the visit of the delegates interesting and
profitable.
Fine weather attended the convention
F.

throughout.

The majority

of the papers presented

amoimt of discussion, and the
delegates went away profited by the information
a

large

to

the reading

and

dis-

"Power Rates
cussion of the following papers
and Factors Which Influence Them," by W. N.
Ryerson of Niagara Falls "How to Increase the
Station Load," by George Williams of New Y'ork;
"Lost and Unaccounted-for Current," by C. R.
:

;

Electrical

Power

Plants by

Mr.
Designers," by C. H. Mitchell.
paper was w-ritten as the result of a
recent visit to Europe. He pointed out that Canada's wealth in water powers was an asset to be
seized upon and developed to the utmost advantage according to the expansion of the country.
Among the low-head plants described by Mr.

European

Mitchell's

Swil/crland,

Chcvnrs,

at

where

The

twu horsepower.

than

three

1,200

l.-tkiuK

less

charged by the

prices

of Geneva

For HglitiuK, lOarc :is follows:
candlejiower lamps, one cent ikt hour, with a lar^'o
For
discount for a considerable number of lamps.
city

power, on Hat

Another

rale,

one horsepower
plant

interesting

is

$64 a year.

at

that

at

Vigevano,

Milan, the eleclrical city of Central Europe,
wliich develops ".(xx) liorsepowcr tmder a head of
61
feet.
The power from this station is used in
outlying towns to the nortii and west of Milan, as
well as in the city. The prices obtained by tliis
company in the widely separated centers of con-

near

sumption, based on a flat rate and on a 24-hour
day, average about $31 per horsepower-year, with
a minimum of $23 and a maximum of $.14, dependThe price of coal is about $7
ing on distance.
a ton.

Mr. Ryerson, in
and Factors Which

his

paper

Inllucnce

on "Power Rates
Them," dealt with

flat-rate, the meter-rate and the sliding-scalc
methods of charging for power, and mentioned a
fourth mctliod which
was termed second-class
power. He said
The factors which have the
greatest influence upon the rates to be charged arc:
First, the distance of the customer from the source
of supply; second, the amount of power the customer desires to use; third, the character of the
customer's load whether steady or intermittent,
and. if the latter, the time, frequency and duration

the

:

—

of peaks, or, in other words, the load factor; fourth,

average power factor, and.

the

fifth,

whether the

load will be balanced or imbalanced.

Mr. George Williams, in his paper, gave many
on how to increase the number of users of
electric light and power.
He advocated newspaper
publicit}-, and said:
"The public must first be made
familiar with what ive have to sell and know its
advantages before a demand for the product .can
hints

be expected. In the smaller cities this process of
education may be quickly carried on with very
small investment, but in the larger cities a campaign of newspaper and other printed advertising
and publicity would be necessary if quick results
are desired."

Mr.

Williams illustrated, by means of lantern
growth of illuminated-sign lighting, outline lighting and decorative lighting in the large
cities and towns of the United States.
On Thursday A. E. Fleming, W. A. Bucke and
W. G. Chace contributed papers, respectively, on
the following subjects:
"ilodern Street Lighting."
"Electrical Plant Earnings per Capita" and "Regulation of Electric Currents or Circuits."
Papers
were also given by James Bicknell, K. C. on "Electrical Franchises," and by Robert JMcKay on "Conthe

slides,

tracts."

Street

Lighting" produced considerable discussion on the
respective merits of the tungsten and Nernst and
flaming arc lamps, and also other forms of open
and enclosed arc lamps.
In the absence of Mr. Chace, R. G. Black gave
an outline of the former's paper, and illustrated, by
means of slides, the various forms of current
regulators in use at the present time.

Mr. Bicknell defined a franchise as a privilege
of a public nature conferred by legislative authority.
He pointed out that the question of who

owned

the highway

was an important one, as the
companies are compelled to use the public
highways in carr^^ng out their business. It had
been contended by the municipalities that the streets
and highways are the property of and under the
control of the provincial legislatures, and that
therefore the Dominion Parliament could not interfere, but this contention had been negatived, and
electric

it

is

now- clearly settled that the

ment has the

which they had obtained.
Wednesday was devoted

McKay, and "Various

that

(j<-*neva,

The paper by Mr. Fleming on "Modern

Mr. Young's report showed that the last year
had witnessed a substantial increase in membership,

elicited

bi.-I'>w

the population served, a lar^e nmiiher

t't

lighting companies.

B.

w.is

5J'

horsupuwer under
-'8
feet in
winlcr, or Soo horsejiowcr under 15
The most re15 feet in smnnier, are developed.
markable feature is the lar^e ratiu of onsunicrs
miles

Canadian Klcclrical Associati<m'.s cinhtcciUh
annual convuntion, which was convciiud on Wednesday, June 17, i()o8, .It 10 a', ni., and was coiiliuucd
of

:

Dominion Parlia-

confer upon any company,
properly constituted or incorporated by Parliament,
powers over the streets and highw-ays of any municipality in Canada.
If
municipality.' entered
a
into a contract w^ith the Hydro-electric Commission, he said, the provisions of the Conmee Act
did not apply, but he thought that if a municipality
strove in good faith lo live up to all the provisionof the Hydro-electric Commissioms contract it
would not be able to supply light, heat or power
right

to

low a rate as a private electrical company
efficiently and econo'nically managed.

at

as

The basis of valuation in
company expropriated by a
its

net

earningS) with

the case of a telephone

municipality would be
an allowance for the fran-

of ;in rk-ctric railw:iy, the time
run woiihl have in Ix; coiisiderrd,
in tlic ci-tk: of an el<clric-lij.^hl
company, at
expiration of its term no alh^waiice for tlic

chi-it'.
ii

but
the

franchise

25-ycar

c.isc
l«*

woiiM he i;)vcri. Ai ihc expiration of a
term i!ic muiiicipality could lake it ovt

and

the cost of const. •'.iction

at

a

ilir

Ill

would have

fleductlon

i-stalilisluncnt,

v.'iih

for depreciation.

Kobcrt McKay,

in

lii

on

talk

l

"Coiitr.i<:i-,,"

pointed

was not every brr-.-ich v.liicli entitled
a man to throw up a contract.
He said that where
a clause making time the essence of a coiUracl
was inserted it must be ritiidly observed to become
out

that

effective

At

it

law.

in

the close of the ses-ion on

onstration

Thursday a demapparatus was

of electro-metallurgical
Saul Dushman.

given by
On Friday

W. L. Macfarlane read a paper on
"Grounding of Transformer Secondaries," while
"The National Electrical Code" v.as the subject
of a paper by H. F. Strickland,
Perhaps the most interesting feature of the convention was a demonstration of the oscillograph,

the

by 1 1. W. Price, consulting engineer, of
Toronto.
On Friday at i p. m. an association luncheon
was given, followed by an illustrated lecture by
R. J. Clark on tiie large power plants of America.

given

some of the most difficult power-housi
work on the American continent, notably at Sao
showing

Paulo, Mexico, Niagara Falls and Winnipeg,

A

number

principal

of inlcresl-ing exhibits were made, the
exhibitors In-ing
the
Canadian General

Company of Toronto, the Gas and ElecPower Company of Toronto, the Canadian
Westinghouse Company of Hamilton, the JoynerGrcene Company and the Canadian FairbanksMorse Company.
Electric
tric

social
features provided were: A
excursion by the steamer Cayuga on
Lake Ontario, a trip by special cars to Scarboro
Beach Park and a baseball match at Hanlon's
Point between the nines representing the manufacturers and the operating companies.
Those wearing the association's badge, which consisted of a maple leaf set in enamel, surrounded
by the words "Canadian Electrical Association,"
were entitled to visit the various power stations

Among

the

moonlight

and distributing plants

the city, and

in

were

also

transportation by the Toronto Railway
Company. A free telephone service was provided
by the Bell Telephone Company for the use of

given

free

members during the convention.
The election of officers took place on Thursday

the

afternoon and resulted as follows
Resident W. N. Ryerson. general superintendent,
Ontario Power Company. Niagara Falls, Ont.
First vice-president R. M. Wilson, general su-

—

—

perintendent.

Montreal

Light,

Company, Montreal.
Second vice-president R.
Company, Chatham, Ont.

—

Secretary-treasurer

—T.
—As

S.

Heat

S. Coate.

and

Power

Chatham Gas

Young, Toronto.

Managing committee

previously mentioned,
Pearson of Niagara Falls and

except that W. A.
R. S. Kelsch of Montreal succeeded ^fessrs. Robertson and Glassco.

It was left to the managing committee to decide
upon the place for holding the next annual con-

vention.

William Arnold Anthony.
The

resolutions adopted bj- the directors of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers in honor
of Past-president Anthony are as follows:
Whereas. In the death of Prof. William Arnold
.\nthony. who departed this life on Afay 29. 1908,
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers has
lost one of its earliest members, who throughout
the formative years of the Institute served it devotedly as member and as president; and
Whereas. He was a pioneer among electrical engineers and in the cause of technical, and scientific
education in America a teacher of rare ability and
power to whom a host of pupils, now active in science and its applications, o%ve their first inspiration:
:

and
Whereas. His skill as an experimenter, his enthusiasm, insight and devotion as a man of science

commanded
character,

universal admiration, while his sterling
single-mindedness. warmness of heart

and generosity endeared him to all who knew him
Be it Resolved, That the American Institute of
Electrical
Engineers expresses its sense of the
great loss which the engineering profession and the
cause of science has sustained in his death and
Be it further Resolved. Tliat these resolutions be
entered in full in the Proceedings of the Institute
and that copies be forwarded to the surviving members of his family.
;

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Annual Convention
The annual convcntiun

American

Institute

be held at the Hotel
beginning on June 29th
2d.
A long list of papers, many
of exceptional interest, has been prepared for dis
Following are the names of authors and
cussion.

Engineers

of Electrical

Traymore. Atlantic
and ending on July

lieferentc

Special

with

of

beautify

constant effort to
acres in extent,

its

grounds,

25

at

its

Ampere,

N. J., the Crocker-Wheeler Company has moved
several large trees and replanted them in different
locations on the property.
On June nth an oak
tree 60 feet high, as shown by tiie ;icconipanying

M.

Xew Method

Alexander— '"A

\V.

Synchronnuii
Con-

in

GForests.

of Training bii-

— —
Behrend — "The

Falls."

B. A.
5.
Cuinpanv to
Ernst
6.

Relation of the ^Manufacturing

Technical Graduate."

tlie

Berg— "Tests with Arcing Grounds and Con-

J.

nections."

R. Eibbiiis— "Steam Turbine Plant, Some PossiResulting from Recent Engineering Developments."
on Producer-gas
"Thirty-day Test
R. Bibbins
S.
T.
Discussion, of Results in Relation to Cost
Power Plant.
T.

—

bilities

—

of Power."

—

—

—

—"High-voltage Experiments
— "A Minimum-work Method for the
Problems."
Solution of Alternating-current
—
D. B- Rushmore "The Relation of the Manufacturthe Technical Graduate."
ing Company
—
D. R. Scholes "Fundamental Considerations Govern
23.
ing the Design of Transmission-line
— "The TestingStructures."
of High-voltage Line
C. E. Skinner

TRANSPLANTING 60-FOOT

LOCOMOTIVE

U-AK BV

CRANE.

scopic Fork."

Mershon

at

Niagara."

,

,

Harold Pender

,

32.

to

24.

Insulators."

,,

,

.

,

,-

H. C. Specht— "Induction Motors for Alultispeed Serwith Particular Reference to Cascade Operation."
C. P. Steinmetz— "The General Equations of the Elec

—

^

_

.

„

,

"Primary Standard of Light.
27.
C. P. Steinmetz
28.
H. G. Stott President's address.
E. Waddell~"Notes on the Electric Heatmg
29. Chas-

—

—

Plant of the Biltmore Estate."
Girard B. Werner "The Determination of the
30.
nomic Location of Sub-stations in Electric Railways."

W.

31.

Developments

Waters— "Modern

L.

to

33.

J.

teries

to

Regulation of Alternating-current Systems."

Monday, June 29th, will
There will be an afternoon
session at two, and a reception followed by a dance
On Tuesin the evening at the Hotel Traymore.
day there will be a morning session at 9:30. In

The morning

be begun at

session of

11

afternoon there will be a tea at the Atlantic
Golf Club. An evening session will be held.
Morning and afternoon sessions will be held on
Wednesday and Thursday. The convention committee consists of W. C. L. Eglin, 1000 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, and Charles Day, J. J. Gibson,
Nathan Hayward, H. F. Lanville and Paul Spencer,
City

of Philadelphia.

The handling

of this large tree and the ball of earth in which
the roots were embedded involved a nice calculation
as to the center of gravity of the tree. The work
was accomplished, however, without mishap. The

C-W

factory

is

becoming one of the "show plants"

of the country.

Electric
use

Dock

Hoist.

example of time saving through the
of a modern electric hoist comes from the
striking

Pacific Coa.st, where, in the yards of the
cial

Boiler

raised

Works

in

Seattle,

65-ton boiler was
in position in

a

from the dock and placed

hold

The

of

the

plant of the Commercial Boiler Works, en-

in the manufacture of marine boilers and
handling ship repairs, has its machines equipped
with individual-motor drive, and to facilitate the
loading of heavy materials it was found necessary
to install electricity in the yards as well.
The hoist
used was supplied by the Lambert Hoisting Engine
Company, and is driven by a 40-horsepower, type
Westinghouse direct-current motor controlled by
a drum-type controller, affording nine forward and

gaged
in

nine reverse speeds.
54-i"ch steel

From

the

drums of

for the Buffalo General
Electric Company.

Buffalo Gi^ncral Electric Company of BufN. Y., will erect a fine building of its own
wliich will have every modern convenience.
It will
he eight stories high with a high basement. In
the basement will be placed a modern sub-station
for taking care of the surrounding terrltorj'.
Spe-

The

third

floor

Company.

will

for

nn
it

assembly
will

neering societies of

lit

tlie

at
-ritv

hall,

the
free

fo;

generator units have been installed, each to generate
current at 60 cycles, three-phase, at 600 volts.
These^ turbines are driven by steam from Babcock
& Wilcox boilers, using coal brought from the
company's own mines. The current generated by
the turbo units is devoted entirely to power purposes; the lighting load, consisting of some 40
arcs and 400 incandescents. is carried by the exciters.
The Western Canada plant represents an
investment of approximately a million and a half
dollars.
Sir Sandford Fleming. K. C. M, G., is
president and Mr. P. D. MacKinnon is general

manager.

The

Contractors' Convention.

Preparations
are
ntaring completion
for
the
eighth annual convention oi the National Electrical
Contractors' Association.
It is expected that this
will be the largest meeting of the association.
The

Mr. W^
is

H.

Morion.

94

Genesee

Street.

secretary.

have
and the

Municipal Perplexities

floor

the

dispo.>aI

will

be

i:sc

."pf

of engi-

of cost.

of the gasoline-electric motor car on sev<;ral
branrh lines to dclL-rmine lis availability for
£cr\'icc in handling suburban passenger traflic.

In

said that the municipal
water plant of Garrett. Ind.. is
of meeting the demands placed
It

The Lehigh Valley Railroad Company has begun
its

means of electric motors.
The power-house equipment for this plant is typical of the best modern practice in every respect.
Three Allis-Chalmers 1,000-kilowatt steam-turbine-

Utica, N. y.,

te-.t-.

of

plant, comprising 15 buildings in all.
approximate floor space of zVa acres and
a daily capacity in finished product of 2,000 barrels.
It is, without doubt, the largest and best equipped
of its kind in the Dominion. The company owns
over 1,200 acres of limestone quarries, from which
the present plant may be supplied for a period of
500 years. The stone is of high grade and is
quarried from solid rock by means of electric drills.
After being crushed, dried and ground, the limestone is carried to the mixing bins. At this stage
of the process the chemist starts his analyses on
samples tal^en every half hour from each bin. A
constant check is thus kept on the quality of the
limestone that goes to the mixing troughs. The
next step in the process is the mixing of limestone
with the shale. The Exshaw works are fortunate
in having two separate and distinct qualities of
clay to draw upon. Analyses are made of the clay
as of the limestone, and the results form the basis
for calculating the percentages of each to be used.
The completed mixture, consisting of approximately
20 per cent, clay to So per cent, rock, is carried
to the battery of tube mills, 16 in all, driven by

W'll

floor:-.,

eighth

mills

Com-

Coal

The

mittee.

the Cataract Power
except the eighth, will

The

new Portland-cement

The full programme and further details
be printed later.
Mr. C. R. Kreidcr, Fisher
Building. Chicago, is chairman of the local com-

l)y

floors,

for oflices.

mployes, and

-ccoml

aiirl

be occupied

Remaining

he available
'luipped

first

great

will

for demonstrating

The company

device.";.

shear

the

Western Canada Cement and

tration.

the pubh'c the uses of clcctnc-lighling, heating,

cooking and power
its offics rn Ihc

'

facilities

Alberta.

being prepared and some interesting discussions
In the way of entertainment the members and guests will be well taken care of. This
year the plan of entertainment has been put on a
business basis, and all tickets for entertainmcnls
will be paid for individually at the lime of regis-

display

have the most modern

in

are assured.

providing for elab-

to

Plant

is

quarters where electrical appliances
and machines will be shown. This department will
to

purchased from the Seattlebeing transmitted by a

dates are July 15th, :6th and 17th, and the headquarters and meetings will be at the Auditorium
Hotel, Qiicago.
An excellent business pro.gramme

falo,

attention will be given

the hoist

cable runs to the top of the

New Home

orate

is

an

K
a

cial

Commer-

steamship Pennsylvania in the
short space of 20 minutes. The illustration shows
the boiler about to be placed in the hold.
the

m.

a.

the

all

ing built on the company's property.

A

— "From Steam Electricity on a
Fractional-pitcn
of
Bache-Wiig— "Application
Jens
Windings to Alternating-current
— Generators."
Lester Woodbridge "Application of Storage Bat34.
E. Whitehead
Single-track Road."
J.

was lifted by means of the CrockerWheeler locomotive crane, carried about 200 feet
and replanted near the new postofifice, which is beillustration,

Eco-

Single-

in

phase Generators."
32.

situated

the

has

tating Field."
"An Imperfection in the Lsual StateiSr Carl Herinff
ment of the Fundamental Law of Electromagnetic Inducf\A'ith discussion by letter.)
duction."
A. E. Kennellv and S. E. Whiting— "The Measure19.
ment of Rotary Speed's of Dynamo Machines by the Strobo-

26.
trie Circuit."

drives the hoist and the motors

the shop as well,

pany.

as Viewed by the Insurance Engineer: Should the A. L E. E. Interest Itself in Fire
Protection?"
"Graphical Treatment of the RoR. E. Hellmund
17.

25.

ever

which was

A

are

Power Companv's Svstem."
16.
C. M. Goddard— "Electricttv

D.

largest

the
hoist,

previously used, would have required three hours'
time to raise the same load.
15-ton boiler was
recently loaded by the Lambert hoist in j^Y^ minutes.

of

ern

Ralph

was one of

The worm-gear

A Modern Cement

Resistances, and Kindred Tests."
ot
\2.
Carl J. Fechheimer— "The Relative Proportions
Copper and Iron in Alternators."
R. A. Fessenden— "Wireless Telephony."
1 1.
S. B. Fortenbaugh— "Conductor Rail Measurements."
14.
"Engineering Features of the South15J- ^V. Fraser

vice

Seattle.

Forty-eight niUcs from Calgarv, Canada, and surrounded by the small industrial town of Exshaw,
named after one of the company's active directors,

11.
E. .E. F. Creighton— "Measurements of Lightnuig.
Aluminum Lightning Arresters, Earth Resistances, Cement

2\.

20 minutes,

in

—

Austin Burt "Three-phase Power- factor.
9.
10.
W. Lee Campbell "A Study of jMultioffice Automatic
Switchboard Telephone Svstems."

20.

in

two-phase line at 2,300 volts. It is utilized on the
dock "as direct current and in the shops as alternating current for two 50-horsepower motors driving heavy rolls, one 50-horsepower motor driving
an air compressor and various small motors, all
of standard Westinghouse manufacture. A motorgenerator set is installed in the shop to supply the
necessary direct current for the hoist.

the

in

A Suggested Government Policy."
National
"A New Large Generator for Niagara
B. A. Behrend
4.

7.

tion
built

in

Split-Pole

Baum — "Water-power Development

cineers."
Fr.-ink

the

to

1908

Tacoma Power Company,

verter."
2.

part

factory

ij,

legs, where it reeves through a set of blocks capable of lifting from 75 to 90 tons.
The boiler, which was lifted and placed in posi-

The power which

Comfort A. A<]ains^"\'ahaffC Ratio

Converters,

3.

As

will

Cit\%

subjects
1.

Transplanting a Tree by Locomotive
Crane.

of the Institute.

of the

June

liLliCTKIC MOIST RAIsl.\'i '15-i'

SEATTLi; UOCK.

.\

D'jILLK

is

Garrett, Ind.
and
no longer capable
upon it. while to
electric-light

put it in shape will require at least $15,000. The
proposition of the majority of aldermen to add
$75,000 to the city's debt is meeting with opposition by citizens^ who contend that the plant has
never been self-sustaining, much less cai)al>lc of
putting aside a fund for repairs and enlargements.
They are opposed to municipal ownership and demand that the business be turned over lo a corporation.

:
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THE INSTALLATION, LABORATORY TESTING AND

iherrftjr*:

ihroin;h

Of

REPAIRING OF ELECTRIC METERS.
Hv

Josrrii

on

carpcnicrs' benches

aiul

ilrivcn

plaiur.

lallics,

(leparlnient o(

lest

tlic

willi

fciuippcd

sliop

rcp.-iir

siii;ill

aiiil

and

furKc,
pn-ss,

ilrill

etc..

inein, makiiiK

il

niai-liinisls'

education

lamp banks,

boards,

tcstius

the

of

supports

special

etc.,

willi

iiuilDi-

a

useful

is

and other outside jobs for the meter
MtiTKF
In

repair

the

shoi)s

large

and

for

de|iartinent.

The shop equipment

meter ilepartments

also

includes

means

for making; over old pivots, small motor-driven
winding machines for rewinding direct-current incter armatures and shunt fields, etc. These machines
arc similar to those used at the meter factory.
Old-style armatures, if any such arc in service, are

woutid with silk-covorcd wire or "cellulose-acetate"
wire; new-style ones with the latter kind of wire
.\rniatures and fields, wdien repaired or re»oidy.
are put throu,5:h a regular factor}' inspection.

A neat device for cleaning and polishing worn
meter pivots may be made by using a small electric
motor— a one-tenth or one-eighth horsepower. 1,200rcvolution fan motor, with fan removed, answers
The motor is to
set on a convenient bench.
well
have a meter shaft-end for holding the pivots centered in one end of its shaft, and a hard rubber or
fiber bushing of fairly large diameter fast on the
shaft to bring the meter to rest quickly with the
band when the switch is opened. A standard pivot
wrench is used to insert and reinoA'c the pivots.
With this rig a large number of pivots can be
handled in an hour and made as good as new. The
following abrasives and polishing agents, used dry,
may advantageously be employed, in the order given

—

:

Oilstone or slip, to repoint the pivot.
Strip of "Parton," crocus or 0000 emery paper
on a small stick of soft wood.

"Diamantine," on a boxwood stick.
After using the last-named, wdiich gives a high
polish, the pivot is cleaned with a bit of cornpith
before removing from the motor.

The

Rehabii-ihtion of the Old-style Metek.

One

of the most important ftmctions of the re-

pair shop

is

mekeep pace with the advance

the rehabilitation of the old-style

ters to enable

them

to

nary

work

to

in

the

test

of the art, thus keeping in service many old meters
that would otherwise have to be consigned to the

scrap heap.
The experience and investigations of
the central-station meter departments (large and
small) have had a beneficial influence on meter and
indicating-instrument
manufacture by suggesting

new improvements

in meters and instruments and
methods. Some of the improvements that
have been incorporated in the design of modern
meters have also been embodied in the form of
attachments or appliances that can be applied to

helps, as

.'uid

room,

meters.

Among
many

the most prominent of these appliances,
of which have been developd by the initia-

companies, are the adjustfriction-compensating coil for direct-current

tive of the central-station

able

cup-diamond jewel, and a means for
remounting the damping magnets, which in oldstyle meters were disposed parallel to the axis or
the field coils, at right angles to that axis. Such
refitting of old supply meters may often be done
on the consumers' premises, without removing the
meters,

the

thrni

meters to the repair shop.

Training of Meter Inspectors.

<•»</.

good order of the

and special
apparatus used in testing at consumers' installations may also be done at the company's repair shop.
New men may advantageously he put
in

tools

We

This threw on about 45 horsepower, however, and
We have no running
worked higher.
steadily
water, or it might have worked all right. What
other form of resistance or method of loading up
the generators could we use?

A NSWER.
Any

loading of the machines with a water or
other form of rheostat is a pure loss of energxIf heat can be
in heat unless this heat is utilized.
made use of, it will pay to have a special heating
plan of

The

inquirer does not state whether

down one engine

shutting

unit

when

has been used. If even with this
practice the load is too light, some plan of securing
a temporary but paying load, such as for pumping
water, should be sought. If nothing of this kind
can be secured perhaps the following plan could be
is

light

used
Connect up 20 ordinary i6-candlepower incandescent lamps in series and put 15 such rows across
the 2.200-volt mains. By having a switch in each
rovV, this load can be added in one-half-ampere
steps at a time. This arrangement would require
300 lamps, but is not as expensive as it seems, for
lamps that have been collected for renewal on account of dimness can be used satisfactorily for
The only
this service till they finally burn out.
expense would be for sockets and wiring, and this
could be made to repay itself by arranging the
lamps as an advertisement of the company's service
(unless, of course, the lamps are so dim that such
an advertisement would be undesirable), or placing
them where their light would be beneficial.

Current

In

a Solid Conductor.

E. G. C, South Chicago, 111.: Does electricity
travel over the outside of a wire or does it travel
through the interior bulk as readily as it does on
Would a person sealed up inside of
the surface?
a copper ball 'be shocked or killed if this ball
were cut in on the highest tension of alternating
current or direct current?

Answers,
.Any direct current passes uniformly through all
parts of the cross-section of any continuous metalconductor whether solid, hollow-, regular or
lic
irregular
that

—

cross-section.

the

conductivity

This

is

varies

shown by

the

as

the

directly

;

smaller wire.

With alternating currents of low frequency the
same rule is practically true. As the frequency increases, however, more and more of the current
carried by the surface, especially with large conductors. At a frequency of 1,000 cycles per secis

conductor carries
This peculiarity is known as
effect;" it is very much more marked with
conductors, such as rails, than -with copper
interior of a large

current.

very
"skin
iron

con-

ductors.

tl..

,

bidi
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the

strongest

distilled

sulphuric acid hri'.iiig
with 10 times its weight

C.
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specific
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of
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iviih

Frenchmen

r.062.

at the Telephone.

.According to a cable di.^patcli (dated June Oili]
the French minister of telephones .-idmils the painful failure of la
Baleric Americaiiic the method
of getting Central by merely taking down the receiver.
The reasons for the failure are both char-

—

and conclusive. The Central employes
take their time as of yore in res|)onding, but whibj
waiting the subscriber has no little crank by which
to express his pent-up emotions.
suspect, how-

acteristic

We

.American method is
really due to less obvious but more fundamental
reasons the French system is entirely wrong at
Central, and this wrong is augmented by the vain
attempt to vocalize French numerals.
Getting Central in Paris is an easy task when
compared with getting the number you want. When,
after repeated turns of the crank, you finally manage to attract the young woman in charge of your
district, the real excitement begins, provided you
are not cut off at once by the glib phrase, "Pas
libre" (busy).
In Paris the districts bear numbers,
not names, and the operator calls out to her companions the number of the subscriber you desire
as well as the number of his district.
Now this
method, although somewhat vociferous and confusever,

that

the

failure

of

the

—

ing,

might

guages.

possibly

be-

all

right

Unfortunately, French

in

several

lan-

not one of them.
"Six" (six) and "di.x" (ten) are often confused,
as are "vingt" (tw-enty) and "cinq" (five). And so
the operator, in repeating, adds with emphasis.
"Deux fois cinq" (twice five) or "Deux fois dix"
(twice ten), and here, again, is the inevitable confusion of "cinq" and "dix."
In the meantime the subscriber is waiting. When
at last he gets a number he often finds that it is
not the one he wants, and that he has disturbed
an impolite stranger, who does not hesitate to
make him aware of the error in that vituperate
language, wdiich is one of the strong points of
French. Sometimes he resents the expletives hurled
at him, but, in all events, he keeps them in mind
for future personal use when he himself is called
up in the small hours or interrupted in social
diversions with. "Why don't you send the count
is

clothes ?" or. "Remember, my little dear, after
the theater, at 11
Cafe Americain yes."
Foreigners, particularly Frenchmen, in this country express themselves as charmed with la baterie
Americaine. but that is because they readily conform to the system wdiich allows it to be used
with perfection. They complain, however, that our
charges are excessive, and that telephones are not
as accessible as in some European countries. In
Norwegian and Swedish towns, for example, even
For one,
the local tariff is according to distance.
two and three cents you can cover as large an
area as you can in New' York for five. In
Christiania
and Stockholm there are telephone
stations at convenient intervals along the street
where, for one cent, you can summon a cab or
talk with a friend who lives within a mile of the
telephone you use. People, it has been said, get
the government they deserve. It is probably true
that they also get the telephone in a similar manner
modified, perhaps, by exigencies of temperament
and language. From the New York Times.
his

—

—

—

—

Prussian Railroads May Use Westinghouse Traction System.
Berlin dispatch of .Tune 21st s.ays that the
.A
\Vestinghouse interests in Germany have formed a
combination w-ith the Bergmann Electric Company
of Berlin, whereby the latter will install the WestThe
inghouse traction system in that country.
agreement is said to have been reached for the purpose of furnishing the requirements of the Prussian state railway administration, w-hich has de-

series

cided to electrify the steam railways, $12,500,000
already having been appropriated to begin this work.

potential

Sigmund Bergmann, the head of the Bergmann
company, was associated with Thomas A. Edison
for a number of years. The company has works in
Berlin employing 5,000 men, it is said.

A

person sealed in a copper ball that was put
in any circuit would not experience any
injurious or unpleasant effects due to the electric
current because copper is such a good conductor
that there would be practically, no diflference of
in

This serial article, beirun in tlie Western Electri_ Note.
cian of April 4, 1908, is an advance publication of a portion of a forthcoming book by Mr. Baker on the general
subject of "Electric Meters."
It will be understood that
the present serial refers to watt-hour meters used on customers' premise!.

in

r.
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direct
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by two oil
volts
rtnd
2,200
engines. Al certain times of the day our load
drops as low as seven amperes, while it is best
for the engines that it should not go below 15
have no large transformer near the
amperes.
pl.int,
so we made a 2.200-volt water rheostat.

rheostat built.
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Loading Generators.

carrying of a full line of spare meter parts,
armatures, shunt-field coils, resistance cards, frames,
etc., makes it possible to attend to repairs without
having to return a detective meter to the nianufac-

wound,

and oiicration of the
employed by the comprniy,

the

meters,

the

lurcr.

in

general

tion

RiCl'AtKS.

of
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work of the meter deiiartment. Such a
course makes the men conversaiU with tin; construc-
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for
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electrical

uf outside labor not only for tlie various small jobs
inin the maiiitcunnce and repair of meters and
struments but also for repairs and extensions of
niakiiiR
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and
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SELLING ELECTRICITY.
L'ticicr

lieadin{5

tliis

will

from lime

aiJpear.

cunstant effort to increase

the

articles,

time,

to

demand

existing

Wholesale Marketing of Electric Current

in

Chicago.

and examples

sugg^.•:^ticlns

for electric

of

these

of

100

wliicli

current and to create

no

tricity

times,
will

be

of assistance in

the

new demands.

than 85 have motor installations
(133 horsepower) or over. The

less

kilowatts

27, ic

was the perfect illuminant up to the hard
and they stuck to the fact that these same

hard times could not possibly impair its value.
Of course it will be admitted that the personality
of the representative was 90 per cent, of the means
to this end, and that it was a guess on the part
of the central station as to its efficiency in the
face of tight money
That is a fact; but the company figured that business kept was business gained,
and it relied upon that self-same personality to
retain that business.
The advertising was specialized, and the copy
was made to talk hard, cold sense. As a consequence, when an advertisement bearing the slgnatureof the Scranton Electric Company was read, it
carried with it the perfect assurance that it was
true.
The result of this specializing and clean-cut
work, added to the increased efficiency of the representatives, was the increase of new-business returns to^ a figure scarcely credible and reduction
to an absurdly small fraction of the cut-off orders
issued to the distribution department. Incident to
the Scranton campaign
when the property was
acqtnred by its present owners a year ago the
president publicly assured the citizens that the policy_ of the new-business campalgji would inspire a
civic pride which would revolutionize the general
appearance of the business districts, not only from
a lighting standpoint, but in other features.
The prediction has been more than fulfilled.
Scores of new store fronts have been installed
within the last year, and the city has established
a national reputation for progressiveness.
.^

Duringthe

last

tlic

few

last

two years, and particuiariy within

weeks,

Eclison

closed contracts whereby

current for power to everj' street and
Chicago except one. Inasuuich

supplies

it

'Commonwealth

tlie

Company of Chicago has
elevated railway in
as

or nearly

all,

own

of these companies have gener-

all,

is a remarkable one,
and demonstrates very clearly the extraordinary efficiency of the great Fisk Street generating plant of
the central-station company which makes possible
evithe low price at which current can be sold
dently lower than these important transportation
companies can make it for themselves.
The most important of these railway customers
is the Chicago City Railway Company (South Side
surface lines), which is supplied with 20.000 kilowatts.
Just as soon as the railway company can

ated their

current, this feat

—

provide the necessary sub-stations its present generating plants will be shut down entirely, and the
total ultimate demand from this one customer of
the central-station company will be no less than

motor plants is 30,460
horsepower, or an average of over 358 horsepower
each, showing that they- are large plants. These
installations are of the most diverse description.
embracing department stores (which use a large
amount of power for elevators, fans, pumps and
other purposes), warehouse plants, newspaper offices,
total

generating

old

plants

are

gradually

shut

down.

The Chicago and Oak Park Elevated Railroad
Company requires approximately 5,0C0 kilowatts.
This company does not generate any current at all.
The Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway
Company takes about 4,500 kilowatts. In addition,
this company produces a large amount of current
in its

own

generating plant.

The Northwestern Elevated Railroad Company

is

about 4,000 kilowatts from the central station.
It will take more as soon as it can
provide necessary sub-stations.
supplied with

The North

Company, which is
company, doing business outside of the city limits of Chicago, is a customer
of the Commonwealth Edison Company to the
extent of about 1,500 kilowatts. This current is
purchased at wholesale, and much of it is resold
to operate the Chicago -and Milwaukee electric interurban railway. Before long, the North Shore
Shore

Electric

itself a central-station

company

take

will

much more

current

now taking.
The Illinois Tunnel Company, which
electric

freight

tunnels

under the

than

it

is

operates the

streets

in

the

Chicago, takes about i.ooo kilowatts to supply current to its locomotives.
Thus seven customers of the Commonwealth Edison Company now take an aggregate of 46.CO0
kilowatts for the purpose of operating electric railways.
All of these customers buy 9,000-volt, 25-cyclrcurrent at the switchboard at the Fisk Street power
house. They transmit the current to their ov.'U
sub-stations, where they transform it and distribute
it as suits their own
convenience.
In selling current to these large users it is evident, of course, that a very low rate must be
made, else the electric railways would generate
power for themselves. The method of charging is
this:
A primary charge of a certain amount per
maximum kilowatt per year is made. In addition
there is a secondary charge of a certain amount
per kilowatt-hour. The first charge covers interest
and fixed charges on investment; the second charge
covers operating expenses. A guaranteed load factor of 35 per cent, is required, and at the prices
central portion of

company

from $30 to $50 per
annum per maximum kilowatt demanded.
As is generally known, the Fisk Street station,
with its rcmarkalilc record of low operating cost.
is a steam plant.
Its pro.'^ent maximum capacity is
al)OUt 100,000 kilowatts.
The coal burned is Illinoi.s
screenings, and costs an average of about $1.50
a ton.
The number of persons employed about the
power house is 325. and 600.OC0 Ions of coal is
burned yearly. The coal comes largely from minein
Cliristian
and Sai^ganion connlic-s. south "f
charged

the

SpringfieUI.

nets

III.

establishments of

The

In addition to

ils

f-rcat

railway load,
is

in

llic

Com-

conspicuous for

llic

selling current

for

industrial

use.

It

ha;

ECYcral thousan'.l customers of this description, and

all

of

secret

discovered

this

easily.

kinds.

remarkable

record

By combining on

a

may

be

scientific

basis good engineering and good selling the Commonwealth Edison Company has been enabled to

reduce the selling price of electricity at wholesale
until it can sell at a fair profit to the very largest
consumers current cheaper than these customers can
make it themselves. To do this in its own community should be the aim of every central station
the whole countrv over.

Scranton Met the Business
Depression.

From the paper on "Evolution of New-business
Building," prepared by George N. Tidd and Duncan
T. Campbell and read at the recent Chicago convention of the National Electric Light Association,
the following is taken
At the first shadows thrown over the country
by the financial stringency, from which we are
just recovering, many central stations, forgetting
exactly what had been gained by them through a
progressive commercial department, withdrew their
selling forces from the field of their activity and
in this way not only lost many and valuable customers immediately, but imperiled their present business.

The men who created the first new-business departments recognized the fact that their advantage

much

in retaining what business was
getting new consumers connected
These men, probably through exto their lines.
perience, realized that with a public-service corporation the greatest danger lay in separating itself
too far from the people, hence they filled the commonly existing gap with representatives skilled not
only in new-business getting, but in making friends.
As a normal and logical consequence, a great deal
of the company's business was subject to the individuality
the representatives, and when this
of
powerful factor was discharged, the customer, reacting as by the example of the lighting company,
withdrew some of his expenses, for the first item
to be cut by the smaller merchant is invariably

quite

lay

connected

as
as

in

electricitj'.

So large an institution as the Commonwealth
Edison Company, as well as central stations in
towns of 5,000 population, profited by maintaining
their new-business departments.
Geographical conditions do not appear to affect
the

question.

A

exr.mple of q_uick and effective
under similar conditions is that of the
Scranton Electric Company. Carrying a new-business force of 12 men, it not only used these representatives during the depression, but kept up its
newspaper advertising, also indirect advertising, and.
above all, ils nerve. The officers probably figured
that keeping up appearances was about their best
asset.
The city and its suburban neighbors were
redivided into districts, and new energy was infused into the new-business force by a grant of
wider authority. The representatives were practically
made managers of their several districts
and given to understand that the officers would
look to
them not only for results in addi-

conspicuous

results

but for maintaining the efficiency
business as well. As a perfectly
these representatives looked
deeper into the affairs and conditions of their districts, became more familiar with them, and produced new business far in excess of all expectations
While it may be argued that a large percentage
.It
this increase was a natural result of the work
that had gone before, it must be realized that if
a depression is serious enough to visibly affect a
central station, it will hit the average man In the
same proportion, and in all probability lie will feel
the blow more.
The representatives in Scranton
sitnply convinced consumers that their company was
in llic business to stay; that it was there to keep
tional business,
of the present

natural

consequence

was steadily improving ils dislribMling .system, and that it would shortly be in apfisilion to carry all the new business that could
its

monwealth Edison Company
marked success it has made
power for factory or varied

85

metal-working
establishments,
foundries,
works and factories and manufacturing

large

How

The Chicago Railways Company (North Side
and West Side r.urface lines) takes jo.qoo kilowatts,
and ultimately w'lW reqin're much more, as the

these

of

electrical

40.000 kilowatts.

various

capacity

word;

tliat

it

be connected
to
its
lines.
The reprcsenlalives
pointed to what they had done, .pointed to what
ihcy were doing, and showed the marked air of
the metropolitanism which the city had assumed
under th<iir guidance. They Uc^d proved that clcq-

—
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Inspiring

News from

—

Hastings, Mich.

At the Chicago convention of

the National ElecLight Association, Mr. F. H. Plaice, manager
of the Thornapple Gas and Electric Company of
Hastings. Mich., contributed the following to the
"Evolution of New-business Building" department,
edited by George N. Tidd and Duncan T. Campbell:
tric

"The Thornapple Gas and Electric Company of
Hastings, Mich., is a small transmission company
with long lines in a sparsely settled countrv serving
less than 10,000 people in four towns.
We, with
others, felt the effects of the sudden hard times.
Unlike some of our n-.ore powerful neighbors, wc
redoubled our efforts instead of laying off our
men. and this force has had to be enlarged.
"For the five months ending April i, 1908, we have
closed power contracts with 21 customers, installing
therefor 48 motors aggregating '414 horsepower, the
increase in connected horsepower for the period
named being 160 per cent. In doing this we have
displaced six steam engines ranging from 6 to 150
horsepower, eight gasoline engines ranging from 2
to 15 horsepower and one 15-horsepower water-

wheel.

One

of these contracts

will

require

us

to

arrange for the delivery of 2C0 additional horsepower by July I, 190S, and by the time this is in
your hands we shall have closed another contract
for 80 horsepower.
"During the same period we have increased our
lighting services by 22 per cent., the increase being
135 customers, totaling over 3,000 16-candlepower
units equivalent, putting

10 gasoline lighting pUn'.'^,
out of business and one 30-kilowatt isolated plant.
have been handicapped in the lighting field by
a change from a flat-rate basis toa meter, with the
accompanying disturbances, but our earnings show
a very satisfactory gain over corresponding period
of last 3''ear.
"Owing to the c'hange in selling basis, we have
not tried to push spectacular or sign lighting, but
have devoted our energies to the pushing of residence lighting and power. The present outlook is
that this will he our policy for the balance of the
year, and the indications arc that our power load
will show not far from 300 per cent, increase for
the year."

We

Good Service imperative.
writing to thank us for information furnished
him in his effort to prevent his city being saddled
with a municipal lighting plant the editor of an
Ohio paper says
"While we have fought against municipal ownership because of its fallacies, wc realize the company has been working for municipal ownership
by giving very bum service."
It goes without saying that the people of this
country will not long stand for poorer service than
Sometimes, of course,
they have a right to expect.
the demand is too small to make first-class service
commercially possible; but there arc unfortunately
It
instances wlierc the service is inexcusably bad.
is
not right that the only alternative to enduring
such a service should be municipal ownership with
In

That is why men who
the train of evils it entails.
arc both progressive and conservative arc advocating the establishment of state connnissions with
power to compel adequate service under penally of
The average intelligent citizen
loss of franchise.
to numicipal ownership .save as a last
is opposerl
report.
He shouldn't be driven to it by bad service,
and a strong comniission of broad-minded men will
sec to it that he. isn't. From ''Concerning Munici-

—

pal Ownership,**

6
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Hlgh-efflcloncy Illunilnants from the
Gas Engineer's Viewpoint.
Tlu: Jinic iiii't-liiiK' of llic Niw 1uikI;iik1 Sc-clion
of

in

prcscnt;itioii

with

Biiikliug,

l-Cdi:ion

llic

edicicncy Illiiniinants," by

conneclcd

w.is

tlie

of

DriHk'ett,

Welsbacli

wIim

Jr..

Company,

il

is

vice causes some
fear among members of the
opposite fraternity tint their business will in some
way sulTcr from the use of llic more elllcicnt lamp.
Improvements, however, generally work out to the
ultimate advantage of all.
In the case of new gas
lamps and new electric lamps, each helps the other
to still further become perfected, increasing iheir
value to the consumer, and resulting in larger sales
by, and greater revenuo for. ihe ligluing companies.
It is well to study some of the features of the

gas and electric lamps and their cosl

Particular types chosen for compariof operahon.
son arc the tungsten and tanlalum electric and the
inverted gas lamp and the so-called gas "arc lamp."
The siicakcr iheii described the four types of
lie said that the inverted type of incanlamps,
descent gas lamp marks the latest step in the advancement of gas lighting. In general, the burner
and mantle arc in substance the same as the familiar upright-mantle burners adapted, however, to
burn in the inverted position. The ligbi from ?n.;ii
a combination is wholly unobstructed in the lo\v^;r
hemisphere, and 67 per cent, of the total light is
thrown downward without the necessity of rcllectors.
The upright burners with reflectors distribute 55 per cent, of the total light above the
horizontal. The great advantage of this one point
can be readily appreciated. The many points of
superiority in the single inverted gas lamp have
indicated to manufacturers the desirability of making a larger unit of this general type. In a short
time so-called inverted gas "arc lamps" of medium
and large candlepower will be on the market, embodying all of the excellent features of the single
inverted lamps, which will place them on the same
There is only one size of the
high-efficiency basis.
inverted lamp, namely, the one rated at 7$ candlepower, which value relates to the maximum light
obtained in one direction, the vertical. This value
This lamp
is obtained without the aid of reflectors.
consumes not over three cubic feet of gas per hour,
per
candlcpowcr-hours
being
25
the specific output
cubic foot of gas. The life of the mantles used
as they may be easily broken
is not guaranteed,
by mechanical shock, but, from experience in maintaining the lamps, it is known that 600 hours is a
fair average, in which time the candlepower will

by more than 20 per cent. Unlike
mantles never burn out. Mechan-

decrease

not

electric filaments,
ical
is

it

tles

breakage usually determines their life, althougli
generally economical to renew unbroken manafter about Soo hours of use.

Lamp Data and

Table of

Comparati\Ti: Costs.

Gas

Electric

Arc
I.

Rate per 1,000 cu. ft.
$1
and per kw. hour.
.

,

.(lo

;.

Consumption

3.

per
hour, or
ft.
iS.S
watts
375
Rated candlepower.
Rated specific output
or specific consuinp^o
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4.

5.

C.
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rp.
spherical
of unit (Tant. 40
watt. Tungsten 60
r2S.7
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-
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CO.
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'/J
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16-4

23.53
600
$i-5o

2.4
600
$0.60

.25

.30

800
$i-75
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3.00

4.00
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3.42
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39-36
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First cost of unit.
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14.
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13.
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A Simple Safety En^^lne-stop and
Signaling Syslom.

w;i'i

paper on "llifth-

:i

M.

II.

aiui

Mr. DaKgeit began by saying:
F.very improved eleetric or gas illnniinaling de-

cfllcient

Miiip,

licKl

believed.

most

I

Oj.vr .A.NAi.vsi.s.

on June 191I1
devoted to the
is

Sock-ly

JMigincciiiiti

lll^unin^ltill^

Ilk-

,1.

The proper

w.iy of rating ilhnninanls is a (lu*-'^'
not linally sellled.
It
will be noted llial all
of the ratings given In lamps are based uii ihc
maxinnnn candk-power in some certain direction.
The standard for scicnlilic rating is the mean
spherical candlepower; thai is, the Inlal lln.^c of
light measured all over the surface of a sphere of
given diameter with the light source in its center.
This is not regarded as the correct principle for
rating, for il does not give an idea of the value
of a lanij) for i)raelioal illumination; moreover,
such a rating is wrong, guiierally sjicaking, because
a light source may he of high spherical candlepower, and yet, when equipped willi accessories to
direct the light where needed, it is nnich lower in
ellicicncy than a lamp which may give, by virtue
of its design and construction, a better distribution.
For this reason the ilhnninating value of a lamp
should be dclernn'ned and compared on the basis
of mean lower hemispherical candlepower.
The comparative costs have been worked out on
Iwo bases, the spherical and lower hen.ispherical, but
have not been compared as to rated or nominal
candlepower, as these arc entirely misleading.
Referring to the preceding table, the gas rate at
$1 per 1,000 cubic feet and electric r.ak- at 10 cents
per kilowatt-hour are believed to be as near an
average as could be used for the analysis, although,
ihcy vary in almost every city. The value of 1,000
hours is taken as the average time of using the
lamps for one year practically three hours daily
for 333 days. From these figures and others shown
in the table, taken from standard authorities, results have been obtained showing actual comparative
operating costs of the four lamps. To obtain exact figures with any particular gas and electric
rates, it is necessary merely to substitute them in
place of the $1 and lo-ccnt rates.
It is very noticeable, by referring to items 4. 6
and 8 of the table, that apparent efficiency is reduced when the actual total light or the actual total
downward light is taken for the standard. Comparing item 5 and item 3, it will be noticed that
the mean specific candlepower is lower in all cases
than the rated candlepower.
Item 12 shows the comparative costs cif consumption of the units, regardless of their candlepower,
and item 13 shows the comparative costs of tlKItems 14
different units, including their renewals.
and 15 show actual comparative costs, reduced 10
the same candlepower, and including the renewals.
Item 15 gives the most accurate comparison, beis
the useful light.
cause the downward light
It will be noted that the cost of lighting with the
is only about one-fourth
of
inverted
gas lamp
the cost with the best electric.
Some companies provide a system of inspection
and maintenance on gas lamps. This system includes, in addition to \veekly cleanings, free renewals of glassware and mantles. Item 16 shows
customer
the rates on the lamps considered.
obtaining this service can estimate the cost of gas
and add it to inspection and maintenance cost, and
obtain the total cost, there being only the two costs
The
to use in determining the total lighting bill.
electric companies provide a similar service in lamp
renewals. The old carbon-filament lamps were renewed free of charge, but for the tu^o lamps in
question a nominal charge is made for renewals, as
comparison of the costs for
shown by item 11.
consumption and inspection and maintenance (for
the gas) and consumption and renewals ("for the
electric)
and reducing to an equal candlepower
The best elecbasis, is shown by items 18 and ig.
tric costs about 2^ times as much as the inverted
Items 20 and 21 show the comparison when
gas.
consumer in buythe first costs are considered.
ing illumination can get the same results with the
tungsten
electric lamp
inverted gas lamp as with the
and save more than 57 per cent, of the cosl.
This takes into consideration the purchase price of
the lamps and their up-keep. with weekly cleaning
and all renew-als when required.
The costs of wiring for electric and piping for
gas are about the same for moderate-sized installaelectric
installation
includes wall
tions.
If the
switches, the cost for the electric is materially
higher than that for the gas.
The point may be raised in the minds of some
that the estimates on the various lamps compared
should have been based on their use with their
standard glassware. In answer, it should be stated
that whatever change might result by using any
(changing the distribution of the
style reflector
light) could be produced as well on one or all.
although not in reality putting them on the same
basis.
The peculiar construction of* one lamp or
its inherent features migh.t require a certain kind
of reflector more than another, in which case it
tinn

As

prolecliun againa d<

rang«;ni<.-iit of Ihc governor rneclianisin an atilontatic safety slop may be
used on steam engin'.s so as lo posiiiv-.-ly prevent
racing and ils ullcndaiU dangers.
Many devices
have been used for litis purpose, cl*-'Clricai operation
nf which is generally f.avored.
A safr.-ty-:ii'>p .sys-

a

tem combined with a signaling system

l)as be<.-n

per-

—

A

A

A

would be manifestly unequal to compare them with
the reflectors as the loss by each different reflector
would have to be deducted. The comparison of
bare lamps is, therefore, considered to be more
nearly accurate.
At the conclusion of the reading of the paper
there was a brief discussion, participated in by

ENGIXE-STOP AND SIGXALIXG SYSTEM.

Union Stop and Signal Company of
Boston, which on account of its characteristics has
been called by it the Simple System. The accompanying diagram shows its general arrangement.
fected by the

The tripping device (4) is 5 by 8 by 4 inches in
dimensions and has a door with glass front. For
Corliss engines this goes on the column of the governor and does what the latter should do in case
of over-speed, namely, prevent the valves from
opening.
This is done by the rod (6).
Speedlimit device (12) runs on ball bearings off of the
shaft of the engine at normal speed of 450.
No
are

springs

two

The

used.

contacts

are

above normal.

to ten rotations

of the balls pushes the disk so as

set

from

for

The extension
to make a wip-

and

this sends the current through
thus releasing rod (6).
When applied to a condensing engine the rod extends down to open a" balanced valve, breaking the

ing

contact

magnets

(5).

Screw (8) resets the latch (7) on the
(A) and also pushes switch (9) to contact (10), thus cutting in the bell which takes all
the battery current.
A short-circuit of any kind

vacuum.
armature

the current and' rings the trouble bell

splits

having no

effect

on magnets

This

(s).

is

(20),

a

new

feature in engine-stop wiring.

made with keys

(21) and (22)
(21) shows the condition of wires, (22) the condition of battery. Keys
(16) are used to stop the engine from a distance,
and the engineer always has at least one located

Tests can be
while the engine

running;

is

near him.

A signaling system can readily be made of this
apparatus by the use of an annunciator and electro-mechanical gong in place of bell (11). The
signal

calls

slow

three

and

;

are

One

:

stopj

bell,

back

bells,

;

four

two

bells,

bells,

ahead

more

speed,

bells, full speed.
the person that breaks the glass and presses
key (16) is in communication with the engineer
after having stopped the engine by the first press
of the key. The engineer closes his throttle, resets
There are a
his stop and stands ready for signals.

five

Thus

number of patents pending

that cover

the various

features of the system.

Large Issue
On June

"i6th

of Patents to
24

United

One Concern.

States

patents

were

granted to employes of the General Electric Company and assigned by them to the company. There
were also granted three patents to employes of the
old Stanley Electric Company and the General Incandescent Arc Light Company, which have been
merged into the General Electric Company. Thus
the latter company came into the possession of 27
patents issued on one day. Nearly all these were,

on

electrical devices.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
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Westinghouse Potential Regulators.

through

The modern

practice in central-station distribution of alternating current is to maintain a constant potential on the station bus-bars, so that the
feeders radiating therefrom are all supplied at the
same voltage; and in order to secure good regulation throughout the whole system, means must be
provided for regulating the voltage on each feeder.

Owing

to

the variable

conditions

of

load,

it

is

apparent that good regulation can only be provided
by compensating for the voltage drop on each
fei^der independently of all the others, and it is

SIX-PHASE AIR-BLAST INDUCTION REGULATOR.
for this purpose that a new^ line of potential regulators built by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company was primarily designed. The
two principal t>'pes of regulators manufactured are
the induction type and the step-by-step type potential regulator.
The first type effects the regulation of a singlephase circuit by altering the position of a coil in
a magnetic field, thereby changing the magnetic
flux passing through the coil; and the second type
by cutting in or out, by means of different taps,
sections of the winding of a regulating transformer.
The pol^^hase induction regulator differs in principle from the single-phase.
Both of these types
of regulators are made for either single-phase or

polyphase

June

the winding.
In the middle or neutral
position the two windings are at right angles so
that the primary has no effect on the secondary
winding and therefore has no effect on the voltage
of the circuit.
By rotating the primary either way
from the neutral position a voltage is impressed
on the series winding, which either increases or
decreases the feeder voltage.
This action is analogous to that of a booster on a direct-current circuit.
The polyphase induction regulator is similar to
the single-phase regulator, except that both the primary and secondary elements are wound with as
many sets of coils is there are phases in the circuit.
These windings are distributed throughout
the complete circumference of the cores and closely
resemble the windings of an induction motor.
The essential parts of a single-phase induction
regulator are a rota cable primary core and windings, assembled on a shaft, and a stationary core
with windings, which is mounted in the regulator
case.
The rotor is operated by means of a wormwheel and worm, the shaft of the latter being
driven either by a handwheel or by a motor
through spur gearing. Provision is made for either
alternating or direct-current motor drive, but the
The brake used in
former is generally furnished.
connection with the motor drive is effective in its
action and is entirely enclosed.
The iron for both primary and secondary punchings is from the best grade of transformer iron
and is selected with a view to keeping the iron
loss at a minimum, thus assuring a good all-day
efficiency for the regulators.
In designing these
regulators great care has been taken to arrange
both the primary and secondary windings so that
they will be uniformly cooled by the circulating oil
and may be easily assembled and dismantled. The
coils are machine-wound and insulated before being put in the slots, and they are shaped so that
they may be pushed through the slots into place
without being sprung or bent in the least.
In motor-driven induction regulators the operation of the motors is controlled by means of relays.
As the current-carrying capacity of the contacts or
switches for starting, stopping and reversing the
motor must be ample, entailing a substantial construction, and as the accuracy of regulation must

be approximately from one-half to one per cent,
under all conditions, it has been found desirable to
divide these functions between two relays
First,
voltage-regulating

relay;

second,

the

prises a drum and finger-type switch, similar to a
railway controller, and the latter a face plate with
The druma dial switch for switchboard mounting.
type regulator can be placed on the station floor in

front of the switchboard, or it can be placed behind the switchboad and operated by means of a
handwheel through chains, or shaft and gears. It

Surtinj RoiiuiKc

The

CONNECTIONS OF AUTOMATIC INDUCTION REGULATOR
ON FEEDER CIRCUIT.

may be mounted in a horizontal, vertical or inverted
position as required.
Dial-type regulators can be built for almost any
current by using an auxiliary series transformer
and an auto-transformer for circuits carrying very
heavy currents. By using as auxiliaries a series and
a shunt transformer these regulators can be readily
adapted to circuits up to 6.600 volts. Special forms
of the step-by-step regulator are also built for
handling heavy currents through a number of electrically operated switches controlled from a master
switch.

The Electron

auxilary

By Edward
first

is, in effect, a contact-making voltconnected to the circuit to be regu-

Rday

Sc=«ld»r7

To Bus Bin

relay.

Theory.'
Partridge.

A.

relay

meter which

is

The object of this paper is to set forth the electron theory and to describe briefly its experimental
foundations.
The theory came into being when it
was established that negative electricity is atomic
in character; that a negative charge is always a
whole number multiple of a definite indivisible
quantity of negative electricity.
The atom of nega-

named an

has been

tive

electricity

first

hint that electricity

is

The

electron.

discontinuous was given

by Faraday's work on electrolysis.
To show that in electrolysis equal quantities of
electricity are always associated with equal numbers
of atoms of a monovalent element and that the

circuits.

Practically all potential regulators, of whatever
type, are variable-ratio transformers, and because
they are transformers rather than consumers of
energy, it follows that the product of the volts
and amperes on the feeder side of the regulator is
equal to the product of the volts and amperes on
the generator side, less a small loss in the regulator itself.
As the efficiency of the regulators is
high, this loss is very small.
Standard regulators are built to give an increase
or a decrease of 10 per cent, of the generator voltage.
It is therefore evident that they handle but
10 per cent, of the energy of the circuit, and the
total efficiency of the system is very slightly affected
by them.
For example, if the regulators have an
efficiency of 95 per cent., the loss of energy on the
entire system due to the regulators will be onetenth of five per cent., or one-half of one per cent.
An advantage of the induction-type regulator is
that it lends itself readily to automatic operation
so that a constant potential may be maintained on
the feeder circuit without attention on the part of
the station operator.
Most of these regulators are
oil immersed and self-cooling, although air-cooled
regulators are built and some of the largest sizes
arc oil-immersed and water-cooled.
The capacity of the regulator for any given
service depends upon the range of regulation required and the total load on the feeder.
For example, a lOO-kilowatt circuit with 10 per cent regulation would require a lo-kilowalt regulator; or if
only five per cent, regulation was necessary, a
5-kilowatt regulator would be required.
The induction regulator resembles an induction
motor in general construclion.
These regulators
are arranged for manual operation, or may be
made for automatic operation. The automatic regulators arc generally operated by a small singlcpha>^c motor controlled by a voltmeter relay so that
the only power used U the alternating current obtained from the feeder itself.
This rcKulalor ir>
therefore well adapted for placing in sub-stations.
as it requires little or no attention beyond occasional inspection and cleanintf of tlic relays.
The operation consists of the primary or energizing coil sending a magnetic flux through the secondary or series coil. This causes the voltage in
the latter winding to change, depending upon the
amount and direction of the magnetic flux passing

potential regulator is practically the same as that
of the induction regulator.
Both consist of regulating transformers, but in the step-by-step type the
series coil is divided into a number of sections
which may be successively "cut in or out of the circuit to be regulated instead of varying the flux
through the entire coil, as in the induction type.
The step-by-step type regulator has been developed in two general mechanical forms, the drumThe former comtype and the dial-type regulator.
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CROSS-SECTION OF SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR-OPERATED
INDUCTION REGULATOR.
-

functions are to close one contact when
the voltage of the circuit is below the desired value,
and to close another contact when the voltage exceeds the desired value.
This relay will also be
found useful in cases where it is desired to regulate by hand, as aside from its function of controlling automatic regulators it can be used for
lighting signal lamps.
It can be used to light up a
lamp of one color when the voltage is too high
and one of another color when the voltage is too
low, thus calling the attention of the station operator to the fact that the voltage should be adjusted,
The second or auxiliary relay is connected
between the voltage relay and the motor circuit
and is designed to relieve tlie contacts of the primary relay from carrying the whole current required to operate the motor.
Tlu- auxiliary relay
is
in
cITcct
an electrically operated donble-polc
double-throw switch with carbon contacts.
The principle of operation of the stcp-by-stcp type
laled.

Its

electricity

passed

similar

in

constitution.
electrolysis

remained for

Maxwell's far-reaching theory of electricity and
immediate consequence, the electromagnetic thelight, seemed to fasten attention upon differential equations and to cause men to be satisfied
wdth a mathematical statement of the propagation
of a disturbance and not to inquire concerning the
Then, too, the experimental
nature of electricity.
verification by Plertz of Maxwell's theory emphasized its importance.
But how unsatisfactory the
theory of electricity seemed to students 15 years
ago.
There was little connection between electrostatics and electrolysis, or between electrodynamics
and the theory of thermocurrcnts. and the phenomena of vacuum tubes were but little understood.
its

ory of

J

L

of

more than 50 years the only statement of fact best
explained on the hypothesis of atomic electricity.

G -Plug for (Ining tariL

K

are

But Faraday's laws of

D- Handle
F - BdU

quantity

the

through a solution and the number of atoms set
free is twice as great for a divalent element as for
a monovalent element is to indicate that matter and

It is in this last field that the greatest harvest
of truth has been reaped.
Sir William Crookcs in
1S79 read a paper entitled "Radiant Matter."
In
that paper he described many of the phenomena

caused by what w^e now call cathode rays.
He
maintained that the effects he described were due
to streams of negatively electrified particles of matter that were shot off from the cathode and by their
mechanical energy produced the observed effects.
Crookcs' view was opposed by the Continental
physicists and defended by the English, with the
result that the phenomena have been most thoroughly investigated in a long scries of brilliant experiments.
One of the side results of the work
with vacuum tubes was the discovery of Ronleen
rays.
Finally it has been established that the properties of the catlindc rays are independent of the
nature of the residual tjas in the tube. A cathode
ray particle possesses the same mass and the same
charge of negative electricity if i)roduccd in hydrogen or oxygen, carbon dioxide or helium.
*
* * #
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lunnlier in a ring may increase lo niaxinuini, lull
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trons will cause llie formation of more riiiRS.

if

immlliat atoms bnilt np of electrons whose
hcrs vary from 50 to 67 show a proKressivc change
in
progressive
chaiiKC
tlie
recalliiiK
properties,
in
a line of the periodic system of the elements.
This work of J. J. Tliomson is the most ambilion;;
attempt to explain the periodic system. 'I'luis far il
is merely an analogy.
Our laiowledRe of the structure of the atom is
at the present lime almost limited to llie results of
Canal
SlarU and his school on the canal rays.
rays are observed in the space back of Ihc iierTliey are particles that carry a
fo'ralcd cathode.
shows

They have masses
charge of electricity.
of atomic magnitude anil so arc sharply dilTercnlihave masses
particles
whose
rays,
calhode
atcd from
Canal rays
but i/iooo that of the hydrogen atom.
positive

And also the
gases.
effect, that is.
of the molion of the
The Doppler
centers of the emission of the light.
elTecl in the spectra of canal rays has been observed
oxygen,
carlion.
in the lines of mercury, nitrogen,
helium, argon, potassium, sodium and lithium.
U appears from Stark's work that an atom-residue, positively charged, after having lost a single
electron, yields a spectrum consisting of series of
'
If tbe atom has lost two electrons it
doublets.
emits light, the spectum of which contains series
of triplets. The band spectrum appears to be radiated from the complete atom that is electrically
in

many

lines in the spectra show the
are displacc<l in consequence

iliieeear

Doppler

neutral.

has been thus far said it would appear that the electron theory has been elaborated
to explain certain results of modern experimental
physics.
The idea has. however, been reached
Plank by applying genthrough another channel.
eral reasoning of the style adopted in thermodynamics and energetics in general to the theory
of radiation has deduced the mass of the hydrogen
atom and also the charge that he denomielectricity.
quantity
of
elementary
the
nates
mass
the
of
Plank
of
determination
This
an
constituting
charge
the
atom
and
of a hvdrogen
electron is to mv mind one of the most remarkable
Drude speaks of
intellectual results ever achieved.
them as being probably the most accurate values
we
possess.
that
of these constants

From what

The fact that no optical phenomenon depending
on the motion of the earth through the ether has
ever been observed, provided the source of light
what he
is terrestrial, has led Einstein to formulate
This principle ascalls the principle of relativity.
sumes that no such phenomenon is possible. Plank
and Stark combined in this principle with the principle of least action and deduced the most remarkable fact that the mass of a body at rest is equal
to its internal energy divided by the square of the
The smallest inertia with which
velocity of light.
we are" acquainted is that of a single electron. This
inertia multiplied by the square of the velocity of
li.ght gives us the value of the elementary quantity
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.Solile

daitl.'lKi:

w.'ts

done

.'it

the

leleplione ixcli.inne by a lire whicli occurred
not long since,
ll
.;eems to have been eiiuseil by
Part of the niulliple swilehboard
a short-circuit.
was Ijurned and anolher porlion was injured by
water, sc; that there were .a mimber of subscriber>.'
This number
lines thrown out of use for a time,
I'.iris

reached

about
the

re|i:iir

i,2ix).

will

It

t.'ike

some

lime

In

d.'image.

railw;iy
in
Zermall-Uoruergrat monnl.'iin
S\vil/.eri;md has recently been opened for service,
great lunnber of lonrisls.
and is already carrying
The trains wind u|> the monnl.-iin slope lo the ele
v.'ited
station of Gornergral, which lies at io,oot)
feet altitude above sea level.
In some places the
road pas.ses between cuttings of solid snow 20 feet
.-i

high.

A generating station is lo be erected for the
Pernik mines in Bulgaria, including the lighting
and motors for use underground', as well as tlie
lighting at the surface.
Bids for Ihc needed material have been asked.
One of the largest slcam turbines which have yet
been built in liurope has been conducted by the
Frauco-Tosi Company of Legnago, Italy. It is built
on llie Brown-Bovcri system, under a license from
tiiat firm.
It was ordered by the Cierman Transatlantic Company, and is one of three of like capacity wdiich are to be bnilt for the latter company.
These machines have a capacity of 12.000 horsepower, and the first of them is now completely
finished.
They are intended for use in a large
electric plant which the German company is lo

Buenos Ayies. The two other machines
.at
no doubt be finished during the present yeat.
temporary load of 14.000 horsepower can be carried by these turbines for two hours' time.
A
speed of "750 revolutions per minute is the standard
in this case, and the wheels are coupled on the
same base with Brown-Bovcri three-phase alternators, which are wound for 12.000 volts.
Regarding the question of watcrpow'er in Norway,
where it is proposed to erect a number of hydraulic
plants of large capacity, it appears that the cabinet
proposed a bill recenlly which excluded foreigners
from purchasing tbe rights for waterfalls, mines and
forests in Norway, and these were to be allotted
install

will
.A.

exclusively to Norwegian capitalists. However, the
present bill has been withdrawn and a new one substituted for it, according to which a kind of state
monopoly is proposed, and the concessions will be
ceded for waterfalls, mines and forests to natives,
but only for a limited period. The clauses of the
contracts will also be modified if the annual production from these sources exceeds a stipulated
amount. The municipalities will have pre-emption
rights in these cases.
A concession has been granted for- a new tramthe

line

in

Holland,

and

it

will

be operated

by

Amsterdam and North Holland Tramway ComThe line is to run from Amsterdam to the

pany.

town

of energy.

of Krommenir, and will have two branch
lines, making a total length of 27 miles.
It is to
be finished within two years.
An electrically operated cable incline is to be
built from the station of Obervellach, lying on the
railroad from Schwarzach to iNIillstatter See, up
the slope of the Groppenstein.
It will reach the
locality of Stadt Ober-'Vellach, which lies at the

osophic thought.

summit.
In Hungary an electric railroad is to run from
the station of Versecz, on the state railroad, to
the suburbs of this locality.
A. de C.

Enough has been presented to show how
fundamental the electron theory has become and
what a wide range of phenomena are correlated by
The theory seems destined to play
its application.
an ever-expanding role in the science of physics
and gives promise of profoundly influencing phil-

Chicago Surface Roads Make Good
Financial Showing.
Reporting- to the city controller, the Chicago City
Railway Company shows that during iVIay the additions to property account through expenditures
was $436,861. Against these expenditures there was

allowed 15 per cent, additional

in

accordance with

the provisions of the ordinance, making the total
month.
increase to capital account $502,396 for the
The total capital account now stands at $30,526,403is
Company
On this amount the City Railway
allowed to deduct five per cent, from earnings, so
that this source of revenue is now at the rate of
$1,528,820. or 8.43 per cent, or, the $18,000,000 capi-

stock of

tal

tlie

company.

In addition to this the

will get 45 per cent, of the net profits, so
that according to the figures of last year the earnings are now at the rate of more than 15 per cent,
The dividend paid, both regular and
per annum.
extra, amounted last year to nine per cent.

company

The
month

Chicago
of

May

Railways

increased

its

Company

during the
through

capital account

expenditures by $283,620. This, plus the 15 per
raised the
cent, for brokerage and construction,
The total capital
total for the month to $326,163.
account now stands at $33,35S,647-

Great Britain

—

London. June 12. The
in Great Britain is now

first

single-phase

railway

commercial operation.
It is the Heysham. I\Iorecambe and Lancaster line
of the Midland Railway Company, on the northwest coast of England. The potential is 6,600 volts
and 23 cycles. Current is supplied from an existin

ing gas-driven generating station. The rolling stock.
which has been built by the company^ consists at
present of three trains, there being three motor
cars, two with Siemens equipments and one with
Westlnghouse equipments. The former are fitted
with an all-electric control, while the latter has the
Westinghouse electro-pneumatic control. Four trailer
cars have also been specially built. The length of
inverted,
the route, which is in the nature of a
with Morecambe at the top. is five miles to Lancaster in the one direction and four miles to

Y

the other. The Siemens motors on
nominally of 180 horsepower and the
Westinghouse 150 horsepower each. The section
of road selected .for this experiment is a difficult

Heysham in
the' cars are

electric railway between .Oenw-as opened for regular
Hourly scr\ice will be given.
service last week.
It is said the steam train leaving Boulder in the

one, for it contains many bridges, and the conditions generally should insure a result of some
practical value, although the service to be maintained is only a 20-minute one.
Apropos of the Midland Railway single-phase
electrification, mention may be made of the progress
upon the London, Brighton and South Coast Rail-
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system.
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reports upon municipal electrical undertakings
for the year ended March 31, HjuH, are just now
coinmencing to come in, and il is lo be noted llial
there is a very gener;il explanalion of rlecre.'ised
revenue as being due to the use of melalHc-filameni
lamps.
The effect ujion the sale of energy for
lighting is worked out in soim: instances, while in
others the actual decrease in certain large consumers' bills is given. For instance, at Croydon, a
dozen large consumers succeeded in effecting a
s.'iving of aliout $650 on a total of $3,000, while
in another case a particular consumer saved
48
per cent.
It is satisfactory lo record, however, lliat
the one-time air of despondency in connection with
this matter seems to be wearing off, or, at any
rate, the comments upon the effect of the use of
met.'illic-filament lamps do not assume that gloomy
asiiect which was the case twelve months ago.
G.

New
New York
of

City,

June

'York.
20.

—The

steel

superstruc-

Blackwells Island Bridge, work on
which was begun in October, 1904, is now complete.
The work was done by the Pennsylvania
Steel Company. There remains to be finished the
paving of the roadways, the laying of rails and the
provision of approaches.
The Board of Superintendents of Manhattan has
recommended that a genuine evening trade school
be opened at the Stuyvesant High School at the
beginning of next session. Tbe present Stuyvesant
Manual Training High School, Superintendent Maxwell says, is not a trade school, and he makes the
distinction that a manual trainiiig school aims primarily at intellectual and physical training, with an
all-around development in view, while the trade
school seeks to train expertness in one particular
line; and he declares that the chief aim of the
trade school is to shorten the time in which a boy
may become a journeyman. The plan is to open
i6 or iS rooms in the Stuyvesant School and employ a corps of as many teachers, experts in their
ture

the

line.

The Ncw^ York Times showed its enterprise by
securing and printing a draft of the Republican
platform in its issue of June i6th, three days before the revised document was adopted by the
convention. It was the only New York paper that
got the "story," and its "beat" was made the more
effective when
it
was found that the platform
adopted at the convention on June 19th had but
few alterations from the one printed. in the Times.
Two enterprising Chicago papers were able to print
the platform simultaneously with the Times by reason of the one-hour difference in time in the two
cities.
The story was over 5.000 words in length
and was transmitted by telegraph to the two Chicago papers in 38 minutes.
It is said that inquiry- among electrical interests
discloses the fact that the General Electric Company- has increased its business considerably from
the low point in the period of depression. It is
believed that a still further improvement will follow after the election, or even before that if good
crops are assured. There are many enterprises cf
an electrical character that are being held up waiting for these events to be settled. The Westinghouse company- is also improving in its general
business.
There are still occasional revivals of the
old-time report that the General Electric Company
is contemplating taking over or absorbing the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. It
can be said on the highest authority- that there is
no basis whatever for this report, that neither the
Westinghouse interests nor the General Electric

have any thought or wish to form such a combination even if it w-ere entirely feasible.
Because he caused a suit to be started restraining
the Board of Estimate from taking action on the
six contracts for building the Fourth Avenue siibway in Brooklyn, Controller Metz was charged with
bad faith and denounced in a mass meeting on
Thursday, held under the auspices of the West
Brooklyn Board of Trade, in Prospect Hall. About
2,000 persons attended the meeting, and when resolutions were offered condemning the action of
the controller in obtaining the injunction to delay
work on the bore they went through with a shout.
The resolutions asked the Board of Estimate to
authorize the issue of corporate stock to the amount
of $2,800,000 for the subway so soon as the court
W.
obstacle should be removed.

Southeastern States.
Charlotte. N. C. June 20.— It is reported in
Georgia that Thomas F. Ryan and associates are
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negotiating for the purchase of Tallulah Falls. As
the tract and watershed contain valuable timber,
it is believed possible that the government may, by
establishing a forest reserve later, protect the falls
and the timber also, preventing a waterpower de-

velopment.
President Arkwright of the Georgia Railway and
Electric Company has made an increase of $i93'50o
over last year and more than $3,000,000 over the
year before that, indicating that the company is
increasing its business handsomely.
Citizens' Electric Company of Macon, Ga.,
shortly hold a meeting of the stockholders,
when directors and officers will be elected. It is
proposed to erect a large power plant, not only
for private and public lighting, but also to supply
such manufacturing plants as will desire electric

The

will

power

for- their machinery.
issue for Richmond's municipal lighting
plant, as proposed, has been sanctioned by the two

The bond

bodies of the City Council and is with the mayor.
The light committee, however, recommended a renewal of the old contract with the local company
for 1,000 lights at $52.50 per annum, but the company is unwilling to extend into outside territory
L.
where lights may be required.

Ohio.

—

Toledo, June 20. An ordinance has been approved by the Council committee on ordinances- of
the citj' of Toledo providing for a change in the
plan of making street-car stops in the downtown
section. After the passage of the new rule, cars
will stop on the near side of the street for the
purpose of taking on and letting off passengers, and

make no
The Toledo

stop on the far side of the street.
Section of the American Institute
Engineers
will go to Detroit on June
Electrical
of
25th to attend the launching of an immense freighter
at Ecorse, and also to be present when a section
of the new tunnel under the Detroit River is sunk.
It will make the trip on the Detroit, Toledo and
Monroe electric line. In the afternoon a regular
session will be held at the Hotel Cadillac, where
various subjects will be discussed. The trip promises a session of protit as well as pleasure to the
participants.
In order to defeat the plan of erecting a municipal lighting plant at Lima, Ohio, for which
bonds will be sold the latter part of this month.
the Ohio Electric Railway Company has submitted
a new proposition for city lighting, offering to sign
a new lo-year contract at $57.50, a reduction from
for.
The
$85, which the present contract calls
Council has taken the proposition under advisewill

ment.

The

various

companies which have been

main-

taining poles and wires in the downtown section
of Toledo, Ohio, have been granted an indefinite
period in which to place them underground. The
mayor announces that the poles will be hewed
down whenever it appears that the owners are not
in good faith making an effort to place their wires
in conduits as required by the ordinances.
It is reported that a deal is on for the merging
of the Springfield and Xenia, the Springfield, Troy
and Piqua, and the Dayton and Xenia interurban
railways.
Warren J. Bicknell, former president of
the Lake Shore Electric, is said to be interested in
bringing about the merger.
Weaver, proprietor of two large hotels at
J.
Kenton, Ohio, has brought suit for an injunction
against the Kenton Gas and Electric Company, to
restrain it from shutting its service off from his
property. He refuses to pay the lighting bills,
claiming them to be unreasonable.
H. L. S.

C

Indiana.

—

June 20. An agreement has been
reached between the Board of Public Works of
Richmond and the officials of the Terre Haute,
Indianapolis and Eastern Traction Company on the
proposed new franchise. A special meeting of the
Indianapolis,

Council has been called to adopt the franchise.
granting of this franchise will end a contenwhich has lasted over two years, the city
contending all the while for universal transfers
between city and interurban cars.
Mayor Boehne of Evansville walked over the
entire city system of the Evansville and Southern
Indiana Traction Company, which operates the
Hvansivlle electric railway, to make a personal examination of the condition of the roadbed, tracks,
cars and other equipment now in use by the company. He then sent a communication to the Council charging the roal with failing to comply with
the conditions of the franchise, and recommended
that the deficiencies be made good within 90 days
under a penally of forfeiture of the franchise.
The White River Light and Power Company of
Xoblcsvillc has awarded a contract to J. C. DuMont of Dclroil, Mich., for the construction of a
hydraulic dam across White River, two miles north
of Xoblcsvillc. The output of the plant will be
Soo kilowatts, and will be transmitted to Xoblcsvillc and other nearby towns.
The Danville find.) Light, Heat and Power
Company is preparing to extend its .system to other
towns in Hendricks County.
The officials of the Hartford City Electric Liglit

The
tion

Company
provements
machinery

June

have decided to make additional Imon the local plant. New boilers and
will be installed, and other betterment

became

-

eft'ective

in

this

state,

a

few months ago.

experienced difficulty
obtaining men to operate all lines \vith the
telegraph.
In consequence, they are now compelled
to operate three tricks at all points where stations
are kept open day and night. This has resulted in
a telephone system being installed on a number
of branch lines which handle .freight traffic almost
exclusively.
The railroad officials declare the telephone is less expensive, while the railroad service
is by no means impaired.
S. S.
in

Illinois.
Peoria,
street

June

20.

railway in

—A

proposed ordinance for the
has been drafted by

Springfield

company and provides for the payment to the
city of two per cent, of the gross earnings of the
company the first 10 years and four per cent, the
next 10 years of the ordinance. The company further agrees to have the subway built and the cars

the

in operation through it within 60 days after the
passage of th? ordinance. The part concerning the
purchase of the lines after the termination of the
franchise is taken from the Cleveland (Ohio) ordinance. The company also agrees to double-track
the streets downtown within three years. The ordinance will not be presented to the Countil till the
company has secured the majority of the frontage
on the streets that the company desires to run upon.
The McHenry Electric Service Company of McHenry has been incorporated with a capital of
$25,000 to furnish ebctric service. George K. Paige
IS an incorporator.
An electric railway across the width of the state
is
planned by the Vincennes, Centralia and East
St. Louis Traction Company, which has taken out
incorporation papers. The principal office of the
company is to be in Chicago. The company proposes to build from a point on the line of the
state of Indiana, opposite the city of Vincennes, to
East St. Louis- J. J. Burns of Chicago is an

incorporator.
Some of the offices of the Illinois Traction Company have been moved to the city of Springfield,
and the engineer of maintenance of way, R. McCalman, will move next week from Decatur to the

now being fitted up for him at Springbuilding v/as formerly occupied by the
Consolidated Street Railway Company, but has been
new

field.

new cars.
The Western

a capital
of association

several of the railroads have

offices

The

overhauled and remodeled to suit the convenience
of the traction company. C. F. Handshy, general
superintendent of transportation, will also have his
offices on the second floor.
Preliminary work in connection with the survey
for the Bloomington, Pontiac and Joliet electric
line has been commenced by Chief Engineer Butler
and his assistants. As soon as the work of checking up the survey has been completed the actual
work of grading will be commenced. The officials
nf the line agreed that if the business men of
Pontiac would agree to buy $25,000 of bonds they
would build at once to Pontiac. This has been
subscribed, and with a little work on the part of
the men of Blooinin^lon the line could be built
through to the latter city ihis summer.
V.N.

'

Northwestern States.
Minneapolis, June 20
A petition has been circulated asking the Village Council of Albaiiy, Minn.,
to consider a proposition for putting in a lighting
system not to cost more than $J,500.

The Common Council of Hartford. Wis., has
decided to build a municipal light plant at a cost
of not more than $27,000. Provision is to be for
2,300-volt, 6o-cycIc, single-phase alternating-current
plant, with 30 and 6o-kilowatt generators.
Judgment of foreclosure has been rendered by
Judge Burnell against the Winnebago Traction
Company of Oshkosh, Wis.
The stockholders of the Ashland Light. Power
and Street Railway Company of Ashland, Wis., have
authorized the issue of $450,000 bonds to extend
the lines through the residential portion of the
city, rebuild the gas manufacturing plant and for
.

Com-

stock of $15,000, has filed
with the secretary of state.
The company proposes to construct and equip a
telephone exchange nnd telephone system throughout Madison County. James Wright, Andrew Bird
and others are directors.
A telephone w.ar has been waging in Warrick
Count)', with Boonville as its center, between the
Cumberland company and an Independent telephone
company, for nearly a year. The contention is ovei
the granting of a franchise to the Independents to
operate in Boonville. The Independent Company
has telephones on each side of the city and desires to establish an exchange in order to connect
the two systems. At a mass meeting of business
men held during the last week resolutions w-ere
passed urging the Council to grant the desired
franchise.
The Independents promise connection
with Louisville and Indianapolis as soon as the
new exchange is established and equipped. This
will also afford the merchants connection with -1
number of country telephones.
Since the eight-hour law for railroad telegraphers

J.

of electricity a year.

with

articles

Colburn has

been granted a franchise at
Minn., to build an electric-light plant,
the village agreeing to use not less than $800 worth
J.

tion.

pany,

190S

Hinckley,

added, costing upward of $40,000.
James H. Wallace, president of the Central Trust
Company of New York, has purchased the property
and franchises of the Lafayette Gas Company, the
Logansport Gas Company and the Fort Wayne
Gas Company, representing bondholders. All the
properties were originally natural-gas companies, bU':
when the natural gas failed they were converted
into artificial-ga5 plants.
The eastern bondholders
will consolidate them into one organization.
It is
understood that a number of other gas and electriclight plants will be merged with the new organiza-

The Southwestern Alexandria Telephone

27,

Electric Company will locate a
distributing plant in Minneapolis.
It
expects to
have a five-story building. SS by 88 feet, on the
ground, ready for occupancy by October ist.
City Attorney Wilson of Duluth, M'inn., reports
that the city is empowered by its charter to acquire and operate an electric-light plant.

The

electric-light company at Fergus Falls, Minn..
taken an option on the electric-light plant at
Wahpeton, X. D., and asked the City Council for
a 20-year franchise.
The Point of Rocks Telephone Company of Custer. S. D., has been incorporated by John Ziemet
and others for $25,000 to construct a system covering S3'lvan Lake and other points.
The Beresford Telephone Company of Beresford,
S. D., has been incorporated to construct a general
system covering points in the southeast part of
the state.
Capital authorized is $50,000.
The plans lor the building for the Home Telephone Company of Oskaloosa, Iowa, have been
changed to make it fireproof. It will cost about

has

'

$50,000.

Owing to the refusal of the Bell Telephone Company to connect with them, the Independent telephone companies at JNIarshalltown, Iowa, will spend
$200.coo putting in

a

new automatic exchange.
R.

Pacific Slope.

—

San

Francisco, June 17. The ordinance fixing
telephone rates for the coming fiscal year, providing
for an average reduction of 10 per cent, from existing charges, was finally passed by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors this week.
Besides reducing the city rates, the new ordinance takes from
the telephone company the right to dictate as to
the employment of operators on private-exchange
boards.
The San Francisco, Oakland and San Jose Consolidated Railway Company has filed its application
with the City Council of Oakland. Cal., for permission to construct and operate an electric line
along Poplar Street, from the present Twentysecond Street line to Court Street. The company
has already purchased
a
piece of property at

Twelfth and Poplar

streets,

where

it

will

the construction of a' station, in case
application meets with favorable action.

commence
its

present

Preparations are being made by the Forest Service to install a telephone line from Headquarters
at Quincy,
Cal., to a ranger's
station which is
being installed near Claremont, on the IV'Jiddle Fork
slope.
The line will be about six miles in length.
Advices from Corona, Cal, say that George I.
Larmy of Los Angeles has purchased Lake Elsinore from the Temescal Water Company. Mr.
Larmy plans to drain the lake of its present contents, then build a large dam across the eastern
end. and construct a power plant on hanks of
Santa Ana River, 35 miles away, and develop 3,000
kilowatts.
Contemplated improvements will cost at
least $500,000.
The plans include four generators.

The Reno Power, Light and Water Company's
flume catight fire recently and was not extinguished until a latgc section was destroyed and
the power house had a narrow escape. The lighting service was suspended for a time. This is the
second case in California when a water flume was
burned.
The board of supervisors of Monterey County,
Cal., recently granted C. P. Baird and W. L. Lierly
of Santa Maria a franchise for electric lighting
large

and power

privileges,

etc.

The Portland Railway, Light and Power Company
applied for a franchise to build and operate
electric-railway extensions on 40 streets of the cit>-,
including many miles of lines and costing hundreds
of
thousands of dollars. Permission has been
granted.
The university regents have let the contract for
the Washington University power house and plant.
The award for the construction of the power house
was made to H. Chase & Co. for $16,557. The
Hallidic Machinery Company obtained ihc contract
for the apparatus to he installed in the building for
$72,900.
It has been announced that J. D. Farrcll, general
manager for Harriman in the state of Washington,
and Samuel Hill, son-in-law of James J. Hill,
have taken an option on the controlling interest
the great power plant of the Hanford Irrigation
and Power Company at Priest Rapids, on the Co-

has

'

m
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River, 30 miles nortliwcsl of P:isco. Tiic
contemplate 100 miles of electiie railway
niiming north and soiilh and conncclink' llie Great
Norlhcrn, Chicago, )\Iil\vauI<Le and St. I'aiil, Northern Coast, Northern Pacifie and Mill's North Itank
Railway. This railroad i)r(iject will be developed
by Farrcll Hill, I'ederal Ju.Irc llanford, W. R.
Rust of Tacoma and former Governor McGraw.
Spokane capitalists liave planned to install a
$75,000 power plant at Orient, Wash., and liave
organized the Orient Walcrpower Company. Arthur Philips is president- of the company.
Advices from Pocatello, Idaho, say that the min-

lumbia
plans

town of Mackay will shortly have a modern
and power system, to be installed by
the Lost River Light and Power Company, in
which R. L. Rockwell, manager of the Idaho-Oregon Light and Power Company, near the month
of Powder River in Oregon, is interested. The
waters of Cedar Creek will be diverted through a
700-foot pipe line to a concrete power house and
will generate 150 horsepower for the Mackay mines
and 50 horsepower for lights to the town. Mr.
A.
Rockwell lives at Ontario. Ore.
ing

electric-light

)">

Mr, and Mrs. Louis Woerner, 6513 F.vans
Avenue, followed ihi: ceremony, and later .\Ir. aii'l
Mrs. h'urhrich left i'4M' their wethling journey. Mr.
Korbrich is a highly esteemed atid pojudar member
of the business ^tafT of the Western Mlev'Irician,
and the congrahdalions extended lo him oti llie
occasion of his winning a charniinK bride ar<r very
hearty and sincere.
bride,

William H. Young, one of

llie

known

best

tele>i

raphers in the country, died at the Imhuc of his
son in Chicago on June Hj'h. Mr. ^'ttung entered
the employ nienl of tliO Western Union Telegrapli
Company in 1S50 and since the Civil War liad been
night manager for the company in Washington.
D. C. He had long been in charge of the telegraph ofTice in the congressional press gallery in
Washington, and through his wide acquaintance
and intimate friendship with newspaper men Ihc
company often sent him to presidential conventions.
It was while directing the dispatching of convention news at the Republican convention in the
Coliseum that he was taken ill on June iSth. Mr.

Young was born

Washington

in

the retiring president of ihe
Association.

(")ld

in

18.^8.

He was

Time Telegraphers*

Frisbec is planning
light plant in Gillett, Wis.

Mr. Thomas N. McCarter, president of the Pub-

G.

Service Corporation of New Jersey, made the
speech at the Chicago convention putting Franklin
Murphy in nomination for the vice-presidency.

installing

Mr. George R. Armstrong, for four years district
manager of the Rock>' Mountain Bell TelephoneCompany at Butte, Mont, has been promoted to
superintendent of the Eastern Idaho division.

light

Mr. Charles N. Black has resigned the position
of vice-president and general manager of the Kansas City Railway and Light Company to become
vice-president and general manager of the United
Railroads of San Francisco.
Mr. C. E. Canfield has recently resigned his position as designer of alternating-current generators
with the Western Electric Company of Chicago,
and has become chief engineer with the Warren
Electric Manufacturing Company of Sanduskj'-, Ohio.
G. Atwell, superintendent of the Zanesville division of the Ohio Electric Railway Company, has resigned. He has been connected with
the concern for nine j'ears. Mr. N. C. Draper of
Fond du Lac, Wis., has been chosen as his sue

Mr.

J.

cessor.

Mr. Richard M. Jackel, formerly employed by
Wayne Electric Works^ has recently been
appointed superintendent of the Reynolds Electric
Flasher Manufactuing Company of Chicago. Mr.
Jackel started with the Fort Wayne company 13
years ago, when only 16 years of age.
the Fort

Mr. Hugh

McGowan

J.

electric-railway

in

Indianapolis

gone

to

of Indianapolis, prominent
interests and president of the

Traction and Terminal Company, has

Germany

to take a rest for several months
taking up his business duties. Mr.

again
has been

before

McGowan

some Time.

for

ill

Mr. E. M. Scribner severed his connection with
Western Electric Company of Chicago on June
and associated himself, as vice-president
and general manager, with the Technical Publishing Company of San Francisco, publisher of the
Journal of Electricity, Power and Gas.
ist,

Mr. Stephen G. Hobert, consulting engineer for
Richard E. Schmidt, Garden & Martin, architects,
Chicago, has just received an appointment as consulting engineer on the advisory board of the Smoke
Inspection Bureau of the city of Chicago. Mr. T. E.
Donnelley is head of this smoke commission.
and the

science

erect

an

of the

arts

Franklin Institute of Philadelphia 'has awarded the
Elliott Cresson gold medal to Patrick B. Delaney
of South Orange, N. J., for his system of automatic telegraphy. The Cresson medal is bestowed
under a deed of trust dating from 1S4& and is
awarded for "some discovery ia the arts and sciences, or for the invention or improvement of
by insome useful machine.
It i:? considered
inventors one of the most highly valued honors.

to

accept

a

position

of

general

manager of the

of

duties

Fort
a

that

Mr.

position.

Gunn came

.

to

the

Wayne and Wabash

year

ago.

from

Valley company about
Lexington, Ky.. where he had

been general manager
and Light Company.

of

the

Lexington

Railway

pany

of

stock

from $50,000

Sedalia,

Mo.,
to

has

.and Electric Comincreased its capital

$125,000.

At a recent meeting of the City Council of
Portage la Prairie, Manitoba, it was decided to
purchase the electric-lighting plant owned by the
private company.

The power plant of the Portland (Ore.) Railway,
Light and Power Company at Cazadero is reported
have been partially destroyed by
The plant is valued at $750,000.

fire

on June

2rst.

The City Council of Cumberland, Wis., has ordered a special election to be held June 29th for
voting on the proposition to borrow $25,000 from
the state. The money is needed to install a new
electric-light and water plant and to make other
improvements.

The new power plant of the Panhandie Lutr.ber
Company in the town of Spirit Lake, Idaho, has
been completed. It has two 750-kilowatt turbine
generating units and will supply current for the
town. The generating equipment w'as supplied by
the Westinghouse company.

The Public Lighting Commission of Detroit,
Mich., will receive bids until July Sth for installing
electric generating equipment in the public lighting
plant in accordance with specifications on file
the office of the commission, 40 Atwater Street,
East. F. T. Bowdes is secretary of the commission.

m

City Council of Lincoln, Neb., has sustained
Ma3^or Brown's veto of the ordinance giving the
city permission to
enter the commercial-lighting
The mayor says the city is not in a position
field.
to do commercial lighting, and the capacity^ of the
plant is barely sufficient to light the streets and
public buildings.

Recently incorporated electric-light companies include the following: Tyler Electric Company, Tycapital 50.C00; Kirksville Light, Power
ler, Tex.,
and Ice Company, Kirksville, Mo., capital $i 1,000;
Greenfield Electric Company, Greenfield, Mo., capital $3,000; Cannon Falls Electric Service Company,
Cannon Falls, Minn., capital $25,000.

The Northern Light Electric Company is asking
a 20-year extension of its franchise in Wahpeton,
N. D. If granted, the local plant will be taken
over by the Fergus Company, which is building
a waterpower plant at Fergus, N. D. The newarrangement, the company says, would t)ring with
it reduced rates for current.
The Council is considering the proposition.

A dispatch from Hagerstown, Ind., to the Indianapolis News says
"For the reason that the
municipality of Hagerstow'n has exhausted its funds
in building an electric-light plant, and because the
revenue derived from three saloons has been cut
off by remonstrance, the Tow-n Board is considering how best money can be raised. The limit of
town indebtedness has been reached. One proposition is to annex the suburbs known as Haiti and

ding breakfast at the

Hill."

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

The Vincenncs. Centralia and
Company has been licensed to

St. L/juis Transit
incorporate. The
principal office will be in Chicago and the declared
purpose is to build an electric railway from the
eastern state line near Vinccnnes, Ind., to a point
near St. Louis. The board of directors includes
J.

home

of the parents of the

Burns and M. O. Peoples of Chicago.

J.

Railroad, operating beChattanooga, Tenn.. and Gadsden, Ala.. 92
miles, may be converted into an electric road and
operated with high-speed interurban equipment. The
line has been in the hands of receivers for some
time and engineers think it will make a good
interurban proposition.
W, W. Kent and E. C.

tween

Osborn of Chattanooga are the

A

movement

receivers.

on foot among the business men
of Joliet, 111., to unite with the merchants of
Wilmington and others along the line to insure the
building this season of the proposed electric railway of the Jollet and Southern Traction Compan/
from Joliet to Wilmington. The line is surveyed,,
the right-of-way contracts have been made and
the construction of the line now depends upon the
aid that is given by the people who will be benefited by the building of the road.
Directors of

Company
consider

met
plans

is

the
in

for

Pine Bluff-Little Rock Transit
Pine Bluff, Ark., recently to
building

the

road.

It

is

pro-

posed by the directors to build an electric interurban railway between Little Rock, Pine Bluft and
Star City, a total distance of about 80 miles. A
committee was appointed to secure an engineer
who will make a survey of the route as proposed
and to estimate the cost. W. F. Campbell of Little
Rock is president of the company and S. A. Miller
of Pine Bluff is vice-president.

The Kansas-Colorado Railroad Company was incorporated a few days ago for the purpose of
building an electric or steam railway from Canon
City, Colo., to Garden City, Kan.
The company
is capitalized for $5,000,000, and the proposed line
will pass through all the principal cities and towns
in the Arkansas Valley.
The general offices of the
company will be in Pueblo. It is proposed to construct a power plant in the Canon City coal fields,
so that fuel may be secured at minimum cost.

The incorporators include S. H. Atwater of Canon
Cit>- and A. H. Warner of Garden City, Kan.

The new section of the Rapid Transit subway on
Market Street, Philadelphia, from Broad Street to
the Delaware River has been completed by the
contractors and turned over to the traction company, which will lay the rails and put up the wires
and stations. The portion of the subway west of
Broad Street has been in operation for a 3'ear and
is

entirely

from the

satisfactory.
The entire
river to Sixty-ninth Street

new system
may be in

operation by August. The Philadelphia subway and
elevated system is said to have no equal anywhere.
A north-and-south subway through the city is now

being agitated.

Manager

E,

M. Walker

and Light Company of

of the Citizens' Railway
Iowa, has estab-

JNIuscatine,

new wage

scale w'hereby all conductors
who have been in the employ of the company
for two years get a raise of six per cent, in
wages, and, after servings three years more, will
get another raise of six per cent. The raotormen,
who at the present time get 12 per cent more than
the conductors, will receive an advance of Sl^ per
According to Mr. Walker, the
cent, in salary.
company has one of the finest forces of conductors
and motormen in the state, and ver\^ few^ accidents
occur, the men being very careful and attentive

lished

a

'

The Fremont (Ohio) Power and Light Company
has made application to the Council to use the
streets for a

Mr. William F. Forbrich of the business department of the Western Electrician and Miss Mary
Louise Woerner were married at noon on June
24th at Holy Cross Church, Chicago, by the pastor.
Rev. Father D. D. Hishen. A reception and wed-

to the

The Chattanooga Southern

The Economy Steam Heating

Fancy

le

v/as

E. J. Lander and a.'^sociates have made application to the Grand Forks (N. D.) City Council for
a franchise to construct a street-railway system.

:

Eastern Wisconsin Railway and Light Company.
with principal office in Fond du Lac. Wis. For the
time being, Mr. F. T. Hardy will assume the

Company

vetoed
:i
few days ago by M;iyor Maynes of Minneapolis.
The mayor sai<I that the only thing that would
compel good service anri reasonable rates was a
renewal of franchise every 10 or 15 years. He also
r'-conunended a r,mal! gross-earnings lax, sufTicieni
to defray the expense incident to the examination
of ihc company's plant whenever a readjuslmetil
of rales or a purchase of Ihe plants slioiild be
under consideration.

plant.

*

Superintendent R. T. Gunn of the Fort Wayne
and Wabash Valley Traction Company has resignetl

Electric

Council,
electric-

The

the

The committee on

to

McKinney. Te.\., proposes to issue bonds to the
amount of $S,ooo for the extension of the electric-

to

ordinance framing a 30-year franebi

promoters are all business men in Grand
Forks, and propose to build an up-lo-datc line.
ordinance has been introrfuccd in the City

Roderick Stover of Albuquerque, N. M., plans
an clectric-light plant in Clovis, N. M.

lic

An

.Minneapolis Numeral

An

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
M.

rales.

Tiic

PERSONAL.
Mr. R. M. Trumbcl of Chicago has been appointed district engineer of the Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, with headquarters
at Cleveland, Ohio.

Rcprcscnialive*; of the various irnjirov.-nKrni a-;sociations of St. I^juis met rcccnily and named
a "cljfapi.T light coinmiiii--:,"
m<jdr-i'--d
aficr the
united free bridge cominiil'-f, v/liicb is to devote
it:i
clTorl-i
to an
invesiiKatron r.f tb-: li{.;ht an<l
jjower silnali'iii nf .Sf, L-.uis, with a vi'v.- \r, lower

commercial lighting and power supply.

The company' proposes

to

erect

a power plant at

and utilize the water of the Sandusky
River for furnishing power to fun its plant. The
company may build an electric railway between
Fremont and Tiffin in connection with the other
Ballville

details of its project.

to

duty.

the latest meeting of the committee on local
transportation of the Chicago Council Mr. George
Weston, engineer for the committee, presented his
report, \vhich showed that the Northwestern Ele-

At

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
valed Railroad Company and the Cliicago and OakPark Elevated Railroad Company are ready to submil to a plan of through routing of elevated trains
and give universal transfers as a means of relieving
The Metropolitan and South
the Loop congestion.
Side companies, however, will not agree to the
plan on the basis of losses that would be sustained
from extra car miles. The committee believes the
objections to be insufficient and will ascertain its
legal rights to force the objecting companies into
the

plan.

details
requisite for the construction of a reliable cell. The

of $12,000.

The Omaha Independent Telephone Company will
plant in South Omaha, Neb-,
its

begin building
about July 1st.

The Mammoth Springs and
tance Telephone Company of
Ark., has been incorporated.

Memphis Long-dis-

Mammoth

Springs,

H. Grills, Sanford, Manitoba, will receive bids unnoon on June 30lh for the construction and

complete telephone system for^the
municipality of Macdonald. Plans and specificatfons
may be seen at the municipal hall at Sanford,
Manitoba, and also at the Department of Telephones, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
installation of a

The Wisconsin Telephone Company

will

on Au-

gust 1st issue new stock to the extent of $1,500,000,
the cash to be used for improvements and extenEvery share already has been
sions in Wisconsin.
engaged by the present shareholders, it is said,
and will be issued to them at par. This will place
the total capital stock at $9,000,000.

One of the American consular officers in Mexico
reports that a company in his district, composed
principally of Americans, has secured a 15-year
concession from the Mexican govcnnnent to build
a long-distance telephone line in that country.
Manufacturers of telephone supplies and those desirous of obtaining further information may adthe
the

v.diose

secretary,

name may be secured

Manufactures,
from
D. C, by referring to file No. 2346.

Bureau" of

Washington,

PUBLICATIONS.
Company of Attleboro,
Mass., has just issued a special catalogue covering
metal reels, spools and beams. This catalogue not
only covers reels and spools for the entire wiremanufacturing industry, but also for the textile
Copies of the catalogue will be sent to
industryanyone interested upon request.
The

Frank Mossberg

The Forestry Service

of the United States Department of Agriculture has issued circular 140
entitled "What Forestry Has Done," by Treadwell
Cleveland, Jr. Mr. Cleveland reviews the history
of forestry as practiced in the civilized countries
and shows the necessity for the work. He concludes by drawing the chief lessons of forestry
abroad.

In

June issue the

Illuminating Engineer of
of its pages with white
letters on a black background as a practical means
of testing such a reversal of the present method
of printing, which has been suggested as of benefit
In this case, however, it does not apto the eye.
pear to be easier to read this particular page
perhaps not as easy as others printed in the ordinary manner; that is, black on white.
its

New York

prints

one

—

The comprehensive and valuable article by FrankTruby on "Automatic Telephony" in the
J.
Western Electrician of January 11, iS and 25, 1908,
has been republished in handsome pamphlet form
by the Automatic Electric Company of Chicago
and doubtless may be had on request. It gives the
reader, with diagrams and half-tone illustrations,
an excellent idea of the method by which telephoning without exchange operators is accomplished.
lin

The Triumph Electric Company of Cincinnati has
just issued a beautiful bulletin entitled "Illustrations of Triumph
Motor Drives."
The bulletin
does not go into the details of the construction of
the company's motors, as these arc all described
in other bulletins, but by means of illustrations
the bulletin shows the application of motors to the
various types of machines, such as lathes, planers,
printing presses, boring mills, hoists, etc. The comI>any will send the bulletin to anyone upon application.
The Central Electric Company, Chicago, is disnew circular containing some valuable
engineering data on the ecommiy of the new "Silico
Vanadium" steel used in Pittsburgh transformers.

tributing a

In a six-page bulletin the dilTerencc between "highand "standard-efficiency" transformers is
reduced to a "dollars-and-ccnls basis." The article
is not technical nor theoretical, but written simply
and clearly .so as to be of interest to every centralstation man.
In computing core-loss cists, the
author !»as a^Iopted one cent a kilowalt-Iit.ur as
the basis, and a comparison is made bilween the
acnird cost of ihe "high-efficiency" an.l "standarflefficiency"

developed special types of batteries for car-lighting
service, and through the experience thus gained it
has obtained a thorough knowledge of the require-

ments of railroad men and of the essential

TELEPHONE.

dress

Copies of the ciicnlai will

upon request.
One of the most complete catalogues and price
lists that ha\'c been issued describing car-lighting
cells has just been published by the Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia.
This company for the last 17 years has manufactured and
mailed

be

therefore, described in this catalogue are not
the results merely of theoretical demonstration, but
also of careful study and the knowledge gained by
The company manufacyears of actual operation.
tures two general types of elements for car-lighting
service, ^iz., the Chloride accumulator, in which the
elements contain Manchester positive plates and bo.x
negative plates, and rhe Tudor accumulator, the elements containing Tudor positive plates and rolled
cells,

The Farmers' Mutual Telephone Company of
Pierson. Iowa, has been incorporated with a capital

til

efticiency" transformers.

June

negative

plates.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The Short

Circuit Club of Philadelphia held its
annual outing at Coney Island on June 13th. The
committee in charge was composed of C. W. Ridinger, H. M. Raphael, H. B. Parke, B. F. Perry
and W. L. Collins. The organization no\y has
about 100 members^ composed of persons in the
electrical

trade.

meeting of

a

:

;

.A new departure in the college of engineering of
the University of Minnesota is an increase in the
length of engineering courses from four to five
years.
This is for the purpose of adding to the
amount of general culture work required heretofore and at the same time rearranging and increasIt is
ing to a small extent the technical work.
believed that this will result in turning out a still
cut
it
may
although
engineers,
better grade of
down the number of students for a time. The
added work consists of additional requirements in
modern languages, economics and political science.
The first year is uniform for all courses, so that

students need not choose their special course until
As the
after one year's work at the university.
first four years provide a good general education.
of
Bachelor
degree
of
proposed to give the
is
it
Most of the
Science at the end of the fourth year.
purely technical work comes in the fifth year, upon
the completion of which will be offered the degree
of Electrical Engineer, Mechanical Engineer, Civil
Engineer, etc., as the course requires.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The .American

Nailless

Horse Shoe Company of

Lebanon, Pa., has placed a contract with the Brown
Engineering Company of Reading, Pa., covering a
complete electrical and mechanical equipment for
the new plant for the m.anufacture of nailless horseThe plant will be driven by electric motors
shoes.

and lighted

electrically.

of the employes
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
i8th. at
is announced for Saturday, July

The twenty-second annual outing
of

the

Company

Rock Point Park, near Pittsburg. .An elaborate
programme of- games, races, etc.. is planned. The
Electric Club baseball
the Elwood City team.

Two

high-grade

fire

team
boats,

propelled by electricity, are
the Chicago fire department.
as the Joseph Medill and the
the pumps will be capable of
The Joseph
lons a minute.
at Manitowoc, Wis., on June
cost
will
$219,000.
two boats

is

scheduled

among
being

the

play

to

first

to be

completed

for

They will be known
Graeme Stewart, and
throwing 45,000 galwas launched

Medill
22d.

It

is

said

the

Congress has appropriated $1,335,520 for the use
of the United States Geological Survey in carrying
on its excellent work in the fiscal year 1908-09.
The money will be applied to numerous purposes,
among which are; Forest-reserve topographic surveys, $75,000; water-resources investigations, $100,structur;il-m:tterials
investi.g.ations,
000;
$100,000:
fuel-testing

investigations,

$250,000.

General Superintendent George H. Whitfield and
electrical contractors of the city of Richmond, Va.,
are making arrangements for an electrical cxbibilion to he held in that city .soon under the direction
of the Passenger and Power Company and others.
The main purpose of the exhibit will be to demonstrate the various economic uses of electricity
in the home, the store and the small manufacturing

General Grcely, who introduced the war system
telephones and telegraph in Cuba during the
Spanish-American war, returned recently from a
visit to Japan.
Concerning the system as used by
the Japanese army. General Greely says that at the
b.ittle of Mukden, with a front of 80 miles. General Nogi found the system worked so perfectly
that not a single battery could suffer damage or
be put out of action without headquarters knowing
the injury, and thus be enabled to close up the
line and replace the guns.
of

Col. John Van Wormer, a member of the Civic
Federation, who is now in Europe, is reported in
a recent London dispatch as saying that he does
not think public ownership of public utilities has
been an unqualified success. He finds it has resulted in the burden of taxation being enormously
increased and that, while all the smaller officials
are scrupulously honest, the men up to the top
display human weakness as much as their brethren
in the United States.
This, he is quoted as saying,
also applies to business men.

Lightning struck the main

anthracite coal in Pennsylvania
in 1907 reached the total of 76,432,421 long tons,
exceeding thai fif 1906 by 12. 787.411 Ions, and that
of ir/>5, which bad jtreviously Ijcen greatest, by
The value of the product, includ$7,o<)3.2Go tons.

stable

on the estate

Enos M. Barton, president of the Western ElecCompany, at Hinsdale, III., on June 21st. and

of
tric

wlrich followed cost the life of

fire

employes

and

did

damage estimated

one of the
at

probably

The grounds constitute 1,200 acres and
among the most elaborately appointed in the

$15,000.

are

West.

including the main stable,
carriage
houses and two
smaller buildings were destroyed. The beautiful
residence of Mr. Barton and the buildings surrounding it were not endangered, as they are in
another part of the grounds. Four of the most
valuable horses of a string of 35 in the main stable
were burned.
Si.x

waterworks

buildings,
building,

TRADE NEWS.
Market

and inquiries for copper are said
have increased considerably recently, and more

to

interest,

business has resulted.
regular market were

Electrolytic wire bars in the
on June 20th at 13

quoted

cents.

Buyers of ignition supplies will he interested to
that the Manhattan Electrical Supply Company, 17 Park place. New York, has just issued a
12-page folder showing tbe line it manufactures,
including spark coils, sw-itches, battery connectors,
thoroughly revised edition of the company's
etc.
pocket-size catalogue
168 pages "Something Elec-

know

A

—

—

Everybody," is also ready for distribution
and can be had by writing to the company.
trical for

Association of Warsaw, Russia,
contemplating the establishment, in a building
specially provided for that purpose, of a permanent
exposition of articles and goods of all sorts manufactured beyond the limits of Russia, for the purpose of getting better acquainted with the foreign
trade.
The leading exporters and manufacturers of
England, Austria, Hungary, Switzerland, Belgium
and France, as well ^s government institutions, like
chambers of commerce of Austria and France, have
already expressed their desire to promote the plan.
Business concerns of the United States should be
acquainted with the opportunity.

The Merchants'

is

Allis-Chalmers Company reports an increase durMay of 80 per cent, in new business over the
preceding month, comparing very favorably with
the average of 1907, which was the largest year
in the company's history.
This abnormally rapid
gain may be largely ascribed to the fact that during
ing

the last si.x months inquiries for power and elcc
trical machinery have been larger, despite the depression in actual trade, than at any previous peWhile the majority of such "prospects" failetl
riod.
to materialize as sales at the time, negotiations
concerning them were not allowed wholly to lapse,
and, with improved financial conditions, many of
these deferred contracts arc now being closed.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company

of
ijreparing to enter tbe field of
on an extensive scale. Tlie
company has heretofore made electric controlling
devices only, its plant being one of the largest in
the world devoted to the manufacture of this class
of apparatus. The new specialties will consist at
The fivefirst of snap switches and lamp sockets.
story building on Thirteenth Street and St. Paul
Avenue, fronting the Cutler-Hammer plant, has
been purchased by the company and equipped for

Milwaukee, Wis.,

electrical

is

specialties

manufacturing purposes. The new industry will
be conducted on a scale of consi<lerable niagnitud<'
and will prove an important addition to Milwaukee's

manufacturing

inlcrcsls.

BUSINESS.

.plant.

The production of

1908

ing that of the coal used at the mines, of which
no account has been taken in estimates for previous
years, was $163,584,056, an aver.age of $2.35 per
ton, or five cents per ton in excess of the average
price in 1906.

the

(he San Francisco branch of
the National Electrical Contractors' .A-Ssociation held
on June nth the following-named officers were
President, Robert
elected for the ensuing year:
W. Martland vice-president, Paul C. Butte secretary, F. W. Myers; treasurer, Charles E. Wiggins.
Meetings will be held every week in the association
rooms in the Grant Building.

At

27,

.*\llis-Chahners Company, Milwaukee, reports a
recent influx of orders for its electric motors of
various sizes and for various applications. Among
the buyers mentioned are the Sclililz Brewing ComIiany.

Milwaukee; Cudahy Packing. Company, Cud-

;
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]ipH
Wis.;

ally,

Mexico

liciiit')

Jiian/ Miin's

subKrli-ss two way eonneelors to be intbe juncli.-n boses nsed in ibe wiring
lie
rifw steel passcngi-r cars lu-iiiK eoinpleled
'«f
by Ibe Pressed Sleel Car Company al McKeei
Rncks, Pa., for the iVnnsylvania. Kailroa<l.
f'T

SaliiKis,

('oiiip;iiiy.

W.'islilmni-C'insliy rnniii.-iiiy, Mimicapolis
llnsii-ry L'dinpaiiy, !'liihidel|)liia, and LiljUy,

;

Standard
McNeill & Kibby, CbicaK".'

The Rio do Janeiro Ti-annvay, Li^hl and Power
Company of Kio du jaueirn, Bra/ii, liai^ receivetl
large shipment of Dosserl two-way joints, comprising -5 for 50o.cxKM'ircuIar-mii cable, lOO fur
250,000-circular-mil cable, 100 for ck) cable and 50
a

from Di'ssert \' Co.. 2.}2-i'.l.l West
Street, New York City.
Tbe order was
Ihrouph tbe Nl\v York oflicc of ibe Rio

o

for

cable,

i'Virly-first

placed
dc Janeiro

&

Dossert

Tramway.

icport

Co. also

and

Lijj^lit

Power Company.

.additional

orders

large

in

I

Oildag Company of Niagara I*'ails,
N. Y., mamifaettn'er of oiblag and arpiadag, bas
following
named officers: Presidcm.
elected
tbe
ICdward G. Aclieson. jr.; secretary, \V. !I. Arison;
treasurer, A. M. Wilbani.son. 'I'be jiresident is a
son of the well-known inventor and electric-furnace
expert. Edward Goodricb Aclieson, wbo discovered
'I'be company's
the oiidag and aqnadag processes.
ofiices and works are in Niagara Falls.
Tlie Aclieson

Issued (United Statts Patent
M-coiidary

S90,59J.

August

filed

1906.

17,

ttie

ami

ri'ce|i|ncUr

General

Company.

Electric

September

1907.
Til
a railway system upcraliMl liy allernatint- ciiireiil
tlicrc is provided a trolley wire, a catenary suspension
therefor, and a transformer for maintaining the catenary
at a potential npproxinialoly eiiual but opposite to tliat of
the trolley wire.

John G. Callan, Lynn,

Winding- Machine.

890,601.

Mass., assignor lo
pany. Application

General Electric
January 19, 1905.

tbe
filed

lias

made

Application

General

February

filed

ampere-turns.

December

16,

890.621.

In combination with an alternating-current motor is a
transformer having its primary winding connected to the
source, a second transformer having its secondary winding connected to the motor, and a set of magneticallyactuated switches arranged to connect the other two windings of tbe transformers to different points on each other,

Mechanism.

George

Mass., assignor to the

Manufacturing Company.
June 24, 1905.

Electric

An

electric

motor has on

its

driving

W.

there are

wlicel

similar

side

menibcr.s,

sliaft

Variable-voltage Transformer. Edward F.
Gehrkens, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company.
Application filed
July 26, 1906. Renewed January 31, 1908.

This transformer has a magnetic core, flat primary and
secondary coils tliereon, the secondary and the portion
of the core enclosed thereby being movable away from
the primary in the plane of tbe secondary coil, and a
magnetic member secured lo and movable with tbe

mft-t-

Grand

KI«-/:irici;iiis

191)),

aolji,

fan-

i-nt.

OcAnhrr

31!

I-;nHiii<rr}fiK

Ocl'.l.rr

Klectrical
to 23, 1909,

to

(.^ih.

Society

:„id 71!).
Show (fourlli

faiinu.'il

conv«-ntton),

r.tl,

annual),

ColiKum, Jan-

Starting Mercury- vapor Apparatus. Malibew O. 'iVoy, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to

the General Electric

Company, Application filed
September 27, 1907.
A mercury-rectifier lube with a number of rlcdrodcs

IS provided with a closed conductor in
proximity
of the latter, and inductive means for brineijiK
the conductor to a luminous condition.

liiercin
to one

Variable Resistance Coll. Herbert A. WalNew York, N. Y., assignor to the Union
and Signal Company, Swissvalc, Pa.
Application filed August 9, 1907.
A resist.nnce coil is wound on a spool of insulating ma-

890,737-

lace,

Switch

and has one terminal connecteil to the metallic pOst
inside the spool.
metallic regulator having :i threaded
lo receive the threaded portion of the poa
engages the resistance coil,

Combined Signal and Springjack. James
McQuarrie, Oak Park, III, assignor to the
filed

May

releases the armature

5,

111.

Driving Mechanism.
Harold R. Wellman,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Genera! Incandescent Arc Light Company.
Application filed
April 29, 1905.

Syo.739.

An electric motor is mounted on a sewing machine and
connected to its driving shaft by means of a friction disk
and an adjustable pulley.

Arc Lamp. Richard Fleming, Lynn, Mass.,
assignor to the General Electric Company. Ap-

890.763.

filed May 18, 1904.
a doublc-walled annular casing through
vapors generated arc forced to pass before
escaping from the lamp, perforations in the lower and
upper parts of the casing and tubular lateral passages
through the wall of the casing to admit fresh air.

plication

and

which

plication filed

18,

4,

Robert H. Parker, Schenectady, N.
to the General Electric Company.

This dredge has a rotary pump, an electric motor operconnected therewith, an enclosure for the motor,

Fixed Polarity Separable Attachment Plug.
Harvey Hubbell, Bridgeport, Conn. Application

890,770.

to

General Electric
April 24, 1906.

Motor-Starting Panel. Arthur Smith, Scheassignor to the General ElecCompany.
Application filed January 17,

nectady, N. Y.,

1907.
In combination with a rheostat provided with automatic no-voltage release features is an automatic overload circuit-breaker arranged to, be tripped as tbe controlling element of the rheostat moves toward starting
position.

Regulation of Dynamo-electric Machines.
Charles P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Company.
Application filed August 7, 1905.
Renewed January 31, 190S.

890,722.

A

generator with a multiphase exciting winding and a
multiphase generating winding has a low frequency exciting circuit containing resistances connected to the exciting winding, and a vibrator responsive to the voltage of
the generating winding for controlling tbe resistances.

Variable-voltage Transformer.
Matthew
O. Troy, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric Company.
Application filed
July 26, 1906. Renewed February 5, 1908.
This transformer has the primary and secondary coils

890,730.

,

spaced apart on tbe core, which has a pivotally-mounted
portion adapted to open by its movement the magnetic
circuit threading both coils,
rcctilinearly-movable magnetic member between the coils is adapted by its movement to shunt -the primary flux away from the secondary

A

coil.

aUernating-currcnt

squirrel cage circuit

(See cut on next page.)

to

cfi'ectively

made

890,781.

Harmonics of AlMaurice Leblanc,
the Westinghouse
Companj'.

Appli-

machine is supplied with a
of a resistance sufficiently high

suppress the upper harmonics.

Electric Transformer.

Louis Maiche, Paris.

France.

Application filed September 23, 1907.
This transformer has no magnetic core, and little length

but large diameter, the primary winding being enclosed in
tbe secondary winding,

the

can be manually
controlled has an alarm circuit which is closed when the
position of the switch does not correspond with the position of the controller.

_

Damper for the L^pper
Electric Currents.
Paris. France, assignor to
Electric and Manufacturing
cation filed April 28, 1905.
ternating

An

Arthur Smith, Schenec-

1907.

890,776.

Application

Company. Application filed
An electrically operated switch which

'

5,

cap for attachment plugs comprises a porcelain block
knife-blade
contacts extending therefrom and
binding screws, and a two-part metallic cover for the
block, one of the parts engaging the other part externally
and having an opening through which the wires pass.

'

Circuit-breaker.
890.718.
tady, N. Y., assigTior

-

September

A

Y., assignor

induction motor having both rotor and stator coilis operated by producing two rotating fields in tlie
motor, one rotating at synchronous speed with respect lo
the stator and tbe other rotating in the opposite direction
at a speed with respect to the stator corresponding to the
slip of the rotor below synchronous speed.

tric

filed
liaving

1905.

An

890.719.

Apparatus.
Randolph E. S.
York, N. Y. Application filed July

means for supplying electric energy to the motor and
means for maintaining increased pressure within the
motor enclosure.

Method of Operating Induction Motors.

4,

Kew

1907.

signal.

October

December

Dredging

Gcare,

atively

1905.
A unipolar dynamo has conductors cross-connecting the
brushes at opposite ends of the armature conductors, protective devices comprising portions surrounding tbe crossconnecting conductors and responsive to the flux surrounding them, and means controlled by the devices for
opening a circuit of the machioe.

filed

the

890.764.

Appli-

1906.

Protective Device for Unipolar Machines.
Jakob E. ISToeggerath, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric Company.
Ap-

890,699.

A

openmg

890,697.

friction

890,638.

A^lKll^^

mTlIrig),

The lamp has

are provided

electromagnet attracts a curved armature mounted
on one end of a rocking arm that carries a signal at the
other end.
The insertion of a plug in the springjack

Euker.

a

.Mirli.,

(uunitai

171I1,

890.731.

a

An

Stanley-G. I.
Application

disk engaging a friction wheel which can be shifted in
position to change the speed.
The motor circuit is opened
and closed by shifting the wheel.

II

line.

1906.

cation

Motor Control. Friedrich Eichberg, Beilin, Germany, assignor to the General Electric
Company. Application filed January 2;^, 1907.

filed

and

in series lo the

Western Electric Company, Chicago,

890,627.

Driving

to Ilie line,

wound

ary 21, 1907.
The controlling switch for a motor is governed by a
master switch from a distance through a magnetic brake
and a set of magnetic clutches and limit switches acting
on a switch-moving motor.

Pittsfield,

trolley

a

890,695.
L.

Sytem of Motor Control. Edgar F. Dut890.622.
ton, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the GenApplication filed Februeral Electric Company.

890,630.

condensers

for establishing a jet of water in
a closed metal shell as a discharge path for abnormal
current, and also means for utilizing the vaporizing action
of a heavy discharge through the jet to develop a high
velocity blast assisting in the interruption of the discharge.

filed

A starting rheostat comprises a resistance- varying
switch, an electromagnetic switch in series therewith,
means whereby the latter switch is closed by the initial
movement of the resistance switch, and an overload magnet independent of the position of tbe resistance switch
(See cut on
for controlling the electromagnetic switch.
next page.)

uary

Trolley Wheel. Thomas Langcn, BrookN. Y. Application filed April 8, 1907.

Means

Device.
George H.
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
A'pplication

iJftroit,

CliicaKO

23,

transmitting;

S,

1902.

Company.

April

filed

Lightning Arrester.
Ezra B. Merriam,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to tbe General
Electric Coinpany.
Application filed November

Circuit-controlling

Dorgeloh,
General Electric
October 5, 1907.

Application

Pa.

890,679.

Alternating-current Motor. Max Deri, Vienna, Austria-HuRgar3% assignor to the Stanley
Electric Manufacturing Company.
Application
filed

fl.'ir'lrn,

Ilhiiiiiri.ilinn
riiila.l<l[.)ii:i.

tion filed May 2, 1907.
In combination with a horizontally and vertically movon a vehicle is a composite obstruction on the
road-bed adapted to move llie shoe sidcwise while at the
same time raising it.

890,617.

The primary winding of the motor is adapted to be connected to a sonrcc of current and the secondary winding
is provided with a commutator and brushes.
A transformer has its primary connected in series with one of
the windings, and a magnetizing winding connected to its
secondary.

('^iivr-iilioiu.

Square

able shoe

The

field

and

Kitli

AsM>cLilion (.-iiinual
AiiKiiNl jHth to aist.
Art^»*rt;ili'>n
of .\ftir>itip:il

jgo8.

Circuit-closer for Automatic Trainstops.
Joseph H. Lynch, Red Bank, N. J. Applica-

1904.

vehicle contains a prime mover, an electric generator driven thereby, an electric motor having a number of
armature windings, and a controlling switch adapted to
connect the generator to the motor, to vary the seriesparallel connections of the latter and also to vary its

16,

890,670.

Electric

8,

.Midi..

i5tlj.

lrri;il

Railway Signal. Arba G. Clark, SchenecK. Y., assignor to the General Electric
Company. Application filed October 14, 1907.

Company.

June

transmittniB

In

890,607.
tady.

Schenec-

con-

Junr 29lh

Ohio Klcctric LiKlit AssocKition (annual convention), Hotel
Victory, I'lit-in-Kny Inl.ind, Auf.:u6t Jjlli, 26lli and 37lh.
New Yorlf I-:ii-ctric«I Sliow Urcowi annu:»I>, Madteon

connecting member adapted to screw into eacli of the side
members, and a member forming a wearing surface outside of tlie connecting member.

automatically

Davis,

cuil

Office)

coiiiphte a mannclic ciride of the sccoiulary coil.

itic

lyn,

this

Automobile.
Albert G.
890,615.
tady, N. Y., assignor to the

jirimaiy

to

devices embracing .sources of current and a

890,664.

-

Tiie signal comprises a movable arm. a driving motor
therefor, and a quick-break switch for the motor consisting of stationary contact and a contact carried by the
arm, one contact having a spring-finger and the other
being adapted to deflect and pass on opposite sides of the
finger for different directions of movement.

adajite'd

key and means to insert the .sources

Com-

disconnectnieniber after tlie latter
a predetermined numljcr of revolutions.
for

^annual
J.,

ronlraclora' Ae6oti:»iion

KIcc1ric.1I

Iiitrrn.'ilioii.il
niiiil

Telegraphy.
Isidor Kitsce, Philadelphia,
assignor of one-half to William J. Latta,

Icrjiosition of

This winding machine has a power siiaft, a rotary supporting member on which the wire is to be wound, and
electrically-operated moans
ing the power shaft from

tlie

and

scries of transniiltiiig and reccivinK devices are connected each at a dilTcrent point to an all-metallic line, the
receiving devices being cuniu-cted in parallel with the in-

Albert H. Annassignor lo the
Application filed

13,

N.iiinriiil

K.il.id''.

l-AniUicA IvnKnir»-r^
Atlanlic City, N,

Trayiiiorp,

at\.

u\K). CIti'-aKO, )\i]y
Klrctric
MicliiK-in

A

tlirougli a sparic gap.

System of Distribution,
890,593strong, Schenectady, N. Y..

10 July

1906.

conductor

line

coil

Philadclpbia,

lightning nrrcsicr cmisisls of ;i ki-ouikIc(I receptacle
coiitainiiiK «i column of liiiuiil conm-elcd to a line conductor, and a second li<|nid cohiiini of lower resistance is

between

fur

cult

890,661.
Pa.,

A

connected

Holrl

vrnlion),

of

luatiturt;

Aiinrrirari

ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

ILLUSTRATED
Protective Device for Iligb-potential Systems.
Richard Apt, Berlin, Germany, assignor
Application
to the General Kteclric Company.

DATES AHEAD.

ibiir

siallfd

890,783-

Switching Electric Currents. Samuel \V
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the

Mauger,
.,:;i

General

Electric
Company. Application filed
June 2.6, 1902.
An electric distribution system comprises a generator,

a_

number

of automatic feeder circuit-breakers, auxiliary
of greater capacity in series therewith

circuit-breakers'

and between the feeder circuit-breakers and the generator,
all at tbe distributing station, and electro-responsive devices of different time limits for tripping the several circuit-breakers.

890,788.

Charles F.
Application filed

Retort.

N. Y.

McKenna, New York.
April 22,

1903.

Re-

newed September 30, 1907.
A closed chamber comprising a

vessel and a removable
cover therefor is provided with an electric heater within
the chamber, a gas receiver, and a tubular connection between tbe cover of the chamber and the receiver.

Elevator Safety Device.
George B. Rice,
Application filed June 4, 1906.
Sewickley, Pa.
.^n electrical device under the control of a governor

850,797.

normally holds the jaws of a gripping device open.

Method of Tuning. Melvin L. Sever3^ Arlington Heights, and George B. Sinclair, Winassignors
to
the
Choralcelo
throp.
!Mass..
Manufacturing Com.pany, Application filed Au~
-gust 7, 1905.
The method of tuning a vibrating magnetically sensitive
body consists in producing in close pro.ximity thereto mag-

890,803.

netic pulsations corresponding to the number per unit o(
time vibrations designed for it, and then tuning the latter until its loudness and quality of sound show it has

reached

890,815.

its

true pitch.

Reversing Device

for

Explosive Engines.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
Chailes

Stroud.

'SI.

May

tion filed

Hastings,

Minn.

Applica-

1907.

9,

engine

below

a

predetermined

solution.

Insulator Pin. Conrad J. Dorff. Chicago,
111.,
assignor to Fredric Greer, Chicago, III.
Application filed November 18, 1907.
The pin has a supporting member and two tapering

si>eed.

S90.827.

Adolph T. Vigneron, Providence,

R. I., assignor of one-half to Herbert B. Vigneron. Providence, R. I. Application filed January 16, 1907.
A battery cell consists of a casing having two contact
connecting surface of each being located in a
recessed portion formed in the casing whereby corresponding projections are required to enter the recesses to contact with the poles.
the

poles,

William E.
Pole-changcr.
Morgan L. Lane. Omaha. Neb.

Butler and
Application

890,840.

March 11, 1908.
This pole-changer is used for transmitting to the ringing circuits of telephone lines different types of current
filed

,

impulses from a constant current source.

Telephonic Protector
890.850.
Celio Duo.
netic Effects.
Application

gentina.

filed

Against ElectromagBuenos Ay res, Ar-

November

1906.
The device has six superposed and related windings to
the second and third of which the telephone is connected.

Electric

890.851.

end of the

Charles

at

the

smaller

sections.

Punitive Device.
John R. Hinton, Cashmere. Wash. Application filed May 28, 1907.

890,905.

eter are arranged to vary the flux directly as the torque
varies.
There are means to vary the speed of the
rotating element of the dynamo directly as the angular
velocity of the shaft varies, and a voltmeter is connected
to the armature terminals of the dynamo.

Two doors are held in open position, by a catch. A
plate closes the circuit of two electromagnets when
depressed by the weight of a body and thus releases the

Electrical Contact Terminal.
891,039Charles W.
Clifford, Trenton, N. J.
Application filed June
1906.

13,

A

Renewed December

10,

1907.

fuse

plug is formed of a single blank of metal,
the head being formed from the middle portion of the
blank, and the shank from the two end portions thereof,
the latter abutting at their edges near the head forming
a comparatively deep cup, and separated at their outer
ends, forming a bifurcation of the shank.

floor

catch and closes the doors.

Printing Telegraphy.
890,911.
adelphia, Pa.
Application

Isidor Kitsee, Philfiled

December

19,

1905.
In a submarine printing telegraph there are means to
transmit impulses of the same duration and intensity but
alternately of opposite direction and means at the receiving station to print for each three of the impulses received the desired character, in combination with means
to return the receiving mechanism through an additional
impulse to its normal condition.
(See cut.)

Crossing Protector for High-tmsion Lines.
John F. Dostal, Denver, Colo., assignor of onethird to William J. Baker and one-third to
Clifford W. Humphreys, Denver, Colo.
Application filed February 27, 1906.

891,049.

A hook-member for a crossing protector comprises a
body portion having at one end means for connecLion
with a conductor and having its other end curved rearwar dly and terminating in a rearwardly disposed spherical convex face.
Spark-plug Protector.

891,112.

Newark, N. Y.
Switch-throwing Mechanism. WilH. Turner, Leeds, England.
Applicatfon

Electric

890,942.

30,

Meter and Service Box.

1908

27,

890,891.

screw sections yieldingly attached thereto

Battery.

June

to the electrolytic action of currents of great
whereby a non-coherent precipitate of copper is
and carried to the separator by the circulatini"

it

formed

Electric ignition mechanism comprises a timer having a
rotatively adjustable case and contacts arranged to break
the ignition circuit when the timer case is adjusted for
an excessive anion nt of lead. An engine-driven centrifugal governor has circuit connections arranged to reestablish the ignition circuit through the timer \vhen the
falls

jectinp
density

liam

filed April 18, 1907.
A solenoid and core are associated with a connecting
rod and lever, a rachet-toothed wheel and cam, a driving
pawl pivoted to the lever, and a switch-operating rod provided with rollers bearing on opposite sides of the cam.

Adding

Operated

Electrically

890,960.

Charles H. Stuart,

Application

filed

November

13,

190SThis protector has an insulating body adapted to enclose the plug and means for fastening the body to the
plug and connecting the conductor with the plug.

Application

On

Machine.

John

Trolley.

891,123.

C.

Wilkins, Swissvale, Pa.

October

filed

27,

1906.

each side of the trolley wheel levers are pivoted to

laiiiiiwiiii;
Siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

plMiMiMM
NO. 890,621.

— STARTING

G. Durfee, Rochester,
3,

NO. 890,856.
UNIT.

AGE TRANSFORMER.

RHEOSTAT.
June

VARIABLE-

90,730.

Application

N. Y.

filed

1907.

A service box and a gutter box are secured adjacent to
The cover of the first box is provided with
each other.
projections fcr engaging with an end of the gutter box
and preventing its removal.
Culinary Apparatus. William S. Hadaway,
Jr.. East Orange, N. J., assignor to 'the Hadaway Electric Heating and Engineering ComApplication filed July 5, 1907.
pany.

L. Bnrd, Detroit. Mich., assignor to Burroughs Adding Machine Company, Detroit,
Mich. Application filed February 7, 1907,
In combination with an electric motor are driving connections, including a normally-restrained clutch, and manipulative means for releasing the clutch, also an electric
lock for the latter controlled by the speed of the motor.

A

external
with
fluid-containing
vessel is provided
means for imparting heat thereto and a heat-insulating barrier located within the vessel for determintny
the fluid circulation.

Wiliiam S. HadEast Orange, N. J., assignor to the
Electric
Heating and Engineering

Electric Heating Device.

890.856.

away,

Jr.,

Hadaway
Company.

Application

filed

July

3,

A resistance unit comprises an insulating plate and a
conducting ribbon wound thereon in the form of a flat
tened helix and slotted to provide a zigzag pafli for the
current, the slots being only disposed between the bends
(See cut.)
of the flattened helix.
Culinary Apparatus. William S. Hadaway.
Orange, N. J., assignor to the HadaElectric Heating and Engineering Company. Application filed September 26, 1907.

890.857.

Elast

Jr.,

way

In combination with a fluid-containing vessel is a secvessel within it, a third vessel suspended in the second, and means for supporting the tliird vessel at different heights, also electrical means fcr heating the inside
wall of the' second vessel.

ond

Electric Heating Device.

890.858.

away,

Jr.,

Hadaway
Company.
Tins device

William

S.

Had-

East Orange, X. J., assignor to the
Electric
Heating and Engineering
Application filed September 26, 1907.
consists of 3 number
f rods disposed side

Dynamos.

Erickson, Minneapolis, Minn.

August

3,

H.

Otto

Application

filed

1907.

A driven shaft
thereon, a driving
and slidable case
housed within the
friction devices to

has a friction-clutch member secured
clutch member, an enclosing revoluble
carrying the latter, and mechanism
case for controlling the contyt of the
regulate the speed of the shaft.

Clark
Relay Controller.
Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to
Manufacturing Company,
Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed September 6,
Multiple

890,979.

Series

Henderson,

T.

Cutler-Hammer

the

1907.

Regulator for

Speed

890,971.

1907.
This motor controller conijirises a number of resistance
sections controlled by electromagnetic switches, a number
of electromagnetic relay switches, one for each of the
resistance switches, connections whereby the operating
winding of each of the relay switches is connected in
series with the motor armature by the resistance switch
that precedes it in order of operation and is short-circuited by its corresponding resistance switch, and a main
switch for closing the armature circuit that is also adapted
to close the circuit through the operating winding of
the first relay switch.

Rotary Field Magnet.

Jack Hissink, BerApplication filed May 17, 1006.
magnet is provided with uniformly distributed
recesses of uniform radial depth to receive the windings,

890,982.

Germany.

lin,

The

section of the recesses varying in such a
manner that the distribution of ampere-turns on the magnet follows a sine-law variation. •

the

cross

<

side, and a resistance stri
which extends back
forth between the rods and is insulated from them.

by

>

and

Contact Box for Electric Railways. George
890,866.
H. McEcaters, Johnstown, Pa., assignor to the
Lorain Steel Company. -Xpplication filed June
1905.
Ikjx is provided with a cover, a two-*>art cu]) tliereeach pari havinf; a horixuntal abutting flange, a frame
BUppurlinK the cuji beneath the flange, and suspended
from the box cover, in combinattcin with a movable cont.ict within the cup, and a flexible conductor secured to
6,

The

Electric Coil and Method of Producing
Same. Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed February ir, 1907.
This coil consists of a series uf strips forming a series
of independent windings insulated from each other, the
inner end of each of the strii)s beii;g connected to the
outer end of the next contiguous strip to provide a
continuous path for the current through the coil.

S90.988.

in,

the contact.

Plating Rack,
Henry V. Smilh. Bridgcjiort,
Conn,, assijenor of one-half to luigcii:
H. H, Smilh, Bridgeport, Conn. Application

890,882,

October

fik-d

A

28,

1907,

form

for clcciroplatcrs" iisc- is made of ituiuInlinK maithaitcrj
lo corrcsjifjiul uilli the arliclcH to be
plated.
There arc suiiricrtinB wire* in the form and electrical contieclioiifi with the bU[>|jortin({ wires,
trria!

,anfl

Process of Recovering Copper from Copper-bearing Solutions.
Lui.s
.^mcnabar, Coquimbo, Chile.
Application filed November 4,

890,887.

IS07.

Thr prccfs
li'jn

repeatedly circutatint; the soluthrough an electrolytic tank and separator and subc/.nsii!s

in

Coil-box Switch for Ignition Systems.
Richard Varlcy, Englewood, N. J., assignor to

891.017.

the Varley Duplex Magnet Company.
tion filed March 25, 1907.
A coil box having a recess in its front face

Applicais

provided

with spring blatles [irojccting downward in parallel ;lirecblocks in the reccsK, a rotatahlc block Iiaving

tions from

segments movable to etigage certain of the blades, and
having a depending k-ver and a jilug adapted to be inserted between the remaining hla<les lo comi»lete a circuit connection
he re Ik- ween.
1

Power

1

Meter. Charles
891.018.
Blacksburg, Va. Application

E.
filed

Vawtcr.

Jr.,

November

6,

1907.

A transmission dynamometer is provided
connect it 10 a shaft the power of which
ured.
A dynamo is adapted to have the
netic flux through its armature varied.
ntctions between a part of the dynamo and

the ends of the axle, which have hooked ends extending
the trolley wire.

over

Train-lighting System.
Joseph L. WoodApplication filed June

91,221.

bridge, Philadelphia, Pa.
21,

1907.

A

direct-current generator is arranged to generate two
different voltages, the higher one for charging storage
batteries and the lower one for supplying the train
lights.
An automatic switch connects one battery terminal lo the high-voltage circuit when the difference of
potential between this and the low-voltage circuit exceeds a certain limit.
Otherwise the battery is connected
to

the low-voltage

with means to
to be meas-

is

effective

mag-

Operative

con-

dynamom-

circuit.

Process for Manufacturing the Filaments
of Electric Incandescent Lamps.
Werner von
Bolton, Charlottenburg, Germany, assignor to

91,223.

Siemens
Germany.

&

February

Halske
Original

Pivided

1905.

28.

24,

Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin,
application filed December
and this application filed

1906.

The process of making filaments from pulverulent
metallic tantalum consists in electrically heating 'the metal
in a state of granular agglomeration in an indifferent
environment until the several particles thereof metallically unite to form a homogenous mass and then drawing
down such mass into filament form.

PATENTS THAT

HAVE EXPIRED.

Following is a list of electrical patents (issued
by the United States Patent Office) that expired
June 23, 1908:
Constant

Regulator for
Electric
454.476.
Tiering, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric Arc Lamp.
li.
454,485.

Potential.

Lcmp and M.

J.

C.

Wight-

man, Hartford, Conn.

Overhead Electric System.

4.=r4,486.

New

C. A. Lieb,

York,

N. Y.

Commutator

454.488.

New

for

Dynamos

or Motors.

C.

A. Licb.

York, N. Y.

Signal Attachment for Telephones.
454,504.
.Sundecn, -S. B. Molandcr and G. W. Anderson,
Mora, and A. M. Carlsen, St. Paul, Minn.
Trolley-pole Mechanism.
G. IT. I.arkin and J.
454.s:rj.
Tcmkins, St. Paul. Minn.
Magnetic Separator for Paper Pulp.
G. H. At454.555kins, Palmer, Mass.
Incandescent Electric Lamp. T. A. Edison, Mcnlo
454, S^S.
Y'ark, N. J.
Galvanic Battery.
P. Hathaway, New York, N. Y.
454.598.
Electric Search Light.
G. Sautter, Paris, Franco.,
454,604.
454,6.*_'.
System of Electric Lighting. N. Tcsia, New York,
154.50.3

A.

and

I).

N. Y.
F. P. LenaElectric Signal for Railway Trains.
454,625.
han, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Electric Motor.
F. B. Rae, Detroit, Mich.
45.l,fij6.
Electric Motor.
A. li. Roney, Chicago, 111.
454,627.
Electric .Signal-receiving Instrument.
G. L. Footc,
454.6.(.i.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kegulaling Electric Lights and Power.
herg and A. Ilerzberg, Philadelphia, Pa.
Lightning Arrester.
454.671. .\^-\'<*7- -I"*! 454.673.
son, Swami)scoil^ Mass.
454,650.

Method of^ and Apparatus for
45.1,698.
Electricity.
E. E. Angell. Somervillc.
454,746.

the

PRINTING TELEGRAPH.

NO. 890,911.

Roy

'^OO-SSo-

electrical

HEATING

B.

Heating
Mass.

Electric Circuit Closer.

J.

W. Leonard,

Fire Alarm.

Electrical

I.

Hcrz-

E.

Thom-

Bars

by

Saybrook,

Conn.
454,816.

N. Y.
Electrode for
Tcxarkana, Tex.

454,818.

Secondary

H.

R.

Ward, New York,

Batteries.

B.

Anderson,

t

.

$3.00 Per Amtui.

70l. XLII.

CHICArTO,.l[lNE?,U90'

Sli^LEX
%r~0

W.

R.

CO.
Try the

Eltclrlcal Suppllis,

CONNECTIONS

TUK

Etc.

u:n

St8el*Taped

TO 143ii dkKalb Ave.,
Illll.OKLTN, N. Y.

THE UKISTOL
I.^

Orangeburg Fibre Conduit

VpBcy

St.,

New York

WIRES

CO.

Ollico nnti Works: Orangeburg. N, Y,
CKicugo Offico: 1700 Mnnadnook Bldg.
Co.;,

t.^'

San Frnnciaco, Cal.

Loa Angeles, Cu!., and Seattle, Wai^h.
McClary-JeraiKOn Co.: Hirmingham, Ala.

THE S$TA?rDARD FOR
RUBBER IKSUIiATIOS.

MARK
PATENT OFFICE.

TRADE

REG.

U.S.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape,

Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE
Willard L. Candee,
H. Durani Choever,

)„„„
j"'"'

tveather.
proof

»

Wire

BldlJ., Cliicat'O.

&

111.

Cable Co.

AND CABLES
LIBERTY STREET

120

NKW YORK QTY

NATIONAL INDIA KUEBEB

CO.'S

OFFICE AND FACTORY; BRISTOL,

H.

RECO RAT CHASING FLASHERS
FOK PRODUCING

2B3 Broadway

New York

MANUFACTURERS OF

Running Water

!

many

I-T-E

REGIiTCBEO

CONDUITS FOR INTERIOR WIRING

American Circular Loom

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

PARANITE RUBBER COVERED
WIRES AND CABLES
Submtrint ind Insldt

1

Flae Waving
other effects on Signs
Wrltt- for Freo Catalogue
Reynolds Electric Flasher Mfg, Co.
191 Fifth \\p..
Chicago, III.

Sky Ro-ket
and

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE 69.

tiRdfrground, Atrial,

WnER ELECtaMAL

CO.,

Botton, Mast,

Sew

Cir.

York, Chicago, Sia Francisco

PHIUDELPHM

Un

TELEPHONE, TELECiRAPH AND FIRF.-AUIIM CABUt

JONESBORO. IND.

MIlwirMAriTstUdilFHtonr

PROSPEEITI EEflTEES

1808

No. 6048 Electrolier.

Extreme Height, 24

inches.

Brushed Brass and Black,
Egyptian Green or Naxos Green.
Fitted with two-light Cluster, supporting shade from
top, two Pull Sockets, 6 ft. Code Curd, Detachable
Attachment Plug and No. 6050 12" Square Shade in
Finislied in

DETROIT"
RUBBER COVERED

WIRES

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE STANDARD.
TWISTED TELEPHONE PAIR, and OTHER

Rubber Covered Wires

Detroit Insulated Wire Company

Amber, Green, Pink, or Sunset

Glass, with Fringe.
List each complete, except bulbs, $16.88

Ibe Goodwin £ Klntz Company
STATION

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

WINSTED,

H

CONN.

WESTON

l^^
NEW

THIS IWAN

Portable Slternating-Current

AMMETERS
MILLI.AMMETERS
AND

POST-HOLE AUGER

VOLTMETERS
any

are

so far superior [to those of
other manufacture that their

per-

forni nnce will be a revelati on to users

of altematipg-current apparatug.

They

are

absolutely dead-beat

e xtremely

and

sensi tive

Their indications are practically indep endent of frequency and of wave
form.
They are practically free from tempera ure error.
They require extremel y little power
f or o peration.
They are Remarkably Low in Price.

the best in the world for aii kinds of earth
boring. Especially adapted for telephone,
telegraph and street-railway pole setting.
is

bores right into clay, sand, gravel or
Makes no difference how wet or
Nothing bat solid rock
the ground.
stops the Iwan Auger,
It

gumbo.
dr>'

,

Correspondence concerning these new types

is

solicited

WESTON ElECTRICAl INSTRUMENT COMPANY
NEW YOBK OFFICE: 74 Cortlandt Street

i

Yorli

STAMFORD. CONN.

Rabbit Jumping

yyj^gj

OO., Ltd.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.
W. C. Candee, Ass't Secy

New

FACTOR V,

1889— Paris Exposition,
iHedal for Rnbber Insulation.
ISOS-ITorlds Fair,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

>kO N/^

S.

FOR SUBMARINE, AERIAL, TTNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR USE

Main

Roeding

Tork, O.

IN

MonadnocIt

Atlantic Insulated

Write tor "Tbo ConJuit Book"

PierHOn,

Now

CO., Walerbury, Coon.

114 Liberty St..

THE SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL CO - BOSTON

Patterson

8t.,

For Pressure, Temperature, Electricity, etc., etc.

No Conduit, Quickly
Installed, Few iolnts

-nd CABLES
WIRES
RUBBER — CAMBRIC

&

tOAIPA-W

ItlClsrOI^

Ki'i;ii.ii.isrs

SEND FOR 60* PACE OAT,»LOOUE

THE FIBRE CONDUIT

It.

Recording Instruments

Kactout;

Lead Covered Gables

"8\nip\irx" onco anil you'll Atwaya ,p«cify
of tbo Uiiuiufaoturora.

Stanley

NEW YORK

22 OEY ST.

USE

Tliti 'mjck.-.i

fiOJo.

Jf/bl/era, tit

23 Murray Ht.—tn Wiutod

Btlls, Annunciators,

Speaking Tubes,

5000

No.
-Diaoount

Box mtuu
wle.

AtaU

Underground

h'l,

SIMPLEX"

OSTRANDER &

MaijuracturtTS and Vc&lcn
In all kliidHof

FOR SUBURBAN

Cents a Copy.

10

Sizes 3 to 14- inch&Sa
in^estigmte its wor*ka
Write us today for complete
and prices.

dtfscr-ptioia

by the

SEWASkyN.^"^"

IWAN BROTHERS,

Streafor,

[!!.

tctwo
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TheElectric StoraceBatteryCo.
ManiifuctiiDT of

"Cbloinbe Hccumulator"

The

NKW

l-IIILAIIEI.PIIIA.

I.OIIIS. «'I.1CVICI.ANI>.

SHAWMUT
SLATE
CODE
\o Castings

V

BASES

ST'D

E.

IN.

YOltK, KOSTON. OIIICACO. ST.

and the ''j6xi6e'' Battery
TORONTO

I'ltANCISOl.

go;/

^^^^v

in these Contacts

ATLANTA. SAN

foe ratio bett^een copper r/irednd

//6/5 /5

rMNICMR.O]viE"
A

Resistance

Wire

of Unusual Merit

Withstands extremely high temperatures without oxidation.
Designed especially forusein Electrically Heated Appliances.

Drawn Copper

Chase

Insures

Slaximum Conductivity

"Better tbaa needs be"

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE

Shawmut Company

-

GEO.

T.

WESTCOTT,

Chamber

315

CO., Harrison,

New Jersey

Chicago City Representative

Commerce

of

BIdg.,

CHICAGO

NEWBTJRYPORT, MASS.

Central Stations, increase your day ioad by encouraging

This Is "

Vaeuum Cleaning

Haciiinery.

VELVET" for you and SALES for us

GENERAL COMPRESSED AIR ^VACUUM MACHINERY CO.
A436 OI-IVE
STR

ST. I-OUIS.

D«r>«. y^. K.

GRAND
PRIZE
Universal Exposition.
Louis. 1904
MEDAL
COLD
Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition,

Resistance Wires to

PLATINUM

Send

for

Pres.

G.

W. Baker, Vice-Pres.

St.

Specifications
Rivets and Contacts

Wollaston Wire fo
Wireless Telegraphy

CO. BAKER,

IStl^.

BAKER &

Portland. 1906.

r

COLO MEDAL
Jamestown

Catalogue

408-4USys,

R. R.

CO., Inc.
NEWARK

Avenue.

Jamestown.

Exposition.

NEW YORK

1907.

OFFICE, No. 30 Church

St.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
AlUs-Chalmers Company
American Battery Co
Amer. Circular Ixjom Co
American Conduit Co
American Diesel Engine Co.

2

—
—
—
1

-

17
Amer. District Steam Co
Amer. Electrical Heater Co. 1.")
American Electrical Works. .11
American School of Corre.

—

spondence
Amer. Vulcanized Fibre Co.. 20
15
Arnold Co.. The
Art Machine Co. (Elec. Dept.)
1
Cable
Co.
Wire
&
Ins.
Atlantic
14
Automatic Electric Co

Avery Scale
Babcook
Baker &

&

—

The

Co.,

Wiloos Co

14

The F

ByUesby

&

—

W

Fuse Company
Dearborn Drug 4 Chem. Wks.l4
Des Moines Elec. Const. Co .15
Detroit Ins. Wire Co
1
Devine Co., J. P.
11
.

Duncan

Co. The
Brennan Elec. Const. Co
Bristol Co.. The

Brooks. Hall
Buffalo Fdy.

D&

12, 17

&

Mfg. Co
4
Bliss Electrical School, The. .
Bossert Electric Construction

Blake SiEnal

S
15
1

Elec. Mfg.

Dyno & Chemical

.

17

&

Machine Co. 10

Electrician

H M

Excello Arc

.

15

Central Eleotrio Co

15

Century Eleotrio Co
Chase-Shawmut Co

14
3

—

Co

Mfg. Co.. .16

Edison Mfg. Company.
11
Eldredge Elec. Mfg. Co
10
Electric Storage Battery Go. 3
Electrical Mfg. Co
16

L

Co..

"For Sale" Advertisements. 12
Ft.Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc. .19

Elect'l Testing laboratories.. 10

Pub. Co

Lamp Co., The..

16

Franklin Electric

12

Cv>

General Compressed Air

&.

Vacuum Machinery Co ...

.

M

Gest. G.
Gifford Eleo. Mfg. Co., The.

&

3
9
10

.—

Kinta Co., The.
1
Gould Storage Battery Co.
6
Gregory Electric Co
12
.

.

Habirahaw Wire Co
Haller Sign Wks., Inc
Hapgoodfl
Hart Mfg. Co
Hazard Manufacturing Co.

S
15
12
5
.

.

—

Highland Park College
Hoffman, G.

W

14
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co ... 12
Holophane Glass Co

—

Himt &
Illinois

Co..

Kobt.

Central R.

Indiana Rub.

&

W

15

S

it..

Ins.W. Co...

1

International Elec. Meter Co. 20
International Tel. Mfg. Co ... 14
Itasca Cedar Co
17

Iwan Bros

1

7
Jaakflon, D. C.
W. B
15
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co. ... 15

Johann

& Johann

.

.

ply
Klein

&

Okonite Co., The
Ostrander & Co.. W. R.

..

Sup-

Company

&

.

1

—

Sons. Mathias

Kohler Bros

Kuhlman

1

17

Keener Elec. Storage Battery
10
Co

General Electric Co

Goodwin

Kellogg Switchboard

.

4

Federal Electric Co
Fibre Conduit Co., The..

Kaye & Carter Lumber Co.

.

.

.

...

3

Beardfllee Chandelier Mfff. Co.

Biasell Co.,

Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co. .—
Chicago Glove & Mitten Co. .11
Chicago Insul. Wire & Mfg. Co. 4
Chicago Mica Co
10
Chicago Telephone Co
11
Commonw'lth Edison Co.. .4, 12
Cope. T. J
20
Crocker-Wheeler Co
20
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
S
Cutter Eleo. & Mfg. Co
1,0
Chic.

Directory of Engineers
15
Dison Crucible Co., Joseph. .14
Dossert & Co
11
Driver-Harris Wire Co
3

Co.. Inc

BeldenMfg. Co
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co

—

Chicago Carbon Co

15

Electric

Co

S

Leather Preserver Mfg. Co
Lindsley Bros. Co., The
Lippincott Glass Co.. The.,
Locke Insulator Mfg. Co
.

.

.

—
17

.

.

—
.

Eugene F.
Wire
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co

17
11

11

Phillips.

Phillips Insulated

Pignolet, L.

Co.. .11

14

M

11

Queen

&

L

15

—

Co.. Inc

iletropolitan Magazine

A

14

.

Co
15
Minneapolis Elec. tt Const. Co.ll
Minneapolis Steel & Mchy. Co.20
Miscellaneous Advs
12
MoUne Incand. Lamp Co.
Morrison Lumber Co., J. W.
Munsell & Co., Eugene
10
Minerallac

.

.

Carbon Co
India Rubber Co.
1
4
Metal Molding Co.
17
Pole Co
Lexington High-Voltage
4

National
National
National
National

New

—

Porcelain Co.,

New York

Ins.

The

Wire Co

.

.

.

.

S
15

F*or Ola.ssl£ieci Ixadeac of .^cl^«rex*t:isex3^erx1::s

15

19

El.

1

Co.,

Roebling's Sons Co., J.
Ruebel & Wells

A

... 12

15

Torrey Cedar Company

17

Triumph Electric Co

12

—
—
15
—

W.H

Schureman

Co., J.

Co.,

The.

.

.•

Wagner

Electric Mfg. Co
16
Warren Electric Mfg. Co
19
Wesco Supply Co
10
Western Electric Co
.13
Weetinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co
IS

Westinghouse Machine Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

.

Whitney

IS

.

..

1

—
—

Co
WigginsCo., The John B
12
WiUard Storage Battery Co. .20

Sachs Co. The
Samson Cordage Works
Sargent &, Lundy
Schott,

1

15

—
Reisinger, Hugo
Reynolds
Flasher Mfg. Co.
Rickenbaugh
R. E... —
<fe

—
—
—
17
—
—

10

Rail Joint Co.,

Mica Insulator Company. ... 10
Michigan College of Mines. .16

Stanley & Patterson. Inc. ...
Star Expansion Bolt Co
Sterhng & Son Co..W. C
Stewart Heater Co., The
Stow Mfg. Company

Vanderman Mfg.
Radford. John

The
McLennan & Company, K ... 10 Randolph, Isham
4 Rathbone <fe Panigot Co
McRoy Clay Works
Massachusetts Chemical Co..

12

.

10

Pillsbury. Charles

10

5

Maehado & Roller
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co

Pacific Coast Pole Co
Peirce Specialty Co

Standard Paint Co.. The
Standard Underg. Cable Co
Standard Varnish Wks

L

Shultz Belting Co
10
Simplex Electrical Co.. The.
1
17
Simplex Elec. Heating Co
Spear Carbon Co
16
Staokpole Battery Co
Standard Cedar & Lumber Co. 17
.

Eleo". Inst.

Williamson & Co., R
Wittenberg Cedar Co
Worcester Company, C. H
Worcester Electric Mfg. Co
Wrigley Co.. Thoa.

.

5

—
.

.

.

17

—

—

So^

I*^.S^ ^«

Zeidler

Lamp

A.

Braaa Co

19

Zenco Electrical Supply Co. .11
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Electric Lighting Supplies
Wires

Arc

Sockets

Cored and Solid Carbons

Cords
Cables
Out-Outs
Brushes
Dynamos
Dynamo Parts
Electric Heating and Cooking Utensils
Motors
Miniature Decorative and all Icinds of Incandescent

Lamp*

Lamps

Globes
Fans

Switches

Electric

HYLO Lamps

Electric Portable

Lamps

for Office

Use

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
Telephone Main 1280

Edison Building, 139

i**

FLEXDUCT
Easiest Fished.
Cuts off clean.

Saves Labor.

No Waste.
SEND FOR SAMPLE

IZ3.suLla.t;ed Stci^ples

tk^ Tijb^

Adams

Street,

CHICAGO

The most flexible Non-Metallic Conduit made.
Tou^h. Strong. Does not stretch. Does not
Crack or Break. Kinking or smashing does
not destroy smooth, uniform interior.
National Metal Molding Company. Pittsburg. Pa.
San Francisco
Boston
Chicago
St. Louis
New York

Branches

t

F'lusc fKar

Solderine
FOP use On

.^^BTV

PUASTERIN&

Patented

I'^'^A

4 Sizes

February 4th
1908

Pat.
Nov., 1000

WHITE FOR SAMPLES

BLAKE SIGNAL & MFG.

CO.,

248 Summer

St.,

PAT.JULY 1906

Boston Mats.

HMm-

y
ENCLOSED ARC CIVRB^H^

^

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS IN QUANTITY AND QUALITY
OF LIGHT.
Samples free

if you

give us sizes

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

DARBQ^J'

Illlli'

J~.

RI.ECTRrCIAN

VVF.STRRN

hjoS

REl^UIvIVKS^S
in

guarding your interests must result

in

the choice of the best

material to use in your electrical installations

Klii^Ii

Rt'ccptiicic Willi

I'liiji

llc'uJy to IiiHcrt

You cannot

afford to overlook

"DIAMOND H" SWITCHES
They

—Aatejl^^--^

are the best

The

ones.

Our

Flush Receptacle with Plug Inserted

NEW YORK

is

make

can make, and nobody can
as low as

is

better

consistent with high quality.

Write for prices.

complete.

line is

BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCO

price

we

CHICAGO

TORONTO

LONDON. ENG.

DENVER

f"

Many Ways

of Getting Orders

lUllilill/

mm

Porcelain Bus-Bar Insulator
will you phono

This insulator is representative of a general line
of insulators which have
been in use for some time
to provide strong, reliable
support for wire, tube or
flat-bar

conductor

ported vertically

^

or hori-

This insulator can be
supported on our pins Nos.
2, 4, 8, 2o, 34 or 200, and
will be
found entirely
ample for 12,000 volts.
The cap Is made of cast
iron cemented in
place
upon the insulator. The

two studs are not attached
the cast part,
threaded into a
short steel bar which is
No. 269 — Bus-Bar Insulator
attached centrally to the
iron cap and by swiveling may be adjusted to any size bus-bar up to 2j^
inches high by 2^A inches wide. It is intended when once the bus-bar is
in place that superfluous length of the studs be cut off.
directly to

but are

Size, pinhole

Code Word

shall

we

call

on you?

HowCanWeGetYoursP

WE

MANUFACTURE

line of

GAS

and

the

most popular

ELECTRIC FIXTURES

We

have the most complete
in the 'World.
catalogues in existence, illustrating all grades,
from the inexpensive fixture for the cottage to
the

classical

fixtures

for

the palace

;

Shall

we beg

for it?

also

supplies directly connected with the lighting
industry.
strictly

We

^re always in the lead and
That's why we want

up-to-date.

YOUR ORDER.
Write for circulars on fixtures for

LAMPS.

We were first to

TUNGSTEN

"doit."

6 1b.
I

onus! Or

sup-

zontally.

Weight, each

will you call

Or drop us a line?

us?

Or must

we

pray for it?

inch

Koppelriem

R. Williamson

THE LOCKE INSULAT0«^MF6Xa|
VJCTOR, M.v:.

& Company

MANUFACTURERS AND DESIGNERS
GAS AND ELECTRIC FIXTURES

88-92 West Washington Street, CHICAGO
Or go after

it

with an

ax?

.

.
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STORAGE BATTERY PLATE REQUIREMENTS

§
^

f
^

FOR LARGE AND IMPORTANT INSTALLATIONS

^

efficiency, low maintenance, great capacity and long life are factors most rigidly demanded, the Gould Storage
Battery has established a reputation second to none. We offer the actual performances of the many street railway, central
station and isolated plant batteries installed by us in the last seven years as convincing proof of the superiority of the Gould
Write for our bulletins and data.
system and the Gould Integral plate.

Where high

^

-^-

MAIN OFFICES

SAT^ES OFFICES
BOSTON, 89 State Street
CHICAGO. Rookery Building
SAN FRANCISCO. Monsdnock Block
TORONTO. ONT., 2 Bloor Street, E.

O

.

,

Stomp feifrrp

CitiilJr

NEW YORK
WORKS
DEPEW, NEW YORK

341-347 Fifth Ave..

ffir.

CITY

|i|i|ii>|i|i|i|ili|ilili|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|j|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i^^

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Ostrander & Co.. W. R.
Stanley &. Patterson.
);Wesoo Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Bases and Flttlnss.
Chase-Shawmut Co.
Batteries. Primary.
IBissell Co., The F.
iGentral Electric Co.
.^EdiaoD Mfc. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
etaokpole Battery Co.
^Stanley & Patterson.
•^.iWesoo Siopply Co.
Western Electric Co.
--

Batteries, Storage.

American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Gould Storage Battery Co.
Koener Elec. Storage Battery
Co.
Willard Storage Battery Co.
Bells, Buzzers. Etc.
^Central Electric Co.
•Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

&

Ostrander

&

W.

Co.,

R.

Patterson.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.

'Stanley

Co., Jos.

.

&

Wilcox Co,
<b Machy. Co

Bolts, Expansion.
Peiroe Specialty Co.
Star Expansion Bolt Co.
Books, Electrical.
American School of Correspondence.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Boxes, Floor.

&

Stanley

Bossert Elect. Const. Co.

Chase-Shawmut Co.
Peiroe Specialty Co.

Break Ajrms.
Peiroe Specialty Co.

Bridle Rings.

Bnisben,

The

F.

Dynamo.

Central Electric Co.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre Graphite Co.
Spcer Carbon Co.

Western Electrio Company.
Bulbs, Incandeso- Liamp.
Lippincott Glass Co., The.
Bushings, Outlet.
Chase-Stiawmut Co.

Cable Hangers.
^jBiBseU Co« The F.
. I Chase-Shawmut Co.
Electrio Co.

Cable SpUc«9.
BiweU Co.. The F.
Cable andSwUchb'd Experts
Johaon it Jolrnnn.
Cenaent, Cable Transrormer.
MassachuBetti Chemical Co.

Cable Racks.
Cope. T. J
Cable Trolleys.

The

F.

See Wires and Cables
Carbons, Points and Plates.
Cables.

Central Electrio Co.

ebicago Carbon Co.
^4Conu3aon wealth Edi.-iOD Co.
National Carbon Co.
"lAcieinKer, Uu£o.
fipeer CarboQ Co,

.

Co., Jos.

Dyno & Chemical Mfg.
McLennan & Co.. K.
Compounds, Boiler.
Dearborn Drug

Compound.

&

Minerallac Co.

Standard Pamt Co., The.

Condensers (Steam).

& Machy.

Minn. Steel

Conduit Rods.
Bissell Co. The
Cope, T,

Co.

F,

J.

Conduit, Underground.
American Conduit Co.
Fibre Conduit Co., The.
Molioy Clay Works.
Connectors, Solderless.

Dossert 4 Co.
ijontractor
Elec.
Gest, G. M.

Subway.

Contractors and Electrio
Light Plants.
AUis-Chalmers Company.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Electric Mfg. Oo.

Western Electrio Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Conveying Devices.
Cord, Arc Lamp.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Cordage, Electrical.
Belden Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Correspondence School.
American School of Correspondence.

Berthold

Pins

and

&

Jennings.
F.
Central Electrio Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co., The.
Bissell Co.,

The

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Cut-outs and Switches.
BisaeU Co.. The F,
Boasert Elec. Const. Co,
Central Electric Co.
Commonwealth Edison Co.
El<;clrical Mfg. Co.

Wayne

Eleo. Wks., Inc.
General Electrio Co,
Ft.

Hart Manufacturing Co.
Manhattan Elee, Supply Co.
Weeco Supply Co.
Western Electrio Co.
Westinghouse El, 6l Mfg. Co.
Worcester Electrio Mfg. Co,
Z'Mico Electrical Supply Co.

Dlggeia, Post Hole.
I

wan

Supply Co.
Cajtlngi.
Minn. StMl ht Ma«hy. Co.
Fbotphor-Brons«Sm.Co Ltd.
Chains.
Jvflrey Mfg. Co,

The.

Mfg. Co.

Goodwin & Kintz Co.. The.
Electro-Plating Machinery,
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
General Electric Co,
Elevators and Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.

W.
W. B.

Robt.

Co.,

Jackson, D. C.

<t

Drying Machinery,
J, P.

Dynamos and Motors,
Allis-Cbftlmrn Company
BiMell Co., Th* F.
Central Eleotrio Co,

Century Eleotrio Co.
Crookor- Wheeler Co.

Heating (Exhaust Steam).
American District Steam Co
Impregnating Equipment.

Instruments, Electrical.
(Recording and Testing.)

Engineers,
Electrical
and
Mechanical.
Arnold Co.. The.
Brennan Eleo. Const. Co,
ByUeaby & Co., H. M.
Des Moines Elec. Const. Co.

Hunt &

Heating Appllances.EIectiic.

Buffalo Fdy. & Machine Co.
Devine & Co. J. P.

Hapgoods

Bristol Co. The.
Central Electric Co.
Eldredge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Eleotrio Co.
International Elec. Meter Co.
Maohado
Roller.
Queen
Co., Inc.
Pignolet, L. M.
Wagner Eleotrio Mfg. Co,
Western Electrio Co.

A

A

Westinghouse

Kohler Bros.
Pillsbury, Charles L.

Radford John A.
Randolph, Ishaim
Ruebel 4 Wells.
Sargent & Lundy.
Schott W. H.
Engines, Gas, GosoUne and

A

El.

^^E- Co.

Weston Electrical Inst.
Whitney Eleo. Inst. Co
Insulators and
Materials.

Insulating

OU.
Allis-Chalmers Co.

Commonwealth Edison

Co.
Detroit Insulated Wire Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Locke Insulator Mfg. Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,
Ma^^sachusetts Chenuoal Co.
Mica Insulator Co,
Munsell A Co. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New Lexington High Voltage
Porcelain Co.. The,
New york Insulated Wire Co,

American Diesel Engine Co.
Minn. Steel & Maohy. Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.
Engines, Steam.
AUia-Chalmera Co.
Minn. Steel & Machy, Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.

Fans and Fan Motors.
Bissell Co., The F,
Central Electrio.Co.
Century Electrio Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Edison Mfg. Co,
Ft.

Wayne Electrio Wks.,

Okonite Co., The.
Inc.

General Electric Co.
Co.

Westinghoufio £1. & Mfg. Co.
Fibre.
Amer, Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Fibre Conduit Co., The
Fireplace, Electric.
Rathbone & Panigot.
Fixtures, Gas and Electrio.
Beardelee Chandelier Mfg. Co.
Williamson »fe Co.. R.

Flashers.
BiflseU Co. The F.
Haller Machine Co.
Reynolds El. Flasher Mfg. Co.

Siipply Coa

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Lamps. Arc.
Bissell Co.,

The F.

Central Electric 'Co.
Excello Arc Lamp Co., The.
Federal Electrio Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Wks.. Ino.
General Eleotrio Co.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Electrio Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co^

Lamp

Guards.
Benjamin Eles. Mfg. Co.
Lamps, Incandescent.
BisaeU Co.. The F.

Flat Irons, Elec.
Art Machine Co. (Elec. Dept.)
Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Central Eleotno Cc.

Commonwealth Edison

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
BisseU Co., The F.

Co.

Federal Electrio Co.
General Electrio Co.
Mohne Inoand. Lamp Co.
Wesco Supply Co.

Central Electrio Co.
Chase-Shawmut Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co.
D, & W. Fuse Company.

Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sachs Co., The.
Wesco Supply Co,
Western Electrio Company

Lightning Arresters.
General Eleotrio Co.
Gifford Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Eleo. A Mfg. Co,

Gas Producer Power Plant.
MinneapoUs Steel 4 Mchy.Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.

Peiroe Specialty Co.

Machinery Co.

Magnet

Lippincott Glass Co., The.

Globes. Inner.
Reflectors

and

A Const. Co.

Wires.

(See Wires and Cable*.)

Malleable Iron.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co
Meters.

Duncan

Holoph.-tr,'; Glu--.^

Riokenbuugb

MinncapolisEleo.

A

Co.

Co,, R. E.

Wesco Supply Co.
Wentern Electrio Co,
Williamson A Co.. R.
Gloves.
Chicago Glove

A

Mitten Co.

Mining Apparatus,

Elec.
Allis-Chalmers Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Genera! Electric Co.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Motors (See Dynamos and
Motors,)

Newels.
Goodwin A Kintt Co.. The.
Nippers and Pliers.
Klein A Sons Mathias
Paints, Insulating.
Massachusetts ChemicalCo.

SUndard Paint

Co., The.

Standard Varnish Wks.
Paints, Preservative.

Dixon Crucible Co.

Baker A Co. Ino.
Poles and Ties.
F.

Brooks. Hall L.
Itasca Cedar Co.
Kaye A Carter Lumber Co.
KeUogg Switch. A Sup, Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co., The.

Morrison Lumber Co.,
National Pole Co.
Pacific Coast Pole Co,

J.

W,

Standard Cedar A Lumber Co.
SterUng A Son Co., W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co,
Wittenberg Cedar Co.
Worcester Co. C. H,
Polish (Metal).
Hoffman. Geo, W,
Portables, Electric.
Goodwin A Kinte Co., The,
Riokenbaugh A Co,. R. E,

Power Transmission Machinery.
Allis-Chalmers Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Minn, Steel A Machy, Co,

Pumps.

-

A

Minn, Steel
Rail Bonds.

Maohy. Co,

Eleotrio Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleotrio Wks., InoGeneral Eleetrio Co.
Westinghouse Eleo, A Mfg. Co.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
MuDSoll A Co.. Eugene,

Supply Co
W. R.

Wesco Supply Co.

Western Eleotrio Co.

Speed Indicators.
Weston Electrical

Inst. Co.

Staples.
Blake Signal A Mfg. Co.
Stationery, Die Embo>}sed.

Wiggins Co., The John

Joints.
Rail Joint Company, The.

—

Re-Wlndlng Repairs.
Commonwealth Edison

B

Steel Castings.

Minn. Steel
Stokers.

A

i

Maohy. Co.

The F.
Central Electric Co,
Chase-Shawmut Co.
Bissell Co,,

Co,

Detroit Insulated Wire Co.
Franklin Eleotrio Co,
Gregory Electric Co.

Reels, Wire.
Cope, T. J.

Co,

Manhattan Eleo. Supply C<J,
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Eleotrio Co.
Zenco Electrical Supply Co.
Switchboards,
BisseU Co., The F.

Wagner

Eleotrio Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co,
Worcester Eleotrio Mfg, Co,
Switches.
See Cut-outa and Switches,
Tape, Insulating.
Massachusetts Chemical Co,
Standard Paint Co., The

Telephones, Telephone Material.

Automatic Electrio Co,
International Tel, Mfg. Co.
KeUogg Switch. A Sup, Co,
Western Eleotrio Oo.
Telephone Service.
Chicago Telephone Co.

Testing Laboratory.
Elect

Testing Laboratories.

I

Time Swltohei.

BisseU Co. The F.
Toggle Bolts.
WngleyCo., Thos.

Tools.
Cope, T. J,
Klein & Sons, Mathias.

Torches.

Lamp A

Zeidler

RaU

Allis-Cbalmers

Brass Cct

Company,

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Works, Ino
General Electrio Co.
International Elec. Meter Co,

Kuhlman Electric Co.
Wagner Electric Mfg.

Co.

Western Eleotrio Co.
Westinghouse EI. A Mfg. Co

Trucks, Electrio Car.
General Eleotrio Co.

Resistance Wire.
Driver-Harris Wire Co
Rheostats.
Crocker- Wheeler Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co,
General Electric Co.
National Rheostat Co.
Co., J, L,

A

Westinghouse El

Mfg. Co.

Rubber. Moulded.
Massachusetts ChemicalCo.
Scales,

Eleo.
Co.,

A

Ostronder

Trans Formers

Chase-Shawmut Co.

Schureman

Manhattan

Commonwealth Edison

Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. Ltd.

Platinum. Wire and Sheet.
The

Central Eleotrio Co.

Westinghoustf Machine Co.

Phosphor Bronze.

Bissell Co.,

Speaking Tubes.

Supplies, General Electrical,

Jos.

Massachusetts ChemicalCo.
Standard Paint Co. The.

Automatic

Avery Scale

Co.,

The,

Schools and Colleges.
Bliss Electrical School.

Highland Park College
Michigan College of Mines.

Socond-Band Machinery.
The.
Franklin Eleotrio Co.

Bissell Co^, F.

Gregory Electrio Co

Line Material.

Machines. Wlro Measuring.
<t

Glass Tubing.

Globes,
Shades.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co,
Standard Paint Co,. The.
Standard Underground C. Cc^

Wesco

Western Eleotrio Co.

Gears.
Minn. Steel

(5o.

American Electrical Works.
Amer. Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Central Electrio Co,
Chicago Mica Co.

Lippincott Glass Co., The.

BroH.

Star Pipe and .Special.

DevinoCo.

&

El,

Electroliers.

Wesoo Supply

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
Schureman Co., J. L.

Cross-Arms,
Brackets.

Westinghouse

Heaters.
Stewart Heater Co, The.

American Elect'l Heater Co.
Art Machine Co.(Elec. Dept.)
Simplex Elec. Heating Co.

& Chem- Wks. Employment Agency.

Ins.

Peirce Specialty Co.

Co,,

Co.

Splicing.
Massachusetts Chemical Co.

DrlllJi,

Wmoo

Cbesu. Tool.
Vandermao Mfg.

Western Electric Co.

Commutator Compound,

Massachusetts ChemicalCo.

_tWe»oo Supply Co.

Biusell Co..

& Machy Co
and Magnets.

Peiroe Specialty Co.
Wesco Supply Co.
Western Eleotrio Company,
Cushions, Field Coll.

^I'Peirce Specialty Co.

Weetem

Federal'Electrio Co.

Dixon Crucible

Hangers. Conduit and MIdg.
Chase-Shawmut Co.

Triumph Electric Co,
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Electrio Mfg. Co,
Wesco Supply Co.
Electrio Railways.
Allis-Chalmers Co,
General Electrio Co.

Clutches.
Minn. Steel
Colls

Gregory Electrio Co.
Stow Manufacturing Co.

Western Electrio Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co,

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Minn, Steel & Machy. Co.

Brackets.

Co.,

Mfg. Co.

Controllers.

Patterson.

Zenco Electrical Supply Co.
Boxes, Junction.

BUmU

&

Klein & Sons, Mathias.
Clusters.
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co

National Metal Molding Co.

Shultz Belting Co
Belt Tighteners.
Minn. Steel <fe Machy. Go.
Boiler Fronts and Castings.
Minn. Steel & Machy. Co.

Babcock

Blake Signal
Climbers.

Conduit, Interior.
American Circular Loom Co.

Leather Preaerver Mfg. Co
Belting.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Co.

Minn. Steel

Cleats.

Fibre Conduit Co. The.

Stanley & Patterson.
Belt Dressing.

Boilers.

Clamps, Ground Connection.
Chase-Shawmut Co.

Conduit Benders.

Bells, Signal.

Dixon Crucible

Ft.

Cutler Electrical Co.

Central Electric Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

WaynegEleo. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co,

Circuit Breakers.

Annunciators.

Sign Letters.
Haller Sign Wks., Inc.

Signs, Electric.
Haller Sign Wks.. Ino.

Sleeving, Braided.
Belden Mfg. Co.

Smoke

Stacks, Steel.
Minn, Steel A Maohy, Co.

Solder, Self Fluxing.
Belden Mfg. Co.

Soldering Past«.
Bhike Signal A Mfg. Co.

Chase-Shawmut Co.

Westinghouse £1.
Turbines, Steam.

A

Mfg. Co

A Uis-Cb aimers

(Do.
Eleotrio (Jo.

General

Westinchouse Madune Co.
i'leanlng Slachy.
Gcni-Tiil Compressed Air A

Vacuum

Vacuum

Vacuum

Aiachinery Co.

Drying.

A Machine Co,
Devine Co., J. P.
Varnishes, Insulating.
Massachusetts Chemical Co.
Standard Point Co^ The
Standard Varnish Works.
Buffalo Fdy.

Vulcanized Fibre.
.\mcr. Vulconiied Fibre Oo.

Welders, Electric.

Warren Electric Mfg. Co.
Wires and Cables.
American Electrical Works.
Atlantis Ins.Wire A Cable Co
Belden Mfg. Co.

.

>»

.

^,

BisseU Co., The F.
Central Eleotrio Co."
•
Chioapo InBul.Wire A Mfg.Co
Detroit Insulated Wire Co.
DrivtT-Iiarris Wire Co,
Genorsl Eleotrio Cki.
Haiard Manufacturing Co.
Habimhaw Wire Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Now York Insulated Wire Co.
'

Okonite

Co., The.
Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

PhiUips,

PhoBphor-Uronie8m,Co. Ltd
Roebliug'B Bom Co^ J. A.
Simplnx Eleotrioal Co.
Standard Underground Cablt
Co.

Sockets.
General Eleotrio Co.

,A.<a-v-oirti«»orar»»3ta.t»

(Soe £*^^o 3.

Weaeo

Sujpply Co.

Wetiera Eleetrie Coapaay.

I

line

^y.

VVIiSTiam

|i)()S

KLECl'RICIAN

OUT
WEST
we're

WAVIHG

our

I TORCH," 0. K.
You have
'^

much success

had

not

with

Flaming Arcs," have you ?

What

kind did you

useP

There are "Flames" and "Flames," and

"Lamps" and "Lamps,"

but there

is

only one

SUNRAY EXCELLO " FLAMING ARC
LAMP for outdoors, and "PEARL WHITE
EXCELLO" FLAMING ARC LAMP for
"

indoors.

Do

you know the full import of the above ? It
means in arc lamp parlance, Mr. Central Station and
Isolated Plant

you

tie

up on

Man,

EXCELLOS.

means when we say
the West, at

M. H. Candlepower, 3,000;
lamps on 200-240 volts.

volts; four

6 amp.

all

that your troubles are

that

times.

and

10

we

You know,

ended

too,

what

it

carry in stock out here in

Lamps, Lamp Supplies and

amp.

if

Two

lamps

in series

Parts.

on 100 to 120

A. C. any frequency.
3,000 cp.-550 watts
7 hours,
D. C. or A. C.

Manufacture and Sale Fully Licensed Under 13 Basic Patents
FULL STOCK IN OUR CHICAGO BRANCH

I

ExcELLO Arc Lamp Company
30-32 East 20th Street,

I

1

8

W.

NEW YORK

'^

\^/ES'rERN BRAIMOH:
Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June

1908

27,

QUICK DELIVERY.

M A B R S M A\A/
I

NA/IRE CO.

'rKuhlman Electric Co.
E LKHAR T. IND. U. S. A.

Cap.K.W.^iB No.HHHCycler

HABIRSHAW
Grade

Highest

^„

Volts

Wires

Standard

Special 3-Phas«.

WHITE CORE
BLACK CORE
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH

RED CORE

MACHINE
TOOL
and

STATION CABLES

PRiMTiNG

UNDERWATER

UNDERGROUND

LEAD ENCASED

Controllers
Nearly 100 pages of our
complete catalogue

HIGH VOLTAGE
TRANSMISSION CABLES

Bossert Box
FOR

Q. E.

are devoted to
deecriptions of Outler-

NOTHINQ BETTER MADE

SEND FOR ESTIMATES

Hammer Machine
Tool and
Printing Press Controllers

RECEPTACLE

No. 50746

3-inch diameter, li inches deep.

Four

253 B'dway, N. Y.
Yonkers, N. Y.

Sales Department,

Works,

outlets

sides.

in

For

>^-inch conduit only.

Bossert Box^wS
are indestructible, fire i
proof, cannot be bent Oi"

ail

en

'..^

by carelessness of workmen or

They

settling of buildings.

are

thoroughly coated inside and
outside with a heavy baked in-

Our booklet
May we

sulating enamel.

gives

mail

it

to

you

?

Complete stock of all standard boxes, cover.4, etc.. on hand andean matte Ira medlaLO
shipment from L'tlca, Boston, f^sw Yorn;
Chicago or San franclsco
i^

Printing Press Controller.

"Carpenter" Type.

full particulars.

(Bulletin

Bessert Electric CoastructienCo.

85i.)

UTICA. N. y.
,

Chicago Office: 369

S.

Cf "'•liStreet

LOCA
no.

4088

A SATISFIED CUSTOMER
IS YOUR BEST ASSET
Machine Tool Controller,

Electrical

Uninterrupted service will satisfy your
customer. Eliminate interruptions on your
transmission line by using our Gas-Fired

CBullelin 78.)

The Cutler-Hammer

ON THE

Insulators.

Mfg. Co. M'LWAUKEE
Electric Controlling De'bices

for all purposes

5EW YORK

OFFICE

Hu-Jvin Terminal
'so Church St.j

PITTSBURG OFFICE
Formcii' Bonk tld^.

^

CHICAGO OFFICE

Illinois

THE NEW LEXINGTON HIGHVOLTAGE PORCELAIN CO.

176 Federal

St.

For

full

J.

Monodnock Block

BOSTOn OFFICE

Factories

New
CENTRAL

ELECTRIC

Lexington, Ohio, U. S. A.
CO.,

Chicago,

III,,

General

Western

Central R.R.
informatioa address

C. CLAIR.
Indutlrial

Sales

Agent

No.

I

Commiuloner

Park Row, CHICAGO, ILL.

luiir

J7.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

UfoS

General Electric Company
Thomson Recording Wattmeters
Type CS
This new type is the first and only direct-current meter of
capacities below 800 amperes having astatically arranf^ed
armature and shielded damping magnets protecting meter
from effects of external magnetic fields and short-circuits.

Switchboard

Direct -Current

For

Service

Amperes— 110, 220 and 550 Volts
Both 2 and 3 Wire

Capacities 50 to 600

—

High torque light-weight moving element
and continued accuracy large 4-pointer
reading

K.W.

— superior
register— direct
initial

hours.

Principal Office:

CHICAGO OFFICE:
..

«i

—

SCHENECTADY,

jnadnock Building

Sales Offices in All

Large

N. Y.

Cttiei.

I=T=E
Circuit=Breaker

.1

RAT

T E

U R E

Will You Help Us Provide It?
We announced in the " Electrical

World"

York, Twelve Hundred Dollars ($1200.00)

issue of

in

June

6th, that

we had deposited with the

"Electrical World, "New

cash to be distributed to the writers of the best essays on the use of

circuit-breakers.

We

comply with the request of the postal authorities who suggest that we make it perfectly clear that
open to every one and is not limited to the readers of the "Electrical World." Even,^ user of electricity
who is acquainted with the I-T-E Circuit-Breaker and its wide field of usefulness, may enter this competition.
In the unexpected event of a tie for any prize offered, the value of the prize will be divided equally between or
are glad to

this offer

is

among those tying.
The conditions

of this competition make
mailed on receipt of request, addressed

it

worthy

of j'our attention,

and a copy of same

will

be

"ESSAY COMPETITION,"

THE CUTTER

CO., Philadelphia

/

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

10

SAVE MONEY IN BELTING

a Sable Belt will transmit 26 to 33 per cent,
more power than any oak tanned belt.
It we will Bful one on .Wdayp' triftl.
If it
not all we claim, it may he retinhed at uur espense. ^All slioen LOOK alike, but vou etlU buy 11
8!),i)0 shoe altlionci) theie are liiindrecls of brands of
S'i.m itliDBs,
Wliy' Sriid tor B--okht yo. J?
l9

Alternating and

Louis, Mo.

St.

27,

igoS

HAVE YOU BOUGHT YOUR

To prove

SHUL.TZ BELTING COMPANY,

June

Direct- Current

Philadelphia

Desk and Celling Fans

Eidredge Battery Voltmeter

Testing Circuits

r:^=^^-^

0-3 Volts Dead Beat

is

easy with our special vnltmeterH

WE HAVE

and volt ammetera which measure
volts, amperea and ordinary reslHtancee. Send for oataiop of portable
and switchboard TOltmeters and am-

For testing Primary and Storage Batteries.
Write for circular and prices.

ELOREDGE ELECTRIC MFC. CO.

L.

II Posi Office Sq.
Springfield, Mass

M.

'EM.

BEST IN COUNTRY.

meters.

PIQNOLET

78-80 Cortland!

New York

St.

THE WESCO SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS

WORTH

FT.

BIRMINGHAM

Vacuum Drying & Impregnating Equipment
We

OUR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
manufacture and guarantee our apparatus to be the most

complete and

Write
safest

us

and

efficient

your requirements, and
easiest

Designs, Superintends or Constructs

on the market.

means

of

we

will tell

accomplishing

you the

CONDUIT SYSTEMS

best,

277 Broadway,

New

Union Trust Bldg., Cincinnati. O.

York.

BUFFALO,

& Machine

Buffalo Foundry

IN THEIR ENTIRETY.
QEST,

G. M.

results.

Co.

N. Y.

The

Rail Joint Co.,

Gen. Offices: 29
~ W. 34th

"-"gVoXciyy'

St.

Louia, Mo.

;

St.

Paul, Mian!

Gale's Commutator

KOENER ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERIES

Compound.

Stationary and Portable Batteries. SCO different sizes.
We also furnish various sized plates for renewing- batteries in any other make.
Prices on application. Liberal discount to the trade.

The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

KOENER ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.
EJackhawk

Pittsburg, Pa.;

Larger size Lighting and
SparkJDg Battery.

Portable Glass Cells.

276

St. Catalogaat Agencies: Ohjcago,Ill.;Denver,Colo.;

Will keep the Oommutator in good condition and prevent cutting.

CilirAOO. IIX

St.,

50c. per stick.

Absolutoty will not

Send

S5.O0 per dozen.

gum

ttio

brustiei.

SOc. for trial atlck.

FOE SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

K.

of all Qualities, in

MICA

Micanite, Linotape, M.

I.

For

the

NEW YORK

IS.

Standard.

CO.,
MICA INSULATOR
CHICAGO

SMm

BMg., ISO Dearborn

Compare our

91.

CHICACiO.

We

do not intend

to

prices on

Raw Mica and Manu-

PRICES
REDUCED

C. Compound, Empira
Years

Intw

MICA

EUGENE MUNSELL AND CO.
NEW YORK and CHICAGO

That

Sole Mannfactnrers,

«ii,

any

Form, at Lowest Prices

INSULATION
Cloth and Paper.

Mclennan & co.,r«

factured Mica with
you have been
paying our competitors.

prices

WHY PAY FANCY PRICES?

change or increase our

list

prices,

we do

not follow our competitors.

Originators

and

CHICAGO MICA

CO., Valparaiso,

Ind.

INNER ARC GLOBES

INCANDESCENT BULBS

and

TUBING

WR.ITE FOR. PR.ICES

THE LIPPINCOTT GLASS
Many

CO..

ALEXANDRIA. IND

Macninery, Apparatus and Supplies are inspected and tested by us ever' year
millions of dollars

worth

of Electrical

for tne snre"wdest buyers

Tl-iey

m

America

bes^— and they GEIT

OE.Tii/tA.r*iC3 -the
Our Facilities are

at

it

Your Service

Electrical Testing Laboratories

80tli Street and East

End Avenue,

NEW YORK

IMNKN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

1908

Juiif 27,

HJUENB

PHILIIPS Pro.

PHILLIPS, V. P.

K.

WAQGKSeiL.Treai. C

C. H.

R.

BMINQTON, jr.,S<c

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
ito\

For

iitKKt'i-:. u. I.

20 Yedrs

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.

"0. K." Weatherproof

Wire
"Parac" Rubber Wire
Bare Copper Wire
Slow Burning Weatherproof
Railway Feeder Wire
Slow Burning Wire

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,
Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE ANO
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE
Stwib, F. K. Donohoo, 28 CortlanUl SL
CincAoo Stohb, E. FI. Hamouitu], 18& AdatnN St.
MoNTiiaAL BiLANcii, Eu^tino K. PliUIlpa' KlcctrlcHl WarkH
OFFICES <ND FACTORIES. PHILLIP8DALE, R. I.

Nbw Yoim

OVES

niocfrlcal n'orkors* <lloveii a Specialty. In Buck, Ilorie,
TiMirl Calf, Ktc.
Strictly Union Mude, ItoarlOE Label.
for IMall

>Vrl(ii

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE GO.

Order Catalogue.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, PAWTUCKET,

CHICAGO CLOVE AND MITTEN CO.
172 North Halsted

St.,

Solderless

Dossert

the Standard

Chicago,

Officially

I.

JUST OUT

Connectors

THE STANDARD FOR SPLICING

THE ONLY

R.

III.

BlXCTPJQVl
SUPPtlES

Approved
Page Catalogue Condensed to

Mechanical Joint

128 pages of

No blow torch.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

No soldering pot.
No add.
No corrosion.

Convenient Size, Easy Reference.
Write Us and Get One.

Easily connected and disconnected.
Electrically and mechanically perfect.

-MWk.ftjH^SJ

Simple and strong.
Dossert gwitcliboard and panel lugs used on the principal
buildings throughout the country.

DOSSERT & COMPANY
242 W. 41ST STREET,

CATALOG
OF
Something

Everybody

NEW YORK:

IT.

Supply Co.

Electrical

.

A Complete
Electrical

of

NEW YORK

Catalogue
Supplies

94

West Van Buren

Street

CHICAQO

D-22

Electrical for

FREE— SEND FOR

Manhattan

ELECTRICAL
SUPPLY CO.

ZENCO

17 Park Place. 14 Murray Slreat.
Filth Avenue.

CHICAGO: 188

MAKE A NOTE
how many wood brackets on your house lines are
hanging loose, how many are pulled off, how many are
split and unsafe; then write us a postal and we will tell
you how you can escape the constant repair expense.

In 1907

of

Busy people

find the Tele-

phone a valuable time-saver.
All points can be reached and

many

tedious trips avoided.

Time, otherwise lost,
be devoted to business.

can

203 Washington

1,098

pages

of

reading matter and

ELKHART,

1,806 illustrations.

St.

IND.

This

EDISON
PRIMARY

Elec-

trician published

LARGE

PEIRCE SPECIALTY COMPANY

:hicago telephone company
'

The Western

over

or

BATTERIES

3,294 columns

is

3,000,000

words.

Equivalent in

amount

to

When

the elements are exhausted you simply
get a set of rftiewals at a cost of a few cents
and get another long term of satisfactory battery service.
EDISON MFG. CO.. 7 UKeslde Ave.. Orange. N. J.
10 Fifth Ave., New York
30i Wabash Ave., Chicago
Victoria Road. U'elle^den, London, N, W.

PASSBURg

m:4.

VACUUM DRYIUg
"^

On

AND

WIRE MEASURING MACHINE
A

great convenience and time
saver.

Reels wireC'ito
a neat coil and
shows number
of feet.

IMPREGNATING
APPARATUS
FOR
TRANSFORMER, FIELD

AND
ARMATURE

COILS

$2

ABSOLUTE DRYNESS
NO OVERHEATING
NO FIRE HAZARD
OPERATIVE ECONOMY
GREAT DURABILITY

J-P.DEVINE
BUFFALO, N.Y.

CO.

23 average

technical

the

book basis $46

worth given
If

you

scriber

order

Books.

for

$3.

are not a sub-

send

in

your

now.

MADE BY
Minneapolis Electric

and Con>

structlon Co.
Minneapolis, Winn

Western
60? Marquette

Electrician
Building, Chicago

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
W^AKTED, FOB SAXE
tiviilar WASIT COL,IIsrN
metUs (jo luords or less),

Combination gas and

Si so an

By

as Kh-ctririan;

WANTEDman

Dynamo and Motor

tesimp: and

assembling of same, or as repair man in factory
Will also accept position with a
or building.
Street Railway Co, Prefer work on multipleAddress Box S31 care of
nnit control system.
\\>-^iern Electrician. 507 Marquetlc Building?.
.

Chicago.

III.

WANTED

POSITION

coal in immediate vianalysis show.s 5)4,
cubic feet to pound of coal.
Electriclight plant new and in first-class condition, machinery of the latest type and
pattern.
Cement block building. Fourteen-year franchise with city contract for

VARNISHES

Chemical

cinity.

nn energetic, reliable and experienced

ic

INSULATINCa

Gas

habitants.

v^*tts Ijo words or less), St. 00 an in*
teriion: additional zt-ords sc each.

POSITION

electric-light plant
Mo., a town of 3.000 in-

in Huntsville,

POSITION TVAKTED advertise-

27,

FOR SALE

and

advtrtise-

additional tvords jc each.

insertion;

June

same temi.

Splendid opportunity to buy
this electric and gas business for hall its
value.
Comnuinicate with JOHN N.
HAMILTON, Trustee in Bankruptcy,
Hunts\'ille, Mo.,orW. B. HOMER, Attorney, Rialto Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

I

ELECTRicAL COMPOUNDS

INSULATING TAPE
lliglipst itiPulative efBciency.
catalogue and prices,

Meet every refiuirement

in

electrical

work.

Write

ffir

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, 100 William
Itranthfs:

Chicago, St.

I.<»iiis,

New

St.,
York
Philadelphia, Boston, New Orleans

Central-station engineer experienced in oper-

and improving power lighting and water
Competent as chief engineer in large
plants.
plant or manager of medium-sized property
where wide-awake business-getting methods
would show results.- Correspondence solicited

FOR SALE

atiiit:

with party requiring consulting engineer for
several small properties. Best references. Address Box S32, care Western Electrician. 507
Marquette Bldg.. Chicago. III.

110 volts

WANTED
Three or four vertical waterwheels. together
with harness to operate at a head of about eight
wheels to be 45, 50 or 54 inches. Address
Box S30, care of Western Electrician, 507 Marquette Bide. Chicago. Ill

I

1

1
1
1

Westinghouse, 110 volts
1900
Wagner auto. 20S v.. model B.1815
Wagner auto. 20S v.. model A. 2000
Gen. Elec, type I. S.. form L.

1%

110 volts, direct-connected to
No. 2 Enterprise Meat Chopper
1875
Holtzer-Cabot. 110 volts, self-

1
1

2

WANTED

starting
2

2
2

1

3

1

We will give exclusive territory to resultbringing salesman. We manufacture new and
re-filled class
lamps. Our salaries and comcan you do?
mission will interest you.

What

Address Box S26. care of Western
Electrician, 507 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago. 111.
Answer.

1

1

1
1

Cliicago,

v..

Wagner, model A.
Gen. Elec. type

VRewound
1

Commutators Rebuilt

Franklin Electric
w Co.
WW.
222-224 South Clinton
Chicago,

I.

type
110
S..

S....1875

I.

v..

There's

the

of

city

of

additional capital and re-location for
Liberal
factory with cheap power.
inducements for right man. Address
Box 819, care Western Electrician,
507 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111.

must be addressed to the City Auditor of
said city and must be endorsed on the

HAPCOODS
THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF BRAIN

BROKERS
12 cities and a force of 350 people,
7iih
be of inestimable
's at your disposal and can
value to both employer and employe.
Do you Deed a man?
We oan get him for you.
Is your present position unsatisfactory?
We can provide the opportunity for a better one.
Call or write today for a copy of either Hapgoodi) opportunities or Hapgooda men. MentioD this paper.
offices in

North Dakota, up to S o'clock
Monday, July 6, 190S, for the sale
electric

the market.

Send

5155

190S.

H. F.

INDUCTION

MOTORS
High Power Factor
High Efficiency

HALVERSON.

City Auditor of Valley City. N. D.

TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO.

CHICAGO,
Offices

MaJn

HARTFORD BLDC.
in all

=^^^1

TELEPHONE TROUBLES

ILL.

tlectrlclln Pub.

IN

YOUR BUSINESS?

Co.,507Marqueltt

SLIP-RING MOTOR

— 100

INSULATED WIRES

C ^ CA Afl
-l^lvlliUU

K. W., 125 Volts, 5S5 R. P. M. Multipolar
Lundell Belted Type Generator
-

75 K. W., 500 Volts, 700 R. P. M. Multipolar
Westinghouse Belted Type Generator -

AND CABLES

C^A
V^Wi"^
f)

fl fl

Address

As good as new.
what you have and what you need. We buy, sell or trade, and our low
on a large assortmeDt of best equipment are bound to get your order.

Tell us

Our

prices

on repair work are low,

A

large shop and

special facilities permit attractive figures.
let

Why

..^c^V^^^

not

us quote you?

^^j:
y*s

TOLEDO, OHIO

prices

JohnA.Roebling'sSonsCo.
CHICAGO BRANCH:

T^E F. BiSSELL C01VfT»AIV\'

—

For Prices of

ON NEW AND USED ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

I—

and Works. Cincinnati, Ohio

Bldg., Chlcigo

Prices That Count
I

Office

Chicago— Great Northern Bldg.
New York No. 1 Madison Ave,
^

DO YOU NEED ONE

Principal Cities

MFG. CO.
PHILADELPHIA

TRIUMPH

Dated

order of the City Council.
12.

list.

Wakefield Strtet, Germ^town,

HAPCOODS
1010

for price

bids.

By
May

Commutator Brush.

HOLMES FIBRE-GRAPHITE

bids

Said

plant.

light

Friction

p. m.,
of the

outside thereof, "Bids for Electric Light
Plant."
No bid will be considered which is for
a less sum than $40,000, and all bids must
be accompanied by a certified check for
5 per cent of the amount of bid, and
made payable to the City Treasurer of
said city.
An exclusive 20-year franchise will be
granted the successful bidder, the terms
and conditions of which will be agreed
upon on the acceptance of any bid.
An inventory and any information desired can be obtained from the City
Auditor of said city upon application.
The right is reserved to reject any and
all

171-173 Lake

Works:

TRENTON,

St.

N.

J.

EDISON COMPANY REPAIR SHOPS
COMMONWEALTH
MARKET STREET, CHICAGO. TELEPHONE MAIN
Machine
EQUIPMENT
FIRST CLASS
THROUGHOUT
76

High-Crade
Work

of All

Kinds

Correapondenoe Solicited.

^

Kinds

Being go per cent, pure graphite, it insures low resistance, no sparking under a varying load, and longer
wear.
There is no greasing required. The Fibre
Graphite is therefore the most economic brush on

Valley

City.

No

with the Fibre-Graphite

CHICAGO.

CO..

enlarge present facilities. Has wellNeeds some
established business.

city's

„.

1875

Council

City

.,

all

form L.

Bids Wanted for Electric Light Plant
C EALED BIDS will be received by the
*-^

_
,,
Repairing of.

III.

SAMSON SPOT WATERPROOFED CORD FOR TROLLEYS AND ARC I-iMPS.
SEND FOR SAMPLES
SAMSON COROACE WORKS, Boston. Mass.

ILL.

wants to

St.

-

j;-' '"' ;»; ' - •
jvioiors and Dynamos

auto. 2000

Wagner, model Z. 110 v.. auto.. 2000
Wagner. Model Z. 220 v.. auto. 2000
Wagner, 110 volts, auto
1600
Wagner, auto, 208 volts
1600
Wagner, auto. 208 volts
-.1600

ay.
314
10
15
25

GREGORY ELECTRIC

Storage Battery manufac-

located in

turer,

1

Send for our Monthly Bargain Sheet,
showing complete stock, with net prices.

A GRAND
OPPORTUNITY
A Qerman

2500

Gen. Elec. 110
110 volts

I

Field Coils

Transformers

2000

1

feet,

A

Armatures

Singie-phase, 125-133 Cycle Motors
H. P.
Speed.
1
Vz Gen. Elec, type I. S.. 110 v..
direct-connected to Two-Hopper Enterprise Grinding Mill. 2000
2
1
Holtzer-Cabot. 110 volts
2500
1
1
Emerson, self-starting, class E.

I280

Dynnmos, Armatures,
Motors, Are Lamps,
Fans, Instruments.

JllllO

2".

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

IQOcS

^

tea

'3

y

^letcjpWM

To meet the demand of railway companies for a
scheme whereby their existing telegraph lines may be
used for telephone service, we have developed a com-

I

plete line of apparatus.
Different methods are employed according to the service that is required. The railway composite system is
\ery popular where it is desired to secure one telephone
circuit for several stations from one grounded telegraph
line.
With this system the telephone apparatus may be
added to the line without changfine or rewirine the telegraph instruments. The apparatus is simple and gives

splendid transmission.

Western Electric Quantity

means Low

First

Cost

Western Electric Quality
means Low Maintenance Cost

i.

The No. 1312-A telephone

set

is

permanent station.
The No. 1314-A teleplione set

is

for use at a

portable so that it may readily be
carried on a tram. Connection can
be made with a composited telephone and telegraph line by means
of the jointed pole and 100 foot
cord shown in the illustration.

r

Our Bulletin T=206

gives comon the installamaintenance of these

plete information

tion

and

telephones for railway service.
This will gladly be sent free upon

Mi'A

request.

1

Set

WSiii
IIKnK
®©K^lMfY
Eastern

Central

New

Chicago

York

Philadelphia

Indianapolis

Boston

Cincinnati

Pittsburg

Saint Paul

Manufacturers and Suppliers of all
Apparatus and Equipment used in
the
Construction,
Operation and
Maintenance of Telephone Plants

Western

Pacific

Saint Louis

San Francisco
Los Angeles

Kansas City
Denver
Dallas
Salt

Atlanta

Lake City

Omaha
Northern Electnc and Manufacturmg Co

.

Ltd.

Montreal and Winnipeg

Write our nearest house

Seattle

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

14

June

27,

ic

DEARBORN WATER TREATMENT
Prepared always scientifically to meet requirements of each individual case,
Cost of treatment per thousand gallons
of every boiler room.

A
tOB-r. F. OA.RR. F>reslden«.

ELEPHANT BRAND

rr

OMEIIVIIOAI- \A/ORK3,
liVTHiKNATlONAL

Xe
REG.

If not, will

Etc.

you allow us

ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers

PAT. OFF.

rN

the U.

S.

TI

GRAPHITE

Mernational Telephone Mfg. Co.

PERFEq;_ LUBRICANT

CO.

sample

Dixon's
Flake Graphite
saves ^vear and
points

&

—write

to-day.

^Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.
Jersey City, N.

I9th Sts.,'St. Louis, Mo.

occu-

it

gears

friction

Successful engineers use it.
"Write for free booklet and J

MOTORS AND CEILING FANS
Olive

That's a pretty good motto;

all

power.

CENTURY ELECTRIC

**An Ounce of Service
worth a ton of st^ntiment."

and

FLAKE

to send

HAHUFACTURERS OF

J.

ntaiimiAiiii

U.S. METAL

prominent place on the walls of the Illinois Association's
Convention hall in Champaign the last week in May. It was the
keynote of the Convention it is becoming the keynote of the Independent mo\'ement.
pied

bearings,

EHOOA AHEftiaN

a Sample?

SINGLE-PHASE SELF-STARTING

IS

(,

JOjEPH DIXOH CRUaBttCD

""

.

In cylinders,

DIXON'S

you are a Regular Customer

DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS

T>\

L

U. S.

o>i>-j

Known and Used the World Over
Have you Tried Them?
If so,

'Mf^^-^^y,-,

INGOTS, CASTINGS, WIRE, RODS, SHEETS,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONES

2200 WASHINGTON AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IHl

Gallon of

Ceneral Offices and Laboratories, Postal Telegraph Bids

mmi mil immm \mm
ELEPHANT BRAND

and economical operation
water required for analysis.

essential to the successful

is

VERY LOWa

a

POLISn

Geo.W.

i
;. .i,^

Moffmaw

;

That Ounce
you giving

are

fraction of

ton

their

it

of

it

of Service
your

to

and the

rest

sentiment

in

subscribers,

connection

ment are now clamoring for

You can give
to

or

their

are

The

sentiment?

in

with

the

3''ou

people

giving

them

TKe

a

Night Riders
By DAY ALLEN WILLEY

who have had
move-

Independent

ounce of service.

Hypnotism and Freedom

it

By

them, in quantity, with your present manual equipment, perhaps,

but you can't give

it

quality without

in

Independent-Bell struggle
the

of

vival

Waterloo To-Day
By

fittest.

Our Automatic

Systeni has been adopted in the following cities
Neb.
Cuba.
Hazleton, Pa.
Holland, Mich.
Hopklnsvllle, Ky.
Houston, T6xa».
Jonesboro. Ark.
Kenton, Ohio.
Lake Benton, Minn.
Lewlston, Me.
Lincoln, Neb.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Manchester, Iowa.
Marlanao, Cuba.
Marlon, Ind.
Medford, Wis.
Mt. Olive, 111.
New Bedford, Mass.
Norfolk, Neb.
Hastings,

Aberdeen, B. D.
Akron, Ohio.
AIleDtown, Pa.
Auburn, Me.
Auburn, N. T.
Battle Creek, Mich.

Beaver

Falls.

Havana,

Pa-

Belllngham, Wa«h.
Berkeley,

Cal.

Mont.
Mont.
Cadillac. Mich.
Billings.

Butte,

Champaign,
Chicago,
Cleburne,

111.

III.

Texas.
Columbus, Ga.
Columbus. Ohio.
Dayton, Ohio.
Decatur. 1)1.
Denver, Colo.
Dowaglac, Mich.
Edmonton. Alberta, Can.
El Paso. Texas.
EmauB. PaFall River, Mass.
Grand Rapids. Mich.

Portland. Ore.
Princeton, N.

TKe World

J.

Riverside, Cal.
Rochester, Pa.
Rushvllle, Ind.
San Diego, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.

Westerly. R.

Pontlac, in.
Portland, Me.

Wilmington. Del.
Woodstock, N. B.. Can.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
Van Buren and Morgan

Streets,

Large

of

All in the

Month

the
July

Metropolitan Magazine

I.

AT ALL NEWSDEALERS

CO.

CHICAGO, U.

THE BABCOCK
85

RUSSELL

Tacoma, Wash.

Pentwater, Mich-

Cal.

a.t

The Drama,

Cal.

Saskatoon, Sask., Can.
Sloui City, Iowa.
South Bend, Ind.
Spokane. Wash.
St. Marys. Ohio.
Strathcona. Alberta, Can,

Omaha, Neb.

Oakland, Cal.

H.

and

Toronto Junction, Can.
Traverse City, Mich.
Urbana, 111.
Van Wert, Ohio.
Walla Walla, Wash,
Wausau, Wis.

Ocean Park,

ROBERT

:

Richmond, Ind.

Santa Monica,

HUGO MUNSTERBERG

The

automatic equipment.

going to result eventually in the "surautomatic equipment and be among the

is

Get

fittest."

Prof.

15c.

S.

$1

50 a Year

WILCOX COMPANY

«(

Liberty Street,

Babcock & Wileox,

a Copy

A.

Stirling,

NEW YORK

-

&

A.

T. Horizontal,

Gahall Vertical

WATER lup^rH^a't^rs
TUBE STEAM BOILERS
^^
»'t^am

c?^
J.-BARBERTON, OHIO
Kita

IVI

WORKS: BAYONNE,

N.

r-k i

I

t-t^k^ri

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON,

Delta Building

PHILADELPHIA,
O2 North Amer.
SAN FRANCISCO, 63 First Street
PITTSBURGH, Farmers Deposit NafI Bk.
NEW ORLEANS, 343 Baronne Street
I

I

I

I

I

I

BIdg.

DENVER, 410 Seventeenth Street
SALT LAKE CITY, 3 3 Atlas Block
I

WASHINGTON, Colorado
BIdg.

BIdg.

CHICAGO, Marquette BIdg.
ATLANTA, CA., 132 Candler
I

CLEVELAND, 706 New England

MEXICO

I

1

BIdg.

BIdg.

CITY, 7 Av(>nlda Juarez
HAVANA, CUBA, I6H Calle de la Habana
LOS ANGELES, 32 Trust BIdg.
CINCINNATI, O., Traction BIdg.

—
June

27,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

ifXiX

MARTINSON.

.\, .1.

The A nNf>I.I>

('

I

AlU.Al'lJ.

i:.

(;oN,suLTiN<; kn»^;i.m:i;r

MOINKS IvLECTKIC
CONSTRUCTION CO.

Dies

1

..

i-

R.

1

2

in

KT

Clilriikt".

High Tension Transmission Lines

this Directory

by

D. C.

will

it

II LINT

1

&

t

CoiitraclinK Elcctric.'il Engineers,
Lightine, I'ower, K.iilwayii.

Co.

CllARLI'S

Htrccl

.Statr;

W

Suite

306,

Hoard

EXPERTS.

ENGINEERS.

Byllesby, H. M. & Co.

BO.STON

A LITTLE CARD

(Incorporated)

ENGINEERS

bring a big customer.

TRY ONE!

Examinations and Reports
American Trust BIdg.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Arc

Westinghouse

Write us for bulletins

to
in

this Directory.

Westinghouse, Diehl Fans

New

Lexington Insulators

IF

& W. Fuses. Cut-outs
Send

Deliveries

Chicaao

how many customers you fail
get by not having your name

G.E.,

'^4f/>n D-

Chicago

lildg..

Siemen's Arc Carbons

,

Immediate

Ltng. Arresters

Ga^ and Street Railway

YOU DON'T KNOW

A.

1325-1326 Marquette BIdg., Coicago. Ill

%^

Columbia Incandescent .Lamps

Klectric LiEiit,
Planth.

Electrical Installations.

%.

Lamps

i

Plans, Specifications, Reports, Testa.
Estimates and SuperviBion for Complete

Pittsburgh Transformers

II.

ENGINEKIl AND CONTRACiOR
SPF.CIALTIES-Central .Station HeatnK Plant..!. Water Workii, Steam Plaritn.

ENGINEER
Steam and

A.N'D

Phone Central VjH

1100-1128 American Tru«t

RADFORD, JOHN

f>(

ISuil'lioi;.

SCHO'IT, W.

customers.

may

in this Directory

Design, Conntruct and Operate Railway
Light, Power, Hydraulic and
Gae Plants.

I.

Ix)ng Dintuncc

A WEEKLY
REPRESENTATION
enables enin this "Directory"
gineers to keep before all possible

KiiKinecrs.

be seen

Kn-

H'*ci<-ty

ST. IX)UI.S, U.S.A.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Jackson

C11IC.\G0

G.

Kuite .Wl Chemical
BuUdini;,

Life

of Civil

Wfel<Tu

CONSULTI.VO. MirifANICAL
ELrXTRICAI, KNaiNf;Kll.S

of Control

Mctropolilon

liuiMirji;, Clit<:ugo
f">j»;lrty

RUEBEL & WELLS

PlLLSliUKY

ical I-jiigincers.

possible clients.

F

L

hunk

Amrrican

.Mriii|>irr
fiiM-f-fn,
'.iHLmri-ni.

Corimiltini: EnRini-cr lo Miiine-vjtu

Mt-mbors American InHtituto of Electrical
Araorican Society of MochonJ.JiiBineers.
American Society of Civil

in

Mr;riib<T

CONSULTING MECHANICAL
and ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

i2b
r»-lilnKt<»r» HI.
l,Miiln,«>n dlctvl. Trii^tlll.lg.
:il(ro«B llldi?.

B.

l-irnt Niiti'/nul

UlJti.

CUICAOO.

la llntik lll<l|[.
Ht.. K. U. l.oiitloii

& Wm.

Flubor

lH()<-lgOtt-180»-lS10-18i:

E

I

Th yBonk.Ty

Jt

11

.

Mo

IT

where

W.

N.iw York
rut HiMirtf. Mod

Hi'uvv Kli-otrl.' I'Rl.li' Woik Kkiptrlf Uiillw(»
ft.tiHtrm-llim In.. Int.'. I Kl.'i'trlo l.lglil I'lftiitn
All Kliul.i of Kloctil.' Wiiliia.

Keep your name and address

C.RA.XU AVV.K

ENGINEERS

;;iiarliorn St.. ('lili'nuo

TRY

\V.

^

BRENNAN ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
:i:iO

KANDOLPH

ISllAM

KOHLKiv BROS.

Tr.Miri.

I'rcM.

OMI'ANV

In

M

your orders

Crnititl €lprtrirCitm}mitg.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
264-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue. ChiceiLgo

Elevating.

JEFFREY

Rock and

Conveying. Power Tr*nsmission, Screening, Crushinp Oredginq.
Coal Drilling. Coal Cutting,' Hauling and Washing Machinery.

OUR CATALOiiCES AHE TOURS FOH THE ASKING.

ThejEFFREY M AN U FACTU Rl NG CO.. Columbus,

U.S.A.

O..

QUR NEW
just

an

ELECTRICAL HEATING APPARATUS
OF EVERY KIND-FOR EVERY PURPOSE

New York

L:irgc5t

and

oldest exclusive

of

scope

the

of

and quick delivery

of satisfactory

in the

Hall er Sign

Works

letters.

S.

Clinton Street,

CHICAGO

world

JO! NT

BY USING

An

MIHERALLAC

TROUBLES
absolute

remedy

not a partial one

MINERALLAC CO.
859 '8^ MONADNOCK BLDG. CHICAGO.

COMPOUND

Raven White Core

Crimshaw

pass inspection and carry the above

¥mi.\imjMmi&^^m i

321

Makcn

GETRIOOFMIGh TENSION CABLE

ALL OUR WIRES

our

manufacture

for

(Incorporated)

Main Office and Factory, DETROIT, MICH.
St.,

mm^^

published, will give you

the

facilities

'^

catalogue,

and permanent electric signs and

THE AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO.
Eatttrn Oept., 7 and 9 Warren

idea

n
1908

TRADE-MARKS on our tags. We also manufacture Grimshaw

and

Raven White Core
Competition Tapes and Splicing

CompOUndS

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY
MAIN OFFICE:
114-116-118 Liberty St.,

New York

RnAv.r^ETi7G
BRANCHES

i

CHICAGO:

I

J9J Dcsplalnes St.

BOSTON:
7

OU8

St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
766 Folsom St.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

i6

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG.
DISTRICT OFFICES

standard type

DAY-LOAD BUILDERS

The

Wagner Motor.

gests

fit, it is

is

You

will

a belted out-

box underneath the
The pressman has

variable-speed

absolute and instantaneous control

over this

outfit.

This outfit

is

ex-

tremely economical of operation.

ding on your requirements.

Chicago

Office,

1625 Marquette Bldg.

Michigan College olMines

Cells

SWITCHBOARDS

Products
By WM. BAXTER,

Battery

Connectors

The only book dealing with
of

electrical

engineering.

Testing Instruments

alternating currents;
arc

and incandescent

the

rest,

important part

and
room to
Includes direct and
all

sizes

in the engine

switches for high tension;

lighting; railway work,

except telephone work.

and

PLACE YOUR
"Want" and "For Sale"

all

advertisements

Price §1,50,

In

th,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

STACKPOLE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

BATTERY CO.

507 Marquette BIdg.,

MARYS, PA.

r.2

oil

this

F. W. McN.VIR, President
Located in the Lake Superior district. Mines
and mills accessible for college work. For yearbook and record of graduates apply to president
or secretary,
Hougliton. Michigan.

Jr.

Takes up

from the single dynamo
the largest power plant work.
kinds,

ST.

above shows a

become vitiated. Congregations sit
up and take notice; lodge rooms
have "something doing;" clerks
work with vim and energy, and
customers buy freely where there
This
is snap and energy in the air.
can be accomplished only by some
form of ventilating apparatus.

a variable-speed outfit, with

feeding table.

We

Carbon

possibilities for electric

note that while this

—

Dry and Wet

many

drive in printing shops.

illustration

variable-speed ventilating fan outfit.
This outfit pays for itself in a very
short while in the comfort it brings
It is just the thing for
to users.
halls, churches, lodge rooms, stores
and offices where the air is liable to

The motor application above sug-

susceptible of remote control and
starts of itself when current comes
on after a line interruption.
Its starting operation is extremely
simple,
simply a switch. The material allowance in this motor is
very large; the workmanship extremely fine and accurate, all parts
being made to templet.
soUcit the opportunity of bid-

ic

ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

IN

"BA"

Single-phase
This motor will
pull up full load and a generous
overload from a state of^rest. It is

27,

CO., St. Louis, U. S. A

MOTORS—THE

SINGLE-PHASE

June

-

CHICAGO,

Immediate Returns.

ILL.

Protect yourself

r/tX\ty^

THE

im^X

DYNO

MAKE YOUR

and family, also
your buildings, by

COMMUTaTORS

installing

FEEL QLAD

COMMUTATOR

Commutators, like oilier agents,
get "tired," "discouraged," "dirty"
and run down. Tliey, too, need encouraf^'Cincnl, cleaning and "cliecrinii up."

vREBUILDER>

ELECTRIC

SAFETY
VALVES

"DYNO" COMMUTATOR REBUILDER
this

—and

mure,

it

does
prevents sparkintr, cutting,

increases the efficiency of
blowing of fuses, etc
themaciiinc; insures perfect contact; gives a higli,
j^lossy finisli and prevents dust and dirt from adhering.
You should not be without it.
;

For prices,

FICKK Hample.
few 1.IVK AgentM wanted.

IV rite today for

A

one of

uur

etc.,

address

ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.
OSHKOSH, WIS,

THEDYHOfivCnEM»CALMFG.CO."u''.°l*A':'^-

lilt

ufter opi^riitinn.

June

2",
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igoX

>7

The Lindsley Brothers Company
Producers and Shipper! of

end Manuhctiirerc of

WESTERN CEDAR POLES

RED FIR CROSS ARMS

Eastern Sales Office,

Monadnock

C.h.WQRCESTER

CO.
NORTHERN

Bldg.,

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

CHICAGO

Tribune Blog. Chicago.

TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

WHITE CEDAR POLES AND TIES
ARE THE BEST- WE PRODUCE THEM

Cedar

Cet our prices before placing your next order

COMPANY Semu
MICHIGAN WHITE CEDAR n^\| CO AunTICO
r \J
Lto
IKd
^
^ ^^
^^ ^

ITASCA CEDAR
BEST TO LAST

We

150,000

POLES IN STOCK,

"
100,000 Ties at our Sorting Yards
have beeo io the Cedar Pole and Tie business 28 years.

W.

C;

STERLING & SON

CO.,

•«»

»•>''

\A/i-ii-rE

|

50,000 Trolley Ties at Bay

GLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Urf<

Stoek CeMtutty od Huii

Poles

CE^/vnt

COMPLETE STOCKS
CONSTaNTLY ON HAMD

01-7-2dAve.

Sl^am/aU/&^9^%m/U^

City Kard.

MONROE, MICH.

1877

PAYS AND
PAYS WELL

So.
I

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

IT

American
LOCKPORT,

District

N. Y.

Steam

Go.
CHICAGO

to get quotations on

Bissell

Arms and

Pins

Engineers and Contractors

3

CENTRAL-STATION HEATING

Not only are our prices low but our stocks high grade and large. Nothing
Long Leaf Yellow Pine or Washington Fir in Arms and real Black
Locust in Pms. Special Sizes are a Special Delight.

but

Write for Leaflet

Number Oae

The F. Bissell Compaivy
TOLEDO, OHIO

TELEPHONES, SWITCHBOARDS
KELLOGG NEW STEEL
TELEPHONE
yMRITE

FOR RESIDENCE AND HDTEL USE

FOR

PARTICULARS
Bulletin Mo. 35.L

IT IS

STRONG, COMPACT, SERVICEABLE

in.

A

CEDAR POLES 1
mSil^iiM WHITE
HALL
BROOKS
L.

52

IHHSX^^^l^m.

P?^^(«ai^

WISCONSIN AVENUE

TOMAHAWK, WIS.

m

HSBbbih
A ^lilBSI
J

ELECTRIC HEATING APPARATUS

Idaho Cedar Poles

the result of ten years of constant
effort to develop the enamel and resistance element to
its present state of perfection
It has gained recognition
as a thoroughly reliable product.
is

Catalog Free Upon Request

PACIFIC

COAST POLE

CO.

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING CO.

SPOKANE, WASH.
\

mohS^ock'bwck

CiMBRIOGE, MASS.

WEStERN ELECTRICIAN
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Mercury
A

27,

Rectifier Outfits

ready means
converting

of

June

alternating

current

to

direct current

moving machinery.
Economical to install, requiring little floor space, and
so simple that anyone can operate them.
They are
intervention of any

without the

being largely used for operating direct-current lamps,

and for charging
and automobile batteries.

electroplating
signal

telephone,

railway

See Circular 11 48 for particulars.
Mercury

Rectifier

The Complete

&

Westinghouse Electric

Outfit

Manufacturing Co.

Al^DRESS NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE:
Chicago,
Denver,
ClerelaDd,
Kansas Clt7,
Cloclnaatl,
Detroit,
Los Anseles,
Dallas,
Canada, Canadian Weatlnghousa Co., Ltd., Hamlltoo, Ootaria

Atlanta,

Boiton,

BalUmoro,

Buffalo,

MiDoeapolis,
Orlcaos,

Naw

New York,
Pittsburg,
Bait Lake City,
Philadelphia
St. Loaia,
San Francisco,
Uezico, Q. & O. Branlff & Co., City of Mexico

Seattle,

Syracuse.

Cheap Gas
of the proper

Quality
and

for operating gas engines

confined to localities

for other purposes,

no longer

is

within the "Natural Gas Belt."

W^eStinghoUSe Gas Producers
bounds.
ically

Cheap power

is

now

available

and continuously, requiring no

of Fire Underwriters speaks for itself.

even where coal

skilled attendance.

is

have extended the "gas belt- beyond

expensive.

The

fact

of

their being

Steaim Turbines,
Yorlt City, 1C5

Steam Engines, Gas Engines,

Broadv/ay

Boston, 131 State St.
Clcvclaod, New EQ^Iaod BuUdine
Cbicafo. 171 La Salle St.

Gais Producers, Storage Batteries

Cincinnati, Traction Building

Atlanta, Candler Building
St. Lrouis, Chemical Building
Pittsburg, Westinghouse Building

former

approved by the National Board

Gas Producer Catalogue No. 7007 contains interesting

particulars.

The Westinghouse Machine
New

all

Westinghouse Producers operate automat-

Co.

and of The Roney Stoker
Philadelphio, No. American Bldg.
Denver, McPhec Building

Sao Francisco, Hunt, Mirk & Co.

1908

June

27,
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K

Type

"J

Wattmeters

Meet the Requirements
of the largest and the sn allest Central Stations.

Whether you

need

K

thousand, the Type
ditions.

We

sevti meters or

do not

mei^r

seven

your con-

fits

hesitate .0 say th?i

it

is

The Best Meter
Type K, Form SAA
Single-phase Meter

because Service

Main

Chicago Office

Fort

623 Marquette Bldg.

Small

TT'S the
Baby Torch

—

the smallest one

— that's

no valves

or blowing

cocks.

or

Just

light

in

Big

— automatic —

Wayne,

Price
in

Value

other Sales Offices

Ind-

In

most large

cities

RATHBONE PANI60T

ELECTRIC
"FIREPLACE"
(Pateoted by

& PaNIGOT

RATHIjONE

CO.,

UraQd Eaplda, Mich.)

it

The

—

and solder that's all. Burns two
hours on one filling. Isn't this just
the thing for your electricians

'

Office

Size

Small

"^ -

good enough for anybody
Burns without
and everybody.

pumping

in

Type K, Form SAB
Single-phase Meter

tells.

Intermittent

Heating

Problem

Solved

Is so designed that every particle of
heat is forced out into the room instead
of going up the chimney.

?,

Two

sizes

24x30
30x30

-3
-4

lamps
lamps

-

-

750 or 1.500 watts
1.000 or 2.000 walls

The Mantel

Tj.'pe 01 lu.-

Luminous Electric Fireplace

Manufactured and Controlled by

ZEiDLER LAMP & BRASS CO

RATHBONE & PANI60T
GENERAL ELECTRIC

LOMIRA, WISCONSIN

CO.,

CO.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

SCHENECTADY, U.S.

A.,

JOBBERS

and

AGENTS

The Warren Alternator
MANtTFACTXmKD BY

WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
Successors to THE WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

CO.

MANtrTACrUKERS OF

INDUCTOR AND REVOLVING FIELD ALTERNATORS

WEMCO
Write for
Revolving Field Type

A. C.

AND D

...

C.

MOTORS

OHIO
SANDUSKY,
Bulletin No. 36—IT WILL PAY YOU TO DO SO

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

June

S T R AGE
Hemember these rods have no

Coupling Conduit

Rod

lost

THE WILLARD STORAGE
BATTERY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

ORIGINAL VULCANIZED FIBRE
Is the STANDARD

Throughout the Civiirzed World.
ESTABLISHED IB73

mollon.

These Couplings are of Steel and
made in the bestpossible manner.

ore

We
Write for

COI

3Z44 North

1908

Manufactured by

BATTERIES
Cope's Patent Quick

27,

persons using iliese
ro()s-7S,000 sold since May, 1902.
Made tn 3 ft. and 4 fl. lengllis.
Price 3 ft. 75 cents, 4 ft. 85 cents.
Patented, February 24, 1903.
list of

PHIUDEIPHIA.

Fifteenth Street

manufacture the highest grade only.
insulating and mechanical uses.

Quality Kuaranteed for

SHEETS

thicknesses up to \y,

for

electrical insulation,
inches, carried in stock.

all

RODS, TUBES AND SPECIAL SHAPES
AMERIGAN VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY, w,LSgo'^,°a^.RH

PA.

mm

Four waterwheel-driven

C

W

-

altern;3tors

MINNEAPOLIS STEEL &
MACHINERY CO.

delivering 16,000 K. V. A.

M
Jri^B

sjjmP'^^^J
£?--:=':=

are

installed

Lockport,

d:

the

in

Gas

^^Li^

HEIHI HiHH

tod
"'

m

Engineer Electric Light Plant:
"

plant

Three 4,000 K. V. A. gas-engine-driven

at

UlttCttJCl
power.

ical

Plant reliable, dependable and econom-

Better than steam in every

C~W

Manager

way."

Electric Light Plant:

current for the street railways
"Better

results

power than we
Plant.

K.

\3

COMPANY

*f

AMPERE,

N.

W.

BELTED

ALTERNATING AND DIRECT-CURRENT MACHINERY

most

Plant

III.

alternators supply
of San Francisco.

Ttie

Gas Producer

What They Say

Electric Corporation Plant

District

Ejigine

Power

1

Sanitary

MINN.

iJ

.v^

California Gas

MINNEAPOLIS,

^
1
H
B

-—"'^^^^^^^^

could not be expected from any

known

are getting from Stuetijcf Suction

Fuel expense

less

Gas

than one-half of a cent per

hour."

or

DIRECT CONNECTED

WfyTE us FOR CATALOGUE "G"

J.

New

eteniii divided

Catalog

ALTERNATING-

on request giving

CURRENT SCALE

further details

International Electric Meter Co.
CHICAGO,

U. S. A.

